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The Thanhouser Laboratoriels are Open to You
Have You Ever Felt,t, Mr.
Mr. Producer,
That Your Photography Lacked A
Truly Artistic Touch? j
Have You Ever Wislied That You
Could Get Developing and Printing
Equal To That Shown Consistently
in Thanhouser Plays.^j
Your Wish Can Come True. The
Thanhouser Film Corporation Is
Now In A Position To Do Your
Work.
No little part of the excellence of Thanhouser
photography is due to superior developing and
printing. No laboratory is better equipped
than the Thanhouser Film Corporation's; none
is manned by artists more expert.
The Thanhouser Film Corporation is not interested in contracting for work of an inferior
quality, in which perfect developing and printing are not necessary.
For those Companies that have expensive negatives and demand that their prints be upon a
par with their productions, the Thanhouser
Film Corporation offers laboratory work unsurpassed.

Thanhouser Film Corporation
EDWIN

THANHOUSER,

New Rochelle, N. Y.

^

President

Jacksonville, Fla.
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FIRST

ESSANAY CHAPLIN REVUE
5 ACTS

OF

1916

5 ACTS

THE YEAR'S GREATEST

LAUGHTER
FROLIC
COMING

SOON

Especially arranged by the Essanay company
from the Essanay- Chaplin comedy successes
"The Tramp," "His New Job," "A Night Out."

INFRINGERS BEWARE
All Essanay-Chaplin comedies are copyrighted in the Library
of Congress and infringers will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

All New, Special Paper and Advertising Material
GENERAL

CEORGE

FILM SERVICE

K. SPOOR

PRESIDENT

Reg. D. & Pm. 1907

1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
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UNIVERIAL
PROGI^kM
The successful Exhibitor Is the
one who pleases his patrons all
of the time. You can't do that
with Features exclusively.

Upon its success in pleasing Exhibitors (through their patrons) the
Universal Program has become the biggest thing in the fihn industry. The Universal Program has built up the largest
film concern in the universe, and has

carried thousands upon thousands of Exhibitors
to success along with it.

A week's trial of the Universal Program

will bring undeniable evidence in increased NET
PROFITS to any Exhibitor who is struggling
under the burden of costly features that do not
get the crowds.

Not hundreds, but thousands upon thousands, of Exhibitors have proved this for themselves. They have taken on the Universal Program as a last resort, and have been joyfully surprised to find their profits greater in a month of
Universal Program shows than in a year of Features.
Get in right todaj-. Write your nearest
Universal Exchange, and demand proofs as well
as particulars.

UNIVERSAL
FILM
MANUFACTURING CO.
CARL

LAEMMLE,

President

"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe"

1600 BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK

UNIVEMM.
ANIMATED
WEEKLY
Under the New Sales Plan, any
Exhibitor may now secure the
Universal Animated Weekly.

The new sales plan has let down
the bars, and there is a rush of bookings that prove a greater popularity for
the "Animated" than even its producers
thought possible.
Heretofore only Exhibitors who showed

the entire Universal Program could get the
U. A. W. NOW — you, any of j'ou, can book it as
early and often as you please.

If you want to know what the Universal

Animated Weekly will do for you, write the home
ofl:'icecess today.
You can
in your town.
It isrepeat
beyonditsalluniversal
question sucthe
world's greatest screen pictorial.
On Broadway, New York, in Philadelphia, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, in all the biggest theatres in the land the .Animated is first
choice of shrewd managers BECAUSE IT GETS
THE MONEY.

Your share of this popularity will net
you profit.

Write for particulars today.

UNIVERSAL ANIMATED
WEEKLY
1600 BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK
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"A Play That Every Person
in the World should see"
—ZIT—N. Y. Evening Journal

State Rights
NOW

SELLING

iHi WIVES
The Play That

With

NOW

MAXINE
39TH

Astonished

All Humanity

PLAYING

New

York

in the Cast

AT

THE

ELLIOTT THEATRE
STREET

AND

BROADWAY,

NEW

Direct all comtnunications, wires, letters or otherwise, to the STATE

Universal Film Mfg. Co.

YORK
RIGHTS

DEPARTMENT

CARL
LJ^EMMLE.
President
-THE LARGEST FILM MANUFACTURL\'G CONCERN
IN THE
UNIVERSE."
1600 BROADWAY.
New Vork.
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The Swing of
the Pendulum
There have been many changes in the
motion picture business.
The Public taste is for short, snappy
comedies, dramas and westerns.
The pendulum has swung back, and
QUALITY and not QUANTITY is
the vogue.
To keep your theater abreast of the
times, and to satisfy public demand,
you should lose no time in booking

Unicom Films
Twenty-one reels of specially selected subjects are released weekly, in
one, two and three reels.
You can book all or part of this program to suit your needs.
Get
in touch
with
a
UNICORN EXCHANGE.

Unicorn Film Service Corpn.
126-130 West 46th Street
28 Branches

NEW YORK

CITY
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KIEINE-EDISON-SEUGESSMSY
SERVICE
^■llilmsss:.

HENRY B. WALTHALL
the Mansfield of the Screen
with

ANTOINETTE WALKER
is presented

in

"THE STING OF
in 5 acts

A

VICT South with
romance of theORY"

stir-

ring scenes of love and war.
Directed

Week

by

J. Charles

Haydon

of October 16th

EDNA MAYO
with

EUGENE O'BRIEN
"THE RETURN
OF EVE"
in 5 acts
A fascinating love story of a primitive boy and girl, unfolded in the
natural settings of the wildwood,
making of the play a masterpiece
of art.
By
Directed

Lee Wilson
by Arthur

Dodd
Berthelet

BOOK

THEM

GEORGE
Heg. U S. P.t. 1607

1333 Argyle^Street

NO W

K. SPOOR.

PRESIDENT

CHICAGO

THE
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SERVICE
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William Gillette
famous on stage and screen
is presented in

the great

Super-Feature

"SHERLOCK
HOLMES
I9»

in 7 acts
This play was written by Mr.
Gillette from the famed detective stories of A. Conan Doyle
and the characterization given
world renown by the genius of
his interpretation. The character lives and moves on the
screen with a fire of action.
Directed

by

BOOK

Trademark
Reg. U. S. Pat. in07

Arthur

Berthelet

IT NOW

GEORGE

K. SPOOR.

PRESIDENT

1333 Argyle St., Chicago

^^^^^^^
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Kleine Presents Miss BUUe Burke in Gloria's Romance.
anf/e or inrite George Eleive. SO Sth Ave., New York City.

IT INSPIRES PATRIOTISM
No. 1

SELIG'S

GREATEST

Vol. 1

PRODUCTION

WILLIAM N. SELIG
ENTIRE STATE GUARD
SHERMAN OPENS AN
FILMS A MASTERPIECE
OFFICE IN GOTHAM
FOR "CRISIS"
BY SELIG
TO PUSH PICTURE ENGAGEDFILMED
'7HE CRISIS" VERDICT
Wonderful Ten Reel Production Action Necessary To Accommo- Scenes Taken at Vicksburg, Miss.
date Those Interested In
Story Ground
Right on ofHistoric
Carrying A Logical
Plot
State Rights
William N. Selig lias filmed the greatest of American film dramas in "The
Crisis." That is the verdict of critics
vho have viewed preliminary presentations of this wonderful drama in ten
reels. It has been pronounced a him
drama that presents the great crisis in
our national life with splendid power
and W'ith a sympathy, a sincerity, and a
patriotism that are inspiring.
-According to one famous authority,
the Selig drama is skillful in plot, dramatic in episode, powerful and original in
climax. It is not only a spectacular
scenic production but has something
more — a logical gripping story.

H. A. Sherman, President of ShermanElliott, Inc., which purchased a half
interest in "The Crisis"' from William
X. Selig at the cost of a quarter of a
million dollars, has opened offices at 220
W. 42nd Street, New York City. This
action was necessary because of the
flood of inquiries received from territorial rights buyers.
Mr. Sherman urges promptness on the
part of those wishing to confer with him
regarding "The Crisis" territorial rights
for sale, for the policy of first come hrst
served will be upheld. "The Crisis" is
expected to create a furore among the
motion picture public.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN IS
AN ALL-STAR CAST IN
SELIG'S BEST DRAMA
REAL IN "THE CRISIS"
Sam D. Drane enacts the part of Abraham Lincoln, in the Selig drama of .American Patriotism, "The Crisis." Critics aver
that Drane's "Lincoln" is the most wonderful the movie screen ever saw. It
appears as if .\braham Lincoln were
really and truly there before you in the
drama.
will go down
as
one ofDrane's
the best"Lincoln"
characterizations
ever
known.

SOUTHERN SCENES
Real Southern atmosphere was secured for "The Crisis" by sending a
special company of players, under the
direction of Colin Campbell, to Vicksburg, Mississippi. In many photoplays,
the atmosphere is unreal. In "The Crisis" the Southern atmosphere is genuine.

"CRISIS" FACTS

A strictly all-star cast appears in the
Selig wonder picture, "The Crisis," to
be presented by William N. Selig and
Sherman-Elliott, Inc. Among the stars
can be named, George W. Fawcett as
"Judge Silas Whipple"; Thomas Santschi, as "Stephen Brice"; Miss Bessie
Eyton as "Virginia Carvel"; Mat B.
Snyder as "Colonel Carvel"; Marshall
Xeilan, as "Clarence Colfax," and Eugenie Besserer as "Mrs. Brice."

OLDEST ACTOR
Matt B. Snyder, 82 years young, is without
doubt the oldest actor in active work in Filmland. Mr. Snyder enacts the role of "Colonel
Carvel'" in theC'The Crisis" and despite his years,
puts vira and fire into his work. He scores a
tremendous hit. He is as tall and as straight
as an arrow.

SPECIAL AIDS

Several thousand members of the Mississippi National Guard were employed
by William
Selig scenes,
for "The
Crisis"
battle
scenes. N.These
directed
by
Colin Campbell, were hlmed right on
historical battle fields of the Civil War
period and real fortifications used during
the Civil War were utilized.
Thousands of men are seen in desperate warfare but these battle scenes
are just enough in number to advance
the action of Winston Churchill's great
story. "The Crisis" is not a series of
spectacular pictures, it carries a gripping
plot.
BEAUTIFUL
LIGHTING
EFFECTS IN DRAMA
Beautiful lighting effects will be shown
in "The Crisis," the greatest film drama
ever released by the Selig Polyscope
for
the United
Canada
has
Company.
Half States
interestand
in "The
Crisis"'
been acquired by Sherman-Elliott, Inc.,
who will exploit this feature picture in
a manner suitable to its artistic worth.
The photography is also clear-cut.

SPECIAL MUSIC
Prof. Michel

Mowschine

has com-

posed the special musical score for "The
Crisis," the magnificent film feature recently completed by the Selig Company.
This score has been pronounced very
beautiful and will accompany presentation of the drama.

"THE CRISIS"

The story of "The Crisis" opens just
before the Civil War, and the action is
special publicity aids have been pre- cirried into that crisis in the life of this
Winston Churchill wrote "The Crisis,"
a story of our National life. The story
pared for those showing "The Crisis." nation. There are spectacular battle
has been filmed by the Selig Company A complete line of beautiful paper, her- scenes and leading characters both of
with inspiring sympathy, sincerity and
alds, lobby display photographs, electro- the North and South are handled with
patriotism. There is not a scene in the
types, etc., will be furnished. Inquiries
film drama but what can be found in the should be made of Selig Company, 58 sympathetic understanding. "The Crisis" will go down in Filmland's history
Story.
as the greatest photoplay.
I East Washington Street, Chicago.
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WORLD

CAUTION
NOTICE TO THE MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY OF CANADA
Notice is hereby given that all contracts heretofore had by the World
Film Corporation or the Equitable
Motion Picture Corporation in Canada have been abrogated and are
no longer in effect.
No one in Canada is authorized to sell,
release, exhibit or deal in any of the pictures
belonging either to the World Film Corporation or the Equitable Motion Picture Corporation.
It is the intent of this publication to give
due notice to every one in the Canadian
motion pictures trade of the above situation so
that the trade may protect itself accordingly.
WORLD

FILM CORPORATION
130 West 46th Street, New York City.
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FILM SERVICE—

THE INSTANT

Every World Film Branch is a
SERVICE STATION— with seatselling, business-building service
READY— FOR YOU.
This really puts the great World
Film Corporation with all its seatselling facilities and ability on the
other end of your phone.
World franchise holders can call
for World business-building service
anywhere, at any time — AND GET
IT, AT ONCE!
Put World Pictures and World
Service on YOUR phone list NOW.

October 7, 1916
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FRANCES NELSOM
and

ARTHUR ASHLEr

"The Revolt"
HELEN

WARES

Oreot
Success
from the Story by

EDWARD

A. LOCKE

Author of "THE CLIMAX"
Directed ty BARRyO'NHl

i
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RELEASES FOR WEEK OF OCTOBER I S

"THE JUNGLE CHILD"
A wholly "different" Kay-Bee drama featuring
Howard Hickman and Dorothy Dalton.
A vital, strong picture of undoubted charm and
stirring mystery.
The romantic presentation of an unscrupulous and
adventurous explorer who discovered a lost heiress in
the depths of the Brazilian forests, and of the unsuspected and terrific developments that followed her
transplanting to New York.
A

'puller" in every sense of the word.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS in
»
MANHATTAN MADNESS

«

This is a typical Fairbanks picture, and merely its
announcement is sufficient to pack the house.
You already know this by experience, if you have
ever run a Fairbanks picture.
Here is the rushing, dashing story of the young
Westerner who comes East with the conviction that
nothing exciting ever happens on the Atlantic seaboard,
and who gets the greatest thrill of his life in New York
City. If your audiences don't cheer this picture you
can offer them your money back.

KEYSTONE
— Two of them.

COMEDIES

Isn't that enough to tell you?

'. 1

October 7, 1916
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NA'S HUSBAND

What the New York Newspapers say of
'THE PRIMA DONNA'S HUSBAND"
Vl/^ONDERFULLY impressive.
It pulls at the heartstrings, and therefore appeals to
the whole world. — Moving Picture World.
CHOULD meet with instant success.
Rarely has such a highly dramatic picture
been handled with finer effect. — Morning Telegraph.
»

TV/f UST register forcefully.
every time. — Wid's.

A decidedly human

l_rOLDS the interest with tenacity.
Motion Picture News.
CO

story, the points of which hit home

An unusually well constructed photoplay. —

gripping that it leaves no chance for analyzation.
Powerful climatic scenes,
the acting of which is a thing of wonder. — Motion Picture Mail.

A

GRIPPING and uplifting story with a tremendous heart appeal.
Photography
and lighting effects are technical perfection itself.
Fully deserves the outburst
of applause from the large audience at the finish. — N. Y. Evening Journal.
CELDOM,

if ever, has an audience been so completely stirred.
point, one of the biggest money-getters of the year. — New

TT

held
the house completely
spellbound
Superbly acted and beautifully produced.
— New York Review.

■pVERYTHING
Variety.

about the picture

by

From every standYork Star.

reason of its great heart appeal.
The audience
applauded and — wept.

lifts it far above

the

average

/^RIGINAL twists in the splendid development of a powerful
is exceptionally good. — Dramatic Mirror.

program release.—

story.

The picture
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everyVapt
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ADDRESS

I26W46T!!ST.N.YC

HEI^k
llEO

PHONE
QOSENQART

h<^

SHAD

.i?«S?2»^^f

v/

"yctr^r" THE SHIELDING
SHADOW
Lenn in the Billboard

'':^^

Veil managed thrills, sustained mystery, and genuine story interest; it should go well in the better class theatres
veil as the cheaper ones.

It has real fascination."

Agnes Smith in the Morning Telegraph.

Every reviewer has strongly praised Pathe's best serial!
Featuring GRACE DARMOND,
RALPH KELLARD and LEON
uced under the direction of Louis J. Gasnier and Donald Mackenzie.

PATHE

.

BARY

Complete Puhhcity Booklets.

PRODUCED

BY

ASTRA FILM GORP'N

gr^GRIP
gTEVIL

Produced

fcy

BALBOA

Tiii':

Octobir 7. iyi6

M(i\i.\(;

ruiTKi-
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The PilloDT
in five parts

--4 scaihh\,6 denxinciaticni. ofhi^try and most efUctiveW^
■portnxyinS types' of~ character suck as Hawthorne made
tmntortalin "The Scarlet JOetter"
Featuring the mvorite

Florence LaBadie
Jiroduced i^ JAavChoiiser
J^leasedL Oct.Sth

— RECENT AND
FORTHCOMING
GOLD ROOSTBR
PLAYS
—
The Fear OF Poverty'
- 3ept. 10
The Pillory
- — —Oct. 8
The Test
— —
— - 5ept.l7
Th e. LiohtThat Failed ~ Oct. /5
Saint, Devil ahdWohan
- Sept. Z^^^^^^^^PhuoenceThe Piuate
—Oct 22

\1X
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JPathe
yyhat a discerning exhihitar
says of^ Comcdk?
LuTic

-prodviced hyJ^Olifl
^^ySu sent us a %onesomel>uke' down here and
believe me ''Luke' put it all over
tmeMtwnifig
by na*ne a ivLJtwus- ccnnedian.).

ThlS IS fiO hull and

lean asfure you. '"Luke'made 'the kidkpriced one'
look like ^urty cents.''
JonyZellersortkeT^rryJneatre,
Jiazard, J^

"Luke'comedies make the
hest progrant hetten
Current J^^ase

Speedjr CludMf
%uh£'s J^leasedLOct.l
(^\e''

%

October 7, 1916
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Qmerican Thsftions
Produced hyUtiss Florence Hose

\ty Selects fier Bridesmaid Frock
lieleared Oct I
Jfle women like to see tfiese fas-fiions
pictures because ofi^e stunning
costumes; tfie men like to see tfiem
because of tfie stunning girls. Everyone likes tfiem and tfieu brina business to tfie cxfiwitor snowing tfiem:

^JANS.

GREY
IN

THE FLOWER

OF FAITH

WITH

IMK

IVII

A Powerful Motion Picture Drama

Picturing

Seductive love scenes in daisy field
and woodland.
Thrilling adventure with one of
America'*; most picturesque waterfalls
as a background.
The tragedy of
Evangelist
misconception
of an
a secret
visit father's
by his
daughter to the cabin of an unbeliever.
Flaring torches silhouetted against the
night, to mark the gathering of a band
of night-riders— self-appointed executors
of grim frontier justice.
The final triumph of faith and love
through the interception of Providence.
Culminating
Most
ever

with

the

sensational
storm
scene
shown
in motion
pictures.

Produced by Superb Pictures Corporation for the

INTERNATIONAL FILM
SERVICE, Inc.
729

Seventh
Avenue
New York

■il

.♦

"Outside
the Law"

This latest episode of the
BEATRICE
FAIRFAX
series is brim full of bright.
clean comedy.
In this picture Harry Fox
has an unusual opportunity
to display the high class
comedy which made him
such a great favorite on the
stage.
But there is more than comedy
to the picture. There are tense,
dramatic situations and romantic
love scenes.
Like

all other

episodes of the

FAIRFAX series, "Outside The
complete story.

Law"

BEATRICE
is itself a

Forty-six newspapers in leading cities of the
United States print the stories of these episodes
of Beatrice Fairfax each evening.
This is one example of "unparalleled publicity and
unexcelled pictures" — the service which the International Film Service, Inc., is giving to exhibitors.

Beatrice Fairfax
Featuring

HARRY FOX
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Iprhe Winning Hand is |i
THE popularity of your theater depends on your success in making regularvisitors of your patrons. You can do this with the least effort by showing
"Fantomas." It is a cleanly sensational series that holds the interest from
one episode to the next. Each is "a perfect cloud of sensations," while the end
"leaves the spectator in profound suspense." Read the trade paper reviews yourself and rake their judgment.
Millions of people have read about Fantomas in the great syndicate of
newspapers that published the stories this summer. They are now eager to
see the world's greatest criminal on the screen. Also remember that "Fantomas"
is a proved success. It has already magnetized millions of dollars into motion
picture box-offices all over the world.

liTll
\Ji\ 1 t\.L^ 1
IMPORTANT

Mutual
the episodes
onlyfivethrough
^^^ *Tantomas"
piim
^°" ^^^
Corporation.
Book the
three-reel
at your nearest Mutual Branch TODAY.

WATCH FOR "THE VAMPIRES, or THE
ARCH CRIMINALS OF PARIS," SOON TO
BE RELEASED IN NINE COMPLETE
EPISODES
OF
THREE
REELS
EACH.

GAUMONT
FLUSHING,

N. Y.

COMPANY
JACKSONVILLE,

FLA.

HJiiitiniiininuitiiiiitiDiiiimtHiiiiiitinninMMitiniimiiiiiii)

fr.

October 7. 1916
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SPECIAL FEATURE
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MUTUAL PICTURES

High Life'

ERSATILE PADDY McQUIRE— VOGUE favorite— steps
into this 2-act VOGUE
as a "white wing," pushing his
brush and dirt cart.
F all the comic plots and action in which he has ever
been
photographed, this i- the most comical.
of laughs!

It's a riot

GYPSY ABBOTT, always pretty and forceful in her
screen personality, adds much
to the appeal of
this subject.
UNUSUALLY
attractive are the bathing girls,
who play a prominent part in the development
of the plot.
EXHIBITORS:
Be sure to book this snappy
VOGUE
It's a money-making
attraction. comedy.
Released October
8th.

Booking at any Mutual Exchange

Studio;

F'l
llmS,

Offices: 6235 BROADWAY
General CHICAGO,
Iinc.
ILLINOIS
^

Santa Monica Blvd., at Gower Street. Los Angeles. Cat

MimULNEMf/
OivlivTkeMuhiar

WkoO
PUBLISHED

WEEKLY

BY THE MUTUAL

FILM CORPORATION.

OCTOBER

VOL.1

"The Pawnshop" Is
The Newest Chaplin
Mutual Special
ANOTHER Charlie Chaplin Mutual Spefial Feature will he released to exhihitors beeininns Monday, October 2. It is
two reels in length, like the others in the
series. Its title is "The I'awnshop," .\s
the title sUKyests, Charlie appears as the
clerk of a pawnbroker. The surroundinj:s
of a pawnshop yi\e him almost limitless
possihilities for comedy. Cliarlie fairly
outdoes himself in taking advantage of
these possihilities. He manages to get a
laugh out of the most commonplace of
situatious. He invents new .situations
constantl.v.
Charlie's Newest Antics.
Charlie Chaplin's antics in the new tworeel Mutual Special Feature are the funniest he has performed to date. .\t an advance showing of the film in i:>ne Mutual
exchange to a whole roomful of exhibitors.
the laughs came so thick and fast that it
v.'as impossible to keep track of them.
Jlen who seldom smile at the broadest
kind of slaj)stick comedy not onl.v smiled
but laughed until on the verge of tears.
The whole roomful voted it "a riot !" The
laughs that Charlie manages to get out
of his "business" with the sign in front of
the pa\v"nbroker's would alone take an
adding machine to tabulate. And that is
only one scene in the two-reeler. "The
Pawnshop" is the sixth of the series of
Chaplin Mutual Specials. The others arc
"The Floorwalker." "The Fireman," "The
Vagabond,"
"OnecanA. be
M."seen
and and
"Thebooked
Count."at
All six of them
any of the sixty-eight Mutual film exchanges.

New Gaumont Series
This \\eek si'cs the release of the fifth
of the thrilling detective stories issuefl
by the Mutual Film Corporation under the
general title of the "Fantomas series."
This unusual lot of photoplays, each three
reels in length, proved .such a success that
a new series is now being arranged. "The
Vampires" is the title of the new series.
It Is going to be even more sensational
than was the "Fantomas .series." A
strange band of Tarisian crooks operates
under the name of "The Vampires." Each
sub.1ect in the series will deal with a new
exploit of this mystic band.
In furtherance of his policy of securing
the most famous and most talented stars
in all filmland for the leading roles In
Mutual Star Productions. President John
R. Freuler of the Mutual Film Corporation expects very soon to make liome
Startling announcements.

No. 4

7, 1916

iS TheMutual
Week's
Releases
1
Star Production. H
g Brand.
Title.
Reels.
Leads.
M American.
Dutcie's
= Adventure
5Mary Miles Minter
=
Mutual
Master Picture.
= American, .-V 'U'rim- Coxen
& Green= an's Daring
5
wood.
g
Tuesday, Oct. 3d.
M Beauty. .Slickini^ the Oral Humphrey
m Slickers
1
g
Wednesday, Oct. 4th.
m
y\-eekly No.First
»2 and 1
M Mutual,
Gaumont. Mutual
See America
g Cartoons
1
S
Thursday, Oct. 5th.
.
M Gaumont. The False Magistrate Fanm
tomas No. 5
3
g
Friday, Oct. 6th.
^ Thanhouser. .Vraliella's Prince
3
m Cub, Oh for a Cave Man
1
H
Saturday, Oct. 7th.
= Cub. "Won by a Fowl
1
g Cub, That WoiKlirful Wife
1
B
Sunday, Oct. 8th.
M Voffue. A Toucli of
McQuire & Abm
High
IJfe
2 bott
g Gaumont, Reel Life. 1
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"A Lass of the Lumberlands"
Is New Signal Chapter-Play

president S. S. Hutchinson of the Signal Film corporation has just announced
the release of a new chapter-pla.v starring
Helen Holme.s, Its title is "A Lass of
the Lumberlands." It is in fifteen chapters. ,T. P. JIcGowati. who directed the
gretit success. "The C.irl and the Game,"
is directing the new chapter-play. It will
be released through the exchanges of the
Mutual Film Corporation. Exhibitors can
obtain the tirst chapter on Monday, October 2,3. The other chapters will be released weekly thereafter. Bookings are
now being taken. The stor.v of "A Lass
of the Lumberlands" is a story of Big
Business and the great lumbering industry
of this country. It abiuinds in thrilling
scenes, sensational feats of daring aitd yet
is a logical story of real events in the
great timber regions of the great North
woods. A tremendous, nation-wide advertising and publicity campaign will be
given this chapter-play. The exhibitors
will be assisted in every way in getting
the public to their theaters to see Helen
Holmes in "A La.ss of the Lumberlands."
The new production was undertaken in
response to the reffuest of nearly 6,000
exhibitors who asked for "another Helen
Holmes serial" following their tremendous
success with "The Girl and the Game,"
The sequel to the great serial film, "The
Diamond From the Sky," has been finished.

The release date will soon be announced.

Mary Miles Minter
In Second Mutual
Star Production
DAINTY MART MILES MINTER comes
back again this week in the second of
her American-Mutual Star Productions. Its
title is "Dulcie's Adventure," James Kirkwood directed it. He is the same man
who directed "Tess of the Storm Country" and other Mary Pickford productions.
Exhibitors everywhere know \\hat that
means. In Mary Miles Minter he has as
charming an ingenue as the screen has
ever seen. She has a tremendous following. "Film fans" everywhere will walk
miles to see a Mary Miles Minter picture.
That means money to the exhibitor. It
means that he won't have to go out and
seek an audience for his theatre. His
audience will come to him. Every house
that presented "Youth's Endearing
Charm," the fir.st of the Mary Miles
Minter Mutual productions, made money.
The exhibitors who booked it were
satisfied. They are anxious to have more
Mary Miles Minter pictures. They are
booking the whole series of features in
which this charming star appears. The
second of the series is now ready.
"Dulcie's Adventure."
In "Dulcie's Adventure" JIary Miles
Minter has a wonderful opportunity for
the display of her talents. She appears
again as an orphan. She is afflicted with
two maiden aunts who make life far from
en.ioyable for her. One aunt finally arranges to send her to California to marry
a supposedly wealthy count. Dulcie
doesn't love the count, but cares for an
htituble .grocery boy back in the South,
The marriage is forced upon her, however. She dofifs her antiquated hoopskirts and dotis a white satin wedding
gown. And then — at the church the count
is proved an iraposter and little Dulcie is
free to find happiness with her grocery
boy. It is a story with a strong human interest .appeal. It is a picture that will
delight any audience. It is being booked
by all of the sixty-eight Mutual exchanges.
"A Woman's Daring."
"A "Woman's Daring." a JIntual Masterpicture from the studios of the American
Film Company, Inc., will be released
through all Mutual exchanges beginning
October ,5. It features Edward Coxen and
Winifred Greenwood, It is five reels in
length and tells an absorbing story. The
photography of the American Film studios
is famous wherever pictures are shown.
This picture is no exception to the rule.
It is a rare evening's entertainment. Exhibitors can .see it at any of the sixtyeight Mutual film exchanges.

AMERICAN

FILMGOMPANY,INC., Pres^nir

NARY MILEf MINTEB.
DULCIET ADVENTURE
IN

The UoryofaPreftyLitUeSlouUiem
Orphan GMlr Adventure IntoMatrimonf.
AiympaHiettcApptQlinQ^Human-lntenst
Drama inFtVeAetr. Releared Oct-2'^.
DincMB^ JAMET KIRKWOOD-

ftcondofaferfef of Mutual fhr Pto<f action f
/vatun'n^MaryMilefMinter. Book the EntiK
iiritfatAny of the 68 Mutual Exchanaer.
NoWPIa^'mq:
MINTER/W
YDUTHY HARlTMILEf
ENDEARINC CHARM

y

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
THE

NEWEfT

CHAPLIN

BECIHNINC OCTOBER

Announcer
RELEASE

/ECOHD

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
THE PAVIfNrHOP
IN

A RIOT OF ORIGINAL COMEDY
riTUATIONr.flXTHOPTHE NEW
MUTUAL-CHAPLIN fPECIALr, NOW
BOOKING AT68 MUTUAL EXCHANGEf.

'NovJPIa^ln^: CHARLIE CHAPLIN //i
THE COUNT
THE FLOORWALKER
THE VACABOHD
THE FIREMAN
ONE AM-

J
AMERICAN FILM COMMNYJNC,

Pnrwtf

Ike Popylar florf

WINIFRED GREENWOOD
AND EDWARD COXEN
IN

A¥fDMAIIT DARING
ArOCIOLOGICAL DRAMA
INFIVEACTJ. DIKLECTED
BY E-SLOMAN- RELEArED
OCTOBER THE FIFThP-

AN EXTRAORDINARY
MUTUAL MAyTERPICTUR.E
NOW BOOKING AT 68
MUTUAL EXCHANGEr.

i^-^^^mmmviiimimm

""•''■-n.-^

FIFTEEN CHAPTERf
RELEME DATE OCT aS"*
DIRECTOR J-PHraOWAN

Released TWiqk SS

KUniALEXCHAHCEr

t_

Cm/Ac/HOin HOLMEf /A

Announcement —
We announce for release, beginning,
Monday, Oct. 23rd, a new and spectacular chapter-play — Helen Holmes in
"A LASS OF THE LUMBERLANDS."
This production will be presented in
fifteen feature chapters. Helen Holmes,
the popular favorite of the big success
"The Girl and the Game," is the star of
this new production. The author is E.
Alexander Powell. The director is
J. P. MacGowan. who directed "The
Girl and the Game." "A Lass of the
Lumberlands" was produced by the
Signal Film Corporation. It will be released thru the sixty-eight Mutual Exchanges in America.
"A Lass of the Lumberlands," starring
Helen Holmes, is just such a play as it*
title implies. The story is laid in the
great timber regions of the North woods,
amid the mighty sequoias, pines and
cedars, which make that country famous.
As the film unfolds, every detail in the
operation of the great lumber industry
will be revealed. The lumber camp,
the sawmill, the swirling river, the log
jams, suggest some of the backgrounds
that make "A Lass of the Lumberlands"

a particularly spectacular motion picture work. The title suggests the opportunity for big scenes. Miles of railroads and fleets of freighters are brought
into play.
Helen Holmes in "A Lass of the Lumberlands" isa worthy successor to the
successful serial, "The Girl and the
Game." In this new production will be
found even more sensational scenes and
greater thrills than in Helen Holmeft'
previous success.
"A Lass of the Lumberlands" offers
tremendous profit possibilities to the
exhibitor. Here are fifteen chapters
with tremendous cumulative value. The
exhibitor securing this big feature this
Fall is certain of big box office receipts
for fifteen weeks thru the winter.
You Exhibitors who know of Helen
Holmes* tremendous success in "The
Girl and the Game" will be anxious to
book this new Helen Holmes chaplerplay, "A
Lass ofarethenow
Lumberlands,"
once.
Bookings
being made at
at
Mutual Exchanges.

For Bookings Wire or Write Your Nearest

MUTUAL

EXCHANGE
i5«« Next Potm)

V yyjTW^<:r

>%^

•lit S»
.itit^:

m^

0t^

SIGNAL FILM CORPORATION

Pre/i^tA^

V'' HELEN HOIMEl
IN A NEW nORY IN FIFTEEN
rPECTACULAR CHAPTERT

*
*
*
'
'
'
»
^
i
S
LA
BOOK THIS BIG FEATURE CHAPTER

NOW! -AiAnyMMtyeJ
you

PLAY

Exchzinije!

You exhibitors who are seeking big box office receipts —
who are seeking a steady patronage for a long period of

time
here'sfield.
a feature chapter-play that stands out pre-eminently
in
the— film
Helen Holmes in "A Lass of the Lumberlands" is a production full of thrills and dramatic climaxes — a feature that is
bound to be a powerful magnet for any houae.
"A Lass of the Lumberlands" will be backed by a tremendous National Advertising Campaign. Every avenue of
publicity will be used to bring this remarkable production to the
attention of the public.
If you are looking for fifteen weeks of big box office
receipts— if you are looking for ■omething new in film*— if rou wish to take
advantage of an unusual opportunity for BIG PROHTS- BOOK Helen
Holmes in "A LASS OF THE LUMBERLANDS"' NOW!

WIRE OR WRITE YOUR NEAREH'
MUTUAL
EXCHANGE

-ATOMCE!
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IN the country of the bhnd the one-eyed
man is king. Vision makes leaders. Foresight constantly brings new powers to the
forefront. The ability to anticipate conditions— to estimate future developments — this
quality is the stuff of which success is made.
The reign of the "one-eyed kings" is over
in the moving picture industry— the exhibitor
is no longer blind to his own best interests.
A new deal is in the cards — one that means
bigger profits for the film renter — better productions for the public and fairer terms for

th e stfi v

If you want a hand in this
squarer game, book Clara
Kimball Young Pictures,
First release now ready, "The
Common La>v," by Robert W. Chambers; Direction, Albert Capellani.

Lewis J. Selznick.

_A^^WjH

KITTY

GOR.DON

(Jhe Mn.Mrs.M.H. Beresford)

'VERA
JHE MEDIUM'
^
RICHARD HARDING DAVIS
"'^^

'

T^oduced under
the supervision (^

. Q.M.(5roncUDilly) ANDERSON

5ELZNICK SUPER-PICTURE
NOVEMBER,
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The Sensation of the Season — At the Private Exhibition at the

STRAND
BENJAMIN

THEATRE,

CHRISTIE'S

Dynamic

"BLIND
A PhotO'Drama

NEW

YORK

Classic of the Silent Stage

JUSTICE

»

Destined to Sweep
the Country, Just as it Carried New York's Critics
off Their Feet in a Maeistrom of Enthusiasm
,.'

Rarely, if Ever Before,

Has Any Feature
Been
Showered with Such
Stands Every BoX'Office Test

HERE

IS WHAT

SOME

OF

THEM

Unanimous

Praise.

SAY:

W. STEPHEN BUSH, in M. P. World.
"Blind Justice" is in the main a wonifcHulIy artistic appeal ii. pity. Mr. t'iinstic himseK takes the -le^Hihg part. He
impersonates a half-witted man of exceptional physical strength, the victim oi a justice which is blind. He is wrongfully
accused of a murder. He escapes from prison, but is recaptured under highly dramatic and pathetic circumstances... A woman
befriends the escaped etmvici and wishes to protect him, hut her will is overborne by the other members of the household,
and, in spile gf herself, she becomes the betrayer of the man she had intended to shield. A series of sensational events-leads
him into, .the borne of the woman whom he wishes to punish, and the interest of the spectator is stimulate^ 'io the highest
degree, untiit.a powerful climax ends the' story.
Mr. ChrfStie, the director, rivals in fertiIitjtiyr'"^'P"''on and in talents for expression with Mr. Christie, the actor. His characterization ofthe central figure of the story is^ splendid bit of artistic work. Indeed, the acting throughout the play is of an
uncommonly high character, even in *he minor parts. A special *ord nf praise is due to the settings, which were noticeable
for their solidity and their impressive realism.
H. S. FULD. in The M. P. News.
At thewas
Strand
theatre producer
a representative
audience
the private
of "Blind
of ■which
Christie
the author,
and leading
man, was
and present
saw a at
masterpiece
of showing
foreign make.
For Justice,"
an hour and
a half Benjamin
they sat
as if spellbound as the film unwound, and at the end were most generous with their applause.
And the film well deserved it.
Superb photography, masterly acting on the part of the principals, an exceedingly interesting plot with many tense
situations, all helped not a little. But what impressed one most was the attention paid to the minutest detail, whether in
interiors or exteriors, that some American producers would do well to emulate. To bear out the title, the story deals with
the present-day tendency to convict and punish on purely circumstantial evidence.
Benjamin Christie, director general of the Dansk Biograf lUmpany of Copenhagen, Denmark, is to be congratulated, and
special commendation might be given Katherine Sanders, for her rendition of Ann, the girl in the story.
ADAM HULL SHIRK. N. Y. Telegraph.
Two things stand out pre-eminently in this picture— the acting of Mr. Christie and the photograpliy. Coupled with the latter
is the remarkably fine lighting.
The role of John Sikcs, the victim of an error of justice, condemned to penal servitude for life, for a crime of which he is
innocent, and, when he escapes, accorded about as much pity as would be given a rat released from a trap, is one requiring
superior powers and the exertion of a high degree of intelligence to make it convincing. That Mr. Christie has succeeded is
beyond doubt.
Miss Sanders, in the part of Ann, does exceptionally pleasing work, and the other members of the company lend admirable
support.
The details of direction are finely carried out. The settings are realistic, and there is the general impression created that
the utmost care has been taken to prevent errors or inconsistencies creeping in.
The touches of pathos in the picture are introduced without being overdone; the travesty on justice is strongly portrayed,
and the atmosphere of suspense is carried throughout
the picture, with pronounced effect.
"Blind Justice" is a fine picture.
GEO. W. PARDY, in The Dramatic Mirror.
The enthusiastic reception accorded "Blind Justice" at the Strand, last week, augurs well for its future value as a drawing
card. The picture is one of the best specimens of high-class melodrama. The photography is a triumph of camera skill, including interiors of costly design, deep sets, and close-ups utilized with rare good judgment
at crucial moments in the play,
Mr. silent
Christie's
as the
drama.appearance in the leading role adds fresh luster to the European actor's laurels, won in "legitimate" as well
It is no easy matter to create and preserve an atmosphere of terrific suspense throughout seven reels of melodrama, but
in the present instance this is most effectively accomplished. The author must be complimente<l no less for his clever shaping
of the script than his brilliant acting, and the skill with which he directed the piece. Its perfect continuity makes the story
easy to follow, and the lighting effects and settings are on a par with the general excellence of the feature.
"LENN." in The Billboard.
"Blind Justice," with a forty-piece symphony orchestra accompaniment, was shown for the first time at the Strand theatre.
The production is almost another "Les Miserables." One feels the eternal master touch of Victor Hugo visualized in the
superb art of Benjamin Christie as "Strong John," though the treatment and handling of "Blind Justice," with the many
novel sotouches
of aisforeign
Danish atmosphere, has a tendency to draw one's thoughts away from the similiarty of the main
plot,
universal
the appeal.
The photography is far above the average, the direction skillfully handled and uniquely artistic. Elaborate sets are used
throughout this production. It is quite evident that there is still room for Americans to learn something from directors
from abroad.
The scene where "Strong John," the fugitive, brushes aside the snow-laden branches of a Danish forest and emerges with
his child, is exceptionally beautiful, as is also the one showing the circus orchestra. Where "Strong John" breaks down and
weeps in the orphan home because he cannot find his child, will bring many a tear from the audience.
JOE LOWE, in "Variety."
"Blind Justice" was written and produced by the same man who is also the star. He is Benjamin Christie, Director General
of
the Danskacting
Biograf
of Denmark.
inimitable
of Mr.
Christie. It is in many respects an even greater picture than "Sealed Orders," because of the
It is as perfect a piece of melodramatic construction as has ever been seen in a moving picture. But it is not the play, the
finemotion
scenic photography.
detail or anything else — it is the remarkable acting of Benjamin Christie that makes "Blind Justice" a masterpiece
of
THOMAS
"It is a genuinely

C. KENNEDY,

in Motography.

tine screfii drama.

The Releasing Arrangements

Will Be Announced

When

Completed.

For Further Particulars — Write or Wire to

BENJAMIN

CHRISTIE,

World's Tower

Director-General, Dansk Biograf

Building,

No. 110 West

Fortieth St., N. Y.
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ETHEL
GRANDIN

^crc packing
'em ilk"
•■v:

•

^ jTom 172 iheaircs in one itrtHory—
I^ from ISQ iheaires in another, ihis \
is ihe full box: office report on

,£

Mysteryt

S
n
o
s
i
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MAURICE COSTELU)

J/greaie^ profit yielding serial
since the dawn of the screen.
The Master 5iax and Charming

ETHEL

ji great chain of
big newspapers
prints it.
A nation - wide
advertising campaign reinforces
it.

GRANDIN

in ihe iense, exciim^,mfsieriou$,fasi
and fascinalin.^ drama of Ihe decade
Direcied hy
Novelixed. J>y
r HAYES HUtJTER JUberl Payson teihune
Produced by ihe ERBOGRAPH CO., Preseoied by

CONSOLIDATED

BOOKING

KFOWai

MEIRO

i482 Broadway
Ne-w Yorl«_
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CHRIiTI
COMEDIE5

SCENE

FROM

fflS WEDDING NIGHT
ONE

REEL

RELEASED

MONDAY,

»

OCT. 9TH.

Miss Billie Rhodes, Nolan Leary, Harry Ham and Ethel Lynne
Relea^cil

Kfk-ased Sept. 18th

Ham

Eddie

Barry

Neal

RcU-ased Oct. 2iid

i5lli

"His Baby"

"A Seminary
Scandal"
Billie Rhodes
Harry

Sept.

Betty Compson
Burns
Dave Morris

"By TheBillie
Sad Rhodes
Sea Waves"
Harry

Ham

Nolan

Leary

Bright, Joyous Comedies, with Clever People
■*V

Every- picture has a real plot packcil tight with ."ipontanoous jollity and fun.
Made under direct supervision of

AL. E. CHRISTIE
EXHIBITORS — If you have not already booked these
write or wire

IE
ISTOffice
CHRHead

FILM COMPANY,

^ Angelas, Cai.

and Studio — Sunset and Gower, Hollywood, Cal.

New York Office,

408 Longacre Bldg.,

F. J. HAWKINS,

Representative.
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BIJTIjBIPjp
EVER I claim made tor the superiority or
BLUEBIRD
Photoplays has a foundation in qualities or merit that cover much
more than the personality or a single star.
Beginning with the policy or "The Play s the
Thing, following the making of a BLUEBIRD through settings, cast of players, details
of costuming and the fine art of directing,
BLUEBIRDS represent the hest work of
the most talented minds in the moving picture
industry.
The result is an evenly balanced performance.
A photoplay of genuine value as an enjoyable
dramatic performance.
These facts maae knovi'n to millions of fans
through half-page advertisements in the Saturday Evening Post are daily increasing the
attendance at theatres showing BLUEBIRD
Photoplays. You can hive your share of this
desirable business by booking through your
local BLUEBIRD Exchange or direct with
tLe Executive Offices.

/
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Playing stars that
are paying stars
used to tell a
LINCOLN
J story about a steamboat
on the Sangamon River
that had such a loud whistle
that after it blew there wasn't
enough steam left to move it.
Organizations that bleat and
blurt about one star — that
hide behmd that star's good
reputation, a half dozen bad
pictures — that force their mferior productions on credulous exhibitors — such organizations remmd us of Lmcoln's
steamboat —
After the noise, nothing!
Q>arammmt^ic^e4^(M-floratl<m^
NEW YORK. N.Y.

L-/

FOUR EJCHTY FIVE

LX

FIFTHAVEflJE

V — ^ a/ FORTY FIRST ST.
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FAMOUS PLAYERS
LASKY
MOROSCO
PALLAS
FURNISH

THE

104 PLAYS

A YEAR

THE

PARAMOUNT

(TWO-A-WEEK)

FOR

PROGRAM

And these 104 plays are plays — not "tillers," not
monstrous makeshifts, not lack-wit affairs that are
hurried tog'ether to even up for a star that outweighs the rest of the program!
A Famous

Players Production is to use the word

production in the finest sense — a Lasky Picture is
a thing of technical excellence — a Morosco or a
Pallas film is picture-making at its highest point!
Then consider the stars — the greatest on Earth!
The number of them — a hundred ! The character of
them — the most beloved ! !
No matter where your triealre is— no matter
whether you have 500 or 5,000,000 people to draw
from, the Paramount Program is the only one,
because of its slar!^. its plays, its vcrsalitity, its
serfice, that can be continuously profitable.

Ky

rouu etoKTY five

^

NEW

f [FTtiAVBftm

YORK

V — " ai PCRTirprasi sr^
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RELEASED

THURSDAY.

OF THE

WEEK

SEPT. 2.Sth. iftli;

JESSEPRESENTS
L. LASKY

theodore roberts
anita\in(;
anton
the TERRIBLE
THEODORE
ROBERTS has long been known as the greatest living
character actor on the American stage! You are familiar with his
remarkable screen successes. Now we wish to say with all the
tmphasis we can enlist, that Theodore Roberts has never acted with such
terrific effect as in the character of Anton, the brutal Cossack Chief of Police.
Anita King is the famous Paramount girl who gained nation-wide publicity
by her wonderful automobile dash cross-continent. Alone, either of these
stars would create the sensation you expect from a Paramount feature.
Together, they will arouse a tornado of interest. The picture is a dramatization
by Jules Eckert Goodman, of the story that made such a stir when first
published in the Saturday Evening Post. It is beautifully presented — but
that is an unnecessary
statement to make
to Paramount
exhibitors.
I*rt)(iuced by

esse L. Lasky Feature Play Co
JHSSE President
L. LASKY

AKTMIK
S. IRIKND
Treasurer

CECIL B.
Director

DeMILLL
Gtneral

,y''^i^^-^j-:^y^

J
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BRIDGET'S
BLUNDER
A PARAMOUNT
COMEDY
PRODUCED BY THE UNITED
STATES
MOTION
PICTURE
CORPORATION
Released by Paramount October 16th

B

RIDGET
ence Bridget

is a cook. Clarence is a cop.
loves Clarence, but Clar-

There now, we almost spilled the plot
of this new roar-reel.
See it at your Paramount Exchange.
((

UNITED

The 2d Black Diamond
STATES

MOTION

PICTURE

WILKES-BARRE,
J. 0, WALSH,

Pre*.

F. W.

H.\RM0X,

9f

CORPORATION

PENNA.

Vicc-Pres.

DANIEL

L. HART, Treas.
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"Motion Picture Portrait Studies of
President Wilson and His CabinetThe U. S. Government in Action"
A Film of National Interest— the Only
One of Its Kind Made in the World

Distributed by THE MOTION

PICTURE FORUM

220 West 42nd Street, New York City
C. R. MACAULEY,

RELEASED

President

OCTOBER

2, 1916

Read These Indorsements
Lee A. Oclis, President of the Motion Picture Exhibitors* League of America:
"It has been demonstrated to my complete satisfaction that the public desires to see, and would
welcome, the presentation upon the motion picture
screen of subjects affecting its welfare.
"I earnestly favor a nation-wide use of the great
power of the motion picture in defeating legislation
aimed
at the business life and prosperitj- of the
exhibitors.
"Appreciating that the influence of the screen
would be immensely broadened by opening it to the
people as a great national forum or lyceum, and
that the grave problem of censorship would thus
be definitely solved, I wish to impress upon the
members of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of America the desirability of showing pictures of
national interest.
"While the principal mission of the motion picture
will always be entertainment, the time has arrived
when for purposes of protection and progress exhibitors themselves must place the screen on a
plane with the newspaper and free speech.
(Signed)
"LEE A. OCHS,
"President Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of America."
Samuel
Gompers,
President
of the American
Federation
of Labor:
"AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR,
"801-809 G Street, N. W.,
"Washington, D. C.
"September 13, 1916.
ago it Portrait
was my Studies
good fortune
to see
the"Some
Motiontime Picture
of President

Wilson and his Cabinet, when they were first shown
in Washington. The pictures were marvelous;
never had I seen more accurate portrayal of facial
expression and characteristic mannerisms than in
these pictures.
"It seems to me a most excellent thought that
motion pictures should be made the medium through
which there can be carried to all of the people of
the country pictures that will make them feel that
they have a personal acquaintance with those who
control the national government. It is the personal
touch that brings us close to individuals and enables
us to understand their purposes and ideals. For
the people of this country to have sufficient knowledge to judge of the work accomplished by their
chief executive, there ought to be a personal touch.
The motion picture portrait studies of President
Wilson and his Cabinet
will supply
"Very truly
yours, a long-felt want.
(Signed) "SAMUEL
GOMPERS,
"President American Federation of Labor."
David W. Griffith, master motion picture director
of the world :
"September 11, 1916.
"I heartily favor a nation-wide use of the incomparable power of the motion picture in the discussion of questions affecting the public welfare.
"By opening their screens to the people as a great
forum, the exhibitors of the United States will
definitely set themselves in the front rank of public
benefactors.
(Signed)

"D. W. GRIFFITH."
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BOOST
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VARIETY fN^^
PROGRAM ^^
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^

These short reel pro-ams are great money getters, when
you present strong plays with talented and popular players.
This is what Essanay supplies.

MARGUERITE

CLAYTON

i% pretented

in

"An Old Fashioned Girl"
2 act drama

HARRY
BEAUMONT
GERTRUDE GLOVER
THOMAS COMMERFORD
are presente<l in

Oct. 3

"His
Little Wife"
3 act drama
Oct* 7

"The Fable of the Kid Who
Shifted His Ideals to Golf"
By GEORGE ADE
/ act comedy

Book Now!

Essanay-Chaplin Comedy
"POLICE"

Oct. 4

GENERAL

FILM

SERVICE

1333 Argyle St., Chicago

ii^^M<
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KALEM COMPANY

I
^ WHY
=
=
=
=
=
=
^
=
=
=
M
=
^
=
=

NOT MAKE MONEY?
Why be the goat — to speak plainly — and
carry the burden of exorbitant rentals on
which you can't possibly make a profit?
Of course you may show a profit today with
a real feature. But figure the average for
the past year — can you do any better than
* 'break even?' '
Get down to earth. Conditions won't
change until YOU change them. Try an experiment for a few weeks.
Pick one day of the week. Book a variety
programme of short subjects. Look for STARS,
UNUSUAL TALKING POINTS, QUALITY PRODUCTIONS.
Make the weekly event a fixture — and
ADVERTISE it.

=
Try "The Girl From Frisco, * ' the two reel
= series with five reel stories. Or ''The Haz= ards of Helen'' and watch Helen Gibson's
= daring feats bring them back week after
= week. As for comedies — what better drawing
= cards could you ask than ''Ham Comedies?''
=
That average will take a wonderful boost
= — you will be paying a common sense rental.
Some Suggestions :
= YOU WILL BE MAKING MONEY! Why not -- just
= for a change?
MARIN SAIS and
TRUE BOARDMAN
=
KALEM COMPANY
In "The Reformation of Dog Hole"

^S

=

Wednesday,

BUD

11th

and ETHEL

TEARE

Stars

and

a Thousand Laughs

Released Tuesday, Oct. 3rd

FEARLESS

READY, OCTOBER 20TH

Oct.

In "One Step Too Far"

"GRANT,
REPORTER^'
GEORGE POLICE
LARKIN and
OLUE ^iRKBY

HELEN

GIBSON

In "The Blocked Track"
.1 Thrillinri "Hazard of Helen" £;)i,so./.

Released Saturday, Oct. 7tli

HENRY

Gripping

one-reel adventures, each complete,
By Robert Welles Ritchie.
Released Weekly in Regular General Film Service.

MURDOCH

and
IVY CLOSE

In "Stolen Plumage"
.i On^-Rcct

Comcili/

Released

You'll

Friday,

Never

Oct.

Forfjet

6th

Ask Your General Film Office About
"The Social Pirates"
The

^

Released

Tlu'-r

Featuring

=
=

An Ki'l-<(Mh: of "The Girl from Frisco"

HAM,

Remember :

=

Sure-Fire

Fifteen

Weeks'

Series
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its liistory and its traditions. The removal of the per.-^nnally likable Mr. Hughes from the political scene will,
we fear, be no hindrance to the renewed activities of
Crafts. Crafts niay after a while acquire a reputation as
a political undertaker.

* »
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C^ ONSTRUCTIVE work of a civic nature done Ijy
. public-spirited men and women who understand
and love the motion picture is one of the strongest
.iiuidotes against censorship. Such work is being done
by the National Committee on Films for Young People.
I'he men and women who are members of the committee
belong in large part to organizations and institutions that
have heretofore often been found aligned with the friends
of some kind of censorship. Their influence with their
own people is bound to help. Ignorance and prejudice
will be dissipated. The IMoving Picture World wishes
the Committee well and is especially glad to note that the
Conimittee sees the advantage of co-operating with the
exhibitor.

* *

*

THE
great movement for organization wdilch has
lately been noticed in the ranks of exhibitors has
by no means spent its force ; on the contrary, there
are indications of a steady growth of the idea. Reports
from the Northwest are particularly gratifying. New
York has seen the organization of new locals up the
state, Maryland is active. West Virginia and Kansas are
looming up strong and New Jersey will hold a state convention in the immediate future. The Moving Picture
World rejoices in all this activity, because more power
and more responsibility for the exhibitor means a lasting
benefit to the industry as a whole.

* *

*

WE

DO not like to see this industry make any promises to the public which afterwards fail of performance. Itwas poor policy to send a statement to the daily press of motion picture stars coming
into the district of Senator Cristman to appear before motion picture audiences and speak against censorship. An
elaborate story to this effect was printed without the
slightest foundation in fact. If Cristman is to be defeated itwill be due entirely to the exhibitors, who actually did some work against him. We are not oversanguine in the matter. There are parts of the Senator's district where motion pictures are hardly known ; vast tracts
of forest lands sparsely settled. It is in these parts that
the senatorial champion of censorship is particularly
strong. What irony to think that the representative of a
few backwoods counties is permitted to legislate for the
sovereign people of the Empire state and ordain what
pictures they shall or shall not see.

Saturday, October 7, 1916

Facts and Comments
NOT
the least gratifying political news is the reported
defeat of Dudley M. Hughes, the Congressman
from Georgia who through the persuasion of Wilbur F. Crafts, the professional reformer, became known
as the sponsor of the Federal Censorship Bill. We do not
claim that his advocacy of Federal Censorship helped to
encompass his defeat, though we have no doubt that the
exhibitors in his district did their share. Federal Censorship isbeyond all doubt the most stupid blunder committed inthe history of Congress. We have never been
able to understand how the party in power could advocate
an unheard-of extension of Federal power consistent with

A

LITTLE word of advice to foreign producers who
have lately come into the country may not be amiss.
It is elementary, but we make no apology for it,
because it seems needed in view of recent happenings.
The foreign-made film cannot expect to escape the conditions of the American market. It must be gauged by
an American standard of values and the es.timate placed
upon it by a foreign producer or importer will not be
accepted as final by our people here. We always have
believed and still believe that the foreign-made film of
quality ought to have a good market here in spite of
a certain prejudice. We think that our belief has been
justified by the facts. If the foreign producer would be
more willing to adjust himself to the conditions of this
market his chances of gaining a new foothold would grow
immediately.
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the Invisible^

LLr\ V way of illustration," as the orators say, a cerr^ tain producer about to be established in a large
■^'^ way asked a certain writer of screen stories to
provide one which should serve as an introductory release
and be intensely American. The author happened to have
a fine theme in mind and proceeded to develop it with
great pains. He evolved what he had good reason to
believe was an exceptional story and handed in his scenario. It was rudely rejected. He did not insist on getting
paid for his effort because he was treated as a suspecthe was trying to get something for nothing.
He felt sure that another producer, who had visualized
a number of his stories, would jump at the chance to get a
superior one, but he was mistaken. He was again rebuffed. The script now went to a third producer, who
was complaining of a dearth of good scenarios, but it met
with the same fate. The author's faith in himself might
now be well regarded as an exaggerated estimate of his
own mental ability, mere conceit, but his temperament was
not one to contemplate the possibility of defeat, and he
went to ^Ir. Blackton of the X'itagraph Company and met
with quick appreciation of what he had done.
Under i\Ir. Blackton's personal direction the story was
visualized as written and attained marked success. Critics
hailed it as the best of the year; it was shown by Air.
Blackton at a large club entertainment as an exceptional
release ; it won a popularity contest, letters from ail over
the country naming it as one of the strongest photo plays
ever shown. These facts are cited merely to illustrate
thatihe present dearth of good plays is not entirely due
to a lack of capable authoriship.
How about the three producers who rejected a story
of decided merit at a time when the price paid for scenarios was so unimportant in proportion to the general cost
that it scarcely called for exacting discrimination? The
small outlay required had little or no bearing on decisions
rendered against the script. Presented as a working
scenario, designed purely for visualization, it might not
have been expressed in terms stimulating to the imagination, but that is the case with nearly all skeleton librettos,
because structure rather than treatment claims most of the
photoplaywright's time and attention.
It is quite possible that there was lack of method in the
examination. Scenarios of all kinds, good, bad and indiflferent, were rarely assorted so that the best could
be given more serious consideration. But it is likely that
the subject matter did not suit certain preconceived ideals
on the part of those entrusted with the work of selection.
They were guided by personal preference. What kind
of a critic would a reviewer be if he permitted his personal
Hkes and dislikes to weigh in passing judgment? The
critic learns that his own preference is too narrow — he
must defer to the varied tastes of a mixed audience.
Give one of the leading producers of today a brief
synopsis of a live story, and it is quite possible that he will
not like that kind of a story, sometimes because he has one
or more performers on salary- to suit, quite as often because he unconsciously narrows the character of his output to what happens to suit his personal fancy. Plays of
such a limited appeal might be written on assignment, but
such restrictions are not calculated to encourage spontaneous composition of the kind most loved bv mixed
audiences, flowing direct from a font of originality.
The author who makes a living through somethins less
superficial than mere cleverness in handling his niediimi
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By Louis Reeves Harrison

is compelled by the very nature of his work to keep thoroughly posted by reading and observation. If he is to
succeed at all, he must do even more than keep apace with
the times. He must constantly forecast events and effects, and he must necessarily know what he is writing
about in order to give entertainment or information to his
audience. The audience becomes an object of anxious
study — with it lies the final verdict. Experience teaches
him that he must also be a severe and capable critic of
his own imaginative creation.
Few producers of moving pictures have any such training. Some of them are largely guided in judging what
is to be by what has been done. Sounder basis would be
to eliminate mere imitations of what has been done in
favor of what bright and new. if for nothing else than
the sake of variety. If authors are compelled by the
l)roducers to keep on skilfully adapting from old stuff, a
weary lack of progress is bound to ensue with a corresponding lack of interest on the part of the public in
moving pictures. The highest value should not be placed
on itnitation, but on originality.
What a producer can do advantageously to all concerned
when he is sincerely interested in his product is to give
careful study to a scenario of fine quality and note down
his objections to it in detail, together with any suggestions that may occur to him. He may be right in his criticism, and that chance makes it important. An author
has a thousand and one things to think about during composition and may be guilty of an error of omission. If
he has any sense he will give attention to such criticisms
and utilize all there is of value in them. He is addressing
an audience of many minds and should not hesitate to
broaden his appeal.
An unusual visual sense, such as that exerted by a sailor
acting as a lookout, which picks up and defines objects
before the rest of us can di-scern anything but a formless
haze, grows out of habitual attention to a particular set
of impressions. In a similar manner imagination in art
and science becomes specialized. Watt probably foresaw
every detail in the workings of a "governor" before he
attempted to make the steam engine what it is, one of the
greatest factors in our progress, and so the glorious
monuments of artists, sculptors and architects, of which
we are so proud, were first perceived by the mind's eye,
idealization.
We all possess this creative power in the wild — our
fancies roam about aimlessly — but the author is compelled
to put a halter on his and train it to harness, acquiring
thereby what Shakespeare calls the "imagination all compact." He actually perceives on a little screen in his
brain the two or three hundred scenes of a big story
reeled off in regular order, and he can run the reel back
and forth for new adjustments. He can brieflv record
what he has perceived so that his story will run true when
visualized bv fine interpreters under capable directors, but
he can not provide them with his power to perceive the
invisible.
Thousands of new stories must be provided to meet a
demand that grows as long as it is satisfied, and they will
flow from native genius unless the font is clogged with
corruption, but our present imperative need is for men
of trained ability to appreciate and rightly value products
of creative imagination, and they must also possess some
of that rare qualitv of mind which, guided bv correct taste
and artistic sensibilitv, has enabled tlte author of i siory
to perceive the invisible.
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The Feature Market
Bv

\\ . STlCl'llliN Bu.su.

Tilli uiic thing in wliicli ninety-nine per cent, of the
motion picture exhibitors of the country are interested in is tlie feature market. Rightly or
wrongly, it has become an a.xiom in exhiljiting circles that
no program is stronger than its weakest feature.
Developments in the feature market are therefore
watched most eagerly. The great trouble is the elusiveness of quality. Now exhibitors do watch quality. Their
bread and butter depends upon it. If they want to make
money they must follow quality. Is it possible to define
■■quality" in motion pictures? Possibly it is, but I shall
not yield to the temptation. To discern quality, to feel
it as it were, is much easier than to define it like a problem
in logic. We are all agreed on one thing, however :
Quality is elusive, fickle and hard to get. How often
does it happen that features sutler a sudden decline in
quality? There is no warning to the exhibitor. He is
■■tied up" by his contract. Things run along smoothly
for a while and then comes a ■'feature" that inakes the
exhibitor's hair stand up like quills upon the fretful porcupine. Only last week an exhibitor subscribing for a
well-know n feature program gazed sadly upon the paper in
his lobby announcing the coming of a certain feature.
"Gee!" he said in an ejaculatory inanner, with no particular aim at grammar, "how I wish this piece of fromage
was over. I hate to look my audience in the face for the
next three days." Perhaps this man is too sensitive, but
he runs a big. beautiful house and he is an insistent .and
tireless searcher after quality. He is tied to a feature
program and such things will happen in the best feature
program which human ingenuity can put together. I tried
to console him.

'■\\'ell," said I, "you have the regularity of supply.
That ought to count for something."
He dissented vigorously.
■■I know," he replied, "that if I could go out into the
open market and do my own choosing I could increase my
business considerably. Regularity of .supply counts as
a real advantage only when it is combined with a high
average of quality."
Quality — that is the unceasing chorus.
Not all exhibitors feel like my friend of the big. beautiful house. A very successful and practical exhibitor
disagreed with my friend. He thought that quality is too
elusive to be himted all the time and that the public itself
was not always sure of how it liked a picture. He thought
that buying in the open market for quality would jimip
the prices for service and increase the dangers of competition. In his opinion a fair average of quality coupled
with regularity of supply was the best result attainable at
present.
The exhibitor is interested in the feature market because of the kaleidescopic changes. The palm of supreme
quality is never held very long by the same producer.
Hence every bit of honest and genuine new s of the feature
market is of immediate practical value to the exhibitor in
general and to the exhibitor with a big house in particular.
Imagine a man who has "tied up" three big feature groups
for a town of moderate size, hoping to keep out cotnpetition. He surely is interested in the feature market, for
if quality shifts even temporarily to another eroup bevond
his control it afifects his business at once. The exhibitor
who has tied up thre^ feature programs is by no means
rare. Indeed we know of many who in towns of twenty
thousand inhabitants have tied un all the available feature
productions. To them the coming in of new comnanies
or Combinations and mergers of old groups are of the
utmost importance.
They are not very much worried
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about single reels except comedies, of course, but every
great change in the feature market means much.
In passing we may mention that in no other paper
devoted to motion pictures will the exwholly orhibitorspartly
find belter and more complete and more accurate
information on the progress and on the doings of the feature market than in the columns of the Moving Picture
World.
The most recent developinents are always to be found
in our news columns, as, for instance, the last issue fully
demonstrated. When we speak of genuine and valuable
information we do not mean the stuff sent in by the press
agents.

The Screen in Politics
Bv W. Stephen

Bush.

that both the Republican and the
you know
DID Democrati
c parties have a special motion picture
department devoted to party propaganda? The
National Campaign Committees of both parties are determined to utilize as fully as possible the wonderful possibilities ofthe screen.
The Moving Picture World had foreseen and foretold the coming of these things years ago. The question
which confronts us now is: What attitude are the exhibitors to take in relation to this propaganda? To ask
them for the use of their screen to promote partisan ends
is ridiculous. No man will want to turn his temple of
amuseiTients into a political pagoda. He could not last
long. We understand that this propaganda is to be done
in a more subtle way. The films with a political or partisan flavor are to be shown as educational or instructive.
They are to be disguised as much as possible and avoid
giving offense to the political sensibilities of the audience.
We are tempted to advise our readers to exercise the
utmost caution in allowing any picture with a poorly
disguised political or partisan flavor to be shown on their
screens. We understand that all these pictures are to be
shown to the National League of Motion Picture Exhibitors. We are glad to hear that. They will know how
to advise their members. To show the workings of departments, to reproduce on the screen some of the general
welfare work done by the Federal Government may be
all right. Such films are really interesting and instructive,
but it is very necessary not to inject any propaganda into
such pictures. It has come to our notice that one of the
big political parties in showing certain Mexican pictures
has accepted a scenario which is highly offensive to the
professors of a certain religion. That sort of thing will
not be tolerated for an instant by the exhibitors.
It seems to us that the best place for the exhibition of
political or semi-political films is the hall in which political
meetings are held and to which the public may be invited.
Then there cannot be any objection, because every man
who comes knows just what he may expect. It is a wellknown fact that the theater-going public resent the intrusion of politics in their amusements.
The one great lesson which we draw from the use of
the screens as a marvelously efifective weapon for political
propaganda is this: The screen ought to be free from
censorship. Able men in both parties have said that the
screen is more effective than the newspaper. The inference is irresistible: Therefore the screen ought to be
as free as the newspaper. The censors in all the states
now afflicted with this form of medievalism are political
appointees. Will they not attempt to control the use of
the screen by their political opponents? This argument
has been freely u.sed before legislative committees in vasmiles. rious states and has mostly been met with incredulous

so
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political parties shows that these smiles were not only nicredulous but silly. It is a condition now and not a
theory which confronts the men who want to make political converts with the aid of the motion picture screen.
The National League proposes to quizz the presidential
candidates on their attitude toward censorship before it
will make any concessions at all. From what we can
hear both political parties now profess an abhorrence of
Federal Censorship and the principle of censorship generally. These professions will be put on record. Unless
all our information is wrong the dangers of Federal Censorship will be appreciably lessened after this national
campaign regardless of which party will get into power.
The advocates of National Censorship within the ranks
of the industry will feel more lonesome than ever after
the 6th of November. Their remaining ally, we fear, will
be the Reverend Wilbur F. Crafts.

No Copyright Established
Proceedings Against Arthur Feighery for Alleged Infringeon Dante's
Infernoof Dismissed
U. mentS.of Copyright
Commissioner
McGoldrick
Brooklyn. by
A
HEARING of much interest to film men involving copyright questions was held before Commissioner McGoldrick for the U. S. Court for the Eastern District of
New York, George Merrick being the complaining witness,
and Arthur Feighery, a film broker, being the defendant. The
proceedings had been instituted by the U. S. District Attorney, who, relying on information furnished him by the
complainant Merrick, had caused a warrant to be issued
against Feighery, alleging that Feighery by making unauthorized reproductions of Dante's Inferno (Milano Version), had committed a criminal offence by violating the copyright law. Merrick claimed to own the copyright of Dante's
Inferno by virtue of an alleged assignment said to have been
given to him by the Monopol Film Company of which Merrick was supposed to be a creditor.
The District Attorney had subpoenaed three employees
of the Horslcy printing and developing plant in Bayonne.
where the alleged reproductions were claimed to have been
made. Pliny P. Craft, formerly connected with the Monopol
Film Company, was also subpoenaed as a witness for the
prosecution. The Monopol Film Company went through
bankruptcy proceedings.*
Mr. Craft testified that the Monopol Film Company had
acquired perpetual copyright in the Milano Film, and submitted several cards showing that application for a copyright
had been made by the Monopol Film Company some time
in June, 1911. He said Merrick had worked for the Monopol,
and the latter, having no money left, ?ave Merrick an
assignment of its alleged copyright. Mr. Craft said he had
made diligent search for the assignment, but had been unable to locate it. He said he was not sure whether the
film had been exhibited abroad before application for copyright was made in this country. Mr. Merrick, as the next
v/itness, testified that he too had looked long and diligently
for the assignment, but had been unable to find it. He said
he had failed to record it in Washington. He too was uncertain as to the validity of the copyright.
At the close of the prosecution's case Counsellor Finkler, of
Finkler and McEntire. who appeared for the defendant,
moved for a dismissal of the case on the evidence submitted
by the District Attorney. He said that no valid copyright had
been proven, but if such had been the case he doubted the
genuineness and validity of an assignment which took place
four months before the bankruptcy of the assignor. Mr.
Finkler said he had made an examination of the records in
the Monopol Film bankruptcy, and declared that no
schedules are on file, though there is an order that they be
filed. When the attorney wanted to go deeper into the bankruptcy records he was stopped by the court on objection of
the District Attorney. The Commissioner thought the bankruptcy matters were irrelevant on the issue in question before him.
Counsellor Finkler then renewed his motion for an immediate discharge of defendant. He said he had witnesses in
plenty who would prove that the films had been exhibited
for profit abroad before any attempt was made to copyright
them here, which would absolutely defeat any claim for an
.\merican coDvright. In his opinion, however, the prosecution had failed to make out a prima facie case, and he asked
the court for an order acquitting the defendant. Commissioner McGoldrick discharged the defendant on the spot.
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War Films America

Wants to See

Extracts from a Contribution to the London

Evening News

by After
the Ex-Director
the English
"Pathe
Gazette,"
an Eighteen ofMonths
Sojourn
in America.
IN THE August 17 issue ot the London Evening News, P.
D. Hugon, who directed the English Pathe Gazette at
the beginning of the war, expresses himself as follows,
after an eighteen months' American experience of producing
and
Showselling
me. news films, and directing the Pathe News:
If there is a phrase that typifies the American attitude on all matters
nowadays it is this. Originally it was used only hy the men from "out
West." But the phrase has caught on, because all Americans want
to see.
Talk about tbe greatest thing ever invented, the best motor-car, the
fastest engine, the richest gold mine, your American friend will interrupt with his "Show me." The war is no exception. Official and unofficial reports of victories, of huge armies, of a nation resolved lo see it
through,
only arouse half-amused interest.
But directly you let an American see with his own eyes pictures that
obviously cannot be faked, he becomes a warm propagandist, and vouches
with characteristic vigor for the truth of your statements. "I saw It
myself on that
the movies,
bet you a thousand it was genuine," Is an
argument
squashes andall I controversy.
And it cuts both ways. U the Allies cannot or do not show on the
screen proof of their statements, the statements will generally be disbelieved. For instance, they will say : "The Germans claim to have
sunk the Warspite. The British say it is in port. Why don't they
show us pictures of it in port, taken after the battle?"

He Wanted

Smoke.

Whatever Is shown, however, must not only be genuine, hut look genuiiH'. even to tbe untecbnical mind.
When I issued the first French official war films, an eshibltor in
Arkansas, who was not to be taken in, wired as soon as he received
his copy: "War films faked; no smoke, soldiers laughing." I replied:
'Will supply tilni with lots of smoke and men crying, at a dollar a foot,
guariiiitetd
made evidently
in America."
This exhibitor
thought hard for a tew days, and solved the
riddle of smokeless powder whiih had never before entered his brain.
In a very polite letter (for Americans are perhaps the most polite, it
the least concise, letter-writers In the world) he apologized for bis
complaint, adding, however: "If they use smokeless powder out there,
it would be better to say so in the sub-title. Most people don't know
that."
Which Is true wisdom In Arkansas.
Being totally ignorant of military necessities or restraint, the American public cannot even conceive the motives for British official reticence.
In a country where Presidents and ex-Presidents, generals and admirals
will pose for every camera that appears on the scene, where a Cabinet Minister depends as much on screen-advertising as on the conduct
of his department for popular approval, where no army would start
against
an enemy
without the
"movie"
men at are
its open
heels,to where
the
inside workings
of everything
naval
and military
the public
gaze, it seems strange to be told that there can ever be reasons for
suppressing evidence.
But as such reasons do exist, and as the American public nevertheless must have war films, it might be wise to give it something approximating its requirements.
The trouble is that British Government services appear to do just
what individual British exporters have so often (and rightly) been
accusoij of itoine : they will try to sell the goods they have, instead of
making
goodswant?
that the customer wants.
• • ♦
What the
do they
They want the simplest, the most obvious pictures obtainable.
They want to see all about the German submarine that was at Temple
Pier, her engines (easily photographed by means of portable arc lamps),
her periscope, her mine-laying system. Americans simply gloat over
anything mechanical, and they enjoy reading on the screen the longest
descriptive titles.
They want to see the arrival of the week-end trains from the front :
they want to see what the West End locks like in war time and whether
the shops in Regent street are still open ; they want to see the women
conductors and the postwomen.

"Americans are not Squeamish."

They have been told thiit Zeppelins have wrecked the whole of Liverpool and most of London ; that Trafalgar square is in ruins ; and many
of the more ignorant people even imagine that Londoners habitually
sleep in their cellars for fear of air raids. I confess I was myself
exceedingly surprised to find on my return how little fear of Zeppelins
or coast raids the people have, and how cheerfully they carry on their
business and their recreation. These things are what Americans want
to see.
But above all they want to see the real article, war as It Is, the
actual capture of trenches, the actual surrender of prisoners, the actual
entry into a retaken village, the first removal of the wounded — yes, they
would not even mind seeing actual bayonet fighting in all its horror.
Americans are not squeamish. It is useless to tone down anything for
them : rather underline what you want them to see, and put plenty of
strong descriptive sub-titles over it.
America
England's
effort can only
be Films
taken that
as will
news really
films convince
are taken,
by a of
staff
of photographers,
who
receive notice of all expected spectacular deeds, and who are ready to
rush anywhere. Special long-focus lenses and extension tripods to protect the operator are easily obtained.
We have the men. we have the outfits, we have the markets. What
we want now is merely the will to please our best customers.

STREYCKMANS A BROKER.
H. J. Streyckmans. one of the best known motion picture
men in the country, has given up the film business, and has
accepted a position with Torrey & Co., dealing in motor
securities, and specializing in Clyde Motor stock, an automobile truck proposition which will ^ be marketed in a few
weeks.
Mr. Streyckmans will open an office in the Ashland Block,
Chicago, for Torrey & Co.. who already have offices in
Pittsburg and New York. He will have the Chicago agency
for the truck, which is being assembled in Long Island, and
of which it is said nearly a thousand have already been sold.
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Film Men Finn Against Censorship ^ ^ By w. Stephen Bush
Full Board of Directors of N. A. M, P, /. Take
Important Action
Partial Plea for Federal Cetisorship Lhianimou^ly Rejected
E\

LX rS oi nioiiK-iitous inttTt-'St have taken place in hlnidom in New York within the past week. At meetings of exchangemen and exhibitors the question of
Federal Censorship had been taken up and discussed. On
Wednesday, shortly after noon, September 20. the exchange
men met at Shanley's Restaurant, and listened to arguments
against censorship in general and Federal censorship in
particular. Addresses were made by David W. Griffith, Mack
Sennet and Thomas Ince. On the same day at 3 o'clock in
the afternoon at the headquarters of the Exhibitors' League,
218 West ■12nd street, the exhibitors gathered to listen to
addresses made by Mr. Griffith and by Ex-Congressman
Martin W. Littleton. At League headquarters Mr. Griffith
made two addresses, one to the National Executive Committee of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
America, and another to the members of the local organization. Both addresses were masterly efiForts.
The unusual acUvity of the distributing and exhibiting
groups of the industry had been caused by the action of the
producers' branch of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry. This latter branch at a meeting
held on Monday. September 18, not only went on record as
favoring Federal censorship, but permitted a report of its
action to get into the public prints. Their action caused
no little excitement in the entire industry. In many quarters the excitement was coupled with alarm.
When, therefore, the thirty directors of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry met in session at
its offices in the Times Building, the interest in their proceedings was general and extraordinary. All the classes were
fully represented by their directors. Lee A. Ochs filled
the vacancy in the Board of Exhibitor-Directors created
by the resignation of Mr. Philipps of Wisconsin. When the
meeting was called to order by President William A. Brady
the meeting room was crowded to its utmost capacity. Not
only the directors were present, but many people prominent
in filmdom who did not belong to the association were
there. It was decided to make the meeting in the forenoon
an open one and devote it to the discussion of Federal Censorship. The advocates of Federal Censorship were to have
the first opportunity to be heard and then a chance was to
be given to the opponents. When President Brady announced
this order o^ discussion considerable silence followed.
From the first it was plain that the atmosphere was surcharged with an anti-censorship sentiment and that the task
of the proponents of Federal censorship would be both ungracious and unpleasant. The silence had lasted for what
seemed something like ten minutes, indeed it was beginning
to be felt and threatening to become oppressive, when Mr.
Sherrill arose and declared that he had no desire to appear
as the sole champion of censorship. He said he had conferred and consulted with some of his fellow producers and
at the time they seemed to have no hesitancy to speak in
favor of censorship through the Federal Government. He
looked, he continued, upon Federal Censorship as a measure
of expediency and did not approve of it in principle, He
emphasized the fact that he was open to conviction personally and would in any event abide by the decision of the
majoritv of the directors. Mr. Sherrill was followed by
William Wright of Kalem. who spoke along similar lines. He
said he was convinced that all forms of censorship were
wrong, and inflicted an unjustifiable injury upon the industry,
but he believed that Federal censorship was the only relief
in sight. Perhaps, he declared, if we yield to the men at
Washington they will be influenced by our suggestions in
formulating their legislation.
The next speaker in favor of Federal censorship was Arthur
Friend, counsel for the Lasky Company. He took quite different ground from the previous speakers. As he was supposed to represent the main strength of the advocates of Federal censorship he was allowed all the time he wanted, the five
minute limit for all speeches being suspended for his benefit.
Mr. Friend characterized the men who fought for the principle of the freedom of the screen as being given to cant and
not honest with themselves.
He said that the producers had

sinned and were bound to be punished and that tiie medicine
of censorship was good for them.
Just about here some one in the room noticed that the
reporters took a feverish interest in what Mr. Friend was
saying, and it was proposed to exclude the reporters from the
room. Some merriment followed this suggestion, several
members remarking that the precaution w,as somewhat late
in coming. Thereupon a plea was made to the reporters to
Ljive a fair and impartial account, and the reporters promised.
Mr. Friend, continuing his argument in favor of Federal
censorship, said he thought such censorship would weaken
and eventually eliminate all other form of censorship. He
dwelt for some minutes on the legal aspect of the case, contending that Federal control was entirely legal. He abhorred the word censorship, he said, but in the measure
which commended itself to his good judgment he would
establish a court of the motion picture, just as there is a
court of commerce. Mr. Friend in conclusion predicted the
certain coming o! Federal regulation of the motion picture.
Continued silence greeted the chairman's invitation to other
and further advocates of Federal censorship, and the opponents of censorship were called upon to speak. Maurice
Choyinski, one of the exhibitor directors from Chicago, called
upon W. W. Irwin and William M. Seabury, both of whom
are lawyers, and asked them to state whether in their opinion
the enactment of a Federal censorship law would do away
with all and any other forms of censorship. Both answered
emphatically in the negative and having got this answer
Choyinski made a strong plea against Federal censorship.
He was followed by Exhibitor-director Frank J. Rembush
from Indiana, who likewise spoke against Federal and every
other kind of censorship.
W. Stephen Bush, of the staff of the Moving Picture
World, was heard next. He said he sympathized with the
condition of film men who by persecution and injustice of
various kinds of censorship were driven to the false hope
of Federal censorship. He proposed to confine himself to a
reply to those w^bo had spoken in favor of Federal censorship.
Mr. Friend, he said, may diagnose his own symptoms as he sees fit,
but he has no right to speak for the industry. I do not question the sincerity of Mr. Friend, but I do protest against his remark that the
enemies of Federal censorship are given to cant and are not honest with
themselves. One does not have to be a lawyer to perceive that Federal
control does by no means exclude state or municipal control. Boys and
girls in the grammar class learn in their civics that the Federal Government exercises concurrent jurisdiction with state and municipal governments in the regulation of the liquor traffic or of the food problem
or bankruptcy proceedings. Censorship is no new thing which might
be tried on the frivolous theory that anything ought to be tried once.
Censorship has been tried, not for a day, or a month, or a year, or a
hundred years, but it has been tried for centuries, and it has always
turned out to be an engine of oppression, hostile to free institutions and
always incapable of effecting the things which it was intended to effect.
To business the idea of compromising rather than fighting for a principle might have an alluring appeal. A principle is something that*
eludes figures, defies calculations and refuses to be weighed and measured :hence many men who are adepts in piling up money fail utterly
to grasp the importance of a principle. If these men had had their
way in the past there would be very little human progrf^ss to record.
Nothing was more bitterly fought than the freedom of the press. In
your own state the struggle for the liberty of the printed word forms a
magnificent chapter of history. If the Tories and reactionaries of that
day had prevailed your newspaper would still require a royal license and
freedom of the press would be nothing more than a pretty expression. It
has been said that "censorship is bound to come." that we must "have
some form of it." Where is the proof for this loose and sweeping assertion? Of the eight and forty states of this Union but four have
adopted legalized censorship and In none of the four has such legislation been demanded by the people- Why. if there were such an overwhelming demand and such a genuine sentiment for motion picture censorship, we would, by this time, have it firmly established In every state.
I deny from my own personal knowledge and observatinn that the public
want censorship. Co-operating on behalf of the Moving Picture World
with the exhibitors in this state, I addressed over forty motion picture
audiences on the question of censorship, and T know from their expressions and from the expressions of the exhibitors who know their public
that If the clean-cut issue of censorship is ever carried to the polls
It will bo beaten by a majority vast enough to bury it beyond all
resurrection. I do not own a dollar's worth of film; I am not interested
in any distributing or exhibiting business, but I love the
motion picture. I am convinced that it is a wonderful agency
for the progress of mankind, for its enlightenmnnt and for its
entertainment, and. therefore, I feel that any attempt to take it away
from the control of the people and to put it in the hands of a few
ought to be resi'^ted to the end. We do not claim license when we ask
for the freedom of the screen. The press has liberty, but no license, and
it Is punished for an abuse of Its liberty. That Is what we want and
what we are entitled to. We do not want to be punished because soroebodv anticipates that we might want to break the law. Tt Is signlflcant.
gentlempn, that the exhibitors are an absolute unit again'^t censorship —
out of fifteen thousand T have heard but a baker's dozen who want censorship. The larcer your body the more democratic It Is by Instinct.
After all. gentlemen, ft makes but little difference what we do here this
afternoon.
We may fail to rise to a great opportunity to put ourselves
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OD record as having faith in free gOTernment and motion pictures continuing to exist together. I tell you that In five or ten years from now
agitation for censorship will be confined to isolated cranks, the sound
common sens© of the American people, its love for free government will kill it ; no government can exist half arbitrary and
half despotic. This alien and exotic heresy of censorship cannot grow
on our soil. Of course, we all want clean pictures and we want to banish
and punish the man who abuses the screen. There are two ways in
which we can do this. One way is the application of the law as
it exisu at present. There have been convictions of men who
have shown indecent exhibitions. The other way is by education. Get together with the people who are prejudiced against
motion pictures because they are ignorant. I belong to the National
Committee on films for Young People. The men and women composing
this committee are connected with great civic bodies with welfare institutions national in scope. They want to co-operate with you producers
and distributors and exhibitors. In many places there is such co-operation today between exhibitors and civic bodies. That is the real constructive work which will bring the results we all desire; the results
which censorship can never achieve. We must fight for the freedom of
the screen. We cannot expect results to drop into our laps as gifts from
heaven. I am glad to see the directors here, the men on whose gifts
and efforts we depend. They feel by instinct that censorship must
destroy their art.

Mr. Bush was followed by David W. Griffith, who made
a splendid speech full of wit and wisdom. Mr. Griffith
gently ridiculed the assertion of Mr. Friend that the industry
was sinful. He said in his opinion the motion picture of
all mediums of expression and of all forms of amusement
was the least guilty.
"Federal censorship," Mr. Griffith continued, "in my judgment, is the most pernicious of all forms of censorship.
Fighting with your local enemies often results in victory,
such as we have recently achieved in San Francisco, when a
censorship ordinance was killed in the Board of Aldermen.
When the Federal government lays its hands on a film the
action, however unreasonable and arbitrary, is final and
beyond all appeal. What guarantee have we that the Federal
censors are infallible and ditiferent from other censor^? I
tell you, gentlemen, with the utmost seriousness, that the
establishment of Federal motion picture censorship means
nothing less than the destruction of the art and industry.
You will sec the theatrical interests feasting at the table
which you were foolish enough to give up. If you cannot
grasp the fact that the theatrical interests are the deadly foe
of the motion picture and that Federal censorship is the one
tiling they most ardently pray and most secretly wish for
you arc not able to see the obvious. What are we directors
going to do if we have to work every day in our lives with
the black shadow of Federal censorship hovering over us?
If we have to wonder at every turn how much such a scene
will please the board of censors in Washington what constructive w'ork can we be expected to accomplish?"
Mr. Griffith read telegrams from a score or more of directors on the coast who protest against Federal censorship.
Mr. Griffith's remarks were tremendously applauded. He
was followed by National President Lee A. Ochs and former
President Herrington. both of whom made stirring addresses
against Federal or any other form of censorship.
When a vote of the directors was taken it was unanimous
against Federal and every other form of censorship.

Vice Film Suppressed
Justice Cohalan Sustains the Action of License Commissioner
Bell.
THE
promoters of the vice film which had been running
at the Maxine Elliott theater anticipating an adverse
decision by the court, moved the objectionable picture
out of the theater three days before the decision came.
The adverse decision was rendered by Justice Cohalan at
the Special Term of the Supreme Court in New York
County. Judge Cohalan fully sustains the License Commissioner who had threatened to revoke the license of the theater
in which the film had been exhibited. The decision reads as
follows:
Anti-VIca Motion Picture Co., Inc., v. Bell, &c — ^Application for an

injunction pendente lite to restrain the defendant from Interfering with
the eTblbition by the plaintiff of a motion picture photoplay entitled "Is
Any Girl Safe?" The CommiFsioner of Licenses of the City of New York
asserts the right to prohibit the exhibition of this play upon the ground
that it is immoral and indecent and in violation of law ; in other words,
that it would tend to the corruption of the morals of the public under
ser-tion 114a of the Penal I-aw. The film or photoplay is now being
prodnced at one of the city theaters and It depicts the methods by which
certain types of men procure young girls for houFe? of prostitution. It
further pictures scenes in a bouse of prostitution and purports to show
bow youn^ pirls are Ifd to ruin. The papers In oppopliien convince me
that if the play is not of a revolting character It certainly has many
obicctionable features, all of which are sufficient to condemn it. One
affidavit sft^ forth that the play Is a crude presentation, wholly devoid
of moral or edui^ational value, and thft it enters to the lower and sensual
side of huinan natur'^. Communications from many reputable citizens
interested !n the welfare of the stase nnd of motion picture theaters
condemn this effort to appeal to a morbid public taste. The statements
of thp^** people, many of them experienced in the work of setting proper
standards for moving picture houses and the productions made therein,
and in protecting the morals of society, particularly the young members
thereof, are of the utmost
importance on this application.
The pre-
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ponderance of proof adduced herein shows that the City of New York Is
not benefited by such a realistic depiction of the sordid side of human
life. The declaration is made in behalf of the scenario that '"it is literally a picturized sermon." Such a statement does not appeal to me.
Moving pictures may point a way or teach a lesson, but no depicted film
that leads the beholder through scenes of such depravity and degradation can influence or help society. I think that such a play offends public decency and tends to the injury not only of the young of the community, but of all persons who witness it. It tends to deprave and corrupt the morals of those whose minds are open to such infiuences. Even
if there was nothing so openly displayed, as is here claimed on behalf
of the defendant, there is danger in an appeal to the imagination, and
when the suggestion is immoral, and the more that is left to the imagination the more subtle and seductive is the influence (People v. Doris,
14 App. Div. 119). Moreover, the act of the commissioner of licenses
in acting in the manner complained of is reasonable and is a proper
exercise of the powers vested in him. The courts of this state have repeatedly held that they will not interfere with the exercise of the discretion vested by law in a departmental official unless such official has
abused his discretion by acting in an unreasonable and tyrannical man>
ner (People ex rel. Rota v. Baker, VMj App. Div. 7; People ex rel. Armstrong v. Murphy, Go App. Div., ILMi. The defendant shows that the
photoplay is not a proper production to be presented in licensed theaters
of this city, and the motion is denied.

Morosco Makes Denial
Say.
Declares He Did not Say Him
the Things
the Green Book Made
OLIVER
MOROSCO, the well-known theatrical and
motion picture producer, has issued a denial to the
alleged statements that were sppread broadcast as having come from hini, through a magazine, in which he was
quoted as having predicted the ultimate doom of the motion
picture and that it is waning at present, but would go down
fighting. Mr. Morosco's denial comes in the form of an
open letter to the motion picture industry and its allied interests, addressed to President Hiram Abrams. of the Paramount Picture Corporation, distributors of the production
of the Famous Players. Lasky. Morosco and Pallas. In his
communication to Mr. Abrams, Mr. Morosco says:
Mr.CityHiram
:

Abrams,

care

Paramount

\ew York, Sept. 20, 1016.
Pictures Corporation, New
York

.My Dear Mr. Abrams: Since talking with you tne other day. I have
carefully gone over the article in the Green Book. A great many of the
things quoted as coming from nic staggered me quite a little. I do not
believe the interviewer intended in any way to misquote me. but merely
misunderstood me in several instances.
My article was based on the moving pictures, and I stated emphatically to the inten-iewer that I thought the future of the moving picture
business would depend on the manner in which pictures would be made;
that 1 thought the cheap class of moving picture films would not succeed as they had in the past, but that the high class, well constructed,
well acted story would live forever; that I intenaed in our picture company to make our productions with as much merit and quality as I
would the biggest production 1 made on the legitimate stage, and that
I would fight my own moving picture company with my dramatic productions throughout the country, not as an opposition, but in the making of
the same. In other words, that in the making of a play or the making
of a picture, I would try to make one outdo the other in artistic endeavor.
I also said that the moving picture industry of the future would prove
a "survival of the fittest." At no time did 1 intend to be quoted as saying that the high class picture, or the worthy picture, was on the decline. How foolhardy that would be of me, when I am in the picture
business, making pictures for the public ; and if you will take one
clause in the article referred to I think it undoubtedly speaks for itself.
I quote as follows :
"There will be a place and a demand for photoplays containing good stories, good acting, fine production and all that goes
to make a good picture, and it will be the companies and proYourswill
truly,
ducers capable of giving these pictures that
survive."
(Signed) OLIVER MOROSCO.

The misquoted interview placed Mr. Morosco in an extremely embarrassing and serious position. It has been his
earnest endeavor to have the erroneous impression corrected
everywhere. Immediately upon the issuance of the interview. President Abrams called the attention of Mr. Morosco
to the averred statements, impressing: upon him the fact
that the misquotations would be detrimental to the entire
motion picture industry.
Among 5ome of the alleged quotations which have been
denied by Mr. Morosco are that "the motion picture will go
down fighting, but will go down nevertheless," "I intend
to give battle to the motion picture business with every
once of strength at my conlmand." "already the sun of the
motion pictures is setting," "as I believe the future will show
the moving picture industry is on the wane." and "there is
no question that the motion picture demand and popularity is
On the face of the interview, particularly when the industry realizes what wonderful advancement has been made
waning."
by
Morosco productions on the Paramount Program, during
the past year, the whole statement was a fallacy. From the
beginning. Mr. Morosco has been a firm believer in Paramount policies, that of better pictures, for better theaters
and a better public and has been urging the exhibitors of the
country to build for business permanency with a program of
pictures of quality.
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The Moving Picture in Politics ^ m^ ^ m By Edward weuzei
The Democratic and Republican Parties to Use
the Screen for Campaign Purposes
DURING

a now famous speech made by a certain gentleman at a banquet given at the Astor Hotel last winter,
the speaker, who was referred to by the chairman as
"the greatest living editor," said many new and surprising
things about the moving picture industry, and made one prediction, concerning its use for the spreading of political
propaganda, tliat is now an assured fact. The National
Committees of both the Democratic and Republican parties
have added a motion picture department to their campaigns.
and arc prepared to put forth pictorial arguments in support
of the merits of their respective presidential candidates.
These pictures are to be supplied to the State Committees
and, aside from being shown at political meetings, are to
be distributed to the regular moving picture exhibitors on
very advantageous terms — probably the bare cost of distribution. An agreement is now being considered by which
the films of botli parties may be shown on the same program,
when the manager of the theatre so desires. Interviews
with the gentlemen in charge of the two departm.ents brought
out some interesting facts regarding the nature of the pictures to be used by 'the two leading political parties.
The Plans of the Republicans.
"Believing that the moving picture is the best medium for
getting facts before the public." said Mortimer D. Metcalfe,
who is prominently connected with the picture department
of the Republican Committee, "we are now preparing a
number of pictures for campaign purposes. The first will
be released October 1, and others will follow. They will showHughes and Roosevelt on tour, and will also be of a nature
to acquaint the public with matters that are of vital importance to the welfare of the nation. It is our intention to
use every legitimate means of driving our arguments home,
through the wonderful visualizing power of the screen. Vincent Astor has donated a building on lower Broadway to
the cause, and the Hughes Alliance will have charge of the
program..
Admission will be free."
"How about the picture recently released which a New
York daily publication says has been discarded by the heads
of the National Committee, on account of its personal nature?"
"The picture was founded on historical facts, and has not
been suppressed."
"Is your party willing to co-operate with the Democrats
to the extent of allowing your pictures to be shown on the
same program with theirs, in the regular moving picture
houses?"
"The matter has not been settled, but we are in favor of
"Is it the intention of your department to make any movit."
ing pictures with a connected story?"
"I shall be able to give you a better answer to that question next week. One thing I can promise you: our reels
will present dignified and truthful arguments in favor of the
Republican
candidate."
The Democratic Moving Picture Campaign.

"The one outstanding fact of the entrance of the moving picture into politics," said T. M. Alexander, who is managing this department for the Dem.ocratic Committee, "is
the effect it will have on the question of censorship. It
will bring home to the public our contention: that the indusiry should enjoy the same rights as the press. They will be
helped to realize that the moving picture can be made to
rival the daily newspaper as a means of disseminating the
tiioughts and deeds of humanity, and should enjoy the same
irucdom in its choice of subject matter."

Sherman-Elliott Comes East
Open Offices in New

York to Exploit "The Crisis."— To Sell

StateInc..
Rights."
^ HERMAN-ELLIOTT,
who recently purchased the
^ William N. Selig production, "The Crisis," have opened
^^ offices at 220 West 42nd street. New York City, and
have perfected the plans for the exploitation of this production. H. A. Sherman announces he will ofTer "The Crisis"
as a Broadway production shortly and will release it on a
state rights basis, but will retain Chicago and all territories
west where he personally will exploit this big film, drama in
a manner commensurate with its worth, using special music
and booking the production in the same manner as a theatrical company, as he is now doing with "The Birth of a
Nation" and "Ramona."
"The Crisis," a ten reel master-play dealing with the
period preceding the Civil War and with the stirring incidents of that conflict, presents the greatest crisis in the
life of the nation with splendid power and with a sympathy,
a sincerity and a patriotism that are inspiring, and which
was triumphantly
overcome.
It was produced by Colin Campbell under the personal
direction of Mr. Selig. Those who have seen advance presentations of "The Crisis" state that it is the most costly
photo-drama that Mr. Selig has ever produced.
The making into a photo-drama of "The Crisis" is a fitting
climax to the great popularity attained by the book and the
play seen throughout the country a few years ago. "The
Crisis" marked a departure in the field of fiction and is considered the greatest work of Winston Churchill.
"It took only a short time for me to decide to buy 'The
Crisis.' " declared Mr. Sherman recently. "For 'The Crisis'
is a great picture. It is the practice of every film producer to refer to their latest production as 'Equal to the
Birth of a Nation.' I am not going to do that. 'The Crisis'
is a great enough conception that has been magnificently
worked out and produced by a master producer to stand
alone. I will not limit its scope by reference to any film
that may have gone before."
.\dded interest is attached to the historical worth of "The
Crisis" owing to the fact that a company of Selig players
went to \'icksburg. where, with the aid of the Mississippi
National Guard, scenes called for bv Winston Churchill's
novel were filmed. These scenes include the historical
fortifications erected in and near Vicksburg during the Civil
War. Over two thousand members of the Mississippi State
Militia were engaged in the battle scenes.
The cast
of plavers
selected asby Judge
Mr. Selig
"The Crisis"
includes
George
W. Fa*vcett
Silas for
Whipple;
Matt

"An appeal to patriotism, not to partisanship," is the claim
made by T. M. Alexander for the one-reel campaign document put out by the motion picture bureau of the Democratic National Committee. The picture is called "The
United States Government in Action." and is the work of
C. R. Macauley. It shows President Wilson at his desk, who
is then supposed to address the spectators. Each member
of the cabinet is treated in the sam.e way. the speeches
serving to remind the spectator of some act of importance
accomplished
by the likenesses
secretary's ofdepartment.
Mr. Macauley
has cauirht excellent
all his subjects.
This reel

B. Snyder as Colonel Comyn Carvel: Bessie Evton as Virginia Carvel; Thomas Santschi as Stephen Brice; Eugenie
Besserer as Stephen Brice's mother; Marshall Neilan as
Clarence Colfax: Frank Weed as Eliphalet Hopper; Will
Nachin as Captain Lige Brent: Sam D. Drane as Abraham
Lincoln: Cecil Holland as General W. T. Sherman and
others.
On Tuesday. September 19, Mr. Sherman tendered a
luncheon to representatives of the m.otion picture trade papers at the Hotel McMpin.
It was well attended.

was shown in a number of the leading motion picture houses
in Maine last week and, according to the press of the
state, was very favorably received. Three hundred copies
of the rf-'el are to he released, fifty to be used in New York
Citv. The next picture to be released will be a two-reel
subject, showing scenes from the lives of Washington and
Lincoln and giving views of President Wilson at the dedication ceremonies in connection with the birthplace of the
Great Emancipator.

Fred B. Murphy. Eastern division manager, and J. E.
Willis. Western division manaeer. were in New York last
week in conference with General Manaeer Schlank. of the
L'nicorn Film Service Corporation. Plans were laid for
taking care of the fall business which has been booked ahead
bj- Unicorn exchanges.
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The Motion Picture Exhibitor
J
UTICA EXHIBITORS ORGANIZE.
Hotel
Martin
and Elect Temporary
Officers and
Committee on Organization.
AC.\LL had recently been issued to c-\hibilors in and
around Utica by the state organization to get together
and organize. In addition to the call, Thomas Howard,
the secretary of the state league, had been sent into the territory and had made visits and issued invitations to exhibitors. In response to these invitations the following exhibitors attended a meeting held on Sunday, September 17,
at the Hotel Martin in Utica: John Angello, Lyric theater,
Utica; .Mbert Kaufman and Wesley B. Shane, Star theater,
Rome; William P. Donlon, Orpheum theater, Utica; George
Hauf and E. G. Hauf, of the Highland theater, Utica; William Fait, Jr., manager of the Avon theater, Utica, and
Charles Kirkland, also of the .\von theater; H. J. Lu.x, Arthur
J. Lux and F. G. Lu.x. of the De Luxe and the .\lhambra
theaters; F. E. Duffy, Hibernian Hall, Utica; C. J. Morse,
Grand theater, Frankfort; A. Jarvis, Temple theater, Ilion.
State President Ochs addressed the meeting at some
length, urging the need of organization and reciting the advantages which had come to the New York City exhibitors
through intelligent organization work. He spoke of the
abuses of the deposit system and of plans to arbitrarily increase the price of service, which he said was under consideration in certain exchanges. Dwelling on the subject
of the growing importance of the motion picture he called
attention to the fact that both of the great political parties
had started a special motion picture department for campaign purposes. He said it was gratifying to know that the
heads of both parties had seen fit to consult the exhibitors'
organization in regard to films that were to be put out for
campaign purposes. Mr. Ochs said that Mr. Tumulty, the
secretary of President Wilson, had assured him and other exhibitors that President Wilson was not at all in sympathy
with censorship ideas and that he had received similar assurances from Everett Colby on behalf of the Republican
party. He said he was opposed to showing any films which
were merely partisan and which, under the cloak of political
propaganda, assailed any religious creed.
W. Stephen Bush, of the Moving Picture World, was
called upon for a few words. He assured the organized exhibitors of the support of the Moving Picture World. "We
believe," he said, "and always have believed tliat the progress
and the prosperity of the exhibitor means tlie progress and
the prosperity of the entire industry. In the earlv days conditions were against the exhibitors, who had little chance to
assert a spirit of enterprise and initiative. I am glad to say
that things are changed and we will go on in the direction of greater power for the exhibitor for a good many
years to come. The spirit of organization is abroad in the
land in spite of pessimists and professional knockers."
Mr. Bush urged all those exhibitors who were located in
the 32d Senatorial District, the political home of Cristman,
to defeat this champion of censorship in the Republican primaries or at least to reduce his majority, as it was felt that
Cristman had a strong following in the district. The district
has but two cities of any size, the rest being mostly small
farming communities, where motion pictures are hardly
known.
President Ochs suggested that the meetins' elect temporarv
officers, which was done after a short conference. Henry G.
Lux, Jr., was elected president and William Fait. Jr.. was
chosen secretary. The president, on behalf of the meetinsr.
thanked the Moving Picture World for its support and friend\y attitude. The meeting likewise thanked Mr. Ochs and the
state organization for its interest. A charter for the Utica
local will be issued shortly.
Meet

at

MIAMI
VALLEY
EXHIBITORS
MEET.
At a meeting of the Miami Valley Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, held in Dayton on Seotember 11. a resolution
was adopted favoring Federal control of moving picture production. Copies of the resolution were ordered sent to lead-

llliillliiliaBiK,

ing film manufacturers, to members of Congress and to the
press. Max Stern, of Columbus, president of Ohio Branch
No. 1 of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of .■\merica,
was the principal speaker, expressing himself strongly on the
matter before the organization. The Miami Valley league
was organized only a short time ago, and is made up of exhibitors from Dayton. Springfield. Piqua. Mianiisburg and
Eaton, with D. H. Thompson as president; .-Mbert Kinzeler,
secretary, and George Haas, treasurer. The meeting was
well attended. Regular meetings will be held every Monday afternoon in the future.
NEW JERSEY CONVENTION.
Great Enthusiasm Displayed Over the Big Jersey Gathering
at Newark on October 4.
SECRET.\RY F. J. Lisclikc is in receipt of numerous requests for information regarding the big state convention of the New Jersey Exhibitors' League, set
for October 4, at Achtelsteller's Hall, 842 Broad street, Newark, N. J., and wishes to inform all exhibitors throughout the
state that a record-breaking attendance for a meeting of this
kind is expected.
Mayor Thomas L. Raymond of Newark has promised to make the opening address; William A. Brady,
president of the National .Association of the Motion
Picture Industry; Lee h. Ochs, president of the
M. P. E. L. of .America; W. W. Irwin, general manager of
V-L-S-E; W. Stephen Bush of the Moving Picture World;
Wm. A. Johnston of the Motion Picture News, and H. H.
Hill of the C. & C. Electric & Manufacturing Company, will
address the meeting on topics of vital interest to the exhibitor. Such matters as the recent unfair actions of the
Film Club of New York, an organization of exchange managers; the abolition of the deposit system; the discussion of
a political and legislative program; the reduction of the electric light and power rate and other matters that will materially assist the exhibitor in the conduct of his business
will be acted upon.
The gubernatorial candidates are expected to attend and
declare themselves regarding censorship and other matters.
No cxliibitor can afford to miss this meeting.

NAT C. GOODWIN

PHOTOPLAY

CORPORATION.

\ one-million-dollar company has been incorporated under
the laws of the state of New Y''ork, to be known as the
"Nat C. Goodwin Photoplay Corporation." It has taken over
the 960-acre estate of Mr. Goodwin at San Francisco, Cal.,
wOiere the studios will be located; the executive office will
be established in New York City.
It is the intention of the company to produce four eightreel features a year, in which Mr. Goodwin will be the principal. There will be four other subsidiary producing companies, to make shorter subjects.
The first feature to be produced will be "The Prince of
Broadwaj'." featuring Nat C. Goodwin, from a scenario written by John W. Gorman and directed by Byron Totten. They
will start operations about October 15.
Those associated with Mr. Goodwin are: John W. Gorman,
Jas. Byron Totten, B. F. Moran and Walter McNamara.
ALEC

LORRIMORE

MEETS
ACCIDENT.

WITH

PAINFUL

_ In attempting to board a Broadway street car. Alec Lorrimore of the sales department of "Civilization" met with an
accident that might have been more serious had conditions
not been with him. Catching his foot in a loose plank he
fell headlong into the street, the result being that some of
the ligaments were torn and the foot otherwise injured. By
a great effort Mr. Lorrimore is able to get to and from his
office.
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FEATURE.

Sherman
Outlines
His
Plans
for Handling
Crisis" — First Invitation Showing at the Strand,
New York, September 29.

"The

SHERMAN,
leading
of super
films,
arrived inAmerica's
Chicago from
Newexploiter
York Thursday
• morning, September 21, and left the same evening
for Minneapolis to attend to the general business of Sherman-Elliott, Inc.
During his stay in New York. Mr. Sherman arranged for
an invitation showing of "The Crisis" at the Strand theater,
that will be given Friday, September 29, at 10 o'clock a. m.
This special presentation will be given for the benefit of the
trade generally, including state-right buyers, producers, directors, etc.. and representatives of the trade and daily press.
-\11 those who are expected to attend will receive personal invitations by mail, which, on presentation at the door, will
admit the bearers.
The announcement of the first Chicago private exhibition
of "The Crisis" will be made later. It is expected that this
will be held some time within the next sixty days, just as
soon as a suitable theater has been secured.
It is too early as yet in the active campaign, in the exploitation of "'The Crisis," to judge fully of the interest
taken in the national showing of Selig's great film edition
of Winston Churchill's novel, but Mr. Sherman informed me
during a brief interview that numerous inquiries are already
pouring into the New York office in Suite 1702, in the Candler building. West Forty-second street, and also into the
general offices of the Selig Polyscope Company,' Chicago.
These inquiries are chiefly concerned with state rights and
bookings.
For the benefit of those interested, Mr. Sherman announces
that all territory from Chicago, west, will be handled by
Sherman-Elliott, Inc., on the road booking plan, similar to
that used in the exploitation of "The Birth of a Nation." ,\11
other territory in the United States, including the South, will
be sold on the state-rights basis. The entire territory of
the Dominion of Canada will also be disposed of on this
basis.
The head offices of Sherman-Elliott. Inc., in connection
with the campaign of "The Crisis" will be located in Chicago, and the address will be announced later. All mail, in
the meantime, should be addressed in care of the Selig Polyscope Company, Chicago, or to the New Y'ork office.
Many inquiries by wire and letter have been received from
prominent Western exhibitors for dates and terms for "The
Crisis." Among these is one from W. H. Clune, of Los
Angeles, who wants the Selig
photoplay for his Auditorium
in that city.
Mr. Sherman informed me that he has received reports
of excellent business from his seven road companies now
showing "The Birth of a Nation," and also reports of good
business from Iiis five "Ramona" companies.
Big Demand for Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay Releases.
\V. H. Jenner. managir of the Chicago office of George
Kleine, states that bookings for the Kleine-Edison-SeligEssanay service are very promising. Chicago exhibitors,
some of them owners of the largest theaters, are anxious
to secure the service. About eight of the largest theaters
have already signed up. and by release date, October 2, at
least fifty Chicago theaters will be using the new service.
The books were opened on Monday, September 18, and
contracts with eight houses throughout Illinois were closed
during the first four days.
Six traveling representatives were sent out from the Chicago office on Monday, September 18, and they are covering
thoroughly northern Illinois, western Iowa, southern Wiscousin. the northern peninsula of Michigan, and the Northern
section of Indiana.

.\t the meeting held in the Chicago office, September 10
and 11, which was attended by all the western and southern
branch managers, great enthusiasm was manifested. Every
branch manager was of the opinion that by turning out
fewer features, of better quality, the maximum results can
he obtained.
Chicago
Film Brevities.
Col. W. X. Selig has contracted
with .August Hermann,
chairman
of the National
Base Ball Commission,
for the
exclusive right to film the- World's Championship series of
games'for this year.

*
* of'ftthe Unity Sales CorporaAndrew J. Cobe.vice-president
tion, was in the city during the week looking after the interests of "The Yellow Menace," which is now being
on the market. The offices of this corporation have placed
been
recently opened in the Chicago Business College Building,
southeast corner of Wabash avenue and Adams street.
Simeon Greiver, general manager of the Balaban-Hershberg
Film Attractions, of this citv, which company has secured
the rights to "The Yellow^ Menace" in Illinois and Wisconsin, reports a big business for the serial in Chicago. He announces that 194 theaters in the city have booked the attraction since its release on Labor Day. Three episodes
have already been run in the Rose theater, on Madison
street, where it is attracting considerable attention by means
of a novel advertising scheme. Four persons representing
the various
in the members,
picture and
in the cos°
tumes
worn characters
by the original
are robed
seen in
front of
the theater, while the picture is being presented. There is
also a curio case in front of the house which contains several
of the Oriental properties used in the picture, which attract
considerable attention.

*

*

*

Logan Rozelle was recently appointed manager of the
Chicago office of the World Film Corporation, succeeding E.
C. Jensen, who has been advanced to the staff of the company, in New York.

*

*

*

The first trade presentations of "The Country That God
Forgot" (Selig) and "The Return of Eve" (Essanay), the
initial releases of the Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay service,
were given at the Studebaker theater Friday morning, September 22. The large theater was well filled by exhibitors
and members of the press, and great enthusiasm was manifested over the merits of these fine features.

*

»

*

Watterson R. Rothacker, president of the Rothacker Film
Manufacturing Company, informs me that his company has
made a reel of moving pictures for %V. H. Krohmer, president of the Goes Lithographing Company, this city, which
illustrate the happenings at the National Lithographers' Association, held in Chicago during the week of Monday, September 18. A section of the pictures was taken at the Hotel
Sherman and the balance at the South Shore Country Club,
where a dinner was given in honor of the ladies of the .'Association. The completed picture was shown at the official
banquet, which was given at the Hotel Sherman Thursday
night. September 21. Tom Quill, representative of the Goes
Lithographing Company, made arrangements for the taking
of the pictures.

*

»

*

Wallie Decker, the new publicity manager of Paramount
in Chicago, tells me that moving picture fans throughout the
country have been somewhat anxious over the question as
to whether Marguerite Clark, popular star of the Famous
Players, would still remain under that banner or be under
the management of some one of the other well-known film
concerns.
Mr. Decker announces for the Paramount offices
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that Miss Clark will remain absolutely under the management of the Famous Players for another year, at least, and
that the pictures in which she appears will be released on the
regular Paramount program. Mr. Decker states that W. B.
Sudduth, of Clinton, 111., is building a new moving picture
theater, which will be known as the "R" theater. The new
house will seat over 600 people, and will show Paramount
programs exclusively.

*

*

*

"Lena," one of the two very valuable giraffes owned by
William N. Selig, recently died at the Selig Zoo, Los Angeles.
Mr. Selig had the skin mounted, and presented it to the Los
Angeles Museum.

♦

*

*

Grace Darmond, the clever and attractive Pathe star, arrived in the city Friday, September 15, on a visit to her family, after which she will continue her work at the Pathe
studios. Miss Darmond will shortly be seen in Pathe's serial,
entitled "The Shielding Shadow."
Moving pictures of camp life and drilling on the Mexican
border are at present being used by the First Illinois Cavalry recruiting detail, sent to Chicago, from Brownsville,
Tex., to secure sufficient men to bring the regiment up to
the newly-prescribed war strength. A moving picture theater has been installed in the armory of the regiment, 1.330
North Clark street, where two reels of film are being shown
to intending recruits. Fully ten reels of film showing the
regiment at work will be presented at the armory, until the
required number of recruits is secured.

*

*

*

The news of the sudden death of Arthur Hoops in New
York City recently created great regret in the minds of
numerous moving picture lovers who viewed his fine characterizations, insome of the George Kleine feature comedies
and other pictures. For myself the sad news was received
with great sorrow, as Mr. Hoops was a photoplay actor of
fine ability and distinction. Mr. Hoops was born in Chicago and will oe interred here.

*

*

*

Douglas Fairbanks passed through the city quietly last
week to spend a vacation somewhere in Wyoming, on a big
ranch, where the fall roundup is being held. He was ac-»
companied by a New York City man who is a tenderfoot in
such matters, and who is unaware of the pleasant time that
is in store for him. Mr. Fairbanks thought he could get
through the city without being observed, but Miss Kitty
Kelly, of the Chicago Tribune, chanced to run into him on
Michigan avenue, much to his and her surprise. During his
interview with Miss Kelly, Mr. Fairbanks, -among other interesting statements, made the following:
"There's a lot of opportunity ahead, and I think 'state
rights' is the big thing in releasing. Your pictures have got
to circulate, and that is the coming way to make them. You
do a good picture and sell it on its merits and you keep
making money on it. Then you don't need to make another
picture till you can do a good one.
"I'd be happy if I had a studio and -\nita Loos, who writes
the funny captions, and John Emerson to direct me. That's
all I ask for."
* *
*
The L^nicorn Film Service Corporation has established an
office in this city, in the Mailers Building, and has twentyseven other branch offices throughout the United States, including the office in New York City. A. J. Normal is manager of the Chicago branch. A copy of The Unicorn Banner, the official publication of the corporation, was received
recently at this office. For a new sheet it has considerable
interesting news that will be of value to exhibitors using
the service.

*

«

*

A handsome page, newspaper size, illustrating the weekly
news devoted to moving pictures, by the Chicago .American,
has been received at this office. "Rob Reel." the photoplay
editor of the American, is to be congratulated on his comprehensive work in the interests of the screen. The news
matter is always made prominent by illustrations of leading
people engaged in the production of moving pictures.

*

*
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ten to William N. Selig that he is greatly interested in the
filmed edition of his book.
William N. Selig says that quality and not quantity will
be the policy of the Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay service.
"I believe that a feature film drama should be carefully produced; that plenty of time should be given the writer of the
play, the director and the players to get everything possible
out of their work," Mr. Selig states. "The turning out of
films with machine-like regularity, without due regard to
quality, is what detracts from merit in many instances today.
I propose to go slowly and to give plenty of time for each
of my feature plays to be released through the new distributing agency, and the rushing through of a picture to meet
advance schedules will not be necessary. The Country That
God Forgot,' our first new release through the Kleine-EdisonSelig-Essanay service is, I think, deserving of the many jood
things said and written about it. I understand the production has already been booked solidly on the Poli and other
circuits."
The following programs have been announced at the prominent downtown theaters in Chicago for the ensuing week:
Studebaker. — Clara Kimball Young in "The Common Law"
(.Clara Kimball Young Film Corporation), and other pictures.
Fine duced.\rts.
— Thomas
Dixon's "The Fall of a Nation," reto seven
reels.
V-L-S-E theater. — Lucille Lee Stewart (Mrs, Ralph Ince)
in "His Wife's Good Name" (Vitagraph), the Selig Athletic
series, and other short subjects.
Orchestra Hall. — "The Quest of Life" (.Famous Players),
featuring Maurice and Florence Walton; a Paramount-Bray
cartoon: ".Ground the World in Fifteen Minutes," the last
of the series of "Scenes from Many Lands"; a special series
of games by the Universal Company, entitled "American
Sports and Pastimes," and Bertha Lotta Sorenson, contralto.
This is the last week of the cinema-concerts at this theater,
and Manager H. W. Hill states that the season has been a
successful one.
Colonial. — Beginning Thursday. September 28, "The Birth
of a Nation" (D. \V. Griffith) will succeed "Ramona" for a
short i-un, when it will be succeeded by "Intolerance." The
admissions for "The Birth of a Nation" are: Matinees. 25
cents to $1; nights, 25 cents to $1.50. N. E. Fields, the popular house manager, will have charge of the Colonial theater
forces. "Ramona" closed Sunday, September 24, and the
house will be dark until September 28.

*

*

*

The first regular meeting of the Chicago members of the
Photodrama Club, for the season 19161917, will be held
Monday evening, October 2, in the clubrooms on the fifth
floor. 110 North Wabash avenue, and thereafter on the fir,st
and third Monday evenings every month. The meetings will
be in personal charge of President Frambers. The regular
program of the meetings will consist of distribution of inarket tips, general business, criticism of scenarios, practical
experience talks and lectures by the president, and assignment of future work. Since the policy of the club has been
changed to universal membership, the club has on its books
3,200 members, including both amateur and successful scenario writers. The club hopes to have 5,000 members by
January and, therefore, solicits the co-operation of every
scenario writer. "The benefits derived from being a member
are manv." says Mr. Frambers. "and full particulars will be
given to' inquiries addressed to C. A. Frambers, 3018 Jackson boulevard, Chicago." *
*
*
The Strand theater, 2111 West Division street, Chicago,
owned by Auerbach and Perlmutter, was wrecked by a
bomb earlv Friday morning, September 22. The large organ, valued at $10,000, was destroyed, the rear wall of the
building partly blown out, and windows in stores and residences within a block of the theater blown out and shattered. This outrage is also placed to the credit of the
warring operators' union. It is about time that these anarchistic outbreaks should cease. They are a disgrace to the
business and to civilized society.

*

Mr. and Mrs. Winston Churchill have promised to be in
Chicago when the premiere of "The Crisis" is given. This
presentation will take place some time within'the next sixty
days, according to H. .\. Sherman, president of ShermanElliott. Inc.. who purchased the rights to the United States
and Canada for the great photoplay.
Mr. Churchill has writ-

OLD PATHE MEN WITH WORLD FILM.
Wilbur F. Hurst and D. L. Far.illa. formerly connected
with Pathe. Inc.. have joined the World Film forces on the
office staff. Both men are well known in the business, Mr.
Hurst having been connected with Pathe for the past ten
years.
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Ten-Reel
Cinema Spectacle Released by
Grafton Film Publishing Company.

the

THE
Argonauts of California," a spectacular ten-reel
photo drama of early California, depicting the wild
days of "49" when the gold lust drew a polyglot population to the shores of San Francisco bay and the valley of
the Sacramento, is now being released by the Grafton Publishing Company of Los Angeles,
and will soon have its
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the history of California, entitled "California: Its History
and Romance." It is on the third chapter of this book the
"Mission Play" is based.
After this great work had been accomplished and it had
been decided not to film the "Mission Play," Mr. Grafton
states that he conceived the idea of putting the glamorous
and romantic history of California into film and at once began to lay his plans for the first production to be entitled
"The Argonauts of California." which was to be based upon
theMr.
eighth
chapter
Mr. McGroarty's
book.
Grafton
thenof secured
the services
of Mrs. Elizabeth
Baker Bohan. well known author and writer, to lay out the
love plot, while he used a number of persons on historical
data, after which the real labor of production was to begin.
Next in order was the most advantageous place in which
to make this historic film. Various localities, with their
varied natural and climatic conditions, were carefully considered, with the result that Mr. Grafton finally decided upon
Monrovia. California, as the most advantageous of all, inasmuch as its climatic conditions were especially favorable and
its natural surroundings very nearly the exact counterpart
of those in which the historic scenes to be produced were
lived and enacted.
After having spent much time in advance preparation, Mr.
Grafton settled on Henry Kabierske. well known director of

Scene from "The Argonauts" (Grafton). .
initial presentation in many of the large cities throughout the
country.
The play deals with the discovery of gold at Sutter's Mill
in *48. the subsequent rush of the "Forty-niners" and the
wild days when San Francisco was the mecca of gold-maddened adventurers from all over the world. The time of the
action runs from 1848 to 1856. The story revolves around
the famous \'igilantes and their picturesque achievements in
fighting the lawless elements of the primitive young city
with organized lynch law. There are mob scenes in which
thousands of people appear and are said to be the biggest
and most realistic episodes ever filmed. Many historical
characters like Sutter and Marshall. Vigilante leaders and
others who figured in the life of the period, are shown and
the scenes reproducing historic buildings and localities are
said to be exact facsimiles. The atmosphere of the time is
accurately preserved and the writers of the scenario have
gone deeply into history in order to be accurate in all details. The assassination of James King, of William and
Richardson, the execution of Cora and Casey, the Reign of
Terror when the "Hounds" and "Sydney Coves" ruled the
town and many other stirring incidents of the first years of
San Francisco figure prominently in the action.
The frontier features are also important, these including
the attack on a pioneer wagon train by a war party of
Comanches. The white-topped line of prairie schooners is
seen defiling through a pass in the foothills of the Rockies,
intent on reaching the placer camps. Indian scouts discovered watching it. gallop madly back to the encampment
of their band and quickly muster the savages who. in some
of the most spectacular riding ever attempted, descend upon
the Argonauts.
Edward L. Grafton, a Los Angeles publisher and president
of the Grafton Publishing Company, is the producer of this
great film. Mr. Grafton and John Steven McGroarty. author
of
the of
nowCalifornia
world famous
'Mission
Play" and in
dearly
beloved
writer
lore, have
been associated
business
for
the past ten years.

During this time Mr. McGroarty

wrote

American
the director
"Argonauts,"
having beenpageants,
formerlyas associated
with for
himthethroughout
the
production of the "Mission Play," which Mr. Kabierske had
directed for Mr. McGroarty.
Under Mr. Grafton's personal supervision, careful selection was made by the director of all actors, with particular
attention to the types required to play the parts of the historic persons whom they were to represent. So carefully
was the work done along this line that today, as old "Fortyniners," who had gone through the period set and view the
scenic production, it is said they declare the likenesses are
exact, and their eyes well up with tears as they live again
the old life which they lived so many years ago.
So much exaggeration has been used in this late day in
regard to the cost of great pictures that Mr. Grafton refuses
to say how m.uch his film has cost, merely intimating that
the public are more interested in what they see on the screen
than the amount the picture cost. However, associates of
Mr. Grafton who know say the film cost over one hundred
thousand dollars.
Enormous mobs were used throughout, while hundreds of
horses, mules and oxen found their wav into this production. All exterior sets were built in exact reproduction of
what they represented, while it took over twenty different
actors and actresses to play leading and prominent roles.
The "Argonauts of California" was begun the latter part of
September, 1915, and was not completed until the early summer months of 1916.
The "Argonauts of California" will be released on the state
right's plan and all inquiries with regard to this film should
be addressed to the Grafton Publishing Film Company, 828
South Los Angeles street. Los Angeles, Cal.
TO PRODUCE CHILDREN'S
PICTURES.
Lule Warrenton, Former Universal Directress, Forms
pany of Her OvTU to Supply Program for
Children's Matinees.

Com-

J. H.playWelch,
PhotoCompany, representing
with offices the
at Warrenton
419 Security Children's
Bldg., paid
us
a visit this week.
Mr. Welch stated that Mrs. Lule Warrenton, formerly directress at the Pacific Coast studios of the
LTniversal
Film
Manufacturing
Company,
has
formed _ a
photoplay
company
of
tures. Mrs.
Warrenton.
secured the backing of
women in the city and

her
own to produce
children's
we understand
from Mr.
Welch, pichas
some of the most
prominent club
expects to produce pictures on quite
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an elaborate scale. Mrs. Warrenton has for quite some time
realized the demand for children's pictures and the desire
of exhibitors all over the country to run children's matinees
it they only could secure a suitable program. Remarkable
as it may sound, there are very few of these pictures on the
market and many exhibitors have had to give up the idea
of children's matinees on account of the scarcity of suitable
subjects. Mr. Welch states that Mrs. Warrenton's idea
about child pictures are a little bit different and that she will
endeavor to add educational value to her subjects so children
will learn something besides being amused. This has never
been tried before and in the writer's opinion this idea is
most excellent. The Moving Picture World and particularly our esteemed old friend, James S. McQuade, has written
several editorials on the desirability of these children's matinees with an educational purpose. We therefore hope that
Mrs. Warrenton will be entirely successful in her new enterprise.
The Warrenton Children's Photo Play Company plans to
turn out about tifty plays a year and most of them will be
one reel in length, unless the story requires longer treatment. Mrs. Warrenton has already signed up a number of
players and secured the rights to film numerous fairy stories
and stories especially written for children.
CLUNE TO BUILD NEW HOUSE.
W. H. Clune, theater owner and manager, studio owner and
photoplay producer, announces his intention of building a
new theater in Los Angeles. It is planned to make this
the most magnificent house on the coast. It is to be erected
at the corner of Ninth and Broadway, at the southern end of
the theater district.
Plans have been drawn for the structure which will cost
$500,000. It is to be built on property owned by Mr.Clunc,
and valued at close to half a million dollars. The lot is a
large one and has a frontage on Broadway, the main street,
of 100 feet, while on Ninth it will have 150 feet. The building will be primarily for the moving picture theater, but the
corner will be made into a big store, while other similar spaces
will be at the sides, while the upper stories will be for offices.
The house will have two entrances, one on each street, like
Clune's old theater at Fifth and Main streets. The seating
capacity is set at 2,500, but this might be increased. The
stage will be modern and full, so that traveling shows, grand
opera companies, and other organizations might be accommodated at any time. In addition, the lower floor will be so constructed that it can be used for public gatherings, balls, conventions, and so on.
Mr. Clune is confident that the city's growth will go south,
toward and beyond where he intends building. In the same
block now are Tally's, Woodley's, Majestic and Garrick theaters, while at Ninth and Spring and Main is Miller's theater.
Mr. Clune owns Clune's Auditorium, Clune's Broadway, and
Clune's Comedy theaters, and besides has an interest in other
picture projects, including his studio.
A VISIT TO THE CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
This week we made a trip out to the Christie studios on
Sunset boulevard at Gower street. We found Al Christie,
director cieneral. on nne of tin- staL;c^ niakiiiL; preparations for
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the filming of a comedy scene. The place was humming with
activity and a small army of carpenters and decorators at
work on a pretentious looking set.
Said Mr. Christie, when we commented on the rather elaborate preparations for
one-reel comedy pictures: "The public has
been educated to such
a high standard of
motion picture entertainment that the successful producer these
days must maintain
the very highest of
quality. Our aim is
to produce bright and
original comedies just
a little bit diflfererit
from anybody else.
We have made comedies under the Nestor brand for the last
five years and you
know edies
that
our people
comand the
in them have been
very popular, but I
never realized hovv
popular
until I made
the
announcement
that
the Christie comedies
would be released on
the open market. Immediately we were
overflooded with letters and telegrams
demanding i)ookings and reserved territory. This, of course, is
very gratifying to us and we will show our appreciation by
even greater efiforts that will make past standard low water
mark in the Christie productions. Our laboratories are now
completed and we have most unusual facilities for printing
and developing. All the work is done under my personal
supervision," continued Mr. Christie, *'so I can guarantee a
uniform quality of prints. This, of course, is most important
as many times you see a really well produced picture spoiled
Betty Compson.

by The
poorChristie
laboratory
Film work."
Company completed last week a onereel comedy entitled '"His Wedding Night," a farce quite
elaborately stage*d with Billie Rhodes as the bride, and Nolan
Leary as the groom. Others in the cast were Harry Ham.
George Frank, Eddie Barry and Ethel Lynne.
The company is now working on a two-reel comedy entitled "Bride and Gloom." This is a two-reel special feature
in addition to the regular one-reel releases. The cast includes Billie Rhodes, Harry Ham, Eddie Barry, Stella Adams,
Ethel Lynne and Jane Waller.
Mr. Christie stated that these two reel specials will be real
comedies de luxe and a regular feature on the Christie program from now on. Betty Com.pson, who is one of the
prettiest girls in pictures, will be featured in one of these
comedies at an earlv date.
CARL

LAEMMLE

RETURNS

EAST.

Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, returned to New York on Thursday, September 14, after a four weeks' visit on the Pacific Coast.
During his stay at Universal City, President Laemmle, with
Vice-President and General Manager H. O. Davis, was in
close contact with the departments and the thirty-eight producing directors and the daily exchange of ideas has resulted
in a great many improvements and a new departure along
many different lines in the production of films at the Big U

Scene from ''His Wedding

Night" (Christie),

Many exhibitors from the Pacific Coast states were enterplant. tained at Universal City by President Laemmle during his
four weeks' sojourn out here and these exhibitors viewed
many of the forthcoming productions in the seven projecting
theaters at Universal City.
A number of notable visitors were entertained by Mr.
Laemmle at the big film plant, including the Republican
presidential candidate, Charles Evans Hughes, Madame
Schumann-Heink, the world famous grand opera singer, and
Mrs. Mollie Netchel Neuberger, Chicago's merchant queen,
the sole owner of the Boston Store, one of the biggest department stores in the world, and which does a tremendous
volume of retail business and in which Mr. Laemmle once
upon a time worked as an humble messenger boy.
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l*resident Laeininlc spent several days and nights at the
projection room viewing the picturization of Jules Verne's
"Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea," the wonderful
submarine picture which was made by Director Stuart Paton,
who spent more than a year in the Bahamas securing marvelous under-water pictures and who finislied the production
at Universal City. The film made by Director I'aton ran
into more than 200,000 feet and President Laemmle declared
il to be the most wonderful him spectacle he had ever gazed
upon during the many years that he has been associated
with the motion picture business.
FLIVVER MANUFACTURER
VISITS UNIVERSAL.
Henry Ford was a visitor at Universal City this week as
guest of Carl Laemmle and H. O. Davis. He spoke to over a
thousand professionals, posed for a picture with an elephant
and a camel, and saw a few reels of new pictures run off in
the projection room. The Animated Weekly cameraman shot
Mr. Ford and his party for the news film. After lunchirtg
with the genial host, the big manufacturer viewed the plant
'
and then departed.
Los Angeles Film Brevities.
V. R. Day, special representative for the Essanay I'ilm
Manufacturing Company, arrived in the city September, 15
and will stay in Los .\ngeles a week' or ten days. Mr. Day
stated that the Essanay does not intend to send any companies out to California, neither to open up the studios at
Niles. This information was promiscuously given out by a
former employee of this company and whom we thought
■ would be posted on this matter. \*. R. is the same as ever,
and we certainly were glad to see one of our friends from
old "Chi."
Nothing like *
that burg
any
*
* way.
We are informed that D. W. Griffith will return from New
York and other eastern centers about October 15. He has
already wired his general nianager, Frank E. Woods, and
his publicity man, W. E. Keefe, to make preparations for
the Los Angeles premier *of "Intolerance."
*
♦
Mr. Kerrigan's press agent announced this week that J.
Warren will open a studio of his own, which will be, of
course, located in Los Angeles. We are informed that Mr.
Kerrigan's contract with Universal expires within about five
weeks. Frederick Robertson, capitalist of New York and
Pittsburgh, and an old time friend of the Kerrigans, will
arrive in Los .\ngeles next week. He is Mr. Kerrigan's
backer and he will then make the preliminary preparations
for the opening of the new Kerrigan studio.
*

*

t

The Continental Producing Company, recently formed, has
engaged the old Rolin studio on Santa Monica boulevard,
and assembled its company. It will begin active operation
next Monday on the production of the big twelve-reel feature, "The Spirit of H^y embodying historical events and
characters of the -American Revolution. Frank -Montgomery
will direct, assisted by Carl Leviness.
The company includes Jane Novak, Doris Fawn, Adda
Gleason, Lottie Crews, Howard Gaye, Babe Lawrence,
George Chesboro. the Indian actor, Dark Cloud; W. Freeman and Jack McCready.
It is said that much painstaking historical research has
preceded the production of the picture.

*

*

*

After a long life of strenuous activity, N. Z. Wood, or
"Daddy" Wood, as he was affectionately known to the members of the Signal Film Corporation, on Thursday last week
passed away at his home in Glendale. The end to a four
weeks' illness came quietly.
He leaves a widow.
Ever since the cotnpany's organization a year ago Mr.
\Vood had been playing character roles, aooearing in "The
Girl and the Game." "Whispering Smith," "The Diamond
Runners" and "The Manager of the B. & A." It was shortly
after having been cast for an important part in "The Lass
of the Lumberlands" that he was stricken ill and forced to
abandon his work in the picture.
Prior to entering motion pictures he had been in active
railroad work all his life, aud it was this fact that made him
so valuable to the Signal Company. He was for thirty-six
years an engineer on the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, and
-following that for a number of years he drove an engine
between Mexico City and the Mexican International. He remained in Mexico until about a /ear after the outbreak of the
Madero revolution, when he returned to this country with
his family.
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John J. Glavey, formerly assistant editor of the Keystone
scenario department, has joined the Fox Film Corporation
as manager of comedy production.

*

*^

♦

Director Colin Campbell and the large company

of players

appearing in "The Garden of .Mlali" have been working at the
Selig Zoo studios this week far into the night obtaining
some beautiful effects depicting night life in an Oriental city.
*These scenes give ■■
promise
of*»
being among the most beautiful
of this spectacular featured
Director K. .A. Martin, who is producing tlie ten-reel western feature, "The Light of the Western Stars," for Selig, is
a crack rifle shot. In recognition of his markmanship, he
was presented recently with a beautiful and unusual rifle, the
gift of the Remington. Arms Company. This is the only case
on record of. a motion picture director having been the
recipent of such a gift from this company.
,

-. ,

♦

*

♦

;

■ -fdm Santsclii, who plays the leading ma-le role in "The
Garden of'Allah," is a great fsfvorite arhong all who know
■ him, and particularly do the "extra" men swear by him_. Recently those engaged in the many big scenes of "The Garden
of Allah" presented him with a- sterling silver and leathtr
decanter and'foiir sterling cups.
Santschi's initials are e(i+
*
" .graved on each -'-.*
piece.
'i
Sydiiey Ayres, who'for years has been well known in the
stage and film' game, died at the Fifth Avenue Hospital, Oakland, Saturday night, September 9, as the result .of a general
breakdown.
i.
After leaving the American Mr. Ayres went with the Universal Company and his hard work in the moving picture
field led in part to the illness which terminated fatally. '
Six months ago, because of the stress of his work, Ayres
suffered a nervous collapse. He returned to his former Oakland home and entered the sanatorium, where he has been
ever since, gradually growing weaker.
Mr. Ayres' fame as an actor extended all over the United
States, although he was particularly well known as a stock
player in the larger cities of the Pacific Coast.
is survived by his widow, a two-year-old daughMy .^yres
ter, two sisters and his parents, Mr. and Mrs. James H.
Ayres was 37 years old.
.■\yres, of Oakland.
Sidney Ayres was a stage name, his real name being Daniel
S. Ayres.
* *
*
We received a telegram from the Liberty theater in Long
Beach, Saturday last week, to attend a Keystone Night, a
midnight matinee where Keystone stars were stated to appear in person. We are sorry to state that we did not have
the opportunity to go, but we read from the papers that the
house was crowded to a capacity and many novel entertainment features were provided the enthusiastic audience.
"Slim" Summerville and Bobbie Dunn, together with Fred
Cline, of the Keystone forces, rendered an impromptu skit
which brought down the house, while Harry Williams, the
well-known song writer, greatly amused his audience with a
short talk and the rendition of one of his own songs.
Louise Fazenda, who was starred in one of the Keystone
comedies thrown on the screen, made her first appearance in
person before an audience, and won much applause in her
"stall" act "A Game Knight" and ''Crooked to the End,"
two Keystone comedy screams, drew a constant laugh all
around.
The program had been arranged by a committee from the
Keystone studios through a special offer made by Manager
Hoyt, of the Liberty, which is considered one of the prettiest
motion picture theaters on the Pacific Coast. .A number of
Keystone stars who had promised to take part in the entertainment were unable to attend, but even at that the event
was entirely successful" ' and
Manager* Hovt deserves a lot of
credit for his enterprising* and*' unique
affair.
At the Symphony theater, Harold Lockwood and May Allison willwriters
present ofthis
copies of
"Mister
to the
theweek
threeautographed
best constructed
essays
on 44,"
the
picture, written during the run of said photoplay at the Symphony. Two complimentary tickets adinitting the recipients
to the Symphony will be bestowed upon each of the writers
of the next best twenty-five essays.

*

* ■ *

We met J. Warren Kerrigan out at Universal City
week
after theinbig
star had California.
returned from
trip tohale
the
tree country
Northern
Jack a looks
hearty and said that he enjoyed the trip a great deal.

this
bi'g
and
He
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also said that they secured some very fine pictures among the
giant denizens of the forest.
The company was under the direction of Jack Conway, and
they made a film called "The Measure of Man," with Louise
Lovely playing the leading feminine part opposite Big Jack.
They went all the way to Humboldt County to get these
scenes, and from what Director Conway says the films will
be well worth seeing.

*

an

*

*

Although our stay at the Keystone studio was cut short by
over enthusiastic and extra zealous workman, who carried a badge of watchman, we did manage to say Hello to
Fred Mace and to see
Charlie Murray, the
everlasting comedian of
the Emerald
Isle.
Charlie said he was just
doing the last scenes
with one of his departed
brothers, and we show
a picture of one of the
scenes here.
This picture will be
on the Sennett Triangle
program. Murray has a
little tete a tete with a
skeleton and he said
that even though the
thing was operated by
a man, and there were
strong wires attached
to it, he wanted to stay
as far away as possible.

.-\be Stern, manager
of the L-Ko comedy
studio in Los Angeles,
has made this place
what he calls '"UniverMr.
Charley Murray and the Skeleton.
Stern,sal City
whenJunior."
not being
chased by speed cops to
and from the studio, is busy directing the big organization,
or planning new pictures and methods of production. Not
since the Universal moved away from the old Gower street
studios has the lot taken on such an active aspect. Alice
Howell has just finished another big three-reel comedy directed by J. G. Blystone. She has signed another contract
for two years. Crai.g Hutchinson is working with Dan Russell on a big picture. Louie Jacobs, business manager, has
gone to New York on business. En route he will visit one
of his big houses, the Palace theater in Burlington, la. He
owns several large theaters in the East and is quite an exhibitor. Dave Kirkland is working on a feature comedy, and
as usual is putting some *
verv' »fine comical
touches to it.
*
The management of the Symphony theater has started a
contest for one week during tlie showing of the LockwoodAllison feature, "Mister 44." They will give away, for the
best essay on the picture, autographed photographs of the
two stars, in addition a number of reserved seats will be
given.
* *
*
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into motion pictures Mr. Hoops was well known on Broadway, where he appeared in several stage successes. He was
forty-si-x years old.

New Grouping of Independent Manufacturers
Art

Dramas,
Inc., Will Release
Fifty-two
Five Reelers
Yearly — Big State Right Men to Distribute Product.
is made of the organization of Art
ANNOUNCEMENT
Dramas, Inc., the policy of which will be the production of fifty-two five-reel pictures a year. At the head
of the company is a group of independent maiiufacturers,
and these are represented in the principal executive positions.
W. L. Sherrill, well known to the trade through his activities
with the Froiiman .\musement Corporation, is president;
George H. Wiley of the Van Dyke Film Production Company is vice-president and general manager, and Herbert
Blache, long-time motion picture manufacturer, is secretary
and treasurer.
General Manager Wiley states that the plans have been
under way for four months, that these are practically completed, and that within a fortnight he will be able to give
out the titles of the initial productions. With the exception
of Atlanta, Dallas, Seattle and Canada the territory has been
allotted to some of the most prominent states rights men
in the United States. The plan of distribution will be somewhat similar to that of the Metro company, the dominant
idea being direct co-operation between manufacturer and exchangeman.
The distributors so far signed up are: The Art Dramas
Company of New England, 100 Boylston street, Boston; Art
Dramas Company of New York City, 729 Seventh avenue,
New York City; Electric Theater Supply Company, 13 Vine
street. Philadelphia; Silverman Brothers, 619 Penn avenue,
Pittsburg; I. A. Fitzgerald, 75 Broadway, Detroit; Art Dramas Company, Mailers Building, Chicago; Sherman-Elliott,
Inc., Minneapolis and Kansas City, and the Lasky Amusement Enterprises, of San Francisco and Los .\ngeles.
"One of the main principles on which Art Dramas is built,"
said Mr. Wiley, "will be attention to scenarios, to books, to
the stories, which we will produce in the manner the exhibitor and the public now demand. While our players will
be fully competent and experienced, we are not going to
emphasize the stars. Our chief aim will be the story. Our
first release will be about October 30. In addition to the
manufacturers I have named there will be two others announced shortly. These combined will enable us easily to
fulfill our contracts of one five-reel subject a week."
VITAGRAPHS ON GENERAL FILM.
On Monday, October 2. General Film will release the Vitacomedy, "Making an Impression." It was directed
graph
by
Frank Currier. On Friday, October 6, General Film
will release a Vitagraph one-part comedy, entitled "A Vampire Out of Work)' This is a screaming burlesque on the
vampire type of picture and Josephine Earle is featured. As
over restaurant
of all she surveys, her dominion
a vamp

A new producing company was launched this week at
Glendale, the home of Kalem pictures, where Dr. C. W.
Bachmann, a dramatist and producer has organized a company to make child pictures. The firm will be known as
The Sierra Photoplay Company, and will have Dr. Bachmann
as its director. They will make and market child plays and
old fairy tales and like stories. It is said that the new concern has secured the old Selig studio at 303 West Ninth
street, once used by Tom Mix.
Work will start shortly.
ARTHUR

HOOPS

DIES

SUDDENLY.

Arthur Hoops, popular screen star, who has been appearing lately in Metro pictures, died suddenly on Saturday,
September 16, while on his way to his home in Bayside,
New York.
Mr. Hoops was one of the best-known leading men on the
screen. He appeared in support of Mary Pickford and
Marguerite Clark in several notable screen productions before he came to Metro. He has been in many big features
with Mme. Petrova, including "Playing With Fire," "The
Soul Market," "The Eternal Question," "Extravagance,"
"The Weaker Sex" and "The Orchid Lady."
Before going

Scene from "Making an Impression" (Vitagraph).

t

patrons makes excellent comedy. On October 7 a Broadway
Star Feature in three parts, entitled "Cantrell's Madonna,"
is scheduled. Gordon Gray and Virginia Hammond are featured. The director of "Cantrell's Madonna" is Thomas R.
Mills. This three-part production is entitled to rank with
lengthier features, because it contains a powerful story and
is superbly acted.
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Reviews of Current Productions
M
EXCLUSIVELY
The

BY OUR

'•The Mishaps of Musty Suffer"

Last Three
Comedies
of the Second
Series Reveal
Strange and Mirthful Incidents in which Harry Watson,
Jr., Is the Prominent Figure.
Keviewfd
hy .lames S. Mt-ijuade.
WHIRLS
8. St and 10 of the second series of "The Mishaps
of Musty Suffer" cannot fail to exact from spectators
a rich harvest of laughs.
Nos. 8 and 10, especially,
should excite uproarious
peals of merriment,
because
of the
fanciful strangeness
of the incidents, combined
with their
mirthful appeal.
"Active Service" is the title of whirl No. 8, and that is all tOx>
Incomprehensive
when
the service rendered includes a shave

OWN

STAFF

With his customary curiosity. "Musty" soon acquaints himself with every cranny of the vessel and meets the engineer.
This old sea dog is just as mysterious as the machinery of
which he is caretaker and manipulator. On one occasion
"Musty" gives the signal to go ahead, but the vessel persists
in hugging the landing. The engineer is puzzled to find that
the machinery stops, notwithstanding that the lever is full
back. Musty, who is on deck, is also mightily perplexed, until
he discovers that the small sail of the vessel is broadside to
the wind which is blowing from the point sought by the course.
He sets the sail edgewise to the wind, and the I. C. W. skims
forward like a streak.
One of the passengers discovers that a cup and saucer are
lacking at the tea party held on deck. In order to save time
"Musty" dives under the vessel, comes up through the door in
the hold, and thence up three flights of stairs to the deck,
wliere he proudly delivers the needed articles. He had thus
saved the time it would have required to go slowly down three
flighs of perpendicular stairs!
When the disgusted passengers leave the I. C. W.. "Musty"
happily engages in fishing. Soon a wild goofusfish swallows
his bait and shoots away at a fearful speed, dragging the I. C.
W'.. as if she were a corlc. "Musty" is pulled off into the sea,
and in a flash leaves the vessel far behind. His fate the spectator will learn for himself.

Five-part
Tragic

"The Chalice of Sorrow"

Bluebird
Production
Presents
Cleo Madison
in
Story Written
and Produced by Rex Ingram.
Reviewed
by Margaret
I, MacDonald.

Bl.'lLT
along
the lines of heavy tragedy, "The Chalice of
Sorrow"
is attractive as a play "f this kindThose who
like heavy tragedy will find in this production much that
is pleasing.
Cleo Madison plays a clever feminine lead, with
an excellent support consisting of Blanch White, Charles Cum-

Scene from "Active Service"
(Kleine).
by a vacuum hair remover, the pressing of a suit while ii is
worn by the owner; the furnishing of a wife and the preacher
to tie the nuptial knot while the wife-seeker waits; the instantaneous satisfying of a hungry man's appetite by shooting the
food (liquid and solid) into his mouth by a huge squirt and
a rifle, and so on, until the end of this chapter of amusing
incidents. The ease with which "Musty" gets rid of his
quickly-secured wife, by means of a fairer corespondent and
a dictagraph, is just abnut the limit in such delicate matters.
and there is little fear of the method being adopted by any
wife-tired spectator.
The scene showing the photographing of "Musty" and his
newly wedded wife will cause an explosion of mirth that will
accord well -with the wreck of the studio by the powder used
in the taking of the flash-light picture.
Delia Connor and Rosa Gore, as the co-respondent and the
wife, sustain their roles well in the atmosphere of broad comedy
that surrounds them,
"Partly Cloudy" is the surname of whirl No. 9. In it "Musty" fills a job at a dime museum that calls for a jack-of-all
trades. He is even a moving picture operator during his
stay, and succeeds in driving everybody out of the theater.
In an extreme emergency he is selected to play the part of the
"African Dodger" in the museum, prho has just been killed by
an angry customer, who substituted a brick for the ball that
he
have that
thrown.
might
a chance:
but should
he knows
the late"Musty"
deceased
has have
been taken
the sixth
victim
■within a few days, and his heart falls him. His get-away
shows all the energy of despair, and our brutal hearts fail to
suppress the laughter that gloats over his misery.
In Whirl No. 10, the last of the second series, "Musty" appears amid nautical settings. It is, therefore, appropriately
entitled "Fore and Aft." At the outset we see "Musty" scoffing
at the window of an old King Canute, by trying to sweep
back the incoming tide with a broom. Soon afterwards we
watch him boarding the good ship I. C. W.. an old pleasure
bMLt that skims the water In strange fashion, though judging
from the water door in her hold, she should scoot to the bottom.

Scene from "The Chalice of Sorrow" (Bluebird).
mings, John McDermott,
Wedge^oOfl Nowell, Howard Crampton, Albert McQuarrie and Rhea Haines.
The scene of the story is laid in Mexico, and treats largely
of the villainies of Scarpina, governor of the province, who
glories in cruelty and presents an altogether detestable type
which is well portrayed by Wedgewood Nowell. An American
prima donna known as Lorelei, and betrothed to a sculptor,
Marion Leslie, is coveted by Scarpina. An opportunity presents
itself which affords the tyrant ample scope in which to pursue
his cruel persecutions when it is discovered that Leslie has
shielded an enemy of Scarpina's. Seemingly yielding to the
pleadings of Lorelei for her imprisoned lover. Scarpina, about
to extract from the girl a heavy toll, is finally stabbed by her
after signing passports by means of which she and her lover
are to escape over the border. A fine situation Is arrived at
where Lorelei watches the Mexicans fire upon Leslie with
rifles she has been told by Scarpina will be loaded with blank
cartridges.
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Kushlng forward at the departure of the soldiers she tries
in vain to arouse her lover. reaJizinK at last the awful truth.
and the cruel vengeance carried out by the brutal Mexican
even in death.

• • •

in a saloon. She makes him go back home and take his medicine, which turns out to be an acquittal on the "unwritten law."
He returns and marries the girl. And it is this part of the
film that will win it. we think, high favor with all kinds of
spectators.
It is really pretty fine.

"The Rescuers" is the
of the two-reel
comedy.
featuring TuUy Marshall,title
now receiving its Triangle
finishing touches
at the Fine Arts studio, under the direction uf Tod Rrownln^.

Two Biograph Reissues
"A Pueblo Legend," Two Reels, and "The White Rose of the
Wilds," One Reel, for Release this Month.
P^.eviewed by lU-ii II. firiinm,
"A Pueblo Legend."
. - - ,
CHARMING and intt-restinp; as the legend itself^is this
Griffith-produced
two^reel
Biograph
reissue.
The cast
is headfed by Mary
Pickford and Wilfred Lucas.
Their
support includes Robert Harron. Jack Pickford and W. Christy
Cabanne.
Short-reel subjects of the calibre of thlis one are
AS

Scene from "A Pueblo Legend" (Biograph).
unusual today. The picture makes live the ancient Pueblo
Indian legend of the Great Brother's search for the Sky Stone
of Happiness. The scenes were taken in the Pueblo village of
Isleta, New
Mexico.
Mary Pickford plays the^art of the adopted white stranger.
She Is in love with the Grtat Brother, who goes in search of
the Sky Stone. His battles and years-long search for the
stone are in vain, for it Is found by the white stranger at her
doorstep. Despairing, the Great Brother returns to find happiness and its talisman at the door of his loved one.
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''Through the Wall"
Gripping
Six-Reel
Detective
Drama
from
the Novel
by
Cleveland MofFett, Produced by the Vitagraph Company.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
IT

WOULD be interesting to know which came first — the^
fairy tale or the detective story, both have so many traits
■ in common. They are both spun from the gossamer of
their respective authors' imagination, and have always had a
large clientele of delighted admirers, who follow the marvelous
adventures of Jack the Giant Killer or of Sherlock Holmes,
with breathless attention. Once one has entered The enchanted"
realips where either the magic beanstalk grows or the mysterious house is found, with its trap doors, sliding panels, ingenious death chamber and remarkable villain who is able to glue
a little false hair on his face and walk undetected before all
men in the bright light of day — an achievement, by the way.
which puts the best bit of fairy magic completely in the shade
— the only wise thing to do is to dheck one's critical faculties
at the door, settle back comfortably in one's seat and sup to
the full on thrills and scenes of a highly flavored and most
satisfying
unreality.
"Through the Wall." the six-reel Vitagraph Blue Ribbon
feature picture from the novel by Cleveland Moffett, has all
the engrossing attributes of the well-made detective play. In
point of fact, Mr. Moffett, although- he employs the customary
machinery in fabricating his story, displays uncommon skill
in the use of his materials. The master criminal, with his
miraculous dexterity in the art of disguise and his manifold
devices for the confounding of his enemies, is the leadlrig
character. A keen-eyed, quick-witted and finely-developed detective runs him a close second in power to fascinate the
imagination: and an engaging heroine and half a dozen other
cleverly-drawn characters complete the proper selection of accepted types.
The title of the place applies to a murder committed by the
■ riminal expert, for the purpose of removing one enemy and
fastening the crime on another. Two adjoining supper rooms
are used in performing the crime, a jealous young woman being tricked Into boring a hole in the dividing wall, in order
to spy upon her lover. The unfortunate man is shot in this
manner. The situations leading up to the murder are dramatic
in the extreme, and involve a life-like and thrilling marine
disaster, when an undersea boat torpedoes a large passengec
ship. The escape of the detective and his sweetheart from
the rapidly rising water in the vault-like passage under the
liouse of the criminal
furnishes
another
strong climax.
As

"The White Rose of the Wilds."
Although there is not much to the story of '-The White Rose
of the Wilds." the hand of David W. Griffith is seen in this
one-reel reissue, in whose cast are found Blanche Sweet, Wilfred Lucas, Robert Harron and Joseph Graybell. The picture
tells the romantic tale of three children orphaned when their
prospector-father dies. The boy finds gold and during his
absence from the cabin, the girl is accosted by three outlaws.
She Is forcibly embraced by one. A second of the trio takes
issue with him and kills the girl's assailant in a duel. He
comes back into the cabin and is given hope when the girl
gives him a white roti,- as an indication that h-- may r-nme back.

"The Fires of Conscience"
William

Farnum and Nell Shipman Make Interesting Characters in Fox Picture — Are Supported by Able Cast.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THERE
is no doubt that this film by the Pox players will
be referred to as "a good picture."
We do not .use quotes
because
we do not agree — there is nothing
displeasing
in the film. But it is a phrase we hear now and then in restaurants and like places.
It pays to listen to strangers talking
about films.
j. ^
_ This picture is good btifca^^se the players, especially Nell
Shipman and William Farnum, have put real work into it
and made its story human. It is ably handled all through.
Oscar Apfel was the director and has screened it in good,
workmanship fashion.
, A couple of hundred feet out of the five reels show a chase
of a bandit gang by a posse. The reviewer had been wondering whether cowboy pictures were not due back soon. This
chase was pretty flat. The right kind of Western would be
welcome to many just now: but not the old chase picture as
long as this generation lives.
The story is a narrative, rather loose in construction, but
it deals with emotions and these, though many of them are
only related distantly to the main theme to which the. scenes
at length arrive, keep the spectator interested until the hero
fleeing after the shooting of a man whom he finds with his
wife, meets in the West "Xell of the Golden Voice," a singer

Scene from "Through the Wall"
(Vitagraph).
previously indicated, put yourself in the hands of the author
and you are borne along on a swiftly-moving flood of exciting events. RoUin S. Sturgeon, the director of the picture,
exhibits a clear perception Of the requirements of the scenario,
and has been given a free rein in the matter of expense.
George
Holt, W^illiam
Duncan,
Nell Shipman. Corrinne
Griffith,
Anne Webster
Schaefer,Campbell,
Otto Lederer
and
George Kinkel are members of the cast. They all justify theirselection.
The entire Spanish quarters of Los Angeles were searched for
types to appear in the fiesta scenes in the Triangle-Fine Arts
production, "The Defenders." starring Bessie Love.

• • •

William A. Brady has arranged with Lady Duff Gordon, '
arbiter of New York fashions, to supply the gowns for future
World-Brady
picture plays containing
society episodes.
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saved by the trick, and Agnes and the architect become Interested In each other.
The young fellow is th.- victim of drink.

Five-Reel Screen Version of Edward Locke*s Play of Today.
Produced by Peerless and Released by the
World Film Corporation.
Keviewed by Edward Weltzel.
TiiK KKVOL.T," the Hve-reel screen versluti of Kdward
LKJcke's stag.- drama, produt-ed by the Peerless,
by Frances Marion, was written originally as a scenario
starring
vehicle for Helen Ware. The play dealt almost exclusively
with sordid and repellent phases of life, and the screen version
follows closely in its footsteps. The work has the merit of
fulminative action and consistent plot development. The character drawintr. also, is convincing;; l)ut the persons in the pla\
are either without strength of will or deficient in moral flbpr.
the two leading characters being no exception to the rest.
"The Revolt" applies to the action of Anna Stevens, when
she finds that her husband is neglecting her foi- another woman
Anna leaves her child with her bibulous stepmother and goe.s
to an evening party at the home of a former shopgirl, who is
now treading the "primrose" path. One of the guests attempts
to assault Anna and she is saved by an early admirer — a
doctor, who Is also instrumental in restoring Anna's child to
health, and reuniting the estranged couple. The opening
scenes
showing
career
as a shopgirl,
the temptations
that beset
her. Anna's
and the
downfall
of her companion,
Lena
Schmidt, are truthful enough, but the realism is unrelieved by
any Indications
of goodness
of heart, except the faith of Lena'-mother
in her wayward
daughter.
Frances Nelson is the Anna Stevens and contributes an excellent piece of acting to the performance. Arthur Ashle:
was equally successful as the husband, and Clara Whipple
gives the right touches to the character of Lena Schmidt
Frank Beamish, George McQuarrie, Miss Kurneister, Ada I'rit'.-

Scene from "The
Revolt"
(World).
and Madge Evans are the remaining members of a well-selecte'i
■cast. Barry O'Neil's direction of the picture is up to the mark.

"Ashes of the Embers'
Five-Reel Photoplay Produced by the Famous Players Film
Co. — Pauline Frederick in a Dual Role.
Reviewed
liy Edward
Weitzel.
THE author of "Ashes of Embers," the five-reel photo-drama
produced by the Famous Players Film Company, in which
Pauline Frederick plays a dual role, has provided the star
with a number of strong situations. Forrest Halsey understands dramatic values and has secured them for his play by
the introduction of unlovely but authentic pictures of human
experience. One of his characters is a moral degenerate, another is a weakling who cannot resist temptation when fortified by the love of a good woman. But after all is said, it is
the criminal, and not the uninteresting good man, that sees
his name on the front page of the daily paper. Sin and sorrow
are the roots of drama, and "Ashes of Embers" has a full supply of both.
The two characters played by Pauline Frederick are twin
slaters, one an Industrious shopgirl, the other lacking
every instinct for good. Laura, the moral pervert, loves a
young architect, but marries an elderly man of wealth, and
then carries on an intrigue with her former lover. Her sister.
Agnes, has been made to serve a term in prison for a theft
committed by Laura. At the time of her release, Agnes is
penniless,
and ofherhersister
livingLeigh,
in luxury.
has
eot wind
affairis with
however,Laura's
and a husband
rascally
lawyer aids the wife In throwing him off the track. Without
knowing whom she is impersonating, Agnes is persuaded to
pass herself off as her sister, Mrs. Benedict, and keep an appointment with the architect at his rooms. The deceived husband rushes In and confronts
the wrong
woman.
Laura
is

Scene from "Ashes of Embers" (Famous Players).
but Agnes devotes herself to his reformation. Later, the two
are married. Chance throws Laura and Richard Leigh together again. She tries to renew the old relation, is found out
and shot by her husband. Leigh was unable to resist the wine
offered him by Laura, and is seen clinging to Agnes, in an
agony of fear and remorse, as the play ends.
Such a story will not stand close analysis, either from a
logical or a moral point of view. It does, however, offer man>
skillfully constructed dramatic scenes. The workmanship after
.\gnes and Leigh are married is not so expert as that in the
preceding reels and come dangerously near to being anti-climax. To return to the moral aspect of the story, the marrlag*of Leigh to the sister of his paramour is not a pleasant thought,
especially as happiness with so weak a nature is a matter of
considerable doubt.
It goes without saying that the unmoral sister is the bettei
acting part. Pauline Frederick carries her impersonation of
Laura to the nth degree of realism. The methods she used
in "Zaza" and "Bella Donna" are repeated with telling effect
in the part of Laura Ward. The woman she enacts is wilhoui
moral perception or one redeeming quality. The sister is the
direct antithesis to Laura in thought and act. Miss Frederick
experiences
no difficulty in giving life and expression to the
character.
The supporting company is ma#e up of such dependable
actors as Earl Foxe, Frank Losee, Herbert J. Frank. Jay Wilson and Maggie Hallo way Fisher. The production has the
Famous Players hallmark on every scene.

"The Light That Failed^'

Five-Part Adaptation of Rudyard Kipling's Story for Pathe
Gold Rooster Program Features Robert Edeson.
Reviewed
by Margaret
I. MacDunald.
THE

screen version of "The Light That Failed" was evidently made at a time when inspiration was not uppermost; as an adaptation there is no praise coming its way.
In the scenes illustrative uf the mental suffering of the artist

Scene

from

"The

Light

That

Failed"

(Pathe).
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at the loss of his sight. Robert £deson has risen to fine dramatic heights. His excellent work in these scenes is, however,
overshadowed to a degree by the mediocrity of the rest of the
picture.
The openiDg scenes showing the caravan crossing the desert
are effective and give promise of artistic development to follow.
Unfortunately at various points, one is forced to jump at conclusions, there being a lack of explanatory detail : and now
and then a distinct commercialism, such as the attractive closeup of Jose Collins' back as she poses in the role of Bessie the
model, crops in.
Rudyard Kipling's story is admirably adapted to the screen,
containing at its climax one of those all-absorbing highly
dramatic situations which stand on their own merits. The
situadirector has evidently warmed up considerably to this efforts
tion, which, as before hinted, contains decidedly the best
of the production.
In the cast in addition to Robert Edeson and Jose Collins,
Lillian Tucker. Claude Fleming and other competent players
appear.
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the point
when ambassadors
from "Bothalia"
arrive
with ofthemarriage
announcement
that he has succeeded
to the
throne. In the conflict beween love and duty he reverses the
Prisoner of Zenda verdict, though his contention is the same —
that love is all.

A Quartet of Kalem
"The

Web of Guilt," Eighth Episode
of 'The
Girl From
'Frisco"
Series; a New
"Hazard
of Helen,"
"One
Step Too Far," a Ham and Bud Comedy, and
"Stolen Plumage," an Ivy Close Comedy.
Reviewed

b>'

lU'n

H.

ilrimm,

"The Web of Guilt."
A
MURDER mystery and its clever and logical solution by
Barbara
Brent
(Marin
Sals)
and John
Wallace
(True
Boardman)
form the plot for "The Web
of Guilt," the
eighth two-reel episode in Robert Welles Ritchie's "The Girl
FroiTi 'Frisco" series.
The story was suggested by an actual

Triangle Program
"The Rummy," Five-Reel Fine Arts of Sympathetic Reahsm,
Kmgdom
and *'The Vagabond Prince," a Mythical
Romance, in Contrast with Modernity.
.
Harrison
Reviewed by Louis Rei-ves
tive title, is a delighti«'T-*HK RUMMY." in spite of its unattrac
consistent,
I ful piece of realism, admirably constructed,
plausible and presented without theatricahsm. It is a
sweethuman
into
d
weakness develope
simple story of human
r interpreted
ness through the splendid optimism of a characte
faith
high
whose
man
er
newspap
a
of
by Wilfred Lucas, that
the mother sex
in woman is rudely shocked. He preaches that except
throush
wrong
no
do
really
can
but
mav be wronged
natural affection. He lodges near a working girl who is turned
into the streets, who is unable to make an honest living and
where -Rummy is subwho is brought into a night court
the helpless
stituting for a reporter. He offers to protect extremit
y of
her. an
marriesn.
pity, heio
out of at
and. rm
,fo
creature
,■, * ■ ^
re
The girl is pursued bv an insidious villain, our old friend
the political boss, with a cigar in one corner of his mouth,
and he compromises her in the eyes of her optimistic husband,
the
transforming him to a pessimistic drunkard. He loses out at rum
office and becomes a mere vagabond, merely existing on as
a
exists
barely
She
friends.
old
and the good nature of
women
seamstress and scrubwoman, confirming his idea that
normal.
are
they
when
voluntarily
do not descend to low life
A (Tuarrel between the political boss and his right-hand man
a saloon-keeper, brings revelation, restoration to happiness and

Scene

from

"The

Vagabond

Prince"

(Triangle).

a new life to Rummy and his wife. All this is delicately interpreted by Wilfred Lucas and Pauline Stark. Mr. Lucas is
also the author of the story and is to be congratulated upon
achieving the unusual.
"The Vagabond Prince'* starts out as a mythical kingdom
romance of the stereotyped "Prisoner of Zenda" kind, but it
expands into a story of fine human interest when the wandering
"Prince of Bothalia" meets a true affinity in a lively and robust
girl of coarse environment as far as her means of living are
concerned — she is a singer in one of the Barbary Coast resorts.
She is not seriously affected by her low surroundings and
associates when the Vagabond prince, now a common sailor,
shows his fine athletic* training in- rescuing her from our dear
old friend in the pictures, the villainous political boss.
Through a former acquaintance, an American artist, the
Prince establishes himself as. a maitre d'armes and gains self
respect by
earning
an honest
Thebohemian
girl givescolony
up her
Barbary
Coast
associations
and living;'
joins the
of
artists as a model.
Prince and model fall in love and are at

Scene from "The Web

of Guilt"

(Kalem).

murder mystery of some ytars ago, and the author lias adroitly
wrought his facts and his fiction into a melodramatically interesting photoplay. The element of mystery is uppermost, and
moments of tenseness are many. The two reels embrace some
good night photography.
A masked figure rides to the bunk house of the ranch foreman
on a bicycle and places a gun in the house in such a manner
that it will explode when the door is opened. A Chinese servant
is the victim. Barbara and John become detectives and the
bicycle tracks and a green strand in the rope used to set off
the gun gives them a start. Suspicion at first pointed to a
ranch hand who has threatened to "get" the foreman, but it is
soon shifted to the owner of a hardware store. He is pu
through a third degree and is forced to watch a repetition of the
actions of the masked murderer. He confesses. In the cast are
Marin Sais. True Boardman, Frank Jonasson. Ronald Bradbury,
Edwin Clisbee and Steve Murphy.
Directed by James W. Home.
"The Blocked Track."
This number of the "Hazards of Helen" railroad series is upto average. The thrill in this reel comes when Helen prevents
a gang from holding up the pay car. During the action of the
melodramatic story she is chased by one of the plotters. She
climbs hand over hand across a wire to a telegraph pole, down
the pole and up into a tree. The branches of the tree overhang
the railroad track and Helen, forced out on the end of a limb,
leaps to the tender of the locomotive that is hauling the pay
car into the trap set by the hold-up men. She foils the plot.
Helen Gibson is supported by P. S. Pembroke, George Routh
and G. A. Williams.
"One Step Too Far."
This Ham and Bud reel is a fair comedy number. Ham becomes a policeman and Bud becomes a burglar. Bud is taken in
hand by Ethel, a lady crook. But Ham insists on splitting
fifty-fifty with every lawbreaker, and when he catches Bud
and Ethel he takes the silverware himself. He hides it under
his uniform and is just about to get a medal for his bravery
when it is discovered that he is a living silver mine. Instead of
a hero's medal he gets a eel!, which is also the fate of Bud and
Ethel.
"Stolen Plumage."
There are quite a number of laughs in this number, in which
Ivy Close is featured. The story is a burlesque on many of the
mysterious plots of Far Eastern intrigue that have been so
plentiful of late. Nell's sweetheart, Algy, returns from the
wilds of the jungle with the sacred feathers of the Dik Dik
bird. He has stolen them from the bird belonging to the muchfeared Babzebe. Babzebe comes to America and ferrets out
Algy. whom
finds atknockabout
a party in Nell's
contains much he
passable
work House.
by Ivy The
Close,reelHenry
Murdoch
and Arthur
Albertson.
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"The Scarlet Runner"
Vitagraph Shows
Episodes 8, 9 and U of the Williamson
Serial Story — Each of the Pictures Is in Two Parts.
Fievifwed b\- Hanfurd
C J\id.sun.
"The Glove and the Ring."
THE and eighth
"Tho iJlovepicksand up thea friend.
Ring,"
in this episode
the hero,Is called
Earle Williams,
played by Adolphe
Menyou.
In Italy and cures him of
love sickness in an exciting adventure
In which they rescue
a beautiful Russian,
played by Jean Stewart,
from political
bandits.
It is remarkable
what verisimilitude
the producer

WORLD

duction'a worth. Many of the settings, particularly in the studio
65
scenea. are magnificent.
Throughout the development of the character of a young girl
of education and refinemeni who is forced to seek employment
as an artists' model, Clara Kimball Young draws the spectatnr
Into a state of sympathetic solicitude for her. The story
abounds with dramatic situations which are interpreted to
their fullest possibilities by Miss Young, as Valerie West, artist's model, and Conway Tearles as Louis Neville, the artist.
A situation in which Miss Young is called upon to reach the
highest degree of her ability occurs when Valerie, pure in
heart, sets a day upon which she tells Neville she will come to
him as his common law wife. Jn this scene Miss Young is supreme. She compels the sympathy of the spectator, especially
so when the spectator has followed her through the previous
action in which the adopted daughter of Neville's parents, who,
is also in love with the artist, has extracted Valerie's promise
not to marry Neville because it would ruin his career if ho
were to marry his model. In fact the role of Valerie is a difficult one, which has been handled by Miss Young In a manner
that proves she Is an emotional actress of high calibre.
The heavy role in the production — Querida — has been ably
and forcefully portrayed by Paul Capellani, and a personality
that charms is that of Lillian Cook, who plays the adopted
daughter of the Nevilles. Edna Hunter plays the rather sympathetic part of Rita. Others in the cast are Julia Stuart, Edtimer. ward Kimball. Lydia Knott, D. J. Flannigan and Edmund MorOn the whole. "The Common
magnet.

Law"

will prove a box office

"Idle Wives"

Scene

from "The Scarlet Runner"

(Vitagraph).

has reached in suggesting Italian backgrounds. In this
episode, too. the story which seems very Italian is acted to
decidedly heighten
the impression
of actuality.
In the Italian Alps they find a cart, its horses untended and
traveling at will. A glove and ring stabbed through with a
dagger is in the cart. They turn the horses back and follow
to a romantic Italian-looking farm. At first suspected, they
at length lead the farm hands after the real bandits whom
by a ruse they capture.
"The Gold Cigarette Case."
The ninth episode is called. "The Gold Cigarette Case." and
is a highly romantic adventure with Mid-Victorian flavor. It
also is set In delightfully appropriate backgrounds wholly in
keeping with its story. In it Gypsy O'Brien plays the heroine
and is discovered looking out of a high window at the hero.
She throws a gold cigarette case to him before she is yanked
back into the castle by a villainous old man. In the case is
a photograph of a young man and a scrap of paper with a
string of letters running across it. In this episode the hero
reunites two lovers, rescuing the girl from the clutches of her
hard-hearted uncle. It has many very exciting moments and
is. on the whole, markedly likable in spite of a few cut-backs
that are not needed and one or two other minor defects.
"The Missing Chapter."
The eleventh episode, called "The Mi.'^sing .Chapter." has
humor in one of its characters, played by Hattie Delaro, a rich
widow who falls in love with the hero acting as her chauffeur.
It is also brightened by some excellent acting on the part
of Edith Storey as the heroine, a rich English girl fond of driving her own car. The tale is not so true to the romantic spirit
nor quite so interesting as the two we have just noticed. Julia
Swayne Gordon is the villainess. The backgrounds are in and
near a grand hotel.

Seven-Reel Universal Photoplay That Has Much to Recommend It, in Spite of Its Sensational Title.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
Ji-itlj
W
i
V
i!jO
CUIliaiJia
'>■" moving
. ---„
tor the
plea ^"»
excellent i^.^ti
an CAi_cin;iii.
contains ail
WIVES"
44 T DLB
picture drama. This seven-reel Universal photoplay was
title,
written by Lois Weber. In spite of its sensational
it contains nothing vicious; and. although several of the
scenes talte place in a low dance hall and a young girl is
is born in a shelter for such unforher child
and subject
betrayed tunates,
is handled without dirt or drivel.
the
Its plea for the moving picture drama consists in the fact
that three sets of characters are about to commit acts of folly.
and, in a play called
They all attend a moving picture theater
"Life's Mirror," see the results of their proposed courses of
a young girl and
are
characters
of
sets
three
The
action
her lover, a married couple, and the family of a workingman.
cases, upon the
own
their
of
The "counterfeit presentment"
screen, turns their feet Into the right paths.
treated with
are
Such a plot Is farfetched, but the Incidents
is no unnecessary flaunta due regard for the truth, and there
by Lois
played
ing of vice. In one particular the character
Weber fails to convince. She is a woma.n who has been a
she
When
man.
wealthy
a
married
has
and
settlement worker
tire's of the sham and selfishness of the people around her,
returns
and
children
young
two
she leaves ner husband and her
to her old duties among the slums. Such a woman would not
abandon her children, and the fact that she goes back to
them several months later does not justify her conduct.
The work of the director demands commendation. Nothfrom the seriousallowed to detract
ing has been slightedTheor human
touches throughout the seven
ness of the theme.
ri els are many and show a keen appreciation of the minds
of the people in the play. "Idle Wives" aims
the souls
and tell
the truth, and generally succeeds In hitting the mark.
to
worker. Her artistic equipMiss Weber plays the settlement
ment and her understanding of the character, make the task a
MacLean, Chas. Perley
congenial one. Phillips Smalley, Maryvaluable
members of the
and Neva Gerber are Important and

cast.

''The Common Law"
Clara Kimball Young Irresistible in Seven-Reel Adaptation of
Robert W. Chambers'
Novel
Presented by
Lewis J. Selznick.
Reviewed
by Ben H. Grimm.
it'-jr^ HE Common Law." a seven-reel picturization of the nove^l
X
by Robert W, Chambers, presented by Lewis J. Selznick
and Clara Kimball
Young Film Corporation,
is truly
a remarkable production.
The appeal of Clara Kimball Young
in this picture is irresistible, and she is surrounded by an excellent cast. If the characters
in Mr. Chambers's
novel had
• walked out of the pages of his book they could scarcely have
been more true to type than they appear in this picture. The
seven reels are a quite faithful visualization of the sociological
plot, with the exception
that several of the more objectionable— or what could have been made more objectionable — situa-tlons are noticeable by their propriety.
Continuity throughout the picture could hardly be improved
upon, and the story is smoothly narrated on the screen with
the use of fewer subtitles than many productions of shorter
length. The subtitles, too. are made artistically attractive by
the use of decorative designs. Director-General Albert Capellani has lent artistic touches to the whole that add to the prj-

Five-Reel

"The Land ofAnnaLizards"
Little and

Mutual Featuring
Reviewed by Louis

Borzage.

Reeves Harrison.

the Lizards"
life, "The Land
mining
STORYout ofofArizona
throughof the fine perof movement
the picture
rises
sonalities of Anna Little and Prank Borzage. They attempt on their own account to raise a story of movement to the
being, not in
plane of true drama, always found in the human Riding
up hill
mere situation, as many directors still think.
and down dale by ranchmen and ruffians while continually
up the
shooting
and
another,
one
s
at
popping blank cartridge
town by gangs of lawless marauders, all this Is of other days.
characgenuine
two
emerges
stuff
Out of this one-reel cowboy
terizations, that of "The Stranger," an emotionless and fearless
wanderer, played by Frank Borzage with a fine sense of what Is
impressive In the portrayal of peculiar characters, and by Anna
I^ittle in the role of a sheep herder's daughter, dressed as a boy
because of the near presence of an organized gang of ruffians
to her father's ranch.
The story of these two Is of strong human interest, but that
interest Isconstantly dissipated tor the sake of side issues, a
fault of careless construction. Where interest eventually narrows down to two. such characters the audience should not be
left so long In doubt as to where sympathy is to go. The story
A
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is naturally that of an old sheep herder who locates a gold
claim and records his find in spite of the near proximity of
ruffians, only to meet with death at their hands at the moment of
his triumph, when he is about to fulfill the manj- promises made
to keep his daughter near him. She falls into the hands of the
gang and is rescued by the stranger, and love is their compensation in addition tn her inheritance of a rich mining property.

''A Romance of Mly Goat Hiir
Five-Reel

Red Feather, Adapted by Lynn
Reynolds, Tells
Entertaining Story of the Sunny South.
Reviewed by Robert C. McEliavy,
THIS five -reel number, based on a story by Alice Hegan
Rice,
oneconstructed,
of rounded has
interest
and satisfying
It is is'
well
splendid
atmosphere,qualities.
and is
filled with quiet, human touches throughout. The plot is one
of the less fervid type, but has a strong and dramatic close.
Myrtle Gonzalez is very pleasing as the Southern girl, known
the country over as Miss Lady. She falls in love with a young
man named Don Morley, well-portrayed by Val Paul. Morley
is a youth of wild tendencies, but promises the girl that he
will leave off gambling and drinking if she will marry hira.
A shooting then occurs and Morley leaves the country to avoid
testifying'agalnst
a friend.
During his absence
the friend permits the country at large
to believe Morley did the shooting. Miss Lady, heart broken,
marries an old professor in order to save her home. Morley
returns on the night of the ball. There are some splendid
lighting effects in the snow storm and ball scenes. The trial of
Morley later is also well handled. He is saved by the testimony of Chick Flathers, formerly a dumb boy, who was present
during the shooting.
The parts are all in capable hands: Joseph Jefferson appears
as Professor Queerington. Fred Church as Lee Dillingham and
George Hernandez as the Colonel.

Famous

Drury

ToLaneProduce
"The Whip"
Melodramatic
Spectacle

Now
Being
Pictured at Paragon Studio.
it'TT* IE WHIP," under the direction of Maurice Tourneur, Is
X in process of production at the Paragon studio. Fort
Lee, upon a scale of extraordinary magnitude. In fact,
when Mr. Tourneur received the manuscript of this internationally famous drama, the official word came with it that he
was to have carte blanche in executing its transference from
the speaking stage to the screen, and he threw himself into
the task with undivided
enthusiasm.
Beginning with the cast the director engaged all the members of the original company who were available, and these
actors and actresses will appear under the camera in the roles
they have already familiarized across the footlights. The remaining characters are to be assumed by players of uncommon distinction In motion pictures.
The opportunities for animated pictorial elaboration provided by "The Whip" are entirely remarkable in extent and
variety. These include a fox hunt with a great pack of
hounds 'cross country; an exciting and realistic automobile
collision; an attempt on a moving English railway train to
commit a daring crime; a railroad smashup produced in the
effort to wreck tlie car in which the greatest racehorse in
Britain is on his way to the course; and the big race itself
upon which the fortunes of the hero and heroine hang as by
a single strand of thread.
These scenes, startling as they were in the environment of
the world's largest theatres, will in the natural course of
events become vastly more realistic and effective under photography with none of the limitations of space or numbers
which
regulate theater productions.
It is believed, with apparently excellent reasons, that "The
Whip" will benefit immensely through its interpretation upon
the screen, by reason of the large opportunities for spectacular
development, and that, of the hundreds of thousands who
floeked to see the spoken version here and abroad, great numbers will be attracted to view the play in its new and expanded form.
"The Whip" as a play was first produced at the Theatre
Royal. Drury Lane, London — "Old Drury," as the world-famous
home of scenic drama is affectionately known to Englishmen
and women the world over. Here it was acclaimed the biggest
and best play In the history of the great playhouse, and it was
performed before tremendous audiences for two years, withdrawn and revived for another year.
With the complete original production the drama was brought
to New York by William A. Brady and his associates, the
Messrs. Shubert. and presented at the huge Manhattan Opera
House, where it not alone registered a wonderful sensation,
but enormously
eclipsed all American
records for attendance.
This great run. extending over a year, was followed by a
series of engagements in other cities of the United States
and Canada which have never been duplicated in either the
volume of patronage or enthusiasm
of spectators.
The wonderful vogue of "The Whip" was further illustrated
by the fact that it turned away thousands for a week at a
time in cities like Springfield. Mass., Rochester. N. T., etc..
where In the ordinary course of events the largest theatrical
attractions
exhaust all possibilities in a single performance.
In this situation there seems
to be very good reason to
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regard the play as one of the most valuable acquisitions In
the history of stage drama taken over by the motion pictures.
The screen version of "The Whip" will be in eight reelsproduced by The Whip Motion Pictures Company, Inc., Fort
Lee, New Jersey.

Little Mary's New Picture
Story

of "Less Than the Dust,"
Makes Her Debut on the

in whkh
Artcraift

Mary
Pickford
Program.

\\T
^'^® scenes
Mary
Pickford's
new Artcraft
VV ^'^^^
ture^'^"Less
than ofthe
Dust"
completed
and the Picassembling under full headway so that there may be no delay In the release announced for October, it is now possible to give
a detailed synopsis of the play in which Miss Pickford will
make her first appearance as an independent star. Chief interest naturally centers about the character which the star
has selected for her new debut. From several scenarios she
selected Hector TurnbulTs story inspired by Laurence Hope's
poem included in "India's Love Lyrics," and will be seen as a
little English girl deserted by her father soon after the death
of the mother, who sacrificed her own life in giving birth to
the child. The girl, dwelling among the lower caste of a city
of modern India, is the adopted child of a sworflmaker when
the natives start a rebellion because of certain policies of their
English rulers which excite their protest. This uprising Is
the turning point in the girl's life. She meets Captain Townsend, commander of the local garrison, is greatly impressed
by his position and looks upon him as a personage exalted and
apart from the common people with whose life she has always
been a part. This infatuation increases when the captain rescues her from an infuriated, mob of fanatical natives who accused her of desecrating the sacred pool in the temple when In
a playful mood she fell in and got a ducking.
Greater sorrow than she has ever known now comes into
the young girl's life. In the lower caste she has been a pathetic figure because of the native attitude toward her, bvit her
natural exuberance of spirit and the loyal friendship of the
native children have more than offset the scorn and ridicule
of their elders. Now. because of Townserid's attentions to her
she becomes the victim of the wife of another officer who really
loves the captain and is intensely jealous of him.
In spite of all opposition Rahda, as the little English girl
is known in India, clings to her childish affection and admiration for Townsend. She risks her life to save him when he is
wounded in a skirmish with the natives. Townsend is sent to
England to recover his health. During his absence her foster
father is thrown Into prison and she organizes a rescuing party
to effect his release. When she is about to be killed for her
foolish bravado, the prisoner reveals the fact that he is not her
real father, but that she is the child of an English derelict who
formerly stood high in the military caste. In pity for this man's
ship.
unfortunate condition Rahda had often displayed great sympathy for him. of course in absolute ignorance of their relationThis derelict is related to a wealthy Englishman and Rahda
is sent to him. It develops that Townsend is also related to
this rich man. who dies before Rahda arrives and leaves his
fortune to the captain. Townsend is in charge of the estate
when Rahda arrives. He at once exerts his influence to obtain the swordmaker's release from prison and Rahda remains
in England to go to school. Here their affection becomes love
and they are married. Townsend. thoroughly recovered, takes
her back to India.
They find that the other woman has been made a widow by
the rebellion. Now free to impose her affection on Townsend.
she persuades Rahda that she has no right to be the wife of
the captain and tricks her into leaving her husband. Overcome with grief, Rhada obtains a poison from a chemist and
flees into the desert to die. Townsend discovers the deception
in time to trace his young wife and overtake her in the desert
before she can take her life.
Nearly fifty principal players are required to portray the
story of "Less Than the Dust." David Powell is the Captain
Townsend. Mary Alden the jealous woman, whose husband in
the play is Frank Losee, and Francis Joyner is the derelict.
Other prominent roles are in the hands of, Mario Majeroni, Cesare Gravina. Russell Bassett. Walter Morgan and Mereita Esmonde.
"A SOUL
AT STAKE"
(Universal).
The present vogue for silhouette effects among Fifth Avenue
photographers has had its reflex at Universal City. In producing "A Soul At Stake," an Imp two-reel Oriental drama,
which will be released on October 13, Director Garwood, who
also plays a principal role with Lois Wilson, has introduced
some novel effects in black and white chiaroscuro.
The drama in some of the scenes might be called a study In
black and white and the shapes which move back and forth
lose nothing in impressiveness by being thrown up against the
sun in silhouette.
"A Soul At Stake" was scenarioized by Calder Johnstone
from the story by John Fleming Wilson, and was produced by
William Garwood. Besides Mr. Garwood. Lois Wilson, Andrew
Arbuckle, Edward Brady and Al Barzan play important roles.
Many of the scenes were taken aboard a steamer playing between San Francisco and Los Angeles.
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Meet Miss Spurr.
WHKN'

we asked Miss Dolly Spurr for a photograph
she sent a
couple, one to show how she looks in the theater and another
to show how she looks when she Is all fixed up as not a business woman. But under tho "Pickford curls" there Is a mighty level
head.
Miss Spurr
runs the Royal-Grand,
at Marlon,
Ind,. and the
whole family work for her like
most oC the Mastbaums in Philadelphia work for Brother Stanley. She has a smaller house
than Mastbaura, and only one, but
in her small way she is as much

a factor in the business. Some
years ago we used to make extracts from the two house organs
she then ran, but she dropped out
because business got better and
now she is running Films and
Footprints because she realizes
that this gives her a mouthpiece
that cannot be equaled. Just now
she is lighting the Sunday closing
laws. She does not see why she
cannot keep open the same as any
other public utility, and she is
fighting a game fight. She says she never expects to get married, and
(or that reason has adopted a kiddie, reference to whom, in her programs, occasionally lead to her being called ''Mrs." Spurr, but look at
the pictures and — well we're married, but not everyone is. But she may
be wedded to her art, at any rate she has kept the house going longer
than most managers run a theater (any one theater) and it is evident
that she is there to stay. Lately we copied her comments on home-grown
critics and here is another taste of her penmanship :
THE
INJUSTICE
OF JUSTICE.
L*a5t week in the city court we were convicted and fined for
opening our theater on Sunday. July 16th.
A "Six Cylinder" jury tried us, and before tbey had been
seated five minutes, we knew just what we would get. This
jury was made up of si.x men who had ug convicted before they
even got to the court room. At the first "count" our attorney
found that the whole bunch bulonged to the First Christian
church, a church of whom r»0 out of every 100 of its members
are KNOWN
to be AGAINST
a Sunday opening!
Now, if the city authorities were determined to try us before a CHURCH jury. WHY didn't they give us a variety? Or
were they afraid that SOME churches might he a little more
fair minded and liberal, and if some of their members were
put on this jury, they might not CONVICT
us so easily?
The trial was a rank FARCE, and such a plain frame-up on
the part of our opposers that we immediately appealed the case
to the Circuit Court. "Grin and keep fighting" is our motto,
and although we may have to take a rest once in a while,
we've still got enough spirit and nerve to take us through the
present administration if we have to, and Into the next one
also. If it takes
us that long to obtain JUSTICE.
The citizens of this town who are indignant over the proposed Sunday opening here want to remember that there are
thousands of people in Marion who are just as indignant because moving pictures on Sunday have been DENIL them.
These people want FAIR treatment for themselves as well as
the theaters, and they are going to DEMAND It! They either
want the theaters open on Sunday so that they can en'oy a
clean and inexpensive recreation, or that OTHER places which
are open should be treated the S.-^ME as the theaters. All
around us we bear the remark, "If tbey won't let the picture

SARGENT

theater run on Sunday, then let them close everything else."
And that's just what some broad minded person will start one
of these days, If the theaters cannot obtain fair treatment from
the city officials.
The Royal Grand management has no inclination to "close
the town," as our hands are full with our own battles at present. We would hate to see such a thing happen. Anyone who
has lived or visited in such a town knows what it means. YOU
don't want it, and neither do WE, but it is NOT FAIR for
some places to be kept closed and others to remain open.
In other cities, moving pictures on Sunday have become a
CUSTOM just the same as cigar stores, candy shops, drug
stores and a whole lot of other things are a CUSTOM in
MARION. This word CUSTOM seems to be the root of all the
present trouble. It is "customary" for a man to dress warm
in winter, and people would hold up their bands in horror if
they saw a man braving a snow storm in a pair of flannel
trousers and a silk sport shirt. They would call him a "NUT,"
and that's just the way some people who are opposed to Sunday
shows feel about US. They think we are "awful" because
we are trying to do something that has never been done in
Marion before.
There is more to the article, but space is limited. When Col.
Roosevelt was a Police Commissioner in New York he shut the saloons
up so tight a couple of Sundays that not even the police could get
their beer. Being a practical man, as he later explained to some Wall
Street magnates, be did not persevere in the endeavor, but he had the
right idea when he said that the one way to repeal an obnoxious law
was to enforce it.

Much

Free.

C. A. Fulton, who signs himself "A Picture Fan. ' and who writea
from Ogden, Utah, says:
Seventeen reels for nothing ! This must be the world's record
for picture suicide. Ogdcn has about 25,000 population ; the
Alhambra seats 2.400, and there are three other houses seating from 250 to 450 each. The large house is run by millionaires whose main object seems to be to kill off the little follows. They run from nine to seventeen reels every change, and
sometimes vaudeville; generally two, and sometimes three, fivereel subjects, besides three or four short subjects. Admission
is fivet and ten cents, children free if with adults. Tbey also
sell books of tickets — $1.20 for $1.00. About a thousand passes
are distributed each week to the stores and homes. The
Alhambra is a magnificent house and could easily get fifteen
cents for seven reels. After seeing this long show the people
feel that they do not care to see any more pictures for a long
time. They are not only killing the little fellows, but are killing the business for themselves as well.
We reproduce one throwaway and part of another to show the free
tickets. One of these Is a lady's ticket that does not have to be
validated at the box office. The other is a child's ticket good for two
children for five cents. Another form of ticket is good for one admission if accompanied by a five cent paid admission, which amounts
to the same thing.
But we do not see where
Mr. Fulton
gets his

RITA JOLIVET
■j^^Sy^^^*
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Coaling SuadiiF ind ■ontfji 2 din

The Baby Carriage Parade

Mary Pickford "KiS,;?-

seventeen reels. The best we can make it Is two five reelers, two
singles and a repeat — but twelve reels for five cents and ten cents is
bad enough and twelve for nothing at all is worse, and. as Mr. Fulton
suggests, such a course spoils business for all the houses. No one l8
picture hungry after a gorge of twelve reels and If another five Is
piled on top of that — good night. About time for the other fellows' to
print fables about the hog.
'f
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Udells.
Dave Udell sends In another batch of good things from the Majestic
and Crystal theaters. Paxton, 111. He adds that a recent article on
contests saved him from signing up wItB one of the schemers and that
he is several hundred dollars in. Dave knows where to go for prizes
and we do not think he needs any help in getting down to business on
the hustling. We reproduce a couple of odd styles of advertising. This
all costs extra composition, but now and then It pays to get an oddity —

WRINKLES

P

DO YOll
BELIEVE
IN SIGNS •

Are Caused by Worry

Then Read ibis Onel

Take an hour oK
each eveniog and
see our program.

You will forget
yourcares and cure
die wrinkles.

Try InThese
TO-NIGHT
HARRY
BENHAM
ind EDNA HUNTER

"Through Rames
Id Two Acti
VICTOR

POTFL

To Save"
"The Town That
Tried To

Sp.cl.1 Bol

WMfh.T fWtDlu Tborsday
Friday S.r>Mlal lb.

Crystal
^^-^

VARIETY

aad

TheatrR

PROGRAM

-"-^

Comedy . ilto
Back."
EddieCome
Lroos. L»
Mom fat

"A Leap Year

TOMORROW

Maoulaclurcd by «. E. Aad*r

Tangle"

Just as it pays to vary teit and get people guessing what you will do
next. Mr. Udell Is prolific with ideas and keeps ringing the changes.
We reproduce in type one of his letters. This is the only one he seems
to have run lately :
Onceover, Ohio.
Miss Argue Barrellhug ;
Dear Argie ;^Your a devil. I mean "HE'S A DEVIL" Is
about the cussidest thing 1 ever see nowhere. I reckon u b
going to c setch things tho b4 long at the Crystal Theatre In
Paxton, heh? Nye Goodserch is visitin" here, he seys your
goin' to heve He's a Devil at the Crystal Tonight. Don't miss
it, Argie. It'll make your laugher sore before two seconds.
Aint it. I c the "Secret of the Submarine" here too.
Did you ever c ut? The second one Is a corker. There all
corked in the sumarine down there out of the air and by gee
ri never thunk it that they'd git up. You kin c tho fer yourself
how they do it. It's the best flp I ever did herd of. Alnt it?
Did you ever had a grouch on, Argie?
Or a smile on? Then c
GROUCHES
AND
SMILES
Tonight.
Its a comedy-dramer and will cure the grouch and
run the smiles up and down your collarmarklt.
It aint rained
here for a hole month and I reckon it'll b kinder dry if it don't
rain purty soon.
Aint it.
Well So long.
Mister Slim Achfunny.
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hub or a can of oil. They seem to supply everything except the lot
and building, though we do not find that M stands for Manager. But
apart from the scheme of the booklet Itself, there are other oddities.
The back cover is slightly more than double width, to permit it to
fold over and tuck In to be self contained. The envelope is done away
with. Then the address is so written that when the excess cover is
torn off, this flap becomes a post card addressed to the home ofiice
and stating that the address is correct or corrected. The rest of
the flap tears into three mailing cards, one each addresed to the home
and the Seattle office with a third left blank to use to either address.
They do not print on the edges of the catologue, but apart from that
the scheme of things is as unique as the fictional slaughter house
that uses even the dying gasps of its victims. Every square Inch is
made to work. If you are within the zone of the concern send for a
copy to see how completely well a thing may be done with a little
study — then give more time to your advertising. The address is 117
Golden Gate avenue, which is free advertising, but they have it coming.

How He Changed It.
Jack Henderson, of the Royal, Newcastle-on-Tyne. writes that he
gets a lot of good ideas out of this department, and to prove it he
sends in a booklet that utilizes the blank pages idea, but to get it
up to the moment he letters the front "What I know about the great
war." It's a fine thing to flash on the man who knows more about the
war than the authorities and who wants to toll you all he knows, and
the timeliness of the title will keep these little booklets circulating
until they are worn out. The idea Is old — admittedly so — but the
application
is timely
and Ingenious.

Postcards and Promises.
The Regent. Pittsburgh, introduced Vivian Martin to Its patrons with
a postcard announcing her first appearance and offering an autographed
photograph for the return of the postcard — which of course contained
the address. It checks the mailing list, and since you are interested
enough to turn the post card In at the box office the chances are that
you drop in to see the show ; which is advertising in triplicate with
a cash return. Here we think the Regent makes an error in mailing
under permit. On a postcard the stamp should suggest intimacy just
as Mr. Wall recently suggested.

Its Own

Stamps.

The Majestic, Grand Junction, Colorado, is using its own stamps to
replace the old Universal stamps. Charles Decker used to use the now
unobtainable Universal stamps and now has his own printed up. The
advertisement is a card 6^ by 8 inches with spaces for 36 stamps on
one side and the explanation of the scheme on the other. As six
stamps will admit an adult and half that many a child, the card holder
is directed to cut off the required stamps instead of presenting the
entire card. Each stamp is good for a face value of 2% cents In admissions and is given by merchants with each twenty-five cents in
purchases. Other exhibitors who may wish to get out their own stamps
are cautioned to first obtain a recent reading of the state and local
laws. Some states require that trading stamps shall have a cash
redemption value clearly stated, and we imagine that this would be
in excess of the income were the stamps taken at their supposed face
value. A ten per cent, redemption value, even in admissions, seems
to us to be rather high. We can supply the address of stamp printers
If a return self-addressed envelope is sent, but we do not recommend
the idea save In exceptional cases. The general stamp scheme is
based on three factors, the desire of the exhibitor or vendor for more
business, the percentage of unusual stamps and the ability of the
donor to make a greater showing than he can with a cash discount.
Probably the stamps are sold in the expectation that not more than
a certain percentage will be used. This permits the user to make —
say — a hundred per cent, show on a sixty per cent, investment.

Too

Ornate.

The St. Denis. Montreal, has a good idea In a postcard program, but
it makes the mistake of using a house cut that is too fancifully lettered. Of course, the patrons know in time that the arrangement
means the St. Denis, but it is better to use a plainly lettered cut that
he who runs may read, even if a policeman is chasing him.
This is

This is not quite up to the old standard, but Is clever enough to
suggest a line to others. A series of these, run in body type, daily,
with merely a trade-mark device, should work well If they are well
done, but merely misspelling will not work. The text must be really
amusing, characteristic and correct.

A Complete

Catalogue.

A man may be known by the company he keeps, but a business concern is known by the quality of its advertising. One of the best trade
catalogues, in any line, that we have seen for many a long day, comes
In from G. A. Metcalf. of San Francisco and Seattle. It qualifies for
a medal from every angle, from A for arrangement, to Z for the zest
with which the book is read. It is 176 pages and cover and is styled
the A. B. C. of Moving Pictures. The title refers to the layout of the
book which starts with A for act announcer and ends with W, see
Moving Picture World. The article is properly entered under Its
classification and again is listed wherever it may be looked for. If,
for example, you are looking for a belt coupler, and look under C, you
are told that '"C stands for coupler (see Belting) " and under the
latter you find belting and accessories. They give you only one guess
Instead of three or more. The arrangement Is singularly lucid and
this alone would distinguish it. But it Is not alone well planned, but
comprehensive. You can order a copy of Picture Theater Advertising or any other standard book or you can subscribe to the trade
Journals.
You can order a projection
machine
or a camera,
a reel

not said so much for the benefit of the St. Denis, as for managers who
are thinking of but have not yet originated a title design. The program
is nicely laid out, save that it is better to date the days. A novelty Is
an added comedy reel on Wednesday and Thursday, presumably the
off days of the week for matinee business. This is suggested in Picture
Theater Advertising and seems to work well for matinee building, but
we have not seen the scheme used only on one section of the program,
though
this has Its advantages.
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It Now.

Steve Parrar, of tbe Cnsiiio, Eldorado. 111., writes tbat he has some
BChcmcs up tils sleeve for when the cool nights come. If we had a
house and some schemes wo would uso tb«m hardest when the hot
nights aro still here. The cool nights are better able to care for
themselves and anyhow we may get Ideas by then. Stove Is getting
out some throw-a-ways through the summer, varying the stylo to gain
Interest and novelty, though of course novelty Is synonymous with
Interest.

A Gem Crowd.
Edgar N. Hlrsch. of the Gem, Hattiesburg. Miss., sends In this photograph of a matinee crowd in front of his house. The attraction was
a Chaplin
comedy — and it is hot down around the Gulf this time of

WORLD

Now the moral of this is not to avoid baby shows, but to do yourself anything you want to do In this line. Don't listen to the men
who come around with interesting propositions. Half of them are
frauds, and most of the rest are tools. If you want to do something,
do it yourself and do It right. A baby show on the screen is not
tiresome If done properly, and it Is easy to do it properly. Limit the
number of entries to thirty or less, have the local photographer make
new pictures. You can probably get him to make the slides free for
the pictures he sells to the mothers of the kiddies, or at least you
can get them cheaply. Buy your own prizes, print and control your
own voting tickets, and you'I! have a fifteen minute feature that will
make talk and make money, and it will not bore. But keep away
from all traveling managers of voting or other schemes. The carnival
queen Is a standard and profitable graft in the show business, and
they will work your house in the same way. Do it honestly and
you'll not have to apologize. Ail of these schemes are described in
Picture Theater Advertising. If you want to run any get a copy and
study up.
You will save money and prestige alike.

A Norther.

year.
And it was a photograph to gladden the heart of an electrotyper,
clean cut. good color and glazed, but not too glossy.

Jay Vacates.
Jay Emanuel, of the Ridge Avenue, Philadelphia, sends in a receipt
for a Presbyterian highbal!. and the announcement for his reopening
with a redecorated bouse. It is a nicely illuminated card — a part of
that carload of stock he got — and a convincing story of the opening.
It is not always possible to get a whole carload of stock from a bankrupt printer, but if you keep your eyes open you can pick up a job now
and then that will give you a chance to make a real flash at the cost
of plain white paper. There is not a house In the country getting out
better stuff than Emanuel has (even if he does sometimes have two
Mondays in one week), and it is making the others talk. Even
Tarleton Winchester, of Pathe, sent in one of his small cards for the
"Iron Claw" that reads in large letters "The End Has Come," and in
small type explains that it is not the end of the world but the end of
the serial. It is a good line for the last instalment of any serial.
And having gotten the house all fixed up and running again the boss
Is down at Atlantic City looking over the bathing suits. And he
encloses a slip sent out in letters from Julian M. ("Kink") Solomon.
It speaks for itself and it goes on all correspondence:
anything should occur in our handling of your business that is not entirely satisfactory to you be kind
enough to let us know at once. Our
exhibitors MUST be satisfied for we
cannot afford to have one dissatisfied
customer and we will not, if there is
any way within our power to prevent

Tom North has been thinking again. Perhaps he got the idea from
the mid-west exhibitor who sold tickets for the "Battle Cry of Peace"
redeemable at the bank if the feature did not show because not enough
tickets were sold. But that doesn't matter. The important point Is
that he has an even better kink for the small town exhibitor who finds
it costly to take a chance. It is nothing more than a course ticket for
five big features at the cost of four, say five for a dollar. The ticket
is issued with a stub and five coupons, and sold with the proviso that
the money will be returned if a sufficient number is not sold to make
it possible to bring the films to town. Almost always when put in
this direct fashion enough tickets will be sold to make the engagement
feasible, where it might not be possible to interest them to the point
of support if they were not presented as a series. The scheme was
tried in one way several years ago when an Exhibitor used to sell advance tickets to the state rights features at a reduction until the day
before the showing. He always got his rental money In before the
crowd knew what the weather would be. The North suggestion gives
five quarter tickets for a dollar, but we think it would be better to ba
a bit stlffer In price and make the tardy ones give up thirty-five cents
for being slow to act. If the scheme Is worked well the house will be
sold out anyway, or a largo percentage : the expense Is all in. Soak the
others thirty-five cents, and if you want to repeat the scheme they'll
know you mean it and be one of the early birds. If you live In a town
of 5,000 or less paste this on the office wall and bless Tom North, and
if you are trying to raise admission prices, what better starting scheme
Why?
could you ask?
Paramount Pep, of Kansas
agers in its jurisdiction:

And not one has
of them advertise?

PHOTOPLAY

CO.

man-

ever sent anything

in that

we

recall,

Would Cost More.
George F. Callahan, of the Exhibitors Publishing Co.. of Pittsburgh,
who gets out the vest pocket booklet recently commented upon in this
department, writes that he cannot date the days as suggested without
entailing an amount of work that would raise the cost. So many
different issues are turned out that to watch the dates would be something of a job, and would necessitate a raising of the price, and th«
price of $4.50 a thousand for a sixteen page, wire stitched booklet, is
assuredly a talking point. He sends in quite a package of different
issues all of them on the same lines. We are strong for the local organ,
written by a local man, but a scheme of this sort is next best to it. for
the exhibitor who cannot write or who has not the time to write has
only to send in his program and they do all the copy writing-

NEW

it.

THE OLIVER MOROSCO

City, lists the following women

How Is this for lady managers, and they are all PARAMOUNT
boosters and exhibitors : Miss Marie Smith, Pictureland theater. Fort Scott. Kans. ; Mrs. George Miller. Blue theater,
Girard. Kans. ; Mrs. Bertha Simon. Barrymore theater. Kansas
City. Mo. ; Mrs. Rose Cornelius. West End Lyric, Royal.
Lyric, Skydome, and Lyric theaters. St. Louis, Mo. ; Mrs. Ida
M. Walden, Wonderland theater, Hastings, Neb. ; Mrs. Don't
J. H. any
Heffner. Bijou theater. Mason City. Iowa.

HELP

FOR

MANAGERS

Picture Theatre Advertising

PALLAS
PICTURES
220 W. 42nd St., New York City
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The Better Way.
Something
went wrong
with a baby show
at the Royal.
MIcb., as this extract from tbe program seems to show:
NO MORE BABY SHOWS
We Made a Big Mistake.

Calun

We sure did make a mistake in booking that Baby Show two
days last week. But it won't happen again. The men that ran
It came around and made what seemed like a good proposition
to us, and while I believe they are honest and tried to do what
they said, they were not able to. The baby pictures were tiresome to most of u^ and we assure each and everyone of you
that we shall stick to the best pictures obtainable after this.

TEXT BOOK AND A HAND BOOK, a compendium and a guide.
It tells an about advertising, about type and type-aettlng, printing and paper, how to run a house program, how to frame your
newspaper advertisements, how to write form letters, posters or
throwawaye, how to make your house an advertisement, how to
get matinee business, special schemes for hot weather and rainy
days. All practical because it has helped others. It will help
you.
By viail, postpaid, $2.00.
Order from nearest office.

Moving Picture World,
Schiller Building
Cblcago, 111.

17

Madison Ave.,

New York

Haas Bulldlns
Los Angalss, CaL
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INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this
department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be
addressed to this department. Questions should be stated
clearly and should be typewritten or written with pen and
ink. Under no circumstances will manuscripts or synopses
be criticised, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.
A list of companies will be sent if the request is made to
the paper direct and not to this department, and a return
stamped envelope is inclosed.
Real

Technique.

STUDENTS are too apt to give greater attention to the technique
oE form than to the real technique of the photoplay, and some
never reach the point where they consider the medium In which
they work. This should be the first real study following plotting or
perhaps taken up at the same time that plotting is studied.
The technique of the picture differs from the technique of the stage
and from the technique of the story, though it partakes of the
nature of both of these mediums. On the stage, for instance, a too
free use of scene changes is forbidden by reasons of economy as well
as the perhaps greater reason that a too rapid change of scene disturbs the spectator and to some extent bewilders him. The scene
changes in the story may be more numerous and more rapid, hut
neither of these forms permits the rapid return to related or contrasting action that the photoplay not only permits, but seems to
require at times. This cutting back should be studied, not as a
trick, but as an art. It should be the aim of the author to use the
device for its proper purpose and not merely as an artifice. Cutting
back is effective in the true sense only when cutting back is required
by the nature of the narrative. The true technique of the cut back
is not so much its use as the study of the need for its use. In the
same way each point of technique should be taken up and studied,
not as a trick, but as a factor of the perfect play. In a story a
character or the author minutely describes some object. On the stage a
player talks a description if the object is too small to be seen by the
audience in all its details. On the screen the object, with no disturbing factors. Is shown, briefly but clearly, and yet the bust picture
is not a trick effect, but an aid to the full and complete understanding of the story.
Not many authors realize this and fewer still are free from the
temptation to use the device not to gain clarity of narrative, but to
enhance the supposed effect. A bust wrongly used is always an error,
for it centers attention upon an unimportant object and gives it an
emphasis that is as confusing as it is undeserved. Trick work, too, Is
another pitfall the student of true technique must avoid. Trick work
introduced merely "to make it more interesting," as so many authors
explain, has a reverse effect. Trick work must not only be needed to
gain an effect, but the effect thus gained must be such as cannot be
gained in any other way. Then and only then is the use oE trick work
excused.
Each component of photoplay has its use and its misuse and the
true study of technique is both the use and the avoidance of material,
it is only when the student fully and perfectly comprehends this that
he is qualified to write stories and not merely pictures.
The artist who paints miniatures and he who works large canvases
are both artists, but each has his own technique as well as an Individuality of style. The student of photoplay technique should master his mechanics and then, through the use of these mechanics, estabXish a style. There is no literary style possible in photoplay other
than in the leaders, but there is an individuality of style possible to
the writer who will first master the components of his art and then
seek to use these in an individual and distinctive manner. The expert
telegrapher can recognize the sending of a man he has never seen,
artists give their work an individuality that is unmistakable, even
the jig saw puzzle craze brought out men and women who professed
to cut puzzles in a certain style that could be recognized. The photoplay writer, too, should cultivate a style through study and application. Some day soon it will be gotten over to the screen.

Clean Plays.
Xow and then it does seem that the only way to sell plays Is to
write indecency, but we are in pretty close touch with the exhibitors
and their likes and dislikes and you'll find that now and then there
comes along a play that they try to get back because so many people
ask for it. Nine times out of ten it is a play with charm rather than
indecency as its appeal, and if only editors would go in search of
authors who can write these stories we should have more successful
feature offerings and less soft coal smoke. If you can write clean
plays with charm cultivate the trick. It will come in handy some day,
and that may be soon. Clean plays do not mean drab, uninteresting
plays.
The hero does not have to be so good that he dies too young
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to be a hero, but he does not need to have a lurid past and a very
recent clean bill of health.
Clean plays are apt to show more the psychology of the person than
Intricacy of plot. This is something for which certain of the well
informed have been asking. Character drawing — as distinct from
character sketching — is important and helps to humanize the players.
One of the most valuable features of the third edition of Technique
of the Photoplay is the reproduction of two pages of a Bannister Merwin
script. One of the secrets of his success is the skill with which he
shows the director how to get his effects. Study how to make your
actions
real to the director and perhaps he'll try and get these over to
the audience.

Work.

Lately, taking a hint from something said by a pseudo student, we
have been thinking over our most offensive points and we have come
to the conclusion that the most offensive remark we can make is to
urge the student to work and work hard. Most novices do not want to
be told to work. They do not desire advice as to how to study. They
want only to know how to get money quickly and all we can say is
that the quickest way to get money and to keep on getting it is to learn
how to work. Don't wait until an Idea comes to you. Go after it.
After a time you'll get them so they will come when they are called.
Do not write a continuity every now and then. Write every day if
only for a little while. Write even i£ continuities are not wanted.
Get the habit of work and quit being an inspirational author, which is
merely another name for a lucky loafer.

Read Munsterberg.
Evidently the price is scaring some from the Munsterberg book, one
correspondent writing that he supposed it cost two or three dollars
and asking an opinion as to the value of the work to an author. As
a matter of fact the book sells for a dollar, but at any price it would
be worth reading, for Professor Munsterberg writes of the photoplay
of tomorrow, and bis views are worth while. Between the somewhat
fantastic speculation of Vachel Lindsay and the scientific exactness
of Munsterberg lies the photoplay of the future. Both write of the
photoplay from new points of view and both write interestingly. Both
write within the mental grasp of the average reader.

Selling Hints.
Ninety-nine out of every hundred requests for advice that concern
lost or overdue scripts suggest that the writer found the address in
some alleged list of studio wants. These are largely taken from the
magazines such as The Editor, which lists all wants reported without
guarantee. A market list is desired, and one is given with the understanding that the reliability of the concerns is not assured. It Is
better to lose an occasional — a very occasional — sale than to lose half
a dozen scripts. Keep to the companies that will be around next week
and next month.
It is safer and as remunerative in the end.

Motive Power.
A costly automobile will be as useless as a Ford without gasoline
and the most carefully written story ever turned out Is useless without the punch. Punch and heart interest are the motive power of
the plot. Without it the plot is nothing.

Usury.
If they will not buy your one and two reel stories and you feel that
they are good, keep them a few months. Soon you can sell them with
usurious Interest for the delay.

Take Your Choice.
Announcing his retirement from the photoplay writing business, a
young man hotly declares that no company gives the least consideration to the scripts of the outsider. And the next letter is from a
woman who has been working for three years, telling of her second
sale to Famous Players in a single month. One half-baked aspirant
Is minus his postage and his temper. A sticker Is In $500. Take your
choice as to your own fate.

Looking Ahead.
Don't get a reputation for writing sex stuff. It may make you a
little money now, but when the reaction comes you'll be known as a
sex writer and passed over for others more versatile.

THIRD
EDITION
OF EPES WINTHROP

SARGENTS

Technique of the Photoplay
Will come from the press some time in
June. This is not a reprint of the second
edition, but a new work of seventy-two
chapters and appendix.
Watch for announcement.
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Projection Department
^^^
Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON
Manufacturer's Notice.

■ T is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or other
goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the excellence of such articles has been demoii-^trated
to Its editor.

machine and the 60 ampere fuses are carrying both lamps, why certainly
they ought to blow when both arcs are burning, but if they are only
carrying one lamp, and the 100 ampere fuses are carrying both, there
is no reason why the lOO ampere fuses should blow because the 60 do.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication It is Impossible to
reply through the department In ler-s than two to three weeks. In
order to give prompt service, those sending four cents stamps (less
than actual cost) will receive carbon copy of the department reply,
by mail, without delay. Special replies by mall on matters which canDOt be replied to in the department, one dollar.
Both the (Irat and second set of questions are now ready and printed
in neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-six in number.
Either booklet may be had by rcmittiug 25 Cfuts, money or stamps, to
the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every
live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions. You
may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot of
study.

Question No.

157.

What slope ouglit the main auditorium floor to have^
irouM you deiermine itf

From Ohio.
George Cavelaris, Elyrla. Ohio, says:
I wrote you two weeks ago and have been watching the department, but have found no answer. However, I won't give up
yet. I have both the second and third editions of the Hand. book, which I very greatly admire. Here is a little t-tunt which
may be of benefit. I bolted a long cast iron clothes hook,
costing 10 cents, to the front wall of the upper magazine, so
that the top of the hook comes even with the top of the magazine, as per sketch. This hook serves, for one thing, to hang
my light on so that I can see when threading, and which I use
for various purposes around the machine. At the end of this
hook I drilled two holes, one receiving a piece of thick wire
made as shown, the other being tapped and threaded to receive
the screw, as shown. Through the upper hole I ran a string,
at the lower end of which is a metal shutter. This shutter
is held square by two weights attached to its outer edges and
hanging on either side of the machine. The other machine is
fixed the same way and the two strings are tied together so
that the lowering of one shutter raises the other, and vice versa.
In changing over this works perfectly to cut off the light from
the machine which has stopped, and at the same instant turns
on the other. The string really ought to be carried to the
ceiling, but my ceiling is so hard I could not get a nail or anything else into it. The same thing can be used as a dissolver
for two stereo lenses, one being attached to each machine.
And now here is a question.
I am operating two Power's
Sis A motor driven machines, taking D. C. through Edison rheostats, marked 40 amperes, 110 volts,
when both machines are
running 60 ampere fuses blow after two or three minutes.
That
is to say, it happened
that way one day when
I went on the
roof where the rheostats are and cut out all the resistance I
could in order to get more light.
The arc burns noisy at times.
The test lamp when placed across the arc burns to its full C. P.
Test lamp shows a large spark between positive wire and the
pipe, and a small one between the negative and pipe.
One of
the wires is grounded
purposely
and the other accidentally.
Is this it?
What
can be done?
If there was an overload,
don't60?you think the 100 ampere fuses would blow instead of
the
It is utterly useless to exppct an immediate reply through the department, as there is always from three to seven weeks matter in type.
with piles of mail waiting.
Very important matter, only, is put through
special.
Send four cents in stamps for carbon copy of reply if you are
in a hurry.
I publish the drawing simply as an oddity. The dissolver rigged this
way is nothing new, but ordinarily the strings are carried up to iron
bolts in the ceiling, and that is where they should be.
As to the trouble, you have not told me what the wiring system Is, but
If one wire Is grounded purposely and the other accidentally, why it Is
up to you to find the accidental ground and remove It, and the quicker
you do this the less trouble you will have. You have not told me where
the 100 ampere and 60 ampere fuses are located. How, therefore, can
you expect me to answer with any degree of Intelligence? My dear
Cavelaris, in asking questions you should be very careful to describe
conditions minutely, and in detail.
If you are using 40 amperes on each

Your 60
radically
you say
see page

ampere fuses blowing would seem to indicate something very
wrong somewhere, and it is probably due to the ground which
already exists. Better test those rheostats for ground also —
260 of the new Handbook.

Warning Signal.
H. T. Eaves, Galveston,
Texas, says:
Pardon
me for butting in, but I note that the matter
of
a warning or cue for the operator to cut In on the next reel
is being discussed at some length, and It certainly is a matter
which should hold the attention of every operator.
The matter
of punch
marks
has not troubled me very greatly, since all
the films I run are quite new and some of them
as green
as grass. I think when
a fellow says use "wax"
he might
also add what kind of was to use on the tension shoes.
To
get back to the cue question, however. I would like to submit
my method.
When
the reels are received for the opening,
I
being the guy who opens the show, get the cues and write them
down on paper so I will know on the second show just where
to cut in. For instance, today we are running a six-part play,
"The WTiirl of Life." the cue for the first reel change-over
is : Men and women give tramp money : then scene of tramp
alone.
Cut in. No. 2. Mr. and Mrs. Castle start from room.
Castle In doorway : cut in.
Therefore,
you see any operator
who is not blind can see exactly when
to make the changeover. I have used this method
for quite some
time, and
it has proven successful.
Another thing which has made a hit
with all who have seen it. is a little gag I use to make the
change-over from one machine to the other, same being a device to cut out one light instantly and cut the other in at
the same time.
For the green film I use paraflSne wax placed
on the edge of the film, and after the first show
am never
bothered with the film sticking.
In regard to waxing the film. Brother Eaves. X would refer you to
'■General Instruction
No. lO," page 464, Figures 228 and 229
the
Handbook,
in which a very practical film waxer is illustrated. of This
film waxer
is something
that ought to be in every operating
room
where first-run films are used.
As to the change-over,
up-to-date
operators either connect the two dowsers together by a most
chain running
up across the ceiling, so that the closing of one open;, the clher, or
else they rig up a dissolving shutter for the objective lens by means
of a bar properly hung on the front wall, so the closing of one lens
opens the other.
Your method is all right as far as it goes, but It
does not help on the first show;
also It requires very close attention
on the part of the operator, unless he has a gau;^e which
-hows the
amount of film left In the upper magazine.
But -'close attention on
the part of the operator" is something I thoroughly agree with.

Operators' Schools.

Turners
Falls, Mass., says:
Would you kindly Inform me as to what you know about the
-Edwards' School" for operators? I believe there is such a
school in your city.
Does It amount to anything, or Is it an
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easy way to unload a little coin? I bave a young man working
for me wbo wants to learn to become an operator, and iC
there is a possibility that this school would be of any use I
might send htm.
"Well, Turners Falls, the best answer 1 can give you on that proposition Is that it would indeed be a queer Institution which would not
teach the young man anything, but If you ask whether any operator's
Bchool can make of the man In question a practical and competent
moving picture machine operator, I most emphatically answer no, btcause
the profefislon of operating Is made up of two things, ju-Jt the .-^ame as
every other trade or profession is made up of two things, and those two
things Is a combination of technical knowledge and practical experience, and to expect any man to acquire even an intelligent smattering
of the technical end of operating, which comprises optics, electrics,
mechanics, and a close observation of nature, in a space of two or three
months, Is rank nonsense — Is utterly Impossible. What would you think
of the doctor who would give up money to a medical school which
promised to make a competent physician of him in three months, or
even sis months? You would think the man was insane. You know
it requires from five to eight years apprenticeship as a fireman to produce a locomotive engineer. What would you think of the railroad
company who undertook to put an apprentice into a school, where he
obtained absolutely no road practice, and make an engineer of him In
three or four months? You would not want to ride on that road,
would you? No, of course you would not. Well, just why it is that
you should give credence to schools which claim to produce competent operators In two to three, or even four months, or five months
passes my understanding. If they make claims of this kind, which
are utterly absurd, have you any reason to believe that any of their
assertions are true? I have said, and I say again, that the best possible method which any young man can adopt to become a moving picture machine operator is to serve an apprenticeship, combined with
study of such works as the Handbook and Hawkin's Electrical Guides.
It is not only the best way, but the only way. The operators" school
is a place where you can "unload a little coin" all right, but I myself
would not like to give you any guarantee whatsoever as to the value of
what you would get in return.

New Kind of Splice.
The editor thought he bad seen them
all, but from M. M. Moon.
Sherman, Texas, comes a new one. He says :
I enclose an idea that I think would be a practical and valuable addition to the Power's machine.
Please pass It up to
them for consideration.
I also send a piece of film I cut from
a reel which was shipped to me from the Rex theater, Denlson, Texas.
Yes. it Is just plain, ordinary chewing gum.
A
fine way to keep the film from unwinding in the box all right:
also, incidentally,
to force the next operator to make an unnecessary splice. You may roast them through the department
if you wish, and put my namo at the top of it.
I wonder who pulled off that stunt anyhow.
Surely not the operator
at the Rex. Looks to me more like the act of an Irresponsible kid.
He
has, as Friend Moon Intimates, stuck a wad of gum on the outside of
the roll of film and pressed the end of the film down Into It. It Is not
only a highly unsanitary thing, but in a case of a consumptive might
be extremely dangerous to the operator receiving It: also, as Brother
Moon suggests, it compels the cutting of the film and the putting in
of an unnecessary splice.
As to the suggestion for the Power's, It amounts to drilling a hole,
probably one-half inch in diameter. In the face of the lower side of the
oil well cover, and putting In a glass so that the level of the oil may be
seen. No. Brother Moon. I don't think much of that. It sounds good,
and looks good at first glance, but I remember paying a couple of perfectly good dollars for precisely that kind of oil gauge and placing It
on the crankcase of my motorcycle. It worked fine for a little while,
and then the inside of the glass became so gummed up that you could
not see the level of the oil at all. Possibly it would not work that
way in a projector oil well, but I am afraid It would. The matter,
however, is referred to my good friend Nicholas Power, wbo I Imagine
will simply say : "Keep the oil well as full as the oil cup will allow,
and you are all right without any gauge." It costs money to put
these things on. and the selling price of the Power's machine is already
too low, considering the number and necessary accuracy of Its parts.

Has Courage.
John Solar, Watertown. N. Y., referring to Brother Griffith's article.
August otb issue, writes :
I was much pleased to see that he has advanced his theory of
the advantage of spherical aberration. I mui?t say I admire
his courage. I have studied this theory along the same lines.
and have arrived at the same conclusion. If a system of
condensers is ever devised free from aberration I believe
his theory will be vindicated. Let us consider the A. C. arc.
In this case many operators use both craters. The image of
these will be two bright spots with a dark horizontal streak
through the center. Cover the condenser with sheet brass.
with two or three pin holes punched at equal distances from
the center of the condenser, and in this case we have four
crater
imagesaberration.
from one zone
lens.'inand
there towill
be
no
spherical
With of
the the
screen
position
focus
these images we can observe the condition ias above stated.
Now if the condensers are free from aberration the whole condenser will have the same appearance as it will from the four
pin holes. The crater will be sharply focused at the aperture,
and will be reproduced at the screen. The practical result
will be a dark streak through the center of the glass. (Yes, if
you use both craters, but. Brother Solar, the up-to-date operator who follows the best and accepted practice does NOT use
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both craters. — Ed.) With the D. C. arc the effect would not
be BO pronounced, but the illumination would nevertheless be
uneven. The center of the crater Is much brighter than Its
outer edge, and if reproduced sharply at the aperture, the spot
will be much brighter at the center than at the border. Referring to the editor's remarks regarding aberration, etc., I don't
know of any practical optical instrument that has more or as
much spherical aberration as a pair of condensers under the
condition in which they are used for projection, and a perfect
condenser will have as much aberration as an Imperfect one.
The difference as between the perfect and imperfect lens will be.
however, that the imperfect one will give uneven spherical
aberration, whereas the perfect one will give equal aberration
for each zone. Spherical aberration is due entirely to the shape
or curvature of the lens and the angle of Incidence, and follows strictly mathematical laws. As to the amount of spherical
aberration. Griffith's demonstration gives the lateral aberration
as approximate. For the longitudinal aberration cover the condenser with a sheet of brass in which four holes are punched
about two inches from the center of the condenser. Focus the
four images of the crater thus obtained and measure the distance from the condenser to the screen, which gives us the
focal length of the zone two inches from the center. Now take
another piece of brass with four inch holes one-quarter inch
from the center. Focus and measure as before, and we bave
the focal distance for a zone one-fourth Inch from the center,
and the difference between this measurement and the first is the
longitudinal aberration. Those who try this will. 1 think, be
surprised to find so great an amount of difference between the
focal points of the two lens" zones. The amount of lateral and
longitudinal aberration for any lens under any circumstances
may be calculated from mathematical formulas, but it Is quite
complicated and difficult.
All of which Is passed along to our readers without comment. It Is
possible that I am wrong in this matter, but I am not entirely convinced of that fact as yet.

He Angeles,
Says It's
Useless.
Ralph W. Martin, Los
Cal., says:
In issue of August 26 there are several Items concerning the
E. F. of the condensers which may be worth noting. In your
answer to Friend Allen you give a rule for finding the E. F-,
viz: E. F. = sum of the foci of the two lenses divided by four.
I am of opinion that the E. F.'s of Table 2 in the handbook
were determined by the following rule: E.F. = product of the
foci of the two lenses divided by their sum. There Is little
difference between the results obtained by the two formulas, for
one method Is about as useless as the other. I say useless,
since the E. F. of the condenser set as ordinarily used and
spoken of amounts to little more than a myth. We find such
Ideas as the following floating around and actually meeting
with approval ; "The E. F. of the condenser set should match
the E. F. of the objective." "The action of any two condenser
sets are the same when their respective E. F.'s are equal."
Now I do not presume to criticise the above Ideas merely on
the grounds of their Incorrectness, for it seems that &uch things
must be. at least for the present : but the really important point
to be noted Is what a long ways from Tipperary we still are In
the understanding of the exact action of the condensers when
such Ideas can pass muster.
Sure enough, the exact E. F. of the condenser set can be determined for points of the lens on or very near the main axis,
but when the position of the beam which should be placed at the
aperture
Is still an open question, such knowledge is useless
for the calculation
of conjugate foci, or anything
else.
Not
until the true aperture
position is correctly determined
and
agreed upon, or unless the condenser is made a corrected lens,
can the E. F. be of any practical value.
And thousands
of
dollars" worth of pictures are being shot every minute, somehow, by the lens in the lamp house.
Evidently
Friend
Martin
mistook
the spike maul
for the hammer.
However. I am quite willing to stand corrected if be will make himself
just a little more clear as to the real meaning of his rather sweeping
smash.
As I understand him. after the sugar is boiled out of the sap of
his reply, it amounts to a statement that, due to spherical aberration
and indeterminate (as yet at least) position of the aperture, the E. F.
of the condenser is a useless quantity, and. moreover, a quantity which
cannot be accurately determined, since the E. F. for the center of the
lens would be longer than for the rays passing its margin.
This is quite correct, but does not alter the fact that the rules given
for finding the E. F. are as nearly correct as any we know of ; also it
occurs to me that the E. F. thus ascertained would not be so far off
after all. because we don't measure from the point of smallest diameter
of the beam, but from a point from the picture as focused, and this,
it strikes me. could not be very far off. I do. however, admit that, due
to the indefinite aperture position, the E. F. of the condenser cannot be
used with any great degree of accuracy in calculating a lens system.
As to the E. F. of the condenser matching the E. F. of the objective,
why, I did not think any one held any such ideas as that at this late
date.

Nothing Like Them.
Guy Beck, Guthrie Center, Iowa, says :
Enclosed find money order for first and second set of questions.
I have the second and third editions of the Handbook, and certainly there is nothing like them for practical help in projection. Projection in this town is good : at least I have never
seen anything in Des Moines to beat it. When I receive the
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World the first thing I turo to Is our department, since I And It
kaa good things In every Blngle luaue.
lo closing, I wish you
the best of health and good luck.
My cxpcrleuce. IJrother Deck, Is that the man who Is lucky Is lucky
because he gets busy and turns luck up with his grubbing hoe.
I urn
always glad to hear from live, progressive operators who are keeping
up with the procession, thoreCore. old man, shake.

Standardizing Dividing Lines.
M. W. Larmour, Waco, Texas, writes :
There Is much talk about standardUlng aperture plates, lens
systems, sprocket holes, etc.. all of which la good, but might
1 suggest that you give fllm manufacturers a few digs concerning the standardization of the dividing lines between the
frames of the pictures on tho film. In a great many of the
weeklies the dividing line of the pictures Is quite different.
On some scenes the lines hit on the sprocket holes, and In
others they come between the holes. This fault Is not confined
to any one fllm alone, but might even occasionally be found
In some of the "stories," etc.. and as for the short "'ad" films,
why I don't believe the dividing line Is ever the same on any
two of them, the result being that operators sometimes are
compelled to work their framing lever like pump handles when
they ought to be the most seldom used part of the projector.
I believe if we could get the right man, which is yourself,
behind this thing, we could make these lines and. Incidentally,
the framing lever remain stationary.
While you are on your southern trip do you think there is
any chance of your paying a visit lo Waco? We have a population of 40.000. with seven theaters now running, but there are
more in the winter. Projection, managers and operators would
certainly be benefitted by a visit from the "doctor." We are
on the direct route between either Dallas, or Fort Worth
and Houston.
I have studied your latest Handbook, and received more than
ten times my money's worth therefrom. However, there are
some places where I do not agree. I will name them, and If
I am wrong I hereby give you permission to sit down on me
as hard as you please, but please don't jump on me yourself
and then sic the whole following on me as you did the other
I. C. S. E. E. who criticised your old bible, for I don't mean
mine the way he did his ; and besides, the aforementioned
E. E. has not affected my head as it evidently did his.
Brother Larmour then proceeds to point out several errors, though
considering that there are more than 700 pages of matter, I am rather
proud to say be was only able to dig up less than a dozen, all told.
The first one was Figure 3. in which only one end of the field winding
Is connected. Quite true. I regret to say. It was an error of the draftsman, which I did not notice until too late. This error is, however, so
obvious that only the amateur would fail to understand that it Is an
error. Those having Handbooks can remedy the matter by drawing a
pencil line connecting the right hand end of the field winding with the
field winding at any point between letter N and brush A. His second
discovery is the second sentence on page 11 where I say all electric
dynamos generate A.C. in their armatures. This is true enough for all
practical purposes, thought it is a fact that homopolar and antipolar
dynamos do not. Brother Larmour says that the first paragraph. Page
84. is all wrong, and that the combining of a No. 30 and a No. 17 wira
would make 110 ampere fuse intsead of a 47 ampere fuse. I would
like to know where he gets that dope. The table given en Page 83 was
secured from one of the books of the underwriters, if I rightly remember. I may be wrong with regard to this particular paragraph, but
before admitting it I would have to be shown. He calls my attention
to the fact that the throwing over of the switch. Figure 28, would
reverse the polarity. This is quite true, and is another error of the
draftsman. The connection of the two wires on the right hand end
of the switch to the arc wires should be reversed. Friend Larmour
points out several other errors, but, as I before said, I consider it
very creditable that he could find no more mistakes in a work of that
kind over 700 pages in size. No. I welcome honest criticism. Friend
Larmour, hut the other criticism was not honest ; It was simply, purely
and unadulteredly nasty. The various points you have called my attention to have been carefully
noted and Sled for future reference.
As to visiting Waco, why I certainly shall do so, always provided the
managers and operators of that city, either one of them or both, care
to make the necessary local arrangements.
With regard to the dividing line, there have been complaints, but
ft is a tremendous task to get a thing of that kind remedied. If there
were only three or four companies I would gladly take the matter up.
and I could get action on it. too, but the forcing of the remedying of
an error of this kind Involves an immense amount of work, due to
the greater number of producers, with each of whom the thing must
be taken up individually. I live In hopes, however, that in the not
distant future we will have some authoritative body which will take
cognizance of such things and secure the standardization of everything
which needs it, and that is quite some several things, lemme tell you.

Rectifiers.
G. D. Bullock. Pedro Miguel, C. Z., writes as follows:
Concerning the G. E. Company's criticism of Brother Grose's
letter regarding the fuse question on rectifiers, the G. E.'s
expert notwithstanding. I have had precisely the same experience
Brother Crose met with where my D. C. fuses were in a panel
behind and between the lamps, and the A.C. fuses in a cool,
dry basement. The G. E. man quotes the performance of
the rectifier on 60 cycle A. C., white Brother Crose's experiences
are observations
while using 25 cycle juice.
We
all know
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that the reactance E. M. F, Is dependent on the rate at which
the Held Ih built up and collapses.
Given
a unit core the
reactance,
E. M. F., at CO cycles and li5 cyclea are not at
all similar, nor can like conditions
be established, even with
the regulating reactance.
Tho rectifier is tho only A. C. device
I know of where electric companies claim they can get a Blmliar
reactance,
or Inductance
E. M. F. at both 60 and 25 cycles,
using tho same size core.
Brother Crose has made
real observations, and he Is tho kind of lad who Is always
trying
to better his work.
Several of his Ideas have been published
In tho "World"
over other men's
signatures,
as he Is not
strong for the limelight, though he has left a mighty comfortable feeling with the boys that when
something la bothering
them he will roll up his sleeves, put on a pair of overalls and
when
he leaves everything
will be O. K.
Brother
Crose has
worked 25 cycle A. C. through a rheostat, compensarc, rectifier,
and at present is working
it through
a Fort Wayne
motor
generator set, and every Improvement in his light source has
come through his personal
efforts.
Speaking of 20 cycle current, a goodly number of the boys have never had the painful
experience of being responsible for screen results produced by
means of that most aggravating light source.
The dark period
between
when
the applied E. M. F. Is at minimum
is longer
than the period taken by the cut-off blade in passing the lens.
On the last reel of a show one evening, I lost my bhutter with
about SOU feet of film in the upper magazine.
I did not like
to stop and set It then, therefore speeded the picture up to 12
minutes, which gave me 25 pictures per second, and placed the
picture in synchronism with the cycle, that Is to say. two dark
periods per picture, and one dark period as the fllm passed
down
at the aperture.
I finished the film without
showing
travel ghost on the screen.
Now call me a Munchausen, if you
dare.
No. Brother Bullock. I was raised In a country where It was extremely dangerous to call a man a liar, and we were mighty careful
not to do it unless there were sufficient grounds to justify that action,
considering that the action would mean very grave trouble.
However,
whereas there is, of course, not a particle of doubt as to your veracity,
I certainly
would
be glad to see that particular
stunt pulled off.
In fact, if you kept that shutter in synchronism and did not show
travel ghost for 15 feet of film, I think I would remove my chappeau,
pull my forelock, and hail you "king of the steady speed."
To my
mind
that performance
would
be a stem-winding
wonder.
It is an
awfully good thing that I have such an abiding faith in your respect
for the truth, else I might imagine that the truth was suffering from
a broken ankle, a sprained wrist, an out of Joint nose, and a had case
of the whooping cough.
You will observe, however,
that I have not
mentioned Friend Munchausen's name — far be It from me.
By the way, what are you doing down in the land of big dams, yellow
fever and hot weather? Explain yourself. Brother Bullock, explain
yourself.
As to the rectifier matter, why I will leave It to Brothers Russell and
MacClelland to attend to your knitting on that proposition. Personally, however, I agree with you.

Threading

In Frame.

Jack W. Farr. Sydney Mines. N. S., writes :
Here is sketch of device I use to help me thread in frame.
A is a flash light bulb in a miniature porcelain base attached
to B, which is a piece of wood of the shape shown. E Is a slot
cut in B. C and D are two screws passing through washers
and then through slot E Into a small block of wood attached to
the front wall of the operating room. F Is a piece of brass attached to B in the position shown. At the bottom will be seen
three dry cells. One wire from these cells runs directly to one
side of A. I have tried to show where the wire is colled to allow for movement of B. The other wire connects with screw D
behind the apparatus. The other side of A is connected by wire,
as shown, to F. When threading up push B to the left. When

J-jt U

rdTT

A occupies position G In the circle, which represents the light
beam at the front of the lens, D will be touching F. thus making a complete electrical circuit from battery to lamp, and A
being directly In front of the objective lens the fllm will be illuminated, and threading in frame Is easy. After threading pull
B lo the right and lamp A will go out. If this device Is attached firmly to the wall It takes a very small fraction of a
second to knock it to the left and then Jerk it back to the right,
so that the operator can thread in frame practically as quickly
as he can thread out of frame. I have been using it for two
years and have only had two new sets of cells.
So many op-
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erators, managers and film men have expressed their admiration of tbis simple little thing that I concluded to pass it along
to the boys, in the hope that it will be as much help to someone else as it has been to me.
The scheme
is entirely practical, and I think operators
can very
readily understand its construction and operation.
The circle G, to tb^?
left, represents
the light beam
at the front of the objective
lens.
Block B carries light A, and, due to slot E, can be moved to the left,
thus carrying
light A over into position G, whereupon
screw-head 1)
Etrlkes brass plate F, completing the electric circuit and light lamp A.
This connection is broken when the block is -pulled back to its former
position.
In behalf of our readers. Brother Farr, I thank you for the
contribution of this very practical little device.

Complete Record,
The Gtrtrude McCoy theater. Baltimore, Md.. sends in the attached
blank which is printed on paper 5Vj inches wide by 8% inches in length.
The filling out of this blank in duplicate will make a valuable record,
both for the theater and exchange. The blank, which is "run in" in
ordinary type to save space, contains the following:
Operator's
report — The Gertrude
McCoy
Tht-aier. Baltimore,
Md
Date
191. . Condition of Film rec'd from
Via
Theater, Express Co, Time Rec'd
Reel No
Xame
of Subject
Acts.
Leader
Title
End
Irregular Splices
Splices out of Frames
Loose Patches
Breaks in film when rec'd
General
Condition
Extra
Film
Rewound before shipping
Time shipped
Via
Express Co
Operator.

He Has a Lot of Them.
John

KortiCf. New York City, says that the damage shown
in "Interesting Problem." page 1113, August 12th issue, is caused as follows:
Take a 1,000 foot reel of dry film on one of the iron center
reels.
It does not happen with the wood hub reel, or with soft
film.
Start your machine (Brother Kortiff says the Power's is
the guilty wretch, though I see no reason why this should not
occur with other machines as well ; also Kortiff says he don't
know but it would. — Ed.) with this kind ot reel and film, but be
right there by the machine if you do not want a fire. The upper
reel will run only by a strong pull, making two or three quick
revolutions,
and slop until the machine
takes up the film.
Then comes a second jerk, which will cause the tearing of the
sprocket holes on both sides of the film against the large upper

roller 613, plate
5 F,
245, page
.">02. third
Handbook.
It will
passfigure
the upper
sprocket
becauseedition
there ofis the
no
tension, but will stop on the intermittent sprocket, and there is
where you get the hole burned.
The remedy would be an adequate tension device to prevent the upper reel from running so
freely, or to seat roller 613 on some kind of spring so that it
would give when the jerk came. - In closing, I tender my congratulations for the excellence of the work you are doing.
As
the father of perfect projection take good care of your health so
that your child won't be left an orphan in its infancy. I advise
you. for our sake, to lay aside the two-wheeled go-devil before
a fatal accident occurs.
The third edition of the Handbook is
some hook.
Brother Kortiff's handwriting Is by no means copper-plate, and I
could not quite make out portions of his letter, and while not certain, 1
think he refers to metal hub reels which are crooked, or have the hole
in the hub out of center.
I don't agree with him. however, that the
damage is or could be done by the large roller.
Personally, 1 don't see
how it could be, and, moreover, if a break occurred there it would be
a very short one.
I can understand that by reason of a heavy jerk
the upper sprocket itself might yank out a section of the track.
The
remedy would, of course, be more tension on the upper reel, and better
reels.
As to the go-devil, why I have been traveling 12.000 miles a year for
the last three or tour years, and I am still the liveliest looking corpse
you ever looked at But I might lay the go-devil aside and five minutes
afterward step into the street and get killed by falling down a stairway
or being butted by a street car. Motorcycles are no more dangerous,
and in fact not as dangerous to the driver as automobiles. With the
motorcycle you get skun up, but when a bubble goes on a rampage it's
usually the hospital — or the morgue.
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But they are. Friend Cooe. Another operator has found the trouble to
be in the reels, and while I have not gone through the stack of mail
awaiting me on my return from Canada, my secretary informes me there
are dozens of answers to that particular thing, and, I premuse, they
will all be about the same. I think we have without any doubt found
out the seat of this particular difflculty.

Guess Again.
G. E. Carlson, Burley, Idaho, says :
How easy it now is for the beginner to become a proficient
operator as compared with twelve of fifteen years ago. The
beginner ot today steps into an operating room where everything is in a high state ot perfection — modern and up-to-date.
In a few weeks, if he is the right man, he will be able and as
well informed as was his brother whom it took years to make
proficient. There are handbooks. Moving Picture Worlds, and
more come out every week — an endless chain ot information.
If you are stumped you can dig into the Handbook or projection department, or consult the "man who knows." to whom
every operator should he grateful, and is grateful if he has
any sense of appreciation in his make-up.
And now as to small versus large observation ports. I approve of the large observation port, but my first hunch to cut
down the size ot the port was when the public proposed that I
get a marine fog horn to deaden the noise which came from
the projector. Well, being one thousand miles inland 1 could
not do tbis. so the next best and cheapest thing was to make
my ports small, and thus confine the noise to the interior ot
the operating room. The size of my lens port depends upon
the location of the machine and the diameter of the light beam
at the point it passes through the port. My port Is 1.5 Inches
long by 1.25 inches wide at 7\^ inches from the objective
lens. Try this scheme and see how It Improves the picture on
the screen. There are many good reasons tor small lens
As to the port, my brother, the lens port should be as small as It Is
possible
ports. to make it, and that means that Its diameter should be the
diameter of the cffectn^e light ray at the point it passes through the
port. A piece of black cardboard or metal cut to the right diameter
will accomplish this purpose. As to the noise, why it can be confined
by means of glass in the port, and you thus get the benefit of the
large port, and at the same time no objectionable sound reaches the
auditorium. The glass should, however, be set at a slight Incline from
the perpendicular, so that the ohje'^tionable reflection which comes from
the glass when you look squarely through at right angles will be conspicuous by its absence.
With regard to the apprentice being able to learn operating In a
short time now that there is a wealth of information available, why
you overlook the fact that it was not required that old time operators
know much ; in fact there was not much for them to know. But.
whereas there is a fund of Information available tor the operator
now. and more coming every day, still nowadays it is necessary that
the operator know a great deal more than he did ten or twelve years
ago. The operator of that day could "get by" with a very small fund
of information, but the up-to-date operator of today has got to have
a very wide range of knowledge of a great many things If he is going
to deliver the goods on the screen and do justice to the magnificent
creations of today. No, my brother, you are entitled to another think
on that proposition. It was one thing to project the slap-stick comedy
and crude tragedies of olden days, using crude, simple machines, and
quite another thing to project the photoplay of today, some ot which
cost thousands upon thousands of dollars, and contain the work of the
best artists the world has ever known.

MOTION

hardson's
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For Managers emd Operators

The Cause.
F. N. Cooe, proprietor Gem Theater, Paris, Ontario, orders two sets
of the first and second question booklets, and comments on the "Interesting Problem," August 12th issue, as follows :
This matter would not have attracted my attention, as 1 am
usually pretty busy with things around the theater, but exactly
the same thing happened to me quite recently, I being my own
operator, as I have been for five years past. I agree with you
that no projection machine would or could cause such a break
as this If the film was in good condition, with no patch and the
perforations correct. I find the cause to be in the reel itself,
about halt way through the metal was bent inward on both sides,
so much so that it was almost impossible for the film to release
itself, and the result was a tremendous jerk, which took the
upper loop away, and at the same time tore six or seven sprocket
holes completely out as though they had been cut away with a
knife. The momentum was sufficient to carry the film through
to the intermittent movement before I could get the motor
"Stopped, and there being no sprocket holes to engage the inter-
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mittent—well you know what did happen, and what mi'jht have
happened if a person was not in the habit of keeping his eyes
and mind constantly on the alert. The above remarks may or may
not be of interest.

Over 700 pages and over 300 illustrations help to make a
book that will he a lasting monument to its author** knowledge, ability and diligence. No such work on Projection kas
ever before been attempted, nor likely to be for many years
to come.
Price is $4.00 per copy, postpaid.
Address All Orders and Remittances to Nearest Office
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17 Madison Avenue, New York Haas
Schiller Building,
Chicago, lU.
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Inquiries.
QUESTIOMS Id cinematography addressed to tbis department will receive carbon copy of the department's reply by mail when four
Special replies by mall on matters
cents In stamps are Inclosed.
which cannot be replied to In this department, $1.

Manufacturers' Notice.
It is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or other
goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the excellence
of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

He Enjoys His Job.
J. J. Pasztor, who is the Pittsburgh staff photographer for the SeligTrlbune News Weekly, evidently enjoys the work that he is doing. When
a man takes pleasure in bis work it is plain that he and the job are
good friends and that he has one of the biggest factors for success that
any man can have, and that is enthusiasm. You cannot do your best
work. boys, unless you put your heart into it.
He says in his letter :
I am located here in the Smoky City photographing (staff
correspondent) for the Selig-Tribune Weekly- -My territory
Includes, besides Pittsburgh, all of Ohio. Eastern Indiana.
Northern Kentucky. West Virginia and all of Pennsylvania west
of Philadelphia.
Your department in M. P. W. has been of valuable assistance to
me since its inauguration, and I would not miss an issue, for
It is ever helpful and up-to-date. Kindly accept my thanks for
your splendid article in the September ninth issue. Co-operation
between the studio staff, cameraman, director and scenic artist
should be standardized and will, no doubt, in time to come.
My observation at the various studios in the West recently convinced me that the above is lacking. In the near future I may
take a notion to return to the producing end (studio) of the
profession, providing that I can find a director who will cooperate with the cameraman. Howe\-er, I am not knocking, for
there are. no doubt, cameramen and directors who work in perfect
harmony.
The Selig-Tribune is one of the best concerns to my estimation
that exists today. Co-operation is the by-word, and I might
add that Editor L. C. (Jack) Wheeler is a Prince to work for.
The latter part of this month I will drive into New York from
here and renew acquaintances with my numerous friends in
the various studios and laboratories^
I have a li*l'i car. and a No. 1 Camera and outfit and otherwise contented. I do not envy the studio man as far as salary
Is concerned — the firm will vouch for that.
I have lost track
of the Cinema Camera Club in the past year of working in the
West ; so I will greatly appreciate information as to whom I
shall apply for membership.
The Cinema Camera Club is an organization of professional comera
men with rooms at Suite lOOC. Times Building. Times Square, New York.
It Is affiliated with the Static Club of Los Angeles, a similar organization in California.
The membership rolls of the two clubs contain the
names
of the majority
of the best motion
picture photographers
In
America.
The aim of the club is to promote the science of cinematography and
maintain a high standard of the profession.
Membership is interchangeable between the two clubs, depending
upon the location of the member. Applications are carefully considered
by the membership committees and only applicants who come up to a
certain standard are recommended by them for admission to membership.
Application blanks may be obtained from the Secretary by writing
to either of the addresses given abovr?.

GREGORY,

F. R. P. S.

They send me
They send
They send me
I've got to

to Jericho.
me to Helsingfors,
to Mexico ;
record the wars.

They send me out to sea,
Where the billows are beating past;
I must send a film back home
Of sailors lashed to the mast.
I'm sent to the dizziest heights.
I hang by my eyebrows there;
The task of my days and nights
Is to go where no others dare.
My life, pray, and what is that?
A pawn in the movie game,
I risk it ten times a day.
And no one e'er hears my name.

The Camera Man.
With apologies to
nobody.
Not long ago I read a wail
Of a camera-man who was bound to fail.
He'd lost all faith in man and art
And was drifting along with a bitter heart.
The real, the regular camera guy.
Is a boy who kyiows and ne'er says die.
He watches and waits for his turn to come,
And when it does he makes things hum.
Did you ever sit for a photograph
And get a phiz that was to laugh.
Or a face so vile you were filled with rage.
Or a death's head wrinkled with pain and age?
Did you ever go with that self-same face
To an artist real — to a regular place.
And see the beauty and grace and poise
Tbat he hands you there, — sans bull and noise
Did you ever go to a picture show
And see a sketch that was rotten slow,
With direction bad and actors bum
And yet the picture got by somef
The photography, man. has done the trick.
The camera-man was no darn hick.
— They rend the earth for horror and death.
To make the audience hold its breath.
A million is spent for gilt and glue.
When there's work of art in a baby's shoe.
In the storm's wild rage, or a child at play.
In the smiles and tears of everyday.
■When photography's bad, no thing is right.
The "star" can't shine, tho' ne'er so bright.
Thru the fogs and mists and portraits dank,
(A fool there was, with the camera crank).
What Is the art of the greatest star.
When the camera-man can make or mar.
Directors, actors, props may go.
The camera-man is the whole dam show.

A Poet as Well as a Cameraman.

J. K. HolbroDk.

J. K. Holbrook, chief photographer for Wharton. Inc.. Ithaca, N. Y.,
sends
an anonymous
poem toentitled
"The Wall of the Cameraman," and
an
answer
which he wrote
it.
They are both clever and worth printing, although Mr. Holbrook
seems to think that "The Wall" does not uphold the dignity of the
profession as it should.

"The Wail of the Cameraman."

Turn, turn, turn.
This old film reel. Oh. Gee '.
If I only dared to utter
The thoughts that arise In me.
"Copyright,

I'JVi. by the Chalmers

Publishing

Mr. Elxhibitor: — You will get more helpful information by carefully reading one trade paper
weekly than by skimming over three or four.
The MOVING PICTURE WORLD is the one
paper you need.

Co.
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Musical

Setting for "The

Wheel

of the

Released by the Greater Vitagraph.

Musical Suggestions by S. M.

44%

D

(Church wedding scene)
apart."
"Our critic always praised — "
Happiness.
"The Doctor says I'm all in."
"A
The

perfect
trial.

chain."

When

Ryan
ment.

enters

apart-

and 6. M. BERG
Forest Whispers — Losey.
(Morceau characteristic)

49% T

Berg.

50'^

Repeat:
THEME.
Sweet Memories — Puerner.
(Andantino quasi allegretto)
Andante Dramatic No.

"I loved
An
article herfor (my
the wife)."
papers.

E. SINN
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Law."

THIS "Musical Suggestion Cue Sheet" is not designed to solve every
possible musical requirement of the film, but is intended as a
partial solution of the problem — what to play for the picture.
It has proven to be of great assistance to the leader, not only by relieving to a degree the tedium of rehearsals, but by assisting materially
in overcoming those conditions encountered when the film is not available
until the hour of performance.
Musical Suggestion Cue Sheets can be obtained (free of charge) by
managers from their local exchange in advance of the date of release.
This will afford to the progressive leader an opportunity to acquaint
himself with the general character of the film drama he is to portray
with his orchestra.
Together with the suggested music at the title or descriptive cues where
It Is to be played, the tempo or characteristic is given so that the leader
can select or substitute any or all of the numbers from his own library,
thereby avoiding any financial outlay though still carrying out the
interpretation.
The timing of the picture Is based on a speed of 15 minutes to a thousand feet. The time indications will help the leader to anticipate the
various cues which may consist of the printed sub-title (marked T) or
a described action (marked D). For instance: lu T "The great 4th
act" is a sub-title and is printed reading matter on the screen. But
17'/^ D "When curtain falls" is a description of action.
John Norton, an attorney, is betrothed to Mona Mainard, an actress.
She retires from the stage and marries John, who becomes a district
attorney. Her brother. Tommy, a released prisoner, obtains a position
in a hotel and is accused of murder. John has convincing circumstantial
evidence, but Mona pleads with him and confesses tnat Tommy is her
brother. She then demonstrates, by a trick, that she could convict
her own husband of murder. The murderer commits suicide, leaving a
confession. The picture closes with John admitting that circum.stantlal
evidence may be wrong.
Note: When this picture was viewed, it consitsed of 5 reels. 5,548
feet, and had a projection speed of 83 minutes.
The character of this picture is intensely dramatic. There Is a theatrical performance of La Tosca, the drama, not the opera. Note particularly dancing scenes in restaurant
with Specialty dance.
The THEME selected is "My Soul"— Carrie Jacobs-Bond.
"
Further
inquiries concerning
any phase of this work should be addressed to Mr. S. M. Berg. Columbia Theatre Building.
New York City.
Time
Sub-titles or Descriptive
Cues
"
'
"
Music.
0
D Opening.
My Soul— Carrie Jacobs-Bond.
(Moderaio con espressione)
(THEMEJ
1^^ T John Norton.
2^ T Howard Daniels.
Stolen Moments — Friedman.
(Molto moderato)
4% T "There is a vacancy — "
6
T Dear Sis:
By the time—
Valsj
(Lento)Divine — Rosey.
(Letter)
91^ T James McLane.
Dramatic Tension No. 9 —
11% D When
theatre curtain rises.
Andino
Pizzicato-Bluette — Lack.
13'4 D When audience applaud.
(Andantino grazioso)
14%
15
"Wait a minute, Kid."
The great 4th act.
Andante
Pathetique No.
Borch
D When curtain falls.
Longing
—
Florida.
17 JA
(Andantino
grazioso)
21
Allegro Agitato No. 8 — Andino.
"Give me a little money."
When
Tommy
hears
knock
at door.
After the performance.
Popular
Two-Step.
10—
(Restaurant
scene)
Specialty
Dance.
Popular Allegro 2/4
At end of Dance.
251^
Valse Moderne — Rosey.
27
28%
"It was the Reid case."
Organ Solo.
"Love to a man
is a thing
S0% T
31% T
34
T
37%
39
41%
42%

WORLD

15—
Herbert

Basket of Roses — Albers.
(Allegretto)

T

"You

don't
mean
"I wrote it."

Garden
of Love
— Ascher-Mahl.
(Moderato
caprice)

"Old

53

56^ T

When
Ryan
keyhole.
Estranged.

58^ T
59% T

"After
a month of Idleness."
mark."
— " I found—"
"A littlemelater

m62Vi TT

"Norton,
The
battle.convict

68

Fighting him with his own—

T

Is

tell

52% T
D

Ryan

to
some

looks

easy
through

that boy."

7014 D

When arrives.
John's

71%
74%
7R%
78
80

"Send
two
of
your
best
When detectives arrive.
ed
"You have murder
her."
When Ryan's body is found.
When message.
John
gets telephone

T
D
T
D
D

stenographer

Allegro Agitato No. 1— Kicfcrt.
Tho Siren — Bendix.
(Allegretto
moderato)
Heloise — Langey.
(Andantino
intermezzo)
Tho(Andante
HarmonyRomance)
of Love — Brooks
Misterioso
Dramatico No. 22 —
Borch
Hurry No. 26— Mlnot.
Hurry No.

2^Simon.

Dramatic Andante No. 32 Berge
—

Repeat;
THEME.
"
men — you
80% T The
"My End.
wife,
taught me — "
83
For special
prices
of the above
Musical
Suggestions,
advertisement.

see

Berg's

An Opinion on Musical Scores.
By S. M. Berg.
In a very animated conversation with one of the most representative
men In the motion picture industry, considerable discussion was
aroused as to the merits of scores. It has always been my sincere
belief and such I have advocated in these columns, that a musical
score for a picture is not only ideal, but practical as the logical
solution of music for the film. I am going to tell my readers In
the following few words what arguments were advanced to me in this
discussion. I cannot divulge the name of the man or company ha
represents, but I believe by my description, many will recognize him.
The policy of the company is to release a feature picture every
week. They control their owq exchanges, have many stars, and are
recognized leaders in the film industry. The representative I refer
to, is their business manager, an educated, broad-minded man, who
has been connected with the film industry for a number of years.
When he expresses an opinion, it is based upon personal experience.
He is also possessed of a thorough knowledge of music. On behalf of
this company, he has lately taken a trip, visiting every exchange and
most of their exhibitors, and it was upon his return to New York
when I buttonholed him on the prospect of musical scores for their
pictures, he told me it is true that their films have many first releases
and are played in most of the leading theaters throughout the country,
but in a talk with these people on music, which was one of the points
he took up. be finds there were many leaders who liked scores, but
there were a large number of musicians who objected to them, because it gives no opportunity for expression in music of the individual
taste of either the orchestra leader, manager of theater or the requirements of what is considered the particular taste in music of the
patrons
of the theater.
Furthermore. I was asked what did I consider the backbone of their
business. I failed to answer, and was informed the small theater
throughout the country. What use were scores to these people? The
majority of the exhibitors have pianos, a small minority have organs,
and the exception two or three musicians. Firstly, who would pay
for the use of scores with conditions of business today and such keen
competition that proprietor and manager were bitterly complaining
of their expenses? Secondly, apart from this expense, what percentage
of players of this class could read such a score at first sight?
His opinion of the musical situation was summed up in the following
few words. A Musical Cue Sheet, because it gives the player
the
character of the picture, and the characteristics of the needed music.
an opportunity to substitute from his own library, to use my own
thereby avoiding unnecessary expense, is a practical service words,
but a
musical score is an idealistic service, and in his opinion, his company
had not yet reached the ideal stage.
I have endeavored to state clearly and truthfully the gist of this
interview, and in conclusion I await to hear what others may have to
say on the question of having or not having scores.
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Richardson in^Washington
The Projection Editor Looks Over the National
Capital from the Operators
Point of View
AKRIX'IXG in Washington my lirst stop was at the
Metro Exchange, 'Jth and D streets, Northwest. L. M.
Day, manager, ahly seconded by A. Dresner, assistant,
liad taken the lead in making the arrangements for tlie lecture in Washington, and I found that everything concerning
the same was running smoothly, witli prospects of a full
attendance of operators, managers and exchange men.
The Metro reports its business as "going up" since the
first of the month. Both Mr. Day and Mr. Dresner feel
encouraged at the prospects and attribute the prosperity of
the office to the Metro program and the method of handling
business. Howxver, it is very generally conceded that the
Metro program is some program, and judging by the activity displayed in the various departments of the Washington
ofHce, they certainly are getting their full share of the business. Most emphatically, the Metro gave evidence of its
progressiveness when it took the lead in staging a lecture
designed entirely to benefit the industry and to improve the
results on the screens of the city of Washington and surrounding territory.
You don't find any back numbers doing things of that
kind. It must, in justice, be said that the Paramount did
its full duty, and other exchanges contributed liberally. I
mention the Metro and Paramount particularly, however,
because they are the ones to whom we must give credit for
the fact that the lecture was staged at all. In fact, it was
the Metro started things going and did most of the actual
work. But we must remember that exchange men, as a rule,
have plenty of troubles of their own, and some of them
doubtless did not realize the importance of the lecture to the
industry locally; also several of the managers were compelled to consult with their home offices before doing anything, andtodidn't
would like
have get
done."returns" in time to do what they
The system adopted in the handling of films in the Metro
office is good. Real, sure enough operators are employed as
inspectors, and I think we will all agree that high class
operators will, in the very nature of things, make better
inspectors than girls, because they more fully realize and
know the requirements of the operating room. They know,
for instance, what is likely to take place by reason of failure
to repair various defects in the film, because they have had
it happen to themselves. These inspectors are required to
keep a record of the condition of the films in such a way
that the office is able to check up and tell precisely what
damage each theater has caused to any one particular reel.
Mr. Dresner, who has charge of the booking and of the
inspection department, is a member of Local Union No. y?,
I. A. T. S. E., of Philadelphia, and carries a traveling card.
Brother Dresner was made an honorary member of the
Indianapolis, Ind., Local 194, and was presented with a
sterling silver membership card. Now, Friend Dresner is
quite some fellow, either way vou want to take it, because
he measures something less than five feet around the waist.
I did not interview his tailor, but suspect forty-eight would
be about a good fit. But he is big mentally as well; also he
is good natured and bears the reputation of being a hustler.
Taken altogether the Washington Metro Exchange is in
the live-wire class, and its working force is, collectively and
individually, the right sort and — there you are.
My next stop in Politician's Paradise was at the Paramount Exchange on 1.3th street, N. W., where it was a
genuine pleasure to meet G. M. Mann, manager, a progressive
business man, who conducts his exchange along strictly upto-date business lines. Mr. Mann has brought into the film
exchange business of Washington some innovations which
have tended to place it on a decidedly higher level. These
innovations have had their effect on other exchanges, and if
followed faithfully I have no doubt that the situation as regards film rental would and will he very greatly improved.
In course of conversation Mr. Mann gave me some rather
startling figures with regard to his early experiences in
Washington, which same formed the basic reason for improved methods he has brought into use. For one thing
during the past six months in 1916. figuring on a basis of
$90 for a five-reel reprint, Mr. Mann's replacements totaled
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the absolutely absurd sum of $3,203.10. Divide $3,203.10 by
ninety; nmltiply that by five and you will have the number
of reels this represents. In other words, due to out-of-date
projection machines, projection machinery in bad order,
worn intermittent sprockets and other machine parts, plus
too much tension, this number of reels was put out of commission insix months. Rather absurd, don't you think? Also
decidedly outrageous. Other exchanges report practically
the same condition.
When I wrote the Washington Operators' Union, offering
to deliver a lecture in that city, the reply, while courteous,
said they did not feel able to take the matter up. I then
corresponded with some exhibitors, and was informed that
the exhibitors of Washington were apathetic; that nothing
short of a stick of dynamite would pry them loose from their
attitude of indifference sufficiently to get them to attend a
meeting of that or any other kind.
Well, your Uncle Hiram is not one of those who are easily
sat down upon, so he took the matter up with the exchanges,
and there met hearty response. The Metro took the lead
in the matter, ably seconded by the Paramount. A meetmg was arranged at the Strand theater, to be followed by a
lunch. Now without intending either to criticise or roast
the Operators' Union, I would like to make this point: With
all due respect to the brothers of that organization, it seems
to me that they could have very well afforded to take the
slight necessary extra trouble, and even go to a little extra
expense to secure a lecture on projection which, as was
proved to them by letters published in the department, has
very greatly benefitted other unions, and therefore presumably would benefit them, as well as tend to make conditions in their onerating rooms better through the education of the exhibitor himself. More than that, the Washington, and for that matter, all operators, should come to
.in understanding of the fact that the methods used five years
ago are not at all applicable to the conditions of today, because five years ago three or four thousand dollars was considerable money to put into a photoplay, today operators are
handling photoplays that cost all the way from ten to one
hundred thousand dollars, therefore it follows that their
methods must be improved if they are to keep up with the
improvements along other lines. That the Washington men
need the lecture is amply proved by the tremendous amount
of film damage shown by the books of the exchanges, though
much of it is chargeable to old-type, worn-out projectors.
Now, a word as regards Mr. Washington Exhibitor, who is
so lukewarm that he does not even maintain an exhibitors'
league. Do you think, Mr. Exhibitor, that you are doing
justice to the moving picture industry; do you think you are
doing justice to the producer; do you think you are doing
justice to the film exchanges; do you think you are doing
justice to the public which supports you and your theater,
when you allow conditions in your operating rooms which
produce a termendous and absolutely unnecessary amount
of damage, as shown by the figures quoted? Well, my dear
sir, if you do. I don't, and what's more, nobody else thinks
so. It is high time you woke up and came to some sort of
realization of the height, depth and breadth of the industry
with which you are connected. It is high time you awoke to
a realization of the fact that the crude methods of years ago
absolutely won't do today. It is high time that you awoke
to the fact that these methods have been thrown out and discarded in cities where photoplays are shown for from ten
cents to two dollars per seat. Yes, $2, I said, and they are
petting the money, too; though, of course, that is only with
the very best features.
And, now here is something for you to rubber at, Mr. Exhibitor, and rubber good and hard. You know that the Projection Department of this distinguished publication has, for
several years, been trying to tell you that prices can be raised
w-ithout any falling off in income. Here is an example in a
Washington theater which was losing money at ten cents
admission. The average income for the last four days of
this theater was on the ten-cent rate. $63.60; the average for
the next twelve days fadmission raised to 15 cerfts) was
$105.78 and beyond raising the price absolutely no change of
any kind whatsoever was made in the service, or in the
method of its presentation. Now, I would like to have you.
Brother Exhibitor, give me any good reason why this same
thing would not applv to your house as well as to this one,
because to the best of my knowledge and belief there are no
peculiar circumstances surroimding this case, though, of
course, the projection was and is good.
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The Inspection Department of the Paramount Exchange is
verj- well systematized and, according to my observation,
well conducted. The girls are instructed, for one thing, to
put a new leader on every reel where the leader is broken.
No patching of leader is allowed. A record blank lies before
the girl as she inspects the film and she is obliged to make
a record of its condition, particularly with regard to "sprocketing" and punch holes, the latter being something which the
Paramount Exchange does not tolerate.
In the beginning I spoke of Mr. Mann having inaugurated
a system which is doing much to reduce the abuses practiced on film by theaters. Principally what he has done is
to inaugurate a system of charging for all damage done to
film, plus a careful inspection and recording of the condition of the film at the time of its inspection. I am told there
is considerable feeling in theaters in regard to this proposition, but I want to say right now that it is a system with
which the writer is thoroughly and absolutely in accord. If
exhibitors insist on compelling their operators to run with
projectors for which they will not supply necessary repairs;
if the operator is so dense, or is so careless and slovenly in
his work that he will not himself get the repairs which are
7iecessary to keep his machine in first class condition when
the manager allows him carte blanche, and by reason of
these things damage is done to the film. I am absolutely
in favor of the theater being compelled to pay for that damage. If all exchanges adopted this policy and enforced it,
the tremendous amount of absolutely unnecessary damage to
film would be very quickly reduced to a negligible quantity.
In conclusion I compliment Friend Mann and his right
hand "man' on the excellence of the methods employed.
And, by the way. that right hand man is quite some considerable— well, you just ought to view "him" — some view,
my boy, some view.
At 11 p. m., what was. everj-thing considered, a surprisingly large number of exhibitors, exchange men and operators
gathered in the Strand, where we preached the gospel of
better projection. The lunch was to be served in a cafe,
which meant that it must be consumed by 1 a. m. I talked
from 11 to 12.30, and so interested did the audience become
that it was proposed the lecture be resumed after the lunch
had been absorbed. This was done and the editor talked
until he was obliged to stop from sheer mental and physical
exhaustion.
Brother Spellbring. president of the Washington Operators'
Union, came verj- nearly riding to Pittsburgh with us. but
finally concluded that Nancy Hanks looked too skittish,
which was as well for next morning we rode in a downpour
of rain.
.At Frederick. Md., we viewed the tablet-marked spot where
Barbara Frietchie waved the flag at the "rebel host" and
<iared 'em to take a shot at her old, gray head — very interesting. The ride to Chambersburg, where I spent the night,
■was, barring the rain, a very beautiful one. .At Chambersburg there are two shows. I dropped in at the "Star." The
manager, judging by the travel ghost, faint, uneven illumination and perfectly awful screen results in general, certainly
needed advice, which I would gladly have given him. But
lie said something about a "new operator." threw the card
down and seemed to be not at all interested in my humble
self, so I gracefully retired, sought my couch and slept the
sleep of the weary. As a parting shot, however, a "new
operator" did not account of the things I saw on the screen
cf the Star — no matter how incompetent he miffht be.

Political Power of the Screen
The Screen Admitted by Political Candidates to Exceed the
Power of the Press in Determining Issues.

report given below of the Political .Action ComTHE
mittee of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
-America, Illinois branch, has been received. On the
committee are Joseph Hopp. chairman: L. H. Frank, secretary; M. .A. Choynski. George Laing. William J. Sweeney
The report bore the date of Sept. 11.
and Adolph Powell.
For the past three weeks we have had. on an average, ten to fifteen
aspirants for ofBce and those who are now in office seeking nomination
for re-election, before us asking us for our League endorsement. This
was due to a letter sent to the various exhibitors in Illionis asking
them to refrain from showing slides or films of aspirants for office
without the endorsement of our League.
It is remarkable what effect it has had and what a power the screen
has proven itself to be. in so far as the political office seekers are
concerned. They show no hesitancy in letting us know that we are far
superior to the press in getting them before the public.
Each and every one that received the endorsement of our organization has had to come out and convince us that they would oppose
censorship in every form, and those who could not vote on propositions
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of that kind even if elected to office, have promised their moral support to help us combat any laws of censorship and all other laws that
might be inimical to the interests of the motion picture industry.
We feel that we have gained a great recognition and intend to use It
judiciously and at all times for the good of the League. All other
states of our organization should do likewise, and we are sure that in
a short time the motion picture industry will be as safely protected as
any other industry.
In the course of the last three weeks we have probably had three
hundred candidates appear before us for the present primaries, asking
our League endorsement — from candidates for Governor to the lowest
office of the state ; also men who are now in Congress as well as those
that are now representing the state in other offices. After three weeks
of hard work the Political Action Committee has adjourned for a week.

JEAN GAUDIO WAS SUBMARINE CAMERAMAN.
In reciting the story of the making of the Universal
feature "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea," published on page 1953 of the issue of September 26, it was
stated that the daring cameraman who did the photographic
work was one Brulatier. It transpires that there is no such
person as "Brulatier" and that the cameraman who actually

.^-^H :.^PL8 -jJ=;fe.

How

the Universal Submarine

Picture Was

Taken.

took his life in his hands to get this remarkable series of
photographs was Jean Gaudio, who has been on the technical
staffof the Universal for the past seven years and more.
Most of the underwater scenes in this picture were taken
at a depth of from forty-five to fifty feet, Mr. Gaudio says,
though some were taken at a depth of eighty-five feet. A
good idea of the apparatus used by Mr. Gaudio in taking
the under water scenes is given in the accompanying engraving.
SHOW PICTURES AT SING SING.
Before an appreciative audience of 1.200 convicts, Julius
Steger and Joseph Golden, of the Triumph Film Corporation,
presented "The Prima Donna's Husband" in the chapel of
Sing Sing Prison on the night of Sunday last. The production was made by Mr. Steger and Mr. Golden for the Dispatch Film Companj'. The inmates of the penal institution
were generous with their applause of the picture, which narrates on the screen the story of a musical director who has
been sent to jail for more or less justifiably killing the man
who
was than
making
on his
wife's affections.
More
fortyinroads
film folks
journeyed
to Ossining to see
the picture, among them being Julius Steger. Joseph Golden,
Walter Scheuer, of the Dispatch Film Co.; Gilbert P. Hamilton, the producer; A. Alberstein, of the Triumph; Harry
Warner and Leon J. Rubinstein. Also in the party was Jane
Herbert, the opera singer.
"KING LEAR" A DECEMBER RELEASE.
Edwin Thanhouser announces that the Frederick Warde
production of "King Lear" is nearlj' ready and that it will
be released through the Pathe exchanges, probably early in
December.
Rumors
"King Lear"
is not Mr.
to be
released through
Pathe
have that
no foundation
whatever.
Thanhouser
asserts.
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"Back to theiSoiled
How One Chicago Patron Regards the Unclean
Films with Which We Are Afflicted,
Finding the New Heroines Less
Pleasing Than the Old
ANTICIPATIXG the most recent outbreak oi white
slave pictures, a correspondent to Mae Tinee's clever
page in the Chicago Tribune is moved to comment on
the increase in salacious tilms of a general nature. His
comment is not only forceful but entertaining and worth
while reading, so it is reproduced in full. He writes:
Dear Miss Tinee: Supplementing washday and Saturday night
we llave a new back to the soiled movement. It is where you'd
expect to Hnd movements — in the movies. You may know It by
its "No Children Allowed" and the lithographic vivandieres
luring lusciously all over the lobbies. The high priestesses of
this epidemic of epidermis and carnival of cuticle are the paullnefredericks, the clarakimballyoungs. the thedabaras, and more.
It doesn't take a strong barker to hark back to the white slave
plays, where the sweet young thing is ru-yuned in Act I.,
sold into vile slavery in Act. 11., seen sitting around in a red
kimono, drinking creme yvettes, oyster cocktails, and cold tea
out of champagne Watties in Act III., and nobly rescued in Act
IV. — or v., as the case may be — by some patriotic organization.
"When the clatter of carrion was carted out into the alley we
thought it was good night, good luck, and a fast track to it.
But. no. No. no. She has come back to us in the movies.
But, Silas, how she has changed ! No longer she is the sweet
young thing that was ru-yuned in Act. I. She has evidently
been ru-yuned away back in the prologue or the lirst rehearsal.
Why, to paraphrase Lackaye, are so many of the movies
made to he obscene hut not heard? Why do they reek of rot?
Why is the movie rapidly becoming one of the six best smellers?
I ask you from my heart out ; I am curious to know. I am
curious to know.
J. P. McE.

This does not apply to the vice picture. It does apply to
the style of story far too prevalent, that does not even make
an effort to pose as a moral lesson. In many instances exhibitors make matters worse by refusing admittance to
children under sixteen; not that they fear for their morals,
but to heighten the suggestion that the picture is unfit to
be seen by children. Still worse, they run "midnight
matinees," shows for men or women only, and otherwise
seek to place their theaters on a plane with the fake museums
of anatomy and similar appeals to the morbidly curious.
Hall the time the pictures are more tiresome than exciting,
but the harm is done the business by the impression left
upon
the minds
of those who
do not attend.
The prurient minded persons who crowd the theater for a
time do not care. They are presently cured of their desire
either by the inability of the exhibitor to offer more startling sensations or the inherent tiresomeness of stories that
offer phornacity as a substitute for plot. These persons do
not matter to any great degree. They do not belong to the
wholesome-minded element who normally constitute the
major portions of the regular attendants. Their occasional
dimes — and their presence — may be dispensed with at no
great loss. Their infrequent dime is not to be mentioned
against the regular dollars of tlie lover of good pictures. The
trouble is that these one-time regular patrons are weakened
in their loyalty and weaned from their adherence to their
favorites not through what is shown but what they supposed is being shown.
They have already begun to feel that the pictures are
not as entertaining as they were, the plots are the same
old plots now padded to an abnormal length. They know
that the pictures do not interest them as they did, though
they may not be conscious of the reason. They are about
ready to quit, anyway. The salacious or the supposedly
salacious serves to confirm them in their resolve.
They are losing interest. The intrusion of the indecent
merely precipitates this action. The vice pictures now current will do incalculable injury to the business, but at least
the fair minded will recognize them as an abnormality, an
excrescence on the business. The more permanent danger
lies in the story regularly released that depends upon the
erotic for its appeal.
And the whole thing resolves itself into this: The objectionable stuff is made to save money. That is what it really
amounts to in the long run. The most difficult story they
write, the story more difficult to procure, is the clean and
interesting storv-. Any novice writer can take an erotic plot
and get something that will attract attention for the moment. Any man with a typewriter, ambition of a sort and a

By Epes Winthrop Sargent
lew ,-lu'cts oi paper, can turn out an erotic story. Any director can write a story of a man who almost marries his
own natural child, or of the two children whose marriage is
prevented and whose lives are wrecked by the revelation of
their parent's earlier laxities.
.■\ny person who is not actually feeble minded can turn
out erotic rot with very little practice, but the clean story
that is also interesting can be done only by the trained
writer; the man of long experience. And he must be paid
decent money. He will not work for the sums that makers
of motion pictures are really willing to pay and he will
not have dealings with men of the Turnbull type who seek
to instruct those who are their masters in the subject.
Ninety per cent, of the men who can write decent photoplay stories have been driven out of the business by underpayment or the present type of editorial boors. They will not
take the two or three hundred dollar checks and they will
not suffer the lordly patronage of the incompetents who
now occupy most editorial chairs, many of whom hold their
positions through pull and favor rather than merit.
Precisely the same thing holds good in literature. Go to
the news stand and get a copy of some magazine like the
Poptilar. Then buy a copy of the new crop magazines with
the frankly suggestive titles. Compare the stories. Do it
again next month and the next. The average grown person
cannot read three consecutive issues of the raw stories.
The stuff is too deadly alike. The law prescribes certain
limits which may not be overstepped. The authors all go the
limit to the extent of their daring, and they all get the same
results. Now go to the advertising agent — your own
agent — and ask which magazine has the greater circulation. .And if you can, find out the prices paid by the twomagazines.
The Popular is not excessively generous, save to a few favored authors, but it pays decent rates and gives decent
treatment, and the average price for a story is three to
four times as great as the price paid for the suggestive.
Some years ago when there was but one magazine of the
yellow type the prices ranged from three to fifteen dollars
for three thousand words or less. Now that there are more
these prices have appreciated, but they are still small because
the circulation is relatively small. The Popular pays more
and gets stuff that holds readers. The steady readers of the
sinutty stories type are mostly floaters save for a small'
clientele of typewriters and shop girls and their male (if not
masculine) equivalents. Go higher up the scale. The Saturday Evening Post pays better and gets much better stories.
.•\nd they have a circulation list that is the despair of the men
who handle it, it is so bulky.
Some exhibitors have to take the unwholesome simply
because there is nothing else — and there will be nothing else
until real writers are coaxed back not alone by better payments but by decent treatment from people whose judgment
they can respect. The greatest drawback, the greatest
waster, the most deadly menace to the picture business today
is not the star system or overproduction^ but the incom.petent
editor who turns out "strong" stories because they are cheap.
Get the better stories and midnight matinees will not be
needed to coax a few extra dollars.
FRANKLYN

FARNUM

JOINS

UNIVERSAL.

.A. special feature entitled "The Heart of a Show Girl,"
serves to introduce to the patrons of Universal pictures a
new leading man, whose family name is already well known
to all lovers of motion pictures. This is Franklyn Farnum,
the younger brother of Dustin and William, who makes his
bow on the screen under the banner of the Universal Film
Company. It will readily be seen tliat he has his full share
of the family talent and magnetism, and he is certain to
become a great favorite.
PREPARING

FOR

MOTION

PICTURE

BALL.

The Xew York Local Exhibitors' organization announces
that plans are already under way for a monster motion picture
ball to be held at Madison Square Garden on Thanksgiving
Eve. A special committee of arrangements has been appointed
consisting of I. N. Hartsall, William Hilkemeier and Louis
Blumenthal. Thomas Howard has been appointed chairman
of the publicitj' committee and Otto Lederer will have charge
of the badges.
Special attractions are promised.
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Billy the Exhibitor m m
He Believes in Turning the Local Editor Loose
on the Censors and Running a Clean Show
j^r-pA HAT was some slam that the 'Bugle' handed to the
I
censors in the last issue," I remarked to Billy as
-*- he finished putting the show to bed. "Ves." agreed
Billy cheerfully. "The editor massaged 'em with brine after
having first carefully removed their hides, and I hope that
the treatment will soak in."
"What started it?" I asked.
Billy grinned. "I did," he confessed. "I showed the editorial one just what censorship meant to everybody connected with the picture business, including himself as a recipient of the advertising thereof and a great light was
turned on in his immediate vicinity.
"I believe that the picture exhibitors of this country are
overlooking a mighty good bet when they fail to utilize the
efforts of the local press on their side of the picture fight
against censorship. Do you remember the dear old days
when any editor could step into the private office of the
passenger agent and come away with enough transportation
to carry the entire family twice around the United States?
"And did you ever see any spasms being thrown about
interlocking directorates, bad accommodations or overworked employees in those balmy days? The railroads were
the editor' friends in those times and it's mighty hard to
convince a fellow that his friend can do anything really bad
— that's what friendship is for. isn't it?
"The misguided individual who looked for newspaper support for legislation adverse to the railroads could get it,
by the simple process of first buying a newspaper. But the
passes came to an end and it now costs the editor more to
travel than to stay at home, and what has happened to the
railroads since they stopped being friendly to the editors
would make an earthquake damage list look like the expense
account of a man travelling for his own concern.
'"Today the picture exhibitor has on his side the same

E. K. Lincoln
ED. K. LINCOLN, who is new starring in the "Jimmie
Dale, alias The Grey Seal" Series, is the owner of one
of the best equipped studios in the country, located at
Grantwood, N. J., where his Lincoln Players Company produces several big features. It was his intention during the
next six months to produce a series of features in this studio,
but on reading "Jimmie
Dale" he became so ' , . .
enamored of the character of "Jimmie" that
he laid aside all plans
for his own producirig
company to appear in
the "Grey Seal" Series.
His studio is now occupied by the William
Fox Company and several of the forthcoming
Fox thrillers will be
made there.
Incidentally, Mr. Lincoln has been spending
the summer at his home
in Blandford. Mass..
where he has a beautiful estate, and where he
spends a good deal of
his time raising muts —
or dogs — as some people call them. However, it seems that Mr,
Lincoln does raise
some mighty fine animals, for he cleaned up
Ed. K. Lincoln.
at the Newport Dog
Show, and all his dogs
now run around the grounds decorated with medals and
ribbons.

Recently he bought two English toy spaniels— one called
and the other Champion
Wonder
Breakwater
Champion
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By E. T. Keyset
friendly relations with the publisher that the railroad once
did. He is a much better patron of the advertising columns
than the legitimate showman ever was, better in many cases
than the local merchants. The editor and his family, which
includes any one who may come along in the editorial wake,
are welcome guests, on and of the house.
"The censor is the ogre who is going to put such a crimp
in the business that the exhibitor's advertising copy will
dwindle and the show be about one-tenth as interesting to
the editors, country cousins and aunts, and all that the exhibitor has to do is to show the editor tliat a crimp in the
picture industry will also be a crimp in the editorial income
and pleasures, and then sit back and watch the editor get
busy with the family history of the censorship advocates.
"It's no use to tell the editor that, after the censorship
has tied up the exhibitor with a beautiful and expensive
hank of red tape that he. the editor, will be the next victim,
because the editor knows that it isn't so and that he can
take such good care of himself in such a contingency that
the poltician trying such a stunt would save time by making arrangements for his own political funeral in advance.
"Vou can't scare the editor worth a cent for his own hide,
but you can induce him to put up a most lovely scrap on
behalf of the pictures if you only approach him on a reasonable and friendly basis.
"By the way, how did you like the show to-night?" "It
was good." I conceded, "and the way that the youngsters
watched the travel pictures was a caution."
"There was a reason for that," said Billy. "Whenever I
put a travel picture on I offer complimentaries- to the boy
and girl in each grade of the public school who have the best
geography marks for that week. It pleases the teachers and
fills the remainder of the youngsters with a desire to see the
picture that puts a pressure on the family treasury.
"The prosperity of the moving picture is based upon the
favor of the women and children, and as long as I have the
teachers, mothers and youngsters on my side I feel that
I'm in pretty good shape, and the effort to keep them there
is the greatest incentive to clean pictures that can be offered."
Wharfdale Moonlight at a cost of $2,350. I wonder where
in the world these movies stars get all their money. It is
quite likely that some of the "muts" — beg pardon, dogs — ■
will be seen with their new master, "Jimmie Dale" in the
"Grey Seal" Series.
CAST OF '"WAR BRIDES."
In the cast which will be seen in support of Nazimova
in the Herbert Brenon photodramatic production of "War
Brides," to be released through Lewis J. Selznick in October,
there were two members of the vaudeville company which
appeared with this star in her successful tour. One of these,
Gertrude Berkeley, never has appeared in moving pictures
except under Mr. Brenon's direction, and had decided to retire from stage and screen when Nazimova and Mr. Brenon
induced
her aged
to return
her bigMiss
part Berkeley
in "War appeared
Brides,"
that
of the
motherto ofplay
soldiers.
in the Brenon direction in "The Two Orphans," and "The
Soul of Broadway." In the photodrama her role is second
in gripping intensity only to that portrayed by Nazimova
herself. Nila Mac also was in Nazimova's company, and
will have her previous role. Robert Whitworth, another
member of the cast, has had a distinguished career on the
stage with such stars as Sir Henry Irving and Forbes
Robertson, and recently has been featured by the Vitagraph. William Bailey has been in pictures for nine years,
with Essanay, Fox, Metro and with Universal as a director,
Theodora Warfield was one of the mermaids in Mr. Brenon's
spectacle,
"A Daughter
the Gods."
Richard vacation;
S. Barthelmess
has been
acting in of
pictures
in his college
his
mother coached Nazimova for her .American debut, and he
has known the star all his life. Ned Burton, who will play
the part of the captain, was in vaudeville eighteen years, in
the team of Burton and Brookes, was with Julian Eltinge in
"Cousin Lucy," and last season played Senator Murphy in
"Potash and Perlmutter." Charles Bryand, Nazimova's
husband, is realistically cast as her husband in the photodrama. Charles Hutchinson and several other well-known
players will complete the strong array. Last week the entire
company went to Lake Waramaug, Conn., to make a number of the pastoral scenes which will lend relief to the tremendously dramatic story.
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British Notes
I God help civilization," exclaimed the Secretary for
War (Mr. Lloyd George), after seeing the film, "The
Battle of the Somme." Hardly anyone is better qualified to
criticize a war picture than a truly neutral exhibitor in whichever part of the world he may be. He has already seen
from four or five fronts of action selections of fighting scenes,
some real, some professedly real and some, well, about which
he is not expected to ask questions, in sufficient number and
variety to enable him to view each in proper perspective. A
complaint against the British official war films, issued so far
in periodical sections, has been of their evasiveness. They
have depicted admirably the manoeuvres of the army in every
direction, but one: they have illustrated graphically the cost
of the great struggle both in life and material, but avoided
the process and have interpreted finely the glories of war detached from their context. The fighting scenes have been
of the "moment before" or the "immediately after" character. But Mr. Charles Urban is now on his way to the
states with a five-reel war film that more than compensates
for any previous omissions, indeed, it carries the balance well
to the other side and delineates the "exact moment" with a
reality that is terrifying. American opinion on the picture is
being confeitured feverishly. "How Britain Prepared" was
hailed in the states as a near-war film. "The Battle of the
Somme" commends itself, to coin a supplementary word, as
a fair-war film. It seeks to picture no sweeping victories,
no overwhelmingly debacles, nor no rehearsed spectacles
in its own favor, it is content to remain a simple, logical
sequence of photographed events in the Somme area on and
about July 1. with their cost and sacrifice to its own side. Of
the other the spectator is left mainly to his own conclusions.

*

*

*

The controversy relative to the showing of super-films in
large public halls and legitimate theaters grows. The Exhibitors' .Association has now taken up the discussion and is
practically unanimous in its indictment of the practice as injurious to the interests of the exhibitor. Prospects of a solution appear very remote, for there are many super-films on
the way for exhibition during the winter and in many cases
plans for their exploitation are already arranged in detail.
The renting of these by the manufacturer or exchangeman to
amateur or touring exhibitors has probably mucli to do with
the uneasiness felt in the ranks of the professional exhibitor.
The purchaser of a notable production will often, in order to
get a rapid return on his capital, grant exclusive license for
its first exhibition in London and the provincial cities to a
vaudeville or theatrical booking agent or a party disinterested in the principles governing the professional exhibitor.
A suggested obviation of the problem is for exhibitors in
each city to collaborate in the exhibition of the film either by
exhibiting it for its full season at one of the public halls or
for contracting for a specified number of weeks rental an4
showing the film in turn at their own halls.

*

«

»

Attention is being drawn by the Board of Trade to the
clause in the export regulations which demands the preservation of neutrality of goods shipped abroad. One or two
cases are recorded where London exporting houses have
despatched goods to the United States when, through the
purchaser failing to sign the necessary guarantee that the
goods would not be re-exported to enemy countries, they
have been retained in bond at one of the British Consulates.
To avoid having unsold goods on their hands in foreign countries, with perhaps heavy storage charges to pay, the Board
of Trade suggests that the signing of the guarantee by the
importer should be made a condition of purchase,

*

*

*

The conditions which motion picture theaters in London
should fulfill for the privilege of being able to open on Sundays has now for upwards of three years been a knotty
point to the licensing authority, the London County Council.
It has hitherto been the custom for exhibitors to pay over
a portion of their receipts on Sundays to one or other charitable institution, but the austere L. C. C. now demands that
the exhibitor shall hand over the whole of his net profits
upon each Sunday he opens his hall. He must also sign an
undertaking to allow the L. C. C. to determine what amount
he must pay: employ none of his week-dav stafiF and only be
o'pen for business between six and eleven in the evening.
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These profits are to be paid to approved charitable institutions selected by the Council, which further imposes upon
the exhibitor the extortion: "the amount to be paid by the
licensee (exhibitor) to the approved charity in respect of each
Sunday's entertainment shall not be less than the average
amount received by such charity in the previous year. Prominent in the Councils' list of approved charities is, by the
irony of coincidence, the British Hospital for Mental Disorders.

•

•

*

Upon the assumption that the scattered sons of Erin
throughout the world in general and throughout America in
particular will welcome pictures of life in the old country the
Film Company of Ireland, Ltd., with offices and studios in
Dublin, has come into being to produce solely Irish plays,
featuring Irish players. Mr. James Sullivan is president of
the company and H. M. Fitzgibbon producer. Two subjects
have already been shown to the trade in Dublin, a three-reel
drama, taken in the Dublin mountains, entitled "O'Neill of
the Glen," and a two-reel comedy, "The Miser's Gift." Three
more two-reel comedies are due for release next month, while
adaptations of "Blarney," "The Irish Girl," "Willie Reilly"
and "The Upstart" are under course of production. The
company at present includes Messrs. J. M. Kerrigan, Fred
O'Donovan, J. M. Carve, R. V. Justice and others. The address is34 Dame street, Dublin. J. B. SUTCLIFFE.

Henry Cronjager, Cameraman
HENRY
CRONJ.\GER, chief cameraman of the Arrow
Filrn Corporation, is one of the real veterans of the
motion picture business. For the last twenty years
photography has been his profession. In Cronjager's early
days in New York he worked for noted portrait photographers, which gave him a thorough practical knowledge
in the various branches of his profession.
When the Edison company built its Bronx studio, Frank
L. Dyer, then president of the company, engaged Cronjager
^s Edison's first cameraman. He stayed with that company
five years, working and traveling with its best directors
throughout the United States, Cuba and Canada. After his
Edison engagement Cronjager went to Biograph. where he
photographed the big
Klaw & Erlanger sixreel productions, such
as "Lord Chumley,"
"The Road to Yesterday," etc. Two years
after Cronjager joined
the Biograph staff, he
was engaged by C. J.
Hite. He remained
with Mr. Hite until
W. E. Shallenberger,
president of the Arrow
company,
secured his
services.
While Cronjager was
with the Edison company he established the
unique record of winning the photographer's
first prize
every month
for one solid year,
standing at the head of
the list from January
all the way through to
December.under OscarwhomC.
. Cronjager. Apfel.
Cronjager Henry
did much of his splendid work at Edison, once
said of him: "I consider Cronjager the ablest photographer
in
the motion
G. Plimton
sent
Cronjager
out picture
alone asfield."
far as Frequently
the CanadianH.' Rockies
to make
big scenic pictures for Edison.
In addition to Cronjager's regular work with the camera
he succeeded in inventing and perfecting a camera case
which was designed to reduce, or even to eliminate, static
flashes on the film. So well did this work that Cronjager
succeeded in getting pictures in Northern Canada and Maine
in the winter time when the thermometer was at the bottom
of the bulb, yet none of these pictures was marred by static.
This invention he patented three years ago, and it has been
a source of constant profit to him since.
Cronjager photographed the later episodes of the "Who's
Guilty?" series for Arrow, and is now working on big productions at the Arrow studios under the direction of Howell
Hansel.
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TWO
great philanthropists of tlie present generation
are Andrew Carnegie and John D. Rockefeller. The
first gives you public libraries (which you cannot eat),
and the second establishes a research for the foundation of
a digestion. It would seem, therefore, that both are striving
for the public good, leaving the public to supply the interval.

*

•

*

It also seems that John D. has a lead on Andrew, because
he is not satisfied with having his name carved over entrances; he seems to be bent upon the search and re-search
idea. He wants to get at the bottom of everything — he
wants the whole thing. We used to hear cries of "get the
hook!" but since the Rockefeller institute found the hook
worm we seldom hear the command.

*

*

•

Mr. Andrew Carnegie had a good motive in putting his so
much per cent, on a guarantee of a more per cent, for the
establishment of knowledge; but, a^ we said before, the
averageMr.man
cannot diet
paperwhen
and heprinters'
type.
Rockefeller
goes upon
him aleather,
little more
founds
an institution that can take care of what you get — if you
can get it— an appetite, and its fillings.

«

*

*

Mr, Rockefeller's foundation gets nearer the heart than
that of Mr. Carnegie's. The latter speaks to the brain. The
heart is nearer the stomach. But why stick to the physiological side of the subject which we are about to broach? Let
us to business.

«

*

*

The scientists of today could give the greatest service of
their lives if they could locate and pin down the germ that
is responsible for Dame Rumor. She is, beyond all doubt,
the worst pest that has infected humanity in all ages. She
worms her way into the minds of the rich and low, the intellectual and the ignorant. Slie is alone responsible for many
misunderstandings, misgivings and uncertainties.

*

•

*

Dame Rumor has it that the fall and winter season of
1916 has opened with tlie motion pictures on crutches and
the "legitimate" plays, vaudeville and burlesque shows starting out on a high sea of prosperity. She says the pictures
are balked by an inability to secure professional talent because all such talent desiring work has found a berth. She
says the old-line managers can take more than they can
get, because they have devised plans by which their line of
business is to reclaim its own and the death knell of the
silent drama and comedy is to be sounded. We think the
old-line managers have had Dame Rumor out to supper.

*

*

*

The opening season of what are called the regular theaters
is almost in full sway. Th^y got a good start. The motion
picture houses have only just awai<ened after the dope given
them by the infantile paralysis, hard times and other agencies. The latter appear quite satisfied with the half-cooked
results. They are permitted to admit children over 12 years
of age with a promise that in the near future all children will
be admitted with guardians. Up to the present time, exhibitors say conditions are very satisfactory, and they are
encouraged by the statements of parents that they hope it
will not be long before the ban is completely removed because "we miss the pictures, but cannot come and leave the
children at home."
* *
*
Dame Rumor had it that the pictures were living upon the
nickels and dimes of the children. Father Fact says that
since the seashore has taaken a rest and the fathers and
mothers are sent back to the cities again to seek amusement
within their means, that whatever the children spend is
really for their own accommodation.

*

*

*

The old-line managers are taking great pains to impress
upon the public that their attractions (?) are "not a moving
picture." This was resorted to last season, but it will make
no greater impression than it did when first inaugurated.
Advance agents are also telling managers that the use of
tlie names in connection with, or the actual participation of
well known players in motion pictures amounts to nothing,
because
the players simply
took part in them
to prevent
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staleness during the lay-off season. This is all Dame Rumor stuff, .^ny old-line player who worked in the pictures
during the lay-off season earned his money; and if his work
was not good he did not get paid for it; and if there are
not as capable people in the motion picture business to judge
the work of a player as well as the old-line people, then the
advance man has a safe road.
The motion pictures have the old-line people beaten to a
standstill. The proof of it is dependent solely upon the
regular opening of the season. The safest bet to make is
that with proportionate investment of capital and business
ability there will be between the present date and December 23rd more stranded old-line companies and more
changes of policies in old-line houses than there will be
closed picture houses.

*

»

*

Retrenchment to meet conditions has been pointed to by
the old-liners as an indication of deterioration on the part
of motion pictures, yet the old-liners have started their season with a system of retrenchment never before known in
the theatrical business. The country is studded with tentwenty-and-thirty stock companies and circuits. Players are
taken out under promising conditions at cut rates, and when
away from home are made so uncomfortable that they must
accede to additional cuts, or make room for some cheaper
worker. It cannot be denied that many players have either
returned home, or are on their way there. More than that,
moving picture actors (some of them of n-.inor importance)
are cast as leads in old-line plays, because of the cuts refused
by the professionals of former days. If any doubt the truth
ofthis assertion let them search the records of the booking
offices and the clubs of the players.

*

♦

*

.-\nd the strangest part of the situation is the declarations
that motion pictures have seen their best day and there is
no place but the stage for true art come from the people
who first appeared upon the screen and by some twist of
fate have succeeded in getting a cut-rate contract.

*

*

*

A recent topical song contained lines about biting the (land
that feeds you, and each time we think of the sentiment we
think of how small some people must feel; especially those
who have been kept under roof by the pictures during the
lay-off season and are the first to ridicule moving picture
work when they see a chance to put their signatures to contracts in an old-line manager's office.

*

*

♦

.A.t a gathering in a well-known Broadway hostelry a few
nights ago a party remarked that he noticed Mr. E. H.
Sothern had abandoned moving pictures and decided to return to the stage. "Hear! Hear!" exclaimed a few. "I
thought so," said another. One more conservative than the
others, asked:
"Did hedisclosed
really abandon
cussion that followed
that Mr. them?"
Sothern The
did disnot
"abandon" the moving pictures, but fulfilled his contract as
contemplated and discontinued the work with the highest
regard for the art and those connected with it. It was stated
from information gleaned from his intimate friends that
moving picture work was a pleasing revelation to him in
many respects and his estimation of that work and those connected with it had been elevated by his personal experience.
It was also stated that before concluding with the company
he was quite generous in the distribution of valuable diamond
rings and other tokens of esteem to those with whom he
had been associated; and that, in leaving, his wishes for the
success of the moving picture industry were of a most cordial nature. So Dame Rumor gets another boost to the
contrary.

*

*

*

.\nd so we find the opening of the 1916-17 season the same
as many preceding it. The legitimate arrayed against the
popular. The professional and would-be professionals arrayed against the untiring and successful amusement of the
masses under the garbled cry of stage art. But there is an
old-time saying that the race is not always to the swiftest
and before the season closes it will be found that supremacy
will not be with those who depend upon prices beyond the.
reach of the masses. The past summ.er season has been very
discouraging to both producers and exhibitors, but the coming season is as bright as. if not brighter than, any that has
preceded it. The home-comers have their eyes upon their
popular amusement. The producers appear to be ready for
the feasting eyes. Let the exhibitors be careful in the
spread. It only requires good judgment to put Dame Rumor
on the toboggan.

I
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ANNstar,PENNINGTON,
the appearance
charming, diminutive
"Follies"
makes her second
in the Paramount
Program in "The Rainbow Princess," produced by tlie
Famous liayers. during the week of October y. ii.is, together
with * Wiss Nancy," a Pallas production in which \ ivian
Martin is starred, will be tlie two main features on the Paramount Program. Miss l\-nnington made such an enormous
hit in her hrsl production that exhibitors are looking forward
with a keen interest to the second release, and many special
performances have been arranged throughout the country.
On boll) these features. Paramount tlirough its exchanges,
has prepared enormous publicity and advertising aids. Exhibi'.ors
forward
releases look
of iliis
week. to breaking all former records with the
During the same week the "little features" released by
Paramount will consist of the 35th edition of the "Magazineon-the-Screcn," the Paramount Pictographs, the 36ih of the
series of ' trips-around-lhe-world," conducted by Burton
Holmes, in which lie will take his fellow-travelers through
"Old Ireland," and the Paramount-Bray cartoon, "Col. Heeza
Liar Gets Married," from the pen of J. R. Bray. The week
of October 16 Paramount will issue its second comedy,
■'Bridget's
Corporation.Blunder/' produced by the United States Pictures
The 35th edition of the Paramount Pictographs, which was
the first screen magazine to make its appearance on the
horizon of llie motion picture industry, is tilled with novelty
and lots of punch. The four leading subjects tell how
wild oysters are captured, how swampy ponds are turned
into places beautiful, how wood is converted into paper, and
the first showing of motion picture sculpture.
The capturing of wild oysters is particularly thrilling, and
tells an interesting story of how oysters are planted, grown,
polished, tagged and all stages through which the oyster
passes from the day it is planted until it is eaten.
The idea of showing the public how to make their municipalities more beautiful than they had formerly conceived is
an entirely new subject in the motion picture field, and is done
in a series of pictures which are an inspiration to any populace
to turn their ugly, unsightly pools, which are shunned by
everyone, and are used for nothing except raising an annual
crop of mosquitoes, into idea! gardens of wonderful artistic
arrangement.
"Converting Wood Into Paper" tells the story of how
after the discovery that printing paper could be made from
wood the industry was revolutionized and made the penny
newspaper possible. These pictures carry the audience
through wonderful scenes where the forest skyscrapers are
felled by the constant nibble of the woodsman's axe, and
crashing down, carrying everything before them, and how different is its final resting place, as yesterday's newspaper is
cast aside and collected by the ash man.
In this release of the Pictographs there will be the first
showing of motion picture sculpture, originated by William
d'A. Hopkins. This is one of the most exceptional features
that has ever been shown in pictures.
The Paramount-Burton Holmes travel picture for this week
takes a trip "In Old Ireland," in which every Irishman will
be interested, and every American who has had an idea that
Ireland is a place of poverty, pigs and potatoes, will have his
ideas changed, as Mr. Holmes has found Ireland most beautiful in every way. and takes you to see this beautiful country
inhabited by warm-hearted, well-to-do and polite people. His
trip begins with Belfast, where many wonders of that community ars shown, after which Glasgow and Dublin are
visited, attending the Dublin Horse Show, where many thrilling events are pictured, and where glimpses of the National
Volunteers are given. The entire country, including Achill
Island and other interesting points are visited, ending with a
visit to a monorail railroad, where a thrilling ride is taken.
Mr. Holmes will follow this trip with one to Switzerland,
and then will go to Italy and other beautiful places of Continental Europe.
J. R. Bray, the well-known cartoonist, has outdone himself
from a comedv standpoint in his animated cartoon for this
week. "Col. Heeza Liar Gets Married," during the course
of which the Colonel's new wife goes on a strike for an eighthour day, and insists upon the Colonel making his own
meals.
On October 19. Paramount's second comedy, "Bridget's
Blunder." which is an exceedingly comical picture, into which
has been injected trick photography, will be released. _
With all the little features Paramount is using special pub-

The

private
"The Production
Common Given
Law'*Hearty
First ClaraShowing
Kimball of
Young
Reception at Gathering of Picture Folk.

ttnpHE
the novel,
seven-reel
of
I
theCOMMON
Robert W. LAW,"
Ciiambers
was adaptation
privately presented by Lewis J. Selznick and Clara Kimball
Young in the grand ballroom of the Hotel St. Regis on Friday night. September 22. More than three hundred persons,
among them being many well-known figures in both the
world of the screen and the world of the si^eaking stage,
thronged the ballroom and the parlors adjoining. Practically every member of the cast of "The Common Law" inspected their own work, and the continued applause during
the showing of the picture gave them proof that their efforts
had not been in vain.
After the seven reels had been run (not too well projected,
by the way) the invited guests of the producer and the star
roamed about the parlors mixing socially, and partaking of
a buffet supper. Enthusiastic praise of the picture was heard
on all sides, and Mr. Selznick said that "The Common Law"
was but a sample of the good pictures that would in future
be produced by the Lewis J. Selznick enterprises.
Miss Young, more beautiful than on the screen, if that be
possible, was at the side of Mr. Selznick most of the time
acting as hostess. There were so many well-known film folk
there that it would be hard to get a full list of the names.
Every one who had had anything to do with the making of
"The Common Law" was there, it seemed, besides a host of
well wishers and a whole flock of reviewers.
G. M. Anderson was there, Kitty Gordon was there, Lillian Russell was there and a bevy of prize-winning beauties
from California, who seemed to be kept more or less under
the wing of Walter Kingsley, were there. In fact, as might
be said, a good time was had by all.
DIRECTOR JOHN
B. O'BRIEN
WITH
METRO.
John B. O'Brien, until recently the director of Mary Pickford at the Famous Players, and before that with D. W.
Griffith, where he achieved international fame, has signed
a long time contract to direct exclusively for the Metro program, at the Popular Plays and Players studio. Emmy
Wehlen, the fascinating and gifted young Metro star, will be
under Mr. O'Brien's direction in this new arrangement.
Work will begin immediately upon a five-part feature called
"Vanity." which was written especially for Miss Wehlen by
Aaron Hoffman.
The work of Mr. O'Brien as one of America's foremost
directors is well known, but always worthy of repetition.
The last features to his credit at the Famous Players, in
which Miss Pickford is starred, are "Hulda from Holland,"
"The Foundling" and "Eternal Grind." Other recent features
which will be produced include "Destiny's Toy," with Louis
Huff in the stellar role, and "The Flying Torpedo," with
John Emerson and Bessie Love.
INGE

DISCOVERS

NEW

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENT.

Thomas H. Ince has discovered a unique musical instrument that seems to possess supernatural tones. It is called
the choralcelo and operates along the general lines of the
pipe organ, but creates sounds never before obtained except
by the human voice or natural objects emitting their own
peculiar
sounds.
This instrument
has been installed at the Park theater,
New

York, and is used in conjunction with every presenta-

"Civilization."
Thetion oftones
of the choralcelo are produced magnetically by
a pulsating electric current passing through each magnet,
thus causing natural synchronism with each note that is to be
vibrated. For instance, if the natural vibration of any object
is 1.000 per second, the current has to pass through the
magnet and pulsate at the same rate. This was deemed
impossible by some of the greatest physicists, but brings into
concrete form the theory made famous by Von Helmholtz.
NEW THEATER FOR NASHUA.
The Tremont Theater Comnanv of Nashua. N. H., will open
a moving picture theater in Main street, that city, on January 1. 1917. The house will seat 1.000 persons and will cost
$40,000 to build. J. D. Hailing will be the manager. It will
be devoted exclusively to pictures.
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Mutual Program
Chaplin and Minter Head Releases for First Week
— Many Other Subjects.

in October

WITH
Charlie Chaplin, the inimitable, in his very newest
and funniest Chaplin-Mutual release entitled "The
Pawn Shop." and Mary Miles Minter in her second
Mutual Star Production. "Dulcie's Adventure," heading the
week's releases, the Mutual Film Corporation's output for the
week of Oct. 2 takes on an unusually interesting hue. Both
pictures will appear on Monday, Oct. 2.
Aside from these, a five part Mutual masterpicture featuring Winnifred Greenwood and Edward Coxen, "A Woman's
Daring": the last of the five installments of the Gaumont
Company's "Fantomas" detective series, entitled "The False
Magistrate": the usual output of current and scenic stuff: a
number of comedies of unusual merit; and a two part drama
that
strikes a new note will be counted among the week's
releases.
"The Pawn Shop" gives unlimited opportunity for the
full play of Charlie Chaplin's genius. He assumes the rol"
of the undcr-assistant
to the pawnbroker — the man
who
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bor, to the position of fairy prince in her own mind. The
story deals with the awakening of the old man's consciousness to Arabella's existence by the introduction of that subtle
wonder worker, jealousy, into his daily life.
The Beauty comedy release of the week is released as
usual on Tuesday. Orral Humphrey appears at this time in
an amusing farce, the name of which is "Slickining the
Slickers."
gets out of this funny story his
usual
amountMr.of Humphrey
eccentric humor.
"A Touch of High Life," a Vogue comedy in two reels,
appearing Sunday, Oct. 8, gives Paddy McQuire,. the Mutual
funny man, unusual situations to his heart's content. In substituting his station in life from street sweeper to a young
sport at a summer resort all in one afternoon, "Paddy" finds
himself in deep, but not too deep for him to get out.
The Cub comedies for the week will be three in number.
"Oh! For a Cave Man," the first of these will appear Friday,
Oct.
b, andgo "Won
Fowl," andday.
"That Wonderful Wife"
will both
out onBythea following
The remaining releases for the week
scenic and current material of Gaumont
Weekly No. 92, the news pictorial, and
comic "See America First," will go out
"Reel Life,"
the Mutual's
leased on Sunday,
Oct. 8. magazine in

consist of the usual
production. Mutual
the split reel scenicon Wednesday, Oct.
pictures, will be re-

Kalems for October
Some Unusual Comedies Promised from Kalem in Addition
to "Hazards" and "Frisco" Episodes.
COMLUV

Scene from "The Pawn

Shop" (Mutual).

shines the three balls over the door, dusts up the furniture,
does the dishes for the shop-keeper's daughter as it were.
Since the daughter is none other than the fair Edna, who
dispenses doughnuts and pie crusts in return, the underassistant feels himself more than well paid for his pains.
Edna Purviance, the fair, is seen in the role of the pawnbroker's daughter.
Those who have seen the finished production of Mary
Miles Minter's picture, "Dulcie's Adventure," at preliminary
screenings at the American studios at Santa Barbara, declare that this picture is the very best production in which
Miss Minter has ever appeared.
In this first picture produced under the master hand of
James Kirkwood for the Mutual, little Miss Minter appears
in the role of an appealing young southern girl. Aside from
the delightful characterization of Miss Minter, there is much
of the atmosphere of the South added to the drama in the
characters of the young girl's two maiden aunts, ".\unt
Emme," and ".\unt Netta." roles portrayed by Bessie Banks
and Marie \'an Tassell. Tlie remainder of the cast was excellently chosen. As "Harry," the boy whom Dulcie loves,
Alan Forrest does very well. There are also Mollie Schafer,
Perry Banks, John Gough, Harry Von Meter, Gertrude Le
Brandt. William Carroll, and Robert Klein.
"A Woman's Daring," the Mutual Masterpicture of the
week, is scheduled for release on Oct. 6. It is a drama of
real thrills, of tense moments, and dramatic climaxes, and in
it Winnifred Greenwood and Edward Coxen do some memorable work. In support of Miss Greenwood and Mr. Coxen
are George Field, the perfect villain, and a well balanced cast.
"The False Magistrate," the fifth "Fantomas" installment,
■will be released Thursday, Oct. 6. The booking reports on
this fascinating detective series from the Gaumont's studios,
whose first three reel installment. "The Phantom Crook."
went out on Sept. 7, have surpassed even the most optimistic
expectations of the producers.
■There is an entirely delightful and whimsically humorous
two part drama. ".Arabella's Prince,"
to the
turn
a release
of Thanhouser
Oct. 6. Arabella, an old maid of uncertain years,
elevates the grouchy old sea dog, who is her next door neigh-

plays an important part in the subjects announced by Kalem for early release in October. Two
of the "Ham Comedies," which are securing greater
popularity than ever since the formation of the all-tar trio
of Ham, Bud, and Ethel Teare, are found on the list. They
are, "One Step Too Far," and "The Love Magnet." In
addition two comedies featuring Henry Murdoch and Ivy
Close are scheduled. "Stolen Plumage," and "The Battered
Bridegroom" are the titles of the two releases.
In "One Step Too Far" Ham is seen in a new role, that
of a policeman. The easy life and soft pickings of the force
appeal to Ham until he goes "one step too far," and finds
himself lodged in a cell alongside his pals Bud and Ethel.
This subject is issued on Tuesday, October 3.
"The Love Magnet" has a novel idea for its plot. Bud,
unsuccessful in love, purchases a "love magnet" that attracts all the pretty girls to him. Ham finds himself out in
the cold, and determines to get a magnet of his own, but
by mistake he gets one whose purpose is to attract old
maids. Then things begin to happen, and finally Ham and
Bud are forced to take to the sea to escape their pursuers —
and even here the mermaids come to answer the call of the
magnet.
October 10 is the date set for this release.
The action of "Stolen Plumage" is laid in the Orient with
Henry Murdoch an autocratic sultan. From there the acchanges
to the
America
MurdochDumdikkv
in pursuit
of Ivy's
lover, tion
who
stole
tail ofwith
the sacred
bird.
This
release, issued on Friday, October 6, is followed on October
13 by "Tlie Battered Bridegroom," in which Murdoch is
an enterprising barber and Ivy Close his manicure.
Two episodes of "The Girl From Frisco" are announced
for release early in October. They are "The Web of Guilt,"
issued on Wednesdaly, October 4. and "The Reformation of
Dog Hole" coming the following Wednesday.
"The Hazards of Helen," now nearing the close of the
second year of their existence, seem to gain momentum as
they speed along, and, judging from their present popularity
the last "Hazard" is many years distant. This record is remarkable in view of the fact that the "Hazards" are already
holders of the record for longevity among screen series.
"The Blocked Track," and "To Save the Special" are two of
the railroad pictures featuring Helen Gibson that will be
issued early in October. In the former Helen performs the
thrilling feat of swinging from the topmost branches of a
tree down over the railroad track to the top of a speeding
train. The last mentioned episode is characterized by some
of the daring riding which enabled Helen to retain her title
of the Pacific Coast Woman's champion at the recent Bakersfield rodeo. October 7 and 14 are the respective release
dates for these subjects.
Roscoe

BRITISH AGENT FOR FROHMAN.
Spurin, who for the past two years has been

general exploitation manager for Ruffles, Limited, England's
biggest film purveyors, concluded arrangement this week
whereby the new and heavily financed company, known as
Roscoe's Exclusives, Limited, will handle the productions of
the
Isles.Frohman Amusement Corporation throughout the British
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Essanay to Have Chaplin Revue

At Leading Picture Theaters

Three of the Funniest Soon to Be Offered — Other Interesting Subjects Announced.

Programs for the Week
September
24 at New York's Best
Motionof Picture
Houses.

ALTHOUGH
the compilation ol the Essanay-Chaplin
Kevue of 1916 has just been announced, that company
reports that bookings for this unique feature reaching
into the hundreds have already been recorded by General
Film Service. President George K. Spoor believes the attraction of the revue for exhibitors and public alike lies not
only in the fact that the idea is new, but that three .->f the
funniest Essanay-Chaplin comedies have been selected for
its construction. They are, "His New Job," "The Tramp,"
and "A Night Out." The combination of these three
comedies into one feature of five reels, is calculated by the
producers to make an ideal entertainment of exceptional
drawing power.
An impromptu showing in Ciiicago of "The Return of
Eve" to a dozen exhibitors in advance of regular trade showing brought approximately fifty bookings, according to advices received from Essanay. Inasmuch as a trade showing
was not contemplated, and that the exhibitors saw the film
when being run for officials of the company, Essanay believes
its claims that tlie picture is far out of the ordinary are substantiated.
The release dale on this feature has been set for October
16, through Kicinc-Edison-Sclig-Essanay Service. It was
previously announced for release October 2.
"The I*rincc of Graustark" has been completed by Essana>and will be offered through Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay
Service following "The Return of Eve." It is a rapid, fluent
piece of high comedy, taken from the novel of the name by
George Barr McCutcheon. Bryant Washburn and Marguerite Clayton take the leading roles, and are supported by
Ernest Maupain and Sydney .\insworth. Fred E. Wright,
who directed "Graustark." also directed the sequel.
Two new five-act features by Directors Wright and Berthelet are now being constructed in the Essanay studios. The
latter is filming "The Chaperon," Maxine Elliot's stage hit.
Edna Mayo and Eugene O'Brien also appear in the leading
I arts in this picture. Sydney Ainsworth has the chief supporting part.
Director W'ri.ght is ready to begin work on "The Breakers,"
taken from the storj' by Arthur Stringer in the Saturday
Evening Post. This will be in five acts, and feature Bryant
Washburn and Nell Craig. Ernest Maupain will have one
cf the bis character parts which he handles so well.
KENNETH

HODKINSON APPOINTED
PARAMOUNT.

MANAGER

OF

Kennetii Hodkinson, one of the most widely known figures
in the motion picture industry, son of William W. Hodkinson. director and former president of Paramount, has been
appointed manager of the Paramount Pictures Corporation
by the directors of this distributing organization.
Mr. Hodkinson was born in Idaho and educated in California. He grew up with the motion picture industry Six
years ago he entered the employ of the General Film Company, at tiieir San Francisco Exchange, in a very minor
capacity, advancing himself steadily during a period of three
years to the position of assistant head booker.
It was at that time that his father organized the Progressive Motion Picture Company and the younger Mr. Hodkinson became the assistant manager of the San Francisco
office. When his father came east, prior to the inception of
Paramount, he was appointed manager of the Progressive
organization and iield that position until a year and a half
ago, when he joined the Paramount forces in the capacity
of secretary to his father, then the president. Upon the
election of Hiram Abrams as president, Mr. Hodkinson was
named assistant general manager, from which position he
has been made manager.
EARLE

WILLIAMS

AGAIN

CAST.

Having completed his big C. N. & .\. M. Williamson serial,
"The Scarlet Runner." the \'itagraph star, Earle Williams, is
already hard at work for Blue Ribbon forthcoming releases,
which come regularly after the run of the automobile adventure story is completed. The story in which he is now
busy is by James Oliver Curwood. Naomi Childers will
play opposite Mr. Williams. The direction of this film has
been placed in the hands of Vitagraph's woman director.
Miss Marguerite Bertsch, who has just completed "The
Devil's
Prize," which she wrote and directed in five weeks'
time.

E. H. Sothern at the Strand.
THE
Chattel, a five-reel Vitagraph Blue Ribbon feature,
starring E. H. Sothern, was the leading photoplay at the
Strand theater for the week commencing Sept. 24. Paul
West is the author of tlie story whicli is romantic in theme
and shows a powerful self-centered financier learning the
true value of a good woman's love. Mr. Sothern is supported by Peggy Hyland and an excellent company. The
production merits nothing
but praise.
Maurice and Florence Walton made their photodramatic
debut at the Strand theater, week of September 24, in "The
Quest of Life," an adaptation from the English play, "Ellen
Voung" by Edmond Goulding and Gabriel Enthoven, produced by the Famous Players Film Company.
Added features on the program were scientific and educational studies of rare interest, and the Strand's Topical Review. The soloists were Irene Jonani, Arthur Clough, Albert
Newman, and Mile. Valentine.
Bessie Barriscale at the Rialto.
In ".\ Corner in Colleens." the feature picture at the Rialto,
Ccssie Barriscale was seen as "Shammie," short for Shamrock, the tomboy in a family of four pretty girls occupying a
tiny cottage with their foster mother near Dublin. Her love
ui excitement leads to her arrest as a rebel during the Irish
uprising. Charles Ray played the lover. Three other
colleens in the picture were played by Margery Wilson, Alice
Taaffe, and .Mice Lawrence. Thomas Ince supervised the
production, from C. Gardner Sullivan's scenario.
"The Land of Silence," photographed by Robert Bruce,
whose "War Creek Trail" created such an impression, was the
scenic offering of the bill. The topical weekly and a new
Keystone comedy were also shown.
The soloists were A. C. Janpolski, Jeanne Manbourg, and
Helen
MacDonough.
"Anton the Terrible" at the Broadway.
.■\t the Broadway theater the Jesse L. Lasky-Paramount
production of ".■\nton the Terrible," was the attraction for
the week.
,.
The story which was written by Thomas H. Uzzell, has
to do with the intrigue in the Russian General's staff shortly
after the outbreak of the present European war. Anton, although Chief of the Russian Secret Police, is in reality a
German spy. The scenes are laid in Petrograd, and on the
steppes of Siberia. Theodore Roberts, who is one of America's
leading character actors, plays .'Vnton. Anita King has the
part of a young girl upon whom .'\nton wishes to revenge
himself for her father's crime. The usual one-reel comedy
and educational subjects completed the program.
Eighty-First" Street Theater Bill.
At the Eighty-First Street theater four Triangle pictures
were shown. Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Lillian Gish
in "Diane of the Follies," and a Triangle Keystone Comedy
were the attractions; and Thursday,
Friday, Saturday and
Sunday, Wm. S. Hart in "The Dawn Maker," and a Sennett
Keystone Comedy made up the picture portion of the entertainment.
WHITCOMB

AGAIN

WITH

UNIVERSAL.

Eugene B. Lewis, scenario editor of the Universal Company, this week strengthened his staff by the addition of a
well known writer, D. T. Whitcomb. The new acquisition
to the scenario force has been writing for a dozen years,
and before he entered the motion picture field was engaged
in newspaper work, during which time he turned out many
short stories for various magazines. Some of Whitcomb's
early scenario work was for the Universal Company about
four years ago. Since then he has been writing for the Fox.
Kalem. Ince and Balboa companies. A few of his well
known plays are "Sold at Auction," "His Old Fashioned
Dad," "The Yellow Bullet" and "Little Mary Sunshine."
DON'T

CASH

THESE

CHECKS.

Elmer J. McGovern, general manager of the Frank Powell
Productions, Inc., wishes to warn the trade against cashing
or endorsing the checks of a person giving the name of
"Frederick Chapin." photoplaywright. Mr. McGovern was
"stung" as were several others. "Insufficient funds" is what
the bank says of this party's checks.
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Universal Program for Week of Oct. 2
What

Big

U

Is Doing to Help the
October Record.

Exhibitors

Make

an

TWO
Universal special features and a Red Feather
live-reel drama head the Universal prosrani for the
week of October 2. The first special feature is "Borrowed Plumes," a two-reel episode of tlie "Timothy Dobbs —
That's Me" series in which Carter De Haven is starred.
"Borrowed Plumes" was written by Bess Meredyth and
produced by Wallace Beery. Robert Milash,
Marcia Moore
and Dan Duffy appear in support of Mr. De Haven.
The other Universal special feature is "Clipoed Wings,"
the eighth two-reel episode of the new Universal serial, "Liberty," featuring Marie Walcamp. Eddie Polo and Jack Holt,
with Maud Emory, G. Raymond Nye, Neal Hart, Bertram
Grassby and L. M. Wells also in the cast. "Liberty" was
written and is being produced by Jacques Jaccard.
The week's Red Feather is "Under Suspicion," a five-reel
drama to be released October 2. "Under Suspicion" was by
the famous English novelist, E. Phillips Oppenheim, and
was adapted and produced by George L. Tucker. Douglas
Munro, Gerald Ames, Bert Wynne and Laura Cowie take
the principal roles in the play. On the same day "With the
Spirit's Help." a Nestor comedy featuring Eddie Lyons, Lee
Moran and Pjiscilla Dean, will be released. The story of
the play, by Virginia Kirkley, was scenarioized and produced
by L. W. Chaudet. Fred Gamble appears in support of the
trio of principals.
On Tuesday, October 3, Ben Wilson, supported by Edna
Hunter, plays the leading role in "The Heart of New York,"
a three-reel Gold Seal underworld drama written by Will;am .-Xridison Lathrop and produced by Ben Wilson. Charles
Ogle. William Welsh, Howard Crampton, Margaret West
and Di.xie Compton also play prominent roles in the picture.
There will be no release under the Victor brand on October 3. On October 4 the feature of the day will be Dan Russell in a two-reel L-Ko comedy, "Safe in a Safe," in which the
chief of police of a certain town finds that his home and
office has become the rendezvous and hiding place of all the
crooks for two hundred miles aroimd. On the same day
No. 40 of the Universal Animated Weekly will be released.
There will be no release under the Laemmle brand on this
date.
"The Eternal Way," a Big U drama featuring G. Raymond
Nye and Vola Smith, will be the feature of the program of
October 5. The drama was written and produced by C.
Elfelt. Charles Gunn, May Hill and Eddie Brown also play
important roles in the picture. Under the Powers brand
will appear the Hy Mayer educational drawings, "Pen and
Inklings in and .'\round Jerusalem." This is a combination
of a cartoon by Hy Mayer and a travel picture in Palestine.
At times the moving picture is stopped and a cartoon by
Mr. Mayer faded in. "The famous Wall of Wails is shown,
the different types of people, a Mohammedan maiden, a
sacred parade, the well into which Joseph was cast by his
brethren and the place of Christ's nativity. There will be no
release under the \*ictor brand on this date.
Stop! Look! Listen! October 6, the Universal special,
"Somewhere on the Battlefield," a two-reel military drama
featuring Hobart Henley, Claire McDowell and William
Welsh will be released. The story of this strong and timely
drama was written by H. H. Van Loan at the suggestion
of Hobart Henley. Mr. Van Loan's story in the New York
Evening Mail was scenarioized by Elliott J. Clawson and
produced by Hobart Henley. The play deals with the adventures of an .-Xmerican hospital corps in Servia. On the same
day Billie Mason and Madge Kirby co-star in the Victor
comedy, "A Charming Villain," w-hich was writen by Harry
Wulze and produced by John Steppling. There will be no
Rex release on this date.
Little Zoe Rae will be featured on October 7 in "A Mountain Tragedy." a Bison two-reel drama writen by Calder
Johnstone and produced by George Cochrane. E. J. Denecke.
Marjorie Ellison, Buster Emmons and Bert Law appear in
.support of the diminutive Universal star. On the same day
William Franey and Gale Henry, with Milburn Moranti and
Lillian Peacock, raise particular hades in "Father Gets in
Wrong," a Joker comedy written by William Schoene and
produced by Allen Curtis.
Dorothy Davenport and Emory Johnston share honors on
October 8 in the Rex two-reel society drama, "The Human
Gamble," which was written by Calder Johnstone and produced by L. B. Carleton. Richard Morris and .Alfred Allen
appear in support of the principals. There will be no Imp
or L-Ko releases on this date.
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Five one-reelers will be released on the Universal
for the week of October 2 under the Imp, Big
Laemmle and Victor brands. The titles of these
cial releases had not been decided upon at the time
to press.

IVY CLOSE RETURNS

program
U, Rex,
five speof going

TO ENGLAND.

Ivy Close, the famous English beauty who has been appearing in Kalem comedies with marked success, has been forced
to make preparations to return to England. Miss Close will
thus give up her American screen work for an indefinite
period.
Since the death of her brother, Raymond Close, in the
trenches in France, Miss Close has found the call of the
home land growing more and more insistent. To add to her
burden she received word two weeks ago that her husband,
Elwin Neame, was about to be called to the front. Mr.
Xeame, who is prominent as a photographer of royalty and
English society, was among the married men who "declared"
himself early in the summer and he has been expecting the
call to active service for many months.
Under the unfortunate conditions, the Kalem Company,
though regretting the step in view of the popularity of the
famous beauty's screen productions, readily acceded to her
desire to give up screen work here. Miss Close made swift
preparations to sail in order that she might see her husband
before he answered the call for duty in Flanders.
Supported by Henry Murdoch, Ivy Close was seen in a
series of one-reel comedies that quickly took rank among
the most popular of Kalem releases. .Among the coming
productions in which the two stars will be seen are "Rival
Artists," issued on September 29; "Stolen Plumage," scheduled for October 6. and "The Battered Bridegroom," released through General Film on October 13. "Stolen Plumage" is proclaimed by Kalem officials as taking place among
the top-notch comedy hits of the year. Much of the action
is supposed to transpire in the Orient, where Murdoch is an
autocratic potentate. The outlay for Oriental scenic effects
made the comedy one of the most expensive one-reelers ever
staged.
THANHOUSER

OCTOBER

RELEASES.

Florence La Badie in "The Pillory" and Gladys Hulette in
"Prudence, the Pirate," plays of widely different types, are
the features that Thanhouser will release through the Pathe
exchanges in October. "The Pillory," written by Philip Lonergan and directed by Frederic Sullivan, is a gripping drama
woven around a mother who has sinned, her daughter and
an intolerant aunt who in a fanatical attempt to act as an
apostle of vengeance cruelly persecutes the mother who is
trying to atone for her sins.
Florence La Badie is the daughter, Marie Shotwell is the
mother and Marie Haynes is the bigoted aunt. Ethyle Cooke,
George Mario and Yale Benner are others who have important parts. "The Pillory" is to be released on October 8.
"Prudence, the Pirate." is a comedy drama by Agnes C.
Johnston, who wrote "The Shine Girl," and directed by William Parke,
who produced
that feature. "Prudence" is to be
released
on October
22.
Miss Hulette plays a romantic little girl who wants to be
a pirate. Aided by a party of tramps and a boy chum she
sets sail in the good ship "Bucket of Blood," captures her
aunt's
invited. houseboat and breaks up a party to which she was not
The "Bucket of Blood" catches fire and Prudence is rescued
after a series of spectacular scenes aboard the blazing boat.
"Panthus," the ugliest pup in the world, is a feature of the
picture.
Flora Finch, famous for years as a co-star with the late
John Bunny, is Miss Hulette's aunt. Barnet Parker, Riley
Chamberlin and William- Parke. Jr., are prominent in the
supporting cast.
DE

HAVEN

DIRECTS

COMEDIES.

Carter De Haven is directing his own company and playing leads at Universal City. He recently finished "Timothy
Dobbs. That's Me," a serial in which he was directed by
Wallace Beery, but under the new arrangements each man
now will direct and act in his own company.
De Haven is filming "The Cub Passes" with Marcia Moore
playing opposite and Margaret Whistler and Dan Duffy in
character parts.
Beery is making a one-reel comedy, "The Generous Janitor." in which he plays the title part.
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Pathe Increases Output
Will Release Fifteen Reels Each Week Beginning October
8th — Features from Arrow Complete
Gold
Rooster Bill.
BEGINNING October 8, Pathe will release one Gold
Koosier per week. The features for this program will
be lurnished by the Astra Film Corporation, Arrow
Film Corporation. Balboa, Tlianhouser and the best that the
open market affords. This latest increase in program is m
accordance with the policy of gradual expansion laid down
by J. A. Berst, vice president and general manager, last
spring. In April Patlie released seven reels per week. Beginning in October they will release fifteen or sixteen reels
per week. In April Pathe released one Gold Rooster per
month. This was increased to two in June, three in August
and will be increased to four in October.
In accordance with Mr. Berst's instructions, C. R. Seelye,
business manager, has been gradually strengthening all departments in the home office and building up an exceptionally strong branch organization so that the entire Pathe
organization is confident that not only will Pathe distribute
more film and give the exhibitor better service than ever
before, but the releases will be of a quality second to none
on the market.
Each of Pathe's producing companies, in accordance with
Mr. Berst's policy of quality film, are in friendly competition
to produce only the best, and a careful study of their resources should prove that they have ample ability to make
quality pictures.
The Astra Film Corporation has at its disposal the great
financial resources of Pathe and the facilities of the great
Pathe Jersey City studios. Louis J. Gasnier, one of America's greatest production experts, is president; George B.
Seitz, the secretary-treasurer, and author of many famous
features and serials, among them "The Iron Claw," is recognized as one of America's greatest scenario writers. The
famous A. H. Woods' stage successes are being made into
Astra features, and the stars for these features are selected
from the great number of screen and stage favorites available in New York, without regard to expense, but in consideration only of their ability to play the particular part.
Among the Astra directors are George Fitzmaurice, whose
every Astra feature exhibitors have found of the highest
merit; Edouard Jose, who made "The Iron Claw," and is now
making the great army serial, "Pearl of the Army;" and
Donald Mackenzie, producer with Louis J. Gasnier of "The
Perils of Pauline." besides a number of great features. Another noteworthy picture produced by Mr. Jose, "The Light
That Failed," will be released October 15th. Mr. Jose has
also completed
a feature with Pearl White.
W. E. Shallenberger, president of the Arrow Film Corporation, isrecognized as one of the progressive men of the
industry. He was largely responsible for "The Million
Dollar Mystery;" he was long interested in the RelianceMutual studios; he is a heavy stockholder in Thanhouser.
Now he comes forward with the statement that back of the
.■\rrow Film Corporation are men with wide business experience who are heavily interested in various companies in
the industry. He states that their policy is to make only the
best features and that they have now under contract well
known stars and directors, and that their scenarios will be
prepared from famous stage and literary successes and from
original stories by the very best authors. The first Arrow
release will soon be ready for the trade showing, and those
who have seen it say that it is splendid.
From the Balboa Film Company will come six sterling
features with Baby Marie Osborne. The first of these, "Little
Mary Sunshine." has been booked and rebooked from coast
to coast, and the second one. which will be released Nov. 12,
is equally as strong according to those who have seen it.
Balboa has completed the fourteenth episode, "Grip of Evil"
picture, which has already been booked bv over 3.000 theaters, and is now engaged in making another big serial for
Pathe. "Sultana." a Balboa production with Ruth Roland, has
been Pathe colored and will be released October 29.
The first two Thanhouser releases were "The Fugitive,"
and "The Shine Girl." These met with instant favor and are
being run by a number of the finest theaters in America.
Mr. Thanhouser is giving his personal attention to each
Gold Rooster he makes for Pathe and has promised that
future releases will be of the same high order of merit. All
he asks is that exhibitors screen his pictures and decide for
themselves as to their high average qualitv.
Exchangemen estimate that the new Pathe program will
do aliout as much business each week as would three and
a half companies each releasing one average good feature
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per week. In other words, Pathe claims not only to be now
doing a large busmcss, but that there will hencelortn be a
few companies doing an equally great business.
The Pathe News, they say, is in a class by itself, while
Pathe serials are a prized part of the program of 7b per cent,
of all theaters in this country. Another release tiiat has
jumpcti luu) instant lavor is t..e Florence Rose i'asnions. To
accompany
Pathedramatic
serials and
the exhibitors'
program, a strong
two features
or threeonreeler
is issued each
week. Now mat a Gold Rooster feature, picked from the
best from the studios of Astra, Arrow, Balboa, Thannouser
and the cream of the open market, will be released every
week. i*athe becomes far stronger than ever before.

B, F. Lyon With International
FOLLOWING
its announced policy of advancements to
its branch managers, the International Film Service,
Inc., has appointed B. F. Lyon, manager of the Pittsburgh exchange, to the position of district manager. The
rapid growth of the International and the organization's
determination to secure the greatest efficiency possible were
directly responsible for Mr. Lyon's appointment. In his
new position he will act as assistant to J. K. Burger, assistant general manager in charge of exchanges. His field will
be the entire United States, and he will visit the different
exchanges. instilling
into the branch managers the ideas of the
home office.
Mr. Lyons has been
in charge of the Pittsburgh exchange of the
International since its
organization. Prior to
that time he was with
Pathe, and was directly
responsible for founding and building up the
Newark branch. His
work there was considered of the highest
order and because of it
he was selected by the
International for the
important post in Pittsburgh. His success
there has been as
phenomenal
as in
Newark.
Mr. Lyon will be
succeeded as manager
of the Pittsburgh
B. F. Lyon.
branch by Edward J.
McGurty, which appointment, too, is along the International's prescribed policy
of rewarding faithful employees. Mr. McGurty joined the
International Film Service, Inc., in April of this year as a
road man, working under the supervision of Mr. Lyon.
Mr. McGurty was born and raised in Chicago, attended
the public schools there and graduated from the University
of Chicago. He engaged in special investigation work for
the McCormack Foundation of his alma mater and later did
similar work for the Illinois States Attorney.
For the past two years he has been a resident of Pittsburgh, where he entered the film field, first with the Liberty
Film Company. Subsequently he represented Pathe in West
Virginia, where he remained until he joined the International.
RYAN GIVEN A DINNER.
C. C. Ryan, for a year and a half in charge of the shipping
and supply department of World Film, was given a dinner
last Wednesday ni^ht by his old employees in honor of his
departure from service in that company to take a similar
position with the Lewis J. Selznick organization. The
dinner was in fact an after-the-theater supper and lasted
well into the small hours. Ryan was first escorted to a box
party at the Forty-fourth street theater to witness "The
Girl from Brazil." Then the function was removed to
Joel's famous all-night rest cure, and "a fine time was
had by all." Among those present were Maurice T. Walsh,
Clarence Carta. Dirk Segal. AI. T ehrer, Joseph Barry,
Herman Penper, Clifford Myers. H- A. Thomas, Frank
Zucker, L. F. Rver. P. Masterson, Maxwell Sass, Sol. H.
Kravitz and J. H. Lutjen.
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Turning
'em Out at Triangle
West Completes Important Production — Many
Busy on Big Subjects.

Stars

THE
much-heralded production, at the Triangle-Ince
Studios at Culver City, of the new play which is to
present as a tri-star combination Dorothy Dahon, Enid
Markey and Howard Hickman, has just been completed by
Raymond B. West, and is now going through the cutting
the titling process. It will soon be in the hands of exhibitors. This is the play that has a sensational railroad
collision as one of its strongest features. In theme, it is a
vampire story; and in it, it is said. Dorothy Dalton presents
her strongest claim to honors as a screen siren.
William S. Hart has completed the exterior scenes of his
new "Western" from the pen of J. G. Hawks, and is now
working on a series of interiors especially constructed in one
of the great glass studios at the Culver City plant. These
will probably be finished by the end of the week, and Hart
will begin upon another play now being written for his use
by one of the writers in the scenario department.
Frank Keenan, the Triangle-Ince star, is attracting much
attention this week at the studio in his picturesque work on
his new southern story by John Lynch. The action of the
story is supposed to take place about the year 1848 on a
Louisiana plantation. Some of the scenes take place oh an
old stern-wheel steamboat on the Mississippi — a veritable
Mark Twain type of vessel. Walter Edwards is directing.
While Keenan is completing his work on this. Chief Author
C. Gardner Sullivan is at work on a new story for the star.
Nothing has been definitely announced about this new vehicle, but it is said that it will afford Keenan the part of a
miserly old mill-owner. It is also said that it constitutes a
sequence of exceedingly powerful situation.
The harmonious working of the tri-star combination, composed of Dorothy Dalton, Enid Markey and Howard Hickman, has impelled the Triangle authorities to arrange another of the same kind composed of Dorothy Dalton, Charles
Ray and Louise Glaum. The vehicle to which these three
have been assigned is described as a deeply psychological
subject, written by .\lice P. Brown, of Pasadena. Cal. The
scenario has been made by Monte M. Katterjohn. of the
authorial staff. The supporting cast includes Margaret
Thompson, Robert McKim. J. Barney Sherry and Charles K.
French.
John Lynch, the writer who. of recent months, has provided Triangle-Ince players with several of their biggest subjects, has just completed a new drama for William Desmond
and Enid Markey. It deals with college life, providing Desmond with the role of a heroic athlete and Miss Markey with
that of a chorus girl. In the supporting cast are Howard
Hickman, Margaret Thompson, Charles Gunn, J. Barney
Sherry. David M. Hartford, J. Frank Burke and Louise
Durham.
.\t the Triangle-Fine Arts studio, Douglas Fairbanks is
working in the East on a new story, one of the thrilling
moments of which is the chase of a private yacht in New
York Harbor by a revenue cutter. For the making of this
picture the United States Navy donated the use of one of
its finest torpedo destroyers. As usual, Fairbanks will iiave
many thrilling escapades, and a real love story. Lloyd
l!igraham is directing.
Much interest is being shown at the Triangle-Fine Arts
Studio in the present starring vehicle of Wilfred Lucas. It
is called "Bugs," and in it Constance Talmadge has the leading female role. It is a detective story of unusual kind. In
the supporting cast are F. A. Turner, Winifred Westover,
Pomeroy
Fred Warren,
James O'Shea, Jack Sealock.
Kate BruceCannon.
and Monte
Blue.
Dorothy Gish is hard at work at the Triangle-Fine Arts
Studio on a racing story called "The Best Bet." Tod Browning, the director, is the author, although the director in this
particular instance is George Siegmann. Raymond Jerome
Binder is leading man in this feature, while others in the cast
are Adele Clifton. Carl Stockdale. Loyola O'Connor, F. A.
Turner, Joe Noery and Tom Wilson.
At the Triangle-Keystone Studios, Louise Fazenda has
just put the finishing touches to a new two-reeler called "The
Girl Guardian." Charles Murray has the principal male role
in this production, and has the pleasant task of saving Miss
Fazenda from drowning.
"The Three Slims" is the title of a new Triangle-Keystone
comedy in which Slim Summerville. Slippery Sam Potel and
Slim St. Clair have the leading parts.
Ora Carew. the Triangle-Keystone star, has to play opposite herself in a new comedy called "The Twins." She plays
both parts of a winsome
little country
girl and a gawky
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country boy, throughout a vastly amusing action, Joseph
Callahan and "Baldy" Belmont have important roles in her
support.

Home a Product of Stage
Kalem

Director Brought Into Limelight by Success of

From Frisco."
DIRECTORducers, long
James
W. Home,
of Kalein's
of proregarded
by his fellow
screen staff
workers
as
one of the most artistic of picture craftsmen has, however, seldom been found in the limelight of publicity. The
success of Kalem's series of the west. "The Girl from Frisco,"
featuring Marin Sais
and True Boardman,
has resulted in bringing
him into the rays of the
calcium.
Among the successful Kalem productions
staged by Director
Home, by
the E."Stingaree"'
series,
W. Hornung, comes to mind
most readily. He will
also be remembered a^
the producer of "The
Social Pirates," by
George
How-of
ard andBronson
a number
multiple reel successes,
including "The Barnstormers" and "The
Pitfall." Judging from
its reception by exhibitors and the fans
"Stingaree" is probably
his greatest success,
though the "Girl from
Frisco,"
now in
seventh week
of tluit^
career, bids fair to run
the series by the creator of "Raffles," a close
race. In both producJames W. Home.
tions Marin Sais and
True Boardman are the featured stars, with a strong cast in
support.
Director Home is a native of California and a real product
of the stage, as he was a member of the Belasco-Mayer stock
company at the Alcazar in San Francisco when only 13 years
old. Stage work carried him to New York and Chicago
many years later, his last engagement in the spoken drama
being in the role of Bragdon in the Cohan and Harris production of "Brewster's Millions."
He entered photoplay work with the Kalem Company four
years ago as a scenario writer, being sent to the Glendale
studio. In a little over a year of this work he showed such
ability that he was given the directorial reins. Home soon
established himself in the front rank of screen producers.
Under the direction of Mr. Home work was started this
week on the ninth episode of the western series by Robert
Welles Ritchie. This is called "The Web of Guilt." For "A
Battle in the Dark," the eighth production in this two-reel
series, Director Home secured some unusually striking fire
scenes by burning a three-story Glendale house to the ground.
The director w^as fortunate in learning of a house which the
owner was preparing to tear down. By offering $3,500, many
hundreds higher than the nearest hid of a house-wrecking
concern, he secured permission to stage his private fire with
the house as the offering. The Gendale fire department stood
by to prevent possible spreading of the blaze to adjoining
buildings, while a bond was also called for to cover the latter
contingency. The scenes were photographed by a battery of
four cameras at night and furnish a spectacular climax to this
episode.
KERRIGAN IN "THE MAINSPRING."
J. Warren Kerrigan is to be seen next in the role of a
newspaper reporter who stumbles on the scoop of a lifelime, but who is held prisoner so that what he has learned
may not become public property and thus cause a financial
panic. There are five reels of thrilling action in the play,
"The Mainspring," the scenario of which was prepared by
William Parker. Kerrigan will be directed by Jack Conway, of the Universal forces.
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Extend
"Girl fromAddition
Frisco"
Kalem
Series Causes
of Ten

PICTURE

More

Episodes.
Tllli kalcni Cunipany on Monday officially confirmed
ilir ruinors thai plans have been considered to extend
"Girl I'roin
fifteen-week
periodtheoriginally
set. Frisco"
Thoughseries
manybeyond
weeks the
were
spent in
consideration of this step the requests from exhibitors and
exhange men for an extension continued with such persistency that it was definitely decided on Monday to add
ten episodes, bringing the series to twenty-five.
.\rrangemenls have been completed with Robert Welles
Ritchif, whose realistic stories of the West have been so
largely responsible for the success of the series, to write the
plots for the additional ten episodes. Marin Sais and True
Hoardman will continue to be seen in the leads of the series
that has proven the most popular of their screen careers.
.\mong the episodes of "The Girl From Frisco" promised
for early release are "The Web of Guilt" and "The Reformation of Dog Hole." The former episode finds Barbara unraveling a baffling mystery in which her only clue is a
peculiar weave in the rope used by the criminal. It is scheduled for release on Wednesday, October 4th.
One of the most picturesquely Western episodes of the
series is "The Reformation of Dog Hole," issued on Wednesda}', October 11th. Marin Sais, as Barbara Brent, in this
story undertakes to "clean up" Dog Hole, reputed as "the
toughest town west of the Sierras." With the aid of John
Wallace, portrayed by True Boardman, she succeeds in her
purpose, but only after a bitter struggle with the rough element of the town led by Hawk, proprietor of the "Red
Copper," the local saloon and gambling place. In the last
mentioned character Ronald Bralbury, who has gained popularity in the "heavy" roles of the series, contributes a novel
interpretation.
Included in the other players seen in these two episodes
are Frank Jonasson, Josephine West, Edward Clisbee, Karl
Formes and Steve Murphy. Director James Home is handling the productions.

Earl Metcalfe
WHEN
boyish, good looking Earl Metcalfe tells you that
he was born in Newport, Kentucky, twenty-eight
years ago, you are inclined to fancy that he is adding a few years to his actual age, and it is only when you recall the fact that he has been playing leads for the past
five years that he becomes absolved from suspicion of attempting to evade the truant officer.
Coming
from the legitimate stage where he played lead
for Stella Hammerstein,
and juvenile for Zelda Sears, he
joined the Lubinville
forces with whom he
played leads for four
years in such pictures
as "The Nation's
Peril," "The Insurrection." "The Gamblers." and "Daughters
of Men." Then, for
a year he directed
until he was captured
for the Farnham feawhich ture,
will"RacebeSuicide."
put on
the screen late this
fall, and which he
played the leads in
roles ranging from a
prehistoric cavern a n
to the modern citizen.
His latest success is
in the principal part
of
the Buffalo serial
Times'
forthcoming
"The Perils of a Girl
Earl Metcalfe.
Reporter," directed
by
liger. George TerwilWhen Mr. Metcalfe is not joining clubs, he is already a
member of the Lambs, Green Room, the Screen Club, St.
Augustine Yacht Club, the Theatrical Club of Jacksonville,
the Masonic Fraternity, and the Actors' Fund, he employs
his leisure in writing short stories of which he has several
to his bank credit.
Mr. Metcalfe has just returned
from a yachting trip on
which he embarked upon the completion of his Buffalo Times'
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feature, and is resting and recuperating at the Longacre
Hotel, New York, while regaining facility in saying "Right"
and "Left" instead of "Starboard" and "Port."
V\ hen he has thoroughly eradicated the nautical vocabulary
Irom his system, he will be glad to consider propositions
from producing companies whose activities will keep him on
*-\vy land for a few months.
VON RITTBERG'S SIDE OF VERITAS
To
Dearthesir:Editor of the Moving Picture World.

AFFAIR.

In your issue of August 12 there appeared an article,
"Cincinnati's Veritas Photoplay Bankrupt," in which insinuations were made against me, and it therefore behooves me
to correct the statements made and give your readers the
truth of the matter. By reason thereof I hereby depose under
oath as follows:
After spending both time and money in gathering data
for a sociological photodrama, which was scenarioized by
Mrs. Winifred von Rittberg, a professional writer. I set about
organizing the Veritas Photoplay Company, going to Cincinnati where I understood certain people were interested
in getting into the business.
The preliminaries oyer, certain contracts were agreed upon
by the officers and directors of the company and ourselves,
but were later, when Mrs. von Rittberg and I were in New
York selecting pur cast, substituted by contracts containing
clauses impossible of fulfillment. We fought against signing, but their secretary, Melvin R. Short, threatened that
the deal would be called off unless we did. Still we refused
until we had both wired and talked by long distance to
Andreas E. Burkhardt, president of the company, and received from him both verbally and by telegram, assurances
of his protection, and that of all the members of the board.
In spite of this, however, we had Short sign papers as
secretary of the company that the' specific clauses objected
to would be amended to our satisfaction. Mr. Short's resignation from the company was secured shortly thereafter,
however, and these papers signed by him disqualified.
Later, the president, Mr. Burkhardt, made demands upon
me for some of my stock "if the company were to continue,"
and named a figure of from $10,000 to $15,000. I did not
accede inasmuch as I had already given him and three other
members of the board an agreement whereby I was to turn
over to them $15,000 worth of my stock for the selling of
sufficient stock to produce the picture.
Upon the completion of the picture the film and other
properties were spirited out of New York by the president.
Going to Cincinnati we found matters "cut and dried," and
that the paragraphs we most objected to in our contracts
were exercised to the letter in spite of the aforesaid assurances
"protection,"
it became
evident that said contractsof had
been framed and
to freeze
us out.
Our contracts violated, we put our case In the hands of
Cobb, Howard & Bailey, associate attorneys of the Actors'
Equity Association, but there was little could be done on
these contracts. The next move on the part of the company
was to file bankruptcy. The petition in bankruptcy did not
set a value on the only real asset the company had. namely
the picture, which had meantime had been prepared for release, the cutting being done by Robert Olsson, cameraman,
at his own suggestion. That it has as a result to be re-cut,
is another story. The only asset of any value named was
a claim against me for $11,355, an entirely false and spurious
claim. Mrs. von Rittberg and I had, as a matter of fact,
claims against the company for breach of contracts, unpaid
salaries, and unissued stock; a settlement regarding which
was paid by the company on August 18th to the amount of
$1,500 cash, and $2,500 in stock- — and this in spite of the fact
that$38the
company's assets as listed included a cash amount
of
only.
The statement that appeared in this publication several
weeks
ago inreferring
to me and
as hereby
"otherwise
Jacques Jansen,"
is untrue
every detail
repudiated.
Jacques
Jansen happens to have been my stage name for seventeen
>'ears. and not an "alias" as insinuated.
That the company did reach a producing stage is evidenced
by the ration
fact
that it has a picture produced by me under prepafor release.
Now the directors have gotten rid of the "inventors" of
the company in the well known way. and for a small settlement, they have withdrawn their bankruptcy petition, and
will release the picture and otherwise resume business.
(Signed! JOHN VON RITTBERG.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 18th day of Sept.
A. D. 1916.
fSeal.)
Tones Sullivan.
Notary Public.
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Goings On at Mutual Studios
A

Multiplicity

of Subjects
Early

Are Now
on
Launching.

the

Skids

for

an

REPORTS from the studios of the Mutual's releasing
companies indicate that tihii history is being made in
rapid strides these busy autumn days. News comes
that Mary Miles Minter. Richard Bennett, and the inimitable
comedians Kolb and Dill are giving the hnishing touches
to Mutual Star Productions of five-part length at the studio^,
of the American Film Co., Inc., at Santa Barbara, and that a
tive-part western with Frank Borzage and Anna Little in the
leading roles, is rapidly nearing completion. At the same
time Orral Humphrey, the eccentric comedian, is turning
out "Beauty" comedies at a dizzv rate.
The picture which is absorbing the time and attention of
that dainty idol of the screen, Mary Miles Minter, is "Faith."
the feature which will constitute the fourteen-year-old star's
third release as a Mutual player.
Before Richard Bennett left New York City for his engagement at the .\merican studios, he sat with Warden
Thomas Mott Osborne of Sing Sing prison, at several conferences, planning the detail of the stirring drama on which
he is now at work. "The Law Makers" is a preachment
against capital punishment. Mr. Bennett is giving the best
that is in him to this drama, which utters a visualized cry
against the barbaric methods of punishment still persisted in
at many prisons.
The western picture on which Anna Little and Frank
Borzage, supported by a large cast, are working, is entitled
"Immediate Lee." The story is by Kenneth Clarke, the
short story writer, and this drama in which a gunman, quick
on the trigger, plays the lead, is of the same virile character
which distinguishes his work. It is a sweeping picture of
cowboy life, of cattle rustlers, dance hall girls, chases and
fights, and holds the spell of frontier life at the height of
its picturesque existence.
.^t the Vogue Studios, Paddy McQuire. Rube Miller, and
Ben Turpin are more than doing things with a decidedly
original turn for funny pictures. "Paddy's Pot Pup." is the
present Paddy McQuire picture in the making. While Paddy
has the leading role, the pup will no doubt share the honors
with him. The dog is one of the most clever ever used for
screen work, and in the story he is the main instrument in
aiding Paddy avert a robbery.
A second two-reel funny picture is being produced by
Rube Miller and Ben Turpin with the aid of Lillian Hamilton and a large and competent comoany. Its title is "Revenge Is Sweet," and the plot develops backward in a most
astonishinc^ manner. The setting is western, and the situation are unique.
Geortre Ovey. the Cub comedian, is still at work turning
out funny pictures showing the adventures of Jerry, at the
Horslev studios in Los Angeles. Booking reports show
a steadily increasing demand for this young actor with his
style of playing all his own.
WORLD

MAN

ENJOYING

THE

SIMPLE

LIFE.

A letter from beyond the Delaware, in the heart of the
Pocono Mountains, reveals the fact that one of our staflf has
fallen among friends. Before we recount his fall we shall
have to make a scenario of his temptation.
The scene is at a famous summer hotel, and he writes:
"Up anions the Quakers. In this house one is not permitted
to dance, to play cards — neither of which am I able to do —
nor is any music allowed." One can*t smoke there either,
it seems, except in rooms duly appointed and set aside
for the unregenerate. He likes those rooms. He says there
is enough wood in the fire place to supply a poor scribe all
winter. He adds: "If in one corner, now. there was a bar!"
But there isn't. He has been there a whole week and has
had onlv one of 'em.
Two things made him want to write, and thus we know how
the fall came. He simply had to write: it was in him. The
men in the big room were talking- coif. He knows a lot about
golf — all that Briegs of the Tribune teaches he knows, and
notbinc more. He likes Brig'^s so much that he didn't want
other teachers butting in. He had also purchased a cigar
in the barber shop — "kept out of sight in a drawer" — and
it was soing. He was too much afraid of the Quakers to
light his pine and English Curve Cut. and had to start the
cig.Tr. So he writes:
"Yesterday afternoon I took a long jaunt in the rain"^
Just think of it. it was raining. "I passed a graveyard"' —
the pint tbirkens — "two churches and two saloons. I entered
none of them."
He got by both or shall we say the four?
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"Along came the third gin mill — and I fell. I entered the
bar room. Across the bar was a big horseshoe. (That always was a sign of good luck) I remarked to the custodian
of the refectory: 'I haven't seen one of those in a week.'
" 'What's that,' he inquired very patronizingly, *the horse" 'Naw.' I said, 'the bar.'
"Can you beat that? Come to think of it, I know why
he was deceived. I wore puttees, and he must have thought
shoe?'
I was the coachman."
Chorus of the Staflf: "What would George give for a 'Fire-

Wayne Arey, Thanhouser Star

man'?"
WAYNE
AREY, who has just been promoted to stardom
by Edwin Thanhouser, is one of the few actors who
was not born in New York nor reared on Broadway.
Rock Falls, III., is the town in which Wayne Arey first opened
his eyes and it was there that he grew up. Mr. Arey's first
theatrical experience
was with small repertoire companies and he
still remembers with
some pride that he
thrilled some of the
largest town halls in
the middle west with
his virile impersonation
of Cole Younger in
"The Younger Brothers. Bank Robbers."
Early
in his
cal life Mr.
Areytheatrigave
up his part as a bandit
and went into stock.
His stock career was a
long and honorable one
and he played in companies in Minneapolis,
Brooklyn, Atlanta, Toronto and Lawrence.
Mass.
He

attacked Broadway and was immediately successful,
playing important parts
Wayne Arey.
in productions of David
Belasco
and
Charles
Frohman. He was a leading man in the Princess theater
plays and when the Princess playlets came to an end he
went into motion pictures.
Mr. Arey had his first motion picture experience with the
Thanhouser company, and, particularly adapted to the work,
his rise was rapid. After successful portrayals of the Judge
with Gladys Hulette in "The Shine Girl," and of Dr. Deane,
supporting Florence La Eadie in "Saint, Devil and Woman,"
Mr. Arey was made a co-star with Doris Grey, the Boston
beauty, who has shown such talent under the tutelage of EdVv'in Thanhouser.
Mr. Arey will appear with Doris Grey in "Her Beloved
Enemy," directed by Ernest Warde, which will be released
through the Pathe exchanges.
LILLIAN

WALKER MEETS WITH
ACCIDENT.

SERIOUS

The popular Vitagraoh star. Lillian Walker, who is affectionately known as "Dimples" throughout the motion picture world, is lying at the Mineola Hospital suffering from
a general shaking up and contusions as a result of an automobile accident on the Jericho Turnpike, about three miles
from Mineola. where the company were going to film some
scenes in a forthcoming Blue Ribbon release.
The accident occurred when the chauffeur, Al Reinhard,
swerved Miss Walker's machine in order to get out of the
way of a Ford. The wheels skidded and the car turned
turtle, pinning the chauffeur. Miss Walker. Wilfrid North,
her director, and Bob Gaillord, who was also in the machine, beneath its weight. The players were unable to free
themselves until assistance came, after which they were
rushed to the Mineola Hosnital. where they are now under
the best of care. Director North is believed to be suffering
from fractured ribs, while Miss Walker and Mr, Gaillord are
generally bruised and shaken up.
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Bluebirds by the Dozen
An

Abundance

of Attractive Features
Screen.

Flutter Toward

the

BARRING the essential detail of announcing; the scheduled dates, Bluebird Photoplays, Inc., are well prepared
to supply exhibitors with an abundance of attractive
features with which to combat opposition. During the summer, while Bluebird was "trying out" its policy of promoting plays instead of players, in furthering the interest of
the manufacturer and the exhibitor, Bluebird's directors
were busy on the West Coast producing material of a character to substantiate Bluebird's promises to the public.
"The Heritage of Hate" has been added to the October
program, dated up for the fourth week, and following "The
Social Buccaneer," October 16; "The Chalice of Sorrow,"
October 9, and "Wanted — A Home," October 2. For the
fifth Monday in the month there is an abundance of subjects
to select from, as witness the following references to Bluebirds that are on the wing:
Two productions by the Smalleys, featuring Lois Weber's
Scotch lassie, Mary MacLaren, will be released under the
title of "Devotion" and "The Girl That's Down." Miss
Weber made the scenario for the last named feature from
a story by Brand Whitlock, former Minister to Belgium.
Ella Hall, with her new director and leading man, Rupert
Julian, will also be seen in two releases — "Pawn" and "We
Are French."
Louise Lovely will continue as J. Warren Kerrigan's leading woman and, follou'ing their joint appearance in "The Social Buccaneer," will be seen in the leading roles of Normand Duncan's play. "The Measure of a Man." Ruth Stonehouse will play the leading character in William Worthington's drama, inspired by Mendelssohn's "Spring Song," and
will also have the lead in "Kinkaid Gambler," directed by
Raymond Wells.
"The Eagle's Wing," last of several Bluebirds directed by
Robert Leonard, will have Herbert Rawlinson and Grace
Carlyle in the leads; "The Place Beyond the Winds" will
engage Dorothy Phillips and Lon Chaney in the principal
roles; Dorothy Davenport and Emory Johnson will play
leads in "The Road of Destiny" and Myrtle Gonzalez and
Val Paul will head the Lynn Reynolds coinpany in "The
End of the Rainbow."
From this abundance, selections will be inade for the Bluebird program during the rest of the year. Meanwhile there
will be three months of activity in making more features, all
designed to comply fully with the Bluebird policy of play
prominence instead of personally promoting the player. The
rational advertisin;? campaign already under w-ay will be extended to encompass more mediums for interesting the public in the local exhibitor's displays of Bluebirds.
THOMAS
OWNS
TITLE
"HER
HUSBAND'S
WIFE."
-A. E. Thomas has joined the ranks of the authors who are
active in protecting the titles of their works. Some weeks
ago Mr. Thomas learned that the Ivan Film Productions,
Inc.. was announcing a film entitled, "Her Husband's Wife,"
based on a scenario written by Ivan Abramson, which was
being distributed throu.gh the Merit Film Company. Upon
inquiry he learned that the film was in no sense the same
as his play, "Her Husband's Wife," which was successfully
produced by Henry Miller for two seasons, and in which
Miss Laura Hope Crews, Miss Grace Elliston, Miss Mabel
Bert, Bruce McRae, Orma Caldara, Robert Warwick and
others appeared, and which was subsequently published by
Doubleday. Page & Co. in book form.
Mr. Thomas applied to the Supreme Court for an injunction to prevent the use of his title as the title of any
motion picture photoplay irrespective of the subject matter
of the photoplay. The case was presented in his behalf by
his attorneys. Ernst & Cane, of 31 Liberty street, and the
defendants were represented by I. E. Chadwick, of 130
West 46th street.
The defendants contended that the use of the title by them
was innocent and that a play bearing a similar title by one
W. C. Andrews was written in 1895 and that the title had
been used on the Yiddish stage in 1906. Mr. Thomas' play
was being produced in shortened form in vaudeville by Miss
Crews, and negotiations were pending for an English production which have now been consummated.
After hearing argument and examining briefs submitted,
Judge Mullan has granted the prayer of the plaintiff and has
signed an order enjoining Mr. Abramson.. the Ivan Film
Productions, Inc.. and the Merit Film Companv. from "exhibiting, performing, representing. leasing, selling or advertising in any manner or form the perfomance or intended
performance, representation or production of a motion pic-
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ture photoplay or any motion picture whatsoever under
91
the title 'Her Husband's Wife,' or any simulated or colorable imitation of tlie said title, and from using or advertising
the saiil title. 'Her Husband's Wife,' or any colorable imitation thereof as the title of any motion picture, or motion
picture photoplay, and that they forthwith eliminate the
words, "Her Husband's Wife,' from all advertisements, circulars, announcements, letterheads, lithographs, heralds and
all other printed matter in which the title appears, and to
cut from or destroy the said title from all films, both negative and positive, and all prints and stills made therefrom in
all places where plaintiff's said title shall appear in connection with defendant's motion picture photoplay."

A'^ J. Baumer
ON

WEDNESD.AY, September 13, at a special meeting
of the board of directors of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, N. J. Baumer was elected vicepresident. Mr. Baumer, for a great many years, has been
president and director of the Matzene studios. Chicago,
which are the largest
and foremost in portrait work in America.
Under Mr. Baumer's
personal direction during the past seven
years, over one hundred thousand negatives were made of
celebrities, including
practically all men of
national American reputation, thirty-two of
the English nobility,
and all of the stars and
settings of the Chicago
Grand Opera Company,
of which he is the official photographer by
appointment.
■Phe Pathescope projecting machine was
first marketed in the
central west by Mr,
Baumer, who organized, owned and directed the Pathescope
Company of Chicago.
While Mr. Baumer retains the presidency of
N. J. Baumer.
Matzene's he has disposed of his Pathescope
holdings to the new Pathescope Central Corporation, and
will devote his entire efforts, time and attention to his official
duties with the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company.
Mr. Baumer is a recognized authority on studio lighting
and artistic illumination, and has reason to assume that his
efforts in the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company's new
studio will surpass' his best efforts in portrait work, which
made Matzene's one of the undisputed leaders in still photography.
BESSIE BARRISCALE IN NEW 'YORK.
Miss Bessie Barriscale, the Triangle star, has reached New
York on her vacation after three years' absence in Los Angeles, and is registered at the Knickerbocker. She is combining business with the pleasure of doing a lot of shopping,
however, and is to confer with Thomas H. Ince. her supervising director, in regard to autumn plans. Miss Barriscale's
recent success in comedy roles has created such a demand for
this type of work from her that the emotional work in which
she has already won preeminence has had to be largely set
aside. Miss Barriscale does not want to cease emoting altogether, hut, on the other hand, as she explained, making people chuckle is the jolliest ever. It's a frightful dilemma, but
promises not to spoil the vacation.
VIRGINIA FOLTZ JOINS UNIVERSAL.
Virginia Foltz, who in private life is the wife of Leslie D.
Martin, wealthy real estate man of Los .Angeles, has joined
the film colony at Universal City. She is the daughter of
Clara SHortridc'e Foltz. the famous woman lawyer and the
niece of Samuel M. Shortridge. of San Francisco, one of the
leading attorneys of the Pacific Coast.
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Signal's New Serial

Holmes
the Star and J. P. MacGowan
Director of
"A Lass Mutual,
of the Lumberlands"
—
Released
Through
Commencing October Z3.
THE
Signal Film Corporation has ready for release
October 23 a new motion picture serial, entitled "A
Lass of the Lumberlands." It will feature the popular
favorite. Helen Holmes, star of "The Girl and the Game."
Like other Signal Film Lorporation's productions, the serial
when completed will be released through the Mutual Film
Corporation's sixty-eight exchanges.
"A Lass of the Lumberlands" is in fifteen chapters of two
reels each. Treating as it does of a theme and an industry
wholly new to motion picture patrons, it should prove an
extraordinary attraction. E. Alexander Powell is the author
of the story, which is filled with action and thrills, while
the direction js in the capable hands of J. P. MacGowan, who
was responsible for the other Helen Holmes pictures.
"In announcing to the public the release of the new serial,"
said President S. S. Hutchinson, of the Signal Film Corporation, "we feel that we are presenting a screen subject that
will not only exceed all previous offerings in magnitude,
interest and thrills, but one which will pi-ove very entertaining and interesting in its portrayal of mammoth industry.
As the title, 'A Lass of the Lumberlands,' indicates, the
story is laid in the great North Woods, amid the mighty
sequoia, pines and cedars that makes this region famous.
As the story progresses the screen will actually illustrate
every detail of operation in the great lumbering industry.
"All who see 'A Lass of the Lumberlands' on the screen
are sure to gain a comprehensive idea of what the great
lumbering industry means to this country.
"Of course," continued President Hutchinson, "the story
is not primarily an educational feature, but an interesting,
splendidly acted spectacular chapter play. Best of all, it has
been actually filmed in the real lumberlands. There is
nothing staged or artificial about it from first to last. Every
chapter of the entire fifteen is crammed with action, and
each chapter demonstrates the daring of the fearless film
star, Helen
Holmes."
From the standpoint of advertising possibilities, it is something really new in pictures. The fact that the story has the
lumbering industry as its theme and that its scenes are laid
in the big timber regions will give the exhibitor innumerable
opportunities for odd and unusual displays in his lobby and
for outdoor display on the street.
ARROWS

NEW

SERIES.

"The Bishop's Son" is the title chosen for the first of a
series of special seven and eight reel productions to be made
by the Arrow
Film Corporation at its studios in Yonkers,

PICTURE

WORLD
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In Arrow's film version of "The Bishop's Son," Derwent
Hall Caine plays the same role which he created and made
famous throughout
England.
"The Deemster" (ou which "The Bishop's Son" is based)
is laid in the Isle of Man in the years 1700 to 1710. It is
therefore a costume play of a period of extremely picturesque
After a careful search of all available locations by Howell
Hansel, it was decided to utilize the rolling turf and the steep
garb.
cliffs of Block Island to stage the production. The home of
a multi-millionaire ou Fort Washington avenue. New York
City, was secured as the Deemster's residence, and an
equally ofimposing
mansion
abode
the Bishop
of Man.for Bishop's Court, the historic
A special mound, an exact counterpart of the famous Tynwald Hill, the ancient open-air court of judgment on the
Isle of Man, was constructed at Fox Hills, Staten Island,
and more than 800 extra people were used there in the trial
scenes.
The costumes for Arrow's film version of "The Bishop's
Son" were brought over from England by Derwent Hall
Caine, and are identical with those used in the famous London production of this play.

Helen Arnold, Prize Winner
HELEN
ARNOLD, the little Louisville (Ky.) girl, who
was selected by William A. Brady as the most beautiful photographic type he had ever seen, and who was
one of the winning candidates in the Photoplay Magazine's
Beauty and Brains Contest, has become a permanent player
in the roster of the
l-'rohman Anmsement
Corporation and will
make her first screen
appearance
as "Viola"
in that company's
production of "The Witching Hour." She will bo
in support of C. Aubrey
Smith and Jack Shcrrill
and is now at work
under
Irving. Director George
Helen .'\rnold entered
competition against
twelve thousand girls
and because of lur
photographic propensi
ties, and her intelligent
correspondence, was selected as one of the
winners.
Upon four
arrival
in NewYork,
weeks
ago
Miss Arnold began
visiting various studios
Helen Arnold.
hoping to gather some
insight into the work
before her. At the Frohman Flushing studio she was used
in a court room scene and attracted the attention of George
Irving, who was then engaged making "The Conquest of
Canaan." A test was made and after a few lessons in poise
and pantomime. Miss Arnold went through several difficult
scenes with Tack Sherrill. Result — she was immediately engaged by Mr. Sherrill and will remain definitely with the
Frohman company. A legal release was secured by Miss
Arnold from the World Film Corporation, on September 9.
She is the typical Southern beauty. Her brown eyes,
golden brown hair and perfectly contoured facial features
photographed like a cameo. Slender, graceful and dignified.
Miss .Arnold's future is almost an assured fact. In such pictures as she is cast for. Miss Arnold will plav opposite Jack
Sherrill.
The couple will prove ideal opposite?.

Scene trom "The Bishop's Son"

(Arrow).

N. v.. which, it is anticipated, will be finished within a fortnight.
This first Arrow special feature is also Arrow's first from
a story by Hall Caine.
The picture is based on Mr. Caine's own dramatic version
of "The Deemster," which his son. Derwent Hall Caine,
produced and played in on the English stage under the title
of "The Bishop's Son."

HENRY SIEGEL JOINS SELZNICK.
Henry Siegel, who recently made an enviable record as
New Jersey salesman for Bluebird, was engaged last week
by Sol. H. Berman. New York Exchange Manager of
Lewis J. Senznick Enterprises Inc., to handle the mosquito
belt for Selznick Pictures. Siegel began his career in the
film busines with the World Film Corporation in Pittsburg,
transferring his activities to the East when given charge of
the Newark branch. He resigned from World Film to go
with Bluebird, where he put that company's pictures on the
New Jersey map so ably as to attract the attention of Mr.
Selznick and Mr. Berman.
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Wells-Hawk on Road

Formidable List of Popular Stars Will Be Seen in Releases
for the Fall and Winter.

Starts

that its
announcement
rcctiit be
lilni (."ompiiny's
GENF.KAL
fall anil winter
prosrani would
to an exhibitor the
cipiivaknt of a certified check was followed last week
by a slatcnunt giving in detail General Film Service program
for week October 2-10. inclusive. This is the first program
announced under General Film Service for autumn and
winter.
General Film Service certainly gets oR with a flying start.
If their program is to be judged by the calibre and number
of stars featured in short-length dramas and comedies and
advance press criticisms of their dramas reviewed to date
there is unusual strength in the films.
There are twenty-eight film notables in the week's program as follows: Marguerite Clayton, Patrick Calhoun. Tom
Mix. "Plump" and "Runt," Harry Myers. Rosemary Theby,
Eugenie Besserer. Charles West. Gordon Gray, Virginia
Hammond, Lillian Gish, Ivy Close. "Pokes" and "Jabs."
Harry Beaumont, Gertrude Glover. Josephine Earle, Jackie
Saunders, Frank Mayo. "Ham" and "Bud." Ethel Teare,
Marin Sais. True Boardman, Helen Gibson, Millicent Evans
and Lionel Barrymore.
To Sclig goes the distinction of showing the first picture
on the fall program. October 2, "In the House of the Chief,"
a three reel drama presenting Eugenie Besserer and Charles
West. This will be followed by a one act comedy. "Making
.\n Impression." a \'itagraph production. The Selig-Tribunc
always a feature will be even stronger during this fall and
winter if we are to judge by the offering of the 79 chapter.
".An Indian's Loyalty." with Lillian Gish in the titular role.
a Biograph reissue, will be the last picture screened that day.
For the following day's first picture a two-part drama, Essanay selected two of their strongest stars. Marguerite Clayton and Patrick Calhoun, who will be seen in ".An OldFashioned Girl." This will be followed by a Kalem one-part
comedy.
and
Ethel"One
Teare.Step Too Far," featuring "Ham" and "Bud"

WELLS
H.AWKS. personal representative for Mary Pickford, following the completion of her first picture for
Artcraft Pictures Corporation, "Less Than the Dust,"
has started on a continent-wide trip to blaze the trail through
the newspapers. This trip is a sample of the indirect cooperation of .Artcraft with the exhibitor. Mr. Hawks will
not work with the exhibitor at all, but will pile up a volume
of personal publicity for Mary Pickford which will be followed by the special campaign arranged to exploit "Less
Than
His the
routeDust."
carries Mr. Hawks south. He left on Monday

The fable of "The Kid Who Shifted His Ideals to Golf
and Finally Became a Baseball Fan and Took the Only
Known Cure." an Essanay one reel comedy featuring one
of George .Ade's noteworthy stories, leads the program for
Wednesday. October 4. "\ Grain of Suspicion." a one-reel
comedy, presenting Vim's latest fun makers, Harry Myers
and Rosemary Theby, will follow and then will be shown the
ninth episode of "The Girl from 'Frisco" in two reels, "The
Web of Guilt," in which Marin Sais and True Boardman
have achieved distinctive success. Biograph's three-part
drama. "Lender the Gaslight." a famous picture taken from an
equally famous speaking stage play, in which Lionel Barrymore and Millicent Evans are featured, will be then shown.
Selig-Tribune and a Vim one-part comedy featuring
"Plump" and "Runt" in "Roj'al Blood," will occupy the
screen Thursday, October 5.
Jackie Saunders and Frank Mayo will be seen in a Knickerbocker Star Feature drama in two parts. "The Better Instinct." the first picture shown Friday, October 11, and this
will be followed by a Kalem one-reel comedy, "Stolen Plumage." presenting Ivy Close. Then another comedy, a Vitagraph production. "A Vampire Out of Work." presenting
Josephine Earle. and the day's program will be brought to a
close with still another comedy, this time a Vim one-reel
production. "Strictiv Business," featuring "Pokes" and
"Jabbs."
Essanay's three-act drama, "His Little Wife." presenting
Harry Beaumont and Gertrude Glover, will be the first piclure shown Saturday, October 7. This will be followed by a
\'itagraph production in three parts. "Cantrell's Madonna."
with Virginia Hammond and Gordon Gray featured. Then
will come an episode of the "Hazards of Helen" series by
Kalem. "The Blocked Track." with Helen Gibson in the
limelight. A Selig one-act Tom Mix drama. "The Canbyhill
Outlaws." will close the program for the week.

AS

McCLURE

PICTURES ENGAGES
MARSTON.

THEODORE

Theodore Marston. formerly of the Vitagraph Company,
has been engaged by McClure Pictures to direct the production of "Sloth." the fourth play in the McClure series of
seven five-reel feature plays. "Seven Deadly Sins." Mr.
Marston's work will supplant that of the other McClure directors, who are engaged upon other plays in this feature
series. Charlotte Walker is to be the star of "Sloth,"

on

Tour

of Advance
Work
for the
Pickford Picture.

Newest

Mary

for Philadelphia, going thence to Baltimore, Washington,
Richmond, Atlanta, Birmingham, New Orleans and Dallas,
according to his schedule. From Texas he will turn north
and work east from Kansas City, visiting St. Louis, Chicago, Detroit, Toronto, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh,
Buflfalo, Rochester and Syracuse. In all this territory Mr.
Hawks has a host of friends made during the days when he
toured the country for Charles Frohman, Ringling Brothers'
Circus and other prominent
attractions.
While on tour for Miss Pickford he will visit the Artcraft
exchanges in Philadelphia, Washington, .Atlanta, Dallas, Kansas City, Chicago, Detroit, Cincinnati and Pittsburgh. He
will also be in touch with the newly-formed Artcraft Pictures Corporation, Ltd., in Toronto, the birthplace of Mary
Pickford. which is the centre of distribution of her new superior productions in Canada. He is expected to return
with a budget of recommendations for achieving perfect cooperation between .Artcraft, the branch managers and the
exhibitors wJiom they serve.

Strand Books "The Chattel" for Week
Vitagraph's

FirstNewE. York
H. Sothern
Picture Release
Theater.Tops

Bill at Big

this announcement appears in print, the Strand
theater. New York, will be showing Vitagraph's first
E, H. Sothern release, an original story entitled "The
Chattel." written by Paul West, directed by Frederick
Thomson.
Mitchell H. Mark, president and general manager of the
Strand Theater Corporation, switched the announced programme for the week beginning September 24 in order
to headline the Strand's bil^ with Mr. Sothern's first appearance in motion pictures. Not only did he order a switch
made in the program to include this Greater Vitagraph production, but he also issued instructions to launch an immediate campaign of advertising more extensive than any the
Strand has ever undertaken on behalf of any previous picture.
Generous display advertising space appeared in the English
and German newspapers of Greater New York this week
announcing to the public the treat in store for them. Harold
E. Edel, managing director of the Strand theater, concurred
with Mr. Mark's judgment as to the advisability of revamping
the Strand's bill so as to include Mr. Sothern's picture upon it.
PARAMOUNT'S

PITTSBURGH EXCHANGE
OPENS
NEW BRANCH.
Because of the increase of business handled by the Famous
Players Film Service, Inc.. distributors of Paramount Pictures in Western Pennsylvania. West Virginia. Ohio. Kentucky. Indiana. Illinois and Michigan, it has been necessary
for them to open another branch exchange in their territory.
The new exchange will be in Cleveland. Ohio, with offices
at 501 and 502 Sincere Building, Cleveland, Ohio.
Harry W. Irons, formerly connected with the Kunsky
theatrical enterprises of Detroit, and later connected with the
Pittsburgh exchange, will assume personal direction of the
Cleveland office. Mr. Irons is very well known in the film
business and has had a wonderfully wide experience.
C. G. Kingsley. the present manager of the Fox Film Corporation at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed the branch
manager of the 'Famous Players Film Service, Inc. Mr.
Kingsley, who is a well known figure in the motion picture
business in the Middle West, will assume his new responsiI>ilities on September 21, succeeding R. C. Schmidt, who will
he the company's special traveling representative from the
Pittsburgh branch. The new manager has had a wide experience in the film Industry and during the past year he was
In charge of the Fox interests in Detroit and Cincinnati.
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THE

FABLE OF THE SLIM GIRL WHO TRIED TO KEEP A DATE
THAT WAS NEVER MADE (Essanay). Sept. 13.— Sound philosophy is prescutfd humorously Id this one-reel fable. The moral
Is: "If the woman thinks he's all right, you keep on your own side of
the fence." The moral is drawn by the story of the country girl who,
waiting for her ideal, marries a lazy young fellow. He dies, and she
marries the owner of the general store.
PAYMENT IN FULL (Vim), Sept. lo. — Pokes and Jabbs do several
new stunts in a gymnasium in this one-reel knockabout comedy. Pokes
puts one over on Jabbs when he disguises himself as Jabbs and gets
rid of Old Moneybags, who also wants to marry Jabbs' daughter. Pokes
gets the mortgage, though, and al^o gets the girl. The cast: Robert
Burns, Walter Stull, Ethel Burton and Frank Hanson.

IN JUNGLE WILDS tSellg), Sept. 16.— A rather melodramatic onereeler. The work of the wild animals Is especially good. Bryce. a
broker, brings his daughter to South Africa after he has served a
prison term. He is induced to join in a smuggling plot and sends bis
daughter's flaoce into the jungle to get rid of htm. hoping that he will
be the victim of the wild beasts. The youih gets out of the jungle Just
In time to rescue the girl from the smuggler. In tbe cast are Dick La
Reno, Miss McDonald, George Larkin and Will Machin. Produced by
L. W. Chaudt.
THE UNVEILING (Biograph), Sept. 18. — In this one-reel reissue Mabel
Normand and Robert Harron are featured in an entertaining drama.
The show girl (Mabel Normand) determines to win tbe boy so that she
may obtain his money. The boy's mother is heartbroken, and Is just
about to attempt self-destruction when she is prevented by a friend,
who plans to open the boy's eyes to the true character of the object
of his affections. The mother pretends suicide because her fortune Is
lost, and the show girl deserts the boy.
THE SELIG-TRIBUXE, NO. 75 (Selig), Sept. IS.— Young women of
Sargeant School at aquatic sports and other exercises, Peterboro. N. Y. ;
Duke of Norfolk and Sir Edward Henry inspect constables ; four girls,
winners of "beauty ana brains" contest, Chicago; "Little Bill," actor
cleans elephant with whisk broom, Chicago; tons of melons consumed
on Melon Day, Turlock. Cal. ; whaling season opens with big catch at
Gray's Harbor, Wash. ; "Chick" Evans wins national amateur golf title
from Robert A. Gardner, Haverford. Pa. ; with the British troops In the
Orient — commissary department at work.
A PERFECT D.\Y (Vitagraph). Sept. 18. — This one-reel comedy is
rather slow in action, hut contains humor, nevertheless. A man and
his wife plan a wonderful day In the country to celebrate their tenth
wedding anniversary. They invite their relatives to attend. What happens in the trolley car, at the picnic and in the sailboat, though, is far
from the couple's dreams of a perfect day. In the cast are found George
O'Donnell, Miriam Beeker, Thomas Reynolds and George Ford.
THE MUD CURE (Kalem), Sept. Ift.— Bud's toothache leads to his
awful dream In this comedy. The dentist's daughter, while administering gas, Birts with Ham and the job is bungled, which accounts for the
dream in which Bud sees himself and Ham as attendants at a mud bath
resort where the doctor and his daughter come for treatment. Lloyd V.
Hamilton (Ham), Bud Duncan (Bud), Ethel Teare and A. Edmondson
are in the cast.
THE HONEYMOON CAR (Vim Feature Comedy), Sept. 20.— This reel
falls far below the high mark set by Harry Meyers and Rosemary Theby
in previous Vim Feature Comedies. In this number the newlyweds are
forced to take a chaperon on their honeymoon trip in an automobile.
The chaperon is made to sit on the gasoline tank because the cap has
been lost. A tramp holds up the bride and the chaperon when tbe bridegroom goes for gas. He Is caught, however, and the honeymoon car
at last arrives at the uncle's house.
THE SELIG-TRIBUNB. NO. 70. 1010 (Sellg), Sept. 21.— Five thousand
Elks parade in celebration at Newark, N. J. ; National Service School
instills patriotism in young women. Narragansett Pier; Mme. Albertlna
Rasch and members of ballet interpret dance in surf. Galveston : University of Pennsylvania football squad hold preliminary practise, Wlndber. Pa. ; tons of supplies rushed to front in motor van=^, Verdun,
France: Duquesne. Pa. (steel city), celebrates rlOth anniversary of its
incorporation ; forest fires rage at San Jose. Cal. : .'S.CHV) celebrate California's admission to Union at Santa Rosa, Cal. ; New York car strikers
hold meeting at Union Square.
LOVE AND DUTY (Vim). Sept. 21.— Plump and Runt as soldiers in
this film are funny. Criss-cross love affairs between Private Plump,
Lieutenant Runt, the colonel's daushter and the pel of the regiment,
lead to complications.
Plump Is sentenced to die, but the pet aids him

OWN

STAFF

to escape. An explosion throws the colonel into the water and Plump
rescues him. The hero Is given the band of the pet and everybody, even
Runt, is happy. The cast is made up with Babe Hardy, Billy Ruge,
Florence McLaughlin and Ray Godfrey.
THAT PESKY PARROT (Kalem), Sept. 22.— A lively reel in which
a near elopement, entailing some wild riding, takes place. The parrot,
belonging to a newly-wedded couple, starts things when the husband
comes home and the bird makes him believe his wife has run away.
Ivy Close and Henry Murdoch are the supposed elopers. A review was
printed in the issue of September 23, page I'JOO.
DEFYING DEATH (Kalem), Sept. 23.— In this number of the
"Hazards of Helen" series, the girl operator at Lone Point (Helen
Gibson) shoots under a moving train while lying face down on an electric hand car. She does this in the course of her successful pursuit of
a man who attempts to prevent the railroad from getting a new franchise, and who has stolen important documents. This picture wa£ reviewed in the Issue o." September 23, page 1900.

General Film Company Specials
THE GREATER OBLIGATION (Essanay). Sept. 12. — A strong two-reel
drama, well played by a cast headed by Edward Arnold, and including
Marlon Lyndston and Betty Brown. The story evolves around the baby
of Mildred Bane and Roger Willard. which has been adopted by Willard
and the girl he married. Willard does not know the waif is his own
child. After his wife's death, Willard Is accidentally brought face to
face with Mildred. She kidnaps the baby, not knowing it Is her own.
for several years have passed. An extremely dramatic situation occurs
when Willard and Mildred learn that the baby is their own. They are
reconciled.
THE WOMAN ALWAYS PAYS (Essanay). Sept. 16.- This is a good
three-reel drama in which Lillian Drew and Sydney Ainsworth are assigned difl3cult roles which they do well. The production is a screened
narrative of a mountain lawyer who betrays the girl whose love he has
won. Fearing the girl's uncle, the lawyer steals his child when it is a
year old. He goes to the city and becomes a respected man. His daughter has grown up, and the mother of the girl has become an adventuress.
For revenge she endeavors to have the girl ruined as she was. The
shock of learning that she is the mother of the girl she wanted to sacrifice kills the mother.
THE THORN AND THE ROSE (Vitagraph— Broadway Star Feature),
Sept. 16. — The old. but ever new. theme of the triumph of a good woman's love over that of a butterfly is used in makiug tLis an Interesting
and compelling three-reel drama. The story is well connected and runs
smoothly. It treats of a successful young artist who marries a poor
girl — the "Lily." The artist, who has exiled himself from >iis former
friends, goes to the city for a visit and there meets the "Rose" — who
lures him from his home. She proves false and the man goes back to
his wife and baby. In the cast are found John Ralee, Shirley Moore.
Grace Blakely and William Lyttel.
INTO THE NORTHLAND (Selig). Sept. IS.— An acceptable three-reel
drama with a surprising and delightful denouement. This number will
strengthen any program. Most of the interest in the story is centered
on Harriet Collins (Fritzi Brunette), who, disguised as a boy, goes to
British Columbia in search of her husband. She is forced to earn ber
living as a handy boy around a general store in a rough mining settlement. Her sex is not discovered until she collapses and, attended by
Moll McGuire. one-time owner of a gambling den, gives birth to a baby.
The husband for whom she has gone in search has struck it rich and
returns to the settlement on the day that the baby is born. The cast
is composed of Fritzi Brunette, Leo Pierson, Lillian Hayward, Harry
Lonsdale and James Bradbury.
WHEN JUSTICE WON (Essanay), Sept. 19.— A two-reel number with
enough dramatic material to hold Interest. A young convict is made the
guardian of an orphan child, and from tfap time of his escape leads an
upright life. When the glrl-cbild Is grown the ex-convlci is a respected
man of affairs, but Is persecuted and blackmailed by a man who knows
of his escape. A marriage between the ward of the ex-convict and a
pal of the blackmailer is thwarted, and a pardon from tbe governor
leads the ward to want to be more to her guardian than a ward. Those
In the cast are Marguerite Clayton, Sydney Ainsworth, John Lorenz,
Ulrich Haupt and John Cossar.
STRONGHEART (Biosraph), Sept. 20. — An Interesting three-part
version of the famous play In which Robert Edeson starred. In the picture. Henry Walthall presents the title role with fine effect and Is ably
supported by Blanche Sweet. Alan Hale. Lionel Barry more. Gertrude
Robinson and Antonio Moreno.
Reviewfd in the issue of Sept 2.
THE

GUN

RUNNERS

(Kalem),
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Frisco"* scries. An attempt to Btart a revolution in South America
forms the plot of this two-reel chapter. Barbara Brent (Marin Sals)
loams enough of the secrets of the plotters to spoil their plans, although they attempt to take her life. True Boardman plays opposite
Miss Sals. A full review can be found In the issue of September 23,
page inOO.
THE WAY OF PATIENCE (Essanay). Sept. 2.'i.— Nell Craig anJ
Ernest Maupaln appear In the leading roles of this three-reel photoplay,
which, for story, acting and photography, merits unstinted praise. The
Btory Is of a country Quaker maliien with a stern father, who flees from
home to the city, flnds there a worthy husband and flees from him back
home, berause she thinks she is too wild for him. Wholesome, with
strong heart Interest.

Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
WANTED — A HOME. Oct. 2. — A pleasing five-part production written
and produced by the Smalloys. Mary MacLaren is the star, and gives
a very fine Interpretation of the character of Mlna Rogers, a homeless
girl, who Impersonated a nurse, and was by the force of circumstances
almost driven on the rocks. A full review of the picture appears elsewhere.

International Film Service, Inc.
HEARST-INTERNATIOXAL NKWS PICTORIAL, NO. T."j, 1916, Sept.
19. — Russian horde arrives In Balkans in Allies' offensive ; ten tons of
muscat grapes eaten at vine fete, Escondido, Cal. ; American and British teams play exciting game of auto polo at Detroit ; Traction strikers
meet In Union Square. N. Y. ; test shell crashes through house at Indian Head. Md. ; training ship Ranger arrives back in Charlestown.
Mass. ; 500 prize sheep on farm of W. B. Kendall, at Bowdoin, Me. ;
First U. S. Engineers make pontoon bridge on Rio Grande at Laredo,
Tex.; bevy of British beauties arrive for New York theatrical company;
British troops clear away wrecked Zeppelin near London ; storm wrecks
U. S. cruiser Memphis. Santo Domingo.
HBARST-INTERXAT.^vNAL NEWS PICTORIAL. NO. 76, 1916. Sept.
22. — Aides of Generals Funston and Green review Illinois and Kansas
National Guard at border; captive Elk herd roams In woods of Queens
County Park. Brooklyn ; England gives military funeral to Germans
killed In Zeppelin ; range-finding camera latest equipment of military
aviators, Hempstead. L. I.; King George and Queen Mary watch life
guards' contest, Windsor Park, England ; Governor Charles S. Whitman
casts primary ballot: alligator farm at Jacksonville, Fla. ; Seth Low
honored at funeral. New York ; fall and winter fashions ; Russian army
In Balkans cheered along streets of Salonika. Greece; merchant submarine Deutschland arrives In Bremen, Germany.
THE

FLOWER OF FAITH (International), Oct. 2.— Jane Grey Is featured in this five-reel drama, which visualizes the romance of an Itinerant evangelist's daughter and an unbeliever. Faith triumphs when
a bolt of lightning saves an innocent man from being lynched. This Is
the first of the Golden Eagle Features. A full review Is printed on another page of this issue.

Metro Pictures Corporation.
THE LIGHT OF HAPPINESS (Columbia), Sept. 4.— Viola Dana In the
character of Tangletop. Is the leading member of the cast in this fivereel drama, written and produced by John W. Collins. It Is a good
middle grade subject, and is well acted. A longer account is printed
on another page of this iBsue.

Mutual Film Corporation
MUTUAL WEEKLY, NO. 90, Sept. 20.— Interesting Items of this number are the opening of the football season at Boston. Mass., a demonstration at Sargeant Summer School for women physical culture Instructors, the Duke of Connaught reviewing war heroes at Toronto, Can.,
National tractor demonstration at Madison, Wis. ; first annual bathing
girl pageant at Oakland, Cal.
MOVIE STRUCK (Cub), Sept. 22. — In this characteristic number,
featuring George Ovey and Claire Anderson, Jerry and the girl elope
In an interesting manner. They then visit a moving picture concern,
where Jerry amuses himself by throwing bricks at the manager. The
usual knockabout situations follow. The number Is one of average
strength.
REEL LIFE, NO. 21 (Gaumont). Sept. 24. — This number Is exceptionally entertaining. It contains a pleasing study of the hands, Illustrating the meaning of the various lines, according to the science of palmistry. The views showing the manner In which white leghorn chickens
are raised are both interesting and Informative.
THE DEACON'S CARD (Beauty). Sept. 26-— A moderately entertaining farce comedy in which the deacon, who la at the head of an antigambling league, gets In wrong while trying to steer his daughter's
matrimonial bark. A pack of cards, dropped from the pocket of the
sweetheart, placed In the deacon's pocket after the young man has
been ordered from the house, spills on the floor at an inopportune moment. Rather amusing.
SEE AMERICA FIRST (Gaumont), Sept. 27. — An unusually charming number of this series, entitled "The Lake Placid Region of the
Adlrondacks." and exhibiting many beautiful views of Lake Placid, the
White Face mountain range. Ausable River, etc. On the same reel with
this subject is a cartoon comedy entitled "Golf."
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Mutual Film Corporation Specials.
FANTOMAS. NO. :i (Gaumont), Sept. 20.— "The Mysterious Finger
Print" Is the title of this number, which proves to by quite as interesting
as the previous numbers. As the serial progresses the plot thickens.
Detective Juve. who was supposed to have been killed as a result of an
explosion reappears, and affords a laugh In the closing scene by his exasperated manner when Fantomas again slips from hla very finger tips.
THE LAND O' LIZARDS (Mutual Masterpicture), Sept. 21.~An entertaining live-part production featuring Frank Borzage and Anna Little.
The plot centers about the rivalry of two different parties In connection
with a vein of gold known to exist on the Bar C ranch. Frank Borzage, In
the role of the Stranger, does unusually attractive work. An excellent
western number.
THE FATHER OF HER CHILD (Centaur), Sept. 23.— A two-reel subject with an Enoch Arden theme, featuring Ethel Calvert. T. H. Gowland
and .\1 Blake. The country girl has choice between two lovers, a young
blacksmith and the village dude. She loves the latter and marries him.
He turns out to be a worthless fellow and the part Is well played by Al
Blake. He finally runs away to sea, where he becomes king of a cannibal Island. Later he turns up to find the girl married to the blacksmith,
with a child. She still loves the worthless fellow, but chooses the blacksmith. This has a quite, natural development and the character work Is
appealing.
It holds the interest strongly throughout.
THE MANAGER OF THE B. & A. (American-Signal), Sept. 25.—
Rarely does a photoplay achieve the technical strength shown in this
five-reel subject, based on a novel by Vaughn Kester. While the closing
scenes leave much to the imagination, there Is no disappointment, for the
intent is obvious to any observer that the hero gets the girl and brings
the branch road to eventual success. As a live, engrossing picture of
railroad life, with knowledge and authority in every scene, we have not
seen anythin>i better than this. Helen Holmes, L. D, Maloney. Thomas
G. Lingham and the others in the cast do excellent work. The photography
and action are pleasing throughout. In spite of a rather abrupt close, this
is an excellent subject.
FANTOMAS, NO. 4 (Gaumont), Sept. 28. — "The Crook Detective" is
the title of this number of the serial. In It Juve is arrested on suspicion that he may be himself Fantomas. A masked ball given by the
Grand Du?hess Alexandra is the scene of mysterious happenings among
which is the murder of one of the guests. Juve is also found on the following morning in his prison bed drugged and with a knife thrust in his
arm.
POULTRY A LA MODE (Vogue), Oct. 1. — A two-part comedy which has
very little point. A couple of men living side by side are occupied in
trying to raise ducks and geese. Sitting side by side in the poultry yard
they fall asleep and dream that their pbultry wander to the swimming
pool of a questionable Oriental resort. Here the poultry turns to the sort
of human beings
commendable
film.that on Broadway are known as "chickens." Not a very
ARABELLA'S PRINCE (Thanhouser), Oct. 6. — A two-reel story picturing the way in which an old maid finally wins the man of her choice,
who happens to be an old salt living next door. She writes a fervid
poem and sends it adrift in a bottle. The old salt finds it, but throws it
back to sea. A small boy, reading fairy stories, finds it and writes the
old maid a letter. She invites him to call, with the whole town watching
the course of events. The old salt leads a rescue party, thinking she
has fallen into the clutches of a married man. This contains some good
character work and tells a rather slow but amusing story.

Paramount Pictures Corporation.
PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPHS (Paramount), September. —"Capturing
Wild Oysters" is the first subject on the reel. "The Garden City Fever"
shows the new movement by the children of New York to turn waste
places into useful gardens or beauty spots. "Converting Wood Into
Pulp" shows the making of print paper in all the different processes.
"Priscilla and the Pesky Fly" Is a study In animated clay.
ASHES OP EMBERS (Famous Players). Sept. 21. — Pauline Frederick
plays a dual role in this five-reel photoplay. The picture is strongly
realistic and offers Miss Frederick two widely contrasted characters. A
longer review is printed on another page of the present Issue.
THE QUEST OF LIFE (Famous Players), Sept. 25. — Maurice and
Florence Walton, the dancers, are starred In this five-reel picture. The
scenario Is a very unskilful piece of work. It serves to Introduce several
of the best known dances of the stars, but offers very few opportunities
for acting to anyone in the cast. Miss Walton does surprisingly well
under the circumstances.
Maurice does the best he can.
BOBBY BUMPS STARTS A LODGE (Paramount), Sept. 28.— This onereel Bray cartoon shows Bobby, his pet goat and his little colored friend.
Bobby starts a lodge of his own and Invites Sambo to join. He expects
to have great fun with the boy, and so does the goat, but the little negro
fools them both, and Billy has to admit that he Is the goat. Full of
humor and good drawing. "Experiments In Crystallization" is on the
same reel.
A SCOTCH-IRISH REEL (Burton Holmes), Oct. 2. — Interesting views
throughout Scotland Includes The Isle of Skye, Fingal's Cave, the Isle of
lona. and other famous localities. The Irish views show a review of
Belfast Volunteers, Seaforlh Highlanders on parade at Dublin, and
many other scenes In the land of Robert Emmett. The reel Is taken
with all the Burton Holmes skill.
THE LNTRIGUE (Morosco), Oct. 2.— A flve-reel Pallas Picture melodrama with Einore Ulrlcb. Its hero has Invented a war machine to
kill distant enemies. It is not an artistic picture, for though ably
acted, the plot Is weak and commonplace. A longer review will be found
elsewhere In this Issue.
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Pathe Exchange, Inc.

portrayed by a strikingly pretty girl, Laura
Cowle,
helps along
the
mystery and adds a love story.
The treatment is light and humorous.

LES PYRENEES CATAL.AXES tPathe), Oct. 1.— This number will be
found to be a very delightful one. presenting scenes of great beauty in the
Pyrenees mountains.
This film has also been attractively colored.
TROPICAL BIRDS (Pathe). Oct. 1. — An instructive study of parrots,
nicely colored and arranged. The various kinds of brilliantly plumaged
parrots that frequent the tropics are shown.

BORROWED PLUMES (Universal Special Feature), Oct. 2.— No.
8 of the "Timothy Dobbs" series. Carter De Haven again appears to
the best advantage in this number. He gets a job as ticket seller for a
moving picture house and loses it because he stops to flirt with a pretty
girl. Later he dresses as a girl himself and gets the job again, only
to have the deception discovered. He then enters the movies still
dressed as a girl. The number has laughs strung along all through it.
Robert Milash and Marcia Moore also appear.

LUKE'S SPEEDY CLUB LIFE (Rolin). Oct. 1.— An amusing farcecomedy in which Luke makes his entrance and exit as a bell boy at a
certain club. The business of this picture is in many instances original.
The fun is clean, and the action not overdone.

Pathe Exchange, Inc. Specials
THE SHIELDING SHADOW (Astra), Oct. 1.— The first number of
this new, interesting Palbe serial, which features Grace Darmond, Ralph
Kellard and Leon Barup, is entitled "Treasure Trove," and introduces
the main characters of the story and the incidents upon which it is
based. Leontine, daughter of Stephen Walcott, who is bordering on
financial ruin is in love with Jerry Carson, a young writer, while her
father strenuously opposes the match and tries to force her to marry
a Spaniard believed by him to be wealthy. The destruction of the
Walcott yacht with the author aboard forms a thrilling incident which
leads up to the forging of a note purported to be from Jerry, and the
death of one Diego, a tool of Navarro's, for which Jerry is arrested and
sent to prison. A review of "The Shielding Shadow" will be found
elsewhere.

THE GRIP OF EVIL No. 12 (Balboa), Oct. 1.— "Into the Pit" is the
title of this number, which has to do with efforts to accomplish regeneration in various individuals. John Burton, lured into a den of thieves
and ill-doers, and rescued eventually through the manipulations of one
of their number, meets a young woman whose life has been spent in
uplift work in the slums, with the usual result.
THE MOODS OF MEDORA (Pathe). Oct. 1. — A two-part re-issue, in
which the feminine lead is called upon to play a double role, and interprets both characters attractively. A woman with a past marries a
young man of good characater. and has a child, which she despises
because it hinders her from returning periodically, as before, to her
former companions. A young woman, who is her e.\act double in appearance, is hired by her to impersonate her in her home while she returns
to her old haunts.
An interesting number.

Triangle Film Corporation.
PUPPETS (Trianple-Komedy). Aug. 13.— A rather dull study in black
and white of the adventures of* Pierrot and Columbine, with De Wolf
Hopper as Pantaloon.
THE WINNING PUNCH (Keystone), Aug. 20. — One of the most amusing little farces shown in a long time, chiefly dependent on a ring
contest.
HIS LYING HEART (Keystone), Aug. 20.— A Ford Sterling farce of
domestic difficulty, only mildly amusing.

THE GIRL AND THE BA"NDIT (Universal Special Feature), Oct. 2.
— This two-reel instalment continues the adventures of Rutledge and
Pedro in the interior of Old Mexico, where they nave gone to rescue
Liberty. The girl shoots from her prison cell into a pile of boxes filled
with ammunition, exploding this and stampeding the Mexican camp.
Later she saves Rutledge from the firing squad in a sensational manner. The number as a whole is strong in interest.
IN THE HEART OF NEW YORK (Gold Seal). Oct. 3.— A three-reel
number, by Wm. Addison Lathrop. Ben Wilson. Edna Hunter, Charles
Ogle. Wm. J. Welsh and others appear. This is a slum story, in which
a wealthy young clubman invades the poor sections to find a stolen
ring. He is discovered In a wine room by Rose Grey, a young social
worker, who sets to work to reform him. This situation proves an
amusing one and furnishes the principal originality of the production.
The young man allows the girl to take him to the mission and afterwards falls in love with her. This is more pleasant than the average
slum story and contains certain original features of interest.
SAFE l.\ THE SAFE (L-KO), Oct. 4.— A two-reel burlesque number
which contains some laughable absurdities. A gang of thieves make
themselves at home in the police commissioner's residence and also
have a secret chamber at police headquarters. They steal from the
police at will. Dan Russell is amusing as the chief, particularly in the
scene where he disguises himself as a woman. The automobile chase Is
well put on. and in spite of its familiarity, some new twists occur. This
contains a good deal of entertaining nonsense.
SOMEWHERE ON THE BATTLEFIELD (Universal Special), Oct. 6.—
A two-reel subject, written and produced by Hobart Henley, who also
plays the leading role, supported by Claire MacDowell and Wm. J.
Welsh. The story concerns a young Servian physician in a Bulgarian
hospital in the year 1915. He loves a young nurse, who risks her life
to save him after it is known that he is a spy and has been shot while
attempting to escape. This has a strong atmosphere of the great war
and has some very pathetic moments. The death of the young physician,
after the girl has risked everything to save him. is a real tragedy. Some
of the hospital scenes are a little dark, but the subject as a whole is
a strong one.
A MOUNTAI.N TRAGEDY (Laemmle), Oct. 7. — A two-reel number,
written by Calder Johnstone, featuring Burton C. Law, Zoe Bech, Marjorie Ellison. E. J. Denecke and others. The plot Is made up of simple
elements, but handled so effectively that excellent suspense is achieved.
The little girl closes a bandit's eye with a bean shooter at the crucial
moment of the story. The scenes are laid in and about a mountain
cabin.
The bandit's makeup Is unusually good.
An exciting number.

Unity Sales Corporation
YELLOW MENACE (Episode No. 6), Oct. 2. — A most sensational incident is the torturing of the Princess Najla on the double-scissors rack.
A longer review will be found in our issue of September 9, 1916, on page
16&4.

Universal Film Mfg.

Company

THE ETERNAL WAY (Big U), Oct. 5. — A mountain story by Clifford
Elfeldt. featuring Vola Smith. Mae Hill, Chas. Gunn and G. Raymond
Nye. Vola Smith plays the part of a wild, untamed girl, who finally
learns the meaning of true love. The plot is fairly strong and the
scenic effects are unusually attractive.
PEN AND INKLINGS IN AND AROUND JERUSALEM (Powers), Oct.
5. — Hy Mayer has used his artistic skill in elaborating an entertaining
and instructive series of pictures taken in the Holy Land. He brings
out the manners and customs, as well as the humorous side, of the
country.
This makes altogether a good educational offering.
A CHARMING VILLAIN (Victor), Oct. 6.— Smiling Billy Mason. Chas.
Dorian and Madge Kirby appear in this burlesque on the old plot
of- the country girl lured to the city. It is quite entertaining when it
gets under way and has some smiles in the closing scenes.

Universal Film Mfg.

Co. Specials

ASHES OP REMEMBRANCE (Rex), Oct. 1. — A two-reel number, by
Allen J. Holubar. in which an old man tells the story of his early mistake to a quarreling young couple. The tale reverts back to Civil War
days, and pictures of battle scenes are included. At the close the
young couple make up their differences. This method of presenting a
story has been used so frequently that it is no longer very novel. Some
of the closing scenes are too sentimental. The number as a whole Is
one of only fair strength.
UNDER SUSPICION (Red Feather), Oct. 2. — A five-reel number,
adapted from a story by E. Phillips Oppenheim and directed by George
Loane Tucker. Douglas Munro heads the English company appearing
in this. He appears as a bland, smiling villain, who baffles the detectives
of Scotland Yard at every turn. He is suspected of all sorts of crime,
from counterfeiting to murder, but no evidence can be found against him.
The story is original and interesting. The villain turns out to be an
American who escaped from his suffragette wife.
His daughter, Eve,

Greater Vitagraph

(V-L-S-E,

Inc.)

THROUGH THE WALL (Vitagraph). Sept. IS.— A six-reel detective
drama from a story by Cleveland Moffett. this picture may be recommended for the skill with which its many gripping incidents have been
put togetner. It is capitally acted. A review is printed on another
page of this issue.
THE SCARLET RUNNER. NO. 1 (Vitagraph), Oct. 2.— The first number of this new Vitagraph serial, which is being produced by Wallie Van
and P. S. Earle. appears under the title of "The Car and His Majesty,"
and Is one of twelve two-part adventures through which Christopher
Race passes while trying to make good on the proposition of earning
his own living. The "Scarlet Runner" is a high-powered automobile
which he purchases with the money gathered from a sale of hjs household belongings. His first adventure brings him into the service of
a king who is traveling incognito. The story, by C. N. and A. M.
Williamson. Is not particularly strong.

FARRAR

AS "JOAN

OF ARC."

A filmed version of the story of "Joan of Arc" has been completed under the direction of Cecil B. De Mille. with Geraldine
Farrar in the title role. This production, which has held Miss
Farrar's exclusive services for three nionths this summer, will
be presented by Jesse L. Lasky this autumn. The cast which
supports Miss Farrar was selected by Mr. De Mille and includes many well known players of the screen, some of whom
have starred on the screen in their own right. Prominent
among these are Hobart Bosworth, who appears as the hero,
Theodore Roberts. Tully Marshall. Wallace Reid, Charles Clary
Horace B. Carpenter, James Neill, Mrs. Lewis McCord and
others.

NEW

MANAGER

FOR

MERIT'S

BUFFALO

OFFICE.

Joseph Lee. who has been New York State representative of
the Merit Film Corporation, has been promoted to the managership of the Buffalo branch office of the Merit Film Corporation, succeeding F. J. AVillis, The latter leaves his position to become manager of the Ivan Film exchange in Boston,
from which point he will have charge of the distribution of
Ivan features in the New England territory.
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Manufacturers' Advance Notes

"THROUGH THE WALL" (Greater Vitagraph).
"ThrouKli tl»e Wall" is one of the finest mystery pictures
Vltasraph has ever produced. For genuine thrills and subtle
detective work it equals Sherlock Holmes at his best. It is
one of those pictures in which the suspense is completely sustained in every reel. It is the cleanest kind of a picture ana
absolutely
true to life.
Cleveland Moffett has written several bully good stories that
have been
transformed
into Vitagraph
features, but never

PANTAGES

BOOKS

"THE

CRIMSON

STAIN

The latest big small-time vaudeville circuit to book "The
MYSTERY."
Crimson Stain Mystery." the
sixteen episode super-serial photoplay presented by the Consolidated Film Corporation is the
Pantages.
A telegram received at the executive offices of Consolidated
at 1482 Broadway, New York, from Metro Pictures Corporation. San Francisco, states that after viewing the first three
episodes Alex Pantages. owner of the Pantages Circuit, signed
a contract booking the serial for his entire chain of theaters.
This piece of news was received with much gratification by
Consolidated managers, who consider that by booking "The
Crimson Stain Mystery" for their respective circuit of tlieatera,
Messrs. Alex Pantages and Marcus Loew have put their stamp
of approval upon and indorsed Consolidated's claims that "The
Crimson Stain Mystery" is one of the greatest motion picture
Serials ever produced.

HIRSH

GET "PAGES

FROM

HER

PAST."

Xatlian Hirsh. presidi^nt of the Pioneer Feature Film Corporation, has purchased the New York State and Northern
New Jersey rights for the production entitled "Pages from Her
Life." This is an emotional drama in five parts, based upon
incidents in the life of a stage favorite, which strikes the keynote of intense action.
"PIGS" (Gaumont).

Scene from "Through the Wall"
(Vitagraph).
before has he sensed the possibilities of the screen as in
"Througrh the Wall." Under the guiding hand of Director Rollin S. Sturgeon, Mr. Moffett's scenes develop terrific punch as
they mo\e through the five reels to a smasliing climax.
Heidelmann. the master criminal, played superbly by George
Holt, has a weakness that criminologists say is always their
hope when looking for clues. In Heidelmann's case he keeps
a diary of his crimes, gloats over it and lives to see it bring
about his destruction. Heidelmann is a Doctor Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde. He lives a double life, posing as a wealthy man of
standing in the community, and when the Mr. Hyde part of
his nature asserts itself the transformation is remarkable.
Heidelmann marries Mrs. Kittredge. a wealthy widow. On a
trans-Atlantic trip he has persuaded his wife and daughter to
take with liim, the liner is torpedoed. His wife is drowned
and Heidelmann discovers his daughter by marriage has lost
her mind. She is the one outstanding obstacle between him
and the money he covets. In attempting to dispose of her
brother and uncle, he commits the crime of murder and cleverly places the blame on Alice's brother.
William Duncan, who plays the role of the detective, has a
magnificent part that he make.'i the most of. Through his work
he tracks down Heidelmann, saves the brother and restores
the sister's mind. Nell Shipman enacts the role of Heidelmann's step-daughter with grace and naturalness, adding materially to the powerful drawing power of this latest Vitagraph Blue Ribbon
Feature.

OWEN

MOORE

AND MARGUERITE
"THE KISS."

COURTOT

"The pen of the cartoonist can do more wonderful things
than can the ablest director." said Harry Palmer in discussing
animated cartoons, that branch of the art in which he is a
recognized leader. "While admitting the skill of the director
of comedies, I cannot believe that he can crowd many laughs
into the same number of feet as can the humorist with the
pen. The appeal of the Kartoon Komic is through a humorous
exaggeration
that cannot be duplicated
in real life.
"To illustrate this, let us consider the latest animated cartoon from the Gaumont Studios which I have called 'Pigs.'
Now a pig naturally lends himself to the joyous mood, aa
witness Ellis Parker Butler's classic, 'Pigs Is Pigs'; but when
you come to introduce the porcine actor to the camera you
will find that he does not run true to form when considered
as the hero of a story. The cartoonist, however, can take any
pig from the little pig that went to market to the one that
Tom the Piper's Son stole and get a laugh out of him in a
thousand ways. He can be made to climb a tree or swim a
river or do some
other thing that spectators
recognize
is

IN

Osculation has been the subject of deep thought and considerable experimentation on the part of certain members of
the Famous Players forces during the past week. Owen Moore
and Marguerite Courtot have done the experimenting and Director Del Henderson
has been doing the deep thinking
role.
The reason for this sudden and all-absorbing interest in kissing is the fact that these three are concerned as co-stars and
director respectively in the staging of "The Kiss." a forthcoming Paramount Picture. As the title indicates, the exchanging
of affectionate caresses between the parties of the first, or stellar, parts forms a very important incident in the story. The
first kiss, which is the forerunner of many others stolen at a
masked ball, and Moore, who has stolen it. is so captivated
by the sweetness and warmth thereof, that he sets out to find
the kissee. who escapes after the brief instant of bliss.

Scene from "Pigs" (Gaumont).
quite impossible
for a pig.
Yet the very fact that the feat
is impossible
is a great aid in tickling their risibilities.
"Then the cartoonist who varies his subjects i-an score a
higher percentage of hits than can the brother artist who is
bound to a single series. He is not held in any one channel
or confined by limitations that hamper his play of fancy. I
vary my work by releasing 'Estelle' one week, perhaps 'Noisy
Ned' the next, then switch to something entirely different,
and for the fourth week
take another
new tack."
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"IN THE HOUSE OF THE CHIEF" (Selig).
Raising the standard of General Film productions week after
week is the iron-bound policy of Wm. N. Selig, and the gripping' three-reel drama "In the House of the Chief," released in
regular service on Monday, October 2, will prove a good criterion by which to judge Selig Diamond Specials that are to
come.
"In the House of the Chief" was penned by the famous
author, I. K. Friedman, whose stories in the Saturday Evening
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FOR

"AROUND

THE

WORLD

IN 80

The Herald Film Corporation announce that bookings for
"Around the World in 80 Days" have been coming in steadily.
The demand by exhibitors for this feature has been Increaslnff
daily. The officers of the DAYS."
Herald Film Corporation feel that
their Judgment in selecting "Around the World In 80 Days."
by Jules Verne, for their first release of big features, has been
more than vindicated. Letters, telegrams and telephone messages from all parts of the country prove the wonderful popularity a remarkable novel can attain. The open and frank
method adopted in announcing the price per day Is also meeting with the approval of exhibitors throughout the country.
In all probability this method will be followed by the Herald
Film Corporation
In their future advertising of big features.

FIRST

EPISODE

OF "SHIELDING

SHADOW."

The Initial episode of Pathe's wonder serial, "The Shielding
Shadow," produced by Astra, will be released on October 1st.
It deals with the adventures and the love affair of Jerry Carson and Leontlne Walcott.
Grace Darmond is Leon tine Walcott, Leon Bary Sebastian
Navarro and Ralph Kellard Jerry Carson. Their acting Is one
of the best points in a splendid production, the most thrilllngr
feature of which is the fire at sea. In which passengers of the
boat are seen actually in flames Jumping from the height of
the deck into the ocean.

Scene from "In the House of the Chief" (Selig).
Post have proven so popular. The cast includes Eugenie Besserer. the "Ellen Terry" of filmland: Vivian Reed. Sidney Smith
and Al W, Filson. "In the House of the Chief" is a story of
the underworld, of the sacrifices made by a notorious woman
crook and fence that her beautiful daughter might remain innocent and receive an education. How her sin finally found
her out; how she finally righted a great wrong and reunited
two young lovers, are but episodes in a film replete with exciting thrills and smashing climaxes.
"THE
RETURN OF 'DRAW EAGAN" (Triangle).
William S. Hart has "put over" another big hit in "The
Return of 'Draw' Egan." a Triangle-Kay Bee feature scheduled to be released on October 15. It is another big western
picture and critics are unanimous in declaring Mr. Hart to be
pre-eminent at the present time among screen artists when set
down in such locale and with a story of that character to
interpret.
In "The Return of 'Draw' Eagan." Mr. Hart plays the role
of a bad man of the West who finally comes to a turning In
the road. The opportunity presents itself to him to reform
and make good. He seizes it and is succeeding with a vengeance when a Nemesis in the person of one of his pals of the
time when he was known far and wide as a bad man. appears
on the scene.
As the story is developed Mr. Hart rises to heights of rare
dramatic ability when he finally risks the love of the girl, the
respect of his neighbors and even his freedom in order to
quiet once and for all those who would drag him down again
to the level from which
he has risen.
"The Return of 'Draw' Eagan" is without doubt one of the
best-acted pictures seen in a long time. Louise Glaum, as a
girl of the town, plays convincingly and incidentally has the
opportunity to depart somewhat from her usual role of a
vampire. Margery Wilson, as the girl with whom the bad man
falls In love, is excellent. Robert McKim. as Arizona Joe. the
bad man who pursues "Draw" Eagan, gives a touch of realism
to the part that goes to make the picture the excellent one it is.
Photographically and artistically "The Return of 'Draw'
Eagan" maintains the standards set by all Triangle-Kay Bee
pictures and precludes the possibility of unfavorable criticism
being directed against it from any angle.

"NE'ER-DO-WELL"

REMAINS
ON
S-E PROGRAM,

VITAGRAPH

"ANTON, THE TERRIBLE" (Lasky).
Theodore Robt-rts and Anita King as co-stars for the first
time will appear in the Jesse L. Lasky production of "Anton,
the Terrible." The story of this thrilling drama of Russian
political Intrigue was written by Jules Eckert Goodman from
Thomas H. Uzzell's story and prepared for the screen by
Marian Fairfax and Charles Sarver. It is the Paramount Picture of September 2Sth.
Theodore Roberts has the supreme distinction of being
America's leading character actor. In his years on the stage
and screen he has been seen In many different roles, in all of
which he has been ideal, but it is said that as the head of the
cruel Russian Secret Police in "Anton, the Terrible," he excels
anything he has done heretofore.
The versatile and beautiful Anita King, the Paramount girl,
who recently
suchanda founded
success upon
In "The
of which
Victor
Moore isscored
the star
her Race,"
transcontinental
automobile trip, plays the part of the young girl upon whom
Anton wishes to revenge himself for her father's crime. The
role Is exactly suited to Miss King's appealing personality, and
the Lasky Company feels that it has made a most excellent
selection in co-starring these two artists.
The story, which created such a sensation when it was published in the Saturday Evening Post, has to do with the Intrigues in the Russian General Staff shortly after the outbreak of the present European war.
Anton, although Chief of the Russian Secret Police, is in
reality a German spy. How a clever woman, to save her lover.

V-L-

So many exhibitors have wondered what would become of
the "Ne'er-Do-Well" after the mth of September when no more
bookings will be accepted on Selig pictures by the VitagraphV-L-S-E organization that General Manager Walter W. Irwin
has again reiterated his statement that the "Ne'er-Do- Well"
is not affected by the withdrawal of the Lubin. Selig and Essanay Companies from V-L-S-E. Inc. Every day a great many
return date bookings are secured by V-L-S-E salesmen
throughout the country and the picture is going exceptionally
well, although
now about six months
old.
Sol Lesser's statement to Mr. Irwin explicitly states that he
is entirely satisfied with the efficient way in which his picture
has been distributed and it is not his intention to disturb this
arrangement in the slightest degree. Exhibitors desiring
bookings on the "Ne'er-Do-Well" should get in touch with
their local Vitagraph-V-L-S-B managers.

Scene from "Anton, the Terrible" (Lasky).
succeeds in trapping Anton and confronts him with his guilt,
is presented in an unusual and startling manner. The scenes
of the pictures are laid in Petrograd and on the steppes of Siberia, and the photodrama is produced with more than the
usual Lasky excellence, under the personal direction of William C. De MiUe, the distinguished dramatist and director.
The cast supporting Mr. Roberts and Miss King includes
such prominent
artists
Horace B. Carpenter, Edythe Chapman, Harrison Ford
and asothers.
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"THE

THE

HERITAGE

OF

HATE"

MOVING

(Bluebird).

Good old-fashioned melodrama Is returning to favor on the
lofTltlmate atag^e. a new circuit of theaters havinfc been put In
operation with the start of this season to largely exploit
melodramas of more or less '•lurid*' persuasion. Bluebird
keepa pace with tha experiment by introducing: a melodrama.
for the week of October 23. under the illuminating title of
"The Heritage
of Hate."
Under that title there need be no doubt of the melodramatic
trend of pictorial events to be disclosed In the five-act story

PICTURE

WORLD

land nottomley and Jackie Saunders respectively, and the film
has been produced by Balboa with all the beautiful photog99
raphy and scenic splendor that characterize
Its pictures.
The release la characterized by new and unexpected twists
in the story, underworld scenes based on actual happenings
in the criminal history of New York's east side and a thrilling
fight in which John Burton is saved from death at the hands
of blackmailers and kidnappers.

"THE

POWER

OF EVIL" (Moss).

Coming as the Initial release on the new Moss one-a-month
policy, unusual Interest Is manifested in the announcement
of tlie first presentation of "The Power of Evil," George Bronson Howard's scorching arraignment of the drink evil, which
is now ready for release for state right buyers. Interest In
the picture is enhanced with Marguerite Nichols In the leading
role. Unusual and extensive preparations have been made by
Mr. Moss for country-wide exploitation of "The Power of
Evil." which arrangements, by the way. will hold good throughout the entire list of one-a-month releases. Elaborate printing, paper, heralds, cuts, etc.. and all the details that make for
an exhaustive campaign will be drawn upon, and trade papers and newspapers everywhere will be embraced In the advertising campaign. The press force has already been amplified and the highways and byways will be showered with a
deluge of literature that spells dollars for the exhibitor and
state right buyer. Mr. Moss, incidentally, has formulated a
follow-up system of insistent exploitation which will be at
the disposal of the exhibitor or state right buyer and the returns will be naturally beneficial.

"THE
Scene from "The Heritage of Hate" (Bluebird).
Walter Woods contributed for E. J. Clawson's scenario and
the direction of Burton George. Under Its policy of making
the play "the thing," Bluebird waited to select the cast until
the piece had been decided upon and from its stock organization selected William Quinn and Roberta Wilson to play the
leads.
Assigning the remaining roles to Lillian Concord, Ellen
Sedge wick, Betty Harte, Betty Schade and Paul Byron was
accomplished wHh best artistic results in view, and then the
matter of production has proceeded in accord with Bluebird's
determination to mount and equip every offering to the limit
of possibilities. Exhibitors will have, In "The Heritage of
Hate." a melodrama for which the adjective "gripping" might
well have been reserved for its special description; thrilling
scenes and sensations multiply as the story progresses until
the lurid consequences of "The Heritage of Hate" is climaxed
in a fire-scene in which an ocean pier Is destroyed, shipping
crumbles under the flames and general devastation is exemplified after the most approved methods of pictorial destruction.

HYPNOTISM

IN "CRIMSON

STAIN."

FALSE

MAGISTRATE"
CONCLUDES
TOMAS"
SERIES.

"FAN-

With the showing of "The False Magistrate." October 5, the
last of the five "Fantomas" episodes will have reached the
screen. The series has been immensely popular, and the call
for additional prints to supply the demand is a gratifying indication of the success which awaits "The Vampires, or The
Arch Criminals of Paris." the new Gaumont series of nine
episodes which will be released through the Mutual Film Corporation in tlie near future. "The False Magistrate" is calculated, says one reviewer, "to furnish a good topic for discussion among the patrons of every theater in which It is
shown." It is such photoplays as this, those which "furnish a
good topic of discussion," which make and hold business for
exhibitors.

"HIS LITTLE

WIFE"

(Essanay).

There is much to appeal to the most exacting picture patrons
in this 3-act offering from Essanay. It is a simple little story,
about simple people, and with its scenes laid in a simple little
town. Tile types in the story are lovable, and while there Is
much to dim the eye with a tear now and then, there is also
a comedy touch which forms an ideal contrast. It is about
the college bred son of the town's leading citizen and the orphaned niece of the village cobbler and parental
objection.

students of the occult, and scientific and psychological minds
will be Interested to learn of the discovery of a unique yet
thoroughly practical method of breaking a hypnotic spell
without the actual physical presence of the one responsible
for it. This new method is explained for the first time in
"The Broken Spell," the third episode of "The Crimson Stain
Mystery," the sixteen episode super- serial presented by Consolidated Film Corporation.
"The Broken Spell" is a sequel to "In the Demon's Power,"
the second episode. In which Florence Montrose, daughter of
Mr. Montrose, the discoverer of the terrible biological element
which is the foundation of "The Crimson Stain Mystery," is
hypnotized by Pierre La Rue, leader of the Crimson Stain
gang, for revenge.
The method of breaking the hypnotic spell is In absolute
accord with the laws of hypnotism. At the time that Albert
Payson Tcrhuno wrote the story, he experienced great difficulty in discovering a way to bring the heroine out of her
trance. After consulting the best authorities on hypnotism
and reading more than a dozen books on the subject, Mr. Terhune discovered the method which he has incorporated in the
third episode of "The Crimson
Stain Mystery."

TWELFTH

"GRIP OF EVIL" CHAPTER

STRONG.

Results of a nation-wide debate entered into by the country's
most famous men are visualized on the screen in Pathe's Master Plot in Fourteen Chapters, "The Grip of Evil." and the
majority that "God's in his Heaven, All's
by the is
opinion
well withshared
the World,"
presented in the twelfth episode which
Is released the week of October 1st, In which Balboa Company
begins the marshaling of evidence to prove that the world Is
not In the Grip of Evil.
It deals with the capture of John Burton by a gang known
aa the Hell-Cats, and his escape from them after a thrilling
succession of scenes in which he Is aided by Bill Reilly, a
former gangster, who has been reformed by the gentle influence of Grace Coe. a society girl who has given up her butterfly life to devote It instead to the succor of the poor and
downtrodden.
The parts of John Burton and Grace Coe are played by Ro-

Scene from "His Little Wife"
(Essanay;.
But the story is carried by Its beautiful heart touches rather
than on its possession of a deep plot. To get the beautiful
settings, which rule it throughout, was a task requiring time,
but the results proved the time well spent. Harry Beaumont,
wrote, directed and played the lead, with Gertrude Glover in
the other principal part. Thomas Commerford gives another
touching portrayal of an old man part. The story is not without its intense thrills. Miss Glover leaps from a high bridge
Into a river showing plainly in the film the risk which accompanied It.
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Leslie Elton, the well-known cartoonist who recently came
Into prominence by reason of his affiliation with the Bray Studios, Incorporated, who makes weekly animated cartoons for
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DISTRIBUTION

"A DIPLOMATIC

New

Smoking

MURRAY

Device (Paramount).

RETURNS

TO PACIFIC

TO RELEASE

"THE

PILLORY"

WAGNER

SALES

OFFICE

IN INDIANAPOLIS.

The Wagner
Electric Manufacturing Companv
of St. Louis
announces the opening of a sales office and service station at
922 North Pennsylvania
street. Indianapolis,
Ind.
The office
will be in charge of Charles M. Welch.

COAST.

AVith the completion and release on the Paramount Program
of "The Big Sister" her last starring vehicle. Mae Murray,
Famous Players-Lasky star, returns to the Pacific Coast, Originally a Lasky star, Miss Murray was transferred to the Famous Players studio after the merger of the two producing
companies, because the atmosphere required for "The Big Sister" was strictly eastern, the scenes being laid in and around
New York City.
Miss Murray's next production is a case in point. It is to
be called "The Heir Apparent" and will deal with the life of
a young English girl in South Africa. Even the scant knowledge of Africa which the Boer War gave many Americans is
sufficient to enable us to realize that the staging of a production with South African settings in the vicinity of New York
City would be a stupendous task involving the erection of
many elaborate scenic structures.
The story itself revolves around a young girl of English
parentage who has been left alone in South Africa by the death
of her parents. She has been made a veritable slave by Varley. a wealthy but brutal farmer. The girl is really the heir
to the Brentwood estates and her aged grandmother is endeavoring to get some trace of her. Through an attempted
deception of the old lady, a young lawyer is sent to Africa in
search of Margot. He stumbles upon the real Margot by accident, and it is then that the real conplications of the story
begin.

PATHE

ROMANCE."

"A Diplomatic Romance," in which Francis X. Bushman and
Beverly Bayne are co-starred,
will be released on the Metro
program October 16. This five-part feature was produced under
the direction of Mr. Bushman, who also made the screen
adaptation of the story written by John C. Clymer and Hamilton Smith. Mr. Bushman and Miss Bayne are supported by a
notable cast, which includes Henri Bergman, William Davidson.
Helen Dunbar, Edmund Elton, Belle Bruce, Harry D. Blakemore. Mrs. La Roche. Liza Miller and Charles Fang. The
Metro.
feature is produced by the Quality Pictures Corporation for

Paramount Pictures Corporation, and who has been a wellknown writer for a number of years, has written a short article giving his first impressions of New York City; also telling of a new invention that was recently invented for his
personal use. by which he is enabled to dispose of fifty packages of cigarettes per day.

MAE

PLAN.

It is not always that an experienced film man. especially
one who for years has carried on a successful sales proposition, turns right around and adopts a plan of film distribution
that no one thought for a moment would work out. Such, however, is the experience of L. Rosengarten. President of the
Herald Film Company. 130 West 46th street, who is releasing
the Jules Verne feature, "Around the World in Eighty Days."
Mr. Rosengarten's idea consists of advertising the feature to
exhibitors at a flat price, which in this case, is $50 a day. Any
exhibitor contracting for a week's run is immediately given
aweek
first-run print. Exhibitors taking the' film for less than one
get second, third or fourth runs, depending upon the
number of days contracted for. After all the territory in certain sections of the country, especially the larger cities, has
lieen covered, the film will be sold outright at a figure to conform to the territory to be covered. The advantage in this method is claimed to be the fact that exhibitors In small and medium sized cities can secure first-run films, which they cannot do
under existing methods. The way exhibitors all over the country are taking hold speaks well for the future of Mr. Rosencrarten's plan.

OCTOBER

•*THE OLD FOLKS AT HOME" (Triangle).
When Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree announced his intention
of appearing in a moving picture version of "Macbeth." he
added that it would be his one and only appearance on the
screen. It is to the credit and distinct gain of moving pictures
that the noted English actor found the work before the camera
so interesting and so dignified that it was really at his own
suggestion that a second story was found for him to work in.
"The Old Folks at Home." a Triangle-Pine Arts feature, was
selected by the distinguished English actor himself. Rupert
Hughes, the author, has won an enviable place for himself as
a writer of short stories, and it is no exaggeration to say that
the story selected is among the best he has ever done.
Briefly told. "The Old Folks at Home" is the story of a
typical American family who find themselves suddenly removed from the peace and security of their home on a farm,
to the turmoil and temptations of a great city. As is often
the case, it is the young son of the family who falls victim

8.

Hawthorne's "The Scarlet Letter" is probably the most widely
know American novel. It is a powerful story of old New
England. On October 8th Pathe will release as a Gold Rooster
Play, Thanhouser's "The Pillory." It is an equally powerful
photoplay of today.
The picture deeply interested the Pathe Film Committee,
which passes on all productions before they are admitted to the
program.
Speaking of it, a prominent Pathe official said:
"It has a type we all know — a powerful and wonderful char.acter — the severe unforgiving 'Christian' woman who elects
herself the rigid deputy of God, depending upon quotations
from the Bible to strengthen the dictates of her own narrow
judgment. There is one like her in every community — in yours
and mine.
" 'The Pillory' is the most graphic story of intolerance I hav^
ever seen and it gets the point over in five reels of swift interestcompelling action. It will cause argument. All who see it will
-think differently about it. They will talk and exhibitors will get
the benefit of the word of mouth advertising."
The star of "The Pillory" is Florence LaBadie. The splend'-'
cast supporting her includes Nellie Parker Spaulding and Marie
Hayne — who as modern Puritans contribute two wonderful
character portrayals — and ilarie Shotwell. George Mario. Ethyle
Cooke and Yale Banner. The author is Philip Lonergan, who
has written many screen successes, and the director. Frederick
i^ullivan.

Scene from "Old Folks at Home"

(Triangle).

to the lures that beset him in the metropolis. The sturdy character of the father finally saves the family everlasting disgrace and accomplishes the return of the erring ones to an
environment
that, if less exciting, is assuredly
safer.
An excellent cast which includes Josephine Crowell. Elmer
Clifton, Mildred Harris. Lucille Younge. W. E. Lawrence and
Spottiswoode Aitken, gives strong support to Sir Herbert Tree
and makes the picture one of the strongest ever released on
the Triangle
program.
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''Granr Ready Oct. 20th

Williams and Holding Commence

Letter" Starts Kalem's New Series Featuring
George Larkin and OUie Kirkby.
"The Code Letter" is announced by the Kalem Company as
the Initial release in the new "Grant. Police Reporter" series
which will feature darlny: George Larkin and Ollle Kirkby.
This first episude of the new one reel series by Robert Welles
Ritchie will be issued on Friday. October
20.
Of equal Immmm taiir. witli tli-- .nii
■
. ( of the flrat re-

Popular Stars Busily Engaged in Production of Pretentious
Morosco Offering For Paramount Program.
Wyndham
Standing in Cast.

"The

Code

Scene

from

Letter"

{ Kalcm).

lease date is the statement from Kalem that the new series
will be given to exhibitors in tlie regular programme service
of the General Film Company. The expenditures for stories.
stars, and publicity on "Grant, Police Reporter" are setting
new marks for a one reel series, and it was thought in some
quarters that the feature might be a special release.
Following the initial release a one reel "Grant" story will
be issued every Friday, the series taking the date left open
by the calling of Ivy Close to England. Work of production
on "The Code Letter" has already been completed and the
"first run" in the Kalem projection room has doubled the enthusiasm of the company's
executives
over the new series.
One of the thrilling scenes in "The Code Letter" shows
George Larkin performing a daring feat in the heart of Jacksonville's business section. Larkin is letting himself down,
hand over hand, on the rope of a painter's scaffold when the
other supporting rope is cut and he swings through the air
six stories above the pavement. Hundreds of Jacksonville
persons crowded Julia street when the feat was performed on
the side of the Everett Hotel and cheered lustily when the
player managed to swing himself to safety by grasping a fire
«acape.
In addition to the two stars the cast of the initial production
includes William McKey. Robert Ellis, Arthur Albertson and
numerous others. The story is a mystery revolving about the
code letter of the title and the suspense is said to hold to
the final scene. Each episode of the new series will tell a
completed story.

IVAN

FILM

EXCHANGE

OF BOSTON

KATHLYN

WILLLIAMS and Ttioiiias Holding, who were recently engaged by Oliver Morosco
Photoplay
Company,
are now at work at the Los Angeles studios of this organization on their initial co-star subject for the Paramount Program. The vehicle in which this duo will appear on the screen
fop Morosco Is a stirring emotional drama by L. V. Jefferson
and from present Indications will prove one of the greatest
artistic successes ever presented on the Paramount service
under the trade mark of these producers. The working title
of this offering is "Redeeming Love." although it Is uncertain
at this time as to whether or not this title wlU be used when
the subject Is released.
The story deals with Naomi Sterling, a beautiful young
woman born and raised in a small town who is partly in love
with a noble young minister but who rebels against giving up
the many good things of life for him. A series of unusual
complications arise in which Miss Williams and Mr. Holding
are called upon to display their dramatic finesse to particular
advantage. Various surprises in the trend of the story are
promised and unusual care has been taken by the author in
collaboration with Gardner Hunting in preparing the scenario.
One of the most pretentious sets ever built by the Morosco
company will be offered in this subject. The set will portray
Naomi's gaming house and will be built of mottled marble with
an elaborate stairway and lavishly decorated with mural panels,
statuary and onyx pillars. This scene will display unusual
depth and will have a complete equipment of gambling paraphernalia such as might be found at Monte Carlo. Various
other imposing sets built with typical Morosco care for detail
are in the course of construction under the personal supervision of William D. Taylor, who is staging the photoplay. Homer Scott is at the head of the photographic work.
The Williams-Holding production also marks the addition
of Wyndham Standing to the Morosco forces. Wyndham is
the son of Herbert Standing, the well known Morosco character
artist who also appears in this photoplay, and is popularly
known among followers of the screen. Among Wyndham's
most prominent characterizations are those offtred in "Bullets
and Brown Eyes," "The Beggar of Cawnpore," "The Eagle
Call." and "The Wolf Farmer." Jane Keckley, Helen Jerome
Eddy and Don Bailey portray other important characters in
tho cast.
"WHEN
LITTLE
LINDY
SANG"
(Universal).
Dis am a tale 'bout a li'I cullud gal who done sing too loud
an" sorter premiscuous like. Li'I Lindy hab a pow'ful throat
an' de white chillun doan perzactly like to hear her make so
much noise. So de teacher tells Lindy dat she mus' keep quiet
while de white chillun sing.
De white teacher am a kindly lady, howsumever, an' she tell
Lindy dat some day de little black girl will do somethun grand
with her loud voice. Dere comes a big fire which eat up de
school house an' all de little white chillun am powerful frightened. Lindy stands right up an' starts singing. "Glory, Glory,
Hallejuya" an" she done stops de panic right den and dere.
A big blazing bt-ani falls on de little cullud girl, howsumever,
an' dey t;il-;* ■'■■ ■'■ i-.'-'ii'il
I'.nt things eml -■■:■ - ful

FORMED.

In order that the New England territory may be properly
covered and that the exhibitors in this territory w^ho have
requested for a long time that there be a distributing agency
located in New England, from which point they may be more
readily served with Ivan productions than from New York City.
the Ivan Film Exchange of New England has engaged offices
at 23 Piedmont street, Boston, from which point the following
Ivan features will be distributed to the various theaters in the
States of Massachusetts. Rhode Island, Vermont, New Hampshire, Connectcut and Maine. "The Immortal Flame." "City of
Illusion." "His Wives," "Her Surrender" and "The Faded
Flower." F. J. Willis, formerly manager of the Buffalo office
of the Merit Film Corporation, has been assigned to take charge
of this new branch.

UNITY

RELEASES
THIRD
EPISODE
YELLOW
MENACE."

OF

"THE

The Unity Sales Corporation, through its exchange.^i, releases
this week the third episode of "The Yellow Menace." The title
of the picture being "The Poisonous Tarantula." Reports from
all parts of the country show that this serial is being well received. A well balanced cast, headed by Edwin Stevens. Florence Malone and Margaret Gale, and the powerful theme behind
the story are making the picmre a strong box-office attraction
for all exhibitors.

Scene from "When Little Lindy Sang" (Universal).
pretty
likeflowers
when and
all the
boysallbrings
Lindy to.heaps an*
heaps of
ast lil
her white
to sing
she wants
"When Little Lindy Sang" is a Powers split reel juvenile
drama and will be released on Sunday, October 15. It features
Lindy. who plays the leading role all by herself. Margaret
Whistler enacts the role of the school teacher and Irma Sorter
and Benjamin Suslow, Universal Juvenile players, also play
important parts. The play was written by Olga Prinzlau and
produced
by "Mother"
Warrenton.
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THE
POWELL

TO

START

NEW

MOVING

STORY.

With the completion and trade showing: of his first feature
"Charity?" Frank Powell, president of the Frank Powell Productions, Inc.. will immediately begin work on another laree
production in which he sees great possibilities. Little is
known of this new picture except that It, like "Charity?" will
be based on a subject of timely interest and one uppermost in
the public mind.
It is Mr. Powell's intention to produce pictures with a
purpose — that is. pictures which
in addition to presenting- a
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foot. But the poor Colonel Is doomed to disappointment.
The day of the wedding, the Colonel awakes and has hardly
a minute to dress and get to the church. His valet throws his
clothes on him in 29 seconds flat, and he hops in a taxi and
has a wild ride to the church. By the time the church Is
reached, the taxi is almost a wreck, as It has not missed hitting many things on the way. Other things happen to the
Colonel, as will be seen when you view the picture.

LAST

"FANTOMAS"

EPISODE.

The Gaumont releases for the %veek of October first Is notable
for the appearance upon the screen of the last "Fantomas"
episode in this Mutual Series. It is "The False Magistrate,"
released October
5. Unlike
series, thethat
criminal
remains
uncaptured.
This the
leadsmajorlty'of
to the conclusion
other
episodes may be made at some future time to continue the
career of this astounding law breaker. The pictures, which
have been made in France, have proved highly successful additions to Mutual Service. Even after the series was under
way, additional prints were ordered.

TWO

"REEL

LIFE" SUBJECTS

CHANGE

DATES.

The baseball game played by marionettes announced for
Gaumont's "Reel Lite" Number :il, has been changed to Number
22. It has been replaced by a series of scenes showing "Raising White Leghorn Chickens." "Reel Life" Numbt-r -^ I is released October 1. In addition to the baseball game, which Is a
reproduction of a world's series game last season, there are two
other interesting subjects. One shows "The Wood Workers
of the Southern Mountains." The other records adventures
during "A Night With a Police Dog."

Scene from "Charity?" (Powell).
dramatic story of wide appeal, have underlying that story
and as a motivating power certain conditions existent today
the country over which can best be brought before the public
through the medium of the screen. Creighton Hale and
Sheldon Lewis will be starred in this new picture, as will a
woman star whose name has not been disclosed.

NOTABLE

CAST FOR "THE

SEX LURE."

For the next Ivan production, to be released in October, a
notable cast of screen stars has been assembled. James Morrison, immediately upon the completion of an important role
in "The Battle Cry of War." Vitagraph successor to "The Battle
Cry of Peace." left that organization to create the principal
male role in this new Ivan production. Mr. Morrison's career
with the Vitagraph Company has been most notable. He has
enacted principal roles in such great successes put out by that
company as "The Seventh Son." "The Modern Prodigal." "The
Christian," "Mother's Roses," "The Wheels of Justice," "In The
Days of Famine," "Mortmain" and "The Battle Cry of War."
He is considered by the critics as one of the best juvenile leading men in the motion picture field.
Miss Louise Vale, for a great number of years one of the
principal stars of the Biograph Company and under whose
banner she appeared In hundreds of screen plays under the
direction of such noted directors as D. W. Griffith, Wm. Christy
Cabanne and others will make her debut under the Ivan banner
in this production.
Frankie Mann, starred by Lubin and Vitagraph and whose
wonderful work In "Her Surrender." the current Ivan release,
stamped her as especially capable of handling great emotional
roles, has been cast to portray a "vampire" type in this new
play.
Donald Hall, "the Chesterfield of the screen," as he Is known,
for four years with the Vitagraph Company, will portray one
of the types for which he Is so well known.
Other prominent artists of the legitimate and screen world
have been engaged for this production, which will be directed
by Ivan Abramson. Elaborate settings have been constructed
at the Ivan studio in order to give this drama proper production. The studio will be occupied for a number of weeks, as
soon as the company returns from the south, where they have
gone to film the exterior locations required by the scenario.
When
completed
"The feature
Sex Lure"
will month
be released
as a regular
Ivan
release
scheduled
for the
of October.
"COL. HEEZA LIAR GETS MARRIED" (Paramount).
J. R. Bray has gone the limit in his forthcoming animated
cartoon, "Col. Heeza Liar Gets Married," to be released by
Paramount on October 9th, and has drawn the funniest cartoon
of his career.
From start to finish it is a screaming success.
The story of the release tells of Col. Heeza Liar's bachelor
friends who tender him a farewell dinner the last night of
his happy days as a bachelor. His friends are so overcome
with emotion at the Colonel's matrimonial entanglement that
they all shed tears fluently, almost flooding the dining room.
The Colonel bids them all a sad farewell and leaves for his
home. Once there he lights his pipe and has visions of a
happily married life. Like many another poor foolish simp he
dreams of his dear little 330 lb. wife waiting on him hand and

CHARLES
J. HIRLIMAN.
JR.,
Eclipse Film Laboratories, on
is Democratic
candidate
for
N. J. Mr. Hirliman
promises
local
the many
film folk In Fort Lee. If

• • •

general
manager
of the
West 23d street. New York,
Councilman
of Fort Lee,
legislation that will help
elected.

The Bijou theater. East Palm Beach, Fla., has placed an
order with Manager Kessnlch of the Atlanta office of the
Mutual Film Co.. for a Minusa Gold Fibre for his new house.
The Bijou will be one of the finest houses in Florida, and
Minusa feels highly elated In adding this to the long list of
boosters.

• • •

Donald E. Allen has been added to the staff of
Players exchange of Philadelphia, by William E.
Alien has just returned from a productive trip
Pennsylvania for the Famous Players office and
there will be a great demand• for
• • Paramount this

the Famous
Smith. Mr.
up through
reports that
year.

Juliet Musidora, one of the most talented of the younger
French actresses, will have the leading female role in the
Gaumont
"TheThere
Vampire."
followeach
"Fantomas"
In Mutual series.
Service.
will bewhich
nine will
episodes,
complete
In three reels.

• • •

Director
story. "We
pletion at
Ella Hall.
number of
vicinity of

Rupert Julian's production of Robert H. Davis'
Are French." Is rapidly progressing toward com*
Universal City. The leading players. Including
Julian and Kingsley Benedict, recently filmed a
scenes for the photodrama on the desert in the
Oxnard,
Cal.
« • •

Director Colin Campbell and company of players, headed
by Helen Ware and Tom Santschl. have gone to Santa Barbara,
where a number of scenes for "The Garden of Allah" will be
filmed in the famous old mission garden.

«

•

•

Bryant Washburn and Marguerite Clayton made their first
venture in high comedy in "The Prince of Graustark," and with
excellent results. It will be released shortly In five acta by
Essanay.

• • •

Director Jacques Jaccard and his big company. Includlilg
Marie Walcamp, who is starred in "Liberty. A Daughter of
the U. S. A.." have been busy for the last week In the vicinity
of Play a del Rey. on the coast line west of Los Angeles.
He is now working on the eighth episode of the Universal
« • «
super-serial.
Dorothy Gish has started on the opening scenes of a new
Triangle-Fine Arts drama called "The Best Bet." written by
Tod Browning, while the latter was a member of the scenario
staff before assuming the responsibilities of a Triangle director.
Miss Gish will be directed by George Selgmann. who has been
associated with the Fine Arts studio since its Inception. Opposite Dorothy will play Raymond Jerome Binder, who was
recently engaged by the Fine Arts studio. The supporting
cast will include Adele Clifton. Carl Stnckdale, Loyola O'Connor,
F. A. Turner. Joe Neery and Tom Wilson.
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Carter Dc Haven of I'ntversal City, who has been working
under tlie direction of Wulluco Beery, has been assigned to
a company of hts own. Ho I3 producing a two-reel comedy.
"Chip o" the Old Block." In which he plays the lead, supported by Marcia Aloore. Mart^aret Whistler and Dan Duffy.

St. Louis, Mo. — Melba Amusement Company, G. Bauer, Bccretary and treasurer. Is having plans prepared for a three-storr
theater, store and Hat building, 143 by 213 feet.
St. Louis, Mo.— H. C. Koenig, 3S36 Kosciusko street, plans to
erect $30,000.
a one-story moving picture theater, 90 by 136 feet to
cost

A larRc number of new theaters are being built In this
district, which have alreadj* contracted for Paramount pictures, while others wlilch have been flying the Paramount
banner for more than a year, are remodeling their theaters
and extending their runs from one to two days, two to three
days, and some theaters planning to run Paramount pictures
four and six days each week.

Columbus. Neb. — J. H. Brock has the contract to erect a onestory
to costmoving
tl4.000.picture theater, 44 by 110 feet, for William Swan,

• • •

Richard C. Travers and Marguerite Clayton have started
work at the Essanay studios In a new two-reel production,
"Borrowed Sunshine."

• • •

Universal
Director
Harry Millarde
la filming
drama.
"Romantic
Rosalies Romance."
written
Henry
and featuring
Flora Parker
De Haven
Byron playing opposite.

a one-reel
by William
with Paul

• • •

W. E. Landau, who conducts
perous motion picture theater
first New York exhibitor to
program, and he still takes
evidently.

a luxurious and highly proson Manhattan Island, was the
contract for the World Film
the World service. Likes it,

• • •

Florence La Badle. the Thanhouser star. Is now working
under the direction of Frederic Sullivan in "Divorce and the
Daughter." a feature to be released through the Pathe exchanges. The story is by Agnes C. Johnston, author of "The
Fear of Poverty." "The Shine Girl," and "Prudence, the Pirate"
— in the last two named Gladys Hulette was the star. Miss
La Badie is supported by J. H. Gilmour, Edwin Stanley,
Kathryn Adams, Sam Ni black. Zenaide Williams and two
children, Ethelmary Oakland^ and Arthur Levine.

• • •

"The Isle of Life" has ben completed at Universal City in
five reels by Director Burton George. It features Roberta
Wilson. George also is preparing to make a two-reel photoplay in which Miss Wilson also will play the lead.

• «

•

The Minusa Cine Products Co. have received instructions
from the Casino Feature Film Co., of Detroit, to prepare and
build a Minusa Gold Fibre according to specifications for
the Ferry Field theater. Minusa is giving this order their
usual care and attention.

«

•

•

Director Henry McRae, accompanied by President Carl
Laemmle. of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company,
visited Catalina Island to film the scenes for his two-reel production, "The Lost Lode."

Kearney, Neb. — F. G. Keens, Empress Theater Building, has
let the contract for the erection of a moving picture theater
and stoi-e building of fireproof construction.
Pennsgrove. N. J. — Pennsgrove Improvement Company, care
H. Douty. plans to erect a one-story moving picture theater,
60 by 120 feet, to cost $18,000.
Woodbury, N. J. — It is reported that capitalists are looking
about for a suitable site on which to construct a commodious
moving picture theater. It is understood that they have an
option
Center. on a property on Bruad street, between Cooper and

Newburgh, N. T.— J. S. La Dow, 35 market street, Poughkeepsie. N. T., is preparing plans for alterations to be made
to a local moving picture house.
Troy, N. T.— Harry Hall has purchased the Interest of E O.
^V einberg in the Plaza theater.
Albemarle, N. C. — M. F. Little will erect a two-story moving
picture theater, 25 by 100 feet, to be known as the Alemeda.
Sapulpa, Okla. — William Griffith & Son are preparing pians
for a three-story opera house to be erected on Dewey street.
Chester.
Pa.— The Family theater Is now being conducted by
Rudolph.
John

Dunmore. Pa.— M. E. Comerford, 303 Lackawanna
Scranton, Pa., contemplates erecting a modern fireproof avenue.
moving
picture theater.
Philadelphia, Pa. — George J. Conly has purchased the stores
garage and moving picture theater at 1222 to 1256 Ridge
avenue.
Philadelphia, Pa. — John Duncan has the contract
alterations to the front of the Chestnut Street theaterto onmake
the
north side of Chestnut street, near Twelfth. The improvements
will cost $500.
Beaumont, Texas. — Plans are being considered by the Interstate Amusement Company for the erection of a $50,000 moving
picture and vaudeville theater.
El Paso. Texas. — N. C. Casta will expend $20,000 to remodel
the Estrella theater.
Richmond, Va.— R. Francione will make improvements to his
moving picture house, to cost about $4,000.
Milwaukee, Wis. — Architect O. Webb, 723 Third street is
preparing
plans for a one-story moving picture theater 45 by
160 feet.

Milwaukee.
ing a modern
at the corner
structure will

Wis. — The Pearl Amusement Company is buildmoving picture theater of fireproof construction
of Mitchell street and Fourteenth avenue. Tne
cost about $15,000.

Picture Theaters Projected
CHICAGO. ILL. — Kusel & Harris. 30 North La Salle street.
plan to erect a three-story moving picture theater, store
and apartment building. 165 by 260 feet.
Ensley, Ala. — Franklin theater will be remodeled.
Fort Wayne, Ind. — The Transfer Is the name of a new moving picture house opened here. David S. Vesey and A. W.
Collier are the owners.
Sioux City. la. — Penslow estate, L. Langweeker, agent, plans
to erect a two-story moving picture theater and office building,
45 by 75 feet, to cost 112.000.
Galena, Kans.^ — The finishing touches are being put on the
new moving picture theater for L. H. Moore. It will have
seating capacity of 800. A Wurlitzer pipe organ will also be
Installed.
Independence. Kans. — H. Heneing, who recently purchased
the Star theater, has remodeled the structure and has Increased the seating capacity.
Harwichport. Mass. — It is reported that Dr. D. R. Ginn will
erect a moving picture theater of fireproof construction.
McComb, Miss. — Xavier A. Kramer, of Magnolia. Misi.. <s
preparing plans for a moving picture house to be known as
the Dixie theater.
Bowling Green, Mo. — The Majestic theater is now being conducted by Monroe & Wilson.
Eldon, Mo. — A. B. Van Sant has opened a new moving picture
theater here.
Kansas City, Mo. — The Tenth Street theater, recently taken
over by C. G. Bard, has been redecorated and renamed the
Columbia.
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GATHERED

Farrell Heads

BY

OUR

Boston

OWN

CORRESPONDENTS

Pathe

Pathe's Policy of Getting the Ablest Selling Staff Possible Exemplified by Choice
of Edward J. Farrell for Manager of Local Exchange — Interesting Account of
Mr. Farrell's Rise and Training.
By William
M. Flynn, SO Summer Street, Boston. Mass.
and there are many in the trade who look
BOSTON, Mass. — Edward J. Farrell. former New England manager of the
to see the Pathe business go ahead in
leaps and bounds under his direction. AsGeneral Film Company, and one of the
sociated with Mr. Farrell in charge of the
prominent and most capable figures in the
Boston Pathe office are F. J. Cavanagh,
film distributing world, is now New Engas assistant manager, and F. A. Grady
land manager of the Pathe exchange.
Since assuming his new duties Mr. Farrell
as manager of the serial department. Mr.
Grady was formerly assistant manager of
has received 500 telegrams and letters of
the Boston office of the V-L-S-E under
congratulations from exhibitors, exchange
Mr. George Balsdon, and later still New
men, producers and others connected with
England manager of the World Film. Both
the moving picture field ' throughout the
country.
Mr. Grady and Mr. Cavanagh have been
with Mr. Farrell in the past and together
The new head of the Pathe in this territhey form a trio that for efficiency and
tory is said to be the highest paid exchange manager in the country and has
the power to show results is hard to equal.
the highest paid staff under him. He is
New Roxbury Theater.
practically the first real road man New
England has had in the motion picture inBoston. Mass. — W. V. H. Barhydt, mandustry and his experience has been so
ager of the Niagara theater. Roxbury,
wide and his popularity so great that he
Mass.. whose lease expires next March
can call by his first name practically every
is to have a new theater on Blue Hill
exhibitor in the New England territory.
avenue. Roxbury with a seating capacity
Mr. Farrell was born in Millbury, Mass..
of 2500. Plans are now being drawn. The
on May 19, 187S. He was left an orphan
new house will be finished early next
spring.
at the age of six, when he went to live
with an aunt in Providence. He received
his early schooling in that city, and when
Maritime Provinces Letter
still quite young started out to take care
of himself. He tackled one or two small
By Frederick F. Sully. Box 1229. St. John.
jobs and then went into the hotel busiNew Brunswick.
Can.
ness. This was his mission in life until
Important
Cog
in
Local
Industry.
twelve years ago. when he branched out
C T. JOHN. N. E.— That the Maritime
as a dramatic lecturer, but gave up this
work a few years later to go on the road
'J Provinces are quickly becoming mofor the George Klein film exchange. The
tion-picturized so far as their people are
concerned may be gleaned from the
Klein concern later sold out to the Genfact that to date it Is estimated that
eral Film Company, and Mr. Farrell remained with the new concern in the same
there is no less than $500,000 incapacity. He rose to the berth of assistant
vested in property in these provinces
devoted exclusively to the motion picmanager and in 1913 was made manager
of the New England branch of the comture industry. The number of employes
runs well into the thousands and although
pany.
On Dec. 1. 1915, he was promoted to diwe do not hope to take a place beside
some of the larger American or even Cavision manager of the Southern territory
nadian centres we are growing, and old
following a reorganization of the General
Mother Moving Picture has a progeny in
Film Company. He transferred his headthese provinces which would have taxed
quarters from Boston to Augusta, Ga., but
the inventive genius of the old lady in
the south did not agree with him and he
the shoe, but then she was not of Mother
came back to the Boston office of the General Film Company on April 10 of this
Motion
Picture's ilk.
year. He resigned his Boston berth on
July 15 and took an automobile tour
New Theater Rumored.
through Canada. But Mr. Farrell was not
St. John, N. B. — Anent talk of the exdestined to remain idle. Several of the
pansion of the moving picture industry
large film companies who knew his worth
in the Maritime Provinces comes the ruwere angling for him and he finally signed
mor, apparently well founded, that St.
with the Pathe people, assuming charge
John is to have a new playhouse of ample
of their New England branch the first of
dimensions and that it will be one of the
September. The Pathe New England
motion
picture hubs of the province. The
headquarters are situated at No. 7 Isabella
new theater proposed will, 'tis said, ocstreet, in Boston's film exchange district.
cupy
a
commanding site in the city, and
The employees of the New England ofwhile musical comedies and stock shows
fice of the General Film presented Mr.
will
be
handled
sparingly, moving pictures
Farrell with a magnificent diamond ring
will be the strong point of the manageas a token of their respect and considerament.
The
report
says the house will
tion of him while he was their superior
seat at least fifteen hundred persons.
and the managers of the other exchanges
in Boston presented him with a bag of
Wally Van Visits St John.
gold.
The new Pathe manager holds an enviSt. John. N. B. — The Loyalist City has
been honored by a visit from Wally Van.
able position among moving picture men

the Vitngraph's funniest little man of the
screen. He came here last week for a
few days after having completed a strenuous "trick" with the camera in the directing of the V-L-S-E new serial. "The
Scarlet Runner," in which Earle Williams
plays the lead.
Wally Van says he wants to have a
turn in musical comedy. It is just a
hobby of his having in his toddling days
on the stage before films came into his
vision dreamed dreams and saw visions
of the day when he would be lyric tenor
in the finest musical comedy that ever
graced the footlights, but he was destined
for the picture. St. John gave the artist
a great welcome, and he says he will return again in the near future.

NOTES

FROM

NEWARK,

N. J.

By Jacob Kalter. 51 Strand Theater Bldg..
Newark. N. J.
Film Delivery Company.
Newark. N. J. — The Newark & New York
Special Delivery Company has been incorporated with registered offices at 118
Market street. The concern, which is capitalized at $100,000. will transport motion
picture film. The incorporators are L
Boyland, J. M. Heck, and Ray Cooper.
Levison Leaves Newark.
Newark. N. J. — Leo F. Levison. former
manager of the World Film, at 59-60
Strand theater building, is now organized
for the same concern in Pittsburgh. Mr.
Levison has made an envious reputation
upon the managers of New Jersey, and we
are sincerely sorry at his loss to the city.
Siegel Secures "Yellow Menace."
Newark. N. J. — Samuel C. Siegel, former
manager of the Newark Film Exchange.
189 Market street, is now booking the
Unity serial. "The Yellow Menace." Mr.
building.
Siegel
is now located in the Strand theater
The largest staff of experts in all
departments makes the MOVING
PICTURE WORLD the one paper in
the trade that fully fills the require'
ments of eVery reader.

CAPITAL

CITY

NOTES.

Plans have been filed with the building
inspector of the District of Columbia covering the reseating of the Apollo theater,
on H street, northeast. The new floor
plans call for an addition of sixty-five
seats, making the total seating accommodation of that house 930.
A number of Washington and out-oftown newspaper men. exhibitors and others were the joint guests of Tom Moore
and Sidney B. Lust of the New and Famous Players exchanges, at a private
showing of "Purity" at the Strand theater,
September 19. This feature is booked for
a long run at the Strand, and if the comments heard at this showing can be accepted as a forerunner of general public
opinion, this photoplay should go big in
this city. Small statues, depicting "Purity" have been secured by Mr. Lust, who
has the films for the District of Columbia,
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Maryland and Virginia, and are belnp put
out where ihey will prove most advantageous. In addition lar^re numbers of
one sheets have been posted around town.
Joseph I'artrldKC general representative of the V-L-S-K, stopped over in
Washington while en route to Atlanta.
Ga.. last week. While hero he joined
with Manager Frank H. Spurrier of the
local exchange, in looking for now quarters, for this concern Is fast outgrowlnK
the space available for them at their present address.
While here Mr. Partridge also took up
with the exchange employees the new
"Scarlet Runner" serial. For this purpose
the salesmen were brought in to the office
from the points where they were placing
serviot? and were given many pointers on
these films. Mr. Partridge Is quite well
known In the National Capital by reason
of former connections which brought him
here on visits from time to time.
Empire Wants Children Patrons.
Managtr Samuel Oreenbcru", of the Empire theater, on H street, between Ninth
and Tenth streets, northeast, has been
making a bid for the children's trade for
his Saturday afternoon matinees. For
their especial benefit he secured Leon
Toone. the ventriloquist, and his talking
dolls, and distributed to the first three
hundred children appearing for admission,
wagons, dolls, horns, games, etc. These
gifts and added attractions are not permanent institutions at the Empire and were
discontinued after the second or third
Saturday. They brought the desired results, and introduced the .^-^use to hundreds of youngsters and their parents
who perhaps had never before visited it.
Sidney B. Lust Makes Improvements.
Washington, D. C. — Sidney B. Lust, proprietor of the United Film Service, Is making numerous improvements to the property at 903 E street, northwest, which
he now occupies. The first floor, a store.
Is being entirely remodeled; a new front
is being erected and the interior is to be
repainted and decorated. Mr. Lust will
hereafter use this space for his own business rather than rent it to others as he
has been doing. In all probability it will
be utilized as a display room for a number of big features, which he contemplates
marketing in this territory in the near
future.

Will

Try

J. E. Flax Away for
Washington, D. C. — The
World correspondent was
prised last week to find
popular assistant manager

a Few Days.
Moving Picture
very much surJ. E. Flax, the
of the local ex-
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Washington Exchanges and Censors
Censor Fees on Old Commercial

Reels Cause Dissatisfaction — Conference in Balti-

more with Board Results in Concession of Few
of Too Little Value to Warrant the Tax.

Weeks'

Leeway — Reels Are

Dy rlarenrt.- L. lAw/.. 63.'. Tt-nth St. X. K.. Washington, D. C.
number of new films from 150 to 100 per
WASHINOTttX, D. C. — Managers from
week, there again lowering the revenue
the various exchanges in Washingthat would accrue.
ton, doing business in Maryland and havThere is a great deal of dissatisfaction
ing to observe the provisions of the Maryover the stand taken by the board. It was
land censorship law, Journeyed to Baltipointed
out to its members that this has
more on September 19 to confer with the
been an exceptionally bad year In Marymembers of the Maryland State Board of
land. In Baltimore alone there were
Motion Picture Censors with respect to
forty houses closed at the one time, and
the payment of the tax and the submisthe infantile paralysis scare has worked
sion "for censorship of the old. worn-out.
to the detriment of the business. It was
valueless reels that are merely used for
therefore
incumbent upon the board to be
fillers and emergency shows.
as lenient as possible with the film men
It seems that the censors had ruled that
that
no
further
hardship may be caused.
on and after November 1, of this year, all
It is said that the board has denied
of these commercial reels would have to
tightening
the
lines
under which they are
undergo the same treatment as the newer
now working from those announced when
productions. This would prove a hard
the
board
was
first
formed,
although it is
blow to the exchanges, some of which
stated that they have ordered a great
have many hundreds of these films on
many eliminations and have refused litheir shelves, and it would be a very excense to several photoplays.
pensive matter for them to have to pay
Among those who attended this confer$2 a reel when it is doubtful if they ever
ence
were: J. H. Butner, Triangle; Sidget that much in return from renting
ney B. Lust, New Film and Famous Playthem.
ers; Mr. Wathne, International; Mr. Wales,
The censors were asked to extend the
World Film; Mr. Evans. Mutual; L. M.
time for placing this ruling Into effect,
Day, Metro, Inc.; Frank B. Spurrier, V-Land they finally consented to do so, JanS-E; Mr. Nelson, General Film, and Mr,
uary 1. 1917. being the new effective date.
Berger, representing Kleine-Edison, all of
They Intimated that they held to this reWashington, D. C. ; Mr. Oletsky, of the
quirement because of the need for funds
Universal, and Nicholas Weems, of the
with which to conduct their work. They
Mutual,
both of Baltimore,
Md.
said that It costs $1,000 a month to exert
this censorship, and it was admitted that
about 150 reels a week came up for their
Corbin Sheild Will Assist Manager Mann
examination, making the Income about
Washington, D. C. — Corbin Sheild. form$1,200 a month, an excess of approxierly a well-known theater manager of
mately $200, if these figures are correct.
Virginia, has assumed his duties as head
The members of the board, however, claim
of
the
publicity department of the Famous
not to be making any money for the state.
Players' exchange, as assistant to ManIt was pointed out that the exchange
ager
George M. Mann. Mr. Sheild is well
managers finding the cost prohibitive,
known locally to the motion picture buswould probably not send these films into
iness
and
to the exhibitors and newspaper
Maryland for exhibition, which action
men of the Southern territory. He has
would greatly hurt the business of those
managed
theaters in Richmond, Norfolk,
exhibitors of the state who cannot afford
Newport News and Lynchburg, Va., for
a more expensive service. That, however,
the
late
Thomas
G. Leath, and more reto the board is a contingency representcently in Augusta, Ga., Knosville, Tenn.,
ing a bridge not to be crossed until met.
It was also pointed out to them that the
and
Ga., for the
Jake
W'ells. Twoof
years Savannah,
ago he assumed
management
exchanges could very easily cut down the
the Strand in Richmond, Va., one of the
best-known houses in the South. It is
said that owing to the fact that satisfactory arrangements could not be made with
the owners on account of previous litigaCase
Against
a Local
Merchant
Now
tion over the property, the lease could not
Be Worth Watching.
be renewed after the first year, and Mr.
Sheild was transferred to the managechange of the General Film Company, abment of the Little theater, in the same
sent from his desk, Mr. Flax holds a reccity. The owners of this house later disord in the office of never having been abposed of their interests and some time
sent a day. Sundays and holidays Includafter Mr. Sheild accepted the offer of Mr.
ed, during the five years of his employMann to join him here as publicity manment. So attached is he to his work he
has never taken a vacation, and this is
Mr. Sheild is a native of Richmond, Va.
something unusual for a young man of
He is a man of pleasing characteristics
ager.
twenty-three. It is said that he would be
and one who readily makes many friends.
plugging away right through to extend
It Is expected that he will soon make a
this record had he not been called to New
place for himself in the ranks of those
York by the home office to help straighten
who have already secured a foothold in
out some matters connected with the
the motion picture field of the National
Washington branch. As this is his first
visit to the Metropolis he will avail himCapital.
self of a short vacation.
Express Compamies Prosper.
H. A. Ruppert Comes to Local Mutual.
Washington. D. C. — One often hears the
Washington, D. C. — The latest addition
tale that the express companies are doing
to the sales force of the Mutual .Film Combusiness with little or no profit, and thus
pany's Washington exchange is H. A. Rupit is that the announcement of the Inpert, formerly an exhibitor in Toronto,
terstate Commerce CommissTon recently
Canada, and more lately a director and
to the effect that the earnings of the
manufacturer of films. He has produced a
principal express companies increased
number of advertising films, among which
more than 500 per cent, for the 11 months
was one for the General Electric Company.
of May 30. 1916, above the amount for the
He thus has had experience in all three
eleven months ending May 30, 1915. Net
branches of the business and is pretty
revenues totaled $9,943,422, as compared
well equipped to go among the exhibitors
with $1,705,396 a year ago. Gross revhandling the Mutual product. He is to
enues totaled $82,865,512 as compared with
travel through Virginia and West Virginia
$68,402,143 a year ago. No explanation
for the present.
is given for this great Increase.

Fraudulent

District of Columbia Authorities Have a
Waiting Trial— Will
WASHINGTON. D. C— Local exhibitors
are watching with a great deal of interest
the progress being made in the campaign
to eliminate fraudulent advertising from
the business of the District of Columbia.
There is a case now pending in the United
States branch of the Police Court wherein
a merchant is charged with a violation
of the so-called Johnson fraudulent advertising law. This was to have been
tried September 20. but the inability of
securing a Jury panel caused its postponement to October 4, when a new jury w^ill
be called in. A great deal hinges on the
result of this case, for plans have been
made to go after a number of others who
are believed to be getting away from actual truth In advertising. It has been
said that motion picture exhibitors are
not beyond stretching the truth in advertising their houses, and many instances
of this have been brought to the attention
of the Moving Picture World correspondent. Exhibitors should steer clear of violations for a conviction in the police court
would
not help their business any.
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Censorship Appeal

Philadelphia Judge in Common Pleas Court Dismisses Appeal of the Humanity Film
Company and Joseph Gaites from Decision of State Board of Censors on
"Where Are My Children."
,
By Philadelphia News Service. 326 Real instate Trust Bldg.. Philadelphia, Pa.
ter under the laws of the state of DelaPHILADKLPHIA. PA.— Judge Audenreid
recently filed a decision in Common
ware as being of Philadelphia, Pa. The
new concern will purchase, lease, own and
Pleas Court No. 4, dismissing the appeal
taken by the Humanity Film Company
contract for and manufacture moving picand Joseph Gaites from the decision af
ture films and equipment and for conthe Pennsylvania State Board of Censors
ducting a moving picture film exchange.
refusing to allow the exhibition of the
The capital stock of the new company la
J250.OO0.
U B. Phillips and M. M. Hirons
film, "Where Are My Children?"
A hearing in the case took place last
being the principal Incorporators.
Saturday. Sept. IG, after which Judges Audenreid and Carr visited the display rooms
New La Salle Film Corporation.
of the Pennsylvania State Board of Censors at Eighteenth and Filbert streets, and
Philadelphia. Pa. — The La Salle Film
sat through a private exhibition of the
Corporation has been chartered under the
laws of Delaware to manufacture moving
picture. In refusing to allow the appeal
the court said:
picture machines and films. Samuel B,
Howard. I* H. Gunther and Arthur W.
"Upon consideration of the evidence,
after having at the request of the parties
Button, all of New Tork City, being the
Involved, viewed an exhibtion of the series
principal incorporators. The concern has
of moving pictures retained on the films
been capitalized at $50,000.
Involved in this case, the court finds that
In condemning the representation on said
Montgomery Theater Opens.
films of the drama known as "Where Are
Philadelphia. Pa. — The Montgomery theMy Children?" on the ground that it tends
to debase or corrupt morals, the Pennsylater, 500 East Girard avenue, under the
vania State Board of Censors did not
management of Gus Hagner. has opened
abuse the discretionary power vested in
for the coming season. During the period
of idleness many improvements were made
It by law or act arbitrarily or oppressively. The appeal of the Humanity Film
both to the exterior and interior of the
house.
Company and Joseph M. Gaites from decision of said board is therefore dismissed."
This is only another instance in which
Takes Over the Greenfield.
the Pennsylvania State Board of C*3nsors
West Philadelphia. Pa. — William Greenhave seen fit to disallow the exhibition
field,
proprietor of the Empress theater,
of a feature film which has been approved
Manayunk. has taken over the Imperial
of by the censors in other states.
theater, located on 60th street below Walnut. This is one of the largest moving
Triangle
Film Agency
Incorporated.
picture theaters in West Philadelphia and
Philadelphia,
Pa. — The
Triangle
Film
under the proper management should exhibit to crowded houses-this winter.
Agency has recently been granted a char-

Hallowe'en
Committee Working

Ball to Be Brilliant
and Promise the Quaker Town Something New in the

Hard
Mask Ball Line — Marked

PHILADELPHIA. PA— Halloween evening. Tuesday, October 31st. promises to he
a history making date in tlie annals <>t
the moving: picture industry in Philadelphia, following the announcement of the
Motion Picture Employes' Association of
the masked ball to be held at the Eagles*
Temple. Broad and Spring Garden streets,
on that date. The committee in charge
of the affair have been flooded with requests for tickets and the advance sale
would do credit to a sensational Broadway play and reports from all quarters
read the same — namely that the "tickets
are going like hot cakes."
Bert F. Tichner. the popular official of
the Stanley Company, heads the list with
$25 worth of tickets and is most optimistic concerning the ball, as are Billy Katz,
manager of the Stanley theater, and Jules
Katsiff. head of the purchasing department. Frank Ennis. the well known advertising agent. Is doing his share toward
ensuring the success of the venture and
"Gayety Frankie" certainly is well versed
In the art of doing.
programme commitReports from the
tee indicate that the souvenir programme
Is fast being filled and that very little
space remains vacant. Davey Lodge, of
the Rubv theater. Seventh and Market
streets, and S. Kaplan are accomplishing
unheard nf results in the way of hustling
to be In readiand everything promises
ness long before the appointed moment
for opening the doors.
Spurred on by this early success the
bovs are working harder than ever and
ng
they promise the Quaker Town somethi
ball.
new in the way of a masquerade

Demand

for Tickets.

Two large orchestras will furnish the
music from 7.30 p. m. until 3 a. m. Refreshments will be served and everyone
present will receive a handsome souvenir
photograph of their favorite moving picture star.
Indications point to the fact that those
attending the ball will enjoy a night of
fun and Jollification long to be remembered. Tickets can be purchased direct
from Dave Lodge. Ruby theater. Seventh
and Market streets.

The Week in Baltimore
By
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Shellman.
1502 Mt. Royal Ter.,
Baltimore,
Md.
Garden Theater Opens.
ORE. MD. — On Wednesday night.
BALTIM
Sept. 20. the new Garden theater,
at Charles and Cross streets, was opened
to the public after having been entirely
remodeled by the owners. The seating
capacity of this structure is now 900 and
the dimensions are 126 by 170 feet. One
of the features of this theater Is theO.lobC.
by, which is spacious and airy.
Pacey is now manager.

orchestra
will render
for the performances.

appropriate

music

Edgar Fetch a Daddy.
Baltimore. Md. — Edgar Fetch, secretary
to Harry Woods, resident manager of
Loew's Hippodrome theater, is now a
proud and happy papa. The stork visited
his home on Monday. September 11th and
presented Mr, Fetch and his wife with a
bouncing
11 pound
baby girl.
H. I. Rosefield Goes to Denver.
Baltimore. Md. — H. I. Rosefield. who represented the World Film's Washington
office in Baltimore, has left this office to
go to Denver. Col., where he will manage
the World Film Office in that city. H. B.
Flaherty, who has just come to the Washington office, it is understood will travel
the territory formerly covered by Mr.
Rosefield.
New Theater Proposed.
Baltimore. Md. — Plans were filed with
building inspector J. J. Byrne, by Louis
Helldorfer, on Friday, September 15th,
for a moving picture theater to be located at 2238-43 East Fayette street. Mr.
Helldorfer states that he expects the
structure to cost In the neighborhood of
$10,000 when it is completed.
Bunny Theater Reopens.
Baltimore. Md. — The Bunny theater, located at 1225 Columbia avenue, has again
been reopened to the public by F. H.
Rothrock,
the owner and manager.
Lobby of Mt. Royal Redecorated.
Baltimore. Md. — A. B. Price, manager
of the Mt. Royal theater. 617 West North
of the tickavenue has had the woodworkhouse
all reet office and lobby of this
painted. The mouldings, wainscoting,
border, and door frames have all been
done in ivory white and the woodwork
of the doors have been finished in maappearance has become
quite natty.hogany. The
Changes at Walbrook Theater.
Baltimore. Md. — The Walbrook theater at
North avenue and Boscdale street, which
is now under the management of Solon
L. Wonders, and which is practically a
new theater, is having the floor and seats
on the sides of the main auditorium entirely changed owing to the bowl In the floor
being at too great an angle. This work,
however, has not closed the house.
Wilson Theater Improvements.
Baltimore. Md. — Guy L. Wonders, manager of the Wilson theater. Baltimore
has innovated a new efand Gay
lobby of his house in the way
fect in thestreets,
of ticket booths. The top and s.des of
the ticket both have been constructed of
roof mountleaded art glass, with the
night a beautiful color
ing as a dome. Atluminated.
effect is gained by having the interior il-

J. M.

New

Policy Changes at New Pickwick.
Baltimore. Md.— G. Morton Gaffney.
manager and owner of the New Pickwick
antheater. 115 North Howard street, will
nounces that hereafter, a new policy
be in effect at this house. All pictures
to be exhibited at this theater will be
screened before shown tta patrons. Lady
ushers have been engaged and a stringed

Theater Ord'nance Held Up.
e authorBaltimore. Md. — The ordinanc
izing the remodeling of the Casino on
North avenue, near Charles street, this
city, into a moving picture theater, was
held up Monday night. September 18th.
in the First Branch of the City Council.
was
This is one of the ordinar,.;esandwhich
when It
held over from the spring
rep.
Heatwole
O.
T.
Dr.
by
was requestedresentative of the 12th ward, that it be
made known why this measure was being
held on the second-reading file, a motion
lor which J. D. Spencer, of the 4tli ward
had made. Mr. Spencer stated that as
chairman of the First Branch Committee
was opposed to railon Police and Jail, hethrough
the Council.
roading measures
on Mr. Speiicer'a
taken
was
vote
a
When
it was upheld by a vote of 11 to
motion,
9; but two Republican members of the
Council left the chamber, before, their
names had been called.

I
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Fayetteville's Strand About to Open.
P AYETTEVILLK. X. C— H. F. lHakc.
■T who now openUes the Lyric theater
here. Is soon to tuke possession of a modern motion picture theater which la being constructed for him. The new structure is planned to have a soatln^r capa:,Uy
for 650 in the auditorium and balcony, for
the house is to be buiU along the lines of
a legitimate playhouse. It is to bo known
as the Strand and will contain the most
modern improvements and up-to-the-minute equipment. The Lyric can accommodate only about 250 people. Mr. Drake
has been running it for some three or
four years and has been successful to the
point that he has felt himself badiy
cramped in the smaller house. He believes he can make a great success with
the big features and he Is going tn
strong. His new theater will be one that
Fayetteville can be justly proud of. for
everything is being done, to make it both
comfortable and attractive. There is one
other house here, the Dixie theater, operated by Steve Lambert.
Piedmont Theater Opens.
Charlotte, N. C. — Morrow Bros., formerly of Missouri, are opening the Piedmont theater here with U. B. O. vaudeville
and high-grade pictures. The prices have
been increased to 25. 35 and 50 cents for
evening performances, and 15 and 25
cents for the matinees. This house w^as
formerly operated by R. D. Graver.
Elizabeth City, N. C. — Manager Kramer,
of the Alkramer theater, is making arrangements for increasing the seating
capacity of that house.
Charlotte. N. C- — R. D. Graver, of the
Graver Film & Supply Company, has gone
to New York to look over the motion picture field and witness the screening of a
number of films.
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This Week

Changes in Film Circles— C. G. Kingsley Heads Famous Players Exchange
—
Schatz-Muntz Company Buys Theaters— Manager Lyon of the Internationa
l
Promoted— Other Notes of Interest.
Krorn Pittsburgh News Service, C016 Jen kins Arcade, Pittsburgh. Pa.
C. G. Kingsley Heads Famous Players.
pITTSilUiii.IH, Pa.— A shake up in the
1 organization of the Famous Players
Film Service, Inc.. has taken place here
with the appointment of C. G. Kingsley
as branch manager In this city to succeed R. C. Schmidt. Mr. Schmidt is now
special traveling representative out of the
Pittsburgh office.
Mr. Kingsley was formerly in charge
of the Cincinnati branch of the Fox Film
Corporation and has had wide experience
In the film business. He assumed that
position recently, having been transferred
from the Fox offices at Detroit, where he
had been in charge during the past year.
"W". C. Watson has become assistant manager of the Famous Players here, succeeding G. C. Rich.
The many Pittsburgh friends of Harry
W. Irons, who was previously manager of
the Famous office in this city for some
time, have tendered him their best wishes
upon his appointment to the management
of the new Cleveland, O., branch of the
company.
Schatz-Muntz Co. Buys Theaters.
Meadville, Pa. — A new concern known
as the Schatz-Muntz Amusement Co. was
formed recently for the purpose of owning and operating moving picture theaters and has been incorporated under
the laws of Pennsylvania with a capital
stock of $25,000. The company has acquired the Photoplay theater and the Lyceum theater, at Meadville, Pa., and has

Norfolk Returning to Its Censorship
City Council's Ordinance Committee Takes
Up Censor
Question
Again
Despite
Recent Agrement with Local Exhibitors.
By Clarence L. Linz, 635 Tenth St. N. E.. Washington, D. C.
NORFOLK, VA. — The Ordinance Comagement
puts it. "the house
has been
mittee of the City Council, with
given a new coat of paint inside and out."
Chairman Hosier and three of the other
four members present, on September 18,
Norfolk's Strand's New Policy,
brought up the matter of motion picture
Norfolk. Va. — The Strand theater recensorship, despite the fact that Major
opened September 18, after being closed a
"Walke Truxton had been willing to withweek to be remodeled and greatly imdraw his resolution providing fijr censorproved in advance of the heavy season
ship of motion picture films after securexpected for it. Manager Hofheimer says
ing the written promise of the managers
that
he
has decided to give the people
and owners of the motion picture theaters
of this section a theater that will comof this city to the effect that no immoral
pare with the best in the country. This
or sex problem plays would be introduced
Includes the engagement of Passerl and
into their houses.
his band and orchestra. It was necessary
It Is said that the Ordinance Committee
to enlarge the orchestra pit to accommoconsiders this matter worthy of further
date all of these musicians. In addition
discussion and study. The question was
to this wonderful musical organization,
temporarily passed over and before it ia
Mr.
Hofheimer
has arranged for Tjrther
again taken up. copies of the resolution
entertainment by two artists of known
will be furnished each of the members.
reputation
as
soloists.
It was thought that when Major Truxton agreed to withdraw his resolution
and it was shown that the exhibitors of
Fire in Booth of Norfolk Theater.
Norfolk were willing to abide by their
Norfolk. Va. — Two reels of film were depromises and meet the desires of that
stroyed and the projection machines quite
element which la seeking censorship, no
badly damaged In a fire that broke out
more would be said or would be necesthrough the ignition of torn film in the
sary in the matter. Censorship will have
operator's booth at the Grossman theater.
a bad effect upon the motion picture inJack Williamson, the operator, saved the
dustry of Norfolk, and without need, for
other films that were in the booth.
this city prides itself upnn the quality
of the films exhibited. Tt has not yet
New House for East Radford.
been proven that censorship is necessary.
East Radford. Va. — W. D. Roberts, who
now
operates
the Dreamland theater here.
Theater To Be the Broadway.
Is to have a new house with a larger seatLynchburg. Va. — The Universal theater
ing
capacity.
Ground has already been
here has been reopened under the name
broken for the new enterprise and the
of the Broadway by the Piedmont Amusework wi'I be pushed to completion. This
ment Company. A number of Improvetheater is to have a seating capacity of
ments have been made and among other
about 500. the Dreamland accommodates
things a new Rembush silver fiber screen
only about 320 people, and Mr. Roberts
has been put In place, a new electric mohas long
j\KO outgrown so limited a seating capacity.
tor generator installed and, as the man-

Just
beautiful
Square purchased
theater, at the
Greenville
. Pa., Mercer
a new
house which wag opened on July l. All of
the houses are up-to-date In every parcality. ticular and among the finest in their loThe officers of the new company are
Charles Shatz. president; R. H. Muntz,
trjasurer. and H. P. Weir, secretary. The
theaters will be managed personally by
Mr. Muntz, white Mr. Schatz will have
charge of booking the attractions of the
three houses. The company contemplates
adding several other theaters to their
chain In the near future.
B. F. Lyon Promoted.
Pittsburgh. Pa. — B. F. Lyon, for the past
six months manager of the Pittsburgh
branch of the International Film Service,
has been promoted to the position of general manager of the exchanges of the
company and has taken up his headquarters at New York. Mr. Lyon came to this
city as manager of the Pittsburgh Pathe
exchange, but resigned after remaining
with that concern about three months to
establish the local office of the International. He achieved marked success In
this territory and it is in recognition of
his broad knowledge of the business that
the company appointed him to the general managership. His host of friends
among the exhibitors and exchanges wish
him continued success in his new position.
Mr. Lyon is succeeded here by E. J. McGurty. formerly of the road staff of this
office, Mr. McGurty covered the West Virginia and Southwestern Pennsylvania territory and Is known as a hustler.
J. P. Donovan Managing Regent.
Pittsburerh. Pa. — The Rowland & Clark
theaters. Pittsburgh, Pa., has placed J. P.
Donovan, formerly general manager. In
charge of the Regent theater. Penn and
Highland avenues. East Liberty, to succeed Jerome Caspar. Mr. Caspar has resigned to assume the managership of the
Duquesne Garden Skating Rink, which
will open about October 1. Mr. Donovan
was previously manager of the Regent,
but later became general manager of tho
Rowland & Clark chain. This position has
been abolished, as It Is announced that T.
B. Clark will hereafter devote more of his
time to the varinus theaters. William F.
Klrsch. house manager of the Belle vue
theater, will now do the booking for the
entire Rowland & Clark chain of houses.
Feature Films at the Ridgeway.
Ridgewav. Pa. — The Ridgeway Opera
House, Ridgeway. has been reopened
for the season under a new policy and
will hereafter run feature pictures with
an occasional road show. The theater
was extensively remodeled during the
summer months, receiving new decorations throughout and much up-to-date
equipment. Two new projection machines
of the latest design and a new screen
have been installed. Another fine Improvement Is a beautiful stage setting.
The house Is In charge of E. B. McClaln.
an experienced and very progressive manager.
Mountaineer Film Company.
Logan, W. Va. — The Mountaineer Film
Company, of Logan. W, Va.. was recently
granted a state charter of incorporation
under the laws of West Virginia to manufacture and sell moving picture films. The
authorized capital stock is $5,000. The
incorporators are A. J. Dalton and John
A. Hollev. of Omar, O, J. Degans, G. T.
Swann. H S. Gay, Jr., Peter MInoth and
others of Logan.
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Dayton Plague Ban Cuts Theater Receipts — Exhibitors Come to Cincinnati Eind
Hold Conference with Local Exchange Managers Who Agree to Cut Charges
for Picture Shows in Dayton Till Better Times.
By Kenneth
C. Crain, 610 First National
Bank, Cincinnati, Ohio,
at the Hotel Metropole, and invited the
CINCINNATI, O. — The effect of the inexchange managers to come and talk
fantile paralysis scare upon all departments of the moving picture business was
things over with them. The Dayton exhibitors laid the situation frankly before
strikingly illustrated a few days ago when
the film men, pointing out that with their
a delegation of Dayton. O^ exhibitors, fourteen strong, came to Cincinnati, following
business cut in two they could not afford
the action of the Dayton authorities forto pay the same service rates as heretobidding children under the age of 16 years
fore; and after some discussion, the film
to attend the theaters. There are only a
men agreed, during the time the regulafew cases of the disease in Dayton, it
tion against children remains in force,
seems, but the authorities decided to lake
to reduce their service rates by one-half.
Virtually every exchange in the city was
no chances on its spread, anS not only
postponed the opening of the schools, but
represented.
took the action referred to with reference
The generous action taken has enabled
to the theaters.
the Dayton houses to continue in operaAs it was estimated that this would
tion in spite of the reduction in their business, and they have expressed their hearty
cut off about 50 per cent, of the business
appreciation of the aid extended by the
of the moving picture houses, the exhibiexchanges. As far as known, nothing of
tors got together and decided to make an
this sort has been done elsewhere by film
appeal to the film exchanges at Cincinnati
men, but the wisdom and good sense of
•who furnish their service. Accordingly.
the course taken are evident.
the delegation came down, took quarters

Cincinnati Screen ClubElectsOfficers
Charles

Weigel

Chosen President — C. E.
mittee — Loving
Cup
CINCINNATI, O. — A recent meeting of
the Cincinnati Screen Club, attended by
a. majority of the members, found a considerable amount of business to be transacted, and the meeting was one of the
most important thus far held. The election of officers was the principal feature.
President C. E. Holah announced in advance that by reason of the considerable
amount of work thrust on him in connection with the expansion of the Greater
Vitagraph Company, he would not be
able to accept a re-election. The election
resulted as follows;
President, Charles Weigel. manager of
the Alhambra theater; vice president. Clay
E. Brehm, of the Bluebird exchange; secretary, Harry Bugie, of tho George Kleine
exchange; treasurer, W. S, Wessling, of
the Pathe exchange.
Mr. Holah was made a member, with the
officers, of the executive committee of the
dub, which has charge of its management.
An interesting and affecting event at
the meeting was the presentation of a
silver loving cup to A. M. Muller. on the
occasien of his leaving Cincinnati to go
to New York. Mr. Muller until recently
was manager of the Cincinnati Exchange
of the Fix Film Corporation, and has been
active in film work in Cincinnati for several years. He was a popular member of
the club, and was much moved by the evidence given of the esteem of his fellow
members. G. N. Kingsley is in charge of
the Fox exchange.
T. V. Prentice to Build Theater.
Cincinnati, O. — A handsome and up-todate moving picture theater, to be the
largest and most completely equipped in
the East End of Cincinnati, is to be built
by Thomas V. Prentice and others on
Eastern avenue, near Tusculum avenue.
Plans have been prepared by C. Grunkemeyer, architect, and work is to start
soon.
Rumor of a Theater Change.
Cincinnati, O. — Developments which indicate the probability of another large
moving picture house in the downtown
section of the city were indicated by approaches recently made by representatives of a New York syndicate to several
local theatrical men. One of these was
Manager Hubert Heuck, of Heuck's theater. According to Mr. Heuck. he was Informed that the New York interests desire
to rent, lease or possibly purchase a Cin-
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Holah Made Member of Executive Comto A. M. Muller.
cinnati house, in touch with the center of
the city, and with a seating capacity of
not less than 2,000. Nothing definite has
been ascertained as to the interests behind the move, nor as to the purposes for
which the house would be used. Theatrical property is valuable in Cincinnati just
now. however, and a house near the downtown section would cost a good deal.
Children's Shows at Majestic.
Springfield, O. — Arrangements are being
made by which a children's moving picture program will be shown during the
fall and winter each Saturday morning
at the Majestic theater. Arrangements
were perfected by Miss Mary Bertha
Thompson, who was in the city recently
arranging the matter. The pictures will
consist of approved subjects for children,
including fairy tales, nature and historical subjects, and the like.
Grand
Jury Kills Sunday
Prosecution.
Wads worth, O. — A rather unexpected
outcome of the fight made against Sunday
moving picture shows was the refusal of
the grand jury to sanction the prosecution of William Standen and William Dunlap, exhibitors who were arrested on the
charge of having their theaters open on
Sunday.
two with
were costs,
fined and
in a promptly
justice's
court
$100The
each,
appealed to the higher court. The grand
of.
jury refused to permit the matter to proceed, and the cases are probably disposed

Family, a moving picture theater. The
Lyric was recently reopened after having
been embellished throughout with attractive wall colors and lights. The Family
also has been reopened. The exterior and
interior of this house have been redecorated and new lighting effects introduced.
Mr. Franklin recently gave a compliscreening of before
"War's Women,"
opening mentary
attraction,
a party the
of
newspapermen and public officials. The
performance was favorably received.
J. A. Schuchert Gets Picture Theater
Interests.
J. A. Schuchert, a pioneer in the local
film business, has taken over Louis Weil's
interests in the Elmwood, Allendale, Columbia, Colonial and Keith's moving picture theaters in this city. Harry Marsey
is meeting with success as general manager of these houses. Charles Bowe.
formerly of the Allendale, will manage
Keith's. His successor at the Allendale
is William Lowry, Mr. Schuchert has returned to Buffalo with his family from
their summer home at Wanakah,
N. Y.
Joseph Lee Steering Merit Film Office.
Buffalo. N. Y. — Joseph Lee has been appointed manager of the Buffalo office of
the Merit Film, which releases Ivan pictures. His assistant is P. W. Wyckoff.
Mr. Lee was formerly traveling representative of the Merit in Eastern New York.
In Buffalo he succeeds F. J. Willis, transferred to the Ivan offices in Boston. The
latest Ivan release in Buffalo is "Her SurJ. C. Hemment at Lady Mackenzie Film.
render."
Buffalo. N. Y. — J. C. Hemment is at the
office of the Lady Mackenzie Film Company. 29 Franklin street, Buffalo, assisting in assembling and editing African
hunt and war pictures. This company is
also working on a series of pictures called
"Toto Comedies" at Stoney Brook, Lake
Chautauqua. The films are based on the
antics
of "Toto," an ape. owned by Lady
Mackenzie.
J. M. Sitterly Booking for Popular Film.
Buffalo. N. Y.— J. M. Sitterly of the
Popular Film. Buffalo, is covering the
towns along the main line of the New
York Central. He is taking bookings on
the film. "The Unborn." His firm has the
New York state rights on this production
and on "Purity" and Madame Pavlowa in
"The Dumb
Girl of Portici."
Charles R. Rogers Has Son Born.
Buffalo, N. Y. — Charles R. Rogers, general manager of the Rogson Film Company, is receiving congratulations over
the recent birth of a son.
W.
Buffalo,
traveling
tual.
Triangle

H. Teeple With Mutual.
N. Y. — W. H. Teeple
is now
representative of tlie local MuHe was formerly assistant at the
office in Pittsburgh.
Local Theater Changes.

Film Week in Buffalo
By

Joseph

A-

McGuire,
5 Lewis
Buffalo, N. Y.

Block,

Changes Among Local Managers.
BUFFALO,
N. Y. — Various
changes
in
the
management
of Buffalo ownership
theaters have orrecently
been noted.
Lyric Theater Leased.
The Olympic Theater Company has
leased the Lyric theater for five years. The
Olympic theater is on Lafayette square
and the Lyric is nearby in Washington
street. Both will continue however their
policy of running popular vaudeville and
moving pictures. Bruce Fowler will continue as manager of the Olympic and
Harold B. Franklin will remain as managersistant
of isthe
asC. L.Lyric.
Snyder.Mr.Mr. Franklin's
Franklin will
also continue as general manager
of the

Buffalo. N. Y. — James Leason of Rochester has taken over the Edisonia moving
picture theater, Buffalo.
Olean. N. Y. — Mr, and Mrs. John Brunshave opened
Lang's
Dreamland, an
Olean wick
moving
picture
house.
Olean, N. Y. — Manager Barnes has
opened the Grand theater, Olean, for the
season, with vaudeville and moving pictures.
Ogdensburg. N. Y. — The new Strand theater, Ogdensburg, will open shortly.
Ridgeway, Pa. — Miss Irene Stout has
built the new Orpheum moving picture
theater in Ridgeway. Pa. This house seats
400. Her first Ridgeway house, which she
closed, bore the same name.
Canton. N. Y. — Two moving picture
houses and a theater playing pictures and
road shows in Canton, N. Y., have opened
for the season. They were closed during
the hot weather on account of poor business.
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Illinois News Items
By

Frank

H.

Madison. 623 South Wabnsli
Ave.. Chlcngro. III.
Exhibitor James Watson Dies.
CHRISMAN. in.— James Walson. tii'
years uld. proprietor of the Empire
theater here, died at his homo here. Two
sons and a dnug'hter survive.

Two New Incorporations.
Springrfleld, 111. — The state has issued
certificates of Incorporation to the foUowIngr:
The LaSalle Film company. Chicago.
capital JIO.OOO: Incorporators, P. A. Grau,
F. L. Batrman. J. H. Kohler.
Riverside Amusement company, East
Dubuque, capital $2,500; Incorporators
William E. Ellawangcr. William Hughes,
M. F. Leiser, J. M. Daily, William J. Hesseling".
Governor Dunne Renominated.
Sprlnstield. 111. — Illinois exhibitors are
pleased at the renomination of Governor
Edward F. Dunne on the Democratic ticket. Governor Dunne vetoed the censorship
laws passed by the last legislature.
Making a Historic Picture.
Ottawa. 111. — The return of Father Marquette to the lUinonis Valley will be depleted in a film to be made for the Gayety
theater by the Standard Motion Picture
company. Another scene of historical significance will be a reproduction of the Lincoln-Douglas debate at Washington Park.
New Illinois Theaters and Changes.
Virden. 111. — Howard Wanes of Girard
has purchased the moving picture equipment of William McNamar and has taken
a three year lease on the building.
Peoria. 111. — The Princess theater has
discontinued vaudeville and will be devoted exclusively to high class feature
Alms. The Hippodrome under the same
management has started on the vaudeville
season but using three reels of pictures.
Oak Park. 111. — H. E. McManus who has
been connected with the Oak Park theater
has gone to Duluth. Minn., where he will
have the management of two photoplay
houses.
Farmington, 111. — Manager Jesse Chance
has increased the seating capacity of the
Strand theater.
East St. Louis. 111. — "Silas Marner*' was
the first feature which Redmon's Majestic
theater selected for a free Saturday show
to high school students. A special propram was also shown free to pupils of
the graded school. J. M. Livaudais is
leading an orchestra
of ten pieces.
Rock Island. 111. — The Paragon Feature
Film Company, of Omaha, Neb., is making
a two-reel local film for the Rock Island
club.
Benefit
at the Kincaid.
Kincaid. 111. — The Kincaid theater gave
a benefit show for the family of a miner
accidentally killed. The local band erected
a platform in front of the theater and
gave a concert preceding the show.
In Michigan.
Port Huron. Mich. — The newly incorporated Family theater company has awarded the contract for the remodeling of the
Family theater on Huron avenue into a
fireproof theater seating 1.000. The present theater will be used as a lobby. Officers of the new organization are: President, Capt. J. T. Reid; vice-president, Herman Appel: secretary, David McArron:
treasurer and manager. L. C. Bedford.
Ishpeming. Mich. — The Butler theater
which was closed for the summer has reopened.
Adrian, Mich. — "The Romance of Miss
Adrian"
was theaters.
made for the New Family
and Garden
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Detroit's New Regent Opens

Audience of 3,500 Invited Guests See Premier Show at the Newest Klatt Theater
on Woodward and Horton Avenues — Charles W. Porter Is the House Manager
and C. A. McVicker, the General Director — Policy of the House.
By Jacob Smith. 503 Free Pre ss Building. Detroit. Mich.
course, most of the faultfinding was In
DETROIT.
Mich.
— Detroit's
for
houses constructed previous to 18 months
beautiful iihotoplay
housesreputation
was further
ago. At the time of the survey there
oniianced on Monday. Sept. 18, when the
were 136 amusement places. Forty-seven
New Regent theater. Woodward and Horton avenues, owned by William P. Klatt.
per cent were unventilatod. Thirty-two
was opened to a private audience of about
per cent had exhaust fans and ten per cent
had air fans, showing a big per cent to be
3500 persons. The Regent is the fifth in
in need of regulation in the interest of
the chain owned by William F. Klatt and
public health.
is the largest, having a seating capacity
The air supply in almost all places was
of about 3.100. Charles W. Porter is house
found to be low. The average was two
manager, and C. A. McVicker is general
cubic feet for each minute; the amenddirector. Ivan Rudisill, of New York City,
is musical director.
ment calls for 20 cubic feet for each person. "We feel." said Dr. Price, "that betWhile the Monday opening was a priter results could be obtained by fixing
vate one. the official opening for the pubthe ordinance so that the health departlic took place Tuesday and the theater
ment would have something to do about
was crowded at all performances.
the regulation of amusement places than
The policy of the Regent will be performances at 2. 7 and 9 p. m.. with prices
by bringing a lot of people into court unat 15, 25, and 50 cents downstairs and 10
der the sanitation rules." There will be
a public hearing on this ordinance in the
to 35 cents upstairs. For the matinee,
city hall on October 3rd. Every exhibitor
prices are from 10 to 25 cents. The atis advised to be on hand.
traction the opening week was "God's Half
Acre," a Metro feature, Hearst Weekly
and a Sidney Drew Comedy, besides orSocial Club for Exchange Managers.
chestra and organ selections and vocal
solos.
Detroit, Mich. — A "Reel Fellows Club"
was organized on Monday evening, Sept.
In a later issue of the WORLD we will
18, at the Alt Heidelberg, fourteen exshow photographs of this beautiful playchange managers being present. The
house with a complete technical story, so
club is purely a social one and every memat this time we are simply going to menber of an exchange in Detroit is eligible.
tion briefly a few interesting things about
There will be no dues. The club will
the Regent. A color scheme of ivory gray,
meet once a week, or once every two
gold and blue has been carried out in the
weeks,
and each exchange manager will
wall and ceiling decoration, while the
pay as he goes. The officers are George
dark, warm green of the chair upholstery
Trask (Mutual), president; M. S. Bailey
makes a splendid background for the
(Universal), vice president and J. O.
dainty combination. The chairs have been
Brooks
(Paramount),
secretary.
placed far enough apart for real comfort.
Washed air, modern fire exits and other
devices add to the comfort and safety of
Pictures
in Local
Public
Schools.
the patrons.
Detroit, Mich. — Moving Pictures for the
The orchestra is large and well conductpublic
schools
have
been
authorized
by
ed by Ivan Rudisill, while a mammoth
the Board of Education in Detroit, The
Kimball pipe organ takes up the continuse
of
the
pictures
will
be
undertaken
as
uous thread of music whenever the oran experiment. Five projection machines
chestra halts. We can say honestly that
and
a
weekly
film
service
for
each
of
the
the Regent is Detroit's largest photoplay
five machines are first to be tried in 25
house. For the Monday night opening
schools, and if the results warrant, an
many beautiful floral pieces were on exhiappropriation will be asked to extend the
bition in the foyer being personal gifts
service to all of the Detroit public schools.
from exchange managers, theater owners
and friends of Mr. Klatt.
Mitchell Marks Visits John Kunsky.
Detroit. Mich. — The World correspondent had the pleasure of a most interesting chat on Sept. 18 with Mitchell
Marks, the man who operates the Strand
theater in New York, as well as a chain
of theaters in Buffalo and other towns.
While in Detroit Mr. Marks was the personal guest of John H. Kunsky. Mr.
Marks told the writer that business was
improving in all of his houses and that
he anticipated a good fall and winter season. Mr. Marks expressed himself as
being inclined to favor the open booking
policy — in fact, he intimated that such a
policy was virtually being forced upon
the exhibitor by the manufacturers themselves. In other words. If all the best*
drawing cards are going to be put out as
"specials" how in the world is an exhibitor going to be able to book them unless
he has an "open" policy.
Sanitation Code Hearing Oct. 3.
Detroit. Mich. — Only 11 per cent of the
amusement places in Detroit, chiefly moving picture theaters, were properly ventilated a year ago when an investigation
was conducted by Dr. W. H. Price, health
oflicer. and Frank Walker, sanitation engineer. This data was gathered to assist
the health department in framing an
amendment to the ordinance regulating
the operation
of amusement
places.
Of

Bert Williams
Deserves
Credit.
Detroit. Mich. — Bert Williams, of the
Woodward Theater Company deserves unlimited credit and praise for what he has
done to put the Grand Circus theater, 301
Woodward avenue, on a paying business
with clean attractions. We all thought
that about the only thing the Grand Circus was fitted for were features that necessitated "No Children Admitted" signs,
but W^illiams has shown us that we were
wrong. He has spent considerable money
in renovating the Grand Circus, has put in
high -class features with a daily change
and today the Grand Circus is a real money-maker. He belongs to the class of
John H, Kunsky and Harry I. Garson, who
have taken dead houses and made successes out of thera.
Union Musicians Win Raise.
Detroit. Mich. — Local theater managers
have granted the union musicians an increase in their wage amounting to approximately $3 per week per man. This has
materially increased the operating expenses of such houses as the Majestic,
Washington and Broadway-Strand, where
large orchestras are employed for motion
pictures.
George W. Trendle. personal counselor
to John H. Kunsky. has moved his offices
to 2204 Dime Bank building, adjoining
those of Mr. Kunsky.
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Belgium Relief Benefit.
Atlanta, Ga. — A strong program was
given Sunday at the Grand for thp benefit
of the French and Belgian fund. This reopens the relief campaign started last winter. Dr. F. E. May, representative of
tlie Relief Commission In Georgia and
Florida, had charge of the performances
and impressed the public with the great
need that will be faced in France and
particularly in Belgium during the ceiling winter. It Is expected that food,
clothing and fuel will be extremely
scarce.
The theater was crowded.

Report That Crescent Amusement Company Will Take Over the Wassman Interests—Entails Transfer of Knickerbocker, Crystal and Rex Theaters— Only One
Uptown House, the Strand, Not Controlled.
By J. L. Ray, 1014 Stahlman
Building. Nashville. Tenn.
By
the Murfreesboro
Interests. . were visitors
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — A consolidation of
Nashville motion picture interests of
at the home office of the Crescent Amusement Company a few days back.
much importance is reported ready for trie
final articles of transfer, involving the
taking over by the Crescent Amusement
Atlanta News Letter
Company of the Knickerbocker. Crystal
A. M. Beatty, 43 Copenhill Avenue,
and Rex theaters. The first named houses
Projection Room Burned Out.
Atlanta. Ga.
are in Nashville, while the Rex is located
Atlanta, Ga. — Fire Saturday afternonn
at Knoxville. Tenn. While officials of
out the operating room of the
C. D. Danford Comes to Alamo No. 1. burned
neither company will officially confirm
Bell wood theater at 771 Marietta street,
A TLANTA, GA.— C. Douglas Danford.
the fact that a deal has already been
but
did
no damage to the rest of the
^»well-known
Southern film man, who
closed, it is conceded that a deiil will be
interior. The house was crowded at the
engineered in the very near future. Tlie
has been In Chattanooga for the past fewtime, but the people got out without a
Knickerbocker is the handsome $85,000
years. Is now permanently located at the
Alamo No. 1. Atlanta. He is popular in
playhouse only recently completed, the
Atlanta and his friends are congratu!atbuilding being owned by a Nashville real
Triangle Office Moves.
panic.
Ing him upon his return to the city. Mr.
estate syndicate. Manager Wassman being
Atlanta. Ga. — The Triangle Film ComDanford was married a short time ago.
in control of all fixtures and equipment.
pany
moved
Into their quarters on second
The proposed combine would give the
floor of the new Exchange building FriCrescent Amusement practically an unreTed
Hardcastle
Back.
day.
Manager
Bromberg was the first to
stricted program service from which to
move Into the new building.
Atlanta. Ga. — Ted Hardcastle. manager
draw, as that company would be in absoof the George Kleine corporation, southern
lute control of all uptown motion picdivision, returned to Atlanta this week
ture theaters, with the exception of the
Big Four in New Office.
after attending in Chicago a conference
Strand, which theater Is the only central
Atlanta, Ga. — Manager Savin, of the Big
called between the officials of the Kleine,
house not under operation by either the
Four, moved into the new Exchange buildSudekum of Wassman interests.
Selig. Essanay and Edison companies, all
ing Saturday. The company Is on the
of whom have now combined under the
first floor and has Its quarters well arKleine banner.
ranged.
Strand at Mascot Remodeled.
Mascot, Tenn. — A carload of equipment
has been received from the Ocoee theater
at Cleveland. Tenn., and will be used in
the Strand theater at Mascot, which house
has been thoroughly remodeled under the
New Equipment, New Decorations and Preparations for Humming Winter Season
direction of Geo. N. Shore y, Knoxville
exhibitor. Mr. Shorey obtained possession
Are the Rule — High Class Pictures Wanted.
of the equipment of the Ocoee and MonFrom the Indiana Trade News Service,
S61 State Life Bldg.. Indianapolis. Ind.
et a theaters recently, and will continue
XDIANAPOLIS, IND.— .Moving picture
Theater in Vincennes Ordered Closed.
to operate the latter at Cleveland. This
theater
owners
all
over
the
state
are
Is the first venture into small town busiVincennes, Ind. — Mayor House of this
preparing their theaters for the winter
ness, and he states it is strictly up to the
city recently ordered closed the Star thearun. With reports of redecorating, requality of films supplied by the exchanges
ter. The mayor announced that Theodore
as to whether he will continue to operate
painting and installation of new equipCharles, manager of the theater, had failthese houses.
ment from many parts of the state come
ed to comply with ordtrs recently Issued
to the offices of the Indiana League in
to him by attaches of the office of the
Indianapolis reports of prospects for a
state fire marshal. Manager Charles of
Strand Issues Coupon Books.
good business during the winter. And
the theater announced that he would comNashvil'e, Tenn. — To celebrate the adthat it will be welcome, especially In Inply with the order and that the pictures
vent of the new program service for the
dianapolis, Is a foregone conclusion. The
which had been advertised would be
typhoid fever epidemic which held the
Strand theater, which goes into effect Ocshown
at the Moon, another Charles theatober 11th. Manager Roy Shelton offered
city in Its grasp for two months, followed
ter, without additional charge. He said
a special inducement to the public during
by the now present infantile paralysis
he
did
not know what further action he
the week September 18-23 through the
scare, has taken some of the edge off the
would
take.
medium of selling a book of fifteen tenmoving picture magnates' enthusiasm. It
cent admission tickets for $1.00. Even
is estimated that attendance at the theathough cutting profits, Mr. Shelton feels
TO EXHIBITORS
ters, especially in the outskirts of the
that he has been repaid fTom an adverIf you are doing
something
new
city where the patronage is largely Jutising standpoint.
venile, has fallen off at the rate of twenand interesting
at your theatre
let
ty-five per cent.
our correspondent know about it. It
Outstate reports indicate that the theamay help others and help you as well.
Five Cents for Best Features.
ter owners are in for a fine season this
Helpfully yours,
Memphis. Tenn. — The Princess theater,
winter. These reports are brought from
THE
MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD,
operated by the Trimble Amusement Comall
sections
of
the
state
where
conditions
pany, Is offering the best grade features
were never so prosperous as now and
for five cents, including such high class
Items Worth Noting.
where the pictures were never more popproductions as Bluebird. Essanay, etc. The
ular. "The combination puts up an unMarion, Ind. — Marion has a new theater
slogan of this house is "Five Cents — Why
in the New Lyric. Ten and fifteen cent
beatable front," said one man who has a
Pay More." and the plan is making a hit
siring of theaters in the southern part of
prices prevail. Part of the program will
with the public. (Why shouldn't it?)
the state. He ought to know because ho
consist of vaudeville.
had a hard time popularizing his theaters.
South Bend, Ind — The LaBadle-Judd
Film Co., which will erect a studio in this
Tennessee Film Topics.
"High class performances are what
city, has changed its headquarters from
Carthage. — A new picture house will be
bring the crowds to my theaters." he said.
the Kable building to the Dean building.
In operation here within a very short
"I am getting away from the rank sensational films and using only those in
time.
Wabash, Ind. — The opening night at
which the best dramatic talent is employNashville. — President Tony Sudekum has
the Majestic brought a large crowd. Probreturned from a trip to eastern points,
ed. I find that the name of a well-known
ably one of the reasons for the big atwhere he went to look after some big
actor or actress, especially one who has
tendance was the offering of a souvenir
won fame on the legitimate stage, will
bookings
for the fall season.
to each of the first hundred women to enpack my theaters. People in the small
ter the new theater. The advertising
Nashville. — Fred Iron, one of Tennessee's
towns in my part of the state have heard
scheme worked out splendidly.
pioneer operators, is now in the projection room of the Knickerbocker, having
about these actors and actresses and th^-y
Every schoolboy and girl In Indiana
formerly
been located at Jackson.
Tenn.
go to see them. With the class of plays
should see "Indiana," the historical moMemphis. — The popularity of the Billie
which
my
distributing
agencies
are
givtion picture, which was presented at EngBurke serial is attested by the fact that
ing me once I get them in the theater I
lish's theater, Indianapolis, Sept. IS, 1916,
eleven towns in the state are running
for the benefit of the Riley memorial
am
sure
they
will
come
bacK."
"Gloria's Romance"
simultaneously.
Indiana, with its seven hundred moving
fund,
according to Mrs. Harry O. TuteNashville. — F. B. Wilson, manager of
wiler. the only woman member of the
the Jackson house, and Oscar Altman, of
theaters, will prosper in a movpicture
board of school commissioners.
ing picture way this winter.

Indiana
I

Theaters

Expect
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Kentucky Notes.
Fred DoUe May Book Some Road Shows
l^uumviiie. K>. — Fic-a J. Oulle, of Iho
Broadway Aniusenient Co., Louisville, and
lessee ot tne Capitol theater, at Frankfort, Ky.. is heurms on bookm}^ a lino ot
theatrical pioUuctiona to be shown at the
Capitol theater this season in connection
with pictures. Last season the theater
opened so late and bookings were so
scarce that pictures alone were relied on.
Mr. Uolle staled that road companies were
easier to tet this year, and as Frankfort
was Itching lor a few good road shuws the
bouse would undoubtedly show some of
them anyway.
Considering Theater Ordinance.
Shelbyville. Ky.— The city council is
giving a good deal of consideration at
this time to safety of cne rocal moving
picture houses and has named a committee to investigate and report on the advisibility of an ordinance which would
prohibit moving picture <jnows on any bat
the ground floor of buildings so used.
The committee was given additional time
to make its investigation and is stated
to be proceeding carefully for the reason
that such an ordinance might virtually put
some exhibitors out of business, at least
temporarily.
Louisville Theater Notes.
U J. Diitmar. head of the Majestic
Amusement Co.. left Louisville on Wednesdap. September 13. for New York, where
he expects to spend a week or ten days.
After spending a vacation of two weeks
in Chicago, Lee Goldberg, manager of the
Keith interests in Louisville. Including the
Mary Anderson theater, the Keith film
house, has returned to the city. His
brother. Joe Goldberg, had charge of
things during his absence.
The new Palace theater, a colored moving picture theater on Walnut street, has
been packed since It was opened recently,
an unusually heavy attendance being noted
'"Battle Cry of
during the run of the
Peace." This is the largest and newest
probably the
and
city,
the
in
house
negro
largest in the district.
Hippoof
M. A. Jablow, manager takentheover
the
drome theater, has also
following
Olympic,
the
management of
the resignation of Joe Goldberg, now with
the Big Features Rights Corporation.
The new serial picture. "Liberty," is
taking exceptionally well In Louisville,
according to the exhibitors. This picture
is being shown first at the Empire, on
East Market street, and later on Fourth
street at the Casino, and still later at
several other houses.
Western free lance film of the SteecherLewis no decision, four-hour wrestling
match, took exceptionally well at the
Casino theater, where it was recently
shown by Judge Kinney. Louisville has
been an enthusiastic wrestling town for
the past three or four years, and has supported some of the leading bouts.
Percy L. Smith, manager of the Louisville Mutual office, has returned from a
trip to Stanford and other Central Kentucky points, reporting an excellent business trip.
In order to Insure a good attendance
during the showing of the latter episodes
of "The Yellow Menace." J. Johnson Musselman, manager of the Star theater, distributed 20,000 passes in Louisville, these
passes being good during the two days
that the first episode was on the screen.
The new Beatrice Fairfax love and adventure stories. International Film Service, are getting a good start in the Louisville theaters. The first episode was
booked as follows: Orpheum, every Sunday and Monday; every Tuesday at the
Norman; every Wednesday at the Hippodrome; every Thursday at the Aristo, Sundays. Fridays; Pythian. Mondays, and
Hilltop Thursdays. The Louisville Herald
is carrying the story in Its Sunday edition.
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Picture Shows Become Commodity
Kentucky World Correspondent Finds Significance in Local Advertisements Asking Exchange of Shows for Something Not Junk— A Show in Every Village
Now — No Uncultivated Fields.
From Ohio Vulley News Service. Inc., 1404 Starks BIdg., Louisville, Ky.
LOUISVILLE. KY.— Every now and then
put In and the roof Is being erected on
the Louisville newspapers carry an ad
steel girders, while the stage and the
In the "Want" sections which is highly
dressing rooms are being reconstructed
significant of the development of the movthroughout. All new seats will be proing picture industry. The following may
vided and the structure will be redecorbe cited as typical, carried first. It is said,
ated and refinlshed.
in the "For Sale" section and then transferred to the free "For Exchange" column:
TO EXCHANGE — Motion picture road
Says He Can Save on His Current Bills.
show. complete, engine, dynamo and
Louisville. Ky. — MorTt Wentzel. manager
wagon, first-class, for automobile; no junk
of the Norman theater, has just installed
wanted. Address E 61, care the Evening
a
new generating plant at a cost of about
Post.
4-3tx
$1,200. consisting of a Fairbanks-Morse
In other words the moving picture theaoil
burning engine, and other equipment.
ter has become established as a fixture at
In addition the house will be equipped to
almost every four-corners settlement in
use Central service in case of emergency.
the country. They are no longer novelManager Wentzel was so struck with this
ties, and that means the man who once
equipment, which Is In use at the Dream
could set out with horses and wagon, protheater, Jeffersonville. Ind., that he delved
jecting machine and a folding screen, with
into the matter, and stales that he can
a few assorted reels of rain-shot films, is
operate such a plant at a big saving In
no longer certain to gather a crowd in the
electric bills, and at the same time be
rural communities. It is a small town
protected in case the central service plant
indeed in this day and age which does not
lets down.
boast something in the way of a moving
picture theater, and when such a place Is
found there is usually a reason for the
Campbellsville Exhibitors
New Power
Plant.
absence of the plant in the shape of a
street car line or a good road to a nearby
Campbellsville. Ky. — W. I. Meader. of
point where a first class house is to be
the Alhambra theater, Campbellsville, Ky..
found.
has installed a 15 horse-power keroseneburning engine, dynamo, etc.. and will
generate his own current for the theater.
To Start Children's Shows Again.
The decorative material for the front and
Louisville, Ky. — Lee S. Goldberg, manathe new opera chairs have arrived, and
ger of the Mary Anderson tlieater, the
Col. Meader expects to be ready to open
Keith picture house, announces that the
for business shortly.
Saturday
the
resume
theater will shortly
for the winter
morning children's
months.
Mrs. Fred pictures
Levy, of Louisville,
Kentucky Theater Changes.
vice-president of the national board, has
Sebree. Ky. — D. A. Turpin has purchased
been personally assisting Mr. Goldberg in
a complete moving picture outfit and
the program for the winter and an interleased tlie Melton building, on Main street.
Mr. Goldesting program ip promised. vaudeville
He expects to install his equipment and be
berg with resumption of the
ready
to open the house about the first
relieved
Is
theater.
Keith
the
at
of
October.
programs
of supervision of that house and will be
Jactison.
Ky. — Henry Spencer has leased
AnMary
to the
able to give all his time
the Lyric theater building and has opened
derson. The Chaplin pictures, which have
a
new
moving
picture show, starting oft
and
Anderson
Mary
alternated betwen the
with a Fox picture, featuring Theda Bara.
the Keith theater, will now be shown exMr,
Spencer
has
announced that he has
clusively at the Mary Anderson.
made arrangements for some high grade
film service, and will keep the T.yric running throughout the winter season.
Movo Company a New Organization.
Paducah. Ky. — Contracts have been let
Louisville. Ky. — The Movo Manufacturby the Desberger Amusement Co. to Gus
ing & Sales Co. Is a new corporation In
Lockwood to remodel a building as a movLouisville, organized with $20,000 capital,
ing picture theater. D. Harry Jamieson,
picmoving
sell
and
make
to
authorized
of Paducah. Ky.. Is the architect. The imture supplies and accessories, photo supprovements will cost about $5,000.
plies, etc. Incorporators are Charles L^
Lancaster. Ky. — The Rex theater, owned
Hardesty, Henry Schweiters and James
by Luther Herron. was recently sold to
Yunker.
Walter Hammack for $S.000. Judge L. L.
Walker and W. J. Speath were the princiLouisville Auditorium Coming.
pal bidders other than Mr. Hammack.
Hartford, Ky. — D, R. Bean is completLouisville, Ky. — Construction of thcLouisville Auditorium, for which the city
ing remodeling of his moving picture thebe
ater and will open the thoroughly renosubscribed $300,000 not long ago, is tosaid.
vated house soon.
undertaken in the near future, it is
The association has named D. X. Murphy
Paducah, Ky. — The Star theater, which
building,
the
up
put
& Bro. architects, to
has been undergoing a thorough renovation and remodeling, is nearing compleand J. C. Murphy has been making a tour
of
tion and pictures will be shown In the
of inspection of the new auditoriums
the
for
ideas
near
future.
get
to
order
in
country
the
new structure in Louisville. It is to be
Madison ville. Ky. — B. W. Dozier, of
will
provision
and
Louisville, has been made manager of the
a capacious building
Garrick theater here.
be made for showing motion pictures in
it. The projection booth is to be adeproductions.
elaborate
most
quate for the
J. T. Hamilton With Big Feature Right.
Macauley*s to Be Beautified.
Louisville. Ky. — The Big Feature Rights
imand
ing
Corporation has enrolled J. T. Hamilton,
Louisville. Ky.— Remodel
Macauold
the
on
operations
provement
formerly of the Cincinnati Paramount ofley's theater building are more extensive
fice, as booking agent and he Is now
Conthan had been given out at first.
handling the bookings of the "Battle Cry
exsiderably more than $50,000 is being
of Peace" and the "Marvelous Maciste"
pended in making the house over and
through Ohio. George Starkey. Jr., Is travwhen it Is completed it will be modern In
eling in the South for the company.
been
has
wall
side
new
A
every respect.
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Getting at Suburban Patrons
North Topeka, Kansas, Has One Picture Show — Patrons Seem Inclined to Take a
Trip to Topeka Across the River to See City Picture Shows — Have Idea That
Small Houses Must Have
Small Pictures.
Special

from

Kansas

City

News

Service,

NORTH TOPEKA. KAX. — S. S. Myers,
proprietor of the Princess theater, the
only picture show in North Topeka, Kan..
wants to know if it is possible to make
the tail wag the dog. He can't see any
way.
North Topeka, with 10,000 people, is
across the Kaw rit-er from Topeka, Kan.,
which has 50.000. North Topeka inhabitants are mostly in very moderate circumstances, and he is sure a large proportion of his patrons could not patronize
a 10-cent theater. So he has given them
the best he can for 5 cents, i to 6 reels,
at present Universal program and Red
Feather features. Pa the serials, not first
run, of course. His theater seats 400, and
he is making
some money.
He gives almost exactly the same kind
of show as two or three of the theaters
in Topeka "proper" — but the young fellows persist in spending 20 cents car fare
to take their girls to the 5-cent shows in
Topeka! Many of the older people cross
the river, too — and very many take the
car ride to attend the 10-cent theaters
where first runs are offered.
"The public believes the film companies
put out cheap stuff for the little theaters
and the big, finest pictures at high prices
for the big theaters." said Mr. Myers. "1
advertise in the local North Topeka Weekly, and in the Topeka papers alongside the
big theaters there. I try to show our
people that ihey can see just as good
shows at my house as any place else — but
they go to the city. I feel that until the
Topeka houses raise to a uniform 10-cent
price,
protect my
own for
people."
But Ihemust
is eagerly
looking
the day
when 10 cents will be the nominal admission price: then he can consistently raise,
and can make a bid for the best North
Topeka business.
Universal*s
Publicity Has Big Job.
Kansas City, Mo. — The Universal is
planning that every exhibitor, no matter
how far removed from the centers of advertising activity, or no matter how small
the exchange which serves him, will have
all the advantages of the largest theaters,
as to publicity matter.
In the Kansas City district George W.
Boles will be on the publicity job. R. C
Cropper, district manager of the Kansas
City exchange, is district manager, and
this includes the exchanges of Kansas
Cit.v, St. Louis. Omaha. Oklahoma City and
the branches. Ft. Smith. Wichita, Sioux
Falls, Cairo and Des Moines.
The smallest branch, the most distant
adexhibitor, will then be getting all thesmall
vantages of the largest, and at a
cost. For instance, the novelty advertising devices for the exchanges and branches
will cost them little more than the printing bill, and they will be able to push
their business as forcibly as though they
had the most extensive facilities.
The Kansas City office has, indeed, extended the scope of its service beyond its
district. Recently requests have come to
Mr. BDwles for supplies of his novelties,
for the offices at Dallas, Tex., and Atlanta.
Ga. Batches of the advertising were sent
the exchange addresses on the cards alone
being changed, which were mailed out
from those places.
Olathe's
One
Picture
Show.
Olathe, Kan.— A city of 3.000 people, with
17 churches — and one moving picture
show' That is Olathe, Kan. The picture
show is operated by T. H. Wilson and W.
W Weldon, and they are said to be pros-
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Belt Building, Kansas City. Kan.

pering. The Gem theater seats 521. It
is closed in the summer, the pictures being shown in a pavillion. roofed, the sides
of which are removed in warm weather.
It has a hard maple floor, and is equipped
with church pews and seats made to
order. In the winter, the seats are removed, and Wilson & Weldon operate the
pavilion
as a skating rink and basket bail
hall.
But about the church pews — they are
especially appropriate this summer, since
the Methodist church, which was erecting
a new structure, used the pavilion for its
Sunday services. Olathe does not have
Sunday pictures, so the business is not
interfered with.
Phil H. Pierce Goes to Dallas
Kansas City. Kas. — Phil H. Pierce, widely known among the moving picture men
ojf Kansas City territory, for the past two
years sales agent at Kansas City of the
Rudolph Wurlitzer Company, returns this
month to a Wurlitzer sales company with
which he was formerly connected, but In
a more important capacity. About September 12 he assumed the Dosition ol
sales manager of the Western Automatic
Music Co., of Dallas, Tex.
F. I. Buckinghcmi on Showmanship.
Kansas City, Mo. — F. I. Buckingham,
head of the company operating the Apollo
theater, one of the finest of the suburban
houses, has definite ideas as to the prices
to be charged. He declares that there is
little chance of prices at the Apollo being changed from straight ten cents admission. The theater will soon have
a^'ailable a seating capacity of 1,400.
"We have figured it out that the only
fair way to treat our patrons is to give
them the best we can get at the uniform
price of 10 cents, and make our profits out
of the volume of business," he said.
"That's why we have increased the seating capacity. It hardly seems just to
stick the patrons for extra money whenever we get something that costs us a
little more — it seems
more equitable for

us to pro\ide the capacity for caring for
larger crowds on those occasions. Patrons in such a' suburban theater are closer
in touch and there is a more intimate per^;onal relation than in the case of downtt'wn theaters. We look on the case much
as though it were a family hotel, for instance; the patrons would resent the
management charging an additional fee
for a specially nice Sunday dinner, especially when the hotel advertises and gets
additional patrons for that dinner. We
want them to feel that they can always
come for 10 cents, and always get the
best ity
there
is going. Andavailable
we'll haveto capacand patronage
make
money at 10 cents, with 1,400 seats."
Worth a Passing Glance.
Kansas City, Mo. — The Columbia theater,
the former Tenth street, is having good
success, though some of its original plans
have changed. The idea of having a moving pictuie exclusively for women has
been abandoned, at least temporarily. This
policy, which was confined however, to the
afternoon shows, was pursued during the
long engagement of "The Little Girl Next
Door" and was used effectively for advertising purposes. The price at the theater
are 15 cents for adults, and 5 cents for
children.
Kansas City, Mo. — The Willis Wood
theater, for two years the largest moving
picture theater in Kansas City, returned
to drama September 17. with stock company. "Gloria's Romance." which had been
its feature during the summer, is now
running at the Columbia.
Kansas City, Mo. — P. J. Hall has left
Kansas City for Chicago. For some two
years he operated the Western Film Exchange here, and was widely known.
Changes Among Local Theaters.
Kansas City, Mo. — The Kansas City "VL-S-E" office is undergoing no changes
following the changing of the name to
the Vitagraph. As Mr. L. J. Scott, publicity manager,
puts concentrating
it, "We expect onto one
do
as much
business,
a week, as we did before with two a
week." Tliere has been no reduction in
the force, and the esprit du corps, the
enthusiasm over the productions and material to be handled, is gaining perhaps
an extra boost from the focusing of attention on the Vitagraph
offerings.
Kansas City, Mo. — The Motion Picture
Supply Co., H. G. Gill, manager, has added
a large room, where it can now conveniently display machines. Geo. H. Kendrick has been added to the sales force.

Mitchell, South Dakota, Sabbatarians Active
Would

Close Picture Shows on Simdays by Making City Officials Take Action on
State Law — Referendum Asked for.
By Frank H. Madison, 623 South Wabash Ave.. Chicago, 111.
Edinburg, N, D. — Paul Johnson of Mouns of SunD. — Opponent
S. probably
here. tain is now manager of the opera house
MITCHELL.
will make a
day shows
test case and decide whether the decision
of municipal authorities to allow such
performances cannot be nullified by inIN IOWA.
voking the state law.
New Building Code for Mason City.
The city council passed an ordinance
which repeals the penalty clause in a forMason City, la. — City authorities are
mer ordinance which prohibited Sunday
pleased at the active co-operation shown
shows. The penalty was the revocation
by
the owners and managers of the local
of license for a theater which violated the
law
moving picture houses in the draft of a
broader
ordinance regulating safety reA state law passed in 1907 provides
quirements in photoplay houses. There
penalty for Sunday shows but it has been
is
at
present
a measure to cover this subthe custom of state authorities to interject,
but
its
provisions are not sufficient.
fere but little in what is generally regardA new act will regulate the construction
ed as a purely local affair.
of auditoriums and exits and all condiAnother angle to the situation is a plan
tions surrounding the projecting mato hold a referendum election and see how
chines. If this is enacted into a law by
the citizens of Mitchell feel about it.
the city council a rigid enforcement is
Sunday Shows in Huron.
Local picture houses are now showingis
on Sundays in Huron. S. D. Huron
one of the last cities of consequence in
state to adopt the practice of giving
the
exhibitions seven days a week.

is

promised

by

the

officials.

Fine House Promised for Davenport.

la.— C. H. Bryant of WaterDavenpor
loo and St.t,Elmo Bateman. manager of the
Plaza theater at Sioux City are said to
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be negotiating for a site for a moving
picture theater tn this city. The plans
are said to call for an expenditure of {75.000.
Iowa Theater Notes — Changes, Etc.
Hiimpton. la. — Tho Windsor theater
opened its moving picture season with
the Bluebird feature "Where Are My
Children?"
Burlington, la. — Pour vaudeville acts,
a photoplay family and a comedy will be
the policy at the reopened Grand.
Mt. Vernon. la. — The new plan at the
Star theater gives Monday, Wednesday
Friday and Saturday nights, special features. Tuesday a serial and Thursdays a
mixed program. Manager Hendrix has
had the front and lobby of the theater redecorated and remodeled.
Dubuque, la. — While the Majestic has
oftlclally closed its summer vaudeville season. It will not give up the moving picture. It announces that instead of using
a cheap vaudeville act to start the showit will have a high class feature picture.
The closing attractions were "Where Are
My Children?" and "The Little Girl Next
Door."
Clarinda. la. — James B. Ellis of Maryvilie has leased the Delpheus theater and
will operate it as a moving picture house
has renamed it the Little theater.
Jewel. la. — C. L. Allen has sold the Isis
theater here to George Peterson, manager
of the Grand theater at Story City, la.
German ia, la. — John Pink has asumed
the management of the Virgina theater.
Northwood, la. — The Slosson theater is
now owned and controlled by George
Haight.
Harlan, la. — Hans Larson has opened
a moving picture show here.
West Branch, la. — Crook & Meyers have
sold the Pastime theater to Delbert Fairall.
Mason City, la. — The Cecil theater had
"Civilization" for the week of September
17.
Davenport, la. — "Shoes" the Bluebird
feature played a return date at the New
American
theater.
Nebraska
Theater
Notes.
Omaha, Neb. — Edward Horton, formerly
organist
at the Casino
theater
in Des
Moines, has accepted a similar position at
the Muse theater in this city.
Red Cloud, Neb. — The Orpheum and Tepee theaters have gone under the management of A. G. Hauser and Ferdinand
Reizman of Alma, Neb.
Louisville. Neb. — Frank Johnson who
has leased the opera house will open a
moving
picture theater.
Omaha. Neb. — Manager Joseph Kohlberg
of the Farnam theater has a new policy
and will run Paramount pictures Tuesday to Saturday and World and Fox films
on Sunday and Monday.
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Fairer Censorship for Minneapolis
Mayor Wallace
Nye Will Censor in Future on Advice of Board Made Up of Exchangemen. Exhibitors and Newspaper Writers — Result of Conference of Picture
Men With Mayor — The Committee.
By

John

L.

Johnston,

814

Produce

MINNEAPOLLS.

MINN.— Minneapolis exhibitors and exchangemen
became
really acquainted with Mayor Wallace
G. Nye Sept. IS, when a committee representing the Exhibitors and Exchangomen's Association called upon the city
executive to discuss censorship. It had
been believed for some time that the
Mayor was in favor of censorship and that
the local censorship committee was appointed by him.
Last Monday, Sept. 18, the truth became
known. Mayor Nye declared that he had
not appointed the censors himself, but that
they were appointed by vari jus civic and
social bodies in Minneapolis and acted as
an advisory board only. Mayor Nye stated
that only pictures he or one of his assistants had believed improper have ever been
stopped in Minneapolis. The mayor stated
that on a few occasions he has viewed
films the censors were against and stopped
those films showing, but he added that he
never has taken such action without seeing the objectionable
picture himself.
The censorship committee is said to have
a membership of twenty-five, but at no
time has there been more than 15 members
present at a showing of films. Mrs.
Thompson is secretary of this volunteer
board and it has been said that when only
five or six of the committee members witnessed a showing of film that she telephoned or wrote her opinion of it to the
other members.
The excliangemen voted to send to the
mayor a list of the releases for each week
in the future and appoint a censorship
committe of their own to act in a capacity advisory to the mayor. This censorship board will be made up of exchange
managers, exhibitors and newspaper writers and it will be strict in its opinions
and demands. The exhibitors and exchangemen after hearing
views on censorship
agreed the
that mayor's
he had
been very lenient and just in the "censoring" he had done and there were many
sighs of relief when the truth was learned.
The exhibitors and exchangemen who
attended the meeting were: C. C. Knapp,
General exchange; Fred S. Meyer, Universal exchange; A. A. Hixon, Metro exchange; Lowell V. Calvert, manager Ne^v
Garrick theater; Harry G. Billings, manager New Palace theater; David G. Rodgers, manager Nicollet theater; Benjamin
Goldman, attorney, Exchangemen's association, and representatives of three newspapers. The names of the members of the
new censorship board will be announced
shortly.
Film Men's
Bowling
Begins.
Minneapolis.
Minn. — The initial season
league was opened Monday evening. Sept.

Present New

Demands

Ask Extra Pay Whenever They Are Required to Carry Film — It is Expected That
An Amicable Agreement Will Be Reached.
MIXNEAPOLIS. MINX. — Rumblines nt
labor trouble have been going on in the
local picture field for the past few weeks.
The operators have presented the theater
managers with their demands. Several
meetings have ben held by both factions
and a few joint meetings were called. The
theater managers have presented their
compromise. It is understood, however,
that one of the contending demands of the
operators upon which they are obdurate
is that they will not pick up or deliver
films to the exchanges unless they secure
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fifty cents for the first exchange visited
and twenty-five cents for all other exchanges visited.
It is believed that the wage scale will
be settled amicably. Considerable time
was spent arguing the point of permitting
an operator to appoint a substitute on
days he takes off. It was also a requirement of the union that the operator get
one day off a week.
It is expected
that a decision will be
reached within a very few days,
of the Minneapolis
Film Men's Bowling

Ex- change, Minneapolis,
Minn.
18, on the Central Alleys, the largest bowling hall west of Chicago.
The Alutuals, No. 1 defeated the Reel
News tiuintet handily and the Mutuals,
2 trimmed
tlie Unicorn-Metros after
aNo.bitter
light.
Newquist and Davis were stars on the
Mutual, No. 1 team and Mantzke and Stafford played brilliantly for the Mutuals,
No. 2. Fournier and Bennet featured the
playing of the Unicorn-Metros and Holmgren andNews.
Raster did the best work for
the Reel
The season will last twenty-one weeks
and games will be played every Monday
evening. Monetary prizes will be divided
at the end of the season and the receipts
from a dance will be added to the prize
money later in the season.
Ofiicers of the league are: Arthur Benack. Mutual, president; John Fournier,
Unicorn, vice president; John L. Johnston,
Reel News, secretary and J. J. Poitras,
Mutual, treasurer. Next Monday evening
the two Mutual teams battle while the
Unicorn-Metro's
clash with the Reel News
contingent.
R. L. Hulette Heads Unicorn.
Minneapolis. Minn. — R. L. Hulette, formerly of Kansas City. Mo., has succeeded
Harry Rowe as manager of the Minneapolis Unicorn exchange. Mr. Hulette has
already
business. began an energetic campaign for
Business Notes of Interest.
Minneapolis. Minn. — J. K. Burger, western manager of the International Film
Service, Inc., was expecte.d to visit Manager H. G. Andress at the Minneapolis exchange on Friday, Sept. 22. Mr. Andress
visited exhibitors of Duluth, Minn., Superior and Ashland, Wis., Tuesday and Wednesday of this week.
Minneapolis. Minn. — Manager Otto N.
Davies returned from New York the same
day Assistant Manager A. A. Hixon returned from an extended road trip and
together they have begun a campaign for
Twin City booking on "The Crimson Stain
Mystery." Mr. Hixon reports big success
in booking the serial in the country.
Minneapolis, Minn. — Two junior "Birth
of a Nation" road companies have been
sent out by the Elliott & Sherman Film
Corporation here and the "Ramona" company now playing at the Lyric theater here
will go entour October 1. General Manager J. A. Brehaney of the E. & s. firm rebig road.
success with all companies
now onports athe
St. Paul, Minn. — S. R. Thompson, manager of the Feature Film Company. 27 East
Seventh street has booked his ten reel
feature "Tour of the World" in the Metropolitan theaters of St. Paul and Minneapolis for one week at each theater.
Minneapolis. Minn. — The Triangle exchange moved from the fourth floor of
the Loeb Arcade to the second floor of
the Film exchange building last Saturday and the change was made without a
single hitch in plans or service. Manager
Ralph Bradford has two men out on the
road at present and states that the Triangle's business is booming.
Edgely, N. D.— Shiels & Weaver will
open their new Iris theater here October
7. The interior of the theater was completely equipped by the Theater Equipment Co.. of Minneapolis. The Iris will
run Metro pictures.
Mandan. N. D. — H. L. Hartman has announced that the new Hartman theater
here will be ready for the opening about
October 15. This theater is said to be one
of the finest not only in the Dakotas but
in the entire northwest.
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Censor Abolished

Film Exchange Board Wins Final Victory on September 11 When Supervisors
by Vote of 14-3 Do Away with Censorship — New Ordinance Proposed by Board
Will Provide for Offensive Pictures— Statement by the Board.
By T. A. Church, 1507 North St.. Berkeley. Cal.
SAN FRANCISCO. Cal.— On Sept. 11 the
Board of Supervisors made film history here when, by a vote of fourteen *o
three, it abolished the board of censorship of moving picture films and all the
provisions which require exhibitors to
secure permits from the rolice Commission before engaging in business. A new
ordinance has Just been passed and this
lacks at this writing only tlie signature
of Mayor James Rolph. Jr.. to become a
law and his Honor has signified his intention of signing It. The final meeting was
:i lively one, with the members of various
women's organizations in attendance to
oppose any change in the law. and with
Supervisor Gallagher, who is In favor of
all forms of censorship. incUitling that of
the press, making a vain effurt to stem
the tide.
Board Issues a Statement.
Following the pasage of the measure
the Film Exchange Board of San Francisco, which has been largely responsible
for the substantial victory won, prepared
a statement outlining the history of the
controversy and just what the film interests of the city intend to do to reward the
confidence that has been placed in them.
This statement has been placed In the
hands of the mayor, members nf the Board
of Supervisors and prominent film men
In the west, and will be sent to film organizations throughout the country as declaration of faith. This statement in full is
as follows:
"The moving picture people of San
Francisco desire to report to the moving
picture world at large on the question
of censorship
In our city.
"About seven or eight years ago, and
when the moving picture industry was
still in Its infancy, the Board of Supervisors of San Francisco saw fit to enact a
law providing for censorship. There was
some question concerning the constitutionality of this law with relation to tlie
manner in which appointment of censors
was made. Thereafter, the California
Club and others saw fit to attempt to have
that law amended so that the censors
were appointed directly by the Mayor.
That law not only provided for censorship, bnt also made the very existence of
the moving picture business dependable
upon the whims of others than those Interested in tiie business.
"Therefore, those Interested in the moving picture industry in San Francisco
came to the conclusion that the Board of
Supervisors of the City and County of
San Francisco was so constituted that It
would by Its action Indicate its confidence in those interested in the moving
picture industry to the extent that it
would do away with censorship and let
the cleanliness, purity and morality of
moving pictures depend upon the integrity
of purpose of those engaged in the production of moving pictures and the release of the films thereof. Thereupon, we
caused to be presented through our attorney, Mr. John T. Williams, a proposed
ordinance, in words and figures as follows:
Copy of Ordinance.
"Regulating Motion Picture Exhibitions
and Entertainments.
"Be it ordained by the People of the
City
lows: and County of San Francisco as fel"Section 1. It shall be unlawful for any
person, firm or corporation to hold, conduct or carry on, or to cause or to permit to be held, conducted or carried on,
any motion picture exhibition of any sort
whicli is offensive to decency or is adapted to excite vicious or lewd though s or
acts, or which is of an obscene, indecent
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or immoral nature, or bo 8ug:gestlve as
to be offensive to the moral sense.
"Section 2. Any person, firm, association or corporation violating any provisions of this ordinance shall be declared
guilty of a misdemeanor, ai.d upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine
of not less than one hundred (|100) dollars, or more than five hundred f?500)
dollars, or by Imprisonment in the Counly
Jail for a period of not less than thirty
(30) days or more than six month's, or
by both such fine and imprisonment.
"Section 3. This ordinance shall take
effect and be in force from and after the
date of its passage.

Effect of the Ordinance.
"It win be noted that the regulatory
purpose of this ordinance prohibits any
picture that is objectionable. It further
makes It the duty of the Poiice Ltepartment to detail a police officer to see that
no objectionable picture Is permitted upon
the screens of our city.
"When the San Francisco moving picture people presented their opposition to
censorship to the Board of Supervisors
they did not present it upon the narrow
grounds of political pull or politics, but
upon the broad principle that the question
of censorship was of great importance,
and that censorship strikes at the very
foundation of liberty: that It concerns
every American who believes In American
ideals and American political institutions;
that it seeks to lay unjust hands on tl'.e
fifth greatest industry In the world today: and that It not only means a biow
to an art which must be a factor in popular education, but primarily because it is
violative of both the letter and spirit of
the best traditions of American llbei ty.
Those seeking to induce the Board of Supervisors to enact a law in favor of censorship went so far as to import into the
controversy matters that were absolutely
foreign to the question, and used every
ingenuity to bring about a censorship.
"The moving picture people took the
broad stand that their Industry should be
dignified by the same character of legislation which regulates the theater. They
further stood upon the broad principle
that there was no more reason to censor
moving pictures than there was to censor
the drama or opera. We further maintain that ours is yet an infant industry
and that we could, and would, make moving
picture
exhibitions
and healthier than
could
a coteriecleaner
of arbitrary
and
Illy balanced
censors.
Good Intentions of Exhibitors.
"That the Board of Supervisors believed
in the conscientious desire of the moving
picture people to afford the public clean
and healthy moving picture exhibitions is
evidenced by the fact that out of the
eighteen members of the Board, the advocates of censorship could muster but
three votes. This action of the board, the
moving picture people of San Francisco
honor as a manifestation of confidence
and esteem in us. Having had this trust
placed upon us it Is our purpose to immediately start house-cleaning and use
our every effort to prevent the exhibition
upon our screens of any pictures which
shall offend the rules of morality. We
are extremely grateful that the Board of
Supervisors was magnanimous enough to
trust us and to manifest its belief in our
good intentions.
"Therefore, the moving picture people of
San Francisco have invited the very advocates of censorship to appoint a committee to confer, upon an amicable basis, with
them, to the end that we may have a better and improved moving picture standard in this city.
In other words, we are

going to take such action to Improve the
standard of our pictures that the Board
of Supervisors will never regret the trust
reposed in us.
"We desire to say to the moving picture
world that whenever any moving picture
people in any of the large cities shaU be
placed upon their honor to be their own
censors — if you please — they must consider such trust to be sacred and see that
the public Is given clean and healthy pictures. We say further that we believe
that those Interested In the moving picture business in every large city shall see
at once that their pictures are clean and
healthy, and tiiat immorality Is not depicted upon the screens, so that the day
will not be far distant when censorship
will be a thing of the past.
Would Heighten Tone of Business
"We. in San Francisco, do not desire
to claim any particular degree of purity,
but San Francisco moving picture people
are anxious to take up the forward work
of cleansing all things that may be humoral or suggestive. We feel that not
only does our sense of decency prompt this
conclusion, but we feel that our Industry
cannot develop and grow onward unless
we arc clean, healthy and moral In our
composition. We of San Francisco submit the San Francisco ordinance as a
standard
ordinance to the moving picture
world.
"We of San Francisco send our greetings to the moving picture world, and
ask that each and every community in the
United States take such forward steps as
will lead to a cleansing of our pictures
so that the agitator, the crank and the
busy-body shall have no excuse whatL-ver
to interfere with our industry, and that
eventually we shall become dignified by
being placed by the thinking world as 'he
equal and compeers of those engaged and
Interested In the production and exhibition of the drama
and the opera."
Corporal Peter Peshon. of the Police Department. In whose judgment the film Interests of the city have the utmost confidence, will visit the various theaters to
see
nancethatare thenot provisions
violated. of the new ordi- '
CALIFORNIA

NEWS.

Savoy Theater To Reopen Soon.
San Francisco. Cal. — The S^voy theater
on McAllister street, near Market, which
has been dark for several montlis, and
which has had a varied career since its
opening ten years ago. Is to be reopened
as a high-class moving picture house
early in October under the personal management of James Beatty, manager of the
Liberty theater at San Jose, and will be
conducted by Mr. Beatty and Emll Adet.
Workmen are busy Installing staff work
in the Interior and a fine screen and newprojection equipment will be added. The
front will also be remodeled and made
very attractive and every convenience
will be installed for the comfort of patrons.
This theater, while built for dramatic
productions, is ideal in shape for a moving picture house, being long, with good
sight lines. It has a balcony and can
seat 1.2fi2 persons, not including 72 box
seats. The stage Is one of the best in the
city and permits the presentation of any
of the large productions brought here.
Under the new management the theater
will be conducted as an exclusive moving
picture house, and it is planned to show
film masterpieces that can be booked for
an indefinite run. Mr. Beatty has made
a great success of the Liberty theater at
San Jose and will inaugurate some of the
Ideas here that have been fovind so successful there.
Artcraft in Pacific Building.
San Francisco. Cal. — The Artcraft Pictures Corporation has taken over space
in the fourth floor of the Pacific building
at Fourth and Market streets and will
shortly be in a position to handle cus- ,
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lomer.. This branch will bo under th..
lnan,iBe.n,.nt
C. Moll
nds, until
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Mutual Makes Changes.
San Pr.,n,l».-... I'al.- w. ,s, l>,Uinrno,ul.
rurmerly In churso ot tho Mutual ollUe lit
Spokane. Wash., passed throuKh
whe re
cently on hia way to Loi AnKoies. hero
he has suuceoded to th.. position made
vacant by the rosl^natl
f former Munuger O. Moll Simmonds, M. E. Levi, formerly of the local onice, has grone to Los
Angeles to be. nio assistant to Mr. Drummond.
and Krank McCoy, lately with
^eorge Klolne. in now connected with the
San Francisco Mutual oflicc. Manager
Stout Is looklnit for a new location here
the
present quarters
having
proved
entirely inadequate
;are for the steady
Increase in business
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The Lurid Film Has Had Its Day

Portland,
Oregon,
North
End
Exhibitor Finds
That
Even
Asiatics
Like Better
Class of Pictures-War Films Less Popular-Sensatio
Lobby
Displays
Fail
to Draw as of Old-Attention to Patrons the Factornal
llltTI.A.N'l). OJiE.—The day of blood and
Sunday Law Tested.
pilltTI.ANl),
i
thunder In• nims has passed in PortEugene. Ore.— The Progressive Theater
land. Lurid lobby displays of
l-ompany, of which A. H. McDonald is the
and vicleiice no longer attract thoholdups
people
head,
operating the Hex, was denied a
ot the North End district where the fortemporary Injunction restraining the city
eigners and the rough and ready element
officials
from interfering with the opencongregate. The Chinaman, the Japanes
ing of the house on Sunday. The Injuii-and the negro, as well as the Slav, whoe
tion
was
filed to test the validity of the
apparently will not mix with others
Sunday closing law here respecting thethe white races, seem to have becomeot
aters.
Eugene's theaters have
learned in aim lore to a certain extent
been
permitted to open on Sunday tornotseveral
and the theme, story, cast and production
years.
Judge
Coke ot tlie Circuit Court
are appreciated on Burnside street just as
ruled that no temporary injunction would
they are by a different
ot people on
be granted at this time, but that the
Metro Books Serial.
elite Broadway. This isclass
the sentiment ot
whole matter would be finally adjudicat
ed
Sam Sax, who has operated the Princess
Francisco,
Cal.— The
Metro
Picwhen the entire case was submitted.
•■TSan
theater at Sixth and Burnside .streets suche tures Corporation has booked
its serial.
dry.
cessfully for the past iev months. The
Crimson
Stain Mystery,"
over the
Patrons Come in Fords.
condition has arisen since the town went
entire Pantages circuit and this is now
Portland, Ore.— L. M. Johnson, who conproving one of the leading attractions of
ducts the Levens theater at Burns, Ore.,
Mr. Sax has catered to the class ot
the local house. District Manager J. J.
in the heart of the Harney country, made
people who attend the Princess for seven
linger Is making a business trip to Los
years. He conducted the Fun theater on
a trip to Portland recently to get new
Angeles and Local Manager
Louis ReichFirst street tor a long time and was interIdeas from the exhibitors in the state's
ert has just returned from a two weeks'
film metropolis. Mr. Johnson made the
visit to that city.
ested In the Burnside theater when it first
trip from the land of sage brush In an
opened. He keeps track ot the numbers
automobi
le and intends seeing "The
of foreigners who apparently do not mix
May Move Studio.
Pendleton Round-Up" before returning
with the white races to see the drawing
Nlles, Cal. — Negotiations are under way
Railroads
are scarce in Harney. Mr. Johnpower ot certain types of pictures, and
by H. Taubner Gothe, ot the Palo Alto
son admits, but the county Is prosperous.
selects his program accordingly. He finds
Film Corporation, for taking over the old
Nearly everybody owns a Ford
and the
that his patrons like red-blooded stories
Essanay studio in this citv. The concern
ranchers make a common practice to drive
that are real rather than sensational.
has been operating at Palo Alto and has
in 20 miles or so over the gray hills to
A
well-papered
front
still
gets
the
returned out a number of short productions
take the wife and kiddies to a picture
sults, says Mr. Sax, but Intimates that a
well-papered front in the North End Is
show in Burns after the chores are done.
Warner Home from New York.
not what it was a tew years ago, viz.: a
San Francisco. Cal.— J. L. Warner, manSalem Theater Reopens.
few buckets of blood smeared about a
scene of a sensational killing. Mr. Sax
ager ot the Warner Film Attractions, is
Portland. Ore. — George Bligh. the pophome from a business trip to New York
says that a few years ago the circus style
ular Salem exhibitor, was in Portland reon which he secured the rights in this
ot doing business for today only seemed
cently radiating optimism among the boys
territory to the seven-reel production
to get the money. Now, he says, the exalong Film Row and said nice things
hibitor must consider the tomorow when
Purity." This has already been booked
about the future ot the film business in
for a two weeks' run at the Empress
he outlines his today's policy.
the state's Capital City. The Grand will
theater here and at the Garrick
at Los
"War pictures do not seem to me to
reopen September 25, and Mr. Bligh is
Angeles.
have the drawing power in the North
arranging the service for the winter. No
End commensurate with the price desmall, cheap pictures will be shown there,
San Francisco Briefs.
manded for them as they formerly had,"
he says. He has booked film productions
said Mr. Sax. "Where in the olden days
starring Eva Tanguay. Maud Adams and
L. R. Lurie, president of the concern
I
would
be
willing
to
pay
double
tor
a
operating the RIalto theater,
other
also "Civilization,"
war picture what I was paying for a
"Ramona"famous
and stars,
other features.
New York on a business triphas gone to
regular program feature. I would today
The Minerva
Motion
Picture Company
rather pay twice the price of a war picWesterns Still Popular.
ture tor the good substantial regular pro„rs,ffa?,>\"'"°JP°,''''""^
^''"' '^L. '=='P"al
of
$10,000 by F. J. Wheeler,
Portland. Ore. — A. S. Kirkpatrick, road
Fischerstock
and
gram feature. I find athletic films draw
■ *\ . Loewi.
man for Mutual, recently returned from
southern and western Washington,
"The Birth of a Nation,"
has been
Personal
well,
too." attention to patrons, making
shown here for thirty-thwhich
ing
made many of the towns to which the
ree
weeks,
is
no
discrimination
as
to
race,
color
or
naagain being shown at the Cort theater
lumber jacks come from the woods to
tionality. Mr. Sax has found to be a
A marquis has been added to the Market
"dissipate."
He finds that western dramas
strong
factor
in
building
up
North
End
Street theater and business has shown
hold first place in the hearts of the boys
patronage. He recently replaced his old
decided improvement since the change.a
from
the
timber.
But the westerns must
hand-driven projectors with motor-driven
The marquis of the Portola theater, which
havbe good and not exaggerated and have
machines of the latest type.
IS under the same management, has also
real
plots.
They
must
stand the test of
l»een improved.
real rough and ready ^^esterners who
C. C. Emerson, of Yerrington. Nev.. was
Exchange Managers
Visit.
persist in coming to the theater with hoba recent visitor here and purchased connailed boots that cut the floors to pieces,
Portland.
Ore.
—
Film
Row
had
a
number
siderable theater equipment.
says Mr. Kirkpatrick. He reports good
of distinguished visitors during the week
business
for Mutual in the territory vis„„„f"'=r
^>'°"S
<"
the
Hayes
theater
is
ited.
putting in new projection equipment.
of September
16.
They
were exchange
men lining up the fall business here.
Arthur S. Kane was In town in behalf
California News.
Heard on Portland's Film Row.
of Artcraft. He left, however, without
Oakland, Cal.— Harry E. Cornell, for
The Hippodrome, now showing vaudeannouncing
who would handle the Mary
some time manager of the Pantages theville and pictures, is considering showing
Pickford films here. Then there wa.s H.
ater, has been transferred to Minneapolis.
five reel features instead of two reels as
G. Rosebaum, who manages the northwest
-Minn., where a new house is being opened.
at present. The plan is being worked out
Triangle
branch
in
Seattle.
Dunsmuir.
CaI._W.
s. Webster, of the
at San Francisco headquarters. The Hip
M. Rosenberg, manager of the De L'ixe
btrand theater, ot Woodland, will shortly
is now showing W. V. M. A. acts, twelve
Feature Film Company, in Seattle, was in
open an 800-seat house here.
acts a week in two splits of six. each
The
equipment has been furnished
town placing "Purity," "The Little Girl
coming direct from Chicago.
bv G A Met
calfe. of San Francisco.
Next Door" and the new "Spoilers." His
Prosperity note: W. E. Lewis, of the
Tulare Cal.— The Lyric theater is to be
road man. .\]. Finkelstein, accompanied
Scenic theater, Montavllla. appeared on
opened by A. Willis.
him from Seattle. Al. Rosenberg will soon
Film Row recently with a new Buick Six
Gridley. Cal.— Arnold Bonslett and Otgo on the road for the company in Monwhich he had just bought.
tana. The De Luxe people have six film
to Peters have taken over the Fink theW. A. Van .Scoy, cameraman, is assistshows
working
this
territory,
three
with
ater.
Mr.
Peters
was
tormerl
v the operator.
ing Robert Bruce, Educational Film Cor"Purity." two with "The Little Girl Next
poration, in photographing scenery along
Chico, Cal.— The Majestic theater has
Door" and one with the new "Spoilers."
the
Deschutes
river in Central Oregon.
been reopened by Anderson & Wood, after
Morris Levinson. manager of the New
.Among
the visitors for the week was
having been closed for the summer. New
Film Company, was also a visitor in
Eugene
Levy,
one
of Seattle's oldest exequipment has been installed in the proPortland. Mr. Levinson was a pioneer
hibitors. Others were: R. A. Meek, of
jection room and the entire house has
exchange man in this city, having conMeek & Sullivan, Star theater. Weiser.
been renovated. The opening attraction
ducted about the third exchange that WS5
Idaho, and Jake Myers, manager of the
established
here.
This was In 1908.
was "God's Country and the Woman.'*
Rolfe and Globe theaters. Albany, Ore.
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Toronto Expects Brisk Business
Local Exchanges Getting Ready— Triangle Office Opened at 20 Cosgrove Building
— Mutual Moves to Lombard Street— Artcraft Established on Queen Street —
Brighton Theater to Be Twice Its Size.
By W. M. Gladish,

1263 Gerrard Street B., Toronto. Canada.
national
Theatrical
Mechanical
AssociaTORONTO. ONTARIO. — The film industry
of Toronto has been house cleaning
tion.
during- the past week. No feature of the
local business was particularly dirty, but
Interesting Local Advertising Stunts.
the various offices, almost without excepToronto, Oni. — A number of theaters in
tion, were making a change here and ther.?
this territory have resorted to "stunts"
in preparation for the winter push.
for the purpose of jacking up interest after
summer indifference. Manager Horsford
of the Chateau theater announces that
Open Local Triangle Office.
prizes would be given to the three best
One of the important happenings of the
letters which told why any one episode
week was the opening of a local office
of "Liberty" was the best.
for the Triangle under the management
The Regent theater has plastered the
town with posters which bear reference to
of H. Law, formerly in charge of the Toronto office of the General Film. He will
the "Half a Million Dollar Playhouse."
The Strand theater has also turned to the
be assisted by William Melody, who is also
billboards.
well known to all Ontario exhibitors. The
first run of the Triangle ofEerings will be
The Auditorium theater, London, Ont.,
has offered ten dollars to the person who
seen at Shea's Hippodrome, Toronto, it is
announced. The Triangle headquarters are
will suggest a suitable new name for the
located at 20 Cosgrave building. Queen and
house. Manager Bernard, 299 Dundas
Yonge streets.
test.
street, London, is in charge of this conD. Cooper Heads New Big Four.
D. Cooper, another widely known film
distributor of Toronto, has also been appointed local branch manager for the
latest Big Four, "K. E. S. E." and on Saturday, September 16th, he took possession
of the suite of offices at 15 Wilton avenue,
formerly occupied by the Mutual. Mr.
Cooper will also represent the "K. E. S.
E." in Montreal, where he has a branch
office.

Manager Bissell of the Strand theater,
Camp Borden, has installed a spot light
with which to play pranks with the crowd.
The beam of light finds its way to the
head of a patron who is asked to come to
the stage where lie is presented with a
package of cigarettes.
A Toronto theater has been distributing
announcement cards which fit over the
handle of front doors from which they
cannot blow away.

Mutual Office Moves.
The Mutual Film Corporation has removed its Canadian headquarters to Lombard street. Until recently the offices of
C. B. Price, general manager for Canada.
have been located on Victoria street while
the Toronto branch held forth at 15 Wilton
avenue. All Mutual offices here are now
under the one roof.

Express Companies Help Exchanges.
Toronto. Ont. — As a result of the representations by the exchange managers of
Toronto and because of the increased film
business, the Dominion Express Company
has decided to detail one of its local managers to look after the collection, delivery
and shipment of film consignments continuously. The company has also arranged
for an extra collection of boxes from the
exchange offices each day, making practically four collections and three deliveries at each office every day except Saturday and Sunday. There will be two collections on Saturdays. The Dominion Express has also promised to speed up its
bookkeeping department so that payment
of C. O. D. accounts will be made as soon
as possible. Previously the company required about three weeks in which to turn
over money which had been collected on
the delivery of a film consignment.

Artcraft Established on Queen St.
Announcement was also made that the
Canadian headquarters for the Artcraft
Pictures Corporation, Limited, had been
established at 12 Queen street East, Toronto, where is also located the Paramount
and Fox offices. The whole of Canada will
be covered primarily for Artcraft from
this office.
According to J. Travis, Pathe representative here, a local contractor has offered
to build an appropriate structure in Toronto where the majority or all of the Toronto exchanges could be accommodated.
This matter is receiving consideration because of the difficulty experienced by exchange managers in procuring suitable
premises on account of stiff insurance regulations. The project is in abeyance for
the present, however, because it was found
that several local exchanges have leases
which will not expire for several years.
Brighton to Be Twice the Size.
The Brighton theater in the Parkdale
district, formerly the Sunny side theater.
is being doubled in size. When the extension is completed, the seating capacity
of the house will be in the neighborhood
of 1,500. Manager Pomeroy has also secured a ladies' four-piece orchestra on account of the scarcity of male musicians
because of demands for military bands.
Manager Leo Brick of the new Regent
theater announces that the permanent staff
for Toronto's latest picture house will be
fifty-one employes, including the orchestra of twelve.
A recent visitor to Toronto was Lewis
M. Hemrich, grand president of the Inter*
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By Frank H. Madison. 623 South Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Madison, Wis.— The Strand Theater
the Strand movCompany, which conducts
has
ing picture house formerly the Amuse ofiice
in the
ion
incorporat
of
articles
filed
of Register of Deeds Field. The capital
is $2,500 and the incorporators are Dr.
William Gird Beecroft, R. W. Jackman
and Patricia Osborne.
MilThe Palace Amusement company of here
waukee, lessees of the Palace theater
has filed an amendment to its articles of
incorporation increasing its capital from
Fehr is presiHerman
to G.$50,000.
J25.000dent and
G. Gehrz.
secretary.
Madison, Wis. — Manager Fischer of the
Majestic theater has installed a new pipe
organ. The opening week he gave a free
concert every evening from 6:30 to 7. A
number of garden effects have been added
to the decorations of the house.
Milwaukee. Wis. — The Princess theater
for a month to make improvewas closed
ments, costing about $10,000.
Stevens Point— C. W. Rice of Marshfield
who succeeded J. R. McKinlay as proprie-

tor of the Ideal theater has closed
pkice because of lack of business.

that

Milwaukee, Wis.— State fair week business was good enough for the Merrill
theater
11 a. m. to open an hour earlier daily — at

Film Week in Seattle
By S. J. Anderson, Kast Seattle, Wash.
Strand's New Eight-Piece Orchestra.
C BATTLE, WASH.— This city now has
'-' three photoplay houses with orches-tras. Following- the lead of the Coliseum
Manager James Q. Clemmer of the
Clemmer theater announced only a few
weeks ago that his pictures would be interpreted by M. Guterson's Russian orchestra, and now W. H. Smythe
owner
and manager of the Strand, a big Second
ayenue house, has engaged an eight-piece
orchestra. The orchestra was brought
from San Francisco, but the leader, Franz
Adelman. is well known in Seattle through
his playing at the Rathskeller cafe and
the Butler hotel.
There will be special concerts on Mondays and Thursdays, and Manager Smythe
announces that there will be no advance
in the regular ten-cent admission price.
Record with Billie Burke Serial.
Seattle, Wash. — The Coliseum has just
linished its first week of the Billie Burke
serial, "Gloria's Romance," showing the
first ten parts at one performance, according to Jensen & Von Herberg's plan of
finishing the entire feature in five weeks,
instead of the regular twenty. At every
performance for the four days that the
serial ran, September 3, 4, 5, 6, the immense house was well tilled, which is
somewhat of a record for these late summer days. We were around at The Coliseum on the last day of the showing, when
the
box
ofiice and
opened
eleven
o'clock
the morning,
thereat was
a line
half ina
Mock long, waiting for admission.
Mutual Films Busy in Alaska.
Seattle, Wash. — Manager J. S. Woody, of
the Seattle Mutual office, tells us that with
the opening of Alaska the motion picture
business is coming into its own in that
part of his territory. Mr. Woody himself
has traveled all through the country and
knows all of the exhibitors pei-sonally.
Perhaps that is one reason why Mutual
pictures are so popular in the Far North.
Mr. Woody also tells us, however, that
business in other parts of his territory is
looking up. O. F, Woody, road man out
of
Seattle,
is daily and
increasing
Mutual's
volume
of business,
Jay Harrington,
Spokane salesman, and A. S. Kirkpatrick,
Portland salesman, are not far behind him.
E. H. Caston, Road Man for Pathe.
Seattle, Wash. — E. H. Caston, formerly
manager for Kleine-Edison in Seattle and
previous to that with the General Film
in Salt Lake City and Denver, has accepted a position on the road with Pathe. Mr.
Caston will leave Seattle shortly with the
first two chapters of Pathe's new serial,
"The Shielding Shadow," to give a private
tory.
showing
to every exhibitor in the terriNew

Road

Man

for

World.

Seattle,
— Hugh
Dobbs is World's
new
road Wash.
man for
Washington.
He has
left the Pathe service in Seattle to join
Manager Rennie's forces. Mr. Dobbs has
just
Valley.left for Spokane and the Okanogan
John W. Drum, special representative for
World, left recently for a trip into the
Oregon
territory.
Publicity Department for Paramount.
Seattle, Wash. — The Seattle Paramount
office is just completing
its organization
C. F. Hill, fordepartment.
of a publicity
merly road man, has been selected as its

I
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manager,
for hini
Manaper
room has
Fountain.

and an office is being fitted up
In that formerly occupied by
Fountain, while an adjolniiir
been added to the suite for Mr
Visitors in Seattle.

Among Seattle's interesting recent visitors on film row were P. H. Sexton, influential business man of Great Falls. Montana, and owner of the Sexton theater of
that city, one of the most beautiful motion picture theaters in the state.
W. H. Thomjison of the Dream theater,
Juneau, Alaska, has been spending several days In town.
A. E. Lafner of the Oregon theater. Salem. Ore., came up to Seattle to make his
fall bookings.

From

Spokane News Letter

S. Chirk Patchin. E. ISll Eleventh
Ave.. Spol-cane, Wash.
The Casino Changes Hands.

SPOKANE, WASH. — By a deal just completed Dr. H. S. Clemmer. president of
the Casino theater corporation, transferred to C E. Stilwell, proprietor of the
Unique and the Class A moving picture
theaters, the Casino theater, Spokane. The
Casino has been under the control of the
Clemmer estate for some years and makes
the third addition to the Stilwell theaters. The price was not made public.
Mr. Stilwell operated the Unique for
about seven years, and early this year
took over the Class A from Lee S. Forbes.
He announces that he will make extensive alterations and improvements in the
Casino.
His first presentation at the Casino was
the Metro production, "The River of
Romance."
Lewiston's
Fine Theatorium.
Lewiston. Idaho. — The winter season
of the Theatorium moving picture theater at Lewiston opened September 5 with
a large attendance, and the pictures were
well patronized
throughout
the week.
I. M. Binnard, proprietor of the place,
who, in addition to looking after the Binnard estate has been interested in moving pictures for some time and has found
it profitable. He has a seven-piece orchestra in his theater and gives three
changes of programs weekly.
He said;
"Our picture program is the same as
now being presented in the Rialto theater. New York; the Columbia. Portland,
Ore.: the Liberty. Seattle, and the Liberty,
Spokane, Wash. There is no theater in
the Northwest that is offering better
musical features than we are providing.
There is only one theater in the Northwest that approaches this feature and
that is in Seattle. No Chautauqua troupihas ever brouglu as good an orchestra
to Lewiston as we are having play daily
at the Theatorium."
The Theatorium is attractively arranged
and the projection of the pictures is excellent, there being no dazzle or strain to
the eyes, even though the spectators are
directly in front of the screen on the
front seats.
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Pantages to Make Comedy Films
Romaine Fielding in Interview with World Representative Outlines Work He is to
Do for the Pantages Circuit at New San Mateo Studio — First Pictures Will
Be Single Reel Comedies.
i:y K. C. Tlic.mas, 821 Rogers Building,
Vancouver,
B. C.
V^ANCOUVEU,
B.
Komnlne
Fielding,
Service, Limited (Metro distributors), and
^/ANCOUVEU,
B. C.
C—— Komnlne
ex-Lubin director
director
ana star,
who isis
ex-Lubin
ana
star, Fielding,
who
who accompanied
his brother Herbert
to
this city on his recent trip to open
now playing over the Pantages circuit In
Metro office here, has returned to Calgary.
a sketch (and a very good one, by the
Herbert Lubin remains with us for the
way), was in tliis city at the time of the
present, but is in constant fear of his life,
recent publication of rumors respecting?
as he seems totally unable to become achis future connection with Alexander
customed to the flying jitney busses which
Pantages. the head of the circuit, in the
in this city ply their trade on the left side
production of moving pictures. In the
of the street, as in England. The left
course of a conversation with the World
side doesn't seem to be the right side,
correspondent Mr. Fielding confirmed the
whereas the right side is really the wrong
rumor that he would direct the Pantages
side.
pictures, and outlined the plans of the
Mr. Lubin is congratulating himself on
company, so far as they have been dethe acquisition of Miss M, L. Fairy, forcided upon.
merly with the local Pathe office. Miss
Immediately after the completion of his
Fairy is one of the most popular and eftour of the circuit, the Pantages studio
ficient young ladies ever connected with
will be established at San Mateo. Calia Vancouver exchange, and makes a valufornia (just outside of San Francisco)
able
addition to the Metro staff.
and Mr. Fielding will begin the producMeanwhile the Metro publicity camtion of light comedies, with Chris Richpaign continues, and tlie program opens
ards, the English comedian, playing leads.
at the Dominion theater on September 25.
It is probable that an auxiliary will al.^o
Manager J. R. Muir has secured exclusive
be maintained in Los Angeles. Mr. Fieldfirst run on all these produciions for Vaning stated that the pictures will be of onecouver, Victoria and Nanaimo.
reel length, and will be given their Initial showings in the Pantages houses,
after which they will be released to exAn Interesting Film Department.
hibitors generally, being distributed by
Winnipeg. Man. — The moving picture
the Pathe Exchange, Inc. When an exceptional story is secured an occasional
department of the Manitoba "Free Press"
of this city, in charge of Jules L. Steele,
feature will be produced, probably with
continues to outshine everything else in
Mr. Fielding playing a leading part as
this line in western Canada in real live
well as directing.
interest, and gives other departments a
The present tour constitutes the wellhigh mark to shoot at. Mr. Steele is not
know star's first appearance on the speakonly introducing the customary press noing stage in nine years, and he informed
tices which seem appropriate, but is runthe World man that his appearances on
ning a question department, as well as
the circuit are being made simply to pave
featuring stories with a local angle.
the way for the picture productions which
will follow.
Mr. Fielding will hereafter make a tour
New Britannia Beach Houses.
over the circuit every few months, not
Britannia Beach, B. C. — The Britannia
only to heighten the interest in the PanMining & Smelting Company, owning this
tages pictures, but to make pictures In
town and the large copper mine adjacent
each city on the circuit. a single-reel
picture will be produced in each city, the
to it, is having drawn plans for two moving picture theaters, wh*cn will be erected
work being done in the mornings during his week's engagement.
for the entertainment
of the One
company's
employees
and their families.
house
We look back with keen pleasure upon
our talk with Mr. Fielding, and our exchange of reminiscences concerning Arizona and Los Angeles. So long, Mr. Van
Bibber; don't forget to come back home.
Our best wishes to you in the new enterprise.
Mr. Exhibitor:— You will get morfs
helpful information by carefully reading one trade paper weekly than by
skimming over three or four. The
MOVING PICTURE WORLD is the
one paper you need.
Metro Office Notes.
Vancouver, B. C. — Bert Lubin. manager
of the Calgary office of the Standard Film

May Now Expect Censor Appeal Board
Liberals Seem to Have Decisively Defeated the Bowser Government in September
Elections— Soldier
Votes Not Yet Counted.
Vancouver, E. C. — The provincial elecchanges will be made in the Moving Piction, held in British Columbia on Septures Act. especially in the clauses maktember 14. resulted in a sweeping deing such drastic provisions regarding censorship.
feat for the Bowser government, and gave
to the Liberals an overwhelming majorThe vote just taken seems to assure the
ity in the lists of representatives. Thus
removal from office of Premier Bowser
a new moving picture censor will be apalong with the rest of the Conservatives,
pointed, and those in the industry anticibut only the civilian votes have yet been
pate entirely different treatment from the
counted, and the ballots of British Columprovincial authorities than they have rebia soldiers, already taKen In various
ceived in the past.
camps and in the trenches in France, but
It is considered likely that an appeal
not to be counted until October, may
board will be established, and that some
change this result.

will be erected at "The Beach," where the
principal offices, stores and the mill are
situated, while the other will be built at
the so-called "Tunnel Camp." about three
miles back in the mountains, where the
actual mining is done. It is expected that
the seating capacity of each house will be
about three hundred.
Appeal Board Lifts Censor Ban.
Winnipeg, Man. — For the first time since
its establishment, the Manitoba-Saskatchewan appeal board has taken favorable
action on an appeal, and has passed the
Triangle-Fine Arts production of "A Child
of the Paris Streets," which was recently
condemned by the board of censors because it shows Paris apaches in an unfavorable light. The censors considered
that this was decidedly not a ladylike way
to treat citizens of one of Great Britain's
allies, and accordingly banned the picture.
Vancouver, B. C. — Manager C. R. Dippic
of the local Mutual exchange, announces
that the "Secret of the Submarine" serial
has been booked at the Columbia theater
and will start on Sept. 25, running concurrently with the final episode of "Peg
o' the Ring," and altei-natlng each halfweek thereafter with "The Strange Case
of Vancouver.
Mary Page."B. C. — Manager J. R. MuIr,
of the Dominion theater took advantage
of the showing of the Paramount's "An
International Marriage." with Rita Jolivet,
to decorate the front of the marquis at
the theater with hanging ba.skets of flowers, with a "marriage bell" In the center.
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Film Review Service
In the department headed Reviews of Current Productions in each issue of the Moving Picture World thousands
of the successful and wide-awake managers of the country
find the most helpful and most necessary service of the
many rendered by our paper.
Each w^eek from fifteen to twenty or more of the leading
film releases are reviewed at length by seven or eight expert and experienced members of our own stafif.
These reviews are written primarily from the Exhibitor's viewpoint and are absolutely independent and impartial inevery respect. No such valuable service is offered
elsewhere at any price.
Hundreds of programs are arranged weekly by managers only after careful study of this Department and our
condensed or shorter reviews of all films, entitled Comments on the Films.
Mr. Theater Manager, if you are not making use of these
will you not test them for the next few weeks? You will
find no more dependable criticisms and trustworthy film
information week in and week out than these two Departments in the

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17 Madison Avenue, New York
Schiller Building
Chicago, 111.

Haas Building
Los Angeles, Cal.
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OLD

increase
to make

PRICES

in costs I am forced
a

Hallberg
^f^^^^j.

and

20thTCentury

Generators,
Free Bulletin,

No.

1

$217

10 PER CENT ADVANCE INiPRICE
Of the 20th CENTURY MOTOR GENERATORS
To Take Effect OCTOBER 15th
THE HALLBERG 20TH CENTURY MOTOR GENERATOR chanses A.C. or D.C. line current to
D.C. at just the right voltage for your lamp without the use of rheostats. Automatically adjusts its
output to the needs of the arc at all times and cannot be burned out. Gives a perfect change-over with
two lamps and plenty of current for dark films.
THERE
IS A HALLBERG
BOOSTER
NEAR
YOU - ASK
HIM
I EQUIP
AND
FURNISH
THEATRES
COMPLETE
Moving Picture Machines.
Parts and overhauling.
EXPERT
ENGINEERING
ATTENTION
TO EACH
INSTALLATION
I am distributor of all makes moving picture machines and furAll Supplies.
nish everything complete for the theatre, new and used apparatus.
All models
on display.
Speer Projector Carbons — Made in U. S. A.
"Electra" and "Bio" Carbons.
Rush Deliveries our Specialty. Send for Free Circulars.
A Hallberg Carbon Saver— Saves you 510 to $25 a year— Price $1.50.
Hallberg
Big Complete
Catalogue — 100 pages — 25 Cents.

PLACE

J. H. HALLBERG
Member

YOUR

ORDER

NOW

""LurH^.'^ "^ 7th Ave. at 49th St., NEW

National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, Inc.

CAPITAL
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ENTERPRISE
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases for Weeks Ending October 7 and October 14
(For Extended

Table

of Current

Releases

See Pages 142, 144

Universal Film Mfg, Company.
SUNDAV,

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

Mutual Film Corporation.

1, 1918.

REX — Ashes of Remembrance
(Two
parts — Drama)
VICTOR — In the Laps
of the Gods
(Drama)
L-KO — No release this day.
MOND.IY, OCTOBEH 2, 1916.
RED FEATHER — Under Suspicion (Five parts —
Drama)
NESTOR— With the Spirit's Help (Comedy)
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL FEATURE— Borrowed
Plumes (No. 8 of "Timothy Dobbs, That's Me"
Series)
(Two
parts — Comody)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE — Liberty No. 8,
"Clipped
Wings"
(Two parts — Drama)
IMP — (Title Not Decided)
(Special Release)
BIG U — The White Man's Law (Drama) (Special Release
REX — The Slave
(Drama)
(Special Release)
LAEMMLE— (Title Not Derided)
(Special Release).
VICTOR — (Title Not
Decided)
(Special
Release)...
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1918.
GOLD SEAL — In the Heart of New York (Three
parts — Drama)
VICTOR — No release
this day.

OCTOBER

SUND.VY,

01793
01Y94

146, 148.)

VOGUE — Poultry
zine)
GAUMONT — Reel

OCTOBER

Ala Mode
Life No.

(Two
22

1, 1916.

parts — Comedy)

(Mutual

Film

. .

05076-77

Maga-

06078
01801
01802
01813

MOND.\Y,

OCTOBER

2, 1916.

MUTITAl, STAR
PRODUCTION— Dulcie's Adventure
(American — Five parts — Drama)
(No. 140)....

01814
TUESDAY,
0181B
01816
01817
01818
01819

BEAUTY— Slicking the

OCTOBER

Slickers

WEDNESDAY,

3, 1916.

(Comedy)

OCTOBER

4, 1916.

MUTUAL WEEKLY — Number 92 (Topical)
GAUMONT— See America
First, No. 66 (Scenic)
— Kartoon Komics
(Cartoon-Comedy)....

05080
060805081

4. 1916.

LAEMMLE — No release this day.
L-KO — Safe In the Safe (Two parts — Comedy)
UNIVERSAL
ANIMATED
WEEKLY— No.
40
(Topical)
THURSDAY,
OCTOBER
S, 1916.
VICTOR — No release this day.
BIG U — The Eternal Way
(Drama)
POWERS — Pen and Inklings In and Around Jerusalem (Educational)
FRID.\Y,
OCTOBER 8. 1916.
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— Somewhere on
the Battlefield
(Two parts — Drama)
REX — No release this day.
VICTOR — A Charming Villain
(Comedy)
SATURDAY,
OCTOBER
7, 1916.
BISON — A Mountain Tragedy (Two parts — Drama).
LAEMMLE— No release this day.
JOKER — Father
Gets
in Wrong
(Comedy)

THURSDAY,
01804
01805

GAUMONT — The
False
Magistrate
tomas"
(Three parts — Drama)

PRID.\Y-, OCTOBER 13, 1916.
IMP— A Soul At Stake (Two parts— Drama)
REX — No release this day.
(Comedy)
NESTOR— Pat Rooney In "It's All Wrong
14, 1918.
OCTOBER
SATURD.\Y,
parts— Drama)
(Two
Shadows
BISON— Night
LAEMMLE — No release this day.
(Comedy)
JOKER — The Oil Smeller

5 of

"Fan05082-83-84

01810

6, 1916.

THANHOUSBR— Arabella's Prince
(Two
CUB— Ohl For a Cave Man (Comedy)

01808
01809

S.1TURDAY-.
CUB — Won by a Fowl
CUB — That Wonderful

OCTOBER

parts — Dr.)

05086-86
06087

7, 1916.
05088

(Comedy)
Wife (Comedy).

05089

01811
OCTOBER

VOGUE — A Touch of High Life
GAUMONT
Life. No. 23
zine). — Reel

REX — The
Drama)
IMP — No release this week.
L-KO — No release this week.

FEATURE — Behind Life's
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL
parts — Drama)
(Two
Stage
BIG U — No release this day.
POWERS — The Beautiful Temples of Ceylon as Seen
by Dr. Dorsey (Educational)

(No.

FRID.\Y', OCTOBER
01807

SUNDAY,

MOND.\Y',
OCTOBER
9, 191B.
FEATHER— A Romance of Billy Goat Hill
(Five
parts — Drama)
NESTOR — Almost Guilty (Comedy)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— Breaking Into
Society (No. 9 of "Timothy Dobbs. That's Me"
(Two
parts — Drama)
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL
FEATURE — Liberty
No.
9
"A Daughter of Mars" (Two parts — Drama)....
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 10, li>l«.
GOLD
SEAL — Cheaters
(Three parts — Drama)
VICTOR — No release this day.
WED.\ESD.\Y, OCTOBER II. ini«.
LAEMMLE — No release this day.
L-KO — Lured
But
Cured
(Comedy)
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY — No. 41 (Topical)
THURSD-W,
OCTOBER
12, 1916.

3, 1918.

i)1806

SUNDAY-,
OCTOBER 8, 1916.
Human Gamble (Two parts — Society —

RED

OCTOBER

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE— The Shadow
(American — Five parts — Drama)
(No. 141)

mONU.VY,
01S20
OlSil

N.

I»l«.

(Two parts — Comedy)
(Mutual
Film Maga-

OCTOBER

05090-91
05092

9. 1918.

MUTUAL
STAR
PRODUCTION — Phillip HoldenWaster (American — Five parts — Drama) (No.
142)
MUTUAL
Five

STAR PRODUCTION — Redeemed
parts — Drama)
(No. 143)

(Turner —

01832
018:!3
BEAUTY— The

TUESDAY,
OCTOBER
10,
Last
Thrust
(Comedy)

IMS.
06093

01822
01825

WEDNESDAY', OCTOBER 11, 1«1«.
93 (Topical)
WEEKLY— Number
MUTUAL
First, No. 57 (Scenic)
G\UMONT — See America
— Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon — Comedy) . . .

01824

THURSDAY,

GAUMONT — (Three
nounced later.)

01826
01827
01828

OCTOBER

12, 1018.

be

to

subject — title

13. 191B.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER
of the Aqueduct
Edge
the
At
—
OUSER
THANH
parts — Drama)
(Comedy)
Hubby
CUB — Inoculating

01829
01830

part

CUB
CUB

OCTOBER
SATURDAY',
(Comedy)
Those Primitive Days
Their College Capers (Comedy)

05096
06094
06095

14,

an-

(Two
05099-100
05101

1016.
05102
05103

?5

-I

^TVcH
'•'■'»,
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PIPE ORGAN
ORCHESTRAS
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equipped with one
or two rtiusic rolls
DESIGNED

FOR HAND

THE MYRTLE THEATRE,
LEWISTOWN, MONT.

ALSO

PLAYING

(without music

ONLY

rolls)

"The tone of the Seeburg is more pleasing than
that of much higher-priced instruments of other

For Proof That

SEEBURG INSTRUMENTS
ARE 100% SATISFACTORY

)Uj

makes."

read these letters or ask
any SEEBURG owner.
PLOUGH, CONNERS & KOFFMAN
(Incorporated.)

(Theatrical Enterprises, Chicago)

with the Seeburg tone."

*e

,Uc uu.f'°" ''.-

"All of the best known Pipe Organs were demonstrated for us, after which we purchased two Seeburg instruments. We have yet to hear an organ
of any other make at any price which can compare
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J. P. SEEBURG PIANO COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS

1004 Republic Building

State & Adams Sts., Chicago

BRANCHES
BOSTON
162 Boylston St.
MINNEAPOLIS
80 So. 8th St,

NEW YORK
729 Seventh Ave.
BEAUMONT.
TEXAS
702 Pearl St.

PHILADELPHIA
923 Walnut
St.
FARGO.
Stone

N. D.
BIdg.

60Z

PITTSBURGH
791 Penn St.
ST. LOUIS
Princess
Theatre

Bld^.

ATLANTA
65 N. Pryor St.
SAN
FRANCISCO
52 Turk St.
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WORLD

Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases for Weeks Ending September 30 and October 7
(For Extended Table of Current

Releases See Pages 142, 144, 146, 148.)
General Film Company.

General Film Company.
Current Releases.
MOXDAV,

OCTOBKK

2,

Advance Releases.

1916.

SELilcJ — The House of the Chief (Three parts — Dr.). 21225-26-27
VITAGR-^PH — aiaking An Impression
(Comedy) ....
21228
SBLItj — The
Selig-Trrbune
No. 79, 1916 (Topical) . .
21229
BIOGRAPH — An
Indian's
issue No. 85)

Loyalty

TUESD.W,

(Biograph — Re-

OCTOBER

21230

BIOGRAPH—
A Tale
Reissue No.
87).

parts — Dr.).

OCTOBER

BIOGRAPH
— A No.Pueblo
— Reissue
88).

THURSDAY,
SBLI(3 — The
VIM — Royal

OCTOBER

Selig-Tribune No.
Blood
(Comedy)

21235

FHID-VY,

OCTOBER

(Topical) . .

S.\TURD.\Y,

OCTOBER

7, 1016.

ESSANAY — His Little Wife
(Three parts — Drama) .21248-49-50
VIT.VGR.\PH — CantreU's
Madonna
(Three
parts —
21251-52-53
Star Feature)
(Broadway
Drama)
KALEM — The Blocked Track (No. 100 of "The Hazards of Helen"
Railroad Series)
(Drama)
21254
SELI<3 — The Canbyhill
Outlaws
I Western — Drama).
21255

10, 1916.

(Two

parts — Drama)

OCTOBER

OCTOBER

(Biograph

11, I»10.

12, 1916.

SELIG — The Selig-Tribune No. 82, 1916
VIM — The Candy Trial (Comedy).

«, 1010.

KNICKERBOCKER
STAR
FEATURE — The
Better
Instinct
(Two
parts— Drama)
21243-14
KALEM — Stolen
Plumage
(Comedy)
21245
VITAGRAPH — A. Vampire Out of Work
(Comedy)..
21246
VIM — Strictly
Business
(Comedy)
21247

(Biograph—

(Two pa^ts — Comedy — Drama).
(Comedy).

THURSD.VY,
21,241
21212

10

(Drama)

ESSANAY — Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 17 (Cartoon-Comedy).
— A scenic subject on the same reel.
KALEM — The Reformation of Dog-Hole (No. 10 of "The Girl
From "Frisco" Series)
(Two parts — Drama).
VIM edy).
FEATURE COMEDY— Their Installment Furniture (Com-

5, 1916.

80, 1916

OCTOBER

Legend

WEDNESD.4.V,

KALBM — The
Web
of Guilt
(No. 9 of "The
Girl
From 'Frisco" Series"
(Two parts — Drama)
21236-37
BIOGRAPH— Under
the
Gaslight
(Three
parts —
Drama)
(Biograph — Reissue No. 86)
2123S-39-40

9,

Wilderness

ESS.\NAY — Money to Burn
KALEM — The Love Magnet

4. 1»10.

(Comedy)
Suspicion

OCTOBER

the

TUESDAY,
21231-32
21233

ESSANAY— The Fable of "The Kid Who Shifted His
Ideals to Golf and Finally Became a Baseball
Fan and Took the Only Known I'ure"
VIM
PE.\TURE
COMEDY — A Grain
of
(Comedy)

of

SELI(3 — Converging Paths (Three Parts — Drama).
SELI(3 — The Selig-Tribune
No. 81, 1916 (Topical).
VIT.\GRAPH— Billy's Melodrama
(Comedy).

3, 1016.

ESSANAY — An Old Fashioned Girl (Two
KALEM — One Step Too Far (Comedy)
WED.\ESD.VY,

MONDAY,

( Serial No. )

FRIDAY,

OCTOBER

(Topical).
13, 1916.

KNICKERBOCKER
STAR
FE.ATURE— From
the
parts — Drama).
KALEM — The Battered Bridegroom
(Comedy).
VIM — Watch
Your Watch
(Comedy).
VITAGR.'iPH— The Mayor's

Fall Prom

S.4TURD.VV,
ESSANAY — Lost

OCTOBER

Twenty-Four

Hours

Grace

Deep

(Three

(Comedy).

14, 1916.
(Three

parts — Comedy).

K.\LEM — To Save
the Special
(No. 101 of the "Hazards
Helen" Railroad Series)
(Drama).
SELI(3 — A Mistake in Rustlers
(Western — Drama).

of

COMPLETE AND ACCURATE LISTS of Rxular Protnin and Putura PIcturai Can Alwmn Ba Obtained from th« Pm«> <>I th> Moving Pt«tura World. Thaaa ara Publlahad Two Waaka In AdYuca o> KolaaH Days to Enabla Ezhlbltora lo Arranxa Tbalr Comlni PngTrjuM. Tha
itortaa of tba Picturaa In Most Casaa ara Publlahad on a Uka fchadula. Each STnopala la Headed by a Cast, tha Playars' Names Belnc la
Parenthesis.
Lay Out Your Entertainment From the Information In the Moving Picture World and You Will Not Go Wrong.

A
Pueblo
Leqend

'Produced
in Two Reels

Featuring MARY

by
Released
PICKFORD _ Biograph
Company

LJhotGgraphed amid the ancient Indian
Pueblo of Isleta, New Mexico — from
a story especially suited to bringing out
the tender charms of Mary Pickford.

Through

Directed by D. W. Griffith

General Film
Service

i
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Stories of the Films
General Film Company
VIM.
ROYAL BLOOD (Oct. T,).— The cast: Plump
<Babe Hardy > ; Runt (Biily Ruge) : Mrs. Vandergift (Edua Reynolds) : Her Daughter (Ray
<5odCrey) ; Country (Florence McLoughliaj ;
the Count (Cert Tracy t.
Though Ray's mother has a decided preference
for bluf blood, h^r daughter plainly showed that
the old-fashioned color was good enough for
her.
life supposed
stream was
while with
that
of
the Plump's
count was
to red,
be tinged
cobalt. To mystify mother. Plump and his
pa!. Runt, make up as_"'Bluebloods" and gain
the old
approbation.
well until
the
reallady's
aristocrat
appears AU
on goes
the scene
and
then blood of all shades flies about. Mother
finally comes to the conclusion thai the old
tinge is the best and allows the wilful maid
to have her own way.
STRICTLY BUSLVESS (Oct. 6).— The cast:
Pokes (RobtTt Durns I : Jabbs (Walter Stuli) ;
Mrs. Jabbs (Mabel Best); Miss Jabbs (Ethel
Burton);
Superintendent
(Harry
Naughton ) .
Pokes, the porter in an office building, has
several times by his acts of omission incurred
the wrath of the superintendent, but each lime
be has been forgiven and granted another
chance. Finally, after a clash with Jabbs, a
new tenant in the building. Pokes is discharged.
Securing a position as book agent, Pokes is
filled with one ambition to sell a book to Jabbs.
Stalking his intended victim like a jungle tiger.
Pokes becomes Jabbs' shadow and haunts him
in both his working hours and In his dreams.
No matter how often Jabbs and the Superintendent throw him out from the office. Pokes
turns up in the most unexpected manner, until
Jabbs. in a frenzy, decides that the only way
to rid himself of "the pest is to buy one of the
books. Having made the purchase, Jabbs returns home, secure in the belief that at last
be his
is safe
fromfinds
Pokes
to
horror
not salesman's
only the urgings.
members but
of
bis family but even the butler the proud possessors of the despised books.

SELIG.
SELIG-TRIBUNB NO. 74 (Sept. 14).
Chicago, TU. — J. Frank Hanly. of Tndiana.
and Dr. Ira Landrlth. Prohibition candidates
for President and Vice-President of these
United States, start on their 10.000 mile campaign trip.
Brooklyn, N. Y. — The Naval rookies return
from their practice cruise on the U. S. S. New
Jersey and Kentucky.
Oakland. Cal. — Not to be outdone by the
fashion shows of Chicago, this city holds its
first annual bathing suit fashion show at Idora
Park.
Cambridge, Mass.— The Harvard football
iQUad begin their fall practice with the usual
preliminary practice.
New York, N. Y. — This city faces a threatened general strike In sympathy with the striking surface, elevated and subway employees.
Bar Harbor, Maine — ^This town on Mt,
Desert Island, the most popular resort of society folks, closes its season after the most
successful summer in its career of catering to
^e rich.
Newport News. Va. — The Santa Maria, refjlica of the original Columbus flagship in which
he discovered America, lies at anchor here
after failing to reach San Francisco Fair.
Sydney. Australia. — The Canterbury Race
'bourse attracts great crowds at the opening of
jie racing season.
SELIG-TRIBUNE
NO. 75 (Sept. 18).
Haverford,
Pa. — Before
a gallery of thousinds, "Chick" Evans, open golf champion, wins
^e national amateur championship of America
rom Robert A. Gardner.
Turlock. Cal. — In celebration of a record
ftarvest of melons, fifteen tons of watermelons
itnd ten thousand cantaloupes are consumed on
•'Melon Day."
Gray's Harbor, Wash. — The whaling season
opens here with all the old salts of the first
kill.
Chicago, 111. — These four girls are among the
eleven prize winners in the "Beauty and
Brains" contest, conducted by the Photoplay
Magazine to secure the prettiest and cleverest
f iris in America for the movies.

Pot-rhorn, N. !I — v, ;a. r Foln. hich diving,
and optn air field drills form part of the daily
routine of the young women attending the
women's
college here.
London. England. — The Duke of Norfolk, and
Sir Edward Heury, Chief Commissioner of Police, inspect spei-ial police for constables of
London.
With the British Troops in the Orient. — The
Commissary Department solves the problem of
transporting supplies to troops in this region,
by using the good old army mule.
IN THE HOUSE OF THE CHIEF (Three
Parts— Oct. ~). — The cast : Mme. Le Blanc
(Eugenie Bessereri ; Marie (Vivian ReedJ ;
Caspar Fiedler (Charles West); Maurice Le
Blanc (Sidney Smith) ; Mr. Fiedler (A. W.
Wilson). Written by 1. K. Friedman. Directed
bv T. N. Heftron.
Mnie. Le Blanc, a crook and "fence," lives
with her daughter. Marie, and mourns the disappearance of her son. Maurice. Five years
la^er, proUting by her ill-gotten gains, Madame
has moved up to the fashionable part of the
city where she resides and conducts a fashionable jewelry store, as a shield lor her crooked
operations.
Caspar Fiedler, engaged by Madame as a
clerk, falls in love with her daughter, Marie,
and this lovo is requited. Detectives discover
Madames criminality, and they inform her
that unless she works with the police department, they will place her in prison. Caspar
tells Marie that his parents are wealthy residents of Switzerland ; that some years ago his
brother embezzled money, and that as this
brother was the father's favorite, he. Caspar,
took all the blame for the crime, left Switzerland and took up his home In the United States.
In the meantime, the detective bureau Is conMadame's
by meansto of
elec-a
tric nected
wires,withand
Madamestore
is ordered
push
certain button .every time a thief enters her
establishment, when the alarm will sound in
police headquarters. She follows orders only
to find that she has sounded the alarm when
her only son comes to her store with loot. In
order to save him, she fastens the guilt upon
Caspar Fiedler, because she has found that
Caspar loves Marie.
After serving a prison term, Caspar Is released, and is promoted through political influence to Lieutenant of Police. He meets bis
parents, who arrive from Switzerland, and who
tell him that his brother repaid the money,
and confessed his guilt. The Madame plays
false with the detectives and is arrested. At
the station she confronts Caspar Fiedler. He
informs her that if she will confess that he,
Caspar, was innocent of the charges she had
once made
she then
will goes
be released. Sheagainst
does so.him.
and that
Caspar
in
search of the girl be loves.
THE CANB^-HILL OUTLAWS (Oct. 7).— The
cast: Tom Gordon (Tom Mix); Victy Miller
(Victoria Forde) ; Jim Grant (Sid Jordan);
Bill Tracy (Pat Chrisman). Written and produced by Tom Mix.
The Canbyhill outlaws terrorize the country
for a long time, owing to the sheriff of the
county being lax in his duty. Tom Gordon, the
deputy, decides to capture Bill Tracy and his
gang.
Tom is in love with Vicky Miller, and tells
her that he will bring back the gang. The
sheriff. Jim Grant, is also in love with Vicky.
He plans to get word to Tracy and his outlaws that Tom is after them. Vicky becomes
suspicious and overhears the plot. She follows
the messenger into the hills and is captured
by the gang. Tom finds her hat, follows the
trail and rescues the girl.
Tom then overcomes the outlaws and finds a
note on the leader, from the sheriff, warning
the outlaws of Tom's plan to capture them.
Tom. after jailing the outlaws goes to the
sheriff. That officer sees him coming, and
shoots at Tom and misses. Tom locates the shot,
shoots and drops the sheriff. He then goes to
Vicky'
home and tells her of the sheriff's
double-cross.

BIOGRAPH.
AN INDIAN'S LOYALTY (Reissue — Oct. 2).
—The cast: The Girl (Lillian Gish) ; Her
Father (Frank Oppelman) ; The Foreman
(Eddie Dillon); Indian (Eagle Eye).

October 7, 1916
The young foreman had such a fascinating
way that the ranchero's daugnier could not help
falling in love with him. There were two
ha"nds on tho ranch, a disgruntled farm-hand
and an Indian. The foreman had never really
liked the farm-hand. The ranchero mislaid his
money and coming out of the house he found
the Indian in a suspicious attitude at the doorway. He concluded at once that the Indian
was guilty of theft and on tho ranch-hand's
aicusation he discharged the Indian. The foreman, however, suspicious of the ranch -hand*
couldhe not
be to
convinced
and
agreed
intercede. of the Indian's guilt
That day the ranchero sold cattle and one
negotiation netted a greater financial gain than
he had anticipated. It was mor« mouey than
they cared to have loose around the house.
He and hi.s daughter consequently placed the
money in the bottom of a coitee jar whi(.'h was
filled with coCfce. After leaving tho Indian
the foreman returned to the house and Xound
the ranch-hand attempting to look in the window that he might see wht-re the ranchero was
hiding his money. His suspicions were connrmed. The ranchero. learning that ranchhand had designs on his money and was really
instrumental in having the Indian discharged.
Sent tho raiich-hand on his way and reinstated
the Indian in his former place.
was tho
foreman's
birthdaya
andThat
the day
daughter
was young
desirous
of purchasing
present in town. On the road to town Ihe
daughter passed the discharged ranch-hand who,
with a conff-derate he had met at the saloon,
had determined to return to the farm and get
possession of the ranchero's money. The
ranchero and his men had gone off into the
field to make a survey of land. Thus the
house was left alone. The two outlaws made
easy entrance but were unable to find the
money. They concluded to intercept the daughter and demand tho money. They hid behind
trees. She saw them and on her own horse
made a dash by them. They, however, captured
her near the house and dragging her inside.
insisted that she tell them the hiding place.
She refused. The Indian, who had returned
from the field for a farm implement, spread an
alarm. The girl, however, was able to keep the
men at bay until the arrival of the men by
surreptitiously stealing one of their guns. One
of the outlaws made good his escape — the
ranch-hand who had started all the trouble
against the Indian. It was the Indian's opportunity ranch-hand.
and mounting the
horsechase,
he went
after the
It other's
was a long
but
at length he reached his side and snatching
him from the saddle he brought him to the
ground.
A struggle
followed
in which
dian overcame
the other
and bound
him.the InMeanwhile, hack at the ranch, the accomplice
bad been captured and led away. Thus the
Indian was able to show bis loyalty and gratitude to the young foreman for protecting his
honor. "The girl remembered the birthday gift
for which she had gone to town and while the
ranchero was thanking the Indian for the part
he had played In the affair the daughter was
tying a necktie on the young foreman's neck.
UNDER THE GASLIGHT (Reissue— Three
Parts — Oct. 4). — The cast; Ray Trafford (William Russell) : William Byko (Lionel Barrymore i : Snorky (Hector V. Sarnol ; Pearl
Courtland (Irene Howley) : Laura Courtland
(MiUicent Evans) ; Blossom (Zoe Gregory) ;
Mrs. Courtland (Isabel Rea) : Mr. Courtland
(Thomas Jefferson); Laura as a child (Maurice Stewart) ; Pearl as a child (Rosanna
Logan) ; Judas (Mrs. A. C. Marston).
Judas, tha Courtland family servant, discharged for stealing, returns to her husband,
William Byke, and her baby daughter who is
being cared for by Blossom, a girl waif. Judas,
revengeful, substitutes her baby for the Courtland infant. The babies bear a striking resemblance to each other.
A few years elapse and Pearl. Byke's daughter, is raised
as the Courtland's
child, up
while
Laura,
tho Courtland
child, is brought
as
Byke's daughter and taught to steal. Laura
is caught stealing by her own mother and
father. Her tale of how her "papa" makes
her steal, touches the Courtlands and they
adopt her ( their own child) after making a
money settlement with Byke.
Laura and Pearl are about twenty when the
Courtlands die. leaving their fortune equally
divided between the two girls. Pearl is sein loveplans
with toRay
Trafford,
Laura's
suitor. cretly
Byke
blackmail
Laura
and
gets Snorky, an ex-soldier, to deliver her the
following note : "My darling daughter : I
think it's about time you had a talk with me.
I am outside waiting to see you. Your own
father. Wm. Byke." Laura faints and Pearl
reads the note. Byke enters the house, but la
thrown out by Hhy.
Pearl tells Laura's story to Ray and hands
him the note. Ray gives vent to bis shocked
feelings and Laura interprets his action to
mean that he is ashamed of her. Through the
prevarications of Pearl. Laura is led to believe
that Ray does not care to see her again. Ray
writes Laura that he loves her even though her
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parents aroIbis
of low
TtiroUK^i
Pearl's
craftiuf.x»
notu origin.
la never
delivered
to
Luura.
Hykit aiHt .Uidas attiiuiit to kill Ulossom, as
»ho knowb iliu truth ubout Laura and I'carl.
but tlii-y aro frustrau-d by Sitorky. At iho
KcusaolUr rtci'iitlon. Pearl itlanii Laura's disgrace Sho
dropsRensaoller.
Kuy's iioieiwheroupou
to Laura Laura
wblcti Is
found by
Mrs.
Is
snubbod by all., Laura goes away, leaving a
nolo saying ibat her i^haru of the estaio goes
to Pearl.
Byko and Judas, .seeking to obtain hush
money front Laura, flnd Laura's note stating
that sh« leaves her money to Pearl. They discover Laura's lodging- house and abduct her.
Laura Is
to Dyko's
den. Unless
Laura
agrees
to taken
sign over
her fortune,
her chauees
of living aro dubious. Blossom discovers
Laura's plight and notilies Snorky. Through
Snorky Laura is i^aved. Sho seeks safety in
a tool hou:^o by tho railroad track. Snorky is
caught by Byke and, bound to the track. Is
left to his fato. Laura Is frantic when she
finds tbo tool bouso door is locked. Witb the
aid of an axe. sho breaks open the door and
reaches Snorky Just in time to save him from
certain death, as the train Is bearing down upon
blm.
Byko and Judas go to Pearl at the Courtland
summer homo and Judas tells Pearl that she is
her mother. Pearl upbraids Judas and turns
her from the house. Snorky brings Laura to
Ray at the Courtland home, where they meet
Byke. Snorky shoots Byke, who staggers out
and falls dead at the feet of Judas. Judas,
widowed and disowned by her daughter, leaves
in despair. Pearl confesses that she and not
Laura is the daughter of Judas and Byke and
begs Laura's
forgiveness
done,
which Laura
grants.for the wrong she has

ESSANAY.
PETER, tHE HERMIT (Two Parts— SepL
2tJ). — The cast: Peter Dudley (John Junior);
Vivian Palmer (Xell Craig) ; Easy Ed, tramp
(Harry DunkinsonJ.
Peter Dudley, a young assistant professor,
nearly wrecks his health by writing a book on
ants In addition to his other duties. His
physician tells him he has three months to live,
so Peter takes to the open road and falls in with
Easy Ed, master hobo. In a colony of tramps
he becomes the mentor for the crew. Vivian
Palmer, tired of her social program makes a
trip with her father to his lumber camp.
Peter rescues her from the lake as a matter
of course, and pays no further attention to her.
Then he gets all the hoboes to work in the
lumber camp, and becomes camp boss. He
makes no secret of his identity, and when the
girl reads in a newspaper that a book on ants
written by a missing scientist has created a
sensation, she recognizes the writer as the young
camp boss. Peter, who has forgotten all about
dying in his new atmosphere, returns to collect
royalties, and resume teaching with his bride
as one of his most earnest students.

DREAMY

DUD HAS A LAUGH

ON THE BOSS

( Sept. 27 ) . — Novel trick photography combining the activities of living and pen sketched
subjects mark this split reel, which shares the
thousand feet with scenic. Cartoonist Carlson
goes to sleep at bts drawing board as soon as
he has sketched his familiar figures of Dreamy
Dud and his dog Wag. Catching their boss
asleep these two mlschievious youngsters leap
off the board and are off for some fun. They
get into an apple orchard. The farmer — Harry
Dunkinson — is reading a "Diamond Dick" between blood-curdling interruptions by his parrot.
He spies the trespassers, and with a blunderbuss
fires at them. They retaliate so rapidly with
apples that he shakes off the mortal coll and
becomes an angel. What matter if his garb Is
a sheet, and his wings merely panama fans?
Ascending, he reaches the moon and a wing
breaks. A sign tells him It is only :iS3,0(X).000
miles to heaven, so he Is discouraged. Spying
Dreamy Dud In the orchard, he burls a boot; at
him from the moon. He topples out of the tree.
Carlson wakes up on the floor where he has
fallen, to find Dreamy Dud. Wag, and Farmer
Dunkinson all laughing at blm. It was bis own
dream.
TWIN PATES (Three Parts—Sept. 30).— The
cast: Doris Whitman (Marguerite Clayton) :
"Gentlemen
SharronF. (Sydney
Walter
Keane Jack"
(Edmund
Cobb). Alnsworth) ;
Walter Keane has been given one last chance
by his father. It is that he report to a business
friend In another city, and at the end of a year
prove that he can alter his ways. Young Keane.
wrecked by drink, quits the train at a small
station. There he meets a tramp who is called
"Gentleman Jack." Sharron, the hobo, declares bis story is much the same as the one
Keaoe tells him. He says he hopes for another
chance. Keane offers him hts chance and shoots
himself. The tramp takes the chance, and reports to the employer.
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In a year be has made a wonderful record.
Ho meets Doris Whitman, the girl whom be
once was to have married, and she Is delighted
at his reformation. A frlt-nd of the elder Keane
meets Sharron and d-'nouiicis him us an Imposter. It is asi^uincd that he killed young
Keane. Doris discovers that her music Instructor's chaurfeur calls himself "Gentleman Jack."
and has lost all memory of his past. When he
confronts Sharron he rtcovers his memory, and
the situation is explained. The employer declares there will be room for both of them in his
bu^tlnoss. and tho original "Gentleman Jack,"
now John Sharron, assistant manager, wins the
girl who once spumed bim.
AN OLD-FASHIONED GIRL (Two Parts—
Oit. 3). — The cast; Jane Galvin (M.irguerlte
Clayton); John Barth (Patrick Calhoun); Mr.
Galvin (John Cossar) ; his wife (Florence
Oberle) ; .Milton Vanderpool
(Ullrich Ilaupt).
Jane Galvin objects to the society iaier her
mother has selected to be her husband. Her
father is secretly delighted that she spurns
Milton Vanderpool. He takes her to a fashionable resort in the mountains. There, while
walking, she meets John Barth, a young civil
engineer. She falls in love with him but conceals the fact that she is wealthy. Barth is
similarly affected, but believes her a poor
mountain girl. Mother and Milton come to the
hotel and the girl can no longer steal away to
see the engineer. Some days after she sees him
with her father. The latter is approving of his
work for him and signing a new contract. The
daughter indicates that she, too, would willingly sign a contract with the engineer and
father is delighted. Mother is finally won over,
too.
THE FABLE OF THE KID WHO SHIFTED
HIS IDEALS TO GOLF AND FINALLY BECAME A BASEBALL FAN AND TOOK THE
ONLY KNOWN CURE (Oct. 4).— A Messenger
Kid stopped to Gaze at a picture of Jess WIUard in a window and began to Weep bitterly.
A soft-hearted Commuter halted. "Why do you
weep?" he asked. "Aw, gee, what chance have
I to ever be Like him," came back the Tadpole. "What a perverted Ambition '. Why
don't you strive to be like me? I am a candidate for Director of our new four-hole golf
club and I play whist on the train with a man
who once Lived In the same house with Billy
Sunday."
became
a caddy about
and
listened to So
the the
Poorboy
Nuts
who babbled
Tough

Lies and Dubbing Approaches and reflected that they were much Inferior to bis own
Dad. who had to Shove Lumber all day while
these Superficial Johnnies had money to toss
to the Birds.
When the Kid reached the age of Sagacity
he became a baseball fan. His wife never knew
what the fan was talking about but she helped
him into the house and mixed his Throat
Gargle for him. Then the Fan came to his
Ninth inning. She pleaded for one final message. His nps moved. She leaned forward.
Fan wanted to know If there was anything In
the Morning Papers about the condition of
Heine Zimmerman's Knee Cap.
MORAL: There is a Specific Bacillus for
every Classified disease.
HIS LITTLE WIFE (Three Parts— Oct. T).—
The cast: Tom WilUard (Harry Beaumont) ;
Grace Bolton (Gertrude Glover) ; "Uncle" Bolton (Thomas
Commerford)
"Aunt" (Frank
Bolton
(Florence
Oberle)
: Martin ;Willlard
Dayton); Mrs. Williard (Frankie Raymond).
Grace Bolton is the ward of the village cobbler and his wife. When she graduates from
school Martin Williard, head of the school
board and the town's leading merchant, offers
her a position in his store. His son, Tom, returns from college and falls In love with Grace.
Opposed by elders on both sides they elope.
In
another
run low
and his
father refusescity
to Tom's
aid himfunds
because
he married
a "common clerk." There is nothing for the
boneymooners to do but return home and separate. The little wife, humiliated by the return of affairs, broods for a time and when
she can stand it no longer leaps from a high
bridge Into a river. The elder Willlard and
a friend, taking an evening walk, rescue the
girl and when she calls for Tom. Martin Willlard realizes that love is stronger than his
will and brings hts son to her side.

Universal Film CorporationRED

FEATHER.

U.VDER SU3PICIO.V (Five Parts— Oct. 2).~
The cast: Joseph H. Parker (Douglas Jlunro) ;
the Hon. Paul WaJmsley (Gerald Ames) ; Cutlen
of the C. I. D. fBert Wynne) : Eve Parker
(Laura Cowie).
Produced by George L. Tucker.
Joseph Parker, an American, who Is living
with bis daughter Eve at a stylish London hotel.
Is under suspicion at Scotland Yard, where It is

thought that he Is In some way connected with
the counterfeiting that Is going on. Cuilen, the
most capable of all men at the Yard. Is sent
out on the case. But the task of getting the
criminal Is not ns simple a^ it seems, for
"SmilliiK" Parker is clever and his daughter has
attracted the attention of Paul Walrasley, an
aristocrat of high family.
Parker Is In a deal with the counterfeiters,
which Cutlen discovers. He traces them to
the rendezvous, but thero Parker gives him the
slip. But Cuilen knows that Parker must have
some of tho counterfeit notes on his person, so
he follows him to the hotel. At the hotel Paul
Is dining with Eve. Parker sees Cuilen coming and slips the money Into the pocket of the
waiter and there Is nothing found on him. CulKn i^ again baffled.
In tho meantime Paul proposes to Eve. But
old Parker says that they are crooks and If
Paul wants to marry Eve he must become one
of them. Paul agrees and they plan a scoop.
The object of their endeavors Is a pearl necklace, and they even go so far as to warn Scotland Yard of their intentions. On' the evening
of the robbery Parker, Paul and Eve get seats
at the opera directly behind the woman with
the pearls. The police are watching, but nothing ha|)pens until the opera is all over. Then
the pearls are taken by a strange man whom
the detectives arrest as soon as he leaves the
theater. But when they get him to the police
station they find that he in turn has been
robbed of the Jewels by Parker.
Cuilen rushes after the American and once
more takes him Into custody. But this time
Parker slips the necklace into the pocket of
Cuilen himself and a search of the party proves
futile. The next morning Paul is astounded to
find the necklace in his own pocket, an incident
which was done by Parker. The next day, when
Paul is presenting Parker and Eve to his father.
Parker accidentally makes a slip and says that
his name is Bundercombe. Cuilen hea*rs this
and
that wires
name. to America for Information about
At this time Parker receives a note saying
that he can get some more of the counterfeit
notes at a certain address. He is followed to
the address by Paul and Eve. and also by Cuilen
and his men. When Parker arrives ho is
astounded to find that the men he has to deal
with are none other than those whom he betrayed to the police. They attack him and
throw him into the cellar with a lot of rats
Eve and Paul go for the police. They meet
Cuilen and his men, who come to the rescue.
Parker smilingly gets the whole crowd out of
the scrape, explaining away the whole matter
as a Joke.
At last the report comes from America that
a man Is wanted for the murder of a millionaire by the name of Bundercombe, who has
mysteriously disapperaed. Cuilen now has
something that be can arrest Parker for and
proceeds to warn Paul that he had better get
out of the mess. Paul balks at the idea of being mixed up with a murderer, so he and Cuilen
go to arrest Parker. But when they arrive
Parker says that be Is Bundercombe and tells
the story of how he ran away with his daughter
to escape the wrath of his wife, a suffragette
To cap the climax, Mrs. Runderfombe arrives to
claim her hubby. So Cuilen arrests the man
to enable him to escape from the irate woman,
and the picture ends happily as the Iover»
marry and Bundercombe succeeds in ridding
himself
of his troublesome
helpmate

FATHER GETS IN WRONG (Oct. 7) —The
cast: Justice (Wm.JOKER.
Franey) : His Wife (Gale
Henry) ; Moranti (Milbum Moranti) ; Artist
(Lillian Peacock). Written by Wm. Schoene.
Produced by Allen Curtis.
The Justice and his wife have a wayward
son. Moranti, who becomes enamored with an
artist. They get their son and remonstrate witb
him. hut all to no avail. Then the Justice
thinks that he will talk to the girl and possibly
he can persuade her to give up Moranti, but
he. too, succumbs to her charms and his wife
•las to call him from the artist's rooms. That
night Moranti decides to go down the street
and after a while the Justice sneaks out of
the window and down the fire escape.
Moranti has climbed up the fire escape from
the outside and he and the artist are enjoying
themselves when they hear a noise and Moranti
sneaks out past the door where his mother Is
asleep. The Justice comes into the room ; he
tries making love to the artist and in admiring
her painting sits in the paints. She tells him
to remove his trousers and she will clean them.
He retires to the closet. But mother arrives
and recognizes the pants. She demands an explanation and is told it is all a frame-up. But
now father is reconciled to the match and the
lovers can marry.

REX

(SPECIAL

RELEASE).

D.\RK CORNERS (Sept. 25).— The scene Is
laid in India. An idol is stolen from the temple and the whole populace is in an uproar, for
they think that some great calamity
Is going
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to happen unless it is restored.
high priests
ask an American detective, who The
Is there on his
T»catl0Q. to find It for them. So tiie sleuth
starts out.
After a long period of searching he at
locates the Idol In a cavern, the haunt oflast
aangeroua band of thieves. The leader of thea
band Is a very beautiful girl, who Is the most
desperate of them all, and will not stop at anything to gain her ends.
The detective, however, does not hesiute to
enter the cavern to get the Idol. He eeis what
he is after, but as he Is getting out. is caught
and thrust into the darkest part of the cave.
From here he escapes by way of a trap door
and
owner.at last restores the idol to Its rightful

IMP.
THB BIGAMIST (Special Release— Sept 25).
— The cast: John Talboys (King Baggot) :
Helen Talboys (Jane Vernon) ; Sir Michael
▲udley (Wm. J. Welsh) ; Robert Audley (William Shea). Produced by Herbert Brenon.
John Talboys has been disinherited by his
father because of a low marriage. When he
finds this out he decides to leave for Australia
and never return until he can give his wife
the luxuries that she craves. When Helen
reads the note that he leaves for her she is
overjoyed, as this leaves her free.
Helen has a notice put In the paper to the
effect that she has died and under a new name
she starts out for a husband. It so happens
that she meets Sir Michael Audley, an old
widower, and the old man is taken with her
beauty and proposes. The marriage takes place,
much to the disgust of Robert. Sir Michael's
grown son. But in Australia John has struck
It rich and comes back to England for his wife.
At their former lodging he is told that his wife
haa died and is heart-broken. He meets Robert
Audley and accepts an invitation to his home.
When he sees Helen as Lady Audley he Is
astounded. She sends him a noto naming an
old well as a rendezvous. He goes and there
she pushes him into the well, thinking that
Bhe has killed him. But a poacher has been
looking and pulls him out. The poacher now
tries to blackmail Helen and succeeds. But
Robert discovers that John Is not dead and goes
to the inn to find him. The Inn is kept by
the poacher and when Helen finds that all the
people who know of her crime are In the same
house she sees her chance. In the night she
goes to set fire to the house. The poacher is
killed, but Robert succeeds In rescuing John
and takes him to the manor. There Lady Audley sees him and the shock kills her.

BIG U.
THE ETERNAL WAY (Oct. 5).— The cast:
Vol* (Vola Smith) ; Charles (Charles Gunn) :
May (May Hill); Ed (Eddie Brown) : Bill (G.
Raymond Nye). Written and produced by C.
Elfelt.
y«la and May are sisters with opposite natures. Vola is fierce and May. meek and mild.
Vola leaves the cabin and finds Charles near
the stream. Bill, fishing down the stream, sees
them, and, having no luck, decides to ask them
where the good fishing is. Vola flirts with BUl
to make Charles jealous.
May, returning to the cabin, meets Bill. Vola
comes along and meets Bill and he makes love
to her, but she becomes angry. Vola comes
in to supper and sees Charles making love to
May and is very angry and again she gives way
to her temper.
That night Vola Is sitting on the steps of
Ed's cabin
Bill,she
with
packed,
comescrying.
to her and
tellshis
him suitcase
she Is
sorry about her exhibition of temper that morning. May hears voices and comes to the door
and
is surprised
to seethisthetime
two. Charles
"Ed alsoappears
comes
to the
door. About
with a rifle intending to kill Bill, accusing him
of deceiving Vola. who attempts lo calm him.
Then May says that she and Bill are to be
married. Vola and Charles make peace, so Uiere
are two happy couples.

LAEMMLE.
THE INJUSTICE OP JUSTICE (Special Release— SepL 25) . — Luigi is an Italian who is
out of work and almost dying from the cold
of the winter. He has come to this country In
the hope of making a fortune, but it is very
hard. His wife has died and he Is left with a
little girl, Rosa, for whom he has bad a hard
time to provide.
In the middle of the night he goes out to
steal a little coal for bis daughter and is caught.
The harsh judge before whom he is tried has
no pity, and he is sentenced to a term in jail.
Upon his release he vows revenge and goes
to the home of the judge to kill his little daughter. But when he gets there he finds his own
daughter, whom the judge has adopted. Of
course, the picture ends happily, as he finds
his child safe and the judge gives him work.
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VICTOR.
A CHARMING VILLAIN (Oct. 6).— The cast:
Billy (Billy Mason); Sis (Madge Kirby) : The
Vampire (Sylvia Ashton) ; The Farmer (Jack
Connoly) ; Jim, a Farmer Boy (Charles Dorian).
Written by Harry Wulze. Produced by John
Steppllng.
Billy, a social wolf, strolls through the country looking for adventure. He finds Sis spoonher father's
He frightens
Jim
awaying:withthen
after a choice.
fake struggle
Introduces
himself to Sis as just having saved her life.
He makes violent love to Sis and gets her to
steal her father's coin and elope. She does bo.
and he and Sis go to the city. Jim comes from
bis hiding place. The father tells Jim to go
after the girl, and he (Jim) can have both
her and the money. He arrives In the great city
alone.
Meantime Bill has taken Sis to a cabaret and
filled her with milk. She desires to go In for
cabaret singing and takes a dancer's place. Bill
takes Sis to his swell residence, and from there
phones to a roughneck to come as a preacher
and
perform a mock marriage so he can get
the money.
Jim. having by this time reached the cabaret
and fallen a victim to a vampire's wiles, hears
the plot and follows the roughneck. The roughneck goes to a shed and makes his change and
then to the exterior of Bill's house. Here
Jim leaps on him and knocks him out takes
the coat, hat and goggles and thus disguised as
a minister, goes Inside to rescue Sis. Inside
be has difficulty making Sis understand him,
and waits for a chance to do up Bill. And In
the end the villainous city chap gets the girl
and poor Jim is distracted.

BISON.
A MOUNTAIN TRAGEDY (Two Parts— Oct.
7). — The cast; Sam Prentess (E. J. Denecker) ;
Mrs. Prentess (Marjorle Ellison) : Plnkey (Zoe
Rae) : Toots (Buster Emmons) ; Monte (Bert
Law), Written by Calder Johnstone. Produced
by George Cochrane.
Sam Prentess Is the proprietor of a store in
a mountain village. His home Is up In the
mountains and In order to keep In touch with
his wife he has a telephone put up between the
store and his home. The couple are blessed
with two children, "Toots" and "Plnkey," In
the neighborhood Is Monte, a desperate character, and one who makes his living by questionable methods. He is secretly In love with
Mrs. Prentess and covets her.
One day as he Is passing the home of the
Prentesses he sees Mrs. Prentess working in the
yard. He stops and tries to force his attentions upon her and Is only stopped by the arrival of the children. Sam Is told of the occurrence that night and he decides to give the
fellow a thrashing. The next day he makes
good his resolution and thrashes the fellow.
Monte swears revenge.
Monte plans to get even. He gets a couple
of pals and they set out for the home In the
mountains. He arrives and finds the woman
alone with her children. But she is alert and
covers him with a revolver and then telephones
her husband. But the man attacks her and gets
the gun. Sam thinks there Is something wrong
when his wife suddenly stops phoning and he
at once sets out for his home.
Up In the mountains Monte Is about to kill
the woman, as she will not leave with him.
The little boy tries to save his mother, but Is
beaten and pushed aside. He runs down the
trail to get his father. But iu5t as Monte has
his gun ready to shoot the little girl takes her
bean shooter and hits the ruffian In the eye.
He drops the gun In pain and before he can
recover It the woman has pounced upon It.
Then the father arrives and takes Monte into
custody.

POWERS.
PEN
AND
INKLINGS
IN
AND
AROUND
JERUSALEM (Oct. 5).— This Is a combination
of a cartoon by Hy. Mayer and a travel picture In Palestine. There are various scenes
and at times the moving picture is stopped and
a cartoon by Mr. Mayer faded In. The famous
Wall of Walls Is shown, the different types of
people, a Mohamedan maiden with her veil, a
sacred parade, the well into which Joseph was
cast by his brethren and the place of Christ's
nativity.

NESTOR.
WITH THE SPIRIT'S HELP (Oct. 2).— The
cast: Jed (Eddie Lyons) ; Professor (Lee
Moran) : Emily (Priscilla Dean) ; Father (Fred
Gamble) . Scenario by L. W. Chaudet. Produced by L. W. Chaudet.
Jed and Emily are In love and are happy
until Professor comes to town. The Professor
claims to have control over the spirits and
Father thinks that Emily had better marry
him. When he catches Jed still hanging around
he forcibly ejects him ^and tells him never to
return.
That night the Professor Is to give a seance
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at the home of Emily and the couple plan to
elope while it is going on. So, although they
make a great deal of noise, they are not caaght,
as the folks thing that the noise comes from
the spirits. One of the old ladies wants to hear
from the spirit of her dead guide, White Ball.
At this time the elopers drop a pan In the
kitchen and the people in the other room think
that it is the war dance of the Indian spirits.
They go to the kitchen to see and Jed. who has
hidden In a flour barrel, rises like a ghost and
tells them to go.
By this time the Professor, who is really a
fake, is frightened at the spirits that he thinks
he has unwittingly called to life. He Ukes to
his heels with the other folks after him. While
they are gone Jed and Emily leave a not« explaining what the spirits were, and when they
come back from the minister's they are forgiven and receive Father's blessing.

L-KO.

A SURGEON'S REVENGE (Two Parts— SepL
27). — Dinty, a bum, had just alighted from his
"pullman" when he went out on a hunt for
cigars. But the men were smoking them very
short that season, so it was a hard Job to get
a good smoke. At last he was run over by a
machine as he was in the act of getting a good
one. and the doctor took pity on the fellow and
took him home.
At the house of the doctor he revived and
was asked to stay for dinner. During the meal
he became flirty and began to write note^ to
the lady of the house under the table. After
dinner he became a little more familiar and : be
doctor was angry. He ejected Dlnty from the
house, so the tramp swore revenge.
Dlnty telephoned the doctor to come to a
certain bouse at once, and then, when the
doctor went to the door, he stole the car. Callthe doctor's
In the car,
he took
for ing
a forride.
But as wife
a cbauSeur
Dinty
was her
not
a success and It was not long before tbe flivver
was a thing of tbe past. It so happened that
the smashup occurred Just in front of the hospital, so that be was taken Inside and given
the best of attention. The doctor was at once
sent for, as an operation was deemed necessary.
But the doctor that came was the very one
who was looking for Dinty. With fiendish glee
he sharpened the knife and prepared to take
his pound of flesh. Dlnty managed to get away
and led the surgeon a chase all over tbe hospital. Then the police arrived and things got
even more complicated. Dinty got out and took
refuge
in an auto with the cops after blm.
The chase ended In the doctor's house again.
Dinty
entered
the room
theHedoctor's
wife
and then the doctor
came ofIn.
was forced
to hide in the closet, but at last was discovered
by the Irate man. The picture ends as the
masher gets his true deserts.
SAFE IN THE SAFE (Two Parts— Oct. 4).—
Police
Commissioner
Doty's
the
rendezvous
for all theJedcrooks
in home
town. IsThey
hide in the clock, the closet and all tbe dark
comers. It gets to the point where the commissioner Is actually frightened and he decides
to do something.
To cap the climax, his daughter brings a
paper that criticizes him for not firing the
Chief of Police. So old Doty sets out to see
that things are changed for the better. At the
station the policemen are all singing and dancing with the chief leading, and Doty says it
must stop. He also gives the chief some pearls
to keep safely. The chief says that they will
be safe In the safe and puts them there. But
the safe is the secret passage by which the
crooks enter the station to interview the police
on matters of business. No sooner are they In
there than a thief enters the vault from the
other side and removes the Jewels. And what
Is more, he gets outside the building and slips
a note into the hand of the commissioner telling him that his Jewels are gone. The commissioner at once goes to the vault and finds
that they are really gone. Then he tells the
chief that If he does not recover them he will
be fired.
So the chief sets out to hunt them.
The chief then starts to think. It hurts, but
he does it. He finally decides that the best
way to get the criminals is to disguise himself
as a woman and go into their lair. So off
comes his mustache and he don." the attire of
the weaker sex. He arrives at the den of the
crooks and attracts a great deal of attention.
There is one great "bum" in particular who is
smitten with the charms of the chief, and they
get along nicely until they begin to dance. The
dance degenerates into an orgy and in the
wild abandon the wig comes off. Then the
chief is recognized and they all go after him.
He commandeers an auto and the chase begins He boards a trolley car and then gets
back on an auto, and all the while the crooks
speed. But it canat break-neck
are following
not last forever,
and at last the car in which
the chief Is fleeing Jumps over_ a bridge and
that is the end. The chief has Just enough
energy to revive for a few minutes to say hie
prayers before passing away.
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TIMOTHY DOBBS, THAT'S ME (Episode No.
8, "Borrowed Plumes" — Two Parts — Oct. 2). —
The cast: Timothy (Carter De Haven): Jeff
(Robert MUash) ; Polly (Marcia Moore); Tom
(Dan Duffy). Written by Bess Meredyth. Produced by Wallace Berry.
Timothy and JeCf are In reduced circumstances. They are now living on a park bench,
but ever
the motion
"bug"
and
daily Timothy
visits thehasstudios.
But picture
each time
be
calls he is turned down. Finally one morning
he hears a director call for fifty people and
he Is for rushing past the gateman, but that
worthy stops him and Informs him that it Is
women
and not men that they want.
Later, as he is walking along the street, he
sees a commotion in front of a motion picture
theater and finds that the cashier and usher
have eloped. Timothy suggests to the manager
that
he will
an usher
for take
him. the cashier's place and bring
Then we see the two Installed and everything
Is working nicely until Timothy sees Polly.
He Insists upon escorting her to a seat, leaving
Jeff to sell Tom, her escort, a ticket. Tom
becomes furious and tears up the tickets, but
Jeff will not allow him to enter without a ticket,
so Tom hunts up the manager, who becomes
somewhat angry when he sees tho crowd going
from his theater because there Is no cashier.
Timothy makes a hit with Polly and she
Invites him home, but her father Is not enthusiastic. UTjIle Polly is phoning, Timothy
tries on the dress and hat she has Just received
and. getting an idea, decides to be a woman,
jlnce it Is women who are wanted In all the
positions. So he departs — with the garments.
Polly raises a hue and cry and with Tom starts
in pursuit.
Timothy secures a position in the same theater as cashier, but makes Jeff acquainted with
his disguise. When he sees Polly and Tom
approaching be picks up his skirts and makes
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Rose
his daughter
Hunter) Harrlgan
; "Red"
LearyGrey,
(William
Welsh) (Edna
; Detective
(Howard Crampton) ; Mrs, Cassidy (Margaret
West); Mame. her daughter (Dixie Compton).
Written by William Addison Lathrop. Produced by Ben Wilson.
Hugh Van Dyke Is a wealthy bachelor who
has just returned from a long stay abroad. He
renews old acquaintaiices at the club and meets
Grey, an elderly man who has a grown daughter. At home Hugh receives bis agent and
takes a large amount of money that the latter
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a mad rush for the back entrance, pursued by
the oibtTB,
As usual, be ends up at a studio, where the
directors all fight over him and try to flirt
with him. He finally Is assigned to one of the
directors, who Is much elated, but Timothy
Kooa comes to grief, as his wig comes ott, and
tlie last we see of the hero he bas dropped all
his ladles* apparel by the wayalde, closely pursued by Polly and the others, end Timothy ends
up in the bushes In the park In bis B. V. D.'s.
SOMEWHERE
ON THE BATTLEFIELD
(Special Release — Two Parts— Oct. 6). — The
cast: Dr. Kovis Mikloa (Hobart Henley); Dr.
Rejto (Wm. Welsh) ; Frauloln Emma (Clalro
McDowell). Scenario by GiUott J. Clawson.
Produced
by Hobart
Henley.
Somewhere in Servia near the fighting lines
is an improvLsed hospital where the injured
and dying are cared for. Dr. Kovis Mlklos
and Frauleln Emma have long been at the
little hospital and the two have become greatly
attracted to each other, yet ever the doctor
seems to be laboring under some difficulty which
makes him reluctant to speak his mind. Dr.
Rejto. another physician, seems to be forever
watching the movements of Dr. Kovis.
One day a little drummer boy Is brought Into
the hospital and he pleads with Frauleln for
goat's milk. She determines to obtain some
for him, and, together with Dr. Kovis, Ihey
seek out a woman up In the mountains from
whom tbey obtain the milk. But it Is too late.
The Servian woman from whom they obtain
the milk becomes their good friend and often
they visit her. Finally Frauleln gives up the
hospital work and goes to live with her.
As Dr. Kovis is going off duty one day a man
Is brought in whom he goes back to attend.
He secures a note which he reads furtively :
then he leaves hurriedly. Dr. Rejto has been
watching and discovers that the man brought
in is not injured and so Rejto orders the arrest
of Kovis. The soldiers pursue him, but be manages to elude them and arrives at the Servian
woman's home badly injured. He tries to make
light of bis wound, but tells Frauleln Emma
that he is a Servian spy. This almost stuns
her, but the love she has for him overcomes
the feeling of disappointement.
Soon after the soldiers knock at the door and
she commands Kovis to lie down on the couch,
and she tells the officers that Kovis Is dead.
When they examine him it seems true. They
decide to eat and while they are thus engaged
Frauleln notices Kovis moving, as does the officer, but when the latter examines Kovis again
he finds that he is dead. When the soldiers
leave Fraulein. Emma calls Joyously to Kovld.
But he is really dead.

IN THE HEART OP NEW YORK {Thre«
Parts — Oct. 3).— The cast: Hugh Van Dyke
(Ben Wilson); Frederick Grey {Chas. Ogle);
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LIBERTY {No. 7. -Liberty's SacrlQce"— Two
Parts—Seiit. 1:5). — Thw cast: Liberty Horton
(Marie Walcamp) ; Theresa (Maud Emory) ;
Pancho Lopez (G. Raymond Nye) ; Pedro (Eddie Polo) ; Copt. Bob Rutledge (Jack Holt) :
Major Winston (Ncal Hart) ; Manuel Leon
(Bertram Grassbyi; Joso Leon (L. M. Wells).
Written
and Produced
by Jacques
Jaccard.
Liberty, fearful lest a trap be laid for tliem,
puts an arrow in the sand indicating the true
direction of their course and buries her handkerchief next to It to indicate that it was she
who left the mark. Lopez and his party then
push on across the desert.
The American troops arrive at the hut where
Theresa has been left by tho bandits and they
read the note that has been left In her band.
But by this time it Is getting late, so it Is
decided to stay there for the night and
push on full speed the next morning.
Early the next morning an aeroplane arrives
from across ihe border with orders to stop the
fnvastoQ of Mexico pending diplomatic negotiations. This greatly angers both the troops and
leaders, as they think of all the outrages they
have seen perpetrated in tho name of Mexican
liberty. Scenes pass before their eyes of the
towns burned and plundered and the women
ravaged, the homes ruined. Boh and Major
think of poor Liberty in the hands of the
ruthless bandits and they sigh, as they can do
nothing but hope for the best.
Meanwhile in Washington the diplomatic negotiations are proceeding and there seems to be
no end of talk, nothing but talk, when American blood is being spilled on the border.
Both Bob and Pedro decide to go on to see
If they cannot in some way enable Liberty to
escape. They at last come up to the Mexicans
and stealthily approach. They arrive Just m
time to see Lopez showing Manuel a large store
of arms and ammunition for the use of the
rebels. But they are too eager to hear what Is
going ao and get a ilttle bit reckless. They
are seen by the Mexicahs and after a struggle
are captured and led away to the mountains
with Liberty.
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gives him. That night the house is robbed by
a couple of crooks and the next day Hugh puis
Detective Harrigan on the case. After a couple
of weeks, Harrigan reports that he has located
the crooks, but cannot get any evidence on
which to hold them. Hugh decides to do a Uttie
detective work
on his own account.
Rose Grey has been doing settlement work
and is helping Mrs. Cassidy. whose daughter,
Mame, has fallen in with bad company. Mame
promises to reform and go to the prayer meeting that night. But on the way she Is met by
"Red" Leary and persuaded to go to the saloon
Instead.
When Mame does not come to the meeting
Rose is worried and goes to get her In the
saloon. There she Is assaulted by rufBans. But
at a nearby table Is Hugh, who is disguised as
a loafer, spying on the crooks. He comes to
her rescue and takesr her away. She takes a
liking to him and takes him home to get her
father to give him a job. Her father does not
let on that he knows Hugh and says that he
win help him. although he does not think there
Is much hope for his redemption. Hugh becomes a regular attendant at the mission.
Some time later Hugh thinks that he has located the crooks and gets Harrigan to rope in
the gang. Just as they are entering the saloon
where the gang hangs out they see Mrs. Cassidy ejected from the place. Upon entering
they see Mame angry with the man for having
BO treated her mother. She takes a ring off
her finger, and, flinging it on the floor, says
she Is through. Hugh picks up the ring and
sees that It is one that was stolen from him.
The crooks are arrested and Mame returns to
her mother.
Then Hugh rushes to the home of the Greys
with a big coat over his dress suit. He folds
Rose in his arms and asks her to be his wife.
She accepts and then he takes off his coat and
tells her that he Is not a bum after all. At
first she Is a little peevish because of the deception he has played, but It does not take
long before Hugh is forgiven and the picture
ends with the lovers in each other's arms.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED
WEEKLY
NO. 38 (Sept. 20).
Bathing Beauties Parade, Oakland, Cal.
Ex- '
hiblt
fashionable
bathing
costumes
in mermaids"
unique pageant.
Winning Golf Championship.— Record throng
sees star capture amateur title. Merlon Llaks.
Philadelphia. Pa. Subtitle: Crowds following
players.
Winner, "Chick" Evans, right; loser,
R. A. Gardner.
"Flivii'ers" Are Fast. Too. — Victor has to make
62-mlle speed to win. — Chicago, 111. Subtitle:
"Demon" Harvy, winner.
Starting Alaskan City. — Lots sold at auction
by Uncie Sam. soon will be populous town on
new United States Railroad line. Subtitle ;
Summer time In Alaska.
Historic "Death God." — Rare pottery vessel
used by natives of Santo Domingo many centuries ago, in religious ceremonies, is brought
to United States by Theodoor de Booy. of the
Museum of the American Indian. — New York
City. N. Y.
Singer Enters Lions' Den. — Madame Schumann-Heink sings at the movie metropolis,
Universal City, Cal. Subtitle: Voice calms the
savage beasts.
Training for War.— U. S. field artillery in
battle manoeuvers. — Port Sill, Okia. Subtitle :
Mountain batteries fire.
America's Best Athletes. — Stars of track and
field winning senior Amateur Athletic Union
championships. — Newark. N. J. Subtitles: Fivemile race. 100-yard dash. Simpson breaks
hurdle record. High jump. Broad jump. Pole
vaulL
Monkey Acts (or Movies. — 150 pound Simian
walks slack rope and rides bicycle. — Denver.
Colo.
Girls' Marathon Swim.— Misses brave choppy
water and heavy current In hard-fought
contest on the Ohio River. — Clncinattl. Ohio.
Subtitle, Miss Farrell, ol Dayton, Ky., the
winner.
Parade of Protest. — 8.000 car strikers
march to enlist sympathy against traction magnates.—New York City, N. Y. Subtitle, Wire
nettings protect motormen from strike sympathizers, .litneys come in handy.
$17,000,000 Bridge Span Falls.— Scores saved,
some die. when largest bridge in world collapses while being lifted Into position. — Quebec,
Canada.
Booming Deep Waterways. ^ Secretary of
Navy,
Joaephus
Daniels,
greets delegates
at
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Atlantic Deeper Waterway Association at nlntli
anQual convention. Philadelphia. Pa. Suhtltle,
Submarines give diving exhibition. The deadly
torpetlo In action.
Coney Island Mardl Gras. — Thousands witparade and
jollification
resort.nessConey
Island.
N. Y. at famous beaches'
Cartoons by By Mayer.

Mutual Film Corporation
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at Tappan, N.Y,

The place known as the Haring Homestead.
It contains a glass studio and an outdoor
open-air platform, a very large residence of
about 18 rooms and numerous outhouses.
This place has heretofore been occupied
by the Helen Gardner Picture Players, the
Dra-Ko Film Co. and others. Sufficient
ground will go with the rental of the house
to satisfy any and all reasonable need* of
the lessee.
For further details communicate with
FINKLER A McENTIRE, Attorneys, 2 Rector Street, Borough of Manhattao. City
of New
York.
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Powers No. 5 Heads — not rebuilt, but la
first class shape
10.00
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FOILED (Two Parts — Sept. 30).— The cast:
Peevish Pete (Dave Morris) ; the Leading Lady
(Blllle Rhodes) ; the Leading Man (Nolan
Leary) ; the Villain (Eddie Barry).
The town of Red Gulch was to be favored with
a show. Pete, a tough of the town, lliied a
good show and happens to be at the station
when the troupe arrives. BUlio, Nolan and Eddie
are the leading actors. Nolan and BliUe are
in love, but Eddie also loves BllUe. A quarrel
starts at the station between Nolan and Eddie
and finally the troupe reaches the theater. At
the stage entrance Pete intervenes and threatens
Eddie. After many controversies each actor Is
assigned to his room. Pete meets a friend
and tells him about Billie and the show, and
they
night decide to attend the performance that
On the stage. Bob and Mac, two stage hands,
are working and abusing Gus, the property man.
In the meantime Nolhn has gone into BlUle's
room, where they are disturbed by Eddie. Eddie, being ejected, swears revenge. Harry Is a
sleepy man and decides to go to the thow. Pole,
with his friend. Join the audience. Harry comes
and sits next to Pete and sleeps. All is ready
for the big show. Billie and Nolan are on the
stage looltlng through the curtain. Gus Is fixing
the props. Eddie gets into trouble again over
BUllo and, walltlng away, goes to see Bob and
Mac. He gives them money and promises them
some more If they queer Nolan every time he
goes on the stage. In the meantime the curtain
goes up.
The stage represents a living room. George
Is acting the part of an old man ; Billie is his
daughter. Eddie, who plays the part of the
villain, proposes to BllUe, who says that her
heart belongs to Jim, the Westerner. Eddie
threatens to reveal something about papers held
by BlUle's father. A flght between George and
Eddie ensues. BllUe, frightened, calls for help.
Nolan wants to come to the rescue, but from
behind tothethestage
Bob and ofMac
Nolan's Nolan
coat,
much
amusement
the hold
audience.
Is doing his best to go to Billies rescue and,
finally pulling out of his coat, he comes on
rolling on the stage. The curtain falls and
the actors try to understand what happened.
Eddie is satisfied with this first result.
The second act, entitled "The Chasm of
Death," opens with BllUe on the stage. The
scenery is composed mainly of a chasm and a
bridge over. Eddie comes on and starts with
BllUe to cross the chasm. A slight accident to
part of the scenery sends BilUe and Eddie baclc
on the stage. Finally Eddie and Billie are on
the bridge, when a voice from behind says:
"Be brave, Mabel. I'll save you." Nolan, rushing on the stage, puts his foot on a dolly, placed
there by Bob and Mac, and comes rolling on the
stage, and for the second time he fails. Nolan
gets up again and starts for the bridge. Eddie
and BllUe are on the other side and Eddie de*
stroys the bridge. Nolan finds a rope and starts
to swing across the chasm. He succeeds and
starts a fight with Eddie. Eddie falls into the
chasm and Nolan tries to get on the other side
of the chasm, he and Billie hanging on the
same rope. But from the other side of the stage
Bob and Mac let a sandbag loose, which, hitting
BllUe, throws her into the chasm. A second
swing of the same bag disposes of Nolan. The
audience Is disgusted with such a rotten show.
The curtain falls and the actors start to blarae
Nolan tor all what happened. Eddie gains favor
with Billie.
Finally the curtain rises on the third act entitled "Where Virtue Triumphs." The villain
gets arrested by the sheriff and the marriage
ceremony between Nolan and Billie Is talcing
place. But here again Eddie's money had bribed
the stage hands and after having a rope to
Nolan's belt, they pull up the back curtain and
up goes Nolan. This was the last straw and
the audience exits in disgust. But Pete wants
revenge and he rushes towards the stage. In
the meantime Bob and Mao have been dlscov-
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ered »nd fln-d. and iit tUu moment Eddlo was
gaining Billlu's fiivor they como to Kddle aiiU
ask him to pay them, IiuvIhk lost th«-lr Jobs
doinK his dirty work. Kddlf triirs to Lscupe,
but Poto cornet! on, gun to hand, and shoots after Eddie. Eddlo tries to t;si-apv. up»t'ttlng
sceui'ry and lltmlly guts out of tho theater,
pursued by Pote, still shooting. And Nolan a'ud
Uillly made up and eoibrace, and hope for b»nter days.

CUB.

GAUMONT.
FANTOMAS — (Episode No. 5 — The False
Magistrate (Three Parts — Oct. 5). — The cast:
Pantomas (Victor Navarre) ; Inspector Juve
(James Breon) ; Fandor (Louis Melchoir) ;
Bebe (Jean Morlas) ; Ribonard (Francois Martial) ; Marquis de Tergall (Jean Atesnery) ;
Marquise de Tergall (Ida Pelisse) ; Rosa (Marie
L« Bret).
The Marquis de Tergall was so deeply In debt
that he decided to sell the family jewels. After
examining them, a jeweler at St. Calais made
him an offer of $i30.000. which the Impecunious
nobleman gladly accepted. The Jeweler concealed the bag containing the jewels in a
drawer of the dresser in the room in the bote!
where the sale was made. Upon looking Tor
them they had disappeared. A hole had been
bored through the wall and the jewels abstracted
by a man disguised as a priest.
That night on his way home the Marquis
was attacked and the money he had received
from the jeweler was taken from him. He did
not know that it was given by an Apache named
Bebo to Rosa, a maid in the Tergall employ.
This was done through fear that Bebe might
be caught In the police dragnet.
Although Fantomas had been sent to prison
for life in Belgium. Juve. the detective, was
not at all pleased that ho had lived.
He knew
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CATCHING THAT BURGLAR (Sept. !'«).—
The cast: The ISrlde-to-Be (Ethel Lynue) : her
Sister (BilUo Rhodes) ; Brother (Nolan Learyl :
Father (Gus Alexander) ; Mother (Mary Talbot) : L'neto John (Eddie Barry).
Ethel was to be married and father had figured the expi-nse down to the last cent and
really couldn't seo how he was to meet it.
Those things didn't bother son any and ho and
his chum helped themselves plentifully to wines
and other good things, and were only restrained
after father had kicited them out of the kitchtn.
Uncle John had arrived for the wedding and
was temporarily slaying away from his club
and card games. About this time a burglar
scare is started in the neighborhood and the
family becomes worried about tho wedding
presents. George, the son, and Biliie, the sister
of tho bride-to-be, decide to use a novel burglar
alarm and go to a nearby store, where they
purchase a quantity of flypaper. This they distribute around the house and especially around
the wedding presents. Uncle John had wind
of a very interesting card game, and while pretending to retire early, in reality he sneaks
away to tho club.
Ethel and Biliie retire and all seems peaceful.
Undo John, returning from the club, is held
up and his watch, to which was attached his
keys, taken by the robber. Rather than disturb
the household. Uncle John gains admittance
through the window and becomes helplessly entangled in the fly paper. His ellorts to release
himself arouse George, who, gun in hands,
descends the stairs, encountering much flypaper
on the way. In the dining room he encounters
Uncle John, whom he supposes to be a burglar.
and a fight ensues. The noise arouses father,
mother, Biliie and Ethel, who descend to the
dining room. A policeman Is attracted and arrives in time to prevent any tragedy. When
Uncle John is finally relieved of his fly paper
mask, the two youthful geniuses, Biliie and
George, are severely spanked.
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that if could oncii get hlin on French 8uil. there
wtro enough crimes to the man's cri;dit to
make It certain that he would go to thu guillotine. Without IcllinK FantonuiH know that he
was escaping through poUco aid. Juve substltuiod hlmsoir for th« criminal In his cell. He
felt certain that Kuiilomas would at onco return to Franco. Two of his best detectives
wero detailed to follow him and arrest him
as soon as he crossed thu border.
However, Fantomas discovered that he was
followed. As his train slopped besldo one about
to go in an opposite direction from a small
station on the way to Paris, Pantomas jumped
into tho baggage coach of tho other train, thus
eluding the detectives. Charles Pradier. who
had just been promoted to be judgu oi the St.
Calais district, was occupying a comjiurtment
by himself. Fantomas found it nece?>sary to
murder the judge in order to escape discovery.
Vpon searching the clothing of his victim, and
discovering it was iho new judge he had put
out of the way, Fantomas suddenly decided that
his safest course was to Impersonate the judge
and go to St. Calais.
Upon assuming tho duties of his office, among
tho first cases he had before him was that dealing with I ho mysteriou.'i theft of the Tergall
jewels and tho J.'iO.OOO. Fantomas discovered
that both crimes had been perpetrated by Bebe
and Ribonard, the thief who bad bored the hole
at the hotel. Upon finding these two men, he
demanded both the money and the jewels.
Masquerading as tho judge, Fantomas discovered that the wife of the Marquis was in
lovo with a young man, by intercepting a note.
The Marquis was unable to attend a hunting
party because he suffered from a chill. Fantomas cautiously made his way to tho basement and turned off the gas for a few moments
and then turned it on again. The result of this
diabolical act was that the Marquis was
asphyxiated. Fantomas secretly accused the
widow of committing the crime, because of her
love forforthe
young man. She purchased his
silence
$20,000.
The following day Fantomas went to the
church to meet Ribonard with the jewels. The
thief explained that he had hidden them in the
bell. He threw down the empty box, rightly
thinking that Fantomas would pick it up without opening it. Then Fantomas hastily pulled
the ladder which was the only way Ribonard
had of descending, away. Then he opened the
box only to find it empty. So the next day
when the deaf old sexton rang the bell for the
funeral of the Marquis, a rain of jewels fell
upon tho mourners. Fantomas took possession
of the jewels as examining
magistrate.
Fandor, the journalist friend of Juve, beard
of the extraordinary robberies at St. Calais,
and went there to make an investigation. He
had his suspicion aroused by Judge Pradier
and determined to watch him. The false magistrate was informed that the authorities had
decided to send to Belgium for Fantomas to
question him. He was pleased to think that
the man would be brought before him for examination. He also ordered the arrest of Bebe
to extort from him the .¥50.000 stolen from the
Marquis. Bebe confessed that he had left the
money with Rosa for sate keeping.
The Marquise de Tergall called upon Fantomas bringing Rosa with her. The Marqulsa
brought $10.0*50 with her. which was all she
could raise of the hush money desired by the
criminal. Fantomas then saw Rosa alone and
took from her the $50,000. When Juve arrived
Fantomas discovered that all the doors were
being watched. He immediately wrote a note
which he gave to the headkeeper. Fantomas
then acknowledged his identity and was put in
a cell.
The next day. when the bandit was to be examined, It was discovered that he had been released at midnight by the headkeeper of the
prison on an order from Judge Pradier. The
order stated that the prisoner released aa Fantomas was none other than Juve. the detective
who was engaged upon a delicate police mission. Thus Fantomas, owing to his quick wit,
was again free.
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VOGUE.
POULTRY A LA MODE (Two Parts— Oct. 1).
— The cast: Rube (Rube Millerj ; Ben (Ben
Turpln) ; Mohammed Alo (Walter Rogers) ;
Omaho (Lillian Hamilton). Directed by Rube
Miller.
Rube and Ben are neighbors : one raises
ducks on one side of their line fence and the
other has a flock of geese on the other. They
are caught flirting with a pretty girl by their
wives and are warned to attend to their ducks
and geese. They go to their respective homes
and get water for their fowls but quarrel and
throw all of it at each other.
The ducks and geese each send a representative through the fence to look for water to
quench their thirst. In a nearby part of town
lives a wealthy Turk who is engaged in securing wives to fill the harem of his Sultan. Into
the Oriental splendor of the Turk's place of
abode the duck and goose strut and there they
find a pool of refreshing water. They hasten
back to tell the rest of their flocks, but not until
Rube and Ben have followed them to the place
and behold a wonderful sight. The water in
the pool has been treated with a magic liquid
and when the duck and goose jump in they are
turned into two beautiful maidens. When Rube
and Ben try to -seize the damsels they change
back into a duck and a goose.
Rube and Ben are ejected from the magnificent residence and hasten home, liberating their
ducks and geese, which they drive back to the
Turk's
home. The
fowls waddle
the them
pool
and a multitude
of laughing
girls into
replace
as thd magic spell works.
Rube and Ben creep in stealthily, capture tbc
Turk, and lock him in a huge chest, while they
romp with girls. The Turks favorite aopears
and flirts with the two truant husbands. Rube
and the favorite sit together on the top of tiie
chest in which the Turk is hidden. The Turk
regains his senses, flnds a brace and bit, which
have been left in the bottom of the chest, and
starts boring. Freeing himself he dashes out.
Excitement reigns and a wild flght starts between Rube, Ben, the Sultan and several policemen who have been summoned by an attendant. All is in the midst of chaos when
Rube and Ben fall into the magic pool and are
awakened from the slumber iato which they
have fallen by the water thrown upon them by
their vigilant wives.

MUTUAL

STAR

PRODUCTION.

The MANAGER OP THE B. & A. ( SignalFive Parts — Sept 25). — The cast : Constance
Emory (Helen Holmes) ; Dan Oakley (Leo D.
Maloney) : Roger Oakley (Paul C. Hurst) ; General Coming (N. Z. Wood) : Griffith Ryder
(Thos. G. Lingham) ; Thomas Emory (William
N. Chapman) : Gordon Holt (William Brunton).
Directed
by J. P. McGowan.
Thomas Emory, manager of a local branch
of the Buckhorn and Antioch, finds one day that
he Is minus a position due to his negligenct. in
office. In his place is appointed temporarily
his former
assistant. Gordon
Holt.
Later, on an unexpected trip to the branch
office, General Coming, the president of the B.
& A., and his private train are narrowly saved
from accident by the act of one of the minor
superintendents along the division. Dan Oakley.
In reward for the deed of daring which shows
to the company's president of what stuff the
young mechanic is made, Oakley is made manager over the head of Holt.
With the introduction of new blood into "the
works" the
old isregime
hours Asanda
shiftless
work
dealt of
its banker's
death blow.
consequence the radical young manager incurs
the enmity of the editor of the Antioch Herald
and the leader of the Labor Party, one Griffith

All The Players
of promiDence in any sixed picture can be
hirnished instantly— WIRE US YOUR WANTS
—If you fail to display the face of a pc^ular
player who is appearing at your house, you
are overlooking an opportunity for larger receipts. THE FACE OF A WELL-KNOWN
PLAYER prominently displayed will draw
more money than the mere announcement of
a name.
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Ryden, who stirs up the men against him. But
in spite of opposition the new manager "makes
Due to the activities of the Labor Leader, a
her pay."
strike is called. Although the subsequent turmoil, hunger and dissatisfaction among the
strikers is distasteful to the fighting manager,
he stands bis ground and keeps up his record
by means of the men who remain loyal. A
personal bitterness grows up between Ryder
and Oakley since Constance Emory, the daughter of old Thomas Emory, the former manager,
has evinced an interest in both which sways
thies vary. to another as her father's sympafrom one
The strike culminates in the cutting of the
pipes leading to the water tanks, which results
in the explosion of an over-heated engine boiler
and a fire. The journey for aid to the next
town to get the fire-fighting apparatus through
a roaring forest fire which threatens to lick
up the puny train with its tongue of Qame,
falls to the brave young manager. On his
return he has won not only the hearts of his
men, but that of the beautiful Constance, who
promises
to become
his partner for life.

BEAUTY.

LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES
Size 22 X 28 inches. 75 cents each. Every
prominent player.
FACSIMILE OIL PAINTINGS, all sizci,
from $8 to $25 framed. Quotations submitted on any size, framed or uoframed.
THE SEMI-PHOTO POST CARDS. $3.50
PER THOUSAND, of over 600 players.
The
Hat. indispensable article for your mailing
PHOTOGRAPHS. SIZE 8 x 10. of all the
prominent players. 600 different names.
20c. each.
LARGE PICTURES. HAND CCLORED.
size 11 X 14, all the prominent players, $2.(XI
per dozen; in aluminum frames, 50c. each.
GRAVURE FOLDER, containine pictures of the prominent players, inclutung
stars from the stage. $10.00 per thousand.

THE DEACON'S CARD (Sept. 26).— The cast:
Deacon (Orrai Humphrey) ; Norah. his datighter (Joe Taylor) ; Tom, her sweetheart (Jof
Massey).
Directed by Orral Humphrey.
The deacon has been elected president of the
Smithville Anti-Gambling League and hie admirers, led by Parson Jones, are arranging to
start a whirlwind crusade against the gamblers.
He has a winsome daughter, Nora, with whom
Tom is much in love, and proposes to her the
night of the deacon's election to his high, distinguished position among the hosts of reform.
Naturally Nora refers Tom to her father, the
deacon, and Tom. in his perturbation, pulls out
his handkerchief and dashes a deck of cards
to the floor.
Tom is banished at once. The deacon getS
down on his knees to pick up the cards, and
just at that moment the Antl-Gambling League
Committee calls. The deacon thrusts the cards
in his coat-tail pocket to get them out of
sight, and at the request of the Committee
launches upon a fervid speech against gamollng.
In the meantime, Nora and Tom have seized
to elope and get married. Waxthe opportunity
ing eloquent in his oratory, the deacon pulls
his handkerchief to wipe his heated brow and
scatters the cards all over his hearers. They
denounce him as a hypocrite. He rushes to
get Nora
prove how he got _
the cards,
flnds
her to
gone.
^ but
.

The Committee calls on the Parson to demand the deacon's expulsion from the church
and flnds that digniury In the act of marrying
Tom and Nora. After promising to withdraw
all objections to Tom, the latter exonerates
him of the blame in the card matter. Tom
the pledge to abstain from card playing
signs
in future.

SINGLE COLUMN CUTS of every prominent player. 40c, each.
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Send for Catalogue of over 600 players and
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If You Need a New Machine
and can't afford to pay cash, write us today and
\ve will help you out.
Our easy payment plan enables you to purchase any make machine at a small investment.
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THE YELLOW MENACE (Episode No. 0,
•'Torture Chamber" — Two Parts — Oct. 9).
"When All Singh learns that It was Najla who
responsible for the raid on his housc-t>oat.
was determines
he
to torture her for her disloyalty
and has her suspended on a rack, which Is operated by an electric current, which, if allowed
to continue running, would practically rend limt
from limb. Hong Kong Harry, seeing Najla
in torture, is not able to endure the thought of
her suffering and. though in terrible fear of All
Singh himself, interferes with the operation of

Developing and Printing
Expert and efficient service. Titles a specialty.
In the heart of the business section. Finest indoor studio on the coast, equipped with indirect
lighting, giving no glare or shadows. Rented by
the day, week or month.

Superior Films Company
ROBERT

A. BRACKETT, Manager
Entire lOth Floor

643 So. Olive

Street,

Los

Angeles.

J

»
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the torturo rack and Qxes tbe machloe so that
It will not ruD.
A^alQ tbo police with MaoDlag and BroneoD
surrouod All Slugh's haunt In a dismal New Jersey marsh, but am not able to capture All Singh.
The three glrU attempt to eacape. but only May
ManulDg lb lucky t-nough to succeed. She makes
a dramatic leap from au upper story through
the uso of a knotted sheet. Margaret and NaJIa
attempt to follow her lead, but are prevetitetl by
All
andthethey
are taken away,
still Singh's
la iba followers,
clutches of
Demon.

CONSOLIDATED

FILM

and both make their escape Just as the Lent
House is demoIl»hed by a bomb explosion.

CORP.

THE CRIMSON STAIN MYSTERY (Episode
No. 3 — 'The Broken Spell"— Two Parts — Sept.
4).— l.Note: The description of the first two
episodes of this serial was on page 1604 of the
September issue).
Harold
Stanley's
first Impulse
give publicity to the
fact that
Florence is tsto hypnotized
by an unknown, but upon the protestations of
Dr. .Montrose ho decides to keep the fact quiet.
A nurse is sent to care for Florence and Harold lays plans to bring Florence out of her
trance. Harold goes to Clayton's studio and
finds Clayton on a couch in a semi-cooscious
state while Vanya Tosca is bathing a wound
la his forehead. Vanya denies knowledge of
how Clayton was injured. Clayton remembers
nothing. Harold suspects that Vanya knows
more than she wishes to tell.
Ne.xt day as Dr. Montrose is seated beside
Florence's
bed hisandgaze
and he
lookshimin
the long mirror
seesshifts
the door
behind
slowly open and Pierre La Rue enter. The
presence of Pierre in the room acts upon Florence and Dr. Montrose immediately realizes
that La Rue is responsible for her condition.
Dr. Montrose springs to his feet to attack La
Rue, but La Rue vanishes through the door.
Picking up a heavy vase, the doctor throws
it after fleeing La Rue, but misses him and
smashes the door. The shock brings Florence
out of her trance. Harold Stanley reaches
the house In time to hear the crash of the
vase upon the floor. Florence is completely
conscious. She remembers nothing of what
has transpired
during the last few days.
Harold tflls her she was hypnotized and she
recalls her
experience
La Rue and
In Clayton's
studio.
Harold
informswithFlorence
the doctor that a new murder had been committed the
night before in the Old Lent House in the
Bronx. Florence begs to go along on his investigation of the murder. Harold promises
to take her later and as he leaves the house
he runs into Vanya Tosca, who gives a weak
excuse for her presence In the neighborhood.
Harold takes Vanya In his automobile and
tells her of the discovery
of a new clue.
Later Vanya goes to the Crimson Stain Den
and tells Pierre and his henchmen of Harold's
activities. They plan to put Florence and Harold out of the way. Accordingly Vanya is
assigned to get Harold to Clayton's studio and
Tanner is assigned to get Florence to the Old
Lent House.
Vanya telephones Harold and gets him to
come to Clayton's studio. At the studio she
goes into another room to bring Clayton and
Harold drinks and mixes a sleeping powder In
each
Harold
his glass accldentlyone's
and glass.
leaves to
keep breaks
his appointment
with
Florence just as Clayton succumbs into unconsciousness.
Florence receives a note in Harold's hand
writing stating that he is in trouble and asking her to accompany the bearer to the Lent
House in the Bronx. Later when Harold arrives to keep his appointment he finds Florence
is gone, but on the floor is the note which
she dropped in her hurry. Harold gives chase
and reaches the Lent House Just as Florence
is bound and gagged by Tanner and the chauffeur. In the ensuing fight he rescues Florence
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THE CRIMSON STAIN MYSTERY (Episode
4. — "The Mysterious Disappearance" — Two
Parts — Sept.
the that
doctor's
man ofi«
mystery,
ttlls11).
Dr.— Felix,
Montrose
a patient
awaiting him In the laboratory. The doctor
finds Tanner waiting. Tanner demands the drug
which the doctor refuses at first, but Is compelled to give
it to him because of Tanner's
threatening
attitude.
Parrish. the detective, pays Harold a visit In
the latter's office to warn him to cease his attacks upon the police for their failure to solve
the mystery. Robert Clayton, the artist, comes
In at that moment and Parrish, unsatisfied,
makes his departure. Listening at the door.
Parrish hears Harold remonstrate with Clayton for not dropping the acquaintance of Vanya
Tosca. Robert ridicules the thought and tells
Harold
is on away.
his way to Vanya's apartment.
Parrish hewalks
Speeding along in her automobile, Florence
espies
Tanner.
She slinks
follows.
Reaching full
Vanya'a
apartment.
Tanner
In, knowing
well
that Florence is following him. As Florence
enters the apartment. Tanner grabs her by the
throat and gags her. Tanner then pushes
Florence into a closet, and as he enters the
hail he sees Clayton come in, but Clayton does
not see him.
Vanya comes in shortly afterward with Lambert, a fresh victim. Robert sees the pair come
in and hides behind draperies, from which vantage point ho sees everything that is going on.
He sees Vanya and Lambert making love to
each other. Vanya goes into another room to
bring her new lover a drink and a mysterious
arm reaches out from behind a curtain and
grabs her throat.
At that moment a pistol is flred. Harold,
who is passing the house, hears the shot and
rushes in and finds Lambert dead on the floor
and Robert unconscious beside him, clutching In
his hand a pistol. In the closet Florence struggles to get the gag out of her mouth and
screams. Her cries attract the attention of
the police and as a detective throws open the
door to the closet Parrish steps out.
When the detective broke into the house the
fingers
Vanya's throat
let her
drop andthat
sheclutched
regains atconsciousness,
telling
the
detectives what little she knows of the whoTe
affair. Robert Clayton Is accused by Parrioh
of the murder of Lambert.
In the meantime Tanner has spirited th.3 unconscious Florence into a taxicab which is taking themFlorence
to the den
of "The
Crimson Stain"
gang.
regains
consciousness
and
jumps out of the taxi. Tanner precludes following her because of the crowd.
Robert Is in the den of "The Crimson Stain"
gang in a sort of hypnotic trance. Later Stanley and
go disappearance.
to Robert's studio
search
of aa detective
clue to his
RobertIn
writes a note In which he admits being guilty
of the killing of Lambert, then he walk^ out
upon the roof and continues walking along the
edge in his trance.
Stanley and the detective come up at that
moment and see him In this perilous nositlon.
They rush up and save him just as he is about
to step off Into space. Robert Is arrested by
the detective for the murder of Lambert. At
the Montrose home. Florence is awaiting the
arrival of her father, and as he enters she tells
him of her experience.
THE CRIMSON STAIN MYSTERY (Episode
.'>. "The Figure In Black" — Two Parts — Sept.
18). — Satisfied In his mind that Robert Clayton
Is guilty of the murder of Tru.xton Lambert,
the detective places him under arrest. Stanley
objects. The note which Clayton wrote admitting his guilt is discovered on the table. Clayton
denies writing it. Stanley is convinced of his
friend's innocence. Th£ detective Is in doubt
and insists upon arresting Clayton.
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SsTcs yon from 30 to 50% in postsffe, etc. Kesches all or selectsd
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In me meantime Parrish calls on Doctor
Montrose. Doctor Montrose being out. Florence
meets Parrish and tells him that murder has
been committed and that she has seen it. Her
story is interrupted by the arrival of Doctor
Montrose. As Parrish steps out to meet the
dottor a mysterious arm reaches out from between the folds of the draperies, grabs him by
the throat and drags him in.
Upstairs in the laboratory. Doctor Montrose
notices that the secret panel leading into an
adjoining room is open. Looking in. he se^-s
Vanya, Tanner and Pierre. Tanner is putting
the mask on Pierre. Realizing that this i-^ his
opportunity to destroy Pierre, the doctor puts
Into the drug a swift poison and when the
masked figure comes into the room, the Uoi'tor
gives him the mixture. Tanner com*-* in ;iad
Interferes, When they tear olt the ma^l: the
doctor receives the shock of his life.
In the meantime Stanley notifies Florence by
telephone of Clayton's arrest. Florence says
Clayton is innocent, and at the behest of Stanley she agrees to come to the studio to point out
the clues which she believes disprove Clayton's
guilt. In the Crimson Stain Den, Pierre and
his followers declare that Florence must be put
out of the way because she knows too much.
Pierre assigns the masked figure and another
henchman whom he masks to do the work. The
two masked figures go to Clayton's studio to
await Florence's arrival.
In the studio Stanley sees the two marked
figures open the skylight and drop In. He hides
behind the portiers. One of the masked figures
leaves. Stanley engages the other in a fight
and is knocked down by a heavy blow on the
Jaw. The second masked figure Joins the fir^it
In the waiting taxicab outside wherein Florence
is struggling on the floor. They drive oCf to the
Lent House.
They carry Florence Into the house and as
they are about to strangle her they hear the
purr of an engine, and an automobile filled
with policemen drives up. One of the masked
figures hides in a closet just as the pjli^e
enter, making a prisoner of the second maslv.2d
figure. The noise brings Florence to her sen.-ea
and she accuses the masked figure of the m'lrder of Tru.xton Lambert. She tells her story,
and the sergeant removes the hood from tho
masked figure, revealing — a surprise that makfaS
them gasp with amazement!
This person says that the man who killed
Truxton Lambert is in the closet. The police
open the closet and the first masked figure
steps out and throws a bomb on the floor
which explodes. In the excitement he makes bis
escape in the taxicab. The police follow. Tne
pace Is so rapid that when the bend in tbe
road Is reached, the masked figure cannot slop
and the machine plunges over a pier Into ihe
sea. Believing the masked figure dead, the
police retreat. When they are gone the masked
figure emerges from the sea.
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THE DARK SILE.N'CE (Five Parts— Sept.
2.5), — The cast: Mildred White (Clara Kimball
Young); Derwent Ainsworth (Edward T. Langford) ; Dr. T\Tario Martinez (Paul Capellani) ;
Sibil Ainsworth (Barbara Gilroy) ; Fifine (Jessie Lewis). Directed by Albert Capellani.
Mildred White, a young American girl, studyingtack
art byin
saved froma aSpaniard.
burglar's She
atDr.Paris,
Mariois Martinez,
doesn't understand his type, and resents his
advances. She is, however, attracted to his
friend. Derwent Ainsworth, a young sculptor.
The friendship ripens into love and it Is not
long before the wedding day Is set. A letter
from Derwent's sister, Sibil, comes just before
the auspicious event telling him to come home
immediately as his father is dangerously 111.
He decides to go at once, and as there is not
even time to say good-by to Mildred he confides his difficulty to Dr. Martinez, who has
just entered and whom he asks to explain to
Mildred. Dr. Martinez seizes bis opportunity —
by veiled innuendos. pretending to help Mildred, he encourages her suspicions of her
lover, which are confirmed some time later by
seeing the half-burned letter from Sibil.
Upon Derwenfs arrival in England, he writes
Mildred begging her pardon for his sudden departure and explaining everything. This letter falls into the hands of Dr. Martinez, who
conceals it. He finally convinces her that her
affections are wasted on Derwent and urges her
to go with him. Too unhappy to care what hecomes of herself. Mildred agrees.
After the death of his father, Derwent
hastens to Paris and is bitterly disappointed
to learn that Mildred has gone to meet Dr.
Martinez.
He rushes
to Dr. Martinez'
ment, denounces
him furiously
and then apartjoins
the army. Mildred learns that Derwent has
been seekina her and that Martinez has lied to
her about him. In despair she joins the Red
Cross Society. She is called to nurse Derwent
who has been blinded in battle. Concealing
her identity she nurses him devotedly ; he soon
comes to love the faithful nurse, confides In
her about the "other woman" in his life who
was so heartless and faithless.
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When Sibil comes to see her wounded brother.
Mildred learns for the first time the grievous
mistake that she made. Derwent refuses to
ri:turn to England without his beloved nurse
and finally the two are married. Sibil appeals
to Dr. Martinez, who has won a reputation for
his operations on the blind, and in behalt of
her brother. Anxious to atone for the wrong
he has done Derwent, Martinez consents to perform the operation.
Mildred learns of the intended operation —
knows if her husband's sight Is restored he wilt
recognize the deception she practiced and fears
he will turn from her. However, love for her
husband is stronger than all else and she begs
Dr. Martinez to perform the operation.
Anxiously awaiting the outcome. Mildred prepares to leave the house as soon as she learns
her husband's sight is restored. Dr. Martinez,
however, fully repentant, tells tbe recovered
Derwent the whole truth, that Mildred is Innocent and that only he is to blame. Derwent
seeks out Mildred and the two happily embrace.

B. S. MOSS.
THE POWER OP EVIL (Six Parts— Oct. 1). —
Stuart Merwin. who is heir to the Stuart millions, loves Laurine Manners, who has been
introduced to society at the home of Mrs.
Willie Clowes, a widow of decidedly energetic
temperament. Tommy Carter, a sprig of society, is also in love with Laurine.
Merwln's father has been, during his lifetime,
a confirmfd alcoholic, and the taint of his dissipated habits is bred in the bone of his son.
At Mrs. Clowes' party, Merwin, urged by the
hereditary craving for strong liquor, overindulges. He becomes helpless, and in that condition is seen by Laurine, who Is disgusted wltb
him.
After leaving
Clowes* homeresort,
In disgrace,
Merwin
enters Mrs.
a disreputable
known
as "Harry Slavin's." He has hardly seated
himself at a table before Jeano. a woman of
the "Streets and a habitue of Slavin's. becomes
Involved in a fight with her paramour. "Slick
Mike." a crook. Merwln's decent instincts are
aroused and he springs from the table. He fells
the bully, but the effort is too much for his
befuddled mind, and he crumples to the floor in
a senseless heap, but Jeano senses that In the
sordid wreck who lies before her there is the
germ of better things. Inspired by the fact
that he has interfered in her behalf, Jeano
takes Merwin to her home, and constantly urges
him to build up a new life.
Merwin obtains employment in a humble occupation, but with the courage of a new birth
in his soul, he endures the toil. In the meantime, Laurine has become a member of the fast
set. Mrs. Clowes, herself a woman who regards
society as being her lawful prey, urges Laurine
on to a desperate flirtation with Tommy Carter.
Seeing that Merwin has reformed, Laurine
renews her determination to marry the young
millionaire, and under Mrs. Clowes' guidance
she sucreeds. Although he is married to Laurine, Merwin's heart stiU reverts to Jeano.
Soon after their marriage Laurine seeks her old
friends and Merwin finds himself neglected.
Heartbroken, he reverts to the old life. He
again visits
resort who
and has
becomes
broken
down Slavin's
wreck. Jeano,
adopteda
the uplift work of the Salvation Army, is horrified one night when on entering Slavin's
place she stumbles across the out-sprawled form
of the man she loves. On the same night, Laurine and her fashionable friends have planned
a slumming party, and after imbibing numerous
quarts
champagne,
they decide
to visit
Slavin's
place. ofLaurine
has scarcely
stepped
across
the
threshold when she comes face to face with
Jeano who is ministering to Merwin.
As the women face each other, Laurine sees
in Merwin's face bis adoration for the girl who
attempted to work his redemption. On her
knees. win.Laurine
Merwin's
forgiveness.
Merhis better begs
Instincts
aroused,
takes Jeano
by the hand and they leave the sordid hovel to
begin anew
together.

BLUEBIRD

PHOTOPLAYS,

INC.

WAXTED— A HOME (Five Parts— Oct. 2).—
The Cast : Mina Rogers (Mary MacLaren) :
The Widow (Nannie Wright) ' Gladys (Grace
.Tohnson) ; Owen (Marian Sigl..f) ; Harvey Gorman (Charles Marriott) : Dr. Prine (Jack Mulhall) ; Dr. Carey (Dana Ong) ; Cal Morgan
rK.wpip" Morgan); Robert'. (Ernest Shields).
Mina Rogers, an orphan girl, is engaged as
housemaid by a party of professional nurses.
After a week's employmcc Mina is told that
her services will be no longer required. The
day she is to leave the telephone rings and
Mina makes an appoint jient for one of the
nurses. Grace Kelcy, t(. undertake the care
of Harvey Gorman, a i» ialthy invalid. Taking
a desperate chance Mina presents herself at
Gorman's, impersonatin.^ "Miss Kelcy," and
begins her duties.
Roberts,
retained
as Gorman's
male
nurse.a villain,
Dr. Prineis Cakes
a marked
fancy
to Mina and observes h.iw carefully she nurses
his patient. Roberts discovers that Mina is
not a trained
nurse, confronts
her with her
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docoptloi). and ttius obtnlns a hold upon tier
by prouili^inK to romuin
Kileot.
Mtuu rei>ul»i^ the advances Roborui makes.
Jane, a household stTvnnt In love wlili Roberts,
•oosed an liUllUQcy bvtwecn Roberts aud MiiiiL
anil luriis to Its worst possible cou^trih tlon, an
Incident Hob**rla has crcuttd In his enUiavors to
cniiii-sh .Miim tn his vllhiinoiis plnus. t;orman'B
wealth Includes an Immenst' ranch In tht- West,
and whtMi Roberts Is culled to wltnoss CJormans
will he dlSLOvors that this valuable property Is
bogueathed to Cat Morgan, tho foreman of the
ranch.
KollowhiK MInu (o her room Roberta demands
that sbf Immediately go West, Impersonate a
girl sent by Gorman to recover her health ;
marry .\(ori;an before ho learns of his Inheritance and divide the spoils with Roberts. Mean*
while Roberts Is to use his position as Gorman's
nuFKo to feed his patient poison in small poand ultimately
Uormnn's
life.
Jane
bursts tions,
into
the room, end
acuses
Minn of
Immoral
practices with Roberts, calls the household servants to witness Mina's dlsKrace and forces tho
nunse to give up her position.
Mlna then decides to co-operato with Roberts
and leaves for the West, following a telegram
RnlHTis nature
hiis attached
sent to
to Morgan,
with that
ffornian's
Instructions
open sigthe
hospitality of the ranch to Mina for an indefinite time. Dr. Prine and his patient Gorman.
are both mystlAed at Mina's sudden and unexplained di'parture, and it Is not until Roberts
relates the household scandal that Prine believes III of the girl.
Gorman's increasing weakness prompts Dr.
Prine to call another physician into consultation. Tho presence of arsenic In a stimulant
that is being given Gorman is thus discovered
and Roberts overhearing the discussion between
the two physicians, realizes that his crime is
about to be discovered. After sending a messaglTle to Mlna. followed by a letter, explaining that their plans have been frustrated. Roberts disappears.
Meanwhile Mlna, established on the ranch,
has attracted the sincere love of Morgan and
thereby keeper
tiulned
enmity
«f Morgan's
houseand herthetwo
marriageable
daughters.
The three women connive by secretly searching
Mina's and
effects
discover
that she has
nurse,
whento the
communications
comebeen
froma
Roberts advising Mina to "make her get-away"
the plotting females open them and confront
Mlna with evidence of her craftiness.
.Morgan still believes in Mina and Is in a
fair way to urge marriage upon the girl when
Dr. Prine arrives at the ranch to Investigate
the confusing and suspicious circumstances that
point to Mina. The girl unburdens her heart
to Morgan and Dr. Prine and In the end finds
happiness
as the doctor's wife.
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HIS B.\BY (Sept. 25). — The cast : The
Young Bachelor (XeaL Burns): His Valet
(Dave Morris) : The Girl (Betty Compson) :
The Child's
WaUer)
; Toe
Girl
(Ethel Mother
Lynne).(Jane
Story
written
by Other
Neal
Bums.
Directed by Horace Davey.
Neal, a young and rich bachelor, leaves home
one night for a gay time. Jane, a poor and
down and out widow, with a baby In her arms.
Is walking the streets and notices Xeal come
out of his home. His kind face Impresses her
and she decides to leave her baby in his care.
Neal arrives home about 1 a. m. and finds the
baby on his steps. He takes it inside and puts
it to sleep in his own bed. The next morning.
the effect of wine gone, he is dumfounded to
find tho baby in his bed.
While discussing the affair with his valet,
Ethel, his fiancee, calls him on the telephone.
Baby starts to cr>- and Ethel, hearing tho noise,
asks about it. Neal starts to say that he has
a baby and Ethel becomes angry and hangs
up without giving Nea! a chance to explain.
Neal makes a rush to his fiancee's home, but
she will listen to nothing and breaks the engagement, Neal and his valet attempt to take
care of the baby, but it is a difBcult job. Neal
decides to get married. After an attempt with
Claric4» has failed, Neal realized that under the
circumstances, he must use diplomacy to win a
wife.
Sitting in tho park with baby, Neal sees a
peach coming towards hfm and he pretends to
cry. The peach proves to bo kind hearted and
beautiful Betty. She looks at Neal in sympathy and approaching, speaks to him. Neal
explains
thetakes
baby's
mother
hasthat
gone.
Betty, of that
course,
It for
granted
be
Is a widower and that baby needs a mother.
They soon become Interested in each other and
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In a abort whllo Betty agrees to marry him.
They go to Neai's home and call a minister.
In tlui ineunllmu, however, Juno wiii» five
hundred doltara in a lottery and uho makes a
wild dasli to Neiil's home to claim her baby.
At iirnt poor Betty Is all up»«-t, but she listened
to Neal'H expluuttllona and torgavo him his docoptlon,
Ethel happens to see Jane and baby coming
out of Ncal's home. Shu getw tho whole story
rrom Janu and dec-ldos to ask forgiveness of
Neal. but too late, for Betty has Bupplauled her
for all time.
BY THE SAD SEA WAVES (Oct. 2).— The
cast: Thu Widower (Harry Rattenberry) ; His
Daughter (Billio Rhodes); Her Friend (Ethel
Lynno) ; Tho Widow (Stella Adams) ; Her Son
( Harry Ham> ; His Friend (Nolan Leary ) .
Story written hy Edna McBeth. Produced by
Al. E. Christie.
Mr. Henry and Ulllle. his daughter, aro summering at fallen
tho seashore.
To father's
Billio has
In love with
Ilarry. dislike.
who Is
siiending his vacation at tho same beach with
his mother, Mrs. Stella. One day, while father
Is sleeping on the porch, Ulllle sneaks away
and Joins her sweetheart. Billio tells him that
her father thinks that he Is a mamma's boy
and couldn't earn a cent if he tried.
A few minutes later, Harry and Billie. In
bathing suits, aro enioylng a little chat under
tho shade of an umbrella. But fathers butler,
Gussie, always on tho lookout to bring somebody Into trouble, and seeing Billio and Harry
together, rushes homo to notify Mr. Henry. In
the meantime father has missed Billio and goes
out searching for her. He meet.s Gussie who
tells him where to find his daughter. But
Ethel, Dillie's friend, overhears the conversation and runs
Billie
her father's
approach.
The totwonotify
lovers
are of
nearly
caught,
but quickwitted. Billio tells Ethel to act as
Harry's sweetheart, while she is hiding behind
the umbrella. Father Is fooled an'd coming
home. Gussie pays dearly for his supposed mistake.
Nolan is Ethel's sweetheart and chances to
meet Billie and Harry as they are coming out
of tho bath house. A rido on the roller coaster
appeals to the young folks. But again Gussie
happens to seo them and rushes with the news
to Mr. Henry. Father takes another chance and
after an exciting chase on the roller coaster
he catches Billie and Harry. An explanation
made by Mrs. Stella, who happens to pass bcforo tho roller coaster at the time Mr. Henry
is scolding his daughter for going out with
Harry, fails to give any satisfaction and Billie
is taken homo by her father.
Aided by Ethel, Nolan and Mrs. Stella, the
two lovers decide to play a joke on father. Mr.
Henry and his daughter are to go bathing that
afternoon. It la an easy thing to bribe the
bath house attendant. While father is out in
the ocean Mrs. Stella sneaks into his dressing
room and starts to pull her hair down. When
father comes back, to his room, Mrs. Stella
starts to cry for help. Nolan is at hand disguised as a detective. Ethel and the bath house
attendant are witnesses, and when father
is threatened with a five year sentence, he loses
his head and gives his consent to the marriage
of tho two young people.
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THE FALL OF A NATIO.V (Seven Parts —
Sept. 18) .—The cast : Virginia ( Lorraine
Huling) : Angela (Flora MacDonald) ; Vassar
(Arthur Shirley) : Waldron (Percy Standing) ;
Billy
Willis)and
; Thomas
Gastrock).(Paul
Written
produced (Philip
by Thomas
Dixon.
After a prologue exemplify :r:s the foreign
immigrants' debt of gratitude to the Union, the
play proper opens with the scenes of political
conflict preceding the great conspiracy. Vassar's NatioHHl Defense Bill is defeated in Congress. Virginia Holland, though admiring his
pluck, spurns bis principles and encourages
Waldron,
the professed
friend of Peace.
Pracilcally without warning the storm breaks
over New York when 20.000 aliens of European
military
at Waldron's
capture thetraining
National rise
Guard
armories signal,
over night,

cffecitt a landing and In ft throe-duy baitio routu
the Americans utterly. Waldron puts un regal
unifonn and 1h hailed vlC4.'ruy uf tne "provluci-a
uf North America." Thu well pvipulat^d part
of thu country la capuired by the lorulgn
legions. Vurtiiur 1b u (ukiUvo Iu thi' West, and
Waldron sendti furtb \ irKliiUi on tho misslou
of enrolling her Amurteuu elittcrs lu tho
"Womans
Juiperlnl La-kIou o( Honor."
The nuni BCt.nes ol tu« play show that Virginia does what Jonu of Arc has done. I'roletislng to fulllll the viceroy's mission, she organlies a gigantic counter-plot to free tbe enslaved Union. Allied with John Vas»ar, Gouerul Hood and tbe other American leaders, uhe
atones for her former folly by risking life and
honor for ihi! cause of Freedom. Here are
shown scenes like the Sicilian Vespers where
an entire population rises to exterminate foreign usuri>ers. Conspicuous in the dreadful
yet glorious day are the Daughters of Jael, an
oath-bound band of women patriots.
THE CHATTEL (Six Parts— Sept. 25).—
The cast; Blake Waring ( E. H. Sotherri) ;
Leila Bard (Peggy Hyland); Mrs. Delavan
(Rose B. Tapley) ; Mr. Bard (Charles Kent);
Walter Horly, a broker (John Lark Taylor) ;
Maid (Florence Radinoff). Written by Paul
West.
Produced
hy Fred Thomson.
Diake Waring, a financier, whose life code
Is to have the best of everything at any cost,
is surrounded with every conceivable luxury,
but ho wants a wife to complete his happiness.
He is desirous of obtaining a beautiful picture,
"The Chattel," owned hy Roger Carvin, another
financier, wlio cannot be Induced to sell it.
Later, Carvin, in stringent circumstanecs, is
forced to part with it at an auction where
Waring obtains it. Here he sees Leila Bard,
and is attracted to her. At the opera he is
presented to her by Mrs. Delavan. Determined
to have Leila, he lavishes attentions on her
until she is deceived into believing he loves
her, and finally consents to marry him. On
the eve of the wedding, her father confesses his
financial ruin in a letter, explaining his present position was held through dishonesty. He
then kills himself. Waring, nonplussed at first,
decides to possess Leila in spite of all this
and conceals Bard's- suicide, making restitution
under promise of secrecy.
As time passes. Waring begins to grow distant and exacting.
Leila's birthday,
presents
ber with Waring,
a lovely onnecklace,
but the
sentiment is driven away when she finds fliat
it has Leila
been returns
selected tobyhera home
friendlate
of one
W*arlng's.
When
afternoon after spending the time at a matinee with
Mrs. Delavan, she is reproved by ber husband
for not being home before him. He Is overheard by Harding. Wiring's closest friend, who
is astonished at Blake's manner. A few days
later, Waring, trying to engineer a great
financial deal to impress his associates, invites them to dine with him at home. Harding, who is also invited, finds he has a previous
engagement which cannot be put off, and stops
at Waring's house to tell him. Waring is not
at home,
bis wife
receives Harding's
message. Asbut
Harding
is Incidentally
telling Leila
to overlook her husband's brusqueness, Waring
appears and accuses his wife of making love
to Harding. Harding goes away crestfallen.
Leila and Blake have a dramatic and pathetic
scene where Waring tells her that she is "his
chattel," and that he cleared her father's name.
Leila guests
tells him%
she will
no man's
chattel.
The
arrive,
and be
Waring
repents
his
bitterness toward Leila, for fear she will refuse
to see his guests.
Leila professes interest in business matters
and finds out the inside information concerningthe business deal. After the departure of tho
guests, Waring feels pleased with Leila's generosity and admires
won't
Leila
Is disappointed
and her,
the but
next
day relent.
she departs

for town with her jewels where she goes to thopresldent of the Consolidated Trust Company
and negotiates a loan of $7-").000 on them. With'
the money she buys the stock under an assumed name. The stock rises higher and
higher and finally she sells It to Waring. She
takes the money to Waring with the jewels and
tells him : "Tho ebattel has come to buy back
her freedom!" Then she leaves. Leila, knowand
train the
big guns
New York's
ing she is not legally free, goes to Mrs. Delacitizenry.
A wild
exoduson ensues
to Longunarmed
Island
van's cottage. When Waring, after an illness,
where an Amerfonn array Is hastily raised.
is brought homo he destroys the picture "The
But while this is taking place the powerful
fleet of tho Confederation of Northern Europe
After a month he sends for Mrs. Delavan
has met and defeated the Atlantic squadron.
and questions
her as to Leila's whereabouts.
The convoyed
Imperial
army,
ir>0,000 strong.
Chattel."
Tour own ipecial Ticket, any printing, any colors, aoi]umb<'red: even- roll (ruarsntced. Coupon tloheta for
Five Tliousand
$1.25 curat<-Iv
Prize Drawlnus. 5.000 J2.50. Prompt ehlpmenta. Casb with
ihff order. Oet the Bamplps. Sfnd diaKrain tor R^aerrod
Ten Thousand
2.50 .Scat
CoQpon Tltkeie, serial or dati-d. Sto"* tlrkets B.OOO
to 25.000
Fifteen Thousauid
3.75 nine
ceola. nftoea oenta per tbousand. 50.000 ten cents. 190.000

Twenty-five Thouszmd.
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

5.50
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She is moved by tbe change in Waring and
confideB in him. When Etrength returnB, he
hires a little cottage near Leila's and there
Uvea alone. Sammy, a small boy, brings provisions to both Leila and Blake, who is living
under tbe name of Hope. Sbe does not know
that her neighbor is her husband. After a short
lapse of time, he slips up to her cottage in the
night and leaves flowers on her steps. Waring
keeps Leila's picture on his table. Sammy
notices the resemblance to Leila in the picture
and tells her of it. Sammy tells Waring what
he has said to "the lady next door," and Waring has Sammy write a note to her asking It
he may visit her. As she Is answering the letter that night, she accidentally knocks over the
lamp. The fire spreads rapidly and Waring
rushes to her rescue, and the past is forgotten.
They begin life anew.
THE SCARLET RUNNER (Episode No. 1,
"The Car and His Majesty"— Two Parts — Oct.
2). — The cast includes Earle Williams. Charles
Kent. L. Rogers Lytton, Marguerite Blake. Templer Saxo and Thomas R, Mills. Written by
C. N. and A. M. Wilson. Produced by Wallie
Van and W. P. S. Earle.
Christopher Race, forced by his uncle to earn
his own living for a change, buys Scarlet Runner, an exceptionally fine automobile. He at
first tries hiring it out to private parties, but
meets with no success. Finally, after a warning
from his uncle that he must earn a stated sum
by the end of the year or suffer disinheritance,
he turns his car into a public conveyance and
wurs the streets. He finds the sovereign of a
foreign power in a broken-down car and carries
him to his destination. By means of his car,
and its terrific speed, he is able to thwart a
plot which nearly causes the death of Martin
Linden, who is a friend of Christopher's and
who is engaged to marry a relative of the latter's. Lady Ivy. He causes the destruction of
the plotters and the happy reunion of the lovers,
all by his red car and his ready wit. Ho earns
the stated sum, and more, too, and then fares
forth onca more in search of further adventure.

KLEINE-EDISON-SELIG-ESSANAY.
THE COUNTRY THAT GOD FORGOT (Selig
— Five Parts— Oct. 2). — The cast: Steve Brant
(Thomas Santschi) ; .Cal Hearn (George Fawcett) ; Mike Donovan (Will Machin) ; Mrs.
Helen Brant (Mary Cbarleson) ; Craig Wells
(Chas. Gerrard) ; Ruth Randall (Victoria
Forde) ; Sheriff Grantwell (Chas. Le Moyne).
Written and directed by Marshall Neilan.
Helen Brant, wife of Steve Brant, had known
nothing for years but the solitude of the desert,
and she longed for the pleasure of the outer
world. Steve Brant, together with Cal Hearn,
his partner, were miners. Their years of work
■were nearing conclusion, and Steve was overjoyed with the thought that within a few more
months he could take his wife back to God's
country.
Men of tbe government reclamation service
came to the section, and Craig Wells, the paymaster, while in search of water, met Helen
Brant, and became attracted to her. Later,
while her husband and Cal Hearn were hard
at work, she told Wells of how she came to
marry Steve Brant. "Years ago her husband,
Cal Hearn and Mike Donovan were three mining partners. The saloonkeeper at a frontier
mining town had a pretty daughter, named
Ruth. The girl ser\'ed the miners with food
and drink. One day the girl was- made the subject of an insult and Mike Donovan went to
her rescue. A struggle ensued in which Mike,
struck on the head with a bottle, was felled to
the floor.
"Steve Brant and Cal Heam rushed to Mike's
assistance. The three partners were about to
be overpowered by a gang of desperadoes when
Cal Heam drew his revolver, shot the leader
of the gang in the wrist.
"Mike Donovan and Ruth, the girl, were
married, and Steve Brant and Cal Hearn were
present at the ceremony,'* continued Mrs. Brant.
"As a result of the union, I was born, but my
mother passed away. Leaving me with friends,
tbe three returned to the desert to search for
gold. Later, my father and the desperado with
whom he once before had fought, met again.
The desperado shot and killed my father, and
in turn he was slain by Steve Brant. They
worlted and slaved for me in this here hell hole.
And with the passing of years when Steve
asked me to be his wife, I consented — more out
of pity than anything else, as i felt I owed him
something."
Following Helen Brant's story, she and Craig
Wells met frequently. He eventually Induced
her to flee with him to the big city. Cal Heam,
however,
had informed
heard Helen's
agreement
elope
with who
Wells,
Steve, who
remarkedto
that he would not itnerefe if his wife loved
the man. Taking the pay roll. Wells fled with
Helen. But before she left Steve had taken
the gold which he had saved and placed it In
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Helen's bag with a note. At midday a party
of men from the government reclamation camp
rode up to the shack and informed Steve and
Cal that Craig Wells had disappeared with the
pay roll. Not wanting Helen to run away
with a thief Steve and Cal started out after
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Wells.
Wtlls' horse stepped Into a treacherous hole,
and its leg was broken. While Wells went back
to look over the trail, Helen followed instructions to unload everything she could spare out
of the saddle bags. As she unloaded the bags,
she found the gold and a note from her husband, which read : "I am enclosing a little
gift for you to get a start on. I realize now that
you did not get a chance to pick your man.
God bless and keep you, girl."
Back on the trail Wells discovered that he
was pursued. He turned to Helen, seized the
gold and was about to take it when she exclaimed: "It Is all right to take his wife, but
you cannot take what he has slaved tor twenty
years to get." Wells tried to force the woman
to go with him, but she refused. A struggle
followed and she was overcome. Wells took the
gold and the water bags, and rode off on the
one sound horse. It was not long before the
pursuers reached Helen. Steve took her back
to the shack, while Cal, his partner, led the
pursuers on after Wells.
Hell's Gate, a western vilage. was theonly outlet from the desert and .Craig rode Into the town.
The horse was recognized by the sheriff as the
animal the officer had sold to Steve Brant a
year ago. As he questioned Wells regarding
the ownership of the horse, the pursuers arrived. Well's identity and his crime were explained, and the sheriff placed him in jail.
Back in Steve Brant's shack a doctor was
quickly summoned, and he said that Helen
would live. Tbe husband was overjoyed, for
Helen had finally realized her abiding love for
him. In the little western village Cal Heam
and his companions obtained possession of the
jail keys. Tbe sheriff was conveniently absent.
They took Wells out of jail, and the prisoner,
with hands tied behind his back, and surrounded by the men, one of whom carried a rope,
rode away. Later the posse returned and with
it came one riderless horse.
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HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 75 (Sept. 19).— Salonika. Greece.
— The Russian forces being used in the Allies
offensive campaign in the Balkans, arrive here
and disembark while crowds on tbe quay cheer
them. Exclusive pictures by Ariel L. Vargea,
staff cameraman of the Intemational Film Service and official clnematographer for the British
army in the Balkans.
Escondido, Cal. — 15,000 persons gather here to
celebrate the annual "Grape Day" and eat ten
tons of luscious Muscat grapes, the product of
vineyards in this vicinity.
Detroit, Mich. — American and British players
contest in a game of auto-polo, filled with thrill2 to ing
1. incidents, the British winning by a score of
New York. — The striking street-car men of
this city, and sympathetic labor organizations,
hold a mass meeting in Union Square and are
addressed by William B. Fitzgerald, general
organizer of the street-car men's union.
Modes of the Moment. — Latest creations
in fall hats originated by Lucille, Lady DuffGordon, are displayed by beautiful Lucille
models.
Indian Head, Md. — A 16-lnch shell fired from
the guns that were being tested, tears a great
hole in the side of a house here, smashing the
kitchen stove and wrecking kitchen utensils.
Charlestown, Mass. — The training ship Ranger,
which carried a large number of rookie sailors
on a trip to the West Indies, returns to its
home port and the cadets are presented with
diplomas for their training work on shipboard.
Bowdlnham, Maine. — 5(X) prize sheep are pastured on the farm of W. B. Kendall near here.
Laredo, Texas. — The First U. S. Engineers
construct a pontoon bridge across the Rio
Grande River to the Mexican side. One of a
series of exclusive pictures by the Hearst International cameramen on the Mexican border.
New York. — A bevy of beautiful British ballet
artistes arrives in America preparatory to becoming an important part of the Zlegfeld
"Follies of 1916."
London, England. — A giant Zeppelin, bent
upon destructive work over the British metropolis, is wrecked and falls to earth near here.
Only a mass of tangled wreckage is left of the
German
war craft.
Santo Domingo City. — The armored U. S.
cruiser Memphis is blown upon a coral reef by
a terrific hurricane off this coast and forty
men are killed, while eighty more are seriously
injured. Other members of the crew are rescued
under the most thrilling circumstances. The
powerful war vessel is left a hopeless wreck
upon the rocks to be battered to pieces by the
waves.
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HEARST-INTERNATIONAL SBW'H PICTORIAL. NO. 70 (Sept. 22).
San AntoDlo, Tpxbh. — Members of the Illinois
Rn4l Kuusaa National Guard march In review before tho staff offlceni of Oent-rals KunBtoD and
UrcfD, and proparo for a nincty-mllo overland
bike, the longest march on record.
Brooklyn. N. Y. — A large herd of elk roam at
win In the beautiful natural woods of Forest
Pork.
London, EnRlnnd. — A mlUlnry burial is accorded the German members of the crew of a
rattling Zeppelin which fell and was destroyed
by Ilames near tho British metropolis.
Hampstead. L. I. — A new range-Ilndlng
.<amora to be used In the determining of enemy
locations. Is Invented by A. J. Motlau. This
camera Is for use by aviators and photographs
a wide area from a height of 2."i,i)*.)0 feet.
Windsor Park, England. — King George and
Queen Mary enjoy tht« contest and water sports
Indulged in by the British life guards.
New York. — Governor Charles Whitman is
nominated to succeed himself as the head of the
Empire State's government, by the Republicans
and Progressives.
Jacksonville, Fla. — A large farm here Is
given over to raising of alligators. Several of
the finest specimens in captivity are seen among
the alligator families.
New York- — Seth Low, former Mayor of New
York and for many years president of the Columbia University, widely known as an educator, is honored by an impressive funeral
which Is attended by prominent men of all parts
of the countn*Bremen, CTermany. — Remarkable exclusive pictures of the German super-submarine, Deutschland, arriving after its initial trip to America.
Pictures were made by Nelson E. Edwards, staff
photographer of the Hearst-International News
Pictorial, by special permission of the German
government. Crowds are shown upon the banks,
cheering the Deutschland and her commander,
Captain Koenig, and German officers receive
him at the pier.
Fashions. — The latest garments for fall and
winter wear are shown through the courtesy of
.1. M. Gidding & Company, Fifth avenue. New
York.
Salonika. Greece. — The Russian horde In the
Balkans to aid in the prosecution of the great
allied offensive, are given a rousing reception
by the populace when they march through the
streets of Salonika.
THE WORLD'S WONDERLAND
(Curtis
Scenic No. 1 — Sept. 25 >. — Beginning the Journey through Yellowstone National Park, showing the Mammoth Hot Springs, Jupiter Terrace
and other natural
miracles.
They Do It Every Day (Animated Cartoon
Comedy by T. E. Powers).
On theby 'ard
Road (Animated Cartoon
Comedy
W. C."igh
Hoban.
THE WORLD'S WONDERLAND
(Curtis
Scenic No. 2— Oct. 2>.— The second step of a
trip through Yellowstone National Park, showing the famous geyser region.
Round and Round again ( Maud the Mule) .
(Animated Cartoon Comedy by F. O. Opper.)
The Great Auto Race fKrazy Kat). fAnlmated Cartoon Comedy by George W. Herriman).
THE FLOWER OF FAITH (Superb Picture
Corp.— Five Parts—Ort. 2).— The cast: Ruth
Judson f.Tane Grey) : Hueh Lee fFrank Mills) :
Ephram Judj:on (Albert Travemler) ; Tom Judson Percy
f
Helton).
Ephram Judson Is an itinerant evangelist.
He Is always acrompanled by his daughter.
Ruth, and his son, Tom. the latter a youth of
17. They enter a community of devout Christians and hold a series of meetings.
On the
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outskirts of the community lives Hugh Lee, an
outcust. His only sister had been burned to
death on her wedding day when he renounced
the world and bis God.
Accidentally he meets Ruth Judson, the
ovangollst's daughter. For tbo first time since
tho tragedy, tho world looks bright to him.
Ruth Induces him to attend the Sunday service.
But In the midst of It, ho pictures his sister's
death, and bursts forth Into a violent denunciation of religion. The worshippers are shocked
and pursue him to the woods.
The collection that day was large and the
money is given to young Tom Judson to take
to the treasurer. Tom has formed the acquaintance with tho village sport, who meets him and
inveigles him into a game of cards. Tom stakes
the church funds and loses. The gambler turns
tho money over to the village grocer in payment of a bin and the distressed boy, who has
witnessed the transaction, sees the grocer hide
it. Tom steals the money, but is pursued and
slightly wounded by the grocer. He makes his
way to the only place of refuge he can think
of — the cabin of Hugh Lee, the unbeliever.
Tom believes he Is dying and pleads for his
sister. Lee fetches her at night to tho cabin.
Meantime the grocer has aroused the community, including the evangelist, to hunt down
the thief. The boy Is traced to I^e's cabin,
which Is attacked. Ruth, aroused, as she was
from her slumber. Is found in the cabin in her
night clothes, but she still shields her guilty
brother and Lee. The fury of the mob breaks
loose, Lee is dragged from his cabin and a
noose placed about his neck. Ruth refuses to
tell why she was in the cabin, despite the pleadings of Lee to save her honor, and give her
brother up to the law. She declares that God
will save them all.
A storm is raging. Lighting its way with
fire-brands, the mob marches Lee to the scene
of the revivals after having fired the cabin.
The- leader of the mob throws the end of the
noose over a tree and gives the horse Lee Is
riding a crack with the whip. Just at that
moment a terrific bolt of lightning strikes the
limb, severing it from the tree and throwing
Lee to the ground. It strikes, too, the mob
leader, killing him instantly.
Tom, driven from the burning cabin, has followed the mob and arrives on the scene just
as the hand of God saves an innocent man. He
confesses his guilt, clearing Lee and his sister's honor and changing a frenzied mob Into
a rejoiceful gathering, the picture closes with
Lee acknowledging the power of faith that has
saved him and clasping Ruth In his arms.

PATHE

EXCHANGE,

INC.

PATHE NEWS NO. 75 (Sept. 16).— New
York City. — Eight thousand striking employees
of the traction lines unite in a monster demonstration to arouse
sympathy
for their cause.
Beekman, N. Y. — Regiments of the New York
militia, first of the National Guard to be ordered back from service at the Mexican border,
return to Camp Whitman until mustered out.
Subtitles: (1) Wives and friends greet their
long absent soldier boys. (2) The men are
learning the operation of the 4.7 howitzer, the
first to he used In the United States army. C-i)
Shrapnel shells, which are proving so destructive
In the European war. are used for these powerful guns.
Sacramento. Cal. — .A. most thrilling spectacle
of what occurs when two huge locomotives
crash in head on colli?ion at a terrific speed
is staged at the State Fair. Subtitle: (1)
Immense volumes of steam pour out of the
smashed boilers.
Cinfinnatl. Ohio. — Rescued from the claws of
Its crazed mother lioness, a little cub Is now
being nursed by an altruistic canine together
with its own little pup at the local zoo.
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Bessarabia, Russia. — The engineers often Had
It necessary to build )>ontoon bridgeu acrous
many streams on their way to tho Balkan front.
Subtitles: The CosKacks then stream across
thu structure, eager to get down to the aid of
their new ally. (.2) The smallest Cossack iQ
bravery.
the war, decorated several times for bis
Koscdale. L. I. — No longer can it be said of
women folk that they cannot perlorn:^ the
arduous tasks of civic duty for here is an cx>
ample where they even clean up the town.
Safety First on tho Street Car.— Subtitles :
(1) A common cause of accident is to gel off
the car with the bundle in the wrong hand.
(L'J The right hand is the right hand for the
bundle.
Don't bo
a hurry,
more cars(3)
behind.
(4)in Boys
who there
hang are
on
behind one day will fall and get hurt. (5)
When you get off the car, look around to see
whether there is an automobile behind. (6)
Look out for passing cars before you cross the
street.
Cambridge, Mass. — Harvard commences its
football season and a large squad turns out for
practice, promising good material for a strong
eleven. Subtitles: (1) Rushing the "line."
which in early training consists of a "charging
sled." (2) The flying tackle, one of the most
difficult
a dummy. football plays, is taught by means of
Asbury Park, N. J. — President Wilson opens
bis summer capitol, located in a modern office
building, where he will be in touch with the
multitudinous duties of his offico during his
vacation. Subtitle: (1) His Secretarj'. Joseph P. Tumulty, in conference with Postmaster
Burleson.
PATHE NEWS, NO, 76. 1910 (Sept. 20).
Cbarlestown, Mass.— The Nautical Training
School holds its graduating exercises and twenty-two cadets are awarded the diploma of efficiency in naval tactics.
Sacramento. Cal. — California National Guard,
just back from the Mexican border, demonstrate the value of their military training received while in Uncle Sam's service. Subtitle:
When the troops and wagons have retreated
over the bridge it is blown up to prevent the
enemy's pursuit.
Galveston, Texas. — The beautiful terpslchorean art reaches its glorious climax as Albertina
Rasch and her company of pretty coryphees Interpret their classical dances on the sands of
the Gulf shore. Subtitle: And they dwell on
the rock of the sea, these mermaid devotees of
the dance.
Indian Head. Md.— A catastrophe la luckily
averted when the missile of the great slxteeninch shell invades a private dwelling after tearing through its thirteen-incb armor plate target
and a fifty-foot sand hlU. Subtitle: The huge
projectile, weighing 2,100 pounds, which caused
the damage. This is the monster sixteen-lnch
gun used by the United States which promises
to be the greatest demon of destruction In theworld.
New York City. — The hand of time flies merrily around as the gay metropolis winds up its
summer frolic at Coney Island with an elaborat&
Mardi Gras. Subtitle: And then the multitudewends its homeward way to return when thesun shines bright again.
English Channel. — To prevent the frequent
passage of enemy submarines through the English Channel, the Allies are now using a specially consctructed wire net to trap the undersea
boats. Subtitle: The nets are spread between
floating casks and dragged out to sea.
San Francisco, Cal. — Notre Dame College celebrates its Golden Jubilee with impressive ceremonies, a fitting tribute to its courageous founders. Subtitle: Archbishop Hanna officiates at
thp open-air
mass.
London, England'.— Many thousand workers of
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all classts bold a great demonstration in protest
against the rapidly mounting cost of living.
Wildwood, N. J. — True to the name of their
organization, Redmrn of American don costumes of the aboriginal Indians when they
gather
for their annual
convention.
An Engineering Problem (Magazine Section).
— Drawn by J. P. Leventbal. Process patented by
J.
ft. in length
to R.be Brey.
placedSubtitles
between : Athespan
two ij'M
cantilevers
of had
the
Quebec Bridge. The connecting span was built
in shallow water, three miles below the bridge.
It was towed to the bridge site, and then suspended on the four corner hangers. How the
hydraulic jacks, which had a lifting capacity of
2,00u tons, were operated. The strain was too
great and the $7O(».liO0 structure went down, carrying 11 men to their death.
THE MOODS OF MEDORA (Pathe— Two
Parts — Oct. 1). Medora. a woman with a past,
marries but soon wearies of her marriage bonds.
She runs away with another man. leaving in
her place a woman who looks exactly like her.
Her husband is completely fooled and is
astonished by the change in his wife. The ship
on which Medora and her companion sailed is
sunk and they are drowned. Thus fortune
smiles on the lives made happier by the subterfuge.
GRIP OP EVIL XO. 12— IXTO THE PIT
(Two Parts — Oct. 1). Lured by an appeal to
his sympathy John Burton finds himself trapped
in the Pit, a retreat for denizens of the underworld. Through the aid of a reformed young
crook he makes his escape and by a strange
twist of fate the climax that forecasts his ultimate answer to the question : Is Humanity in
the Grip of Evil? is the means of turning the
tide to a renewed faith in the good of the
world.
FLOREN'CE ROSE FASHIONS NO. 5— BETTY
SELECTS HER BRIDESMAID FROCK (Pathe
— Oct. 1). — Betty is called by wedding bells
to act as bridesmaid. Many costumes are selected both for the nuptials and the afternoon
teas and social functions the days before the
ceremony.
SOME TROPICAL BIRDS— PARROTS (Pathe
■— Oct. 1). — An intimate study of tropical birds,
their beautiful plumage, brought out in colors.
THE SPANISH PYRENEES (On sam« reel
as foregoing), — A scenic of nature's boundary
line between France and Spain. The small
villages nestling at the foot of the majestic
guardians of the valleys — the tiled roofs and
quaint architecture lend beautiful contrast to
tlie high mountains.
THE SHIELDING SHADOW (Episode No. 1.
"Treasure Trove'"— Two Parts — Oct. 1).
Stephen Walcoit favors the suit of Sebastian
Navarro, a Spaniard, for his daughter Leontine's
hand, foreseeing
in thefortunes.
marriage Leontine
a prep
to strengthen
his tottering
Is deeply in iove with Jerry Carson, a penniless
young writer, who has taken passage on her
father's
ship.
burns atandseaa seaman.
and all
are
reported
lostThe
save ship
the captain
Jerry, however, has managed to swim ashore,
where he finds in a bottle a manuscript written
by a shipwrecked scientist. Matthewson. which
gives the location on an island of a buried for-
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Sebastian, thinking Jerry dead, tries to hasten
his own marriage by having One Lamp Louie
forge a paper
blot on arrives
Jerry's
memory.
Jerry, which
after casts
many ahardships,
men»"
shortly after the paper is shown to Leontine
and her father, and tries to secure it from Diego.
Sebastian's brother. During the struggle Diego
falls and is killed, his head hitting a heavy
desk ornament. The only witness is One Lamp
Louie, who sees it through a window. When
Jerrj" is found bending over Diego, he is arrested on a charge of murder, Loui<j keeping
silent, feariug he will bo implicated
also.

TRIANGLE

FILM

CORP.

MANHATTAN MADNESS (Fine Arts— Five
Parts — Oct. 1). — The cast : Steve O'Dare
(Douglas Fairbanks » : the girl (Jewel Carmen) ;the butler (George Bcranger) ; the maid
(Ruth Darling) ; Count Mariuoff (Eugene
Ormonde) ; the villain (Marcey Harlan) ; Jack
Osborne (W. P. Richmond). Directed by Allan
Dwan.
Steve O'Dare, a rich young man who has
lived for some years on his Nevada ranch,
returns to New York for a visit. He goes to
the University Club, of which he is a member.
There follows a week of New York gayety with
his club companions, but Steve fails to get
thrills out of the pleasures of the Great White
Way. He telis
boys there isn't
a thrill
in
Manhattan.
Thistheannouncement
is made
while
he is lunching at a country club. Through an
open doorway he sees at a table in the garden
outside a middle aged couple of distinguished
appearance and a beautiful girl. Uoon inquiring of his companions who the people at
the table in the garden are he is told that they
are the Count and Countess Marinoif and their
ward.
One of the men at the table offers to bet him
$r»,000 that if he will stay in New York a week
he wilt g^t the thrill of his life. Steve takes
the bet. Remembering that he has sold stock
to Count Marinoff he wonders whether it might
not be possible for bim to meet the ward. The
problem is solved when the Count calls Steve
up and asks him to come to his home. Steve
goes and meets the ward, who mystifies Steve
by making mysterious signs to him. The Count
informs Steve that the girl is crazy. A note is
passedthat
to the
Stevegirlby isthein girl's
tells
him
great maid
peril which
and wants
him to help her. The Count, being called away,
the maid directs Steve to go up to the second
floor. Ascending the stairs he drops through
a trap door on the landing and is bound and
gagged leases
by him.the
butler, but
andCount's
he telephones
to the
the maid
boys reat
the club and asks some of them to come out to
the Count's house. The boys come, and a battle
follows between the Count and his servants on
one side. Steve and the clubmen on the other.
Steve battles up through the house to the roof with
one of the Count's henchmen, who has carried the
ward off in bis arms early in the conflict. After
Anally knocking the villain cold Steve searches
for the girl but cannot find her. All the men
who have been fighting, both his friends and
the Count have mysteriously disappeared.
As he is at bis wits end he sees the face of
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tune. Matthewson also writes of some black
pellets be has manufactured which will give
the finder "power beyond the dreams of all
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the butler peeping through a sliding panel in
the wall. The panel quickly closes and Steve
kicks his way through it and finds himself in
a banquet hail where the whole company of
his friends and supposed foes are dining together, the persecuted ward beaming at him
from the end of the table. It is then explained
to Steve by his friend with whom he made the
bet that he had been given the promised thrill,
the members of the parly, e.Kccpt the clubmen,
being members of the theatrical profession, especially engaged for the doings. Just then
there arrives four of Steve's cowboys, for whom
he telephoned at the same time that he telephoned the club. With their aid Steve quickly
turns the tables on the jokers. While cowboys
cover the party with their guns Steve, announcing that be. like Lochinvar, came out of
the west, grabs the girl and rides away with
her. She is not an unwilling captive and as
hour later the weary party still held under
the guns get a wireless from Steve thai
he is quite willing to pay his bet — be has had
the thrill of his life, for he Is married and
sailing away on his wedding tour.
PLAIN JANE (Kay Be^Five Parts— Oct.
1). — The cast: Jane, "The Orphinf (Bessie
Barriscale)
: Mr. Ethelda
"John Sophomore
(Charles Ray);
Rathbone Adams"
(Mabel
Johnson) ; Frederick Verstner (W. Burgermasler) ; Nora O'Grogan (Fanny MtdgleyJ. Directed by Charles Miller.
John Adams is working his way through college. Jane is the little slavey in his boaruing bouse. John at first has no idea of tailing
in love with Jane, hut she is completely gone
on him from the beginning. In fact, be haa
his eyes on Ethelda Rathbone, a young college girl. came a time when John wanted to
There
attend a ball at which Ethelda was to be present; but heaware
hadn'tofa this,
dress and
suit.
to become
withJane
her chanced
scanty
savings
himthat,
one.hutOf she
course
she couldn't
tell
bim rented
she did
pretends
that it
was left there by a former boarder. So he
goes to the ball. But boys will be boys, and
his classmates rip the coat up his back, and
he is compelled to come home without having
seen Ethelda
at all.
Jane takes the suit hack to the dealer, unaware that it is ruined. When the dealer diecovers it, he demands payment. There follows
a scene in the street In which she is humiliated.
It was then that old Frederick Verstner, the
town photographer and a man of considerable
means, came to the crowd. Hearing her pitiful
story, he made good the amount to the dealer.
Shortly
after this,
Janethat
wentsheto might
Verstner's
have
her picture
taken
give to
It
to John. A newspaper In New York was offering a prize for the most beautiful photograpb
01
collegefrom
girl, the
andschool.
Verstner's
was crowded
witha girls
Verstner
took a
picture of Jane, and, by loosening out her
tresses and placing something filmy about her
shoulders, he made her look beautiful. Through
a course ofthiscircumstances,
Jane's
knowledge,
photograph is and
sent without
along with
the
others to the paper.
And it wins the prize.
Jane is, of course, as much surprised as the
rest. And so is John. Verstner adopts the girl.
educates her and makes her the most popular
girl in the place. And then comes a great
awakening for John.
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SITUATIONS

THEATERS

WANTED.

CAMERAMEN furnished with oulOts tor all
elapses of work. Local pictures, iodustrlal, educational or studio. Universal Camera Co., 1007
Times BIdg, N. Y. City.
LIVE WIRE MANAGKR, expert booker, operator nlno years, vaudeville moving pictures, deeires change. Worby. (HG E. lS2d St., N. Y.
City.
EXPERIENCED SCEN.\RIO WRITER, several years staff writer for one of the world's
largest producing companies, open for staff engagement or will furnish adaptations, etc., to
order.
R.. care M. P. World. N. Y. City.
WANTED, by former dramatic critic, fiction
editor and writer, a position with established
photoplay producing company or motion picture
magazine. Creative artisL Expert on reconstructions and adaptations. Graphic synopsis
writer. Keen sense for dramatic, aesthetic and
literary values. E.tperienced novelizer. Highest references. Address Resourceful, care M.
P. World. N. Y. City.

HELP

WANTED.

FOR SELLING Dr. Helnzel's Pine Ozon Extract, the greatest air purlfler. ozon generator,
disinfectant and most agreeable perfume; one
bottle at $1.25 makes, with water, one gallon
best spray ; agents wanted. Helnzel Chemical
Co., 63 Park Row. N. Y. City.

THEATERS

IDSWuOS

ward», &v« cent* per word,
Mldr«»».

Cl.issitWd Advcrtiscim-nts. five cents per word, c.ish with order;
one doll.*r minimum;
postage stiimps accepted.
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FOR

SALE

OR

RENT.

SPLENDID CHANCE to purchase a brand
new moving picture and vaudeville theater Including real estate. (Brick building) seats
800. large stage, only house In town of 6,000
Inhabitants. 10c. admission. Fully equipped.
Now Id operation. Free & Brannlgan, TarrytowD, N. Y.
H.WE TWO THEATERS In city of 20,000.
Total seating capacity 1,400. Investment about
$22,000. Win sell either theater or prefer live
wire partner with $5,000 cash. Exceptional opportunity. Address P., care M. P. World, N. Y.
City.
ARE YOU CAPABLE of standing prosperity?
Do you want to buy one of the best mediumsized picture houses in one of the largest towns
in the central part of New York State? Receipts from August 27th to September 2d,
$417.S5 ; September 3-9, S518.60 ; September
10-16, $SS7.80, making a total of $1,824.25. in
twenty-one working days. Expenses less than
half. This enterprise is positively worth $20,000. Personal reasons compel the owner to sacrifice for $7,000. Income property in Buffalo.
Rochester, Jamestown or Syracuse will be considered as cash or will accept $4,000 down, balance from the business. Trial will be given
one week or one month. Lewis, the only successful broker In the U. S. A.. 580 Elllcott sq.,
Buffalo, N. Y. Send for copy of our catalogue.
Free.
FOR S.^LE — Two specially constructed moving
picture theaters in one of the oest manufacturing cities in Western Illinois. Both houses making money. Nothing like this ever offered. Fully
equipped, run seven days a week. No brokers
or agents need apply. Best reasons ever given
♦or selling. For information address Lock Box
561. East Mollne. III.

For

Your
the

WILL
Send your copy,

WANTED.

CAMERAS.

CASH FOR YOUR MOVIE— I am a practical
successful moving picture broker. Seventeen
years of continuous success. Selling upwards of
one million dollars' worth annually, sales, exchanges and leases. Lewis, the Moving Picture
Broker. Established 1S96. Offices, 578-80 Elllcott Sq., Buffalo. N. Y.

EQUIPMENT

FOR

SALE.

FOR SALE— Slightly-used Simplex projectors,
guaranteed perfect and good as new at reasonable prices. Second-hand Motlograph In good
condition, cheap. Room 206, 1482 Broadway,
N. Y. City.
BARGAINS slightly used Simplex, Power's
and Motlograph machines. Lowest prices — ■
fully guaranteed. Hallberg, 729 Seventh Ave.,
N. Y. City.
3,000 OPERA CHAIRS steel and cast frames
60c. up. All serviceable goods. Player piano
new. Four asbestos booths, several machines.
J. P. Redington, Scranton, Pa.
OPERA CHAIRS — 3,500 slightly used, 50c.
up; 1.200 upholstered. $1.00 up; alrdome seats,
new, 80c. ; maple folding, 40c. Write for catalogs with direct factory prices. Atlas Seating
Co.. 10 E. 43rd St., N. Y. City.
FOR SALE — 835 chairs, 2 Power's machines,
fire extinguishers, hook and axes, 2 Diehl exhaust fans. l\i H. P. D. C. Manager, 136 E.
14th St.. N. Y. City.
ANOTHER FIBRE SCREEN for sale. Only
$20, taken in exchange for scenery. Frame
$7.50 extra. Size of screen 12x15. Sample furnished. Will ship C. O. D. Superior Scenic
Studio, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
TWO STANDARD No. 2 machines. A-1 condition, guaranteed. $60. Each complete. Special Universal Motor Company, 406 East 149th
Street, N. Y. City.
CALCIUM LIGHTS — Good light necessary for
good projection, better light at lower cost can
be had by using the Oxy-Hydro-Cet process ; the
most brilliant, most economical, most convenient
portable light for moving pictures In existence;
no ozone or ether required ; costs leas than 30c.
per hour ; write for circulars containing valuable information concerning light. S. A. Bliss,
504 Bryan Avenue, Peoria, III.
BARGTAINS — Two Power's BA's, fine condition,
complete with or without motors. Ship immediately privilege examination. New Mirroroid
screen cheap.
Box 368. Canton, Ohio.
FOR SALE — Two Edison moving picture machines in good condition with lftl4 base and
legs. One pin movement. Will sell the two for
$75. Single, $40. W. H. HefEley, Duncannon,
Pa.FOR SALE — Bargain. Complete traveling
moving chine,
picture
outfit,
Power's
6A lamp
maOzo Carbide
gas including
outfit, also
electric
and rheostat. Outfit is new, never been used.
Includes Klein e's Universal Stereo Lens, two
extra M. P. tubes. Slides, film mender, light
chemicals. Bio carbons, extra reels and condensers. 18,000 fine film subjects. First class
condition. Outfit cost over thousand dollars,
will sell cheap on account of having secured
valuable permanent Government position, W.
C. Burgert, Tampa,
Fla.
FOR SALE — 135 penny chocolate vending machines for theater chairs. Big money makers.
Cost S1.50 each. Make offer. A. L. Schulz. Hot
Springs. Va.
A Nl'ATBER of national projectors, take standard film, nitrogen bulb. Almost new fully
guaranteed, S35 each, complete. J. G. Bell, 331
4th Avenue, Room 1108, N. Y. City.
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EXCEPTIONAL

ETC., FOR SALE.

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS and tripods
for sale and for rent. Cameramen furnished
anywhere. H. R. Hoover & Co., 229 West 42nd
St.. N. Y. City.
CAMERAMEN'S NOVELTIES — Laboratory
outfits, special machinery, photoplay directors
vlewfinder, flexible cranks, effect devices, static
preventers. All film work, repair. Eberhard
Schneider, 14th St. and Second Ave., N. Y. City.
ARE YOU GETTING your share of the big
money In the motion picture business? Take pictures for advertising, home talent, news weekly.
Openings everywhere. Every movie theater
should own a moving picture camera and tripod.
We are specialists in equipping beginners. Our
new Davsco M. P. camera is the sensation of
the year. 200 ft. capacity, aluminum magazines, side focusing device, 50 MM B. 4 L.
Tessar lens P :3.5 in newly patented mount and
exposure Indicator. Weight, 10>-^ lbs. Our
price complete, $110. Write for details and specifications. We have several good used motion
picture cameras we have taken In exchange.
Ensign, 110 ft. capacity, Zeiss Tessar F :3.5
lens and panorama and tilting top tripod, complete, $75. Ememann 100 ft. capacity Ernon F.3.5 lens, $57.50. Vista, l.'jO ft. capacity,
Zeiss Tessar F :.^.5 lens, $60. Highest grade developing and printing. Titles, 8c. a foot. Write
us today. David Stem Co., 1047-R Madison St..
Chicago,
III.
KINEOGRAPH, 150 foot; leather covered,
F.3 Y.
:5 City.
lens. Only $60. Ray, 325 Fifth Avenue
N.

FILMS

WANTED.

WANTED — Used five-reel features with advertising matter in good condition. Mail list to
City.
Big A Film Company, 145 W. 4oth Street, N. Y.
WANTED — Five-reel features, single, two-reel
comedies, etc. State prices, titles, condition.
Missouri Film Exchange, 2915 Gamble, St.
Louis,
Mo.

FILMS

FOR

SALE

OR RENT.

OVBJR SEAS BUYERS should communicate
with me. second-hand American pictures at European prices. Donald Campbell, 145 West 45th
St., N. Y. City.
WE SPECIALIZE In used educational. Industrial, scientific and scenic Sims. Good subjects
at 114c. per foot and up. We have what you
want. Send for our lists and terms. New Yorls
Film St.,
Laboratories.
4oth
N. Y. City.Film Sales Dep't. 345 West
FOR SALE— Special state right proposition
on our new 5-reel feature. Write for particulars. State territory wanted. 101 Ranch Motion Picture Dept., Bliss, Okla.
FOE SALE— The following features : "Fantomas," serial, 20 reels. "Cora, the Temptress,"
4 reels. "Are They Born or Made?" 4 reels.
"Dukes Talismen." 4 reels. "New York Girl "
Keystone. 2 reels. Federal Feature Film Co.. 145
W. 4:;th Street, N. Y. City.
ONE AND TWO-REEL sub]ects (American
make) in good condition with plenty of posters
at $5.00 per reel. Also 4, 5. 6-reel features In
first class condition, with full line of advertising. BarEains. Queen City Feature Film Company, 12.314. Opera Place, Cincinnati, Ohio.

MISCELLANEOUS.
SCENARIO WRITERS— Manuscripts neatly
typewritten. Including carbon ; thirty cents per
thousand words. Corbo & Corbo 125 Newark
St., Newark, N. J.

Picture

Industry

Department

RESULTS

accompanied by remittance — The Rate is Five Cents per Word, One DoDar per Annum-
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Lyon, B. F., With International
87
Manufacturers' Advance Notes
May Now Expect Censor Appeal Board
Metcalfe, Earle
Minneapolis Operators' Wage Demands
"Mishaps of Musty Suffer. The" (Klelne),..
Mitchell, S. D., Sabbaterian Active
Morosco Makes Denial
Motion Picture Photography
Moving Picture Exhibitor. The
Moving Picture In Politics, The
Music for the Picture
Mutual Program

97
117
89
115
61
114
52
75
64
53
76
84

Nashville Theater Consolidation
112
New Group of Independent Manufacturers., 60
New Jersey Convention
54
News of Los Angeles and Vicinity
57
No Copyright Established
50
Notes of the Trade
102
Observations by Man About Town
"One Step Too Far" (Kalem)

82
64

Pantages to Make Comedy Films
P.Tthe Innreases Output
pprr-eivine the Invisible
Photoplaywrlght, The

117
87
48
70

Picture Shows Become Commodity
Picture Theaters Projected
Political Power of the Screen
Private Showing of "The Common Law"...
Projection Department
"Pueblo Legend, A" (Biograph)
Quartette of Kalems, A
Reviews of Current Productions
"Revolt. The" (World)
Richardson in Washington
"Romance
of Billy Goat
Hill, A"
(Red
Feather)
"Rummy, The" (Triangle;
San Francisco Censorship Abolished
"Scarlet Runner, The" (Vitagraph)
Screen in Politics, The
Signal's New Serial
"Stolen Plumage'
(Kalem)
Stories of the Films

113
103
78
83
71
62
64
61
63
77
66
64
Ill
65
49
92
64
126

"Through the Wall" (Vitagraph)
Toronto Expects Brisk Business
Triangle Program
Turning 'Em Out at Triangle
Two Biograph Reissues

62
113
64
88
62

Universal Program for Week of Oct. 2
Utica Exhibitors
Organize

86
54

"Vagabond Prince, The"
Vice Film Suppressed

64
52

(Triangle)

War Films, America Wants to See
"Web of Guilt, The"
(Kalem)
Week of Paramounts.
A
Washington Exchanges and Tensors
'•White Rose of the Wilds, The" (Biograph).
Will Try Fraudulent Advertising Law

50
64
83
IfKi
62
105

TO ADVERTISERS
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Jones & Cammack
Speer Carbon
Co
CHAIR
& SEATING
American Seating Co
DuPont Fabrikoid Co
Foco Chair Co
Steel Furniture Co

120
151
MANUFACTURERS.
153
143
147
153

ELECTRICAL
A MECHANICAL
MENT.
American Auto-Arc Co
Amusement
Supply
Co
Bell & Howell Co
C. & C. Electric & Mfg. Co
Calehuff Supply ,Co
Fulton, E. E
Hallberg,
J. H
Hertner Electric & Mfg. Co
Hommel. Ludwig & Co
Lucas
Theater Supply Co
Northwestern
Electric Co
Picture Theater Equip. .Co
Porter, B. F
Strelinger.
Chas. A
Typhoon Fan Co
Wagner Elect. Mfg. Co
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co

EQUIP141
132
150
145
152
130
115)
145
130
152
151
138
149
133
149
154
130

FILM EXCHANGES.
American
Maid
Film Co
Bradenburgh.
G. W
Film
Exchange,
The

147
152
130

LENS
MANUFACTURERS.
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co

143

MANUFACTURERS
OF
MOVING
PICTURES.
American Film Co., Inc
25
Artcraft Picture Corp
34
Biograph Co
122
Bluebird Photoplays, Inc
Colored Insert
Christie, Benjamin
30
Christie Film Co
3^
Clara Kimball Young Film Corp
27
Consolidated
Film Corp
32

In Answering

E. & R. Jungle Film Corp
131
Essanay
Film Mfg. Co
3, 45
Gaumont Co
24
Grafton Publishing Film Co
130
Great Northern Film Co
150
Herald Film Corp
16-18
Herbert Brenon Film Corp
29
International Film Service
22-23
Kalem Co
46
Kitty Gordon Film Corp
28
Kleine, George
10
Klfine-Edison-Sellg-Essanay Service
8-9
Knickerbocker Star Features
124-25
McClure Pictures
31
Metro Pictures Corp
Colored Insert
Motion Picture Forum
44
Mutual Film Corp
Colored Inserts (2)
National
Drama
Corp
129
Paramount Pictures Corp
35-43
Pathe ExchauKe. Inc
Colored Insert, 19-21
Tbanhouser Film Corp
2
Triangle
Film Corp
14-15
Unicorn Film Service
7
Universal Film Mfg. Co
4-6
Vim Comedies
123
Vogue
Films, Inc
26
World Film Corp
11-13
MISCELLANEOUS.
Automatic Ticket Selling & C. R. Co
130
Bioscope.
The
133
Botanical Decorating Co
153
Bulletin, The
150
C, care M. P. World
129
Cinema
Camera
Club
131
Cine-Mundial
1.53
Classified Advertisements
139
Corcoran,
A. J
152
Crystal Film Corp
119
Eastman
Kodak .Co
143
Erbograph
Co
129
Evans Film Mfg. Co
149
Finkler & McEntlre
130
General
Chemical
Co
149
Gunby Bros
150
Heinzel
Chemical
Co
129
II TIrso Al Cinematografo
150
Kinematoerraph Weekly, The
129
Kraus
Mfg. Co
132
L. M., care M. P. World
152

Advertisements,

Please Mention

THE

Latin American Produce Co
Marion, Louise M
Mar\'land Amusement Co
Motion Picture Electricity
M. P. Directory Co
Moore, Wm. N
National Ticket Co
Pacific Tank & Pipe Co
Richardson,
F. H
Richardson M. P. Handbook
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co
Standard Motion Picture Co
Superior Films Co
Willis & Inglis

,

131
103
129
152
133
131
135
129
150
145
155
131
132, 150
134

MOVING
PICTURE
CAMERAS.
Gennert, G
Los Angeles M. P. Co
Motion Picture Scope Co
Stern, David
Co
Universal
Camera
Co
MUSIC
AND
MUSICAL
American Photo Player Co
Berg, S. M
Harmo Pipe Organ Co
Seeburg, J. P., Piano .Co
Sinn, Clarence E
Wangerin-Weickhart
POSTERS
ERS. &
Menger

AND
Ring

PROJECTION

INSTRUMENTS.
130
152
150
121
153
, , 151

FRAMES.
129
MACHINE

MANUFACTUR-

American Standard M. P. Mch.
Enterprise
Optical
Co
Power, Nicholas, Co
Precision Mch.
ERS.
PROJECTION

Co
SCREEN

Co

THEATRICAL
ARCHITECTS.
Decorators'
Supply
Co

PICTURE

130
141
jsg

!'.!!!"! 148
MANUFACTUR-

Center, J. H., Co., Inc
Gold King Screen Co
Radium Gold Fibre Screen, Inc

MOVING
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150
13i
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\A/MAT-

YOU

.OO)

($250.00)

THE LATE MODEL
In Performance

MOTIOGRAPH
($s

It can boast of clear, steady pictures on long or short throw, its
simplicity is spoken of by all its operators.

On Low Maintenance Cost
You don't find die cast or bronze gears or soft bearings in the
MOTIOGRAPH. Every part is made from selected material — parts
most subject to wear receive a Special Heat Treatment and with ordinary use the MOTIOGRAPH will outwear all other projectors.

SERVICE
With each MOTIOGR.A.PH goes a year's guarantee and should
the machine with no apparent cause become out of adjustment you
may send the mechanism to the factor}- — it will be put in good working
order with not one cent of cost to you.

THE

MOTIOGRAPH REPRESENTS THE ESSENCE
SIMPLICITY, STRENGTH AND DURABILITY.

OF

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO., 574 W. Randolph St., CHICAGO, ILL.
Western OfiFice: 833 Meu-ket St., San Freuicisco, Cal.

You, of course,
want a perfect,

f
e
i
l
e
B
J5

continuous white light on your screen.
You don't want any flickering or unevenness
of light you get from hand-feed, shown in top picture.
So sure are we that it will satisfy your most exacting demand for
a perfect, continuous, shadowless, exactly focused, automatically maintsiined white
light on your screen, we will send you the

Auto-Arc on 30-Days* Trial
with a positive guaranty that if it isn't satisfactory in every respect, we will take it back
at our expense and return you your money.
We want you to put it to the test of actual
trial in your own operating booth, attached to your own lamp house, see it do its perfect work independent of manual care, as shov^Ti in right hand picture, and then
decide.
We want you to see how much better pictures it makes; what a good talking point it is for you and your house.
Better pictures, you know, mean better
patronage and that means more money in the
^^^
box for you. Fits any standard lamp house. Any
operator can understand it. Write today. You*lI
want one in your house. Price $60.00 f. o. b.
^ -^ 0 0
factory, Owensboro,
Ky.
Address
all letters to

11Mm 1
i^

American Auto-Arc Co,
INCORPOK.\IED

407 S. Dearborn St.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

[V
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List of Current Film Release Dates
'.-r^^-TT. '^e» .-.V71F.f.

EESS

(,For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages r^^vj
120, ^.t^.T^C
122.)
KALEM.

General Film Company
rbL£:ase:
Monday — Blograph,
Tnesdar — Blograph.
lem.

Sept.

days.
Sellg, Vltagraptu
Essanay,

Wedneadar — Blograph, Easanay.
lem. Vim
Feature Comedy.
Tkoraday — Sellg.
Vim.

KaKa-

Friday — Kalem, Knl«lc«rlio«k«r. Vl».
Vltacrapk
Satvrday — Easanay.
VUagraph.

Kalem.

BIOGRAPH.

Sept. 20— Strongheart
(Three
parts- Drama)
(Blograph — Reissue
No. 82).
Sept. 25 — TheRelsBue
SunbeamNo 83).
(Drama)
(Blograph—
Sept. 26~The
Wedding
Gown
(Two
parts —
Drama)
(Blograph — Reissue
No.
84).
Oot.

Indian's
Loyalty
(Drama)
(Blograph— Reissue No. S^).
4 — Under
the Gaslight
(Three
parts —
Drama)
(Blograph — Reissue
No.
86).

Oct.

9— A

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Meter In the Kitchen
(Comedy).
Ablaze on the Ralls (No. 96 of "The
Hazards
of Helen" — Drama).
Patented by Ham (Comedy).
The Treasure of Cibola (No. 6 of "The
Girl
from
Frisco" — Two
parts —
Drama).
l.T — The Mysterious Double
(Comedy).
16— The Hoodoo of Division B (No. 97 of
the "Hazards
of Helen"
Railroad
Series — Drama) .
19 — The Mud Cure (Comedy).
20— The Gun Runners (No. 7 of "The Girl
Prom Frisco" — Two parts — Dr.).
22 — That Pesky Parrot (Comedy).
23— Defying Death
(No. 98 of "The Hazards of Helen"
Railroad
Series —
Drama).
26 — Bumping the Bumps
(Comedy).
27— A Battle In the Dark
(No. 8 of the
"Girl from
Frisco" — Two
parts —
Drama).
29 — Rival Artists (Comedy).
30— The — Drama).
Death
Swing
(No. 99. of the
"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series

Oct.
Oct.

3 — One Star Too Far (Comedy).
4 — The Web of Guilt (No. 8 of the "Girl
From
Drama).'Frisco" Series (Two parts —

Oct.
Oct.

(t— Stolen Plumage
(Comedy),
7 — Hazards of Helen Railroad Series, No.
100, "The Blocked Track"
(Dr.).

luly
July
July
July
July
July

17—
20 —
22 —
24 —
25 —
27 —

LTJBIN.

2 — An

Oct. 10— A

Tale of the Wilrierness_ (Drama —
Biograph — Reissue No. 87).
pueblo
Legend
(Two parts — Drama
— Biog'-aph — Reissue No. 88).
ESS AN AY.

Aug. 29— His Stolen Fortune (Two parts— Dr.).
Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of
Ang, 30— Vernon
Washington (Cartoon — Comedy).
— A Bcenlc subject on the same reel.
■opt. 2 — The Drama
Highert. Destiny
(Three
parts —
Sept.
Sept.

Sept.
8—
Sept. 9 —
Sept. 12 —
Sept. 13—

Sellg.

Aug. 20 — Enoch
Ardea
i.lwo parts — Drama)
biograpH KeiSbue No. (ti).
g^pt.
4 — lolas Promise (Reissue No. 77— Dr.).
(Reissue No. 78 — Three
e — Mao's Enemy
8,pj.
parts — Drama).
Sept. 11— For the Son of the House
(Reissue
No. 79 — Drama).
No.
{Reissue
'Scutcheon
the
In
Blot
A
—
12
Sept.
80 — Two parts — Drama).
Bept 18 — TheReissue
Unveiling
(Drama)
(Biograph—
No. 81).

Oct.

2— The Secret of the Box Car (No. 95 of
"The Hazards of Helen" — Drama).
Sept.
5 — Ham
the Fortune Teller (Comedy).
Sept. 8 — The Drama).
Ore Plunderers
(Fifth of *'The
Girl
from
Prlsoo" — Two
parts —

5— The
6 — The

Pacifist (Two parts— Drama).
Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 15
(Cartoon).
Scenic on the same reel.
Sept. 9 — A —Million
Drama).for a Baby (Three parts
Sept. 12 — The— Drama).
Greater Obligation (Two parts
Sept. 13 — The Fable of the SUm Girl Who
Tried to Keep a Date that Was
Never
Made
(Comedy).
Sept. 16 — The Woman Always Pays (Three
parts — Drama).
Sept 19 — When Justice Won
(Two parts — Dr.).
Sept. 20 — Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 16 (Cartoon— Comedy).
— A scenic subject on the same reelSept 23— ThePrama).
Way of Patience
(Three parts —
Sept. 26 — Peter, the Hermit (Two parts — Comedy-Drama).
Sept, 27 — Dreamv Dud (Cartoon — Comedy).
fiftf^t. ^O — Twin FatP<! fThrpe parts — Drama^.
Oct. 3— An Old Fashioned Glri (Two parts —
Drama).
Oct. 4 — The Fable of "The Kid Who Shifted
His Ideals to Golf and Finally Became a Ba<!eba]l Fan and Took the
Only Known
Cure"
fComedyl,
(T^t. 7 — HI'S Little Wife
(Three
parts — Dr.V
Oct. 10 — Monev
to Burn
(Two parts — Comedy
— Drama
1.
Oct. 11 — Canimated Nonz Pictorial, No. 17 (Cartoon— Comedv).
— A Scenic subiect on the same reel.
Oct. 14 — Lost. Twentv-four Hours (Three parts
— Comedy).

Otto'B Vacation (Comedy).
The Rough Neck (Three parts — Dr.).
Americans After All (Comedy).
Otto, the Salesman
(Comedy).
By Right of LoT6 (Two part* — Dr.).
In —theDrama).
Hour of Disaster (Three parts

July 29 — It Happened In Plkersrllle
(Com.).
July 31 — Otto the Gardener (Comedy).
Aug.
1 — The Drama).
Prtce of DlehoBor
(Two parts —
Aug.
8 — Their Mother (Two parts — Drama).
Aug. 15 — A Lesson in Labor (Two parta — Dr.).
S-SI.IG.
Aug. 22 — The Usurer's
Due (Two p«rta — Dr.).

Aug. 28 — Out of the Mist (Three parts — Dr.).
Aug. 28— Theical).
Selig-Trlbune, No. 69, 1916 (TopAug. 31— Theical).
Selig-Tribune, No. 70. 1916 (TopSept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

2 — Tom's Strategy
(Drama).
4 — The SeMg-Tribune
No. 71 (Topical).
4 — His Drama).
Brother's Keeper
(Three parts —
7— The Sellg-Trlbuno No. 72 (Topical).
9 — Taming
Grouchy
BUI (Comedy).
11— The — Selig-Trtbune.
No. 73. 1916 (Top.).
Drama).
11 — The Pony Express Rider (Three parts

Sept. 14 — The Selle-Trlbune, No. 74. 1916 (Top ).
Sept. 16 — In Jungle
Wilds
(Jungle — Zoo — Anlmal — Drama )Sept. 18— Into Drama).
the
Northland
(Three
partsSept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.

18— The Selig-Trtbune, No. 75. 1916 (Top.).
21— The Selie-Tribune. No. 76. 1916 (Top.).
2.3 — A Comer In Water
(Comedy).
2.S — Power of the Cross (Two parts — Dr.).
25— The Selig-Tribune. No. 77. 1916
(Top.).
28— The Selig-Tribune. No. 78. 1916. (Top.).
30 — The RaMprs
(Dram).
— Drama).
2 — In the
House of the Chief (Three parts

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

2— The Selig-Tribune. No. 79. 1916 (Top.).
5 — The Selie-Tribune, No. 80. 1016 (Top.).
7 — The Drama).
CanbyhlH
Outlaws
(Western —

VIM
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

tlj-:
FEATURE

COMEDY.

13 — His Strenuous Visit (Comedy).
20 — The Honeymoon Car (Comedy).
27 — Artistic Atmosphere (Comedy),
4 — A Grain of Suspicion (Comedy).
11 — Their
Installment
Furniture
(Com.).
VIM.

Sept.
8 — A Bag of Trouble (Comedy).
Sept. 14 — Stranded
( Comedy ) .
Sept. 15 — Payment In Full (Comedy).
Sept. 21 — Love and Duty (Comedy).
Sept. 22 — The Man Hunters
(Comedy).
Sept. 28 — The Reformer
(Comedy).
Sept. 29 — Tangled Ties (Ojmedy).
Oct. 5 — Royal Blood (Comedy).
Oct.
6 — Strictly Business
(Comedy).
Oct. 12 — The Candy Trial (Comedy).
Oct. 13 — Watch Your Watch
(Comedy).
VITAGRAPH.
Aug.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Bond
of Blood
(Three
yarta —
Drama) (Broadway Star Featur*).
7— Pa's Overalls (Comedy).
11 — Romance and Rougbhouse (Come4y).
14 — Conductor Kate (Comedy).
18 — There and Back (Comedy).
19 — The Wandering Horde (Three partfr—
Drama)
(Broadway Star Feattire).
21 — Did He or Did He Not? (Comedy).
25 — The Yellow Girl (Novelty).
28 — The Fair Fare (Comedy).
1 — Love and Trout (Comedy).
2 — A Fool and His Frtend (Three parti —
Drama)
(Broadway Star Feature).
4— It's a Bear (Comedy).
8— A Villainous Villain (Comedy).
11— Busting In and Out of Society (Com.).
15 — Loot and Love
(Comedy).
16 — The Thorn
and the Rose (Broadway
Star Feature — Three part* — Dr.).
18— A Perfect Day (Comedy).
22 — Sand Scamps and Strategy
(Com.).
— Drama).
25 — Getting
By (Comedy).
29 — She
Who
Last
Laughs
(Comedy

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

2 — Making
an Impression
(Comedy).
6 — A Vampire Out of Work (Comedy).
7 — Cantrell's
(Three
parta —
Drama — Madonna
Broadway
Star Feature).

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

5— The

General Film Company Featurea
BROADWAY

STAR

FEATURE.

July
1 — Letitia (Three parta- Drama).
July 15 — Waters of Lethe (Three parts — Dr.).
Aug. 5— The Bond of Blood (Three parts — Dr.).
Aug. 19 — TheDrama).
Wandering Horde (Three parts —
Drama).
Sept. 2 — A Fool
and His Friend (Three parts —
— Drama).
Sept. 16 — The Thorn and the Rose (Three parti
Drama).
Oct. 7 — Cantrell's Madonna (Three partsKNICKERBOCKER

STAR

FEATURE.

July 28— The Sand Lark (Three parts — Dr.).
Aup. 11 — The Drama)
Better. Woman
(Three
parts —
Aug. 2. — Faith's Reward
'Three parts — Dr.).
Sept.
8— A Deluded Wife (Three parts — Dr.).
Sept. 22 — A Lesson
from
Life (Three
parts —
—Drama).
Drama).
Sept. 29 — For the Governor's Chair (Three parts
Oct.
6 — The Better Instinct (Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 13 — From the Deep (Three parts — Dr.).

CL,
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=To Get fk^
Crowds Right Along
Just one clear picture after
another with

Give them the sharp, clear, snappy pictures that
bring out the full interest of the footage. That counts
quite as much as catchy titles, famous stars or thrilling
stories. You can be sure of this result with the

Eastman Film
omlses>
i'|[erx
^au
ectioi\
Projscl

The him that made motion
pictures practical plays a big
part in their present stage of
perfection.
Look for the stencil mark
"Eastman" in the margin.
EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPAxNY,
N. Y.

They are a great help to the success of your reels —
and success there means success at the box office.
Bausch & Lomb objectives and condensers are considered as the standard by leading owners and operators— and they prove their worth from the start.
Edison .& Nicholas Power machines are regularly
equipped with Bausch & Lomb Lenses and your film
exchange can get them for you.

Bausch
^ Ipmb Optical
(q.
566 Si; PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER. N.1&
Chicago
New York

San Francisco

Washington

Lcadinfi American Makers of Photographic and Ophthalmic
Lenses, Microscopes^ Projection Lanterns (Balopticons) and other
high g^rade optical products.

Leading Stars
in All Good Theatres
-*^koid covered theT FabriT^U atrePON
seats are water,
dust and vermin
proof — handsome as
leather. Comes in all
grains and colors.
Any
grainTest
or it
finis
desired.
outh
in your home.
SAMPLES

SENT

ON REQUEST.

Du Pon t Fabrikoid Co.
WILMINGTON,
Canadian
Factory
TORONTO,

DEL.

and Sales Office:
ONTARIO
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List of Current Film Release Dates
(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases

Universal Film Mtg. Co.
ANIMATED WEEKLY.
Sept. 20— Number 38 (Topical).
Sept. 27— Number 39 (Topical).
Oct.
4— Number 40 (Tropical).
Oct. 11 — Number 41 (Topical).
BIG U.
Sept. 10— Mountain Blood (Drama).
Sept. 14 — For Her Mother's
Sake
(Drama).
Sept, 15 — The Timber
Wolf
(Drama).
Sept. 17— Brick Top (Comedy).
Sept. 22 — No release this day. Replaced with
Rex. "To Another Woman."
Sept. 25 — The
Halting Hand (Drama — Special
Release).
Sept. 28— The Lie Sublimo (Two parts — Dr.).
Sept. 2ft — The Shadow Sinister (Drama).
Oct. 2 — The White
Man's Law (Drama — Special Release).
Oct. 6 — The Eternal Way (Drama).
Oct. 12 — No release this day.
BISON.
Sept. 18 — Replaced with Universal Special Feature. "The Caravan."
SepL 18— After the Battle (Two parts — Drama)
(Special Release).
SepL 2a— The Broken
Spur (Two parts— Dr.).
Sept. 30— A Jungle Hero (Two parts — Drama).
Oqt. 7 — A Mountain Tragedy (Two parts —
Drama).
Oct. 14 — Night Shadows
(Two parts — Drama).
GOLD
SEAL.
Sept.

5 — The— Code
of the Mounted (Three parts
Drama)

Sept. 13 — Love's
(Two
parts —
Drama).Masquerade
Sept. 2fl — Husks of Love
(Three parts — Dr.).
Oct.
3 — In the
Heart of New York (Three parts
— Drama).
OcL 10 — Cheaters (Three parts — Drama).
IMP.
Sept 15— TheDrama).
Angel of the Attic (Two parts —
Sept. IS—Buzzard's
lease). Prey (Drama) (Special ReSept. 2-1 — A Desperate Remedy
f Comedv — Dr. ) .
Sept. 25 — The Bigamist i ^.wo parts — Drama —
Special Release).
Sept. 2fl — No release this day.
Oct.
8 — No release this day.
Oct.
2 — Title not decided.
OcL 13 — A Soul at Stake (Two parts — Drama).
JOKER.
Sept. 2— The Elixir of Life (Comedy).
Sept.
9 — The Deacon Stops the Show
(Com.).
Sept. 16 — In edy).
Onion There is Strength (ComSept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

2.*?— Musical
Madness
(Comedyl.
30 — The Inspector's
Double
(Comedy).
7 — Father Gets In Wrong
(Comedy).
14 — ^The Oil Smeller (Comedy).
LAEMMLE.
Sept. Ifl— No release this day.
Sept. 18 — A Wife's
Innocence (Drama) (Special Release).

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept,
Sept.
Oct.
Oct,
Oct.
Oct.
Oct,

20 — No release this day.
21 — Poisoned
Lips (Two parts — Drama).
2.T — No release this day.
25 — The Injustice of Justice (Drama —
Special Release),
27 — No release this day.
30 — No release this day.
4 — No release this day.
7 — No release this day.
2 — Title not decided.
11 — No release this day.
14. — No release L-KO.
this day.

Sept. 12— Time's
Terrible Tumbles (Three
parts — Comedy).
Sept. 17 — No release this week.
Sept. 20 — Cold Hearts and Hot Flames (Two
parts — Comedy) .
Sept. 2-1 — No release this day.
Sept. 27 — A Drama).
Surseon's Revenge (Two parts —
Oct.
1 — No release this day.
Oct.
4 — Safe in the Safe (Two parts — Com.).
Oft.
R — No release this day.
Oct. 11 — Lured But Cured
fTwo parts — Com.).
Oct. 15 — No release this day.

See Pages

NESTOR.
Sept. 8 — No release this day.
Sept 11— Nobody Guilty
(Comedy).
Sept. 15 — Speeding
(Comedy).
Sept. 18— A Silly Sultan (Comedy).
Sept. 22 — No Release this day.
Sept. 25 — Model
46 (Comedy),
Sept. 29 — No release this day.
Oct. 2— With the Spirit's Help (Comedy).
Oct. 9 — Almost Guilty (Comedy).
Oct. 13 — Pat edy).
Rooney in "It's All Wrong" (ComPOWERS.
Sept. 7— Making
a United States Soldier (Educational).
Sept. 14 — Hunting
tional). Whales In Japan (EducaSept. 21 — No release this day.
Sept. 24 — No release this day. Replaced with
Rei, "To Another Woman."
SepL 28 — Behind the Scenes in Japan as Seen
by Dr. Dorsey
(Educational).
Oct. 5 — Pen and Inklings In and Around Jerusalem (Educational ) .
Oct. 12 — The Beautiful Temples of Ceylon As
Seen by Dr. Dorsey (Educational).
OcL 15 — When Little Lindy Sang (Drama).
— Diplomacy
( Cartoon — Comedy) .
RED
FEATHER.
SepL
4 — The Narrow Path
(Five parts — Dr.).
SepL 11— The Whirlpool of DeeUny (Five
parts — Drama) .
Sept. 18 — Black
Friday
(Five. parts— Drama).
— Drama).
SepL 26 — If My Country Should Call (Five parts
OcL
Oct.

2 — Under
Suspicion
(Five parts — Dr.).
9 — A Romance
of Bllly-Goat
Hill (Five
parts — Drama).
REX.

SepL 10 — Nowith
ReiBigrelease
this day — replaced
U.
SepL 17 — The Small Magnetic Hand
(Drama).
SepL 18— Under
the Spell (Drama) (Sp«cUl
Release).
SepL 22— His Mother's Boy (Drama).
Sept. 25~Dark
Comers (Drama — Special Release).
OcL

Drama).
1 — Ashes
of Remembrance

(Two

parts —

OcL
6—
OcL
8—
Oct.
2—
Oct. 13 —
Oct. 15 —
SepL
SepL
SepL
SepL
SepL
SepL
Oct.
OcL
OcL
OcL
OcL
Oct.

No release this day.
The Human (?amble (Two parta — Dr.).
The Slave (Drama),
No release this day.
No release this day.
VICTOR.
13 — Jane's Choice
(Comedy).
14 — Baby's Toofs (Two parts — Com.).
19 — No release this day.
21 — High Speed
(Comedy — Drama).
26 — No release this day.
28 — No release this day.
1 — In the Lap of the Gods (Drama).
3 — No release this day.
5— No release this day.
6 — A Charming Villain (Comedy).
2— The Memory Mill (Drama).
10 — No release this day.
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE.

SepL 11 — Timothy Dobhs, That's Me. No. 5
("Hired and Fired" — Two parts —
Drama).
SepL 11 — Liberty, No. 5 ("Love and War" —
Two parts — Drama).
SepL 11 — The Caravan
(Two parts — Drama).
Sept. 18 — Timothy Dobbs, That's me. No. 6 "He
Almost Lands An Angel" (Two
parts — Drama).
SepL 18 — Liberty No. 6, "The Dester of Lost
Souls" (Two parts — Drama).
SepL 25 — A Hero by Proxy (No. 7 of "Timothy
Dohhs.
Drama). That's Me" — Two parts —
SepL 25 — Liberty No. 7, "Liberty's Sacrifice"
(Two parts — Drama).
2 — Borrowed Plumes (No. 8 of "Timothy
Dobbs. That's Me" Series (Two
parts — Drama).
Oct. 2~Uherty No. 8, "Clipped Wings" (Two
parts — Drama) .
OcL 6 — Somewhere on the Battlefield (Two
parts — Drama),
OcL 9 — Breaking Into Society (No. 9 of "Timothy Dobhs. That's Me" — Two
parts — Drama).
Oct. 9 — Liberty No. 9. "A Daughter of Mars"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 12 — Behind Life's Stage (Two parts — Dr.).
OcL

120, 122.)

Mutual Film Corp.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

AMERICAN.
Madonna
of the
parts — Drama).
7— The Drama).
Little Troubadour
3— The

10—
Aug. 14 —
Aug.
Aug. 17—
SepL 21 —
284——
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
SepL
SepL
Sept.
OcL

The Drama).
Power

of

Mind

Night

(Thr«a

(Two

parts —

(Three

parts —

RuthDrama).
Ridley
Returns
(Two
parts —
The Holly House (Three parts— Dr.).
Enchantment
(Two parts — Drama).
The
Key (Two
— Drama).
Atonement
(Two parts
parts
— Drama).

BEAUTY.
13 — Too Bad Eddie (Comedy).
16 — Perkins Mystic Manor (Comedy).
23 — In a Prohibition Town (Comedy).
30— Two of a Kind (Comedy).
6 — The Boomerang Goidbrlck
(Comedy).
19 — The Stinger Stung (Comedy).
26
—
The
Deacon's
Card
(Comedy).
3— Slicking the Slickers (Comedy).

CENTAUR.
Aug. 26 — The Spite Husband (Two parts — Dr.).
Sept.
2 — TheDrama).
Trap (Two parts — Drama).
SepL
9 — The Jungle Flashlight
(Two
parts —
— Drama).
SepL 16 — Tangled
Hearts
(Two parts — Dr.).
Sept. 23 — The Father of Her Child (Two parti
SepL 30 — Foiled
SepL
SepL
SepL
SepL
Oct.
OcL
OcL
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.

(Two parts — Drama).
CUB.
12 — Harmony and Discord (Comedy).
15— Jerry and the Blackhanders
(Com.).
22 — Movie Struck (Comedy).
29 — Catching That Burglar (Comedy).
6 — Oh! For a Cave man
((!;omedy).
7 — ^Won by a Fowl (Comedy).
7 — That Wonderful Wife (Comedy).
FAL8TAFF.
15 —
22 —
27 —
29 —
5—

The Gulders
(Comedy).
Fare Lady (Comedy).
A Swiss Sea Dog (Comedy-Drama).
In Mexico
(Comedy).
Muslckere
(Comedy).

GAUMONT.
Sept. 10— Reel
Life,
No.
19
(Mutual
film
Magazine).
SepL 13 — See America First, No. 53 (Scenic).
— Kartoon
Komlce
(Cartoon).
Sept. 14 — Fantomas, No. 2 (The Man In Black
Three parts — Drama),
Sept. 17— Reel
Life,
No.
20
(Mutual
Film
Magazine).
Sept. 20— See America
First No. 54 (Scenic).
— Fantomas
No.
3, "The
Myeterlous
Finger Print (2 parte — Drama).
SepL 24— Reelazine).
Life No. 21 (Mutual Film MagSepL 27 — See America FlrsL No. 55 (Scenic).
edy).
— Kartoon Komics
(Cartoon — ComSepL 28 — ^The Crooktomas"—Detective
(No.
4 of "FanThree parts
— Drama).
OcL
1— Reel azine).
Life No. 22 (Mutual
Film MagOcL
Oct.
OcL

4 — See America FlrsL No. 56 (Scenic).
— Kartoon Komics
(Cartoon — Comedy).
5— The False Magistrate (No. 5 of "Fantomas" (Three parts — Drama).
zine).
8— Reel Life, No. 23 (Mutual Film MagaMUSTANG.

Aug. 18 — EI Drama).
Dlabolo (Two parts — Drama).
Aug. 25 — Nell Dale's Men
Folks (Two parts —
Aug. 31 — TheDrama).
Prayer (Three partem—
— Forgotten
Drama).
SepL
Sept.

1 — The (rambler's Lost Love

(Two parte

8 — Matchin' Jim (Two parts — Drama).
MUTUAL
WEEKLY.
Aug. 23— Number 8« (Topical).
Aug 30— Number
87
(Topical).
SepL
6 — Number 88 (Topical).
SepL 13 — Number 89 (Topical).
SepL 20— Number 90 (Topical).
SepL 27— Number 91 (Topical).
Oct.
4 — Number 92 (Topical),
(Mutual Releases continued on page 146.)
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Be Ready For The Fall Crowds
Order^Your Transverter Now

":^^3~^5^

'IP HIS lall is gi.'injj to upon the biggest and most protit■^ able business the moving picture industry has ever
seen. To get your full share of it, you must have good
pictures. You can't have good pictures without good
projection. Good projection demands a strong, brilliant,
steady, white light.

r

To insure a perfect arc and ideal light at all times,
you need the

IransV^rieK
Specially designed on scientific lines for
the purpose, the price of Transverter
equipment, considering its capacity and
quality, is lower than that of any machine on the market.
Sold on positive money-refunded guarantee if not as represented.

We Can Deliver Promptly
We are prepared to make deUferica In two or Ihreo
weeks* time.
Urge stocS
of and
materials,
which facUlUM.
we purcnaaed
at the Aadvanced
price,
our ample
place lis in a position of unusual adraiitaRe to take caro
of your urgent orders. Get your order in now to Insure
delivery la tlmo for your needa.
For complete

Information Bulletin.
and prices, write for September

THE HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
1908 W. 114th St.

For Moving Picture Arc Lamps
rjELIVERS true direct current from
alternating
current,
producing
STEADY
WHITE
LIGHT
PROJECTION
OF
TRUE COLOR V.\LUE, NO FLICKER OR FLARE
And three times the illumination is obtained on a
standard screen up to 120
ft. throw as compared to
the alternating current arc
for the same current.
It is most economical for
voltage reduction of directcurrent service lines to the
60 volt, required at the arc.
It eliminates current wasting resistances, and gives
the greatest flexibility for
accurate voltage control.
The capacity is sufficient
for two lamps burning simultaneously and the dissolve is accomplished without a break.
Vertical in form, with base covering 15 square inches, it takes
up tne minimum of space in the
booth; and running in ball bearssly and
. special
ally for
picture work.
Write for information and
Booklet M. P.

& MFG.

CO., Garwood, N. J.

Philadelphia Boston
Branches in all Principal Cities

Plaster Relief Dscoratidiu
Theatres Designed Everywhera
Writ* for lUuitratad Tlieatr* Catalog. S«b4 «
Sizes of Theatr* for Special Daaigms

THE

Chicago
213

DECORATORS

SUPPLY

CO.

Archar Avenu* uid Leo Str*«t
CHICAGO. ILL.

Ceveland, Ohio.

Hill Motor Generator

C & C ELECTRIC

Oi^nciiiteiitcil
Theotpes

'S
RICHARDSON
• II
MOTION

PICTURE

HAND B(
FOR MANAGERS

and OPERATORS

Published by

THE

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

RICHARDSON'S MOTION PICTURE
HAND BOOK is a carefully prepared guide
to perfect projection.
It is an invaluable help to every single individual inthe trade who has to do with the
mechainical handling of motion picture film or
the management of a moving picture theatre.
' There are over 680 Pages of Text and the
illustrations include detail diagrams of all the
leading makes of projection machines.
Substantially Bound In Red Clath 14.00

Sent Postpaid on

Receipt of Price by

MOVING PICTURE WORLD. 17 Madison Ave., New York Ciiy
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 917 Schiller Bid;., Chicago, HI.
MOVING PICTUAE WORLD, 305 Haas Bidg., Los Angeles, C^.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
(For Dail}' Calendar of Program
MUTUAL

CHAPLIN

RELEASES.

The Floorwalker
(Two
parts — Comedy) .
The Fireman (Two parts— Comedy).
The Vagabond (Two parts — Comedy).
One A. M. (Two pa'-ts — ^Comedy).
MUTUAL
MASTERPICTURES
DE LUXB.
Sept 21 — The Land o" Lizards (American — Five
part^'^ — Drama — No. 137 > .
Oct. 5 — The Shadow (American — Five partsDrama)
(No. 141).
MUTUAL
SPECIAL
FEATURE.
Sept. 18 — The

Secret of the Submarine No. 18
Two parts — Drama).
Sept. 25 — The Secret of the Submarine No. 19
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct.
2 — The Secret of the Submarine,
No. 20
(Two
parts — Drama).
MUTUAL
STAR
PRODUCTIONS.
Sept. 19 — The — Three
7al9
Five parts
DramaNo. (American—
136).
Sept. 25— The Manager of the B. & A. (SignalFive parts— Drama — No. 138).
Sept. 25 — The Torch Bearer (American — Five
parts — Drama — No. 139).
Oct. 2 — Dulcie's Adventure (American — Five
parts — Drama)
(No. 140).
THANHOUSER.
Sept. 22 — A Drama).
Flaw In the Evidence (Two parts —
Sept. 29 — The Black Terror
(Two parts — Dr.).
Oct.
5 — Arabella's Prince
(Two parts — Dr.).
VOGUB.
Sept,
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

17 — Doctoring a Leak (Two parts — Com.).
24 — Paste and Politics (Two parts — Com.).
1 — Poultry a La Mode (Two parts — Dr.).
8— A Touch of High Life (Two partsComedy).

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
BALBOA.
Sept 18 — Grip of Evil. No. 10. "Down to the
Sea" (Two parts — Drama).
Sept. 25 — Grip of Evil. No. 11. "Mammon
and
Moloch" (Two parts — Drama).
Oct. l_Orip of Evil, No. 12. "Into the Pit"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 8 — The Grip of Evil, No. 13, "Circumparts —
Drama). stantial Evidence" (Two
GOLD
ROOSTER
PtATS.
Sept 18 — The Test (Five parts — Drama).
Sept 25 — Saint Devil and Woman (Five parts —
Drama).
Oct
S — The Pillory (Five parts — Drama).
PATHE.
Sept 18 — Victims of Vanity
(Two parts— Dr.).
Sept. 24 — Some
Tropical
Birds — Parrots
( Colored— Educational).
— The
Spanish
Pyrenees
( Scento— Colored).
Sept 25 — Broken Lives (Two parts — Drama).
Oct 1 — The Shielding Shadow, No. 1. "'Treasure Trove" (Two parts — Drama).
Oct 1 — The Moods of Medora ( Two parts —
Drama).
Oct. 1 — Florence Ross Fashions, No. 5 "Betty
Selects Her Bridesmaid Frock"
(Fashions).
Oct 8 — The Shielding Shadow. No. 2, "Into
the Depths"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct 8 — U. S. Customs Inspection (Educational).
Oct. 8 — The Sword of Damocles (Two parts^
Drama).
PATHE NEIWS.
Sept. 27— Number 78. 1916 (Topical),
Sept 30— Number 76, 1916 (Topical).
Oct 4— Number 80, 1916 (Topical).
Oct 7— Number 81. 1916 (Topical).
Oct 11— Number S2, 1016 (Topical).
Oct
14— Number 83, 1016 (Topical).
ROLIN.
Sept. |R — Luke and the Mennalds (Ctnxredy).
Sf'Ot 2f>— Jailed (Comedy).
Oct.
1 — Luke's Speedy
Club Life (Comedy).
Oct.
S— Heinle and the 400 (Comedy).

Releases See Pages 120, 122.)

iViiscellaneous Releases.

(Mutual Releases continued from paoe 144.)

PARAMOUNT

ARTCRAFT
PICTURES CORP.
October — Less Than the Dust (Drama).
BLUEBIRD

PHOTOPLAY

INC.

Sept 18— Behind the Lines (Five parU — Dr.).
Sept 25 — The Evil Women Do (Five partsDrama).
Oct
2 — Wanted — A Home
(Five parts — Dr.).
Oct. 9 — The Drama).
Cballce of Sorrow (Five parts —
CELEBRATED FILM CORP.
Comedy).
Sept. 4 — Hans
and Fritz (No. 1 — Cartoon —
CHRISTIE

FILM

FI1«

PARAMO
U Nl -BRAY
— Comedy
).
Sept.

Sept 16 — The Crimson Stain Mystery
(BpUode
No. 5— Two parts — Drama).
Sept. 25 — The Crimson
Stain Mystery.
No. 6
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct
2 — The
Crimson
Stain
Mystery,
No. 7
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 9 — The
Crimson
Stain
Mystery,
No. 8
Two parts — Drama).
FOX

Sept.

Oct.
2 — Nearly a Deserter (Paramount — Com.edy).
Oct.
5 — The Storm
(Lasky — Five parts — Dr.),
Oct.
9 — Intrigue (Morosco — Five parts — Dr.).
Oct. 12 — Her
Fatlier's
Son
(Morosco — Five
parts — Drama).
Oct
16— Witchcraft
(Lasky — Five
parts —
Drama).

Aug. 31 — Parmer

CORP.

FILM
CORPORATION.
— Drama).
4 — The Unwelcome
Mother
( Five

parts

Sept. 11 — Her Double Life (Five parts — Drama).
Sept. 18 — Where Love Leads
(Five parts — Dr.).
Sept. 25 — Fires of Conscience (Five parts — Dr.).

October — Her Surrender (Drama). S. "^^"^
PRODUCTION
FILM
IVAN
LEWIS
J. SELZNICK
PRODUCTION!,
INO.
August — War Brides
(Drama).
METRO
Sept. 18— The

PICTURES
CORPORATION.
Wheel
of the Law
(Rolfe— Five
parts — Drama).
Dramal.of Love (Rolfe — Five parts
Sept 25 — The— Dawn
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

2 — The

Iron Woman
(Popular
Plays
&
Players — Five parts — Drama).
9 — Life'sDrama).
Shadows
( Columbia — Five parts
16 — A Diplomatic
Romance
(Quality —
Five parts — Drama).

CARTOONS,

Falfa's

Revenge

Bumps
and
toon—
Comedy).

the

PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES
PICTURES.
Sept.
Sept
Sept.
Oct
Oct

(Csrtnon

Stork

(Car-

TRAVBIL

Motoring
In England
(Scenic).
Glasgow to Edlnhoro
(Scenic).
Bonnie Scotland
(Scenic).
A Scotch-Irish Reel.
In Old Ireland (Scenic).
C. POST MASON,
July— The Wonder City of the WorM,
OrsaUr
New Tork by Day and Night (TbTM
parts — Scenic).

11 —
18 —
25 —
2—
9—

TRIANGLE
FILM
CORPORATION,
Releases for week of Sept. 17.
The
Social
Secretary
(Fine
Arts — PIts
parts — Drama).
The Wolf Woman
(Ince — Five parts — Dr.).
— Drama).
Releases for week of September 24.
Drama).
Diane of— the
Follies (Fine Arts — Flvs parts

( Drama) .

INTERNATIONAL
FILM
SBRVLCB
INC.
Sept. 1 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No. 70. 1916 (Topical).
Sept. 4 — Beatrice Fairfax, No. 5, "Mimosa San"
(Two parts — Drama).
Sept. 5— Hearst- International
News
Pictorial,
No. 71. 1916 (Topical).
Sept
8— Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No. 72. 1916 (Topical).
Sept. 11 — Beatrice
Fairfax,
No. 6, "Forbidden
Room" (Two parts — Drama).
Sept. 12 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No. 7.^, 1918 (Topical).
Sept. 15 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial.
No. 74. 1916 (Topical).
Sept. 18— Beatrice Fairfax No. 7 (Two parts —
Drama).
Sept. 19 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial
No. 75, 1916 (Tropical).
Sept. 22 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No. 76, 1916 (Topical).
Sept. 25 — Beatrice
Fairfax,
No. 8, "The Ainslee Ball" (Two parts — Drama).
Sept 25 — The Scenic.
World's
(Curtis
No. 1).Wonderland
— Animated Cartoons on same reel.
Sept 26 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No. 77, 1916 (Topical).
Sept. 29 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No. 7S. 1916 (Topical),

7 — Bobby

Al

Sept. 14 — Colonel Heeza
Liar's Bachelor Qu^
ters ( Cartoon — Comedy).
Sept 21— WhatComedy).
Happened to Willie (Cartoon— Comedy).
Sept. 28 — Bobby Bumps Starts a Lodgs (Cartooa

FROHMAN
AMUSEMENT
CORP.
October — The Conqueet of Canaan
(Drama).
THOMAS
H. INCH.
Jaly — CTlTllUatlon

CORPORATION.

Sept 25 — The— Quest
of Life (Famous Playaas —
Drama).
Five parts — Drama).
Sept 28 — Anton the Terrible (Lasky — Five parts

CO.

Sept. 18 — A Seminary
Scandal
(Comedy).
Sept 25 — His Baby
(Comedy).
Oct
2— The Sad Sea Waves (Comedy).
CONSOLIDATED

PICTURES

Sept. IS — Daughter
of
MacGregor
(Famous
Players — Five parts — Drama).
Sept. 21 — Ashes
(Famous
Players—
edy.)of Embers
Five parts — Drama).
Sept 25— Like Father Like Son (Klaselc — Com-

The Dawn
Maker
(Kay-Bee — Five parta
— Drama).
Releases for week of October 1 :
Manhattan Madness (Fine Arts — Five parts
Plain Jane (Kay-Bee — Five parts— Dr.).
Releases for week of October 8 :
TheDrama).
Rummy
(Fine Arts — Five parts — Dr.).
The Jungle Child (Kay-Bee — Five parts —

Sept

UNICORN
FILM
SERVICE.
— Drama).
(Releases for Twenty-first Week.)
IS — The Cave In the Canyon
(Hiawatha

Sept 18 — The Comedy).
Taming

of

the

Crew

(Gayety —

Sept 18 — Faith (Puritan — Drama).
Sept 19 — The Western
Tornado— Drama).
(Rancho — Two
parts —
Sept. 19— A Village Hypnotist
(Judy — Com.).
Sept 20 — The Broncho's
Brand
(Utah — Dr.).
Drama).Mason
Sept 20 — A —Miserly
(Gayety— Comedy).
Sept 20 — Man's
Make-Up
(Supreme — Drama).
Sept. 21 — The Trust of Kings (Lily — Two parts
Sept 21 — Lazy— Comedy).
Lulu (Hippo — Comedy).
Sept. 22 — Hostile Tribes (Utah — Drama).
Sept 22 — Following
Father's
Footsteps
(NIppo
Sept. 22— The Sport of Law
(Supreme— Dr.).
Sept. 23 — Breaking-Up
House
(Gayety — Two
parts — -Comedy).
Sept. 2.3 — Consequences
(Sunset — Drama).
Drama). Mark
Sept. 24 — Heredity-s
(Lily— Two
partsSept. 24 — A

Modern Jonah
WORLD

(Jockey — Comedy).

PICTURES.

Sept 4— The Almighty
Dollar (Paragon— Five
parts — Drama).
Sept 11 — The Velvet Paw (Five parts — Drama)
Sept 18— Friday the 13th (Five parts— Dr )
Sept 25 — Dark Silence (Five parts — Drama)
Oct
2 — The Scarlet Oath (Fire parts Dr )
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CLEVER

THRILLING

DETECTIVE
ALFRED

STORY

HERTEL

The Man With The
Missing Finger

All Eyes on a Line

A NEW CHAIR

NOW
BEING
BOOKED
IN
Minnesota, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Northern Wisconsin

That Enables Everybody to
See and Be Comfortable
Can
from byan pressing
adult's
chair be
to achanged
child's chair
the catch and raising as illustrated.
Returns
locks
just toas adult's
easily. position and

A Film of Real Merit
That Will Get You the Business.

AMERICAN
451-452
Write

MAID

Loeb Arcade
or Wire.

FILM

CO.

Minneapolis,

Minn.

Press Catch

Bookings Are Going Fast.

It provides a child with a seat proportioned to his body, a foot rest
the
right
height
and those
puts the
child's
eyes on a line with
of adults,
enabling him to see without annoyance to others or discomfort to
himself. The

Adjustable Chair

Circulation Plus

offers theatre owners
something
for which
there is a real need.
Fortunately it is not
an extra expense but an added source of
Tilt

Forward

is what the advertiser buys when
he contracts to announce his wares
through the columns of the

FOCO Chairs cost new only a few cents
more than ordinary chairs. Made in all sizes
and finishes, both veneered and upholstered.
Old chairs can be converted into Foco Chairs
at considerably leas than the cost of new
chairs,
irrite for boofclet
chairsshowing
In use. reel oj act^taX

Moving Picture World
— and the "Plus," represented by
a reputation for honesty and high
principle which has been established by years of conscientious
effort, is an important consideration.

Does
with the
profitaway
because
it — free kids.
Increases
the patronage
of children;
also
the adults who come with children.
Attracts
adults who ofwon't
now
attend patronage
because
ofof discomfort
holding
children on their laps.
Attracts patronage from theatres not equipped
with Foco chairs.

Push Back

Family Opera Chair Organization
317 N. 10th Street, St. Louis, Mo.

The MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD is an integral part of the
Moving Picture Industry — it does
not merely exist because of the
Moving Picture Industry.

UpholsteredPosition.
Chair In Child's

Upholstered Position.
Chair In Adult's
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List of Current Film Release Dates
mw^^^^
GRHATER
Sept. 4 — The
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

^m'^'Wi-.-M'd^i^Ml

■Jf]^'^¥f^f^^.
122.)
Calendar of Program Releases See Pages B.120,
(For Daily Aug.
B. MOSS

VITAGRAPH
(V-L-S-E, INC.)
Refirn
of Eve
(Essanay — Five
parts — Drama).
4— His Wire's Good Name
(ViUgraph—
Five parts — Drama).
11 — The
Phantom
Fortune
(Vltagraph—
Five parts — Drama).
18— Through
the Wall
( ViUgraph— Five
parts — Drama) .
18— TheDrama).
Fall of a Nation
(Seveu parts-

Sept 1&— The Drama).
Combat

16 — The

Mishaps
of Musty
Suffer
Series
No. 2, No. 9 (Comedy).
— Drama).
21 — Gloria's
Romance, No. 14 (Two parts

Aug.
Aug.

Aug.
Sept.
Sept
Sept

(Vltagraph — Five parts —

Sept.

Sept. 25 — The Drama).
Chattel
{Vltagraph- Six parts —
Oct.
2— Scarlet Runner, No. 1, "The Car and
Majesty.
(Vltagraph — Tvfo parts
—HisDrama)

Oct.

9— Scarlet Runner.
No. 2. "The Nuremhurg
Watch"
( Vltagraph— Two
parts — Drama).
Oct. 16— Scarlet Runner,
No. 3, "The
Masked
Ball" (Vltagraph- Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 23 — Scarlet Runner.
No. 4, "The
Hidden
Prince"
(Vltagraph — Two
parts —
Drama).

23 — The Mishaps
of Musty
Suffer
Series
No. 2, No. 10 (Comedy).
28 — Gloria's Romance, No. 15, "The Murderer at Bay" (Two parts — Dr.).
4 — Gloria's Romance
(No 16, "A Modern
Pirate" — Two parts — Drama).
11 — Gloria's Romance No. 17, "The Telltale Envelope" (Two parts — Dr.).
18 — Gloria's Romance,
No. 18, "The Bitter Truth" (Two parts — Drama).
25 — Gloria's Romance. No. 19. "Her Vow
Fulfilled"
(Two parts — Drama).
2 — Gloria's
Romance, No. 20 (Two parts —
Drama).

Oct.

Oct 30 — Scarlet Runner. No. fi, "The
House"
Vltagraph — Two
Drama).
July 26 —
July 31 —
Aug.
2—
Aug.
Aug.

7—
9—

Aug. 14 —

States Right Features
CALIFORNIA
MOTION
PICTTJRB CORP.
Drama).
Nov. — The
Woman Who Dared
(Seven parts —

Jacobean
parts —

SAMUEL.

CUMMINS.

-Germany's
Battles
at
parts — Topical).

GEORGE
KLEINE.
The Mishaps of Musty Suffer, Series 2,
No. 6. "Strictly Private" (Comedy).
Gloria's Romance, No. 11. "The Fugitive Witness" (Two parts — Drama).
The Mishaps of Musty Suffer Series 2,
No. 7 (Comedy).
Gloria's Romance, No. 12, "Her Fighting Spirit" (Two parts — Drama).
The Mishaps of Musty Suffer Series 2.
No. 8 (Comedy).
Gloria's Romance, No. 13, "A Midnight
Riot" (Two parts — Drama).

SPEAKING

Verdun

MOTION PICTURl) GORPOmATIMI.
August — In the Hands of the Law (Drama).
MONARCH— Drama).
PHOTO-PLAY
CO., INC.
October — Common
Sense
Brackett
(Six parts
NEW YORK FILM COMPANT.
Ayr.— TbeDrama).
Folly of Rsrrencs (Nol« — FIt« yilw
PIEDMONT

FILM

CO.

June— The Mirror of Life (Five parts— Dnas).
L. E. RUBEL A H. A. FARGO.
July — Uncle Sam Awake (Seven parts — Top.).
SIGNET FILMS.
July — The Jockey of Death (Drama).
SHERMAN ELLIOTT,
INC.
October. — The Crisis (Selig — Drama).
SUPERIOR
FILMS
CO.
Sept. — The Faucet
(Drama).
THE NATIONAL DRAMA (30RPORATI01I.
Drama).
June — The Fall of a Nation
(Thirteen parts —

■Dr.).

UNITY

(Four

Sept. 18 — The

SALES

CORPORATION.

July-

EXCLUSIVE
FEATURES.
INC.
July— Where Is My Father? (Seven parts-

Yellow
Menace
(Episode
No. 3,
"The
Poisonous
Tarantula — Two
parts — Drama).
Sept.^The
Lottery
Man
(Comstock — Drama) .
Sept. — Torpedoed
by )Cupid
(Eagle — Two parts —
Comedy
.

FLORIDA
FEATURE
FILMS.
August — The Human
Orchid (Five parts — Dr.).
GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO.
Sept. — Pages from Her Life (Five parts — Dr.).
KBMBLE
FILM
CORPORATION.
August — America Preparing (Ten parts — Top.).

Sept. 25 — The Yellow Menace, No. 4, "The Plot
of a Demon"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct.
2 — The
Yellow
Menace,
No.
5, "The
Haunted House" (Two parts — Dr.)j|
Oct.
9 — Yellow
Menace.
No. 6, "The
Tortur* (
Chamber"
(Two parts — Drama),
i \
Oct. 16 — The Yellow Menace, No. 7, "Drops ol '
Blood"
(Two parts — Drama).

OF GENEVA

MOVEMENTS

THIS VITAL PART OF SIMPLEX PROJECTOR
GAVE NINE YEARS' SERVICE
Performed One Billion, Eighty-eight Thousand, Six Hundred Seventy-two Revolutions
during this period and is
still in a practical and
usable condition.

Actual Photograph of
the Star Wheel and Cam
which was used every
day for nine years at the
Eden Musee, New York,
N.Y.
The Geneva
Movement
used in Simplex
ing material and therefore
withstands
the
SIMPLEX

Projectors
is scientifically constructed and built of the most endurconstant grind required of the intermittents, today.

Projectors will outwork and outwear any other Motion Picture Machine in the World.

JECTOR

OF-

QVJi

Send for Catalog "A"

ThePrecision Machine (o:Tnc.
317 East 34th: St- NewTibrk
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HYDROQUINONE
GENERAL
NEW

ADVANCED

YORK

CHEMICAL

COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA

PROJECTION

CHICAGO

OF

INTOLERANCE

D. W. GRIFFITH'S COLOSSAL SPECTACLE «t the LIBERTY THEATRE, NEW YORK, introduces NEW IDEAS In th. ART
of PROJECTION. The WORLD'S BEST PROJECTORS are equipped with SPECIAL SPEED CONTROLS and TIME REGISTERING DEVICES >o that the Musical Director has absolute control of the SPEED, thereby SYNCHRONIZING the MUSIC
perfectly «rith the PICTURE. Perfect
For the Arc
WORLD'S
PROJECTORS
TIME REGISTERING Devices and
Control BEST
Rheostats,
consult the equipped
Exclusive with
Distributor

B. F. PORTER,

Quality

means

1482 BROADWAY,

AT TIMES

SQUARE,

IV^^NS

EVANS

YORK

means

W« 4» PARTICULAR Work for PARTICULAR
Developing and Printing ONLY
Tat«9faoa« ntl Aodabott

NEW

FILM MANUFACTURING

Perfection

People

COMPANY

41C-41l-42t-422 Weit 21«th Street, New York City

HE WHO INVESTS WISELY IS SURE OF RESULTS
Do you realize that a Mirroroid Screen will exert a most powerful influence toward obtaining a better
and greater class of patronage and naturally greater earnings to you?

9689—
MIRROROID SCREENS IN USE TO DATE— 9689
It has been proven the screen supreme the world over— the only screen on earth that will eliminate haze, glare,
eye-strain, fade-away and out-of-focus effect, regardless of how close or at what angle pictures are viewed from —
because it is the only screen in the world made with a rough or matte finish.

Mirroroid Is Your Best
Advertising Medium.

OUR
Mirroroid
waterproof,

As aa exhibitor you are in the same class as a merchant. He
•elts his goods— you, screen results. You both must please your
patrons and make them steady patrons. They always recognize quaJity,
wast quality, and will go where quality is to be had. Please your
patrons and they will please you in iocreased earnings.
Let us impress upon your mind that we will send you large, free
samples— 12x14. Test, compare with any screen on earth. Realize
Mirroroid Is sold for 33 1/3 cents a square foot. Why— yes, why, pay
more for an unguaranteed screen— a hand or air-brush painted window
shade?

5-YEAR

GUARANTEE
It is

will not crack, peel, turn black or tarnish.
and can be washed with soap and water.

also

READ-The Proof of the Pudding-READ
"We installed several of your Mirroroid Screens in our different
houses— the first bought March 16, 1911. It, as all others, has been
in constant service since. All have given that same satisfaction
as when first installed.
"By comparisons I have made with all makes of screens I am more
than convinced MIRROROID leads them all in quality, durability, and
perfect projection results.
Inclosed you will find check, full amount
for another 12x15 screen, "Yours
Silver very
White. truly,
Rush.

"R. L. MACADAM."
"Sydney Amusement Co., Sydney, Nova Scotia, Sept. Sth, 1916."
Mr. Exhibitor, this testimonial is but one of many received this week — one of over 3,000 on file. Think — use your own brains — realize! Why pay
more for an unknown
and untried screen as to durability, etc
Write for samples now.
Let us give you projection contentment.
The oldest and largfrst screen
manufacturers in the world.

THE

J. H.

CENTER

CO.,

INC.

Newburgh, New York.

rOOL^VENTILiTE'TYPHOONS
mM

1544- BWAY.W TYPHOON

FAN COMPANY

I

NEW YORK

CITY
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SCENIC and EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Writ*
for d«>criptiT*
olslosu*
containiBf
•ubjacts from «ll parts of th* world.
NO RENTALS

Bell&Howell Company
OF CHICAGO

::

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO.'^U^^n'V

Announce the opening of their

Perfect

OFFICE
YORK
NEW
DISPLAY ROOM
and Service Department

Developing

Negatives Developed . Ic ft.
Positive Printing ... 4c ft.

A Genuine F>IPe

ORGAN
ALONE
TOGETHER.

HARMO

PERMANENT
DISPLAY
Includes
CINEMATOGRAPH
CAMERAS
FILM PERFORATORS
FILM PRINTERS
MOTOR
GENERATORS
AND
ACCESSORIES

IL TIRSO

PERFECT
RESULTS ON
THE SCREEN

West

PICTURE-SCOPE
Washington

Street,

for

our

proposition

AL CINEMATOGRAFO

to

Engineer

Is your screen
result unsatisfactory ?
Is your projection current costing too much?
Are you planning a new theatre?
Are you contemplating the purchase of nevr Equipment?
Theatre plans examined and suggestions made as to
operating room location. Operating rooms planned,
etc., etc. Will personally visit theatres in New York
City or within 300 miles thereof.
Fees moderate.

(k^n°oV^m)
F. H. RICHARDSON (/,?oV|i-^)
Room 1434, 22 E. 17th St., New York City

STUDIO

It most successfully embodies In con for nearly two years. Xot an experidensed constniotlon. the e&seDtia.! feament, but a thoroughly practical, detures of standard machines. Projects t
pendable machine. The projector purbrilliant, tlickirless picture that wins rhascd by the Westinghouse Electric
Company,
Chicago, Burlington & Qulncy
sales on its self-endent superiority.
Kailroad, The WUlys-Overland ComThe Portoscope runs standard film—
pany, EuiTougha, Maxwell , Ford and
Illumination from 1000 c.p. incandescent, scores of other concerns which demand
arc or calcium light It is built Into a the best.
carrying case about the size of a suit
Sold onty by the most reliable dealcase. Affords safety without a booth.
Anyone can operate it. Standard steers. Sold only by those who are conreopticon attachment.
scientious In recommending high grade
The portable machine
in actual use projection equipment.

563

MOVIE
MARKET

TIIM
TORONTO

ST. W.

Projection

PORTOSCOPE

MOTION

14a McCarmIck
CHICAGO SMg.

Th« most important Film Journal in Italy.
Published ever; Mondaj at Rome. Excellent stafl,
special bureau of iDformation, Correspondents in all
parts of the world. Yearly subscription for foreign
countries : $3.00.
Bnsinoss Offica:
Via dal Triton* 113, Roma, Italy

increasing sale — and
for the enthusiastic
endorsement of

today

BOTH

COMPANY

iKJ\

That's the reason for
the big and rapidly

Write

ORGAN

Wsst «lth Straat
NEW YORK

lOe RICHMOND

THAT GIVES

Exercise
good judgment.
high-class dealers.

PIPE

— OR

Only One Paper Reaches It Every Week
Write for Rates

THE SMALL PROJECTOR

THE

— PIANO ALONE
Writs (or particulars

ANADA

OUR

I

OROA.IM

can be operated from the simple kerboard o< the piano,

m

COMPLtlL

5c

Printing
language

any

in

complete
Tinting Fre«
per
foot
Sitistiilioa [uirjileid by «w Elleef yurs' expefisiCB Spectil rrite oa qiulilT ordMt
GUNBY BROS., Inc., 145 West 45th Street, New York City

:: Rooms 614-615 Candler Building ::
220 WEST FORTY-SECOND STREET

$135.00

and
TITLES

FOR RENT

DAY, WEEK

OR MONTH

Finest indoor fire-proof studio in the world. Center
of the business district Los Angeles. Equipped with
indirect arc lighting. No glare or shadows.
Commercial

Developing and Printing — Titles

Miniature^Novelty
and Trick
Films
to Order.
Negatives Bought and Sold — Releasing

COMPANY
Chicago,

III.

Entire CO.
tenth "^'^-d'r
floor
Jikl^'"''-'^^
SUPERIOR FILMS
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PROTECT
YOUR
PROJECTION
BY

USING

SPEER CARBONS

SOLD

BY LEADING MOTION
SUPPLY HOUSES

SPEER

CARBON
ST.

«

PICTURE

WRITE

MARYS,

FOR

THEATRJE

OAGAM

CATALOG

Wangerin-Weigkhardt
• • ■ ■ 112 - 124 BURRELL STREET

MILWAUKEE, , WISCONSIN

PA.

MARTIN

ROTARY

are not stoiJc inatrumenta, but btiilt
to order according to the ever varying individual requirements. Result:
Wonderful musical effects, such as
only a real, complete and genuine
MASTER PIPE ORGAN can produce.

COMPANY

DEPT. "W"

Weickhardt Pipe Organs

CsO.

U.S.A.

PHOTO
CINES NO 4
CAMERA ^
TRIPOD

f>

CONVERTER

fitted with Zeiss Tessar
Lens F3.5 — diaphragm
Automatic
dissolve, sifigle turn and
reverse action, film
punch, adjustable frame
line.

Price
$250.10 Complete
iE\D FOR COMPLETE CATALOGUE

For Real

"SUN-LIT
PERFECT

PICTURES"
REEL

DISSOLVING

TbttheTOlt»«e
of the
"MABTIN"
_ tnt
.
tbAt
■UrtlDit
or Uie
tnconA arcpolF-pbu«
do«« oot cocTPrter
dlitnrb Uie)■ mKlQUlii«d
lUbt flna h7. tk*
lattnx tbe dlnolrlui of the tmU m ilmple u tf the area were ODOTfttad ta a
DirectandCarrent
dljtrlct.
awar aitb ezponclra awaaaarea
cuu tbe
wiring Our
and tmerieQcy
LnataltaUoDpane)
coatdoea
in half.
Writ* for fuTtber Information.

NORTHWESTERN
I W. AiUmt St., Chicato

ELECTRIC

CO.

lalO Brokaw Btif^ N«w Y«rk

TOPICAL-PATHE-DEBRIE
CAMERAS
AND ACCESSORIES

G.

GENNERT

24-26 E. 13th St.
320 S. Wabash
New
York
Chicago
455 S. Olive St.
Los Angeles

Ave.
693 Mission
St.
San
Francisco
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G. W. BRADENBURGH
802 Vine Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

FEATURE
FILMS
FOR
SALE
S»^e(t
Orden
Barker 7 reels
$175.00
From
Guttftr to Footlights
BarlEer 5 reels 100.00
Aa
Amtrlcan
Gentleman
Libert? 6 reels 125.00
For SSOOO a Year
(new)
LJbeny 5 reels 175.00
Hearts United (new)
Liberty 4 reels 100.00
All fllrriB In splendid condition. Plenty of posters, photos, etc., gratis. Write
for lists of barRaln^ in one, two, three and four reel subjects. AU films sent
C. O. D., prirtleBe of examination and partial delivery on receipt of 25% with the
order.

The Universal Camera
For Motion

Photography

Write for Ii:utrat«d CaUlogm«

The UMVEBSAL
lU W. lukMi

CAMEBA

CO.

I lOOr Tlmca BIcIi., Naw Tork
t 621 UATket St. 8«ii rruuflMD

BIX., Chle>g<

MANAGER
Thoroughly competent — original ideas. Ten year
vaudeville and picture experience. Would like to
connect with large theatre or film concern.
INTERVIEW

SOLICITED

L. M., c/o M. P. World, 17 Madison

BARGAINS
Twenty-two

A.

IN MACHINES

machines slightly used, first class

CALEHUFF,

7,

1916

Mr. Theatre Manager:
Aren't
bit tired
nist,
grind out

you just a little
of hearing your piaorganist or orchestra
that monotonous mechanical movie music? As soon
as you hear the first few
notes, don't you know what is
coming? If you want to remedy
this, write me or have your
musicians do so.
If you're from Missouri,
let me show you that I have
something better to offer.
Musically yours,
S. M. BERG.

1301 Rice Street, Philadelphia

^^-^ Perfect
Results
Are Laboratory
Impossible Without
Perfect Laboratory

Equipment

—and it is unpardonable io these days of high
class photoplay productions to msr a picture Dy
handling it carelesaly after the camera work has
been done.

CORCORAN

TANKS

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc., 11 John St., New York

FREE

to all SOUTHERN
EXHIBITORS, if you
will cut this out and
mail to us with the name of your
theatre ■ -one year's subscription to
the liveliest,
POQIl^l
TI4F
1 niL VxV^Olrkl
classiest, and
most up-to-date monthly humor paper
in existence, will be sent to you free
each month.
THEATRE

SUPPLY

ATLANTA

MOTION PICTURE

aECTRICITY
By J. H. HALLBERG

arc known the country over for the high quality
of the work which their superior constructioD
makes possible.
Send for Circular No. 8

LUCAS

Oct.

Ave., N.Y.C.

condition. Simplex, Power's 6A's, Power's 6's,
Edison B's, and Edison D's, low prices, quick
sales.
CHAS.

COLUMBIA THEATRE BUILDING
47th Street add Broadway
New York City

CO.
GEORGIA

THIS WORK

COVERS

ELECTRICITY
ELECTRIC
SERVICE
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS
REFERENCE
TABLES,
ETC.
An up-to-date treatment of Moving Picture Theater
Electric Installation and Projection, by a practical,
experienced, electrical expert.
Illustrated and Substantially Bound. 280 Page*.
$2.50 per Copy. Postage Paid.

MOVING
PICTURE
17 Madison Avenue

WORLD
New York

THE
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Whii yui will Oftn Chiln renenber »« lu«t

50,000 CHAIRS ""S"

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M
^^^^^^^■^■^■^^r

to 6 <Uft«raat designs In Antlaaa UaHoRsiij and ClrcasslaB
Walnat Onlabes. aMurliu roa
a satlMfaotorr s«I«otloo and

H^^B^D

IMMEDIATE

^I^^^^^^H^HI
^■{H^^^^^I^VB^^
^■IH^^^^^^^B^I^^^
H^H^^^^^^^^^^^^^Pi
U^HIP^B^^^^^^^^^^
^
^^P^T
■^n^r
■
■
^^^■K
■
■

Opera Chairs

immediate ahipment
oo many ttylei: Second Hand Chain;
out-of-door leating
Seed meaturflmenta
lor FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention thll
paper.

1'1

^

FURNITURE

M
^

CO.

Grand Rapidi. Mich.; New York, ISO Fifth Atc,
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1^H

Non-Breakable and
Sanitary
STEEL
and
LOW CAST
Price
IRON

STEEL

PICTURE

SERVICE

OtAer destfna of anaDbolitflred sod Ushortteretf Chain in >b<
]lmlt/<d numbrrt fumlahed lo 26 lo 60 daya aft«r iwnlpt ot
ipecinc.ftUoni. dn>mvlliiK od ciiaraot«r of cbair •6lv>ct«d. Wa will
be plraaed to forward you Ultutr»t«d literature on Vene«r (alatu)
Chain, or UDboliter»d. kludlj' lUta In which 70U &r« lnt«r«st«L
Onr cooraiuuon service, ipedailzlng In dealgnlng eooBomlaal
uraogemenU for theatre seating. U tendered to yoa wltboct any
otLarse whatever.

: ^mW SEATING CDrtPAin
flensral Orflees: lOlff LyttoB 8ldo.. Chltass
Salst oniou la all priiclsal oltiss

FLORAL THEATRE DECORATIONS
A good or bad impression is
most always gained by the first

Are You Tired

FLORAL DECORATIONS GIVE
glance.
ARTISTIC ATMOSPHERE
It produces charm-delights your
Artificial flowers are practically
patrons.
everlasting and need no care —
the eSect is the same as natural
ones.
Our expert decorators are at
your service — ready to give you
ideas and estimates.
Write free
for beaatifully
colored caUlocVtt!^
mailed
to you.

of plajriog waltzes and popular aongi for all
your pictures?
Try dramatic
'Tiringinffmusic
out" The
the
dramatic
icenei vitn

Orpheum Collection
coatatDS the best music of this kind published. Isaued tn Tim* Seriaai
No. 1. No. Z and No. S.
Piano (24 pages each), 58 cts. for each series^ $1.15 for any two; $1.70 for all thre«.
Violin, 40 cts. each; 75 cti. for any two; $LQ5
for all three. Comet, 35 cti. each; 65 eta. any
two; 95 cts. all three. First and second series
have parts for Cello, Flute, Qarinet, Trombone and Drums. Practical for Piano alone,
or in combination with any aboTC instroments.
Discounts on orders for four or more parts.
Send for free sample pages. Not* new adarMa.

BOTANICAL
MANUFACTURER*

CLARENCE E. SINN
lin Grncs 9trMt
OUcslco, Dl.

DECORATING
OF ARTIFICIAL

FLOWERS

AND

CO.

PLANTl

268 W. ADAMS ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

We <iuot4 absolmtdty the lowest pricts ewer ofered on reliable goods.

MORE than 5,000 exhibitors and film buyers
in Latin America receive our publication
monthly. Is it possible that you are not interested
in this new market?

A monthly publication, printed in
Spanish and devoted exclusively to the
interests of the moving picture industry throughout South America and
Spanish-speaking countries.

ADVERTISING

RATES:

tSO A PAGE

CINE-MUNDIAL
1 7 Madison Avenue

New York

$4.80 A Big Saving Each Year $4.80
On account of the greatly increased cost of paper, engraving, etc., we have been compelled to make the single
copy price fifteen cents. For the present direct subscription prices will remain the same. This means a saving
of four dollars and eighty cents yearly on direct subscriptions.
In addition you get your paper earlier.
It will pay you to fill out this blank and mail at once with your remittance.
ONE YEAR
SIX MONTHS
Se«

title pAge

MOVING

$3.00
$1J0
for

rates

Canada

PICTURE

and

Foreign

WORLD

17 Madison Avenue, New York

S-d'n

Th«tr..
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REGISTER,
23, igi5

WHITE IICNT COWERTEfl
IS liSTflLLEIl ST mill
Latest

"Movie''
Perfectorl,^
Put in Here

lu
''°" ^'"'"'''
oooasioD t6 visit
the
office
»f Mr. ''*'*'«
Perrin,
manager of
the Savoy
moving picti'ire theatre, do
not think he is Sefretly competing with
the city murifipal electric plant. The
merry hum of that machine in the corner, which loci(s like a ilynamo or a
motor, is a new $400 Wagner
White
Light converter,
installed Tuesday
of
this week by Manager Perrin to
I the "movie" public of Eugeie the "give
ind most up to date service in bis 'nest
line.
The Wagner White Light converter
produces
the
picti:re.s on the screen
with a white ligTit instead of a vellowish light as forn|er)v Qbtaine<l. It also
gives a clearer, steadier light that is
tree from vibration
a.iid is therefore
much easier on the eyes of the audience.
the each
offIt ofalsothe makes
running
rcel.s topo'ssible
be shown
dav
without
the stoi> and delay neeessarV
under the
system
by wli'ich two in«clii^es
wereoldused
in order
that the audience would not be kept waiting longer
tl-air nec-essary. The da\' it was installe,! live reels, .1000 feet of film, were run
off at both the afternoon and evening
showfi without delay between the reels.
While the mo\ing picture houses in
t'le larger cities have these machines
the oneinstalled at the Savoy is the
first
in Eugene.
Provides Direct Current.
The principal piu-pose of the converter is to manufacture a direct ciirrent of
it.s own lor use in the ••movie" machines in the operatoi-'s room. A direct current can be secured in Eugene
but must be taken in quantities of'uOO
volts which is too much for a movj.ng
picture machine, according to Mr. Perrin, manager of the Savoy.
This machine lakes the alternating
current and miikcs its own difect eui^
rent, thus giving a steady current that
eliminate^ practically all remaining yjCraJTon", cut down before to a minimum
by the mechanical efficiency of the
nioderu picture machine.
• Mr. Pcrri.i also figures that he has
made a good investment as well as sejCuring a macLlne tha{ will give his
lif Ij most
patrons
the 'benetJt
of the
and
modern
up to date
piecelatest
of moving picture apparatus on the market.
One of these converters placed in a
large theatre in Portland has been used
for several years with no cost except
the replacement of the inexpensive
brushes on the machine which were
wearing out when Mr. Perrin^ visited
the theatre recentlv.

Latest Perfected Apparatus.

Installed in Manager's Office.

^^^■^Quiet

Operation (Merry Hum).

Best— Most Up-to-Date.

elhelSaSn^^Coimrter

N

■No Yellowish Light.
Clearer, Steadier Light, Free from
Vibration — Easier on the Eyes.

Continuous Picture.

finSngr^'
Eliminates Vibration.

■ Good Investment.
Converter — No Upkeep Except Inexpensive
Brushes.
Get Complete Details from

TSainaHcdiicMaiiTifadurmiGbmpaiiy;
Saint X/oiiis. Missouri
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»

"Call for Mr. Shoivme!
Yes, Sir!— We're paging you

right this minute — at the rate of about
one hundred dollars per page — and, it's
worth a whole lot more to you if we
can induce you to send

your negatives to us for

Perfect Developing and Printing.
Whether

you want one print of a

two hundred foot local picture, or fifty prints of a
magnificent five reel feature, you want, require
and can secure the screen brilliancy representative
of the supreme degree of film quality.

You want this, naturally, you require it both for artistic and
commercial reasons, and, you
can secure it
certainly, satis facto rily
and economically
c^'^anVslTZm.

by doing

business

with

the

Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
1331 Diversey Parkw^ay

Chicago, U. S. A.
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"Sixteen Years of Knowing How"

Power s Loop Setter
AUTOMATICALLY PREVENTS
THE LOWER LOOP

LOSS OF

THUS ELIMINATING THE MOST FREQUENT CAUSE
OF TROUBLE
IN MOTION
PICTURE
PROJECTION

A
DEVICE
AS SIMPLE
AS IT IS
EFFECTIVE

)

AN
EXCLUSIVE
FEATURE

OF
- 'POWER'S
CAMERAGRAPH

When the lower loop is lost, the film necessarily rips or tears apart. While making repairs
an impatient audience is entertained by a dark screen.
Power's Automatic Loop Setter eliminates this consteuit source of trouble by continuously
maintaining the lower loop.
The loop forms around Roller A. Any slackening of the loop draws the roller upward thus
disengaging the take up. The loop immediately assumes normal proportions. The roller springs
into its original position and the take up again starts to operate.
YOU

SHOULD HAVE
DETAILS

OUR CATALOGUE G, WHICH GIVES COMPLETE
OF
MANY
EXCLUSIVE
FEATURES.
MAILED
UPON
REQUEST.

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
f^INETY GOLD STREET

NEW

YORK

Vol. 30. No. 2

October 14, 1916

Price 13 Cents
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^ The Make-Good Comedies'^

■The Box-Office Comedy Attraction Supreme!
The reason
you want to know whether a comedy is funnv or not, is because

you
know you
that have
the laugh
getters assurance
get the crowds.
you the
book
an L-KO
Komedy
the positive
that you 'When
are getting
funniest
films
of the day.

You Dan
can't Russell
beat them;
tie them.
are alone
in theirin particular
field.
and you
Alicecan't
Howell
are theThey
funniest
comedians
the business, and like a winning ball team they always have the best of support. Keep
your eye on L-KO releases. Watch out for
"Crooked From the Start"
"The Surgeon's Revenge"
"Cold Hearts and Hot Flames"
"Lured But Cured"
"A Rural Romance"
"A IViillion Dollar Smash"
"Safety First"
Remember that when you book
an L-KO you can advertise and
boost to the limit. You can have
a special comedy
night and you will
be asked to repeat.
There is only on©
L-KO. All releases
listed above are

Made under
the personal
supervision of
J.G. BLYSTONE
Director General

IVHE
6140

SUNSET

BOULEVARD

Hollywood
Eastern

Offices

1600

IMV
IVI
CALIFORNIA
Broadway,

New

York

City
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RED
FEATHER
PHOTO PLAYX

The extraordinary popularity of Red Feather Features is
based on the
of big plays
Feather Brand
coming from a

fact that the percentage
produced under the Red
exceeds that of any brand
single producer.

Every Monday there is released Red
a
Feather Photo Play that
is a winner from the box ofTice standpoint and that pleases the crowds to the
extent of a renewed and insistent demand for
Red Feathers.
Were you fortunate enough to secure and
show :
Kerrigan in "The Beckoning Trail"
Mersersau in "The Narrow Path"
Phillips in "If My Country Should Call"
Davenport in "Barriers of Society"

Watch for future releases
announced on this page. They will
help boost you to success. You can book
Red Feather Photo Plays through any
UNIVERSAL Exchange.

October 14. 191()
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/TATE RKHTJ
TMEliilinSC
llrjkElilYBw
NOW

SELLING ON

Produced

by The Smalleys

The Play that astonished all New York.
The Play with all Humanity in the cast.
The Play that lifts the curtains on Society's glass houses.
For

Terms, Prices amd Complete Information on Territory Now Open
write, wire or call on the STATE RIGHTS Department of the

UIMIVERSAIFILM

MANUFACTURING
CARL

"The

Large>t

Film

LAEMMLE,

Manuiacturiiig C<.'nccrn

1600 Broadway,

CO.

President
m

tlie Universe"

NEW

YORK

161
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(DWEEDLEDUM)

((

The Scream -IN-of the Screen"

Tweedledum Comedies
FIRST RELEASE:
.

October 9th

A Scrambled Honeymoon— Two Reels
Some Hero— One Reel

October 16th
October 23rd
October 30th

Torpedoed by Cupid— One Reel
FOLLOWED

.

BY

Tweedledum's
Busy Night— Two Reels
PRODUCED BY
EAGLE

FILM

COMPANY

Jacksonville, Fla.

DUNN

Supervising Director
EXCLUSIVELY

H5H]

BILLY

DISTRIBUTED

UNITY

BY

729 7thAVE.,NEW YORK.

:-:■:«■:-:■«:

RH
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3)lI spectators

TRADE AND DAILY
PAPER CRITICS

4

PPOGRAM AND
'OPEN BOOWMG MANAGERS
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WORLD

EMPLOYfK or m
STI^AND THEATRE

t

IMPORTANT STATE
RIGHT BUYERS

- fiereS wfiat ifieij said -

W.STEPHEN BUSH

PETER

MILNE

M0y/N6 P/CT(//f£ WORLD

MOT/O/^ P/Cri/fff NEWS

"THE PATHOS AND COMEDY IS

■'IT 15 THE BEST SHOW

ADMIRABLE-ITS A GREATSTORY"

rVE EVER LOOKED AT"

WID

CA.KRACHT
EDITOR
OF THE

Noted Critic

AMD

EDITOR

OF

FELIX R FEIST
WOlfLP F/IM CO fPOff AT/OH
"YOUVE got a GREAT
BOX OFFICE

PICTURE"

LOUIS R0SEN3LUH
NOTED

FILM

I^AN AND

HEAOOF

MO//m P/Cri/fff MA/L

"IT IS

INDtED

GREAT

BEN
new

A

PICTURE"'

DAVIS

yoRf< tribi/nb

"it BROUGHT TEARS TO
MY EYE5-IT IS LIFE ITSELF"

THIS PICTURE DESERVES HONORABLE MENTION-AHD IT WILL6ET IT"

JOE
PROMINENI

lee:

REPMStNIATIVE Of HUMEROUS M(H»Wli£S

*iT 15 one: of the.
FINEST FILM PRODUCTIOHS 1 HAVE EVER SEEN"

VARIETY FUM CORP'H.
"DONT SELL THIS 'TILL
YOU

SEE

ME"

Mr. WOLF

NOTfP HX EXHIBITOR.
"it is great, I CONGRATULATE YOU ON THIS PICTURE"

CRITICS CREDlTED'JAFFtRY" WITH 5EING THE FINEST PICTUR[PRODUCEDINYEARS
SEE NEXT ANNOUNCEMEMT
ARRANGEMENTS
1he(oNQIIE5T0F
CANAAN" isFORas RELEASING
great in e^y
respect

IT GOULD HAVE BEEH SOLD IN THE LOBBY IF WE HAD DESIRED TO DISPOSE OF IT
ON VARIOUS PROGRAMS

EriM®Efil[K«]/^K3
William

M[^X]EyI^il
L. Smerrill

Pres.
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P-rodiULci:

miW|

,,

IMi

lOXl

m

o1

M

AND

RALPH DELMORrMARI[ EDITH WELLS
BEN HENDRICKS- GENELaMOTTE
WALTER HEIRS
AND

18

EAST

4ls7 ST.

2000

N.Y. C.

I

OTHERS

M
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THE ACME OF FILM
PRODUCTION
. .
Screen selected subjects
of the leading open market
producers of America .

Twenty one reels weekly
One to three reel subjects
consisting of really HUUAN
DRAMAS - MUSING COMEDIES
and POWERFULLY VIRILE WESTERNS

I

THE QUALITY SERVICE
for all theatres large £ind small
•
Twenty eight exchangee
UNICORN FILM SERVICE
CORPORATION

126 West ^6th
New York City.

Street,

•

•

•

•

tk-tobcr U. 1916
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ADVERTISED

EVERYWHERE

hy thalel
of

M^CLURE PUBLICATIONS
MTlure Building

MCCLURE

PICTURES

New York City
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A DrAii\c\ produced u^derthe per/oi\al/upervi/loi\of
divd
pre/e^ti^g theWiU'iAnx
gredit cri/j/N-Selig
ii\ our ^altiol\al
life v/itK/plei\did power, witKd//fi\pd.tlv,
Ayirvceritxajvd a pfiitrioH/r\ tfva^tare
il\/piri^g

Presented by SKGrnVdlV-ClliOtf

220W-425i St- NewYorKCiTy. '"'*'•
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CO.

Has Secured

EXCLUSIVE

RIGHTS

To Film

™E WOOLi'S
011=11 AillF'IIOiSyilP'
ilSEiALL SEI^DES
EVERY MOVE MADE ON THE DIAMONDS
TO BE PRESENTED

ALL THE BASEBALL STARS TO
BE FILMED IN ACTION

A Money-Getting Feature in Five or More Reels

BOOK

NOW

BClLEDIME • EDDSOi - SiUi = ESSMM
Exchanges in Twenty-three Principal Cities

SilMVIICE

10

REASONS
PATHE'S

WHY
NEW

YOU

WONDER

A great money maker.
It will make more money for you than
any fifteen five-reel features.
The advertising behind it; the two greatest newspapers in every
big city will carry our advertising on it. Also there are bill
boards, sign boards, complete publicity booklets— everything
to fill your
house.
The stars— Grace Darmond.
The

Ralph Kellard and Leon Bary.

production — the very best,
and Donald Mackenzie.

by

experts,

Louis J. Gasnier

The thrilling story by George B. Seitz. author of "The Iron
Claw," the most successful serial writer in the business.
Get the Pathe Exchange

SHOULD

SERIAL

IN

15

6. Fair rentals — prices have doubled but you'll more than double
your business.
The Pathe policy is to charge what a film is
worth.
This serial is worth double.
7. Pathe is the world's greatest serial house.
Our many serial
successes are the guaranty for the success of this.
8. For fifteen weeks your audiences are sure of thrills, mystery
romance, and sustained interest.
9. Being completely finished before release you can see it before
10.

you book it.
It cost more than
well spent I

any serial

serving you to show it to you — you'll book it!

PATHE

BOOK

CHAPTERS

PRODUCED

ever

made

and

it was

money

Comphte Puhhcity Boohlrtf

BY

ASTRA FILM CORP'N

l:sir.%i:?J ASS^^ n9:mJi^
PATHE

advertising that brings the crowd to your doors!

The Pathe policy is to help you fill your house when you show a Pathe picture. Therefore we are advertising this
Master Plot in 14 Chapters in the following fine list of papers.
There s one here to help you, Mr. Exhibitor !
Albany Times Union
Syracuse (N. Y.) Journal
Atlanla CoDstltutlon
BlrmlnKham
(Ala.) Reporter
Baltimore American
BoFiton Herald
Buffalo Times
Butte Dally Post
Daily Times. Florence. S. C.
American, Charleston, S. C.
WllmLngrton (N. C.) Dispatch
The IntelllKencer, Anderson, S. C.
Goshen (Ind.) News-Times
Cleveland Leader
Columbus
(Ohio) State Journal

Dallas
N'ewB
Rocky Mountain
News, Denver
Des Molned Register & Leader
Montour (la.) Gazette
Jefferson (la.) Free Lance
Stuart (la.) Herald
SpearflNh Enterprise. Speartlsh, S. D.
Galvetilon News
Houston
Chronicle
Shamrock
(Okla.) Blarney
Drumrleht
(Okla.) Dally Derrick
Los AnReles Record
.Milwaukee Free Press
Redpranite (Wis.) Herald

Featuring JACKIE SAUNDERS
BILLBOARDS

Minneapolis Tribune
St. Paul Pioneer Press
Newark News
Plainfield (N. J.) Courier-News
New Orleant* Item
Jackson
(Mitis.) Dallj' News
Brideeport
( Conn. ) Standard
IVaterhury
(Conn.) Democrat
New Haven (Conn.) (nion
Daily Advocate, Stamford, Conn.
Omaha Bee
Philadelphia North American
Pittsburgh Chronicle
Altoona (Pa.) Times

and ROLAND

EVERYWHERE.

Produced By

Portland (Ore.) Telegram
East Oregonian, Pendleton, Ore.
Providence (R. I.) Tribune
Richmond Times-Dispatch
Rochester Photoplay News
St. Louis Times
lliinois State Journal, Springfield
Evansville (Ind.) Journal-News
Salt Lake City Telegram
San Francisco Dally News
Seattle Post Intelligencer
Washington Star
Wichita Beacon
Worcester Evening Post

BOTTOMLEY
Complete

Puhlidty BooUets.
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ATIASTINCKI
ON PL
TH£
SCREENS
Me masterpiece at Hxeworlcb
moH ceiehmted. author
Ji^MJU.

SHI

fuiyTpeen.
^jiHGdci
five -pat
JWOsterJJlar by Edward Jose ,
famous- ^r /us suoces^r^^JKe Beloved Vagdbond"and "Jftelron,
Claw!' Fea±urikgr

Jidbert Edeson

supported hy lilliarv Jiiclier,
Clcaide Fletnin^ and Jose GMins.

SRdeased Oct,15t^
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24 hours in advance of
all other news weeklies
^MMi^M^i

amtgero
^/^w Garric^tkeatrepf^inr
nea^oUs,%as €kis tx) sa^ of the

WitUout exception 0xe Vathe .Actios has
^Iven. our theatre durirv^ 1^ -pastr
two years every event of local or^
world-wide interest at no tiywe less
0ian^
'koiA-rs in Iadvance
ofdE iM^enty-:^^^
o0ier ..yi^ws Weeklies.
consider
J*atlve.y^ws equally as intportant
as 0xe feature attractions, and t^
perfect
out it^ program not perfect i^itk-

l£fu ^et it Ht}^ and you
^et it hest in the

VatheJ/^s>!
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5elznick<|>picture5
:^:i
Wars Cruellest Wounbs

pierce the hearts

I^BT?

AT HOME

^-r

TMI5 IS "the GIRL HE LEFT
BEHIND HIM "

HERBERT 6REN0N $
PRESENTATION OF
MAZIMOVA
in
WAR BRIDES.
Marion^;;;

Craig -^ 1

WentworiK

SOLE

LEWIS

DISTRIBUTOR

J.SELZNICK
NEW

YORK

ENTERPR
ISES
CITY

INC.

^■A
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(lARA KIMBALL yOU/IG
"THE(?MI19NLAW"
Triumph

Scores A Veritable

WHAT TH£
ON moTiON

FORe.MOST
pictup.es

The million and more readers of the
book will find the appealing love story
of Valerie West, the artist's model,
and Louie Neville, the painter, absorbingly revealed on the screen. The
sensational touches that gave the
novel such wide vogue have been retained, but are depicted with such exceptional taste as to give offense to
none.— VICTOR WATSON
in the
NEW YORK AMERICAN.

Marcus Loew

AUTHORITIES
have, to say

"A Magnificent Production" — Lewiff
J. Selznick has made an even greater
photoplay
"The
Commonmade
Law"a
than
Robertof W.
Chambers
successful novel.— NEW
YORK
EVENING SUN.

'The Common Law" attracted
throngs to the theatres, both downstairs and an on the roof. . . . Beauti*
ful models are never more beautiful
than when played by Miss Young, and
Miss Young is even prettier as Valerie
West in the Chambers novel than she
was as TrilBy;— JOHN LOGAN in
the NEW
YORK
HERALD.

In "The Common Law" Lewis J.
Selznick has again shown that he is
a great believer in the necessity of
lavishness in making a picture a sure
winner. He has spent an enormous
sum in the production, and yet he has
not been wasteful as he has made
every dollar count in the production
of a remarkable picture. No detail
missing: every dollar spent will bring
back many dollars to the treasury of
his producing company. — LEWIS
SHERWIN
in the NEW
YORK
GLOBE.

"Clara Kimball Young Scores a
Great Hit in 'The Common Law'" —
This picture is playing to capacity
audiences at the Marcus Loew theatres. The initial Selznick production
makes him one of the most important
producing factors in .America from
the beginning.— NEW YORK EVENING WORLD.

A beautiful and popular star, a
story by one of the most popular authors of the day. and magnificent
direction by Albert Capellani gives to
this Selznick picture the impetus such
as few producers have been able to
gain. . . . Photographically the picture is also a superb production. —
"ZIT" in the NEW YORK JOURNAL.
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SELZNICK # PICTURES
UNION

WEST
TEL
OtOaOt W

t ATKIN*.

AM

T.<mn,t,|„,

KCeivaP «T 821 SUTK *»BIIE. NEAR 46rH SI, NEW TOM IK."
333. :v

;.c

50

■; z::7:j,

PH CHICAGO
LEtllS J SILZHICK,

ILLS

1013A

CLARA KIUBALL YOUliO FILW CORPI.',

SEPT 'STH 1S.16

49 ST Ai:D EEVEHIH ATC

CLARA KIMBALL yOU;:0 IS THE COlMOll LAB DIB THE BIOGESr BUSIIIESE III THE
HISTORY OF THE 3TtmEBAI[ra THEATRE

OVER TTIO TH0U3AI.'IJ ON IKETJO DAYS

EVERYBODY TOLL PLEASED ALL THREE IIORMIIIG PAPERS TRIBUIIE HERALD EXAillllER
OIVE PICTURE nOllDERFUL CRITICISU
1330P1I.

ACCEPT OHR COHGHATULATIOIIS
J0IE3 LimcX AND SCHAEFPER CO
AARON J JOKES

Mr. Capellani. the director . . . >ias
■wrought quite wonderfully. ... It is
so admirably
done
that it nowhere
hangs heavily. . .
It is a well-made
picture technically and Miss Young is
both
beautiful
and histrionic. —
KITTY
KELLY in the CHICAGO
TRIBUNE.

Clara Kimball Young is charming
^d appealing. Her leading man and
the rest of the cast are wonderfully
capable. Capellani, the director, is a
positive genius. If the future productions of the Lewis J. Selznick Enterprises are of this remarkable calibre
this organization will receive a hearty
welcome from the American public —
OMA
MOODY
LAWRENCE
in
CHfCAGO
EVENING
POST.
Congratulations to Clara Kimball
Young in the successful launching of
her great motion picture venture and
more congratulations to Lewis JSelznick, the daring producer, with
his first "C. K. Y." picture. The
Studebaker is playing to capacity audiences and you are lucky to be able
to get into the theatre at all during
the opening engagement of "The
Common
Law."
Albert Capellani
the director
among
all directors is■
ROBN. REEL
C.^

in CHICAGO

AMERI.

PRES.

If he (Robert Chambers) is one of
those_ proud authors who -scorn the
plebeian movie, he will, after seeing
Tiow the Clara Kimball Young Film
Corporation has handled his brain
child, take movies to hi^ heart and
embrace them. . . . Miss Young fulfills the extravagant description
Chambers gives his beauteous heroine.
. . Capellani staged "The Common
Law'" In a masterly fashion. . . . Miss
Young holds the center. of the stage
and charms with her truly exotic
beauty.— LOUELLA O. PARSONS
in the CHICAGO HERALD,
It is an assured triumph. It has the
magnetic personality of a beautiful
star, the splendid stage craftsmanship
of Capellani, and the justly popular
novel of Robert W. Chambers. As a
picture "The Common Law" rivals
some of the most spectacular revues.
It is scenically magnificent. — W. K.
HOLLANDER
DAILY
NEWS. in the CHICAGO

"Something
t Wins"— If
Lewis J. SelznickDiffereii
turns out more subjects as good as this one — a tense, infor ' the
human
teresting andhe
sophisticated—
may story
well stick
out
his tongue at his disagreeable competitors, who scoffed at his idea of
something difltcrent. — JUANIT\
GRAY
INER.

in the~CHlC.\GO

EXAM-

J
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INTERNATIONAL'S
Latest Golden Eagle Feature

"THE FLOWER OF FAITH"
Exhibitors
everywhere
proclaimed
"Jafl'er\-,"
Golden Eagle
Feature, one
of the best
featurestheof first
the
year. These same exhibitors are now booking "The
P'lower of Faith,"
and looking forward to the next
International
announcement.

15 «^

^■^'

REV
and

F-RAIMK

l\/lll_|_S

are featured in this production.

It combines scenes of simple country life with stirrinoincidents of the frontier. It culminates with a gather'^
mg of night ridersPRODUCED
and a FOR
magnifi
THE cent storm'' scene.

INTERNATIONAL
Film
By

Superb

Service,
Pictures

Inc.
Corp.

/'

Managers McGraw and Donovan and their
teams of Giants and Yankees, together with
18,000 enthusiastic New York fans, are among
the actors in this episode of BEATRICE
FAIRFAX.

I

S

HARRY FOX AND GRACE DARLING

;

as usual, are the stars.
With them are featured

-i

OLIVE THOMAS AND NIGEL BARRIE
It is the latest episode of

Seairice Fairfax
PRODUCED

729 SEVENTH
Scenario by
BASIL DICKEY

AVE.

FOR

THE

INTERNATIONAL
Film

Service,

Inc.

Story

by NEW

BEATRICE

YORK

FAIRFAX

MET
f^'MS'S

JLO

announces William J'hake.speare'S
'Troducedhy QUALITY Ticiures Corporation with
FK.
ANCIS
X. BUSHMAN
and
B EV EB^'LY^
B^KTsTE
Directed by JohnWNohle, and Franci
s Y.Bushman
cJssistedby Edward Eisner and Rudolph dc CordoFa..

METB.

METRO

Relieves its best service to the exKibitor lies in

*producftions that guarantee g;reat box office returns and

offers ROMEO

AND

JULIET

supreme profit maker of tKe year.

*s the

rpRODUCED aiaco^ of ^XSO.OOO-with a ca^ of ^OO chosen,
Mplaj^ers, this, "the Loy>c Story oftJycAg'es' eclipses ihe possibilities of the spok-en drcimci..

CTARS of the Created Popularity with Motion Pidrure
^ in
a^uclience5
in the o£mo^
spectacle drama
the hi^or^y
the mag'nificent
scx^zxv.
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" Greatest Stars on E

Why Paramount
is paramount
because of its towering
program, because of its
siipej-ior producers and
their hundred
stars
S,D
OERAN
AY
LASKY, MORO
PLSC
FAMOUS
PALLAS,.—- there's weight
for you!
Put them on the scales with
their hundfed stars, with their resources for new plays, with their
means for gorgeous productions
and budge them if you can with
all the weight you can muster in
Filmdom!
Think of showing Marguerite
Clark, Pauline Frederick, Fannie
Ward, Marie Doro, Leonore Ulrich,
Lou-Tellegen, Dustin Farnum, or
any of the hundred Paramount
stars when no one else in your district shows them!

^aramount>^idur&^(^aoratUui-

L-/

FOUR EIGHTY FIVE

LX

NEW

Fn=THAVENUE

YORK.

^—^

N.Y.

^ FORTY FIRST ST.

OLtobei 14, 1916
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' Greatest Stan On Earth '

Famous Players, Lasky,
Morosco
and Pallas
Make 104 Plays a year
for Paramount, released
at the rate of tivo a week
is tearing thru
gra
pro
THIS
n —m it
tio
opposi
is girdling
the nation as one Paramount family — it is making money
for exhibitors in all parts of the
country as money has never before been made by them!
To get this program under any
conditions would be a "beat," but
think of getting it for yourself with
all the Paramount protection!
Think of the reputation it gives
your house — the sweep it gives
your box-office — the foundation
it's laying for the A-ears to come.
A 1 1 you've ever dreamed or
hoped for in a service is to be

found in Paramount's. By all
means confer at once with your
local Paramount Exchange.

Q>cu-amountQfictureA^(^fiorati4m
ro*ja EJOKTV pivt o' fn^TMAVEjorE
V — 0/ pcRTTf nasi sr.

<y

NEW

=e=^

YORK.

N.Y.
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"Paramount
Tictures
of the 5thIf'^eek
RELEASED THURSDA
Y, OCTOBER
JESSE L. LASKY
PRESENTS

BLANCHE

SWEET
IN

THE

STORM

The wilds of Maine the background, with love the theme
Prod need
bv

JESSE L. LASKY
JESSE

L. LASKYY
President

FEATURE

PLAY CO

CECIL
B. DeMILLE
ARTHUR
S. FRIEND
CEC
GGeneral Director
Treasurer

Released hy Paramount Pictures Corporation

liiii
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Forthcoming Paramount Pictures
JESSE L. LASKY
PRESENTS

FANNIE WARD
WITCHCRAFT
IN

HP
ap:

THE

COLUMBIA

UNIVERSITY

PRIZE

PLAY

Produced by

JESSE L. LASKY
JESSE

L. LASKY
President

FEATURE

ARTHUR
B. FRIEND
Treasurer

PLAY CO.
CECIL
B. DeMILLE
General Director

Released by Paramount Pictures Corporation
Monday, October 16th

186
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Forthcoming Paramount Pictures

LEONORE ULRICH
THE INTRIGUE
A story of international scheming to
obtain the rights to an X-Ray gun — the
invention of an enterprising young
American.
The "Dramatic Mirror" says: "There is no questioning the entertaining quality of this producticn."

Produced by

PALLAS

PICTURES

Released by Paramount Pictures Corporation
Monday, October gth.
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PARAMOUNT
ANNOUNCES

ITS

SECOND

COMEDY

"BRIDGET'S
Blunder"
(ONE REEL)

THIS NEW

ONE REEL-ROAR

BLACK

DIAMOND

wi'/I be released
PRODUCED

UNITED
PICTURE

October

STATES
MOTION
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NOW!
Let us sell your seats !
Let the energy and seat-selling power of
the World Film Corporation help you.
World
franchise holders know that a
great personality is watching and guiding the
production of every foot of their films — and
touching every foot of their films with seatselling force.

•

William A. Brady is the New York representative ofevery World film exhibitor.
He
is choosing the scenarios, selecting the casts,
supervising the direction, censoring, building,
thinking, planning — all to make it even
easier for World exhibitors to keep every
seat sold.
World films and World service attain a
higher seat-selling perfection every day.
Put the World Film energy and power at
work FOR YOU.
And sell ALL your seats SOLID TIME !
Let The World DO IT.
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EVER PRODUCED.
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motion
picture Jbusiness.
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Have
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And Still
THESE

FAMOUS WRITERS
ASSERT.

"Greatest

"ZIT" -&■/*/. nih.
of all"

"Masterpiece of JANE
the Twentieth
Century"
M'LEAN.5</t/. ISlh.
Yet in spite of the disasters shown, there
runs through the picture a theme of such
beauty that when it is ended you feel
that you have indeed been walking on
the mountain tops. It is impossible to
compare "Civilization" with any other
production, as it stands alone in its majesty, terror and soul-thrilling power.
STELLA

OPENED

ri.OKES- Se/<1. 21st.

LAST SPRING

AND STILL PLAYING TOCAPACIir
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TRIANGLE
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF OCTOBERS!!!

WILFRED

LUCAS

in

"RUMMY"
TRIANGLE— FINE ARTS

A brilliant story of big-city newspaper life this picture offers
a remarkable exhibition of character interpretation by the star,
Wilfred Lucas. Starting as a dapper, energetic, "live" reporter,
with a promising future, circumstances cause him to lose faith
in his wife and he sinks to the depths of humanity, a shriveled,
sodden wreck.
His work is truly wonderful, and your patrons cannot fail
to recognize it — and appreciate it. A big, strong, vital play,
told in the Triangle way. "Rummy" will, without question, be
one of your big successes.

BESSIE BARRISCALE and
CHARLES RAY in

"PLAIN JANE"
TRIANGLE— KAY

BEE

All the world loves a romance — the pretty, simple tale of the
love of a maid for a man, and when your patrons have seen
"Plain Jane" and the way Bessie Barriscalc wins the man of her
choice, they won't be able to help loving this picture.
A dainty, sweet, old-fashioned love-story, this Triangle Play
will go right to the hearts of every audience — whether it be
composed of young or old.
If you want to take advantage of Bessie Barriscale's popularity, if you want to "cash in" on the excellent work she has
done in previous pictures, watch carefully for "Plain Jane."

KEYSTONE

Two

corkers coming

COMEDIES

this week, just as good as ever.
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Give your patrons a 5 weeks tour on this
GAUMONT SPECIAL

m

GAUMONT SPECIAL
A railway train and your theater are
alike : The last hundred empty seats
are all profit — when you fill them.
Book "Fantomas" and you are sure
of a crowded house each week for
five consecutive weeks. "Fantomas"
will do for you what it does for others,
pack your theater to the doors.
"Fantomas," an international success, has
made millions for exhibitors all over the
world. The Atlanta Mutual Branch Manager reports, " The ' Fantomas ' Series is
creating a sensation throughout this territory." All other Branches say the same.
Millions have read the "Fantomas" stories
this summer in a great syndicate of newspapers. Cash in on the interest already
created by showing the world's greatest
criminal on the screen.

Show "Fantomas" as a profitable preliminary to Gaumont's next sensational series,
"The Vampires, or The Arch Criminals of
Paris." This will be issued weekly in 9
episodes, each complete in three reels.

6aamont Co.

FLUSHING,

N. Y.

JACKSONVILLE,

FLA.

THE PHANTOM CROOK
THE MAN IN BLACK
THE MYSTERIOUS FINGER
PRINT
THE CROOK DETECTIVE
THE FALSE
MAGISTRATE

^^m:

MimUULNEW/
kk

PUBLISHED

ke Muhi66al''
vq OivFILMlivT
WEEKLY> BY Coii
THE MUTUAL
CORPORATION.
EXCHANGES
Wkal
OCTOBER

VOL.1

New Helen Holmes
Chapterplay First
Release Oct. 23rd
t |N RESrOXSE to more than C.OOO reM. qiH'sis from cxliibitors for another Hel<-n Holmes serial," the Signal Film Corpiiiration lias made a new ehapter-play
starring this popular favorite. The first
chapter will be released on Jlonday, October 23. A new chapter will be released
weekl.v thereafter. The new picture is
undoubtedly the greatest production in
«hich Miss Holmes has ever appeared.
. She easily outdoes all the daring deed;?
i^She has previously performeri and yet the
j'gtory is entirely logical. Every exhibitor knows how important a box-office asSet Helen Holmes has proven to be.
Ever.v exhibitor kni^ws that this leadinj;
woman has a tremendous following. He
can imagine how much more of a boxotlice magnet a new play \vill be in whicli
Helen
Holmes
outdoes
all previous
efiifbrts.
"A Lass of the Lumberlands."
The new Helen Holmes picture is entitled "A Lass of the Lumberlands." A.s
one can gather from its title, it is a story
of tile great timbering regions in the far
North. Helen appears as the daughter of
a great lumber baron who controls vast
tracts of standing timber. Ere the first
chapter ends Helen, as a baby, is borne
across a lumber-jam just as the huge
mass of lumher is torn apart by
a dynamite explosion. This is but
the first of the thrills which are to
come.
Tears later, Helen, now a young
■'W'oman, becomes an operator on the rail' ttoad running into the big timber country.
Railroading, lumbering and all the haz,irds and perils that are involved in such
.fremendous undertakings in a wild, lawlipss country, form the background of the
story.
■fhrills Come Thick and Fast.
There is not a dull monient in the entire length of "\ Lass of the Lumberlands." Thrills come thick and fast.
The great lumber trust engages in
a fight with the independent owners of
timber, Helen's father heads the forces
of the gigantic corporation, Helen leads
the Smaller owners in their fight to live.
On the swirling rivers, over the tracks
of the hmiber company, in the forest, the
fight goes on.
The
tale grows
more
~ thrilling with each succeeding chapter.
Every exhibitor who booked the previous
Helen Holmes serial, "The Girl and the
name," knows the business it brought
him. Hundreds have already booked "A
Lass of the Lumberlands." It may be
booked at any Mutual exchange.
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The Week's Releases

Mutual Star Production.
Rrand. Title. T^ada Reels.
American,
Piiilip Holden, Wastor..
Kichard Bennett.. 5
Turner, Redeemed Florence Turner.. 5
Tuesday, Oct. 10th.
American, Citizens All
2
Wednesday, Oct. 11th.
Beauty, Tliat Sharp Note
1
Thursday, Oct. 12th.
Mutual, Mutual Weekly No. 93
1
Caumont.
See America
First and
Cartoons
1
Friday, Oct. 13th.
Thanhouser, At the Edge
of the
Aqueduct
Cub,
Inoculating Hubby
_
Saturday, Oct. 14th.
^ Cub, Those Primitive Days
m Cub, Those College Capers
B
Sunday, Oct. 15th.
^ Vogue. Ducking and Discord
M Gaumont,
Keel Ljfe

12"
1
1
g
2 M
1 M
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President Freuler
Fights Censorship
"Treason and incendiarism" are the
words with whioh I'resident .lithn R.
Freuler of the Mutual Film CnrporatioQ
denounces the movement to gain an indorsement of federal censorship from
motion picture producers. Mr. Freuler,
in a telegram last week to David Wark
Griffith, who is aiding in the fight against
censorship, \Vent on record as follows:
"The Mutual Film Corporation and the
other interests which I represent will
never at any time, under any conditions,
suhmit to or participate in any proposal
to accept censorship in any form. We
are fighting and will continue to fight
every form of censorship existing or
contemplated, city, state or federal. Acceptance of any form of censorship would
mean the violation of the primary principles of Americanism and a surrender of
our right to our business. There is no
possible value, even temporarily, in acceptance of federal censorship as a foil
against state censorship, since it is established beyond question that the states
would still retain whatever censorship
power they may have. Any film man
who stands for such a policy should not
be in the motion picture industry, and
will not be for long. The Mutual Film
Corporation will fight to the everlasting
finish for its principles."
The lumber jam that is shown as the
climax of the f^rst chapter of "A Lass of
the Lumberlands" is a real one. which
nctually cost the lives of some of the mea
who attempted to break it up.

Richard
DebutBennett's
in Mutual
Star Productions
RICHARD BENNETT, famous on the
speaking stage and well remembered
by exhibitors everywhere for his splendid
performance in "Damaged Goods," is the
star of the newest Mutual Star Production. Its title is "Philip Hoiden—
Waster." It inaugurates a splendid series
of Bennett productions, each better than
the one before. Richard Bennett will
amaze you by his cleverness in this newest of photoplays. It is five reels Id
length. Every audience will wi.sh it was
longer. Every exhibitor who runs it will
have his patrons demanding more Bennett productions without delay. By hooking the entire series of Bennett Mutual
Star Productions he will be able to cash
in on that desire of his patrons.
"Philip Holden— Waster."
"Philip Holden — Waster" is a deliciously whimsical little play. It is indescribably humorous in places. It is highly dramatic at others. Its sub-titles are
sure to occasion chuckles of real glee.
Philip Holden is a young author who
doesn't appreciate the value of a dollar.
His brother, Miles, is just the opposite.
He fairly worships Mammon. Philip
falls in love with Helen Langdon. a vivacious maid who appreciates Philip's literary talent. Philip sets forth to carve
out a fortune for himself. He tries in
vain to land a position. At last he undertakes the sale of stock for a wild-cat
mining concern. The orders roll in.
Philip accepts certificates of .stock in lieu
of salary. And then the mine proves a
veritable bonanza. Philip finds himself
so rich that even his hanker begins to
patronize him. By chance he overheads
a scheme of his brother Miles' to drive
down a certain stock. He speculates on
the tip and grows more wealthy. "Philip
Holden — Waster" is so good it simply cannot be described in words. It
has to be seen to be appreciated. It is
now available at sixty-eight Mutual exchanges. October 9 is the release date
for this unusual picture.
"Redeemed."
The week of October 9 will see the release of another Florence Turner Mutual
Star Production. "Redeemed" is its title.
Magnetic Florence Turner scores an even
greater artistic triumpn in this new picture than she has already done in previous releases. This popular favorite is
known and admired wherever pictures
are shown. The entire Florence Turner
series may be booked at any Mutual exchange.

M
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The "Series" Idea
The trail has been blazed!

A new era

in film distribution and exhibition is here! And
the Mutual Film Corporation leads in offering exhibitors
feature productions of the greatest magnitude in "series"— groups of Mutual
Star Productions in five and six acts featuring America's most popular stars,
each picture being an individual and complete feature of superior merit.

The Corporation.
"series" ideaIt was
was fashioned
originated
the Mutual
Film
out ofbya thorough
study
of
exhibitors'
needs. motion
It was picture
born of theatres.
actual experience
the operation
of the
a number
of profitable
It has now income
to be the
big thing in film distribution and exhibition.

Here are the basic reasons for the success of
the
Mutual
"series"
It means
patronage.
It
enables
the exhibitor
to offeridea:
his patrons
big stars steady
in superior
productions on

definite days at regular intervals. It means economy in theater operation. It
enables the exhibitor to advertise each "series" of pictures heavily yet at a
lower cost per picture than the cost of advertising each picture separately. It
builds prestige. It establishes a standard — a reputation for high quality and
consistent programs.

The sixty-eight Mutual exchanges in America

are now offering exhibitors exceptional opportunities to secure big feature attractions in "series." Mutual Star Productions include:

The Mary Miles Minter Series The William Russell Series
The Richard Bennett Series
The Kolb and Dill Series
The Helen Holmes Series
The Margarita Fischer Series
The Florence Turner Series, and others.
The Charlie Chaplin series of Mutual Special Features is also available at
all Mutual Exchanges. Wire, write, or call on your nearest Mutual exchange.
Book a few of these "series," Arrange for special days and special advertising—and watch your box office receipts grow!

Mutual Film Corporation
JOHN

R. FREULER.

President

Sixty-Eight Exchanges Located in the Principal
Citiet of Ameiica,

THI£
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JOIN THE
ARTCRAFT
CIRCLE!
The Suiceisfiil rheaire nf Tnmorrolu Lays Its Found 2twn Todir

In Building for the Future the Progressive Exhibitor
Instinctively Books the New Superior Productions of

MARY PICKFORD
The First, "LESS THAN THE DUST," has been
completed and surpasses the most extravagant expectations. Star and story are perfect; cast and
director have done nobly. This emphatic stimulus
to the motion picture Art- Industry will be supplied
in a few weeks.
HUNDREDS

LEADING

OF

THEATRES

WILL PRESENT THESE PRODUCTIONS
BY ARRANGEMENT

729

Seventh
4ND

IN

WITH

Avenue, New
15 OTHER

CITIES.

York

!l
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KLElNE-EDISON-SEUfrESSAMY
SERVICE
Miliiiim^
c=;;;nfnfn^^

Filil

and

Fortuili

lie in the way of the exhibitor who books Essaiiatjr?i|
Sgreat features.
Their proven worth means big box|
office receipts and a reputation
for your house!
through showing exceiptional pictures.^^^^ I^^

f^-rSV-'i;
"The Return of Eve"
"According to the Code'^
"Sherlock Holmes''^|||

"Charlie Chaplin'r v-f|||^|
Burlesque on Carmen"
"The Discard"
vill

"The Misleading Lady**'
"A Daughter of the City"
"The Raven"
"The Man Trail"

"The Sting of Victory"
"That Sort"
"The Little Shepherd

'-'■'■■■

|

"Th"'f
e Hav
Bargain
oc": Row"

"Vultures of Society"
"Captain Jinks of

I

the Horse Marines"
"The Alster Case"li 11
"The Crimson Wing"

^

"In the Palace of the King'

"The Blindness
of Virtue"
"The White Sister'', gi^

'The Slim Pripcess"

"Graustark"

iiiili
liiiilii rTTn ifTtn itiidnlii i
CEORCE K SPOOR
PRESIDENT

V
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FIRST

ESSANAY CHAPLIN REVUE
5 ACTS

OF 1916

5 ACTS

THE YEAR'S GREATEST

LAUGHTER
FROLIC
COMING

SOON

Especially arranged by thp Essanay company
from the Essanay- Chaplin comedy successes
"The Tramp," "His New Job," "A Night Out."

INFRINGERS BEWARE
All E*8anay-Chaplin comedies are copyrighted in the Library
of Congress and infringers will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

All New, Special Paper and Advertising Material
GENERAL

Tracbmabk
Reg. U. & Fftt. 1007

GEORGE

FILM SERVICE

K. SPOOR. PRESIDENT

1333 Argyle Street, Chicago

CMnliir 14:'"tOIC

~* "
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Watch Mr.
W. P. Pierce!
Til is ultra progressive manager of
the New Theatre, Salina, Kansas,
knows that

i

Good Comedies
Win
So he gives his patrons 30 reels of

General Film Service
Fun
>«
' "f

m a week

Remember, please, Mr. Exhibitor,
that Mr. Pierce selects only

General Film Service
Comedies
He knows they get the money and
build up his patronage — and bank
account.

GENERAL
^

440 FOURTH

FILM

COMPANY,

AVENUE

Inc.
NEW YORK

<-

^<™»™^ HEI£N HOLMES

EXHIBITORS:

FIFTEEl^ CHAPTER9
REI£ASED OCT-25«i
You know of the tremendous

box office receipts you enjoyed for fifteen weeks with
HELEN

HOLMES' previous success-"The Girl and the Game." NOW

we announce a successor to "The Girl and the Game" — a new and spectacular chapter
play in fifteen feature chapters — a production that we believe will eclipse any serial
now on the market IN ACTUAL PROFITS TO THE EXHIBITOR. The title is
"A LASS OF THE LUMBERLANDS." The star is HELEN HOLMES. The
Director
McGowan,Powell.
who directed
"The date
Girl is
andOctober
the Game."
author are
of
the story isis J.E. P.Alexander
The release
23rd. The
Bookings
now being made at all Mutual Exchanges.

Wire orWrhe your nearest
^y./i.'cj-.'i till ' j'LJi

\m^

■' J

Hi

/

Jix dilieyfdJsd^echcularQsipierPId^

DIRECTOlt : JPM9GO^AlJ

BOOKINGSAr MUTUAL EXCHANGES
The scenes in "A LASS OF THE

LUMBER-

LANDS" are laid in the great North Woods where the
opportunities for bii;. spectacular scenes are great. Ttie gigan-

tic lumberinz industry furnishes backtfrounds of a n«u> and slrikine character.
Mi!t"< of rnilroads arc brought into plav. SvvirlinK streatns. saw mills and loBi ini« suk'Kest some of the setlinus that make "A LASS OF THE LUMBERLANDS" a play uf tremendous action.

If ifyou're
seeking big box office receipts for fifteen weeks
you want to buiid up a steady, regular patronage — if you
want anoiher fifteen weeks of the success you enjoyed in "The Girl and the
Game" -BOOK HELEN HOLMES IN "A LASS OF THE LUMBERLANDS"
NOW!

Tlje price of ttiis bin feature is low— VERY

LOW.

You're

bound to make BIGGER PROFITS than with any serial on the market. Investicate.
Write or wire your nearest Mutual Exchange— QUICK'

MUTUAL mmiCBATOArCF/
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Sai£ml Slliii SiEma.
DEEDS NOT WORDS!
William N. Selig is one of the pioneer manufacturers of motion pictures. He is among the very few that,
since the incejition of the art, have never missed a release date.
it was \\ illiam X. Selig who first discovered the possihilities of California as a producing center and wlu)
sent the first movie stock company to the Golden State.
In our next week's Ad we will tell you more about
the wonderful influence wielded by the Selig Compan\- in promoting the motion picture art.
'<f

.

IN THE MEANWHILE
Book "Only A Rose," a multiple reel drama of true
heart interest, released .Monday, October 16. Also.
"An Eventful Evening," a one reel drama, released
Saturda}-, October 21.
"The Selig-Tribune," the World's Greatest News
Film, is released every Monday and Thursday through
General Film Service. It gets the news and shows
it first !

SELIG POLYSCOPE
^

58 E. Washington Street

^^

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL. J^
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Sxnadl SUta Siemc^:
''GRANT, POLICE REPORTER"
KALEM'S

LATEST

FEATURE

iV^

SERIES
Ready,

October

20th

A feature, says the dictionary, is "something of pnniiincnce and importance." A feature, says the vfise exhiljitor, is "a jiicture that I can advertise, knowing it
will draw patrons and please them."

£

Neither definition mentions LENGTH — for length does not guarantee
PROMINENCE, IMPORTANCE, ADVERTISING VALUE, DRA\MNG POWER or SATISFACTION.
Every Kalem release is a feature — for each, Kalem release measures
up 100%! in every point that makes up the de finition of a real feature.

^■

m

It costs money to do this. For instance, on "Grant, Police Reporter,"
we are paying more for each one-reel story than many five-reel scenarios cost. We are
giving you two stars, George Larkin and OUie Kirkby. We are giving you productions
that are setting new per-foot records for programme releases of any lengtii.

pi

"Grant" is no exception. The same exacting test is met by "The Girl From
Frisco," "Ham Comedies," "The Hazards of He'en."
BOOK FEATURES— But book intelligently. Remember that five features
on one programme give you five times the punch of the average five-reeler. .And remember
further, that booking features on which vou can't make money is not booking intelligently
—it is BUSINESS SUICIDE!

"The Code Letter" is the first "Grant"
HAVE you GOT YOUR SHARE
ON

''THE SOCIAL

KALEM

release, on October 20th.
OF THE WINNINGS
PIRATES?"

COMPANY

235 West 23rd Street

:§::

New

YorR City

October 14, UM6
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tion were to be permanent a grafting and collecting bureau
nil doubt would soon be established.

* *

THB Plt,M
INDEX

BXMmrrofcS",

<
Kntcred ftt the GcDcril Post Office. New York City, as Second Class Matter

J. P. Chalmers, Founder.
Published Weekly by the

Chalmers

publishing Company

17 MADISON AVENUE.
(Telephone, 3510
J. P.
T. F.
E. J.
John

Chalmers, Sr
Chalmers
Chalmers
Wylie

NEW YORK CITY.
Madison Square)
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
General Manager

The office of the company is the address of the officers.
Chicago Office— Suite 917-919 Schiller Building, 64 West Randolph St.. Chicago, 111. Telephone, Central 5099.
Pacific Coast Office — Haas Building. Seventh St. and Broadway. Los .-Vngeles. Cal. Telephone, Broadway 4649.
SUBSCRIPTION

RATES.

United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and
Philippine Islands
Canada
Foreign Countries (Postpaid)
Changes of address should give both old and
ia full and be clearly written. Two weeks'
required to effect the alteration.
ADVERTISING

$3.00 per year
3.50 per year
4.00 per year
new addresses
time may be

r.ATKS.

Classified Advektising — Unc dollar for twenty words or less;
over twenty words, five cents per word.
Display Advektising Rates made known on application.
Note — Address all correspondence, remittances and subscriptions to Moving Picture World, P. O. Box 226, Madison Square
Station, New York, and not to individuals.

Tlll'2 worst scheme of taxation for motion pictures
ihat wc ever heard of is reported from Massachi/•^etts, where the legi.slature is to be asked to pu'
I Iwo-cent tax on all tickets of admission to motion picture
theaters. It is proposed by a special committee which is
investigating the subject to provide funds for an old age
l>cnsion and the two-cent tax on admission tickets is to
lie used for providing the fund. We are glad to add that
owing to the lively opposition of the Massachusetts motion picture exhibitors, led by President \l. II. Horstmann. the scheme has little chance of going through. The
impuilence of the proposition
* * is* monumental.
T]

lOMAS EDISON some time ago in an interview
with a member of our staff remarked that it took
about seven years to make a dent in a strongly
rooted prejudice. Well, we are not doing so badly judged
on that basis, ^^'e have made a fairly large dent on the
prejudice against the motion picture. Hence our surprise
at manifestations of prejudice from such men as Luther
Burbank and Charles Hanson Towne, one a famous naturalist, the other on the way to fame as a minor poet.
Burbank thinks that the motion picture does not make
people think hard enough, while Poet Towne opines that
the motion picture "commercializes" the dramatic writers,
tlie story tellers and especially the poets. These gentlemen will eventually see things differently, but we cannot
start their education right here. Burbank should know
that we cannot all be geniuses and inventors and that the
screen does not aim at breeding scientists. If it does
no more than stimulate it is doing good work. As to
the graver charge of the screen corrupting the poet why
we have to think that over or refer it to a committee.
\ on will both hear from us anon.
* * +
OX Moving
ANOTHER
of this
week's will
issuefind
of brief
The
Picturepage
World
the reader
comment on the records of the friends and foes of
the motion picture in the House of Representatives. We
will keep the list standing w^here it is until election day
and we earnestly hope that the readers of The ^MoviXG
Picture World will be guided by the records we have
printed
dates. when they vote or work for Congressional candi-

* *

"CINE-MUNDI.'\L." the monthly Spanish edition of the
Uoving Picture World, is published at 17 Madison Avenue
by the Chalmers Publishing Company. It reaches the South
American market. Yearly subscription, $1.50. Advertising
rates on application.
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Facts and Comments
As

A famous director put it tlie other day when he
was discussing censorship "there have been instances where politicians were known to accept

'sraft.' but it happened about three thousand years agr
in Babylon." .\ prominent official in Boston is accused
of having had a financial interest in a feature which he
at first refused to pass. He is getting a lot of publicity
.md is threatening to sue the naughty newspapers for
libel. All joking aside there has up to now been ctimparatively little grafting on the part of the censors, though
we know of a little now and then and here and there.
If the censors were to become common and the institu-

*

*

WE

PRINT inof this
week's given
issue by
an Mayors
interesting
symposium
opinions
of
various towns representing different sections of
the country on the question of Federal censorship. The
views of these Mayors are altogether apropos and would
seem to show pretty conclusively that even municipal
censorship would not be influenced \ery much by Federal
control or regulation. It may seem like carrying coals to
"^"ewcastle, but in view of the late pronouncement in favo'
"-if Federal censorship the publication of these views car
do no harm.

* *

*

WITHOUT
expressing any decided opinion on
the merits of the controversy between exchange men and exhibitors in regard to the
payment of all the freight charges by the exhibitor, it
seems tci us that an attempt to squeeze the exhibitor is
poor policy. The new rule which compels the exhibitor
to pay the freight both ways is a departure from an
arrangement hitherto satisfactory to all parties concerned. The exhibitor is the man on whom the prosperity ofall depends, and every effort should be made
to co-operate with him in a spirit of friendliness.
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Creative Methods — Maeterlinck
brilliant men have unconsciously foretold
MANY
the advent of moving pictures, as did Wilde when
deploring the fixity of painted scenes by great
masters, when he invoked the gods to give them the
supreme charm of motion, but one of the strangest of all
such prophetic utterances, unconsciously prophetic, was
that of Maeterlinck at the beginning of his "Treasures
of the Humble." He there said, "It is idle to think that
by means of words any real communication can ever pass
from one man to another." His full meaning, strangely
confirming his statement, is unknown. What had he in
mind when he asserted that no real communication can
pass from one of us to the other by means of words ?
Listen to a number of people talking incessantly and
decide whether they find pleasure in hearing what others
say or in trying to voice their own thoughts. Between
two in conversation, neither one after the other's money,
each has a turn by common consent, not a turn to listen,
but a turn to talk. Go listen to a sermon or a lecture
and notice how little you bring away. The average
human mind can not digest and assimilate to advantage
except, as every creative writer knows, during a period
of isolation. Maeterlinck may have meant that we become
most surely aware of what we wish to know when in
silence and alone.
Back of this may be hidden — only the great dramatist
himself knows — the secret of remarkable eflfects produced by Maeterlinck's plays. He has succeeded, more
than any other distinguished playwright, in conveying
a dramatic idea without saying much. In fact, his characters seem to say so little that is intense, with no action
to precede and enforce utterance, that clever critics have
been unable to say how he gets his powerful efifects.
From the few examples I have seen and read, my impression isthat he is trying to picture thought. Words inadequate, action quite as often distracting as enlightening,
he slows up on both that his audience may have time to
absorb what he wishes to convey, some with their minds
and some with their senses, as in an exquisitely presented
motion-picture story. He seems to write for the eye more
than for the ear, the eye ever searching for truth and
beauty, that it may make a record which the mind can
contemplate in silent periods of thought.
Two children of a peasant family are sent by a fairy
to search for the Blue Bird much needed by her child,
as by all of us. We follow the adventures of the children
in vague wonderment, now and then glimpsing a beautiful
idea. They find their grandparents sleeping in heaven —
"there are no dead" — and wake them. We live after
death, awake only when we are thought of on earth,
where we ha\-e done something worth while to be sweetly
remembered by those left behind. The children visit the
Palace of Night. Night is in terror because Man is
solving his mysteries, and so they progress amid pictured
thought.
The children awake in their cottage — it was all a dream
— and find what they have been seeking everywhere is
there in their humble home — the Blue Bird is Happiness.
"Symbolism !" cries the clever critic, but it is far beyond
symbolism. The wondrous creative genius of Maeterlinck
calls up some strange and beautiful images, but he is
ever intent on formulating what he has thouglit out in his
dream life, mindful of course that people go to the theater
to see something happen, but avoiding the theatric, the
"eternal triangle," the "unwritten law," and all those
primitive aspects of life which are raw when thev are not
blood red.
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® ® By louis Reeves Hamson

Maeterlinck, like Ibsen, evolves a principle. It may
concern religion; it may relate to politics; it bears on our
inner life quite as well as on that without; it may be
connected with any department of human knowledge.
His object is to discover the truth and make it known
in a form which addresses itself winningly to minds not
receptive when truth is trumpeted. He may bring forth
a whole body of principles in one play, only his propaganda becomes a source of delight, an invigorating tonic
concealed in delicious fruit, through his delicacy of creative method.
He invokes symbolism in "Monna Vanna," a noble
sacrifice of person, of self-respect, of all that makes
honor precious to a splendid woman, for the lives and
happiness of her brothers and sisters by thousands, a
sacrifice which would be beyond the appreciation of man
did he not see its examples every day in marriages
arranged for a girl by her family. Thousands of fine
women burn their natural hopes and aspirations on
the matrimonial altar for the sake of other lives than
their own. Materlinck reincarnates them in "Monna
"Joyselle" may well be called symbolic, and it loses
accordingly,
lacking the breadth and vigor of "Monna
Vanna."
X'anna," but through it creeps a similar poetic significance.
Love refuses sacrifice of the individual and "triumphs
over fatality as against the converse lesson of Monna
Vanna," (Maeterlinck's own statement). He gives
victory to love in true motion-picture fashion, though
that end, also as in moving pictures, is of doubtful value.
"Compensation" must always be considered, especially
when an audience is asked to sit through nearly five reels of
harrowing incident, but there are times, as in tragedy,
when it must yield to complete artistry of effect.
It may be called weak in Maeterlinck that he can not
always put his own theories into practice, though that
may be the fault of his medium. He abhors the primitive,
the arid, the brutal, much that is traditional in melodrama,
and he hopes that the theater may yet show stories having
in them phases of recognizable human experience. He
went to the theater "hoping that the beauty, the grandeur,
and the earnestness of humble day-by-day life would there
be revealed." "What I beheld was only a man who told
me at wearisome length why he was jealous, why he
poisoned, why he killed, why he responded to impulse
Yet this great dramatist reverts to the theatrical in some
of his finest plays, to episodes exhibiting men and women
alone."
responding
to primitive emotion instead of to reason that
controls feeling. He is compelled to do this so far as
events are concerned, but his method, that of portraying
the drama of our secret thoughts, filters through. His
method is that of some fascinating moving pictures, those
without the stereotyped villain, revealing by subtle art
that each of us is his own villain.
The theory of Maeterlinck's method is causing some
stage plays to meet with tremendous success. His books
indicate that he is after an analysis of the individual,
inclined to penetrate the drama of the human soul, not
especially for the intellectual, but for all who have become
aware of self-struggle in their careers. This method suits
the complex character of today and reaches the modern
audience with greater force than outward manifestations
of violent emotion, and it is not fanciful. Nothing is more
real just at present than man's desire to know himself
and to adjust himself to new realities instead of to the
old.
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nant issue in his campaign and the papers in the counties
of Hamilton, Inilton. Lewis and Herkimer were filled
with advertisements urging the Republican voters to favor
Cristman because the "motion picture trust and the big
Kodak trust were against him on account of his stand
in favor of clean pictures." The defeat of Cristman is all
the more remarkable when it is considered that the district
is but sparsely settled and the number of motion picture
houses comparatively small.

unanimous protest by the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry against every form
of legalized censorship was nothing more than the
happening of the expected. The law of self-preservation
left the meeting no other choice.
We were glad to note tliat the advocates of Federal
Cen.sorship were given the fullest opportunity to be heard.
Federal Censorship had been built up into a great hope.
It had been pointed out as a haven of refuge for the
By W. Stephen Bush.
oppressed film men. Men of legal learning had been
on Education consisted of
ee whom
Committ
House
mysteriously but very positively assuring us that Federal
THEfifteen
s of
member
eleven favored the
Censorship was the great cure for all the ills we suffered
Hughes Federal Censorship Bill and of whom four
from. At the meeting every argument in favor of the
stood with the motion picture men and fought the bill
theory was advanced. Never before has the falsity of
vigorously. We owe the four friends on the committee
these arguments been shown more clearly. The fond belief
a great debt. They not only worked against censorship
that Federal Censorship would in some unexplained way
in the committee room but they submitted a splendid
mitigate and perhaps abolish the horrors of all other
minority report which has been printed in full in The
kinds of censorship was completely exposed as a groundMoving Picture World. Exhibitors have shown their
less superstitition. The discussion upon the subject dispower
in the defeat of the champion of censorship in
closed the hollo wness of any hope built on Federal
this state. We hope that every man interested in the
Censorship. We expect that in the immediate future we
exhibition of motion pictures whether as owner or emwill hear very little of the magic of the censorship emanaployee of a motion picture theatre will vote for the friends
ting from the Federal Government.
of the screen and vote and work against its enemies.
The Movi.vG Picture World is and always has been
OUR FRIENDS.
against every form of legalized censorship because we
believe it absolutely wrong in principle. We would be
William Waller Rucker, representing the counties of
against Federal Censorship as wrong in principle even if trict.)
Carroll, Chariton, Grundy, Linn, Livingston, Monroe,
we were convinced that it would tend to eliminate or
Randolph, Sullivan.
(Second lUinois Congressional Disweaken other forms of censorship. We cannot understand upon what line of reasoning any one has the right
Mr. Rucker stood staunchly by the rights of the motion
to assume that a Federal Censor will be any different
picture and discomfited the contentions of the self-apfrom a state or a municipal censor. No matter who is
pointed reformers by many clever and pertinent questions.
clothed with arbitrary power over matters of taste and
Caleb Powers, representing the counties of Bell, Clay,
ethics in motion pictures he is bound to err and abuse
Clinton, Cumberland, Harlan, Knox, Laurel, Leslie, Mchis power. The question of censorship is not one of
Creary, Monroe, Pulaski, Rockcastle, Russell, Wayne and
Whitley.
(Eleventh Kentucky Congressional District.)
expediency nor yet one of personality, but one of prinMr. Powers was active in fighting for a minority report
ciple.
The Convention of the National League of Motion
against the Smith-Hughes Federal Censorship Bill.
Picture Exhibitors of America, which was held in Chicago,
Edmund Piatt, representing the counties of Dutchess,
and which was the biggest and most representative gatherOrange, and Putnam. (Twenty-sixth Congressional New
York District. )
ing ever held, had gone on record as unalterably opposed
Mr. Piatt joined in the minority report and took a most
to every fonn of legalized censorship. No other organization in the industry could have lived a month if it had
lively and intelligent part in the proceedings before the
committee.
failed to put itself in accord with the exhibitors on the
Frederick William Dallinger, representing the county
most vital question before the industry today. Now that
the entire industry has made a complete confession of
of Middlesex, Mass., consisting of the Cities of Camfaith we hope that we are in better shape than ever for
bridge, Lexington and Melrose and the towns of Arlington,
fighting the common enemy.
Belmont, Lexington, Stoneham, Wakefield, Watertow-n
The men who had at first been attracted by the ignis
District.)
and
^\'inchester. (Eighth Massachusetts Congressional
fatuus set up in Washington have fully recanted their
Mr. Dallinger secured a re-hearing on the censorship
mistake and are on record as standing loyally and enthusiastically with the great majority. None of them
bill which had been favorably reported by Mr. Hughes'
Committee. He became the ardent champion of the
ever favored censorship on principle, the harshness of
freedom of the screen at every session of the committee.
censors, the constant persecutions by self-appointed reformers and ignorant persons had driven them well nigh
He fought the Federal Censorship bill as vicious in printo despair, and even the false hope of Federal relief had
ciple and fraught with danger to the American people and
their liberties. To no man does the motion picture owe a
appealed to them in their distressful state of mind.
greater debt than to Mr. Dallinger. The exhibitors in his
What we all have to turn to now is the fight against
district are making a great fight for him. His district
the men who have made themselves conspicuous as
champions of censorship. Here too the exhibitors have
is a close one politically and every vote will count. Let
Mr. Dallinger find out on election day that the motion
set the example in co-operation with The Moving Pictitre
picture men have appreciated his splendid services on their
World. The man who fathered an oppressive censorship
behalf.
bill in this state. Senator W. T. Cristman of the 32nd
OUR ENEMIES.
Senatorial District, has been signally defeated in the
primaries for the Republican nomination for the senate
We print herewith a list of Congressmen who as members of the House Committee on Education have voted in
The motion picture men in the district have done their
share to beat Cristman. The friends of the latter sawfavor of the Federal Censorship Bill. We have reported
fit to make the censorship of motion pictures the domithe defeat of Judge Hughes in the Democratic primaries
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of the Twelfth District of Georgia. If any of the other
members appear as candidates for re-election we hope that
the motion picture men in their respective districts will
do all in their power to beat them :
Robert L. Doughton, Congressional District consists
of the countiesof Alexander, Alleghany, Ashe. Cabarrus,
Caldw-ell. Iredell, Rowan, Stanley and Watauga in the
state of North Carolina. (Eighth North Carolina Congfessional District.)
John W. Abercrombie (at large), of Tuscaloosa, St.
Clair County, Alabama.
Claudius Ulysses 'Stone, representing the counties of
Bureau, Marshall, Peoria, Putnam, Stark and Tazewell
in the state of Illinois. ( Sixteenth Illinois Congressional
District.)
John A. Key, representing the counties of Crawford,
Hancock. Hardin, Marion, Morrow and Wyandot. (8th
Congressional Ohio District.)
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William Joseph Sears, representing the counties of
Brevard, Broward, Clay, Dade, Duval, Monroe, Orange,
(_)sceola. Palm Beach, Putnam, St. John, St. Lucie, Seminole and \'olusia.
( Forth Florida Congressional Dist.)
Benjamin Clark Hilliard, City and County of Denver,
Col.
(First Colorado Congressional District.)
Horace Mann Towner, representing tlie counties of
Adams, Appanoose, Clarke, Decatur, Fremont, Lucas,
Page, Ringgold. Taylor, Union and Wayne. (Eighth
Iowa Congressional District.)
Simeon D. Fess, representing the counties of Champaign, Clark. Clinton, Fayette, Greene, Logan, Madison,
trict.)
Union and Warren. (Seventh Ohio Congressional DisRobert M. McCracken (at large), Boise, Idaho.
S. Taylor North, representing the counties of .\rmstrong. Clarion, Indiana and Jefferson. (Twenty-seventh
Pennsylvania Congressional District.)

Leisure Breeds Quality in Films ^ m m Byw. Stephen Bush
Such is the Creed of an Able and Ambitious
Danish Director Who Has Come
Here to See and to Learn
about paint-"
enthusiastic
morethrilled
was never
DT An,s:elo
RHMBR.\N
pride
with greater
never
ing, Michel
of his art, Mozart never kindled with greater love for
melody than Benjamin Christie throbs with devotion to the
screen. He has so far only made two pictures: "Sealed
Orders" and the one he has just brought over and which he
calls "Blind Justice." In both is revealed a distinct sciiool
of motion picture art; original, daring, subtle, intuitive. There
are some things which this director knows how to paint with
exceeding skill — scenes of child-life and glimpses of intimate
domestic bliss.
We are moved to speak in such personal fashion of Mr.
Christie because he has left his native Copenhagen and has
set foot on Manhattan Island. This Dane is a target for the
interviewer. Keen of wit, widely traveled, thoroughly original, ambitious to achieve great and good things for the
screen, producer of one remarkable epoch-making film, Mr.
Christie is well worth introducing to the readers of the Moving Picture World. Physically he is a worthy descendant
of the \ikings and the Norsemen; he would make a fine
warrior in the "Ring of the Nibelungs."
"You know." he said to me, "we are perhaps a little bit
slow over in Denmark. My studios in the suburbs of Copenhagen are never overworked. What we are striving after
are mainly quality and originality; we want .one as much as
the other. My associates are two young men like myself,
men of considerable means with a keen desire to sec me produce things that are worth while. That is my life ambition— to excel in productions for the screen, to find new ways
and new stories. The new stories are the hardest to get.
The longing for the new on the screen has been responsible
for my burning of the midnight oil. I was complimented
about my work in 'Sealed Orders,' but I assure you I was not
satisfied'
it. I wanted
to produce
somethingpeople
worthier
of
praise,with
something
that would
make educated
fall
in love with my work and yet retain its appeal for the masses.
I tried to do "this in 'Blind Justice.' Do you think I have
succeeded?"
He noticed my hesitation and quickly said: "W ell. we
will leave it to the .\merican public." I want to say right
here that my hesitation was not due to any doubt as to the
splendid artistic qualities of the new film play.
"No. I could not produce twelve such pictures in a year,"
question. "I will consaid Mr. Christie in answer to my
sider myself lucky to produce three or four at the very
most."
,
.
, .
. .
Mr. Christie thinks in terms of praise of .\merica in general and -'American films in particular.
"I admire your houses." said he. "and your films. Sometimes they show traces of sameness: you have certain stereoproducers follow intyped formulas which some of your Then
there always is
variably, such as the eternal triangle.
or the villain m your
'masher'
the fierce chastisement for the
It's always the punch on the jaw. You see.
love dramas.

Denmark being a small country, we producers have to depend on the markets of the outside world and hence we
have to consult the tastes and customs and prejudices of all
the various countries in the world. Do you know what happened to 'Sealed Orders' in Germany? Why, the general
staff would not permit it, because it looked so much like a
spy drama. .\ grave German officer with a monocle, surrounded by younger officers all bemonocled, looked at the
film and were horrified. I changed it into a smuggler film,
altering one or two scenes and supplying new titles, and it
received the approval of the military censors. Now, in
Russia they have a pronounced taste of their own. They
are a melancholy lot and therefore insist on unhappy endings. Nothing chagrins them more than to see the villain
punished. They want bad luck for hero and heroine from
the start to the finish."
.\sked what he thought of .\merican scenarios and .American directors, Mr. Christie modestly declined to express an
opinion other than that he thought very highly of the care
bestowed by American producers on their scenarios.
"One thing struck me in some of the film plays I have
seen here," he continued; "directors seem to be anxious to
make everything as plain to the audience as possible. You
perhaps neglect the elements of suspense and surprise. I
never tell my audience more than is absolutely necessary to
keef up tlieir interest. I do not hesitate to invite them to
guess and then disappoint their guess. I think enough should
l)e left to the imagination of the public. To prepare everything for them, to make them see the solution of all problems at once is apt to deaden their interest. Audiences as
I know them love to be mystified; if the climax is satisfactory they do not mind having their curiosity piqued a
little
and tlien."
Mr. now
Christie
is greatly impressed with the American market. .Although the types in his plays are scarcely to be distinguished from the .\nglo-Saxon type, he believes in securing some first-class .American talent in connection with his
plans for the future.
TEXAS

EXHIBITORS

AT

STATE

FAIR.

October 25 will be Motion I'icturc Exhibitors' Day at the
Texas State Fair to be held in Dallas. October 14 to 29, inclusive. The Texas .Amusement Managers' .Association has
made arrangements with the Fair .Association for a special
program for that day for the entertainment of the visitors.
In addition to this the local film exchanges and supply
houses will join and .give a banquet at the Oriental Hotel.
Wednesday noon. In the morning an informal reception will
be held in the lobby of the Oriental. .At 10.30 a conference
of all amusement interests will be held for an hour in order
to discuss any matters of state-wide interest. Organization
work has been going on rapidly in this state for the past
three months and it is probable that by the time the next
session of the Legislature convenes, which is in January, ,
1917. the entire amusement interests will be so cemented
together that quick and uniform action by the members of
the trade can be had on very short notice, should anything
aflFecting their interests come up.

i
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Protest Meeting of Exhibitors mm^m'sim^^Mm^
The Question of Return Charges on Films Acted
Upon by Big Gathering in Wurlitzer Hall —
What One of the Exchange Men Says

M

OTION Picture Exhibitors in the three Boroughs of
the Greater City of New York, and. indeed, in the
wliole Metropolitan District inchiding Long Island
and Eastern New Jersey arc up in arms against a rule which
has recently been adopted by the exchange men regarding
e.xprcss charges, and which, according to the contention of
the exhibitors, is unjust and unwarranted.
A special call for a mass meeting of exhibitors was issued
by Lee A. Ochs, president of the New York organization,
for Wednesday, September 27th. at Wurlitzer Hall on Fortytirst street between Si.xth avenue and Broadway. New York.
The meeting was well attended, the following theaters i)eing
represented:

NEW YORK. — Peter Tisch. Rex theater. Second and 1'hird avenue;
Rainbow .\musement Co.. 143!) Third avenue ; A. & A. Theater. P. Spas.sino.
lis Manhattan street: Wm. A. Leith. Comedy theater. 44iJ Eat>t 14tb
street; I. Kottman. Park theater. 4fj."» East lOilth street; .V. Levy. ISOth
Street theater. )'.4.*' East IStKh street: John J. Wittman. Eldorado theater
mi)" Wilkins avenue; Samuel Sucliiuan. Golden Rule theater. :i7Tt') Third
nvenuej X. Sehaehet. Uron.\ theater. :{S43 Third avcnm- ; S, Rottnian.
Pietorium theater. '.141 East ISUth street; Nathan Vinegrad, Xicholard
theater. 3-lV Third avenue; I'. Schoeberg. Savo.v theater. :U'2~> Third avenue; F. A. Gorman. Yorltville Ca.'^ino. I'lit East StJth street; Haring &
IJlumenthal. Owing the Palace theater. 176th street and St. Nicholas avenue ; Classic theater. ISlst street and St. -Xichoias avenue : Nicholas
theater. lT4tli street and St. N'icliolas avenue; Big Three Amusement Co..
Fleischmann
& Golden.
Majestic
theater.
lS.")th
street
.Nicholas&
avenue
; F. W.
Uoelinger.
Claremont
theater
: Lee
A and
Ochs.St.Costello
Vancouver theaters; A. Weiss, .\venue A theater. .")1 Avenue A; Charles
Steiner. New 14th Street theater. Regent. Colonnadu and Classique theaters: S. A. Moross. Riverview theater; Coleman's theater. 74o Westchester avenue ; Avenue theater, '^I'.io Third avenue ; Franltlin theater.
Lenox avenue and l;!2d street : S. H. Beck. Heights theater. l.'iO Wadsworth
avenue ; Mensche Bros.. Casino Playhouse. Ninth avenue and Second avenue and :>4th street theater. :!4th street and Third avenue ; Rothenburg
& Kothniann Pleton theater. 941 East ISOth street ; M. Gordon. S2:i Third
avenue. Windsor theater ; Rosin Bros.. 393 Grand street. Garden theater ;
H. Ruchmil.
St. Mark's
theater. Grand
133 Second
theater. ;
41448
Third avenue
; H. Stravitz.
Central avenue,
theater. and
iVJ9 King's
Third avenue
Charles Miller. Tuxedo theater. 42d street and Third avenue ; Osceola
theater. 25S St. Ann's avenue ; Port Morris Casino, ."iSO East l.':,sth
street, owned by T. Petteis ; Max Levinthal. 10 Forsyth street, Bronx ;
Geo. Becker. Odion theater, 145th street.
BROOKLYN. — Palace theater, 14th and Second avenues : Bunny theater. Jacob Goldmar. '2'j~ Prospect avenue : Chas. Crameby, Fulton Auditorium, Hit's Fulton street ; Simon Barr, Subway theater. l.'iS Myrtle avenue ; Maurice Goodman, owner Wyckoff. Imperial. Broadway. Lyceum.
Willoughby theaters ; S. Ashrheimer. Raly theater. IftSO Fulton street : W.
B. Fulnier. Montauk Arcade. I'.'^O Pitkin avenue, Elite theater. liTlLj PlLvin
avenue; G. Koenigswald. Sunset theater, 47(i:> l^ifth avenue; Lew Smith.
.New Kingston theater. 10G5 St. John's place; J. Wasserbach. Midwood
theater. 1307 Avenue J; J. Nathan. Navy theater. 211 Sands street; Wm.
Braniit.
New Dorchester
Albany theater.
Albany
: Geo.
R.
Cristian.
theater.St..S2SJohn's
Coney place
Islandandavenue
; J. avenue
H. Vreeland,
American theater. East ;i2d street and Flatbush avenue ; J B. Millar.
Sheridan and Liberty theaters; Isaac Hartstall. Bunny theater; A. E.
Sceekin. Nassau theater. Grand street ; Hanover theater. 571 Fulton street :
Paul C. Thiele. Park View theater. 2 Prospect Park ; Frank Peunell. Palace
theater. 50O4 Sixth avenue; Harry Shapiro. Peerless theater. 4:i:i Myrtle
avenue; A. Finn. Hamilton theater. 2S4 Hamilton avenue; Wm. N. Hollander. 1!I2:', Fulton street ; Joseph Klein. Electra theater, lltjll Broadway ;
A. J. Stockhannner. Victoria theater, IMliS St, John's place ; Schwartz &
Muller. Oxford theater; R. Sanders, owning the Manliattan theater. ISS
Prospect
Park West,
and on
the Lincoln
Globe tlieater.
Sonin. owning the Lincoln
theater,
avenue, 22(i
and l-'ith
the street
Pastime; S.theater.
Iledtonl
Berman. Stanley
207."> .Slilh
A. avenue;
Jutkowitz..1. Columbia
theater. Playhouse.
Far Rockaway,
N. Y.street.
P. Koch. New Columbia theater. Grand street and Wordil place. Maspeth.
Long Island. N. Y.
.M. J. Gerson. owning Unique and Auditorium theaters, Whitestone, Long
Island, N. Y.
L. E.I. Ounning. Majestic theater, 2*J0:l Jamaica avenue. Richmond Hill.
R. F. McMahon. President Active Amusement Co.. Glen theater. Glen
Cove, L. I.
Antonio Esoisuti. Palace theater. Morristown. X. J.
M. W. Raleigh. Danforth theater. Jersey City. N. J.

President Ochs briefly stated the object of the meeting.
He said that under a system wiiicli liad been in vogue for
some time past, and which had worked to the satisfaction of
both exchange men and exhibitors, the latter had paid for
the delivery of the film while the exchanges paid for the
return express charges. "Recently," the speaker continued,
"there lias been formed an organization <)f exchange men
ostensibly to encourage social intercourse among the members. I^ believe the name of the organization is the 'Film
Club.' A short time after
this did
newnotcharge
was sprung upon us without the
any formation
notice. We
even
get a hearing. Mr. Reck, whom I believe represents the
Mutual,
is the originator of the new rule.
I believe this

new burden
which is to be put on the shoulders oi us exhibitors is unjust.
"Three years ago there were 1,089 exhibitors in Greater
to theantllicense
today reductions
there are
aXew
little^'ork,
over accoriling
5tlU. 1 cl;iim
believebureau,
that these
are directly or indirectly traceable to the rapidly rising cost
of film. There is not a business in the world wiiich does not
gladly deliver goods gratis. If I buy ten cents worth in a
department store it is brought to my house. Why should
tile hlni business be an exception.
"None of us are making any too much money now, and if
these exactions continue I don't know where we will wind
up. I took the matter up with several prominent producers
in the National .Association of the Motion Picture Industry,
but I got very little satisfaction there. Some of the producers promised to take their exchangemen out of this Film
Club, but so far only one tnan has kept his promise, Mr.
Irwin.
"I am not going to suggest any thing
the meeting go on record. I tell you
exchangemen to put this imposition
positions and exactions will follow, and

to you, I had rather
that if we allow the
upon us, qther imthe exhibitor will be

at their mercy."
Mr. Gerson, after the conclusion of the President's remarks, made a motion that the exhibitors present authorize
the Borough Presidents to act for them in the regulation or
cancellation of any film service which is now being used in
the respective houses of members of the meeting.
Mr. Raleigh, of Jersey City, seconded the motion and
supported his position in a short but vigorous speech. He
thought the time for resolutions had passed, and something
of practical value should be done without loss of time.
Mr. Hollander, also in support of the motion, related how
the Brooklyn exhibitors had met Mr. Beck in conference.
He said that Mr. Beck defied the exhibitors to do their worst.
According to Mr. Hollander, Mr. Beck alluded to the fight
between the Board of Trade and the Exhibitors organization,
andTrade,
said that
a handful
of exhibitors
of
but that
they could
not scarehadMr. scared
Beck. "the Board

"Rather than subinit to this extortionate charge," cried
Hollander. "I for one will keep my house closed for a week
or two. .All the Brooklyn exhibitors
feel that wav, and we
have told Mr. Beck that we have declared war, and that we
propose to win." This last remark was followed by considerable applause and cheering.
The resolution offered by Mr. Gerson was then put to a
rising vote, and was carried with but one dissenting voice.
With about half a dozen exceptions all the men present signed
a power of attorney to the Borough Presidents Ochs, Wittinan, and Mannheimcr, allowing these officers to cancel, renew or change the film service of the signers in any way they
saw fit in the interest of the signers.
Speaking to a representative of the Moving Picture World,
Mr. Ochs said, that speedy action might be expected by all
the aggrieved exhibitors.
Manager Beck's Side of the Controversy.
.Arthur F. Beck, general manager of the Mutual Film Exchange, who, according to the exhibitors, was the leading
spirit in iiuposing the return express charges on the theaters!
was seen by a representative of the Moving Picture World
at his office, 71 West Twenty-third street. Mr. Beck gave
the World luan a lengthy statement only part of w^hich refers
to the question in dispute between him and the exhibitors
Mr. Beck said among other things:

headed
that he the
could
newspaper
have atuhorized
ph?a"'„'|
TsTharwht'ch
article in the-uTe"
auestion. ol-^uci,
notably—
"Fears Antl-Exhibltor
Poiu-y. Surely this slatement was misinterpreted and surelv a
man o(
the broad intelligence of Mr. Ochs could not believe for a m'oinent that
anyone or any iiumher of exchangemen or exchanges could consider for
a moment a policy that is "anti-exhibitor." as he terms it. . Common
sense tells us all that any business house or any sales manager that
would endeavor to conduct their or his business
policy on the basis
of 'anti-customer'; would be taking the quickest and shortest
possible
sS°cide°"''''
in short, would
be committing Ijusiness
Answering theanti-busincss"—
article more specflcally the exchangemen wish to state
that the purpose of their association is for the mutual exchanging of
Ideas any
for the
betterment
of the
By no held
stretch
could
of inK"ginatlon
romaiks
or speech
madebusiness.
at any meeting
so far
mention or
hokl any susgeuion of meaning by so much as one word,
a policv that
In fact, there has been no meeting that has been held behind closed
fn r J',"' ',bT/ h'' ">;"""'' "■"'■''* •■'.' ■■*■?'■■■ ""■ "P"»«" or "preparedness."
fr/"
attended
bv meeting
exhibitors
representatives
o exhib:
Itors. "w
We '•■'
alli'!;''^
knownotthat
the first
was orrequested
and inspired
by
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the exhibitors' league in order that a general plan be formulated to
help meet the situation caused by the ruling of the Board of Health
against the picture theaters during the present prevalence of infantile
paralysis. The next great need for some cohesive organization was shown
when the exchangemen were forced to meet together for the purpose of
ascertaining the possibilities of obtaining a substitute transportation
service in the event of the general railroad tie-up, which seemed imminent.
During the first meeting it developed that a united request had been
made to the exchanges for assistance to the exhibitors, through representatives appointed by them, and that no two exchanges had made the same
answer to the appeal. One exchange, for instance, had interviewed different exhibitors and arranged for a fifty per cent, reduction in film rental
to some, no reduction to others, ten per cent, reduction of some existing
contracts and suspension of similar contracts to others. Another exchange
had refused to grant any reduction or suspension at all, etc. At the
meeting matters were discussed frankly and openly with the exhibitors,
and a mutually agreeable arrangement was entered into and lived up to
by all parties concerned. At the second meeting above mentioned, it
was discovered by the committees appointed that the combined efforts of
the exchanges would enable them to subsidize enough transportation service, such as automobile trucks and busses, electric street car. special
film cars, motor boats and river packets, etc., to adequately take care
of the exhibitors, no matter wtiere located or how. It was found that this
same system would enable the exchanges to secure the new releases from
the western coast within seven days' time and never touch a steam road,
so that film service to the exhibitor would be uninterrupted. There is
no doubt that had the railroad strike culminated in a general tie-up of
transportation facilities the motion picture exhibitors' business would
have been the h'ast to suffer, that is. from the standpoint of being able to
secure his goods as usual. These matters showed clearly the crying
need for some arrangement whereby the exchange could keep more
closely in touch with each other and current topics. The theme of such
association or meetings might very well mark toward "preparedness,"
butInhardly
"peace"theor exchanges
"war."
concliision
wish to state that they want business,
good clean business, and want to handle it in a good clean manner ; that
by no means do they want to antagonize those upon whom they depend for
this business ; that exchangemen who conduct their business along the
lines of some of the exchanges and policies of 1900 should be eliminated;
that exhibitors who conduct their business by unfair, unclean and unbusinesslike methods are the real "anti-exhibitor ;" that the quicker
any association together will standardize any policies to eliminate "deadbeats," "fly-by-night" exhibitors, "shoe-string" theater owners, "cutthroat" competition and short-sighted business methods, the better It will
be for the real exhibitor as well as the exchange. We serve notice that
we consider Mr, Lee Ochs a capable and worthy president of an organization that the exchanges wish to confer with and meet and discuss with
relative to any idea or policies that will tend toward the accomplishment of the above conditions, and a closer and better cooperation regarding kindred interests.
Relative to the recent action of the exchanges regarding the prepayment of express charges will say that this is a portion of the policies
of the parent offices which they have enforced in practically all their
offices outside of New York City, for a considerable period. IT IS A
POLICY OVER WHICH THE EXCHANGE MAX HAS NO JURISDICTION, and is simply a business charge that is definitely stated and
signed to upon ;)5 per cent, of the film contracts now being in force. If
the exchanges have heretofore not enforced this clause, the exhibitor has
been lucky to that extent, and if the exchanges have not been able to make
money for the past year owing to their loose methods of conducting
their affairs relative to these seemingly small charges it is no reason
why they should continue to do this.
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New Sherry Quarters Formally Opened
Film

Men

Look Over Handsomely
Exchange of Paramount

Appointed Offices
Distributor.

and

16 Include
First Episode
of "Grant,
Police Reporter."
THE
week of October 16th is marked with red ink on
the Kalem release calendar, since it includes the issue

THE
William L. Sherry Feature Film Company offices
and exchange were formally opened on the evening of
Tuesday, September 26. The fine quarters comprise the
entire ninth floor of the Godfrey building, at Seventh avenue
and 49th street. There is a floor space of 8,700 feet, more
than double that of the area formerly occupied in the Leavitt
building. To greet President William L. Sherry and VicePresident M. V. Sherry during the course of the evening there
was a host of exhibitors. Hiram Abrams, James Steel, Raymond I-*awley and Kenneth Hodkinson represented the Param.ount, of which program the Sherry company is the distributor in New York State, .\mong others were Mitchell
Mark and Harold Edel of the Strand, Carl Pierce of the
Morosco
company and Aliss Lenore
Ulrich.
On the Seventh avenue side of the floor are seven executive offices and at the corner of 49th street a large one occupied by Mr. Sherry. .\11 of these with the exception of
the latter are separated by mahogany and glass partitions
reaching three-fourths of the way to the ceiling. Mahogany
fruniture prevails throughout these eight rooms. In each is
a special stenographer's desk. The private telephone exchange has sixteen extensions, and each office is equipped
with an inter office phone.
The occupants of the executive offices are S. J. Stoughton.
general sales manager; Harry Danto, .^aron Corn and Frank
Lappen. salesmen; E. V. Morrison, publicity department;
N. J. Sennett, general manager; stenographers' corps, and Mr.
Sherry. The remainder of the floor is devoted to the printing office, in which is a complete equipment for the issue
of Sherry Punch, the house organ, as well as circular letters,
etc., and a part of which are two multi-color presses; an
elaborate poster and herald room, stock room, inspection
room, booking and bookkeeping departments and a fine projection room.. There are two fireproof built-in film vaults
and another large compartment for office valuables. These
all have automatic fire-closing attachments.
The present splendid quarters of the Sherry company
represent the expansion of but three years and a half. It was
on March 15, 1913, Mr. Sherry opened offices in the Times
Building for the exploitation of "The Prisoner of Zendaj" the
New York state rights for which he had purchased from
the Famous Players. Mr. Sherry was one of the organizers
of the Paramount Pictures Corporation, of which company
he is now vice-president. He has around him an organization
of forty-one employes. In the beginning there was but one
assistant. Miss S. L. Cinader, now Mr. Sherry's private secretary. There is a branch office of the company at 145 Franklin street, Buffalo.
Mr. Sherry has earned the congratulations that are being
extended to him on his success in the film exchange business.

of the first episode of the new "Grant, Police Reporter"
series. This is "The Code Letter," which, as announced in
last Friday.
week's October
World, will
on
20th. be ready at General Film exchanges

NEW

First-run bookings already arranged for at the various exchanges indicate that the first episode of the new one-reel
series will make the week a record one for Kalem. In addition to George Larkin and Ollie Kirkby. others in the cast of
"The Code Letter" are Robert Ellis. William McKey and
.\rthur Albertson. Among the thrilling scenes shown are
those in which Larkin climbs hand over banc* on a pipe
stretched between two twelve-story buildings, a perilous trip
along a six-inch ledge from one window to the other of a
skyscraper and the climax when a scaffold rope to which he
is hanging is cut.
"The Yellow Hand" is the episode of "The Girl from
Frisco" series, scheduled for this week. Marin Sais and True
Boardman are featured in this two-reeler, issued on Wednesday, October 18th.
Ham and Bud are present on the release scheduled with "\
Saurkraut Symphony." released Tuesday, October 17th, in
which they are the working force in a factory making the
commodity mentioned in the title, "A Saurkraut Symphony"
marks the debut of Henry Murdoch, with the Ham forces and
thus presents an all-star quartette in Ham, Bud, Ethel Teare
and Murdoch.
The Helen Gibson release for the week is known by the
working tile, ".A Fight With Death." Billy Boy. the Kalem
youngster, has a prominent part in this picture, the climax of
which shows Helen rescuing the child from a runaway car
by a daring feat. P. S. Pembroke. G. A. Williams and George
Routh are others in the cast of this one-reeler. issued Saturday. October 21st.

There is a rumor in Washington that the fire marshal is
working on proposed amendments to the police regulations
governing the storage and handling of motion picture films.
This means that some one must erect a film building, if the
exchanges are to be maintained in Washington as heretofore,
for it is not believed that the premises now occupied will
come within the proposed law.
It is said that the District Commissioners will require the
storage of imflammable moving picture films in vaults or
rooms of fireproof construction, which vaults or rooms shall
have self-supporting brick or concrete walls. The brick walls
would have to be 13 inches thick, laid in cement and extend
from the ground. The concrete w-alls would possibly have to
be 10 inches thick. The top and botom of the vaults or
rooms would have to be waterproof and made of brick or
concrete arches, without the use of wood. The size of these
vaults or rooms would probably be restricted to say, 50 or
100 cubic feet, and fireproof doors would be required at the
openings. Fixtures, shelving and furniture in these vaults or
rooms, and rooms used for rewinding films, as well as the
storage of posters, would have to be of metal. There would
be certain requirements regarding the use of electric lights
and switches. No otlier regulations would cover the number
of reels that might be kept in the examining room at the one
time, each enclosed in a metal box. when not being rewound
or examined, and the same would apply to the number of
films that might be kept in the booth of the moving picture
theater in much the same manner.
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New Triangle Exchange Proposition
Distributing Branches Now Owned by Parent
Company Will be Sold in Part to Local
Investors— Alfred Weiss Gets
New York Branch
ANXOU-XCEMEXT
is made by President H. E. Aitken
of the Triangle Film Corporation to the effect that a
substantial interest in the twenty-one branch distributing oftices of his company will be sold to local investors
at the different points where the branches now exist. This
is a reversal of the tendency to centralize the distribution of
pictures which has prevailed in the trade for the past few
years beginning with the organization of the General Film
Company. At the time the General was organized all exchanges were owned by individuals or companies working
independently of the producing companies. The General
bought the interests of such exchanges as it desired to incorporate in its organization, and, in most instances, placed
the former owner in charge of the branch. This policy has
been followed by the Universal and Mutual companies, and
other distributing concerns which have since been organized
have dealt with the exhibitors through their own branch
exchanges.
Now comes the announcement from Triangle that this
entire policy is to be reversed and that a certain interest
in each of its branch exchanges will be sold to outside parties.
This subject has been under advisement for some time and
a definite agreement was reached at a meeting of the directors
of the company last week. It is termed a "semi-co-operativc
plan of distribution which permits the return to active participation in film circulation of the independent exchange
In discussing the reasons for the change President Aitken
man."
said:
I bave found that in almost every instance in which an independunt
exchange operated by its owner has been bought out by a producing or
distributing company, the gross business of the exchange has fallen off,
the service to exhibitors has been less satisfactory and the expense has
increased.
It is not unnatural to believe that when the independent exchange is
put back into business, the service to exhibitors will improve, the gross
business will increase and the expense of doing business will fall off.
A comparison with other businesses verifies the belief that a man in
business for himself will invariably give better service to his customers
than the same man as a representative of a distant corporation.
Not only the producer and the exchange man. but each individual
benefits greatly from extra promotion effort on each film. Moreover,
the more prints of a film that are bought by exchanges, the better it is
possible to make the pictures.
The idea on which we are now working tends in two directions — first,
toward the independent ownership of exchanges through which Triangle
films will be supplied to theaters, and, second, toward a constant increase in the number of smaller exchanges within each general exchange
district.
It is not unnatural that the opportunity to conduct p business of their
own should be attracting the most vigorous and able film men the
country over. A good many who have owned exchanges in the past, but
who, because they refused to work for large corporations as exchange
managers, have actually left the business, are indicating to us their
desire to return to it again as independent exchange men.
The exhibitor in any district will not (when this system is thoroughly
installed) be dealing with the agent of a distant concern, but with the
owner of a nearby independent business. The whole change, while it
seems a radical one, is, as a matter of fact, a natural development
caused by the demand on the part of the exhibitor for better service
and on the part of the public for better film. Curiou-'=ly enough, it is at
the same time a reversion from the more or less artificial system of the
last few years to the strength that gave the film industry its original
impetus — a strength which was taken away from it when the first large
combination of producing companies put the independent exchange out
of business for their own profit.
One point which has been very interesting and which has been, I
confess, somewhat of a surprise, is the enthusiasm with which the idea
has been ac':'epted. not only by well-knowTi exchange men throughout
the country but by prominent producers, distributors and exhibitors
with whom I have talked.

Kessel and Baumann Approve Plan.
Adam Kessel, Jr., president of the Xew York Motion Picture Corporation, controlling Kaj-Bee and Keystone studios,
said this among other things:
I feel I know a little something about the film exchanges of the country, as 1 put in six years or so as an exchange man before entering the
manufactur^nE Pelri. and T can emphatically say that I believe the new
co-operative pl?n is cne that is goine to be of the greatest possible benefit to the industrv as a whole. While enormous suras have been necessatily used in the installation of the numerous branch offices of the
great manufarturins and distributing companies, this expenditure has
not been the sreatest disturbing element of the existing film conditions
throughout the country.
To my mind it has been the lack of personal
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iiiterest
uud persoudJ touch in the relations of the branch managers and
tDe exhibitors.
To the great bulk of exhibitors throughout the country the main office
of the company is far off, and to a great extent, unsympathetic with
their problems and necessities. If readjustment of relationships is necessary, the branch manager has largely had no discretion to make that
readjustment, but has been forced to communicate with the main office.
receive instructions from there, and then follow those iustruttions to
the letter, I know that this is a wrong method. I know that the men on
the ground, the men familiar with the local conditions, are the ones
who should make such readjustments, up or down, as may be necessary,
and that the manufacturing company should back these men and their
judgment to the limit. Speaking for Kessel & Baumann, I can say that
the new Triangle plan is most heartily indorsed by us.

Charles O, Baumann. vice-president of the Xew York
Motion Picture Corporation, expressed his sincere approval
of the new Triangle distributing plan, and its application to
the best interests of the film industry.
Thomas H. Ince and Mack Sennett, respectively producing
directors of Kay-Bee and Keystone studios, as well as important cogs in the Triangle organization, both expressed
their hearty approval of the new plan just prior to their
departure from Xew York for Los Angeles.
Where Triangle Exchanges Are.
The twenty-one branch exchanges of the Triangle Film
Corporation are well located. The complete list follows with
present manager's name given:
CALIFORNIA— Los Angeles. G4:t South Olive street, G. C. Parsons,
son.CALIFORNIA — San Francisco, 111 Golden Gale avenue, B. F. SimpCOLORADO— Denver,
14:15 Champa street, W. S. Rand.
J. DISTRICT
H. Butner. OF COLLMBIA— Washington. 70S Thirteenth street, X. W.,
GEORGIA— Atlanta. Ill Walton street, A. C. Bromberg.
ILLINOIS — Chicago, o South Wabash avenue, R. C. Seery.
LOl'ISIANA— .New Orleans. :>40 Carondc-let street, N. I. Ehrlich.
.MASSACHl'SETTS — Boston. 4.'*-r.n Melrose street, W. H. Bradley.
HICHIGAN— Detroit. 71-7.', Broadway,
A. I. Shapiro.
MINNESOTA— Minneapolis, HMs No. 4th street. R. E. Bradford.
MISSOURI — Kansas City, IJHh and Main streets. J. M. Cummings.
MISSOURI— St. Louis, .XI^O Lindell blvd., Floyd Lewis.
XEW YORK— Buffalo. Sti Exchange street, G. A. Hickey.
NEW YORK— New York, 14.'>ii Broadway.
S. Exkman.
Jr.
OHIO — Cincinnati. 215 East Fifth street, C. C. Hite.
OHIO— Cleveland.
7i4 Sincere Building, H. A. Bandy.
PEN.NSYLVANI.A. — Philadelphia.
1227 Vine street, Arthur Lucas.
PENNSYLVANI.\— Pittsburgh, 414 Penn avenue, C. C. McKibben.
TEXAS — Dallas. 1S14 Commerce street, L. B. Remy.
UTAH— Salt Lake City, 144 East Broadway, W. S. Rand.
WASHINGTON— Seattle. 12rtti Fourth
avenue, Ray A. Grumbacfaer.

Weiss Gets New York Branch
Old Time Exchange Man and General Manager of Triangle
Puts Over a Half-Million Dollar Deal.
ALFRED

WEISS, former general manager of the Triangle Film Corporation, and one of the best known
film men in the country, has just closed one of the
biggest local film deals on record. After H. E. Aitken,
president of the Triangle Film Corporation, and its officers,
decided to interest local capital in the twenty-one branch
offices on a chain stretching across from Maine to California. Mr. Weiss was the first man who was invited to bid
for the Xew York franchise. While the deal involved over
a half million dollars. Mr. W'eiss was not overawed, and
contracts were signed one week after the proposition was
suggested to him.
The Triangle local franchise gives the holder the right to
rent, circulate and distribute the brands under the Triangle
trademark, such as Fine Arts. Ince-Kay Bee and Keystone
productions and conduct a regular exchange business, the
same as done heretofore by the general organization in the
territory embraced by the Xew York Triangle branch.
Mr. Weiss is a veteran exchange operator and started
more than fifteen years ago the .\lfred Weiss Film Exchange
at 219 Sixth avenue. Xew York City, and which for years
was one of the most popular in the metropolitan territory.
He later sold out to the General Film Company and aligned
himself with the Mutual on the invitation of Mr. .\itken,
then president of that corporation. He was one of Mr.
.\itken's
chief advisers in the organization of the Triangle
combination.
new venture
is capitalized
at S500.000 and Mr. W^eiss is
itsThe
president
and general
manager.
It is said that the branch at Boston will be the next to be
affected by the new plan and that the others will follow as
radiply as proper arrangements can be made.
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Pottering Around in Old Pa.^ M^^mi^&simmm
Our Projection Expert Looks 'Em Over in a
Number of Towns in the Keystone State
FROM
Chambersburg to Pittsburgh, via the Lincoln
Highway, is 165 miles anj is a most thoroughly enjoyable ride. The highway crosses the Alleghany
Mouniains and there is hardly a level mile in the whole run.
The road is in excelieiu condition, the views at dozens of
points beautilul and magnihcent. Tiiere are hills by the
hundred lo negotiate, mountains to climb, with long, swift
coasting on ihe other side. Ves. son. it is certainly some ride
from Chambersburg
to Pittsburgh.
Arriving in the latter city Operators' union headquarters
was quickly located at 223 Diamond street, where R. C. Freeman, president and business agent, did the lionors. afterward
piloting us to a hotel.
The boys offered all kinds of entertainment for the
evening, but we side-stepped knowing full well that acceptance would mean early (in the morning) bed for us. But
hardly had "the boys" been shooed out of the room wlien
our old friend. Ludwig Hommel, put in an appearance and
insisted -upon filling us so full of dinner that we could
scarcely wiggle. \\ ell, of course, that meant exercise, so. it
being Saturday night, one perfectly good ten cent ticket
to the Grand theater on Fifth avenue, was purchased, the
main idea being that the needed exercise would be obtained
in throwing imaginary bricks at the operator and manager
for racing the tihr.s. But. alas (Oh joy), it was not to be.
for while the show was run somewhat faster than it should
have been, still the speed was not very oiijectionable, and
was really surprising when we consider that the house was
jammed full, with many standing. The light was well
handled and the illumination good. No one knew I was in
the theater. My conip'.iments to Manager Mason, and to
Operators Joseph Dean, secretary Pittsburgh Operators'
Union, and J. \V. Sike. who were on duty. The Grand employs two shifts of two operators — f.)ur in all.
Next morning President- Businefs Agent Freeman and
Brother J. J. Clair. showed up at the hotel with a big gasoline buggy and we proceeded to view the sights of
Pitts* u-gli.

Gioup

of

Pittsburgh

Operators,

At ,i P. M. the operators and exhibitors of the city gathered
in the Moose Temple, and for two hours we lianded out
projection lore, served hot and without gloves. At the end
of the lecture we offered to answer any questions which
might be propounded, whereupon one brother popped up and
asked:
soon can
you come back to Pittsburgh?"
W hich i "How
was unable
to answer.
A vote of thanks was tendered and I feel that I have
added to my list of valued friends many Pittsburgh men. In
lact. the otVicers of the local remarked to mc after the lecture:
"Rich, old man, next time you come to this town we will
guarantee you the time of your life."
The men had regarded the invitation to me as something
of an experiment. They were just a little skeptical as to the
value of the lecture. Well, they were convinced, as others
liave been, and were frank in saying that much good would
accrue from my visit, which 1 sincerely hope and trust will
prove to be the fact.
At Greensburg. Pa., a beautiful little city perched upon
the brow of a hill. I met and shook hands with M. Manos,
manager of the Lyric theater, of which William Feldus is
operator. Mr. Manos. or the company he represents, is
erecting a $75,000 house, which will be opened for business
this fall.
Leaving Pittsburgh we went to Morgantown. W. Va., and
were greeted by a glad-to-see-you smile which spread all
over the countenance of Brother H. \V. Preltyman, secretary
of Local Union 578. and overflowed into the surrounding
atmosphere. The hills of southern Pensylvania and northern
West Virginia, plus the crooked clay roads, had been pretty
strenuous, but we nevertheless visited all the theaters, and
had short chats with the managers and operators thereof.
The Grand runs vaudeville, plus pictures. The Strand was
closed for that day, as the Governor of West Virginia, supported by a troop of political spell-binders, was to occupy
its stage that evening, after which, at midnight, your humble
s rvant was due to lecture from the same hallowed spot. At
the Dixey the picture was brilliant, the speed correct, and
altogether it was what could be fairly termed a very good
picture. At the .\rcade the same could be said, except that
the illumination was not as brilliant as one could have
wished. The meeting was not held until midnight, as several
of the men in Fairn-.ont, W. \"a., twenty-five miles down the
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Moiiongahela river, had sent word
they would motor over
after the shows closed and be with us.
After the lecture, which lasted until 2 A. M., the editor
attempted to make a quiet get-away, with intent to seek
his temporary happy hotel home and the "hay." But this
budding ambition was quickly squashed and a very genuine
surprise was sprung on our unsuspecting and perfectly innocent self. We were conducted up a mysterious stairway
and into what seemed to be a private residence, or apartment,
and there the assembled multitude, to the number of twentyfive, were served a real sure-enough West Virginia dinner,
or maybe it was breakfast, by three charming ladies, who
no doubt had endangered their imn:ortal souls by thinking
the feminine equivalent for profanity about men who would
keep them up until that unholy hour. The editor drew,
among other goodies, the rear leg of a pullet, killed at midnight, in the dark of the moon, and probably in a graveyard.
I could really tell it was killed at the dark of the moon at
midnight, because the meat was dark. But it was some feed,
and if there was any one present who failed to enjoy it, most
emphatically his looks belied his feelings. The Morgantown
men are progressive. There are not so many of them., but
what there are, are "on the job." I noticed one highly
desirable thing about Morgantown exhibitors and operators,
namely, they do not assume the attitude of "master and
servant" toward each other, but talk together as man to man.
This is, in my opinion, the ideal condition and one to be
highly commended.
From Morgantown we went north to Uniontown, and then
swung eastward on what is known as the "National turnpike," which we followed to Gettysburg, stopping for the
night at Cumberland, where I stopped to get some postcards, and noticing a gentleman with a sort of air of possession standing in front of the Victoria theater, across the'
street, I went over and discovered that he was the manager
of the house. I had intended to go twenty or twenty-tive
miles further that night, but after learning there were seven
theaters in Cumberland, I told him that if he could get
the managers and operators together in one of the theaters
at 11 o'clock I would stay over and give them a talk on
projection. The manager of the Victoria is a progressive.
He and his operator, together with the manager of the
nearby Empire, quickly assented and agreed to notify all
managers and operators.
At 11 o'clock a part of them did gather and with two or
three exceptions, remained and listened attentively to a
two hour talk. The exceptions looked like managers, though
they may not have been. They came in late, remained a short
while and left. Doubtless the matters I was speaking of.
which had proven of huge interest to some of the best operators and biggest theater managers in the East, did not
interest them sufficiently to justify wasting the time. Cumberland needs a corking good shaking up. Those houses I
saw were all tagged with the legend. "Admission Five Cents,"
and, moreover, they were very poor specimens of the store
room theater. Now this is not said to hurt any one's feelings, because the managers and operators of two of those
houses showed by their interest they meant well, but I am
prepared to say that the moving picture industry at Cumberland, taken as a whole, decidedly is non progressive.
From Cumberland to Hagerstown is but a continuation of
the wonderfully beautiful drive in which the world is spread
out at one's feet in a succession of magnificent views. In
Hagerstown I stopped to have Nancy Hank's chains tightened and eat lunch. While searching CtK'-.-a purveyor of food
I noticed a fine, handsome looking geatieman in front of a
m.oving picture theatre, his pose suggesting possession, therefore I inquired; "Are you the manager?" To which ready
assent was given by C; W. Bo^'Cr, who introduced his operator, Victor Ohler,
After a pleasant chat I proceeded to satisfy the inner man
and then visited the Palace theater, J. F. Sanderson, manager, Clyde Morgan, operator. The Palace is the pioneer
moving picture theater in Hagerstown, seating about 600, and
has a J4 foot picture. It is a commodious and very pretty
house.
While at the Palace I was introduced to Ernest Westfall,
manager of the Maryland, who insisted that I visit his theater,
it being but a short distance away. In fact, all of the Hagerstown theaters are within a block of each other. The Maryland is considered the finest theater of the town. It is. considering Hagerstown's size, a magnificent house, seating 1,600.
The stage is fully equipped to handle road attractions. The
lobby is as fine as you will find in any but the very best
houses in New York City. The screen is set back on the
stage some 15 feet, and is entirely blocked in in black clear
out to the proscenium arch. The operating room is built of
hollow tile, and is equipped with two projectors supplied with
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current by a Fort Wayne AC to DC compensarc. There was
but one thing to criticise, viz.: the width of the observation
ports. I recommended that they be enlarged and this Friend
Westfall agreed to have done. David Williams, the operator,
is an up-to-date man who is very well posted on the technical
art of projection.
^ Immediately across the street from the Maryland is the
Colonial, another splendid example of the up-to-date moving
picture theater. The Colonial is strictly a moving picture
house, sealing 1.200. It is managed by Fred C. Wright, a
gentleman who impresses one as beinjr "on the job," and
while a student of his business, still he is willing to listen to
advice and criticism and give the same due consideration, and
that, let me tell you, marks the real manager, or for that
matter the real operator. It is only the confirmed bonehead
who knows it all and regards advice as superfluous.
The principal criticism in the Colonial is too much light
color around the screen, and not enough black border. Th£
stages setting around the screen is delicately beautiful. In
front, on the floor, are tastefully arranged beds of artificial
flowers. Around the screen is a sort of arch, painted a very
light yellow, and up this arch are twined artificial vines
carrying blossoms. It is very pretty indeed. Unfortunately
this particular scheme does not lend itself in the best possible way to the needs of practical projection. My advice
to Brother \\right is to paint that arch black or else cover
it with black velvet, even though it be at the expense to
some extent of marring the beauty of the stage setting.
The projection equipment consists of two projectors
taking current through a Wagner Motor Generator set.
The m.achines are equipped with arc controllers. Norman
Taschman is in charge of projection: sorry, but I did not
have the pleasure of meeting him.
Hagerstown theaters are. as a w'hole, distinctly high class,
and that, of course, means that Hagerstown managers and
operators are high class. It is a real pleasure to meet such
men. and to inspect such beautiful houses. I don't think I
have ever seen a town of 25.000 having theaters as beautiful
and up-to-date as those of Hagerstown, Maryland.
From Hagerstown we went east to Gettysburg, examined
the battle field and gave it our distinguished approval. It is
a wonderful place, comprising twenty-five square miles, or
16.000 acres of land, in which are fifty miles of government
made macadam roads. There are 1,296 monuments, 288
mounted cannon, and five steel observation towers. In addition to this there are dozens and dozens of really beautiful statues; also there is the National Cemetery, in which a
large number of Union dead are buried. I rode all around
both the Confederate and Union lines of battle, down to the
"Devil's Den," through the "Valley of Death," where thousands met death, and right square up over the top of the farfamed "Little Round Top." It was a really wonderful
sight, and one which I have long wanted to see, because
scrap.
my respected paternal ancestor took part in that particulajAt York, Pa., a flying visit was paid to the Hippodrome,
where we shook hands with Manager Kline Henderson, and
inspected the operating room. The York is a very long
liouse. seating 900. One goes up on the roof and along a
walk thereon for fully one hundred feet. The operating room
is on the roof fifty feet from the screen. Two projectors are
used. The picture is larger than it should be. as I explained to Friend Henderson. Two or three feet less
width would give better general results and be amply large
for the throw. Wm. Williams is operator. The Hippodrome
would be a very pretty house if its Interior, now white
plaster, were properly decorated.
At Columbia. Pa.. I stopped at the Star theater for just
a moment and received a hearty greeting from its manager,
W. E. Powell, who as soon as I made myself knowm, made
it very plain that he was a "frien' of mine."
Another town which deserves very much more than passing mention is Lancaster, about seventy miles west of
Philadelphia. I stopped there to get lunch, intending to
spend about twenty minutes, but remained for two. hours
and even then really did not want to leave in that time. I
was only able to inspect the two theaters owned by the
Hamilton Amusement Company, viz: the Hamilton and the
Grand, and the Hippodrome, which is controlled by them.
All three of these houses are splendid examples of the modern up-to-date photoplay theater. The seating capacity is
large, the screens are blocked in in black, the lighting arrangements are good and the interiors beautiful. This
applies to all three houses. The operating room of the
Grand is very good indeed. It is of the asbestos type, but
has a very high ceiling and is ample in size. The only
criticism is that its interior is not painted black. The ventilation of the operating rooms of all three theaters is ex-
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cellcm, and liio operators arc up-to-date iKtn who know their
business. 1 glanced at the result on all three of the screens,
and it was distinctly good. Cecil Tatterson projects the pictures with two machines at the Hippodrome. K. K. Moore
and John Workman are the operators at tlie Hamilton, but
untorlunately 1 cannot remember tiie name of the operator
at the Grand.
And now I want to speak particularly of the Hamilton
theater. Lancaster is. by comparison, a small city, but the
Hamilton theater would do distinct credit to the Great White
Uay of New York City. It is managed by George M.
Krupa, whose acquaintance, as well as that of his charming
frau. whom I suspect is about an equal partner in the "managership" end of things, it was my privilege to form. The
entrance is through a very beautiful lobby, at a guess, 100
feet long by 30 wide, in which are twelve large mirrors, set
low so that the ladies can inspect their plumage as they
pass in and out. The ceiling is supported by twelve large
marble columns. To the right is the ladies* rest room, and
the gentlemen's smoking room, both very tastefully and
conveniently fitted up. The theater seats 1,150. Its cost was
well up toward the one hundred thousand dollar mark. The
ceiling of the auditorium is flat but at the sides it comes
down to meet the wall in a wide cove, or arch, and just
where this cove meets the wall are insets about every ten
feet, wherein are colored lights which supply illumination
to the auditorium. The lighting effect is absolutely as good
as that of any theater I have ever viewed. The only thing
which marred the general effect was a too brilliantly illuminated clock face immediately above the picture. I suggested
to Friend Krupa that he cut down the illumination to not
more than one-fourth of its present value, and make the
clock hands larger so they can be seen with faint illumination. This view he agreed with, and said it would be attended to at once. The operating room was one in which
there was practically nothing to criticise. The whole interior
of the room is black. The observation ports are of good size.
and are equipped with shadow bo.xes. There is an 18-inch
vent flue, with inlet air openings, near the floor. The projection equipment consists of two projectors taking D. C.
current through rheostats, placed right up against the ceiling, where they ought to be. There is an up-to-date fireproof rewinder. which I suggested ought by all means to be
run by a motor. The shelves are substantial, and are of
asbestos board. On the wall I noted the operator's tools,
neatly racked, and a test lamp all wired up ready for business. Needless to say the operator has a Handbook, and
what is more he studies it. The setting of the screen is
very pretty indeed.
Taking it altogether, considering the size of the city. I
desire to extend my congratulations and compliments to the
Hamilton Amusement Company, and to Brother Krupa,
manager of the three houses. I do not believe it has ever
been my pleasure to see three houses of equal class in a
town of that size, meaning by this, houses in which there
was very little to criticise, either in the auditorium, in the
projection, or in the operating room.
From Lancaster Nacy Hanks barely touched the top of
each hill, except in Philadelphia, where there were too many
speed cops on thp job to make that kind of riding altogether
safe.
The total trip was 1.094 miles. The jumps were long, but
we feel that considerable good was accomplished — certainly
enough to justify both the work and the expense. We have
formed new friendships and renewed old ones; also, I believe, we have accomplished considerable toward the perfection of screen results in the various towns visited.
BILLIE

BURKE

IN

INTIMATE

HOME

DRAMA.

Billie. Burke, famous star of the George Kleine motion
picture novel. "Gloria's Romance." it is whispered, is soon
to be cast for a far more important role. Ere the leaves fall
from the trees. Gossip reports, the radiant Billie will appear
as the leading woman in a drama of life called "Mother."
The all-star ■^uppnrtintr cast will include, of course. Florenz
Ziegfeld. Jr.. husliand of Billie. and a tiny youngster, name
and sex later to be announced. Success is assured, for never
was there a happier pair than Billie and Flo, and never a
more gorgeous setting for such a drama than "Hastings-onHudson," the country home of the Ziegfelds.
When the marriage of Billlc Burke to the famous producer of the "Follies" was first announced, a few pessimistic
know-it-alls remarked "Just another of those stage marriages— they'll be (Uvorced in a year or two." But such has
proven far from being the case, and those who know both
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intimately declare that Billie and Flo are more like sweethearts today than they were on their marriage morn.
With the arrival of a little heir to the Ziegfeld fortunes
Billie Burke will have indeed consummiited a romance within
a romance, for it was during the filming of the Rupert
Hughes novel, "Gloria's Romance," at tiie George Kleine
studios that the secret of the Ziegfelds was first admitted
to the world. A host of film fans, friends in the industry
and associates during the filming of the great George Kleine
motion picture novel will join in the toast, "Here's to you,
Baby Ziegfeld; may you be one-half as clever as your famous
aaddy and one-half as beautiful as your radiant mother!"

James Morrison Joins Ivan
IMMEDIATELY following the completion ui one of the
most important roles in the new Vitagraph play, "The
Battle Cry of War." successor to "The Battle Cry of
Peace," James Wood Morrison left the Vitagraph organization and joined the Ivan Film Productions. His first vehicle
under his new
affiliation will be in the enactment
of the
principal male role of
"The Sex Lure," the
next Ivan all-star cast
production.
James
born
in Morrison
Mattoon, was
III.,
on November 15, 1888.
Both his parents were
born and
in Illinois. He raised
was educated
in the public schools of
Mattoon, and later on
attended the L^niversity
of Chicago, but left
prior
deL^ree. toHe receiving
went to aNew
York and attended the
American Academy of
Dramatic .A.rts, wherein he was taught the rudiments of pantomime.
Among his fellow students were Helen Gardner and Tom Powers.
After leaving this
school, these three were
James Morrison.
again associated with
the Alberta Players, producing pantomime in the vaudeville
theaters. Other theatrical engagements of Mr. Morrison's
were with the Marlowe and College Stock Companies in
Chicago. "Brown of Harvard" and other road shows, and
different engagements in vaudeville.
Pantomime appealed directly to Mr. Morrison and he determined to apply to the Vitagraph Company for a position
in the motion picture business. Mr. Morrison has appeared
in a great number of pictures. His greatest successes have
been in "The Seventh Son." "The Modern Prodigal," "The
Christian," "Mother's Roses." "The Wheels of Justice," "In
the Days of Famine." "Mortmain" and 'The Battle Cry of
ALFRED

VOSBURGH

AND
ESTELLE
MOROSCO.

ALLEN

WITH

The two latest acquisitions to the Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company studios are Alfred Vosburgh. the handsome
leading
War." man, and Estelle Allen, the clever ingenue, whose
work under Vitagraph, Ince, Edison, and other trade marks
will well be remembered. Alfred Vosburgh has apparead in
motion pictures since his twentieth birthday, five years ago,
and has enjoyed considerable success with Vitagraph. American and Ince. He will make his initial appearance on the
Paramount program in the forthcoming Vivian Martin release. "Her Father's Son." produced by Morosco.
Estelle Allen has also considerable stage experience, her
greatest work behind the footlights having been evident in
"Barriers Burned .-\way." Prior to her engagement in this
play. Miss Allen played several years on the stock stage.
T. H. DAVIDSON IN NEW YORK.
T. H. Davidson of the well known Davidson Film .\gency,
London. England, arrived in New York on the Baltic September 29. Mr. Davidson, who enjoys the distinction of
being one of Great Britain's greatest distributors of films, is
here with the intention of looking into various propositions
that have been made regarding organization among foreign
tlistributors of -\merican films.
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Reviewed by

Selig's ''Crisis'' a Great Production
Winston Churchill s Famous Movel Finely Visualized, the Principal Characters Being Ably
Sustained by Splendid Cast

THE CAST.
Judge Silas Whipple, wbo believes in Lincoln. .. .George Fawcett
Colonel Comyn Carvel, who believes otherwise. . .Matt B. Snyder
Virginia Carvel, a fair "Rebel''
Stephen Brice. from New England
Mrs. Brice. Stephen's mother
Clarence Colfax, in love with Virginia

Miss Bessie Eyton
Thomas Santschi
Miss Eugenie Besserer
Marshall Neilan

Eliphalet Hopper, the Mole
Frank "Weed
Lige Brent, a steamboat captain
Will Macbin
Abraham Lincoln
Sam D. Dranc
General W. T. Sherman
Cecil Holland
Union and Confederate officers and soldiers, slaves, militiamen, artillerymen. Northern and Southern statesmen, rivermen.
members of the Southern
;iri^toirai y, etc.

Scene from "The Cris's" (Selig).

LITTLE need be said about the great popularity of "The
Crisis" in book form. It was tirst publishecj in May,
1901, and since then no less than thirty-two reprints of
the edition have been made to satisfy the demand. In addition, two reprints of a special edition issued in 1904 have been
required to meet the wishes of certain readers.
Just as the play is the thing in a dramatic success, so in a
photodramatic success the story is the all important factor:
and as we have in "The Crisis" a great story, one that is well
suited to the requirements of visualization, we naturally expect to find a great photoplay in the Selig production.
In this, I am bold to predict, no one will be disappointed.
For myself, the oftener I viewed the films the stronger this
conviction became. I refer, of course, to critical viewing and
not to viewing for entertainment only.
Colin Campbell's adaptation of the Churchill novel shows a
comprehensive grasp of its possibilities for moving pictures.
He has used from the book, with a few e-xceptions, all that
contributes to the interest of the spectator, and he has furnished him the very atmosphere in which the story develops.
In this connection I except the lack of greater prominence
to the fine character of Captain Lige Brent, whom Coloiiel
Carvel esteemed so highly that at one time he considered him
worthy to become the husband of his beloved daughter. Virginia. On the other hand, Mr. Campbell has changed the
story of the book for the better, where he affords the spectator a view of the scene in which the gallant Colonel receives
his death wound. Mr. Churchill, to the disappointment and
even grief of many readers, lets him pass out of the story
without giving any definite knowledge of his fate.
I can see no good reason for changing the book story
where Colonel Carvel steals through the Union lines to see his
daughter Jinny, as he endearingly calls Virginia. In the film
story. Mr. Campbell makes it appear that through the reading
of an item in a St. Louis paper, which told of the serious
illness of Judge Whipple, the Colonel had made the dangerous journey to see his old friend. .\nd the films show where
a brother officer gives him the greatcoat and the hat of a
Union officer to serve as a disguise, as he leaves the Con-

James S. McQuade

federate camp. In this greatcoat we see him as he stands
by the deatnbed of his friend, Silas Whipple.
On page 454 of the fifty-cent edition of "The Crisis" the
Colonel answers \'irginia's question, "Why did you come to
St. Louis at all?" by saying, "I came to see you, Jinny, I
reckon." .-Vnd on the same page the following description is
given of him as he looked at that time; "His hair was nearly
white and his face seared. i!ut he was a fine, erect figure of
a man, despite the shabby clothes he wore, and the mudbespattered boots." It seems to me that in these "shabby
clothes" and "mud-bespattered boots" Colonel Carvel would
have been a much more affecting figure than he is in the disguise of a Union officer.

In the production
"The Crisis," Mr. Campbell has given
i;s, undoubtedly, the offinest
effort of his career as a director.
In the opening scenes he reveals at a glance the underlying
burden of the story — the abolition of slavery and the throes
suffered by the nation in its accomplishment. In the posed
picture showing Abraham Lincoln freeing the slave, the
spectator will marvel at the almost perfect resemblance of
bam D. Drane (.now deceased), in face, mien and stature, to
the martyred president.
\iewing the numerous exteriors and interiors used in the
jiroduction, the intelligent spectator will be amazed at the
outlay and labor involved, never to speak of the imagination,
knowledge, art, skill and painstaking required for the successful accomplishment of such a task. The battle of \icksburg, in which the most spectacular scenes of the production
are shown, was filmed on the historic ground where the
.yrave men in blue and gray fought and died over fifty years
ago. Thousands of men of the Xational Guard of Mississippi participated in the filmed battle, and .-Xdmiral Porter's
lleet is also represented by the rain of shells that light up
the beleaguered city by night as they explode.
The entire Selig company was there, and Thomas Santschi
and Tom Mi.x are seen in thrilling action. 'The former is
seen charging up the heights with his command, and the
color bearer falls by the explosion of a shell at his feet. As
Stephen Brice. Mr. Santschi seizes the colors in one hand
and the wounded man in the other and dashes up the slope
followed by his impetuous men.
On the slope of another hill we see an officer on horseback. A shell explodes deep in the sand beneath the horse,
and we see horse and ride fall and roll over and over, until
the bottom of the hill is readied. That man was Tom Mi.x,
and the horse is one of his favorite mounts, which has already been seen in various astounding stunts, in Wild West
pictures. William N. Selig brought master and horse all the
way from California to perform this one spectacular feat.
The procession at night, in Freeport, III., where Abraham
Lincoln and the "Little Giant" met in one of their most important debates, is another memorable e.xterior. The marching throngs in the streets, which are lit by the sputtering
Hare from old-time transparent banners that bear the names
of Lincoln and Douglas, will be viewed with more than passing interest. The night scene showing the great outdoor assemblage listening to the two leading .-Vmericans of their day
will create a sense of sacredness that only lovers of Lincoln's memory can know.
But it is impossible from a space viewpoint to dwell on
the many other deserving scenes of this finely filmed story,
so I shall confine myself to the replica of the well-known
engraving showing Lincoln and his cabinet, on the signing
of the declaration of force against the seceding States, as
made under the direction of Mr. Campbell. Compare the
original engraving with its imitation on the screen. The latter was made in the Selig studio, with actors and a room
specially built, and the furniture and the other essentials. Is
it not a wonderful likeness of the original, so far as President Lincoln and the members of the cabinet are concerned,
and in other particulars?
If you look closely enough, you will see a small deep box
on the large table. That box has great historic value. It
is the box that Lincoln used (when he did not use his hat)
for his private dispatches and papers, when on his stumping
rounds. Mr. Selig was fortunate enou.gh to secure it for this
scene. He has been just as careful, to a nicety, in other imscenes in his offilmed
story of "The
To the portant
assignment
the characters
of the Crisis."
storv, Mr. Selig
devoted careful attention and a wide knowledge of actors
and their special abilities. In this he was ably assisted by
Director Campbell, whose judgment on fitness and ability for
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a part is almost a second nature. The result of their joint
efforts and judf^imcnt is a cast that, for Hne ensemble acting,
has been rarely surpassed. True. I think the assignment of
certain characters might have been still more happily made:
but that is only a one man's opinion.
George Kawcett's Silas Whipple is one of iIk finest heavy
characters I have ever seen presented on the stage or the
screen. A perfect study of the man as he is revealed in the
book, is evident in Mr. Kawcett's admirable impersonation.
And no better opposite could have been chosen than Matt B.
Snyder for the role of Colonel Comyn Carvel. To watch
them in their w<ir<ly passages at arms has nearly always a
grim humor and bej^ets a real fear of disaster to their lifelong friendship in the mind of the spectator.
Judge Whipple is a man of granite in the book, and Mr.
Fawcett's art makes him still more so on the screen. Inflexible in will and purpose, fearless for the right as he sees
it and easily moved to anger in its defense, strong in friendship unto death, soft of heart beneath a rugged exterior and
readily susceptible to the gentle influence and direction of
his women friends, Mr. Fawcett's Silas Whipple will appeal
to every spectator as a man of real flesh and blood — a great.
unusual type of man.
The scene showing the death of Judge Whipple will go
down as a classic in moving picture art. When I think of
the millions of people that will be moved to tears by the
powerfully affecting spectacle of this strong-souled man
going out fearlessly into the Beyond, as the melody of "Lead
Kindly Light" falls on his enraptured ears. I am amazed in
contemplating the power of the moving picture to sway
mankind.
Mr. Snyder's conception of Colonel Carvel and its expression are most happy. He brings out mirthfully at times
the almost boyish roguishness of this old Southern gentleman, whom Time has failed to tame. Take, for example, the
scene at Glencoc. where one of the disputes between the old
friends is caused by the Colonel's aggressiveness. You cannot fail to smile at the roguish look on his face, as Virginia
leads him by the ear from the room. His quickness with
the pistol is a proverb among his friends, and we see it illustrated twice on the premises of Carvel & Co., but without
bloodshed.
Without Virginia Carvel in the many amusing and exciting scenes between the Colonel and the Judge, they would
fall exceedingly
and Miss
Eyton's
\'irginia
always
a joy. and flat,
sometimes
much Bessie
of a puzzle
as well.
Missis
Eyton's characterization of the Southern belle is the best
effort she has made in moving pictures up to the present
time. The happy ease with which she shows the changing
moods of \'irginia impresses one that she is actually living
the part.
How delicately and with what exquisite fineness she overcomes the scruples of Judge Whipple and induces him to
make up and be friends on several occasions. And what a
peacemaker she is between the two friends. In the Carvel
home she assumes the air of mistress without effort. In her
early contact with Stephen Brice she more than once touches
the quick of that polished young Bostonian by her haughty
Southern manner and pointed retort: and poor Clarence Colfax, who has loved her since they both were children, with
all his patrician arrogance, lowers his colors when she takes
him to task and shows him what he must do to be a real
man. In short. Miss Eyton is not only clever and artistic
in her impersonation of Virginia, but she looks beautiful and
captivating as well.
Thomas Santschi is somewhat old to look the part of
Stephen Brice when a student in Judge Whipple's office, but
his acting is up to the mark. As a lieutenant in Union
uniform Mr. Santschi is a fine, strapping figure of a man.
and the dashing charge he makes with his men at the battle
of X'ickshurg has been referred to already.
Miss Eugenic Bessercr's Mrs. Brice is a splendid characterization. One is always pleased to see her on the screen.
.As Clarence Colfax. Marshall Neilan is seen in several
brilliant exploits during the civil war. In the part of
Eliphalet Hopper Frank Weed gives a faithful depiction of
that mole-like creature, and Will Machin is a likeable type
of man in the character of Captain Lige Brent.
Sam D. Drane's impersonation of Abraham Lincoln is
really remarkable in my eyes. It cannot fail to delight millions of others. How .sad to think that Mr. Drane was called
by the final summons before he ever saw himself in the
pictures! I believe that his Abraham Lincoln in "The
Crisis" will be a lasting monument to his memory.
photography
"The Crisis"
will in
addartistic,
to the pleasure
of The
viewing
it. Theof subtitles
are set
pictorial
panels and appear bold and clear.
"The Crisis" is shown on the screen in three acts, the entire length being a little over ten reels.
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The first showing of "The Crisis" in New York was at the
Strand Theatre on the morning of September 29. a large number being present as the guests of H. S. Sherman, president
of Sherman-Elliott. Inc., the owners of the hne Sclig production. .Among these were Winston C'hurchili. the author
of the book from which the story was taken, and Booth
Tarkington. Mr. Churchill declared he was delighted with
the work of the Selig company. There seems to be no doubt
in the minds of those who gave expression to their opinions
that the treatment of the subject had been marked by the
highest of intelligence — in adaptation, in direction and in acting— that "The Crisis" was a really great photoplay.
At the office of Mr. Sherman, 220 West 42d street, it is
said the announcement that the territory east of Chicago is
for sale on a state right basis has brought a host of inquirers.
Mr. Sherman says it will he a case of "first come, first served."
The production is being offered on a scale befitting its great
cost, and special publicity aids have been designed for those
showing it.

Society
A

ot Motion Picture Engineers
Annual Meeting

Comprehensive

and Interesting Progreun
at the Hotel Astor.

of the

Holds
Meeting

City. Society of Motion Picture Engineers is now holdTHE
ing its annual meeting at the Hotel Astor, New York
The program for each day of the meeting, October 2 to ■4inclusive, is as follows:
MOXDAY.
OCTOBER
2. lOltJ
Meeting called to order.
Completion of organization ; election of new members ; election of officers and Board of
Governors ; Reports of Committees,
l.yo P. M.
Paper by \V. Benton Westcott. Boston.
Subject. "Precision,
the dominating factor in motion picture machines." '
Subjects proposed for discussion as to a standard
to be recommended by this Society :
1. Standard unit projection speed in feet per minute.
2. Size of lantern slide mat for slides used with motloB
picture machines.
;j. Standard
rewind spindle-speed for thousand foot reels.

10.00 A. M.

TL'ESDAY,
OCTOBER 3. 1916
10.00 A. M.
Paper by G. Francis Jenkins, Washington.
Subject. "Condensers, their contour, location, size and support."
Subjects proposed for discussion as to a standard
to be recommended by this Society :
4. The standard thousand foot reel. size, width and hole.
.*», I'niform reel carrier for thousand foot reel.
0. Standard nomenclature,
l.:iO P. M.
Paper by Don. J. Bell. Chicago.
Subject, "Perforations."
Questions.
Subjects proposed for discussion as to a standard
to be recommended by this Society :
7. Film perforations, size, shape and location.
8. Location
of picture base-line with respect to marginal
perforation of film.
0. Size of projection machine aperture.
WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 4, 1010
10.(M> A. M.

Paper hy
Picture

W. C. Kunzmann.
Arc Light Carbons,

Cleveland.
Subject.
their manufacture,

"Motion
test and

Subjects proposed for discussion as to a standard
to be recommended by this Society :
I't. Light intensity per unit screen surface.
11. Standard perforation for safety film for "home" machines.
].:>0 P. -M. Paper by J. C. McCormick.
Subject. 'Transforming devices."
Subjects proposed for disL'ussion as to a standard
to be recommended by this Society:
12. Standard
voltage for D. C. generators.
New bu.siness.
use."
Selection of next meeting
place.
Adjournment.

In announcing the meet, the society explains its aim and
objects as follows:
Every new industry standardizes sooner or later, whether we will it or
not. It is the engineer's duty to direct this standardization along right
lines — standards of terminology, equipment, data, quality, performance,
nomenclature, and. unconsciously, perhaps, a code of ethics— not forgetting
his responsibility to fix standards having due regard for the interests of
all concerned,
whether engineer, maker or customer.
It is confidently believed from the character of the incorporators and
the spirit of the initial meeting in Washington, that fl) this Society
was formed with an honest intent to be of service to the industry at
large: (2) without any ulterior or selfish motive whatever; <:>) that the
officers and members alike intend to give largely of their time and energy
to the promotion of the general good, and without expectation of financial
reward.
"All matters of general interest deemed worthy of permanent record
shall be published in serial volume as soon as possible after each regularly
called Memht-rs" meeting. A copy shall be mailed to each member in good
standing to his last address of record. Extra copies shall be printed
for general distribution, and may be obtained of the Secretary on
payment of a fee fixed by the Board of Governors." — Article 12 of the
By-Laws.
It is believed that these papers are likely to be prepared with as
much care and be as eagerly sought for as are the publications of other
engineering societies, and of particular value In our own industry because
it is yet in the formative stage.
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"The Gilded Cage"
Five-Reel

Peerless
Photoplay,
Starring
Alice
Released
by the World Film.
Reviewed by Edward
Weitzel.

Brady —

THE

scenes of "The Gilded Cage"' are laid in a mythical
kingdom called Balkany. J. I. C. Clarke is the auth'»r
of the five-reel Peerless photoplay, and has created an
engaging romance of "The Prisoner of Zenda" school. The
story unfolds along well established but always effective linei.
and Hartley Knoles has given It a picturesque and intelligent
production. The picture opens with the assassination of the
King and Queen of Balkany. King Comus has been "making
ducks
drakes"
the fundsHonore
of his iscountry,
people
rise in and
revolt.
The ofPrincess
called and
to thethe throne.
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trt.-nLhes and hurr> iii^ them beyond the danger line. Other
interesting incidents of the great war, some of an amusing
nature, are on the films. Individual pictures of several of the
more famous American air-pilots now serving in France are
also included. The American Ambulance Corps has "brought
out" 150.000 wounded to date and is doing a great work for
humanity. The ambulance service is being run in connection
with the hospital established and maintained by American generosity, and the pictures will be shown for the benefit of that
service. The Triangle Film Corporation has agreed to handle
the distribution of the pictures free of charge, and the names
of Mrs. William K. Vanderbilt, Mrs. Robert Bacon and Mrs.
Harry Payne Whitney are prominently identified with the
cause.

Two New-Old Biographs
"The

Power
of the Press,"
Three-Reel
Melodrama,
"The
New York
Hat," a One-Reeler with Mary
Pickford, to Be Released Next Month.
Reviewed by Ben H. Grimm.

and

"The Power of the Press."
ij'Tp
Power
the Press,"
be reissued melodrama,
by Biograph andin
X HEthree
reels,of teems
with to
old-fashioned
if for no other reason than that it is more or less of a
departure from the style of present-day dramas, is welcome.
We can never get away from a secret liking for the old
"thrillers." in which the Dastardly Villain relentlessly persecutes the Poor Young Girl, to whom "Rags is royal raiment
when worn for Virtue's sake." and this production is typical of
that sort of melodrama. The story is interesting, and the action
fast, and of its type "The Power of the Press" is an excellent
example.
Lionel Barrymore and William Russell both did the sort of
work in this picture that has led them to their present places.
As Steve Carson, the hero. Mr. Barrymore lent an interpretation to his role that added greatly to its ability to hold interest.
bcene from "The Gilded Cage" (World).
She is young and beautiful and is loved by the prime minister,
Baron Stefano. who hopes to wed her and gain the crown.
The young Queen says him nay. however, and Stefano resolves
lo make the kingdom a republic and place himself at its head.
The prime minister keeps up the dissatisfaction of the people
by continuing the heavy taxes, and rumors of another uprising reach the Queen. Donning the garments of a peasant
girl she joins the throngs at a fair and endeavors to learn
for herself the true feelings of her people. Here she meet.s
Prince Boris, who has renounced his title and lives as a
peasant. Through the mistake of a spy, Boris and the Queen
are thrown in prison for plotting against the ruler of the
country. The Baron learns of the mistake and determines to
profit by it, but Queen Honore escapes from the dungeon and
returns to the palace. A plot to execute Prince Boris is frustrated by the people, who refuse to allow the soldiers to shoot
him. They turn on the Baron instead and beat him to deathBoris learns the identity of his peasant girl, and the story
ends with the proper finish for a romance of this class.
Alice Brady is a pleasing and dramatically competent figure
as Princess Honore, and Irving Cummings is a manly Prince
Boris. Alice B. Francis, Gerda Holmes, Montagu Love, Arthur
Ashley, Sidney Dalbrook and Clara Whipple add to the merits
of the performance.

*'Our
American Boys in the European War**
Motion Pictures of the American Ambulance Corps at Work
in France — Released by Triangle.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
A
FOUR-REEL moving picture showing the work of the
American Ambulance Corps on the side of the Alliea,
and released by the Triangle Film Corporation, gives
a particularly vivid reproduction of the exciting and dangerous duties now being performed in France by the men of the
120 American ambulances engaged in conveying wounded soldiers from the firing line to the hospitals. The pictures were
taken by the French government and show the courage and
skill displayed by the corps in getting their charges from the

Scene from "The Power

of the Press."

The heroine was played by Vivian Prescott and Betty Gray,
William Jefferson and A. C. Marston were also in the cast.
The story follows more or less the stereotyped form of melodrama, with the villain persecuting the heroine while her
husband is in jail as the result of a "framed up" occurrence,
and trying to obtain her rightful inheritance of Alaskan gold.
The husband and his cell-mate, a bank defaulter, are released
unexpectedly from jail, and a series of melodramatically logical
events lead up to a newspaper taking up the case in behalf
of the innocent man who spent several years in jail for the
villain's crime. The "power of the press" brings about a just
and happy adjustment of the lives of those concerned.
The picture will be released November 1.
"The
New York Hat."
"The New York Hat" is one of the best one-reel picture that
Mary Pickford and David W. Griffith turned out -for the old
Biograph
company,
and despite the several years that have

J
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pusMcil since its tlr.ll shtiwiiiK. the film sdll ranks considerably
hlKher than many rvleaaoH uf to-day. As the pour couniry Kti'l
whu becomes the possessor of a "New York" h;it. Miss Pickford plays upon the emotions of the spectator at will, and most
of the time she chofiaes to draw you Into sympathy with her.
The story, with Its homely, country-vlllapo settings, concerns the secret bequest of Mary's mother, who turns over to the
care of the villaKe parson a sum of money she has saved. This
money is
be used
buying father
thlnps will
thatnotMary's
-heartin
craves,
andto which
the incrabbed
buy. girl
Mary,
rags, appears at church in a mlUinery creation that is the envy
of everyone. The fact that the parson bought it starts scandal,
but everything is cleared up when the dead mother's secret
bequest is made known.
An Interesting feature about this one reeler is the fact that
there are working
in many
Marsh,
McDowell.
Dorothy "extra"
Gish, Lillian
Gish. scenes:
Robert Mae
Harran.
and Claire
.lack
Pick ford. The minister is played by Lionel Barry more, the
father by Charles H. Mailes.

No.

5

of

the

*'The Shielding Shadow"

Pathe
Serial Well
Staged
and Absorbing
Develops Greater Mystery.
Reviewed by .Margaret I, MacDonald.
GREAT deal of action in this number takes place in the
In her
home
of Blanca,
queen of the underworld.
arppss is had
apartment to which
M;..

^^,llls,

:iii.i

in tliJs <■■<■■.■

;tpart-

Scene from "The
Shielding
Shadow"
(Pathe).
ment are conducted the shadiest business transactions of her
gang. free
The Jerry
pursuit
of One
Louie's confession,
which
would
Carson
from Lamp
the accusation
of murder placed
upon him and uncover the villainy of Sebastian, Leontinc s
husband, rontimies to raise considerable excitement. The mysterious stranger. Ravenger. succeeds in penetrating the secrecy
of the hidden apartment, and for his pains is shot at lightning
speed through a trap door and into a chute. A short time afterward, when the main characters of the story. Including Leontine, have in one manner or another found their way to the
hidden apartment, the Shielding Shadow single-handed outwits them all and frees Leontine from the clutches of the gang,
placing her in possession of the paper containing the confession. This is later snatched from her on the street by One
Lamp Louie, who trails her. This episode closes leaving us
wondering how the cuff link of Ravenger came to be found on
the floor of the hidden apartment when the fray was over.
An enteresting number, entitled "Through Bolted Doors."

''How Life Begins'"

Remarkable Three-Part Biological Film Reveals by a Simple
and Beautiful Method the Mystery of Life's Beginning.
Reviewed by Margaret 1. MacDonald.
TO GIVE a properly detailed review of this remarkable picture. It would be necessary to have a grasp of one's subject such as is enjoyed by those who have so carefully
arranged
its film presentation.
It must therefore
suffice the
reader that we give an opinion on, rather than an analysis of
the picture.
The film. "How Life Begins." was produced by Geo. E. Stone,
A. B.. of Berkeley University, In collaboration with J. A. Long.
Ph. D.. Assistant Professor of Embryology of the University of
California. The combined efforts of these two men for a period
of over eighteen months have brought a result that should
revolutionize educational picture methods. The picture Is a
reTelation; a complete, simple, and beautiful method of revealing to child and adult alike, the wonderful dual system bv
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means of which all life originates. Previous to thig we have
had n-voalfd to u.s In film "The Birth of a Flower," "The Life of
a Frog." and "Microscopic Pond Life." each of which Is but a
part of tho great story taught in this new effort to simplify
the science of life, to visualize, a.s it were, the mystery of the
origin of life, as far as the human mind can penetrate.
In the treatment of their subject Messrs. Stone and Long
have shown remarkable discernment; the simplicity and
delicacy with which they have followed their subject through
the plant and animal kingdoms, explaining each step by diagrams and nicely worded subtitles, as well as animated Illustrations of what the microscope revealed, will elicit unlimited
admiration and gratitude.
Schools and educational Institutions of all kinds will do well
not only to adopt this film as a permanent method of revelation,
but to clamor for more along the same line, for subjects
treated not in part but as a whole, and of practical use in the
class room.

*' Beatrice Fairfax"
"At

the Ainsley Ball" and "Outside the Law," the Eighth
and Ninth Episodes of the International Serial.
Reviewed by Ii^dward Weitzel.
"At the Ainsley Ball."
ATOUNG man wso discovers that his girl is falling in love
with "a fascinating foreigner." applies to Beatrice Fairfax for assistance. This ever ready young woman calls
in Jimmy Barton, and before the end of the ninth episode they
unmask the gentleman from over the seas, and show a deluded
young lady that she has had a narrow escape from a clever
fortune hunter. There is to be a ball at the home of Miss
Ainsley. and the foreign gentleman arranges an elopement,
after
it that the Beatrice
lady's French
maid puts
her just
mistres.'*'
jewelsseeing
in herto handbag.
and Jimmy
learn
what
costumes the elopers are to wear at the ball, procure duplicates
and prepare to trap the crafty foreigner. The maid hands
Jimmy the bag by mistake, and Monsieur Versale rushes
Beatrice to an auto, and makes off with her down the road,
in place of the trusting Miss Ainsley. The lady, her true lover,
and the quick witted Jimmy give chase in another car, rescue
Beatrice and defeat Versale.
The two reels move with good speed, and unwind a story that
will compare with the best of the series. Grace Darling, Harry
Fox, and Mae Hopkins lend expert aid to the acting end of the
production.
"Outside the Law."
The best moment
in "Outside
the Law," the ninth episode
of the "r- iirit . F.tii fax" s.-ri<-.-^. is when Jimmy Barton steals

Scene from "Outside the Law"

(International).

the necktie. The story is serious drama, to be sure, but this
comedy touch is so clever that it makes the deepest impression
of any incident of the plot. The two reels give Harry Fox a
number of excellent comedy openings, and that young man is
anything but slow in taking advantage of them. His acting
of a vegetable peddler is full of capital fooling. The plot
turns on a young married woman who is in the power of a
blackmailing sheet, called "The Vampire." The editor holds
compromising letter of hers, and Beatrice and Jimmy break
into the editor's room and secure the package. Admirers
of the series will follow this episode with breathless interest,
punctuated by peals of laughter. Harry Fox, Grace Darling,
and Mae Hopkins have the leading roles.
"The Little Orphan" Stolen.
A print of "The Little Orphan" has been stolen from the
Pioneer Feature Film Corporation, 130 West 46th street. New
York City. Any person who buys the print will not be the
rightful owner, as same is stolen goods.
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**The Yellow Menace'
Tenth,

Eleventh and Twelfth Episodes of the
Corporation Serial.
Reviewed

hy

Edward

Unity

Sales

Weitzel.

"A Message from the Sky."
THE tenth episode of "The Tellow Menace" shows Ali Singh
in a successful attempt at carving off both May Manning
and Margaret
Bronson.
Soto, one of the "Mighty Ones"
Japanese
helpers,
ihen drops a mesage
from an aeroplane
at the feet of ilanning, telling him that the only way to save
the two girls from torture is to surr-ender himself to Ali Singh.
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so. finds that she cares only for idle pleasure, and has acquired
a taste for liquor herself. While she is away at the seashore,
the husband runs down a young woman with his automobile,
in the heart of a city. Instead of taking the girl to a hospital,
he removes her to his own home, and has her nursed back to
health. The injured girl is a former pickpocket who has determined to get on the right road. The wife returns home, sees
the interesting invalid, imagines the worst, and divorces her
husband. He takes to drink again, is befriended by the reformed thief, now a Salvation Army lassie. After dividing his
fortune between the divorced lady and a number of charities,
he joins the army himself and is discovered at his new calling
when his ex -wife and a party of friends go slumming. She
asks him to call; but he clings to the woman who has regenerated him. and the impression is created that he will eventually
make her his wife.
Here is another example that to a certain order of humans
there is no middle course: if a man sin and sink to the lowest
depths of degradation, when he reforms he must go to the
other extreme and become a preacher of the word. To such
minds there is nothing between heaven and the bottomless pit.
The millionaire's acts in letting his wife leave him for the
society of a lot of dangerous companions, and in taking the
injured woman into his own house, rol> him of the spectator's
sympathy. As for the wife, her behavior is without one extenuating circum.stance.
The material part of the production is excellent. Henry
King's performance of the millionaire has many good points,
but he might move faster and show deeper sense of humor.
Margaret Nichols gives a consistent impersonation of the
foolish young wife, and Victory Eateman is equally artistic as
a shallow society matron. Lillian West as Jeano, the girl who
finds the right road, is the most impressive member of the
<'ast.
Frank Erlanger is admirable as a faithful old valet.

Triangle Program
Scene from "The Yellow Menace* (Unity).
The Mongolian also squares accounts with Hong Konk Harry
for interfering with Najlas punishment. He has the man
flogged until he is half dead. Later Najla steals into the room
and does all in her power to ense the pain of the poor wretch.
The rapid movement of events which has marked the progress of the preceding episodes, is found In "A Mesage from
the Sky."
"The Half Breed's Hatred."
Manning, having given him.seif up to Ali Singh in order to
save Margaret and .May. the three are rescued by the treachery
of Hong Kong Harry in episode eleven. Actuated by a desire
to get even with Ali, the half breed conducts the police to the
leader's den.
,\li. however, escapes.
"The Aeroplane Accident."
In the twelfth episode several of the scenes take place at
the Aviation Field on L-ong Island. All attempts to steal a
government aeroplane, that he may discover the secret of its
construction. Manning learns of his intention, and the machine is fixed so that it will fall after ascending two thousand
feet. All outwits this scheme by sending up one of the Japs
in place of himself, and the man is killed. The fall of the
machine is not particularly well managed but th»- rest of iht;
aviation scenes are the real thing, 'fhe acting and general
production of the three episodes compare favorably with the
preceding
numbers.

''The Power of Evil"
Five-Reel Photoplay by George Bronson Howard, Featuring
Henry King, Marguerite Nichols and LiUian West,
Reviewed

THE

by

Kfiward

Weitz.-:.

Power of Kvil, • the five-reel photoplay released
through the H. S. Moss Corporation, is not as sensational as its title. There is a mingling of widely diversified characters in the story, and the scenes range from a
millionaire's palace to a low dance hall, and also inc'ude
glimpses of an elaborate social function, and a meeting of the
Salvation .\rmy. With sich sn assortment of background-s
it should hiv^i been an easy matter for George Bronson
Howard, the author of the scenario, to Intiy^ducfla number of
telling situations. This he hjs failed to do. There is p'enty
of dramatic butld:ng material but the actions of most of the
characters display such a lack of common sense that what is
intended for an Impressive scene often invokes a smile. The
argument that men and women may have acted in just such
a way, has no weight when applied to the art of the theater
or the screen. Stupid people never command respect, even in
real life, and weakness of character is more apt to excite mirth
than pity; the mimic scene that mirrors such traits is given
even less consideration, and a course of conduct that does not
square with the dictates of an ordinary amount jf gray matter
is bound to overshoot its mark.
A short resume of the plot of "The Power of Evil" will bear
out the above contention. A young millionaire, whose father
dies from the effects of the drink habit, marries a young girl.
after he has promised her to stop following In his father's
footsteps. He keeps his word, loads his young wife with affection and all that money can buy. and, at the end of a year or

"Somewhere in France," an Animated Five-Reel Ince with
Louise Glaum in a Spirited Role and "The Old Folks
At Home," an Interesting Five-Reel Story.
Reviewed

by Louis Kef\es Harrison.

"Somewhere in France."
SOMEWHERE in France is a true motion-picture story in
that it keeps along one single line of interest from beginning to end, and it is TOLD by screen methods rather
than by an attempt to illustrate the story by Richard Harding
Davis. At every stage of rather difficult presentation there is a
delightful consistency of method and treatment, with only
such flashes of war movement as are necessary to give the
effect of plausability. Not only is it a hard story to tell, in
spite of an abundance of exciting situations, but it is a hard
story to end satisfactorily. The brother of a disgraced French
officer, whose downfall and suicide are accomplished by a woman spy in the German service, attempts to bring her to justice
by enterJng the German secret service himself.
In this position of double peril he is finally enabled by a
turn in the tide of war to cause her arrest and incarceration.
but she displays so much resource herself that she becomes an
undesigned heroine. She is taking just as big chances as he
is. with all the added humiliations to which a woman is subjected in such a position, 'and Miss Glaum's delightful methods
add to the cause of the woman. There is suggested the possibility of trying Louise in the role of a resourceful girl who
is not an adventuress, who could play the part of one for some
worth-while purpose. Her native artistry, that which causes
her to dress according to the varying moods of varying situations, and the intelligence with which she portrays though and
feeling. e«|uip her for the part- of a bright girl in the midst of
trying environment.

"The Old Folks at Home."
"The Old Folks at Home" Fint^-.\rts, gives some inkling of
a delicate analysis of human nature which has made the short
stories of Rupert Hughes very attractive. But Rupert Hughes,
the writer and master of his medium portrays human nature
as he has known it in days gone by, and his grasp of motion
picture methods is those of days barely gone by. But for some
delightful characterization and daring philosophy "The Old
Folks at Home" is a mere repitition of what has been discarded
by modern writers for screen production. The story will get
over in good shape because it comes from a true creative font
and is handled with a fair amount of skill, but the material
ft contains could be best seen to advantage in three reels. The
attenuation visible at times causes interest to drag when It
needs augmentation.
It is the old story of the country boy going to the city with
sudden wealth and falling into the hands of an unprincipled
woman, our dear old friend, the adventuress, who regularly
appears several times a week. He commits murder and !s
shielded by his parents, one of them a "Senator." Their lying
and evasion in condoning the capital crime is about to be discovered when the simple-minded old mother, cauglit lying on
the witness stand makes a personal appeal to the jury and
frees her guilty son. In that scene, admirably done by Josephine Crowell. lies the Intense moment of the story, its crisis
and its only reason for existence. She is the real star, with a
good second in the foolish boy. Impersonated by Elmer Clifton,
but
Beerbohm Tree is in the cast as the "Senator" and does
fairlyMr.well.
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"The Social Buccaneer"

Five-part Bluebird Production Features J. Warren Kerrigan
and Louise Lovely in Adaptation of Isham Novel.
i;.-\ii-u.(l l.y MaiKiir.-t I. Ma«l ".iiaUl.
BY
ARUANCKMKNT
with
U\e I )obbs-.M,ei rill Co.. a Hvepurt adapiUm of Frederick
S. Isham's novel U presented
on tho lilu*^l>lrd proKnim
with the release dale set for
October
\6. J. Warn n Kerrigan
and Louise Lovely are the
fiMluri-d nuMib.is --f tin- last with M.iuil CiCorKo. Hnrry Car-
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"The Torch Bearer" is simply another case of putting n line
young actor Into a story thJit belongs to last century. William
Russell is a manly-looking fellow and apparently ambitious to
rise out of the manufactured play. He has a strong personality
of his own and tan Inject it into a role with high intelligence.
He is put into a story which contains the usual list of old
tricks, the exchanged letters, the man of line position and purposes whose father has been unjustly accused of murder, redeemed through that antiquated device the villain's dying confession, the oppo.sitlon of that slock villain, thy political boss,
always chewing on an uplifted cigar, appearing regularly on
(he screen every week in the year, the Western girl of frankness in contrast with what only theatrical ijcople imagine
to be conventialism in the lOast, and all the rest, including a
liit of the "Guardie and the Girl" business which is almost as
ladly overworked as "Cinderella." It would be a pleasure to
see Mr. Russell In a vigorous American character, concerned
i.sm.
in some live issue of today, and forever out of class theatrlcal"The Pawnbroker's Shop" is amusing through the ingenuity
and attractive personality of Charlie (.Chaplin. That he holds
so well after a surplus of publicity is largely due to the fad
that he works hard every moment to keep the audience in a
;;ood humor. He is a glutton for the hard work of being
I'erpetuallj' funny. It has become such a habit to laugh at him.
that it would be dangerous not for him to attempt a serious
lole. People would laugh anyway, because it is his solemnit>'
III all the stupid tilings he d^es which has kept audiences so
ioii^; amused.

"Anton the Terrible'

Scene from "The Social Buccaneer'"
^Bluebird).
ter. Marc Robbins. Hayward Mack and other competent players
in the support. The director has evidently been at a disadvanlaf^e in working from a badly constructed adaption which
causes the unitiated spt-ctator to worry from the beginning
to the end with the problem of what it is all about. The fact
that Chattfield Bruce noting:, while in China buying- goods for
an American lirm. the method of the pirate Wong Lee benefiting the poor by stealing from the rich, determines to follow
the same line of philanthropy, is kept too much of a secret.
The plot to divest Nathan Goldberg, a Hebrew merchant who
annually cheats the customs of thousands of d-illars, of certnin
jewels locked away in the family safe, although clearly defined, tacks in the development of the picture the clarity ot
motive that the story has pro\ ided. Much of the force of the
story Is lost by the treatment given it.
J. Warren Kerrigan In the role of Chattfield Bruce has found
It difficult to give any degree of color to his impersonation
of the character, while Louise Lovely has made considerable
of her opportunities. One of the best impersonations, that ot
the Hebrew merchant, has been done by Marc Robbins. The
settings throughout are pleasing, and many of the exteriors
.-ir<v parricularlv charming. It is unfortunate, however, that
•h*: ninkeup of the majority of the players in the Chinese
scenes Is unconvincing.

A Strong Lasky Feature in Which Theodore Roberts Takes
the Leading part with Great Success.
Reviewed
by W. Stephen Bush.
THIS Lasky feature telling a higlily dramatic story of
Kussian life is made acceptable by the superb acting of
Theodore Roberts. This is not to say that the feature
possesses no other merits. On the contrary, there are the
usual excellences of the Lasky school added to a lively and
plausible plot. In appearance the star is a typical Cossack —
a Russian of the Russians, His part calls for deep and violent emotions and for the portrayal of many moods. Theodore
Roberts never fails to rise to the occasion. His personality
no less than his performance dominates every one of the big
and stirring moments.
He is on the whole w>ell supported.
Anita King gave a creditable rendering of a fine part,
though at times her training and experience showed itself.
Tlic ascent to stardom is not as easy as all that. Remarkable
talent was shown by the actres.s impersonating the girl whom
the arch-duke ill-treated and the realism of one scene at
least might have been considered offensive had it not been
for the delicate and skillful w.iy in which the part had been
conceived and acted. The feature is not without its digrecj-loiis and mi^^ht have been told with grciter effect and di-

Mutual Program
"Dulcie's Adventure," Five-Reel. Featuring Mary Miles Minter;
"The
Torch
Bearer,"
Five-Reel.
Featuring
Wm. Russell, and "The Pawnbroker's Shop,"
Two-Reel
Charlie
Chaplin
Farce.
Reviewi.-d by Loui.*^ Reeves Harrison.
ASIMPLK story, not at all adventurous, of Virginia life,
obviously intended to give Miss Minter some ingenue
opportunity. "Dulcie's Adventure" is not particularly calculated to draw very heavily on tlie resources of this very
charming young actress. Her directors may imagine that it
would not do to accord her an impersonation of diflicuity.
one In which she has to do more than roll her eyes and
smile a little now and then, but it is worth trying. The
possession of beauty does not mean that a girl is destitute
of brains, but the antiquated theatrical conception of a nice
American girl is that she must be innocent of anything approaching mentality. The only woman of resource in stagey
plays is that old stock conception
the "adventuress."
Miss Minter in "Dulcie's Adventure" is a mere shuttlecock
between the battledores of circumstance and a vulgar aupf.
the ancient theatrical conception of an aristocrat, a stock
character intended for an effect on the old fashioned gallery.
Whoever is responsible for the selection of that sort of stuff
is many years behind the times. All modern stories for
presentation in any form are not drawn from these stock
character.'; but from human anture as it Is easily recognizable
in front. Humanity as we know It to be furnishes material
for all up-to-date dramas. Mary Miles is very sweet and
lovable in the impression she gives, and she deserves the
role of an intelligent American girl, not one who could be
led to marry a professional crook, a notorious criminal, dissuised as a gentleman. She is an accomplished young actress
in sore need of finer opportunity.

lectness
cut
out.

Scene from "Anton the Terrible"
if about three hundred
feet more

Atmosphere,
lighting effects,
the usual Lasky
characteristics

(Lasky).
or less nad

been

settings, perfection
of detail,
were much
in evidence.

ULRICH RELEASE POSTPONED.
Due to a change in the Paramount release schedule. Lenore
Ulrich's
new photoplay
vehicle.
"The Intrigue.*'
in the Paramount
theaters
commencing
Octoberwill
9th bein shown
place
of October 2nd. The new Pallas Pictures subject will first
be seen in New York City at the Strand theater where it will
be given an elaborate presentation. Miss Ulrlch, who is now
in New York, will appear personally at the opening exhibition and plans to be present each day during the week it
appears
at the Strand.
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Four Kalem Releases
"The Reformation of Dog Hole," Ninth Episode in "The Girl
From 'Frisco" Series; "To Save the Special," a "Hazards of Helen": "The Love Magnet/' Ham Comedy,
and "The Battered Bridegroom," Ivy Close Comedy.
KfViewed by Btii H. (.Irinini.
"The Reformation of Dog Hole."
j4'~p*HE
Reformation
of Dog: Hole,"
the ninth
episode
of
J^ is
Robert
Welles Ritchie's
an interesting
departure"Thefrom Girlthe from
type "Frisco"
of story series,
found
in the pi'ecedin^ chapters.
Tn this two-reel number there is
little of the mystei-ious
element. Init interest nevertheless
is
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and goes to get a similar magnet, but the maunet professor
is out and Ham steals a magnet. He gets the wrong kind of a
magnet, though — one that attracts old maids. They pursue
him until he overtakes Bud, with whom he changes magnets.
Then both are pursued to the sea. They jump in and swim
until they hear the siren voices of mermaids, who also succumb to the magnets, and Ham, Bud and the mermaids swim
out to happiness. Ham, Bud and Ethel Teare are the leading
figures.
"The Battered Bridegroom."
Ivy Close is featured in thi.s one -reel corned >', whose cast
includes Henry Murdoch, who lends most of the comedy
touches to the film. The story is built on rather old lines —
the father who won't let his daughter marry the poor young
man. and who picks out an old. rich fossil for her. Ivy escapes
from a locked room and becomes a manicurist for the barber
ousted by incidents
the latter's
a'Henry
series Murdoch),
of more orbut
lessis humorous
the wife.
barber,Through
who is
being chased by his wife, carries Ivy into a motorboat with
him. The action becomes fast here, and several stunts are
performed by Arthur Albertson, who rescues the girl from the
motorboat, thereby winning her as a bride.
In addition to the three players named, the cast includes
William McKey and Mary Taylor-Ross.

"The Conquest of Canaan"

Scene from "The Reformation of Dog

Hole'*

(Kalem).

kept suspended throughout. There is more of the "wild" West
in this film, too. and more of that elusive power to hold that
ia always in evidence when a girl is a success where a mere
man has failed. While the film is melodramatic as a whole,
its tendency is toward humor in many situations, and the
result is a pleasing picture.
Barbara Brent (Marin Sais) this time undertakes the position
of station agent at Dog Hole, where the cowboys have been
shooting up the railroad property. She wins the regard of the
cowpunchers when, at the point of a gun, she makes their
leader plug up the holes he has shot in the water tank. John
Wallace (True Boardman) gets into several fights with the
gambling hall keeper in his endeavors to shield Barbara. She
wins her way further into the hearts of the cowboys when
she beats them all at poker. She has ruined the gambler's
business and for revenge he plans to wreck the special train
carrying Barbara's father. Miss Sais does some spectacular
riding to a switch and beats out the special, after she and
the cowboy foreman have used dynamite to get out of a box
car locked by the villain. Hei- poker winnings Barbara uses
in the purchase of stock of the railroad for the cowboys, so
that they are part owners, and as such will protect, and not
destroy, their own property.
In the cast are: Marin Sais. True Boardman, Frank Jonasson. Ronald Bradbury, Edward Clisbee, Steve Murphy and Jack
Wilson.
Directed by James W. Horne.
"To Save the Special."
"To Save the Special" is one of the best and l!ie most thrilling numbers of the "Hazards of Helen" series. In this reel
Helen Gibson's undoubted nerve is given a severe test, and
she responds with a realism that makes the nerves tingle.
She is called upon to stop a runaway team from the back of
another horse. C.^*^'* is due for the manner in which theg^scenes were phot^raphed. too, for they are quite close-up and
the action of th6"girT and the horses registers with unusual
power
to thrill.
There is more to the story in this number than there -was in
many of the recent "Hazards." The real action .starts when a
driver at a mine gets a load of dynamite from the siding ai
the Lone Point station. The driver has been given an unruly
horse by the stable-keeper. The horses are frightened by a
train and run away. Down past the station they speed, and
Helen jumps on another horse and is after them. She leaps to
the back of one of the runaways and diverts their course from
the railroad track just as they are about to crash into the
special train. The villains are killed by the explosion when
the wagon turns over.
Helen Gibson. P. S. Pembroke. George Routh, Ray Lincoln
and G. A. Williams form the cast.
"The Love Magnet."
"The Love Magnet" is a lively Ham and Bud reel. Bud is
jealous over the attention paid Ham by Ethel, and, led by an
advertisement, buys a love magnet that is guaranteed to attract beautiful young women. It does, and Bud is almost
smothered by a bevy of beauties.
Ham in turn becomes jealous

A Filmed Version of Booth Tarkington's Book Produced by
the Frohman Amusement
Corporation.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.
BOOTH TARKINGTON offers many temptations to the. film
man and likewise many opportunities. It surely is not
an easy thing to put the subtleties of a Tarkington story
like this on the screen, but the effort has succeeded measurably. In the painting of characters and types the great
.luthor has a masterly way of his own. most captivating on
the printed page and altogether delightful on the screen, provided the thing is well done.
The temptation in filming a story which is so largely one
of atmosphere and characterization was to indulge in undramatic digressions and in prolonged attention to minor details. This temptation the producer has not, at all times,
successfully resisted, but as he has almost invariably c\iught
the spirit of the book audiences will be in a forgiving mood.
Some of the characterizations were exceedingly fine; there
were moments, too, when the scorn of the author for sham
and pretense and his irrestible power of ridicule appeared on
the screen vividly and amusingly. Settings throughout were
fine, the portrayal of the ludicrous types left nothing to be
desired. Indeed the rich and unctuous humor changing with
biting wit in which Tarkington abounds were most skilfully
transfered to the screen; not always but often.
The dramatic
materials
in the story were most ordinar>-

Scene from "The Conquest of Canaan" (Frohman).
and conventional
sort, some times badly melodramic
and at
times tinged by a mawkishness of sentiment.
The acting left something to be desired. Jack Sherrill had
really a difficuU, almost an ungrateful part which only a
man of exalted histrinoic talents could have carried off. Sherrill showed flashes of talent, he was earnest and ambitious,
but his performance at times fell short of the best standard.
Edith Talliaferro showed great talent and an evident liking
for her role but she was at times inclined to be "stagy." The
minor parts were rendered surprisingly well; a fact which
contributed not a little to the good points of the play. The
"action" of the play does not get under way until well toward
the end when events begin to move more rapidly and lead
to a well directed and well rendered climax. The film as it
was shown privately at the Strand was, I understand, six
thousand feet long. It is to be reduced to five thousand. This^
can be done without doing the play the least harm.
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Two Metro-Rolfe Releases
"The
Wheel
of the Law."
a Five Reel Screen
Drama,
Starring
Stevens, With
and "The
of Love,"
Also
a Five Emily
Reel Picture.
MabelDawn
Taliaferro
in the
Feature Role.
Kevlewtil !>> Kilward Wettzel.
"The Wheel of the Law."
of thr Law" HtrikiliK examples of what iiitelllTHE gentWheel
direction and lompelent actliiy can do for a seen
by the Rolfiproduced
This rtve-reel photoplay,
arlo.
" company, and wrltt4*n by Katheriiie Kavaruiu)L;h, Is a preach-

Scene from "The Wheel of the Law" (Metro.
ment against con\ ktiiig a man on circumstantial evidence.
The machinery employed by the author in the expounding
of her thesis is somewhat complicated but is generally interesting. Dramas that are designed to present an abstract
proposition are apt to lose something from the human side
of the story. The leading male character in "Tln^ Wheel of
the Law" is an ambitious district attorney who has won a
reputation by his ability to secure convictions on circumstantial evidence, and the plot makes him work with might
and main to convict a man of murder, after he has been
promised the governorship by the real murderer if he secures the conviction. The lawyer's wife is the sister of the
innocent man, but he will not listen to her pleadings until
she shows her husband that it is possible to entangle even a
district attorney in the same mesh.
The story is told in narrative form lent in the excellent form
in which it is presented cannot fail to hold the undivided attention of tlie spectator. The superior qualities of the production are many and reflect great credit upon director
George H. Baker. The scenes depicting stage life have never
been surpassed and seldom equalled. Th acting of Emily
Stevens. Frank Mills, Edwin Holt, Harry Davenport, Raymond
McKee. Jerome X. Wilson, Charles Eldridge and Rowa Raymond was also of the best.
"The Dawn of Love."
Channing Pollock and Rennold Wolf are responsible for the
story of "The Dawn of Love." The scenario of this Rolfe
photoplay was made by June Malhis. The scenes are laid on
the New Kngland coast, among fishermen and smugglers, and
tell a pleasing love story of which a flshmaiden of the regulation stage type is the heroine. The first four reels are fine
examples of photographic art. the backgrounds of rocky coast
and rolling ocean being skilfully utilized. The sensational
features in the last reel are not on a par with the rest of
the picture.
^label Taliaferro acts the fishergirl with grace and charm
and is given capable support by Robert W. Frazer, Leslie H
Stowe. Peter Lang. Martin J. Faust. H. H. Turner. Frank Bates.
and Jack Mond.
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display, and of stern preparation for battle, such as we see
rarely in the weekly news.
It Is easy to undcr.stand how these films must have appealed
to the British public. No liner testimony could be had of the
splendid morale of the British fighters, of the thoroughness
with which the Allied offensive advances, of the tremendous
pressure on the foe. To us neutral not engulfed ni the passion
of war, the most touching incidents are the willingness of
friend and foe to treat each other as human beings once the
battle is over.
A good deal of the film Is devoted to showing German
prisoners, most of them wounded. We sec them apparently
fresh from the scene of fighting, some of them with their hands
high in token of surrender; we s.ee them in a temporary concentration camp; we see them marching under guard to the
train, and the last we see of them they are being loaded on
freight cars for transport to England.
Ruins and corpses are spread through the picture. The
destruction of a village is shown; an appalling spectacle and
a pitiful one. The battle field here and there, and Indeed
everywher Is strewn with corpses mostly of the enemy. The
l)urial of human beings recently killed, and often mutilated,
covered with blood and dirt, is shown at some length. The
prompt and careful treatment of the wounded, friend and
foe alike. Is visualized in some detail, too much detail perhaps. Life in the trenches is shown In all its terrible phases.
The cameraman was both privileged and daring, for there
are scenes that could only have been taken with the special
favor of the government, and at the imminent risk of life.
.\ British charge in which two soldiers were put out of action
the moment they attempted to dash from their trench, is
fearfully realistic, and brings home the constant presence of
death in the midst of the soldiers.
The advance of sturdy columns of English and Scottish
soldiers, the rushing forward of artillery, the bombardments,
the
clouds on
of shrapnel
in the' air, theandpreparations
for bursting
a bayonetof attack
wire entanglements,
indeed all
the pomp and circumstance of war are to be found in these
films.
All the artillery work was highly interesting.
The films were brought here by Charles Urban, official photographer for the British government, whose pictures of the
training
shown at of
the Kitchener's
Lyceum lastArmy,
bpring.and the North Sea fleet were
At the end of the war films some wonderful colored pictures
of battle ships at sea and in maneuvrea were shown. A more
extended comment on these will be found in next week's issue
of the Moving Picture World.

*'The Firm of Girdlestone"
Harold Shaw Makes Attractive Adaptation of Sir A. Conan
Doyle's Novel for Greater Vitagraph.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THE strength of characterization provided by the famous
author in the very least of his stories goes a long way
toward making them especially well adapted to screen
visualization. While the director has failed in a few minor
details in the present instance, the general impression left by
the picture is that it is a forceful, well-made production, an
excellent cast portraying sincerely the various interesting
types. Charles Rock appears as the hypocritical head of the
firm of Girdlestone, with Fred Groves as his vicious son. Hayford Hobbs as Tom Dimsdale, Wyndham Guise as Major
Tobias Clutterbuck, Edna Flugrath as Kate Har.ston, and Mollj-

'*The Battle of the Somme'^
A

Five-Reel

Kinematographic Record of the Deadly Allied
Offensive from June to July.
Reviewed
by W. Stephen
Bush, ,
FIFTY feet of a war picture taken at the seat nf war is
worth fifty thousand feet of posed battle scenes, no matter
how clever the director, and no matter h.ow lavish the
expenditure. What is a battle film worth? " As an historic
record its value is almost beyond compute. As a lesson either
In the horrors of war or in the importance of preparedness
it is a document which convinces instantly. As an entertainment offered indiscriminately to the theater-going public its
value Is not so clear. There are scenes In It which are sure
to interest and even enthuse any audience, scenes of military

Scene from "The Firm of Girdlestone" (Vitagraph).
Terraine
as Rebecca
the Girdlestone
maid, all do creditable
work.
The story of the treacherous manner in which the Girdlestones planned to mend their shattered fortunes provides many
fine dramatic situations wliich have been well handled. The
scenes which take place at Hampton Priory where old John
Girdlestone confines his ward with a determination either to
force her to marry
his son, or in the case of failure in this
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effort to secretly end her life that the stipulations of her
father's will providing for the transfer of his fortune to John
Girdlestone may be fulfilled, are absorbing:. The uncanny atmosphere of the old Priory where the spirit of the dead monk
was said to walk at midnight, is well sustained.
This is the kind of melodrama that the average audience will
thoroughly enjoy; the old world atmosphere stimulates the
imagination, and places the mind in a receptive mood to receive a story that reverts at times to the dust of ages.

''Barriers of Society'
Five-Reel

Red Feather Production Follows the Destiny of
Two Lives Fated for Each Other.
Reviewed by liubtrt (', .MrKlravy.
of its
THIS five-reel offering, by Clarke Irvine, owes much
interest to two factors of universal interest in the plot
special strength of preconception, rather than to any
sentation. It takes up two young lives at the beginning, those
of a girl born in luxury, and a boy who is the offspring of a
poor fisherman and his wife. Fate brings the lives together
for a moment, and then they separate. The meeting, as the
subtitle explains, is an incident to the girl, and an epoch to
th9 boy.
There is a pleasing allegorical touch to all of the opening
scenes, and the interest of the observer is well maintained.
Then, with the hand of destiny at work again, the young
man is employed aboard a yacht on which the girl is traveling
with her father. The owner of the yacht loves the girl, but
she repels him. The owner, with the collusion of the mate,
pretends the yacht is sinking, and casts himself adrift with
her alone in a boat. They go to a desert island, where they
are followed by the young sailor, who makes a long swim to
be near at hand. In this primitive and always interesting situation, bad blood results between the men. and the sailor finally
kills the yacht owner to save the girl.
The film has some weaknesses of construction, but tells an
entertaining story. It has no high dramatic moments, but
carries the interest quite well without them. Dorothy Davenport. Emory Johnson. Richard Morris and others are in the
cast.

"Tweedledum' Going Strong
Andrew

J. Cobe Visits New York Office of Unity Bringing
Many Orders for New Comedy Series.
ANI->RK\V J. OoliE. vicv-president and general manager of
the Ihiity Sales Corporation, was in New York the past
few days after a sojourn of two weeks in the Chicago
offices of the company. Mr. Cobe brought with him a bunch of
new contracts covering bookings on the new Tweedledum
comedies which guarantee that these new releases w^iU be off
to a flying start from the very beginning. " 'Tweedledum.' says
Jlr. Cobe. "is sure to prove the sensation of American filmland
just as he was on the other side. There is no one like him
in this country. Of course we are not sure that he will be as
popular as Chaplin, but his comedies in Europe, when he was
with the old Eclipse Company, sold more prints than Chaplin
or any other comedian in the business. Think of selling 950
copies of one picture. That's what they did on the other sidf
with Tweedledum"s' "Near Sighted Cyclist. "" and Billy Dunn
has plans under way that will give Tweedledum a chance
to outdo anything he has ever before attempted. Watch for
this fellow.
He's a wonder."
Among the exchanges who have already booked these
comedies are the Eastern Feature Film Co.. Boston, for the
New England States: Merrit Feature Film Co.. for New York
and Northern New Jersey: United Mutual Exhibitors Film Co.,
for Eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware. Maryland. District -^f
Columbia. Southern New Jersey: Liberty Film Renting Co.,
Pittsburgh, for \^'estern Pennsylvania and AVest Virginia: Unity
Pictures Corporation. Minneapolis, for Minnesota. North and
South Dakota, and Northern Wisconsin; Monarch Feature Film
Co., Kansas City, for Missouri. Kansas. Iowa, and Nebraska.
The Unity exchanges in Houston. Texas, and Atlanta. Ga.. will
distribute the comedies in the South and Southwest, and Mr.
Cobe reports that negotiations are well under way for exchanges in the West and Chicago, which will mean Tweedledum
pictures will have a showing from one end of the country to
the other.
BROCK BUYS RIGHTS TO CRIMSON STAIN.
O. E. Goebel, President of Consolidated Film Corporation,
presenting "The Crimson Stain Mystery." the sixteen episode
super -serial photoplay, consummated a deal with Henry J.
Brock, of 1006 Candler Building, this week whereby Mr. Brock
acquires the world rights excluaive of th;e United Sta-tes and
Canada to "The Crimson Stain Mystery." The largest sum
ever paid for serial nnotion picture rights is involved in this
transaction.
Mr. Brock's purchase of Consolidated's first production is
further proof of the box office value of "The Crimson Stain
Mystery." Others to put the stamp of approval on this great
serial are Marcus Loew and Alex Pantages, who have booked
this serial for their respective
circuits of vaudeville
houses.
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"The Whip," in Eight Reels
Work

on

Big

Drury
Lane
Spectacle
Progressing
Under Director Tourneur.

Rapidly

dramatic
the biggest
Whip." from
"Thecountry
photoplay
THEspectacle
the Drury Lane
sent toof this
ever version
Theater. London, will be in eight reels. The production
is under Maurice Tourneur's direction and- is being carried to
completion in the Paragon Studio at Fort Lee.
In all, three full months will have been expended upon t>ie
making of this picture, which is expected to be a revelation
in the transference of drama from the .speaking stage to
the screen.
For the racing scenes which form the climax of this very
human and stirring story the entire company was taken by
spL-cial train to Saratoga during the recent Jockey Club
meeting at that famous resort lasting through the month
of August.
One morning the Saratoga newspaper contained a large advertisement inviting visitors and residents to appear at the
track to take part in a great moving picture spectacle, and
so many were attracted by the idea that the grand stand,
paddock and lawns were fairly jammed with a jostling, good.natured holiday crowd — just what was wanted for this particuar part of the big play.
For the horse show episode which forms another important
portion of the drama the members of the cast are transported en masse to Long Branch, where they are photogi'aphcd
as eli-ments of the real horse show which is the great social
event of the year with the summer visitors to that seashore
colony. A great number of men and women prominent in Amerstory. ican society also appeared in the picture, forming a quite remarkable animated background for the characters in the
The company chosen to play the principal parts in "The
Whip" is made up in part of players who appeared in the
original American cast during the two years' run of the
spolten drama at the Manhattan Opera House. New York,
and in part of actors and actresses who have already won
distinction in the moving
picture world.
The leading male role is in the hands of Irving Cummings,
who at the moment is varying his activities in the studio by
playing at night in the new comedy "Object Matrimony." by
Jules Eckert Goodman and Montagu Glass, the latter being
also the author of "Potash
and Perlmutter."
In the "opposite" part in "The Whip" will be found Miss
A I ma Hanlon. an exceedingly gifted and attractive young
actress who has gained high recognition in the theater and
upon tho screen.
J vine Elvidge, handsome, statuesque and talented, is to be
the fascinating creature to whose wiles most of the complications of the narrative must be attributed.
Ditm Titheradge, a young English actor of note, Paul McAllister, the popular star of a number of successful stock companies. Alfred Hemming and AVarren Cooke will interpret
the remaining
vitally important
personages.
The production will be released early in November by The
Whip Motion Pictures Co., Inc., Fort Lee, N. J.
"SEVENTEEN" IS UNDER WAY.
Actual work has been started on thf Famous Player adaptation of Bootli Tarliiny ton's celebrated novel "Seventeen'
in which Louise Huff and .Tack Pickford are co-starring under
tiie direction of Robert G. Vignola, for the Paramount Program. One striking change which is noticeable in the arrangement of the stellar roles is the appearance of Louise HufC
as Lola Pratt, the baby talk lady instead of Jane, the applesauce-and-bread consuming expert, the role she was originally
intended to play. Jack Pickford will of course, play William
Sylvan us Baxter, in accordance with the original announcement, made at the time of the acquisition of the rights to the
popular novel. The others in the cast include Winnifred
Allen. Madge Evans, Helen Lindroth, Walter Hiers. Dick Lee.
Richard Roson, Julian Dillon and Anthony Merlo.
SELIG'S BASEBALL PICTURE.
Every play made on the baseball diamond, including preliminary practice, conferences of the managers, the throngs
of people seeking seats, these and all other interesting details
in connection with the world's champion baseball series will
be filmed bj' a staff of cameramen ^engaged by the Sellg Polyscope Company. There will be a doien or more of these cameramen on the playing fields working for the Selig company
which has secured exclusive rights, to film the world's series.
_The feature baseball film in five or more reels, will be released through the twenty-three exchanges in all the principal cities, operated by the Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay service. It is stated that exhibitors of motion pictures are already taking a great interest in the forthcoming feature film
which will -be produced on entirely different lines than any
sport pictures attempted.
Plans have been perfected by which a film will be presented
that will give almost as much satisfaction to the spectator
as if one had attended the ball games. All the stars of the
opposing teams in fact every detail w.ill be filmed and presented
and baseball fans in-^he form of an entertainingto movie
story.
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Shun the Slavers.
EVERY
timo poHllcal New York sooks to make capital of the
fact that certain police olTuials stand in with the brothel keepers.
ct^rtain sensation mongers jump in and rush out a few "whlt'e
slave" pictures which arc nothing more than lewd subjects permitted
under the guise of "warninES." Always there are to be found men
and women so eager to ligurc in tbe public prints that they endorse
these alleged crusades and spout virtuously about the great moral lessons contained in the salacious Alms, just as there are people wbo will
tw cured of anything from gout to goitre to get their pictures in toe
patent inside papers. None but these self-fooled reformers see the
great moral lessons con\'eyed. None but the reformers care a whoop
about the lessons. Half grown boys and girls are not ""warned."
'They go to see something "hot" and they complain if they do not get
it. Older people attend In the same spirit. No one cares about the
social purity side of the anti-vice side, or the moral aspect in any part.
They go to se« sensationalism, and they go in crowds. With the moral
aspects of this matter the Moving Picture World has nothing whatever to do. It Is a trade and not a religious paper, and it is not
Its province to deal with the morals of the matter, nor does it attempt
to. but the publishers of this paper have a large capital invested In
the plant and the good will and prestige of the publication represents
another considerable sum. and because it is dependent upon the prosperity of the trade for Its own earnings, it sets its face against
the presentation of the salacious whether presented as such or under
the thin veneer of reform. The business 4s already at a low ebb,
brought there by the failure of the manufacturers of stories to give
stories In their films. They trust to mechanical effects and stars to
t-xcuso the lack of story that Is the real essential of any photoplay,
and the alleged plets are so thin and tiresome that the more Intelligent
patrons are slowly dropping away. For this very reason, perhaps, the
p.xbibitors seek to bring fresh crowds to their theaters with these
vice pictures. They do not offer them to further the crusade against
vice. They do not present these films in their theaters to further the
ends of morality. They use them because they know that a "'smutty'*
picture will always draw a crowd, and they think that they can hide
behind the pretentious "anti" title of a fictitious film concern and
make money from their crowded houses.
As a matter of simple arithmetic this is not so. Sensational pictures
do not make money. They bring Into the house an immediate return
in dollars, but they drive from the house the dimes that make the
jiteady Income. The roughnecks that crowd the house to see the salacious
are not the regular patrons. They are people brought into the house
to look at something supposedly forbidden. They may not get it. If
they do not, they stay away thereafter. If they do they demand something worse for the next attraction. If they do not get it, they
■^tay away, but the crowd that goes to see filth does not form the
regular photoplay clientele, and these * pictures do drive away the
regular clientele.
Prove it tor yourself. If you are determined to run one of these
white slave pictures, make a note of the business you have been doing,
then note the business you do for the ten weeks following. Making
due allowance for the summer season's dullness, you will find that you
are losing out. not much perhaps, only a few dollars, maybe, but assuredly you will find that you have driven from your house profitable
clients : profitable because they are steady patrons. You cannot fool
your decent patrons by prating about social uplift and terrible lessons.
That sort of talk fools no one. You are pandering to a debased element with pictures of vice or at least you announce such, and no one
will, for a single Instant, regard you as other than a panderer and a
sharer In the profits of lechery. This may be strong talk, but it Is
the truth, unpleasant as it may sound. In presenting these pictures
you are unfair to yourself, to your public and to the Pusiness in which
you are engaged, and you won't even make money In the long run. If
you want to profit by vice, close your picture theater and see the
political boss about protection, but do not prostitute the picture business for the temporary and Impermanent Immediate profit. You can
do a big business for a few days, or perhaps a week, but it will take
you months to regain your former standing, and. moreover, you'll get
in bad with your new friends, for the pictures themselves are pretty
poor and tame to hoot, and one inhuman critic has been moved to
remark that the heroine of one of the best advertised features la too
homely to interest even a slave master. Get wise to yourself In time.
Don't try to fool your own conscience with the thought that this Is a
moral lesson. Tou know better than that.
All of this comes under the head of Advertising for Exhibitors, for
about the worst advertisement a theater can have is a black eye with
Us regular patrons, and the attitude of the regular is best summarized
Id a remark made to this writer the other day by a woman on her
return from the summer's vacation. "We found a nice little picture
theater." she said, "and the girls went several times. But the fourth
time they ran a picture that was awful and we didn't have the courage
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to go out, and we could only sit still and hope that no one would
recognize us and suppose that we had come knowing what the picture
was to be."
And match
this with an extract from a recent letter:
"
is an awful sting, and 1 heard a lot of kicks. There are
no scenes In the houses and it isn't even a leg show. Everyone is
sore." Just as a matter of business, think it over. You'll assuredly
make money for a few days with these films, but you are putting a
heavy discount on your future business for the immediate cash. It
is just twenty-five years this month that this writer started in on
amusement publications, and he has seen a lot of changes In that time,
and it is the invariable history of all amusements that an era of crude
filth is followtd by an era of depression and yet. with midnight matinees of "Damaged Goods," sex control stories and the rest of it. some
people wonder what has happened to the pictures. The answer is that
clean amusement has become contaminated by filth. Let the other
fellow have the rot and you make capital of the fact that you offer
clean amusement and a couple of years from now you'll refuse to trade
bank accounts. We are all in this business to make money, but the
far seeing want to remain in the business and keep on making money,
and it cannot be done with ultra sensation, straight or in the guise of
reform.

"Showmanship."

An exhibitor writes
quite to get our Idea.

his views on showmanship,
He says:

but he doesn't seem

Well I have read your "Picture Theater Advertising" which
you Sent a few weeks ago. I am going to get a lot of good
out of this book, but there is quite a portion which don't strike
my fancy. You mention one place where a man must be a
natural born showman to make a successful picture exhibitor.
Well I think that is just what is wrong with the game right . I
now. there is too many circus stunts pulled off both among
exhibitors and manufacturers as well. I am running a couple
of serials supposed to be the most popular in the field and this ,
is what one of my exchanges did. I am paying $10.00 for two
day's run on the serial
- — —, and they addressed a letter to another house stating that they had a later and better
drawing card than my serial and quoted a price of $5.00 for
one day's run. but when I called them to task about it. they
will not give me the
tor less than $10.00 even for
one day.
They were willing to book something later and which,
they claimed, drew better than my serial right against me in
my
own
village
of 1.800
inhabitants,
not caring
evidently
whether it killed my game or not just as long as they got an
extra booking.
What do you think of that kind of a stunt? I
suppose
that you like frank statements,
so here is another
passage I don't like in your book.
You say to ignore your
competitor and then further down the page, you state that it
might be a good idea to even pretend to have a big scrap on
with him while in reality you are friends.
More circus stunts,
but I don't approve of them.
I am just a new man
to the
game as it is played now, but in 1009 I was in the business for
a year and still have the back issues of "The Moving Picture
World."
I believe on the last day of 1910, I played the first
multiple
picture
out. remember,
"Uncle Tom's
and
it was a reel
winner
with ever
us. putI also
what Cabin,"
has since
been decided
as the first "Mary
Pickford"
picture, but at
that time they did not mention names to any great extent, so
Mary Pickford was known merely as little Mary and the Imp
has a full page advertisement in the World stating that "Little Mary" had gone over to them.
Mary's
first picture was
"The Violin Maker of Cremona." and it was a very Interesting
picture.
Our
correspondent does not quite get the proper definition of showman. A showman is one who adroitly sells amusement.
If he needs
a ballyhoo he has a ballyhoo, if he neds a grinder, he has a grinder,
If he needs a street parade he has one.
If he needs velvet carpets,
plush draperies, silent ushers and a general tone of dignity, he goes
in for that sort of thing.
He suits his methods
to his clientele, if
he is a real showman.
If he is a circus faker he cannot get along
without a bass drum and a clown, but we wrote "showman " and not
"circus faker." and we mean what we wrote.
The trouble is that too
many
persons
confound
showmanship
with
circus methods.
They
think that showmanship means making a loud noise.
It does not.
It
means suiting the method to the clientele, and a real showman Is not
necessarily noisy, Indeed he seldom
Is really noisy.
It is customary
to regard the late P. T. Bamum
as a great showman.
He was not.
Any real showman will tell you so. James A. Bailey proved it, perhaps better than others when
he forced Barnum
to take him Into
partnership.
That was the real start of the Greatest on* Earth.
BF. Keith was not a showman.
B. F. Albee is not a showman.
Percy
G. Williams is. and yet hundreds know Keith for the one man who
knows of Williams. Oscar Hammerstein Is not wholly a showman. He
is a fine self advertiser, an adroit real estate manipulator and an In-
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different composer of moslc, but he never made money with his theaters or grand opera enterprises. His son, the late William Hammerstein, who seemed to have all the energy of a Georgia cracker with
the hookworm, was a real showman, and while he lived the Victoria
paid the cost of the opera and other things. When he died— well,
Rothapfel has the site now. The showman sells amusement. The
man who merely makes a noise sometimes does and does not. He can
only make a noise and when this device falls, he fails as well. The
showman does not always make a noise, but he does not fail. There
are too many circus stunts being pulled oft right now by exhibitors
and manufactures, but these people are not showmen. They are bluffs.
Don't buy a tin horn and think that is showmanship. One oi the beet
showmen we know was the late Charles Frohman, and his were the
reverse of circus methods. If you are reading the book in the same
light as this correspondent, please amend you definition.
And please read it understandingly. We do not. for example, say
that
"It might be
a good
thing"' to join the opposition a a fake fight
The paragraph
reads
:
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Dated Indents.

The Winchester. New Haven, Conn., sends in some programs, four
pages, 5 by 7 Inches, with a dated Indent and general good arrangement. The front page carries a cut of the house and sometimes a cut
of some player featured in a current bill, while the back carries an
underline and comment on the plays and players of the week. Most
of them directly refer to the date of playing and so have a double value.
It is important to connect an item with a curent play, where possible,
then if the item interests, the Interest is transferred to the appearance
THE

HOLSE

OF QLAUTY

VIRGINIA PEARSON
Alt III '* •*""'*«"'*''•
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Perhaps in time you'll come to like the opposition man.
You may even do as some do and plan fake opposition fights,
working together on your advertising and getting up a scrap
that lets interest run high while all the time you are the best
of personal friends in private. But if you cannot bring yourself to this, you should not, in any event, try to actually
fight.
And the very next paragraph goes on to urge;
Take the attitude that officially there Is only one bouse you
know about, and that is the one you run.
The other method is mentioned because it has been tried and worked
well when nicely done, but it is not urged, nor is It offered as a good
Idea. The book is a compendium of all ideas that have worked well,
and this is instanced, but not recommended.
And nothing in the book refers to the methods of an exchange in
cutting under a client. That is plain rotten, and such an exchange
cannot last long, since the new man, who Is favored, will presently
also become angered at some sharp practice.
There Is too much circuslng in the wrong places, but some of these
are not showmen, they are pitchmen and grafters In the wrong field.
If you can get people with quiet methods get them that way. They
are apt to have more money and have it more often than the hoi
polloi. but suit your tactics to the patronage and you will be a showman— an all round showman. A showman Is never a faker. He makes
good by legitimate practice. Others make good, for a time, in other
ways, but they do not last. We've been in the business and we know
the answers by tfaetr first names.

UdeUs.
Here are a couple of more studies in display from Dave Udell, of the
Crystal and Majestic. Paiton, HI. Both are two elevens, a bit longer
than usual, but space must be cheap down there or else space is cheap
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because it makes business. It will be noted that In almost all of this
Udell advertising the effort is directed at interesting the patrons in
the pictures as a whole rather than in the pictures of the moment. It
works out about fifty-fifty, but the house comes first. Don't merely
advertise your films.
Advertise for patrons.
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of the film at the house.
Don't boom the actor unless he is worklnf
for you, then making him Interest will help your business.

A Progressive Contest.
T. W. McKay, of the Grand, Rutland, Vt.. is making an intelligent
effort to boom the "Who's Guilty" series. He announces that he will
give a season pass each week to the person who writes tbe best comment on the current installment. He gives out a special sheet on wtalcb
the comment is to be written, which says:
Rutland, Vt
T. W. McKAY, Manager,
Grand Theatre, Rutland, Vt.
Dear Sir:
In —the drama entitled
which I saw at the Grand, I believe
to be the one "WHO'S GUILTY" for the following reasons:
There follows a blank space for the name, address and phone call
of the entrant and the announcement that the editor of the local paper
will judge the efforts. It would be well to leave out that part of the
greeting stating that the film was witnessed at the theater, since this
might make trouble with the post office department. The lottery law
is loaded at both ends and liable to go off at the middle. Otherwise
tbe scheme is a good one and may be worked with almost any serial,
though it works best with this Pathe type of ""Who" story.

Improved.
The Grand, Pembrooke, Ont., sends in three programs, two good
ones and another that was evidently added to show how bad they used
to be. This last is a "staggered" program, the program boxes and
advertisements alternating so that one has to study to see which Is
which- They mu.st have seen a light, for now they get out a neat
eight page and colored cover, with a drawn front page with time
table, house facts and date, and the advertisement matter is all on the
left hand pages and the program is on the right hand pages, and as
though this were not enough we get this announcement:
You were sitting in the theater — your interest was intense —
The poor blind orphan had fallen into the hands of a heartless wretch, while her sister had been abducted by a worthless
nobleman, all the while the music played entrancing melodies.
The reel came to an end — while your thoughts were with the
unfortunate orphans, and you were speculating as to the outcome of the play with your eyes glued to the screen — up goes
a slide: When in Doubt use Dolton's — or something to that
effect, A pail of cool water dashed into your face would not
have been more disappointing and unexpected than this slide. —
Forgive us for past errors — it won't happen again. After the
first of July the only slides we'll show will be those announcing
our coming events and patriotic slides. You come to the
Grand to be amused and entertained, not to read advertisements. The fact that we will deny ourselves a few dollars a
week derived from slide advertisements will be one more step
towards proving to you that we do all we can to please our
patrons.
That
means as much to the house as the new program does. It Is
an affront to an audience to make them watch a lot of tooth paste and
similar advertising. They pay you to entertain them, not to annoy
them. Deliver the goods and make the slide users turn to the program instead. They will if they are live wires. The Grand has made
a real clean up. and now each week a house talk is helping to help
the audience appreciate the house.
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Plain and Neat.
The Walbrook, Baltimori', comi's out wltb n bi-weokly four pager.
the twin programs runnlog on tbo Insldo nud a cut front and back.
Tho bouse Information Is run as nn underline below ttio two programa.
Tbe arrangement is neat and errt>ctlve, but the back page could be
better devoted to bouse talk than to tbo booming of an individual star.
Boom your iitiractions, but llrst tako caro of the house. You have
that with you seven days a week. The style announcement la unusual
and good.
It may help others.
It runs:
WEDNESDAY.

JULY

26th.

Mr. H. B. Warner
(late star of "Tho Raiders")
appears In
"The
Beggar of Cawnpore."
a five act drama
from the Trlaogle-Kay Boo Studio.
Mr. Mark Swain appears in "His Bitter Pill." a two act farce
from tbe Triangle-Keystone Studio.
THl-RSD.\Y. JULY
2Tth.
Miss Virginia Pearson ilatc star of "Blazing Love") appears
in "Hypocrisy," a five act drama from the Fox Studio.
Mr. Harry Watson. Jr., appears m "Out of Order," No. 9 of
the "Musty Suffer" Series.
The Hearst
Cartoonists
contribute
"Krazy
Kat at Looney
Park" and "A Quiet Day in the Country."
The Hearst mannlklns appear in "Fashions d'Art."
In the last section a better spelling would be "mannequins" In place
of the older form.
This is more generally applied to costume models
and ha£ some slight novelty that may interest.

Better Still.
The Kansas City branch of the V-L-S-E Is now printing its tip
sheets on specials. These specials, which are virtually full instructions to exhibitors on bow to handle the big four features, have already been mentioned, but in their printed form they are still more
handy end It would .be a good plan to have enough run off to supply
the other branches. L. J. Scott has struck a good lead la these stunt
sheets, and he gets out practical stunts, which cannot always be said
of some prepared booklets. Both Scott and Tom North are peculiarly
apt In getting up stunts that are workable. There Is real preas work
in this:
PUBLICITY STUNTS.
There are a number of variations to this idea any one of
which will cause more comment than anything you have pulled
off. If you are a pusher you can get the town on edge.
Probably nothing attracts more attention than an automobile
wreck. About two weeks before showing the "Ne'er Do Well,"
plant a nice wreck on the most prominent comer in town.
Secure a car from any garage — a stripped down car will do
as well as any and the cost will be very small. Turn the car
clean over or lean it up against a telephone post with the
wheels lying at a distance. Have all tags and identlflcation
marks removed. Have a coat in the car or under IL Place a
letter In it written by Darwin K. Anthony to his son telling
be has put up wltb his carousals and Joy rides as long as possible and from now on Kirk can either work or statTe.
Unless your experience has been considerable it would be
best to let the newspaper man In on the secret as you may
not be able to fool him. If he Is a good fellow he will enjoy
slipping a corking good story like this over.
But imagine the talk which will start when they find that letter and no victim. That Is good for a mystery story. Then
when the night-watchman, whom you have posted, admits having seen a young fellow hobble down and drag himself aboard a
freight you have meat for another story. Then some friend
of yours mails a postal from up the line to the garage man.
It is signed by Kirk Anthony, the Ne'er Do Well." He says
he is going to Panama to make good and will not have any
more use for the car, so donates it to him.
There you have another story, for, of course, your friend,
the garage
man,
goes to your friend, the newspaper
man.
stopping, however, to show it to everyone he meets.
Can you
Imagine of anyone not knowing about Kirk Anthony, his automobile and the fact that he Is known as the "Ne'er Do Well"
after that?
Do not overlook what Is said about springing the fake to the newsmen in advance.
A reporter will help plant a story with enthusiasm,
but fool him once and your house can bum down and he'll still have
the writer's cramp.
The only safe way to plant a story is to plant
one so that he will never get on.
Otherwise tPll him before hand.

What Does It Mean?
The Third Street Theatre, Easton, Pa., in a recent program offers for
sale stock in its building, the lease and fixtures of "the best located
theater" and the lease on a new theater. We hope It does not mean
that they are going out of business.
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and are partly dati^-d In that the "tonight" Is followed by the day. but
It would be better still to add tbe dato in smaller type Just below. It
need not be more than an eight point line, but It will better identify tbe
bill. And it Is always well to let the name of tbo theater rise to the top
of the bill Instead of sinking it In tho center, where It gets mixed up
with tho main title. In other respects the bill offers some good polntB.
including an underline that runs for the next four or fivo days and \n
changed. Perhaps, In a small town, the daily (browaway will become a
part of the ordinary routine of life, but as a rule it does not work well
If used too often unless Edmund Reld's scheme is followed and there Is
offered some local gossip. His old time daily paper was no more than a
large throwaway, yet It carried a lot of [orelgB advertising as well.

A Town Topics.
W. L. Chlsholm. of the Orpheum. Fulton. Ky.. Is using the social stuff,
just the same as Barrett McCormick and other hustlers. The least hint
of a theater party Is enough to get an Item over to the dally paper, and
a treat at the drug store on the way home. This is a scheme so simple,
so cheap and so effective that It is odd more managements do not take
the trouble to work It. Any small town paper is glad to get personal
stuff and will use all that comes, and small town citizens differ not at all
from big town people in their liking for a press notice. For his own advertisement he uses only a four-Inch single column, but makes It a reader
with the house name the only display, and It stands out as welt as would
four tens that are merely a jumble of type.

An Annual.
The Majestic, Grand Junction, Colorado, is making its "Merchant's
Matinee" an annual event, but, unlike the old form of merchant's matinee, It also partakes of the nature of the familiar "dollar day" most
merchants offering some special bargain for the Saturday set. In a town
of ten or fifteen thousand, the big house that works in with the stores
can do all sorts of stunts to mutual profit, and yet so few managers seem
to realize the fact. Manager Becker is now running his own theater
ticket stamps right along and in other ways he helps to get them into
town. Naturally his Movie Fan is well patronized by the local merchants, and he has plenty of space to give them since he prints eight fullsized
pages.

Starting It 0£F.
Francis A. Mangan sends an invitation to attend the inaugural of
the fall season at the Cumberland, Brooklyn. We have never had a
chance to visit the house, but have sent the family there frequently,
though it is out of our direct line of travel, but our better half likes the
atmosphere of the house. Mr, Mangan has done what few have done,
yet all can do. He makes a feature of the fall opening with a really
pretentious musical program of both vocal and Instrumental numbers
with a feature, and some singles. The house always aoes go strong on
its musical program, but by making a special event of the "opening"
the regulars, who have dropped out through the summer either because
of the heat or on account of their vacations, are coaxed back for the
special and so fall into the habit of being regulars again. Compared
with the cost of the extra soloists the results in renewing business are
great. You do not have to go into it so heavily, but you can mark
your fall opening with some special event and so impress upon the
minds of the half persuaded that theater going time is here again. It
is in these little points that the Gumberland keeps ahead and so holds
its ground above the majority. We do not think it chance that of the
three educational series match the feature — Yellowstone Park for
Where the Trail Divides and scenes in Holland for Hulda from Holland. That's figuring the right way.

His Own Herald.
C. R. Blubaugh, of the Vaudette, Fort Scott, Kansas, got out his
own herald for "The Battle Cry of Peace," and though in only one
color it works better for him than the stock herald because he can put
his own advertising on the back. He Is also using the monthly calendar. The monthly calendar is as popular as the door knob used to
be, but the approach of wintry weather will probably bring out the
door knobs again. They are handiest when it blows and snows, for It
preserves the matter from the elements. He should follow the rest
and have the calendar punched for hanging up. If tne printer has no
punch to work in the press, a fifteen cent drive punch and a hammer
will do the work as well.

A

NEW

HELP

FOR

MANAGERS
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George Does It.
George Walker is the operator of the Masonic Theater, EIIenTlIle, N.
Y.. and when he isn't operating or doing little things like that, he is the
publicity man and in odd moments he draws cartoons. He sends in a
clever cartoon and some throwaways, getting out a throwaway every day.
We do not know how the newspaper situation is In the town, but a
dally throwaway is apt to be regarded as too much a matter of course.
It Is more valuable when held for special events and Is not made too
common. Then they should make a loud noise and not carry too much
stuff. If the program Is known far enough ahead. It would he better to
get out a single weekly program and then use throwaways not more than
twice a week.
These bills are not badly displayed for a country town
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TEXT BOOK AND A HAND BOOK, a compendium and a guide.
It tells all about advertising, about type and type-setting, printing and paper, how to run a house program, how to frame your
newspaper advertisements, how to write form letters, posters or
throwaways, how to make your house an advertisement, how to
get matinee business, special schemes for hot weather and rainy
days. All practical because it has helped others. It will help
you.
By mail, postpaid, $2.00.
Order from nearest office.

Moving Picture World,

Schiller Building
Chicago. 111.

17

Madison Ave.,

New York

Haas Building
Loa Angeles, Cal.
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INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this
department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be
addressed to this department. Questions should be stated
clearly and should be typewritten or written with pen and
ink. Under no circumstances will manuscripts or synopses
be criticised, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.
A list of companies will be sent if the request is made to
the paper direct and not to this department, and a return
stamped envelope is inclosed.
Working Up Fives.
PROBABLY
many readers will snort In disRUSt at the inquiry of a
man who wants to know about fives.
He writes :
One
thing
I cannot
seem
to understand
at prebsnt
is
where people get enough material for a five reeler.
I'm sure It
would be appreciated if you would take this up in the paper
some time.
Now to the man who knows — and who forgets the time when he did
not know, this seems to be the acme of foolishness. It Is, to the trained
writer, it is to the gifted natural plotter, but there is nothing that
probably puzzles the generality of writers at the present moment more
than this one question, and many of them have not the nerve to asli.
This correspondent unconsciously supplies his own answer when he
says that he does not seem to be getting ahead though he has been
writing earnestly for a little less than a year and has turned out eight
or nine reels of stuff.
We wrote the questioner that he got five reelers out of bia bead — ■
the same as he got his one reelers — but that he had to train his
head a little. That's the entire thing In a nutshell. You must train
your intelligence, through exercise. Hundreds of men can lift a
hundred pound bar bell, who cannot carry it the length of an average
gymnasium. Other hundreds can carry it the length of such a room,
but could not bear the burden half a day. In countries where the
topography or lack of beasts of burden necessitate human carriers,
there are thousands of men who can carry a hundred pound load and
more at a brisk pace, half a day. It Is merely a matter of practice.
Just as typewriting, setting type, digging ditches or writing scripts 1^
a matter of natural ability plus training.
Practice makes perfect, according to the adage, but perfection Is
never reached. Practice brings proficiency, would be a better reading.
Nine reels is not a month's work, to say nothing of a year. Nine reels
Is not even the commencement of study. Nine reels should suggest
themselves to the person of average intelligence before he even
starts to plot. Lately we did nine synopses — that precise number — In
parts of two afternoons — seven of them in one afternoon. We gather
that the correspondent has taken the usual course of the unlnstructed
and has written one play and worked on that until he thought he got
it right. Then he has taken up the next. That Is not the way. The
beginner should study plotting and nothing but plotting until he Is
so familiar with plots and plot formation and development that he
is thoroughly grounded. Then, and not until then, should he study
form and expression. It does him no good to know all about leaders
and inserts and close-ups and panorams until he has something to
write about, and one idea Is not sufficient equipment. If we had a
school we would keep our pupils so plotting for at least a year, no
matter what their natural ability. Plotting is all there really is to play
writing. You must have a plot or you have no play. But having a
plot, you must be able to tell it. and so a knowledge of standard form
is required. Unless you can plot, a knowledge of form will not even get
you a job as adaptor, though so many think they will take studio jobs
when they find they cannot think ideas.
The way to get five-reel plots is to write one-reel plots and then two
and three-reel stories and so to the fives. It takes longer than ji^mplng
in to write fives at the start, bvt what is the use of writing fives unless
you write good ones — ones that will sell, and you cannot write and sell
flve-reelers unless you have passed the one-reel plot stage, either in
photoplay
or fiction work.
You write a five just as you write a one, only you put more story
into the five, more than five times as much story, because a five-reel
play will run five times as long as a one-reel, and you cannot keep
it at the tempo of a one-reel. You must get better and better as you
go along. You must keep the interest rising. You cannot fall bach
to the one-reel level in your second reel, nor permit the third to be as
slow as the second. No matter what the length of your story, you can
sustain interest only through a rise in Interest. You do not — In fact,
you cannot — ascend to the climax of a five as rapidly as you reach the
apex of a one. You must start more slowly and rise more gradually,
hut every hundred feet of film must be more interesting than the
preceding hundred feet, whether you write a two-hundred-foot subject
or run ten thousand feet. And the only way to learn how to do this
is to write so many good one-reel stories that you are able to do a
fair two and then do so many good twos that you will find gome of
them are fair threes, until, at last you find yourself wishing you had
six reels instead of five. And about that time you'll be back on ones,
or writing tens, for the fives are commencing to slip already.
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Do a hundred plots. If that docs not work do two hundred or three
or ten hundred. It is the only way you can learn to write, and you will
find that perhaps a couple of years irom now you are then collecting for
the time you think you are now wasting on practice plots. The time
is not wasted, the labor is not wasted. When you get so you can
command a thousand dollars for a subject, you'll find that you can write
them quickly and easily because of the time you are putting in now on
seemingly unprofitable practice work.

Telling Comedy.
Did you ever listen to a prosy person try to tell a humorous story?
He may have a good theme, but his recital is so filled with "Ifs" and
"ands," and "buts." "in the meantimes". and "it should be remembereds."
that the pleasure in the story Is lost in the recital. It is the same way
with film comedy. If you load your stuff down with explanation it cannot carry the weight. Tell the story directly, swiftly and with an appearance of enjoyment. Make the recital of the story joyous ; as though
you yourself were laughing at the Idea. Labored comedy Is about the
greatest Infliction the photoplay patron Is called upon to endure.

Reissues.
An actor points out that the reissues are going to make trouble for
players and authors alike. Each reissue means one script less to be
sold and one job less for the players. He wants us to campaign against
the reissue idea. But we think that the reissue is a good idea when the
reissues are the best work of an earlier day. Some of those old Biographs
are just as good now as they were when they were making the popularity of the pictures, and they are new to many. If not most, of the
present day playgoers. And the reissues but serve to point out how few
of the old stories were good. They form but a small percentage of the
general product and will not seriously affect the market. One releasing
concern Is said to have purchased more than a million feet of old stuff.
They will not realize on It all, because they cannot dispose of poor stuff
whether it Is new or reissue, and a certain amount of this product going
out win merely serve to emphasize still further the need for better material now. Don't worry about reissues. Once we worked for a publishing concern that started to use up the stuff that has accumulated in the
safe. It was hard sledding for a couple of months, but In the end the
rest of the stuff was dumped Into the furnace and the market was better
than ever.

The Knockers' Club.

The Evening Sun seems to have been selected as the official organ of
the Knockers' Club of New York and it gives much space to letters from
disgruntled photoplay writers, not all of them based on fact and good faith.
One man claims that ho entered into a contract with one concern to
deliver a multiple reel a week and had to wait seventeen weeks for his
first money. This sounds all right until it is realized that real writers
do not contract to turn out a multiple a week. By another company he
was told that his name had been associated on the film with a well known
dramatic writer and that that should be honor enough. Evidently he
never heard of lawyers. Lawrence McCloskey collected not long ago for
a script he had written on order, when the company declined to pay for
on the grounds that It had decided not use the play from which the
script was made. There was no delay. The case went to court and the
next time the firm was sued it settled before the case came to trial.
These half truths serve only one good purpose. They frighten from
the game
the timid ones who start in feeling that their scripts will be
stolen
-

High and Dry.
Having been given his choice between an Immediate vacation and ft
prospective straight Jacket. John William Kellette took the vacation,
and after visiting Rutland, Vt.. where he used to bully a linotype
machine, he is to go to Lake Bomosene, nearby. Being the driver ot
the water wagon, "Kell" is not dismayed by the Idea of a vacation In
an ultra dry community, and says that when he gets back he'll dig
Up some copy for us.

For the Museum.
If you have Invented a peculiarly novel piece of business, a new
idea In leaders or anything out of the ordinary, send in a copy of
your carbon, after production, for the photoplay museum of Columbia
University. Before the end of next season we want to see the museum
provided with a collection of real scripts as well as bits. All contributions will be credited to the donor, a special label being provided for
this purpose.

The THIRD

Edition of

Technique of the Photoplay
IS NOW READY
This is virtually a new book under the old title.
More than double the text and with an arrangement
especially adapting it for the student. The most
complete book ever written on the subject of scenario
or photoplay construction.
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Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON

Manufacturer's Notice.
■ T Is nn established rule of this Uopiirtment that no apparatus or other
goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the excel" Icnc© of such articles has been dvmonstratcd
to Us odltor.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of luaitrr nwaiting publication It is Imirossible to
reply through the department in less than two to three weeks. In
order to give prompt service, these sending four cents stamps (less
than actual cost) will receive carbon copy of the department reply.
by mall, without delay. Special repMes by mail on matters which cannot be replied to in the department, one dollar.
Both the first and second set of questions are now ready and printed
Id neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-sis In number.
Either booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps, to
the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every
live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions. Tou
may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot of
study.

Operators' Union Directory, I. A. T. S. E.

Notice — Each
union is entitled to have its roster of officers, meeting nights, etc.. listed here once per year, free of cost.
Preserve this
list as it will not be republished.
The mail address of the secretary
should be Included, and the address of regular meeting place. If any.

Local

Union

No.

453,

New

Rochelle,

N. Y.

President, Joseph Tyroler ; Vice-President, Charles Jackson; Financial
Secretary and Treasurer, Louis Goldshlag ; Recording Secretary, Thomas
W. Dougherty, 9 Pine street. New Rochelle. X. Y. ; Business Agent.
Emll Kessler : Sergeant at Arms, A. E. Bell. Meetings held second and
fourth Wednesdays of each month at Room 305. Proctor Building. Mt.
Vernon, N. T.

Question No. 158.
WtiQt slope should the balcony and
Bo\c tcmild you determine itT

blowing the main house fuses, which would amount to the same thing
as pulling the main house switch.
As to the size of picture, why that will be governed by local conditions, and several things must be taken into consideration In this
connection. The picture as projected through the machine aperture Is
approximately 11/16 x 15/10 of an Inch In size. It will therefore be
readily understood that the magnification Is, In any event, tremendous,
and the greater the magnification the greater will every detect in
photography be magnified, and the greater will be the movement of the
film on the screen, since every movement of the film at the aperture
Is Increased at the screen In direct proportion to the size of the picture.
Also it must be remembered that as the picture size Is increased light
strength must be made greater very rapidly, A 12 foot picture Is considered as being "life size." and a picture of this size Is perfectly
distinct. In all Its details, to the person of normal vision seventy-flve
or even one hundred feet away, and it is very seldom there is any
bona fide reason for the use of a picture larger than 12 feet, so far
as distinctiveness of vision goes. It must, however, be granted that
in a large house a 12 foot picture is too small, especially if the screen
is located on a large stage. The size of the picture may be greatly
increased, but always at the expense of light, brilliancy, sharpness
of definition, and magnification of defects. The possible limit of size
might be open to argument. It would depend upon how much one is
willing to expend for current, and how bright a picture is required ;
also mirror screens do not exceed IS^A feet in width, and for a throw
of 50 feet, IS feet Is about the limit, since with a wider picture at this
distance optical difficulties are encountered. At less than 50 feet the
limit of picture size decreases rapidly, since with very short focal
length lenses It Is difficult, if not impossible, to obtain sharpness in
definition. With a throw of 75 feet a 20 foot picture is the limit,
while at 100 feet almost any size you can illuminate may be projected.
[In answering the last half of the question everyone except Ralph
Gwynn, Longmont, Colo., failed to Incorporate one of the principal
reasons for limit in size of picture. I will publish separately Friend
Gwynn's answer In the department, or rather his answer to the last
half of the question, since it brings up something which Is new and
Interesting. — Ed. 1

the nailery floor hnvef

Roll of Honor on Question No. 147.
The Roll of Honor on Question 147 contains the names of Joseph H.
M. Smith. Fort Worth, Texas ; Wilson Hays, Barton, Md. ; Ralph
Gwynn. Longmont. Colo.; W. B. Allen, Edmonton, Canada; G. A.
Yager. Anadarko, Okla. ; C. E. Linstruth, Carthage. N. Y. ; D. A.
Snyder, Bangor, Pa. ; Leon Pagenbardt. Westernport, Md. ; M. M. Moon.
Sherman. Texas; F. N. Irvin. Lufkin, Texas; J. tl. Hanson, Lubec. Me.;
M. Capobianco. Rogeto, Pa. ; L. J. Shafranek. Cleveland. Ohio ; Frank
Harris, Tacoma, Washington, and F. F. Bell. Palestine, Texas.
I have concluded to publish the reply of Brother Hays.

Answer to Question No. 147.
By Wilson
Hays, Barton. Md.
The Question ;
What do you understand by emergency lights?
Where should their
switches and fuses be plared. and at what point should the emergency
light circuits be attached to the supply?
What, in your opinion, should
be the limit of size in picture and why?
The Answer :
Emergency lights are those ordinarily left burning while the show Is
on, such as exit, foyer, hallway, auditorium, side lights and a portion
of the celling lights where Indirect lighting Is used. Exit and emergency lights not only should, but must be tapped to the main house
feeders on the street side of the main house fuses and switch. They
should be protected by their own main fuses carrying all exit and
emergency light circuits ; also by Individual fuses for each circuit.
They must be controlled by switches located In the box office, and by
no other switch ; this for the reason that In case of Are, or other
alarm, there Is always the possibility of some excited employe pulling
the main house switch, thus plunging the entire theater In absolute
darkness at the very time that the lights, particularly exit lights.
are most needed. One can never tell what an excited person will do.
An usher has actually been known to rush to the switchboard and pull
the main house switch when an alarm of fire was given. If the exit
and emergency lights are located ahead of the main switch such a
blunder would not extinguish these lights, and the box office man or
woman certainly would not pull the switch, and thus It would be
practically Impossible to plunge the entire auditorium Into total darkness. It Is also possible that In case of fire a heavy short circuit
might o^rur. due to something falling across the wires, thus possibly

Angle of Vision.

Ralph Gwynn, Longmont, Colo., contributes a reply to Question 147,
a portion of which deals with the limit of size in pictures. The reply
was not suitable for publication as an answer to the whole question,
but It brings up an interesting point which fully justifies Its publication In the department.
His reply Is as follows:
According to Dr. Buell. an eminent psychologist, the human
eyes are capable of taking In anything within a radius of 170
degrees horizontally, without moving the pupils of either side.
Taking this fact Into consideration. It seems to me that eye
fatigue resulting from constantly being compelled to shift the
eyes to follow any particular object across the screen would
be greatly reduced if the screen were of such size as would not
exceed the cone formed by a 170 degree angle, haying its apex
on a line perpendicular to the screen at the intersection of this
line with the front row of seats.
Let me Illustrate.
Screen "1"

Screen

(T)

y-T?ONT Tioy/
exceeds the 170 degree cone of vision of spectator "A" which
will necessitate a continuous moving of his eyes, or If the
screen be large enough, a moving of his whole head In order
to see the complete picture.
Screen 2, which Just occuplea the
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cone,

may be easily viewed by those in the front seats without any eye strain resulting
from
this particular
source.
Screen 1 would, of course, fall within the 170 degree angle of
vision of those sitting farther back, but where room is limited
it is often desirable
to extend
the seating as close to the
screen as possible.
This is not the principal argument against
employing too large a screen, but it is suggested as a possible
defect where ideal conditions are desired.
The screen should
be designed to harmonize in size with the width of the house.
A 9 X 12 screen would appear insignlQcantly small In a house
100 feet wide, and practically
no method
of decorating
the
screen end of the house would
serve to reduce
the lack of
proportion.
Frank
Rembusch authoritatively
says that for a
house T5 feet long and 25 feet wide a screen 9 x 12 feet Is the
best arrangement,
and for houses
of increased
length and
width the size of the screen should increase
proportionately.
He also adds that a large screen will cause an elongation of
faces and figures.
I feel free in assuming that the distortion
would
be more
pronounced
the closer one approached
the
screen, and much more noticeable at the top than at the bottom of the picture, the inaccuracy being in the eye rather than
In the optical system of the machine.
The same effect of distortion will be produced by standing at the bottom of a large
sign, whose
proportions
are perfect, and looking up.
Faces
and figures will appear elongated.
A third, but less important point, from the perfect projection standpoint,
is economy.
If light and lens systems are already as near perfect as possible, an increased screen area will necessitate a brighter light
to maintain the same brilliancy of screen Illumination.
If we
go too far we are apt to run into another optical snag; since a
lens of short E, F. is necessary to project a large picture at a
short distance, and such lenses seldom give sharp, well defined
pictures.
Within
the limitation
of the above suggested difficulties the size of the picture is decidedly dependent on local
conditions,
and
no particular
standard
can
be established
which
would
give the best effect in all places.
For permanent public exhibition it is not advisable, and seldom necessary to reduce the size of the picture below D by 12 feet.
Besides being sufficiently large to enable patrons sitting In the
back seats to distinguish
details, the maximum
size of the
screen should be governed by the first mentioned limits, viz, :
the cone of vision and distortion.
The point raised by Friend Gwynn is interesting, although I cannot
agree with his deduction.
The human eye does see or "take In" everything through a very wide radius, though
I am not prepared to say
whether or not ITO degrees is the exact figure, though, presumably. It
is. since the professor certainly ought to know.
I am, however, prepared to make the assertion that, whereas the human eye does take in
everything
in a wide range of vision, still it always focuses on one
point.
Try it. Pick up a typewritten sheet of paper and look at the
whole thing and see if your eye does not instantly focus on one word
or letter.
Look at the walls of a room and see if you can look at the
whole wall without your eyes focusing on one spot.
If you can your
eyes certainly are different from mine, and if this is a fact, then the
larger the picture the more violent will be the gymnastics the human
eye will have to perform in order to read the film story, and this hecomes tremendous when one Is seated close to a large screen.
My own
view of the matter is that no picture larger than 16 feet should be
allowed where the front row of seats is within 20 feet of the screen.
I would welcome discussion on this important point.

Measure the Light Ray.
Byron Sherwood, Trenton, Mo., says :
Will you, through the department, supply some information,
to myself, the owner, which will be passed on to the operator?
Machine No. 1 has a limit of distance between condenser and
aperture 21Vj inches, and machine Xo. 2 has 16.25. Present
lens system: machine No. 1 diameter of objective 1 0-16; hack
focus 4% ; condensers one 6\^ and one TVj. Machine No. 2 :
diameter of objective 1% ; back focus 4 15-16 ; condensers 6V>
and "Vj. Table No. 1, page 141 of the Handbook, makes no
provision for lenses of these diameters working under our
conditions. I suppose you will say that 1 am losing light. If
so. what percentage am I losing, and am I losing it by paying
for current which I do not get, or losing it on the screen?
Would my picture be better If 1 had the right system? What
size lenses ought I to have for each machine? Picture 9 x 12
at S214 feet. Am using a double arc 35 ampere transrerter.
Yes. you are losing light and lots of it, and it is, counting in your
current bills, in this way : turning to plate 0. figure 50. page 120 of
the Handbook, you will find precisely the condition you have. Now if
the light beam between the aperture and the lens was concentrated so
that the entire beam entered the lens, as per plate 5. figure 46, page 119,
then you would be getting more light. That is plain enough. Isn't it?
Well that being so you would get a brighter screen, or you could cut
down on your current and get the same brilliancy you are now getting.
You have a 4% inch back focus on one machine ; % is .625 of an inch.
Looking down in the second column from the right — the column headed
■'21," — you will find the figures 6.20, which is very close to your back
focus, and looking over in the left hand column opposite 6.29 you
see 2%, which is the smallest lens diameter you can use with the
condenser 21 inches from the film, using two 7^ inch condensers. A
2% lens is. however, pretty large, and whereas your present lenses
have altogether too small a diameter, still If you are going to continue
using the ordinary lens. I would recommend that you get one not less
than 2 Inches in diameter. If. however, you are willing to pay the
price, which will be considerable,
I can get you a lens that will not
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only give you a sharp picture but will practically slop all light loss,
and thus pay for itself within a comparatively short time. These
lenses are something new and they are pretty costly. 1 would, nevertheless, recommend their installation. With ordinary lenses I would
recommend two TVa inch condensers, with the limit of distance on the
machine that allows 21 inches between the condenser and the aperture, and a 2 inch diameter lens. With the other machine there Is
nothing you can do to stop light loss unless you can get the lamphouse back where it ought to go. If you were using heavy amperage
that would be something else again, but you are not. As a matter of
fact the lens I have spoken of is the thing you need, and the only
thing that will meet your reciuirements under the conditions named.

Condensers.
One who signs himself a "Union Operator," Victoria, B. C, asks what
size condensers he should use, the space between them, and the distance
between them and the film. He is using No. 2 Gundlach Manhattan 6^4
E. F. objective which has a diameter of 2^j inches. This lens has been
stopped down to 1 % inch diameter. Its back focus is 4 15-16 Inches.
The lamps are old Edison ones, and the mechanisms one Power's Six A
and one Power's Six. Says be cannot, at present, get more than 14
inches between the front condenser and the film, but could get six or
seven more by making the table longer, only the size of the room prevents that. On one machine the nearest the back condenser and crater
can be gotten together is 2"s inches, and the other 3^4 inches. Says he
has the second edition of the Handbook and intends to get the third as
soon as he can raise the cash ; also has all ten volumes of Hawkins'
Electrical GTuide.
In the first place. Union Operator, you must sign your name to letters,
though the name will not be used If you so request. In the second place
take out that washer, or at least increase the opening to 2 inches. Use
two 7Vj inch condensers placed as close together as you can get them,
and get your lamphouse back as far as you can. My advice would bo
to put a shoe stretcher into that operating room and expand it 2 feet at
least, front and back. My next advice would be to throw away those old
Edison lamps. Out of date equipment of that kind does not pay the
manager, from the boxoffice point-of-view. You have not said what
amperage you are using, but 2'^ inches ought to be close enough to the
condenser in any event. I would by all means advise you to get the
third edition of the Handbook, and when you have studied "Matching
Up the Lens System" you will find that topic alone will be worth to you
at least twice the price of the book. I cannot give you any very intelligent advice because your operating room conditions are, as you describe them, such that it would be impossible to put my advice into
practice.

Reflected Light.
L. C. Merchant. Falfurrias, Texas, propounds the following:
Am using 110 volt, 60 ampere A. C, and the generator at the
power plant is pulled by an SO H. P. distillate engine which
produces very unsteady current. If the engine misses the voltage
drops pretty low, but, of course, we cannot help that. 1 would
like to ask the following: First: Why did a very bright spot
develop about the center of the top of the picture? The spot
was there last night when I started the show, and it is the first
time. Not a single adjustment had been changed for several
weeks. I have the new Handbook and have searched it through
and can find no answer except that the lens might be wrong.
But if that is the case why did the spot wait until last night to
show up? The shutter is not right, but it is set where it is
giving the best results. It is impossible to get it right as it is
an inside shutter and there is very little room for adjustment.
The aforesaid spot will show, but very dim, when the wide, or
solid, blade of the shutter has the aperture entirely covered.
Question No. 2 is, what is the best thing with which to paint
a screen for an open air theater, or airdome? Have looked
through the Handbook and the best it recommends is alabastine
for a muslin screen. But that don't work here, since every time
it rains the albastine washes off. I painted over the alabastine
with white lead and oil, but that seems to glare considerably.
Have a solid wall of ship lap and the muslin stretched as tight
as it will stand over that. As long as I kept it painted with
alabastine the wind did not bother, but since I painted it with
lead and oil the wind gets behind it and causes great waves to
run in every direction, and this is very noticeable on the picture.
The only reason I can see for this is that when the screen was
painted with the albastine the air could escape through the
cloth, but with lead and oil paint there is no escape for the
air after once it gets behind the screen. I would like to hear
from the editor on these things ; also to receive any advice
experienced operators may see fit to give.
With regard to your first question the bright spot Is probably due to
reflected light. Set the machine so that the aperture is entirely covered
by the wide blade of the shutter, and then blow smoke all around the
front end of the machine and see if you do not see a ray of light coming
through somewhere.
If you don't, kindly let me know.
As to the second question, if you have the third edition of the Handbook turn to page 1S4 and you will find paint data. Your paint is evidently an oil paint, whereas you should have mixed it about one-third boiled
linseed oil and two-thirds turpentine, so that the surface would be a dull,
dead one. instead of glossy. I see no reason why the screen should
wave when painted and not when coated with alabastine. since alabastine
makes a coating which 1 would suppose would be practically impervious
to air. However one thing is certain, and that is the screen is not
stretched tight enough. Otherwise there could not be waves such as you
speak of. My advice is to pull that screen up as tight as a fiddle
string.
If the muslin you have won't stand it get stronger cloth and
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Stretch it on a frame such as Is described in the Handbook, pages lt)0191. The better way would be, however, to nail Vj-inch furring to the
shlplap, put lath on the furring and make a cement finish plaster
screen, to which you can apply paint mixed as follows : White zinc
ground in oil, 3 parts ; white lead ground in oil, 1 part. Mix with onethird boiled linseed oi! and two-thirds turpentine, then add enough ultramarine blue to make a very light blue in the pot and apply a sufficient
number of coats to make a perfectly white surface, then border screen
with black.

A New Reel.
George R. Collins, Salisbury, N. C, sends sample of a new reel for
examination, and has. at my request, sent one of these reels to John
Griffiths. Ansonia. Conn., for test. Personally the thing looks too good
to be true, but Mr. Collins assures me that after months of trial it
works like a charm.
It consists of a cast iron hub about 2^4 inches in diameter, in the
center of which is another cast iron hub of less diameter, the one
resting on the other. The center hub is shoved on the take-up spindle
and locked in the usual way. and turns the outside hub and reel by
friction, there being no direct connection between the two except the
friction supplied by the weight of the reel. That is all there is to it,
except a groove and ball which allows, the reel to turn in but one
direction, thus enabling the operator to rewind. It is simple, strong,
perfectly true, and if It works as Mr. Collins claims it does, It would
obviate all necessity for take-up tensions on the machine Itself. I
will have more to say about this particular thing when I get the report from Friend Griffiths.

From Newfoundland.
J. P. Klely, St. Johns, N. P., writes:
I have trouble with my machine.
It is an Edison Model D.
and has been in use but one year.
Every two or three minutes
it starts to grate, and then will run smooth agaia.
Had my
operator look it over, but could find nothing wrong.
It gives
a sharp, steady picture.
I find the department very interesting,
and will be looking for a reply in the next Issue thereof.
My dear Mr. Kiely, I am sorry, but I guess you will have to look in
several weeks' issues.
Right now there is at least four weeks' matter
in type, one week in manuscript form, and a stack of mail In front of
me that would
choke
an elephant.
You should
have enclosed
four
cents for a carbon copy of reply, but owing to whence the letter comes
I will send it anyhow.
It is difficult to diagnose a case from the meager description supplied. First, carefully examine the machine and see if the screws
holding the side bar which carries the outer bearing and the fly
wheel shaft are tight. If you have a Handbook these screws are
1133 — 1133, plate 1. page 582. Next examine the shutter gears and
see that nothing Is loose, and they are not badly worn. Also examine
the small pinion in the fly wheel shaft which is driven Dy gear 19439,
plate 1, page 582 of the Handbook. From you description It would
seem that the trouble must lie in the gears. You certainly don't get
any first run film up there, therefore it cannot be emulsion on the
tension shoes. It is possible the bearings carrying the fly wheel shaft
are badly worn, which might produce this kind of trouble, though I
hardly think so. Your inforamtiofi is so very meager that It Is almost
Impossible t» give an intelligent answer. I would suggest that you
send 5-i-OO to the Moving Picture World at once, and get a copy of the
third edition of the Handbook. I can assure you that it will be worth
to you many times its price. There are full, complete, illustrated instructions on all leading makes of projectors, including the Edison
Model D.
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Long Beach, California.

From several sources information has come that Long Beach, Cal.,
stands in need of a very decided shaking up so far as things relating
to projection be concerned. I am told that the very best houses in
town, which have baby nurseries, pipe organs, and all sorts of trimmings, charging 10, 15 and 25 cents admission, are only paying their
operators $12.00 per week with a 1 to 11 P. M. grind. I am also lold
that at least one opeartor in Long Beach is working from 1 to 11 at
$10.00 per week.
Now If this is true, and I have every reason to believe It Is, I would
Uko to ask Long Beach theater managers If, In their opinion, this
spells ordinary horse sense. Is it not rather ridiculous to place the
art of Mary Pickford, of Sarah Bernhard and Anita Stewart In the
hands of a .$10.00 or $15.00 a week man? Don't you think it sounds
rather absurd to pay an actress several thousand dollars a week, and
then place the reproduction of her work in the hands of a $10.00 per
week man, or even a $15.00 per week man? Honestly now, with one
hand on the New Testament and the other on the Koran, Mr. Long
Beach Manager, does that not sound rather absurd on the face of it?
Do you think you can get high class service at such an absurd figure
in these days of high cost of living? Why, good heaven.s, my dear
Mr. Manager, a teamster gets as much or more for driving a span of
mules, and it really does not require much brain power to act the part
of pilot to a dray.
Now please understand, Mr. Manager, all this is beng said absolutely, wholly, and entirely for your own good. I am not trying to
stir up trouble between you and your operators, but I must point out
the F-A-C-T that if you want high class results on your screen in
order to Jitl those fine seats ^oith patrons, and KEEP THEM FILLED
with patrons you will need something* more than a $10.00 or $15.00 a
week man to interpret and reproduce the work of the artists you show
on your screen.
I expect to be in California next winter, or in the early spring, and
possibly may be able to address the theater managers and operators
of Long Beach. Most certainly, under the conditions, I will be glad to
do so If they wish it.

How About It?
L. Morris, manager Park theater, Jacksonville,
Texas, sends the following letter, which is countersigned by B. Hugh Mullens, operator;
Dear
Mr. Richardson :^In
looking
over old copies of the
World I find two comments published April 1, 1916, and March
25th, sent you from
Nacogdoches,
Texas, in which
he lambasted the Park theater in this town unmercifully
regarding
films sent that theater.
This house changed hands
in February this year, and in that time no films have been sent to
Nacogdoches
from
this theatre
With
regard
to the serial
"Who Pays?"
it has never been run in this city.
As to why
Nacogdoches should send in an erroneous report of this matter we cannot understand, but we do know that the operator at
the above place has got things twisted.
We would thank you
kindly to give this space In order to correct the above charge.
You certainly
are fully entitled to that courtesy.
I must
again
warn operators to be very careful in sending in reports such as that
sent by Nacogdoches.
Such things ought to be published for the good
of all concerned,
but It is practically
Impossible for this department
to check up all these things, and we must, in cases of this kind, proceed upon the assumption that the man who sends in a report, which
he knows will be published and seen by the accused, will not make the
report unless he knows positively that he is right.
It would be rather
foolish to do otherwise.
Nacogdoches
Is now placed in a decidedly
bad light, and it is his own fault.
I don't imagine that he Intended
to make an incorrect report, but he should certainly have been more
careful.

Wants Brilliancy.
A. L. Fell, Suffolii, Va., says :
Dear Friend:
Although I have never before written, still I
feel that I can address you as "dear friend," since I am a
constant
reader of the department,
which
has been a great
help to me. and should be to anyone who wishes to Improve
himself in the art of projection.
I have only been operating
about two years, and realize there is still much
for me to
learn, but if study and hard work will do any good I will get
there some day.
Am using two Power's Six A machines with
a 98 foot throw.
Objectives are 6 Inch E. F,, which gives me
a 15.93 picture.
We are going to move the screen back 14 feet,
which will give a 112 foot throw, and, using my present lenses,
I figure the picture will be about 17.45.
Now would that give
much
loss of light, or should I get a new lens and make
a
smaller picture?
What I want Is brilliancy.
Am sorry to say
I don't own a Handbook,
but if the good Lord spares me I
very soon will.
Yes. brother. If you owned a Handbook you could get the answer to
this question
in less than a minute, which same Is true of hundreds
of other questions which doubtless puzzle you from time to time.
The
answer
to this particular
que.'ition is on page 102.
In your particular Instance you have a 15.03 foot picture at 98 feet ; 15.03 feet
is 180.3G Inches, which divided by 08 gives 1.840 of an inch spread for
each foot of throw, and for the additional 14 foot of throw you say you
will havo we get 25.760 Inches
additional
width
of picture,
which
added to 180.36 gives 206.120 Inches, or, discarding the fraction, 17.17-}feet, as the width of the picture.
We have discarded
some of the
fraction,
therefore
the answer
Is not precisely
accurate,
but
the
method is shown.
Under the new condition your objective will have a
shorter back focus — be nearer
the aperture^therefore
no additional
light loss will be set up, but It will require much more light to give
the- 17 foot picture the same brilliancy the 15 footer has, and unless
you have a very large house fifteen feet Is large enough.
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A Correction.
In September 9th issue appears an article entitled "The Auto Arc
Control," in which the American Lighting Company of Chicago is named
as the owner. This is an error. The contrivance is now owned by the
American Auto Arc Company, Owensboro, Ky., and Chicago,

A Sweet Singer.
James McCormack, dean of the Vitagraph projection operators, has
burst into song. He presents "My Texas Mary." being guilty of both
words and music. It may be had from the McCormack Music Company,
Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Has Seen Our Map.
Paul

Baron. Coleman, Alberta. Canada,
says :
Though this is the first time you have heard from me, I
nevertheless feel acquainted with you, having seen your photograph in the Moving Picture World. Am a regular reader of
the department, and know I, for one. have been benefitted by
the questions: also I firmly believe that the answers ought to
be published in book form. I am running one Powers Six hand
driven projector, taking D. C- through a 240 volt Power rheostat. The distance of projection Is 80 feet to a white painted
screen. The picture Is 12 feet 4 Inches ; the diameter of my
6 inch E. F. objective is 1% inches : the arc is 3 Inches from
the rear condenser. Distance from film to apex of front condenser is 14 inches, with two SMi-iuch condensers spaced ^ Inch
apart, using %-inch carbons, positive cored, negative soli* .
Light spot at film Is 1% Inches; have good light, and have
broken no condensers for three years. Enclosed find postal
order for 40 cents for first and second sets of questions. WiH
send for a handbook after pay day. I notice W. B. Allen of
Edmonton, Alberta, Is on the job. There are over eighty motion picture machine operators in this province, and Alberta
operators need a good shaking up and waking up.
Am send-
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ing you photograph of our miuiDg town ; also two
Nest Mountain,
which
is quite some
bump
on the
Please send me W. B. Allen's address.
We are using
■films, "Peg o' the Ring." and Pathe's "Iron Claw."
■some serial.
Films come in good condition.
There
•theatres ease of me in this line of mining towns, but
organization.
In closing, I thank you for the great
are doing in the department.
You will hear from me

MOVING
of Crow's
landscape
Universal
which
is
are
five
no sign of
work you
again.

" Brother Allen's address is Room 324 Muttart Building, Ninety-seventh
Street. Edmonton. Alberta.
You may be getting a good light all right.
Brother Baron, but you are wasting a lot of it at the objective.
When
you get the Handbook I would advise you to study "Lining Up the Optical System" carefully.
Also if you are paying for current by the kilowat I would strongly recommend a motor generator set, or mercury arc
rectifier.
Taking 240 volt current through a rheostat is mighty wasteful. As to Alberta operators needing a shaking up and a waking up,
why. I dunno.
You are in a better position to judge of that than I am.
but if it is true, why they should not forget the fact that while it is
very easy to drift along with the current, it takes a mighty long time
to get anywhere.
This is the age of hustle; it is the gasoline age, and
he who does not keep up with the procession is very likely, sooner or
later, to lose sight of it entirely, drop out and not even be missed.
If
Alberta operators are in the "slow" class, why it is up to them to advance the spark, give it a little more gas and speed up.
The photographs were very nice indi-ed.
Many thanks.

Not a Bad Bargain.
The following is received, with strict injunction to carefully conceal
Identity of the writer;
Have the second edition of the Handbook and last week got
the third ; it certainly is four dollars well expended. The paper
and printing and binding are probably worth considerable less
than one dollar, but the information contained therein is worth
about one hundred dollars, therefore I say It is not exactly
a bad bargain. I note that on page 236 your artist made an error
in lettering the voltmeter and ammeter. On page 303 you say:
"Any change in voltage across the arc will cause a corresponding change in the amperage of the arc." This is quite true, with
one exception, viz.: where current is taken from a constant current generator. (You are wrong, brother. Even when current Is
taken from a constant current generator the same thing would hold
true if there is resistance between the generator and the arc. Of
course, if you took current from a constant current generator
supplying current at arc voltage, then you are right. — Ed.) Street
arc lights are mostly connected this way. but possibly you will
come back at me with a statement that you were only considering projection arcs. However, the G. E. has, as you doubtless
know, been making a constant current generator for moving
picture use for some time, but lamps have to be connected in
series, with short circuiting switches. The carbons may be
pulled apart from 3>/*t to 4 inches before the arc breaks, therefore you are all right. F. H.. with this single exception, and
there you are wrong. As to "Dissolving Moving Picture," page
GOt; of the Handbook, also page TSI*. July 29th issue, why I long
ago started dissolving pictures standing between the two machines and working both dowsers at the same time. This can be
done so perfectly that even you would have difficulty In detecting
the change. And now for the punch marks. For more than two
and a half years I have dissolved one picture into the next
within two or three feet of the end, and I have never punched a
film. I have been in theatres where one could have anything
within reason, such as good ventilation, toilet and wash rooms,
and no fight about overtime, so I just cut out all the little punch
marks and return them to the exchange, but owing to the fact
that I also cut their punch numbers out they kicked. When running a matinee, the first show I allow end of part one to show
before dissolving, carefully noting the last two scenes — particularly the last. Then before rewinding I look over the last four
or five feet and make careful note of how it ended. With this
information I could make a very nearly perfect dissolve right
at the last end of the film. Not a few of the boys scratch a small
line in one comer for two or three pictures. This they can see
and the public hardly notices it. Another way is one punch hole
placed on the dividing line. This you see only shows a little and
only for two pictures. On some of the Edison features they end
every reel with a title and begin the next with the same, only
they forgot themselves once that I know of and had one title
yellow and the next blue. Once in the serial "The Goddess"
they had the same picture ending the reel and beginning the
next. This looks good, but really is not, as it makes a jump In
the action when one dissolves, like several feet of the picture
had been cut out. So after two years of thinking of this thing
I suggest this: Within fifty or seventy-five feet of the end of
the film that the manufacturers square off one corner of the picture, so that instead of the picture being round on the corner
it would be straight. If this could be done with the negative it
would need give no further concern, since it would always appear
in the positive. This I think should be continued until about five
feet from the end. It would thus give the operator his cue to
start the second arc, and the end of the mark would tell him
when to dissolve. I say make this continuous for seventy-five
feet, so it would be impossible to miss it if one happened to be
feeding the arc.
This is practically the thing this department has already suggested, and
which the Universal has agreed to adopt, though I don't know whether
or not it has yet been put into practice.

Location Secret
From a city, name a dark, dense secret, comes the following, which was
received in June, but mislaid:
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On page 797. April 29lh issue, under the heading "A Visitor,"
you ask: "Why is this so?" As far as I know light does not
generate heat until it strikes an object — that is light passing
through a plain piece of film takes longer to catch fire than
something dark. You mention Brother William W. Lewis of
No. 162, I. A. T. S. E. ; he is at present holding forth in Chicago.
The new Edison was installed in a now theatre in Chicago.
III. — two of them in fact. A man from the factory was on hand
to run them ; also a No. 157, 1. B. E. W. man. This is an operators' union, but somehow they haven't first-class ones, outside
of perhaps five. Mr. Edison's Super machine, as it now is
(then was. — Ed.) cannot run first run film in nine and ten minutes. Now you'll come back and tell me that I must not run film
at nine and ten minutes. All right. I know that much, but th«
point is when the guy who pays you the money, and takes in
the money, says:
"More speed," you either give him what he
wants or
. Recently I ran eight reels, not short ones, in one
hour and fifteen minutes, and while running them the manager
called m&rc speed. I told him nothing doing, as he was getting
eight reels in seventy-five minutes. He afterward told me he
did not know I was running that fast. And 75 per cent of the
theatres here run 9 to 11 minutes a reel. Two years ago I was
running 5 reels an hour — 7 to 11 — four shows. Our competitor
was running three shows, with the same seating capacity. We
were doing more business — we had more people, therefore could
spend more money on better films. The difference is counted by
the dollars and cents at the box office. After running a matinee
and holding them. I asked the owner if 1 could start my first
night show at 6.30 instead of 7. Well, I ran five complete
shows in four hours and ten minutes, and Miss Cashier turned
in $16.00 more than the biggest we ever had.
I meant to finish about the Edison machine.
Two are now
being used in South Bend. Ind., and giving complete satisfaction ;
most likely they don't use the speed.
There was too much backlash between the upper sprocket and film shoes, making the picture unsteady when new film was run at 9 minutes. Have one of
your first Handbooks. I believe published in 1907, about 2i^x5
inches in size and about 40 naees.
As to the Edison Super, i am informed that changes are being made
which will enable it to satisfy the worst speed-demon manager than can
be dug up. I call its refusal to handle film at excessive speed a positive
VIRTUE.
Real honest-to-goodness
theatre managers
don't overspeed
the films, but unfortunately not all managers are in that class.
That
it gets more money (if it does) is no excuse, because the rights of others
are Involved and abused.

Information Wanted.
George B. Carter, Elmlra, N. Y., says :
I refer you to page 940, August 5th issue, for description of our
equipment.
We use 50 amperes to get a fair illumination, but
most of the pictures appear like a crayon drawing — the letters
not being clear cut. A Gold Fibre curtain is used, and the angle
of curtain and machine is the same.
The very top letters appear
' clear,
further
they areOught
not. weUseto require
% carbons
and
bottom. butCan
It be down
the lenses?
such top
a high
amperage if the current is properly handled?
Can we get a firstclass man to come on and put things in satisfactory shape, and
what would it cost?
Is our screen too large to have a clear picture all over?
I would not use an 18-foot picture ; don't think it is necessary ; 16 is
plenty large enough, but you should have the picture bordered in black,
as per page 178, figure 69, of the Handbook.
Yes, the modern practice
in high-class theaters is to use high amperage and secure brilliant illumination, but for 50 amperes you should use %-inch cored carbons above
and %-inch cored or solid below, preferably solid.
If I understand you
correctly, the letters at the top of the screen are clear cut, but at the
bottom they are fuzzy.
You have not. however,
described the effect.
Turn the objective lens half way round and see what alteration is produced. If the effect is the same it is not in the lens.
Possibly you have
slight travel ghost, and if so this can be eliminated by an adjustment of
the shutter.
If you will write describing the effect more clearly I will
be In better position to help you. I do not believe it is necessary to have
any one go up there.
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hardson's
RicPICTURE
HANDBOOK

For Managers and Operators
Over 700 pages and over 300 illustrations help to make a
book that will be a lasting monument to its author's knowledge, ability and diligence. No such work on Projection h««
ever before been attempted, nor likely to be for many years
to come.
Price is $4.00 per copy, postpaid.
Address All Order* and Remittances to Nearest 0£Flce
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Inquiries.
QL'ESTIONS In cinematography addressed to this department will receive carbon copy of the department's reply by mail when
four
cents Id stamps are Inclosed.
Special replies by mall on matters
wblch
caoQot be replied to in this department, $1.

GREGORY,

F. R. P. S.

What the iris diaphragm does is merely to cut off some of those rays
that would enter at too wide an angle. Cutting them off reduces the
light, hence the necessity for longer exposures.
But the point from which the^a rays proceed was visible all the
time; It was included in the angle of the lens. The Iris diaphragm
reduces the light angle, so to speak, but does not affect the view angle.

Manufacturers* Notice.

It Is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or other
Coods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the excellence
of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

Soft Focus and the Angle of the Lens.
By P. D. Hugon.
Author of "Hints to Xewsfilm Cameramen."
EVERY
cameraman knows that the cinema lens works at a narrow
angle, but some still believe that the aperture of the lens has
something to do with the angle, and that a certain 2-inch lens
gives "soft focus" because it works at a slightly shorter focal length
than another — a matter
of one millimeter.
To dispel these illusions
Is the object of this brief survey.
The expression "angle of a lens" may mean four things, hence the
confusion.
It may
mean :
1. The maximum angle which the lens could embrace, if it were
given the largest plate it can cover. This is the manufacturers' angle.
It depends on the length and diameter of the lens barrel, as well as on
the optical properties of the lens glass, and it will be noticed how close
together the lens combinations are in a wide angle lens for ordinary
photography.
In cinema work, this is of no interest at present.
2. The angle at which the lens covers a certain size plate from one
top corner to the opposite bottom corner (the diagonal of the plate).
For a 2-inch lens on a film; this angle is 34 degrees; for a 3-inch
lens, 22 degrees;
for a G-inch. 11 degrees.
3. The floor angle, calculated on the base of the plate (or shown by
check marks on the floor). This is the angle which most people unconsciously refer to. In the case of the 2-inch lens, on a film, this
Angle is 28 degrees ; for a 3-inch. 19 degrees ; for a 6-inch, 95.
4. The height angle. In practice, this is the most important one,
as the whole art of placing the camera quickly depends on a quick estimate of the angle. In one scene, the director wants to cut at the
■waist, in another at the knees ; in a third a few feet of floor in front
■of the artist must be included ; and In a fourth the branch of a tree.
In the standard case of the 2-inch lens on the %-inch high film, the
angle is 21 degrees. There Is a leading French camera outfit that
includes a comparatively wide-angle lens of 1^'Inch focus, working
therefore at an angle of 28 degrees (height). This solves many a
problem in copying upright print, etc.
It will be seen, therefore, that the angle, in practice, depends entirely
on the relationship of the focal length to the size of plate used. For
instance, the same 2-lnch lens would fully cover a plate IE that size
■was made, lUxl.3 inches. The floor {or width) angle would then be
BO longer 28 degrees, but 41 degrees.

What the Iris Does.
The iris diaphragm cannot in any way modify the angle of vieio.
This you can easily verify, on any camera.
At full aperture, focus at infinity on a well-defined object : mark Its
outline on the ground glass; then stop down to F/32. The outline will
remain the same, showing that the angle remains the same.
This confusion about diaphragm and angle of lens is due to the fact
< vaguely remembered by most camera users) that the iris does have
something to do with a different kind of angle — with rays of light
entering
the lens at a certain angle.
From any point (using the word in the mathematical sense of the
■word), rays of light are reflected in all directions. Those that are
reflected in the direction of the lens all try to enter it. some straight
through the center, some at an angle which the lens bends and returns
towards the plate. The object of the lens is precisely to make these
rays, at whatever angle they arrive, reproduce the image of their
source ail at the same point — get on top of one another, so to speak —
so that they all make only one image. This is fairly easy for rays
that come at a narrow angle, but some come at such extreme angles
that they throw their image too far or too near (which you will easily
understand if you recollect the elementary laws of reflection and refraction, and the working of mirrors). But as the Image does not stop
feefore the plate, or go through it. It registers out of focus, at the
-wrong place, too high or too low. We therefore have a numher of
images representing one point, and we call that point "out of focus"—
which Is merely a relative term, anyway.
•Copyright. 1916. by the Chalmers Publishing Co.
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Depth of Focus.
"Has the angle of the lens anything to do with depth of focus?"
Yes, since the angle, as we have shown. Is merely a relationship of
focal length to size of plate. Depth of focus is entirely due to focal
length and iris aperture.
"Does this mean that a 2-inch F/3.5 lens, and a 2-inch F/4.J lens
will have the same depth of focus, when both working at F/4.5?"
Yes, certainly; but equal depths of focus does not mean equal crispness, unless the two lenses are of the same quality. A rapid rectilinear
and an anastigmat may have the same depth of focus exactly, but the
apparent results (due to varying degrees of crispness) will cause confusion. "Focus" is only a relative term, to express a tolerated limit
of error. AH focus is not equally crisp. "Why is it, then, that a certain 2-inch lens gives soft focus?"
Because, like portrait lenses, it is intentionally Imperfect in its
optical corrections, by allowing some spherical aberration to remain.
As the picture obtained is nowhere very crisp, there is less contrast
between focus and non-focus than there is in an even more famous 2inch lens which gives much sharper definition.
In other words, the last-mentioned lens is almost too good for use
at full aperture, as it emphasizes the lack of sharpness of the parts
not focussed on. But when stopped down it is exceedingly crisp at
all depths ; and it cannot be surpassed on flat objects of architecture.
But the so-called soft focus lens is preferred for full aperture work
in which near and distant objects are combined. It is almost exclusively used in the dull and misty climate of England ; while the crisp
focus lens is almost exclusively used in California, where the light is
good enough
to stop down.
That is why the best camera manufacturers supply both lenses with
each outfit.

Amidol Now Manufactured in America.
It is a pleasure to add to the rapidly increasing list of American
manufacturers of photographic chemicals for which we were hitherto
dependent on foreign countries. The Eastman Kodak Company. Mallinkrodt, .A,bbot Alkaloidal Company, Dr. Thatcher and others are manufacturing Hydroquinone, metol. kathol. etc.. and now Brewster & Robbins. Manufacturing Chemists of South Amboy. New Jersey, announce
that they are manufacturing Diamidopheuol chloride, which is the
chemical name for the foreign developing agent sold under the patented
name of Amidol.
Amidol is, in many respects, an ideal positive developer for motion
picture films, giving rich blue black tones which may be modified to a
pure black and then to olive tones according to the amount of bromide
used.
It is particularly suitable for prints which are to be sepia toned, as
It can be depended upon to give always the richest of browns and never,
if properly manipulated, to produce the sickly yellow brindle color given
by other developing agents. It gives fine grained negatives of ample
density of crisp positives, but is soft working and with ordinary care
will never produce soot and whitewash effects.
As no alkali is required, prolonged development Is possible without 111
effects to the emulsion
or fingers.
Amidol oxidizes faster than other coal tar developers except pyro, but
does not fog or stain, and where a sufficient quantity of work is being
produced it will permit of continuous use until exhausted. That means
that it can be used for tank development where pyro cannot, but it will
not keep for days in the tank as mctol hydro will.
A simple formula for Amidol developer for motion pictures is:
Amidol
10 ounces
Sodium
sulphite
(anhydrous!
0 pounds
Water
10 gallons

"As good as gold." "As white as snow." "As fine as
silk.** Why

do other papers in this field invariably

try to compare
PICTURE

with the standard of the MOVING
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Conducted by CLARENCE
Musical bySetting
for "The Common
Law."
Lewis J. Selznick
I'roductioa^.
Inc.
Released

rrepared by S. M. Berg.
Albert
to Mr.
BERG desires to express his acknowledgment
MR.
Cappelinl, the Director General of this picture, for his admirable musical suggestions,
which
have
been embodied
in the
Cue Sheet.

Musicians' Notes.

This "Musical Suggestion Cue Sheet" is not designed to solve every
possible musical requirement of the film, but Is intended as a guide
and a help to the leader— what to play for the picture. Musicians will
find It of valuable assistance, not only by relieving to a degree the
tedium of rehearsals, but by assisting materially in overcoming those
conditions encountered when the film is not available until the hour
of the performance.
Musical Suggestion Cue Sheets can be obtained {free of charge) by
managers from their local exchange in advance of the date of release.
This will afford to the progressive leader an opportunity to acquaint
himself with the general character of the film drama he is to portray
with his orchestra.
Together with the suggested music at the title or descriptive cues
where it is to be played, the tempo or characteristic is given so that the
leader cau select or substitute any or all of the numbers from his
own library, thereby avoiding financial outlay, though still carrying
out the suggested interpretation, incorporating his own individual taste
and being free to carry out his manager's ideas together with the particular requirenient in music of the patrons of the theater.
The timing of the picture is based on a speed of 15 minutes to a
thousand feet. The time indications will help the leader to anticipate
the various cues which may consist of printed sub-title (marked T)
or a described action (marked D). For instance: 70 T ''I have promised myself" is a sub-title and is printed reading matter on the screen.
But "4% D "When Valerie Leaves" is a description of action.
Valerie West (Miss Clara Kimball Young, a beautiful young girl,
left penniless by the death of her mother, applies for a position as
model at the studio of Louis Neville, an artist. Charmed by her
beauty ho engages her and as the days pass, their attraction for each
•ther ripens into love. His parents, however, are set upon his marrying Stephanie Swift, their adopted daughter. Stephanie, finding Louis
avoiding her, seeks the cause and pleads with Valerie not to marry
Louis, She promises her but urged by Louis to an early marriage, she
pledges herself to become his wife by "Common Law." After a series
of incidents, his parents realizing the true character of Valerie, consent
to their marriage and the picture closes with the realization of their
happiness.
The character of this picture is a modern society drama. There are
many changes of scene and action, which will require particular attention from the leader. For Instance: At 9 Valerie returns with
flowers is a pathetic scene of her mother dying, which lasts but half
a minute.
At 15. There is a flash of chorus girls dancing.
At 43Vj.
Fantastic dance which should be carefully followed in tempo.
From 60% to 71 aro continuous scenes of New Yeaj's celebration.
At
65%. use
12 o'clock
striking
chimes.
Year's
Liberal
of horns,
rattles,
etc., New
should
be Eve.
permitted In these
scenes.
Note particularly : In the Cue Sheet are effects such as train and
telephone bells.
Piano only according to action, at 39%.
The theme selected is "Poudree" (Valse Lente Intermezzo) Popy.
In the playing of same the temp should be carefully varied according
to the emotion on the screen.
Schedule time for projection: 117 minutes (7 reels — 5(XX) feet).
Further inquiries concerning any phase of this work should be addressed to Mr. S. M. Berg. Columbia Theater Building, New York City.
Time.
Sub-Tities or Descriptive Cues. Music atui Tempor Characteristics.
o D Opening,
Poudree — Popy.
(Valse Intermezzo)
THEME
T Valerie West.
(Miss
Clara
Kimball Young).
3V4 T Josa Querlaa.
Liselotte — Adam.
(Moderato
rubato).
4%
T "Haven't I told you,
6^4 T
The Golden
Youth — Rosey.
"Neville's
work
lacks
(Hesitation
Waltz).
T "I soul."
can't
Hnd
the right
time"
9
D Valerie ''returns with
Andante Pathetique No. 10 —
model.
Berge.
9% T Theers. Nevilles.
A La Mode — Rosey.
flow(Allegretto).
10% T Stephanie
Swift,
(train effects).
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and S. M. BERG
"I'll see you in the morning.
Valerie reading.
"I am working in the
Gaiety—"
of
girls
dancing). (flash

18
19%

End of Part One.
"Charming girl when

10
22
24 V^
27%

are

"There's not another one--"
When Valerie brings letdance). ter, (girls rehearsing

When
ter. Valerie leaves theaValerieyou^"
knocks at studio
door.
"Begging
"Undress." your pardon. Sir"

30
33
37%
33%
34^
38%

T
T
T

End the—"
of Part Two.
Absorbed
In his work.
"I have
never
posed be-

36%

T

"Will

51
5114
55%

D

When

Valerie
takes
fore— "
(Piano
only
cording
to action).

Popular two-step.

Enchanted
Hour — Mouton.
(Andantino).
Repeat:
THEME.
Dramatic

Tension

No.

9 — An-

dint*. THEME.
Repeat:

up

At the
Querida

restaurant.
replies In

person.

T
T
T
T

course — "
"Oh. ofbusyPartof Three.
End
Valerie's Beauty becomes—
"I am m town shopping — "

D
D

When Stephanie leaves.
Stephanie .calls on Valerie.

D

telephones.
Louis
When
(Telepnone bell).
scene) .
New Year's Eve. ( Dancing

.59 VT

63

D

At Rector's.
dancing).tles).

65

D

At

65%
67%

D

68%
69%

Moment
Musical — Schubert.
(Moderato).
Captain Cupid — Bratton.
(Allegretto grazioso).
Felice — Langey.
(Andantino
Canzonetta).
Repeat:
THEME.
Yester-Love — Borcta.
(Intermezzo Andantino).
— Herbert.
The Melody of the Bell No. 12

Popular

two-step.

Popular Dancing

Waltz.

(Horns, rat(Flash of girls

Neville's

the

Cupid's
Caress — Roberta.
(Valse Lente).

ac-

ville?"
"Querida
has invited me--"
At Greek
the party.
dance) . (Fantastic
Next morning.
(Telephone
bell).

T
D
T

57

60%

Vloletta — Merman.
(Allegretto glocoeo).

"It Is not
"
"What
has your
becomefaultof— Ne-

46%

49
53%

two-step.

The Little Puritan — Morse.
(Moderato Gavotte).

this girl do?"

photo.

4514
SOVi

Popular

"Mr. Angel, the backer of

28%

42%
43%
39%

Sparklets
— Miles.
(Moderato).

Andante
Borch.

home.

Pathetique

No.

Popular two-step.
Repeat :

D
T

(12 o'clock
Rector's.
At chimes).
End of Part Four.
At Louis' Studio.
to lie — ".
necessary
"Was
New it Year
celebration)

71

T

(toy horns, etc).
"I have come for Valerie."

Serenade — Kautzenbach.
(Allegretto).

72%

T

"Valerie

74%

D

When

76
77%
80

T
T
T

"I have promised myself—"
"Our child died."
"One wifeof?" the
Wests
of

Canzonetta — Godard.
(Allegretto Moderato).

82

T
T
T

"I love her and will marry
Brookllne?"
End
of Part Five.
Valerie
comes
home
with
RUB.

Repeat :

83
83%

T

will

you

be

my

Valerie leaves.

her."

THEME.

Petite Serenade — Norton.
(Allegretto).

THEME.

23 —

THE
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86\

D

When
horse.

Quvrlda

mounts

T

"I have lost my wny, QuerWhen
Qucrlda
embraces
Valerie.
Ida."
At tho Neville homo.

87%
S9

D
D

r>2
06

T
D

-This Is the girl."
WboQ
Louis leaves

bouse.
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Thu lilma-Blms — Adum.
(Allegro moderato).
Agitato No. 6 — Kletert.
Romance — Karganoff.
tAnduntu soutenuto).
Inspiration — Edwards.
lAuduntt) Sostenuto).

lOOH

D

103 V6

D

(TralD
End
or cffocis-).
Part Six.
When
Valerie
writes letter.
When Louis reads note.

104
105 V4

T
T

New York again.
"Forget
tbe
unpleasant

T

"I was sitting on tbe winpastdo."w ledge — "
"The
Common
Law"
Is

Water Lilies— St. Clair.
(.\ndanto moderato).

" s West—
My wro
dea
ngr —Mis
(.Letter)
"Yes. will you — "
Valerie
Tbe End.enters Louie' studio.
convenience
of readers
of

Spring
Flowers — Wood.
(.Andante).

10«

now
mx

T

T
T

113H
T
116
DT
117
For the
prlcc« of
meDt.

Repeat:

THEME.

Admiration — Jackson.
( Moderato grazloso) .
Allegro Agitato No. S— Andlno.

Repeat ;

THEME.

the Moving
Picture World,
tbe
tbe above suggested music will be found in Berfe's advertise-

Musical Conditions in New

York.

By. 3. M. Bt-rg.
Among ibe numerous inquiries received from musicians throughout
the country, one of tbe most common is "What are my chances In
New York City?"
Some go into detail on their years of experience they had as musicians, telling tbe class of music they are conversant with, and bow
they arfi able to compose and arrange. Others will write me they hear
of the enormous salaries being paid to certain men, and that here
in this great city is the opportunity to get one of the big salaried
positions that are frequently offered. Then many will tell me of the
poor opportunities for advancement In the town they are in. and bow
they have been toid by their relatives and friends of their capabilities.
that New York is the only place for them to come to and quickly climb
the ladder of success. I have in no way exaggerated or overdrawn
but have endeavored to state clearly from my personal experience in
the past ten years, what is the real condition of affairs in New York.
The Musician's union which is allied to the American Federation of
Labor, has a membership of about 7.000. It is financially strong, and
has usually won everything it has gone after. All of the leading theaters playing Drama. Opera, Comic Opera, Musical Comedy
or Burlesque, and the leading motion picture theaters engage exclusively union musicians. The Hotels. Restaurants. Cafes and Cabarets
engage on tbe average about 3M per cent union musicians.
Tbe largest combination in greater New York, of theaters which play
pictures or vaudeville and pictures the conditions are peculiar, as no
outsider really knows how the music is bandied. The company trade
under one man's name. Some of the houses playing vaudeville and
pictures engago union musicians.
The rest have non-union men, and when the question "why" is asked,
the answer is given that be books the shows but has no financial interest In the bouse.
The second largest company controls a number of theaters playing
vaudeville and pictures or pictures only. The whole combination is
non-union, and the third largest circle of theaters playing vaudeville
and pictures only, the musicians again are non-union.
The union scale of salaries for pictures In New York City for the
two shows a day, seven days a week is $28.00 per man, double for
leader, and tbe price per man ranges to about $40.00 according to the
scale of admission prices. On the face of such a statement as this,
Ic would appear that fair wages and plenty of work is open to musicians, be they union or non-union. Here is the other side of tbe question.
As stated before, the union Is composed of 7,000 members. The test
for capability as a musician Is ridiculously simple. In fact candidly
It Is disgraceful and some years ago when they were making an effort
to control things, almost anybody that had the slightest Idea of drawing
a melody out of an instrument was accepted as a union musician, and
qualified to take any job. A story is told, that a certain man who was
in tbe habit of getting jobs for musicians at weddings, etc., accordTng
to the laws of the union, he could not be a contractor, and claim onehalf of tbe leader's money unless he was a member of the union so It
became necessary for him to become a musician and play some instrument. He took lessons on the Bute and after two months applied for
membership. He endeavored to play the "Star Spangled Banner" and
after three attempts to play the first half was accepted.
There Is a large number of men who are members of the union who
are not qualified musicians in the true sense of the word. This raises
the questloB "What is a qualified musician?" One who Is acquainted
with what Is known as Standard Music and is able to play his part
In any combination. Qualified to read with ease at sight, he should
be a master of his Instrument and bo able to play the cadenzas, passages, etc.. which are frequently marked solo in orchestrations, but I
regret to state there Is a large percentage of men without these capabllitlee.
Now to the non-union men.
Owing to the war conditions, we have lying idle In New
York over
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a thousand foreigners, who wero in the habit of traveling to Europe
as boat muslciane. Then po»filbly there Is another 3,000 men who are
non-union. Thern Is a second union tho American International Musical
and Theatrical I'lilon which claims to bavu about 3,0UU members but
are not allied to tho I-'edoratlon, their scale of prices b<'lng lower. Possibly my readcr.s will now boRin to rcallzo what all this means. Qualifications with the exception of very fow instances cut no figure. Price
Is thu consideration. Non-union men work for less. Union men that
are in need are forced to accept below tho scale. Union muslclana
can be found working in any of thu three theater circles as non-union
men and at very low talarles. Over two-thirds of the Itc^iauranta,
Cafes, Cabarets, have all kinds of mixed comblnation.s. An Instance
was brought to me a few days ago at a picture theater at which appilcotlon as director was made by a well-known Italian leader, a man
who is m the liablt of dressing In a white uniform with many medals.
He explained to the proprietor what a good director he was and what
a good orchestra he would give him. When prices were talked of, he
said "My price Is so much." When asked the price of thy orchestra
ho quoted the union scale but was told the theater could not pay It.
After much discourse ho exclaimed "I have a friend In tbe outer office,
permit me to bring him In." His friend was broUKht In and after
explanations were made told tho proprietor he could sujiply the rest
of the men. union men too. at a moderate figure which was far below
the union scale.
I trust that my readers will not feel that I am falsifying my statement. There is a large body of competent qualified men, with honorable ideas but the abnormal conditions of New York forces a number
of them who possibly have the best of intentions but whose wivee
and children are in need of the necessities of life, to accept such
propositions.
What can they do?
A word as to the positions in the leading dramatic houses. This
class of job Is the easiest In the business. A stranger could not get
one of these positions as they are almost all in the hands of men who
have had them for years. Possibly for no other reason than they are
known to the managers.
The few organists who are receiving high salaries are the exception.
I am sure that If one wero to insert an advertisement In the Evening
Telegram (which has a column for musicians), for an organist wanted
to play 7 or 8 hours a day at a salary of $30.00 a weeK, one would
get 20 or 30 applicants.
In my earlier days I have been as far west as dear old 'Frisco, and
have traveled from New Orleans to Northern Canada. My personal
experience with the qualification of musicians Is far beyond the New
York average. The salaries are not so high but the cost of living Is
much cheaper. The musician in the small city is looked upon with
respect and is recognized as a professional man. He has the opportunity to do a little teaching but unfortunately here In this great city
one might almost classify a musician as a necessary evil. In fact
this very expression was used in my presence by a well-known restaurant proprietor. I sincerely hope that the day is not far distant when
conditions will be changed.
In this great city the sincere and, earnest musician is deserving of a
living wage, but my knowledge of conditions is that many qualified
mHslcians willing to accept a postion for $18.00 a week to play 7 hours
a day and 7 days a week, cannot find the work. With such conditions as
these can you say that New York is the stepping stone to prosperity
for musicians?

"SEVEN
DEADLY
SINS" NOT AN
The recently published statement that
release, "Seven Deadly Sins," is to be an
is announced by McClure Publications to
tation.

ALLEGORY.
the new McCIure
allegorical series
be a misinterpre-

While based upon a morality theme, "Seven Deadly Sins"
is far removed from plays of the type of "Everyman."
The action occurs in the present, amidst the glamor and

glitter of Metropolitan life. "Envy," "Pride," "Greed,"
"Sloth." etc., will be represented by men and women of
today whose characters are the embodiments of such sins.
FRANK

CURRIER

ENGAGED

BY

METRO.

In the cast of Emily Stevens' new Metro-Rolfe productioi).
"The Wager.'" is Frank Currier, whose wife, Ada Dow Currier, was Julia Marlowe's first dramatic teacher. Mr. Currier was associated with R. E. J. Miles in bringing Miss
Marlowe to the attention of the critics and public at a special matinee performance of "Ingomar," and later, when
she had proved her worth as a star, organized the company
headed by Miss Marlowe, in which Joseph Haworth was
her leading man in "Romeo
and "Twelfth Night."

MURRAY

and Julie't," "The Hunchback"

TO MANAGE

BERNHARDT.

Geo. H. Murray announces his retirement as New York
representative of the Morgan Lithograph Company, after a
period of five years in the above capacity, and returns to
theatrical activity, from which field he deserted to form
the Morgan connection. Mr. Murray's re-entree to theatrical
affairs will be as general business manager for Mnie. Sarah
Bernhardt's final visit to .'\merica, which will begin October
9th and will include the principal cities of the United States
and Canada, under the direction of Wm. F. Connor. This
will mark
Mr. Murray's fourth tour in the interest of the
Divine
Sarah.
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Motion Picture Educator
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(^
Conducted

by REV.

W. H. JACKSON

"INTOLERANCE"
REVIEWED
EDUCATIONALLY.
INTOLERANCE as a picture is the present climax
of educated kinematography. Viewed educationally it
marks the educational progress of moving pictures
in that particular way in which we have always contended
that the moving pictures would become an educational factor
in themselves. In the school of experience — that best of
schools — the moving picture has outgrown its crudeness and
its need of censorious guardians; while thus outgrowing its
early surroundings it has graduated as well in wisdom and
all this.
the greattoproof
as in age.
culture
advertised
the of
we have now is become
as "Intolerance"
Accustomed

'"Greatest picture ever produced," it is a pleasure to see an
instance wherein, within legitimate limitations, this overworked advertisement has its just measure of truth; many
great pictures have been produced, but none greater than
"Intolerance."
In its place among pictures "Intolerance" has already perhaps had wide and sufficient "reviews," yet, while not classified as an educational picture it is at once the product of
educated kinematography, and allows itself to become the
source of much educational value, bringing it therefore within the more select list of those pictures which possess a value
most distinctly educational in all its parts and purposes.
In its subject matter "Intolerance" is worthy of close study
—a study due as a reward to the maker for his thought and
labor — as also it will in turn reward the student. As depicting the horrifying results of intolerance in all ages its plain
truths are well told. As a rebuke to certain forms of "reform" it merits support. It should be taken for granted that
an attack on genuine reform is not intended, but rather the
special reform, born, not necessarily of fanaticism, but of that
-spirit of intolerance which is too often ignorance in high
places, self-righteousness and personal conceit.
In this great picture four periods are brought forward to
illustrate conspicuous times of intolerance. Ancient or
Babylonian; Sacred, as shown in the time of Christ; Medieval,
or the French period of 1572. and Modern, as illustrated in
the present day oroblems. The first thing for which Mr.
Griffiths must be commended lies in the fact that he sought
assistance, counsel and advice from those greatest authorities peculiarly fitted to advise and help in each period; herein
he laid well the foundation of the purpose to make "Intolerance" one of the greatest of pictures, for indeed it is built
upon the greatest of possible authorities. The benefit of
this method of preparing the material for this work is now
found by the student in that, whether it be scene or story,
he learns from fact and not fiction, truth and not opinions.
Mentally dividing the teaching of the picture into three
parts: The Great, The True and The Weak (weak by comparison and not indicating inferiority"! one seems better able
tc interpret the teachings of the picture. Beginning with
The True one learns the truest lessons of intolerance as
found depicted in the attitude of the Pharisees toward the
Christ, and of Catherine de Medici against the Huguenots.
The world is more familiar with these events, especially
the former, the teachings of Christ being more and more
dwelt upon every day than those of any other person or
period. A great sermon is preached in that portion of the
picture where the Pharisees seek to entangle Christ in His
possible judgment upon the case of "The woman taken in
adultery." His call for sinless accusers to be the first to administer punishment, and His pronouncement, "Neither do
I condemn thee; go and sin no more," are perhaps the best
exponents of the title of the picture itself. The too late repentance of Catherine de Medici is its own answer to the
great sin of a most terrible intolerance in which she had
been the leader.
Do we find any satisfaction in thinking that the Modern
Period of the picture presents the Weak subject of the spirit
of intolerance?
Here alone in the whole picture is there

and PROF.

HARDIN

LUCAS

room for debate; there are those who differ with Frank P.
Walsh upon fundamentals of causes, although agreeing upon
the facts of existing evils.
The "Boy of the Modern Story" was as much a victim of
the "frame-up" and "clear and circumstantial evidence" as
he was of the intolerant spirit which put into action and
brought those forces intended to destroy him; let us hope
too that the spirit of the "Jenkins Industrial Magnate" may
be only exaggerated to call attention to existing evils.
The truly great part of the picture is verily the Babylonian
period. Here may be found everything that is greatest in
every class of reproductive work. Now wonderful and
there dreadful; here gorgeous and there awe-inspiring. The
great city, the terrifying armies; those fearful battle scenes
thrilling with an unusual overwhelming holding power, keeping the beholder spellbound with all he sees while all the
time conscious of its truth and truthfulness. Pen cannot
write, tongue cannot relate; the eye must see, the mind must
read the vastness, the glory and the shame which in their
wonderful blending are without doubt the greatest scenes ever
brought before mortal eyes. Babylon is great, but Babylon is
fallen, is fallen the victim of Intolerance and Jealousy. It is
worth stopping to wonder if the masses of the people will see
and comprehend this greatest of pictures. It is cast in a very
high sphere, it demands "the full measure of man's mind," it
calls for the scholar, the student, the religious and social
teacher and to the "master and the man" to fathom its depths
and explore its heights. "Intolerance" is a lesson in the classroom, a sermon in the church, a revelation in the social
order commanding the attention of a world which has suffered and is still suffering from an intolerance which the
central figure of the Sacred Period came to destroy, giving
his life as a victim to it.
W. H. J.
CHANGES

IN

PERSONNEL

AT

UNIVERSAL

CITY.

The following additions to the personnel of the thirty-two
companies now working at Universal City have been made
in the last fortnight: On August 20, R. H. Ryan to play
juveniles under Director Garwood; on September 2, Earl
Page to play juveniles under Director M. K. Wilson; on
September 4. Nan Christy to play ingenues under Director
George; Annette De Foe to play characters under Director
Cochrane; George Beranger to play juveniles under Director McDermott; on September 5, Florence Vidor to play
ingenues under Director De Grasse; H. C. De More and
Willis Marks to play characters under Director Lois Weber;
Miriam Shelby to play heavies under Director Carleton.
On .\ugust 30, H. M. Holden was engaged to play characters under Director Mong; on August 31. H. V. Sarno to
play heavies under Director Kelsey; B. Larton to play characters under Director Ryder; on September 2, Louise Owen
to play heavies under Director Morton; on Septernber 5.
Barney Furey to play heavies under Director Worthington;
on September 6, Arthur Hoyt to play characters under Director Worthington; H. De Roy and H. C. De More to play
characters and George Hupp to play juvenile roles under
Director Lois Weber; on September 7, Grace Marvin to play
characters under Director Lois Weber; Tom Walsh to play
characters. Franzi Gunn and R. H. Ryan to play leads under
Director Millarde.

DEATH

OF FRANCIS CARLYLE.

Francis Carlvle. a well-known actor both on screen and
stage, died at the home of his sister, Mrs. Joseph S. Murray,
a long illHartford, Conn., on Friday, September 15. after
ness. The deceased was a brother of Robert L. McNabb, for
some years past a manager of motion picture theaters in
New York. He was a member of the Screen Club of New
York.
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May bridge Motion Picture Experiments ^ys. ciark patchm
Interesting Story of the First Attempts at Motion
Photography. Told by Joseph Thwaite,
Who Assisted in the Experiment
IN I'AI.U ALTO, Cil.. in 1S78. the first real motion picture
was taken, according to Joseph Thwaite of Spokane, wlio
arranficd a row of cameras to take the pictures which he
claims were the 6rst ever thrown on the screen in San Francisco. The origination of the idea Mr. Thwaite claims for
Edward
Muybridge.
The pictures were taken
on the ranch of Leland
Stanford, then Governor of California, and
Mr. Thwaite, who spent
fifty-four years working with a camera, tells
^^^^^^
(g'-^HP^^B
" "Wl^^I

^

Joseph

Thwaite.

the"I story
came asto follows:
San Francisco from New York
in 1859 and in 1862, I
think, I began to work
in one of the oldest
photograph galleries in
San Francisco, Bradley
Rulofson. Mr. Rulofson, of this firm, had
gotten acquainted with
Muybridge when he
first came into California as a book agent.
Muybridge made $30,000 out of some famous
book along in the early

70's, I don't remember what it was, e.xcept that I do remember that he had for display to his possible customers his
list of subscribers and the name of General Grant, then
president, headed the list. Muybridge was a corker. He
went after the big fellows and. of course, the little ones
walked right into his net without coaxing.
"With his money he went to Europe, visited London, Paris.
and went also to Australia, I believe, before he landed back
in San Francisco f^at broke. In Paris he had picked up some
old cameras and had gotten interested in the picture taking
game. He spent some months in our gallery, learning the
inside rudiments of picture taking and development. I
taught him myself how to make his first picture bath.
"Those were the days of the cyanide of potassium bath, of
the hand-sensitized plate and of the albumen paper print.
The plate was coated with collodion and immersed in a silver
bath.
"Muybridge opened a gallery of his own, but the quiet indoor work palled on his restless, action-loving, roving disposition, and the next thing we knew he was taking outdoor
pictures. His Yosemite Valley pictures made him famous.
He got an order for 100 sets at $20 a set from some railroad.
Later he showed his pictures in Paris and all over Europe,
and got some fancy prices for his work.
"Governor Stanford then hired him to take some pictures
of his horses in motion. The Governor had gotten into
some controversy about the way a fast harness racing horse
moved his feet. I think one of his contentions was that occasionally all four feet would be off the ground, but I forget.
Anyhow, he arranged with Muybridge to do the photographing. Muybridge had already been doing some experimenting
in action pictures, and this was his scheme.
"This was prior to the introduction of the film process, and
was conducted under the old wet-plate process, in which it
was necessary to use twenty-four cameras instead of one, as
at the present time.
"The cameras were arranged on a bench one foot apart,
with shutters devised by Mr. Muybridge, and each connected
by an electric button. The track was of rubber, some 60 feet
in length, and thoroughly whitened by whitewash. The
background was a framework, and whitened the same way.
"For horses under the saddle threads were stretched across
the track, and as the horse broke the thread the impression
was made.
"For horses in harness a wire was stretched across the

track, and the wheel of the sulky coming in contact with
the wire caused the same result. For men and animals a
thread was used with the same result. Birds in motion were
made with a plioto gun.
"From the negative thus made transparencies were made.
These were placed on what Mr. Muybridge called his zoogyroscopc, being illuminated by an o.xyhydrogen lantern, and as
the glass turned throwing the image on the screen. These
were the first photos of animals in motion ever thrown on a
screen, .\fter the demonstration in the San Francisco art
gallery Mr. Stanford took Mr. Muybridge to Europe, where,
in Paris, he gave an exhibition to many of the most prominent artists, who were very much surprised and highly delighted with the exhibit.
"Very few people know this true story of the origin of
moving pictures. From the crude things he had to work
with Muybridge was a wonderful picture producer.
"Naturally,
the success
of thestudents
new picture
attracted the attention
of scientific
all overscheme
the world
and the Scientific .'American of June 5. 1880, thus describes
the Stanford-Muy bridge experiment:
" 'Our readers will recall the interesting illustration of the
motion of a trotting horse drawn from E. J. Muybridge's
instantaneous photographs, which appeared in the papers of
October 19, 1878. The suggestion then made that the motion
of horses and other animals might be happily exhibited by
an arrangement of such photographs in connection with a
zotrope has been carried out, and according to the San Francisco Call of May 5 a private exhibition of the device had
been given by Mr. Muybridge in the gallery of the San Francisco Art Association.
" 'Mr. Muybridge calls his instrument the zoogyroscope. It
\', described as a circular glass, having a series of photographs of the animals to be represented in motion, the photos
being successively illuminated by an oxyhydrogen lantern
as the glass turned, throwing a single, continuous, yet nonchanging picture upon the screen. While the separate photo
had shown the successive position of a trotting or running
horse in making a single stride, the zoogyroscope threw upon
the screen apparently the living, moving animal.
" 'Nothing was wanting but the clatter of the hoofs upon
the turf and an occasional breath of steam from the nostrils
tc make the spectator believe that he had before him genuine
flesh and blood steeds. In the views of hurdle leaping the
simulation was still more admirable, even to the motion of
the tail as the animal gathered for the jump, the raising of his
head — all were there. Views of an ox trotting, a wild bull
on the charge, greyhounds and deer running and birds flying
in midair were shown — also athletes in various positions.'
"I suppose that my being one of the early tutors in picture
taking rudiments was the reason Muybridge asked me to
prepare the cameras. I well remember the occasion. The
horse that was used for the experiment was Abe Edgerton.
Occident, Governor Stanford's great trotter, with a record
of 2:16. was not used. There was another animal photographed over the hurdles.
"I saw Occident. Lucy and Goldsmith Maid race at Alameda in 1872. The governor thought a lot of that great
racer.
"I never did hear what became of Muybridge, but imagine
is, of course, dead. He was two or three years older
that he
than
I and I will soon be 78.
.
"I left San Francisco in 1881 and opened a place m Fortland in 1881 that I called 'The Little Gallery Around the
Corner.'
I took pictures there for 30 years.
"The picture business has seen some wonderful changes
and I've been through many of them in the last 60 years.
I
photographer.
other anything
I guess,
while.die poor.
worth I'll
who saved
oneevery
knewlike
never
"The interesting character of the work has been also in
greatest charthe people. I've met some of the Coast's
acters. The West has been just as rich in picturesque people as in picturesque scenery. I'm only sorry I haven't 57
more years to live in it"

WALLACE

PYKE ENGAGED

BY PALLAS.

Wallace Pyke, the well known character man, has been
engaged by Pallas Pictures and will be seen under this brarid
on the Paramount Program in the forthcoming Dustin
Farnum vehicle, "A Son of Erin."
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A Plea for Truthful Portrayal
Prominent Chinese Characterizes as Untrue the
Photoplay Conception of Life and Habits
of His Countrymen
T. L. LI,
President of the Chinese Students' Club of Iowa University.
THE
universally recognized principle underlying the
establishment of the moving picture showr is that it is
a social agency to give the public through their intuition and at their leisure moments creative and instructive
pleasures. Failing instruction, it loses half its value as such;
failing instruction and pleasure, it loses its entire value;
while failing both and showing disagreeable, indecent and
immoral scenes, it not only forfeits all its value, but virtually
becomes a social hindrance in the way of progress, enlightenment and civilization, and thus must cease to be.
While having accomplished, it must be admitted, much
tcward these two ends — instruction and pleasure or recreation— the American moving picture show is as yet not free
from, at least, one serious defect — indeed, a real violation
of the very principle to which it primarily owes its existence.
This has to do with the shows concerning the character of
the Chinese inhabitants in this country. So tar as known,
what they display about the Chinese may be fairly summed
up in a few words — smoking opium, gambling, fighting, robbery, murder, arson, rape, or any combination thereof. As
the proverb says, that praise magnifies what is good and
aspersion amplifies what is bad, it is needless to say that
these shows certainly exaggerate what is really committed
by the Chinese.
However, it would not be so bad, if they merely exaggerated the dark side of the Chinese immigrants. But unfortunately, more than this, their very frequency and monotony
profoundly mislead the American public to think that such
are all the Chinese who compose the Chinese nation. This
is a misconception. Dr. Edward, president of the Harvard
Medical College in Shanghai. China, in an address to a
Chinese student club, of which the writer was then a member, remarked that it would be just as great a mistake for
the Chinese to exemplify the American people by what they
have seen of the American tramps, drunkards, rascals, and
what not in Shanghai, as for the American to pick up a few
of the meanest Chinese laundry-men in New York or Boston as samples of the Chinese people. It is, therefore, clear
that no people has the right to denounce another people
simply on the ground that a few individuals of the latter
do not behave themselves.
Granted, for the sake of argument, that the film truly
represents what is done by the Chinese and by all the
Chinese, still there is no necessity, nay. no advisability, of
introducing such shows to the public. In the first place, they
do not educate the people, because they are evil suggestions,
which ought to be eliminated as much as possible for the
sake of social morality. In the second place, they do not
really afford pleasure or recreation, because they are, as a
rule, horrible, disagreeable, unpleasant and uninteresting.
On the other hand, as a result of their influence, they produce and intensify among the Chinese inhabitants and Americans who live side by side, in the same society, racial prejudice, friction, disdain and antipathy, which benefit no American, but injure the Chinese as to their feeling and reputation.
What results, then, are to be obtained from such shows?
Furthermore, shortcomings and weak points are common
to all peoples, no matter how civilized they may be, for
human beings are not perfect. Read a few of the leading
American newspapers and note what is don\ say, by the immigrants from Europe, the center of modern civilization,
you will unmistakably discover that what the film charges to
be committed by the Chinese immigrants is nearly daily practiced by the former. Yet we do not see shows which solely
and invariably display them as such. What reason have the
film companies to single out the Chinese as the target for
criticism and attacks?
As any other people in the world, the Chinese possess
good traits as well as bad ones. Their filial piety — the soundest foundation for social structure and the highest virtue of
mankind — has never failed to be praised and reverenced
among scholars. Their conjugal virtue, which is seldom disturbed by such an alarming social evil as divorce, so prevalent in the Western world, especially in the United States.
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constitutes the wonderful stability of the Chinese family
and society. It is said that there is probably no other people who is so persistent in seeking education as the Chinese,
for it is the attainment of which distinguishes a Chinese
most promptly and prominently in the family, society and
the Government; while the simplicity, honesty, frugality and
industry of the Chinese masses have almost become their
hereditary qualities for nearly a hundred generations and
served as the cornerstone upon which the grand edifice of
the Chinese empire has rested for a duration of over three
thousand years amidst all sorts of storms. That all the
ancient peoples have faded away one after another, but the
Chinese alone still stand united and intact, tells truly that
there must be something in the quality of the Chinese them?=elves. A German writer has recently said that, in his opinion, "the finest elements for future citizenship are in China."
Nowadays, exchange of civilization and culture among nations is as much mooted as exchange of knowledge and experience among individuals. What is here above described
is the best there is in the Chinese people — things which are
essences and fundamentals of Chinese civilization and culture, things which the Western world usually lacks, things
of which the American public understand pitifully little. If
the Western world should ever attempt to enrich its own
civilization by adopting the good points of the Oriental
civilization at all, these are unquestionably what it should first
understand. Would it then not be a great service to the
country for the film companies to show the American public
what is good in the Chinese people whereby they may understand it and make good what they terribly lack?
Besides, the fine arts of the Chinese are among the wonders of the world; the scenery of Southern China, particularly along the Yantze Valley, is one of Nature's beauties,
charms, grandeurs and sublimities. Their modern establishments and achievements — the Kalgan extension, one of the
most difficult, yet one of the best built, pieces of railway;
the rail-bridge over the Yellow river, one of the greatest
modern works, built with immense labor, toil and vexation;
the arsenals of Hang-Yang. Shanghai and Canton; the wonderful iron mines of Tai-Yeh; the stupendous coal mines of
rinshang; the modern schools, colleges and universities; the
new factories, and so on — are manifestations of the progress
of the Chinese and indications of their latent potentialities.
.Ml these and a hundred and one other things can be put
into the American film and exhibited to the public with great
interest and instruction, for these open their eyes as well as
amuse their minds. Why not show these instead of the horrible, disagreeable and untrue scenes about the Chinese,
v/hich are neither interesting nor instructive?
Moreover, such a modification of the shows would not
only educate the public, but also revise their attitude toward
the Chinese, which, in turn, will call forth from the latter's
hearts a quick response. Then, and only then, can it be expected that the friendly relationships between China and the
United States, already established through diplomatic, commercial, religious and educational channels, may be so
strengthened and fortified as to last forever for the best interest and benefit of the people of the two countries.
Otherwise, if the .American film companies disregarding
reason, justice and humanity continue their immoral and
pernicious practice of making money at the expense of the
reputation and honor of the Chinese, one thing is certain
to come. The resentment of the Chinese in this country
must sooner or later be carried back into China, where there
are, be it remembered, thousands of American merchants and
ethers whose verv success in China depend much upon the
good will of the Chinese people. Supppose they pick up. as
an act of retaliation, the worst features of the "little foreigners" in Shanghai and put them into the film, distributed
to all the large cities; what would become of the Chinese
sood will toward American merchants and others; what
would be the Chinese conception or idea about the Americans as a whole, and how would the .Americans feel about it?
The answer is to be left to the American public, which is
generally sane, fair and judicious.
HOUSE MANAGER MARRIED.
S. de Fazio, house manager of the Paramount theater at
Minerva, Pa., was married recently. In connection with the
wedding celebration Mr. de Fazio installed in the theater a
new $12,000 organ. The management is also contemplating
the rebuilding of the entire front of the theater.
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Picture House Has Captivating Front, and All Appointments of Modem Photoplay Palaces — Is Situated
in Prominent Part of City — Influential Men Identified
With Company.

tfT-r III; prettiest theater in Central Michigan" is the uniI
viTsal verdict on the Strand, Owosso, Mich., whicli
"*■ was opened early in July and which has been playing
to capacity business since. The house has a regular picture
program, which includes Bluebird, V-L-S-E, and Triangle, but
the silent drama gives way about once each fortnight to a good
comic opera or drama. The Strand is fortunately situated
on the site of the Owosso theater, a legitimate house which
was in existence for a half century and in which many "legitimate" stars have appeared.
The Owosso Theater Company, incorporated, owns the
Strand. The officers are Dr. G. N. Finch, president; Eugene
S. Brewer, city engineer of Owosso, vice-president and general manager; Major M. J. Phillips, at present on the border
with the Michigan troops, secretary, and Frank W. Rayen, oi
the Citizens* Savings Bank, treasurer.
There are 602 leather upholstered seats in the Strand, all
20x22 inches; the spacing is 30 inches downstairs and 32
inches upstairs. Every seat has a perfect view of the stage
and the nearest is 35 feet from the 12x16 foot screen. The
stage is 32x44^
feet, with a proscenium
opening
26 feet
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list includes 1,800 names of auto owners within ten miles
of Owosso. The Strand was looked upon as so desirable
a prospect that the owners refused the offer of thousands
of dollars of additional capital. The four ofticers of the
corporation are the sole stockholders.
The booth equipment is modern and complete. It includes
two Motiograph projectors, model 1916, motor driven, with
a Fort Wayne rotary converter, changing alternating current
"juice" to direct current. There is a ventilator 30 inches
square to the roof, and a No. 5 Ventura fan force out 4,420
cubic feet of air per minute. The booth, which is fitted
with a spotlight, is of concrete. It is 8Vjxl2 feet and 8 feet
high.

STAR

THEATER,

OGDENSBURG,

N. Y.

Well-Conducted
Picture
House
Owned
by F. Gilroy — To
Have Popular Photoplayers Appear From Time to Time.
THE

Star theater in Ogdcnsburg, N. Y., owned and managed by F. Gilroy, is a pretty and comfortable place in
which to find an evening's amusement. In it one will
always find a well-balanced program of pictures picked from
various programs, among which are: Paramount, Triangle,
Metro, Fox, etc. The air in the auditorium of the Star at all
times is healthful, for the place is equipped with an efficient
ventilation system. The temperature is never too warm nor
too cold, but just right, no matter what the season, and the
musical accompaniment to the pictures invariably elicits
words of praise.
The seating capacity of this up-to-date place of amusement is 1,302. The chairs are wide, and the rows have been
placed at such a width from each other that one does not experience difficulty in trying to get in or out of a full row.
Three shows are given daily. Answering a current request
from his patrons to see the popular photoplayers in person

Star Theater, Ogdensburg,

Strand Theater, Owosso, Mich.
wide and 27 feet high. It is 80 feet to the top of the fly
loft. It is over 40 feet from main floor to ceiling. There
are 300 forty-watt colored lights on dimmers.
Acoustics are perfect, and a whisper from the stage is
audible in any part of the house. The retiring rooms for
men and women are tasteful and expensive and are fitted with
window curtains, draperies and rugs. There are waiting
rooms with toilet facilities for men and women both upstairs and downstairs. Dressing rooms for the artists are
located under the stage.
Double flow ventilation and heating with washed air has
been provided. The cooling system is very effective. On the
season's hottest day the air cooled 17 degrees within 10
feet after passing the blower. This was due to the evaporation of water and ice. There is a complete change of air
every si.x minutes throughout the theater. Air is forced in
and out by the use of three blowers, each operated by five
horsepower motors.
Old rose gives impressiveness to the theater interior. The
front is terra cotta trimmed. Old ivory, sepia toned, indirect
lighting and a National cash register ticket selling device are
two equipment novelties that have caused much favorable
comment. .-X handsome marquis protects the sidewalk in
front of the theater. An illuminated sign, 45x30 feet, elevated
80 feet, can be seen all over the city and proves a magnet for
those lookin.g for wholesome amusement.
Practically all theaters in the district, which is a feeder
for Owosso. are much smaller. Owosso is surrounded by
the wealthiest agricultural territory in the state, and the
management is making a play to capture the patronage of
the many automobile owners who live in it. Their mailing
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at the Star, Mr. Gilroy has decided to invite a leading picture
star at intervals. Macklyn Arbuckle, who recently appeared,
was thunderously received, and the receipts on that day
jumped perceptibly. Many automobile patrons of the Star
who live some distance from the place hurried to see Mr.
.Arbuckle off the screen, and the accompanying photograph
w-hich was taken on the day that he was at the Star and
which shows a number of automobiles standing outside of the
entrance bears out the statement that the Star has an auto
clientele.
The Star is a fireproof structure, and the front is well illuminated. The house is kept very clean, and the posters
of scenes of the pictures to be seen at the Star and the portraits of the photoplayers have been placed in neat frames in
the lobby and on the outside of the house. A glass canopy,
adequately illuminated, extends to the curb. The Star is a
photoplay house of which the people of Ogdensburg can be
proud.

RODGERS

AND

COLLINS

LEASE

GRAND.

I. W. Rodgers and John A. Collins of the Criterion tlieater.
Poplar Bluffs. Mo., have leased the Grand theater at Hope,
Ark. The extensive improvements that are being made in
the Grand include a balcony and an enlargement of the
parquette floor, which will allow of a hundred extra seats
being installed. The balcony will also accommodate a hundred extra. It is expected that the renovated Grand will be
ready for business on October 2. Mr. Collins will direct the
Grand,
while Mr. Rodgers will manage the Criterion at Poplar Bluff.
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THE
COZY

THEATER,

LOUISVILLE,

MOVING
KY.

Switow Adds Another
Photoplay
House
to His Growing
List — Is Situated in an Excellent Quarter of the City —
Though Not Ornate in Decorations Structure Is
Nevertheless Attractive — Fireproof Throughout.
M
SWITOW, of Louisville, who for several years has
been one of the leading and largest exhibitors south
• of the Ohio River, president of the Switow
Amusement Company, and stockholder in many other moving
picture houses, recently opened the Cozy Theater, the latest
addition to the picture ranks of Louisville. This house is
located in South Louisville, a rapidly growing suburb, which
is now inside of the city proper, but which has a very large
working class population and a big area to draw from. The
The house is operated by M. Switow, as proprietor.
The theater itself is not a separate building, as has been
the case with most of the Switow houses, but occupies the
ground floor in the new lodge building of the Suburban
Lodge of Masons. However, the theater was erected for
moving picture purposes under a lease agreement made with
Mr. Switow in advance, and was designed largely on his suggestions by the local architectural firm of Joseph & Joseph,
who have built o\er a half liunfired theaters
in Kentuckv.
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a passageway. The music is furnished by an upright piano,
and an electrical instrument. There arc twenty-four rows of
seats divided by two side aisles, each aisle being forty-eight
inches wide. There arc nine seats to the row in the center
aisle group, and from four to five in the side or wall groups.
The aisles are padded
with heavy
rubber
runs.
In lighting the theater the semi-direct system has been
used, consisting of four large white fixtures down each side
of the house, and suspended from the ceiling. There is also
a row of lighting fixtures in front of the stage and behind
the screen opening, but these fixtures are not used at present.
The stage itself extends out about five feet from the screen.
All woodwork in the theater is of pine, finished in mahogany. The doors all open outward except the swing doors
on the inside of the vestibule. The latter extends across
the front of the lobby and is cut into two three sections, these
being an entrance and exit lobby, each 5x5 feet, and the
ticket or box oflice in the center, whicli is 5x8 feet. The
lobby is eight feet wide and 18 feet long. It is floored in
large red tiles. Five brass poster frames are used at the
front of the building, there being one six-sheet frame, two
three-sheet, one single, and one double. The walls at the
side of the lobby have also been equipped with lattices upon
which posters are hung.
Directly off the auditorium and to the left of the entrance
is the women's rest room.. This room is fitted with two
mirrors, given plenty of light, an electric fan and the usual
toilet fixtures. Tlie men's smokjng room is on the opposite
side of the building and opens from a passageway connecting with steps leading to the operator's room. All electric
switches for the electric sign and house lights are in a box
on this passage. The operating room is of steel construction
and opens into the main auditorium by the portholes only.
Two Power's 6.\ machines, a spot light and a compeusarc
make up the equipment in this department which is presided
over by Ernest Carpenter, one of the best known photographers and operators in the city, and by his assistant.
BIJOU THEATER, GREENVILLE, S. C.
Nine Years in One Location and Still Doing Good Business —
Curtis & McBee, Proprietors.

Cozy Theater, Louisville, Ky.
Tennessee and Indiana during the past few seasons. The
building occupies an excellent site at the corner of Third and
Central avenues, in the heart of a district which is largely
peopled with a money spending class.
Needless to say the Cozy has been making good from its
start a few weeks ago. The Ijouse has a seating capacity of
440, and runs two shows each evening, one at 7.30 o'clock and
the second at 9 o'clock. The admission prices are 5 cents
for children and 10 cents for adults. The expense of operating
the theater is rather light. Of course the rental is the main
thing, but nothing elaborate is demanded by suburban people,
and the house is operated by a small force. Sam Switow, a
son of M. Switow. handles the active managem.ent. A ticket
seller, an operator and an assistant operator, a piano player
and one usher make up the force; a porter, of course, being
included.
The theater is steam heated.
The building in itself is attractive, being built of rough
texture, rich red brick, set off with stone trimmings. The
auditorium is 35x65 feet, and of fireproof construction
throughout. The w-alls are eighteen inches in thickness, the
floor of solid concrete, and the ceiling supports consist of
steel "I" beams, extending directly across the ceiling and
covered with nlain plaster. There are four long beams and
two short ones, making panel effects in the ceiling.
There is nothing ornate about the interior of the Cozy.
The walls are finished in old rose, while the ceiling finish is
ecru. The room is approximately square, except at the rear,
where the walls have been built diagonally across the rear
exits at each side of the stage. The seats are finished in
green and are of standard dimensions, set thirty-five inches
from back to back. They are anchored into the concrete floor
with leaded bolts. The green seats, rose walls and ecru
ceiling tone in nicely.
The floor has a gradual pitch from, the vestibule doors to
the stage. A dry well, with sewer connections, has just been
installed so that the floor may be flushed out with a hose
each day. Directly in front of the stage is an eight-foot
space across the theater -which is used for the orchestra and

thethe Bijou
ago CurtisS. &C.McBee
NINE years
ater in Greenville,
Today opened
the house
is still in
its original location, and it has been a paying proposition since it was started. Although we have not been told
so, we believe that a number of improvements have been
made in the Bijou from time to time in order that it may be
kept up to date. The accompanying illustration of the lobby
and front looks like one of a modern picture house and tends
to certify this belief.

Bijou Theater, Greenville, S. C.
The structure has been built of fireproof material, and seats
325. The floor of the lobby is of tile, and the name. Bijou,
has been worked into the tiling. Running as a trimming
along the bottom of the lobby wall is a slab of marble. Above
this for a height of about ten feet is glazed terra cotta. This
is surmounted by a narrow strip of marble which also outlines the box oflice and the entrance doors to the auditctfium.
The box office is in the center of the lobby between the
doors, which are done in mirrors. The walls of the lobby are
adorned with neatly framed pictures of photoplayers, and
the general color scheme of the lobby and the auditorium is
pleasing and harmonious.
The operating room contains two Power's machines, a 6A
and 6B, and the projection is in charge of a competent man.
A Mirror screen is used. The program is made up of productions from General Film Company, Pathe. Universal, Mutual, etc. The exterior is abundantly illuminated.
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CORONADO THEATER. LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Browne & Rosenwald Establish High Grade Picture House —
A Credit to Industry — Exterior Abundantly Illuminated.
TH

l£ Las
V'egas
Company
of Las theater
Vegas, N.
M.,
opened
on Amusement
September IS
the Coronado
in
that city. The opening was attended by big crowds
and augurs well for a prosperous career of the Coronado.
The accompanying architects' washdrawing of the facade
shows what a magnificent and imposing front the structure
has. The Coronado is situated at the corner of Sixth street
and Main avenue, a most advantageous location.
The exterior is done in terra cotta, witTi massive pillars
and a beautiful arched entrance. The lobby is spacious and
cool, and artistically decorated. The auditorium has a seating capacity of 650. The stage is unusually large for a
motion picture theater. Two Simplex machines arc used and
a mercury arc rectifier.
The heating and ventilating system in the new theater is oi
the best. The cooling arrangement for summer, which also
can be used as a ventilator, is so constructed that a powerful
fan, driven by an electric motor, draws the air from outside
the building and forces it over an air washer so that the air
is cooled and freed fron: dust and tlirt. By the use of tiiis
device it will be possible to keep the temperature in tlic
theater 20 degrees cooler than the atmosphere outside, even
with a crowded house, and the air is kept circulating by the
motor-driven fan. The lighting system both inside and out
is excellent. 520 tungsten lights being used on the exterior
and in the lobby alone.
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of the structure arc 48 by 100 feet. The interior of the
Palace is illuminated by the indirect lighting system. The
operating room, which is fireproof, is 6 by 7 feet in size, and
has as a part of its equipment two Powers 6A motor-driven
projectors and a Fort Wayne compensarc. Although the
house
is primarily
devoted
to pictures, the management

The

Palace

Theater, Long

Pine,

Neb.

books occasionally a good road show. In addition to running the regular program subjects. Mr. Upstill has shown
such big features as "The Battle Cry of Peace" and "The
Birth of a Nation." Both of these pictures drew exceedingly
heavy patronage, and it is Mr. Upstill's intention to continue
the policy of exhibiting like big subjects.
CRESCENT

THEATER,

BELZONI,

MISS.

Thursday, September 14. marked tiie opening of the Crescent theater, Belzoni, Miss. As can be seen from the accompanying illustration, it is a pretty little theater for a
town with only 2.000 inhabitants. The building in which it
is situated is built of brick and other fireproof material, and
its front is ornamented in terra cotta. The structure is two
stories in height. The name of the theater has been artistically worked into the glass embellishment across the lobby
entrance, and an illuminated two-side electric sign also bearing the word "Crescent" lias hern suspended above the main

Architect's

Drawing

of
New Coronado
Mexico. Theater,

Las

Vegas,

The Coronado is probably the most modern playhouse in
the State of New Mexico from the standpoint of comfort and
safety. There are seven exits, making a total of 42 feet of
exit space. They are properly designated by lamps, and the
doors are of a pattern which can be ooened from the interior
by a simple push, but they cannot be opened from the outside. Nobody need worry about the exit being locked at
some critical emergency. The aisles vary from three to nine
feet in width. There are nine boxes in the rear of the structure which can seat 60 persons.
The interior lighting is the indirect system with beautiful
fixtures. The screen has been set in a shadow box, which
permits of the auditorium being lighted without interfering
with the pictures. No expense was spared to make this
building artistic and pleasing to the eye. The admission
prices arc 5 and 10 cents. H. P. Browne is president of the
Las Vegas .Amusement Company and Cecilio Rosenwald
secretary and treasurer.
PALACE THEATER,
LONG PINE, NEB.
Althougli there are only 1.100 inhabitants in Long Pine,
Neb., that town can boast of a moving picture theater with
a seating capacity of 400. That photoplay house is the
Palace theater, under the management of Eugene A. Upstill.
It was opened on November 17. 1915, and its daily receipts
since that time have been quite satisfactory.
The dimensions

Crescent Theater,

Belzoni, Miss.

entrance. The box office, which is located in the middle of
the lobby and which is decorated in stained glass, is built
of the same material as other parts of the lobby: artistic and
plain terra cotta. Portraits of photoplayers adorn the walls,
and the posters are framed. The Strand has a seating capacity of 450. The balcony has been set aside for the exclusive use of colored people. The interior is plain, but
nevertheless pleasing. "Peggy." a Triangle subject, was
the opening picture. The Strand's bill is made up of regular program pictures and features. The admission prices are
5 and 10 cents: 5 cents for children under 12 years of age.
BROWN
NEW
MANAGER
OF STRAND.
W. C. Brown is the new manager of the Strand theater.
Grand Rapids. Mich. He succeeds T Parker Junkin. Mr.
Brown is an exoerienced thciitrical man.
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Quality the Remedy for Trade Ills ^ ® ^ wmiamABrady
"Overproduction," "Too Much
Competition"
"High Salaries" and "Program System"
Are Excuses.
I FAIL to coincide in a number of the reasons called upon
to account for certain conditions which assert themselves
from time to time in the motion picture business. A
manufacturer produces a photoplay which for some reason
or other — usually because it is not up to the mark — falls
short of expectations, or perhaps entails a considerable loss.
He immediately springs to the conclusion that the business
is suffering from overproduction, or too miich competition,
or that salaries of the principals are too high, or that the
program system is killing off pictures, or that he is the one
individual victim of some malign influence which does not
exist in fact.
There is no overproduction of good pictures. There is
no such thing as too much competition in meritorious output. Salaries of actors who draw the public pay themselves
automatically. And. finally, the program system is the only
one under which the exhibitor can thrive and the producer
e.xist at all.
It is the inferior picture that is overproduced, precisely
for the same reason that applies to every kind of business.
There is nobody of whom I have ever heard who can tell
to a moral certainty that the great public will respond to his
photoplav. But if he possesses the knowledge of what makes
drama, and knows good photography from bad, and has a
fair knack of mending broken bridges, the producer is in
a position to establish a first-rate average of quality.
And quality is what counts. It makes overproduction,
competition and the rest look sick.
There is a theory which finds expression in print once in
a while to the effect that experience as a producing manager
for the speaking theater is valueless in the motion picture
world — that the two lines are so far apart as to nullify a
man's skill in one of them when he applies himself to the
other.
Never in the world was there a more absurd assertion.
For example, when I came into the motion picture field I
properties, cosnoticed among other matters that scenery, when
the actors
tumes and the like were not always on hand
were ready to proceed, and that long delays ensued, during
would
This
on.
ran
expenses
which the salaries and other
not amount to much on the speaking stage, where rehearsals
are not usually paid 'for, but what would be thought of a
producing manager in the "regular" theater who allowed his
play to go up to its actual first night without a complete
equipment of scenes, props and dresses?
It was this very experience of mine in theater productions
which showed me one of the most common and serious
channels of that absolute wastefulness and disregard for consequences which have been so costly to photoplay producers.
Waste, leakage, lack of being ready, squeezing through by
the skin of the teeth, and not taking the pains to master
every angle of the business — these are the essential shortcomings which bring loss to some producers and send them
on a panic-stricken hunt for excuses.
It is no state secret that when I first went rummaging
through the belongings of the World Film Corporation.
I found several complete photoplays lying upon the shelf
which could not be marketed. How many of these there
were, or what I did with them, does not matter. They were
there, representing a very big expenditure which had been
tossed into the discard.
.
There was no legitimate excuse for such a condition. Nobody in particular was to blame for it. for such situations
are apt to crop out in a business that has grown too fast
for many persons to keep up. I mention the matter as the
onlv real case of overproduction with which I am acquainted.
If these pictures had been good enough to sell in the first
place, thev would not have been overproduced.
This brings us around to a point worth considering. When
a man or companv is dealing in an article for which there
is a general demand, and cannot find a satisfactory outlet for
his product, the chances are that the product itself is at
fault, not that the trouble lies in market conditions, high salaries' or any other outside influence or condition.
driving at in my diThe biggest things I have ever been were
fand are) the
rection of the World-Brady pictures
protjiiction and the
of
stoppage of waste, the systematization

perfection of the output. We are now so far ahead that we
could quadruple our releases if we so desired, or we could sit
back and rest on our oars for five or six months entirely
without inconvenience.
So you see we have plenty of time to devote to the improvement of quality, as still another alternative, and in my
judgment the one that fully answers every croak about overproduction, high salaries, competition or any of the other
imaginary ills of a business which is entirely amenable to
rational consideration.

Mutual Sales Force Revamped
Opening of Fall

and Winter Campaign Brings
Alignment of Organization.

Changes in

THE

opening of the fall season and the usual arrangements for the handling of the added business that always comes with the approach of cold weather has resulted in numerous additions and changes in the sales and
executive forces of the Mutual Film Corporation's sixty-eight
branches.
Plans have been drawn up and arrangements completed
for the erection of two-story buildings to handle the Mutual's
business in Boston and in Cincinnati. The Boston building
will be located at 123 Pleasant street, in the heart of the
Boston film trade.
B. Tolmas. former salesman of the Mutual's New York
Twenty-third Street branch and of the Philadelphia office,
has been appointed manager of the Philadelphia branch. J.
W. Pierce has been made his assistant. The sales force at
this oflfice will consist of J. Safron. W. Naismith and B. S.
'
Daniels.
E. G.
manager
of the Mutual's
more Evans,
office, has until
been recently
transferred
to Washington
in the Baltisame
capacity at the Mutual's branch here. O. D. Wecms. forEvans. merly salesman at the Baltimore branch, has succeeded Mr.
The Indianapolis oflRce has been put in charge of William
Engelman. previously manager of the Evansvillc. Ind.. branch.
Norman D. Nixon, former salesman, has been appointed to
the management of the Evansville branch.
M. S White, formerly assistant manager of the Oklahoma
City office, has been transferred to Kansas City as assistant
manager of that city's branch. Harrv M. Young lias been
sent to Kansas Citv as salesman. O. S. Taylor, formerly
Phoenix. Arizona, branch manager who resigned some time
airn on account of ill health, has again returned to the Mutual
fold. He will assist Tack Brainard to manage the Oklahoma
Citv branch.
W. J. Drummond. a former manager of the Mutual's Spokane office, has again returned to the Mutual as manager of
the I. OS Angeles branch. N. E. Levi, salesman out of the
San Francisco office, has been transferred to Los .Angeles,
where he used to be.
The following salesmen have recently been added to the
Mutual's forces: T. Herrineton. Sookane; A. S. KIrknatrick
Seattle: W. H. Teeple. Buffalo: Lloyd Hammond, Detroit;
F, F. ^fcCoy. San Francisco; Arthur Hogenson, Detroit:
H. S. Waterman. Los .Aneeles; Charles A. Gardner, Cleveland: .Alfred Raymond. Dallas. Tex: Leon Klasky, Indianapolis, and M. Kauffman. Toronto. Ont.
C. B. Price, the Canadian General Manager, has just returned to his office at Toronto after a trio through the
Mutual's Canadian branches. He announces the anpointment
of T. C. Malcom as manager of the Montreal offif^e to succeed N. Henworth, who has left for the European front.
Hunter Bennett, sales manager for the Mutual, has returned
from an eastern tour and is shortly to visit a number of
western centers.
UNIVERSAL

DISCI. AIMS
CONNECTION
WITH
HAL
REID-REPUBLICAN FILM.
The L'niversal Film Mfg. Co. wishes emphatically to call
the attention of the motion picture industry to the fact that
Hal Reid was not an employee of that organization at the
time he produced a political film for the Republican National Committee attacking the present administration.
Mr. Reid had absolutely no co-operation from the L^niversal in the preparation of the picture, which was a private
venture of which the Universal had no knowledge until it
learned of it through the columns of the New York World.
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Sherrill On the Fence
'E Don't Know Where 'E's At Regarding "The Conquest of
Canaan" — Will It Be Open Market or Program?
tCpAllli Conquest ol Canaan," the most recent release ol
I
the I'rohnian
Amusement
Corporation,, wiiich was
■^
given its hrst pubhc showing last week at the Strand
theater, seems likely to throw the Frohman Corporation over
to the open market.
"Jaffery,"
nowon onthetheWorld
Hearstprogram
International
with
eight
features
and oneprogram,
with Patlie.
William L, Sherrill, president of the concern, was besought
by numerous independent exchange owners, immediately
after the showing, with the result that this picture, which
created so favorable an impression, is likely to reach the
open market within the next few weeks.
The venture into the independent field by the Frohman
concern will make an important event, for during the past
five months the productions of that concern have stood out
as bright spots in the general field, and with Augustus
Thomas' under
"'Ihe option
Witching
and important
other great
dramatic
classics
or Hour"
in work,
independent
exchanges throughout the country, which are endeavoring
to produce "The Conquest of Canaan" can rely on a number
of high-class features per year to add to what other independent subjects they have.
Immediately following the showing of "The Conquest of
Canaan," Mr. Sherrill was besieged by prominent film men
who endeavored to show him the advantages of the open
market, such expert iilm reviewers and buyers as Joseph
Lee, Louis Rosenbluh and Joseph Friedman.
Mr. Sherrill in leaniny toward the independent exchange
said:
"We have had a number of pictures on programs and in
very few instances have the handling of our subjects been
what it should. 'Jaffery,' which Mr. Hearst purchased from
us outright, was e.xploited by the International Film Service
in a manner becoming the hneness of the feature, with the
result that during the first week of its life it played about
tifty theaters in greater New York, and because of the attractiveness of the story and production and the added
strength of the advertising and publicity given the picture,
it more than satisfied the exhibitors.
"Any number of well-known exhibitors have communicated with us since seeing the picture at the Strand and
asked us if we were going to put the picture through a program. Itold them we had not decided, and they spoke for
the open market.
"One prominent theater owner, whose name I cannot
mention, said: 'I've been playing three different programs,
two days each week, and my business has fallen off considIwill play
'"The
of Canaan'thata week.
There
are new erable.faces
in it,
newConquest
ideas, novelties
my program
features do not possess, and my audiences are being bored
with the faces I am compelled to show them.'
"I have not definitely decided to put the picture on the
open market, for I have several offers from program managers, but they insist on buying the world's rights, which I
cannot give, for we have disposed of our European, Australian and other foreign rights for two years to come. If we
decided this week to go to the open market, we have almost
sufficient offers now to cover the entire United States, but
I want to be sure of my ground first."
That the Frohman concern is on the right track, in so
far as their themes and finished pictures are concerned, two
paralleling criticisms stand out. Julian Johnson, editor of
the Photo Play Magazine, in speaking of "Jaffery" said:
"It has no predecessor and it proves that clean dramatic
pictures can be made perfectly without resort to the sensational or morbid. It is the best picture I have seen in
three years."
Joe Lee, a prominent state right buyer and representative
of various exchanges, wrote Mr. Sherrill, in part, as follows,
after viewing "The Conquest of Canaan": "It is undoubtedly
one of the most interesting subjects, properly produced,
clean, legitimate and consistent, that it has ever been my
pleasure to look at. I have seen ninety-five features during
the past month, and yours is the best of all. It is by
far the best picture Frohman has yet made."
Felix F. Feist, of the World Film Corporation, designated
the picture as a great box-office attraction, and no less than
three other program managers have made offers for the picture.
A definite announcement of the disposition of "The Conof Canaan"
will benext
announced
in display advertisementquestin this
publication
week.
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Kate Price Now a Vim Star
/^^ HlJSli who have followed the fortuues of Vitagraph
J^ and its stars from its early beginnings will remember
Kate Price, the laugh-making star who has twinkled
for seven years in Vitagraph productions. Her most recent
ii])pearance was with Fatty Arbuckle, the Triangle comedian.
Ill the "Waiters' Ball." in which she shared the heavyweight
honors with Arbuckle
himself.
,
Immediately after her
work in this picture
was concluded, she was
signed on a loiig-tinu
contract with \'im pruduction by Mark Diiitcntass and Louis Burstein, to star with
"Babe" Hardy, the famous \'im comedian,
and Raymond McKec
in Vim comedies released on the General
I'ilin Service.
Kavniond McKee is
another newcomer to
the Vim staff with a
record for ability. Ho
was formerly with Lubin, then with the Edison Company. His last
picture was with Emily
Stevens in a Metro release. The first picture
in which the trio appear will be "A Maid
Kate Price.
to Order,"
the Vim26.release for October
A brief synopsis follows: When Raymond's frivolous young wife informs him
that household duties were too hard for lier, they ask Kate,
the cook, where a neat maid can be secured. Kate being
the proud possessor of the luxury of Plump as her husband,
instantly sees a chance whereby she can keep the job in her
own household and also force Plump to work for his daily
bread. Informing the young couple that she knows a jewel
of a maid, she hurries home and dresses Plump in some of
her clothes. Both Raymond and his wife are impressed with
the appearance of the new maid and try to make it as pleasant as possible for her. However. Kate's jealousy comes to
the surface when she sees her loving man petted by the
j'oung wife, and Plump, to his disgust, is forced to submit
to the attentions of Raymond.
Finally when the young wife discovers her husband flirting with the maid, iter anger arises suddenly and she orders
Plump out of the house. Raymond intercedes for the maid
and matters rest until Kate again catches the wife petting
Plump. Then everythincr is certainly all off and in the confusion Raymond learns that the supposed maid is a man, so
between the three-sided attack poor Plump is done up to
a frazzle.
RICHARDSON COTTON KILLED.
Essanay Character Actor Struck by Automobile
on Wisconsin Highway.
Richardson Cotton, well known character actor both in
photoplays and on the speaking stage, was killed by an
automobile Sunday, September 24, at Ephriam, a summer
resort near Sturgeon
Bay, Wisconsin.
Mr. Cotton had gone to Ephriam with a company of Essanay players, where exterior scenes were being taken for
"The Chaperon," an Essanay feature. He was to take an
important character part, but had not yet started work. On
Sunday evening he took a stroll along the country road. At
a sharp turn in the road an automobile going at a high rate
of speed struck him.
He was killed instantly.
Mr. Cotton joined the Essanay Company two years ago
and had taken prominent character parts in many plays. He
was an exceptionally versatile actor, and was born in Massachusetts forty-eight years ago. He was on the speaking
stage eighteen years before joining the Essanay Company.
He began his career with Dan Ryan in Shakespearean roles,
afterwards playing with Thomas Kean and with Ward and
James. He played leads in stock in Chicago and Minneapolis. He was a member of the Strollers Club, Chicago.
A widow and daughter survive him.
Weil-Known
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Mutual Schedule
Richard

Bennett

and Florence
Turner
Head
Releases for October 9.

RICHARD BENNETT, in
and most perfectly acted
conveyed the talents of
to the public, "Philip Holden—
of Mutual 1-ilm Corporations
ning October 9. 1 his Mutual
on iMonday, October 9.

the

List

of

the most artistically handled
screen production which has
the emuient American actor
Waster," heads the schedule
releases lor the week beginstar production will appear

"Philip Holden— Waster" is a re-title for tne drama, "His
Brother s Keeper," which was written for Mr. Bennett by
Kenneth B. Clarke before the star's journey out to the coast,
and which, from the hrst announcement of Mr. Bennett's
present contract with the Mutual, was named as the vehicle
for his second Mutual Star Production. "The Sable Blessing," which was intended for Mr. Bennett's premier in Mutual Star Productions, and was announced as such, was delayed before release, however, and postponed until a later
date. Thus "Philip Holden — Waster" will mark the popular
player's hrst appearance in pictures since the famous "Damaged Goods," over a year ago.
In "Philip Holden — Waster" Kenneth B. Clarke, the author, has contrived for Mr. Bennett one of the most delightful character portrayals and some of the most naively charming situations, which at the same time contain all the thrill,
the suspense and surprise element necessary for a con;pelling drama, which have ever found their way to the screen.
Mr. Bennett is supported by an e.xceptionally able cast, including Khea Mitchell, Adrienne Morrison (Mrs. Richard
Bennett), George Periolat, Clarence Burton and Orral
Humphrey.
A second Mutual Star Production will go out from the
Mutual during the week of October 9. 1-lorence Turner,
whose previous Mutual productions have charmed the country, will appear October 12 in "Redeemed," produced by
Larry Trimole. The plot of "Redeemed' contains all the
elements of drama which bring out the best and strongest
response from Miss Turner. It is a vital story of throbbing
human interest, tense moments, big surprises. In it is reflected the best work of both Miss Turner and her director.
On Monday, October 9, a very unusual drama of two-reel
length, featuring Winnifred Greenwood and Edward Coxen,
entitled "Citizens All," will be released. In this screen story
is combined a touching plot with an amusing combination
of whimsical characters, colored by the good old red, white
and blue of its patriotic background.
It is the story of the reconciliation of a stubborn old German music teacher and of a still more obstinate French
fencing master over the cradle of their grandchild, the young
parents of which had run away and married in spite of their
father's
cause
the of
disagreement
the
two old objections.
foreigners hadThebeen
the of
merits
their native of
lands.
With the reconciliation, the hatchet is buried in the good old
U. S. A., and they become citizens, all.
Miss Greenwood and Mr. Coxen, in the roles of the
younger members of the respective families, are supported
by Clarence Burton as the German music teacher, George
Fields as the French fencing teacher, and Louise Lester as
the landlady.
On Friday a second two-part drama will find its way to
the public. "At the Edge of the Aqueduct" is its title, and
in picturesqueness of setting and in convincing plot it is one
of the best dramas of short story length which has ever
proceeded from the studios of the Thanhouser Company. The
story deals with the love affair of a young school teacher,
the engineer at work on the aqueduct, and a jealous farmer,
president of the school board.
The regular weekly Beauty comedy of the week appears
on Tuesday, October 10. John Sheehan, Carol Halloway,
John Steppling, Vera Sissons, Robert Klein, Dick Rosson
and Earl Montgomery, old favorites of the Mutual, will be
seen in this two-reel funny picture, entitled "That Sharp
Note." It is a picture mix-up of diplomatic relations between
a group of warring and neutral nations, with a note to the
"Flyser" which gets sadly tossed and turned in the sending.
Ben Turpin and Rube Miller, up to their usual high-water
mark in the perpetrating of funny comedy situations, will
be seen in a two-reel Vogue on Saturday, October 15, entitled "Ducking a Discord." There are funny situations
a-pl'enty, as well as the real thrill, which always accompanies
these "slap sticks with a reason" which come from the hands
of these two popular comedians.
There will be three one-reel comedies of "Cub" brand on
the Mutual's program for the second week in October. "Inoculating Hubby" will appear on Friday, October 13. "Those
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Primitive Days" and "Their College Capers" will go to the
public on Saturday, October 14.
The usual release of Mutual current news. Mutual Weekly
No. 93, will appear on Wednesday, October 11, as will "See
.America First" and Harry Palmer's Kartoon Komics, in
split reel.
The Mutual's magazine in him, "Reel Life," will be released on its regular day, Sunday, and will contain interesting
material of pertinence to today's business and educational
activities.

Fifteen Reels ofPathe
Big Program

Makes Its Appearance Beginning With Week
of October 8.

THE

Pathe program for the week of October 8 contains
a five-part Gold Rooster play, "The Pillory," the second episode of "The Shielding Shadow," two reels;
the thirteenth chapter of "The Grip of Evil," two reels;
"The Sword of Damocles," a two-reel drama; "Heinle and
the 400," a one-reel comedy; "U. S. Customs Inspection," a
one-reel
and Pathe News Nos. 82 and 83, a total
of
fifteen educational,
reels.
"The Pillory" was made by Thanhouser and features Florence La Badie. It has been aptly described as a modern
"The Scarlet Letter" and is a scathing criticism of the "unco
guid" who, in their eagerness to point out the mote in their
neighbor's eye, held not the beam in their own. The character portrayal is remarkable and honors are about equally
divided between Miss La Badie as the girl and Nellie Spaulding as the bigoted, hypocritical aunt.
The second episode of "The Shielding Shadow" is remarkable for the scenes in which Jerry Carson is dragged into the
depths of the sea by a giant octopus. This has never been
done in pictures before and furnishes a thrill which will
arouse any audience. Speculation will be rife everywhere as
to how these scenes were made.
In the thirteenth chapter of "The Grip of Evil" it becomes
increasingly evident that John Burton is not so decided as
he was in the opinion that all humanity is bad. The reasons
for his increasing doubt are most attractively portrayed.
"The Sword of Damocles" is a powerful story of a musical
genius, dragged down by drink, who sells at a ridiculous
price his masterpiece to a man who straightway has it produced under his own name. Over the purchaser's head, like
the Sword of Damocles, hangs the knowledge that he is
parading under false colors and in the end his deception is
discovered with tragic results.
"Heinie and the 400" is a rough and tumble comedy in
which as a social lion Heinie bats 400.
"U. S. Customs' Inspection" presents the intimate side of
a department, little of which is known by the majority of
people. The film was made with the approval of the U. S.
Government.

Plans a Continuous Performance
Mary Pickford Engages Directors in Relays to Prevent Idleness Between Productions.
MARY
PICKFORD, having completed her first picture
since she decided to make her artistic future alone
and unhampered, has instituted a radical reform in
her own producing organization and one that promises much
in the way of increased efficiency and economy in production.
She has installed what might be called an interlocking system
of directors. This means that instead of waiting a few weeks
after a play is finished while the director cuts and assembles
it, then more waiting while he has a short rest and gets a
new story in shape for production, Miss Pickford will have
alternating directors and thereby lose little time between her
pictures. Under the new system Maurice Tourneur will direct
the second Pickford release for Artcraft Pictures Corporation,
while John Emerson is cutting and assembling the first, "Less
Than the Dust," for release in October,
,
At the present speed Mary Pickford expects to be true to
her own artistic standards and to enable distributor and exhibitor to proceed without fear in their plans for an even
schedule of successful presentation. John Emerson, to whom
the star generously gives credit for the idea on which the
new system
is based,
expects
havethe"Less
Than the
Dust"
ready
for release
in a few
weeks,to and
preliminary
shipment
of eighty prints in the exchanges in ample time to comply
with release oblisations. The bulk of his staff will be available for Maurice Tourneur in the direction of the second Artcraft production.
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Triangle Coast Activities
Fine

Arts,

Kay-Bee

and Keystone
Forces
Feature frouuctions.

Busy

WORLD

on

Many

OUT
at the Trianylc coast studius Uorothy Gish has
been having an exciting time during the lihiiing of tlie
Fine Arts production, "Atta Lioy's l.ast Race." It had
been planned to stagi- the lihn drama at Tia J nana, just over
the Mexican border in Lower California, but it was found
that the Mexican atmosphere was too strongly Havored to
be suitable for the character of the production. So the race
was lilnicd in San F'rancisco.
Wilfred Lucas is playing a doctor in his new veliicle, bacterially called "liugs." '1 he doctor is a fanatic on science,
and Mr. Lucas is urawing the character from lile, the scientist being a physician he once interviewed wlien he was a
newspaper man, belore becoming a player. Mr. Lucas, at
the start, collided with an open cupboard door, and had his
scalp badly gashed, ihc shaving was necessary for treating
the wound, ^sow, in order that all the scenes may match,
Lucas has had to undergo tonsorial treatment every three
days.
Mae Marsh plays a little violinist in the new play, '"Thu
Wharf Kat." Robert Harron is tcatured in this production,
while Spottiswood .'Vitken is prominently cast as a musician.
While Miss Marsh went through the various early scenes
With all the motions of a virtuoso, the resultant melody was
an ominous and fearful thing. Finally the director, Chester
Withey, hit upon the idea of substituting carefully greased
twine lor the regular violin strings. Consequently, Miss
Marsh's bow was able to slide harmlessly and noiselessly
during the impassioned moments of the drama, and the members of the cast found it possible to contribute undistracted
enthusiasm.
The Triangle Ince studios have been centering attention
upon stellar combinations these days. Raymond U. West is
directing Dorothy Ualton, Louise Glaum and Charles Ray,
with Robert McKim, J. Barney Sherry, J. J. Dowling and
Margaret Thompson in the suppjrting cast. An immense
court-room set was erected in the Culver City glass studios.
Director l^eginal Barker has gone on his vacation after
finishing a story of the Italo-Austrian war in which Clara
Williams appears as a star supported by Charles Gunii. Before
leaving he completed in one week si.xty-tive separate scenes
in this drama. These were elaborate scenes in which hundreds of people participated in a specially constructed Austrian village at Inceville. A full troop of Austrian cavalry,
a dozen ox carts piled high with furniture and surrounded by
a motley crowd of fleeing peasants and a dozen ambulances
figured prominently in the action.
Bessie Barriscale has likewise departed on her vacation,
her first real rest in three years. Dorcas Matthews, too, is
taking a vacation, fler rest, however, is enforced, since she
has undergone a hospital operation. She will be out in time
to take a leading role in a play being written for Miss
Barriscale.
Frank Keenan is playing in a drama of sixty years ago, depicting life on the Mississippi. A whole complete interior
of an old palatial Mississippi River steamboat, a duplicate
of the famous craft of the cotton, tobacco and gambling days
of the ante-bellum period, was built for the filming of the
drama.
William S. Hart has started work on a new vehicle. He
will, of course, play a Westerner and contribute some skillful
stunts with the lasso, on which he has been regularly practicing. Hart is again a bad man, a two-gun expert with a
record, in this newest drama of Monte M. Katterjohn.
At the Triangle Keystone studios Fred Fishback has started
a new .\mbrose comedy in which Mack Swain is assisted by
Tom Kennedy and Luella Maxam. It is described as a comedy of schoolboys along new lines. A second company, directed by J. F. MacDonald. is filming a cowpuncher comedy
in the San I''crnando Valley.
Chester Conklin has been devoting himself to a water comedy, '"A Tugboat Romeo," down at Balboa beach. W. S.
Campbell and Harry Williams are directing.
Slim Summerville and Bobby Dunn are featured in a
comedy of artist life in the studios of New York, "His Busted
Trust." A monkey, "Happy," bv name, plays a vital part in
the story. In charge of his trainer, he rehearsed his part over
and over, but when the camera started grinding he acquired
a violent antipathy to Summerville. Between "Happy" and
Summerville the studio came to the verge of wreckage.
"A Scoundrel's Toll," directed bv Glen Cavender and featuring Mary Thurman, Dale Fuller. Gene Rodgers, Ed Kennedy and Ray Griffith, will shortly be finished.

Walter Wright has been working at Chalsworth I'ark filming "The Twins," in which Ora Carew and Baldy Belmont are
featured. This farce has such more or less strenuous stunts
as a runaway, clitl jumping and other feats which go to make
up a day's work at the Keystone studios.

Ethyle Cooke — Thanhouser Leading Woman
WHEN
you see Florence I. a liadic's name in the cast
of a photoplay, close by you will iind Ethyle Cooke's.
At the Thanhouser studios they wouldn't think of
casting a Florence La Badie feature without putting Ethyle
Cooke in it. Miss Cooke plays what the directors call
"heavy leads." She usually is an unscrupulous women who
gets F'lorence into a
pile of trouble.
In "The
F'ugitivc a'
Ethyle
committed
murder and let Florence take the blame.
In "The Fear of Poverty" Florence stole
Ethyle's finance.
In
''Saint,
Devil and
Woman" Ethyle suffered at the hands of
aence
manin who
has F"lorhis power.
In
"The Pillory" Elthyle
was a thief who tried to
drag Florence down.
She's a bad, bad woman. Ethyle
is —
if you
knowCooke
Iter only
through her work in
Thanhouser-Pathe productions.LaYou'd Badie
think
that Florence
would shudder every
time Ethyle Cooke
came near. But she
doesn't, Ethyle is Florence's best friend.
And Ethyle is the
Ethyle Cooke.
most domestic woman
at the Thanhouser studios. She is married and has two
children. The accomplishment of which she is most proud
is her ability to make fancy embroidery.
Harry Benham, formerly with Thanhouser is Ethyle
Cooke's husband and her children are Leland Benham, eleven
years old, and Dorothy, aged five. Both of the Benham children have had wide motion picture experience.
Ethyle Cooke was a dancer in "Madame Sherry" wlien she
and her husband decided to try motion pictures. For six
years she has been with Thanhouser. At first she played
bits, but such talent did she show that she quickly was given
leading parts and featured in many Thanhouser productions.
LOU-TELLEGEN

TO

RETURN

TO

STAGE.

Lou-Tellegen, popular Lasky star, upon completion of "The
Hlack Wolf." which is now in the course of production at the
Lasky studios in Hollywood, will terminate his spring and
summer engagement with the Lasky Company and return to
the stage.
Reversing the usual order, Tou-Tellegen will this winter
appear in a dramatization of one of the screen plays In which
he has been presented by the Lasky Company. Just which
screen play he will reproduce on the stage is not yet determined, but among the dramas in which he has been starred
by the Lasky Company are many that possess unusual stage
possibilities, notably "The Victory of Conscience," his last
release on the Paramount Program, which has already attained a great popularity throughout the country. LouTellegen plans to tour the country in this new play, starting
from Los Angeles so that the great following which he has
created through his screen work for the Lasky Company
may be able to see him in person in the living form in one
of the plays in which he appeared in shadow.
The photoplay which Tou-Tellegen will adant to the stage
for his use will be announced shortly. Thus for one of the
few times since the association of the screen with popular
stage stars the public will be able to choose between the
play on the stage and screen in the same play.
If is announced by the Lasky Company that after the comof Lou-Tellegen's
through the country he will
return topletionthe
screen under tour
its management.
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MARITIME PROVINCES ORGANIZE.
Exhibitors Get Together at St. John and Form League — A
Good Start Made.
NEW
BRUNSWICK, Nova Scotia and Prince Edwards
Island, the three most easterly of Canada's provinces,
known as the Maritime Provinces, have stepped into
the limelight of the moving picture universe with a thoroughgoing and up-to-date organization, as far as the managers
are concerned at any rate. The meeting was held in the
Board of Trade rooms, Halifax, N. S., on Saturdav afternoon,
September 16, when representatives from the most important
theaters east of Montreal were present. The
name of the healthy infant is the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League
of the
Maritime
Provinces
of Canada. be'
It may truthfully
laid to the credit of the
Moving Picture World
that the Maritime
Provinces are now a
solid unit for organized
cfifort in forwarding the
interests of the picture
business, for was it not
the inspiring address of
F. H. Richardson, projection expert, in St.
John city a few weeks
ago that inoculated the
brotherhood? Right
there and then it was
decided to hold a
formal meeting — Halifax managers extended
the invitation — and the
Walter
H. Golding,
President of meeting came off with
Maritime Provinces Exhibitors.
a vengeance.
Managers from St.
John, N. B., Fredericton, N. B., Moncton, N. B., and other
westerly points, chartered a special Pullman and armed
with organization literature of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, supplied by President Lee A.
Ochs, also having in their party special newspaper writers
and a steiiographer-secretary, whirled off to the Nova
Scotian capital. There they were joined by a large party of
managers from all parts of that province, by theater owners
and lessees from Sydney to Yarmouth. Big film men got
hep to the situation, too, and from Toronto came W. C.
Gookin of the V-L-S-E, Phil Kauffman of the Famous Players Film Service, L. H. Watrous, manager of the V-L-S-E
Montreal branch, and L. E. Ouimet, Pathe's Canadian general manager and Nestor of the film business in the Dominion. All the Eastern Canadian film branch managers were
on hand, too, in fact the censors were represented as well.
The gathering was most comprehensive in its scope.
Narcisse V. Gastonguay, manager of Orpheus Hall, Halifax, welcomed the delegations on behalf of the local brotherhood. He felt sure the earnest purpose of the meeting would
make history. Organization had been sorely needed in the
three provinces for a long time, and the deliberations about to
be entered upon should place the large interests in this section of Canada upon a firm basis of cordial co-operation. He
then moved that Walter H. Golding, manager of Keith & Albee's Imperial theater, St. John, and one of the prime movers
in bringing about the organization meeting, take the chair
pro tem. Mr. Golding was duly elected. Steve C. Hurley,
manager of the Unique and Lyric theaters, St. John, N. B.,
and another booster for organization, was chosen secretary,
and M. Kathleen Golding, secretary of the Imperial theater,
St. John, N. B., was appointed stenographer.
Chairman Golding outlined the purposes of the meeting.
He told of correspondence with Lee A. Ochs of New York.
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president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, and with F. H. Richardson, Motion Picture World expert, and urged a prompt and efficient get-together. The
motion picture enterprise had been suffering too long as a
chopping-block for tax-greedy legislators; it had been the
tootball of that well-known pest, the anonymous newspaper
letter-writer and while censorship was not as drastic in the
Eastern section of Canada as in other localities, it was a
growing evil since it had the effect of cutting pictorial productions to pieces and if censorship was to be maintained at
all, it should be along federal lines.
It was decided to call the new organization the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League of the Maritime Provinces of
Canada, and that as closely as local conditions would allow
it should adhere to the constitution and by-laws of the parent
organization in the United States. A nominating committee
was appointed by the chair to form a slate of ofiicers for the
new body. The committee deliberated for a few minutes and
returned with the names of the following, who were elected
by the unanimous passage of the report:
President, Walter H. Golding, St. John, N. B.; vice-president, N. V. Gastonguay, Halifax, N. S.; secretary, Steve C.
Hurley, St. John, N. B.; treasurer, G. J. B. Metzler. Halifax,
N. S.; vice-president for N. B., F. W. Winter, Moncton, N.
B.; vice-president of N. S., R. J. Macadam, Sydney, N. S.;
vice-president for P. E. I., F. G. Spencer, St. John, N. B.
(Owning houses in P. E. I.).
The Executive Committee is to be composed of the officers
and provincial vice-presidents.
The constitution and by-laws of the American body were
then read section by section and with slight modification,
which adapted them to the Canadian situation, they were
passed and will therefore stand as the granite foundation of
the Maritime Provincial League. The reading of the various
clauses was in itself an inspiration to the assembled managers
and also somewhat of a revelation to them. They pointed
out more clearly than a general discussion would produce the
power and privilege that lay in the idea of organization, and
it was with enthusiasm that the policy of the new body was
decided upon.
After this considerable amount of detail had been completed, visiting film men were asked to discuss several matters of vital interest to all present. Phil Kauffman of the
Famous Players Film Service, Ltd., Toronto; W. C. Gookin
of the V-L-S-E offices, Toronto, and L. E. Ouimet of the
Specialty Film Import, Ltd. (Pathe Interests), Montreal,
spoke and although some of the matters discussed elicited
very warm discussion, especially in the matter of pre-payment plan, the cordial feeling remained unruffled.
After the film men, some operators and others retired, the
managers met in private session to take vote upon some of
the more important questions developed during the discussions of the earlier part of the meeting. Among some of the
resolutions passed unanimously was the following proposed
by R. J. Macadam, a large theatrical owner in Nova Scotia,
and seconded by J. M. Franklin, manager of the Strand
theater, Halifax, dealing with the matter of deposits on film
service.
The resolution read as follows:
Whereas, It is the custom of some tilm exchanges doing business in
Canada tohibitors,demand
advance deposits on the service they furnish to exand.
Whereas, This method of extracting money from theaters is out of
harmony with ail established customs of business and is manifestly
unfair to exhibitors, and.
Whereas, The system now in vogue with all exchanges of being paid
for service on or before the delivery of films is an adequate protection
against all delinquencies of payment on the part of the exhibitors.
Resolved, That the managers' association of Eastern Canada in convention assembled affirm its determined opposition to the policy of exchanges demanding advance deposits from exhibitors and respectfully
request all exchanges practicing this system to discontinue it, and
further
Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be forwarded to all film exchanges doing business in Eastern Canada.

A resolution also moved and seconded by Messrs. Macadam
and Franklin and in especial appreciation was the following:
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Whcrcaa, All braoohes of tbo roovlns picture Industry derive great
value from tbo sympathy, advice and publicity wblch bas brcn accorded
It by tbe leading nvwHpiipors and magazines of tbls continent, and
Wtiereos. Public opinion Is to a very great extent molded by tbe press
and brondt-nrd by Its Intelligent crItlcUm, end
Wherraa, The press Is of liu-stimable value to producor.s In guiding
their t'fforts to barmotiizo the screen drama wltb public sympathy, be it
Besolvrd. That the ManaRcrs' Association of Eastern Canada In conTontloD assembled express Its thanks and appreciation to tbe newspapers and maRaxInes which have so defended tbe rights ot the moving
picture Industry and helped to RUlde Its actions, and further
Rcsolvrit. That this convention express to the Movinp Picture World
Its special thanks for (he great service It la rendering to tbe cause
ot the orKaniz(^>d exhibitor.

W. C. McKay, manaper of the St. John Opera House, was
the mover of a resolution suggestini? that the new league
inform the film dealers that its memi)ers are willing to pay
their bills within the current weeks as a compromise between
the credit plan and the pre-payment system now in process
of enforcement.
There were numerous important motions put. seconded and
carried during the long business session, and one point which
all the managers seemed to agree with hearty voice was what
they termed to be the evil of being forced to book serial
stories as a "pig-in-a-poke." The managers pronounced
strongly against signing contracts for such features unless
either the vending agency or the individual manager himself were absolutely assured by personal scrutiny that the
whole series was of sufficient merit to warrant the booking
of it. In some cases such films had absolutely failed as attractions after five or six episodes and great injury was
wrought upon the houses by the remaining chapters. Therefore, the league moved that central distributing agencies
should be absolutely sure of the quality of their goods before they accepted them from the manufacturer and in this
way a great step forwarrl in co-operation would be taken.
In connection with the pre-payment plan and its remedy.
the C. O. D. shipping of film to all dissenters, an exhaustive
discussion arose. Some managers of good standintr threatened to close their houses rather than submit to this treatment after having been such fair dealers for years. Others
said it would only be penny wisdom and pound foolishness
for them to take such a drastic measure as this, and one man
was frank enough to admit that he could not afford to pay
in advance for his pictures. All of these arguments, which
were somewhat modified in subsequent conversations, cleared
the atmosphere on this vexed question, and at a subsequent
business session some of the hasty decisions of the first meeting were rescinded.
In fact, all minds were more or less purged of bitter opinions and radical views by the frank open discussion of questions near to the managerial heart and it is almost certain
that misunderstandings concerning ore-payment anH C. O. D.
systems, which arose through the rather crude and undiplomatic manner in which these strictures were announced by
some film agencies, were dispelled.
The social element which entered in the Halifax convention was delightful. No royalty was ever treated better. The
managers of theaters entertained the party in their houses:
automobiles were constantly flitting the visitors over the interesting parts of Halifax, which is taking such an important
nlace as a port of departure for Canadian troops, and on
Sunday, the 17th. a sail on the mae'nificent harbor, out on
the Atlantic and into the charming Northwest Arm was the
happy lot of not onlv the convention members, but of all
theater workers of Halifax, who included talent plaving the
various houses. Buffet lunch was served aboarH and motion
picture cameras and kodaks were constantly clicking. The
presence of British war vessels, the gigantic transport.
"Olympic"; the dock-yard'^, steel net booms across the harbor
and all that sort of war-like thing was great divertissement
for the strangers. Before returninsr to land President Golding mounted the hatchwav and called upon a representative
personage from each group present for either a speech or
some item of entertainment. Everybody responded handsomely and sealed the bond of unity more closelv than ever.
Particularly interesting' were the extended remark^; of W. C.
Gookin. of tbe V-L-S-E. Toronto: L. E. Ouimet. of the Pathe
interests. Montreal, and Phil Kanfifman. of the Famous
Players Film Service, Ltd.. Toronto. A. E. Wall, of the
Board of Censors. N. S.. and R. J. Macadam were also instructive in their remarks. Miss Alice Fairweathev, writer
for the St. John Standard, which paper had the enterprise to
send their representative along to the convention, made a
regular busine<:s-woman speech and was londly applauded.
When the St. John special pullman nulled out of Halifax
with the deleeates living west of Halifax, a bio^ crowd was
down to the station to cive them a cheery send-oflF.
The next meetincr of the leagtie will be held in St. John in
the auttimn of 1917.
In th« meantime the Executive Com-
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mittee will hold, several sessions. During the Halifax convention about thirty managers enrolled on the charter membership roster and handed in their $10 annual fee.

Working in West Virginia
Organizer Herrington Stirring
Up Interest in An Exhibitors*
League.
A

CONFERENCE for the purpose of effecting a State
organization of motion picture exhibitors in West Virginia will be held at the McClnre House, Wheeling, W.
Va., on Sunday, October 8. Frederick J. Herrington, national
organizer of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, has arranged to meet a number of the leading exhibitors
of Wheeling and vicinity to consider plans for the proposed
organization. West Virginia formerly had one of the best
working organizations in the country and Herrington expresses the belief that much can be accomplished by again
bringing the exhibitors of that State together. The old
organization, which has been inactive for some time, was
affiliated with the national body, but disbanded in 1913, following the split in the ranks at that time. The following
stirring appeal has been issued by Organizer Herrington:
Fellow exhibitors of Wheeling, W. Va., and tbe surrounding territory:
You are urgently requested to attend a mepting of exhibitors of Wheeling
and adjacent territory at the McClure House, Wheeling, on Sunday,
October S, at 2 P. M., for the purpose of reorganizing the West Virginia branch of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America,
erally.
which has for its object the improvement of the picture business genTbe motion picture exhibitor of today is waging a losing battle against
a bo.st of enemies worse than any business ever before has had to contend with. An unjust censorship, a discriminating quarantine, the low
price of admission, the Increased cost of films ; these and many other
conditions are sapping the very life blood from the theater business.
These are conditions we must already contend with, but is that the end
of the persecution of our business? We don't know. What is to prevent
all these people, official and otherwise, who are trying to regulate our
business for us — the business in which we have hundreds of thousands of
dollars invested — what is to prevent these people from further imposing
unjust restrictions upon our theaters, the necessity for which exists
only in the minds of the "regulators"? Individual protests are futile.
Only in concerted action may the remedy be found.
What are you doing to help? We are fighting with our backs to tbe
wall. Not for our individual interests, but for the good of the industry.
Are you going to join us? Are you going to help us place your business on a profitable basis— a basis of continued prosperity, not one of
ppriods? Or are you going to s-^off and sneer because of a previous failure
of the exhibitors" league? We don't care if your house is a large or
small one. Our fight is a common one, and in order to come out victorious we must stand united.
Come to the meeting and hear and take part in the discussions which
will result in improved business conditions.
FRED
J. HERRINGTON.

EXHIBITORS'

LEAGUE

COMMITTEE
PARK.

AT

ASBURY

A committee of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League,
consisting of Lee A. Ochs, Samuel H. Trigger. J. N. Hartsall.
Samuel Spedon, F. M. Alexander, and C. R. Macauley. made
a trip to Asbury Park on the twelfth of this month for the
purpose of meeting Secretary Tumulty, by appointment,
and learning from him the attitude of the present administration toward the moving picture industry. President Ochs,
of the league, explained the growth of the picture business,
and the opposition to censorship throughout every department of the industry. Although not claiming to speak
oflficially. Secretary Tumulty is reported to have said that
the administration was opposed to any form of censorship,
federal, national, or state.
At the end of the interview, which took place in the summer executive office at Asbury Park. Mr. Tumulty assured
the members of the league that the doors of the White House
are always open to the leaders of the Moving Picture Industry.
THREE

HUNDRED CLERGYMEN
"CIVILIZATION."

SEE

"Civilization" is establishing record upon record. The other
day three hundred representatives of various churches saw
the production at the Tremont theater. Boston, and the subsequent apreciations of the Ince soectacle, which appeared in
the religious papers, and issued from the mouths of many of
these ministers in their oulpit. constituted a remarkable tribute
to this production, all the more noteworthy in that they came
from a class, the clerey. which at one time was markedly
antagonistic to anv kind of motion picture production. Now
so impressed are they with "Civilization" that some of them
even seriously suggest that the picture might h^xe_lhe. effect
of converting the world to Christian sanity.

~
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William A. Brady on Trade Conditions
President of the National Association
About the Past, Present and Future
of the Screen

Talks

THE
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry
will become effective in the fullest sense of the word
when its membership rolls contain tiie names of one
hundred per cent, of the m.en engaged in the different professions and trades identified with the industry," said William
A. Brady, president of that organization.
"Every activity connected with the motion picture is eligible to membership then, Mr. Erady?" asked the World representative.
"Yes, indeed! This is a composite organization and includes the men who produce and distribute the pictures, also
employment agents, projection engineers, publications devoted exclusively to motion pictures, transportation companies, billposting companies, and all employees of establishand plants ofinthe
any National
way connected
with was
the seated
industry."
The ments
President
Association
in his
officeearnestness
at the W'orld
and the
it was
evident
the
with Film
whichCorporation,
he spoke that
subject
was by
of
vital importance to him. Willian: A. Brady has decided
views on the matters that interest him and experiences no
difficulty in putting his views into words.
"The meetings last week were productive of much good
work, I understand."
"We enrolled a number of the leading corporations, and
the question of censorship was fullv discussed and an important step decided upon. The exhibitors must censor themselves, but there should be no salacious pictures produced
Returning to the question of membership in the National
Association, several .gentlemen, non-members, were permitted
to attend the last meeting and help to shape the policy of
our attitude toward censorship, but after thev Iiad got what
thev wanted, they did not iotn. This was a great mistake on
their part. The next twelve months, I feel convinced, will
be the crucial months of the movine picture business and I
consider it the dutv of everv one connected with it to join
the National Association and give one year's dues."
Mr. Brady paused to si^n a document which was laid before him bv one of his office force, then continued:
"This business is at the noint where it needs a lot of nursinff. We have onlv scratched the surface in reeard to its possibilities. Ifwe fail to realize its future, it will he taken away
from us. the same as the automobile business was taken out
of the hands of its original promoters. So far. the amusement features of the screen are the only ones that interest us
— or the public. The public, bv the wav. is alwavs responsible
for the holding back of any big idea — thev are slow to accept
any new thing. It is the scientific side of the industry, however, that is going to make it expand into a bicrger proposition than even the automobile business. The camera in the
schools, the filming of the onerations of great sur.geons and
the experiments of famous scientists, the preserving of countless human efforts bv a imiversal medium of expression, is
going to give this latest and greatest addition to 'the art
preservative' a ten-fold higher standing than it has now.
The time is not ripe for this branch of the work, perhaps.
The other day I went into the Strand theater and Professor
Muensterburg was demonstrating some scientific experiment
on the screen. It should have commanded the attention of
every one present, but it didn't — the audience kept walking
out on him."
"That is the fate of the pioneer in anv movement, isn't it?"
"Yes; but some one is going to stick to this side of the
game and win."
Mr. Brady lit his cigar and smiled reminiscently before he
continued;
"The moving picture had to struggle along at the beginnino'
in much the same way as the flying machine. A number of
years aeo I gave an exhibition down at Brighton Beach, a reproduction ofthe Boer War. One day a nueer looking chap
came to me and wanted to rent the grounds everv morning
for the purpose of trying out a fiving machine of his own
invention. We came to terms and the next morning he was
on hand with his airshin. He never got verv high uo in the
air, however. He would rise about ten feet, then down he
wonfd come again. But he kept at it and each day went a
little higher.
Word of what he was doing got noised about,
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and before long he had quite a crowd every day — waiting to
see him get killed. They were not gratified entirely, but he
did fall and break his leg. Now see what the makers of
aeroplanes have accomplished for humanity! It will be
the san-.e with the scientific end of the moving picture. Some
brave souls will not be dismayed by the apathy of the public
and will reap their reward."
"Didn't Pathe have a moving picture theater in Paris,
where the facts relating to tuberculosis were shown?"
"Yes, and it was kept running for over a year. I wonder
that no one has brought the exhibition to this country."
"To return to the National Association: co-operation and
censorship are the biggest questions it has to consider, I take
"Yes, In regard to the first, there should be no 'one man
rule.' We are all interested, and everv man should do his
share. The censorship matter can be fought successfully, if
we all put our shoulders to the wheel. A very important
move has already been made. By the way, the Revenue Bill,
with its tax of one-half of one per cent, on all industries, was
mainly defeated by the moving picture men."
In direct
line with the expression by Mr. Brady in the
it?" interview
foregoing
that the National Association will become
effective when its membership represents 100 per cent, of the
industry, word comes from Secretary Elliott of the association that following the definite declaration asjainst censorship several manufacturing concerns have allied with the
N. A. M. P. I.
These include the Mutual, Triangle. Fox, Kalem. Thanhouser, Pathe. Wharton. Inc.. Crystal. Cosmofotofilm and
the Kinecartoon. David Wark Griffith, whose address on
censorship was one of the features of the gathering that
unanimously decided against it, has also taken an individual
membership.
There was a luncheon meeting at Shanley's. Fortv-third
street and Broadway, on .September 27, when the Equipm.ent
and Supplies Branch discussed the necessity of organizing its
particular branch of trade into a country-wide or.ganization.
which would deal, through the national association, with
some of the problems that sorely press the dealer at present.
There were present E. S. Porter, of the Precision Machine
Company: E. Kendall Gillette. Walter J. Moore, T. H. Hallberg. Fred Hawley. J. F. Coufal and William M. Seabury,
general counsel of the association, w^ho gave legal guidance
regarding the proposed organization, its purposes, its interrelation with the central body, and the co-operative and protective limitations. It was made Clear that a better understanding between all branches could only be brought about
by frequently getting together, with plain speaking as to
grievances and things to be remedied.
The Equipment and Supplies Division is the third of the
big sections to organize. The date of its general meeting
for that purpose has been fixed for Wednesday. October 4,
at 2.30 P. M.. at the headquarters in the Times Building.
The national standing committees will soon n'.eet for the
purpose of organization. Their work is of basic importance
and indicates the thoroughness with which the methods of
big bu*:iness is working to shape the industry to power, vigor
and efficiency. These committees are: Standards. Nicholas
Power, chairman; fire protection, regulation and insurance.
Jesse Lasky: transportation. J. Stuart Blackton; industrial
economics. Richard A. Rowland: labor. P. A. Powers.
.\ campaign conference was held during the week and
several letters were received from political candidates requesting the support of the national association. The campaign committee will meet next week to hear the report of
the chairman. Lee Ochs. president of the Exhibitors' League
of America. Mr. Ochs has already reported that the exhibitors of New Hampshire have begun to effect a strong organization to combat hostile legislation at the coming session of
the legislature. The Exhibitors' League will give aid and
direction throughout New England.
The national association faces a year that will be filled with
activities all over the country, for the forty-four Legislatures
soon to convene will be watched for adverse legislation. If
anv develop all of the resources of the organization will be
called into plav to defeat it. Legal talent and effective
speakers familiar with the work will be aided by the power
of the exhibitor to influence public sentiment by the screen.
The exhibitors of Philadelphia, where censorship is most
onerous, had arranged tor a eoji|^en|?_with Mr. 0«hs, on
"^-^ --^
'~—
'Sunday. October I.
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Mayors on Federal Censorship ^ ® ^ ss %// /^ sherwood
Heads of Cities Everywhere Emphatic in Position
That Federal Censorship Will Not
Be Binding Upon Them

THE
censorship question is a vital one to all engaged
in tlie motion picture industry. The problem is to
provide something that will satisfy the tastes of individuals in all parts of the country. In the effort to do this
more than one device for establishing standards has been
suggested. The latest is a Federal censorship board or
commission controlling through the transportation of films
in interstate and foreign commerce. What effect will this
device, if adopted by Congress, have upon the activity of
local groups, official and otherwise, attempting to censor
for a given community? Would it be as good as a body of
volunteers such as the National Board of Review, which
controls through its broad-minded point of view and its advisory character?
With the object of securing a definite expression of opinion from those most directly concerned officially with the
point of view of the public in the question of Federal censorship of motion pictures, the National Board of Review
of Motion Pictures recently sent a questionaire to the mayors
of a number of cities in different parts of the country. The
results have just been compiled.
The replies represent the views of the chief executives of
cities as far apart as Portland. Me., and Pasadena, Cal., and
St. Paul and Minneapolis and Baton Rouge.
Only one replied that he would be willing to eliminate the
responsibility from local officials, while four-fifths of the
total number said they would not. Opinion was more divided regarding the extent to which a Federal board of censorship would satisfy the various elements of a given community. There was strong objection to the idea of limiting
the right of each locality to -take action for itself should
public opinion be against the decision of the proposed Federal Board. \\*ith the exception of two mayors, who gave
no direct answer, all said they would not permit a film objectionable to their communities to be shown, even if it had
been passed by the Federal Board.
Some of the expressions of opinion and comment were as
follows :

their fjcneral social wcltare. It will never be possible to
eliminate the influence of local taste. The Federal body
established by law, however excellent its intentions, is likely
to lose flexibility after the manner of all Federal institutions,
its standards would constantlj' lag behind those which the
people were establishing for themselves. It would follow
other Federal departments whose sole authority is a law, in
making the dictionary its statute book. Dictionaries are
notoriously conservative, unelastic and arbitrary. Only human beings change their [)oints of view. That is the reason
why a body of hi.gli-inindcd volunteers such as the National
Board of Review is likely to be a better guide than a legally
bound Federal body.
The way to successfully meet the tastes of each locality
is through co-operation. E.xhibitors are realizing this, as
has
been illustrated
in a is
recent
movement
in
Detroit.
The problem
that "get-together"
of supplying each
locality
with a guide as to the merit of pictures by a reviewing body
whose judgment is recognized as reasonable and just. If
local authorities can be sure that the statements they receive are such, and are borne out by experience, each community is put in a position to act wisely through its constituted authorities. The exhibitors by co-operation with
these in a friendly spirit will find that legalized censorship
will not be demanded by anybody — on the ground of morals
at any rate.
The work of supplying localities with information regarding films is one of the tasks which the National Board of
Review of Motion Pictures performs. Up to the present
time no better way of solving the problem of local censorship has been found. The Board does not believe in legalized
censorship, but it does in co-operation for the purpose of
raising mandthe
average quality of films and stimulating the defor them.
EDUCATIONAL

FILMS

WANTED

IN HONDURAS.

want."
W, G, Chapman. Mayor. Portland. Me. — "Believe that each community
through proper officials are the best judges of what are the proper pictures for that particular community and those that are not."
Anthony Sunderland, Mayor. Danbury. Conn, — "I believe In the least
possible amount of Interference with local affairs by either Federal or
State laws. I consider the proposed censorship entirely uncalled for.
linneces,sary. and really un-American, as interfering with personal
right."

Consul E. M. Lawton. Tegucigalpa, writes in "Commerce
Reports" that the Teatro de Variedades in that city holds a
concession from the Honduras Government by the terms
of which the owners must give, periodically, a certain number of performances free of admission to the public. Two
of the three concessionaires owning the theater are nativeborn -\mericans. Both Government and owners are desirous of making these exhibitions of real educational worth
to the people and have asked the help of the consulate in
Tegucigalpa in securing films such as are sometimes furnished by large manufacturing concerns showing mechanical
cperations and processes in their factories, or by governmental institutions and departments, showing methods and
practices in agriculture, natural history, forestry, and the arts
and sciences generally.
The concessionaires do not feel justified in buying the
films, but it is hoped that some such films will be loaned
gratis for advertising or educational purposes or leased at
a nominal rental. The management will gladly furnish necessary banking references as to their responsibility and serious intentions and will give the films all the publicity demanded. If the films can be furnished with titles and subtitles in the Spanish language, so much the better: but this
is not entirely necessary, as in any other case a preliminary
explanation can be prepared here, in Spanish, for throwing
on the screen before starting the picture.
Motion pictures of this sort may not produce actual commercial results of a concrete character, but certainly would
help to cement existing friendly relations with the people of
Honduras, and. as demonstrating the progressiveness and
development of .American institutions and commerce, their
exhibition is worthy of commendation. It is suggested that,
after first making the necessary arrangement with Government officials, the reels might be consigned to the American
consulate at Tegucigalpa for a reasonable period, then to
be returned or sent in turn to other consulates in Central
.■\merica for similar use in their respective districts.

In summing up it would appear that the feeling is widespread that each locality should retain its right to pass official judgment.
It is impossible for a national body at once to satisfy the
tastes of a city like New York having five million inhabitants
and those of a market center in an agricultural district in
the Middle West. The national reviewing body can only
pass upon questions which affect human beings as such and

IT WAS A MODEST PRESS AGENT.
In a story sent out by the Pathe publicity department and
published in our columns the statement was made that the
National Sunday Magazine has a circulation of 500.000,
whereas the real circulation is over 2.000.000. Those scoffers
who believe that a publicity man multiplies everything by
ten will find food for thought in this.

James E. Woodward, Mayor. Atlanta, Ga. — "This is a very large
country and peopled by many nationalities. Many large cities are more
liberal than smaller ones. A negro prize fight might not be objectionable in some parts of the country but it would not be tolerated in the
South. There might be scenes tending to advertise the liquor business
which would be illegal in our state. That is a question that should be
left entirely to be controlled locally.'*
Clifford B. Wilson. Mayor. Bridgeport. Conn. — "It seems to me that
the fact that a picture has been passed by the Federal Board would
not necessarily mean such picture could be exhibited against the desires
of a community. It might have weight in claiming the propriety of
showing same, but I should think each community should be the final
arbiter in all cases."
George M. Wright. Mayor, Worcester. Mass. — "I am of the opinion
that if a Federal board of censorship were created It might not always
prove satisfactory to the people of this city, and that, therefore, I teel
that, as Mayor of this city. I am opposed to the abrogation of any of
the rights of this oflBce in stopping the production of any motion picture
or other theatrical entertainment which we might consider detrimental
to the morals and welfare of the people of this particular community."
Walter R. Stone. Mayor. Syracuse. N. Y. — "I have a strong feeling
that voluntairy review In some manner, similar to the review your board
Is now engaged in with many film productions, will In the long run
produce the best results, and personally I would like to see the influence of your board extended. The people generally can be depended
upon to regulate these public movements in a manner that is entirely
proper, and I am convinced they will do so with the moving picture
industry once the exhibitors get in Intimate touch with what the people
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"Common Law" Well Received
Initial Showing to Public in Several Cities Given Favorable
Comment.

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG has made her long heralded
appearance in the first of her own company's productions, a seven-reel adaptation of Robert W. Chambers'
novel, "The Common Law," and scored the greatest triumph
of her career. In both New York and Chicago, where prerelease showings of this brilliant film production were given
last week, the picturization of the popular Chambers story
proved a record breaker both in attendance and in the general critical and public acclaim with which it was received.
In New York the picture was screened simultaneously at
eight of the Marcus Loew theaters. In point of attendance
the picture topped the highest week-day receipts in the history of the Loew houses. Miss Young gave additional zest to
the occasion by a whirlwind tour of the city to appear in person before the delighted audience in each theater.
The story of the Chicago pre-release showing at the Studebaker theater, where the picture is being given a sixteen day
run, is concisely stated in the following telegram received by
Mr. Selznick from his mid-western associates, Messrs. Jones,
Linick & Schaeffer, of Chicago.
"Clara Kimball Young in 'The Common Law' did biggest
business in the history of Studebaker theater. Over two
thousand on the two days. Everybody well pleased- All
three morning papers. Tribune, Herald, Examiner, give picture wonderful criticism,
.\ccept our congratulations."
The critics of both cities united in showering Miss Young
with bouquets of complimentary phraseology about the supremity of her beauty and unexcelled appeal of her acting.
The brilliancy of the work of the splendid cast selected to
support the star was also universally commented upon, as was
the masterly skill with which Director General Capellani has
caught the spirit of the Chambers story and set it forth in
seven swiftly moving reels of photographically perfect film.
Plans have been perfected to make the pre-release showing
of the picture at the Globe theater in Boston, Monday evening, October 2. another gala occasion. Miss Young will
visit Boston to appear before her opening audiences and arrangements for her entertainment by civic and official society have been made.
The regular release date for the picture will be October
16, and so great has been the demand for first showings that
the Selznick organization has been forced to make 100 prints,
the greatest number ever ordered in the historv of motion
picture, for a single feature production. This, taken in consideration witli the fact that more than a quarter of a million
dollars worth of bookings have already been contracted for
would seem to prove beyond all doubt the success of the
Selznick plan of presenting Miss Young and other brilliant
stars at the head of their own companies on an open booking
policy.
FRANKIE

MANN,

THE

NEW

IVAN

VAMPIRE.

Miss Frankie Mann, whose notable work in "Her Surrender" aroused the unanimous approval of the critics, was
born in Mill Hall, Pa., is the daughter of Robert Mann, Jr.,
who previous to the financial panic of 1907 was a powerful
financier, .\ccustomed to every luxury until that time, his
high spirited daughter lost no time in vain i egret, but making
quick inventory of her abilities and inclinations she decided
to try the route to fame via the footlights.
Making good in the Castle Square Stock in Boston, she
next essayed the Orpheum Stock Company of Philadelphia.
The flickering films beckoned her and she deserted the spoken
stage for the screen. During her three years with the Lubin
organization. Miss Mann appeared in most of the big successes put out by this company, among which are: 'The
House Next Door." "The Sporting Duchess." "The Climbers."
"The Great Ruby" and many others. Miss Mann is rapidly
winning for herself an enviable place in filmdom, each succeeding role which she enacts adds new laurels to her already great reputation and her work in "Her Surrender," the
latest Ivan production, stamps her as among the foremost
leading ladies of the screen world.

MARGUERITE

CLARK RENEWS CONTRACT
FAMOUS PLAYERS.

WITH

Contrary to the rumors that have constantly found their
way into print for the last few weeks to the effect that Marguerie Clark, the internationally popular Famous Players star,
would abandon the screen and return to the stage, it is announced that Miss Clark has just renewed her contract with
the Famous Players.
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Kalem Stars Welcomed
Marin Sais and True Boardman Royally Welcomed
of Twenty California Houses.

on Tour

M-ARIN
"The Girl
Frisco," series,
and True
Board-a
man, SAIS,
her co-star
in from
the Kalem
received
taste of their former stage life during the past few
weeks on a tour of California theaters. The personal appearances of the stars on the stages of the photoplay theaters
have been met with enthusiastic crowds at each of the dozen
houses thus far visited, w^hile eight more are on the list.
Neither the Kalem Company nor the stars was directly responsible for the plan of having the players make a circuit
of the theaters. Since the success of the Kalem series of the
West e.xhibitors have been frequent visitors to the Kalem
studio at Glendale, which is under the management of Director James W. Home. Four weeks ago a committee replesenting the Southern California exhibitors booking the
series from the Los Angeles exchange, declaring that
"Frisco" had become the most popular feature of their programs with their patrons, requested a possible personal appearance.
Though it meant a considerable sacrifice of time Miss Sais
and True Boardman readily assented to the plan and have
been appearing at the houses possible to reach without delaying operations at the studio. With the series extended to
twenty-five episodes the studio force is now kept working at
top speed.
The requirement for unusually elaborate and different settings in each of the two reel episodes of the series makes
the demands on the studio force especially exacting. For the
tenth episode, "The Reformation of Dog Hole," the episode
released October II, Director Home found it necessary to
construct the entire main street of the fictitious town of Dog
Hole. In "The Yellow Hand," issued the following Wednesday, some weirdly realistic settings in the interior of Chinese
joss-houses called for the outlay of much time and expense.
The story of "The Yellow Hand" is built on the question
of Chinese immigration and involves the operations of the
mysterious Dragon Brotherhood. Two hundred Chinese
players were engaged for the production by Director Home,
most of them appearing in the temple scenes, while a few
have parts of importance, in which they are seen to good
advantage.
Ronald Bradbury. Frank Jonasson, Josephine West, Edward Clisliee and Steve Murphy are among the other players
seen in these two coming episodes of the series by Robert
Welles Ritchie.
OLIVE

THOMAS

HAS

BIG

AMBITION.

for such a diminuambition
a big
OLIVE tiveTHOMAS
girl. It is to has
be the
greatest
motion picture actress
in the world. Miss Thomas is now appearitig as visiting star in support of Harry Fox and Grace Darling in several episodes of the International Film Service's photoplay
series. "Beatrice Fairfa.x.". She has won unstinted praise not
only
the beautiful
manner
which
"screens," but
for theforwonderful
dramatic
abilityin she
has she
displayed.
"k\\ of my previous theatrical experience has been acquired
in musical comedies," explained Miss Thomas, "and I never
realized until I joined the International forces what a really
great field the motion pictures offer. Many persons imagine
that all one has to do in motion pictures is to look pretty.
But I honestly believe that greater talent is required in
motion picture work than in the spoken drama."
Miss Thomas is a native of Charleroi, a suburb of Pittsburgh, but the smoke and grime of the great industrial community did not prevent her from becoming one of the most
beautiful women in .America. She spent all of her childhood
in and around Pittsburgh, having lived in another suburb,
Glassport, for several years. She was sixteen years old
when she landed in New York. That was— well, it was four
"OUie." as
to look at
never
ago, but
vears
iter friends
all vou
call would
her, that
she think
has reached
the advancfd
age of 20.
For two years prior to joining the International. Miss
Thomas was with the Ziegfeld Follies and attracted wide
, „ . .
attention by her grace, charm and beauty.
Miss Thomas' first appearance in "Beatrice Fairfax is m
the tenth episode, "Play Ball," in which she plays the part
of "Rita Malone," sweetheart of "Kerrigan," the Giant player.
KATHLYN WILLIAMS TO LECTURE.
Kathlvn Williams, the popular Morosco-Pallas star, has
just been honored with an invitation from the Wisconsin
State LTniversity. to deliver a series of lectures on the art of
making motion pictures.
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By JAS. S. McQUADE
C

AMI 1-1. E D'AKCV. for sometime past connected with
Essanay's acting forces, died Wednesday, September
27, at her home in this city, after a montli's illness.
Miss
D'Arcy
a well-known
stockSide,
actress,
many years inwas
theaters
on the West
this and
city.sheSheplayed
took
a great pleasure in photoplay acting and scored quite a number of hits during her career. The last picture in which I
saw Miss D'.Vrcy was "The Pacifist," in which she played
one of the leading characters, opposite Harry Dunkinson.
This production was a comedy, in which Miss D'.\rcy played
her role with much cleverness. Miss D'Arcy in private life
was the wife of Dr. Loren Wilder, of Chicago.

*

*

*

sentation of "The Common Law," at the Studebaker. Accompanying the invitation was an attracive imitation booklet,
which bore on the front cover a likeness, in colors, of Clara
Kimball Young, and on the back the title of the book and the
name of Robert W. Chambers, the author.

*

♦

*

Hector J. Streyckmans, well known in film circles here,
arrived in the city Monday, September 25, from New York.
Hector has left the film business, and will engage in promoting the interests
of the new motor truck of the Clyde
Motor Truck
Co.

*

*

*

Watterson R. Rothacker, president of the Rothacker Film
Manufacturing Co.. states that he will issue in a few days a
small booklet. 7 by 4'_. inches in size, of 50 pages, which
will enable every cameraman to identify accurately every
scene he exposes. Mr. Rothacker believes that this booklet
will make possible the best expert care m developing, and
will make it impossible to have any mix-up in the scenes.
Many valuable instructions and suggestions to cameranien
will be included in the work, and Mr. Rothacker believes
that if they are followed they will assist in reaching the
highest grade of film quality. A more extensive description
of the booklet will appear in these columns when it has been
published.

Wallie Decker, publicity manager of the Chicago office o£
Paramount, informs me that Florence Vidor made a trip by
automobile, recently, from Houston. Tex., to Los .•\ngeles,
she Morosco
will appear
with on
Lenore
Ulrich in "The
Intrigue,""
awhere
coming
release
the Paramount
program.
He
states that she was robbed on the way by a band of gypsies,
who took everything of value belonging to her machine, but
that she managed to arrive in Los .•\ngeles in time to start
work.
* *
♦

Frank Marion, formerly president of the Kalem Company,
passed through the city one day last week on his way to
California. His visit is not in any way connected with moving picture business, as I understand Mr. Marion is studying
certain types of Indians *
for use
* in* decorative art.

Roscoe .^rbuckle made a brief stop-over in the city on his
way to Los Angeles after a long season in New York. He
announced, while here, that he will cease to be a Keystone
player in January, when be will begin work for his own company, which will be known as the Comique Film Corporation.
J M. Schenck. of the Loew Enterprises, is associated with
him. Mr. Arbuckle gave out that, at the outset, the product
of the new company will be confined to comedies in two
reels, otie of which will be made every month. He justified
this policy with the remark, "You can't make people laugh
through five reels." He said that, later, the company might
make some dramatic pictures, but that he would have nothing
to do with their direction. Mr. .Arbuckle will not engage any
stock company. He, AI. St. John and a girl will be the only
regulars, and all the other people required will be hired. For
tlic next three months Mr. .Arbuckle will devote himself to
building his new studio and completing his nlans for the
future.

«

*

*

H. H. Buckwalter informs me that the new George Kleine
Denver offices are located at 729 Eighteenth street, just a
few doors from the new post office, and centrally located for
business. The new Salt Lake offices, at 127 East Second
South street, are also equally well situated for the convenience of exhibitors. The Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay Service will be handled from these offices.

*

*

*

Harry Weiss, general manager of the Central Film Corporation, has added F. E. Whitmer to the sales force of the
company. Mr. Weiss has just returned from a ten-day automobile trip through Indiana and Illinois, and reports quite an
improvement in conditions since his last visit through this
territory, in July. E.xhibitors are more optimistic and business has much improved. He reports that the entire coal
mining district of Illinois is at present tied up with infantile
paralysis, and that notice has been served on all theaters in
Princeton, Ottawa. Peru and La Salle, forbidding the owners
to allow any children in their theaters, until the epidemic is
over. This, naturally, has caused poor business for exhibitors in the section affected.

*

*

*

Marion H. Kohn, president of the Consolidated Film Corporation, ofSan Francisco and Los .\ngeles. made a pleasant
call at the Chicago office Tuesday, September 26. After attending to some business in the interests of his company,
Mr. Kohn left for New York City the followinff day. Tlie
Consolidated recently purchased "The Ordeal." a six-part
Life-Photo production, which will be shown in several western States. Mr. Kohn said that this subject will be included
m the opening program of the new St. Francis theater, directly across from the St. Francis Hotel, in San Francisco.
The St. Francis is now nearing completion, and will have its
formal opening in about four or five weeks. The seating capacity isabout 1,600.

*

•

*

Ralph T. Kettering, publicity manager for Jones. Linick
& Schaefer, got out a handsome invitation for the initial pre-

Wallace Pyke, the well known character man, has been engaged to appear in Pallas pictures, and will be seen in "A
.Son of Erin." a coming *Dustin* Farnum
feature.
*

Standard Film Industries Incorporates
Louis B. Jennings at the Head of New Concern
Under the Laws of Virginia.

Organized

LOUIS B. JENNINGS, president of the American Film
Laboratories, Inc., of New York City, announces the
incorporation of the Standard Film Industries, Inc.,
under the laws of \'irginia, with a capitalization of $10,000,000.
I lie new company has taken over the .Vmcrican Film Laboratories, which have a large developing and printing capacity.
It is stated that but $1,750,000 will be issued, to be used in
payment for the interests taken over, the lialance of the stock
reniaining in the treasury, to be issued from time to time as
the occasion may require .
Mr. Jennings, who is also president of the Standard, states
that arrangements have been completed for distribution
through twenty exchanges for the product the organization
will control. Franchises will be given to financially sound
companies. One of the aims of the company will be the
reduction of overhead expenses.
Associated with Mr. Jennings as directors are Philip O.
Mills, .\nthony J. Drexel. George J. Hurty and Eliot Norton.
It is said other banking and Stock Exchange interests are
identified with the company.
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G. P. VON

HARLEMAN

RUMORMONGERS'
WAGGING
TONGUES.
Film Men
Endeavor
to Stop Idle Gossip — East
Blamed for Absurd Stories.

Is

THE
past two \vt'ei<s in Los Angt-les have bec-n pvinctuated at intervals by startling nmiors from the cast.
The stories carried on the wings of this vulture of
business and society have been proved unfounded. One of
these was that one of the biggest powers in the world would
soon control four of the largest companies in a gigantic
merger. Another story said a certain big producer would
leave his concern and produce for himself.
The latest rumor, the last straw of rumors as it miglit be
called, took us out to Universal City, for it stated there
■was to be a final absorbing of companies, a forming of a big
trust, which would control the whole industry. We went
straight to General Manager H. O. Davis. He only smiled
when lie lieard the story and said: "Well, the Universal is
not yet taking in any other companies, nor do we expect
to take in any company wliatever." Mr. Davis said more
rumors were in the air at the present than there has been
at any other time. The head of the big studio remarked that
his company was progressing better and f»§_ter than ever.
More pictures are now being turned out and with less expense, time and trouble. It is something like eight months
since Mr. Davies took charge, and the difference in the atmosphere on the gigantic "lot" is greatly different, too.
Manager Davis Talks of Production.
Of late some very big pictures of quality and individuality
have been shipped from the coast plant, and the manager
says this policy is to be continued. Bluebird photoplays,
made in the west, are getting the money and are getting
business. Mr. Davis has just shipped a number of five-reelers, all cracking good plays, which will be released during
the fall. One of the big stories, a decidedly novel one. is
"Your Family or Mine," a seven-reel subject. .At first tliis
was known as "Idle Wives," tiien another storj' was woven
in and around it, and the title changed. It is a story within
a story and is a preachment for the moving picture theater,
told in a manner that will strike home. It is an exhibitor's
picture. This is the first time such a picture has been made,
and undoubtedly will be appreciated by every one in the
business.
.Another point in Universal's argument is "The play's the
thing," which is creating much interest in Universal pictures. Mr. Davis' policy of getting a story as the first step
in molding a photoplay has met with success.
WORLD
MEN
VISIT THEATERS.
This week we took out the gasoline wagon and fared
forth to interview the theater men of nearby counties. We
stopped in San Bernardino and visited the Opera House,
which is run by Mrs. M. L. Kiplinger. Here business is
good, with Triangle and Paramount service and other features. Here also are played road shows and other attractions. This house is one of tlie oldest in the state, being
the second theater outside of San Francisco to be built in
the early days. "Jaffery" has just started here and business
looks good for it.
The Temple seats 610 and is managed by J. G. Knapp,
who says business is fine. He runs Metro, Fox and World
first run pictures and charges ten cents. The Auditorium is
run by .\. H. Reeves, who will put in vaudeville soon. Here
business is fair, after a rather quiet summer. Mr. Reeves is
opening the Empress theater in Phoenix on Oct. 9 with
vaudeville and pictures. G. H. Wilson is in charge.
A peculiar circumstance was found at the Temple theater,
for here Manager Knapp had just finished a small fight with
the exchan.ges. Some time ago a special dispensation was
given the former Temple owners to exhibit Fox films at
five cents for the matinee. Knapp bought the house and
continued the practice, adding World and Metro pictures
to his programs, and maintaining the same price, matinees

and

CLARKE

IRVINE

five cents, nights ten cents. Now somebody in the town has
written to the exchanges and they in turn to the home offices
about this one theater charging only five cents while the
others charge ten. So now Manager Knapp has had to change
his price to conform to the rules. But before doing it he said:
"What am I going to do? I have to raise the price to ten
cents or lose these big pictures, and I can't show mv patrons
cheaper pictures. I have decided that Temple patrons are
entitled to and want only the best, so World, Metro and
Fox pictures shall remain in my house, even if the price has
to return
to its former scale." .\nd he is doing a good matinee business.
We met F. T. Bush, an operator who just came up from
the border, where he was working. He used to be in San
Francisco, but is going to remain here for a while,
In Riverside is Manager Howe of the Regent and Orpheum houses, who is a booster exhibitor. Although not
having the pleasure of finding him in, we noted his house
was doing a good business.
At Redlands we met Manager E. Stewart of the Empress,
which seats 600 and is modern in eveVy way. It is a duplicate structure of the Tally theater in Los Angeles, and was
built by the dean of exhibitors some tmie ago. Here is run
Bluebird plays, Metro, Fox, World, Mutual, and one day
open. Business is improving.
Los Angeles Film Brevities,
Donald Crisp, featured in "The Escape," later producer
and actor, and more recently connected with the Clune corporation as producing director, has resigned after fnaking
"The Eyes of the World." It was Donald Crisp who directed
Clune's "Ramona," the multiple reel special feature. Mr.
Crisp is vacationing before
* starting
*
* another proposition.
Billy Garwood, for the past six years screen actor and
director, will open with "On Trial" at the Morosco theater
here in a few weeks. Billy says he is going to take a try at
the stage again, and he wonders how he will feel when he
steps out on the boards, with a thousand persons watching
him, instead of the lone *
eye of* the * camera.
Bob Daly, director, is out of Selig's and is resting before
accepting another position. He has been with this firm for
over a year and has made many good pictures. His charming wife, known on the screen as Fritzi Brunette, has also
left the company.

*

*

*

The Vogue studio is busy with Rube Miller directing a big
picture and R. E. Williamson, who just came from the east,
directing Ben Turpin in a comedy with Gypsy Abbott op-

*

*

*

posite.
On the night of September 30 there were a large number
of men and women actors and directors present at a supper
called in Hollywood for the purpose of organizing the Hollywood Players' Club. Wallace Reid, one time leading light
in the old Phofoplayers' Club, and popular among the players, is at the head of the proposed organization. It is the
idea to build a big club «house.*
*
Manager Callis of the Potter theater in Santa Barbara has
been doing some great improving in his house. He is prepared for the winter rush and has booked some big attractions for his patrons.
* *
*
Mary MacLaren, the L^niversal Bluebird star, who has appeared in some fine productions lately, spoke from the stage
of the Clune Broadway theater one night this week after

*
* Name."
she appeared in "Saving *
the Family
Six horses drawing a big stage in a scene out at Inceville
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became Iriglitencd at pistol shots and yells when the climax
to the scene was made, and ran away, tipping the heavy
coach over and injuring seven persons. All escaped serious
injury except Walter Bryant, who suffered a broken arm and
severe cuts and bruises.

dorf, each for a period of five weeks. The Burton Holmes
lectures will be on "Canada from Coast to Coast" and "The
Canadian Kockies," also "imperial Britain," "La Belle,
Irance" and "The German Fatherland."

Los Angeles' police commission has put its foot down on
officers working in the pictures. In the past a large number
of officers, while off duty, have performed for the camera.^
a part of their sixteen hours of leisure. This pleasant outdoor work will no more be done by the handsome patrolman. The commissioners' *reason
• for* the order is not known.

Richardson Cotton, a photoplay actor on the Essanay
forces, was killed in an automobile accident at Ephraim, Wis.,
where a ki<inapping story was being filmed in a rugged seclion of country. It appears that both the driver ot the machine and Cotton hiniseli are responsible for the accitlent, as
when Cotton made a leap for the running board of the machine, he was .struck by it and instantly killed. Both made
errors in estimating speed and direction. The body was
brought to Chicago for interment.

*

*

«

At .\naheim R. P. .\nderson of San Francisco has purchased the Mason theater from M. Hartheld and has taken
possession.
* *
*
Charles Clary, who finished
rar at the Lasky studio, has
work at the Edendale studio,
stamping ground when Selig
*

a big role with Geraldine Farsigned with Fox and will start
which, by the way, was his old
there.
*operated
*

.M Tropico Cole & Miller, Los Angeles, have invaded
the theater field, having been negotiating for the Bijou theater, which has been closed for some time. They may open
it soon.

*

*

*

Being sick is not half bad, at Universal City, anyway,
where "Doc" Mace holds forth among those sufferers who
have been injured in the big battle of shootin,g scenes and
grinding "16" picture comeras. Herbert Rawlinson is still
hauling around one leg in a plaster cast, waiting for the
ligaments to cement to the bone of his knee, from which
they were torn some weeks ago. Viola Smith is also out and
says she does not want any more intimate scenes with a
runaway horse and wagon.

*

*

*

Manager P. A. Kelley of the Zaragoza theater, down in
Jerome. .Arizona, is improving his house by remodeling it,
installing 400 new chairs and two new projection machines,
together with other necessary and late equipment for the
exhibition of pictures.

*

*

*

Xell Shipman, now with Lasky, grabbed the whole lobby
display last week at Miller's theater, where her picture, "Fire
of Conscience," was being
* shown.
*
*
.Anita King is motoring to San Diego, where she will spend
several days vacationing. After her return she will start a
scries of talks to school children, mothers and clubwomen.
Anita has addressed more such folks than any other one
person around here. She is an attraction.

*

*

♦

W

Christie, head of the firm that bears his name, is working like a real Trojan these days. After having been away
six weeks it is no easy job to swing the studio and its people
back into routine.

«

*

*

Manager Edward J. Cooper of the Princess theater in Santa
Ana. a city about thirty-five miles south of here, dropped
into the Moving Picture World office this week and showed
us some fine pictures of a lobby display that he used in
advertising "God's Country and the Woman." Cooper surely
is a live showman, for his display drew the crowds just as
he wanted it to. The whole lobby was one northern mountain scene, log hug, w'igwams, snow-capped mountains and
everything, even icicles.
Manager Cooper also brought in a picture of the house as
it looked in the flashlight of a photographer's camera. The
people crowded the lobby and took up space on the sidewalk in their endevor to gain entrance to the theater.

*

«

*

G. P.fellow,
\'on Harleman.
own co-correspondent,
friend
good
who is theourPacific
Coast representative
of and
the
Moving Picture World, has departed Los Angeles for a
two weeks* rest and vacation. He just disappeared across the
street into the depths of a ticket office, not saying where he
went.

*

*

*

The Essanay Company has added another aspirant for
honors in moving picture acting in the person of Mrs. Frances
Springer Keith, who shares with her mother the 52,000.000
estate of the late Warren Springer. She is now playing in
her first picture at the Essanay studio.

*

*

*

Orchestra Hall has returned to the field of music and lectures. .\mong the latter are announced the Burton Holmes
travelogues, the Newman Travel Talks and Dwight Elmen-

*

*

*

*

«

*

The Orpheum theater, 112 S. State street, this city, owned
by Jones, Linick & Schaefer, and the first large house in Chicago that was devoted solely to the presentation of moving
pictures, was bombed early Monday morning. September 25.
The bomb was placed in the lirst tire-escape landing, on the
alley, at the rear of the theater, and it went off with a noise
that was heard in all the downtown hotels. The bomb shattered a thick corrugated iron door into ribbons tore out a
couple of seats in the theater balcony, and tlying missiles
scarred the walls. Every window in the near buildings on
the alley, on both sides, was Shattered, .\aron J. Jones states
that only $15 damage was done to the theater, and that he
knows of no reason for the outrage. Business was conducted at the Orpheum at the usual hours on Monday. The
police
attribute
the rival
operators'
unions in the
city, but no clue the
has act
beento found
as yet
to the perpetrators.

*

It is announced

*

*

that the Selig Company

paid $25,000 for

the
exclusive baseball
rights toseries.
the exclusive hlming of the world's
championship
J. H. Herman will take personal charge of at least a dozen
expert cameramen, who will be assigned to the work. Jack
\\ heeler, managing editor of the Selig-Tribune news reel, will
also give his assistance. It is expected that the world's series
will be played in Boston and Brooklyn, and the Selig Company has already arranged for a special car for the cameramen, film editors, laboratory and laboratory experts. The
negative will be developed, cut and trimmed and tne positives
made ready for release to the public within forty-eight hours
after the game is played. Special plans have been completed
for filming the games. Not only will there be close-ups of
the star players in action, but the entire playing field, stands,
and the crowds in attendance will be filmed.
"We expect to film the world's series as they shtuild be
filmed," said Mr. Herman during a recent interview. "We
believe that our plan to establish dark rooms and laboratories in a special car, and there develop and edit the film
will save a great deal of *
time."*

*

The following programs have been announced at the prominent downtown theaters in Chicago for the ensuing week;
Studebaker — "The Common Law" (Clara Kimball Young
Film Corporation) enters its second week, and will end its
16-day run at this house on Sunday evening, October 8. Big
business is reported for this picture.
Fine .\rts — Second week of Thomas Dixon's "The Fall of
a Nation."
Fair business is reported.
V-L-S-E
theater— "Ramona"
(W. H. Clune)
for an indefinite run.
Colonial— "The Birth of a Nation" (D. W. Griffith), which
opened Thursday evening, September 28.
MORE
PLAYERS
ENGAGED
AT UNIVERSAL
CITY.
The following additions have been made to the personnel
at Universal City: On September 8 Wilbur Higby and Mrs.
J. B. Mills to play characters under Director Conway; on
September 11 George Beranger to play juvenile roles under
Director Gerrard, Gladys Boyd to play a school teacher role,
Mary "Talbot to play characters under Director Carleton,
Seymour Zeliff to play characters under Director Conway and
Jack Connolly to play characters under Director Worthington;
on September 12 Harry Depp to play a juvenile role with
Ruth Stonehouse, and Madge Kirby to play an ingenue with
Carter De Haven; on September 13 Louise Owen to play
heavy roles under Director George; September 14 Burwell
Hamerick to play boy roles in general stock, V. Rottman to
plav juvenile under Director Ryder, Fronzi Gunn to play
leads. Tom W'alsh to play characters, and R. H. Ryan to play
leads under Director Millarde. and Max Stanley to play juvenile roles under Director Macdonald; September 15 Harry
Davenport to play characters under Director Worthington.
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A Week of General Film

The Universal Program for Week of October 9
Two
Universal Special Features and a Red Feather will
be released on the Universal program for the week of
Oct. 9. Carter De Haven will be seen in "Breaking Into
Society," a two-reel episode of the "Timothy Dobbs — That's
Me" series, while Marie Walcamp, Eddie Polo and Jack Holt
star in "A Daughter of Mars," the latest two-reel episode of
the new Universal serial "Libert3^" In "Breaking Into Society," ninth of the "Dobbs' series which have been produced bv Wallace Beery from the story by Bess Meredyth,
Carter De Haven is supported by Robert Milash and Margaret Whistler. Besides the principals, the cast of "Liberty"
now includes Bertram Grassby, Neal Hart, G. Raymond Nye,
Maud Emory and L. M. Wells.
The Red Feather release on October 9 is "\ Romance of
Billy Goat Hill." a five-reel drama featuring Myrtle Gonzalez,
Val Paul and Fred Church. The play was scenarioized and
produced by Lynn Rej-nolds from the book by .Mice Hegan
Rice. George Hernandez. Thomas Jefferson. Frankie Lee,
Jack Connelly and Jack. Curtis also play important roles in
the picture. On the same day ".Almost Guilty," a Nestor
comedy featuring Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran and Priscilla
Dean will be released. "--Mmost Guilty" was written by Walter N'ewnian and produced by Louis Chaudet.
On October 10 Mary Fuller will be seen in "Cheaters." a
Gold Seal three-reel underworld and society drama written
by E. XL Engleton, picturized by Catherine Carr and directed
by Lucius Henderson. Clara Byers. Harrv Spingler, Paul
Panzer and Johnnie Walker appear in support of Miss Fuller.
There will be no V^ictor release on this date.
On October 11 the L-Ko tv/o-reel comedy. "Lured But
Cured," with Gertrude Selby, Dan Russell and Charles Inslee
in the principal roles will be released. \o. 41 of the Universal Animated Weekly will be released on the same date.
There will be no release under the Laemmle brand on this
date.
The Universal Special Feature, Flora Parker De Haven in
"Behind Life's Stage," a two-reel human interest drama, will
be released on October 12. \'irginia Corbin. Charlie Cummings. Margaret Whistler and William Welch, appear in
support of Miss De Haven. On the same day the Dorsey
travel picture, "The Beautiful Temples of Ceylon," will be
released as a Powers educational. There will be no release
under the Big U brand on this date.
William Garwood and Lois Wilson will co-star on October
13 in ".\ Soul at Stake," an Imp two-reel Oriental drama
written by John Fleming Wilson, scenarioized by Calder
Johnstone and produced by William Garwood. AI Barzan,
Edward Brady and .\ndrew .-Vrbuckle appear in support of
the versatile Pat.
There will be no Rex release on this date.
"NightRobards.
Shadows,"
drama 14.
written
by
Willis
will a betwo-reel
releasedwestern
on October
.Alfred
Gordon, Edward Carey, Ernest Murray and .\lice Nelson
play the principal roles. "The Oil Smeller." a Joker comedy
written by Charles J. Wilson, Jr.. and produced by P. C. Hartigan will be released on the same date with Ernie Shields, O.
C. Jackson. Yvette Mitchelle and Albert MacQuarrie in the
cast.
"When Little Lindy Sang," a juvenile drama featuring
Ernestine Jones, a little colored girl, w'ill be released with
"Diplomacy," a cartoon, as a split reel under the Powers
brand. "When Little Lindy Sang" was produced by Lule
Warrenton. Little Nora Dempsey and Margaret Whistler
also play important parts in the picture. There will be no
Rex nor L-Ko releases on this date.
The Universal also will release during the week a Rex tworeel drama, a Big U one-reeler, a Laemmle one-reeler and an
Imp one-reeler, the titles of which have not yet been decided
upon.
ANITA KING WILL LECTURE.
Refuting the theory that screen stars, like children, should
be seen and not heard, .\nita King, the Lasky star, has arranged to deliver a series of lectures in California on various topics, some relating to the motion picture and its influence on the thought and line of the day and others devoted to more general subjects. These talks will be delivered
mainly before schools and women's clubs. On October 3
she will address the Cahuanga School Mothers' Circle on
motion picture problems, and on October 24 will be the guest
of honor at the opening of the winter season of the San
Pedro \\*omen's Club, when she will deliver a talk on the
moral influence of the photoplay as a medium of appeal to
the mind and heart.
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A Selig

Opens and Closes
the Noted.
Week
Releases

of October 9 — Other

SELIG productions will open and close General Film
Service program for the week October 9-14. "Converging Paths." from the Selig studios, a drama in
two parts, presenting Robyn Adair and Virginia Kirtley,
will be the first picture shown for the week. This will be
followed by a \'itagraph one-reel comedy, "Billy's Melodrama," presenting William Lytell. Jr., and Shirley Moore.
The SeligTribune will be next thrown on the screen, and as
there has been so much news of importance transpiring lately
this feature of General Film Service program for that week
should be especially interesting. The first day's releases will
conclude with a Biograph reissue, ".\ Tale of the Wilderness," in one act with Dorothy Bernard in the titular role.
To Essanay falls the task of putting theatre patrons of
General Film Service theaters in good humor with their first
picture. Tuesday. October 10. There will be no trouble doing this, however, as the comedy drama, "Money to Burn,"
in two parts, presenting Lillian Drew and John Lorenz, lias
been selected. Then will come a Kalem comedy in one reel,
"The Love Magnet," with "Ham" and "Bud" and Ethel Teare
providing the fun. .Another Biograph reissue in two parts,
".A Pueblo
Legend."
gram for that
day. with Mary Pickford. will close the proEssanay's split-reel Canimated Nooz Pictorial and scenic
film will be the first displayed Wedncsdav. October 11. K
\ im comedy, "Their Installment Furniture," presenting
Harry Myers and Rosemary Theby. will follow this, and then
will come the tenth episode of "The Girl from 'Frisco" in
two
"TheBoardman.
Reformation of Dog Hole," featuring Marin
Sais reels.
and True
SeligTribune and a Vim "Plump" and "Runt" comedy,
"The Candy Trial," will be General Film Service's offering
for Thursday, October 12.
The Knickerbocker Star Feature promises an unusual treat
when "From the Deep," a drama in three parts, featuring
Joyce Moore, is presented as the first offering, Friday, October 13. This will be succeeded by "The Battered Bridegroom," aKalem one-act comedy, with Ivy Close featured.
Two more comedie- -a Vitagraph, "The Mayor's Fall From
Grace," with .Anna Schaefer and Jack Mower, and a Vim production. "Watch Your W^atcli." of the "Pokes" and "Jabs"
series, will close the program for that day.
The final day of the week will begin when "Lost TwentyFour Hours." a comedy in three parts, is shown by Essanay
with Richard Travers and Marguerite Clayton as headliners.
Then will follow the ever-popular release, an episode of
"The Hazards of Helen." by Kalem. featuring Helen Gibson
in "To Save the Special." A Selig one-act drama with Tom
Mix in the titular role, "A Mistake in Rustlers," will conclude
the week's offerings.

NEW CATALOGUE

OF STURTEVANT

HEATERS.

The B. F. Sturtevant Company of Hyde Park, Boston, has
issued Catalogue No. 230, of 136 pages, descriptive of Sturtevant Heaters. The book is printed on an unusual quality of
paper, contains many half-tone cuts of the various appliances
designed for supplying large buildings, and altoge her from
a typographical viewpoint reflects credit on its co-npiler and
publishers. Many pages are devoted to tables giving statistics, for instance, on the heat losses from buildings,
whether these be through transmission or leakage, and calculations for designing heating systems. The book will be of
interest to those theater owners who make a study of the
science of heating and ventilation.
Among the various types of heaters described are the
Sturtevant. Mitre Type. Solid Base, Return Bend and London, in sizes to suit all buildings. It is pointed out why the
Sturtevant system of the fan or hot blast principle is especially adaptable to theaters, among the qualities claimed for it
being flexibility, ready control and regulation, less trouble to
maintain ventilation, less radiating surface required, humidity
control, and the absence of disfiguration by undesirable steam
piping. There is an analysis of the upward and downward
systems of heating.
NEW

PRESS

REPRESENTATIVE
THEATER.

FOR

DETROIT

C. G. Eldridge has been appointed the general press representative of the Duplex theater, of Detroit, Mich., and is
conducting a big campaign along advertising and publicity for
Paramount Pictures.
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Pearl White in Patriotic Role
Famous Pathe Star Will Be Featured in "Pearl of the Army,"
a Military Serial.
PEAkl. WHITK will i>f sun :is an American Joan of
Arc in I'alhc's next serial, "IVarl of the Arir.y," just
announced for release November 12. As the title indicates, "Pearl of the .\rmy" is a military serial, outrivaling
in interest and in popular appeal "Ncal of the Navy," the
successful navy serial released by Pathe in the summer of 1915.
The true atmosphere of Uncle Sam's land forces is pictured
with an exactness of 4^tail that evidences the careful study
made by Guy \V. McConnell, the author. Mr. McConnell has
spent more oi his life stiulyiiii; army conditions from the
viewpoint of the enlisted man, of the officer and also the
departmental man. In the preparation of his picture story he
has had the active co-operation and advice of military
experts.
"Pearl of the Army" is heralded as the serial that will
unmask the secret foes who menace our peace and prosperity. It will also bring home forcibly to the motion picture
millions the dangers that many sec ahead of us because of our
unpreparedness. The serial is being produced by the Astra
Film Corporation, under the direction of Edward Jose,
who produced "The Iron Claw." George B, Seitz, author of
"The Iron Claw," has adapted the story.
Miss White plays the role of Pearl Dare, a twentieth century Joan of Arc, who awakens .America to the dangers surrounding the country. Her millions of admirers who have
followed her adventures in "The Perils of Pauline," "The
Exploits of Elaine." -and more recently "The Iron Claw,"
will welcome her return in this patriotic picture, which gives
her the greatest opportunity of her career.
In the supporting cast are Ralph Kellard, Theodore
Friebus. W. T. Carleton and Marie Wayne. Mr. Kellard
takes the part of the hero. His work in stock has fitted him
to portray his role with sympathy and understanding.
Edward Jose has made a name for himself as a producer of
serials. He had a wide experience on the legitimate stage,
which carried him to every corner of the globe. He directed
"The Iron Claw."
The cast which President L. J. Gasnier has gathered for
Miss White's support in this picture is an indication of his
determination to make each episode in every way equal to a
five-reel picture.
Mr. Seitz is known as a most successful writer of serials.
His work on "The Exploits of Elaine," 'The Perils of
Pauline," and "The Iron Claw" was largely responsible for
their great success. Pathe's wonder serial, "The Shielding
Shadow." the first installment of which appeared October 1,
was also written by him.
Theodore Friebus. who plays the part of the villain in
"Pearl of the Army," has a reputation as one of the leading
stock actors in the country and for nine years he played leads
in New York City and Boston.
W. T. Carlton, who plays Colonel Dare, Pearl's father, is
well known from coast to coast as an operatic singer and has
thousands of admirers and personal friends gained while he
was proprietor and star of the Carleton Opera Company.
Mr. Carleton played the part of Pierpont Stafford, father
of Billie Burke in "Gloria's Romance."
-According to the policy set down by Vice President J. A.
Berst. a national newspaper and billboard campaign will be
inaugurated to create business for the exhibitor. The
National Sunday Magazine, with a circulation of over 2,000,000, will publish the story in addition to scores of other
newspapers throughout the country.
A special introductory leader has been prepared to bring
home to the motion picture millions the dangers which many
see just ahead of us because of our unpreparedness. "Pearl
of the Army" has all of the essentials of a successful serial.
It has Pearl White supported by an all-star cast, excellent
production, and a story of romance, mystery and adventure
with a compelling love interest.

At Leading Picture Theaters
Programs

for the Motion
Week ofPicture
October
1 at New York's Best
Houses.
"The Lash" at the Strand.
AT
THE Strand theater Jesse L. Lasky presented Marie
Doro in a new photo play, entitled "The Lash," by
Paul WesL The scenes are laid in the storm-wrecked
Island of St. Ba'tiste, and Miss Doro enacts the roll of
Sidonie, the daughter of John Du Val, representing the government of the island and whose word in all things is final.
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Miss Doro is supported by an exceptional cast, including
Elliott Dexter, James Neill, Thomas Dclmar, Veda McEvers,
Raymond Hatton, Jane Wolff and Josephine Rice.
An interesting feature of the program was the appearance
of Raymond L. Ditniars, curator of the New York Zoological
Park, who delivered u lecture in connection with his motion
pictures, illustrating the intimate life of the wild animal and
the evolution from the highest to the lowest type. There
were also fashion picures arranged by Miss Florence Rose
and a new comedy. Helen Scholder and Irene Jonani were
the soloists.
"The Return of Draw Egan" at the Rialto.
William
S. Hart, atinthe
"The
Return
Draw
feature
attraction
Kialto
the of
week
of Egan,"
October was
1. the
As
a new Mexican bandit, notoriously quick on the "draw," he
is a "Man's man" all the time, and in this story of the outlaw who regenerated a town, winning back his self respect
at the same time, acheived a characterization convincing in
its realism. Louise Glaum and Margery Wilson are prominent in his supporting cast.
.•\ timely novelty was Miss Claire Niles, who offered "Baseball," an interpretative dance portraying the national game.
Mme. Jeanne Maubourg, G. Dubois and A. W. Parent were
the soloists.
Robert C. Bruce's scenic pictures, "The Hermit of Hood,"
"Bits of Yosemite," Charlie Chaplin in "The Pawnshop," a
Keystone comedy and the combination news weekly completed the program.
"Ashes of Embers" at the Broadway.
Pauline Frederick in the Famous Players-Paramount production, "Ashes of Embers," was the star at the Broadway
theater. In this drama by Forrest Halsey, Miss Frederick
appears as twin sister, who are absolutely opposite in character. The one, Agnes, is a sweet-faced self-sacrificing
drudge. IThe other, Laura, is totally without conscience and
so utterly selfish that she even steals from the cash drawer
of which Agnes has charge, in order to get money for a
dress. "Ashes of Embers," by the way, is the first production in which Miss Frederick has starred since signing her
two-year contract with the Famous Players, by the terras of
which she abandons the stage for at least another two years.
The short subjects on the program included Charlie Chaplin in "The Pawnshop,"
Paramount-Burton
Holmes travel
pictures. Paramount Pictograph and Bray cartoons.
Eighty-first Street Theater Bill.
At the Eighty-first Street theater four Triangle pictures
were shown Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Dorothy
Dalton in "The Jungle Child," and a Sennett Keystone
comedy were on the program. On Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Douglas Fairbanks in "Manhattan Madness," and a Triangle Keystone comedy were the picture
features.

Bluebird Will Add Stars
To Strengthen Its Policy of "Making the Play the Thing."
THERE
is a certain amount of truth in the report that
Bluebird Photoplays, Inc., will employ stars in future
releases — but stars will always be made subservient to
the play in which they will appear. This conclusion is drawn
from a statement, issued by M. H. Hoffman, general manager
of Bluebird, upon his return, last week, from a conference of
Bluebird exchange managers held in Chicago.
"In our determination to co-operate to the fullest degree
with our exhibitors." says Mr. Hoffman, "we have decided to
take advantage of the 'names' we have ourselves created, and
to
fromto time
such roles
outside
'stars'
as we may
findemploy
available
play to
thetime
leading
in our
plays.
"We are not digressing from our policy to make 'The Play
the Thing.' On the contrary, we are strengthening that purpose by making the production and the player conform to the
standard of the play itself. The play will always be 'the
thing,' and 'stars' will be employed because of their fitness to
interpret
rather than because they have 'names'
to
conjurecertain
with inroles,
our advertising.
"Speaking of stars, we have them right in our own organization— stars we have ourselves created — who can't be beat.
Then, too. we have the Smalleys, Lois Weber and her husband, Phillips Smalley, were stars before Bluebird was projected and they have contributed in an appreciable measure to
the good work of 'putting over' the Bluebird program.
"Coupled with the Smalleys we have Mary MacLaren, a
star created by Bluebird out of whole cloth of excellent material. Lois Weber discovered Mary MacDonald among the
girls in our stock organization, who were playing 'maids' ^d
small
parts.didStraightway
'Shoes.'
Not alone
we make Bluebird
the girl made
a star,herbuta star
we in
made
her
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name for her — she was Mary MacLarcn when she worked behind a maid's apron, carrying on cards. And in the months
to come Mary MacLaren will be starred in numerous Bluebirds. There are those who predict that she will become,
eventually, just as famous and just as popular as any other
Mary in filmdom.
"Ella Hall had given years of valuable and increasingly
artistic service to pictures before Bluebird made her a star.
She worked and won her way and in future Bluebirds she will
be further established as a star worthy of the designation.
Louise Lovely is another Bluebird-made star and another
Bluebird-named star, for she was Louise Crabasse before we
named her Louise Lovely.
_
"There are other players in our organization with names
to star, and when we decide upon a play that requires the
services of a star outside of our own forces, we will secure
the necessary player regardless of expense or any financial
consideration. But the play will always be 'the thing' with
Bluebird."

Weekly List of Paramounts
Features Offered for the
Great Variety of "Big"
October 16.
Week andof "Little"
and Marguerite Courtot.
Moore,
Owen
FANNIE WARD,
Paraare the three stars that will be featured on the Fannie
mount Program for the week of October 16th:
Ward in "Witchcraft," produced by Lasky, and Mr. Moore
and Miss Courtot in a comedy drama, "The Kiss," produced
Players. This is Fannie Ward's first proby the Famous
duction since her return to the Lasky studio in California,
and it marks the second appearance of the co-starring of Mr.
Moore and Miss Courtot in Paramount Pictures produced by
the Famous Players.
For the same week, the "little features" that Paramor.nt
will distribute, are the 36th edition of the niagazine-on-thescreen, the Paramount Pictographs, the 37th of the travel
series of "Trips Around the World," conducted by Burton
Holmes: a Paramount-Bray Cartoon, "Farmer Alfalfa Sees
New York," from the pen of Paul Terry, and the second
Black Diamond Comedy released by Paramount called
"Bridget's Blunder."
After having made a thorough tour of England, Germany.
Ireland, and Scotland in the weekly "Trips .Around the
World," Burton Holmes, who is conducting these "Easy
Chair Journeys" for Paramount, turns towards the south of
the continent, and takes his fellow travelers to Italy.
Paramount Pictographs, the magazine-on-the-scrcen, has
four exceptionally interesting pictorial articles for this week,
in ".A Newspaper in the Making," "Queer Jobs for the Motorcycle," "Checking up the Umpire," and "Controlling an Oil
Gusher."
Paul H. Terry, the well-known cartoonist, is responsible for
the clever Paramount-Bray cartoon for this week, "Farmer
Alfalfa Sees New York," in which he tells how Farmer
Alfalfa made his debut in the great metropolis, and is picked
up by a big buck coon, who deems him "easy picking," and
conducts him to many crooked and disreputable joints, where
Farmer Al gets skinned to the great amusement of his
associates and his pet dog.
Paramount will distribute the week of the 16th, its second
single reel comedy "Bridget's Blunder." a Black Diamond
production, which is far more delightful and screamingly
funny than its first, which made an instantaneous hit throughout the country. The story centers around a cook who is
in love with a Cop: the latter's affections are centered elsewhere, although he occasionally makes love to Bridget for
the sake of the pies and doughnuts which are always forthcoming at such times, only to have Bridget come to her
senses one day and set a trap for him into which he walksshe catching him red-handed, and turns him down "cold "

GEORGE
C. PEARCE JOINS UNIVERSAL.
George C. Pearce, who plaved the "king" in "Three Weeks"
on the speaking stage, has joined the Universal and is now
working under Director A. W. Rice. Pearce was born in
New York City and educated at Trinity School for the Episcopal ministry. From the age of eleven to sixteen he was a
popular boy soprano, singing in all the principal churches
m New York. Some few years later Henrv R. Dixej' hearing him sing engaged him as leading tenor for his summer
ooera company at the Old Globe Theatre, Boston. He soon
gained recognition not only for his voice but by his dramatic ability.
.After several seasons as leading tenor in repertoire opera
he joined the late Charles Frohman's Empire Theater stock
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company, where he remained six years playing light comedy
in all the productions made at the Empire during that time.
He appeared in such plays as "Under the Red Robe," "The
Conquerors," "My Lady's Lord," "Lord and Lady Algy,"
"His
others. Excellency, the Governor," "Brother Officers" and
The Empire stock company at that time included Henry
Miller, William Faversham, Robert Edeson, William Farnum,
\'iola .\llen, Ida Conquest, May Robson, Mrs. Whiffen, Margaret .Anglin and others. Leaving Henry Miller's company
while
playing two
"Theyears.
Rainbow," he joined the Biograph, where
he remained

Till-: [irojict t.. nlitain :i lihii of the Uritish Cabinet in
session, a collective portrait of the twenty-three men
responsible for the prosecution of the nation's affairs,
has been abandoned. Gross caricature of the proceedings by
the press is alone responsible for the suspension of a worthy
undertaking. Some solace is, however, provided in the release this week- of a series of motion picture portraits of
many prominent individuals, including most of our Cabinet
Ministers, which, on the whole, amply fulfills the purpose of
the original scheme in revealing the nation's leaders as they
appear in the flesh, free from the dazzling halo of the immensity of their doings. Several of the portraits are disappointingly human. The Premier (Mf. H. H. Asquith) shows
up with a marked invitation that must have given Mr. Hepworth (the photographer) the most uncomfortalile five minutes of ills life. Mr. Bonar Law (the leader of the Opposition) is more composed in the deliverance of a short speech,
while Mr. Lloyd George (War Secretary) shows the unconscious complacence of a finished picture player. Other
portraits include Earl Grey (Foreign Minister), General
French, the Bishop of London, Lord Crewe, Mr. John Redliiond (leader of the Irish Nationalists), General Ian Hamilton, Mr. .A. J. Balfour (-\dmiralty), Mr. R. McKenna (Chancellor of the Exchequer), Mr. H. Samuel (Home Secretary),
Lord Derby and Sir Hiram Maxim.

*

*

*

The Monopol Film Co. of Great Britain, sales agents for
the Monopol Co. of America, have taken larger office
premises. The new address is 16 Great Chapel street, London, W.

*

*

*

The firm of Bishop, Pessers & Co., Ltd., agents for Balboa
films, has been absorbed by the Globe Film Co., Ltd., the
screen exploiters of Billy Mason.

*

*

*

The British business of Pathe Freres is undergoing consummate reorganization. Several departmental changes are
being made and I hear it is not unlikely that the firm will
introduce an entirely new policy into its e.xclianges. Mr.
Frank Smith, for a long time with the Eastman Kodak Co.,
is the new general manager, with Mr. J. Wessel as his assistant.

*

The Windsor

*

*

Film Co. expects to release early next year

a pictorial "Life of Lord *Kitchener."
* *
An important concession to film importers has just been
made by the government. As most American shippers will
know when films from abroad arrive in this country they
are straightway, now that they pay import duty, placed in
bond until the responsible party on this side claims them and
pays the duty charges. The importer has not been allowed
to see the films, he has had to redeem them from the bonding warehouse and examine them afterwards with the result
in not a few cases that unsuitable films have only been discovered as such after incurring heavy dead charges. In
future, the Customs authorities will allow film importers to
inspect films consigned to them while they are yet in bond
and so give them an opportunity of rejecting unsuitable subjects. A warehouse for this purpose has been opened at 35
Endell street, London, where for the convenience of importers a private theater is to be installed. Films consigned
to Liverpool, Southampton, or other ports, will be available
for viewing while in bond at this address.

*

*

*

Mr. Ernest G. Foster, of the Western Import Co. (Triangle), has been appointed manager of the American Co.'s
rental exchange, recently opened at 89 Wardom street, London,
W.
J. B. SUTCLIFFE.
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CANMMATKI) NOOZ PICTORIAL, NO. 10 (Essanuy), Sept. 20.— A
splU-ri'fl i-ouibloiiifi burlesque cartoons by Carlsou and Canadian
sivnt-ry. Thi- carloons are Interesting and the scenic unusually
beautiful.
THE MAN HUNTERS IVtm), Sept. 22.— Pokes and Jabbs dole out
considerable comedy In this reel, which contains more story than several
of their recent releases. Pokes, as a (.orrespondence school detective, captures the outlaws la spite of himself, but. nevertheless, is proven a boob.
Jabbs gets over considerable comedy as the city detective. Robert
Burns, Walter Stull, Ethel Burton, Frank Hanson, Harry Naughton and
Robin Williamson comprise the cast.
A CORNER IX WATER (Selig), Sept. 23.— An average one-reel
"Western, " written and produced by Tom Mix. A desert water hole
Is taken possession of by Pete Johnson, who refuses a traveler and his
daughter permission to use it. A passing compuncher drags Johnson
from the water hole. Tom. the cowpuncher, is also instrumental in saving father and daughter from hostile Indians. The cast is composed of
Tom Mix, Victoria Forde. Joe Ryan, Chet Ryan and Pat Chrlsman.
THE SUNBEAM (Biograph), Sept. 25. — This reissued reel is replete
with heart interest. The film conveys a touching story of a child, who,
when her mother dies, does not realize it. The child Is called Sunbeam
and she proves her title to the soubriquet by bringing about a marriage
between a batchelor and an old maid, and thereby finding a home for
herself. The "Sunbeam" is played by Inez Seabury. Claire McDowell,
Kate Bruce and Dell Henderson are also in the cast.
THE SELIG-TRIBUNE. NO. "7, 1916 (Sellg), Sept. 25.— Leaders of all
Jurisdictions of oiJd degree Masons meet in Pittsburgh, Pa. ; collapse of
four small banks starts run on bank of Schiff & Co., Chicago ; Secretary o( Navy arrives at Philadelphia to address delegates of Waterways
Commission ; fifteen thousand American troops on ninety-mile march
from San Antonio to Austin, Texas ; big test shell crashes through
house, Indian Head, Md. ; Chicago society patronizes and aids at fair;
Naval Training School graduates receive diplomas after cruise, Charlestown Navy Yard, Md. ; Navy Advisory Board meets for conference in
Washington; fresh troops arrive at Verdun. France, in support of Allied
campaign.
BUMPING THE BUMPS (KALEM)
of the Ham and Bud comedies. Ham

Sept. 26.~A fairly good number
and Bud are rivals for the hand

of Ethel, and In spite of Hams phrenological readings of Bud's bumps,
Bud gets the girl. Reviewed In the issue of September 30, page, 2100.
DREAMY DUD HAS A LAUGH ON THE BOSS (Essanay), Sept. 27.—
A split reel embracing novel cartoons and Western scenic. The cartoons, by Carlson, are novel In that living figures are combined with
pen-and-ink figures, and the figures act out a humorous dream of the
cartoonist. The living figures that take part are Cartoonist Carlson and
Harry Dunbinson.
ARTISTIC ATMOSPHERE (Vim), Sept. 27.— Harr>- Myers and Rosemary Theby furnish plenty of laughs in this number of the Vim Feature
Comedies. To get artistic atmosphere, the wife takes up painting, much
to the disgust and discomfiture of Friend Husband. He adopts a baby in
the hope that it will cure her painting mania. After many tribulations
the baby does cure the wife's artistic oPEorts, because she has discovered
that the baby is an embryo Caruso.
THE SELIG-TRIBUNE, NO. 78, 1916 (Sellg), Sept. 2S.— Prominent
New Yorkers pay homage at funeral of Seth Low ; Troopers at border
welcome cooler weather. New Braunfels, Tex. ; Miss Thomas goes shopping In wooden ^hoes, Chicago ; cart away ruins of wrecked German
Zeppelin at Cuffley. England ; annual Dlpsea Cross-country Classic run at
Mill Valley, Gal.; test armored motor car at Washington, D. C. ; Jacob
S. Coxey, of Coxey's Army fame, is a Senatorial candidate, Chicago;
pictures showing effect of recent bombardment, shells exploding, Verdun,
France; demonstrate type of caterpillar tractor used for military purposes, San Diego, Cal.
THE REFORMERS (Vim) Sept. 28.— A fair comedy reel. Plump and
Runt get over quite a number of laughs. Convicts, they reform and
obtain positions as menials. The daughter of the house steals to silence
the enchantress of her wayward brother, and Plump and Runt are accused of the crime. Through a series of rather cleverly burlesqued
events the guilty person is brought to book. Assisting Plump and Runt
(Babe Hardy and Billy Ruge) are Florence McLaughlin. Edna Reynolds, Ray Godfrey and Bert Tracey.
RIVAL ARTISTS (Kalem), Sept. 20.— Ivy Close Is featured in this
reel of knockabout comedy. Several humorous stunts are performed.
The film Is passably good — especially the work of Henry Murdoch. The
picture was reviewed in the Issue of September 30, page 210'.>.
SHE
WHO
LAST
LAUGHS
(Vitagraph),
Sept. 20.— A lively knock-
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about comedy reel, with Hughey Mack and Patsy DeForest doing most
of the work. William Shea is also In the cast which makes this lllm
real humorous. Patsy esiaj)es from a locked room, leaving a note saying she was kidnapped. Her sweetheart, Hughey, is Immediately on
the trail, as are a bunch of cops and a female detective. The last laugh
comes when the kidnappers find that they have kidnapped the lady detective. The action throughout is fast.
THE DE.\TH SWING (Kalem), Sept. 30.— Helen Gibson performs an
unusually hazardous feat in this number of the "Hazards of Helen"
series. The thrill comes when Helen jumps to the top of a raptdlymovlng freight train from a rope stretched across the tracks. A review of this episode was printed on page 210(» of the issue of Sept. 30.
THE RAIDERS (Selig), Sept. 30.— Tom Mix and his supporting east
have crammed this one-reel Western full of thrills. The number Is
melodramatic In the extreme. In the course of his search for Mexican
outlaws, Tom Gardner (Tom Mix) visits his sweetheart and her father,
who are just starting on a trip. A band of Mexican bandits attack the
father and daughter. The father is killed and Tom, attracted by the
shots, arrives on the scene just in time to rescue his sweetheart. Beside
Tom .Mix. Victoria Forde, Sid Jordan and Pat Chrisman are in the cast.

General Film Company Specials
A LESSON FROM LIFE (Knickerbocker Star Feature), Sept. 22.—
There is an entertaining strain of humor running through the three
reels of this film. It Is more comedy-drama than straight drama. Marie
Empress and Frank Mayo are featured in the story, which deals with
the manner in which a novelist's wife, who aspires to be a playwright,
is cured of her desire to get in close touch with her characters. The
cure comes about when the wife goes to live in the slums, and Is amusingly "framed up" by the husband's actor-friend.
THE POWER OF THE CROSS (Sellg), Sept. 25.— A rather unconvincing three-reel drama whose only appeal lies in its religious theme.
The acting could have been a great deal better. It shows the story of
Madge, a stenographer, who marries for money instead of for love. Her
lover seeks solace in the work of the Salvation Army. Madge does not
love her husband, and when he dies she goes in search of the man
she really loves. She finds him an officer in the Salvation Army. She
tells him of her love : in turn, tells her that he has found his love In
the labors of the Lord. Virginia Klrtley, Eugenie Forde, Robyn Adair
and E. J. Brady form the cast.
THE WEDDING GOWN (Biograph), Sept. 26.— A very appealing heart
interest picture dealing with a rural romance that almost comes to a
disastrous end when the girl goes to the city to be "broadened." Marshall Neilan. Gertrude Robinson and Kate Bruce present the principal
figures in a two-part production of the first caliber. It is being reissued
by Biograph.
PETER, THE HERMIT (Essanay), Sept. 26. — An amusing two-reel
comedy-drama. John Junior does a commendable bit of character
delineation as Peter, a young scientist who ruins his health by working
on a treatise on ants. Like the ants he writes about, Peter crawls
away to die. He gets in with a group of tramps, and forgets his ill
health. He becomes their leader and wheedles them into working on a
wealthy man's estate, whose daughter he rescues. His book is a success and. his health restored, he reaps his reward in the hand of the
girl. Vivian Palmer and Harry Dunklnson are also In the cast.
A BATTLE IX THE DARK (Kalem), Sept. 27.— This is the seventh
two-reel episode In "The Girl From 'Frisco" series. Interest is kept
up to a high pltcu In this number. A spectacular fire photographed at
night — during the course of the fight between the Hindoos and the ranch
hands— lends realism to the melodramatic plot. A full review was
printed in the Issue of September 30, page 2100.
FOR THE GOVERNOR'S CHAIR (Knickerbocker Star Feature), Sept.
29. — An unusually strong and well-played, three-reel drama, meritorious
not only because of Its timeliness, Inasmuch as Its plot Is political, but
because of its worth as a production. The picture Is a screened story of
political intrigue, in which the governor, a candidate for re-election, obtains from a dying state's accountant a false confession placing a crime
on the governor's opponent. The false confession is stolen by a reporter,
the fiance of the accountant's daughter, and suspicion points to the governor's secretary-accomplice and to the other gubernatorial candidate.
The plot is logically worked out into the happy situation In which the
honest candidate Is vindicated by election and the crooked former
executive goes to jail.

Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
THE CHALICE OF SORROW. Oct. 0— .\ five-part production
featunIng Cleo Madison, with a competent supporting cast.
The scene of the
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story which is built along the lines of heavy tragedy Is laid In Mexico.
This picture will be pleasing to those who like heavy tragedy. A full
review of the proauction appears elsewhere.

tions is frustrated by the timely arrival of a confession from a dying
Mexican, who has committed the crime of which his father had been
accused. A nicely arranged bit of romance places the confession among

Fox Film Corporation

the papers of a dead friend of the young man's father, whose daughter
becomes his ward and afterward his wife. William Rus?ell and Charlotte Burton have the leading roles.

H'ER DOUBLE LIFE, Sept. 24. — A five-reel melodrama with a crude
plot. It is not very interesting. The story is poor and there is no
particularly able acting In It.

Greater Vitagraph (V-L-S-E, Inc.)

THE FIRM OF GIRDLESTONE (Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Featured
Oct. 9. — An interesting five-part adaptation of the novel by Sir A.
Conan Doyle. In the cast are Charles Rock, Fred Groves, Hayford
Hobbs. Wyndham Guise, Edna Flugrath and Molly Terraine. all of whom
do excellent work in portraying the interesting types of the story. A
full review of this production will be found on another page of this
Issue.
THE SCARLET RUNNER, NO. 2 (Vitagraph), Oct. 9. — "The Nuremburg Watch" is the title of the second adventure of the serial, which is
more interesting than the first, and treats of how the "Scarlet Runner"
was instrumental in saving several lives from being lost through the
misplacement of an infernal machine in the shape of a watch. The suspense in this number
has been well-sustained.

International Film Service, Inc.
HEARST-INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL. NO. 77, 1016. Sept.
26. — Entire division of National Guard leaves San Antonio on ninetymile march ; President Wilson makes his first campaign speech at
Shadow Lawn, N. J. ; new Pacific Highway bridge over Sacramento
River completed. Dunsmir. Cal. ; Fourteenth Regiment, New York National Guard, returns from border ; $5,O(X).O00 worth of contrabrand liquor
burned in Jackson County, Ore. ; Germans make spectacular charge in
battle on Western front : society attends Piping Rock Hunt Club's Horse
Show, New York ; fashions of the moment : Russian soldiers at religious services — shell bursts over trench— with the allied forces In the
trenches ; steamer Bay State runs ashore off Cape Elizabeth, Me.
HEARST-INTERNAIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 7S, 1916 (Sept.
29). — National Guard on long hike reviewed by border commanders;
Coach Tom Thorp directs Columbia University football practice. New
York : Motor Caravan carrying supplies to the allies— other war pictures.
near Salonika. Greece: fashions of the moment; U. of California freshmen defeat sophs in pushball contest, Los Angeles. Cal. ; Christian
converts participate in demonstration, Macao, China ; tractor, such as
used by allies, demonstrated for motion pictures. Peoria, 111.; Berlin
children forget war at Autumn outing ; Meadowbrook polo team clashes
with Philadelphia team. Philadelphia, Pa. ; with the German army on
the West Front.

DULCIE'S ADVENTURE (Mutual Star Production). Oct. 2.— Mary
Miles Minter plays an attractive role in this five-part production from
the American studios. The story follows the fortunes of a young
girl who is a descendant of an old southern family, and who is reared
by a proud aunt who almost ruins her niece's happiness through her
foolish pride in forcing her to marry wealth and position. The production is charmingly developed in the earlier stages of the picture,
but dissolves into a rather cheap form of melodrama toward the
close.
The feminine star is delightful at all times.
AT THE EDGE OF THE AQUEDUCT (Thanhouser) , Oct. 13.— A tworeel subject, picturing the trials of a pretty young school teacher In a
small town. The effort of the jealous school board president to fix a
scandal upon her. by means of a fake photograph, makes an interesting
situation. The closing scenes, where the young engineer wrestles with
the president near the edge of the aqueduct, have a melodramatic turn.
This is well-constructed and tells an entertaining story.
THE PAWN SHOP (Mutual-Chaplin), Oct.— A laughable two-reel
number, featuring Charlie Chaplin as a pawnbroker's clerk, assisted by
Edna Purviance and Henry Bergman. This hasn't a suspicion of a
plot, but is full of the well-known Chaplin small business, and brings
laughter all the way through. He sticks a feather duster in an electric
fan. repairs an alarm clock with a chisel and a can opener, polishes the
"three balls" over the pawn shop and performs other funny antics of
various sorts.
This Is a typical Chaplin number throughout.

Metro Pictures Corporation.
THE WHEEL OF THE LAW (Rolfe). Sept. IS.— A tivo-reel drama,
founded on the evils of circumstantial evidence. Scenes from the life
of the theater are exceptionally well reproduced. The work of the
cast and the director Is of a high order. A review is printed on another
page of this Issue.
THE DAWN OF LOVE (Rolfe), Sept. 25.— Mabel Taliaferro is tb«
star of this five'reel screen drama. The scenes are laid on the coast of
New England and are fine examples of photographic art. The story is
pleasing and is well acted. Reviewed at length on another page of
this issue.

B. S. Moss Picture Corporation
THE POWER OF EVIL (Oct.)— A five-reel subject, this photoplay
shows a man's struggle to free himself from the grasp of the liquor habit.
The characters include society people, thieves, and Salvation Army
workers. The story Is not convincing. A review of the picture is
printed elsewhere In this Issue.

Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay
THE COUNTRY THAT GOD FORGOT (Selig), Oct. 2.— A five-part
subject of western life, presenting Mary Charleson. Thomas Santschl,
and George W. Fawcett. Marshall Nelian, who wrote and directed the
film, deserves praise for his remarkable work. The story is interesting
throughout, presenting the true western atmosphere. Photography and
Bettings are at all times good. For a more extended review see page
1820 of the September IGth issue.

Mutual Film Corporation
MUTUAL WEEKLY NO. 91. Sept. 27. — Among the interesting Items
of this number are the California sixty-sixth birthday being celebrated
at Santa Rosa, Cal.. a view of the cantilever bridge at Montreal, Canada,
that now reposes under the water, an automobile wreck in New York
City in which five were killed, and the scene where a Pennsylvania
engine sideswiped an express train.
CATCHING THAT BURGLAR (Cub>. Sept. 29.— Billie Rhodes is the
featured member of the cast in this moderately entertaining comedy.
The story treats of how a young couple about to be married try to
catch a burglar by spreading sticky fly paper over the wedding presents
and on the stairs. The uncle of the bride, coming in late, is caught
in the trap, and likewise other members of the family who hurry downstairs to rout the supposed burglar.
REEL LIFE NO. 22 (Gaumont). Oct. 1. — This opens with interesting
pictures showing how the natives of the Southern mountains cut up
logs, build houses, make chairs, shingles, fences, dug-out canoes and
the like. Nest comes "A Night With a Police Dog," showing one of the
trained canines of the New York force at work. The closing scenes show
a reproduction of big league ball plays done by mechanical figures.
The number is one of average interest as a whole.
SLICKING THE SLICKERS (Beauty), Oct. 3. — Rather an amusing
farce comedy, featuring Orral Humphrey as a member of a gang of bunco
men. In this role he outwits his associates who have fleeced him of a
roll of wrongly acquired bills, by selling them a plot of land which he
states is flowing with oil. with millions in the oil. This he does disguised as an old farmer, and later has his laugh on them while he
runs off with the money as well as with the only woman in the gang.
This film could not be recommended for exhibition before children.

Mutual Film Corporation Specials.
THE TORCH BEARER (Mutual Star Production), Sept. 2o. — A fivepart production, directed by William Russell and John Prescott. The
Btory on which the picture is based is an Interesting one and treats of
bow a plot to ruin the reputation of a young man with political asplra-

Paramoimt Pictures Corporation.
IN OLD IRELAND (Burton-Holmes). Oct. 9. — The reel opens with
scenes of the town where the ginger ale comes from. Following Belfast, comes Dublin, and amusing scenes on one of the main streets
are introduced by showing them backward. The Dublin Horse Show
is another of the features of the city. Romantic spots, such as St.
Kevin s Bed, conclude the reel.
PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPHS (Paramount). Oct.— "A Newspaper in
the Making" starts the Pictograph subjects. "Queer Jobs for the Motorcycle" brings out a number of unusual uses to which this usefal
invention is now put. "Checking Up the Umpire" will delight the
baseball fan, as he will be able to see for a certainty if the player Is
"out." "Controlling an Oil Gusher" explains Itself. The subject la
given a striking object lesson.
BRAY CARTOON (Paramount). — "O. U. Rooster" is the name of
this Bray cartoon. The humor of the drawings will appeal to every
one, and the artist's pencil has lost none of its cunning. His birds
and beasts act out an amusing story. "The Busy Life of an Orb
Weaver," a study of a spider, is on the same reel.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
U. S. CUSTOMS INSPECTION (Pathe), Oct. 8.— An unusually interesting and instructive film, showing the testing and inspection of
various articles such as tea. gin. furniture and art specimens in the
way of sculpture and paintings, as they enter from foreign ports,
HEINE AND THE FOUR HUNDRED (Rolln). Oct. 8.— The comedy in
this film is rather too rough to be thoroughly enjoyable. The acrobatic
stunts of Heine and others involved in the plot of the play may bo
found entertaining to some.

Pathe Exchange, Inc. Specials
THE SHIELDING SHADOW NO. 2 (Astra), Oct. 8.— "Into the Depthsis the title of this number of the serial and deals with the thrilling
escape of Jerry from the prison ship, the marriage of Leontine to
Navarro on the false report of Jerry's death, and the first appearance
of the "shielding shadow." An interesting scene in this episode shows
Jerry being attacked by an octopus.
THE GRIP OF EVIL NO. 13 (Balboa), Oct. 8.— "That you be not
judged" is the title of this number of the serial, and is one of the
most interesting of the stories shown thus far. Some thoroughly
human touches will be found in the picture, which is well-staged and
well photographed.
THE

PILLORY

(Gold Rooster Play).

Oct. 8. — A five-part production.
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the story or which was writlt-n by Philip Lonortsan, The lilcture made
at the Tbunhouser studios, foatures Kloruncu L^ Badle. and \s exceptionally ploasing up to (he middle of tbc> fourth reel, where to all
intents and purposes the story Ilnishes. The rmiHtnder of the picture
Is merely rclMtlnR of ineldeius that follow In the lives of thosr principally concerned hi the plot of the story.

Triangle Film Corporation.
THE Rl'MMY (Fine Arts), Oct. S. -An exquiPlle story of human
weakness transformed by the hand of destiny to deserved happiness, with
Wtlifred Lucas la the title role.
THE jrNGL.E CHILD (Kay-Bee). Oct. 8.— The story of a girl
brought up by South American savages and her return to eivltlzatlon
under auspices that bring about a tragic reversion to first principles.
Well done in the main, though a strain on credulity at times. Dorothy
Dalton superb In the title role

PICTURE

the morning the policeman linds tbtm and rescues tbcm from an unhappy situation. This will have a strong appeal to children and will
also bo enjoyed by older observers.
A pleasing ofTering.
A SOUL AT STAKE (Imp). Oct. 1-3. — Because It carries an atmosphere of mystery and Impending danger, and because It la admirably
acted by William Garwood, Lois Wilson and others, this two-part depletion of the experiences of a young woman missionary In China, is well
above the average program offering. Most of the scenes In the Aral
reel transpire on a ship. The second reel deals with the attempt to
hold the young woman as a slave, and her deliverance by a man she
met on shipboard. Scenes in the palace of the governor are very tastefully staged.
IDLE WIVES (UnlverBal— State Rights), October.— Lois Weber Is the
author of this seven-reel drama which belongs to the same class as her
other well-known pictures. The story Is treated In a realistic manner,
but with duo regard to decency. It Is reviewed on another page ol tblfl
issue.

Universal Film Mfg. Company
ANIMATED WEEKLY NO. :&i ( Universal). Sept. 27. — Anniversary
celebration in California ; police carnival at Washington, D. C. : tunnel
disaster In New York ; sporting events and war scenes are among the
iDterestlng subjects contained
In this number.
IN* THE LAPS OF THE GODS (Victor). Oct. 1.— A bright comedy
number, by Constance Crawley and Arthur Maude, with Madge Klrby,
Lee Hill and Alice Hastings in the cast. The main situation, in which
a lady authoress climbs up a fire esvape to the room of the man
who wants to marry her in order to obtain a fortune, is unique. She
is unknown to him by sight and pretends to be a thief. Friends of
both parties help carry out the deception. An enjoyable number, done
In good comedy style.
ALMOST GlILTY (Nestor), Oct. 9. — A comedy, by Walter H. Newman,
featuring Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran and Priscilla Dean. The prospective bridegroom and his best man celebrate the night before the wedding.
Id the morning they read an item in the paper which leads them to
believe they have committed murder. The paper turns out to be a
year old. This works up to a good situation and makes an entertaining number.
IT'S ALL WRONG (Nestor). Oct. 13.— A comedy number, by Ben
Cobo. featuring Pat Rooney. The action is of a knockabout sort,
showing the misadventures of an eloping couple. A fairly strong
Dumber of the kind.
THE ©IL SMELLER (Joker), Oct. 14.— A diverting outdoor comedy.
featuring Ernie Shield, written by Chas, J, Wilson, Jr. The lord
and his outfit are very funny. He opens a water main with his
pick and thinks he has struck oil. He afterward elopes with an Indian
girl.
This is a breezy comedy,
nicely pictured
and well presented.

Universal Film Mfg. Co. Specials
THE HUMAN GAMBLE (Rex). Oct. 8.— A good Wall street story, in
two re^'Is. featuring Dorothy Davenport, Emory Johnson. Alfred Allen
and Richard Morris. The father, a broker, disowns his son for
gambling. The son and his sister leave home, become confidential clerks
to another broker and the latter marries the girl. During her husband's Illness the girl saves her father from ruin and the old man repays the debt and all ends happily. This is a bright, entertaining subject, well constructed and quite original in certain situations.
A ROMANCE OF BILLY GOAT HILL (Red Feather). Oct. 9,— A fivereel number, based on a storj- by Alice Hegan Rice, featuring Myrtle
Gonzalez, Val Paul and others. This is brightly pictured throughout, entertaining in subject matter and well constructed. It is located on a
southern estate, for the most part, and there are many pleasing characters. The hero is falsely suspected of a shooting, but is cleared by the
testimony of a small boy who had been dumb, but whose speech was
restored by an operation.
This ofTering should have wide appeal.
TIMOTHY DOBBS. THAT'S ME. NO. 9, "Breaking Into Society" (Universal Special), Oct. 9. — Carter DeHaven continues to be amusing in
portraying the embarrassing predicaments of the irrepressible Dobbs,
whereas Robert Milash lends valuable assistance as the ever faithful
valet. This time master and man, being Invited to leave their boarding
bouse. And temporary employment in a cheap restaurant ; then locate in
a fashionable hotel and in each new emergency reveal considerable re»ourcefulness.
Ad entertaining two-part production.
CHEATERS (Gold Seal). Oct. 10.— Mary Fuller is the star of this
three-part production, which contains a number of charming scenes
photographed on a country estate. The characters are introduced at a
house party, brought to an unpleasant close with the loss of valuable
Jewels. The mystery, of course, revolves around the theft, which was
committed by the girl portrayed by Miss Fuller. She had been forced
to assist her father, a professional crook. Harry Spingler, Paul Panzer,
Clara Beyers and Johnnie Walker support the featured player in a good
program offering.
LURED BUT CURED (L-KO), Oct. 21. — A two-reel number, in which
Gertrude Selby appears as a countrj- girl who enters the city in a box
car, accompanied by her dog. She becomes a lady detective and rounds
up two vlllalDS, whom she sees throw a man over a cUEf. The treatment
Is of a breezy, burlesque style and carries the interest very well, though
It Is not quite so laughable as some other releases of the type. Dan
Russll and another play the villains.
BEHIND LIFE'S STAGE (Universal Special Feature), Oct. 12.— A
two-reel BUbJect, by Alan J. Holubar, featuring Flora Parker DeHaven,
Chas. Cummlngs and Margaret Whistler. This tells of a young orphan
girl and her little sister, who are forced to give up their lodgings. The
eldest girl Is employed in a millinery establishment and they sleep overnight Id the place.
A fairy story is prettily woveD Into the picture. In
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World-Pictures.
THE REVOLT (Peerless), Oct. J.— A five-reel photoplay made from
Edward E. Locke's drama In which Helen Ware appeared. The story
shows a wiles revolt at the double moral standard. Frances Nelson and
Arthur .\shiew are the stars. A review of the picture Is printed elsewhere In this issue.
THE GILDED CAGE (Peerless*, Oct. 9.— Alice Brady is the sUr ot
this five- reel screen drama. The picture has an interesting plot, a
mythical kingdom of Europe being the scene of action. It is a well
written and well acted story of modem times, told In an atmosphere of
highly colored romance. A review Is printed on another page of this
issue.

"Elderbush Gulch" to be Reissued
Famous

Two-Reel Indian Spectacle Directed by D. W.
Griffith to Be Offered October 24.
In line with the policy of the General Film Company to
oPfer a program of short features with big stars — the Biograph
Company are again reissuing "The Battle of Elderbush Gulch,"
a two-reel "Western." featuring Mae Marsh, Robert Harron
and Lillian Gish, and directed by D. W. Griffith.
This subject needs no introduction to the exhibitors — it is
known as a standard attraction everywhere — and is equally aa
first released. No better enpopular today as it was when
dorsement of the quality of this production could be asked for
than the fact that it is necessary to issue the third edition
of new prints to meet the demand of exhibitors.
Another noteworthy reissue for October is "A Pueblo Legend."
in two reels, featuring Mary Pickford and Wilfred Lucas, and
directed by D. W. Griffith. When this subject is released
October 10th it will also mark the third edition of new prints.

KITTY

GORDON'S

NEW

PICTURE

NEARLY

READY.

Film CorWork on the first production of the Kitty (Jordon
poration, the latest of the producing companies organized to
provide film features for Selznick-Pictures. has progressed
far enough to warrant the belief that the illustrious English
beauty is about to make the greatest triumph ot her career.
chosen for the first of Miss Gordon's new venThe turessubject
is a most happy one, being that sprightly and thrilling
novel "Vera, the Medium," by the late Richard Harding Davis,
for years one of America's proudest literary possessions and
the world as a war correspondent . In "Vera,
throughout
famed
Miss Gordon essays a role that affords her every
the Medium,"
opportunity to make the most ot her rich and exotic beauty
as well as to adorn herself in a bewildering array ot startling
costumes.
The plot oC the story Is one of mystery and thrilling adventures and as produced under the supervision of G. M. Anderson, the "Broncho Billy" ot Essanay tame, the picture will
undoubtedly prove a big drawing card wherever it is shown.
In America Miss Gordon has been seen as the star in a number of highly successful musical comedies and light operas as
well as in the principle vaudeville theaters. Last year she
succumbed to the lure ot the moving picture comera and
although hampered by inferiority of scenarios and productions,
her first appearance proved her exceptionally equipped to become one of the greatest screen stars In the world.

CONWAY

TEARLE

SCREEN STAR OVER NIGHT.

Conway Tearle, for years one of the most popular leading
men on the American stage, has leaped over night Into a position as a screen player of the first rank through his remarkable
performance In the support of Miss Clara Kimball Young In
"The Common Law." With the physique of an athlete and
features of the strongest type ot masculine pulchritude Mr.
Tearle enters the screen world perfectly equipped physically,
and this, together with his unquestioned dramatic gifts make
him a most welcome addition ti the list of leading film players.
Mr. Tearle has made such an Impression by his performance
in "The Common Law" that he has been retained as Miss
Young's leading man and will be seen in the principal male
role In her next feature play, an adaption of the "Foolish Virgin," one of Thomas Dixon's most popular novels.
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"FIFTY-FIFTY" (Fine Arts).
Norma Talmadge and H. B. Warner are the stars of the Triangle feature releases for the week of October 22. Miss
Talmadge appears in "Fifty-Fifty." a Fine Arts production recently made in the East under the direction of Allan Dwan.
Mr. Warner's vehicle is the Triangle-Kay Bee drama, "The
Vagabond Prince," written by J. G. Hawks, and directed by
Charles Giblyn.
In "Fifty-Fifty" Miss Talmadge has the piquant role of an
unconventional
girl of the New
York
artist quarter.
She

Scene

from

"Fifty-Fifty"

"PHILIP
HOLDEN— WASTER"
(Mutual).
"Philip Hoi den — Waster," the Mutual star production of
October 9. featuring Richard Bennett, is the re -title for the
five-part production "His Brother's Keeper," announced when
Mr. Bennett's contract with the American Film Company was
made
publicStar
as the
vehicle for Mr. Bennett's second appearance
in Mutual
Productions.
"Philip Holden — Waster" will be released on Monday, Oct. 9,
but instead of marking the star's second appearance in Mutual
Star Productions, it will mark his first. "The Sable Blessing,"
scheduled for release on Sept. 11. 'tvas postponed after release
date announcement, and will not go out to the public until a
date after the appearance
of "Philip Holden — Waster."
No more delightful character portrayal nor more artistically
and consistently presented drama of the screen has ever been
seen than the screen version of Kenneth B. Clarke's delightful
story of a young literary dilettante, who finds himself suddenly
in love and facing the necessity of earning a living for himself.
Director George Sargent has spared no expense to give this

(Triangle).

marries happily, and a baby comes to the little home. Then
the husband drifts away, fascinated by another woman. The
adventuress hires a detective to "frame" the young wife, and
the husband brings trial for divorce. In a dramatic court room
scene, the wife demands the custody of the child, declaring
falsely that her husband is not the father of the infant. This
apparent sacrifice of reputation for mother love in the end
brings about a happy reunion of the young couple.
Mr. Warner has a picturesque role in "The Vagabond Prince,"
playing the young Price Tonio of Bothalia. Tlie young nobleman, tired of the false pomp of his little country, comes to the
San Francisco Barbary Coast in quest of adventure. There
he encounters one Fluffy, a fascinating dancer of the cafes.
and. after many adventures, gives up his throne for love of the
girl.
Dorothy Dal ton plays Fluffy in support of Mr. Warner in
"The Vagabond Prince." while J. W. Johnston is leading man
for Miss Talmadge in "Fifty-Fifty." In this production Marie
Chambers plays the adventuress, Dodson Mitchell is the detective, and Frank
Currier the judge.

Scene from "Philip

Holden — Waster"

(Mutual).

picture

its required setting of luxury and ease.
Scenes unrivalled in beauty and screen art value have been secured.
Dominated by Richard Bennett's delightful personality,
"Philip Holden — Waster" yet has room for plenty of other
dramatic work of unusual merit. Rhea Mitchell is seen to
wonderful (Mrs.
advantage
in her
role of "Helen
Morrison
Richard
Bennett).
George Landon."
Periolat, Adrienne
Clarence
Burton, and Or'ral Humphrey
roles.

Scenes from Episode Seven, "The Yellow

Menace"

(Unity).

are also in excellent supporting
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"LOVE

NEVER

DIES" (Bluebird).

For tha reason that wluii It was tlTuiUy tililed and made
not conof Hate" thedidmelodrama
HirltJm'o standard,
ready formfor
In a\\ Ulstrlbutluii
essentials to 'The
the Bluebird
program and "Lave Never Dies'
that
from
withdrawn
been
has
has been substituted as the release tor Oct. 23.
Harvey Gates. In writing the scenario of "Love Never Dies,"
took his Inspiration from Mendelssohn's "Spring Song" and
Williain Wi.ithlnmnn
directed and produced
the play In an

m
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Scene

from

"Love

Never

Dies"

(Bluebird).

atmosphere Ihat would seem to conform with the artistic
measures of the musical classic. In the matter of scenes
and locations, plus F. F. Baker's cameracraft, care has been
taken to present an agreeable composite.
Huth Stonehouse lends her personal charm and artistry in
this release for the first time in Bluebirds. She was selected
In pursuance of Bluebird's purpose to make the player fit the
part, and her skill as an interpretive dancer made Miss Stonehouse exactly the artist to play the star part. Frankly n
Fanium and Kingsley Bendict have supporting roles of equal
Importance and the other players include little Dorothy Clark.
Mrs. TS'hiting, Arthur Hoyt, Wm. Canfield and Wadsworth
Harris.
The plot deals with the stage — grand opera to be exact: a
subject of continual Interest to the theater-going public.
There is no deep villainy, the nearest approach to the conventional "heavy
man" being
character
through
selfish motives
to create
troublea for
the true operating
lovers. Thus
the
happy ending Is delayed, while engaging scenes are worked
out by the application of a sentiment that wilt incite popular
appeal.

NEW

KLEINE

BOOKING

SCHEME.

A brand new plan for the booking of the George Kleine
motion picture novel "Gloria's Romance" Is now in effect at
all the Kleine exchanges. Exhibitors, instead of booking the
picture in twenty chapters, are now permitted to play the attraction as a feature offering, running four chapters of eight
reels per night, for a period of five weeks. The new plan is
reported to be meeting with much favor among the exhibitors.
since it gives the houses that have already run "Gloria's Romance" a chance to stage a Billie Burke Revue by running
the whole production again in compact form, and thus taking
advantage of all the word of mouth advertising created by the
first showing of the picture.
One Kleine manager In talking of the new booking plan
said: "Several houses in my territory are doing twice the
business they did on the first run of the picture, by staging
a Billie Burke Revue. One of the managers told me that he
felt confident when he booked the reshowing that he would
make a neat profit, but he came into the office the other day
smiling from ear to ear and declared that he had no idea
of the number of people who had missed the picture on tho
first run, had heard about It from their friends and now
were seeing it for themselves. He also explained that a lot
of his summer customers who has been away on vacations and
missed several chapters of the first showing were now revisiting his house to witness the chapters they had missed while
out of town. I hav» found that the films as a revue offers a
most attractive 'buy' for the exhibitor who never runs serials
but Is a strong believer in big feature shows. By booking
the Gloria's Romance Revue he can give five of the best feature
shows he could obtain anywhere and each night advertise those
which are to come, thus reducing his advertising expense, for
he can spend more money on his first announcement of the
booking of five such tremendous features and cover all five
showings of the picture. The mere announcement of Billie
Burke In five eight reel performances Is a sure box-oftice magnet and the most optimistic estimates of the business which
can be done are far exceeded In almost every case. Of course
for the exhibitor who has not previously shown Billie Burke
In Gloria's Romance the opportunity for big money is just as

great aa for the man who has already run the picture as a
twenty-chapter picture novel, and is now reshowing It as Ave
elglit-reel features."

"CIVILIZATION"

INCREASES
IN MONEY-MAKING
POSSIBILITIES.

"Civilization" aa a State rl^bt proposition, la Increasing In
value literally from day to day. It Is one of the great spectacles before the motion picture public which Is making money
wherever It Is shown. The reasons for this are: One, the unique
nature and timeliness of the theme. Two, the excellence and
splendor of the production. All that time and money could do
wpre expended to make "Civilization" what it Is. tho greatest
money-maker.
At the Park theater. Columbus Circle, "Civilization" is playing to capacity, and either capacity or S. R. O. attends the
spectacle in Seattle and district, In New Jersey, in Minnesota,
in Pittsburgh, in Boston, and all the other places in which
the picture is either continuously
or intermittently
shown.
Money-making with "Civilization" therefore. Is entirely a
matter of arithmetical profession, in plainer language, you put
down one dollar, and you take up two or throe, as the case
may be. It is simply a case of how much you make.
In the entire history of the motion picture, no such proposition as this has been offered to the industry, whether buyers or
exhibitors. Particularly as a commercial product, "Civilization" is in demand everywhere. It is the first and only picture
of which you can truthfully say this. Some big pictures have
been released within recent years which failed in one territory, while they succeeded in others. The reasons for this need
not be specified. They may, however, be briefly summarized by
the statement that the pictures were of Individual or special,
but not general interest.
"Civilization" appeals to all, and therefore cannot be excelled in its money-making possibilities.

FOURTH

EPISODE

OF "THE
YELLOW
THIS WEEK.

MENACE"

The title of the Fourth Episode of "The Yellow Menace"
serial just released by the Unity Sales Corporation this week
is "The Plot of a Demon." In this episode we have a thrilling
picture of the struggle between Xajla. the beautiful princess,
the Hong Kong Harry, the dope fiend, who forces his hateful presence upon the unhappy girl and almost overcomes her.
Further evidences of Ali Singh's treachery multiply and all
efforts of the Government authorities to capture him prove
of no avail.

VIVIAN

MARTIN

IN "HER

FATHER'S

SON."

As its nest release on the Paramount Program, the Oliver
Morosco Photoplay Company will present Vivian Martin in
"Her Father's Son" by Anna Fielder Brand and staged under
the direction of William D. Taylor.
In addition to Director Taylor's unusual delicate touches.
Miss Martin's new vehicle displays various spectacular scenes
of unusual realism including a series of immense battle scenes.
One of the largest interior sets ever erected at the Moroco
studios is also shown, representing a massive ball-room with
a high balcony and stairway. It is expected that this and other
sets presented
in "Her Fatlier's Son" will establish a new
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Scene from "Her Father's Son" (Morosco).

record for elaborate
beauty
and excellence,
even exceeding
anything that Morosco has yet offered in this regard.
The supporting cast discloses another typical Morosco company and included such sterling players as Herbert Standing,
Alfred Vosburgh. Helen Jerome Eddy. Joe Massey. Jack Lawton. Lucille "Ward, and Tom Bates, the last mentioned portraying one of the most remarkable negro characters ever seen
upon
the screen.
The release
date is Homer
Oct. 17. Scott supervised the camera work.

jM

THE

2(A
"LOST

TWENTY-FOUR

MOVING

HOURS"

(Essanay).

This rapid fire comedy which made a hit on the stage loses
none of its laughs in Essanay's three act adaptation. It has
been produced with the same care and regard for mechanical
and artistic detail as demanded by a feature of greater length,
and this guarantees it as a laugh-getter of extraordinary
power. There are many parts in the play it is notable that
Essanay has selected for each one, even unto the lesser roles.
an actor of recognized merit. This all-star cast of quality, unusual in a film of this length, is headed by Richard C. Travers,
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SHIRLEY

GIRL."

The International Film & Producing Company, with offices
on the 26th floor of the World's Tower Building, New York, has
just made arrangements for the release of "The Shirley Girl
Animated Weekly," featuring Miss Marguerite Shirley, the well
known English actress and movie queen.
Experienced cameramen and hustling press agents will accompany Miss Shirley all over the United States and scenes of
local interest and prominent people will be taken in every city.
The different subjects will be realized as "The Shirley Girl
Animated Weekly" and will be shown in the different local
moving picture houses in various cities. It is the aim of the
International Film & Producing Company to put every city on
the moving picture map and in this manner every city will
iiave its own independent Local Weekly. This venture is original and important from the publicity ajid advertising point
of view and chambers of commerce, advertising clubs, boards
of trade, merchants and manufacturers and various civic boards
have promised
to co-operate with the International Film &
Producing
Company.
Marguerite Shirley comes from an old English theatrical
family. Her father. Gerard Shirley, was the well knowfi English actor. She was only six when she came to America, but
she has been over in the old country many times since and
before she did the picture stunts she played in London with
the Drury Lane Stock Company and for two years was leading woman in "The Whip."
"The Shirley Girl" will appear under the auspices of the
leading newspaper in every city and "The Shirley Girl Animated Weekly" will be released through the management of
the paper.

"THE

Scene

from

"Lost

Twenty-Four

Hours"

(Essanay).

on the
Marguerite Clayton, and Harry Dunkinson. It is built
troubles of a model husband, who, when his wife goes away,
diswith
and
days—
younger
his
of
falls in with the crowd
astrous results when the spouse unexpectedly returns. It all
that.
imagine
can
you
if
station—
police
a
in
happilv
end':

WAR

VIEWS

IN

MUTUAL

WEEKLY

NO. 92.

The usual announcement of "somewhere in Prance," which
heads so many news stories and news pictures, is varied this
Mutual Weekly. No. 92. by pictures from "someweek in inThe
where Russia." A great deal has been said of Russian troops
on the western front, but little has been known of western
shown being
troops with the Russians. The British troops are
welcomed bv the subjects of the Czar as they enter a Russian
Royal Engishow
town. From England came pictures which
neers engaged in the practice work of building pontoon bridges.
pictures of some of England's heavy artillery.
There are also
Railwav telegraphers of the Civil War period to the number
of three hundred paid a visit to their distinguished comrade.
Thomas Edison, to talk over old times. The Gaumont ca:nera
the Wizard of Menlo Park as he greets his comhas caught
rades of over half a century ago.
Sporting events have a large part of this issue. The San
Francisco Bulletin offered a cup for tennis players and the
pictures show fifbattle lasted twelve consecutive hours. The
teen games in progress at one time. From California also
at Modesto. It has
come pictures of an exciting old-time rodeo
some wonderful bucking horses. There is also a picture of a
Marathon race at Mount Tamalpais. Society is on the screen
in pictures of the races at the Piping Rock. L. I.. Horse Show
and at the opening of the Hunt Racing season at Belmont
Terminal Race Track.
The marine contributions to this reel are the wreck of a
coasting vessel near Portland, Me., and the launching of the
first steel freighter built at Seattle. W^ash.

MABEL

TALIAFERRO

IN

"THE

CHALLENGE"— A NEW

GOLD

ROOSTER

PLAY.

Donald Mackenzie, director for the Astra Film Corporation,
after almost a year's work on "The Shielding Shadow," Pathe's
wonder serial, is beginning work on "The Challenge," a fivereel
adaptation
of A.This
H. Woods'
play
of made
the same
name
by
Bertram
Millhauser.
feature is
being
for the
Pathe
Gold Rooster Program. The story deals with the regeneration of a mining engineer who finds himself, and then conquers
the obstacles that nature has placed before the progress of
civilization across the Western mountains. It is the story of
a man who comes back and comes back big.
The lead of this feature will be played by Miss Helen Chadwick, a "find" made by Louis J. Gasnier, President of the
Astra. Miss Chadwick is a beautiful girl with artistic and
dramatic ability, who screens admirably, and who bids fair
to become a worth while addition to the Astra galaxy of
stars.
The cast will include Charles Gotthold, Montagu Love, and
Ben Hendricks, all well known upon the stage and screen.
Ralph Navarro will assist Mr. Mackenzie.

"CONVERGING

PATHS"

(Selig).

"Converging Paths" is a Selig feature, drama released in
General Film Company's regular service on Monday, October
9th. This story, from the pen of Hettie Gray Baker, and produced by Burton L. King, features an all-star cast, including
Robyn Adair. Eugenie Forde and Virginifi Kirtley.
"Converging Paths" is .-^ stmv nf the ritv slums, of the regeneration of a younu
n,,,n \\\\" :,,i.- ic'ii born and reared iu

SUNBEAM."

-The Sunbeam" will be the name of Mabel Taliaferro's next
Metro-Rolf e five-part wonderplay, following "The Dawn of
Love " Miss Taliaferro will play the part of a girl who brings
sunshine to the lives of all those with whom she comes in
contact. Very little sunshine, however, filters into her own
life, her happiness until the interesting denouement being the
reflected joy of others.
, ., .
Some of the leading scenes in "The Sunbeam are laid in a
cand>- factorv. Everything in the life of the gruft owner.
played bv that veteran actor of sterling qualities. Gerard
so pure, the "sunbeam" tells him. except his
Griffin, is sweet,
So she proceeds to change that.
disposition.
The charm of childhood and the beauty of simple things are
direct appeal to the
shown in "The Sunbeam." which makes apen
of Shannon File,
heart The play is originally from the
these
revised and prepared for the screen by June Mathis.
Mabel Taliaferro
another
for
responsible
being
writers also
ohotoplav the immensely successful "God's Half Acre." Edwin
Carewe 'who has directed all Miss Taliaferro's photoplays at
the Rol'fe studio, will again be her director in this picture.

Scene from "Converging

Paths"

(Selig).

the midst of squalor. How the country girl came to the city
in search of fortune; how she, like so many others, failed but
in failing achieved a victory in bringing a child of the slums
to clean-cut manhood, are but incidents in this unusual film
presentation. There are a number of exciting climaxes and
situations which will tug at one's heartstrings. The scenic
effects are beautiful, and "Converging Paths" is a drama that
is worthy of the high standard being set in General Film Service.
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Selij;
announces
a nuiiiluT
of notowortliy
comedies
andW'llliaiii
dramas X.for
release
In General
Film Service
In October.
For
ejcample. ""Only A Rose." is a drama of pathos and appeal, with
Robyn Adair and Eugene Forde in exceptional parts, and on the
same reel is a merry slap-stick comedy. "A Boomerang," both
released on Oct. 16. "An Eventful Evening" is an exciting
drama, with an all-star cast, released Oct. 21.
'"Out of the Shadows" and "Paradise for a Day," are excellent
offerings released Oct. 23. "A Close Call." features daring Tom
Mix. supported by Victoria Forde. in a succession of exciting
situations carrying a strong story.
Coming on Monday, Oct. 30, is a Selig comedy drama in three
reels entitled. "Small Town Stuff." This production Is just the
thing for those exhibitors who believe their patrons like to
laugh. "Small Town Stuff" tells the story of a home talent
performance in Bloom Center, and of how a strolling player
and his plot were finally vanquished through the efforts of the
village reporter and constable. There are elaborate scenic
effects, and. despite the comical situations, there ii' an unusual
story. An all-star comedy cast including Lyllian Brown
Leigh ton. Ralph McComas. Martha Maddox. Win. Hutchinson.
Sidney Smith and others are presented. This production is said
to be a money getter in every respect. "Tom's Sacrifice" is a
thrilling Western drama in which Tom Mix performs some hairraising stunts.
The Sellg-Tribune, the Selig news reel, released every Monday and Thursday in General Film service, continues to set
the pace, and promises originality and enterprise throughout
the Wintt-r months.

THREE

SINGLE

REELS

FROM

GAUMONT.

With the fifth "Fantomas" episode having been released
October 5, the present series is brought to an end. The
Gaumont Company does not follow it immediately with "The
Vampires." Hence the week of October 8 has only three
Gaumont single-reels to offer. The first day of the week "Reel
Life" No. 23 will be released. This issue of the Mutual Magazine In Film is highly interesting to the millions of motion picture patrons who have come to know and love Mary Miles
Minter. the dainty little favorite who is now appearing in
Mutual Star Productions. Her life both at home and at the
studio Is pictured under the title of "A Day With Mutual's
Youngest Star." A second division is called "A Backyard
Farm." The remarkable results to be obtained by intensive
cultivation of the soil is the feature of these pictures. "How to
Handle a Canoe" tells in pictures the wrong and right methods
of handling these frail craft.
"See America First" for October 11. takes spectators on a
trip to Richmond, Va. The town is rich in colonial and confederate history, and the camera has caught the spirit of the
old south with sympathetic fidelity. This is a split reel, the
second half being given up to one of the Gaumont Kartoon
Komlcs, animated by Harry Palmer.
The third single- reel of the week is the Mutual Weekly,
which is manufactured and edited at the Gaumont laboratories.
"FARMER ALFALFA SEES NEW YORK" (Paramount).
The Paramount-Bray Cartoon for October 18 is from the pen
of Paul H. Terry, and is indeed one of the cleverest pieces of
animated cartoon that has come from the Bray Studios. Inc.
The story tells about Farmer Alfalfa, who makes his debut Into
the great metropolis via the Pennsylvania Station gate. He
walks to the center of the lobby, but the size of it gives him
cold feet, and he tries to retreat, but the gate closes in his
face.
A big buck coon sees he Is easy pickings, and escorts him
to a taxi not free of charge. The taxi driver gets him also, and
we soon find him in the middle of the street admiring the tall
buildings, entirely surrounded by New York.
He is soon spotted by a crook look-out, who sicks some of
the best talent In town after his watch. This beautiful vampire
takes him to a Cafe where "lemonade" Is served, and Al comes
out pickled and trimmed. He then falls Into the hands of
gamblers, and we find him playing poker and down to his last
chip.
His little dog which has stuck faithfully by him, realizing
that his master has been skinned, springs to the electric light
string and puts out the lights. Farmer Alfalfa gets the tip, and
what goes on in the darkness nobody knows, but out comes
Al and his little dog with all the coin in the place, and believe
ms they make the dust fly.

ASTOR

ROOF

GARDEN

IN METRO

PICTURE.

The roof-garden of the Hotel Astnr. New York, is shown in
the cafe and cabaret scenes of W. Christy C.ibanne's first
offering on the Metro program, as yet unnamed, a five-part
wonderplay in which Frances Nelson is starred, and Niles
Welch featured. The north end of the roof-garden, near the
fountain, was chosen as the ideal spot for the scenes.
In order not to interfere with the Astor's patrons, it was
necessary
to takewhothe went
picture
at the
nine roof
o'clock
in the
morning.
A stray tourist
up to
to see
the view
fled
In dismay at seeing a host of men and women in elaborate
evening dress at that hour in the morning.
The Astor management sent up a dozen waiters from its
other dining-rooms to work in the picture under Mr. Cabanne's
instructions.
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"THROUGH
BABY'S
VOICE"
(Universal).
Little Zoe Rae comes Into her own in "Through Baby's
Voice." a two-reel Laemmle domestic drama featuring herself. Douglas Gerrard and Ednar Maison, which will be released
on October 18. Little Zoe is a natural born child actress.
She can cry on the slightest provocation, laughs the next
minute, and has no difflculty expressing all the shades of
emotion in between the extremes.
In "Through Baby's Voice" little Zoe enacts the role of a
child who brings her estranged parents together. Husband
and wife part because of a mutual misunderstanding and the
wife's extravagance. The old family lawyer draws up the
separation papers, and then plays a little trick on the young
married couple which results, some time later, in their reunion. The appeal of the play hinges largely upon little Zoe's
appealing acting.
Calder Johnstone wrote the exceedingly fragile story, and the
play was produced by George Cochrane, who has made the
most of the situations which are all calculated to bring forth
all of little Zoe's precocious ability as a child mime.

JUAN

LAHOUD

BUYS

POWER

PROJECTOR.

Senor Juan Lahoud. of Caracas. Venezuela, son of the most
prominent motion picture exhibitor in that country, has just
purchased his fourth Power's Cameragraph to be installed in
one of his father's theaters in that country. Mr. Lahoud is a
large purchaser of films and other motion picture accessories,
and has recently made shipment of a number of the latest
American features and of one of the large serials. Mr. Lahoud is himself an actor of ability and at the present time Is
endeavoring to arrange a test with a large producing company
here with a view of appearing on the screen in this country.
Aside from speaking Spanish perfectly, he speaks English and
French fluently and is the author of several scenarios of merit
which he has been successful in placing. Arthur J. Lang of
the Nicholas Power Company is the live wire who helped Mr.
Lahoud in securing the films and accessories he recently purchased.

TWEEDLEDUM

COMEDIES
FOR
NEW
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY.

YORK

AND

The Merit Film Corporation has concluded negotiations
whereby they will become the exclusive distributors In New
York State and Northern New, Jersey of the famous Tweeledum Comedies made by the Eagle Manufacturing and Producing Company of Jacksonville, Florida, which feature the
noted comedian Ferdinand Perez. The pictures will be booked
from the New York and Buffalo offices of the Merit Film
Corporation, commencing with October 2nd. the first release
to be "Torpedoed by Cupid," in one reel which will be followed
by a two-reeler on the succeeding Monday, entitled "Scrambled
Honeymoon," "Some Hero," a one reeler. "Tweedledum's
Busy Night," a two reeler and "Lucky Tramp." a one reeler
will follow. This will comprise the releasing program of these
comedies
for the month
of October.

MOTIOGRAPH

FOR

INDUSTRIAL

SCHOOL.

O. F. Spahr, general manager of the Enterpri.'^e Optical Mfg.
Co.. called on dealers in Cleveland and Detroit last week. He
also paid the Ford Motor Company a visit and made arrangements with their Mr. Cousins to have a late model Motiograph
machine shipped to the Boys' Industrial School at Lansing,
Michigan. Mr. Cousins stated that he wanted nothing but the
best for the boys at the Industrial School.
S. A. Louis, of the Rialto Theater Supply Company. Minneapolis, Minn., was a Chicago visitor Saturday and he spent the
greater part of the day at the Motiograph factory. Mr. Louis
returned to his office Monday with a dozen Motiograph machines. Mr. Louis stated that the Motiograph is a big seller
this fall in this locality and it is almost Impossible to keep
machines on his floor.

"CIVILIZATION"

STRONG

IN JERSEY.

"Civilization." the Thos. H. Ince war spectacle, was given Its
initial projection in Northern New Jersey Monday, September
25, at the Strand Theater. Newark, and was witnessed by an
overflowing audience. The New Jersey rights for the Ince production are controlled by Frank G. Hall, a prominent exhibitor and Arthur Werner, connected with New York cinema
enterprises. The Newark management will be unlimited, after
which the picture will be shown in Jersey City, Trenton. Hoboken and elsewhere. Messrs. Hail and Werner also hive acquired stateproduced
rights for
drama also
by "War's
Mr. Ince.Women," a spectacular battle

DAVID

HOWELLS

SECURES
IVAN
FOR AUSTRALIA.

PRODUCTIONS

Vogel & Howell, representing David Howells of Australia
and The Co-Operative Film Service of New Zealand, have
made arrangements where these two companies will distribute
Ivan productions in Australia and New Zealand. The first
two Ivan productions to be shown In this territory will be
"Faded Flower" and "Her Surrender." prints of which have
already been shipped to this territory. These pictures will
be first exhibited about the first of November In both Australia
and New Zealand.

266
LASKY

THE
FEATURE,

"THE

BLACK

MOVING

LIST," IN DEMAND.

That the photoplay film fills a very important place in present day life, not merely as a means of amusement or education, but as a vital influence paralleling all modern thought
and activity, is indicated by the unusual demand which has
arisen all through the country for re-bookings of "The' Black
List," the Lasky drama of capital and labor, starring Blanche
Sweet, which
was released some time ago by this company.
Because of the many strikes and threatened tie-ups which
at the present time are manifest, exhibitors are sending in requests to every Paramount office in the country for booking
dates of this subject, which at the time of its first release
created a sensation in labor circles. The production has been
shown at labor meetings from coast to coast upon the request
of leaders of industrial unions, and it was exhibited at the
Labor Forum in Washington High School last February, when
through this medium the great labor unions sought to convey
their message to the public.
Although not designed in the form of a propaganda either
for or against the cause of capital or labor, "The Black List."
has as its origin the troubles between operators and miners
in Colorado about two years ago. which resulted in serious
conflict.
The deep human note in this theme lies in the fight of labor
for the right to work. The economic principles discussed
are applicable to all lines of industry, and on this account "The
Black List" has proven of absorbing interest to people of every
locality.
The contrasts in our social life, the inequalities in the state's
treatment of capital and labor, the excesses of brutality in
the domains of monopolistic corporations, the hate and despair
engendered by social injustice — all these things are shown in
the course of the picture.
"THE TRUANT SOUL"
(Essanay).
The camera has begun turning on Henry B. "Walthall's new
superfeature. "The Truant Soul." to be constructed in at least
seven acts by Essanay. First scenes are being taken in and
about Chicago, and when these are completed, Mr. Walthall.
Director Harry Beaumont and company will depart for the hill
country of Wisconsin to film upward of 150 exterior scenes.
Mary Charleson. long a photoplay star, has been obtained to
play the chief supporting part to Mr. Walthall. For some years
she has been a favorite and her recent appearance In two large
features, in which she gave admirable performances, has
served to strengthen her reputation. Patrick Calhoun, a young
heavy who has been appearing to advantage in Essanay pictures during the past year, will also be an important principal.
He was the villain in "The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row."
For its exterior scenes the play requires a hill country, a
barren place of little habitation, and, by chance, a locality even
more ideal than required has been found. It lies back of Richland Center, Wis., where towering hills rise abruptly to their
summit on one side, only to sweep into deep and beautiful
valleys on the other. The field has never been touched for
pictures, and amongst the natives a motion picture camera Is
as much a novelty as would be a grand opera prima donna.
Director Beaumont himself spent a week tramping through the
hills, where even flivvers couldn't go, to find perfect location.
As a house at the summit of a hill must be burned, and as
the natives have failed to build their homes in the high spots,
lumber for a complete structure must be carried by hand up
the steep sides of a small mountain. Two weeks will be spent
in this wild spot, and then the company will return to Chicago
studios, where its sets will be awaiting for interior. In all
there are nearly 600 scenes to be taken.

SELIG

ATHLETICS

IN

NEW

SERVICE.

The Selig Athletic Feature films, ten reels in all, were effective Saturday, September 16, transferred to the KleineEdison-Selig-Essanay Service. Hereafter this notable series
will be released through the twenty-two exchanges of the new
distributing agency.
The S*^lig Athletic Feature films have been the greatest innovation that has appeared on the motion picture screens in
many months. Such athletic stars as Frank Gotch, Jos Stecher,
Dr. B. F. Roller and Hussane, stars of the mat; Mike Gibbons,
middleweight boxing champion; Packy McFarland, former
lightweight boxer; Willie Ritchey, Jimmy Clabby, the world's
greatest billiard players, roller and ice skating champions, the
world's most daring auto speed demons, exponents of swimming, baseball stars, in fact the leaders in every known line of
sport perform in these films.
It is a proven fact that these Athletic series do much for
growing boys by instilling in them the desire for strength.
They learn to know that dissipations is not conducive to success in athletics and so stop sowing wild oats.
The Selig Company has issued a complete line of publicity
matter to go with the series. One beneficial idea is a series
of signed newspaper articles written by such stars as Frank
Gotch. Jess Willard, etc. These are gladly published by enterprising editors of newspaper sport pages. Several hundred
newspapers have applied for the complete series of ten copyrighted articles. The Selig Comany also has on file many letters from exhibitors of motion pictures and others complimenting the Athletic films. It has been proven that the films
have a distinct appeal to women, many of whom are interested
in physical culture.
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RICHMOND,

VA.,

ON

THE

SCREEN.

Richmond, Va.. is undoubtedly one of the best advertised
cities In the United States, its name being heralded throughout
the land since the Co .federacy made it its capital, and the
Federal battlecry became. "On to Richmond." Hence it is of
great interest to managers of motion picture theaters to learn
that the Gaumont Company will show Richmond in its "See
America First" Series, October 11. Every child in America
who has studied United States history will be interested in this
historic city.
Among the panorama views are Capitol Square, the Capitol
and State Library, Battle Abbey, the spot where the first iron
foundry in America was established, the battlefield of Gaines'
Mill, the battlefield of Seven Pines, and the Post Office and its
environs.
Places of ante-bellum interest shown in this release Include
the home and school of John Marshall, chief justice of the
United States, the graves of John Tyler and James Monroe,
presidents of the United States. Gamble's Hill, which John
Smith marked as the site of Richmond in 1607, and Washington's Headquarters.
The Civil War is brought vividly to mind by pictures of
Confederate Veterans' Home, home of General Robert E. Lee,
the Confederate Monument, and monuments to Generals Lee
and J. E. B. Stuart, and to Jefferson Davis, the Confederate
Museum, and many sites and relics of that period.
On the same reel with this scenic is a Gaumont Kartoon
Komic. animated for the screen by Harry Palmer.

MARGARITA

FISCHER

AS

"MISS

JACKY."

In the rollicking role of "Miss Jacky," the astonishing
daughter of nouveau ricii parents who want her to marry a
title, much to the young woman's merriment and disgust,
Margarita Fischer, the charming star, will make her reappearance on the screen as a Mutual star at an early date.
No more charming vehicle for Miss Fischer's delightful
screen talents could have been found than "Miss Jacky." In
the role of the daring belle of the fashionable Corona beaches,
the naive comrade of all the men who grovel at her feet.
Miss Fischer is in her element.
Aside from humor, there is thrill a plenty when the pretty
Miss Jacky, determined to gain the attention of one Captain
Robert Crowne, commander of one of Uncle Sam's battleships,
goes on board disguised as a jacky. All unbeknown to her,
the ship sets sail for foreign parts, and she is forced to keep
the role she had assumed in play. A stirring fight in which
"Miss Jacky" comes in for her share of exciting escapes
finally reveals the sex of the slender young sailor, much to the
captain's consternation,
for he discovers he loves her.
The original synopsis of "Miss Jacky" was written by Alfred
Solman, the composer, and was put into working form by
Harry
Lamothe.Pollard, Miss Fischer's director, and Julian Louis
"TIMOTHY DOBBS" (Universal).
"Tin Teared Terry." the terror of the "Timothy Dobbs"
series, makes his appearance in episode ten much to the dismay of Carter De Haven. Carter is very much up against It,
but when Terry offers $1,000 to any man who can last over
three rounds. Carter determines to make the attempt to get
the money.
Carter's tall friend. Jeff (Robert Milash), concocts a clever
scheme to land the knockout punch on Terry, and the latter
takes the count from Carter. As a pugilist Carter proves
that he's a woolly white bear.
He introduces some of his old favorite stunts of the vaudeville stage, and his antics in the ring are ludicrous in the extreme. For instance, when he pulls the famous wampus punch,
uppercutting at the same time with a corkscrew whiffenpoofer.
it would, indeed, be a brave man who could stand before him.
Ivor McFadden, no relation to Bernarr, and Margaret
Whistler appear in support of Mr. Carter, but as a matter of
fact Carter doesn't need any support — it's Terry who calls
for the stretcher. The "Timothy Dobbs" serial, episode by
episode, is steadily making a name for itself. The stories of
all the episodes have been written by Bess Meredyth. scenarloIzed by R. A. Dillon, and produced by Wallace Beery. Episode
ten will be released on October 16.

THANHOUSER

TO RELEASE

"HIDDEN

VALLEY."

A different sort of a drama, with beautiful and absorbing
scenes laid in South Africa, is "Hidden Valley," starring
Valkyrien (Baroness DeWitz), which will be released by Thanhouser through
Pathe in November.
Valkyrien, the beautiful Danish dancer, plays the part of the
"white goddess" of a wild tribe of ostrich hunters. The
"goddess," an American girl, has been captured by the natives,
who are about to sacrifice her to their water god, when aid
arrives in the person of a young New Yorker, played by Boyd
Marshall.
The feature was directed by Ernest Warde, and the South
African scenes, notable for artistic photography, were made
in Florida. Mr. Warde himself plays the part of the high priest
of the savage tribe.
The play gives Valkyrien splendid opportunities. The sacrificial dance of the white goddess is particularly well done.
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There are a lot of real battle scenes in the funny Mutual
Kolb and Dill comedy. "A Peck o' Plcklea." a five-part Mutual
Star Production, which will• appear
* *in the near future.
The Selig-Trlbune, No. 78, released through General Film
service on Thursday, September 28th, is unusually Interesting-.
Dignitaries from every section of the United States attend
the funeral of Seth Low, former Mayor of New York. Pictures
of Verdun. France, before and during its bombardment by
the Germans. All that Ig left of a German Zeppelin which
was brought down in England. These and other up-to-date
news pictorials are both educational and entertaining.

•

«

*

"Dead o* Nights" Is being filmed at Universal City in two
reels by Director Douglas Gerrard. Gerrard plays the featured
lead,
with Ruth Clifford opposite. The story was written by
Willis-Woods.
«
•
•
"The Gilded Cage,'* new W^orld-Brady picture, with Alice
Brady In the star role, recounts the stirring adventures of a
young princess reared in a convent and on a moment's notice
called to the throne through the assassination of her father
•
and mother, the king an'd •queen.*
Director P. C. Hartigan is filming "The Rivals," a one-reel
comedy, at Universal City. The play features Jane Bernoudy
and Ed Sedgwick. The story was written by Walter H. Newman of the Universal staff.
Pallas-Morosco Celebrities at Sherry Opening.
to right : I'^raiik A. William
Garbutt. L. Carl
Horton, L.?oiioro llrich
Sberry.

Left

STRONG

APPEAL

IN "THE

WORLD

AND

«

and

THE

WOMAN."
Jeanne Eagles, known for
her excellent work on the speaking stage In "Outcast" and "The Great Pursuit," is to be starred
by the Thanhouser Film Corporation in "The World and the
Woman." Moore
a Fathe
Rooster
by Philip
Eugene
is theGold
director.
The piay
feature
is to beLonergan.
released
in November.
Miss Eagels plays the part of a woman of the streets who
is spiritually reborn, and becomes a faith healer. Her characterization is splendidly done, and the scenic effects are
elaborate.
The story starts in a New York restaurant, and the characters are carried to a little mountain town where the inrtuence of a little child makes the woman turn back and take
the better path.
The feature has been shown to prominent Christian Scientists
who have heartily endorsed the play.
Miss Eagels is supported by Eoyd Marshall, Thomas A. Curran. Wajne Arey. Grace De Carlton, Carey Hastings, and
Ethelmary Oakland.
THE

DEUTSCHLAND

IN

BREMEN.

Exclusive motion pictures of the arrival at Bremen of the
German supersubmarine liner Deutschland are contained in
the Hearst International News Pictorial No. 75, just released.
The latest pictures of the Deutschland were made by Nelson
E. Edwards, staff photographer of the Hearst International
News Pictorial in Germany. Edwards had the special permission of the German Government. His pictures show the
Deutschland, decorated with German flags, ascending the river
to Bremen, the crowds along the banks cheering madly. The
lense of his camera also caught the welcome extended to Captain Koenig, the intrepid commander of the Deutschland, and
his heroic crew as they landed.
Officers high in military circles. Government officials and
enthusiastic thousands hailed the submarine commander. Flowers and gifts were showered upon the sailors and they became
the men of the hour in Germany.

Notes of the Trade
THE

prinr-ipal c}i;irartpr of "The Man Who
Forgot."
to be
played by Robert Warwick for the World-Brady pictures,
is a hard drinker who goes on a desperate spree and loses
his identity.

•

*

•

Universal director Joseph De Grasse is picturizing "The Price
cf Silence," from the story of W. Carey Wonderly, which was
prepared for the screen in five reels by Ida May Park. The
featured leads are played by Dorothy Phillips and Lon Chaney.
supported by Vola Smith, Jack Mulhall and a strong cast of
photoplayers.

•

•

•

Twenty Chicago motorcycle "cops," made up Just as the rest
of the actors, played several scenes in "The Prince of Graustark." five-act adaptation of George Barr McCutcheon's famous
sequel to "Graustark," just filmed by Essanay. Bryant Washburn and Marguerite Clayton play the leading roles. They are
arrested for speeding in Paris, and are not captured until a
whole army of motorcycle police swoop down
on them.

•

•

Harry Beaumont's friends will see him in no more juvenile
leads, for several months at least. For the past four years he
has been acting and directing, with the acting growing less
as his skill in the other end of the business became noted.
Now President George K. Spoor of Essanay has assigned to
Mr. Beaumont the direction of Henry B. Walthall's next picture. "The Truant Soul," a multiple reel feature, and it will
be impossible for him to appear
• * on « the screen for some time.
In "The Honor of the Waynes." starring Robert Warwick,
the male character of second importance will be played by
Henry Hull, the young actor who has attracted favorable
comment by his interpretation of the leading part in "The Man
Who Came Back," at the Playhouse. This will be Mr. Hull's
first appearance as a motion picture player. Emile Chautard
is directing "The Honor of the Waynes" for the World Film
Corporation.
• * •
Director John McDermott at Universal City is making preparations for his next story. "Vengeance
Is Mine," written by
Joseph Le Brandt of the Universal
staff.
It will be made in
one reel. The cast has not« yet*been « selected.
"Without a Soul" is the title of a forthcoming World Film
photoplay with Clara Kimball Young in the central role. The
story, called "Lola," was written by Owen Davis, and the release will be made early •
in November.
«
«
"In the Secret Service" is the title of a two-reel drama being
filmed under the direction of Henry McRae at Universal City,
featuring J. Warren Kerrigan, with Edith Johnson playing
opposite. The story was written by Larry Evans and prepared for the screen by William Parker of the Universal staff.

«

•

•

Philip Lonergan has just completed a new play for Florence
La Badie that will be made at the Thanhouser studios as soon
as "Divorce and the Daughter" is completed. The story handles
in a new way the present day problem of prison reform and
is particularly timely.
• *
•
Director William V. Mong is picturizing "His Old Plantation
Home," in two reels, at Universal City. Mong and Nellie Allen
play the leading roles with a strong cast of photoplayers In
their support. This story, written by Mong, deals with the
freeing of the slaves down• South.
*
*
"Her New York" will be Gladys Hulette'g next picture, following "Prudence, the Pirate." Miss Hulette is now at work
on "Her New York" at the Thanhouser studios under the direction of O. A. C. Lund. Agnes C. Johnson, author of "The
Shine Girl" and "Prudence, •the •Pirate,"
* wrote "Her New York."
Directors Maxwell Ryder and Jack Cunningham are filming
"Diamonds of Destiny," in one reel, featuring Louise Lovely
and Paul Byron. The photoplay was written by Beverly Griffith of the Universal scenario staff.

«

*

*

"The Whip," upon which Maurice Tourneur is hard at work
in the Paragon Studio at Fort Lee, will be shown in eight
reels. In the articulate version this was one of the biggest
stage spectacles ever seen •in America.
* *
Universal director Rupert Julian Is nearing the completion
of his five-reel production. "We Are French," prepared for the
screen by E. J. Clawson from the story of Robert H. Davis.
Julian and Ella Hall play the featured leads, supported by
Kingsley Benedict and a large cast of players.

•

*

•

In "The Heart of a Hero," presently to be Issued as a
World-Brady picture, Robert Warwick impersonates Nathan
Hale, with the lovely Gall Kane as Hale's sweetheart. Nat
Goodwin and Maxine Elliott had these parts In the spoken
drama, which was by Clyde Fitch.

/
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Helen Badgley. Thanhouser child actress, who has been at
Block Island, appearing in scenes with Vincent Serrano in
*'A Modernparalysis
Monte Cristo,"
helping
raise money
the
infantile
sufferersis in
New toRochelle.
Her for
latest
contribution to the fund is $6.80, which she collected after
giving a singing and dancing entertainment all by herself on
the boat returning from BIoclc Island.
m

<i

*

Director Joseph DeGrasse lias commenced the pLcturization
at Universal City of "The Price of Silence." a story by \V.
Carey Wonderly, which was prepared for the screen in five
reels by Ida May Park. The photoplay has a New England
atmosphere and features Dorothy Phillips and Lon Chaney.

• • «

The last scenes of "Rummy." starring Wilfred Lucas, have
been photographed at the Fine Arts studio and Director Paul
Powell is about to start rehearsals on a scientific detective
story, written by W. E, Wing, author of "Sold for Marriage," and other T^riangle productions. Wilfred Lucas will
play the principal part with Constance Talmadge opposite him.
The supporting cast will consist of Winfred AVestover, James
O'Shea. G. N. Blue. F. A. Turner
» « • and Doc Cannon.
Mr. and Mrs. George Krupa. proprietors of the Hippodrome
theater, Lancaster, Pa., will open their new house. The Hamilton, on Monday, September 11.
• •with• impressive ceremonies.
One of
filmed by
anns and
time ago

George Ade's funniest fables in slang has just been
Essanay. It is "The Fable of the Kittenish Superthe World-Weary Snipes," and appeared but a short
in the Cosmopolitan Magazine. It contrasts the enjoyment gotten out of life by a group of persons above middle
age, who dance and frolic with childish abandon, while the
debutantes and their young men gaze upon all amusement
with a bored, tired manned. It gave President George K.
Spoor of Kssanay such a good laugh that he decided to
oCCer it in two reels instead • of• the
• customary one.
Director Lynn Reynolds and his big Universal company. Including Myrtle Gonzalez, Val Paul, George Hernandez and Fred
Church, are in the vicinity of Fresno, Cal.. filming scenes for
Reynold's own story. "The End- of the Rainbow." It is a
story of the early logging days in the west.

• • *

The Missouri Pacific Railroad Co. have placed an order with
the Minusa Cine Products Co., for a Minusa Gold Fibre for
their private projection room on the eighteenth floor of the
Railway Exchange Building, St. Louis. This building is the
mecca of all railroad men, consequently, daily performances
are given at the Missouri Pacific Railroad, showing a great
many travel and vacation trips.

• • •

The picture version of "Bought and Paid For," of which
Alice Brady is the star, was made at night by artificial light.
"More dependable than daylight, because you can control tt."
explained the director. The players liked the change. It was
back to first principles for them.
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WHITING. INli. — Plans are being considered by Solvenaky
Dom for a three story theater, store, and hall building. 50 by
120 feet, to cost $50,000.
PADUCAH, KY. — Gus Lockwood has the contract to convert
commercial building into modern moving picture theater for
the Desberger Amusement Company. A steam heating system
will be installed.
The alterations will cost about $3,000.
BALTIMORE. MD. — Nixon Victoria Theater Company will be
incorporated witli $50,000 capital by Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger
Company, of Philadelphia, and others: leased Victoria theater,
and will expend from $20,000 to $25,000 to remodel the structure; enlarge stage; install new seats; remodel interior and
exterior.
JOPLIN. MO— Frank H. Braecle, Charles Turner, Dr. C. M.
Balsley and others will organize company and enlarge Royal
theater, to provide seating capacity of 1,500. About $35,000 will
be expended for the improvements.
HELENA, MONT. — J. A. Van Wie, Hotel Leamington, Minneapolis, Minn., is considering plans for the erection of a
$200,000 theater.
BROOKLYN, N. Y. — Mrs. Olga Greenbaum, 189 Montague
street, plans to spend about $3,000 for improvements to her
moving picture theater.
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Henry Berg will shortly commence work
on improvements to his two-story moving picture theater, to
cost $6,000.
RIDGEWOOD. L. I., N. Y. — Plans are being prepared for the
Van Cortland Amusement Co.. 186 Dresden street, for a twostory theater and office building, 31 by 106 feet, to cost $70,000.
TROY. N. Y. — C. P. Boland, 30 Fourth street, has the contract
tit make alterations to Proctor's theater, to cost $2,000.

If You Need a New Machine
and can't afford to pay cash, write us today and
ue will help you out.
Our easy payment plan enables you to purchase any make machine at a small investment.
DON'T DELAY— GET BUSY— WRITE TODAY for full particulars.

Amusement Supply Company
Dealers in Motiograph, Simplex, Powers, Edison and Standard
Machines, Transverters, Motor Generators, Rectifiers and everything pertaining to the Moving Picture Theatres

3rd Floor, Mailers Bldg.,
Cor. Madison Street & Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

• • •

"Tony Plays Ragtime" is the title of a one-reel Italian
drama being produced by Universal directors. Maxwell Ryder
and Jack Cunningham, from their own story. The leads are
played by Claire McDowell
and Bugner I^rten.

• • •

Harry Dunkinson will soon be seen in a new two-act Essanay
comedy for which he furnished the idea. The corpulent
comedian has been an ardent swimmer all summer and he
conceived a comic plot on a none too efficient nor intrepid lifesaver, who saves no lives, but gets a lot of credit. The picture is entitled "The Lifesaver."

CHICAGO. ILL. — A. Tomaslwski. 2224 W. ISth Place, is having
plans prepared for a one-story moving picture theater,
25 by 125 feet, to cost $12,000.
AUGUSTA, GA. — L. F. C. Society is having plans prepared
for theater, office, and lodge building.
MOULTRIE, GA.— R. J. Corbett will shortly let the contract
to erect a $40,000 fireproof theater building.
ANNA, ILL. — Ernest Alden plans to erect a one-story moving
picture theater, 33 by 130 feet, to cost $12,000.
CHICAGO, ILL. — Samuel Katz of the Amalgamated Theater
Corporation. 5 S. Wabash avenue, and Barney and Abe J. Balban
of the General Feature Fixture Company, are having plans prepared for a three-story theater, store, and office building, 100
by 167 feet, to cost $275,000.
FARMER CITY, ILL. — J. W. Kendall plans to expend about
$4,000 in making alterations to his moving picture theater.
CROWN POINT, IND. — Cyrus Hayden will remodel his onestory moving picture theater. About $1,000 will be expended
for the improvements.

BIG FILM COMPANY
WANTS GOOD MAN
.^ young American with knowledge of Export
business ; must be very capable Salesman and
Correspondent, knowing German, French, Spanish, Italian, for handling the sale of films in
American and foreign countries on State Right
basis. State experience, qualifications, age, etc.,
and salary expected. Address BOX A, Moving
Picture \Vorld, 17 Madison Ave., N. Y. Citv.
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Re-orders
Every business man realizes that
the stability of his Inisiness is
measured by re-orders.
If your patrons do not come
something is surely wrong. If the
experienced buyers in the field
back for more, your policy must be
and your business sound.

back,
most
come
right

Advertising may be measured by the same
sure test.
For the past several years the Moving
Picture World has carried advertising which
came from firms who had carried advertising
in every previous issue, excepting such companies as have come and gone in between.
This publication measures its volume of
business by these customers who have continued to buy space in every issue on its own
individual merit.
After perusing the various issues, you will
note our re-orders are as close to 100% as is
possible for a publication to run.
Of such a condition any business, whatever
its product or sales method, might well be
proud.
It expresses the experience of astute buyers, extending over a period of years.
It testifies to the establishment of advertising
as an integral factor in economic development, as
a profitable investment — not an expense, not a speculation.
It reflects the stability, the soundness, the permanence, of advertising to-day in the proper
medium.

The
Moving Picture World
17 Madison Avenue
New York, N Y.
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Norwalk Theater's Novel Benefit

During Anniversary Week of Regent Theater at Norwalk, Conn., Samuel Kenter,
Owner and Manager, Deposited Ten Per Cent, of Gross Receipts in Bank to
Be Given to Most Popular Charity — A Pretty Theater.
By William
Flynn, Su Summer
Street. Boston, Mass.

NORWALK. Conn. — The week of September 25th marks the first anniversary
of the opening of the Regent theater here.
This comfortable and commodious little
play-house, costing $75,000. has given its
patrons the best procurable, both in the
legitimate attractions and moving pictures.
Samuel Kantor, the owner and proprietor, subscribes to Paramount, iletro.
V-L-S-E. and Fox service, and carries at
all times the majority of the first-run
films.
The theater was opened at the time of
the "Goddess" serial release, and in celebration of the event. Mr. Earle Williams.
of Vitagraph. made a personal appearance,
and was enthusiastically received.
Upon looking over the year's receipts,
Mr. Kantor asserts that Selig's "Ne'er-doWell" drew the largest crowd at a fifteen
cent admission, running to a capacity
house of 1,114 at all showings.
A Novel Benefit.
In acknowledgment of the fine support
to the theater by the townspeople, Mr.
Kantor has inaugurated an original way
of expressing his thanks. Ten per cent,
of the gross receipts from the annivers.iry
week performances is to be deposited at a
local savings bank, to be presented to a
charitable institution chosen by the
patrons. With each admission ticket, from
now until the 20th of December, is given a
blank. The name of the favored institution is to be voted for on this blank, and
deposited in a box in the lobby. The votes
will be counted on the date mentioned, and
the money turned over to the winner on
Christmas Day.
Mr. Kantor's program for the week consisted of the legitimate drama, "The House
of Glass," on Monday ; Tuesday. Lou
Tellegen in "The Victory of Conscience";
Wednesday, Pauline Frederick in "The
Woman in the Case": Thursday. Fannie
Ward in "Each Pearl a Tear"; Friday, "The
Unwritten Law." and Saturday, Margaret
Illington in a stap--; presentation of "Our
Little Wife."
All performances
were When
augmented by special
orchestral music.
legitimate attractions occupy the stage,
the manager runs his usual program of
pictures at a large public hall, upon which
he holds a lease.
Details of Decoration.
The interior furnishings are most attractive, the color scheme being two
shades of rose. At the front of the theater, over the large boxes, which seat
twenty each, are artistic mural paintings, depicting the various arts. The
stage, when not in use for legitimate productions, is nicely banked with flowers.
The back-drop is quite an innovation, consisting of a city .scene in miniature. WTien
the lights are gradually lowered at the
front of the house, as is the custom, the
myriads of tiny illuminations from the
windows of the embryo city strike a remarkable note of realism, calling forth

many exclamations of admiration. The
floor and broad shallow stairs leading to
the balconies are carpeted in dark red
velvet carpet, and the seats are comfortably upholstered in dark leatlier. with
the owner's initial appearing upon the
aisle arms of the rows. The lobby floor
is parqueted, and the ticket office has an
up-to-date automatic ticket distributor.
The stained glass canopy, extending over
the sidewalk is of artistic design, while
above it is a flashing electric sign of the
theater's name.
Plague Ban Soon to Be Lifted.
Boston, Mass. — The epidemic of infantile
paralysis has made its effect felt in the
purses of many Massachusetts exhibitors.
Children under 10 years of age and in
some cases those under sixteen have been
barred from attending moving picture exhibitions in several cities and towns
throughout the state.
This action has been taken by local
authorities in every case in the hope of
eliminating one posible source of contagion In the battle against the dreaded
child plague which has spread throughout
the state and has claimed many victims.
The approach of cool weather, however,
is expected to check the disease and the
decree against attending moving picture
shows will probably be lifted In a short
time.
C. A. Walker Marries.
Boston, Mass. — Charles A. Walker of the
New England office of the Universal Film
Company has been showered with congratulations from his many friends and
co-workers in the trade on his marriage to
Miss Lydia Greenwood, the beautiful
daughter of Mrs. W. H. Greenwood of No.
55 Waldeck street, Dorchester. The wedding came as a surprise although Mr.
Walker and Miss Greenwood had been engaged for some time. The members of
the family were agreeable to the match but
Miss Greenwood decided she would eliminate all the fussing of an elaborate wedding and she and her fiance simply went
down town and were married. They later
called mamma on the phone, told her what
had happened and started for New York
on their honeymoon, ilr. and Mrs. Walker
will reside at No. 155 Hemmenway street,
Boston. Mrs. Walker is the third sister
in the Greenwood family to be married
this year. She was formerly president ot
a girls' bachelor club.

The Week In Newark
By

Jacob

October 14, 1916

J. Kalter. 51 Strand
Bldg., Newark.

Theater

■^ EWARK,
N. J.—
Leo F.
J-^
Levison, who
has To
justsucceed
been appointed
organizer for the World Film with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Lester W. Adler
has been appointed manager of the
Newark
branch
of the World
Film.

Mr. Adler has had a wide and varied
experience in the film business, having
started in 190S with moving picture supplies. After some time at the supply end
of the game. Mr. Adler entered the exchange business in New York. He then
became an exhibitor, owning and managing
several houses in and about New
York.
Mr. Adler became interested in the state
rights method of booking pictures, and
bought the New York state rights for
several big productions. At this time Mr.
Adler first became connected with the
World Film as roadman for the Pittsburgh
office. From this position he was promoted to assistant manager of the New
York exchange covering New York and
Connecticut. This was the last position
Mr. Adler held prior to his coming to
Newark.
Miss Henrietta Kessel. who was at the
Newark branch of the World Film several
months ago. is now back at her old position as oflfice assistant. Miss Kessel by
virtue of her long connection with the
local office is known by practically every
Jersey exhibitor, and is extremely popular among them. News of her return was
greeted by rejoicings as now exhibitors
are assured of every possible attention.
New Coast Amusement Co.
Asbury Park, N. J. — The Coast Amusement Company, with registered offices at
Seacoast building, have incorporated with
an authorized capital of $75,000. The concern will conduct a general amusement
business. The incorporators are L W.
Berry. F. B. Burdge, and M. C. Berry.
Unicorn's Newark Office.
Newark. N. J. — The Unicorn have again
opened offices at Newark. Jack Kraemer
has been appointed Newark manager, and
he has opened offices at 52 Strand Theater
building, 118 Market
street.
Abboy Amusement Agency.
East Orange. N. J. — Charles J. Gobrick
has filed as his trade name the Abboy
Amusement Agency with offices at 2S Hilton street. East Orange.

Building Permit Change
By J. M. Shellman.
1902 'Mt.:\rd. Royal Terrace. Baltimore.
Baltimore Council May Change Administration of Building Permit —
New Theaters.
■n.ALTIMORE. MD.— An unconfirmed reJJ port is now going the rounds in the
Council Chambers that an ordinance will
soon be introduced taking moving picture
privileges out of the hands of the Council
and turning thorn over to the Board of
Estimates or the inspector of buildings.
The flurry which occurred recently in
the First Branch of the City Council regarding the continuing of the ordinance
for the remodeling of the Casino on North
avenue near Charles street has subsided
and the ordinance has passed to its third
reading without comment.
A favorable report has been given to
the First Branch by the Committee on
Police and Jail on the ordinance authorizing the Southern Amusement Company to
build a moving
picture theater on the

October 14. I'Mr.
went side of LlK'il street, sutith of Poultney.
Al30 the ordinance permitting the erection of a movlnK picture theater at 220713 Maillifon avenue was continued on Us
third reading and It now seems that a
plan to pass all three ordinances at one
time Is possible.
It is reported that John T. Langville,
Jr., has tiled plans for a new theater on
northwest corner of Fort avenue and
Lehman street. Bohannan. Lowy and Feld
expect to build at 607-13 Xurth Fremont
avenue. This firm owns the Great Wizard theater. J. M. Eser has bought the
Helldarfer project and will build the
theater.
Salesmen
Exempt from
New Tax.
Baltimore. Md. — A new ordinance which
was introduced in the First Branch of the
City Council by John D. Spencer, representative of the Fourth Ward, which requires a license tax of |100 a day for
transient merchants, has been passed. This
ordinance, however, does not affect traveling salesmen, for it plainly states that it
only affects merchants or agents with
"goods, wares or merchandise on hand
for delivery." The Merchants and Manufacturers' Association is responsible for
this ordinance and It was designed to
protect the local merchants.
Maryland Movie Club Meets.
Baltimore, Md. — The Maryland Movie
Club, which is an organization consisting
of the employes of the moving picture
theaters and exchanges of Baltimore, met
at their headquarters Sunday night. September 24, to discuss the business of the
coming year and the way in which to
make the association better in every way.
C. B. Murray will be the business agent
for the coming year. J. W. Hawkins is
president; L. Roy, vice-president, and H.
J. Renwer,
secretary.
Maryland Licenses.
Baltimore, Md. — On September 20, Adam
Deupert, clerk of the Court of Common
Pleas, turned over to the state comptroller 3 certified check for $182,116.88. This
amount represented the collections for
the quarter ending August 31 from state
licenses. It has been estimated that this
amount is about eight times more than
the receipts which have been received
in the past for the same period of time.
The McMullen Act, which was passed
by the last legislature, had a great deal
to do with the increase. It brought into
the state treasury $55,000. At this writing no efforts have been made on the part
of the authorities to round up the persons
who have failed to comply with the McMullen Act. but it is expected that very
shortly that officers of the sheriff and the
state's attorney will go after them. The
figures show that Baltimore is represented, among many other businesses, as
having S7 moving picture houses and theaters.
Relief Benefit at the New.
Baltimore, Md. — Manager L. A. DeHoff,
of the New theater. 210 West Lexington
street, has arranged to let the Woman's
Board of the Fifth Regiment give a benefit for two weeks, except Saturdays, beginning September 25th. to help replenish
the funds for relieving the dependent
families of the men on the border. Mrs.
Washington Bowie, Jr., is chairman of
the board, with Mrs. George N. Munsen
as her assistant. As a specialty on the
program for last week. Manager DeHofC
obtained the Hearst International News
Pictorial showing the German submarine
Deutschland entering the harbor of Bremen on her home trip.
Censors Approve "Purity."
Baltimore. Md. — It is understood that
very few eliminations were made by the
Maryland Censor Board in the Mutual
production entitled "Purity," featuring
the far-famed model Audrey Munson.
This artistic picture Is now
running at
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the i'icture Garden theater. 31 West Lexington street, and Mr. Blechman states
that he has arranged for a two- week
booking.
Private
Showing of Two
New Serials.
Baltimore. Md. — Through the courtesy
of Guy L. Wonders, manager of the Wilson
theater, Baltimore, the premiere screening
of two big serials were held for the benefit of the Baltimore exhibitors. The first
four episodes of "The Scarlet Runner"
with Earle Williams in the lead was arranged for by Frank B. Spurrier, manager of the Washington branch of the
Greater Vitagraph, and Nat Glasser, representative of the same office in Baltimore, for Friday night. September 22.
On Sunday night. September 24, the
first four episodes of "The Shielding
Shadow" were screened by H. E. Reddish,
local manager of the Pathe, and D. F.
office.
O'Donnell. manager of the Washington

The Parkway's Coming Events.
Baltimore, Md. — W. H. Webb, president
of the Parkway Theater Company, accompanied Bernard Depkin,
Jr., on a re-

271

cent trip to New York andwiiile there
Mr. Depkin closed up with the Art craft
Film Corporation for the Mary Pick ford
releases. He also made arrangenlents to
have Miss Plckford talk to the audience
of the Parkway on the night when the
first of her new releases will be shown
here. This will be done by having a direct wire to New York from the Parkway
with arrangements to have It held open
for several minutes. This event has been
arranged so that It will take place on the
first anniversary of the opening of the
Parkway, October 23rd. Mr. Hawkes will
be in Baltimore at that time and will address the audience personally.
Mr. Depkin also arranged to have Anita
Stewart appear personally at the Parkway at the Saturday afternoon and evening performances some time in November,
when her latest film entitled "The Girl
Phillipi" is shown at this house.
"It has always been the custom of this
house," stated Mr. Depkin, "not to have
any berreserved
numof calls weseats;
have but
had owing
of lateto tothereserve
seats and the demand Has been so great
that we have decided to reserve the 70
loge and mezzanine box seats until 8:30
p. m., for any party who wislies them at
50 cents each."

Suit to Restrain Use of Films
Hy

Art Masterplays Company Brings Suit in District of Columbia to Prevent
Samuel Cummins and Fayette Thomas Moore from Using Parts of Certain
Pictures in the Film Called "War*s Women."
By Clarence L. Linz, 635 Tenth St., N. E.,
Washington,
D. C.
WASHINGTON, D. C— Edmund K. Fox
Mr. Moore has booked the picture "Purity"
and Barry Bulkley, members of the
for a week's run at the Strand theater,
Hy Art Masterplays Company, have
with the privilege of extending the bookbrought suit in the Supreme Court of the
ing for as long a time as he desires, and
District of Columbia to prevent Samuel
in all probability the one week will be
Cummins and Fayette Thomas Moore from
stretched to two weeks.
displaying parts of the films known as
At the private exhibition of this film
"Across the Mexican Border" and "Gerrecently at the Press Club, there was
much favorable comment upon the beauty
many's Battles at Verdun," within Virginia. West Virginia, North and South
of the photography, and since that time
Carolina. Florida, Georgia. Maryland, Delit has been accorded as much, and probaware and the District of Columbia, reably more, publicity in the local and
quiring them to cut all such parts from the
nearby papers than any other film exfilm entitled "War's Women."
hibited in Washington. Mr. Moore and his
The co-partners claim that in July they
assistants are planning some novelties to
entered into a contract with the defendbe used in connection with this exhibition.
ant, Cummins, whereby they obtained the
exclusive rights to book these two films
No Wonder
Films Are Stolen.
for exhibition purposes in the states
Washington, D. C. — James Wickham of
named; that they have gone to considerthe
Dixie
theater,
at
Eighth and H streets
able expense in arranging bookings and
northeast, has reported to the police the
in furnishing advertising matter; that
theft
of
a
part
of
a
boiler valued at $50.
they have actually exhibited the films in
There have been a number of petty robthe District of Columbia, Virginia and
beries
of
late
around
town, and it was
North Carolina, and that they have also
but recently that a box of films were re■weeks.
booked "Germany's Battles at Verdun,'
in Baltimore, for a total of about three
ported stolen.
The carelessness
of those to whom the
It is alleged that Cummins disregarded
collection and delivery of films is intrusted seems to be increasing to what may
the contract and that he has used in the
later prove to be a most alarming extent.
film. "War's Women," between 750 and
One may walk along Ninth street, where
1.000 feet taken from the films in questfon.
It is declared that the most sensational,
the majority of the motion picture exvital and most interesting parts of these
hibitors are located, and see in the doortwo films have so been used. Fred S.
ways and even on the sidewalk itself
boxes containing films valued at many
Swindell is attorney for the plantiffs.
hundreds of dollars, unguarded and with
no one to prevent a thief from making a
Confederate Veterans Reimion Here.
good, rich haul. It will require only that
Washington. D. C. — A. Brylawski, manan
exhibitor be "stung" sometime for this
ager of the Cosmos theater, has been appractice to be stopped. The exhibitors
pointed a member of the finance commitshould take time by the forelock and warn
tee which proposes to raise a fund of
their operators against this practice.
$40,000 to be used in connection with the
reunion of the United Confederate Veter"Jerry" Payne at Artcraft Office.
ans in this city next spring. It is estimated that there will be perhaps 500,000
Washington. D. C. — Gerald H. Payne, or
people visit Washington for this week.
"Jerry" as he is better known to the exhibitors in this territory, has assumed his
at the Artduties as assistant manager
"Tom" Moore's
Statuettes of "Purity."
craft 1320 F street northwest, which is
Washington,
D.
C.
—
"Tom"
Moore
has
Mr.
Whitaker.
P.
Vivian
presided over by
caused the distribution of one hundred
Pavne formerly served in a similar caplaster
statues
made
to
represent
"Purity."
cf
manager
The statues are of a woman in the nude,
pacitv under George Mann,
the local Paramount. He joined the latter
having draped from one shoulder to the
opposite arm a blue silk streamer made
exchange in October. 1914. as booker, beof one inch ribbon, bearing the inscription:
and Mr. Mann's
representative
comes
coming roadThis
change naturally
assistant.
"Strand Theater, beginning October first."
in the light of a promotion for Mr. Payne.
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Much Beautified Savou Reopens
Crandall's
Fourteenth Street Opens Again After Two Months Given to Improve-

By

Theater on

ments—Will Now Seat
WASHINGTON. D. C— Crandall's Savoy
theater, on Fourteenth street near Columbia road, northwest, has been reopened
after two months' work on improvements
representing- the expenditure of large sums
of money. Radical changes have been
made, the most striking of which is the
addition of a balcony, which increases
the seating capacity of the house to more
than 1,400. To effect this, it was necessary to raise the roof and make many
other alterations in the structure.
Another distinctive feature is the marquise, which extends the entire width of
the house. It is of ornamental steel work,
filled In with glass. A spacious lobby,
adorned by pillars of Carian marble, gold
lacquered mirrors and art panels presents
an inviting appearance. The prevailing
note in the interior decoration is ivory
and old rose, and at intervals along the
aide walls panels have been placed.
Twelve exits make it possible to empty
the theater in a minute. Rest rooms t^v
ladies and gentlemen are provided at the
entrance to the auditorium. On the exterior powerful electric lights turn night
Into day. A great sign flashes the name
of the theater and is visible for a considerable distance.

More

"D OANOKE, VA.— Milton O. Field, a mo■«^ tlon picture operator, was badly burned about his left side, arm and hand in a
fire which broke out in the operating
booth of the Bijou theater. An old film
became hung in the machine, causing it
to ignite, and it was while Mr. Field was
endeavoring to extricate it that he received his injuries. He was overcome by
the fumes and fell beside the machine.
He was dragged outside of the theater by
William Adams, assistant manager of the
Bijou. Although some little damage waa
done to the booth, through the cooperation
of a number of operators it was quickly
put in shape so that the theater was opened at the usual hour on the following day.

Than 1,400.

Photographs and a complete description
of the many improvements and additions
to the Savoy will appear in an early issue
of this paper.
Film Men to Carve Air Circles.
Washington. D. C. — If you are a devotee
of Kolf, and should happen to find that
the price of clubs and balls has risen to
unheard of heights, blame it on "Tom"'
Moore of the Garden. Strand and Plaza
theaters of this city. Mr. Moore will be
given a further introduction as the leader
in motion picture sportdom in the National
Capitol in a succeeding issue. However,
for a start, let it be known that he has
organized a bunch of golf fans, who take
a great delight in digging up the perfectly good turf of the various country clubs
in and around Washington. The soldiers
in his golf army include Harry M. Crandall, F. M. Day. Arthur Robb and J. H.
Butler, and there are several others, in
fact, nearly a dozen, who have their applications in to Join "Tom" Moore's aggegation. Hut the boys are getting a
great deal of sport during the fall afternoons chasing the little rubber ball
through
the grass.

Changes Among Theaters and Managers.
Alexandria. Va. — E. Lawrence Phillips Is
arranging to open the New Opera House
in Alexandria on October 9.
Richmond. Va. — The Bijou theater,
which has been running as a picture
house, has been made a part of the new
international circuit of theaters and again
goes legitimate under the management of
Harry
B. McNiven.
Newport News, Va. — William Koch, of
the Onyx theater, has gone to Washington, D. C, to book films to carry his house
for several weeks to come, during his absence from this city. He then goes to
New York and afterward to some of the
western cities.
Danville, Va. — Pryor Bros, have closed
their Strand theater, located in the Leland hotel building. Although this is by
far the handsomest theater In this place,
the location is deemed to be somewhat unfortunate and worked against the success
of the house. This firm is making good
with the Bijou and the feature house, the
Broadway.
Norfolk. Va. — The Bonita theater, on
Main street, has been closed and the owners of the property are now converting it
into a store.

Deplore Use of 'No Children" Signs

Washington. D. C, Exhibitors See in Use
— They Are Not
WASHINGTON. D. C— There has been
considerable comment of late on the part
of exhibitors, as well as patrons, on the
tendency to use signs which are apt to
create a wrong impression as to the character of the exhibition offered in the theater. This is particularly true of such
cases where signs of the type "Children
under sixteen years of age not admitted."*
It has been declared by a number of prominent exhibitors that it is such things as
this that sow the first seeds of censorship.
It is a known fact that should anything
appear in any theater that Is not suitable
for children under sixteen years of age.
the police would quickly step in and censor the show, as well as censure the exhibitor. This is bait, pure and simple, of
a type not desirable to a first class theater, nor conducive to its best interests.
There are as many people who would pass
by a house that fiaringly advertises its
plays as for adults only as there are
those whose curiosity would lead them to
seek out houses that show films that might
be indecent and. no matter which way the
cat Jumps, such exhibitors will lose a certain class of trade.
Figures Show Increase in Theater Tax,
Washington. D. C. — According to the
figures compiled by the Commissioners of
Internal Revenue for the month of August, 1916, there was paid into Uncle Sam's
coffers through the working of a so-called
War Emergency Revenue act of October
22. 1914, by motion picture exhibitors, theater operators and others engaged in like
amusement enterprises, the sum of $55.071.30. as against $49,378.84 for the month
of August. 1915. This represents an increase of $5,692.46.
The new schedule of taxes applying on
motion picture theaters under the more
recent General Revenue Act did not go
into effect until early in September and
there is no compilation at this time showing what these new rates have produced
by way of revenue. However, in the last
report it is shown that during the first two
months of the present fiscal year there
Was derived from this source revenue 'o
the extent of $251,257.86 as against $235.037.69 for the same two months
of the

Clarence Washington,
I>. Linz.
635 D.Tenth
St., N. E.,
C. injured
operator
^oamke

of Such Signs the Seeds of Censorship
Really Honest.
preceding
year. showing
an increase of
$16,220.17.
Exhibitions not otherwise provided for,
produced $4,368.54 this August as against
$4.394.G2 last August. For the first two
months of the present fiscal year the figures are $10,521.83, and for the first two
months of the last fiscal year $9,561.90.

Mask Ball of Film Men Is Leading Topic
Sale

of Tickets

Promises

Well— Metro

to

Provide

Picture

Postals

of

Beverley

Bayne and Francis X. Bushman.
From Philadelphia News Service. 326 Real Estate Trust Building. Philadelphia.
Pa.
journ throughout the Southern territory
PHILADELPHIA, PA. — The masked ball
and reports having experienced a very
to be given on Hallowe'en. Tuesday.
October 31, at the Eagle Temple. Broad
profitable trip. Mr. Wert declares that he
and Spring Garden streets, by the Motion
found business to be very good throughout the territory covered on his trip and
Picture
Employes"
Association,
continues
to hold the attention of the film world in
he remarked that the moving picture inthis vicinity.
dustry has certainly taken rapid strides
in Baltimore and Washington. The numMr. Clarke manager of the Metro Film
ber of theaters has increased ten per cent,
Company, has generously contributed sevand the demand for equipment and superal thousand beautiful souvenir picture
plies of all kinds has outgrown that of
postals of Francis X. Bushman and Beverformer years.
ly Bayne. and many other novel features
In the way of souvenir gifts will be in
order.
Plague Ban Off October 2.
The sale of tickets during the past
Philadelphia, Pa. — Proprietors of moving
week brought out the fact that Robert
picture theaters in this city are elated over
Madden, manager of the Ruby theater.
the fact that the ban on children under
Seventh and Market streets, leads the list
sixteen years of age, due to the serious
epidemic
of infantile paralysis which has
with $25 worth of tickets and Jack Madprevailed in this vicinity for some time
den, of the Alhambra Theater, runs him a
past, will be lifted on Tuesday. October
close second with another large amount.
2nd. The attendance at local theaters has
Dave Lodge, who has personal charge of
started to increase in leaps and bounds
the sale of the pasteboards for the big
time, reports having experienced unusual
and prospects for a favorable season are
exceptionally bright.
demands for tickets during the past several days and he was quoted as remarking
that the receipts so far have exceeded even
Theater Has Advertisements in Cars.
the most fond expectations of the committee.
Philadelphia. Pa. — The management of
the new Fifty-sixth Street theater, one of
AVest Philadelphia's most beautiful moving
picture houses, put over a live one when
CalehufF Road Man Reports Prosperity.
they adopted the policy of advertising in
the street cars and the attendance at that
Philadelphia. Pa. — Bill Wert, of the Caletheater has more than justified this means
huff Supply Company, 1301 Race street,
of advertising.
has recently returned from a week's so-
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New House in South Bethlehem.
South HothU'hem. I'm.— Tht- I'liH.d Motion I'icture Theater Company will hviihl
a modern moving i)lcture thealer In Snuth
Bethlehem iit Fourth street and Brondwuy
and work upon the new structure hus already been started. It Is expected that the
theater will be completed in lime for the
Christmas holidays.

The Clearfield Reopens.
PhUadetpliia. f a. — Th-nias Walsh, proprietor of the Clearfield theater, Clearfield
and BelKrade streets, announces the opening of his house on September 30. following a complete renovation both to the
exterior and interior of the theater.
\Vaynesboro. Pa.— Manager A. R. Zook
announces that his new opera house.
Waynesboro. Pa., will soon be thrown open
to the public. This theater Is one of the
most beautiful in the entire state of Pennsylvania and should meet with the greatest success.

Lancaster's

Hamilton

Reopens.

I.^ancaster, Pa.— The new HaiTiiU..n theater, on Nnrth Queen street, this cit\. considered one of the most beautiful movinp
picture theaters in the east, was recently
opened under the management of George
Krupa and W. H. Snyder. This theater
represents an output of JlOii.ooo and is
strictly modern
throushr)nt

New Theater Nearly Ready.

West Chester. Pa, — Moving picture enthusiasts of West Chester, Pa., are anxiously awaitingThis
the theater
opening isof ofA. the
Brown's
new theater.
most
modern design and construction and promises to become one of the leading hnuse.=;
in that section of the state.
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Charleston's New
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Strand Ready

Beautiful New Picture Theater in Charleston, W. Va., Just Completed by T. R,
Kearse, of the United Film Company, Is Now Ready to Open— Will Seat 2,000
Persons — Policy Will Include Big Features.
I'lttslivji^h

News

Scrviee.

6061

CHARLKSTON. W. VA. — The beautiful
new Strand theater, at Suihrners and
State streets, Charleston. W. Va., is nearing completion and will be opened some
time during Ih*- present month. This
house will be one' of the finest In West
Virginia and Is to operate with high-class
photoplays exclusively. The construction
and equipment of the building is modern
throughout, embodying a number of new
features that are the result of the builder's long experience in the moving picture
business. The seating capacity of the
Strand will be 2,000. The owner is T. L.
Kearse, of the United Film Company, of
Charleston. Mr. Kearse visited in Pittsburgh several days recently, looking over
the feature market
while there.

Will Double

Savoy's

Capacity.

McKeesport, Pa, — The Savoy theater.
McKeesport. Pa., is to be remodeled in
the near future and enlarged to double
its present seating capacity. The owner
is H. A. Victor, a prominent figure in the
exhibiting business in western Pennsylvania. Mr. Victor has just completed his
new Victor theater, one of the finest and
most up-to-date houses in McKeesport.
The Victor will be formally opened to the
public about October 15. Work on the
Savoy will be started immediately after
that date and rushed to early compleliiiii.
Tlie l'uil(lin^ will be extended
in

Jenkins Arcade.

Pittsburgh.

Pa.

the rear, the additional space increasing
the number of seats from 400 to 800. The
arrangement of the auditorium will be
otherwise Improved and considerable new
equipment
installed.

New House for Glenn

& McCloud.

Pittsburgh. Pa. — A modern moving picture theater is to be established soon at
2524 Wylie avenue, Pittsburgh. Pa., by the
firm of Glenn & McCloud, who are newcomers in the local exhibiting field. The
structure will be three stories in height
and of brick and steel fire-proof construction. The first floor will be occupied
by the theater, which Is to be equipped
in a complete and handsome manner. Plans
for the theater are now being prepared
for the owner, George Robb. The building will cost between $18,000 and 520,000,
"Hommel's
Encyclopedia,"
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Ludwig Hommel & Co.,
the well-known moving picture supply
house, 947 Penn avenue, Pittsburgh. Pa.,
is issuing an elaborate catalogue of accessories and supplies bearing the title
"Hommel's Encyclopedia of Everything
for Your Playhouse." The book is a handsome one and contains a great amount
of information valuable to the exhibitor,
In addition to a complete list of projection machines and other equipment, all
Indexed. The firm of Ludwig Hommel &
Company has invited all exhibitors to call
or write for the book, which is being distributed free of cost.
Guy R, Ainsworth on Trip.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Guy R. Ainsworth, of
the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company, with headquarters in the offices of
the General Film Company, Pittsburgh,
Pa., has left this city on an extended
eastern trip in the interests of the Essanay Company's
department.
Mr. Ainsworth
will commercial
visit Philadelphia.
New
York, Boston and other cities expecting
to be gone until the middle of October.
Lambnnos Leases Johnstown Globe.
Johnstown, Pa. — The lease on the Globe
theater, at Bedford and Main streets,
Jotinstown, Pa., has been taken over recently by Louis Lambrinos, who will put
on high-class feature pictures and vaudeville. Extensive alterations and repairs
have been carried out by the new management, making the house one of the
most attractive and up-to-date in its locality. The building occupied by the
Globe is owned by the Swank Hardware
Company, and the theater was formerly
conducted by J. G. Foley, a well-known
exhibitor and film man. Mr. Foley continues to operate the Globe Film Exchange
in Johnstown. Through this exchange he
serves thirty-two moving picture houses
in the surounding territory, eight of which
are controlled
in part by Mr, Foley.

C. A. Dempsey Joins Fox,

Pittsburgh, Pa. — C. A. Dempsey, a film
man well and favorably known In the
Pittsburgh section, has joined the forces
of the local Fox office, in the capacity of
travelling
representative.

Fort

Alpha Theater, Atlanta, Ga,

Pitt Theater

Company.

Pittsburgh. Pa. — The Fort Pitt Theater
Company, which operates the Pitt theater,
Penn avenue and Seventh street. Pittaburgh, Pa., has been incorporated. The
capital stock is stated at $20,000. The
incorporators are William Moore Patch,
Charles E. Rooney. Jr., and William Riehel.
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Official Guardian at Ontario Theater
Manager

Fred Guest, of Hamilton, Ontario, Has Discovered Commendable
Evading Law Prohibiting Unattended Children at Shows.
By

W*.

M.

Gladish.

1263

Gerrard

St.
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Way

of

E., Toronto. Ontario.

•-p
— Ana exhibitor
On- passed
the management
his Ball,
theaters
has
A ORONTO,
tario has Ontario.
hit upon
plan by of
which
to his brother.of Percy
who also
children less than fifteen years of age can has charge of the Balderson theater at
be admitted to his theater on special oc- Perth, Ontario. Two other members of
casions without the parent o- an adult the Ball family are already in active
guardian.
This sounds like a Jerin-'o c-m.
service
with
the Canadian
army.
travention of the Theaters and Cinemato.
graphs Act.
The
guardian
clause
of the
»
.
,
. _
Act
has
been
bridged
by the exhibitor
interestmg
1-OcaI
Items.
through
the appointment
of his assistant Toronto,
Ontario. — The
Toronto
fllm
manager as an official guardian to all magnates recently travelled to Halifax,
children in common when the latter brings Nova Scotia, to lend assistance to the
a "note" from home.
formation of an exhibitors' league.
They
The exhibitor who is responsible for the
were W. C. Gookin, Canadian general maninvention of the idea is Fred Guest, manager for the Greater Vitagraph. and Phil
ager of the Strand and
Empire
theaters,
Kauffman,
manager
for the Famous.
Hamilton.
Ontario.
The
assistant
man^I- S. Bernstein, formerly attached to exager, who acts as common guardian to the
changes in eastern Canada, has joined the
broods,
is E. Hopkinson.
Slanager Guost
road
force
of the Famous
Players.
He
brought out a printed form which he di5is covering Ontario
for the present.
tributed widely among his patrons so tnat
C. H. Coburn, assistant manager of the
the busy mother can fill out the paper and
General Film branch at Toronto, has been
sent her offspring to the show
whenever
promoted
to the position
of manager
in
desired
on certain
days,
namely,
school
succession to H. Law, who is now the Triholidays.
and
Saturday
afternoons.
This
angle representative in this territory,
form reads as follows:
United
Photoplays,
Limited,
37 Tonge
To the Manager of
street, Toronto,
have secured the Ontario
The Empire Theater.
sales
rights
for
the Mutt
and
Jeff reBarton Street East, Hamilton.
leases.
First runs of these cartoon
films
I hereby
appoint
E.
Hopkinson
as are being booked by the new Regent.
guardian of my children
On account of the change in the name
while in your theater, and wish to state of an Ontario town from Berlin to Kitchthat they go there with my full knowledge ener, one of the local theaters has found
and consent.
it necessary
to alter
Its title from
the
Parents' signature
"Berlin
Theatorium"
to "Kitchener
TheAddress
atorium."
Date
Another set of official British war films
Mr. Guest has, incidentally, secured the has reached Toronto. These depict fightconfidence of his clients by putting on ing scenes at the Battle of the Somme. and
elean picture at all times, and he caters consist of five reels. The control of the
to family patronage.
official pictures in Canada is held by the
No official objection has yet been taken Famous Players,
to the juvenile system inaugurated by this
C. and D. Finlayson, owners of the Parkexhibitor, it is understood.
view theater. Toronto, have taken over the
Windsor theater. College street.
Toronto's
Pretty
Rialto
Theater.
*
;
Toronto. Ontario.— The manner in which
Filie NcW HoUSC itl St Johll
a time-worn
store-show
can
be
transformed
into an attractive
picture
house
has been demonstrated by Manager Cohen New Brunswick Capitalist Proposes to
of Globe Securities, Limited, in the changes
Build Theater to Seat 1,700 Persons.
which have been brought about in the Bv Frederick F. Sullv. Box 19&2, SL John.
Hippodrome, one of the oldest theaters on
X. B
Tonge street, Toronto's main thoroughfare. „ „ t^tt^uvt -^t *^ \
,. ,
.,. . It was acquired by the company on a Q
?
' ' f\:^ S^" .^"'''^S ^^^^*"comparatively long lease, and. after a brief *? ^^^ ?^^" °* ]^% Maritime Provinces.
period of darkness, was re-opened as the f'^^t^- I^^t'^I''' ^^ fathering a scheme to
Rialto. The public soon found that it ^T\ ^^ T' i^^^ ^IJ^cfi^ ^'''}'^^^ ^^^^^^^l""
the
was more than a change in name. Sub- ^^f ^* ^^,^^}- noO.OOO, and promises
^^^^^^^ oj. the screen a house which shall
stantial new seats were installed: a new
In conscreen was constructed; two of Powers' !^^ a credit to the community.
erected
latest model projecting machines were Junction with the theatre is being
part
purchased: both the interior and exterior a large apartment house, the lower
were redecorated, the inside now being °f '''*'' u*", ""'iu ^^f^^/'i^ ^^J'^*" °* ^^i® ^^''finished in a chummy hue of red; a small %^^'*- ^'^'^^ ^^^ theater proper will be conbut picturesque lobby was created: the ^^^"^^^"^ '" ^^^ J^^""' ^ *u *v, ,
floors were covered with a nice, thick. "^^^^ure
^^^ ^7".
°^. ^^'^
will have"^'"a
and ^*'-,^*l'"
'0 feet,
145 tby ^^n%
carpet; a noisy blower fan gave way
the
to a suction draft ventilating system, capacity of 1.700 persons Although
which airs all parts of the house: a sub- P^J"^ are not yet completed, Mr Spencer
of
Representative
Maritime
the
stantial metal canopy was placed on an jnforjned
^.^^ ^^ '"'
new J*'^ ^''^y'"^ k'^^^'"^ ^°^^
otherwise flat front, and an entirely augin
features
new
many
^^^""^7
1^"^^*^.,^*
feature is a real pipe organ which
ments an orchestra of five. In addition. the building, and make it unique and up
girl ushers have been engaged. There ^o the minute in every respect. T\ ork will
were no ushers of any kind before. Even '^^^^^ shortly on actual construction.
the place
exchange
do not
the
^
*
["
old
now.managers
The result
has know
been th?
ChtlStoffctS HqS FltC DtHl
attraction of the best trade — and lots of it.
An item of interest in connection with Gets His Twenty-six Employees Out of
the reopening of this house is that R. E.
Building in 3 Half Minute.
Willis,
former
manager
of the Starland bv Joseph
A. Mcrjuire
5 Lewis
Block,
theater,
Winnipeg,
has been
installed
as
Buffalo
X Y
the man in direct charge of the Rialto.
He
_ ttctt^.t^
vt t» **:
'^ -i.
N. Y.— A fire drill was a restuff on the R UFFALO.
features and short
is booking
cent feature at the Mutual exchange.
market
open
Buffalo.
The writer happened to be pres.
.
entatthetimeand
was
impressed with
t-xhibitor Joins
Overseas
Battalion. the orderly way in which the twenty-six
Toronto,
Ont. — William
Ball,
manager employes filed out of the building in less
of picture
houses in Lanark
and Smith's than half a minute.
Falls, has enlisted as quartermaster
ser".We never want to feel that we would
geant In the 240th Overseas Battalion and cause the death of any employe on account

of fire or for any other reason," said G. H.
Christoffers,
of the the
Mutual'
this
territory, manager
who
instituted
drill. In
"We have complete fireproof vaults and
the New York state factory inspectors
have never failed to put their stamp of
approval on our exchange. Our employes
are enthusiastic in using every possible
safeguard against fire and it is little wonder that this enthusiasm is carried into
enforcement of the "no smoking"
ourThedrills."
sign
is a realty with Mr. Christoffers.
"I do not smoke, chew nor drink in or
out of our exchange, but I am no mollycoddle." was his humorous remark. "As
to the 'no smoking" rule it will be observed here to the very letter. A man
who comes into this place, carrying either
a lighted or unlighted cigar, is courteously impressed with our fire regulations
and many of our visitors have had to
toss their fine Havana
perfect os."
New Manager at Local World Film.
Buffalo. N. Y.— J. R. Levy, who has been
manager of the Buffalo branch of the
World Film for several months, has been
promoted to the management of the company's Minneapolis office. Mr. Levy was a
member of the Buffalo Screen Club. The
members all wished him good health and
prosperity on his departure for the West.
J. E. Kimberley is Mr. Levy's successor
here. Mr. Kimberley is a Buffalo man
and has many friends in and out of the
film business.
The

to Handle Exclusive
Features.
Buffalo. X. Y. — The Exclusive Features,
Inc.. has closed its Buffalo offices. Louis
Green, former manager, is representing
the Clara Kimball Young features. The
Exclusive features are now being handled
in Buffalo by the Popular exchange, 23
West Swan street. These include May
Ward in "Where's My Father?" Beatriz
Michelena in "The Unwritten Law" and
"The Victory of Virtue." J. M. Sitterly
of the Popular is traveling through New
York. He is receiving several bookings
on

the

Popular

feature,

"The

Unborn."

Star Theater Changes Hands,
Waterloo, N. Y. — Stone Bros, have taken
over
the Star theater.
Waterloo.
Colonial's New Name and New Owners.
Endicott. N. Y.— The Colonial theater.
Endicott, has changed both its name and
owners- The house is now called The
Ideal, owned
by John A. Laue.
Phoenix

Fire Took

Theater.

Phoenix, N. Y. — G. A, Hickey, manager
of the Triangle Film, Buffalo, has received word from Manager Woodward of
the Hippodrome moving picture theater.
Phoenix, N. Y.. that the house was recently destroyed by fire. The entire business
section of the town was also wiped out at
a loss of a million dollars. The town had
a poor fire-fighting apparatus, consisting"
of about $200 worth of equipment.
August Linde Buys Happy Hour.
Springville.
N.
Y. — The
Happy
Hour
theater,
Springville, has been sold by Mr.
Katzman
to August Linde of Mt. Jewett,
Pa.
Brandon Promises Big Advertising.
Buffalo, N. Y. — B. J. Brandon, representative of the Serial department of the Mutual Film, Buffalo, has just received word
from his home office regarding a very
extensi\e newspaper advertising campaign on the new Helen Holmes' serial,
"A Lass of the Lumberlands." The publicity will extend to every leading newspaper in practically every city, town or
village of more than 1,000 inhabitants in
the United States.
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H. H. Fiems in Charge of Buffalo's
Happy Hour.
Buffalo. N. Y. H. II. Fu-rns has I'^-vii
appointed initnae:er of the Happy Hour
moving picture theater, Buffalo. succeeiJIne: Harry Somervllle. Mr. Flems was asslstatit at this house and was formerly ut
the Alrovlct theater, this elly. He features variety In his hill, for which he
char^res rtve cents admission.
■'This iH a popular rest house for shoppers." said Mr. Flems. "Many department
store and office employes also come here
for the noon hour."
Buffalo Business Notes.
"We havt- booked our new serial, 'The
Shleldini; Shadow/ In the Lyric theater,
Buffalo, dally, except Sundays, for fifteen
weeks, commencing October 2d," said
James P. Morgan, manager of the Pathe
exchange, Buffalo.
N. I. Fllkins Is outside representative
for this serial, which will also be shown
at the International theater, Niagara
Falls, and the Avon. Rochester.
Manager Crabb of the Strand, Buftalo,
is giving Pauline Frederick the title of
"Frederick the Great" in connection with
her film performances at that house.
J. E. Hornberger of the Strand theater,
Brockport. N. Y., was a Buffalo caller.
"Our house seats 500 and fall business has
opened very satisfactorily," said Mr. Hornberger. "Our up-to-date features include
an orchestra and two motor-driven projection machines. AVe play vaudeville
Saturday
evenings."
"Eleven to eleven" is the slogan of
Manager Franklin of the Family. Buffalo.
He gives eight shows daily, beginning at
11 o'clock in the morning and closing at
n In the evening. He is featuring "War's
Women," which he advertises as "making
theatrical history in Buffalo."
Charles R. Rogers, manager of the Essemar Film. Buffalo, recently went to New
York to obtain new releases.
Local Items.
Lockport. X. Y. — The Strand, a newY.,movwas
ing picture theater of Lockport. N.
recently opened by Manager Hornberger.
Rochester, X. Y. — Manager McCaUum
has opened the Avon theater. Rochester,
with vaudeville and moving pictures. This
house ran stock this summer.
Rochester. N. Y. — Jack Farren. manager
of the Victoria theater, Rochester, recently had as an extra attraction King
Baggot, who appeared in person on the
program.
Elmira. K Y. — It Is reported that Director Odenkirchen of the orchestra of the
Majestic theater. Elmira, has resigned to
become musical director at Sol Bernstein's theater in Amsterdam. The new
leader at the Majestic is Ralph D.
Schwartz, formerly at the Feiber and
Shea theaters. Auburn.
"At good as eold.'* "A» white m
• now." "A« fine «• tilk." Wky do
other papers in this field invariably
try to compare with the standard of
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IN DETROIT.
Marguerite Clark to Remain.
Detroit. Mich. — At the special request of
Will M. Elliott, publicity manager in Detroit for Paramount pictures, we mention that Marguerite Clark will remain
as star on the Paramount program, notwithstanding reports to the contrary.
May Build in Flint.
Flint, Mich. — Mortimer Hoffman, member of the firm of Hoffman Bros., who
operate the Palace in Detroit and the
Palace in Saginaw, was recently In Flint
looking over the situation with the object of building a theater in that city
providing he can get a suitable location.
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Present Price of Big Features
Michigan Exhibitors Are Wondering Whether the Prices for Special Features Now
Being Offered Will Prove Profitable— Will Make a Try Out— What the Exchanges Say of Expensive Films.
Hy J;uoh .Smith, 503 Free Press Building,
Detroit. Mich.
now making a number of important
DETHUIT. .MICH.— The thing right now
changes to that playhouse. He will conthat is having the attention of Mlchduct the Isia along the same lines as
gan exhlbitoi'.s is the special big feature
the Broadway-Strand. A new stage setreleases, such as are being produced by
ting is being installed and a new Wurthe Mary Plckford producing company,
litzer Hope-Jones organ. The Isis opened
the Clara Kimball Young corporation, and
last spring and is a beautiful playhouse.
the Herbert Brennon producing company.
Mr. Garson will direct the management
As a result of these and other big refrom Detroit, although he will have a
leases, Michigan exhibitors are planning
house manager for the Isis. He anto completely rearrange their method of
nounces that among the attractions to
booking, and although they intend to play
appear for long engagements at the Isis
these new big releases on open booking
are the features with Clara Kimball
most of them will continue to play at
Young, Mme. Nazimova and Mary Garden.
least four days of contract booking. The
high rental being asked for these new reW. A. Rusco Retires.
leases and the requirement that they be
run for a specific number of days — usuSaginaw, Mich. — W. A. Rusco, for the
ally longer than exhibitors have been in
past ten years a prominent figure in the
the habit of so doing — is causing many
theatrical business of Saginaw, Mich., has
vigorous protests by exhibitors, some of
retired at least for the present, having
whom can't yet see their way clear of
disposed of his interest in the Bijou theamaking money at the high rental.
ter. He may go south for the winter.
No doubt in the course of time exhibitE. C. Beatty, assistant general manager
ors will take a chance and pay the rental
of
the
Butterfield chain of theaters, anasked for these specials, but one thing
nounces that Manager Fleischer, of the
is absolutely sure — if they fail to make
Strand theater, will be transferred to the
money with the first specials — they will
Bijou. Joseph Friedman, manager of the
not be apt to take such chances on the
Garden theater in Flint, goes to the Strand
future releases. Here is the exhibitor's
in Saginaw. He will book the pictures
viewpoint as given the writer, both In
for the Strand and Bijou in Saginaw and
and outside of Detroit:
the Garden in Flint.
"These specials are being touted as such
box-office attractions that we are signing
Artcraft Local Office Opens.
contracts to play them even though the
rentals are the highest ever known in
Detroit, iMich. — Frank Rut ledge. Michithe film business. Whether these big feagan manager for the Artcraft Film Corpotures make money or not at the start
ration, has opened permanent offices at 404
Peter Smith Building, Detroit. He saya
will determine the future of these openbooking specials. If they fail to make
that applications are coming in so fast for
money, exhibitors will not be so ready
the new Mary Pickford productions that
to play the second and third ones. Of
he is not finding time to get out percourse, if they do make money as they
sonally to see exhibitors. He says there
are touted, exhibitors will have no hesiis hardly a city in Michigan from which
tancy in playing all that come along.
an application has not been received. Be"It must be remembered that In nearly
fore going with the Artcraft, Mr. Rutevery city there are too many picture thealedge was with the George Kleine Co.,
ters, and it is not so easy for the exand was previously in vaudeville. He has
hibitors to make money as some people
been spending a great deal of the past
seem to think. The business is split up
summer at his country home at Spring
too much. How many exhibitors are
Harbor, Mich.
making more money today than they were
a year ago? Very few. And yet the
K. E. S. E. Exchange Moves.
exchanges are constantly talking higher
Detroit, Mich. — Louis Nathan, manager
film rental. The big pictures will be
of the Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay exall right providing they do make money
change in Detroit, has moved his offices
for the exhibitor."
from the Broadway Market building to
The Exchange Viewpoint.
712-713 Peter Smith building, where he
will conduct a complete exchange, supHere is what an exchange man said:
plying all paper and film direct from the
"The present day producers, realizing the
Detroit branch. This will be a great conkeen competition, are all striving to turn
venience to Michigan exhibitors and will
out better pictures than ever before; they
facilitate deliveries and shipments. Mr.
are paying more money for their stars
Nathan says that the basis on which his
and putting considerably more money into
office will operate will be "Service First
their productions- As a business propoto the Exhibitor." He reports many apsition, then, why should they not be enplications for service with the best houses
titled to more money from the exhibitor?
and many fine bookings.
When bread costs more, the baker increases his prices; when the leaf tobacco
Stork Visits the Von der Goltz Home.
goes up. the cigar manufacturer increases
his price; when cloth costs more, clothA baby girl weighing 163-4 pounds was
ing manufacturers advance, and so it
God's gift at the home of air. and Mrs.
goes right down the line in a commerR. Von der Goltz, 386 Pennsylvania avecial business. The price of all commodinue, on Monday. Sept. 18. It is said to
ties is based on cost of production. The
be the largest baby on record in Detroit.
big releases that are shortly to come out
Mr. Von der Goltz travels Michigan for
are very costly, unquestionably, and the
the International Film Service and right
producers are right In asking the exhibnow is concentrating on "Beatrice Fairitor to pay more. If within the next four
or five months these big releases do not
prove to be big box-office attractions for
Full House at 15 Cents Admission.
the exhibitor and make him more money
than the average feature, the producers
Muskegon, Mich. — Don N. Miller, manager of the Garden theater, Muskegon,
will quit spending so much on their picMich., has a house that seats about 550
tures and the price will naturally be
and which is playing to capacity every
cheaper to the exhibitor."
night.
runs a policy of three changes
fax." He
weekly
and charges a flat admission price
Garson Leases the Isis.
of fifteen cents. Even children pay fifteen
cents, as Mr. Miller contends that as
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Harry I. Garson,
long as children take up seats they should
managing director of the BroadwayStrand, Detroit, has leased the new Isis
pay the full price because, after all. all
theater in Grand
Rapids, Mich., and is
any house has to sell is its seats.
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Handsome Theater Promised for Memphis
Heart of the City's Theatrical District on Main Street Expects to See Soon a Picture Theater to Sea^ 1.800 Persons.
By J. L. Ray, 1014 Stahlman Building. NasliviUe. Tenn.
w EMPHIS, TENN.— According to reports
^vl around the Memphis exchanges, this
city is to have a handsome new photoplay
house in the near future. The house is to
be located on Main street, in the heart of
the theatrical district, and will be constructed along splendid lines. It is planned to provide a seating capacity of l.SOO,
and furnishings will cost well up into the
thousands.
Eastern and northern capital is behind
the project, and plans are now under way
to interest local capital in the formation
of a strong business organization to operate the new show house. A Chicago concern is understood to be heavily interested, and important developments are expected within a short time. It is the purpose of those interested to take over the
present site of the Van Vleet Mansfield
Drug Company, which will shortly move
to other quarters. By that time definite
plans are expected to be well under way.
Artcraft Gets Two Live Men.
Nashville, Tenn. — W. C. Brandon has
been appointed by the Artcraft Pictures
to the office of the southern manager, and
will have charge of the distribution
throughout the South of the new Mary
Pickford releases. Mr. Brandon was formerly at the head of the V-L-S-E booking
offices at Atlanta, and comes to Artcraft
with a broad knowledge of the southern
field. Mr. McTyre, formerly associated
with Mr. Brandon at the V-L-S-E offices,
accompanies the latter to the new company, where he will be connected with the
booking department.

United Issues "Kaufman Times."

Memphis, Tenn. — The United Program
Film Service has just issued No. 1, Volume
1. of the "Kaufman Times," a paper devoted to the exploitation of its releases.
A sure-fire beginning is a set of genuine
Bud Fisher Mutt & Jeff drawings, directly
under the headings. The United is featuring the Mutt & Jeff cnrtoon comedies in

their service, which are running so strong
that extra copies have been necesary to
handle the business.
Volunteer State Briefs.
Knoxville.^A new departure at the Gay
theater is a short reel program for Saturdays. No features are shown on this day
and the weekly change to short subjects
is proving a big success.
Memphis. — The Majestic Amusement
Company ran the ■'Melting Pot" at its
magnificent new theater to capacity
houses, and booked a return engagement
of the feature.
Memphis. — The Pastime theater, one of
the largest houses in this city, has secured exclusive Beale avenue exhibition
rights to the "Yellow Menace" serial. This
picture is being extensively booked at the
best southern houses through the United
Service.
Tennessee Topics.
Nashville. — Among the prominent lights
in the southern film firmament to visit
the city during State Fair week were
Messrs. Oldknow, Brandon. Warner and
McTyre, all well-known exchange men.
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Nashville. — J. P. Masters, the Bowling
Green manager of the Crescent Amusement
Company, was a visitor in the city a few
days ago. Bernard Gooch, another Crescent man from Hopkinsville, Ky., was also
in Nashville.
Memphis. — Mike Prank, of the Rex theater, has left for a month's vacation, which
he will spend at Waukesha, Wis.
Memphis. — Jack Stewart, special representative of the Triangle, New Orleans,
was in Memphis several days, where he
lined up a number of new circuits.
Theater Notes and Changes.
Memphis.— Mrs. A. Geriiii, owner of the
Queen theater. Memphis, has just sold her
other house, the Beauty, to A. R. Richards.
Mr. Richards also operates the Lasca theater, a suburban house. The Beauty is a
Main street five -cent theater.
Union City. Tenn. — W. C. Morris, a local
man, has assumed control of the Empress
theater, a Hickman, Ky., house.
Brownsville, Tenn. — Y. B. Yost, who
operates a theater at Pontotoc, Miss..
opened a house here on October 2d.
luka. Miss. — The theater of T. M. Jourdan was badly damaged by fire recently,
which necessitated closing the house until
extensive repairs can be made.
Grenada, Miss. — A new house is being
erected here, which will be opened about
No .ember 1st.
Belzoni. Miss. — Levy & Bardey have
opened a new theater in this town, whlcn
will be known as the Crescent.

Merger of Two Leading Atlanta Theaters
Strand and Vaudette

Now Under the Same
Management — On Opposite
Sides of
the City — Better Programs Promised.
By A. M. Beatty. 43 Copenhill Ave.. Atlanta, Ga.
the increased resources provided by *he
ATLANTA. Ga. — Announcement was
made Thursday by the directors of
merger, will give the public better prothe formation of the Strand-Vaudette
grams in each theater. Situated on opposite sides of the city, each with its own
Amusement company, which in the future
firmly
established
reputation and patronwill own and operate two of Atlanta's
age, the Strand and Vaudette. controlled
leading motion picture houses, the Strand
by one general manager are expectdl to
theater on Peach tree street, and the
Vaudette
theater on Whitehall
street.
gain even greater popularity. The merger
While both theaters will be conducted
was accomplished by the sale of the issets
of
the Strand theater, and the assets cf
as separate houses, they will be under the
the Vaudette Amusement company to the
same
general
management,
which, with
corporation. A charter was applied for
this week.
Ever since they were opened, the Vaudette in 1911 and the Strand about four
>ear ago, both houses have made money.
The class of pictures shown in each has
never been anything but the best. The
Vaudette, operated by John and Gus Evans
for years, has maintained and even increased its popularity under the direction
of Alpha Fowler, while the Strand for
many months has been capably managed
by B. Lee Smith.
Mr. Fowler will be active in charge of
the affairs of the new corporation as general manager of both the Vaudette and
the Strand, He is a theater manager of
long experience. He states that the programs of the Strand and the Vaudette will
cnntinue to be of the first-class order of
highest excellence that they have been
in the past.
Local Film Notes.
Spartanburg, S. C. — The Bijou at Spartanburg. S. C, has been remodeled, and
reopened under the management of J. E.
.Schofield.

New
Exchange
Building,
Atlanta,
Ga., Occupied
by Triangle,
Pathe, Universal,
Greater Vitagraph,
Consolidated,
General
Film, Fox and a Branch of Postal
Telegraph Cable Co.

Atlanta, Ga. — The Atlanta photoplay
club held an enthusiastic meeting Thursday evening in the assembly hail of the
Ansley hotel. Many successful writers are
members of the club. Besides going into
the construction of photoplays the club
will later make a study of the short story,
nnd is co-operating for the market of their
productions.
Columbus, Ga. — After being thoroughly
remodeled and renovated, the Grand, at
Columbus. Ga,. reopened Thursday, September 21.
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Cincinnati's
Star
Theater
Has andNew
Manager Tom Corby Announces
Booking
of Big Features
a Raise Policy
in Price of
Admission to Ten Cents.
\\y Kenneth
vS. (."tain, (ilO l-'irst
CINCINNATI. O. — The change of policy
of house
the on
StarFountain
theater. Tom
Corby's
lar
Square,
whichpopuhas
been placed in effect, came as something
of n surprise in picture circles, and to the
public as well, but may be taken as a Tollable straw showing the direction of the
wind. The Star has for a long time been
a. leading representative of the houses
which stuck to the flve-cent program of
diversified pictures, showing several different subjects, usually in one or lw> reels.
Now. however, the Star has joined the
ranks of the "big-time" picture houses.
as it were, having secured the first run of
William Fox feature releases and MetroDrew comedies.
Beginning on Sunday, Sept. 24, therefore, the price of admission was raised to
10 cents, in line with that at other houses
showing features, and will be maintained
at that figure, with two programs a week.
Although the Star seats only 300 persons.
and is therefore rather small as compared with the larger feature houses, its
splendid location on Fountain Square
keeps it filled all the time, and in a day's
run it will probably show to as many
people as some houses with twice its
capacity. So far. according to Mr. Corby,
the new arrangement has worked splendidly, full houses being the rule, and his
clientele seems to be much pleased with
the change. "Fires of Conscience," a Fox
film featuring William Farnum, was the
first Star feature, followed by Emily
Stevens in "The Wheels of the Law."
New "Nation" Film Hearing in Ohio.
Cincinnati, O. — The pertinacity of the
local legal representatives of the owners
of' "The They
Birthpropose
of a Nation"
is indicated
afresh.
to have the
Supreme
Court review the decision of the censors
on that picture. Under the procedure
determined by the rules of the court, and
the statutes applicable, an appeal direct
to the Supreme Court from rulings of the
board may be taken, if the Court decides
that the matter is worth its attention.
The motion for a review will be vigorously
fought by the legal department of the
state, it is understood. It will come up
for hearing October 4, and the court will
at that time decide whether it will go
into the legality of the censors' refusal
to permit the film to be exhibited in Ohio.
Exhibitors and Salacious Films.
Columbus. O. — According to President
Max Steam, of the Ohio Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League, he will present to
Columbus exhibitors at their next meeting a resolution condemning the various
more or less unsavory films dealing with
forbidden phases of sex discussion. Mr.
Stearn declares that exhibitors who are
endeavoring to build up a permanent business with the best class of patrons have
no desire to secure temporary profits by
the exhibition of salicious pictures, and
that such exhibitors are much in the majority in his organization as well as most
others.
It is understood that Dayton, O.,

Exhibitors

and

Operators

National
iimik. Cincinnati. Ohio.
txhibltora have already taken action. along
this line, and although many films characterized as highly objectionable from the
standpoint have been passed by the
censors, the exhibitors of the state Intend
to protect their patrons by their own action condemning the release of improper
subjects.
Ralph Peckham to Drive Local Unicorn.
The management of the Cincinnati Unicorn Film Service office was assumed on
September 4th by Kalph E. Peckham. Mr.
Peckham came to Cincinnati from Pittsburg where he was located with the Unicorn in a like capacity. While a young
man in years, he is one of the older school
of film men in the business.
Mr. Peckham is one of the former owners
of the Detroit and Toledo offices of the
Universal, when they were operated under
private franchises.

Welfare Work of National Cash Reg^ister
Company
in Film.
Dayton, O. — One of the mo.st interesting
subjects which will be shown in the future
by the Lyman Howe Company, will be the
welfare work of the National Cash Register Co. The Howe organization has be'-n
busy for several weeks, w^ith the hearly
co-operation of the company, in taki ig
the pictures, which were shown to large
crowds at the N. C. R. Country Club
recently. The pictures will become a part
of the Howe
repertory of subjects.

Masonic Theater Gets Back Its Old Name
Louisville's House of Many Recent Changes
to Be Reopened
by Adrian
phreys and Goes Back to Motion Pictures.
From
Ohio
Valley News
Service,
1404 Starks Bldg . Louisville, Ky,

Hum-

LOUISVILLE. KY.— The Strand theater,
formerly the Masonic, which closed
last spring as a moving picture house,
will be re-opened shortly by Adrian C.
Humphreys, of Louisville, a well known
attorney. Mr. Humphreys will operate the
house under its former name, "The
Masonic," and is arranging to give his
patrons some first-class service. The new
Mary Miles Minter series, in six releases
of five to six reels, has been booked with
the theater by the local Mutual office,
and it is understood that Bluebird and
Kline-Edison pictures will also be shown.
It has developed that Judge Allen Kinney,
who leased the house for showing the
Al. Fields minstrels, a few weeks ago.
leased for only the one show, instead of
for several weeks
as reported.

Not to Use Certain
Films.
Georgetown. Ky. — The Better Motion
Picture Committee, representing all of the
leading women's clubs and other organizations of the city, recently started a campaign for better and more wholesome pictures, and put the matter before Manager
A. B. Barkley, of the Georgetown Opera
House, in such a way that there was
nothing left for him to do, but to agree
to eliminate all objectionable films in the
future, and to book only the higher grade
films of the very best producing companies. It was announced that one line
of films would be dispensed with entirely,
as objectionable, and not up to the standard set by the residents of the city.

To Have
Its Own
Electric
Plant.
Winchester, Ky. — The management of
the Cozy theater has placed contracts for
a private lighting plant which will be
installed at once. A number of the theaters in the smaller cities of the state are
now installing their own power plants,
claiming they get cheaper and more satisfactory service.

"As good as gold." "As white as
snow." "As fine as silk." Why do
other papers in this field invariably
try to compare with the standard of
the MOVING PICTURE WORLD?
There's a reason.

Phoenix Amusement Amends Charter
Lexington, Ky. — Amended articles of incorporation have been filed by the Phoenix
Amusement Co., operators of the Strand
theater, whereby $40,000 worth of common
stock has been split so that $10,000 will
be of 7 per cent, preferred. The amendment was signed by M. Switow, Louisville, as president; James H. Button,
director, of Louisville; and G. D. Wilson,
director, of Lexington.

Are Arguing
Commissioners.

PADUCAH, KY.— The moving picture
machine operators and the exhibitors of
Paducah. Ky., are in a controversy before
the city commissioners relative to an ordinance requiring all machine operators
to be twenty-one years old. The ordinance itself was introduced through the
efforts of the operators and is endorsed
by John O. Keebler. the city electrica 1
Inspector.
The operators
assert that !n

Mr. Peckhani extends a hearty Invitation
to the exhibitors of the territory to call at
his ollice In the vicinity.
Will Build Theater in Springfield.
Sprlngiielil. U. — A deal has been closed
by Pittsburg interests, it is reported, by
which a desirable piece of property on
High street has been acquired, which will
be remodeled and converted into an upto-date moving picture house, with a seating capacity of between 700 and 800
people. Local men are also interested in
the venture, which Is to be pushed as
rapidly as possible.

Should Minor Operators Be Left in Charge?
Faducah
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the

Question

Before

the

City

other cities similar regulations are in
force, and that such a regulation is a
protection to the public. The managers
contend that they are forced to have
apprentices while
on duty
relieve
operators
the tolatter
aretheat regulaimeals.
and that the apprentice operators have
done good and eflScient service, and are
capable after a few weeks' training. It
Is now up to the commissioners.

Manager

Agrees

Louisville
Personal Notes.
E. R. Anderson, manager of the new
Amuzu theater, of Midway, was recently
in the city calling on the film houses.
Two changes in press representatives
of local theaters have been announced
during the past few days. John Hoagland
has relieved Stewart Cayce. of the Walnut,
the latter going with the Louisville Henderson &, St. Louis Railroad Co. Bob
Rogers
has taken over the press work at
the Alamo.
Robert Brummett, of Jelico, Tenn.. manager of the Palace theater of that city,
has been secured by the Dixie theater, of
Williamsburg. Ky., to handle the special
feature plays screened by the house.
C. H. Berryman, head of the Ben All
and the Lexington opera house. Lexington.
Ky.. has resigned from the Fayette County Road Commission, claiming that press
of business made it impossible to continue on the commision, and denying reports of friction.
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Autumn Fairs and Picture Shows
Kansas Exhibitors Face Problem Every Fall When Free Agricultural Fairs Come
to Town — Big Topcka Fair Brings Little or No Profit to Picture Theaters —
Exhibitors
and the Small
Town
Fairs.
From Kansas City News Service. 205 Corn Belt Uld^.. Kansas City, Mo.
KAXSAS CITY, Mo.— The middle west is
near the close of its fall fairs, street
shows, state fairs, and other similar
events that draw in the people from the
surrounding towns. The exhibitors are
profiting more or less from the presence
of so many people, in the increased patronage of their shows. This possible business is largely overrated in many instances, however. Take Topeka, Kan., for
instance, where a great free fair was held.
with an attendance of more than 200,000,
including perhaps close to 100,000 from
near and distance parts of the state. The
business of the local exhibitors was nothing extraordinary, ilost of them started
their shows early in the morning the first
day or so^and then postponed the opening till towards noon. These people had
come to attend the fair, and went to the
grounds in the morning, staying there in
most cases until late at night. The local
vaudeville and "legitimate" theaters maintained a booth in the fair grounds for the
sale of reserved seats; but did not do much
more than enough business to paj' the extra expense.
In the smaller towns, however, the moving picture exhibitors have frequently
been able to do a great deal towards
boosting their permanent business, during the street and local fairs. The visitors
to the fairs are from nearby territory, who
could often come in to the local picture
show. Nearly every visitor is a possible
patron of more or less regular attendance.
Roy Sweetland. proprietor of the Sixth
Street theater, Hiawatha. Kan., is one example of the exhibitor who made good use
of a local street fair. He did what other
local merchants and business men did —
he erected a booth in the district set apart
for that purpose, which he decorated with
pictures of stars and advertising of his
Paramount program; and he gave away
souvenirs. He inoculated the visitors with
the idea of visiting his show — and the results will probably be permanent.
Another example is E. N. Doyle, manager of the Park theater. Cape Girardeau,
Mo. He had a booth in the fair grounds,
decorated with Paramount streamers, 24's:
with posters and pictures provided by the
Paramount exchange. He also gave
souvenirs away. Mr. Doyle pulled off the
real stunt, however, when he got the directors of the fair to declare September
22 Paramount Day. This was the oflicial
designation — and he made the very best
use of it.
It is apparent that many other exhibitors besides Mr. Doyle will receive
benefit from his work during the fair.
And because of that broader benefit, the
exchange gladly co-operated, by supplying
the materials for the decoration, and for
novelty advertising.
An Office Boy
Who
Will Rise.
Kansas City, Kan. — An office boy can be
a mighty useful member of an exchange
organization. Kansas City has at least
one of the type that keeps his wits about
him and his eyes open. This is John Miley,
17 years old, with a common school education— and red-headed. Incidentally he
has a good memory and a willingness to
serve. John is noted in the office for being able to tell, right off the reel, the
name and address of any exhibitor, the
name of his theater and the size of his
house. John runs the addressograph machine— but not mechanically. He has
watched the names so often that he knows
them all. But he has gleaned other information about these names, too. He can
answer instantly such questions as "Where
is Jim Jones?" or "Who's that over at
Adalina?" or "What are Smith's initials.
at Forsythe?"
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that tops the front, a bird, since Mr. Yost
has booked Bluebird pictures. Mr. Yost is
running at least every ten days a big picture, and he is after the states rights pic-

Very Fond of Good Pictures.
Marion, Kan. — One of the youngest moving picture fans in the state of Kansas Is
the 6-months-old baby daughter of Harry
K. Rogers, proprietor of the Auditorium,
Marion. Kan.
Mr. Rogers
is himself
widely known
among film
men. He is
ion a living
giving
Mardtion
e m of
onstrathe
i n n o c uous
quality of the
pictures he
provides for
his patrons.
This youngs t e r is
Harry Rogers* Daughter.
brought to
th theater nearly every night by Mrs.
Rogers and takes a keen delight in the
show. "And." says Mr. Rogers, "on the
square, if we don't run Universal pictures she don't want to stay."
A Creditable Small Theater.
Hutchinson, Kan. — C. B. Yost, Hutchinson, is showing what a little hustling
can do to bring profits, summer or winter,
to a small house. His Royal theater seats
only 500, but it is a beautiful house, one
of the prettiest for its size in Kansas,
with terra cotta front, tastefully decorated. Significance is given the ornament

Koynl

Theater.

Hatchiason,

Kan.

tures, which he is proving to be paying
propositions for him. He pays the good
prices for films, charges 10 cents, sometimes 15 cents, advertises generously — and
makes money. He uses novelties and special stunts of his own devising, in addition to newspaper space, and it is the attention to the special subject, with special advertising, that he believes brings
the results. He is one who believes in
summer shows — he has had a good business the past summer.

Getting
Co-Operation
ofFilm Local
Newspapers
Exhibitors
Use Slides Boosting
Column
in Local
Papers
and

Western

Favorably Impress the Editors.
KANSAS CITY. Mo. — Western exhibitors
s.is. "I was pleased with the results of
the first canvass of the territory in the
have been receiving pretty good co-operation from their local newspapers, when
interests of Clara Kimball Young prothey went about it in the right way.
ductions." said Mr. Morse.
Sam S. Schwarz is another addition to
Many papers have been publishing movthe force of the Midwest corporation as
ing picture pages, and most have used
more or less of the publicity matter thajt
cashier. He had formerly been in the rethe exhibitors or the exchanges have sent
tail merchandise business in Des Moines,
Iowa.
them. But the increasing cost of publishing has resulted in many publishers r*;ducing the size of their papers — and inK. E. S. E. Exchange Expands.
cidentally cutting down the pages devoted
Kansas City. Mo. — The George Kleine
to moving pictures.
exchange in Kansas City is being transThe situation was becoming "nervous."
formed into the Kleine-Edison-Selig-Esand L. D. Balsly, who looks after Parasanay exchange, gradually. The past week,
mount publicity in a group of states, saw
an additional room has been secured in
that something must be done. This thing
the Ozark building, since no other quarters
must be to show the editors and business
could be found — the Kleine exchange havmanagers of newspapers that their ining a long lease on their very attractive
terest lay in using considerable space for
and convenient quarters. Many extra
pictures. Mr. Balsly therefore advised exclerks and shippers have been employed.
hibitors to photograph a moving picture
page of a newspaper, and make a slide of
World Film Exchange Busy.
it, across the face of which would be a
Kansas City. :Mo. — The .Cl^ra Kimball
strip urging the spectators to read that
Young
reissues are going like hot cakes
paper — and suggesting that advertising
with Ohio maple syrup, out of the Kansas
in the local paper pays.
City
World
exchange. Practically every
Many of the exhibitors have done this.
town in the territory evidently is going to
And it has brought about a very desirable
have
them
as
soon as they can get them,
condition of hearty co-operation on the
and the demand is almost swamping the
part of the publishers. The latter feel
that the exhibitor is really going out of
office. Ithibitorsseems
to be just what the exwant.
his way to help along the paper — and the
thought is impressed that the moving
picture fans do actually take an interest
L. O. Maas With United Film.
in that moving picture page.
Kansas City, Mo. — L. O. Maas, formerly
representative of the Pat he exchange of
T. S. Morse Traveling for Midwest.
Chicago, has been employed at the United
Film Service local exchange to handle
Kansas City, Mo. — T. S. Morse, formerly
with the World Film exchange, has just
the "Yellow Menace" in Kansas.
returned from the initial trip for the MidJoplin. Mo. — J. D. Wineland,
Joplin, is
west Photoplay Corporation through Kansas. Mr. Morse will have charge of Kanbuilding a .new theater.
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PrairieH. .Mudlsun,
Stale Film
NewsWabash J j\ Crcssu Intcrcsts Open Excfianoe
023 South
Avenue,
Chicago.
III.
New Dallas Distributing Company for Clara Kimball Young Films — Managed by

l-'riink
liy Frank

H

MiidlMiin

ti93

Smith

Wabiish

Nebraska Notes of Interest and Theater
Changes.
OMAHA. Neb— AVhin ihi- Nebraska State
Teachers' Assooiallon meets here in
Xovomber 8-9-10. the Nebraska conservation and public welfare commission will
show the delejrates S.OUO feet of moving
pictures tellins of the beauties and resources of Omaha and Nebraska.
Beatrice. Neb. — W. L. Bennett sold the
Jewel theater to Leo and Frank Lucey.
In Iowa.
West Union. la. — The operatinp: room
at the Princess theater was struck by
Hghtning. Leslie Fitzgerald, who was in
the booth at the time, was shocked but
not Injured.
Sheldon. la. — B. C. Boggs has sold the
Strand tlieater to G. W. and R. G. Slater.
Cedar Falls, la.- — Edward Madegan, new
owner and manager of the Grand theater,
opened that house with "Love's Liar."
Dakota Notes.
Phillip. S. D. — The Gem theater has been
opened here.
Alinnewaukon, N. D. — Geo. Phillips has
purchased equipment, and will give shows
at
Minnewaukon, Church's Ferry, and
Starkweather.
Kildeer. N. D. — The Publicity Film Company of Bismarck made films of scenes in
Kildeer
for the Commercial
Club.
Milnor. N. D. — Austin Williams sold the
Shubert
theater
to H. H. Trifforrl.
TO EXHIBITORS
If you are doing
something
new
and interesting
at your theatre
let
our correspondent know about it. It
may help others and help you as well.
Helpfully yours,
THE
MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD.
By

FILM
NOTES FROM ILLINOIS.
Frank H. Madison,
1^2.3 South Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Theater Changes.
SPRTNGFIELD. 111.— The Fidelity Film
Corporation of Chicago has changed
its name to the Ryan Brothers Garage
Company, and also changed its object.
Robinson, 111. — Construction of the new
Palace theater on West ilain street, which
is being erected by S. L. Crebs of Carmi,
has been rapid, and it was planned to
open the house about the middle of
October. The house has been leased to
Roscoe Cochran. He has been an exhibitor at Carmi for some time. He will
show nothing but pictures, using an orchestra for the musical
accompaniment.
Oakland, lil. — Mrs. Nettie Webber has
sold the Grand theater to McQueen
Brothers.
Monmouth. 111. — The Pattee Opera House
is now under the management of Del V.
Hardin and Charles Ward.
Manistique. Mich. — E. S. Perkins and C.
F. Khiseley will erect a moving picture
theater on Cedar street.
WISCONSIN

FILM

NEWS.

— Slight
caused
at Waupaca.
the Lyric "Wis.
theater
when loss
hot was
carbon
fell
upon a reel of film. Smoke filled the theater, but there was no panic.
Pond du Lac, Wis. — Frank G. Raymond,
of Birmingham. Ala., who has assumed
the management of the Henry Boyle theater, has announced his policy. Feature
films will be shown first three days of
each week, and the last four days will te
devoted to vaudeville. Some theatrical
attractions will be booked.
West Allis. Wis. — Construction of
Loebel's moving picture theater on Greenfield avenue has begun.

fc^

•-/

By

*

»^

F. M. Sanford— Has Rights in Four States.
E. E. Betcia, iK>2 West 2d street, For: Wuith, Texas.

DALLAS. Tex. — Still another exchange ia
opening here notwithstanding the fa"t
that business has been extremely dull the
past few months, and almost every exchange has suffered a decrease in receipts.
The new concern will he known as the J.
A. Cressey Interests, and will be distributors of Clara Kimball Young and
other independent productions. F. M. Sanford will be the general manager, Mr.
Sanford, a native Texan, has an enviable
reputation, and we predict that he will
get his share of the business. When the
World Film Corporation was started
several years ago, Mr. Sanford was made
manager of the Dallas office, and held that
position continuously until the latter part
of last year. He has friends by the hundreds in the trade in this territory as well
as in New York and California, all of
whom wish him the very best of luck in
his new undertaking.
J. A. Cressey who owns the J. A. Cressey
Interests, which will control four states on
the Young productions and on other independent features, is a relative of Miss
Clara Kimball Young, The offices will be
at No. 1304-6-S-lO Southwestern Life
building temporarily. L. C. McHenry, who
formerly worked for Mr. Sanford with the
World Film, will be one of his assistants
in the new oflices.
Nat Barach, a Young Manager,
Dallas, Texas. — On this page appears
the likeness of ilr. Nat Barach, the genial
manager of the Southern World Film
Corporation of Texas. He, like many another film manager, received his training
in the old Warner Features offices. Although Mr.
Barach has
been in the
film business
but three
short years
he holds an
enviable rec[ ord. Long
before the dissolution and
sale of the
Warners offices
BarachMr.joined
the World
Film forces
and has been
Nat Barach.
with this organization practically ever since except
for a short time when he was special representative for Fox. He has been with
World Film in Pittsburgh, Kansas City
and Cleveland, and went to Atlanta the
first of this year, from whence he came
to Dallas to manage the Southern World
Film Corporation. Although Mr. Barach
has been in our territory but a short time
he has made a host of new friends. Mr.
Earach is but 26 years of age, almost the
youngest manager in Dallas, but his foresight and sagacious business methods are
that of a man much older and with more
years of experience.
New Theater for Cleburne.
Fort Worth. Texas. — Mr. Green, of Cleburne, came up Sunday to this city and
at the invitation of E. H. Phillips he and
the World correspondent witnessed a private showing of "Victory of Virtue." an
independent production which is being
handled by Dallas parties as a state
rights proposition. Although this picture was released some time ago It has
been shown in but few towns in Texas.
Mr. Phillips and Mr. Green will both run
it. The picture is good, but nothing extraordinary. Mr. Green is going to erect
at an early date a large theater In Cleburne, where he has been an exhibitor
for many years, and where he now runs

two shows. While at Phillips' Egypt we
went to the operating room, as Mr. tireen
wanted to get some data on lenses, etc.,
for his new theater, and it would have
done Mr. Richardson's heart good to have
been with us. This operator genius has
been with Phillips for many years and
gets perhaps the best projection in the
state. (We did not learn his name.) He
has invented an automatic switch on the
cone of the lamphouse that is a wonder.
Mr. Green is going to use his ideas in the
construction of the projecting room of
his new house.
Who
Is This?
Dallas, Texas. — Dame rumor has just
informed us that the most popular and
the most prominent exhibitor of Texas
and of Dallas will become a benedict at
an early date. The bride-to-be is, we understand, from one of the oldest, most
prominent and wealthiest families of Dallas. As no definite date has been set that
we can learn, or any formal announcement made, we do not feel at liberty to
give further information, but will let our
readers guess who it is.
John

Rotchford, Artcraft.
Manager

of

Local

Dallas, Texas. — John Rotchford will
be the manager of the Artcraft office in Dallas. Mr. Rotchford arrived in
Dallas a few days ago and offices were
at once opened temporarily in one of the
large office buildings. Mr. Rotchford is
snowed under with applications for Pickford contracts at present and is taking
care of them as fast as possible. It is
understood that all the larger cities of
Texas hare contracted for these produr:tions almost simultaneously with the arrival in Dallas of the Artcraft representative.
Fort Worth Strand Reopens.
Fort Worth. Texas. — The Strand theater,
owned by J. D; Wheelan, destroyed by fire
in July and rebuilt, opened on Saturday,
September 23. The new Strand is one of
the prettiest theaters in Texas and undoubtedly the prettiest in Fort Worth.
Mr. Wheelan was using Paramount service exclusively in the Strand, and when
the fire occurred he continued to pay for
this service, although the theater was
closed, which will now enable him to run
three changes per week of Paramount
program for several months, including
three Pickford and three Clarke pictures
which were released while he was closed,
but which have never been run in Fort
"Worth. The Strand is decorated in gold,
ivory and tan and Mr. Wheelan also had
installed a big unit orchestra and the
front has been rebuilt and a very ornate
awning covers the sidewalk. Altogether
it is a very "nifty" place and one "hard
Two Theaters Turn to Pictures.
to beat."
Fort W^orth. Texas. — Though many
places are reporting picture houses
changed to vaudeville or stock, two Fort
Worth houses have changed to pictures.
The Majestic (Interstate House), runs pictures on first half of week and vaudeville
last half, and Byers opera house runs
features and vaudeville, while heretofore
both houses were exclusive vaudeville and
road show attractions exclusively.
Fort Worth, Tex. — Pierre Levy, manager
of the Hippodrome theatre, has returned
from his vacation, which he spent In
southern cities of Texas. He says he had
a great time at the beach in Galveston.
Mr. Vivian, the prominent exhibitor of
Denton
other day.was a Fort Worth visitor the
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Denver Screen Club Has Plans
First of This Season's Weekly Luncheons Brings Out Plans for Club's Coming
Social Events— Big Screen Club Ball at City Auditorium— A Dinner DancePool Tournament Begins.
By E, C. Day. Denver Times, Denver. Colo.
ha and the appointment
of Palmer
as
— After a spell of inDENVER. COL.
Denver manager.
activity due to the summer season,
George
N.
Montgomery
has
come
from
n
the Rocky Mountai Screen Club came to
the East to take charge of the World
life again this week. The first of the
office succeeding Palmer. Mr. Montgomery
weekly luncheons to be held during the
has been in the exchange branch of the
winter was given at the Albany hotel and
moving picture industry for four years.
plans outlined for a series of big league
He was associated with the Mutual comaffairs.
pany for some time previous to his joining
First of all a committee was named
the World forces. With the latter comto arrange for a Big Screen Club Ball
pany he has been a part of the home
to be held in the City Auditorium. Frank
office organization for the greater part
Harris of Vitagraph, George Killam of
of the time, but at intervals has managed
the Colfax theater and Milton H. Cohn
the Minneapolis, Cincinnati and Indianof Paramount were named on a comapolis exchanges. He came to Denver
mittee to arrange for the presence at the
from
Indianapolis.
ball of one or more of the nationally
famous screen stars and it is planned to
make the affair the biggest one of its
C. R. Gilmour Back.
kind ever held in the West.
Arangements also were made for the
Denver, Colo. — Charles R. Gilmour,
former
popular
manager of the World
holding of a dinner dance for club members and their friends.
Film Exchange in Denver and who left
here to take charge of the Minneapolis
Announcement was made of the startoffice for the same company returned to
ing of a pool tournament at the club
Denver this week to assume his new
rooms in which nearly two score members, including sharps and novices, are
duties as traveling representative for
entered.
Pathe in the Rocky mountain
territory
Many Changes Among the Managers.
Denver, Col. — The opening of the Artcraft Exchange for the distribution ot
Mary Pickford films in the Denver district
has been the signal for a deluge of new
exchange managers in the city.
The ball was set a rolling when T. Y.
Henry, former manager of the General
fn this territory was engaged to take
charge of the Artcraft office. This left a
vacancy in the General office which has
been filled by the selection of A. E. Fair.
Both selections are popular with the
trades people in the teritory. Mr. Henry
had been manager of the General eichange for several months and gained
many friends,
Mr. Fair has been traveling representative for the General for almost a year.
Prior to this time he was an exhibitor
and also operated a brokerage office for
the sale of moving
picture theaters.
In the World Film exchange Denham
Palmer, former Western District manager
and more recently local exchange manager, resigned to accept a position with
the Vitagraph company. It is understood
that plans for reorganization by the Vitagraph provide for the transfer of Frank
Harris, present Denver manager to Oma-

J. A. Hayden with General Film.
Denver. Colo.^J. A. Hayden. formerly
roadman for the V-L-S-E has accepted a
position as roadman for the General Film
company.
Colfax Theater Sold.
Denver. Colo. — W. C. Carnahan has purchased the Colfax theater from A. B.
Cann and wife. Mr. McCann's poor health
compelled him to dispose of his theatrical
interests.

Spokane Theater Consolidation
By

S. Clark Patchin. isil Eleventh
Ave.
Ea?t. Spokane, Wash.
C. E. Stilwell Completes String of Four
Picture Theaters — Will Incorporate.
O POKAXE. Wash. — A consolidation of
'^ four Spokane moving picture theater.s,
the Casino, the Class A, the Rex and the
Unique, has been completed, and hereafter
these houses will be operated by a corporation. C. E. Stilwell, proprietor of the
Casino, the Class A and the Unique, will
be general manager, and B. W. Copeland,

Denver Now Has an Exchange Row
Welton

Street

Becomes

the Actual Fihn Center of the City— New
change Offices Located Near-By.

DENVER, COL. — The opening of new
moving picture exchanges and the moving
of old establishments has within the past
week given Denver a sizable exchange
row on Welton street. The World. Pai-amount. Mutual, United, Universal and
Bluebird exchanges have been located on
this street for some time. Recently Unicorn rented quarters a few doors removed
from the Universal and now Fox and the
new Artcraft company have taken up their
abodes in the same locality.
Fox moved from the Ideal building to
its new and larger ground floor location
at 1442 Welton street after several years
spent in its original home.
Artcraft opened offices at 1440 Welton
street, next door to Fox following the
visit to Denver of A. S. Kain, western
manager.
Not to be outdone
by the other ex-

and

Old

Ex-

changes, H. H. Buckwalter of KleineEdison also moved up town taking quarters in the Wm. Penn hotel at 18th and
California streets. This is in the same
block with the Metro exchange and only
one square removed from Welton street
now known
as Exchange Row.
With the exception of Pathe which still
retains its location in the lower part ot
the city all the film exchanges are now
up-town. The Triangle, General and Vitagraph offices are situated in a group on
Champa street and complete the list of
local exchanges. Of these only the Vitagraph has an upstairs office.
The centralizing of the exchanges has
simplified the work of the exhibitor in
these days of mixed programs and now It
is possible for a theater owner to gather
one day's program from two or more exchanges without being required to sacrifice his early morning rest.
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proprietor
of the Rex, will be assistant
manager and publicity representative.
The new corporation will be capitalized
at $50,000 and will assume the active management of the theaters as soon as the
legal formalities can be complied with.
The articles of incorporation are now on
the way to Olympia.
The amalgamation is the result of negotiations that have been pending since
Mr. Stilwell purchased the Class A theater from Lee Forbes. Another step was
taken last week when he purchased the
Casino theater from the Clemmer estate.
Both the Class A, first known as the Clem,
and the Casino, were established by the
late John Clemmer. a pioneer in the film
business in the northwest.
By the purchase of the Rex Mr. Stilwell
secured the last link in his chain of picture houses. Seven years ago he took the
Unique, then a nickleodeon of a primitive
sort, and has made it a money-maker.
The same is true of the experience of tho
Rex under the direction of Mr. Copeland.
He purchased the interests in it of C. D.
Robinson some months ago and has been
full owner since that time.
In transferring the Rex to the -new
corporation Mr. Copeland takes stock in
the new corporation and will be actively
associated with Mr. Stilwell in the management.
Mr. Stilwell announces that the Casing
and the Class A will show "first run" pictureswillonly,
"second
run"to pictures
be while
shiftedthe
to the
Rex and
the
Unique when they are of a character that
appeals to the clientele of that theater.
The bulk of the offerings will be selected
from the releases of the Metro, Fox,
World and the Mutual studios. Mr. Stilwell states. He is also negotiating for
the new Clara Kimball Young and Mary
Pickford
productions.
The Casino has seating capacity of
about 600, the Class A 400, the Rex 460
and the Unique 325.
The combined house staffs, which will
be retained throughout with the exception of the managers, number 31 people,
divided as follows: Casino, 10; Class A, 9;
Rex, 6, and the Unique. 6.
"Consolidation is the order of the day
in the film business as in other lines,"
said Mr. Stilwell. "We are incorporating
for the primary purpose of cutting down
the overhead cost of operation without
minimizing the quality of entertainment.
We have already worked out a combined
saving on the four theaters of $1,500 a
month by lopping off duplicated positions.
"It is our intention to put this entire
saving into improved film service. There
will be no cutting in that regard. We will
present the best pictures available. Wa
will limit stock to residents of Spokane.
We limit individual stock subscriptions to
Mr. Stilwell will make extensive improvements on all the theater properties.
The Hippodrome management has closed
a deal for showing both the first and second run features being released by Pathe
in
Spokane, also for the Pathe News releases.
SIOO."
Mr. Exhibitor: — You will get more
helpful information by carefully reading one trade paper weekly than by
skimming over three or four. The
MOVING PICTURE WORLD is the
one paper you need.
CALIFORNIA NEWS.
M. H. Kohn Again Visits New York.
San Francisco, Cal. — Marion H. Kohn,
president of the Consolidated Film Corporation, is making another hurried trip
to New York, the business being in charge
of George E. Epstein during his absence.
Quarters have been secured for a branch
exchange at Los Angeles to be opened as
soon as he returns to the Coast.
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International Booking Features.
San Francisco. Cal. — The International
Film Service. Inc., has booked its Hist two
feature releases at the Tlvoll theater,
"JafTery." to bo shown late In September,
and the "Flower of Faith." early In October. The serial, "Patria" will be sliown
at the Imperial theater, commencing in
November.
Walter G. Freddy Incorporates.
San Francisco. Cal. — Waiter G. I'reddey,
who makes a specialty of equipment and
supplies for motion picture houses, has
Incorporated his rapldly-trrowins business
with a capital stock of $10,000. The incorporators are Walter G. Preddoy, M.
Davis and S. Davis, the two latter each
holding one share of the ten thousand
issued.
Sends Machines to Java.
San Francisco. Cal. — (Jeorge .\. Metcalfe
recently filled an order for six Powers
OameraKraphs No. 6A for shipment to
Java, these beinp sent to a larse mercantile concern, which will distribute
them.
Managers to Be Censors.
^'aliejo. ("al. — .\ meeting: of the four
manaptT.s of local motion picture houses
was held recently, and it was decided that
they would act as a board of censorship
In the future, passing upon all pictures to
be shown there. By co-operation in this
manner it is hoped to keep up the standard of entertainments
there.
San Francisco Happenings.
Robert Drady. who has been house managrer for Pantages tlieater for some time.
will become manager of the Oakland
house, succeeding Harry Cornell, who has
gone to Minneapolis.
Edward H. Kemp, who handles the
Motiograph projection machine in this territory, has returned from a visit to the
factory, coming back by way of Los
Angeles, where he made a short stop.
A. W. Cowdin, formerly of the Los Angeles
office of the Atlas Educational Film Company, which has been closed, arrived here
recently, and is now on the road out of
the local office.
Messrs. Bonslett & Peters, who recently
purchased Fink's theater at Gridley, Cal.,
were here recently to purchase equipment
and arrange for service.
The Filmusic Company has been organized as a subsidary of the MasteroU
Perforating Machine Co., 717 Market
street, and will cut special music rolls
for the accompaniment of moving pictures.
California Briefs.
Chlco. Cal. — A fire occurred recently in
the operating room of the Lyric theater.
destroying two reels.
Redding. Cal. — The new house of Anderson & Wood of Chico. will be opened about
the middle of November.
Modesto. Cal. — A. A. Richards has sold
the Modesto
theater to A. A. Perard.
Dunsmuir. Cal. — The Strand theater will
be opened about the first of October.
Calistoga, Cal. — A fire occurred recently
In the operating room of Hubbard's theater, causing quite a loss to film and
equipment.
Bray. Cal. — E. J. Wright, who recently
opened a theater here, has closed it for
the winter, and will erect a new house
before spring, it having been demonstrated
to his satisfaction that a moving picture
show can be successfully given in this
lumber town.
Berkeley. Cal. — Plans are being made
by A. H. Moore and J. P. Dean to erect
a moving picture house with a seating
capacity of 2.000 on University avenue,
near Shattuck.
Santa Clara, Cal. — Hoots & McDanlel
have remodeled their house and have
opened It again, the opening attraction
having been "Poor Little Pepplna," featuring Mary Plckford.
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Music a Drawing Power on Coast
San Francisco Moving Picture Patrons Shovf Approval of Fine Music — In Some
Theaters Concerts Without Film Are Giving Good Results — Big, New Organ
at Turner
& Dahnken Theater — Other New Organs.
i:y T, A, Church, 1507 North Street, Berke ley. Cal.
SAN FRANCISCO. Cal.— Fine music is
becoming more and more a feature at
moving picture houses, und some noteworthy installations i»f instruments have
been made here of late, both in new
liouses and in old established theaters.
In some of these regular concerts are
heinK featured, during which no pictures
are shown, and times of tlie day that were
formerly dull have been transformed into
busy periods, so great has been the interest that has been created.
The Turner & Dahnken circuit has recently installed a magnificent pipe organ
in tlie Tivoli tlieater, made by the American I'ht»tc)player Company, and one of the
largest instruments ever turned out by
this concern. The instrument has threj
manuals and fifty-two stops, its pipes being
liuilt into each side of the proscenium
aich. and in addition it has all the effects
necessary for the proper presentation of
moving pictures. At the opening recital,
which was an invitational affair, the house
was filled with music lovers and organist.s from several Pacific Coast cities, and
took turns at the instrument. Albert
Hay Malotte is the permanent organist,
and his programs are winning fame for the
Tivoli theater, originally erected as a
lu»me for opera. The organ Is being used
both alone and in conjunction with the
regular Tivoli orchestra.
Other noteworthy installations of organs in local houses during the past few
months have been those in the New Mis
sion theater, the Royal theater, the St.
Francis theater now nearing completion,
and in the Rialto theater, each representing an investment to the owner of
about twenty
thousand
dollars.
T & D Buying State Rights.
San Francisco. Cal. — The Turner &
Dahnken circuit, with six houses within a
radius of one hundred miles of San Francisco, and others in Nevada and Oregon,
has entered the field as a buyer of state
rights, and is ready to make tenders on
any feature productions of merit. The
productions secured by purchase will be
used over its entire circuit, and will then
be handled by regularly organized film
exchanges. The Peerless Film Service
will handle the productions in the territory north of Bakersfield, Cal., while D.
S. Markowitz will handle them in the
southern part of the state, with headquarters at Los Angeles. In several instances recently the Turner & Dahnken
Circuit has paid more for the renin', of
certain feature productions for its ^'ix
California houses than the film exchanges
are said to have paid for the entire state
rights, and this has led to the step that
has been taken.
Portola Gets Mary Pickford Films.
San Francisco, Cal. — Arrangements have
been concluded whereby the releases of
the Artcraft Pictures Corporation will be
shown at the Portola theater, one of ih2
leading downtown houses of the city, and
upon the completion of the new California
theater, they will be shown there. Manager Roth of the Portola, is receiving
many congratulations on landing these
productions for his house, the biddi'ig for
these having been quite keen. Arthur S.
Kane, the Western representatiV'i of the
Artcraft Pictures Corporations, is to :nake
his headquarters at San Francisco, and
will shortly arrive here from a trip to
Los Angeles. In speaking of the Interest taken in these productions manager
C. Mell Simmons says: "There Is no difficulty whatever being experienced In
placing the Mary Pickford pictures, as
It seems that every exhibitor wants them

We

are finding trouble, however. In deciding just whom to give them to In some
places, and this takes time."
Kleine Exchange a Busy Spot.
San Francisco. Cal. — The George Kleine
film exchange at 288 Golden Gate avenue
is the scene of great activities, between
the remodeling work that is under way.
and the many visits .of exhibitors anxious
to get in touch with the plans of the
Klein -Edison-Selig-Essanay Service. Manager W. O. Edmonds recently returned
from a conference of officials and district
managers at Chicago, and is about as enthusiastic over the new combination and
the forthcoming releases as any one could
possibly be. Immediately upon his return work was commenced on remodeling
the local oflice. but elaborate changes
will not be made as it is the plan to move
to larger quarters closer to Market street
as soon as a suitable building is erected.
R. H. Allen has been placed in charge of
the booking sheet, and San Francisco
business, and another road man has been
selected in the person of a Mr. Hill. Mr.
Edmonds has made a change in the management of the Seattle branch, this now
being in charge of Carl Stern, formerly
of Denver, and he states that a change
in quarters
will be made
there shortly.
Change in Bluebird Management.
San Francisco, Cal. — Charles I. Luntz,
wlio has been manager of the local branch
of the Bluebird Photoplays. Inc. since It
opened for business here, has resigned and
is now filling a position on tlie road for
the William Fox Corporation. He has
been succeeded by Abe Markowitz. for
I'niversal.
many many years associated with the
Cory Steps Out of World Branch.
San Francisco, Cal. — M. E. Cory, who
has been filling the position of manager
of the local otRce of the World Film for
several months, has been succeeded in
this capacity by Frank Eberhard. formerly of Chicago. Mr. Cory has not announced whether he will again enter the
film exchange end of the business or devote his attention to his theater interests.
New Manager for Pathe Exchange.
San Francisco. Cal. — H. E. Lotz arrived
here recently from the East to take charge
of the local office of the Pathe exchange,
succeeding H. W. Oviatt. Before coming
here he was a special representative of the
General Film, and at one time was the
Canadian representative of that concern.
Mr. Oviatt Is undecided whether he will
remain with the Pathe or not, this matter
having been left open pending the arrival
of C. R. Seelye.
Progressive Exchange Expands.
San Francisco. Cal. — The Progressive
Motion Picture Company. Pacific building,
has again found it necessary to enlarge
Its quarters, and has taken two additional
offices for the use of the stenographic
department. M. H. Lewis, manager of the
Los Angeles branch, was a recent visitor
here to confer with district manager Herman Webber, who returned a short time
ago from a trip to the Northwest, accompanied by auditor D. K. Shanks.
All Star to Open New OfiBce.
San Francisco, Cal. — The All Star Feature Distributors. Inc. is preparing to
open a branch exchange at Denver, Colo..
and manager Sol Lesser is sending John
McCormick there to take charge.
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Portland, Oregon, Film Men Appeal to Chamber of Commerce to Aid Them in
Their Plea for Fairer Censorship — Issue Forced by One Exchange Threatening
to Leave City if Fight Must Be Continued.
By Abraham Nelson, 601 Journal
Bldg., Portland. Ore.
ceived by a local film exchange from its
PORTLAND. ORE. — The motion picture
exhibitors and exchange men of this
head office intimating that if further
city have again appealed to the Portland
fighting must be had with the city adChamber of Commerce and haVe asked
ministration to induce it to remedy the
its support in their campaign for fairer
present censorship situation by passing
an ordinance providing for an appeal to
censorship and the right of appeal to the
the courts, the company would withdraw
courts. Their first appeal for the Chamber's support was made about eight
its
exchange'
city. Simonton
A committee
months ago and after numerous delays
composed
of from
Messrs.the Todd.
and
Sperry, representing the exchanges, first
the trade body went on record as favoring censorship, an issue not before it.
called on \V. D. B. Dodson, the new secretary of the Chamber. This committee
and following suggestions made by its
was followed by one representing the
secretary, then George E. Hardy, Mayor
exhibitors, composed of Messrs. Myrick,
Albee construed the present ordinance
Hollzclaw and Nelson, which told how the
so as to call the censor board an appeal
board.
censorship burden is placed on the shoulders of the exhibitors when exchanges
Although the Chamber of Commerce was
leave the city. The committee pointed
purported to have made known its findings on the censorship situation in the
out that Portland was a logical distributmanner above stated in a letter to the
ing point in the Pacific Northwest. In
answer to a question by Mr. Dodson, the
mayor written by Mr. Hardy, which letter
has ever afterwards been held over the
exhibitors' committee stated it did not
have any reason to believe the communipicture men by the mayor. Portland's film
cation to the local exchange from its eastfraternity believed that Mr. Hardy's conern headquarters to be a bluff.
struction of the Chamber's findings on
Stating
the new policy of the Chamber
the question of appeals from censors' decisions was erroneous and that the Chamof Commerce. Mr. Dodson said, "We are
ber of Commerce acted unwisely in
making every effort to encourage new
enterprises and money to Portland as well
spreading the statement upon its records
that it favored censorship of motion picas to retain and foster the enterprises."
tures.
The Oregon
Motion data
Picture
Men's Association is compiling
to submit
to the
The call recently made by the film men
Chamber. The picture business is no
upon the president and secretary of the
small item in a community.
Chamber
was prompted
by a letter re-

Would Line
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Sabbatarian
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Seattle

By S. J. Anderson. Eust Seattle-. Wash.
De Luxe Co. Gets Big Features.
new ClaraWash.
Kimball
Young
features,
SEATTLE,
— Lewis
J. Selznick's
and Mutual's production, "Purity," will
go to Northwest exhibitors through the
hands of the DeLuxe Feature Film Company, so says the manager, Mike Rosenberg, who has just returned from signing
the
contracts
York.
"Purity"withis
to be handled inas New
a road
attraction
three shows on the go. and Mr. Rosenberg
tells us that the contracts are practically
already closed for the Clara Kimball
Young features in Seattle, Tacoma,
Spokane, Portland, and Butte.
Al Rosenberg, the former's brother, is
leaving shortly for a trip through Montana to look after DeLuxe interests there.
The company's territory includes Washington, Oregon, Montana, and Idaho. Its
list now includes, "The Ne'er Do Well," the
edition of "The Spoilers." "Neptune's
Daughter," Cabiria," "The Christian," etc.
Mike Rosenberg handled the first states
right feature brought into this territory.
That was thre years ago, and the name of
the picture was "Arizona." a six-reel Augustus Thomas production.
Colonial's New Policy.
Seattle. Wash. — A change in policy Is announced for the Colonial theater by its
manager. H. E. Smith. Beginning with
the first installment of "The Shielding
Shadow" and a Pathe Gold Rooster on
October 4, the Colonial will show only
Pathe pictures.

Legislators

Sunday Closing Faction Is Trying to Get Prospective
Members
of Coming
State
Legislature to Declare for Closed Shows.
reports a rumor that a third theater will
Portland, Ore. — The Sunday closing situopen in Grants Pass soon. George Hunl,
ation has taken a new turn. It is rewho operates the Page theater, Medford,
ported that the Sunday closing faction is
is
making plans for a home serial, eacii
trying to line up Oregon's prospective
episode to burlesque some familiar serial
legislators and that when the legislature
already released.
convenes a strong effort will be made to
put over a Sunday closing law that will
be similar to the alleged misleading oneFinley Gets Game Pictures.
day-of-rest-in-seven measure which rePortland. Ore. — William L. Finley. state
cently failed to receive a place on the
biologist and well known throughout the
ballot.
country as a student of wild life, reIt is understood that Rev. G. L. Tufts,
turned recently from a trip to Yellowthe instigator of the proposed Sunday
stone Park, where he took motion piclegislation was sent out to Oregon from
tures of wild animals at close range.
the East to agitate the question. Rev.
Tufts is superintendent of the Weekly
Heard on Film Row.
Rest Day League.
Eugene, Oregon.— F. A. Perin has sold
The Oregon Motion Picture Men's Assothe Savoy
theater.
ciation is urging exhibitors throughout
the state to question the prospective
Portland, Ore. — Following a plan worked
legislators in each district on this imout in San Francisco, the Portland Hippoportant issue.
drome has lengthened its film shows and
in place of showing two reels only, it
will
show
five, Gold Roosters having been
From Central Oregon,
selected.
Portland, Oregon. — C. Catlow. of the
Marshfield, Ore. — The Orpheum has inBend theater. Bend. Oregon, was a guest
stal ed a new machine. C. H. Marsh, who
at the Oregon Motion Picture Men's Assoconducts the theater, made a trip to Portciation's luncheon at the Oregon hotel
land to arange with P. Sabo for this
recently. While Mr. Catlow's theater is
equipment.
in the country where the real cowboys
Grandview, Wash. — A, V. Chudley, Lois
come from and he isn't bothered much
theater, is remodelling his house and has
with censorship troubles, he has joined
installed a new machine.
the Portland men in boosting for censorWeiser, Idaho. — C. Matt Sears opened the
ship fairness.
Wheaton theater here recently. He made
a trip to Portland to secure equipment
Road Man Is Busy.
for the house.
Portland, Oregon. — E. E. Goehler, road
Portland, Ore. — Bill Mead, road man for
man for Pathe. recently returned from
Triangle out of Seattle, was a recent
a trip through southern Oregon, northern
visitor on Film Row. Mr. Mead was en
California and the Coos Bay country. He
route to southern
Oregon.
went as far in land as Klamath Palls.
Portland, Ore. — Sol Baum, Northwest
Mr. Goehler reports that the Coos Bay
manager for Blue Birds, and G. A. Metzcountry has the brightest outlook for
ger. general manager for Universal in
future bugines in the picture game but
this territory, made recent trips to Seattle
throughout the territory covered there is
in the interests of their companies. Mr.
a general
awakening
of business.
He
Metzger
motored
to the Sound
City.

Pretty
Gloria
(Billie
Burke)
Coliseum
Entrance.
Over
Ben Ketchum in Charge of Mission.
Seattle, AVash, — Ben Ketchum. formerly
manager of the Alhambra, who has been
for a couple of weeks in Portland as substitute manager for Jensen & Von Herberg's Columbia theater, has just returned
to Seattle to take over the managership
of the Mission.
Manager Storck Off to Russia.
Seattle. Wash. — George H. Storck, manager of the Madison theater, is about to
make an extended trip to Russia, with
which country he carries on an importing
and exporting business.
Local Metro Notes.
Seattle, Wash. — We saw some letters
this week from exhibitors in this territory to the effect that Metro was the only
exchange that sent them an extra show
on Friday before the then expected railroad strike.
We wish to correct an error In our letter
in the September 16 issue of The World.
We stated that Metro pictures were used
one day a week in the new Ellensburg
theater, Ellensburg, Wash., while Triangle
was used six days. It seems that as regards Metro we wrongly informed. Metro
is not used In the Ellensburg, but appears
two days a week in the Isis, in the same
town, of which W. G. Spath is manager.
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Ben Ketchum to Manage Orpheum.
SetittU', Wasli. — Ben Ketchum. fornLr
nianaKtT of tho Alhanibra of this cty, Is
just back from a two wooks visit to Portland, and Is to assume the duties of manager at the Orpheum, a former vaudeville
house, where stock Is now playing. Mr.
Berp will retain managership of the
Mission.
Mary .Pickford Exchange in Seattle.
Seattle. Wash. — Arthur Kane, of Artcraft, roprest'iitiitive for the new Mary
Pickford films, has just arrived in town,
and is preparing to establish an exchange
here. When this goes to press the location and the personel of the offlce staff
have not yet been decided upon.
Small Town Theater Bums.
Concrete, Wash. — The Concrete theater,
C. D. Stlckney, owner and manager, was
almost entirely destroyed by fire at 6:30
a. m.. September 14. Three Pa the films,
which were on the program at the time,
were also burned.
Coliseum to Show *'The Dark Silence."
Seattle. Wash. — The Coliseum has
booked "The Dark Silence," the new Clara
Kimball Young feature released on the
World program, for an indefinite run, beginning Sunday afternoon.
September
24.
World

Film

Man
Covering
Automobile.

Oregon

in

Seattle. Wash.for— World
John \V'.
special
representative
out Drum,
of the Seattle
office, has just left for I'ortland in a big
■WTiite
roadster
the Brady
in evidence
on with
its sides.
Mr. name
Drum much
will
cover the entire Portland territory by
automobile.
BRITISH
COLUMBIA NOTES.
Stars of the Moving Picture World.
Vanrouver, B. C — The Vancouver correspondent of the WORLiI>. with the cooperation of exchange and theater managers of the city, recently arranged a
display of photographs of "Stars of the
Moving Picture World" in the window ol
a leading jewelry store, and the stunt
attracted a great deal of favorable attention. The pictures were displayed in
silver frames taken from the stock of the
store, and the accompanying window card
included the cover of the Moving Picture
World itself, flanked on one side by a
short strip of negative, and on the other
side a paper print made from the negative. Lengths of positive film were festooned about the window, and there were
also small photographs of various producing companies at work, taken by the
WORLD man in California.
It was not only good publicity for the
store, but also for the various film companies, stars of all the organizations being
included.

Stars
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New Allen Theater at Moose Jaw
Well-Known Canadian Theater Owners Complete and Open a Splendid New Picture House in Saskatchewan — Premier Night a BriUiant Invitation Affair —
A, J. McKelvie Will Be Manager.
By

E.

C.

Thomas,

821

Rogers

MOOSE JAW. Sask.— With the recent
opening of the Allen theater here, another magnificent moving picture house
has been added to the constantly growing number of really fine film theaters
in the Canadian
West.
The Allen is owned and operated by
the Allen Theater Company. Ltd., a corporation with a paid-up capital of $225,000.
B. Allen, of Winnipeg, is president; Jule
Allen, Toronto, is vice-president, and Jay
J. Allen, of Toronto, secretary. The company also owns the Rex theater in Regina and the Allen theater in Calgary,
Alberta. The new house in Moose Jaw
comes under the general supervision of
Herbert L, Gage, who has been appointed
general manager of the Allen theaters
in Saskatchewan. A. J. McKelvie has
been appointed local manager.
Invitations for the opening were extended to the leading people of the city,
admission being by invitation card only.
President B. Allen was present for the
opening, representing the company. The
daily papers gave large space to the story
of the opening and descriptions of the
new house, which is a fine example of
modern theater building.
The color scheme is blue and terra cotta,
blended with a soft gray tapestry effect
in panels reaching from a wainscoting
of large tile. Lighting is, of course, indirect.
The front of the house is outlined with
a large number of electric lights, and provision has been made for the cold winters
by providing lobby doors at the street
entrance, which can be kept closed in cold
weather, and thus allow waiting patrons
to stand in comfort. The entire lobby is
finished in tile and marble. Two spacious
rest rooms for ladies will be constantly
open, whether performances are going on
or not.
The entire space under the balcony is
devoted to the foyer, the last row of
orchestra seats coming back as far as
the line of the balcony. Thus none of
the seats are located under a low ceiling.
The ground floor seats are upholstered in
leather, while those in the balcony are
done in plush.
While present plans do not contemplate
the use of the house for other than picture programs, a large stage has been
included, and ample provision made for
handling vaudeville or legitimate attractions, if such should be desired in the
future.

World,

a

Vancouver

Window.

Building,

Vancouver.
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John M. Cooke with Dominion Exclusivea
Vancouver, B. C. — Manager E. K. Fauser,
of the Dominion Excluslves, Limited, disof Fox features
In W^estern
Canada, hastributorsInstalled
in his new
quarters
in the Orpheum Theater building a recruit
to the film business in John RI. Cooke,
for many years manager of Sullivan &
Considine houses in various western cities.
Mr. Cooke thinks that film favorites are
harder to keep pace with than vaudeville
actors.
William Hanscher

Takes Over Theater.

New Westminster, B. C. — William Hanscher, who formerly conducted the Royal
theater, showing pictures exclusively, has
lately taken over the Opera House, and
in addition to moving pictures is on some
evenings using four acts of vaudeville,
while at other times legitimate attractions are played. The interior of the
Opera House is especially pretty, being
finished entirely in Mission style. Seating
capacity is 760, and on a recent evening
the WORLD man found Mr. Hanscher
entertaining a crowded house. The Royal
is now in charge of W. Boener. formerly
of Prince George.

"

An

Exchange Org^anization in Calgary.
Vancouver, B. C. — H. J. Allen, manager
of the Calgary otfice of the Famous Players, visited Vancouver recently, and when
seen by the MOVING PICTURE WORLD
correspondent stated that an exchange organization is about to be formed in Calgary, with a view to active co-operation
among
the various
releasing
companies.
Concerted action has already been taken
by all the Calgary exchanges in regard
to the growing practice of demanding film
rental in advance, and this policy was
put into effect on September 25. As all
the local film exchanges headquarters are
in Calgary, the new order affects the
whole province, as well as western Saskatchewan and a few towns in eastern
British Columbia which are served by
the Calgary offices, and which were consequently not included in the recent enexchanges. forcement of this rule by British Columbia
Dominion Theater Turns to Films.
Winnipeg, Man. — The Dominion theater,
which has for a long time been the homa
of the "Permanent Players" stock company, will shortly be opened as a n*uvlngr
picture theater, the stock organization
having just been transferred to the Winnipeg theater, which was recentl." altered
and improved in anticipation of the event.
Numerous changes will be maae in the
Dominion, Including the installation of
a large cathedral organ, and loges in the
balcony circle. These seats will be sold
at twenty -five cents, while general admission will be 10 and 15 cents.
The house has secured exclusive first
run on all Paramount subjects for the
down town district.
Laughing and Then Looking Haughty.
Vancouver, B. C. — Moving pictures of the
candidates who answered Romalne Felding's call for a. second Mary Pickford for
the new Pantages Moving Picture Company were taken by A. D. Kean. the "Cowboy Photographer,** during Mr. Fielding's
stay here, and were featured at the Pantages during the week following. The
candidates were shown singly or in pairs,
laughing and then looking haughty (I
think).
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases for Weeks Ending October 7 and October 14
(For Extended

Table

of Current

Releases

See Pages

304. 306, 308. 310.)

General Film Compjiny.

General Film Company.

Advance Releases.

Current Releases.
MOXDAV,

OCTOBER

SEUG — Converging Paths (Two
VITAGRAPH — Billys Melodrama
SELIG — The

Sellg-Tribune

No.

parts — Drama)....
(Comedy)
SI, 1916

OCTOBER

BSSAN.\T — Money to Burn
KALEM — The Love Magnet
BXOGR-\PH — A Pueblo
(Biograph-Reissue

2iaS6-57
21258

(Topical)..

BIOGRAPH — A Tale
of the Wilderness
(Biograph-Reissue No. 87.)
TIESD.4Y,

(Serial No.)

9, laili.

WEDXKSD.W.

(Two

21261-62
21263
21264-66

FEATURE
COMEDY — Their
ture (Comedy)

KALEM — The
"The

Reformation

of Dog

Hole

Furni-

(No.

10

of

Girl From 'Frisco")
(Two parts — Dr.)....
THURSDAY,
OCTOBER
12. 1916.

SELI(3 — The

Selig-Tribune

VIM — The Candy

Trial

No.

$2.

1916

(Topical)

OCTOBER

VITAGRAPH — The Mayors Fall From
edy)
Tour

Watch

(Comedy)

S-VTIRDAV,

OCTOBER

ESSAXAY — Lost Twenty-four
Comedy)

FEATURE

21270

Hours

the
21272-73-74
21275
(Com-

21276

(Three

1918.

Parcel

21278-79-80

KALEM — To Save the Special (No. 101 of the "Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series)
(Drama)
SELI(3 — A Mistake In Rustlers
(Drama)

212S1
212S2

OCTOBER

(Biograph-Re-

19, 1918.

Persistent
No.

11

No.

Wooing

10,

84. 1916

1918.

OtJTOBER

30, 1916.

KALEM
— The
(Drama).

Letter

(No.

VITAGRAPH— The

Fasters

There

1 of

"Grant,

Police

(Two

Reporter"

(Comedy).

(Three

OCTOBER

21,

1018.

parts — Drama).

VITAGRAPH — The Shot That Brought Happiness
— Drama)
(Broadway Star Feature).
of Helen

Eventful

Pearls

(Comedy).

S.ATCRD.VY,

SELI(3 — An

Frisco"

(Topical).

FE.\TURE — Treading

Code

(Comedy).

of the "Girl From

STAR

KALEM
— Hazards
Chance).

the

(Comedy).

KNICKERBOCKER
parts — Drama) .

and

and

(Comedy).

FRID.4Y,

VIM — Here

(Bio-

1916.

parts — Drama)

OCTOBER

Selig-Tribune

ESS.\NAT — Marooned

parts —

(Drama)

Dud
(Cartoon-Comedy).
subject on the same reel.

THURSDAY,

21277
14.

IT,

Symphony

COMEDT — A

Vlil — A Precious

(Topical).
Wilds

Kittenish
Supcranns
parts — Comedy).

(Three

K.-VLEM — The Tellow Hand.
(Two parts — Drama).

SELIC; — The

13, 1916.

Grace

Kraut.

ESSANAT — Dreamy
. — A Scenic

21271

KNICKERBOCKER
STAR
FEATDRE — From
Deep
(Three parts — Drama)
KALEM — The Battered Bridegroom
(Comedy)

VIM — Watch

Sauer

BIOGRAPH — Classmates
issue No. 90).

21268-69
.

(Comedy)

FRID.W,

KALEM — A

VIM
21267

1918.

1916
the

OCTOBER

WEDXESD.^Y.
21266
21266

16,

83,
of

ESSANAT — The
Pable
of "The
World
Weary
Snipes
(Two

11, 1018.

Installment

No.

White
Rose
graph-Reissue No. S9).

TCESD.\Y.

ESSANAT — Canimated
Nooz Pictorial No. 17 (Cartoon-Comedy)
— A Scenic subject on the same reel
VIM

Selig-Tribune

1916.

parts — Drama

OCTOBER

SELI(3 — The

21260

10,

OCTOBER

SELIG — Only a Rose (Three parts — Drama).
VITAGRAPH — The
Curse
of the Forest
(Educational).
BIOGRAPH — The

(Drama)

(Two pans — Comedy-Dr.)
(Comedy)

Legend
No. 88.)

21259

MOKD.Vy,

Railroad

Evening

Series No.

(Three
102

parts

(A Daring

(Western-Drama).

COMPLETE AND ACCUItATE LISTS of Rafolmr Proffrma and FMtmr* Plcturts Cui AJwar* B« Obtained tram tfaa Pace* of th» MovIbs Piatvra World. The«« ara PubUahad Two Waaka In Adranca of Ralaaaa Daya to Enabia Exliibitor* to Arran«a Tliclr ComJnc Proyrama. Tha
Stortaa of tha Plcturaa In Moat Caaaa are Publlahed on a Like ftchedula. Each Synopala la Headed br a Caat. the Plarera' Namea
Paraathaala.
Lar Out Your EntertalnmeDt From the Information in tha Movlnf Picture World and You Will Not Go Wrong.

Bairns !■

'TTHE BIOGRAPH program for October offers the
following prominent players in one— two and three
reels— for release through General Film Company.
MARY PICKFORD
BLANCHE SWEET
DOROTHY BERNARD
HENRY WALTHALL
WILFRED LUCAS
EDWIN AUGUST
LILLIAN GISH
MAE MARSH
MARSHALL NEILAN
LIONEL BARRYMORE
ROBERT HARRON
WILLIAM RUSSELL
Do you know of another program offering you
an equal number of "stars" in a single month ?

Think it over!!

Octol>er 14. 1"1<>

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

2S5

WORLD

SoiatilJUiiiSemcti

■.>f'i

I w ©I

it
\

I

COMEDV

HARRY MVtRS AND
THEBY
ROStMARY UMtNT
inTHtm

IN5TA

_
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases for Weeks Ending October 14 and October 21
(For

Extended

Table

of Current

Releases

See Pages

Universal Film Mfg. Company.
SUNDAY,

OCTOBER

304, 306, 308, 310.)

Mutual Film Corporation.

8, 1916.
SUI«D.\Y,

(Serial No.)
REX — The
Human
Gamble
(Two
Drama)
IMP — No release this week.
L-KO — No release this weelt.
MOND.W,

parts — Society —

OCTOBER

9,

Life's
FEATURE— Behind
SPECIAL
parts— Drama)
(Two
release this day.
The Beautiful Temples of Ceylon as Seen
Dorsey (Educational)
FRID.4Y', OCTOBER 13. 1016.
Stake (Two parts— Drama)
At
Soul
A
IMP—
REX — No release this day.
(Comedy)
NESTOR-Pat Rooney In "It's All Wrong"
14, 1910.
OCTOBER
SATURDAY.
parts— Drama)
(Two
Shadows
BISON— Night
LAEMMLE
— No release this day.
(Comedy)
JOKER— The Oil Smeller

UNIVERSAL
Stage
BIG U — No
POWERSby Dr.

1.'.. IM*OCTOBIfR
SUNDAY.
this day.
(Drama)
Sang,
Little Lindy
n
POWERS-Whe
(Cartoon)
—Diplomacy
L-KO — No release this day.
release

MONDAY,

OCTOBER

OCTOBER

8,

1916.

VOGUE — A Touch of High Life (Two parts — Comedy)
GAUMONT — Reel
Life, No. 23 (Mutual
Film Magazine)

(Serial NO.)
06090-91
06092

1916.

RED
FEATHER— A Romance
of Billy
Goat
Hill
(Five
parts — Drama)
NESTOR — Almost Guilty (Comedy)
UNIVERSAL, SPECIAL FEATURE— Breaking Into
Society (No. 9 of "Timothy Dobbs. That's Me"
(Two
parts — Drama)
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL
FEATURE— Liberty
No.
9
"A Daughter of Mars" (Two parts — Drama)....
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1916.
GOLD SEAL — Cheaters (Three parts — Drama)
VICTOR — No release this day.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1916.
1.AEMMLE — No release this day.
(Comedy)
Cured
But
L,-KO — Lured
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— No. 41 (Topi)
cal
THURSDAY.
OCTOBER 12, 1916.

REX — No

01812

01820
01S21

MONDAY', OCTOBER 9, 1910.
MUTUAL
STAR
PRODUCTION— Phillip HoldenWaster (American — Five parts — Drama) (No.
142)

01832

MUTUAL
Five

J^EMMLEBaby's
Voice
(Two
Parts—
Drama Through
••■■••■•■■;••••■■■:;
1,-KO— Safety First (Comedy)
42
WEEKLY- Number
ANIMATED
UNU'ERSAL
(Tropical)
THURSDAY.
OCTOBER 19, 1916.

Parts — Drama)
Eel (Two
IMP— The
BIG U — No release this day.
POWERS — No release this day.
PRID.4Y', OCTOBER 20, 1916.
IMP — No release this day.
REX — No release this day.
(Comedy)
Ways
Pasting
NESTOR — Pat's
SATURD.VY,
OCTOBER
21, 1916.
Parts — Drama)
(Two
Conspiracy
BISON — The
LAEMMLE — No release this day.
(Comedy)
JOKER— Beans and Bullets

TUESDAY.

01822

(Turner —

OCTOBER

10,

1916.

BEAUTY — The

01823

"l*^*

Last
Thrust
(Comedy)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1916.
MUTUAL
WEEKLY— Number
93 (Topical)
GAUMONT— See America
First, No. 57 (Scenic)
— Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon — Comedy) . . .
THURSD.\Y,

«!»=">

GAUMONT — (Three
nounced later.)

part

OCTOBER

0609^
06094
06096
06095

12, 1918.

subject — title

to

be

an-

Uieao

01827
mcoo
01828

FRIDAY, OCTOBER
THANHOUSER— At the Edge of the
parts — Drama)
CUB — Inoculating

01*29
01830

Hubby

(Comedy)

SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

(TUB — Those Primitive Days
CUB — Their College Capers

13, 1916.
Aqueduct

(Two
06099-100
06101

14.

1916.

(Comedy)
(Comedy)

06102
06103

mS.^l
01831
SUNDAY',

OCTOBER

VOGUE — Ducking a Discord
GAUMONT— Reel Life No. 24

16. 1816.

FEATHER— Barriers of Society (Five Parts—
Drama
*
•/ ' ' ' ' ;
(Comedy)
Nemesis
NESTOR— His Own
at Last
PEATURE-Fame
SPECIAL
UNIVERSAL
(No. 10 of Timothy
Dobbs.
That s Me)
(Two
parts — Drama)
',i" '." '-rii' " ^k
No, 10
FEATURE- Liberty
SPECIAL
UNIVERSAL
(Title to be announced
later— Two • • ''''-'"'
Parts—
•
Drama)
(Comedy—
Romance
and
Rent
VICTOR— Room
Special Release)
TUESD.IY, OCTOBER IT. 1918.
(Three
of Cactus Moore
Wrath
SEAI^The
GOLD
Parts— Drama)
WEDNESD.\Y.
OCTOBER
18, 1910.

RED

STAR PRODUCTION— Redeemed
parts — Drama)
(No. 143)

01833

15, 1916.

(Two parts — Com.) . . .
(Mutual Film Mag.) . .

06104-05
05106

^^^^^
01839
MONDAY.
^^^^^

OCTOBER

16.

1916.

.\MERICAN — The
Franchise
(Two
parts — Drama).
MUTUAL
STAR
PRODUCTION — Bluff
(American —
Five parts — Drama)
(No. 144) ....

^^^_^
TUESD.4Y,

""= '

MUTU.\L — The Law

"^'^*"

^^^^^
m SJ''
"^°

WEDNBSD.W,

17. 1918.

(Two

parts — Drama)

OCTOBER

IS, 1910.

MUTUAL
WEEKLY — Number
94 (Topical)
G.\UMONT — See America First. No. 58 (Scenic) ....
— Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon-Comedy) . . .

01**"

01844

OCTOBER

of Nature

THURSD-VY,

OCTOBER

05111
05112
05112

1ft, 1910.

GAUMONT — Looking
Westward
(Two parts — Dr.) . .
MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE
DE LUXE — The Voice
of Love
(American — Five parts — Dr.) (No. 145)
FRIDAY,
CTB— He

Wouldn't

Tip

OCTOBER

20. 1916.

(Comedy)

■0184o

01846
01847

CUB — That
CUB — The

S.\TURDAV,
Doggone
Baby
Deacon's

Widow

OCTOBER
(Comedy)
(Comedy)

21. 1918.

05116
05117

THK
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Some of the Live Wires
who are handling them :
Peerless

Nolan & Swanson

Film Company

Film Exchange

Curtis Street, Denver, Colo.

100 Goldengate
Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
Branch Oflfice: Investment Bidg., 8th and
Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.
Territory:
California, Nevada, Arizona.

Territory:
Colorado,
Utah,
New Mexico, Montana.

Zenith Feature Film Co.

Alliance Film Co.

Produce Exchainge Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
Branch Office.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Territory:
Minn., North and South Dakota and Wisconsin.

Phoenix Feature Film Exchange

Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.
Territory:
New England.

Electric Theater & Supply Co.
13th and Vine Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Territory:
E. Pennsylvania, S. New Jersey, Washington, D. C, Delaware, Maryland and Virginia.

William Sievers
Grzmd Central Theatre Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Territory of Missouri.

.
^Ur^w.
H^w^^w
Kem
emb
er:

Wyoming,

1905V2 Commerce St., Dallas, Texas.
Territory:

Texas, Arkansas & Oklahoma.

Famous

Players Film Service, Ltd.

Toronto, Canada.

Territory:
Toronto, Montreal, St. John,
Winnipeg,
Calgary
and Vancouver —
Canadian territory.

Hawkins

& Heaney

408 Longacre Bldg., New York City.
Territory:
New York City, Greater New
York and N. New Jersey.

Superior Features of Michigan
71 Griswold St., Detroit,

Mich.

A NEW COMEDY
eac
h week

EXHIBITORS — If you have not already booked these write or wire

CHRISTIE FILM fOMP ANY^ l.s Angek, Cai.
Head Office and Studio — Sunset and Gower, Hollyw^ood, Cal.
New York Office,

408 Longacre Bldg.,

F. J. HAWKINS,

Representative.
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THE

General Film Company
VITAGRAPH.
BUSTING IN AND OUT OP SOCIETY. (Sept.
11). — Written and directed by Ralph Whiting.
He is thrown from a freight car. lands on a
bull's horns, the bull throws him, he lands on
a car fender, is bumped into the air again, and
when he comes down this time, he falls on a
French count who is on his way to a fashionable
reception. He changes with the helpless count
and dumps him into an ash barret, then makes
his
the Brown's
as the
Fromwhen
the
timeway
he toenters
the house
untilcount.
the time
the real count turns up in a barrel, there is
much excitement. Then follows a humorous
chase in autos and after a collision he is bumped
into the air and onto a coal car.
THE THORN AND THE ROSE. (Broadway
Star Feature — Three Parts— Sept. 16). — Authors.
Ralph I nee and Dwight Cleveland. Director :
Mr. Robertson.
Everett Elliott, a rich and successful artist,
on a visit to his country house, falls In love
with and marries a beautiful country girl, whom
be found trespassing in the Uly garden. His
friends disapprove of what they regard as a
mesalliance, and Elliott and his wife take up
like in the west. Here they live for three years,
being blessed with a child— a boy. Elliott grows
restive. Little gaucheries of which his untutored
wife is guilty annoy him. He goes on a visit
to New York and there becomes infatuated with
Rosa, an adventuress. Abandoning his wife,
he elopes with Rosa, and in Europe, travels fbe
pace that kills. The woman tiring of him
and learning that his funds are running low,
resumes an old time lover. Elliott discovers
her treachery and kills Rosa and her paramour. Fleeing the scene of his crime. In disguise, he returns to his old home. He finds
his wife crushed and dying and as he folds
her dead body in his arms the arm of the law
descends
upon him.
A PERFECT BAY (Sept. 18).— Author. George
Ford.
Director; Frank Currier.
For the tenth anniversary of their marriage,
Mr. and Mrs. Sweet decide to give a picnic
party — a Journey back and forth by trolley car
and row boat to a dinner in the open country.
There are Ave comedy cltmaxes, the result of
mishap and confusion. At the height of each
such effect a close-up of Mr. and Mrs. Sweet
Is shown which fades into a flash of what they
planned for and thought would be.
SAND, SCAMPS AND STRATEGY. (Sept. 22).
— Directed by Lawrence Semon. Author, Lawrence Semon and Graham
Baker.
Percy returns with a roll in time to save the
father of his sweetheart from being ousted by
Casper, who holds a mortgage on the mill. Casper and his gang undertake to capture the girl
and revenge themselves upon Percy. The villains tie the girl to a car of sand headed for
a fiery furnace. The villain turns the wheel.
Percy arrives in time and his weight thrown
against the car sends it back to safety. The
villain is caught on the wheel and is spun
around. The car with Percy and the girl dashes
past barriers and goes through a house on which
some of the gang are trying to dislodge father,
who has been trown from the cliff and who is
hanging to a tree stump. Percy and the girl
are cornered on the edge of the cliff and have
to take refuge on the rope ladder stretching
across the chasm. Percy succeeds in cornering
the gang in the powder house and sets the surrounding grass on Are. The gang escapes to
the roof, rocking the house on the edge of tfie
cliff. The explosion sends them into the pit.
Percy and his friends are reunited. As the
villains struggle to extricate themselves a huge
quantity of sand is sent down upon them, burying them.
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GETTING BY (Sept. ?5 1 ,— Director, -John
Robertson.
Author,
Charles
Ade.
Father Ray becomes disgusted with his son.
Jack, who makes love to the stenographer.
Mabel, instead of working. He sends Jack to a
farm in Oklahoma, to be a "do'er"' instead of a
"wo'er." Finding the farm an arid piece of
land. Jack grows resentful, sends for Mabel,
and they are married. Short of funds, he
writes home for more, and fleeces Dad for a
deep well drill outfit to save his crops. To
obtain more money he ships^ home several jars
of fruit from his supposed orchard. Partaking
of some, Dad contracts ptomaine poisoning,
and visits Jack's farm to recuperate.
Stalling with Dad around the farm, Jack
unknowingly points out a hickory tree for a
peach producer. Having never beard of such
a tree, Dad grows suspicious, but Jack assures
him it is being done by grafting. Dad investigates the
and learns
that isMabel
Jack's
wife
and that
fresh fruit
cannedis fruit.
Wrathful, he denounces and disowns them, cutting
Jack off with nothing but his arid farm. The
drill man arrives and tells Jack that they have
found no trace of water but that the place is
flooded with oil. Realizing Jack's sudden
wealth and independence. Dad forgives.
SHE WHO LAST LAUGHS (Sept. 29).— Authors. Lawrence Semon and C. Graham Baker.
Director, Lawrence
Semon.
Vera Wealthy, heiress to the Wealthy millions, comes home from college which fact is
'noted in nappers
theread society
of kidthe Itemcolumns.
and plan Ato band
capture
and
hold her for ransom. A nut detective reads the
activities of a band of kidnappers and determines to go on their trail. Spencer Spunk,
who loves Vera, goes to call on her. Before
he reaches the house, however, she has a tiff
with her father and in order to repay him,
leaves a note that she has t>een kidnapped. She
goes walking in the park. Spunk arrives at
the bouse and is accused by the father. To
clear himself, he determines to rescue Vera.
Vera, walking in the park, is spotted by the
kidnappers, who grab ber. As she struggles
Spunk rescues her. The nut detective arrives
with cops and pursues Spunk, believing him to
be the kidnapper.
Spunk takes Vera home and a fond reunion
occurs. At this point the cops arrive, led by
the nut. Spunk and Vera take refuge in her
boudoir and when the nut comes in he chastizes her. The nut creeps along the window
ledge to another window, dislodging some
flowerpots on the crooks who have arrived. The
crooks enter the house and throw Vera in a
trunk. They go out and Vera, leaping up,
throws the nut into a trunk. The crooks
throw the trunk out of the window, tie it to
Spunk's racing car, and dash off. Wild pursuit, during which the nut opens the trunk
and tries to escape. The machine plunges off
a cliff. The crooks open the trunk, expecting to
find Vera. They find the nut and submit to
capture.
MAKING AN IMPRESSION (Oct. 2).— Aurier. thor. Anna M. Goebel. Director, Frank CurThe Newlyweds arrive home from their honeymoon andoldoccupy
theirIn parents'
town Phillip,
house
while the
folks are
the country.
Phyllis, Jack and Dorothy are invited to make
it a house party. Phillip proposes to Phyllis,
but she does not believe he can support her.
He boasts of his rich aunt and then receives
a little from her. telling him that she is on her
way to visit him. She wants to see whether
he is capable of taking care of the money she
will give him. He has been writing that he
is prosperous. The bride and groom come to
his rescue and plan to play the part of servants while the aunt remains overnight at the
house.
The aunt arrives and is amazed at the actions
of the servants. She Is served a frightful meal
and goes to bed while the others go out to
eat. On their return they make such a noise
that Auntie awakes and learns of the deception.
She plans revenge. Next morning she gives
them all work to do, Then she quietly leaves.
The others make Phillip do all the work. Aunt
sends a letter telling Phillip he is so prosperous
that be does not need her financial aid. As the
party is plunged into gloom she sends another
note telling him to exert some of his cleverness
in investing the money she encloses.
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A VAMPIRE
OUT
OF WORK
(Oct. 6).—
Authors.
Tom
Brett and Frank
Lawrence.
Director, S. Rankin Drew.
Theodora Bareback, reluctant to go back to
the simple lite on a strenuous farm, takes a
job as a waitress in a beanery, pending a revival of the vampire business with the Wolf
Film Company. Willie Holmes, a son of Broken
Holm>-s. a multi-millionaire, falls in love with
Theodora,
to gainThefather's
consent,father
she
vamps
the and
old man.
son catches
in the arms of bis promised wife and to escape
humiliation, the old dufler consents. He comes
across with a mere million, and then leaves for
the Orient, deciding that Scranton, Pa., is no
place for a man with harem inclinations.
CANTRELLS MADONNA (Broadway Star
Feature — Three Parts — Oct. 7.) — Written by
Thomas R. Mills.
Author, Cecillie B. Peterson.
Peter Cantrell, an artist, goes to the mountains for his health. He meets and falls in
love with Nance, the niece of the innkeeper.
When he returns to New York, be promises to
Send for her. But the designs of Lawson, a
wealthy New Yorker, abetted by her uncle.
L'auseriedNance
flee to Cantrell. They are marand live tohappily.
Peter develops consumption and is ordered to
Arizona. There is not money enough for both
to go, so it is decided that Nance shall stay
in New York until her baby is born, and then,
if they can earn the necessary money, she will
follow him. The baby dies, and Nance's health
is wrecked and her beauty gone. She can And
no work and Peters money is gone. But, feeling in her heart that Peter will never be well
again, she writes cheerfully and does not tell
him that their baby Is dead. A well-meaning
friend writes her that Peter is starving himself, and, desperate, she goes out on the streets.
There, unexpectedly, she meets Lawson again,
and goes home with him.
A new. strange life opens before Nance, but
she lets no whisper of it reach Peter, and still
writes to him of the baby and her work. During a midnight revel, Nance learns that Peter
is dying. She tries to slip away, but he sees
her. and determined that she shall not go until
he is ready to have her do so. he writes Peter
telling him the whole story, and reads tbe letter, mails it and locks her in her room. Toward
dawn the old butler releases her.
She reaches Peter before he dies. There she
comes face to face with Peter's only masterpiece— a Madonna, painted from his memory of
ber and his dreams of their child. And there,
crouched at his feet, ber hand closed over his
with the grip of a terrified child, she ends her
lite.
BILLYS MELODRAMA (Oct. 0) .—Director.
Frank Currier.
Author,
George Plympton.
Billy's favorite indoor sport Is reading bloodcurdling thrillers. But he fails to find anything
in his library sufficiently exciting to bold his
Interest, so he decides to write a real thriller
himself. He employs a hero, a heroine and a
villain. Each time he throws his hero into a
trying situation and each time he has the greatest difficulty in getting him out of it. Finally
Billy has his three characters up in an aeroplane
and the hero Is about to hurl the villain to the
depths below for his many crimes. But Billy,
in his writing, has become so excited that be
has thrown a lighted cigarette butt on the
floor and this has Ignited his celluloid collar.
The room Is ablaze and the fire engines are outside, when Billy reaches this point in his story.
When the firemen come to the rescue, Billy
pleads for a few minutes to finish his stofy,
but they drag him out unceremoniously and
his story is never ended. Billy is next seen in
a padded cell where all he can say is "They're
up instory
the clouds
and toI becan't
get them down."
The
turns out
a dream.
THE MAYOR'S FALL FROM GRACE (Oct.
l.'i). — The Mayor promises his wife to attend a
reception
at the Frisbee's
house
at five o'clock.
In the meantime
a delegation
of politicians
wait
on him and inform him of the fact that he is
to be nominated for Governor. A mild celebration follows. The Mayor is absent-minded
and a little drink accentuates it.
Mr. Frisbee has been known to drink. A new
footman is instructed that in case Frisbee
comes home drunk to put him to bed. Mr.
Frisbee goes out to learn the baseball scores
and promises not to tou'ch a drop. The Mayor
calls at the reception, asks if his wife is there,
and his manner is so abstracted that the footman believes him to be Frisbee under the influence. He puts the Mayor to bed.
Mrs. Frisbee goes up to look at her supposed
husband. She bursts into tears and wakes up
the Mayor. The Mayor's wife, seeking Mrs.
Frisbee. on
hearstheherscene
husband's
voice sober,
and Frisbee
arrives
perfectly
looks
through the keyhole, and discovers his wife
with another
man.
Frisbee
and the Mayor's
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•Kite burst Into the room aud the Mayor leaps
out uf thu wliiOow Into thu nniiB o( a cop. The
party goort lo the station house to make a compluliit. Th*.' footnmn Is t.Iul'l)cd niitl dragged off.
Tho Mayor slta dlsgusti-d on tlio bL-noh. hears
the (-otui)lalnt. nnd ordem the cops to brlog
forth tho itrlson*T. They drug out the footman
and thr purty idetitlflos hlni. Tho Mayor later
appi-ars ;>( thf roceptlon.

VIM FEATURE

COMEDY.

A CIlAliN OF SrSPICION (Oct. 4).- Mrs.
Love (Roxemary Tbeby) sees a bargain In real
estate and ducldes to surprl:)0 her hubby (Harry
Myers) by purchasing it and paying for it
with her own money. The real estate man
calls regularly lo collect his puymenta and
upon several of those occasions he is seen by
hubby, who, not knowing who ho is. gets Jealous.
He decides not to say anything about it to
his wife who decides to say nothing to her
husband until the lot is paid for. The continued visits of the real estato man annoys
hubby and he decides to put a detective on the
case. The detective gets working; ho goes to
the oCQce of the real estate man and obtains a
good look at htm ; ho then decides to spy around
the housf. Ho sees the collector call for his
regular instalment and notices hubby that the
mouse Is in the trap. He enters the bouse and
arrests tho real estate man, much to the surprise of his wife. Hubby comes In and when
he IH acquainted with the facts in the case he
pleads for forgiveness.
Wlfey
forgives him.
THEIR INSTALLMENT FURNITURE. (Oct.
llK— Harry promises wifey a birthday present.
but wifey Is impatient and instead of waiting
for it she goes to hubby's trousers while he
Is asleep, and helps herself to a roll of bills
amounting to $'200. which she supposes is her
birthday gift. She places it under her pillow
and then dreams hubby placed it there. After
finding it she thinks her dream has come true
and tells hubby he is the dearest man In the
world.
Hubby goes to the office and Is greeted by numerous bills. After making out checks tor all
xtt the bills he discovers that his bank account
Is overdrawn and when he goes to deposit the
$200 he hnds it missing.
In the meantime the money has become a
burden to wifey and she goes to town to find
someone who will relieve her of it. When
hubby qestions her about it she thinks he is
fooling and tells him he must be hungry. Nest
day
progress seems
of the to
wife's
birthday
partyduring
when tho
everybody
be enjoying
themselves the collectors with the "N. G." checks
come to take away the furniture. It does not
take long for them to bust up the party and
innocent hubby gets a little "busting up" himself.

KNICKERBOCKER
TURE.

STAR

FEA-

THE BETTER INSTINCT— (Two Parts— Oct.
6). — The cast: Lucy Manley (Jackie Saunders) ; Ted Gordon (Frank Mayo) : Marie Hlggins ( Lillian West) : Raymond Gordon (Daniel Gilfttherl ; Mrs. Gordon (Madeline Woods) ;
Lucy's Father
(Richard Johnson).
Lucy, a machine girl in a sweatshop, works
beside Marie, a girl whose stunted morality
promptscence her
to take
advantage
Lucy'swithout
Innoand teach
her the
art of of
income
labor. The oppression of sweatshop existence
makes Lucy receptive to Marie's proposal. The
two girls attend a dance where they are followed by two cadets desirous of gaining the
price set by Mme. Mazie. a representative of
the white slave traffic. Ted Gordon, a derelict,
whose addiction to drink has made him an outcast, overhears Mmc. Mazie's proposition. He
follows the two girls to the dance. Impressed
by Lucy's innocence, he succeeds in thwarting
the scheme. Mrs. Gordon, a noted philanthropist, visits the sweatshop. In reality Mrs. Gordon has adopted slum work actuated by the
hope that her lost son might be found and
restored to her and bis father, whose iron will
drove him from home on account of his
drinking.
At the sweatshop Mrs. Gordon is robbed of
her purse by Marie, who Induces Lucy to take
tho purse and escape. Mrs. Gordon discovers
the theft and Marie throws suspicion onto Lucy.
Lucy's escape
effected
by disguise
utilizing
variousis fire
escapes.
She gets and
Into bya
tenement room Just in time to prevent Ted.
who Is (n a seml-dellrlous state, from carrying out his self-destruction. With some of the
stolen money, she brings a physician to Ted's
room. The physician becomes conversant with
part of Ted's history, and also the part relating
to Lucy's timely entrance. Lucy overhears a
plot and
subsequently
warns
tn
time
to prevent
his being
held Ted's
up by father
a couple
of thugs. Ted's father has likewise relented,
and spends his time In trying to discover the
whereabouts of his son. hence his visit to the
slam district.
Ted recovers sufficiently to determine (having heard the doctor's story of how the waif
bad saved him from self-destruction) to abstain
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from drink and to go West tn an effort to make
Kood and then lo return home. Dcfore this
plan Is carried out other Incidents occur which
alter hU plan of loaving.
Lucy's conscience bothers her. She takes
the purse back to Mrs, Gordon, tells her story,
and is forgiven. Lucy's fathiT bus meanwhile
been arrested while in net of "rolling" a victim. While Lucy and Mrs. Gordon arc conversing Mr. Gordon returns utid rocoguizes the girl
who saved him from lulng robbed. Lucy recognize.'* the photoyraph of Ted. their lost son,
as the sick man whom she has helped. She
takes her ciliation
parents
the the
sick next
man's morning
room, reconfollows,toand
the
home la made happy by all determining to forget the past and live only for the future. Marie
has been captured
and landed
In Jail.
FROM THE DEKP (Three Parts— Oct. 13).—
The cast: Mollie Roberts (Joyce Moore) : Nellie Roberts (Phyllis Grey) : Joe Hardy (Thomas
A. Rector) ; Detective Jim Henderson (Phllo
McCoIlough) : Chief of Police Reynolds (Daniel
Gilfether) ; "Big Ida" (Florence Horkbeimer) ;
"Red the Dope" (Jay Herman) : "Slick the
Sniffer" (Henry Stanley) ; Bud McGinnis (Bruce
Smith.
Mollie Roberts, and her sister. Nellie, left
alone in the world, are compelled to support
themselves, Nellie succumbs to the wiles of
Jim Henderson, a maried man. and after a
baby is born he calls at the humble abode of
the sisters. When he heartlessly refuses to
help the unfortunate mother and her child,
Mollie flies Into a justifiable rage, threatens
to have him arrested, and orders him from
the house. He hastens to his home, tells his
wife to pack up, and the two flee to a distant
city where he secures a position on the police
force as a detective.
Mollie does the best she can for her unfortunate sister and the baby, but the infant dies
and the mother soon follows. Mollie, to get
away from the scene of sorrow, reaches the
city where Henderson is located. After making
repeated efforts to find work she Is forced to
accept a position as singer in a coast resort.
Here she meets Joe Hardy, who has fallen
in with evil companions. "Red the Dope," and
"Slick the Sniffer." There is an exchange of
sympathy between MoIUe and Joe. both seeming
so much out of place. Mollie does not know,
however, that "Red" and "Slick" have succeeded
in making a dope fiend out of Joe or that the
three have planned a robberv.
The burglary Is attempted but a frightened
servant in the house 'phones for the police.
"Big Ida," one of the gang, is on watch. She
scents the officers and blows a whistle, which
is the signal for Joe to warn "Red" and "Slick."
He
givesnevertheless.
the order butHenderson,
"Red" and who
"Slick"
are
raught
Is with
the raiding party, goes after Joe, but the latter
outfoots him and reaches the rendezvous of
the gang. Henderson returns to police headquarters where "Red" and "Slick" are lined
up. The chief of police, the arresting officers
and Henderson apply the third degree to the
crooks. They refuse to implicate a fhird party
until an officer Is sent after "Big Ida." She Is
placed in a cell. There Is a policeman on one
side of the door and a stenographer on the
other to make it appear that she is confessing.
Then a curtain is raised and she is revealed
to the startled gaze of "Red" who weakens and
tell
stop what
him, he knows despite "Slick's" efforts to
Henderson scours the underworld for Joe,
stopping at numerous places to collect his graft.
Entering the Midway Cafe where Mollie Is singing he makes the proprietor give him his money.
After his departure Joe appears and Mollie
gets him a place as an entertainer. During
the few weeks that follow they fall in love and
Mollie Influences Joe to quit taking dope. Henderson discovers Joe and places him under arrest. Mollie confronts Henderson who is dumfounded. She demands In payment of her sistor's life that he liberate her lover. Henderson
is on the point of doing so when the proprietor
of the place, enraged because he believes the
detective has tricked him. draws a revolver
and kills him. Joe is apprehended and sentenced to a term In prison. Upon the day of
his release Mollie meets him and the two
leave for unknown parts to be married and to
lead a new life.

VIM.
THE CANDY TRAIL (Oct. 12).— The cast:
Plump (Babe Hardy) : Runt (Billy Ruge) ;
Village Belle (Florence McLoughlin).
Florence, the village belle and heiress, accepts
the Invitation of Runt,^ the local sport, for a
ride In his new fii\'ver. much to the heartache
of Plump, her true but rustic sweetheart. Runt,
by his tales of wonderful adventure to be gained
In the city he himself soon plans to visit, causes
Florence to yearn to be one of tho myriad lights
that hr-ip tn mnke the great White Way burn
so brightly. When Runt reaches the city he
falls into the clutches of a lawless gang and soon
becomes one of Its most ardent members.

Scheming to gain possession of her riches,
Runt writes to Kloronco telling her te comi* to
town where he will show her thu sights. Poor
Plump is tieartbruk<'n at the departure of bLa
sweetheart. Premonition tells Plump that his
loved one is in danger. He hastens to thu city
wherefollows
ho finds
clue to
whereabouts
and
hera trail
to Florence's
the den where
she la
about
fall a victim
hands of
the gang's
leader.to Using
all of at
histhe
strength
Plump
routs
tho gang and rescues Florence.
WATCH YOUR WATCH (Oct. 13).— The cast:
Pokes (Robert Burns) ; Jabbs (Walter Stuli) ;
Mrs. Jabb.s (Melba Andrews) ; Miss Jabbs
(Ethel fessor
Burton)
: Crook (Harry Naughton) ; Pro(Frank Hanson).
falling
asleep
his club one
Is Jabbs,
made the
victim
of at
a practical
joke <'venlng,
by his
fellow club mates, who relieve him of his watch.
On his way home, he collides with Prof. E. Z.
Mark, who, having been presented with a beutlful watch by his fellow professors, is naturally
somewhat still under the influence of the happy
event. Missing his watch, a minute later. Jabba
naturally suspects that the professor was none
other than a clever pick pocket who had used
the collision to cover up bis light fingered operating. Running back Jabbs catches up with
the professor and after administering a severe
beating to him forces the professor to hand
over his own cherished watch. Not until the
following morning when he reads of the robbery
of which the professor is the victim does Jabbs
realize his error.
In terror that he may at any moment be arrested. Jabbs seeks several ways by which he
can rid himself of the watch, which is plainly
marked with the professor's name. All his
schemes failing, he throws it out of the window
to be found by Pokes who gives It to his sweetheart, Ethel, Jabbs' daughter who proudly displayssional
it tocrookher
Jabbs employs
a profesto father,
rob his house.
The crook
forces
Pokes to assist him in the robbery. They
fight over possession of the watch and both are
marched off to jail. Jabbs' home Is demolished
by the crook and Pokes.
In despair be rushes out and seeing the professor calls to him to come and get the watch,
but the professor, fearing another beating,
hurries away. He Is followed by Jabbs. The
professor seeks refuge In the police station Just
as the crook and Pokes are being arraigned.
The crook catches sight of Jabbs and accuses
him of hiring him to rob his home and the professor also accuses him of being the man who
assaulted him and robbed him of his beautiful
watch. The evidence being conclusive all three.
Pokes, Jabbs and the crook are led away to the
cells, where the crook and Pokes proceed to
mete out to Jabbs dire punishment for having
been tho direct cause of their predicament.

KALEM.
BUMPING THE BUMPS (Sept. 26) .—The
cast: Ham (Lloyd V. Hamilton); Bud (Bud
Duncan) ; the girl (Ethel Teare) ; her father
(A. Edmondson).
Ham and Bud arc jealous rivals for the hand
of the fair Ethel. Bud is the favored one and
Ham leaves vowing revenge. He notices how
clients are flocking to Prof. Fakem, the phrenologist, and evolves a scheme which finds the
professor floundering about at the bottom of a
well while Ham dons the flowing robes and rakes
in the coin of the credulous. Ethel's father, the
sheriff, is a student of phrenology, and when
Bud asks for his consent to a wedding the reply
is. "You'll have to have your bumps O. K.'d by
Prof. Fakem." This gives Ham his chance and
the manner in which he takes advantage oC It
furnishes the laughs that complete this comedy.
A BATTLE IN THE DARK (Episode No. S
of "The Girl from Frisco" — Two Parts — Sept.
271 — The cast: Barbara Brent (Marin Sais) ;
John Wallace (True Boardnian) ; Ace Brent
(Frank Jonasson) : Madah Sinch (Ronald Bradbury) ;Gungha (Edward Clisbee) : Madge Merrilies (Josephine West) ; her father (Karl
Formes, Jr.): the prisoner
(Gypsy Santoris).
Ranchman Merriiics has fallen Into the power
of Madah Singh, a Hindu mystic. The Madah
has induced him to discharge his ranch hands,
replaring them with Hindu "ragheads" and Is
fast bleeding him of his wealth. Madee Merrilies appeals to her friend, Barbara Brent, to
aid her. Barbara becomes a guest at the Merrilies home, while her father pays a visit to
Congressman Wallace, owner of the adjoining
ranch, who has engaged the discharged hands.
Barbara learns that the Madah is keeping a
Hindu girl prisoner in the attic of the Merrilles
home and when she investigates finds that the
girl
usedof asmoney
"the from
spiritMerrilles.
maiden" to
force
large issums
Gungha,
in love with the prisoner, plots to usurp Madah'a
position as leader of the Hindus. Barbara Invades the attic at midnight and finds the chest
in which the Hindu has stored the money forced
from the ranchman. She takes the prisoner and
the money to her room, but Madah. who was pre-
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paring for flight with his iil-gott€n gains, overhears Barbara and Madge, and bursts into the
room. Madge escapes and succeeds in phoning
to Wallace and Brent for help, while Barbara
struggles with MadaU for the possession of the
chest.
Meanwhile Gungha has decided that the hour
is ready for him to strike, and sets out for the
house after telling his followers to attack if he
does not return in fifteen minutes. Madah Is
overpowering Barbara when Gungha enters by
the window and the mystic turns to confront this
new opponent. In the struggle that follows a
lamp is flung across the room and in a minute
it is in flames. Madah escapes, and jumps into
his waiting auto with the prisoner and the
money chest. Gungha manages to climb on the
rear of the auto as it starts, while Barbara
mounts her horse and sets out after the Hindus.
Gungha's
for the
of
their
leader followers,
after thefearing
expiration
of safety
the time
limit, start to attack the house and Wallace and
Brent arrive just in time to aid Merrilies and
Madge in their defense of a burning fortress.
RIVAL ARTISTS (Sept. 29). — The cast: Daisy
(Ivy Close); Jack (Arthur Albertson) ; Demetrius Daub (Henry Murdoch) ; Mr. Grouch
(Robert Ellis) ; Chloe (William McKey). Author, Frank Howard Clark. Director, Robert
Ellis.
Papa Grouch frowns on Jack's suit, so Daisy
and Jack plan to elope. Jack, who is an artist,
is working strenuously to win a $10,000 prize
offered by an art society. Demetrius Daub, who
is also an artist — but his specialty is housepainting — hears of the prize offered and decides
that "painting is painting," so he tries for the
prize. All he succeeds in doing is getting entangled in the elopement of Jack and Oalsy
so that this event seems endangered for a time,
but after a whirl of breath-taking incidents, all
ends happily.
THE DEATH SWING (No. !10 of "The Hazards of Helen" (Sept. 30>. — Helen, day operator
at Lone Point (Helen Gibson) ; Dick Benton,
night operator (P. S. Pembroke) ; his father (G.
A. Williams) ; Stallings (George Routh). Director. James Davis.
Stallings' plot to spoil the demonstration of
Dick Benton's newly invented safety stop for
trains seems certain of success when the locomotive is sent running wild down the tracks.
Helen saves the day by climbing out on a wire
stretching across the tracks and dropping to the
speeding engine. The shook of landing momentarily dazes her but it is only a matter of
a few seconds before she has brought the train
to a stop.
ONE STEP TOO FAR (Oct. .3). — The cast:
Ham (Lloyd V. Hamilton) : Bud (Bud Duncan) ;
Adventurous Agnes
(Ethet Teare).
Ham and Bud find themselves in the clutches
of the
law,captain
but Ham's
sturdy
causesIf
the
police
to offer
him physique
his freedom
be will become a policeman. Ham accepts,
while Bud, saddened by his rejection, joins
forces with Adventurous Agnes, who la a clever
crook. As a minion of the law Ham is a scream.
For a time the life of ease — with plenty of soft
pickings — agrees with him but he goes "one step
too far" after arresting Agnes and Bud and
when the grand exposure comes Ham Is found
seated with his prisoners in a two-by-four cell.
THE WEB OF GUILT (Episode No. 9. of "The
Girl from Frisco" — Two Parts — Oct. 4). — The
cast: Barbara Brent (Marin Sais> ; John Wallace (True Boardman) : Ace Brent (Frank Jona?son) ; Terry, the foreman (Edward Clisbee) :
Fannie, a dance hall girl (Josephine West) ;
Siwash (Steve Murphy : Tom Risling (Ronald
Bradbury: Wung (Phitlipie). Director, James
W. Home.
Risling,
proprietor
of over
Santa Fanny,
Cora's a general
store,
through
jealousy
dance
hall girl, plots to do away with Terry, foreman
of the Brent ranch. By use of a rope be placs
ahimshotgun
shack
so that
it will rules
kill
when in
he Terry's
enters the
door.
But fate
that Wung. Brent's Chinese servant, shall be his
victim. Barbara and Wallace quickly decide
that the shot was meant for Terry. Siwash. a
roystering ranch hand, is arrested because of a
drunken threat made to Terry the night before.
But Barbara is convinced of his innocence and
asks for time to solve the mystery. How she
does so. following the slender clue given by a
peculiar strand in the weave of the rope used by
the assassin, furnishes
a mystery
story.
STOLEN PLUMAGE (Oct. 6).— The cast: Sylvia
(Tvy Close) : Al^v (Henry Albertson) : Babzebe
(Henry Murdoch) : his favorite wife (Mary
Taylor-Rossi); Mr. Fairfax (William McKey).
Author, Louis B. Gardner. Director, Robert
Ellis.
Though Babzebe has the choicest harem In
all the East life is dull, for he has grown
tired of the things that surround him and seeks
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something new. So the Wise Men offer a huge
reward to the person who will make Babzebe
laugh and smile once more. Algy, touring de
luxe, strives to win the prize but when he asks
"Why does a chicken cross the road/" Babzebe
orders "Off with his head." Algy begs tor five
minutes' grace and as he wanders about the
palace grounds the sight of the Sacred Dumdikky Bird suggests a scheme to him. He overpowers the guards and steals a feather from
the (owl.
This time he appears before Babzebe in
silence, but he tickles the royal ribs with the
precious feather and soon Babzebe is rolling
about the floor laughing as he never laughed
before. Algy seizes the opportune moment to
make his escape. But Babezebe swears to recover the sacred feather and he follows to
America. In that far-off land Sylvia listens
enthralled to Algy's tales of his mighty prowess
and reckless daring in the East. Suddenly
Babzebe appears on the scene — and then things
happen with machine gun rapidity.
THE BLOCKED TRACK (No. 100 of "The
Hazards of Helen" — Oct. 7). — The cast: Operator at Lone Point (Helen Gibson); Superintendent Melvin (P. S. Pembroke) ; butler, exteleerapher (G. A. Williams) ; Strang, an exconvict (George Routh). Author, E. W. Matlack.
Director, James Davis.
On a visit to the State Prison with Superintendent Melvin of the construction camp near
Lone Point. Helen gains the friendship of Butler, a former telegrapher who had been wrongfully convicted on circumstantial evidence. Butler is soon to be released and Helen promises
to aid him. She does so by securing a position
for him as telegraph operator at the construction
camp. Here Strang, an ex-convict, recognizes
Butler, and attempts to force him to aid his
plan to rob the pay car. The action works up
to a thrilling climax which finds Helen, pursued
by Strang, climbing to the topmost branch of
a tree overhanging the railroad, tracks, from
which she swings through the air and lands
on the pay car.
Her warning is none to soon.

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
BIG u.
THE HALTING HAND (Special Release— Sept.
25). — Albert and Jim Glendennlng, two brothers,
are in love with Gertrude Grayson and this is
the cause of the first disagreement that the
two brothers have ever had. At last, when his
brother goes away on a trip, Albert tells the
girl that he is dead and so gets her to marry
him.
Years later the other brother returns and
when he finds what has occurred he persuades
Gertrude to elope with him. But at the crossroads they are misled by a sign post and come
to a desert instead of the town that they hoped
to reach. While proceeding along a cliff Jim
slips and falls into the marsh below. When
Gertrude reaches him only his hand is to be
seen. She takes the hand to try to get him out
but the hand closes on hers and she is held
prisbner.
Several days later Albert finds the two of
them there, the woman still held in the viselike grip of the hand protruding from the
marsh.
THE WHITE MAN'S LAW (Special Release —
Oct. 2). — Sergeant Bob Monroe is in love with
the Colonel's daughter out on a post in the
West. He has a rival in Lieutenant Embree.
The lieutenant wrongfully accuses him of assault and he is committed to the guard house
pending trial. Florence, his sweetheart, aids
him to e-scape and he goes to an Indian camp
to get a horse.
At the camp of the Indians he finds that
they are going on the warpath because one
of the religious rites has been forbidden. They
attack the fort and many of the soldiers are
killed, among them Embree. But before dying
he confesses that Bob is innocent of his offense.
Bob masquerades as the dead chief of the Indians and succeeds in scaring them away. He is
given
a commission
and the hand of the colonel's
daughter
as a reward.

VICTOR.
THE MEMORY MILL (Special Release— Oct.
2). — The cast: Jane Wright (Grace Lewis) ;
•Tohn Todd (^William Shea) : Chief of Press
Gane (William Welsh) ; Mrs. Wright (Miss
Haldiman) : Captain Fouche
(Tom
Moore).
John is in love with Jane Wright, to whom
he has been betrothed since they were children.
Then one day John is forced to serve as a
seaman on a man-o-war. Jane is heartbroken
over her lover's departure, and takes paspage to France in the hope of finding
him. The ship is attacked by the French
and Jane is rescued by a French oflBcer who
takes her to his home. Later John finds her
but she does not know him. as she has lost her
memory in the fight. Then he takes her back
to the scenes of her youth and the sight of them
bring back her memory and all end happily.
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NESTOR.

ALMOST GUILTY. (Oct. 9.) The cast:
Going To Be Married (Eddie Lyons) ; His Best
Man (Lee Moran) : The Bride-Elect (Priscilla
Dean). Written by Walter Newman. Produced
by Louis Chaudet.
The night before the wedding. Eddie and his
pal, Lee Moran, indulge in wine too freely and
are
hardlyway
ablehome
to get
Eddie's
On their
theyto get
In anapartments.
argument
with the Italian fruit vender. WTille they are
talking, a sneak thief tries to rob the cash
register. In the fight that followed Lee and
Eddie knock the crook out. A policeman finds
their watch, pocketbook and other things they
have dropped. The next morning they awaken
to find the room in disorder. They read the
headlines in the paper saying that murder has
been committed the night before and they jump
to the conclusion that they have committed
murder.
The policeman calls with their belongings
and they think he is after them so deny the
ownership. Lee and Eddie at last end up at
the police station and decide to give themselves
up. They show the Judge the paper and confess to the murder. The judge finds that the
paper is about a year old and gives them the
laugh. About this time Miss Dean and the
others rush in and find Eddie well and happy.
It is decided to have the judge perform the
ceremony and all ends well.
IT'S ALL WRONG. (Oct. 13). The cast:
Pat ("Pat" Rooney) ; Grace's Father's Choice
(Ed. Sedgwick) : Grace (Yvette Mitchell) : Minister (Jean Hershott). Written by Ben Cohn.
Produced by Roy Clements.
Pat is in love with Grace, and taxes his Ingenuity to have a free rein to woo the girl.
Father's choice is a wealthy man, and under
his vigorous supervision, the engagement of
the girl and father's choice is announced. The
day is set for the wedding, and Pat is in distress, but resolves "never to say die." On
the
Pat takes
the preacher's
and. wedding
securingday
another
preacher,
sends himcar,to
the house. Intending to manage things In such
a manner that the new preacher will marry
himself and the girl, instead of the expected
He tells the girl of his plans, and she is engroom.
thusiastic. They have a hard time getting the
man. the preacher and the girl together, but
at last it was accomplished and Pat is about
to
whenandfather
arrives. Pat
it be
withmarried
the girl
the minister.
The"beats"
chase
extends in and out of the house, and every time
he gets a little ahead of his pursuers, Pat stops
and has the preacher read a line or two of
the ceremony. Just as they are about to be
caught the ceremony is over and the father la
powerless to undo the match.

BISON.
NIGHT SHADOWS. (Two Parts—Oct. 14).
The cast: "Alf Gordon (Alfred Gordon); Ed.
Carey (Edward Carey) ; Ernie, the man (Ernest
Murray):
Alice, the girl (Alice Nelson).
AlC and Ed live alone in a little cabin In the
woods. Neither has ever inquired into the
past of the other. One night they are sitting
at the fireplace as they hear a shot and a cry
for help from the mountain. They both rush
out and go in different directions in search of
the person who called. Alf finds an unconscious
girl with her clothes torn to shreds and picks
her up and takes her up to the cabin. There
she revives and tells him her tale of woe. It seems
that she was happily married when a man
contrived to separate her from her husband
by falsely compromising her. And then when
her husband had left her. the brute had hounded
her until just then out on the mountain she
had hollered for help.
In the meanwhile Ed had gone in a different
way and met the man whom he considered as
his bitterest enemy. It was the man who had
broken up his happy home some years before.
A terrific struggle ensued and at last Ed was
victorious. He was exhausted, however, and
slowly crawled to the shack. The man whom
he had ■ conquered also crawled towards the
shack. When Alf and the girl hear the men
approaching they put out the light and prepare
to kill the first man that enters. The man
who turns the knob is Ed. and Alf fires. But
the shot goes wild and instead of hitting Ed,
it goes past and kills Ernie just as he was on
the point of shooting through the window at
Alice and Alf. Of course explanations follow
and the two lovers are reunited after all the
years of misunderstanding.

IMP.
A SOUL AT STAKE. (Two Parts—Oct.
13). The cast: Murphy (Wm. Garwood) ;
Purser (Al Barzan) : Clementina Fairlie (Lola
Wilson) : The Eurasian (Edward Brady) ; Yuan
Woo (Andrew Arbuckle). Scenario by Calder
Johnstone.
Produced by Wm. Garwood.
Murphy, a gambler by profession, is on a
ship bound
to the Orient.
He is following
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bis means of livelihood until tho purser prohibits
him from playing curdt*. Murphy nollc.a a
domuro lltllo K'rl ""d It-urns that »ho la Clementina Fttlrlle. u mlsslouury bound for a post
iQ China, lio duvos her from embarrassment
when im Eurasian, who la also a passenRer
p«n«lst.H In puylns her attention. Their friendship ripens and before tho ship docks. Murphy
promises to look her up at tho post.
Clementina leaves for her post and soon after
Murphy, rather worried about her. consults
with one of tho newspaper reporters, and finds
that another girl who had gone to tho same
post had bwn reported missing. Murphy Immediately leaves for tho post and Qnds that
Clementina had Just tho day before left for
the hou-^e of the Governor, Yuan Woo. Murphy
calls upon tho governor, whom he knows, and
Yuan Woo tells him of tho pretty whltu girls
which he has visiting him and brings in Clementina who boss Murphy to save her.
Yuan and Murphy decide to play cards for
her — tho winner to have possession. At first
^lurphy loses and the Chinaman, thinking he
has tho best of tho situation and wishing to
perturb Murphy, orders her feet to be bared
and her ankles manacled. But Murphy wins
and leaves with tho girl but before he reaches
the outer gate he Is attacked. He manages to
escape with the girl and the next steamer finds
tho two bound for America, and tho big-hearted
Irishman has become not only a husband but
a convert.

REX.
THE SLAVE < Special Release, Oct. 2). —
In tho family of Colonel James there is born
a little girl and at the same time a daughter
Is born to a couple of octoroon slaves on tne
plantation. The Colonel leaves on a trip to
Europe and leaves the care of the child to the
staves, as his wife fs blind. The slaves chauge
the two girls so that the slave grows up as the
lad;.
In after years the fiance of the colonel's
daughter. Bob Warren, sees the slave girl and
falls la love with her. His sweetheart gets jealous and sells the slave to a dealer. This makes
Iho old woman who first changed tho children
repent and sho confesses. Young Warren goes
alter the dealer and brings back the slave girl,
now the lady of the house, to be his bride and
the real slave is so angry that she kills both
herself and her mother.
THE HCMAN GAMBLE. (Two Parts— Oct.
8). The cast: Flavia (Dorothy Davenport) ;
Charles (Emory Johnson) : Frank (Richard
Morris) : John HlU (Alfred Allen i. Written
by
ton. Calder Johnstone. Produced by L. B. CarleFlavia Hill Is the daughter of John Hill.
a wealthy stock broker. He Is opposed to all
forms of gambling. Charles Hill, his son plays
cards and is ordered out of the house. Flavia overhears the tirade against her brother and declares that if Charles is disowned she will leave
home with him. So the brother and sister
take a flat and begin life together. She secures work as a stenographer, while Charles
gets a position as clerk with Garner &. Co., a
stock brokerage firm.
She rises rapidly In the favor of Frank Garner and soon becomes his private secretary. A
swift courtship ensues and she marries him. Later her husband fall<t 111 and she carries on
tho business. John Hill, through secret agents,
has beon trying to corner the copper market.
Ho learns that Gamer & Co. are his greatest
rivals. A hitter financial war ensues in which
Hill becomes deeply Involved. There is but
one way out — for him to appeal to Gamer &
Co. for assistance. He calls upon the firm
and Is shown Into the private office, meeting
his own daughter. She refuses him aid and
ho leaves crestfallen and angry.
Ftavla realizes that It will mean his financial
ruin and his physical breakdown. She Is tom
between her duty as wife and her duty as
daughter. The latter wins and she makes out
a check for the amount her father has asked.
John HUl has meantime returned to his office,
completely broken down and resolved to commit
suicide. He takes a revolver from his desk
drawer and puts It at his temple. Flavia has
rushed to his office and is waiting in the outer
office. As he pulls the trigger there is a rap
at the door and his hand slips as he turns his
head. The bullet misses its mark. Flavia hears
the report and rushes into the room just in
time to pre^-ent a second shot being fired. She
gives her father the check. John Hill figures
his profits and hurries back to Flavia with
the check for the amount she loaned him with
a large profit added. Flavia takes her father
to her home. Introduces the old man to her
husband and there Is a happy reconciliation
between
father, son and daughter.

UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

FEATURE.

LIBERTY NO. 8. CLIPPED WINGS. (Two
parts — Oct 2). Tha cast: Liberty Horton (Marie Walcamp) ; Theresa
(Maud Emory) ; Pan-
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cho Lopoz (0. Raymond Nye) ; Pedro (Eddie
Polo) ; Capt. Bob Kutledgo (Jack Holt) ; Major Winston (Neal Hart) : Maouol Loon (Bertram Grassby) ; Joso L^eon (L. M. Wells).
Written and produced by Jacques Jaccard.
Tho last episode closed Just as Bob and Pedro
wero
to Liberty's
travel starting
for somo out
distance
over tho rescue.
desert InThey
the
direction of tho arrow that Liberty left as a
guide. At last they come into the vicinity of
the camp of tho rebels and two men dismount
to reconnoitre.
In the meanwhile Lopez is showing Manuel
the hidden store of arms. Bob Is about to take
a shot at the whole outfit Just for good luck,
when the whole thing is blown up by a shot
fired from the other side. It seems that Liberty
also sees what is going on and with the rifle
that she has stolen from her guard, shoots
the powder boxes and so causes the explosion.
Lopez and Manuel are seriously hurt and are
carried into a nearby. Bob and Pedro do
not know what to make of the affair.
Just after the explosion they see the Mexicans going along a ridge in the direction of
their horses and know that if they continue
they will surely be discovered. They are at
last seen and run for their lives. Pedro succeeds in making his escape but Bob is captured.
Pedro meets tho rangers, who have refused to
obey the orders to withdraw and leave their
Captain in the desert with a number of Greasers.
In the meantime Bob is being handled roughly
by tho >IexicaDS. Lopez and Manuel are glad
at the opportunity that is offered to settle old
scores and they announce that Bob is to be
shot in front of Liberty. But Liberty still has
the rifle that she has stolen and as the firing
squad lines up to kill the man she loves, she
covers Lopez with the gun and says that the
order to fire spells his death warrant. Pedro
knows that the plucky girl means business and
does not dare to proceed with the execution.
Then Bob 'goes over to the shack where Liberty
is holding the gun through the window and she
unties his bonds.
TIMOTHY DOBBS, THAT'S ME (Episode No.
9, "Breaking Into Society." Two Parts — Oct. 1').
The cast: Timothy (Carter De Haven); Jeff
( Robert Milash ) ; Landlady ( Margaret Whistler i. Produced by Wa-ilace Berry.
Timothy and Jeff are back once more in the
hall bedroom and are as usual — broke.
The landlady has an admirer, Ike, a dealer
in clothes, whose shop is just beneath her rooming house. After delivering the untimatum
that Timothy and Jeff must leave within fifteen
minutes or pay the rent, she goes downstairs to
see Ike and flnally talks him into taking her
to the big movie ball which is to be given In
honor of the great film star.
Timothy gets an idea. With the aid of the
bed sheet torn into strips and added end to
end. he hauls up two of the dressed dummies
which Ike is displaying, removes the clothes
and when the landlady returns gives her these
for the rent. But, meanwhile, Ike has discovered his loss, called in the aid of tho police,
and when the landlady tries to sell him the
clothes ho recognizes them as his own. Timothy
and Jeff escape via the fire escape.
They obtain positions as waiter and dishwasher
hut Timothy breaks so many dishes that the
proprietor imposes a fine amounting to three
weeks' salary — then Timothy thinks it is time
for his departure and so leaves unceremoniously. He then decides to work his nerve ;
he calls at the best hotel, puts up a story of
an auto accident and Is given tho best room In
the house. In one of the drawers he discovers
some makeup with a book of Instructions and
proceeds to get busy. When the negro porter
arrives, ho thinks that Carter has the small
pox which so alarms the proprietor that he
shoves a role of money under his door asking
him to leave immediately.
Although much surprised Timothy pockets the
money,
proceeds
get "dolled"
attends
the
movie ball
as the toguest
of honor, and
having
learned
that worthy has been detained. He makes a
speech and Is quite in his element, when he
notices Ike, the landlady, and the restaurant
proprietor — and they have noticed him also.
Again. Timothy feels the need of a hasty departure and as per usual ends up at a moving
picture studio where he presents himself as
the star in whose honor the ball was given. And
he is getting away with it, too, until the irate
star queers the whole thing for him by appearing himself.
BEHIND LIFE'S STAGE (Two Parts—
Oct. 12). The cast: Nanette (Flora Parker
De Haven) ; Little Sister (Virginia Corbin) ;
Dan Dolan ( Charli*^ Cummings) : Milliner
(witch) (Margaret Whistler) ; Proprietor (black
prince) (William Welch).
Nanette has a difficult time endeavoring to
provide a livelihood for herself and small sister, and the ogre of her existence Is the sour
faced landlady. Answering an advertisement
for an errand girl in a millinery shop, Nanette
Is at first reiused the position by the milliner.

but before she leaves the shop tho proprietor,
who has seen tho pretty little girl, stops her
and gives her tho position.
In splto of the fact that Nanette promises
the payment of her rent, tho landlady turns
the two Into tho street. Nanette is frinhtened
yet she bravely leaves the small sister In tho
park while »he goes to resume her duties, promising to return as soon as possible. That evening sho decides that the two will sleep in the
store, and sneaks tho small sister into the
storo alter closing time.
That night Nanettu has a dream, in which
the milliner plays tho part of a witch and the
proprietor, the Black Prince, both bent on her
destruction. Eventually they seize Nanette and
hold her little sister and put them into a boiling caldron. So great is her fear that she
awakens and finds herself looking into the muzzle of a gun held by a burglar who has entered
the store.
Dan, a policeman, who has long wished to
become Nanette's guardian for life, captures
the burglar but is greatly surprised to see
Nanette and her small sister. And so great Is
Nanette's joy at being delivered from the menaces of her dream that she suddenly throws her
arms around the astonished Dan, and then realizing what she had done, she takes her sister
and quickly leaves the shop ; but Dan follows
closely and later has the pleasure of recuing
her from a high board fence upon which her
dress is caught. Sho promises to allow him
to care for her the rest of her lift.
THE OIL SMELLER.
JOKER.(Oct. 14). The cast:
Lord Helpus (Ernie Shields) ; Chief Coco Cola
(O. C. Jackson) ; Doe Eyes (Yvette Mitchell) ;
Catch- Up Brave (Albert MacQuarrie). Written by Chas. J. Wilson, Jr. Produced by P. C.
Hartigan.
Lord Helpus goes prospecting for oil in the
West, and meets a modem Indian maid who
has quarreled with her lover because he will
not buy her a roadster. Lord Helpus falls in
love with the girl. Doe Ej-es, and has a fight
with her lover, Catch-up Brave, who swears to
be revenged. He follows Helpus who with the
well. of the dog, strikt.T what he thinks is an oil
aid
The lover sends a wireless back to the Indian
encampment and the band start on the warpath after Helpus, riding in tho Chiefs new
Ford. Helpus sends the dog back with a note
to the town telling of his discover}'.
Helpus escapes with the aid of Doe Eyes and
comes upon the townsmen who start off to rescue Doe Eyes. Being tied on to the back of
the machine with a hawser. Doe Eyes has
chewed her way to freedom and is found by
Helpus. They all start off to a new oil well,
which is found to be a pipeline which Helpus
has punctured with his pickaxe. Doe eyes deserts Helpus and returns to her tribe, while
Helpus alone in the desert, consults his guide
hook and finds there L-KO.
is nothing left for him to
do but die.
LVRED BUT CURED. Two Parts — Oct.
H). The cast: A Criminal (Dan Russell);
His Partner (Chas. Insless) ; Miss Peabody
(Gertrude Selby).
Alice arrives in , town on a freight car and
then her troubles begin. She takes a cab but
the driver has had a bit too much and it is not
long before he loses control of the cab and the
vehicle goes careening up the road. It Is
wrecked and the outcome of the whole affair
is that Alice is stranded. But in the meantime she has witnessed a murder and rushes to
the police station to tell the authorities about
It. She claims that she is a detective. The
authorities decide to take a chance and give
Alive a badge of pcwer.
It is not long before Alice gets on the trail
of the crooks and they begin to see that the
town is not a safe resting place for their carcasses. So they leave, but not before Alice sees
them in the act. They know that she is the
only eye witness of their deed of crime and
so they decide that the only way out for them
is to dispose of Alice. Accordingly they attack
the poor girl, as soon as she gets outside the
city limits and Alice takes refuge in a deserted
shack.
But the crooks find her In this refuge and
decide that she must he killed- They toss a
coin
decide
one did
should
do the
the crime
dirtywork. to Alice
sayswhich
that she
not see
hut this does not stop these villains. They go
for her and she leads them a merry chase all
around the hut. But at last she Is cornered
and is about to be killed when her dog comes
with the aid that she has sent him lor. So
all ends happily as Alice gets the reward that
was offered for the capture of the criminal.

POWERS.
THE BEAUTIFUL TEMPLES OP CEYLON.
(Oct. 12). In this picture there are shown
manr
V the beauties of the great island that
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Ites just to the south of India. First views of
the principal town are shown and then a trip
is made to the interior. The main industry
of the island is the raising of tea and those
are views of the great fields where the
tea is grown. It Is collected by the native girls
who do nearly all the work of the Island.
There are also views of the way that industry
is carried on there. Dirt Is hauled by girls in
baskets that are carried on the head.
DIPLOMACY. (Oct. lu). This Is a cartoon
that represents the relations between the United
States and Mexico. The two countries are
representt d by two men and they are dressed
to look like cartoon figures. The picture is
quite a novelty as it is really a living cartoon.
WHEN LINDY SANG. (On same Reel as
Foregoing ) . The cast : Lindy ( Ernestine
Jones) ; Her Pal (Nora Dempsey) ; The Teacher
(Margaret Whistler). Produced by Lule Warrenton.
Lindy is a little colored girl who is the
possessor of a fine, big voice. Every time
the class in school sings she raises her voice
above the rest and the other children say they
will not sing with her. But the teacher consoles her and says that some day she will have
an opportunity to use the gitt that God has
given her.
The next day the school catches on fire and
there is a stampede for the door. But Lindy
has the presence of mind to burst into song
and the children are calmed. In the fire Lindy
is hurt. The children now repent of the way
they have treated her and bring flowers to the
hospital to make amends.

GOLD

Mrs.his Daventry's
house
areAmong
Count the
Von guests
Brlckenat and
daughter, Molly.
Count is a famous arctic explorer. There is
also present young John Everard, a nephew
of Mrs. Daventry's. The young man is very
much
takenin with
interested
her. Molly's charm and becomes
The count is also an expert photographer,
and to please all the women he takes their
photos in their best gowns.
The last night of the party John proposes.
Molly says she cannot think of marrying while
her father is alive as he would not think of
such a thing. John says that she may change
her mind and asks her to wear his ring until
she makes
her final decision.
Several days later the women come to Mrs.
Daventry and say that their jewels have been
stolen and imitation ones put in their places.
A detective is called and is suspicious of the
Count as the only ones in the party that are
not to be found. Molly and her father, John
Is heartbroken as he cannot get any trace of
Molly. The truth of the matter is that Brlcken
Is the head of a band of crooks and that the
photos were taken so that reproductions of
iho jewels could be made.
Somealthough
time later
planMolly
to rob
home
theythedocrooks
not tell
the John's
right
name of the owner of the house. She is forced
to lake part in the job and while they are in
the house John comes in. Molly is dressed as
a boy and it is only by his ring that he sees
on her finger that John is able to recognize
her.
Following this the detectives get on the trail
of the whole band of thieves and in the attempt
to capture them Molly's father is killed. There
is no obstacle in the way of the happy marriage of the couple.

All The Players
of prominence in any sized picture can be
himiibed instantly -WIRE US YOUR WANTS
— If you fail to display the face of a popular
player who is appearing at your house, you
are overlooking an opportunity for larger receipts. THE FACE OF A WELL-KNOWN
PLAYER prominently displayed will draw
more money than the mere announcement of
a nam*.

LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES
Size 22 X 28 iochea, 75 centi each. ETcry
promiDcnt player.
FACSIMILE OIL PAINTINGS, all riies,
from $8 to $25 framed. QttotatiODi anbmitted on any size, framed or unframcd.
THE SEMI- PHOTO POST CARDS, $3.S0
PER THOUSAND, of over 600 players.
list. in dispell sable article for your mailtng
The
PHOTOGRAPHS. SIZE 8 x 10. of all the
prominent players, 600 different names.
20c. each.
LARGE PICTURES. HAND COLORED,
size U X 14, all the promineBt players, $2.00
per dozen; in aluminum frames, 50c. each.
GRAVURE FOLDER, containing pictures of the prominent players, isclnoiog
stars from the stage, $10.00 per thousand.
SINGLE COLUMN CUTS of every prominent player, 40c. each.

KRAUS MFG. CO.
220

West
42nd Street, NEW
YORK
12th Floor Candler BuiliiiBg

Send for Catalogue of over 600 players and
samples free. Write us, giving details of your
dull nights, and we will send you a remedy.

jFotoplaper

(Trade Mark Regiitered)
Tb* Musical Marrd
Write for CataIosii>

PHOTO

B W««t <5th St.

PLAYER

:CIUICK WORK

iBOX OFFICE
SPEED
Plus
ACCURACY
15 Sales per minute
—900 to 4500 per
hour.

One ticket seller does the
work of thr«e with the
AUTOMATICKET

AMERICAN

CO.
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FEATHER.

A ROMANCE OF BILLY GOAT HILL. (Five
Parts— Oct. 0). The cast: Col. Bob Carsey
(George Hernandez) ; Miss Lady (Myrtle Gonzales) :Don Morley (Val Paul) ; Lee Dillingham (Fred Church) ; Prof. Querrlngton (Thos.
Jefferson) ; Bertie (Frankle Lee) ; Basil Sequin (Jack Connelly); Sheely (Jack Curtis).
Produced
by Lynn
Reynolds.
"Miss Lady," as the colonel's daughter Is
called by the darky servants, has an admirer
in the person of Don Morley whom she does not
care much for on account of his passion for gay life. However, he promises to
reform
if Myrtle
(Miss Lady)
will marry him.

MMERICAN

PICTURE

SEAL.

CHEATERS. (Three Parts— Oct. 10). The
cost: Mrs. Daventry (Clara Byers) ; Her
Nephew (Harry Spingler) ; Count Von Brlcken
(Paul Panzer); Molly (Mary Fuller): Blinker
(Johnnio Walker). Directed by Lucius Henderson.

RED

MOVING
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As they are out for a canter one day, an accident, caused through the carelessness of Chick's
foster father, is Just averted. In this way Miss
Lady makes the acquaintance of the little chap.
Chick, who is dumb.
A storm
one shelter
day causes
and conducted
Lee Dilling-"
ham
to seek
in a Don
saloon
by
Sheely. Sheely and Lee fight and Lee shoots,
wounding Sheely. but not seriously. Lee gets
Don to promise that he will say nothing about
it. All of this has been observed by Chick,
hidden in an old barrel.
Don, according to the agreement leaves town,
and Lee so warps the story mat suspicion is
■ fastened upon Don. The Colonel forbids his
daughter to receive any word from Don until his
name is cleared. Don has left for the west and accompanied bya friend makes a trip to the Orient,
where he anxiously awaits a letter from Miss
Lady in response to the one he has sent her.
Trougha the
carelessness
of The
Chick's
foster
father,
train
is derailed.
Colonel
is
killed, and his friend, Profession Querrlngton.
injured.
taken to tohealth
the Colonel's
home
and The
therelatter
nursedIs back
by Miss
Lady. He falls in love with her. and later,
financially embarrassed, and not knowing where
Don is, she consents to assume the responsibilities of the Professor's household. But the
professor resumes his writing and Miss Lady
is quite neglected.
As Don with his friend are ready to return
home, he receives a letter from Lee telling him
of the marriage of Miss Laay. He is griefstricken and decides to remain in the Orient
while his friend returns home. His friend calls
upon the Professor and it is then that Miss
Lady learns that Lee has tricked her lover.
Don's friend wires him to return home.
Christman eve the Sequins are giving a party
but so engrossed is the professor in his work
that he sends Miss Lady alone. She will not
dance, as her husband does not approve of
the pastime. Don. who has returned, goes to
the affair, meets Miss Lady and when she tells
htm that she did not receive his letter, he leaves
her. Sequin advises Don to sell a certain bank
stock. He does and a few days later the bank
fails.
This causes
the loss ofhisthedeath.
professor's
entire fortune
and eventually
Then
Miss Lady returns to her own home and takes
with her Chick to whom she has become attached.
Finally she decides to have him operated upon
in the hope of restoring his speech. The operation is successful. Don has been brought to
trial for the Injury of Sheely and things look
bad for him. Chick hears Miss Lady weeping
over the fate of Don. and then he tells her
that it was the dark haired man. Lee, who did
the shooting. They waste no time In running
to Don's aid. and he is soon vindicated. Later
Don and Miss Lady are married.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED
WEEKLY,
No. 39. (Sept. 27).
Sewing Up An Actor — Joe Martin, "well
known movie comedian." has ten stitches taken
in cut foot. — Universal City, Cal.
Sixty-Six. But Some Kid 1— Monster parade mission
celebrates
anniversary
of California's
adas a state.
— Santa Rosa.
Cal.
Ballet Girls Dance By Sea— Albertina
Rasch
and
troupe
practice
on
shore
and
in
surf.
— Houston, Texas.
"Cop" Athletes Break Records.— Stars
of many
police forces
nival.-— ^Washington.
D. C. compete at big carSubtitles — Heaving the hammer. Tug of war.
Pat McDonald. New York, beats shot record by
3 feet. Erickson, Olympic champion, over the
smallest.
bar.
Two New York "cops" and Washington's
Near Disaster In Tunnel. — Washington
flyer wrecked
at entrance to under-river tube. —
New
York City.
What You'll Have to Buy.— Latest Fall
fashions that your wife will want.
Women's Work in War. — Wives, sisters,
sweethearts take place of men in trenches. —
London
England. Subtitles ; Cleaning
cars.
Running motor busses.
Warship's Survivors At Hospital. — Men
saved from Memphis, wrecked at San Domingo, and mascot they rescued. — Naval Hospital, Washington. D. C.
Bicycling
who
started
in 1SS927makeYears.—
annual"Old
run. — Timers"
Boston. Mass.
A Familiar Sight. — Regiments bound for
trenches, leave so often they pass practically
unnoticed. — London, England.
Worse
Than
a Jitney. — Hard
to stick
to

REFLEX CARBONS
Jones & Cammack
Sole Distributor, for the U. S.
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"buckcrs""
FqIIh, Idaho.ut "War Uonoet round-up." — Iduho
Shell Hlorcfs Houso. — Now armot plato
nml «und pile could not stop IC-lnch Navy proJittlU-. — Inillun Hfud Testing Ground, Md. Subtltli> : Stwl horso for tbu klddlo.
On Uttttlo Lluo With Camora Man.— Uatt'o
ncrntrs In Carpathians caught In action
by nims, SubtltU-s; Warnlni; of an attack,
CroHiiing tho rlv«r, On March, DisBlug Selves
:ii, Kntrenchvd. Foe's Mines Explode, Cut
Uarbtil wiry Lu charge, Tho Surrender, Urlnglng
til wounilfd.
rartoons by ily Mayer.

Mutual Film Corporation
CUB.

OH! FOR A CAVE MAN. (Oct. 6). The
car^i : Georse (Nolan Leary> ; Harry (Harry
llami : Ullllo (Bllllo Rhodes) ; Father (Harry
Katlenbcrr>->.
GeorK''» sporty ways at college are opposed
by his father. George declaes to go homo for
a. visit and invites Harry, his chum, to accompany him, but commands Harry to taboo
the sporty clothes and be introduced to his
(Other as a ministers sou. Harry agrees and
dons a ministerial appearing suit.. Father is
>o phased with the sanctiiled appearance of
his son
s ehum
that ho Analmost
forgives
bad
ri'tord
at seliool.
unlocked
for George's
element,
howev.r.
crops
up inof the
form has
of George's
ter, whoso
reading
novels
Inflamed sisher
mind with a longing for a masterful and powerful lover. Harry apparently being anything
but that type, fails to excite any interest at
all.
Shortly after the boys arrive, the neighborhood is startled to learn of a wild man being
at large In the vicinity. Clllie, George's sister, at once proclaims that she could love a
man like that. This gives the boys an idea.
Marry Is to disguise as a wild man. capture
Ulllle by rough means and cure her of her
wild desires. Harry disguises in skins and
a beard and capturing the unfortunate Billie,
forces her to prepare and cook a meal for him.
Later her brother, disgui^^ed as a wild man
and holding her in servitude, is worsted and
beaten by Harry, Billio is carried away by
Harry.
She acknowledges him a hero.
The next day Billie discovers the skins and
beard and sees she has been auped. About this
time, the real Wild man having been shot at by
an old farmer is skulking in the vicinity of
Billy's
home.
she comts
away angry,
the
rral
wild
man As
pounces
and attempts
to force
her to go with him. She thinking it was anothr»r bluff resists. Harry, who is discourafifci
with his failure, decides to return to his own
home. As he is leaving be sees Billie struggling with the wild man. He rescues her and
1.^ thereafter a real hero.
WON' BY A FOWL. (Oct. 7). The cast: Mr.
Newlywed (Neal Burns); Mrs. Newlywed (Billie Rhodes) : The Cook (Stella Adams) ; Her
Sweetheart ( Harry Rattenberry) ; Uncle John
I Georgo French).
The Newlywfd^" peaceful household is thrown
into happy excitement by the anouncement that
their rich uncle John has decided to accept
their invitation to a dinner given in honor of
his birthday. Uncle John is an extremely nervous and fussy old gentleman, but his wealth
makes It imperative for his nephews and niect-s
to court him. Another nephew and niece. Mr.
and Mrs. Wise, had bidden for Uncle John's
company on his birthday at their bouse, but
he refuses tbem to attend the Newlyweds.
cook is a regular
and
hasThea Newlyweds"
cop for a sweetheart.
When cook
Mr. and
Mrs, Newlywed goes to the opera, the cook
entertains her boy in blue. When the Newlyweds returned home, the sounds of mirth and
loud laughter coming from the kitchen attracted
their attention, and upon peeking through the
window. Mr. Newlywed Is surprised and Indignant to Qnd the cook and the cop with many
empty bt^er bottles about enjoyine a high jinks.
Mr. Newlywed and his wife enter the kitchen
and after ejecting the guardian of the law, begin
to lecture the cook.
She leaves next morning.
No cook and Uncle John's birthday dinner
that night. Mr. Newlywed decides to prepare
the dinner himself since It is quite out of the
question for his wife to do so since she has
never learned the culinary art. Mr. Newlywed.
however, has not reckoned on the revenge of
tho cook who before she left mixed
salt and
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1047 R. MadlsoQ St.
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sufjiir. wine and vlncKar and In all ways possible
mess.-d things up. Mr, .\ewlywed prni .-■ iIk with
the dinner
by six
lookH well.
Uncle
John and
arrives.
hlH o'clock
temper all
slightly
riled
by .stumbling over the dog. To add to blti discomfort tho WIho's run In to gncl hliii. The
Newlyweds are also disconcerted for fear tho
dinner, adquato for three, may not provo buDclent for five. They decide to make tho best
of it and tho Wise's are invited to htay.
After much fuss and worry Mr. Newlywed
eventually gets dinner ready. The gucMis. mennwblle, have gone into the garden and Mr. Wise
triijs over the ho.se KcttlnR his hands dirty. He
washes them at tho hose which he Itavos runThe family The
all seat
themselve.'i
ner isning.started.
sweetened
salt and
and dinthe
vinegared flavored wine play havoc, and to
add to their panic a tramp enters tho kitchen
door and steals the roast turkey.
Tho ejected cop passing the Newlywed house
sees tho hose running and taking advantage of
the cityforordinance
arrest ofMr.
.\*ewlywed
watering proceeds
his lawn tooutr^lde
hours.
The cook has softened towards her former
employer.s and decides to return. She enters
the dininK room as her lover Is about to drag
Mr. Newlywed away. She remonstrates .ind
Mr. order,
.Vewlywod
is the
freed.
Wise'sUndo
retire
lu
bad
and as
cook The
embraces
Joha
the Newlyweds aro again happy.

TH1-:
DA \— SCO
Motionand
Picture
Camera
efficient
reliable. Exclusive features not
found on any other machine.
Equipped with 50 M, M. Zeiss
Tessar F:3.5 lens, 200 feet capacity,
aluminum magazines. Price
complete, $110.00. Panoramic
and tilting top tripod $25.00.
Write for
details and
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Artistic
Projection
Large sums of money, the best
artists available, and the most particular care may produce a truly
artistic film.
But its success or failure depends largely on the way it is
projected.
Maybe
you're
trying
get perfect results
from
an to
alternating
current light. It can't be done.
Any operator who has used both
will tell you that the best results
can be obtained only by using
direct current. It alone produces
that steady, restful light so much
<lesired.

A WestinghouseCoop'er Hewitt
Rectifier
Outfit
will give it to you. Furthermore,
it will give you regulation of light
to suit the very dense and colored
films. Operation of outfit is simple and noiseless. Nothing complicated to get out of order. Folder
4205-B will give you further information. Write for it.

THAT WONDERrUL WIFE. (Oct. 7). The
cast: Harry (Harry Ham); BHlle {BllUo
Rhodes) ; Si (George French) ; Mr. Barry (Eddie Barry) ; Mother (Stella Adams) ; Mrs. Barry (Ethel Lynne).
Harry and Billie make a flying trip for the
train and reach the station Just in time to see
it start. The station agent suggests that they
might hire old Si Scudder's auto and catih the
flyer at Burbank. As his auto was the only one
in town Si charged Harry $13.00 for the use
of it. The machine cannot be started, so they
biro a farmer's horse and hitch It to the auto.
At last they arrive at Burbank. Here the agent
informs them that the flynr is two hours late.
Two hours is not long but Billie, girl like,
gets hungry. The expense so far has drained
their joint resources to a nickel. Harry gets
an idea and as a blind man gets a bis bill
from a lady. The banquet over the flyer arrives and tliey are off for tho city.
Arriving Harry puts Billie in a taxi and she
goes home. He goes to see Mr. Barry with
whom he bas a business engagement, Mr. Barry invites him for dinner and to meet his wife.
Mrs. Baro'. who has repeateoly warned her
husband about bringing home unexpected guetts,
flies into a rage and immedi.ittly goes home
to her mother. Barry grasps the only hope
left and, going next door, asks Billie to play
his wife during the dinner. She consents and
all seems well until she faces Harry. Mrs.
Barry, meanwhile, repentant returns home.
When Mr. Barry answers her ring he is aghast.
Fearful of the scene he acts in a way to convince Mrs. Barry that he has been drinking.
Harry and Billie meanwhile are alone in the
dining room where Blllle throws her arms about
Harry
He Isaway
in terror
of Mr.
return sobbing.
and breaking
goes into
the Barry's
parlor
where he tells Barry in his real wife's presence
that his wife in the dining room wishes him -to
return to his dinner. This excites Mrs. Barry,
who flounces into the dining room to meet face
to face her friend from next door. Harry and
Mr. Barry follow and explanations clear the
atmosphere and all is serene.

CHAPLIN-MUTUAL.
THE PAW'NSHOP. (Two Parts— Oct.) The
cast: Pawnbroker's Assistant (Charles Chaplin) ;
Pawnbroker's Daughter
(Edna Purviance).
Charlie is clerk in a pawnshop owned by the
father of Edna. Rand is also employed in the
shop. Rand is jealous because Edna prefers
Charlie, and they constantly pick at each other
and fight. Campbell comes to shop ostensibly
to pawn an umbrella. Ho finds no one attending the front of the store and makes a move
as though to steal the cash register. He Is
stopped by Edna's entrance but is not discovered.
To cover himself he tells the pawnbroker he
would like to buy the business. While the
pawnbrokirr shows him the possibilities of the
business a fight starts in the kitchen between
Rand and Charlie. The pawnbroker goes in to
settle the disturbance. Charlie alms at Rand
with the rolling pin but the pawnbroker, just
entering, received the blow. They start to
chase Charlie and he rushes into the storeroom
where he bides in a trunk.

TANKS and RACKS
that give satisfaction
Write for Folder No. 14

WestinghouseElec.&Mfg.Co.

Pacific Tank & Pipe Co.

Dept.

Lo$ Angeles— San Francisco, Oil.

FR

East Pittsburgh,

Pa.
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In the meantime Campbell goes Into the vault
In the storeroom. He puts the diamonds into
a box and gathers together all the valuable jewels he can tind. As the pawubroker, Edna and
Rand come into the storeroom looking for Charlie. Campbell comes out of the vault and covers
them with a pistol and backs toward the door
to make his getaway. The trunk in which Charlie is hiding Is near the door and Charlie opens
the lid as Campbell Dears him and hits hfm
over the bead with the rolling pin. knocking
him unconscious. The pawnbroker thanks Charlie for saving the jewels and goes to kiss him.
Charlie, however, prefers Edna's caresses. The
pawnbroker assumes the attitude of "Bless you,
my children," and Charlie gives a parting kick
to Rand, who is standing behind him.

MOVING

Heinzel's
PineDr.Ozon
Extract
the best air purifier — Ozone Generator, disinfectant, and most agreeable Perfume. A SI. 25
bottle diluted with water, makes a one-gallon
spray.
HEINZEL CHEMICAL COMPANY,
INC.,
63 Park Row
New York

"ARGONAUTS OF CALIFORNIA"
OF '49
ThrillingDAYS
Historical
Masterpiece
in 10 Reels

A

BEAUTY.
SLICKl.VG
(Oct."Gertio
3).— The
cast:
Barney THE
(OrralSLICKER
Humphrey);
(Jo
Taylor);
Pete (Joo Massey).
Barney with the aid of Gertie, determines to
get the rest of the bunco gang, who have frisked
Barney of the stake he has just made. Barney
disguises as a rube, lets the gang trim him
at cards, then tells then that unless he can sell
his farm
he aside
can't go
with the
the men
game.thatGertie
takes
them
andon tells
she
knows the farm, and that though the rube
doesn't suspect it, thero is oil on it.
The gang offers the rubo tho money they have
won from him but he refuses to sell. They
finally dig up all they can find and receive a
deed to the farm in exchange. On inspection
of the land they can find no trace of oil. While
they are looking, the ruhe and Gertie drive up and
point out that the oil is in tanks and belongs
to the oil trust. The rube tears off his dusgulse.
puts his arm aroung Gertie, saying "Let me
introduce
wife," slicked.
and speeds away with her,
leaving themy slickers

Grafton Publishing Film Company
LOS
STATE

ANGELES.
RIGHTS

NATIONAL DRAMA CORP.
1465 BROADWAY
NEW YORK
WATCH

Jungle
■

Indian Head, Md. — Big Steel Shell Wrecks
Cottage. Charge from the "Pennsylvania" 16inch gun penetrates armor plate and sand bank,
then cuts through house, imperiling family.
Subtitle: A splinter driven through a copper
tea kettle.
Spokane,
Wash. — United
States Vs. Canada.
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{Sept.
27).—
Salonica,
Turkey. — Reorganizing
the Serbian
Army.
Landing a new regiment.
New York City. — Striking Street Car Men
March for Union. Monster demonstration in
Union
Square for better working conditions.
Boston, Mass. — Naval Militfa Graduates. Training ship "Ranger" turns out able seamenSan Jose. Gal. — Forest Fire Sweeps 600 Acres.
Conflagration
destroys mountain homes of San
Francisco society folk.
New York City. — New York to Boston on High.
Joseph
16
hours.J. Ryan completes difficult round-trip In

CO.,
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Spokane Polo Club wins from North Fork. B. C.

VOGUE.
A TOUCH OF HIGH LIFE. (Two Parts—
Oct. 8). — The last: A Street Sweeper (Paddy
McQulre) ; A Young Spender (Arthur Moon) ;
His Sweetheart (Gypsy Abbot).
Paddy, the street sweeper, lends his aid to
Arthur, a young dude, who, on his way to the
train to go for a week end at the beach, stopped
too long at tho liquid refreshment counter at
the corner saloon. He flnds Arthur staggering
through the streets and takes him to his room
to sleep it off. Inspired to generosity by the
booze, Arthur insists that Paddy tako his wallet
and go out and have a good time. The street
sweeper puts on his glad rags and starts for the
beach with tho money and tho letter of introduction to some girls which Arthur's sweetheart had given him.
Arriving at the summer resort, ho finds himself the center of attraction, until a life guard
comes along. Paddy bribes the man to let him
have his suit. Then he buys some paint to
make him look tanned. The girls all fall
for him— that is. all but Gypsy, who comes
along to interfers with Paddy's notions of a
perfect day. He takes the young lady aside and
explains, however, that sho must keep quiet
for Arthur's sake. In the meantime, the young
spendthrift
in Paddy's
room,
is hasteninghasviaawakened
police patrol
straight
to and
the
point
where
the
sweeper
is
enjoying
himsell'.
Gypsy and Arthur are reunited, and Paddy gets
off as easy as could bo expected.

PICTURE
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Ciub.
New York City. — Tube Wreck Injures Many.
Pennsylvania switch engine sideswipes express
train, blocking
tunnel.
Santa Rosa, Cal. — California's 66tli Birthday
Party.brateSons
admissionand
day.daughters of pioneers celeNarragansett Pier. L. I. — Society Women Train
for War. National Service School Camp gives
instructions for preparedness.
New York City. — Milady's Sport Fashions.
Sturmoleather coats are de rigucur for street,
motor and sport wear. ( Courtesy of Leo F.
Sturm. New York City.)
Turlock, Cal. — Melon Day Fete. Thirty tons
of melons are consumed by merrymakers. Subtitle: Spectacular water flght was part of the
fejitivities.
Washington, D. C. — Naval Advisory Board on
Tour of Inspection. They observe target practice of Atlantic Squadron off Portress Monroe,
Va.
New York City, — Motor Accident Kills Five,
Four others fatally injured in early morning
Quebec. Can. — Bridge Falls — 25 Dead. Great
joy-ride.
cantilever bridge now at bottom of river.
MUTUAL WEEKLY, NO. 92 (Oct. 4).
Somewhere in France. — King George with hts
troops.
Mimic
battle Is staged for his entertainment.
Locust Valley, L. I. — Piping Rock Horse Show.
Society turns out to judge thorouehbri'ds.
Fresno, Cal. — Fruit Special is wrecked. Several injured when freight trains on S. P. collide. Subtitle: "Ifs an ill wind that blows
nobody good."
The kiddies enjoyed the raisins.
Seattle, Wash. —The "Nlel Nielsen" is launched. First steel freighter here leaves the ways.
New York City. — Hippopotamus family hibernate. Mr. and Mrs. Murphy, with their son
Caliph, move from outdoor to warm indoor
San Francisco, Cal. — Bulletin tennis tournaquarters.
ment breaks record. Champions battle for Evening Bulletin Cup for 12 consecutive hours.
Over 201) games
being played.
Marlow, England. — Royal engineers make
marvelous record in building pontoon bridges.
Subtitle:
England's heavy artillery.
New York City. — Milady's sport fashions,
Sturmleather coats are de rigueur for street,
motor and sport wear. { Courtesy of Leo. P.
Sturm,
New York City.)
Portland. Me. — Steamer on rocks ; ir>0 rescued.
Coast vessel wrecked in fog on Cape Elizabeth ;
passengers saved.
Mill Valley, Cal. — Cross country classic on Mt.
Tamalpais. Twelfth Dipsea Marathon attracts
2.0110 hikers.
One of New York's well known eating places.
Dining al fresco, ser\'ice a la carte, popular
American Lake, Wash. — Troops entertain Govprices. ernor Lister. The 2d Washington stages sham
battin for popular executive.
Bplraont Terminal Rare Track. — Hunt racing
season opens. The bugle calls horses and society to first fall meet.
Modesto. Cal.—Ylp! Yip-hi ! Yip! Yip! Let
'er buck. Where there's wild horses you'll always find wild men.
West Orange. N. J. — -Edison greets old telegraphers, 300 old timers journey to wizard's
plant.

MUTUAL

STAR

PRODUCTION.

THE TORCH BEARER. (American—Five
Parts— Sept. 2.'>). The cast: John HuntleyKnox and John's father (William Russell) ;
Janet Dare (Charlotte Burton) : Mrs. HuntleyKnox (Marie Van Tassell) ; William Wendell
(Harry Keenan).
Directed by Wm. Russell.
John Huntley-Knox, the last male in a line
long distinguished for wealth and political prominence, is the millionaire owner of the Boston
"Star." He Is opposing the corrupt ring befouling tho city government and is aided by
William Wendall, reform candidate for the office of district attorney.
When the "gang" threatens to "get" him,
John laughs. To protect his Interests in case
of need, he has the district attorney swear In
his reportorial staff to the number of a dozen,
as special police. John Is a clever boxer, and
when, at one of his political meetings, a husky
attempts to disturb the proceedings. John takes
off his coat and puts his opponent out for the
count.
Mr.

Exhibitor: — You

will get more

helpful information by carefully reading one trade paper weekly tbaa by
skimming over three or four. The
MOVING
PICTURE WORLD
i* tbe
one paper you need.
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One morning whlli- at broiikfant with lils motln r
and tiii^ter. John (liiUs hi tlic mall n U-ltn- from
Red Dog. WyomlnB. uniiouncliig Itiut Peto
Smith, tho distinguished Justlcu o[ t.io rotiL'><,
Is sending east u girl named Junut Dare, daughter of Jim Dare, who. In tho letter states, onco
sATcd John's father's lifo In tho early frontier
days. That same day in a letter to a frlenil.
John's mother expresses tho hopo that "at
least writes
the girlJanet,
won't extending
eat with her
She
also
h<r knife."
ii welcome.
Janet gets tho missive Intended for Mrs. J. Derpont Lorgan containing the words so feelingly
expressed that "at least the girl won't eat with
ber knife."
Janet arrives, and although reared In an
eastern collcgo and possessing all ilio culture
and accomplishments that wt'ulth can bestow,
she punishes the Huntley-Knoxs by appearing
Id wild western garb and perpi-tratlng upon
them all tho Indignities her fertile Intellect
can command. In spite of It all. John begins
to love her from the first and though, for
a time, she successfully hides it, Janet returns
the feeling. The political pot commences to
boil and John is waited upon by a heeler who
Ibrealens exposure of his father's past. The
opposition papers stand ready to puoUsh the
details of a murder said to have been comby John's
dignified
in his
life on mitted
the
frontier.
John father
trembles
whenearly
he
contemplates the effect of such a disclosure
on his mother and sister.
In this mood he goes home to supper, and after the meal, while seated in the library and
about to put away the legal paiiers committed
to his care by Janet on her arrival, he decides
to first ascertain their nature. He is astounded
to find that the simple little Janet is heiress
to a fabulous fortune in land and live stock
in Wyoming. Finally he discovers that the
murder attributed to his father was committed
by a Mexican— through a written confession,
yellowed
In the box.with age, that Is with Janet's papers.
The "gang"
to kidnap
John's sister.
Henrietta,
thruattempt
the aid
of a worthless
but
aristocratic rake, Harland Rowe, upon wnoni
Henrietta bad bestowed a measure of encouragement. The plans are well laid but the
conspirators get Janet by mistake.
While she is held captive, John presses his
reporters and newsboys into service to locate
Janet. In a few hours they capture the taxidriver, who reveals the hiding place.
In the meantime Janet has put up a valiant
fight with her gun and at the moment of the
raid comes within a second of shooting John,
mistaking him for one of the gang.
Terror and anxiety draw them closer and
closer together and they confess their mutual
love.
DULCIE'S ADVENTURE (American— Five
Parts— Oct. 2) (No. 140).— The Cast: Dulcie
(.Mary Miles Minter) ; Aunt Emmie (Bessie
Banks) : Aunt Netta (Marie Van Tassell) ;
Jonas Spencer (Harry Von Meter) ; Harry
(Alan Forrest).
Dulcie, a poor lonely white child, lives In the
South, iier two spinster aunts will not permit
her to associate with the neighbors because of
Dulcie'sa claim
to dead child,
aristocracy.
Dulcie,
though
most obedient
has a habit
of
wandering over the fence to play with her inferiors, who. according to Dulcie's own code.
are not labeled as such. Sometimes she gets
caught. Once It is with a two months old pig
Id her arms. Again it is with Harry, the groson, who
givesofherthe a maiden
pet squirrel
incurs cer'sthe
dislike
aunts.and thus
But it is not until after the death of Aunt
Emmie and with it the cessation of the small
income, that the plot begins to thicken. Then
Aunt Netta decides that Dulcie mu?t repair the
family fortune. She roust do it by marrying
money. To accomplish this, the child must be
taken
where
money
flourishes.
Aunt
Netta

RADIUM GOLD FIBRE
SCREEN, INC
22» W. 42d Streat
N«w York City
"Aak the Exhibitor Who Owns Ona."
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Wright and Callender Bldg.
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have opened commodious branch offices at
1742 Ivan St., Hollywood, Cal., to accommodate their publicity,
electrical and photographic departments.
A completely equipped
experimental studio
has been added.

"Advancing with
the Industry"

throws her pride to tho winds, horrowH u thousand dollars from tho town lawyer, and torma
a deep laid plot.
And 3o ono line day in June, Dulcie finda herself dressed up In grand stylo and hurried away
to Santa Barbara, Cal., bent, though she does
not know it, on a highly successful match. At
a fashionable hotel. Aunt Netta lets It leak out
that Dulcie is an heiress. Straightway tho child
Is the belle of the town, ajid though she longs
to be back home playing with tho grocer's boy,
Harry, she is rushed from one tea to another,
dined and danced «||tll her head Is in a whirl.
Finally. Dulcie Is forced into the acceptance
of ono of her suitors, by her aunt and the villago lawyer, who assure her that iiarry, tho
grocer's boy. Is In love with his cousin and
cares nothing for her at all. It Is a sad little
Dulcie that prepares for her wedding day. She
has no spirit for the gorgeous wedding clothes,
the pearl tiara, the exquisite veil. Her little
broken heart is back In the southland.
At last tho day arrives. The church Is thronged. Dulcie and the man whom she Is to marry
stand before the chancel rail, when a commotion
arises at the door. Detectives hurry down tha
petal-strewn aisle, and Dulcie Is relieved of a
husband she does not want by the hand of the
law.
The groom Is wanted for forgery.
In the meantime Harry has decided that he
will take things In his own hands. He arrives
just as the wedding is being interrupted, learns
the cause, and offers to fill the vacant place.
It is needless to say that he is accepted, and
that
wards.he and Dulcie now live happily ever after-

GAUMONT.
REEL LIFE NO. L'O (Sept. IT).— The manner
is which tho officers are trained for service in
the I'nited States Merchant Marino is shown
in this release of "Reel Life." The pictures
were taken upon the New York State School
Ship,
Newport."
The " secontl
section of this reel is entitled,
"Making a Gown in a Minute." It is illuminating in the facility displayed by a designer of
gowns in building them upon tho woman who
serves as his model. With bolts of various
cloths he pins a costume of latest fashion upon
his living model.
The fiction section of this film magazine is
devoted to another tabloid photodrama founded
upon an episode in tho "Life" series called "What
Would
Vou Do If — "
BEAUTY SPOTS OP NEW HAMPSHIRE, "See
America First," No. 54 (Sept. 20). — The Gaumont cameraman has covered the state thoroughly. In addition to picturing scenes of unusual beauty, he has also caught some views of
historical importance. There are pictures of the
birth place of Daniel Webster at Franklin, and
a statue of the great orator in front of the state
house at Concord.
New Hampshire is one of America's greatest
summer playgrounds. In these pictures the
Gaumont company has brought out tho reason
for its great popularity. It is due to tho charm
of its rivers, lakes, and mountains. There are
charm in a; views along tho Ammonusuc, Saco
and Connecticut rivers. Mount Washington is
pictured in all its grandeur, and there is an
unusual panorama of the Sandwich range. An
fxcursion has been made across the border to
picture the wonderful Raid Head Cliff at York.
Maine. This is the most wonderful rock formation in the world with the single exception of
the feet
Giant's
00
high. Causeway. It is 700 feet long and
On tho same reel Is one of tho Gaumont Kartoon Komies. This picture, animated by Harry
Palmer, is called, "Nosey Ned Commandeers aa

The *'M. P. World" carries more classified ads
than all other trade papers combined — WHY?

PATENTS
Manufacturer! want me to lend them patenn on uieful inveotioni. Send me at once
drawing and description of your inrenttoo
and I will give you an honeit report a> to
•ecuring a patent and whether I can attiit
you in ielling the patent. Higheit references. Establiihed 25 years. Personal attention in all cases. WM. N. MOORE, Loan
and Trust BuUdinr, Washinffton, D. C.

Army
REELMule."
LIFE, SO. '21 (Sept. 24).— A section of
the reel is devoted to explaining how the lines
in
the
palm
of the hand
character
foretell the future.
This betray
is followed
with and"
the
picture of a man whose arms have been cut off
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at the elbow, yet he is able to earn a Ilviog by
fancy writing. The third section of the reel is
tbe reproduction of a baseball game played
during the worlds series last season by Boston
and Philadelphia. The game has been reproduced by marionettes and is called "Why Pay a
Dollar to See a Ball Game?"
SEE AMERICA FIRST, NO. 55. "The Adirondaclt Mountains" {Sept. 27). — A special trip was
made to the Adirondacks by a Gaumont cameraman who has secured some remarkably effective
pictures
of Lake
Placid. ofPaul
and Saranac. The
aiivantages
tli^ Smith's
Adirondacks
lie
In their combination of natural charm and comforts of civilization. One can enjoy life at a
palatial hotel, lodge or club, reached by train,
automobile or boat, and then by going a few
miles find himself in a comparative wilderness.
On the same reel there is a Gaumont Kartoon
Komic animated by Harry Palmer.

THANHOUSER.
A FLAW l.\ THE EVIDENCE (Two Parts —
Sept. '22). — A detective who thinks himself
clever finds that he is outwitted by an old man.
These are the facts of the thievery as he reports them to his superiors.
"The victim of the robbery is a wealthy society matron. 'I ht jol: must have been done by
the butler and the iiursc-maid. The girl was on
the grounds with llie baby. She pretended an
attempt was made to kidnap the child. Her
cries brought every one from the house. As
the butler had planned, he was sent back to
telephone for the police. He was alone in the
house, sneaked into the mother's boudoir and
stole the jewels which she had left scattered
about when she ran out in response to the
maid's cries. I found some of the loot under
the mattress in the butler's room and have
placed
him satisfactory
and the maidthis
under
arrest."
However
report
may be to
headquarters, it does not satisfy the old father
of the robbed woman. He may not be a detective, but he knows something about human
nature and he reasons this way.
"I noticed that the baby didn't have any
use for that detective," he says to himself.
"But he does love his nurse and the butler.
Babies and dogs can tell more about people
than grown ups. I saw the detective try to
kiss the nurse the other day, but the butler
put
off the grounds. Therefore, he doesn't
like him
the butler.
'■The only evidence against the butler is tbat
be was alone in the house and this detective
says he found some of the jewelry in bis room.
The detective was alone in the house a long
time, too. He made us stay out on the lawn
while he hunted around for clues."
Thinking this, he goes to work to "get the
goods" on the detective.
He goes to the secret service man's rooms one
night, and gets him to boasting about his great
sleuthing. At a given time, the police light a
fire, per the instructions of the old man, outside the window. Thinking the house is on fire,
the detective runs to a picture on the wall.
The old man gives a signal. The police come
In and find behind the picture which the detective seems to be guarding, the jewels and a
lot of other loot. The double crossing detective goes to jail, while the nursemaid and butler are released and sent back home.
THE BLACK TETRROR (Two Parts— Sept.
2!>). — The cast: Jack (Thomas Curran) ; May
(Barbara Gilroy) : Frank
(Robert Vaughn).
Jack, who loves May, wins only her friendship, until one day, when Frank, the lover
whom she has favored, asks her to lend him
money to help him save the fortune he has
thrown away at the roulette wheel. Unable to
get aid from Mary. Frank goes to Jack, who
readily promises to help him out, telling Frank,
however, that he will have to wait a week for
the money.
That night. Jack's house is robbed, and
among the stolen treaseures is a small elephant,
worth its weight in gold, which Frank had admired that afternoon. A purse found on the
floor bears evidence of being the property of
Frank. Jack obtains the confession from
Frank's butler that his master had come home
about midnight the night before, dressed in a
peculiar tight fighting black costume and carry"ing a mysterious black bag.
Tt would have fared ill with Frank if Jack
were not the noble fellow he was. Rather than
break May's heart, for Jack still thinks May
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loves Frank, he refuses to prosecute, preferring
rather to treat the incident as a practical joke.
It leaks into the papers, however, and reaches
Mays ears, who thereupon refuses to have anything to do with Frank. By and by she recognizes the true greatness of Jack's character, and
consents to marry him. The marriage is consummated while Frank vows bitter revenge.
Frank's butler, ^t of employment, applies to
Jack and is given a position. Later, at a weekend party at Jack's house, the guests catch
sight of a terrible figure in black, which frightens them nearly to death. Jack advises them
to bring all their valuables to the safe. On
returning from a canoe ride later, the guests
find the butler unconscious on the floor, and the
safe blown open and looted. On recovering con- ■
sciousness, the butler says that the black terror
had attacked him, and that the explosion of the
safe had rendered him unconscious. In the
week that follows The Black Terror and his
accomplice
are brought
to justice.
theory is right.
The Terror
is none The
otherguest's
than
Jack, and his aid, the butler.
ARABELLA'S PRINCE { Two Parts— Oct. 5).—
The cast: Arabella (Nellie Parker Spaulding) ;
Prince (Justus Barnes) : Clavering Jones (Arard). thur Levien) ; Clovering Jones. Sr. (Ernc.=;t HowArabella has dwelt alone in optimistic hopefulness that her neighbor, the grouchy, womanhating sea salt, whom she has raised to the exalted character of "Prince" will some day take
notice of her and stop in to have tea with her
and her cat. At length, despairing, she writes
a pretty little story about her plight, signs it
"The Princess" ana sends it floating in a bottle
down the stream towards the place where her
hero is fishing. He scorns it, but Clavering
Jones. Jr., aged ten finds it instead, on the
banks of a neighboring town.
He writes the Princess and asks If he may
come and play. The village gossips get hold
of it. The sea salt forsakes his ways, and
discovers unnoticed charms in the neglected Arabella. She, however, does not care what he
thinks now. The day arrives, and with H Clavering Jones. Both he and the Princess are d
Ittle disappointed at the disparagement in their
years. But they manage to have a lot of fun
playing marbles and eating cakes.
Meanwhile the villa^rers discover that Clavering Jones is a married man. Headed by the
irate salt they approach Arabella's door, bent
on routing the scoundrel. The sight that greets
their eyes, makes them feel foolish. But Arabella gets her Prince.

Miscellaneous Subjects
UNITY

SALES

CORP.

THE YELLOW MENACE (Episode No. 7—
"Drops of Blood"— Two Parts — Oct. 16).— The
action of this episode centers about the determination of Ali Singh to wrest from Maxwell
Judson, a famous inventor, a formula used in
making a new high explosive called quadrinolite. Judson besides being a scientist is a student of the occult and is trapped into consulting
a mystic named Anola Khan, who is none other
than Ali Singh. Judson thus falls into the
Asiatic's hands, and is tortured by losing his
blood, a drop at a time, until he reveals the
secret of his invention.
Hong Kong Harry is also punished for bis
recent effort to shield Najla from torture, by
having bis opium withheld, though the pipe and
the seductive drug are temptingly held before
his eyes. Margaret Bronson is released, but returns to her family in a dazed condition of almost entire forgetfulness. due to the poisons
which have been thrust upon her while in Ali
Singh's
Manning
is nearly
killed in
his
housepower.
by a bomb,
which
does succeed
in
making an end of Judson, the inventor, when
that unhappy man is sent home.

GREATER
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THE SCARLET RUNNER (Episode No. 2,
"The Nuremberg Watch" — Two parts — Oct. 9). —
Christopher's distinguished cousin, Sir Gordon
Race, is defending Lady Mendel, on trial for
the murder of her husband. On the morning
of the last day of the trial, a veiled woman
visits Christopher and gives him a package,
saying it contains a gift for Sir Gordon which
will bring him luck. She wants Christopher
to take It for her. He consents and arrives
at Sir Gordon's in time to meet his cousin's
fiancee, Miss Collingwood,
and her mother.
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When Christopher gets home again he finds a
note warning him that the package contained a
watch filled with a powerful explosive. He
rushes back to Sir Gordon's, but finds him
gone. However, he catches him before he enters
the court. He learns that Sir Gordon has given
the watch to his fiancee, who has gone hunting.
Christopher promises to follow in Scarlet Runner to catch and warn them. He persuades
Sir Gordon to remain and defend the woman
on trial. The bomb mystery oitarly verifies
one suspicion in Sir Gordon's mind and he goes
at the defense from another angle. He succeeds
in breaking down the testimony of Miss Mendel,
who has accused Lady Mendel, and in implicating her and her secretary, who, terrified
by the fierce questioning, breaks down and confesses.
Christopher overhauls the CoUingwoods. He
arrives at the house where they are stopping
in time to see a burglar attempting to escape
with the watch. The explosion comes and
Christopher is injured. He recovers in time to
share in the happy reunion when Sir Cordon
arrives from his successful trial.
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THE CRIMSON STAIN MYSTERY (Episode
No. i;— "The Phantom Image " — Two Parts — Sept.
— '»). — Analyzing the whole thing dispassionateiy,
Harold Stanley come.s to the conclusion that
Vanya Tosca knows more about The Crimson
Stain Mystery than she has told him. Accordingly, he goes to her apartment to question her.
As she is telling her story her eyes suddenly
widen and she stops as if transfixed. Puzzled,
Stanley follows her gaze but sees nothing. As
he bends over her to look into her expressionless eyes he is startled by Florence's voice, and,
turning round quickly, he sees her smiling at
him from a picture on the wall. This is the
secret door to a secret passageway. Florence
opens the panel and walks into the room.
Bending over Vanya. Stanley and Florence
see in the pupil of her eye a faint photographic
impression of Pierre la Rue, whom Florence
declares to be the murderer of Stanley's father.
With Florence's camera, which she has with her,
Stanleyaway
photographs
hurry
to develop Vanya's
the plate. eyes, and both
Busily engaged in developing the plate in the
private dark room of the Montrose home, they
do not hear footsteps outside the door. It Is
Pierre La Rue peeping in through the keyhole.
Softly locking the door he steals away and returns with a large gas tank containing a deadly
gas invented by Dr. Montrose. Inserting a rubber tube in the keyhole he proceeds to pump
the gas into the room when the tank explodes.
Stanley rushes out of the dark room as Pierre
mounts the stairs. Stanley gives chase and
fires, apparently hitting Pierre in the left forearm. Clayton coming up at the moment joins
Stanley while Florence goes for help. But
Pierre has a good start, and. reaching the roof,
takes a flying leap into a tree, making good his
escape.
Stanley and Clayton rush down stairs to intercept Pierre, the secret panel in the laboratory
opens and Felix staggers in apparently wounded.
He bathes and dresses his left forearm. In the
meantime Florence has found her father, and
joined by Parrish. who was in the neighborhood,
they enter the house, meeting Stanley and Clayton in the hallway. Stanley explains in a few
words and shows the plate with the image of
Pierre in Vanya's eyes to the doctor, who in turn
passes it to Parrish, who drops it and breaks it.
For a moment a wave of anger surges over
Stanley, and then quite accident ly he intercepts a meaningful look that Parrish exchanges
with Felix, who has come up at that moment.
Stanley quickley checks his anger because he believes he has just made a discovery of tremendous value to him in his efforts to solve "The
Crimson
Stain Mystery."
THE CRIMSON STAIN MYSTERY (Episode
No. 7 — "The Devil's Symphony" — Two Parts —
Oct. 2).— Whatever suspicion Harold Stanley may
have regarding the sincerity of Parrish's efforts
to unravel the crimson stain my tilery, is further strengthened by Harold's finding of a note
in a cipher of some sort on the floor of his oflice
immediately following a short visit by Parrish.
After careful study. Stanley succeeds in deciphering the code
to read
follows
: "Ball
Clayton Home
Tonight.
Mustas get
Clayton
fifty
thousand dollar necklace. Come to the den
immediately.
The impulse
Crimson after
Stain."
Harold's first
deciphering the
code is to believe Parrish to be a member of
the gang, but on second thought he concludes
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tUai Purrlt.h may bavo como Into possession
o( Ibo uoto and has not had ttnui ns yt't to
read Its meant ug. which In all iirobnblllty Ul'
Intends to use in his «iuost for the solution of
tho mystery. Accordingly Stanley plans to lay a
trap for Pierre and his gang. That evening at
tho ball th.TO are among those proHciit Dr.
Montro80 and Florence. Parrish, Vanya and
several henchmen of Pierre's. It Is a masked
affatr. Outside tho house, in tho mciintimo.
several mysterious individuals approach the
house. UecoKnUtd among them are the masked
Ogure. Pierre Lu Uu»\ and Felix.
During the evening Dr. Montrose receives his
first Intimation that things aro not as they
should be when ho sees Pierre siddllnp up the
stairs to the rooms above. About eleven o'clock,
when iho fun Is at its highest, tho lights suddenly go out, and when they arc flashed up
again, Mra. Clayton screams that her fifty
tbou><and dollar necklace is gone. In tho excitement Florence faints and as she Is being taken
up stairs, Clayton sees one of tho gang bolt
for tho door. Clayton gives chase but this member of the gang Jumps Into an automobile and
speeds away. Clayton commandeers a passing
motorcycle and follows.
In tho meantime all Is excitement at tho
house. Downstairs in the ball room the guests
are talking about the robbery, while upstairs In
Mrs. Clayton's bedroom, Florence is alone, recovering from her fright. At the foot of the
bed there Is a large box of flowers which was
sent earlier In the evening to Mrs. Clayton and
as Florence is lying back on the pillow, thu
cover of the box opens slowly and an ugly, venomous snake crawls out and goes toward Florence.
Clayton succeeds In catching up with the
fleeing crimson stain gangster. As the automobile crosses a bridge. Clayton springs Into it
and grapples with the gangster. Both fall to
the roadway and in the struggle Clayton succeeds in shoving his opponent into the stream.
At the house. Florence is unaware of her peril.
Just as the snake Is ready to strike her, a
closet door opens and out steps Pierre La Rue.
With a swift movement Pierre grabs the snake
and throws It out of the window. As Florence
turns, Pierre snatches off his mask, revealing
tho greatest surprise Florence has experienced
since the beginning of the Crimson Stain Mystery,
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THE IRON WOMAN (Popular Plays and
Players — Five Parts — Oct. 2).— The cast: Sarah
Maitland (Nance O'Nell) : David Ritchie (Elnar
Linden) ; Blalr Maitland (Alfred Hickman) ;
Nannie Maitland (Evelyn Brent) ; Elizabeth
Ferguson (Vera Sisson) : Robert Ferguson {William Postance) ; Helena Ritchie (Christine
Mayo). Scenario written by Wallace C. Clifton.
Directed by Carl Harbaugh.
Sarah Maitland manage? well the iron mills
left her by her husband. She tries to bring up
her children. Blalr and Naanie. with the same
lack of sentimentality with which she conducts
her business affairs. Nannie is a loveable girl,
but Blalr Is a headstrong youth inattentive
to his lessons. When he is sent to college
he Indulges in wild extravagance and luxurious
surroundings.
Mrs. Maitland receives a letter from the
dean of the college complaining of Blair, and
she makes him an unannounced visit. Bursting in upon him as he is giving a gay entertainment to a party of friends, she tells him
what she thinks of him. She has denied herself everything in order to be able to turn over
to bim the mills in a prosperous condition on
his graduation from coIleEe. Blair is so angry
at her upbraldings that ho tells her to leave.
Sick at heart, she returns home.
Blair Is graduated by the narrowest possible
margin and his mother puts him to work in the
mill at a salary of five thousand dollars a year.
David Ritchie, son of Helena Ritchie, has
studied medicine and has become an interne
in a hospital. Both he and Blair love Elizabeth Ferguson, Elizabeth really loves David.
but. being easily aggrieved, engages herself
first to Blalr In a moment of pique, and later
to David. She wants to be married at once,
but David cannot afford it and when she Is left
a legacy he refuses to be married on her money.
She then marries Blalr. David Is grief-stricken,
and Sarah Maitland furious. She sends for a
lawyer, and changes her will, leaving the money
she bad Intended for her son as an endowment for the hospital David wants to build.
She Informs Blair that since he has proved himself unworthy she will support him no longer.
and that he must earn his own living.
Sarah, while watching her men at work In
the Iron mill. Is Injured by an explosion. The
doctor says that while she may live, she will
never again regain consciousness. David hurries to her. He goes to bripg Blalr and Elizabeth, but finds Elizabeth alone. She has had
time to repent her rash action in marrying
Blair, and begs David to take her away. He is
tempted by his love for her, but both are
protected from themselves by the arrival of
Helena Ritchie. To save the younger woman
she bares the secrets of her own life, reveal;
Ing the fact that her lover had refused
to
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ni.irry in r aUtr nXu- wiu* freu to form a l-gal
union with him. Shu tells David and KIl/attLih
that thijy will never respect each other It tlivy
yield to temptation now. and Inducub tho girl
to Ko with her.
Malt occur
land's Inbedttld'
theWluMi
doctorthey
saysreach
that Sarah
death will
a few .
hours, hut David Is determined to save her.
He i»uccei?ds In removing a iilece of bone that
is pressing against the brain. Whvn Sarah
opinis her eyes she asks [or Ulalr to como to
her. lie asks to be taken back, promising to
take his proper place In the management of the
mills and also to releiuse Klizabeth. The two
lovers, honoring and respecting eacli other, clai^p
hands over the form of the "Iron woman," who
is destined to experience only love and happiness during the remainder of a useful life.
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LIFE'S SHADOWS (Columbia Pictures Corp.
—Five Parts — Oct. »). — The cast : Martin
Bradley (William Nigh) : Madgo Morrow (Irene
Howley) ; Hugh Thonidyko (Will S. Stevens) ;
Rodney Thorndyke (Robert Elliott) ; Chester
Thorndyke (Roy Clair) : Dulcie Thorndyke
(Kathleen Allaire) ; Mary Graves (Ruth Thorp) ;
Slelioda Liggett (Grace E. Stevens); James
Durkel (William Yerance) ; Jim Downing, his
man (Frank Montgomery) ; H. Spencer Seaton
(David Thompson) ; Lem Harding (Harry Llnson) : Scudder Coleman
(Harry D. Blakemore).
Matters are at sixes and sevens in the little
town of Purity. The Mayor, James Durkel,
is unworthy of his trust ; Lem Harding and
Scudder Coleman cannot agree as to the boundary linos of their property. Lawyer Bradley
is considered one of the worst offenders. He la
fond of the whiskey bottle, and has taken as
his housekeeper a woman who has no moral
status. His kind heart causes him to harbor
Madge Morrow, a stranger who cannot obtain
employment in the town because no one knows
her antecedents.
Hugh Thorndyke, a distiller, returns to Purity
with his two sons. Rodney and Chester, and
young daughter, Dulcie. Bradley, as town recorder, welcomes them, but Is repulsed by tho
father. Dulcie and Chester make friends with
him, however, and his influence changes Dulcie
from a snobbish girl to a sweet young woman,
Chester imitates his drinking habit, and Is
ordered away from home. He has fallen in love
with Madge, and Bradley marries them, thinking to reinstate Chester In his own family.
They go to break the news to the Thomdykeis,
and find that Rodney has been nominated for
mayor. Fearinp 'that Chester's marriage to the
unknownthat
girlthewillmarriage
ruin Rodney
'.s chance=!.
is
agreed
be kept
a secret itfor
the present, and later it is annulled.
The election fight Is bitterly waged. Rodney
makes a good impression on the people, and
Durkel's chances grow less. A stranger. H.
Spencer Seaton. comes to Purity ostensibly to
collect money for war sufferer??. He recognizes
Madge, with whom he has had a flirtation In
college, and offers to give Durkel information
which will lose the election for Rodney. Bradley
checkmates him by means of papers which
prove Durkel's unfitness to continue in office.
Bradley leaves the papers with Chester, intending ftat Rodney shall think he owes his
election to his brother.
Seaton arranges for Madge to meet him that
nieht at the mill, telling her he will return an
old photograph. Thinking to compromise her.
he arranges for Durkel to come at the same
time with the money. Bradlev follows. Madge
and Seaton struggle, and Bradley breaks In just
as Madge escapes with the photograph. Durkel
arrives, and there is a fight between the three
men. Seaton escapes with the money, and Bradley forces Durkel to leave town. Meeting Rodney on her way home. Madge tells him alt
about her experience. Each has become more
and more
appreciative
the other's
qualities, and when
Rodney ofproposes
that noble
they marry
and go away she accepts and they take Dulcie
with them.
Bradley sends Chester to the meeting at the
Town Hall. He throws a note inside suggesting that as Chester has discovered and laid before the people the duplicity of Durkel he be
elected mayor. Rodney having withdrawn and
Durkel being mis^ine. The office is tendered to
Chester on condition that he give up Bradley,
whom they call his evil associate, but. mindful
of all Bradley has done for the Thorndyke
family, he refuses the office. Bradley empties
his whiskey flask and gives It to a small boy
to fill with bait. He hangs up his sign and
continues his law practice In the little town of
which ho is the unrecognized guardian aneel,
his wildest amusement now beine to sit beside
his small chum waiting for the fish to bite.
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"THE CHAUCE OF SORROW." (Five parts.
Oct. 9). The cast: Lorelei. (Cleo Madison);
Isabla Clifford fBlanch White): Marion Leslie fCharles Cummings) ; Ranee Clifford (John
McDermott) : Francisco De Sarpina (Wedgewood Newell): Siestra (Howard Crampton) :
Pietro (Albert McQuarrie) : His Wife (Rhea
Maines) ; written and produced by Rex Ingram.
Opera

goers

had

never

heard

such

a

"Car-
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men" as Lorelei, the American girl, who had
come to Mexico City, almost unheralded, and
captivated the towo. Francisco De Sarpina,
governor of the province, coveted the girl, and
with his power was able to sweep aside all opposition.
Marion Leslie, an American sculptor, had reioiced when he secured the commission to supply frescoes for one of the local cathedrals :
he could be near Lorelei, his betrothed, during
the grand opera season. Ranee Clifford is the
American consul and his sister, Isable. lives
with him at the consulate. When Clifford files
a telegram that promises to lead to an investigation of Sarpina's action the American is arrested and thrown into jail. Isable Clifford had
at one time relieved the family of Pietro, the
jailer. In their distress and thus gained the
gratitude of Pietro and his wife. Isable hears
of her brother's imprisonment and bribes Pietro
to provide Clifford with means of escape.
The Cliffords and Leslie are friendly and
when Clifford escapes, he goes to the cathedral,
to find shelter until he can plan the next move.
Isable has consented to pose for a head of the
Madonna and Lorelei is needlessly jealous. Lorelei arrives, demands admittance, and during the
brief inter^-a! Leslie employs to hide Clifford.
Lorelei's jealousy is set aflame. Sarpina discovers that his prisoner has escaped. He elicits
from the jailer a confession that involves Isable.
The cunning Mexican devises a scheme to play
upon Lorelei's Jealousy by forging a note to
the opera singer that implicates Leslie and Isable. The forgery fires Lorelei's jealous passion,
and she divulges Clifford's hiding place. LeadLeslie's home she enters
Mexicans
ing theClifford
to find
and tohis sister with Leslie. The
situation is explained and Leslie directs Clifford
and Isable to a nearby hiding place from whence
they ultimately escape to safety. When the
Mexicans enter Leslie's home, and find the singer and Leslie the only occupants, Sarpina dethat the whereabouts of h'.s prisoner
shall be mands
disclosed.

of the new roadway connecting Portland, Ore.,
to San Francisco.
New York — The 14th Regiment. New York
National Guard, returns from the Mexican border and is placed in quarantine in its armory.
Jackson County. Oregon — Liquor being transported into Oregon in violation of the law prohibiting the sale of intoxicants, is confiscated
by
state officers and S5,(XX).(X) worth of "booze"
is burned.
On the Western Front — Exclusive pictures by
Nelson E. Edwards, sbowing an actual battle
scene in which German infantry make a spectacular charge on the enemy's position on a
rugged mountain side.
New York — Society attends the Horse Show
of the Piping Rock Hunt Club where some of
the best specimens of the equine race are on
exhibit.
Fashions of the Moment — Miss Carol McComas, leading
lady ofis "Seven
Chances,"
Theater.
New York,
pictured
in the Cohan
latest
gowns of her own creation.
Near Salonika, Greece — Russian soldiers hold
religious services, kissing croes neld by Kussian
priest. Shells fired by the Allied giinners, hurst
over trenches occupied by Bulgarians. Exclusive pictures by Ariel L. Varges. staff photographer of the International Film Service and
oflBcial cinematographer for the Allied forces
In the Balkans.
Portland, Maine — The steamer. Bay State, running ashore in a fog off Cape Elizabeth, is
battered to pieces by wind and wave.

game of polo, while the Hearst International
camera catches the most thrilling plays of the

Sarpina's men seize Leslie and torture him.
when he will not betray the American refugees.
Lorelei is a witness to the scene and when she
can no longer bear seeing her betrothed punished, she tells where Clifford and Isable may
be found. Leslie is ordered to jail, to be shot
When Clifford and Isable cannext notmorning.
be found (because they have fled) Sarpina
tells Lorelei that his vengeance will fall upon
the head of her sweetheart. Surrendering herself to Sarpina is given as Lorelei's only method
of saving Leslie's life. Lorelei dines with the
Mexican brute and agrees to render the tribute
demanded of her. First, however. Sarpina must
deliver to her passports for two and instruct
his executioner that only blanks shall be fired
at Leslie in his pretended execution at sunrise.
Five minutes alone with her betrothed is allowed Lorelei. Returning to Sarpina's apartments Lorelei, during a struggle with t-e Mexican, stabs him dead. Morning breaks, and
Lorelei goes, passports in hand, to the place
where her sweetheart lies prostrate upon the
ground, cold in death. Shocked beyond human
endurance, the singer falls upon the breast of
her betrothed. ,
_

HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL NO. 7S (Sept. 20).
El Paso. Texas. — National Guard troops numbering L'u,(XX>. on the longest overland hike on
record, ninety miles, are reviewed in the streets
of El Paso by the general commanding the
Mexican
Border Army.
New York. — Under the director of Coach Tom
Thorpe. Columbia University football sqi:ad
enters upon strenuous training for the 1916
season.
Near Salonika. Greece. — In the greatest offensive campaign being waged by the Allies in
the Balkans, heavy reinforcements are being
rushed to the firing line by motor transports
and on foot.
Season's Latest Fashions. — The most recent
designs and importations in fall and winter
hats are presented through the courtesy of J.
M. Gidding, Fifth avenue. New YorkLos Angeles, Cal. — The Sophomores of the
University of Southern California defeat the
Freshmen In the annual game of push-ball.
The game
is full of thrilling incidents.
Macao, China. — Recent Catholic converts of
the Chinese race take part in a picturesque religious ceremony, with the procession of the
Cross.
Peoria. 111. — The powerful tractor which is
being used to such advantage by the Allies in
Europe is demonstrated here. Hundreds of
these tractors, capable of going where no other
motor vehicle can penetrate, have been made in
Peoria for use in the great war.
Berlin. Germany. — Unmindful of the war that
is menacing the Fatherland on every hand,
school children of the great German capital
enjoy an outing in one of the city's natural
parks.
Philadelphia. Pa. — The Meadowbrook and
Philadelphia
Polo Teams
clash in an exciting

INTERNATIONAL

FILM

SERVICE.

HE.\RST

INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORAL
NO. 77.
(Sept. 2C. f
San Antonio. Texas — Under the command of
General H. A. Greene, one entire division of
National Guard, consisting of Illinois and Kansas troops, leave on an overland hike of ninety
miles, the longest military movement of this
kind in history.
Shadow Lawn, N. J. — President Wilson makes
his first speech of the 1916 campaign before a
large crowd here.
Dunsmuir, Cal. — The new Pacific Highway
bridge over the Upper Sacramento river is
completed,
the final step in the construction

MOVING

PICTURE

THE WORLD'S WONDERLAND
(Curtis
Scenic No. 3, Oct. 9). — Yellowstone Lake, Pellcan Island, and a mud crater are prominent features of the third stage of the journey through
Yellowstone National Park.
The Gridiron Hero (Krazy Kat). Animated
Cartoon
Comedy
by George W. Herrlman.
He Tries the Movies Again (Happy Hooligan),
Animated Cartoon Comedy by F. Opper.

On the West Front, — Exclusive pictures by
Nelson E. Edwards, showing the actual proggame.
ress of a desperate battle for the possession of
mountain trenches. The camera catches the
bursting shells immediately over the first line
trenches, and shows the men, bewildered by the
incessant shell flre and crazed by the prospect
of cudden and certain death, running wildly
about the explosion-torn battlefield.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
PATHE

NEWS

NO.

77

(Sept.

23).

Washington.
D. C. — comprising
Twenty-four the
of America's
foremost
scientists,
Civilian
Naval Consulting Board, gather at the Capitol
to be sworn In as full fledged officers of the
United States. Subtitle: The way they discuss
Government secrets,
London, England. — The remnants of a wrecked
Zeppelin, recently brought down by the English
anti-aircraft guns in its flight over the very
heart of London, are quickly removed by the
military officials. Subtitles: 1. Great Britain
buries her enemy's heroes, victims of the airship's wreck, with full military honors. 2.
The monster Zeppelin which once held the world
in awe with its destructive possibilities, but
which seems now to have its own peculiar
weaknesses,
Bala. Pa. — The South Eastern team easily
vanquishes the Mid-western four in the Intersectional Polo contest for the National Championship. Subtitle: The winners.
New London. Conn. — A carefully guarded berth
is prepared to hide the German merchant sub"Bremen" when it arrives after its long
overdue marine
voyage.
Responsibility for the War. — Animated cartoon by C. C. W. Morris. — Process patented by
J. R. Bray. Subtitles : 1. Poor Europe's homeless cat. 2. "He doesn't know where he's going
butPerkins.
he's on Cal.
his — way."
The European war has made
California the largest producer of hops in the
world
and
this
year's
crop is estimated
more
than four million dollars.
Subtitle:at Some
progressive farmers employ machines which separate the little balls of hops from the leaves.
Chicago. III. — Sailors from the Great Lakes
Naval Training Station give an interesting exhibition drill before thousands of people at the
seventh
annual
meet.
London, England. — The exigencies of war have
given rise to many interesting changes of vocation, including the enlistment of the already
versatile canine to aid the fire brigade. Subtitle: Toby can extinguish a fire herself.
Milwaukee. Wis. — Huge crowds attend the annual Wisconsin Fair, where the prize products
of the state are exhibited.
Shall the United States Increase Her Merchant Marine? (Magazine Sect.) — Subtitles: 1
At the present time the harbors of the United
States are filled with foreign ships. 2. The
American flag had been completely driven from
Pacific liners, until recently, when the American
owned "Ecuador" sailed from San Francisco.
:{. Captain Nelson is proud to sail again under
the Stars and Stripes. 4. The United States has
a tonnage of onlv 3,500.000. while that of Britain
is 22,000.000. We have some good ships, but
we need more.
PATHE NEWS NO. 7«. lf»16 (Sept. 27).
El Paso. Texas — Twenty-sis thousand men from
all branches of the U. S. army parade in the
biggest military demonstration in fifty years.
Subtitles : 1. Left to right — Generals Morton,
Clements and Bell, who stood at the reviewing
stand for five hours. 2. The massed army
filled a space S miles long and 400 yards deep.
New York City — A large crowd turns out
to see the New York Giants win their twenty-
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Picture Arc Lamps

alternating true current,
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from
STEADY
WHITE
LIGHT
PROJECTION
OF
TRUE CniOR \'ALUE. NO FLICKER OR FLARE

The best theatres in the country are
equipped with
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Gundlach

\

Projection Lenses
This is in recognition of their superior
illuminating power and perfect correction for a sharp, brilliant picture.

And three times the illumination is obtained on a
standard screen up to 120
ft. throw as compared to
the alternating current arc
for the same current.
It is most economical for
voltage
of directcurrent reduction
service lines
to the
60 volt, required at the arc.
It eliminates current wasting resistances, and gives
the greatest flexibility for
accurate voltage control.
The capacity is sufficient
for two lamps burning simultaneously and the dissolve is accomplished without a break.
Vertical in form, with base covering 15"xIS". it takes up the
minimum of space in the booth;
and running in bail bearings, it
\ operates
noiselessly and without
/ vibration.
It is a special ma> motion
chine,
designed
especially
for
picture work.
Write for information and
Booklet M. P.

Gundlach-Manbattan Optical Co.
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first consecutive
breaking
the 1.
world's
record
for straight game,
victories.
Subtitle:
John
McGraw who built up this great basball team.
Salonika. Greece — A contingent of Rusian
troops arives at tho Allies' Balkan headquarters and now a united army is ready to launch
its great movement against the Teutons. Subtitles; 1. General Sarrail. Commander-in-Chief
of the Allied Armies in Greece, reviews the new
arivals. '2. Cheering crowds line the streets to
watch the proud procession of the troops through
the city.
Primitive Methods of Farming in America —
Subtitles: Modern farming methods have not
yet reached the wilds of the Kentucky backwoods, where the oxen are still shod and yoked
to plow. 2. The "farm" and the plow are also
of a primitive type. 3. The rate of progress
is painful, compared to a modern tractor plow.
Shadow Lawn, N. X. — Thousands make the
journey to the summer capitol to hear President Wilson make the opening address of his
porch campaign. Subtitles: 1. He upholds
his eight hour policy for the railroads. 2. His
ardent admirers are then given an opportunity
to meet him.
On the Western Front — The Allied Offensive
continues with unabated vigor and the huge guns
shroud the battlefield with the smoke of their
Incessant fusillade. Subtitles : 1. The city of
Vaui, demolished by the Teuton artillery. 2.
German prisoners, captured in their trenches.
are sent to rear of the Allied lines. 3.. The
Tictorious troops return to the barracks behind
the firing lines for a brief rest.
New York City — The fall moving season la
here and in accordance with popular custom
Mrs. Murphy and her son Congo give up their
summer quarters for their winter residence.
Chicago. III. — Mayor Thompson starts thirtytwo well known runners on a ten-mile Marathon Race to the South Shore Country Club.
Subtitles : 1. Sidney Hatch, the winner, receives an unexpected welcome when he finishes.
2. Girls at tho Country Fair parade In pretty
regalia featured by sailors from Lake Bluff.
Phoenix, N. Y. — The whole city is wiped out
Ay a devastating fire which seizes every building in its terrible grasp.
New York City — A dozen are hurt as a subway express crashes into an empty train on
the elevated structure at 20Tth street.
THE SHIELDING SHADOW (Episode No. 2,
"Into the Depths" — Two Parts — Oct. S). — Jerry
Carson through the plotting of his rival, Sebastlon. is unjustly convicted of murder charge.
On a pri^;on ship he hides in a cholera victim's
cotTin and is buried at sea, but manages to free
himself and swims ashore. He journeys to his
sweetheart's
and cautiously
the
garden hehome
overhears
Leontine, approaching
who thinks
him dead, promising to marry Sebastian.
Jerry does not know she is doing so only to
save her father from financial ruin, and with
the stem proviso that she wil be a wife In
name only until Sebastian can win her love.
With bitterness in his heart, Jerry rushes from
the place without making his presence known,
steals a yacht and sets sail for a buried treasure
for which he has plans. Reaching the spot
he finds the skeleton of the dead scientist and
in his bony hand three black pellets. While
reading in a diary that they will give the finder
power beyond the "dreams of all men," he is
unconscious of the tentacles oJ an octopus which
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are slowly creeping towards him. Suddenly
they coll around him and drag him into the
depths.
Months have passed and Sebastian and Leontine have gone to New York to live. One
night he forgets his compact and tries to force
his aifectioiip ui)on her. Suddenly in a corner
of tho room "The Shielding Shadow" appears —
two burning eyes and two ghostly white hands,
one of which threatens Sebastian with a dagger. Leontine hears a voice: "be true to your
love of Jerry and courageous and all will be
well." Sebastian, terror-stricken, flees from the
room. Leontine picks up the dagger — a proof
that it was no hallucination.
THE SWORD OF DAMOCLES (Pathe— Two
Farts — Oct. S). — A musical genius is kept from
the success he deserves by a weakness for
drink. An inferior musician passes off the opera
the other man has written as his own composition. Over his head the disclosure of the authorship hangs like the traditiMial Sword of
Damocles. It finally falls and the temporarily
cheated genius comes into bis own.
HEINIE AND THE 400 (Rolin— Oct. 8).—
Heinie gains an entree to the upper crust and
although for a while he resembles a bull In a
social china chop, he finally lands home with a
batting average of 500.
U. S. CUSTOMS INSPECTION (Pathe— Oct.
S). — The intimate side of a department, little
of which is known by the majority, shown in
a very interesting reel taken with the approval
of the V. S. Government.

Triangle Film Corporation
THE JUNGLE CHILD. (Ince— Five Parts
— Oct. 8). The cast: Ollante (Dorothy Dalton) ; Ridgeway Webb (Howard Hickman j ; Laila (Gertrude Claire) ; Madeline Travers (Dorcas Matthews) ; Senor Grijalva (Frederick
Vroom) : Chaperone (Elsa Lorrimer) ; Gleche
(Leo Willis).
Ollante, a Spanish girl, reared by a tribe
of Brazilian Indians, rescues and nurses Ridgeway Webb, a lost explorer, from the terrors
of the South American jungle. Webb discovers
that Ollante possesses a vast fortune and decides to obtain it for himself by making her
his wife.
He takes
"the her
jungle
child" to then
New
York
and plans
to secure
inheritances,
in tho keeping of Senor Grijalva. who Is associated with the Foreign Exchange Bank of
Metropolis.
With Ollante, Webb has brought her Tupi
"mother" Laila. In spite of attempts to civilize
the girl, Webb realizes that she cannot give' up
the traits acquired by her jungle life. Senoi
Grijalva refuses to relinquish his hold on 01lante's fortune until she becomes civilized, for
ho appreciates Webb's unworthy motives. Angered. Webb makes every effort to educate
Ollante and bring her up to the station necessary, but the girl has realized his duplicity
and, heartbroken, retrogresses. Her husband's
one concession is a room fitted up to resemble
her hut in the jungle, and here Ollante spends
more and more of her time.
To celebrate his possession of the Inheritance,
which he finally gains through fraudulent meth-

ods, Webb gives a party in his house. During
the evening Ollante is roused by the orgie and,
coming downstairs, hears her into-xlcated husband
denounce her and express the wish that she
would go back to the jungle. Ollante steals back
to her jungle room and goes through the ancient
Tupi ritual of death. At daybreak, Webb, bearing
the sounds in the jungle room, enters and ridicules
his wife's actions. Sensing finally that she is
determined on suicide, he encourages her, and
is his drunken maudlin way oHers to play the
fom-tom while she dances.
Ollante then determines to slay her husband,
and. as she had slain others in the jungle, she
dances about them until a favorable moment,
when she suddenly springs at him and slowly
strangles
him to his death.
THE RUMMY
(Fine Arts— Five Parts—
Oct. 8). The cast: The Rummy (Wilfred Lu:The Girl H.
(Pauline
Dan Reporter
O'SuUlvan cas)(William
Brown) Starke)
; The ;Cub
(James O'Shea) ; O'Sullivan's Handy Man (Harry Fisher) ; Managing Editor (A. D. Sears) ;
Newspaper Reporter (Clyde Hopkins). Directed
byThe
Paulstory
Powell.opens with a young newspaper
reporter, working on a reform paper. The
paper is owned by O'Sullivan, a political
boss. Our hero is sent down to "cover" the
night court. The girl in the story is out of a
job, and after vainly trying to get work, is
put out of her room. She goes out into the
street and in desperation accosts a man. He
offers to buy her a meal, but she gets frightened
and runs away. A policeman, who has been
watching her, follows. She eludes hjm and hides
behind packing boxes on the dock. He finally
rorners her and she jumps Into the river. He
jumps in and after a stiff fight, rescues her
and takes her to the police station, where the
reporter recognizes her as a girl who lived in
the same boarding house that he has lived.
Feeling sorry for her, he marries her.
Later, she goes to the newspaper office to
visit him, and meets O'Sullivan, who immediately evinces interest in her. He makes arrangements to meet her, giving as an excuse that
he wants to talk to her about her husband.
She goes to his rooms to meet him, only tofind that she is trapped. She makes her escape and meets her husband in the hall. His
confidence in her is shaken. The reporter,
having lost all faith in his wife, descends the
social scale rapidly.
Two years later the wife is working as cashier
in a restaurant, and the reporter a wreck.
Meanwhile the boss, O'Sullivan. not satisfied
with the returns from his saloon has an argument with his manager who quits. The manager leaves the place threatening the boss with
exposure.
He meets
and tells
his story
reporter, who
immediately
takes
it up toasthea
great scoop for the reform paper. The manager, however did not tell him the name of the
owner, and he starts out to get data on It. Themanager tells him how O'Sullivan has persecuted his (the reporter's) wife, and that she has
.?ommitted no wrong. The reporter starts for
O'SuIlivan's rooms. On his way he meets a
policeman and a friend. They go to the saloon
where they find the wife tied to a chair and
O'Sullivan standing nearby. O'Sullivan dies ot
apoplexy as the reporter is about to strike him.
Awife.
reunion follows between the reporter and his
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Remittances must accompany al! orders as follows; One dollar per insertion for
copy containing twenty words or less. Five cents per word on copy containing over
twenty words.
Each word to be counted including names and addresses.

SITUATIONS

WANTED.

CAMt:U.\MIi:N furnk^ticd with outQts (or all
ClanscM of work. Locol pictures. Industrial, educational or studio.
I'niversal Camera Co., 1007
Times ni-JK.
.\ Y. City.
I.ADY OKGANIST dt-slros position In moving
pKture ihfaltr- Siudie<l with be^t .\mcrlcan
ti-acht-rs, altio two years in L^lpslc, Germany,
and In Harln under Alexander Guilmant. ExcclIt-nt rcfert-nccs. Oomputent Organist, care of
Moving Picturi- World, N. Y. City.
11I(7I1LY EFFICIENT and reliable moving
plcturo pianist, open (or Immediate cngagemeni. south or west preferred ; over one year in
lust poiiltion. Address Miss I. E., caro M. P.
World. N. Y. City.
MOVING PICTURE
experience,
wishes to OPERATOR,
connect withtwelve
largeytars'
film
exchauRe. Capable maniiBlng theater. Progressive, care M. P. World, X. Y. City.
MOTION PICTCRE OPERATOR desires position In small town where good projection is
wanted. Strictly sober and steady ; has S years'
experience; will go anywhere. Address C. J. F.,
care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
LIVE WIRE MANAGER, expert booker, operator nine years, vaudeville moving pictures, desires change. Worby, G46 E. lS2d St., N. Y.
City.
YOUNG MAN of ability wishes position as art
and technical director, or assistant. If Interested, tell me a big setting you require. Will
Bend sketch to show ability. Address Technical,
care M. P. World. N. Y. City.

HELP

WANTED.

FOR SELLING Dr. Helnzel's Pine Ozon Extract, the grt-atest air puriOer. ozoa generator,
disinfectant and most agreeable perfume ; one
buttle at "^i -.'5 makes, with water, one gallon
best spray : acenis wanted. Helnzel Chemical
Co.. (Vi Pa-k Row. N. Y. Clty.

BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES.

FOR SALE— Most beautiful and modern fireproof picture house and show In Northwestern
Ohio, seating :{00 ; population .S.(H><>; stand investigation. Crcseent Theater, HUksvllle. Ohio.
FOR SALE OR RE.NT— Fully-equipptd moving picture theater, 425 new chairs. In live town
of G.UOO drawing population ; If Interested come
and SCO it ; only ilfty-nine miles from New
York.
J. B. HaTUpton, Washington, N. J.
FOR SALE—Only picture show in town 2.000.
Best equipped house for town this size In State.
Guaranteed on a paying basis. Box 31, West
Liberty. Iowa.
FOK RENT OR SALE — Moving picture theater, seating capacity approximately five hundred, in centrally located section of Naugatuck,
Conn. Population about 17,000, Only one other
theater here. Splendid opportunity for responsible parlies. John Weisman, Naugatuck,
Conn.
FOR SALE — Beautiful house, seating 300 ;
fully
6-A and
machines,
motor equipped.
drive, best Two
seats,Power's
piano, tans
other
fixtures. Silveroid screen, doing fine business.
Will s^ell al fair price, one-half cash, one-half
time to be paid out of business ; city 50,()0<.) ;
only four other moving picture houses. Acadia
Theater.
Kalamazoo, Mich. ETmploying o."iO
people,
selling. making auto accessories only reason for

EQUIPMENT

WANTED.

WANTED— "Majestic Theater" electric sign,
A. C. current. Write Majestic Theater, Holyoke.
Mass.

EQUIPMENT

FOR

SALE.

FOR SALE — Sllghtly-used Simplex projectors,
guarantted perfect and good as new at reasonable prices. Second-hand Motlograph in good
condition, cheap. Room 206, 14S2 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

I H.WE for sale the lollowlnK equipment.
Make me an offer. I need the moni y. il x 12
Gold Fibre screen and frame; 30 amp. Westinghouso
new 12tubex ;9 No.
Power's
machine; rectifier
Wonder with
clock;
x S0 asbestos
booth. Address Maryland Amusement Co., 2ti09
Tilbury St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
REBUILT MACHINES at following ridiculously low figures: Power's No. 5, $25; 1!)12
Motlograph, $45 ; Power's No. 6, $95 ; .\o. 6-A,
$115 ; Power's No. 5 Heads — not rebuilt but In
flrstclass
shapeAve,
— $10.
Address Pa,
Hommcl's, 957
Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh,

CAMERAS.

ETC.. FOR SALE.

MOTIO.N PICTIKE CAMERAS and tripods
for sale and for rent. Cameramen furnished
anywhere. H. R. Hoover & Co., 229 West 42nd
St., N. Y. City.
CAMERAMEN'S NOVELTIES — Laboratory
outfits, special machinery, photoplay directors
viewfinder, flexible cranks, effect devices, static
preventers. All film work, repair, Eberbard
Schneider. 14th St. and Second Ave., N. Y. City.
ARE YOU GETTING your share of the big
money in the motion picture business? Take pictures for advertising, home talent, news weekly.
Openings everywhere. Every movie theater
should own a moving picture camera and tripod.
We are specialists in equipping beginners. Our
new Davsco M. P. camera is the sensation of
the year. 200 ft. capacity, aluminum magazines, side focusing device, 50 MM B. A L.
Tessar lens F :3.5 In newly patented mount and
exposure Indicator. Weight. 10'/^ lbs. Our
price complete. $110. Write for details and epeclflcatlons. We have several good used motion
picture cameras we have taken In exchange.
Ensign, 110 ft. capacity, Zeiss Tessar F ;3.5
lens and panorama and tilting top tripod, complete, $75. Ernemann 100 ft. capacity, Ernon F.3.5 tens, $57.50. Vista, 350 ft. capacity.
Zeiss Tessar F :3.5 lens, $60. Highest grade developing and printing. Titles. 8c. a foot. Write
us today. David Stern Co., 1047-R Madison St.,
Chicago,
111.

B.\RGAINS slightly used Simplex, Power's
and Motlograph machines. Lowest prices —
fully guaranteed. Hallberg, 72t) Seventh Ave.,
N. Y. City.
3,000 OPERA CHAIRS steel and cast frames
FILMS WANTED.
GUc. up. All serviceable goods. Player piano
new. Four asbestos booths, several machines.
WANTED — Used tive-recl features with adverJ,
P.
Redlngton,
Scranton,
Pa.
tising matter in good condition. Mall list to
THEATERS
WANTED
City.
Big A Film Company, 145 W. 45th Street, N. Y.
CALCIUM LIGHTS — Good light necessary for
CASH FOR YOUR MOVIEI— I am a practical
good projection, better light at lower cost can
successful moving picture broker. Seventeen
be had by using the Oxy-Hydro-Cet process ; the
years of continuous success. Belling upwards of
most brilliant, most economical, most convenient
FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
portable light for moving pictures In existence ;
one million dollars' worth annually, sales, exOVER SEAS BUYERS should communicate
changes and leases. Lewis, the Moving Picture
no ozone or ether required ; costs leas than 30c.
Broker. Established 189G. OlBces, 678-SO EIUwith me, second-hand American pictures at Euper hour ; write for circulars containing valuropean prices. Donald Campbell, 145 West 45tb
cott Sq.. Buffalo, N. Y.
able Information concerning light. S. A. Bliss.
St., N. Y. City.
FLORI DA — Want lease on reasonable terms
504 Bryan Avenue. Peoria, 111.
reputable picture theater in Florida. CondiWE SPECIALIZE In used educational. IndusFOR SALE — Bargain. Complete traveling
trial, scientific and scenic films. Good subjects
tions must be right. C. 0. Steinmetz, OrrvUle.
moving chine,
picture
outfit.
Power's
6A lamp
maOhio
at I'^c. per foot and up. We have what you
Ozo Carbide
gas Including
outfit, also
electric
want. Send for our lists and terms. New York
and rheostat. Outfit is new, never been used.
W.ANTED — To lease, rent or buy theater;
Central States preferred ; must have good seatFilm St.,
Laboratories,
Includes Kleine's Universal Stereo Lens, two
45th
N. Y. City.Film Sales Dep't, 145 West
ins c;ipa< ily. Address O. L., care M, P. World,
extra M. P. tubes. Slides, film mender, light
N. Y. City.
FOR SALE— Special state right proposition
chemicals. Bio carbons, extra reels and conWANTED, to buy or lease, motion picture theon our new 5-reel feature. Write for particudensers. 18.000 fine film subjects. First class
lars. State territory wanted. 101 Ranch Moater or opera house in New York State, town of
condition. Outfit cost over thousand dollars,
tion Picture Dept., Bliss. Okla.
2,500 to 18.0(10 population. Or experienced man
will sell cheap on account of having secured
and wife will act as manager and cashier revaluable permanent Government position. W.
FOR SALE — The following features: "Fanspectively. Would be willing to invest some
C. Burgert, Tampa, Fla.
tomas." serial, 20 reels. "Cora, the Temptress,"
money. Can furnish best of references. Ad4 reels. "Are They Born or Made?" 4 reels.
OPERA CHAIRS— 4,fKX> slightly used. 40c up.
dress G. H . care M. P. World. N. Y. City.
New, Ooc. maple folding. 40c. Write Atlas
"Duke.s Tallsmen," 4 reels. "New York Girl,"
Keystone. 2 reels. Federal Feature Film Co., 145
WANTED, moderately-equipped picture house
Seating Co., 10 East 43d Street, N. Y. City.
W. 4.5th Street, N. Y. City.
seating six hundred ; town exceeding forty thouGUARANTEED rebuilt machines. 1008 MoONE AND TWO-REEL subjects (American
sand : vicinity San Francisco. Address Henry
tlograph. .^unOfl; 1013 Motlograph. Sf>0.00 ; Powmake) in good condition with plenty of posters,
Logan, care of M. P. World, N. Y. City.
ers OA, $150.00; Edison Type B. $75.00; 1911
at $5.00 per reel. Also 4. 5, 6-reel features In
Motiocraph,
$75.0<t;
Simplex
Motor
Drive,
THEATERS
FOR
SALE
OR RENT
first class condition, with full line of advertis$2.>0.nn;
Edison
Exhibition.
Power'sorder.
No.
ing. Bargains. Queen City Feature Film Com5, $tV>.00.
Going
quick ; $05.00;
rush your
SPLENDID CHANCh: to purchase a brand
pany. 123U,. Opera Place. Cincinnati, Ohio.
new moving picture and vaudeville theater InAmusement Supply Co., 300-2 Mailers Bldg.,
FOR SALE^First-class comedy negative
cluding real estate. (Brick building) seats
Chicago, Ilinois.
with sample print. Reindl, 3947 Rokeby Street,
800, targe stage, only house In town of 6,000
RICHARDSON SAYS — "Install 'Amberlux'
Chicago. III.
Inhabitants. 10c. admission. Fully equipped.
Lens Filters." Don't hesitate to spend $3, .30 to
FE.\TrRES FOR SALE; all have paper; are
Now in operation. Free & Brannlgan, Tarryprotect your patrons from sight destroying eyein fine shape; send for list. Six reelers, sixty
strain. W. D. Warner, Wyandotte Bldg., Cotown. S" Y
dollars; five reelers, fifty dollars; four reelers,
VAUDEVILLE and photoplay house, located
lumbus. Ohio.
twenty-five dollars; three reelers. fifteen dolOPERA CHAIRS, slightly used, bought and
!□ one of the best towns In Pennsylvania ; popusold everywhere. Want to buy assembly chairs.
lars; Chaplin singles, twenty-five dollars; single
lation of between 40.(Min and .'lO.OOtl. The folreels, witbout paper, three dollars. M. R. Dick.
Empire
Exchange.
Coming,
N. Y.
lowing are the reeeipfs for the past six days:
814 Produce Exc. Bldg.. Minneapolis,
Minn.
FT. WAYNE COMPENSARC, 110 v. 133 cycle,
?ll>r». SlV.T.Vt. $253. $202.50. ?2.-»ft.OO, jri.'lo.TO ;
used two weeks. Like new. $33.00. Leland
total. Sl.-Iffi.TO. Expenses for week, $1.0«0.20;
MISCELLANEOUS.
net profits, ?:U5.50. The right man can make $15.Stoffcr, Favetteville,
Ark.
FOR SALE— Two 40 ampere type No. 115.672
000 to $20,000 annually. Price, $10,000: half
SCENARIO WRITERS— Manuscripts neatly
General Elcrtric Mercury Arc Rectifiers comcash. Lewis, .'i'SO Elllcott Square. Buffalo, N. Y.
plete with extra relays, hand regulators and
typewritten, including carbon ; thirty cents per
FOR SALE— Moving picture theater. New
thousand words. Corbo & Corbo, 125 Newark
enclosed fuses. Full 50 amps. D. C. at arc
Encland manufacturing town twenty-five hunguaranteed. Price $123 each. Collins & Hill,
St.. Newark.
N. J.
dred. No chance opposition — protected. Fine
KINKS FOR CAMER,\MEN, linen bound pocket
10 S. La Salle St., Chicago, HI.
business ; flrst-rlas? equipment. Great proposition live wire exhibitor. Reason selline, travel
booklet, containing valuable tables and profesEDISON MACHINE complete with all equipsional secrets. Fifty cents, postpaid. Camerawith feature. Address, E. C. Co., care M. P. W..
ment. First-class condition ; $50.00. Write for
N. Y. City.
man, Box 41, East Liberty. Pittsburgh, Pa.
particulars, Hoffman's, Bedford, Pa.
NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS:— The Publishers
expect that all statements made in every advertisement will bear the strictest investigation.
ADVERTISING CLOCK— Live managers, operators, exhibitors can derive steady income by
the purchase of one or more clocks. Very little
time re<iuired. Particulars on request. PubY. City.licity Clock Co., inc., World's Tower Bldg., N.
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Make Yours the Best Show in Town!
Use Hallberg Equipment and Get Perfect Projection
SUPPLY THE RIGHT CURRENT TO YOUR ARC at the lowest cost. HALLBERG NEW ADJUSTABLE A. C. ECONOMIZER
at $50.00. If you use A. C. will change your line voltage to just the
right voltage for the arc and maintain a steady, brilliant light at a
saving of 66' < over A. C. Rheostat on 110 volts A. C; and over 80%
on 2 20 volts A. C.
PROVED FACT ! !

Hallberg 20th Century
Motor-Generator
gives most wonderful projection known to the industry — Changes A. C. or
D. C. line voltage to proper D. C. voltage for one or two arcs without rheostats. Capacities, 20-lSO ampere. Price, $217.00 and up if ordered before Oct.
ISth.
Send for free Bulletin No. 1.

I introduced the use of economizers to the trade over 10
years ago and have saved exhibitors millions of dollars.
USE
THE
RIGHT CARBONS
I have tested all carbons presented to the trade for the last ten years.
Carbons
sold by me are the best available by actual test. Consult me about size and kind of
carbon for your work. I am distributor of

pr^

SPEER PROJECTOR CARBONS— MADE IN U. S. A.
FRENCH COPPER COATED, ELECTRA AND BIO IMPORTED CARBONS.
Quotations on request.
Don't Lose Light in Cheap Condensers
For perfect projection use Crystal
White Imported Condensers,
MENISCUS, PLANO CONVEX
AND BICONVEX— M. P. AND
SPOT LIGHT CONDENSERS.
Complete stock — Any focus.
Your projection lenses determine the size and clearness of your picture.
I have a Bausch & Lomb or Gundiach lens to meet your
needs.
There is a best screen for your particular house —
I have equipped hundreds
of theatres with special
screens and will advise you.

This Automatic
Arc-Controller
Feeds the carbons. Saves
20% on carbon bill and
saves 5 to 10% on current
bill, and gives you steady
light and allows operator
to do other things than
feed the carbons.

I am distributor of all makes moving picture machines and furnish everything complete for the theatre, new and used apparatus.
Send (or Free Circulars and Catalogues, but for Hallberg's Big 100-page Catalogue send
25 Cents.
Keep your moving picture machine in iirst class condition. Let me overhaul your
mechanisms once a year.
Repair parts on rush or telegraph order shipped at once.
I am distributor for all makes of moving picture machines and have in stock slightly
used machines.
Send for prices on miniature Portable and Advertising Projectors.
Send $2.50 for latest Operator's Book.
"MOTION
PICTURE
ELECTRICITY"

Send $1.50 for Hallberg's
Carbon
Saver.
POWER'S

J. H. HALLBERG
Member

6B

"irzv/.'Jr;:" 7th Ave. at 49th St., NEW York

National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, Inc.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 284. 286.)
KALEM.

Cieneral Film Company
release:

days.

Mondar — Biograph, Sellg. Vltagraph.
Tuesday — Blograph.
lem.

Essanay,

Ka-

Wedneadar — Blograph, Bs&acay.
lem. Vim
Feature Comedy.
Tknndar — Selifi. Vim.

Ka-

irsMaT— KAlezn. KiiUlc«rbo«k«r.
Vitaxraph

Vim.

§atiirda7 — Essanay.
Vltagraph.

Kalem.

Sellg.

BIOGRAPH.
Sept.

6 — Man's Enemy
(Reissue No. 78 — Three
parts — Drama).
Sept. 11 — For the Son of the House
(Reissue
No. 79 — Drama).

Sept. 15 — The Mysterious Double
(Comedy).
Sept. 16 — The Hoodoo of Division B (No. 97 of
the "Hazards
of Helen"
Railroad
Series — Drama) .
Sept. 19 — The Mud Cure (Comedy).
Sept. 20— The Gun Runners (No. 7 of "The Girl
From Frisco" — Two parts — Dr.).
Sept. 22 — That Pesky Parrot (Comedy).
Sept. 23— Defying Death
(No. 08 of "The Hazards of Helen"
Railroad
Series —
Drama).

3 — One Star Too Far (Comedy).
4— The Web of Guilt (No. 9 of the "Girl
From 'Frisco" Series (Two parts —
Drama).

Oct.
Your Parcel
Watch (Comedy).
(Comedy).'
Oct. 13
19 —— Watch
A Precious
Oct. 20 — Here and There
(Comedy).

Oct.
Oct.

6 — Stolen Plumage
(Comedy) .
7 — Hazards of Helen Railroad Series. No.
100. "The Blocked Track"
(Dr.).
10 — The Love Magnet (Comedy).
11 — The Reformation of Dog-Hole (No. 10
cf "The Girl from Frisco" Series)
(Two parts — Drama).
13 — The Battered
Bridegroom
(Comedy).
14 — To Save the Special (No. 101 of "The
Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series)
(Drama).
17 — A Sauer Krau^ Symphonv
(Comedy).
18— The Yellow Hand (No. 11 of the "Girl
from 'Frisco")
(Two parts — Dr.).
20— The
Code Letter
(No. 1 of "Grant,
Police Reporter")
(Drama).
21 — Hazards of Helen Railroad Series No.
102. "A Daring Chance" (Drama).

Oct.
Oct.

Sept.
flept,

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

9— A

5— The
6 — The

Pacifist (Two parts — Drama).
Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 15
(Cartoon).
Scenic on the same reel.
Bept. 9 — A —Million
Drama).for a Baby (Three parts
Sept. 12— The— Drama).
Greater Obligation (Two parts
Bept. 13— The Fable of the Slim Girl Who
Tried to Keep a Date that Was
Never
Made
(Comedy ) .
Sept. 16— The Woman Always Pays (Three
parts — Drama).
Sept. 19 — When
Justice Won
(Two parts — Dr.).
j3ept. 20 — Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 16 (Cartoon— Comedy).
— A scenic subject on the same reel.
Sept. 23 — TheDrama).
Way of Patience (Three parts —

Sept. 26 — Peter, the Hermit (Two parts — Comedy-Drama).
Sept. 27^ — Dreamy Dud (Cartoon — Comedy).
Sept. 30 — Twin
Fates (Three parts — Drama).
Oct. 3 — An Old Fashioned Girl (Two parts —
Drama).
Oct. 4 — The Fable of "The Kid Who Shifted
His Ideals to Golf and Finally Became a Baseball Fan and Took the
Only Known
Cure"
(Comedy).
Oct.
7 — His Little Wife
(Three
parts— Dr.).
Oct. 10 — Money
to Burn (Two parts — Comedy
— Drama).
Oct. 11 — Canimated Nooz Pictorial, No. 17 (Cartoon— Comedy) .
— A Scenic subject on the same reel.
Oct. 14 — Lost. Twenty-four Hours (Three parts
—Comedy).
Oct. 17 — The Fable of "The Kittenish Superanns and the World Weary Snipes"
( Two parts — Comedy) .
Oct. 18 — Dreamy
Dud
f Cartoon— Comedy).
— A Scenic subject on the same reel.
<lct. 21 — Marooned
(Three
parts — drama).

Sept. 20 — The Honeymoon
Car (Comedy).
Sept. 27 — Artistic Atmosphere
(Comedy).
Oct.
4 — A Grain of Suspicion (Comedy).
Oct. 11 — Their
Installment
Furniture
(Com.).
Oct. IS — A Persistent Wooing
(Comedy).
VIM.

Oct.
Oct.

Sept. 20— Strong heart
(Three
parts — Drama)
(Blograph — Reissue
No. 82).
Sept. 25 — The Reissue
Sunbeam
(Drama)
(Blograph—
No 83).
Sept. 26 — The
Wedding
Gown
(Two
parts —
Drama)
(Biograph — Reissue
No.
84).
Oct.
2 — An Indian's
Loyalty
(Drama)
(Blograph— Reissue
No. 85).
Oot.
4 — Under
the Gaslight
(Three
parts —
Drama )
( Biograph — Reissue
No.
80).

ESSANAY.

COMEDY.

.Sept. 29 — Rival Artists (Comedy).
Sept. 30 — The — Drama).
Death
Swing
(No. 99, of the
"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series

Sept. 26 — Bumping the Bumps
(Comedy).
Sept. 27 — A Battle in the Dark
(No. 8 of the
"Girl
from
Frisco"
— Two
parts —
Drama).

Oct.
Oct.

Tale of the Wilderness
(Drama —
Biograph — Reissue No. 87).
Oct. 10 — A Pueblo Legend
(Two parts — Drama
— Biograph — Reissue No. 88).
Oct. 1(J — The White Rose of the Wilds (Drama)
Biograph — Reissue No. 89).
Oct. 18 — Classmates
( Three
parts — Drama)
(Biograph — Reissue
No. 90).

FEATURE

Sept. 15 — Payment in Full (Comedy).
Sept. 21 — Love and Duty (Comedy).
Sept. 22— The Man Hunters (Comedy).
Sept. 28 — The Reformer
(Comedy).
Sept. 29 — Tangled Ties (Comedy).
Oct.
5 — Royal Blood (Comedy).
Oct.
6 — Strictly Business
(Comedy).
Oct. 12— The Candy Trial (Comedy).

Sept. 12 — A Blot
in theparts
'Scutcheon
8U — Two
— Drama).(Reissue No.
Sept. 18 — The Reissue
Unveiling
(Drama)
(Blograph —
No. 81).

Oct.

VIM

LtTBIN.
July 24 — Otto, the Salesman
(Comedy).
July 25 — By Right of Love (Two parU — Dr.).
—
Drama).
July 27 — In the Hour of Disaster (Three part*
July 29— It Happened In PlkersTllle
(Oom.).
July 31— Otto the Gardener
(Comedy).
Aug.
1 — The Drama).
Price of Dishonor
(Two part* —
Aug.
8— Their Mother (Two parts — Drama).
Aug. 15 — A Lesson In Labor (Two parts — Dr.).
Aug. 22 — The Usurer's Due (Two parts — Dr.).

Sept
SepL

4 — The Selig-Tribune
No. 71 (Topical).
4 — HisDrama).
Brother's Keeper (Three parts —

Sept.
7— The Sellg-Trlbune No. 72 (Topical).
Sept.
9 — Taming
Grouchy
Bill (Comedy).
Sept. 11— The — Selig-Trthune.
No. 73. 1916 (Top.).
Drama).
Sept. 11 — The Pony
Express Rider (Three parts
Sept. 14— The Sellg- Tribune, No. 74. 1916 (Top.).
Sept. 16 — In Jungle
Wilds (Jungle — Zoo — Animal— Drama).
Sept. 18 — IntoDrama).
the Northland (Three parts —
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.

18— The Sellg-Trlbnne, No. 75, 1916 (Top.).
21— The Selig-Trlbune, No. 76, 1916 (Top.).
23 — A Comer in Water (Comedy).
25 — Power of the Cross (Two parts — Dr.).
25 — The Sellg-Tribune. No. 77, 1916
(Top.).
2« — The Selig-Tribune. No. 78, 1916. (Top.).
30 — The— Raiders
(Dram).
2 — In theDrama).
House of the Chief (Three parts

Oct.
2— The Selig-Tribune, No. 79. 1916 (Top.).
Oct.
5 — The Selig-Tribune, No. 80, IHIR (Top.).
Oct. 7 — TheDrama).
Canbyhill Outlaws (Western —
Oct- 9 — ^Convercina
Paths
(Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 9 — The Selig-Tribune No. 81, 1916 (Topical).
Oct. 12— The Selig-Tribune No. 82, 1916 (Topical).
Oct. 14 — A Drama).
Mistake in Rustlers (Western —

VITAGRAPH.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

21— Did He or Did He Not? (Comedy).
25— The Yellow Girl (Novelty).
28 — The Fair Fare (Comedy).
1 — Love and Trout (Comedy).
2 — A Fool and His Friend (Three parts —
Drama)
(Broadway Star Feature).
4 — It's a Bear (Comedy).
8— A Villainous Villain (Comedy).
11 — Busting In and Out of Society (Com.).
15 — Loot and Love (Comedy).
16 — The Thorn and the Rose (Broadway
Star Feature — Three part* — Dr.).
IS— A Perfect Day (Comedy).
22 — Sand Scamps and Strategy
(Com.).
— Drama).
25 — Getting
By (Comedy).
29— She
Who
Last
Laughs
(Comedy

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

2 — Making
an Impression
(Comedy").
6 — A Vampire Out of Work (Comedy).
7 — Cantrell's
Madonna
(Three
parts —
Drama — Broadway
Star Feature).
Oct.
0 — Billy's Melodrama
(Comedy).
Oct, 13 — The Mayor's Fall From Grace (Com.).
Oct. IG — The tional).
Curse
of the
Forest
(EducaGet. 2"— The
Oct. 21— The

Fasters
(Comedy).
Shot
that
Brought
(ThreeFeature).
parts — Drama)
Star

Happiness
(Broadway

General Film Company Features
BROADWAY

STAR

FEATURE.

July 15 — Waters of Lethe (Three parti — Dr.).
Aug. 5 — The Bond of Blood (Three parts — Dr.).
Aug. 19 — TheDrama).
Wandering Horde (Three partsDrama).
Sept. 2 — A Pool
and His Friend (Three parts —
— Drama).
Sept. 16 — The Thorn and the Rose (Three parts
Drama). Madonna
Oct. 7 — Cantrell's
Oct. 21— The

( Three

Shot that Brought
(Three parts — Drama).

KNICKERBOCKER

STAR

Aug. 11 — The Better Woman
Drama).

parts —

Happiness

FEATURE.
(Three parti-

Aug. L .—Faith's
Reward
f^Three parts — Dr.),
Sept.
S— A Deluded Wife (Three parts — Dr.).
Sept. 22 — A Drama).
Lesson from Life (Three parts —
—Drama).
Sept. 29 — For the Governor's Chair (Three parti
Oct.
6 — The Better Instinct (Two parts — Dr.),
Oct. 13 — From
the Deep (Three parts — Dr.).
Oct. 20— Treading Pearls (Two parts — Drama).
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OF GENEVA

MOVEMENTS

THIS VITAL PART OF SIMPLEX
PROJECTOR
GAVE NINE YEARS' SERVICE
Performed One Billion, Eighty-eight Thousand, Six Hundred Seventy-two Revolutions
during this period and is
still in a practical and
usable condition.

Actual Photograph of
the Star Wheel and Cam
which was used every
day for nine years at the
Eden Musee, New York,
N.Y.

The Geneva Movement
used in Simplex Projectors
is scientifically constructed and built of the most enduring material and therefore withstands
the constant grind required of the intermittents, today.
SIMPLEX Projectors will outwork and outwear any other Motion Picture Machine in the World.

'REJECTOR

OF-

QU

Send for Catalog "A"

ThePrecision Machine (o:Tnc.
317 East 34th: St - NewYork

HE WHO INVESTS WISELY IS SURE OF RESULTS
Do you realize that a Mirroroid Screen will exert a most powerful influence toward obtaining a better
and greater class of patronage and naturally greater earnings to you?

9689— MIRROROID

SCREENS

IN USE TO DATE— 9689

It has been proven the screen supreme the world over — the' only screen on earth that will eliminate haze, glare,
eye-strain, fade-away and out-of-focus effect, regardless of how close or at what angle pictures are viewed from —
because it is the only screen in the world made with a rough or matte finish.

Mirroroid Is Your Best
Advertising Medium.

OUR
Mirroroid
waterproof,

As an exhibitor you are in the same c!as3 as a merchant. He
sells his goods— you, screen results. You both must please your
patrons and make them steady patrons. They always recognize quality,
want quality, and will go where quality is to be had. Please your
patrons and they will please you in increased
earnings.
Let us impress upon your mind that we will send you large, free
samples— 12x1*. Test, compare with any screen on earth. Realize
Mirroroid is sold for 33 1/3 cents a square foot. Why— yes, why, pay
more for an unguaranteed screen — a hand or air-brush painted window
shade ?
more

Mr.

THE

5- YEAR

GUARANTEE
It is

will not crack, peel, turn black or tarnish.
and can be washed with soap and water.

READ --The Proof of the Pudding -READ
"We installed several of your Mirroroid Screens in our different
houses— the first bought March 16, 1911. It, as all others, has been
in constant service since. All have given that same satisfaction
as when 6r3t installed.
"By comparisons I have made with all makes of screens I am more
than convinced MIRROROID leads them all in quality, durability, and
perfect projection results.
Inclosed you will find check, full amount
for another
12x15 screen, "Yours
Silver very
White. truly,
Rush.

"R. L. MACADAM."
"Sydney Amusement Co.. Sydney, Nova Scotia, Sept. 5th, 1916."
Exhibitor, this testimonial is but one of many received this week — one of over 3,000 on file. Think— use your own brains — realizel Why pay
for an unknown
and untried screen as to durability, etc. Write for samples now.
Let us give you projection contentment.
The oldest and largest screen
manufacturers in the world.

J. H.

CENTER

CO.,

INC.

Newburgh, New York.

rOOL^YENTILATE'TYPHOONS
1*

also

1544- BWAY.WTYPHOON

FAN COMPANY

I

NEW YORK

CITY
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List of Current Film Release Dates
(For Daily Calendar of Program

Universal Film Mlg. Co.
AXIMATED WEEKLY.
Sept. 27— Number 39 (Topical).
Oct.
4 — Number 40 (Tropical).
Oct. 11 — Number 41 (Topical).
Oct. 18 — ^Number 42 (Topical).
BIG U.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
S^t.
S«pt,
Oct.

14 —
I6 —
17 —
22 —

For Her Mother's
Sake (Drama).
The Timber
Wolt
(Drama).
Brick Top
(Comedy).
No release this day. Replaced with
Res. "To Another Woman."
25 — The Halting Hand (Drama — Special
Release).
28 — The Ue Sublime
(Two parts — Dr.).
2*— The Shadow Sinister (Drama).
2 — The White
Man's Law (Drama — Special Release).

Oct.
5— The Eternal Way
(Drama).
Oct. 12 — No release this day.
Oct. 19 — No release this day.
BISON.
S^t

18 — After the Battle (Two parts — Drama)
(Special R«ieAse).
Sept 23 — The Broken
Spur (Two parts— Dr.).
S«pt 30— A Jungle Hero (Two parts — Drama^.
O*.
7 — A Drama).
MouHtala
Tragedy
(Two
parts —

Oct. 14 — Night Shadows
(Two
parts — Drama).
Oct. 21 — The Conspiracy
(Two parts — Drama).
GOLD
SEAL.
Sept. 13 — ^Love's
Drama).Masquerade (Two partsS»pt. 26 — Husks of Love
(Three parts — Dr.).
Oct. 3 — In the Heart of New York (Three part*
— Drama).
Oct. 10 — Cheaters (Three parts — Drama).
Oct. 17— The Wrath of Cactus Moore (Three
parts — Drama).
IMP.
Sept. 24 — A Desperate
Remedy
( Corned v — DrJ.
Sept. 25 — The Bigamist v xwo parts — Drama —
Special Release).
Sept. 29 — No release this day.
Oct. 2 — The Perjurer (Drama) (Special Release).
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

8—
13 —
10 —
20 —
22 —

No release this day.
A Soul at Stake (Two parts — Drama).
The Eel (Two parts — Drama).
No release this day.
No release this day.
JOKER.

Sept, 16 — In

Onion
There
is Strength
(Comedy).
23 — Musical
Madness
(Comedy).
30 — The Inspector's
Double
(Comedy).
7 — Father Gets In Wrong
(Comedy).
14 — The Oil Smeller (Comedy).
21— Beans and Bullets (Comedy).
LAEMMLE.
Sept. 20 — No release this day.
Sept 21 — Poisoned
Lips (Two parts — Drama).
Sept 23 — No release this day.
Sept 25 — The
Injustice
of Justice
(Drama —
Special Release).
Sept 27 — No release this day.
Sept. 30 — No release this day.
Oct.
2 — The Prowlers of the Jungle
(Drama)
(Special
Release).
Oct.
4 — No release this day.
Oct
7 — No release this day.
Oct 11 — No release this day.
Oct 14. — No release this day.
Oct. 19 — Tbrouph
Voice
(Two
parts —
Drama).Baby's
Oct. 21 — No release this day.
L-KO.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct
Oct
Oct

Sept 20— Cold Hearts
and Hot Flames
(Two
parts — Comedy ) .
Sept. 24 — No release this day.
Sept. 27 — A Drama).
Surgeon's
Revenge
(Two
parts —
Oct
1 — No release this day.
Oct
4 — Safe in the Safe (Two parts — Com.).
Oct.
S — No release this day.
Oct 11 — Lured But Cured
(Two parts — Com.).
Oct Ifi — No release this day.
Oct IS— Safety First (Comedy).
Oct 22— She Wanted a Ford (Comedy).

Releases

See Pages 284, 286.)

NESTOR.
Sept. 16 — Speeding
(Comedy).
Sept. 18 — A Silly Sultan (Comedy).
Sept. 22 — No Release this day.
Sept 25— Model
46 (Comedy).
Sept 29 — No release this day.
Oct
2 — With the Spirit's Help (Comedy).
Oct.
9 — Almost Guilty (Comedy).
Oct 13 — Pat edy).
Rooney in "It's All Wrong" (ComOct. IR— His Own Nemesis (Comedy).
Oct. 20 — Pat's Pasting Ways (Comedy).
POWERS.
Sept. 21 — No
Sept 24 — No

release tills day.
release this day.
Replaced with
Rei. "To Another Woman."
Sept 28 — Behind the Scenes In Japan
as Soen
by Dr. Dorsey
(Educatloaal).
Oct.
S — Pen and Inklings In and Around Jemsalem (Educational).
Oct 12 — The Beautiful
Temples
of Ceylon
As
Seen by Dr. Dorsey (Educational).
Oct. 15— When Little Llndy Sang (Drama).
— Diplomacy
( Cartoon — Comedy ) .
Oct. 19 — No release this day.
RED
FEATHER.
Sept 11— The
Whirlpool
of
Destiny
(Five
parts — Drama).
Sept. 18 — Black
Friday
(Flye-parts — Drama).
— Drama).
Sept25~If My Country Siftuld Call (Five parts
Oct
Oct

2 — Under
Suspicion
(Five parts — Dr.).
9— A Romance
of BIlly-Goat
HIU
(Five
parts — Drama) .
Oct. 16 — Barriers of Society (Five parts — Dr.).
REX.

Sept 17— The Small Magnetic Hand
(Drama).
Sept 18— Under
the Spell (Drama) (Special
Release).
Sept 22 — HlB Mother's Boy (Drama).
lease).
Sept. 25— Dark
Corners (Drama— Special ReOct

1 — Ashes
of Remembrance
Drama).

(Two

Mutual Film Corp.
AMERICAN.
Aug. 7— TheDrama).
Little Troubadour
Aug. 10— TheDrama).
Power

VICTOR.
Sept 1ft — No release this day.
Sept. 21— High Speed
(Comedy— Drama).
Sept. 26 — No release this day.
Sept. 28 — No release this day.
Oct.
1 — To the Lap of the Gods (Drama).
Oct
2— The Memory
Mill (Drama).
Oct
3— No release this day.
Oct.
5 — No release this day.
Oct,
fl— A Charming Villain (Comedy).
Oct. 16 — Room
Rent
and
Romance
(Comedy)
(Special Release).
Oct. 10 — No release this day.
Oct. 17 — No release this dav.
Oct. 22 — Main 4400 (Two parts- Comedy— Dr.).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE.
Sept. 11 — The Caravan
(Two parts — Drama).
Sept 18 — Timothy Dobbs. That's me, No. 6 "He
Almost
Lands
Angel"
(Two
parts — Comedy), An
Sept 18 — Liberty
No. 6, "The
Dester
of Lost
Souls" (Two parts — Drama).
Sept 26 — A Hero by Proxy (No. 7 of "Timothy
Dobbs,
Me" — Two
parts —
Comedy). That's
Sept 26 — Liberty
No. 7. "Liberty's
Sacrifice"
(Two parts — Drama).
2 — Borrowed Plumes
(No. 8 of 'Timothy
Dobbs,
That's
Me"
Series
(Two
parts — Comedv).
Oct.
2— Liberty No. 8, "Clipped Wings"
(Two
parts — Drama) .
Oct
6 — Somewhere
on the Battlefield
(Two
parts — Drama ) .
Oct
9 — Breaking Into Society (No. 9 of "Timothy Dobbs. That's
Me" — Two
parts — ^Comedv).
Oct

Oct
9— Liberty No. 9, "A Daughter of Mars"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 12 — Behind Life's Staee (Two parts — Dr.)
Oct. 16 — Fame
at Last (No. 10 of "Timothy
Dobbs,
That's
Me" — Two
parts —
Comedv).
Oct. 16— Liberty, No. 10 (title to be announced
later) (Two parts — Drama).

(Two parts(Three parts-

Aug. 14^Ruth
Ridley Returns
Drama).

(Two

parts —

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept
Oct.

17 — The Holly House (Three parts — Dr.).
21 — Enchantment
(Two
parts — Drama).
28 — The Key (Two parts — Drama).
4 — Atonement
(Two
parts — Drama i.
9 — Citizens, All (Two parts — Drama).
BEAUTY.

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept
Sept
Sept.
Oct
Oct.

16 — Perkins Mystic Manor (Comedy).
23 — In a Prohibition Town (Comedy).
30 — Two of a Kind (Comedy).
6 — The Boomerang
Qoldbrlck
(Comedy).
19 — The Stinger Stung (Comedy).
26 — The Deacon's Card (Comedy).
3 — sucking the Slickers (Comedy).
10 — That Sharp Note (Comedy).

CENTAUB.
Drama).
Jungle
Flashlight
(Two
parU —
— Drama).
Sept 16 — Tangled
Hearts
(Two
parts — Dr.).
Sept 23— The Father of Her Child (Two parts
Sept

9 — The

Sept 30 — Foiled

(Two parts— Drama).

Sept
Sept.
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

CUB.
22— Movie Struck (Comedy).
29 — Catching That Burglar (Comedy).
6 — Oh! For a Cave man
(Comedy).
7 — Won by a Fowl (Comedy).
7 — That Wonderful Wife (Comedy).
1.3 — Innoculiitine
Hubby
( Comedv) ,
14 — Those Primitive Days (Comedy).
14 — Their College Capers (Comedy).
FALSTAFF.

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
.A.ug.
Sept

15 —
22 —
27 —
29 —
5—

parts —

Oct.
2 — The Slave (Drama).
Oct.
6^No release this day.
Oct.
8 — "Fhe Human Gamble
(Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 13 — No release this day.
Oct. l.'>^No release thU day.
Oct. 20— No release this day.

of Mind

The Gulders
(Comedy).
Fare Lady (Comedy).
A Swiss Sea Dog (Comedy-Drama).
In Mexico
(Comedy).
Muslckers
(Comedy).

GAUMONT.
Sept. 14 — Fantomas, No. 2 (The Man In Black
Three
parts — Drama).
Sept. 17 — Reel Life. No. 20 (Mutual Film
Magazine).
Sept. 20 — See America
First No. 54 (Scenic).
— Fantomas
No.
3, "The
Mysterious
Finger Print (2 parts — Drama).
azine).
Sept 24— Reel Life No. 21 (Mutual Film MagSept 27— See America First, No. 55 (Scenic).
edy).
— Kartoon Komlcs
(Cartoon — ComSept 28 — The Crook Detective (No. 4 of "Fantomas"— Three parts — Drama).
Oct. 1— Reelazine).
Life No. 22 (Mutual Film MagOct
Oct
Oct

4 — See America First. No. 56 (Scenic).
— Kartoon
Komlcs
( Cartoon — Comedy) .
5 — The False Magistrate (No 5 of "Fantomas" (Three parts — Drama).
8— Reelzine).
Life. No. 23 (Mutual Film Maga-

Oct. 11 — See America First. No. 57 (Scenic).
— Kartoon
azine).Komics (Cartoon — Comedy).
Oct 15 — Reel Life. No. 24 (Mutual Film Mag-

Aug. 25 — Nell

MUSTANG.
Drama).
Dale's Men Folks

Aug. 31 — The —Drama).
Forgotten
Drama).
Sept.
Sept

Prayer

(Two parts —
(Three parts —

1 — The Gambler's Lost LoTe

(Two parti

8 — Matchin' Jim (Two parts — Drama).
MUTUAL
WEEKLY.
Aug 30— Number
87 (Topical).
Sept
6 — Number 88 (Topical).
Sept 13 — Number 89 (Topical).
Sept 20— Number 90 (Topical).
Sept 27— Number 91 (Toplca:).
Oct.
4 — Number 92 (Topical).
Oct. 11- Number 93 (Topical).
(Mutual Releases continued on page 308.)
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Just one clear picture after
another with

Eastman Film
The film that made motion
pictures practical plays a big
part in their present stage of
perfection.
Look, for the stencil mark
"Eastman" in the margin.

Weickhardl Pipe Organs
are not stock instruments, but built
to order according to the ever varying individual requirements. Result:
Wonderful musical effects, such as
only a real, complete and genuine
MASTER PIPE ORGAN can produce.
WKITE

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY,
N. V.

THEATRE

In

MO\TNG picture patrons are demanding better
They flock to the houses that show
pictures.
them regardless of increased admission prices.
You must have good projection light if you want to
attract and hold the most profitable business.
Follow the lead of the modern theatres, old and
new, that arc installing the

Irani^rteK
— the most scientltic device on the market for producing a projection light that
is strong, brilliant, steady and always under perfect control of the operator.
Guaranteed to give satisfaction or
money refunded.
Has greater capacity and delivers better light than any other device on the
market for the price. Two or three
weeks is all we need for delivery. Order now and be ready for a recordbreaking Fall business.
Write today for S€pt€niber Bulletin, which Ki»ea complete infonnation and net prlo-s, which are the same to aU.

THE HERTNER EECTRIC & MFG. CO.
114th St., Cleveland, Ohio

ORGAN

CATALOG

Wangerin-Weigkhardt
• • • •
112-124
BURRELL
STREET

MILWAUKEE,

Give Your Patrons
Better Pictures This Fall

1907 West

FOK

WaSGONSIN

Cso.

U, S. A.

STUDIO FOR RENT
DAY,

WEEK

OR

MONTH

Finest indoor fire-proof studio on the
coast. Center of the business district.
Equipped with W'infield-Kerner
No glare or shadows.

lights.

Superior Developing
and Printing
Expert
and Efficient service.
Titles a Specialty.

CAMERAMEN
We Buy Undeveloped Negative
Subjects which are novel — trick pictures— popular science — popular mechanics— microscopical, etc. Write for
particulars.

SUPERIOR FILMS COMPANY
ROBERT

A. BRACKETT,

Manager

Entire Tenth Floor
643 Olive Street, Los Angeles
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List of Current Film Release Dates
(For Daily Calendar of Program
MUTUAL

CHAPLIN

RELEASES.

The Firemao (Two parts — Comedy).
The Vagabond (Two parts — Comedy).
One A. M. (Two paf-t? — Comedy).
The Pawnshop (Two parts — Comedy).
BTOTUAL
Oct.

5 — The

MASTERPICTURB9
Shadow
Drama)

MUTUAL

DE

SPECIAL

Miscellaneous Releases.

LUXR.

( American — Five
(No. HI).

parts —
ARTCRAFT

FEATURE.

Sept 25 — The

No.

Ifi

No.

20

No.

21

Oct.

Secret of the Submarine
(Two parte — Drama).
Secret of the Submarine,
( Two parts — Drama ) .
9 — The Secret of the Submarine,
(Two parts — Drama).
MUTUAL

STAR

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Torch
Bearer
(American
parts — Drama — No. 138).
2 — Dulcle's
Adventure
(American
parts — Drama)
(No. 140).
9 — Philip Holden- Waster (American
Parts— Drama)
{No. 142).
9 — Redeemed
(Turner — Five
parts
(No. 143).

Oct. 16 — The Drama).
Social Buccaneer
CHRISTIE

— Five
— Five
— Five
— Dr.)

THANHOUSER.
Sept. 29 — The Black Terror
(Two parts — Dr.).
Oct.
6 — Arabella's
Prince
(Two
parts — Dr. ) .
Oct. 13 — At the Edge
of the Aqueduct
(Two
parts — Drama).
VOGUE.
Sept. 24^Paste and Politics (Two parts —
Oct.
1 — Poultry a La Mode
(Two parts
Oct.
8 — A Touch
of High
Life (Two
Comedy).
Oct. 15 — Ducking a Discord (Two parts —

Com.).
— Dr.).
partsCom.).

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Oct. 15 — Shielding Shadow No. 3. "The Mystic
Defender" (Two parts — Drama).
BALBOA.
Sept. 25 — Grip of Evil. No. 11. "Mammon and
Moloch" (Two parts — Drama).
Oct 1 — Grip of Evil. No. 12. "Into the Pit"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 8 — The Grip of Evil, No. 13. "CircumDrama). stantial Evidence" (Two parts —
Oct. 15 — The Grip of Evil No. 14, "Humanity
Triumphant" ( Two parts — Dr.).
GOLD
ROOSTER
PLATS.
Sept. 25 — Saint. Devil and Woman
(Five parts —
Drama).
Oct.
fi— The Pillory (Five parts — Drama).
Oct. 15 — The Light That Failed (Five parts —
Drama).
PATHE.
Oct. 1 — The Shielding Shadow, No. 1, '"Treasure Trove" (Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 1 — The Moods of Medora ( Two parts —
Drama),
Oct. 1 — Florence Ross Fashions, No. 5 "Betty
Selects Her Bridesmaid Frock"
(Fashions).
Oct. S— The Shielding Shadow. No. 2, "Into
the Depths"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 8 — U. S. Customs Inspection (Educational).
Oct. 8 — The Sword of Damocles (Two parts —
Drama).
Oct. 1.5 — Florence Rose Fashions, No. 6, "Betty
at the Wedding"
(Fashions).
Oct. 15 — A Nation's Peril (Two parts — Drama).
PATHE
NBJWS.
4— Number 80. 1916 (Topical).
7— Number 81. 1916 (Topical).
11— Number
S2, 1916 (Topical).
14— Number
S3. 1916 (Topical).
IS— Number S4, 1016 (Topical)

CORP.

Sept. 25 — The Evil Women Do (Five partsDrama).
Oct.
2 — Wanted — A Home
(Five parts— Dr.).
Oct. 9 — The Drama).
Chalice of Sorrow (Five parts —

PRODUCTIONS.

Sept. 25 — The

PICTURES

October — Less Than the Dust (Drama).

Oct.

2 — The

Releases See Pages284, 286.)

ROLIN.
Sept. 25 — Jailed (Comedy ) .
Oct.
1 — Lulie's Speedy
Club Life ((Comedy).
Oct.
S — Hflnie and the 400 (Comedy).
Oct. 15 — Lulte and the Bang-Tails
(Comedy).
BLUEBIRD
PHOTOPLAYS,
INC.

(Mutual BeUases cwiiinued from page 306.)

FILM

(Five parts —

CO.

Sept. 18 — A Seminary
Scandal
(Comedy).
Sept. 2.5 — Hie Baby
(Comedy).
Oct.
2— The Sad Sea Waves (Comedy).
CONSOLIDATED

FILM

CORP.

Sept. 25 — The

Crimson
Stain Mystery,
No. 6
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct.
2 — The
Crimson
Stain
Mystery,
No. 7
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct.
9 — The
Crimson
Stain
Mystery,
No. 8
Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 16 — The Crimson Stain Mystery, No. 9 (Two
parts — Drama).
FOX

FILM

CORPORATION.

PARAMOUNTedy.) PICTURES

Sept. 25 — The— Quest
Drama).of Life (Famous Players —
Five parts — Drama).
Sept. 28 — Anton the Terrible (Lasky — Five i>arts
Oct.
2 — The Lash (Lasky — Five parts — Dr.).
Oct. 2 — Nearly a Deserter (Paramount — Com.edy).
Oct.
5— The Storm
(Lasky — Five parts — Dr.)
Oct.
9 — Intrigue (Pallas — Five parts — Dr.).
Oct. 12 — Her Father's Son (Morosco — Five
parts — Drama).
Oct. 16— Witchcraft
—Drama).
Drama). (Lasky— Five parts —
Oct. 19 — The Kiss (Famous Players— Five parts
Oct. 23 — The Rainbow Princess (Famous
ers— Five parts — Drama).
PARAMOUNT-BRAY

(Drama).

HERALD
FILM
CORPORATION.
^Drama)
.
October. — Prima
Donna's
Husband (Five parts
THOMAS
July — ClTlllsatlon

H.

INCB.

( Drama) .

INTERNATIONAL

FILM

SERVICE

Oct.
4 — O U Rooster
(Cartoon-Comedy).
Oct. 11 — Colonel toon—
Heeza
Liar
Comedy
) . Gets Married (CarPARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES
PICTURES.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

No.

70. imo

(Topical).

Sept. 25 — Beatrice
Fairfax:, No, S, "The Atnslee Ball" (Two parts — Drama).
Sept. 25 — The Scenic.
W^orld's
(Curtis
No. 1).Wonderland
— Animated Cartoons on same reel.
Sept. 26 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No. 77. 1016 (Topical).
Sept 29 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No. 78. 1016 (Topical).
Oct.
2 — Beatrice Fairfax.
No. 9, "Outside the
Law"
(Two parts — Drama),
Oct.
2 — The
World's
Wonderland
( Curtis
Scenic, No. 2).
— Animated Cartoons on same reel.
Oct.
2 — The Flower of Faith (Five parts — Dr.).
Oct.
3 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial.
No. 79. 1916 (Topical).
Oct.
6 — Hearst- International
News
Pictorial,
No. SO, 1916 (Topical).
IVAN

FILM

October — Her Surrender

PRODUCTIONS.

PICTURES
CORPORATION.
Drama).of Love (Rolfe — Five parts
Sept. 25 — The— Dawn
Oct.

Iron Woman
(Popular
Plays
&
Players — Five parts — Drama).
9 — Life'sDrama).
Shadows
( Columbia — Five parts
Oct. 16 — In the Diplomatic
Service
(Quality —
Five parts — Drama).
Oct. 23 — The Brand of Cowardice (Rolfe — Five
parts — Drama) .
Oct.

The Dawn
Maker
(Kay-Bee — Five parts —
— Drama).
Releases for week of October 1 :
Manhattan Madness (Fine Arts — Five parts
Plain Jane (Kay-Bee — Five parts— Dr.).
Releases for week Of October 8 :
The Rummy
(Fine Arts — Five parts— Dr.).
TheDrama).
Jungle Child
(Kay-Bee — Five parts —
THE

MOTION

PICTURE

FORUM.

Oct. 2— Motion Picture Portrait Studios of
President Wilson and His Cabinet —
the U. S. Government In Action.
UNICORN

FILM

SERVICE.

(Releases for Ticentyf- second Week.)
Oct. 2 — Pen Drama).
and Sword (Supreme — Two partsOct.
Oct.
O't.
Oct.
Oct.

Jenkins the Janitor (Judy — Com.).
Through the Wall (Lily-Drama).
The Mysterious Raneer (Rancho — Dr.)
His Sister's Beau ( Judy— ^Comedy).
The Country Sheriff (Jockey — Two
parts — Comedy) .
Oct.
4— The Convict
(Puritan — Drama).
Oct. 5 — BudDrama).
Wilson's Romance (Hiawatha —

2—
3—
?—
3—
4—

Oct.
5 — Rubes— Drama).
and Cabaretes
(Hippo — Com.) .
Oct.
5 — A Daring
Mission
(Sunset — Drama)
Oct. 6— The Guilty One (Supreme — Two parts
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

6—
7—
7—
8—

The Live Corpse (Puritan — Comedy).
Nobody's
Drama).Claim (Buffalo — Two parts —
The Mode (Judy — ^Comedy).
The Web (Lily — Three parts — Drama).
SELZ.NICK

(Drama).

METRO

TRAVEL

IS — Glasgow to Edlnboro (Scenic).
25^Bonnle Scotland
(Scenic).
2 — A Scotch-Irish Reel.
9 — In Old Ireland (Scenic).
16 — Southern Italy, 37th (Scenic).
TRIANGLE
FILM
CORPORATION.
— Drama).
Releoiea
for week of September M.
Diane of —Drama)
the Follies. (Fine Arts — F1t« parts

INC.

Sept. 18 — Beatrice
Drama).Fairfax No. 7 (Two parts —
Sept. 19 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial
No. 75, 1916 (Tropical).
Sept. 22 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,

Play-

CARTOONS.

Sept. 14 — Colonel terHeeza
Liar's
Bachelor
Quars Cartoon—
(
Comedy
).
Sept. 21 — What
Happened to Willie (CartoonComedy).
— Comedy).
Sept. 28 — Bobby Bumps Starts a Lodge (Canooo

Sept. 11 — Her Double Life (Five parts — Drama).
Sept. 18— Where Love Leads (Five parts — Dr.).
Sept. 25— Fires of Conscience (Five parte — Dr.).
FROHMAN
AMUSEMENT
CORP.
October^— The Conquest of Canaan

CORPORATION.

Sept. 25 — Lilce Father Like Son (KlasBlo — Com-

PICTURES.

Oct. 16 — The Common Law (Young Film Corp—
Five parts — Drama).
November — War Brides (Herbert Brenon — Dr.).

2 — The

WORLD
Sept.

PICTURES.

4 — The Almighty
Dollar ( Paragon — Fire
/ parts
— Drama).
Sept. 11 — The
Velvet
Paw (Five parts — Drama).
Sept. 18— Friday the 13th (Ptre parts — Dr.).
Sept. 25 — Dark Sllenoe (Five parts — Drama).
Oct.
2 — The Scarlet Oath (Five parts — Dr.).

THE
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The Universal Camera
For Motion

The

Photography

WrtU rer lUmatrctMl CftUlon*
UNIVERSAL
CAMERA
CO.
Wt W.

jMkM*

( lltT TlmM Bldg.. N«w Tork
t 911 ICvkM St, 8u miudMO

Br*tf.. CkloM*

A Genuine f=»IF»E

OROAIM

can be operated from the simple keyboard of the piano,

ORGAN ALONE - PIANO ALONE
TOGETHER.
Wrtt* (or yu^tuUn

HARMO

PIPE

ORGAN

- OR

BOTH

COMPANY

la Wm< ttth stTMt
NEW YOKK

I4II UtCtrmlmk BMsCHICAOO

and

strictly

impartial

criticisms

of

G. W. BRADENBURGH

t.r<1.T

SLIDES SLIDES SLIDES SLIDES SLIDES
Mr. Exhibitor: Our slides are bright, snappy, well
worded and illustrated and will readily sell to your addiscount.
HOUSTON

I Ssves you from 30 to S0% to postats, etc. Keaches all or selected
i Ust of thestres to any territory.
Includes nmmt of exhibitor ss
9 nil ss the Ihestrs to sddress.
A list of publicity mediums deslrto(
^ motion picture ntwi.
UnafElisted SKchanfcs looking for features.
;?. lupply houses that are properly charscterlzed ss such. Producers
If with sddress ef studios, Uborstories sad ofices. laformatloa to
£* sdrance of theatres being or to he buUt.
i W74.

Addn—ing

York

MultigrapMng

COMPANY

Phoae 3W Chelses
Phone a0O3 Kaadolph

Printing

with

Main

special exhibitors'

St.,

Houston,

THEATRE

SUPPLY

ATLANTA

I A Dependable MaOing List Service

New

LUCAS

on AM>Ucatloo

PICTURE DIRECTORY

CO., 415la

Typewriting

COLUMBIA
THEATRE
BUILDING
47th Street and Broadway
New York City

NEW YORK

CO.
GEORGIA

Oct. 7, 1916
Mr. Theatre Manager:
Aren't you just a little bit tired of
hearing your pianist , organist or orchestra grind out that monotonous mechanical
movie music? As soon as you hear the first
few notes , don ' t you know what is coming?
If you want to ren:edy this , write me or
have your musicians do so .
If you ' re from Missouri , let me show
you that I have something better to offer.
Musically yours,
S. M. BERG.

HYDROQUINONE
GENERAL

Texas.

THE COSIKI

*^eTiBt Picture
Wsrld"
of

A

SLIDE

FREE

all

85 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.

npmh

vertisers. Send for catalogue

to all SOUTHERN
EXHIBITORS, if you
will cut this out and
mail to us with the name
of your
one year's subscription
to
the liveliest,
theatre classiest, and
most up-to-date monthly humor paper
in existence, will be sent to you free
each month.

Tk« Lsa<Ua( ■rMsk Ttmda Jennal with u laSoaatloMl Canulattaa
Aasricaa C«rTM*«a4«iice hy W. Slaphea Bush

I MOTION

Philadelphia, Pa.

SALE
Sealed
Orden
Barki-r 7 reeli
SI7S.00
Fr«m
fluttor to FftotllohU
Barker B rtwtn 100. M
An
Amarlcan
GentUman
Liberty 6 reel* 125.00
For S3090 a Year
(n«w)
Liberty 5 r«ela 17B00
Heart! United
(new)
Ubdrty 4 rwls
100.00
All fUniB In siilfniUil ixnidltlnn. Plt'oty of pogloni. pliotos, etc., gratia. Write
Tiir llstM of baruulii>i In ont-, twit, thron and four reel siibjficta. All mm« ti-rkt
C O D.. iirlvllcKe of examination and partial dt^llvt^ry un rrcvlpt of 25*^^ wtUi tbe

THE BIOSCOPE
SpccJaien

309

802 Vine Street,
FEATURE
FILMS
FOR

For the fulle>t and Uteit new» of Iho moving pictnro
induAtry in Great Britain and Europe.
For authoritative articles by leading British technical
men.
For
brilliant
films, read

WORLD

CHEMICAL

COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO
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List of Current Film Release Dates
(For Daily Aug.
Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 284, 286.)
GREATER
Sept. 4 — The
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
S^t.
Sept
Oct.

VITAGRAPH
(V-L-S-E,
INC.)
Refirn
of Eve
(Essanay — FWe
parts — Drama).
4 — His Wife's Good
Name
(Vltagraph —
Five parts — Drama ) .
11 — The
Phantom
Fortune
(Vltagraph —
Five parts — Drama ».
18— Through
the Wall
(Vltagraph — Five
parts — Drama).
18 — The Fall of a Nation
(Seven parts —
Drama).
18 — The Combat
(Vltagraph — Five parta —
Drama).
26 — The Chattel
(Vltagraph — Six parts —
Drama).
2 — Scarlet Runner,
No. 1, "The Car and
Majesty (Vltagraph — Two parts
—HisDrama).

9 — Scarlet Runner, No. 2. "The Nuremburg
Watch"
(Vltagraph^Two
parts — D ram a ) .
ie~Scarlet
Runner,
No. 3, "The Masked
Ball" (Vltagraph — Two parta — Dr.).
Oct. 23 — Scarlet Runner.
No. 4, "The
Hidden
Prince"
(Vltagraph — Two
parts —
Drama).

of Musty
Suffer
Series
Aug. 16 — The No,Mishaps
2, No. 9 (Comedy).
— Drama).
21 — Gloria's
Romance, No. 14 (Two parts
Aug.
23 — The Mishaps
of Musty
Suffer
Series
No. 2, No. 10 (Comedy).
Aug.
28 — Gloria's Romance. No. 15, "The Murderer at Bay"
(Two parts — Dr.).
4 — Gloria's Romance
(No 16. "A Modern
Pirate" — Two parts — Drama).
Sept. 11 — Gloria's Romance No. 17, "The Telltale Envelope" (Two paits — Dr.),
Sept.
18 — Gloria's Romance.
No. 18, "The
Bitter Truth" (Two parts — Drama).
Sept. 25 — Gloria's Romance,
No. 19, "Her Vow
Pulfllled"
(Two
parts — Drama).
Sept,

Oct.

States Right Features

Oct.

Oct. 30 — Scarlet Runner, No. 5, "The Jacobean
House"
Vltagraph — Two
parts —
Drama).
OEOROB
KLEINE.
July 2S — The Mishaps of Musty Sutler, Serlei 2.
No. 6. "Strictly Private" (Comedy).
Joly 31 — Gloria's Romance, No. 11, "The Fugitive Witness" (Two parts — Drama).
Aug. 2 — The Mishaps of Musty Suffer Series 2.
No. 7 (Comedy).
Aog. 7 — Gloria'? Romance, No. 12, "Her Fighting Spirit" (Two parts — Drama).
Aug. & — The Mishaps of Musty Suffer Series 2.
No. 8 (Comedy).
Aug. 14 — Gloria's Romance. No. 13, "A Midnight
Riot" fTwo oart« — Drama).

What

CALIFORNIA
UOTION
PICTtJRl
COmF
Nov. — TheDramm),
Woman
Who
Dared
(Seven
parts —
SAMUEL

(JDMMIN9.

July — Germany's
Battles
at
parts— Topical).

Verdun

(Four

EXCLUSIVE
FEATURES.
INC.
July— Where Is My Father? (Seven parts — Dr.).
FLORIDA
FEATURE
FILMS.
August — The Human
Orchid
(Five parts — Dr.).
GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO.
Sept. — Pages from Her Life (Five parts — Dr.).
KEMBLE
FILM
CORPORATION.
Aueu9t — America
Preparing
(Ten otrts" — Top )

Is More

B. 8. MOSS MOTION PICTURB CORFOKATIMI.
August — In the Hands of the Law (Drama).
MONARCH— Drama).
PHOTO-PLATC CO., INC.
October — Common
Sense
BracKett
(Six parts
PIEDMONT

FILM

CO.

June— The Mirror of Life (Five parti — Drsaa).
L. E. RUBEL & H. A. FARGO.
July — Uncle Sam Awake (Seven parts — Top.).
SI(?NET FILMS.
July— The Jockey of Death (Drama).
SHEmMAN
ELLIOTT,
INC.
October. — The Crisis (Selig— Drama).
SUPERIOR
FILMS
CO.
Sept.— The Faucet
(Drama).
THE NATIONAL
DRAMA
CORPORATIOM.
June — TheDrama).
Fall of a Nation
(Thirteen parts —
UNITY
Sept. IS — The

SALES
CORPORATION.
Yellow
Menace
(Episode
No. 3,
"The
Poisonous
Tarantula — Two
parts — Drama).
Sept. — The Lottery
Man
(Comstock — Drama).
Sept. — Torpedoed
by Cupid (Eagle — Two parts^
Comedy).
Sept. 25 — The Yellow Menace, No. 4, "The Plot
of a Demon"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct.
2 — The
Yellow
Menace,
No.
5, "The
Haunted House" (Two parts — Dr.).
Oct.
9 — Yellow
Menace.
No. 6, "The
Torture
Chamber"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 16 — The Yellow Menace, No. 7, "Drops of
Blood"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 2.H— The Yellow Menace. No. 8. "The Time
Clock"
(Two parts — Drama).

Important

to YOU

than an uninterrupted performance.
Think what a failure in j'our electrical apparatus
would cost. Consider the effect on your patrons,
the loss in time, which means money, the repairs
on the apparatus.
Would you be willing to pay a little more for
absolutely dependable guaranteed apparatus?

Tlie^Sa2iiia*SS
ConYcrtcr
is eternally dependable.
It was specially designed

and built for projection service and is

iner^Ouali^
USainer.
apparatus, and guaranteed.
It is built to handle one, two and three arcs and
to run on single-phase or polyphase currents.
Let us send vou Bulletin 10923.

Saixtt I/oiiis. Missouri
Tl^aTi<>iJ\1p<^'c^MaTiiifa<3iii^'iiSG)mpaiiy

THE
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IN MACHINES

Twenty-two machines slightly used, first class
condition, Simplex, Power's 6A's, Power's 6's,
Edison B's, and Edison D's, low prices, quick
sales.
CHAS. A. CALEHUFF, 1301 Race Street, Phiyelphia

AANADA
1
■

MOVIE
MARKET

Only One Paper Reaches It Every Week
Write for Rates

^^^

lOe RICHMOND

ETIIM
TORONTO

ST. W.

Projection

Engineer

Is your screen
result unsatisfactory ?
Is your projection current costing too much?
Are you planning a new theatre?
Are you contemplating the purchase of new Equipment?
Theatre plans examined and suggestions made as to
operating room location. Operating rooms planned,
etc., etc. Will personally visit theatres in New York
City or within 300 miles thereof.
Fees moderate.

(k^n°oV^Jm)
F. H. RICHARDSONYork (k"^"oV^1-m)
Room
1434, 22 E. 17lh St., New
City

MOTION

PICTURE

Ornamental
Theatres
PLASTER RELIEF DECORATIONS
Theatre*

Designed

Sand for our ISlf catalog. It contains forty
beautiful full-page illustrations— some in colon
— of theatres we have designed and decorated.
It shows several styles of ticket booths, lightinj
fixtures and ornaments : it will give you many
valuable ideas for decorating your new theatre
or improving the looks of your present one.
Sand

us

Sizes

of

By J. H. HALLBERG

THIS WORK

COVERS

ELECTRICITY
ELECTRIC
SERVICE
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
PRACTICAL
SUGGESTIONS
REFERENCE

TABLES,

ETC.

An up-to-date treatment of Moving Picture Theater
Electric Installation and Projection, by a practical,
experienced, electrical expert.
Illuatrated and Subitantially Bound. 280 Pagei.
$2.50 per Copy.
Pottage Paid.

MOVING
PICTURE
17 Madison Avenue

WORLD
New York

Thaatra

for

THE DECORATORS
Archer Avenue and

ELECTRICITY

Everywhere

Lao

Special

Daaigaa

SUPPLY CO.

Street, CHICAGO,

ILL.

P

I
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SCENIC and EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Writ*
for dsscriptiT*
catalogii*
coataiaias
•abjacta from all part* of tha world.

GREAT NORTHERN

GOLD

ARE

BEST
APE

c^.^

NO RENTALS

COLD

FILM CO.'^U*y.*S:N%.
%£^

Perfect

Developing

Negatives Developed . Ic ft.
Positive Printing . . . 4c ft.

and

5c

Cu-da Free

Printing

any
lan^uaxe
complete
per

October 14, 1916

WORLD

^:.^

'

^^^°*rT«uL
KING
SCREENS

KING

SCREEN

CO.,ALTUS,OKLA.

Peace Pictures
BuatUaUr Caland

foot Fre«
Tinting

AIM

Sitlifnlln ttnitttti ij »r SUmi rurs' equletia s^ilal trlM •■ quilili mitn
GUNBY BROS., Inc., 145 We.t 45th Street, New York City

Enropean
War
Pictvraa
(Notral)
Illnatrated Pocmt
Ob obt ewa caaatry.

IL TIRSO

AL CtNEMATOGRAFO

Tha moit
important
Film JoamaJ
ia Italy.
Published every Monday at Rome. Excellent itaC,
•pecial bureau of information. Correspondents in all
parts of the world. Yearly subscription for foreian
countries : $3.00.
Bntiaaai Office;
Via Jal Tritona ItS, Roma, Italy

1,000 Photos

Theatre

LOUISE

AccMtpaalxl kr VIoUaUI. PUaUt. OFeratar,
t«Ta.
Theatre*.
Ljrceu^ ea4 dabs,
out of vt*.,
towa. for llaele
for deaiya.

M.

MARION

445 W. 23rd
Street, Nev Y*rk
Phoae ION Ckelna

Music Roll PRICES SMASH

MOVIE STAR PHOTOS!
The Biggest Hit Yet With

Terms
Mj Oaerate .

Moving-picture
theatre managers cut 55c. to 60e.
fon the dollar from their expense for playcr-piano
music; get quicker delivery; choose from wider
selection (over 2500 titles in classic, standard,

Patrons

$2.25

These Photo Portraits are eagerly appreciated by
patrons of up-to-date theatres all over the country.
Something new and artistic, which gives you the kind
of advertising you have been looking for. They reach
the home and are read by the entire family.
Plenty of Room on Reverse Side for Full Weekly
Program

popular pieces).
Already nearly 200 managers buy exclusively direct
from us. Arrangement of our rolls celebrated;
every one is full-score {no excerpts). Materials
are highest quality, and exceptionally durable.

Displaces the old-fashioned house program, yet costs
no more. Use a different star each week. Send for
samples and list of stars.

Shows how to get truly desirable (88-note only) pUrermusic at genuine bargain prices. Dellrery prepaid on $2
orders.
SatlBfactlon guaranteed.
Write TODAY.

Theatrical
28 Montcahn

104-Page Catalog FREE
B. F. Consumers

Advertising Co.

West

Station H.

Detroit, Michigan

Supply Co.
BUFFALO,

N. Y.

®IE=ifcllML
A monthly publication, printed in
Spanish and devoted exclusively to the
interests of the moving picture industry throughout South America and
Spanish-speaking countries.

AT ORE than 5,000 exhibitors and film buyers
in Latin America receive our pubHcation
monthly. Is it possible that you are not interested
in this new market?
ADVERTISING

RATES:

$50 A PAGE

CINE-MUNDIAL
17 Madison Avenue

New York

THE
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Opera

Chairs

Remember

We

Have

50,000 CHAIRS
d

CAST
IRON
Opera Chairs

immetliate •hipment
on maoT itTlei: S«c
<)od Hand chain:
out-of-door ■eating ,
^end meaiurementa
lor FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention thii
pAper.

STEEL

FURNITURE

CO.

'".rand R^pidt. Mich.; New York. 150 Fifth At*.

Are You Tired

Always in Stock

Immediate Service

in six different dosigns in Antique

Other designs of unupholstered and Upholstered Chairs in
unlimited numbers
furnished in 25 to 50

Mahogany and Circasian Walnut finishes, assuring you
of a satisfactory
selection.

days after receipt of
specifications.

of playing waltzes and popular aongt for all
four
Try dramatic
bringingmuiic.
out" The
the
dramatic^iciurea?
icenei with

Orpheum Collection
coDtaini the beat mufic of thii kind publiahed.
I«»ued tn Thr»« S«Tl««t
No. I, No. 2 and No. S.
Piano (24 pagea each), 58 eta. for each leriea^ $1.1S for any two; $1.70 for all three.
Violin, 40 ctt. each; 75 ctt. for any two] $1.05
for all three. 0>r^et, 35 eta. each; 65 eta. any
two; 95 eta. all three. Firat and tecond aerie*
have parta for Cello, Flute, Qarinet, Trombone and Dmmi. Practical for Piaoo alone,
jr in cumbinatioD with any aboTe inatrumentt.
Diacounta on orden for four or more parti.
Send for free lample pages. Not* new adorssa.

General Offices
1010 LyttoQ Bld«
CHICAGO

■ AAEl^W

pliG

FLORAL THEATRE DECORATIONS
A good or bad impression is
always gained by the first
^most
""^FLORA
L DECORATIONS GIVE

CLARENCE E. StNN
lin Grac* Streot
Chicago, m.

ARTISTIC ATMOSPHERE
It produces charm-delights your
Artificial flowers are practically
patrons.
everlasting and need no care —
the effect is the same as natural
ones.
Our expert decorators are at
your service — ready to give you
ideas and estimates.

Tha OrlflBa] and Laadlni Moving Platan
Journal \m Europe

The
Kinematograph
Weekly

Wnte free
for beautifully
colored cmtaloffve —
mailed
to you<

BOTANICAL
riANUFACTURERB

DECORATING
OF

298 W, ADAMS

Street,

London,

AND

ST., CHICAGO,

CO.

PLANTS

ILL.

Electric Plants
E.xtremely light weight and
compact ; 4 H. P., 2 K. W. Outfit
complete, weighs around 500 lbs.
Complete with all equipment —
easy and ready to set up and run.
Throttle Governor, connected
to Schebler Carburetor, assures
clear, bright and steady pictures.

W.

Eng.

United States Bought 66

Get acquainted with the

ERBOGRAPH

FLOWERS

Make Your Own Electricity With Cushman

The Kmematograph Weekly, Ltd.
Tottenham

ARTIFICIAL

We QUot* absoluUly the iovesi frits cirr oferei on reliable goods.

The reliable Trade organ of Great
Britain ; covering the whole of the
British Film market, including the
American imported films. Read
by everyone in the industry. Specialist writers for Finance, Technical Matters, Legal, Musical,
Foreign Trading (correspondents
throughout the world) — and every
section devoted to the Kinematograph. Specimen copy on application to: —

P-11

CDflPM

Sales Offices
in
all Principal
Cities

WAY

of Developing and Printing
ERBOGRAPH
COMPANY
2«3-ll W..t 14«th 5l, N.W York Cily

Cushman Outfits
The Govemment Order after iQspecUon. before sUpmeQt.
The illustration shows 66 Cushman Electric Power Plants ready for shipment,
that were
purchased by the U. S. Government for use at Army Posts and in the field.
938 NORTH 21st STREET
LINCOLN, NEB.

CUSHMAN

MOTOR

WORKS

THE
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RICHARDSON'S
MOTION

PICTURE

HAND andBOOK
OPERATORS

FOR MANAGERS

Published by

THE

M0VIN8 PICTURE WORLD

RICHARDSON'S MOTION PICTURE
HAND BOOK is a carefully prepared guide
to perfect projection.
It is aji invaluable help to every single individual inthe trade who has to do with the
mechanical handling of motion picture film or
the management of a moving picture theatre.
There are over 680 Pages of Text and the
illustrations include detail diagrams of all the
leading makes of projection machines.

PICTURE

WORLD

October 14, 1916

The Projection
Question

is of vital importance to the up-todate Exhibitor.

It Is Answered in Every
Particular by the

LATE MODEL
MOTIOGRAPH

Substantially Bound In Red Cloth $4.00

Sent Postpaid on Receipt of Price by

MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 17 Madison Ave., New York City
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 917 Schlllei BIdg., Chiuge, III
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 305 Haas Bldg., Les Angeles, Cal.

WHY?
SHOULD YOU IMPROVE
YOUR THEATRE

$250.00
for
Hiuid-driven

for
$285.00
Motor-driven

and Neglect the Projection

Speer Carbons
DO THE

SPEER

WORK

CARBON
DEPT.

"W"

St. Mary's,

CO.

Pa.

For Sale by Leading Motion Picture Supply Dealers,
Including the Followring
J. H. HALLBERG
- - - 727 7th Ave.. New Vork, N.Y.
KLEINE OPTICAL CO. - - 166 N. State St., Chicago. 111.
SOUTHERN'
EQUIPMENT
CO., Street. Dallas, Tex.
74 MariettaTHEATRE
St.. Atlanta.
Ga.
ISlo Main
E. E FULTON CO.. 154 W. Lake St.. Chicago. 111.
KANSAS CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO.
813 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.
G. A. METC.\LFE
- 117 Golden Gate Ave.. San Francisco, Cal.

The Late Model Motiograph
Represents the Essence of
Simplicity, Strength
and Durability
Priced for the Conservative
Buyer

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL
MFG. CO.
574 West Randolph St., CHICAGO, ILL.
Western Office:
833 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

October 14, 1910
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FREE We Will Send FREE
with every order received within thirty days of the date of this pubh-

cation a fifty page

Book Every Camera Man Needs
in order to properly and accurately iden-

tify each scene, keep track of exposures and avoid annoying and expensive scene "mix-ups."

One of these books will be delivered
with every order for raw stock, developing or printing
we ship within the next thirty days.

Afterwards, or now, we will sell these
books for 15c per copy, 75c for six copies, $1.25 for one
dozen copies — postage prepaid.

Incidentally, why don't you send today

for description of our magnificent new laboratory-studio,

and quotation on

Perfect Developing and Printing
^iiiM
^^^^^^^^
There are reasons —
Come and see them.

Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
1331 Diversey Parkway
Chicago, U. S. A.
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'IHE

'SIXTEEN

MOVING

PICTURE

YEARS

OF KNOWING

HOW"

INTERESTED

You ARE

WHEN
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IN LONG DISTANCE
PROJECTION
OF MOTION
PICTURES
THINK OF THE RECORD MADE BY

POWER'S

CAMERAGRAPH

AT MADISON

300

FOOT

NICHOLAS
NINETY

GOLD

SQUARE

NEW

YORK

THROW

GARDEN

CITY

34

POWER
STREET

FOOT

PICTURE

COMPANY
NEW

YORK

CITY

Price 15 Cents

October 21. 1916

Vol. 30. No. 3
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Do
n'
t
Ex
pe
ri
me
nt
,
Mr. Producer
Don't endanger the success of a costly production
by putting your developing and printing into untried hands.
When you send your negatives to the Thanhouser
Laboratories you are taking no chances.
You KNOW that Thanhouser developing and
printing is of the highest quality. You have seen
Thanhouser plays, you have admired Thanhouser
photography.
A Thanhouser print is a perfect print. You know
that.
The Thanhouser Laboratories are now
handle your work.

ready to

The same experts who develop and print Thanhouser negatives are at your command. The same
laboratory facilities are open to you.
Why not be SURE that your prints will be as good
as Thanhouser's?

Thanhouser Film Corporation
EDWIN

New

THANHOUSER,

Rochelle, N. Y.

President

Jacksonville, Fla.

October 21, 1916
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The Year's Greatest

Frolic
Laughter
FIRST
Essanay-Chaplin
Revue of 1916

Especially arranged by Essanay from the
Essanay-Chaplin comedy successes "THE
TRAMP," "HIS NEW JOB," "A NIGHT
OUT."

INFRINGERS

BEWARE!

All Essanay-Chaplin comedies are copyrighted
in the Library of Congress and infringers will
be prosecuted
to the full extent of the law.

Released October Zlst
All new special paper and advertising material
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*^HE overwhelming" popularity
)'■ I "»^ of the Universal Animated
-*■ /j Weekly
is based
on
its
"^ world-wide
reputation
for
"First on the Screen with the World's
Best News."
Thousands of Exhibitors have clamored
for the Universal Animated Weekly because they knew its box office value. Thousands have been disappointed because, until
recently, the Universal Animated Weekly
has been available only to those wise Exhibitors who show the Universal Program
in its entirety.
NOW — in response to this insistent and
persistent demand, the Universal Animated
Weekly is placed before Exhibitors under a
new sales plan — that makes it available for
booking by any Exhibitor, large or small,
whether he is showing the Universal Program in whole, or in part, or not at all.
Write today for particulars. The Universal
Anitpated Weekly will get the business on your
dullest day. As a money-getter it is absolutely
unparalleled. You should be showing it in your
theatre now. Write today for full booking particulars to the UNIVERS.'^L ANIMATED
WEEKLY, 1600 Broadway, New York.

PICTURE

WORLD

October 21, 1916

J^OU need the Universal Pro)"^Z 4 gram to insure steady and
__ Ik profitable business. Fea^ tures come and features go,
but the one profitable standby — the
one proven successful show — is the
mighty Universal Program, that has
pointed the way to success for thousands of Exhibitors.
If you are struggling to pay your
rentals; trying to make money on features ;w^ondering" why the people will
not come in to your show oftener than
once a week— BOOK THE UNIVERSAL PROGRAM.
It gives every man, woman and child in
your community the sort of entertainment
they are willing to pay money to see ; it is
varied; it is the only scientifically balanced
program on earth ; there is melodrama, comedy, western pictures, heart interest dramas,
emotional plays — pictures that entertain and
that bring the people not once a week — but
two or three times a week. There is the
great Universal Animated Weekly — there
are wonderful educational pictures, juveniles, and spectacular productions ; something to interest everyone and bring them
back time after time — all the time.
You will find the Universal Program the most
profitable show you can put on. You don't have
to guess about it. Every statement can be proved.
Write any one of the 50 Universal Exchanges for
full particulars and proof, or write direct to the
home office, UNIVERSAL FILM MANUFACTURING CO., Carl Laemmle, Pres., "The Largest
Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe,"
1600 Broadway, New York.

October 21, 1916

TlliC

State
Rights

MO\IX(".
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NOW

^^selling on

Z'^.

The Play that astonished New York City — The Play with
the most powerful moral preachment ever presented on the
screen — The Play that lifts the curtains of Society's glass
houses— A dignified production endorsed by Press and
Clergy, approved and applauded by thousands who have
seen it.

Produced

by

Lois Weber 4 Phillips Smalley
Producers of such big film successes as "Where Are My Children ?"
"Jewel," "Scandal," "Hypocrites" and many others. Choice State Right
territory now open. Quick action necessary. Wire, write or telephone
for information as to prices, terms, etc., or call on the STATE RIGHTS
DEPARTMENT of the

UNIVERSAL
FILM MANUFACTURING CO.
CARL

1600

LAEMMLE,

President

"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the LTniverse"

BROADWAY

NEW

YORK
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Red Feather
Photo Plays
Present

ThelSLE
of LIFE"
with

ROBERTA WILSON
FRANK
WHILSON
AND

.^

HAYWARD

MACK

From the Popular Novel by
STEPHEN
F. WHITMAN
Directed

BURTON

by

GEORGE

Book through any
UNIVERSAL

EXCHANGE

RED
FEATHEf^
PHOTOPLAYX

WORLD
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^OVEMBER

I

Ast/ieJ\erease

fT

J)aieJor

LESS THAN THE DOST
THE FIQ/T JUPEI210P
MADt
BY HER OWN

HM\/i-

YM"

PPODUCTIOInT
COMPANV^

DUU!^tU

.' ! ^

,TT

EFFORT ON THE PART OF MARCUS LOW. F.F.PDOaOI? audXILLIIM FOX
TO PROCURE THE M9T FEATURED FOP THEIR MILLIONS OF PATRONS. MEANT
THEIR CONTINUED SUCCESS— THEREFORE. MrfHEN THREE SHOWMEN LIKE THESE,
SIMUITAHEOUSLV AND UNANIMOUSLY BOOICTOR.THEIR THEATRES;

•T

>^t;

WITH
h»v

li.1

KATHRYN BROWNE DECK|II^
CLARA WHIpPL
^

PRODUCED BY THE TPIUMPH FILM C(JRP. UNDER I. ,
DIPECTION OF JULIUS STKfl^^^^tsfei^tPM -A. ^ninFtiC

^

' THEN WE HAVE SAID Alt THERE IS TO SAY Vt
^^

BO6K.ING- ARRANGEMENTS FOR N.Y.Cr Y, N.Y.STAtE,NEW JERSEY,
AND EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA CAN BE MADE IMMEDIATELT. |

HERALD
126 W. 46th.St. N.Y.C.

FILMll CORii

^^° RosENGARXEr I , PRE5.| d

pHONf 6681 dm
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A Superseries of Se^^en
FivG^Reel Feature Plays
the first

M^CLURE
M'^Clure Bmldina

M^CLURE

PICTURES
PICTURES

New York City
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LADIES'

TTCOMPSON
BURNSNEALE BAR
EDDI
RY- BET
DAVE MORfllS

Direction OF al.e. cmristie

OP[N NARKLTrELEASE rOR 0CT0BER25^
The RarestTming in Pictures is a Good Comedy
-ONE THAT IS NOT A FILLER.' BUT A BoX OfFICE PRODUCER..

Chi^istie Comedies seta high mar.kin clean
wholesome fun -not slapstick but funny.
The Open Market policy means Fr.eedom for the
Exhibitor.. Also, we positively must make good
comedies, the kind you ar.e glad to get.
1 each week r.eleased thrx-ough foremost
Indepent Exchanges of United States and
Canada.
Wr,ite or. wir.e.

Christie Fittn (b.

HEAD OPFICE AND STUDIOSSUNSET BLVD. AT OOWEIiST
LOS ANCiEl_ES.CALlFOR.NIA

^^M

^-^ 5

%

■P.

DiRE^H^D BY ^wiI/I/Iam: tvopIHinc^qn:

. ^%,

you Benefiting by the power of BLUEBIRD advertising, reaching nearly 10,000,000 people every Tveek in the Saturday tivenuig
Post?
Look around you in the industry and see if any Producer is doing
what BLUEBIRD is doing? Not only that BLUEBIRDS have
heen acknowledged and acclaimed the most artistic screen producion of the
day, providing the finest entertainment for millions of people every -week,
hut we are telling nearly ten million people the BLUEBIRD Policy
each week in the Saturday Evening Post. i hus we offer to Exhibitors,
the two compelling forces that make for success. 1 he supreme in picture
productions plus the largest advertising campaign in the history of the
industry.
TKe exhibition oi BLUEBIRD Photoplays means huilding (or permanence
foundation
of quality.
Foresightcd Exhibitors have already signed up for BLUEBIRDS.
Have you?
Book thru your local BLUEBIRD
Exchange or communicate direct with

BLUEBIRD
1600 BROADWAY

PHOTOPLAYS,

on the solid

(Inc.)
NEW

YORK

One solid week IN THE
famous boston theatre!
Jnis40OOseat

Mouse lias given,

THE SHIELDING' SHADOW
cm. utwrecedented hooking because
the Management recognixes in. this
Serial an. extraordinary drawings
power! Jou too, should Ifodk it3r
a week,2/^.JEx:\ibitor!

J>roduced lyyJlstra

under the direction, of
Jjouisj. Gasnier ancL
T)onaldMaturing
J^^Lackenxie

Grace Darmond,
I^Jphl^llard
andleonBary

RATHE

UhtRe
VS.

presents

tn me five-part

Sold J^osterPlmo

(Pruderwe
tfieJHrate
^ plar t/iat c/iarmstlxat tatiesyvu bac/ito t/ie rare old days
w/ien, iJie fieart xvas
youtxg and. b'^ a hip

Sis-good as

J^deased Oct 2
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iKfilfffrsrirra

1
ng: a Hg Kit !"
maki
'^H^I^S^^eybutigstomt fOJ Hippocbvme

Everybody knows ike Wungstown
Hippodrome. Jheyknow aood
pictures wken tfwy see them.
Jiead what t%ey say oftke

|

—

IJ

EQUN
comedies:
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TRIANGLE
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF OCTOBER 15

SIR HERBERT

TREE

in

"The Old Folks at Home"
Triangle Fine Arts

Now you are offered the opportunity of presenting to your patrons that famous English actor, Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree, who
without a doubt is the greatest stage star to appear on the screen.
Knighted in England for his distinguished services to the drama,
Sir Herbert has a world-wide reputation.
For years your patrons have heard of him, and now that they
have an opportuni^ to see him in a Triangle Play few will miss
the opportunity.
Andis this
just an
picture. emotional
It's a strong,
vital — play
that
builtisn't
around
one ordinary
of the biggest
elements
the
love of parents for their children. It touches the heart strings of
everyone — parents and children alike. Written by the well-known
American author, Rupert Hughes, the picture gives this prominent
actor every opportunity to display his great ability.
There is no question but that this picture will be one of your
biggest pullers.

W. S. HART

in

"The Return of 'Draw' Egan"
Triangle-Kay Bee

The value of W. S. Hart as a money getter needs no emphasis
to the exhibitor. Past e^tperience has proved that no star is more
popiUar than this great screen actor. His personality seems to
reach right down and "get" everyone, man, woman or child. They
can't seem to help loving him even in his "bad-man" oarts.
And that's the kind of a part he has in "The Return of Draw
Egan," a speedy, breezy, western drama in which Hart takes the
part of a sheriff quick on the "draw," always vrith a chip on his
shoulder and ready to fight at a moment's notice — until the littlest
girl captures him for her very own. It's a typical Hart play, just
full of that stirring action the pubUc loves.
We don't have to tell you how this picture will be accepted.
Two more.

iMliMi

Keystone
Comedies
And funnier than ever.

iJli'llJ'llllilljIjIillllli'iUJIIlll'H'lJiil
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Do
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Man

Every

I'ICTURE

Loves Bill(w.s.)Harl

And when it is known that he is going to appear at your
theatre in his latest Triangle Play

"The Return of 'Draw' Egan"
you won't have to do
coming, but it may
extra performances to
surely want to see this

any coaxing to get the crowds
be necessary for you to run
satisfy the number who will
great Hart Play.

A REMARKABLE PHOTODPAMA
OF INTENSE HEART WTEREJT
VIVIDLY PICTURIZED.

THE AQUISITION
OF THIS FEATURE
WILL MEAN THE 5.P.a
SIGN FOP YOU.
'-^:

FOR

FURTHECi

INFORMATION

APPLY

Diiec!o
126 WEST -46- ST. NYC

nathan

wirsh, PCEry-.

TEL. 9037

BRYANT.
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lAyrJuC>0'^i/y\y^
THE STAMDARD
PROJUCTIOM.

OF FILM

THE QUALITY SERVICE
of one tv three reel
features
.
. .
WILL FILL THEATRES
because: - .
.

.

THEY FEATURE POPULAR
STARS.
EACH SUB.TECT IS HAND
PICKED.

HERE IS THE PROOF -

THE JRAVJ^S ARE DRAMAS,
The 7''es terns have the
viyid sweep of masterpieces; The comedies,
real screams of the
screen. ...
.

TC-ETJTY -OME REELS A
WEEK.
DRAWAS - COJtEDIESV/ES TERNS .
TWEOTY - EIGHT BRANCH
OFFICES.
. .
EACH EAGERLY AT YOUR
SERVICE.
.
. .
UEICORJI FILM SERVICE
CORPORATION

126
New

West
York

46th Street
Citv.

Ask
332
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the theatre
that runs it.

Greatest Box Office Success
in th.e History of the Screen
MAURICE
COSIELli
Masier

CKajrmin^

Nri-

ETHEL
.GRANDIN

/

Jkreciedby

IHayes Hunler

Mysierjc

hoducedbyihe ErbographCo.
Presented by

CONSOLIDATED
FILM CORP^
OE.<:OBBEL,Pre-s.

Sxai:

LuoivK: c a enB, Trsas

14: ft 2, Broadway

'ovelizedhy

SILeri PaysonTerhiine

BOOKINTG NOW
OvERlAIMD^
6CYLlN06R-iqi7 MODEL
TOtRIMGCARSl
1 CASH VALUE *Q15 EACH ,
TO MOTION4 pfcnjRe
THEATRE
PATRONS

AX

METRO
EXCHANGES

OcioIht 21, l^'If.

Till'.

M()\'IMr,

PICTURE

WORLD

"THE
WM.

N. SELIG'S

By WINSTON
CHURCHILL

CRISIS"

Read what the critics say:

McQuade of M. P. World — "A great production. A lasting monument to the motion picture art."
Smaney, Dramatic Mirror — "An epoch in motion pictures is estabhshed by 'The Crisis.' The greatest heart interest story ever
produced."
Eltonhead, M. P. News — "A Wonderful picture; direction and
photography flawless."
Adam Shirk, Morning Telegraph — ^"An accurate and highly artistic rendering of Churchill's novel that will prove a powerful attraction wherever shown."
Milligan, Billboard — "Selig has produced a picture on a par with
the greatest that have preceded it."
Kennedy, Motography — "One of the few pictures made for all
time. Of broad and powerful appeal. 'The Crisis' achieves true
greatness."
Rath, Motion Picture Mail — "We could fill up a page of laudatory comments on 'The Crisis.' "
Wid — "This production is big, impressive and beautifully produced."
Beecroft, Exhibitors' Herald — "This masterpiece will undoubtedly make the hit of the season."

All proclaim it a perfect picturization of

Americ
a's Greatest American Story
For state rights communicate with
SHERMAN -ELLIOTT, Inc.
Suite 1702

220 West 42nd Street,

New York City
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EVERY COMEDY A FEATURE

PEREZ

(TWEEDLEDUM
"The Scream of the Screen"
IN

TWEEDLEDUM
NEXT
A SCRAMBLED

COMEDIES

RELEASE

HONEYMOON,

2 reels October 16th

Followed by
SOME

HERO

TWEEDLEDUM'S
PRODUCED

BUSY

1 reel

October 23rcl

NIGH'r2 reels October 30th
BILLY DUNN

BY

EAGLE FILM COMPANY,

Supervising Director

Jacksonville, Fla.

Exclusively distributed by

729 7thAVE.,NEW YORK

RELEASED
ON THE

METRO

PROGRAJM
OCIOBER23.

B. A. ROL
preserkjts

LIONEL
BARRYMORE
supporied by^

GMCE vmmm
The BRAND of
COWMDICE
ROLFE

Produced

by

PHOTOPLAYS,

Inc.

oASAci MEIROwondcrplay
of poTvei', wrilienbyCliailes
Maigne arvd directed. l>y^
JohiiWlVohle

WITH

FRANCIS X BUSHMAN
BEVEILLY BAYNE
THE

GliEATEST PICTUI(E
OF THE
VEAH^

NOW

BOOKING

AT ALL

METK^O
EXCHANGES

V/

K](S[l'SUCCESS
loDSPECTACLE
™(o)MS\§KPHOTO

STUPENDOUS

(OOWDdOS^UD®

Ik.

"J ."tuON DOtLAtt PHOTO

SOECTAcI^

THE MASTEH PRODUCflON OF AIL TIME
AND THE
SAFEST PROPOSllVN
EVER OFFERED IN THE
MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS

ALL INQUIRIES
OF STATE RIGHT BUYERS —
AND EXHIBITORS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

EXECUTIVE J-OFFICES;
TIMES
NEW YORK, N:t
Parker. Read
Jr.., 5LD*G,
ceneqai manager.

MinittLNEWi
M

THE MUTUAL
CORPORATION.
EXCHANGES
ke Huhi68al'
iq OivFILMlivT
> Goii
OCTOBER

21, 1916
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Demand for Varied
Programs Answered
In Mutual Libraries
THE problem of presenting a varied
program is an extremely vital one to
the exhibitor. The trend of the day is toward an evenly balanced program — one
in which there is just the right proportion of smiles and tears. No theatre can
be successful which presents nothing but
comedies every day. And on the other
hand theatre patrons soon become satiated with too much drama. The novelty
tilm Is always a welcome olTering. The
exhibitor who studies his patrons carefully, who seeks to cater to their likes
and avoids the sort of pictures they dilike. who searches the market and books
the productions that will enable him to
vary his program, is the successful exhibitor. He knows the time spent in
carefully selecting his program means
money in his pocket, success for his
theatre and satisfaction on the part of
his patrons.
Vast Mutual Libraries.
Mutual exchanges are vast libraries
from which the exhibitor can pick and
choose. He can find, at any of the sixtyeight Mutual exchanges, vast stocks of
dramas. He can find comedies of any
length or style. He can discover novelties that will please his patrons. If it's
powerful drama that he seeks, a shelf-full
of William Russell Mutual Star Productions greets his eye. If he wants stories
of Big Business and daring feats, the
Helen Holmes Series will satisfy his
wants. If he yearns for slap-stick coraed.v, surely he can be satisfied with a
long list of Chaplin-Mutual Specials. A
still different variety of pictures is his
for the asking in the Kolb and Dill Series
of Mutual Star Production.s. As for the
novelties — a glance over any of the Mutual Weeklies, the various issues of Reel
Life or the "Seeing America First" and
"Kartoon Komics'* will prove a solution
to his problem. Mary Miles Minter and
Richard Bennett Mutual Star Productions have set an absolutely new standard in the way of nniltiple reel features.
Florence Turner pictures are pop\ilar
everywhere — Mutual has quantities of
them in .stock. Margarita Fischer and
Harry Pollard have long been famous for
their unusual offerings — a long series of
films starring Margarita Fi.schcr, is
soon to be released by Mutual. It will
pa.v any exhibitor to drop into his nearest
Mutual exchange and look over the vast
supply of unusual features that make up
the Mutual libraries.

Kolb and Dill Seen
In Another Mutual
Star Production

illMIIIIIIIIIIill!IIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllI!lllllll!lllllllIIIIIIH^^^^

The Week's Releases

Mutual Star Production.
Brand.
Title.
Reels.
Leads.
American,
Bluff
6
Kolb & Dill
Mutual Masterpicture.
American, The V«»ice of Love
5
^
Greenwood & Coxen

=
^

I
Monday, Oct. 16th.
g
Reels.
m American, The Franchise
2
B
Tuesday, Oct. 17th.
P Mutual. The Law of
Edwin August
B
Nature
2
I
Wednesday, Oct. 18th.
g Mutual. Mutual Weekly
No. 94
1
M Gaumont.
See America
First and
m
Cartoon Komics
1

|
H
=
g
M
g
|
g
p
M

g
Thursday, Oct. 19th.
p Gaumont, Looking Westward
2
1
Friday, Oct. 20th.
B Cub, He Wouldn't Tip
1
=
Saturday, Oct. 21st.
g Cub, That Doggone Baby
1
^ Cub, The Deacon's Widow
1
I
Sunday, Oct. 22d.
% Vogue, Her Painted
Paddy McQuire
^
Pedigree
2
^ Gaumont, Keel Life
1

g
M
|
H
B
=
=
9
J
^
^
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Big Announcements Coming
President ,Iohn R. Freuier of the Mutual Film Corporation expects in the near
future to make some announcements of
the utmost importance to every exhibitor
in the United States. They will relate
to the signing of some new stars — players
whose names are known wherever films
are shown. President Freuier is thus
proving his intention to carry out the
policy inaugurated when Mutual Star
Productions were first announced.

«|>LITFF"
the Mutual
title of Star
the Producnewest
D Kolb andis Dill
It is five
length. 10.
It is The
''eleased tion.the
weekreels
of inOctober
two stars are better than ever before, iQ
the opinion of all who have seen the picture. They appear again as Louie md
Mike, the two cliaraclers that are now
known to the public everywhere. Louie
is the Janitor of a thirty-two story New
York .sky-scraper. Mike is proprietor of
a confectionery store in a small town.
Louie thinks he has discnvered a formula
for making gold. Mike becomes interested in the idea. The two form a pjirtnership with the tissistance of Harold
Wjiinwriglit, a young millionaire. Sheer
bluff helps them to hoddwink a rich
broker of Wall Street into buying the
formula. The formula instead of making gold creates another valuable product. After many complications, Mike,
Louie and
Hanild all
"make good" and
become
exceedingl.v
wealthy.
"Bluff," alone, is a feature attraction
second to none. Combined with the other
Kiiib and Dill Mutual .Star Productions
it is a link in a long chain of successes.
Tlie entire Kolb and Dill Series can now
be booked at any of the sixt.v-eight Mutual Film Exchanges.
Charlie Chaplin's latest Mutual Special
Feature. "The Pawnshop," has established new records for success. Exhibitors can secure bookings on this and
the
previous
Chaplin-Mutual films at any
Mutual
Exchange.

"Voice of Love" Features Greenwood
and Coxen in Most Unusual Story
The intimate home life and love entanglements of a woman fortune teller, or
astrologist, serve as the theme for this
week's Mutual Masterpicture, It is entitled "The Voice of Love." It features
Winnifred Greenwood and Edward Coxen. It is five reels in length. Each reel
is crammed with action. Each reel is
filled with surprises. It is a story that
will fascinate and delight.
Winnifred Greenwood appears as a
widow who believes she has accidentl.v
killed her husband. To support herself
she tells the fortunes of the wealthy,
posing !is an astrologer. To her comes
a young tnan of wealth with whom she
falls in love. Later, in New York, the
young man attends a Belgian Relief Ba-

ziinr. ITis pnlm is rpjul liy a hoautiful
jrirl with whom he falls in love. The
girl proves to he the daiiL'hter of the
voimin astroloper. Tlie mother learns of
the love affair. But she does not recognize the sirl as htT own daiijihter. To
hokl her lover, the ninther enlists the
serviees of an aeeoinplice. Later she dis<'civ<'rs the n'lvVs identity. The aecomplioe
is exposed as the real sljiyer of the as(roloper's hushand. And then all ends
happily, for the mother accepts the proposal of :i wealthy attorney, and the
driujjhter
weds the man she has learned
to love.
Bookings for this Mutual Masterpicture are now being made at all Mutual
exchanges.

MUTUAL NEW/
(i

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY INC/H-zm/f
fh C^ehraieJ )^iudevilleHe»4lineff

KOLB S DILL
IN

,^

"B L U F F"
AHumarv-lniereji: Drama
In FiveAckThirdofa ^rier
of Mutual StarPk-oductionf
F?aturm^ Kolb and Dill. .
KOLB & DILL FEATURED
NowPlai/irig':
Y**
A MILLION FOR. MAR
PALS"-*BLUFP**
EE
THR
Co^/>7f KOLB S DILL />u

E/*'*
"A PECK O' PICKL
"BUTTIM*IN
DERVEXT**
**DECENT deuce;**
Ea.ck of These KilbanlDiR
Feaiw:esismEveAdts3ook
Tlie EntineSexiosAiAzuf
MUTDAI, SXCHAJSTGE

Mll^AL ikfim

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC/^/r/^/i^/-

AMutuilMaskipidureln. Bi^eAcif

THE VOICE
OF LOVE
WINIFRED GREENWOOD
AND EDWARD COXEN*
A Remarkably ftroria
Society Dramik InWkich
ADoMble Homa^ivce
IfReVealed.

"

-

TKe Exterior fcenef In
Tkif Produchioiv Are
UrvvMally Piclurefque.
Directed By Rea Berber.

Mafed IlxeWeekOf
Odie^.Bookh^lNoW

L^-.

■V. y«— ■-!:

T

j^jUOB^j^MLmi^lliS^.

MUTUAL

FILM CORPORATION

A^^ounc^r

Hke Initwiiable Cofnedian

(HARUEOUPUH
THE Mimniop
TKcTiHe Suqqertf fomc Of TKe
Oriqinal Comedy Situations'
Developed IrvTkif Newert^

MUTUAL-CHAPLIN

fixih of a SerieF of MuhiAlGiAp/in SpeciaJ feafurefHide
UnderTheferOm'^PerYear
Contncl.Hoiv Beiivj Booked
At 68Miiivat Exchantjef.
NowPkyin^j: CHARLIE CHAPLIN
7>(^FlO0DV/ALK&R. ONE AH
7>(«FIREMAN 7>(«VAGAB0ND
7>(«C0UNT
nhe PAWN^OP

M\ihjil Excl\hnqef AreThe Ord^
Places' Ift America. Where The
NenesiOtiiplln Fe&l\jref M&\>
Be Booked, Qe }bur Nearesi
Muiud Exch^ncjeATONCE!
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SERIES

MakeWeekly Features of these
Three Gaumont Single Reels
THE

MUTUAL

WEEKLY

News of the World FIRST in Motion Pictures

rvJlyll/
■DT7T7T l^

L/lr
T TtTT?H/

The
Magazine
Film Mutual

Bears the Same Relation to a Magazine that the
Mutual Weekly Bears to a Newspaper

SEE AMERICA

FIRST

Scenic Views of Cities, National Parks, Places of Beauty
and Historic Interest
and

Gaumont's Kartoon Komics
Animated by Harry Palmer

Two

Great Mutual Series

FANTOMAS

On the Screen NOW

5 Thrilling Episodes, Each Complete in 3 Reels

COMING!

THE VAMPIRES

COMING!

Or the Arch Criminals of Paris
9 Sensational Episodes, Each Complete in 3 Reels

^Gatajoot

6aun)0Dt Co*
FLUSHING.

N. Y.

JACKSONVILLE.

FLA.

C:.
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SIGNAL FILM CORPORATION PRESENTS

rAe feai'/ess f//m Sfar

HELEN HOLMEJ
IN A NEW AND SPECTACULAR CHAPTER PLAY

FIFTEEN CHAPTERS.
DIRECTOR JPMCGOWAN

Released Oct. 23 'i

BOOKINOSAT MUM EXCHANGES

Six thouscund Exhibitors requested "a new HELEN
HOLMES

SERIAL,"

following their tremendous' success

with "The Girl and the Game. " In response, vsre announce this new
and spectacular chapter-play — Helen Holmes in "A LASS OF THE
LUMBERLANDS." This new production is in fifteen chapters — a
new feature chapter virill be released each week, beginning Monday— OCTOBER 23RD— thru the^ixty-eight Mutual Exchanges.

EXHIBITORS:

We have made this new chapter-

play SIG for your success. We know that your success means

OUT success. We have made the rental price low — VERY LOW —
because we \vant you to make HIG money.
The price for HELEN
HOLMES in "A LASS OF THE LUMBERLANDS" is within the
reach 'of EVERY exhibitor. Wire, write or visit your nesurest
MUTUAL
EXCHANGE
NOW for prices and dates. Don't miss
this opportunity
for BIG PROFITS!

WIRE.WRITEOR SEE YOUR NEAREST

MUTUAL EXCHANGE

:ATOMC£/

-si*.!

^^rn-

Octolicr 21. 1<)16
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"WITH l>AINrY

JUNE CU>MCE
'WRITTEN BY J^RED^RIC CHAPJN
SCENARIO BY JOKN W. KfiLLfiT TE) —

DIBECTHD BY JOHN C. ADOLP* I

FOIL Finn C9I?I>9I?ATI9N
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BEAUTY IN OyEHAUS
SojnpsJiroi(!S^Jhephoiophu tiied
a liitie orphan, -msoJiAe &e childoF

happily ever afierv^ard. Seeihe

'il

PHOTOPLAY

^yyiipjjjPIJFP
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OF LOVE

^As his offerind' touyard the
ShaJkespearian Tercentenary

T^fesetits

J5

^R^eo^TtJiGt
Jhe sweeiest storu ever told
i s=.
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VA

>^1
J-X

V-

IVttli tbailSenowned Screen Artist

THEDABARA
And anincouiparahle cast,
of mote tlian 1500 persons.

Released on Regular Fax
Program
J ROMBO
JULIET
Directed Ly -<?
J Gordon
Edwdrd$
Scenano

FOX JFUM

hy Adrian Jahn^on.

CORPORATION
J - ■ i

s=
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WILLIAM FOX COMBINES!
A combination has been effected between Fox Film Corporation
and EXHIBITORS who are using Fox Feature Service in the United
States — a combination that insures to you, MR. EXHIBITOR,
protection against the future.
The BIG stars of any film producer are MADE BIG BY THE
EXHIBITORS THEMSELVES. Without the co-operation and
aid of EXHIBITORS, no film star can attain enduring fame.
It is only just and fair to you, MR. EXHIBITOR, that you reap
the financial harvest from that which you have created.
It is eminently unfair to you to take from your Feature Service
any BIG STARS whom you have played through their days of
mediocrity, while they were climbing the ladder of fame.
You, MR. EXHIBITOR, have helped make many such BIG stars
in your feature service. Among them are the BIG stars of Fox
Film Corporation.
William Fox stars are still in your service. They have not been
withdrawn and offered you as specials at a price far in excess of
your service price.
This combination in which you, MR. EXHIBITOR, are a partner,
insures the repayment to you of the money you have expended in
advertising and popularizing thoseByWilliam Fox stars, who today
are your best box office attractions.
Such is the combination that has been effected

WILLIAM FOX
And

FOX FILM CORPORATION

October 21, 1916

INTERNATIONAL
announces

MRS. VERNON
THE

SUPREME

CASTLE

in "P ATRIA"OF

SERIAL— A ROMANCE

Written by LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE

PREPAREDNESS
Produced by WHARTON.

Release date to be announced sooi}

Inc.

INTERNATIONAL
Golden Eagle
Features
^ The International promised that the
Golden Eagle Features would be artistic
productions, satisfactory to the most
discriminating audiences and advantageous to exhibitors.

"JAFFERY"
The First of the Golden Eagle Features
presents

C.

AUBREY

SMITH

and

ELEANOR

WOODRUFF

^ Drcimatized from the popular novel
by William J. Locke and produced for
INTERNATIONAL by the Frohman
Amusement Corp.
^ The unqualified endorsement of Jciffery
by hundreds of exhibitors and hundreds
of thousands of patrons is ample evidence
that the International has kept its promise.

"The Flower of Faith"
The Second of the Golden Eagle Features
with

JANE GREY and FRANK

MILLS

Produced by the Superb Picture* Corp.

^ A powerful picture of early frontier life. Circumstance thrusts together a simple country gir! and a
strong man. Provincial standards misinterpret their
love and rugged frontier justice attempts to avenge the
supposed wrong.
^ An enthralling drama which is bound to prove one
of the best features of the day.
^ Backed by the tremendous publicity which supports allGolden Eagle Features.

INTERNATIONAL

DO

YOU

KNOW

Tliat Beatrice Fairfax offers the best
money-making opportunity of any motionpicture series on the market today?
It has every requirement for success:
Stars Harry Fox and Grace Darling
with added features for each episode
selected from a list which includes
Elaine Hammerstein, Betty Howe, Olive
Thomas Nigel Barrie, Mae Hopkins,
Mary Cranston and Evelyn Farris.
Story — By Beatrice Fairfax from her
daily newspaper experiences.
Direction — Produced under the personal
direction of Leo and Theo. Wharton.
Publicity
quantity.
Beatrice
American

— Unequalled in quality and
Do you know the stories of
Fairfax are published in 46
newspapers every day?

Advertising — Twenty-five big dailies,
including the great chain of Hearst
newspapers, are now carrying big display
ads. for this series.

*^The

Wages

of

Sin"

the latest episode of

BEATRICE

FAIRFAX

4^ Harry Fox, noted comedy star and Grace
Darling, winsome and sympathetic, appear in
their usual roles. Featured with them are
Betty Howe

and Nigel Barrie.

^ This picture is replete with lights and shadows
of life as well as photography.
<| The mysterious third key of the harmless
looking instrument is the avenging agent that
demands full payment of those who have sinned.
^ If you are not booking this splendid series
you are paying the penalty of lost profits.
^ Join the ranks of the favored today.
^ Take advantage of the "unparalleled publicity"
supporting "unexcelled pictures."

Produced by Wharton, Inc., for

INTERNATIONAL

The Fashion
Drama
A motion picture of thrills and
excitement centred around a magnificent fashion display.
Perfect photography, wonderful
mechanical effects, exquisite costumirg and a real story that will hold
ihe attention of men, women and
children.
A one reel novelty of the highestquality; two releases each month.
A splendid fashion show and a
vivid drama featuring
MINETA

TIMAYO,

in

"The Adventures of
Dorothy Dare"
The first release, "It's Never Too
Late," deals with the temptations
of a salesgirl in a big store who
longs for finery that surrounds her.
Written and directed by H. E.
Hancock for the

INTERNATIONAL
(Release

XEW

YORK
CITY
72» 7th Ave.
CHICAGO
iroT So. AVnbash

Ave.

Date

to b?

Announced

4?S Piedmont
BOSTON'
ATLANTA
14« Marietta

AGEXCIES
MIFFALO
39 Erie St.
ALB AX V
6S State
St.

XEW

ORLEANS
315 Carondolette
K.VXSAS
Gloxd
Building

Soon)

EXCHANGES
LOS ANGELES
»12 So. Olive St.
SAX
FRANCISCO
2S0 Golden Gate Ave.

St.

PHILADELPHL*.
l.l.'S.'i Vine St.
AVASHINGTOX
713 lltk St., X. W.

JIIXNEAPOLIS
G06 Produee Evpli. Bld^.
INDIANAPOLIS
Xen' LjTic Theatre Bids.

.s<»4 Penn Ave.
PITTSBI'RGH
ST. I.Ol IS
3313 Olive
St.

DETROIT
71 Griswold St.
LAKE
CITV
131 East. 3nd St., So.

SALT
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SEL7NICK<^PICTURES
JosephPresents
9cbenck

mMiD6E
At the head of her own
producinq
company

miEraa SHE PAID
.^^^^^

in

From the brilliant novel by

DAVID 6I5AHAM

PMILLIPS

UTider the direction of
««»

ALLAN DWAN

1he director who made all those wonderful
Douglas Fairbanks Pictures

^ SOLECITYDISTRIBUTOR
LEWIS J.SELZNICK
NEW
YORK

344
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SELZNICK#PICTURES

(UHHlIlfDie
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
BOSTON
Have endorsed!

The second
Offering
Nearlng is
Completion. I

THE

mmm

IT IS A
Tremendous
oF
Adapbakioit

As The Film
Triumph Of
TheYes^r
This Superb |^

^

^

Production I %
is now read/
'

GENERAL
RELEASE
October 16
LEWIS J.SELZNICK^SOLE
DISTRIBUTOR
NEW
YORK
CITY

345
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SEL7NICK# PICTURES

HRRB1&K.T BRENON
Sole Author and Producer of "A Daughter of the Gods'
Tfbur
Patrons
Will ask
You to
Play

Has Completed
His Presentation

°' NAtmm

it

to "WAR

Marion
Craic
Wen
tworth^I

BRIDES"

Timely and j
Thrilling,

.Plav
\

This Supreme Attraction
Will be the Next

SELZNICKReleasePICTURES
LEWIS J.SELZNICK
- SOLECITYDISTRIBUTOR
NEW
VOPK

^
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SELZNICK^PICTURES

KITTY GORDOI
(ThefloiiMrsHH.Beresbrd)

in

u

MFrom
EDITheUbMyNovel
ifei.
Sicharilla^Davis

««
^

z^}

Beauty -Rich , Exotic
Siunnin^ Beaiily-in
A Setting of Mystery
And Romance _^
LEWIS
J.SELZNICKSOLECITYDISTRIBUTOR
_ ;
NEW YORK

J
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The Exhibitor who has
said to himself, "I am going
to run the Paramount Program," should remember
that there's almost as big a
breach between saying and
doing as there is between
failure and success.
GREATEST
STARS
OX
EARTH
IN
THE GREATEST PLAYS YET FILMED
Produced by

FAMOUS PLAYERS
LASKY
MOROSCO
PALLAS
C/ TOU» ElOKTY PtvE

\^

NEW

f IFraAVE»;E

YORK,

V_-- at PCRTt fUlSr Si

N.Y.
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Paramount Pictures of the Week

LENORE
ULRICH
THE INTRIGUE
RKLEASKD

MONDAY',

OCTOBER

9th

IN

A story of international scheming to
obtain the rights to an X-Ray gun — the
invention of an enterprising young
American.
The "Dramatic Mirror" says: "There is no questioning the entertaining
quality
Produced
by of this production."

PALLAS

PICTURES

Canadian Disiribulors. Famous Players Film Service, Limited
Calgary, Toronto and Montreal
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Forthcoming Taramount Pictures
DANIEL

FROHMAN

PRESENTS

ANN

PENNINGTON
IN

THE RAINBOW

PRINCESS

A drama of circus life wnth a channing love story

FAMOUS

jProduced

by

PLAYERS

FILM

CO

ADOLPH ZUKOR, President
Special music for this production— the famous Schirmer Scores— may be obtained at your exchange
Canadian Distributors, Famous Players Film Sewtce, Limited
Calgary, Toronto and Montreal

Released by Paramount Pictures Corporation
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Forthcoming Paramount Pictures
DANIEL

FROHMAN

PRESENTS

OWEN MOORE
MARGUERITE COURTOT
THE

KISS

Produced

FAMOUS

by

PLAYERS
ADOLPH

ZUKOR,

FILM CO

President

Special music for this production — the famous Schirmcr Scores— may be obtained at your exchange,
Canadian Pi<'rHiilors, Fan.ous Playurs Film Service. Limited
Cllgary, Toronto and Monlrent

Released by Paramount

Pictures Corporation
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THE

ANNOUNCES
SECOND ONE-REEL COMEDY

"BRIDGET'S
BLUNDER"

mm

R|l|

UNITED
PICTURE

PRODUCED

BY

STATES
MOTION
CORPORATION

WILKES-BARRE,

PA.

J O. WELSH, Pres.
F. W. HARMON, Vice-Pres. ' D. L. HART, Treas.
Released October 16th hy Paramount Pictures Corporation
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PICTURES

■present

*

CLAYTON

DLINN

HOL^OI^OOIC
n

IheHiddenScca:
Story byMiis.OWEN DRONSON
Directed by BARRY O'NEIL

OctoiHT 21. loir.
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Wc are mailin^^ every
Exhibitor in America
a copy oJ
It"
announccmerit.
contains a list of
FINISHED
World Pictures
These Drady-Madc5
will be released

WORLD

OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER,
JANUARY,
FEBRUARY.
_
MARCH,APRIL.g^MAy
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The Hand of Destiny, andMAE MARSH,
the Most Famous
ComediefineTragedienne in
Filmland Today

From Schoolgirl to Movie Star Overnight
David W. Griffith "discovered" Mae Marsh near the studio one morning in the midst of "sw^eet sixteen" tears.
"If you can sob like that before the camera," he said, "you are a wonderful actress."
And that was the start of her remarkable career — a schoolgirl, all unconscious ofher genius, guided by Destiny into fame and fortune.

The Hand of Destiny May Be Guiding
You Into the

People's Movie Star Contest

YOU — might be scheduled by Destiny to become as great as Mae Marsh.
YOU may have that inherent talent, those unrealized attributes for which
every director in screenland is ever searching. All you need is opportunity.
Here it is !
The Chicago Herald offers you the oppcirtunity
of being one of 89 contest winners to take part
in a great photoplay, supervised by Louclla O.
Parsons, Herald Photoplay critic and scenario
e.xpert, and to be directed by one of filmland's
three greatest directors. These players needed
are:
Four Stars — 1 young woman, 1 young man, 1
iittle girl, 1 boy.
Five young women substars.

CHICAGO

Five young men substars.
Seventy-five persons of both sexes for minor
roles.
Already hundreds of Herald movie fans have
entered as candidates, believing they have latent
talent for movie acting. Begin today; the longer
winning.
you
put off entering the less chance you have of
Full ]>articulars, new tips and suggestions every
dav in the

HERALD

Circulation Over 200,000 Daily
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Ask Any
Exhibitor

Ask any exhibitor what BILLIE BURKE in "GLORIAS ROMANCE"
has done for him.
Get the facts— FACTS LIKE THESE:
David E. Russell, Manager of the King's
Theatre, St. Louis, Mo., says:
Evi-n with our 2,000 capacity, ive are
unable to acco/nmodaie the crowds. ' '
W. S. McLaren, Manager of the MajesticColonial Theatre, Co., Jackson, Mich., says:
Our business has incrcasid steadily since
the first chapter" .
L. H. Wilk, of the Crown Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio, says:
Nothing in my ten years' experience as an
exhibitor has consistently done so well. ' '
J. Miller, of the Empire Theatre, New
Orleans, La., says:
/ run each chap:er a solid week, but the
tialrons never tm oj BILLIE B URKE. ' '

H. E. Ellison, showing "GLORIA'S
ROMANCE" at the American and Rex
Theatres, Salt Lake City, Utah, says:
This serial has attracted a nice added

stbaum, showing "GLORStanley V. MaMA
IA'S RO NCE," at the, Arcadia and
es
eatr
Palace pat
Thron
.
age ,' ' Philadelphia Pa, says;
// brought us a sphndid amount of extra
business.
J. T. Turner, of the Turner and Dahnkcn
Circuit, San Francisco, California, says:
We booked it for our entire circuit.
It
great success.
''
Georgemet M.withFenberg,
Manager
of the Auditorium Theatre, Newark, Ohio, says:
' / think so much oJ it I expect to repeat it. ' '

And so on — hundreds of exhibitors who are showing Biilie Burke in "GLORIA'S
ROMANCE" are pronouncing this wonderful twenty-chapter feature the biggest
attraction of the year. Bookings are now being made at all exchanges
of
KLEINE-EDISON-SEUG-ESSANAY-SEKVICE.

GEORGE
Ave.

"'■-80
*.ti Fifth

GEORGE

KLEINE
New York Citv

KLEINE Present.

Supported by HENRY KOLKER
AHolioaPictunNoKlbyMr.&Mr>.RUPERT HUGHES

*JJ

iinii«-»^.

>JJ

KJj^

'^J.—.^J.*— > Jt _.^-»— ««Jj
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KLEINE-EDISON-SEUG-ESSAM
SERVICE

"THERE'S MONEY
"THE COUNTRY

THAT

IN IT!"
GOD FORGOT"

James S. ^Icyuadc in ]\Ioving Picture World says: "'The Country
That God Forgot' tells the story of a man's great love for his wife, of
that wife's ncarh- wrecking her own life and his by failing to understand her own heart, and of a loyal partner whose friendship is staunch
and true in the face of death itself ...
As much as has been
written of Western life in this country, one cannot fail to be impressed that the story is different from any that has been read and
that it grips strongly at the elemental life that is in each of us."

"THE COUNTRY

THAT

GOD FORGOT"

William C. Esty, 2nd, in Motion Picture News, writes : " 'The
Country That God Forgot'' is one of those rare features that practically
every Exhibitor, catering to any class of patrons, can book with the
certainty of pleasing one hundred per cent of his audience. The story
combines every element that makes for good entertainment, and each
element is present in just the right proportion. Mr. Neilan tore a
slice out of life itself and spread it raw on the celluloid. The cast
is remarkable. The locations used are magnificent. The photography
is good."

"THE COUNTRY

THAT

GOD FORGOT"

"A ver\- unusual production with a ver\' unusual ending" — Mr. Benson in Flxliibitor's Herald. "An above the average Western." — Juanita Gray. Chicago E.xaminer. "A fine motion picture drama" — Genevieve Harris, Motography. "A noteworthy oiTering" — Luella O.
Parsons, Chicago Herald. "There is no better frontier type than
Thomas Santschi. He is ably supported by George Fawcett. The
story is big and gripping. X'o one has ever surpassed it in a western
subject" — Cleveland Plain Dealer.

"THERE'S MONEY
BOOK

IT

IN IT!"

NOW

KLEINE-EDISON-SEUG-ESSANAY SERVICE
SELIG POLYSCOPE

CO., CHICAGO,

ILL.
^
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KIHNE-EDISON-SEUG-ESSANfflf
SERVICE

The Thomas A. Edison Studios
ANNOUNCE

The Heart of the Hills
A five-part feature play of mystery and adventure with a
startling climax of exceptional power, adapted from David
\Vhitelaw's popular novel, "The Girl from the East."
Featuring
IkSI

MABEL

TRUNNELLE
and

CONWAY

TEARLE

Supported by a stellar cast of film-trained favorites, including: Robert Conness, Bigelow Cooper, Helen Strickland
and Marie LaCorio.

COMING, WEEK
BOOK

OF OCTOBER

30th

IT NOW

Write or wire our office nearest you

KLEINE-EDISON-SELIG-ESSANAY
SERVICE

80 Fifth Avenue, New York, and all principal cities
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Smmil SUia Some-X
Grant
Police Reporter
Kalem's Super-Series
The most sensational quality series ever
produced — astoundingly daring- thrills
never before attempted, stunning the mind
by their reckless audacity and fearless disregard of peril. Featuring

Dare -Devil
George Larkin
and
Ollie Kirkby
In the most costly one-reel stories ever
staged. By

Robert Welles Ritchie
A one-reel series soon to be the most
talked of film production on the market.
You can't afford to miss it. Go to your
General Film Exchange today and see the
first episode:

"The Code Letter"
Released October 20th

Each Episode a Complete Story
(These scenes enlarged from the film of "The Code Letter")

KALEM
^

COMPANY

235 West 23rd Street

New

YorR City

1:2
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they were "regulars." (Jiie ol them said that he "attends
motion picture shows often" and that "he finds them interesting, in.structive, restful and elevating." All are
enthusiastic in their appraisal of the screen as an educational agent and all unite in saying that the "film is a
foe of the saloon." There is, of course, a warning
against bad pictures, but we read not a word in favor of
legalized censorship.
* * *

Kotercd tt the Geoeral Post Office, New York City, aa Second Qkss Matter

J. P. CHALMERS.
Published Weekly

Chalmers
J. P.
J. F.
E. J.
John

Founder.
by the

publishing Company

17 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY.
iTcUpluJuo. 351(1 Mailisuii Sqiuirt- )
Chalmers, Sr
President
Chalmers
Vice-President
Chalmers
Secretary and Treasurer
Wylie
General Manager

The office of Ihc company is tht ;ui<lrcss oi ihc oniccrs.
CHICAGO
OFFICE-Suil.917 9IQ Schiller Buililing. <M Wcsl
Kimlnlph
St., Chicaeo. III. Telephone, Cential 5099.
P.SCIFIC CO.\ST OFFICE-H.ias
HuilJiiic, Sevcnlh .St. am\ Broadway,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone,
Bruatlw.Ty 4649.

Ti;.\CHERS of high and low degree have lately
heard to condemn the motion picture "because
detract from other educational forms." We
know just what this means ; we arc merely quoting

been
they
don't
from

the report of a Teachers' Institute in a Pennsylvania
town. Commenting editorially on this pedagogic plaint,
one of the papers in the city prints a few words of admonition to the teachers. "The fault," says the writer,
"lies with the schools. They don't teach the pupils to
read. They don't teach them to spell. They don't teach
them to write. They don't stimulate their interest in
many things that are useful. How can the boys and girls
be expected to read intelligently? Naturally they turn
to the pictures which they can understand." \\'e used
to call that an "argumentum ad hominem'' when we were
at school.
There isn't any
* better.
* *

MO\'IXG
p. O. ^Bo.k 226, Madison Square Station,
Xcw York, rurrURE
and not toworld,
individuals.
(Index to this issue icill be found on page 454.)

SOME one has asked us to define an objectionable
film. It's a matter of instinct rather thatj a question of logic. As a rule every man and woman in
tile audience feels instinctively when common decency
has been outraged. We turn away from certain things in
life because they offend our inherited and conventional
notions of decency. We may not be able to analyze these
feelings, we may not be able to reduce them to the form
of a syllogism, but we obey them without question. We
will not attempt a general definition, but we have found
that many of the films that are supposed to leach a horrible
lesson belong to the category of offensive pictures. There
is no need to depict prostitution at close range for the
sake of an alleged lesson. As one of our Supreme Court
justices said in a recent case: "The public need not be
shown the advantages of proper sanitation by opening
* nose
* *in the garbage pails."
tlie sewers and sticking its

"CIXE-MrXDIAL," the monthly Spanish edition of the Moving Picture World, is published at 17 Madison Avenue by the Chalmers Publishing Company. It reaches the South American market. Yearly subscription, $1.50. Advertising rates on application.

IN CITIES where the prevailing price of admission
is five cents it is very hard to get decent prices for
the big features. Said one e.xhibitor at a recent
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Facts and Comments

meeting in Philadelphia : "E.xchanges dealing in big features, mean
I
productions of great length and good quality,
have found out that the five-cent towns inake a poor
showing for them. When people are used to the fivecent idea ten cents seems like a mountain and anything
above that price is resented."
* * *

WliM.X \vt advise our readers to keep pietiires of
the "white slave" type out of their houses they
OX Moving
-ANOTHER
of this
of the
Picturepage
World
the week's
readers issue
will find
know that we ourselves keep these pictures or
mention of them out of our columns. What will the
substance of an address made on belialf of the moe.\hibitors think of an editor who urges them to banish
•tion picture men before a prominent woman's club in the
objectionable films from their screens and then cheerfully
East. \\e have printed the salient points of the address
.
with a view of being of service to our readers. All over the
accepts money for advertising those same films? Constantly jumping from one side of the fence to the other
countr\- women are taking a profound and lively interest
in the motion picture both as an entertainment and as a
produces mental dizziness,
* fatal
* * to straight vision.
social and civic problem. American women are intelligent and are inclined to be fair. They are anxious to
A
PROGRESSIVE e.xhibitor in the Smoky City
sends us a most interesting and instructive article
hear from the motion picture men. We can gain their
recently published in a prominent daily of his
good will if we meet them in a spirit of co-operation.
town. The editor of the paper had some member of
They realize that they know but little about the "inside"
of the industry and they want facts to form a sound judghis staff interview a number of local ministers of promiment. Whenever they want to hear from us we ought to
nence touching their opinions on motion jjictures. .\1I
the clergymen interviewed declared their friendship for
grasp the opportunity to make friends of them. We hope
the address in this is.sue will help toward that end.
the picture.
Some of them rather proudly admitted that
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is so much stranger than fiction that the
TRUTH
effect on many people who think themselves clearvisioned is that of abnormal spectacles on normal
eyes. They can not see as well as those who are depending simply upon the naked eye of common sense. The
man who wears the worst form of astygmatic glasses is
the one who mistakes the slow-thinking processes of a
large audience for ignorance. Some of us can tell what
a man is going to say before the words are out of his
mouth. Others reach comprehension of what is expressed bya process quite as sure, even if it is much slower
than that achieved by high mental concentration.
The average audience must be addressed with great
clarity — that is admitted — but a very large percentage
of that audience, particularly outside of the big cities,
has been educated, and the balance is willing to leani all it
can be taught. To address ignorance in this country is
to reveal ignorance of the people addressed. One has
only to glance at the character of periodicals having a circulation of a million or two, read by five or ten millions,
to appreciate that moving pictures will not lose by putting
forth all that is of live interest, vital to our growth, high
in quality, and addressed primarily, although clearly, to
minds not primitive, stirring primitive ones to look up.
We address feeling through the pictured story in order
to make the little places of entertainment a source of
delight, and that must go on for the sake of mental recreation among the many whose lives are darkened with perpetual drudgery. Still, by way of piquant variety, if only
as an appetizer, it would do to give some news of the
kind we do not get, showing wonderful changes going on
instead of fires and railroad wrecks.
A very large number of the people who attend the
picture shows are so busily occupied with promoting life
that they have very little time to acquire an idea of what
they would really like to know. They have to pick up
knowledge at i^jndom as they go along, their principal
object often being to know which side of their bread is
buttered. To them the new things of the world may be
as entertaining as a story. For those who are younger
the effect is worth the effort — "who knows nothing in his
thirtieth year is nothing in his fortieth, lias nothing in his
fiftieth, learns nothing, is nothing and comes to nothing."
Consider the mighty reflex in this country of the European War ! We are active enough as a race, but we
have gone along easy lines in some departments of
achievement to the disadvantage of our native ingenuity.
But there is a newly aroused spirit in our industrial activity that has its picturesque and interesting side only now
and then indicated. Go to the Benzol works with a camera and append to the picturing some idea of what has
been done "when the Devil drives we needs must," because the devils of war compelled us to enlarge our scope
of invention. Go to the coke ovens and illustrate what
chemical marvels are being extracted from that byproduct.
It will not do to send a man to such places whose chief
accomplishment is that of turning the crank of a camera.
He would surely bring the camera back, but very little
of what he was sent after. What he usually photographs,
to judge from "news" films, is the stuff of which we might
as well remain ignorant, as it is not worth being known.
It might be worth while to send along a man who knows
something about what is to be described, who has the
scientific vision and can reflect the facts of live interest.
One form of American ingenuity which has- become
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^^ ^ou/s Reeves Harrison

highly developed from necessity is revealed in fine glassware, another in porcelain, and there is a direct application to the moving picture industry in the making of
glass for camera lenses. There is another in coal dyes,
now being almost miraculously produced, and many others
in materials used by photographers, which became very
scarce at the beginning of the European War. Most
welcome, possibly, is the conversion of cotton from our
tremendous fields into almost pure cellulose. Quite as
welcome to publishers and lithographers will be the economic utilization for the making of paper of wood pulp
now wasted in our lumbering operations.
Millions of people are directly interested in the scientific development now going on throughout the country,
yet we are asked to look at purely destructive fires and
railroad wrecks as "news." That kind of "news" might
wisely be replaced with something that is really new and
as really worth knowing. All through the realm of scientific discovery there are rich beds of dramatic material,
most of them wholly disregarded, and a lack of intelligent
presentation painfully obvious in those shown on the
screen.
Theatrical people, in spite of all the good they liave
done in contributing to the development of moving pictures, are strongly inclined to stick to theatrical methods,
and this tendency presents over and over again on the
screen a theatrical conception of characters in a story.
Take the case of the farmer. The stage portraiture of
him is very much the same as it was when we grown-ups
were children. Veterans of those days still survive, their
ranks rapidly thinning, but those old corncobs are no
longer typical of the American farmer. They are almost
as far removed from him as a dugout is from an ocean
greyhound.
The theatrical view of a farmer is merely cited as an
illustration of a very weak spot in stage presentation.
We should be truthful, rather than technical, in the
presentation of character. Therein lies one of the great
purposes of a screen story, yet this splendid field is almost
untouched. Authors are at fault in not giving attention
to character development — the initiative is with them —
there are thousands of varieties of human beings so far
as their intellectual and emotional make-ups are concerned, and this highly interesting part of the story should
be determined in advance, rather than leave character
development to actors of innate and temperamental
peculiarities.
The American farmer of today is among our finest
gentlemen, occasionally a university man, more often a
highly educated and sturdy specimen of our race product,
industrious, independent, intelligent, a powerful stiffener
to the backbone of true democracy. To hold him up as
an awkward simp is not art — it is crass stupidity. The
great trouble is that screen plays are made with haste.
They are carelessly written, hurriedly revised and put
on under pressure. Natural consequence is a lack of
consistent performance by the people of the screen story.
Two big and untouched fields are those of our marvelous industrial advancement during the past two years
and the study of human character as we know it to be,
a wondrous complex of conflicting traits. The great
interest in any story relates to the response of its people
to dramatic, or critical, situations. It is verv pertinent
to the story that it should bring out the latent qualities
of the people concerned in the action. The greatest plots
in the world lie hidden in human nature.
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Our Friends and Our Foes
ot"
on Education
Committee
House
Till".
lifteen
members
of whom
eleven consisted
favored the
Hughes Federal Censorship Bill and of whom four
stood with the motion picture men and fought the bill
vigorously. We owe the four friends on the committee
a great debt. They not only worked against censorship
in the committee room but they submitted a splendid
minority report which has been printed in full in the
Moving I'ictuke A\'oklii. E.xhibitors have shown their
power in the defeat of the champion of censorship in
this state. We hope that every man interested in the
exhibition of motion pictures whether as owner or emplovee of a motion picture theater will vote for the friends
of the screen and vote and work against its enemies.
OUR FRIENDS.
WiHiam Waller Rucker, representing the counties of
Carroll. Cliariton. Grundy, Linn, Livingston, Monroe,
Randolph. .Sullivan. (Second Illinois Congressional District.)
Mr. Rucker stood staunchly by the rights of the niolion
picture and discomfited the contentions of the self-appointed reformers by many clever and pertinent questions.
Caleb Powers, representing the counties of Bell, Clay,
Clinton, Cumberland, Harlan, Knox, Laurel, Leslie, McCreary, Monroe, Pulaski, Rockcastle, Russell, Wayne and
Whitley.
(Eleventh Kentucky Congressional District.)
Mr. Powers was active in fighting for a minority report
against the Smith-Hughes Federal Censorship Bill.
Edmund Piatt, representing the counties of Dut.hcss,
Orange, and Putnam. (Twenty-si.xth Congressional New
York District.)
Mr. Piatt joined in the minority report and took a most
lively and intelligent part in the proceedings befoic the
committee.
Frederick William Dallinger, representing the county
of Middlesex, Mass.. consisting of the Cities of Cambridge, Lexington and Melrose and the towns of Arlington, Belmont, Lexington, Stoneham, Wakefield, Watertown and Winchester. (Eighth Massachusetts Congressional District.)
Mr. Dallinger secured a re-hearing on the censorship
bill which had been favorably reported by Mr. Hughes'
Committee. He became the ardent champion of tlie
freedom of the screen at every session of the committee.
He fought the Federal Censorship bill as vicious in principle and fraught with danger to the American people and
their liberties. To no man does the motion picture owe a
greater debt than to Mr. Dallinger. The exhibitors in his
district are making a great fight for him. His district
is a close one politically and every vote will count. Let
Mr. Dallinger find out on election day that the motion
picture men have appreciated his splendid services on their
behalf.
OUR ENEMIES.
We print herewith a list of Congressmen who as members of the House Committee on Education have voted in
favor of the Federal Censorship Bill. We have reported
the defeat of Judge Hughes in the Democratic primaries
of the Twelfth District of Georgia. If any of the other
members appear as candidates for re-election we hope that
the motion picture men in their respective districts will
do all in their power to beat them :
Robert L. Doughton. Congressional District consists
of the counties of Alexander, Alleghany, Ashe, Cabarrus,
Caldwell, Iredell, Rowan. Stanley and Watauga in the
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state of North Carolina.
(Eighth North Carolina Congressional District.)
John W. Abercrombie (at large), of Tuscaloosa, St
Clair County, Alabama.
Claudius Ulysses Stone, representing the counties of
Bureau, Marshall, Peoria, Putnam, Stark and Tazewell
District.)
in
the state of Illinois. (Sixteenth Illinois Congressional
John A. Key, representing the counties of Crawford,
Hancock, Hardin, Marion, Morrow and Wyandot.
(Eighth Congressional Ohio District.)
William Joseph Sears, representing the counties of
Brevard, Broward, Clay, Dade, Duval, Monroe, Orange,
Osceola, Palm Beach, Putnam, St. John, St. Lucie, Seminole and \'olusia.
(Fourth Florida Congressional Dist.)
Benjamin Clark Hilliard, City and County of Denver,
Col.
(First Colorado Congressional District.)
Horace Mann Towner, representing the counties of
-\dams, Appanoose, Clarke, Decatur, Fremont, Lucas,
Page, Ringgold, Taylor, Union and Wayne. (Eighth
Iowa Congressional District.)
Simeon D. Fess, representing the counties of Chamtrict.) paign, Clark, Clinton, Fayette, Greene, Logan, Madison,
Union and Warren. (Seventh Ohio Congressional DisRobert M. McCracken (at large), Boise, Idaho.
S. Taylor North, representing the counties of Armstrong, (Clarion, Indiana and Jefferson. (Twenty-seventh
Pennsylvania Congressional District.)

The Programs That Pay
By W. SiEi'iiEN Busii.

one thing to be impressed upon the critics of
the motion picture is this : The bad picture is the
exception and the producer of the bad picture is
the exception. As for the e.xhiliitor, we know from our
own observation that he is for clean pictures whenever
and wherever he is successful.
A first-class residential town in Northern New Jersey,
the home of many men and women prominent in the
liusiness and the civic life of New York, has a first-class
motion picture theater. The other day the censorship
germ insidiously attacked an estimable lady with a considerable following in the little community. Women are
as liable to be \isited liy this miserable bacillus as men
are — perhaps more so. We refer to Pennsylvania and
Ohio, especially Ohio. The first symptom is a fierce desire to cut things out. It's not unlike the mania often
found in young surgeons who go about with their case of
instruments seeking whom they may operate upon.
The theater in question is managed by a young man
who just prides himself on his ability to furnish a lively
program with plenty of punch and spice and flavor and
variety and utterly without objectionable films. He w'as
stung to the quick when the censorial lady appeared in
the ofifing. He had made a careful record of all pictures
ever shown in his theater and he remembered them all.
The matter came on for a hearing before the Council
of the town and our young exhibitor appeared full of
w'rath and replete with incontrovertible statistics of his
own programs. His plea against censorship just vibrated
with sincerity. Reinforced with arguments from our
little "Anti-Censorship Pamphlet." he easily routed the
enemy. The woman was fair-minded enough to say that
she had been mistaken and our exhibiting friend continues to be the onlv real censor in his town.
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Here

is a letter to the editor

Clean plays (always chosen for story interest, popularity
of star) and advertising possibilities (with advertising that
gets attention and gets the business) coupled with attractive
houses and the best in music, have placed the Jensen & Von
Herberg houses in the front — when other houses who occasionally lapsed to "Xo children admitted" and "What Would
You Do It You Were a Poor Pretty Girl?" — have changed
hands, or went into the receivers' hands.
The result of this policy, clean plays — clean advertising
has been the absolute confidence of Seattle's and Portland's
picture play public — business which for consistent matinee
and evening houses — day in and day out — has placed them
from a one-house company, four years ago, to a five-liouse
corporation, with a si.\th now building in Butte, Montana — and
they get the whole family's trade. "Where the Family Goes
— To See Good Shows" — one of our slogans, expresses this
very aptly.
We have cooperated at all times with the local ad club,
and the daily newspapers have been with us from the first

Lieutenant Jourjon in Good Health
Soldier President of French Eclair Company
Making Plans
Against the Day of Peace-^Nine Eclair Employes Fall.
LETTERS received by Claude Patin from Charles Jourjon indicate that the President of the French Eclair
Company is in good healtli and spirits. Mr. Jourjon,
who is a first lieutenaiU in the French army, is stationed at
Badonvilliers, in .\lsace, in territory taken by the French
from their Gcrntan opponents early in the war.
Not far from the figliting line is a great forest of pines,
where the soldiers are sent for temporary rest and recupera,._ 1 .j«— - --car X.
tion.
Lieutenant
^ '•I ■^"
Jourjon m his last
■yR \f,.
A-IJ,-,'.'
Jlj • '--^-^LUi-.
.._. .^
'^
'''.Sj

"letter to Mr. Patin
said that
ordered
backwhen from
trench work he
found the forest
an excellent spot
in which to dream
of what he would
do when the war
should come to an
end. He made no
secret of the fact
that in these day
dreams the United
States figured
strongly in his imagination. When
the big day comes
his plans will be
well matured. In
spite of the two
years and more the
lieutenant has endured the hardships
of war the letters
he writes to Mr.
Patin reflect his
cheerfulness and
his determination
Chas. Jourjon (on right) and Comrade.
to remain to the
end. to refuse to take advantage of possible release froiii
soldierly duties for the purpose of protecting important business interests.
Lieutenant Jourjon, in a recent letter, briefly referred to a
tragedy of tlie trenches and by implication of his narrow
escape from being one of the victims. Fifty men, including
himself, had been ordered out of the first line for forty-eight
hours' rest. When, at the expiration of their allotted period,
they returned in the early hours of the morning, they discovered every one of their relief dead in the trenches. They had
been killed in the night during one of the raids that periodically take place, first on one side and then on the other.
Mr. Patin's letters from his chief all display lively interest
in what is taking place in the film world. The lieutenant
receives each week The Moving Picture World, a matter
Mr. Patin has not neglected since his own return from
France.
.
Mrs. Jourjon, too, has been doing her part m the work ot
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in this fight for clean pictures. This "clean plays — clean
advertising" policy might shed a new light on the censorship
problem, for although- there is a strong local board, our
houses in their own strict censoring of plays have yet to
disagree with the local board of censors, and we change
twice a week.
Unfortunately one ill-advised exhibitor can do widespread hami. I personally know of more than one case
where an exhibitor was talked into booking a film of
questionable character by the glib-tongued agent. It is
mostly the new man in tlie business who falls a victim to
tliese persuasive gentlemen. \Ve quote an extract from
a letter written l)y a California exhibitor who in speaking
on the subject of questionable films has this to say : "I
am a small-town exhibitor and have passed up all the
above plays ( liaving mentioned a list of notorious pictures). Iprefer to see them go to my competitor, who
has run some of them. I think picture houses are in two
classes — those who will and those who will not run these

war. She early took up the duties of a Red Cross nurse, at
films."
one
time being connected with the .American Hospital near
Paris. Mrs. Jourjon is the daughter of one of the great
Champagne
wine occupied
merchants.
l'"or Germans.
a long timeThe
her retirement
old home
was
in territory
by the
of the invaders disclosed, too, the fact that the su,mmer
residence of Lieutenant and Mrs. Jourjon at Epernay was
in ruins.
The French Eclair Company has given of its best to the
colors of h'rance. Marcel \aiidal, the first vice-president of
the company, is now and for a long time has Ijeen stationed
at
participated
some escaped
of the stiffest
of \'erdun,
the war.having
.\t last
reports hein had
injury. fighting
Up to
September 1 the Eclair had lost nine men killed and fortytwo wounded, all of whom had been or were members of the
Paris, Moscow, London and Milan companies.
The outbreak of the war interfered with many plans Mr.
Jourjon was about to put into execution. The end of hostilities will mark the taking up of those plans, and the field of
these endeavors very likely will be the United States.
CAMERAMAN

ARRIVES

FROM

ARCTICS.

The arrival of George H. Wilkins of the Mutual-Gaumont
Company, of London, in Chicago this week, fresh from a
three-year cruise through Arctic regions in the vicinity of
Coronation Inlet, the habitat of the blond Eskimo, illustrates in a striking manner the world-wide range of the
Mutual Film Corporation for interesting screen material.
Mr. Wilkins has been attached to the staff of the Canadian
Arctic Explorers StefTansson and Anderson, who. with their
sixty assistants, reached Seattle a week ago from Minto
Inlet, after spending twxi winters among the blond Eskimos in their snow houses and two summers under summer
conditions in the skin huts of the various tribes.
Mr. Wilkins describes in a vivid way the difficulties of
photography in a country that depends entirely on dogs for
its transportation, except where open water permits the use
o! kyaks, or Eskimo canoes. Often the entire impedimenta of the photographer had to be packed by members of
the expedition, no other form of transportation being available. On one occasion a team of dogs broke through "mush"
ice in crossing an inlet and several thousand feet of laboriously acquired film were lost.
COMMISSIONER

BROWNLOW

CALLS.

The Commissioner
Moving PictureLouis
\\'orld
wishes to
from
Brownlow
of acknowledge
Washington. aD.visit
C,
who dropped in to pay his respects to the editor while in
New York the other day. Commissioner Brownlow has immediate supervision of motion picture theaters in Washington and all complaints of obnoxious pictures come to him.
He says that complaints have beer, so numerous of late that
something is going to happen soon to e.xhiliitors of the Capital
city if the showing of improper pictures does not cease.
ROLAND BLAISDELL A FATHER.
Roland E. Blaisdcll of the executive offices of the International Film Service is busy shaking hands these days and
saying
It's son
a boy,
5. Mrs."Thank
Blaisdellyou."
and her
are and
said its
to birthday
be O. K. is October
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President Against Censorship m m m m By w. Stephen bush
To a Delegation of Film Men He Conveys Strong
Impressions of His Stand Masterly Speech
By Walter W. Irwin
The President in
Fine Spirits Before the Camera
Al' Wilson.
"Sliadow-Law]!"
of October,
President on
of tlic
the ihiril
Unitedday States,
made Woodrow
it clear to
a delegation of film men that as a scholar and a statesman he looked with extreme disfavor upon the principles of
censorship. It was an historic occasion. For the first time
in the annals of our great art and industry a President of the
United States was asked to express his views on legalized
censorship. The etiquette of the occasion forbids me to quote
the President, but the liberty of recording impressions gained
during the conference has not been abridged in any way. .'Ml
of us came away from the conference with this very distinct
impression: If any such measure as the Crafts-SmithHughes-Hodkinson Bill reaches the White House while the
present occupant holds otfice, its chances of becoming a law
are far from bright.
The

Film

Men

Are

Received

By

the

President.

The National .\ssociation of the Motion I^icture Industry
had selected the following men as members of a committee to
call upon the president and to ask him frankly about his position on censorship; William .\. Brady, president, National
Association Motion Picture Industry. World Film Corporation: Walter W. Irwin, chairn;an executive committee and
general manager \'itagraph-\'. L. S. E.. Inc.: P. .\. Powers,
treasurer Universal Film Manufacturing Company; Carl
Laemmie, Universal Film Manufacturing Company: J. A.
Hallberg: William L. Sherrill, president Frohman .Amusement Company: William A. Johnston, of the Motion Picture
News: W. Stephen Bush, of the Moving Picture World;
Fred Hawley. of Motion Picture Directory Company; Wid
Gunning: Frederick H. Elliott, executive secretary National
Association: Randolph Lewis, director of publicity National
Association; .\dam Hull Shirk, of The Morning Telegraph;
B. N. Busch. World Film Corporation; W. K. Whipple. Universal .-^nim.ated Weekly: L. T. Rogers. Fox Film Corporation: Samuel H. Trigger, Exhibitors' League; Henry Branson V'arner. secretary North Carolina Exhibitors' League.
The delegation which traveled on a special car on the Pennsylvania Road, arrived at Shadow Lawn shortly after two
o'clock in the afternoon. Shadow Lawn is in the heart of
the beautiful Lona; Branch section. In a region of charming
vUlas and splendid estates it is pre-eminent by reason of its
jfccious and well-kept lawns, its prettv groves, and its
fiSes. The visiting party came in autos and reached the
presidential summer residence Jn a few minutes after leaving
the station. The summer mansion in which the President
has taken up his abode is a marvel of light and comfortable
jkhitecture in which the element of beauty has not been
W|plectcd. The film men were on the steps of the mansion without encountering any questioners and after being
nln:cd were ushered into the presidential presence without
more than a minute's delay.
.The President received his visitors most courteously, apolojnzcd for the "impeding
of the reception
and
alter shaking hands withfurniture"
all he invited his visitorsroom,
to make
themselves at home, motioning them to various chairs and
settees. Mr. Wilson sat down himself and signified his willmgness to listen to whatever we had to say.
Everybody felt at ease by this time and when
President
" -^'3° '"^ '^'^"'^ before Mr. Wilson and began to talk
everybody felt it was going to be an agreeable party. Mr.
Brady was brief and much to the point. He spoke of Ijie
grow-th and importance of the industry and the dangers
by
which It was beset, especially the danger of censorship. He
Oien introduced Walter W. Irwin as the spokesman of the
delegation. The President nodded very pleasantly and
invited Air. Irwin to remain seated, as he looked upon the
whole conference as quite informal. Mr. Irwin, however,
preferred to talk on his feet. Mr. Irwin is at all times
a
torcelul and convincmg speaker, but he was in particularlv
hne form upon this occasion. In the matter and the manner
ot his speech he rose to the great opportunity before
him.
H.fs.rv'"^'"'"^"'? °'- l^^- ="'g"ment against harrassing the inmv'^ piece.
M Mr.°t"''
folly his speech was a masterIrwm legislative
spoke as follows:

Irwin's

Masterly Argument

to the

President.

Mr. President: In behall' of tJie motion piiture industrv, permit
me to express our ajipreciation of your consideration and courtesy in
granting to lis this liriviieee.
Tile i)icture in motion has become one of the most, if not the most,
important mediums of thought transmission. Twenty mlilions of people In the United States daily view the motion iiicture. To them it
has bec-ome tlie chief moans of entertainment and education. Five
hundred millions of dollars are invested in this industry, and our
employees number nearly a million. And yet the very existence of
the industi-y. together with the fundamental principles of our democratic institutions are threatened by the un-American principle of
censorship. As a result, the industry has at last organized for its
own protection and for the protection of the American people. It now
possesses a .Vational Association comprising representatives of every
branch of the industry, and many of those who do business with one
or more ot the branches. Today the industry, through this association
stands as a unit against the principle of censorship.
In Pennsylvania. Ohio, Kansas and Maryland censorship statutes
exist, by which we are compelled to submit our product, prior to publication, for the approval or disapproval of a political board Next
winter thirty-eight state legislatures meet, and it is our information
that this industry is to be the chief target of various small minorities
who seek to determine what their brothers shall see or think.
Last winter a similar censorship bill, known as the Hughes Bill,
was introduced into Congress and approved by a majority of the
Educational Committee. It is our understanding that this bill will
be re-introduced at the next session of Congress. If the Hughes Bill
is passed and signed, and it similar procedure is taken in a number
of the various states, we will virtually be legislated out of existence
We do not seek privilege. We desire only the same liberty enjoyed
in this country by the press, the drama, art and other mediums
thought transmission, but with full responsibility for our acts Weot
seek to obtain our day in court — equal rights under the law.
Last winter we had introduced in Congress an amendment to the
Federal Penal Code, which would impose heavy penalties for the transportation in Interstate Commerce of any improper film. This amendment failed of passage.
We recognize our full responsibility to the people, and we
to be held strictly accountable. What we ask. Mr. President is anwant
expression from the President, of his views upon the principle of censorship which we deem so important, not only to ourselves but to the

We know that with your love tor American freedom, you cannot
people.
countenance censorship in this country, and we likewise
know that an
expression from the President will go a long ways towards preventing
the re-introduction of the Hughes Bill and of similar bills in the thirtyeight states whose
legislatures meet next winter.

Inferences and Impressions.
The President had listened with evident interest and
scarcely less evident sympathy. In reply to the spokesman he
delivered himself in his usual lucid and concise fashion. I
cannot quote his language, but there is no embargo on inferences. A statement of the conference authorized by the private secretary of the President is given here:
The attitude and utterances of President Wilson plainly indicated
that to his way of thinking the presumption was against the principle
of censorship, and that an overwhelming
strong case would have to
be made out in favor of censorship before his support could be enlisted
■The
picture delegation felt from the President's manner
and hismotion
informal
observation on the subject in the
legislative
action in relation to moving pictures that he would future
extend a guiding
also
was
It
industry.
the
to
justice
i^'^''.^"' <'?'ir'^
!l" . T;^
that
the President
fully recognized the danger of serious abusesmanifest
consequent upon the arbitrary exercise of private judgment, where public
the matter.
judgment alone ought to sway

The President's words
that he
if you have a
friend whom you think is indicated
a fool you should believed
let him hire a hall
and
permit the public to be the judge. Throughout the impression gained
by the delegation was that Presicjs-nt Wilson could not see bow censorship could be considered safe since it is so largely a matter of taste
environment and prejudice. The President
intimated that he found him.:
self frequently shocked by things which others were able to digest with
ease and vice versa.
In brief, that it all a matter of personal equation.

As a conscientious chronicler I am bound to add that' this
statement is far from doing justice to all that' was said at
the conference. The hearers of Mr. Wilson's remarks gained
the further impression that the whole subiect of motion picture legislation was utterly novel to the chief executive, that
he was loath to express any opinion as to legislation passed
or attempted in Congress, as such an attitude on his part
might be deemed to be unfair to the members of Congress,
who are very human and who like to be consulted on things
which they have interested themselves in. Mr. 'VVilson evidently thinks that leadership of a great political party means
constant
and friendly consultation with the national legislature.

The President in Splendid Condition and in Jovial Mood. .
All of us gained the impression that the President is in tiptop physical condition and. although he is a candidate for reelection and only a few weeks separate him from the fateful
verdict, he is just bubbling over with good huir.or He obviously laughs at cares and worries, else he could not display
siich an exquisite almost rollicking sense of humor. Apropos
of this here is another impression: Mr. Wilson is much
surer of the short session of Congress than of the long and
its not going to ruin his happiness no matter how the thing
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goes. In the course of some particularly emphatic utterances,
1 gained the impression, amounting almost to a conviction,
that the President said "Damn." My memory tells me it
was in connection with the feeling of a candidate who does
not care a "damn" who is President so long as he feels that he
is right. I took away another impression to the effect that
the President believes in public censorship as the best safeguard in every free community and that private arbitrary
censorship is not only oppressive, but might lead to graft.
President Jokes With Film Men.
When the conference was o\er 1 followed the President's
movements closely. He got up and mingled with his visitors,
going to the front of the mansion in the direction of the rustic
rostrum from whicli he delivered his speech of acceptance.
He looked as if he anticipated something rather usual but not
unpleasant. The camera was waiting for him. Cameraman
Whipple of the Animated Universal Weekly is a most excellent cameraman, and in addition he is a prettv good diplomat.
The President obeyed him good naturedly, but very promptly
too.
As he was fussing around the camera putting in a new lens
and asking the President to step closer, the latter wanted to
know what for. WHiipple replied he would be pleased to explain later on, but for the present he would suggest that the
President keep in natural and animated conversation with
the innocent bystanders. Mr. Wilson immediately complied
and turned to Brady, pointing to the place "where I commit
my speeches." Brady assured him that the present picture
would be better than the one the Republican campaign committee put out. Mr. Wilson enjoyed this very much, saying:
"Yes. I have heard of that; they say it was bad. but I understand that the fellow that played me 'reneged.' "
Another direction to step closer to the camera, another
question as to the why and wherefore. The camera man says:
"Mr. President, now the whole film shows just your face."
The President looks just a trifle unhappy. He gazes around
for a look of sympathy.
Some one reminds Mr. Wilson of his
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famous limerick. The President smiles and says: "I tell you
I go home a very sad man every time I see myself in the
'movies.' " The direction to the President is to continue in
anmiated conversation. A lamt protest. 'Aren't you fellows
ever going to be satisfied?" asks Mr. Wilson. Whipple reminds the President that only the other dav he faced a battery of cameras. The President tells us how "foolish" he
feels when he was to "act" like that, whereupon some one in
the crowd says: "Oh, you are not such a bad actor." The
President asks a question about projection and immediately
falls into the hands of Electrical Engineer Hallberg, who tries
to make things plain to him. By this time Whipple has
enough film and he thanks the President, who is very agreeable about it all, and excusing himself for taking a short cut
back to the house, disappears with one of the best screen
smiles I have ever seen.
The delegation, very well pleased with the result of the
conference and with themselves, motor over to Asbury Park
for a chat with Tumulty and tlien go back to New York.
There was not a Democrat among them who did not glow
with partisan pride at the showing his candidate made.
KNICKERBOCKERS

FOR

OCTOBER.

The Knickerbocker Star Feature announces the following
changes in the October schedule of releases. The release
of October 6 will be Jackie Saunders in the "Better Instinct"
— two reels. For October 13 the release will be Joyce Moore
in "From the Deep." as previously announced. For tlie last
two weeks of the month a two-reel feature will be released on
October 20 featuring Frank Mayo and Joyce in "Treading
Pearls." a story of the sacrifice of one sister in an effort to
keep the other on the straight road.
The last feature of the month will be released October 27
featuring Marie Empress, the famous stage star in the "Chorus
Girl and the Kid." This will be in three reels and it is a
strong drama.

Picture Men at Shadow

Lawn, October 3, 1916.
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The Motion Picture Exhibitor
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PHILADELPHIA
Show

Membership

LEAGUE

HAS

MEETING.

Is Growing Rapidly — National President
Addresses the Gathering.

THEheld Motion
Picture
Exhibitors'and
League
of Philadelphia
a special
entertainment
meeting
on Sunday,
in Mr. Bradfield's
Family theater,
Market October
street. The 1,meetincj
was well attended.
For the 1311
benefit
of
the guests and the ladies wdio had been invited a very fine
program of motion pictures \\'as siiown. Between the showing of the pictures speeches w-ere made by W. Stephen Bush
of the staff of The Moving Picture World, and Lee A. Ochs,
the national president. Mr. Bush recounted the efforts at
organization made in the early days and recalled some interesting and some amusing incidents. He urged the exhibitors
to stick to the league, which he was glad to learn had grown
in a short time from a membership of 39 to 108.
Mr. Ochs said that any conditions which were injurious
to the Philadelphia exhibitors would receive his immediate
and earnest attention. He declared that the National League
would stand back of any step made by the e.xhibitors to
break any unjust monopoly which worked harm to the exhibitors. He added that the air in Philadelphia seemed full
of fear and that some of the very exhibitors who were suffering from the eflects of monopolistic booking systeijis
were afraid to speak out because they dreaded the enmity of
the combination.
Mr. Ochs was heartily applauded when he said he would
come back on Friday, October 13, to initiate practical steps
for the emancipation of the Philadelphia exhibitor. "Friday
and the 13th sounds like an awful combination," he said, "but
I think we will accomplish something worth while just the
same."
The officers of the league recently elected are: President.
Morris Spiers: first vice-president, John O'Donnell: second
vice-president, .\. Fisher; secretary, Charles H. Goddwin;
Treasurer. Harry Green. The board of directors consists of
M. Spiers, Charles Segall. M. Rappaport, T. Bagley, George
Naudascher, Marcus Benn. John O'Donnell, William Butler,
Harry Berman, M. Stiefel. The league holds its meetings
every Friday at 12 o'clock noon in the auditorium of the
American Photoplayer Co.. Parkway Building, Broad and
Cherry streets. The following theaters are now in the membership of the Philadelphia League:
Aurora theater. Arcade theater. Alma theater. Amber theater, Apollo
theater. Bell theater. Broad Street Casino, Broad Street Palace, Becker
Bros.. Benn theater, Broadway theater, Belmont theater Brun=;wlck
Palace. Crystal Palace. Cambria theater. Clearfield
Cayuga
theater. Casino theater, Frankford: Columbus theater, theater
Columbia theater Century theater. Colonial Palace, Colonial Palace. Cedar theater
Coliseum theater, Cohooksink theater, Conjile Mack's, Dreamland theater Drury theater, Dazzleland theater. Empress theater Manayunk
Empress theater. Eureka theater, Franklin theater,
Palace'
Fifty-second Street theater, Forrest theater, Frankord Fairhlll
theater Gladstone theater. Globe theater. Garden theater, Grand theater.
GIrard
Palace. Globe theater. Gem theater. Great Southern theater.
Haverford
,5 ^L """"'Oh theater, Holmesburs theater. Hippodrome theater
Idea theater. Imperial theater. Imperial theater. Irish theater. Jumbo
^ll^J- •J*"""'"', theater. Keystone theater, Locust theater. Lincoln
;!! ! ■ ,i:°^'"' Auditorium, Lafayette theater, Leo theater Liberty
M„'™^M^.1'°"7'' ,¥''"•'' ''<^" ""==""■ LehiBh Palace, Mode theater,
heater n'^nfH",i,^'t'''";; Palace, Norris Palace. Olympla theater, Ow
thS er' &JL. ',?"','■• °S""'l° ,"="*"• Orthodox theater, Overbrook
!hea er' Penn .7 .^""'o' Pf^^"^!"!" heater. Palm theater. Point Breeza
RM-e ;>, , theater. Premier theater. Pastime theater. Plaza theater.
Sl^r .he,?er %,'"'^Fk ^}'^'-"- R« theater. Royal Palace. Star theater
se^
^""^■•^
theater,
K the»tPr%f„?i^
wJ.h^^i"'"'?.",'""'^i^'''
theater.Susquehanna
Tlvoll theater.
VerdiSomer^
thea' '""^'er. Tiogatheater.
theitTr w^fr^/f^"^?' ^?i' .Allegheny theater, Wayne Palace, Waj-ne
HafrlPalace.
Street
York
S?3 theater n.rS""u',V^"?'' '•""i""'
Quakertowi
'' '' "°'"' ""'="''■■ Clifton Heights:
Nace's theater.

ALAMEDA EXHIBITORS AGAINS'F STARS.
The Motion Picture Exhibitors of Alameda County, California in assembly this 21st day of September, 1916,
members of this organization
thebeing
"'3'
A?' '■*^1°'^'<^
k
!,„
hereby declare
themselve
s as
opposed to the individual
promoters, whose
certain
by
exploited
i'"^
effJV^*"
,ol^ effort
.
sole
is to disrupt the organized program
exchanges by
drawing away from the producers certain star
players by
offering fabulous salaries, expecting to charge
extortionate

rentals from the exhibitors. That hy encouraging the individual "Star System" we believe will weaken the daily program exchanges by drawing from their company the best
drawing card, and whereas it is necessary for the exhibitors
to have a daily consistent program in order to maintain a
steady average of patronage.
We are further opposed to the present method of districting
theaters as to the price of pictures per day, believing that the
confidence of the exhibitors can be better maintained upon a
fiat rental based upon the age of pictures.
Therefore, be it resolved, that the secretary of this organization be instructed to send copies of this resolution to all
trade journals and film exchanges of the Pacific Coast.
California.
Motion
Picture
Exhibitors'
League
of Alameda
County,
H. L. BEACH, President.
WILL F. KRAHN, Secretarv.
NEW

JERSEY

EXHIBITORS

IN STATE

CONVENTION

A Splendid Gathering at Newark Markes a New
sey History of Organization.

Era in Jer-

0\'ER a sentedhundred
motion
pictureoftheatres
were Picture
repreat the state
convention
the Motion
Exhibitors of New Jersey, which was held Thursday,
October 5, at .A.chtel-Stetter Hall, 842 Broad Street, Newark.
A list of the theaters given out by the secretary contains
the following names:
JETRSEY CITY.— Benjamin Berkowitz, The Strand Theater
mount near Bergen Ave. ; F. Blumenthal, Auditorium Theater Pair299
Central Ave. ; H. Charles Hespe, Hippodrome Theater .390 Central
Ave.: P. H. Mertens, Regent Theater; W. W. Raleigh, Danforth
Theater.
NEWARK.— Mrs. L. H. Webbe, Goodwin
Broad St • Jacob
Amsterdam, Plaza Theater, Springfield Ave. ; Theater,
J. E. Metzger, Avon Theater, 7 Avon Ave : Dolo Anspach, Scenario,
St. ■ H Austerman
Playhouse; George Stone, Berger Theater. Orange
Berger St. and Springfield
Ave.; Ph. Bernstein. Criterion Theater, 7.19 Central Ave • M L Lebowe. Walnut Theater, 214 Walnut St. ; Miss Dussin, The Star
Theater, Berger St. ; John J. Howard, Clinton Square Theater 215 Clinton
J '"■ den
i.J^"'"''''
St.; .Martin
Singer GarTheater, ^ebreaht,
304 MarketRoyal
St.; Theater,
Philip J.Broad
Knobloch,
New Lincoln
Theater. Bloomfleld Ave. ; Grand Palace Theater, Market St.; Joseph Stern
Theater
929
Broad St.; ^''^'S°°i
J. G. Crawford,
Crawford * Theater,
Th^L'.e"'
oS'^g"""'.,
^^^- u P"""''"
■"«:'""• Orange
Paramount
and
Broad Sts.;
Gold & ^B
Hennessy. Liberty Theater, Perry and Van Buren

The convention was called to order promtly at 11:30 o'clock
by Joseph Stern, the president of the Essex County organization. After Mr. Stern had welcomed the delegates in a
brief speech he introduced T. L. Raymond, the Mayor of
Newark.
The Mayor bade the delegates welcome to
city of
Newark and then declared his appreciation of thethe
work done
by the exhibitors of the city of Newark who, he said had
helped to make the motion picture popular and respected
He praised the motion picture theater as an amusement
which appealed to every member of the family, and for that
reason alone was rendering a service to the community He
assured the delegates that in his bailiwick at least motion
picture men would always be treated on the principle of a
square deal.
The response to the Mayor's words of welcome was delivered by W Stephen Bush, of the staff of the Moving Picture world. Mr. Bush said the motion picture men appreAll
Mayor
of welcome
words men
^^'■'" picture
1 motion
a'?, the
had askeduttered
for at byanvthetime
was

Mr. Bush,
but '"■'=
we "°'
do ^^^'"S
want to
met or
for belicense
1^ V ".^y*"
?3"?r
^said
in 'immunity'
a spirit ,"
of
fairness and without prejudice." Mr. Bush asked the Mayor
to throw his influence against censorship if another attempt
IS to be made at Trenton to revive censorship agitation
After these preliminaries the convention took a recess
and
hied into a large twining room where a luncheon
waiting
for them. After the delegates had been shown towas
their seat!
a prayer was pronounced by the Rev. J. T. Howard, the pastor of a local Methodist church. He was not the only clergythe Metliodist church, was an invited guest and
sat by the
of
^^ ^r'- ^- ^- Diefendorf. also a minister
?[ir^?'f
colleague.
of his
side
r".-\
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Louis Blumenthal acted as toastmaster, calling upon the
Rev. Dicfendorf as the first speaker. Mr. Diefendorf made
a most eloquent plea for the "American Sunday", urging
the exhibitors present to keep tlieir houses closed on Sunday.
Mr. Diefendorf was followed by Walter \V. Irwin, who spoke
at some length on the need of co-operation among the different branches of the industry. He took exception to some
of the remarks of the previous speaker in declaring that the
question of Sunday opening ought to be left to the decision of
the majority in every community.
The next speaker introduced by Mr. Blumenthal was Lee
A. Ochs, the National President. Mr. Ochs spoke briefly
saying, he would reserve his real speech for the executive
session when only exhibitors could hear him. He dwealt
with great emphasis on the need of co-operation among exhibitors saying, that organization to him meant nothing if it
did not mean co-operation. He spoke of the organization of
the exchange men in New York City, which, he said, under
the guise of a social club had started on a policy of antagonism to the exhibitor. Their first social function, he said, was
to make the exhibitors pay return express charges. Mr.
Ochs was followed by \V. Stephen Bush of the staff of the
Moving Picture World, who spoke in a lighter vein.
EXHIBITORS CONDEMN "WHITE SLAVE" FILM.
Massachusetts League Supports Action of Boston Authorities
in Suppressing Picture.
THEhas Motion
Exhibitors"
League
of Massachusetts
taken aPicture
firm stand
in their
condemnation
of socalled "White Slave" motion pictures. A film called
*'Is Any Girl Safe?" was debarred from the Majestic theater
this week after four performances. The Boston board of
censors suspended the license of the theater and decided that
the film was not safe, to say nothing about the girl.
This action of the city censors brought a vigorous letter of
approval from the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
Massachusetts. The league denounced the film as a sex
problem picture, crudely and clumsily treated and beyond the
limits of decency. The league sent a letter addressed to
Mayor Curley. Judge Bolster and Police Commissioner
O'Meara, who constitute the municipal censorship board. It
read:
"Dear Sirs: The Motion Picture Exhibitors" League of Massachusetts,
Idc. desires strongly to commend your action taken this day in suspending the license to exhibit the picture. 'Is Any Girl Safe?'
'■The members of this league are engaged in the exhibition of motion
pictures as a permanent business, have large investments therein, and
are ready to forego immediate financial gain for the ultimate welfare
of the industry. Wiey have studiously avoided offending against the
high standard, not only of good morals, but of good taste. They have
thereby earned and enjoyed the confidence and patronage of the public.
"Because the public has not the means of distinguishing readily between the permanent and legitimate exhibitor and the transient and
unscrupulous, the burden of public indignation aroused by such exhibitions is unjustly borne largely by such exhibitors as our league
represents. We disapprove the transient exploitation of sex problem
pictures, crudely and clumsily treated, haunting the very border line
ot obscenity in their exhibition, and plainly transcending all limits of
decency in methods of publicity resorted to.
"The league desires to support such efforts as yours and to cooperate in eliminating the offensive exploitation of which the suppressed Dicture is an offensive type.
"By unanimous
of the members present this communication is
directed
to be sent vote
to ynii.
'"Motion Picture Exhibitors"
League of
'"By Harry 1. Wasserman. Secretary.
"Ernest H. Horstmann, President."

PROPAGANDA

IN

Massachusetts,

Inc.

KANSAS.

Secretary Green in on the Job Urging Exhibitors to Make a
Strong Fight on Censorshio.
OUT
in Kansas the Exhibitors' League and the Kansas
Amusement Association have cut out a large contract
for then:selves in the effort they are making to have
the censorship law of that State repealed. Secretary E. W.
Green, of Herrington, Kan., is hard at work arousing the
members of the organization to the necessity of making
themselves heard if the object of the campaign is to be accomplished at the next meeting of the State Legislature. A
circular stating the particulars of the campaign has been
sent to all exhibitors accomoanied with a petition in blank
form for signatures of all persons willing to express themselves against censorship, together with an anolication card
for the use of those exhibitors not members of the League.
Here is the text of the circular; it is a good one:
Brother Exhibitor: This is one letter you cannot afford to throw
away unread. It means "good iron dollars"" to you. Please read it
■carefully.
First. — Are you a member of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of Kansas? If not. why not? Do not confuse this league with the
Kansas Amusement Association. The M. P. E. L. is for exhibitors
OXLY. The K. A. A. is for Exhibitors and Representatives of the
different exchanges, .
Second. — It is only through
organization
that we Kansas
exhibitors
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will gel the desirtd legislation this fall. It takes your individual membership to complete an organization. As long as we say "let the other
fellow do it," just so long will we be the "easy marks" for anybody's
whim.
You ask, "what is the league doing for me?"
Read a few items:
As a National body we have, legislated against and stopped a hill
which was for putting a tax of '-i; of 1 per cent, on your CROSS
window
receipts.
In other words, a Government run business.
At the present time, the Kansas M. P. E. L. is bringing suit to
recover from the State of Kansas most of the money paid by yourself
benents?
as excess Censor Fees. It will be prorated back to you finally". Who
We are fighting to have the Censorship Law repealed this coming
session of the Legislature. We will have the moral and financial support
of the National Motion Picture Exhibitors' League behind us. As a
body, the Kansas League voted at the Topeka Convention to join the
National
League,
thereby
securing
this support.
• lie enclosed petition speaks for itself. Put it where it will do toe
most good. Attach paper for signatures. Get as many as you can.
We will nolifv you later where to send them. These petitions will be
presented by the Legislative Committee of the League in person to the
Legislature.
We will have a Lobbying Committee on the job throughout the session.
We further ask you to personally gel an expression from your own
Representative and Senator as to the stand he will take on this question. If he does not know now. get him to find out. We intend to
support the ones wno support us. If you do not see them, write tnem
and send the answers
to the Secretary
of the League.
If this sounds good to you, get in the band wagon with us. Fill out
the
enclosed
membership
card
and
send
your check Policy
for $5.50.
It's
the cheapest insurance on the biggest Protective
you ever
invested in. We need your financial and moral backing right now.
We will appreciate a letter with your views. Respectfully,
E. W. GREEN.
Secretary.

Foreign Film Conditions
W.

R. Sheehan, General Manager for Fox Films, Discusses
the Situation from His Company's Angle.
manager of the Fox Film
SHEEHAN,
WR. Corporation
, has general
just returned to the United States
• after an eight months' stay in England and in Continental Europe. Mr. Sheehan visited every important city
in England, Scotland. Ireland and Wales during his trip.
In the British Isles alone, he organized completely a total
of sixty-seven exchanges for William Fox photoplays. Mr.
Sheehan reports that the pictures are proving as great a
success abroad in every way, as they are in this country.
One of the first things Mr. Sheehan did after his arrival in
London last February was to make a long term lease of a
building at 76 and 78 Old Compton street to serve as headquarters for the Fox English offices. The building is located
in the heart of the film and theater center of London. The
general manager found that it was necessary to make several
alterations. Then he discovered that it was nearly a superhuman task to get the men needed for the work, because
mechanics, carpenters, painters — all were at the front. After
headquarters wer eestablished, Mr. Sheehan proceeded to lease
buildings in Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds, Cardiff, Liverpool, Newcastle, Glasgow and Dublin.
"We now have the most modern and efficient equipment
in the world," said Mr. Sheehan. "The main offices in London are the meeting place for England's leading motion
picture exhibitors. In this Compton street branch we maintain our London Exchange, scenario and film editing departments, a thoroughly outfitted projection room, contract and
sales departments, and a supply room.
"In the basement are fire and burglar-proof vaults for. the
storage
of films,
and picture
a complete
film repair
Although
only one
has been
releasedroom."
each week, in
Great Britain, in accordance with the policy in the United
States, the vogue for Fox photoplays is so great in the British
Isles that the two-a-week release will soon be inaugurated.
The entire staff in the Compton street offices consists of
Englishmen. Ernest Reed is managing director: W. Horace
Biss. previously with Bioscope, the trade weekly, is in charge
of the publicity: and Harry Engholm is scenario editor. It
is worth noting that the Fox pictures are re-edited and titled
anew in Great Britain.
"The Fox
Film Corporation covers the world now," Mr.
Sheehan
continued.
"We have circled the globe by our central agencies in
Rome, Paris, Moscow, Sidney, Melbourne, Wellington, Rio
de Janeiro, and a half-dozen other cities in South America."
Mr. Sheehan spent more than a month in France and was
impressed quite favorably by the films made there. He sailed
for the United States direct from Bordeaux.
KOPFSTEIN JOINS B. S. MOSS.
Jacques Kopfstein. who has been connected with the Ivan
Film Productions, Inc.. for some time in the capacity of director of publicity and advertising, has resigned to take the
position of general manager of the B. S. Moss Motion Picture Corporation. He is now making a tour of the various
independent exchanges of the country in the interest of the
Moss productions.
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Hughes Against Censorship
In a Masterly Address He Defines His Statesmanlike Attitude Toward the Motion Picture
--Exposes the Fallacy of Federal Control.
FDLI. OWING closely upon the visit to Shadow Lawn,
the details of which are found in full in this week's
issue of The Moving Picture World, a delegation of
film men strcniK in numbers and representative in character
sought out the Kepuhlican candidate for President and obtained from hiiu statements of so satisfactory a nature that
all went home congratulating the industry upon the result.
The delegation assembled at the offices of the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry in the Times
Building, where the entire party was assigned to an array of
automobiles ready for the journey across the river. Shortly
after 11 o'clock on Saturday. October 7, the cavalcade set
itself in motion, being composed as follows: J. H. Hallberg.
F H. Elliott, executive secretary, National .'Vssociation of
the Motion Picture Industry; Frank T. Elliott, assistant secretary; Walter W. Irwin, chairman executive committee;
Benjamin B. Hampton, Greater Vitagraph Co.; Williant M.
Scabury, William A. Johnston. P. A. Povyers, Adolph Zukor,
Hiram .^lirams. Jesse Lasky. Richard A. Rowland. J. A.
Berst. Arthur James, W. Stephen Bush, Lee A. Ochs, Louis
K. Blumenthai. Samuel Trigger, L. Levine, H. Charles
Hespe. Isaac Hartstall. representing the exhibitors.
There was a police escort on both sides of the river and
every thing went well until after the party left the City ot
Newark. The meeting between the film men and Mr. Hughes
was to occur on the lawn of the Essex County Country
Club, West Orange. N. J., and the time set was 1 p. m. Here
they were cordially received by Ex-Senator Everett Colby,
Senator Walter E. Edge, the Republican candidate for Governor of New Jersey; Mayor Thomas L. Raymond of Newark,
and Ex-State Senator Joseph Frelinghuysen.
In the big but home-like dining room of the club house,
one of the prettiest in the metropolitan district, the delegation was introduced to Mr. Hughes, whose cordiality and
simplicity put every one at ease. The delegation gathered
around the hospitable board and Mr. Hughes was about to
sit down when Senator Colby exclaimed: "Why this is all too
formal, let's go out on the lawn and have our talk there."
Everybody was ready to comply with the suggestion
Mr. Hughes, who looked far more tired than Wilson, but
who was just in as splendid a humor and who kept smil-

Candidate Hughes
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ing and joking in a charmingly unrestrained manner, had
hstened to Mr. Irwin's words with the most evident interest
ar.d sympathy. He plainly weighed the signihcance of every
syllabic uttered by the spokesman of the film delegation.
The former Governor of New York spoke with striking
fluency. He covered the subject of the motion picture and
its status in our civilization throughout, judiciously and sympathetically. He made it plain at the outset that he was
speaking informally and that no remarks of his should- iie
construed as a final expression of opinion. He also made it
clear that he has definite and clear ideas as to both the importance and the future of the motion picture industry and
the question of censorship. He pronounced an eloquent
eulogy of the motion picture, the possibilities of which, to his
way of thinking, were even now but faintly appreciated by the
Mr. Hughes, in vigorous language, expressed himself on the
people.
question of Federal control of the subject, qualifying everything he said w-ith the emphatic declaration that he was only
stating his opinion as a lawyer and that he was not speaking
in a formal or final manner.
He described the pursuit of the idea that Federal control
where there is no Federal exigency as a "will-o-theV. isp." The gathering which listened to Mr. Hughes was impressed by his wide-visioned appreciation of the motion picture as an intellectual, moral and educational force and characterized the future of the motion picture as one that defied
prophecy in its wonderful and ultimate development. He
drew a very sharp and clear distinction between regulation
of the motion picture and censorship of the motion picture.
Regulation founded on responsibility he believed in. but censorship he viewed with the greatest misgiving. He did not
for a moment suppose that there was any motion picture man
who wanted license to produce indecent and harmful pictures.
for such pictures would never be tolerated by the American
The film men received a last cordial handshake from Mr.
public.
Hughes, who departed for Montclair to show himself to an
expectant multitude. All of us were invited to resume our
places before the hospitable board of the Country Club, which
regaled us all in the most generous and amiable fashion. The
delegates returned to New York feeling that the Republican
candidate for the Presidency occupied the same sound and
thoroughly American position as the Democratic candidate.
To sum up: Both candidates are typical of a progressive type
of statesmanship to which the very idea of censorship is
abhorrent as a deadly menace to free institutions.

Receives Motion Picture Men

at Essex

County Coimtry Club.
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Another Combination of Picture Companies
Morosco and Pallas Pictures Merge With Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation— Paramount
Producers Under One Management
ANOTHER

affiliation of iinportant motion picture producing companies was effected last Thursday, announcement being made that the Oliver Morosco
Photoplay
Company and Pallas Pictures, productions
of both of which
appear on the Paramount program, have
merged with the Famous Players Film Company and the Jesse L.
Lasky Feature Play
Company in the Famous Players - Lasky
Corporation. The last
named company, organized more than a
month ago, is capitalized at $12,000,000.
This new alignment
of film interests represents the completion of plans the consummation of which
has been contemplated
for nearly two years.
Together, the producing companies named
represent the forces of
photoplay production
constituting the entire
Paramount Program,
which releases 104
feature plays annu^ly,
or two every week.
The
identities of the
several companies represented in the FamAdolph Zukor.
ous Plaj'ers - Lasky
—
Corporation
will
continue to be distinct in the productions seen on the screens of
theatres throughout the world.
The negotiations tending to this affiliation began in Los
Angeles and were terminated last Thursday in New York.
These conferences were attended by Adolph Zukor, President of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation; Jesse L. Lasky,
vice-president; Arthur S. Friend, treasurer; E. J. Ludvigh,
secretary; Oliver Morosco. president of the Oliver Morosco
Photoplay Company; Miss Melodile Garbutt, president
Pallas Pictures: Frank A. Garbutt, vice-president; William
G. Demorest. Frederick G. Lee and Daniel Froham. Miss
Garbutt and Mr. Garbutt
came to New York from Los
Angeles recently to attend
the conferences.
This combination will
bring under one banner the
greatest number of popular
stage and screen stars ever
assembled in a sirigle organization, including Marguerite
Clark. Pauline Frederick,
Marie Doro, Fannie Ward.
Lenore Ulrich. Blanche Sweet,
Mae Murray, Myrtle Stedman,
Louise Huff, Owen Moore,
Marguerite Courtot, Jack
Pickford, Vivian Martin, Cleo
Ridgely. Lou-Tellegen. Dustin Farnum, -\nn Pennington,
Sessue Hayakawa, George
Beban, Wallace Reid and
many others.
The photoplay productions bearing the names of
"Morosco" and "Pallas" in
the future, as in the past,
Jesse L. Lrsky.
will be produced at their big

® ®

studio in Los Angeles. The merging of the resources of this
extensive studio with the Lasky studio at Hollywood, California, and the Famous Players studio in New York, will
probably bring about a higher and more artistic standard of
motion picture production than has obtained in the past
history of the industry.
President Ztikor Sees New

Opportunities.

President Zukor, in commenting upon the amalgamation
of these interests, said: "This latest coalition unites under
one government and one system of operation all the producing forces that create the Paramount Program. While these
individual companies formerly co-operated with compleTe
harmony toward the maintenance of the highest possible
standard of motion picture production, under the new arrangement the opportunities for common artistic endeavor
will be more numerous and e.ictensive. This is the aspiration of all the factors in the Paramount group of producers,
and undoubtedly the results that will accrue will be as beneficial as are all the effects of a unity of purpose. The interchange of stars, plays and studio equipment among the four
plants will also constitute a more elastic and expensive pro-

Frank ducing
A.force."
Garbutt, of the Pallas-Morosco companies, said:
"This amalgamation of interests is the logical outcome of
plans which have been in contem.plation ever since the formation of Paramount two years ago. Each company will retain
its individuality and will go on manufacturing pictures as
heretofore. The individual companies will, however, have a
direct interest in the welfare and success of tlic other producers, thereby tending to
provide the Paramount
Program with pictures of
increasing excellence in
quality and with service
indicated "
Garbutt
Mr.
'Paramount.'
is truly
that
that he was highly pleased
adding
merger,
the
with
that any step in this direction which tends to
present to the trade a
united front and unified
interests would have only
beneficial effects in rendering permanent the confidence of the exhibitors
and the public in the
Paramount Pictures which
are to come.
Oliver Morosco, President of the Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company, in
speaking of the affiliation,
said: "The merging of
our interests with those
of the Famous Players
and the Jesse L. Lasky
Compan3' is the natural
tendency of the times towards the quality of
photoplays. The photoplay industry is gradually
Oliver Morosco.
undergoing parallel changes to those in the theatrical business, namely, the
survival of the fittest. To this end the coalition of the four
Paramount producing companies is a step in the right direction. The advantages to the producers are economy in operation and increased efficiency; to Paramount this new step
means a pronounced increase in the merit of the pictures; to
the exhibitors it is an insurance that Paramount Pictures
will keep pace with the demands of the day."
Hiram Abrams, president of the Paramount Pictures Corporation, upon being advised of the culmination of the
n:erger, congratulated the factors involved and made the
following statement: ".At last the complete unification of the
producing interests of Paramount has been accomplished.
The combination under one management of the four producers may be expected to result in both a greater variety and
a greater consistency of merit in the productions to appear
on the Paramount Program."
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Reviews of Current Productions
M
EXCLUSIVELY

BY OUR

"The Prince of Graustark"
Geo.

Barr McCutcheon's Sequel to "Graustark"
Filmed
Essanay — The
Cast
Includes
Bryant
Washburn,
Marguerite
Clayton,
Ernest
Maupain,
Sydney
Ainsworth
and
John
Cossar — Adapted
and
Directed by Fred E. Wright.
Keviewed by James S. McQuade.

by

ESSAN.WS ularity"Graustark"
1915. theaterIts popis sllU fresh inwasthereleased
memory inofApril,
photoplay
eoers, and the sequel gives fine promise of similar favor.
In this Instance the Prince of Graustark
visits America
to
borrow
millions of dollars to rescue his impoverished
realm
from the clutches of Uussia: whereas, in the first instance, a

OWN

STAFF

.Mis.t .M^iiKuerltc Claytons Princess of Dawsbergen Is
winsome, liaughty creature when she first meets her futurea
husband in the "pool" scene; but we see her gradually soften
before the ardent love of the man, whom she is convinced
loves her for herself alone, though that self in his mind Is
Maud Blithers. Her happiness is complete when, In the Palace
of Graustark, before the assembled Court, she learns that her
title means nothing, but that she and love mean everything
to the man who has chosen her.
Ernest Maupain has drawn an extravagant type of American
for the money king. Blithers, but he has only followed the
McCutcheon book. We laugh at the extraordinary man, but we
can never take him seriously. There is a fine contrast between the Blithers' type of man
that of Count Qulnnox.
chief of staff of the Graustark and
army, who is impersonated
by Sydney Ainsworth. One thoroughly enjoys the horror and
great annoyance of the Count when Blithers throws court
etiquette to the winds, and does things in his own outrageous
American way. The Baron Douglas of John Cossar is another fine characterization, and Mrs. Blithers is well sustained
by Florence Oberle.
The release date is November 6, through the Kleine-EdisonSelig-Essanay service.

"Prudence the Pirate"
Gladys Hulette Has Leading Role in a Thanhouser Made
Pathe Gold Rooster Comedy That Makes Good
Entertainment.
Reviewed
by George
Blaisdell.

IN' finely
"Prudence
Gladys
Hulette
has asa Prudence
youthful role
fittedthe
to Pirate"
her tender
years—
surely
she
looks not more than sixteen, and it is a more or less commonly accepted fiction that a female is only as old as she looks
The story is by Agnes Johnson. It is a craftsmanlikc piece
of work, especially that part of It which is devoted to the
draughting of the leaders. These have more than a distinct
comedy flavor; there is always present the literary touch
Miss Hulette is supported among others by Flora Pinch and
KUey Chamberlin.
These two unusually clever character actors

Scene from "The
Prince of Graustark"
(Essanay).
young millionaire American visited Graustark and married its
princess, in the face of great odds and difRculties. The prince
of this story is the son of that young millionaire, and prides
himself on his .\merican lineage.
The young Prince of Graustark would have been advanced
the money required to save his country from bankruptcy had
he been willing to marry the Princess of Dawsbergen, whom
he had not seen since she was three years old; but had refused, preferring to choose a wife for himself. It happened
that when the young prince set out for America, the Princess
of Dawsbergen. unknown to him, was already visiting friends
there, and It also chanced that she closely resembled in face
figure and stature the only daughter of William W. Blithers.
the ruling money king of America at the time, and the man
who finally loaned the Prince of Graustark thirty millions of
dollars. Owing to the remarkable likeness between the two
girls, the spectator will be as badly puzzled in following the
story intelligently as was the prince in distinguishing one
girl from the other, unless the subtitles and certain telegrams
are attentively observed.
The story in films possesses strong Interest, and
Wright has clothed it with very appropriate settings. Director
The principal characters are all happily cast. Bryant Washburn as Prince Robin of Graustark, is lighthearted. generous
and handsome, and a persistent lover. The prince's manner
In dealing with a serious question before his Cabinet reveals
at once his sunny temper and disposition, while his enjoyment over the reception given him at the Blithers' home shows
his line sense as a man of the world, who makes himself at
home anywhere without losing his dignity.
The scene showing the prince jumping into the pool to assist
the Princess of Dawsbergen in landing the fish she has caught
— though he mistakenly believes her to be Maud Blithers with
whoni he had played tennis a few hours before— is a pretty
ntroduction to the love story of their lives. And the scene
in the Graustark palace, later on. which reveals the identity
of the girl who had won his heart, Is a. romantic and flttin;,-

Scene from •Prudence the Pirate " (Pathe).
prove to be Just the team that one knowing their individual
capacity for mirthmaking would be led to expect. The general
result Is worthwhile. "Prudence the Pirate" will make good
entertainment.
Miss Hulette as Prudence shows marked skill in comedy interpretation. She has the pep and abandon of young girlhood
Prudence Is romantic, with a leaning to the piratical. She
imposes her pranks on relatives and servants alike. Her misadventures have the natural effect of indefinitely postponing
her formal debut In society even while
feminine ways are
hastening the ensnaring of the smitten her
Astorbilt.
Miss Finch is seen as the prim aunt who unsuccessfully tries
to keep her niece within the bounds of conventionality; but
who likewise finds her matchmaking ambitions
gratified when
Prudence in her own way secures the hand-picked prize Mr
Chamberlin Is Meeks, the family butler. Meeks loses his
standing as a temperance advocate when on the Invitation of

M^
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Prudence he looks on the punch when it is red; his position
is placed in still greater jeopardy when the hastily gathered
pirate crew of the Bucket of Blood kidnaps him and carries
him away to don a pirate's garb. Barnett Parker is Astorbill;
he does a good bit of character drawing of the wealthy young
man none too strong in his masculinity. Yet he does not
overdo the part. The remainder of the cast gives satisfactory
support.

Two Biograph Reissues
"The Battle at Elderbush Gulch," a Spectacular Two-Reeler,
and *'The Science
of Crime," also Two
Reels, for
Early Release Through General Film.
Reviewed
by Ben H, Grimm.
"The Battle at Elderbush Gulch."
«<*Tr* HE Battle at Elderbush
Gulch." is a spectacular
twoJ[ reel "Western"
being reissued by Biograph.
Action is
the keynote in the film — action of the sort that made David
W. Griffiith. who produced this picture, famous.
In fact, there is
so much action crammed into the two reels that one can hardly
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"The Hidden Scar"
Five-Part
Picture
Produced
for the World
Program
by
Peerless Features Ethel Clayton and Holbrook Blinn.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
AS story
A BASIS
screen production,
Mrs. Owen
Bronson's
offers for
an aoft-repeated
but interesting
theme.
Ethel
Clayton plays the role of an attractive and pure-minded
young woman, according to the synopsis of the story handea
to the writer, who falls a prey to the wiles of a once wealthy
but now degenerate man, who upon being mortally injured by
thugs, dies, leaving his home and an annuity to the young
woman and the nameless child she bore him. Later she marries a clergyman whose parents live next door to her new
home, and to whom the skeleton of her life becomes known
through a cohesion of circumstances, a remark innocently
dropped by his friend and physical trainer, and the unearthing
of a photograph of the dead man by the child, at an inopportune moment.
As we see the story presented on the screen there is nothing
to lead us to suppose that the once wealthy derelict is the
father of the child. On the contrary, the impression given as
he sits beside her at a table at the cabaret where she makes a
living by dancing, and says to her "Dear little girl, you seem
to be in trouble; is there anything I can do to help you?" or
words to this effect, is. that in the heart of the derelict there
still smoulders a spark of manliness, and that the leaving of
all his worldly goods to the fallen woman is merely a posthumous act of charity. This false impression is no doubt due
trimarily to a poorly constructed scenario, as well as lack of
foresight on the part of the director, all of which could have
been modified by explanatory subtitles.
While Ethel Clayton has been allotted a role in which thert
should have been opportunities, Holbrook Blinn has been given
a comparatively small part, the value of which could be
summed up in one heroic bit wherein he. points out to the
clergyman the fallacy of preaching one thing and practising
another.
The result is that in place of turning his wife, who

Scene from "The Battle at Elderbush Gulch" (Biograph).

^ ■■
grasp

it all. Several hundred Indians and white men in battle,
and scenes in which the lens of the camera transferred to
the film happenings taking place on half-mile-square areas
furnish thrills aplenty. A whole street is burned during the
course of the battle, as are also several detached cabins in
which the white men take refuge.
The story has its human- interest appeal, too, and in the
east are Mae Marsh, Robert Harron, Lillian Gish. Henry B.
Walthall, the
Albert
and" Men
Charles
Mailes. Theby big
between
whitesPaget
and Red
is precipitated
two battle
little
pups — pets of a young girl and her sister, who have come l<»
live in their settler-uncle's cabin. Tlie little dogs are stolen
by the chief's son so that he may take part in the Indians'
dog
Indian and
is shot
by the
girl's uncle, Here
and the
entirefeast.
tribe The
is aroused
attacks
the settlement.
the
battle scenes occur, and the few remaining white men are
succored by the soldiers just as they are making their last
stand.
Excitement is kept at a high pitch throughout, and this
picture is sure to go well. It will be released through the
General
Film Service on October 24.

"The

"The Science of Crime."
"The Science of Crime," a two-reel Biograph reissue, although
it has for its basic idea a rather old theme, compares favorably
with some of the short-length subjects of more modern publications. The story is melodramatic, and deals with crime
and the underworld. The young son of an eminent criminologist wins his first case as prosecuting attorney by proving a
prisoner's criminal tendencies to be hereditary. A gangster
who has been sent away by the young prosecutor's father is
released after serving his sentence. The young prosecutor
goes slumming and the gangster sees his chance for revenge.
In a dance hall a fight is started, during the course of which
the youth is shot in the head. He is brought to the den of
the gangster and his gang, and when he recovers consciousness it is found that he has lost his memory. He becomes a
skilled criminal, and at a social function steals a necklace from
the girl he was once engaged to. His father, the criminologist.
is put on the case. The gangster betrays the youth, who has
grown a beard, and his father is the main witness against
him. His father's words as to hereditary criminality bring
back the young man's memory, and the story ends happily.
The cast is made up of William Jefferson, Franklin Ritchie,
Louise Vail and George Morgan.

THE eleventh two-reel episode of "The Girl From 'Frisco"
series, titled "The Yellow Hand," is pure melodrama, and
is sure to go "well with audiences that like their thrills
dealt out raw. Director James W. Horne has gone the limit
in order to get the proper atmosphere into the visualization of
Robert Welles Ritchie's story, particularly so in the acquisition of a score of Chinamen, who, in the picture, are members
of the Dragon Brotherhood. Plenty of fighting occurs during the action of the plot, and its element of mystery centers
attention on the screen throughout. Not once is the spectator's
curiosity as to the identity of the owner of the "yellow hand"
satisfied — all that is seen is the work of that mysterious being,
who controls the nefarious operations of the Dragon Brotherhood, the strongest Chinese Tong,
A murder committed in an office across the court from the
office occupied by Barbara Brent's father leads to her obtaining the "death seal" of the Tong. The seal is seen by her
Chinese
servant, who is a member
of the Dragon
Brother-

Scene from "The Hidden Scar" (World).
has degenerated in his sight to the Magdalene class, from his
lioor. he practises the forgiving spirit of which he has preached.
Much
could be done to improve
the action of this production which in its present shape carries too little significance.

A Trio ofKalems
Yellow
Hand," Eleventh Episode in "The Girl from
'Frisco" Serial — "A Daring Chance," a "Hazard of
Helen," and "A Sauerkraut Symphony,"
Latest Ham and Bud Comedy.
Reviewed by Ben H. Grimm.
"The Yellow Hand."
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hood. Through the servant, who tries to stranKle her, Barbara learns the location of the Brotherhood's headquarters.
It is when she. together with her father and John Wallace,
goes to investigate the den that all the fighting occurs. The
owner of the "yellow hand" eludes the trio and sinks out of
sight Into a sower. The murder Is explained by a white man
who has been smuggling Chinese women into the den. and
whoMarli)
was Sais
the and
miirdered
man's accomplice.
True Buardinan
play the If.ids in this episode.
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Scene from "The Yellow Hand" (Kalem).
and are supported by Ronald
Bradbury,
Frank Jonasson,
Edward Clisbee.

and

*'A Daring Chance."
In this number of the "Hazards of Helen" railroad series.
Billy Boy, a youngster of tender years, takes as much chance
with his young life as does Helen Gibson with hers. The reel
Is refreshingly lacking in the deeply villainous themes seen ii*
this series heretofore. Excitement reaches a high pitch
when the little boy, through a series of circumstances, is left
alone on a racing gasoline-driven handcar. He is traveling to
certain death through collision with a stalled train, when Helen
is notified of the little fellow's plight. She boards the engine
of the special and starts after the boy. The engine and the
hand car race side by side. Just as the handcar is about to
collide with the stalled car Helen reaches down from the cab
of the engine and swings the boy to safety. This scene is
exciting. Beside Helen Gibson and Billy Boy, there are in the
cast: George Routh, P. S. Pembroke, and G. A. Williams.
Directed by E. VT. Matlack.
"A Sauerkraut
Symphony.*'
"A Sauerkraut
Symphony"
is more
many
recent Ham and Bud
releases.
The humorous
humor is than
rather
broad,
though, and it is the work of the comedians themselves, rather
than the story, that cause the laughs. Ham, Bud, and Ethel
Teare are assisted in this reel by Henry Murdoch. Most of
the action of the story takes place in a sauerkraut factory,
where Ham and Bud work, and if sauerkraut is made the way
these two make it we don't blame them for wanting to go
on strike because their wages are paid in sauerkraut. Ethel
is the daughter of the sauerkraut magnate, and Henry Murdoch
is the anarchist who wants to blow up all sauerkraut factories.
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tance, and the two fall in love, he with simple and direct sincerity, she with all tlie indirectness and contrariness of her
sex in its extreme expression.
Not until he gets mixed up In a political mess, however,
and proves himself every inch a man in the face of danger,
does the colleen really soften, and then she gives herself to
him in wifehood, with all the fervor of her proud and pure
young heart.
"A Sister of Six."
"A Sister of Six" is the story of California life in all its
picturesque variety ov^r a half century ago, and It Is both
(inely typed and admirably handled. It relates to a violent dispute over land on whioh there is a vein of gold, between the
rightful owners, seven little orphans headed by Bessie I^ove,
the others entirely too near of an age to be considered brothers
and sisters, but that is a matter of minor consequences. Thoy
are active and amusing in their small roles. The children are
legally defended by an old sailor uncle of wealth, most astonishingly conventional for a sailor, and physically by a manly
young head vaqucro In love with Bessie. The action is stirring in the battle between men attacking the ranch and those
defending it, but there is practically no element of suspense and
only a limited attempt at characterization during the early
scenes.
Some of the latter are very pretty. Without them the story
would fall to one of mere movement. Action amounts to practically nothing unless deep human interest and sympathy are
stirred by the adequate portrayal of interesting and sympathetic human qualities in the principal characters. Miss Love
does full justice to her role, as do all members of the cast, but
the sun of human interest in the story of action that subordinates characterization has long passed the meridian.
*'She Loved a Sailor."
"She Loved a Sailor" has the vim, the ingenuity, the thrill and
the sparkle of the Keystone comedy at its best. It will be a
winner with the audience wherever shown.

''Love Never Dies''
Bluebird

Photoplays,
Inc., Presents
Five-Part
Production
Inspired by Mendelssohn's "Spring Song."
Revic'.vod by Margaret 1. MacDonald.
ASTORT to be a good storj' must be inspired by reason as
well as sentiment; and one reputed to be inspired by a
musical composition such as Mendelssohn's "Spring Song,"
which is merely a tone picture of the composer's conception
of the awakening of spring, is apt to be of impoverished consistency and overbalanced by sentimentalism. In the present
instance the story reflects so slightly the conception of the
great composer that one wearies of a production that boasts
not even a substantial moral basis.
Ruth Stonehouse, beautiful, graceful and talented as we
know her to be, is cast in the role of a young girl who at the
loss of her mother is adopted by a rich and heartless uncle,
and later runs away with a former sweetheart and lives with
him for some time unmarried. Tlie uncle, infuriated at discovering the girl in this compromising position, has the man, a
musician, by the way, arrested, while he seizes the girl to drag
her back to his gloomy home. A friendship formed with another musician who has been appointed
musical
director at

Triangle Program
"A Corner in Colleens," Amusing Irish Comedy with Bessie
Barriscale, presented by Thomas H. Ince; "A Sister of Six,"
Stirring California Drama of the Fine- Arts, with Bessie
Love; Both Five Reels and An Amusing Two-Reel Keystone, "She Loved a Sailor."
Reviewed
bj- I.i>uis lleeves Harrison.
*'A Comer in Colleens."
ti A
CORNER in Colleens" deals with the sweetly wild Irish
Jx girl
charmingly
Dutchess" tomboy.
in her
many so novels
and a portrayed
close kin by
of "The
our American
She Is the composite product of vigorous health and warm
sympathies, the former stirring her rampant blood to rebellion,
the latter, a native characteristic, reaching out like the tendrills of a flower toward those within reach of her womanly
pity, causing her to be a delightful admixture of feminine and
boyish qualities often misunderstood.
Bessie Barriscale impersonates one of a bunch of Colleens
raised by a humerous old lady of combative tendency, intent
on proclaiming the greatness of the Irish, another native characteristic, and Bessie gets it over with astonishing vivacity, although she plays the part better than she looks it. She is at
her Impish tricks, a happy child of the open, when the owner
of the property on which she lives, a young American who has
Inherited it from his grandfather, comes to inspect his inheri-

Scene from "Love Never Dies" (Bluebird).
the Paris Grand Opera, forms a loophole of escape for her.
Leaping from her uncle's carriage at an opportune moment
she flees to the apartment of said director, and hurries away
with him to Paris. Here she becomes a famous dancer, and
eventually injures one of her feet so seriously that she is
obliged to be carried from the stage at the moment when
her former lover discovers that an opera which he has written
has been stolen by the musical director, and comes to denounce
her as an accomplice. A happy reunion of the pair is arranged
for at the close of the picture.
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Some very beautiful locations have been chosen in staging
this picture. The interior settings are also pleasing. The
dancing, as is frequently the case in moving picture productions is unprofessional and apt to elicit ridicule.
Playing- opposite Ruth Stonehouse is Frankly n Farnum.
Others of the cast are Dorothy Clark, Kingsley Benedict,
Maurice Kusell, Arthur Hoyt, Mrs. Witting. Wm. Canfield.
Wadsworth Harris, and T. D. Crittenden.

'Her Father's Son"
Oliver

Morosco
Picture of Befo' de War and During It —
Vivian Martin Has a Charmingly Pretty Role.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
ANY picture attracts mostly because the cloth of its fancy
seems to the spectator
to be of like material
with hla
own dream fabrics. The most recent Morosco film for the
Paramount, "Her Father's Son," is a picture for young women.
Its prettiness
flatters the spectator.
The scene painter ami
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college and later is falsely suspected of the murder of a girl
In a cabaret. His friend, Kenneth, In love with Esther, tries
to raise money to save Bert's honor, and when the graver
crime is committed still remains true to his friend.
A detective named Collins plays an important role, the pa/t
being taken by Giimore Hammond. Collins is Kenneth's rival
for the hand of Esther. He also comes to Bert's aid during the
college scrape, but only on condition that Esther will marry
him. The girl consents and the marriage occurs. The character
of Collins is not sharply drawn; he Is a villain one minute ani
a hero the next. This is one of the weak features of the story.
Another weak feature is found In the closing scenes when Bert
is cleared of the murder charge, but Is allowed to remain under
a cloud as regards his financial transactions.
The cast is an agreeable one and the story value is quite
strong, but the faults of construction almost overbalance these
merits.

"Charity?"
Initial

Subject of Frank
Powell
Productions
Reflects
Dramatic Way Recent Revelations as to the
Care of Juvenile Wards.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.

in a

THE

Scene from *Her Father's Son'* (Morosco).
builder, the camera with the director behind it, the players,
every one a courtier for the spectator's favor, succeed in persuading him that he can appreciate how gracious is the life tho
soul would like to live, if the soul could have Its way. It tells
a befo" the war story, and Is set in some glorious plantation
of Virginia. There is nothing ugly in it at all, and the tale is
attractive rather than strong.
Lacking a good heroine, it would have lacked almost everything; but Vivian Martin has the lead, and she is as good a
leader as Stonewall Jackson when there's a pretty story to be
carried through. It really is no easy job she has here, but she
gets away with it in splendid shape, and every last jovial an !
kindly-hearted nigger in the cast helps her in the big job of
pleasing the audience. Helen Jerome Eddy is also very good in
the pleasing line. Herbert Standing plays an old Virginia
fire-eater after the correct tradition. Alfred Vosburgh as a
Union lieutenant, and Jack Lawton as a Confederate, are what
they should be. And we mustn't forget Mammy Cloe by LucilK'
Ward, or Mose by Tom Bates, "dem colored folks," who arthelped out by excellent subtitles.
Director William Taylor deserves more credit than any of
them. He had a first class camera man in Homer Scott, and
made good use of his talent. He knew that his leading suit in
this picture was romance and not reality, and he put hi.s
efforts Into making the scenes thoroughly romantic with great
success.
he didn't
to be letter
perfect
at ever>
turn of theThat
action,
leaves bother
a few chances
for the
experts
to be
critical — these are few. Romance can go only just so far^ —
it needs to believe in itself. The plot gave the director one or
two hard places. He and his heroine have done good work getting over them.

first subject to issue from the studio of Frank Powell
Productions. Inc., Is "Charity?" a picture reflecting in a.
strongly dramatic manner recent controversies over and
investigations into the care of New York's wards of tender age.
It is a story with a moral, a plea for the conservation of child
life, physically and otherwise. It shows how the channels of
crime, of thievery, of prostitution, may be fed by recruits from
orphan asylums — through the connivance of those whose interests are financial while seemingly benevolent. The story
was written by Linda A. Griffith and adapted and produced
by Mr. Powell. In a foreword the producer states that it is not
the intention of the author to represent the story as reflecting conditions in all institutions devoted to the care of children, but that the basic facts were derived from actual occurrences described in existing reports.
The main Incident of the story Is the trial for murder of a
young woman charged with the death of her infant. On the
witness stand she tells what has happened in her family since
her birth. Dissolving views reveal the apology for a home, the
drunken father, the mother working in a sweatshop, the increasing family, the death of the parents, the taking over of
the children by a "home," the treatment of the children, Including neglect, abuse, scant feeding; the running away of the
brother and the sister, the false Imprisonment of the former,
the hardships of the latter, the release and rehabilitation of
the brother and the acquittal of the sister when she convinces
the court that her child died of starvation.
Creighton Hale has the role of Jlnimie Fleming, the brother.
His youthful face well fits the character of the boy who Is
eventually rescued from the slough and converted into a successful lawyer. Linda Griffith Is his sister Mary, whose dramatic recital on the stand holds all under its spell. Sheldon
Lewis is the father. Marie Bruce the mother. Veta Searl is
the "little orphan girl." a first performance and a distinct "find.""

*'The Black Sheep of the Family"

Five-Reel
Red Feather
Production
Tells Story of Erring
Youth
Redeemed
by Sorrow and Tribulations.
Reviewed by Robert C- McElravy.
IT WOULD be impossible for a production so full of incident
as this by Frank M. Wiltermood and Jay Hunt to fail .n
holding the interest to some degree. But the wealth f
incident is after all the chief weakness of the story. Vital
happenings are permitted to occur in the most casual manne •,
losing much of the force that would have been given them by
preparing the mind of the observer In advance.
The story concerns four young people, a brother and sister
from two families, with two love affairs resulting. The parts
are taken by Francelia Billington, Jack Holt. Paul Byron an 1
Helen Leslie. Bert, portrayed by Paul Byron, proves to be a
weak
character.
He gambles
away
the fraternity
funds ar

Scene from "Charity?"

(Powell).

Morgan Jones is the counsel for the defense — a real pleader — ^
and Henry Hallam is the prosecuting attorney. A long and
strong cast support these players. The picture Is well staged
as well as finely acted.
No time is lost In the beginning in getting into the atmosphere of the story. Scenes of New York, of "east aide, west
side." are shown.
The subject is a powerful one; it holds and it moves.
While
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the major portion of tho tulo Is in wlmdnw. nevertheless there
Is II lienouoment which "sends thorn away happy." It Is a
atory with a purpose, a yreat purpose, the purpose of making
men anil women tliliik, and should Induce them to act In the
direction of making lighter the burdens of the little unfortunates who are thrown upon the cure of the community.

**The Iron WomarC'
A Popular Players Feature from the Book by Margaret Dcland — Distributed by the Metro Pictures Corporation.
I;e\iewt'd by \\*. Stephen
Biish.
NANCE
O'NKIL.
takes the leading
part In this ft-aturc.
which
is built on the novel by Margaret
Do land.
It
may be doubted whether the novel evt-r possessed enout;ii
dramatic
materials
to spin Into Ave thousand
feet of film
without endangering the Interest and attention of the audience.
The novel's chief merit has always been considered to be the
cleverness of the narrative
rather than the strength
of the

Scene from
The Iron Woman" (Metro).
plot. With these difficulties to contend with the director has
created some strong scenes; he has succeeded in producing the
atmosphere, a matter of much importance in a Tilm play of
this kind; he has given us good settings throughout. Miss
a characterization of the "Iron Woman"
as good
gave The
O'Neil
as
possible.
light and shade in her acting is always strong.
There is a certain appeal in her work, but the subtle shades
of character and emotion sometimes escape her.
There are two great moments in the play. One is the scene
where a mother recalls her son who is engulfed in a consuming
passion to his better senses by revealing her own weakness
and frailty. The other comes in the scene when the Iron
Woman realizes that her kindness to the son has been fraught
with evil consequences.
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deeply engaged In a work that may not pay hlni for aomo time
to come.
We Is advised to go at the problem in a "regular" way and
is induced to abandon his perilous profession for something
promising greater returns. He is refused opportunity to work
In the offices uf old and wealthy friends — his profession has
given him social entree among the rich — and he finally markers -some worthless mining stock on a commission, his commissions being paid In stock. Here Is where the business man's
chance comes in. The mine proves to be a melon Instead of a
lemon, and the author, who has possessed plenty of brains all
along, suddenly turns them to account, aided by chance and
makes scoop after scoop In the stock market, catching the
banker himself short and winning the daughter.
Mr. Bennet's Impersonation Is one that gradually warms the
spectator Into a condition of kindly sympathy until the story
might be almost anything, developed in any one of a thousand
ways, and yet hold strongly to the last. Therein, not In old
theatrical tricks, lies llie e.isentlal element of success.
"A Woman's Daring."
"A Woman's Daring" sets forth the unusual case in drama
where a supposedly Intelligent woman attempts to exercise
some common sense in revealing what has the appearance of
being an error in iier past, and which often becomes one
through secrecy. The heroine^ very charmingly portrayed by
Winifred Greenwood, is a country girl led into a false marriage
with an adventurer, one who has a wife living, who is arrested
shortly after the ceremony at the instigation of his first and
only lawful wife. The betrayed girl has a child, but a large
inheritance from a miserly uncle enables her to cover the mistake and raise her child to the age of five as a widow. She
then marries a fine fellow, an investment broker, and becomes
the object of his devotion, while secretly loved by a friend of
his, a physician who Is made coroner. Her betrayer reappears
and is hired by the husband as a chauffeur. In this capacity
the father of her child enters upon a systematic blackmail.
The wife and mother does not appear to be daring until the
chauffeur is discharged and threatens exposure. She goes to
her husband's office to make a confession, meets the chauffeur
bent on a mission of exposure and accidently kills him while
struggling to defend her own life. Her husband is arrested
for murder — he has threatened the chauffeur and is found with
the body and the case comes before the coroner, secretly in love
with her. It is at the trial that she exhibits courage to save
her husband. The coroner thinks, better of a scheme to get
rid of the husband and discharges him without implicating the
wife. The story is handled faultily at times, and the characterization is not always strong, but it ends consistently and
happily.

Five-Part

"A Prince in a Pawnshop''

Vitagraph Blue Ribbon
Feature Presents Barney
Bernard in the Title Role.
Reviewed
by Margaret
1. Mac Don aid.
THE
play by Marie de Sarlabous and Andre de Segurola
has had trouble in adapting Itself to the lengthy accounting required In five reels of moving picture film,
as evidenced by the production made by the Vitagraph Company
featuring the noted actor Barney Bernard. While it is possible that the adapter had his troubles in making the goods
fit the design, still we have reason to believe that he might

Mutual Program
"The
Waster,"
With
Richard
Bennet, a Decided
Success;
"A Woman's Daring," a Good Story; Both Five Reels.
Reviewed
by I..>uis i:>.'eves Harrison.
"The Waster."
with a characterizasteps out to the front
(inpHE Waster"
X tlon so perfect that incident is a matter of secondary
remember ShakeWe
plays.
fine
all
in
consequence, as
speare by Hamlet. Othello. Shylock and all the rest, not by the
plots. The same is true of all great novels. Yet our producers
have been clinging to the decayed theatrical idea, an inheritance from melodrama, that "action" is the thing. Action, plot.
story interest and all that arrests and holds attention grow
out of human nature. The characterization is that of a man
absorbed in a congenial literary pursuit which pays him well
at times, enough for a comfortable living, and at other time.-^
finds him overdrawing his bank account. The joy of his life.
work far removed from drudgery, lies in the release of what
his creative imagination formulates.
The leading character, impersonated with great skill by Mr.
Richard Bennet. Is that of the author, popularly regarded as
impractical by gentlemen who depend upon the ups and downs
of the stock market because they get theirs in large blocks
with small effort, while the literary worker earns singlehanded all he receives. The well-submerged theme is that com
mon human egotism, such as we all possess, causes the easymoney man to regard the brainy fellow who earns his, with a
good-nature tolerance not unmixed with disdain. The author
sympathizes
sweetens
humanis most
weakness
— the hidden
"business"
man
preys on and
It. But
this theme
carefully
in a
bouquet of story interest. The author falls in love with :i
banker's daughter, squanders his entire bank account in thfcourtship and is brought face to face with the necessity of
earning money to support his wife, at a moment when he is

Scene from "A Prince in a Pawnshop" (Vitagraph).
have handed the director a better script than that from v%hic:i
the picture was made.
Barney Berna/d as David Solomon, a Hebrew of marvelous
philanthropy and original philosophy of life, is inimitable. The
Hebrew character as he interprets it in David Solomon Is
particularly lovable; and the philosophy attributed to David
Solomon, that the poor must pay for the rich, and that there
is no reason why he should be the loser because he helps the
poor, we must admit is somewhat convincing. There seema to
have been difficulty in telling the story on the screen without
a monotonous
series of exits and entrances
from bank
to
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pawnshop and vice versa, on the part of David Solomon, all of
which is made bearable by the colorful acting' of Barney
Bernard. The early part of the picture in which most
of the fine moral teaching of the play is revealed is forceful
and interesting, while the latter part becomes more or less
tiresome with the obvious effort to stretch the story out to
the desired length of the film. The anticipated birth of
a child to the downtrodden woman, Mary Brown, the cast-off
sweetheart of David Solomon's frivolous son, presented in allegory, is not particularly effective, and could easily be dispensed with, as could also the spirit of poverty which has
been introduced by means of double exposure.

"The Lash"

A Lasky Production in Which Marie Doro Takes the Leading
Part With Striking Ability and Success.
Reviewed
by W. Stephen
Bush.
THIS is a big picture. The plot may be improbable and not
entirely consistent, but the part of Sidonie. the leading
figure in the play, is rendered by Marie Doro in such
fine fashion, with such consummate camera skill, that the audience is more than "willing to forgive minor defects. Xor is the
acting of Marie Doro the picture's only, claim to pre-eminence
even in the Lasky school.
Here was a plot "which afforded much room for daring action
and stirring events on the turbulent sea beating against s
rockbound coast. The director wisely subordinated the magnificent and overpowering effects of the landscape to the main
theme of the story and as a result all the great realistic
superiority of the screen over the stage comes into fullest play.
The little shell of a boat is tossed and upset after many perils
of thrilling realism, of which the passage through a marvelor.s
natural gateway and arch above the sea is not the least exciting. The Breton atmosphere is reproduced in a way that commands my unreserved admiration; costumes, manners, types,
even the least detail of the crude architecture of the fishing
village are all there. They give the picture its extraordinary
background and its almost stereoscopic perspective. Any word
in praise of the settings and of the superb photography seems
fully deserved. I know of no recent picture which offers s3
much to the eye and the mind at the same time.

"It May Be Your Daughter"

Moral Uplift Society's Five-Part Subject Is An Unadorned
Tale of Man's Villainy Against Womanhood.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
THE Moral Uplift Society of America has produced a fivepart subject entitled "It May Be Your Daughter." The
aim of the picture as set forth in introductory leaders, is
to warn the young against the dangers of the city and the
parents against folly of violent antagonism to rather than
calm reasoning with girls inclined to be wayward. With these
premises there will be little disposition to quarrel. It is in the
working out of the story, however, that friends of the motion
picture will find ground for criticism. Tlie treatment is frankly melodramatic, accentuating the sensational.
There will be strong inclination on the part of many who
witness the production of the picture to feel that its general
theme does not square with the morality and the uplift implied
by the corporate name of the maker; that its tendency is
not uplifhting. The good men and the good woman portrayed
are submerged by the unspeakably vicious representatives of
mankind. It is not a subject that can be considered as either
wholesome entertainment or good amusement and, as already
intimated, is sure to offend many in every audience.
*'It May Be Your Daughter" is one of those pictures that
the careful exhibitor will prefer to see for himself before
exhibiting on his screen.

Aeroplanes in "Granf Episode
spectacular Other
Views Late
Secured
for Kalem
"The
October

Missing
Heiress" —
Releases.

THROUGH the daring of George Larkin. star of Kalem"s
new series. "Grant. Police Reporter." and Cameraman
Zangrelli, that company secured what is declared to be
the
first
"close-up
in an series.
aeroplane" for "The Missing Heiress,"
second episode
of that
Screen productions in which aeroplanes have been used in
the past have usually suffered because it was possible to
show the flyers only in distant views, while studio scenes
were necessary to show close-up views of the character in" the
aeroplane. To overcome this weakness Kalem shipped two
Dunn hydroplanes to the Jacksonville studio when production
was started on "The Missing Heiress." When the scenes were
taken the two hydroplanes were flying side by side, less than
twenty feet apart, with Larkin in one and the cameraman in
the otl. =:r. The scenes have a gripping effect, especially since
the animation and bustle of life on solid earth may be seen
many hundreds of feet below.
Considerable argument was necessary to induce the professional aviatort- in charge of the aeroplanes to take the risk incident to flying so close together. These air scenes form the
climax to ths episode of the newspaper series released Friday, October 3'. One of the most thrilling scenes shows Dare-
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Devil Larkin leaping- through the air from the moving hydroplane to the rope ladder of an ocean liner.
In addition to Ollie Kirkby. co-starred in this Kalem series
by Robert Welles Ritchie, the cast in this episode includes
Robert Ellis. Arthur Albertson, William McKey, Mary Taylor
Ross, Bessie Dial and G. Chira. The story finds Grant solving
the mysterious disappearance of an heiress.
"The Bogus Booking Agents" is the "Ham Comedy" listed
for release on this week's Kalem schedule, being issued Tuesday, October 24. Ham, Bud, Ethel Teare and Henry Murdoch
are seen in a lively comedy in which all four members are
supposed to be stage-struck.
Marin Sais and True Boardman. stars of "The Girl from 'Frisco." make their bow in this closing week of the October schedule in "The Harvest of Gold," twelfth episode of that two-reel
series. The plot of the story is laid in the orange groves of
California, that industry of the Golden State furnishing a picturesque background for the adventurous
action.
Ronald Bradbury, Pranl< Jonasson, Edward Clisbee and Hart
Hoxie are others in the cast of this episode. The direction of
the series, which is also from the pen of Robert Welles Ritchie,
is in the capable hands of James W. Home.
"A Daring Chance" is the latest "Hazard of Helen" scheduled
for October release. In this episode, issued Saturday. October
21, Helen Gibson contributes a daring feat in saving Billy Boy,
the Kalem youngster, from a runaway electric speeder.

World Films in Advance
Schedule of Productions Next
Shows May.
Releases Completed

Up

to

UNDER the direction of William A. Brady, the World Film
Corporation continues the policy of completing its output far in advance, and now finds itself in a position tu
announce all of its releases up to and including May 29, more
than seven months ahead.
There are several points of unusual interest and significance
about this situation in addition to the main feature, which is
that no other such feat has ever been accomplished in the
motion picture business, so that the present performance sets
a record which seems quite likely to stand for some time.
The completion of a large number of photoplays in this
manner will naturally have the effect of stabilizing the World
product, acting as an assurance to exhibitors and the public
that the pictures are not hurriedly made in order to connect
with an imminent release date, and that by the time they are
due for delivery there will have "been ample opportunity for
the polishing process "wherever needed.
Another and still more potential angle of this accumulation
of picture plays, which seems to have escaped general attention, is that the World Film Corporation is increasing its
actual, substantial assets at a rapid and important rate. The
mere possession of so many completed and paid for plays, for
which there is a large and increasing market demand, is a
matter of very considerable- commercial interest pointing to
singularly far-sighted sagacity of management.
The list of World-Brady pictures now complete and awaiting
release is as follows:
October 16. Ethel Clayton and Holbrook Blinn, in "The Hidden
Scar"; October 23, Gail Kane, in "The Scarlet Oath"; October
30. Lew Fields, in "The Man Who Stood Still"; Nov. 6, Robert
Warwick and Gail Kane, in "The Heart of a Hero"; Nov, 13.
Ethel Clayton and Carlyle Blackwell, in "The New South";
Nov. 20. Alice Brady, in "Bought and Paid For"; Nov. 27, Gail
Kane, in "The Men She Married"; Dec. 4, Robert Warwick,
supported by June Elvidge and MoUie King, in "All Man";
Dec. 11. Clara Kimball Young, in "The Rise of Susan"; Dec. 18.
Marie Dressier, in "Tillie's Day Off"; Dec. 25. E. K. Lincoln and
June Elvidge, in "The World Against Him"; Jan. 2, Alice Brady,
in "A Woman Alone"; Jan. 9. Gail Kane and Carlyle Blackwell, in "On Secret Service"; Jan. 16, Robert Warwick, supported by Doris Kenyon, in "A Movie Romance": Jan, 23, Gail
Kane, in "Her God"; Jan. 3D, Ethel Clayton and Carlyle Blackwell, in "The Wall Beyond"; Feb. 6, Robert Warwick, in "The
Man Who Forgot"; Feb. 13. Alice Brady, in "The Girl and the
Wager"; Feb. 20, Marie Dressier, in "Tillie's Divorce Case" ;
Feb, 27, Alice Brady, in "Darkest Russia"; March 6, Ethel
Clayton and Carlyle Blackwell, in "Infatuation"; March 13. all
star cast, in "The Honor of the Waynes"; March 20, Robert
Warwick, in "Lafltte. Pirate": March 27, Marie Dressier, in
"Tillie's Love Affair"; April 3, Alice Brady, in "The Madness of
Helen" : April 10. Lew Fields, in "The Castaway" ; April 17,
Ethel Clayton and Carlyle Blackwell, in "The Evil Way";
April 24. all star cast, in "Shall We Forgive Her?"; May 1.
Alice Brady, in "Sinners"; May 8. Marie Dressier, in "Tillie's
Elopement"; May 15. Robert Warwick, in "The Page Case":
May 22. Ethel Clayton and Carlyle Blackwell, in "Girls Astray";
May 29, Alice Brady, in "Fifi."

FOREIGN

RIGHTS

TO DEMAND.
"THE YELLOW

MENACE"

IN

The Atlas Film Company closed negotiations during the past
two weeks, whereby they acquired the rights to "The Yellow
Menace" for South America and India, and this company has
already begun the exploitation of this serial in their newly
acquired territory.
Numerous bids have been received from applicants for other
foreign countries, but are being held in abeyance until a disposition of the rights has been made for England and the British dependencies.
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Conducted by EPES WINTHROP
Banners.
POSSIBLY on account of the infantile paralysis scare, which Is
particularly bad in Brooklyn, local exhibitors seem to have
stopped hiring banners and use instead home-made banners done
on manila paper. Probably the condition is the same in other parts
of the country. Manila paper is less expensive than canvas, but It is
not the material, but the lettering that makes for cost, and if the
lettering can be done around the bouse, there are many schemes than
a paper foundation over boards. If the banner can be given protection
from the direct drive of the ra^n, a water color paint on a white varnlshetl surface can do as well, or perhaps the sign can be framed
behind glass. The initial cost of the glass in a single strip will be
large unless the exhibitor can pick up a sheet of glass wide enough
at some plate glass place. Here the lettering can be done on white
boards in water color and washed off. two boards being used, one for
the current sign and one in progress of preparation. Where there is
no direct drive, but some moisture, the pigments can be mixed with
linseed oil and applied and removed with little difficulty if the
surface to which the paint is applied is made glossy with a waterproof
varnish. There are so many schemes for avoiding the makeshift
appearance of manila paper signs that something should be done to
present the appearance of real show work or the signs would better be
omitted. There are some signs made with black letters that can
be fitted into frames, and where these are not procurable they can be
made by any local painter with tin or block wood letters. We passed
once the hand-lettered
tive days.

'poster."

Do not let us get back to those primi-

At It Again.
Jay

Emanuel,

of the

certificate for "sixteen
"The Yellow Menace."

Ridge

Avenue.

Philadelphia,

sends

along

a

shares of good photoplay," the same being
This
is the sheet, which
is 7 by 8^
inches.

...YELLOW

MENACE...
No.

Hereby Assures
fcr Sixteen eeeka of Good,

Theatre

KS. PB0GBE5SIVE FATROH
Clean,
tng and Inatmctlvg DramsB

be^hntune witK ihe
first Eplaade
gnj ending inth the
Ltxated >t_Bi<lge ATcnue i Eighteenth St.. tnd known m

3. SoldWn

3n fflitnfBB fflhrrrnf. The

EafM«l

Rtdge

« NisnHcn

f(,, , period

.Ave. Theatre

The

V1\RGU£B1TEflower.
CLARK in WildFriday, 25
MARY PICKFOBD in The Eternal
Grind.
PAUUNE FREDERICK
in Audrey.
Saturday, '26
Sunday, 27
MARGUEBrTE CLARK in Mice and
Monday,
Men. 28

Each night a number of other
interesting subject are shown.

is black printed with white ink.

Held

in certain lights you can
though

All Type But Strong.
can

be altered to suit whatin

Be Careful.
program

coming to the 'theater every remaining
contest, would you come?
Of .course

8.30 and 10.
Thursday. 24

i2-t*-t^-e^

idea, the copy

recent

DeHoUe Hopper in Casey at the

program

"on you to enlist at 2S44 Madison street, on Friday, September 15. to
see the first episode of 'The Yellow Menace.' " This works well with
the nature of the production. As usual school children tickets are
given out for the first episode, for the management knows the value
of the children as press agents.

a

Marie Dore in Common Ground.
Peg 0' The Ring. Chapter 12
Wednesday. 23

Tuesdavand Wednesday, 22-23
Continuous shows from 2 to
1 1.30 both days.
FANNTE WARD, with Sessue
Hawakawa, in the greatest
photoplay ever produced by any
eompanv
The Cheat
This davai2.30.
picture ml! 4.
be 5.30,
shown 7,each

read it. but it looks horribly like an undertaker's advertisement,
its novelty will win through for it once.
But just once.

Colored to Match.

off

Snsne HawakSHa, the noied Japanese actor in Alien Souls.
Tuesday. 22

Each night a number of other
interesting subjects are shown.

The Garfield. Chicago, does all its printing for "The Yellow Menace"
on yellow stock and starts off with "Your country calls!!!" and adds

theater starts

VHRCLTTITE CLARK in Mollv
Make Believe.

has couifd iKu wsurtnoe lo be

ever Serial you are running. Jay doesn't say he got it anywhere
particular, so probably he wrote it himself.

A

., ■,- Sh... . Djil.
31 >. J. 7 inJoV^tovi
Monday, 2 I

DUSTlNFARNUMinTheVirginian.

uid Mob Sienu.

i^)

cut gives the general

Hunt's Comique Theaire
Program Irom Aug. 21 to 27

George Beban in Pasquale.

But the s
ITM-Jfc Ridpc Avenue. Philadelphia. P«- But the same is noi binding until the
n the Fif^t cpi*odr 1 Thinly
September 14th. 1916
RIOGE AVENUE THEATRE

<^_

Program from Aug. 21 to 27

Bessie Barriscalp tn The Sorrows
of Love
Moaday, 28

Sixteenth
gn these premise*
The Ridge Avenue Theatre ,

BmUo

HINT'S CASINO THEATRE

Frank keenan in The Phantom.
Sunday. 27

Tla Ydsw McDKC~ dull wUh At lj ■ikbI unlubon of ^h Saigh. por1r«ycd willi aiMittriy art br Bdwiti
JapBDCvt. Hindu. VtAlsrv *nd PolyrhnHaA, lato vne oiiflhry Army
K& IS c-oiabnw ■!) thr rcQow nca Ctun
BOW tkr Dulrd Suta
\Ji Sii(li am
> Amena uiil Uufhi KamfulJy ■< i(lc Irxpa Kt lot faun b; the
irrwlal Af rricici mad rmonia ihe Lftad Thim forms thr nxhetaoee oi tht I b epoodn.
L howrvn
tktie run* • iccdci lovv aiorv
Thr fvm tkilf of ihr fint fpdodc 4 lakra
( U

A Three in One.
Hunt's theaters. Wildwood, N. .!., seem to be all over the place, for
the Casino, Comique and Crest Pier run all summer, and the Avenue
starts In for the winter season when they close. A single vest pocket
with pages 2ii by 5^ covers the three shows, and doe=; it adequately
because an eight point is made the display type. The cut shows one in
red on white, and they get a geranium
red that works well.
Another

Special Relom Date
By Hulda
request,from
MaryHolland.
Pickloni in
Burton Holmes Travels.
Salardsy. 26

Utt ttnnBiiirratiDn df Erring
Avenue

programs— M ! Be careful and frame your contests so that they do
not violate the lottery law. It can be done and generally can be
made to yield a better return if you make it a voting contest. It you
run a lottery the provisions of the law are clear. To admit so boldly
that it is a matter of chance is foolish in the extreme. It is a virtual
plea of guilty.

Thursday. 24
Bat.
BazefDawn in The Feud Girl
Friday. 25

173436

Good Photoplay Assurance
THE ysLLow lojiACE.
The Ridge
17J«6 RIDGE AVENUE. PHIL.\DELPHIA. PA.

SARGENT

to win. It is pure chance." Then it malls out the programs to Its
patrons with this admission that the contest Is a lottery and nothing
more. If the Post Ofllce Inspectors ever got hold of one of those

with

"If

you

knew

that by

day you could win the Overland
you would.
Somebody
Is going

D. B. Baker, of the Rex, Ottumwa, Iowa, sends In a striking advertisement for "The Battle Cry of Peace," a half page up and down
instead of across, and all type, and yet, through the layout, it is more
striking then many advertisements with cuts would be. He cunningly
plans to have a full half of the advertisement, giving the essential
facts in a large type. Further details are in as small as leaded eight
point, but interest has been gained with the larger matter and attention is held. Mr, Baker makes a half apology for a current vice
picture, also lavishly advertised, but we cannot see that "great moral
lesson" stuff.
It's bunk no matter how many fool clergymen endorse it.

Meet Mr. Madden,
Pretty soon we hope you are going to get pretty well acquainted
with C. L. Madden. He is doing the press work for me new Stlllman
theater. Cleveland, Qhlo. The management turned the advertising over
to Puller and Smith, and Mr. Madden has been put In ctiarge of the account. He has been put In charge for these advertising agents. He
Is going at It in the right way and promises to keep us posted. He
reports that the scheme from P. T. A. of having a dally bulletin on the
protective fence has worked well and promises to send In some photo-
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graphs soon. All press matter for the papers goes out on a special
sheet for newspaper copy and the set of stationery he sends Is pretty
to look at. As soon as he gets under sail you are going to get to know
him pretty well, so watch,
Programstuff.
If you can live up to ii. try this from the Victoria theater, Buffalo.
OUR
LITTLE
LESSON
IX ADVERTISING.
"Bunk" is a boomerang !
If the VICTORIA boosted a picture to the skies, and you
paid your dime to see something worth-while and in return
spent come
a vexed.
wretched hour viewing a second-rate film, you'd be-
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reference to In the matter of composition. One page snows a rather
full announcement and the other less detail. The precise relative
value of type and display Is a matter of locality and ability. If you
can tell about the subjects attractively and authoritatively, then we are
Inclined to favor more type than a bare announcement, but If you
do not know just what the subjects are and write non-committally,
then it is a waste of composition
costs.
It does not *■ payand toknow
spend

Null s Lunch Room

Y'OU

can pel

McAllisters

Short Orders and Lunches
ASK WHtRE, WE \Hf-

The VICTORIA would sufiEer.
You'd shun us.
Thus would "BUNK" prove a boomerang!
The VICTORIA cannot afford to be untruthful in its advertlBiog. Glance over the program for this week, and then
figure out whether or not the VICTORIA has a right to crow
like Chantecler over its features. There is Norma Talmadge

il Special Prc^nlinE
rho U'ondeflul Siir

PARAMOUST
PICTtatS ptewQi*
iht DiMiDcuuhcd Pholopby Slar

THEODORE

ROBERTS

M.iry Picktord
Doo^lod lu ihebk\ m

Mr. Grex of Monte Carlo
Dt t PbiU.M OprrahriTii
.\ (cmiitiiblc foteoM ol ihe F.uropnn ^V]^
in 1 i«tm ol diplonialic incidcniv tcliicd loi
lhclrnJI>mc Othen ID the rati »tc (Jiilylo
Bbckocn. Fnak EJIioti, Dotolby Oaten
pon. H. & CtrprDtri. Jick McDcimoli.
l.uctcD l.iiilelicid
\Vc waol you lo sc«

In "Going Straight" ; Mary Plckford in "'Hulda from Holland" ;
Mary Fuller in "The Strength of the Weak" ; Wallace Reid
and Cleo Ridgley In "The House of Golden Windows" and a
host of other Paramount and Triangle productions of the first
rank.
Even though we should let loose and emitted a lot of redfire in telling you of our programs, we would not be handing
you "bunk." VICTORIA advertising can be relied upon, for
the programs of the future are just as good as those of the
past. Just remember that the week of September 10th, Francis
X. Bushman is coming In "The Private Officer," Pauline Frederick in "The Woman in the Case." Marguerite Clark in
"Little Lady Eileen," and Marie Doro in "Common Ground."
Each one is so good that it would be tolly for the VICTORIA
to boost them beyond their worth.
The above is why the VICTORIA has always been a 100
per cent, sucessful house. Its unparalleled success has been
firmly built on
VICTORIA IDEAS
VICTORIA QUALITY
VICTORIA STANDARDS
VICTORIA NOVELTY
VICTORIA
SELECTED
PLAYS
VICTORIA MUSIC
VICTORIA METHODS.
THE VICTORIA
IS NOT MERELY
A FAVORITE THEATER
It is a Standard Buffalo Institution.
A Leader by Right.
A Guide to Others.

ind lOc

BILU.\RD
CIGARS.

The

Mjiinre. S: and lOc

.cuD(. Sf ir>d ISc

SAXON

PARLOR

CIGARETTES
ind TOBACCO
All KiftdiolSoti Dnakt
SHOE SHINING

Foundling

•Boner ihin Widamc Duiierll>"l
Prirw the iime
Evening, Sc Jnd iSc

CARS

oiihCooiiDCnlit Moton

b cjlinder, $815.
4 cviinder. $395
F a B Drlio.)
S. J. REYHER

PETER PL'LOS

This is not alone good program
copy, hut it is a lesson in houee
management.
They live up to their creed, too, by avoiding sensation
and giving the best.

WeMl Fool Him.
for

We are going to fool L K. Burkltt, of the Lyric. Morrison. 111..
be writes :
Please find several weeks of my program enclosed. I am
back asking questions again.
What is your idea of the pink stock? I Uked It welt
enough to give orders to use the white, and nothing else.
You will also notice that I have done away with most all
the composition in the later issues. It seems to bring better
results.
I put out one thousand of these every week, and the advertising more than pays for them.
If I told you how much I
made on them you would not believe me.
I know you will say I
have too much
advertising.
I have four bill peddlers,
and
two men that do nothing but go right with the peddlers.
One
of them Is myself.
I make sure my programs get just where
I want them.
What is your idea of so much composition?
Do
you think it is necessary?
Mr. Burkltt has a twelve page three by five inch program which he
splits about 50-50 between the house and the outsiae advertiser,
hut
with twelve
pages he has plenty of space for the house
and the
other fellow as well.
That is the point wherein he is fooled.
So long
as he does not permit the outside advertising to overshadow the house
stuff, there is no reason in the world why he should not take this
outside advertising and make the program better than self supporting
If he needed all the space for his house and instead used it for the
outside stuff, then he would be doing himself and his house an injury,
but he gets all he needs for himself and then sells the rest, and unlike some timid exhibitors, he makes a price for this outside stuff that
makes him a profit.
It is the same Idea as though he sold his lobby
billboards to national advertisers to the exclusion of his house bills.
If he did that, he would he a fool, but if he papered his lobby attractively, there would be no reason in the world why he should not
sell his side wall space to some
cigarette or breakfast
food concern. He has it. he does not need it. he makes it show him a profit.
But If he needed the space himself and then sold it to someone else.
he would be the loser.
It is the same with the program.
He takes
what he needs first and sells the rest, and that is better than filling
up the rest of the space with a lot of press agent junk that would
Interest few. if any.
Program
advertising is popular and profitaDle.
Down where we sleep and stay Sundays a little house, the Homecrest.
put out a weekly program with too much advertising,
or rather too
much intrusive advertising.
Then they changed ovpr to a better form
and when
the house closed for the summer,
they actually kept the
program going for the benefit of the outside advertisers, filling it with
local stuff.
It is not the advertising but the way it is handled that is
objectionable, and Mr. Burkitt makes his visitors keep in their proper
places.
These
two program
pages will show
what
Mr. Burkitt
has

money on glittering generalities that read as though you do not know
what is coming yourself. Mr. Burkltt does know and we think that It
will pay to talk a little ; not so much, perhaps, but tnree or four lines
of the six point, opened with two point leads. The printer could do
his part of the job better. He does better work on the advertisements
than on the program, but this is because he is more familiar with
straight job composition. It would be a good plan to get the foreman
over to the theater now and then and permit him to glance over the
reproductions In this department. If he la a good printer he will be
Interested and he will do better work.
Mr. Burkltfs pink is not half as bad as some other pinks we know
of, but the all white program Is better. The title page Is well laid, the
featnre being a large T of parallel rule. In the cross bar is set
"Quality Photoplays." while the upright carries the "Lyric" in heavy
capitals, the only heavy type on the page. Here the pritner has shown
good judgment.
He can do better with the program proper in time.
In one program Mr. Burkitt lifts the Public Health Notice from
Picture Theater Advertising. It does not make bad program matter,
but it is too good a throwaway to be wasted in the program when there
1b bo much good program material offered in the same volume-

For a Change.
We have said a lot about the Rowland and Clark tlieater programs,
in Pittsburgh, but for a change they send in a newspaper half page
for the Regent that is a nice thing to look at. They say a lot, but you
get It a dose at a time and not all at once and you can read it all
because it is cut into slices. It's about as nice an arrangement of a
four feature advertisement as can be asked for, and please note the
house talk that not only helps the house directly out which serves
to keep the four announcements apart. If you cannot get the typo
easily, note that the lower part of the cross is an advertisement of

EMMY

FANNIE
"Each
Pearl A WARD

WEHLEN

E "The Pretenders"

$1-50
ticket books, twelve fifteen cent admissions for a
Five empty ticket book covers entitles the holder
case and book holder— which is the new part of
we'll bet it Is a nice cover, for what they do, they

dollar and a half.
to a leather card
the wrinkle. And
do well.

Real Music.
The St. Denis. Montreal,
has put In a thirty piece orchestra,
and
Manager Eugene L. Perry Is shrewdly making capital Tear"
of the fact that
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It Is the largest permaDent orchestra in town. He calls It the
HoDtrcal Symphony Concert Orchestra. Of course this Is fiart press
work, but any musician knows that a real orchestra is ono that is
composed of men used to working together under one leader. A
scratch orchestra can never tako the placo of a well trained body of
men who work together every day. and Montreal really has reason to
be proud of the formation of such an organization. It means something to musical Montreal.

Be Brief.
Do not run your contests too long. There is a theater in the northwest that has been running an automobile contest so long that we forget when it started, but it seems to be some time last year, and Just
when It was about time to quit the management announced that the
contest bad been extended a few months, but that the machine would
be a 11H7 model instead of a 1DI6. For months they have taken their
advertising space to boom the car to the exclusion of house talks, and
we fancy that everyone Is heartily tired of the whole thing by now.
If you have a contest, have it short and snappy. An eight weeks contest for a talking machine is better than a four months contest tor an
■utomobilo.
Select a prize that will get you through quickly.

No Outside Stuff.
Bert Hilburn, manager of tho Columbia, Anadarko. Okla., does not
believe in foreign advertising in his program for a new leason. He
does not want to antagonize the local papers. We do not believe that
a newspaper can honestly claim that the house sheet will take Its
business, and if the house sheet can take from the newspaper, the
newspaper should be too much ashamed of itself to admit the fact.
Mr. Hilburn writes :
Enclosed you will find copy of our weekly program, which
we have Just lately commenced putting out. Realizing that
there Is considerable room for Improvement, I am sending you
this copy hoping that you will be able to give me some good
suggestions. You will notice that we are not taking in any
advertising, notwithstanding the fact that we have nad several
bids for space. We have two reasons for not doing so. namely ;
First, we wish to make our programs as interesting as possible,
and think that advertslng detracts from the general attractiveness of a house organ, and, second, we do not want to
antagonize or enter Into competition with our local newspapers for the sale of advertising space.
We are receiving compliments, abundantly, (or keeping advertising out of our program, and our business has increased
about thirty per cent, in the five weeks that we have been
Issuing the programs. However, the Increase cannot all be
attributed to the house organ, as cooler weather has had considerable to do with it. But we have great hopes for our little
sheet, and hope to improve it with each Issue. Already a large
number of our patrons call for the programs at ttie box office
on Saturday nights, being too impatient to wait for our delivery on Monday morning. We issue the program every
Saturday, for the week following, and deliver the program to
every house in the city on Monday morning.
I am a constant reader of the World, and usually turn to
the Advertising for Exhibitors page first. We are located In a
small city of about 4,000 Inhabitants, there being two houses.
I am also Inclosing two copies of a newspaper ad. and have
marked each one, and In case you comment on them please
mention each one separately, so that I may show each publisher what you think of his work.
The sheet is four pages, S by 11 inches, on pink paper. The head
carries a cut of the house and rather large "ears" on either side, the
real title drops an inch and three-quarters below the top lines. It would
be better to drop the cut and run the title at the top, using the cut in
the body of the first page, if desired, though the cut Is too fine a
screen to work well with the press work possible. The front and back
pages are broken through the center by a column of neavy type program, three days to each page. This should be replaced by a general
program, all on the front page and taking less space than the three
day program now runs. It can be done if only the printer can De
shown that smaller type, if it has nothing larger to fight, gives a better display. Something on the lines of the Theater Louisiana would
be better in every way. It would get all of the program together, would
be more sightly and more informative. It would be better to set this
double column in the lower right hand corner and run the straight
matter around it. Inside are two display house advertisements, one
on each of the two pages. The rest is type matter telling of the coming stories and telling too much of the story.
There Is no surprise left.
It we had this sheet we would first change the head as suggested
and get the general program. We would use the rest of the front page
for a running story about all the films of the week. We would start
the second page with an editorial head, and then run aDout a column
and a half of house talk, a leader and some snappy paragraphs. The
rest could be local gossip. The third column of this page and the first
column of page three could be given to advertising — outside advertising at that — and the other two columns of the third page could be
brief and brisk comment on the coming stories mixed with some good
chat of the players, carefully selected and not the first stuff that comes
to hand. If possible It would be about people in the coming subjects
ftnd be given a local twist with a "John Jones, who has the title part
in 'The Shield of Love.' to be seen here Wednesday, Is completing his
tenth year in photoplay." This gives John what tne editors call a
news value and makes the paragraph more Interesting. We woufd
have the back page carry an underline, some outside advertising and
at least a column and a halt of readable stuff, auout the business
rather than about the players. Get the patrons interested in films rather
than film favorites to the exclusloa of the films. Tell them what Is doing
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in the rest of the country. Tell of
cities, of new wrinkles. Be chatty
sheet is held too closely to the bill
great detail. It helps business, but
for a more permanent interest. And
stuff that was readable if we had to

the educational value, of the film
and entertaining. At present the
for the week, and tells this in too
a moro general sheet would make
we would have a column of houso
spend all day Sunaay writing it.

The two newspaper advertisements are both for "The Ne'er Do Well."
but they cannot be compared typographically because the copy and
layout are different. Both are well set from the copy provided, but the
Tribune is better printed and this layout Is better than tbe other save
In that the essential date line Is not glTen proper space. The Democrat
makes the better showing of the next most essential fact commencing
"While attending the big celebration." Hero the compositor la at
fault, for he could have used a larger type, for this Is vastly more
important than a later line that roads "One of six best photoplays."
That does not mean one-tenth as much to the reader as the fact that
this is the celebration feature, but the line falls so that it makes a
better typographical display and the printer sacrifices value of statement to prettlness of appearance. Stand over the man and make him
give the important lines the Important showing. On the whole the
Democrat's compositor makes tbe better showing and the Tribune's
pressman deserves the greater credit. It Is not easy to train compositors to appreciate the proper display lines. They are printers,
not showmen. They must he trained. If they know, they might bp
managers, too, instead of printers.
This is something often brought out In the department and elaborated
in Picture Theater Advertising. It is up to the manager to either
mark his lines for importance or else — and better — to Indicate the size
of the type for each line. It is the only way to get real results, and
It Is not as difficult as many suppose to learn about types. It Is the
printer's business to know how to set type, but It Ig the advertiser's
part to indicate the lines to be given the heaviest display.

We've Noticed.

"Totem Squaw(k)s" is a parasite on V-L-S-E Pals, one of those
miniature newspapers of the sort invented by Franklin P. Adams and
copied by most everyone else. It purports to be edited by AugUsta
Wind, but it seems to us that the editor is too thirsty to be a lady —
a perfect lady, at any rate. Augusta asks Tom North to call our
attention to her, but we'll beat him to it by admitting It Is bright
and breezy and wholly readable. In the same Issue Augusta asks :
Axes and Guns
(Juns and Axes
Do they throw
it in the gutter
Or put it in their sackses?
If Augusta really wants to know, we'll admit knowing a Judge In
similarly afflicted Maine and to the best of our knowledge and belief
they do neither, at the moment, but put in down in their cellars.
And
not wanting to hurt Augusta's
feelings, the word
"parasite"
is used
purely In a definitive and not an offensive sense.
Augusta Is all right
even if she is not a member of the W. C. T. U. and she helps to make
Pals even better than ever.
And from the same issue of Pals we take this helpful hint:
WHAT
COLORS
MAKE
A GOOD
WINDOW?
The colors having the greatest attention-getting powers are
red and green.
Red and green when used together appear at
their brightest brilliancy — one is the complement of the other.
They should never be used in great quantities togetcer.
If your
window
is trimmed
in green a touch of red in one or two
spots will add to its attractiveness, but it the red Is used In
large quantities the window loses its refined effect.
The following contrasts of color are good :
Normal
red
with
blue — Yellow
with
violet — Scarlet
with
turquoise — Scarlet
with
blue — Orange
red
with
turquoise —
Orange
red with violet — Yellow with purple — Greenish yellow
with purple — Greenish yellow with blue — Blue green with violet.
Good and strong : Normal red with blue green — Normal red
with green — Orange
with blue — Yellowish
green with normal
Poor:
Normal
red with violet — Scarlet with violet — Orange
green.
with purple — Yellow
with green — Green
with turquoise — Blue
green with blue — Blue green with green — Red with yellow.
You may need this some time.
Specially note what Is said about
the proportions.

A

NEW

HELP

FOR

MANAGERS

Picture Theatre Advertising
ByEPES WIKTHROP SARGENT (Coailaclor sf Advertlsini Is Eihlbilon in Uie Movlnf Pletora Worlfj

^

TEXT BOOK AND A HAND BOOK, a compendium and a guide.
It tells all about advertising, about type and type-setting, printing and paper, how to run a house program, how to frame your
newspaper advertisements, how to write form letters, posters or
throwaways, how to make your house an advertisement, how to
get matinee business, special schemes for hot weather and rainy
- days. All practical because it has helped others. It will help
you.
By mail, postpaid, $2.00.
Order from nearest office.

Moving Picture World,
Schiller Building
Chicago, 111.

17 Madison Ave., New York
Haas Bonding

Loe Angeles, Cal.
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excuse for laziness. Learn to write continuities, too, and learn to
write them so well that your stories on the screen will be even
better when they are all your own.

The Photoplaywright
Conducted by EPES WINTHROP

SARGENT

INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this
department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
•tamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be
addressed to this department Questions should be stated
clearly and should be typewritten or written with pen and
ink. Under no circumstances will manuscripts or synopses
be criticised, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.
A list of companies will be sent if the request is made to
the paper direct and not to this department, and a return
•tunped envelope is inclosed.
One Reason.
LATELY a clever author wrote a friend who had become editor,
asking- what he wanted, and he replied that he wanted "clean,
strong, modern stories." He wrote it because it sounded well
and because he didnt know enough about his job to know what he did
want. The author went to the theater and saw one of the clean,
strong, modern
stories, and this was the table of constituents :
Two murders.
One accidental death.
One bank robbery.
One run on the bank.
A dope fiend.
An attempted burglary.
One seduction.
Now the writer is wondering what an unclean story must be. And
yet perhaps clean stuff may be what the editor does want, and the
story on the screen may not represent the present needs. Companies
are hard up. They are taking down from the shelf the filmed scuff
put up there a year or two or three years ago. They are taking from
the safe the manuscript they bought and set aside for something better. It may be two or three years old — too old fashioned to be good,
but it saves the payment of from $25 to §300, and to save money they
waste a larger sum on production of a story that is foredoomed to
failure. To this writer's own knowledge one company is releasing
Btories made into negative from twelve to twenty months ago, and dtd
not then have the nerve to put out. and several companies are using
up stories bought for trifling sums two and three years ago. It is a
sliort-sighted suicidal policy. It is a waste of money and waste of
opportuni^, but they are doing it, so if you see stories that seem
to lie contrary to the present dictum, wonder how old they may be.
You cannot go by what you see on the screen, and not always by what
the editor says. Right now it is pure gamble, and not very pure, at
that.

Filing Schemes.

Lately we have adopted a new filing system for scripts and Ideas.
We got some loose leaf covers to take the standard 8^ by II Inch
paper, and sent a sample sheet over to the printer with a couple of
boxes of carbon second sheets and had him punch the holes. The
punching costs about twenty cents a thousand holes. This is used for
carbon copies of continuities and synopses. Both are numbered consecutively, but the numbers are not the same. If an idea on synopsis sixty
is worked up into play 653, tben the new number takes the place of the
old. When the story is developed the used synopsis is transferred
to another binder. In time this last will show a record of all stories
written, while the original synopsis book will show the stories yet to
be done. The sold stuff, when there is enough, will be sent to the
binders for permanent covers, while the old binder will be put to use
again. We are sorry now we did not put just this scheme into practice
years ago. Start in now and in time your flies will be Invaluable to

Running Easy.

you.
Now and then what may be called a cumulative idea will occur to a
writer. This generally takes the form of a series of incidents, no one
of which by itself is important but which, in the aggregate? precipitate
a climax. Perhaps Smith and his wife move to the country. Jones and
his wife run out to visit them. They are made welcome. But Green and
his wife and child, Brown and his wife and children. White and his
family and a few others drop in until Smith gets angry, blows up th«
cottage with dynamite and goes back to town. This reads well, but this
type of story requires the most extreme care in development if repetition
is not to be avoided. If the action is merely a succession of arrivals, ih«
same business Is apt to be repeated over and over again. Jones and his
wife come up the walk, are greeted and taken into the house. Then
Green and his wife and child go through the same performance and in
turn are followed by the others until the tired spectator prays for relief. Then the explosion comes and the man who is squirming in hit
seat is glad that it is all over. He has not been amused, but merely
bored. There is nothing amusing in a parade that lasts too long. It la
better to avoid ideas of this type, but where they are bandied, the aim
of the author should be to take the main theme and make the arrivals
seem to be as incidental as possible. The main theme, in a case Ilk*
this, would probably be the joy of Smith in his new-found rural happiness
That, and not the arrivals, should be played up and each new arrival
must not be made the signal for a formal entry of the new players, but
must be made to seem merely a fresh blow struck at Smith's happiness.
In this way the story may get over, but it should be born in mind that
the theme is not the arrivals but the anticipations of Smith, and the
arrivals should be subordinate.

On Disguise Plots.
"Disguise Plots in the Elizabethan Drama" is the title of a treatise
on the use of disguise as a means of obtaining or enriching plots that
lists in brief several hundred plots of that period and their original
sources. The chapter on the technique of the disguise is decidedly
good and will be helpful to modern authors. The book is to be found
in most large libraries and is worthy of study. It is by Dr. Victor O.
Freeburg. of Columbia, and is published by the Columbia University
Press, New York.

Revision Stu£F.
As showing the type of persons who are encouraged to write by the
revision bureaus. Phil Lang, of the Kalem company, offers in evidence
a letter accompanying two scripts which bore the stamp of one of
these frauds. The writing is a spidery, unformed script and the text
runs :
Dear sir — am sending you two Photo Plays Ritten by my seit
Please look them over and see if they are anything you can use
I am a new Writer in the field the Script titeled (an Outlaws
Heart) Has Been submitted once and that was to the Vitagraph
Company of America, but they could not use it at this time.
But the other script titled the Spider and the Flie) have
never Been submitted Be fore if You find that you can use
eighther
or Both
of them
please make
Best offer.
And people out of jail take money from such incompetents on the
plea that they can reconstruct
their plays and make
them
salable.
Perfect spelling is not always the hallmark of good authorship,
but
absolute iliteracy is something else, and it is not alone the spelling that
makes this letter impossible.
The handwriting is even worse.
It is
plain robbery
to coax such people along, and yet revision bureaus
are within the law.
It's a shame.

Ones and Twos.
Do you remember what a rush there was a couple of years ago to
get aboard the feature wagon? For a time they used book adaptations
and play arrangements, and all of a sudden it was discovered that
original plays were better adapted to the screen. Overnight there was
a demand. Some morning we are going to wake up and find that there
really is a market for one reelers at a hundred dollars eacTi in cash.
And there will be few with a stock on hand.

Suppose.

Suppose that you had your name up as a star writer and suppose
that some time an editor offered you an even better price for full
action, and suppose that you either had to confess or show in your
writing that you did not know the first thing about writing real
photoplays? Wouldn't you feel small? Even if short-sighted editors
do prefer the synopsis only, until they get fired, don't make that an

Doing Your Best.
If a thing is worth doing, it is worth doing the best you know how.
What is done to it afterward is not your concern.
The other day our sole remaining pupil sold a "kid" play. He was
surprised to the point of shock, but started in to write some more, and
he turned out stories without plot or reason. He thought they were
simple and easy and he slapped down any old thing. He knows better
now and is doing his best, but others probably feel the same way about
it, when there is nothing more difficult to write than a good child story.
Another author — a woman — found that a certain type of play was
wanted. She does not like that style of play, but she is doing the very
best she knows how and so she is filling the demand. Because the
stuff wanted is not strong and gripping, she does not let down tension.
She knew beforehand that she was likely to, so she guarded against
just that and her second story was better than her first acceptance.
Write all stories with your whole heart and all your brain and then
they will be none too good.

The THIRD

Edition of

Technique of the Photoplay
IS NOW
READY
This is virtually a new book under the old title.
More than double the text and with an arrangement
especially adapting it for the student. The most
complete book ever written on the subject of scenario
or photoplay construction.
By Mail, Postpaid
Three Dollars
Address
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Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON

' T Is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or other
goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the excellence of such articles has been demonst raited to If editor.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication It Is Impossible to
reply throuKh the department In less than two to three weeks. In
order to give prompt service, those sending four cents stamps (less
than actual cost) will receive carbon copy of the department reply.
by mall, without delay. Special replies by mall on matters which cannot be replied to In the department, one aollar.
Both the first and second set of questions are now ready and printed
In neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-six In number.
Either booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps, to
the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every
live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions. Tou
may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot of
study.

Has the mercury
Mciher efficiencyf

Question No.
arc rectifier or

159.
motor

generator

set

the

Roll of Honor on Question No, 148.
The Roll of Honor on Question 148 consists of Joseph H. M. Smith.
Fort "Worth. Texas; M. M. Moon, Sherman. Texas; F. F. Bell, Palestine.
Texas; Wilson Hays. Barton. Md. ; C. E. Linstruth. Carthage. N. Y. ;
Leon Pagenhardt. Westernport, Md. ; D. A. Snyder. Bangor. Pa.; G. A.
Yager. Anadarko. Okla. ; M. Capobianco. Roseto. Pa., and George H.
Hopper.
Jacksonville.
111.
I think the reply of Brother Moon covered the matter more completely,
supplemented by reply to the last half of the question by F. F. Bell.

Reply to Question No. 148.
By

M.

M.

Moon,

Sherman,

Texas.

The Question :
What do you regard as the best safety guard or guards against panic
in case of fire? When the law prescribes minimum age at which a man
may operate moving picture apparatus, what age do you favor?
Give
your reasons in full.
Tha Answer :
The best safety guard from fire is : First, an experienced operator
and high grade projection apparatus ; second, wall shutters so constructed that they will drop within three seconds of the time of the
starting of a fire, the slots at the bottom of the shutter to be packed
with material to deaden the sound of the falling shutter so that the
mudlence will not be alarmed ; third, the turning on of the emergency
llghU. and the signaling to the manager If the fire gets started
gets away from the aperture: fourth, help that is cool-headed and
and
well drilled for such emergencies; fifth, audience accustomed
exits : sixth, seats Z2 inches between the rows, aisles four feet to using
wide and
«Ten wider near the exits; seventh, exits plainly marked;
piano player or orchestra which will keep Its head and start upei"ghth
popular music the instant there is a sudden stop in projection, some
which
may or may not mean serious trouble; ninth, thoroughly
fireproof
operating room; tenth, an ample vent flue so that all
smoke and
sas from a film fire may escape.

As to the age limit of operators, the minimum should be
twenty-one
years, because you cannot put a man's head on a boy's shoulders
and
not
DO
done.
nn» 7 A "'^'"^ ^'^^^^ *'' ''^°"^
^^*='*^
^""^ ^° ^^'^SS
which
Should
a/fonow^":"'

''^'""°^'

'^"=^'

'•'P"" '» ">« '^^<- half of the question

mtl 'L!^l "^^ question
why, some fellows eighteen years old know
more
and hare cooler judgment than the average man of
twenty-five
for the rule.
The moving picture business is becoming more and more
"Koiaiura
is Inevitable.
years
TtZ'.V:^' "f"'"'
'*" «-=" "»'"»« "' "■» -Be"? opora"o^
to twenty-one *'"'

Moisture in Slide Gelatine.
Ore..^sayT:'''""°"' °"'"''^" """^ Telephone & Telegraph Co.. Portland.
On August 2.1. 1914, I wrote you with regard to trouble
we were
«i,7
^"u""'
'"■■'''^
moisture to evaporate out of the
gelatine
and
the mat.
and ""=
this moisture Is deposited on the In

side of the cover glass. I have tried every way I know to to
get the gelatine and mat dried so they will not steam, but there
seems to be no way. The residual moisture left in the gelatine
and mat will not dry out when left in the open air. If there Is
anything you know of which will remedy this evil so that one
will not be thus annoyed. I will be glad to learn of it through
the columns of the paper.
I have never experienced the trouble you speak of. except what might
be termed semi-occasionally. Possibly the condition might be due to
some peculiarity of tho atmospheric conditions in Portland. I dont
know. I should suppose, however, that the moisture could be evaporated
by laying the slide glass on a tolerably warm metal plate, which could
readily be heated by gas. I would, however, respectfully refer this matter to our readers for further comment.

Would Take It to Bed.
John H. Heents, Dillon, Mont., certainly is a live wire. He has found
that the itinerary of my western trip does not include Dillon, and that
Pocatello, Idaho, will be my nearest point. He is trying to make arrangements tohave me change the route to include Butte. .Mont., and
says : "It this cannot be done I will guarantee your expenses from
Pocatello to Dillon and return, for I am Interested enough in my work
to hear what you have to say." Now the expenses from Pocatello
Dillon. Mont., and return would not be anything In the nature of a joketo
even for a good-sized union, yet here is an individual operator offering
to assume It. Therefore it must be conceded that Brother Reents is not
a man who could be classed as among the dead ones. In another part
of the letter Brother Keents says: ■'With regard to the third edition of
the Handbook, if there was any danger of losing it I would take It to
bed with me, but as it is I always keep it locked up— safety first."

Very Good Indeed.
The Chicago Evening News, dated April 3rd, heads an article, "Some
Film Men Still in the Slapstick Age : They Speed Up the Reel and Thus
Spoil the Picture from Pure Greed." Portions of the article are good
enough to bear reproduction :
Certain theaters In Chicago still possess tho idea that motion
pictures are "chasers," if one may judge from the way they put
on some modern cinema dramas. In the olden days, when pictures consisted chiefly of chases and slapstick humor, the variety
theaters concluded their performances with a short reel of film
designed to empty the houses of their patrons. When the lights
Illumined the house after the completion of the picture the
audience was mostly conspicuous by its absence, and what few
were left were for the most part making their exit. The "theatres." improvised hurriedly from barber shops, butcher and
tailor stores to accommodate the frantic "movie" fans of that
period, gave a speedy performance of one or two reels, and
emptied the seats of their occupants hurriedly to permit the
waiting throng to get in. It was thus the movies earned the
name of "chasers" from the theatrical profession. But today
the system has changed. Vaudeville theaters recognizing the
importance of the motion picture, give it the same consideration
as headline acts, while on the other hand many modem moving
picture theater managers retain the habit of filling and emptying
their houses by speeding up their pictures to an incongruous degree, apparently to crowd more performances into a day's business. The unwary "tan" has no redress except to refrain from
visiting the theatre a second time. Frequently a spectator
condemns the producer for the faults of the exhibitor. At times the
screen results suffer from the failure of the operator to attend
to his business, but when the performance looks hurried the
theater man himself is to blame if he has speeded up the projection. Not alone does the production suffer by the grotesue
appearance of the players, hut the eyes ol the spectators are
strained trying to toV.ow the rapid action. This fault is discernible in outlying theaters principally. Recently a grumbling lot
of spectators left one of the north side theatres where they
went to enjoy Anna Pavlowa's performance la "The Dumb Girl
of Porticl." Except that the characters and situations were the
same as when the Universal presented it
at a down town theater, the play could barely be recognized. It looked more like a
ragtime edition of the famous opera than the artistic conception Lois Weber and Anna Pavlowa produced. In a south side
theatre one evening last week Lena Baskette, a juvenile Interpretative dancer, gave an exhibition in a single reel picture.
Were it not tor the assistance of the sub-titles, which announced
that her performance was called "The Dance of Love." a casual
observer would be under the Impression that he was witnessing
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a remarkable contortionist at work. Many in the theater audibly
complained ot the rapidity of the action ; others laughed outright at the grotesqueness of the thing, while still others questioned the youth of the dancer, who is credited with only eight
summers.
Even more grotesque was a well remembered incident
in a play in which one of the characters was shown to be descending aflight of stairs.
Because of the speed of the film the
descent looked as though the actor were
sliding down on his
heel, Charlie Chaplin fashioo.
The scene was intended to be
melodramatic, but it was greeted with an outburst of laughter.
This is bound to have a had effect upon the public.
Motion picture theatergoers will either refrain from attending
the picture theaters as frequently as in the past, or they will shy from
houses where this practice prevails.
Painstaking theatre managers, who respect their patrons' privileges, allow approximately
fourteen minutes (You mean 18, Mr. Moving Picture News Editor.
Ed.) for each 1000-foot reel of ordinary subject, or a little less
for fast comedies.
Where pictures are presented expressly for
the personal profit of the manager, and not necessarily for the
spectators' entertainment, a reel of film Is given in as little as
eight minutes.
This Is indeed an excellent article.
I congratulate the Chicago News
in having told some of the Chicago managers a little bit of good, plain
TRUTH.
I am told by operators, and others in Chicago, that fally 80
per cent of the Chicago theaters practice over-speeding In greater or less
degree.
What the Chicago News says about the final outcome of this
insane practice is. in my judgment, absolutely true.
There ought to be
some way of stopping the outrage.
As I have repeatedly pointed out.
producers have an absolute right in this matter, and it seems to me it
would be possible for exchanges to combine on at least this proposition,
and refuse absolutely to furnish service to theaters who outrage the
productions by shooting them through like a comet.
And the worst part
of it is that the practice is not altogether confined to low class theaters.
Amazing as the statement is, there are those who lay claim to being
among the foremost exhibitors of the country who overspeed the films,
and in some instances overspeed them to a ridiculous and outrageous
degree.

A Serious

Error.

Two

or three weeks ago the department contained an editorial entiled "At Last," in which the editor was made to assume a position he
did not intend to. This particular article was written quite some time
ago,
was meanwhile
put in type,something
and when had
the come
proof up
reached
I marked
because
whichme caused
me it
to "kill,"
doubt
the correctness of my position. Of course. Brothers Martin. Griffiths
and Deutsch lost no time in whetting their scalping knives and getting
out their heavy artillery. I suppose I will be accused of crayfishing.
Well, I can only give you the facts as they were. The article was published by mistake. Here is what Friend Griffiths has to say in the
matter, and, broadly speaking, it is about the same position Deutsch and
Martin take. Also it is the very thing that caused me to mark the article "kill." Brother Griffiths says :
Here is where the Ansonia battery opens on your fortifications.
Now the proposition is this : Standard E. F. : standard crater
position ; standard throw, and standard spot, although the white
fiag is over the crater position, so we will not try to hit that,
though it will be difficult, because the crater diameter is close
alongside.
In order to make the argument more clear, we will
assume the aperture to be the crater, the objective to be the condensers, and the screen the aperture.
Now what would happen
IC you varied the size of the aperture?
Why naturally the screen
image would vary in proportion, so that if we got a IVJ-inch
spot with a 5-16 crater, then with a %-inch crater the spot would
be 2.4 inches in diameter.
Now, owing to the fact that spherical
aberration is present in the condensers, it is possible to withdraw the large crater without
materially
affecting thfi light
quality.
Thus you see we have had to change one condition,
viz : the position of the crater. It is, however, much better practice to change the E. F. of the condensers in order to reduce the
enlargement of the crater than to retard the crater and thus
have the film cut a section of the condenser beam where the light
may not be so even. With a 16-inch distance between condenser
and aperture, using an aperture lens, there would be very tew
condenser
difficulties.
The E. F. of the condenser need only
vary with the amperage, but it is absolutely necessary that the
crater distance vary with the size of the crater (amperage) in
order to get the same size spot, because we cannot get away
from the ratio of enlargement without changing the type of
lines.
Quite right. Brother Griffiths.
That is the one thing I overlooked
when I wrote that article.
But would it not be possible to maintain all
these conditions by using a fixed amperage with an E, F. condenser to
suit, understanding that, of course, any variation of the amperage would
necessitate the changing of the focal length of the condensers, since
with a fixed distance two 61^s would give a smaller spot than would
two 7s or 7^s.

Nothing Doing.
Frank McManus, Corvallis, Ore., says;
Enclosed find 4 cents, for which send me carbon copy of
department reply to the following questions: I wish to build
a transformer for my operating room, same to be adjustable
for say 30, 40. 50 and 60 amperes. What will be the size of wire?
How many turns? My current is 110. Will iron clamp bolts
effect the core? Please give me all the information you can.
I have one of your Handbooks which gives the working principle,
hut as I wish to build a transformer, this information is not
sufficiently explicit. Enclosed find sketch of what is supposed to
be a transformer,
or choke coil, which
same is operating
in
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one of our theaters.
It is a home-made affair, and I would like
to know if it is constructed on the right principle. You speak of
an aperture lens.
Can 1 purchase one of these?
Sorry, old man, but I cannot help you out on this particular matter.
The building of a transformer is a matter which
requires very close
calculation
and an exact knowledge
of the metal
which
Is to be
used in the core, the thickness of the same, the insulation, the cytle of
current, and the size and turns of the wire.
The sketch you sent, if it
is a correct diagram of the instrument, shows what might be termed
a freak choke coil. It is. in effect, two choke coils hitched together In
series.
The bar at the end of each one of the coils does not cut any
figure at all, except that it might cause each coil to set up a slight
magnetic influence over the other, and that would not, I think, be good.
Of course. I could very easily tell you how to build a transformer, and
you could build one that would work, but the chances are about ten to
one that the home-made transformer would not be as efficient as a
rheostat, and I do not care to give instructions which I know will not
produce satisfactory results. I could, of course, dig up all the data
you want, and prepare precise instructions, which would give you a transformer just as good as any of those on the market, but that information, my dear Mr. McManus. would cost you, not four cents, but nearer
four hundred dollars. Sorry. Friend McManus, hut it cannot be did.
As to aperture lens, why that matter Is not yet settled, and they cannot, as yet. be procured.

Drinks Nervene.
George H. Hopper, Jacksonville, 111., writes:
Have just drunk a bottle of nervene, which accounts for this
letter.
I have been operating for about eight years, and have
been an interested reader of the department for the past two of
them.
I am the proud owner of a new Handbook and the Hawkins' Electrical Guide, which no one could separata me from
either with love or dynamite.
Have
been working
here for
nearly a year, and am a member of Local 323, I. A. T. S. E.,
Springfield, 111. Had the pleasure of meeting and shaking hands
with you when you were in Sprinfield. which was quite a treat,
as I consider you to be the "daddy" of them all. I am working
for a real boss, and don't have to ask twice for anything I need.
When I came here he told me he was a crank on projection, and
proposed to have the real article, to which I replied that I was
some crank on that subject myself, and projection was the thing
I was there to deliver.
Suppose I made good, because I am still
here.
The boss has spent about $800 on the operating room
since I have been here, and I think you will agree with me that
that is going some.
Am enclosing answers to a couple of questions.
I am very partial to the boss who is a "crank on projection," always
provided he is willing to supply the necessary things to enable the operator to deliver good results on the screen, which is the case with your
manager.
An operator is always a crank on projection if he is a real
operator.
The Oh-it-is-good-enough
operator
is not really an operator at all — just a mere imitation, the height of whose ambition is and
must be either the union scale, or, if there is no union, then considerable
less.
Glad to hear from you. Brother Hopper.
The latch string is always hanging out for "cranks on projection."

Good.
Dasher — "I don't believe the war films we saw last night were
taken
the front."
Mrs. atDasher
— "Of course they were; didn't you notice the bullet-holes at the end of each reel?" — Puck.
The foregoing is respectfully referred to the meal ticket operator and
•his little punch.

Regarding Objective Lenses.

Louis Phillips. New Haven, Conn., says:
This is my first letter to the department. If it is worth
publication well and good, if not give it to John, the junkman.
I have tried to educate myself in the construction of condensers and lenses.
The diameter of projection lenses is governed by the curves
of the individual lenses — in other words, the combined focus
of the series of lenses composing the objective. For instance,
in a short focus lens the curves are more pronounced than
in a lens of longer focus. If you were to project a large picture at a short distance the requirements of the objective would
be more exacting than in a lens that would project the same
size picture at longer distance. Cheap objective lenses are
not corrected to project a picture entirely sharp from center
to extreme edge. It requires an enormous amount ot labor
and grinding to thus correct a lens, and this is side-stepped
somewhat by reducing the diameter ot the cheap lens. In a
highly corrected
lens the diameter may be increased.
There are many kinds of optical glass. Some grades absorb
more light than others. The color of glass, both in condensing
and objective lenses, is extremely important. Certain chemicals
used in making lenses have tendency to discolor when exposed
to heat. In the manufacture ot lenses the glass is brought to
a liquid state by heating gradually and pouring into a mold
the
shapegradually,
the finished
have. These
molds are" allowed
to cool
the lens
cast isistoinspected
for Imperfections,
and
the perfect ones are selected tor annealing. The cheaper lenses
are ground to diameter and focus immediately after cooling,
and are then ready to be sold. The better grade lenses, which
are free from imperfections, are again heated almost to the
melting
point, this for the purpose
of annealing.
They
are
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then slowly coolod in ovens
of varyUiR
lompcrnlurcH.
Tho
anneal Ing process, howovor.
applies nioro to the contlenslng
lenses, altbough tho obji-cilvo lenses of higher quality nro annealed to a certain exti'iit when you look at a picture that la
being projected by a cheap lens from n distance It looks quite
sharp, but come
up closer and you will discover
that each
line appears
to have
i\ bonier
of different colors covering
tho entire length of the spectrum.
This is chromatic aberration, which Is not present In tho high closs lenb.
Well, Brother
Phillips, most of your letter concerns
things which
have already been dlscuHsetl In the department many times, but some
of the processes you describe may nevertheless be of Interest to our
readers.
I am obliged to take Issue with you on one point, however,
and that Is that while you may
be correct In saying
that a high
class lens may be mode in larger diameters, still, as a matter of fact,
I find it very difficult to get high class lenses except In comparatively
small diameters.

Another
J. H. Graff. Jr.. Phlladelphi.i,

Answer.

Pa,, says:

Regarding "Interesting Problem." August 12th issue, it is not
so much of a puzzle as one would think. If we take Into consideration tho number of different ways film may be torn and
injured.
If the operator is careless this particular thing will
happen, regardless of what make of machine ho may have.
1
know from experience that this can be avoided if proper care
is taken in the rewinding of a film.
If you rewind the film
loosely, so that it sags on tho reel, the reel will not run evenly,
and there is going to be a succession of heavy jerks, and this
is likely to break the sprocket
holes In the manner
shown,
particularly if the projector Is being overspeeded.
This sort of
injury will pass the top sprocket, but won't pass the intermittent.
I have had the above happen on account of the assistant operator not doing as he was told when rewinding the film.
After
an experience or two of that kind I learned to examine all the
reels myself before I put them in the magazine.
This Is a little
extra work, but the success of every operator depends on the
way the films are put on the screen.
Well, all those who
have answered
this question
agree that the
damage is done by a jerk at the top sprocket, due to the reel not
working properly, though
they don't all agree as to the exact cause
of the reel not working right.
As a matter of fact all the different
causes named by various
correspondents would produce the same result, and the same damage.

Position o£ the Dowser.
Fred J. Merkleln. Brooklyn, N. Y., writes :
In the past few weeks I have been called upon to act as relief operator in various houses, and the experience has taught me
that we have overlooked one small, but, to me, a seemingly
important
point in the construction
of projection
machines,
namely ; position
of the dowser.
An
operator
works,
for
instance, for an extended
period of time with a Power machine, late model, in which the dowser handle is placed below
and between the cone and the slide carrier.
He is then suddenly called upon to take charge of a Simplex,
whereon
the
dowser is placed in front of the cone, with the handle above.
Now
in case something
happens
and the film stops at the
aperture, in order U3 prevent a fire he, through force of habit acquired through using a Power machine, reaches back and below
for the dowser handle, but don't find it there.
Naturally he
may. for an instant, be confused, and by the time he does locate
the dowser the film is quite probably ablaze.
This danger is
greatly intensified when using high amperage.
It seems to me
the position of the dowser should bo standardized.
This would be
a very good matter to take up with the proper authorities, and
as you are the only man who seems to be able to effectively
dispose of such matters, I present it for your consideration.
Yes. Brother
Merklein,
you are absolutely
correct.
The
dowser
position should be standardized, and that is not the only thing which
should bo standardized ; there are literally hundreds of othera.
What
you set forth might very easily happen.
When the film stops in front
of the aperture the first. Instinctive movement is to yank the dowser
shut, and habit is a hard thing to break, therefore, as you say. if
you have been working for a long time on a machine with the dowser
handle
in one position, your hand
will automatically
reach for it
there, and since seconds count in a case of that kind, failure to find
the dowser
handle
where
tho hand
expected
to find it might
easily
prove to be a serious matter.
A simple. little thing of this kind might
be at the bottom of a fire panic.
As to taking it up with the authorities,
yes, I could, and doubtless could get action on it too, but such an action
on my part would result in a lot of hard feeling on the part of machine
manufacturers,
who very naturally
would
resent being compelled
to
make costly changes.
I have hope that there will, in the near future,
be some authoritative body which will be able to compel standardization
of this and other matters.

Thirst for Knowledge.
J. P. Whitney, McPherson. Kans., says :
Will you kindly answer the following, thus satisfying our
thirst for knowledge, besides settling a dispute. In a lamphouse that we know of. the current Is 500 volts D. C. This is
run through heavy resistance to reduce It to arc requirements.
Is the voltage at the arc 500, or Is It more or less?
It seems to me that entirely too little attention Is paid to
reels on which the films are rewound.
From my own experience I
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know that a poor reel can, and often does materially Injure tho
film, especially the last one hundred feet. I have seen reels so
badly out of shape that they would have Jerked the film apart at
the upper sprocket if placed In a projection machine In tho condition they were received. This is caused sometimes by lopsided
cores ; some times by sides of reels catching on tho film or tho
side of the magazine, and sometimes by the reel binding on tho
magazine sptndle. All this places too great or too sudden strain
on the film at the upper sprocket, sometimes breaking out the
sprocket
holes.
Probably the most troublesome typo of reel la that known as
the "all-metal" reel, made, I think, by the Taylor-Shantz Company, in which the metal core may. and sometimes does collapse,
which makes the film rewind "lopsided" and jerk when run the
next time. These reels are also usually narrow In the core,
which, on a Powers at least, keeps the tension off the upper reel,
and has a tendency to make the Jerk worse. The "Globe" brand
reel, also an all-metal reel with pressed metal sides. Is a little
thin in the center, but its chief trouble is In the tendency of
the pressed metal aides to .lipring out of line and catch the film,
or rub on the side of the magazine. The Sharlow Brothers'
reel with the square openings for threading, and tho film clip
placed opposite the square opening, is a very good reel. They
are of good width and tho sides are not usually warped out
of all semblance to flatness ; also the core is true, but the type
with the patent clip placed between the square openings give
trouble, because the heavy clip throws the core out of true, and
the reel winds lopsided. It seems to mo if these points were Incorporated into red letter "Don'ts" for manufacturers and exchanges there would be a great deal less damage to films for
which we operators are often unjustly blamed.
I would respectfully direct the attention of exchange managers to tho
foregoing. It seems to mo it is nothing .short of cr3=s stupidity to place
a film which is worth $125 on a reel which in the first place only had
one thing to commend it, viz. : its absurd cheapness, and which Is, as
Brother Whitney says, all too often bent ail out of shape, or has a hub
which is uneven and untrue. I have often seen new films worth $V2o
wound on reels of this kind, and what is more, such a reel may very
easily cause damage to one film equal to several times the first cost
of the reel, or more than equal to the cost of a really first-class reel.
Tho reel is, as Friend Whitney intimates, a very important item, and
an item to which altogether too little attention is given. Cheap reels
are an abomination, and a mighty expensive thing in the long run. 1
would most emphatically advise film exchanges to not only get better
reels,
reels. but to pay a great deal more attention to the condition of the
As to the voltage question : Yes and no. When the arc is burning
normally, pulling its full amperage, the resistance reduces the voltage
to approximately the 50 volts required at the arc. but if you gradually
lengthen the arc. thus adding to its resistance, hence to the total resistance of the circuit, the amperage is lowered and the voltage at the
arc automatically rises and when the arc breaks, and no current at all
fiows, the carbons will be charged at the full 500 volts. A 110 volt test
lamp will burn at full C. P. when placed across the carbons of a projection arc lamp when the arc is not burning (110 volt supply), because
the amperage is so small that the rheostat sets up practically no
resistance.

An Interesting RoatJ Equipment.
The Picture Theater Equipment Company. 1G04 Broadway, New York
City, report that they have supplied to Mr. James F. Sargent of New
Haven, Conn., a special road outfit consisting of a Powers No. 0 mechanism with a specially constructed stand, a Six-A lamp and lamphouse,
a circular rheostat that can be readily adjusted for either 110 or :iJ20
volts, and a complete set of their Pfteco lenses.
A notable feature is that, where electric current is not available
the No. 6A lamp may be removed from the lamphouse at a moment's
notice and a special attachment inserted in the GA lamphouse, so that a
calcium burner can be used in conjunction with a "Model E " gas outfit.

From Martin.
Ralph W. Martin. Los Angeles, Cal.. says:
I have noted Friend Griffiths' remarks, August 5th issue. His
criticisms of my drawing in issue of June 24th are perfectly
correct, but my original drawing was also correct and agrees
with his criticism.^!. The wholo trouble seems to have been
caused by reducing the drawing for publication to such an extent
that the lines at the shutter position appeared to run together
and Intersect at a single point, hence the incongruity of the
drawing with the text matter. Being the draftsman, however, I
will have to be the goat, but I am going to elucidate that particular point shortly in a better way. for I think I will bring
out an important point with reference to spberical aberration.
I have tried Griffiths' experiment with the cardboard in the
slide carrier, and agree that it does Indicate the amount of
spherical aberration in the condensers, and judging from the
distance the crater image can thus be moved sidewise, the
amount of spherical aberration Is considerable, and is, I believe, responsible for a large, juicy volume of light being lost
to the screen. I even venture the assertion that a condenser
practically free from spherical aberration would give as good
results on the screen with 40 amperes D. C. as are now secured
with 60. Griffiths* experiment would produce an appreciable
movement of the spot only when a small screen Is placed at
a position such as the true crater Image, but if the screen be
moved back toward the condenser until It comes to the location
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«( the white spot, the movement produced by shifting the cardboard slide will be very little, which fact further substantiates
my claim that the white spot should be placed at the aperture,
because it is the position of least aberration.
In tho Handbook, page 119, Figures
47 and 48, Griffiths"
experiment
is
shown
with the aperture placed at the white spot, but even
with this condition the loss at the colling plate, through spherical aberration alone, not including the necessary loss at that
point, is considerable,
as shown
in Figure
46.
The "fuzzytype" philosophy about the danger of the harsh effect by placing
the crater in exact focus at the aperture Is one too many, particularly since a condenser that will give an exact focus has
never yet been produced.
For the information of readers the white spot referred to has to do
with the tables and drawing published on page 1244. August 19th issue.
I would suggest that it would be of distinct interest and value if a
number of operators would test out the tables on page 1244. and report results. The proof of the pudding is always in the eating, and if
the ordinary operator can get better results through
the use of the
table in question,
then that table has distinct value.
Let us hear
from you.

From

Australia.

C. B. Wynn, Lidcombe, New South Wales, Australia, says:
I am enclosing $5.00 for which please send me a copy of the
third edition of the Handbook.
The Handbook has gone forward. I would suggest to Friend Wynn
that a letter setting forth conditions in his vicinity would be of interest. Don't be so stingy with your ink. Neighbor Wynn. We would
like to know what is doing over in the land of the kangaroo, so come
across with a good long letter.

Lots of Trouble.
D. E. Anderson, Spokane. Washington, writes :
I would
like to call your attention
to things which
make
for unpleasant feeling on the part of the operator.
Why is it
that some manufacturers print the titles so dark that it is impossible to see and frame the picture when threading?
I find
that in some features it is necessary to use the framing lever
pretty constantly if the picture is to be kept in frame, due to
differing relation of the sprocket holes to the picture, or to different width of dividing lines.
Why could there not be a standard for such things, so that these annoying things would not
occur?
I also object to the plain, transparent tailpiece used
with many films.
The tail piece of the film should be opaque,
so that if you run the scene clear through the white light won't
show on the screen.
When the white light is flashed on the
screen by reason of the tail piece, it is bad for the eyes of the
audience : also it destroys
the illusion.
All of which is quite true, though it is the first time I have heard
of titles being printed so dark that one could not see to frame them.
I think, however, what Brother Anderson probably needs is a framing
lamp.
By the way that reminds me that this is the first letter I have
had from Spokane for quite some considerable time, though that city
used to be pretty well represented in the department.
For why, gentlemen, did you crawl back into your hole and pull the hole carefully In
after you!

Another Opinion.
From

Port Huron,
Mich., comes the following :
The article recently
printed concerning
projection
in Port
Huron seems to have been from the pen of someone connected
with the Maxine Theater.
The facts in the matter are that the
best projection in Port Huron may be seen at the Bijou ; also
it is the most beautiful house in that city.
The next best is
at the American ; after that comes the Family.
At the Maxine
the music is good, though I, myself, prefer the Bijou music rather than that of the pipe organ in use at the Maxine.
I cannot
agree that the projection at the Maxine is good.
Sarnia. Ont.,
which is near Port Huron, has two picture shows, viz : the Princess on Front street, and the Crescent on Christina street.
The
Princess
is a very pretty little place on the outside, though
not quite so pleasing inside.
However, the interior is neat, and
above all I have never seen pictures projected better anywhere.
The Crescent is very much after the style of the Bijou at Port
Huron.
The picture is well projected only for the speed, which
is pretty close to nine or ten minutes.
Of course, under that
condition, the picture jumps a lot. The writer is in no way
connected with any Port Huron or Sarnia house.

Well, of course, I don't know,
and cannot
know
the
of the matter, but some times I am tempted to cut out
to local projection, because there generally seems to be a
it, and there is always the possibility that the report is
terested parties.

exact truth
all reference
dispute over
made by in-

Lens Cleaning Compotmd.
L.

B. Neuman, Bucyrus, Ohio, says :
I noted not very long ago that you recommended some kind
of cleaning compound for lenses.
Wish you would let me have
the adress of the firm who handles it. I have your latest Handbook. Was surprised when I found it was to be sold at four
dollars; thought it certainly would be five or six.
I don't remember
the article you refer to. Brother
Neuman,
nor
do I know of any lens cleaning compound that is being sold at this
time.
I would suggest that there are two methods of cleaning lenses
which are inexpensive and, I believe, very effective,
(a)
Make a solution of 1-2 alcohol, either ordinary
or wood
alcohol, and 1-2 water.
Wash the lens with this and polish afterwards with a perfectly clean.
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soft piece of cloth, or a perfectly clean chamois, but let us place emphasis on the "perfectly clean." (b) Another very effective method
is to get a cake of bon ami, which may be had at any grocery store
for five or ten cents, wet a soft, clean cloth, rub it two or three
times on the bon ami and then, without using any pressure, wash the
lens. Don't wipe the lens off, but let it dry, whereupon you will find
upon its surface a thin white film. Wipe this off with a perfectly
clean, soft dry cloth, or a perfectly clean piece of chamois. I think
either of these methods will prove entirely satisfactory, and if properly
carried out will not work the slightest injury to the lens.

A Question of Health.
From a Minneapolis. Minn., operator comes a letter containing a
clipping taken from the Minneapolis Evening Journal, August 11. 1916.
The correspondent seems to be an operator who is asking certain questions of some department in the paper. He first sets forth the fact
that he is working in a room 4 feet 6 inches in height, lined with tin,
in which there was a window 18x30 inches, and a hole two feet square
in the floor which serves as an entrance. In summer the temperature
registers 90 to 100. The question he propounds and answers given
thereto by the Evening Journal are as follows :
"1. What effect does the carbon dust have on the occupant of
the room? Six months ago I was examined and tubercle bacilli
were found in my sputum. I have had an operation. In spite
of this I am much better.
"2. What are my chances?
"3. When will it be safe for me to play tennis and row?
"4. What precautions should I take?
"5. What should my weight be? I am 21, 5 feet 8 1-2 inches
in height, and weigh 134 pounds."
1. The combination of hot air. poor ventilation and carbon
dust is bad on the lungs. It leads to consumption, pneumonia, colds.
2. Your chances seem good If you really wilt go in a sanitarium or otherwise take care of yourself.
3. The physician who sees you is the best judge of that.
4. For one thing, you must not work as a motion picture
operator now or ever. You should have a nurse or physician
instruct you in detail just what precautions to take.
5. One hundred forty-eight. Get up to that weight by resting and eating.
The answers are interesting. It will be noted that the Journal man
condemns the combination of hot air. poor ventilation and carbon dust
as being "bad for the lungs." He says it "leads to consumption, pneuWell, moniaweand colds."
knew all that long ago. But if the conditions set forth
obtain in any Minneapolis operating room it seems to me it is high
time the Minneapolis union got busy and called the attention of the
Board of Health thereto. Very likely, however, the room spoken of
is not in the city. In fact I very much doubt that the Minneapolis
men would tolerate anything of that kind.

They

Kept on Coming.

Edward Marshall, Vancouver, B. C, writes;
I find I have derived a great deal of benefit from the questions. W'hen they first came
out I did not read them.
I
thought. Oh, what's the use I But they kept on coming,
and
after awhile I began to read and then study and answer them.
I was not content
with only studying,
but somehow
felt I
should try harder and get on the Honor Roll, in which I have
succeeded quite some few times.
In other words, the questions
set me studying.
I have both of your Handbooks— some books,
my boy — Hawkins* Electrical Guide, and others, and I intend
sending
for "Optic Projection."
I wish you would
draw up
another set of 150 questions.
Well, as regards another set of questions, supposing operators send
in questions they think ought to be asked.
Don't send questions, however, merely with a view of sticking someone;
also don't send catch
questions.
Questions
should
be only such as will bring out points
which the operator ought to know.
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to come.
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Motion Picture Photography
Conducted

by CARL

LOUIS

Inquiries.
QUESTIONS in cinematography addressed to this department will receive carbon copy of the department's reply hy maii when four
Special replies by mall on matters
cents in stamps are inclosed.
which cannot be replied to ia this department. $1.

Manufacturers' Notice.

It is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or other
goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the excellence
of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

How to Make Positives Direct.
The problem of making positives direct in the camera without the
expense of making the extra negative film where only one copy is desired has occupied the attention of many experimenters.
Many samples of each process have come to this department from
timo to time but many of them were jealously guarded as secrets by
those who sent them and even those who seemed willing to divulge
their formulas were generally so vague that others were unable to
■duplicate the results claimed.
The followiug method will enable anyone familiar with the ordinary
11m manipulations to make good projectible positives direct In the
■camera.
To the camera owner who takes pictures for his own amusement,
■or the man who makes a single picture for his local theater, this method will provo a great saver in cost of materials.
It is really a means of making a negative on a strip of film and
then printing that negative on the same strip and destroying the
original negative by a chemical process leaving the positive print.
It requires a particular style of developing apparatus, that is a drum
of metal or wood painted with black Probus paint or other similar
black photographic enamel which is is resistant to the action of photographic chemicals. This developing drum must be smooth and tight,
the skeleton type with ribs will not do, as we shall see presently.
Negative flim may be used but positive film is much preferable
where the strength of tho light permits. Positive film gives much
•clearer, brighter, snappier results. Negative film having a tendency
to flatness and greying in the high lights. As positive stock is very
much slower than negative stock a much larger diaphram opening
must be used and if Interiors or badly lighted exteriors are to be taken
negative stock must be used. In either case the exposure must be
rather full so that the image may penetrate well into the bromide of
■silver film.
A very contrasty hydroquinone developer is the best to use although
the usual formula for positive titles works very well. The following
is a very good formula :
Hydroquinone.
1 oz.
Sulphite of soda fdry), 11 oz.
Carbonate
of soda ( dr>- ) , 7 oz.
Potassium Bromide, 1 oz.
Water. 1 gallon.
Alcohol, 1 pint.
The alcohol may be omitted but enables the developer to be used
at a higher temperature thereby giving greater contrast.
Development should be slow with dim red light so as to give a brilliant
-snappy negative with pure whites and deep blacks. Developments
must be continued until the high lights have fully penetrated to the
other side of the film and the picture is plainly visible from the back.
This kind of development is the chief condition of success. After
development, wash for five minutes or more to thoroughly remove all
traces of developer.
The development has probably caused the film to swell and lengthen,
and it is necessary to cinch it up close to the drum for the nest
operation which is that of printing the positive picture. The drum
Is carried to a window which admits diffused light and turned for
ten to twenty seconds before the light. The white positions of the
■film, usually of creamy white or greenish shade, soon become grayish.
This indicates sufficient exposure and the drum is carried back to the
■dark room and rinsed.
In this process the negative on the film fs printed on the remaining
silver bromide in the emulsion which has not previously been acted
upon by the developer. We now see that only a tight drum can be
used on which the film Is tightly wound or the resulting positive would
be light struck by light penetrating from the back of the film.
The tight drum has the advantage of being very economical of
■developer as a shallow semi-circular trough in which the drum Is
revolved will develop a two hundred foot drum of film with only a gallon or two of developer.
•Copyright, 1016. by the Chalmers Publishing Co.

GREGORY,

F, R. P. S.

The negative image Is now destroyed or dissolved away In tho following solution :
Water,
1 gallon.
Bichromate of potash, 1 1-2 oz.
Nitric acid, 3 oz.
This bath, compared with other formulas for the same purpose, Is
very weak ; but as a matter of fact a very small quantity of bichromate
is necessary to oxidize the silver of which the image consists. This
bath is allowed to work until the negative image has been entirely dissolved away and only the creamy white of the remaining sliver Is
visible. This remaining sliver bromide carries the yet undeveloped
positive image from which the bichromate solution must be thoroughly
washed before immersing it again in the developer to materialize the
The same developer may be used in which the negative was originally
positive.
developed although softer results may be obtained by using the regular
metol-hydro or some other softer working developer for the second
development.
After the second development the positive should be fixed for five
minutes in a fixing bath containing acid hardener or if fixed in a plain
bath hardened afterwards with formalin solution or a five per cent
solution of chrome alum.
The two developing solutions and the reversing solution all have
a softening effect on the film and care must be taken that the temperature does not rise sufficiently to cause the film to frill.
If trouble is experienced with softening of the film the following
developer may
be substituted for the one given above :
Hydroquinone, 2 oz.
Sodium Sulphite (dry, 2 1-2 lbs).
Formaldehyde, 2 oz.
Water,
1 gallon.
This developer works very contrasty indeed, and has the smarting,
disagreeable odor of formaldehyde ; but will absolutely prevent frilling.
This is distinctly a hot weather developer and must not be used under
TO degrees Fahrenheit.
Do not forget that a thorough development of the negative is essential to the success of this process. If this is not thoroughly done, then
the lower strata of the emulsion will still contain undeveloped bromide
of silver which has not been reduced to a silver negative image by the
negative development and which in the following second development
will be reduced in the high lights of the positive, clogging them with
a veil of negative which has not yet been destroyed because it must
be developed before the bichromate solution can dissolve it away.
Do not attempt this process on a valuable exposure until you have
made a number of test pieces successfully and are fully convinced
that you can trust yourself to conduct the entire process with the
same success that you would the ordinary developing and printing
processes.

Recent

Motion

Picture

Patents.

The following are condensed descriptions of patents recently granted
relating to motion picture photography. A number of correspondents
have written asking information about various patents relating to
inventions and processes on which they were working and there are
doubtless many others who like to follow the trend of progress in the
of recent patents was given with short descriptions in the
art.A list
issue of August 26th. The following are patents which have been
granted since then. As there are such a large number of patents
granted for instruments and processes relating to cinematography,
it is not possible to give them all: only those of direct bearing and
interest to the motion picture photographer being included in the list.
These abstracts are made by the staff of the Research Laboratory
of the Eastman Kodak Company and contain only tho meat of the
Patent claims minus tho legal phraseology. If you are particularly
interested in any L'. S. Patent you can obtain a complete description
with explanatory diagrams by sending five cents for each copy wanted,
giving
D.
C. the number of the patent, to the Patent Ofnce. Washington,
1187920—
D. E. Reid.
Non-flam film. An apparatus for forming a sheet continuously from
an aqueous solution of viscose. The viscose is fed in a thin stream
onto the top of a large rotating drum. It is surface-hardened by passing
under a steam heated plate over which hot air is drawn by a vacuum
device. The surface-hardened film is then carried into a bath of
coagulating liquid and thereafter is stripped off the drum as a continuous sheet, which is conveyed over suitable rollers to other treating
apparatus. Between the point where the sheet is stripped off the
drum and the point where the viscose is fed to the drum there is located a cleaning and drying apparatus for preparing the surface of the
drum.
1188612—
T. H. Blair.
A two-color
motion
picture machine
in which
the color screens.
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or relatively
which are carried by a rotating disc, may he reversed
whole color screen
adjusted while the machine is in motion. The
e position while
inoperativ
to
side
one
from
moved
be
may
mechanism
Sl90M5^"° " ''"°"'°^'
^- Boubnoff.
hing
photograp
A mffihod for producing pictures in natural colors by
™^. "'del
through color filters placed together in strips (three 0.2
and Irom the negative so secured making «'":' P"°'";„, JJ%^^''"
which spray.,
is made to actuate, by electrical means, an airbrush
to the
the respective complementary colors onto paper according manner
this
m
d
superpose
height or depth of the relief : three colors
reproduce a subject in natural colors.
^ ^ Brewster.

film is made
^^A^PrTcess ot Color Photography. A colored negative
of a transparent
by exposing through but one side ot a film composed chiefly for green
sensitized
emulsion
an
side
one
on
suppon having
After exposure
and on the otier side an emulsion sensitized for red. stained green
it is developed, fixed, and the green selection negative
negative
colored
This
red.
while the red negative selection is stained
the negative film,
is then printed upon positive film substantially like
same
the
in
said positive film being developed, fixed and stained
manne^as the negative.
This is British Patent 34Jo ^of ^-'»^^^^^^^,,^^
film
a" Process for Restoring Blemished Motion Picture Films,the The
oil into
is coated with any suitable oil. rubbed and buffed to workthen removed.
is
oil
surplus
The
film.
the scratches and soften the
Kerestes.
1189135—
Galleries The
A Motion Picture Target Apparatus for Shootingthe gun
hammer of the rifle stops the motion pictures at the instant
lighted from
Is fired The screen, which is perforated by the bullet, is
the rear so that the perforation will appear as a dot of lislx.
11*42fi7'i

ugu6n.

of prints
Relating to printing devices for reproducing a multiplicity
a socalled
arranged in synunetrical relation from a single negative,
"step and repeat" printing machine.
^- ^I'^yf"^T—
1181S5
same.
for making
and process
Acetates
Cellulose
film.
Non-flam
H. Dreyfus.
1181858, 11S1859, 1181860—
Uninflammable
Celluloid Substitute.
^- ^- Pfa^*^^^1190000is mounted
A repeating Pump-gun Camera. A roll film camera
usual stock.
the
having
barrel
rifle
imitation
an
of
end
at the front
The trigger on the stock actuates the camera shutter while a sliding
resembling
grip is moved back and forth to feed the film, the movement The
camera
the motion used in changing the shells in a pump gun.
is aimed by sights mounted on the barrel.
Martin.
^■^^
1190442— back carries a groove in
The camera
Legend Device for Cameras.
a small mask slides so that any desired portion of the edge
which
of the negative will be shaded, thus providing a blank space on which
a legend may be written.
Chester W. Greene.
1189359
A Film Developing Bos for use without a dark room. It includes
is wound, there
film
the
a series of concentric hollow drums upon which
being a means for successively unlocking or releasing the drums.
^- M- Stehle.
1188217
An Apparatus for developing moving picture films. It comprises
a receiving reel upon the end discs of which are spiral grooves into
which the film is fed by means of a special automatically moved
guide, so that the convolutions of the film are held separate in the
developing bath without the use of any tape or apron.
JJ91579
O. Eppenstein.
A portable Telemeter
or Range Finder.
1190582—
E. S. Porter.
A casing for a Motion Picture Camera which provides a fire-prooE
enclosure for the film. Its slides are removable and two of them are
hinged.
1192776—
J. Evans. H. G. Hewitt and W. J. Pritchard.
Winding Apparatus for Motion Picture Film whereby the rewinding
operation is avoided. It includes a horizontal rotary carrier for the
coiled film from which the film is fed from the inside outwardly, the
inner convolution of the film passing over guides and rollers and thence
downwardly through the projecting lantern to the receiving reel.
1191329—
L- Mandel.
A Motion Picture Machine of relatively simple construction adapted
tor taking printing and projecting motion pictures as well as "still'
pictures. It includes a casing and a frame removable therefrom, the
frame carrying the operating mechanism and light-tight partitions,
so that when the frame is inserted into the outer casing the latter will
be subdivided into three compartments the outer two of which are
the film chambers.
1192666 —
M. Meushaw.
A Motion Picture Taking Comera in which the lens is oscillated up
and down by a crank movement while the film is continuously
fed.
It includes a rotary radial slit type of focal plane shutter which passes
across an opening having inclined top and bottom edges.
1187986 —
E. M. Goldsmith.
A Reel for Ribbons which might be used for motion picture film.
It comprises a huh on which are two heads, one fixed to the hub and
the other mounted to turn thereon.
1190262—
J. B. Carroll.
Film Unwinding Apparatus for Motion Picture Projectors. The coil
of film to be projected is placed in a horizontal cylindrical casting
at the top of the machine and fed from its inner periphery instead
of the outer, the inventor avoids rewinding of the film between successive projections.
1191069 — ■
C. Dawson.
A Shutter for Motion Picture Projectors, which includes besides the
usual sector, an auxiliary sector carrying a slitted portion and a nega-
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tive lens which provide for a brief period of subdued
flicker.

light to „ avoid
. .
L. E. Wyble.
1190354^
A Safety
Attachment
for Motion
Picture
Projecting
Machines.
It
includes a gravity actuated cut-off for the light which is held in inoperative position so long as the film is tight and unbroken.
1101224"
N. Power.
A Safety Device for Motion Picture Projecting Machines. It provides
a cut-oEf for the light which automatically operates whenever the film
remains stationary for an abnormal length of time. It includes a
pivoted arm carrying rolls which bear against a loop in the film. Anyabnormal change in the loop will cause the arm to turn, which motion
stops the machine and cuts off the light.
1190943—
E. E. Norton.
Talking Motion Picture Apparatus Comprising a Synchronized Motion Picture Projector and Talking Machine. The talking machine rotates a disc carrying a series of numerals which pass one a time beforethe eye of the observer. A corresponding set of numerals are carried
by the film and are observable adjacent the disc numerals by means
of a reflecting system. The machines are speeded so that the. numerals
coincide.
1190370—
J- W. Billings.
An Attachment
for Motion
Picture
Cameras.
At selected intervals,
a conducting member carried by the main film closes an electric circuit,,
thereby actuating the feed mechanism of a supplementary descriptive
film.
A phonograph could be similarly operated in synchronism.
1102094 —
J- J. Mouis.
A Device for Synchronizing Motion Pictures and Music from Living
Singers. Instruments or Talking Machines. It consists of a band
bearing musical characters, perforations corresponding to such characters and a pivotal time heater operated by the perforations, the band
being moved by a pulley from the motion picture feed mechanism.
1102610—
A. S. Ferguson.
A Toy Motion Picture Machine of the type in which a series of
pictures project outwardly from a rotary drum.
1101145—
P- E. Baldwin.
A Motion Picture Apparatus Designed for Home Use. The light
source is an incandescent electric lamp carried by a parabolic reflector
which telescopes into the end of a tubular reflecting member. It is
alleged the device can be run by dry batteries.
11S030S —
M. P. Sullivan.
An Apparatus through which Stereoscopic Motion Pictures may be
observed. Pictures corresponding to a right-eye point of view and
a left-eye point of view are alternately projected upon the screen. Thepresent apparatus is designed so that the observer will see only the righteye picture with the right eye and the left-eye picture with the left
eye. It consists of a body having sight openings opposite the eyes
of the observer and an electro magnetic shutter which opens and
closes the openings alternately in synchronism with the projection of
the pictures. The current for the magnets is controlled by commutators turned by the film feeding shaft. The shutter is shaped so
that one of the sight openings is fully closed before the other oneis opened.
- «{
1180494 —
E. Schneider.
An Adjustable Duplex Finder for Moving Picture Cameras. It includes a piano concave direct-vision finder and a second fiader for
focusing, composed of a biconvex lens and a ground glass. The finders
are pivoted so that they may be turned until the view therein corresponds to the view in the camera, thus correcting the error due to the
difference in viewpoint of the camera lens and finder lenses. The degrees through which the finders are turned are determined by pointers
and scales calibrated according to the distance of the object focused
on. The distance of the object is determined by a scale on the ground
glass finder.
1101321—
W. H. Kunert.
A Film Mending Device in which the two ends of a broken motion
picture film are clamped with the perforations thereof, so spaced that
when the pieces of film are cemented together they will cause no
obstruction in the projection apparatus. A cutter is provided to square
the broken ends, there being a mirror below the cutter so that the
under side of the film may be watched during the severing operation.
1192517—
H. J. Hamman.
A Cine Film Winding Apparatus comprising two reels, one horizontal
and the other vertical. The roll of film is placed in the horizontal
reel from which it is unwound from the inside outwardly, the inner
convolution of the film passing over guide rolls and thence downwardly
td the vertical reel.
BRITISH PATENTS.
B 7660—
H. Workman.
Two and Three-color Cine Projector having the gates illuminated by
a sectional prism grid.
B 7657-1915—
H. Workman.
Cine Film for Color Work and Projecting Appartus
for Displaying
Same.
A wide film with three rows of perforations is employed, the
- color records being arranged side by side.
B 100717-1915—
H. Workman.
Cine Film for Color Work and Projecting Apparatus for Displaying
Same. A wide film with three rows of perforations is employed, the
color records being arranged side by side.
B 100629-1915—
H. E. Thornton.
Multi-Color Mechanically Printed Cinematograph Film. A screen unit
film negative Is made which is anaylzed by means of filters Into special
printing bands which are photo-mechanically printed as described In
Patent 5100-1915. The patent contains a full discussion of the varlou*
systems of negative making.
B 5061-1915—
S. J. Garratt.
Device for giving the illusion of a Moving Picture by the aid of a
multiple image made up of a number of sections, combined with a
screen line and a transparent space.
fTo be continued.)
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Music for the Picture
M
Conducted by CLARENCE
Musical Suggestions
for "The Firm of Girdlestone."
Compiled by S. M. Berg.
RoIoasfU by The Greater Vitagraph.
THIS "Musical Suggestion Cue Sheet" is not designed to solve evury
possible musical roquiremc-nt of the film, but is Intended as a partial
solution of the problem— what to play for the picture. It has
proven to be of great assistance to the loader, not only by relieving to a
degreo tho tedium ot rehearsals, but by assisting materially In overcoming those conditions encountered when the film is not available until
tbe hour of performance.
Musical Suggestion Cue Sheets can be obtained (free of charge) by
managers from their local exchange In advance ot the date of release.
This will afford to the progressive leader an opportunity to acquaint
himself with the general character of the film drama he Is to portray
with his orchestra.
Together with tho suggested music at the title or descriptive cues
where It is to be played, the tempo or characteristic Is given so that the
leader can select or substitute any or all of the numbers from his own
library, thereby avoiding any financial outlay though still carrying out
the interpretation.
The timing of the picture is based on a speed of 15 minutes to a
thousand feet. The time indications will help the leader to anticipate
the various cues which may consist of the printed sub-title (marked T)
or a described action (marked D). For instance; 49 T "My only wish"
is a sub-tltlo and is printed reading matter on the screen. But 50 D
"John shows Ezra the will" is a description of action.
John Girdlestone, head of "The Firm of Girdlestone" is a conspiring,
harsh, hypocritical old man, whose interests center only in his business
and son. With bankruptcy staring the firm suddenly in the face, he
plans to have his son marry his ward, Kate Harston, who is heiress to
a fortune. Kate, secretly engaged to Tom Dimsdale. resents the plan,
but ho tries to accomplish his end by imprisoning her in a lonely,
haunted house. Tbe father and son attempt her murder, and In
escaping from the police meet their death. At the close of the picture
Kate and Tom are reunited.
This is a film dramatization of Conan Doyle's novel. The character
of the picture is dramatic.
The THEME selected is "Entr* Act Clarice" (Valse Intermezzo) —
Loud.
Time schedule:
74 minutes (5 reels, about 4,950 feet).
Further inquiries concerning any phase of this work should be addressed to Mr. S. M. Berg, Columbia Theatre Bldg., New York City.
"THE FIRM OF GIRDLESTONE." Music.
Time
Suh-titles or descriptive cues.
D Opening.
Admiration — Jackson
0
(Moderato grazioso)
T On
the solemn
border
of

^w

4

T

Old
friend, I am dying—
life's—
(Letter)

6

T

7

T

"I
swear
and
solemnly
The
widow " ot the Black
—
pledge
Eagle's—their natures
Though
are

814

T

10
20^
2 IV.
Z!

T
T
T
•1'
T
T
T

Tom
son. Dimsdale. the Doctor's
The will ot his friend.
The lonely orphan becomes
a member —

■r

J..H

The Coquette — Johnstone
(Andante grazioso)

akin-

S%
ll'aj
14

Andante Pathetlque No. 10.
Berge

"ft is a legacy, Sir."
The
oppressive
life
makes —

that

"As me trind Carrigan — "
Kate finds welcome relief —
A breath of bad news.

27

T

"To

28

T

"There
Ezra — is" one

31
32

T
T

Hard pressed tor funds.
"D'ye think a man who has

tell

you

the
way

Esperanza — Johnstone
(Moderato)
Entr' Act "Clarice"
(Valse Intermezzo) — Loud
Theme
DalTodils — Carvel
(Andante moderato)
Repeat: THEME
Idillo— Lack
(Allegretto grazioso)

truth,
out

of

"And in the future — "

Arabian
Night— Mildenberg
(Andante sostenuto)
Hurry No. 2 — Simon
The dies)
Emerald Isle^Langey
(A Selection of Irish Melo-

38
T

"I have called to ask If you

Repeat:

THEME

E. SINN

and o. M. BERG

40
42
42%

D
T
T

When
Tom meets Kate.
Tom becomes a member —
The Major's campaign.

Canzonetta— Godard
(Allegretto moderato)

40

T

Lonesome

Mlsterloso

47^

T

The gray shadow of ruin.

49
50

DT

"My
John only
showswish—"
Ezra the will.

52
5.^

T
T

Lumley's History—
pect—
"This
very
afternoon

55
01%
56

T
T

The
still,
shall
comedreary— "
Midnight.

57^4

D

When
off.

days are In pros-

Dramatico No. Borcb
22,

Andanto Dramatic No.

oey*
00
651/4

69
70

D
D

73
74

TT

you

15,
Herbert

Intermezzo — Whelpley
(Andante espressivo)
Pizzicato Mlsterioso No. 30,

Girdlestone takes robe

Night Song— Stults
(Andante cantabile)

Mlnot

Mrs. Scully
"What
has returns.
your

Prelude — Jarnefelt
(Allegro quasi allegretto)

Come.
(Telegram)
When Major calls on Tom.
"For
the
last
time,
are
done ?— "
(Note)
I am really your friend —

Galop No. 7 — Minot

When
Tom
arrives at the
Manor.
When
John
and Ezra
see
Kate.
When police follow John and
Ezra.
The good
can never —
The
End.
you — "

Hurry No. 33 — Mlnot

Agitato No. 0— Klefert
Repeat:

THEME

A Plea of an Organist.
By

S. M. Berg.

I am in receipt of a very Interesting letter from Mr. Percy S. Barrastan of The Dominion Theater Vancouver, B. C. He mentions many
things that may have happened to other musicians playing the organ
that I am going to discuss in the following paragraphs. I will quote
a few excerpts from his letter and will then endeavor to answer some
of his Inquiries.
Musical
Editor of the Movlne Picture World.
Dear Sir: It Is with great satisfaction I noticed your series
of articles on the organ and would like to call the attention of
piano and church organists who contemplate entering the field
of film organists to the fact that this instrument Is getting to
be, if it isn't already the dominating factor In picture music.
Tour articles are concise, and put In such simple form that
those who have a little organ tuition can readily understand
them.
This series of articles applied to the knowledge gained from
a theoretical teacher would become almost invaluable and with
constant practise ought to supply the long-needed want, in
other words, your series of articles are almost a correspondence
course. I have often wondered why our great musical colleges
did not take up this branch of commercial art, for the organ
in moving picture houses Is coming to stay. This brings me
to the main object of my letter, and that is to musical scores.
For the past few months I have been using the especially
compiled scores for a well-known brand of pictures, and as I
play the organ alone. I have found the piano part far from
satisfactory. Those compilers don't realize that the orchestra
Is not the dominating factor In picture music and that organs
alone are in the majority, especially in the West and Middle
West, where a crying need Is for an organ solo part for the
organ. Also do not repeat so much. Bear in mind the fact
that In the West we do not always get the pictures in rotation
as released, and consequently the repeating becomes noticeable
and depreciates the score 20 per cent.
Introduce musical selections from musical comedies, light
operettas, etc. I am firmly convinced that the majority of the
picture patrons who take any notice of music are in favor of
less trying to imitate the picture and appreciate a good program of music which Is not discontinued and which does not
jump in here and there. Of course I realize there are exceptions. The written score is not going to be a success for organ
users unless there la a radical change
in the arrangement.
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The above suggestions are not given in any bantering way, but
as the result of carefui study.
I remain.
Yours very truly,
PERCY S. BAKRASTAN.
Id reply to this correspondent's letter, I have personally always taken
one stand on anything that is attempted to raise the standard ot music
(or the fllm, and believe it should be treated with a great deal of
leniency, because even the best of us are really in the dark as to what
the solution of film music is going to he.
One thing that readers possibly cannot realize is the unfortunate
conditions under which scores are made. Every branch connected with
the fllm Industry seems to bo able to do their preparatory work before
the picture is assembled, excepting the musical question. Very little
can be done in the way ot preparation until the picture Is absolutely
completed, titled, assembled and cut. Then again, the picture may he
made at the Coast, and the print may not be available for viewing until
the very last minute. Such obstacles as these must reflect on the
finished score.
TBen with regard to repetition of the music, the difficulty as to
copyrights are almost Insurmountable. Scores which the writer speaks
of are put out by a well-known publishing house who expect to make a
profit on their investment. These scores are then supplied to the film
exchanges, who in renting them to theaters expect to make a profit tor
handling them, which means this : The man making the score has to be
paid. The music house who prints them expects some royalty on their
copyrights and profit tor their investment and a profit on the printing,
while the producers ot the film, themselves, expend not one penny In
this service, which is the root ot the trouble. A company spending
and a further expendi$23,000 in a production of an ordinary feature, paper
advertising, etc.,
ture ot $10,000 in publicity and preparing
should spend a further 5 per cent on the score, and then a nominal
rental could be charged for the use of the same instead of the prices
now asked. It is strange that in anything connected indirectly with
theatrical enterprises, there is a considerable amount of petty Jealousy
and very little ot good feeling extended. 1 am sorry to say the music
publishing business is in this category.
I am afraid the day is tar distant when we shall have the complied
score contain two or more competitive publishers' music. This answers
our correspondent's request for operatic selections blended in. The
whole of such conditions are the exclusive copyrights of different houses,
and if you should ask permission to reproduce any part ot one ot their
numbers in the score, they would possibly give their consent, providing
you paid a royalty on each number that you printed.
The solution of all these problems is going to he when the man that
arranges the score is the servant of the film producers and after selecting his music, assembles the same. In the event ot using copyrights,
he will then agree with the different publishers to get an estimate for
printing just the same as any other department of a film company.
To sum up. the day Is surely tar oft when a part of the expenditures
for producing the picture will be apportioned to the music instead ot
the companies' present methods of expecting a music publishing house
to provide the scores for their Alms and then expect their exchanges to
make a profit in handling the same to their exhibitors.

RAYMOND

McKEE

AGAIN

WITH

METRO.

Raymond McKce has been engaged as XIaliel Taliaferro's
leading man for her ne.xt two Metro-Rolfe five-act feature
photoplays. The first of these will be "The Sunbeam." by
Shannon Fife, adapted by June Mathis. In "The Sunbeam,"
Mr. McKee plays the part of Danny, the youthful sweetheart of Prue. played by the star. The following play is
as yet unnamed.
After finishing his work with Emily Stevens recently in
"The Wheel of the Law." another Metro-Rolfe production,
in which the young actor appears as "Tommy Mainard," he
went to Jacksonville for the purpose of giving his mother
the pleasure of a Florida winter, which she has never yet
enjoyed. A stock company engagement made the trip possible from a practical point of view. But when the offer
came from the Rolfe studio, for Mr. McKee to return North
to appear in Miss Taliaferro's support, his mother at once
urged him not to miss the opportunity, even though it meant
the abandonment of a cherished plan. Mrs. McKee and her
son have taken an apartment on Columbia Heights, and
will remain in New York all winter.
Raymond McKee played juveniles and light comedy parts
for four years for Lubin, later going to Edison. His first
stage experience was gained in a played called "Grit, the
Newsboy," in which he had the leading part. He played
Young Parmalee with Robert Hilliard in "A Fool There
Was." and appeared in a number of musical comedies, notably "The Golden Girl," under the management of Mort
H. Singer. He played in stock in Chicago and Atlanta.
He was born in Chicago in 1892.
TEITEL LEAVES IDEAL STUDIOS.
Albert Teitel has resigned as president and sold his interest
in the Ideal Film Studios and Laboratory at Hudson Heights,
N. J., to W. G. Bumstead of Jersey City. Mr. Teitel will
leave in a few weeks for Chicago, where he intends to promote
a big moving picture enterprise, consisting of three manufacturers to produce under one roof in the most conspicuous
and well equipped studio which will be built in a selected spot
of Chicago,
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Overproduction Not Feared
"Too

Many Mediocre Pictures of All Lengths— But Kalem
Wright.
Says William
Isn't Worrying,"

in the
worry
doesn't of
uction Wright
of overprod
cry declared
THEleast,"
William
company to
that Kalem
a World representative last week. "In the main I
am inclined to agree with those film men who lay emphasis
on the fact that it is mediocrity that is overproduced, but
there is too little of real quality. If this is true of multiple
reel productions it is to an equal extent the fact in the short
pictures. The film manufacturer who will put big stars, real
stories and top-notch productions into the short length field
can laugh at overproduction. His market is more clear and
open than it would be if the number of manufacturers in the
country were cut in half.
"It is a peculiar fact that, while close observers of film
conditions are noticing more and more a tendency on the part
of exhibitors to return to the varied program for certain days
of the week to oflfset the high rentals and monotony of the
multiple reelers, so many manufacturers are blindly disregarding this opportunity. Many are reducing their output of short
pictures, while others are weakening the quality by the withdrawal of stars and by routine and hackneyed productions.
Perhaps this will be found to be one of the greatest reasons
for the wonderfully increasing General Film business, until
now its officers are actually serving six thousand customers.
"Of course, it is a fact that the production of quality short
pictures involves much greater expenditures proportionately
than the average five-reeler. Prominent stars cost just as
much whether they are presented in five-reelers or one-reelers,
stories by real authors with original ideas and logical plots
cost as much and production cost is. per foot, many times
greater.
the casetwowith
our George
'Grant, Larkin
Police Reporter,'
series. WeThisareis giving
stars,
and OUie
Kirkby. We have engaged Robert Welles Ritchie, one of the
most prominent of fiction writers and newspaper men, to
write the stories.
"It takes considerable courage to plan on this scale for a
one-reel series, but — and here is the principal point — it also
means that you needn't worry about overproduction, you have
.stepped outside the circle of competition.
"One of the most frequently recurring sentences in all the
correspondence
Kalem give
receives
from e-xhibitors
is 'Why
don't
all
the manufacturers
us stars
in their short
pictures?
When we get short pictures that we can advertise and boost
the result is little different than with long pictures.'
".\s all manufacturing success must be based on a study of
the market and desires of the buyers Kalem has taken this
attitude as a guide and it is responsible for our consistent
policy. W'e have never turned out pictures that were merely
'short pictures;' we have aimed to give good short pictures
plus advertising value. 'The Girl From Frisco.' 'The Hazards
of Helen,' 'Ham Comedies,' are all the result and proof of this
policy and their consistent, steady success is the answer to the
cry of overproduction.
"The manufacturer aiming at quality isn't worrying about
overproduction; the manufacturer producing without a definite policy or w^ith an idea of cheapness will continue to find
the market glutted and overstocked with his type of production. And, following the same line of reason, the exhibitor
who books his programme without a thorough search for the
quality of the field and without a definite policy of keeping
his week's rental cost less than his week's receipts will continue to look for new alibis for poor business."
CAMDEN THEATER, PARKERSBURG, W. VA.,
REMODELED.
The Camden Theater, at Parkersburg, W. Va., was recently
remodeled and redecorated, and. from the reports that have
been received from F. Fayette Smoot, since then business has
been steadily increasing. The management has also instalfed
a number of new house features that have created favorable
comment.
NEW MANAGER FOR ATLANTA THEATER.
George E. Schmidt has been appointed manager for the
.\lamo No. 2 Theater, .\tlanta, Ga. Mr. Schmidt formerly
managed the Prince Theater at Jacksonville. Fla., and the
Strand Theater at Spartansburg, S. C, and is one of the best
known theater managers in the South, having had a wonderfully successful career in theater management in a number
of Southern cities.
FRANK DOWLER VISITS NEW YORK.
Frank Dowler, Jr.. of Chattanooga, Tenn.. vice president of
the Signal Amusement Company, returned to his home after
a short visit in New York, where he held a number of conferences with Paramount officials and department heads.
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Motion Picture Educator
M aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiyiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiii^^
Conducted by REV. W. H. JACKSON
"THE MOVIE
MENACE."
WE
are indebted to the manager of a western branch
picture company for calling our attention to an article
published in "Association Men," the official organ of
the Y. M. C. A. in the United States and Canada. Believing
the article is of such value \vc agree with our correspondent
that parts of it are of sufficient importance to repeat here,
while other parts of it are omitted because we have at a
very recent period used similar matter.
It appears that the liquor interests in looking about for a
reason for the constantly decreasing sale of liquors, besides a
decline in the number of cheap hotels and saloons, published
in one of their leading trade papers the following answer
and decision to their enquiries:
"It is the 'MOVIE MEN.A.CE' in capital letters. It is the
subtle, insidious, back-door gossip of the industry, it has
made a — million hammers but not a solitary horn for the
liquor business."
This attack is a strange combination of the truth and the
falsehood. The moving picture is neither "subtle" or "insidious," yet it does make "hammers" — rather than "horns"
for the liquor trade.
The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures have
recently sent to manufacturers and directors of motion pictures an admonition concerning the use of liquor in pictures
generally.
It is as follows:
A great deal of promiscuous drinking is now shown In motion pictures, when entirely unnecessary for any dramatic purpose. For
example, if two men meet on the street, they dash into a cafe for a
drink ; if a man enters his library, he at once rushes to his decanter
for a drink ; in a club room scene the principal occupation of the
club members appears to bo constant drinking. Advices reaching the
National Board's office indicate serious objection to the constant drinking shown in motion pictures. This frequently lays open to criticism
pictures which are otherwise of a high character. This constant repetition of unnecessary drinking merely indicates the limitations of tho
director in charge. We urge you to eliminate all unnecessary drinking
incidents.

What Authorities Say.
In support of the advice given to manufacturers as above
quoted, the National Board has secured from newspapers,
social workers, police and magistrates alike the following
agreed upon opinion: "Motion pictures have greatly decreased the business done by saloons, diminished the profits
of liquor dealers, and lessened the number of arrests." On
the side of the liquor interests the "Washington Post,"
Seattle, says: "The liquor interests, finding the movie pictures
their chief enemies, are combining to oppose them." Interesting figures are given by Magistrate Leach of Queens
Borough, New York. In his district in 1907, with a population of 1,755,000, there were 16,000 arraignments for intoxication. Last year in the same district with a population of
2.267,625, there were only 8,382 cases. Every magistrate in
the city is commenting upon the decrease in intoxication and
refer to three causes as being responsible for this beneficent
change: increased education, employment refused to drinking men and the moving pictures. In further particular
places are named where drinking places have been closed
by the better of moving picture houses.
"THE
PEOPLE'S
UNIVERSITY."
It is not very long since the moving picture house was called
"the poor man's theater." This was a very welcome title and
for a long time aptly applied to the fact that the poor man
with his family was enjoying those plays and pleasures
which had previously been beyond his reach. The moving
picture is, however, most progressive and now that it has
become such a recognized leader and teacher, with its ever
widening scope of educating pictures it could not be otherwise
when it is considered upward of 20.000.000 persons attend the
picture houses of America every 48 hours.
If evil existed in the pictures with such an attendance as
this it would not be very lon.g before the country was overrun with crime. As it is now testified that the contrary is the
case it is most readily conceded that the moving picture is a

great

and PROF. HARDIN
moral

force,

a

greater

LUCAS
educational

power,

therefore

justly called the people's educator.
RECENT EDUCATIONAL PICTURES.
A Sea of Clouds.
Among the recent Travelogues at the Strand (New York)
was one by Burton Holmes "Climbing the Austrian .\Ips."
The title and author are in themselves sufficient guarantee
for both their attractiveness and quality. While full of interest in every part, there is one scene which calls for special
notice, as much for its beauty as for its unusual character.
This particular scene taken at a height of many thousand feet
is above the clouds, and one looks down upon a perfect sea
of clouds as upon ocean billows. The scene is of new and
entrancing interest, and the far stretching ripples of cloud
waves having the appearance of foaming water, is most
pleasing.
The Salmon Industry.
A recent industrial and educational picture of great interest
is that showing the salmon industry along the Columbia
River. This is one of those splendidly completed pictures
ill which you are taken in a state of knowing nothing and
given a most complete and thorough knowledge of the given
subject in the course of fifteen minutes. How many know that
the salmon lives in the open sea for several seasons, goes up
stream, spawns once and dies. This is one of the numerous
facts taught so quickly. The gathering of the spawn, the securing of thousands of eggs, the hatching, the care of the young,
the shipping of thousands of living fishes by rail for the
supplying of other waters, are all part of a widespreading
business. The knowledge of how to drive the school of
fishes upstream for breeding purposes and all the known
habits of this favorite are part of the industry, which is very
interesting
to become
acquainted
with.
Pictures to Elect President.
The honor of electing the next President has been committed very largely to the influence of the moving picture.
This is the nature of a national tribute to the widespread
powers and influences of the use of the picture both to
reach the people and to impart knowledge. A scrutiny of the
field showed that the pictures reach more people than the
newspapers, while the universal use of them made it possible to convey a unified idea in all parts of the country at
once. Both of the two great parties are striving to get the
best possible results, and in addition to picturing the leading
persons taking part in the contest, they are going so far as
to have scenarios written, the more thoroughly to secure
that which they respectfully desire the public to know, surely
this must be educational politics.
Use of War Pictures.
The use of the war pictures at first so welcome in that
they gave the world an idea of the terrors and sacrifices
through which so many had to pass, and were considered an
education in themselves to those at home, are now causing
quite a discussion as to the wisdom of their widespread use.
Prominent English Church authorities are protesting that
pictures now taken at the front are not suitable for general
exhibition purposes. It is true that pictures of murders and
other most horrible crimes committed under ordinary circumstances would not be permitted. How then shall we act
towards these same crimes com.mitted under the so-called
legitimate usages of war? It would seem that general pictures of battle scenes could not be protested against. Although
there may be some to whom their repulsiveness might be
ofifensive, unnecessary, gruesome details can easily be
omitted. It would rather seem that in general the pictures
are acceptable and can be made to serve a useful and educational purpose, and as with other pictures certain details may
at the discretion of the makers be omitted. From the historical standpoint at least the war pictures are valuable to
say nothing of other minor uses and the question of good
taste is secondary.
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Bluebirds tor Happiness
No, This Is Not a FUm Advertisement, But a Suggestion
Taken from M. H. Hoffman's Booklet, That Will
Bring Ease of Mind to a Tired Business.
By Epes Winthrop Sargent.
every phase of the amusement business
\LLY
TIC.
PRAC
must go through the star stage, and from side shows
to grand opera the argument holds good. Old-timers
can remember past the day of stars at the Metropolitan,
when good singers made up the casts and none got more
than they were worth as artists. Then can remember when
vaudeville was just the old-time variety, and when the stage
stars of today were merely featured— when John Drew was
a member of the Daly stock and Miss Maude Adams was
playing in a Hoyt farce. And after the rush of grand opera
stars there came an era of comparative sanity. After variety became vaudeville, managers stopped paying fancy
salaries to people with names and past reputations. After
an era of all stars we are again approaching the "feature '
stage, in which plays are presented "with" certain wellknown plavers, instead of having announcement made of
stars "in" certain plays. If you can hark back thirty years,
you can trace the complete cycle, the full swing of the
pendulum.
When an individual is "run down" he takes a tonic. When
he is built up. he discontiues it. Looking back of the cycles
it can clearly be discerned that the star system has ever
been a tonic for a sick show business. Because the motion
picture business is so young, it experiences much in a short
time, and already we have come to the end of the first cycle.
In the beginning the play was the thing. It is less than
eight years since the first photoplayer became known, by
name, to the patrons, and it was some time later before
these favorites became stars ;beforc people went to see this
or that favorite "in" instead of this good play or that "with"
certain players. Then came the time — and it always does
come — when managers went to the variety stage for the
old argument that if a little sugar is sweet a larger lump
was sweeter. The photoplay stars were becoming commonplace. New names must be had. The process of star-manufacture was slow. They must be had ready-made. The
dramatic and operatic stage were turned to.
It worked for a time. People to whom motion pictures
were still "the movies" were first startled and then interested when their favorites of the stage were announced.
They went to see — and pity. In those early days it paid
to part with several thousand dollars weekly to someone
who in their regular profession could command no more
than as many hundreds. And because it paid — then — everyone jumped for the stars.
And the natural consequence followed. Instead of plays
"with" stars, we got stars "in" plays, and mostly plays
fixed up — gypped, if you will — like a decrepit horse — to give
it all to the star. No matter how good the story might
have been originally, it was tortured and twisted to fit the
star.
In vaudeville, in the early days of stardom, people went
to see a favorite and remained to enjoy the antics of the
variety actors. When they got the habit of going and star
salaries became prohibitive, the managements cut oflF such
stars as could not offer both box-office pull and entertainment value. Now vaudeville is less feverish and more profitable.
It must be the same way in motion pictures. The day
of the usefulness of the stage star is passed. They have
brought to the theaters all who may be attracted. Now they
will drive from those same houses the very persons whom
they brought in unless there comes a change and the play
is given precedence over the player. For a time it was
said that as soon as someone broke the ice the others would
follow, but already the Bluebird section of the Universal has
broken the ice, and not only has it broken the ice, but it is
spending money
to educate
the public.
Supplementing his advertising in the national press, M.
H. Hoffman has brought out a little book for the guidance
of his film salesmen. It is primarily an instruction to film
sellers, but in it he condenses so interestingly his national
advertising that a few passages are worth quoting. For
example, he says:
Bluebird invests in stories — that will hold your audience, satisfy it
and bring it back in greater numbers — not in stars who brighten, glimmer and fade • • • they draw, but quite often disappoint. • • •
Our principal object in doing away with the star is to make use of the
money ; to put it into the story.
The storv is 90 per cent, of the plav
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and it probThis may seem a decidedly radical statement
ably is a bit too strong, but the play is the thing. If we
could have access to the books of the late Charles Frohman for the past twenty years, these accounts would tell
the story. What, for example, would be the profits^ of
the Maude Adams tour the years she played "Peter Pan" or
as opposed to "L'Aiglon" or "Chante"The
clair"?Little
We Minister,"
have had no revivals of the latter plays. Most
but on the other hand, we will
thing,
the
is
play
the
surely
in "Hamlet,
Robertson
Forbes
for
preference
a
to
confess
but it'
is the thing,
The play
Payton.
Corse
rather than
very
pays
itself
Bluebird
matter
that
For
played.
be
must
considerable attention to its casts and draws from the favorof the Universal for its presentations. Mr. Hoffite players
man does not mean that a good play can save bad actors any
more than that good acting can do much for a poor play.
He does mean that with the abolition of the star system
it is found possible to make a wholly good production of
a good play and not spoil the play by fitting it to the personality of the star.
Most of us can remember back to the time, seven or eight
years ago, when "Pathe Nights" and "Pathe Weeks" were
popular. Later on it was "Biograph Nights" or weeks, and
so it went. The favor went to the companies that produced the best plays in the best manner, and the profits
went with the favor, though under the old arrangements it
was not possible to realize proportionately upon the advantage gained, because of the standing order system.
Just now a number of business men are looking about
them to see what can be done to cut down expenses and
build up
Hoffman's
littleproblem
blue book
on Bluebirdsincome.
contains theMr.solution
of the
between
its
covers. Time was when patrons went to see a Vitagraph
or a Biograph because they felt certain of good entertainment. That time must come again, and it will be profitable
to speed its coming instead of seeking to bolster up a sick
star business with more stars. Get good stories well played
and the production can be made the feature, and if the
players go somewhere else, others as good can be had without detriment to the bank roll or the business done, but the
longer you hold a star the more of a slave you become.
Break the bonds and build a real business, and we will all
prosper in proportion.
GAUMONT

SECURES

EDITOR

FOR

"REEL

LIFE."

The popularity of the latest Gaumont single-reel "ReelLife" has made it necessary to secure an editor who will
devote his entire time to this highly entertaining release. For
this position the Gaumont Company has secured Paul M.
Bryan, already well known as a writer of scenarios. In addition to his work in this field, he will also pass as a specialist
upon the title for all Gaumont single-reel releases and photoMr. Bryan, who has had an interesting and successful career
plays.
as a newspaper man and in Government service, is one of the
most popular writers who have contributed photoplays to
the screen through Gaumont. Among his leading successes
are "The Card Players" in which Gaumont presented William
Roselle, "Lessons in Love" with Hal Forde, and "The Isle
of Love" with Gertrude McCoy. The new editor has assumed
his duties at the Flushing studio, where the Gaumont laboratories are also located. Mr. Bryan, who has been living in
Denver for some time, will move his family to Flushing within
a few weeks.
INTERNATIONAL

NOW

OCCUPIES

TWO

FLOORS.

Tlie International, in order to concentrate its offices, has
leased and furnished the entire fifteenth floor of the Godfrey
Building at 729 Seventh Avenue and has moved the departments that have been located on the eighth floor to the
fifteenth. The executive offices will continue on the sixteenth
floor. The new arrangement gives the International two
entire floors adjoining, the fifteenth and si.xteenth.
Increasing business has necessitated enlarging the animated
cartoon department which will be located on the fifteenth
floor, as will the New York Exchange and the business
department. On this floor the International has constructed
one of the largest and most beautiful projection rooms in
the country. It will seat approximately fifty persons and is
furnished in the Adam style. It will be used exclusively for
showin.g exhibitors the new International releases.
The sixteenth floor will, as heretofore, house the executives.
On this floor there will be another large projection room,
which will be devoted wholly to the use of the executives.
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Among the Picture Theaters
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NEWS
T. & D. THEATER,

AND

VIEWS

PORTLAND,

OF

PHOTOPLAY

OREGON.

Largest Picture Palace Controlled by Turner & Dahnken —
Exterior Is Magnificently Illuminated With Pretentious
Electrical Display — Managed by M. O. Leonhart.
T. & D. Theater, Portland, Oregon, operated by the
THE
Turner and Dahnken Circuit, oi" San Francisco, is the
largest theater controlled by the company and the
largest exclusive photoplay theater in Portland. It is located
on Broadway, a hundred feet off Washingtoii street, this
location being one of the most central in the city.
The electrical display in front of the T. & D. is undoubtedly
the most magnificent in Portland, and it is reputed to be the
most pretentious west of Chicago. It consists of a large
arrow sign extending across Broadway, a large fan with
the words "T. & D." on it topping a four line changeable
board and changeable marquee border signs. The entire
display is fitted with mechanical breakers which make it
very tfferiivc.
The whole front of the theater is set with

HOUSES

EVERYWHERE

during the summer of 1915. Since that time, however, the
projection booth has been enlarged and modern photoplay
theater equippment installed. Turner & Dahnken opened the
theater May 14 of this year. They renovated the interior,
made considerable alterations and added the electrical display and organ. They spent approximately $50,000 in improvements. The building covers ground 100 by 200 ft. The
auditorium has 2.300 seats, of which 1.400 are on the lower
floor. The seats are leather upholstered throughout the
house.
There are 15 exits opening- to three streets.

Interior of T. & D. Theater, Portland, Ore.
The interior of the theater is finished artistically. The
walls are decorated w'ith paintings of autumn scenes and
the foyer and aisle entrances are hung with rich portiers.
Much of the house lighting is indirect, the globes being concealed in coves in the beamed ceiling. The large foyer is
separated from the auditorium proper by plate glass. .\
tastefully decorated mezzanine floor is reached by interior
stairways and it is used to accommodate overflow crowds.
Two women's rest rooms are provided
off the mezzanine.
Although not being indicative of the size of the theater, the
front is nevertheless imposing and a spacious lobby provides
plenty of room
for advertising
display without
crowding.

T. & D. Theater, Portland, Ore.
stationary lights in profusion, and at night the T. & D. is one
of the brightest spots in Portland.
The house is one of Portland's newest theater buildings.
It was erected in 1913 by the Blodgett Company, Ltd., on the
site of the city's former public library. The Condon-Noonan
Company had intended to open it as an independent theater
but before it was completed Sullivan and Considine took a
lease on the premises and finished the construction. When
completed, it was the home of Portland's Orpheum shows.
Tom Conlon. who now manages the Hippodrome in Spokane,
was the theater's first active manager. Sullivan and Considine afterwards moved the Orpheum shows to a theater
further up Broadway, transferring S. & C. vaudeville to the
former Cjrpheum and changing the name to the Empress.
.^s the Empress the theater was operated until the Sullivan
and Considine circuit left the field in May of this year, when
Turner and Dahnken leased the house from Ackerman &
Harris, of San Francisco, who fell heir to the S. & C.
business
here.
Tom
Conlon
successfully initiated the house to pictures

Beautiful Mezzanine of the T. & D. Theater, Portland, Ore.
The ticket seller's booth and treasurer's office are located
to one side of the lobby.
The theater opened with orchestra music but this was
soon replaced with a Hope-Jones Wurlitzer Unit Orchestra
and the pipes from the organ form the stage setting. The
unit orchestra is the only one of its kind in the city. The
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projection
furnished
two The
Power's
machines,
throwing
an
18 by 24 ispicture
at 135by feet.
ventilation
system
is of
the largest type for theaters.
The manager of the T. & D. is M. O. Leonhart, who came
from the Turner and Dahnken theater at Berkeley. Cal., to
manage the Portland house. Mr, Leonhart is rapidly building up a high class patronage, and it is not uncommon to see
a sprinkling of full dress suits in the house any night in the
week. While the administrative alTairs of the theater are
mostly handled from the San Francisco oftice, Mr. Leonhart has been given opportunities to introduce several successTul innovations.

ever. H. H. Johnston, the manager, is particularly well
pleased with the amount of business done so far. The
structure seats 500. and there are a sufficient number ot
exits and aisles. The seats are of the opera chair variety, and
there is enough room between each row to prevent those
seated from twisting and squirming to allow a person to
either go to a seat or leave one. The Strand runs an all
feature program w-hich is changed daily. The operating room
is in first class condition and is built of fireproof material.
Among the equipment is a motor generator set and two
Power's 6a machines.
The admission price is 10 cents.

MAJESTIC THEATER, TRENTON, MO.
Trenton, Mo, has a splendid moving picture theater in the
Majestic. It is owned and managed by Byron Sherwood,
and was opened on August 14, last. The front is of terra
cotta, and the four big arches forming the entrance add
dignity to its frontal effect. The exterior is well illuminated,
and the semi-indirect lighting system is used in the interior.
The structure, which stands on a plot of ground 65 by 125
feet, represents an investment of $35,000. It has a seating
capacity of 500. The interior decorations are buti and allied
tints trimmed in gold.
The walls are broken by pilasters at

TREMONT THEATER, BOSTON, MASS.
Famous Playhouse, Which Was All But Destroyed by Fire
in March, Has Been Rehabilitated— Many Improvements
Made in Reconstruction — Gave Special Showing of
"Civilization" to Enthusiastic Congregation of Clergymen.

Majestic Theater, Trenton, Mo.
regular intervals. The ceihng is beamed, and the beams rest
on the pilasters. The screen is set a little ways back on the
stage so as to give correct perspective of the picture from
the front row of seats. There is a shadow box of black
around the screen, at each end of which is an arched passage
way made of trellis 'A*ork and decorated in flowers. .\n
orchestra of five pieces is employed to render the musical
accompaniment to the pictures. The operating room contains two Power's 6a motor driven projectors, a spot light
and a dimmer which operates on the house lights. E. Smith
is the director of the orchestra.
STRAND
THEATER,
TOOLE
CITY, UTAH.
The opening of the Strand theater in Toole City. Utah,
took place on Independence Day, last, and the enthusiasm
which the populace displayed over the dedication of this
handsome little photoplay institution is still as fervent as

Strand

Theater,

Toole

City,

Utah.

JOHN B. SCHOEFFEL, manager of the new Tremont
theater, Boston Mass., has received a host of congratulations on the appearance and equipment of this
famous playhouse, which was practically destroyed by fire
in March of this year. The interior of the theater is almost
all new. The old lines of the balconies and proscenium
arch have been retained, but in every other respect the inside
of the house is different. The interior is done in the style
■ if the F.nglish Renaissance of the period of 1700. Green and
ivory while arc the prevailing colors of the auditorium,
but as beautiful and complete as are the changes and improvements of the body of the house, it is on the stage
that the radical innovations have been installed.
The stage is all of concrete and steel construction, and as
fireproof as modern devices can make it. The traps are so
.irranged that the entire stage is movable. These traps vary
in width from one foot to the entire width of the stage.
The new switchboard is worked differently from any others
in that practically everything in the entire house can be
controlled by it. This applies to both the stage and the
auditorium: but a secondary switchboard, located in the
main lobby, controls the lighting of the front of the house
exclusively. .As to the general lighting it is of interest that
the auditoriuin can be flooded with light, all concealed, so
that there is not the slightest glare from any section of the
house. The old chandelier has been done away with. There
is an auxilliary service so that in case of any defect in the
system which might put out the lights, another service can
be immediately put into use. this through a connection with
the Edison plant, which is practically next door to the theater. New chandeliers have been placed in the foyer and
lobby, w^hich will add greatly to the general effect.
.\nother innovation on the stage is the installation of three
floor pockets, instead of the usual two, which always have
been for the arc and incandescent lights. The third is for
the dimmers and is entirely independent from the other two
so far as operation is concerned. • Throughout the building
a new system of ventilation has been installed, and this applies not alone to the stage and to the auditorium, but to
the dressing rooms, the women's retiring rooms and the
men's smoking rooms. There is also a new vacuuin cleaning
Iilant in the theater.
.\t the sides there are short run-ways, instead of steps,
which formerly were the means of descending to the lower
level of the auditorium. This, too, will be found to be a
,i>reat improvement. The entire body of the house has been
carpeted in two shades of green, and 2,000 yards of floor
covering has been used. In the lobby a new and beautiful
mosaic flooring has been laid and the entrance way has been
done in black and gold, which is particularly effective.
Probably the most effective of the fire protective appliances isthe new Regan .water curtain, which is the design
of Chief Regan of the Boston Fire Department. The nozzle
of this curtain is located at a convenient point at the front
of the stage and it can be operated either by firemen on the
outside of the building or by the watchman on the inside.
By the mere turning of a lever the whole front of the stage
can be sprayed fan-like at a moment's notice. Several new
dressing rooms have been installed under the auditorium.
More than five hundred clergymen from Boston and other
parts of New England were present at a special exhibition
"f "Civilization." given one morning recently at the Tremont.
The cler,gymen sat through the entire show in rapt attention, and when it was over numbers of them sought the
manager and enthusiastically commended the spectacle. Several of them declared that they would make the film a topic
of one of their sermons.
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Davison Brings Over English Films ^ ® By George Biaisdeii
Londcn Gftn Market Specialist Talks About
Motion Picture Conditions in the
Home of John Bull
IX

Sl'lTli of the fact that a thousand moviiiK picture
houses have been closed in the British Isles as the result
of war conditions the market for films in London is
fairly good at the present time, declares Thomas H. Davison
of the Davison Film Sales Agency, Limited, of 151-153
VVardour street, London. Mr. Davison, who is a specialist on
the open market, arrived in New York last week to remain
until October 26. lie brought with him three five-reelers,
which soon will be sliowii to the trade. They arc "Jimmy,"
by John Strange Winter, author of among others "Bootlc's
Baby"; "Fatal Fingers," by W'illiam Le Queii.x, author of
twenty-three books, and "Kent, the Fighting Man," a drama
in which the lead is played by Bombadier Wells.
Mr. Davison said the three subjects he brought over
would soon be followed by other productions of British manufacture, among which are two adaptations of Marie Corelli,
"Temporal Power" and "The Treasures of Heaven." Others
are Charles Garvice's "Diana's Destiny" and W. J. Locke's
"Derelicts," and also "Tom Brown's School Days."
\'ampire or sex stories are not popular in England these
days, the visitor asserted.
Clean, high-class
heart-interest
dramas and strong
comedies are in demand. For the supplying of the 4,800 theaters there is keen competition among the
renters.
"One thing that has
upset conditions in the
exhibition of pidtures
is the tax on tickets,
ranging from 25 per
cent, down." said Mr.
Davison. "Of course,
this situation does not
e.xist among the big
West End theaters —
the managers of these
houses do not care a
rap about the tax. It is
in the manufacturing
towns and villages
where the impost is
most felt. Then, again,
the darkened streets
are not, of course, conducive to big business.
The absence of illumination, as you know, is
Thomas H. Davison.
due to the fear of tipping off the Zeppelin
crews as to the location of the towns. The only outward
indication of the presence of a theater is a small dim colored
lamp.
"Then byagain,
the export
to some
degree
the necessity
of business
procuring isa handicapped
license for each
film
before it can be sent out of the country. Not only is it an
expense, but the transaction involves time. But film men as
well as men in other lines of industry bow to the rules imposed upon merchants. It is a grim war we are fighting
over there, and every one is doing his bit to help those in
authority."
Mr. Davison was asked as to the situation in England in
regard to censorship. "There has been discussion as to the
advisability of placing women in a position of authority in
censoring," was the reply. "In fact, there has been considerable talk about the whole question of censorship. As it
stands now our official censor may pass a subject and the
police authority, the chief constable, for instance, in any community, may decree that that subject cannot be exhibited
within the limits of his jurisdiction. There's no appeal from
the decision. .\ man in London buying a film for a certain
territory may have no means of knowing in advance what
the action of the authorities in his section will be regarding

it. If in the subject there may be anything on which there
may be a difference of opinion the buyer will hesitate.
"It is this condition that has caused many filin men to
come out in advocacy of a central censoring power whose
decisions could not be disputed anywhere in the islands. You
see, the Home Office has jurisdiction over the police, and any
edict of a duly authorized official would be respected all over.
It is believed by many that until something of the sort indicated isdone there will be an absence of real stability in
the business of buying and renting films in Great Britain."
Mr. Davison was asked if the absence of so many men
in the army had tended to interfere with the efficient operation of the theaters. He said in reply that many women
were now working as operators, and that as a natural result in
many cases where these were acquiring the skill necessary to
run a projection machine much film was damaged. "Yes,
there are some cases, too, where women are managing theaters. We also have a renting concern managed by a woman,
Mrs. Renton of the Standard Feature Film Company. She
is a real manager, too."
The visiting film man said the high price of chemicals was
one of the handicaps of the manufacturer, the advance in
many cases being from two to three hundred per cent. Several firms have closed their studios for the duration of
the war.

Eugene Strong
EUGENE STRONG, who is cast as Robert Clayton, the
artist, in the sixteen episode super-serial, "The Crimson
Stain Mystery," by Consolidated
Corporation, is
one of the most popular matinee idols of Film
stage or screen. Mr.
Strong has an enviable record on the stage, where he became
a favorite through the portrayal of juvenile parts. For six
years he was in stock
in the west, and then
appeared for two years
in the leading role of
"The
Virginian."
He appeared in the
Paul Armstrong
sketch. "To Save One
Girl," on a forty
weeks' vaudeville tour
supporting Catherine
Calverty, Mr. Armstrong's wife. His
first big success in
motion pictures was
as the juvenile in "Tlie
Man Inside," in which
he supported Edwin
Stevens. Mr. Strong
is tall, handsome and
athletic and a perfect
type of matinee idol.
In "The Crimson
Stain
Mystery,"
as
the artist,
he will be
seen in many powerful scenes with Olga
Eugene Strong.
Olonova.
the
latest
Russian vampire find. The studio scenes in "The Crimson
Stain Mystery" are the most daring yet attempted on the
screen, and they give Mr. Strong an opportunity to put into
full play his magnificent talents as an actor.
FILM

ASSOCIATION

EXPANDS.

The Oregon Motion Picture Men's .■\ssociation has moved
into its new headquarters in the T. & D. Theater building.
.A large room has been secured in the building, which is one
of the most prominent corners of the city, and its central
location will undoubtedly make it popular with exhibitors.
The boys are furnishing their new quarters in fine style.
The co-operative spirit among the city's film fraternity
created by the organization is such as has never before existed among the film men here. Few out-town exhibitors are
now members, but an effort will be made to have the name
of every film man in the state on the membership roll. The
matters
now confronting Oregon's exhibitors demand
amany
strong
organization.
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FILM

STAR

GIVEN

^

JAS. S. McQUADE

OVATION.

Miss Edith Story Learns What It Means to Be Shut Up in a
Prison Cell, With Both Hands Locked to the Bars.
MISS
EDITH STORY, the well-known picture star,
arrived in Chicago Tuesdaj' afternoon. Oct. 3, and
left for St. Louis the following day at midnight. During her brief stay every hour was as full of action as if she
had been engaged in the most strenuous scenes in which she
has appeared during her moving picture experience.
Tuesday evening she and her mother were the guests of
S. E. Abe! at a dinner given in her honor in the College Inn,
in the Hotel Sherman. The cafe was decorated with photographs of Miss Story, and every table was also adorned with a
beautiful autographed photo of the screen favorite. Around
the large table were seated a number of Chicago's most
prominent exhibitors.
Tuesday night she visited, among others, the Pine Grove and
.Albany Park theaters on the Xorth Side, and the Harvard,
Harper, Vista and Frolic on the South Side, where she was
received in the most enthusiastic manner by thousands of
fans who have closely followed her successful career.
At 9 o'clock W'ednesday morning Miss Story and her
mother, escorted by a large party of exhibitors and others
in the trade, left for Joliet, where special arrangements had
been made for giving the inmates of the Illinois State Penitentiary an opportunity to meet one of their favorite stars.
The party was made up at the special invitation of the Warden, who postponed a business trip in order to attend personally to the reception of Miss Story. The tour through
the penitentiary was personally conducted by Deputy Warden
Waters, and Miss Story was very much interested in the
welfare of the prisoners.
"I am so glad to see that the prisoners are so well treated,"
she said to the deputy, ".■\lthough I do not envy them their
lot, the cruelty and dirt that I had expected to find amid their
surroundings does not exist. In fact, the men seem to be
perfectly contented, if that could be possible."
At lunch time the party was conducted to the dining room,
where Miss Story was the center of 1.400 pairs of eyes, which
were riveted on her so persistently that the possessors neglected their food.
Thinking that she might be able to be of some assistance
to the less fortunate members of her sex. Miss Story insisted upon going through the women's quarters, where she
made a very interesting address and promised to do whatever she could to add to their amusement and well being.
Miss Grace Fuller, the matron, made known to Miss Story
that she hoped soon to have a projecting machine, so that
the women inmates, who are very much interested in moving
pictures, may be able to keep in touch with the outside
world. "When we do have the proper facilities, we should
like very much to have one of the films which contributed to
your success shown on the screen here," said Miss Fuller.
L. M. Reubens, who controls several of the largest theaters in Joliet, was a very cordial host and director of the
part3' during their staj' in that city. After Miss Story had
made the rounds of the penitentiary, he introduced her, in
several of his largest theaters, to thousands of people who
had gathered to greet her.
On returning to Chicago, while narrating her experiences,
Miss Story said that she had enjoyed the day immensely, except when she was shut up in a cell, in the penitentiary, with
both hands locked to the bars. "Then I couldn't help feeling
dreadfully sorry for the poor unfortunate creatures who are
frenuently placed in the same position for hours at a time,
with only bread and water." she said, commiseratingly.
On Wednesday evening Miss Story visited a number of
Chicago picture theaters, during which she spoke to over
8.000 people.
From St. Louis Miss Story will proceed to Los Angeles,
where she will be engaged for some time in two prominent
Vitagranh productions, at Vitagraph's Hollj'wood studio.
Miss Story's next picture will be "An Enemy to the King,"

in which actor.
she will be a co-star of E. H. Sothern, the eminent
dramatic
Chicago Film Brevities,
Charles F. McKiel was appointed manager of the Parkway
theater. Xorth Clark street and Divcrsey Boulevard, on September 25. "Charlie" is a young and nromising man who
has been connected with the Parkway since it was opened as
a vaudeville house in 1910. He began as an usher and soon
rose to the position of head usher^ and then became stage
manager of the vaudeville programs. "Charlie" has also
been connected with the Parkway since its first moving picture program was offered, and is known and liked by every
patron of the house. He owes his advancement bv strict attention to his duties and by his uniform and genial courtesy
to everyone with whom he came in contact. He announces
that his policy at the Parkway, henceforth, will mean the
best moving picture programs
for his patrons.
* * possible
*
J. B. Reisman, manager of the Dale theater, St. Paul, made
a pleasant call at the Chicago ofiice Wednesday, October 4.
The object of Mr. Reisman's Chicago visit was for business
and pleasure combined. He took a run out to the Essanay
plant while here, accompanied by W. R. Scates, manager of
the G. F. Company's Chicago office, and also called on the
heads of various branches of the trade and at exhibitors'
headquarters in the Masonic Temple. Mr. Reisman reported
good business, generally, in St. Paul, and- stated that business is improving rapidly after the extreme hot summer. Mr.
Reisman left for his home city Thursday, evening.

* * *

The Bismarck Garden, Chicago's largest and most popular
outdoor musical resort, located on Broadway and Grace
street, will use moving pictures henceforth to vary the musical program and dancing. An up-to-date operating room and
equipment have been installed in the new Marigold room,
where the Pathe News Weekly, and educational pictures of
the George Kleine brand will be shown nightly. The operating equipment consists of Simplex machines, a Martin rotary
converter, arc rectifiers, etc. It was installed by the MidWest Theater Supply Company, this city, of which Jack
Williams is manager. Karl Eitel, president of the Bismarck
Garden Company, has subscribed for The Moving Picture
\\"orld to keep him posted on the moving picture business
in general.
* * *
An Essanay Chaplin revue of 1916, in five reels, was given
a private showing in Essanay's exhibition room, in the First
National Bank Building, Friday morning, October 6, to exhibitors only.

* * *

The Chicago
branch
of open
the Motion
League
of America
held an
meeting Picture
in their Exhibitors'
hall, in the
Masonic Temple, on Friday, October 6, at 12:30 P. M. A
Dutch lunch was served free, and sc^fial speakers made addresses on important questions that must be settled in the
near future. All exhibitors were cordially invited, whether
members of the League or not.

* * *

. Fred R. Martin, traveling representative of Metro, for
the Des Moines office, Iowa, has written that he recently
attended the opening of the Grand theater in Estherville,
Iowa, a town of 4,500 inhabitants. This house has just been
completed by F. H. Graaf, at a cost of $75,000. The Grand
programs will consist of the regular Metro releases, MetroDre'w comedies and the Metro travelogues. Paramount,
World-Brady and the Triangle pictures will also be
shown. "The Crimson Stain Mystery" serial was started the
first week in October. The Grand seats I.OOO people, and an
admission of 15 cents is charged for downstairs seats and 10
cents for the balcony. The house will also be used for the
presentation of super films, when higher prices will be
charged.
A full description of the house, with cut, will ap-
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Watterson R. Rothacker. Tresident of the Rothackcr Film
Maniitactiiring Company, announces that VV. C. Aldous has
been promoted I'rom the position ot assistant superintendent
to laboratory superintendent ol that organization. Mr. Aldous is a graduate of the camera division and has been a
member of the Rothacker organization for over lour years.
He was educated as an electrical engineer and has always
been a close student of the moving picture industry. He has
a thorough and practical knowledge of moving picture manufacturing. Incidentally, Mr. .'\ldous has a number of brilliant
records to his credit as an amateur athlete.

* * *

.Mtred Hamburger announces the renewal of his lease for
the Fine .\rls theater, for a long tern: of years. The theater
has been renan-.ed the Playhouse. It is Mr. Hamburger's
intention, when he resumes management of the house, to
show only super features for long runs. Program pictures
will be discontinued.

* * «

It seems that the Ohio Board of Censorship has become
ultra critical recently in some of its actions. One of the
latest was the cutting out of pictures of girls in bathing suits
from two recent numbers of the Selig-Tribune. It may be
stated that the bathing suits worn by the maidens in these
news scenes were approved by the bathing-suil censors of
Chicago and elsewhere.

* * *

Jones, Linick & Schaefer have contracted with the Triangle Film Corporation for the initial release of that product
on Monday and Tuesday every week, at the Orpheum tlieatcr,
Statebe street.
"Old
Home,"
with and
Sir Herbert
Tree,on will
the first
of Folks
these at
initial
releases,
will be
made October 9. The new arrangement means that the Orpheum will present Triangle films for their initial showing
within

the

"Loop."

* * *

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ince, accompanied by Mack Sennett. spent a few hours in the city Saturday, September 30, on
their way from Xew York to Los .Angeles. Miss Edith
Bennett, who played with Otis Skinner last season, has been
secured by Mr. Ince as leadmg woman for a big new feature
on which work wnll be started shortly.

«

* »

Aaron J. Jones announces that the Central Film Corporation has arranged with the Saxe Brothers, of Milwaukee, to
take over the Orpheum theater in that city for the week
beginning Sunday, October 8, to present Clara Kimball
Young's picture, "The Common Law." Norman E. Field,
manager of the Colonial, Chicago, will have charge of the
Orpheum. Milwaukee, for that time. This feature film had
great success for its run of sixteen days at the Studebaker, in
Chicago.

* * *

The .-Kscher Brothers have leased the theater in the new
Fuchs Building, Halsted and Grace streets, this city% for ten
years, at- a term rental of $175,000. This theater has not yet
been named. It has a seating capacity of 2.500, an^, it is
said, will cost, when completed, $200,000. It will be the
largest theater outside of the "Loop." It is the intention to
offer moving pictures of the highest class in this house, with
a full orchestra.
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Light of Western Stars," before leaving Los .-Vngeles. This
story was written by Zane Gray, and features Sliss Bessie
Eyton and Tom Mi.x as co-stars, for the first time.
Judging from reports received at the Selig offices, this
city, from exhibitors, "The Country That God Forgot" is
proving very popular. Reports from the Kleinc-Edison-SeligEssanay exchanges stated that in many cities this feature
has been booked for runs of from three days to a week. The
critic of the Cleveland Plain-Dealer writes that this film
"has never been surpassed « in « Western
drama."
«
News of the marriage of Clark Coffy, a wealthy young
attorney of Vicksburg, and Miss Bessie Eyton. has beisn
received by friends in Chicago. Miss Eyton appears as Virginia Carvel in "The Crisis," and she accompanied the Selig
company to Vicksburg. There, so the story goes, she met
Mr. CofTy, who is a member of an old Southern family. It
'
of love at first sight.
was ais case
said
when along
Miss with
F.yton
took
theIt heart
of that
Mr. Coffy
her,left
and X'icksburg
when she she
returned
to Los An.geles to become co-star with Tom Mix in "The
Light
Western
Stars,"
Mr. Coffy followed her to press]
his
suitoffor
her hand
and heart.
Miss Eyton (that was) has never appeared on the stage
and was never connected with any moving picture company
other than the Selig Polyscope Company. She scored her
first success in "The Spoilers" and repeated in "The Cycle
of Fate," "The Prince Chap" and other Selig productions.
The greatest acting of her career, thus far in moving picturep,
according
to critics, is in the role of \'irginia Carvel, in "Tl^e
Crisis."
i
* » *
:,; ?!iJ«
Sam Spedon, the well-knov\n publicity direct'or, "was' In
Chicago last week. He is promoting the interests of a' on%reel
picture,
"The will
Government
in Action,"
an invftatlgnshowing
of which
be made soon
in a Chicago
theater.
The picture was produced by the Motion Picture Foruir.,
and it is given out that the Democratic National Committee
will use the picture in campaign work,
-^

* * *

' -

The following programs have been announced at the prominent downtown theaters in Chicago for the ensuing week:
Studebaker — Jules Verne's "Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under the Sea" (Universal). This feature has been made
possible b.y an ingenious invention of the W'illianison Brotlvers,
who made
Daughter," in which Annette
Kellerman
scored "Neptune's
a great triumph.

Ziegfeld— Anita Stewart in "The Combat" and Earle Wdli;ms in the serial. "The Scarlet Runner." This theater has
resumed its old name, since the disbandment of V-L-S-E,
Inc.
Colonial— "The Birth of a Nation" (D. W. Griffith). The
revival of the big Griffith spectacle has been received with
popular acclaim in Chicago, judging from the crowds that
have thronged the theater since the opening, Thursday evening, September 28.

Every reader of the October 14th issue of this publication
could not fail to have had his attention attracted by the
highly artistic and happily conceived plan of the two-page
advertisement of "The Crisis." All credit is due Wm. Lord
Wright, Selig's publicity director, for this work.

* * *

David W. Griffith stopped over in the city Sunday. October
1. on his way from New York to Los Angeles, where he will
arrange for the presentation of "Intolerance." J. J. McCarthy, general manager of the Epoch Producing Company,
who arranged for the revival of "The Birth of a Nation" at
the Colonial, here, accompanied him to the Coast. In an interview with Louella O. Parsons, photoplay critic of the
Chicago Herald, Mr. Griffith said, in part: "I haven't seen
a Triangle picture in four months. I have never produced
a Fine .Arts production, and the words 'supervised by David
\V. Griffith' were put on the screen without my knowledge.
My time has been spent making 'Intolerance,' which has occupied all my waking hours. It has been well received in
Xew York by people of every nationality and of every
creed."

* * *

George Fawcett. who has scored artistic triumphs in "The
Crisis" and "The Country that God Forgot." arrived in Chicago from Los Angeles Monday, October 2. He left the
same evening for New York, where he will spend a short
vacation with his family before resuming work for the Selig
Company.
Mr. Fawcett had just fini>h*>*I Iii^ work in "The

FRANK

LOSEE

RENEWS CONTRACT
PLAYERS.

WITH

FAMOUS

This is the open season for renew-al of contracts with the
Famous Players Film Company. With Pauline Frederick
and Marguerite Clark successively placing their signatures on
the dotted lines set apart for that purpose, there is now a
third line bearing the well known signature of Frank Losee.
Mr. Losee. who is one of the best known character aators
on the motion picture screen and has an enviable stage record as a basis of his celluloid achievement, will continue on
the Paramount
program in Famous Players productions.
WORLD FILM'S LARGE STUDIO PROJECT.
The World Film Corporation has secured a final option
upon a tract of approximately 8.000 acres not far from Poughkeepsie. with a view to building a large studio and general
production plant. Architects and builders have already been
consulted, and active construction operations will begin 3%
soon as the numerous titles have been formally passed to tlic
which has been engaged in assembling this
realty concern
extensive
property.
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LABORATORIES.

Early Morning

Blaze Demolishes Two Story Plant — Cause
Unknown.
FIRE of unknown origin early on the morning of September 19 demolished the plant of the Pacific Film
Laboratories at 5813 Santa Monica Boulevard. Luckily
for the owners of this firm, and those whose films were there
for printing and development, the storage vaults were located
in a fireproof storage building. The fire started somewhere
in the main laboratory and rapidlv ate its way to the offices
and projection and drying rooms. Several fire companies
were required to hold the blaze from razing the studio at
present occupied by the Continental Film Producing Comthe feature
film, "The ofSpirit
of Brookmiller,
76."
The pany,
firmmakersis ofunder
the management
H. T.
while the owner is W. H. Faust. The building and contents
were insured for practically the full value, but as yet no
definite estimate can be made of the film loss, because of
the amount of footage that was stored in the vaults. Mr.
Brookmiller said that they would immediately start rebuilding, as business had been very good, and the future
looked promising.
A peculiar coincidence of this fire is that tlie Rolin Film
Co., managed by Dwight Whiting, had recently moved from
this studio to their new one in the downtown section of Los
Angeles. The morning before the activities at their studio
began a fire also of unknown origin broke out and a part of
the main building was damaged. Little damage was done at
the Rolin plant and no one was injured.
UNIVERSAL

PICTURE

EXPANDING.

H. O. Davis Inaugurates Many Things — Newest a Real
Art Studio.
Every day finds some improvem.ent at Universal City.
Now it's an addition tr the art and ornamental department in
the form of a clay modeling and moulding studio.
Perfect detail in the making of pictures is a hobby with
Vice-President Davis and when he was unable to purchase
the properties required for the features he decided to make
his own.
In San Diego, where he was director-general of the exposition and its builder, he had in his employ H. R. Schmolil,
who
was in charee
of the ornamentnl
and cement
work.
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markably short space of time. Papier mache butterflies, goblins and all sorts of reptiles and insects are made by the
artists of this busy department.
Mr. Davis also secured the services of Richard Zeitner,
who for thirty years has been adding to the art of this country in clay models. Zeitner was educated in Berlin and is
said to be one of the best figurists in the United States. He
is w-orking, from life, on some figures and tablets for a coming
Universal allegorical production.
The process of making models from clay is to first provide
thp frame to which is attached the clay, which then is moulded
into the desired form by the hand of the artist. From this
clay model a glue mould is made and into this eventually is
poured plaster of paris, from which when dry the glue is removed leaving the cast as desired.
Included in this work at Universal City is the making
of dishes, ornaments and any large or small article needed
by the directors for the making of pictures.
THE

TOLL

OF THE

Moving Picture Workers Killed,
Harry Richards, a stage carpenter
shift at Universal City, was instantly
week
stage. when he plunged twenty feet

SCREEN.
Injured
and Bruised.
employed on the night
killed one morning this
into a pit on the main

Richards had finished work and was about to depart, when
he backed over the edge of the stage floor into the pit, which
IS used to represent a cellar.
Going beyond what was requested by the scenario, a street
car jamm.ed into a setting erected at Second street and Redondo avenue by the Fo.x Film Company and injured five
people, of whom Frank Dolan was the most seriously hurt.
In Glendale Marin Sais, Kclem star, met with a peculiar
accident the other day when riding horseback. In an exciting moment in a scenario the bridle slipped off her horse
and
nose. struck her in the face with force sufficient to break her

Suffering from a fracture of her right wrist, Lillian Peacock IS confined to the hospital at Universal City. Miss Peacock was working in a scene before the camera in La Brea
boulevard and at the time was wearing a man's suit of
clothes She was supposed to jump to the street from
an
automobile running past the cam.era when her foot slipped
and she fell to the ground.
When a bicycle which she was riding in a film comedy
broke in two, Gale Henry, Universal comedy woman was in-

1^''"^
r , ^''Z ^^^
'° **"=herhospital
at the film plant, where
Ur. Lloyd
Mace ^^^''^
attended
injuries.
Herbert Rawlinson is hobbling around Universal City on
crutches
while his muscles are cementing to the knee cap.
NEW

LIGHT

EFFECTS.

Marking a big advance in the use of artificial light in making photoplays, the Motion Picture Electric and Equipment
Corpciration succeeded this week in its initial
undertaking
providing illumination for scenes taken at the San Diego
i-air and the Hotel Coronado ball by Pollard Picture
Plays,
The company, which was formed and financed by Willis
&
Inghs, IS making a close study of possible improvements
in
studio and location lighting. Experiments also are
being
Art Department, Universal City.

Schmohl was secured to take charge of the new department
at Universal City. He had already been connected with
nearly all of the big expositions.
Since its inauguration the department has worked twentyfive men makmg the various accessories required for productions, and here clay modeling, papier mache and composition
work are done.
Wonderful statues are turned out in a re-

. Among
other
made
in new
and accessori
novel light
eflP
"""6
ects
es the
corporat
ion has .
SIX and one-half-ton motor truck with generator equipped a
, gas engine
switchboard, etc., which provide electrical power
for light'"^-./""^"'"'u
n'°^'
shipboard
interiors,
road cars, halls
and^/"u"^'
theater"''"•
interiors,
and the
like railThe
truck weighs more than nine tons with its equipment,
be taken almost anywhere. Winfield-Kerner lamps but can
are behas purchased a large number
oMh"em
The business ofcorporation
the company covers the rental and sale
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ol lamps, the siigHOStioii ami installation oi new effects, and
the mamiiacturc of studio ciiuipnient. Harry D. Brown, the
head electrician, has made a lifelong study of the science
of light and is conducting the experiments at the company s
well equipped plant in llullywood. Demonstration of the
company's facilities for lighting will be given from time to
time at the motion picture studios in the vicinity.
The linn of Willis & Inglis is the sole agent for the corporation, and through its efforts the "moving power house,"
as the truck has been named, has been engaged far in advance. With the coming of the rainy season it will prove a
big benefit to the picture manufacturers of Southern California.
Los Angeles Film Brevities.
At Selig's a tight that was a real fight took place during
Allah,"
for "The Garden
scenes
of the
of onethat
the filming
with
the result
all the
participants
are stillofcarrying
marks of the conflict. Director Campbell merely requested
a realistic fight scene, and the actors entered into the spirit
of the scenes so enthusiastically that scarcely one came off
without some bruise, black eye ?r other ii.jnry, with each one
of them swearing vengeance on his particular assailant in
case of a retake. The immense street sets erected for this
picture arc exact duplicates of Algerian city scenes. Many
of the mobs were composed of real .Krabs, and professional
Arabian dancers were secured for the cafe scenes.

*

*

*

At Downey, Gray & Hall have moved their theater from
the .\uditorium building to the Dismukcs building, and it
will be known as the Downey Theater.

*

*

*

"I ersLove
club. You. California" is the official song of a new play-

*

*

*

Mae Murray, who has just arrived from New York,
is the latest member of the Lasky "Never-again" Club.
This organization is composed of members of the Lasky
Company formerly residents of New York, who came to Los
Angeles, went back to the great metropolis — returned to the
west vowing that they never wanted to see the white lights
again. Cecil B. De Mille, director general, is the charter
member; William C. De Mille is next. Others in the organization are Frank Reicher. Fannie Ward, Marie Doro. Elliot
De.xter, Jack Dean, Blanche Sweet, Kenneth McGaffey, and
now Mae Murray.

*

*

*

Stage fans
saw theof successful
play. was
"On killed
Trial."
will
remember
thewho
character
the man who
before
the play began, but who appears in each of the four acts.
This may sound like a parado.x, but the play is responsible.
All of which to say that "Billy" Garwood, who is making an
excursion from the screen to the stage, is to play this character in a Morosco production of "On Trial" in Los Angeles.
Garwood is much missed at Universal, where he directed and
played his own leads.

*

*

*

Two of Mack Sennett's chief comedians at the Keystone
plant are back on the job after a three weeks' vacation.
They are Ford Sterling and Harry Gribbon.
Sterling's chief hobby is amateur photography and the
greater part of his time while at leisure was spent motoring
about the mountains and canyons of Southern California. He
returned with a splendid collection of pictures.
Gribbon cares less for the picturesqueness of the great
"out of doors." His holidays were consumed by a trip to San
Francisco, where he sojourned for several days.

*

«

*

.^t .\naheim, R. P. .Anderson is the new manager of the
Mason theater, having bought out Max Hartfield. A deal has
been closed whereby C. L. Head takes a lease of a new theater in the Cassou Building.

»

«

«

William E. Wing is author of a series of six two reel
comedies now in production by Director Al Christie at the
tatter's Hollywood Studio, each member of the Christie
Company to have a part in this comedy series. The subjects
will be widely difTerent and individual, and the production
will
is thecarry
mottoout ofthethisChristie
studio. idea of "A Better Comedy," which
*
t
*

The ten-reel western feature 'The Light of the Western
Stars"
is fast nearing completion at the Selig studios under
the direction
of E. A. Martin. In it are co-starred for the
first time Bessie Eyton and Tom Mix, and the supporting
cast mcludes George Fawcett, Frank Campeau, Charles Gerrard, Victoria Forde, and others.
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A letter from J. P. McGowan, directing the Signal Company now "en tour de location," says that ".Mter wandering
about the northern part of California for more than a week
in search of a place with the proper topographical and climatic conditions necessary to the completion of the serial,
The Lass of the Lumberlands.' the Helen Holmes company
has at leiigtli established itself at the Hotel del Portal at
El Portal, at the entrance of Yoscmite valley. With an equal
amount of sunshine to that common to the Los Angeles
vicinity and with some of the most superb locations ever
used in the production of a photoplay, there is small doubt
but that the company will remain at their present quarters
until
snowleaving
flies." .Xrcata, the company went direct to Hume,
Upon
Cal., but they were forced to leave there without making a
scene, because of the widely different ir.ethods of logging there as compared with those of the northern part of
the state. They returned to Fresno and from there motored
to Merced, where tliey remained a day, making exterior
scenes in the city streets and in front of various of the important buildings of that place.
It is Mr. McGowan's intention to make all possible exteriors
in and around the valley, and when railroad "stuff" is necessary, to charter a train, run it toward Merced, making pictures along the way, remain in Merced over night to get any
city exteriors necessary, and return to El Portal the following
day. With these facilities at his command, he will be able to
get practically every type of scene known to pictures within
a comparatively small radius.
So far as can be learned, this is the first time a picture
company has invaded the Yosen-ite district for the purpose
of making anything but educational and travelogue pictures.

*

*

*

Aiter a lingering illness, the wife of George Scigman, Fine
.\rts director, has passed away at her home in Hollwood.
Funeral services were largely attended iiy representative
colony.
motion picture people of the Southern California film
There were a great many beautiful floral offerings from
many friends.
Scores of letters and telegrams were received by Mr.
Seigman. offering sympathy and consolation in his grief, giving ample testimony of the esteem in which he is held by his
associates.
Mr. Seligman has left for New York.

*

After
Miller's
friends.
pair of

*

♦

eight weeks in bed. Herman Bosley, manager of
.Mhambra theater, is around calling on his many
His appearance on Hill street is made possible by a
crutches.

* . *

♦

Bennie Zeidmann entertained a bunch of prominents this
week at the big Metro studio, among them being Seymore
Tally, of the large theater bearing the same name, who was
the personal guest of Harold Lockwood and May .Mlison,
who were at thaf time appearing in scenes from "Big Treir.aine," the Yorke adaptation
Van Vorst's novel.
* *of Marie
*
Robert Grey. Balboa's handsome leading man. has officiated as clergyman at forty-seven screen weddings. He received his first fee last Friday when he married Jackie Saunders and Roland Bottomley, "The Grip of Evil" stars. Bottomley gave him a cheese sandwich.

*

*

*

.At the Ince studios Frank Keenan and Enid Markey. who
have had many successes in the past under the Triangle KayBee banner, soon will be seen as co-stars, when they are
presented
ThomasBartlett.
H. Ince This
in "Jiir.
Grimby's
Boy."by from
the pen ofbyLanier
is the
first story
this
author to be produced in Culver City, and is said to be one
of the most picturesque ever made at the plant.

*

*

*

E. Mason Hopper has arrived at the Morosco-Pallas
studios and is busy directing Vivian Martin in a big picture,
"The W^ax Model." Kathlyn Williams is appearing in "Redeeming Love," under the direction of Wm. Taylor. Thomas
Holding, who recently arrived in the west is co-starring.

*

*

*

Lois Wilson, the well remembered Alabama beauty, is appearing in a Universal feature "For Value Received," under
the direction of Donald MacDonald. Lee Hill appears opposite the pretty southern beauty. Roberta W'ilson, her sister, who is now- a full fledged leading woman, is being filmed
in
a
big
picture. "The Emerald Pin," under the direction of
Burton George.

m

THE

Hereafter all prints will be finished on the Christie lot,
where the two brothers' film company is turning out comediesof
course
by the rod A complete laboratory is now under
construction and in a short time will be in full operation,

*

*

*

inroad
quitebigan'pictures
has been
Gonzalez,
with her
dates making
featurewhorelease
Bluebird
onMyrtle
made under the direction of Lynn Reynolds, has departed
for San Diego, where she will vacate for a week, this is
her first vacation in two years.

*

*

*

publicist for Lasky,
McGaffey,
Kenneth
ern tour accompanied by Wallace Reid.

*

*

is on

a

north-

*

Geraldine Farrar has completed her picture feature "Joan
of Arc" and has gone east to New \ ork, leaving her husband,
Lou-Tellegen, behind to finish one of his pictures. Mae Murhas also
ray, the dancin.g actress, *
* gone
* east— on her vacation,
The William Fox forces under the temporary guidance of
supervisory
\ Carlos, who is here for a several months'
trip, will add another comedy company to the already large
producing force.
* * *

William Keefe, who hands out the publicity for D. W. ofGrifthe
fith here, announces that the greatest film masterpiece
age, "Intolerance," will be presented in Los Angeles on the
sixteenth of October. Clune's Auditorium will house this
We all are awaiting the premier with eyes
mighty spectacle.
awake.
t
*
*
Fritz Schade, known on the Keystone bulletin board as
one of the most daredevil actors, has survived a whole year
of married life. The other day he had a party in celebration
of his first wedding anniversary. Yes, oh yes, Mrs. Fritz
Sure, they're happy.
was there.

»

*

*

The Fujiyama Feature Film Co. has been formed here
thS purpose of filming a series of Japanese pictures
American release. Mrs. E. L. Greer is at the head of
new organization, which is said to have already opened
fices and secured a studio site.

*

*

*

for
for
the
of-

Max Dill, known more as Kolb and Dill, celebrated comedian, and now with the American, was wedded this week to
a San Francisco actress, Miss Josephine Clark.

*

*

*

William Worthington at the Universal is directing a fivereeler, "In Love," with Claire McDowell as the heavy leading woman playing with Franklyn Farnum. Worthington is
putting some fine pieces of photoplay in this picture.

*

*

*

Richard Stanton, the Fox director, is home from El Paso,
whither he went with his company headed by Gretchen Hartman and Alan Hale. Dick used a lot of army men in this
big picture down near the border.

*

*

*
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Xot a real star, but a hanging star
star one day this week.
under
the diflfusers, which was being used in a big comedy
set.

*

*

*

For "His Slave," the newest Frank Keenan-Ince picture
being made at Culver City, Director Walter Edwards is
building the interior of an old Mississippi river steamboat
with gamlDling rooms, ballroom, and buffet. This is quite
a large set and will register well in the picture.

*

»

*

Ravniond Gallager, ex-leading man with LIniversal and
later'juvenile
playerwork
with inthe
Christie Hecomedy
players, quite
has
retired
from active
pictures.
has amassed
a fortune and is now happily at home in a big beach bungalow
at Santa Monica. We hated to see this promising youth forsake the screen.

*

»

*

Daddy Wood, for a long time one of the popular actors
with the Signal Film Co., passed away at his Glendale home
last week. He is survived by a widow. He has appeared in
"The Girl and the Game," "Whispering Smith" and many
other big pictures under the direction of J. P. McGowan.

*

*

*

For "The Garden of Allah," being filmed by Selig under
the direction of Mr. Martin, over three hundred extras were
used in some of the big street scenes. These scenes were
most gorgeous and it is only too bad that the modern camlife. eras cannot register the true colorings as they appear in real

Quirk Again Heads Screen Club.
At

Annual

Election

Progressives
Defeat
Official Ticket,

the

Bulk

of

the

AT

THE annual election of the Screen Club, held on
October 7, Billy Quirk was re-elected president. The
votes were cast in the new home of the club, 117 West
45th street. While Mr. Quirk was named on the official
ticket he actually was the nominee of the opponents of the
faction which heretofore has dominated the affairs of the
Screen Club — and be it admitted with some considerable degree of success. .\t 1 o'clock there appeared at the club a
list of candidates printed on yellow paper. These were
culled from the several eligible tickets. Before the polls
were opened, two hours later, some one had dubbed the
listwas
as elected.
"The Yellow Menace." With two or three exceptions
it
The other officers were: First vice-president, Edwin
Carewe: second vice-president, Paul Scardon; third vicepresident, Oscar Eagle; corresponding secretary, .\nthony P.
Kelly; recording secretary, Robert Welsh; treasurer. Will C.
Smith; board of governors, two years, E. K. Lincoln, Frank
Carroll, William Haddock and Harry Solter.
Of the foregoing Messrs. Scardon, Kelly, WVlsIi and Lincoln were named on the official list.

Strand Shows Administration Film.

Helene Rosson, of the .\merican, is on a vacation to nobody knows where and where nobody will know where, for
she's
went. away from the pictures for sure, she said before she

Single Reel Showing President Wilson and the Members
His Cabinet Is Artistic and Dignified.

AI Christie, at the studio which bears his name, is doing
his first two reeler featuring Billie Rhodes. It has a crackerjack title, "Bride and Gloom," and is filled with a variety
of new stuflf. such as only .\1 Christie himself can inject into
a tw^o thousand foot laugh film. Harry Ham is the other
lead in the film, but he is
by any means.
* not * "gloomy"
*

York on Sunday, October 8. It was entitled "The
L^nited States in .\ction." The subject matter were intimate
portraits of President Wilson and the members of his cabinet, all seated at their respective desks and represented as in
serious conversation w^ith an unseen caller. The pictures,
w^hich were produced by Charles R. Macauley. of the Kineticartoon Corporation and the Motion Picture Forum, were
dignified, artistic and in every way worthy of the distinguished men portra.ved.
The initial presentation was attended bv a large number
o; prominent Democrats. Special invitations had been issued.
The
greeted byat "Doc"
W^ilson.
the theater
staff, guests
and T. were
M. .\lexander
the 47tli
street ofentrance
and

*

William Farnum
have finished their
vacation and .Apfel
able story to start

*

*

and Oscar Apfel, of the local Fox plant,
ninth picture. Big Bill is on a fishing
is putting his time toward finding a suitnext.

*

*

*

Dustin Farnum in his big new car has departed for a fewdays' drive across the desert into .\rizona. It is not for his
health by any means.

*

*

♦

_ Reginald Barker, of the Ince forces, has gone on a vacation by motor to the depths and wilds of the Yosemite valley
in this state. Bessie Barriscale has gone on a similar trip,
only to New York.

*

*

*

Henry Murdoch, who appears in Ham comedies for Kalem,
is suffering with a badly sprained wrist.
He fell off of a

of

THE
first motion picture of the Democratic National
Committee was shown at the Strand theater in New

by Manager Harold Edell in the lobby. Present were Colonel
E. M. House, the confidant of the President: Secretary Mc-\doo, Secretary Redfield. Vance McCormick, Norman E.
Mack, Henry Morgenthau and Norman Hapgood.
The showing of the film was attended by stea<ly applause
all the way, it being especially marked W'hile the President
was on the screen.
The subject shown at the Strand is one of 125 prints to be
exhibited in New York City. Samuel Spedon is now in Chicago making arrangements for the distribution and showing
O-"^ 3S prints in the lake territory.
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Paramount Pictures
Two

T

Famous

Players' Productions
Head
Paramount
gram for Week of October 23 — Many Other
Exceptional Features.

Pro-

HE
rarainoinit
l'ri»^r;ini lur the week of October 2i
will contain two of the most exceptional features ever
proiluccil l)y the Kamous Players, and of the highest
standard that have ever been distributed by this organization,
in "The Rainbow Princess," a fascinating photoplay of circus
life by Shannon Fife, in which ."^nn Pennington of Zicgfcid
"Follies" fame is starred, and "Seventeen" Booth Tarkington's latest novel, in which Louise Huff and Jack Pickford co-star.
This is .\nn Pennington's second screen appearance, and
it is being looked forward to with keen interest by the exhibitors, since she scored so big a success in "Susie Snowllake." In this production. Miss Pennington makes a balloon
flight and parachute descent, and also appears in the lion's
cage in a number of scenes. The celebrated Hula Hula
dance in which Miss Pennington created a sensation on the
stage is introduced in this picture with the famous Hawaiian
orchestra from the Ziegfeld Follies accompanying her, precisely the same as it is being shown seven times each week
in \ew York City. This production was staged under the
direction of J. Searle Dawley, and the supporting cast includes William Courtleigh. Jr.. Cliflford Gray, .Vugusta .Anderson, Grant Stewart, Charles Sutton, Harry Lee, Edwin
Sturgis. Walter D. Mealand. Herbert Rice, Queen Pearl, Ann
Manning and Carl Gordon.
"Seventeen" offers wonderful opportunities for Louise Huff
and Jack Pickford. which delightful comedy was staged
under the direction of Robert G. Vignola. Mr. Pickford
plays the role of William Sylvanus Ba.xter. one of the greatest characters ever conceived by Booth Tarkington. Lola
Pratt is portrayed by Miss Huff, and the couple are surrounded by an all-star Famous Players cast, making it one
of the most noteworthy productions this company has ever
presented on the Paramount Program.
Durin.g this same week. Paramount will release a number
of exceptional "little features." included in which are the
37th edition of the Paramount Pictographs, the magazineon-the-screcn; the 38th weekly, "Trips-Around-the-World,"
with Burton Holmes, in which a visit is made to the Island
of Capri, and the Paramoimt-Bray Cartoon. "Bobby Bumps
Helps Out a Book .\,gent." drawn bj' Earl Hurd.
The four leading sutiiects in the Paramount Pictographs
are "Bubbles Worth While," "A School for Heroes," "Land
Battleships in Private Life," and "The Hague of Dogdom."
In "Bubbles Worth While" there is pictured the wonderful accomplishment of the glass-blowing industry, showing in an interesting way how flint glass is made from a mixture of sand, red lead, and potash, moulded at a temperature
of 240 degrees, and then blown by workmen into tlie most
unusual shapes. These pictures were taken in the plant
where the glassware service was made for Presidents Lincoln
and Harrison.
"The School for Heroes" pictures the gruelling curriculum
through which a pupil must go in the school for gridiron
heroes, showing that the strategy used in the training camps
for the football squad of the Princeton L^niversity Football
Team, is very similar to that used by the field marshals
in Europe who are mapping out their daily campaigns for
their subalterns in the war of the nations.
A very interesting subject is pictured in the "Land Battleships" or caterpillar tractors, which are being used by a
Wall Street firm, who have taken up farming as a side line,
on a 16.000 acre strip of swamp land, and which they have
turned into smooth, fertile farm lands, and operating it upon
the most modern basis by means of this most modern mechanical device.
The closing subject of the magazine-on-the-screen shows
the first peace tribunal that has ever been held by the dog
delegates from every country including English and French
bulls and Imperial dachshunds.
Burton Holmes' travels, which he is conducting for Paramount, are becoming more and more interesting, for he is
at the present time taking .\merican theater goers through
those countries which are now in the war of nations, where
it is particularly interesting to study these people, their habits
and their modes of living'.
Earl Hurd, the well known cartoonist is responsible for
the laugh-provoking "Bobby Bumps," which animated character has become one of the most delightful in the theatrical
world. His work in the Paramount-Bray cartoons has been
greeted everywhere with enthusiasm, and in the release of
October 23. where "P.nl)by P.umps Helps Out a Book
Agent," he has the youngster creating a great many new
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antics,
majority
of which
are perpetrated
Bobby's
lather, the
Bobby
in this
story puts
roller skatesupon
on his
Dad
and makes him take all sorts of bumps and knocks, only to
find Bobby getting a complete spanking for his trickery.
The third Paramount comedy to be released by Paramount
will be "A Troublesome Trip," produced by the United States
Motion Picture Corporation, and which will be issued
October 30. This comedy is filled with side-splitting
situations, and the wonderful amount of clever trick photography, which is so materially added in making this "little
feature" one of the best sellers in tlie market.

Mary Pickford Opening
Popular Star's First Production Under Artcraft Banner Will
Appear November 6 in Eighty Theaters.
NOVEMBER

6 has been set by Artcraft Pictures Corporation as the release date for Mary Pickford's first
superior production, "Less Than the Dust." On that
day eighty theaters in the United States will show this picture simultaneously. This is believed to set a record for a
feature of the length of "Less Than the Dust." The list,
which is nearly completed, promises to be a formidable one
and includes practically all the most prominent circuits in
the country. A conservative estimate of the number of people who will see Mary Pickford in her first appearance as an
independent star at the head of her own producing company
places the total at 300.000.
.Vmong the notable additions made recently to the number of theaters which have booked the new Artcraft productions are the circuits of S. Katz, .-Xscher Bros, and Lubliner
& Trinz of Chicago. Max Goldstein, manager of the Chicago exchange, has already booked Mary Pickford productions in more than thirty theaters in Chicago for exactly 100
days. Jones. Linnick & Schaeffer's Colonial and the Bijou
Dream have signed for two weeks for each picture. 'The
Alhambra in Milwaukee is another prominent first run house
and Mr. Goldstinc's list includes the most progressive exhibitors in Illinois, southern W'isconsin and eastern Iowa.
.\rthur G. Whyte in the Xew York exchange has put on
the Academy of Music as a companion of the Strand and reports that negotiations for other large and popular houses
are approaching a satisfactory conclusion. Every State in
New England is well represented in the business obtained by
the Boston exchange. Cincinnati. Cleveland, Washington,
Baltimore. St. Louis, Kansas City, St. Paul, Minneapolis.
Denver, Butte, San Francisco, Los .Angeles, Portland and
Seattle are centers which are to have Artcraft service for
long runs in numerous theaters.
One of the most remarkable examples of enterprise that
has yet come to the notice of .Artcraft is that displayed by
the Majestic theater in Dayton. Ohio. Gerber & Haas, managers of the Majestic, have ordered thirty-one 24-sheet stands
of Mary Pickford. which they will cover two weeks before
showing with the special printing prepared for "Less Than
the Dust." Their campaign will coyer twenty-one towns adjacent to Dayton and seventeen newspapers in that territory
will carry advertising of the new Mary Pickford productions.
MAYER GETS TRIANGLE BOSTON
FRANCHISE.
Readjustment of the distributing plan of the Triangle Film
Corporation on the basis announced last week, continues.
Following the statement that .Alfred Weiss had purchased
a 50 per cent, interest in the Xew York branch office controlling the New York territory, the announcement is now
made that Louis B. Mayer, one of the most prominent exchange men of Boston, Mass., has purchased a similar interest in the New England territory with headquarters in
Boston.
Motion picture men throughout the country know Mr.
Mayer well, as he has occupied a position of prominence in
the film world during some years. His appearance in the
Triangle co-operative plan is looked upon bv the officials of
that company as a distinct asset. In the arrangement by
which Mr. Mayer takes over the New England Triangle territory on the plan described a redistribution of territory has
been made. Hitherto the State of Connecticut has been included in the New York district, but w-ith the advent of Mr.
Mayer it is sliced off New York and attached to the New
England district. Some readjustment of accounts will be
necessary, and is in fact now in process.
MONMOUTH
ENGAGES
EDITOR.
The Monmouth Film Corporation has engaged the services
of Miss Mildred Considine to edit, adapt and write scenarios.
Miss Considine has just arrived from Chicago and has taken
up her work of completing the screen version of the "Jimmie
Dale" scries, written by Frank L. Packard.
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Ince Visits Shadow Lawn
Producers of "Civilization" Complimented by President Wilson, Who Shows Deep Interest in Motion Pictures.
PRESIDENT WILSON has shown himself during his
term of ofHce, a liberal patron of the arts. This might
be expected from a man of his scholastic antecedents,
achievements and inclinations. As a student of and exponent
of literature, as a college president, he is emmentlj' fitted to
appreciate the educational advantages of the screen. It
might be said of him that what politics have gained in the
past four years, literature and learning have lost. The President indeed, appears to be exceptionally well inclined towards
the motion picture. By his acts he has shown that he is
personally interested in motion pictures. He has appeared
in them scores of times, and film men will recall with pecu-
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proved successful from any point of view. Their aims have
suffered for lack of proper direction. Miss Peck will seek
to aid them by showing how they can be constructive rather
than destructive in their methods. Her work will be broadly
constructive.
Miss Peck's alma mater is Elmira College. She studied
music in New York and going west to teach it. took post
graduate
work in tophilology
in the inL'niversity
Minnesota.
She was engaged
leach English
the Englishof department
of the State University of Minnesota, and after taking other
post graduate work in Cambridge L'niversity, England, she
became assistant professor of English in the University of
Minnesota. Resigning her professorship she became interested in the work of women's organizations and was invited
to do special investigation work for the National Women's
Trade Union League. In 1915 she was the chairman of the
Speakers'
of theof New
Suffragecommittee
Campaign.of She
has been Bureau
a member
the York
educational
the
Drama League and is chairman of the drama committee of
the General Federation of Women's Clubs.
She is a very effective speaker, a clear thinker, and knows
how to marshal her facts and arguments in such a way as to
make her point. She has been deeply interested in the motion picture question for a long time and it is due to this fact
that the General Federation of Women's Clubs have given her
this important work in their nation-wide effort for the improvement of films.

Charlotte Walker Joins Thanhouser

President Wilson and Thoraas H. Ince at Shadow

Lawn.

liar pleasure that on the occasion of the first dinner of the
Motion Picture Board of Trade at the Biltmore, several
months ago. President Wilson made a felicitous sneech which
showed that he understood the aspirations of the art and
industry.
President Wilson has more than once shown himself an
intimate student of picture progress. He has patronized the
great productions as they came along. Of recent motion
picture spectacles, "Civilization" has attracted the President
and recently he invited Mr. Ince, the producer of "Civilization" to call on him at Shadow Lawn.
Mr. Ince describes his reception by the President as exceedingly cordial. Mr. Wilson showed that he had an intimate knowled,ge of the picture "Civilization" and personally
congratulated Mr. Ince on his achievement. More than that
he revealed that he was interested in the technique of the
work because he asked many questions with regard to the
actual making of motion pictures.
When seen on the subject of his interview with the President, Mr. Ince said: "I found Mr. Wilson courtesy and affability personified. A more cordial reception I could not
possibly have had."
Besides Mr. Ince, Mr. J. Parker Read, Jr., Mr. Ince's business representative, was present at Shadow Lawn and appears in some of the still pictures. These photographs are
being reproduced in the newspapers throughout the United
States.

Lecture Tour Planned
Mary Gray Peck to Address ture
Women's
Problems.

Clubs on Motion Pic-

ARR.\NGEMENTS are being completed by the National
Committee on Films for Young People (affiliated with
the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures"), in
co-operation with the Motion Picture Committee of the General Federation of Women's Clubs, for a series of addresses to
be given by Miss Mary Gray Peck in October and November
through the middle west. Miss Peck has iust been made a
member of this committee of the General Federation of
Women's Clubs. She will speak under the auspices of the
women's clubs in the leading cities of this section of the
United States regarding the motion picture and its problems.
She will also meet groups of exhibitors in these sections with
a view to stimulating their interest in the matter of better
films. Many women's clubs, in seeking to meet the problem
presented by the interest of children in motion pictures, have
been responsible
for censorship
methods
which
have not

CH.\RLOTTE W.A.LKER, famous for her successes as a
star on the screen as well as upon the speaking stage, has
joined the Thanhouser Film Corpor^ion and will begin
work immediately upon a five-reel feature by Lloyd Lonergan, to be released through the Pathe exchanges.
O. A. C. Lund, who has directed such players as Gladys
Hulette, Robert Warwick, Lionel Barrymore
and Barbara Tennant,
will
be Miss director.
Walker's
Thanhouser
It is Edwin Thanhouser's policy to sign
for his plays actors particularly suited to the
parts and the list of
Thanhouser artists now
includes Miss Walker,
Vincent Serrano,
Jeanne Eagels, and
Valkyrien added, of
course, to Florence La
Badie, Frederick
Warde, Gladys Hulette,
Doris Grey and Wayne
Arey, who for some
time have been firmly
established as stars in
Thanhouser
features.
In her first Thanhouser feature Miss
Walker will play the
part of
girl convicted of a
murder,
who
escapes and marries,
concealing her secret
from her husband. The

Charlotte Walker.

story is crowded w-ith exciting scenes, including a train wreck
in which the heroine, on her way to prison, makes her escape.
In the last hundred feet of film conies a startling denouement, one of those unexpected twists which are so popular
with film fans and which straighten everything out after the
spectators have begun to fear that the heroine is doomed to
despair and death.
Before joining Thanhouser her motion picture experience
included starring engagements with Lasky and McClure.
LEAVES

WORLD

TO

JOIN

UNIVERSAL.

D. L. Segal, who, up to last Saturday, held the proud distinction of being the oldest emploj-ee of the World Film Corporation, inpoint of service, has resigned to accept a position
with the L^niversal Film Manufacturing Company.
During the past three years. Mr. Segal has been manager
of both the Film and Poster departments, where he formed
a large acquaintance with New York exhibitors. At the
Universal he will be assistant to the manager of the contract department. He leaves the World Film Corporation
with the best wishes of his comrades for his success in his
new undertaking.
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Who's Who in Sherman-Elliott
Sketch of the Two Young Men Who Are Doing Real Big
Things in Exploiting Motion Pictures.
oi the MiilcJlc West come two young men who in
OUT
an exceedingly short time have gone far i" the way
of making a name for themselves in the exhibition of
large pictures on a large scale. Incidentally they are reported to have been unusually successful financially. Harry
A. Sherman and John Hlliott. whose firm name is ShermanElliott. Inc.. have opened temporary offices in the Candler
Building, where Mr. Sherman is now discussingwith state
disposing of "The Crisis," of which
terms for
buyersSherman-El
right
liott arc the owners for the United
production
States. The firm already controls seventeen states for "The
Birth of a Nation" and "Ramona."
Larger and permanent
quarters
in New
York
are now being sought.
Mr. Sherman was born
in Boston
thirty-two
years ago.
He has been
in the theatrical business
nine years, the last seven
of which
have been in
the picture division.
He
was the first secretary of
^
tile Minnesota
E.xhibitors' League.
In 1911 he
opened the Park theater
^^^ T.
■KJkif^L
in Minneapolis,
in 1913
the Sherhe organized
^■^^^^^^^^^
LV
^^^^^^^^^
man Feature Film Comlater he beiBl ^^^^^^^^B^
the
j^ft ^^^^^^^^^^Hfc
ation
Corpor
R,
^f^^^^^^^^^K
latter
"^^^
i
W ^^^^^^^^/KBu
successventure was
' ^^^^^^^^^^HUt*'
fij't but Mr. Sherman laid
^^fl^^^KS/^
for his
the foundation
W^^^^kKS^
■^^^H||^^
present
success
through
'^y-'
^
his acquisition
of the
rights for Minnesota of
"The Christian."
Mr. Elliott is five years
L
older than
his partner
and hails from London,
Harry A. Sherman.
Ontario.
His first experience before the public
was when, as a high diver, he joined the W. J. Main
show. Later he became a member of the aquatic outfit of Dr.
Carver. In 1900 he was doing balloon jumps with Sam Ellis'
Daredevils, and a year later he became manager of the People's Theater in Seattle for Sullivan & Considine. In 1904
he took over the management of the Unique, Minneapolis,
another S. & C. house, and there he remained until he joined
forces with Mr. Sherman.
July 3, 1915, Messrs. Sherman and Elliott, controlliner the
state rights on Wisconsin for "The Birth of a Nation." began
a run of ten weeks of the big feature at the Davidson Theater, Milwaukee. Its success proved to them they had "started
something."
October 23
the itMinnesota
to Paul
the subject
were secured.In October
opened inrights
the St.
Auditorium, the largest theater building in the West, and a week
later saw it at the Shubert, Minneapolis. The firm then took
over the rights for fifteen more Western States. Up to date
it is said the exploitation of the spectacle has resulted in the
bringing into the Sherman-Elliott offices of checks approximating a million dollars. Last spring the firm took over
seventeen
states for "Ramona." It has also bought three
large
theaters.

Mr. Sherman, most of whose time is spent in traveling,
was in New York a couple of days last week. A World man
caught him in his office on his return from Philadelphia and
while he was making arrangements for a week-end visit to
Chicago. The husky young Bostonian, whose hobby is boxing and who has been known to travel two thousand miles
to sit in on a good bout, said that he was receiving offers on
"The Crisis"
the territory east of Chicago. The rest of
the country heforintends
to hold for his own firm. In case he
does not receive for New York a price commensurate with
his own ideas as to its value "The Crisis" will be retained by
Sherman-Elliott for that territory.
.^t present, he said, he has out seven "Birth" companies,
three of which are nevs'. On the road, too, and bringing in
the goods" are four "Kamona" companies, each carrying an
orchestra
of nineteen
pieces and a leader.
The
original
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'Kamona" score is being used. Mr. Sherman said his firm
liad eliminated the elaborate staging which marked the presentation of the subject in New York, had cut the picture to
about nine reels and had what he and his associates considered a splendid picture.
"I am a licliever in showing a picture as a picture," said
Mr. Sherman. "I believe in making a picture stand on its
own feet, just as I would put a grand opera on its own feet,
but I don't sanction the policy of combining the two. I feel
if I have got to add forty voices to put over a picture it is
not a tisanpicture.
Don't inmisunderstand
me — I and
am aallstrong
of good music,
picturesque ushers,
that. parBut
I don't see a big chorus. We are going to put over 'The
Crisis' in the same general way as the two others."
The permanent offices of Slierman-Elliott will be in Chicago. Mr. Sherman said there were several productions,
finished or in course of making, the purchase of which his
firm had under consideration. "We are open to buy any
good productions for the United States," he added. "Our
aim is to retain and exploit from our offices all territory west
of the Mississippi — and, of course, we want only those subjects that can be shown as road attractions."

Sherrill Gives Views on Open Market
President of Frohman Corporation Decides to Enter It and at
the Same Time to Discard the Clock.
WILLIAM
L. SHERRILL, President of the Frohman
.Amusement Corporation, talking with a World man
last week, gave his interpretation of what is meant by
the "open market." Mr. Sherrill had been talking about the
success of "The Conquest of Canaan," how it had pleased the
reviewers and the buyers, and incidentally referred to the
success of the Frohman Company. "I consider it a success,"
he said, "because we pay our debts and we pay dividends.
My friends in the trade tell me that any company able to do
that in these times is justified in assuming it is successful."
"What I call the open market," Mr. Sherrill explained, "is
disposing of a production to state right buyers, especially
when that production is based upon an unusual story and so
staged as to attract keen competition among the independent
distributors. The Frohman Amusement Corporation intends
to continue the policy we initiated with 'The Conquest of
Canaan,' of disposing of our subjects literally on merit. We
are working on the theory that the picture that is made by
the clock cannot possibly be the equal of the one that is
made regardless of the clock, where time is taken to do
everything properly.
"We had a year's experience in making pictures for programs, and many times we were in the same state of mind a*
is the man rushing for a train. When we started work on
'Jaffrey' we left the schedule behind. We began making pictures at profitable leisure. Our director, George Irving, was
relieved of every care not closely connected with the production of the subject on which he was working. Six weeks and
threethemselves.
days were spent on 'Jaffrey,' and the results showed
for
"In 'The Witching Hour,' which up to this time has been
in work two weeks, but nine scenes have been shot. For the
making of some of these it was believed that music would
add materially to the work of the players. Mr. Irving was
instructed to 'go to it.' to secure his musicians and get his
atmosphere. He got just what he went after. In one situation, again, the one where Clay Whipple is forced to look at
the cat's eye pin which so singularly affects him, one of ttie
tremendous situations of the play, Mr. Irving spent sixteen
hours rehearsing his cast in order to get just the psychological touch. Under program conditions, as we have_been facing
fhem in the past, the thing would have been out of the question.
"Had the Frohman Company been desirous of aligning its
brand with a program it could have done so many weeks ago,
but we could not 'see' the exaction of sixteen pictures a year
at stated intervals. We are not fighting nature, temperaments, emergencies, weather and accidents. We are merchandisers, purely and simply — and will never count the cost
of a picture in time consumed."
SYDNEY McKEON LEAVES INTERNATIONAL.
Sydney McKeon, who has successively been editor of the
Hearst-Selig, Hearst-Vitagraph, and Hearst International
News Pictorial, has severed his connection with the International Film Service. Mr. McKeon is very reticent as to
his future plans, but intimates that he is considering the editorship of a topical film to be put out by a company whose
name has not as vet been announced.
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Edison Rejuvenated
Will Release a Series of Strong Features Through the KleineEdison-Selig-Essanay Service.
of the names of some of the
ANXOUNCEMENT
AX
feature productions that will be released in the near
future by Edison through the Kleine-Edison-SeligEssanay combination, together with some general inforrnation
concerning the pictures, has been made from the studios ol
the company at Bedford Park, N. V. The tirst picture to be
the new organization is "The
released liy Edison through
Heart of the Hills," which is scheduled for release on October
30. It is impossible, at the present time, to secure the
schedule under w^hich the following five-reel features will be
released, as the dates have not been fixed as yet. This information, together with the names of additional pictures
that have been maile at the Edison studios during the past
few months and that now are ready for distribution, will
be made public in the immediate future.
The pictures have been made during the past few months
and in them a number of noted stars of the legitimate stage
are featured. Conway Tearle will appear with Mabel Trunnelle in the first release, "The Heart of the Hills." This is
a superb production with an Oriental flavor, as its earlier
scenes are laid in India. The story centers around a sacred
ruby of tremendous value. An absorbing love story, laid
partly in London and partly in India, gives the picture a
strong romantic interest. Well balanced in every detail, the
production is representative of the work done at the Edison
studios.
The other pictures announced for release are "A Message
to Garcia." "The Ghost of Old Moro," "The Trincess from
the Poorhouse," "The Cossack Whip," and "The Ladder of
Ambition."
".A Message
Garcia"
and the
"Thescenes
Ghostof oftheOld
Moro"
were
filmed in toCuba,
where
stories
are both
laid,
the work licing done by an Edison company that went to the
island in the early part of this year. "A Message to Garcia"
is based on the famous preachment of the late Elbert Hubbard. The leading parts in the production are taken by
Mabel Trunnelle, who is accorded the distinction of being
one of the most capable screen actresses of .\merica, and
Robert Conness, long a favorite of the silent drama.
".\ Ghost of Old Moro" is the other Cuban production
and the same stars who play the leading roles in "A Message
to Garcia" appear in the principal parts in this. To a superb
story, wonderful settings and capable acting is added the
fact that the picture contains a number of scenes taken in
the interior of Moro Castle, the grim fortress that for centuries has guarded the entrance to Havana Harbor and
within the walls of which so many tragedies were enacted
under the Spanish domination of Cuba. .\ stirring story in
which the elTcct of realism is heightened by the beautiful
natural settings, it is a production in which writer, director
and actor have co-ordinated their efforts and secured unusually effective results.
Miss Larrimore, whose charming personality impressed
itself on Broadway as the result of her appearance last season
in "Fair and Warmer," takes the leading part in "The Princess
from the Poorhouse." which is described as a fairy tale of
real life. Miss Larrimore practically is new to the screen,
but this picture proves that she is an artist of high order
and her work compares favorably with that of the most
renowned stars of her type. The story is one of two children
who arc inmates of a poorhouse but who leave the institution
early in life. The girl is adopted by wealthy folks and the
boy runs away because he cannot stand the abuse to which
he is subjected. They both grow- up, to meet again. There
are many scenes in the play that are beautiful for their very
simplicity and there are many others that are stern and
thrilling. It has a perfection of balance that will make it
appeal to all classes of those who patronize the silent drama.
Miss Larrimore is supported by a most capable companv.
includins
Tucker, Charles Sutton, Herbert Patte'e,
and
WilliamRichard
Wadsworth.
James Oppenheim. a deep student of social conditions who
has written many books that deal with life as it is lived
among the masses, is the author of "The Cossack Whin."
As the nani^ implies, the storv is one of Russia and Russian
intrigue. Many stories of this dreary and half-mvsterious
land
of social
darkness
been screened but the "majority
of them
have come
far have
from giving anvthing like a faithful
reflection of actual life in Russia. "The Ladder of .Ambition"
IS a type of story that has a general and strong appeal. It
concerns a woman who was influenced to let ambition nearly
made a wreck of her life. In the end she finds redemption,
but before that came she suffered in full measure for the
sufferings that her thoughtlessness and selfishness brought to
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others about her. In it, Mabel Trunnelle scores a triumph
and
her splendid work is ably balanced by that of Robert
Conness.
It is stated at the Edison studios that the highest ideals
in picture production have been adhered to in the making
of the five-reel features named above and in others that will
be marketed in the future through the Kleine-Edison-SeligEssanay combination. In every case the utmost care has
been used in the selection of a story, this being given precedence over any other feature of the production. The casts
have been made up of players who possessed the qualifications to best portray the characterizations demanded by the
scripts. If it became necessary to enter the domain of the
legitimate stage to secure such players, this has been done;
if the ranks of the motion picture stars offered the most
capable actors for parts, they have been selected from there.
Everything has been sacrificed to secure intrinsic merit in
the productions and it is asserted the results have more than
justified the tireless efforts that have been made at the studios
during the past few months.

"Sunsets" Visit the Drews
Famous

Organization of Octogenarians Visit Metro Comedy
Stars and Play in Pictures.

RECENTLY, in an interview, Sidney Drew said he would
rather have untrained people than half-trained actors,
since they would at least be natural if perhaps a trifle
awkward. He put his theories to the test the other day in
the Metro Studios and decidedly proved his point. The
Drews accepted for a Thanksgiving release a novel story
calling for the appearance of a number of old ladies. Ordinarily this would be harvest time for the "types," but Mrs.
Drew bethought herself of the Sunset Club, a famous organization of old ladies who are old enough to take a pride in
their years, and she enlisted their interest in the production.

Scene from "Henry's Thanksgiving" (Metro).
The invitation to participate in the picture was accepted
with enthusiasm and the club attended in force, spending a
couple of most happy days. They were guests of Mrs. Drew
at luncheon at one of the really fashionable hotels and at the
studio they were followed by a "gallery" of players and newspaper people, W'ho enjoyed to the full the delightful naturalness of the new stars. Mr. Drew directed their w^ork with a
gallant courtesy that would have shocked certain megaphone
directors, and he did not spoil things by telling them how to
act. He told them what he wanted done and let them do it
their own way, and the result is a really charming picture,
typically Drew in its atmosphere and with real human interest
as well as marked comedy.

GEORGE

D. BAKER OF METRO

OFF FOR VACATION.

George D. Baker, of the Metro-Rolfe staff of directors, has
gone to Havana for a brief, well-earned vacation. Mr. Baker
has been working almost at top speed for several months,
and as the studio schedule did not necessitate his presence
for two or three weeks, he decided upon a sea trip as the
best form of complete rest and relaxation. However, as
Mr. Baker is an indefatigable worker, his rest will undoubtedly take the form of an opportunity to write a new photoplay
for Metro's use.
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Essanay's Coming

Features on the Kleinc-Edison-Selig-Essanay
New
Several
Service— Essanay-Chaplin Review With General Film.
i.l l-.ssanay has
PUESllllXr i;i:(>Klil'. K. SI'hoK
scllcduk-d release dates lor livi- jorthcomniK leatures
to be offered through Kleiiie-Edison-Selig-Essanay
Service. These will he the first group of Essanay plays to be
put out through this agency.
"The Return of ICve" is sclieduled for October 16. Ihis
phiv is in hve acts and features Edna Mayo, supported by
Eui;eue (I'Bricn. It is built on the theme of a boy and girl
raised in the wilderness and suddenly plunged into civilization.
Arthur Bcrthelet directed the play.
On November 6 "The Prince of Graustark" will be released. This is a sequel to George Barr McCutcheon's
"Graustark." each among the best-selling novels ever written.
Essanav produced "Graustark" and experienced record business with it. It is believed to be a certainty that the neweven the great popularity of "Graustark."
will surpassand
feature
Marguerite Clayton appear in the leadBrvant Washburn
ing roles, with Ernest Maupain and Sydney .Mnsworth headFred E. Wright directed this feature.
ing the support.
"The
taken
Ma.\ine Elliott's
hit.
will
be Chaperone,"
offered in Hve
actsfrom
on November
20. Itstage
features
Edna Mayo, supported by Eugene O'Brien, and is being
directed by .Xrthur Berthelet.
"The Breakers." .\rthur Stringer's story, which -appeared in
The Saturday Evening Post, is now being constructed in five
acts by Director Wright, witli Bryant Washburn and Nell
Craig. Ernest Maupain is the heavy lead. This will be
offered on December 18.
B. Walthall's
superfeature,
Truant
Soul."
will
be Henry
released
on December
25. This "The
is taken
from
Victory
Rousseau's story and exteriors are now being filmed in the
hill country of Wisconsin. Mary Charlcson is playing in
support of Mr. Walthall and Harry Reannuint is directing the
production.
Chaplin Revue on General Film List.
The date for release of the Essanay-Chaplin Revue of 1916
has been fixed for (Jctober 21, tlirough General Film Service.
The revue is in five acts, and while it iias been compiled from
the three great Essanay-Chaplin comedy successes, "The
Tramp," "His New Job" and ".\ Night Out," Mr. Spoor
wishes it understood that it is by no means a case of cutting
three two-reel pictures into five reels and running one after
the other.
The Essanay-Chaplin Revue of 1916 tells a complete story,
dove-tailing without a break throughout its length, the whole
making a most unique comedy feature. This effect has been
obtained by skillful assembling, and Essanay guarantees the
revue to supply more laughs in five acts than anything ever
attempted in the same length. Edna Purviance. Ben 'Turpin
and Leo White appear in the revue in support of L'haplin.
The story opens with Charlie Cliaplin as "The Tramp."
He is out of work and leaves the city to wander along the
country highways. He rescues a girl from a gang of hoboes
who are trying to rob her and is given work on her father's
farm, .\fter a series of side-splitting adventures on the farm,
which is an entirely unfamiliar place to this city-bred tramp.
he is shot while routing some burglars. The girl nurses him
back to health and he falls in love with her. When he has
recovered
the him.
girl's sweetheart returns and he realizes that
she is not for
Heart-broken, he leaves a note for her and wends his way
back to the city, where he hunts work. He gets a job as a
motion picture actor and then begins a series of adventures
of a dav before the camera that will send spectators into gales
of laughter over "His New Job."
.After a day of arduous toil Chaplin goes out with one of
the
employes. he
Benweaves
Turpin.
for himself
a night'sand
frolic.
The other
net ofstudio
misadventures
about
his
companion would turn the sourest misanthrope into a sunnytempered optimist. Chaplin finally is plunged into a bathtub
of ice-cold water bv an irate husband.
The situations follow- each other in rapid sequence and
there is not an instant's drat' in the action.
The Essanay laboratories are now manufacturing prints
of the feature, as all film in it will be new.
TRIANGLE-KAY BEE TO FILM "SUDDEN TIM."
Clarence Bndington Kelland's "Sudden lim " the serial
which has been attracting wide attention in The Saturdav
Evening Post,
is to berights
visualized,
Triangle-Kay
studios
The screen
have at
justthebeen
secured.
story of "Sudden Tim" deals with the strenuous and
blooded life of the lumber country of the Northwest. A
man's son has been given the choice between accepting

Re'c
The
redrich
fifty
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thousand cash or taking over the clothespin, wooden bowl and
The spendestablished by his father.fifty
potato masher factory enough
thousand
to realize that the
thrift has shrewdness
to clotheslife
his
will not go far, and so he decided to devote
pins. This brings hiiu to the scene of the factory, a frontier
and forlorn, on the edge of the big Northtown, unpainted
western forests.
The action revolves around his fight with the woodenware
trust. His enemies fill his logs with iron spikes to break his
saws and finally they burn down the trestles of the railway
rich, man's
forest. But
logs from
carries
which
such
courage,
and the
withthepromptness
cvcrvhisobstacle
son meets
indeed, that the Northwesteruers name him "Sudpromptness,
den Jim." It is distinctly a story of the strenuous side of life,
the love interest being but a minor thread of the theme.
"Sudden Jim" is said to have attracted as wide atteulion in
The I'ost as "Ruggles of Red Gap."

Triangle Releases for October 29th
Two

Important

Subjects

Feature
Glaum.

Bessie

Love

and

Louise

BESSIE LOVE and Louise Glaum are the stars of the
Triangle feature releases for October 29. Little Miss
Love has a role ideally fitted to her winsome personality in ".A Sister of Six," a Fine Arts production recently completed under the direction of the brothers C. M. and S. A.
Franklin, premier makers of photoplays of childhood. Miss
Glaum enacts the part of a secret service siren in the Ince
production of Richard Harding Davis' thrilling war drama,
"Somewhere in France," which Charles Giblyn has directed
with his accustomed surety of touch.
The scenes of ".A Sister of Six" are divided between Old
California, under the Mexican regime, and the seacoast of
New England, though most of the action transpires in the
former picturesque setting. Miss Love is shown as the head
of a family of seven small pioneers who have been left alone
in the land of gorgeous sunsets and treacherous natives after
the murder of their father at the hands of Don Francisco Garcia, w-ho covets the American's ranch. The ranch
is besieged by Garcia and his band, and by a ruse all of the
faithful retainers are lured away, so that the children are left
alone with the house servants to defend the place against its
invaders. After a thrilling battle help arrives in the nick of
time, and the denouement brings retribution to the infamous
Garcia and happiness to the little mother and her family.
One of the last stories from the pen of the late Richard
Harding Davis, "Somewhere in France," contains ?11 the elements of a big popular success, apart from the interest attaching to its authorship. Miss Glaum is given the opportunity
to display her talents in a role calling for beauty of the most
alluring type, coupled with the psychological enactment of
character in which the love of intrigue and adventure are
ruling passions. Herself the daughter of a German spy. she
is found living in Paris prior to the outbreak of the war with
a young French army captain, whom she robs of certain
important plans relating to the defenses of Paris. These
she sells to the Germans, fleeing to Berlin herself with the
attache who arranges the deal.
Howard Hickman as a w-ireless operator shares honors with
Miss Glaum.
NELSON
E. EDWARDS,
WAR
PHOTOGRAPHER.
Nelson E. Edwards, one of the most daring of moving
picture photographers in the world, returned from Germany
on Sunday on the steamer Neuw .'Vmsterdam, after having
spent the past year on the German, Belgian and French
battlefronts. Mr. Edwards brought back with him many
thousands of feet of film for the Hearst News Pictorial that
he w-as unable to send.
"Of all my unusual experiences and adventures," said Mr.
Edwards. "I am the proudest of the fact that I am the only
foreigner to have visited Kiel Canal and Wilhelmshaven, the
great naval strongholds of the German fleets. I w-as at both
places soon after the sea fight between the British and German
fleets off the Skaggerak.
"There I made films of the battleships, torpedo-boats and
submarines. This rare privilege was granted to me for the
International through the courtesy of Captain Boy-Ed,
former Naval -Attache of the German Embassy at Washington.
"I visited the Balkans and Constantinople and later I returned to Berlin and was accorded the privilege of going
to the western front in the Vosges Mountains. Most of my
films taken in that active section were made under actual
fire. Several times I barelv saved my entire outfit from
destruction by shrapnel bv running into dugouts.
"I hurried to Bremen for the arrival of the Deutschland
man from her notable trin to the United States."
and took the first films of the return of the undersea merchant-
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Kalem Serial Makes a Strong Start
"Grant,

Police

Reporter," the New
Weekly
Contains Thrilling Stunts.

Single

Reeler,

KALEM'S new weekly single-reel serial, "Grant, Police
Reporter,"action
startsin with
a smash,
Letter"
contains
abundance;
it is "The
of theCode
quality
that
thrills as well as entertains. It is fast. The Kalem company's staff has adapted the story written by Robert Welles
Ritchie and Robert Ellis has directed it. The first chapter
will be released on October 20, and Friday will continue to
be the day of issue. As to the number of the successors of
"The Code Letter" no limit has been placed. "We have been
making our railroad stories for two years," said an official
of the company following the first showing, "and we hope
to make this one popular for at least three. Kalem has been
specializing
on sint'lcs. and we have the best of reasons
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"See America First" No. 58 takes spectators for a trip on
the historicto James
River
Virginia.
'ThisConfederate
was the firstforces.
great
highway
the line
of indefene
for the
It is therefore rich in historic spots, and the more important
of these have been caught by a Gaumont cameraman. On
the same reel is a humorous contribution by Harry Palmer,
portrayer of Gaumont Kartoon Komics and director of Gaumont shadowgraphs.
The reel is released Oct. 18.
The third single-reel is The Mutual Weekly. No program
of this release can be announced in advance since it is not
assembled until the day before it is issued — to insure subscribers getting the latest news on the screen.
The two-reel photoplay is called "Stepping Westward."
George Larkin is the featured player. Playing opposite him
is Mabel Van Buren.

Norma Talmadge, Selznick Star
Joseph Schenck to Present Young Player at Head of Her
Own Company
for Selznick-Pictures,
ON
the heels of his successful launching of the first of
the Selznick-Pictures, Clara Kimball Young in "The
Common Law," Lewis J. Selznick announces the addition to his list of stars, of Norma Talmadge, whose work in
recent Triangle productions has made her one of the great
favorites of the screen.
Joseph Schenck, of the
Marcus Loew forces, is
responsible for Miss Talmadge's new venture,
having organized the
Norma Talmadge Film
Corporation, of which
he is the president. Mr.
Schenck will have offices with the Selznick
Enterprises in the Godfrey Building on 7th
.Avenue and will also

Scene from "Grant, Police Reporter" (Kalem).
to know that our ettorts in this direction have been appreciated
by George
exhibitors."
Larkin has the name role in the serial. If the
subjects to come are to maintain the place established in the
first one no one but a player of Mr. Larkin's all-around
qualifications could attempt to keep up with it. He has long
been noted for his ability to get away with situations requiring nerve above the ordinary. He displays some of his
quality in "The Code Letter," displays itrnot in one instance
but in several. For instance, he bridges the space between
the roofs of two buildings by going hand over hand on a
circular bar. .\gain, he reaches a desired window by walking
from ledge to ledge many feet from the ground. The real
thrill, however, comes when the reporter climbs down a rope
to grapple with the crook who has taken refuge on a painter's
ladder suspended against the side of a structure. The
woman confederate on the roof cuts one of the two ropes
that hold the frail platform in place. The ladder straightens
out in a flash, but somehow the two are seemingly uninjured
as they strike the pavement.
Director Ellis has the role of Litchfield, the crook who
tries to get away when he is "nailed" in his hotel room by
Grant — caught with the goods. Ollie Kirkby is Mamie the
Rose, the confederate of Litchfield. William McKay is city
editor of the newspaper on which Grant is employed and G.
Chira is the police commissioner w'ho bars Grant from Headquarters following the publication of an article criticising
the management of the Police Department.
It is a good cast.
Many of the settings are of a newspaper office, a hotel and
police headquarters. The atmosphere of these is well maintained. In the case of the hotel, however, it could hardly
be otherwise, for many of the "sets" are of the real thing.
"Grant. Police Reporter" makes an auspicious debut.

GAUMONT

PROGRAM

FOR WEEK

OF OCT. 15.

From the Gaumont studios the week of October \S comes
an unusual assortment of motion pictures. In addition to the
customary three single reels, there will be a two-reel photoplay. The first release of the week is "Reel Life" No. 24,
October 15. This issue- of tlie Mutual Magazine in Film has
a large section devoted to "Duplicating .\ncient Pottery."
Every process is shown from sifting the clay to the final
baking. The second section is an instructive exposition of
the work of the V. S. Weather Bureau with weather kites at
the aerological station at Drexel, Neb. The third part of the
reel shows how a inother cat takes care of her kittens.

produce for SelznickPictures feature photoplays starring other
screen celebrities.
The first of Miss Talmadge's new pictures
will be an adaptation of
"The Price She Paid", a
novel by David Graham
Phillips^ considered by
the majority of literary
critics to be the foremost American author.
The production
will be

'
directed whoby Mr.
Dwan,
has All
pro-an
^ i
j
Norma Talmadge.
duced a number of Miss
Talmadge's Triangle Pictures and who attracted special attention for his masterly skill in the production of recent
Douglas Fairbanks features.
Miss Talmadge is one of the youngest of all film stars who
have attained anything like her prominence. Her first work
of note was done with the Vitagraph Company, and it was
after her remarkable portrayal of the leading role in that organization's notable production, "The Battle Cry of Peace,"
that this charming young star was sought by the Triangle
management. Two of her m.ost recent successes were "Going
Straight" and "The Social Secretary."
In "The Price She Paid" Miss Talmadge will have an opportunity to enact a role different from anything she has
heretofore attempted and one that seems certain to nrove her
the possessor of extraordinary dramatic power and emotional
skill.
The success of the negotiations for the rights to this
famous novel was due to Edgar Selden, who has been workin? months to obtain this and other of David Graham
Phillips' work for Mr. Selznick. Many film producers have
attempted to secure the rights to the works of this famous
American author but Mr. Selznick is the first to have any
success. The amount involved in the transaction for "The
Price She Paid" is not stated but is said to be greater by
several thousands of dollars than any sum ever offered for a
single motion picture scenario.
Miss Talmadge will be presented in about eight big features
a year along lines similar to other Selznick-Pictures, such as
Clara Kimball Young, Herbert Brenon and Kitty Gordon
features. The Talmadge productions will be marketed on the
open booking plan through the big system of exchanges built
up by Mr. Selznick.
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Metros m the Making
Many

New

and Elaborate Productions Now
Metro Studios.

Under Way

at

T oi many new anil elaboratewayprodncOUNLEMKNcoming
AiNNtioiis
or ni
season already nnder
for tlie
of the Metro Picpreparation was made at the ortices g,
ay,
Broadw
1476
tures Corporation, in the Longacre Buildin
last week, and from now until Christmas all the Metro studios
will be working under high pressure, if the program mapped
out is to be completed in the time designated.
•\ new addition to the Metro artistic and directing staff will
be S Rankin Drew of the N'itagraph forces, who comes to
Metro October 21. He will at once begin work on an important feature photoplay at the Rolfe studios with Emmy
is entitled ' The
Wehlcn in the starring role. This feature Wheeler
\V ilco.x s
Belle of the Season" and is based on Ella
famous poem of the same name. It has been adapted for
the screen by June Mathis with Miss Wehlen's distinctive
personality and superb dramatic gifts especially in mind and
the picture promises to be one of the season's sensations.
"The Belle of the Season" will be the first of Ella Wheeler
Wilcox's works to be picturized for Metro.
The addition of Mr. Drew to Metro's artistic staff makes
the fifth of the famous Barryir.ore-Drcw family to enlist
under the Metro banner, the others being Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Drew. Lionel Barrymore and Ethel Barrymore, all of
whom have long been notable in the list of Metro stars.
.\nother important offering from Metro in the near future
Ethel
will be "The .\wakening of Helena Ritchie." inwith
production
Barrymore in the stellar part, which was placed
early in the week at the Metro-Rolfe studio. This picturization of Margaret Deland's most famous novel is the first
motion picture work Miss Barrymore has done since her last
The sympathetic
Kiss of Hate."
Metro production,
character
of Helena "The
is wonderfully
well suited to this gifted
star and Miss Barrvmore will have opportunity for the fullest
display of those rare dramatic talents which have won her
her high place in the hearts of the amusement loving public.
John W'. Nobel is the director. He will have the assistance
of Fred Sittenham and Charles Maigne. Robert Cummings,
a favorite screen actor, will play Lloyd Pryor. who poses as
Helena's brother to save the feeling of the righteous neighborhood of Old Chester. Robert Whittier is Helena's husband, the Frederick of the prologue; Charles Snow has the
congenial part of old Dr. Lavendar.
Mme. Petrova at the Popular Plays and Players studio has
begun a new five-part Metro wonderplay with the attractive
title, "The Black Butterfly." The story, which is from the pen
of Mrs. L. Case Russell, provides a romantic foundation for
a remarkably surprising "twist" Mme. Petrova herself has
given it. The scene of "The Black Butterfly" is laid "somewhere in France," and the action, continuing through several
years, culminates in the time of the present war.
Mme. Petrova has the part of a star of the Folies Bergere,
Paris, a position which the gifted actress herself formerly
held. Experiments of scientific laboratory, peasant life in
France, and the gaiety of Paris are contrasted in this photoplay, which possesses a combination of interests. Burton X.
King is again Mme. Petrova's director, and Mahlon Hamilton
and Edward Martintlel are prominent in her support.
.\t the same studio as already mentioned. Emmy W^ehlen,
under the direction of John B. O'Brien, is making the feature
photodrama, "Vanity." which .^aron Hoffman has written
especially for this dainty star's talents. It shows Miss
Wehlen's versatility, being totally unlike "The Pretenders,"
the latest screen production in which she appeared, or in fact
any other of her productions. Paul Gordon, w-ho played opposite Miss Wehlen in "The Pretenders," has been engaged
to support
her in "\'anity"
as Black
well. is
Tom
O'Keefe plays the
chief
of detectives
and \V. W.
his lieutenant.
W. Christy Cabanne, at the Quality studio, is perfectir^
plans for the fourteenth episode serial, as yet unnamed,
which will serve as the medium for the genius of Francis X.
Bushman and Beverly Bayne. Work on this production was
begun this week. Mr. Cabanne has just completed his first
offering for the Metro program, starring Frances Nelson, in
a five-part feature picture. This new production, formerly
called "Love, Honor and Obey," will be released under the
title
of "One
of Many." Niles Welch is featured with Miss
Nelson,
the star.
George D. Baker will return from a short vacation and
sea trip next week to produce "Squire Flynn," with Lionel
Barrymore as the star. "Squire Flynn" is a picturization of
Holman F. Day's popular novel,
Emily Stevens has finished the Metro-Rolfe production, to
be released late in November, called "The Wager." "THe
Wager" is of Mr. Baker's writing and directing.
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It is good-news to everybody that "Uavc" Thompson has
been promoted from the position of assistant director to that
of director. His first production will be made with Julius
Stegcr as star in a Metro feature play as yet unnamed. This
will be Mr. Steger's first Metro production since 'Trie
Biindncss
of Love." last seen on the Metro program in the
.Mabel Taliaferro,
Rolfe picture, "The Dawn of Love," is deep in the toils of her
new production, written by Shannon Fife and June Mathis,
called 'The Sunbeam." Edwin Carcwe, as usual, is Miss Taliaferro's director, and this Metro wonderplay is fast approaching completion. Miss Taliaferro as Prue typifies the ray of
sunshine which steals into the unwilling hearts of even the
most crabbed. Childhood makes its unfailing appeal in "The
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew, the inimitable creators of the
comedy
Sunbeam."of the home, continue to make a one-act picture
each week at the Rolfe studio. Dainty Viola Dana is completing "The Gates of Eden," the five-act feature by R.ev,
William E. Danforth, depicting life in a Shaker community,
showing the havoc wrought upon young lives by insistence
upon standards that are to the old no hardship. Edward
l-'.arle, Robert Walker and .Augustus Phillips, have parts of
practically equal importance in her support. John H. Collins
is director.
Out in Hollywood at the studio of the Yorke Film Corporation, Harold Lockwood and May .Allison, under the dij-ection of Henry Otto, are completing the production of "Big
Tremaine," Marie Van Vorst's well known novel which has
been picturized by Mr. Otto. The story makes an ideal
vehicle for the combined efforts of these favorite players.
Lester Cuneo, -Andrew .Arbuckle, William Ephe, Josephine
Rice and \'irginia Southern all have good parts. .\n added
interest is given this release by the marriage of the novelist.
Miss Van Vorst, which will take place in Paris this month,
Signor Gaetano Cagiati of Rome. Italy, being the bridegroom.

MRS. CASTLE IN TWO CHARACTERS OF "PATRIA."
In one episode of "Patria," the fZreat preparedness serial
of the international, Mrs. Vernon Castle, die star, impersonates two characters, "Patria," and "Mile. Elaine." By the
familiar process of the double exposure. Mrs. Castle is shown
ill the accompanying picture in both characters.
The most remarkable part of the picture, however, is the
ajiparent difference
in the height of the two figures, both

Scene

from

"Patria"

(International).

impersonated bj- Mrs. Lastle. The director who made the
picture, admits that high-heeled shoes arc responsible to a
certain extent. He refuses, however, to account for the
apparent difference of fully six inches.
HELEN

STARR

LEAVES

FOR

UNIVERSAL

CITY.

Helen Starr, for the last year editor of the Universal Eastern scenario department, has gone to the Pacific Coast to
join the L^nivcrsal forces there. Miss Starr is a versatile
young woman, having played in stock, vaudeville and the
legitimate stage in addition to doing magazine and newspaper
work. She was formerly editor of "The Mutual Girl
Weekly and a contributor of "Reel Life." Her articles have
appeared in all the leading publications devoted to the interests of women as well as in the standard magazines.
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Eight Stars in Lasky Productions
Remarkable

Array of Players Scheduled for Appearance on
Paramount Program in November.
FANNIli WAKU, Tlionias Meighan, Anita King, Sessue
Hayakawa, Myrtle Stedmaii, Blanche Sweet, Cleo Ridgely and Wallace Reid. are the eight stars whose appearance on the Paramount Program is announced by the Jesse
L, Lasky Feature Play Company for the month of November,
It is seldom that eight sucii well known and popular stars
are presented on the screen in a single month by one company.
The fact that the name of Myrtle Stedman is included in
this list is particularly interesting in view of the fact that
she has been a Pallas-Morosco star for some time. In this
case she has been loaned to Lasky by the Pallas-Morosco
Company, their ally on the Paramount Program, This is
the second time that sucli an incident has occurred where
the Lasky company has been concerned, the Famous Players
having loaned Marguerite Clark to the same producers for
"The Goose Girl," which is an indication of the lengths to
which this company goes in order to obtain the exact types
required by its productions.
In the order of their release dates the pictures are as follows: November 2, "The Heir to the Hoorah." with Thomas
Meighan and Anita King; "The Soul of Kura-San" with
Sessue Hayakawa and Myrtle Stedman, announced for the
6th; Blanche Sweet in "Unprotected," scheduled for the 13th;
Fannie Ward in "The Years of the Locust" designated for the
16th, and Cleo Ridgely and Wallace Reid in "The Yellow
Pawn," which is to be released on the 23d.
"The Heir to the Hoorah" is an adaptation of the celebrated play of tliat name by Paul Armstrong as produced
by the Kirke La Shelle Company adapted to the screen by
Beatrice De Mille and Leighton Osmun. It is a mining story
with many a thrill, which is especially well suited to Mr.
Meighan and Anita King. "The Soul of Kura-San" is of
especial interest, as it has a Japanese setting and every Nipponese role in the production is enacted by a real Japanese.
This arrangement was made possible by the engagement of
the members of the celebrated Japanese stock company at
Hollywood, of which Sessue Hayakawa is the head.
"Unprotected," in which Miss Sweet stars, is a drama
dealing with the iniquities of the southern prison system
by which convicts are farmed out to do contract work. Miss
Sweet plays the role of an innocent girl, erroneously convicted, who is almost forced into slavery by the man to whom
she is "rented" by the state. The picture was actually produced at a southern convict camp.
Fannie Ward's starring vehicfe, "The Years of the Locust," is the work of Albert Payson Terhune, well known
author and playwright. Considerable mystery surrounds the
Ridgely-Reid picture which is called "The Y'ellow Pawn" and
no detailed description of the production has been received.
It is understood that it is a big dramatic tale w'ith numerous
elements of mystery contained in it. W'ork on the picture
has been progressing quietly at the Lasky studio and no visitors have been permitted to see that portion of the big yard
which is devoted to the staging of the picture.

Scenario Department Again Expanded
Activities of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation
Necessitates Further Addition.
WHEN
the Famous Players and Lasky Companies first
merged into one corporation. Hector Turnbull was
transferred from the Lasky studio to the main office
in New York, Robert E. MacMarney, city editor of the New
York Tribune, was engaged and Harvey Thew was added to
the force. The greatly increased activities of the producing
organizations which have followed the merger have rendered
necessary still further additions and transfers.
Paul West, well-known author and dramatist, has been engaged by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and two transfers of office have been made. William C. De Mille, one of
the forem.ost theatrical and motion picture authorities in the
country, w'ho lias been associated with the Lasky Company
from its inception, comes to New York from Hollywood to
confer personally with Jesse L. Lasky on scenarios. Mr. De
Mille had gained a world-wide reputation as a playright before he entered the motion picture field and has contributed
many notable scripts to the screen, among them the adaptation of "Carmen," in which Geraldine Farrar made her triumpliant motion picture debut: "The Woman," "The Rose
of the Rancho" and others of equal prominence.
Paul West, who now joins the scenario department, has
a remarkable literary record. He has written ten musical
comedies and published three books, and was one of the edi-
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of the New
Y'orkwas
Sunday
Worldsome
for of
several
years.
When torsJesse
L. Lasky
producing
his biggest
vaudeville successes, Mr. West was the author of several of
the biggest hits, among them "The Love Waltz" and "At the
Mr. West is the author of more than a hundred and fifty
photoplays which have already appeared on the screen and
Waldorf."
now has fifteen more ready for production. Among the most
successful of the feature plays already screened are "The Velvet Paw," "The Dark Silence," "The Lash," in which Marie
Doro is starred by Lasky; "The Chattel," in which E. H.
Sothern starred, and others of equal prominence. He is also
Ihe author of numerous newspaper syndicate stories, among
them "Bill," "The Widow Wiser" and "In Our School."
After supplying these vital statistics to his biographer, Mr.
West added that he is "rich, handsom.e and neutral on the
subject of the coming election and World's Series."
The third change in the scenario department is the transferring of Harvey Thew, formerly stationed in the main office of New York, to Hollywood, where the Lasky Studios
are situated. Mr. Thew is well known in literary circles, havbeen war adapted
correspondent
for thetwo
NewParamount
Y'ork Herald.
He
has ing
already
to the screen
Pictures,
"The Kiss." in which Owen Moore and Marguerite Courtot
are co-starring, and "The Big Sister," in which Mae Murray was recently presented by the Famous Players.

Kirkwood— Robinson
Popular Photoplay Star Barbara,
and Director
Cal. Are Married at Santa
ALL photoplay land is a-flutter with the news which has
just come that Gertrude Robinson, one of the ol.d Biograph players and the lead in David W. Griffith's famous
production of "Pippa Passes," and more recently in Mutual
productions, and James Kirkwood, director of Mary Miles
Minter, were married on September 30.
It was all intended to be a secret, known only to Donald
Crisp, best man, to Dorothy and Lillian Gish, and a few
others, but it leaked out in time for a great many of the
prominent players at the western coast to greet Miss Robinson on her arrivel from New York.
The wedding is the culmination of a romance which be.gan when Miss Gertrude was a little girl, at the very beginning of picture days. They met by chance at the old Biograph studio on Fourteenth street in New York City, and
tliough tliey lost track of each other for years at a time,
they never lost their mutual interest.
Miss Robinson is ren:embered for her stage work in "Beside the Bonnie Briar Bush." witli H. J. Stoddard, for excellent support in productions with Edith Taliaferro. Edith
Wyime Mathison and Thomas Jefferson. Some of her recent
screen appearances are in "I Accuse" and "The Haunted
Mr. Kirkwood is recognized as one of the leading directors
of the country. Only recently he severed his connection
with
the Famous Players Company, where he directed Miss
Manor."
Pickford to go to the .American-Mutual studio at the coast
to superintend the production of Mary Miles Minter's pictures.

Increased

"Civilization" in South America
J. Parker Read, Sr., Will Visit Fourteen Countries. — Record
Price for Argentine Rights.
TWENTY
thousand dollars has been paid for the .Argentine rights of "Civilization." This is a record price for
any film for the -Argentine Republic. Arturo Cairo, of
Buenos .Ayres, the purchaser, states, "I consider the money
safely invested, as after seeing all the big film productions
in the LInited States during the past few weeks, I have
chosen "Civilization" as the greatest because I think it will
create a furore in the dififerent South American countries."
Mr. Cairo represents one of the biggest film interests in
South .America and has exploited many great productions in
his territory.
"Civilization" in the remaining South .American republics
will be exploited by J. Parker Read, Sr., who has an intimate
knowledge of the motion picture business in the countries he
will visit, viz.. LTruguay, Brazil, Venezuela, Ecuador, Chile,
Peru, Bolivia, Colombia. Panama, Honduras, San Salvador,
Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Guatem.ala.
Mr. Read, who will devote six months to the trip, has
power and authority to register copyrights in the different
countries he visits, and carries with him credentials from
the embassies at Washington.
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General Film Releases
Publicity

Man

Speaks
Highly of the Program
Week of October 16.

Subjects for

MERIT not the incaMirinis' rule is our guide," a trite statenuMit found often in General Film Company's advertisen:ents a[)plies with especial force to General Film
Service program for the week October 10-21 inclusive. There
might* he some exaggeration in saying that every release
is a feature if judged by an exceptionally high standard, but
when compared to many of the so-called features of to-day
lliev really can be designated as classics. Selig. \ itagraph,
Essanay, Kalem. Vim, and Knickerbocker have each put
their strongest foot forward in this program and present stars
of the first magnitude. For those who prefer reissues, Biograph has selected exceptionally strong pictures.
Kalem's new. widely advertised serial, "(irant, Police Reporter." with daring George Larkin aiul venturesome Ollie
Kirkby in the feature roles, will have its hrst innings this
week
episode
one thousand
of "The feet
Codeof Letter"
is shown.
There wlien
is crowded
in this
film, more
action,
more life, more excitement antl more interest than is usually
found in a tive reeler, Larkin. who is known the world over
as a wonderful acrobat and aerial performer, makes your
hair rise as you view some of his spectacular feats in this first
episode.
"Only a Rose," a dranta, and "A Boomerang," a short comedy in which Robyn .'\dair and \'irginia Kirtley are featured,
will be the first picture screened on the week's program.
They are from the Selig studio. .A. strong educational feature in one reel by \'itagraph. "The Curse of the Forest" follows. There are man)' exciting incidents shown in this picture and a lesson that all will do well to learn. Selig-Tribune
will follow this, succeeded by a Biograph one-reel reissue,
"The White Rose of the Wilds." presenting Blanche Sweet.
"The Fable of the Kittenish Superanns and the WorldWeary Snipes." an Essanay comedy built on a George Ade
story, in two reels, leads the program the following day.
Then will follow ".A Sauerkraut Symphony," featuring "Ham"
and "Budd," Ethel Teare and Henry Murdock, Kalem's comedy quartette.
"Dreamy Dud in the .African War Zone." a cartoon, and a
scenic split reel, lead the program October IS. and will be
followed by a \"im comedy in one act featuring Harry Myers
and Rosemary Theby in "A Persistent Wooing." The eleventh episode of Kalem's "The Girl from Frisco" series, "The
Yellow Hand," in which Marin Sais and True Boardman
score another big success will precede a three-part Biograph
reissue
"Classmates"
with Blanche Sweet and Henry Walthall in the
titular roles.
Thursday will be divided between Selig-Tribune and a Vim
comedy.
"A Precious Parcel," presenting "Plump" and
"Runt."
A two-part Knickerbocker Star Feature drama, "Treading
Pearls," with Frank Mayo and Joyce Moore starring, will
be first shown Friday, October 20. Then will come "The
Code Letter." the first reel of Kalem's "Grant, Police Reporter" series. This will be followed by a \'itagraph onereel comedy. "Strong Evidence." and the day will be concluded with a Vim comedy in one-reel. "Here and There,"
with "Pokes" and "Jabbs" as fun makers.
Essanay offers two of their strongest stars. Edward Arnold and .\lice McChesney in the first picture Saturday, October 21, a three-part drama. "Marooned." Then will come
a Vitagraph three-part drama featuring Leah Baird in "The
Harbor of Happiness." .An episode of "The Hazards of
Helen"^ series. ".A Daring Chance," presenting more of Helen
Gibson's daring feats will be presented then, and the week's
program will be brought to a close with ".An Eventful Evening" from the Selig studio, featuring Tom Mix in a one-reel
comedy.
There are thirty acknowledged stars featured in tl»e week's
program.
MOTION PICTURES IN TEACHING OF SURGERY.
Motion pictures have been applied as an aid to the most
difficult operations in surgery. Last Monday Dr. S. William
Schapira. member of the .Academy of Medicine, lectured at
Fordham L'nivcrsity on various Genito-Urinary operations.
and illustrated his lecture with motion pictures of actual
operations performed by him. These pictures, which possess
an extraordinary scientific value, cover thirteen distinct operations,_ and were made by a Pathe cameraman under Dr.
Schapira's direction. In these motion pictures every moveiTient is clearly shown and it is not too much to say that a
ncvr era has dawned in the teaching of surgery.

PKTUKK
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Statement of the Ownership, Management, Circulation, Etc.,
Required by the Act of Congress of August 24, 1912.
Ul Moving Picture World, published weekly .a Xew York,
N. Y., for October 21, 1916.
.State of New York
)
County of New York )
Before me, a Notary Public in and for tie State and county
aforesaid, personally appeared John V. Chalmers, who, having been duly sworn according to law, deposes and says that
he is the business manager of the Moving Picture World
and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and
belief, a true statement of the ownership, managen;ent, etc.,
of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above
caption, required l)y the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in
section AA3. Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the
reverse of this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor,
managing editor and l)usiness managers are:
Publisher, Chalmers Company, 17 Madison avenue, New
York; editor, John Wylie, 17 Madison avenue. New York;
managing editor. John Wylie. 17 Madison avenue. New York;
business managers, John F. Chalniers, John Wylie, Eliza J.
Chalmers, 17 Madison avenue. New York.
2. The owners are:
Chalmers Publishing Company, 17 Madison avenue. New
York, the stockholders of which are James P. Chalmers, Eliza
J. Chalmers. John F. Chalmers and John Wylie, all at 17
Madison
New bondholders,
Y'ork.
3. That avenue.
the known
mortgagees and other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent, or more of total
amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities arc: None.
4. Tliat the two paragraphs next above, giving the names of
the owners, stockholders and security holders, if any, contain
not only the list of stockholders and security holders as they
appear upon the books of the company, but also, in cases
where the stockholders or security holder appears upon the
books of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary
relation, the name of the person or corporation for whom
such trustee is acting, is given; also that the said two paragraphs contain
statements
embracing affiant's
full knowledge
and belief
as to
the circumstances
and conditions
under
which stockholders and security holders who do not appear
upon the books of the company as trustees, hold stock and
securities in a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner;
and this affiant has no reason to believe that any other person, association or corporation has any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other securities than as so
stated by him.
JOHN F. CHALMERS, Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 2nd day of October, 1916. (Seal) James H. Seaman.
(My commission expires March 31st, 1917.)
NANCE O'NEILL ACTING FOR McCLURE PICTURES.
Nance O'Neill and her husband, Alfred Hickman, have
started work in "Greed," the third play of the forthcoming
McClure series. "Seven Deadly Sins." This distinguished
actress' marriage to Mr. Hickman is of very recent date,
and the engagement of both husband and wife in the same
picture affords them an opportunity to extend their romance
into their working hours. To be in the supporting cast of
the girl of his choice is not a new experience for Mr. Hickman. New York theater-goers will remember that when Miss
O'Neill
appeared in Belasco's "The Lily," Mr. Hickman was
in her company.
Nance O'Neill's part in "Greed" is that of a young woman
innocently involved in the operations of a speculator, whose
passion for money and power leads him into the shadiest recesses of high finance. The girl's endeavors to free herself
from this stock operator's machinations, and to save others
from being ruined by him. form the basis for an absorbing
play that mirrors the frenzied life of those who seek the short
and easy road to wealth.
GLADYS ALEXANDRIA WITH METRO.
Glatlys .Alexandria has been engaged for the part of Ellen
in "The .Sunbeam." the most important feminine role next to
that of the star. Mabel Taliaferro. "The Sunbeam" is the
five-act Metro-Rolfe production exploiting the splendid talents of Miss Taliaferro which will follow "The Dawn of
Love" on the Metro program.
"The Siinbeam" is Miss Alexandria's first motion picture,
her experience having been in dramatic productions and invaudeville.
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Kipling Pictures at Boston Theater
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That's Me"
of theDe '■Timoth
episode
g Carter
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be released on the
Haven ywillDobbs—
featurin
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Universal program for the week of October 16. The
two-reel episode is entitled "Fame at Last," and was produced by Wallace Beery from the story by Bess Meredyth.
Robert Milash, Ivor McFadden and __Margaret Whistler
appear in support of De Haven.
The tenth episodes < f "Liberty." the new Universal serial,
also will be released during the week of October 16. It is
entitled "The Human Target" and was written and directed
by Jacques Jaccard. Marie Walcamp appears in the leading
role, supported by Maud Emory, G. Raymond Nye, Eddie
Polo, Jack Holt, Neal Hart, Bertram Grassby and L. M.
Wells.
The Red Feather release of the week is "Barriers of Society," afive-reel society drama featuring Dorothy Davenport and Emory Johnson. The story of the play by Clarke
Irvine was scenarioized by Fred Myton and was produced
by Lloyd B. Carlton. Richard Morris, Alfred Allen, Miss
Witting and Mr. Montague appear in support of the principals. It will be released on October 16. On the same day
Eddie Lyons. Lee Moran and Priscilla Dean appear in "His
Own Nemesis," a Nestor comedy written by W. R. Newman
and produced by L. W. Chaudet.
On October 17 William V. Mong and Peggy Coudray play
the leading roles in "The Wrath of Cactus Moore," a Gold
Seal three-reel Western drama. There will be no Victor release in the week of October 16.
"Through Baby's Voice," a delightful Laemmle two-reel
domestic society drama featuring Douglas Gerrard, Edna
Maison and Zoe Rae will be released on October 18. The
scenario of this play was written by Calder Johnstone and
was produced by George Cochrane. On the same day that
L-Ko comedy, "Safety First," will be released in one reel with
Dan Russell. Gertrude Selby and Bilhe Ritchie providing
the fun. "Safety First" will be followed by No. 42 of the
Universal Animated Weekly.
On October 19 a single reel subject entitled "The Decay,"
featuring William Garwood and Lois Wilson, will be released. There will be no releases under the Powers brand
on this date. The Special Big U release on this date will be
a two-reeler entitled "Tigers of the Plains." an animal drama
featuring William Clifford.
Francis Ford and Grace Cunard will be starred on October
20 in "The Elusive Enemy," an Imp drama done in the
slashing Ford-Cunard style. A single reel Rex drama will
be released on this date entitled, "The Gold Band," featuring
Hal Cooley and Helen Leslie. There will be no Nestor release on October 20.
October 21 will see the release of "The Conspiracy," a
Bison two reel railroad drama featuring Harry Carey and
Edith Johnson which was written by Wilham Parker and produced by Henry McRae. The principals are supported by E.
N. Wallack and L. C. Shumway. On the same date "Beans
and Bullets." a Joker comedy scenarioized by Harry Wuize
from the story by Barney Fury and produced by W. W.
Beaudine. will be released with William Franey and Galfe
Henry in the funmaking roles. Charles Conklin, Lillian Peacock. Milburn Moranti and Jack Francis also assist in the
mock Me.xican melee. There will be no Laemmle release
on this date.
Herbert Rawlinson. just out of the Universal City hospital,
will be seen for the first time since the accident which laid
him up for three weeks in "Main 4400," a Victor two-reel
comedy on October 22. The story of the play by Willard
Bradley was scenarioized by Maie Havey and produced by
William Worthington. Agnes Vernon, Harold Mathews and
Carl Von Schiller appear in support of Mr. Rawlinson. On
the same day "She Wanted a Ford." an L-Ko one-reel comedy will be released with Billie Ritchie, Gertrude Selby and
Dan Russell providing the man-power for the decrepit Ford
in question.
There will be no Imp release on this date.
The following are the titles of the Specials for the week
of October 9: Special Rex, "The Unfinished Case." one-reel
drama featuring Bob Leonard; special Big U. "A Pair of
Shadows,"^^ one reel comedy featuring Fritzi Erunett:
Laemmle, "Stolen Honors," a one-reel drama featuring Mary
Fuller: special Imp. "The Elusive
one-reel drama,
featuring Francis Ford and Grace Enemy,"
Cunard: special Victor,
"Room
Rent and Rom.ance," a comedy featuring Victor Potel.
The special one-reel Victor comedy will be entitled "The
Five Thousand Dollar Dream."

"The

Light That

Failed" Booked for a Full
Hub's Biggest House.

Week

at the

Pathe's
pictures,
be put
to has
Kipling
THE"Thefirst
Light
That work
Failed,"
been into
accorded
an unusual
honor by the famous 4,00()-seat Boston theater, of
Boston, Mass. This theater is owned by the Keiths, and on
its historic stage all of the world's greatest artists have appeared. General Manager Larsen and Theater Manager
Harris have just signed with Manager Farrell. of Pathe's
Boston office, lor a solid week's run of this Gold Rooster play
at one of the highest rental prices ever paid for a feature. By
special request of both Mr. Keith and Mr. Kii»ling the first
public .American showing of this picture is to be held at this
famous theater.
"The Light That Failed" is being booked very heavily by
every one of the various Pathe Exchanges. Long runs are
the rule. The fame of Mr. Kipling, the splendid reputation
of Robert Edeson, the success which has followed the various productions of Edward Jose, have all contributed to
the unusual amount of business being done on "The Light
A prominent
New York newspaper man to whom was
That
Failed."
shown "The Light That Failed" said. "I am not a film critic
in the professional sense of the term. My acquaintance with
the screen successes of the photoplay is not wide enough for
me to lay claim to title of critic or reviewer. But I know
when a picture grips me. I know when a picture increases
my amazement at what the film art is accomplishing. I
know when photoplay acting is illumined with genuine artistry. So I am glad to testify to the worth of a forthcomIhe Pathe release. 'The Light That Failed.'
"The story of Kipling's novel has been deviated from only
enough to meet the requirements of the screen. Personally,
I did not find these deviations leaving me with a sense of
anything lost. Essential incidents have been retained and
in m.any instances intensified by the acting of the principal
players in the film drama.
"Not since the days of 'Strongheart' have I found Robert
Edeson so satisfying. .\ new field of artistic endeavor lies
ahead of him — a field in which he gives promise of splendid
achievement."
CHANGES
AND
PROMOTIONS
IN
PARAMOUNT
PICTURES CORPORATION.
A number of changes and promotions were effected during
the past week in Paramount Pictures Corporation, immediately following the resignation of Wallace Thompson, who
had been the director of publications and advertising, for the
corporation, and the promotion of Kenneth Hodkinson to
manager of Paramount.
With the resignation of Mr. Thompson, the officers of the
corporation promoted a number of the men who had served
under Mr. Thompson and have given them the full responsibility of their departments, which had been under his jurisdiction. Charles C. Burr was named manager of the advertising
department: Charles E. Moyer. manager of publicity; Harry
I. Day. editor of Picture Progress, a monthly magazine, and
Paramount Progress. Paramount's weekly exhibitors' house
or.gan: William Hurst, manager director of the Paramount
pictographs, and a new sales promotion department will be
inaugurated immediately under the direction of Manager
Hodkinson and William W. Hines. Practically all of the
new managers of the different departments have grown up
with the organization.
CAST FOR "THE WITCHING HOUR."
The unusual cast of plavers. assembled by the Frohman
Amusement Corporation, for their forthcoming production
of Augustus Thomas' "The Witching Hour." and the fact that
nine weeks or more will be required for the completion of
the work, bears out the statement of President William L.
Sherrill of the Frohman Company that he can make a fifty
per cent, better picture, producing for the independent market than he can for program release.
In the cast of "The Witching Hour" are C. .'\ubrey Smith,
who assumes the role formerly played by John Mason. Jack
Sherrill will be "Clay Whipple" in the Thomas play. The
role of "Villa" has been entrusted to Helen Arnold, the little Kentucky beauty.
Marie Shotwell plays the part of Helen. Etta De Groff
will play the part of the youug mother, while Robert Conness. a leading personality on both stage and screen, plays
Hardniuth. George Melville will have a role somewhat
similar to that he was seen in in "The Conquest of Canaan,"
while others of importance will have conspicuous parts.
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Edwin August in Mutual Release
Program for Week of October 16 Will Show Old-Time Star
in "The Law of Nature" — Other Good Subjects.
THE
rc,«ul;ir rilca.-.c.- of Muliuil Star I'roiluctions for the
week of Octohcr lb will consist of "The \ oicc of Love,"
a drama fcaturiiiij Winiiifrcd tirecnwuod and Edward
Coxen. and "liliiff," the third of the live-part drama releases
of Koll) and Dill, the famous partners. In "The Voice of
Love" Winnifred Greenwood essays a new type of role which
is extremely becoming and well suited to the talents of the
American favorite. She is a fortune teller — a fair and dashiiig
widow, who, through the death of her husband, an ofticer in
the army ^whom she believes she had unintentionally murdered), is forced to earn her living and support her young
daughter to the best of her ability. In the role of Violet, the
boarding school teacher, is Laura Sears. Edward Coxen
plays the role of the woman's true friend. In the supporting
cast are George Field and Harvey Clark.
One of the most exciting and engrossing of dramas is
"Blutf," wherein the happy team, Kolb and Dill, find a medium
for their quick action talents that must necessarily appeal to
their many thousands of admirers.
The plot hinges on the discovery, alleged to have been made
by Louie, janitor of the thirty-second floor of the highest
building in New York, of the process for the transmutation
of "base metals into gold." Kolb and Dill and pretty May
Cloy are at their best in this five-reel drama, which with its
quaint touches of typical Kolb and Dill humor, promises to
be still more popular than "A Million for Mary," which
marked the introduction of the two players to the screen, and
"The Three Pals," their most recent release.
On Tuesday, Winnifred Greenwood, Edward Coxen ana
George Field will appear in "The Franchise," a story of
thrilling intrigue and underhanded dealings, both in love and
in politics, which almost sends to ruin an honest man.
In the roles of two young lawyers, Edward Coxen as the
honest one and George Field as the villain, these two wellliked American players do some excellent work. Winnifred
Greenwood is up to her usual mark of intelligent and sympathetic player in her part of the sweetheart for whose favor
the two young lawyers vie.
The name of Edwin August is added to the list of stars in
the drama output of the Mutual Film Corporation for the
week of October 16. Mr. August will appear in "The Law of
Nature," a two-part drama, which will go to the public on
Tuesday, October 18. "The Law of Nature" is a beautifully
set and perfectly handled piece of screen literature. Mr.
August, himself the director, spared no time or money to
secure an exquisite background for this drama which deals
with the desire for home and children, which dominates the
heart of most men. In the role of the sophisticated, cold
woman of the world, who prefers society to his childless
home, Iva Shepard appears to excellent advantage. Ruth
Blair plays the role of the simple maiden who wins the
husband's affections after his desertion by his wife has cut
him free from his marriage vows. William Bailey appears
in the role of the villain.
The remaining drama releases for the week consist of a
Gaumont two-part picture entitled "Looking Westward," appearing on Tuesday, October 19.
On Wednesday will be released the one-reel topical, Mutual
Weekly No. 94, filled with the news of the day as gathered
by the able cameramen of Pell Mitchell of the Gaumont
forces. The split-reel scenic, "See America First" and Harry
Palmer's Kartoon Komics, will also go to the public on that
day.
There are three Cub funny pictures for the week. "He
Wouldn't Tip," a comic of unusual character and full of original business, will appear Friday, Oct. 20. On Saturday, "That
Dog Gone Baby" and "The Deacon's Widow," Cubs both,
will constitute the Mutual's release.
The Sunday output will consist of the usual Vogue tworeel comedy and the Mutual's magazine in film, "Reel Life."
Paddy McQuire, with his inimitable talents, turned to "Her
Painted Pedigree," will appear in the laugh maker for Sunday.
HALL WINS UNIVERSAL SCENARIO CONTEST.
The Universal Film Company wishes to announce that
Emmet Campbell Hall of Glen Echo, Maryland, has won a
$250 prize for his two-reel drama. "Love's Masquerade," in
which Mary Fuller plays the leading role and which was released under the Gold Seal Brand on September 13.
Early in the summer the L'niversa! announced that in cooperation with the Picture-Play Ma.gazine it would hold a
scenario contest for Mary Fuller. Many scripts were submitted and two hundred are now being considered by the
Universal scenario department at Universal City.
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Sceii.irios came in in great numbers and the judges were
swamped. When the contest closed they found they had
eight lunulred good scripts. This pile was cut to two hundred. .Vuslralia contributed seven, from England came
eighteen and Canada contributed a large quota. Fifty-four
came from Mexico. Harry Cliff, Prisoner No. 64791 at Sing
Sing, entered ten scripts, two of which are now being considered by the L'niversal.

At Leading Picture Theaters
Programs

for the Motion
Week ofPicture
October
8 at New
Houses.

York's

Best

"The Intrigue" at the Strand.
the Strand Theatre Lenore Ulrich was seen in a new
photoplay entitled "The Intrigue," the story of which
deals with an important but little known part of the
present great world struggle. It portrays the secret service
and tile international intriguing for the possession of a marvelous invention — an X-Ray gun that annihilates at a distance of twenty-five miles. Miss Ulrich is supported by
Cecil Van Anker, Howard Davies, Herbert Standing, Florence Vidor and Paul Weigel.
A motion picture of unusual interest presented was that
showing President Wilson and the members of his entire
cabinet at work. Other pictures shown were fashion, educational and travel studies. The Strand Topical Review and a
new comedy.
AT

The soloists on the musical program were: Grace Hoffman, soprano; Helen Scholder, 'cellist, and Albert Wiederholt, baritone.
"Sister of Six" at the Rialto.
"Sister of Six," with Bessie Love in the leading role, was
the feature at Ifhe Rialto for the week beginning Sunday,
October 8. The scenes of this e.xciting story are laid in California during the period of 1860, and the story itself deals
with the efforts of a Spanish rancher to obtain unlawful
possession of a valuable tract of land belonging to the seven
orphan children of a New England settler. .As the elder
sister who looks after the six other youngsters. Miss Love
has a "little mother" role which she plays with tenderness
and charm. There is a love story, too, and fighting and thrills
a plenty.
The Rialto Orchestra, led by Hugo Riesenfeld, rendered
the sensuous "Bacchanale" from "Sampson and Delilah."
Herr Bach, trumpeter, played Sullivan's "Lost Chord" with
full orchestra and pipe-organ accompaniment. Dr. A. G.
Robyn at the organ. James Price, tenor, returned to The
Rialto again and sang "Then You'll Remember Me," from
"The Bohemian Girl." .Another soloist was heard and an
interpretative dance, done to the "Humoresque" by Dvorak,
was given.
New and striking views of Yellowstone Park were shown
in a travelogue and there was Mr. Rothapfel's ingeniously
edited news weekly with appropriate accompanying orchestration. Anew- comedy from the Keystone studios completed
the bill.
"The Storm" at the Broadway.
Blanche Sweet was seen at the Broadway theater in the
Jesse L. Lasky production of "The Storm," a thrilling Paramount drama written especially for her by Leighton Osmun.
The majority of the scenes w-ere taken in the mountains
near an unfrequented lake, where Natalie, a beautiful halfwild, fun-loving daughter of a retired professor, runs at will
in the wilds about the Maine summer resort where they
live. Near them are camped two young men, Robert Fielding, a young millionaire, and Sheldon Avery, who is studying
for the ministry. The two men discover Natalie, who is
more or less a child of nature, and they both fall in love w-ith
her. How the affairs are straightened out and how Natalie
goes to the man she loves, and who respects her, are presented ina series of unusually dramatic scenes.
A trip through Ireland with Burton Holm.es, ParamountBray cartoons, a Pictograph and a two-part comedv rounded
out the program.
Eighty-First Street Theater Bill.
At the Eighty-first Street theater another series of four new
Triangle pictures was shown during the week. On Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday Wilfred Lucas was seen in a drama
of heart interest — "The Rummy," a story of a human weakness that is developed into a human kindness. The picture
features on Jhursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday were
"Plain Jane." an exceptionally delightful comedy-drama in
which Bessie Barriscale is featured, and a new Triangle Keystone comedy. An excellent bill of vaudeville was offered
with the picture.
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TAXGTLED TIES (Vim), Sept. 20.— An avtrage knockabovit comedy
reel with numerous lively spots. Pokes and Jabbs show considerable "pep" in this number. Pokes goes to country hotel for
a rest, and begins to flirt with the wives of Jabbs and others. This
starts the complications that lead to Pokes' escaping from his pursuers via a telegraph wire. He sinks into a well, rises again, but once
more sinks at sight of his angry wife. Beside Pokes and Jabbs. those
on the screen include Mabel Best, Ethel Burton, Harry Naughton, Melba
Andrews, Frank Hanson and Edna Reynolds.
AN INDIAN'S LuYALTY (Biograph). Oct. 2. — Lillian Gish is featured
in this one-reel "Western" reissue. The story follows the conventional
lines of this sort of drama. The Indian is a ranch hand, suspected of
theft. The foreman, who is in love with the rancher's daughter, is instrumental in having the Indian reinstated. The Indian proves his
loyalty and gratitude when he is instrumental in saving the girl and a
sum of money from the machinations of a discharged ranch band and
his accomplice. Besides Lillian Gish, Frank Oppleman, Eddie Dillon
and Eagle Eye appear on the screen.
THE SELIG-TRIBUXE, NO. 70, 1916 (Selig). Oct. 2.— Sababa Indians
hold first Papoose Congress, San Jacinto. Cal, ; tennis tournament held
at night, Chicago ; President Wilson addresses 1,500 business men at
Shadow Lawn, N. J. ; steamer Bay State goes ashore near Portland,
Me. ; University of California freshmen and sophs in pushball contest,
Los Angeles ; fifteen hundred road boosters gather at Zion City, III., in
better roads meeting ; oil tank train wrecked, Alpine, Tex. ; society attends Piping Rock Horse Show. Locust Valley, L. I. ; twenty-six thousand U. S. soldiers in longest march since Civil War. El Paso.
MAKING AN IMPRESSION (Vitagraph), Oct. 2. — A passably good
comedy reel. Action is fast throughout, and the film is strengthened by
its lack of knockabout work. The Newlyweds hold a party at their
parents' house. Philip and Phyllis are among the guests. Philip proposes to Phyllis, boasting of his rich aunt. He gets word that the aunt
is coming to visit. The young folks plan to make the aunt believe they
are all Philip's servants. The aunt learns of the deception and makes
the "servants" do real work. She leaves surreptitiously, sending Philip
money to invest because of bis cleverness. In the cast are Wintbrop
Mandell, Jessie Miller. William Dangman, Dorothy Long and John
Wallace.
ONE STEP TOO FAR (Kalem), Oct. 3. — A fair comedy number, with
Ham. Bud and Ethel Teare. ham becomes a policeman in this reel.
Bud becomes a burglar and meets Ethel, a lady crook. Ham sees that
Bud and Ethel go to jail, biit goes "one step too far" in his own dealings
with lawbreakers.
Reviewed in the issue of October 7, page 64.
THE FABLE OF THE KID Wi.j SHIFTED HIS IDEAS TO GOLF,
ETC. (Essanay), Oct. 4. — This is an entertaining number of the George
Ade fables. As usual in this series, there is much philosophy underlying
the humor of this reel. This fable tells of the boy who wanted to be
like Jess Willard, but who listened to argument and became a golf
caddie. Later in life he becomes a rabid baseball fan, and his dying
breath is a request for baseball information. The moral is: "There is
a specific bacillus for every classified disease."
A GRAIN OF SUSPICION (Vim), Oct. 4. — This number of the Vim
Feature Comedies, in which Harry Myers and Rosemary Theby are
featured, can only be classed as fair. Although the two players work
hard, the story is weak. Many of the subtitles, though, are really
humorous. Hubby is jealous over the seeming attention paid his wife
by another man. The "other man" is a real estate agent from whom
the wife has bought a lot as a surprise to hubby. He hires a detective
and learns the supposed interloper's identity when the former is arrested
by the detective.
THE SELIG-TRIBUNE, NO. 80. 1916 (Selig), Oct. 5.— Members of San
Diego. Cal.. Rowing Club give diving exhibition ; $500,000 fire at St.
Charles. Mo., destroys part of big bridge ; members of Pennsylvania
State Mitilia bold athletic tournament. EI Paso; Federal. State and
City unite in celebrating 200th anniversary of Boston Light; boys of
the public schools take part In aquatic games, San Francisco, Cal. ; pictures of pitchers who will take the mound in World Series, Boston.
Mass. : forest fires destroy oil well derricks and timber in vicinity of
Xewhall, Cal.. Ohio Field Artillery brings first war balloon to border,
EI Paso; Pennsylvania State troops in four-day hike across mountains,
Mt. Franklin,
Tex.
ROYAL BLOOD (Vim). Oct. 5. — A fair comedy number, with Plump
and Runt doing their best with a rather poor story. The girl's
mother wants her to marry nobility. She chooses red rather than blue
blood. Plump and Runt get over a few laughs in their attempts to
appear aristocratic, and the fur begins to fly when the real count ap-
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pears. I'lump I Babe Hardy i, Runt (Billy Ruge). Edna Reynolds. Ray
Godfrey,
Florence McLoughlin and Bert Tracey
form the east.
STOLEN PLUMAGE (Kalem). Oct. 6.— A review printed on page 64
in the issue of October 7 says "there are quite a number of laughs in
this number, in which Ivy Close is featured." Henry Murdoch is seen
as the Oriental potentate who follows Algy ( Arthur Albertson ) to
America because the latter has stolen the tail feathers of the sacred
Dumdlkky bird.
The reel contains much passable knockabout work.
STRICTLY BUSINESS (Vim). Oct. (1.— A quite lively knockabout
number. Pokes and Jabbs are the funmakers in this reel. Pokes gets a
job as a book agent and insists on selling Jabbs a book. Pokes is relentless in his pursuit of Jabbs. and no matter how many times he is
thrown about he sticks to his ambition. Finally Jabbs capitulates, only
to find that the book agent has sold every one in his household a book.
Besides Pokes and Jabbs, there appear on the screen Mabel Best, Ethel
Burton and Harry Naughton.
THE BLOCKED TRACK (Kalem). Oct. 7.— Helen Gibson furnishes a
thrill in this number of the "Hazards of Helen ' series when she climbs
a telegraph wire into a tree, jumps from a limb of the tree onto a fastmoving train, and thwarts the hold-up men's efforts to rob the pay car.
The reel is up to the average of preceding releases. Reviewed in the
issue of October 7, page 64.
THE CANBYHILL OUTLAWS (Selig). Oct. 7.— An excellent "Western." in which Tom .Mix has crowded plenty of action in the form of
riding, shooting and other cowboy feats. Tom and the sheriff are both
in love with Vicky. The sheriff sends Tom out to round up the Canbyhill outlaws. Tom finds that the band have kidnapped Vicky. He
captures them and the outlaw leader tells him that the band are in
league with the sheriff, and that the latter has notified them of Tom's
presence in the vicinity. Tom kills the sheriff. In the cast are Tom
Mix, Victoria Forde, Pat Cbrisman and Joe Ryan.

General Film Company Specials
TWIN FATES (Essanay). Sept. 30.— Although not entirely new in
theme, original touches and ingenious handling make this three-reel
drama an acceptable short-length subject. Good work is done by Marguerite Clayton. Sydney Ainsworth and Edmund F. Cobb. The picture
conveys the story of a wealthy young drunkard who is given a last
chance to make good. On his way to another city he gets off the train
and shoots himself. His identity is taken by a tramp, who makes good
in the position meant for the youth. The youth has not killed himself.
but has lost his memory completely. The ex-tramp is discovered to be
an impostor and is accused of the supposed murder of the youth. The
one-time sweetheart of the ex-tramp discovers the youth working as
a chauffeur. Sight of him brings back the young man's memory, and
everything is adjusted happily.
IN THE HOUSE OF THE CHIEF (Selig), Oct. 2.— Melodrama of the
most melodramatic sort is found in this three reeler. which will particularly appeal to those who like stories of crime and the underworld.
Eugenie Besserer does good character work as Mme. Le Blanc, who
conducts a "fence." The madam's daughter and her clerk are in love.
The clerk is "framed" by the madame and goes to jail. He gets out
in a year and obtains a job on the police force. He rises to the position
of chief. He sends for Mme. Le Blanc's daughter, who has gone to
Paris. The madame finally runs afoul of the police and commits suicide
when she sees that the ex-clerk is now chief. The cast includes Vivian
Reed. Charles West. Sidney Smith and A. W. Wilson. Directed by T.
X. Heffron.
AN OLD-FASHIONAD GIRL (Essanay), Oct. 3. — A wholesome two
reeler. The picture pleases in its romanticism, and. although the story
could have been done in less than two reels, the film is acceptable. The
girl (Marguerite Clayton) does not care for the society idler her mother
has picked out. Her ideal is a big man who can do things. Her
wealthy parents bring her to a fashionable hotel in the country, where
she meets a young civil engineer. He has reason to believe she is a poor
country girl. Love springs up between them and the romance culminates
when the girl meets the engineer in consultation with her father. There
are several spots of humor in the picture. The cast is comprised of
Marguerite Clayton, Patrick Calhoun, John Cossar, Florence Oberle and
Ullrich Haupt.
UNDER THE GASLIGHT (Biograph), Oct. 4.— A review of this
three-part adaptation of Augustin Daly's melodrama appeared in the
issue of Sept. 16. It is a strong picture in which a particularly able
characterization is given by Lionel Barrymore. Others in the cast
are Millicent Evans, Isabel Rea, Irene Howley and Thomas Jefferson.
The production supplied by Director Lawrence Marston is of good
quality.
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THK WEB OP GllLT I Kakm I , Oct. 4.— No. 8 of "Tbe Girl from
'l-'rlsco" series, This iwo-reel opisode Is a compelling number ot Robert Welles Rltehle's stories. The plot deals with a murder mystery
and its clever and logical solution by Barbara Dreiit (Marin Sals) and
John Wallace iTrue Uoanlmnn). The chapter was reviewed at length
on page (tl of the Issue of October 7.

Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
THE

SOCIAL lUtf.WKKH. Oct. HI A livi-part adaptation of Frederick S. Isham's novel ft'atu^iu^ J. Warren Kcrrisan and Louise Lovely.
The production suffers from a bodly constructed adaptation, the story
losing much of its force thereby. The story is bused on a peculiarly
conceived idea of philanthropy.
A full review will be found elsewhere.

Fox Film Corporation
THE STRAIC.HT WAY I Fux I , on, 1 .— A live-reel picture written
and produced by Will is. Davis. Tbi> best thing about it is the good
photography. thaCs One. Tho story is but a collection of improbable
situations. Leaving out tho juveniles, there is no character in It who
Is not either a fool or a brute. The acting of tho leading woman is
weak.

Greater Vitagraph (V-L-S-E, Inc.)
A PRINCE l.\ A FAW.NSHOF (Vitagraph). Oct. IC— A five-part adaptation of a play by Marie de Sarlabous and Andre de Segurola, featuring
the noted actor Barney Bernard. Mr. Bernard's work is delightful as always, but the picture itself is too long drawn out. In the cast beside the
star are Garry McGarry, Bobby Connelly, Charlotte Ives, Edna Hunter,
Brinsley Shaw and Lester Bernard. The picture was made by Paul
Scardon.
A full review appears elsewhere,
THE SCARLET RUNNER. NO. 3 (Vitagraph), Oct. IG.— "Tbe
Masked Ball" brings Christopher Into association with a crook who has
planned to rob the guests at a masked ball held in Loudon. He tells
Christopher that he is going to return the stolen jewels at the supper
and claim the prize diamond. His suspicions aroused by a forced accomplice of the villain. Christopher turns the table and forces a premature return of the booty.

International Film Service, Inc.
HEARST-INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. I'J. 1916 (Oct.
3). — Itrtwklyn and Philadelphia baseball teams battle in pennant race —
Boston Red Sox clinch American League pennant ; newly-equipped Serb
army entrains for front, near Saloniki, Greece: twelve V. S, battleships
csrort interned German liners to navy yard. Old Point Comfort; a day
with President Wilson at Shadow Lawn ; test submerging powers of new
type submarines at Bremen ; device for catching torpedoes demonstrated
at Newport. R, I, : with the German Army "somewhere in France" ;
Harvard defeats Bates in first football game of season, Cambridge. Mass,
HEARST-INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 80, 1916 (Oct.
6). — On the Balkan front with Photoprapher Ariel L. Varges ; interned
German cruiser. Prinz Eitel Eriederich, arrives in Philadelphia Navy
Yard ; Suffrage leaders begin tour of twenty-eight states, Albany, N, Y. ;
Czar Ferdinand of Bulgaria visits large steel plant at Trzynietz ; cowboys conquer savage horses at annual round-up, Pendleton, Ore. ; new
military balloon tried out at El Paso — Pennsylvania National Guardsmen
in athletic tournament ; footlights and fashions ; old frigate Franklin
beached and burned to get gold and copper rivets, Eastport. Me. ;
World Series contestants — Boston Red Sox and Brooklyn Dodgers, prepare for struggle.

Mutual Film Corporation
SEE AMERICA FIRST, XO. 56 (Gaumont). Oct. 4.— "Baltimore and
Annapolis. Maryland" is the subjects of this number ot the Gaumont
travel series. It contains a resume of the principal monuments, the
docks, and various points of historic interest in the vicinity, including
Port McHenry. The Baltimore oyster fleet is also an item of interest.
A Palmer cartoon entitled "Abraham and the Opposum" finishes the
re«l.
MUTUAL WEEKLY. XO. i>2 (Mutual), Oct. 4,— Interesting items of this
issue are the Piping Rock Horse Show at Locust Valley, L, I. : King
George of England with his troops in France; a fruit special wrecked
at Fresno, Cal. ; a rodeo at Modesto, Cal. ; Thomas Edison greeting
old-time telegraphers at West Orange. N. J,, and the Royal Engineera
of England making a record on tbe manufacture of pontoon bridges.
OH FOR A CAVE MAX (Cub). Oct. 6.— A farce comedy featuring
Billie Rhodes as the sister of a college boy who deceives his father Into
believing his chum to be a minister's son. The sister whose fancies
torn toward the cave man type, has her illusion rudely jarred by a
joke playtd on her by her brother. The impersonation is a very good
one. but the subject is rather tawdry.
TH.\T WONDERFUL W^IFE (Cub), Oct. 7, — An amusing comedy featuring Billie Rhodes. Two young people meet in an unusual fashion
while trying to board a train. The acquaintanceship ripens into love,
and various amusing incidents occur, among them the substituting of
Billie for another man's wife to cover an embarrassing situation for a
friend of her sweetheart's.
Quite amusing,
WON BY A FOWL (Cub). Oct. 7. — Rather an amusing comedy In
which Billie Rhodes is the star. A young couple in a dilemma because
the cook has decided to leave on the very day that they have promised
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to give an old grouchy uncle a birthday party, are central figures.
What happens is quite amusing, Billie Rhodes as. the wife, gives a refined Impersonation.
REEL LIFE. NO, 23 (Gaumont), Oct. 8.— This loads off with some
Intimate scenes from tho dally life of Mary Miles Mlnter. the Mutual's
youngest star. Then comes Interesting scones from a back-yard farm,
40x100 feet. In Providence, R, I. A big variety of apples, pears and
smaller fruits are shown. The strongest feature is the closing one.
which pictures the way to handle a canoe, how to rescue capsized persons, etc. This contains some tips worth knowing about a popular but
rather risky pastime.

Mutual Film Corporation Specials.
PANTOMAS NO. 5 (Gaumont). Oct. .I.— ■■The False Magistrate^' Is tho
title ot this thrilling number o( a splendid serial. In It Juve. hearing
that Fantomas Is contlned In a Belgian prison, schemes to help him
escape, take his place In the prison, and afterward bo the means of
his re-capture in order that the honor of his arrest may be his. Fantomas. after his escape, commits two more crimes, the first one being
the murder of a magistrate In whose clothes with the aid of a wig and
a false beard he evades the police for considerable time.
A TOUCH OF HIGH LIFE (Vogue). Oct. 8.— A two-reel eccentric
comedy, featuring Paddy McQulre. Arthur Moon and Gypsy Abbot.
It pictures the experiences of a street cleaner who takes home an intoxicated man. borrows a letter of introduction from the iatter's clothes
and goes to the beach for a good time. While the main Idea Is good, tho
humor throughout is forced rather than spontaneous and tor some reason
falls to bring much laughter. The number as a whole Is lacking in
strength.

CITIZENS ALL (American). Oct. 9.— A fairly Interesting two-part
number with Winnifred Greenwood and Ed Coxcn in the leading roles.
The picture has a good moral and no doubt has a place to (ill In persuading American citizens against racial prejudice during the present world
war. Two men. one a Frenchman and the other a German, become
deadly enemies because their native countries are at war. The son
and daughter ot the respective tarailies fall in love with one another,
and marry : and at the birth of a baby boy the old folks decide to
become naturalized American citizens and forget their grievances.
PHIL HOLDEN- WASTER (Mutual Star Production). Oct. 0.— An unusually interesting five-part comedy-drama featuring Richard Bennett,
whose interpretation of the character of Phil Holden, whose leaning
toward literary pursuits do not coincide with his spending propensities,
is excellent. The turning of the tables on his brother, who has spent
considerable ot his life in reproaching Phil for his careless financing is
amusing: for when Phil does take a notion to change his ways he almost
ruins his brother by a speculation that lines his own pockets and enables
him to help his brother out of a crisis.
THAT SHARP NOTE (Beauty). Oct. 10.— A two-part number in which
Murphy, the right-hand man ot Filson, Is sent to deliver a note to Ambassador Jones, who must in turn deliver it to Flyser. Kingland^s spies
make considerable trouble for Murphy, after which an order arrives
countermanding the delivery ot the note. There is not much point to
this production, which seems to be. strictly speaking, neither comedy nor
drama.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
FLORENCE ROSE FASHIONS NO, C (Pathe). Oct. 15.-Thls number
contains a review of dainty wedding garments. The bride's full outfit Is
exhibited in the same attractive manner in which all of the Florence
Rose fashions have been shown.
LUKE AND THE BANG-TAILS (Rolin). Oct. 1.5.— A farce comedy in
which Luke and his pal do service at a racing stable. The manner
in which the horses seemingly take part in the business of the play is
very amusing. This number will be a welcome comedy addition to the
program of any picture theater.

Pathe Exchange, Inc. Specials
THE SHIELDING SHADOW. No. :i (Astra). Oct. 15.— ■'The Mystic
Defender" proves to be quite as interesting as the two preceding chapters
of this serial. In it are introduced
two new characters. Muriel, a cabaret
dancer, and her brother, who also are aided by the "Shielding Shadow."
Some exceiien cabaret scenes are incorporated herein. An attempt by
Muriel to lure a confession ot the forging of the note, on the persuasion,
by the way, of the "Shielding Shadow," from One Lamp Louie, is frustrated by the breaking out of a fire. Leontine is also protected from the
threatened violence ot her husband by the "Shielding Shadow."
THE GRIP OF EVIL (Balboa). Oct. 13.— The fourteenth and concluding chapter of this serial is called "Humanity Triumphant." The
title is significant ot the dominating theme. The answer to the question
■•Is Humanity in the Grip of Evil?" is in the negative, that loves rules
the world. The closing episode shows Burton kidnapped in order to
extort money from him. and when this is not forthcoming the philanthrophlst Is threatened with death. The prisoner is released after an appeal to
the would-be murderers in which strong emphasis is laid upon the love of
thejr mothers for them — a not too convincing denouement, considering
the bloodthirsty character ot the Hellcats. The action is marked by some
eXL'lting scenes.
THE LIGHT THAT FAILED (Gold Rooster Play), Oct. 15.— A five-part
adaptation of Rudyard Kipling's story. The story has suffered much In
its transfer to the screen. A full review of the production will be found
elsewhere.
A NATIONS'S PERIL (Pathe), Oct. 15.— A two-part drama of International intrigue. Octavia Ilandworth. Paul Panzer, and other well-known
lilayers appear in the cast.
The story on which the picture Is based
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IS an interesting one, and affords a spectacle when the woman elected
to aid in obtaining a chart of the ha'rbor from the U. S. Naval department pushes the button which explodes a mine beneath the craft in which
her confederates are making their escape with the chart.

Triangle Film Corporation.
THE OLD FOLKS AT HOME .Fine Arts). Oct. 15.— An interesting
story and character analysis by Rupert Hughes. Mr. Beerbohm Tree is
in the cast with rather scant opportunity.
THE RETURN* OF -DRAW EGAX (Ince). Oct, 15.— A powerful story
of character reformation through opportunity, in which William S. Hart
finds a chance to interpret with great vigor and intelligence. A fascinating story.

Zoe Beck, proves a very engaging little actress. She learns to use the
telephone and invites her warring parents to her birthday party, where
the domestic break is patched up. The story is simple, but appealing
and well-presented. Edna Maison. Douglas Gerard and L. M. Wells are
in the cast.
A good subject of the quiet, homelike type.
THE CONSPIRACY fBison). Oct. 21. --A two-reel pubjtct. by Wm.
Parker, featuring L. C. Shuraway, Harry Carey and Editli Johnson.
This pictures the manner in which a crooked secretary to a railroad
president gets into the clutches of a loan shark. To square himself,
he plans a coup and tries to throw the blame on another office man.
The latter, in love with the president's daughter, is at first the scapegoat, but later clears himself and wins the girl. The story has no exceptional originality, but has good action and is enacted by an appealing cast.

World-Pictures.

Universal Film Mfg. Company
WITH THE SPIRIT'S HELP (Xestor). Oct. 2.— A first-rate farce dealing with the surprise of a fake medium and his dupes when spirits unexpectedly respond to appeals for signs from the other world. An
eloping couple is responsible for the deception. Lee Moran, Priscilla
Dean and Eddie Lyons are in the cast.
WHEN LITTLE LINDY SANG (Powers), Oct. 15.— A pleasing juvenile
number written by Olga Printzlau and produced by Lule Warrenton. It
features a clever little colored girl in a country school, who sings too
loud. She uses her voice to advantage, however, in stopping a fire
panic. The story is touching and well presented. It will be appreciated
by old as well as young.
HIS OWN NEMESIS (Nestor), Oct. 16.— A comedy, by Walter H.
Newman, featuring Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran and Priscilla Dean. The
main situations, in which Gaston has unwittingly employed his friend's
wife to act as his model, is an amusing one. Bloodshed is threatened
when the truth becomes known, but peace is restored and all ends
happily.
This makes a pleasing comedy subject.
SAFETY FIRST (L-KO.), Oct. IS— An eccentric comedy, featuring
two crooks who have made a successful haul. One crawls into the
safe, in which the t)ther has placed an infernal machine. He Is lowered
from the window in the safe. A chase and explosion follow. These latter scenes are best, but, as a whole, the number is only fairly successful.
THE GOLD BAND (Rex), Oct. 20.— The conclusion of this story, by
Harvey Gates, lacks definiteness, otherwise the picture is satisfactory
and quite human in its characterization. A young wife becomes a
stenographer, posing as an unmarried woman. The attentions of her
employer are observed by her husband, working in the same oflflce ; but
the affair has no serious consequences. Hal Cooley and Helen Leslie
play the leads.
PATS PASTEING WAYS (Nestor), Oct. 21.— An amusing little
trifle, in which Pat Rooney acts as bill poster at the local opera bouse.
He pastes his bills on cows, horses, goats or any other objects that will
hold them. He then plans to elope with a lady advance agent, but her
husband turns up and prevents this. Not much in plot, but rather
funny in some respects.

Universal Film Mfg. Co. Specials
TRAPPED (Universal Special Feature). Oct. 9.— This ninth episode of
"Liberty" contains much realistic border warfare. Real bullets are
apparently fired during the clash between the Mexicans and Texas
troopers. The director. Jacques Jaccard and photographer. Milton
Moore, are accomplishing some very interesting things in this serial,
which is of timely appeal. Liberty and Rutledge free themselves from
the bandits and the former flees with Pedro, leaving the captain and
other troopers at the ruins of a "dobe hut, where the fighting takes
place.
BARRIERS OF SOCIETY (Red Feather). Oct. 16.— A five-reel offering, by Clarke Irvine, featuring Dorothy Davenport. Emory Johnson
and Richard Morris. This follows the lives of a girl born of rich
parents and a boy bom of poor parents on the seacoast. The chief
scenes occur on an uncharted island, whither the girl has been lured by
a man she does not love. The story is simple in plot and quite appealing. Some of the construction is a little choppy, but it has a good adventurous flavor and retains the interest in spite of some weaknesses.
TIMOTHY DOBBS— THAT'S ME, NO. 10. "Fame at Last" (fniversal
Special Feature), Oct. 16. — Being unable to pay their board bill, Dobbs
and his valet are at the mercy of their landlady, who puts Dobbfe to
work scrubbing floors while his companion in distress tries to better
their fortunes by posing as a blind beggar. Dobbs escapes being placed
in hock, and takes advantage of an offer made by a prize fight promoter. He wins the money offered, but when he comes to collect the
manager has disappeared. At last he locates as an actor in the Universal studio and there the story ends. These two reels, the last in the
series, make excellent comedy, especially in the passage devoted to the
prize fight. Carter DeHaven and Robert Milash have shown themselves
to be an amusing team in a picture of good comedy value.
THE WRATH OF "CACTUS" MOORE (Gold Seal). Oct. 17.— A threereel Western subject, written by Wm. V. Mong, who plays the leading
role. "Cactus" Moore is a fire-eating old ranchman, whose son wishes
to marry the daughter of the man who was his own rival in early
days. The old man protests in various ways, even branding horses unlawfully to throw suspicion on the girl's father. But at length he
succumbs and even goes so far as to attend the wedding. The presentation is ordinary, but the story is rendered rather unusual by the
character of "Cactus."
This holds the interest in spite of some faults.
THROUGH BAbY'S VOICE (Laemmle), Oct. 18. — A two-reel number.
by Calder Johnstone. The young married couple separate and the
judge and attorney
take their child.
The little girl, impersonated by
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THE HIDDEN SCAR (Peerlesst. Oct. 16.— A five-part production
featuring Holbrook Blinn and Ethel Clayton. The story on which the
picture is based was written by Mrs. Owen Bronson, and has evidently
been poorly scenarioized. The action of the production is weak and
often meaningless. The story itself is interesting and the picture will
be enjoyed for this reason.
A full review appears elsewhere.

Theda Bara Enacts Juliet
Famous

Actress Will Be Seen in An Elaborate Fox Interpretation of the Shakesperean Tragedy.
WILLIAM FOX announces Theda Bara, the great emotional
actress, in a magnificent and colorful picturization of
"Romeo and Juliet." Shakespeare's tragedy. This superproduction will be released as a part of the regular Fox program. It will be shown to the public for the first time at the
Academy of Music.
This epochal film, which adheres precisely to the poet's masterly play,inhas
work Jersey.
for manyThousands
weeks atofWilliam
studio
Fortbeen
Lee,in New
dollars Fox's
were
spent to insure absolute accuracy in details, as well as in essentials. From many standpoints the picture should prove
one of the real triumphs recorded in the history of the silent
drama.
The settings throughout are entirely worthy of the production. Among those particularly attractive are the fateful
masquerade ball, the beautiful balcony scene, and the city of
Verona. The story has not been sacrificed in any attempt to obtain extra film footage. It was decided that five reels would
make the most effective screen version of "Romeo and Juliet."
and only five reels were taken. Acting, direction, scenarloj
photography, film cutting — everything in connection with the
picture was placed in charge of experts.
It Is needless to dilate upon Miss Bara's eminent fitness for
portraying before the camera the intensely tragic character
of Verona's fairest maid. Miss Bara's success as an emotional
artist has been recognized internationally.
Mr. Fox engaged a supporting cast which is strong and well
balanced. Harry Hilliard gives a remarkable presentation of
the role of Romeo.
Among the principals in the cast Glen White, Walter Law and
John Webb Dillion have acted in many of William Fox's recent
releases. Einar Linden will be recalled for his splendid performance as Don Jose in the Fox picturization of "Carmen."
Alice Gale has a record of thirty years' success on the stage;
for several seasons she acted the Nurse in the legitimate. Jane
and Katherine L/Ce will not be missed from the production.
These two children have the parts of pages. The name of J.
Gordon Edwards, who has made most of the Bara photoplays,
guarantees the excellence of the direction.

THE

LATIN

AMERICAN

PRODUCING

COMPANY.

The Latin American Producing Company, incorporated under
the laws of the State of New York for the principal purpose
of producing moving picture films particularly adapted to the
Latin American countries, but also of international interest
which will make them acceptable to other foreign countries
and to the North American market as well.
Paul Trinchera. president of the new company and general
director of the production of the new company as newspaper
man and moving picture director, has traveled in almost all
Europe. Africa and America and knows what kind of pictures
w-ill be acceptable to a cosmopolitan audience. His moving
picture career started as a scenario writer, and after co-operating with the director in putting on his scenarios, learned the
camera technique and the direction. Mr. Trinchera has produced pictures in Italy, France and recently in New York.
Clarence Woodhams, the general manager of the new company, has been connected for several years with different automobile enterprises. The offices of the new company are located
at 1482 Broadway.

ROLIN

COMPANY'S

FIRST

COMEDY

FOR

PATHE.

The Rolin Company has just made their first two-reel comedy
for Pathe. Judging from the unanimous approval by the
Pathe film committee of "Luke's Lively Life." which was the
name of the comedy, others of the same length may be seen
in the near future. Harold Lloyd. Harry Pollard and Bebe
Daniels are in the cast and their antics in the big restaurant
scenes are indescribably funny.
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Manufacturers' Advance Notes
^
PRE-SHOWING

OF

"THE

VAMPIRES."

The Kre;tl siu-crss of "Fantrtmas** as the first three-reel series
ever released in America will be more than Ouplieated by the
next Gaumont three-reel series, "The Vampires.'* if the words
of praise of exhibitors who have had a foretaste of the series
at Mutual branches can be taken as indicative of the general
s.riti merit
'Pht- first two
episodes
are now
beInK
shown

VARIETY

FILMS

GETS

TERRISS

PICTURE.

I.ouis Rosenbluh, the President of the Variety Films Corporation, announces that he has acquired the rights for New York
and New Jersey, of the new Tom Terriss feature film, "My
Country First." which deals with the timely topics of patriotism and preparedness, bringing home in a powerful manner the
necessity for America to arm herself against outside enemies.
Mr. Terriss enacts the star role in this photoplay, which is
in six parts, and is supported by a remarkable company, including Jill Woodward, who gives a noteworthy representation
<if a vampire role, and Helene Ziegfield, who contributes a
I emarkable
characterization.
The plot of "My Country First" concerns itself with the
thrilling adventures of a young inventor, who plans to give to
the United States his secret formula for a powerful explosive.
A band of international spies contrives a plot to filch from
him the secret of the explosive. How they are foiled in their
attempts, after numerous sensational adventures, forms the
substance of what is declared to be a highly interesting plot.

LOCKWOOD

AND

ALLISON

IN

"BIG

TREMAINE."

Harold Lock wood and May Allison, the Metro- Yorke stars,
:it the present time absorbed in their respective screen characterizations in "Big Tremaine." by Marie Van Vorst, proved to
i>e of a charitable disposition, when they presented a Los
Angeles orphan asylum with two large bales of cotton. It was
while Mr. Lock wood and Miss Allison were working in the
Imperial
Valley, for
California,
for scenes
in "Big
Tremaine"
the
inspiration
this charitable
act came
to them.
The that
two

Scene £rom "The Vampires" (Gaumont).
throughout the country that exhibitors may know exactly
what they are to offer their patrons in booking "The Vampires" for nine weekly episodes.
Branch managers are writing the Gaumont Company in
terms
which
indicateit that
'"TheallVampires"
will duplicate
the
success with which
has met
over the world.
It not only
holds the record at the Palais Gaumont, Paris, but also at a
number of English theaters and colonial amusement houses.
The series is entirely new to America. The actors include
some of the most popular screen artists of France.
Here follow some of the comments from Mutual branch
managers: Atlanta: The verdict of exhibitors at the private
pre-view was unanimous in favor of "The Vampires." They
are just the kind of subjects exhibitors are looking for. Boston: "The Vampires" met with the approval of a large number
of exhibitors who were present at the run-off. We look for a
large amount of business on this series. Cleveland; We anticipate a greater volume of business even than on "Fantomas."
New Orleans: "The Vampires" pleased exhibitors. Prospects
look bright for the series in this territory. Pittsburgh: Exceptionally good, and will go over well in this territory. St.
I>ouls: Exhibitors very well pleased. Washington: Impression is most favorable.
Prospects are extremely bright.

BASEBALL

EPISODE SERIES.
IN "BEATRICE

bales of cotton were picked by members of the "Big Tremaine"
cast, and brought to Los Angeles in Mr. Lockwood's new automobile.
All the cotton for California is raised in the Imperial Valley
and some beautiful shots of the fields in bloom were secured
by Cameraman Tony Gaudio under the direction of Henry Otto.
"Big Tremaine" is laid in Virginia, which explains why Director Henry Otto and his company journeyed in quest of
cotton fields.
"MAROONED"

(Essanay).

An out-of-doors story with beautiful water scenes is this
three-act drama, which tells a forceful story that is punctured
by many thrills. A yacht afire and daring rescues on a rocky
beach furnish interesting action and the value of the picture
is further accentuated by excellent photographs and good
selection of locations. The yacht used in the picture is the
"Tringa," belonging to Mayor William Hale Thompson of Chi-

FAIRFAX"

"Play Ball," the tenth episode of the International's photoplay series "Beatrice Fairfax." will be released next Monday,
October 9th. while the World's Series is in progress. It is one
of the most interesting and realistic of the episodes and will
undoubtedly make a strong appeal to the baseball fans.
kidnapping
theThestarepisode
pitcher has
of to
the doNewwith
Yorkthe Giants.
Many ofof "Kerrigan,"
the scenes
were made at the Polo Grounds during the recent benefit game
between the Giants and the Yankees, which was witnessed by
more than 18,000 persons. It shows both teams in action, with
Manager McGraw of the Giants, Manager Donovan of the
Yankees and all the stars, including Benny Kauff, Charley
Herzog. "Heinle" Zimmerman, Fritz Maisel, Walter Kipp and
others putting up as great a game as they ever played. The
camera caught Benny Kauff knocking the home run which
won the game, and the vast audience going wild with enthusiasm.
It was in this game that Fred Schupp. tlie Giant pitcher,
was knocked out of the box by the Yankees, after which he
started his long run of victories which form a part of the
Giants' great record.
In addition to the baseball stars, four of the International's
stars have prominent parts in the episode. They are Harry
Fox. who is the real star of the series: Grace Darling, Olive
Thomas, the famous beauty, and Nigel Barrie.

Scene from "Marooned"
cago,
Alice
with
sailor
class

(Essanay).

who is an enthusiastic yachtsman. Edward Arnold and
McChesney appear in the leading roles. The plot deals
a yachting cruise, the rescue of a girl of the party by a
and the development
of a love affair which
Ignores
distinctions.
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Lasky to Present Prize Picture
Fannie

PICTURE
MRS.

Ward

in "Witchcraft," Unusual Production Written
by Columbia University Student.
of the unusual
ft-:itures about the Lasky
production,
"Witchcraft."
which
will be released
on the Paramount
Program on October 16 with the captivating Fannie Ward
in the stellar role, is the fact that this is the photodrama
which won the prize contest held at Columbia University under
the auspices of the Jesse L. Lasky
Feature
Play Company.

ONE
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WORLD
GILBERTIE

LEAROCK

IN

"IN

THE

DIPLO-

With Francis X. Bushman MATIC
and SERVICE."
Beverly Bayne in the new
Metro-Quality production. "In the Diplomatic Service." is Mrs.
Gilbertie Learock. member of a celebrated old theatrical family.
Her husband's brother was the late George Learock. leading
man for Thomas Keene. Edwin Booth. Lawrence Barrett, Madame Rhea, and other famous stage celebrities, and director of
Forepaugh's
stock company
in Philadelphia.
Mrs. Learock was before her marriage Gilbertie Davidson,
daughter of John X. Davidson, manager of the old Davidson
opera liouse, St. Paul. Following the family bent. Mrs. Learock
went on was
the stage,
withshe"Little
when
Corinne
little.first
For appearing
three years
playedCorinne,"
the mannish
w<mian, Nera Mann, with Ward and Yokes in "A Run on the
Bank." In "The Female Drummer," with Johnstone Bennett,
she
played when
the star
under
on several
occasions
the part
latter
was Miss
ill. Bennett's
Not longname
afterward
she
retired from the stage, but returned to public life when motion pictures, of whicli she is very fond, came into vogue.
For Metro she has appeared in "Dimples," for Selig in "A
Milk White Flag" with Otis Harlan, and for the Advance in
"The Making of John Hayes."

GAUMONT

Scene
from
'"Witchcraft"
(Lasky).
The author of this intense and unusual drama is Dr. R.
Ralston Reed, a physician of Morristown. Xew Jersey, and one
of the members of the new class in photodramatics at Columbia. Dr. Reed is not a professional writer of scenarios, but
his story was technique
held by the
judge's
be the
photodramatic
among
the toscores
of best
plays example
submitted.of
Professor V. O. Freeburg at Columbia started the class last
winter and the co-operation of the Lasky Company was offered in conducting a contest for the best photoplay written
during the initial year of the class. William C. de MiUe, the
celebrated Lasky director, also a Columbia alumnus, who has
been actively identified with the picture production, acted as
the principal judge and read all the manuscripts
submitted.
In addition to receiving a substantial sum for the photo drama, Dr. Reed was given a trip to the Lasky studio at
Hollywood, at the expense of the company, where he met
Fannie Ward, the charming star, and also saw the play in the
process of making.

FIFTH

EPISODE

OF "THE YELLOW
WEEK.

MENACE"

THIS

The title of the fifth episode of "The Yellow Menace." released this week by the Unity Sales Corporation, is called "The
Haunted House." In this episode the Government authorities
become increasingly alarmed over the activities of Ali Singh
and his agents. Senator Stevens of Oregon shares the fate of
Senator Johnson and his death is the result of "The Yellow
Menace" treachery.
Najla, after being temporarily safe from Ali Singh's clutches,
has taken up her residence with Margaret Bronson and May
Manning, and the efforts of Errol Manning and Bronson are
directed toward keeping the three girls protected and away
from danger. In spite of all precautions, however, they are
told that Errol Manning and Willard Bronson are being kept
in a house some distance away and need their assistance.
Fooled by this trick, the girls rush to this house; are captured
and held as hostages with a threat of torture if they did not
swear obedience to Ali Singh's commands.
Manning and Bronson. overwhelmingly alarmed at this fresh
attack on the girls, immediately set about to rescue them,
but their horror at the plight of the hapless girls is nothing
compared witli the consternation caused by a cable from London, announcing that Willard Bronson's father, the banker, has
been murdered in London, whither he had gone on important
business. Willard Bronson realizes that Ali Singh has carried
out his threat on his father's life and swears vengeance on
this hostile arch fiend, who seems to stop at nothing and
■whose every threat so far he has carried out.

STRAND

FILM

SERVICE

ENLARGES

CAMERAMAN'S

TERRITORY.

Eugene W. Castle was such a successful cameraman, having
a liighly developed nose for news, that he secured for San
Francisco a larger representation than it had ever had before in the Mutual Weekly. After watching his work for
some time, the Gaumont Company has now decided to widen
his opportunities by turning him loose on the Pacific Coast
for "Reel Life" and "See America First." Mr. Castle's only
instructions are to send in pictures that are suitable for these
single-reel releases. His roving commission permits him to
travel from the Canadian border to Mexico wherever water
flows into the Pacific Ocean.
Mr. Castle has just left for Chicago and the far west, after
having spent ten days at the Gaumont studios. Flushing,
N. Y. While at the Gaumont headquarters he conferred with
Pell Mitchell, his old chief, and the editors and directors of the
two single-reels which he will now represent. In Chicago Mr.
Castle will visit the main offices of the Mutual Film Corporation.
He is planning to carry a complete photographic outfit while in
the field, insuring excellent still pictures for publicity purposes, something highly appreciated by exhibitors as an advertising adjunct.
The San Francisco territory for the Mutual Weekly will now
be covered by Bertin E. Moisant.

MOUNTAIN

STATES

ACQUIRED

BY LESSER.

A deal has just been closed between the Mutual Film
Corporation and the All Star Features Distributors, Inc., for
"Purity" for the states of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming and New
Mexico.
This move on the part of Sol Lesser's concern opens a field
of greater activity, as the Mountain States have always been a
territory coveted by him. The move materially strengthens
his buying power on the Pacific Coast, as it is his intention
to include this territory, as well as the coast, in negotiations
for the big features to be released in the future.

"ONLY

A ROSE"

(Selig).

"Only a Rose" is the name of a wonderful Selig Diamond
Special written by Will M. Ritchie, and released in regular
service through General Film on Monday, October 16. Among

ORGANIZED.

The Strand Film Service, a new entry into tlie ranks of the
film exchanges, has been organized by Al Posen and Bob
Millstein, both well known in the trade. Offices have been
opened in the Gaiety Theater Building. Broadway and 46th
street. New York. The new company will embark on a policy
of acquiring only pictures of proven merit, and facilities have
been arranged providing for a thorough system of distribution
to local exhibitors.

Scene from "Only a Rose" (Selig).
the well-known players featured in this drama are Robyn
Adair, Virginia Kirtley. Leo Pierson and Eugenie Forde. There
is unique photography in this production, and an exciting plot
ending.
full of pathos and appeal, logically carried out to the final

FLORENCE

TURNER

MOVING

PICTURE

IN "REDEEMED"

(Mutual).

changes and have already been booked In nearly every sctlon
uf the country. Tweedledum Is master of the art of acrobatic
comedy and his stunts are sure to cause a sensation. He has
been dubbed "The Scream uf the Screen" and those who see
iiini will admit ho Is all of that.

In "Ueilt-eined." the furl lud tiling .Muuiiil Star Pruduc-lion.
Florence Turner, "the Heriihardt uf the screen," has a
ttiorouKhly tmitiible vehicle fur the display of her talents as an
emotional
the little Italian grlrl adrift
In London, actress.
she is at As
her "Marea."
best.
I'nder the direction of the famous Larry Trimble. •'Uedeemed" has the tin ished quality wliich characterizes all of
the Turner lilms. Scenes taken in the burninK' Adelplii theater

WORLD

"STEPPING

Scene from "Redeemed"
(Mutual).
with a panic stricken mob trying to escape through blocked
doors, is perhaps the most sensational thing of its sort ever
done.
Miss Turner's soulful eyes and beauty of expression make her
an ideal "Marea." In this story where a helpless foreign girl
is cast into the hands of villains by her own cousin, a selfish
actress, but holds her own and wins the place her cousin lo-ses
in the appeal.
end. Miss Turner's sympat:hetic personality makes a
strong
"Redeemed"' has a wonderful background — London in all its
teeming bustle of humanity, ilr, Trimble has made the best
use of the color of his settings, as he always does, and "Redeemed" is worthily set.

STRONG

BOX

OFFICE

ATTRACTION.

That the box office angle is sometimes lost sight of by the
newspaper reviewers of a picture is shown by the success
of Palhe's "The Shadow of Her Past." in which Lina Cavalieri
and Lucien Mu rat ore are starred. The fact that the picture
was made abroad overshadowed in the reviewers' minds the
wonderful drawing value of Cavalieri "the most beautiful
woman in the world." For a number of years the famous opera
singer has been one of the most talked of women in both
Europe and America. Every American has read of her; to
every American she is more than a name. That vast publicity
has money value to the exhibitor, regardless of the locality
In which the picture was filmed. The reviewers, being critics
and not exhibitors, in many cases "damned it with too faint
praise." It was "foreign." "the actors gesticulated too much,"
"the story was hackneyed."
etc.
etc.
Exhibitors, however, saw the opportunity for effective advertising. They clamored for "The Shadow of Her Past,"
played it up strong and then reaped a harvest. The crowds
came. liked the picture, and spoke about it to their friends.
Bookings of three and four days were lengthened to a week.
The result was that many a house record was broken and the
exhibitors reaped and are reaping a harvest.

UNITY

RELEASING

"TWEEDLEDUM"

WESTWARD"

(Gaumont).

The CauiiuM t mut ribMliciii lu Mutual J'icture.s calls for a
three- reel phrtiuJi aiii.-i ea;-h week, in aclditi'^n to the three
single reels. There are alsu five- reel feature releases from
time to time The "Fantonas" series have been satisfying
this three- reel demand, and when "The Vampires" begins It
will furnish three reels weekly fur nine weeks. However, there
are several weeks to be filled between the two series, and
C^ctober 19 will see released a two-reel photodrama and a onereel shadowgraph to make up the necessary offering from
Gaumont studios.
The two- reel dranui is "Stepping Westward," an entertaining story of youthful romance that does not lead to marriage
until the threshold of old ase is reached when the pair are
"stepping westward" into the evening of life. In this play
(George Lark in does some of the best wurk of his career as
the youthful lover who enlists in the Civil War and is given
up for dead. He measures up in fine fasliion to the opportunities for contrasted acting which come upon his meeting the
woman he loved after both have grown old. Miss Mabel Van
Buren has the part of the girl.

AMERICAN

^VALIERI
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HISTORY

DEPICTED

IN "SLOTH."

Ch;irIolte AValker has just completed fur Mc(_'lure Pictures
one of the most unique plays in the history of motion picture
production. First, it is unusual because Miss Walker does not
appear in either the first reel or the fifth reel of this five-reel
film. Secondly, when Miss Walker does appear, she portrays
three historic characters. The second film shows her depicting
Margaret Brent, the beautiful, passionate, high-bred girl who
became Lord Baltimore's official representative in the early
settlement days of Maryland, and whose advocacy of the vote
won for her the title "First Feminist of America."
In the third film Miss Walker assumes the role of Sally Wells,
a little sixteen-year-old maid of an Old Dutch settlement on
Staten Island, who braved the perils of the wilderness practically alone,
to buildRiver,
a homeTheon fourth
her father's
grant the
of land
up on the
Hudson
film shows
star far
in
the part of Molly Pitcher, the dearest hoyden in American history, who followed her husband into the thick of Revolutionary warfare, and turned the tide of victory toward the Continental Army in the battle of Monmouth.
Notwithstanding these historic scenes. "Sloth" has a modern
setting. A young girl (Shirley Mason) is asked by her soldierlover (George Le Guere) to choose between her life of luxurious indolence, and a life in which pioneer courage is required.
Miss Walker steps from the past in her quaint characters to
influence the girl to choose the heroic way of showing her the
heritage of bravery and devotion to country that has come
down to inspire American women of to-day.
To insure the historical accuracy of her settings and costumes

COMEDIES.

The title of the first "Tweedledum" release, set for the weerc
of October 9. is called "Torpedoed by Cupid," a one-reeler
which offers "Tweedledum" a full opportunity to display his
powers. Playing the role of a country sweetheart who sees
his best girl "made love to" by two intruding rivals. Tweedledum proceeds to play all manner of tricks upon them and his
sweetheart's parents, which is not a very safe thing to do, as
the stor\- shows. After climbing a few trees in an automobile.
in their wild effort to elope, Tweedledum and the girl finally
take refuge on an outgoing ship, which the fond parents and
the disappointed love rivals blow up. The lovers, however,
are impervious to all such discomforts and drift into shore.
wrapped in each others' arms and sitting on a large nonslnkable box. Tweedledum Is supported by Babette. his wife.
known as "Tweedledee." Louise Carver, in character parts, Tom
Murray. Rex Adams and Billy Slade.
These comedies will be released weekly through Unity Ex-

Scene from

"Sloth"

(McClure).

Miss Walker invested in $60 worth of books dealing with the
various periods of the play, and spent weeks in absorbing the
atmospheres of these quaint times.
"Sloth" emphasizes the dangers of indolence in our national
life; the peril of permitting luxury to usurp the place of the
simplicity of our forefathers. The introduction of this theme
connects the series Seven Deadly Sins with the national side
of life in a vivid and stirring way — and it is confidently predicted that "Sloth" will do more to rouse the nation's conscience than any play or book yet put forth.
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THE
PATHE'S

MOVIXG

"SULTANA"
GOLD
ROOSTER
NATURAL A COLORS.

IN

Pathe
will release
October
Gold
Rooster
Play inonPathe
color.2inh "The Sultana." a beautiful
The and
story features
is an adaption
from Henry
C. particularly
Rowland's popular
novel,
Ruth Roland
in a role
suited
to her personality and talents. She is supported by William
Conklin and a capable Balboa cast including Daniel Gilfeather.
Charles Dudley, and Frank Erlanger.
When
the Pathe offi-

PICTURE

WORLD

October 21, 1916

President Richard A. Rowland, of the Metro Pictures Corporation. In Vancouver the initial Metro attraction at the Dominion theater was Mme. Petrova in "My Madonna," produced by Popular Plays and Players. In Nanaimo Metro's
first offering was Edmund Breese in "The Shooting of Dan
McGrew"
and in Victoria the Metro program was presented for
the first time.

NEW

CREDIT

RULES

FOR

MILWAUKEE.

At a regular meeting of the Film Men's Credit Association,
held in Milwaukee. September IS, 1916. the following rules
1916). suggested and unanimously accepted (effective October 1.
were

Scene from "The Sultana" (Pathe).
cials first viewed this film they were so impressed with the
careful artistic selection the Balboa directors had exercised
in the outdoor settings that they decided to give it an added
value, and sent it to the Pathe studios in Prance to be colored.
In its present shape it is a splendid example of color photography.
"The Sultana" is a priceless jewel, and the story centers
around its mysterious appearances and reappearances, and the
weird affect it has on the destinies of all who come within
the radiance of its dazzling dangerous rays. The action begins
amid the whirl of the wheel and the clink of gold where Dame
Fortune frowns on Doctor Mills (William Conklin), but before
the tale ends the old adage proves true that "Unlucky at cards
lucky at love." There is crisp action to every foot, and thrills
and romance have been worked into a scenario of pleasing
balance with suspense consistently sustained throughout.
"The Sultana." as it is rich in dramatic situations and
beautified by natural coloring, should prove to be a most ac
ceptable offering.

G. VERE

TYLER

SUBJECT

FOR

VIVIAN

FOR

"THE

MARTIN.

In accordance with its policy of obtaining the best available
subjects for its stars, the Morosco-Pallas organization has
closed with G. Vere Tyler, the well known essayist and fictionist, for the motion picture rights of "The Wax Model." This
novelette created considerable attention in "The Smart Set"
about a year ago and will be produced on the screen with
Vivian Martin in the star part.
Mrs. Tyler has had many motion picture offers for this subject and it was only after a particularly flattering offer was
made by Morosco-Pallas, that she agreed to have it appear on
the screen. The name of G. Vere Tyler is prominently known
and represents one of tlie most interesting and versatile women
authors. Besides having written a series of novels and leading
articles for the press, Mrs. Tyler is a regular contributor to
many magazines and periodicals. Among her best known
novels are "Passion," "The Prodigal Daughter," "Dregs in the
Cup," and the most recent published by Duflleld & Co., "The
Daughter of a Rebel."

FLOOD

OF

INQUIRIES

NOW

SHOWING IN CANADA
TO COAST.

"MISS

GEORGE

WASHINGTON"
CLARK.

FOR

MARGUERITE

"Miss George Washington," the story of a girl who could not
tell the truth, is the title of the first photoplay selected for

CRISIS."

One of the busiest places in Xew York City during the past
few days has been the office of H. A. Sherman, President of
Sherman-Elliott, Inc., 220 West 42d Street. New York City,
where the state rights for the latest film production of note.
"The Crisis." are being handled. The work that Mr. Sherman
would offer the Eastern states to state rights buyers, retaining
Chicago and all territory west for himself, has brought a
response that is said to have made a record in the sale of
any of the great films.

METRO

Owing to the fact that exhibitors desire to advertise coming
attractions with a greater degree of certainty of getting them,
the film exchanges being members of this association agree to
arrange their bookings so that booking sheets will be
mailed to exhibitors one week in advance. If a cancellation
is desired; For example bookings, week of October 16 to 22,
cancellation on any day of this week should be in the office of
the exchange Monday. October 9.
"In order to carry out the spirit of this rule it will be
impossible to accept cancellations for bookings unless they
reach the exchange on the Monday of the week prior to play
date. In the case of the above bookers of all exchanges are
to make use of the most desirable subjects and to prevent
the oft-repeated waste of leaving film on the shelves, which
many exhibitors would have liked to have in place of what
was booked them.
Cancellations reaching the exchanges after the specified
period will be honored and charge for program will be made as
if no cancellation had been received. The members of the Film
Men's Credit Association feel that this rule will benefit the
showman who attends to his bookings in business-like manner
and will work hardship only on the man who carelessly fails
to realize that once a film is booked it is not available to anybody but the exhibitor it was intended for. The saving in
clerical work alone that will result from the observance of
this rule will enable every exchange to give better, more dependable service, entirely aside from the saving it will mean
to exhibitors in express charges for paper that will not be used.
The members of the association are certain that the progressive elements among the exhibitors will encourage all
others to join in this movement designed to save money and
aggravation to everybody concerned.
FILM
MEN'S CREDIT
ASSOCIATION.
Signed;
GENERAL FILM CO., H. L. Convay, Mgr.
MUTUAL FILM CORP.. O. E. Golz. Mgr.
UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGE. J. R. Thomson, Mgr.
PATHE
EXCHANGE.
INC., F. G. Honick, Mgr.

FROM

COAST

With the introduction of Metro features in three of the
leading theaters in British Columbia, under most auspicious
circumstances, the connecting link of Metro theaters in Canada,
from coast to coast, has been consummated. Herbert Lubin.
who is in charge of the distribution of Metro wonderplays in
Canada, through the Standard Film Service, Ltd.. has wired an
extended
report of Metro's reception in the new territory to

Scene from "Miss George Washington" (Famous Players).
Marguerite Clark by the Famous Players Film Company since
the renewal of her contract announced last week. Bernice
Somers. the character played by Miss Clark, is dubbed "Miss
George Washington" by her friends after she has successfully
fooled the members of the George Washington Truth Society
into presenting her with a medal for never having told a lie.
J. Searle Dawley. who is directing the picture, has engaged
several notables in support of Miss Clark, including Frank
Losee, Xiles Welch. Florence Marten, Joseph Gleason. Maude
Turner Gordon. "Billy" Watson and Herbert Prior.
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"SHIELDING

SHADOW"

BOOKINGS

MOVING

INCREASE.

The blpr business reported by every one of Pathe's thirty exchnnRes in advance of the release of "The ShieMInK Shadow."
known as the wonder serial, increased beyond all expectations
during the first week of the release.
Ai the request of a majority of the branch manaf::ers. who
have booked "The Shielding Shadow" for longer runs at better
theaters than any other aerial has enjoyed, it has been decided
by J. A. Berst. vice-president and general manager of Pathe
Exchange, to postpone Indefinitely the release of "Pearl of
the Army," the new military serialMost of the advance bookings on "The Shielding Shadow"
were for the first run. showing in large theaters in the metropolitan cities. Exhibitors in the smaller cities, remembering
how they profited by the advertising of the first run houses
on
"The
Iron serial
Claw." for
eagerly
to book
the wonder
first awaited
showing anIn opportunity
their communities.
These bookings have swelled the total business on "The Shielding Shadow" to record figures. Already nine of the exchanges
have wired for extra prints and reorders have been placed for
all advertising matter.

HOMMEL

& CO. ISSUE CATALOG.

Ludwlg Hommcl & Co. of 947 Penn avenue. Pittsburgh, has
issued a forty-eight-page catalog of the various articles handled
by the big house in Western Pennsylvania, It is entitled "Hommel's Encyclopedia of 'Everything for the Playhouse." " The
contents make good the rather wide claim. In the opening
pages is a foreword by Ludwig Hommel, the president of the
company. It is a plain talk to exhibitors, and in it he talks
to picture men about their business and about his business.
Single pages are devoted to the Simplex, Motiograph. Power's
6A and D:Power's
Baird, Edison,
both Super-Kinetoscope and
ilodel
and the6B,Hommel
Economizer.
There are pages devoted to Hommel's Specialties, and featured
are Hommel's Indestructible brass slides, Hommel's announcement slides, and Hommel's Meniscus bi-convex condensing lens.
Twenty-three pages are given over to an alphabetical list of
the supplies kept in stock by Hommel. Then, too. there are
photographs of the president, of the working staff, and of the
eight -story structure in which the company is housed. The
booklet should be a most "handy thing to keep in the house."

S. B., BLAKELY

RETURNS

WITH MANY

ORDERS.

S. B. Blakely, representative of the Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company, who has been traveling through the Northwest and Western states, returned to the factory this week
with many orders for Motiographs. Mr. Blakely states that he
could have mailed his orders, but he was fearful that the factory would not give them the attention he wanted his customers to have in regard to delivering machines to them at
an early date, hence his trip to the factory. He reports that
the exhibitors are very well satisfied with the outlook for fall
business, especially after the extremely warm weather of the
summer.

"THE SHINE

GIRL" TAKEN

UP BY WOMEN'S

CLUBS.

"The Shine Girl." tht^ Pathe Gold Rooster play produced by
Thanhouser, has been taken up by the Women's Clubs everywhere. In San Antonio. Texas, according to "The Light," of
that city, the local Women's Club arranged for a private showing of the picture, and after seeing it the members told the
reporter that "The Shine Girl" was "the cleanest, sweetest
picture" they had ever seen, and declared that there should be
more pictures of the sort to "bring sunshine into people's
lives."
Henry Hull, the young actor who electrified Broadway recently by his vivid performance of the leading part in "The
Man W^ho Came Back,'" at the Playhouse, is acting daytimes in
the
forthcoming
Robert Warwick. photoplay, "The Honor of the Waynes," with
The title
of Marie
new "Tillie"
issued
by the
World Dressler's
Film Corporation,
haspicture
been
"Tillies Night Out" to "Tillie's Day Off." The
made because most of the scenes of this comedy
the daytime.
• •
«

shortly to
be
shifted
from
change was
took place in

Director Charles Swickard of Universal City nearly has completed "The Lie," in five reels featuring Hobart Henley and
Gertrude Selby. The story is by J. Grubb Alexander, and contains a Chinese atmosphere.•
•
•
In the new picture. "The Scarlet Oath," the alluring Gail Kane
plays twins, and it Is a hard matter for the spectator to decide which one of Miss Kane to pick.

•

•

•

Harold Entwhistle. who plays Wilfred Templeton, the father,
in
the first
wonderplay
entitled.
"Love, aHonor
and having
Obey,"
directed
by Metro
W. Christy
Cabanne.
is himself
director,
acted in that capacity for the California Motion Picture Corporation. Frances Nelson is starred, and Nlles Welch featured
in the new production.
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While a five-reel feature fs being prepared for him, Director
Phillips Smalley is filming a two-reel drama, "The Two Rebels,"
at Universal City. The leads are being played by Violet Schram
and Jay Belasco.

Picture Theaters Projected
AKRON. O. — Henry Krause will erect a one-story moving
picture theater, 30 by 100 feet, to cost $6,000.
ARDMORE. OKLA. — Stiles Construction Company, of Chicago,
has the contract for the erection of a modern moving picture
house for the Princess Theater Company: three-story front:
white tile and bufif brick; seating capacity of 1,200, with balcony and gallery.
BEAVER FALLS. PA.— Howard P. Dawson, Fidelity Title &
Trust building. Pittsburgh, Pa., will erect a one-story moving
picture theater, 41 by 145 feet. Lessee, Colonial theater, Samuel
Goodman, manager, 1125 Seventh ave.
BRADDOCK, PA. — Frederick Kemerle will erect a three-story
moving picture theater and apartment building, to cost J20,000.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.— William J. Gruehler Co.. 219 E. High
street, has the contract to erect a one-story brick moving picture theater for the Belvidere Theater Company on Germantown avenue, near Gravers lane; 34 by 71 feet; slag roof; steam
heat; electric lights; metal lath; tile work; roof ventilators.
The structure when completed will represent an investment of
about $10,000.
NASHVILLE, TENN. — John Krech is having plans prepared
by Asmus & Norton for a modern fireproof moving picture
theater.
QUANAH. TEXAS. — Reeves & Reneau have the contract to
erect a $12,000 moving picture theater for Z. R. Henderson.
RADFORD, VA. — W. R. Roberts, Jr., will erect a moving' picture theater. 30 by 130 feet.
COLUMBUS. WIS. — A. Rudloff plans to erect a one-story moving picture theater, 40 by 90 feet, to cost $8,000.
GREEN BAT. WIS. — Dominic Hagerty. 415 So. Washington
street, is reported about ready to start work on the erection of
a $5,000 moving picture theater.

At Liberty Oct. 15th
A Moving Picture Man of over 10 years' experience isopen for offers of a position as General and Advertising Manager of Large Theatre
or Circuit, Film Salesman, Exchange or Sales
Manager; or Publicity Man for Film Mfr. or
Producer. Advertiser is a young native American, experienced in all these lines, energetic, well
educated in several languages, has no objections
to traveling or locating anywhere ; not afraid of
hard work or long hours. Can furnish best of
references and surety bond if required. Address
"PIONEER," c/o Moving Picture World. 1/
Madison Ave.

Wanted

Theatres

in Xew York City. Will BUY, RENT
or LEASE your moving picture theatre.
WRITE us your location, capacity, and
we will communicate with you at once.
Address "Contidential," care of M. P.
World, 17 Madison Ave.. X. Y. C.
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Civilization'' Out of the Tremont

Frank H. Vine Leaves International.
Boston, Mass. — Frank H. Vine, formeny
V. ith the World Film and the Pathe exchange here in Boston, has severed his
fonnection with the local office of the
International Film Service and is now
in Maine on a hunting trip. Edwin K,
McCloskey, one of the original New England road men for the International Film
S -rvice. has also quit the International.
XcCloskey was at one time correspondent
in this territory for the Moving Picture
V.'orld and later was connected with the
General Film Company in the South.

AI. H. Woods Would Not Change Booking Dates for Mrs. Fiske so David E. Dow
Has to Close Big Film Feature for the Time Being — Will Come Back — Picture
Will Be Shown in Providence and Other New England Cities.
B,\ William
F. Flynn, SO Summer
Street. Boston. Mass.
After the performance that evening Miss
BOSTON. Mass. — Because Al H Woods
refuses to change the bookin§:s of Mrs.
Huelett was the guest of aianager Soriero
Fiske. David E. Dow of the New Ensland
at a dinner in the Winter Garden at the
Hotel Westminster, at which all the draFilm Distributing: Company has been forced
matic editors on the Boston newspapers
to take "Civilization" out of the Tremont
were present.
theater at the close of its present run.
Boston. Mass. — Frank A. Brady, who
The booking- of "Potash & Perlmutter,"
has been connected with the local offices
which was scheduled to play the Tremont.
ot
the General Film, V-L-S-E and the
L. J. Reardon, Manager at V-L-S-E.
was chang-ed so that the film might remain
World Film, and who is now manager of
Boston, Mass. — L. J. Reardon, formerly
there, but Al Woods insisted that Mrs.
the
local serial department of the Patne
assistant manager of the Boston office of
Piske show at the house according to
exchange under E. A. Parrell, says that
the V-L-S-E. has been made manager and
schedule, and there was nothing left for
"Shielding
Shadows," one of the latest
placed in charge of the entire New England
Dow to do but to announce the closing
Pnthe serials, has the biggest advance
territory. He takes the place of George
date of the present run.
bookings of any serials Pathe has ever
Balsdon.
who
is
now
directing
the
affairs
"Civilization." however, will be broui^ht
of the New York office.
back to Boston just as soon as an available
put out.
theater is found in which the film can be
shown. There are four "Civilization"
shows in this territory at the present time.
Mr. Dow might have placed the show in
Tremont Temple, but in doing so he would
have been obliged to give up nine nights
Interesting Maryland Theater Provides Four Reels and Charges Five Cents Adout of the first month owing to the regular
mission—Patrons See Two of Them and Then Ushers Go Down the Aisles and
Temple concert program, and he decided
to wait until he could get a house where
Collect Another Jitney, If They Want to Stay.
the film could be shown without breaking
By J. M. Shellman.
1902 Mt. Royal
Terrace. Baltimore.
Md.
the run.
was seen to that everything which had
"Civilization" has been booked for a run
ST. MICHAEL.
MD.— It will probably be
been
banned,
down
to
the
smallest detail
of
interest
to
other
exhibitors
to
learn
at the Hippodrome in Providence, R. I.,
of the eliminations, which included most
how Lee & Wrightson,
owners and manand among other places in New England
agers of the Electric Rainbow theater in
where it is destined to be shown in the
all the scenes in which the great love beSt. Michaels. Md., run their theater. The
tween the leading characters is shown,
near future are Hartford, Conn.. New
many sub- titles and other vital parts of
program consists of four reels, with an inHaven, Conn.. New Bedford, Fall River,
the story, were slashed from the picture.
Springfield, Pittsfield, Lawrence and Mantermission between the showing of every
chester. N, H.
It is understood from a reliable source
two. The general admission price is 5
that the picture as censored has lost so
cents, but the most interesting fea
much of the story as it was originally
ture is the fact that after two reels have
Rescue of Gladys Huelett Blocks Street
intended to be screened, that it is well
been shown, a sign is flashed on the
Boston. Mass. — To block Washington
nigh impossible for the audience to folscreen to the effect that all patrons In
street, the principal avenue of travel in
low the plot with anything like a concise
the
house
who
wish
to
remain
to
view
Boston, for more than five minutes is sufunderstanding of what it is all about. A
the other two reels will have to pay an
ficient cause for arrest, but Manager
well-known
figure in the exhibiting busiextra
five
cents.
Then
the
managers
go
Thomas Soriero of the Park theater
ness of this city has given it as his
down the aisles, much the same as a car
blocked this same street for nearly an
opinion that the slashing down by the
conductor,
and
collect
the
additional
jithour and escaped without even a repriboard in this case is absolutely without
neys. In this way the theater really
mand, and the reason for it was this:
reason and that while the picture originalcharges an admission price of ten cents,
Miss Gladys Huelett. one of the stars in
ly contained a splendid moral, the censor
but
gives
its
patrons
the
privilege
of
seethe Pathe release. "The Shine Girl," was
mill has weakened this to such an extent
ing two reels for five cents if for any reaplaying with the film at the Park theater
tity.
that
it has almost become a minus quanson
they
prefer
to
leave
after
that
time.
and when her cue came to go on she was
This house is partitioned off into two
not to be found. A hurried search of the
sections,
each
having
a
screen,
and
while
theater revealed the fact she had been acStork Brings Boy to G. H. Payne.
one is used by the colored pations. the
cidentally locked in her dressing room.
other is used by the whites, and supplies
Baltimore, Md. — "Is everything all
There was no available key to fit the door
its
own
electricity
from
a
dynamo
in
a
right?"
asked A. B. Price of the Mt. Royal.
of the dressing room and the only way to
rear room, but now that arrangements
"As fine as silk." answered G. H. Payn-;,
get Miss Huelett out of the room was
are being made to light the town by
assistant manager of the Artcraft Pictures
down
current from the municipal plant at EasCorporation in Washington, and then
street. over a ladder into Washington
ton, Md., it is supposed that they may
when this writer butted in to find out
A ladder was procured and raised to the
connect
with
this
and
keep
the
other
for
what it was all about it was announced
window. Washington street was crowded
emergencies.
that
the stork had visited the home of
at the time and hundreds of persons, susMr. and Mrs. Payne in Washington on
pecting that something out of the ordinary
Friday.
September 29. and left, in their
was about to happen, blocked the street
Little Left to "Victory."
care, a bouncing 724. pound baby boy. Mr.
in the vicinity of the theater. A camera
Baltimore. Md. — The Lou-Tellegen film
Price
and
this writer heartily congratuman for the Pathe weekly appeared on the
"The Victory of Conscience" — what was
lated Mr. Payne, for both understand the
left of it — was run as the feature on the
scene and while Miss Huelett was making
elation
attendant
to the event.
her escape from the dressing room, aided
program of the Great Wizard theater. 30
by Manager Soriero and several attaches
West Lexington street, for the first three
The
Edmondson
Lights Up.
of the theater, he took several feet of the
days of last week. On Monday, October
Incident. The picture, it was said, would
2. just before this picture was shown on
Baltimore. Md. — The Edmondson theathe screen at this theater, a member of
be released in the Pathe weeklies and later
ter. Edmondson and Pulaski streets, which
be made part of a big Pathe production.
the Censor Board went up into the prois under the management of L. Schlichter,
Hard luck — Prudence the Pirate had to
jection room and personally superintendalso part owner of the enterprise, was
walk the ladder.
ed a mighty
clipping-out
of scenes.
It
again opened
to the public on Monday,

Exhibitor

Collects Another Fare
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October 2. T(i«: owners nf this tlieatt-r
opuriito the Itrld^e ttu'iiter next dour, unit
It hiis iH-on the poliey nf ihls I'onipuny
to elose the former <lurinv,' the sunimoimonths.
Berman's May Resume Under Joe Fields
lialtiniore. Mil. — Float ln>r thrnup:h the
ai conu-y the wireless that Ki'inian's theaIt-r, 913 Kast Baltlmoro street, will shortly open, to the puhllc nj;aiii after a dark
perl'ul of mftn>' weeks, and If rumor Is
correct, it is understood that Joe Fields,
who Is now manaKini;; the Leader theater
on South Broadway, a Pearce & Scheck
enterprise, may manage this house.
Ladies* Orchestra at New Pickwick.
Baltimore, Md. — A ladies' orchestra was
introduced as a feature last week at iho
New Pickwick theater. 115 North Howard
street, by G. H. Oaffney. the owner and
manatfer. Mr. Gaffney stales that this orchestra has created favorable comment all
over the country and that they are Washington ians. The pieces in the orchestra
include a violin, piano, cornet and drum.
Charles Thropp to Manage the Victoria.
Baltimore, Md, — Goinx east on Baltimore
street, one suddenly seees at 415 East
Baltimore street a newly decorated buildinjr which is crrowintr with a mass of
lights. It is the Nixon Victoria theater.
formerly run by Pearce & Scheck. It has
now taken on quite a young and galla
appearance and is receiving the public
In crowds. Mr. Nixon-Nirdlinger has ])ut
Manager Charles Thropp, who has been
associated with his enterprises for the
past 17 years, in charge.
CAPITAL
CITY
NOTES.
Petty Thefts Annoy Exchange Men.
\V.ishingtt>n. 1 1. r. — A nunihyr «.f the exchanges have been troubled more or less
of late by many petty thefts. These usually occur on Sunday, at a time when
there is no one in the exchanges, entrance to which is obtained by means of
duplicate keys. The latest complaint to
the police is from the International Film
Service, of 712 Eleventh street, northwest.
where the drawer of the bookkeeper's
desk was broken open and a metal cash
box and a kodak was stolen. In the cash
box was a sum of money and a quantity
of stamps. It was a short time ago that
this exchange was similarly visited and
many stamps stolen. If it is the same person or persons responsible for all of this
it will certainly be a long sentence that
will h>- metf-.l out in the police court.
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Postmasters Must Be Quicker
New

Letter of Instruction Orders More Speed in Attending to Adjustment of
Claims for Property Injured in the Mail and of the C. O. D. or the Insured
Class— Important Change in the Color of the Tags.
Ity Clarence I.. XAnz. W.i:, Tenth fat. N. E.. WasIilnKton.
D. C.
WASHIN'*;;T0N,
D.
C. — Employees
of of the newspaper.
The three advertisethe Tost Office Department have been
ment arsuments
following
Sunday andwere
to thepublished
authors the
of these
directed to use more care in the handling
the prizes were awarded.
of claims for Indemnity on account of
loss and damage in the mail of insured
New Tints at Leader Theater.
and C. O. D, mailer. In a letter of instructions to employees of the postal serWashington. D. C. — The Leader theater
vice. Assistant Postmaster General A. M.
on Ninth street, northwest, near E street,
has got the clean-up, paint -up disease,
Dockery
states that
an that
examination
o-'
such
applications
shows
In a great
which each fall spreads over the city of
many instances postmasters are not comWashington. Corbln Sheild, manager of
plying with existing regulations requirthis house, is overseeing the work of
ing immediate attention to Indemnity
painters, who are giving the interior a
claims and to all inquiries received in
coat of old rose to match the handsome
regard thereto. Employees handling
red carpet that has been laid over the
claims are further directed to familiarize
llooi- of the auditorium, and the red hangthemselves with these regulations and
ings that have been put into place. The
see that all information called for in
exterior of the theater is to be taken care
of later.
the documents and in published instructions from the department has been proA number of other changes are to be
cured, and that any additional data which
made at the Leader, including an orchestra
is necessary to the proper consideration
of five pieces, if a good one can be obof the claim is furnished.
tained. In speaking of this. Mr. Sheild
It is said that as negligence in not
says that it is possible to get plenty of
complying fully with the regulations, demusicians, but what are wanted are those
that can synchronize with the pictures,
lays the adjustment of claims and subjects the department to severe criticii=
as the feature plays shown at this liieater
from claimants, postmasters are expected
are accompanied by musical scores.
to see personally that the provisions o
the regulations are observed by their ofNew K-E-S-E Exchange Chosen.
fices in every instance.
Washiii:it on, D. C- — A h.indsome new exchange is being fitted out at 601 F street,
Tags Must Now Be Light Yellow.
northwest, for the Kleine-Edison-SeligPostnia.-^ters are being instructed liy the
Essanay Services. Mr. Berger. the local
Pest Office Department to call a.ttention
manager, is having the work pushed forto those patrons of the C. O. D. service
ward to completion as much as possible
who have their own tags printed, of the
and posters and other advertising matter
change in color from red to light canary
are on the shelves. Further announcement concerning this exchange will b.
yellow, and the change in the arrangement and manner of printing both on
made at a later date.
the face and the reverse sides.
Tickets for Ad. Writing Prizes.
Washington. D. C. — The Washington
Herald,
cooperation
withlastMoore's
den andinStrand
theaters,
week Garheld
a contest, the prizes in which consisted
of ten tickets each to the theaters named.
A page of advertisements was printed in
the newspaper and readers were invited
to pick out the one that appealed to them
most. They were further invited to then
write the kind of an advertising argument that they thought will sell most of
the article or proposition advertised and
tn mail or lirini;- the same to the office

District
of Forbids
Columbia
Commissioner Brownslow
Picture to Be Pans
Shown — It Is ''Purity"
Said That at the
Time of His Decision He
WASHINGTON. D. C— A great deal of
comment has been occasioned by the action of the District authorities in refusing to allow the exhibition in Washington of the photoplay "Purity." It has
been condemned by Commissioner Brownlow, it is said, because of the fact of the
presence of a woman in the nude, although
he had not viewed the picture, and based
his action largely upon the advertising
matter that appeared in the local press.
And be it said at the start that the writer
is inclined to believe that the advertising
in question was slightly overdone and
possibly might be considered as of a type
that
films. would prejudice any one against the

"Purity" has been passed by the Maryland state board of censors and in Washington a private showing to ministers.
public officials, and others, brought fo-'
nothing but praise as to photography.
and it was said by one of those present
that objection could only be made bv
those having evil thoughts themselves,
there being absolutely nothing in the film
as shown that could be obscene.
It hardly seeems fair that this film
should be suppressed in this way and it

Had Not Seen the Film.
would l^e a hard matter to find many who
will join with Mr. Brownlow or O. K.
the stand taken by him. In commenting
thereon Tom Moore, in whose Strand theater the film was booked for a showing
and who has widely advertised it. said:
"We boast of our liberty, our fairness,
that no one is convicted without a hearing, and yet here is a film play termed
by critics and artists an art classic condemned by a man who has never seen
it." The stand taken by Mr. Brownlow
cannot be considered as other than arbitrary and very regrettable, possibly open
to censure.
The episode, while full of advertising
possibilities, is not very desirable, for at
the time of the opening of the theater
for thethere
Sunday
with of"Purity"
booked,
was a show
large crowd
people
in the streets waiting to enter the Strand.
who were very much disappointed in being forced to see something else, and
many of them went away with the belief
that possibly something had been put over
on them. Just what action Mr. ^loore
will take in view of existing circumstances is not as yet known. Sidney B.
ritory.is booking the photoplay in this terLust

International Office at Charlotte, N. C.
Washinton, 1). C. — E. W. Ritch. formerly
manager of the New Crystal theater in
Goldsboro. N. C, has accepted a position
as roadman with the International Film
Service. Mr. Ritch was located in Goldsboro for eight years and is well known
in both North and South Carolina. It is
these states that he will cover, and an
office has been secured for him in the
Princess Theater building in Charlotte,
N. C. This place has been furnished with
a stock of posters, photographs and other
advertising matter, and quite a number
of reels have also been shipped to Charlotte to be used in making up emergency
shows.
In commenting upon this move on the
part of the local exchange. Manager Fritz
\\'athne, of the Washington office, states
that he will now be able to give a much
better service to the exhibitors in North
and South Carolina, and with Mr. Ritch
on the ground, better arrangements can
be made all around. Frank Christ oph,
who formerly covered the states of North
and South Carolina, will now handle Virginia and West Virginia, replacing Frank
Hunter, who is no longer connected with
the exchange.
A. L. Barney with Mutual.
Baltimore, Md. — A. L. Barney, who was
formerly associated with the Pathe offices
in New York City, has now joined the
Baltimore force of the Mutual. Mr. Barney assumed charge of his new duties as
traveling representative, covering the territory including Baltimore, Delaware and
the eastern shore of Mar>land.
New P. O. Station Appreciated.
Washington, D. C. — Local exchange
managers will find very convenient the
new post office station opened at 514
Eleventh street, northwest. They have
found it very inconvenient to have to
send to distant points for stamps, to have
letters registered and to transact their
postal business.
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Stillman

Cleveland's Four Hundred Make Premier
of Magnificent
New
Motion Picture
Theater a Brilliant Social Event — Dedication
Banquet
Follows
the Show —
Some Special Details of the House and Men Behind It.
By Hubert
Persons,
410 Standard
Theater,
Cleveland.
Ohio.
CLEVELAND, O. — The motion picture has
reached new heights in Cleveland. For
the first time in history society, ever a
patron of the motion picture in an individual sense, turned out to make the opening' of a new theater a distinct social event.
It was at the premier of the new Stillman
theater on September 29.
It seemed, to the eye of the discriminating- society editor, that an opera season
was being inaugurated. The social "Four
Hundred" of Cleveland gave over one evening strictly to an appreciation of the motion picture and a splendid new house
built for it. The list of names of guests
who occupied boxes and orchestra seats
was a list culled from the social register.
Previously there were many dinner parties at the Hotel Statler, which immediately adjoins the Stillman, and after the
show there was a dedication and banquet
in the Statler. attended by more than 500
of those who took part In the theater
opening.
One of the most unique phases of the
Stillman opening was the showing of a film
of "the men who made the Stillman." Pictures of the architect, the contractor and
other chief artisans, together with the
officers. The latter are E. M. Mandelbaum,
president ; Benedict Crowell. prominent
merchant, vice president; Bascom Little,
former president of the Cleveland Chamber
of Commerce, treasurer; Edgar A. Hahn,
secretary; Harry H. Lictig, house manager:
C. L. Madden, director of publicity.
The architecture of the theater is of the
Renaissance, period of Louis XVI. The
building is entered from Euclid avenue —
in the heart of the fashionable shopping
district — through a series of three foyers.
At either end of the wide entrance way
there are ingenious devices by which the
passerby is advised exactly what picture
will be shown at any given time.
Near the box office is a large reception
room, which is to be opened at 9 o'clock
each morning for the convenience of suburban people who may wish to meet their
friends there, check parcels, or make use
of the theater's conveniences. Just inside
the theater the first thing to strike the
visitor is the mezzanine promenade in the
heart of the house. The stage setting
beyond is intended to suggest an Italian
landscape as seen from the loggia. The
Stillman has an organ requiring three men
to play it and an orchestra of thirty pieces.
The chief organist is James H. Rogers and
the director of the orchestra is H. L.
Spitalny.
New Mall and Alhambra Together.
Cleveland, O. — Announcement has been
made that the new Mall theater, which will
open in November, is to be linked with the
Alhambra theater. According to the contracts just signed these theaters will be
the home of the Metro pictures in Cleveland.
Strand's New Organ.
Cleveland. O. — An organ that is said to
have cost $10,000 has been installed in the
Strand theater. Sidney Hamilton is the
chief organist. The instrument is one of
the finest in Cleveland and demonstrates
the demand of the motion picture patron
not only for good pictures but for musical
accompaniment.
Screeners Entertain Daly and Abies.
Cleveland. O. — Stars of the spoken drama
and leading spirits of the motion picture
trade had a love feast here the night of
October 4. Arnold Daly and Edward Abies,
playing at the Opera House in "The Master," were guests at a midnight banquet
and cabaret of the Cleveland Screen Club
at the Olmsted hotel.
Both of them have

made notable successes in motion pictures.
Daly having starred in "The Exploits of
Elaine," and Abies in comedies.
Private Feature Making Film Here.
Cleveland. O. — A big reel feature, "Innocence," is being produced in Cleveland by
the Private Feature Film Company, of this
city. Earl Metcalf is the star and J. A.
Fitzgerald director.
C. E. Megown Directs Picture.
Cleveland, O. — Charles E. Megown, proprietor of the Cameraphone theater, directed news pictures of the Cleveland police field meet, taken Sept. S and 9, by
the Midland Film Manufacturing Company. Frank Joffa was the cameraman.
The pictures are to be released locally.

Notes From Buffalo Filmdom
By

James

A.

McGuire,
5 Lewis
Buffalo, N. Y.

Biock.

Manager Oishei, of the Teck, Honored.
BUFFALO, N. Y., Oct. 4. — John R. Oishei,
manager of the Teck theater, Buffalo,
was a member of the committee which
received Charles Evans Hughes and party
on their recent visit to this city. Mr.
Oishei has been connected with the film
business here for some time.
Where "Crimson Stain" Is Showing.
"The Crimson Stain Mystery" is being
shown in the following theaters in this
city and vicinity; In Buffalo: Olympic,
Plaza, Elmwood. Red Jacket, Emblem, Columbia, New Arcadia, Habit, Fillmore,
Cozy Corner, Temple. Sun, Sylvia, Hippodrome. 236 Main street. Elite, Linden,
Broadway
Lyceum.
Outside of Buffalo; Opera house. Gowanda; Regent theater, Elmira; Grand
theater, Murray theater. Empress theater.
Rochester; Temple theater. Cortland; Star
theater. Happy Hour, Binghamton; Grande
theater. Batavia; Orpheum theater, Oswego; Turn Hall theater, Syracuse; Lumberg and Elite theaters, Niagara Falls;
Temple theater, Lockport; Princess theater. Corning; Universal theater. Auburn.
A. R. Sherry Goes to Michigan.
Buffalo. N. Y.— A. R. Sherry of this city
has been appointed manager of the Bijou
theater, Bay City. Mich. This house is
owned by W. S. Butterfield. who has a
chain of theaters in that state. Mr. Sherry at various times managed the Lyric,
Family. Academy and Shea's Hippodrome
here. He later was road representative
of the V-L-S-E.
For Buffalo's Best Beauty.
The Regent moving picture theater.
Buffalo, is conducting "a popularity contest to find the most beautiful and popular
woman in the city." It is reported that
the winner will be starred in a Triangle
office.
play. Ballots are distributed at the box
Charles Johnson Goes to Cleveland.
Buffalo, N. Y.— Charles Johnson, formerly manager of the Wilkay theater, Erie.
Pa., has been appointed traveling representative of the Vitagraph Co. out of
Cleveland.
Didn't Keep Films in Iron Box.
Buffalo, N. Y. — "Without exception, films
not being used but held in the operator's
booth should be kept in a galvanized iron
man, while
box." said a local exchange
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i-ommeniing: on a serious fire in a booth
iit a moving picture theater near here.
Nine reels were destroyed in this blaze.
Fairport,
N. Y.Aldrich,
— A recent
visitor inof Buff;ilo
was Mr.
proprietor
the
IJijou theater. Fairport, N. Y.
Buffalo, X. Y. — Among tlie recent visitors at the Becker Film excliange. Buffalo,
were George Germain. Syracuse manager
of the Fox Film, and Homer Howard, traveling representative for the George Kleine
Attractions.
Buffalo, N. Y. — The Sun moving picture
theater, here, was recently reopened.

Grand Has Prosperous Summer
Cincinnati's Opera House Pleased With
Its Recent Film Successes.
Kenneth
C. Grain. CIO First National
Bank Building. Cincinnati, Ohio.
CINCINNATI, O. — With the coming of
October the highly successful summer
moving-picture season at the Grand opera
house came to a close, the final engagebeing of the
film version
of "Shoes,"
which mentcreated
so much
discussion
on its
recent publication in a popular weekly.
The Grand has had longer runs, larger
houses, and higher admission prices this
summer than ever before, which is merely another way of saying that the house
made big money for the summer management. During the greater part of the
summer I. Libson had charge of the house,
which formed one of the downtown group
of five big theaters operated by him during the summer months.
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Neighbors Bar Proposed Theater.
Cincinnati. O. — One of the few instances,
if not the very first, of an organized protest in this city against the location of
a proposed new moving picture theater,
was recorded recently at the city hall,
when Mayor Puchta received a petition
from the residents of Morris place, Tusculum, a suburb on the outskirts of the
city, against a plan for the construction
of a theater there. According to information received by the mayor, a majority
of the inhabitants of the district objected
to the proposed theater, and he therefore
directed the building commissioner to refuse the permit. It is understood that the
interests promoting the theater will suspend the plan, or select another location,
although the legality of the commissioner's refusal to issue the permit is said to
be rather questionable.
As a rule, especially in the more distant suburbs, a new picture show is hailed
with welcome by the residents, as it gives
them entertainment close at hand without the necessity of a trip to the city;
but as a matter of business, no exhibitor
would attempt to operate a house against
the combined sentiment of the neighborhood where it was located, unless he felt
pretty sure that he could overcome the
opposition. This has been done in many
cases, however, and may perhaps be accomplished in the instance referred to.
Manager Holah Entertains A. W. Goff.
Cincinnati. O. — Manager C. E. Holah, of
the Greater Vitagraph exchange, entertained A. W. Goff. assistant general manager of the company, a short time ago.
wlien Mr. Goff passed through the city en
route to New York from the Pacific
Coast.
G. F, Weaver Film
TakesOffice.
Charge at World
Cincinnati. O. — The new manager of the
World Film Corporation, succeeding A. M,
Miller, who recently went to New York
to make other connections, is G. F. Weaver, who has had long experience on the
Pacific Coast with the World selling organization. He has taken hold of the Cincinnati office with much energy, and has
already been successful to a pleasing extent. The national newspaper advertising campaign to be conducted
by the
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World !» cxpi-clod by Mr. Weaver to make
thines .oiiu' ulong very nicely, ns exhibitors will undoubtedly rcallxc tlie adng up with It by feavantaBisturingotWorldlonnecll
lilms.
Features at the Schade.
Sanduskv. O.— The manastnicnt ot the
Schade theater has Its eye out always for
givtho leading features, with the IdinIn of
thrills.
ing its patrons the latest thing
retho
ot
two
and this Is Indicated bythat house. The
cent engagements at
tilrl ot
great Pavlowa lilni, "The Dumbwhile
the
Portlcl." was one of these,
sensational Tyrone Power Universal on a
much-discussed subject. "Where Are My
Children?' was another. The management
look the precaution ot barring children
under sixteen for the latter picture, however, appreciating the tact that the moral
of tlie film might be wasted on them.
Colonial Begins Winter Policy.
Akron, O. — The combination of stock
company show and moving pictures which
kept the Colonial theater busy during the
summer months has given way to a combination of Keith vaudeville and pictures
for the winter. Manager L. J. Wise making this announcement recently. Preparatory to the fall and winter season, the
house has been completely redecorated
and freshened up. looking as good as new.

Lilly Building Will Be Theater
Dr. W. H. Lilly and Frank H. Stedman
Will Build a Nev? Theater to Be
Called the Strand.
By Clarence
L. L.inz.
Fayetteville. Va. — J. M. Kennedy, archltrcl, of Raleigh, Va., has made plans
which have been accepted for the buildtrg bv Dr. H. W. Lilly and Frank II.
Stedman of a moving picture and vaudeville theater, which will be surpassed by
none in the state. The exterior of the
building will be of ornamental design, extremely handsome and suitable to a theater exterior. The front is to be amply
lighted with many rows and clusters of
electric lights.
The seating capacity will be for 534
persons. There is to be a spacious stage,
dressing rooms and orchestra pit. There
will be exit doors at both front and rear
and fire-proof machine booth, with latest
Improved
projecting
machines.
The theater is to be called "The Strand"
and it is expected to be opened on or before the first of December.
It is to be under the management of
H. T. Drake, of the Lyric, and Mr. Drake
states that he has contracted for the highest class pictures on the market.
Virginia Notes.
Norfolk, Va. — The Grossman theater has
again changed hands and has been reopened by J. O. Askeuu & Bro. The house
will be under the management of Louis
Spain, a well known manager of this city,
who was in charge of the Wonderland for
a number of years.
Norfolk, Va. — The Ghent theater here
has been leased by Charles C. Vaughan
and will be continued as a motion picture
house, showing features almost exclusively.
Norfolk, Va. — Thomas Eastwood, formerly manager of the Apollo theater in Washington, D. C. previous to which time he
was in charge of the Dixie theater, in that
city, is now manager of the Arcade theater here. This is one of Norfolk's busiest
little houses and Mr, Eastwood is well
pleased with bis new surroundings.
IN TORONTO.
CANADA.
W. J. Kraft Back in Canada.
Toronto. Ont. — A cameraman whom
everybody has welcomed back to Toronto
Is W. J. Kraft, who has returned to his
old love, the Pathescope
of Canada.
Ltd.

moving
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Scandal Mongers Light on Films
Uplift Topics and Discover Films— Find
Canadian Papers Look Around for Moral
Readers Who Have Never Seen a Film and Are Horrified at Their Depravity
Wave of Discussion Seems to Be Rising.
By W. M. Gladish. 1263 Gerrard Street, K., Toronto. Ont.

rr^ OUONTO. — A matter of some moment
1 to both exchanges and exhibitors In
Canada Is the fact that a number of
condaily newspapers are now devoting movsiderable space to a "discussion" of
The majority of the proving pictures.
inces have gone dry since the start of the
and now the dally "rags."
war
European
including a Government organ here and
there, have apparently decided to divert
to picthe attention of alleged reformers
tures. The Toronto Daily News has made
a sudden attack upon the industry In
which the sweeping statement is made
picthat not six per cent of all moving
tures are any good. Specific criticism
was
it
and
a
photodram
one
of
made
was
not till after the publication of the first
article that the discovery was made that
the author of the story was Sir Gilbert
Parker.
One so-called local purist, Rev. T. T.
Shields of Jarvis Street Baptist Church,
congratulated the paper for the stand It
had taken. He declared that moving pictures constitute a serious menace and
housethat there is need for a thorough followed
cleaning among the theaters. He
this up. however, with the declaration:
"As I do not visit the movies to any
extent, I have little first hand knowledge
of Inthem."
a public statement an unnamed member of the Ontario Board of Censors declared that Ontario Is getting cleaner films
than almost any state in the Union or
in the Dominion.
any Province
ble film is a""What
matan objectiona
constitutes
ter of personal opinion," said the censor,
who added that the board cuts all crime
and immorality, while Improperly clad
women cannot be shown. About five per
cent of all films are condemned In their
entirety by the Ontario Board.
Exchange managers believe that the
moving picture industry will receive more
legislative attention now that liquor prohibition measures have been effected.
A Beautifier of Theaters.
Toronto. Ont. — A member of the loca)
moving picture industry who appears to
be much In demand is Bill Dineen, who
has been managing the Palace theater at
Angus, Ontario, for R. S. Marvin all summer. Dineen has become renowned as a
decorating designer and a number of theaters have been seeking his services in
order to beautify both interiors and exteriors. Recently he built a highly ornate
frame for the screen in the Family theater, Toronto. This is a small suburban
house but the decoration is considered a
work of art. Dineen has built the stage
settings for the Strand theater, Toronto,
for a number of years. He delights In
transforming odd corners of a theater into
attractive little nooks.
Manager J. Travis Wins Compliment.
Toronto, Ont. — Manager J. Travis of the
Toronto branch of the Specialty Film Import Company, representing Pathe, has
been congratulated by U E. Ouimet ot
of the CanaMontreal, general manager
dian company, upon the manner in which
the busiand
operated
been
has
office
his
ness secured in the Toronto territory since
rivalry
Inter-branch
an
of
the adoption
plan. All branches in Canada were recently placed on a percentage basis with
operating cost in ratio to volregardume oftobusiness
secured. In comparison
with all other Canadian branches of the
Pathe, the Toronto office stands as a one
hundred per cent unit, which means that

local expenses have been lowest In proportion with old business maintained and
new clients secured. The figures show
that the Toronto Pathe branch has even
exceeding the standard which was set for
it — hence the fine words from the head
office in Montreal.
When "The Shielding Shadow." the new
serial from Pathe. Is released in Toronto
in November, Grace Darmond will be present in person for introduction to local
moving picture devotees for the simple
reason that Miss Darmond Is a favored
daughter of Toronto. Her folks live on
Dovercourt Road, this city. The release
date has not yet been fixed.
Premier of "Self Defense."
Toronto. Ont. — The Canadian-made photoplay feature, "Self Defense," was given
its premier presentation at the Strand
theater, Toronto, during the week of September 25, when large crowds were attracted by the fact that the picture depicted the invasion of Canadian shores
by a great German army. Fully 25,000
Canadian troops, who were in training
at both Toronto and London, Ontario, are
employed in some of the scenes, while a
strange fact is that real German soldiers
appear in the supposed act of invasion.
This arrangement is secured through the
inclusion in the nine reels of various
scenes
Durborough's
views
of
actualclipped
fightingfrom
on the
German Eastern
front in the summer of 1915. H. R. H. tU9
Duke of Connaught. governor-general of
Canada, appears in his own role in several scenes when he is supposed to confer
with high Canadian officers. In some ways
this picture parallels "The Battle Cry of
Peace." but it is of direct interest to
Canadian
people. photoplay
"Self Defense"
is the
most
pretentious
yet brought
out in Canada by Canadians and Is an
evidence of the film development In the
Dominion. The feature has faults and it
could be reduced by a thousand feet or
two.
Mutual Establishes Headquarters.
Toronto, Ont. — Formal announcement
has been made by Manager Barrett of the
Toronto Mutual office that the headquarters of the Mutual Film Corporation ot
Canada, Ltd., have been established at
Tl Adelaide street w^est. Toronto, and that
the local branch will henceforth be under
the same roof with the head office at this
address. The main floor of the building
has been taken over by the Mutual and
one of the new features Is a private projection theater — the second of Its kind In
Toronto. The former office of the Mutual
here was at 15 Wilton avenue, which has
been taken over, it is announced, by D.
Cooper, who now represents the K-E-S-E.
The general manager of the Canadian
Mutual is C. B. Price, who returned recently from a business trip across the
country when he brought about important
changes in one or two branch offices.
Bill Bach Sees Prosperity.
Toronto, Ont. — "This Is a remarkable
fall," says Bill Bach, advertising manager
for the Canadian Universal, with regard
to the state of the film business In Canada
at present. "Everybody in the Industry is
going to have a good season. I believe."
It does not require words from Bill's lips
to show that practically all theaters In
Toronto, at any rate, are not finding the
hinges on front doors growing
rusty.
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Kentucky Building Code Bulletins
State Fire Marshal Pannell Issues a Series of Pamphlets Giving Building Requirements for Picture Theaters — Specifications for Fire Escapes, Fireproof Operating Rooms, etc., in Accordance With New Code.
From
Ohio Valley News
Service. 140 1 -Stalks Bklg., Louisville, Ky.

Fire Ma.-KT.— State
LLE,
LOUISVI
shall T.
B. Pannell,
of Frankfort, Ky.,
who a short time ago was reported I >
be working out regulations for the operation of moving picture theaters, and who
Liter arranged for a hearing at Frankfcrt to receive any protests which mighr
be lodged against these regulations, has
had printed in pamphlet form a series of
regulations for moving picture houses
and other theaters.
Bulletin No. 7 gives specifications for
the construction of fire escapes on all
oi-era houses, theaters, etc., while Bulletin No. 1 outlines how such houses should
be kept up, detailing the number of fire
extinguishers to be used, exits, etc., an 1
Bulletin No. 6 relates to the construction
of fireproof enclosures for all motion picture machines, st'^reopticon machines, etc.
The later bulletin is full of intere.sting material. All of the regulations are in acc<a-dance with the new fire insurance coJe
enacted at the last meeting of the Keittucky legislature, and empowering the
state insurance board and state fire ma;shal to issue such regulations. While
compliance with the law may be a little
hard for the small town operator, the
large exhibitors claim that the law is
just.
RICHMOND.KY.,THEATERS UNITE
TheAlhambra Becomes Afternoon House,
the Grand an Evening House.
Lexington, Ky. — It was annourced here
last week that the Colonial Amusement
Co., of this city, which owns and operates a string of moving picture theaters
in Lexington. Paris. Maysville and Richmond, Ky.. has just taken over the Grand
theater at Richmond, Ky.. and consolidated it with the Alhambra, the rival
show house of Richmond.
The deal was made through Manager
W. P. Baxter, of the Grand, who sold his
interest to the Lexington company with
■which concern he became connected. The
deal eliminates all competition in Ri came nd. and will give the Richmond the
advantage of the best service booked by
John B. Elliott, of Lexington, general
manager of the company.
Under the new arrangement the Alhambra will be operated in the afternoons, while the shows will be transferred to the Grand at night, the same
pictures being shown at both houses. Mis.s
Lillian Ward will manage both houses,
assisted by Mr. Baxter. Plans have been
made for installation .of two new machines, a new screen, and new seats at
the Grand. The Alhambra was recently
overhauled.
Two Paducah Houses Open.
Paducah, Ky. — Two theaters have be^n
opened here since the close of September,
the Arcade theater and the Star theater,
simultaneously on October 1. The Stir
has been remodeled throughout and opene(i under the management of Desberger
Frothers, well known operators of western Kentucky. The Arcade theater .'s
ui'der the active management of E. Douglas Bagby, one of the incorporators of
the new Arcade Theater Co. Capital $5.000. The other incorporators are Lawrence Dallam and E. Douglas Bagby.
Chestnut Street Amusement Officers.
Louisville. Ky. — The Chestnut Street
Amusement Co., incorporated to operate
the Masonic as a moving picture house,
has a capital of $5,000, divided into 500
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shares of the par value of ?10. The debt
Ijmit is placed at $10,000, and the following incorporators are named: H. R.
Boone, A. C. Humphreys and Gilbert Burnett. It was recently stated in the Moving Picture World that Mr. Burnett was
preparing to reopen the house which has
been dark since McRae Brothers gave it
up last spring.
Sugg Theater to Be Picture House.
Scot t.svi lie, Ky. — The old Sugg theater
is sliortly to be opened as a moving picture house under the management of C.
^y Simmons,
of Monticello,
Ky.
Kentucky Personal Notes.
Louisville. — L. J. Dittmar, manager cf
the Majestic theater, left on Sunday, OctoY(-rk.ber 1, for a ten-day business trip to Ne.v
Louisville. — Joe Hebert, formerly manager of the old Warner office, of Louisville, paid a visit to the city recently an
representative of the new Unicorn office at Indianapolis.
Louisville. — C. W. Simon, of Spottsville.
Ky.. was in the city recently calling en
the exchanges relative to securing sering.
vice for a new theater which he is openLouisville. — J. C. Sills, of Hardinsbur^.
Ky., was a recent visitor here.
Louisville. — The management of Macauley's theater is planning to have the
building ready to open on October 16.
A Tobacco Growing Film.
Louisville, Ky. — The Axton- Fisher Tobacco Co., of this city, has had a twoleel film made showing various methods
of growing tobacco in the state and ali^o
rr.anufacturing the product into choice
smoking tobacco. The film was recently
exhibited for several days at the Walnut
theater, and will be shown through the
city
slate. and in many of the towns out in the
A Film for Dyers and. Cleaners.
Louisville, Ky. — The Kentucky Feature
Film Co., of Louisville, is making two
4.10-foot pictures for the National Association of Dyers and Cleaners for *he
purpose of advertising to the public of
America and abroad how garments are
cleaned in a modern plant, and showing
the
tubs. old style methods of cleaning in open

Mark Gates Leaves the Circle.
Who
Promoted
Building
of New
Theater to Build Others.
From
Indiana
Trade
News
Service,
S61
State Life Building. Indianapolis. Ind.
NDIANAPOLIS.
Ind.—
Mark
M.
Gates,
I who interested and brought together
the men who have just built the Circle
theater, and who has been its manager
during the construction period and since
its opening, will sever his connections
with the Circle soon to enter the theatrical promotion business. Mr. Gates will
remain at the Circle, however, until after
a new manager has taken charge and become familiar with the details of the
house.
The success of the Circle theater has
convinced Mr. Gates of the opportunities
existing in other cities for similar houses,
and has caused him to determine to take
up this line of work. Mr. Gates says he
has propositions pending for the organiza-
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tion of companies in several large cities.
Before his connection with the Circle
theater, Mr. Gates was treasurer of the
ilurat theater for three years. Prior to
that time he was associated with the Shuberts in their theaters in Rochester, Utica
and Syracuse. N. T., and Springfield, ilass.
His successor at the Circle is S. B. McCormick
of Denver.
Gattie Rosenbaum Buys Theater.
Fort Wayne, Ind. — The Empress theater,
corner of Wayne and Clinton streets, has
been sold by Gattie Rosenbaum, of Kala*
mazoo, who held virtually all of tlie stock
in the operating company, to a syndicate
of Boston theatrical men headed by William Oakley. The house will be renovated
and refurnished throughout, and then will
be opened for motion pictures. The Empress has been closed all season after
several years of operation, in .which it
served as a vaudeville and motion picture house.
Temple Theater to Be Larger.
Mishawaka, Ind. — Plans are being perfected for the enlargement of the Temple
theater, located at Main street and Lincoln
Way, on the lower floor of the Masonic
temple block. The room adjoining the
theater, now occupied by the Western
Union Telegraph offices, has been leased
and will be added to the theater. When
tlie new improvements are completed the
Temple will be large enough to accommodate approximately 800 people.
Coatesville
New
House
Ready.
Coatesville. Ind. — W. V. Rollings, who is
erecting a new motion picture theater in
Coatesville, hopes to have the house completed in a week or so. Mr. Rollings has
one of the most up-to-date motion picture theaters in Central Indiana.
Portland Royal Sold.
Portland. Ind. — D. A. Hoover, who has
conducted a meat market In Portland for
the last few years, has purchased the
Royal theater, a motion picture house in
West Main street, in that city. The place
is to be remodeled and redecorated, Mr.
Hoover
says.
Robert Codd to Manage the Jefferson.
Goshen. Ind. — Robert Codd. of Soutli
Bend, Ind., has been named as the manager of the Jefferson theater, in Goshen,
to succeed John C. Reynolds, who will return to his home in South Bend. Mr. Codd
had conducted a general booking agency
for motion picture houses throughout the
northern part of the state. He will take
up his new duties next week.
Charles Walker Out of the Plymouth.
Rochester. Ind. — Charles Walker, of
Plymouth, has sold his interest in the
Gem theater, at Rochester, to his son.
Alonzo Walker, under whose management
the house has been run.
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Michigan Film News,
By

Frank

H. Madison,
623 South Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Exhibitors and the County Fair.

ADRIAN, tifies
Mich.
The exhibitor
himself— with
every sortwhoof idenlocal
enterprise and does not take it for
granted that everybody knows all about
his show, generally wins out. For instance, the New Family and Garden
theaters did not class the county fair here
as opposition. They had a booth in the
Merchant's building tastily decorated
and equipped with a projecting machine
which gave a real show on a daylight
screen.
Fined for Crowding Aisles.
Petoskey, Mich. — H. C. Sorden. manager
of the Temple
theater, was fined $10 for
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Looking for Site for Theater.
Oraiul Uaplils. Mlrh. — Tlu- Association
of t'omnuTcc has rocetved overtures from
L. Grand In Grossman, an attorney ot
WashinK**'". 1^- C. who appears as soekInp a loi-aiion for a motion picture producing plant.
Michigan Theaters and Changes.
I ; rand Uapiils. Mich.^C W. Brown is
nitw manager of the Strand theater succeeding Tom Parker Jukin. who has resigned to return to the newspaper business.
Flint. Mich. — Harold Weiss has been
placed in charge of the Garden theater
here, succeeding Joseph Friedman, who
was transferred by the Butterfield interests to Saginaw, where he will have
charge of the Strand and Bijou theaters,
both moving picture houses. He will also
do the booking for the Garden
here.
Monroe, .Mich. — Charles Kir by has purchased a site at 25 Front street and contemplates the erection of a building costing $30,000. a portion of which will be
used as a moving
picture theater.
Ishpeming. Mich. — Jlanager Ed. J. Butler, who has opened the Butler theater
with nightly and Saturday and holiday
matinee performances, will show the same
pictures at the Ishpeming and Butler
theaters.
Calumet. Mich, — The Calumet theater
has engaged the five-piece Calumet & Hecla
orchestra to furnish musical accompaniment for the photoplays.
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Open Booking and Programs
World's Detroit Representative Writes His Weekly Letter from the Home Office
This Week — Has Been Talking to Eastern Exhibitors and rinds the Same
Problems Here As at Home — A Few Detroit Items.
Ky Jacob Smith, r.03 Free Press Building, Detroit, Mich.
you can — and book open the rest of the
DETIKHT. Mich. — My article this week
week. In this way you will be taken care
is being written at the New York ofof
on any special features that you may
fice of the Aloving Picture World. In our
want in your house. As far as taking the
rounds among tlie various New York ofRces
notable
stars out of the regular program
of the producing companies as well as
pictures, this is not entirely the fault of
many of the leading theaters, we heard
the
producers.
Remember that many exmany splendid complimentary remarks
hibitors were not willing to pay a slight
about Detroit, its theaters, and Its proincrease
for
these
stars when on the regugressiveness. We also find that the same
las program, and in order for the producer
problems confronting Detroit exhibitors
to pay for the increased cost of producare the problems of eastern exhibitors.
tions in which these stars appear, it was
We refer to the question of open booking,
almost necessary that they put them out
over-production, too many exchanges, and
as specials or take a chance on losing
the delivery of film. There are so many
them entirely.
angles to these problems that it is almost
impossible to get two people to express
themselves alike. But then every line of
Two Theaters Adopt 10-Cent Policy.
business has Us evils, its problems, and
Detroit. Mich. — The Princess and the
its good points. We should all be optimisWoodward theaters. Woodward avenue.
tic, have patience, and realize that in time
Detroit,
have adopted a regular policy of
these matters will adjust themselves to a
ten cents for all seats. Heretofore five
sound and practical basis. Meanwhile, let
cents
was
charged for certain pictures and
every exhibitor give the best attractions
during certain hours. There are very few
five cent theaters still remaining in Dehe can for the money
and "Smile."
On Open Booking.
troit, especially in the downtown section.
On the question of "open booking" we
want to reiterate what we said once before after talking with many exhibitors
in and out of Detroit — if you feel that you
must have open dates, book four or five
days of program-booking — get the best

Aurora Alderman Claims Strand Not Safe
Manager

Jules
By

Ruben
Offers
to Burn
Film.s in His Operating
Booth
Its Safety — New Building
Ordinance Passed.
Frank H. Madison.
G23 South Wabasli Avenue, Chicago.

AURORA. III. — Charges that the Strand
theater was unsafe were met by
Jules J. Ruben, treasurer of the Aurora
Theaters company with a statement that
he would take a committee of Aurorans
to the theater and burn any number ot
reels of film in the operating room in
order to demonstrate that there was absolutely no danger. Tlie charge was made
by an alderman in his advocacy, before
the city council, of the passage of a "safety first" ordinance for moving picture
theaters. The installation of a ventilating flue is o.ie of the principal points in
controversy. The ordinance has been
passed, but It is said photoplay men had
been given to understand that existing?
houses would not be required to make
changes on purely technical grounds so
long as their houses met the approval of
the underwriters. The Aurora, which
seats 1,200, has twelve exits all plainly
marked and is deemed much more safe
than churches and other places of public
gathering, which seat 1,000 or more and
have only two exits.
Rockford Votes Want Simday Shows.
Rockford. 111. — Sunday moving picture
shows in Rockford will not be disturbed
in the remodification of the city laws, according to information. Some of the city
councilmen are opposed to Sunday amusements of all kinds, but it is said there is
not enough strength to pass a measure
prohibiting the seventh day shows and in
addition a referendum vote of the citizens
of Rockford has decreed that a majority
of the voters want their amusement.
Manager Burkitt's New Electric Sign.
Morrison, 111. — Manager L. J. Burkitt,
of the Lyrfc. has installed a handsome Tshaped electric sign, using 164 lights,
which he designed and constructed. It
has a value of about $500. The top of the
T is twelve feet long. Thirty-eight lights
make a beading around the words "Qual-
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ity Photoplays." Only five of these lights
are
on the
at asign.
time, Each
making
a "chaser"
around
section
of this
"chaser" operates at the rate of once a
second. The word "Lyric" in the stem is
first spelled out, letter by letter, then off
and then the whole name comes on. Both
the "chaser" and the "flasher" were constructed by H. W. Burkitt, operator. The
Lyric Is using a nice little vest-pocket
program with heart-to-heart talks headed
"Whispers," by Manager Burkitt.
New Incorporations.
Springfield, 111. — Secretary of State
Louis G. Stevenson has issued a charter
to the Lane Court Tlieater Company of
Chicago, which is authorized to do business with capital stock of $24,000. The
incorporators are Nathan Ascher, Max
Ascher and Lewis F. Jacobson.
The Grand Boulevard Theater Company
of Chicago has increased its capital stock
from $20,000 to $40,000.
Illinois Theater
Changes.
Oneida, lU.^The Park theater opened
September
with the by
"Eternal
The music 27
is furnished
a five City.
piece '
orchestra.
Virginia, 111. — The Tureman opera house
which has been under the management ot
Charles Potter and Thomas Kinney is now'
under
Danlels. the management of Charles McForest City, 111. — S. E. Onstot has purchased a projection machine and started a
moving picture show here.
Havana, 111. — Consolidation of the local
moving picture theaters has been effected
by the sale of the Castle theater, which
has been owned by Dick Diamond, to Dr.
L. G. PuUen, D. W. Wright and Alfred
Dehm, proprietors of the Lawford theater.
There will be no change in the policy ot
the Castle to prevent conflicting future
attractions.

Monitor Film Studios in Grand Rapids.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — L. G. Grossman, of
Washington, D. C, attorney for the Monitor Film Manufacturing Corporation of
New York, announces that it is the intention of his concern to open a studio in
Grand Rapids in the near future, believing
that the western part of Michigan offers
splendid possibilities for the making of
pictures. Frank P. Donovan is general
director of the Monitor company.
J. E.
Grand
manager
Rapids.
Harry I.
Sth.

Powers Managing the Isis.
Rapids, Mich. — J. E. Powers is
of the Isis theater in Grand
Mich., recently taken over by
Garson of Detroit. It opened Oct

New House in Whitehall.
Whitehall, Mich. — The opening of Whitehall's newest theater, seating 500 people,
took place Sept. 27th. J. J. Nufer is manager.
Detroit Men in Executive Jobs.
Detroit, Mich. — When D. Leo Denison.
exchange manager for the Paramount Pictures Corporation in the middle west, was
in Detroit recently he made an announcement which is of special interest to Michigan exhibitors insofar as it concerns former Michigan men — that Harry W. Irons had
been appointed manager of the Cleveland
office, Neil Kingsley, manager of the Pittsburg office, and J. O. Brookes, manager of
the Detroit office.
Geo. Barton at the Empire.
Detroit, Mich. — George Barton has been
appointed assistant manager of the Empire theater, 1&9 Woodward avenue, Detroit. He was formerly with the Auditorium Amusement Corporation, and managed
the Saratoga theater in Brooklyn. N. Y. He
was also for some years on the vaudeville
stage.
Exchanges to Ask Pay in Advance.
Detroit, Mich. — The Detroit exchanges of
the General, Mutual and Universal film
companies, inaugurate a new policy on
October 15th — that of requiring all exhibitors to pay for their service one week
in advance. These exchanges also announce that on and after that date one
and three sheets will be five cents, if returned, and 10 cents if not returned; also
that six sheets will be 10 cts., unmounted,
and need not be returned.
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Orleans Electra Passes Out

City's First Motion Picture Theater Makes Room for Modern Building— Opened by
the Pearces in 1905 When Fichtenberg Was Running a Penny Arcade— Pearce
Interests Have Increased Mightily.
By Our New
Orleans Special
Correspondent.

NEW ORLEANS. LA.— With the close ol
September will pass the first motion
ever established in New Orpicture house
leans. It is the Electra, on Canal street,
and it has been in operation more than
twelve years. Behind the passage of this
landmark in the progress of a wonderful
business is a story not without its sentiment.
In the early days, J. Eugene Pearce
drifted into New Orleans feeling at times,
when he faced the situation, something
like apprehension and cold chills that
reached nearly to his feet. In his pocket
rested the combined working capital of
the Pearce family. What had but recently been a comfortable fortune had
been made unavailable for spending by
reason of its being oil-soaked at Beaumont; hence his failure to respond to the
genial climate. He had $150 and spent
$150 in scouting toward New Orleans. The
world looked dark. If he returned home,
he would be broke. If he took the lone
chance, he might have to walk home, but
he would not have to start so soon.
Herman Fichtenberg had got about a
lap ahead of immediate competitors In
the picture game by starting a penny arcade, but Pearce's faith was pinned to
pictures. He watched Fichtenberg buying his own pennies and feeding them to
his own machines to stimulate business,
and he noted that Herman was only off
the job long enough to eat. There were
not many banquets In the business in
those days.
Then 'Gene made the plunge. He started the Electra. Those were anxious
times, but the Electra grew and Fichtenberg quit falling for his own show. Today the Pearces have a fine string of motion picture theaters and other amusement enterprises, while if Dunn and
Bradstreet would tell all they know they
w^ould establish Fichtenberg as half a
millionaire at least. It is not surprising,
therefore, that the passing of the little
dingy Electra to make room for a modern business building should be attended
with the revival of memories that are not
all somber.
Two New Downtown Ventures.
New Orleans, La. — Sunday. September
24, marked the opening of two new combination motion picture and vaudeville
theaters in the down town district. The
Lafayette, a standard theater that has
been closed for two seasons, has been
renovated and put in good condition and
is making a bid for public favor under
the management of the Southwestern
managers'In association
with Charles
E.
Hodkins
immediate charge.
The film
feature for the week was "Sherlock
Holmes," the Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay
production, and the business was good.
The Columbia theater, under the direction
of Ernst Boehringer. has been practically
rebuilt and made attractive with a marble
entrance. It is the only popular price motion picture and vaudeville house on
Canal street. It opened to packed houses
and appears to be gaining popular favor.
Triangle feature plays are run in this
house.
Regular Children's Matinees.
New Orleans, La. — After several sporadic attempts during the past two years,
the institution of regular Saturday children's photoplay matinees has been accomplished and there Is every indication
that they will steadily graw in popularity. The recent movement is fostered by
the Federated Clubs of the city with Mrs.
J. S. Lansing at the head of a competent

committee In charge of the details of the
work. Mrs. Lansing has gone in for service instead of censorship, which was the
rocli upon which former efforts in this
line split, and she has surprised her associates by finding a very creditable number of suitable films. The first children's
show was given at the Tudor theater
three weeks ago and instantly made a
popular appeal. It is now a regular Saturday feature at this house, and the
movement has spread to the suburban
houses, where exhibitors and patrons are
enthusiastic in their efforts to promote
the entertainment and instruction of the
little folks by means of the films.
Heard on Film Row.
New Orleans. La. — T. O. Tuttle, the new
manager of the General Film Exchange,
sent here to succeed Manager Morrow,
who has gone to New York, is getting
the business of his office well in hand,
and the touch of his methods is becoming
apparent.
New Orleans, La. — General Manager C.
E. Tandy, of the Southern Paramount Pictures Corporation, stopped off a few days
th,:; first of the week while on a trip from
Atlanta to Dallas. Texas.
New Orleans, La. — Special Representative Joseph S. Partridge of the Greater
Vitagraph Company was here two or three
days this week in conference with Manager Evans of the local exchange, and decision was made to increase the boundaries of the New Orleans territory and to
make decided increases in the offices.
Natchez, La. — E. M. Clarke, manager of
the Baker Grand theater at Natchez, has
arranged for an entire feature program at
his completely remodeled theater.
New Orleans, La. — J. Eugene Pearce,
resident manager of the Joslah Pearce
Amusement Syndicate, has returned from
New York and Chicago, which visits were
made subsequent to a summons to the
bedside of his sick mother.
New Orleans, La. — Manager Ernst Boehringer of the newly-formed Boehringer
Amusement Company, has just returned
from New Tork, where he completed
minor details in connection with the
building of the new Liberty theater, work
upon which is to commence on October 1.
New Orleans. La. — Arthur Lucas, manager of Triangle Film Company exchanges, has been in the city for a few
days and expressed satisfaction at the
condition
in which he found local business.

Prairie State News Letter
By

Frank

Broken

H. Madison, 623 South
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Ready.
Bow's Handsome
New
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Wabash
Theater

BROKEN BOW, Neb. — Horace Kennedy
has closed the old Lyric theater and
removed to the handsome new structure
which recently was erected for him. He
plans to use vaudeville in connection with
the moving picture program "The Birth
of a berNation"
has been booked for Novem3.
Nebraska Business Notes.
Beatrice. Neb. — The Lyric theater has
swung into its fall business and is now
open every evening. One of Manager
Hal Kelly's treats for his patrons was a
local romance, "What Happened to Agnes."
J. E. Burgert, who filmed the piece, stayed
over and made some films of the Gage
county fair for the Lyric.
Omaha,
Neb. — Marguerite
Clark
In

"Sillvs and Satins" was a film that patrons
of the Hipp theater wanted returned.
Use of Instructive Film in Iowa Spreads.
Ames. la. — Increased interest in educational films in Iowa is shown by the fact
lliat the engineering extension department
at the Iowa State College here has booked
service for seventy-five institutions aa
compared with thirty-three last year. The
school now has more than a hundred different programs available. Circulars are
being sent out to all sorts of educational
institutions, including Y. M. C. A. organizations, asking if they will furnish a machine if the state school furnishes the
film.
Iowa Theaters and Changes.
Wellman, la. — C. H. Han has purchased
the interest of F. C. Schroeder in the Majestic theater.
Belle vue, la. — J. R. Collins, has leased
the moving picture theater which will be
a part of the building which the Bittner
Lumber
company is erecting on Front
street.
Clarinda, la. — The Bon Ton theater has
closed because of lack of business.
Centerville, la. — Thomas Swearingen
has sold a half interest in the Drake avenue theater to Shelburn Fischer.
Early, la. — The Opera House here was
destroyed by fire.
Forest City, la. — W. O. Howard has sold
his moving picture theater here and has
moved to Armstrong, wliere he has purchased the Armstrong Journal.
Ute, la. — Albert Lafeentz will erect a
brick moving picture theater.
Clarinda, la. — H. M. Andrews and H. C.
Birch have sold the Orpheum theater to
J. W. Burch, of EUston. Carl Hamilton
is managing it for the new owner.
Rein beck, la. — Manager Sperbeck sold
the Princess theater to C, E. Arns.
Corning, la. — Peregrine brothers sold
the Lyric theater to B. J. Buffington, of
Boone, la.
Dakota Theater Notes.
Mandan. N. D. — The Grand theater has
been closed. Shows will be given at the
Rex until the new Mandan theater is
opened.
Minto, N. D. — Harry Walker has opened
the Rex theater here.
Devil's Lake, N. D. — Herman Miller has
sold his interest in the Lyric theater to
H. V. Currie. who now is sole owner.
Elkton, S. D. — A. Rohmberg has purchased the Scenic theater from George
Weicks.
Cando, N. D. — Roy Heckman has sold his
interest in the Rex theater to N. M. Boe*
mann.

In Atlanta Last Week
By

A.

M.

Beatty, 43 Copenhill
Ave.. Atlanta, Ga., Special Correspondent.
G. E. Schmidt Managing Alamo No. 2.
ATLANTA,
Ga.— universally
G. E. Schmidt,
widelyin
known and
popular
southern theatrical circles, has taken
over the managership of the Alamo Number Two theater, Monday,
October
2.
Mr. Schmidt comes to Atlanta from
South Carolina, where he has managed
theaters in several cities. He has had
long expereinee in theatrical matters and
was one of the first tlieatrical men in
the south to become identified with the
motion pictures.
Ted Hardcastle Resigns from Kleine,
"Ted" Hardcastle, the popular theatrical
man of this city, who for the past three
months has been manager of the local
branch of the Kleine office and of the
Piedmont theater, has announced his
withdrawal from the Kleine establishment
to devote all his time to the Piedmont.
Mr. Hardcastle is one of the best
known men in the film industry in Atlanta, and it is with regret that his fellow-managers of the production
end see
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him go over to vaudeville. Ho has not
gone entirely out of the flcld, however,
for his house will continue Its pulley of
showing pictures from 11 a. ni. until U
p. m., except when the vaudeville Is In
progress.
Benefit at the Grand Theater.
Atlanta. Ga. — The Grand was open Sunday under the auspices of the scholarship
committee of the Southern Mountain Educational Association for the education of
mountain children. The Fox Film corporation donated a six-act picture featurInpr Theda Bara in the "Two Orphans."
No people are more In need of help and
enllprhtennient than our own southern
hiehlanders. No admission, hut a freewill offering.
Atlanta Business and Personal Notes.
K. M. Siivinl, president of the Unity Film
Corporation, of Atlanta. Is on a trip to
the branch ofUces of that concern in New
Orleans and Memphis.
Georgre Campbell, manager of the Bonlta
theater. Atlanta, who has been very lU
for the past throe weeks. Is about recovered. Mr. Campbell suffered a breakdown
three weeks ago.
Harry K. Lucas, president of the Lucas
Theatre Supply Company, has just returned from a business trip to Cleveland
and Cincinnati. Ohio.
Manager Kessnich, of the Mutual Film
Company, has returned from a successful
trip in Georgia, in the interest of "Purity."
Harry Goldberg, who has been manager
of the Criterion since It opened, and who
has made a splendid record in that capacity, has tendered his resignation to the
Samuels interests, to take effect as soon
as his successor can be named.
Harry Skelton. of Atlanta, has been appointed manager of the Elite Theater.
Cedartown. Ga.
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Under

New

Control

Nashville's
Big Downtown
Theater Taken
Over
by Company
Headed by J. H.
Bradford — Roy Sheldon,
Former
Owner.
Retires from
Theatrical
Business —
House Will Be Under Personal Management of Carson Bradford.
i;y .1. li. Ray, 1014 Stahlman
Building, Nashville, Tenn.
vjASHVILLE. Tenn. — Following closely
^^ upon the local deal whereby the
Crescent Amusement Company took over
the Rex, Crystal and Knickerbocker theaters, comes the announcement that Roy
Shelton, for a number of years actively
connected with tho Strand theater, has
retired from the theater business. Mr.
Shelton recently acquired full control of
the Strand by taking over tho interest
oT W. H. Wassman. The theater began
business under the Dixie Amusement
Company, with H. M. Waddle as president. But on April 1. 1916, the company
was reorganized as the Wasshelton Operating Company, and Mr. Shelton was
made president and manager. Under tho
now organization the company will b.;
known as the Peerless Amusement Company, with J. H. Bradford as president.
Active management of the Strand has
been assumed by Carson Bradford, a
Nashville theater man. Mr. Bradford has
been operating the Belmont theater, the
largest suburban house in the city, also
the Empress, Twelfth and Woodland, the
first erected outside the central district.
He is treasurer and manager of the Peerless company and will continue to operate his suburban houses in addition to
the Strand. An elaborate booking schedule was recently mapped out for the current season, which includes the entire
C'Utput of the Fox and Metro studios. Tho
oJd policy of offering second run subjects
which have appeared at the Knickerbocker has been discontinued, and the Strand,
always in the front rank from a standpoint of popularity, bids fair to even surpass its former good record.

Birmingham's Sunday Shows

Picture Men of the City Fighting the Proposal of the Pastors' Union and Church
Workers to Hold a Referendum Election on Closing of the Sunday Shows —
Will Appeal to the Superior Court for a Permanent Injunction.
By J. L. Ray, lul4 Stahhnan
Building.
Nashville. Tenn.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA. — A temporary injunction given to picture men of the
city restraining the Election Commission
from holding a referendum election on
the subject of Sunday shows has been
dissolved by Judge Miller of the City Court
in a decision handed down on September
28. Representatives of the Pastors' Union
of Birmingham and individual church
workers, of whom 1,700 signed the petition, asked for a referendum to close tha
shows. According to Felix Blackburn,
attorney representing the Birmingham
moving picture men, an appeal from tho
decision will be taken, and an effort wiO
be made to have the case brought up .it
the November term of the Supreme Court.
In the minds of the picture men it is
not believed that the decision of Judge
Miller will have an immediate effect upon
the Birmingham photoplay houses remaining open ' on Sundays, and that several months will necessarily be require 1
before anything radical develops aloni^
tills line, owing to the length of time required to properly file an appeal with the
Supreme Court. For that reason it al^->
seem probable that the champions of the
Sunday-closing movement will hold back
further action In the referendum case
until the final decision of the Supreme
Court is rendered.
The decision of Judge Miller Involved a
discussion as to the constitutionality cf
the Initiative and roferentJum pectlon? of
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the Five Commissioner Bill, as enacted at
the last session of the Alabama legislature. The fact that the judge held the
initiative and referendum clauses of the
City Commission Bill to be constitutional
occasioned considerable surprise among
members of the local bar. as City Attorney M. Ullman had previously ruled thco
sections to be unconstitutional.
The petitioners brought up a proposed
ordinance prohibiting Sunday moving pictures, and sought a referendum election
after the City Commission had refused
to pass the ordinance. The picture men
then filed request for a temporary restraining injunction against the referendum election, which was granted by
Ji:dge Miller, being later dissolved by
him when he rendered his decision.
Rose
& Co. Open Jacksonville
House.
Jacksonville, Fla. — The firm of Rose &
Co. has just opened a luxurious theatoiIn Jacksonville, Fla., for negro patronage. This Is one of the finest houses of
its kind in the entire South, and includes
among its conveniences such modern additions as a soda fountain, check room,
etc. The house will be known as th^
Rose theater, and the management, in
keeping with Mr. Rose's well-establlshel
policy of using the best of everything. Is
maintaining one of the finest programs
available.

Majestic
"Unfair." to the
Knoxville,
Tenn. Not
— Subsequent
stilko dlfficultiea at the Majestic theater
Manager Haug drew up and published In
the Knoxville press the following announcement, which appears to obliterate
this house from the responsibility -^f
bringing on tho recent operators' strike:
"To the Moving Picture Public: We
wish to make clear the attitude of the
Majestic theater in the strike now in effect among the motion picture operators
of that picture playhouse. This strike
was called not on account of any grievance the operators had against the management of the Majestic theater, not on
account of a demand for higher wages or
better hours (all these conditions beim?
thoroughly in accord with their expressed wishes), but it was called in sympathy with the operators now on strike
at a picture playhouse in Nashville, Tenn.
With this as their reason the operators
of the Majestic have declared a strike,
and placed pickets in front of the theater
to proclaim to the public that this thenter is 'unfair to organized labor.' The
JTajestic Is continuing its daily programs
and wishes to ask all its former patrons
and the moving picture public to show,
'm\- their continued attendance, their belief that instead of the Majestic being
unfair to organized labor, the opposite is
true.
"The Majestic
Theater,
"C. D. HAUG. Manager."
.So far as the Nashville situation la
concerned, it would appear that matters
have gone as far as possible, from the
strikers' standpoint. The Crescent Amusement Company will remain firm, come
what may, and suffers no ill effects from
the walkout of a year ago.
Hartman
Reopens the Lincoln.
Nashville, Tenn. — After an idle summer the Lincoln has again been placed In
operation by Manager Wm. S. Hartman.
The house has been renovated through out and operates on a 10, 15, 25 and 50
cent scale for colored people exclusively.
Pictures and vaudeville comprise the program.

Tennessee Film Topics.

Chattanooga.
— ^fessrs. ofR. the
M. Southei
W^atkinsn
and
A. S. Dickinson,
Metro, were in New York recently, attending a meeting of the Metro forces.
Chattanooga. — Manager CleveTand. of
the Lyric Show Company, paid a visit to
Chattanooga exchanges last week and
expressed himself as decidedly optimistic
look.
over the fall and winter business outChattanooga. — Messrs. Mudd & Colley.
of Birmingham, were In the city last
week. They contemplate opening a vcy
large and handsome photoplay house
ronage.
there In the near future for colored patChattanooga. — Mr. Hickson. of the firm
of Hickson & Whitener. Miami. Fla.,
spent several days in the city lookln^j:
after bookings. This company controls
three of the large houses In Miami, and
reports business brisk.
Chattanooga. — C. E. Buchanan, Atlanta
representative of Metro, spent two davs
with the local office List week golnpr ovvr
the season's plans. Karl A. Bugbee. New
Orleans manager, was also In the city.
Memphis. — Tony Cudekum, Nashville
picture magnate, was in the city a couple
cf
film days
men. and vtalted ^ numl^er of locaf
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Crop in St, Louis

World Representative Has Been Among the Harvesters Along Film Row Gleaning
Sunshine — Exchangemen Look Up from Stacks of New Business and Say That
Things are Booming — Plenty of Exchanges, too.
By A. H. Giebkr.
236 Vanol
Bldg.. St. Louis, Un.
ST. LOUIS. M(X— \Vc have been out
night, was the next stop. Barney is on*of
the oldest old-timers in the business
harvesting this weelt, garnering the
to be siich a young man. He has had a
opinions of the different exchange manworld
of experience in the amusement
agers as to the possibilities of fall and
winter business.
world, regular stage stuff, managing the;
aters, and he knows the film business
"Will this year be as good as last?" we
from soup to nuts and back again,
asked here. "Can you possibly keep the
wolf from the door during the cold
"We are well pleased at the outlook,"
said Barney. "We are anticipating such
weather that is coming?" we questioned
good business that we have just finished
there; and here and there, and everywhere, we found the finest crop of hope
giving the whole works a complete goingover. We have had a regular houseand optimism. Indeed, Film Row and
the adjacent territory where exchanges
cleaning, fixed up our poster and adverare located is as full of enthusiasm as
tising departments, rearranged the booking and shipping ends, and added to the
the proverbial cocoanut
is full of millc.
supply department, and got tlie whole
shop in ship-shape order for the business
Dustin Says "Bully."
!■:. W. Iiustin was thi- lirsl manager we
We know
is coming
this winter."
dragged from his desk, where he was Up
Paramount Is Going Big.
to his eyes in work, ■•Business?*' said
G. W. .McKean, of the Monarch. wh'>
Dustin. "Bully! The outlook — fine, never
handles Paramount features up on the
better! Our serials are boomrng. Myra
is still a healthy child; Beatrice Fairfax
second floor of the Gayety Theater building, voiced the usual optimistic prophecy.
is winning friends everywhei'e, imd Jaffery is one of the best booking bets we
"Pai'amount is going big. of course." he
have had in a long time. Go on down the
said, "and the future looks good — better
than last yciir. when everybody felt bad
street and ask the other film boys — they'll
all tell you that the fall ami winter prosover the poor fiutdoor business." Mr. McKean is anotlier old-timer in the film
pects were never better."
game,
and what in
he the
doesn't
know would
about
film conditions
territory
Fegan Isn't Going to Stop.
make a very small book, therefore his
The next "other boy" wi- talked to was
F. .1. Fegan, of the L. ( '. F. exchange,
opinion is particularly
valuable.
which is just next dooi- to Dustin's place.
Good Business Already Here for Mutual.
Fegan is full of golden prophecies for the
Fr<-d KfUer. of the Mutual exchant;e at
future. "Why shouldn't we be?" he
asked. "Lcjok at what we have done, ahd
1311 Pine street, says: "Business is not
only going to be good this fall and winwhat we are going to do. We're not goter, but the good business is already here.
ing to stop at that, are we?
\\'e are not!"
The rush Is not coming; It has come. We
Looks Bright to Edwards.
aie making the Mutual sc-rvice move right
We dr'uppi'd over to the I'athe iilant.
along, and it Is gathering speed as the
presided over by C. S. Edwards. Mr. Kdhouses that have been closed all summer
wards had just returned from a trip tc)
areOutopening
Kansas City. "From wliat I can see and
of Filmup."
Row, where film exchanges
are as thick as bugs in a blackberry
hear and read." said Kd wards, "things
never looked brighter. This has been an
patch, the voiced enthusiasm became a
exceptional year, if you will take into
chorus.
consideration the fact that it is campaign
year, a season when everyone looks for
Wolfberg Says "Of Course."
stagnation in all kinds of business. Here
At the General. H. P. Wolfberg said :
it is within two months of election, when
"Of course things look good for this fall
and winter. They not only look good,
people are usually marking time to see
how things are going to be, and yet
but they are good — good right now, and
things are not still; they are moving —
getting better all the time." The General
there is lots of prosperity in the country,
exchange is issuing a neat little four-page
house organ that goes out to exhibitors
and more is coming for the fall and wintwice a month telling them about the
ter, and the Pathe office expects big
merits
of General stuff in general. Edthings."
gar H. Wolfberg is the editor, and he
Going Fine for Dickson.
makes
the sheet very snappy and up to
Prom liere we d.xlmd the stream of
date.
automobiles that throll^ Locust street, and
Fuller of Enthusiasm.
landed in the door of the Dickson Film
Service, at 3217. where Robert F. does a
We got down to Getnfie W. Fuller's
place. Up to this time we had not heard
flourishing business with regular service,
a single croak about bad business, or a
features and state right propositions on
head-shake over the prospects — and we
the open booking system. Dickson senior
didn't find it here. Instead, Fuller was
was not at home, but Roy Dickson, who
fuller
of hope and enthusiasm than any
is assistant mogul of the place, was. and
of the others. George is also a great beRoy said; "Yes siree, things look good
liever
in advertising, and is a great dopehere. All of our stuff is going fine. We
ster on business-getting schemes. "Will
are not a very old concern, but we are
business be good this winter?" he asked.
moving along, and we are getting up a
"Sure it will. It's good right now, and
full head of steam for what we expect to
do this winter."
gettingWerner
better."Sees Admission Rise.

Triangle Busy Too.

Over at the triangular offices of the
Triangle in the triangle-shaped Plaza
building, we found Floyd Lewis not at
home, but we didn't need to question the
manager of this plant because the whole
office assured us that business is good and
the prospects even better than for the
future.

Pleased at Outlook

Says Barney.

Barney Rosenthal, at 2116 Locust, street,
where the Universal, with its big office
keeps
humming
away
^11 day and all

We moved on, or rather up, to the second floor of the Empress building, where
Charles Werner dispenses Metro features
and enthuses about the "Crimson Stain
Mystery." "Here is a prophecy," said
Werner. "Tn a year less than 20 per cent,
of the houses in this territory will be
charging fifteen cents admission. There is
a tendency to get better prices everywhere. The service is costing the exhibitor more and it is pleasing the public
more, and as it is getting better than
ever, the public will gladly pay the in-
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creased price. That will make business
better for the future, although it Is good
enough now. We've got no kicks coming. I've just been out on a trip through
southern Illinois, and things look very
fini' and

jiromising."

Rosenberg Going to Need Bigger Office.

We went on up to the third floor of the
Empress building, where I. P. Rosenberg
is up to his eyes in work with getting
the new output of the Kleine-Edison-SeligEssanay in shape. -Rosenberg is looking
for a new office, and he's going to need
it, and lots of room, too, he says, judging
from
coming
in. "1
have the
just way
beenbusiness
down tois the
Mutascope
theater, where I gave an advance showing of "The Country That God Forgot"
and "The Return of Eve." There were a
fine bunch of exhibitors and the newspaper boys and girls, and everybody was
well pleased and said they were 'great'

Unicorn

Forces

Hard

At It.

Away from here and to Mr. Samuel
pictures."
Werner's office, as the late Mr. Pepys
would have said, but the urbane Samuel
was not in. The office force was very
entertaining, and not at all afraid of the
work that the prospects of the big fall
business would entail on them. The Unicorn not only expects to do big things,
but is doing them riglit now.

Stabler Doping

Out

Copy.

Into Mr. Hatcli's office, where the sign
sjiys V-L-S-E on the door and things humming away like a husking bee inside.
Hatch says, and Stabler, the advertising
man. also
pays to men
advertise."
Stabler
hadsays:
two "It
newspaper
at his
desk, and was doping out copy for both
of them at the same time, while Hatch
waxed eloquent on the fall and winter outlook.

Steady Business at the Economy.
And tlien we met Mr, Stahl, of the Economy ]'''ilni Ser\ice, who has offices at 204
Empress building. The Economy people
deal in state right propositions, and are
doing a nice steady business, and aie
looking for more during the coming
months-

"Say — It's Good" Says Joe Levy.
We didn't leave Joe Le v y of the Fox
office to the last intentionally. It was
just because the Fox office is the last
going west on Film Row. Mr. Levy was
busy talking to an exhibitor and booking him a feature, we suspect, and answering the telephone about another feature all at the same time, but he found,
time to talk to us, "Is business good?"
we
asked.
— it's here
good!"last
saidweek,
Joe. "We
broke
all "Say
records
and
that's a mighty fine indication." The Fox
office has put on a new road man in the
person of T. A. Burke, and he is stirring
things up. We found Miss Julia Carson,
the cashier and bookkeeper, back at her
desk after a long vacation, which was
spent mostly in Maine, she said.

IN WISCONSIN.
By

Frank

H.

Madison.

Midwt-st

Corre-

spondent.
Darwin Karr Talks
in Local Theaters.
MADISON.
Darwin Company,
Karr. leading
man of Wis.
the — Essanay
has
been appearing in person at Wisconsin
theaters, giving talks on the making of
moving pictures and showing "A Fool's
Gold." "The Prisoner at the Bar," and
other films in which he appeared. He was
at the Grand theater in Madison, the new
Palace in Antigo, the Grand in Green Bay,
and the Lyric in Edgerton.

Local Theater Changes.
Antigo.
manager

Wis. — George
of the Antigo

Bvansvilje,

Fehring
is now
opera house.

Wis.— 'Albert

Keesey.

of

rill'
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Belolt, has leased the Grand theater f >>'
a yeur from MnrUn
Wilder.
Miizonianle, Wis. — Paul Horwitz Is tinnew MianaKer of the Majestic theater,
which has been closed temporarily.
Iteloit. Wis. — The Majestic theater h;is
been opened under new manag^ement. A
free matinee to children under 15 years
of aye was given Saturday evening, September 3i».
Menomonle. Wis. — The Orpheum theater,
which has been dark all summer, was reopened by Manager I'ieree in "The Xe'er
l>n Well."

Wisconsin Business

Notes.

Madison, Wis. — According to press dispatches printed here, a Mr. Ualph A. Griffith, a special representative of the Triangle Film Corporal inn. was at Monroe.
Wis., looking over tlie inducements Southern Wisconsin offered for the location of a
studio.
Waupaca. Wis.— "The liattle Cry of
Peace" had a good showing in \Vaupac;i.
It was at the Lyric theater in the afternoon ;ind at the Hii^li school in the evening.

MINNESOTA
ITEMS.
Film Offices Move.
The K. L. K. Film ('ompany has moved
from 9 Western avenue to the Film Exchange building, Minneapolis.
The Theatre Equipment Company has
arranged to move fruni the fourth floor to
the rtrsl floor of the Film Exchange building early this week. The Theatre Equipment Company was incorporated last
week for ?50,000 and the Teco Products
Company for $100,000.

St. Paul

Notes

of Interest.

The Princess theater. St. Paul, will
show Fox features in the future, the Blue
Mouse having gone to open booking. The
New Palace, the third of the Ruben &
Flnkelstein theaters in .St. Paul's loop district, will be opened shortly. It is expected that the vaudeville will be shifted
from the Princess to the New I*alace and
the Princess turned into an exclusive
moving picture theater.
The De Luxe Film Company staged
special showings of "Purity" at the St.
Paul Strand, September 30, and at the
Minneapolis L#yric, October 2. for the benefit of students of the St. Paul and Minneapolis schools of art.
Harry A. Sherman has returned to Minneapolis from New York, where he opened
an office to handle "The Crisis" in the
East. Mr. Sherman states that the Elliott-Sherman Corporation will soon be in
the front rank of film distributing and
producing firms of the country if present
plans carry.
S. A. Louis, of the Rialto Theater Supply
Company. Minneapolis, has sold 2S6 Motiograph machines since January 1, 1916.
Mr. Louis has disposed of nine Motiographs since September 15.
Hai'ry Sodini. formerly with the E. L.
K. Film Company, Minneapolis, has gone
to St. Louis, where he expects to start a
film exchange.
C J. Ver Haien, publicity manager of
the Paramount Exchange. Minneapolis, is
now making trips into the territory to
help exhibitors advertise their shows and
to get acquainted with their work. Pert
Barnett. Jr.. of the Paramount Exchange,
has gone to New York to spend his vacation.

Second Series of the Bowlers.
In the second serits of games of the
Minneapolis
Film1 Men's
the Mutuals No.
beat theBowling
MutualsLeague
No. 2
and the Unicorn-Metro quintet triumphed
over Reel News.

M(i\i.\i;

I'll rrKh:

world

Minneapolis Organization on Job
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Exchange Managers and Exhibitors Have Meeting on Censorship — Mayor Asked
to Withdraw Requests for Weekly Lii:t of Films — Meeting of the League —
Compromise Reached with Operators* Local 219.
I .;. John

I., .loh list oil, s 14 Produce

MINNEAPOLIS, .MINN. — Exchange managers andofa committee
representing'
liu- exhibitors
the city neld
a special
n>t_f ting at the Pathe exchange. September
IC. in the evening, for the purpose of discussing further the anti-censorshii^ canipiilgn recently begun. .-Ml but three exeuange managers were either present or
repi'esented and considerable business was
ti-ansacted in a short time. A letter was
drafted and sent to Mayor Wallace G. Ny«,
psklng that he withdraw his request for
weekly lists of films to be released in Minneapolis until the local exchanges has had
c'l.portunity to bring the matter before
their parent organizations in New York
una elsewhere. At this writing the
.Mayor had not replied to this letter, but
it is expected that- he will grant the exthanges
thirty days.
The proposed censor board, composed of
i-xchangenien and exhibitors, was again
discussed, but not acted upon. Exhibitors and exchangemen met on September
25 at the headquarters of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of the Nortnwest in the Bijou-Jitney theater buildinu,
nnd discussed various topics of interest.
Thomas Furniss. Duluth, Minn., member of
the executive boards of the national associations of the industry, was present and
gave those present some helpful suggestions and stirred up considerable enthusia^m. The "pay in advance" system and
payment of return express charges for
film and favorable compromise with the
oj erators' union were discussed.
The compromise with Local 219, Minneapolis, follows:

Contract With the Union.

Working contract L A. T. S. E. & M. P.
M. O. No. 219, Minneapolis,
ilinn.
Contract made this day between the
Moving Picture Machine Operators' Protective Union, No. 219, 1. A. T. S. E. and
M. P. M. O. of Minneapolis, and manager
of
theater.
Section 2. In the event of any contrcversey or differ nces arising between the
parties of this agreement, or in the event
of any operator or operators having grievances, he or they shall continue at woi-lc
r.nd all such grievances shall be settled
by representatives of the party of the first
pjirt and the party of the second part. If
such controversy and grievances cannot
be settled by them, then they shall be
;iibitrated by a third party, whom the representatives of the union and the employers may decide upon; the findings of the
majority thereof shall be binding and
final to both parties.
Section 3. Any manager finding his operator or operators incompent or unsatisfactory in regards to his work, will notify
the business representative of this union,
and a new man, satisfactory to the employer, shall be placed on the position as
soon as possible. Any manager desiring
to change operator or operators, must give
I: it operator or operators one week's
notice.
Section 4. No operator shall leave his
position without giving nis employer at
least one week's notice, unless satisfactory arrangements are made with the employer. Any operator leaving his position
without giving his employer one week's
notice, shall be fined one week's salary.
such amount to be paid to the employer
affected,
by the
operator's local, at their
first regular
meeting.
Section 5. This contract can be termlr.r.ted at any time by the party of the fir«,t
part or party of the second part, giving
two weeks' notice.
Section 6. If operators are required to

Exchange. .Minneapolis. Minn.

carry film, the following schedule will be
charged:
Each change of program shall bj
charged for at the rate of fifty cents per
1 ound tiip.
No operator shall cari-y more than ten
reels of film per change of program.
Section 7. . . . also hereby agree to
employ only operators furnished by above
said local at the following scale of wages:
Class "A" — Such as vauaeville theaters,
two performances a day, $22.50.
Class "B" — Such as family vaudeville,
tliree or four performances a day from
EiiOO noon or after, to 5:00 p.m., and froni
7:00 p. m. or after, until 11 p. m.. |22.50
per week.
Class "C" — Such as vaudeville and movweek.ing; pictures, continuous from 12:00 nooti
until 11:00 p. m., not less than $32.50 per
Class "D" — Such as moving picture thenttrs. running continuous from 12:00 noon
or after, until 11:00 p. m., not less than
$32.50 per week.
Class "Dl" — Such as moving picture
theaters running continuous from 11 ;00
a. m. or after, until 11:00 p. m., not less
than $36.00 per week.
Class "D2" — Such as moving picture
theaters running continuous from 10:00
a. m. or after, until 11:00 p. m.. not less
than $3H.50 per week.
Class "AA"' — Such as moving picture
theaters running seven nights from
7;U0 p. m. or after, until 11:00 p. m.. with
matinees daily from 12:00 noon or after,
to 5 :00 p. m.. not less than $25.50 per
week.
Class '"BB*" — Such as moving picture
theaters running seven nights from 7:00
p. m. or aftei-. until 11:00 p. m., with Saturday and Sunday matinees from 2:0o p.
m. until 5:00 )». m., not less than ?1S.00
per week.
Class "CC" — Such as moving picture
theaters running seven nights from 7:00
p. m. or after, until 11:00 p. m.. and sunday matinee from 2:00 p. m. until 5:00 p.
m., not less than $16.00 per week.
All extra matinees, other than those
herein specified, running from 2:00 p. m.
until 5:00 p. m.. shall not be less than
Notice. — The minimum scale recognized
$2.00.
by this union shall be $16.00 i)er week.
Extra. — Fifty cents per hour for overtime, or fraction thereof, in all cla.'fses of
theatres.

New Members of Association.
The exhibitors held another meeting,
Monday, Octobei' 2, at noon, when the
executive board of the M. P. E. A. of the
N. W. held its session. Secretary William
Koenig and President J. O. Gilosky. of the
Northwest Association, states that the
organization was never better and that
new members are coming in every day.
Secretary Koenig is in the midst of a big
campaign to get new members into the
association and he hopes to have a hundred new names on the list before
November 1.

Selznick Interests Office Opens.
Minneapolis. Minn.— I'iiillip L<'wis. .Minneapolis representative for the Selznick
interests, has located offices in the Kllm
Exchange building and has begun a big
campaign to boost Clara Kimball Young's
production. "The Common Law."
Minneapolis. Minn. — The .Strand theater.
Minneapolis and Strand theater. St. Paul.
it is understood have bid for first run on
the new Mary Pickford feature, "Less
Than the Dust."
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Club is Incorporated

Kansas City Screeners Capitalize Their Club for $2,500— Shares Have Par Value
of $5— Dance Is Given in the Honor of Edith Storey, Who Visits the CityBig Movie Ball the Coming Event.
From Kansas City News Service. 206 Corn Belt Building, Kansas City, Mo.
is often seen there. He is shown calling
KANSAS CITT. Mo. — At the latest
up daddy to ask if he can go to the next
meetins of the Kansas City Screen
party.
Club, beptember 27, it was decided to incorporate the club. Any amount oi
stock, from two to ten shares, will be sold
Mrs. Grace Stites to Manage Theater.
each member at five dollars per share.
Kansas City, ilu.^ilrs. Grace B. Stile;
reFrank Newman, president of the club,
has recently taken over the management
cently made the statement that it would
of the Barrymore theater. il'Jth and Sumprobably be incorporated for the amount
rait. Mrs, Stites leased the building fron
of $2,500. The club is now making exMrs. Bertha Simons, who started the Barthe big "movie"
tensive preparations for
rymore August 25.
ball, to be held sometime in November at
the Convention Hall.
Another event which the club has made
Cecil Summers to Manage Regent.
preparations for is the coming oi r^ditn
Kansas City, Mo. — ^Cecil M. Summers
Storey and her mother. They will pass
formerly with the Royal theater for two
through Kansas City directly from £>t.
years, lias been made manager of the ii.eLouis and are going to California, ^ne
gent
theater. George I. Nimmer, lormerly
'will have been here before this item gets
manager of the Regent, has gone to Ijos
back to Kansas City.
.■vngeles.
Miss Storey appeared at several of
the picture shows of the city. A dance
was given at the Screen Club in her honor.
Universal Service Department.
Kansas exchanges
City, Mo.^Tiie
L'niversal
Bluebird
are making
plans and
to
Whitney C. Young Promoted.
Kansas City, Mo. — Whitnt-y C. Voun^formerly booker for the Fox Film, has
recently been promoted to road salesman,
and will take up his new duties immediately. His position as booker will be
filled by C. H. Canfield, who has been a
clerk at the Municipal Farm for i^e p..
five years. Mr. Canfield says that alter
handling prisoners for the past five years
he feels competent to handle anything
that may come up in the film world.
Little Universal
Booster.
Kansas City, Mo. — Everybody knows
"Marty" Williams, one of the real oldtimers in the business. His friends will
eventually,
if not now, get acquainted

install a sales promotion and service department which will work in co-operation
with the publicity department. George H.
Bowles, manager of publicity, has noi
been able to give the salesmen the tlm^?
to teach them the new work with which
they will co-operate with the publicity
department. This sales promotion department will assist the salesmen throughout
the country to sell their pictures and will
also help the exhibitors put on their pictures.
Local Notes.
Kansas City, Mo. — The Saphire theater
broke all records September 30 and October 1, with the eighth episode of "Liberty." Incidentally this house on the same
day broke all serial records for the houses
of Kansas City. The "Broken Coin" was
the leader for a long time, but It was
left for "Liberty" in the smallest theater
in the city to bring down the record
crowd. On Saturday 3.439 people witnessed the picture, and when it is considered that the house seats only 13 J
people at a time, the natural conclusion
is that the fire warden was not active —
"they stood in the aisles."

Artcraft Office in Seattle
A.

Jack

Williams.

with a new Williams coming on, who is
sure to be a booster for pictures. This is
Jack Perry Williams, now two years old.
an ardent moving picture lover and keen
on serials! They say that, anyway, because Marty is the head of the serial department of the Universal Film & Supply
Co., at Kansas
"Jack"
is already
an
associate
memberCity.
of the
Screen
Club, and

S. Kane
Has
Established
Local
Pickford Office at Fourth Avenue.
By S. J. Anderson. East Seattle, Wash.
SEATTLE, Wash. — A. S. Kane, district
manager for the Pacific Coast of the
Mary Pickford Company, has established a
t^eattle office at 1214 Fourth avenue, with
H. G. Rosebaum as manager. Mr. Rosebaum, who resigned the Northwest managership of Triangle to accept this position, will have in charge the booking of
these pictures in Washington. Oregon,
Idaho and Montana. Said Mr. Kane: "We
are fairly deluged with letters addressed
to this office, and some exhibitors, to
make certain that their inquiries reach
us without delay, have written one letter
to the head office in New York, one to my
headquarters in San Francisco, and one
to this office.
G. A.

Paris Heads Greater Vitagraph's
Seattle Office.
Seattle. Wash. — H. D. Naugle, Pacific
Coast division manager for The Greater
Vitagraph Company, arrived the other day
from San Francisco with a new manager
for the Northwest, viz., G. A. Faris, for-
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merLosassistant
in
Angeles.branch manager of V-L-S-E
Mr. Naugle says there will be no
changes in the office force.
"We are going to inaugurate a co-operative policy with exhibitors and co-operation with other exchange men. We want
out-of-town exhibitors to feel free to
come in and sit around as long as they
like and put their feet up on the desks
if they want to; in short we want them
to feel at home here. And we are going
to work together with other film men in
this city for the improvement of the motion picture industry, and we have great
expectations for the results, because this
is the "livesf'town on the Pacific Coast
to-day."
Alaska
Exhibitors
Get Record
Prices.
Anchorage. Alaska. — The accompanying
Alaskan photograph, the Dream theater,
is at Anchorage, and was in process of
construction when the photograph was
taken. Anchorage is an important town
and the theater shown
in the cut be-

Dream

Theater at Anchorage
Construction.

Under

low is a sample of the bettei class of
theaters there, but it gives no inkling
of the money the exhibitors make. This
particular one opened September 1 with
"Exploits of Elaine," and is to show, besides the serial. Pathe three and four
reel features. Twenty-five cents admission is charged. F. E. McDonald is the
manager. Some houses in interior towns,
however,
get a dollar admission.
Clemmer Prepares Patrons for "Purity."
Seattle, Wash. — To put his patrons in
the proper frame of mind for the reception of Mutual's new masterpiece, "Purity," in which the famous model, Audrey
Munson. is featured, James Q. Clemmer,
of the Clemmer theater, has been sending
before his curtain at each show for the
past week a silver-tongued orator who
seeks to impress upon the public mind
the true purity of this picture as a work
of art, and by explaining a few of its
scenes as they are thrown on the screen.
The orator in question is Malvin G. Winstock, ment
formerly
of the People's
Company, Portland,
Oregon. AmuseHe is
evidently carrying this idea through successfully, for we hear people on all sides
talkig
of theappreciation.
coming of "Purity"
all
due artistic
Still we with
do not
attribute all the favorable conjectures we
have
to Mr.hasWinstock's
eloquence,
for Mr.heard
Clemmer
been in the
picture
business a long time in Seattle, and during all that time the people have found
hira invariably most conscientious in
selecting films to be shown at his theater.
Paramount
Has Two
New Road Men.
Seattle, Wash. — Manager Fountain of
the Paramount office has just put on two
new road men in the Washington and Oregon territory, Harry K. Erin, formerly
foreign representative for Triangle and
C.
O.
Seattle. Winrick, formerly with Metro in
Seattle

Business and

Personal

Notes.

Seattle, Wash. — Carl St earn, Kleine's
manager, has gone on a trip to Portland
and Spokane for the purpose of announcing new Kleine-Edison
releases.
Visitors on Seattle's film row this week

October 21, 1916
were: E. R. Redllch. Pacific Coast division
manaper for Fox films; Hopkins and Halberg, Ijincoln theater. Port Anpoles. and
with them E. V. Jessen, also of Port Arigolcs; A. H. McDonald, Rex theater, Kugono, OreRon; Herman Fowler, Elmer.
Washington*: William Southern, Grand
theater, BellinKham; Frank Bailey. American theater. Butte. Mont.; Dr. Clemmer.
Clemmer theater, Spokane; A. C. Anderson, Apollo theater. Tacoma; H. T. Moore.
Colonial theater, Tacoma: C. E. McKee,
Everett.
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San Francisco's

"Path

of Gold"

Market Street Is to Be Lighted by Beautiful Illuminating System Like That at the
Exposition— Is to Cost $100,000 — Theaters on the Path of Gold Will Be
Benefited — Good Business and Growing
Competition.
By T. A. Church, 1607 North Street, Berkeley.
California.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAU— The downtown
district is rapidly coming into its own
as an amusement center and competition
here promises shortly to become as keen
as in the case of some of the suburban
Clemmer Gets Artcraft Films
districts which experienced a mushroom
growth following the great fire of 190«.
Has to Bid Against the Field and They
The RIalto theater, opened several months
Come
High — Raise in Admission.
ago on Market street, above Seventh, hius
By S. Clark Patchin. Kast 1811 Eleventh
proved to be even a greater success tlmn
Avenue. Spokane.
its owners anticipated and within a short
SPOKANE, WASH— The Clemmer thethe Savoy theater nearby is to be
ater is the successful bidder on the ■ time
picture house.
as a moving
reopened
new Mary Pickford pictures at a hig:h figFarther downtown there is even greater
ure. The terms are not made public, but
activity in getting new theaters rfeady.
at least three other Spokane moving picThe work of tearing down the building at
ture theaters were after the new Artcraft
Fourth and Market streets to make room
Pictures Corporation releases and tlie bidfor the new California theater is proding was keen.
gressing rapidly and Manager Roth ol
Dr. H. S. Clemmer was notified that his
the Portola theater, who will also have
bid had been accepted and the contract
charge of the new house, states that by
the first of the year the steel work will be
slKHed. Mary Pickford's first picture under the new arrangement will be "Less
in place and that in less than twelve
Than the Dust." written by Hector Turnmonths the theater will be ready for ocbull from a poem of that name, and dicupancy. At Ellis and Mason streets
rected by John Emerson. It will be shown
work
is being rushed on a theater which
at the Clemmer about the end of October.
will have a seating capacity of more than
"During the presentation of the new
2.000 and the new St. Francis theater, on
Pickford pictures the schedule of prices
Carry street, near Powell, will be opened
at the Clemmer will be altered in certain
within a few days.
portions of the house." said Dr. Clemmer.
During the first week in October an
"This will only be done as the excessive
illuminating system, designed after the
cost of the new picture service make it
one that assisted in making the recent
exposition such a distinctive one, will be
compulsory."
placed in operation on Market street, this
having been installed at a cost of more
Chaplin at Stilwell Theaters.
than
$100,000. A festival extending over
A contract between the recently-formed
several days has been arranged and the
Stilwell Theaters Company, which conevent
is being made a Pacific Coast affair,
trols the Casino. Class A, Rex and Unique
railroads having granted special transportheaters, and the Mutual Film, has been
tation rates for the occasion. Moving picmade whereby the Charles Chaplin comedies will be shown hereafter at the Class
ture houses on the "Path of Gold" are expecting a great rush of business during
A theater for a four-days' run and at the
the festival and it is anticipated that the
Kex fur a three-days' run.
transformation of Market street into the
best lighted thoroughfare in the world
will be of permanent benefit to them.
Pri2es for "Liberty" Descriptions.
Manager Partington of the Imperial theafilm entitled
"Liberty"
andA new
said Universal
to be founded
on recent
events
ter is already advertising the location ot
along the Mexican border, began at the
his house as being at the end of the "Path
Best theater, October 1. It is in twenty
instalments and one of these will be
of Gold."
shown
each Sunday
and Monday.
Judge Warns Unwise Exhibitors.
Manager James McConahey will give
San Francisco, Cal. — Since the abolitior.
away a beautiful oil painting, claimed to.
of
the
Board of Censorship the owners of
be valued at JIO. every Sunday, to the
two or three small theaters on Market
persons that send in the shortest and best
street have been hampering the efforts ot
description of the serial "Liberty."
the Film Exchange Board of Trade in its
crusade against questionable pictures and
OTHER
PACIFIC COAST NOTES.
have persisted in putting out objectionable posters and other advertising matter.
San Francisco Notes.
Some of this has been confiscated by the
The Empire theater on Market street,
police and theater owners have been
near Sixth, is undergoing changes, the
warned not to repeat the offense. Tiring
most noticeable of whic his the construcof letting offenders off with a small fine
tion of a new lobby and front of novel
or
a reprimand, two of the police judges
design.
have issued the warnig that if the offense
S. S. Hertzberg. a motion picture exis repeated a jail sentence will be imhibitor of Shanghai, was a recent visitor
here.
posed.
The Breck Photo Play Supply Company
Board of Trade to Hold Limcheons.
Is furnishing a full projection room equipment for the Savoy on McAllister street,
San Francisco, Cal. — The Film Exchange
to be opened within a short time.
Board of Trade is preparing to inaugurate
A recent addition to the New Mission
a series of luncheons to bring its members together for other than purely busitheater is a blue ribbon English bull dog.
who responds to the call of Manager Robness reasons. Now that the holiday seaert Abraham.
son is at an end it is believed that almost
the full membership of the board can be
Claude Lagley. of the Turner & Dahnbrought together in this manner whenever
ken Circuit, returned recently from a visit
to the T. & D. theater at Reno, Nev.
Manas^er Fred S. Peachy issues a call.
The farewell engagement of the "Clansman" has just been brought to an end
Tom North in New Position.
at the Cort theater, the film having been
shown
here for about thirty weeks.
San Francisco. Cal. — Tom North, forMark Leichter, one of the owners of the
merly of this city, but for more than a
Rex theater, has returned from a busiyear in charge of the V. L. S. E. office at
ness trip to New York.
Seattle, Wash., has been made the United

States representative of the great Kleinst.hmidt picture, "War on Three Fronts,"
and will make his headquarters In Chicago. Ho is expected here at an early
date on his way east.
Imperial Installs Bi^ Orchestra.
Sa Francisco. Cal.-Manaf^er J. A. Partington of the Imperial theater is determined to keep his hou.se In the front rank
in the matter of music, as well as pictures,
and has installed a new symphony orchestra of twenty pieces under the direction of Maurice Lawrence. The immediate
result has been a material increase In attendance. Another attraction recently
was the personal appearance of Wallac-3
Reid, who made a short talk from the
stage on the making of photoplays.
Chorus Appears at Tivoli.
San Francisco. Cal.— For a brief time
one evening recently the stage of the
Tivoli theater, the local Turner & Dahnken house, reminded patrons of the purpose for which the house was erected,
that of the presentation of grand opera.
Five hundred singers, who are to take
part in a great open air production ot
"Aida." gathered upon the great stage
and, accompanied by the pipe organ and
orchestra, renedered several selections
from the opera between the presentation
of pictures. The house was filled to capacity at all performances.
Theater Breaks Former Records.
San Francisco, Cal. — Former records for
attendance at the Empress theater are being broken during the engagement of
"Purity." featuring Audrey Munson. Manager Sid Grauman has prepared a prologue that precedes the seven reel production, this consisting of poses by a locsl
society art model and Grecian dances.
From this city the production goes to the
Macdonough theater. Oakland, to fill a
two weeks' engagement.
Mothers to Co-operate With Exhibitors.
San Francisco, Cal. — Members of the Laguna Honda Mothers' Club and their
friends met recently and discussed the
feasibility of neighborhood censorship of
moving pictures. It was decided that the
only way in which neighborhood censorship might be made manifest was by an
object lesson of neighborhood taste. Accordingly itwas decided to make an effort
to meet exhibitors in the Sunset district
and prevail upon them to permit the
mothers to assist in compiling a program
for Friday evenings, planning to keep the
youngsters home other evenings of the
week during the school year.
Arctic Photographer Out of North.
San Francisco, Cal. — George H. Watkins, official photographer of the Stefanson Arctic expedition, arrived In San
Francisco recently and has since left for
London. He spent last summer with a
tribe of blonde Eskimo at Minto Inlet,
Victoria
and secured several thousand feetLand,
of film.
Reliance Theater Declared Safe.
Oakland. Cal. — In response to a written
complaint filed with the city council to
the effect that the recently opened Reliance
theater was unsafe, city officials have
made an investigation, and a report has
been i lade to that body that the criticism
was jnfair, the theater having been
proper'y constructed and well fitted for
the pi rpose to which it Is being put.
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Portland's New Censorship Activity

Portland, Ore., Film Inspectors Joyously Grab New Hold and More Slashing Is
Expected — Brutal War Scenes from the News Weeklies to Come in for Snipping— Viewers Become Experts on Sanitation to Inspect Theaters.
By

Abraham

Nelson.

Journal

PORTLAND, Ore. — Since the motion picture men of this city met with defeat
in their attempt to ^et the city commissioners to pass a fairer censorship ordinance, the city's film inspectors have
been comparatively inactive. On September 27, however, a meeting' of the censors
and viewers was held, and Mrs. E. E. Colwell, secretary of the board, and F. T.
Richards, chairman, blossomed forth witii
a lot of new ideas as to what should be
eliminated in Portland's pictures to make
tliem right.
News films, which have heretofore usually been immune from censors* shears,
will come In for slashings along with the
story films, according to instructions issued by Censor Colwell. War scenes in
weeklies, showing horses laboring down
hillside under coercion, or apparently- being injured, must be cut. Weeklies showdisasters or accidents and the removal of
dead bodies are classed as gruesome, and
must be cut.
Tn the past the municipal inspection of
theaters was left to firemen and policemen. Now the censor board and its eighty
odd viewers have been added to the city's
already large battery of inspectors. Their
duties are to inspect the picture shows
with reference to sanitation, lighting,
ventilation, effect of pictures on audiences,
the percentage nf children attending, and
the class of people who comprise the audiences.

A Near-Wrangle
The
know

Social
Workers'
something
about

Fest.
Club wanted
to
the way
motion

Duilding,
Pur t land Oregon.
pictures were censored in Portland, and
requested a committee from the censors,
and a committee from the film men to attend a dinner at the Hotel Oregon. September 26. The motion picture men consented to attend only on the condition that
the chairman would guard against mud
slinging, and the interchange of personalities, George Thatcher, president of the
club, assured the picture men that he
would maintain decoi-um in this respect.
From the reports of the picture men who
attended, chairman Thatcher had not
figured on the presence of Censor Colwell
at the meeting when he made that assurance, and she had to be repeatedly instructed that personalities were barred,
much to the amusement of the audience.
Chairman Richards also passed remarks.
Millie R. Ti-umbull. representing the National Board of Review, and one of the
organizers of the local censor board of
which she is not now a member, termed
the Portland
a "baclly
child."
and
decried board
the way
it hasspoiled
continually
thrown stones at the National Board.
Judge Cleeton expressed himself in favor
of censorship, with an appeal, however.
The Social Workers Club requested the
censor board to permit a viewing of a picture before and after eliminations had
been made. The board ruled that a picture in which eliminations had been ordered, but not made, could not be exhibited
to the organization, and that part of the
program could not be carried out.
F. M. Simonton. W. A. Reed, and L. A.
Todd, a committee representing the exchanges, presented the motion picture
men's side of the censorship
situatinn.

Sunday Situation in Oregon Grows Tense
Sabbatarians

May Close Exchanges on Smday Unless Law Is Repealed — Association Calls on Exhibitors to Use Power of Screen.

PORTLAND. Ore. — .\t a recent nif-^t
ing of the Oregon Motion Picture Mens
Association. H. H. Haynes. representing
a religious liberty organization, pointed
out that while the Oregon Sunday closing
law exempted theaters from its operation, a strict enforcement of it would
close film exchanges on Sunday. It is
rumored that some state and county officials are preparing for such strict en-is
forcement if the repeal of the statute
not effected at the election a few weeks
hence. The association is urging the exhibitors to use their screens to spread
the repeal propaganda.

A CorvalUs Serio-Comic Touch.
It was anticipated th.it when Taylor and
Child opened the Airdome at Corvallis for
a Sunday show there would be trouble.
There was. Resurrecting a city ordinance
that had been passed in 1S81. the city
fathers of Corvallis trotted it out. and
pinched one of the proprietors of the theater. His trial took place September 30.
resulting in the dismissal of the case, and
the manager's triumph.
Also at Corvallis one of the daily papers
displayed tlie following ad a few days before the manager of the Airdome was arrested: "Moving Pictures Sunday Night at
the Congregational Church. Third and
Jefferson streets, 7:30 o'clock, (Featured
by Electric Film Company, New York.)
You Are Invited." One of the Corvallis
papers pointed out that the incongruity of
the situation was apparent.

They

Still Pick on

Exhibitors.

McMinnville. Ore. — C. C. Watrous has
operated a theater here for several years
and has shown
many
big pictures.
Re-

Lentl>' hL- booked "Civilization" and the
town was all expectant to see the production. It evidently peeved the city fathers that the exhibitor had a little money
in sight, so they dug up an old city ordinance about licensing traveling shows,
applied it to Brother Watrous and took
$7.50 of his box office receipts for the city
treasury. Watrous has engaged an attorand will
dispute the city's right to
make neythe
charge.

With the Road Men.
Portland, Ore. — C. P. Merwin, representing Greater Vitagraph, in this territory,
was in Seattle recently attending a meeting of the company's road men under the
direction of the new manager, G. E.
Fariss.
John W. Drum, road man for World
Film, spent a week in Portland and was
very successful in adding many suburban houses to his already large list of
bookings
in this city.
Harry Carney, formerly with Fox at
Los Angeles, has been transferred to this
territory, replacing R, C. Montgomery.
Mr. Carney will make his headquarters
in Portland.
C. H. Feldman, road man for General
Film, out of Seattle, has been working
eastern Oregon territory under the direction of the Portland
office.
O. Wogg. traveling for the Standard
Feature Film Company, has been successfully exploiting "The Yellow Menace" in
eastern Oregon, Washington, Idaho and
Montana.
A. S. Kirkpatrick. road man for Mutual, made an interesting trip over the
Wallowa branch of the O. W, R. & N.,
calling on many
theaters that road men

October 21, 1916
sometimes
miss.
He
encountered
inches of snow at Joseph, Ore.

six

Heard on Portland's Film Row.

Portland, Ore. — M. B, r>onovan has sold
tlie Portsmouth theater to A. R. Mattoon.
Kelso. Wasli. — The Star theater has
been reopened by Wills & King, new
e<iuipment
being furnished by the Service
Film Company.
The Dalles. Oregon. — Lew Cullins reports that the sale of the Casino to T. O.
Mead, former operator, was not consummated and that Mr. and Mrs. Cullins still
Dalles.
conduct
this popular theater in The
Skamakawa, Wash. — E. Ingles has
opened a picture theater here. Pete Sabo
of Portland
furnishing
the equipment.
Pendleton. Ore. — Guy Matlock, of the
Pastime, was host to several film men
and their families who came here from
Portland and Baker to see the Roundup.
The guests occupied Mr. Matlock's box
at the arena and posed for the exciting
mob scenes, much to the delight of
Messrs. Sill, Van Scoy and Erownell. who
photographed
the event.
Portland, Ore. — O. D. Wheeler, of St.
Paul, moving picture photographer for the
Northern Pacific Railway, was in Portland lumbia
several Highway.
days photographing the CoPortland. Ore.— Other visitors on Film
Row were: Frank L. Hudson. Seattle
manager for G. F.. and Henrv Gravenkamp. of the People's theater, Mt Angel

Astoria House Enlarges.
Astoria. Oregon.— The Crystal theater is
preparing for fall, busines by extensive
alterations inside and out. One hundred
new chairs have been installed. The lobby
is being enlarged and a new stucco front
put in. A new stage has been built
which will be equipped with an entire
new set of scenery. Harry W. Dean made
a trip to Portland recently to arrange
for the new equipment.

IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.
E. F. Carruthers Succeeds His Brother.
Vancouver. B. C— W. G. Carruthers,
formerly booker at the local branch of
the Mutual Film Corporation, has left for
California, seeking larger fields of endeavor. His brother, E. F. Carruthers.
who has been in charge of the shipping
department, has succeeded to the position
of booker.

Returned Soldiers Benefit at Lyceum.
Winnipeg. Man,^ — The Lyceum theater
was on Sept. 25 and 26 conducted by ladies
connected
withoccasion
the Returned
Factory, the
being Soldiers'
a benefitToy
in
aid of this institution. In addition to the
regular program of pictures, local people
contributed
vocal and instrumental selections.

W. F. Dunlavy Is General Film Booker.
Vancouver. B. C. — W. F. Dunlavy. former manager of the Consolidated Film Exchange, has accepted a position as booker
with the local branch of the General Film,
under Manager Meagher, and replaces
Harold F. Moore, who recently left to assume his new place as booker and assistant manager of the Famous Players
office in Calgary.
Mr. Dunlavy has lately been in charge
of the Princess and Rex theaters in Prince
George. B. C, operated by the Prince
George Amusement Company, but reports
that the business is now practically at a
standstill in that vicinity, and that the
houses are being closed down.

Strand

to Be

Improved.

Winnipeg. Man. — Manager Seamans of
the Strand theater has just taken out a
building permit for $10,000, to cover the
cost of alterations which are about to be
made in the house.
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Universal Beauty Contest.
Winnlpt-K. Mail — Tho Muiiltohii Krif
Press. Ill fonJuiK'llon with tho I'nlversnl
Film Maim fact urliiK Company, liua just
lauiicheil a lu-auly cmitcHt for vouiik ladles
a!4plrin^ to tilm startloin. and is booiulnt^
thf ronti'St lavishly in the moving picture
(li'piirtnu'iit of the paper. Any fflrl ovor
llfteeii In AN'esieii* Canada may enter, and
the prlae Is a trip to Universal City, Cal.,
not only for the lucky winner, but also
for a chaperone of Iut own selection. The
winner will also be kIvcii an opportunity
to (lualify for work
In the pictures.
The Judiiiins: will be entirely from photoKtaphs. and the follow ins will be the
judKes: An executive of the Universal
company; J. Wanen Kerrigan; Jules I*
Steele. nu>vins picture editor of the Manitoba Free Press: Mrs. C. P. Walker ol
tho Walker theater, and Julius I-.evine of
the local Universal
ot!lce.
The following Wlnnipe^; theaters have
alrea*l> undertaken the distribution ol
entry blanks to those desiring;- to enter
the contest: Province. National. Lyceum,
ilrpheum. Bijou. Starland, Majestic. Monarch, tlaiety. Ltlobe. Strand. Fort Houkc.
Furby. Mac's. Garden. Corona, Karnac.
Star. Kind's.
Elm. I'alace
and
Orand.
as wellHaddow.
as the Koyal
at Selkirk.
Manitoba. Blanks may also be obtained
from the Free Press, or from the contest
olHco. which has been opened at -lOti Scott
Building.
This is the first beauty contest held
in Western Canada, iiiid the idea bids fair
to create intense interest.
Vancouver. li. C. — That "Julius Levine"
seems to indicate our old friend .lules —
he of the festive motorcycU- a;id the fondness for collisions. Well. Jules oujiht to
make a good judse.
Free Matinee to Convent Children.
Nanaimo. I>. ('. — Manatjer iJeorge Beattie of the Dominion Theater save a free
matinee recently for the children of the
local convent, who were accompanied to
the theater by the Mother Superior. In
addition to the resident pupils, all those
throughout the district who attend the
convent school were invited.
Worth Noting Hereabouts.
Brandon, Manitoba. — Manager Semper of
the new Bijou theater expects to be able
to open the house some time in October.
The seating capacity of the Bijou will be
about 650.
Chllllwack. B. C— The "Hospital Night"
given recently at the Imperial theater
was a distinct success. In addition to a
good program of pictures, there were
songs and recitations by a number of local
people, and numerous sniectiuns 1>>" tliKelland-Chevalley
mc he.'^tra.
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Says Canada Should Make Films
J. Arthur Nelson Comes to Vancouver for Dominion Educational I'ilms, Ltd. — In
Interview Says That Canada Is Bakward in Getting the Advertising Value of
Home
Made
Pictures — Statistics of the Local Business.
liy (■:. C. Xelson. S2I Rogers
Bldk'-. Vancouver,
B. C.
VANCdUVIOK, B. C, — J. Arthur Nelson,
formerly ^ejieral manager of the
I''i-onti (Universal) company, and more recently president and genera! manager of
the United States Motion Picture Company, arrived in Vancouver recently to
ally himself with the Dominion Educational Films, limited, a Vancouver company which is desirous of expanding its
business and entering the field as a general jiroducing organization.
Mr. Nelson hatl some more or less pertinent remarks to make regarding the film
situation in Canada, and in the course o;
an interview with a local paper said:
"I am very mucli surprised to find
Canada in such a ijrimitive condili<in, so
far as the motion picture industry is concerned. Canada has no doubt been waiting for foreign capital to come in and develop this industry. This seems to me to
be one of your prime weaknesses: more
initiative should be shown in the development of your own resources. As I am
myself an Englishman, though with ^
long residence in the United States. I
may be privileged to speak facts rather
than have to evade them.
"In order that you may appreciate thimmensity of the opportunities at liand
I will sa\' that the motion picture industry
in Canada exceeds both in volume and
profits a great many of your principal enterprises, including ship-building, lumbering, mining, fishing, fruit, etc.. and yet
despite this there is not a dollar of Canadian money invested in the manufacture
of motion pictures in this country," (This
is not the case, by .tlie way.
E. C. T.)
"The U'nited States is con ceded ly the
best advertised nation in the world, and
the motion picture has been a great factor
in making her resources so well known.
There are in Canada some 2.000 motion
picture theaters, entailing an investment
of $15,000,000, with an army of employees
estimated at over 20,000 people. Not onl.v
should you supply your own theaters with
Canadian-made pictures — you should send
your own productions out into the world
to Another
advertisestatement
your own made
country."
bv the speaker
was; "While I am a firm believer in
natural growth, and have no patience witii
the bombastic musliroom American variety, I am also impatient of the blindness which shuts out opportunities, and
thereby permits the astute Yankee to
build fortunes under your very noses."
Films and the
Vancouver. B. C. —
section,nf containing
irents
the leading

I. Cook, Oldest Driver in Vancouver, and
Friend
of Jim
Mgr. of Calgary Metro: Jim Pilling, Orpheum Theater,
Muir,
Managing
Director,
Dominion
Theaters,
Lubin, of Metro, on a Joy Ride in Stanley

Local Papers.
A special photoplay
the
'announcemovingfallpictuie
the-

Pilling; Bert Lubin,
Vancouver; J. R.
and
Herbert
Park.

aters of the city, was recently Incorporated in the Saturday issue of the I>aily
Province, and the result was almost six
full pages of moving picture publicity.
with a little vaudeville matter thrown in
to make up the six pages. Three theaters— the Colonial (Fox), the Dominion
(Metro), and tlie Hex (Triangle) — each
took a half page ad, and given the accompanying half pages for reading notices,
while smaller spaces were used by the
Famous Players Film Service, and \>y
other theaters in all parts of the city.
In addition to this. Manager Herbert
Lubin of the Standard Film Service, distributors of the Metro program, also had
a full page in the Sumla.v News-v\dvertiser. and the Monday .Snn. These are
the only local papers published on these
mornings.
Rex at Revelstoke Burns.
Kevclstoke. B. C. — A fire whicli broke
out in the Rex moving picture theater
here (formerly the Star), just at dusk on
a recent evening, for a time threatened
the entire business section of the city, b
was finally got under control after th'theater and several adjoining stores had
been consumed. It was owned by W. A.
Smythe,,and had been dark for several
months, and liad recently been used as a
committee room for the local Conservative
Association.
Avenue Theater Solves Fire Escape Discussion.
Vancouver. B. C. — After several years of
argument and discussion by successive
city councils, the much -disputed question
of the exterior fire escape of the Avenue
tlieater is about to be settled. When the
Georgis street viaduct was completed it
was found that the iron fire escape on the
theater extended slightly over the viaduct. The council asked the owners of
the theater to remove it, but they did not
tliink that this should be required. However, Alfred Williams & Co.. Ltd., have
just taken out a building permit in the
name of the W'estern Canadian Amusement Company, for the construction of an
interior fire escape at a cost of $1,200.
Found Operators Out Threshing.
Winnipeg, Man. — Clarence Spencc, [irovincial inspector of theaters and operators, lias just returned to Winnipeg after
a four-week trip through southern Manitoba.
"I went out to examine the qualifications of motion picture operators, according to the provisions of the new act," he
said, "but I found most of them out
threshing. In the small towns, I found
that most of the moving picture men also
run an auto business as well. Now that
threshing is on, the farmers have no time
for shows, so the tli eaters have been
closed, and the operatoi-s have gone to the
fields, either to operate threshing machines or to repair them.
"Next time I go on an inspection trip."
said Mr. Spence. "PU go in the winter."
Popular
Manager
Scanlon
Weds.
Vancouver. B. C. — Th*- World correspondent is in receipt of an announcement of
the marriage of Miss Helen May Covert
to Robert H. Scanlon, the popular manager of the PalriciT. theater at Powell
River. B. C. The ceremony took place
in Vancouver on September 14. and th:;
newly wedded couple have left on an extended honeymoon, contemplating a return to Powell River about November
1,
Our congratulations and best wishes.
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General Film Company.

General Film Company.
Current Releases.
MO-VDAY,

OCTOBER

16,

Advance Releases.
1016.

(Serial No.)

SELIG — Only a Rose (Two parts — Drama)
21283-4
— A Boomerang
(Comedy)
■ 21284
VITAGRAPH — The Curse of the Forest (Educational)
21285
SELIG — The Selig-Tribune No. 83. 1.116 (Topical)..
21286
BIOGRAPH — The White Rose of the Wilds (Drama)
(Biograph — Reissue No. 89)
21287
TUESDAY.
OCTOBER
17, 1018,
ESSANAT — The Fable of "The Kittenish Superanns
and the World Weary Snipes" (Two parts —
Comedy)
KALEM — A Sauerkraut
Symphony
(Comedy)
W^DXESD-VY,
OCTOBER
18, 1916.
ESSANAT — Dreamy
Dud in the African War Zcne
(Cartoon — Comedy)
A Scenic Subject on the same reel
VIM
FEATURE
COMEDY— A Persistent
Wooing
(Comedy)
KALEM — "The Yellow Hand"
(No. 11 of "The Girl
from
'Frisco")
(Two
parts — Drama)
BIOGRAPH — Classmates
(Three
parts — Drama)
(Blograph — Reissue No. 90).'
THURSDAY,

OCTOBER

OCTOBER

20.

OCTOBER

21291
21291
21292
21293-94
21295-96-97

SELIG — The

for

Selig-Tribune

BIOGRAPH — Friends

TUESDAY,

KALEM — The

Bogus

21298
21299

1016.

21302
21303
21304

21, 1016.

ESSANAT — Marooned
(Three
parts — Drama)
21305-06-07
— Essanay-Chaplin Revue of 1916 (arranged from "The Tramp." "His New Job." "A
Night
Out")
(Five
parts — Comedy)
VITAGRAPH — The
Harbor
of Happiness
(Three
parts — Drama)
(Broadway
Star Feature)
21308-09-10
KALEM — A Darins Chance (No. 102 or'The Hazards
of Helen"
Railroad
Series)
(Drama)
21311
SELICi — \t\ Eventful
Evening
(Comedy)
21312

2:t, 1016.

(Comedy).
85, 1916.

(Topical.)

(Biograph — Reissue

OCTOBER

Sunshine
Booking

WEDSESD-VY,

No. 01).

24, 1016.

(Two

parts — Drama).

Agents

(Comedy).

BIOGRAPH — The
Battle
of Elderbush
Gulch
Drama)
(Biograph — Reissue No. 92).
OCTOBER

25,

(Two

parts-

1016.

ESSANAT — Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 18 (Cartoon-Comedy).
A Scenic Subject on the same reel.
VIM

FEATURE

COMEDT — Home

K.\LEM — The Harvest of Gold
co") (Two parts — Drama).

Made

Horrors

(Comedy).

(No. 12 of the "Girl from

OCTOBER

'Fris-

26, 1016.

SELIG — The Selig-Tribune No. 86. 1916 (Topical).
VIM — A Maid to Order (Comedy).
FRID.4Y,

21300-01

Four
No.

(Drama)

THURSDAY,

(Topical)..

KNICKERBOCKER
STAR
FEATURE — Treading
Pearls
(Two parts — Drama)
KALEM — The Code Letter (No. 1 of "Grant. Police
T^eporter")
(Drama)
VIT.\GRAPH— Strong Eyidence
(Comedy)
VIM — Here and There
(Comedy)
S.tTCRD-4Y,

VITAGRAPH — Trouble

ESSANAT — Borrowed
21288-89
21290

OCTOBER

-SELIG — Out of the Shadows
(Two
parts — Drama).
— Paradise for a Day (Drama).

10, 1016.

SELI(3 — The Selig-Tribune No. S4, 1916
VIM — A Precious Parcel
(Comedy)
FRIDAY,

MONDAY,

KNICKERBOCKER
the Kid
(Two
KALEM — The

OCTOBER

27,

1016.

STAR
FEATURE — The
parts — Drama).

Missing
porter") (Drama).

Heiress

(No.

2

of

Chorus
"Grant,

Girl

and

Police

Re-

VITAGRAPH — Betty's Affair (Comedy).
VIM — The Frame-up
(Comedy).
S.\TURD-\Y,
ESSANAT — It Never

Could

OCTOBER
Happen

2S,
(Three

K.\LEM — "Hazards
of Helen"
Railroad
Lost
Messenger").
SELIC; — A Close Call (Drama).

lOlO.
parts — Drama).

Series

No.

103

("The

COMPLETE AND ACCUItATE USTS ol R*ral«r Promm ud Fntm Plctarsi Cut Alw>r< B« Obtained from tha Pai«> of tha MoTlnt Piatara World. Thesa ara PnbUihad Two Waaka in AdvmBca of lUlaaja Daya to Eoafala Exhibitors to Arranc* Thatr Coming Programa. Tha
Itorlaa of tba PIcturaa in Moat Caaaa ara PobUahed on a Llka flchadnla. Each S^opals la Headed by a Caat, tba PlaTara' Namaa
ParaBtfaeala.
Lar Out Your Entertainment From tba Information In tba Movtnff Picture World and You Will Not Go Wrong.

Directed by

D.

W.

GRIFFITH
Featuring

Mae Marsh
Robert Harron
Lillian Gish
The greatest two
reel Indian spectacle.

THE BATTLE
AT
ELDERBUSH
GULCH

Babic la

Released by
Biograph Company
October 24th

Through

General Film
Service
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Universal Film Mfg. Company.
SL'NDAY, OCTOBER
15, 1016.
Serial No.
REX — (No release this day).
POWERS — When Little Lindy Sang (Drama)
01831
Diplomacy
(Cartoon)
01831
L-KO — (No release this day).
SPECIALS FOR WE:EK OF OCTOBER 15. 1916.
rXIVERSAL,
SPECIAL
FEATURE — Fame
at Last (No.
10 of "Timothy
Dobbs.
That's Me")
(Two
parts —
Comedy)
01850
UNIVERSAL SPECI.\L FEATURE — Liberty (No. 10. "Human Targets") (Two parts — Drama)
01851
SPECIAL LAEMMLE — .\ Case of Beans
(Comedy)
01852
SPECIAL BIG U — The Tigers of the Plains (Two parts —
Drama)
01853
SPECIAL
IMP— The Missing Witness
(Drama)
01854
SPECIAL
VICTOR — The Five Thousand
Dollar Dream
(Comedy)
01855
SPECIAL
REX — (No release this week)
01866
SPECIAL VICTOR — Room Rent and Romance (Comedy).. 01857
MONDAY, OCTOBER
16, 1916.
RED
FEATHER — Barries
of Society
(Five
parts —
Drama)
01838
NESTOR — His Own Nemesis
(Comedy)
01839
TUESDAY. OCTOBER 17. 1916.
GOLD SEAL — The Wrath of Cactus Moore (Three parts —
Drama)
01840
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1916.
LAEMMLE — Through Baby's Voice (Two parts — drama) 01S41
L-KO — Safety First (Comedy)
01842
UNIVERSAL
ANIMATED
WEEKLY — No. 42 (Topical) . . 01843
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19. 1916.
IMP — The Decoy
(Drama)
018H
BIG U — (No release this day).
POWERS — (No release this day).
FRID.^Y-. OCTOBER 20. 1916.
IMP — (No release this day).
REX — The Gold Band
(Drama)
NESTOR — Pat's Pasting Ways (Comedy)
S.\TURDAY'. OCTOBER
21, 1916.
BISON — The Conspiracy
(Two parts — Drama)
L.\EMMLE — (No release this day).
JOKER — Beans and Bullets (Comedy)

SUNDAY,

01845
01846
0184"

MONDAY,

OCTOBER

TUESDAY',

WEDNESDAY,

05104-06
0510S

06107-08

17, 1916.

(Two parts — Drama)
OCTOBER

18, 1916.

MUTUAL
WEEKLY— Number
94 (Topical)
GAUMONT — See America First. No. 58 (Scenic)
— Kartoon
Komlcs
(Cartoon-Comedy) . . .
THURSDAY.

Serial No.

16, 1916.

OCTOBER

MUTUAL — The Law of Nature

OCTOBER

05111
06112
05112

19. 1916.

GAUMONT — Stepping 'Westward (Two parts— Dr.) . .
MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE
DE LUXE— The Voice
of Love (American — Five parts — Dr.) (No. 145)
FRIDAY,
CUB — He

Wouldn't

Tip

OCTOBER

20, 1916.

(Comedy)

SATURDAY,
Doggone Baby

0S116

OCTOBER
(Comedy)

CUB — The Deacon's Widow

21, 1916.
05117
05116

(Comedy)

SUND.iY', OCTOBER
22, 1916.
VOGUE — Her Painted Pedigree
(Two Parts — Com.)
GAUMONT — Reel Life No. 25 (Mutual
Film Mag.)
MONDAY,

OCTOBER

23,

05120
06118-19

1916.

AMERICAN — Professor Jermey's Experiment (Two
parts — Drama)
MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION— The Love Hermit
(American: — Five parts — Drama)
(No
147)
TUESDAY',
MUTUAL — The

Folly

OCTOBER

of Fear

WEDNESD-VY,
MUTUAL.

WEEKLY — Number

(Two

24,

OCTOBER
95

11)16.

parts — Drama)
25, 1916.

(Topical)

GAUMONT — See America First No. 59 ' "cenic) ....
— Kartoon
Komlcs
(Cartoon-Comedy) . . .

05126
01526

THURSDAY-,
OCTOBER
MUTUAL — Two
part
subject
(title
nounced)

01868
01869
01870

CUB — Lovers

01871

CUB — Dad's
CUB — When

01872

15, 1916.

AMERICAN — The Franchise
(Two
parts — Drama).
MUTUAL
STAR
PRODUCTION— BlufC (AmericanFive parts — Drama) (No. 144)

FRIDAY,

.

OCTOBER

VOGUE — Ducking a Discord
(Two parts — Com.)...
GAUMONT— Reel Life No. 24 (Mutual Film Mag.)..

CUB — That

SUNDAY',
OCTOBER
22, 1918.
VICTOR — Main 4400 (Two
parts — Comedy-Drama)
01848
IMP — No release this day.
L-KO — She Wanted a Ford (Comedy)
01849
MONDAY,
OCTOBER
23. 191«.
RED FEATHER — The Black Sheep of the Family (Five
parts — Drama)
01S5S
NESTOR— The Bar Flv (Comedv)
01859
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL
FEATURE — Liberty
No.
11, "A
Daughter of Mars" (Two parts — Drama)
01876
TCESDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1916.
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL
FEATURE — Society
Hypocrites
(Three parts — Drama)
01860
SPECIAL VICTOR— (Title not decided)
01861
WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER 25, 1916.
SPECIAL LAEMMLE — (Title not decided)
01862
L-KO — A Rural Romance
(Two parts — Comedy)
01863
An Alligator Hunt
(Ditmar's Educational)
01863
UNIVERSAL
ANIMATED
WEEKLY — No. 43 (Topical).. 01864
THUHSD.^Y, OCTOBER 26, 1916.
SPECIAL IMP — (Title not decided)
01865
BIG U — The Narrow Creed (Two parts — Drama)
01866
POWERS — Windsor McCay and His Jersey Skeeter (Cartoon-Comedy)
01867
FRIDAY',
OCTOBER 27, 1918.
IMP — Through Solid Walls (Two parts — Drama)
BIG U — A Price on His Head (Drama)
VICTOR — A Plumber's Waterloo (Comedy)
S.iTURDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1918.
BISON — The Better Man (Two parts — Drama)...
LAEMMLE — No release this day.
JOKER — A Crooked Mix-up (Comedy)

Mutual Film Corporation.

and

OCTOBER

Lunatics

(Comedy)

SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

26, 1916.
not yet an01527-28
27,

1916.
y

05129

28. 1916.

Masterpiece
(Comedy)
Clubs Were Trumps
(Comedy)

05130
Oir'il

THE
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General Film Company
VIM

FEATURE

COMEDY.

A PEHSISTENT WOOING (Oct. ISt— Rose Is
a rich young woman who has everything Bho
wants. One day while out In her machine she
Be«8 Harry In his machine. His appearance
appeals to her and she purposely rollldes with
him. When ho goes about bis business she follows blm and later collides with him again.
Harry gets angry and when he reproves Rose
Bbe asks him to kiss her band. As she is so
coquettish be does, but when she importunes
blm to kiss her on the face. Harry refuses, saying be Is an engaged man. He then drlvea
home unaware that Rose Is following him.
When he enters his home Rose "buys" his
chauffeur to resign in order that she can disguise herself as a man and take his place.
Harry's wedding day arrives and Rose, who Is
now much In love with Harry, knowing Ruth
will marry any man if be has money, decides
to prevent the wedding If possible. She drives
Harry through mud and water and finally succeeds In putting the car out of commission,
thereby preventing Harry from being on time
for the wedding. Later Harry finds that Ruth
has married someone else and decides to take
his chauffeur, having learned who his chauffeur
Is. Rose, realizing that she has won. looks at
him baugbtlly. He then says. "I'll give you
that
she tells him to wait until
they kiss
have now,"
been but
married.

BIOGRAPH.
A TALE OF THE WILDERNESS (Reissue—
Oct. I)). — The cast: The girl (Dorothy Bernard) : The outlaw (Charles H. Mailes) ; His
younger brother (Edwin August) ; Leader of
the pioneers (Wm. J. Butler) ; Indian Chief
(Dark Cloud).
In the wilds of the Kentucky hills two
brothers, the elder an outlaw, view from a distance the approach of a party of settlers moving forward to a new home In the vast wilderness. The younger brother is overwhelmed
by the sight of the pioneers, and. unknown
to his eld'^r brother, joins their party. The
settlers build a stockade home, and the outlook is most rosy, until the outlaw brother
meets a girl from the stockade at the spring,
he, of course, not knowing his brother Is among
the party. He forces his attentions upon her,
which she repulses, rushing back to the stockade for help. The outlaw's Influence with the
neighboring Indians arouses them in his plan
for vengeance. They attack the stockade, and
when
settlers"
seemsof hopeless
they
dig a the
tunnel
from chance
the back
the stockade
to the hillside. Most of them have effected
an escape, but among the few captured Is the
younger brother. The outlaw regrets his action,
and uses again his influence with the Indians,
but with a different effect.
A PUEBLO LEGEND (Reissue— Two Parts—
Oct. 10).— The cast: Indian girl (Mary Pickford) ; The Great Brother's friend (Robert Harron) : The Great Brother (Wilfred Lucas).
This production was made In the old Pueblo
of Isleta, New Mexico, where the incidents of
the story were supposed to have occurred.
The opening scene occurs on a feast-day in
early times before the coming of the Spanish
to that country. During- the Spring Dance
of the Green Boughs, the Sun Priest tells the
Btory of the turquoise stone that fell from the
sky centuries before, and was imbedded in the
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earth, the recovery of which would mean light
and happiness and prosperity to the people of
Isleta. The Great Brother, the exemplar of the
tribe. Is chosen as the one most worthy to be
sent on the holy mission. Tbe dangers and
hardships which he endures during hia long
quest go to make a most beautiful portrayal
of early Indian symbolism.
THE
WHITEIG). ROSE
THE "WILDS
(ReIssue
— Oct.
— The OFcast:
White Rose
(Blanche Sweet) ; ber brother (Robert Harron) ; her father (W. Chrystle Miller) : outlaws (Wilfred Lucas and Joseph Graybill).
An unsuccessful old gold miner Is stricken
down and dies, leaving three young children to
take care of themselves. They are a boy of
seventeen, a girl of sixteen, and another girl
of eleven. Tbe
Inheriting
his father's
termination,boy.
insists that
they remain,
for he de-is
sure there is gold to be found. Later his efforts are rewarded, and he rushes off to the
agent to file bis claim. While be is away a
trio of thugs break into the cabin, but the pure,
innocent girl so impresses one of them that he
drives the other two off. Her clear eye of Innocence awakens his better self and he goes,
asking If he may return when he has proved
himself worthy.
CLASSMATES (Reissue— Three Parts— Oct.
18). — The cast: Duncan Irving (Henrv Walthall) ; Sylvia Randolph (Blanche Sweet) ;
Bubby Dumble (Lionel Barrymore) ; Bert Stafford (Marshal Neilan) ; Duncan's father
(Thomas Jefferson)
; Phyllis Stafford (Gertrude
Robinson)
.
Bert Stafford is in love with his mother's
ward. Sylvia Randolph. She does not reciprocate his feelings as she Is in love with Duncan
Irving, son of Irving the store-keeper. Duncan
Irving's father Is a habitual drunkard. On account of Sylvia's preference for Duncan. Bert
tries to pick a quarrel with him which results
in Duncan being ordered from tbe grounds by
Mrs. Stafford.
Duncan passes his entrance examinations for
West Point, and before leaving home tells Sylvia
of his ambitions. His father resolves to stop
drinking. Two years later, Duncan writes his
father of his promotion at West Point. When
Mrs. Stafford
Duncan's
cides to send hears
Bert toof West
Point.success, she de\ year later, the cadets are shown preparing
for their annual dance, to which Mrs. Stafford.
Sylvia, and Phyllis, daughter of Mrs. Stafford.
are invited by Captain Lane. Duncan is not a
first class man while Bert is a plebe. Bert
naturally resents being compelled to takf orders
from Duncan or Duncan's friend. Dumbie.
Dumble falls In love with Phyllis. Bert asks
Sylvia to marry him. but she put^ him off.
Bert becomes furious when he sees ber talking
with Duncan and resolves to get Irving drunk
in order to humiliate Duncan. When Bert takes
Ir%'ing to his tent, he is seen by Duncan's
friend. Dumble, who reports the matter to Duncan.
Duncan finds his father in a drunken condition
gloats
Duncan's
humiliation and
and Bert
insults
him.over
Duncan
demands
an
apology and when Bert refuses to retract his
accusation, Duncan knocks him down. When
Bert is picked up, he is blind and Duncan and
his friends Dumble, Clay and Lindsay are put
under arrest, suspend'^d and court-martialed,
despite the fact that Duncan declares he alone
is to blame.
The Staffords move to New York, and althousih Bert recovers his eyesight, he is declared ineligible for further military service.
He proposes to Sylvia and this time she consents to become his wife. They quarrel as to
when the wedding shall take pla'^e, and Bert
accepts an offer from an engineering concern to
go to South Araeriea. Duncan goes to Washington hoping to Induce tbe President to lift
thf suspension of his friends. Their reinstatement is made suhjpct to Mrs. Stafford signing
the petition, which she refuses to do.
Vothing is heard of Bert, and Mrs. Stafford
is led to believp that he has died of fever. Dunf-an and his friends oTpr to lead an expedition
In search of him. Mrs, Stafford agrees to sign
the petition on cnnd'tl^n that thev bring her
ion baek. Phyllis agrees to marry Dumble. and
hive Duncsn act as best man If h** finds Bert.
Tiiinran wishes to ser^-e B-^rt In order to win
back Svlvfn'fj re«Ti'»ct Fh*> rlv^! him a message
for Rert which rtlsclnses to Duncan her erncagevn^nf tn R^rt, but he refuses to give up hope of
winning her.
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The relief party soon arrives In South
America and Is soon In the heart of the jungl*.
As their supplies aro mnnlng short, Lindsay
volunteers to return for a fresh supply. During his absence Duncan finds Bert, and delivers
Sylvla'3 message to him. Lindsay, after many
attempts, eventually locates his friends.
The scene shifts to New York again, where
Bert is Just recovering from the efTectB of hla
trip, and although Sylvia nurses him, she doee
not show any affection towards him. Dumble.
Clay and Lindsay receive commissions as Lieutenants. Dumble cannot understand why Duncan has not received a commission. Preparations are made for tbe wedding of Dumble and
Phyllis. Bert goes away on business. Sylvia
reminds Mrs. Stafford of her promise to Duneaa
and secures his commission for him, but does
not want Duncan to know of her part In tbe
matter.
When Bert returns he finds Clay and Lindsay
thankingmission Sylvia
for tries
securing
comfor him. He
to get Duncan's
Sylvia to make
up with him, but she evades him, having realized that it is Duncan whom she really loves.
Bert informs Duncan that Sylvia has secured
his commission so that she will be under no
further obligation to him. Duncan refuses to
accept the commission and tetis Bert of hie
love can
forInsists
Sylvia.
Sylviashall
overhears
this.
Dun-in
that Bert
tell the
truth
reference to getting his father Intoxicated,
as Bert Is about to strike Duncan Sylvia
pears and sides with Duncan. Following
wedding of Dumble and Phyllis comes the
gagement of Duncan and Sylvia.

and
apthe
en-

ESSANAY.
MONEY TO BURN (Two Parts— Oct. 10).—
The cast: Helen Gray (Lillian Drew) ; Tommy
Lawrence (John Lorenz) ; Herbert Carey (EdBates). mund F. Cobb) ; Major Calhoun Gray (Arthur
Major Calhoun Gray, who lives in a small
town In the north, thinks the Civil War is
not yet over. He is reputed to be extremely
wealthy and when his niece and only relative
questions him about it, he insists he is saving
the money to further the Confederate cause,
Helen goes to work as stenographer In the
town hotel. Dislike of Herbert Carew. a guest,
is a common bond between the girl and Tommy
Lawrence, a likeable young salesman, Carew
wants the girl for the money the old man is
supposed to possess. Lawrence wins her. Meanwhile, Carew has met and gained the confidence of the major. When the old man dies
he finds the hiding place of the fortune. He
vanishes with it. Soon after Lawrence and hia
wife receive the entire treasure. It is In Confederate money.
CANIMATED NOOZ PICTORIAL NO. 17 (Oct.
II). — Canimated Nooz Pictorial with this issue
maintains its customary standard in giving the
news of the world. At Cheeseborough. Colo..
Charles Evans Hughes is pictured while admitting he is the best man for the job of president.
At Pippin Beach. Cal., the fair bathers have
taken up the fad of having fancy hose painted
on their limbs. At Eggsoup, Ala., the chief industry is raising egg-plants. Trained hens are
taught to plant the bulbs In rows. President
Wilson's return to the Car)ital — in a flivver
which
possessses
plentyof ofinterest
"pep" are
Is sketched.
pictured.
Numerous
other events
A serious cartoon, "Signs of Peace." and a
Dreamy Dud episode close the five hundred feet.
The rest of the reel is taken up with North
American scenic.
LOST TWENTY-FOUR HOURS (Three Parts
— Oct. 14). — Dick Swift (Richard C. Travers) ;
Milly Swift (Marguerite Clayton): Adolphua
Smiley (Harry Dunkinson) ; Mrs. Dacre (Warda
Howard) : Mary Churchill (Gertrude Glover) ;
David Swift (John Junior).
Dick Swift has promised that in tbe absence
of his wife he will attend all meetings of the
Society for Furnishing Tooth Brushes to the
Natives of Baroola. But instead he falls In
with Adolphus Smiley and the two visit several
barrooms. Their car wrecked, they take the
steering wheel and with it guide an uncertain
homeward course on foot at an early morning
hour.
Dick falls into a sleep whleh lasts twenty-four
hours, Smiley awakening him by clinking Ice
in a pitcher after doctors had failed. Mrs,
Dacre, whom Swift Invited to call on himself
and wife, does call. There is consternation.
He makes David, his brother. Insist the woman
Is their long lost sister. Mary Churchill, sweetheart of David, and her militant mother suspect
the ruse. Sam Golden, the owner of the machine Dick smashed, arrives with a pollcemaii
and Swift eagerly submits to arrest. Dick 1b
perfectly contented in his cell, safe from relatives and friends. But they sweep down on
the police station and drag him forth. The sergeant finally unravels the mystery of Mrs.
Dacre. who confesses she attempted to blackmail Swift. Everj'body is happy at last but
Adoiphus
started It all, isn't destined to beSmiley,
happy who
for long.
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THE FABLE OF THE KITTENISH SUPERANXS AND THE WORLD-WEARY SNIPES
(Two parts — Oct. 17 1 .^A Cove with the flossy
Label of Adelbert Justitian came back to dazzle
the Townsmen with the Wampum he had gathered. He learned that he would be expected to
pull a few House Parties. The first week-end
session was to be a Peace Conttrence for the
antique Quackeydoodles and Speckled Hens. But
the Second Party was to be a Hurrah Jubilee
for the gay Debutantes and Blithe Lads from
the Varsity. The Sears and Yellows arrived
and from the first tap of the Gong the bridles
were off. The Female Members of his old Sunday School Class began to blow Cigarette Smoke
out of their Eyes. Ears and Xose.
Before he could suggest Prehistoric Euchre,
the loud needle was at work on the Raga mophone. A. J. saw reputable women with Grandchildren get right out in the middle of the
Floor and slap Father Time in the Face. The
Old Ones arose Monday all freshened up after
having slept a Grand Total of (J hours, since
Saturday
With such
exuberance
J.
feared thatXight.
the rollicking
Juniors,
due the*A.following week, would put his Home on the Fritz,
When the Buds and Striplings came he found
himself surrounded by Pale Young Women a»d
Gloomy He-Whlftets, Thty hunted dim Corners
and lapsed into Death -Chamber Conversations.
A. J. tried to figure out why so many Young
Lives had been Clouded. On Monday the
chastened Host was glad to get them all off
the place.
MORAL. — Y'outh is the Time for Gravity.
DREAMY DUD IN THE AFRICAN WAR
ZONE (Oct. 3S|.--This is another split reel
in which Cartoonist Carlson has worked out his
humorous incidents by combining, through excellent double exposure, his human figures with
his well-known pen and ink characters. Dreamy
Dud. Dunk and the dog *put out to sea. The
captain orders the cook to quit boiling cabbage.
The
an alibi and
Dunk's
cigar theIs
foundcook
to produces
be the offensive
smell.
Before
captain can finish his argument a battleship
opens fire on them, the gunners having orders
to get the fat fellow. Dud and the dog delight
in Dunk's dodging of fourteen-inch shells. Then
a gigantic whale lifts the three off the boat and
sends them whirling into space. Dud coming
down right through a newspaper in which a
cannibal chieftain is reading the latest movie
news. "Spoila pictura Hank Walthall," says
the chief angrily. Dud is chased over the desert
and caught, but the chief's daughter pleads for
his life. He awakens to find the colored washerwoman telling him to get up. while Dunk and
the dog laugh. Five hundred feet of scenic
share the reel.
MAROONED ( Three parts— Oct. 21 > .—The
cast : John Prentiss ( Edward Arnold ) ; Xina
Holliday ( Alice McChesney i ; Rupert Elliot
(Fred Malatestal ; Capt. Bruce (Arthur BatesK
Niaa Holliday gets a chance to experience
the unconventional situations she puts in her
novels. She goes on a yacht cruise with Rupert
Elliot, millionaire. Under the influence of drink
Elliot makes bold advances and John Prentiss,
a sailor, saves her. The yacht catches afire and
Prentiss, plunging overboard to rescue the girl,
finally gets her ashore on a rocky island.
Unknown to them, the others of the party are
saved. They write iheir names and the location of the^isle on a piece of paper and place
it in a bottle, casting it out to sea.
Weeks pass and the strong John Prentiss
finds himself in love with the girl. She, also,
begins to love the stalwart seaman. Capt. Bruce
of Elliot's yacht discovers the hottle in the
hands of fishermen and a relief expedition is
started. Prentiss is not to be found when the
yacht reaches the island. Elliot refuses to
recognize the simple marriage contract, the girl
tells him exists between herself and the sailor.
He takes her aboard the yacht. Under cover of
darkness as the yacht prepares to steam away
the girl leaps over the side and swims back to
her husband.
THE ESSAXAY-CHAPT.IN REVUE OF 1916
(Arranged by Essanay from the Essanay-Chaplin comedies. "The Tramp." "His New Job" and
"A Xight Out." Five Parts— Oct, 21 1.— Charlie
Chaplin, as a tramp, is wandering along a countrj' road, when a girl is set upon by a band of
hobo'=s. He rescues her and is given a job on
her father's farm. One ni^'ht he routs a band
of burglars and is shot. The girl nurses him
until he is recovered and be falls in love with
her.
girl's
sweetheart
returns and
Charlie But
goes the
back
to the
city, heartbroken.
There he gets a job as a motion picture actor.
In a series of misartventun-s be spoils all the
pictures in which he is working and drives the
manager to distraction. That night he and a
companion go out for a good time on thfir day's
pay. They look upon the juice of the grape
when it is red. which leads to manv adventures.
After they have been badly man-handled they
seek their room only to get into the wrong one.
They are found by an irate husband who hurls
them into a bathtub of icy water, which finally
brings them to their senses.
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SELIG-TRIBUNE
XO. 7(J (Sept. 21).—
Narragansett Pier, R. I. — For the purpose of
stimulating patriotism among young women, the
National Service School opens nere with a large
enrollment.
Santa Rosa, Cal. — Fifteen thousand native
sons and daughters celebrate the sixty-sixth
birthday of this States admission to the Union.
Galveston. Tex.— Albertlne Rasch, premier
danseuse of the Imperial Opera. Vienna, assisted by her company, interpret new classical
dances in the waters of the Gulf.
Verdun. France. — In the titanic struggle taking place here, millions of pounds of supplies
are rushed to the firing lines by motor transport wagons.
Windbee, Pa. — University of Pittsburgh football squad hold preliminary fall practice.
Xew Y'ork, N. Y. — Thirty thousand striking
car men hold mass meeting at Union Square
to protest against the action of the street car
companies in refusing to deal with the union.
Dequesne, Pa. — This city, better known as
the steel city of America, celebrates the 50th
anniversary of its incorporation.
San Jose, Cal. — Forest fires gain headway
here, endangering
many lives and causing enormous property damage.
Newark. N. J. — Five thousand Elks parade
here under the auspices of the New Jersey State
Elks" Association.
SELIG-TRIBUXE XO, 77 (Sept. 2r.). —
Chariest own. Xavy Yard. Mass. —Under the
auspices of the Nautical Training School, twenty-two young men receive diplomas for having
completed their cruise aboard the Naval Training Ship Ranger.
Philadelphia. Pa,— The Secretary of the Navy
arrives here to address the* delegates to the
Waterways Convention.
Indian Head. Md.— A 10-inch shell from one
of
Unclehome
Sam's
big guns
crashedof through
the
Swann
within
two inches
cook stove,
where two minutes earlier Mrs, Swann was
preparing dinner.
Chicago, 111. — Owing to the recent collapse
of four small private banks, the State Bank
of Schiff & Co. experiences a run which might
have developed into a riot but for a squad of
San Antonio.
police.
from
this city
constitutes the
division, with
War.

Tex. — The march of lo.OOO troops
to Austin, a distance of VK) miles,
first movement of the entire army
full equi|)ment, since the Civil

Chicago. III. — Everything you ever saw at a
county fair, and then some, is found at the
fashionable South Shore Country Club, wherb
social
charity. elite turn their pockets Inside out for
Washington, D, C. — The Xaval Advisory Board,
headed by Thomas A. Edison and Secretary
Daniels, meet here for conference on naval affairs.
CONVERGING PATHS (Two Parts— Oct. 9i.—
Tho cast: Dan, of the slums (Robyn Adair);
Nell, of the green fields (Virginia Kirtleyt ;
Paul, a minister (Leo PiersonI : Mary, his wife,
I Eugenie Fordet. Written by Hettle Grey Baker.
Directed by Burton
L. King.
Dan never knew anything but the city slums,
while Xell was horn near the green fields
and running brooks. Came a day when Nell
left the old home farm and sought the great
city, there to earn her livelihood. Dan, of
the slums, sank lower and lower in the social
strata- Nell soon found that city life was a
delusion and a snare. Finally she was given
notice that her services were no longer desired
bv her employer. Then It was that the country
girl realized that she was alone and penniless
in the heart of a relentless city.
One night she wandered through the slums,
finally venturing into the portals of a little
mission. There, seeking shelter for the night,
she secreted herself while the mission worker
and his wife dismissed their little flock and
left the house of worship for the night. That
same night Dan. of the slums, was .cpied by
the police and was pursued. Desperate, the
young man sought a hiding place in the little
mission. After the pursuers had passed, he
turned
the light and
confronted
X'ell.wife
In theon meantime,
the there
clergyman
and his
had returned to the mission and they encountered the two. The clergyman offered Dan another chance if he would promi«:e to be a man.
Dan proved his worth, returned later to the little
mission and there sought the love of Nell, which
was sincerely returned. The minister then made
Dan and Nell man and wife.
A MISTAKE IX RUSTLERS (Oct. 14).— The
cast: Tom (Tom Mix) : Vicky (Victoria Forde) :
Buck (Sid Jordan) : Sheriff (Leo Maloney I.
Written
an (3 produced by Tom
Mix.
Tom and Vicky are sweethearts and plan to
marry soon. There has been rustling of cattle
nn the range, and the sheriff offer-: a reward
for the capture of the rustlers. Tom prizes a
silk handkerchief presented to him by Vicky,
and hides it In the bunkhouse. Buck, a cowtoy, guilty of rustling, steals the kerchief, ropes
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a calf and ties the animal with the kerchief that
Vicky gave Tom.
The cowboys find the calf tied on the ground,
take the kerchief, show it to the sheritT, who
at once recognizes It as belonging to Tom. Tom,
after a battle, escapes the sheriff, for he does
not know what that officer has ,againsl him.
Buck believes he Is safe and resumes his rustling.
However. Vicky detects him in the act of branding a calf belonging to her father. She captures Buck, brings him back to the ranch and
Tom
is exonerated.
SELIG-TRIBUNE XO. 78 (Sept. 28).New York, N. Y. — Prominent and wealthy men
from every section of the United States attend
the funeral of Seth Low, former mayor of New
versity.
York and former president of Columbia UniNew Braunfels, Texas.— With the coming of
cool weather on the border, camp life and
"hike" maneuvers become more acceptable to
the boys.
Chicago, 111. — "Leather high? Oh, well,
wooden
shoes society
make life's
walk aseasy,"
says
Miss Thomas,
debutante,
she leaves
her fashionable hotel and clatters down Michigan avenue on a shopping tour
Mill Valley, Cal. — The twelfth annual Dipses
Cross Country Classic is won by H. A. Anderes, with a 12-minute handicap, from a field
of seventy contestants.
Chicago, III. — Jacob S. Coxey, who more than
twenty years ago led an army of unemployed
to Washington. Is now an independent candidate for United States Senator
from Ohio.
San Diego, Cal,- -Type of Caterpillar tractor
used by the United States army, which, when
armored, is used so successfully by the British
army, in recent attacks on German trenches in
northern
France.
Verdun. France. — The following picture of
Verdun before and during its bombardment by
the Germans, shows the terrible effect of tons
of steel which have crashed Into the city for
many weeks.
SELIG-TRIBUNE
NO. 7i» (Oct. 2). —
Portland. Me. — The steamer Bay State, with
200 passengers aboard, crashed into Ingalls
Rock in a dense fog.
Los Angeles. Cal —An exciting game of pushball is played here by the Sophomores and
Freshmen of the University oKCalifornia.
Zlon City. 111.— Fifteen hundred road boosters
of Illinois and Wisconsin, in 2ri0 automobiles,
meet at the State line and pledge themselves to
make Sheridan Road, between Chicago and
Milwaukee, the finest motor boulevard in the
country.
Alpine, Texas. — Within a few moments after
the passing of the Sunset Limited, an oil tank
is wrecked from some unknown cause a few
miles from this place and piles up along the
tracks.
San Jacinto. Cal.— On the Saboba Indian Reservation near here is held the AU-Amerlcan Papoose Congress.
Locust Valley, L. T. — Society elite of New
York and Long Island attend the annual Piping
Ror-k Horse Show.
El Paso. Texas. — Twenty-six thousand United
States soldiers, making a line twenty-five miles
long, march in the largest all-military parade
seen since the Civil War.
Chicago. 111.— The Chicago Tennis Club holds
the first annual night tournament ever played
on concrete courts.
ONLY A ROSE (Three parts— Oct, 16).— The
cast: Joseph Dorn (Robyn Adair); Alma Dorn.
his daughter (Virginia Kirtley) ; Louis Hunt
(Leo Pierson) ; James Phelps (E. J. Brady) ;
Mrs. Phelps (Eugenie Forde) ; Kate Phelps (Luella Maxam). Written by W. M. Ritchey. Directed bv Burton
L. King.
Joseph Dorn has for fifteen years been a
bookkeeper for James Phelps, a wealthy broker.
Dorn is in ill healtli, hut in spite of this fact,
endeavors to pursue his daily duties. Louis
Hunt, also in the employ of James Phelps. loves
Alma Dorn. Josejih Dorn's sister, but when he
meets Kate Phelps, the broker's daughter, he
forgets Alma.
Dr. Boyd, driven to desperation by debts,
visits Phelps, demanding the money due him,
Phelps refuses, and in a moment of madness.
Dr. Boyd threatens to shoot the broker. Dorn.
the bookkeeper, sees this action, reaches through
the window leading into Phelps* private office,
and
snatches
revolver
Phelps
thinks the
Lewis
Hunt from
had Boyd's
come tohand.
his
rescue, and Hunt does not tell his employer the
truth.
Overcome by the exertion and excitement of
saving
employer's
collapses, and
is
takenhis home.
Dr. life.
Boyd,Dorn
in attendance
on
Dorn. hears the facts concerning Dorn's action
in saving his employer's life. He goes to
Phelns, tells him the truth and the broker upHunt. Hetoothen
to Dorn's
bedside, braid';
but arrives
late rushes
to aid the
bookkeeper.
Phelps, endeavorine to make amends, gives
Alma a check for $10,000.
Kate Phelps loses all p'^'ection for Hunt when
she finds he has taken th" crpdlt that belongs
to another.
A rose brightened
the last hours
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from the stoni. Alma Dorn
written by tbu broker.

A BOOMERANG tOn lh<» Same RceH— Old
BbooMier Ploughshare, attracted by a piece In the
paper, pays bla tuition fee and k>arns to bo a
dotectlve. Later, be finds that he has paid his
butter and fgf; aioney for a tin star and a
printed diploma.
AdvlKcd by a friendly poUooman. ho returns
to the scene of his undoing and asks the two
sharpens how to work the handcuffs which were
also sold him. They demonstrate the worth of
the manacles by fastenlDR them on their own
wrists. Then It is that Ebeneezer arrests the
sharpers, and turns defeat into victory.
AN EVENTFIL EVENLNO (Oct. 21).— The
cast: Jack Wlnton (Tom Mlxt : Marlon Mathews
(Victoria Fordo t Dettty Mathews (Betty Keller); Jim Mathews (Pat Chrlsman). Written
by Victoria Forde.
Produced by Tom Mix.
Jack Wlnton arrWes at Jim Mathew's ranch
to carry out a schedule by which he is to fall
in lovo with Hetty Mathews. Instead, he Is
attracted by Betty's sister. Marlon, who does all
the work, while Betty plays lady in the parlor.
Latt?r. Betty overhears Jack and Marion planning to elope at midnight, Betty takes the place
of Marion, much to the disgust of Jack when he
discovers he has a different girl. Jim Mathews.
the father, discovers that Jack and Betty are
missing. Hp goes In pursuit, and finds Betty
crying at the locality where Jack had deserted her In his return to the ranch for
Marlon. Mathews and Betty then go In search
of Jack and Marlon, but the two elopers are
already married when they are overtaken.

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
VICTOR.

ROOM RENT AND ROMANCE (Special Release— Oct. 16).— The cast: Slim Hoover (Victor Potel): Claudius Cupid (Ed. Sedgwick):
PeRsy Plantem (Eileen Sedgwick) : Sallie
SIoppus (Jane Bernoudy ). Scenario bv Roy
Clements.
Produced
by Roy Clements.
Slim Hoover and Claudius Cupid are hallroom boys, both in love with Peggy Plantem.
a wealthy young widow. Slim and Claudius,
Intent on "beating each other" to the pretty
prize with a proposal of marriage, rare to a
Tailor shop to have their clothes pressed. Slim
arrives first and is placed behind the screen
Id the "press- "em- while-you- wait" fstablishment. while Claudius on his arrival is placed
In the tailor's living-room. Claudius discovers
that the remnants of the tailor's dinner are covered with ants, and manages to transfer tue
ants toafter
Sltm's
newly-prossed
trousers.
both,
beating
the tailor
out ofThey
his
charges,
reach the home of the widow.
The ants begin to "work" on Slim, much to
the ioy of Claudius. But In the midst of the
fun he is confronted by the presentation to him
of an ultimatum from the landlady to pay bis
room rent or get out. Slim and Claudius both
got "in bad" with the widow and are ordered
from her home. When they arrive home they
find that their landladv has ordered Sallie
SIoppus. her maid of all work, to evict them
from their rooms.
-MAI.V 4400 (Two Parts— Oct. 22) —The cast:
Frank
Milburn
(Herbert
RawlinsonJ ; Joyce
Bruce
(Agnes
Vernon) : Marvin (Carl Von
Schiller) : Du
Maurier
(Harold Mathews).
Scenario
by Male- Havey.
Produced
by Willjam Worthington,
Frank Milburn, a novelist, is burning the
midnight oil. when his artist friends. Du
Maurier and Marvin, break in upon his reverie. Frank is annoyed at the interruption
and goes for a walk in the park, rie rescues
a girl from the clutches of a ruffian and escorts her to her home. Frank's friends are
wondering what has become of him. when he
appears
and relates
his who
evening's
experience.
Upon questioning
Frank,
discloses
that he
has the number of her home. Marvin discovers
it Is the address of an im^ane asylum, and all
decide the fair unknown must be a nurse in
the institution.
For some days after Frank is so obsessed
with thoughts of the dream girl that he cannot
attend to his writing and finally the boys become worried and arrange to help him. Du
Maurier phones "Madison Square 4400. Insane
Asylum." and requests that a couple of strong
arms be sent immediately to secure a friend
of his who has gone "nutty." Marvin suggests
they draw up a statement to the effect Ihat
Frank is in- possession of all his senses, to
prove later he is sane, which the three then
sign.
Upon finding himself an Inmate of the a?y
lum Frank submits to various indignities,
thinking
to and
be rewarded
'by a sightforofgphile
his
dream lady,
is not disappointed,
strolling about the grounds the following day
he discovers her talking to one of the doctors.
He discloses his identity and a week later the
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boys receive an urgent letter commanding them
to get him out immediately, as be wants to
leave the placo at onco with the dearest girl
Id the world.
Dr. Regan at some distance notices them acd
orders her to go in. Furiously Frank grabi
biro and a fierce fight ensues, which Is brought
to a climax when armed attendants rush up
and the doctor orders a strait-Jacket for the
unruly patient. As the two friends have been
arrested on tho way to his rescue. Joyce determines to aid him, and, having an appoinr*
ment to attend a masquerade ball with one of
the doctors, manages to secure a cavalier costume and smuggle Frank through the gates.
He then suggests a call at the parsonage.
When Marvin and Uu Maurier, after their
thirty days* enforced holiday, return to look
up their long-lost friend, much to their amaze
ment they find him, now a happy husband,
reaping the benefits of a well-earned reword
from his new book entitled "Hearts and
Strait-Jackets."

RED

FEATHER.

BARRIEmS OF SOCIETY (Five Parts— Oct.
18). — The cast: Martha (JflVham (Dorothy
Davenport) ; Westie Phillips (Emory Johnson);
Harry Arnold (Richard Morris i ; Silas Gorham
(Mr. Montague); John Phillips (Alfred Allen);
Mary Phillips (Miss Whiting t. Sci:'nario by
Fred Myton.
Produced
by Lloyd B. Carleton.
Westie Phillips, the son of poor and simple
Qaherfolk. notices a woman marooned on a
rock with the tide rising. He rescues her and
ever this memory of her remains with him.
To Martha Gorham. the daughter of a millionaire, it is only an incident to be remembered for a short time with gratitude toward
the hoy.
In love with Martha Gorham is Harry Arnold, a man considerably older, whose one aim
in life now seems to be the winning of her, despite her refusal. Her father, Silas Gorham.
is fond of Arnold and favors his suit, although
he does not urge his daughter to marry. Arnold invites Martha and her father to go on a
cruise with him on his yacht and she consents. Arnold has arranged with his captain
to have it appear that the yacht is wrecked
near an uncharted island, so he can take
Martha to this spot alone and after a month
or so the captain is to return and pick them up.
About the same time Westie Phillips decides
to go out into the world and make his way. He
Is shanghaied aboard a vessel bound for the
Orient and meets with such severe treatment
that he manages to escape in Honolulu. It so
happens that the Arnold yacht is In the vicinity, and one of the men becoming troublesome,
the captain decides to put him ashore. Fate
again brings Westie and Martha together, for
he secures the sailor's place on board he
yacht. He recognizes Martha, but she does
not know him.
Westie scents that Martha Is in danger, and
it is with a great deal of satisfaction that he
sees Martha repulse the advances of Arnold.
Then comes the time when the yacht is In the
vit-inity of the island. Arnold's plans work
out nicely, as he gets Martha in a boat away
from her ftither. but Westie. though he does
not know exactly what is happening, senses
that there Is danger for the woman he loves
and insists upon accompanying Arnold. The
captain fells him with a blow. Gorham ani
the others take to the boats and Arnold and
Martha are in a boat by themselves. Westie
secures a boat and rows for the island. He
hears a woman's screams and again comes to
Martha's rescue. Then the three take up thsir
life as they find it on the island. Arnold becomes almost crazed when he finds his plans
foiled and offers Westie any amount of money
if he will but move to the other side of the
island. One night Arnold tries to kill the
girl, and Westie again saves her. One day
Westie and Martha sight a ship and manage
to attract it. Before the boat arrives Westie
and Martha recognize their love for each other,
and their destiny is fulfilled.

UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

FEATURE.

LIBERTY
(Episode
0, "Trapyied
Two
Parts—
-Oct. t)).—
The No.
cast:
Liberty '—
Horton
(Marie Walcamp) : Theresa (Maud Emory);
Pancho Lopez (G. Raymond Nye); Pedro (— ddie Polo); Capt. Bob Rutledge (Jack Holt);
Major Winston (Neal Hart) ; Manuel Leon
(Bertram Grassby) : Jose Leon (L. M. Wells).
Written and directed by Jacques Jaccard.
The last episode ended with Liberty holding
the whole band of rebels at bay with the rifle
that she had stolen from her guard. After
Bob's bonds have been untied he takes the gun.
Just at this time the rangers that Pedro has
met put in their appearance. There is great
excitement and in the confusion Liberty and
Fedro escape, but Bob and his men are quickly
surrounded and besieged on a little peak in
the desert.
Liberty and Pedro are enabled to escape by
means of an aeroplane that comes along at
that moment. Then Lopez, as he has fpund
out that the troops have been ordered to with-
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draw, sends orders to all the bands that It Is
time for another raid and names the meeting
place. The courier,'^ set out post-haste to rld«
the rounds and spret^ the word.
All the while BoL and bis men are held
prisoners in the little natural fort and are
surrounded on all sldeB by the .Mexicans. They
think that Liberty and Pedro have been killed.
But the aeroplane that was carrying Liberty
and her faithful servant to safety breaks down
and
are once more thrown into the hands
of thetheybandits.
TIMOTHY DOBBS, THAT'S ME. No. 10 (Last
Episode— "Fame at Lasf—Two Parts— Oct. 16).
— The cast : Timothy (Carter De Haven) ;
Jeff (Robert Miiash); Tin-Eared Terry (Ivor
McFadden); Landlady (Margaret Whistler;.
Beery.
Story by Bess Meredith. Produced by Wallace
Timothy is held by the landlady as security
for the back rent, and as a last resort he
tries to make his escape in some rugs tho
carpet cleaning man has called for. ne 1b
discovered and the landlady takes him to the
Sunset Loan Office to pawn him. At the pawnshop he manages to get a pair of scissors
which a man Is pawning. With these he cuts
the leash that binds him and escapes. He
then comes upon an offer of a thousand dollars
to any man who will last three rounds with
Tin-Eared Terry, the Terror, and determines
to get the money. After training ue goes to
watch
his opponent,
Terry.
Finally the night of the fight arrives and
Timothy has a bad case of cold feet. Jeff
has a scheme which gives Timothy heart, and
JefE's proposition is to make Terry lose the
fight or kill him with a gun. He tries it out
on the Terror. Then the manager comes to
Terry and tells him that the receipts for the
night are small and threatens to make .erry
a dead man if he doesn't win the flghu At
last Timothy
wins,
but the manager has absconded with the
money.
The next morning Timothy Is accosted by
a detective, who accuses him of forgery. He
and Jeff jump on a street car. and the detective follows them on a sight-seeing bus.
bound for Universal City. There Timothy in
the visitors' gallery sees his double, the man
wanted for forgery, working in a scene. He
follows him when the latter Is excused to take
a smoke and knocking him out, Timothy dons
his clothes and enters the set when they are
ready for work again. He makes a wonderful
hit, and after the scene is taken he goes to
the onemanager's
and a is week.
given a contract
at
thousand office
dollars
Leaving the manager's ofQce he is seen by
the detective, who comes to Universal City, and.
running around the studio, Timothy outwits
and loses him. The detective then comes upon
his double as he is awakening from the knockout potion Timothy administered to him and
makes the arrest. Timothy then Is advertised
extensively by the Universal Company and Is
on the road to fame and fortune.

GOLD

SEAL.

THE WRATH OF CACTUS MOORE (Three
Part-« — Oct. I") . — The cast : Cactus Moore
(William V. Mong) ; Charles, his son (John
Ryan) ; Charles Reeves (E. F. Power) ; Elizabeth, his wife, and Reeva. his daughter
(Peggy Coudray).
Written and produced by
William
V, Mong.
Charles Reeves, Mayor of Bartow, lives with
his daughter. Reeva. who loves and is loved
by Charles Moore, a prosperous young man of
the vicinity. When Charles Is placing the engagement ring on Keeva's finger and asking
her father's consent to their marriage. Mr.
Reevessent to tells
why he cannot freely contheir them
marriage.
Twenty-five years ago. he tells them, when
he was a young college student, he returned
home for a summer vacation. He arrived in
the little Western village on the night that the
young folks were holding their annual lawn
dance. Accompanied by a friend, he went to
the dance to renew old acquaintances. He met
Elizabeth Willis, whom he greatly admired, and
who thought favorably of him. Eiizabet*i accepted him for her partner for the next dance.
During the evening young Cactus Moore, so
called because of his reckless living, was imbibing with his roistering companions at the
village saloon. On the way to the ranch where
they were employed thev happened to think
of the dance and decided to attend. Arriving
there. Cactus finds the young college student
dancing with and showing marked attentions
to Elizabeth. This young Cactus resents, and
after heaping insult after insult upon young
Reeves and being unsuccessful in provoking a
quarrel, he vents his spite upon others. Reeves
offers himself to Elizabeth as her escort. Their
friendF:hip ripens into love, he courts her and
thev are married. Cactus, in his rough way.
loves Elizabeth and cannot become reconciled
to the jilt. He marries, however, and to hiro a
son, Charles, is born. Twenty-five years have
elapsed, but Cactus has sworn undying hatred
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for the man whom he believes tricked him out
of ETllzabeth's affection.
After telling the story to the young couple
Mr. Reeves reminds Reeva that since her mother is dead she must decide for herself and
follow the nictates of her own woman's heart
in regard to her love for Charles. Some time
later Cactus, now old and bent, is brought
face to face with his real self when he appears
unforbidden at the marriage feast of Charles
and Reeva. His iron will, his temper and
his deep-rooted hatred are broken by toe
Bweet. gentle nature of his new daughter,
Reeva.

L-KO.
SAFETY FIRST (Oct. 18) .—Charlie and
Moore at last commit a big robbery, but they
cannot decide how the "swag" should, be divided. They anally decide to put it in the safe
and divide the money the next morning. But
there is only one key to the safe, and Charlie
keeps that. Moore hears Charlie planning to
get the whole amount and plans revenge. He
plants a bomb in the safe that is set to blow
up at the time when Charlie has planned to
get the money.
That night Charlie goes to rob the safe, and
when he hears Moore coming hides in It.
Moore and his pals close the door and then
proceed to take the safe away. They lower
it to the ground and then carry it behind an
auto all over town. But by this time the
hour for which the bomb is set is fast approaching, and all the parties concerned are
getting a -it uneasy. The bomb exploded and
all the crooks were blown
to the winds.
SHE WANTED A FORD (Oct. 221. — The
cast: Dan (Dan Russell): Gertrude (Gertrude
Selby) ; Billie
(Billie Ritchie).
Gertie arrives at the hotel with her man
and then the trouble begins. At the hotel are
a great many onlookers and among them is
the dangerous Billie, as well as the Jealous
Dan. Billie at once forces his way to the
front a^ he takes the flower that Gertrude
gives the janitor. Then he pursues his advantage until Gertie says she must have an
auto ride. He is stumped until Dan says
that he will furnish
the car.
In the meanwhile Dan and his friends have
secured a car that is minus an engine. They
plan to get inside and act as the engine themselves. So the two of them get inside and the
auto starts. It is all very well until the
darn thing starts down hill and then they lose
control. They exceed the speed limit by a
great deal and the cops follow. But in the
end the motor gives out and the whole party
comes to grief. Billie and his fair Inamorita
are left in the lurch with no car.

LAEMMLE.
PROWLERS OF THE JUNGLE (Special —
Oct. 2). — Dr Lutton is a missionary who has
determined to convert the savages in Africa.
The district in which he settles has been
colonized by some Arabian traders, and one
day he receives a call from one of these
people. He leaves his sister in charge of another doctor named Rane and goes to the aid
of the native who has called.
In the meantime the chief of a band of
marauding savages is taken ill and sends for
the doctor. Dr. Rane responds to the call, but
finds that he can do nothing for the sick man,
and the chief dies. The savages think that
some wrong has been done, and at once go on
the warpath. Dr. Lutton's wife takes the
baby and hides in the woods. After an extime they 'are rescued from the dangers
of the citing
jungle.
THROUGH BABY'S VOICE (Two parts—
Oct. IS). — The cast : The Husband (Douglas
Gerrard) : the Wife (Edna Maison); the Child
(Zoe Rae) . Scenario by Calder Johnstone.
Produced
by George
Cochrane.
When the little one was four years old the
mother returned to the old life of parties,
dances, theaters and midnight suppers. The
father accompanied her, but neither found any
real happiness in life and soon came quarrels.
Then they decided on a separation. A con-<
EUltation with the old family lawyer, who had
been her guardian prior to her marriage, resulted in the shrewd old gentleman conniving
with a judge, who was one of his cronies. A
separation was agreed upon and papers were
drawn up. It being set forth in the agreement
that neither party was to see the other, nor
the child, who was to be left in the guardianship and care of the lawyer, it was also
stipulated that the only means of communication between the two parties should be
through
the child.
As time went on. In their loneliness, came
visions of their baby. And the little girl
missed her mamma and papa. When her fifth
birthday came around the lawyer planned a
party for her. She called up mamma and Invited her to the party. That afternoon the
mother came to the lawyer's, but he would not
permit her to see the little girl. While they
were In the library the father called and the
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lawyer received him In the hall. The baby
had phoned him, too, and Invited hUn to the
party. Then the instinct of paternity asBerted Itself, and he declared that he would
see bis child, "law or no law." and bounded
up the stairs. In a moment the little one was
in his arms and then he began helping her Ox
the electric light fixture candles.
Mother, meantime, had seen him run up the
stairs, for she had overheard the loud talking
in the hall. The lawyer quietly slipped Into
the library to watch events. Mother quietly
slipped up the stairs and through the doorway
of the nursery watched "Daddy" and Baby.
The child saw her mother, squealed with delight and ran to her. They could not resist
baby's appeal and a reconciliation soon followed.

IMP.
THE PERJURER (Oct. 2— Special Release).—
Fred Blackwell and Jane Simpson, who live by
their wits, determine to do the farmer, Jim
Slogan, out of his property, upon which iron ore
has been discovered. She gains the confidence of
Jim, marries him and they have a child. She
tires of the life, and calls upon BlacitweU to
take her back to her former life. He comes to
getJim
her,is but
In escaping
killsand
Jim's
father. to
accused
of tne he
crime
sentenced
prison. Jane gains possession of the child and
lives in the city with Fred. Jim is pardoned
by tne Governor, and sets out to seek bis
child. He traces Jane and there is a fight
for the possession of the child. Blackwell and
Jane get their deserts and Jim returns to the
farm with nia daughter.

BISON.
THE CONSPIRACY (Two Parts— Oct 21).—
The cast: Dick Olney (Harry Carey): Matthew
Montague (E. N. Walleck) ; Hodges (L. C,
Shumway) ; Majorie (Edith Johnson), Wrlt; n by William Parker. Produced by Henry
McRae.
Accused of stealing the annual report of the
Great Western Railroad, thereby blocking a
big deal. Dick Olnev is discharged In disgrace
by Matthew Montague, president of the road.
Dick, a young man of good breeding, became
an underling in the railroad office when his
father lost bis fortune. The president's daughter, Marjorie, knows this and Is interested
In Dick. Hodges, the president's secretary. Is
jealous. A money lender's note falling due.
Hodges steals the annual report and sells Information in it to the opposition road. To
clear himself he throws suspicion on Dick.
Dick saves the life of Marjorie and her mother,
and Montague wishes to reward him. Dick
plead<» for reinstatement to prove his honesty.
Montague decides to give him another chance.
Dick becomes suspicious of Hodges, and
Jimmy, the office boy. learns that Hodges and
a money lender. Gentry, are plotting to buy
land through which the Great Western extension must pass, and to sell it to the railroad
at a big price. When President Montague
li^avps on his special train to buy the land.
Hodges and Gentry drug him. Dick discovers
the conspiracy after the train leaves and he
and Marjorie begin a mad race In her auto to
catch the special. When the auto breaks down
Dick gallops forward on a horse, hoping to
flag the train at Charing Crossing. But he
reaches there too late. The horse stumbles
and falls on the track and Dick Is pinioned
under the animal.
A freight train is rushing upon them. A
motorcycle officer saves Dick's life, so DIck
borrows the motorcycle and he rides from an
embankment onto the freight train. The train
stops and Dick explains the situation. The
engine is uncoupled and speeds after the special. The special arrives at Sanger Station.
Hodges remains with the drugged president,
while Gentry goes to buy the land. ^VTien
Dick reaches Saneer, Montague is revived and
sees Hodges' perfidy. Marjorie comes up in
her auto and Dick, Marjorie aftd Montarue
race madly to the farm and block the sale
in theinnick
time. Gentry
of Hodges'
part
the ofconspiracy.
Dicktells
then
marries
Marjorie,
as his future Is assured.
BEANS AND BULLETS
JOKER. (Oct. 21).— The
cast: President (Charles Conklln) ; his dauehter (Lillian Peacock); Major, her suitor (Milburn Moranti) ; General, hi^; rival (Jack Francis) ; Pedro, a peon (William Franey): his
wife (Gale Henry). Scenario by Harry
Wulze.
Produced
by W. W. Beaudine.
A Major and
and make
General
the The
President's
daughter
lovecall
to on
her.
officers
fight
girl'sThey
favoreach
and hire
decide
to have
it
outover
in atheduel.
Pedro,
who
has escaped a wife, to throw pepper in the
opponent's eyes to spoil the other's aim.
Pedro does the same to both, and when they
discover they have been unconsciou<5lv duped
they take a few shots at Pedro to soothe their
feelings.
They then decide to revolt In order to set
the eirl. They secure their army, con^^istin^
of 'two men, and secretlv hold drill. This drill
is discovered by two soldiers of the President's
army and they hurry to tell the President of
the revolution. The soldiers desert and Pedro
volunteers. The President Is so tickled he
dency.
promises Pedro the girl and future presiThe battle takes place, but Pedro runs away.
His wife, on her way to deliver washing, discovers him. Pedro retreats and the wife hurls
a stick of dynamite after him. He ducks, but
it lands In the midst of the revolutionist army
and
subdues
it.
The President forgives the revolutioni<=ts and
all go to a garden fete In honor of Pedro, the
hero. The wife, bavin? been looking for him,
sees him enjoying a fandango, and she routs
the whole of both armies and leads Pedro to
the washing.

REX.
THE UNFINISHLD CASE (Oct. 9) .—In
Paris there Is a doctor who is studying in the
Latin quarter, when he falls In love with a
girl there. They live together for some time
and then comes the day when he has to return to the States, and she Is deserted.
Years afterwards, in America, his wife — for
he has married — advertises for a French maid,
and the girl whom her husband had wronged
years before answers the ad. and secures the
position. The man can say nothing, as he
does not want his wife to know the black
chapter
in his past.
Some time later the doctor dies suddenly,
and there Is a great mystery, as no cause la
apparent. A detective Is called, and he is suspicious of the maid. It afterward turns out
that she had killed him by putting germs In
some fruit that he had eaten for breakfast.
The woman had no thought to destroy the
germs that she did not use, and so was not
quite cunning
enough
to escape detection.

NESTOR.
HIS OWN NEMESIS (Oct. 16).— The cast:
Antonio Cardonio (Lee Moran) : Lucile Cardonio (Priscilla Dean) ; Gaston De Versey (Eddie Lyons). Written by W. R. Newman. Produced by L. W. Chaudet.
Antonio, a musician. Is jealous of his wife,
who aspires to be an artist. Unable to tolerate
his unjust jealousy, she writes him a note,
saying that she is going to leave him and return to her best love, meaning that she Is going to take up her art. She secures a position
with Harry Armsdale, the artist, as his model,
and they become friends.
Later Antonio and Harry meet and their
friendship is at once mutual. He tells Harry
of his preparations for revenge. Harry offers
his assistance In finding and punishing the
scoundrel. Antonio has in the meanwhile become an expert In fencing and a crack shot.
Harry marvels at his skill and revels at the
prospect of what Antonio's victim Is going to
get when he Is run down.
Antonio discovers his wife's hiding place
and when he tells Harry of his discovery Harry
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requests that be may be prcsoot at Iho "killing." Later Harry takes Lucllo to tbo cabaret,
wbere Aotoolo la playing. Harry asks Antonio
to meet bis lady friend and as bo Is about to
iDtroducc tboiu It Is discovered tbat Luclle Is
tbc runaway wife and Antonio susiiccts Harry
as the lover.
Antonio opens Are upon Harry and a general uproar in the cafe follows. Gaston succeeds In quiotlng Antonio and oxplaniitlons follow and thoro Is a reconciliation between husband, wife and friend.
PAT'S PASTING WAYS (Oct. 20).— Tbo
cast: Pat (Pat Rooney); the Vllluj;!' Con•tabto (Charles Bridon) ; Vivian (.lune Uernoudy) ; Her Husband (Ed. Brady); Katie
(Marcta Moore). Written by Cbas. J. Wilson.
Jr.
Produced
by R. A. Dillon.
Pal, the village bill-poster, is In lovo with
Katie. dauKhter of the constable. AH goes
well until Pat comes upon the notice that the
village council has decided to prohibit posting
bills on stationary objects. It means that Pat
Is out of business. Vivian, the advance agent
for the one-nlght-stand company, arrives in
the town broke, and depending on the advance
sale to bring the company from the last stand.
The hunts up Pat. who tells her of the new
order.
She starts flirting with Pat, and finally wins
him over completely. Pat decides to take a
chance and post the bills. He throws Katie
aside for Vivian, and Katie is heartbroken.
Pat attempts to evade the law by posting the
bills on moving objects, such as cows, pigs,
chickens, etc. He even discovers the constable
asleep, and in his haste pastes one of the bills
on his hack. In the meantime Katie has gone
to see her rival, and discovered her replacing
her wedding ring and gazing at a picture of
her husband, the manager.
The novelty of the advertising attracts the
villagers, and Vivian is doing a good business.
Katie decides to take a hand and recognizing
the husband at the depot, she tells him that
his wife is going to run away with the billposter. As the picture ends. Pat has to flee,
and pastes his last poster on a moving freight
train.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY NO. 40 (Oct. 4) .
Peculiar Subway Wreck. — Steel cars collapse
when trains crash during big strike, but nobody killed.— New York City.
.Vaval Boat Races. — Illinois Reserves hold annual rowing contests in Lake Michigan, Chicago.
III.
Subtitle:
The winning crew.
"Movies"* to the Rescue. — .■\llowed to picture
Army football gave, from which public Is
barred by quarantine. West Point, N. Y.
Ford in Universal City. — Auto magnate spends
five bours In magic town where "movies" are
made. — Universal City. Cal. Subtitles: Surrounded by Universal Beauties. He meets the
camel and the elephant, too.
Fashions for the Kiddles. — Designers busy
with what up-to-date little folks wil wear this
winter.
Subtitle:
In real life.
Two Candidates Busy. — President Wilson conducts his campaign at Shadow Lawn, while Mr.
Hughes swings "around the circle." Subtitle:
President talks to business men. — Shadow Lawn.
N. J. Ex-.Tustice Hughes addressed steel workers— Duquesne, Pa.
Pounding to Pieces. — Seas rocking wrecked Boston steamer. Bay State, on ledges of "Old Anthony."— Portland.
Maine.
Edison Greets "Old Timers." — Inventor, host
of veteran telegraphers, who remind him of his
days at key. — Menio Park. N. J.
When a Zeppelin Is Bagged. — View of wreckage of giant machine shot down In raid on
England, showing enormous amount of wire
used in structure. — Enfield, England. Subtitles :
Digging out an engine. A portion of a gondola. Soldiers and police keep crowds back.
British aviators honor foe at burial.
Speed Kings Dare Death. — Stars of motor
world compete In famous Astor Cup Classic. — •
Sheepshead Bay Speedway, N. Y. Subtitles :
Making
They're
speed on ll.">
deathmiles
curve.an hour.
The wlner,
J. off.
Aitken.Pull
Lighthouse Has Birthday. — Famous beacon at
entrance to Boston Harbor. 200 years old. has
celebration. — Boston. Mass. Subtitle; Secretary
of Commerce Redfield greets the veteran keeper.
Cartoon by Hy Mayer.

Mutual Film Corporation
MUTUAL

STAR

PRODUCTIONS.

PHILIP HOLDEN-WASTER ( Ameriran— Five
Parts — Oct. »— No. 142). The cast: Philip Holden
(Richard Bennett) ; Miles Holden (George
Perlolat) ; Louise Holden (Adrienne Morrison) ;
Helen Landon (Rhea Mitchell) ; Robert Landon
(Clarence Burton) ; Paul Merwln (Orral Humph rey ) .
Philip is a great discouragement to his brother.
Miles, in whose home the young dilettante Is
living when the story opens. Louise Holden, wife
of Miles, labors valiantly to Interest her dreamy
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young brother-in-law in something besides literature, but falls In this until after great urging.
I'Uillp Is Induced to attend a bridge party given
at the house. This marks the turning point In
ills career, for while niurking time among the
fashionables
brother's
drawing
room,of hea
Is presented in
to his
Helen
I^aiidon,
daughter
wealthy
banker.
The moment that Philip looks Into the eyes
of his adored, ha losus interest In the book he
Is trying to write. Ho falls deeply in love with
the girl. But he dares not tell her in so many
words of his love, for Just a few hours before
they met ho was informed that his account is
overdrawn at the bunk. Miles denounces Philip
as a waster, doomed to a miserable end.
Helen's father, Robert Landon. Is in league
with Miles to corner a certain mining stock, D.
L. & B. Their Intention is to hammer the stock
until nobody wants it and then buy In the concern on Inside information they have obtained as
to Its real value. Pushed to consideration of
material matters by the constant urgings of his
brother and by the necessity for bestirring himself if he is ever to meet his beloved Helen on
equal terms financially, Philip starts out looking for work.
When the young dabbler In literary wares announces to the head of a big business concern that
he wants a job at -fUJ.OOO a year as a starter, the
situation is irresistibly comic. The young fellow
is turned away wherever he goes, until, entering the ofBce of a mining stock shark, he finds an
opportunity to sell stock on commission, taking
his commissions in stock, which the promoter
himself believes worthless. It is real artistry that
accuates Philip laden with a collection of pictures of the mine location to sell stock. With the
soul of an artist he expatiates to wealthy women
on the beauty of the scenery surrounding the
mine property, and with the luck that provided
for shorn lambs, he sells it like hot cakes on this
extraordinary plea. Then comes the surprise.
The promoter receives a telegram which apprises
him that immense quantities of ore have beeu
uncovered.
The stock which Philip has been carrying
round in his pocket is now worth a fortune.
While trying to talk to his fiancee, for by this
time he has proposed to Helen Landon. he overhears a plot between his supercilious banker
brother and Landon, the father of Helen, to
corner the market in D. L. & B.
Philip enters the stock market against the two
plotters and buys in stock as fast as they hammer
it down, obtaining it practically at his own figure
before Landon and the elder Holden realize that
they have been caught short. In this dilemma
they discover that much of the stock they have
been selling has fallen into the bands of Philip
and Landon telephones in desperation to his putative son-in-law to "come on over." Philip is
appealed to by the two market riggers to let
them have enough of his stock to cover their
shortage. Copying the superciliously superior
air of his brother. Philip keeps them on the
anxious seat for a time, but finally yields with the
smiling consent of Helen.
REDEEMED (Turner — Five Parts — Oct. 9 — No. .
143). — The cast: Roma Sano (Maud
Stewart);
Father
Anselm
(Henry
Vlbart) ; Harry
Somers
(Tom Powers) ; Marea (Florence Turner).
The plot is centered about Roma Sano, an
Italian actress, who has achieved success on the
London stage, but whose popularity and prosperity have caused her to become arrogant to the
extent that she ignores her peasant uncle and
aunt, who befriended her when she was a child
in Italy. Roma has been receiving the attentions of Edward Grimshaw, a man about town.
Grlmshaw
married ofand
on his
income for issupport
his dependent
profligacies.
In wife's
order
to bring Grimshaw, whom she loves, to her feet,
Roma carries on a secondary affair with Harry
Somers, a wealthy young London bachelor.
Roma learns that her little cousin, Marea, has
been left destitute by the death of her parents,
and that the priest of the Italian village in which
she was born Is sending Marea to her. The
parents of the little girl. Marea. are the uncle
and aunt of Roma, who cared for her when she
was a child. In a letter, Marea implores her
cousin to aid her in recognition of the aid that
was once given the actress. Roma Is furious
at what she considers the burden of caring for
Marea. She receives the news with every evidence of displeasure.
Marea
at Roma's
home while
the latter Is
at thearrives
theater.
She Is
taken
charge
by Roma's
housekeeper.
In theIn next
few days
Marea becomes
somewhat
accustomed to her new surroundings. When
Harry Somers calls at the house he Is attracted
by the beauty of the little Italian girl and
volunteers to teach her English. A friendship is
thus established between them. Roma becomes
jealous
of Somers'
girl,
Somers takes
advantageattitude
of Mareatoward
under athe
promise
of marriage and the child is frantic with shame,
urging that they be married Immediately. Confronted with this situation. Marea goes to Roma
for aid and comfort, only to he denounced as a
schemer. Marea is turned out of the actress'
home and becomes a wanderer. When she Is almost in the depths of despair her child Is bom,
and. having no means of caring for It, she leaves
It at the gate of a mansion.

Tht.s turnH out to be the home of John Gordon,
a wealthy philanihropUt, whom Roma has marrle<i since the collapse of her affair with Grimshaw, though she maintains a liaison with the
latter. Roma has refused to accept the rcapoDslbility of motherhood and so It comes about that
Marea's child is adopted by the Gordons. Soon
after, Roma is caught In a compromising situatlon with Grimshaw. Gordon turns her off. During the posure.
dramatic
scenes that
Roma's tries
exFather Anselm,
a fineattend
old priest,
to compose the family difficulties, but without
success. Gordon attaches himself to the mission
conducted by Father Anselm, settling part of his
fortune on his faithless wife.
Marea, reduced to penury and want, enters the
church in which Gordon is playing the organ.
Gordon Insists upon aiding the girl, Marea discovers plots laid by bad characters to attack
Gordon because of bis crusade against vice. One
day when he goes to the theater in an effort to
induce Roma to surrender the boy. Marea follows him, with the idea of protecting him from
harm. There she finds the little boy at play.
By a cross about his neck she recognizes her
own child. Confronted by Marea, Roma becomes
panic stricken and sets fire to the structure accidentally. Marea seizes the child and escapes.
She is overpowered by smoke and is fainting when
rescued by Gordon who later marries her.
BLUFF (American— Five Parts— Oct. 16). —
The cast: Louie (C. William Kolb) ; Mike
(Max M. Dill) ; Claire (May Cloy).
Louie, the janitor of a large New York building, leaves New York for a small town to try
to work out his formula tor the "manufacturing
of gold numerous
from baser chemicals
metals." and
He has
picked
at random
intends
to
try them out. He arrives in Solemn, where
lives Mike, a confectioner, and Claire, a young
school teacher. Mike and Louie become friends
and both are working on the chemicals, into
the town comes a young millionaire, who falls
in love with Claire, hut she will have none of
him until he proves that he can do something.
He hears of Mike's discovery and persuades
Mike and Louie to form a company with him.
and they call themselves "The Big Three."
They go to New York, and there hy bluff interest a Wall Street magnate in their proposition. After many difficulties it is found that
Mike's formula will not make gold of baser
metals, but that it is a perfection of "puncture
proof rubber." This formula brings Min.e and
Louie riches and Claire ^discovers that her
millionaire can do something and agrees to
marry him.

BEAUTY.
THAT SHARP NOTE (Two Parts— Oct. 10).—
The cast: Beezer (John Sheehan) ; Vlvienne
(Carol Halloway).
Beezer leaves America with a note for Ambassador Jones to deliver from "Filson" to "the
Flyser."
After and
beating
a bunch
of "Kingland's" spies,
some upother
adventures,
ho
hands the note over, and the Ambassador starts
out to deliver it. Soon after, Beezer receive word
that "Filson's" quarrel has been patched up with
"the Flyser" and the note does not reach Its
destination.

, VOGUE.

DUCKING A DISCORD (Two Parts— Oct. 15).
— The cast: Rube (Rube Miller).
Rube's wife is an expert at the Dutch In and
Out. The house is filled with the music of the
old accordion from dawn to dark. He decides
to get rid of her, puts her in a bag and throws
her in the river. She is rescued by Ben, who
loves her devotedly. Together they plan to give
Rube a scare. They cover their faces with flour,
and she walks in on her husband in the midst
of his lovemaking with Lillian. He thinks she Is
a spirit. Another time, when the pickpocket
gang to which Rube belongs meets at their
rendezvous, she appears again, and succeeds in
crabbing the game forever for her erring huaband.

AMERICAN.
CITIZENS ALL (Two Parts — October 9). —
The cast: Johann Wagner (Clarence Burton);
Karl— his son (Edward Coxen) : Henri Dupln
(George Field) ; Elsie— his daughter (Winnlfred
Greenwood) : Mrs. Flannigan
(Louise
Lester).
An argument between Johann Wagner, a music
teacher, and Henri Dupin, a fencing master, is
the cause of blighting their warm friendship. Intending to separate their son and daughter, Karl
and Elsie, who are In love, they both seek new
quarters, but unknown to each other, come to the
same boarding house. Thus reunited, Karl and
Elsie determine to marry. The two young people
follow the advice of Mrs. Flannigan. the landand hasten
to the ofcity
clerk's citizens
office and
declarelady,their
intentions
becoming
of
the United States. Next they proceed to the
parson's and are made man and wife.
Time passes very slowly for the two old fathers,
but not even Mrs. Flannigan. the genial landlady, can effect a treaty of peace between them.
Neither can she prevail on them to forgive their
children. At last one day Mrs, Flannigan comes
with the good news that an heir has been bom
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to the young house of Wagner. Both fathers don
their best clothes and go to their home prepared
to forgive all. When they meet at the crib side
of the infant, however, their animosity returns,
only to be soothed away forever by their grandchild's gurgle.
Deciding that the most fitting celebration they
can indulge in will be to take out citizenship in
the grand old U. S. A., Grandfather Wagner and
Grandfather Dupin leave arm in arm for the
clerk's office.
THE FRAXCHISE (Two Parts— Oct. 16).—
The cast : Gilbert Warren {Edward Coxenj ;
Louise Talcott (Winnifred Greenwood); Arthur
Fenton
(George
Field).
Gilbert Warren and Arthur Fenton are law
partners. Fenton is dealing in some crooked
deals, and after continued reprimands, Warren severs his connection with the firm and
opens an office of his own. Both men are in
love with Louise Talcott. daughter of Colonel
Talcott. She favors Warren, but when he
leaves town Fenton begins to make things look
black for him. The street railway franchise is
about to be brought up and is given into the
hands of Warren to check up. Fenton hears of
this and reports to Colonel Talcott and the
Mayor of the town that Warren is a grafter.
The Colonel puts up a deal on Warren to test
him out and he is found to be strictly honest.
Later the Colonel and the Mayor apologize
to Warren and Louise creeps into his arms.

GAUMONT.
REEL LIFE NO. '22 (Oct. 1) .— The baseball
game played by marionettes announced for Gaumont's '"Reel Life" Number 21 has been changed
to Number 22. It has been replaced by a series
of scenes showing "'Raising White Leghorn
Chickens." In addition to the baseball game,
which is a reproduction of a world's series game
last season, there are two other interesting subjects. One shows "The Wood Workers of the
Southern Mountains." The other records adventuresworkers
during "A Night
With a Policewho Dog."
The wood
are mountaineers
with
a few simple tools make furniture that is notable
for its strength and real beauty. There is nothing ornate about the various pieces, but each is
a charming example of simplii-ity in design and
construction.
The night work of the police dogs is interesting. The manner in which the dog is sent scouting by the officer it accompanies, and how it has
been trained to meet any emergency Is vividly
portrayed.
SEE AMERICA FIRST NO. 56 (Oct. 4).— This
release pictures the charming spots in Baltimore, which city contains so many beautiful
monuments, parks and squares.
Druid Hill Park. Mount Vernon Place, the
beautiful new home of The John Hopkins University, the inner harbor with its fleet of oyster
boats, and the magnificent public buildings are
among the more important views recorded by
the camera.
On the same reel with Baltimore there is a
Gaumont Kartoon Komic entitled. "Abe's Opossum." In this ofpicture
a whimsical
goes in pursuit
the little
marsijpial pickaninny
that is the
goal of every ebony-hued American.
STEPPING FORWARD (Two Parts— Oct 19).
The cast: Elisha Graham (George Larkin) ;
Prudence
Brown
(Mabel
Van Buren).
Justice Brown refuses to allow his daughter.
Prudence, to marry Elisha Graham, a poor
young farmer, and tells her that she must
marry Sprague, a rich man, who is to succeed
him as justice. Fearing the Justice will toreclose
mortgage
on Elisha's
Prudence
leaves ahome.
President
Lincoln farm.
has called
for
volunteers — and in a distant town Prudence is
inspired to sing a patriotic ballad at the recruiting office. She is adopted by a famous
singer who hears her.
After the war Prudence is known as Mile.
Levain. the prima donna. She writes to the
postmaster at her former home and is told that
Elisha was killed in battle. But Elisha recovers and after a vain search for Prudence,
whose identity is hidden in that of Mile. Levain, he surrenders to the charms of another
girl.
Many years later, after achieving fame and
fortune on the operatic stage, Mile. Levain retires and tells her friends that she is entering
upon the evening, or westward journey, of her
life.
She returns to her old home.
Because of the bickering of his son and
daughter-in-law. Elisha gives them his farm
and pension money, and becomes an inmate of
the Soldiers'
He late
and to
Prudence
meet
and
decide it Home.
is not too
consummate
their romance. Justice Sprague, who has
never forgiven Elisha. tells the son the wedding can be prevented because Elisha and
Prudence are paupers. Elisha declares that
he is still strong enough to support Prudence.
The daughter-in-law discovers that Prudence
Is the wealthy Mile. Levain, and Prudence and
Elisha wardfind
a' happy destiny in stepping westtogether.
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MCTl'AL WEEKLY SO. 'S^ (Oct. llj.
Nc'w York City. — Governor reviews 35th Infantry. Gov. Whitman presents colors to newlylormed regiment.
Norfolk, Va. — Interned German ships moved
to Philadelphia. U. S. warships convoy sea
raidtTs to new berth in Quaker City.
Redwood City, Cal. — Society maids learn aviaWill ofTer their services to U. S. army
aviation tion.corps,
Chicago, 111. — Sheridan road opened. Gov.
Philip of Wisconsin and lo.OOU motor enthusiasts open main artery between this city and
Milwaukee.
Galveston, Texas. — Seventy-foot whale washed
ashore. Lucky finder secures over $1.UCHJ worth
of oil and bone.
San Francisco, Cal. — Non-Magnetic Yacht
■"Carnegie" arrives here. Completes 2OU.OU0
mile cruise to test magnetic pole. Subtitle; The
■Carnegie" carries no metal wbich would Influence its magnetic survey. Even the anchors
are of copper.
Sheepshead Bay Speedway. ^Aitkens wins
Aslor cub in Peugeot. Takes $1'0,000 in prizes
by going 2r>0 miles in 2 hrs. and 23 minutes
without a single stop. Subtitle : Average speed
ovor UM miles per hour.
Jersey City, K. J. — Fourth New Jersey welcomed home. State and city officials greet crack
regiment on its return from border duty.
San Francisco, Cal. — Five hundred school
boys swim for prizes. Three new records are
established in annual meet.
Seattle. Wash. — Old junk is valuable. Shortage of iron causes smelting company to wreck
vessel at cost of $aO.OOO.
Cleveland. Ohio. — Cars' crash causes collapse
of bridge. Runaway trolley hits another on
wooden span, causing structure to collapse, killing 2 and injuring ^0.

CUB.
INOCULATING HUBBY
(Oct. 13).— The
cast: Hubby (Neal Burns); Wifie (Betty
("ompsoni ; Mother (Stella Adams) ; Prof. Pill
( Harry Rattpnberry).
Peace prevailed in the Newlyweds household.
An announcement
that
she is comingfrom
to Mrs.
teach Newlvwed's
the young mother
people
how to run their house does not appeal to Mr.
Newlywed and he consults his friend the doctor, who offers him but little consolation.
Mother-in-law arrives and at once sets about
running things. Mr. Newlywed. unable to stand
it. comes home only after mother has retired.
This state of affairs is not to be tolerated and
when mother sees an ad. in the paper of a
discovery by Prof. Pill she fancies she sees a
way out of the difficulties. The serum dising.
covered by Prof. Pill when injected into a wayward hiisband makes him gentle and home-lovMother goes to see the professor and arrives
in his oflice as he is in conference with the
doctor. Overhearing the plot against Newlywed,
the doctor, while the professor and mother are
viewing the laboratory, substitutes plain water
for the serum. Later hubby is put wise and
when begins
mother to stabs
he at
once
meow him
and with
purr the
in a"hypo"
most felina
manner. Mother and wifie are horrified as
bubby laps the cream from his paucer.
Finally mother calls Prof. Pill to restore her
?on-in-law to reason. Ere he can do so the
adoption of three kittens by hubby causes hoth
the wife and the doctor friend to upbraid
mother so terribly that she grabs her belongings and hurriedly
leaves
home.
Mother's
departure
with the aid
of aforsmall
tablet
given
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him by the doctor friend hus a wonderful effect OH hubby uud he once more Is sane. The
peace itnd happiness of the Newlywed household
is restored.
THOSK PRIMITIVE DAYS (Oct. 14).— The
cnft : Ht-elii Hoola ( Hetty Compson) ; Stony
Kone (Dave Morris) ; WMly Walla (Neal
Burns).
It was in the dawn of civilization and Hcela
Hoola was th«? bflle of Stonycave. Her admirers loaded hor with beads and bear claw.s.
Now a certain rich citizen of Stonycave, named
Stony Konc. although he owned the largest cave
In the city, could never get a mate and his only
admirer was Miss Stone Hatchet, who was
neither beautiful nor young. It chanced that
Willy Walla, who was a young swell of the
town, saw Heela Hoola, and his heart beat violently against the wolf sidn which clad him
and he decided then and there to have Heela
Hoola for his own.
Among the domestic unhapplness in Stony
Cave the most violent was that of Leaping Loo.
and to increase it was the fact of the "other
man," Little Big Club, whose infatuation tor
Leaping Loo was the gossip of every cave in
the town. Willy Walla having made a good
impression with Heela Hoola. is knocked on the
head by Stony Kono and the fair Heela Hoola
Is violently dragged away to Stony Kone's cave.
Meanwhile Little Big Ciub has taken a violent fancy to Leaping Loo and pursues her with
his love. Her husband, Hairy Hand, is furiously jealous, and, not knowing where hts mate
Is, goes in search. He is told by Miss Stone
Hatchet that Stony Kone has a woman in his
cave and Hairy Hand goes in to see if it is his
own woman. A terrific battle ensues and
Hairy Hand
bearing
Heelaemerges
Hoola, fr«m
whom Stony
StonyKone's
Kone cave
had
captured.
He turns Heela Hoola over to Willy Walla
and together they go to Willy's cave in great
happiness.
Stony Stone
Kone's Hatchet,
heart andandbruises
are
healed
by Miss
the fair
Leaping Loo elopes with Little Big Club and
leaves Hairy Hand to shift for Himself.
THEIR COLLEGE CAPERS (Oct. 14).— The
cast: The Boy (Harry Ham): The Girl (Billie
Rhodes) : Prof. Snitch (Eddie Barry) : The
Lady Principal
(Stella Adams),
The co-ed college is kept lively and the Lady
principal and professor are kept alert by the
pranks of the lively boy and girl students.
Ringleader among the boys is Harry ; Billie
among the girls. It being a sober college town,
prize-fighting and such inhumane sports are
tabooed. Harry learns that there is a secret
prize fight held. He tells the boys and all decide to go. Billie and the girls decide to break
the monotony of life with a feed in their dormitory and invite the boys to come. Harry
sneaks from the football practise grounds and
BSlIle from the basket ball court and the two
hold a little love feast by the wall which separate their school grounds.
Prof. Snitch, who Is by no means a favorite
with the boys, misses Harry and suspects where
he Is. He at once sends the rest of the boys
to their rooms and goes to the basket ball
court, where he reports to the lady principal.
who misses Bitlie and at once accompanies
Prof. Snitch to the wall where the guilty parties
are found and sent to their dormitories for
twenty-four hours. This happens the very day
of thtr fight. Harry declares he will go nevertheless. The girls" feed schedule is for the same
evening. Boys send the message that they cannot come, as they are going to the fight. Billie
wishes the girls could go and the boys say they
•will take them if they will wear boys' clothes.
They decide to do so and in male attire all sneak
out of the dormitory and go to the fight.
Prof. Snitch also decides to sneak to the
fight. The police are apprised of the fight and
the place where it is held is raided and all the
students with Prof. Snitch land in jail. A phone
call brings the lady principal and faculty to the
Jail, where the young folks are released. Prof.
Snitch, who loves the Lady Principal, is rejected by her and is left weeping by the wall.
The girls end their eventful day with a pillow
fight.

MUTUAL

MASTERPICTURES.

A WOMAN'S DARIXG f Ameri- an— Fivp Parts
—Oct. r» ) . — The cast : Philip Rogers I Edward
Coxen) ; Claire (Winifred Greenwood) ; Louis
Harding (George Eield) ; John Black (Chas.
Newton).
Directed by Edward Sloman.
"The Woman" is brought up on a farm by a
miserly uncle who denies her the CD
company of
other young people.
It is no wonder then that
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Marie Osmond is an astrologer. Among her
patrons is Henry Winters, who is In love with
her. She tells Winters that she cannot marry
him because of her being suspected of the murder of her husband some years before. Davis,
who was present at the time of Marie's husbands death, is also a frequent caller at her
house. Philip Morse comes to Chicago and
here meets Marie, who falls in love with him.
He is fascinated by the woman. He is called
to New York and there meets Violet, a young
girl,
is inmeeting
reality the
Marie's
hears who
of his
girl daughter.
and sends Marie
Davis
to New York to separate them. She later finds
out that Violet is her ovfn daughter, and after
many troubles she is cleared of the murder
of her husband and makes Morse happy by becoming his wife.

Miscellaneous Subjects
METRO

you need a

1006 Times

sho U uoduccd by a traveling mining stock broker,
When the uncle learns her plight, he puts htr
out. A storm Is raging. The girl seeks shelter
itt the same place as the man who has seduced her. He persuades her to go to a nearby
town and marry him. She does, but shortly after
the ceremony she discovers that he Is already
married, when his wife and tho police come
and take him. Deserted and alone, the girl
Uuds out that her uncle has been killed in the
storm, and has left her his money. She takes
it and goes to a small city where she lives.
Five years later her little son is quite a lad,
and they are living happily. The woman Is
known as a widow. Two men fall in love with
her, a prominent physician and a broker. The
broker wins his suit. Later her husband engages
a chaurieur for the woman. When the man arrives at the house she discovers that it is the
man who betrayed her. He threatens to expose her unless she keeps him supplied with
money. She dares not refuse. He treats their
son cruelly. One day the broker sees the chauffeur bit the lad and discharges him on the spot.
The chauffeur a^ain threatens the woman, this
time telling her that if he does not get his job
back he will reveal the truth about her. The
woman goes to her husband's office when he is
not in, and meets the chauffeur there. He
flourishes a gun and a struggle ensues. The
man is shot and the woman runs away.
The coroner finds a locket in the hand of the
dead man that belongs to the woman. He keeps
the incriminating hit of evidence for the trial.
The woman hides herself, unknowing that her
husband has been arrested 'or the murder. A
vision of the penitentiary causes her to hasten
to court where she tells of the man's attack
upon her. This testimony clears the husband,
and both are discharged. She determines to
have ber mind free of the shadow of her secret,
and tells her husband the true story of her life
when they return home.
She is forgiven.
THE VOICE OF LOVE (American— Five
Parts— Oct. 19),— The cast: Philip Morse
( i..award Coxen ) ; Marie Osmond ( Winnif red
Greenwood) ; Franklin Davis (George Field) ;
Sears).
Henry Martin (Harvey Clark); Violet (Laura
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!X THE DIPLOMATIC SERVICE (Quality
Pictures Corp. — Five Parts— Oct. 16). — The cast:
Dick Stansbury (Francis X. Bushman) ; Beverly
Ryerson (Beverly Bayne) ; Mrs. Ryerson (Helen
Dunbar) ; Doctor Montell (Henri Bergman) ;
Helen Wardlow (Belle Bruce): Major Blaine
I Edmund Elton) ; Mrs. Blaine (Mrs. La Roche) ;
Lynn Hardi (William Davidson) ; Chinese Valet
(Charles Fang) ; Negro Butler (Harry D. Blakemore) ; Mammy (Liza Miller). Directed by
Frances X, Bushman.
Dick Stansbury chooses a life of travel and
pleasure rather than a more useful career. He
returns from three years of foreign travel. Hie
uncle. Major Blaine, interests him in a bold
breach of ethics made by one of the foreign
diplomats, Doctor Montell. but as yet nothing
has been proved against the doctor, as he knows
all the men in the Secret Service in Washington.
Dick met him abroad, and Major Blaine persuades him to undertake the task of Doctor
Montell's unmasking.
Beverly Ryerson has a friend, an eccentric
young authoress. Helen Wardlow, who is disgusted because, she says, there is no more originality in life, Beverly assures her that such
is not the case. Dick. Beverly, Doctor Montell,
Helen.
Mrs.
Beverly's
her nephew. Ryerson.
Lynn Hardi,
who step-mother,
is loaning and
her
money to pay her bridge debts, and who in return
demands that she aid his cause with Beverly,
are all at the Diplomats' Ball.
Dick and Dr.

Tour own special Ticket, any printing, any colori. »ocurately numbered; ever>- roll guaranteed. Coupon tickets for
Prize Drawings. 5.000 J2.G0. Prompt flhlpmenla. Cash with
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to 25.000
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cents. fifteen cents per thousand, 50.000 t«n c«nts, lOO.OM

NATIONAL TICKET
Shamokin, Pa.
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Montell interest the girls and they Induce Mrs.
Ryerson to invite the men to a party at her
country-house. Dick seizes the opportunity to
ensnare the doctor In a plot that will prove his
deceptions against the government. Dick has invented a "machine
gun," supposed
to Areahundred
bomb
that will
burst anywhere
within several
feet of an airship, asphyxiating the pilot and
passengers with poisonous gas. He brings tbe
model of tbe gun with him to the house-party,
and takes care to talk about his invention where
Montell can overhear him. He is soon approached
by Montell with a proposition to deceive his
own government, and sell the model to a foreign
nation.
Dick asks for time to consider the offer. Montell is determined to have the invention at once,
and Hardi attempts to steal it for him. but is
prevented by a Secret Service man. His reason
for this move is that in trying to discredit big
rival he has told Beverly that Dick is a traitor
to his country. He has arranged for Beverly
to overhear Dr. Montell and Dick talking about
the invention. Though Dick has so far refused
to sell, she fears be may succumb to the doctor's
inducements, and to save him Beverly surreptitiously takes the model to her own room,
though it is soon returned to Dick by one of his
detectives.
Montell and two accomplices then try to steal
the model. Dick has been warned of their approach. He extends a wire from one of the
house-lights to the model, and gets the janitor to
operate a magneto at a signal. When the three
malefactors step on a wet rug with tbe machine,
they are held fast by the sudden shock of the
electricity and caught by Dick. The ignominious
recall of Dr. Montell by his own country is inevitable. Dick spares Hardi, since he has plotted
against him only as a rival, not against him as
a representative of the foreign government.
In order
of any Dick
possible doubt to
as clear
to his Beverly's
loyalty tomind
the nation,
next day asks her to accompany him to a Junk
dealer, to whom he offers bis "wonderful invention." The junk-dealer finally consents to
give him twenly-live cents for it. Out of sentiment, however, Beverly buys it back for SliO.
A happy denouement follows, and Helen, having
found ample material for a plot, types busily
away on her new story.
ROMEO AND JULIET (Quality Pictures
Corp. — Eight Farts — Special Release). — Tbe cast
Includes Francis X Bushman as Romeo and
Beverly Bayne as Juliet. Scenario made from
William Shakespeare's drama by John Arthur.
Rudolph de Cordova and John W. Noble. Directed by John W. Noble, Edward Eisner und
Rudolph de Cordova.
The Montagues and the Capulets, two noble
houses of Verona, are at enmity with each
other. Romeo, the heir of the Montagues,
fancies himself in love with Rosaline, a pale
beauty who scorns all men. In order to make
him forget, his friends, BenvoUo and Mercutto,
persuade him to go with them masked to the
great Capulet feast. There he sees Juliet, the
daughter of the Capulets, and tbe two young
people fall deeply in love with each other at
their first glance. Juliet secures permission to
go to
Friar Laurence's
cell nurse,
for confession,
and
accompanied
by her old
she joins
Romeo there and they are married.
Meanwhile, quarreling has continued between
the hangers-on of the two houses of Montague
and Capulet, until the loftiest members are
drawn into it. In a street brawl Mercutlo.
Romeo'sCapulet,
friend. and
Is killed
a nephew
of
Lady
Tybaltby isTybalt,
himself
killed by
Romeo. Prince Escalus banishes Romeo from
Verona. At the risk of his life Romeo postpones leaving the city in order to visit his
young bride and bid her farewell.
Scarcely has Romeo taken his departure when
Juliet's parents tell her that Count Paris has
asked for her hand in marriage. They will
listen to none of her entreaties and refusals.
hut tell her to prepare at once to be married
to Paris, In despair she goes to Friar Laurence, who gives her a medicine which apparently causes death. Her family mourns her as
dead and she Is taken in state to the ancient
tomb of the Capulets.
Friar Laurence has given to a brother monk,
Friar John, a letter for Romeo telling him that
Juliet is alive, so that he may be at the tomb
when she awakes and take her away to Mantua. But Friar John is unable to deliver the
letter and Romeo Is left In ignorance of the
fact that Juliet's death Is feigned.
He goes to her tomb, and there meets Paris.
The two fight, and Paris Is slain. Taking his
farewell of Juliet, Romeo kills himself on her
tomb. Awaking at the appointed time, Juliet
sees Romeo dead beside her. and, snatching
his dagger, buries it in her own heart. There
they are found by the guard and Friar Laurence. Both Montagues and Capulets come to
mourn. In their mutual grief, the hatred of
years Is forgotten, and a statue in pure gold Is
raised to commemorate the story of the two
nohie lovers.
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THE CRIMSON STAIN MYSTERY (Episode
No. 8 — "In the Shadow of Death" — Two parts —
Oct. 9). — The morning after the ball at which
Mrs. Clayton's necklace was stolen by a Crimson
Sta.in henchman and passed to Stanley, who was
in disguise as Pierre, Stanley visits Floneoce
to explain the circumstances. He shows her the
necklace and as she is looking at it a hand
reaches out through the portieres and grabs it,
Stanley tears down the portiers and reveals
the masked figure, whom he engages in a fight.
In the melee, tbe masked figura drops the
necklace.
tearshood,
off and
the before
figure'sStanley
hood,
but under itStanley
Is another
can unmask it, the figure eludes him and rwna
up the stairs. Stanley follows. The masked
figure, however, makes good Its escape.
Confident that Vanya can throw some light
on the mystery, Stanley goes to her apartment
Vanya makes love to him and while in embrace,
she extracts his revolver from his hip pocket and
later, when opportunity presents itself, she substitutes blank cartridges, and slips the gun
back
into Stanley's
without
Stanley's
knowledge.
Returning pocket
to his house,
Stanley
puts
the necklace in the safe ; then hurries away to
keep an apolntment.
In the meantime In the den of the Crimson
Stain, Pierre is exortlng his gang for permitting themselves to be footed by Stanley at the
ball. Pierre wants the necklace. Not knowing where It is kept, he decides that Florence
is tbe medium through which he must discover its hiding place. Florence is Inveigled to
Clayton's studio.
As Pierre and Vanya are waiting in Clayton's studio, an automobile drives up and someone disguised as Pierre enters the studio. The
real Pierre attacks bis imitator and after binding him tears off his disguise, revealing Clayton,
Shortly after, Florence comes to the studio and
the waiting chauffeur followa her Into the studio
and attempts to prevent her from entering.
Florence screams and as she runs Into the
studio she is dumfounded to see Pierre. The
chauffeur attacks Pierre
Pierre hurls tbe chauffeur from him and
escapes through a door leading to the roof of
tbe bouse. The chauffeur throws off bis disguise, revealing Stanley. By the time Stanley
reaches the roof. Pierre has succeeded with .the
help of tbe masked figure In getting a rope
stretched from that house to the one across
the street.
As Pierre crawls hand over hand on the
rope, Stanley pulls out his gun and fires at
him. Not knowing that the bullets were
changed by Vanya. Stanley is amazed at tbe
futility of his shots. Throwing the gun down,
Stanley takes out a knife and cuts the rope
just as Pierre is halt way across. As he falls,
Pierre swings into a window, escaping with
minor bruises. With a mocking laugh Pierre
disappears, leaving Stanley to wonder whether
he is man or devil.

UNITY

SALES

CORP.

THE YELLOW MENACE (Episode 8— "The
Time Clock Bomb" — Two parts — Oct. 23). — The
action in this episode shows Official Circles in
Washington to be even more alarmed at Ali
Singh's deeds and the extent of his resources.
Manning works under strict orders to run him
down in any possible way, and to see that the
formula tor quadrinolite does not leave the
country. A fortunate accident helps In this
when Margaret Bronson, recuperating at the
seaside, sees Hong Kong Harry negotiating with
the captainis ofseized
a tramp
steamer.
Singh's
messenger
and the
formula Ali
recovered,
whereupon tbe messenger commits suicide.
Margaret Bronson in terror of the safety of
her lover and her brother, insists that the>
leave their present residence. They succeed
in escaping just before the house is blown to
pieces.
BLUEBIRD

The reliable Trade organ of Grest
Britain ; covering the whole of the
British Film market, including the
American imported films. Read
by everyone in the industry. Specialist writers for Finance. Technical Matters. Legal, Musical,
Foreign Trading (correspondents
throughout the world) — and every
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THE SOCIAL BUCCANEER (Five PartsGet. Ifi) .—The cast : Chattfield Bruce (J. Warren
Kerrigan) : Marjorle Woods (Louise Lovely) ;
Miss Goldberg (Maud George) ; CagUonl
(Harry Carter); Nathan Goldberg (Marc Robbins) ; Sir Archibald Bamford (Hayward
Mack). Scenario by Fred Mynton, Directed by
Jack Conway.
Chattfield Bruce, in China, buying goods for
an American firm, is impressed by the conduct of Wong Lee, a pirate, who piles his occupation solely for the purpose of giving to
the poor the rice and treasures he steals from
the rich.
The Chinese pirate has been particular!" active in his depredations against the rich shipowner. Fong Wo Chong. Tbe merchant offers
a reward for the pirate's apprehension and
Caglloni,
one Bruce
of Wong
Lee's the
henchmen,
betrays
bis
master.
discovers
fact In time
to
notify Wong Lee. In gratitude, the pirate
gives the American a ring, guaranteed to give
tbe wearer the allegiance of Chinamen in any
part of the world.
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When Bruce returns to America ho reeumes
hlH i>osltlon In good eocltty aud bocomcB notod
(or hla goBtToslty to the poor. He is reputed to receive large Incomes trom his estates, but In reality Bruce has aiiopted the
Wong Lee method o( equuIUlng the wealth of
the world. Wong Lee's son comes to New
York and opens a store in Chinatown, as the
base o( operations
lor Bruco's
activities.
To provide himself with an occupation that
win give him wider scope tor his practicing his
peculiar style of philanthropy. Bruce retains
his poaltlon with Nathan Goldberg, a merchant
with social aspirations for his daughter. Marjorle Woods, a schoolmate of Mlsa Goldberg,
arrives from Europe with Sir Archibald bamford, a bankrupt nobleman, following closely
In her wake, his eyes upon the fortune Miss
Woods
is reputed to possess.
Goldberg has purchased for his daughter a
string of pearls of great value. There is arranged a lawn party by the Goldbergs as a welcome to Marjorle. To this the Goldbergs Invile everybody listed in the social register.
Goldberg hires detectives to guard the pearls.
I'nknown to Bruce the betrayer of Wong
Lee has come to ,A.merlca and Caglionl
l3 now a member of the local detective force
and in charge of the arrangements for prolei;tlng the Goldberg
pearls.
Bruce
arrangeu
Wong
Lee's
son
shall
act has
as one
of the that
waiters
at the
garden
partv. At an opportune time Bruce gets the
Goldberg pearls into his hands, and clumsily
drops them to the ground, when, In picking
thcDt up, the young Chinaman substitutes
worthless imitations for the string of expensive pearls and slips the real ones into his
wide sleeve. The Goldoerg pearls were Intended to be subsequently disposed of throuc»i
tlie Chinaman's source of distribution, Bruce to
use the proceeds to build a hospital for t^e
inurm and afflicted poor.
Bruce and Marjorle have been invited to
at the Goldbergs. Bruce wannight
spend dersthe
into the
Goldberg drawing room in time to
witness the burglary of the wall-safe where
GolJberg deposited the spurious pearls for
safekeeping. Caglioni is concerned in the
burglary and has also recognized Bruce as
the man who, in China, warned Wong Lee of
bis danger.
Marjorle, restless, wanders Into the drawing
rom and is another witness to the burglary.
conBruce's strange
Is mystified
The girl
duct. Bruce
confesses by
to Marjorle
that he is a
social buccaneer. Miss Woods induces him to
abandon bis peculiar pastime and become a
good and dutiful husband.
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must specialize in drawing and
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All The Players
of proBuuence in any lixed picture can be
hirnUhed in.tantly— WIRE US YOUR WANTS
— If you fail to display the face of a popular
player who is appearing at your house, yon
are overlooking an opportunity for larger rec*ipts. THE FACE OF A WELL-KNOWN
PLAYER prominently displayed will draw
more money than the mere anoouncement of
a Bam*.

PARAMOUNT.
HER FATHER'S SON ( Morosco— Five Parts
Oct. 12). — The cast: Frances Fletcher (Vivian Martin) ; Lieut. Richard Harkness (Alfred Vosburgh) ; William Fletcher (Herbert
EdStanding): Betty Fletcher (Helen Jerome
dy): John Fletcher (Joe Massey) ; Williard
Chloe (Lu"Mammy"
;
Lawton)
Gordoncille (Jack
Ward) ; Mose (Tom Bates). Directed by
William Taylor.
Frances Fletcher Is the daughter and only
child of John Fletcher, the poor brother of
wealthy William Fletcher. The two brothers
have been long separated by a quarrel but Wlllliam, the rich southern planter, writes in his
old age to John, saying that he has heard of
Johns youngster and would like to adopt the
"boy" as his own son to be co-heir with bis
only child. Betty, who is about the same age.
Dying after being crushed by a tree. John
Fletcher binds Frances with the promise to go
to her Uncle's masquerading as a boy. Her
name Is changed to Francis and as a boy accompanied by "mammy" Chole she goes to the
wonderful Southern home of her uncle. Francis
her uncle's expectation of
does not come up toSouthern
gentleman should
what a fire-eating
be, but she does make a warm friend of cousin
Betty.
,. ,, ^
.
of Betty's coming out ball, Francis
The night
up as a girl in the crinolines of the
dresses
period and Lieut. Richard Harkness, a West
believing her "Betty's girl-cousin from
Pointer,
In love with her.
St Louis," falls desperately
In the midst of the gaiety a courier brings
the news of the Southern States seceding. It
turns friend against friend.
Her Southern sympathies get Francis Into
many difflculties for she masquerades as a spy
and deceives her lover, the Union officer. Richard Harkness. But when everything seems
wrong and Francis Is challenged for "the satisfaction due a gentleman" by Harkness on the
fipld of honor appears the Southern beauty,
Frances Fletcher, and, learning all. Harkness
wins the hand and heart of the South's fairest.

GREATER
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LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES
Size 22 X 28 inches, 75 cents eaoh. Every
prooiinent
player.
FAC-SIMILE OIL PAINTINGS, aU sixes,
from $8 to $3S framed. Quotations mbmitted oo any size, frameo or unframed.
THE SEMI- PHOTO POST CARDS, $3.50
PER THOUSAND, of over 600 pl*?;ers.
Tbe
fist. indiopeasable article for your mstling
PHOTOGRAPHS, SIZE 8 x 10, of all the
prominent players, 600 different names,
26c each.
LARGE PICTURES. HAND COLORED,
sice U X 14, all the prominent players, ^ZJOO
per dozen; in aluminum frames, 50c. each.
GRAVURE FOLDER, contaioing pictores of the prominent players, isdnmng
stars from the stage, $10.00 per thousand.
SINGLE COLUMN CUTS of every prominent player, 40c. each.

KRAUS MFG. CO.
22«

West
4Znd
12th Floor

Street, NEW
YORK
Caadler
Building

Send for Catalogue of over 600 players and
samples free. Write us, giving details of your
doll nights, and we will send you a remedy.
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THE FIRM OF GIRDLESTONE (Five Parts —
Oct. 9). — The cast: John GIrdlestone (Charles
Rock) ; Ezra Girdlestone, his son (Fred
Groves) : Tom
Dimsdale
(Hayford
Hobbs) ;

The *'M.. P. World" carries more classified ads
than all other trade papers combined — WHY?

Major Tobias Cluttorbuck (Wyndham Guise) ;
Kate Harston (Edna Flugrath) ; Rebecca (Molly
Terralne). Scenario by BannlBter Merwin. Directed hy Harold Shaw.
John Girdlestone, the head of the firm of
Girdlestone, 1b a puritanical old merchant, with
rellgloQ ever on his lips, but who has neither
morality nor even ordinary decency where bis
business Is concerned. When hU life-long friend,
John Harston, Is deadly sick, GlrdleKlone obeys
the summons to hlH bedside. He sees in bis
frifnd's daughter. Kate, whom the dying man
commits to bis guardianship, only a source of
revenue
for the firm of Girdlestone.
He plana to marry her to his son, Ezra, a
disagreeable youth. Ezra has been carrying on
an Intrigue with Rebecca, one of the maids In
the
house. Kate
guardian's
son, and
Is overjoyed
whenfears
someherdistant
relations,
the
Dlmsdales, Insist on her visiting them. Young
Tom Dimsdale and she are soon the best of
friends, but the romance Is cut short by Girdlestone, who takes his ward home. Ezra meets
a club friend of Tom's, the impecunious Major
"Toby" Clutterbuck, who has no objections to
winning Ezra's money, but who becomes Indignant when the young man, trading on the
Major's empty pockets, suggests a cheating partnership. Unfortunately for Ezra he puts his
proposition in writing, and the Major subsequently blackmails old Girdlestone to the tune of
a thousand pounds. The Major Is later accepted by Mrs. Scully, a moneyed widow,
Tom Dimsdale joins Girdlestone as a partner,
he investing 7,(XiO pounds. Only old Girdlestone and Ezra know how serious their financial
position Is. The old man Is determined that
his ward's money shall save the Arm. He Is
horrified when Tom announces his engagement
to Kate, and forbids all communication between
the two until his ward Is of age, merely allowing Tom to write one farewell letter, which he
undertakes to deliver. It never reaches the
girl, who cannot understand Tom's silence,
though her guardian provides an e-^planation
when he tells Ezra, in her hearing, that young
Dimsdale is going to marry one of his mother's
poor relations.
The ruse is not successful, for when Ezra
proposes to Kate, she refuses him. His passion
for the business has become a devouring mania.
Girdlestone,
dead she
friend's
observes that ifstudying
Kate dieshisbefore
comes will,
of age,
her money goes to her guardian. So old Girdle-stone plans Kate's death. He takes her to hla
lonely country house. Hampton Priory, and first
tries to frighten her Into her grave by personating the monk who is supposed to haunt the
place. Then he decides on actual murder, and
summons Ezra to the Priory.
But Kate, though a prisoner, has managed to
convey a message to a lady driving past. It is
the Major's fiancee, Mrs. Scully, and she writes
to her mentdear
Girdlestone's
of his Toby
ward.about
Soonoldthe
Major and treatTom
Dimsdale are speeding to the Priory. They
would have been too late had not the jealousy of
the maid, Rebecca, proved her own undoing and
Kate's salvation. The note which Ezra writes
to Decoy Kate into the grounds that night Is
read by the maid, and interpreted as a lover's
assignation. She steals Kate's hat and cloak
and keeps the appointment herself, and it Is
she who receives the murderous blow and It Is
her body which the two ruffians carry to the
railway line. They are just placing It on the
rails when Kate confronts them, and In terror
away.
at the apparition father and son rush blindly
Tom and his party just reach the spot in time
for Tom to catch the fainting girl In his arms.
The two murderers In their headlong flight miss
their footing and are dashed to death down a
steep quarry.
the marriage
of Tom opens
and
Kate,
an era of"With
happiness
and prosperity
both for the young lovers and the old firm, of
which Tom Is now the sole surviving partner.
A PRINCE IN A PAWNSHOP (Five Parts—
Oct. 16). — The cast: David Solomon {Barney
Bernard); Maurice (Garry McGarry); Bobby
(Bobby Connelly) ; Ethel (Charlotte Ives) ;
Mary Brown (Edna Hunter); Thomas W.
Stevlns (Brinsley Shaw) : Abe Goldstein (Lester
Bernard).
Directed by Paul Scardon.
David Solomon, a wealthy banker. Is merciless In bis dealings with his rich client^, from
whom he exacts the highest Interest. He aids
the poor as much as possible. To facilitate Lis
kindness among the people of the Ghetto, he
runs there a pawnshop, unlike all others, for
to the needy he measures out money, not according to the value of the articles thev offer,
but according
to to
their
son,
Maurice.
Is given
highneeds.
living.David's
It grieves
his father, who is. however, consoled by the
fact that his daughter. Ethel, seconds her
father's charities by maintaining a day nursery
for the children of the poor.
One day David sees a young girl fall unconscious In the street. He takes her to the
hospital where
the doctor tells him that the
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girl. Mary, is Euffering from exhaustion.
David's heart is touched and he resolves to
make Mary's future his own care. When she
her strength he finds her a Posihas regained
tion as a model in a dress house ot a friend,
Silver. Ethel visits the dress house to buy
gowns, bringing Maurice with her. He sees
Mary for the second time, having noticed her
upon the street. Maurice arranges to meet
Mary under an assumed name, and pursues his
courtship with all seeming love. She so learns
to worship Maurice that she gives him all. not
stopping to count the cost, flor to demand the
we<lding
ring.
^
.
For a brief while Mary tastes of a great
whom she
happiness, but Stevins, the man for would
not
once worked, and who, because she
encourage his advances, drove her from every
honest position, naming her as a thief, visits
to get gowns for "The Bunch
dress house
the Flowers."
of
a set of girls so termed by Maurice
who bas been much in their company. He
recognizes Mary, repeats the accusation, and
her employer discharges her. Mary returns to
the little flat supported by Maurice, where she
tells her story. Maurice has begun to tire of
her He seeks Stevins. who tells a seemingly
truthful storv. Maurice believes it and leaves
Mary, writing to this effect. He, however, does
not know that the girl he has wronged Is about
to become a mother.
Six years elapse, and we find Mary and her
little son, living in poverty. Again she is
rescued by David Soloman, who has called to
see a des^ving case next door to Mary, the
object of his charity being Mrs. Payne, the
door, and
landlady who drove Mary from her uavSd
her
who is now a paralytic. Mary tells
storv showing him the letter from her lover. He
recognizes the writing of his own son. He taltesis
his grandson home with him where the child
seen by Maurice, who is conscience stricken. He
institutes a search for Mary. Stevins, the man
who hounded Mary, teeds a further extension
of his loan from David. But David, having
learned what he has done, Mary forces him to
the wall and ruins him. Goldstein, who has
been a faithful secretary to David, resigns. He
loves the daughter of David, but belne a poor
man does not declare his love and so decides
to leave for other parts of the country.
love which has exDavid has watched the Goldstein,
and gives
isted between Ethel and
Goldstein a check for a large amount, quite
sufficient to start them on their honeymoon.
not signDavid informs Maurice by telegraph,
ing his name, where Mary may he found. He
then goes to her with her little son. Maurice
arrives, and makes reparation by marrying
Mary.

THE MASKED BALL. (Episode No. 3 of '"The
Scarlet Runner" — Two parts — Oct. 16).— Christopher Race is engaged to take in his Scarlet
an eccentric novRunner Ponsonby Fitzgerald,
elist, and a party of friends to a ball. The
affair as planned by Fitzgerald is to end in a
great joke, whereby his party will be awarded
the prize for the most sensational entrance to
looks forward to the adthe hall.ventureChristopher
as a lark. He receives quite a shock
when a revolver is given to him by Miss Dauvray of the partv. with instructions to use it If
necessary. He begins to suspect that all is not
as it should be. and that Fitzgerald and his
friends are after more than the prize. At a
critical moment of the ball Christopher halts
proceedings with a shot, and makes Fitzgerald
return the jewels he has taken from the dancers
in his act as a highwayman. Fitzgerald makes
the best of the situation and the affair is passed
off as a joke. Miss Dauvray afterwards thanks
Christopher for what he has done and tells him
something of her relations with Fitzgerald.
Christopher becomes interested, whereupon the
girl suddenlv changes her manner and laughs,
declaring the whole thing, after all. to be a joke.

INTERNATIONAL

FILM

SERVICE.

HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL NO. 79 (Oct. 3).
Brooklyn. N. Y. — Brooklyn and Philadelphia
battle for the championship of the National
League The Boston Red Sox clinch the flag in
the American League for the second time within
a few years.
Salonika. Greece.— The Serbian Army, equipped
for hard fighting, and trained for the front where
the Allies ar^ prosecuting a tremendous offensive.
Old Point Comfort. Va. — Prinz Eitel Freiderich,
and the Kronprinz Wilhelm. auxiliary cruisers interned here by tbe German government, are convoyed to the Philadelphia Navy Yard, by twelve
U. S. warships.
Long Branch. N. J. — A day with Woodrow Wilson. President of the United States, at the summer White House. Shadow Lawn. The Young
Men's Democratic League visits the President and
he addresses the members of the League.
Bremen, Germany. — The newest type of German submarine is caught by the Hearst International cameraman in Bremen's harbor.
Newport, R. 1. — Newly invented nets for catching deadly torpedoes, are tested out by the in-

Tentor.

On the West Front.— Behind the German fight-
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ing lines with Neleon E. Edwards, staff photographer of the International Film Service.
Intimate pictures of the life led by the German
fighting men.
Cambridge, Mass. — Harvard defeats Bates, 26
to 0, in the opening game of the 1916 football
season.
Sheepshead Bay Speedway^John Aitken, driving a Peugeot, wins the Astor Cup Race, and
breaks existing records by hurling his racing
monster about tbe auto- track at a rate of 104
miles an hour for the total distance of 250 miles.
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HEARST-INTERNATIOXAL NEWS PICTORIAL. XO. SO (Oct. 6).
On the Balkan F^ont With Ariel L. Varges. —
British troops resist gas attack. Soldiers in
tirst-line trenches sniping the enemy. Shells
burst directly in front of the camera and Photographer Varges narrowly escapes death.
Philadelphia, Pa. — The interned German
cruiser, Prinz Eitel Friedrich. arrives in Philaofficers. delphia Navy Yard and is visited by U. S. Naval
Albany, New York. — A tour of 2S states is begun by suffragette leaders of the East, promiamong them
being
Mrs. Nelson
O'Shaughnessy,nentMrs.
Gifford
Pinchot
and Mrs.
Daniel
Guggenheim.
Trzynietz. — Czar Ferdinand of Bulgaria, visits
a large steel plant here, accompanied by
Prime Minister Radoslawow and military aides.
Pendleton. Ore.— Daring cowboys of the northwest conquer savage horses at the annual roundup kere.
El
Pa«o, Texas. — New military balloon for
observation is tried out here. The National
Guardsmen of Pennsylvania hold a field meet
to determine tbe athletic supremacy of their
members.
Footlights and Fashions. — Peggy O'Neil, star
of "The Flame." appears exclusively in the
Hearst-International News Pictorial, in the
latest gowns oi her own creation.
Eastport. Maine. — The old frigate, Franklin.
Is beached and burned here to obtain thousands
of dollars worth of gold and copper rivets from
her hold.
World Series. — The Boston Red Sox, champions of the American League for two successive seasons, enter the 1016 World Series confident of becoming the champions of the world
again. The Brooklyn Dodgers, tbe National
League pennant winners for the first time, are
prepared for the struggle for the baseball championship of the world, and the long end of tbe
World Series purse, which this year will amount
to many thousands of dollars.
BEATRICE FAIRFAX— (Episode No. 8— "At
the Ainsley Ball" — Two Parts — Sept. 25). — The
cast : Jimmy Barton (Harry Fox) ; Beatrice
Fairfax (Grace Darling) ; Martha Ainsley (Mae
Hopkins).
Beatrice Fairfax receives a letter signed
■■Robert Wells," who writes: "Is there any
way an honest man can prevent his girl from
falling in love with a fascinating foreigner? '
At Jimmy Barton's request the letter Is handed
to him, for he knows Bob. Jimmy visits Bob
at his office and finds him much excited over
the attention paid to his fiancee, Martha Ainsley, by Andre Versale.
A scene shows Versale calling upon Miss
Ainsley. He Is a fortune hunter and has established an accomplice in the Ainsley home as
Martha's maid. Versale urges Martha to elope
with him from a masque ball that is to be
held at the Ainsley home on the following night.
Jimmy and Beatrice secure cards to the .ball
from Bob. who also furnishes them with a description of the costumes to be worn by Versale and Martha. On the night of the ball fEe
two men and the two women, their faces
covered
by masks,
look exactly alike.
Versale mistakes Beatrice for Martha and
urges her to elope. She agrees. He tells her he
will go to her room and instruct the maid to
prepare for the trip, taking all her jewels
with her. Beatrice tells Jimmy and then detains Versale. Jimmy goes to the room, but
after the jewels are in a hand-bag, the maid
becomes
and imposed
tears' offupon,
Jimmy's
mask.
She sees suspicious
she has been
but Jimmy
overpowers her and takes the bag with the
jewels. He hurries downstairs and gives the
bagVersale
to Beatrice.
has completed all his arrangements.
Jimmy leaves Beatrice a moment. While he
is gone, Versale, believing Beatrice to be
Martha, carries her bodily, despite her struggles, into a waiting automobile. When Jimmy
gets back he is amazed to find Martha Instead
of Beatrice, and Beatrice, the jewels and Versale. plicity.
gone. HeAccompanied
tells Martha
Versale's
duby Bob, ofthey
jump into
a high-power automobile and start in pursuit
of Versale and Beatrice. A wild ride follows.
Just at dawn, they come within sight of Versale's car. He starts shooting at them. Bob.
who is driving, puts on the greatest speed and
the car dashes alongside that of Versale, just
as the adventurer puts a bullet into the front
tire of Bob's car.
As it explodes, Jimmy leaps
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from tbe ruunlng boartl iitto ihc flyluK automo*
bile.
A battle follows. Jimmy finally eompels Ver5aU» to drop the revoIviT. bfatri^e picks It up
and as Jimmy overpowers Vi-rsnle, she covers
the chaufffur and orders him to stop. Thi
Iwo prisoners are bound and Jimmy turns over
the
jewels
Martha.himSbeshewreps
on Bob"^
jboulder
andlopromUvs
will never
flirt
again. While Bob takes Martha home and
policemen take charse of Versale and the chauf
feur. Jimmy and Beatrh'e hurry to the offlr.
where they write the story of their night's ex
perlence.
BEATRICE FAIRF.^X (Episode No. 9— "Outside the Law" — Two Parts— Oct. 2.) — The east:
Jimmy Barton (Harry Fox) : Beatrice Fairfax
(Grace Darling) : Madcllno Grey (Mae Hopkins).
Simeon Gold, editor of "The Vampire," a
scandal weekly, is seated in his ofUce. Madeline Grey, a pretty young matron, enters. She
has been summoned by Gold, who has In his
possession some indecent letters she wrote to
another man. prior to her marriage. Gold demands a large sum of money for them, under
threat of publishing them. She is unable to secure the money and, terrified, writes to Beatrice Fairfax for advice.
Beatrice shows the letter to Jimmv Barton.
and they decide to go together to Mrs. Gold's
home and from her learn her story. Jimmy
later calls on Gold under pretext of interviewing him for his paper. The only information he gets from the blackmailer is that he
keeps all of his private papers in his bedroom.
Jimmy watches the Gold home and forms the
acquaintance of tbe vegetable man. By a liberal use of money the vegetable man consents
to let Jimmy take his place. Thus disguised.
Jimmy gains access to tbe Gold kitchen and
makes love to the maid. She Is baking a pie.
and while her back is turned. Jimmy secures
an impression of the key to the kitchen door
in a piece of dough. That night Jimmy, learning that all of the Gold household is out. visits
the house. Beatrice, despite his protests, accompanies him. They have assured Mrs. Gray
that her letters will be returned to her within
a few hours.
Meantime Gold again visits her. He demands
the .money. In her eagerness to ward him ofE
she declares she will have the letters within a
short time despite him. Gold, alarmed by the
threat, hurries home. There is a light in hi?
bedroom. Taking his chauffeur with him. he
hurries there and surprises Beatrice. She and
Jimmy have just located the Grey letters in
the hall safe, but have not secured them. Beatrice pretends she is a friend of Mrs. Grey.
Gold backs her into an adjoining room and
leaves the chauffeur to guard her. Then returning to the bedroom, he takes the letters
from
the safe.
Jimmy is hiding behind a curtain and whou
Gold turns, he finds himself looking into tbe
muzzle of a revolver. Before he can move,
Jimmy deals him a blow that renders him unconscious and secures the letters. Beatrice
and the chauffeur in the next room liear him
fall. The chauffeur rushes to bis side, but
also finds a revolver at hLs ,head. The maid,
who
returned,
enters
the "room,
sees Jimmy
and has
collapses
a.i she
exclaims
:
"It's the vegetable
man '.''
With the letters, Jimmy and Beatrice back
out of the room and escape. They hurry to
Mrs. Grey, who bums the letters as the episode
ends.
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PATHE
N^EWS NO. 7f) ^Sept. ^10).
Baltimore, Md. — A friendly crowd throngs the
railroad station to welcome President Wilson
when he arrives to address business organi2atlons.
New
York
City. — After three months'
vacation the school children line np once again to
the
call
of
the
school
bell.
Subtitle:
Tbe
path
of learning for the tiny tots is easy.
New York City. — Owing to the large force of
police on strike duty, rookies from the school
of Instruction
direct the trafllc.
Long Branch. N*. J. — David MacMorrls. the
Boy Scout who earned the most merits during
the past year, receives a medal from tbe handp
of President Wilson. Subtitle ; An intimate
vif^w of the President at Shadow
Lawn.
The Caterpillar Tractor a Triumph of -American Engineering. Subtitle.s : (1) The armored
"Tanks"
which
created such a sensation
when
used against German
trenches
on the Somme
front, are designed
from an American
invention. (2) The
a track on so which
the small
wheels•'caterpiUar,"
run. Is constructed
that
it can be picked up and relald as the tractor
mnves along.
(.1) The 120 h. p. tractor, weighr 2S.000 lbs., goes merrily over hill and dale.
-And there pulling root sfumps and fellinc
= is child's play to the tractor.
(5) And
■■=•
baby tractor which turns merrily
r^ Isowna little
length.
lie
M. "What
Glackens.Next" — An animated t^rtoon by
On the Western
Front.— The
railroads
are
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busy Iransportinn shells to the army of the
.^oinme so that the artillery may continue to
blast a way for the Allies' advance. Subtitles
111 The shells for the huge guns are brought
directly to the batteries. (2) A detachment of
field artillery leaves its supply ba.se for another
attack.

Managers
Exhibitors

Loudon England. — Australian and N'cw Zealand troops, scarred by the fierce battles on
the
home.Western Front, leave on their long tourney

and

IMPROVE
PICTURE

London. England.— A large audience hears the
uishop of London describe war conditions at
an open-air service In one of the parks. Subthe public to aid their
the field.
brotherstitle:InHe admonishes
Chicago, 111.— The treacherous deep Is no
longer to be feared, as a new lite belt easily
worn under the coat. Is put Into use
on Lake
•Michigan. Subtitles: (1) You can even
your newspaper while calmly reposing on read
the
water. 12) This belt also Introducel a new

YOUR
MUSIC

ToFATHE
uf ^''°"NEWS
^
promises
to become
very
NO. 80 (Oct 4)
Jersey City. N. J._New Jersey National
ouardsmen returning from service on the boraei receive an uproarious welcome from
the
huge multitudes that crowd the line of march
subtitle:
With a smooth
and even step th«

BY MEANS
OF THE
RAGTIME REVIEW
This magazine will enable your
pianist to play 3'Our shows to the
best possible advantage, and the
cost is
small your
that you
can't afford tosodeprive
musicians
of
the wonderful assistance and advantages offered in the Ragtime
Review.
Make your piano player or organist a present
scription to the of a year's sub-

RAGTIME
REVIEW
EDITED

AXEL

AND

PUBLISHED

CHRISTENSEN

BY

Vaudeville's
"Czar
of Ragtime,"
and
Leading Authority on Picture Music

a

It's a monthly musical magazine devoted
to picture music and players, ragtime and
popular music.
It will enable your pianist to strengthen
your dramas and to make bright and
snappy your comedy pictures.
It contains every month corking good
piano pieces, rags, songs, etc., in fact,
the music alone is worth several times
the subscription price.
Our instruction department answers questions pertaining to picture phiying. vaudeville or ragtime — free to subscribers.
A!! the new music of the country is reviewed every month so that the pianist
can be up to date at all times and know
what's good, what's new, what music to
get and what not to get. This feature
alone will insure your audience of getting only the best and most appropriate
music and will make your player the
musical leader in your locality.
The above are only some of the features
of
we we
haven't
space
lo the
tell Ragtime
you more Review
here, —but
can assure
you that it is of vital interest to you,
your pianist and your audienct-s.

PIANISTS

We also invite your subscriptions direct.
The subscription price is A DOLLAR A
YEAR;
SAMPLE
COPY.
10 CENTS.
Canadian Subscriptions. $1.10: foreign. SI. 25.
Clip the coupon and send it today with
a doitar bill or check.
Publishers the RAGTIME REVIEW,
20 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.
1 enclose
Name
Address

a dollar

for a year's

subscription.

threTt^Smhs'""'
""""'''' ^""
"" ^''=^°" '
capsized
hSu" fL°'''Jk
'^'^l~\ with
^V" a «''S'°«
by Its first
collision
launch '"''ir'
whileplane
untrial testStates
eoolwo^ dergoing
K tie Lnited
Government Is
Sheepshead Bay, .\'. Y.— Driving his perfectly
timed racer at the record-breaking pace of 105
mi es an hour. Jack Aitken captures tbe 250mile Astor Cup motor classic. Subtitles
The racers maintain the same clip around- (1>
the
trophy which he wins.
Sea
Girt.
.X.
J.—
pfesiden
t tTilson
?ioow h^'f'l "'"J"^- <2) The
victor and
paysthe
visit to the military training grounds to re-a
view some of the troops recently returned from
Texas. Subtitles: (l) He mounts a prancing
army steed to inspect the men of America's
larger army. (21 The troops
the Chief Magistrate of the land then file past
Newport News. Va.— Owing to cramped conditions of ti.is port caused by the work on the
battleships of Lncle Sam's new naval program
tne interned German liners move to Philadelphia. Stibtltles: (1) The sailors dismantle
their miniature German village and make
their
pets ready tor the journey. (2) A powerful
neet ot ten warships convoys the vessels to
prevent escapes or an attack by allied battlesaips. (3) Arriving at the League Island
Navy Yard. (4l The Interned sailors land at
'ol
taskexplore
accomplis
,-'; Their
li '"
their
surroundiguarhed, new
the mighty
ngs
dians of our peace steam back to sea— the neutrality of the country preserved.
Brewster. N. Y.— Tue price controversy between the dairymen's league and milk distributors has become acute and farmers are
destroying all milk they find going
the
market. Subtitle: The surplus milk Isto even
used to feed pigs.
Chelmsford. England— The Right Honorable
Winston Churchill, former First Lord ot the
Admiralty, arrives to open a fete for the benefit of the Russian Red Cross. Subtitle- He
a stirring
makes tion's
stanch ally. appeal on behalf of the naOn the Eastern Front. — Fully recovered from
the setbacks received last year, the Russians
have now turned on their enemy and are
pushing their victorious campaign over the
Transylvanian hills. Subtitles: (1) Greatly
improved artillery is an important factor of
their success. (2) Officers examining Austrian
prisoners.
An Animated Map of the Allied Offensive
In France. Subtitles : 1. The French and
British concentrate men and munitions In the
Somme sector. June 2.^1-30. 2. The great offenslce of July 1 breaks the German first and
second lines. 3. The Allied method of attack
Is to work on both sides of a strong position,
such as Fricourt. and then attack from three
sides. 4. During .\ugust tbe Allies consolidate their gains, and gradually creep towards
the German third line trenches. 5. The advance of September 1.5 drives in f-arther
wedges around Combles and Peronne, leading
to their capture.
THE GRIP OF EVIL (Episode No. 14,
"Humanity Triumphant" — Balboa — Two Parts
Oct. 15), — The Hellcats, their anger riled at
John Bui-ton's reforming influence on important members of their gang, and seeing a
means of extorting money, make him a prisoner. 'S\T]en heto refuses
pay threaten
the fabulous
sum demanded
free himto they
him
with death in an hour.
Burton makes one last appeal — he reminds
them of their mothers. At first they laugh at
his gentle questions, then as he brings out of
the haze of years memories long forgotten, a
responsive bu:^b is evident. Just a-s the sullen
faces have taken on a softer light, Grace Coe,
with the mother of one of the gang, arrives
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at the retreat. The union of the gray-haired
Old mother and the aon adds the final touch to
a human
scene.
Burton, after his release, generously uses bfs
fortune and Influence to lielp the reformed
gangsters on the right path. With the passing
days the answer comes to Qrace and Burton
that Humanity is not in the Grip of Evil, but
that Humanity and Love are triumphant.
THE SHIELDING SHADOW (Episode No.
8. "The Mystic Defender" — Two t'arta — Astra
— Oct. 35). — One Lamp Louie, who has forged
a paper for Sebastian, holds the disclosure as
a cudgel to blackmail him. Sebastian Is
forced to take Louie to tls club. There they
make the acquaintance of the Mysterious
Stranger — Ravengar. A party Is formed at
RaTengar's
to see Louie,
the latest
music
hall favorite.suggestion
Muriel Mason.
fascinated
with her, becomes a nightly patron.
Muriel's brother has stolen a thousand dollars and if unable to return it the following
day prison faces him. While Muriel is alone
in her room atrlvlng to think of a means to
raise it, a roll of blUa appears and a pencil
picks itself up and writes: "Lure a confession
concerning a forgery from One Lamp Louie
and this will be Increased to one thousand."
Just as she is securing it from Louie a Ore
breaks out in the theater and a falling beam
hitting Louie makes uls mind a blank. Muriel
disheartened, reaches home and again the pencil writes : "You tried your best," and the
balance of the money
appears
beside it.
During the Are. Leontine, cowardly deserted
by Sebastian, is rescued by Ravengar. Sebastian, jealous and goaded by the fact that
he has been unable to win her love, threatens
her violence. Suddenlv the Shielding Shadow
appears with its burning eyes and dead white
hands
and protects her.
THE LIGHT THAT FAILED (Gold Rooster
—Five Parts— Oct. 15). — The cast: Dick Hedlar ( Robert Edeson ) ; Bessie, the model ( Jose
Collins); Maizle (Lillian Tucker) ; Torpenhow
(Claude Fleming).
After many years. Dick Hedlar. a staff artist, stationed fn the Soudan, returns to England to find his pictures have made him famous. He has always cherished memories of
his childhood sweetheart, Maizle, and at an
exhibition of his pictures he meets her again
and the old romance is revived. She. still
struggling to make a name for herself in the
world of Art, refuses his offer of marriage,
fearing that her acceptance would mean a
hindrance to their careers.
Dick tries to comfort himself with his painting. Bessie, a model, comes into his life and
makes love to him. In the meanwhile love
overcomes Maizie's decision and in a sudden
resolve she goes to Dick's studio to tell him
that she will marry him. She finds Dick repulsing the advances of Bessie and mistakes'the
teituation as being Dick's overtures to the
demi-monde. She leaves in disgust and refuses to hear his explanations the next day.
An accident affects his eyesight and, gradually going blind, he completes his master picture. His bosom friend. Torpenhow. brings
some of his friends to Dick's studio to admire
the picture, only to find that Bessie has ruined
the masterpiece. They keep the fact from the
now totally blind Dick, and he as a last gift
to Maizie sends the picture to her unknowing
what has happened to it. Torpenhow. horrified
at what has happened, goes to see Maizie, and
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she learns of the Injustice she has done Dick.
She
make haste to Dick's studio
only and
to Torpenhow
find him gone.
Cursed with hie blindness and with a deep
ache in hie heart, Dick has heard the call of
the East. They follow the trail of the "mad
Englishman,"
is called,
for many
hundreds of miles asandhe reach
him just
as a horde
of Dervishes are about to make an attack, in
the skirmish both Maizle and Dick are wounded and die
In Torpenhow
each other'sfinds
arms.
Dick's
clenched
hand
the In
verse
of
their childhood dreams, cherished through all
the years.
A NATION'S PERIL (Pathe— Two Parts —
Oct. 15). — A plot to discover our military secrets is frustrated by one of the spies, a Russian Countess, who at the last moment sacrifices her fellows for the sake of the man she
loves, a captain in the United States Army.
LUKE AND THE BANG-TAILS (Rolin —
Oct. 15). — Luke and Snub become deep-dyed
race track vllllalns and try to brace up "Lita sagging
specimenher.of horse flesh
whosetle Eva."
future
is all behind
FLORENCE ROSE FASHIONS NO. 6 (Betty
at the Wedding) (Pathe — Oct 15).— Beautiful
creations for the wedding and the honeymoon
shown to their best advantage on exceptionally
pretty models.

Triangle Film Corporation
A CORRECTION.
The Ince five-part picture, "The Jungle
Child," a synopsis of which was published
on page 300 of the Issue of October 14. was released on October 1 Instead of October 8.
"Plain Jane," which was originally scheduled
for release on October 1, w:ts released on
October 8. A description of this picture was
printed on page loS of the issue for October ».
THE OLD FOLKS AT HuME (Fine ArtsFive Parts — Oct. 15). — The cast: James Colburn (Sir Herbert Brerbobm Tree) ; Mrs. Colbum (Jo.sephine Crowell); Steve Coihurn (Elmer Clifton); Eleanor (Mildred Harris); Lucia
Medina (Lucille Younge) ; Mr. Fynes (W. E.
Lawrence) ; the Judge ( Spottlswoode Aitken).
Directed
by Chester
Wlthey.
James Colburn and his wife have grown old
and gray. He is elected to Congress and his
wife and son. Steve, leave his farm home.
Steve's country sweetheart. Eleanor, later Is
employed in the same city In a candy factory.
Steve spends his father's money in dissipation,
and one day Eleanor discovers Steve in the
streets, where he had fallen. In an end-iavor
to keep Steve's condition a secret from his
parents, Eleanor calls on a middle-aged man
friend, Charles Fynes. who supplies Steve with
funds for a doctor and a nurse.
Fynes buys the girl fine clothes and takes
her to dinners against the warning of Steve.
Finally the girl confesses to Steve that Fyne
has promised to marry her and tnat they are
going to sail on a South American steamer.
Steve, believing that Fynes has betrayed -he
girl, shoots him.
In the meantime the parents call upon Steve
in his apartment. He comes down stairs with
the revolver in his hand after killing Fynes.
Steve is arrested and held for trial. The father
spends much of his money
in fighting for the
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boy, two trials having been given him. His
mother, who Is a star witness, perjures fitrself to save her eon.
Finally Eleanor in a South American city
hears the news of the trouble and through
couuLiI is brought back to America. Through
the grief of the mother the Jury declares that
Steve Is not guilty and he is freed. In the
general courtroom Eleanor is welcomeo, and
back at the farm the old couple begin life
anew, where Steve makes their last days happy
and marries
£Ieanor.
THE RETURN OF "DRAW" EAGAN (Ince
— Five Parts — Oct. 15). — The cast: "Draw"
Eagan (William S. Hart) ; Poppy (Louise
Glaum) : Myrtle Buckton (Margery Wilson) ;
Arizona Joe (Robert McKlm) ; Mat Buckton
(J. P. Lockney^.
"Draw ' Lagan, a notorious bandit of New
Mexico, has come to the end of his tether.
His gang has been dispersed, many slain, and
more In Jail, and there is a reward of jl.OOO
offered
for Eagan.
or alive."
Eagan,
while drinking
In "dead
a saloon
at Muscatine,
chances across Matt Buckton. a leading citizen
of the neighboring
village of Yellow
Dog.
Ve..ow Dog Is a town Infested with gunmen
who make life miserable for the few respectable citizens. Buckton is on a still hunt for
some strong men who will shoulder the uneuviaij.e responsibilities of sheriff, and put
the fear of God and the law into the hearts
of his undisciplined fellow-cltlzens. While
Buckton is thinking over bis seemingly imnossiii.e quest, the bully of Muscatine enters
tue saloon and accosting "Draw" Eagan, finds
himRelf crumpled upon the floor wituout oppoituiiity for repartee.
Buckton Is so much impressed by the quietude iind deftnessoffers
of "Draw"
Eagan's
that
he Immediately
him the
job ofwork
cleaning
out Yellow Dog. And BO "Draw" Eagan, as
William Blake, is installed as sheriff of Buckton's promising community. William Blake
soon has the bullies and gunmen of Yellow Dog
well In band, with law and order restored by
theAt capable
ex-bandit.
the time
when the respectable citizens
are singing the praises of the new sheriff, one
of the wor-vt of Eagan's old gang. Oregon Joe,
strolls into town, sizes up the situation, and,
holding a threat of betrayal over the sheriffs
head, proceeds with the aid of the tough eleni'Ut to undo the sheriff's good work. For mmself Eagan cares little, but while endeavoring
to live down his past and lead a clean life, he
has fallen in love with Buckton 's daughter,
Myrtle. And so day by day he submits to Oregon Joe's Insults and the tough element gradually gets the upper hand.
Things have reached such a pitch that one
day the gunmen, headed by Oregon Joe. deciue
to drive the respectable cltlzenc out of town
and run the place for themselves. It Is up
to the sheriff to decide, and hia manhood asserts :tself. He confesses the evils of his past
life, throws himself on the mercy of his lellowcitizens and promises to surrender to the government If they will allow him one day to restore order. He makes good; the gunmen are
whipped Into submission and Oregon Joe, th^
blackmailer,and
meets
his just
I'he s^^erlff
surrenders
Is locked
up reward.
in the caboose,
but
the next morning a delegation of citizens greet
him with
assurance
"Draw"
Eagan
has the
ceased
to exist that
and to
thatthem
Yellow
Dog
only recognizes Sheriff William Blake. Myrtle
Buckton
is one of the delegation.
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FOP

FOR SALE — Most beautiful and modem fireproof picture house and show In Northwestern
Ohio, seating .'iim; population 3,00<i ; stand Investigation. Crescent Theater. Htcksvllte, Ohio.
FOR SALE— Beiiuliful house, seating ;^^K);
fully
6- A and
machines,
motor equipped.
drive, best Two
seats,Power's
piano, fans
other
fixtures. Sllverold screen, doing fine business.
Will sell at fair price, one-half cash, one-half
time to be paid out of bustntss ; city Sn.iiOO;
only four other moving picture houses. Acadia
Theater, Kalamazoo. Mich. Employing ;iriO
people,
selling. making auto accessories only reason for

WAWTFD

fvOTJTPMPNT

W\NTEP — Rent or lease moving picture theater on Long Island. T., care M. P. World. N.
Y. City.
CASH rOR YOUR MOVIE— 1 am a prnctlcal
auerf»:»fii) movlnjt picture broker S^vi-ntern
year«» of condnuouft »i)rc*"'B. Selling upward.- of
on*" million dollars' worth annnBUy, "»]<">. exchnneeB and It^aipa. I-^wIs. the Movlne Picture
I^M. Offices. R"«-V) KIllBroker
COtt
S(i.. F«tnMlshed
Buffalo. N. Y.
WANTEP* — To lease, rent or buy theater;
Central Prates prefprrcd ; must have eood spatInc mpn'-ltv.
Addrefls O. I... care M. P. World.
N Y ritv
WANTED, moderately-equipped picture house
seating six hundred ; town exceeding forty thousand : vlifnitv San FranrlTo. Addn'«>; Henry
Logan, care of M. P. World, N. Y. City.

TVf^ATP-PR

RATES!

— The Publishers expect that all atatcments made in every odvertioement will bear the strictcat investigation.

A-1 ORGANIST ojn-n for theater engagement.
ThorouKhly experli-med plcturo accompanist.
Last management three years. Concert Organist, care M. P. World. N. Y. City.
CAMFRAMEN fiirnlshwl wtth outfltB for all
oUftRpK of work Loral pictures. Induutrlal. eAncutlonal or -tudto rnlveraat Camera Co., 1007
Tim*nid<
N* Y City
LIVE WIRE MANAORR. expert booker, operator nine years. vaudevHlo moving pictures, desires change. Worby. 646 E. 182d St., N. Y.
Clly.

-^HPATERS

NOTE OUR NEW

Remittances must accompany all orders as follows:
One dollar per msertion for
copy containing twenty words or less.
Five cents per word on copy containing over
twenty words.
Each word to be counted including names and addresses.
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SALE

OF

RENT

MOVING PICTURE BVYERS — I am the owner
of one of the handsomest and finest equipped
theaters on the Main stre<>t of Buffalo, N. Y.
BuTalo Is a busy, booming town of close to .500.000 Inhabitants. I am leaving for California
on October 2iUh and Intend to clean up all matters before that time. The theater Is equipped
with the finest and latest scientific machinery
that money can buy. I can operate the show house
for less than $110 a week. The receipts average Sl'tO to ?lTn per week. This theatpr cost
$finOn to equip and I am willing to sacrifice it,
If It Is sold within the next ten days, for $4,000
cash. Address E. R. Jones. 225 Lafayette Ave..
Buffalo. N Y.
FOR SALE— A new theater in city 70.000.
with best equipment money can buy. on rei^onable terms. Address Fogarty, care M. P. World.
N. Y. City.
FOR RENT — Well equipped picture Fhow In
town of 12 000. Only three shows. Will give
Ion? lease, tir^t six months rent $500 in advance.
Rent only $100 per month afterward. Chas.
O'Connor. Boulder. Col.
PHOTOPLAY and vaudeville house. The
leading theater In a town of 4.'>/K>0 ; state of
Pennsviv;inla ; seating capacity 1,375; admission
lO-C'O.nO-.'O cf'nts, Runnlne "iIt d-^v^ nnd six
nlghta week; Qve-ptece orchestral ; exhaust fans;
two 0\ Power's machines; stage fiOxlO. General Film service; weekly expenses about
$1,000; receipts about $1,400. This is one of the
most beautiful houses In the state and will only
be appreciated wh<?n seen. Price $10,000. $10 000
cash balance can be arranged. Investigate.
Lewis. Moving Picture Broker. 5«0 Elllcott Sq.,
Buffalo, N. Y. Send for copy of our catalog.
Free.
SPLENDID CHANCE to purchase moving
picture and vaudeville theater. (Brick building)
seats Sno, large staee. only house In town of
6,000 inhabitants. Fully equipped. Now In operation. Free & Brannlgan. Tarrytown, N. Y.

For

Your

SALE

BARGAINS slightly used Simplex, Power's
and Motiograph machines. Lowest prices —
fully guaranteed. Hallberg, 720 Seventh Ave.,
N. Y. City.
^,000 OPERA CHAIRS, steel and cast frames,
ROc. up. All serviceable goods. Player piano
new. Four asbestos booths, several machines.
J. P. Redington, Scranton, Pa.
OPERA CHAIRS — ^.(KX) slightly used. 40c up.
New, 05c.. maple folding. 40c. Write Atlas
Seating Co., 10 East 4:^d Street. N. Y. City.
RICHARDSON SAYS— "Install 'Ambpflux'
Lens Filters." Don't hesitate to spend $-l..")0 to
protect your patrons from sl^hl destroying eyestrain. W. D. Warner. Wyandotte BIdg., Columbus. Ohio.
OPERA CHAIRS, slightly used, bought and
sold everywhere Want to buy assembly chairs.
Empire
Exchange,
Corning,
N. Y.
FOR SALE— Two 40 ampere type No. 115.672
General Electric Mercury Arc Rectifiers complete with extra relays, hand regulators and
enclosed fuses. Full 50 amps. D, C. at arc
guaranteed. Price $125 each. Collins & Hill.
10 S. La Salle St., Chicago. 111.
I HAVE for sale the following equipment.
Make me an offer. I need the money. 0 x 12
Gold Fibre screen and frame; 30 amp Westinehouse rectifier with new tube; No. 6 Power's
machine; Wonder clock; 12 x 0 x 8 asbestos
booth. Address Marvland Amusement Co., 2609
Tilbury St.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
REBUILT MACHINES at following ridiculously low figures: Power's No. 5. $2^; 1012
Motiograph, $45 ; Power's No. ft. $n.'> ; No. 6-A.
Sll.'S: Power's No. 5 Heads — not rebuilt but In
flrstclass shape — $10 Address Hommel's. 957
Pennsylvania
Ave., Pittsburgh.
Pa.
TWO POWER'S RA'S. complete, with or without motors, fine condition. Ship immediately,
privilege examination. Mirrorold screen cheap.
Box 36ft. Canton. Ohio.

CAMERAS.

ETC., FOR

SALE.

FOUR TWIN arc panchromatic, latest model
(Allison & Hadaway) lamps. Will sell cheap.
Randolph. Room 1211, 729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
City.
MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS and tripods
for sale and for rent. Cameramen furnished
anywhere. H. R. Roover & Co., 229 West 42nd
St., N. Y. City
CAMERAMEN'S NOVELTIES — Laboratory
outfits, special machinery, photoplay directors,
viewfinders. flexible cranks, effect devices, static
preventers All film work, repair. Eberhard
Schneider, 14th St. and Second Ave., N. Y. City.

LITTLE

the LITTLE

WILL

POt

FOR SALE— Slightly used Simplex projectors,
guaranteed perfect and good as new at reasonable prices. Second-Jiand Motioeraph In good
condition,
N.
Y. City. cheap. Room 206, 1462 Broadway,

GET

WANTS
ADS

YOU

in the Moving

in the

Classified

EXCEPTIONAL

ARE YOU GETTING your share of the big
money In the motion picture huKlness? Take pictures for advertising, home talent, ncwa weekly.
Openings everywhere. Every movie theater
should own a moving picture camera and tripod.
We are specialists in equipping beginners. Our
new Davsco M. P. camera Is the sensation of
the year. 200 ft. capacity, aluminum magazines, side focusing device, 50 MM B. & L.
Tessar lens F :3.5 In newly patented mount and
exposure Indicator. Weight. lOV^ lbs. Our
price complete. $110. Write for details and speclfl cations. We have several good used motion
picture cameras we have taken in exchange.
Ensign. 110 ft. capacity, Zeiss Tessar F :3.5
lens and panorama and tilting top tripod, complete, $75. Ernemann 100 ft. capacity, Ernon F Tessar
;3.5 lens,
$.".7.50.
Vista,Highest
l."0 ft. grade
capacity,
Zeiss
F :3.5
lens. $60.
developing and printing. Titles. 3c. a foot. Write
us today. David Stern Co., 1017-R Madison St.,
Chicago,
111.
ALMOST NEW, late model, genuine Pathe
professional camera, exterior magazines, velvet
replaced with steel, two and four-inch lenses,
eight magazines, some never used, finder, extra
handles. Pathe tripod, tilt, panorama, carrying
cases
Denver.; allCol.$600. Earl Jones, 712 East 1st Ave.,
KTNOGRAPH. $60; Pittman, $00; Prestwich,
Jl.nO; Schneider, $145; all F:3.5 lenses. Tripods,
$'20 upwards
; $60 projector, $.'J5. Ray. 320 Fifth
Ave.,
N. Y. City.

FILMS

WANTED.

WILL BUY 200 reels, good condition, scenlcs,
Industrial, comedies. Price N.must
be low.
Y. City.
SampIIner, 729 Seventh Ave.
features.
Paper
WANTED—ChapIIn paper
Will purchase
Chaplin four reeler "Mixup.
features.
Chaplin. Bushman. Pickford, Young
Box 5^6, Wilmington, N. C.
WANTED for export, used films In good condition. Especially series. State price, etc., toF. Thomander, 145 West 45th St., N. Y. City.

-TIMS

FOR

SALE

OR

RENT,

SELECTED LIST children's subjects. Also
travel ; scientific. Some hand colored ; sell
cheap. Randolph, Room 1211. 729 Seventh Ato.,
N. Y. City.
OVER SEAS BUYERS should communicate
with me. second-hand American pictures at European prices. Donald Campbell, 140 West 45tli
St-, N. Y City.
WE SPECIALIZE In used educational. Industrial, scientific and scenic Alms. Good subjects
at IV^c. per foot and up. We have what you
want. Send for our lists and terms. New Yorlt
Film Laboratories, Film Sales Dept., 145 West
45th St., N. Y. City.
FOR SALE — Special state right proposition
on our new 5-reel feature. Write for particulars. State territory wanted. 101 Ranch Motion Picture Dept.. Bliss, Okla.
FOR SALE — The following features: "Fantomas." serial. 20 reels. "Cora, the Temptress,"
4 reels. "Are They Born or Made"" 4 reels.
"Dukes Talismen." 4 reels. "New York Girl,"
Keystone, 2 reels. Federal Feature Film Co.,
145 W. 45th Street, N. Y. City.
FEATURE FILMS, 4, 5 and 6 parts, for sale.
Chapllns. Film Saving Company, 110 West
40th St.. N. Y. City.

Picture

Industry

Department

RESULTS

Send your copy, accompanied by remittance — The Rate is 5c. per Word, 20 Words or less $1.00
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You should have it-Every Exhibitor, and every one contemplating opening a
picture Theatre, should have a copy of HOMMEL'S New
ENCYCLOPEDIA of "EVERYTHING - FOR - YOURPLAYHOUSE." Full of good sound business advice for
the Seasoned Exhibitor as well as the Beginner, and is a
most complete and up-to-the-minute Encyclopedia and
Price List of Theatre Equipment and Supplies. Just off the
press.

Write for your copy today
We send you this valuable book FREE.
All it
costs you is a postcard to tell us you want it.

"The Exhibitors'

Mail
For

Order

House"

EVERYTHING-FDR-Y0UR-PLAYH0U5E

ALL MACHINES
REPAIR PARTS
COMPLETE
EQUIPMENTS
AND SUPPLIES
i^

Free %iir Operator
Note in the picture to the right how the operator is
enslaved at the carbon feed rod trying to maintain a perfect,
continuous white light on the screen. Then note in the picture
below how he is freed by the AUTO-ARC to attend to other
important details in his booth while the AUTO-ARC goes
right on automatically controlling the light at the arc, throwing
a perfect, continuous white light on the screen, saving
current
adding to the reputation of your house for perfect projection.

and

Have a Perfect Li^ht
by putting in the AUTO-ARC. It is a wonderfully simple little niechanism
invented by a practical operator for maintaining a steady, perfect light at
the Arc, something that can't be done by hand feed. The AUTO-ARC
feeds the carbons automatically, continuously, after it is once set by the
operator and gives the operator a chance
to attend to other things that need his
attention. To prove its merit to your
utmost satisfaction, we will send you the
AUTO-ARC on 30 days' trial with the
understanding that if you are not perfectly satisfied we will take it back at our
expense and refund you your money.
Fits any standard lamp. Price $60.00
f.o.b. factory, Owensboro, Ky.
Address

American

Auto-Arc

407 S. Dearborn St.

Chicago,
Co.,
incorporated

SC9«CCffiSBB!
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L/5/ o/ Current Film Release Dates
ON GENERAL

(For Daily

reujeqase:

Oct. 24—
Oct. 25 —

days.
Sellg, Vltagrapb.

TneMlay
— Blograph.
lem

Eesanay.

COMPANY

Calendar of Program

General Film Company
Monday — Blograph,

FILM

—
Oct 28 —

Releases See

Pages

3 — One Star Too Par (Comedy).
4 — The Web of Guilt (No. 9 of the "Girl
From
Drama).*Prl3co" Series (Two parts-

rrt4n7— Kalem. KAl«k«r¥o«k«r,
Tltarrapk

Oct
Ott.

6 — Stolen Plumage
(Comedy).
7 — Hazards of Helen Railroad Series. No.
100, "The Blocked Track"
(Dr.).
10 — The Love Magnet (Comedy).
11— The Reformation of Dog-Hole (No. 10
of "The Girl from Frisco** Series)
(Two parts — Drama),
13 — The Battered
Bridegroom
(Comedy).
14 — To Save the Special (No. 101 of "The
Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series)
(Drama).
17 — A Sauer Kraut Symphony
(Comedy).
18— The Yellow Hand (No. 11 of the "Girl
from 'Frisco")
(Two parts — Dr.).
20— The
Code Letter
(No. 1 of "Grant,
Police Reporter")
(Drama).
21— Hazards of Helen Railroad Series No.
102, "A Daring Chance" (Drama).
24 — 'Tke Bogus Booking Agents (Comedy).
25 — ^The Harvest
of Gold (No. 12 of the
Drama).from
"Girl
'Frisco" — Two
parts —

Kalem,

Sells,

BIOGRAPH.
Oct.

Tale of the Wildernees
(Drama—
Biograph— Reissue No. 87).
Pueblo Legend
(Two parts — Drama
— Biograph — Reissue No. 88).
Oct. 16— The White Rose of the Wllds (Drama)
Biograph— Reissue No. 89).
Oct. 18 — Classmates
(Three
parts — Drama)
(Biograph — Reissue
No. 90).
Oct. 23 — Friends
(Drama)
(Biograph — Reissue
No. HI).
Oct. 24 — The

Battle at Elderbush
Gulch
(Two
parts
— Drama)
(Biograph — Reissue
No. 92).
ESS.'iNAY.

Oct

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct

9— A

Oct. 10— A

S — An Drama).
Old Fashioned Girl (Two parta —

Oct. 4 — The Fable of "The Kid Who Shifted
His Ideals to Golf and Finally Became a Baseball Fan and Took the
Only Known Cure"
(Comedy).
Oct.
7 — His Little Wife
(Three
parts— Dr.).
Oct. 10— Money
to Burm (Two parts — Comedy
— Drama).
Oct 11 — Canlmated Nooi Pictorial, No. 17 (Cartoon— Comedy).
— A Scenic subject on the same reel.
Oct 14 — Lost,
Twenty-four
Hours (Three parts
— Comedy).
Oct 17— Tie Fable of "The Kittenish Superanns and the World Weary Snipes"
(Two parts — Comedy).
Oct IS — Dreamy Dud In the African War Zone(Cartoon — Comedy).
— A Scenic subject on the same reel.
Oct. 21 — Marooned
(Three
parts — drama).
Oct. 21 — Essanay-Chaplin Revue of 1916, arranged from "The
Tramp,"
"His

Oct 19— The Selig-Tribune. No. 84, 1916 (Topical).
Eventful Evening
(Comedy).

Oct. 21 — An

VIM

Oct
Oct.

BmturdMr — Eesanay,
Vita graph.

Oct. 16 —— Only
a Rose (Two
parts — Drama).
A Boomerang
(Comedy).
cal).
Oct. 16 — The Selig-Tribune, No. 83, 1916 (TopJ-

KALEM.

W«dDeadar — Blograph, Easanay, Kalem. Vim Feature Comedy.
T^orwljiy — Seli^. Vim.
VVm,

Oct.
Oct
Oct
Oct.
Oct
Oct

1 — The Drama).
Price frf DIAoBor

(Two

Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct.
Oct
Oct
Oc-t
Oct

Oct.
Oi*.
Oct.

Mistake
Drama).

In

Rustlers

6—
6—
12 —
in —
19 —
20 —
26 —
27—

VIM.
Royal Blood (Comedy).
Strictly Buslneee (Comedy).
The Candy Trial (Comedy).
Watch Your Watch (Comedy).
A Precious Parcel (Comedy).
Here and There (Comedy).
A Maid to Order (Comedy).
The Frame-Up (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH.

2 — ^Making
an Impreeston
( Comedy ) .
6 — A Vampire Out of Work (Comedy).
7 — Cantreirs
Madonna
(Three
parts-—
Drama — Broadway
SUr
Feature).
(Com.).
(Educa-

Oct 20 — Strong Evidence
(Comedy).
Oct 21 — The Harbor of Happiness (Three parts
— Drama) (Broadway Star Feature).
Oct 23 — Trouble for Pour (Comedy).
Oct. 27 — Betty's Affair (Comedy).

parti —

General Film Company Peaturef
BROADWAY
Oct.

STAR FEATURES.

Drama).
7 — Cantrell's
— Drama. Madonna

(Three

Oct. 21 — The Harbor of Happiness
KNICKERBOCKER
Oct
6—
Oct 13 —
Oct 20—
Oct 27—

(Western —

SOUTHERN

COMEDY.

Oct
9 — Billy's Melodrama
(Comedy).
Oct 13 — The Mayor's Fall From Grace
Oct 16 — The tional).
Curse
of tHe
Forest

AUK.
8 — Their Mother (Two parts— Drama).
Aug. 15— A Lees<m tn Labor (Two parts — Dr.).
Aug. 22 — The Usurer's Due (Two parts — Dr.).
SELIG.
Oct
— Drama).
2 — In the
House of the Chief (Three parts
Oct
Oct. 2— The Selig-Trlbune, No. 79. 1918 (Top.).
5— The Sellg-Trlbune, No. 80. 1916 (Top.).
Oct 7 — The Drama).
CanbyhlU
Outlaws
(Western —
Oct
Oct. 9 — ^Converging Paths
(Two parts — Dr.).
9— The Selig-Trlbune No. 81, 1916 (Topical).
Oct. 12— The cal).
Selig-Trlbune No. 82, 1916 (TopiOct. 14 — A

FEATURE

Sept 20 — The Honeymoon
Car (Comedy).
Sept. 27 — Artistic Atmosphere
(Comedy).
Oct.
4— A Grain of Suspicion
(Comedy).
Oct 11 — Their
Installment
Furniture
(Com.).
Oct. 1.S — A Persistent
Wooing
(Comedy).
Oct. 25 — Home Made Horrors
(Comedy).

Oct 27 — The Missing Heiress (No. 2 of "Grant
Police Reporter" — Drama).
Oct. 2S — Hazards of Helen Railroad Series No.
103. "The Lost Messenger" (Dr.).
LUBIN.
Aus-

S

438. 440.)

New
"A Night
Out"
(Five
parts —Job,"
^Comedy).
Borrowed
Sunshine
(Two parts — Dr.).
Canimated
Nooz Pictorial
No. 18 (Cartoon— Comedy
).
A scenic subject on the same reel.
It Never
Happen (Three partsDrama) Could
.

Ka-

I

PROGRAM

STAR

parts —

(Three parts

FEATURES.

The Better Instinct (Two parts — Dr.).
From the Deep (Three parts — Dr.).
Treading Pearls (Two parts — Drama).
The Chorus
Girl and the Kid (Two
parts— Drama).

STUDIO FOR RENT

One half of NOLA studio, 90x50 feet, glass covered throughout,
for rent. Short or long term. Complete laboratory equipment,
dressing rooms, etc. Also a complete and up-to-date carpenter shop
70x40 feet
fe*. fc,-:;
New Orleans, in addition to oaks, palms and tropical foliage of
Florida and California, has fairous Latin Quarters and picturesque
bayous regions found nowhere else.
As second port in the United States New Orleans offers wonderful
natural settings for exteriors, also of steamships, docks, etc.
For full particulars, address

NOLA

FILM

COMPANY

Bayou St. John, near City Park

New Orleans, La.

I
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HYDROQUINONE
GENERAL
NEW

CHEMICAL

YORK

PHILADELPHIA

Hill Motor Generator
For Moving Picture Arc Lamps
T~)ELIVERS
direct current
from
alternating true current,
producing
STEADY
WHITE
LIGHT
PROJECTION
OF
TRUE COLOR VALUE, NO FLICKER OR FLARE
And three times the illumination is obtained on a
standard screen up to 120
ft. throw as compared to
the alternating current arc
for the same current.
It is most economical for
voltage reduction of directcurrent service lines to the
60 volt, required at the arc.
It eliminates current wasting resistances, and gives
the greatest flexibility for
accurate voltage control.
The capacity is sufficient
for two lamps burning simultaneously and the dissolve is accomplished without a break.

\
'
\
^

C & C ELECTRIC

Vertical in form, with base covering I5"xlS", it takes up the
minimum of epace in the booth;
and running
in ball bearingi, it
operates noiselessly and without
vibration.
It is a special ma.
chioe,
designed
especially
for
motion picture work.
Write for Intsnnatloti aad
Baoldet M. P.

& MFG.

CO., Garwood, N. J.
Chicago
213

PhiUdclphU
Boston
Branches io all Principal Cities

CHICAGO

^With a Good=
Lens—Good Pictures
The public interest depends on the quality of your
pictures — not only the titles, the actors and the stories,
but the clearness of the images on the screen. That's
why there is a profit for you in using

^Praojuecstidoii\'l[eorxmsebs

Favorable criticism and full houses follow the clear,
vivid pictures thrown by these superior lenses. Their
high quality has made Bausch & Lomb objectives and
condensers the choice of wise operators and owners —
the recognized standard.

They are the regular equipment o£ Edison & Nicholas
Any film exchange can procure them.
Power machines.

al (o.
h ^ Ipmb Optic
Bausc
ROCHESTER, N»^
566 St PAUL STREET
Chicago

New York

Washington

San Francisco

Leading American Makers of Photographio and OphtJialmic
Lenses, Microscopes, Projection Lanterns (Balopticons) and other
high grade optical products.

ON

INTEREST

THE

SAVE

COMPANY

$100M

EVERY YEAR— AND BEGIN NOW

the lingle
On account of the greatly increaied co»t of piper, engraving, e*c., we have been compelled to make
means a »«vmg
copy price fifteen centt. For the pretent direct .ob»cription prices will remam the same. This earlier.
paper
your
get
you
addition
In
of four dollars and eighty cents yearly on direct iubicriptions.
It will pay you to fill out thi» blank and mail at once with your remittance.
ONE

YEAR

$3.80

SIX MONTHS

$1.50

See title paffe for rates Canada and Foreign

MOVING

PICTURE

17 Madison

Avenne,

WORLD
New

York

Theatre.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON LNIXTRSAL

.VND MLTV.\L

(For Daily Calendar of Program

Universal Film Mlg. Co.
ANIMATED WEEKLY.
Oct. 11— Number 41 (Topical).
Oct. 18 — Number 42 (Topical).
Oct. 25 — Number 4o (Topical).
BIG

U.

Oct. 2 — The Wbite
Man's Law (Drama— Special Release).
Oct.
5 — Tbe Eternal Way
(Drama).
Oct. 9 — A Pair of Shadows tComedy) (Special
Release).
Oct. 12 — No release this day.
Oct- 16— The Drama).
Tigers of tbe Plains (Two parts —
Oct. 19 — No release this day.
Qct. 26 — The Narrow Creed (Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 27 — A Price on His Head (Drama).
BISON.
Oot.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Releases

See Pages 438, 440.)

POWERS.
G— Pen and Inklings In and Around Jerusalem (Educational).
12 — The Beautiful
Temples
of Ceylon
As
Seen by Dr. Dorsey (Educational).
15 — When Little Llndy Sang (Drama).
— Diplomacy
{ Cartoon— Comedy ) .
19 — No release this day.
26 — Windsor McCay and His Jersey Skeeter (Comedy — Cartoon).
RED
FEATHER.

Sept. 11 — The
Whirlpool
of
Destiny
(r'jve
parts — Drama) .
Sept I*— Black— Drama).
Friday
(Five parts — Drama i
SepL 25— If My Country Should Call (Five parts
Oct.
Oct.

2 — Under
Suspicion
( Five parts — DrJ .
9 — A Romance
of Bllly-Goat
Hill (Five
parts — Drama) .
Oct. 16 — Barriers of Society (Five parta — Dr.).
Oct. 23 — The Black Sheep of the Family (Five
parts — Drama).

Mountain
Tragedy
(Two
parta —
Drama).
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 14 — Night Shadows
Qct. 21 — The Conspiracy (Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 28 — The Better Man
(Two parts — Drama).

REX.
^«»pt. 22— Hts Mother's Boy (Drama).
laaM).Comers
Sept. 25 — Dark
( Drama — Special

GOLD
SEAL.
Sept. 26— Husks of Love
(Thre« parts— Dr.).
Oct.
3— In the Heart of New York (Three parta
— Drama).
Oct. 10 — Cheaters (Three parts — Drama).
Oct. 17— Tbe Wrath
of Cactus
Moore
(Three
parts — Drama).

Oct.
Oct.
Oct,
Ovt.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
06t.
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

7— A

Oct.

PROGRAMS

IMP.
2 — The Perjurer (Drama) (Special Release).
8 — No release this day.
13— A Soul at Stake (Two parts— Drama).
16 — The Missing Witness (Drama) (Special
Release).
10— The Decoy (Drama).
20 — No release this day.
22 — No release this day.
26 — (Special
release — title not decided).
27— Through Solid Walls (Two parts — Dr.).
JOKER.
7 — Father Gets In Wrong (Comedy).
14 — The Oil Smeller (Comedy).
21 — Beans and Bullets (Comedy).
28 — A Crooked Mixup (Comedy).
LAEMMLE.
Prowlers of the Jungle
(Drama)
(Spscial Release).
4 — No release this day.
7 — No release this day.
9 — The Elusive Enemy
(Drama)
(Special
Release).
11 — No release this day.
14. — No release this day.
16 — A Case of Beans
(Comedy)
(Special
Release).
IS — Through
Voice
(Two
parts —
Drama).Baby's
21 — No release this day.
^ — (Special
release — title not decided ) .
28 — (No release this day).
L-KO.
2 — The

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

1 — No release this day.
4 — Safe In the Safe (Two parts — Com.).
8 — No release this day.
11 — Lured
But Cured
(Two
parts — Com.).
15 — No release this day.
IS— Safety First (Comedy).
22— She Wanted a Ford (Comedy).
2.5 — A Rurnl Romance
(Two parts — Com.).
— An tional).
Alligator
Hunt
( Ditmar's
Educa-

NESTOR.
Sept. 22 — No Release this day.
Sept. 25 — Model
46 (Comedy).
Sept. 29 — No release this day.
Oct.
2 — With the Splrifs Help (Comedy).
Oct. 9 — Almost Guilty (Comedy).
Oct. 13 — Pat edy).
Rooney In "It's All Wrong" (ComOct. 16 — His Own Neme?is (Comedy).
Oct. 20 — Pat's Pasting Ways (Comedy).
Oct. 23 — The Bar Fly (Comedy).

Oct

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Re-

1— AshesDrama).
of Remembrance
(Two
parts —
Slave (Drama).
release this day.
Human Gamble (Two parts — Dr.).
rnflnished Case (Drama)
(Special
Release).
13 — No release this day.
Ifi — No release this day.
20— Tbe Gold Band
(Drama).
2ii — The Moving Finger (Drama).
2 — The
6 — No
8 — The
0 -The

VICTOR.
Oct.
1 — In the Lap of tbe Gods (Drama).
Oct
2 — The Memory Mill (Drama).
Oct.
3 — No release this day.
Oct
6^No release this day.
Oct
8— A Charming Villain (Comedy).
Oct. to — No release this day.
Oct. 16 — Room
Rent
and Romance
(Comedy)
(Special Release).
Oct. 16 — The
Five
Thousand
Dollar
Dream
(Comedy) (Special Release).
Oct 17 — No release this day.
Oct 22 — Main 4400 (Two parts— Comedy — Dr.).
Oct. 24 — ^( Special release — title not decided).
Oct 27 — A Plumber's Waterloo
(Comedv).
Oct 29 — The Burglar
(Comedy).
Oct.

Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct

UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

FEATURE.

2 — Borrowed Plumes
(No. 8 of "Timothy
Dobbs.
That's
Me"
Series
(Two
parts — Comedy).
2— Liberty No. 8, "Clipped Wings"
parts — Drama).
6 — Somewhere
on . the
Battlefield
(Two
parts — Drama ) .
(Two
9 — Breaking Into Society (No. 9 of "Timothy
Dobbs.
That's
Me"
—
Two
parts — Comedy).
— Drama).
9 — Liberty No. 9. "Trapped,"
(Two parts

Oct 12 — Behind Life's Stage (Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 16 — Fame
at Last (No. 10 of "Timothy
Comedy).
Dobbs.
That's
Me" — Two
parts —
Oct. 16 — Liberty No. 10, "The Human Targete"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 23 — Liberty No. 11. "A Daughter of Mars"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 24 — Society Hypocrites (Three parts — Dr.).
UNIVERSAL (STATE RIGHTS.
October — Idle Wives (Seven parts — Drama).

Mutual Film Corp.
AMERICAN.
Aug. 10— TheDrama).
Power of Mind (Three parU—
Drama).
Aug. 14 — Ruth Ridley Returns (Two partsAug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Oct
Oct.

Sept
6 — The Boomerang
Goldbrlck
(Comedy).
Sept 19— The Stinger Stung (Comedy).
Sept 26 — The Deacon's Card (Comedy).
Oct
3— Slicking the Slickers (Comedy).
Oct. 10 — That Sharp
Note (Comedy). " '
CENTAUR.
Drama).
Sept
9 — The Jungle Flashlight
(Two
parts —
— Drama).
Sept 16— Tangled Hearts
(Two parts — Dr.).
Sept. 23— The Father of Her Child (Two parti
Sept. 30— Foiled
Sept
Sept
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.

Bluebird Photoplay, Inc.
Oct.
Oct.

Evil Women
Ho
(Five parts —
Drama).
2 — Wanted — \ Home (Five parts — Dr.).
9 — The Drama).
Chalice of Sorrow
(Five parts —

Oct. 16 — The Drama).
Social

Buccaneer

Oct. 23 — Love Never Dies

(Five

parts —

(Five parts — Drama).

(Two parts — Drama).

CUB.
22 — Movie Struck
(Comedy).
29 — Catching That Burglar (Comedy).
6 — Oh I For a Cave man
(Comedy).
7— Won by a Fowl (Comedy).
7— That Wonderful Wife (Comedy).
1." — Inoculating Hubby
(Comedy).
14 — Those Primitive Days (Comedy).
14 — Their College Capers (Comedy).
20— He Wouldn't Tip (Comedy).
21— That Doggone Baby
(Comedy).
21 — The Deacan's Widow (Comedy).
PALSTAPF.
15 — The Gulders
(Comedy).
22— Fare Lady (Comedy).
27— A Swiss Sea Dog (Comedy-Drama).
29 — In Mexico (Comedy).
&— Musickers
(Comedy) .
GAUMONT.

Sept 28— Thetomas"
Crook— Detective
4 of "PanThree parts(No.
— Drama).
Oct 1— Reelazine).
Life No. 22 (Mutual Film MagOct

4 — See America First. No. 56 (Scenic).
— Kartoon
Komlcs
(Cartoon— >Comedy).
Oct. 5— The False Magistrate (No. 5 of "Pantomas" (Three parts — Drama).
zine).
Oct 8— Reel Life. No. 23 (Mutual Film MagaOct. 11 — See America First, No. 57 (Scenic).
— Kartoon Komics (Cartoon — Comedy).
Oct. 15— Reel Life. No. 24 (Mutual Film Magazine).
Oct, IS — See America First. No. 58 (Scenic).
— Kartoon Komics (Cartoon — Comedy).
zine). Westward
Oct. 19 — Stepping
(Two parts — Dr )
Oct 22— Reel Life No. 25 (Mutual Film MagaMUSTANG.
Drama).
Aug. 25 — Nell Dale's Men
Folks (Two parts —
Aug. 31— The—Drama).
Forgotten
Prayer (Three parts
Drama).
Sept.
1 — The Gambler's Lost Love (Two parta
Sept

Sept. 2o — The

17 — The Holly House (Three parts— Dr. >21 — Enchantment
(Two
parts — Drama).
28 — Tbe Key (Two parta — Drama).
4— Atonement
(Two
parts — Drama>.
9 — CiUzens, All (Two parts — Drama).
16 — The Franchise (Two parts — Drama).
BEAUTY.

8 — Matchin' Jim
MUTUAL

(Two parts^Drama) .
WEEKLY.

Aug 30 — Number
87
(Topical).
Sept.
6 — Number 88 (Topical).
Sept. 1.3 — Number 89 (Topical).
Sept. 20 — Number 90 (Topical).
Sept. 27 — Number 91 (Topical),
net.
4— Number 92 (Topical).
Oct. 11 — Number 93 (Topical).
Oct. IS — Number 04 (Topical).
{MutuQ} Relpaxrs rontnturd on

Page

460.)
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THAT OLD SAYING-

ADVERTISEMENT

IS A SATISFIED CUSTOMER"ALL HALLBERG CUSTOMERS ARE SATISFIED!!!
Here is one of hundreds like him who tell you his experience with

HALLBERG

20th CENTURY

IN/IOTOR-OEIMERATOR
DIXWELL

THEATRE
Highwood, Xcw Haven, Conn., Aug. 18th, 1916.

J H. HallberR.
Dear Sir: I want to say for your Motor Generator that I consider it the best investment
we made when fitting up our house, and. in spite of the fact that it got terribly damaged in
the fire that wc were so unfortunate to have, it is still turning out the same bright and thoroughly lighted picture that it has always produced.
Did you notice in an issue of the M. P. World that the Projection editor had made calls
on most of the houses in New Haven as a guest of the local M. P. Operators' Union and said
that wc put on an ABSOLUTELY PERFECT picture— and that he, as critical as he naturally
is. could find no fault at all with our projection.
We attribute this faultless picture to the perfect white and strong light produced by
your HALLBERG MOTOR GENER.-\TOR, as no machine, no matter how good, nor screen, no
matter how efficient, can produce the results without the good strong and steady white light
generated by your machine.
Respectfully,
WOOD & WHITMAN.
1 am distributor of all makes
studio, new and used apparatus.

of moving

picture machines

$239 and up.
Gives best light at lowest
cost.
Ask for Free Bulletin
No. 1.

and furnish everything

complete

for the theatre and

Send for Free Circulars and Catalogues, but for Hallberg's Big 100-page Catalogue send 25 cents.
Keep your moving picture machine in first class condition. Let me overhaul your mechanisms once a year.
Repair parts on rush or telegraph order shipped at once.
Send for prices on miniature Portable and Advertising
Projectors.
Send UM
for Richards*
Carbonfor Saver
Send S1.50
Hallberg's
Send $Z.SO for latest Operator's
Book.
M. P. Handbook
•MOTION
PICTURE
ELECTRICITY"

J. H. HALLBERG,
49th Industry,
St., NEW
Member National^ri"rr/.*?^:;
Association"^ 7th
of theAvenue
Motion at
Picture
Inc. YORK

Past
In

the

Truly

Performances
Remarkable

BOUND
VOLUMES

Motion Picture
Record in

OF THE

Industry

Are of

MOVING

Complete

PICTURE WORLD

These books, substantially bound in Green Cloth, are an indispensable aid in the conduct of emy going business in film circles
to-day. They are the Ready Reference Books of the Trade.
Complete from
SHIPPED

THE

1912

CHARGES

MOVING

to

Four

Date
COLLECT

PICTURE

UPON

WORLD,

RECEIPT

Volumes
OF

$1.50

to

Each

Year

PER

VOL,

I 7 Madison Ave., N. Y. City
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

FEATURES

AND

MISCELLANEOUS

PROGRAMS

{For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 438, 440.)
(Mutual Releuscs ciytitinued from page 4j3. )
MUTUAL CHAPUN
RELEASES.
The Fireman (Two parts — Comedr).
The Vagabond (Two parte — Coni*dy).
One A. M. (Two pans — Comedy)The PawDBhop (Two part* — Comedy).
MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
DE LUXE.
Oct.
5 — The Shadow
(American — Five parts —
Drama)
(No. 141).
Oct li>— The
Voice ol Love
(American — Five
parts — Drama)
(No. 145).
MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTIONS.
Oct.

2 — Dulcle'B
Adventure
(American — Five
parts — Drama)
(No. 140).
9 — PhHlp Holden-Waster (American — Pive
Part»— Drama)
(No. 142).
Oct.
9 — Redeemed
(Turner — Five
parts — Dr.)
(No. 143).
Oct. 16 — Bluff (American — Five parts — Drama)
(No. 144).
THANHOUSER.
Sept. 29 — The Black Terror
(Two parts — Dr.).
Oct.
6 — Arabella's
Prince
(Two
parts — Dr.).
Oct. 13 — At the Edge
of the Aqueduct
(Two
parts — Drama).
VOGUE.
Oct.
1 — Poultry a La Mode
(Two parts — Dr.).
Oct.
8 — A Touch
of High
Life (Two
parts —
Comedy).
Oct. 15 — Ducking a Discord (Two parts — Com.).
Oct. 22 — Her
Painted
Pedigree
(Two
parts —
Comedy).
Oct.

Oct.
Oct.

Grip of Evil No. 14, 'Humanity
Triumphant"
( Two parts — Dr.).
GOLD ROOSTER
PL-WS.
Oct,
8— The Pillory (Five parts — Drama).
Oct. 15 — The Drama).
Light That Failed (Five partsOct. 22 — Prudence
the
Pirate
Comedy-Drama).
PATHE.

Oct 12 — Her
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Father's
Son (Five parts — Dr.).
PALLAS.
9 — The Intrigue (Five parts — Drama).
PARAMOUNT-BRAY CARTOONS.
4 — O U Rooster (Cartoon-Comedy).
11 — (Colonel Heexa Liar Gets Married (Cartoon— Comedy ) .
18 — Farmer Al Falfa Sees New York (Cartoon— Comedy).
25 — Bobby
Bumps
Helps "Helps"
a Book
Agent
((Cartoon — Comedy)
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES.
2 — A Scotch-Irish Real.
9 — In Old Ireland (Scenic).
16 — Southern Italy. 37th (Scenic).
23— The Island of Capri (Scenic).
30 — Vesuvius in Eruption
(Scenic).

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
ASTRA.
Oct. 1 — The Shielding Shadow, No. 1, '"Treasure Trove" (Two parts — Drama).
Oct 8 — The Shielding Shadow. No. 2, "Into
the Depths"
(Two parts — Drama).

Medora

parts —

(Two

parts —

1 — The Drama).
Moods

Oct.

1 — Florence Roes Faahtons, No. 5 "Betty
Seleota
Her
Bridesmaid
Frock"
(Faahloas).
6 — U. tlonal).
S. Customs
Inspection
(Bduca-

Oct.

of

(Five

Oct.

Oct.

8 — The Drama).
Sword of Damocles
(Two parta —
Oct. 16 — Florence Rose Fashions, No. 6, "Betty
at the Wedding" (Fashions).
Oct. 15— A Nation's Peril (Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 22 — In the Mesh of Her Hair (Two parts^
Drama).
Oct. 22 — Athletic
Movements Analyzed
(Colored
— Educational).

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Paramount Pictures Corp.
BLACK
DIAMOND
COMEDIES.
Oct.
2 — -Nearly a Deserter
(Comedy).
Oct. 16 — Bridget's Blunder
(Comedy).
FAMOUS PLAYERS.
Oct. 19 — The Kiss (Five parts — Drama).
Oct. 23 — The Rainbow
Princess
(Five parts —
Drama).
Oct. 26 — Seventeen
(Five parts — Comedy — Dr.).
Oct. 30 — Miss — Drama).
George
Washington
(Five parta
LASKY.
Oct.
2 — The Lash
(Five parts — Drama).
Oct.
5 — The Storm
(Five parts — Drama).
Oct. 16 — Witchcraft
(Five parts — Drama).
MOROSCO.

1— Orlp Of BtU, No. 12, 'Into the Pit"
(Two parte — Drama).
6 — The Grip of Bvll, No. 13, "Circumparts —
Drama). stantial Evidence" (Two

Oct. 15— The

Metro Pictures Corporation,
COLUMBIA.
Oct.
0. — Life's Shadows (Five parts — Drama).
Oct. 30— The CTates of Eden (Five parts— Dr.).
POPULAR PLAYS AND PLAYERS.
Oct.
2 — The Iron Woman
(Five parts — Dr.).
QUALITY.
Oct. 16 — In —theDrama).
Diplomatic Service (Five parts
October — Romeo
and .Juliet (Five Parts — Dr.)
(Special Release).
ROLFE.
Oct. 23 — The Brand of Cowardice (Five parts —
Drama).

Feature

Oct. 15 — Shielding Shadow No. 3, "The Mystic
Defender" (Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 22 — The
Shielding
Shadow,
No. 4, "The
Earthquake"
(Two parts — Drama).
BALBOA.

— Blossom
In Japan
(Colored —
Scenic).Time
PATHE
NEWS.
4— Number 80, 1816 (Topical).
7— Nnmber 81. 1916 (Topical).
11— Number 82. 1916 (Topical).
14— NoHiber 83. 1916 (Topical).
IS— Number 84, 1016 (Topical)
21 — Number 85. 1916 (Topical).
28— Number
Sfi. 1916 (Topical).
28— Number 87, 1916 (Topical).
ROLIN.
1 — LfUke's Speedy
Olub Life (Comedy).
8 — Heinle and the 400 (Comedy).
1&— Luke and the Bang-Tails
(Comedy).
22 — Heinle and the Magic Man
(Comedy).

Triangle Film Corporation.

FINE ARTS.
Oct.
8 — The Rummy (Five parts — Drama).
Oct. 15 — The Drama).
Old Folks at Home (Five parts —
Oct. 22— Fifty- Fifty

(Tlve parts— Drama).
INCE.

Oct.
8 — Plain Drama).
Jane (Five parts — Drama).
Oct. 15 — The — Return
of Draw Egan (Five parts
Oct. 22— The Drama).
Vagabond

Prince

(Five

parts —

Unicom Film Service.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct,
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

BUFFALO.
7 — Nobody's Claim (Two parts — Drama).
HIAWATHA.
5 — Bud Wilson's
Romance
(Drama).
HIPPO.
5 — Rubes
and Cabarets
(Comedy).
JOCKEY.
4 — The County Sheriff (Two parts — Com.).
JUDY.
2 — Jenkins and the Janitor (Comedy).
3 — His Sister's Beau
(Comedy).
7 — The Model (Comedy).
LILY.
3 — Thru the Wall (Drama).
8 — The Web
(Three parts — Drama).
PURITAN.
4— The Convict (Drama).
6 — The Live Corpse (Comedy).
RANCHO.
3 — The Mysterious Ranger (Drama).
SUNSET.
5— A Daring Mission
(Drama).
SUPREME.
2 — Pen and Sword (Two parts — Drama).
6 — The Guilty One (Two parts — Drama).

ARTCRAFT

Releases
PICTURES

CORP.

October — Less Than the Dust (Drama).
CHRISTIE
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

FILM

CO.

18 — A Seminary
Scandal
(Comedy).
25— HIb Baby
(Comedy).
2— The Sad Sea Wavee
(Comedy).
9 — His Wedding Night (Comedy).
CONSOLIDATED FILM CORP.
— Drama).
Crimson
Stain Mystery.
No. 6,
"The Phantom
Image"
(Two parts

Sept. 25— The
Oct.

2 — The

Crimson
Stain Mystery,
No. 7,
"The
Devil's
Symphony"
(Two
parts — Drama).
Oct.
9 — The
CrlmBon
Stain
Mystery.
No. 8
Two parta — Drama).
Oct. 18 — The Crimson Stain Mystery, No. 9 (Two
parts — Drama).
Oct. 23 — The Crimson
Stain Mystery,
No' 10
(Two parts — Drama).
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

11 — Her Double Life (Five parts — Drama).
18 — Where Love Leads (Five parts — Dr.).
26 — Fires of Conscience (Five part»
r>r,).
'2— The Drama).
Straight Way
(Five parts — Dr.).
9 — The
Ragged
Princess
(Five
parts —

FOX

FILM

CORPORATION.

Oct. 16 — The Drama).
War Bride's
Oct. 23 — The Primitive Call
FROHMAN

Secret

(Five parts —

(Five parts— Dr.).

AMUSEMENT

October — The Congueet of Canaan

CORP.
(Drama).

GREATER VITAGRAPH (V-L-S-E. INC.)
Sept. 25 — The Drama).
Chattel
(Vltagraph— Six parti —
0 ct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

2 — Through
the
Wall
( Vitagraph— Five
parts — Drama).
2 — Scarlet Runner.
No. 1, "The Car and
His — Majesty"
(Vitagraph — Two
parts
Drama).
9 — The Firm of Girdlestone (Vitagraph —
Five parts — Drama).
9 — Scarlet Runner.
No. 2, "The Nuremburg — Drama).
Watch"
(Vitagraph — Two
parta

Oct. 16 — Scarlet Runner,
No. 3. "The
Masked
Ball" (Vitagraph- Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 16 — A Prince in a Pawnshop
(Vitagraph —
Five parts — Drama).
Oct. 23 — The
Blue
Envelope
Mystery
(Vltar
graph — Five parts — Drama).
Oct. 23 — Scarlet Runner,
No. 4, 'The
Hidden
Prince"
(Vitagraph — Two
parts —
Drama).
Oct. 30 — Scarlet Runner. No. 5, "The Jacobean
House"
Vitagraph — Two
parts —
Drama).
Oct. 30— The Drama).
Enemy
(Vitagraph — Five parta —
HERALD
FILM
CORPORATION.
— Drama).
October. — Prima Donna's Husband
(Five
INTERNATIONAL
Oct.

FILM

SERVICE

parta

INC.

2 — Beatrice Fairfax. No. 9. "Outside the
Law"
(Two parts — Drama).
2 — The Scenic,
World's
(Curtis
No. 2).Wonderland
— Animated Cartoons on same reel.
Oct.
2— The Flower of Faith (Five parts — Dr.).
Oct.
3 — Hearst- Intern ntlonal
News
Pictorial,
No. 79. 1916 (Topical).
Oct.
6 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No. SO, 1916 (Topical).
Oct.
9 — Beatrice
Fairfax
No. 10, "Play Ball"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct.
9 — The
World's
Wonderland
(Curtis
Scenic, No. 3).
— Animated Cartoons on same reel.
Oct. 10 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No, 81. 1016 (Topical).
Oct. 13 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No 82, 1016 (Topical).
(International Releases continued on page 462.)
Oct.
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That YOU can MAKE MONEY COMING
AND GOING by buying the

Projector

Q^^^^
OOIVIIIMG

OOIIMG

Increased Receipts
Delighted Audiences

Increased Expenses

Uninterrupted Performances
Increased Patronage
Public Popularity
and
General All Around
Success

Maximum Up-Keep
Film Damage
and
Short Life of the
Machine Equipment

Maximum

ThePrecisionMachine (o:Tnc.

If one better than ^^,„.„t^C ...r" could be bought,
that would be thethone
but ,up to the Present
^l:*
<^Buy,
anto
Time
"IT CAN'T BE DONE"
Send for Catalog "A"

"ADVANCING

WITH

Repairs

317 East 34th: St- NewYork

THE

WILLIS AND

INDUSTRY"

INGLISH

Wright & Callender Bldg., Los Angeles
and

1742 Ivar Street, Holljrwood, Cal.

Have pleasure in announcing as their
Three New Affiliations

ROEHM

AND RICHARDS CO., Inc.
STRAND

LYALL
EDWARD

BUILDING,

NEW

YORK

WILLIS, Billiter Bldg., London, England
A. WHEELER, Schiller Bldg., Chicago, lU.

"EVERYTHING

PERTAINING

TO

THE

PHOTOPLAY"
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

FEATURES

AND

MISCELLANEOUS

(For Daily Calendar of Program
ilntemational
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct

Releases460.) continufd

from

page

6 — Hearst-Intemational
News
Pictorial,
No. SO. 1916 (Topical).
9— Beatrice Fairfax
No. 10, "Play Ball"
(Two parts— Drama).
9 — The
World's
Wonderland
(Curtis
Scenic, No. 3).
— Animated Cartoons on same reel.
10 — Hearst-International
Xews
Pictorial,
No. SI, 1016 (Topical).
13 — Hearst- International
News
Pictorial,
No. 82, 1916 (Topical).

IVAN
FILM
PRODUCTIONS.
October — Her Surrender (Drama).
Aug*
Aag.
Aug.
Aug.

KLEINE-EDIS0N-3ELIG-ESSANAY.
0 — The Mishaps of Musty Suffer Series 2,
No. 8 (Comedy).
14 — Gloria's Romance, No. 13, "A Midnight
Riot" (Two parts — Drama).
16 — The Mishaps or Musty Suffer Series
No. 2, No. 9 (Comedy).
21 — Gloria's
Romance, No. 14 (Two parts
— Drama).

Aug. 23 — The Mishaps of Musty Suffer Series
No. 2, No. 10 (Comedy).
Aug. 28 — Gloria's Romance, No. 15. "The Murderer at Bay" (Two parts — Dr.).
Sept. 4 — Gloria's Romance (No 16. "A Modem
Pirate"— Two parts — Drama).
Sept. 11 — Gloria's Romance No. 17. "The Tell*
tale Envelope"
(Two parts — Dr.).
Sept. 18 — Gloria's Romance. No. IS, "The Bitter Truth" (Two parts — Drama).
Sept. 25 — Gloria's Romance. No. 19. "Her Vow
Fulfllled"
(Two
parts — Drama).
Oct. 2 — The Country That God Forgot (Selig —
Five parts — Drama).

PROGRAMS

Releases See

Pages 438, 440.)

THE
MOTION
PICTURE
FORUM.
Oct.
2 — Motion
Picture
Portrait
Studios
of
President Wilson and His Cabinet—
the U. S. Government in Action.
SELZXICK PICTURES.
Oct. 16 — The Common Law (Young Film Corp —
Five parts — Drama } .
Novemher — War Brides (Herbert Brenon — Dr.).
October — Vera the Medium (Drama).

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct,

WORLD
PICTURES.
4 — The Almighty
Dollar
(Paragon — FIt©
parts — Urama).
11— The Velvet Paw (Five parts — Drama).
15 — Friday the 13th (Five parts — Dr.).
25 — Dark Silence (Five parts — Drama).
2 — The Scarlet Oath (Five pana — Dr.i
Drama).Cage (Peerless — Five parts
9— The — Gilded

States Right Features .
CALIFORNIA
MOTIO.V
PICTURE
CORP.
Nov. — TheDrama).
Woman
Who Dared
(Seven
parts —
FLORIDA
FEATURE
FILMS.
August — The Human
Orchid
(Five parts — Dr.).
GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO.
Sept. — Pages from Her Life (Five parts — Dr.).
KEMBLE
FILM
CORPORATION.
August — America Preparing
(Ten parts — Top.)

b B. MOSS MOTION PICTURl CO»FOmATl»»
AueuPt— In the Hands of the Law (Drama).
MONARCH— Drama).
PHOTO-PLAY
CO., INC.
October — Common

Sense

Bracltett

(Six

parts

SHERMAN
ELLIOTT,
INC.
October. — The Crisis (Selig — Drama).
SUPERIOR
FILMS
CO.
Sept.— The Faucet
(Drama).
UNITY
SALES
CORPORATION.
Sept. IS — The Yellow
Meaace
(Episode
No. S,
■'.The
Poi.'^onous
Tarantula — Two
parts — Drama).
Sept. — Torpedoed
by Cupid (Eagle — Two parts —
Comedy).
Sept. 25 — The Yellow Menace, No. 4, "T'le Plot
of a Demon" (Two parts — Drama).
Oct.
2 — The
Yellow
Menace,
No.
5, "The
Haunted House" (Two parts — Dr.).
Oct, i»— The Lottery Man ( Comstock— Drama I .
Oct.
9 — Yellow
Menace.
No. 6, "The
Torture
Chamber"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 16 — The Yellow Menace, No. 7, "Drops of
Blood"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 23 — The Yellow Menace, No. 8, "The Time
Clock"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 16 — A Scrambled
(Two parts^
Comedy). Honeymoon
Oct. "JM^Some Hero (Comedy).
Oct. 'M> — Tweedledum's
Comedy). Busy Night (Two parts —
Oct- » — The Yellow
Menace. No. 9, "The Time
Clock Bomb" I Two parts — Drama).

^

Mr. Exhibitor:
sit right down in your own theatre
and consider your pictures from
the standpoint of your patrons.
Does the light flicker? Are there
projection ghosts in the pictures?
Does your operator have difficulty
changing from one arc to the other ?
Is your competitor giving better
projection to his patrons and to yours?
Talk this over with vour operator.

He can tell you how the service

Subject,
B^B^

the Wagner White Light Converter.
""■
' '•' ""
"■today.
"" '* -""'Do this

WaincrElatoixSManiiSai^rinl Coiupairy;3aiiitL(nus
%=

1.^
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WORLD'S
Champion

Ball Players
Shown

A special
offer to moving
picture theatres
To each theatre buying a J-M Fire Extinguisher,
we will deliver a tree slide for announcements, as
illustrated.

ADVERTISE THE SAFETY
OF YOUR THEATRE
Here's a real opportunity to add to your reputation
for up-to-the-minute service— to protect both your
patrons and your theatre, and to '"cash in" on it at
the box office. Let your audiences know you're securing their safety — It's sound business, because
such service pulls patronage.
With a

Johns^Manville

Fire Extinguisher
you caa smother any incipient fire - even gasoline or clectric:il arcs. And it's the on/y one-quart extinguisher that
discharges either by pumping or by stored-up air pressure
an invaluable feature in tight corners. Liquid is nondeteriorating, and harmless to skin, fabric or machinery.
Examined,
the National
Underwriters'
Laboratories.approved,
Inc.. underandthe labeled
direction byof the
Board
of Fire Underwriters.
Price, brass Or nickel finish, bracket Included, $8.00.
Take adviiniaee of this special offer— write today to the
nearest J-M Briinch for full details.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE
Executive

CO.

Offices, 296 Madison Ave., New York
Branches in all large citiea.

First by

UNIVERSAL
ANIMATED
WEEKLY
Scores Again
Brooklyn and Boston Champs
pose first for Universal Animated
Weekly. The greatest series of pictures
ever made for the baseball fans. All the
popular favorites and world's champion players
in action. The fans will go crazy over these
wonderful pictures in this week's Universal
.\nimated Weeklv. You can get them from any
one of the UNIVERSAL'S 59 Exchanges. Don't
wait to write. WIRE YOUR BOOKING ORDER TOD.A.Y.

UNIVERSAL

ANIMATED

1600 Broadway,

WEEKLY

New York
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THE NEW

SEAMLESS

WATER

1917 MIRROROID

PROOF

SCREEN

The Only Screen in the World Sold Under a Positive 5- Year Guarantee.

MR. EXHIBITOR

Nine Years of Manufacturing That One Product

MIRROROID
The fact that over 9,700 MIRROROID Screens are in use is a conceded
fact that it is the Screen Supreme the world over
READ

— FROM

THE PRESIDENT OF THE EXHIBITORS' LEAGUE
OF AMERICA,
MR. LEE
O. OCHS :
The Mirroroid Screen installed in my new Concourse Theatre, New
York City, is giving me the greatest of satisfaction. I will send you
another order for my Fordham Theatre next week.
Yours very truly,
LEE O. OCHS.

THE J. H. CENTER
<<

We installed a MIRROROID Screen in Mr. Ochs' Costello Theatre
over four years ago. To date in every one of Mr. Ochs' 6 theatres
we have installed a MIRROROID Screen. Therefore why doubt MIRROROID supremacy?
Why
pay more
than

33 1/3 Cents a Square Foot
for a screen that is sold without a guarantee— a screen that will not,
cannot,
stand
the test of time ?

USE THE BRAINS GOD GAVE

CO., Inc.

WANTED ! !
MUSICIANS

FOR REAL
SUN-LIT
PICTURES
PERFECT

KEEL

for further

NORTHWESTERN
609 W. Adams

St., Chicago

ADVANCED

Informatirin.

ELECTRIC

1010 Brokaw

AND

MANAGERS

To realize that BERG'S INCIDENTAL
SERIES really portrays the EMOTIONS OF THE FILM. Live wires
write for particulars to:

DIS.SOLVING

The voltage of the "MARTIN" polyphase converter is maintained conGtact. BO that the st&rtlog of the
second arc does not disturb the lltiht
given by the flrst. maMQ« the dlsEoMng of the reels as simple as If
the arcs were operated Id a Dlreot
Current district. Our emergency panel
does away with expensive compenaarcs and cuts the wiring and Installation cost tn hair.
v.iitp

Newburgh, N. Y.

ROTARY
CONVERTER

MARTIN"

YOU

Get our Large Free Samples. Test, compare with any screen
on earth.
MIRROROID
cannot
crack, peel or tarnish.
your dealer does not handle MIRROROID, we will advise
who Ifcan.

S. M. BERG
COLUMBIA
THEATRE
BUILDING
NEW YORK CITY.

CO.

Bldg.. New York

PROJECTION

OF

INTOLERANCE

D. W. GRIFFITH'S COUJSSAL SPECTACLE at the LOBERTV THEATRE. NEW YORK, introduce. NEW IDEAS in th« ART
ol PROJECTION. The WORlJ)-S BEST PROJECTORS are equipped with SPECIAL SPEED CONTROLS .nd TIME RECISTERINC DEVICES so that the Musical Director has ahaolula roatrol of the SPEED, thereb]' SYNCHRONIZING the MUSIC
perfectly with the PICTURE. For the WORLD'S BEST PROJECTORS equipped with TIME REGISTERING Devices and
Perfect Arc Control Rheostats, consult the Exclusive Distributor

B. F. PORTER,

1482 BROADWAY,

AT TIMES

SQUARE,

NEW

YORK

A Welcome Visitor Each Week in Every Business Home Where Moving
Pictures Are of Interest

The Moving Picture World
Is Admirably Adapted to Carry Any Little
Message Which You May Wish to Send

Our Classified Advertisements at Three Cents Per Word
Will Produce Remarkable Results
Send Copy, with remittance, to CHALMERS

PUBLISHING

CO., 17 Madison Avenue, New York City
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WORT.D

PICTURE

MOVING

RICHARDSON'S
MOTION

PICTURE

HAND andBOOK
OPERATORS

FOR MANAGERS

Published by

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
RICHARDSON'S MOTION PICTURE
HAND BOOK is a carefully prepared guide
to perfect projection.
It is an invaluable help to every single individual inthe trade who has to do with the
mechanical handling of motion picture film or
the management of a moving picture theatre.
There are over 680 Pages of Text and the
illustrations include detail diagrams of all the
leading makes of projection machines.
Substantially Bound

Omcmteiitcil
Theatres
Plaster Relief Decorations
Theatres Decigned Everjrwbef*

in Red Clotli S4.00

Writ* for Illa>trat«d Theatr* Catalog. Saad i
Siz«> of Tfaeatr* (or Spocial D«>isa*

Sent Postpaid on Receipt of Price by

THE

MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 17 Madison Ave., New York City
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 917 Schiller BIdg., Chicago, llf
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 303 Haas BIdg., Los Angeles, CaL

DECORATORS

SUPPLY

CO

Archmr Av«iu« •nd Leo Str««t
CHICAGO. ILL.

MOTIOGRAPH
$285 f. o. b. Chicago
Motor-Drive Complete

Be particular, examine the
seemingly little things about
the projector you buy-

It's the "little" things that make a projection machine give perfect results.
The projector you have been thinking about — does it have parts that received
a special heat treatment and were ground to insure accuracy? Can you remove the
framing device in a second if necessary, are the gears made of solid high grade cold
rolled steel?
Does it have, as the MOTIOGRAPH has, all these important points of merit, an
enviable reputation and an unequalled record for endurance and economy?
This is a matter of vital importance
WRITE

FOR

to you.

MAKE

SURE

LITERATURE

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
574 West Randolph St., CHICAGO,
Western

ILL.

Office — 833 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
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Starting
Something
WHICH

MEANS

PERMANENT
SUCCESS
IS WHAT
EXHIBITORS AND OPERATORS DO
WHEN THEY ADOPT

Speer Carbons
All Eyes on a Line

A NEW CHAIR
SPEER CARBON
DEPT.

CO.

That Enables Everybody to
See and Be Comfortable

"W

St. Mary's,

Pa.

For Sale by Leading Motion Picture Supply Dealers,
Including the Following
l.H. HALLBERG
- - - 727 7th Ave.. New York, N.Y.
KLEINE OPTICAL CO. - - 166 N. State St., Chicago, 111.
SOUTHERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO.,
74 Marietta St., Atlanta, Ga. 1815 Main Street. Dallas, Tes.
E. E, FULTON CO., 154 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.
KANSAS CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO.
« 4|/ -^
-<•
'«4
813 Walnut St.. Kansas City. Mo.
G.A.METCALFE
■ 117 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco. Cal.

Press Catch

adult's
from byan pressing
Can be
chair
to achanged
child's chair
the catch and raising as illustrated.
Returns to adult's position and
locks just as easily.
It provides a child -with a seat proportioned to his body, a foot rest
the right
and
eyes
on a height
line with
enabling him to see
ance to others or
himself.
The

puts the
child's
those
of adults,
without annoydiscomfort to

MOVIE STAR PHOTOS!
The Biggest Hit Yet With Theatre Patrons

1,000 Photos

Theatrical
I

28 Montcalm

Adjustable Chaii*

$2.25

These Photo Portraits are eagerly appreciated by
patrons of up-to-date theatres all over the country.
Something new and artistic, which gives you the kind
of advertising you have been looking for. They reach
the home and are read by the entire family.
Plenty of Room on Reverse Side (or Full Weekly
Program
Displaces the old-fashioned house program, yet costs
no more. Use a different star each week. Send for
samples and list of stars.

offers theatre owiit-rs something for which
there is a real need.
Fortunately it is not
an extra expense but an added source of
Tilt

Forward

Does
with the
profitaway
because
it- free kids.
Increases
the patronage
of children;
the adults who come with children.

Attracts
adults who ofwon't
now
attend patronage
because
ofof discomfort
holding
children on their laps.
Attracts patronage from theatres not equipped
with Foco chairs.

FOCO Chairs cost new only a few cents
more than ordinary chairs. Made m all sizes
and finishes, both veneered and upholstered.
Old chairs can be converted into Foco Chairs
at considerably less than the cost of new
chairs.

Advertising Co.

West

Detroit, Michigan

For the fullest and latest news of the moving pictur*
industry in Great Britain and Europe.
For authoritative articles by leading British technical
men.
For brilliant and strictly impartial
criticisms
of ml!
films, read

also

Wrtle Hit booklet
chdirssTiowing
ill vse. reel o! actual
Fush Back

Family Opera Chair Organization
317 N. 10th Street, St. Louis, Mo.

THE BIOSCOPE
Tlie Leading British Trade Journal with an International Circulation
American Correspondence by W. Stephen Bush
of

''Moving Picture World"

85 Shaftesbury Avenue^ London, W.
Specimen

on Application
ChairD. in Child t^
upholsteredVosltio

Cpbolstered Position.
Chair in Adult'e
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Equip Your Projection Machines
NOW with the

Irani^rteK
TXaIX

6UAK

It's the surest and quickest way to
show better pictures ; build a bigger
business and make larger profits.
Don't be criticised by your patrons because of blurred pictures, slip-ups and delays.
Don't put up with the inconvenience, annoyance and expense of inferior projection equipment. Take a lesson fioni hundreds of the
larRest and most prominent picture houses
who
have
through
all— Transverter
and now won'tin
have any been
generator
butit the
thiir bnnlhs.

Economy

of Cost
Operation

and

The Transverter is compact, simple and
easily installed in any booth; operates on
A.C. power circuit and meets every requirement for a steady, brilliant, easily controlled
light for artistic projection of any pictures.
Considering its capacity, efficiency, and
economy of power and maintenance, it is
lower in price than any other make.
Order now before the Fall rush begins.
Delivery can be made in two or three weeks'
time. Send (or September Bulletin giving
complete description and net prices uniform
to all.

Hertner Electric & Mfg. Co.
West

114th Street,

MOTION

Cleveland, Ohio

PICTURE

ELECTRICITY
By J. H. HALLBERG

THIS

WORK

COVERS

ELECTRICITY
ELECTRIC
SERVICE
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
PRACTICAL
SUGGESTIONS
REFERENCE
TABLES,
ETC.
An up-to-date treatment of Moving Picture Theater
Electric Installation and Projection, by a practical,
experienced, electrical expert.

Weickhardt Pipe Organs
are not stock instruments, but built
to order according to the ever varying individual requirements. Result:
Wonderful musical effects, such as
only a real, complete and genuine
MASTER PIPE ORGAN can produce.
WRITE

FOR

TH£ATR£

ORGAN

CATALOG

Wangerin-Weigkhardt bo.

• • • • 112 - 124- BURRELL
STREET
MILWAUKEE , WISGOHSIN.
U .

S. A.

LISTEN
EXHIBITORS
You have been looking for a supply
hou.se where 3'ou could get what you
wanted, and get it quick.

T-HAT'S

US

Write Now for Catalog

ERKER'S
35 East Grand River
Detroit, Mich.
— OR —

Illuatrated and Substantially Bound. 280 Pages.
$2.50 per Copy.
Postage Paid.

MOVING
PICTURE
17 Madison Avenue

WORLD
New York

608 Olive Street
St. Louis, Mo.
Complete

"ERKER'S

stock

FOR

at both

stores

EVERYTHING"
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That the LARGEST THEATRES in the country
buy from us on the EASY PAYMENT PLAN?
We will sell you any make M. P. Machine, Converters, Rectifiers, etc., on our EASY PAYMENT
PLAN ; prices the same as for cash. INVESTIGATE TODAY.

Supply

Company

Dealers in Motiograph, Simplex, Powers, Edison and Standard
Machines, Transverters, Motor Generators, Rectifiers and everything pertaining to the Moving Picture Theatres.

3rd Floor, Mailers BIdg.
Cor. Madison St. and Wabash Ave., Chicago, ilL

Peace Pictures
BMatUmllr
Ctlmn*
AIM

Eoropean

War

PictarM

(Nratnl)

IDutrated

P*«ma

Ob omr mwrn

Termi

kr

Moderate

>irt ol ton.

LOUISE

M.

VIollBllt.

PlaMln,

WORLD

October 21, 1916

CAMERA

DO YOU KNOW

Amusement

PICTURE

OMntOT,

Music lor duers.

MARION

SENJy 15 CTS, IN STAMPS
and we will forward, postage prepaid, a book
that will enable you to identify and keep track
of every scene you take.

YOV

NEED

THIS HANDY

BOOK

in order to register, and have, accurate record
of your exposures, and avoid expensive and
annoying
This Specialscene
Offer "mix-ups."
Good Only

ROTHACKER

Until November

1st

FILM MFG. CO.

1339 Diversey Parkway

Chicago, U. S. A.

A Dependable Mailing List Service
Bavea yoa from 30 to 50% ia poat«t«, etc. Keachet all or aalectad
Uat of theatrea io any territory. ladadaa name of exhibitor ai
Tall aa the theatre in addreaa. A Uat of pmblidtr medJnma dealrlag
motion plctvra newe. Unaffiliated anchancea lookini for fcaturva.
Bnpply bonaaa that are properly characterized aa amch. Prodmcera
with addreaa af atudioa, laboratoriea and officea. Inlormatioa im
idTance
of theatraa beinc or to be bailt.
W7A.

MOTION

PICTURE

DIRECTORY

M riftk Avanaa, New Yark
at Aahlaad Blaak, Cblaa«a
Addrening

445 W. 23rd Street, New Yerk

MEN !

COMPANY

Phone 3W Cbalaea
Fbona 3003 Kandolpll
Printing

Afaltigraphir»g
Typewriting

rtumt lOM CkalMa

.<MM?gBiE.<.^:.i "■..., :.'y. .. ■,;-.-v.ij.' ■■.-'■:i"':vf?7

STUDIO

FOR

DAY, WEEK

J^us^
one with
clear picture after
another

Eastman Film
The film that made motion
pictures practical plays a big
part in their present stage of
perfection.
Look for the stencil mark
"Eastman" in the margin.
EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY,
N. Y.

OR

RENT
MONTH

Finest indoor fire-proof studio on the
coast. Center of the business district.
Equipped with Winfield-Kerner Hghts.
No glare or shadows.

Superior Developing
and Printing
Expert and Efficient service.
Titles a Specialty.

CAMERAMEN
We Buy Undeveloped Negative
Subjects which are novel — trick pictures— popular science — popular mechanics— microscopical, etc. Write for
particulars.

SUPERIOR FILMS COMPANY
ROBERT

A. BRACKETT,

Manager

Entire Tenth Floor
643 Olive Street, Los Angeles
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^ICK WORK

iBOX OFFICE

One ticket seller does the
work of three with the
AUTOMATICKET

Are You Tired
Collection

CLARENCE E. SINN
(Its Grac* 9tre«l
Chicago,

Get acquainted with the

tn-U

W..I IMth SU N«w

FLORAL

1010

CHAIRS

Lytton

OFFICES

BMg.,

LN

AIJ.

STEEL
LOW
Price

and

CAST
IRON

Opera
immediate Chair*
abtpmcDt

<jn many stylea: Sec
ond Hand Coairi
)ut-of -door aeatiD^
Send meaauremenia
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention thia

STEEL

FURNITURE

CO.

paper.
■.ranH RrtpiHt. Mich.; New Yirk. ISO Fifth Atc

DECORATIONS

Our expert decorators
are at your
ready to give you ideas and estimates.

service-

Write for beautifully colored catalogue — mailed free to you.
We quote absolutely the lowest prices ever offered on
reliable goods.

Chicago
PRINCrPAL

THEATRE

Give Artistic Atmosphere. They delight your patrons
Artificial flowers are practically everlasting and
need
ones. no care — the effect is the same as natural

York Citr

American Seating Company
SALES

UJ

Non-Breakable and
Sanitary

WAY

and Printing
COMPANY

OPERA

WORLD

coataini tbe beit muilc ot tbia kind pub
liabed.
laaued In Three Serleai
No. 1, No. Z and No. I.
Piano (24 pages each), 58 oti. for each le
lies: $1.15 for any two; $L70 for a]l three
Violin, 40 eta. each; 7S eta. for any two) |LQS
:or all three. Comet, 35 ctt. each; 65 cti. any
[wo; 95 eta. all tb'ce. Pirat and tecond aerie*
haTc parti for Cello, Flute, Qartnet, Trom
^ne and Drvima. PracticeJ for Piano alone,
ir in combination with any above inatrumenta
Oiicountt on ordera for four or more parti
Send for free aample pagei. Not* new addresa

15 Sales per minute
—900 to 4500 per
hour.

of Developing
ERBOGRAPH

PICTURE

\ii playiDg waltzes aod popular aong* for ali
four
Ttt dramatic
'bnogiagmuaic
out" The
thf
ilramaticpictureaP
tcenca wixh

Orpheum

SPEED Plus
ACCURACY

ERBOGRAPH

MOVING

BOTANICAL

CITIES

A monthly publication, printed in
Spanish and devoted exclusively to the

DECORATING
Manufacturers

CO., 208 W.

of Artificial

Flowers

Adams

and

Plants

St., Chicago,

lU.

IV^ ORE than 5,000 exhibitors and film buyers
in Latin America receive our publication
monthly. Is it possible that you are not interested
in this new market ?

interests of the moving picture industry throughout South America and
Spanish-speaking countries.

ADVERTISING

RATES:

$S0 A PAGE

CINE-MUNDIAL
1 7 Madison Avenue

New York

$4.80 A Big Saving Each Year $4.80
On account of the greatly increased cost of paper, engraving, etc., we have been compelled to make the single
copy price fifteen cents. For the present direct subscription prices will remain the same. This means a saving
of four dollars and eighty cents yearly on direct subscriptions.
In addition you get your paper earlier.
It will pay you to fill out this blank and mail at once
with your
remittaoce.
ONE YEAR
SIX MONTHS
See

title

MOVING

page

$3.©0
$1J0
for rates

Canada

PICTURE

and

Foreign

WORLD

17 Madison Avenue, New York

Oft •lit

Tl.«»*»«

and m^

Theatr.
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THE STANDARD PORTABLE PROJECTOR
Ohio Varnish
Co.. \ViHys-Over!uiid Co , Winsted yUk
Kiiihi.nij.^ .ili 111.- issentlal features of the big proCo.. and scores of othirs
ii-^Mi'ij.ii liki' ijini.-j I'rojt'Ois A brilliant, ftickerleaa picUmis stiiiidard dim. IlhuiiinaU<m by lOuO C.P, inture.
PruMtl
dtpendable
through
two
years'
service.
caadesceut. arc or calcium liitltt. Has Btereuptlcon
Tho machine which Is maJdng Kood every day for
attacliment. lieat Eliminator iitrinlls stopping of film
sucli concerns as the MaiiweU Motor Co.. Carnation
.Milk rioduci3 Co., BurroUKhs Adding Machine Co.,
witluiut danm-r. (.;uia safety without booth. Enthii.'^iustii ;ill> I'lidnrsi.'il \i\ the tradt' and authorities.
Bull Tractor Co., Alitineapolis Stwl A: Macliinerv' Co..
T'EALERS — -Urifc to-dai/ for our proitosiliun.

MOTION

PICTURE

SCENIC and EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Writ*
for daicriptiT*
catalogu*
contuBiag
•ubjacta from all part* of tli* worl4.

NO

RENTALS

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO/pI'^v^'V

MACHINE

BARGAINS

1327 Viae

Perfect

Street, Philadelphia

Simplex

and

Power

Developing

Negatives Developed
Positive Printing . .

left.
4c ft.

and

Printing
any
lansua^e
complete

5c

per

Tinfoot
ting Free

SilUfstlln [uriitetd bj •« iltui lun' tspvinu
Sntlil Fit* •* ^laiirtr miwtt
GUNBY BROS^ Inc., 145 Weat 4Sth Street, New York City

BARGAINS
Twenty-two

IN MACHINES

machines slightly used, first class

condition. Simplex, Power's 6 A's, Power's 6's,
Edison B's, and Edison D's, low prices, quick
sales.
CHAS.

A.

CALEHUFF,

1301 Race Sfreel, Philadelphia

OROAN

A Genuine

can be operated from the simple keyboard of the piano,
ORGAN ALONE — PIANO ALONE — OR BOTH
TOGETHER.

HARMO

WrIU

PIPE

ORGAN

III.

Philadelphia, Pa.

FEATURE
FILMS
FOR
SALE
Sealed
Ordert
Barker 7 reeli
$175.00
From
Gutter to FtKitllght*
Barker Creole 100.00
An
American
Gentleman
Liberty 0 reels 125.00
For $5000
a Year
(new)
Liberty 5 reeU
176.00
Hearts United
(new)
Liberty 4 reele 100.03
All fllms in splendid condition. Plenty of poetere, photos, etc., gratli. Write
for lists of ban:am<i In one. two. three and fotir reel subject*. All films aeot
C 0. D., prlnlei^e of examlnaUon and partial delivery on receipt of 25% with the
nrrter

B

YOUR

SALES

IN CANADA

Use the

BLJI_l_E-rilM
Premier Motion Picture Journal"

■'Canada's

Sample

Copy

and

Street

Rates

Free

WEST

TORONTO

IL TIRSO AL CINEMATOGRA

FO

Tha mod
importwil Film Jonraal is Ilalr.
Published every Uonday at Rome. Excellent itsfl,
special bureau of information. Correspondents in all
parts of the world. Yearly subscription for foreign
countries : (3.00.
Businass Office:
Via 4*1 Triton* ItS, Roma, Italy

The Universal Camera
For Motion

Photography

irrlu for niMitrmted CatsloKvt

The UNIVERSAL

CAMERA

I Itn TltDM Bid!.. Naw Ton
t 811 Uarket SL. San rraniAMO

CO.

iSI W. luluei BI>S.. Cklaatt

riniOM

GOLD

COMPANY
MS

^^^p^^^TRIAL

GOLD

IVANS

KING

means

FILM MANUFACTURING
41«-41S-42»-422 Weit 21Sth Street, New

G
KIN
SCREENS

ARE

HeCOTmlak BM«.
CWCAOO

means
EVANS

AadiiboB

St., Chicago,

G. W. BRADENBURGH
802 Vine Street,

We io PARTICULAR Work f*r PARTICULAR
Developing auid Printing ONLY
Tcl«pfeiOB« tni

Washington

lor Mrttnlan

Ul WMt atk ItTMt
NEW YOKK

Quality

561 West

106 Richmond

Machines

TITLES

COMPANY.

OOST

Three Power's No. 5, one Edison Model D and two
Edison Model B will be sold cheap for quick removal.
.\U guaranteed in good condition.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
Distributor

SCOPE

SCREEN

CCALTUS.OKLA.

Perfection

People

COMPANY
York City

rOOL'VENTILATE>TYPHOONS
li 1544- BWAY.WtYPHOON

FAN COMPANY

I

NEW YORK CITY

October 21, 1916
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exhibitor's
Film Review Service
In the department headed Reviews of Current Productions in each issue of the Moving Picture World thousands
of the successful and wide-awake managers of the country
find the most helpful and most necessary service of the
many rendered by our paper.
Each week from fifteen to twenty or more of the leading
film releases are reviewed at length by seven or eight expert and experienced members of our own staff.
These reviews are written primarily from the Exhibitor's viewpoint and are absolutely independent and impartial inevery respect. No such valuable service is offered
elsewhere at any price.
Hundreds of programs are arranged weekly by managers only after careful study of this Department and our
condensed or shorter reviews of all films, entitled Comments on the Films.
Mr. Theater Manager, if you are not making use of these
will you not test them for the next few weeks? You will
find no more dependable criticisms and trustworthy film
information week in and week out than these two Departments in the

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17 Madison Avenue, New York
Schiller Building
Chicago, 111.

Haas Building
Los Angeles, Cal.
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m
'SIXTEEN YEARS

OF KNOWING

SERVICE

IS THE TRUE MEASURE

WO

RENDERED

PRACTICALLY

OF POWER'S

SINCE

OF

R T H

THE SUPERIOR

THOUSANDS

HOW"

THE

SERVICE
BY

BEGINNING

CAMERAG
RAPHS
OF THE INDUSTRY

Conclusively Determines Worth Without Comparison
IN THE FIELD OF

MOTION
CATALOG

m

PICTURE PROJECTION.
"G" MAILED UPON
Write Today

REQUEST

OLAS POWER COMPANY
NICH
^
-.w,
/BJ^ ft NINETY GOLD STREET
NEW YORkJB

Price 15 Cents

October 28, 1916

Vol. 30, No. 4

UVA}KAAiX)\}yAXyAAAAKAA(AAA}U!.AkyAAk^.AXKXV^)K>A}kA)k>k>k^^^^^^

THR FII/M
IISTDRX

EXHIBITORS'

s
^

■^'^:Si:^i^-m^i^fis^^-^

1

^^^^^^^xxx^>//;/;/;;y;i i'i 1 pii"Pin"i"u\ivA'AAxk^kw.-^^^
Scene from "Joan of Arc"

(Cecil B. De Mille).

zzzn
Post Office Box 226
Madison Square Station
a««!i«8i«««».'(l::»;9;»:»;a;i;j:r9i'»u:«

NEW YORK

17 Madison Avenue
Telephone

Madison Square JS 10
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OPPORTUNITY
must
Here's

be
your

seized

at

chance

for

the

year,

the

hrst

once !
greatest

Fun Frolic
of the

Essanay-Chaplin
Revue of 1916
in 5

3cts

Specially arrang-ed by Essanay from it*
Charlie Chaplin comedy successes, "THE
TRAMP," '-HIS NEW JOB," "A NIGHT

ALL
OUT."XEW ATTRACTIVE PAPER
and ADVERTISING MATERIAL
Release October 21st
GENERAL FILM SERVICE

m-y.miuiw.
t333 Argyle St., Chicago
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With

Dorothy Phillips and Lon Chaney
DIRECTED BY JOSEPH DeGRASSE

A rare gem of a drama dug from the raw life as it is lived in
the wild fastnesses of "The Place Beyond the Winds." Marvelously beautiful settings of mountain, forest and inland
waters serve as a background
for a great drama
of the
human emotions. A Great
Red Feather Production.
Book through
any UNIVERSAL
Exchange

RED
FEATHER
PHOTO

1:il^ a
\

PLTVYX

THE

October 28, 1916
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wnw
STATE RIGHTS
TERRITORY
GOING BIG
— with still some very fine territory yet open to live wire State Rights
Men. "IDLE WIVES" is the play that astonished all New
York.
"IDLE byWIVES"
is the and
play Phillips
with theSmalley
punch. (producers
"IDLE WIVES"
produced
Lois Weber
of
"Where Are My Children?" and others), is the play that every man
and woman in the world should see as "Zit" stated in the New
YorkMa.xine
Evening
WIVES"
'em exclusive
in at the
ElliottJournal.
Theatre "IDLE
(considered
one ofpacked
the most
theatres in the United States).
If you want to get in on this
opportunity it will require

QUICK ACTION
Elaborate and complete advertising campaign book ready, showing plans to put
this production over big. Send for book. Free to Exhibitors and State Rights
Buyers only. Wire, write or call for complete information. STATE RIGHTS
DEPARTMENT of the

UNIVERSAL
FILM

MANUFACTURING
C.-^RL L.^EMMLE,

1600

"The Largest

BROADWAY

CO.

President

Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe"

NEW

YORK
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For YOU
For you William A Brady has, since
April been thinking, planning, making dependable seat-selling program pictures.
For you the World Film Corporation
has prepared dependable seat-selling
service — ready at an instant's notice.
For you we have established a production record never before made in
this business. (Our jumbo Folder mailed
to you last week gave the names of
our releases and the casts appearing in
them, up to and including May 20,1917)
FOR YOU this thought, this work,
this new production record, this dependability inprogram and in service
ha§^ a meaning.
'"'iTmeans
that WE
CAN
SELL
YOUR SEATS!
VVe are doing it for thousands of
theatres —
WE CAN DO IT FOR YOU!
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WILLIftN b.BRbKi
in association wilrh
WORLD PICTURES
ptrasantrs

ir»

V/ieSai'IctOath
Dir«cf«d by FRANK
and
TRAkVERS

E. POWELL
Vf^kE
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Five Thousand Paramount Exhibitors girdle this country — grip it with
the greatest Stars and Plays — and enjoy a prosperity that is refreshingly
free from competition, because —
Paramount grants each one of them
restricted territory — a feature of Paramount service that is not only helpful,
but ethical.

ure^(M'/iaratlcn>
Q>afxmouni^icl
NEW YORK. N.Y.

v\v
^^^?im^''
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Paramount Pictures of the Week
RELEASED

THURSDAY,

DANIEL

OCTOBER

FROHMAN

19th

Presents

OWEN MOORE
MARGUERITE COURTOT
THE KISS
AND

Produced

FAMOUS

by

PLAYERS
ADOLPH

ZUKOR,

FILM CO

President

Special music fnr this production — the famous Schirmcr Scores— may be obtained
Canadian Distributors, Famous PlayfTS Film Service, Limited
Cnlgary, Toronto and Montreal

at your exchange.

ft
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Forthcoming Paramount Pictures
DANIEL

FROHMAN

PRESENTS

MARGUERITE

CLARK

(Her first photoplaj' under the new Famous Players
IN

MISS GEORGE

contract)

WASHINGTON

About a girl who couldn't tell the truth
Produced

FAMOUS

by

PLAYERS
AUOLPH

FILM

CO

ZUKOR. Presideni

Special music for this produrtion— the famous Schirmer Scores — may be obtained at your exchange
Canadian Distributors. Famo-.iS Players Film Service. Limited
Calgary. Toronto and Montreal

Released by Paramount Pictures Corporation, Monday, October 30th

gg^g
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h
^
^

paramount

SHORT
SUBJECTS

m

BRAY CARTOONS
Released October nth

FARMER ALFALFA
SEES NEW YORK
Released October iSth

COL. HEEZA LIAR
GETS
MARRIED
Released October 2Sth

BOBBY BUMPS HELPS
A BOOK AGENT
Q^aramaurit^ictUres-C^pxjratioiiNEW YOHK. N.Y.

\^

FOUR EiGMTY FIVE

L-'

FIFTHAVENUt
FIFTHAVENUt

V_^
V_^

o/
FIRST ST
0/ FORTY
FORTY FIRST
ST

'.^. '. '
fe^

C^

fv,-^

m-

K^;
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PARAMOUNT
ANNOUNCES
THE

SECOND

ONE-REEL

COMEDY

"BRIDGET'S
BLUNDER"

UNITED
PICTURE

PRODUCED

BY

STATES
MOTION
CORPORATION

WILKES-BARRE,

PA.

J. O. WALSH, Pres. F. W. HERMANN, Vice-Pres.
D. L. HART, Treas,
Released October 16th by Paramount Pictures Corporation

October 28, 1916
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STARS OF ALL THE PROGRAMS
will nppGSiir

I

in the

M^CLURE PICTURES
M<^aure Buildinq

IvI<^CLURE

PICTURES

NewYorltCitv
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HRST AS USUAL I
MTHE

NEWS

SCORES TWO BEATS IN TWO DM$
ON SUBMARINE SURVIVORS
WORLD

AND

SERIES!

'Jhtfie is to de congratuloLtedi on its enterprise
iTv getting out tfte Survivors andi Base -hall
pictures so guiclcly? ^^
HavoldEdel,
?V\a.ruzjairuD Director'^

Strand. Tfiecttre^

IP
Wi

^'shifve scores again..
Cfhjey heat the mwn.
witfv tfw Base-hall
and StLhnuxrtne picKeith's Palace,

y^-)ne-Hca.''s GrecctestVccucLeville Tfi^cctre,

tures! "

^RSse^Ri^^s^n^Temai

"Jhe Siihmarine survivors arid Base-ball pictures
were s/iown. first in VkiladelphicL at t(ie Stanlej- and,
ValcLce iAeatres. Thctde Aews ser-yice caruwt be hecdeni
Stanle/'A\astbcu(^r\y

''''J>at/i£ Aews heat all com
petitors in tAis sectionyon
world 's series r
yicAiorris;
Mgr Orp/ieu.->*v
and. St. eJomes
Theat/es.

Boston^.

"JPathe jVews put over cl hig
One 07V tAe world's Series.
It certcunly
vyas a. win.n.er'
AAa^uz^e?- Sianicm, of
tfie Fenway T/ieatre,

3oston^.

^^JKrills to yurfi!

J& preff oft/ie country
unites itt declarifw^

:7Ke S/tieldina S/iadow
cfioc/c /^// of^t/irltls.
pretentious serial ivitd tHrills to iurr\,.
JhrilUng' action -marks every episode."
THeWew
Orleans
sci/s: a"Jke
in^ SAadou/
will Item
establish
new SKitMrecord.
6P t/irills "
The Buffalo Junes saxs''3i play sucTi as
oru; rarely sees"
Jfie
Cleyeland
Plainpives
Vealer
says" ofn^yy
The
S/iieldir^
Sfuxdotv
prorriise
tJiritlS in film and Story form.'!

tinder t(\e direction, of
JjbuisJ. Gasnier
DonaldaruL
. Vkxckemte
Grace Darmonci,
and-LeoTt Bar^
J^aJph JP^lJanl

9atf^!
■ mven
if\"J]ie JhieUti-n^ iha^cnr^

_^>:<w

RELEASED

METRO

ON THE

PROGRAM

OCTOBER

30.

VI OLA
DANA
in

thel^v. WilliamEJ)anforlh'S^lay

GATE
Th^ ED
ENS

g/-

ci METRO offering
in Five Acts
of heart appeal.
Adapted and Directed hy
JoKrv H. Colliri3.

•ife».

There is ONE. ^nd oi)^y OI^E
de Luxe of
Special Pxodvici
ryofihicA^cs
SLakespeare's Lovi^^lory

FRANCIS^
X. BUSHMAN
The Cxo-wx\^^ King^ o£ Moiion Prcivires
AND BWERLY

BAYNE

Jxieen. o£ iKe Screen.

li is inSA^is -II was durecied Ly JoKnWNoble
and Fi'fi^isX. BusKzina.]nL iviiK a. company of
6Qiy43lu>sexi players,
a.Ti.d. i.i: cosf
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000 (Real Mon^y) io
fodiice
ii-BOOKIlfOi^ow
fM.
AtlMElROlXCHMTGES

DON! Bt MISLED hyr ixi£Gri€>i:
imiiedtions of a Ma.s£^i'pi^<:e

METRO

PICTURES CORPORATION
1476 Broadway

« KTcmt York.

-

I

OiaXER>IQX>PWOTODLiAYf/(iNC)

PrtEcPENT--

A rMQlLUNG
DO.'AAAA
OF THE
BIG
TI^BEP^/AND
TWE POT GP aOLDATTWE END OF THE
R^AlNHJOV^v^

wiTvr fvlVQTLE aONZAJLSHZ/ WXL DAUL7 GEO
MEFiNANDCZ/ £r FaeDCmCK M0NTAaU&.

Saturday Evening Post A.dvertisements appearing
every week a huge factor m builamg tliat prestige
and popularity -w^nicn all Exnibitors are seeking.
THE fundamental principle of the BLUEBIRD is tte good play by
tKe good author. If our stars fit the parts -we use the stars ; if they
do not fit, ^ve do not use them. Dome producers use stars -whether
they fit or not, and the result is a poorly balanced production. You
leave the theatre dissatisfied, naturally. You can t always get plays to fit
your stars ; but you can always choose stars to fit your plays. That s the
only sure -way to please. And that, in brief is -what the term BLUEBIRD stands for.
It is insurance of consistent entertainment.
The gro>ving popularity of BLUEBIRDS

is evidenced by packed houses wherever they are

shown. The BLUEBIRD polic>' of "The Play's the Thing." is being told in half page advertisements to over ten millions of people every week. You can get your share of this profitable business
by showing BLUEBIRD Photoplays in your own theatre.

BLUEBIRD
1600

BROADWAY

PHOTOPLAYS,

(Inc.)
NEW

YORK
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THE lOVB 5TORr OT THE AG^S
The Jbnmprial filled
ShaKeBpea.fe'0
Masterpiece
with the rap.
turou$ intoxication of^hojDe
and the hitterneBS oicLe^pair.

RameQjJuMet
Buper-prodxLction o/^

With that iniema.iian.ally famed screen actress

THEDABARA.

and. an inao3rxpa.rsJ>2f^ ca^'i" o£ xnore
than ^J'oo persons'

fiBl^S^D ON B^VUR

PfiOOBABi

Scfertajrio iy AdrisLn Johnson

Directe^d hy J.Gordon EdwardgJ
\, SOX tUiM, COBPOBATION
.(f"
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WIIXIAMFOX
Wskt Bidden Secjtei
miGiNEi .JPimsoir
A THRILLING

STORY

"NrMe^nhtj MARY

OI* TO-IiAY. V/lTH

MURIIAO

BEAUTII^UI*

Djry>c^p</ Ay KENYAN BU^

LOVB an J IKWr^

A VIVID P03?TRAYAL Ol* A WOMANS?

5UPPORl*^D

^MOriOKS

-WITH

BY

$tOTCf BY JAM^^ J3f. GABBV
^CflNAJSIO BY
MARY
MURI1.1.0
DlRl^Crj^I) BY J-AMi:^ VINCEIMT

I^OX ^II/M COIIP01I2I^ION>
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RELEASES FOR WEEK OF OCTOBER 22

H. B. Warner in "The
nd Prince"
VagaboKAY-BEE

\\\p

m

Little need be said of the popularity — and drawing power
—of the TRIANGLE PLAYS in which H. B. Warner has
starred. Most exhibitors kiunc that the reputation which
this star acquired on the stage has been more than lived
up to on the screen.
And when you have seen "The Vagabond Prince" you will
again see why this is true. You will understand the difference between this play and others. You will see why
Warner can take the part of Prince or an Indian beggar with
equal success.
In this latest picture Warner does take the part of a
foreign Prince who, tiring of the pomp and pettiness of
his father's domain, ventures out in the great world to seek
adventure and forget court etiquette. You'll enjoy it — and
so will your patrons.

«

r^\

AW*

Norma Talmadge in
"Fifty-Fifty"
FINE

ARTS

A TRIANGLE PLAY with Norma Talmadge as the
star is sure to be a success, and this latest picture is no
exception. Based on the "sauce for the goose is sauce for
the gander" idea and the necessity for compromise in a
happy marriage this play is not a preachment. It moves
along swiftly with a rapid-fire, deeply engrossing action that
will appeal to every person who is married — or ever intends
to be.

Keystone Comedies

wmmm,

Two as good as ever this week

mmmmmmmmmmmm.

m
^

October 28, 1916
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SELZNICK#PICTURES

WHEREVER

\^/^

QM mm. ^
YOUNG
IN

1

Is Shown, Messages
Like These Pour
In From Delj^hhed
ExhibJhors ^ ^ ^

%
Detroit. Ulcti.

In CcBiDoa Lam a trlisopb beyond all arpecUCloiic.

Houso paQ)cBii befora opooli^ of the flret snow aon crowd
silll valtlng

to gel lo<

Texas.

LawiB J Selmlck
Hew Yorlc

;^>lB J. Selxolck
;.e» roric
louqg

Dailaa,

1

Iff

lil raoonla

aviay as nsa; as «m will ba able
thoueand paid adaiiBBlon today.

Droxan.

to ebow to*

Taralng
Over twelve

Hy hoartleat congratulatlona.
Broadway Strand

Opened weak flngageoent today Claiw Klaball Young
Ctianon Law.

Brolce all preTloua

beyond e^eotatlona.
ably

this

reeorts.

la the

ffualnaea afcy

lopoaalble handle crowds.

Dnqueatloa-

the greataat produotlon she has ever made.

congratulations on this masterpiece.
L J BlBBl:«ar

S^
PASSED PEMNSYLVAMIA
CENSOf» WITH PRAISE

«I

LEWIS J.SELZNICK-SOLE
DISTRIBUTOR
NEW YORK
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WSm «QNS
Presentation

m^m-

W

/^AZIMOVA

WAR

i>

BQIDES

5y Marion Crai^ WentwoR+K-

Is Readv

For Release

Waich ForThe Announcement- oMIie

Date On Which This Superb AHracNon
Will De Given Its Flrsh Showing

LEWIS J.SELZNICK-SOLC DISTRIBUTOR^
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SELZNICK#PICTURES
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SCHENCK
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THEPRHi
BY
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NEW
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WEEKLY NEWS OF THE MUTUAL FILM^CORPORATION AND ITS 68 EXCHANGES
OCTOBER 28, 1916

|M

Mutual Managers
Are Always Ready
To Aid Exhibitors
UenI "service" is ttie prime inolive underlying tlie success of tlie JIutual Film
Ciirponitiiiii. Nii Mutual exchange manager is sMtisfied until his patrons are satisfied. Nit Mutual exchange manager
feels thai he has given a customer Mutual service when he gets his name on
the dotted line of a contract and sees
him leave for his theater with the
day's "show" under his arm. He is
just as iimch interesteii in that customer's hox oHice as the exhihitor Inmself. He
is willing and anxious to help each customer solve his problems. He is ready
to consult with each exhibitor on the
best way to ativertise the tilms he is
showing. Hi' is prepared to offer the
exhihitor helps of ever.v kind.
By making
the exhibitor's
business
better,
the Mutual
exchange manager
knows he is making his own business better. The satisfied patron is the customer
he vants. Unless the exhibitor is getting everything possible out of his theater there is, of course, room for improvement. And right there is where the manager of each JIutual exclmnge seeks to
make himself valuable to his customers,
for he is delighted to have the patrons of
the exchange come to him U>v advice and
help. More often than not he can solve
their problems.

Gold and White Chosen As
Mary Miles Minter Colors

Gold and white have been chosen as

Mary Miles Minter's own colors.
Exhibitors are thus given an opportunity for creating attractive lobby displays and decorations. B.v using the
Mary Miles Minter colors generously
whenever they have a Minter picture on
their screens, they can soon teach their
patrons its meaning. Soon a mere glance
at the front of a theatre will tell the
regular patron that it is "Lovely Mary
day" at that house.
Colleges and universities are known by
their colors. Xow the Mutual Film Corporation has given Mary Miles Minter a
set of distinctive colors. Hereafter Miss
Minter will be known as the "gold and
white" girl. Any number of attractive
lobby displays have been devised for
Mary Miles Minter Gold and White days.
They may be obtained at any of the Mutual's sixty-eight film exchanges.
Max Pill of Kolb and Pill and Miss
Josephine Clarke were married at Los
Angeles
recently.
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Iy TheMutual
Week's
Releases
|
Star Production. M
g Br:ind
Title
Star
Keels
M American. The Love Hermit
5
m
William Russell
B
Mutual Masterpicture.
M American.
The Undertow
5
^ Helene Rosson and B'ranklin Ritcliie.
■
Monday, Oct. 23rd.
M American,
Professor Jeremey'.'; Exg periment
1
Tuesday, Oct. 24th.
g Mutual, Tlie Folly of Fear
2
=
Wednesday, Oct. 25th.
g Mutual, Mutual Weekly No. S5
1
M Gaumont.
See America
First
and
^ Kartoon
Komics
1
1
Thursday, Oct. 26th.
B Mutual. At Twelve O'clock
2

I

M Cub,
S

Friday, Oct. 27th.

g
=
g
S
=
p
1
g
M
|
g
1
g
g
g
1
g

|

Lovers and Lunatics
1 M
Saturday, Oct. 28th.
g

g Cub, Dad's Masterpiece
B Cub, When Clubs Were Trumps
I
Sunday, Oct. 29th.
B Vogue, He Died and He Didn't
= Gaumont, Reel Life

1 g
1 =
|
2 g
1 g
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Next Chaplin on Nov. 13th
"Behind the Screen" is the title of the
next Mutual-Cliaplin Special feature
The release date is November l.J. This
ilate is two weeks later than the scheduled date, but the coming production Is so
stupendous and retiuired so many special
sets, that it was deemed best to postpone
the release date and make the production one which will be talked about for
months to come. It deals with life in a
motion picture studio.

William Russell In
"The Love Hermit"
Released This Week
William Russell and Charlotte Burton
are the stars of this week's Mutual Star
rroduction.
It is five reels length.
Its title Is "The Love Hermit." It is a
story of ociety a d Big Businjss. Mr.
Itu.sseil appeal., as Tom Weston, a stock
broker in the office of Tames Bolton.
Miss Burt in is Marie Bolton, the daughter of Tom's employer.
Tom. after making his employer a fortune "on the street," is rewarded with
an in\'itation to spend a week-end at the
Bolton country home. There he meets
Marie Bolton and the two are instantly
attracted. A moonlight stroll ends in
a proposal. Tom is enraptured to finii
Marie returns his love. Marie has another suitor in .Jack IJillnian. Hillman
complains to Bolton that Marie is throwing herself away <tn Tom. A love scene
between Tom and Marie is interrupted
by Bolton and Hillman. Tom is rebuked and ordered out of the house.
Marie spurns him publicly. He then becomes a woman hater.
Tom vows vengeance on all woniankinil.
and ultimately he brings about the ruin of
Bolton on Wall Street The picture is
<»ne that presents William Russell at his
best. Exhibitors ail over the cotnitry
have found the Russell Mutual Star
Productions big money makers. This
one is no exception to the rule.
Bookings on "The Love Hermit" oan be
made exchanges.
at any of the sixty-eight jIutual
film

"The Undertow," A Powerful American
Five-Reeler, Has An All-Star Cast
The American
presents on the
week an unusual
tells the story of

Film Company., Inc..
Mutual Program this
five reel photoplay. It
an humble day laborer

who
risesand
to great
by might
of
intellect
will. wealt"^
His .struggle
is no
easy one. for he is handicapped by a wife
who is devoid of ambition. Franklin
Ritchie and Helene Rosson have the
leading roles. They are supported by a
really all-star cast.
.Tames King, by dint of study and Industry, rises from the estate of a common
day laborer to a position as the head of
a huge felt hat factor.v. His wife is a
ccmstant handicap to bim and he finall,v
secures a divorce. Hanmiond, a foreman
In the hat factory, mistreats the hands.

E-^ther Mordon, a girl left suddenly penniless, becomes a toiler in the plant.
When the employees threaten to striki'
against Hammond's tyranny. Esther appeals to King himself. Her sweetness and
sympathy win his attention. Later E.sther
is the means of exposing Hammond as a
thief. She oils his plot to burn the factory and ends the strike. King effects a
change in working conditions and. having
been won completely by Esther's shy
mastery of him. declares his love for her.
As theMrs.
story
ends Esther agrees to hecome
King.
The celebrated Ami'rican photography
was never more in evidence than in this
five reel subject. "The T'ndertow." The
picture can bi' seen and booked now at any
of the sixty-eight Mutual exchanges.

I

I
■/,

AMERICAN

FILM COMPANYJNChAv;^/i^

Ihe Renowned Siar

WILLIAM RUX/ELL
THE LOVE HERMIT
IN

The Story of a Man Whose Heart Turns
Against Womankind — and Turns Back
Again. Sixth of a Series of IMutuai Star
Productions Featuring Wiiiiam Russell.
Five Acts. Released the Week of Oct.
23rd
Through
68 Mutual
Exchanges.

■1

Now

WILLIAM

Playing:

RUSSELL, In

"The Highest Bid"
"Soul Mates"
McKenzie"
of Donald
"The Strength
"The Man Who Would Not
Die"
"The Torch
Bearer"

MUTUAL

AMERICAN

FILM COHPANYINC../>/«r«M^

THE UNDERTOW
*A M\Aucl Mafierpiciure of Exceptional Inierefi

FEATURING %ePopufar'7avorHer

HELENE ROX/ONand
FRANKLIN RITCHIErhe Story of a Girl of Wealth Who Is
Drawn Into Poverty. How She Proves
Her Mettle and How She Subsequently
Becomes Betrothed to Her Employer, Are
Told Very Interestingly In This Beautiful Cinema Narrative.

A Mutual Masterpicture in Five Acts.
Released the Week of October 23rd.
Now Being Booked at All of the 68
Mutual Film Exchanges Throughout
America.

,'.

-^^

•

«

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION

Tinnouncer

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
BEHIND THE SCREEN
nf\e Nt^ikrt M\dua/'C/izp/in fpec/a/

IN

\x
TTTTf

A surprisingly funny sketch of life in a
IMotion Picture Studio. This production
is being made on such an elaborate scale
that the release date will be postponed
two weeks in order to complete it prop>
•riy. New release date Nov. 13th.

Mutual-Chaplin Specials now playing:
"The Floorwalker." "The Fireman,"
"The Vagabond,"
"One A. IW.,"
"The Count,"
"The Pawnshop."
These newest Chaplin Productions may
be booked only at the 68 exchanges of
the Mutual Film Corporation in America.
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—a sure-shot crowd-getter
and money-maker for you.
It's a "VOGUE" comedy
in two acts — featuring
Rube Miller
Ben Turpin
Lillian Hamilton

Directed by
Rube Miller

Released
October 29

Big smashing scenes, full of clever
comedy — and it's clean fun.
Book It Today, Sure!
— at any Mutual Exchange

Vogue Films, Inc •
Slapstick with a Reason

Studio: Santa Monica Blvd., at Gower Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
General Offices: 6235 BROADWAY
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
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A New Ar\d Speclac\jlar

CHAPTERl5Ckaplerr

PLAY

RelcoSed Oct.23^

BOOKINGS NOW

<„

^^^.
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TkaK
BiqLqerAND
THE CAME
THE GIR
Back Again! Helen Holmes in a
master chapter play bigger and better than
the response
big success/*The
Girl ofandmorethe than
Game.'*
In
to the requests
6,000
exhibitors all over America who found "The
Girl and the Game" the biggest serial success
ever produced. Helen Holmes is back again in a
newer and bigger chapter play of the Great
North Woods — "A Lass of the Lumberlands."

Audiences everywhere will welcome
the announcement of this spectacular chapter play. The story by E. Alexander Powell,

the noted novelist, is unique and profoundly interesting. Itwill appear in hundreds of newspapers. It depicts, in truthful fashion, life ia
the logging camps of the virgin Northwest.
Love, adventure, thrills— all are possessed by this
story in a combination never before seen.

**A Lass of the Lumberlands" is in
fifteen chapters. A new chapter is released
every week thru the sixty-eight Mutual
Exchanges in America. The rental price is very
low. It is within the reach of every exhibitor.
Wire, w^rite or visit your nearest Mutual Exchange now for prices and dates.

-AT MUTUAL EXCHANGEr
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SINGLE-REEL

"Mutual Tours Around the World" is a Gaumont Scenic of Foreign Lands.
It will present not only each nation's places of pictorial beauty and historic
interest, but also customs, pursuits and pastimes of the people.
"Mutual Tours" is a Film Travel Magazine, such as you can get nowhere else, because
the Gaumont world-wide organization is unequalled.
This makes the fourth single-reel you can secure from Gaumont that will actually
strengthen your program. Book all four and feature each a certain night every week.
Being highly entertaining, they build and hold regular patronage.

1. THE

MUTUAL

WEEKLY

News of the World FIRST in Motion
Pictures

3. "SEE AMERICA
and FIRST"--Scenic
Gaumont's

Kartoon Komics

2.The Mutual
"REEL Magazine
LIFE"in

Film

4. "MUTUAL TOURS
THE
AROUND
Places
and Peoples
Under WORLD"
Foreign Flags

Get in early by booking "Mutual Tours" at your Mutual "Branch TOT)^Y
|Gatoi)oi)t>

6a a moot Co
JACKSONVILLE,

FLA.

FLUSHING,

N. Y.

|Gatoooi}|!
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MING,

MVITUAI-

SERIES

or, ThdKRK Criminals ofPaii
9 Sensational Episodes of the^Wbrldb Boldest
Bandits-and each a complete story in'

Who are the VAMPIRES? Not ordinary law
breakers, but a secret band of brainy, desperate men who make crime a profitable profession. With a government of their own,
they war on society. Go to your Mutual
Branch and reserve bookin0.e.
r/iniunmjAS" Caumont
series, showusedit now.
this
'f y°" haven't
"PANTflM
With its five episodes of Gaumont thrills, it is
a splendid introduction to "The Vampires."

iACKSONVlLLE.

FLA.
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for our imlial offering to
the Motion DictUFG Trade
vve fiavc seieciad ific best
box dffice aiipadion of
the season,

COHB

wnenieK
mGcoTgiat
r 9

JM

QrantlfHid Ji^ice
l.tii§e Russell
Dipectt*d hy

rgeBidcme
Qeo
PhoiographedL
ogll
MlerArfliuF
>VIJ.ITE .>VIRE oifc

51J1NBEAM MOTION
"220 Wesi

-i-^rid. M.-»

i
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IJou know Tq Cobb and you
know that everyone, wtietlien
abo5€bal\ ^n or not, willwonfl^
to see him on the xrren .
7he Greatest Star of '-the
nationjJavorite Sport, Feat =
ured In ttie Peopled Moit Pop
alar
'The Movies',
with aAnnu^emenf.
story by Grantland
P/'cc. of the Ahv)6rk
America^ bct^t knownIribune,
Sporh
inq Writer.
Can you see what that combination w'lll mean
box office?

at ihe

'SOME
IN CEOPCIA
a vehicle
fort/ng
showtnq
Cobb mm
to advant
age. " isJfnot/<s merely
a b/g, vltoi.
interecs
^tory Jy
by
and for ped- blooded human being<5; a cjtory of love ^
ombih'on ond the NoHonol Game.
W/fhout Tq Cobb arid Grant pice it v^ould t>e a
big feature. Wifh them if will be a recordbreaker. Ty Cobb is not only the greatest
boll player of all time
but on accomplfstie'd odor os we/ I.
IVe will release th)i<s
picture on the open mark
ef. No territory has been
Jold in advance of ibiitf
announcerpent, but hun dreds of inquiries hove
been receivGd . We therefore advise guick action .

TEIuEPHONE

picn]REcoia»aRm(»f
New"Yoj?K City
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PRESS, THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTI^^
PUBUC OF ALL COUNTRIES!
Without intention to deceive, some of the most reliable trades papers have published
certain news tterns which have placed the credit for the Submarine scenes in "20,000
Leagues Under the Sea" where it does not rightfully belong.

I
41;
IIf

THEREFORE

BE IT KNOWN

THAT:

The Williamson Brothers ALONE are the originators and sole producers of this latest
and most valuable addition to the Motion Picture Industry.
Only TWO pictures now before the public, have been manufactured with the aid of
WILLL\MSON SUBMARINE
INVENTIONS
and DEEP SEA
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVICES.
Namely:
"THE. WILLIAMSON SUBMARINE EXPEDITION" pictures which are now
being shown in nearly all parts of the world, including a run of 2 J weeks in Philharmonic Hall, London, England, and
"20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA," which had had its premiere at the
Studebaker Theater, Chicago, on October 9th.

Nearly half a million of dollars have been expended during four
years of research work in the ocean's depths, with submarine
chambers, collapsible tubes and special photographic devices, all of
which are fully protected by United States and Foreign patent
rights, under which The Submarine Film Corporation operaljes.

lOATING AND UNDEP-SCA STIDIOS IN THE
MOST DLSIPABIE LOCATIONS OFTUE WEST INDIES
LAdORATORIEr AT NASSAU, B/IHftMAS.
EXECUTIVE
OFFICEf

- FIOOR LONGACI?[ BTDG.NEW YORK.N.Y.
CHICAGO -LOS ANGELE5

EPNEST
5'UlPmAN
auSlNEfJ
REPttCJENTATlVE

\

SYDNEY
\'i

N AL

I N T E K N A^

Announcing the third

GOLD

]'. N

V. A c; L ]':
F E A T r R E

Carlylc

lUackwcll
I\

The Ocean Waif
F K A TIRING

~a

Doris

K e n y n n

'To he Released Nov.

rC2^

ijOLDr'N
H/AGLE
Feiuurt-s h;ive won recognition as front rank pictures
from both exhibitors and theatre goers in the six weeks they have been on the market.

'

^ The supreme quality of the pictures; the exceptional publicity behind them has
convinced exhibitors they are the best box office attraction on the market today.

1

Jane Grey
in

The Flower
of Faith
uith

Frank

THE

Mills

EAGLE

RELEASE
THIS
picture is being quickly
by the best theatres everywhere.
q All

exhibitors

showing

booked
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, the first ot the Golden Eagle Features, is winning unequalled praise from
public in every city in the land. C. Aubrey Smith, one of the best known
today, is the star in JafFerv. He is supported by Eleanor Woodruff and
Deshon.
The production
is bv the Frohman
.Amusement
Corporation.

INTERNATIONAL

GOLDEN

ARE

ON

'I'HK

V ^Sij^Q^^V^

J.-IFFERr

immediately announced their intention ot'
f'olluwing the Golden Eagle route.
q This month it is THE
FLOlf'ER
OF FAITH,
produced by the Superb
Pictures Corporation,
q Next month it will be THE OCEAN
IIAIF.

\ aTTcry
press and
actors of
Florence

H

P^
^i
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GOLDEN
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B1{ST

FEATURES
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EAGLES
MARKET

TODAY
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Some of the Stunning Gowns Designed and Worn by
Mrs. Castle in the Great New Serial
SOON

TO

BE

RELEASED

I N T E

i/

yinr^

I

^

I

i)'

Louis

Van ce

Joseph

PRODUCED

BY

WHARTON,

INC.

L

I
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Is Every Woman Curious?
CURIOSrrV is the keynote and title of the latest
episode of Beatrice Fairfax, the superb newspaper series.
^ Certainl)' every woman has heard of and wants to see
Miss Fairfax whose "Advice to the Lovelorn" is printed
every day in the most important newspapers of the
United States.
f\ In "Curiosity" it is the attempt of a young wife to pry
into the business ot her husband, a secret service man,
that causes all the trouble. It is always the distress or
some troubled lover that provides the adventures for
Jimmy Barton, the reporter, and Aliss Fairfax.

Harry

Fox

and

Grace

Darling

are the stars oi

BEATRICE

FAIRFAX

PRODUCED

BY

\VH.-\RTON, INC.
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FABLE

OF

flND

The Small fIflPPY Man

ONCE upon a time thct was a big Impressive Man. His name was
Heavt Features. "I will teach people the tragic lessons of Life,"
he said. "I will make them sad. I will make them think about the
horrors of Crime and Poverty. I will make Pictures that will startle them
and stir them up. They shall know how serious and complex Life is. They
will call me an artist."

And all the Uttle Heavys struck heavy attitudes.

" Well, well," said the small Happy Man, " He has left out something.
I will show people sunshine and laughter. I v/lII make them glad. I wiU
point out the bright spots in daily living. I will make Pictures that are
clean and simple, I will make them funny. The people shall laugh. They
will call me their friend because I make Life easier for them." The small
Happy Man's name is Christie Comedies and he is constantly attended by
a host of little Happys w^ho are alw^ays glad.
Now/ the Wise Old ExraBiTOR spoke: "People like to laughf" he
declared, "they hke to go home -with a good taste in their mouths. They
like Christie Comedies. He is the Thought Child of Al. E. Christie. I
can get his Pictures on the Open Market from reliable Independent
Exchanges. That lets me pick what I Hke — so he has to give me something
good. I am going right now and book the Open Market release for October
30th, BiUie Rhodes and Eddie Barry and Harry Ham are in it. It's called
' What's in a Name.' "
[ TO be continued ]

Moral:
ILxhihitors shrmld find 'aiI about this hy sending a letter
or telegram, or by getting m touch liith the representing Exchanges.

Christie

Christie Film Co.

HEAD OPPICE AND STUDIOSr-JEvj -r-'ara.K. '=.F=i=i^E
SUNSET BLVD.
OOWERST.
fe^o'~'H/^SRs,ReP^.?.A^«
LOSAT ANQEUES,
CAL1FOR.NIA

Christie
Lomediesl
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Consensus of Opinion —
"The most remarkable cinema
and photographic excellency."
WM.

production from dramatic

N. SELIG'S

"THE CRISIS"
By WINSTON

CHURCHILL

Not a war picture— it is a vivid, daring and heart interesting
picturization of

"AMERICA'S Greatest American Story"
with a cast of superb ability,— a play that will bring all
classes to your Theatre.

For state rights communicate with

SHERMAN -ELLIOTT, Inc.
Suite 1702

220 West 42nd Street,

New York City

EVERY COMEDY A FEATURE

a
TWEEDLEDUM

COMEDIES

MEAN

Fun tor Your Patrons
Dollars for Your Box-Office
BOTH

IN ABUNDANCE
NEXT

SOME HERO
PRODUCED

RELEASE

October 9 th
BILLY DUNN

BY

EAGLE FILM COMPANY,

Supervising

Jacksonville, Fla.

Exclusively distributed by

Director

m^sswSwt^^^m
729 7thAVE.,NEW YORK

gRtt^RiatREaBwi€iioi!ja

B'(Mi33:^IMiMr5^
Direction of
HORKHEIIVIER
BROS.

na master-^
^
-

f-A vice? that cleDases, women
V ana tneri alike— -

A parasite ■:.that clings to
:tK«?ughout generations-— ^
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A FLAW!

have to tell a real
You
er what
traveldon't
the standard
railroads of America are. You
only have to tell him what
time the trains start.

THE

progressive exhibitor simply wants to know when

MARY
PICKFORD
In

lESS THAN THE DUST"
Is to

be

released.

The

November

date

is

6

This new superior production with
perfectly synchronized music score by
Edward J. Howe, published bj- G. Schirnier (Inc.), distributed exclusively by

ARTCRAFT PICTURES
CORPORATION
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KLEM-EDISON-SEUGiSSftM
SERVICE

Mliliin^^

HERE THEY ARE!
KLEINE-EDISON-SELIG-ESSANAY

NOW

SERVICE EXCHANGES

BOOKING

The Greatest Rental List In America
Tear Out This Page And Save It For Future Reference
ATLANTA
71 Walton St.
BOSTON
14 Piedmont St.
CHICAGO
166 North State St.
CINCINNATI
138 West Seventh St.
CLEVELAND
2077 East Fourth St.
DALLAS
1812' 2 Commerce St.
DENVER
729 Eighteenth St.
DETROIT
Peter Smith Bldg.
INDIANAPOLIS
Lyric Theatre Bldg.
KANSAS CITY
209 Ozark Bldg.
LOS ANGELES
642 South Olive St.

MINNEAPOLIS
16 North Fourth St.
MONTREAL
204 St. Catherine St., W.
NEW ORLEANS
103 Nola Bldg.
NEW YORK
729 Seventh Ave.
PHILADELPHIA
1309 Vine St.
PITTSBURGH
123 Fourth Ave.
SALT LAKE CITY
127 East Second South St.
SAN FRANCISCO
288 Golden Gate Ave.
SEATTLE
204 Orpheum Theatre Bldg.
ST. LOUIS
3315 Olive St.
TORONTO
96 Bay St.
WASHINGTON
Sixth and F Sts., N. W.

Getlln Touch With Our Office Nearest You

KLEINE-EDISON-SELIG-ESSANAY
SERVICE
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KLEMEDISONSElIGESSfflY
SERVICE

il^lnte^.

"Th-r-e-e S-t-r-i-k-e-s
A-n Y-e-r Out!!"
The "Umps" says the magical
words — the frenzied fans howl — and
the game is over!

cannot see the World's
Everyone
nship
Baseball games at
Champio
Boston and Brooklyn.
Every fan, however, can attend
the World's Championship games in
your theatre.
It is up to you to book the Selig
Feature Film in five or more reels,
for every play enacted, by the
World's Series Baseball Stars is
presented.
Remember, the Selig Company
was given exclusive rights to film
the 1916 series, and that other films
purporting to present these games
are not bona fide.
Cash in now by booking the Selig
Baseball films, for this feature will
pack and jam your theatre.

CASH

IN NOW

KLEINE-EDISON-SELIG-ESSANAY
SERVICE

T"°^

>t
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SERVICE

EDNA MAYO
EUGENE

O'BRIEr""^

is present<?<i in

'THE RETURN
in v» actsi

OF EVEi

The story of a cave boy and cave girl raised in the wilderness
by an eccentric millionafre.
Theirs is a real Eden until a peer of society enters Eve's life, }j|""
taking her into the whirl of gay society.
||
Her, eyes opened at last to the shams and deceptions of the '%
world, she returns to Eden and the arms of her cave boy ||
sweetheart.
.SK:»i-f.>;j::o-^::Si>' ;.,TKsifc<
By Leeby Wilson
Directed
Arthur Dodd
Berthelet

Released Oct. 16

GCOBM

IC SPOOB

PRCSIOEKT

' '''n$^xMff$6iK:;'Vff:^.
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CLAYTON

are presented in

"The Prince of Graustsirk"
in 5 acts

Ey George Barr McCutcheon
Directed by Fred E. Wright
'

'^n

A sequel to the feature success "Graustark" and pronounced by all
critics greater and more fascinating than the original

Released Nov. 6
"reKistTi'/^is^s-j^Tvwiaasi

V

'■■-^m,K:^
333

Argyie

Si., Chicago':'"

■'':^'
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Smmil JUni Saincx.
This is the age of specialization

I

-1 J

General Film Service
Specializes

in

Short length pictures, each a
feature with noted stars. Dramas
and comedies that interest patrons and make them word of
mouth advertisers for
your theatre.

QUALITY

VARIETY

CONSISTENCY

«:

^

Our Fall and Winter Program is equivalent
to a certified check.

GENERAL
440 FOURTH

FILM

COMPANY,

AVENUE

Inc.

NEW YORK
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oaimil !Bliit Semct.
IMITATION!
^^'hen something is imitated, it is pronounced
excellent in no uncertain terms.
Now

il

the posters telling the public of the

scoops continually registered by THE

SELIG-

TRIBUNE, the World's Greatest Newspaper,
are being imitated.
Sure ! It's the sincerest form of flattery for
the News Reel, released every Monday and
Thursday in General Film Service !

^Ir. Exhibitor, keep an eye peeled for "S^IALL
TOWN STUFF," a Bloom Center comedy, in
three rip-roaring reels, released Monday, Oct. 30,
in General Film Service.
Then there is "TOAI'S SACRIFICE," a thrilling Western drama, with Tom ]Mix in his deathdefying feats. Released in General Film Service Saturday', Nov. 4.

^

M

SELIG
CHICAGO,

POLYSCOPE
ILL.,

And

Everywhere

CO.

J^,
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"THE MISSING HEIRESS"

Released October 27th
Is the Second One Reel Episode in Kalem's

i

"GRANT,

POLICE

Super-Series

REPORTER"

The scene above is only one of the many electrifying moments in the second release
of the series that has set the film world talking. Unanimously proclaimed by trade press
reviewers as unequalled in sensationally thrilling action, unexcelled in concentrated strength
of stor}' and quality of production.
With the sure-hre drawing power of

DARE-DEVIL

GEORGE

LARKIN

and OLLIE

KIRKBY

Stories by Robert Welles Ritchie
Released Weekly in Regular Service — Each
(<

Other

Kalem

Episode a Complete Story

Super-Pictures

THE HARVEST

^^^^^— ^-^-^^^^—

OF GOLD"

Marin Sais and True Boardman in a stirring two reel episode of the famous "Girl
From Frisco" series.
A bitter struggle against unscrupulous trust agents forms the story.
Released Wednesday, October 25th

"The Lost Messenger"

"The
Bogus
Booking
Agents"
Ham. Bud,
Ethel Teare
and Henry
Murdoch

Helen Gibson, on a motorcycle, crashes through
a bridge railing, missing by inches the wheels
of the speeding train below.

in a joyous one reel satire on stage-struckwould-be stars.

ut:

Released Tuesday, Oct. 24th

KALEM
u\

Released Saturday,

Oct. 28th

ask your exchange manager about the fifteen week winner
i ,
-the social pirates"

235 West

23rd Street

COMPANY
New

YorklCity
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CONCILIATION
policy most
of
the time and we isfeelgood
sure business
that conciliation
on the
part of the exchanges toward the e.xhibitor is the
best kind of business policy. The e.xhibitor is not as
dependent upon the producer as he used to be; competition is keener than it ever was among the exchanges. A
courteous word, a spirit of conciliation have a business
value which only the short-sighted manager will overlook. One of the oldest tilni men and one who is Xvell
acquainted with film conditions here and abroad recently
commented upon the fact that so many e.xhibitors had
a hard struggle to make ends meet. At such a time as
this, courtesy and conciliation are especially profitable.

* *

*

TltE National Board of Review has just issued a
most interesting pamphlet entitled "Principles Governing the Selection of Motion Pictures for Young

17 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY.
(Telephone, 3510 Madison Square)
Chalmers, Sr
President
Chalmers
Vice-President
Chalmers
Secretary and Treasurer
Wylie
General Manager

F'eople under Si-xteen." There are some excellent chapters in this booklet such as "The Mental Attitude of Children," "Juvenile Actors," "Comedy," "The Use of the
Subtitle," "Posters," etc. W'e feel sure that the exhibitors
of the country will be very much interested in this booklet
as it contains many valuable suggestions and offers good

The office of the company is the address of the officers.
CHICAGO
OFFICE-Suite
917-919 Schiller Bailding. 64 West
Randolph
St., Chicago, 111. Telephone, Central 5099.
PACIFIC COAST OFFICE— Haas Building, Seventh St. and Broadway,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone,
Broadway 4619.

material for formulating replies to "cranks" and agitators.
The pamphlet may be had for the asking from Dr. Orrin
G. Cocks, Secretary of the National Committee on Films
for Young People, 70 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
The pamphlet is a most interesting and instructive contribution to the current literature of the motion picture.

J. P.
J. F.
E. J.
John

SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and
Philippine Islands
$3.00 per year
Canada
3.50 per year
Foreign Coimtries (Postpaid)
4.00 per year
Changes of address should give both old and new addresses in full and
be clearly written. Two weeks' time may be required to effect the
alteration.

ADVERTISING
RATES.
Classified Ad\^rtising— One dollar for twenty words or less;
over twenty words, five cents per word.
Display Advertising Rates made known on application.
NOTE — Address all correspondence, remittances and subscriptions to
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, P. O. Box 226. Madison Square Station,
New York, and not to individuals.
ilndrx to this issue iHl! he found on pane 612.)
"CINE-MUNDIAL," the monthly Spanish edition of the Moving Picture World, is published at 17 Madison Avenue by the Chalmers Publishing Company. It reaches the South American market. Yearly subscription, $1.50. Advertising rates on application.

Saturday, October 28, 1916

Facts and Comments
REPORT.S from South .America tell of the wonderful success of several big .American-made features.
The Buenos .\ires Herald speaking of the success
of one famous American feature says that "it marks a
new epoch in the theatricals of the Southern Republics
and the fame of the producer now extends around the
world south of the equator with the same distinction as
that with which the theatergoers of the northern nations
recognize it. This .-Xmerican masterpiece has been given
over 200 performances in Buenos .Vires, a record never
before equaled by any theatrical attraction in this city.
Another organization has visited all of the important
cities of the Republic of Montevideo and the principal
towns of Chile. Peru and Bolivia." What a tribute to
American screen genius. The Latin-American market is
hungry for good pictures and Cine-Mundial points the
way, giving its subscribers not only full information but
actual ser\-icc in providing valuable "leads" to the .American producer who wants to go into this promising market.

* *

*

more we beg to remind the secretaries of exhibitors' organizations and indeed anybody who is
interested in organization to tell us of any interesting meetings and events generally in organization circles.
The Moving Picture World has made a feature of reporting these events as a glance at our pages will show.
We want to make our Exhibitors Department as complete and as accurate as possible and that is why we invite
the co-operation of secretaries and of all exhibitors who
take an interest in organization.

ONCE

* *

*

^^\ T AMPIRE" films are going out of fashion. They
Y' are being killed by ridicule just as the melodrama
was killed in this generation. It is a very healthy
sign to seefilms.
exhibitors
denounce
"vampire"
and ofother
nuisance
The public
deteststhefilms
that smack
the
studio and reflect the mind of a dime-novel director.
Naturalness is demanded as the first condition of box
office success. The morgue of the industry, the huge
.'^aragossa sea of failures in filmdom of which promoters
never say anything, is full of concerns that could not
make the screen a true and simple reflection of life as it
is lived about us and in us.

* *

*

AX'ERY
fact about
the last
international
market remarkable
: In the course
of the
two years film
the
number of producers in Italy has increased at
least twenty-five per cent. Of course only a small part
of this increased output in films is sold in Italy or anywhere in Europe. Germany and Austria, formerly two
of the best customers of Italy, are inaccessible to Italianmade films. We know that the consumption of Italian
films in our country is negligible. Strange as it may
seem, no Italian product is marketed now on a regular
schedule in this country. Where, then, is all this increased output going? It is all going to South America,
the great film market of the future, the same great market
which we .Americans ^re persistently overlooking or neglecting. This market invites us, but we seem to be painfully slow about responding.
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Producers Non-Progressive ® ®
MATTER how willing the leading producers niay
be to move forward and onward, they are human
and under the restraining influences which have
made- the whole world mo\e as slowly as the great armies
now facing each other in Europe. The irregular and
labored action of the nations at war is that of the race in
its advance toward superior enlightenment. But for a
few bold minds, the inventors and discoverers and idealists, each generation would remain passive, content to
stand on the sure ground of what has been long established.
Even today, when \\e pride ourselves on our intelligence,
a man of advanced thought is often treated as a nuisance,
if he is not regarded with suspicion.

NO

Any thinker who originates stories in scenario form
today, particularly if he is unfamihar with those selective
methods through which the material of a rejected scenario
is retained for the use of some sister, cousin or aunt of
the second-story thief in charge of the department, may
find it necessary to give up a direct attack upon the formidable defenses set up against true authorship and execute some indirect or tlank movement in order to get the
kind of audience he deserves.
Let it be taken for granted that a leading producer is
in dead earnest about securing bright plays and is willing
to pay liberally for them, almost the first thing he does
is to neutralize his own purposes by putting artistry on
the same plane as artifice. He selects bright department
men who are familiar with the cunning devices of those
writers who try to sell imitation pearls as the genuine
article, valuable eliminaters of the undesirable, and a
number of assistants are engaged to search through a
haystack of scripts for one needle of an idea.
This is an old method and one almost purely negative.
There have been thousands of good original stories already shown on the screen, but it is extremely doubtful
if a list of their authors is to be found in any scenario
department. It is a little bit early to expect those authors,
no matter how successfully their efforts have withstood
the strain of directorial inefficiency, to write masterpieces
with offhand frequency. Ijut the fact that they have made
good puts them in an artistry class far removed from
that of skilled substitution or mere imitation.
Authors who have made good with original stories
and the unpromising amateur are treated with a lofty
impartiality that would be amusing if it were not destructively stupid. An author who draws honestly from
his own creative font is a candidate for the dependable
class, even if his script contains serious faults of structure
or does not meet requirements in other respects, and
before his effort is returned it deserves the scrutiny of
two or three judges — it may not be impossible to nurse
him with a little encouraging criticism and even bring
about a new draft of his story which will prove satisfactory.
A large number of these true authors — they belong to
a sensitive part of humanity — become discouraged, if not
completely disgusted, by the treatment they receive in
offices and studios. In its lowest and simplest exercise.
Imaginative Effort is an idea formulated purely by the
mind, a Conception, and all the highly cultivated taste
and power of concentration required in supeiior imagemaking creations involves a certain refinement of sensibility rarely understood by those who become callous in
the business struggle. Methods of digging for gold require more skill than the hiring of men to shovel sand.
To those incapable of comprehending the difference
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By Louis Reeves Harrison

between artifice and artistry the distinction may seem
unimportant. They will continue to exert a nullifying
influence upon brave original effort, while declaring from
the housetops that they are seeking it. They are not
seeking it at all — they are merely expecting it. Such
producers are the outgrowth of blind circumstances,
spontaneous enough, enthusiastic over unexpected returns for investment, but without original intention to
deal tive
with
value.pure artistry and unequipped to grasp its relaIt is even irritating to some producers of established
wealth to consider for one moment that their profits
must ultimately depend to any extent upon contributions
from individuals wholly outside of their organization and
bevond their immediate control. Hence the salaried
writer of screen stories, who grinds out so many a
year until he runs stale. But there are producers who
bo know the difference between artifice and artistry.
Thev are giving stimulus to their directors and opportunity to their interpreters with the best stories they can
find. Their trouble lies almost altogether in methods
of selection and production.
In arriving at a rational conception of story value
while examining a scenario, should a producer not put
himself in the unbiased position be expects the critic
to occupy when reviewing the completed picture? The
critic is expected to be guided by principles, not by personal preference. What kind of an art principle is it
that selects a choice specimen of gold filigree work
merelv that it may be hammered out of shape for the
value of the precious metal contained? If the original
form lacks grace here or utility there, is it not in accord
with true art to have the originator reshape his own
creation?
There are other agencies of progress in this new art
than production, those of publicity, distribution and exhibition, but they are largely scientific ; they are fully
comprehended ; they have been given free scope, and
their development has been rapid. The whole world
rejoices that this is so. We enjoy a new and popular
means of intercommunication. Through these agencies
we have increased our means for the dissemination of
instruction, entertainment and happiness. An international language has come into existence, one easily read
by all classes of people.
The means provided, what kind of material should be
placed on the screen to satisfy aspiring people wherever
they exist? For some it may be gratifying to scan the
past : for others the present and its needs are of absorbing interest, and there are bolder minds delighting in
speculation concerning the future. Of these three, the
story of the day, the hour, we li\e in takes front rank.
What concerns now. rather than what concerned us a
few years ago is of deep import, yet in spite of this,
a xtry large majority' of the visualized stories make no
appeal to modern intelligence and appreciation whatever.
There are men capable of writing stories for visualization which would not only add immensely to the enjoyment of people all over the world but contribute to
making intelligence universal, but they insist upon terms
of compensation such as they receive in all other arts of
expression. Is it progressive to ignore them entirely?
Is it progressive for wealthy producers to hold out their
hats to authors of any kind and say. "Please help the
blind?" Xo art of expression can progress without the
application of that faculty we call ingenuity, another
name for genius.

October 2^. 191h
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Two Great Blows to Censorship
li\ W. Stei'iiex Blsii.
carried
RARELY lias the Moving Picture World
two more important news items than were found
in last week's issue. Our readers may well reach
the conclusion that a crushing blow has been dealt to all
censorship agitation and that the idea of an exclusive
Federal control over motion pictures has been killed and
buried beyond the possibility of resurrection.
While the candidates for the presidency of the United
Stales nominated by the two great political parties differ
on all the great issues now before the American electorate,
they are in absolute harmony in their views on censorship.
Both of them being scholars, both of them being familiar
with the political history of England and of America,
both of them being statesmen of a progressive type, it was
not to be thought of that they would favor censorship.
The Moving Picture World never for a moment entertained the fear that either of these men would stultify his
record and his political convictions by favoring such a
monumental failure as censorship has proved itself to be
among all nations and in all ages.
Both men spoke clearly, but it seems to me that Mr.
Hughes w-ent further than Mr. Wilson. Mr. Hughes
has held the office of Justice of the Supreme Court of the
United States with great credit to himself. He is particularly familiar with questions involving Federal control.
He struck the keynote of the situation in these memorable
words: "The pursuit of the idea that there can be any
Federal control where there is no Federal exigency is a
will-o'-the-wisp." We hope that after this we won't have
to listen to any more learned lawyers in the industry
who have just talked with other learned lawyers and who
are perfectly clear that Federal censorship will abolish
every other form of censorship. Candidly, we are very
sick of hearing this nonsense repeated by men who claim
intelligence and even legal training.
The industPi", it must now he plain to all. has taken the
only right and proper stand when it declared itself against
all forms of censorship.
The value of the declarations just made by Hughes
and Wil-son can hardly be exaggerated. Eight and thirty
•States will have their legislatures in session this coming
winter and spring. H attempts are made to enact censorship legislation anywhere the words of the two statesmen
who are now appealing to the suffrages of the people will
be cited against censorship whether that legislation emanates from Democratic or from Republican sources. The
difference between censorship and regulation has been
clearly set forth by both IMr. W'ilson and Mr. Hughes.
Both have echoed the fear of arbitrary power and "graft"
so often spoken of in these columns. Both have damned
censorship because of its miserable history, because of its
ineffectiveness and because of its un-.American character.
Our readers will agree with us that the position taken
by the Moving Picture World and faithfully adhered
to and defended on all occasions has now been fullv vindicated. Ifthis industry is to endure, if it is to develop
artistically and ethically, if. in short, it is to fulfill its
great mission to mankind, it must be free like the press
and responsible to the law for any abuse of its freedom.
We hope that the timid souls who but latelv cried out
that "censorship is bound to come" will subside and find
inspiration and courage in the words of President Wilson
and Mr. Hughes, a former judge of the .Supreme Court
of the L'nited States. Salvation to this industrv mu.st
come from within and not from without, .\dmitting that
there have been offensive pictures, admitting that there
have been errors of judgment and that there have been
abuses, we feel confident that the history of the screen
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from a moral point of view has on the whole been a most
creditable one and that it compares favorably with the
history of any other amusement, and indeed with the
history of any other human institution.

"Fakes" and Facts
By W. Stei'iien Hush.
cares may find out with very little
who
ANYONE
loss of time and very little expense the size, the
nature and the character of the circulation of the
Moving Picture World. We do not care in what direction you may go and whether you travel ten miles or a
thousand miles, the result is always the same : The
Moving Picture World is the inseparable companion of
the exhibitor. Y'ou find it on his desk and very often
you find another copy in the operating booth. There are
a large number of theaters which keep three and four
copies of the Moving Picture World, because they find
its pages an inexhaustible mine of valuable information,
and this applies to the advertising pages no less than to
the text.
What moves us to write of this subject at this time is
the exclusive special exhibitors' news which the Moving
Picture World carries in issue after issue. W'herever
exhibitors gather, whether at local meetings or at state
conventions, or for special purposes, the Moving Picture
World is represented and prints a full report of all the
proceedings. No other paper in the field makes even an
attempt to do this. Exhibitors' new'S is live matter — it
carries current interest — it is read by exhibitors all over
the country. In nine cases out of ten a matter which interests an exhibitors' organization in one part of the
country is equally interesting to the exhibitor of every
other part of the country. We have been told that by
giving these meetings our attention we have been of service to the exhibitors. We cannot help believing this to
be true, because there is a steady flow of renewals and
fresh subscriptions to the Moving Picture World. No
canvassers for this paper come back to the office with a
moving tale of woe and a few subscriptions as the result
of several weeks' hard work. W'e do not have to listen
to
e.xctises and
and dw'ell
on "faked-up"
statements.
The explanations
!NIoving Picture
World
makes no
apologies, but gives value in every issue to every man
who uses its advertising space.
How can any advertiser or publisher sw-allow a statement from his canvasser that he has foimd eight exhibitors
out of less than forty "who never have and who never
will read a trade paper" ? These apologies for a lack of
circulation are pitiful and may move the charity of the
advertiser, but we fail to see where his business instincts
are appealed to.
.\ man who looks at the exhibitor from the top of a
ladder may swallow such preposterous statements. If
he were in actual daily contact with the practical side of
the business he would know that such statements are silly
and reflect little credit on the intelligence of the man w'ho
is willing to take them seriously. To go to the length
of printing them even in a paper with an artificial circulation shows an abysmal ignorance of conditions as they
exist all around us. Imagine an exhibitor of motion
pictures unable to read or talk English. We have been
on the lower East Side, where much of the advertising
in the lobby is in Yiddish or in Italian, but we have never
found the exhibitor who could not make himself understood in English and get at least the releases out of his
The Moving Picture World, giving full value and
more than full value to every reader, gives to advertisers
paper.
the sort of value which cannot be obtained elsewhere at
any price.
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Exchanges to Correct Abuses Legally ® ®
y. A. Berst of Pathe, Defends the Organizing of
Exchange Associations and Points Out
Abuses to Be Remedied
THE
movement to correct various abuses in the renting
of films has gained considerable headway recently. It
is manifesting itself in the formation of associations by
the exchange men in the various film centers and the members
of these associations agree upon the line of conduct that best
adapted to combat these abuses and then act as a unit to
stamp them out.
Because the various Pathe E.xchanges are vitally interested
in anything that helps the industry as a whole, J. A. Berst,
Vice-President and general manager of Pathe Exchange. Inc.,
has devoted considerable time to the study of the legal standing of these various associations and their rulings. Mr. Berst,
in speaking of this subject for publication, said:
"In every large body of retailers there is bound to be a
sn^all percentage of those who. for the profit of the moment,
lose sight of the question of right or wrong altogether, and
adopt methods that are tricky, ill advised or positively dishonest. The retailer in the film business is the exhibitor.
The large majority of them do business along strictly honest
lines. Corrective methods are not meant for them but for
that small percentage in the business who impose such a
burden upon the exchanges that the honest exhibitor must
indirectly be affected likewise.
"It frequently happens that motion picture exhibitors refuse to pay their bills with one film exchange, and upon the
refusal of the latter to give them further service, get their
films elsewhere until the same thing happens again. The
process is then repeated until they have tried out all the exchanges in their territory. In large cities this operation may
last several months. Sometimes these exhibitors pay one exchange for the purpose of preserving credit with one place,
while doing the bulk of their business with others, whom
they refuse to pay.
".\gain. film exchanges are subject to inconveniences and
positive loss at the hands of another class of exhibitors who
fail to make prompt returns of films. Sometimes these films
are exhibited beyond the contract period or they are even
sub-leased to other theaters.
"Film exchanges are also caused loss by refusal of exhibitors to pay for damage of one sort or another suffered by
films as the result of negligence on the exhibitors' part.
"Nor are the annoyances and abuses named all that the film
exchanges have to deal with. For instance, a number of exhibitors, without rhyme or reason, allow themselves to "feel"
that the film exchange with which they are doing business
owes them money. In such cases there is nothing owing and
not the slightest excuse for a claim that there is. Yet it not
infrequently happens that a film comes back with a C. O. D.
charge for some more or less petty sum which the exchanges
have paid in many cases rather than have their films held up
pending a discussion of the alleged claim.
"Until recently one exchange manager w-as not aware of
the difficulties experienced by another exchange, but the
boldness and ingenuity shown by a number of exhibitors have
caused the exchanges to consider ways and means to combat
the dishonest practices to which they have been subjected
and, accordingly, all over the country, a number of exchanges
have come together and organized what are practically protective associations, the object of which is to safeguard the
members from a continuance of injury at the hands of dishonest exhibitors. Among other things, these associations
keep their members informed as to all unfair acts committed
by exhibitors which may come to the association's attention
and the membership co-operates individually by refraining to
supply films to any exhibitor while in default or until he has
purged himself of unjust practices.
"During these times of anti-trust laws and trust-busting
enterprise of those in authority, not to mention treble damage
suits and other actions for so-called conspiracy and what
not. the question naturally arises as to the extent to which the
members of these or similar associations may go in protecting
themselves from unfair dealing, or positive dishonesty on the
part of certain exhibitors. The question is a very important
one and has been carefully considered by our counsel who

nave expressed the view that such protective associations are
trntirely lawful and that the members may agree not to deal
'.vuh exhibitors of the class mentioned.
"Two principal legal propositions are involved, viz., liability under the libel and slander law's, and liability under the
ia\ys relating to conspiracies in restraint of trade.
".\s to the risks incurred by a member of such an association m reporting derelictions of its customers, it need only be
recalled that commercial agencies, such as Dun's and Bradstreet s. and many others of equal standing, have long been
engaged in reporting upon merchants and others engaged in
business. These agencies are fully recognized and their confidential reports, m.ade in good faith, to an interested party,
are regarded as privileged communications, but a mercantile
agency report is not within the privilege, if it be made to one
not interested in the given matter, or if it be published for
general circulation among the subscribers; and the same principle would apply to reports made by a mutual protective association, as well as to reports made to such an association
by Its members, with this most important qualification and
exception that if the report be made not for the purpose of
keeping members informed as to the credit and standing of
the parties with whom they deal, but of blacklisting delinquent debtors in order to compel the payment of debts already
due, such report might well not be regarded as within the
'
in one of the reported cases:
privilege.
To blacklistAs a remarked
person
in writing and thus publish of and concerning
mm tnat be is a delinquent debtor, wlien in tact
owes nothing tenda
to injure his reputation, render bim odious, and beexpose
bim to nubile
t,«u.i*contempt.
.■\nd

the same is the case in regard to all other derelictions.
In practically all of the States the truth of any statement is,
however, its justification and a defense to an action for libel
or slander. "Privilege" is a party's refuge when there is a
mistake as to facts. But giving out information about another IS essentially a dangerous matter and the branch manager who contemplates so doing should be most careful as to
his facts,

"The so-called
phase of the matter need give no
concern so long conspiracy
as the association
s confine themselves to
measures of a strictly protective character— that is, for the
prevention of dishonest practices and unfair dealings on the
part of their customers. But the instant that these associations would do anything like regulating prices or saying who
shall or who shall not do business, or anything that is in restraint of trade, they would put themselves on a very dangerous ground. It is always better, of course, for dealers of
all kinds to keep out of trade associations of a so-called protective character, and act upon individual decision lest some
undesirable feature develop; but, where abuses can be corrected in no other way, it is proper — as it is certainly legal —
for individuals to combine for mutual protection.
_ "In New York such associations have the sanction of law.
Section 180 of the Membership Corporation Law. provides
that
five or more persons may form a corporation, commonly called s
board of trade ^r exchange, or a building exchange or association for
the purpose of f^istering trade and commerce, or the Interests of those
having a common trade, business, financial or professional Interest,
to reform aMises relative thereto, or to secitre freedom from unjust or
iUefidl actions, to diffuse accurate and reliable information as to the
standing of merchants and other matters, etc, etc.

and was said in the case of Reynolds vs. Plumbers' Protective
.Association. 30 Miscellaneous Reports, at page 715:
Merchants have a right to deal with whoever they choose. They
have a right to sell their goods on credit or to demand a cash payment,
and it is not unlawful for any number of persons to organize under the
statute to protect themselves in trade, and they may agree not to sell
their goods on credit, and such an act would not be in restraint of
trade or against public policy.

Some years ago a case arose in Kentucky in which the law
was squarely set forth. .\ brewery claimed that one of its
customers owed it $184.50. The brewery belonged to an association composed of all the breweries in Cincinnati. When
the $184.50 was not paid, all the members of the association
were notified of the fact and the dealer brought suit_ against
the members of the association for damages, alleging that
there was a conspiracy and that he had been libeled. The
court said:
It is not unlawful for several persons in trade to confederate together to protect themselves by lawful acts from dishonest debtors.

and there is no principle of law that compels a man to have
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and as late as last year it was decided in a case in the Federal
Court in Massachusetts in which conspiracy in retraint of
trade under the Sherman law was alleged, that
persons have a right to associate for the purpose of advancini: their
own Interests by discriminating against other persons. If such discrimination Is based upon proper and legal grounds, e. g.. failure to pav hills
due to members of the association.

"The C. O. D. and delayed-return abuses are not limited, io
so far as redress is concerned, to such action as an association might take. If an exhibitor is bound by the terms of his
lease to return films at a certain date and withholds them
from the leasing exchange or if he attaches to the return conditions which he has no right to make, for instance, a C. O. D.
charge, he commits what in law is called a conversion and is
liable for the damages occasioned by his act. The damage
would not be measured in a C. O. D. case, by the amount of
the C. O. D. charge; for one is not allowed to derive any
advantage from his own wrong. Some day an exchange will
sue one of these people on account of substantial losses and
recover a substantial judginent. Furthermore, an action
might be brought to recover the specific property. The exchanges are not obliged to submit to these abuses."

Bosworth and Marshall Join Lasky Forces
Two

Well Known Figures on Stage and Screen Will Soon
Appear on Paramount Program.
HOB.\RT BOSWORTH and Tully Marshall, well known
figures on stage and screen, have signed contracts with
the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company to appear
permanently in its productions on the Paramount program.
The engagement of these two distinguished actors by Lasky
has in itself an element of drama. They were originally engaged by Cecil B. De Mille solely for his i;reat production
based on the story of Joan of -\rc. in which (jeraldine Farrar
is soon to star. So striking was the wurk which these two
players did in that production that Mr. De
Mille enthusiastically
recommended that they
be engaged by the
Lasky company for its
regular program features, and his suggestion was immediately
adopted.
When Mr. Bosworth
appears in his first
production under the
new agreement, he will
in fact make his reappearance on the Paramount Program after a
long absence. Those
who have been in the
motion picture industry
for a few years will remember that at the formation of the Paramount Program the
contributing producers
were the Famous Players. Lasky and Bosworth Companies. Hobart Bosworth was the
star of the pictures
which were produced
under his name. This
company has since been
Hobart Bosworth.
expanded on the Paramount Program into
the Oliver Morosco
Photoplay Company and Pallas Pictures. Bosworth. meanwhile, tired of the managerial end of the business, which
proved too much of a burden in addition to his work before
the camera, resigned from the company in order to devote
himself entirely to screen work. Now he returns to the
Paramount Program solely in the capacity of a player.
Tully Marshall is one of the best known actors on the
screen to-day and has had a distinguished career before the
footlights, appearing in "Paid in Full." "The City." "The
Talker," and numerous other plays. He is a valuable addition to the company assembled at the Lasky studio.
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Brenoris Pretentious Plans

busiiR-ss
relations with a dishonest person. It has also been
decided that
whatever one man limy do. all men may do • and what all men may
do ^Insily they may do In concert. If the sole imrpose ot the combination Is to advance the proper Interests of the members, and It Is
conduci'd In a lawful manner.

WORLD

Engages

Florence

Reed
forHeard
"The From.
Queen
Garden

Mother" — Mary

HERBERT
BkE.\0\ has engaged Florence Reed for
his next Selznick Pictures production following "War
Brides," which is now virtually completed. The photodrama in which Miss Reed will appear is "The Queen
Mother," a powerful drama of the Middle Ages.
"The Lone Wolf," a picture play based upon Louis Joseph
\ance's popular novel of the same name, which was announced last week as Mr. Brenon's next production, has been
postponed temporarily. Mr. Brenon discovered that Miss
Reed was available for an immediate engagement, and as. he
had been looking for a star for "The Queen Mother" for several months, he closed a contract with her, and will begin
working on this new- production as soon as "War Brides"
Avith \azimova as the star is off his hands.
Meanwhile Mr. Brenon has received a cablegram, from
Mary Garden, who has been passing the summer in Paris^
stating that she will be returning to -America in December.
She will fill her engagement with the Chicago Grand Opera
Company for the regular season, and in March will begin
work under Mr. Brenon's direction in her first photodrama.
Miss Garden has been receiving alluring offers from many
moving picture producers for several years, but finally elected
to make her screen debut under Mr. Brenon's direction, after
seeing "A Daughter of the Gods." It was this picture also
which made Xaziniova a convert to Brenon's advanced ideas
in photoplay art.
In "The Queen Mother." Mr. Brenon has an entirely new
theme, so far as the photodrama is concerned. For several
months he has been working out for the cairera a version
of one of the most dramatic stories in all history. It is ideal
for a production of the Brenon quality, for it combines with
an absorbing story an opportunity for magnificence of settings such as cannot be found in modern stories. The play
deals with the Middle -Ages, the time when the Italian renaissance influenced all art, literature, life and politics of Europe,
especially in the countries along the Mediterranean. Luxury
and splendor such as had not been known since barbaric
times was indulged in by the royalty and nobility, but redeemed from the crudities of ancient times by the fact that
there arose a great host of masters in all the arts who, under
the patronage of the rich and powerful, produced classics in
painting and architecture that are still the despair of their
modern worshipers.
It was also the period of social and political unrest, court
intrigues, and innumerable other complexities. Many of
Shakespeare's greatest plays were created upon this splendid
background. 'The atmosphere of "Romeo and Juliet," "The
Merchant of ^'enice," "Two Gentlemen of Verona" and numerous other great classics was taken from this medieval
kaleidoscope.
All this magnificence, however, while it will be reproduced
faithfully in "The Queen Mother." will not be permitted to
interfere with the carrying out of Mr. Brenon's cardinal principle, that no play is greater than its story, and that spectacles
must never be allowed to interfere with the direct telling of
the story. The plot of "The Queen Mother" has been adapted
by Mr. Brenon from an obscure source, and is of a nature
which demands regal setting. The queen from whom the
play takes its title is one of the most tragic figures in all
history. A young woman, of the most opulent charm, she
wielded almost absolute power, and many stories are told of
her cruelty. There was. however, a softer side to her emotions, alove which influenced her every action. This was her
affection for a son w^ho, by force of circumstances, owing to
the intrigues of court, w'as never permitted to know the identity of his mother. From this complex situation there has been
evolved a drama which, for intensity of interest and magnificence of investiture, has seldom been equaled.
This production completes the Brenon program of Selznick
Pictures until next summer. "War Brides" will be released
in November, and "The Queen Mother" and "The Lone
Wolf, completed in the course of the fall and winter, so that
Mr. Brenon will be free by the time Miss Garden is ready for
the great production which he has in contemplation for her.
It has been widely reported that "Thais" would be the Garden
spectacle, because this was one of her greatest operatic triumphs. This, however, has not been finally decided. There
are several other roles for which this most popular of all
operatic actresses is equally well adapted, aiid the selection
will not be made until she has consulted with Mr. Brenon
after her arrival.
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ONTARIO EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION.
Holds Annual Meeting and Election of Officers at Toronto,
Ont. — Business
in Good
Shape.
ANOTHER
milestone in the history of the Moving Picture Exhibitors' Protective Association of Ontario was
passed on Sunday. October 8, when the third annual
meeting was held in the Carls-Rite Hotel, Toronto, in the
presence of fifty members of the organization. The exhibitors first gathered around the merry tables for a feast and
business matters received attention only after a complete
measure of mirth had been enjoyed. It was the biggest show
that the association had ever staged, so far as annual confabs are concerned. The multiple reel feature was, of course,
the election of officers, but with the unwinding of the celluloid it was found that the cast became practically the same
as the previous year's selections. A. Bailie, manager of the
Cumbac theater, proved as popular as ever in the contest
for the executive seat and was re-elected. He now shares
some of the stage setting with Leon Brick, manager of the
new Regent theater, who was picked out for the honorary
presidency. The remaining principals of the company for
the ensuing year are as follows: Vice-president, H. Alexander, Doric theater, formerly on the executive committee; secretary-treasurer, V . Liscombe; assistant secretary, H. Jennings, Mary Pickford theater, a former member of .the committee also.
The single and split-reel items of business on the program
had to do with war tax arrangements and amendments; a
campaign for the enlargement of the membership and a forecast of the social events of the coming season.
The association is making efforts to have the war tax removed from admission tickets for children while representations are also being made to the Ontario government to secure the sole privilege for the sale and distribution of war
tax tickets among the exhibitors of the province. At present
some of the exchanges and a number of government representatives inoutside centers, as well as the government itself,
are looking after the sale of the tax rolls to the theaters. The
association wants to handle the tickets in order to secure
the commissions and a little prestige as well.
Not one exhibitor present would listen to hard time tales
and it was the consensus of opinion that the him business
throughout Ontario is in a very satisfactory shape. Further,
there was no complaint regarding a shortage of operators, although war's demands have been heavy. There are enough
operators to go around, but no one is enjoying any holidays,
enforced or otherwise.
The association enjoys a ninety-five per cent, membership
in the city of Toronto, but the exhibitors in outside centers
are still somewhat delinquent in responding to the invitations
to support the association. Plans are being laid to bring the
attention of out-of-town exhibitors to the advantages to be
gained through co-operating with the Ontario organization,
the machinery of which is well-oiled and running smoothly.
The exhibitors will stage several spectacular features during the winter, including another screen ball.
The club quarters of the organization border closely upon
an elaborate scale and are practical. These headquarters
will be maintained tliroughout the coming term.
CINCINNATI
LEAGUE
MEETING
CALLED.
Tuesday evening. October 31. has been fixed as the date
for the first regular fall meeting of the Cincinnati Motion
Picture
League,
according
to Secretary
H. held,
Serkowich. Exhibitors'
At that time
an informal
dinner
will also be
Wielert's.
a famous eating
being ofthetickets
scene for
of the
affair.
Nominations
will be place,
announced
the
several offices, to be voted on at the coming December election, and plans will be discussed for the fall and winter business of the league. It is expected that there will be some
interesting matters coming up regarding the position of the
league on the subject of Federal control of films, which the
organization is on record as favoring.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE EXHIBITORS ORGANIZE.
Meet at Manchester and Elect Officials — E. H. Horstmann
Representing National
Organization Addresses
the Meeting.
A\'ERY
New atHampshire
motion
picture successful
exhibitorsmeeting
took of
place
Manchester
on
October 5. National Committeeman Ernest H. Horstmann, who has won great credit for himself all through
New England by his ardent and intelligent labors in
the cause of organization, called the meeting at Manchester
to order. In his opening address he spoke of the need of
concerted action this coming winter when the legislature of
New Hampshire will be session. If any hostile legislation is
attempted the exhibitors must be ready to meet it and fight
for their rights. His remarks were well received and found
an echo in several speeches made by New Hampshire exhibitors. An organization was effected immediately.
The following officials of the new organization were elected
unanimously: President. C. H. Bean of Franklin; vice-president. W. H. O'Neil, Manchester; secretary, M. Lorenzo, Manchester: treasurer, A. L. Couture, Manchester. The following exhibitors were elected as members of the executive committee: John H. Bartlett, Portsmouth; G. D. Barrett, Dover;
E. L. Campbell, Keene; George Piece, Manchester; Edward
Oilman, Berlin.
The meeting was attended by seventy-six exhibitors, representing all parts of the State. An application for a State
charter was immediately forwarded to the National President
as New Hampshire is anxious to affiliate with the National
organization.
Open

MEETING
OF ILLINOIS BRANCH.
Session Attended by Two Hundred
Exhibitors
Members from Other Branches of the Trade.

and

THE meeting of the Illinois branch of the Motion Picture
E.xhibitors* League of America, held in their hall in the
Masonic Temple, Friday, Oct. 6, was the largest regular
meeting held in two years. The meeting was called at 11 A.
M., and by the time the Dutch lunch was served, over 200 exhibitors were present.
Promptly at 12:30 the president declared the session open,
and every seat in the hall was filled with e.xhibitors, exchangemen and other representatives of the trade.
The opening address was made by M. A. Choynski, who
dwelt upon the great benefits of organization, the value of
the screen as an advertising medium,, and the great influence
the League will have in the coming election if the members
work in concert.
Sam Spedon, the well-known publicity director from New
York, who was in the city in the interests of the one-reel
film, "The Government in Action," then spoke on the evils of
over-production.
After Mr. Spedon the following speakers made short addresses on subjects specially apt at the present time, in connection with the moving picture industrv: H. Schoenstadt,
W. J. Sweeney. Adolph Powell. H. Lieberthal, R. O. Proctor,
R. Fulton, Sam Katz, Louis H. Frank. Alfred Hamburger,
Laing.
Joseph Hopp, Charles Abrams, Sidney Smith and George
The following resolutions regarding street carnivals were
then submitted and adopted, and a committee including Messrs.
Schoenstadt, Frank and Katz was instructed to present them
to the Mayor of the City of Chicago, to the Commissioner of
Streets, to the States Attorney and the City Council;
Whereas, in the past and also at the present time, street carnivals
held in the city of Chicago work nothing but hardship on the merchants and exhibitors in the neighborhoods where said carnivals are
being held; and
Whereas, said carnivals have a tendency to bring undesirable people
to the neighborhood : and
Whereas, most of these carnivals hold games of chance, offering
chickens, ducks, geese, candy and other merchandise as prizes ; we,
the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America. Illinois branch,
hereby protest against any and all carnivals that hold free shows and
erect booths in streets for this sale of merchandise, and do most
emphatically object to said varnivals holding these games of chance.
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I lie cliairiiiaii oi the Political Action Committee then declared that the committee would meet on Wednesday, Oct.
11, at 11;00 A. M. at the League headquarters.
Messrs. I'roctor, Judcll and Balaban, forming a committee
from the F. I. L. M. Club, of Chicago, then submitted
a proposition from a delivery company which guarantees insurance
against loss of all lilms after they leave exchanges, and also
guarantees their prompt delivery. The matter was referred
to the executive committee of the League, and action will
be taken on the same at the next meeting of the executive
committee.

A member present then announced that a truce had been
declared between the two warring operators' unions in the
city, and that all differences for the time being had been settled by a board of arbitration.
The next meeting of the Illinois branch will be held at
headquarters on Friday. Nov. 3. Open meeting will be declared at 12:30 P. M., when a free Dutch lunch will be served
Fifteen new members were admitted to the Illinois branch
at the meeting held Oct. 6, and applications for as many more
were received.

DEADWOOD
EXHIBITORS'
LEAGUE.
Motion Picture Men of South Dakota Organize and Elect H.
B. Hurst President.
NOT
to be outdone by the larger and more pretentious
moving picture centers of the country, the theater own,1, Black
Di*""^, Hills
J^,"" ^^^''."■P°''•
°' s<^<:tion
week organized
the
Exhibitors ,SvLeague.
Thelastorganization
was
effected at a meeting held at the Deadwood theater. Deadwood, and which was attended by a score or more exhibitors
from that and other cities in the immediate vicinity
.Advancement of the interests jointly of the public and the
picture show owners is the prime object of the league according to its constitution and by-laws. The exhibitors
banded together for the purpose of co-operating with one
another even to the extent of exchanging ideas with the object in view of boosting the film industry.
Following the completion of the work of organizing the
first action taken by the league was to adopt a resolution in
tavor of affiliating with the National Exhibitors' League.
The Black Hills Exhibitors' League also will serve the
purpose of a trade bureau and a screen club. It is the purpose of the officers to make the organization a social as well
as a business one. The following officers were elected: President. H. B. Hurst of Deadwood; first vice-president, J. F.
Parks of Hot Springs; second vice-president. Frank Keys of
Rapid City; corresponding secretary. Leo Peterson of Belle
Fourche; treasurer. James O'Neill of Spearfish; executive
committee, E. L. Crew of Lead, Burt Burton of Sturgis and
Arthur Rose of Rapid City.

The Deadwood Exhibitors' League is unique in more ways
its kind to
than one. It is probably the first association of
be formed outside the big moving picture centers and where
no exchanges are located. .\nd then it is distinct in that it
has for its president probably the most remarkable exhibitor
in the whole film world.
H. B. Hurst, head of the league, is owner of the Deadwood
opera house. He is blind, but in spite of the affliction, personally manages his own theater and selects his pictures. He
"sees" every film that is displayed in his house before he allows itto be exhibited to the public and each photoplay must
measure up to a high standard before it receives his approval.
Road men and representatives of the various exchanges, who
have visited the Deadwood opera house in quest of contracts.
declare that this blind genius is the most exacting critic with
whom they have had to deal.
Hurst "sees" the pictures through the medium of his 14year-old niece, Ruth Wrightman. She is his constant companion. When a picture is to ba reviewed the pair selects
average seats and the performance begins. The girl makes
no attempt to foist her own judgment of a picture on her
uncle. She merely reveals the plot to him by reading the
leaders and describing the characters. According to persons
v;ho have attended these unique sho%vings. Hurst grasps the
spirit of each picture as readily as if possessed of his full
sight, growing enthusiastic when the olav is full of action
and expressing his disapproval when anything of questionable
character appears in the film.
Hurst probably does more work about his theater, personally than any other exhibitor, large or small, in the country. In addition to managing his house, reviewing his own
pictures and managing the floor during performances he
makes all of his own lobby frames. These are of heavy brass
and unusually artistic.
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BAY STATERS

PREPARE

FOR ANNUAL

BALL.

Massachusetts Branch of Exhibitors' League Set November
22 as Date of Big Affair.
THE

Massachusetts branch uf the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America is preparing for its annual ball
for iyi6. The Bay State men hold the reputation of
tloing things in a big way. The reputation was firmly established by the manner in which they conducted the big shows
of Iyl4 and 1915. Last year they entertained more players
than ever before had been known to attend a similar function outside of New York or Los Angeles. .\lso in the Hub
it is undisputed that the two balls of the, local picture men
have been the largest indoor events in the history of New
England.
The ball this year will be held in the Arena, the same building where the preceding functions have taken place. The
date has been advanced about a month, the big day this year
being Wednesday, November 22. That will bring it just one
week earlier than the New York ball.
Sam Grant, as heretofore, will be general manager. Between now and November 22 he will divide his time between
his Boston and New York offices, respectively, 127 Pleasant
street and Room 904 Columbia Theater Building. The
executive committee aiding Mr. Grant is composed of H. L.
.\sher, G. M. Clark, H. F. Campbell, Richard W. Drown, L.
Dadmun, Joseph Di Pesa. H. A. Gilnian, F. J. Howard, Ernest
H. Horstmann, P. F. Lydon. R. D. Marson, S. M. Moscow,
Herman Rifkin, T. Spry, A. F. Washburn and H. I. Wasserman.
Mr. Grant said this week in New York that the 1916 event
would be conducted on the same general lines as previous
ones, although it was probable there would be no repetition
of the popularity contest of last year. The committee would
appeal to the general public on the reputation of what ha3
gone before. Mr. Grant intimated that particular attention
would be paid to the composition of the grand march, but
added he was going to keep quiet for a while as to the details.
The price of tickets has been placed at $1 for each person.
Boxes, including four admissions, are $10 and with five admissions are $15.

GREAT

NORTHERN

CLOSES TEMPORARILY.

The Great Northern Film Company, which was established
in New York in 1908 as the .American office of the Nordisk
Films Company, Copenhagen, has decided to temporarily discontinue its office in the United States for reasons which
may be laid down to the conditions created by the European
conflict. The company, shortly before the outbreak of the
war, had contemplated the establishing of an American
studio, and a general expansion of its interests in the .American market, but has found it impossible to carry out its plans
as originally intended. The regular releasing schedule has
been affected more or less during the past year or more, and
until these conditions subside, the company has decided to
discontinue releasing its product regularly as heretofore.
Ingvald C. Oes, general manager, contemplates a trip to Copenhagen just as soon as pending business matters of the
office are sufficiently adjusted. He will appoint a representative to look after the interests of his concern, and to arrange for the release of several of the company's bi.x six and
seven reel special features which have recently been completed.
PRESIDENT LAEMMLE ATTENDS BIG OPENING.
Carl Lacmmle, president of the Universal, returned to New
York on Thursday. Oct. 12, from Chicago, where he attended
the opening performances in the Studebaker of his company's
"Twenty Thousand Leagues Lender the Sea." The L^niversal
president expresses his conviction that the picture is the
biggest thing ever shown in Chicago, and he ought to know
Chicago — that's where he started in the moving picture business. He said the Studebaker, seating 1,400, was packed
solid for all performances during the three days he was in
the town, and that on Wednesday evening a thousand dollars
worth of business was turned from the door. The prices of
admission run from 25 cents to $1. The production will be put
on in New York as soon as possible.
GOLD KING SCREEN RECEIVES AWARD.
The Gold King Screen Company of Altus. Oklahoma, have
just received official notification from the Exposition Committee of the National Exhibitors' Association of America
that the Gold King Screen has been awarded the Certificate
of Honor at the Exposition recently held in Chicago.
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Censorship Question in Washington, D, C.
Commissioner Brownlow Objects to a Certain
Class of Pictures and Warns Exhibitors
Against Showing Them
By CLARENCE L. LINZ.
THE
censorship question in Washington, D. C., is right
up to the exhibitors and manufacturers, according to
Louis Brownlow, member of the Board of Commissioners of the District of Columbia, who, at present, is right
in the limelight as a result of the stand that he has taken
in -opposing the exhibition of the photoplay "Purity."
There are two sides to every story, and there are certainly
two sides to that involving this photoplay, for while Tom
Moore, who has booked it for showing at his Strand theater,
has many letters from his patrons, who criticize the action of
Mr. Brownlow in condemning it, the latter has been importuned to take this stand by an equal number of people. Realizing the possibilities of the situation, the Washington correspondent of The Moving Picture World sought an interview
with Commissioner Brownlow, with the rollowing results:
"Pictures are getting worse," was his opening statement.
"There is absolutely no question but that the moral tone
of the moving pictures has been going down — not of all pictures, but there is an attempt on the part of some of the producers to put out films that appeal to purient minds. I can
hardly go out on the street, or enter a club, or enter a street
car that people do not come up to me and ask what I am
going to do about 'these rotten movies.' L personally, have
left two or three exhibitions lately disgusted with what I saw
on the screen.
"I am not narrow-minded. I have been intensely interested
in motion pictures for a long time and, in fact, have been
classed and class myself as a 'movie fan.' I have also been
a consistent opponent of censorships — I do not believe that
a censorship is necessary if the producers and exhibitors will
take due warning from the signs of the times.
"In the case of 'Purity.' a film which I did not see, and the
story of which I knew only from relation by those who did
see it," continued the Commissioner, "there was an opportunity to make a general ruling against nudity on the screen
which could be enforced without bringing into the question
the factor of discretion which is a necessary factor in a general censorship. Whatever the motive of the story, there is
no doubt but that the appeal to the public was to go to the
theater and see a naked woman on the screen. It was so
advertised and so far as the invitation held out to the public,
it was the intent of the exhibition. That is the reason I asked
Mr. Moore, of the Strand theater, not to exhibit the film in
Washington. In future nudity will not be permitted on the
screen in the Washington theaters.
"I very much regret the incursion of the motion picture
producers into the field of the vampire-type films. If the exhibitors of Washington will exercise their undoubted right
and privileges of refusing to book film.s of an improper character; will refuse to book films which, either in themselves
or through their advertising, appeal to the prurient tastes,
there will be no necessity of censorship in the District of
Columbia. A period of several months will be given to exhibitors inwhich they will have ample opportunity to demonstrate their willingnes to co-operate with the authorities in
cleaning up the screen. If this co-operation is not forthcoming. Ifirmly believe that a censorship will become absolutely
necessary."
Commissioner Brownlow, going over a list of subjects that
have been taken as a part of the various photoplays shown in
the National Capital recently, stated that there were many
things which make films objectionable besides such as would
bring them into the class of lewd and lascivious stories. He
pointed to one photoplay, a recent release, wherein there was
depicted the devouring of the body of a hum.an being by
buzzards. This, according to Mr. Brownlovi', was carrying
out the theme of the story with too much realism. A great
many people left the theater before the exhibition was completed and there followed a meeting of a score or more indignant patrons, who condemned the management for allowing
such a photoplay to be shown in the theater.
At the District Building it is being pointed out that nothing more is to be demanded with respect to the exhibiton
of motion pictures in Washington than has always been de-

manded from the legitimate stage. It is asked why an exhibitor should be allowed to feature a naked woman on the
screen, when a naked woman would not be allowed to appear upon the stage. It cannot be seen where a comparison
of these can be drawn with the contents of an art gallery —
a marble statue of a naked woman has not the surroundings
that would make the naked woman in a film objectionable.
When one comes right down to the fine points of the controversy, itcannot be said that the District Commissioners are
asking unreasonable things when they request the co-operation of exhibitors in eliminating from their programs photothat are whom
decidedly
color."
Commissioners
and
others playsupon
the "off
welfare
of The
the city
devolves state
that they do not have as much trouble with the regular program producing companies as with those who, in motion
picture parlance, are known as bookers of "wild cats." This
is emphasized particularly in the case of a film recently shown
here which had been made by a very well known producer,
who, it is said, after having seen what he had made, refused
to let it go out with his name attached. He, a producer, was
ashamed of the product; yet exhibitors have booked it and
brought upon them.selves the criticism of many people, thus
increasing the demand for censorship.
And films are not the only things that are being criticized
just at present in Washington. Some of the advertising,
newspaper and poster advertising needs going over with a
fine-tooth comb and the removal therefrom of a great deal
of material that even the most liberal-minded would deem offensive. Mr. Brownlow is not far wrong when he declares
that the business is being brought to a low level by a few
who think only of money and not of the future. There are
those who declare that they cannot make money unless they
cater to the desires of the general public and that those desires contemplate the showing of pictures against which com.plaint is made. Comrnissioner Brownlow combats this statement, saying that the exhibitors secure a certain following
but do not obtain that increase in patronage which would
surely come from the proper kind of entertainment.
From
time World,
to time,there
as reported
the columns
of 'TheforMoving Picture
has beenin talk
of censorship
the
District of Columbia. To all who have aproached him on the
subject, Com.missioner Brownlow has stated that there was
no need for such supervision of films, that the exhibitors
were taking care to see to it that little if anything objectionable was being shown, but of late it looks, from all reports, as
though he would have to go back on these statements and_a
warning is to be seen in his remarks "if this co-operation Is
not forthcoming. I firmly believe that a censorship will become absolutely necessary."
"CIVILIZATION"

LEAVING

THE

PARK

THEATER.

"Civilization," the Thos. H. Ince $1,000,000 film spectacle,
which registers its three-hundredth performance at the Park
theater. Columbus Circle, on October 22, has by force of
circumstances, to leave that theater the same night, simply
because of its outstanding success. It appears that a wealthy
syndicate has opened negotiations for the acquisition of the
New York State rights of the picture and wants to exploit it
in their own way. They figure th'ey can make more money
out of the spectacle by showing it simultaneously in as great
a number of places as possible, rather than by confining its
presentation to one large theater in a town. The negotiations have reached that stage where it is obligatory upon the
present owners of the picture to close the run.
JAMES

LOUGHBOROUGH

JOINS

METRO.

James Loughborough, well-known New York newspaperman and magazine writer, has accepted a position in Metro's
publicity department. He takes the place in the publicity
forces rnade vacant by Tom Geraghty's departure for Hollywood, where the latter has gone to write scenarios for Lasky.
Mr. Loughborough left the staff of the Evening World to
take his present place. He has been a member of the staflfs
of several New York papers and has been engaged in editorial work for many years. His career embraces terms of
service with the New York Evening Journal and New York
Evening Sun. Lately Mr. Loughborough has been devoting
considerable time to the writing of fiction and magazine
articles.
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American Films in Brazil ® ® a s
Sao Paulo Has the Best of the Country's Business in Moving Pictures.
Sao i'aiilo, lirazil. Sept. ly.
WHILIi all the American films that come to Brazil have
their tirst runs in Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo surely
has a greater business than the capital. The most
prominent daily newspaper has a biK advertising patronage
from owners of movina picture theaters, on Sundays the
space passing two full pages. This, naturally, gets full
houses, because every tilm of prominence is fully described in
the advertisements. Rivalry between three or four large exchanges controlling their own theaters makes good busines,^
for the newspapers. .\t times there will be a full page describing some important work.
Sao Paulo has not yet arrived at the continuous performance stage, as has Rio. In Rio the theaters are so small that
only short sessions c£.n be given. One theater there has two
halls, and the film is taken from hall to the other. The waiting time is thus reduced to a maximum of thirty minutes.
Sao Paulo gives matinees on important days.
Abraham Carlos, representing William Fox, is doiiiy big
business, and predictions are made here and in Rio that the
big Fox features will soon displace all others. Evidence of
this is seen in the great crowds that are seeing such lilms as
"The Calumniator," "The Family Stain," "A Parisian Romance," "Secrets of High Society," "The Spirit of New
York," "The Song of Hate," etc., which are being exhibited
in every theater in the city. Nothing has been seen hert
to compare with the quality of these films. Other American
houses are represented by very ordinary films. Pictures of
strictly American interest do not draw people to the theaters. The one exception is the film, "The Diary of Lord
John," which never fails to interest. Only one section a
week is shown, much to the regret of exhibitors, who always
want to run serials oftener than is done in America. Another American film that was liked for its theme and execution was the Selig drama, "The Fifth Friend." .\ film which
was out of the common run was the Violet Mersereau feature
under the title of "The Road of .\dventure." "The Man Inside," under the name of "The Really Culpable." with Edwin
Stevens in a dual part, evoked little interest, except for the
fine work of the principal.
The last named picture was a joke as to some its translations. People here are ever ready to find fault with little
things, and there were titters in the audience when mistakes
in translations were noted. Translators should read their
own proofs on titles before allowing them to be taken. This
is not the only picture with defective work in this line] A
notable exception were the translations on the Powers pictures of insect life.
"Hypocrites" did not evoke any unusual interest, although
crowds followed the advertising matter in the daily papers.
It had only a short run in Rio before coming here.
"The The
Diary
of Lordcameraman
John" pleases
all the
time.
Universal
would good
have crowds
seen evidence
of appreciation of his work in the projection of the Egyptian's
face toward the audience. As the face with its horror approached nearer and nearer.one or two men in the audience
shouted from fear, .\nother voice at the other side of the
house shouted:
"Nao chega!"
i"It cannot
reach youl")
Sara Bernhardt's "Jeanne Dore" had big crowds. Several
people
noted
the
lack
of
movement,
but
appreciated
the reason.
Several used Chaplin films have been seen here.
Billie Ritchie comics are seen daily.
The Cniversal's "Graft" series has very little that appeals
to local taste. There are people who wonder if any American idea is expressed in the acts of those characters who appear to take the law into their own hands as a means of
remedying industrial abuses.
Italian films have their place here, since a large majority
of the people of this city and state belong to the Italian race.
To an American an Italian drama is a sad, agonizing thing
that does not appeal to any of his senses. An Italian comedy
13 something hard to understand. In the words of a famous
critic, comedy must be tragedy to the actors if it is to be
funny to the auditors. Latins do not as a rule make good
actors, because they are mostly all acting in real life, so that
when they try to act in reel life they overdo the thing.
The Companhia Cinematographica Brasileira controls the
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lollowing theaters in Sao Paulo: Patlie Palacio, Colyseu Campos Elyseos, Marconi, Iris, Sao Paulo and Colombo.
The Empresa Cinematographica D'Errico Bruns & Co.
controls the Rio Branco, the Royal and the Brasil.
The Empresa Cinematographica Pathe (Zieglitz & Castello) controls a large number of important films, but has no
theater.
The Empresa Cinematographica J. R. Staffa has an immense business in films, mostly Nordisks, besides running the
Universal theater.
The Agenda Geral Cinematographica (Mattos & Scstini)
controls a great variety of films of all makes, running them
in the order given at the theaters named: Royal, Brasil, Rio
Branco, Campos Elyseos, Barra Funda, Congresso, Colombo,
Esperia, Eden, Sao Paulo, Iris, Eros, Pathe Palacio, Vesper,
La Paz, Eldorado, Marconi, San Jose, Minerva, America,
Universal, Sant' Anna,
Palace and Oriente.
The Empress Peliculas d'Luxo da America do Sul, with
Alex. Kenna at its head in Rio, has opened a branch in Sao
Paulo. Good business is expected, as only pictures of the
best American producers will be handled.
J. H. C.

Elaborate Musical Score
Metro Production of "Romeo and Juliet" Will Have a Classical Setting Arranged to Blend with the Situation
Presented.
A setting of classical music is announced by the Metro
Pictures Corporation for the forthcoming Metro production
of "Romeo and Juliet" in which Francis X. Bushman and
Beverly Bayne are the stars.
There will be motifs for each of the chief characters, and
in the strongest scenes there are special musical settings
which blend perfectly with the situations presented. The
composers are irenee Berge, who was a pupil of the great
Massenet in Paris, and Samuel M. Berg, who arranges the
musical settings for the feature photoplay productions of the
Metro Pictures Corporation and other film organizations.
They were aided in their work by B. A. Rolfe of the Rolfe
Studios, who himself is a finished musician of distinction.
The\- have taken the music of Gounod's "Romeo and Juliet"
and Tschaikowsky's famous "Romeo and Juliet" symphony
and so synchronized the two that there is a musical interpretation for every situation.
Their first idea was to take only the music of the Gounod
opera and rearrange it to fit the screen interpretation of the
Shakesperian tragedy, but as they went along with their
work they realized that something profoundly beautiful was
possible.
The two composers then conferred with Mr. Rolfe and Max
Karger, general manager of Rolfe Photoplays, Inc. The result of that conference was that the musical experts decided
to rearrange the music of Gounod's opera and the Tschaikowsky symphony so that they would harmonize perfectly with
the scenes shown on the screen. In this work Mr, Rolfe and
Mr. Karger both gave valuable assistance.
When they had finished their efforts there was the overture— a magnificent musical story of the love of Romeo and
Juliet. Then came the m.otifs. Those for Romeo and for
Juliet were taken from Gounod. The love motif is from
Tschaikowsky's symphony, as is the motif for Friar Laurence. For Peter, the servant to Juliet's nurse, there is a motif
which Mr. Berg has arranged from the opera of Gounod. In
the Metro production the parents of Romeo and of Juliet
appear. For them the composers have arranged the Romeo
and the Juliet motifs. In the wedding scene the music from
the opera is played.
It took thirteen weeks to complete the Bushman-Bayne
production of "Romeo and Juliet" and all of the leading
characters spoke Shakespeare's lines while going through the
appropriate action. Six hundred players were employed, and
in the cast several of the greatest theatrical families of .America and England are represented, among them being a Booth,
a Sothern, a Mantell, a Kemble and a Hall Caine. The cost
of the costumes alone amounted to $35,000.
WALLY VAN LEAVES VITAGRAPH.
Wally Van, who has been with the Vitagraph Company
the past si.x years, first as player and then as director,
left the employ of that concern and will take a vacation
fore looking about for another connection. Mr. Van's
production was "The Scarlet Runner," a serial.
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Submarine Photographic Rights
Williamson

Brothers
Will Fully Protect Their Property —
Made Undersea Photoplays Possible.

WITHdUT
intention to deceive, some of the most reliable of the dailv and weekly papers have efroneousJy published statements and news items which have
had a tendency to mislead as to where the true credit for all
submarine motion picture photography rightfully belongs.
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The phenominal success which greeted the "Williamson
Submarine Expedition Pictures," coupled with the later marvelous submarine scenes in "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea." made under the personal supervision of the
Williamson Brothers, have combined in giving them a worldwide reputation.
Executive offices are established on the eighth floor of the
Longacre Building, New York City, and branches are being
opened in London, Chicago. Los Angeles and Sydney.

Latest Pathe News Scoops
claims a Beat

Ernest and George

Williamson.

The Williamson Brothers alone are the originators and
sole producers of this latest and most valuable addition to
the motion picture industry, and the only pictures now before the public which have been manufactured with the aid of
the Williamson inventions and submarine photographic devices, are "The Williamson Submarine Expedition Pictures,"
now being shown in nearly every corner of the universe, and
the unusual and marvelous submarine scenes in "Twenty
Thousand Leagues LTnder the Sea," which opened at the
Studebaker theater, Chicago, on October 9.
Without the aid of these inventions and devices and the
scientific knowledge and accomplishments of the Williamson
Brothers, neither of these noted pictures could have been
manufactured. In a period of time covering more than four
years the Williamson Brothers and the Submarine Film Corporation have expended a half million dollars in continuous
undersea research, with submarine chambers, collapsible
tubes, diving devices and special photographic appliances, all
of which have been fully protected under United States and
foreign patents rights. During these years of operations and
research work, the Williamson Brothers have gone down
under the sea, through the Williamson tube, to the photographic chamber below, and have cruised about over the
floor of the ocean, searching out locations of practically all
the old wrecks known in the West Indies, and have charted
their locations carfeully for future use.
In the unusual undersea film stories that the Williamson
Brothers will produce, will be shown clearly these old derelicts of the pirate days, the remains of old Spanish vessels
and treasure chests, snd the ancient armor and fittings of the
vessels of the Spanisli main.
In the Saragossa Sea and in sheltered spots of the thousands of islands in the Carribean Sea are to be found the
fitting haunts of the deep sea monsters. It is here that
scientists, submarine engineers, expert divers, and men
skilled in the habits of the shark, the octopus, the sea spider
and other monsters of the deep, will battle with them in
their natice haunts with the purpose of weaving this most
thrilling feature of adventure into the thread of the deep-sea
pictures.
Floating studios, fully equipped for the carrying of one or
more companies and directors, will encircle the islands of
the West Indies, making pictures with tropical background
and native environment. Sea-going yachts of sufficient capacity for this work have been contracted for. and in addition to submarine pictures, tropical and marine features will
be produced in lengths ranging from five to ten reels.

in Arrival of Submarine
World Series Game.

Victims

and

First

THE
Pathe Xews on Monday, October 9, performed a
feat that is notable in the annals of news films. At
nine p. m. it was showing to the audiences of the
Strand, Keith's Palace, Broadway and Loew's theaters,
scenes of the survivors rescued from the vessels sunk by the
German submarine U-53, oft Newport, R. I. The survivors
were landed at Newport on Monday morning by the U. S.
torpedo boat destroyers which had rescued them. A Pathe
News cameraman, sent to Newport on Sunday night when
the story was first flashed over the wires, was awaiting them,
secured his pictures and then rushed them to Jersey City by
special messenger.
At Jersey City they were developed, cut, printed and titled
at
delivered
before
o'clockandthespecial
same
daytopto speed.
the NewPrints
York were
theaters
showing
the 9 news,
messengers were sent with them to Boston and Philadelphia.
In consequence, according to the testimony of the various
theater managers who received the pictures, the Pathe News
scored a clean beat.
Only the day before the Pathe News had accomplished
another "scoop," similarly noteworthy. Pictures of the first
World's Series baseball game at Boston on Saturday were
delivered in Jersey City the same night, and were shown in
the most prominent New York. Boston and Philadelphia theaters on Sunday. In New York, Keith's Palace, Proctor's,
Loew's and the Strand were among those showing them; in
Philadelphia the Stanley and the Palace; in Boston the Orpheum, St. James and Fenway.
It goes without saying that the theaters showing these
timely and interesting pictures were able to "pack them in"
by means of special posters. The Pathe Exchange in New
York. Philadelphia and Boston, under the direction of Business Manager Seelye, gave immediate and efficient co-operastance.tion in order to "put the thing over" properly in each inJ. A. Berst, vice-president and general manager of Pathe,
summed it all up when he said: "News events like those of
the submarine survivors and World's Series baseball games
rival in drawing power in the motion picture theaters the best
features, especially when they are put out as quickly as these.
We are making special efforts to see that our news pictures
are delivered to the exhibitor as soon as possible after the
event. Our many successes along these lines is most gratifying to me for I am a firm believer in the value to the exhibitor
of the Pathe News. Our long experience in news films, for
ours was the first, has enabled us to eliminate waste motion
until now feats that would have been a seven days' wonder a
year or so ago are of almost weekly occurrence. We expect,
however, to do even better in the future.
GAUMONT

PROGRAM

FOR

WEEK

OF

OCT.

22.

The first release of the week of October 22 from the Gaumont Laboratories and Studios is No. 25 of "Reel Life," the
Mutual Magazine in Film. The great industrial changes
brought about in Europe by the war are shown in startling
fashion
in pictures
"French
Munition
Workers."
A second section
of thisof issue
contrasts
Eastern
and Western
Barbacues in the L'nited States. The third section shows
the method of ferrying trains across the Sacramento River
in California.
"See America First" of October 25 is devoted to Hot
Springs. Va. These pictures make plain to one why society
has chosen it for a playground. The hotels, mountain drives,
and springs have prominent places in the release. On the
same reel is an animated cartoon by Harry Palmer.
Weekly.
The third single-reel release of the week is the Mutual
The Gaumont Company will soon issue a fourth weekly
single-reel to be known as "Mutual Tours Around the
world." This will be a scenic and travel film of foreign lands,
released every Tuesday.
The first release will be Nov. 7.
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Society of Motion Picture Engineers ® ® a ® ® ®
Pennanent Organization Effected at Hotel Astor
Meeting
Officers Elected and
Committees Named
Ox

OCTOBER 2. 1916, at the Hotel Astor, New York
L ity, the Society of ilotion Picture Engineers called
a second meeting to perfect the permanent organization,
elect permanent officers, and set the Society finally "on its
legs." C. Francis Jenkins, of Washington, was temporary
chairman, and Herbert Miles, New York City, filled the office of temporary secretary.
The following applications for membership were received
and the entire list was unanimously elected to membership:
C. A. Ackeley.
-Akeley
Camera.
Inc.. New
F.
Badgley,
Badgley
Cinema
Company.
Inc..York
New City;'C.
Rochelle,
N. Y.: H. .\. Campe. Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.; H. B. Coles, Coles Picture Machine Corporation, New York; H. T. Edwards, Picture Theater Equipment Company, New York; R. G. Hastings. Motion
Picture .\pparatus Co.. Inc.. New York; M. D. Kopple,
.American Standard Motion Picture Machine Company, NewYork, William C. Kunzmann, National Carbon Co . Cleveland,
Ohio; Max Mayer. M. J. Wehl & Co., Brooklyn. N. Y.; B. A.
Proctor. Kineikcn .Apparatus Corporation. Bridgeton, N. J.;
F. H. Richardson. Moving Picture World, New York; A. S.
Victor. \"ictor .Animatograph Company, Davenport, Iowa;
R. E. Von Saal, New York; R. N. Wible, Westingtouse Electric & Mfg. Company. East Pittsburgh. Pa.; and H. T. Wilkins. Special Engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad.
Temporary Chairman Jenkins delivered the only address
on the program during the entire proceedings, and it
was not really an address, but merely a "talk" in which
he outlined the purposes of the organization, and what it
was expected the society would accomplish. F. H. Richardson, of the Moving Picture World, was the onlv other one
who spoke at any length at all. and his talk only lasted two
or three minutes. Mr. Richardson confined his remarks to
calling attention to the fact that the loss to the industry
through lack of standardization was something very huge.
He said that the lack of standardization in one item alone
caused a loss of approximately $50,000 per day.
The election of officers was in all cases unanimous, there
being no opponents to any of the nominees. Mr. Richardson.
of the Moving Picture World, was nominated for treasurer,
but emphatically declined that or any other office on the plea
that he could not undertake to be present at all meetings.
The election resulted as follows: C, Francis Jenkins,
Washington, D. C. president; Don J. Bell. Chicago. III., vicepresident for term of two years; E. M. Porter, New York,
vice-president for term of one year; E. K. Gillett. New York,
secretary; Paul Brocket, of the Smithsonian Institution. Washington, D. C; treasurer. For the Board of Governors; H. B.
Coles. New York, two years; H. T. Edwards. New York, two
years; H. .\. Campe. East Pittsburgh. Pa., one year; W. D.
Westcott. Boston. Mass.. one year. The organization was
completed by the appointment of the following committees:
Committee on Cameras and Perforation — Don T. Bell Chicago, III.. Chairman; C. .A. .\keley. New York; \V. B. Westcott. Boston, Mass.; Carl L. Gregory. Boston. Mass ; G F
Badgley. New Rochelle, N. Y.; W. E. Carleton. Brooklyn,
N. Y.; Mr. Brady. Rochester. N. Y.; W. C. Thompson.
Committee on Projection— H. T. Edwards, New York,
Chairman; C. Francis Jenkins. Washington. D. C; H. B.
Coles. New York; .\. S. Victor. Davenport. Iowa; F. B. Cannock. New York: M. D. Kopple. New York; F. H. Richardson, New York; Nicholas Power Co., New York.
Committee on Optics — Mr. Orange. Schenectady, N. Y.;
Chairman; C. Francis Jenkins. Washington. D. C; F. H.
Richardson. New York: Crown Optical Co.. Rochester, N.
Y.; Rausch & Lomb Cjptical Co. Rochester. N. Y. ; Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co., Rochester. N. Y.; Carl L. Gregory. Boston. Mass; Professor Gage. Ithaca. N. V.; C. P.
Coerz .Am. Optical Co., New York; Semon. Bache & Company, New York.
Committee on Electrical Devices Pertaining to Motion
';'"V^5— H ^f- Wibble. East Pittsburgh. Pa.. Chairman;
Wilham C. Kunzmann. Cleveland. Ohio: H. A. Campe, East
Pittsburgh. Pa.: Mr. Orange. Schenectady. N. Y : Max
Mayer. Brooklyn, N. Y.: W. C. Hubbard, Hoboken, N. T.;
E. B. Dunn, New York.

Auditing Committee — C. .\. .\kelcy, New York, Chairman;
Herbert Miles, New York; H. A. Can-.pe, East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Friday and Saturday, April 6 and /, 1917, were selected as
the days for the next convention, and Atlantic City as the
The new society starts out with a herculean task before it.
place. waste traceable directely to standardization is someThe
thing truly enormous, amounting in all its ramifications to
very close to $50,000 a day. This seems like an impossible
statement, but it really is not.
A glance at the committees disclose the names of men who
ought to be able to bring to bear upon the problems presented
both knowledge and experience well calculated to bring results. It is not expected that there will be any immediate
or radical changes necessary or even desirable. Standardization cannot be brought about in a moment. It must necessarily
be the work of time, and the first thing to be determined, in
any particular case, is what had the standard ought to be.
Perhaps the one biggest problem the society will encounter
is that of the optical system of the projector. But even that
question has been very greatly simplified through and by reason of the work done by the Projection Department of this
paper during the past two years.
The Moving Picture World welcomes the "Society of Motion Picture Engineers" into the field. It wishes for the newsociety every success in its undertaking and will co-operate
in everything under consideration for the benefit of the industry.

I

Irene Fenwick Joins Famous Players
RENE

FEXWICK. celcl^rated sta^e star who is now appearing in "The Guilty Man," has Ijeen engaged by the
Famous Players Film Company and will be starred by
that concern in "Princess Zim Zim" on the Paramount Program, with Owen Moore playing opposite. Miss Fenwick
is one of the most popular and most talented stars on the
stage to-day and has already demonstrated her remarkable
ability on the screen.
The record of Irene
Fenwick on the stage
is an enviable one. To
trace only a few of her
accomplishments, there
is "Hawthorne of the
U. S. A.," in which she
played opposite Douglas Fairbanks ; "Along
Came Ruth," in which
she played the title role
with great success;
"The Song of Songs,"
in which she scored a
great persona! hit — and
now
Guilty proven
Man,"
which "The
has again
her to be a supreme
actress. Miss Fenwick's first Paramount
picture
cess Zimwill
Zim."bein "Prinwhich
she plays the role of a
Coney Island dancer
who mixes into New
York's most exclusive
and uppish upper crust.
A particularly interesting feature of the
Irene Fenwick.
engagement of Miss
Fenwick is the fact
that it was done at the
suggestion of Edward Shelden. the author of the script. Mr.
Sheldon wrote the play, "The Song of Songs," in which Miss
Fenwick scored such a great hit and he declared that he believes her to be an ideal type for the role, after watching her
work on the stage. The Famous Players had been holding
the script for some time while searching for the right star to
play the Princess.
With Miss Fenwick in the role of the princess and Owen
Moore playing the young society chap, "The Princess Zim
Zim" should prove a success.
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'•The Scarlet Oath"
Gail Kane

Featured in Five-Reel Nihilist Photodrama,
duced by Peerless for World.
Reviewed by Ben H. Grimm.

Pro-
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STAFF

into a wager that he can stage a hold-up and return the
"goods" without being discovered or uncovered. He makes
^'ood on the first half of his pi-opositlon, but experiences a sinkThe. entry
ing of the heart when the trail begins to narrow.

THE

SCARLET OATH," a five-reel Peerless-World production, is elevated a few. degrees above the plane of mediocrity only by the excellent work of Gail Kane. Miss
Kane ig seen in a dual role — twin Sisters whose traits of character are as divergent as tht-ir physical selves are like — and
she plays the parts in a manner that convinces the spectator
that the sisters are really different persons. The production
is not a vehicle for Miss Kane — it is she who carries the production, whose plot material has been borrowed in a large
measure from Russian Nihilist pictures and plays that have
gone before. For instance, there is the situation in which the
despotic Russian chief of police offers the girl Nihilist and her
father liberty from further prosecution if she will accept the
Tellow Ticket — if she will give her body to him.
The story by Frederic Kulz (scenariorized by Gardner
Hunting) borders on straight melodrama throughout, and
plausibility is considerably stretched in the manner of the girl
Nihilist's escape from Russia after she has murdered the chief

Scene from "The Sultana" (Pathe).
of real crooks into the story complicates matters. There are
melodramatic situations precipitated before young Kirkland
sees the jewel "Sultana" returned to its owner.
The director of "The Sultana" has added much to the entertainment value of his story by his judicious selection of picturesque spots. Of these an efficient cameraman has made the
most. The cast Is composed of William Conklln, Charles Dudley, Frank Erlanger, Daniel Gilfeather, E. T. Peters, Edward
J. Brady, Gordon Sackville and R. Henry Gray.

" The War Bride's Secret "

Fox Picture in Which Virginia Pearson Plays Scotch Giri^
Married to Departing Soldier, by Blacksmith Parson
— A Melodrama With Humor.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
Scene

from

"The

Scarlet

Oath"

(World).

of police, who was responsible for the deaths of her father and
of her mother. Her escape comes about when she is recognized
as his fiance by the young American diplomatic representative,
whose fiance is the girl's twin sister, adopted twenty years ago
by wealthy Russians who live in America. The ending of the picture is rather depressing, inasmuch as it shows the girl Nihilist
killed by a tool of the Russian police; and this after we have
been led in sympathy with the girl who justifiably killed the
police chief. Some of the Russian settings are rather "stagey."
Montagu Love makes an impressive chief of police. Philip
Hahn plays the father of the sisters in a capable manner. Allan
Hale is cast in the role of the young American. Others in the
cast are Carleton Macey. Lillian Paige and Boris Korlin. Directed by Frank Powell and Travers Vale.

THE

humor
this Players,
picture, is the
"The quality
War that
Bride's
Secret,"
made
by thein Fox
distinguishes
it. Its humor is good, it is close to the ground and was
appreciated by the audience at Fox's Academy of Music.
These

"The Sultana"
Pathe
Five-Part
Colored
Subject
of Balboa
Production
Interests from the Dramatic as Well as the Scenic Side.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
RUTH ROLAND is the featured player in "The Sultana," a
flve-part release of the Pathe Exchange. The picture was
produced at the Balboa studio; the Pathe company has
finished it in colors. These add markedly to the attractiveness
of the subject, giving the Southern California landscape the
verdure of a New England summer. The story, which is by
Henry C. Rowland, picks up markedly in interest in the latter
half of the picture. In the beginning one of the drawbacks is
a large cast.
Miss Roland Is seen as Virginia Lowndes, a young woman of
means, who gets into danger when she tries to help out of his
difficulties a foolish young man.
The youngster has entered

Scene from "The War
touches of farcical comedy are
not a part of the story which
It is pretty well acted and our

Bride's Secret" (Fox).
by the way of relief; they are
is tragic till the happy ending.
chief criticism is that it moves
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M()\l.\(;

slowly
phices. Close-ups
The director
use with
oi' ctusi-up
viewa ofIn faces.
may has
carrymade
the ample
story on
a leap;
but the amount of action that can be ^ot from them In any
story Is limited. Here this reviewt-r felt at times that the
action remained stationary while the near views of the faces
were on the screen. The story Is not very original, but has
fair quality.
The backgrounds are Scotch and are astonishingly suggestive of the real Scotch country. Robert Burns' poems are used
liberally In the sub-titles and the characters also help In the
Illusion. The heroine and the hero are workers on the great
farm of the village rich man, a democratic, likable squire. The
only heavy villain in the story Is War, though the picture has
a hunchback tale-bearer and the usual village usurer. The
heroine's brother, a lazy village lad, manages to make tilings
harder for his sister. The rich squire wants the girl to marry
him and her stern father naturally demands that she do ao.
But war breaks out and the young men of the town have to go,
the hero with them. He and the girl are married by the blacksmith-minister of the village and later he is reported killed.
The blacksmith is also killed and the girl knows that .she is to
become a mother. She consents to marry the squirt . who
thinks that the bairn is his. Then the hero returns. The rich
farmer sees how things are and leaves the community after
making provision for the bairn. The hero and heroine live happily on the rich farm.

Triangle Program
**Jim

Grimsby's
Boy," Five-Reel
Triangle
Ince by Lanier
Bartlett, Featuring Frank Keenan and Enid Markey,
and "Atta Boy's Last Race," Five-Reel
Fine Arts with Dorothy Gish
in the Lead.
Reviewed
by Louis Reeves
Harrison.
IM GRIMSBY'S BOY" is a genuine photodrama. with two
very strong characterizations.
In the power and consistency of the two leading roles, that of Jim Grimsby.
impersonated
by Frank
Keenan,
and the tomboy
girl, "Bill."
interpreted
by Enid Markey,
lies the deep human
interest of
the story.
Where
there Is a strong foundation
of character.

"J

Scene
from "Jim Grimsby's
Boy"
(Triangle).
as In this case, the incidents become of minor import — the st'»r>
could be developed in a thousand different ways. The authoi.
however, has chosen an entertaining structure, and the treatment is beyond adverse criticism — it is that of Reginald Barker
under the supervision of Thomas H. Ince. Taken altogether,
the story has a sincerity which makes itself felt, and a charm
which
most pictures lack.
Keenan's interpretation of a dyspeptic old mountaineer, whose
viewpoint is primitive and brutally masculine, rings true to
the point of arousing deep sympathy for his women folk. His
extremely narrow ambition Is to have a son, one that he can
raise to be as raw and uncouth as himself, the mock hero of a
provincial. His wife bears him a girl babe and dies soon after,
completely crushed by the harsh and overpowering masculinity of her husband. He seems to be Incapable of noble sentiment when the girl grows up. He dresses her as a boy, calls
her "Bill," lets her run wild on the mountains without education, yet he Is delightfully inconsistent In his insistence that
Bhe shall cook, clean house and serve him as he would exact
from any woman. He merely Indulges a lot of native brutality
at her expense.
Engraved upon the girl's nature Is the wild and stubborn
code of her father — she would not betray him in spite of his
brutality — yet it Is Intermingled with the longings of her sex
for what is beautiful and feminine in self-expression. In a revolt against her condition. Inspired by an old fashion magazine
and the attentions of a plucky young sheriff, she gathers courage to such an extent that her father begins to appreciate
the manly side of her, but he is determined to test the bravery
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of the "tin" sheriff, and he dues so by a daring expedient.
Most unexpectedly he Is caught In his own trap and saved
from arrest by poor little "Bill." his neglected daughter. He
experiences a conversion of sentiment toward her, and the
consistent conclusion points straight to a life of wider opportunity and greater happiness for the brave little creature. A
play worth while.
"Atta Boy's Last Race." It Is to be hoped, is the last of its
kind. It has been done to death In one and two reels and attenuated by every conceivable device of prolongation to live
reels for no other apparent reason than play scarcity. With
no suspense wiiatever — we all know that the horse must win
to pay off the mortgage — almost without characterization,
without vital theme of any kind, this old reiteration should be
shelved for good. It wore out its welcome long ago. This
utilization of old material Is the more destructive that It comes
from the source of many briglit, strong and attractive releases, a throw-back to what lias long been di.scarded.

Four New Kalems
"The Missing Heiress," Second Episode of the "Grant, Police
Reporter,"
Series; "The
Harvest
of Gold," Number
Twelve of "The Girl from 'Frisco Series"; "The
Lost Messenger,"
a "Hazard
of Helen,"
and "The
Booking
Ham Bogus
and Bud
Comedy.Agents,"
Reviewed

by

Ben

H.

Grimm.

"The Missing Heiress."
FOR thrills "The Missing Heiress," the second episode of the
"Grant, Police Reporter" series, is on a par with the
first release. This reel shows Grant in an aeroplane In
pursuit
steamer The
on which
"missing heiress
Is being
brought ofto a Europe.
feat ofthephotographing
an 'aeroplane
in fliglit at close range — so that the figures of the occupants
of the aeroplane register distinctly — has never, as far as we
know, been done in as daring a manner as have the aeroplane
scenes in this picture. This reel contains as much melodramatic
interest as could be asked for.
George Larkin, as Tommy Grant, reporter, makes a flying
leap from a hydro-aeroplane that has stopped at the side of ^
steamer, to a suspended ladder. The story is interesting, and
shows on the screen the manner In which the reporter finds
the missing heiress through peculiarity in alignment on the
typewriter on which the letter asking for ransom was written. The reporter finds that the butler and private secretary
in the home of the wealthy man have conspired to hold the
heiress for ransom.
Ollie Klrby does good work as the prl-

Scene
from
'"The Missing
Heiress"
(Kalem).
vate secretary. Besides Mr. Larkin and Miss Klrby, the cast
includes Arthur Albertson, Robert Ellis, William McKey, Betty
Dial and G. Chira.
"The Harvest of Gold."
In "The Harvest of Gold." twelfth episode of "The Girl From
Frisco'" series. Robert Wells Ritchie has interwoven truth and
fiction In a fascinating manner. This two-reel episode of the
western series treats interestingly of a theme that la typical
of California — the efforts of the fruit trust to gain control of
the crops of Independent orange growers. Excitement Is keyed
to a high pitch when Barbara engages In a fist fight with th*J
two men who plan to destroy the Irrigation system of her
father's grove.
On the screen In this chapter Is told the story of the methods
employed by the unscrupulous fruit syndicate representative
to make Barbara's father's crop fail. Her father has bought
options on the crops of orange growers in the vicinity over
the syndicate's bid. after their real motives have been exposed. John Wallace, a friend and neighbor of the Brents, also
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takes a leading part in the fight against the syndicate, whose
tool tries to get the orange pickers employed by Brent to
strike. Barbara wins the laborers' sympathy when, in a thrilling ride,
she rescues
the child
wildly
drawn
by runaway
horses.of one of them from a w^agon
Maris Sais and True Boardman carry the leading parts.
Others in the cast are Frank Jonasson, Honald Bradbury, Edward Clisbee and Hart Hoxie. Directed by James W. Home.
"The Lost Messenger."
"The Lost
Messenger,"
a number
the many
"Hazards
Helen"
railroad
series,
contains more
stunts inthan
recentof releases
of the series. In this reel Helen Gibson, riding on a motorcycle, crashes through the railing of a bridge over a railroad
and drops to the tracks close beside a moving freight train;
she jumps from a "jack-knife" drawbridge into the water,
fully sixty feet below, and swims to shore with a valuable
packet In her hands. P. S. Pembroke, as the messenger, also
furnishes a thrill when he jumps from a moving train into a
river. The story of "The Lost Messenger" holds the interesti
throughout, and to the melodramatic material is added a compelling element of mystery. Other members of the cast than
Miss Gibson and Mr. Pembroke are G. A. Williams and George
Routh.
"The Bogus Booking Agents."
"The Bogus Booking Agents" is .h Hani and Bud comedy
that contains a number of laughs. All in all, it is quite an entertaining film and contains more plot than many preceding
releases.
Ham. reel
Bud byand
EthelMurdock.
are assisted
getting
the'
humor
in this
Henry
Ham in and
Bud. over
as well
as Ethel and Henry, are stage struck. Ham and Bud reach
the booking agent's office when he is out, and decide to run
things. Henry, a chauffeur, is put through his histrionic paces
when a woman who wants to reform the stage appears. Many
involved situations follow, and the picture comes to an end
when Ham and Bud, discovered as impostors, are chased up
and dow^n stairs and into a police van.

"The Heart of the Hills"
Five-Part Edison Subject Carries a Blending of the Atmosphere of the East and the West.
Reviewed
by George
Blaisdell,
THE
Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay Service will release in
the week of October 30 "The Heart of the Hills." an
Edison story in five parts, the first one of which is a
prologue. The subject was directed by Richard Ridgely and
was adapted from "The Girl from the East, ' a novel by David
Whitelaw. Much care has been given to the production. Into
the making, too. has gone the work of a goodly number of motion picture players, some of them oldtime Edison favorites.
Mabel Trunnelle
and Conway
Tearle head a cast which
con-

There is a bit of gruesomeness at the denouement, when it
is disclosed that in mistake the father had been buried alive
and that the traces of poison found days after were the result
of the obedience of his servant, who had in accordance with
instructions placed the phial in the coffin against the possibility of false burial. If it be gruesome it must be said it fits
the story. The revelation of the source clears Hester of the
charge of causing her father's death.

**The Blue Envelope Mystery''
Greater Vitagraph Presents Lillian Walker in Five-Part Adaptation of the Story by Sophie Kerr.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald,
THE

nicely constructed adaptation of Sophie Kerr's story
which was made by the well-known magazine writer,
Helen Duey. has met with a kindly fate in the hands
of Director Wilfrid Xorth, of the Vitagraph Company. Lillian Walker is especially well suited to the role of Leslie Brennan, a young woman whose wise minded guardian sent her
out into the world to learn to earn a living for herself, before
breaking to her the news of the depletion of her fortune. John
D. Bennet, playing opposite her in the role of the eccentric
young chemist
with whom
Leslie Brennen
finds employment,
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Scene from "The Heart of the Hills"

(Edison).
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which develops into a pretty romance, could scarcely be improved upon in his interpretation of the character of the stolid,
preoccupied worker.
The delination of character throughout has been skillfully
done, the theme is clearly outlined, and the best situations
of the story have evidently been made the most of. The
psychological development of the picture rings true, and the
production is altogether a praiseworthy one. The enjoyment
one gets from the story as presented on the screen is the result partly of the artistic methods employed in adapting and
directing it, the instillation of a delightful vein of comedy
in the business of the play, and the co-operation of an excellent cast, consisting, in addition to those already mentioned.
of Bob Hay. William Shea. Nellie Anderson. Charles Kent,
Josephine Earle. Harry Northrup and Florence Radinoff. A
nicely planned adventure in which Leslie Brennan is kidnapped in an attempt to carry to Washington a formula for a
new explosive discovered by the chemist, and also a message
to the head of the naval department, supplies the sensational element that always helps to popularize a moving picture
production.

Fanny Ward

tains the names of Bigelow Cooper. Herbert Prior, Robert
Conness. Crawford
Kent and Charles Sutton.
The prologue is in the atmosphere of the Far East, and the
native garb of India is seen much in the main action of the
story, which is laid in England. While running through the
picture there is an Indian jewel, the Heart of the Hills, at the
same time no unusual power is ascribed to the gem — a matter
which contributes to illusion. The story is one of love and
tragedy, of a child kidnapped by seditionists and in womanhood sent back to her father in England to carry out a mission on behalf of those who reared her. Miss Trunnelle plays
the daughter, Hester. Stirring adventures she goes through.
She is welcomed to the arms of her father and spurned by her
half-brother and half-sister: she is again kidnapped by the
seditionists, is accused of her father's murder, but through the
aid of her lawyer lover is freed.
The story is well made and will afford strong entertainment.
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"Witchcraft"

Is Featured in a Lasky Story That Interestingly
Reflects Old-Time New England.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
IN "Witchcrafi." the Lasky release of October 16. Director
Frank Reicher has given us a studious, unexaggeratcd
portrayal of the days of witchcraft in New England. Of
the several producers who have essayed to treat this subject,
he is. so far as this writer has observed, the first to avoid
the egregious historical error of burning his victims at the
stake — an ending which, as a matter of fact, never befell a
white person in New England. The script was Dr. R. Ralston
Reed's prize winner in the contest held at Columbia University:
it is an interesting
story.
Fanny Ward charms as the Huguenot girl who with her
mother comes to the settlement to escape the mesh of superstition which gradually had been closing about them. The
portrayal of the mother, too. Is skillful, compelling. Jack
Dean is the youngster who falls in love with the newcomer,
only to be euchred by his miserly uncle. Paul Weigel is that
uncle, who compels Suzette to become his wife under threats
of delivering her mother to the mob clamoring for her blood.
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Ulllan Leishton is Nokomls, the Indian woman who befriends
Suiettc, and is in turn befriended. It is a tine interpretation of a strong character, one that bulks in the story. Then,
too. there is an unnamed child, who, with uncanny convincingness, describes to the jury, as she has to the neighborhood,
what the witch has done.
"Witchcraft" will be liked.
It is a story revelatorj- of con-
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laughable stunts on the ball room floor and at the dining table.
She identifies the tailor by the way in which he eats his
soup. The girl imagines the host is in love with her, but
learns to her sorrow that his affections are for another.

In the Diplomatic Service

Francis Bushman Tries His Hand with Indifferent Success at
Adapting and Directing a Picture.
Reviewed

Scene

from

"Witchcraft"

(Lasky).

ditions in a black page of Xew England history, yet always
keeping the blacker part in the background. But one gallows
appears, and that one is cheated of its intended victim by the
proclamation that puts a stop to all similar executions. Perhaps nowhere will the story be more popular than in New
England itself. Historical picture it may be, but it cojitains
genuine human
interest, heart interest.

"Alice in Society"

Three-Reel L-Ko Number, Featuring Alice Howell, Turns Up
Various Amusing and Laughable Incidents.

by George

Blaisdell.

METRO
will release on October 16, "In the Diplomatic
Service," a five-part subject, featuring Francis Bushman
and Beverly Bayne. Mr. Bushman is credited with the
adaptation and direction of the story of John C. Ciymer and
Hamilton Smith. The production, aside from the care with
which it is staged, is hardly up to the average of its brand.
There is a notable verbosity in its sub-titles and at times in
the dialogues between the principals. Also there is a tendency
to overact.
Mr. Bushman carries the role of a man of means and unconcerned about work who is induced by an uncle to accept a
place in the Secret Service. The culminating argument is an
appeal to him to look on the flag, which is shown in a close-up.
To Dick Stansbury is given the job of uncovering a foreign
diplomat who is proficient in getting away with some of Uncle
Sam's "plans and specifications." Jliss Bayne is seen as a young
woman, who falls in love with the Secret Service man, only
later for a period to be convinced he is working in conjunction with the enemies of her country.
Henri Bergman is Dr. Montell. the diplomat, who is ambitious
to take from Uncle Sam the papers he is most anxious to
retain. Mr. Bergman gives a good impersonation of a man who
will bear watching at any time. Charles Fang as the Chinese
valet will interest.

"The Soul of a Child"

Pioneer Feature Film Corporation Presents Five-Reel Drama
Featuring Em Gorman, Child Actress.
Reviewed

by

WHILE

Ben

H.

"The Soul uf a Child," a
released through
the Pioneer
tion, contains a certain amount
at times makes a fairly strong appeal,
fails to convince.
Em Gorman, a child

Grimm.

five-reel drama
to be
Feature
Film Corporaof heart interest and
the picture as a whole
actress of about six or

Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
burlesque
comedy
in three reels, extracts numerous
laughs from the observer.
The action is a little broad ii.
the first reel, but inoffensive
and generally
acceptable.
Tlie last two reels are best and several scenes, particularly
I hose at the reception, are extremely funny.
Alice Howell. Katty Voss, Phil Dunham and Joe Moore take
the leading parts, the former being seen at her best in certain
itualions.
The plot concerns a tailor and his two assistants.
he tailor is a man of fiendish temperament,
who eats his
■ up noisily and swallows Wienerwursts whole.
He sends the
^irl out to rip and tear men's clothing, in oi-der to increase
his patronage.
The girl finally brings in a wealthy young man, named
Astorbilt. and the tailor drops him tiirouK^h a trap door into
a basement.
Here he rigs up an infernal nuu-hine and en-

THIS

I
Scene from "The Soul of a Child" (Pioneer).

Scene from "Alice in Society"

(L-Ko).

deavors to get his victim to sign over a check to him for ten
thousand dollars. The two assistants lead an amusing rescue.
The scenes at the Astorbilt reception are very funny. The
two assistants have been invited by the grateful host, and
the fiendish tailor appears in disguise, without invitation.
Numerous
complications
arise, and Alice Howell
does some

seven, who is featured in the production, is called upon to portray emotions in certain situations in the action of tlie story
which are far beyond the power of one of her tender year. The
five reels embrace many close-ups of the child, and the action
suffers somewhat as a consequence.
The production visualizes the story of Goldenlocks, who Is
orphaned when her father and mother are lost at sea. She is
sent to live with her uncle, who has met with success in the
city, and who leads a life of dissipation. The child is neglected
and prays for her uncle, who spends his evenings entertaining
questionable characters. Goldenlocks becomes sick, and calls
for Moltie. her uncle's sweetheart during his fisherman daysThe child's illness brings the two together again, and Goldenlocks, when she gets well, brings about a happy reconciliation.
Besides Miss Gorman, the cast includes John Dunn, Wellington Playter, Nancy Baring and Grace Lovell.

Exclusive Features

Offers "La Tosca."

Joseph M. Goldstein, president of Exclusive
Features,
Inc.,
is now selling "La Tosca," the two-part photoplay with Madame
Sarah Bernhardt and her own company, from the Theater Francaise.
The pictura is being sold on open market.
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Keen Cartoons
A Somewhat New Departure in Animated Cartoons— Three
500-Foot Subjects Shown by Keen Cartoon Corporation.
Reviewed
by Ben H. Grimm.
THE
KEEN CARTOONS, produced by the Keen Cartoon
Corporation, and to be released through independent
exchanges, are a somewhat new departure in animated
cartoons in that the humorous stories acted by the animated
pen-and-inlt characters are visualized much in the manner as
are motion picture comedies with human characters. By that
is meant that in "getting over" the story close-ups, film tinting, cut-backs, subtitles, etc., are employed. The animation
In these cartoons is fair, although a bit "jumpy" at intervals.
The drawing as a whole is acceptable.
The Keen Cartoons are to be relased in 500-foot lengths. The
subjects shown for review were "Henry W. Zippy Buys a
Motorboat," drawn by Charles E. Howell; "Slinky, the Yegg."
drawn by Lee Connor, and "Jerry McDub," drawn by H. M.
Freck. In "Henry W. Zippy." Henry buys a motorboat and
hurries through his work so that he can take her out. His
wife ties the boat to the dock. Henry goes out in the boat
and is lost in a fog. He swims around and finds himself right
at his own dock. "Slinky the Yegg" robs a postofllice and eludes
a dog and a policeman via the telegraph wires. He is captured when he Is overcome with Indigestion after eating panhandled pie. "Jerry McDub" is the funniest of the three.
Jerry collects accident Insurance when he is hit by a brick.
His wife sees a chance to get a new hat and tells Jerry that
Mike said something about him. She thinks Jerry will suffer
at Mike's hands and that she will then collect insurance. But
Jerry comes home whistling and Mike goes to the hospital,
and wifle gets no new hat.
"Terrors of a Turkish Bath" (Universal).
Gently balancing himself on the telephone wires spanning
the Bottomless Chasm. 9.872 feet below, Terence McGillicuddy,
knight of the road, contemplated his past career. His companion du voyage. Gilbert the Filbert, with the blackthorn
and the feather in his hat, meanwhile read the war news
perched on a cross piece and straddling a glass insulator.
All this has nothing to do with the startling events ot
"Terrors of a Turkish Bath." a two-reel L-Ko comedy featuring Dan Russell (Terence McGillicuddy). These events, because of the many foreign spies hovering about motion picture
studios to steal all the good situations, must not be disclosed
Not since "Under the Crescent" revealed the horrors of a
Turkish harem, however, has such an expose of turkish bath
life been made. The Universal and the Anti-Vice Motion Picture Co. wishes highly to recommend "Terrors of a Turkish
Bath" as a highly moral preachment on turkish bath evils
such as Terence McGillicuddy encountered after he managed
to fall from his perch on the above mentioned telephone wires.
Interned Liners Used in Film.
Director Robert Ellis has put the finishing touches to "The
Missing Heiress." second of the one-reel episodes of the new
■"Grant. Police Reporter" series. For the scenes in this episode
requiring the use of ocean liners, the director was fortunate
in finding a number of German liners interned at Pensacola,
Florida.
Captain Malitz. of the liner Trieste, obligingly put a crew
■of stokers to work and moved his vessel a half-mile down the
"bay for the scenes showing the liner putting out to sea. All
the officers of the liner take part in the action of the photoplay
and are anxiously awaiting the release of the picture to see
themselves as screen actors.
Following the staging of the scenes the Kalem players,
feeaded by George Larkin and Ollie Kirkby. were guests ot
the ofl!icers at luncheon. It is in this episode that Dare-Devil
Lark in. pursuing the liner in an aeroplane, makes a daring
leap from the flyer to the ship's ladder.
H. W. Johns-Manville Co. Opens New Branch.
The H. W. Johns-Manville Company has just opened a new
"branch office at Great Falls, Mont., on the fourth floor of the
Ford building. Room 418. in charge of J. H. Roe. With the
opening of the Great Falls office the Johns-Manville Company
increases
its number of branches
to fifty-five.
This new branch is made necessary by rapidly increasing
business in this territory. Great Falls, with its rapidly growing population of 38.000, Is not only one of the greatest hydro
power centers of the United States, almost rivalling Niagara
Falls, but is known as one of the best wheat-growing sections
in the country — its wheat taking first prize at the PanamaPacific Exposition.
Unity Branching Out in the Southern Territory.
Owing to the growth of its business in the southwest territory, the Unity Sales Corporation has found it necessary to
open a second exchange in Dallas to handle the features now
being put out by Unity in Louisiana. Arkansas. Oklahoma and
Texas. The Houston exchange, which has been handling "The
Yellow Menace" for some time, has found it necessary to open
a Dallas office now located at 1911 Commerce street. These
two exchanges "will handle "The Yellow Menace," the "Tweedledum" comedies, "The Marrlaee Bond." "The Lottery Men"' ana
all new features put out by Unity.
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Hawkins & Heaney Enterprises.
F. J. Hawkins, vice-president of the Hawkins & Heanev
Company, the general distributors of the Christie Comedy
Films, left New York on October 13 for Los Angeles. On his
trip West, Mr. Hawkins will stop at a few of the larger cities
to confer with some of the exchanges that have already contracted for the Christie Comedies. It is the intention of Mr.
Hawkins to open a branch office in Los Angeles. The Board
of Directors of the company feel that it will be necessary tor
Mr. Hawkins to spend most of his time in Los Angeles in developing its interests, and an office will be equipped in
consonance with the needs of the company in every particular.
The Hawkins & Heaney Co. have already contracted with the
Dixie Film Co. of Chicago for a number of five-reel photoplays, which they will distribute on a State Rights basis. The
first of these is "Tempest and Sunshine," by Mary Jane Holmes,
one of the best known of American authoresses. It is a picturization of life in the South, and is an interest compelling
production in five parts. The elements of love, intrigue and
chivalry
are handled strongly, and the direction is of a high
order.
The Hawkins & Heaney Co. have also contracted for the
marketing of the E. & R. Jungle Film Co. Productions, featuring the chimpanzees. "Napoleon" and "Sally." These remarkable anthropoid apes have just completed a number of ex
ceptionally amusing comedies. These apes are the nearest
lo man in his evolutionary climb from the primitive ape to
man, and the universities and colleges of America and Europe,
have studied these apes with great interest, for the past four
years. While these comedies have been made with especial regard to their value as a means for the entertainment of th<>
youn^. the amusing antics of these highly developed apes will
be extremely entertaining to children of a larger growth.
Those who are inclined to believe that man Is a descendant
from the primitive of ten million years ago. will find in these
marvelous apes many habits of mind and body to hold their
concentrated attention.
Messrs. Hawkins and Heaney have a wide knowledge of the
existent conditions, and out of the many disturbing influences
that have lately agitated the distribution of motion pictures,
they have evolved a solid and substantial plan that contains
within it the basic elements of modern business efficiency, and
a solidly successful management. In a word, that they arc
prepared to supply the exchanges with carefully selected productions at a price which will enable the exchange to supply
his exhibitors with good material at a moderate price. That
this plan is needed is self-evident by the success which Messrs,
Hawkins and Heaney have so far had in securing exchanges
throughout the United States. Canada, and foreign, countries,
for tlie distribution of the various productions handled by
them.

Additional " 'Frisco" Prints Ready.
The Kalem Company announces that steps have been taken to
solve the troubles of exhibitors who have heretofore found
difficulty in booking "The Girl Prom "Frisco" series through the
various General Film offices. Within the past week orders
have been placed by all the branch exchanges for many additional prints on each episode beginning with the first, released
many weeks ago. In addition, the exchanges have placed
standing orders for the increased number of prints for all
future episodes of the series featuring Marin Sais and True
Boardman. Exhibitors who found difficulty in booking the
series in the early weeks of Its release because of the overwhelming demands on the exchanges are now urged to place
Iheir orders as soon as possible to avoid further disappointment
when the booking capacity of the additional prints is exhausted.
"Girl from 'Frisco" a Song Hit.
Once the sure proof of an actress's success was the naming of a cigar in her honor. Now the publication of a song carries its own evidence of popularity. The success of Kalem's
series of the West, "The Girl From "Frisco." featuring Marin
Sais and True Boardman, has resulted in the publication of a
song, entitled "The Girl From "Frisco," that is achieving unusual popularity throughout
the country.
On the cover of the song there appears the striking photograph of Marin Sais on horseback that has become so atrongly
connected with the publicity on that series. "It Is one of the
mostCadillac
popularMusic
song Company,
hits on of
ourNew
list,"'
the
Yorkreports
City. the publishers,
Julius Steger Begins Production of Unusual Play.
In the Rolfe studio Julius Steger. who has won fame In
light opera and the "legitimate," as well as motion pictures,
has begun the production of a new and unusual Metro wonderplay. Mr. Steger, In the star role, is seen as a poor and struggling young playwright, and the part Is admirably adapted to
his rare talents.
No name has yet been selected for the production, which is
startling In the number of intensely dramatic situations presented. Supporting Mr. Steger are Arline Fay. Clara Whipple,
Harry Burkhardt and Stanhope Wheatcroft. David Thompson
is directing the production.
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That Stillman Campaign.
T ¥ T-RITIN'G lately C. L. Madtkn, in charge of the advertising campalRii
W
for the new Stillman Iheattr. Cleveland, remarked that he did not
know just why he was sending In his samples. He does not need
tho advnntagu of press mention and knows it. and what ho docs not
know Is why he sends along the stuff. We know and are willing to
pass him tho informadon. It's because he knows it is good, because
|i« knows wo will know that it is good and because he takes a pride
in work well done. Mr, Madden is a member of the Fuller and Smith
staff and was given the Stillman account. Ho is a trained advertiser
and copy writer, so ho laid in a copy of Picture Thcattr Advertising
and got busy. As soon as they boarded the enclosure he got the daily
bulletin idea working and It worked well. Already he had taken up
the matter of a house design, for he knows what all practical men
know ; that a trade mark Is the center point of good advertising. He
went a little further and took a set of house colors ; green and black.
He spread this on the billboards, before the opening, a costly but eftectIvo device when the capacity of the house will justify thL- expense.
Tho cut shows four of these painted boards. These are all black letters
on a white ground
with the border and field of the cipher in green.

SARGENT

Music
tlon to
typo of
6.6 per

appealed as most Important to 17 per cent. ; veotila14.1 per cent.: courteous attendants to 13.2 per cent.:
pictures to 10.4 per cent. ; general tone of theater to
cent. : comfortable surroundings to -1.7 per cent. : attractive interior to 4.7 per cent. ; high class of picture and music
combined to :i.S per cent. ; rest-rved seats to 3.8 per cent. ; electric fans to 2.8 per cent. ; appearance of ushers to t.I) per cent. :
drinking water to l.U per cent. ; slip-covers on seats to 1.9 per
cent.; rest and retiring rooms to 1.0 per cent.; convenience of
location to 1.0 per cent. ; ability to dismiss audiences quickly to
.9 per cent. ; attention to children to .9 per cent. ; quiet to .9
per cent. ; not to be disturbed to .9 per cent. ; women allowed
to wear their hats in reserved seats to .9 per cent.
Evidently Safety First Is not given great consideration.

Plugging by Picture.

Tarleton Winchester sends in a scheme reported by the Pathe St. Louis
film exchange.
From
the letter we gather that the cameraman
was
loaned by the exchange.
The scheme was worked by Frank Stanley, of
the Garden Theatre. Arthur. 111., and this dodger tells its own story.
PATHE
WANTS
OUR
PICTURE!
The Great Pathe Film Company have expressed a desire for a
photograph
showing the crowds
at the Garden
Theatre on the
opening
night of THE
IROX
CLAW.
MONDAY.
SEPTEMBER
11, 1916.
We have engaged Mr. Henry E. Wamsiey, tho Photographer,
to make a fiash light picture of the crowds in front of our theatre
immediately after the first show.
We want to make this an event long to be remembered and
have engaged the Monroe Band to give a short concert in front
of the theater at 7 p. m. and to i)ose in the picture. As large a
crowd as possible will mean much to us and to you in the betterment of pictures for Arthur.
Put on your best "bib and tucker" and "look pleasant,
please," — and incidentally
enjoy the best and biggest
serial picture it was ever our good fortune to show.

When the opening date had been decided upon, Invitations were Issued.
These were in two parts, the invitation proper is a double sheet with
only the front page printed. The embossed design shown in green,
gold and black, the circled ST. Each invitation is filled in with the
name of the person invited and that of the person in whose name the
invitation is sent. This gives it a more personal touch than the allengravi-d invitation, even where a personal card is also enclosed. A
second enclosure is devoted to the more practical matter of tickets and
explains that two tickets will be sent if the recipient requests and a
return envelope is enclosed that the acceptance may be slipped in. Even
the return envelope is on heavy stock and this is the only printed piece.
the others being engraved; and the address, for that matter, is so well
printed that it looks almost like engraving. In form the ticket slip
merely asks you to indicate whether you can or cannot be present.
This matches with the statement that tickets are being held. It does
not suggest that the replies, whether of acceptance or regret, will form
an excellent check upon a select mailing list.
All of that Is in conformance with the best usage and is regulation.
save, perhaps, the checking scheme. But a few days later more direct
press work was started. The theater adjoins the Hotel Statler. Presently came an announcement from the hotel that a special after-theater
supper would bo ser\'ed in the ball room following tho opening performance with dancing. A card was enclosed for the reservation of places.
Ot course this was a good business move for the hotel, though the
cover price was too small to show much of a profit. The real benefit
lajr in the additional emphasis on the social side of the opening. The
opening of the theater was city news. The supper got into the society
column too. And to show the care for tho little things, the hotel announcement was printed and not engraved. An engraved advertisement
vould have been out of place, since it was an advertisement and not an
Invitation. We are going to follow the opening moves of this house
with some care, because it will presently serve as a guide to others.
As a sort of general contribution Mr. Madden sends in a clipping from
the Cleveland Plaindealer. showing the result of their census of the
Y. M. C. A. on what appeals to them In the motion picture theaters.
It Is surprising that music and attendants come before the bill, but
we think that these figures are reasonably accurate If It Is understood
that many of the respondents evidently made their preference on the
basis of programs being equal or nearly so.
Given approximately equal programs, the preference is for the house
having the better music, the most courteous attendants and the best
interior. Here Is the table:

GARDEN

THEATRE.

ARTHUR

Frank Stanley. Manager
Naturally,
the picture shows
a double crowd,
for there were two
shows and the entering second audience was taken along with the first,

but evt-ii at tl.ai u .-huv. .t ;,L.ui > i owd. though the photograph is too
poor to reproduce very well. We suppose, of course, that Mr. Stanley
had a slide made for house use and doubtless there were many who
wanted prints, A scheme like this can be made better than '^eir supporting in a [lerfei-tly legitimate way.

"Class A" Is Right.
Holmes and Kremer. of the Class A. Hillyard, Wash., send hi four
programs for inspection rather than criticism, since they must know
that the issues are good. The town is five miles from Spokane and tne
Class A is a 240 house with three thousand to draw from. A thousand programs are put out each week, which seems disproportionate to
the population, unless they have a large mailing list. One program
to every three people must result in some duplication, though the
management writes that the house-to-house distribution is personally
supervised. We think that five hundred programs could cover a three
thousand town competently and fully. About the only comment is on
the lack of talk of any sort.
The program Is eight pages, a ronr on
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white and a heavy cover. There is a program for each day, one-third
of the page, with foreign advertising top and bottom. The program Is
cut off, top and bottom, by heavier rule than Is used for holding the
page together, but It would be better to box lo with this same rule. This
means three pieces of rule to each side, which will make a little trouble
for the printer, but he can send Id to Spokane and have the rule
brazed and never after have any trouble so long as the make-up Is
adhered to. But before this is done, something should be shoved
around bo that the house can get a little advertising as well as the
program. That inside cover page would do the house a lot more
good than it does Wilson's Cash Grocery, and apparently it pays Wilson.
It has a finely drawn cover design for one or two colors, though the
second coJor is a needless expense, since the effect can be obtainea witu
one printing by using a little very fine benday Instead of the tint.
The cover Is almost extravagantly good and the stock is almost too
heavy to proportion with a four-page insert. It Is good enough to
cover a sixteen. The best is none too good, perhaps, but by making
Che program readable instead of sightly it could be raised to a sixteen
for about the same outlay at average prices, and a page or two of
reading matter would help make and hold fans. As a job it is about as
nice as anything of the sort we have seen lately, but we think the pulling
power could be improved at the expense of looks, and handsome Is as
handsome does. Get in touch with your people through your program.
Talk to them. Interest them and when a second house comes they may
even resent the intrusion. Build up loyalty while you have a chance
If you are so fortunate as to have a town to yourself.
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there Is so much told In all capital bold face that the eye is afraid to
tackle It. You can talk to a man In your program, but in the newspaper
you can only give one strong yell. He will not stop for much more.
And we do not think we would concentrate the advertising on two
days a week. Favor the dull days a little, but advertise for every day
or presently you'll find that the former dull days are not the strong
ones and you have a couple of other sick days on your hands.

Something Good.
At last we have reproduced the Theater Louisiana program. This is
the house organ of the theater of that name in Baton Rouge, La., and
it Is about as good an example of how to get a lot on a small piece
of paper as we have met with, for which reason we are reproducing the
entire sheet, which
is 5% by B%. folded once, as well as a small

TheCommencinfi
Week's
Monday, Pro
Augu
MONDAY, AUGUST 14th»
V. L. S. E. Incorporated, presents James Morrison
*'Thc Redemption of Dave Darcey."
Five pai
better self leads a man into strange places, through
"Betribution"-Last episode of "Peg O' The Ring.
sees Peg come into her own, and as the story books say

Matters of Policy.
Harrison Ward, of the Viking, Benson, Mich., sends
■tuff and a lot of questions.
He writes:

WORLD

in some of his

I am enclosing a few of the programs I have been getting out
for the last few weeks, also some newspaper ads.
I would like to have you comment on these and let me know
just where they are at fault.
I have strong competition here, as this Is only a town of 2.000
and the other house Is running a big feature every day taken
from Paramount, Metro and Triangle programs. He advertises
theee brands exclusively. In fact he hardly ever tells much about
the particular pictures that he is showing, but confines the
most of his advertising to saying that the three above named
brands are the only and the best pictures made. He advertises
trade marks instead ot pictures.
By the programs you can see that I do not mention the names
of the producing companies and it is an actual fact that I do
select all my features on the open booking plan. Which method
do you think is the best, his or mine?
Tou will notice that I have taken some of the stuff in my
programs from the World. I have just received a copy of
P. T. A- and I want to say that it is a mighty handy volume to
have about.
You can see from the programs that Monday and Friday
are my big show ot the week. I confine most of my newspaper
and billboard advertising to these two days. Do you think this
is right?
Personally we most decidedly favor advertising the house rather than
the brand. Mention of the brand is desirable, but do not become known
as a house devoted to a certain make or makes of films. Let people
come to associate the house with good shows rather than make them
think that If you have a certain make you must have a good show. Then
you can change, if the need comes, without having to do another
elaborate educational campaign. It is foolish to advertise brands to
the exclusion of the house. Profit by the national advertising done by
the makers, but put your house first and keep it always there. Make It
understood that your house is not good because it runs Ten-in-one
Films, but that it runs Ten-in-one films because it runs all good films.
Make some small capital of the brands, for people are interested in
brands, but always make the brand decidedly Inferior to the publicity
the house gets, not with the old "always a good show," but more along
the lines of the "hand-picked program" idea. The first program is a
six-page folder, pages O^-^ by GVz inches. It opens out to show all of the
program in equal sized boxes on one side. On the other are two good
house arguments and a preference list which entitles the person filling
it in to an admission on a stated day.
In a second form an eight-page folder is used, with three pages given
to a running story of the program, not the film stories, but a story of
what is coming. Another page repeats a program pick-up about the
use of trade marks taken from the department and originally used by a
Western house, the Saxe, Milwaukee, if we remember. But it makes it
clear they have a large field to select from. The third form goes back
to a six. which is plenty large enough, and runs a page of underline.
The proof reading is a bit careless, one statement being that only two
"characters" are left in a serial where "chapters" is clearly meant.
We think the second six-page form about the best of the three and
would suggest sticking to that. The eight-page gives a bit too much
reading. Also the eight-page gives too much reading for what should
be said. A six is plenty and eight point type is to be preferred to ten
point for the test. If the composition cost is too great, use leads to
open with, though much lead in a narrow column seldom looks as good
as solid stuff.
Most of the newspaper advertising fills the space too full. It Is all
two fives, and this is apt to get lost in a page of the paper unless It Is
made to stand out through rule work, white space or some other device.
It is better to advertise one thing smartly and strongly than to make
ten inches cover the weekly program, as a rule, though, of course, this
largely depends upon what the house has to fight in the matter of
other advertisements on the same page. Sometimes a ten-inch advertisement can hold its own with double tens, but as a general rule it is
better to throw it into prominence in some way. and this means eating
■up the type space.
One advertisement is given to a house talk, but

NEXT
of "LIBERTY."
A gi
and WEEK—
Edie Polo. First
The three
Tex'^sreels
Rangers,
Mexican Bandits,
Riding Galore.
TUESDAY, AUGUST ISth—
Metro Pictures Corporation presents Lionel Barrymc
*'The Quitter."
Five part wonder play.
Excellent
tcrtaining and interesting story, beautifulDhotOoIa
portion exact size of the original. The type is small, but legible, and
the page is packed full of it, and yet every line stands out because It
is all uniform.
This works better than would
a full newspaper size

TheCommeBciiig
Week's
Programme
Monday, Auaust 7. 1916
MONOAV. AUGUBT 7th..
V. L- S. E. Inporponled. pmcnti Edith Scary and Antonio Moreno, in—
^he TarantulA."
Six psru-Viiarraph.
A masierftjl diuna In which the mfta pay* %ai
Ihc woman coej free. A picture full of (UapenM and BrtppinK W the lait.
Epfsodc No

U ot "Pes O' The Ring."

TUcaOAV,

AUGUST

Crac« Cunari and F^BscIa Ford.

Sth..

The Mttro Prctures Corporation prescnti Madame 01b« Petrovn and Arthur Hoopt, in—
The
Quo«tlor>."
wonderfullUiry.
act*. Do cloOiea (bake (be womaiiT Tb« ooc»tjon etornal
IS railed in
this riateh[e*BTivc
adventure
"Taklne B Beat"— Sidney Drew Comedy.
WEDNESOAV,

AUGUST

»th..

Faramoant Pictures Corporabon present! Mary Pickiord, In—
HuidA of Holland."
Five act*. ThI* la Little Mmry'a latest picture, and ahowa her Jn •
lfjv»ble and dellnhtful charactfn lotion. Of course you'll like it— y«w can't help it.
Bray Cartoon Comedy.
SiarHnc boars-UrOO A. It . 12;31>, Z.-OO. iM. 6:00. G:30. S;OD and 9-^ P. H.
Ad m I uion— Balcony 10c. Lower Floor iSc, Children 6c.
THURSDAV,

AUGUST

10th<-

FRIDAY, AUGUST llth-Piramnunt p.ctQrM Cflrpurstion prcwnta Wallace Reid.aod Cleo RidBely, In"Thc
Houae
of ThO Golden
Windows."
Five acts.
From (be (tace plar~"At The
Rainbow s End."
A story you will take nght into your heart.
Paramount Plotoeraph.
NoTE-For a couple of week* the Burton Hotmea Treveloffue will not be releaied.
A'liTiit;ion and starbng houn fame a* Wednesday.
SATURDAV, AUGUST 13th—
Wirld Fylra Corporalfoo presents House Peters and Barbara Tennant. In —
"The Cloaed Road."
Five iiarti. We recommend this picture without hesitation.
It's a
ttoiuiv. ibat Will grip you and keu'P you breathless.
The MoviriE Picture News «ar» of "The
L.Ko
Comody.
Clo-t.iJ
R.jBd." "IxMkine at it from every viewpoint, we find It hard to fJod a baltar ODa."

8UNDAV,
AUGUST 13th—
Wnrld Film Corporation presents beautiful Gail Kane. In—
"Paying The
Price."
Fise parta.
Moving lecture News say*: "Th'n a very stTOns and
rA>:it't>c picture, aod the scene tahan on the battleships and the deatroyen showitis the firins
ot torpedoes,
L<Ka
Comedy. do much lo helshten the Inteaiity of the plot."
BEFORE

S P. M. EVBRV

IMV. TICKKTS

FOR

ROGERS

SILVERWARE

page packed with display type of all sizes and faces. People read ths
program you put out to see what you have to offer them. They are not
interested in a type catalogue. If you can take a page to a feature, bo
much the better, but if you cannot. It is better to give them a neat and
compact program than a weak and ineffective conglomeration of poor
display faces. You can save paper bills on a sheet this size, but the
type composition will cost about the same, since the smaller the type
the greater number of "ems" to the line and so the greater the cost.
But if you pay no more for composition and yet pay less for stock and
get a convenient form, you are still not only saving money but increasing the value of your program.

Do Your Own Editing.
Do you edit the stuff that goes into your program or do you merely
clip?
Better edit.
Here's a sample from a generally good program:

I
I
I
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On tho vray Bob sboou at wbut he believes to be a wild
doer. His quarry proves to be a singularly attractive young
girl dressed in feathers and leaves &c.
We've heard of men shooting at other men In red Bweaters, though
they never saw a door In a red sweater in their lives, but In a program edit it out. It may be all right, but feathered bears have no
place tn your program stories because people may not stop to think
and will unconsciously imagine that the Coot stuR represents a fool
play.

North Knows It.

PICTURE
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and make the presentation on the stage or In front of the screen.
Don't give it all to the store. It probably would not be possible to
hold the contest in the theater, for this would entail the purchase of
admission tickets, which might put the scheme into the lottery class,
but have the finish of the contest In the house and not In the etor*.
They will get their share of the advertising through the preliminaries.

How Come It?
At last a Philadelphia theater management other than Jay Emaavel
has had the enterprise to send In a program. It is the Fifty-Sixth
Street theater, a neighborhood house that Is practically a center.
This

First read tho Inst line of the accompanying extract and then read it
as a whole. It is taken from the V-L-S-E Pals. Evidently they had an
advertising show out there, for Tom North says:

Keep Cool— Be Sure to Vi»it "Dm Bar"

Cs) Week o( August 21 (

Pal Jim Clemmer worked a clever stunt Friday night at the
Ad Show here in Seattle. The backers ot the Ad Show are a
)lve bunch and arranged all sorts of contests for the amusement
of the spectators. Among them was a bill posting contest or
rather there were two contests, the flrst was between expert bill
posters from the shops of Foster and Kleiser, and the second
was between girls. Each used the same stands and the same
quantity of paper.
When Jim Clemmer heard of this he came to this oflBce and
purchased throe sets of six sheets and ten one sheets. He then
went down to the Pioneer Printing Company and had them run
oft three twenty-four-sheet streamers and several one sheets
announcing that "The Conflict" was now running at the Clemmer.
When the contest was staged, paper on "The Conflict" was put
up and the Clemmer announcement with It. Everybody attending
the Ad Show watched this contest with a great deal of amusement, for while the work of the experts was very interesting
and instructive, tho work of the girls was highly amusingThey succeeded in getting the paper up after a fashion, and
no one went
Clemmer
this away
week. that didn't know what picture was at the
This is what we would call good publicity. Taking advantage
of one's opportunities and cashing In on them.
It is a simple little scheme— now that Clemmer has thought of It,
Any scheme is simple once it is thought of, but the trouble is to think.
North Is training his section of the country to think advertising Ideas
and he had some mighty good material to start with. Mr. Clemmer
heard of the contest- He could see it would interest. There he was
the same as the rest. But he carried his thouffht along. They must have
something to post, so why not his paper? There would be a crowd there
and it was worth the cost of the paper just to get it before the crowd.
Now anyone can butt In on an advertising exposition if one is held in
town, but why wait for that to happen? Clemmerize your mind and
think too. The ladies' aid society of some church or fraternal body
wants money. Offer to donate ten dollars if some of them will post
your paper one day. Tell the daily paper about it and tell them In
time to provide for a "gallery" to go along with the more or less fair
pasters. Have a contest In front of the house, just before the second
night show and let the first show out early enough to give that audience
a chance to see the fun. Have it a contest between women entrants or
between women selected by two or more societies. If you are friends
with the opposition have his bill poster race your man, make It a
schoolboy contest — the possibilities are limitless and they will all make
more or less talk. You may have to offer a pretty decent prize to get
the interest of some of the contests, but If you make talk you'll get
your money back, particularly if you operate in a town of ten thousand
or less. If your opposition puts on a specially big feature don't try to
beat It. Don't spend ten dollars more to get something even better to
lick him with. Just take that ten and put It Into a contest. Get the
crowd around your house and you'll get a lot of them in.
Here Is another scheme from Pals;
At Toledo, Ohio, there Is a live wire manager who has charge
of the Pastime Theater. When he played "My Lady's Slipper"
not long .ago he had his printer make several thousand cutouts
In the shape of a low cut dancing slipper. These bore the message that at the Pastime theater "My Lady's Slipper" with
Anita Stewart and Earle Williams would be shown. Below this
announcement was another to the effect that "A dainty pair of
slippers will be given free to the lady who can wear them. See
them at the Factory Shoe Store. Cherry Street."
These cutouts were widely distributed, both by the management of the theater and the shoe store. The windows of the
shoe store were decorated with them. Each cutout was perforated and a string attached. Many patrons of the shoe store
wore them out on the street.
This stunt can be elaborated upon somewhat, although very
gooa in its original state. We would suggest that if worked a contest be staged in the store window. The theater should advertise
that It will give away a certain number of shoes to those able
to wear them. In order to participate in the contest each
entrant should be required to come to the store and try on the
shoes. At the close of the contest the winners should be shown
In the store window.
We do not like this outworking so well. In the first place it keeps
the contest too far from the theater. At no time is there contact with
the house. Show the shoes In some store window for a week or ten
days and have the trj'outs there. If possible make it a requirement
that those wishing to enter the contests must try on the slippers In the
store window and not in the store. There will be a crowd around the
place all day. Then, when the contest has been decided, give a pair of
tickets to each winner or set off a couple df boxes or a section ot seats
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is printed on both sides in red and black, which works very nicely.
It is one sheet 5 by 8 inches. On the front the rays and the
border are in red and on the back only the border is In red.
Probably the red form is printed up in quantities and the black Imprint put on the weekly lots. In this way much press cost Is saved
at no loss of effect. This is always the thing to be figured in a two
color Job. Try to plan to have the color form printed for several
weeks at one time and you can aSord the double color where you cannot afford it where you have two Impressions each week. With but
three changes, they manage to get a lot on their program without
crowding, largely because they use no big display letters, getting the
display through relative size. This Is the better way by far. Also It
makes it look like a program instead of a poster.

Good Work.
After bragging about "The Victory of Conscience" to Its patrons,
the Rowland and Clark theatres offered a rather sorry looking thing
under that title, and while the patrons were still wondering why so
much had been said about so little. It came out with a full list of the
Pennsylvania eliminations, enabling the patrons to see what the film
might have been had not the truly good mixed in. It shows better than
all sorts of arguments could possibly do why some pictures are poor
and if all the houses In the state would follow up this scheme. It would
not be long before the Censors would get themselves disliked to the
point of their own elimination with no appeal possible. The only trouble
Is that concerted action does not seem to be possible because there are
so few managers who realize the damage done.

Live Work.
Tom North seems to sleep only one side at a time while the other
half stays awake so as not to be caught. His latest stunt Is to publish the route of the Sells-Floto show in his territory. Frank
Gotch is with the circus and the Selig-Gotch pictures arc In his catalogue. He hippodromes with the circus, but is shown in a real match
In the films.
One chance to make the circus help the pictures theater.
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iCondueln ol Adicrliiint !» Eihibilors in Ihe Mo<ioc Picliir. WnU)

TEXT BOOK AND A HAND BOOK, a compendium and a guide.
It tells all about advertising, about type and type-setting, printing and paper, how to run a house program, how to frame your
newspaper advertisements, how to write form letters, posters or
throwaways. how to make your house an advertisement, how to
get matinee business, special schemes for hot weather and rainy
days. All practical heca-ase it has helped others. It will help
you.
By mail, postpaid, $2.00.
Order from nearest office.

Moving Picture World,
Schiller Building
Chicago. 111.

17 Madison Ave.,

New York

Haas Building
Loe Angelea, Cat.
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INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this
department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be
addressed to this department. Questions should be stated
clearly and should be typewritten or written with pen and
ink. Under no circumstances will manuscripts or synopses
be criticised, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.
A list of companies will be sent if the request is made to
the paper direct and not to this department, and a return
stamped envelope is inclosed.
Chasing Wildcats.
LATELY a subscriber sent in three letters he had sent to as many
new concerns whose names he had obtained from the news letters
in a single issue. None or the three had been delivered and he sent
them in to the paper in the expectation that they would be properly addressed and forwarded. None of these concerns was known to the post office in the town where it was supposed to be located, and yet, knowing
this fact, the author had made a still further eftort to query these
companies as to their wants. Xo one but a novice is so stupid as to
suppose that any company will answer inquiries as to its wants. No
one but an ignoramus would seek to sell to a company so obscure that
It is not known to its local post office, and yet probably many people
who suppose themselves authors have rushed in stories to these same
concerns and others of like importance, and these are the same people
who presently belch forth complaints to the effect that they cannot get
their scripts back.
That is not marketing; it is merely wasting postage, for the scripts
are not wasted since they are worth nothing. The real author, the
honest-to-goodness author, knows that It is safe to deal only with
companies having a name and a known outlet for their wares. They
do not send three or four scripts to every new company announced in
the list of Incorporations or mentioned in the news columns. They deal
with the reputable concerns, and only with the reputable companies,
and they have no vain regrets. Wait until you see the company releasing, then study the releases and offer them stories along the lines
of their general policy, but do not go around with a two-cent stamp
sticking to the end of your tongue all ready to slap onto an envelope
at the first sign of a new address with the word "film" in it.

Find Yo-r Job.
Making a rather liberal reading of our offer to answer questions,
a young man recently wrote that he was not selling any plays and
would we advise him what was the most profitable branch of the motion
picture business. He was willing to be an exchange man or anything
else that paid well, but he rather fancied advertising writing, In fact, he
was willing to throw the pictures overboard and become an ad-writer
for a department store if there was more money in that.
That is not the way to go at the thing. If you are going to write
photoplays you are going to write them whether you study law. medicine or motor cars. If it is in you, it must come out. but if it is not
In you, there is nothing to come out. Call yourself up on the carpet some
day and ask yourself questions. If you can convince yourself that you
can eventually write plays, stick to it, but do not stick to a losing game
just because it is genteel or profitable or because your great-grandmother used to write stories. You are an author because you are and
not because you want to be, though if you feel that you want to be an
author it may be because you really are.
There are lots of men writing stories who should be driving trucks
and some men driving trucks who could write good stories. Find out
what you can do and make that what you Insist upon doing. Every
little while you read of some railroad president who began as a brakeman. He did not stay a brakeman because he was cut out to be president over the other brakemen. He made a good brakeman and a good
conductor and a good division man and so he makes a good president.
He found himself. Lots of brakemen fail to become presidents, because
they are brakeman material and not of presidential stuff, that's all.

Wants Restitution.
William M. McGrew, who writes from a hotel address In IvOS Angeles,
Is looking for his money back. He saw a film with our name on It
and he writes in part:
Te Gods and Little Fishes, I never as yet have seen anything
as rotten.
And the best of the situation is that you pose as
an authority
on writing of photoplay
scripts.
Well, I'll Just
say this much-:— what's the use — you know as much about writing
silent farce as I do about frying ham.
Yes, let's see your
nerve — just call me in that wonderful department of yours In the
"World."
Mr. McGrew seems real peeved and wants someone to pay him for
his wasted time.
We don't blame him.
We would want to be paid
to see the story ourselves it we saw it, but we knew better than to
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go and see it. In the first place, it was made a couple of yeara ago
by a director just breaking in, and was so bad it was put on the shelf.
When it was taken down again lately, It was cut to a half reel {ao
it would be only half as bad) and fixed up — more or less — by a cutting
man, and it stands to reason it must be bad, though not as poor as one
put out about a year ago that had three one-reel relics and a cartoon
comedy in a single reel. It's one of the things that bring joy to.
the heart of an author to be blamed for the asinine stupidity of
some bungling director. He should wait for some of the Drew comedies
trary.
that are coming along. We're not ashamed of those; quite the con-

Poor Tactics.
A company sends in a letter, evidently a form letter, since this
is a poor carbon, which apparently goes out with each script the author
submits, since the title of the story and the greeting are typed In afterward. This man is a Bachelor of Laws ; presumably a person of some intelligence, and yet his rambling and foolish remarks in no way aid the
end he seeks. The editor adds that this man's scripts are fairly frequent,
always neatly prepared, but utterly lacking in originality of thought.
He has the form, but not the idea, and form is useful only in conveying idea with clearness. It is of no avail where there is no idea. Here
are some extracts from the letter:
As you doubtless know, E. W. Sargent recently said, "If
manufacturers only knew the crimes committed against their
interests by their employees they would murder them." How
stainless your studio may be matters not. If you have not perfect means to secure careful consideration and prevent rejection of good comedies it will cost you much, as it doubtless has,
before you achieve, not merely what you ought to. but what you
will either have to or go "down the line," like some old companies are doing, and eventually out of business. If you have
"boss" employees who have as many friend writers as the plays
you buy. it is likely that world of writers are shut out, and,
believe me, sir, it is why your success will be, and doubtless
has been shut out.
As a comedy writer of four years, with possibly fair success,
I somethimes make good sales of comedies rejected as many
as twenty times. In astonishment, I then ask repecting companies, "What in hell ails you?" I never ask that now, as
men like Sargent. McCardell and Harrison have "exposed" the
matter. As theaters and manufacturers "bust" men like these
and plenty others, are proving that they know what they know
very powerfully over high salaried "stage directors." who often,
because of running away from home when young, have not
enough education to write their own names, but humorously are
now "judges of art." I mean he who is writing, directing and
acting, and nearly all at the same time, and has never performed
any one of these one good man's jobs so but what the world
really sneered at it, or ever will. "The wise man knoweth that
he knows nothing, but the fool thinketh that he knows all."
The day has long passed when you can impose upon the public
with
his Iproductions.
• *
Could
get rejections• through
you, or through more than one
little "power." 1 would gladly try to furnish you some comedies,
and I can furnish them, unless you have some "notion," or
"requirement" that I can get no understanding of.
Not hearing favorably from you, I must presume you, like
someIs others
"dead."
This
only —about
half the letter which, by the way. Is addressed
to the president of the company, which points up the paragraph asking
for a personal judgment. The entire letter is both profane and obscene.
It is the sort of thing that one might expect from a half-crazed fool,
but not from a man with a degree — if. indeed, his degree Is genuine.
The stuff is printed here because possibly It Is the sort of stuff you
would like to write to the manufacturers. Don't do it. No such stuff
as this will help in any degree. It merely confirms the responsible
heads — if it ever gets to the responsible heads — that script writers ar*
a lot of crazy fools, A man like this is a crass idiot and It is unfor*
>he ravings of the few who do.

Catches.
Look out for the propaganda paper that offers a prize for the best
photoplay dealing with its subject matter. Generally you send for
reading matter — at a price — and then you send in a script. Perhaps
you get the script back, but meantime they have your money and the
prize
gone to some "safe" writer, often finding its way back
into thehastreasury.

The THIRD

Edition of

Technique of the Photoplay
IS NOW
READY
This is virtually a new book under the old title.
More than double the text and with an arrangement
especially adapting it for the student. The most
complete book ever written on the subject of scenario
or photoplay construction.
Three Dollars
By Mail, Postpaid
Address
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Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON
Manufacturers' Notice.

It is nn established
rule of
other goods will be endorsed
excellence of such articles has

thl3 department
tliat no apparatus
or recommended
editorially
until
been demonstrated to Us editor.

or
Ibe

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication, it is Impossible
to reply through the department in less than two to three weeks. In
order to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps (less
ihao actual cost) will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by
mail, without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot be replied to in the department one dollar.
Both the first and second set of questions are now ready and printed
In neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-six in number.
Either booklet may be had by remittia 25 cents, money or stamps, to
the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every
live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions. You
may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot of
study.

Operators*

Union

NOTICE. — Each
union
is entitled
meeting nights, etc., listed here once
this list as it will not be republished.
should be included, and the address of

Local

Union

Directory.

to have
its roster of officers,
a year, free of cost.
Preserve
The mail address of the secretary
regular meeting place. If any.

No. 330, Fort Worth, Texas.

V. Wood, president ; D. F. Dodd, vice-president ; W. M. Lee, recording secretary ; L. D. Spranger.
financial secretary ; R. M. Willman,
treasurer ; D. P. Dodd. business agent ; W. M. Lee, assistant business
agent; F. H. Bates, guard.

Question No. 160.
Whrtt is the average life of a rectifier tubei"

Roll of Honor

on

Question

No.

149.

The Roll of Honor on question 149 consists of Joseph H. M. Smith,
Port Worth. Texas ; W. B. Allen, Edmonton, Canada ; Dean A. Snyder.
Bangor. Pa. ; W. E. Frisble, Fort Monroe, Va., Wilson Hays, Barton.
Md. : P. F. Bell, Sherman, Texas; C. E. Llnstruth, Carthage, N. Y. ; M.
M. Moon, Sherman. Texas; Leon Pagenhardt, Westernport. Md. ; G, A.
Yager, Anadarko, Okla. ; Micheal Capobianco, Roseto. Pa., and G. H.
Hopper, Jacksonville, 111.
There was only one out of the many answers to question 149 who
really grasped the idea 1 desired to convey. What I intended to ask
was what attitude should operators assume as to apprentices being permitted or not permitted. I have, nevertheless, put quite a number on
the Roll of Honor because, although they did not get the idea I intended, still their ansrwers were carefully compiled along other lines.
I have selected the reply of Brother Snyder as the only man who
answered the question I intended to ask, and the reply of Friend
Frlsbie. who sets forth the best argument along other lines.

Repy to Question No. 149.
By Dean A. Snyder. Bangor. Pa.
The Question :
What do you think ought to be the policy of the operator with regard to the matter of apprentices?
The Answer :
I think that the matter of apprentices ought to be reduced to the least
visible form. That is, when an operator has an apprentice, and I have
my doubts as to the advisability of using them at all. except where
the law compels, he should be in the operating room as seldom as possible. When another person Is in the operating room there Is always
the possibility of a conversation, and conversations distract the attention of the operator from the screen, especially if the operator Is of
an argumentative frame of mind. An operator Is bound to put up
the best projection when he Is alone, and his attention completely
taken up with matters relating to the screen. I am strongly against
the Idea of having two operators In the room all the time. An operator
who is handling two machines by himself, which Is made possible by
the use of motor driven machines, can. If his port holes are of proper
size and correctly located, have his eyes on the screen practically all
the time, even though he is not right beside his machine every moment.
The danger of anything happening while the operator Is not precisely
by the side of his machine Is very small, as he should not be farther
than four or five feet away at any time, and from this distance can
jump to his machine In two seconds. While I realize the advantage
of being by your machine
all the time, still I think the advantages

of being alone offsets this. Furthermore, the fact that an operator
when he has a helper is siip^posed to be at the side of his machine all
the time, does not necessarily prove that he will tie there. I will
venture to say that many an operator in charge of an operating room
by himself who possesses the right spirit will be beside his machine
more than will the apprentice aided operator who ig supposed to be
by his machine all the time. When an operator floes have an apprentice, he should secure one who is not less than Ofteen years of
age, who is trustworthy, smokes little or none at all, does not drink,
and establish a set of rules for the apprentice to ooey. The apprentice should be paid a salary which is sufficient to make his work
of interest. The operator should see that above all the apprentice Is
capable of making a proper patch in the film, insisting mat it be made
correctly. It Is generally acknowledged that much damage Is done
to the film by the incapable apprentice. The operator should very
seldom, if ever, leave the apprentice In charge of the projection.

Reply to Question No. 149.
By W. E. Frlsbie, Fort Monroe, Va.
Without regard to the matter of apprentice employment, I undertake
to answer the above question thus :
I take as my premises that an apprentice is a man, not necessarily
young, who is really desirous of learning the trade o£ motion picture
machine operating. Without such a desire, by whatever name he may
be called, he will never make an acceptable apprentice.
Upon these premises, then, the first thing I would no would be to
require him to equip himself with the tools of the trade, viz., the
Handbook and other suitable textbooks, and such tools for the mechanical handling of the machines and accessories as are commonly
accepted as necessary, and require them to be the oest of their reA'frwfs.
I wouldspectivethen,
for the first few months, instruct him In the keeping
of the machinery in proper condition, cleaning, oiling, adjusting, etc.,
but especially the oiling and cleaning. Aside from this, I would keep
him away from the machine itself, and never, under any circumstances
allow him to touch the business end of a projector— in other words,
the crank. After he has gained the fundamentals of the machine, and
knows, in a proper way, the why and wherefore of each adjustment,
the care of film, proper patching, I would supervise his runlng film,
all the time requiring him to study, study, study.
After six months of such training a man should know the fundamentals of operating, provided he had studied his textoooks properly,
and applied his knowledge to the practical end of things. But he
would not be a practical and efficient operator for some years, for he
must first have certain experience and learn to work out the various
operating room problems for himself, and effectively care for such
emergencies as from time to time arise.
But with the course briefly outlined above he woula at least be able
to project a picture which would be above the average.
Just a word in qualification of the above. If a man, or boy (not
under seventeen), who decided to serve an apprenticeship under me
did not study, and show that he really wanted to know just what each
thing was done for, and why it should he done, and then do it that
way, he would never learn to be an operator under me, for he would be
dismissed. He would have to study, study. Study. BOOK KNOWLEDGE. PLUS PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE, PLUS REAL DESIRE AND
HARD WORK MAKES OPERATORS out of apprentices ; anything elst
makes "Jimmy-the-Ushers."
[With regard to Brother Frisbie's reply. I think It sets forth what
ought to be the attitude of the operator toward the apprentice very
well indeed. As to the answer given by Friend Snyder, I would just
like to ask him this question. If you don't have apprentices and teach
them along the lines suggested by Neighbor Frisble. where arc your
operators going to come from? How are you going to get competent
hunmen— men capable of doing justice to productions which costs
dreds of thousands of dollars? If the fireman was oarred from the
locomotive cab, where would you get your competent locomotive engineers? Ithink that alone is sufficient to condemn Friend Snyder's
viewpoint. My own attitude Is that we ought to put a stop to Jlmmythe-Usher and absolutely compel the adoption of an apprenticeship
system WITH A MINIMUM OF AT LEAST ONE YEAR, AND PRE-

FERABLY TWO of apprenticeship.'\

A Correction.
From
'•Reason
In
the

to article entitled
with regard
the following
comes
Boston
for the Rule.'" page 1542. September 2d Issue:
view of the substance of the letter you did very well with
answer.
In fact if the letter had contained
a genuine
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grievance, instead of being merely the statement of an uninformed, or wilfully malicious writer, who rushes in where wise
men dare not, your answer would cover the subject very well
indeed. In other words, if the squawk from Lowell were the
truth, then the whole thing would be correct, but the fly in
that particular bottle of ointment is that the writer did NOT
set forth the truth, and I would suppose that my dear and
cooscieutious friend, the editor, after many years of opening
mail of all sorts, would have his olefactory organ so well developed that he would, simply by smelling the above letter,
have detected an odor of which we all have heard, though
some city dwellers have not smelt iL The truth of the
matter is that the manager of the Voyons theater In Lowell,
in an effort to defeat the Lowell Local of Operators, I. A. T.
5. e:.. brought to the aboTe theater a man named Hill, who
was a member of a dual organization of moving picture operators in Boston, the same being known as the "Knights of
Labor," which organization is not recognized either in Massachusetts, or elsewhere. This later fact, to give the manager
of the Voyons credit, he did not know, but the public of Lowell
Was wiser than the manager, and since the manager insisted on
retaining the man the public failed to dig up the necessary
nickels and dimes and the theater closed, and Is today standing as a silent rebuke to methods of this kind. The man in
question. Hill, was NOT a member of the Boston Local, I. A.
T. S. E. I trust that you will, in your usual (air-minded way,
give a little space to our side of the controversy, and in closing
I wish you the best of luck both at home and on your future
trips.
Knowing the sourse from which this statement emanates, I am prepared to accept it as the absolute truth. I do not think any comment
Is necessary, other than to say that I am indeed sorry that the Boston
local was inadvertently made to stand sponser for the acts of a man
for whom it was in no way responsible.

Development of the Aperture

Lens.

Brother Ralph
W. Martin, Los Angeles.
Cal., presents
the attached
drawing and letter which
are published
without
comment,
except to
repeat that I believe an aperture lens, which will probably be carried la
the same mount with the objective. Is what we are going to finally
come to. That Is the way it looks to your Uncle Dudley at this writing.
In Fig. 1, the condenser system is to be regarded as constructed
and adjusted so as to work at its maximum efficiency, I. e.. the
crater is placed as close as practicable to the back condenser,
and the spot at the aperture is Just large enough to give a clear
field. The condenser system Is to be thus regarded as standardized and fixed Immovable for the above mentioned conditions.
The aperture lens is shown placed between the aperture and
objective, and this has been found to be the only position at
which it will accomplish the desired purpose, since placing It
behind the aperture has been found to not work at all. The
action of the aperture lens is seen by observing the drawing.
Each diverging cone of light which emanates from each pin
point on the film passes through the aperture lens and the divergence of the beam Is thereby decreased. The result of this action Is to narrow down the beam at the shutter position before
the lens. In this connection the aperture lens produces precisely
the same results as the well known expedient of increasing the
distance between the condensers and aperture, with the exception
that in Fig. No. 1 the condenser system is not disturbed.
Again, the action of the aperture lens always concentrates
the entire beam which passes through the objective, and thus
tends to prevent loss of light In case of Insufficient lens diameter. But. on the other hand, this concentrating action is limited by the fact that in proportion as the focal length of the
aperture lens is made less, i. e., as the beam through the objective Is further concentrated, the ideal shutter position will
approach the objective, until, if the beam Is still further concentrated, the shutter position will be located within the lens
barrel, and this will make conditions bad for the shutter. On
this account the converging action of the aperture lens is
limited to the extent of placing the narrowest part of the beam
at least several inches ahead of the objective. Furthermore,
the use of the aperture lens as shown in Fig. 1, alters the
E. F. of the objective and the size of the screen picture, and
In this, as well as In other respects actually becomes a {actor

of the objective Itself; so in all probability If the aperture lens
should pan out at all. it will likely have to be constructed as
an integral factor of the objective, and probably be contained
within the same lens barrel.

Can't Be Did.
An operator from upper New York State sends in a letter which I
cannot publish. He says that a certain theater manager in a city near
Albany recently received a big boost in the Moving Picture World, and.
in view of that fact wants certain alleged facts printed, the aforesaid
facts being substantially as follows.
First : The man who writes the
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letter la an
in question
wanted him
paint signs,

operator of eleven years' experience. When the manager
took charge of the theater In which he was working he
to do the operating, help sweep, dust, put out posters,
get stage ready for vaudeville, go home and eat dinner
return ai 2
m.. run the machines until 5:15. go home to supper'.
get back at 7p.and
run the machine until 10:30; also get the properties
for vaudeville shows, and in return for" these trifling services the
aforesaid "manager" was willing to pay the truly enormous sum of
$18.00 per week, though he did finally pay $20.00. but afterwards discharged the operator and put in a relative at $15.00. who acknowledged
that six weeks before that time he had never seen a moving picture
machine.
He afterwards raised this "operator" to $20.00.
The operator in quesUon wants the letter printed with the name
of the manager, town and his own name in capital letters, because, he
aaya, he can substantiate, or back up every word of the foregoing statement.
I would like to do It, but It is not advisable for several reasons, not
the least of which Is tbe fact that however strongly I may believe the
writer Is telling the truth still I have no means of checking up his
statements, therefore cannot of my own knowledge vouch for their
truth, hence no names can be given. I would suggest, however, that
Inasmuch as the city In question lies Immediately across from a city
which is organized, it might be well for the operators to get Into the
union on the other side of the river and protect themselves. Certainly
the asking of an operator to do all these tblngs is nothing short of an
outrage. This manager does not really want an operator. What he is looking for is a sort of maid of all work. The service he asks certainly Is
worth, at the very least calculation. $20.00 on the operating en*. The
other work ought to pay some man at least $12 or $15 a week, therefore
on the $20.00 basis thli "manager" is "saving" at leait $12.00 at the expense of the operator. 1 have no patience with this sort of thing. 1
believe in fair play. 1 believe absolutely la the operator delivering
the goods on the screen, but I do not believe In his being obliged to
grow whiskers in order that the manager may use them for a pen
wiper or door mat. This same "manager" wowld, I have no deubt.
think nothing of paying $12.00 for sometbing a little extra in the way
of a feature for one night, but to pay $12.00 per week for something
extra In the way of a projection artist — Oh, dear me, nothing dolnsl

Very Foolish.
Harry Slegel, manager Gayety Theater. Elizabeth, N. J., says:
At the theater I am managing we have a "sweat box," or In
other words, a email operating room.
We are using one Powers Six A and one Powers Five, but there is hardly space to
pass between the two machines.
To enlarge the room is Impossible as it Is between two exits and the fire department won't
allow it. They also wish us to take out one of the machines
which would
leave us with only one projector.
Now what I
would like to ask, is there any machine company which makM
a machine which will do the work of two?
In other words Is
there a machine on the market having one lamphouse and two
heads?
Is there any demand for such a machine?
There is
only one thing I do not like about the projection department,
viz:
It is not large enough.
No, there is no such machine made, nor do I believe there would
be any demand for one.
It would be a very awkward thing to thread
and handle; also the head would, of necessity, have to be run by motor or else one be cranked left handed.
No, I do not believe there would
be any demand at all for such a projector.
As to your conditions,
why they seem to be rather impossible, don't they?
Nor do I think
we can blame the authorities
for asking the removal
of one of the
machines,
since operating
under
those conditions
Is not the safest
thing in the world.
Sorry, old man. but I am afraid I cannot help
you.
The fact is that the building is. very evidently, not suitable for
use as a moving picture theater.

Steel Pole Line.
F. E. Hugheart. Grand Junction, Iowa, says :
Have been in the game since 1912. and am an ardent projection department fan. Have every issue of the "World" from that
date. If I had not studied your Handbooks and the World I
don't think I would be in the game now.
Have made a success where others have failed, and but for
the Handbooks and the World I probably would have traveled
their road. In this business we are always running up against
something new, but I have one now which I at least have never
seen in the department, although you may be familiar with
this particular proposition. This town used to have D. C, but
at present we have a transmission line from Boone, via Perry,
which carries 33.000 volts A. C. It is the only steel pole line In
the state and the service Is fine, with a power rate of 4 3-4 cents
per K. W. when using over 300 K. W. My theater was wired
with three (No. 4) wire feeders which come Into the operating
room. Now since we have A. C. and wanting D. C. at the arc.
I bought a Fort Wayne A. C. to D. C. generator set which same
Is placed In a small brick building which was built for it In the
rear of the theater, the same being 8x16 feet. The wires come
from the pole to this room, where the meter is located, and go
from there to the operating room. My lights, fans, motor on
machine, etc., are all on 110 volt A. C. The three wires were 110220. and now I am getting at what I want. Can I hook all my
fans, lights, motors, etc., on the neutral and one outside wire,
the same being A. C, 110 volt, and feed the arc through the neutral and other outside wire with 60 volts D. C? This will save
me considerable wiring which, if 1 have to do, will be very
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bard to get at. I bavo given you tbo details, but all Ibere really
l8 to the question would be, would the neutral wire carry A. C.
and D. C. at the same tlmo. Two electricians here say it cannot
be done successfully : another says that It can, and he can do It
and prove it. Do you think It can, and If so would there be
any serious drawback? Am quite anxious to know whether you
will be In Des Moines on this trip, because If you lecture there
I certainly want to be on the Job, and have my operator there
too. So here's hopiuK you will. My picture and projection compares very favorably with that which I have seen In Omaha. Des
Moines, and the smaller cities in this vicinity. In closing
I hope that the "go-do-vll" ?rlU not be tlie means of losing us
our "trouble eradlcator."
This Is an Interesting queetion. As I understand the matter. Brother
Hugheart really proposes to feed all motors, Incandescents, including
the motor of tbo motor generator set from the neutral and one outside
wire, so that ho would not really be using one side at all. He
then proposes to connect one side of the D. C. circuit to the neutral
and use tbo other wire of the ihrce-wtre system, which would not need
to be counei^ted to the transformer at all. as the other side of the
D. C. projection arc clroult. Now, I don't know positively whether
tbls could or could not fce done, though it certainly is not an arrangement which the underwriters would for a single moment tolerate. As
to the electrical possibility of the matter, however. I do not see any
reason why It could not be made to work, therefore, I take sides with
the man who says It can, but I would nevertheless recommend that
you wire your D. C. separately, even though it Is bard to do. Feed
• all fans and Incandeecents from one side of the A. C. and tbe motor
of the motor generator set from the other side, thus to some extent balance the load. Let us hear opinions of electrician operators as to the
neutral wire carrying A.C. and D.C. As to visiting Des Moines, I cannot yet say. as I have not heard anything from either the operators' or
exhibitors' organizations in that city.

Concerning Carbons.
The following communication with accompanying illustration has
been received from B. Ferris, Research Laboratories, of the .National
Carbon Company. Cleveland, Ohio. We welcome it as a genuine addition to knowledge on an exceedingly important matter. It will be
noticed that the tests determine that the crater formation improves
up to an arc length of 55 volts, beyond which there Is retrogression.
I would like to call the attention of our readers to the fact that this
particular series of experiments was brought about directly by the
projection department. You will also note that the National Carbon
Company "keeps tabs" on the projection department. That same is
true of all large manufacturers, so far as I am able to ascertain. The
beads of companies either themselves read the department or have it
read, and those things which are of interest to them brought to their
attention. It therefore follows that operators who have fault to find
can and do get those faults directly before the manufactuers by presenting them through the department. It is also true that very many
of the improvements on projection machines, and other things pertaining to the operation room, have been brought about either directly
or Indirectly through the projection department. In other words the
reading of the criticisms of the operators sets the manufacturers thinking, and his thinking results very often in something that will remedy
the evil complained of . That is not hot air, but a statement of fact.
The manufacturer in this particular case is honest enough to admit
that he received his inspiration for the experiments through the projection department. Manufacturers don't often do that, but the fact
remains just the same, as private correspondence with them shows,
that they do get- the original idea for improvements, and very often
the precise improvement itself from the department. Mr. Ferris
writes as follows :
Within the past six months a number of discussions have appeared in the Frojection Department regarding poor crater
formation on D. C. service. This formation was described as
a very small, deeply indented crater, with a very sharp edge.
It was implied at the time that this is a defect, probably due
to the carbon itself.
An incorrect length of arc in operation on D. C. projectors
is a common difficulty, and this was the first clue investigated
to determine the cause of this crater formation. The most
usual combination
is a % inch cored upper with a \^ inch
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solid lower carbon. We all know that particularly on tow cur*
rent this large negative carbon Is the cause of considerable
unsteadiness in operation of the arc, and In order to steady
the arc and to get the light, a rather short arc ofttlmee Is
used. Then again, it Is Impossible to obtain sufficient arc
voltage at the lamp, due to the use of small line wlrte, with
corresponding heavy drop In the voltage. Both of these are
common causes for the operation of D. C. propeclors with short
arc lengths.
The defective craters described above can be demonstrated
experimentally, which the writer did, with the results shown
In the photgraphs. As already indicated, it was only necessary to operate the projector lamp at '.iO amperes, ond to have
a very short arc length. The first two tests being with a
standard trim of % inch cored upper and ^ inch solid lower.
Carbon "A" Is a sample of the complaint, while "B" is an
experimentally made carbon, showing defective crater formation.
While working on the subject, it was thought worth while to
find how the new .small diameter Silver Tip negatives would
work when operated with short arc lengths. The % inch
positive carbons C, D and E, are the results of these tests.
% inch cored uppers were used with 5/16 Inch Siver Tip
solid carbons as negatives. In each case the current was
held at 30 amperes, but the arc lenghts were increased from
5/32 inch (45 volts) in test C, to 7/32 inch (52 volts) In
test D, and 9/32 inch (5S volts) in test E. In spite of the
fact that the conditions in test C were exactly the same as in
test B. other than the change from i^ Inch to 5/16 inch
diameter negative carbon, there is a very decided Improvement in the crater formation in favor of the very small negative carbon. This improvement in the crater formation continues with the increased arc length up to about 55 volts
^ inch — 8/32 inch arc length) beyond which the crater begins to overhang at the back. In other words, when there Is
sufficient power in the arc to provide enough heat and flame
to wash the entire tip of the upper carbon, the crater formation is much more fiat, and the edges more rounded tban la
possible when a short arc length is used with a corresponding small amount of power and heat.
Another very interesting feature observed in these tests Is
the absolutely clear space in front of the crater, there being
no interference with the light from the very small negative
carbon used. It resulted in a perfectly white light, there being
no yellow cast thrown on the screen from reflections of the
negative carbon. This point is important, as it has been complained about many times. Many operators are well aware
of its cause and have corrected it by the use of the small
negative.
In the earlier paragraph we mentioned the effect due to tbe
use of negative carbons of M; inch or larger diameter. When
such large carbons are used the amount of power put into tbem
is usually not sufficient to properly shape the tip of the carbon, and a blunt end results which causes the arc to wanner
and thereby producing a flickering light. These Silver Tip
negatives which were used in these tests are at the very beginning smaller in diameter than the burnt top of these ^4 inch
solids, so that at no time does tbe arc have more than enough
surface at the tip of the carbon necessary to hold it. The
arc. therefore, cannot wander, since there is no extended
surface upon which it can travel. At any time during the
trim the arc can be started off smoothly and at full candle
This series of tests has demonstrated definitely that the size
power.
of
the negative carbon, in combination with the arc length, is
the direct influencing cause in producing the proper crater
shape. The use of comparatively large negative carbons with
short arc lengths is the immediate cause of this sharply indented crater formation such as has been complained of lately.
This defect can absolutely be overcome, and the light on the
screen and the steadiness of the light can be greatly improved
by the use of very small negative carbons of about half the
diameter now being used.
With
regard to the matter of a smaller carbon, why I would not
care to express an opinion on this particular thing, except to say that

a
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1 have long advocated the use of a lower negative carbon of smaller
diameter than the positive. Of late I have been inclined to think
there may be some slight advantage in using a smaller carbon even
for alternating current, and this view has been approved by quite a
few operators who have tried it. The conclusions reached and the
arguments advanced are laid before our readers and retommi-nded to
their very serious consideration. Get some of the Silver Tips and
try it out.

Testing Condenser Lenses.
R. W. Martin. Los Angeles, Cal.. proposes the following method
of testing condenser lenses. It is referred to our readers as being Interesting and worthy of considerable study.
In Fig. 1 Is shown a method of testing condenser lenses which is
described and explained as follows : The condenser to be tested
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R. J. Richardson, Jr.. Clifton Heights, Pa., says:
As regards "An Interesting Problem," August 12th issue, I
have had this same trouble time and again. Dry film at times
seems to have a tendency to catch on the top sprocket, so that
the sprocket carries the film around to the back, pulling the loop
underneath. Sometimes it will run that way ; then again it will
go on around, thus ripping out the sprocket holes, as shown in
the illustration, August 12th issue. It is only three days since I
had this very thing happen.
Enclosed you will find sample of film torn the way you describe. This was caused by the tail piece falling back on th*
sprocket, and of course starting in the opposite ("irection to
which the film is traveling. As you see. it took the sprocket
track off evenly on both sides. The last three or four inches
of the tail piece should have the sprocket holes removed with a
pair of scissors.
AH of which is quite correct, and offers still another solution to
"An Interesting Problem." Brother Richardson suggests that a metal
guard be attached to the upper end of the aperture plate, using the
two screws which hold the upper end of the aperture, and extending
up and around the hub of the upper sprocket. This has been suggested
several times, and unless I am mistaken Powers machines are now
equipped that way.

Wants to Join.

for accuracy of shape, is placed before a crater, which must
be constructed so as to give forth a very even illumination and
■ought to be about 1-16" in diameter. At the position A' A',
which is a section of the light beam that would correspond to
about the location of the objective, is placed a screen. The
light spot on the screen A' A' is the focussed image of the
back conjugat focal plane A A. and since section A A is directly
in front of the crater, it. (A A) must receive very even illumination. Consequently, any vagaries (of structure) in illumination observed at the screen A' A' must be due wholly to imperfections contained in the shape of the condenser lens under
test.
In section B, taken at position A' A', is observed the effect produced by a condenser which is probably about as perfect as can
ordinarily be found on the market. The illumination in B is quite
uniformly distributed, except for a greater concentration of
light toward the center, much of which Is probably due to
spherical aberration : but when conditions are found to be as
satisfactory as shown in section B, the spherical surface can
be passed as quite perfect.
In section C. the form of the image seems to indicate that
the curved surface of the condenser which was used in this test
approaches the shape of a pyramid, or rather is more like
the rainy side of a raised umbrella. The grinding instrument
used In Its manufacture must have had a kind of drunken
or intermittent rotary motion.
In the condenser used to produce the image shown at section D. it is very evident that the lens contains the fault of
astigmatism within its very structure. The beam is here actually broken up into two distinct halves, and gives conclusive
evidence that the surface of the lens is not truly spherical, but
is egg shaped, showing that the grinding instrument must have
had a longitudinal as welt as a rotary movement. Care was
taken In all these experiments to have the crater located on
the optical axis of the lens. In section E the image is composed of concentric circles, showing that the surface of the
lens used is composed of a series of conical surfaces, instead of
being just
a true
The good
condenser
in X'hehad
foura
cases
citedsphere.
were very
lenses.lenses
Theirused
surfaces
good polish, and to the eye and touch were free from any corrugations or waviness. In fact, when used as a mirror it was
impossible to observe any distortion in the reflected image ;
but nevertheless the facts are as we have shown and described
them.
Now, to come to the practical results of these imperfections
just shown, as regards the picture on the regular screen : The
images observed on the screen at A' A' are not in focus with the
aperture, consequently the results shown in B. C, D. and E
cannot be said to truly apply to conditions of illumination at
the aperture. In fact, it might be possible to have a quite even
illumination at the true focal plane, which should be the position of the aperture, and still have the defects as described
at A' A*. But nevertheless, in the practical operation of the
optical system it is almost impossible to keep the aperture
coincident with the true focal plane, and the greater, the variation in distance from the true focal plane, the more the illumination at the aperture will be affected by the defects described
at position A' A'. Since the light beam is symmetrical, forward and backward from the focal plane, the defects referred
to will be evidenced at the aperture, no matter in which direction it happens to be out of true position, it is therefore, evident
that the effects of the uneven illumination shown in sections
B, C, D and E will show to a greater or less extent on the
screen in the form of a ghost, composed of lights and shadows.

B. H. Mullins, Jacksonville, Tex., says:
Am an interested reader of the department, to which I owe
many, many things of importance with regard to projection.
Have been operating a little more than four years, though
I have been out at different times for a few months. I always
went back, however, and though I am not an expert. I want
to be. and am ready to do anything possible to improve my
knowledge. Am operating one Power's tlA and one tiB, using
110 volts D. C, and getting good results. I thoroughly agree
with your attitude with regard to punch holes in films. Will
you kindly have headquarters' secretary of the I. A. write me
with regard to membership. I think I am qualified, but cannot afford to spend four or five months in an organized town
in order to be approved. I intend to order the last Handbook
soon, as I wish to be right up to date and fit myself for the
future which I believe lies in projection.
I have asked headquarters to write you. Friend Mullins. You are
taking the right course in trying to perfect yourself in the technical
knowledge of your chosen career; also you are taking the right course
in seeking to affiliate yourself with the organization which represents our craft.

The Universal Motor.
Mr. Warren H. Booker. Chief of the Bureau, State Board of Health,
Raleigh, N. C. in a letter seeking advice from the editor says ;
Our electric lighting plant consists of a Universal
enginegenerator set, of 50 ampere capacity at GO volts, D. C, of course.
We find this is ample current with the Power's road equipment,
which we have just installed, to give a very good picture on a
16 foot cloth screen.
If you are not familiar with the Universal
Motor Company's outfit, you might be interested to know that,
when the water, oil and gasoline tanks are all filled, it weighs
but 825 pounds complete, including engine, generator, and cooling system, the latter consisting of an automobile radiator and
fan.
The engine is of the 4 cylinder, 4 cycle type and gives
us no trouble whatever.
All of which
is interesting, and probably
will not cause the Universal Motor Company, Oshkosh, Wis., to have any hard feeling toward
either us or the State Board of Health of North
arolina.

MOTION

hardson's
RicPICTURE
HANDBOOK

For Managers and Operators
Over 700 pages and over 300 illustrations help to mako •
book that will be a lasting monument to its author's knowledge, ability and diligence. No such work on Projection has
ever before been attempted, nor likely to be for many years
to come.
Price is $4.00 per copy, postpaid.
Address All Orders and Remittaoces to Nearest Office
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Inquiries.
Ql'ESTlONS In cinematography addressed to this department will receive carbon copy of the department's reply by mall when four
cents In stamps are Inclosed.
Special replies by mall on matters
which cannot be replied to In this department, $1.
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HRITISH PATENTS.
B 7753-I01i>~
A. noularan.
Preparation of Cine Film from which other films can bo printed
in Ink. The printing film is made by applying to the front of the
positivo black-and-white cinematograph film a layer of bichromated
gelatine which Is covered with black paper while moist, dried, and
exposed to light through the positive image and then dewloped with
hot water in order to obtain a relief image which can then be printed
by means of colored gelatine solution.
B 5100-1915—
J. E. Thornton.
Making Cine Film by Photo-mechanical
Printing.
Thf patent consists of the full discussion
of the production of cine films by photomet-hanlcal
printing using a broken
tone image so arranRed that the
tones do not register in succereive pictures,
IJ Ta-.tMOl.-—
A. P. H. Trivelli.
To Renovate Used Cine Film. It Is coated with fle.\ible
hard drying
Viirni-sh or lacquer.

n 10(M87-i;.I«_
C. VanDerenter.
Klnematograph Apparatus. The electricity generated by friction
on a film In a kinematograpli camera Is dlschargea from it by means
of an earthed conductor wbicli Is Insulated from the film and so placed
that the charge of the film Induces a charge on the conauctor.
E. M. Stottels.
B 12.Xt7-1914—
Cinematograph
Apparatus
using glass plates.
H. Workman.
B 7a-KS-:ni5—
• more
different
Cine Projecting
Machines
adapted
to show
two
More
especially
types of aims, varying In width and length of pull.
Intended to the projection of color films.

B ^2S-imr.-

C. E. Akeely.
Tripod Head
for Cine Cameras.
Universal
turntable apparatus
for
automatic
revolution
In horizontal,
vertical and inclined planes
B 14ffi>.Vl<>ir>B. „. Greene.
Device for Cleaning and Renovating Cine Films, comprising brushes,
pads and absorbent rollers.
Color Filters.
When the atmosphere Is slightly hazy, It reflects the blue light
more than the other colors, and distant objects assume a bluish cast
that ordinarily makps them over-exposed. H.re we find the light
yellow filter of great advantage. We can obtain much better detail hi
distant objects by the use of the yellow filter.
For ordinary work, the Ingento color filter, series A, No. 1, which
has a diameter of 1 r./lO", may be obtained of almost any photographic
dealer for 7.5 cents, it Is mounted in a nickel plated cell with adjustable springs, permitting it to be slipped over the lens mount of th.camera. With Eastman film this filter may bo used by using a diaphragm number about two points greater than the diaphragm number
for the ordinary exposure. In other words. It requires at least four
times the exposure that would be require<l without it. Other series
of filters made by Burke and James require too much exposure for use
except with the trick crank.
The Eastman Kodak Company furnishes the greatest range of color
filters of any American manufacturer. For $2..-.0 they furnish an
adjustable filter holder for filters 2" square, which will fit any lens
mount from %" to 1 0/lfi" in diameter; and at $1.40 each, they
furnlKh filters of any color and any Intensity which will fit this holder.
If you are Ingenious and can make a smaller filter holder for yourself, you can obtain the same quality of filters %" square, which are
large enough
for most cinematograph lenses, for 75 cents apiece
The kodak sky filter is one of which the upper part is colored
and the
lower part clear. It restrains the sky. while giving the full exposure
to objects in the foreground In the lower part of the picture. It may
be used sideways
when
photographing
buildings
showing
a shadow
•Copyright.

1916, by the Chalmers Publishing Co.

F. R. P. S.

side and a sunny side by adjusting it so that the exposure of th^
brightly lighted side comes through the filter, thereby giving more
exposure and better detail in the shadow. To obtain the full benefit
of the sky filter, it must not be used too close to the lens.
When using filters, do not fall to use a sun shade or hnod over the
lens to shade all possible extraneous light away from the filter. A ray
of bright light striking the filter from the side will inevitably cause
a heavy film of fog over the picture.

It Is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or other
goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the Lxcellence
of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.
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Answers

to Correspondents.

Washington, Iowa, writes :
Motion Picture Photography is sort of a side line with me so
far, but I am very much Interested in the work and always
read your page in the world with a great deal of interest. About
a year ago I sent for a book on "How to Take and Make
Moving Pictures." and I found It to be a very instructive little
book and well worth the cost of .15 cents. On page 25 of this
book I found a statement which did not look right io me and I
wrote the people and asked them if It was not an error, but
they still maintained that the book wa^ correct. Following
is the statement in question : "In taking scenes of auto or
horse races the camera should be pointed toward the object,
etc. . . . These should be taken at a rate of from 24 to 32
pictures per second." Now in your Issue of May 20. under
the heading "Hints to news film cameramen." Mr. Hugon
says, under the heading of "Races." "turn slowly about half
Now the question Is, which Is correct? And while I am at It
here is another puzzler for the beginner. This is in regard to
the shutter speed. In the Universal catalogue they state that
the best all round speed is 1-80 of a second, while another cataspeed."
logue of a cheaper machine says that 1-32 of a second Is the
best for all around use. In the booklet above mentioned the
statement is made that 1-64 is the best, although they also state
that 1-50 is most generally used in the studios.
For my part I have found that there was a sort of "flicker"
effect unless I used a speed of 1-64 or greater ; that is, when an
object was rather close and passed through the picture at right
angles. I have seen this same effect in some of the older photoplays and have wondered if it could have been caused by the
position of the shutter rather than the speed.
"The little booklet" is wrong In advising a high rate of speed in
taking fast moving objects except where the intention is to sh*w some
important detail of the movement.
In news pictures the idea is to make races look more exciting by
making them appear on the screen even faster than they are really run.
so that Mr. Hugon is correct.
In photographing moving machinery for a company that wanted to
show some operation performed by the moving machine, it might be
very necessary to speed the camera up very considerably. On the
other hand. In almost all dramatic and news pictures it is desired to
show fast and violent action so as to appear even faster and more
violent than in the actual scene, so that the rule is much more apt
to be turn slow than to turn fast.
As a general rule the best shutter speed'Asto use is the largest opening
of the shutter which your camera permits. It is not necessary in a
motion picture film as it Is in a still photograph that each Individual
picture of a moving object should be perfectly sharp, for the illusion
of motion on
"A.the screen is better reproduced by a slight blurring
of the moving object than it would be if each individual picture of
the object In motion were perfectly sharp. For Instance, If you make
a motion picture with a very small shutter opening of any small
object in rapid movement so that the motion Is stopped in each frame,
when the picture is thrown on the screen it will show the object passing across the screen in a jerky manner preceded and followed by
ghostly images of the same thing. This is due to the phenomenon known
as the persi;^tence of vision.
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Musical Released
Setting byforTriangle
"Somewhere
in France."
Film Corp.
Musical
Suggestions by S. M. Berg.
THIS "Musical Suggestion Cue Sheet" is not designed to solve
every possible musical requirement of the film, but is Intendea
as a partial solution of the problem — what to play for the picture. It has proven to be of great assistance to the leader, not only
by relieving to a degree the tedium of rehearsals, but by assisting
materially in overcoming those conditions encountered when the film
Is not available
until the hour of performance.
Musical Suggestion Cue Sheets tan be obtained (tree of charge)
by managers from thrlr local exchange in advance of the date of release. This will afford to the progressive leader an opportunity to acquaint himself with the general character of the film drama he is to
portray with his orchestra.
Together with the suggested music at the title or descriptive cues
where it is to be played, the tempo or characteristic is given so that
the leader can select or substitute any or all of the numbers from his
own library, thereby avoiding any financial outlay though still carrying out the interpretation.
The timing of the picture Is based on a speed of 15 minutes to a
thousand foet. The time indication will help the leader to anticipate
the various cues which may consist of the printed sub-title (marked T)
or a described action (marked D). For instance: 7% T "The Germans would pay
"' Is a sub-title and is printed reading matter
on the screen.
But 29 D "When brother leaves gun," is a description
of action.
Marie Chaumontel, a beautiful, fascinating woman, employed as an
agent for the German secret service, uses her charms to inveigle the
military secrets from susceptible, young French oflScers. Having
caused the ruination of Captain Henri Ravlgnac, her lover, by stealing his plans, she continues her secret profession, but is thwarted
through Henri's brother, who has sworn to seek vengeance, and in the
end she is entrapped into prison through the efforts of his brother
oflBcer.
The character of this picture is a modem military drama with scene
of action in France. There are other scenes at the German Embassy
and French War Bureau.
It is suggested that no national patriotic music be used with the exception at 6TH "France cannot bestow — " where "La Marseillaise" would
be appropriate.
Note particularly : Shot at 29»^ : wireless effects at 33% and continued according to action throughout the picture.
The theme selected is "Entr'Act 'Clarice' " — (Valse Intermezzo) —
Loud.
Time schedule:
70 minutes (5 reels — about 4,675 feet).
Time.
Sub-titles or descriptive cues.
Ulusic.
0
D Opening.
La
Belle
France — Laurendau
(Overture French Melodies)
4%
T Flaps of the outer defenses —
5%
T Capt. Ravignac's apartments.
Entr'Act "Clarice" — Loud
(Valse
Intermezzo)
Theme.
7%
T "The Germans would say — "
8
T Later, a summons to the—
Bella — Waldteufel
( Polka — Mazurka )
10^
D When
Marie forces lock.
11
T That afternoon the German—
Germany.
I Welcome
Thee
Tobani
(German
Waltz)
14
D When Marie shows plans.
151^
16%

T
T

"Follow her—"
_.
„
„
„
The French War Bureau.

La

Repeat:

18
21

TT

"So
"Take soon,
me

22

D

24
23%

T

When Ravignac enters aparl"
you —
report this."
we mustCourt.
The Military
"Com^e"!

27%
29

TD

wsgray shado
Then
When thebrother
leaves gun.

8131%

TT Afterwards.'
at the requestLater.
Months

33%

T The long arm of the German —
(wireless effects)
The Eagle— Klein
(battle effects)
T "Our Uhlans are within oO
(March
Maestoso)
,
ls
in
ls
T Wheemiles.wi
whee
" th
Misterioso
Dramatico
No. 22 —
T Dawn.
Borch
Repeat : THEME.

36%

37%
aSV-

Monsieur—"
to Berlm
with

Lisonjera— Chaminade
{Molto
Capriccioso)
THEME.

Dramatic Tension
„
ttt. . No.
. i 0-Andino
Romance — Wienlawskl
(Andante nen troppo)

^f'5^?it^'?^°^f^^°?°
4— Andino
No. ,,.„.,„„
Parade
Cavalry

"We
are ordered
to Neul4.-iV,
45 ■MV, The following day.
WVt
41%
T
T
r>0% T "For
chelles."
Unceasingly
thedays—''
gray
the next few
49

.v.»l

tww
«'W

HI
B8H
W
59 «.

T
T

make love to him, yes — "
A"I French
column —Chasseur.

T

TheArmy.
coming

T

"Thank

of the Blue

God,

for

a

dear

(Bell and wireless effects)
T "Mon General, a courier."
T
T "Paul d'Aurlllac
was — ""
— "
Thiery
you wireless.
will — '
French
1) "Captain
When
officer
hears
T
"Captain Tbeirry's compliT "And Paris, my beloved

Wandering — Atherton
(Sustenuto con moto)
Entreaty — Atherton
(Andantino
con

moto)

Contentment — Atherton
( Moderato
tranquiUo)
Franco-American
(Allegretto

Dance —
grazloso)Loraine

Repeat:
THEME.
Hurry
No. Andante
26 — Minot
Dramatic
No.

La Marseillaise.
"FranceMadame,
cannot bestow
"No
it is— '"the Dramatic Andante No. 32 —
ments."
Berge
Theprison."
End.
For Special Paris
Prices
— " of the above Musical Suggestions, see Berg's advertisement.
T
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of the Question.
BERG.

I am in receipt of the following letter, which perhaps may be In the
minds of other correspondents, and for that reason it is being published in these columns.
Chicago. 111.. Sept. 25. 1916.
Musical Editor,
Moving Picture World,
New York City.
Dear Sir :
I read with a good deal of interest your articles In the
Moving Picture World, and must admit that from time to
time I have found many good hints and ideas. But don't you
think you are just a little hard on us musicians? I suppose
there are slackers, but I feel that the majority are sincere
in their work and do strive to do their best.
I have been in the motion picture business now for about
two and one-half years, and find that my hand is continually
in my pocket for the purchase of music.
I have an orchestra of six musicians, and always buy
for small orchestra. I spend on an average about five dollars
a week for music, and yet my manager frequently complains
that I play the same stuff too often. In a discussion with some
of my musician friends, this seems to be a common thing for
the managers to complain of the musicians' library, and all my
friends tell me that they also expend a regular sum of money
for the purchase of music. It seems to me that you have somewhat pulled the long bow in accounting some of your personal
incidents, although I must confess they are entertaining enough.
In conclusion, however, I must tell you that I always look
forward for my Moving Picture World, and always turn to
your music page.
I remain, yours sincerely,
( Signed)
Jack Awlsteln.
In answer to this correspondence, I can assure him and my
readers that I am not in the habit of overdrawing incidents, or recounting Imaginary circumstances. In my ten years' experience In
New York City, the class of men whom I had to contend with, is impossible to Imagine. Musicians and readers should realize that in the
past two years, mfn have turned to the motion picture industry, who
previously looked down with scorn at the work.
To show as a concrete example the conditions which are even to
day being met with. I submit the following letter. It does not seem
possible that such a thing has happened, but the original of this letter
is in my possession, and can be seen by a visit to my office. Perhaps
some of the readers may have seen an advertisement of mine in this
paper drawing attention to a new series of Incidental
Music.
Monett, Mo., Oct. 1st. 1910.
S. M. Berg,
New York City.
Dear Sir:
I am from
Missouri,
and an orchestra
leader in a five-
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buuOred iH>Mt theater kuowu u» the Dljou. I don't buy music,
but if you bave anything to slvv uil>. come on with It. Tbero
arc DO music ^to^vs bvTv, and tho music business (mall order)
is lar^u at tbis tlmo of tbo your, aud our tbre«T-pi*-'ce oroheetru
latroduct-8 all tbo music herv. We know how much advertising
w« do and Wi< do not oven think of buying
music.
We would rathor have piano than orchostratlons, as ve
have ouly pluno. vloUu (me), and drums. This Is my second
season here, so 1 am not i^o bnd, am I?
Now don't sond me anything to buy.
It Is entirely foolish
to do 9o. I will appt\'ciato anythins you send.
It it is good
we will put It on our program.
Add General
Delivery.
Vours uuly,
(Signed)
C. C. Melton,.
Bijou Theater.
Hero in the other side of the question, and my answer to my Brst
correspondent. Here is a fellow supposed to be playing for the pictures
In his Second season, and be candidly admits that be does not buy any
music. What sort of manager can there be in this house? It would
be intereb-ting to hear bis Ideas of musical interpretation for the llim».
and more Interesting to hear Mu:^ician Melton interpret a picture.
I leave It to my readers to decide whether
I overdraw my imagtnatioD. when
I am in possession of such a letter.

headpieces of Wampum, bead embroidery, and real eagle
feathers were obtained from the local branch of the Hudson
Bay Fur Company.
.According to Mr. von Herberg the music and lighting effects in the theater itself were the most difficult problems,
for it was decided that not only should these heighten the
dramatic effect of "The Dawnmaker," and serve as an introduction, but that they must be distinctive and entirely different from anything done before at the Liberty, and should set
a standard that none of its competitors could copy. As the
Liberty
is unusually
well lighted and the giant $35,000

An Unusual Presentation
"The Dawnmaker," Put On at the Liberty Theater, Seattle,
Wash., in Extraordinary Manner.
WILLIAM S. HART'S "The Dawnmaker" was the latest
Triangle-Ince feature staged by J. G. von Herberg.
After a private showing of "The Dawnmaker." Mr.
von Herberg decided that this picture deserved special advertising, staging and music, and that the ooint on which
these should revolve was the Northland, that vast region
where romance goes hand in hand with adventure, where
man rules and loves by right of primal might.
Gordon F. Fullerton. advertising manager of the Liberty.
built his cuts to carry this theme, and emphasized Hart's face
and name, since that actor is such a favorite in Seattle. Silhouetted against an arc of the rising sun appeared a bust
length portrait of Hart dressed as an Indian. Set into the
sun's rays was the title of the plav. "The Dawnmaker," while
in the dark sky above was placed Hart's name in white letters. At the bottom of the ad was a horizon of snow-covered evergreen trees, into the solid portion of which was
worked the theater's name. "Liberty." in snow-covered rustic
letters. Billboards and window cards covered the city highways and business section, while framed photos of Hart and
framed scenes of the play were placed in the windows of the
big business houses of Seattle's "Broadway." Second avenue.
Large ads were placed in the photoplay sections of the
"Seattle Sunday Times" and the Saturday afternoon edition
of "The Daily Star."
To create atmosphere for the picture the inside lobby was
turned into a bower or cave of evergreen, the walls, ceiling

The Girl Ushers at the Liberty.
and lights being hidden by the sweet smellinp- pine, spruce
and fir, with a dash of color lent by autumn leaves which
formed a large part of the ceiling decoration.
An Indian maid was the cashier and Indian maids were the
ushers. The costumes were rented from local costumers-.
but to lend the necessary touch of realism genuine
Indian

Showing the Effect of Lighting Boxes on Each Side of the
Curtain.
Wurlitzer Unit orchestra is always on the job, the established order was reversed and the audience electrified by the
different, the startling. Gradually the house became dark.
Starting from the top and back of the theater, one by one
the lights flashed out and absolute silence prevailed — the
ushers seated nobodv while the feature was opening. As the
last light went out in front a low violin and cello duet was
started on the unit orchestra, accented with the slow, solemn
lioom of chimes, one at a time, as if one had awakened in
the dark and the grandfather clock had tolled the hour. By
this time in the two lighting boxes at each side of the curtain was a dim. bluish light gradually paling to gray, and
then a rosy dawn revealing distant snow capped peaks, the
sky streaked with the rays of the setting sun, while in the
foreground were hills covered with snow laden evergreen.
As the colors changed from dim blue to gray and pink, the
music suggested the hum and undertone of wild life astir at
dawn, the awakening of songs of birds, dropping again to
dead silence as the title, "William S. Hart's 'Dawnmaker,'"
was flashed onto the curtain, only to take up the musical interpretation ofthe picture as the first scene of the play was
framed by the opening curtain, and the audience was into the
play.
Round after round of applause greeted the effect, and it
has been the talk of Seattle since the opening of "The Dawnmaker," while Mr. von Herberg and Mr. Fullerton have been
receiving compliments on all sides for their artistic originality. The theater was packed all day Sunday, September 24,
with the crowds extending into the street in the afternoon
and evening and capacity houses each of the following three
afternoons that the picture ran, with standing room only in
the evenings. Considering that the Liberty is a 2.200 capacity house with heavy competition, this is the more remarkble."
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Motion Picture Educator
M
Conducted

by REV.

PROF.
LUCAS
NO
LONGER
WITH
M. P. WORLD.
The Moving Picture World wishes its readers to know that
Professor
Hardin
Lucas
is no longer connected with this
paper, either as a contributor or in any other capacity.

THE CHURCH

AND THE PHOTOPLAY.

.\XD THE PHOTOPLAY" was the
THE
of an address recently delivered by the Rev. E. H.
title CHURCH
Romig of St. Andrew's Reformed Church. Reading, Pa.
Ways in which the latter can aid the former were pointed
out in an interesting talk. The moving pictures can be made
highly instructive and useful in developing the mind of the
church, he said. In quickening the conscience, developing
the mora! sense, and in other ways the picture play can be
made to serve religious and educational ends.
The psychology of the motion picture and its effects on
growing minds were particularly emphasized, as was also the
adaptability of the picture to youthful and undeveloped minds;
due discrimination in the kinds of pictures for the young was
asked for. in the belief that their powers for good are unlimited.
In Manhattan, New York, the Rev. John P. Peters, D. D.,
is vitally interested in community work, consequently he has
made a study of the moving picture and its effect upon the
neighborhood in which he works, in a parish having more
than 3,000 people connected with the religious and social
work. As a result of his experience Dr. Peters says: "What
we need and have needed in this country most lamentably is
healthful places of entertainment for families and family
groups. The saloon has developed its evils because of the
lack of something of this sort; if the motion pictures will
fill this need, their doing so will cover a multitude of sins.
While I cannot fully say of my own observations that the
pictures have quite done this, I have known that in small
towns they have certainly furnished a much needed form of
entertainment for the people. Our country and small town
life was lacking in some rational form of social amusement,
and. as far as I have been able to observe the moving pictures, they have come nearer to filling this gap than anything
else. Something of the same sort must be done in the city,
although the need is not so great.
In my own very decent neighborhood 1 have visited the
shows, and have had their pictures and their presumptive
effects tabulated to attempt to draw some conclusion as to
their general influence mentally and morally.
My conclusion is that there is not sufficient of the uplifting and educational power in the picture houses hereabouts. On the other hand there is little that can be called
immoral, or of that insidious nature which would call for
censorship. What is most hoped for is that in the moving
picture business, as in the press or on the stage, there may
be a sufficient number of idealists — struggling for the attainment of higher standards to exert a more immediate influence in conceptions of art or humor, of intellect, and also
of social and moral advantage.
These possibilities of the moving pictures are enormous,
and, if up to the present time they have not been as eflFective
as some enthusiasts hoped they might be, their full value and
purpose is not far off
DETROIT SCHOOLS MOVE FORWARD.
Moving pictures for the public schools of Detroit were
authorized by the Text Book and Course of Study Committee of the Board of Education at its last meeting. The use
of the pictures is being taken on an experimental basis; five
projection machines, and a weekly film service for each of
those five machines are first to be tried in connection with
twenty-five schools of the city. and. if the results warrant,
an appropriation will be asked for to extend the service.

W.

H. JACKSON

It is interesting to note that Detroit is making this forward move, no doubt that many other schools are also beginning to see the value of the moving picture as an aid
to education, in almost every case, however, the everlasting
question of the appropriation is the one stumbling block,
often before this can be voted there are men of many minds,
some often peculiar, to contend with, before the leaders in
these things can have their legitimate and reasonable way
and move forward with the times. Detroit is to be congratulated, may the example lie mightily multiplied. It is worth
while being among the leading schools in such beneficial
progress.
MUSEUMS

USING

EDUCATIONAL

PICTURES.

In a recent issue of the "Bulletin of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art" there appears an article by George W.
Stevens, director of the Toledo Museum of Art, in which
he says: "It will take no great imagination to forecast the
growth of the educational film. .-Vs soon as the vast number
of schools and colleges, museums, libraries and the myriads
of educational clubs and lyceum circles are equipped to
utilize them, and museums of art will be able' to secure splendid material covering every department of museum work."
In New York the Metropolitan Museum of Art is described
as "being never so ready." Says one of the directors: "We
are trying to keep abreast of the times, even to the use of
moving pictures." In all the educational activities of museums, he declares, the fundamental idea is visual instruction.
When it is considered that in New York alone there are
upwards of 3,000 teachers who are taking advantage of the
lectures and studies afforded by the museum, some idea can
be formed of the widespread subjects presented, and the
great field for that kind of visual instruction in which the
kinematograph is alone the exponent. The results obtained
by the use of the traveling exhibits is in itself a proof of
the value resulting from the larger field of possibilities opening up. when the broad powers of the pictures is added.
Ofiicial reports recently published show that the educational
extension work carried on by the museums is no longer by
any means a "fad." but one of the most helpful sources of
that "higher education" now desired and demanded by
teachers, designers and manufacturers. The museum's use
of the moving pictures, whether in its own class rooms, or
with its traveling exhibits, will undoubtedly increase its
teaching power and increased popularity to an unlimited
extent.

"CIVILIZATION."
This picture is the apocalypse of moving pictures. If we
did not know otherwise we should think the author of it a
mystic. Nevertheless, it is full of mysticism and allegory.
\\ hile not classified as an educational picture, it should be
seen by educationalists, as it belongs to that class of picture
which is giving the world another side of the great work
which is being done by educational kinematography.
From a study of this picture we presume that the maker
desires to arouse an interest rather than to be a teacher.
If so, he is and will be eminently successful. "Civilization"
is full of interest; it arouses in all minds the great problems
of peace and war; it summons the Prince of Peace through
His teachings to become again the teacher of the nations,
until
shall learn war no more." Having done this its
mission"they
ceases.

"Civilization" does
teach, it points
teaching
necessary, while callingnot
attention to the need toforthe
such teaching. It is not an educational picture: it points to what it
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bclUvib is till- education rtqiiircJ. Willi tliis accomplished,
this great and noble ctlort will have been crowned with success, and the maker may feel amply repaid for his benelicciu
ihouglit and labt>r.

Three- Part

■HOW
LIFE
BEGINS."
Biological
Film
Which
Demonstrates
Method of Revelation.

New

NO

tin-.e in the history of the moving picture could be more
apropos for the advent of a three-part biological him that
has been engaging the interest of New York educators,
clergymen, and scientilic workers, than the present. The film
referred to is entitled "How Life Begins" and was produced
by Geo. li. Stone. .\.B. of Berkeley Liiiversity, in collaboration with J. .\. Long, I'h.U., Assistant Professor of Embryology of the L'nivcrsity of California, and was piloted east
by Mr. Stone. It has been exhibited thus far before such
institutions as the .\merican Social Hygiene .\ssociation, the
.Association of Biology Teachers and various other social
and educational societies in and about Xew York City to the
entire satisfaction and admiration of all.
"How Life Begins" represents a new and practical method
of visualizing scientific facts. Introducing its subject with
microscopic views of animal life in stagnant water from
the embryo state to developed stages, it follows its line of
discussion through the birth and development of the flower,
the butterfly, the frog, and the rat, using the latter as an
illustration for all mammal types of life including the luiman
being.
The delicate and beautiful manner in which life's wonderful
dual system of reproduction has been handled by the producers of this film make it possible of exhibition before
children as well as adults; and with the rapid installation
of moving picture projection machines in the schools, no
school curriculum should be deemed complete without a copy
of this film. It not only demonstrates a new method of
revealing scientific facts but suggests that other subjects be
visualized in the same complete, simple and entertaining
manner.
Further information regarding this film can be had from
Geo. E. Stone, 1725 Le Roy .Avenue. Berkeley. California.
M. I. MacD.
"THE OPENING UP OF CHINA."
For several decades the "opening up of China" has been
a common saying in both commercial and religious circles.
In many ways China has always been a closed country, with
an almost inaccessible interior, a people slow to welcome
foreigners; with a prejudice, pardonable because of its centuries of growth. We are now told on the authority of the
United States Commercial .Attache that China is ready for
the "opening up" towards moving pictures.
China has had a species of crude motion pictures for centuries, which really were a transparency. Chinese figures
were painted on an oiled transparent silk and manipulated
behind a screen in such a way as to produce a motion picture
effect. These are very popular and are used throughout
China, .\gain it must be remembered that China is a theatrical country, the small theatres there are as common or
general as are the moving picture houses in this country;
these facts make it evident that when China is opened up to
the moving picture business it will oflfer one of the largest
and most acceptable fields of trade in the world. The official
report calling attention to the great opening for trade now
about to be made points that at present only the large treaty
ports and commercial cities have the moving pictures and
these are by no means of a good order, tiie pictures being
poor and the projectors of cheap and indifTc^ent make. Financially, the outlook while extensive will not permit of large
prices. Entertainments there are always cheap, the money
standard is small, consequently those preparing to take advantage of the prospects presented must, says the report,
"be ready to give good pictures from good machines at cheap
rates. To the Chinese this means a new and larger measure
of education, for wherever the moving pictures goes the
educational films are sure to be a part of the demand, and
unless the writer is very much mistaken, education by means
of the picture will fit in with the Chinese method perhaps
quicker than with any other people. Educational kinematography may mean a great deal for China.
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OF CHAMBERS

OF COMMERCE.

In "The Xation's Business." F. --\. Churchill, Jr.. suggests that local chambers of commerce might, by using
the moving pictures, create a better feeling among business
men and bring about a clearer understanding of various in-

dustries. Taking, for example, the fact that as is well
known, one of the big steel industries recently exhibited in
schools and colleges their method of making steel tubes,
from the ore in the ground to the finished p'Pe; also that
automobile manufacturers, in addition to the industrial uses
of the pictures, are using them to promote efficiency and
health among the workpeople. The idea is capable of de\eloi)ment. While it is possible tu obtain some valuable
knowledge from these industrial pictures, consider what
would be the value of a chamber of commerce course of
lectures on subjects under their control or advice. By the
use of such a course of illustrated talks, even one evening a
month, in each of the great industrial centres, a vast amount
of profitable information would be disseminated, only to
react to the benefit of both the people and the industry.
The foregoing suggestion is not without son;e value, no
body of authorities could more profitably use the moving pictures than the chamber of commerce; they have prestige,
authority and influence; their powers are widespread and
acknowledged so that the good they could do is unlimited.
The Moving Picture Educator would welcome as a distinct
advance in the best and most positive lines of commercial
educational kinematography such a movement, and practically see no hindrance or difficulty in the way. Men, money
and methods are always at the disposal of these chambers,
and their members are always among the most progressive
men, either commercially or educationally. Results may
surely be looked for. Let us hope they will soon materialize.

Gerald Griffin Engaged by Metro.
known as "The Globe-trotting
GRIFFIN,
D has
GER.A-L
.\ctor."
been engaged for the important part of
Rutherford, wonderplay
the candy in
king,
in Mabel
"The Sunbeam,"
the
new Metro-Rolfe
which
Taliaferro will
star. It was not decided to produce the picture until Mr.
Griftin's services could be secured, as he is considered ideal
for the exacting part of
Rutherford.
Gerald Griffin was
born at Hanley, Staffordshire, England, of
Irish parentage. His
people came to America
while he was still a
boy, and settled in
Pittsburgh, where Gerald, as soon as he was
old enough, w-ent to
work in an iron foundry. In his evenings the
young man acted as
super in the local stock
companies, soon advancing to the pcsition
of captaineraries.ofHe was
supernummaking
$7.50 a day in the foundry, but when he was
offered $8 a week to
take up acting as a
regular profession he
accepted
instanth-.
ing to New
York, Gohe
joined the company of
Aueustin Daly, and
Gerald Griffin.
graduated from the role
of baggage
master to
that of leading man with Ada Rehan. He became a stock
favorite, playing all over New York in various stock companies, and after he had been for five years a member of
the Proctor stock company he was the winner of an actors'
popularity contest. The fheater-goers were invited to choose
the next play in which he should be seen, and honors were
about evenly divided between "Beside the Bonnie Briar
Bush." "The Rivals." "The Senator" and "The Middleman."
The favored player chose the first named of these. Other
plays with which he was identified were "The Cricket on
the Hearth." "The Shaughran." "Marse Covington" and "Old
Heidelberg." He played with the Charles Hovt farces for
two years, and was for seven years with Patti Rosa.
The actor's motion picture experience includes the leading
role in "Feathertop." a Gaumont production, and "Blood Will
Tell." for the Serial Film Co. Mr. Griffin has been all summer at one of his homes near Maranacook. Me., and returned
to New York for the sole purpose of playing Rutherford in
"The Sunbeam" with Miss Taliaferro.
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Club Women Listen to Film Man
The Viewpoint of the Motion Picture Men Described Before the Woman's Club
of Jersey City
THE
Woman's
Jersey
City,at on
October
3, held
its first
social Club
day ofof the
season
their
clubhouse
on
Fairmount Avenue. The Woman's Club is one of the
oldest in the East, being now on the eve of its twenty-second
birthday. It is devoted to social life and civic work and
counts the best of Jersey City's womanhood in its membership. At its meeting on Thursday over four hundred members were present. Mrs. C. D. Miller, the president of the
Club, and Mrs. William Maver, chairman of the Civic Department, realizing the interest which women take in the
motion picture, both as a spectacle and as a problem, had
arranged for a lecture on motion pictures as the chief item
of the day's program. W. Stephen Bush, of the staff of The
iJtoving Picture World, and Miss Rose Tapley, of the Vitagraph forces, had been invited to attend. Mr. Bush had been
asked to give a talk on the mission of the motion picture and
its present day aspects. After the transaction of some business Mrs. Maver introduced Mr. Bush.
The speaker, after thanking the club for the opportunity of
presenting the assemblage,
motion picture
point
view theto motion
such a
distinguished
dweltman's
on the
factof that
picture more than any other institution and more than any
other amusement depended for its existence and prosperity
on popular approval.
The substance of Mr. Bush's speech is printed here to be
of service to exhibitors and readers of the Moving Picture
World who may at some time or other be asked to speak
before Women's Clubs. Civic Bodies or similar organizations.
The points in the speech we trust will be helpful on such occasions. Mr. Bush said:
The motion picture men are as anxious to hear from you as you
may he to hear from them. We retognlze the fact that every audience
In the motion picture theater contains a high percentage of women
and children. The industry, therefore, looks to you to give us suggestions, to co-operate with us. to promote the showing of good pictures
and of artistic productions and to banish evil pictures from the screen.
If you have an objection to certain pictures let ub know. We may not
always agree with you, but we are sure to respect your wishes. If
you. as a club, take a stand on certain pictures that you consider detrimental to the general welfare and offensive to decency let the exhibitor
know and he will forward your protest to the producer and to the
distributor. We motion picture men ask you to be fair to the screen ;
to recognize the good that pictures do no less than the evil which Is
Incident to every human
agency.
The screen has in the short period of its existence contributed a
wonderful, aye an unparalleled share toward human progress, toward
the spread of knowledge, toward a better understanding between man
and man and between nation and nation ; it has unlocked the treasure
house of literature, the great works of the master minds of the ages
heretofore accessible but to a few persons of leisure and cultivated
tastes have through visualization on the screen been made the property
of the millions.
Homer, Dante. Shakespeare, Cervantes. Goethe are now more than
mere names to the masses of the people; the classic fiction of th
world, the writings of such masters as Victor Hugo. Charles Dickens.
William M. Thackeray, Alessandro Manzoni, Nathaniel Hawthorne, are
revealed in the universal language of the screen to the people of the
world, who otherwise might never have known of the messages that
these men have for the human soul.
The screen has even visualized the subtle power and the hopeful
gospel of Browning, the stern lessons of Ibsen and Zola; the pretty
legends of all the nations of the world and such eternal stories as that
of Joan of Arc. of Paul Revere, of William Tell, of Rienzi and others
too numerous
to mention.
The marvels of Nature's secret chambers, where she prepares and
sustains life, where she makes beauty and glory; the pathos and humor of the animal world, the achievements of great builders and engineers, the monuments of the past, the lives and customs of unknown
peoples — these are but a few of the things for which our modern
civilization is indebted to the motion picture. My limited time forbids
a fuller description, but I trust I have shown enough to convince you
that in dealing with an institution capable of so much good you must
exercise wisdom and toleration. There are evils in the industry, but
they have steadily diminished as you will attest yourselves if you
go to the motion picture theaters.
Do you. ladies, believe that the motion picture is as useful and important in our civilization as the press? The slightest reflection on
the subject must convince you. The influence of the screen is not only
much more extensive than that of the press, but it is ever so much
more direct and persuasive. It is the most direct appeal to the mind ;
the appeal through the immediate channel of the soul. Now, we
have enfranchised the press, we have given it freedom from governmental censorsaip, not because we think the press is other than a
human institution attended with many faults and imperfections, hut
because we believe that the good done by the press through dissemination of knowledge and information through criticism of public affairs
and public servants is greater than the incidental evil. Treat the
motion picture the same way. Its good points outweigh its incidental
evils a thousand times, though, of course, every bad point is so much
more conspicuous that the good point.
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You will never do any good with oeusorshlp. CensorBhip you know
is the substitution of the Judgment of a group of individualB (or the
judgment of the public. We have outgrown this musty Institution.
President Wilson, speaking to a delegation of film men recently at blB
summer home at Sfcadow Lawn, said that in "a free community the
judgment of the public rather than the private arbitrary Judgment of
individuals
to prevail."
Yom ofareeensorship
the censors,
the for
public.
Of course ought
we would
never beer
were you
It not
tke
child. The American people are surcharged with humor and tb^
would laugh censorship out of court were it not for the child. The
child problem is beiHg regulated by constructive co-operation between
exhibitors and mothers and such organizations as yours. Above all
things exercise a little more parental coitrol. We cannot bring all
the great mastorpieoee of the world down to the level of immature
intelligence. Find out Bomething about the pictures that your children
are permitted to Tlew.
Therein lies the kernel of the whole situation.
The authorities and the law cannot relieve you mothers of your
reBponsibility in tJls matter and yo» should not expect it. All over the
country you will today find women co-operating with exhibitors in one
or another, in providing entertainments specially suited for children
upon certain days or occaalotiB and in putting together so-called family
programs which have a special appeal to the familv and which can
be seen by all the family. Along this path lies all really valuable
and constructive work ; such work as your club la anxious to do

Augustus Phillips Joins Metro
AUGUSTUS
PHILLIPS has just joined the forces of
Metro Pictures Corporation. He will be seen in the support of Viola Dana, in the new Metro-Columbia feature,
"The Gates of Eden." playing "Joseph," a convert to Shaker
doctrines. Mr. Phillips was for
five years with Edison, but
since the first of the year has been a free lance, appearing in
pictures for the Mirror
company with Nat C.
Goodwin, for the Universal and other companies. With Ed,ison
his important appearances include "The Insurgent Senator," "The
Innocence of Ruth,"
"The Twin Brother,"
"Paul Revere." "The
Star
Spangled
Banner,"
in which
he played
the
composer, Francis Scott
Key. "The Truth About
Helen." the "What
Happened to Mary"
serial, and the "Winsome Winnie" series
starring Gertrude McCoy. Mr. Phillips supported Miss Dana in
many pictures, and was
extensively
featured.
This
actor
is a product of the West.
He
was

born in Rensselaer, Indiana, but spent
several years
on aliving
farWestern
ranch,
the life of a cowboy.
He is an enthusiastic
lover of horses, and rehorse. fuses to own a poor

Augustus Phillips.

Mr. Phillips* experience on the speakmg stage mcludes
stock work in Brooklyn and New York, the Fred Belasco
stock company at the Alcazar, Sa;i Francisco, and the leading
male roles in "The Continental Dragoon," "Betty," "The
Small Town Girl," "Miss Ananias," and "The Wolf." Mr.
Phillips is married to Mildred Manning, also well-known in
pictures.
MOROSCO-PALLAS

SIGN

HOUSE

PETERS.

House Peters, the well-known motion picture "heavy," has
just signed a contract in New York with Morosco-Pallas and
will accordingly again appear on the Paramount program,
where he has gained wide popularity in the past. Under the
Famous Players and Lasky brands, Mr. Peters became established as a screen actor of unusual dramatic ability. His
excellent chracterizations immediately placed him in the front
•ranks of filmdom's most accomplished artists; among his most
notable offerings being those evidenced in "The Bride of
Jenico." "The Bishop's Carriage." "Chelsea 7750" and "An
Hour Before Dawn."

THE
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Spokes from the Hub
By Marion Howard.
THOMAS
IN'CE
was atmade
lioiiorary
member held
of Theat
Film ClubH. of
Boston
its first
fall meeting,
Hotel Brunswick. This was at the suggestion of the
president, who caused the earlier election of David Wark
Griflith and J. Stuart Blackton, making a trio of big producers whose spectacles have been seen here by all patrons
of high class pictures. "Civilization" closed a long engagement at the Tremont theater, October 7, as the theater was
needed for booked plays. It is of wide interest to learn that
the Pope of Rome is to have "Civilization" shown at the
Vatican as a great appeal for peace. We looked in at a
local theater the other day to see "Shell 44" and there we
again saw George Fisher, the young actor who so reverently
impersonated the Saviour in the Ince production. In this
play we also had oui- first look at Henry B. Warner in his
initial picture play for the Triangles. The play was a
thriller and had some good war stuff, also a mystery around
the identity of the hero and which the average theatergoer
likes.

»

»

*

Of the 200 and more pictures seen since my last letter appeared, Iwould place several of them very high up in point
of excellence and carrying qualities with the house Space
forbids extended comments, but do let me nraise "The Shine
Girl,"directed
a splendid
human idea
withformerly
a compelling
and
by William
Parke,
of the little
Hub star
and
for some time stage manager at the Castle Square theater;
"The Chattel," with Sothern doing excellent work well supported; "The Payment." with Bessie Barriscale and our old
friend, Charlie Miller, long-time resident and leading man
in stock here and en the road; "Friday the 13th," which
gave satisfaction to Tom Lawson, author of the book, and
which has a romantic flavor injected; "The Combat," made
big by the acting of Anita Sewart and John Robertson; "The
Parson of Panamint." featuring Dustin Darnum as a redblooded minister who was a good mixer; "The Fear of
Poverty," with a good lesson well worked out; "Each Pearl
a Tear," with Fannie Ward and her own pearls, the play well
done, fine photography and good close-ups; "The Light of
Happiness" and "Mister 44," two Metros with four exceptionally popular players, Viola Dana, May Allison, Edward
Earle and Harold Lockwood, whose names carrv weight:
"The Honorable Friend," "The Light at Dusk" and several
others well worth while. For high class comedies we still
find real fun in the short reels featuring Ralph Herz, the
Drews and Max Figman. We are rather sorry that Gloria
has left us, but glad to hear her romance in real life is so
promising.

*

*

*

Sara Bernfield is nicely located in one of the Hub's most
up-to-date business buildings at 248 Eoylston street,
where he is handling the Mary Pickford pictures through
the .Artcraft Company, and for all New Ensland. For some
reason he at the last moment gave up the California idea
and so we do not lose him. He is one of the most genial
men of the exchanges here and square as a brick. This
applies also to Stanley Hand, happily back at the World
Film office. He has earned the good will of all with whom
he deals and is now very much in harness. Some call him
the "Billy Sunday" of the exchanges, and others wonder
why. Mr. Bernfield tells me that he has booked the Mary
Pickford pictures at most of the leading theaters in his
territory and that the first one, "Less Than the Dust," will
be seen at the Globe, the home of picture runs.

*

*

*

What a creditable piece of work Maurice Tourneur has
given us in "The Velvet Paw," seen twice at the Park theater during the run. I quite agreed with the man sitting
next me who said, "Well, I'm going to bring my family
to see this, for it is as good as going to the Capitol and
will cost cational
me for those
only $1.25
all toafford
see."to Ittravel
is certaintly
who for
cannot
much. eduThe
splendid views of the National Capitol and other buildings
of importance, the vistas and perspectives within the walls
of the building and glimpse of a corner of Statuary Hall and
the outdoor scenes leave nothing to be desired. Then, too.
the political side cleverly shown and the not too intrusive
romance between handsome Gail Kane and that always dependable leading man. House Peters, are not to be overlooked. One of the little bits which gave pleasure was
around a postcard sen; bv the young Congressman to his
mother in the West. As he was about to mail it a carriage
drew near with President Wilson, and so he added a postscript saying. "I have just seen the President."
Then the
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white cat is not to be overlooked, for she knew her cues seemingly well. It is these little human touches which carry
with any house. The World I'ilm producers have given us
a genuine treat in this and the finale with Old Glory in
action and the National Air sung by all is great. We feel
sorry for Charlie Mackay to have to die so early in the game.
The Exeter put this play on last week to excellent house.
"The Yellow Menace" is *going* strong
• at the Boston.
It is a pleasure to anticipate some of the Biograph re-issues
like "Strongh««rt," which Bob Edeson made so popular.
What a cast in the filmed version! Here we have Henry B.
Walthall in the leading role, Blanche Sweet and Alan Hale
under Paramount banner now, Lionel Barrymore with the
Metros, "Tony" Moreno, Gertrtude Robinson and others
now scattered and much in the public eye.

*

*

*

The Hub is looking forward to "The Crisis" feeling secure
in the is
Selig
brand
pictures.Carvel,
' We hear
the than
oldest Matt
film
actor
cast
for ofColonel
nonethat
other
Snyder, aged 82, a veteran of the Civil War, a graduate of
Annapolis, and once in support of Booth and other big
players of the past generation. I wonder if any of the
scenes were staged at Carvel Hall, Annapolis. Poor Sam
Dranc, to go out of life before he could see the result of
his artistic work as Lincoln ! How things go in threesl Here
we have recorded the death of young Page Peters, Sam
Drane and now the s;reen has lost that intelligent leading
man, .Arthur Hoops, a great favorite here.

*

*

♦

At the Globe theater, a most attractive house, we have
had "The Common Law" on for two weeks, starting in with
a personal appearance of Clara Kimball Young here for
one day. As the play has been so widely reyiew-ed and so
favorably, there is little for me to add save that rarely have
we had a more finished or beautifully photographed screen
play. Though daring in title and theme, there was not a
jarring note, and Hub men and women went more than once
to see it. At the Park Mr. Thomas D. Soriero has put on
at this writing "The Dark Silence," with this star, a World
Film feature directed by the same man, Albert Capellani,
now with the Lewis Selznick Company. At the Park we
the Paul
Grass,"
in "Blue
Wise
Armstrong
Tom
genial play.
are having feature

*

*

*

Strikes me that ".Ground the World in Eighty Days" will
he some picture when seen everywhere, yet Jules Verne
when he wrote it did not dream that time would show far
greater stunts than his characters perform. As October^ 1
have already witwas the day for its release perhaps you deserves
credit for
nessed it. The Herald Film Corporation
immortalizing the famous» book.
*
*
excellent pictures at the Boston recently, "The
I sawa two
Test."
Pathe offering showing for the first time here and
with that talented young English actor, Lumsden Hare, who
has been seen earlier with the World Film Company in
"Love's Crucible," and "As in a Looking Glass," with the
only Kitty Gordon. I failed to see either of these pictures,
so had really mv first glimpse of Mr. Hare, though farniliar
with his stage work in London and later here with emment
players. "The Test" seems a powerful play with intense
moments and has a delightful ending. Jane Grey does her
best film work here and was convincing all through. We
outdoor photography, disclosing a preliked especially
tentious estate ofthe
a millionaire on Long Island. This o"g'l'
theatergoers. A quartet of bufall intelligent
to go withnear
me and "*took »some * of the serious scenes as
foons sat
comedv, thereby making nuisances of themselves.

The other attraction was "The Price of Happiness," a
hackneyed title in a wav. vet appropriate here, as the price
paid for "Easy Street" was pretty stiff. This was the first
very much mistaken: anyrelease with Mary Boland, unlessand
was delighted with her
how I had not seen her earlier
work, also that of the husband, David Wall, who never once
got awav from his little shop atmosphere and his devotion
and absolute trust in his wife. There was some artificiality,
how^ever, in the acting of Roland Bottomley, who was listed
a= a tan.go enthusiast but who did not show any skill in the
dance hall. He was a good looker and the feminine element
ill front seemed sati.^fied. One young thing directly back ot
mc exclaimed, "Sav, but I bet she'll fall for that face. There
was a bit of good work done by one member of the cast
which no reviewer had noted, furthermore nowhere does his
it \yas
name appear in the various reports seen thus far but making
on one of the titles. I refer to Robert Paton Gibbs,
l.is first appearance in the pictures, and I hope not his last,
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tor he looks well and knows how to act. Mr. Gibbs is known
to a generation of playgoers as the man who created the
part of Gecko in the first production in this country of
"Trilby" in 1895 and who again played it in the all-star production last season which closed here. He is at present
playing
in Ricnard
TuUy's "The Flame," in which he
has scored
a successWalton
as Garvanza.

*

*

*

*

"Rolling Stones," as directed by Del Henderson, has the
earmarks of a Keystone offering and afforded some surprise
here and there for slapstick features were plentiful and not
heretofore seen in a Paramount play, still it was funny enough
for the late summer season and disclosed the fact that Owen
Moore is quite a comedian given a chance to show it. The
breadline introductioi: was excellent and dainty Marguerite
Courtot bowed to us while arranging the flower which spells
her first name. We did not quite like to see Alan Hale
chased over roofs and down fire escapes by a bunch of pursuers for we had just seen his dignified work with Paulint
Frederick in "A Woman in the Case," one of the best pictures of the season and you know things suffer by contrast.
Owen Moore was quite as good in this as Charley Ruggles
was in the speaking play and that is saying much. The
candy shop made the two young things ne.xt me exclaim, "say
but what a snap those player folks had with all that candy
laying round loose!"
* *
*
"The light at Dusk." which made such a pronounced hit
here, has been put on at two other theaters since I first saw
it, the Park and the Exeter. Well, why not? For generations we have seen the old plays which made good, and
worthy a revival, season after season. Why not the picture
plays? True, argument arises to the effect that we are
privileged to see different and oftentimes improved casts for
the plays, new faces and all that sort of thing, but the casts
irt our best photoplays do not need to be changed, except in
rare cases when certain alleged stars have been unduly featured with big players and we intetnally rebel and sigh for
some other whom we think could do it so much better. I
could name hundreds of picture plays seen the past year
which could not be improved upon like "The Soul of a
Woman," "My Old Dutch." "Hearts of Men," "Little Mary
Sunshine." "Tongues of Men," "The Light at Dusk," "Where
Are My Children?" the Metro and Famous Players pictures,
etc., and we do not want them changed. The old Biograph
and Essanay reissues are always worth while and worthy of
"repeats" all along the line.
* ♦
*
Poor old Falstaff would
Ralph Herz doing the linen
It is a clean steal from "The
to the masquerading of the
fore the basket act. There
the water act.

+

turn in his grave could he see
basket act in "The Lady Killer."
Merry Wives of Windsor," even
only Herz in feminine attire beis a different finale, however, to

♦

*

The Universal short reels on current events are interesting
many people here. We saw Justice Hughes and his charming wife in Universal City, Cal., talking with the head of the
corporation, Carl Laemmle, and in the distance were the
splendid hills so often seen in the Universal pictures. Then
we had Dorothy Rice-Pierce in an aeroplane in the air and
alighting. Dorothy Rice is a daughter of the late Isaac
Rice, the chess expert and millionaire, and Mrs. Rice, who
started the anti-noise crusade in New York City some few
years ago, who is also largely responsible for the noiseless
Fourth, now enjoyed in many cities. Dorothy is one of several clever daughters and went in early for outdoor sports,
like riding a motorcycle — once getting pinched for speeding.
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She is an artist and writer of ability and it is of interest to
know that one of her best canvasses exhibited in New York
was "The Moving Picture Show," depicting a crowd gazing
in amazement at the incidents taking place on the screen.
.■\nother daughter, Marion, took a course at the Hub Technology and later went to work in a factory for the experience.

*

*

Most entertaining is "The Pretenders," a Metro offering
with that finished little star, Emmy Wehlen, doing her best
screen work seen here. It was cleverly done with the homely
touches in first reel so dear to the hearts of the masses.
When analyzed the story is not all unusual, but the development and evolution of the newly-rich family from an obscure
farm to a Fifth avenue mansion is vastly amusing and a clever
satire on climbers as impersonated by Maria Pettingill, whose
ideas of "sassiety" were gathered from the columns of a
weekly city paper finding its way into the town. It was rich
and the best work apart from the star was that of the father,
Silas, done by Charles Eldridge, who had a keen sense of
humor and did not care to fit into the new situation a little
bit much to the despair of the wife. He registered most of
the laughs and scored another success. Paul Gordon is some
lead in this and then we had our first film look at Edwin Holt,
playing the detective. He is a local favorite, so his work
was watched with interest. Emmy Wehlen in the close-up
was a treat to the eye and doesn't she dance well.

*

PICTURE

«

*

"The end of the Trail," seen at the Fenway, is an excellent
Fox play, displaying the abilities of Mr. Farnum to good advantage, and it had plenty of punch. A man beside me exclaimed when the villian showed up alive twice, after having
been sent apparently to his death, "Great Scott, that man
again, hope the third time gets him sure." He was quite
indignant over the author in permitting the little mother to
die. This part was splendidly done by Gladys Brockwell.
William Burress, too, made good as the priest. The young
ness, in the house took much delight in the dog sled busifolks

*

*

♦

One of the critics I notice has condemned "The Victory of
Conscience," but for the life of me I cannot see why. True,
it does not end as the average person likes, but it at least
shows the sacrifice of the hero's life in the cause of his
mother land and there is great patriotism there. Lou-Tellegen, Elliott Dexter and Cleo Ridgely form a trio of players
hard to beat and are a credit to the Laskys — ever. Tellegen
stands alone in his art and there seems no need of dragging
in his wife's name in the advance mention of this or any
other picture. His impersonaton of the priest was especially
fine and I for one rather liked Cleo's dancing, for it disclosed
her versatility, besides she does not pose in the flesh as a
professional terpsichorian. The "saint and sinner" idea was
well carried out and few if any actors could so enter the spirit
of the part as Tellegen does.

*

*

*

.Another Lasky picture seen at the Fenway and Exeter was
"Public Opinion," a mighty good offering, touching some
vital questions like "Yaller Journalism" for instance. I would
like to see it done with a strong leading woman in the part of
the nurse, as Blanche Sweet is, as said before, too lackadaisical, too colorless and emotionless for such big parts
and suffers by contrast with all the players in the cast.
Edythe Chapman does her best work, but we do not quite
fancy the apparition business. Here we again have Elliott
Dexter in a strong appealing part and that prince of villains.
Earle Fox. Raymond Hatton. the versatile one, is most artistic in a small part.
We like the play, the lesson and the
splendid settings.

*

*

*

Hub devotees are anticipating the coming of "The Old
Folks at Home," with Sir Herbert Tree, supported by
Josephine Crowell, whose work as the mother in 'The Birth
Of a Nation," will never be forgotten. Here we also have
Spottiswoode Aitken, who played the father. Coming soon
is "The Whip," that strong Drury Lane melodrarna, which
had a run here. It is safe to expect much as Maurice Touring.
neur is directing it and it is a Brady-Made World film offer-

»

*

*

Two screen stars are playing here — Henry Kolker in "The
Silent Witness," at the Plymouth, and Charlotte Greenwood,
heroine of that scream, "Jane," playing in "So Long Letty,"
at the sands
Shubert.
in the pictures has made thouof new boxTheir
officework
patrons.
WORK
With the
mon Law,"
sumed her

ON "THE
FOOLISH
VIRGIN"
BEGUN.
first of her own company's offerings, "The Coma triumphant success, Clara Kimball Young restudio activity this week in the preparation of

her second big production, a film version of Thomas Dixon's
widely read novel, "The
Foolish Virgin."
Director General Albert Capellani, whose work on "The
Common- Law" has made him one of the most important
motion picture studio figures in America, has made rapid
progress with the scenic construction for the second production. Many of the exterior scenes in which Miss Young
does not appear have already been taken and it is expected
that the picture will be finished and ready for release early
in November. .Among the noted players who will appear
in important roles in "The Foolish Virgin" are Conway
Tearle, who scored such a brilliant hit in the role opposite
Miss Young in "The Common Law," and Paul Capellani,
who has been seen in a number of Miss Young's biggest
productions,
and whose
work wide
in "The
Common
in
the role of Querida,
attracted
attention.
OthersLaw"
in the
cast include Catherine Proctor, William Welsh, Marie Lines,
.Agnes Mapes. Edward Elkas and the two well-known child
players, Sheridan Tansey and Jacqueline Morhange.
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Chicago News Letter
^

By JAS. S. McQUADE
Earncbl Williamson, one of the Williamson Bros., who
SCHUYLER COLFAX
HONORED.
made submarine photoplay possible, and who has spent two
He Is the Subject of Distinguished Tribute Paid by 30.000
years
in the making of this picture, was present. So wag
Hoosiers, in His Old Home Town, South Bend, Ind.
Carl Laemmle, who first conceived the idea of turning the
Verne book into a moving picture. Both men. naturally,
has charge of the cine dewho Kodak
COLFAX,
SCHL'VLER partment
of the Eastman
Company, Rochester,
were extremely anxious over the attitude of the men and
N. Y., and one of the most widely known men in the
women who crowded to see the first public presentation of his
film world, was the recipient of unusual honors in his old
submarine film; but their mental tension gradually relaxed
home town. South Bend, Ind., during the first week of the
as they watched the sea of faces turned towards the screen,
current month. For four days Mr. Colfax and his family
every one of them revealing interest so profound that speech
were guests of the State, and over 30.000 Hoosiers gathered
was forgotten.
in South Bend listened to a brief speech from the man of the
As a great novelty, apart from other favorable considerahour, which has been pronounced the most human speech
tions, "20,000 Leagues Under the Sea" promises to have a
that ever issued from the mouth of a Hoosier, excepting only
successful run at the Studebaker.
the late James Whitcomb Riley.
A review of this picture will appear later in this publicationThe occasion was the dedication of a tablet to the memory
of the Hon. Schuyler Colfax, father of the subject of this
Chicago Film Brevities.
article, who was Vice-President of the United States, when
C. C. Whelan, an old-time exhibitor of this city, and recentGeneral Grant occupied the White House. On the sidewalk,
ly manager of the Jefferson theater, 5050 Lake Park avenue,
in front of the old family home, where the present Schuyler
has been on the city sales force of Kleine-Edison-Selig-EsColfax was born, a beautiful bronze plate was placed by the
sanay
for several weeks past. Mr. Whelan has proved very
Daughters of Rebekah, which order was founded by the first
successful in this work, as he is widely known in the trade
Schuyler Colfax as the woman's auxiliary of the Odd Fellows.
and his representations are
* always
*
* backed by facts.
The plate bears the following inscription:
This tablet marks the home of the Hon. Schuyler Colfax, VicePresident of U. S. A.. 1860 to 1875. founder of the Rebekah degree
of I. O. O. F., dedicated by Schuyler Rebekah lodge, No. 39, Oct.
4. 1916.

The united bands of South Bend, of which the second
Schuyler Colfax was at one time Mayor, serenaded the honored guest with no less than 135 musical instruments, after
which he was introduced to the applauding throng by Judge
Harmon. It was then he made the speech already referred
to. which follows here:
In my mind's eye. I see before me the dear old home where I
lived
loved,
played
and grew
to man's
estate.
And and
1 can
see.worked
lookingandback
the years,
father
working
at his
desk (at high pressure as was his wont), with mother sitting near
him : and I can see him from time to time look up and smile at
her with that wonderful smile of his.
His task finished he quickly arises from his desk and taking
her In his arms says; "Xellie. work's work; but a woman's a
woman, and she's the grandest gift of God to man. I thank
Him reverently and often for you."
"Then I can see through the long years after his death how
bravely she hid her grief within her beautiful self. My great
wish is that she might be here today to see the horor you do her
sweetheart, her husband.
Dear old friends, one and all : it is hardly fitting that this
should be a lengthy talk, yet I want you to know, to understand,
fully and completely, how deeply sensible am I of the honor you
pay my father.
Daughters of Rebekah, from the bottom of my heart I thank you.

Later, the Rotary Club of South Bend entertained Mr. Colfax at a luncheon given in his honor.
Mr. Colfax says that the big. four-day event was the greatest of all the joys of all his busy life: for he never knew before exactly how few enemies he had nor how many friends
stood ready to rally to his support, should he ever need them.
to fight for him to the death.
Successful Premiere Studebaker
of "20,000 Leagues
Theater.Under the Sea" at the
The opening presentation of "20.000 Leagues Under the
Sea." I'niversal's eight-reel submarine photodrama, founded
on Jules Verne's well-known story of that name, was given
at the Studebaker theater, this city. Monday evening. October
9. Fully as many people were massed in front of the house
unable to get in, as there were lucky ticket holders.
The city press praised the filmed story without stint, dwelling more especially on the wonderful subsea scenes. The,
thrilling fight of a diver with an octopus, the evolutions of
a hungry school of sharks, the strange beauty of undersea
plant and animal life, the torpedoing of a yacht by a submarine, the uncanny burial of a dead man by his companions
on the ocean floor, these and several other unusual features
kept the spectators spellbound.

Mrs. R. G. Jordan, owner of the Hinsdale theater. Hinsdale, 111., called at the Chicago office last week, and renewed
her subscription for the Moving Picture World. Mrs. Jordan
is a woman of intelligence who takes unusual interest in her
work, and finds a great deal of pleasure in giving her patrons
programs that meet their wishes. Mrs. Jordan was formerly
leader of the educational department of the Woman's Club
of Hinsdale, and will deliver an address in the near future before the club on the silent drama. She has managed the
Hinsdale for about a year and a half, and reports that business has steadily improved. She attributes much of her success to the children's program, which she offers weekly, after
selecting the pictures with the greatest care. The Hinsdale
programs include the product of the General Film Co., Metro,
World and Triangle. Ten cents is the usual price of admission, but five cents only is charged for children's matinees, on
Saturdays.

*

*

*

H. A. Miller, owner of Comus theater, Milford, Ind., was
also a visitor at the Chicago office last week, and he renewed
his subscription for the World. The Comus was opened
August 30, and is thoroughly modern in construction and
equipment. The house seats 200 people, and an admission of
10 cents is charged for programs consisting of the General
Film and other service. *
Mr. »Miller* reported fair business.
Wallie Decker, in charge of Paramount's publicity departpartment in the Chicago office, states that a fashion show was
held for five days last week in the Strand theater. Evansville,
Ind., and that it was one of the most successful yet held by a
Paramount exhibitor. R. R. Russell, the manager, succeeded
in gaining the co-operation of five of the largest stores in the
city while the show w'as on, and over 17.000 people paid for
admittance. This show will be a permanent attraction at the
Strand every spring and fall, Manager Russell announces.
Manager O. Lindenau. of the Ideal theater. Lemont. III., is
remodeling his house so as to seat 600 people. The decorations will be in black and white, and the stage setting will
he a Japanese garden. Manager Lindenau uses the new daylight screen and shows Paramount programs on Wednesdays
and Saturdays.
W. H. Lindsly. manager of the Paramount theater. Losransport. Ind.. made use of a novel advertising plan for "Hulda
from Holland." when showing that picture recently. He had
three dozen Holland flags strung in front of his theater, which
attracted considerable attention.

*

It was announced

last week

*

*

that

Alfred

Hamburger

had
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renewed his lease for the Fine Arts theater (which has hcen
renamed the Playhouse), for a long term of years; but it was
not given out that the house had been turned over to Messrs.
Hardy. Perry and Sheehan. who will give dramatic productions, exclusively, until April, 1917, when Mr. Hamburger will
again present
moving picture programs at the house.

share, in return for which they were promised instruction,
salaries and dividends. When Miss Kruger demanded part
of her salary, no money was forthcoming until she got out a
warrant. The police say that Wringer has been operating
about six months, and that nearly 20 good-looking girls have
purchased shares in his company.

"Civilization" is now being shown at the Oak Park theater.
Oak Park, 111., and will be given a run in the near future, in
Evanston, 111. The Oak Park theater is being taxed to its
capacity nightly by eager crowds of people anxious to see
Ince's great picture.
* *
*

A special performance of "20,000 Leagues Under the Sea"
is announced for Saturday morning. Oct. 14. at 10:30 o'clock,
at the Studebaker theater for the benefit of the many boys
and girls who have been unable to secure seats during the
week.

*

*

*

Another bomb outrage occurred early Saturday. October 7,
Ih the rear of the Hillside theater, 1515 W. Sixty-ninth street,
this city. Little damage was done to the theater; but the explosion created terror in the near neighborhood, the glass in
many windows beiuij broken. This explosion is also attributed to rivalry between the warring operators' unions in the
city. At the recent meeting of the Illinois branch of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, held October
6, it was announced that a truce had been declared between
the warring locals, and that all differences had been settled
by a board of arbitration. It will be noticed that the recen*
explosion took place more than twelve hours after this announcement had been made.

*

*

*

"The Government in Action," the one-reel political film
now being exploited by Sam Spedon in Chicago, was given a
successful private showing to exhibitors and representatives
of the press, at the Ziegfeld theater, Monday morning,
October 9. Mr. Spedon announces that fifty prints of the picture have been ordered for Chicago, where they will be shown
in local theaters. President Wilson and his cabinet are shown
grouped and singly in these pictures, and the sub-titles quote
the words of each on important issues in the present campaign.
* *
*
H. A. Sherman and John Elliott, of Sherman-Elliott, Inc.,
arrived in the city Saturday morning. October 7. from New
York, and left for Minneapolis the following evening. They
came on specially to meet Wm. Sievers, of the New Grand
Central theater, St. Louis, to dispose of the rights to Missouri
for "The Crisis." Mr. Sievers paid a handsome price for the
Missouri rights.
Mr. Sherman informed me that the Chicago offices of "The
Crisis" will
duringlater
the inweek
OctoberMr.16.Sherman
and the
location
willbebeopened
announced
the of
World.
passed through the city on his return to New York Wednesday morning. He will start his campaign for "The Crisis."
in his western territory, in about three weeks from this
writing.

*

*

*

"The Garden of Allah" was recently completed at Selig's
Los Angeles studios, and Director Colin Campbell arrived in
this city Wednesday, Oct. 11, bringing the films along with
him. Mr. Campbell will be engaged for some time in cutting
and trimming the film, and in preparing the subtitles.
The scenic effects in "The Garden of Allah" are said to be
artistically noteworthy, bearing as they do a striking Oriental
atmosphere. Many hundreds of people took part in the spectacular scenes, wliich include an attack on a caravan by
Bedouins, in the desert. A thrilling sand-storm is another o5
the realistic secnes in the production.
Helen Ware, Thomas Santschi. Harry Lonsdale. Eugenie
Besserer. James Bradbury, and Will Machin appear in the
prominent roles.

*

*

*

The following programs have been announced at the prominent downtown theaters in Chicago for the ensuing week:
Studebaker — "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea"
(L'^niversal).
Ziegfeld — E. H. Sothern and Miss Peggy Hvland in "The
Chattel" fVitagraph).
Colonial— "The Birth of a Nation" (D. W. Griffith). Full
houses are the rule for the big Griffith's film, since its reopening at this house.

*

*

*

Samuel B. Wringer, a retired lawyer, who gives his residence as Oak Park, 111., was arrested Thursday evening, Oct.
12, in this city, on the charge of operating a confidence game.
The charge was made by Miss Alma L. Kruger. of 4700 Winthrop avenue. She informed the police that she had given
up a good position as a nurse, some time ago, to become a
moving picture actress under Wringer's direction. It appears
that Miss Kruger was not the only victim, as Wringer invited a number of other young women to buy stock at $100 a

*

*

«

*

*

*

B. Crenelle, with his camera crew, is now operating near
Cairo, 111., on a special industrial contract secured by the
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Co. Another camera crew
under the direction of T. H. Miller is operating through central Illinois, taking moving pictures showing the result of
public utility investments. Another camera crew under the
direction of Wesley Smith is producing a large industrial picture in New York state, while Harry Birch with his crew is
taking industrial pictures showing the grain industry in the
state of Washington. Still another crew in charge of E.
Linden is making a special allegorical photoplay in Chicago,
while another camera crew in charge of W. B. Klingensmith
is engaged in taking 10.000 feet of film showing the Virginia
National Guard on the Mexican border.
Sales Manager E. H. Philippi, of the Rothacker Company,
returned to Chicago Saturday. Oct. 14, after visiting the company's agencies at Rochester, Buffalo
and Detroit.

* ♦ *
Death of George F. Magie

Old-Time

Film Man
Passes
Illness — Had Many

Away in Chicago
After
Friends in the Trade.

Brief

GEORGE
F. MAGIE, prominently identified with the
motion picture business of this country for the past
eight years, died in a Chicago hospital at seven o'clock,
Thursday evening, October 12. after a brief illness. The
cause of death was given as a general breakdown. The deceased was forty-seven years old and leaves a widow and
daughter. Mrs. Magie was with her husband during his Illness and accompanied the remains to New York. The
funeral services were held on Saturday, October 14, and Interment was made at the family plot In Greenwood, Brooklyn, attended only by the immediate family of the deceased.
George F. Magie was born in Brooklyn and was educated
In the schools of New York. In 1892 he went to Bordeaux,
France, on a mission for the American Car and Foundry
Company, in whose employ he was at that time. He remained in France for eight years, during which time he took
a course in mechanical engineering and was a member of
the construction staff which built the Paris and the London
"tubes," as the subways in those cities are called. He was
also employed in responsible positions on other railroad
projects in England and the continent.
From France Mr. Magie made a trip around the world for
his company, returning by way of San Francisco, and at
another time he went to Australia for the same company,
followed by a still fuither trip to France, where he remained
for three years. Returning to New York he engaged in the
motion picture business with Herbert Blachc for the Gaumont Company and aided In exploiting the Gaumont Chronophone. He afterward assisted In the erection of the Gaumont plant at Flushing, N. Y., and later assisted Mr. Elache
in the organization of the Solax Company and the building
of the Solax plant at Fort Lee. N. J.
Shortly after this Mr. Magie was an Important factor in
the formation of the Film Supply Company, with which concern he remained until it dissolved, when he joined the Universal Company, at one time being the general manager of
Universal City.
LTpon leaving the l^nlversal Company Mr. Magie went into
business for himself and was engaged in the making of an
Important baseball picture at the time of his death. In this
enterprise he was assisted materially by his brother, S. L.
Magie, who has now taken up the unfinished work with the
purpose of completing it as a sort of monument to the
memory
of the deceased.
It may be said of George Magie that few men In the motion picture business had a wider acquaintance in the trade
or a better reputation or more friends than he. Few, if any,
knew the business in all its branches better than he, and
many, very many, will learn of his death with a sense of per
sonal loss.
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Griffith Brings "Intolerance." to Open at Clune's Auditorium
— Sennett Back at Keystone — Ince at Culver City.
THIS week Messrs. Liriliith, Sennett and Ince returned to
Los Angeles; Ince and Sennett after a proloiiLjed absence in the East. Mr. Ince went to New York last
May with "Civilization" and Mr. Sennett went East about
three months ago to make plans for a greater production of
Keystone comedies'. Ince and Sennett arrived on Tuesday,
Oct. o; D. W. Griffith came back on Wednesday, the 4th. from
a flying trip to Xew York, where he had arranged for the
premiere presentation of his mammoth production "Intolerance."
Mr. Griffith has returned to the coast to exhil)it his big
picture in Los Angeles and San Francisco. The fair.ous Fine
.\rts producer was exceedingly happy and pleased with the
wonderful reception given "Intolerance" by blase New York.
Said Mr. Griffith when interviewed by representatives of the
press;
"I want to see what Los Angeles will say about my picture. New York thought it was wonderful. At least I judge
so. Los Angeles, the home of motion pictures, will give me
the final word."
Griffith is not flushed with the success of his picture. Somehow he gives you the impression that he knew it all along,
that he was assured that the people would like it.
When Griffith talks about "Intolerance" and tells of the
success it scored in New York it does not sound egotistical.
"Does 'Intolerance' mark the crest of the popularity of the
motion pictures?" he was asked.
"No: it simply blazes the trail for something bigger."
Griflith said the same thing when "The Clansman" scored
its success. He said it was but a stepping stone to something
better.
That something must have been "Intolerance."
"People say the pictures are on the wane."
"That is not true or logical," observed the master producer. "They turned away 4,000 people last week at the
theater at which Tntolerance' is being shown."
"Do you consider 'Intolerance' to be a far greater picture
than 'The Clansman'?"
"Tbe critics and the people say it is." he answered, and he
smiled quietly as he said it.
"And what are you going to do now?"
"After 'Intolerance' is produced in Los Angeles," said Mr.
Griftith. "I am going to some lonely spot where I can be all
by myself and rest. I am going to do a lot of thinking and
I must have rest."
"That thinking should result in something."
"I hope it does, but I cannot say now that I have plans for
a new picture. I am going away to be alone where I can
rest and possibly hit upon an idea for a new picture. But
right now I am without a plan for the future.
"I^os Angeles is certainly being advertised by 'Intolerance.'
In New York the people say that Los Angeles must be a
wonderful place because they know the picture was produced
here, and they have seen the wonderful settings. They are
an incredulous lot. They won't believe that we spend thousands of dollars to make the scenes for the pictures just as
we want them.
"Mae Marsh, who is the star of 'Intolerance,' is the favorite
in New York now. Everyone is talking about her. They
have compared her to Sarah Bernhardt. One theatrical man
sought to secure her services so that she could play a pantomime part in a production written especially for her."
"Intolerance" opens at Clune's Auditorium week beginning Monday, Oct. 16. The picture will be presented on the
same elaborate scale as in New York, with a forty-piece orchestra and admission prices ranging from 25 cents to $2.00.
The production was shown in San Francisco at the Columbia theater Sunday. Oct. 8.
After exhibiting the large cities Mr. Griffith plans to put
fifteen companies on the road to cover the rest of the
country.

and CLARKE

IRVINE

Interviewing Mack Sennett.
Mack Sennett. director general of the Keystone Film Company, was found a I)usy man. at his comedy plant, Tuesday
afternoon, last week. Said Mr. Sennett, regarding the many
rumors circulated about his company and the Triangle Film
Corporation: "Keystone comedies will continue to be released by the Triangle Corporation — Itut unrestricted. In
other words, any exhibitor can show Keystone comedies regardless of what program or pictures he may be using. This
was found necesary owing to the enormous demand for Keystones by exhibitors using other than the Triangle service.
"To replace thfe Keystones on the regular Triangle program
our organization will also make one-reel comedies in the
future. So in this way the regular service to the exhibitor
will not be changed.
"I am pleased to say the Triangle Corporation is in a more
prosperous condition than ever and doing a greater volum.e of
Ijusiness. possibly, than any other two companies combined
and I am most optimistic as to the future."
Mr. Sennett was asked about Mabel Normand's new picture
and the policy of the Mabel Norman Feature Film Company
conducted under his supervision.
"Miss Normand's picture," said Mr. Sennett, "will be ready
for release in about ten weeks. She has been working on it
for the past six or seven months and we feel quite confident
as to its success. I believe it will be as gogd, if not better,
than any of the pictures released up to the present time.
"Miss Normand has a splendidly equipped studio of her
own and her company is wel! organized. Immediately upon
the completion of her present vehicle she will begin working
on another production. All of her pictures will be special
feature releases, separate from any program."
Thomas H. Ince Back at Culver City.
At Culver City we found Thomas H. Ince, director general of the New York Motion Picture Corporation. Mr. Ince
on his return from the East was warmly greeted by E. H.
.\llen, general manager of the plant, and hundreds of employees, including stars, players, cameramen, extras, and in
fact the whole host of friends and co-workers.
Mr. Ince has

Thomas

H. Ince Greeting His Youngest Child, on His Return
to Los Angeles.

been away for five months, and he notes many changes at
the big studio which is growing larger every day. He predicts that a new and greater era of prosperity will be here
shortly in the moving picture industry.
That the public is not tiring of moving picture plays, but,'
on the other hand, is daily becoming more firmly attached
to them, strikes the keynote of Ince's remarks concerning his
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tr-p. He left the coast last May, primarily to direct the
riional showing of his peace spectacle "Civilization," but
foi the past two months has been devoting his time to directorial conferences affecting the affairs of the Triangle.
"Upon my arrival in the West," said Ince, shortly after his
return, "I heard many rumors, absurd as they could possibly
be, ibout this business. They even said that the industry is
on the toboggan. 1 canot say too emphatically that they are
absolutely without foundation. This talk about theaters
closing all over the country is foolish, too. Of course the
cry of the public is for good plays, and always will be, but
that is what we are trying every day to supply. As for ourselves, we will continue to produce better and bigger pictures,
our aim being to give the people the best that money and
brains can create."
Among the many ntw things noted by the big producer at
the studio was the mammoth laboratory which this week
was opened for active work. This place has been in course of
construction for the past six months, and its completion
marks the end of building activities for some little time. It is
occupied by a crew of forty-one men, working under the supervision ofAl Brandt. In the future all Ince plays will be
finished here. This building embraces two large dark rooms,
one drying room, one projection room, one chemical room,
one negative examining room, two negative cutting rooms,
four positive examining rooms, four printing rooms, and one
experimental room, in addition to the offices and other spaces
such as refrigerating plant, distilled water plant, and so on.
The capacity of the dark rooms is one hundred thousand feet
of negative and three hundred thousand feet of positive per
week. In the chemical storage room a full carload of drugs
will be kept on hand at all times. This is quite an improvement for the big plant.
Early this week Manager E. H. Allen gave a party for
Ince players and a few friends, at the big Barnum & Bailey
circus which was playing here. The party motored to the
lot, where a least was provided by the cooks in the mess
tent. Everybody ate circus food just like the boys that drive
stakes and sew canvas. The unique feed was a real treat
to the stars, and in fact everybody present enjoyed it. After
dinner, the folks took a trip through the big tents, behiiid
the scenes, and <n the animal training quarters. Here Enid
Markey, one of the popular Ince stars, was allowed to hold
a young leopard cub.
Although Miss Markey has done some thrilling acts for
the screen, she never worked with animals and it took some
little persuading to get her to hold the young cat. However.
she was brave and came out alive, but she said that she did
not want to do "animal stuff" every day. Ince arrived home
just a few days too late to attend this unique party, which
broke up after the whole show had been seen.
EXHIBITOR

INAUGURATES

MORNING

MATINEES.

Palace

Theater
Manager
Starts Children's
Special Shows
During Morning Hours with Great Success.
Dr. H. B. Breckwedel. manager of the new Palace theater
on Seventh street, has started a new showing of pictures.
He has gone after the children's vote, and he apparently is
to be unanimously elected by the kiddies as the best exhibitor in town. He is arranging special programs for them, to
be shown at these morning m.atinees.
His first matinee of the early morning will be featured by
"Rumpelstiltskin," a most wonderful fair^' tale, as told by
the cameras, if we remember, at Thomas H. Ince's plant. It
was directed by Raymond B. West, if we are right. The
program will have a Fatty and Mabel comedy, and another
fun picture with Charlie Murray. Pictures will not be all
for the children, for Dr. Breckwedel will engage an artist
to appear, either a photoplayer, juvenile actor, or story teller,
and the children will have a regular picnic with whoever
comes to the theater to see them.
It is the idea that mothers will come downtown Saturday
morning and leave their children at the Palace to see this
clean and picked show while they do a little running around
and shopping. The first week's experiment shows that the
chances are very good for a permanent program of this kind.
This manager is always trying something new that will make
his house more popular than ever, and at the same time increase business.
* + *
Los Angeles
Film Brevities.
William Pigott, former scenario editor with the .\merican
at Santa Barbara, was a visitor to the Moving Picture World
office this week. Mr. Pigott is now free lancing and says
that he is well satisfied with the way the many companies are
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buying stories. Many other scenarioists report the same
conditions, due perhaps to the realization by the companies
that stories are somewhat vital to the production of good
pictures. .Almost every editor that we have interviewed in
the past few weeks desires stories from regular writers.
Slowly but surely the great multitude of outside people who
know nothing of the real film business are cutting down their
labors and devoting their time to more profitable work. There
is not an editor today in any studio who desires scenarios
from outside persons who have not sold any stories. Recognized authors and other well-known writers are encouraged.
Mr. Pigott has just placed a five-reeler with Fox. which is
being directed by Frank Lloyd, with William Farnum featured. It is called "The Higher Conflict" and is a full-dress
story, Farnum having been changed from the rough western to the society brand. It is a self-sacrificing story, yet
full
of the red blooded material that the public demands of
Farnum.

* * *

Up in Santa Barbara the Flying .\ people have formed a
new club. Edward M. Langley was elected president of the
Goodfellowship .\ssociation. P. G. Lynch was unanimously
re-elected treasurer and the other officers elected were R. S.
Stebbins, vice-president: .^be Molen, secretary.
The newly elected olhcers will name a committee of five
to serve with the officers as an executive committee.
There will be a special meeting next week to form a committee to arrange for the *season's
* « entertainment.
Manager Charles Eyton. of the Morosco studio, announced
this week that an amalgamation of the Pallas, Morosco,
Famous Players, and Lasky firms had been put through.
Mr. Eyton received a telegram from Frank Garbutt, maoager of the Pallas Pictures concern, who has been in New
York for the past few weeks, stating that the amalgamation
proceedings, which have been hanging fire for sev.ral months,
have just been completed.
By the arrangement just consummated an interchange of
actors, of scenario writers and even of studio and laboratory
facilities, is made possible, thus increasing efficiency and convenience in the producing of pictures.

» *

*

Manager Hoyt, of the Liberty theater in Long Beach, reports that C. Gardner Sullivan, author of "The Wolf
Woman," "Civilization" and "Peggy." and Monte Katterjohn, one of the ince authors, who wrote the "Captive God,"
"The Jungle Child" and a number of other successes, were
in a parly accompanying^ Miss Louise Glaum to this city recently from Culver City. Miss Glaum making two appearances at the Liberty theater. The film stars were brought
over from the studio by automobile.
The Liberty theater was decorated with spider webs
to heighten the effect and lend additional color to the
vampire
atmosphere of "The Wolf Woman," as played by
Miss Glaum.
*

+

*

We all have heard of "The Power of the Press" but for
once the power of the press has failed, or rather the newspapermen iiave been stumped. Last week several hundred of
them, members of the Southern California Editorial Association, visited Universal City as guests of H. O. Davis, head
of the big plant. They rode camels, drove sheep and cattle,
frolicked before the camera, and even went forth into the
lion's den. but not to shave the lion's beard. One stunt they
did was to pull a tug of war with Charlie, the big elephant.

Universal Zoo's Big Elephant, Proving That He Has More
Pull Than Southern California Editorial Association.
We got a picture of the tug and it was funny. First the
men pulled old Charlie nearly off his feet, then he took a
step — and the power of the press was dragged in the dust
for thirty feet.
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Douglas Fairbanks is in town having arrived aftir an exciting trip through the northern plains, where he and a part}'
went gunning for all kinds oi seasonable game. Douk said
they scared some owls and that was about all. but that in
the national reserve they were chased by bears and could not
shoot the large number of deer they saw because of the
reservation laws. Anyway he enjoyed the big outdoors for
son:c time and looks hale and hearty and ready to start
shootinc at the Fine .Arts studio.
He left New
York in a
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lar screen star, has just arrived at the famous Empire Mine
in Grass Valley, California, and is busily engaged in the
tilming: of several underground scenes. Some of these scenes
are being photographed si.x thousand feet below the ground
under extreme diliiculties. This is the first time in the history of motion pictures that scenes were ever filmed at this
depth and some wonderful effects are expected for Miss
* t Right
•
Martin's new photoplay "The
Direction."
Opening the season for municipal dances and giving added
impetus to these affairs by elaborate plans for the initial
event, the city mothers, headed by City Mother Aletha Gilliert. Mrs. Bret Harte Harris and our own Anita King, gave
a municipal grand ball at Columbus .Auditoriun;.
Prominent clubwomen assisted the city mothers in welcoming the youth of the city. Mayor Woodman and a numl)er of city officials were present.
The grand march, the opening feature of the ball, was led
by Chief of Police Butler and petite Fannie Ward, of the
Lasky studio. Film folk who attended were: Marie Doro,
Wallace Reid. Cleo Ridgely, Jack Dean. Elliott Dexter. Dorothy Davenport, Kathlyn Williams. Dustm Farnum, Myrtle
Stedman, Winnifred Kingston. William Desmond, Enid Markey, Louise Glaum. Clara Willian-.s, Dorothy Dalton. Frank
Kecnan. William S. Hart, Charles Ray, Harold Lockwood,
.May .Allison. Dorothy and Lillian Gish, Mae Marsh, Fay
Tinchcr. Al Christie, Billie Rhodes, Betty Compson, Harry
Ham, Niel Burns, Myrtle Gonzalez, Clarke Irvine, Ella Hall,
Ruth Stonehouse, Carter de Haven, Franklin Farnham. Mr.
and Mrs.
William E. Wing, Kenneth A. O'Hara, and Kenneth McGafTey.
The municipal dances will be a regular Saturday night
event for the rest of the winter.

Douglas

Fairbanks Arrives in Los Angeles.

hurry when they told him to get ready for a picture. He
said he did not want to work in the East, and that they
could find him in California if they wanted to use him in any
of the scenes, it is not known just what he will do, but it
can be depended upon to be a cracking good picture if he
plays in it.
* * *
At the Hollywood Kalem studio Ham and Bud, with their
leading woman. Ethel Teare. are working industriously
on a funny picture, the name of which is "The Donkey Did
It." We got a snapshot of Ham and Ethel with their "limousine" going around the corner of the boulevard. This is a
scream and ought to prove a good release. Ham is the
driver and Ethel is his sweetheart.
Ham wears his usual

* * *

.A new Triangle K-B picture in which Thomas H. Ince
will present Frank Keenan as star, was begun this week, at
the Culver City studios, under the direction of Walter Edwards. It is a story of a miserly old mill owner and his conversion to the cause of charity and optimism by the sweetness of a little child. The latter role will be handled by
Thelina Salter, who has won fame by her many portrayals
in Ince productions. Others in the cast are Gertrude Claire
and Fanny Midgley. The Keenan vehicle was written by
C. Gardner Sullivan, the well-known scenario author who has
turned out the majority of *Ince's
* « successes on the screen.
Jane Bernoudy has named her car. Out of four hundred
replies to her appeal to her film friends, she has selected the
name "Ambrose." Xobody knows just why Miss Jane selected this name. Even Jane herself offers no bona fide
reason.
Miss Bernoudy is now planning to hold another of her
celebrated
"receptions." at which "Ambrose" will be host to
city.of the mobiles
all
of the motion picture colonies around the

* * *

At Coronahasthebeen
Majestic
which
was ofowned
'oy E. J.
Genereux,
sold totheater,
John D.
Wend,
Los Angeles,
who will make some changes and improvements.

* *

»

At the ever busy Lasky studio, Thomas Meighan, leaves
for New York immediately upon the completion of "The
Silent Partner." in which he appears as leading man for
Blanche Sweet, under the direction of Marshal Xcilan. Mr.
Meighan will in the future carry out his photo-dramatic activities at the Eastern studio.
* * *

Ham's

Hay

Motor

Limousine.

mask in this picture. Recently he had to have a picture made
with two faces on it. one hin'self. and the other Ham, because when Ham sent out his pictures to those who wrote
for them, invariably they wrote back requesting one of
"Ham."
His makeup is so deep.

* •

*

.Al E. Christie, producer of comedies under the same name,
says that he wants comedies from well-known writers. He
pays well and desires only a meagre idea or a short synopsis.
Get busy, you Mark Twains.

* *

A company

»

of players, headed by Vivian Martin, the popu-

-A'alter Stradling, better known as the trans-continental
photographer, is back again. Stradling was sent East to
photograph at the Eastern studio, worked there a few days,
was sent back to the Western studio, came into the studio
and was handed a telegram to report immediately in New
York. .Arriving there he worked a month photographing Mai^y
Pickford and has now returned once again to the Lasky fold.

* *

»

Betty Schade lost a perfectly good role this week when it
was found that her eyes were too blue to carry the characterization desired, that of a Spanish
* * *beauty. Poor Betty!

House Peters, the well-known and popular star, has arrived in town. He came West from New York stopping over in Chicago, where he visited the film men. He also
stopped over in San Francisco, where he visited many old
time friends. Mr. Peters will start work next week at the
Morosco studio on either a light comedy, or else a good,
The girl who will play opposite has not as
straight drama.
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yet been selected. Mr. Peters reports the film business as
being good along the line with the many exhibitors he saw,
aiid says that he is glad to be back in the West again. It
win be remembered tliat House Peters played the leading
role in "The Great Divide" produced by Edgar Lewis and
released as a big feature by Lubin.

* *

»

Clyde De Vinnea, cameraman for the New York Motion
Picture Company, and the popular vice-president of the
Crescent Bay Motorcycle Club, is lying in the Culver City
hospital of the company badly injured as the result of a collision between his motorcycle and an automobile, while he
was on his way to work.
Among other injuries, De Vinnea sustained such a severe
laceration of the knee that it was necessary to take several
stitches.

* * ♦

E. A. Kaufman, free-lance scenario writer, came down to
Los Angeles from Santa Barbara last week to accept the
order for a feature script which he wrote and returned within
a week.

* * *

Frank Borzage has gone to Salt Lake City for a two-weeks
visit with his mother, Borzage has just completed the fivereel feature, "Immediate Lee" at the American studio. He is
responsible both for its direction
* * * and title-role.
It sounds like a "Preparedness" picture, the Christie
comedy now in production by Directors Al Christie and
Horace Daveys. its title being "Tramp. Tramp, Tramp." It
merely refers, however, to the species hobo, and Billie
Rhodes and Harry Ham are living in makeups of this variety
at present.
» * «
In Long Beach the first day Jackie Saunders started keeping house. Bruce Smith, Balboa's clever character actor,
made up as a "bo" and presented himself at Jackie's kitchen
door. He had learned before hand, by collusion with Eddie
Saunders, Jackie's brother, that the fair "housewife" was in
her
kitchenknock
bakingandstrawberry
Jackie answered
insistent
listened pies.
sympathetically
to hisBruce's
story.
Then she invited him into the kitchen, prepared a big "feed"
for him with her own fair hands, gave him a dollar and one
of Eddie's best suits of clothes.
* * *
Marie Mosquini, the pretty secretary at the Rolin studio.
went downstairs the other day to see a picture run in the
projection room, w-hich is in the basement. Owing to a sharp
turn in the steps, and a darkened hallway, she tripped and
fell to the bottom of the stairs, spraining her ankle. Now
she is hobbling about on one foot waiting for the painful
swelling to go away. You don't need to work in pictures to
get hurt.
* * *
Bert Bracken. ex-Balboa feature director, but who has been
lately with Fox in the East, returned to the coast this week
for a vacation and a long rest before returning to the Atlantic seaboard to produce some more big ones.

* * *

William Clifford, who is with Otis Turner's Fox company.
is playing a big part in "The Pedigree," which is a feature
production nearing completion. Turner will next do a
Hawaiian story and Billy will play in this. He spent seven
months one time in Honolulu and knows W'aikiki Beach like
we know New York. George Walsh and Turner watched
Billy endeavor to demonstrate the hula-hula dance, but their
laughter stopped Billy from going further.

* *

«

Frank D. Ormston. head of one of the technical departments at L'niversal
is out from His
the operation
hospital where
he
went through
a siegeCity,
of appendicitis.
was one
of the best ever made at this place, and he was out and driving his car in record-breaking
* * time.
*
Sid Grauman, manager of the San Francisco Empress
theater, is in town to close a few business deals, including
the taking over of the Majestic theater here for twelve weeks,
where he will show- "Midnight San Francisco," a production
of his own composition in sixteen scenes. He is taking north
some films which he will run in the Exposition City.

* * *

On a recent Saturday evening a large number of photoplay and business men of Hollywood gathered together at
the Hotel Hollywood to enjoy a light feast and dance, and
to talk over plans for a club to be known as the Hollywood
Pla^'ers' Club. Although Wallace Reid. always in the limelight when it comes to organizing, or disorganizing clubs,
^vas scheduled to act as chairman, he had gone to San Fran-
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cisco to attend some sort of a theater opening under the
auspices of the Paramount, so James Voung, one of Lasky's
directors, took the stand and pictured a wonderfully beautiful club. He even built a pool and had the tired and dusty
players swimming in the mirage of water. The kitchen and
lemonade buftet were all fitted up, and we could even see a
colored servant bringing us a hearty evening meal — in the
new clubhouse, which is to cost about fifty thousand dollars.
Many people spoke, all favorably. H. M. Horkheimer told
a few hard business facts in connection with leasing, building, and loaning. It is not so easy as it seems to be. We
liave seen the old Photoplayers Club tossed upon the rocks
and later when we helped try to organize a new and similar
club, we saw the interest flare up at the start, then sadly
watched it smolder into ruin. But were it possible, the
present combination ought to put a good club through to
success, and we need one. Here's one that is willing to
bruise his shoulder putting it against the wheel of progress.

«

* «

Down South at San Diego the Pollard players have built
a small temporary studio near their own big plant. This is
used for scenes in a south sea island for the picture "Miss
Jackie of the Navy," which features Margarita Fischer as
the pretty heroine. In this episode she handles a giant py.thon and believe us, it is quite some job. A few exciting
scenes were made last week in the native village where the
iiandsome captain, played by Jack Mower, is about to be
lowered into the python's pit. The girl, disguised as a bluejacket, climbs a tree and throws her ammunition into the
sacrificial fire, the exploding cartridges putting the natives to
flight. Some good scenes were made in this temporary
studio. The python was from the studio of the E, & R.
jungle Film Co.
* * *
William Farnum's return to work at the Fox studio was
welcomed by a dinner at the Alexandria Hotel at which were
present a number of members of the Fox Company, including A. Carlos, Oscar Apfel. Otis Turner, Raoul Walsh. Reed
Heustis and George Walsh. Of course William was on
hand, and he, as only he could do. did a speech.

* * *

At Redlands. the Empress theater, under the management
of Messrs. Stewart and Ehrmann, is being overhauled and
improved. The outside of the big house has been repainted
and decorated, while the interior has been tinted and ornamented and improved by the addition of a disinfecting
system and a new Photoplayer. Two new projection machines
were also installed. These live managers, who run the
Grand theater, have closed it as a picture house, and will
improve it before reopening it as a vaudeville theater,

* * *

Vola Smith, the little Universal leading woman, drove
on a short vacation to Santa Barbara. She said she averaged
thirty-five miles an hour most of the way. then shut down to
twenty-five, and promptly was arrested and fined exactly
twenty-five dollars. Hereafter soft pedal, she says.

* ♦ *

Recently "Big Bill" Russell, the popular Flying "A" leading man, entertained a couple of score of prominent persons
at his ranch in Santa Barbara, then toted them off to the
hills to enjoy a barbecue in the open. Among the guests
were V. R. Day, representing the Essanay Company; Mabel
Condon, of the Exchange, which bears her name, and many
players from the American studio, including E. A. Kaufmann,
Rena Rogers, \'ola Smith, .\lbert Russell, Charlotte Burton,
Frank Borzage. Harvey Clark. George Ahern, Clarence Kolb,
May Cloy, and George Sargent. Russell is always a most
gracious
best of us.host and certainly can turn out a "party" fit for the

* * *

John Ince, director general of the newly organized Premier
Film Company, who will film "The Planter" in South America, accompanied by his cast, which is a notable one. headed
by Tyrone Power. Lamar Johnston. Edyth Sterling and
others, has departed the United States, having left Los Angeles last Monday afternoon. Carlyle Robinson, former publicity man for Horsley. accompanied the troupe.

* * *

Henry Otto, producer of Yorke-Metro features, under the
management of Fred J. Balshofer. with May Allison and
Harold Lockwood as his stars, has returned to the acting
game, for in "Big Tremaine" now under course of production.
Otto plays a small I)ut important part. Before becoming a
big director Otto used to be one of the most superb, if you
care to call it that, of villains. Anyway he was a good character, and this bit of acting makes him homesick for the old
days.

THK
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Kalem

Coming
"Grant" Episodes
at Top Speed on New Series — Praise

Working

Exchange

Managers.

8.15.
A critical review will be printed in the Moving Picture
World next week.
from

FL'LI^ speed ahead is the word on Kalem's new series,
"Grant. Police Reporter," which makes its bow on
October 20 with the release of "The Code Letter.*' The
I'lnishinji touches have already been put to the second episode. "The Missing; Heiress." while Kaieni has announced
the plans lor many ul tlic releases to follow in this one-reel
series featuring Georj^e Larkin and Ollie Kirkby.
Friday, October 27, is the release dale for "The Missing
Heiress." Work has now started on the third episode, "The
Pencil Clue," which is scheduled to be issued on Friday, November 3. In this episode of Robert Welles Ritchie's stories,
George Larkin. as Tommy (irani, police reporter of The
Chronicle, unravels a puzzling murder mystery. The "ilirill
scene" that comes as the climax of the single recler shows
Dare- Devil Larkin leaping from the tirst story window of a
building into the tonneau of a speeding automobile.
The week following, on November 10. Kalem lists "The
Rogue's I'awn." as the "Grant" episode. In this release Ollie
Kirkby is given one of the strongest roles afforded her in
the series. Larkin, in the title role, undertakes to expose a
powerful gambling clique tliat is using the police commissioner'stireowncomes
daughteras asthea shield
its operations.
spectacular
climax,forwhile
one of theA many
thrilling scenes shows Larkin climbing hand over hand across
a wide areaway on a telephone w^ire which breaks under his
weight and catapxdts him into the flames.
Robert Ellis. \\'illiam McKey. G. Chira. Arthur Albertson
and Mary Taylor-Koss are others who will be seen in the action of these episodes of the Kalem series. The productions
are being made at the Jacksonville studio under the direction
of Robert Ellis.
Pre-release showings of the first episode, "The Code Letter." are being given to exhibitors throughout the country at
all the General Film exchanges and many letters of praise
have been received at the Kalem offices. A sample of the
opinions received is the following from Manager G. T. Ames.
of the Philadelphia office of General Film, following the receipt there of a print of the second episode, which is also
being rushed to the exchanges for pre-release showings.
"Yesterday we received the second episode of 'Grant, Police
Reporter,* " he writes, "and it certainly did not suffer by comparison with the first episode. We showed the picture to
the Moving Picture Editor of one of the daily papers here,
and he was very enthusiastic. The consensus of opinion of
all that have seen either one or both of the first two episodes is that there has never been so much action, so many
thrills, and such really good stuff packed into one reel before.
The newspaper representative was frank in saying that there
was enough meat in 'The Missing Heiress' to make a five-reel
feature."

Fox Picture Presented
"A Daughter of the Gods"
Initial Showing at Lyric
Theater,Given
New ItsYork.
THE

first perforn^ance of William Fox's spectacular motion picture fantasy. '*A Daughter of the Gods," took
place Tuesday evening. October 17, at the Lyric theater. New York. Second in interest only to the production itself is the accompanying score by Robert Hood Bowers, who
will direct an augmented orchestra for the occasion.
The William Fox Company of players went to Jamaica,
W'est Indies, in August. 1915. The exteriors, marines, waterfalls, pageantry and battles of "A Daughter of the Gods"
were staged in and around Kingston. The picture was finally completed in September of the following year and measures ten reels or 10.000 feet in length. Motion picture experts are of the opinion that *'A Daughter of the Gods" is
one of the most costly and most numerously peopled pictures yet created, the cost of the production having reached
to seven figures and employed no less than 20,000 persons all
told.
Probably no other player than Miss Kellermann could
have met the requirements as the leading role called for.
Astonishing virtuosity is said to be displayed by her as an
actress, dancer, swimmer, diver, fencer and acrobat. Other
principals in the excellent company include Stuart Holmes.
Jane and Katlierine Lee. who have the parts of little babies
of the sea. and others. The mermaids were all played by
American girl swimmers, to say nothing of the thousands of
natives used in the mob and battle scenes with which the
picture abounds in picturesoue confusion.
".■\ Daughter of the Gods" will be presented at the Lyric
theater twice daily including Sunday beginning at 2.15 and

"THE GARDEN OF ALLAH" COMPLETED.
"The production ul 'The (_iarden of .Mlah* lias been completed by Colin Campbell," said Mr. Selig\ in a recent interview. "The drama faithfully follows the book in every detail

Helen Ware

Ready for a Scene for "The Garden of Allah.'

and the production is the most elaborate and expensive we
have ever made. Many scenes not easy to obtain were filmed,
many extra properties were used, not counting camels, Arabian horses, equipment for caravans and costumes for several
thousand people. 'The Garden of Allah' presents some very
fine acting. Miss Helen W'are, particularly, arises to emotional
heights rarely seen on the stage or screen. She is ably supported by Thomas Santschi, as 'Boris,' Eugenie Besserer.
Harry Lonsdale.
James
Bradbury
as 'The
Diviner'desert
and
others.
The street
scenes
in the oasis
of Sand
the Sahara
are faithful and the bazaars, mosques and street scenes are
massive.
"A desert sandstorm will be found full of startling realism.
The wind arises and sand comes in sheets, caravans scurry
for shelter, tents are blown down, in fact it is a most vivid
picture. An attack by Bedouins on a caravan makes an exciting spectacle.
have innothehesitancy
in praising
'Theinstant
Gardenadmiration
of Allah' and
and
am"I firm
belief that
it will find
SIX NEW BRANCHES
FOR INTERNATIONAL.
popularity."
J. K. Burger, assistant general manager of the International, has arranged for opening branches in the following
additional cities; Cleveland and Cincinnati, Ohio; Seattle,
Wash., which will cover all of the Northwest; Kansas City,
Des Moines and Omaha. The International already has
branches of the Ne\.- York headquarters in Chicago, Boston,
Philadelphia, Washington, Pittsburgh, Atlanta. St. Louis.
Los Angeles and San Francisco. In addition it has agencie.'"
in Buffalo. Albany, New Orleans, Kansas City, Minneapol^',
Indianapolis, Detroit and Salt Lake City.
The opening of two offices in Ohio and the Northwest by
the International is of particular importance and means that
the concern is to make a determined fight for business in
these districts.
GIACHINO
BUILDING ANOTHER THEATER.
A. Giachino of Cobalt. Ont.. is building another moving
picture theater there. Mr, Giachino is an experienced picture
man, and is probably the oldest man in ^^oint of connection
with the industry in Northern Ontario. He opened the Bijou
in Cobalt in March. 1910, and has operated this house with
considerable success. In 1914 the New Grand was opened
by Mr. Giachino. This house is also in Cobalt. The screen
in the new house which Mr. Giachino is building will be
situated in the front at the back of the main entrance.
J. A. KENT'S FATHER DIES.
The many friends of J. A. Kent, general press representative of the Great Northern Film Company, will be sorry to
hear of the death of Dr. I. Kent, his father, who died in Budapest,
on August
28. Mr.
of the existing warHungary,
conditions,
has only
heardKent,
of hisbecause
loss now.
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Week's Work in Fox Studios
"Romeo

and Juliet" Overshadows All Other Activities, But
There Are Others in the Making.

several photoplays arc in work in W'ilham
H
ALTHOUG
Fox's Eastern and Western studios, interest centers
and Juliet,"
"Romeo
coming
the
in
now
The
of Verona.
of tlie fairofmaid
with Theda Bara in the roleproduction
Fox picturization of the great play is magniricent in settings
and lavish in costumes, but accurate throughout. Weeks
were spent in arranging for precision in technical detail, before J. Gordon Edwards, in charge of the direction, talked,
coatless, to the entire cast, preparatory to the screening.
The film will be exhibited to the public for the first time.
at the Academy of Music. The picture version of the tragic
love story requires seventy minutes in unreeling. Harry
Hilliard will play opposite Miss Hara. Others in the cast are
Glen White, Walter Law, John Webb Dillion, Einar Linden,
Elwin Eaton, Edwin Holt, Alice Gale. Victory Bateman.
Helen Tracy, and Jane and Kathcrine Lee. Miss Gale has
the role of the nurse — a part which she had for many years
in the legitimate. Victory Bateman, as Lady Montague, appeared with Edwin Booth during several seasons.
Einar Linden, who portrays Paris, made his stage debut at
the
age drama.
of elevenThein Norwegian
the title rolepoet
of was
"Little
Eyolf."
Ibsen's
famous
present
at the
first
performance and summoned the youthful Linden to his box
to congratulate him personally on his fine interpretation of
Eyolf.
On the Pacific Coast, George Walsh began another photoplay, most of which will be photographed on an island. The
story is brimming with adventure, and a strong cast has
been engaged for the picture, among others, Herschel Mayall, William Burress, Harry De Vere and William Clifford.
Otis Turner is directing.
Mr. De
\'ereof has
returned he
to entered
Fox films.
After drama,
nearly
twenty
years
stagejust
experience
the silent
and eventually joined William Fox's forces. His first picture
was "Battle of Hearts." Then followed "The Man from
Bitter Roots," "The Beast," and "The End of the Trail."
Gladys Brockwell has been selected as the star of Oscar C.
Apfel's tenth production for the Fox films, and William Farnum will soon begin work in a photoplay with a silk-hat
role. Mr. Farnum is probably reaching for his cane and
gloves at this moment.
Nearer home, John Reinhard will play the "heavy" in June
Caprice's new picture for William Fox. Mr. Reinhard defies
tradition. He is bound that he will depict a sculptor villain
for the camera, without resorting once to the aid of a Windsor tie. Mr. Reinhard is a New Yorker born, and went to
Public School No. 67 before high school and college. This
school is just two doors from the Fox offices in Forty-sixth
street.
In the original production of "Madame Sherry," Mr. Reinhard sang the famous "Every Little Movement." Now he puts
theory into practice by acting in the movies.
GAUMONT

TO RELEASE

NEW

SINGLE

REEL.

With the initial issue of "Mutual Tours Around the W^orld"
November 7, the Gaumont Company offers exhibitors the
fourth weekly single-reel release from its studios. The new
pictures will be primarily scenic in their nature, but there will
also be characteristic views of foreign industries, methods and
customs. This now fills the one gap in the list of Gaumont
single-reels, and firmly intrenches the company in a field
that it is making deservedly popular through the excellence of
its pictures.
"Mutual Tours" w-ill regard as its own province any country
other than the United States and its possessions, these being
pictured in the entertaining "See America First" series.
Through its affiliations with the Gaumont parent house in
Paris and its branches all over the world, the American company can offer foreign pictures that an exhibitor could not
hope to secure elsewhere.
The Gaumont Company is satisfying the demand for single
reels that are more than "fillers." The natural desire of
people to visit the out-of-the-way. picturesque places of the
world as well as the more renowned cities will be gratified by
"Mutual Tours." This weekly release will give not only
views such as a traveler would glimpse, but also more intimate
pictures of national life. H the authoritative and interesting
articles about foreign lands found in the National Geographical Magazine could he transferred directly to the screen, they
would represent the aim of the Gaumont Company, in selecting and editing subjects for "Mutual Tours Around the
World."
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Good Report From Kleine Exchanges
General

Manager
Smith
Swings
Around
the
General Business Picking Up.

Circuit — Sees

ME.

SMITH, j^entral manager of the George Kleine
Exchanges, now distributing the product of Kleine• Edison-Selig-Essanay studios, has returned to Chicago from a swing around the circuit of exchanges and relarge business
done Billie
on "Gloria's
motion portspicture
novel being
featuring
Burke. Romance," the
"Some exceptional advertising ideas are being developed by
the exchange managers and the exhibitors," remarked Mr.
Smith in speaking of his trip. "Down in Ohio 1 found one
good sized town in which Billie Burke is on everyone's
tongue. Inquiry developed the fact that the enterprising
theater manager, acting upon a suggestion of the exchange
manager in that terriiory, has provided a number of grocery
stores in the vicinity of his theater with paper bags of the
usual grocery store variety. On each bag is printed 'Trade
at Blank's Grocery and don't forget to see Billie Burke in
"Gloria's Romance" every Tuesday night at the Pastime theater.' Every housewife for blocks around is reminded of
the feature attraction daily, and the result is plainly evident
at the theater, which is playing to capacity business on the
rights that Billie Burke is presented on the screen.
"The handling of the Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay feature
attractions are bringing many new customers to the exchanges for the Burke novel," continued Mr. Smith. "In
one territory alone, more than a hundred new patrons have
jjcen secured and of this number nearly half are using the
"iiloria's Romance' picture to complete their evening's program, running Billie Burke as a companion feature to one of
the five-reelers from the regular Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay
Speaking of business as a whole in the territories recently
visited by him. Mr. Smith declared that beyond doubt the
Service."
fall season had opened up with more promise of success than
any similar period in late years. He finds the people in the
whole territory more prosperous than they have been for
some time and exhibitors everywhere are reporting good
business, an increased interest in pictures and a demand on
the part of their patrons for the very best in the way of entertainment.
ARTCRAFT
DISTRIBUTING
PLANS.
Hoyt G. Morrow, formerly representative of the General
Film Company in New Orleans, has been appointed manager
of the Dallas exchange of Artcraft Pictures Corporation, distributing Mary Pickford productions. Mr. Morrow^ succeeds John J. Rotchford, who has resigned to devote himself
exclusively to enterprises which were forming when the Artcraft organization was effected. As he is thoroughly familiar
with Texas, southern Oklahoma and Louisiana west of the
Mississippi through his experience in New Orleans. Mr.
Morrow is expected to keep several prints of "Less Than the
Dust" busy in that section after November 6, the date Mary
Pickford has announced for the release of her first Artcraft
production.
The New York exchange has already outgrown the original
quarters assigned to the manager. Arthur G. Whyte, and
Charles S. Goetz, his assistant, and they arc now installed in
spacious new offices on the seventh floor of the Godfrey
Building.
729 Seventh
avenue.
Al. Lichtman, general manager for Artcraft, spent several
days last week in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh with B. C.
Cunningham and Samuel Plame. the respective exchange
mana-^ers. Mr. Lichtman reported that the bookings of these
branches were a sure indication that the state of Pennsylvania
would contribute its share to the formidable list of exhibitors
that all the managers in the United States and Canada are
constantly increasing.
MARINO OPENS PORTOLA THEATER.
On October 4 the Portola theater in F street. Eureka. Cal.,
was opened. It is owned by Pietro. Marino, a talented violinist. It is reputed that the Portola is the first of a chain of
high-class moving picture theaters to be opened by Mr.
Marino on the Pacific Coast. The Portola is a pretty theater,
and is up-to-date in its construction. Joseph Curcio is manager of the house.
CHAS.
E. WESTON'S
ADDRESS
WANTED.
The moving picture department of the 101 Ranch, Inc.,
Bliss, Okla., desire the present address of Charles E. Weston.
He was with Mr, Ince some time since when the 101 Ranch
outfit was in California in moving picture work.
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Regent of Albany Opens

A Long List of Screen Favorites Will Appear in Releases of
the Week of October 23.

S. Suckno, Well-Known Film Man, Has One of the Finest
Picture Houses in the Capital District.

GLNHKAL
Film Service calls especial attention of cxhihitors to the notable stars appearing in its program
October 23-28 inclusive. There are twenty-eiylu in all. as
follows: Kobyn .Vdair. Virginia Kirtlcy, Shirley Moore, Huntley Gordon, Marj' Pickford. Richard Travers, Marguerite
Clayton. "Ham" and "Butl," Ktliel Teare. Henry Murdock.
Mae Marsh. Harry Myers. Rosemary Tlieby, Marin Sais.
True Boardtnan. Babe Hardy, Raymond, McKee. Kate Price.
Marie Fnipress, Geoige Larkin, Ollie Kirkby, "Pokes" and
"Jabbs," Richard Travers, John Cossar. Helen (iibson.
F'Tances
Benedict, Thomas Commerford. Tom Mix, Victoria
Forde.
It will be noticed that there are two new stars featured in
General Film Service during the week referred to, in the
presence of Kate Price and Raymond McKee. the former
widely known for her intelligent, clever work with \itagraph
and Triangle, and tho latter for his excellent exhibitions with
Edison. These names ought to add strength to General Film
Service. They are featured in Vim comedies and will be
seen in General Film Service hereafter each week.

ONE
vi the events in the moving picture world of the
capital district occurred on Saturday, October 14, when
the new Regent theater was opened at .-Mbany. The
Regent theater is justly considered one of the finest and best
equipped houses in the capital district, combining in a happy
degree the qualities of
elegance and comfort.
The opening was a
.great success in every
way, the house being
crowded to capacity
from the very moment
the doors were thrown
open to the public. A
gala performance was
presented, accompanied
by first class music.
The new Regent has
the atmosphere
of success and prosperity.
S. Suckno, the owner
of the new Regent, is
one of the oldest film
men in the business.
He is the owner of two
of ."Mbany's well-known
theaters, the Whiteway
theater, 156 South Pearl
street, and the Parkway,nue.
453 Madison
Mr. Sucknoave-is
widely known among
exhibitors in the capital
district, having been
S. Suckno.
connected in a prominent way with exhibitors organizations both in the city of .-Vlbany and in the State
generally. He has opened special booking offices at 156
South Pearl street, where he will represent some of the best
feature companies. He has made splendid connections with
prominent concerns. The field in and around the capital disback trict
ofis most
him. promising to the booker who has good offerings

"Out of the Shadows," a two-part Selig drama, will be the
first picture shown. "Paradise for a Day" will round out this
picture to two reels, in which Rol)yn .\dair and Virginia
Kirtley are featured. This will be followed by a \ itagraph
one-reel comedy, "Trouble for Four," with Shirley Moore
and Hmitley Gordon as fun makers. .\11 the news of the
world will then be pictorially shown by the Selig-Tribune
and the day's program will be closed with "Friends," a Biograph reissue with charming Mary
Pickford.
heroine.
The next day Essanay's two-act drama, "Borrowed Sunshine," with Richard Travers and Marguerite Clayton, will
head the list. Then will come a Kalem comedy in one reel.
"The Bogus Booking Agents." presenting "Ham" and "Bud."
Ethel Teare and Henry Murdock. "The Battle at Elderbush
Gulch," a drama in two parts, reissued by Biograph, with Mae
Marsh in the title role, will be the final picture for that day.
Essanay leads the list again Wednesday, October 25, when
the fable of "The Throbbing Genius of a Tank W'ho Was
Encouraged by Her Folks Who Were Prominent," a onereel comedy based on a George Ade story, is shown. This
will be followed by a A^im comedy, "Green Eyes," featuring
Harry Myers and Rosemary Theby. Then will come the
twelfth episode of Kalem's "The Girl from 'Frisco," "The
Harvest and
of Gold,"
heroine
hero. with Marin Sais and True Boardman, as
Selig-Tribune pictorial news will have the spot light Thursday, October 26, aided by a Vim comedy, "A Maid to Order,"
with the new stars, Kate Price and Raymond McKee, supporting Vim's widely known comedian. Babe Hardy.
A Knickerbocker Star Feature. "The Chorus Girl and the
Kid," a two-part drama, heads the list for Friday. October
27. In this, talented Marie Empress is featured. Then will
be shown "The Missing Heiress," the second episode of
Kalem's new series, "Grant, Police Reporter," in whicH
George Larkin and Ollie Kirkby have the stellar roles. A
Vitagraph comedy, "Betty's Affair," and a Vim one-reel
comedy, "The Frame-Up." with "Pokes" and "Jabbs," will
close the program for that day.
Saturday, October 28, will be ushered in wftli "It Never
Could Happen," an Essanay comedy-drama in three acts, with'
Richard Travers, John Cossar. Frances Benedict, Thomas
Commerford and .'\nna Mae Walthal. "The Lost Messenger," an episode of Kalem's "Hazards of Helen Series," with
Helen Gibson in the titular role, will be the next picture

President of Consolidated Film Corporation Says Nothing Is
Too Big for Him to Handle.
M.ARION H. KOHX has been in New York these last
few days looking over the field and in quest of big productions— better than program features, with which
to keep his great exchanges in California busy. Mr. Kohn
is the president of the Consolidated Film Corporation, of 11416 Golden Gate avenue. San Francisco, and with a branch at
Los .Angeles. Quitting the business of an importer and exporter some four or five years ago, Mr. Kohn associated
himself with the hustling young film magnate, Sol Lesser, and
then became the responsible manager of the Pacific Coast
branch of Warner's Features, .\ssociation with P. P. Craft
and the Apex led to his buying this latter concern and finally
he entered into business for himself, founding the Consolidated Company, with the financial support of leading Los
.Angeles bankers.

shown, and the week's program will be closed with a one-_
act
drama, ".A Close Call," featuring Tom Mix and Victoria'
Forde.

NEW

STEVE BARTON ENGAGED BY BALSHOFER.
Steve Barton, perhaps the best known assistant director in
the Los .Angeles film colony, has been engaged by Fred J.
Balshofer. genera] manager of the Metro-Yorke Film Corporation. Barton first came West with Fred J. Balshofer
seven years ago, in the primitive days of the New York Motion Picture Company, when they were producing the Bison
and 101 Miller Brothers' Ranch pictures. It was at this
time that he was first introduced to motion pictures. Until
recently he was prominently affiliated with Mack Sennett's
Keystone studio. Barton will start work on the MetroYorke picturization of Harold MacGrath's "Pidgin Island"
which presents Harold Lockwood and May .Mlison in the
stellar roles. The latter co-starring team are still at work
on "Big Tremaine" based on the novel of the same name bj
Marie Van Vorst, soon to be released on the Metro program

Kohn Wants the Best Productions

COMPANY

MAKING CARTOONS
NEWS.

FOR PATHE

The Pathe News has recently been publishing some very
terest. political cartoons which have aroused considerable inclever
These cartoons were made under the Bray patents by the
Cartoon Film Service, Inc., a new corporation, which has in
its employ some of the ablest cartoonists in the country. The
Pathe News will be regularly supplied with the product of
their studios. .At a meeting last week Watson D. Robinson
was elected president. John C. Terry, secretary, and Henry
D. Bailey, treasurer of the new company.
Mr. Terry, who came here from the west to direct ajid
manage Cartoon Film Service, is a "native son." He has
been a newspaper cartoonist for sixteen years, during which
time he has seen service on the San Francisco Call, the San
Francisco Examiner and the St. Paul Dispatch. As far back
as 1912 he was making animated cartoons.
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Universal Program Releases
Delightful Variety of Entertaining Subjects — Features, Serials
and Fillers for the Week of October 23.
THE
Sheep
the Family,"
of thebrand,
strongest
playsBlack
yet put
out ofunder
the Red one
Feather
will
be released on October 2i in five reels. Franceli^
Billington and Gilmore Hammond play two of the leading
roles while Jack Holt. Mina Jeffreys. Hector V. Sarno, Mrs.
Jay Hunt. Norton Hammond, and Paul Byron also are featured in prominent parts. "The Black Sheep of the Family"
was written by Frank Wiltcrmood and was produced by Jay
Hunt.
During the week of October 23 the eleventh two-reel episode of "Liberty," the Universal Special serial, will be released with Marie Walcamp, Jack Holt and Eddie Polo in
the principal roles. The tenth episode is entitled "Human
Targets" and was written and produced by Jacques Jaccard.
Supporting the principals are L. M. Wells, Bertram Grassby,
Neal Hart. Maude Emory and G. Raymond Xye.
On October 23 "The Bar Fly." a Nestor comedy, featuring Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran and Priscilla Dean, will be released. This Nestor was produced by L. W. Chaudet from
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Constance Crawley and Arthur Maude. Paul Byron and
E. P. Evers appear in support of the principals. On the
same day Harry Depp plays the leading role in the Victor
comedy, "The Burglar." He is supported by Yvette Mitchell^
Ernie Shields, Alarjorie Wilson, O. C. Jackson and Miss
Gunn.
The Universal wishes to call the attention of exhibitors to
the fact that episode nine of "Liberty" is "Trapped" and not
"A Daughter of Mars." Episode ten will be called "The
Human Targets." Special posters and window cards will be
issued with "The Black Sheep of the Family."

Joe Lee, State Right Buyers' Agent
ONE

of the best known and shrewdest of the new generation of film men is Joe Lee. Comparatively young in
years, he has placed long and honorable experience of
the business to his credit. He is considered one of the finest
judges in the country of the moneymaking properties of motion pictures, and has
come to be looked
upon as fallible
an almost
inguide to box
office values.
At 1476 Broadway,

the scenario by \'. Kirtley.
The following day, October 24, the Universal Special, "Society Hypocrites." a three-reel societv drama featuring Ben
Wilson and Neva Gerber, will be released. "Society Hypocrites" was written by Willis and Woods and was produced
by Ben Wilson. Charley Perley. Helen Leslie. Joseph Girard,
F. WacQuarrie, Mina Cunard, Edward Cecil and William
Welsh also play important roles in the production. The title

New

York, he has established a purchasing and
serviceadvisory
which should
prove of invaluable
aid to out-of-town
buyers. State right

of thedateSpecial
which will also be released on
this
has one-reel
not yet \'ictor
been announced.
On October 25th "A Rural Romance." a two-reel L-Ko
comedy, will be released. Lucille, the girl who creates all the
fun. is played by Lucille Dutton. and Bill Bevan, Dick Smith
and J. Russell Powell also take important parts in the fun
stampede. On the same day Professor Ditmar's educational
"An Alligator Hunt/' is released. Number 43 of the L^niversal
Animated Weekly with views of President Wilson and Candidate Hughes also is scheduled for its first presentation on
this date. The title of the Special Laemm.le which will be
released in one reel on October 25 has not yet been announced.
"The Narrow Creed." a two-reel human interest drama, will
be released under the Big U brand on October 26th, with
Murdock MacQuarrie and Edvth Sterling in the principal
roles. W. L. Rodgers, Arthur Moon and Mrs. Jay Hunt also
play prominent parts. "The Narrow Creed" was produced
by Jay Hunt from the scenario by Ben Cohn. On the same
day. October 26. Windsor McCay and his trained Jersey
skeeters, will buzz around the screen. McCay is engaged
by a professor to depict the ruthless ravages of the Jersey
cow kidnappers and later a visit is made to a moving picture
studio where McCay sees his scientific film run off on the
screen. The title of the Special Imp one-reel release due to
be released on this date has not yet been decided.
Thomas Jefferson and Irene Hunt are featured on October
27 in the two-reel Imp detective drama, "Through Solid
Walls."
produced which
by \\'alter
from the
Tarleton
Winchester,
was Morton
scenarioized
by story
E. J. byClauson.
Marc Fenton, Peggy Custer, Jay Belasco and Lou Short play
important roles in the production. On the same day Kingsley Benedict and Gretchen Lederer play the principal roles
in "A Price On His Head," a Big U drama produced by Ben
Horning from the story by Robert Davis which was scenarioized by Bess Meredyth. E. P. Evers and Tom Webber play
important roles in the production. The day's program closes
w-ith Ernest Shields in the Victor comedy. "The Plumber's
Waterloo." written and produced by R. M. Donaldson from
the story by Harry Depp. Harry Depp plays the role of
Michael J. Madden and Andrew Arbuckle and Eileen Sedgwick also take part in the funmaking.
On October 28 Jack Holt and Lucille Younge co-star in
"The Better Man," a Bison two-reel drama of the woods
which was written by Ben Cohn and produced by Jay Hunt.
Jack Nelson and Albert MacQuarrie appear in support of
the principals. On the same day William Franey and Gale
Henry lead the cast in "A Crooked Mixup," a Joker comedy
in one reel produced by W. W. Beaudine from the story by
W. M. Baker which was scenarioized by Charles T. Wilson.
Jr. Milburn Moranti. Charles Conklin and Lillian Peacock
also assist in the crook comedy. There will be no Laemmle
release on this date.
The last day of the week, Sunday. October 29. sees the release of "The Moving Finger." a one-reel Rex drama featurine Lee Hill and Maud George. "The Moving Finger" was
produced by Director Donald McDonald
from the story by

buying
distributing is and
his specialty.
For the past four
years he has acted as
New York
representative of Louis
B.
Mayer, who controls
the New England
rights of "The Birth
biria."
of a etc.
Nation"; "CaMr. Lee also acts
as Advisory Buyer for
the American Feature
Film Company,
Boston. Mass.: the Consolidated Feature Film
Company.
Francisco, Cal.: San
the Master
Producers
Photoplay
Joe. F, Lee.
Company
of
New
England;
and others.
Joe is the possessor of a personality which is inadequately
described as popular.
His honesty is proverbial — an asset
of incalculable value in the motion picture business.
THREE

SELIGS

ON

GENERAL

FILM.

Kathlyn Williams, supported by an all-star cast, including
Eugenie Besserer, Guy Oliver. Charles West and Vivian
Reed, appears in General Film Company's regular service on
Monday, November 13. in the three-reel Diamond Special,
"The Temptation of Adam." The drama was directed by
AI Green and those who have seen the production assert
that it is unusual in point of action, photography and plot.
Kathlyn Williams appears at her best enacting as she does
the role of a loyal wife who finally saves her husband from
prison.
"As Ye Sow" is a m.ultlple reel feature play released in
General Film Service on Monday, November 6. It is founded
upon the Biblical saying, "As ye sow so shall ye reap."
There is a very capable cast and a strong story.
On Saturday. November 11. "When Cupid Slipped," a Western comedy w-ritten and produced by Victoria Forde, will be
released through General Film Service. "The Girl Detective" is a 18.
gripping
one-reel
production released Saturday,
November
in General
Film Service.
PARAMOUNT

THEATER
AT
LEMONT,
ILL.,
REMODELED.
The Ideal Theater, of Lemont. 111., is being remodeled by
the manager. O. Lindenau. the entire front of the theater
being changed and the seating capacity enlarged. The management also put in a new screen and reopened the theater on October 11. The theater is owned by Mr. Lindenau
and William J. Nelson.
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Mutual Offerings
Schedule for Week of October 23 Contains Varied Subjects —
William Russell Featured.
WILLIAM
KL'SSKLL,
IKIeiu- Rosson
and Franklin
Ritchie, stars
of ilic American
Film Corporation,
head
a Hst characterized by strikingly produced antl splendidly acted tilni drama and scenic and current news material
of great variety and informative value to the motion picture
public in the Mutual's output for the week of October 23.
and Miss Rosson and Mr. Ritchie arc sclieduled for appearance in "The L'nderlow," a drama of modern business, on
Monday. Mr. Russell will appear on Thursday of the same
week in "The Love Hermit."
In "The Love Mermit" William Russell is supported by
Charlotte Burton and a cast composed of Queenie Rosson,
William Stowell, Harry \on Meter, and Ashton Dearholt.
It is compelling beeause it is human.
In it William Russell plays the role of a young stockbroker. Tom Weston, who falls in love with the daughter of
his employer. She seems to return his affection. When the
father discovers the two in each others arms, the girl denounces the young man, and he is deprived of his position.
In spite of adversities he makes a great name and Iiy a manipulation of the stock market brings his former employer to
the verge of ruin. Bitter at the girl he had once loved, he
yet cannot efface her charms from his mind. Driven to despair, Marie (Miss Burton) goes to see Tom. not so much to
plead for her father as to plead for forgiveness for her own
folly of the past. Gradually, under the girl's influence, Tom's
heart is softened, and they are happy again.
"The Undertow." featuring Helene Rosson and Franklin
Ritchie, is the retitle for "Esther of the People," a five-part
feature produced under the able direction of Frank Thorne.
This is a stirring story from the pen of Rosalie Ashton, and
all the more impressive since it takes a subject with which
every one is familiar for its theme. In support of the leading
characters are Orral Humphrey, Harry Von Meter, George
.\hern, Charles
Xewton and Josephine Taylor.
The drama output of shorter reel length consists of "Professor Jeremy's Experiment," a deliciously humorous drama
featuring Orral Humphrey produced by the American Company, "The Folly of Fear," a drama featurinp' Edwin August,
and "At Twelve o'clock."
"The Folly of Gear" gives ample evidence of the careful
handling of Edwin August, who, in the leading role of La
Rue, a young novelist, partakes in the actions of the picture
as well. Iva Shepard plays the role of Grace Ellis, a girl
who refuses to marry La Rue but later does him a great
favor in restoring to him the wife whom he later weds and
then believes guilty of a great crime. William Bailey plays
the role of an unscrupulous adventurer. Ruth Blair is cast
for the wife.
"At Twelve o'CIock" is a drama of love and intrigue which
is marked by exceptional photography and unusual setting.
The comedy releases number some very amusing Cubs, one
.American Beauty, aside from Harry Palmer's animated cartoon which forms half of the split reel "See .\merica First"
from the Gaumont Company.
"Lovers and Lunatics," "Dad's Experiment" and "When
Cubs Were Trumps" are the Cub one reelers of the week.
"He Died and He Didn't," a two-reel comedy featuring
Rube Miller and Ben Turpin. in which the curly-headed little
ingenue Lillian Hamilton also plays an important part, is
the regular Vogue Sunday release.
"Mutual Weekly No. 95" and the split reel "See America
First" and Kartoon Komic appear as usual on Wednesday.
"Reel Life." the Mutual's m.agazine in film goes out on Sunday. All are produced by the Gaumont Company.
"BLIND JUSTICE" AT SING SING.
"Blind Justice," the filir. made by Benjamin Christie, the
Danish actor-manager, was shown to the prisoners of Sing
Sing Prison on Saturday night. ( )ctober 7. The unusual
audience was very responsive to the dramatic story unfolded
upon the screen. Thomas Mott Osborne, the warden, had
invited a number of Xew Yorkers to witness the exhibition
and W. D. McGuire. the Executive Secretary of the National
Board of Review, was invited to speak. He made a few
remarks and then Mr. Thompson. President of the Mutual
Welfare League, introduced Mr. Christie to the audience.
Both were greeted with applause.
WESTERN

FILM

MAN

VISITS

THE

EAST.

Frank P.ailey. a film man \\ t-ll known throughout the intermountain Wes; and the owner of the .\merican Theater.
Butte. Mont., h spending a few days in New York.
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Bamett Parker, Thanhouser Leading Man

\K\ETT
P.-\RK1-:K,
who
is .Astorbilt in "Prudence,
the Pirate." the Thanhouser
feature starring
Gladys
llulette. released through the Pathe exchanges, has been
successful in every branch of the dramatic profession.
Mr. Parker has supported George .Mexander, Marie
Tempest, Billic Burke and Lou Tellcgen in comedies and
dramas. He had an
important part in
"Hobson's Choice." the
successful Scotch play.
He has been in musical
comedy and in motion
pictures.
W'hen Lew h'ields
starred himself in "Step
This Way" he searched
for an actor who could
sing and also who couUl
play a "silly
Eng- a
lishman. ass"
He wanted
man who would put on
a characterization a little different from the
stereotyped comedy
Englishman and he
chose Mr. Parker.
Mr. Parker was under contract with Edwin Thanhouser. but
arrangements were
made
so that Mr.
Parker worked at New
Rochelle in "Prudence,
the Pirate" in the day
time — except on matiBamett Parker.
nee days — and appearerl
in New York in "Step
This Way" in the evening.
Mr. Parker thrived on the hard work, which proved that he
really wasn't the weakling he portrayed in musical comedy.
In "Prudence, the Pirate" Mr. Parker had a chance to be
a hero. He always longed to be a hero, for he was sick and
tired of playing silly asses. In the first part of Miss
Kulette's picture he is a weak, young, society favorite, but
he proves to have red blood in him when he swims to the
burning pirate ship, rescues Miss Hulette from the cabin in
which she has been locked and helps her and "Panthus," her
puppy, to reach a buoy and safety.
Mr. Parker's first motion picture was the Thanhouser play,
"The Flight of the Duchess."
He was born in Yorshire, England, in 1887, and was educated in that country.
EVELYN

FARISS

JOINS

INTERNATIONAL.

The most recent addition to the International's roster of
screen stars is Miss Evelyn Farris. a young Southern girl of
exquisite beauty and charm. Miss Fariss will appear in several of the episodes of "Beatrice Fairfa.x." in support of
Harry Fox and Grace Darling.
.•\lthough she is but eighteen years old. Miss Fariss has
won an enviable reputation as a screen actress as well as in
the spoken drama. She was born in Chattanooga. Tenn.. and
was educated at private schools in Louisville. Ky.. where she
afterward lived, finishing at the Sweetwater .-Kcademy. at
Sweetwater, Tenn.
Three years ago. Miss Fariss came to New York, and two
weeks after her arrival made her stage debut as a member
of the cast of "High Jinks." She was so successful that she
was placed under contract by Oliver Morosco and appeared
in "Pretty Mrs. Smith."
Miss Fariss then went into motion pictures, playing prominent parts in "Jim. the Penman." "The Masqueraders." "The
Morals of Marcus." and "The Little Beggar." Just prior to
joining the International organization, she appeared as costar with Thomas Wise in "The Magic Bottle."
Miss Fariss is a member of the famous Seaton family,
which has long been identified with public life south of the
Mason and Dixon line. The fan:ily came into possession of
a land grant in Maryland and \'irginia in the seventeenth
century, the old Seaton hoinestead being a landmark near
Richmond. Va. Like all Southern girls. Miss Fariss Is a
clever horsewoman. She is considered one of the most talented young screen actresses in the country.
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Paramount Plans
Schedules Many Subjects for Release in October and November— Some Good Program fillers.
FULFILLING the promise that the Paramount Pictures
Corporation made to its thousands of exhibitors, that
they would make their third year oarticularly notable in
the history of the motion picture industry and give them the
greatest productions this corporation has ever distributed,
announcement was made this week of the eighteen forthcoming releases that will be issued by them during October and
November, in which their leading stars appear.
The greatest variety of stars and productions are included
in this list, and in their announcement Paramount has impressed upon its exhibitors that the playing stars in these
productions are paying stars, for the list includes: Marguerite Clark. Pauline Frederick, Mae Murray, -Marie Doro,
Blanche Sweet, Lenore Ulrich, Vivian Martin, Fannie Ward.
Marguerite Courtot, Ann Pennington, Louise Huff, Anita
King, Myrtle Stedman, Cleo Ridgely, Owen Moore, Jack
Pickford, Thomas Meighan, Sessue Hayakawa, Dustin Farnum. Wallace Reid and others.
The forthcoming releases announced are:
Oct. 2 Lasky
The Lash
Marie Doro
■ "
**
"

5
9
12
16
19

Lasky
Pallas
Morosco
Lasky
Famous Players

"
"

2.3 Famous
26 Famous

Players
Players

"

30 Famous

Players

Nov.

2 Lasky

"
"

6
9
13
16

Lasky
Pallas
Lasky
Lasky

'•
*•
"
"

20
23
27
30

Famous
Lasky
Famous
Famous

Players
Players
Players

The Storm
The Intrigue
Her Father's Son
Witchcraft
The Kiss

Blanche Sweet
Lenore Ulrich
Vivian Martin
Fannie Ward
Owen Moore and Marguerite Courtot
The Rainbow Princess Ann Pennington
Seventeen
Louise
HuCE and Jack
Pickford
Miss George Washington Marguerite Clark
The
Heir
to
the
Hoorah
Meighan and King
The Soul of Kuri San Hayakawa
and Stedman
A Son of Erin
Dustin Farnum
Unprotected
Blanche Sweet
The Years of the Locust Fannie Ward
The Heir .\pparent Mae Murray
The Yellow Pawn
Ridgely and Reld
Charlotte Corday
Pauline Frederick
Martyrdom
of Philip
Strong
All Star Cast

These announcements coming simultaneously with the establishment of exhibitors' aids departments in each of the
Paramount exchanges and the contest that is being waged for
approximately $10,000 in prizes for the most efficient exchange, the latter being based principally on efficient co-operation rendered the exhibitors, managers of Paramount
theaters throughout the countrj' are naturally particularly en- thusiastic.
During the same two months, there will be released by
Paramount ten additional editions of the Paramount Pictographs, the magazine-on-the-screen, ten Paramount-Bray
Cartoons, ten Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures and
five Paramount comedies. All these single reel features are
making big hits throughout the country and have aided materially in helping the exhibitor to fill out his program without
the necessity of going into the open market to do so. These
"little features" are booked regularly through the exchanges
and are
helps toward the up-building of a theater's business forbig
permanency.
■The editors of the Paramount pictographs have formulated
great plans for these tw-o months, and each release of the
niagazine-on-the-screen will have four leading subjects, all of
which them.selves would make a single reel picture. The editors have gathered a wonderful amount of attractive material,
and have cut each of their features to appro.ximately 250 fett,
so that in putting four little features together in a single feel
release, they have a real sin.gle reeler that is bringing to
them from all quarters nothing but the highest words of
praise.
At the Bray studios, where the Paramount cartoons are
manufactured, great things are happening. Additions are
being made to their staff of writers and cartoonists and future
releases from this source promise to be of a higher caliber
than before.
Burton Holmes, the world's greatest traveler, who conducts
the weekly trips-around-the-world for Paramount, has arranged a particularly interesting series of ten trips for these
two months, beginning w-ith "A Scotch-Irish Reel," after
which some intimate glimpses will be given "In Old Ireland."
From, thence there will be a jump taken to the "Southern
Italy" climate and from there the travelers go to "The Island
of Capri." The following trip is a wonderful one, for it takes
the travelers to Vesuvius and gives them pictures of this
greatest of volcanoes in eruption.
From there the trip leads
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to "In Classic Greece'" and~"In Modern Athens." In the
latter pictures are shown the Olympian Games in .Athens
and a Marathon Day in Greece. After these visits are made
to "Modern Egypt" and "The Real Streets of Cairo" and
"Round -\bout the Pyramids." These travel pictures have
been
conceded everywhere as being the best that have been
released.
The five comedies that will be released by Paramount during this period are side splitting affairs with real plots and
real actors. -Already these comedies have been highly praised
by exhibitors.
Decidedly big things are being planned by Paramount for
their exhibitors for the entire winter season, announcements
of which will be forthcoming in the near future.

Molter Off to War
picture Man to Join Americcin Ambulance
in France.

Corps Somewhere

BENNETT A. MOLTER. who has been actively engaged
in the work of the production of moving pictures since
the infancy of ihe industry, left for France on October
14 to to
joinserve
the six
American
Ambulance
Corps. and
He
plans
months \'olunteer
in the service
of the wounded
then
intends
to finish
a year's
\'olunteer
Aviation
Corps.
Mr. outMolter
saysenlistment
that he in
is the
going
to the
front in order to get first-hand knowledge of the present war,
which
he
says
he
will
use ofin war
the pro-|
duction
Mr. Molte
r hasfilms.
had ^^^^i
a varied career in |^^^K
pictu
motio
imof His
first nposit
ionres.
of
thatbusiness portance
was inthe
scenario editor for
the Pathe West
Coast studios. Then
he joined James
Young Deer, one of
the first independent
producers. Later Mr.
Molter went with
the Kalem Company
and added acting to
his list of accomplishments. With
Kalem he played opposite Ruth Roland.
From Kalem Mr.
Molter joined the
Universal forces, and
became assistant to
Francis Ford, and
assisted in the production of several

""

Bennett A. Molter.

Civil War dramas, prominent among which were "The Battle
of Bull Run." "Taps" and "At Shiloh." He also assisted in
the production of the eight-reeier. "The Campbells Are Coming." Mr. Molter's term of service with L'niversal included
work with Henry McRae and Cleo Madison. At Universal
City Mr. Molter became assistant to Henry Otto, and assisted
in the making of "Undine," "Half a Rogue." and "The Man
from
No-where."
When
Mr. Otto was signed up by Metro Mr. Molter went
with him. For Metro they made "The River of Romance"
and "Mister -44." Mr. Molter terminated his connection with
Mr. Otto a short time ago, and is at present assisting W.
Christy Cabanne.
"THE

CHAPERONE"

FOR

NOVEMBER

20.

All scenes ha\e been completed tor "The Chaperone." liveact Essanay feature and the play will be released through
Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay Service on Xovemher 20th.
The final scenes were photographed at Green Bay. Wis.,
where Edna Mayo. Eugene O'Brien and Sydney Ainsworth
participated in the doubtful fun of tipping over canoes and
falling into water just above the freezing point. At one
point when they showed a reluctance to accomplish the trick.
Director Arthur Berthclet caught one end of a canoe, just
out of camera range, and hurled its occupants into the water,
getting the desired eflfeci.
"The Chaperone" is taken from the stage hit of Maxine
Elliot. Edna Mayo appears in the title role with Eugene
O'Brien as the chief support. Sydney Ainsworth takes the
heavy lead.
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Two New Triangles
A Fine Arts Drama

and a Kay-Bee Comedy
November 5th.

for the Week

of

Di

iRl ) rilV C.ISII and IJessic I'.arriscalc arc the stars of
the Trianijle ieatiire releases for the week of Noveniiier 5tli. Miss tiish appears in a Fine Arts production
recently produced under the direction of George Siegniann.
Miss Barriscale is the heroine of a rollicking Irish comedy
written especially lor her by C. Gardner Sullivan and pro-
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photo-drama
which won the prize contest held at Columbia
University.
Other interesting film attractions on the program were the
Strand Zoological Series, Florence Rose's Fashions, Scenic
and Kducational Studies, a new comedy, and the Strand Topical Review, containing the latest American and European
news pictures.
A musical program of exceptional brilliance was presented,
consisting of vocal and instrumental solos by well known artists, including Grace Hoffman, Mabel Biddoe, and Albert
Weiferholdt, and of selections by the concert orchestra under
the direction of Carl Edouarde.
"Fifty-Fifty" at the Rialto.
With Norma Talmadge in "Fifty-Fifty" as its feature picture and the first instalment of "War .As It Really Is" for
an added attraction, The Rialto offered a bill of exceptional
strength for the week beginning Sunday, October 15. The
war pictures were taken by Donald C. Thomson and they
show actual warfare in the front line trenches.

Scene from "Atta Boy's

Last Race"

(Triangle).

duced at the Kay-Bee studios under the direction of Charles
Miller and Thomas H. Ince.
In "Atta Boy's Last Race" Miss Gish has been provided
with a part which gives her the opportunity to exert her
well-known charm amid the picturesque surroundings of the
race track. The daughter of a noted horseman who has been
driven to ruin and suicide, the girl has inherited a love of
horses, but her father's tragedy has given her a horror of the
betting ring. She falls in love with the owner of Napier Boy,
but frankly admits her hatred of his profession. The young
horseowner agrees to retire from the turf after one last "killing." His plans are apprehended b}' others, however, and an
exciting series of complications arise, in which his fortunes
tremble perilously in the balance, but are finally retrieved by
the quick-witted girl and the fleet-footed Xapier Boy.
In ".-^ Corner in Colleens," Bessie Barriscale romps through
five reels of laughing drama of the school of Lover and Boucicault. The eldest of four orphaned colleens — known as the
prettiest in Ireland — the heroine of this story is an incorrigible tomboy. She and her sisters live with the good-hearted
widow Fahy in a cottage owned by a rich young American.
■The widow has never paid any rent, declaring that the owner
should be satisfied to have the colleens honor the place by
their presence. When the .-Vmerican arrives on the scene
things begin to happen and before they realize it, the young
/oiks are caught up in the exciting events of the Dublin
rebellion, the rich youne .\merican. in his efforts to shield
the leader of the colleens, runs counter to the strong arm
of the British army, and finds himself in danger of facing a
firing-squad. The British commander relents, however, when
he discovers the true status of affairs, and the thrilling little
comedy is brought tc a happy conclusion by the marriage
of the pretty hoyden and her young landlord from over the
seas. Charles Ray ?nd Margery Wilson render Miss Barriscale excellent support.

At Leading Picture Theaters
Programs

for the Motion
Week ofPicture
OctoberHouses.
15 at New York's Best
"Witchcraft" at the Strand.
F.WNIE W.\RD was seen on the screen at the Strand
Theatre during the week of October 15 in a new intense andR.unusual
entitledof "Witchcraft,"
written by Dr.
Ralston photo-drama
Reed. The scenes
the play are
laid in the New England Colonies in 1692-3, during which time
hundreds of innocent people suffered persecution from the
horrible delusion of witchcraft. Miss Ward enacts the role
of Suzette. a Hugenot refugee, who, after the death of her
old and miserly husband, is accused of witchcraft and sentenced to be hanged. How Richard Wayne, a young captain in love with Suzette, obtains her pardon from the Governor and saves her life at the last moment is one of the numerous thrilling scenes
of the play.
"Witchcraft"
is the

"Fifty-Fifty," pre-released by the Triangle Studios for
this theater, tells a story of studio life in New York's Latin
quarter. Miss Talmadge plays the part of a girl whose love
for Bohemian frolics leads her into such difficulties that
even after her mirriage she has a pathetic fight against the
influence of the gaily artificial surroundings in which her
husband met her.
The Rialto Orchestra, under the direction of Hugo Riesenfeld, rendered the overture to "The Meistersinger." The star
of the soloists was Mme. Elise Kutschera, who sang "Hlsa's
Dream," from "Lohengrin." S. Fidelman rendered Kreisler's
"Caprice X'iennoise" on the violin.
As another novelty Mr. Rothapfel presented a "petit ballet"
in which six classical dancers interpreted Johann Strauss'
entrancing "Blue
Danube Waltz."
Educational and scenic pictures, the news weekly, and a
Keystone
comedy
completed
the i>rogram.
"Her Father's Son" at the Broadway.
The attraction at the Broadway theater for the week was
the Morosco-Paramount photoplay, "Her Father's Son," with
\"ivian Martin in the stellar role.
A poor father and a rich uncle, who has no son, cause the
tangle. Frances' father, dying, pledges her to masquerade as
a boy. Under her uncle's roof with his daughter Betty as a
chum, the deception becomes very amusingly difficult. Many
are the hazards and strange carryings-on of this whimsical
young "man." How hard it was for a little girl, alone, to dare
a long journey and bravely face unknown relatives in this
boyish masquerade is wonderfully told by the dainty Miss
Martin in this remarkable story.
Four new Triangle pictures were shown at the Eightyfirst Street theater during the w-eek beginning October 16.
On Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, the feature attraction
was Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree, in a powerful picture version of "The Old Folks at Home." A Triangle-Kej'stone
comedy was also presented. On Thursday, Friday. Saturday
and Sunday William S. Hart was seen in an unusually ^ood
picture, "The Return of 'Draw-' Egan," which depicts on the
screen a western bad man's regeneration through love. The
comedy feature was a new Triangle-Keystone production. A
first-class vaudeville bill was offered with the pictures.

SECRETARY

BRANDT

HAS AN HEIR.

William Brandt, the energetic and efficient executive secretary of the organized Brooklyn exhibitors, is receiving the
congratulations of his friends in the trade as well as of the
patrons of his New Albany Theater over the arrival on Sunday, October 1, of a ten-pound son and heir, Mrs. Brandt,
who is as well know-n to the New .Albanian patrons as is her
husband, is reported to be doing finely; and the same report
comes as to the son. The Moving Picture World adds its
congratulations to those of the other friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Brandt.
STORK VISITS THE HOME OF EDWARD JOSE.
<Jn - Friday. October 6th. the wife of Edward Jose, the
famous motion picture director who has produced many
notable pictures for the Pathe program, presented him with
a lusty nine pound daughter. The baby Jose will be called
Helene after Mr. Jose's mother. This is Mr. Jose's first child,
and motlier and daughter are reported to be doing well.
PARAMOUNT

SALESMAN RESIGNS
OTHER
BUSINESS.

TO

ENTER

David Levitte. for the past two years a salesman of Paramount Pictures, connected
with the Notable
Feature Film
Company of Salt Lake City, has resigned his position and
will enter another business.
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Comments on the Films
A
EXCLUSIVELY
General Film Company
A

BY OUR

TALE

OF THE WILDERNESS iBiograph), Oct. 0.— A Biograph reissue made six years ago that depends for its interest mostly on
spectacular scenes of a fight between Indians and pioneers. Edwin
August and Charles Mayo are seen in the roles of brothers— outlaws — to
the younger of whom the sight of a band of domestic folk is irristible.
He takes up with the whites, and the elder brother leads the charge
against tbe stockade.
THE SEL.IG-TRIBUXE. XO. 81, 1916 (Selig). Get. 0.— Xon-magnetic
exploring ship arrives in San Francisco from polar regions ; pigs in city
limits of Philadelphia dispossessed ; John Borden and rescue ship, Great
Bear. arri%'e at Xome. Alaska : San Francisco society women form club
for bowling on the green ; John Aitken, in Peugeot, wins Astor Cup Race
at Sheepshead Bay Speedway ; reverential funeral services held in London for Germans who fell with Zeppelin ; aeroplane being tested for
use by U. S. turns turtle. New York ; Philadelphia society turns out lor
Horse Show at tryn ilawr. Pa. ; interned German ships are convoyed
from Norfolk to Philadelphia by C S. battleships.
BILLY'S MELODRAMA (Vitagraph), Oct. 0 — A rather slow-moving
comedy reel that, nevertheless, contains an amount of subtle humor.
Billy writes a melodrama, and as he writes his plot is visualized.
Scarcely nothing that usually happens to a hero is left out of Billy's
manuscript, but just when Billy has the hero, tbe villain and the heroine
struggling in an aeroplane high up in tbe sky. be wakes up. William
Dangman, William Lytell, Jr., Shirley Moore and Wintbrop Mandell are
ia the cast.
THE LOVE MAGNET (Kalem). Oct. 10. — A lively Ham and Bud comedy. Bud obtains a magnet that attracts beautiful young women. Ham,
jealous, steals a magnet, but his attracts old maids. Soon things get
too warm for the two and they flee to the sea, followed by girls and old
maids. Even the mermaids succumb to tbe magnets. Ethel Teare is
also in tbe cast. Reviewed on page 224, in the issue of October 14.
CAXIMATED XOOZ PICTORIAL, XO. 17 (Essanay), Oct. 11. — A splitreel, embracing burlesqued topical subjects, a serious cartoon, a funny
Dreamy Dud cartoon, and North American scenic. Both Presidential
candidates are pictured. Outlandish, but laughable, news items are
screened.
The scenery is beautiful and excellently photographed.

THEIR IXSTALLMEXT FURXITURE (Vim), Oct. 11.— A fair number
of the Vim Feature Comedies, in which Harry Myers and Rosemary
Theby are featured. Xovel settings help this reel. Wifie helps herself
to Hubby's §200 without his knowledge. Next day he makes out checks
and overdraws bis account. Considerable fun is in evidence when the
installment collectors come to take away the furniture during the course
of a party because Hubby's checks are "N. G." The party is broken up.
THE CAXDY' TRAIL (Vim), Oct. 12. — A funny reel, with Plump and
Runt doing good knockabout work. There are more laughs in this
and Runt rereel tban there have been in many of the recent Plump
leases. When the girl goes to the city with Runt, the sport. Plump, her
faithful village sweetheart, is sick at heart. However, he follows her
to the city, and finds her via tbe "candy trail." Plump and Runt are
assisted by Florence McLaughlin.

BATTERED BRIDEGROOM (Kalem), Oct. 13.— Ivy Close is featured in this one-reel comedy, whose cast includes Henry Murdoch.
Arthur Alberison. William McKey and Mary Taylor-Ross. Fast action
is seen when Ivy is rushed into a motorboat by Henry, and several
are performed by Arthur. The story is of the girl who doesn't
stunts
want to marry the old man her parents have chosen. Reviewed in the
issue of October 14, page 224.
WATCH YOUR WATCH (Viml. Oct. 13.— A good number of the Pokes
and Jabbs comedies. Fast knockabout work keeps the spectator chuckling Pokes has a hard time getting rid of the watch he took from the
and
professor, believing it to be bis. The outcome is that Pokes,allJabbs
three led
the crook hired bv Pokes to steal the watch Pokes stole are
to jail. Pokes and Jabbs (Robert Burns and Walter StulU are supported
by Melba Andrews. Ethel Burton, Harry Naughton and Frank Hanson.
THE MAYOR'S FALL FROM GRACE (Vitagraph), Oct. 13.— An entertaining comedy number. Tbe story is real humorous. In the cast are
George Kunkel. Jack Schaeffer and Al Mower. The manner in which the
mayor "ets out of an embarrassing and compromising situation in the
police station is sure to get a laugh. The butler is the goat, and no one
but the mavor's wife knows that it was the mayor who. tipsy, was put
to bed in a friend's house by a new butler, who believed the mayor to
be the head of the house.
THE

TO S^VB THE SPECIAL (Kalem). Oct. 14.— One of the best and most
ftifilling of the "Hazards of Helen" railroad series. Helen Gibson
stops a runaway team by riding up to them on another horse and jump-

OWN

STAFF

ing to the back of one of the runaways. These scenes were especially
well photographed, and run for quite a number of feet. The film is exciting. Reviewed in the issue of October 14, page 224.
A MISTAKE IX RUSTLERS (Selig), Oct. 14.— A passable •■Western"
with some excellent riding by Tom Mix and others. A cattle rustler is
jealous when Vicky. Tom's sweetheart, gives the latter a handkerchief.
The rustler steals the handkerchief and ties it around a stolen calf's legs.
The owner accuses Tom of trying to steal the calf. The sheriff and his
posse surround Tom's cabin, but Vicky rides up and tells the sheriff
that she has discovered the real miscreant. Tom Mix is supported by
Victoria Forde. Sid Jordan and Leo Maloney.

General Film Company

Specials.

THE BETTER IXSTINCT I Knickerbocker Star Feature). Oct. 6.—
Jackie Saunders is featured in this two-reel drama of the underworld.
The film is not as wholesome as it might be, for one of its characters is
a representative of white slavers, and two others are procurers. The plot
is dramatically strong, and revolves around the happening of two girls,
one of whom is weak, and the other, who is saved from a life of crime
and shame by her "better instinct." The cast : Jackie Saunders. Frank
Mayo. Lillian West, Daniel Gilfeather. Madeline Woods and Richard
Johnson.
HIS LITTLE WIFE (Essanay), Oct. T-— A rather pleasing story of
romance is told in this three-reel production, although the action drags
at times. On the screen is narrated the story of a poor girl who is tbe
ward of a village cobbler. She is given a position in the store of the
most influential man in town. His son falls in love with and marries
her. They move to another town, but their funds run low and they
decide to go back to their former homes. The girl is heartbroken and
is saved from suicide by her husband's father, who relents. Harry
Beaumont, Gertrude Clover. Thomas Commerford, Florence Oberle, Frank
Dayton and Frankie Raymond form the cast.
PUEBLO Mary
LEGEXD
I, Oct.Lucas.
1^1.— A charming
featuring
Pickford(Biograph
and Wilfred
A review, two-reel
printed onreissue
page
(52, of tbe issue of October 7, says "short-reel subjects of the calibre of
, this one are unusual today. The picture mak^s live the ancient Pueblo
legend of the Great Brother's search for the Sky Stone of Happiness."
Many of the scenes were taken in the Pueblo village of Isleta, New
Mexico.
The battle scenes are especially good.
COXVERGIXG PATHS (Selig). Oct. 9. — A rather insipid two-reel
drama. The production does not measure up to present-day standards,
and was evidently made some years ago. The cast is composed of Robyn
Adair, Virginia Kirtley. Leo Pierson and Eugenie Forde. The story is
that of a country girl who comes to the city and of a youth who sinks
lower and lower into slum life. Their paths converge in a rescue mission, where the girl has been driven by want, and where the youth has
been driven by fear of capture.
He is converted.
MOXEY TO BURN (Essanay). Oct. 10. — A quaint strain of humor
running through the story makes this two-reel subject entertaining.
Romance is found, too. and the picture pleases. The screened story tells
of a small-town Southern major who believes the Civil War is still on.
He is saving his fortune for the Confederate cause. Working in a hotel,
the major's niece meets a young salesman. They fall in love. Another
man wants the girl because of her supposed wealth. He steals the money
from its hiding place. It is discovered to be Confederate money. The
cast includes Lillian Drew, John Lorenz, Edmund F. Cobb and Arthur
Bates.
THE REFORMATION OF DOG HOLE (Kalem), Oct. 11. — No. 10 of
"The Girl from Frisco ' series. This is an interesting two-reel episode
of the series by Robert Welles Ritchie. Barbara Brent brings about
the reformation of the wild Western town mostly by her ability to
manipulate cards. Marin Sais does some spectacular riding in this number. True Boardman has an exciting fight. Frank Jonasson, Edward
Clisbee. Steve Murphy and Jack Wilson are also seen. A full review was
printed in the issue of October 14, page 224.
LOST— TWENTY-FOUR HOURS (Essanay), Oct. 14 — An amusing
three-reel comedy, played a well-selected cast. The story is straight
farce, and many laughable situations result from a young husband's
trip to the tenderloin during his wife's absence. The young husband
sleeps twenty-four hours, and when he makes up finds the girl he met
the night before in his house. She demands blackmail, and to make
matter worse, the youth's aunt and cousin arrive, He passes off the
girl as his disowned sister, and humorous complications follow. The
cast is headed by Richard C. Travers. He is supported by Marguerite
Clayton, Harry D. Dunkinson. Warda Howard, CJertrude Glover and John
Junior.
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Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
LOVK NKVKK DIES lOn. j:;}.— A llv>'-|>iirl ilruma. Innplri'd by Mcn(lelssohD s "Sprlns Song." Tho picture Is not n particularly strong one
In spite of the (ai-l that 11 features one of the most talented of moving
picture stars. Ruth Stonehouse. A full review of the production will be
found elsewhere.

Greater Vitagraph (V-L-S-E, Inc.)
THE SCARLET RVNNER. NO, 4 1 Yitngrapli) , Oct. 113.— "The Ilidtleu Frinco" has to Jo with Iho riKhting of two love affairs through
Ihp service of the "Scarlet Runner." The villain of the previous adventure continues his exll practices through the fourth and does his
utmost to separate the lovers. This number i.i moderately interesting.
THE ItUK E\VELO!*E MYSTERY (Vitagraph). Oct. 2;!.— An excellent flve-part adaptation of a story by Sophie Kerr. The adapUitlon
was made by Helen Duey, the well-known magazine writer, and was
directed by Wilfrid North. Lillian Walker and John 1). Bennet have
tho principal roles. A full review of the production will be found on
another page of this issue.

International Film Service, Inc.
HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL. NO. SI, llUG (Oct.
10). — Rescued passengers and crews of ships sunk by U-boats arrive
in Newport; Railroad bridge collapses. Cleveland; Freshmen and Sophomores o[ Stale Agricultural School hold annual tank rush, Davis. Calif.;
"Somewhere in France," German soldiers instructed in use of hand
grenades. German army entering French village; Million cigarettes
made for society charity sale. Sac Francisco; Fashion Section; Columbia University students hold tug of war, New York; Demonstration of
caterpillar tractor, Stockton, Calif.; Pictures of World
Series, Boston.
HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. S2. 1916 (Oct.
13). — Scenes at Ebbetts Field, Brooklyn, as Brooklyns win third World
Series game; President and Mrs. Wilson attend Centennial and parade.
Omaha. Neb. ; New machine bores tunnel In rock. New York ; Ambassador Gerard arrives in New York from Germany; Indian mothers
enter babies in Piute papoose show ; Footlights and Fashions ; Charles
W. Fairbanks arrives in San Francisco; General Funston reviews N. Y.
National Guard at border, McAllen, Tex. ; Members of National Association of the Motion Picture Industry meet candidate Hughes at
West Orange, N. .J. ; Wounded British soldiers carried over mountains
to hospital, near Salonika, Greece.

Metro Pictures Corporation.
THE IRON WUMAX i Popular Plays and Players), Oct. 2.— Nance
O'Neil is the star of this five-part feature which might be reduced in
length without injury to the story. The direction is well done and
adds to the merit of the film, which contains some strong scenes. A
review can be found in last week's issue.
THE (7H0ST OF A CHANCE, Oct. 23.— Max Figman and Lolita Robertson have the principal roles in this rather weak single reel farce.
IN THE DIPLOMATIC SERVICE (Quality). Oct. IG.— A production
well staged by Francis Bushman, who also plays the leading role. Supporting him are Beverly Bayne and a large cast. The subject Is not a
strong one.
It is reviewed in another column.
LIFE'S SHADOWS (Columbia), Oct. 9.— William Nigh Is the author
and director of this five-part subject. Mr. Nigh also plays the lead. The
storj* is apparently designed to expose the pretensions of the inhabitants
of Purity, a small town. The subject is more than uninteresting; it is
incoherent, amateurish to an unbelievable degree.

Mutual Film Corporation
FOILED (Centaur). Sept. 30, — A two-reel burksque by AI E. Christie. Billie Rhodes, Dave Morris, Ed Burns and others appear. The
number pictures the arrival of a barn-storming company in a small
own. where they stage an old-fashioned melodrama in burlesque style.
While there is no particular novelty in this production it is done In
amusing style and contains a number of laughable moments.
REDEEMED (Mutual Star Production). Oct. 9. — A five-part drama
made at the Turner studios in England, Florence Turner as the featured member of the cast is delightful in her interpretation of the
character of Marea. a simple Italian girl who becomes an unwelcome
member of the family in the home of her more fortunate cousin, who
is an opera singer and a woman of unstable character. The story is
not on the whole a wise choice, its theme being somewhat unwholesome,
inasmuch as that it deals too potently with unlawful associations between men and women. The picture is specifically not suited for exhibition before children.
SEE AMERICA FIRST. NO. 57 (Gaumont). Oct. 11.— -Riclimond.
Va.." is the subject of this interesting scenic, which includes views
of alt of the most interesting points in and about Richmond. This reel
is of exceptional historic Interest, and is finished with a comic cartoon
entitled "Babbling Bess."
MUTUAL WEEKLY, NO. 93 (Mutual), Oct. 11.— Interesting items of
this issue are Governor Whitman reviewing the 15th infantry at New
York, the opening of the Sheridan road between Chicago and Milwaukee, the arrival at San Francisco of the non-magnetic yacht "Carnegie," the automobile race at Sheepshead Bay and the Welcoming
home of the New Jersey Fourth from the Mexican border.
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INOCULATING HIBBY (Cub). Oct. 13.— A rather amusing farcecomedy in which the peace Is temporarily broken in the home of a
pair of newly weds by the arrival on the scene of the wife's mother.
To instill Into the husband a more docile spirit the mother-in-law Injects into his leg a patent medicine for the purpose, after which ho
acts
a cat at the suggestion of a friend and frightens the motherin-law likenway.
THEIR COLLEGE CAPERS (Cub), Oct. 14.— Rather an amusing
comedy In which the feminine members of the college dress in the
boys' clothes so as to be able to accompany the boys to a prize fight.
One of the college professors also decides to go to see the fight, and in
the round-up by the police all are taken to jail. The comedy Is clean
and fairly entertaining.
THOSE PRIMITIVE DAYS (Cub), Oct. H.— A burlesque on the
days of the Stone age. which will amuse many observers. Betty Compson. ,NeaI Burns. Dave Morris and others are seen as cave men and
cave ladles, attired in skins and disporting themselves over a picturesque landscape. Willy Wally, in love with Leaping Loo, wins her
after many combats.
This brings numerous smiles.
REEL LIFE. NT). 24 (Gaumont). Oct. 15. — An interesting number of
the film magazine containing articles on "Uncle Sam's Weather Kites,"
"Duplicating Ancient Pottery," and "A Mother's Care." the latter being
a short study of cats and kittens,
DUCKING A DISCORD (Voaue). Oct. 15.— A two-part comedy of
rather a low type in which the wife of one of the characters, ever
present with an accordion which she adores, is placed in a bag and
thrown into the river in order that her husband may be rid of her and
free to love another.

Mutual Film Corporation Specials.
THE

FRANCHISE (American), Oct. Hi.— A two-rtcl number, by Anthony W. Coldeway, featuring Edward Coxen. Winifred Greenwood.
George Field, Clarence Burton and AI W. Fordyce. The story concerns
a young lawyer, tempted by his prospective father-in-law to juggle the
wording of a franchise. He struggles over the matter in his own mind
and decides to play square, thus winning the girl. This is well-presented and entertaining, though not particularly dramatic.
BLUFF (Mutual Star Production, No. 144 — American). Oct. 16. —
A five-reel subject, by Aaron Hoffman, featuring Kolb and Dill, two
well known comedians, assisted by Thomas Chatterton, Charles Lynch,
May Cloy and others. This gets rather a slow start, but becomes more
interesting later, though the story value is not very strong. In a less
number of reels this would have been much better entertainment. Kolb
and Dill do some good character work, and their makeups throughout
are pleasing. The plot concerns a supposed formula for manufacturing
gold, which turns out to be a formula for puncture-proof rubber. The
lengthy subtitles have a tendency to slow down the action, though
interesting enough in themselves.
THE

LAW OF NATURE (Mutual), Oct. 17.— A two-part drama featuring Edwin August and Iva Shepard. The story deals with the unhappy condition in a household where the husband longed for children
and the wife was opposed to the rearing of a family. The picture is
not a particularly desirable one, dealing with a subject that is difficult of public discussion.
STEPPING WESTWARD (Gaumont), Oct. 19.— A two-reel subject,
featuring Mabel Van Buren and George Larkin. This is presented in
the old-time melodramatic style and seems very crude in j^aees, though
in spite of this there are many observers who will aajoy it. It is a
story beginning back in Civil War days and extending into the advanced age of the two separated lovers. They are reunited as old people, but still in love. A fair number,
AT TWELVE O'CLOCK (Mutual), Oct. 26.— A western melodrama
of fair merits. The story treats of how a young easterner going west
is mistaken for a detective. A love story makes an opportunity for
the feminine star to play an heroic bit in the rescue of her lover from
a death which was to be dealt out to him by means of an automatic
gun. Fred Church and Lillian Hamilton are the featured members of
the cast.

Paramount Pictures Corporation.
ANTON THE TERRIBLE (Lasky). Sept. 2S.— A well enacted Lasky
feature of Russian life presenting Theodore Roberts in the title role.
The star is well suited for his task and is at his best at all times.
Though a little drawn out toward the end this film will no doubt be a
favorite box office attraction. Mr. Roberts is ably supported by a
capable cast. The superior lighting effects, settings, etc., are at all
times noticeable. For a more extended review see page 223 ot the
October 14 issue.
WITCHCRAFT (Lasky), Oct. 16. — As the name implies, the story Is
of New England. It contains heart Interest in good measure. Fanny
Ward is featured.
The subject is reviewed in another column.
THE LASH (Lasky). Oct. 2.— An excellent production in which Marie
Doro has the leading role, ably supported by a capable cast. The story
is interesting and the acting good. The exterior as well as the interior
scenes
Oct. 21. are uniformly acceptable. Reviewed on page 3S2, issue of

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
ISLE OF KYUSCHU
(Pathe), Oct. 22.— Thi,? part reel is devoted to
interesting views of Japanese
surroundings,
the entertainment
value
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being heightened by the use of the Pathecolor process. The remainder
of the reel is devoted to "Athletic Movements Analyzed." Here in
examples of tennis playing, spirabole and rope jumping we see the
action of the participants reduced to one-eighth of the normal speed.
It is amusing and instructive as well.
HEINE
AND
THE
MAGIC
MAN
(Rolin).
and not of a notable funmaking quality.

Oct.

22.— Broad

comedy,

Pathe Exchange, Inc. Specials
SHIELDING SHADOW. NO. 4 (Astra). Oct. 22.— The Earthquake" is the title of this chapter of the serial, which has to do with
the hypnotizing of One Lamp Louie by the "shielding shadow" Into
writing a confession, which Sebastian, entering at the moment, is about
to secure, when it is lifted to the ceiling by some invisible power.
Later it reaches Leontine in an envelope addressed to her. In another
effort of Sebastian's to procure it Leontine gives it to Ravenger for
safe keeping. During a struggle between the two men for possession
of the paper an earthquake occurs. A thrilling leap from a high
bridge into the water below closes the episode.
PRUDENCE THE PIRATE (Pathe). Oct. 22.— This five-reel subject
taas as principals Gladys Hulette, Flora Finch and Riley Chamberlin.
It is an interesting comedy by Agnes Johnson and is well made. It is
reviewed on another page.
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The wife overhears
glar. A mixup follows.

and

by mistake entertains

the wrong bur-

THE MOVING FINGER (Rex). Oct. 29.— This story of a business
man who neglects his wife has a familiar theme, but is quite well
presented and holds the interest fairly well. A young doctor, learning
that the wife is about to elope with an admirer, warns the husband
and almost loses his life in bringing about a reconciliation. The shooting scene at the close, and sudden recovery of the doctor, is none too
convincing.
A number of about average strength.

THE

IN THE MESH OF HER HAIR (Pathe). Oct. 22.— In this interesting
drama we see three of the old-time Pathe favorites— Paul Panzer.
JBHeanor Woodruff and Irving Cummings. The story is of the country
lover being superseded by the visitor from the city, the refusal of the
mother of the latter to consent to the marriage, the unsuccessful attempt of the young woman to commit suicide, the despair of the city
man when he believes a tragedy has taken place, and the reversal of
the decision of the mother.

Triangle Film Corporation.
THE VAGABOND PRINCE (Kay-Ueel. Oct 22— Romance of the
Balkans transformed by the vagabond tendency of a princeling to an
Interesting reality in San Francisco.

Universal Film Mfg. Company
ANIMATED We.Eivx.i. NO. 4U (Universal). Oct. 2.— A subway wreck
In New York City, naval boat races. Henry Ford at Universal City,
President Wilson at Shadow Lawn, auto races and other features of
interest are included
in this number.
FATHER GETS IN WRONG (Joker). Oct. 7.— Wm. Franey, Gale
Henry, Milburne Moranti and Lillian Peacock appear in this number.
It is a domestic comedy in which the father opposes his daughter's
lover. The humor is not so good as in most releases by this company.
A PAIR OF SHADOWS (Big U), Oct. 9.— The jealous wife hires a
male detectiVe to shadow her husband. The latter hires a female sleuth
to watch his wife. The presence of the detectives furnishes grounds for
scandal on each side until a general understanding is reached and
happiness is restored. The idea is quite good for a farcical number,
but has been handled with only a fair degree of strength.
ANIMATED WEEKLY. NO. 41 (Universal), Oct. 9.— This number
includes a diversified selection of subjects, picturing the pennant winners in the major baseball leagues, film magnates calling upon President Wilson, fight on infantile paralysis in Philadelphia, war sidelights and numerous
other features.
ROOM RENT AND ROMANCE (Victor). Oct. 9.— This number, written and directed by Roy Clements, features Victor Potel. Ed Sedgwick,
Jane Bernoudy and Eileen Sedgwick. Hippo places a slice of sugared
bread, covered with ants, in his rival's vest pocket. The ants get In
their work while the latter is proposing. The humor is not of a very
high order, though mildly amusing in its way. A fair subject.
THE DECOY (Impl. Oct. 19. — A story of revenge and intrigue, with
the scenes located in Paris. There is a certain vagueness in the plot
development, though the story proves quite Interesting. Jessie Arnold
plays a double role of mother and daughter; Wm. Garwood plays the
hero. The girl falls in love with the man she has sworn to kill and
saves his life. A number of fair strength.
SHE WANTED A FORD (L-Ko). Oct. 22. — A knockabout number,
featuring Dan Russell, Gertrude Selby and Billy Ritchie. This does
not depend very much on plot. The freak automobile proves laughable.
THE BAR FLY (Nestor), Oct. 23.— A comedy number, by Virginia
Kirtley. featuring Eddie Lyons, Priscilla Dean and Lee Moran. The
young married man copies the makeup of a hobo and goes to a masquerade party, after separating a few moments from his wife. The
wife in the meantime picks up the real hobo by mistake and takes him
to the affair. Amusing complications follow. This plot is not entirely
new, but it is handled here with good action and proves enjoyable.
A PRICE ON HIS HEAD (Big U). Oct. 27.— With a reward of $1,000
offered for his capture, a man who shot a fellow player in a card
game is given shelter by a girl living far from the settlement. When
the sheriff locates the fugitive and places him under arrest the girl
springs a clever trick that places the sheriff in their power. The
action consequent upon the capture and release of the runaway is interesting enough to carry a picture that possesses little in the way of
a plot. It is an episode rather than a drama.
THE PLUMBER'S WATERLOO (Victor), Oct. 27.— A comedy number, by Harry Depp. He and Ernie Shields play the parts of a plumber
and his assistant. The plumber inherits a fortune but is under a fiveyears' contract to stay on his job. The idea is an amusing one.
A CROOKED MIXUP (Joker). Oct. 2S.— A knockabout comedy number, by Charles J. Wilson. Jr.. featuring Gale Henry. William Franey,
Charles Conklin and others. A husband plans to have a friend rob the

Universal Film Mfg. Co. Specials
MAIN 44U0 (Victor). Oct, 22. — A two-reel comedy number, by Mary
Ryder, featuring Herbert Rawlinson, Agnes Vernon and Carl von
Schiller. The young hero meets a pretty nurse employed at an insane
asylum. He and his friends pretend he is insane and have him incarcerated in the institution. He finds it easy to get in and difficult to get
out. but this is finally accomplished when he and the girl escape In
costume to go to a masquerade.
THE BLACK SHEEP OF THE FAMILY (Red Feather), Oct. 23.— A
five-reel production, by Frank M. Wiliermood and Jay Hunt, featuring
Francelia BilHngton. Jatk Holt. Helen Leslie. Paul Byron and Gilmore
Hammond. A double love story runs through this. The opening scenes
occur at college, where Bert, in love with Kenneth's sister, appropriates the fraternity funds. Later he is suspected of shooting a girl in a
cabaret. The story centers about his misdeeds and final reform. This
production contains much lively action of a melodramatic sort, but the
construction is very weak in places.
SOCIETY HYPROCRITES (Universal Special), Oct. 24.— This is a
three-reel number, by Willis Woods, featuring Ben Wilson as Lone
Eagle, an educated young Indian. He is invited to attend a wedding
reception, where he gets his firse views of modern society. He winds up
feeling that life in the woods is preferable to the intrigues of society.
This makes a first rate satire so far as the theme is concerned. Ben
Wilson looks the part of the civilized Indian. Neva Gerber. Mina
Cunard and others also appear.
A RURAL ROMANCE (L-Ko), Oct. 25.— A two-reel farm comedy of
the burlesque sort. This contains some laughable incidents and keeps
the observer well amused throughout. The story concerns a farmhand who elopes with the farmer's daughter when he is about to
marry her off to a creditor's son. The elopement and fall of the auto
over a cliff are novel in certain respects.
An amusing number.
THE NARROW CREED (Big U), Oct. 26.— A two-reel number, by
Een Cohn, featuring Edythe Sterling, Millard K, Wilson and Murdock
MacQuarrie, This is the story of a youn? girl who comes to a country
town and is cared for by the doctor and his wife. Her child is born
and the deacon and his fellow workers demand that the mother and
child be sent elsewhere, as they are a disgrace to the community. His
son turns out to be the father, and a happy ending is effected. This
touches closely on life in a small community and, while it is somewhat
over-sentimentaJ. it is well constructed and sincerely acted.
THROUGH SOLID WALLS (Imp), Oct. 27.— A detective story, by
Tarleton Winchester, with Peggy Custer, Jay Belasco, Thomas Jefferson, Irene Hunt and Marc Fenton in the cast. This holds the interest
well and tells quite an original yarn, A valuable diamond, an invention
for looking through solid walls, a shrewd girl crook and a shrewder
detective are features of the plot. The development keeps the observer
guessing. The actual commission of the crime has a touch of vagueness
about it, but this is not a material point.
THE BETTER MAN (Bison), Oct. 28. — A pleasing two-reel story of
the redwood forest country, featuring Jack Holt, Lucille Younge and
others. This pictures the arrival of a girl stenographer in the big
camp, with whom the boss at once falls in love. A man then appears
on the scene to whom she had been married, but who was arrested
while the ceremony was in progress. The incidents thereafter are quite
exciting. The criminal husband
is killed and the boss gets the girl.

World-Pictures.
THE SCARLET OATH (Peerless). Oct. 2— Gail Kane does admirable
work in a dual role in this five-reel photodrauia of Russian Nihilism.
She plays the parts of twin sisters, one of whom, as a baby, has been
adopted by wealthy people. Grown up. one of the sisters is an ardent
Nihilist and the other is an innocent young woman. The story has
few claims to originality.
Reviewed on another page of this issue.

Miscellaneous.
THE SOUL OF A CHILD (Pioneer— State Rights). October.— A fivereel drama featuring Em Gorman, child actress. The picture contains
a certain amount ot heart interest. It tells the story of how a child
brings about the reformation of her wealthy, dissipating uncle, and
how the girl also reconciles the uncle and his former fisher maiden
sweetheart.
Reviewed on another page of this issue.
THE CONQUEST OF CANAAN, October. — In trying to reproduce this
story by Booth Tarkington into pictures the Frohman Company has
made a fair but not a distinct success. The acting is fair and the
settings and photography are at all times faultless. A more extended
review can be found on page 224 of the October 14 issue.
THE BATTLE OF THE SOMME ( Chas. Urban), October.— Some interesting scenes of the European battle front which will prove to be of
great historic value. Showing various scenes of both the British and
German fighting forces. The daring of the cameraman are responsible
for some remarkable scenes. For review see page 225 of October 14 Issue.
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Manufacturers' Advance Notes
^
"OUT OF THE SHADOWS"
(Selig).
"Out of the Shadows." written by Will M. Ritchie, and re
leased Monday. October 23. in regular service through General
Film Company, presents an all-star cast oC players in a very
unusual story. There have been many so-called "vampire" productions released on the screen within the past few years, but
"Out
of the Shadows"
cannot
be tt-rnieil a ■■\-;i mi.i r*.'" nirlure.

up to rapacity have alrL'adv lu'eii received. The exterior scenes
were taken in and about this little mountain town in Wisconsin, which lies entirely surrounded by massive hills, just
the locality required. It was virgin territory for the camera,
and each day the entire population followed the actors into the
hills to watch
the filming.
The first interior set required the duplication of an operating amphitheater, and photographs were taken of the one in
Mercy Hospital, Chicago, where the late Dr. John B. Murphy
performed his marvelous work. This was duplicated exactly
and for the student spectators the senior medical class of the
University of Chicago participated. In the pit with Mr. Walthall, playing the part of a master surgeon, were Chicago
specialists, obtained to play in the picture so that its realism
would be above question.
"The Truant Soul" is not being rushed to meet a program release date. Therefore, to make its quality as perfect as pos
sible upward of a month will be taken with the interiors.

"FANTOMAS"

STILL GOING

STRONG.

The popularity of "Fantomas" as a cleanly sensational series
has been fully demonstrated by the demand for these pictures
which still holds up, despite the fact that the final episode of
the series has been released. The New York Branch reports
that every print is in demand and booked up for some time to
come.

WINNIFRED
Scene

from

"Out

i:ii.'

Siicidow.s"

iSciit^).

although Virginia Kirtley In the role of "Flora Ruel" has
many opportunities for the enaction of a role of an unscrupulous and soulless woman. However, the "ending of "Out of the
Shadows" is entirely different than the stereotyped conclusion
of the so many so-called "vampire" plays, for in the end the
father, who in his youth has sown wild oats, saves his only
son from the snare of an adventuress, and brings the boy back
to the arms of the girl who loves liim.
Some very pretty scenic effects, talented acting and dear
photography make "Out of the Shadows" an offering which
■will attract patrons into any motion
picture theater.

PARAMOUNT-PHILADELPHIA
EXCHANGE
LARGER QUARTERS.

GREENWOOD

IN "THE

VOICE

OF

For

IN

splendor and variety of setting no recent motion picture has surpassed the Mutual Star Production. "The Voice
of Love," featuring Winnifred Greenwood and Edward Coxeu,
which will go out to the public on October 19. Director Rae
LOVE."
Berger has procured charming
light effects and perfection of
photography which marks this unusual photoplay story as
something
far above
the ordinary.
In it. Winnifred
Greenwood
plays
the role of a woman, of
refinement, once wealthy, who through misfortune, has found it
necessary to turn to astrology and fortune telling for her live
lihood.
and for that of her daughter who
has been placed In
a fashionable New York boarding school.
Some of the most attractive and thrilling scenes are set in
New York, at a Belgian Relief Fair, where the daughter and

The

Famous Players exchange distributing Paramount Pictures In eastern Pennsylvania. New Jersey. Delaware, Maryland. District of Columbia and Virginia, with its main office at
1321 Vine street. Philadelphia. Pa., will, about Dec. 1, 191ij
move Into larger quarters at 1219 and 1223 Vine street, in the
very heart of the film district.
The exchange will occupy the entire ground floor of this
new building, having a floor space of about 11.000 square feet.
AVhen completed, it will be one of the most pretentious film exchange oflUces in the East. William E. Smith, president of the
Exchange, is devoting nnuch of his present attention to thv
plans of the new offices, and is permitting notliing to stand In
the road to make this exchange the finest in Philadelphia.
The offices will have a 20 foot ceiling which will enable the
exchange to Install a mezzanine In the rear. This room will be
fitted out with reclining cliairs of the most comfortable
types.
Mr. Smith will have a large private office and smalt private
offices will be occupied by O. F. Bower, Oscar A. Morgan, man
ager-director of publicity and advertising, a booker and bookdepartment. ' The
be in This
the
rear, as keeping
the building
runs shipping
through department
to the next will
street.
makes it possible to receive and ship the films without
anv
confusion
in the office.

WORK

ON

"THE

TRUANT

SOUL"

causing

PROGRESSING.

The filming of "The Truant Soul," Essanay's seven-act
feature for Henry B. Walthall, is now well under way, 150
exterior scenes having been completed and studio work begun.
Mr. Walthall. Mary Charleson, his leading woman; Director
Harry Beaumont and Company, have returned from Wisconsin
where the out-of-door scenes were taken.
The first booking on the feature has been received from a
municipality. Mayor D. E. Smith, of Richland Center. Wis.,
has applied to President George K. Spoor for first run on the
super feature. The city council Intends to show it In the
municipal opera house.
The mayor
reports that reservations

Scene

from

"The

Voice

of

Love"

(Mutual).

the wealthy young Chicagoan whom her mother loves, meet,,
at the theater, at the boarding school. Others are in the attractive and richly liung rooms of the astrologer.
In this play of love and intrigue. Winnifred Greenwood i*
exceptionally attractive, and Edward Coxen Is perfectly cast
in his role of the manly and handsome young millionaire. In
supporting roles are George Field. Laura Sears, Rena Carlton.
and Harvey Clarke.
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KISS" IS COMPLETED.
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WORLD
THANHOUSER'S

Marguerite Courtol has blushed her last blush and Owen
Moore has flicked the last speck of powder from his shoulder,
which is another way of saying^ that the Famous Players production, "The Kiss." in which they co-starred under the direction of Del Henderson, is completed and ready for release on
the Paramount Program October 19.
This is the production for which Miss Courtot and Moore
both made aeroplane flights at Amityville, L.. I., in the Lawrence Sperry machine, in which the inventor-aviator later came

"HIDDEN

VALLEY."

From New York Cit>- to th*^ wilds <>{ s^iuth Africa, the spectator is carried in "Hidden Valley." a Thanhouser feature starring Valkyrien, which is to be released through the Pathe exchanges on November 5. Boyd Marshall is the leading man and
Ernest Warde directed the picture.
Few directors have had to travel as far for scenes as Mr.
Warde did in making "Hidden Valley." He didn't do to South
Africa, but he did take his company from New York to Florida
in order to get the proper South African settings.
"Hidden Valley" tells the story of the daughter of an explorer. "Who is carried by an underground stream to the temple
of a heathen tribe. They hail her as a goddess and keep her
captive. They finally believe that she brings them misfortune.
however, for their water supply is cut off and she is about to
he sacrificed, when a young divinity student finds her and by
life.
a clever trick brings water to the arid lands and saves her
The settings are beautiful and Valkyrien. dainty and graceful, in the several
light robes
the "goddess."
an opportunity to '
introduce
of herof famous
classic has
dances.

"FLY COPS"

IN "THE

BREAKER."

In order to make the scenes in "The Breaker" as realistic
:is Possible, President George K. Spoor, of Essanay, engaged
the services of Captain Michael P. Evans, the chief of the
Chicago Bureau of Identification, and well known all over the
United States as an expert in the Bertillon system, together
with his son, assistant identification inspector, and several
headquarter dectectives to take part in the play.
"The Breaker" is a five -act feature, written by Arthur
Stringer, and featuring Bryant Washburn and Nell Craig. It
deals with a counterfeiting band and the capture of the members by the police. Captain Evans works through several
.scenes, reproducing the exact methods of the police in taking
records of criminals by the Bertillon system. He also folband. lows out his clews thus received in capturing members of the
Scene from "The
Kiss" (Famous
Players).
to grief himself, being forced to spend the night on the ocean
when his supply of gasoline ran out.
The story of the plan concerns Jean, an aviator in the French
army, who comes to America to visit his wealthy relative, Mrs.
Van Vechton. The delightful old lady has a private secretary
named Luise. a pretty girl of French descent, who has earnea
the dislike of Mrs. Jack Van Vechton. the old lady's widowed
daughter-in-law because Pennington, a social highwayman, has
taken a decided interest in her, to the exclusion of the young
widow.
There is a wild chase and a thrilling rescue which very
nearly proves fatal for both Luise and Jean, who comes to
her assistance, which makes this picture a rare mixture ot
farce comedy and dramatic action.

SIXTH

EPISODE

OF "THE
YELLOW
RELEASED.

MENACE"

The title of the Sixth Episode of "The Tellow Menace. '
which is released this week by the Unity Sales Corporation, is
called "The Torture Chamber." Those who love dramatic
thrills in a picture and will demand gripping scenes, will find
much in this episode that will make them clutch their seats.
In this episode Ali Singh discovers that it was Najla, his
beautiful niece, who had betrayed him to his enemies and
caused the raid on his houseboat by the government authorities. Determined to make an example of her and to prove to
his followers that the Arch-Demon is prepared to punish disloyalty, even with torture that approaches death itself, Ali
Singh has Najla suspended on a rack operated by an electric
current, which, if allowed to continue running, would rend
limb from limb.
The second reel of this episode treats of another unsuccessful
attempt of the authorities to surround Ali Singh's haunt in a
dismal New Jersey swamp, for the purpose of rescuing May
Manning, Margaret Bronson and Najla. The three girls attempt
to escape during the raid, but only May Manning is lucky
enough to succeed. She makes a daring leap from an upper
story through the use of a knotted sheet. Margaret and Najla
attempt
followareherspirited
lead, but
are still
prevented
by Ali Singh's
followers.to They
away,
in the clutches
of All
Singh.

FOUR LEADING

MEN WITH

NANCE

"PAYING THE
PRICE"
(Gaumont).
The Gaumont Companj- will contribute a two-reel photodrama through Mutual, October 30. "Paying the Price," which
will have in the cast a number of old Gaumont favorites. Miss
Marian Swayne will be seen in the leading role, that of a girl
about to be forced into an unwelcome marriage to save the
man who has won her hand. Joseph Levering, who directed the
production, plays opposite Miss Swayne. Miss Flavia Arcaro,
whose long list of Gaumont "vampires" is notable, has a roie
of this character. The political boss is played by Fritz Orlamond. a favorite in Gaumont stock in character roles.
This is an excellent opportunity to get a photoplay of two
reels featuring Miss Swayne. She is now seldom seen on the
screen in productions that are not of "feature" length, and
"Paying the Price" thus affords exhibitors the chance to offer
their patrons a great favorite in a role that will strengthen
any evening's entertainment, no matter what the five-reel
photoplay
may be.
"Paying
the Price" tells of the heart struggles
of a girl

O'NEILL.

A notable feaure of the fohthcoming McCIure series, "Seven
Deadly Sins," is that each McClure star, as she appears in her
particular play of the series, is supported by several leading
men of unusual
dramatic ability.
In "Greed," the third play of this superseries, Nance O'Neill
is acting with Robert Elliott. The heavy part has been entrusted to the care of Harry Northrup. Alfred Hickman, Nance
O'Xeill's husband, is also in the cast of "Greed." George Le
Guere forms the last member of this notable quartet of actors;
his work for Metro. Famous Players, Kleine, Essanay, and on
the stage has made him a favorite with the amusement-loving
public.
"Greed" is directed by Theodore Marston.

Scene

from

"Paying

the

Price"

(Gaumont).

wliose fiance is "framed" by a political boss because he himself is in love with the girl. When the young man thinks
he has murdered the siren, he flees. Even then the girl does
not turn to the boss, but seeks ''onsolation in a friend of the
man she had loved, but whom she thinks faithless. Again the
boss interferes, and it is his threat to have the new admirer
indicted for murder that brings the old sweetheart back to
fight one of the most thrilling duels with knives the screen has
seen in a long time.

THE

October 28. 1916
"UNPROTECTED,"

WITH BLANCHE
STAR.

MOVING
SWEET

PICTURE
AS

"Unprotected." In wliich Blanche Sweet Is starred, has been
completed by the Jesse U L^isky Feature Phty Company, and
win be released on the Paramount Program November 6. It
la the story of an innocent younff girl who is convicted of a
crime and sentenced to a lonp term In jail. She is a southerner.
and. in accordance
with the customs
which
prevail locally,
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WORLD
A

STORY

OF

FAITH

HEALING.

A feature with a strung reliKlous theme Is "The World and the
Woman," a Thanhouser feature starring Jean Eagles, that
will be released through
the Pa the exchanges
in November.
Miss
Kagles
played
the
leading
role
on
tour
"Outcast."
and la to bo featured in a play to be producedin by
Joseph
Urooks
on Broadway
and the
Woman'"
is the first
big picturethis
shefall.
has "The
done. World
Slie shows
a complete
mastery of a dirtlcult role and gives an excellent characterization of the woman of the streets who turns back and becomes
;i faith healer.
The story is by Philip Lonergan. It Is by no means to be
regarded as propaganda for any certain religion, but before
it was announced for release — in order that it might not
offend any sect — it was shown to prominent members of different churches, including the Christian Science, and was
heartily
approved by all.
iliss Thomas
Eagles in
the Grace
Woman'Oo
areSupporting
Boyd Marshall,
A. "The
Curran.World
WayneandArey,
I'arlton, Carey Hastings and little Ethelmary Oakland, who is
itie child under whose influence "the woman" fights her way
liiick to .1 rishteous life. Eugene Moore is the director.

INTERNATIONAL

Scene from "Unprotected"

(.Lasky).

she is farmed out by the warden uf the jail to work on contract in the neighboring turpentine groves.
Though California is almost unlimited in its resources so far
as furnishing scenic backgrounds for motion pictures is concerned, a turpentine camp run by negro convicts falls outside
of its particular province. It therefore behooves the director
in charge of the picture to decide whether it would be more
feasible to construct such a camp or to go in search of a genuine
one. He finally decided in favor of the latter plan and succeeded in locating a big turpentine camp of the required description in the south, after travelling hundreds of miles. Accordingly Blanche Sweet. Tom Forman, Krnest Joy. Walter
Long, Mrs. Lewis McCord, Robert Gray. Jane AVolff and Director James Young disappeared from the studio one night and
did not return for three weeks, during which time they were
not heard from by any one at Hollywood. They returned as
mysteriously as they went, and it was not for some time that
their destination
was learned.
The story itself is a thrilling drama, detailing the sufferings
of this innocent girl who soon finds that she is in imminent
peril of becoming the personal slave of the man to whom she
has been leased as a laborer by the state. The rest of the story
concerns itself with the rescue of the girl from her perilous
position and the ultimate amelioration of the condition of the
other prisoners of the camp.

TWEEDLEDUM

COMEDIES

NOW

TO

HAVE
SERIES.

"FASHION

DRAMA"

The International announces "the fashion drama," a remarkable new and original manner of picturizing fashions on the
screen, so they will be appealing to all.
Within a few weeks the International will present, in a series
of episodes, "the Adventures of Dorothy Dare." Each episode
will be complete in one reel and will combine a thrilling story
<if adventure with a gorgeous display of the latest modes.
For some time past, the International has been producing
fashions on an elaborate scale, but of only 500 feet in length.
There was a story in each of them, among the most successful
having been "Fashions D'Art," "A Modern Cinderella," "Anywoman," of
"Beauty
and the Beast,"
and "The Saleslady's
Dream."
Because
their success,
the International
conceived the
idea
of the independent fashion drama of a full reel. Each episode
will be of intense interest in addition to depicting the fashions.
The title of the first episode of "The Adventures of Dorothy
Dare" will be "It's Never Too Late."

CORRECT

"LIBERTY"

TITLES.

Misapprehension has ari.sen as to the correct titles for the
episodes of the Universal "Liberty" serial. The following announcements are made authoritatively to set these misapprehensions at rest: Episode nine will be entitled "Trapped;"
epsiode ten will be entitled "The Human Targets;" episode
eleven will be entitled "A Daughter of Mars;" episode twelve
will be entitled "For the Flag."

"IT NEVER

COULD

HAPPEN"

(Essanay).

Perhaps it couldn't, except on the screen, but then the plot
isn't so illogical, at thatIt's all about the scion of a wealthy
familj- whose
father sends him out to earn $100.
He earns
it all right, with an emphasis on the verb.
The profession —

BOOKING.

The Unity Sales Corporation are releasing this week the
second T^weedledum comedy, under the title of "A Scrambled
Honeymoon." featuring the eccentric acrobatic comedian Perez
in a series of amusing situations which still proves there is
plenty of fun left in the mother-in-law.
The Unity Sales Corporation have added, during the past
week, additional independent exchanges, who "will handle the
"Tweedledum" comedies, and reports from them indicate that
these releases are meeting with prompt recognition at the
hands of the exhibitors. In fact, the Unity officials feel that
Tweedledum is proving himself to be as good a comedian f'-r
American exhibitors as he was on the other side, where he
achieved such a marked success before coming to this country.
Among the new exchanges, which have booked these comedies are Koppin Film Company. Detroit. Mich.: Unity Pictures
Corporation. Minneapolis, ISfinn.; Unity Photoplays Company.
Denver. Colo.; Unity Pictures Corporation, Dallas. Tex.

WORLD

FILM

CONTEST

AWARDS

JANUARY

1.

The $5000 prize play contest of the World Film Corporation
closed September 15. and the formal announcement of the winning authors will be made January 1. 1917. The interval will
be none too long for the task of_ weighing the values of the
manuscripts not already disposed 'of. as the number of plays
and stories submitted in response to Mr. Brady's invitation has
been enormous. In the final round-up there will be nineteen accepted manuscripts, the one considered best among
these taking the first prize of $1000; the second best, $750; the
third. $650: fourth, $500; fifth. 5400; sixth. $300; seventh, $200;
nest twelve. $100 apiece.

Scene from "It Never Could Happen"

(Essanay).

trade, or whatever it is — of butler was the only thing with
which he w-as thoroughly acquainted, so he took a job at it.
When the heiress falls in love with him and he falls in love
with a nurse, numerous complications naturally arise. Richard C. Travers is an actor who can make the most of a comedydrama of this kind and he does in this instance. Anna Mae
Walthall plays the feminine lead. "It never could happen,'*
said three-reeler
the scenario obtained
editor when
he read the piece. That's how
this
its name.
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CORRECTION.
The name of Gladys Hulette's next Thanhouser-Pathe release is "Prudence, the Pirate," not "Prudence and the Pirates." as it has been called by some. Miss Hulette glories in
the fact that in the picture she herself is a pirate, in command of the bad ship "Bucket of Blood," and she doesn't
want the impression to get out that she isn't one of the bloodthiist>' crew.

BOOKINGS
on the film, "The Lure of Alaska."
and Dr.
Sugden's lecture, a recent attraction at the Rialto theater
in New York, will be handled by the J. P. Pond Lyceum
Bureau of New York City during the coming season.

•

* ' •

Williams. Brown & Earle. Inc.. of Philadelphia, are mailing
a catalog of lantern slides illustrating lecture readings. The
sets cover a wide variety of subjects.
The Thanhouser Film Corporation announces that "Hidden
Valley." starring Valkyrien (Baroness Dewitz), will be released through the Pa the exchanges on November 5. Boyd
Alarshall is the leading man
• in• the •feature.
Thomas Commerford plays in support of Richard C. Travers.
in "It Never Could Happen."• 3-act
comedy-draraa.
• Essanay
*

PICTURE
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act Essanay drama.
When this is completed she will start work
in "The Heart of Virginia Keep,"
drama.
• • a three-act
*
Ethel Clayton and Carlyle Blackwell are co-stars in "The
New South." and "The Wall Beyond." both World-Brady picFebruary.
tures, the former to be issued next month, and the latter in

"

•

•

Gladys Hulette. the Thanhouser star, has nearly completed
"Her New York." a story by Agnes C. Johnston, and directed
by O. A. C. Lund. In "Her New York," Miss Hulett has a vehicle
even more dramatic than "The Shine Girl," or "Prudence, the
Pirate," and with as many • little
touches.
• human
•
Marguerite Clayton wears the attire of a messenger boy ia
• • three-act
«
"The Heart of Virginia Keep,"
Essanay drama.
The Great Atlantic Feature Film Company, located in the
-Murchison Building. Wilmington. N. C, are booking features
in their section of the country and find business on the increase
;'.t the end of their first month.
Betty Brown. New York's lovely model, has consented again
to pose for the fashion pictures of the Mutual Weekly. Mis&
Brown previously posed In the season's latest garments for the
Gaumont
camera man, but was absent during the summer
months.

• • •

Under the William A. Brady direction the World Film Corpiiration has thirty-tiiree motion picture plays completed and
ready for release.
• • *
Bill Hart and Margery Wilson are working on a new TriangleKey Bee production in which they wear oilskins much of
the time^ and endure considerable
rain.
•
a
•

One of the most striking character portrayals in the Mutual'?
third Mary Miles Minter picture, ■which has already been completed at the American Film Company's studios at Santa Barbara, "Faith." is that of Perry Banks in the role of a drunken
and degraded lawyer who summons all of his one time brilliancy
together to plead for tlie release of "Faith." the one person in
the world who has been good
• •to him.«

William Tooker, known for his excellent work in previous
SVilliam Fox pictures, has a prominent part in the new Virginia Pearson photoplay now in work. Mr, Tooker's first important stage role was in the late Charles Hoyt's successful
musical comedy, "A Hole in the Ground."

"The being
Last offilmed
the Morgans"
is the
a strong
two reel
drama
at Universal
Citytitle
by of
Director
William
V.
Mong. With Nellie Allen playing opposite, Mong plays also
the leading role.

"The Rise of Susan" is the next of the new Clara Kimball
Young photoplays to be issued by the World Film Corporation.
The release date is December II.

William A. Brady
has taken the pictures as a topic for a
motion picture, which the World Film Corporation will issue
during
January.
The photoplay
is to be called "A Movie
Romance," and Robert Warwick
•
• will
» have the star role.

Winifred Westover, San Franscisco girl who has just joined
the Triangle, has the part of a hired girl in her first play,
and was assigned to put up a fight with Monto Blue, who
essays to kiss her against her will. Winifred amazed her little
playmates by handing Blue a wallop that caused him to turn
two somersaults and upset a stove.

The Shaker play, "The Gates of Eden," in which Viola Dana
will soon appear on the Metro program, is from the pen of a
clergyman. Rev. William E. Danforth, now of Indianapolis, but
formerly of Chicago. Mr. Danforth has made a life-long study
of Shakerdom. John H. Collins is directing the feature production.
Frederick Warde. the eminent Thanhouser star, has completed his lecture tour, and has begun playing in "The Vicar
of Wakefield." a five-reel feature directed by his son Ernest
Warde. "The Vicar" is expected to be as fine a picture as Mr.
Warde's "King
Lear," which will be released through the Pathe
exchanges
in December.

«

•

•

Director Henry McRae has completed "The Hand in the Dark,"
scenarioized by William Parker of the Universal staff, featuring J. Warren Kerrigan with Edith Johnson playing opposite.
McRae's
production featuring Kerrigan probably will he
a comedy next
drama.
Robert Warwick will be supported by June Elvidge and
MoUie King in "All Man," a World-Brady release scheduled for
early in December.
• •
•
Hattie Delaro has been engaged to play the part of the housekeeper in "The Sunbeam," the Metro-Rolfe feature play chosen
for Mabel Taliaferro as a successor to "The Dawn of Love."
^liss Delaro, who is well known both to stage and screen, having played in every branch of the profession both here and
abroad, has also been seen in "The Quitter," "The Upheaval,"
and other Metro productions.

•

*

•

Florence La Badie, the Thanhouser star, has nearly completed "Divorce and the Daughter." which was written by
Agnes C. Johnston. Frederic Sullivan, her director, expects
Miss La Badie to be ready soon to start work on "Enemies of
Society," by Philip Lonergan.
• •
•
Having completed "We Are French." with himself playing
a leading role, together with Ella Hall and Kingsley Benedict.
Director Rupert Julian is preparing to produce a screen version ofin"MyfiveSweetheart."
at Universal
City.
The production
will be
reels. The cast
has not been
announced.

«

«

•

Marguerite Clayton, after finishing "The Prince of Graustark,"
is now in the last scenes for "Borrowed Sunshine,'* a new two-

Philip E. Rosen, cameraman for Director J. Gordon Edwards, of the William Fox forces, has now photographed sixteen Fox pictures, ilr. Rosen is a native of Machias. Me.,
he is also president of the Cinema Camera Club.
Oscar Lund, the Thanhouser director, is taking the final
scenes for Agnes Johnston's story. "Her New York." starring
Gladys Hulette. and will be ready in a few days to begin work
with Miss Charlotte Walker, the new Thanhouser star, in a
feature written especially for• her
* •by Lloyd Lonergan.
Jewel Carmen, who was Douglas Fairbanks' leading woman
in two pictures he made in the east, has arrived at the Triangle-Fine Arts coast studios.

• •

«

The Bluebird Photoplay Company announces that since
October 5, 1916, the management of its Indianapolis office has
been in the hands of Mr. Samuel Sax.

• • •

The next picture to show the famed Triangle kidlets will be
a Virginia feud story starring Dorothy Gish, now in rehearsal.
Bernard McConville is the author.

• • •

Work has begun on the cutting and assembling of the Selig
western drama, "The Light of Western Stars." Under the direction of E. A, Martin with an all-star cast, including Bessie
Eyton, Tom Mis, George Fawcett, Frank Campeau.

• «

•

Douglas Fairbanks' next play, on which he has just begun
work on the coast Triangle studios, is called "The Matri-

• • •

Victory Bateman, who has the role of Lady Montague In
maniac."
William Pox's magnificent screen production of "Romeo and
Juliet."
was in Edwin Booth's supporting cast for many seasons.

• • •

Director Jacques Jaccard is filming at the Universal City
ranch the tenth episode of the big serial. "Liberty. A Daughter
of the U. S. A.." featuring Marie AValcamp. The serial is reported by Jaccard to be getting stronger each day, and he proposes to keep this up to the final climax in the twentieth
episode.
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Ulae-^S^Soiwn*'
lauk World
fo
bo "Th*
rclt^ased
early in Oecombar.
ThisPllm
Is nnCorporation-picture
entirely new regular
proKram photoplfty not In Ihe special Clara Kimball Youhk
service.

•

•

•

With Claire McDowell, Agnes Vernon and Frankly. i Farnum
pluylnK the leadinK roles. Director William Worthlngton Is
making rapid proRress plcturizlng Willis Wood's story, "In
Love." The
being made In five reels, and will be
released
as aphotoplay
UniversalIs feature.

•

•

•

The motion picture version of "The Whip." in eight retls.
will be acted by Irving Cummlngs, Dion TitheradKe, Paul McAllister, Warren Cooke. Alfred Hemming. Alma Hanlon, June
Klvldge. and about 20.000 miscellaneous persons divided between
the Saratoga racetrack and the annual horse show at Long
Branch.

•

•

•

Edwin August. Ruth Blair. Iva Howard, and William Bailey
will appear In three dramas of two-reel length for the Mutual.
The first one. "The I^w of Nature," appears on October 17.
"Canned Curiosity." and "The Folly of Fear" will follow.
Mr. August himself directed these pictures In which he plays
the leading role.

•

•

•

Director Raymond Wells, at Universal City. Is picturizing
"The Little Queen of Nowhere Land." written by himself, and
prepared for the screen by Fred Myton. The production will be
In five reels, and features Ruth Stonehouse. It is a fairy story,
but contains some strong dramatic situations.

•

•

•

In "The Gilded Cage" the cast supporting Alice Brady includes Irving Cummings. Arthur Ashley, Montagu Love, Gerda
Holmes. Clara Whipple and others.

•

•

•

W. Christy Cabanne, who will direct the fourteen episode
serial in which Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne will be
starred for the Metro program, brought his own personal staff
of assistants with him from California to New York. Eugene
Thurston will be his assistant director, R. J. Huntington, his
business manager. Millie Richter, film cutter, and William
Fildew. cameraman. They have already assisted him in the
production of "Love, Honor and Obej%" a powerful five-reel
photodrama in which beautiful Frances Nelson is the star.

•

•

•

"A Serpent's Tooth," written by S. R. Jones, and prepared for
the screen by- Harvey Gates of the Universal staff, is under
production by Director Stuart Baton, featuring Neva Gerber
with Francis McDonald playing opposite.

HAMBURG.
ARK.— W. R. Goyue
and Mrs. T. W. Whitlow
have let the contract to W. E. Bunn to erect a moving
picture theater.
DENVER,
COLO. — International Amusement
Company plans
to erect a one-story
moving
picture theater. 68x132 feet, to
cost $35,000.
HIGHLAND
PARK.
ILU— J. Goldberg is having plans pre
pared for a one-story moving picture theater, to cost $20,000.
MORGAN CITY, LA.— Miss B. Gathright is considering plans
for a one-story
moving
picture theater. 28x96 feet, to co.-^t
$15,000.
BALTIMORE. MD.— John T. Sangville. Jr.. has plans by ,1.
C- Spedden. 1640 Hanover street, for moving picture theater
at the corner of Fort avenue and Lohman street; one-storv
brick: 40x100 feet; cost about $3,600.
BALTIMORE, MB. — Louis Helldorfer, 2312 East Baltimore
street, has plans by John Freund, 11 East Lexington streei.
for moving picture theater at 223S-42 East Fayette street:
48.3x89.7
brick; fireproof construction; slag
roof; cost feet;
about one-story
$10,000.
BALTIMORE. MD. — Eohannon, Levy & Fuld, 30 Lexington
street, plan the erection of a fireproof moving picture theater, to cost $25,000.
WIXCHENDON. MASS.— Architects W. H. Hunt & Son, Hawthorne building. Salem, Mass., are preparing plans for a $60,000 theater and commercial
building.
BESSEMER. MICH.— Rex Theater Beautiful. D. J. Kulaszewicz. manager, will expend about $6,000 in making alterations
to the structuie.
LANSING. MICH.— J. M. Neal. owner of the Theatorium
theater, plans to erect a new two-storv moving picture theater
46x105 feet, to cost $25,000.

MUSKEGON, MICH.— Paul J. Schlossman Is having plans
prepared for a one-story and balcony moving picture theater.
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ST. PAUL. MINX. — .tohn Nihlll wlU expend about $15,000 in
making
improvements to his moving
picture theater.
ST. LOVIS, MO. — Architects Kennerly & Stiegemeyer, 505
Renoist building, are preparing plans for a one-story moving
picture theater, 90x120 feet, to cost J18.000.
NASHUA, N. H. — Amoskeag Realty Company, 1X56 Elm
street, are having plans prepared for a three-story moving
picture theater and office building, 70x153 feet. Lessee, J. D.
Hallisey.
RED BANK, N. J. — Coast Amusement Company Is considering plans for a one-story moving picture theater, 50x150 feel,
to cost $20,000.
UNION* HILL. N. J. — It is reported that Goldberg & Kramer.
103 Park avenue, Yonkers, N. Y., will build a two-story addition to their moving picture theater. 25x117 feel, to coat
¥2-1.000.
BROOKLYN, N. Y. — Joseph Rosenberg, 706 Fourth avenue,
is having plans prepared for a one-story moving picture theater. 50x85 feet, to cost $9,000.
BUFFALO, N. Y. — Architects Esenwein & Johnson, 781 Ellicott square, are preparing plans for a one-story winter garden. 328x150 feet, to cost $100,000. Company to operate project
now in process of organization.
NEW YORK. N. Y.— M. & M. Freedman. 310 Grand street,
plan to erect a two-story moving picture theater and store
building. 25x141 feet, to cost $100,000.
PORT JERVIS. N: Y. — Joseph H. Sweeney plans to expend
about $4,000 in making improvements to his moving picture
theater.
BETHLEHEM, PA. — Kurtz Brothers, who are reported as
having made a fortune in the manufacture of war materiil
for the Allies, will erect in the near future a $100,000 fireproof
theater.
BRISTOL, PA. — Sheriff Gants. of Doylestown, has sold the
personal property of the moving picture theater operated by
Gaetano Greco, Lulgl Florini and Luigi Vanni. to the Oak
Building
and Loan Association,
of Philadelphia,
for $1,226.65.
PHILADELPHIA. PA. — The moving picture theater at the
corner of Sixth and Pike streets, recently put up at sheriff
sale, has been purchased by T. M. Daly, attorney on the writ,
for $12,150. The building is located on a lot 103.4 feet on
Sixth street and 74.10 feet on Pike street. It was sold to satisfy a judgment
of $13,479.80.
SOUTH BETHLEHEM. PA.— A. P. Schultz. Bethlehem building, Bethlehem, Pa., has the contract to erect a one-story moving picture theater. 42x105 feet, for the United Motion Picture
Company, 110 West Fortieth street. New York City, to cost
$12,000.
TUNKHANXOCK. PA. — Glen O. Davis contemplates building
a one-story addition to his moving picture house.
UNION. S. C. — Mr. and Mrs. Storm, owners of the Edisonia
theater, will enlarge and remodel
the building.
GALVESTON. TEXAS.— A. Martini plans to erect a brick
moving
picture theater, to cost about $12,000.
EAST RADFORD. VA. — J. T. Stump has the contract to erect
a brick moving picture theater, 30x110 feet, for W. R. Roberts.
Jr., to cost $5,000.
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Make Your House Popular
By a perfectly projected picture. You cannot do
this with an old junky machine. Write us today.
We will sell you a new machine of any make on
our EASY PAYMENT PLAN. You would be
surprised at the number of Theatres throughout
the country that are purchasing from us in that
way.
Why don't you investigate today.

Amusement

Supply Company

Dealers
in Motiograpb,
Simplex,
Power's.
Edison
and Standard
Machines, Transverlers.
Motor
Generators, Rectifiers and everything pertaining tc the Moving Picture Theatres

3rd Floor, Mailers Bldg.
Cor. Madison Street & Wabash Ave., Chicago, IlL
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CORRESPONDENTS

St John's New Lyric Now Open

The Pretty New Moving Picture Theater on Main Street Just Opened by Charles
F. Given Is Considered One of the Most Attractive Small Houses in the Province
—Has

Seats for 500 and Cost $15,000 to Build.
From
F. F. Sully.
68 Landsdown
Ave., St. John. X. B.
a 515,000 house on the main thoroughfare
ST. JOHN. N. B.— Charles F. Givan,
formerly a partner in the Sussex.
of the city in a neighborhood that is sure
N. B., opera house has just opened the
to catch a large share of business. The
new Lyric Theater on Main street.
theater, which is said to be one of the
Following the fire, which practically
prettiest small theaters in the provinces.
destroyed the opera house, the firm of
has a seating capacity of 500. It is
which Mr. Givan was a member opened
prettily decorated and although it has
temporary quarters and continued the
been open but a week is playing to capaexhibition of pictures. This promised,
city" houses. Mr. Givan is using the Unihowever, to be only temporary, and Mr.
versal service, the headquarters of which
for the provinces is in St. John, under
Givan believing in the future of the moving picture business
in Sussex,
erected
the manasrement
of G, A. Margatts.

perial theater operator, who was at the
crank, doubled up with laughter and
almost forgot to keep the film moving.
D. M. Richards, better known as "Uncle
Dave" and W. H. Golding and Mr. Fielding play no small parts in furnishing the
comedy for 200 feet of views that will
long be remembered by the Canadian men
of the trade who were present at Halifax.
Expects to Open New Casino Theater.
Halifax, X. S. — R. J. McAdam. who is
now in Sydney. N. S.. expects to leave in
a sliort time for Halifax, where he expects to remain permanently. If nothing
unforeseen occurs he will open the beautiful new Casino theater by the latter part
of next month or the early part of December. The Casino will rank among the
most modern and finely appointed theaters.
E. A. Langley Managing the Royal.
Yarmouth, X. S. — E. A. Langley. formerly of the Standard Films, has taken over
the management of the Royal opera house,
Yarmouth. Mr. Langley has contracted
for the Pathe service.
Music at the Unique,
St. John. X. B. — S. C. Hurley, manager
of the Unique theater in St. John, has
made arrangements for the famous Arlington Orchestra of Portland. Maine, to
furnish music for Unique patrons during
the coming winter. In addition to this
feature he has contracted for "The
Shielding Shadow.' The Unique has a
fine location on one of the principal
streets of the city, and faces one of the
prettiest parks in this section of Canada.

From left to right: Walter H. Gelding, president of Maritime Exhibitors' League;
T. Gookin. general manager V-L-S-E; L. E. Ouimet, general manager Pathe;
Thomas Daley. St. John; Louis Rosenfeldt, St. John, manager of Paramount;
Fred Winters, Moncton;
Phil Kaufman and L. H. Walhouse, of Montreal.
first province in Canada, and possibly the
St. John's Branch tional
of Films,
Dominion
Educafirst government on this continent to enLtd.
list the services of the moving picture
St. John. X. B. — An organization has
in immigration.
been started in Vancouver with the idea
in mind of making moving pictures of an
Local Film Exchange Notes.
educational nature throughout Canada.
The St. John Board of Trade has been
St. John. X. B. — Extensive improvements have just been completed at the
informed that it is the intention of the
local Mutual exchange office. The shipmanagement to open a branch in this city,
ping
room has been greatly enlarged.
as well as in other large cities in the
New office furniture has been installed,
dominion. The company has asked for
and the entire premises have been
information concerning the local industries, tourist attractions, and various other
thoroughly renovated. There are very
interests that would make good material
heavy bookings for the new serial. "The
upon which to build such pictures as they
Secret
of the Submarine." and the Chaplin
intend to film.
specials, besides the new star productions.
Charles H. Kerr is local manager.
Carl Crawford, manager of the Fox exFilms to Promote Immigration.
change has just returned from an extenSt.
John.
X".
B.
—
John
Dufresne.
who
has
sive trip through
X'ova Scotia
and trade.
Xew
been serving as camera man for the New
Brunswick
in the interests
of the
Brunswick government during the past
Mr. Crawford reports that good business
month while a series of moving pictures
continues throughout this section of the
for immigration purposes have been made,
dominion.
has returned to his duties at St. John
L. Ernest Ouimet, general manager of
exchange of the Pathe service. The
the Specialty Film company, has returned
provincial government is expending a
to the head office in Montreal after a
great deal in attempts to increase immiseveral days' stay in St. John.
gration for settlement purposes. Through
its bureaus, one of which is located in this
Made the Operator Laugh.
city, it offers special homestead lands,
which can be paid for in yearly installSt. John. N. B. — The film of the exhibiments. To further their plans the officials
tors' convention in Halifax
nearly refushave adopted the moving picture form
ed to go when screened for the first time
here in St. John.
A. J. Mason,
the Imof advertisement.
This is probably
the

Consolidate Local Film Business.
Spring Hill. X. S. — The moving picture
business in Spring Hill. X. S.. is now
exclusively in the hands of Miss Anderson
and Colin Danson, who have succeeded
in eliminating opposition after a hard
fight, for which they deserve credit. During the past eight months they fought
competitors in a clean and business like
manner.
George E. Frauley. manager of the Imperial theater in St. George, was recently
in St. John looking over the attractive
fall bookings.

Bangor Carit Back Theater
Illegality of Exempting
h'roperty
from
Taxation Spoils
P. J.Plan.
Feeney's Opera
House
By

John

P. Flannagan,
Ave., Bangor,

149 Park
Maine.

View

BAXGOR, mentME.
The Bangor
city of
governturned— down
the offer
P. J.
Feeney, owner of the lot on which the
Bangor opera house stood before the fire
of January. IPH. to build an opera house
providing the city would place a nominal
valuation of $1,000 on the property for ten
years from April 1, 1916. Acting on advice
from the city solicitor that the supreme
court of Maine had repeatedly held that it
is illegal to exempt property from taxation,
the city notified Mr. Feeney that it was unable to comply with his request, and the
plan to build has been given up temporarily at least. Mr. Feeney planned to
have moving picture in the new theater.
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Man Stands Up with Another.
HanKor. Me.— John P. Flanagan. Malno
correspondent of the MovinK Picture
World, has returned from Calais, where
he was tost man at the wedding of
Frederkk F. Sully. St. John. N. B.. correspondent of the Moving Picture World,
and Miss Elizabeth
McGarrigle of Calais.
A Live Manager of Maine Mutual.
Hangor. Me, — Manager II. Borrotto, of
the Bangor braneh of the Mutvial Film Co..
Is a live wire who has tremendously increased business at the local branch since
coming here. He has the able assistance
of Arthur Allen, former manager of the
Palace theater, as booker.
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.\'ew Hampshire and Vermont territory
that has horotororo been covered by W. S.
Davidson, who Is transferred to Uhodc Island, Boston and vicinity and the Cape.
Mr. Lyon states that business of the International Is in particularly flourishing
condition, especially on the Golden Eaglo
feature photoplays. Kxhlbltors are constantly ln<iulrlng and requesting for private showings on these features to such
an extent that arrangements were made
with the Park theater, downtown Boston,
for a private
of "Jaflfery" for
exhibitors
and exhibition
press.
The Park thtater has
for the full week starting
they have also booked
Faith"day. toOctober
be played
week
30.

booked "Jaffery"
Monday. Oct. Ifi;
"The Flower of
beginning Mon-

Baltimore News Letter
By

Sh.ilman.
l^tiL' Mt. R-.yal Terrace. Haltimore, Mil.
Crescent Theater Changes Hands.
BvVLTIMORE. Md. — It is announced that
J. J. Hartlove. who formerly managed
the Crescent theater, 1110-i:i South
Charles street, has severed his connection
with this house and that he no longer has
anything to do with the business, but
holds a big block of stock. W. X. Blaustein
is now attending to the booking of the
pictures for the Crescent, and it is understood that he is acting as Its manager.
He is hustling to please the patrons.

Manager Borrotto — What do you think
of the ghost? — Some familiar spirit.
Here's a secret — His first name is Reginald, but he says "Call me Borrotto. I was
too young to protest when they tacked
that name on me. I'm the very antithesis
of all that the name would imply." And
he is. too. is Mr, Borrotto. We don't really
need
say itHeexcept
for those of
whofriends
don't
know tohim.
has hundreds
among Maine exhibitors and is making
more every day.
Baseball Machines 'Way Down East.
Bangor, Me. — Manager Stephen Bogrett,
of the Bijou and Park theaters, has the
distinction of having shown in his two
theaters here last week the plays of the
world's series on his baseball machine at
the most easterly point in the United
Stales, where such returns were received.
The fans appreciated the innovation as
shown by their large attendance. Mr. Bogrett had a direct wire from the field to
the theaters.

WEEK
By Wm.
Dan

M.

IN
Flynn.

Sin Summt^r

MASS.
St. Boston.

to Manage International
Exchange.
OSTON, MASS. — Following its established custom of promoting from the
ranks men to fill important positions, Dan
Horgan. formerly roadman for the International, was last week made manager of
the Boston oflfice. succeeding F. H. Vine.
Mr. Horgan was born in Boston and has
been connected with the film industry the
past two years, first as roadman for Pathe,
later going with the International when
they opened their local office. He is well
and favorably known among New England
exhibitors as a man entitled to their entire
confidence.
District Manager Lyon has been In Boston the past week breaking in the new
manager and reorganizing the sales force.
Two new salesmen have been added this
week to the local office. E. L. Knight, for
several years manager of the Bijou theater,
Springfield, will cover the territory vacated hy Mr. Horgan, which Is western
Massachusetts and Connecticut. East of
Hartford. S. P. Levenberg. formerly of
the Unicorn, has been assigned to Maine,

B

Horgan

BOSTON,

J. M.

Red Mill Theater
Leased.
Baltimore, Md. — The Red Mill theater.
1510 West Lafayette avenue, has been
leased by J. J. McXamara, the owner, to
J. E. Sheridan, who is at present managing the house himself.
Increased Prices for "The Chattel."
Baltimore, Md. — The Parkway theater.
3-9 West North avenue, under the management of B. Depkln, Jr.. has had to
take care of enormous crowds which attended the run of E. H. Sothern in "The
Chattel." On this account the prices c>f
admission had to be changed and at night
the lowest prices were 15 cents, while
during the matinees some of the seats
which heretofore have been 10 cents were
raised to 15.
N. E. Bowden at Leader HelmBaltimore. Md. — N. E. Bowden, who has
been for some time manager of the Ideal
theater in Hampden, has now taken over
the management of the Leader theater.
248 South Broadway. Both these houses
are owned by Pearce & Scheck. Mr. Bowdt^n took charge of his new duties oti
Wednesday. October 11. and he states that
many changes are under <;ontemplation by
him. Joe Fields, the former manager of
this house, will manage Berman's theater
New Nixon-Victoria Treasurer.
Baltimore, Md. — Charles Thr(»pp, nianagnr of the Nixon -Victoria theater. 41 S
East Baltimore street, has obtained a live
wire and very affable person in A. M.
Seligman, to act In the capacity of treasurer for this house. A good arrangement
has been worked out whereby he has entire charge of the theater when at any
time Mr, Thropp Is called away hurriedly
to attend to matters of importance.
"See America First" Films at Parkway.
Baltimore. Md. — The first reel of the
"See America First" series, which is being produced by the Gaumont Company
and released through the Mutual exchanges, win be shown at the Parkway
theater. 3-9 West North avenue, during
the entire week of October 23. Mr. Depkln. the Parkway manager, has arranged
to have this picture for his patrons because it includes the views of Baltimore.
W. A. Busch, K. E. S. E. Representative.
Baltimore.
Md. — William
A. Busch
has
been appointed
as special representative
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for the newly formed K-E-.S-E feature
service, for this territory and he Is now u
very busy man arranging the bookings for
the first picture to be released under this
banner, entitled. "The Country Ood Forgot." Mr. Busch was formerly associated
with the Randolph Film compary. which
handled the Blllle Burke pUtures In this
section.
Cork Gathering Film Shown.
Baltimore, Md. — At a meeting of the
Traffic Club, which was held at the Hotel
Rennert on Thursday night, October 12th,
a moving picture which depicted the manner In which the agents of the Crown Cork
& Seal Company secure cork In Spain was
shown. This was a unique feature of the
meeting, after which followed a collation
and a cabaret show, all of which was enjoyed heartily.
H. P. Hopkins at Park Row Theater,
New York.
Baltimore, Md. — It is reported that the
Park Row theater in New York City will
have a Baltimorean as its organist in the
person of Harry Pattison Hopkins, who
was formely the organist at the Franklin
Street Presbyterian Church In this ctly.
S. H. Meinhold in Baltimore.
Baltimore, Md. — S. H. Meinhold. general
manager for Marcus Loew. suddenly appeared recently
at in
thethis
office
Hippodrome
theater
city ofandLoew's
after
Harry Woods, the resident manager of
this theater, got over his suprise and delight, they had a short chat in which it
was announced that a new policy had been
placed In effect by Mr. Loew, whereby only
first-run pictures would be shown on his
circuit.
Another Theater Under Way.
Baltimore, Md. — Capt. W. A. Blake and
H. P. Mann are erecting a moving picture
theater on the site of the Old Presbyterian
church on East Hamilton avenue, and the
foundations have been laid. It is stated
that the theater, when completed, will
seat 400.
Fined for Employing Child as Operator.
Baltimore, Md. — Harry A. LeBrun, an
Inspector for the Stale Board of Labor and
Statistics, swore out a warrant for R. E.
Martin, who manages a theater on Fait
avenue, charging him with violating the
Child Labor Law, and testified that he had
in his employ a boy under the age of 16
years who was working as an operator.
.Justice Williams in the Canton Police Station fined Mr. Martin five dollars and
costs.
Mr. Exhibitor: — You will get mora
helpful information by carefully reading one trade paper we«kly tliaa by
Mkimming over three or four. TW
MOVING PICTURE WORLD is tk«
one paper you De«<L
Willard Misses the Fight Film.
Vancouver. B. C. — Jess Willard is beginning to wonder if he will ever have an
opportunity of seeing the moving pictures of the little argument which he had
at Havana some time ago with Mr. Arthur
■Johnson. Willard played at date with
the Sells-Floto circus at Bellingham,
Wash., a short time ago, and while there
called up J. W. Pattison, president of the
Aero Club of B. C, to inquire if there was
a copy of the picture here, so that he
might take a day off and come up to see
it. He announced himself as perfectly
willing to hire a theater for the showing.
If necessary, but it was found that there
was not a print of the picture In this city,
so Mr. Willard Is still wondering Just
how
front. the performance looked from the
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Two Prominent Newark Theaters in Merger
Strand

on

Market

Street and Goodwin
on Broad Brought Under Same
Management by Edward
Spiegel.
By Jacob J. Kalter. Newark Correspondent
turned away. The personal appearance of
NEWARK. X. J. — A merger of considerfilm stars has always been, and still is,
able importance was consummated
Oct. 7 when the Strand theater, at 118
a great drawing card in this city.
Market street, and the Goodwin theater, at
871 Broad street, were brought under the
"Fall of a Nation** Here.
same management. The announcement of
Newark. X. J. — Under the management
the merger was made by Edward Spiegel,
of George W. Jacobs and William B. Puthead of the corporation owning and opeinam, managers of the Paramout theater.
ating the Strand
theater.
Broad and Hill streets, the "Fall of a NaOnly the highest -classed pictures will
tion"
was brought to the Orpheum theater.
be shown at the two houses, as Mr. Spiegel
Washington and Court streets, for ^
has already closed contracts with thp
weeks run beginning Oct. 9. The picture
leading producers. According to a pubenjoyed a successful engagement here. C.
lished announcement, no picture will be
H. Ettenger is the traveling representashown at any other Newark house within
tive with the picture.
a period of between thirty and sixty days.
In an interview Mr. Spiegel is quoted
Earle Williams in Orange.
as
merger
Xew^Orange, X. J,— Earle Williams appeared
ark saying.
will get"This
the very
bestmeans
motiont"hat
pictures
personally
at the U. S. Palace theatre. 504
in the world and get them tirst. Xot only
Main street. Oct. 2 and 3. and told in his
that, Xewark will get clean pictures and
interesting
manner his experiences while
pictures up to the standard of the Strand
theater. Xew York, which is considered
making
"The inScarlet
Runner,"
was
also
shown
visualized
form.which
He was
the criterion. Newark is a splendid and
enthusiastically received. D. J. Shepherd,
progressive city and entitled to the best.
manager of the house, reports that he has
My experience here has proved to me that
when the best in entertainment is offered.
booked
Ince's
for
an early
date.production, "Civilization,"
Newark
responds with a liberal hand.
"I hope that within a few days I wiii
East Orange Lyceum Reopened.
be able to announce tht *«fgning of contracts which will enable the Strand-GoodEast Orange, X. J. — The Lyceum theater.
win combination to furnish a daily proMain street, has been reopened by Bernard
gram unsurpassed even in New York. My
S. Klotz and Philip Howell. Mr. Klotz was
faith in Newark is unlimited, and I have
formerly with the United Amusement combeen, and am still willing, to back that
pany, while Mr. Howell was with the
Keefe Amusement company of Salt Lake
faith with cold cash."
The personnel of the two theaters will
City. The two men are also interested in
not be changed according to present indithe Orpheum theater, Asbury Park. The
cations. The manager of the Strand is
house reopened with feature films. "RaJules Gerstle. and of the Goodwin. Mrs.
mona." which played to such large audiL. H. Webb.
ences at the Strand theater. Newark, was
the initial attraction.
Newark Lifts Picture Ban.
New Passaic Corporation.
Xewark. X'. J. — The ban upon admission
of children under twelve years of age in
Passaic. N. J. — With registered offices at
motion picture theaters has been ordered
37 Lexington avenue, the Ray Amusement
Company has been incorporated with an
removed by Health Officer Craster. A noauthorized capital of $10,000 to conduct
tice to this effect has been sent to all proamusements. The incorporators are L.
prietors of moving picture theaters here.
Eskwint. R. Finkelstein and B. Goldberg.
Exhibitors are naturally anticipating an
exceedingly good season after the lethargy during the summer.
Palisade Film Laboratories, Inc.
Fort Lee. N. J. — The Palisade Film LabSuperior Theater Incorporated.
oratories. Incorporated, with an authorEast Orange, X. J. — The Superior Theaized capital of $10,000. has been formed
here for the purpose of developing and
ter Company. Incorporated. ^-<! been organized at 79 Carnegie avenue, this city,
printing films. The incorporators are B.
for the purpose of operating theatrical
B. ■R^alden. F. H. Hall and O. E. Watson.
and moving picture enterprises. The authorized capital is $200,000. The incorporaPhiladelphia News Letter
tors are Leon Sanders. "W. O. Robinson,
Nathan Sanders, Mas G. Cohen and MorBy F. V. Armato.'14-t
North Pa.Salford Street,
ris Israel.
Philadelphia,
Grand
Theater
Files Trade
Name.
Kearny. X'. J. — Mrs. Augusta C. Treat,
of 18 Maple street, has filed Grand theater
as the trade name of the motion picture
house located at 23-25 Kearny avenue.
Kearny, X''. J.
"Civilization" Has Record Rim.
Newark, N. J. — On Oct. 14. "Civilization"
completed a three weeks* run at the
Strand theater. This picture had a phenomenal run. being the first picture to
stay more than two weeks in this citj'.
The picture received favorable comment
here.
Miss Youne at Loew's.
Newark. N. J. — Clara Kimball Young,
star of the "Common Law." appeared personally at Loew's
99 Miss
Springfield
avenue, on
Oct. 3. theater,
On Oct. 11.
Ethel
Grandin, ■\^-ho stars in the "Crimson Stain
Mystery." also appeared at the same theater. Both actresses were greeted by immense throngs, hundreds of persons being

Oscar Morgan's Paramount Pointers.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. — Oscar Morgan, the
Paramounfs live wire publicity man.
issued Paramount pointers every week.
This little advance messenger, wmch is
mailed to all customers .coiiiamo =ume e.*cellent hints for the exhibitors and mucn
valuable information regarding the proper
advertising of the pictures. Mr. Morgan
has previously been an exhibitor himself
in Asbury Park.
Fred Warren Dines
Fourth Estate.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Fred Warren now
with the Selznick enterprise paid Philadelphia a visit last week and entertained
the local dramatic and motion picture
editors with a dinner at the Bellevue
Strafford.
Robert Ljmch's
65 Contracts.
Philadelphia,
Pa. — Robert
Lynch, manager of the Blue Bird exchange, has secured
sixty-five regular contracts for one a week
releases in Philadelphia. Mr. Lynch is a
great believer in local advertising and is
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using considerable space in the Philadelphia newspapers by way of co-operating
with the exhibitors. His predictions ^f
big business are exceedingly encouraging
for the coming season.
Bluebird
Theater
Anniversary.
J. Elliot Goldman of the Bluebird theater
will tion
have
special
at his ahouse
on anniversary
October 17th. celebraC. N. Fischer Prospers in Lancaster.
Philadelphia. Pa. — C. X. Fischer, local
exhibitor, reports that he is meeting with
success at Lancaster, Pa., where he is
directing the management of the Lancaster theater at 605 Manor street. He finds
that good serials pay and is now showing
Pathe's "Grip of Evil" and the Universal's
new serial "Liberty," in addition to an
up-to-date
feature program.
Philadelphia's Own Camera Man.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Philadelphia's city
authorities now have a special moving
picture camera man of their own by the
name of J. Snow. Pictures of the First
Regiment. N. G. P. troops returning from
the Mexican border were made last week,
and incidentaly Governor Brumbaugh and
Mayor
Smith were also included.
Theater Sold Under Hammer.
Philadelphia, Pa. — The motion picture
theater at the northeast corner of Sixth
and Pike streets was purchased at a
Sheriff's sale by T. M. Daly, the attorney,
on the writ, for $12,150. The house was
sold to satisfy a judgment of $13,479.80.
The Somerset
Closed.
Philadelphia, Pa. — The Somerset
owned by Messrs. Steinberg and
has been temporily closed. It is
that this was due to the failure
the interest on the mortgage.

theater
Hopkins
reported
to meet

"Liberty" in Kensington, Pa.
Kensington, Pa., William Jones, of
the Palmer theater in Kensington had a
successful opening of the initial showing
of the Universal's latest serial "Liberty."
Elaborate stage decorations and Miss Liberty surrounded by a beautiful patriotic
displaymuch
helped
to introduce the new serial
with
pomp.
R. Bloomgarden Believes in Big Films.
West Philadelphia. Pa. — There are no
photoplays too big or too great to handle
says Robert Bloomgarden of the Imperial
theater in West Philadelphia. Recently
he has presented "The Ne'er Do Well,"
Pavlowa, in "The Dumb Girl of Portici.'*
and would be willing to book "The Birth
of a Nation" if he could secure it. The
big shows pay and draw tremendous
crowds for him. Twenty thousand was
recently spent in redecorations and improvements here.
Kalem*s "Police Reporter'* Series a Hit
George T. Ames, general manager of the
local General Film exchange, has had considerable demand for bookings on the new
Kalem series entitled "Grant, the Police
Reporter." At a recent private review by
a body of newspaper men the opinion was
expressed that in action, climaxes and
thrills these one reel pictures contained
enough material for any ordinary five reel
feature. Special news publicity is also
being given to the newspapers to introduce it to the public.
A. Greenberg Enlarging His Theater.
Camden. X. J. — Abe Greenberg. of Camden. N. J., is at present enlarging his
Grand theater to twice the present size.
Carr & Shad's New House.
Reading. Pa. — ^Messrs. Carr and Shad, of
Reading,
Pa., are building
a 2.000 seat
motion picture theater which will contain
all of the innovations and be strictly up-
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to-date.
for the
week.

They
huve already
Para mount
program

THE
contracted
six days a

Big Business for K. E. S. £.
I'hilndt'lphta. Pa. — Harry Scott of the
K. E. S. E. service has had no dimcuUy
handling in a very efficient manner their
increased output of releases, considering
their present cramped quarters. "The
Country that God Forgot," a Sellg masterpiece feature, is booking heavily.
Reservations by wire are continually
coming in on the new Musty Suffer series
featuring Harry Watson. These comedies
have been continually on the go since they
were first introduced here.
Herbert R. Lewis Opens "Liberty."
Philadelphia, Pa. — Herbert R. Lewis of
the Tivoli theater. 128 Fairmount, reports
a very satisfactory opening with the new
serial "Liberty." Since this theater has
been taken over by him he has had a
considerable amount of success. Mr. Lewis
exhibited pictures at the Twentieth Century club, of Lonsdowne. Pa., at 15 and.
25 cents admission before coming to
Philadelphia.
Dembow's Big Increase.
PhilHdelphia. Pa. — H. Dembow's of the
Wni. Fox exchange has increased their
business over 100 per cent, during the past
month. On many occasions exhibitors find
much (lifficiilty in securing open dates.
"A» good at jold." *'A« irhite as
mow." "As fine as silk." Wky Jo
other papers in this field tnvariahly
try to compare with the standard of
the MOVING PICTURE WORLD?
There's

a reason.

H. M. Osborn's
Hobby.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Getting the vaudeville
houses to book Pathe serials has been H.
M. Osborn's hobby. "The Shielding Shadow," the latest Pathe serial has already
been placed in a very large number of
local and out of to'wn theaters. In addition the following vaudeville houses have
also booked it: Nixon's. Keystone, Keith's
Bijou. Allegheny, Globe, Crooskey's and
Sablosky's vaudeville theaters out of town.
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Washington's
Film Exchange Building
Enquiries About Possibilities from Film Men — Managers Don't Want to Be

Many

Held at Landlord's Mercies —
Washington, D. C. — Things have been
coming so thick and fast of late that it
is pretty hard to keep up with all the
reports of proposed construction work.
Following the appearance in Tlie Moving
Picture World of October 14 of the article
"New Fire Regulations In Washington. D.
C," the Washington office has received
many inquiries as to the posslbllties of the
erection of a "film building" in the near
future.
It seems that the exchange managers
are not at all pleased with such proposed
regulations as have come to their attention, believing that their requirements will
work to the disadvantage of the industry.
As one exchange manager put it, there
is the likelihood of a condition arising
that would necessitate the renting of quarters in one particular building erected in
compliance with the regulations, where
they would be at the mercy of the landlord, as regards rent in particular. They
would have to comply with the requirements of the person or persons owning
the building, for there would be no other
place in the city to which they could
move should differences arise between
landlord and tenant.
Regulations MayAway.
Make

Some

Move

There are among the exchange managers several who state that in the event
of these regulations proving irksome they
will withdraw their headquarters from
Washington and locate in » Baltimore.
They look upon the regulations as being ver> distasteful, and point out that
there has never been a conflagratnon in
a W^ashington
exchange,
that exist
the are
fire
regulations
as they
at present
ample, and that they co-operate with
the Fire Department officials in minimizing the possibility of fire.
It is now thought to be certain that
the regulations referred to in the October
14 article will be adopted at an early
date, and it is said that immediately
thereafter work will be commenced on a
building that will comply in all respects
therewith.
A number of projects have been reported from time to time, but none of these
has as yet materialized.
One seems sure

Admission
Prices Up at Campbell's Olympic
Public's Demand for Good Music and Other Expensive Adjuncts to Picture Shows

Has Made Higher Prices of Admission Necessary,
public what they want and they will pay
Washington,
D. C. — There
has been
marked tendency of late all along the line
any reasonable price."
to increase admission charges to keep up
Manager Spurrier Dines Employes.
with the "high cost of doing business."
Washington. D. C. — Frank B. Spurrier
was the host at a dinner party hold at
The latest convert to this is "Bob" Campbell, of the Olympic theater. "The public
Castelli's on Saturday, Otober 14, given
to the dozen employes of the Vitagrap.idemands many things of the exhibitors."
said Mr. Campbell when queried by the
V-I..S-E exchange. There is a meeting
held each week by the exchange, at which
World correspondent, "particularly good
music. We have always endeavored to
the employes discuss various problems
comply with the requests of our patrons,
that arise from time to time and exchange
ideas for the betterment of the service.
but it is a hard matter, particularly in a
neighborhood house such as ours, to furThe principal topic at this dinner-meeting
nish a high grade program of pictures and
was this: How can the shipping departassume other increased overhead expenses
ment have automatically brought to its
attention, seven days before the date of
without making a compensating increase
showing a particular feature, the need
in the charge of admission.
to send the necessary photographs to the
"We have put in a four piece orchestra,
exhibitor? It seems that often an exhibitwhere we formerly had but a piano to
or will get paper, but the photographs
accompany the pictures, and have contracted for an earlier run of films. In
will be omitted, and it Is to obviate this
addition to this, the Olympic has been
that Manager Spurrier has called upon his
assistants to submit suggestions, and a
given an overhauling, and both the interior and exterior redecorated- That the
prize was offered for that suggestion
which will work out best.
public is highly appreciative of our efforts
is shown by the fact that, although we
Those present were: Samuel J. Mayer.
have increased our prices to 15 cents for
Alan J. Bachrach, N. Glaser. J. W. Almony.
adults and 10 cents for children, there
S. Blumenthal, L. Gooding, W. E. Davis.
has been no noticeable falling olT of
Miss
Walker.M. Bailey, Miss Carrico and Miss
attendance.
We have found that give the

The New Fire Regulations.
— that of "Tom" Moore — to bo located at
418-420 Eighth street northwest, directly
back of the Garden theater. It is to be
remembered that some time ago Mr. Moore
bought this property to prevent the erection of a theater that would threaten hla
own business. He Is now desirous of
realizing on his investment and has offered the property to various promoters,
who have not as yet taken advantage of
the opportunity. Mr. Moore now states
that, as all options have expired, he is
going ahead with the erection of a building 51 feet by 100 feet on this site. The
building will be from five to seven stories
in height and, when completed, will be
divided to meet the desires of the lessees.
There will be all facilities for carrying
on the film business in the most efficient
manner, such as elevator service, express
service, etc., and, best of all. Mr. Moore
states that this space will be available
to the exchange men at the same rate
of rental as they are now paying. This
is the fairest proposition of all. If all
plans go to completion, the exchanges
would be located In a modern building,
having every convenience, at no advance
in their overhead expenses because ot
such a move.
On the first floor there would be the
exhibiting room and, in all probabflity, a
cigar stand, news stand and lunch room.
According to the plans of B. Stanley Simmons, the cost of putting up such a
building would
be $10,000 a floor.
J. Leo Yates Is Dead.
Washington, D. C. — The sympathy of
everyone connected with the moving picture industry in the National Capital is
with the widow of J. Leo Tates, for the
latter passed away on October II, after
an illness of several months. Mr, Yates
was one of the best liked Washington film
exchange managers, for he was of the type
that is always willing to meet the other
fellow a little more than half way, and a
more charitable man could not be found.
From the latter part of June, 1915, to
within a few weeks of his death, Mr. Yates
was manager of the Washington Film Exchange, distributor of the Universal.
He started in the moving picture business with the General Film a little over
seven years ago. as a bookkeeper. After
a few months of desk work, he was made
a traveling representative and later, assistant manager. After serving in the
latter capacity for some time, he was sent
to Baltimore to take charge of the branch
there. He went to the United Film aa
traveling representative, remaining with
that concern until assuming the management of the Washington film exchange.
He is survived by his wife and daughter.
Mr. Yates was a native Washingtonian,
being born in this city September 29, 1879.
Crandall's "Reel News."
Washington. D. C. — Crandull has a new
job, or. at least he is supposed to do
something as head of the organization
which produces "The Reel News," quite
a good-sized booklet containing an untold
quantity of advertising, and after one has
waded through a lot of space, if he is
lucky he will find the programs of Crandall's. Ninth and E streets northwest; the
Apollo. 624 H street northeast, the Avenue Grand. 64.o Pennsylvania avenue,
southeast, and the Savoy, at Fourteenth
street and Columbia road, northwest. In
congratulating Mr. Crandalt on his latest
achievement, may we suggest to him that
he put these programs in slightly heavier
type, that the writer may know from
which
theater to select his evening's entertainment.
The publication made Its appearance
with the new month. A. U Richmond is
its editor, while Maurice Auerbach looks
after the advertising and business management. Of course, it is a house organ.
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Tom Moore to Build New Theater
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the best known members of the film industry in this territory. He started in
several years ago as manager of a local
theater. He later entered the employ of
the General Film, and became assistant
manager of the Washington Exchange, and
was at one time in charge of the Baltimore
branch. When Mr. Wyman organized the
Hy Art Masterpiece Company. Mr. Payette
joined him as one of the officers of the corporation. Some months ago both withdrew
from the company and organized an independent exchange. This partnership
has since been dissolved, and Mr. Payette
will cover Virginia and a part of West
Virginia for his new employers.
George W, Smiley, who has been covering the Virginia territory, has been given
Maryland in which to travel. This is
highly desirable to him for, being a "family man," it gives him better opportunities
to be home occasionally.

Washington Exhibitor Has Closed a Deal for Lease of Property on Ninth Street
and Will Build a Splendid Theater with Seats for 3,250 Persons — Intends to Ask
from Twenty-Five to Fifty Cents Admission.
By Clar^'iiC! L. Ling. 722 Riggs Suilding;, WashiJigton, D. C.
Addressees are also to be advised that if
WASHINGTON, D. C. — "Tom" Moore, of
tliey accept damaged articles they should
the Garden, Strand and Plaza theaters, is announcing the closing of a deal
communicate with the senders, and. if
claim is filed, either have themselves deswhereby he secures the lease on addiignated by the senders as the ones to
lioniil property O'l Ninth street, which
will bring about the realization of his
whom indemnity should be paid or ardream contemplating the erection of a
range to have the senders receive ihe
motion picture theater of the New York
indemnity and adjust the matter direct
with them.
Strand type. This property lies on the
east side of Ninth street, between D and
E streets.
District Licenses Expire.
Mr. Moore's plans call for a house that
Washington. D. (".—William P. Richards,
will seat about 3.250 persons, and it is
Assessor
of the District of Culumbia, has
to be modern in every particular. One
Victor Abbey's Paper Goes Prepaid.
just issued a notice calling attention to
of the features of the theater will be
Washington, D. C. — The serial departthe fact that on October 31. all licenses
an orchestra of twenty pieces, and a $15.ment of the Mutual, of which Victor L,
issued from his office to proprietors of
000 Estey organ. Photoplays there are
Abbey is in charge, is sending out all paper
theaters will expire. All motion picture
to be given long runs, with special stage
on the ilutual serials by parcel post, preexhibitors desiring to continue in busisettings and many new ideas and innoness after that date, he states, must
understandvations.
ing thatpaying
thethe charges
exhibitorswith
will the
return
it in the
promptly renew their licenses. This is a
The auditorium will have a breadth of
same manner. In speaking of the change.
city
and
not
a
Federal
tax.
100 feet, and a depth of 160 feet. There
Mr. Abbey said that from time to time
will be a balcony, boxes, and mezzanine
many complaints have reached his desk of
boxes. The entrance to the theater will
John Payette Goes to Pathe.
the high cost of sending paper by express,
have a breadth of 100 feet and a depth
there being a minimum charge of twentyAVashington, D. C, — John Payette has
of 40 feet. It will be several months
five cents, and he has also found that a
severed his connection with the firm of
before actual work can be commenced.
Hyman & Payette and has joined the sales
great saving to the exchange would reIn speaking of the delay, Mr. Moore said
sult.
force of Pathe, Inc. Mr. Payette is one ot
that in order to secure immediate possession of the property, he would have
been compelled to pay the equivalent of
two or three years' rent to obtain the
leases. All of these leases will expire not
later than May of next year, and there is
Manager Patch Promises the Great Fox Spectacle Beginning Tuesday, October 24
nothing to prevent him going ahead be—Will Have a Run of Several Weeks.
fore that time and building an auditorium; it is the entrance that will delay him.
From Pittsburgh News Service. 6016 Jenkins Arcade, Pittsburgh,
Pa.
The admission to this theater will be
of the highest type is presented. Manager
twenty-five, thirty-five and fifty cents, the
PITTSBURGH.
Pa.
—
Manager
William
William Mason states that the aim is to
first named being for matinees.
Moore Patch, of the Pitt theater.
maintain a uniquely high standard of
Shortly after commencing the work of
Seventh street and Penn avenue, Pittswholesomeness,
with suitable pictures
building the new house, which will be
burgh, Pa., has announced the first prothat have a strong and beneficent appeal
known as Moore's theater, many improveduction of the Annette Kellermann specments will be made to the Strand theato
the
youngsters
and that are above
tacle, "A Daughter of the Gods." for
ter, at the corner of Ninth and D streets
criticism from particular parents.
Tuesday evening, October 24, having arnorthwest. The seating capacity of the
ranged to stage the production on a lavhouse will be increased to 2,755, on two
ish scale for a run of four or five weeks.
Cameras and Lenses Stolen.
floors, and there will be many innovaWilliam Fox, the producer, will attend
.\spinwall. Pa. — The studios of the
tions that will bring this theater into
the Pittsburgh premier himself, and will
Photoplay Entertainment Co., at Aspingreater popularity.
bring his entire business ^nd producing
wall, near Pittsburgh, Pa., were rifled by
Mr. Moore personally will assume the
staff with him. Elaborate plans are being
Burglars recently and property valued at
management of the new theater and therecompleted by Manager Patch in the way
between $500 and §600 was stolen. Two
after the care of the other three houses
of stage sets, music and a trained ballet,
wagons are said to have been used to
will devolve upon Arthur Robb, the preswhich
promise
to
eclipse
any
former
carry off the paraphernal k\, including
ent manager of the Garden theater, for
achievements in presenting films at the
several cameras and lenses. The robber.v
Mr. Moore, in speaking to the Moving
Pitt. New and striking decorations will
was not discovered until the following
Picture World representative, stated that
be used throughout the theater. Robert
day. when a camera man entered the
Mr. Robb would be appointed president
Hood Bowers, the composer, who has arand general manager of the business that
studio to get his apparatus to take picincludes the Garden, Strand and Plaza
tures of the preparedness camp at Ross,
ranged a special score for "A Daughtsr
theaters.
nearby. Investigation disclosed that even
of the Gods," will conduct on the opening
evening. Thereafter Carl Bornthaler, conthe wigs and grease paints used by the
ductor of the Pittsburgh Symphony Oractors had been carried away.
Claims on Partly Damaged
Mail.
chestra, will have charge of the Pitt theWashington. D. C. — Members of the inater orchestra, which will be increased
dustry are probably under the impresfor the Kellermann production from thirty
Family's Attractive New Front.
sion that claims against the Post Office
musicians to forty. The seat sale opened
Grove City, Pa. — The Fami'y theater.
Department for indemnity when insu'*ed
October 16, and indications are that all
Grove City, Pa., has been improved with
and C. O. D. parcels are received by them
a beautiful and imposing new front. This
previous records will be broken.
in a damaged condition, will not be enhouse is one of the most popular in it.s
tertained unless such parcels are refused,
locality and the management has spared
Exit
the
Princess
Theater.
is incorrect, according to a statement frcm
Assistant Postmaster General Dockery.
no
expense in keeping it up-to-date in
Paris, Pa. — The Princess theater, St.
Postal employes have been instructed
every respect. The redecoration and adParis, O., has been discontinued and the
dition of new equipment lends the theater
to explain to the addressees in every such
house sold by its owner, George W. Willan attractive appearance both inside and
instance that acceptance of the parcel will
iams. The theater will not be reopened,
out.
Feature
pictures are shown daily
as the building is to be remodeled into
in no way invalidate any claim for inand the admission price is 10 cents.
offices.
demnity that might otherwise be payable,
but that, on the other hand, refusal of
the article will necessitate that payment
School Matinees at the Grand.
"The
Chattel' at the Cameraphone.
by the senders of the same, amount of
Pittsburgh. Pa, — The Grand opera house.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — The Cameraphone thepostage required for its original transmisFifth avenue. Pittsburgh, the large and
sion in order that the parcel may be
ater. East End, Pittsburgh, Pa., is conmagnificent photoplay theater of the
returned to them for determination of
ducting an unusually strong newspaper
Harry Davis interests, has introduced a
advertising campaign for the presentation
the extent of damage and filing of claim.
novel and attractive idea especially for
It is to be made clear that indemnity is
of
"The
Chattel." the Vitagraph Comthe edification of the school children. The
payable for partial as well as total dampany's production featuring E. H. Sothnew policy consists of a series of Saturage to parcels mailed on and after August
ern. Manager H. B, Kester A'ill run the
day afternoon matinees, starting October
8. 1916. and that .icceptance of parcels by
picture four days beginning October 16.
addressees enables damage claims to be
14. when in addition to the regular proA large orchestra has been secured and
gram of Triangle, Metro and World
filed earlier than would otherwise be posspecial decorations will be used which
sible, and hence to be adjusted
earlier.
dramas a special feature of comedy reels
will probably set a new mark.

''Daughter of the Gods'' Coming to the Pitt

October
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Penny Arcades Again.
lUifr.ili*. N. Y. — It. \V;ii;ruT has taken
over
Keilh'y inoviiit>
Wullln^rroril
will be picture.
Keneral Buffalo.
maminer Jimoi
this house and of a second theater located lu-ar Keith's. Mr. Warner Is levivinj? the penny arcade business whlcli
was so popular In this country a few
years uK<f- He has already opened several arcades in this and other cities. Mr.
WaUinsford and I). X. Hyman are associated with Mr, Wavrner In these enterprises. Mr. WallinKford opened Keith's
about rtve years ago. The house will be
devoted to hiKh-dass film productions and
he will also make a feature of the tine
orKun and a four-piece orchestra there.
Musical attractions will supplement the
pictures and a five and ten -cent policy
will be the rule. For some time the price
of admission to Keith's has been five
cents.
C. R. Seelye Visits J. K. Morgan,
Buffalo. N. Y.— C. R. Seelye. general
manager of the Pa the. recently visited
James K. Morgan, manager of the Buffalo
exchange of this company. Mr. Seelye has
been as far west as Kansas City and was
on his way home to New York. He visited Shea's Hippodrome and with Mr.
Shea and Morgan took an automobile trip
about the city. He was particularly optimistic about the bookings of the Pat he
serial release. "The Shielding Shadow."
He was also enthusiastic over the newest
Gold Rooster release. '•The I-ight that
Failed," by Rudyard Kipling. He said
the Boston theater, of Boston. Mass., seating 4.000. had booked this feature for a
solid week.
F, Leonard to Travel for Metro.
Buffalo, X. Y. — Fr;iiik Leonard has been
appointed traveling representative of the
Metro pictures in this territory.
.\1 Becker of the Becker Feature Film,
Buftalo. has returned from a visit to his
home in New York.
Buffalo, X. T. — M. Bloom has reopened
the Happy Hour theater of Fulton, X. T.
He has also taken over the Quirk theater of that town.
The Family theater. Batavia. in charge
of Mr. Stacey. is having a new organ installed.
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Buffalo Screeners Prepare for Annual Ball
Screen Club Has Appointed Committees
and Plans Will Soon Be Announced.
i:y Joseph v\, MctJuire. & Lt'Wl.>* Block.
l!u(Talo. .\. Y.
ID UFFAI.O. X. Y.— Committees that will
H. C. Sandstrom Buys the Movie.
■U arrangf for the bull to be held bv
Jamestown, X. Y. — H. C. Sandstrom of
the Buffalo Scr.fn Club iit the Klmwood
Warren. Pa., has taken over the Movie
music hall some time In January were
theater at Jamestown, X. Y., which has
appointed at a meeting of that organizabeen closed for some time. He recently
tion Monday evening. Complete plans
visited the Buffalo exchanges to line up
for the ball, which will be one of the big
good material for his shows. This house
social events of the winter, will be anhas been closed for some time. He was
nounced later.
formerly proprietor of the Harald theater
G. H. ChrlstofTers of the Mutual Film,
of Warren, Pa. He was the first exhibiwho presided at the meeting, has develtor there, for he conducted the Theatoroped the same spirit of resistance to cenium of Warren in the early days
sorship as that of John R. Freuler. president of that corporation.
Recent Callers in Buffalo.
Said Mr. ChristofTers: "The Pennsylvania Board of Censors compels us to reBuffalo. X. Y. — Joseph J. Samcth, repturn them all eliminations before they
resenting Williamson Bros., of the suDsend us the approval stamp. They hold
marlne motion pictures, was a recent
the eliminated part and we cannot put it
visitor in Buffalo. Other calUrs were
George Germain and Archie Moses of the
back into the Xew York service. X^aturFox film.
ally. the Xew York State exhibitors object to showing these films in a mutilated
Basil Brady.
Mr. Christoffers showed your corresponcondition."
dent ten eliminations on which the PennBuffalo. X. Y. — "Thirty-two houses in
sylvania censors had taken action this
this territory are showing the Beatrice
week.
Fairfax series," said Basil Brady, representative of the International Film SerE. L, Hyman in New York City.
vice here. A picture of Mr. Brady appears
herewith. He
Buffalo. X. Y. — Edward I>. Hyman. manager of Mitchell H. Mark's X'ew Victoria
theater. Buffalo, is spending his vacation
BHg^HH^K3>T'-ports
that
in X'ew York City. While there he also
inager
will pick up some new ideas and book^^^^^R
^^^
the
ings for the Tvinter season.
^^^^^^^^
^^^^P|P^^^
^^^^^
^^B
]\f utmoving
pic•■
^^«
e Picadiltheater.
At the Triangle Exchange.
Buffalo. X. Y.— Fred C. Bitner. of the
ich will
^^
^M
■ ri in RochHavens theater. Olean, was a caller on
^P
r.r in XoGeorge A. Hickey. manager of the Trian^tr,
_
2^
vember.
has
gle Film. Bufifalo.
"We run legitimate shows at the Havens regularly and moving pictures on
signed s for conJ tract
^
^^^^
the
^^^ ^^^^
^^^^
m^M^
dark nights." said Mr. Bitner. "We wertInterone of the first customers of the TrianHearst
^BI
^^^^
i^^^
^^^p
national
^^M
^^^^
^H^l
^j^^
^^^
^^^l
The
X
^^^
^^^H
gle and are still using this service."
the
be
^^^^^H^l^l^^^^^^
Mr. Hickey, who was formerly with the
largest
and
Unicorn Film, has sent his congratulations
Picadilly
Basil^^^
Brady.
^^^^H
I^^^B^
finestters theato Fred Murphy, who has been appointed
in the
general manager of that corporation. Ancountry The Palace has the first showing
other Triangle caller was Ed^ar AVeill. of
of tht: He:irst Xews in Buffalo.
the .Str;ind theater, Syracuse.

Toronto Theaters and Publishers at Odds
Exhibitors and

Newspapers
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Grow Warm
Over Increased
Rates Asked for Local
Display
Advertisements.
By W. M. Gladish. 1263 Gerrard St. E. Toronto, Ontario.
"The Fall of a Xation," was on Monday,
TOROXTO. Ont. — Practically every theaOctober 9th. when it was shown at the
ter in Toronto engaged in a clash of
Strand theater, Toronto, and for the rewords with the publishers of local daily
mainder of the week. Crowds lined the
newspapers during the early part of
street each night.
October when the public journals advised
the managers that rates for amusement
display advertising would be doubled.
"Too much," declared both the legitimate
and film houses and forthwith canceled
Of Interest About Toronto Film Men.
all contracts for space except those for the
Toronto. Ont. — E. D. Bissell. manager of
Sunday editions. The theaters did not
the Strand theater. Camp Borden, made
discontinue the recognition of newspaper
such a good fist of a difficult proposition
passes and a number of managers exduring the past summer that he was soon
pressed the opinion that an early adjustgrabbed up by an exchange manager. In
ment would be made.
other words. Bissell has become cashier
of the Canadian head-oflfice of the Greater
Vitagraph at Toronto. He sat on his
Premier Screenings.
new chair on Thursday,
October 5th.
Toronto, Ont. — Prominent representaAnother promotion has come the way
tives of the state were present at
of W, A. Sault, who has been made
a private showing of the ofllcial British
manager of the Toronto branch of the
pictures depicting the fighting on the
General
Film.
Somme in France.
On top of this let it be announced that
An unusual trade show^ also held at the
R. S. Marvin, big gun of the Toronto
Regent was the screening of the first
theater field and manager, incidentally,
seven
of "The
ScarletofRunner"
of the Strand here, has obtained possesunder episodes
the personal
auspices
W. C.
sion of the Beaver theater. The latter ia
Gookin. Canadian general manager for the
a big house in West Toronto. Marvin
Greater Vitagraph. A goodly representasecured the Beaver before he had a manation of the trade saw the fourteen reels.
ger for it. It was opened early on MonThe first release of the film spectacle.

day, October 9, under Marvin's personal
direction.
The Famous Players Film Service,
Limited, has arranged for the local
release of the International Xews Weekly,
according to word passed cut from the
office of this exchange at 12 Queen street
east. Manager Phil. Kauffman of Famous
Players is also handling the official British feature. "The Battle of the Somme."
the first release of which went to the
new Regent theater for the week of
October 16. It was shown under the
auspices of The Toronto World.
Loew's theater, Toronto, adopted a new
film policy on October 2nd when it was
decided to include a five-reel feature in
the regular program along with sundry
other short subjects including Mutual
Chapllns. The features are being booked
on the open market. For the first time
in many weeks. Loew's is not showing
a film serial.
A prominent visitor in Toronto recently
was William Xiles of the War Film Syndicate, Chicago.
The Imperial Has New Front.
Toronto. Ont. — The Imperial theater.
Queen street east, is now proudly displaying a new front as a result of desire for
improvement on the part of Manager Sturgis. This house was originally known as
the St. Paul's theater and was operated
by a nearby Roman Catholic church which
owns the property. Several interior refinements have been added to the premises.
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"Nation" Film Fight in Ohio

Epoch Company's Supreme Court Suit Is Letting More Light in on the Big Censorship Controversy — Industrial Commission Passes a Resolution Disclaiming
the Answer of Attorney General to the Suit.
By Hubert Persons, 410 Standard Theater Building, Cleveland, Ohio.
COLUMBUS. O. — The long controversy
over the right to show the motion
picture play. "The Birth of a Nation," in
Ohio, has taken a new and peculiar turn.
There is pending at present in the Supreme
Court here an action by the Epoch Producing Corporation, of New York, against the
Industrial Commission of Ohio and Charles
G. Williams, Maude Murray Miller and W.
R. Wilson, who constitute the Ohio Board
of Censors.
Last week the Industrial Commission
passed a resolution declaring it never
authorized Attorney General Edward C.
Turner to file the sort of an answer
against
the he
Epoch
Corporation's
suit that
did Producing
draft- The
resolution
occasioned a hot fight in the commission.
It was voted for by two Democratic members and opposed by the one Republican
member on the ground that it served no
useful purpose.

The resolution says that Turner's answer
sets forth allegations that the Industrial
Commission never authorized, because the
latter claims never to have officially reviewed the picture in question. In concludes thus:
"Therefore, be it resolved by the Industrial Commission of Ohio that the use of
the allegations hereinbefore set forth by
the Honorable Edward C. Turner. Attorney
General of the State of Ohio, were wholly
unathorized and that said pretended answer insofar as the allegations hereinbefore set forth are concerned is not the
answer of the Industrial Commission of
Thus far the Industrial Commission hSs
done nothing more than act on the resolution, declaring the Turner answer to the
Supreme
Court action to be unauthorized.
Ohio."
Whether the commission will take court,
action has not been made known.

Lakewood Theater and Union Still at Odds

October 28, 1916
INDIANA
FILM
NOTES.
Froni
Indiana
Trade
News
Service,
861
State Life Building. Indianapolis, Ind.
Messner Theater Nearly Ready.
TTICA. IND. — The interior work on the
Messner theater is progressing rapidly and the management
expects to open
the house within the next two weeks.

Manager H. E. Lerner Resigns.
Elkhart, Ind. — Harry E. Lerner, has resigned as manager of the Bucklen theater,
a photoplay house, and has purchased
linger
Brothers'
parlor has
at 503
South Main
street.billiard
His successor
not
been named.
Fort Wayne House Changes Hands.
For Wayne. Ind. — By a deal consummated last Ti'cek, a number of Fort Wayne
business men came into possession of B.
H. Barnett's interest in the New Palace
motion picture and vaudeville theater.
It is understood that a sleek company
will be formed to continue the operation
of thetionpopular
playhouse.
considerainvolved was
not madeThepublic.
Mr. Barnett. after closing the deal, resigned as secretary of the concern, and
J. J. DeWald
was elected in his place.

A^

Redecorating Jefferson Theater.
Goshen, Ind. — While in the city last
week, Charles J. Allhardt, of South Bend,
head of the Goshen Amusement company,
owners of the Jefferson theater property,
made arrangements for the redecorating of
the lobby and interior of tne house. The
large hall in the room above the theater
also will be redecorated and will be used
for dances and social gatherings. The
motion picture
be
removed
from theoperator's
first floor booth
of the will
theater
to the balcony, where it was formerly
located. Robert Codd, manager of the
theater, has arranged for a number of
feature films for the next few weeks.

Kennedy
Issues an
Theater's Management Had Been Brand ed as Unfair — judge
Injunction Against Union, But Advises Compromise.
mornings, afternoons and, when possible,
Cleveland. O. — Members of the Internathe evenings to her program for children
tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage Emand women. Fairy stories, some of them
ployees and the managers of the Lucier
motion picture th eat her in Lakewood. a
adapted by Miss Thompson, travel pictures,
comedies and the most suitable regular
suburb of Cleveland .failed to get together
dramas will be shown in pictures on the
and settle their grievances as they were
requested to by Judge Thomas Kennedy, of
new circuit. Under her plan she can rent
the Cuyahoga county court of common
the pictures by long time schedule and at
reduced rates.
pleas, when he issued an injunction against
the union October 5.
The union had declared the management
of the theater, Burt C. Maheu. Arthur C.
Maheu and C. Maheu, had been unfair to
labor because one of the managers had
assumed the work of running the motion
Persistent Rumor Foretells a New House to Be Built by St. Louis Interests — Site
picture machine. The union was accused
of Indian Hotel Said to Have Been Chosen.
of allowing its members to congregate on
the sidewalk, and of distributing cards
By Kenneth C. Grain, 610 First Kation.il Bank. Cincinnati. Ohio.
implying that the theater was an unsafe
place.
Schaengold and Benjamin Bernstein, all
CINCINNATI,
On the
that
where there O.—
is much
smokeprinciple
there must
"Tou can picket men near the theater
well known moving picture and theatrical
to tell the public that the managers are
be some fire, it looks as if there might
men. with a capital stock of ? 5 0,000. to
be something doing on West Fifth street
unfair to union labor." Judge Kennedy
handle the exhibition ventures of the parin the way of a big new moving picture
ruled, "but the fact that the work of runties Interested, and the acquisition of
ning the film machine is done by one of
house. The project has been so often
the house mentioned from the Norwood
the partners or members of the family
and so persistently rumored that there la
Amusement Co., the former holding comshoU not be considered as unfair to union
undoubtedly knowledge in real estate cirpany, was one of the first moves made.
cles of inquiries for property which would
labor."
be suitable for the purpose.
Cleveland Pathe Moves.
Clifford Norris
Struck By Locomotive.
It is definitely stated that the property
Cleveland. O. — The Cleveland Pathe exAlliance, O. — Clifford Norris. manager
on the south side of Fifth street, between
change has moved to new and well
Race and Elm streets, where the old Indof the Ideal theater, was painfully infurnished quarters in the Belmont buildiana hotel stands, is under consideration
jured, but had a fortunate escape from
ing, on Prospect avenue, already the home
death,
when he was struck recently by a
for
a
long-time
lease
by
St.
Louis
inof a number of other motion picture film
locomotive
at the Pennsylvania railroad
terests who desire to construct a large
exchanges.
station. He had gone to the platform to
house, to cost not less than S200.000, and
secure
a
shipment
of films, and stepped
have entrances on three streets. In conDramatic
Club Takes
Film Tyros.
backward toward the track just as an
nection with this plan, it is said that a
Cleveland. O. — Four active participants
engine passed. He sustained a scalp
continuation of the Emery arcade, which
in the Cleveland Plain Dealer picture. "The
runs midway of the block between Fifth
wound, but it is not believed that he
Love Chase," will play important roles in
was seriously
injured.
and
Fourth
streets
and
Vine
and
Race,
is
"Rolling Stones," to be presented about
proposed, to give the house an easy exit
November 15 by the Cleveland Dramatic
to
Race.
It
is
certain
that
there
is
searchClub. This will be the first presentation
Local Screeners to Give Ball.
ing investigation of some suitable site for
of this play by amateurs. "The Lov-e
a big house going on. as big oatsiders
Cincinnati, O. — The Cincinnati Screen
Chase" players, who did well in their
^eem to have come to the conclusion that
motion picture roles and are now to try
Club, which, with Charles Wei gel as its
Cincinnati needs another up-to-date downnew head, numbers some of the livest
the "legit." are Josephine Day. Bett>
town house.
Jones. Harry D. Stone and Ernie Willson.
spirits among the exhibitors, press and
Two performances will be given at the
film departments of the moving picture
Colonial theater.
business in Cincinnati among its membership, is virtually decided upon its longNorwood
Theater
Plans
Enlargement.
discussed plan for a screen ball and barA
Children*s
Program
Circuit.
Cleveland. O. — It remained for an Ohio
Cincinnati. O. — Plans are under way by
nival, to be given some time during the
which
the
Consolidated
Theater
Co.
will
woman. Miss Bertha Thompson., of Springwinter. Music Hall is mentioned as the
enlarge the seating capacity of the Noronly auditorium in the city large enough
field, to start a child's motion picture cirwood theater, at 4630 Montgomery road,
cuit. She has already initiated her profor an affair of the magniture contemgram at the Clifford theater in Urbana, O.
by one-third, making it seat 1.000 perplated, and one of the stunts which the
She has signed up a circuit of theaters in
sons. The company referred to was refilm men propose to stage is a complete
towns and cities of the state, several of
cently incorporated by I. W. McMahan.
studio set, in which pictures will be taken
them adjacent to Cleveland, to devote the
Jerome
M. Jackson.
Charles
and
Sam
as in "real life."

CincinnatiExpectsNew Theater Soon
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Illinois Theater Changes.
By Frank U. Madison.
Chllllcothe, 111. — Charles Vance, whi
started the Dawn theater In Streator. has
purehaseil a moving picture theater hero.
Mont Ice llo. III. — The building occupied
by the Globe theater here was condemned
of unsafe ounditions, but steps have been
\ taken to have It repaired.
[ Mattoon, 111. — Robert T. Holmes has sold
the Bijou theater to B. E. Thomas and A.
C. Jones.
Oregon. 111. — Arthur Locke has leased
the Family theater for two years.
Troy, III — Joseph Rickli of Highland
has opened the Gem theater here. It is
located in what has been known as the
Opera House.
Mt. Vernon, III. — The Gem theater has
been sold to Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Vandegrift
who. after they had got the fair week
business, closed it for improvements. The
name probably will be changed.
Irving. II. — Walter V. Berry and C. O.
Carriker have purchased the moving picture show here from Chester Kelly.
Brockton. 111. — Gillis & Dunbar, who
have been operating an airdome picture
Bhow, have moved into winter quarters.
Algonquin, 111. — A moving picture show
has been opened in the Dehmlow Building.
Alton. 111. — The Temple ^heater, which
has been redecorated, has been reopened.
Among the attractions booked for the winter season is "Ramona."
Sterling. 111. — Gieenough & Flinn, proprietors of the Grand theater, have made
plans for a fifty-foot extension to their
building, which will add several hundred
to the seating capacity. A new lobbywill be made, a lighting system and ne.v
ventilation system will be installed. Safety
for patrons is assured by the fact that
Assistant State Fire Marshal Morgaridge,
who is a former resident of Sterling, has
gone over the plans.
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Detroit's Majestic Asks 25 Cents

Announcement of Increase in Admission Prices Comes with Promise of First Runs
on Paramount Pictures and the Mary Pickford Films — Best Possible Entertainment Goes with the Higher Price Asked.
By Jacob Smith, 503 Free Press Building. Detroit, Mich.
reduction in the number of small theaters
DETROIT, MICH.— One of the biggest
pieces of news that has broken in Dehas beenandfound.'
tendency
Is toward
larger
newer The
theaters
seating
1,000
troit for some time is the Majestic theand up. With this change fire dangers are
ater's increase of admission and Its anreduced, as all new theaters are built acnouncement that it has secured first cording to plans approved by the fire derun on Paramount pictures as well as the
new Mary Pickford features.
partment.
The Majestic is conceded by "men who
A Proof of Bigness in Showmanship.
know" to be one of our finest examples of
motion picture theaters — It differs from
Detroit. Mich. — While in .Vew York the
most theaters in its amphitheater style of
first week of October, tlio writer met
construction, and is successful despite the
Harry
I. Garson. general director of the
fact that it is a mile and a half from the
Broadway. Strand theater. Detroit. and
heart of the city. On October 2 the MaHugo Kalsow, musical director of that
jestic theater raised its prices to 25 cents
playhouse, at the Hotel Knickerbocker.
for every seat, except boxes, at the even"What's Mr. Kalsow doing in New York?"
ing performances, with matinee prices rethe writer asked of Mr. Garson. "Just
maining at 10 cents. When this was done,
down here to pick out some music for
the following announcement was made to
"The Common Law." How many theater
its patrons:
owners to
throughout
countrydirectors
are "big"
"There may be some Majestic patrons
enough
send theirthemusical
or
who will wonder why all seals have reeven their managers to New York or other
cently been advanced to 26 cents. It has
cities occasionally for the purpose of
always been the aim of the management to
broadening out their ideas. We just can't
provide the very best possible entertainfall to recognize the fact that this man
ment. This policy has resulted in an InGarson
is a real showman.
crease in the price of films alone more
than double the amount we spent some
H.
W.
Smith Managing Drury Lane.
months ago. The increased cost of living
Detroit. Mich. — H. W. .Smith is now manhas forced us to voluntarily raise the
ager of the new Drury Lane theater, Dewages of our entire staff. Tn addition to
troit, which recently went into the conthis, we recently have added to our ortrol of George Weeks. Mr. Smith will have
chestra four of the best soloists obtainable
full charge, Mr. Weeks being inactive. For
in the United States. From the opening of
some time Mr. Smith has been connected
the Majestic in April, 1915, we have tried to
with the Detroit Metro exchange, and was
set the pace in the way of motion picture
previously manager of the Garden and
entertainment in the city of Detroit. HowEmpire
theaters in Detroit.
well we have succeeded is indicated by our
ever increasing patronage."
Bigger Things Coming for Picture Men.
The Majestic continues its first-run
New Michigan Theaters — Notes.
franchise on Triangle features, playing
Detroit. Mich. — A quiet, unassuming
Manistique. Mich. — Perkins & Knisley
each week its choice of the two programs
person in Detroit, and yet one who Is an
have let the contract for their new theaand paying for both services. In other
important factor in filmdom, is J. A. Fitzter and expect to open it about Thanksgerald, vice-president and on the directorwords, the Majestic Is paying for two feagiving.
tures each week and using one in order
ate of the Metro Film Corporation, as well
Iron Mountain. Mich. — A. E. Brauns exas financially interesed in the Michigan
to
be
absolutely
certain
of
a
good
boxpects to open his new moving picture theofRce attraction
every week.
Metro Corporation. He was one of the
ater and opera house about December 1.
original crowd that started the Detroit
It is being constructed of brick and tile
Universal exchange. Besides his extensive
Noticeable Reduction in Small Theaters.
and will seat about 1,200 persons.
film interests he operates a chain of cafeDetroit. Mich. — The State Fire Marshal's
Birmingham. Mich. — E. R. Keef is now
terias and restaurants in Detroit. "From
office
in
Detroit
is
making
its
semi-annual
manager of the Temple theater, succeedthe very start I could see a big future to
inspection of motion picture theaters. As
ing Mr. Baechle.
the
motion
picture industry, and even tofar as the survey has progressed condiday with all of the unsettled conditions I
Manistque, Mich. — The Gero thf-ater has
tion? are £,'ood. deputies say. A noticeable
been opened here.
look for bigger things than ever in the
next five years. There are unlimited
possibilities to this business. We know
that the people like to see motion pictures.
It is just a question of supplying them
with the sort of pictures that they should
Intelligent Student at Illinois State Univ ersity Opens a Show in Nearby Town —
have. Productions must be good, of course,
Will Run Three Nights a Week.
but there must also be co-operation between the porducer
and
the exhibitor.
By Frank
H. Madison,
623 S. Wabasli Ave., Chicago, 111.
Illinois
History
in
Film.
Reel
Fellows
Club
.
Hold
Meeting.
ELAND. ILXi- — The bright youth of toDetroit. Jllch. — The Reel Fellows Club,
day who hopes to pay his way through
Springfield, 111. — The plan of the Illinois
Centennial
Commission,
noted
In
The
ege does not find it necessary to fire
comprising the Detroit exchange managfurnace or wait on tables. Instead he
ers, met at the Alt Heidelberg, last week,
M'orJd two weeks ago. to make a historical picture, has been broadened and it is
:5 out a live small town not too dlsand had present their salesmen and traveling representatives. The purpose of the
_ from the college city and gives the
hoped to have the film ready by the time
meeting was to impress upon these road
of the celebration in 1918. The films will
ibitants a moving picture show two or
ambassadors that they must be absolutely
^e times a week. B. C. Furrer. of
recite the fuU history of the state from
right in every statement they make and
ISIS to 1918, taking In events such as the
ton. 111., a student in the engineering
under no circumstances must there be misbattle of Starved Rock, the massacre it
ol at the University of Illinois at
representations ofany kind. Of late there
Wood River, assassination of Lovejoy at
mpaign. has rented a building here.
have been many false rumors circulated
Alton, the Chicago fire, the killing of the
Ailed 200 opera chairs and will give
among exhibitors by some traveling repMormons and driving them out of the
ss Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
resentatives which have caused consider..ts.
ytate, the expulsion of the Black Hawks,
able trouble.
the birthplace, life and death of Lincoln
and noted events in the life of Grant, the
Censorship and Home Talent FUms.
Serial at the Liberty and the Knickerexploitation of the Legend of the Piasa
Rock Island. 111.— It is seldom that a
bocker.
Bird, the growth of the farming industry
anything
home talent photoplay includes
from
the
sickle
to
the
harvester
and
Detroit. Mich. — Two high- class motion
but
le,
objectionab
termed
be
might
that
thresher combined, transportation from
picture theaters of Detroit that hereto"The Maid of the Mississippi." which was
fore have kept clear of running serial
the ox team to the beautiful palace cars
produced by the Rock Island Club, and
now
upon
the
railroads,
from
the
canoe
photoplays have signed contracts for "The
exhibited at the Strand theater, narrowly
ShieldinK Shadow" serial now being proto the great steamboats now plying Illiduced by Pa the. These theaters are the
escaped the hand of the censor. It lacks
nois rivers, and things along this line, all
Liberty, Bates and Farmvjr streets, and
the traditional happy ending, a country
true
events
connected
with
the
history
of
dark
the
in
Knickerbocker. East Jefferson avenue.
maiden ending her troubles
the
state.
The mayor finally passed the film.
waters.

Makes Films Pay His Way Through College
D
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Capitalized

Orleans Amusement
Company
Has
Completed
Organization with a Capital
of $125.000 — All Stock Has Been Subscribed
and None
Is on the Market
Alex. Grouchy, Jr., Is President, Ernst Boehringer Is Vice-President.
By X. E. Thatcher.
Times-Picayune,
New Orleans, La.
houses some assurance that their efNEW
ORLEANS, LA. — Quite the most
important event in motion picture
forts will net them an adequate return
circles in this territory that has occurred
in increased and better class of patronin a long time is the organization of the
age.
Boehringer Amusement Company, which
has been in
Times -Picayune Local Films.
the pi ocess of
New Orleans. La. — The Times-Picayune
formation for
Photoplay
Opportunity feature producsome time,
tion in which fifteen young ladies in the
but which has
four
Southern
states adjoining New Ornot been in
leans took part to demonstrate their
screen
qualifications,
will be ready for
shape to nounce
an-its
exhibition before this is read. It is a
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Pushing Work on New Strand.
Xtu Orleans, La. — Work on the new
Strand theater is progressing rapidly under the incentive of the Sanger Amusement Company, which is manifesting impatience to have the house finished and
to begin business. Very elaborate plans
have been made for the operation of the
theater, and nothing is to be left undone
to make it one of the finest photoplay
houses in this section. It is the intention to have the theater ready for business early in February.
A Children's Themselves.
Picture by the Kiddies
New Orleans, La. — In order to stimulate
interest in the children's matinees, the
committee having the project in charge
for the Women's Federated Clubs have
arranged with a local film manufacturing
concern to produce a one-reel picture
each week in which none but children
who attend the kiddies' matinees take
part. These films are to be shown the
succeeding week at local play houses and
they are awakening strong interest. The
children's matinees are evidently assured
of success, and censorship talk is correspondingly weakening.

policies until
six- reel story and rather to the surprise of those who witnessed its initial
Thuisday, October 5. The
showing, it is a very meritorious procompany i s
duction, taking its place with the average feature releases without fear of sufcapitalized at
fering by comparisons. A two-reel com$l-iy.i".00 and
edy, produced exclusively by employes of
the greater
the Times-Picayune, has also been finportion of the
stock has
Thelma Theater Sold.
ished, and will be used as a "chaser'" to
the big feature, and the show is already
been subNew Orleans. La. — The Thelma theater,
extensively booked in its local territory.
scribed and
one of the most profitable of the suburThe purpose of the newspaper was to
Ernst
Boehringer.
i\\P: mon'.-y is
ban houses, has been sold by Mrs. Ed.
give the young ladies an opportunity to
now in the
Walsdorf to Charles Kuntz. an old exdemonstrate
their
ability
as
actresses
if
treasury. The remainder of the stock is to
hibitor, and he announces his intention
be distributed among favored persons and
they have any — but it didn't have any
of rehabilitating
the property.
fun doing it.
none of it has gone begging. The investment gains its attraction from the
wonderful success that has attended the
operation of the Triangle theater under
the management of Ernst Boehringer
since it was changed from a low-class
Pleasure of Seeing Itself in Film and Knowledge That Others Will Want to See It
burlesque theater with an unsavory
name. It is the common custom to turn
Because It Is Smart Leads to Atlanta Society Film Comedy.
people away every night, and on Sundays
r.y A. M. Beatty, 43 Copenhill
Ave., Atlanta. Ga.
the sale of tickets is stopped at intervals of such frequency as to give a proficiary of the motion picture entertainATLANTA.
Ga.
—
Not
content
with
their
prietor of grasping disposition a bad atsplendid successes on the speaking
ment given at the Grand. ".Judith of Betack of heart failure.
thulia" was the attraction, with Henry
stage, such as the recent production of
Some of the best-known and strongest
Walthall, Lillian Gish, Blanch Sweet and
financiers of Louisiana are identified
"Prunella," the Atlanta Players* Club is
others of equal fame in the cast. A recplanning to screen a social comedy which
with the new company. Its officers are
ord crowd was in attendance
will present all of Atlanta society in a
Alex Grouchy, Jr., of Baton Rouge, preslocal photoplay which will have as its
ident; Ernst Boehringer, New Orleans,
De Luxe Office in Exchange Building
setting the fashionable homes and counvice-president and general manager, and
try seats in and around the city.
A. F. Cazedessus. cashier of the Bank of
Atlanta, Ga. — De Luxe attractions have
Baton Rouge, secretary and treasurer.
opened an office in the new Exchange
The Players" Club has not only decided
building, under the able management of
The new company will operate the Libto begin the production of the play, following a fad which has taken the smart
U. T, Koch. Mr. Koch will have charge
erty, the Triangle and the Columbia theaters, and each of these theaters will be
sets of the east by storm, but they
of six Southern states and have entire
conducted on the highest plane and be
have formed definite plans wliich they
distribution of the Clara Kimball Young
equipped with every modern appliance
are prepared to put into operation at
films. Marvin Barr is the special travelonce under the direction of James Calney.
for the pleasure and comfort of its pating representative for this company.
rons.
whose scenario, "Vice-Versa," has beeri
accepted.
New Liberty Theater.
Miss Bianca Bak in Charge of Bluebird.
The filming will be done by the Scenic
On October 2 the work of demolishing
Film Co., and the first appearance of the
Atlanta, Ga. — Miss Bianca Bak has been
the old Victoria hotel in St. Charles street
appointed
manager of the Bluebird Photo
picture will be in Atlanta to the Players'
to make a site for the new Liberty theClub and their invited guests. The play
Play
Company, with headquarters in the
ater, ^vas commenced, and it is to be
will then be released and the proceeds
new Exchange building. Miss Pak was
pushed with vigor until the building is
formerly manager for the Apex Film
from the bookings will go into the gencompleted. The structure will be devoted
Companj' in the South, and won an envieral fund of the Players' Club for the
to motion pictures exclusively and it is
promotion
of amateur talent in .icting.
able reputation for straightforward busithe intention of the Boehringer AmuseThe filming will probably be completed
ness methods among Southern exhibitors
ment Company to make it the most comand
exchange
men.
by the 1st of November.
plete motion picture theater in the
South. It will be 50x172 feet and is to
F. Ezell Managing
Local Kleine.
be constructed of steel and concrete, conIndiana Film News Letter
tracts for the material having been let
Atlanta. Ga. — F. Ezell has been appointsome months ago. It will have a seating
ed manager of the Kleine Company in
From
Indiana
Trade
News
Service, 861
Atlanta and will cover six Southern
capacity of 3,000. including the two balState Life Building. Indianapolis, Ind.
conies, and is to be finished in the most
states. Mr. Ezell comes from Charlotte,
New
Broadway,
at
Gary,
Opens.
attractive modern
style.
N. C, and takes charge this week.
GARY,
Ind,—
The
New
Broadway,
one of
the latest additions to Gary motion
Winter Business Begins.
Wells Hawks Visits.
picturedom, which was recently completed
New Orleans, La. — Theaters in this city
Atlanta. Ga. — Wells Hawks, personal
at a cost of approximately $75,000, opened
with few exceptions report a marked inrepresentative for Mary Pickforc, was in
crease in business with the advent of
Friday. October 13. for the first time.
Atlanta this week in the interest of his
Verne U. Toung, the owner of the theater,
cooler weather and the return of hunstar and her newly formed film corporaalso controls four other Gar.v theaters.
dreds of summer tourists to their wintion. He is making a nation vide tour
The theater is located at the northwest
ter haunts. Some of the poorly-equipped
for Miss Pickford. Mr. Hawks left Saturcorner of seventeenth street and Broadand barn-like concerns are having a hard
day for Birmingham. Ala., and fiom there
time of it and two or three of them have
way, and will seat about SOO people. The
will go to New Orleans.
interior decorations of the house represent
recently closed, which is a good thing
a
garden,
the walls and trellis work over
for the business in general, for it indiBenefit at the Grand.
the ceiling representing a sky. The daily
cates a tightening up of the dignity of
the industry, and gives to exhibitors who
program will include both vaudeville and
Atlanta, Ga. — Sunday afternoon
Oct. 7,
are enterprising chough to improve their
motion pictures during the winter months.
the Hebrew Orphans' home was the bene-

Atlanta's Smart Set to Make Local Picture
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Mathew McBride Buys Ground.
Gary, liid. — Mathew MclJridf. proprietor
of the Lyric theater, a motion
picture
house, hu8 purchased
two lots on which
his theater Is hullt on tlie northwest corner of Uroadway and Twelfth street from
Charles Mast, of Cambrltlge, O. Sir. McBride paid $16,000 a» the cash considerntlon for the property.
Nicklo at Linton Now Open.
Linton,
Inil. — The
Nli.klvi theat.r.
recently completed, was thrown open to the
public Wednesday ni^ht. October IL
The
new theater has been decorated attract ively and is said to be one of the most
modernly
eiiuipped motion picture houses
In the southern
part of the State.
J. H.
Scherer is the manacer of the theater.
Milford Theater Sold.
Mllford.
Ind. — Lewis
Rowdibaug-h
has
sold the Milford theater, a motion picture
house, to J. \V. Estep. a business man of
this city.
Suit Over Exhibition of "High Hand."
Terre Haute, Ind. — Charging that their
rights to the exhibition of the "High
Hand" motion picture film had been en:roached upon, the Celebrated Players Film
Corporation brought suit last week in the
\*lgo county
against the
Wieland
Film Superior
exchange, court
of Pittsburgh,
for
$100 damages and attached the films which
were shown Friday night at the Crescent
theater. In the complaint it is set out
that the plaintiffs hold the privileges for
the exhibition of this picture in the state
of Indiana and that the Wieland company
was leasing the films in territory that it
does not control. Xo action has been taken on the suit.
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Taxes in Tennessee

Exhibitors Plan to Make Pica Before the Coming State Legislature for a
Fairer
Distribution of the Tax Burden— Picture Theaters Have Been Bearing More
Than Their Share — Discriminating License Fees.
l^v J. L. itay. Mu
stahlnian
ItuildinK. Xiishvllle. Tenn.
and consequently the volume of revenue
^ .\SHVILLE. Tenn.— Word la being reand resultant profits are much greater In
^^ ceivod from over the state regarding
connection with an ordinary theater. It
a move to interest exhibitors In the draftIs believed by the picture men that a wide
ing of a bill proposed to amend the tax
provisions, as contained In the existing
Interest can be aroused among the exhibitors of the state, and that some needTennessee statutes. The Tennessee legislaed legislation will result from their efforts.
ture will convene in bi-annual session within a few months, and It Is planned by the
showmen to go before the lawmakers
Artistic Crescent Lobby Displays.
with a bill to reduce the heavy tax now
Nashville, Tenn. — One of the characterlevied upon monion picture theaters in
this state.
istics of the houses operated by the Crescent Amusement company on Fifth avenue
It is claimed by the exhibitors that certain provisions contained in the Revenue
is the clearly executed series of lobby
displays which appear in connection with
Bill enacted May 11, 1915. are not fair,
features running at these theaters. One
inasmuch as such provisions appear unof the latest novelties was used In conjustly discriminatory In favor of vaudeville houses, etc. For instance, theaters
nection with "The Light at Dusk," a
Lubln subject. A colored photograph of
with a seating capacity of 400 or more,
"The Angelus" was enclosed in a large
operated exclusively for the exhibition of
framework of black velvet, etc.. and placed
motion pictures, are assessed a tax of $200
in the lobby, with an electric bell con
annually, regardless of the population (if
tinually tolling. It lent more or less of
over 5,000) while ordinary theaters are
a sacred atmosphere to the entire theater,
graded from $10 to $200, according to the
and was the subject of much comment.
size of the town or city. This means that
Another splendid piece of lobby work
if an exhibitor decides to open a 500 capawas the life size Chaplin display, mounted
city house In a 10,000 town he will have
on a step ladder in the corridor of the
to pay into the state treasury a tax of
Elite. Charlie was armed with a broom
$200. whereas with an ordinary theater
as a cue stick, and took a stroke at the
the assessment would be $25.
Another feature to be considered is the
well known "three balls" every two
seconds. The Image was an exact replica
fact that the schedule of admission prices
maintained by the theaters Is invariably
of the pose caricatured on the posters, and
far in excess of the motion picture houses.
was kept in motion by electric current.

St. Louis Considers Lighter Theater Bill
Alderman

Kraleman

Introduces a Measure Demanding That Theaters Be So Light
That Signs on Walls Can Be Read.
By A- H. Giebler.
236 Vanol
Building. St. Louis, Mo.
appeared at a number of moving picture
ST LOUIS, Mo. — A bill — apparently aimed
theaters in the city during her brief stay.
at "spooners" who frequent the dimly
lighted theaters of St. Louis — was introMiss Storey's first "appearance in person"
was at the Royal theater, on 6th street.
duced in the Board of Aldermen during
After that until closing time for theaters,
early October by Alderman Kraleman. The
she appeared at the Pageant, 5851 Delmar;
bill provides that the theaters be lighted
the Congress, 4021 Olive street; the Shaw.
during performances to such an extent
Thirty-ninth street and Shaw avenue, in
that signs on the walls will be clearly
South St. Louis, and several others in
visible. This lighting of the theaters will,
different
sections of the city.
it is claimed by its sponsors, tend to imMiss Storey received many floral offerprove the morals of picture patrons who
ings
at
the
theaters she visited, and all
have become accustomed to the dimly
the managers who could get them, ran
lighted picture shows. Many of the St.
pictures
In
which
the actress was featured,
Louis exhibitors have taken it upon thembut perhaps the most appealing tribute
selves to have their theaters lighted up
the
star
received
was
a magnificent bunch
enough always to be able to see how to get
of llowers presented to her by the patrons
in and out. by the use of red and other
colored lights, and such theaters as both
of the Family theater, on South Broadwaj'.
instead of the usual offering of the house
the Lyrics, the Delmar, the Pageant, and
manager.
all the modern houses are always well
lighted. It is the smaller and older
theaters that are rather too dark to suit
War Film for Red Cross Being Booked.
the "anti-spooners."
St. Louis. Mo. — .\ new w:ir film called
"Our American Doys in the European
Royal Has "Fall of a Nation."
W'ar" is being
booked
showing
at
numerous
theaters
in St.forLouis
for the
St. Louis, Mo. — The Royal theater, on
benefit of the American Ambulance Field
Sixth street near Olive, started a week's
Service. Stanley Sloner. a member of the
run of "The Fall of a Nation" on Sunday.
October 1st. at twenty-five cents admislocal committee, is placing the film, and
sion. This is the first time the film has
gave a private showing to the press rebeen shown in St. Louis, and the Royal has
presentatives and the St. Louis committee
of the American
Ambulance in France.
been packing the house at every performance.
Shenandoah Again a Picture House.
St. Louis, Mo. — The Shenandoah theater.
Grand and Shenandoah avenues, after a
varied career of pictures, vaudeville, and
stock companies is again showing only
big feature photoplays to its patrons.
Edith Storey's Visit in St. Louis.
St. Louis. Mo. — Miss Edith Storey, who
passed through St. Louis en Thursday.
October 6. on her way to the western
Vltagraph studio In Hollywood, California,
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Option on $55,000 Theater Site.
St. Louis. Mo, — Percy Knoebel has taken
■A forty day option on property at 211-13
CoUinsville avenue. East St. Louis, for
$55,000. with the understanding that the
property Is to be used for the theater. For
several weeks past an option on numbers
209-11-13 was held by Frank R, Tate, a
prominent theatrical manager of St. Louis,
but that option expired at noon Friday.
October 6, and an hour later Knoebel
had obtained the second option. Number
209 belongs to the Knoebel estate.

Seven Reels with Vaudeville.
Knoxville, Tenn. — What is conceded to
be one of the most generous (to its patrons) programs in the country Is offered
by the Bijou theater. In addition to
offering a complete five act vaudeville
show, the management runs a five reel
Triangle drama and a two reel Keystone
comedy at every performance, w-lth a
semi-weekly change of program. No advance has been made in the admission
prices since the addition of the big feature pictures, and the slogan of the house
is "Just Come a Bit Earlier and Stay a
Bit Later." This is further evidence of
the demand for good pictures, even though
a little vaudeville is ground out In addition to the films.
Daniel Webster Visits.
Nashville, Tenn. — Daniel Webster — not
the statesman — but special representative
of the Unity Sales Corporation, was a recent visitor in the city in the interest
of "The Yellow Menace." Mr. Webster was
formerly connected with the advertising
department of Klaw & Erianger, but is
now handing Tennessee, Georgia, Florida,
.\labama, Louisiana and Mississippi for the
L'nlty Company, and is booking his big
serial solid through this territory. Nashville is running this picture at two houses
simultaneously, the Rex being the latest
house to sign up. The Star theater, for
colored people, is also running the serial,
and interest is being well sustained at
both houses.
Howell Graham Master of Ceremonies.
Chattanooga. — Howell Graham. well
known Chattanooga theater man, served
as master of ceremonies at the annual
meeting of the Chattanooga Automobile
Club, at which varied entertainments were
offered.
Nashville. — M. Y. Brockett. formerly
manager of the Crescent Amusement
Company's Clarksville house, the Ell to,
has been transferred to Nashville, where
he is at present supervising the Crescent
houses.
theater, one of the company's local
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Kansas City's Grand to Show Films

One of City's Prosperous Legitimate Theaters Has Been Leased by A. E. Elliot of
the Sapphire Amusement
Company — It Will Be Remodeled for Motion Pictures
—Will Seat 2,500— Rent for Ten Years Is $120,000.
By Kansas City News Service. 206 Corn Belt Building. Kansas City. Mo.
Theater. Newton, Kans., one of those enKAXSAS CITY. MO.— A. E. Elliott, of
ergetic advertisers who uses every plan to
the Sapphire Amusement Company,
stimulate his business, lately secured the
has leased the Grand Opera House and
will remodel it for moving pictures.
window space in a vacant store. On one
This statement is quite as important
side of the entrance were Paramount proto Kansas City and the territory, as the
ductions, such as "Madame Butterfly. "
announcement two years ago that the
played by Mary Pickford, decorated with
Japanese umbrellas and photographs of
Willis Wood would become a moving picMary Pickford. On the other side of the
ture house. More important, perhaps, because the Grand has had a consistently
entrance were Fox features. "Under Two
successful career. It has always been
Flags." Theda Bara, decorated with American and French flags.
the one prosperous house in Kansas City.
the popular price house; and many of the
greatest plays have been seen there. It
New House for Brownell, Kan.
was built in 1S91 by A. Judah and MelMcCracken. Kans, — Mr. Ryan, of the firm
ville H. Hudson, and Mr. Judah managed
of Mason & Ryan, was recently in Kanit until his death about a year ago. It is
sas City bu>ing the equipment for a new
interesting to recollect that the Grand was
theater which he is opening shortly at
built on the site of the old Midland theaBrownell, Kans. This firm operates moter, whicli had a circular auditorium, and
tion theaters at Brownell, Bison and Mchad been used as a Panorama: one of
Cracken. Kans. While in Kansas City Mr.
the famous spectacles shown there beRyan booked several I'aramount pictures
which
will
be circuited in the three towns.
ing "The Battle of Gettysburg." The
Grand had kept away from pictures more
consistently than any other theater until,
A Busy Exhibitor.
a little more than a year ago, "The Birth
Breckenridge, ilo. — A. Tarbrough, an exof a Nation" was shown, running for a
hibitor,
also a successful merchant in
record of three weeks, and to crowded
novelties and notions, and presidfjnt of
houses.
the
Commercial
Club of Breckenridge, 's
Mr. Elliot will have a house that now
manager of the opera house. He is showhas 2500 seats. His rental for the ten
ing
photoplays
three
nights a week, two
years of the lease is §120.000. He will
nights are devoted to Paramounts and one
spend SIO.OOO remodeling. His company
to
serials.
On
open
dates
Mr. Tarbrougii
has also a 99-year lease on East Twelfth
street, where a large picture show house
shows the big features such as "The Eternwill be erected, adjoining or including,
al City" and "The Battle Cry of Peace,"
charging advance admission prices.
the present Sapphire theater.

Family Group Night.
Fort Scott, Kans. — Miss Marie Smith,
Pictureland Theater. Fort Scott, Kans., is
featuring "family group night" on Friday
nights at the Pictureland. and has received the cooperation of the schools
through the Mothers' and Teachers' Club.
Edith Story at the Gene Gantier.
Kansas City, Mo. — R. G. Leggitt. manager of the Gene Gantier Theater. Thirteenth and Quindaro, Kansas City, Kans..
prepared a full stage setting for Miss
Story, who spoke at his theater, and was
received enthusiastivally by a full house.
Miss Story was introduced by Miss Gene
Gantier. who is the sister of the manager, and whom the theater was named
after. Miss Gantier is well known to the
film people of Kansas City.
Speaks on "Better Pictures."
Compdon. la. — Mrs. J. C. Paterson, wife
of the manager of the Auditorium Theater at Compdon, la., will speak on the
subject. "How Can We Obtain Better
Pictures." at a Suffragette meeting to be
held in that city the last of October. Mr.
"Pep" Balsly, Kansas City Feature Film
Company, who Is assisting Mrs. Paterson
in the preparation of the talk, says Mrs.
Paterson will endeavor to convince the
ladies of that section that they are already receiving better pictures.
Explained the Meaning of Programs.
Cape Girardean. Mo. — In the recent
street fair at Cape Girardean, Mo., a
local exhibitor, E. M. Doyle, of the Park
Theater, had a booth which was divided
into three sections. One was Paramount
section, another World, and the third was
Metro. A young lady in each booth explained themerits of the plays and handed
out photographs and novelty advertising.
The booth was a marked success because
it made it possible to explain to nearby
towns the various programs.
Use for Vacant Window Space.
Newton,
Kans. — Ed. V. Wagner,
Star

Hospital Benefits at the Empress.
Wichita, Kans. — Mrs. Harvey Schellenberger is giving a series of benefit shows
at the Empress Theater for the Wichita
State Hospital. The subjects for October
and November
are Paramount
-eatures.
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They are "The Spider, Pauline Frederic;
ilargarlte Clark in "Molly Make-Believe,"
Mary Pickford in "The Eternal Grind";
Charlotte Walker in "The Trail of the
Lonesome Pine." and Geraldine Farrar in
"Temptation."
New Springfield Theater Opened.
Springfield. Mo. — The New Princess theater, which opened recently, has a seating
capacity of 1.200, and cost $20,000. It will
be managed by Roy Wilhoit.
C. C. Perry a Visitor.
Kansas City. Mo. — C. C. Perry, controler
of a string of theaters in Kansas, was in
town recently booking some Paramount
features
Buckner,Kansas.
Kansas. Mr. Perry's
home
is inforFowler,
Local Exchange Notes.
Kansas City, Mo. — C. W. Hardin, manaRer of the aietro Service of Kansas City,
is making a tour of Missouri to announce
the new
"Romeo
which
will feature,
be released
Octoberand
23. Juliet."
P. J. Schlaifer, who formerly had charge
of the "Yellow Menace" for the United
Film Service of Kansas City, recently left
for Denver where he will take charge of
the local branch of the United Film Service there. Mr. Joe Levy, manager of the
Kansas City office, will now take charge
of the "Yellow Menace" in this territory.
Mr.
Levy reports that the "Yellow Menace
territory.
is
giving the greatest satisfaction in the
Howard Jameyson. who has recently
been promoted to the assistant managership of the local Pathe Film Service. Is
making a tour of the State visiting the
small town exhibitors.
Recent visitors to the Kansas City exchanges were: Mrs. M. C. Smith. Pictureland theater. Fort Scott. Kans.: W. A. Barris. Marionvllle, Mo.; C. R. Blublugh, Vaudette theater, Fort Scott, Kan. ; Joseph
Partridge, special representative^ of the
Vitagraph Co., New York; Mr. Rhine of
the Princess theater, Joplin. Mo., and Abe
Reingman, Colonial theater. St. Joe.

''The Wild Rose of Iowa" an Historical Film
Iowa's Story to Be Incorporated in Five Reels by History Department
sity— Choosing the "Wild Rose."
By Frank
H. Madison,
623 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
DESIowa"
MOINES,
Rosefivoof
will belA.—
the"The
nameWild
of the
reel production which will tell the history of the pioneer days in this state. It
will be produced under the auspices of
the State Historical Film Corporation,
which will bring 100 young women from
various parts of Iowa to this city where
the selection of the title character. "The
Wild Rose," will be made. The stay of
the young women in Des Moines will not
be without its entertainment features. Des
Moines Federation of Women's Clubs will
give a reception while they are in the
city. After the photography here is done
the principals of the cast will be taken to
Chicago, where the interior scenes will be
filmed in the studio of the Rothackcr
Moving Picture Company. The scenario
was written by -Alice C. Weitz and Edgar
R. Harlan, curator of the Iowa historical
department.
There is more than a touch of r-'-niance
in the name and the honor of taking the
lead in this Iowa picture under the dignity
aegis of a great state must be very afters.
fecting to the proudest of Iowa's daughInteresting Iowa Theater Notes.
Muscatine. la. — Darwin Karr, Essanay
star, who is making a motor tour of the
country with films in which he played,
was at the Gayety theater for the matinee
and night.
Charles City, la. — The attendance record

of Univer-

at the Hildreth theater was broken by the
film, "Where Are My Children?"
Mason City, la. — Manager Arthur of the
Cecil theater has added \*audeviile to his
moving picture program, changing the
various plays twice a week and films daily.
Muscatine, la. — Manager Henle has
added to his balcony seats, has employed
a second operator and has also started a
popcorn shop in the building.
Nebraska Theater Changes.
Scottsville, Neb. — Tom Bucey has named
his new moving picture theater here,
which will be opened October 19. the
Loup City. Neb. — A. B. Young has sold
Queen.
his moving picture theater here to ilr.
Hunt of Ravenna.
Beatrice. Neb. — The Gilbert th';ater has
a new policy of selecting its Friday and
Saturday program with a view to pleasing the boys and girls.
New Dakota Theaters — Notes.
Esmond, N. D. — J. R. Kincaid of Maddock has opened a moving picture theater.
Beach, N. D. — The Beach Opera House,
which is showing pictures, is now under
the managerement of Charles W. Haigh.
Hettinger. N. D. — B. W. Myron has sold
the Star theater to Mr. Glasknap.
Hatton. N. D. — M. G. Pederson and C.
P. Anderson have opened the Hatton Opera
house, which they leased from Jo-: Thomp-

■III I
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White Rock. N. }j. — Archie Hess has
purchased a moving picture show hero
from Thvo. Huts.
Xorthwood, N. D. — "The
ed a return date at the
theater here at thlrty-Mve
and twenty-flve cents for

MORE

NOTES

V.y A. H.

FROM

Spoilers" playnioviim picture
cents for adults
childrfii.

ST. LOUIS.

Giebler. 22^ Vanol BuiUllriK. St.
Louis, Mo.
Winter Theaters Open.
St. Louis. Mo. — Tlie I!rid«e theater, on
Kuclld and Natural liridge road, has just
opened for the cool weather season, with
moving pictures. showinK special features
on certain days of the week.
The Eiiston theater. 5177 Easton avenue.
St. Louis, has again opened for business,
this time under the management of Carter and l>aily, who went about the matter
ftf opening up the house with a businesslike system which should mean success
during the coming season.
E. A. Schwartz, who was formerly manager of the Broadway and St Charles theaters, both on St. Charles street, between
Uroadway and Sixth. St. Louis, has reopened the Broadway for the winter, the
St. Charles having been sold during the
summer.
D. Biondo. new proprietor of the St.
Charles theater. St. Louis, opened his house
on the
September
30. with "The
as
chief attraction.
Mr. Velvet
BiondoPaw"
has
just recently come Into possession of the
St. Charles, and he will maintain the same
policy In the management of the house as
has been in force in the past.

I'u ruKi';

woKi.i)
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Minneapolis Film Trade Prosperous

Overcoat Weather Fills Theaters and a Rccord-BreakinR Business Is Expected in
Both St. Paul and Her Sister City Across the River— New Theater Opened
in St. Paul at Seven Corners and One in Minneapolis.
ICy John L. Johnston,
814 Produce
Ex change, Minneapolis, Minn.
The Bowling Scores.
MIXNEAPOLIS, MINN.— With "overcoat
weather" prevailing the business at
Mlnnea[>olls, Minn. — The Unicorn-. Metro
the various moving picture theaters in
team sprung a surprise in the Film Men's
the territory has Increased in leaps an 1
Bowling League last week by beating the
bounds and if early indications can be
Mutuals No. 1 league leaders. The Mutaken as a criterion the 1916-1 V season
tiials No. :; will ht.-reafter be known as the
hereabouts will be a record breaker. In
UeLuxe team and Reel News' aggregation
Minneapolis the Strand. New Garrlck, New
will be known as the Reel Fellows' team.
Palace, New Grand, New Aster. New Garden. Lyric, Crystal and the Bijou-Jitney,
L. V. Calvert Plans for "War's Women."
prominent loop district houses, are all doMinneapolis, Minn. — Lowell V. Calvert,
ing a hiK business.
manager of the New Garrick theater here,
In St. Paul's down- town district, the
has
made elaborate preparations for the
Majestic. Alhambra, Blue Mouse, Hipporun of "War's Women" at his theater, bedrame, Sliand, Princess, Gem and Gaiety
;;inning
October 15. Mr. Calvert h.is arhave attracted good crowds at each performance.
ranged for special settings to go with the
picture and a special musical program
The Seven Corners' theater in St. Paul
ha.s also
been prepared. The Gariick s^ats
2.4rtO
people.
was opened during the week with Florence 1*1 Badle in "The Shine Girl" and
the "Shielding Shadow." Pathe serial. This
"Purity" for a Week at the Strand.
new house, modern in every detail, is a
handsome one and is located on Seven
St. Paul, Minn. — Manager Mailland of
Corncr.s, which Is half way between the
the Strand theater has arranged for a
loop and the western residential portion of
week's run of "Purity," featuring Audrej
the city.
Munson, and will announce the opening
In Minneapolis the New Pantages theadate
timeterritory
this week.
handledsome
in this
by the "Purity,"
OeLuxe
ter at Seventh and Hennepin was opened
Film Co., of which B. N. Judell and E. A.
on Sunday. October 1.5, with vaudeville and
Westcott, are president and gener.ii man"The Crimson Stain Mystery," Consolidated serial.
ager, respectively, was shown to students
oi" the Saint Paul Institution School of Art.

Great West Film Co. Getting Under Way
"The

Golden

Goddess"
Being
Made at Malta, Montana,
Is Nearly
Done — Work
Will Be Begun on "The Indians' Tale of Christ."
ST. PAUL. MINX.— The Great West Film.
lead in "The Cowpuncher," a well known
feature released last spring. Wallace D.
«.''o., the organization of which was commenced last spring, is beginning to deCoburn. known as "the cowboy poet," is
velop into one of the largest producing
playin^^ the lead in "The Golden Goddess,"
companies in the Middle West. The Great
the story of which is from Coburn's poem.
West Co. has just sent to its local labora"Vellowstone Pete's Only Daughter," and
tories from Malta, Mont., over 4.000 feet
the supporting cast Is made up of experienced Western actors and numerous
of negative of "The Golden Goddess,'* a
tive-reei subject, to be released shortly on
range riders, "buckaroos" and ranch employees. Charles Webster Hitchnock and
one of the foremost programs of the counWilliam Cooper, of Chicago, are assisted
try. The Great West players are comby Charles Bell, of St. Paul, directing the
pleting the action of "The Golden Godtaking
of the films.
dess" at the Coburn ranch in Malta, Mont.
Following the finish of this feature will
Mr.summer
Hitchcock
produced
"Cousin
last
and was
for some
time Jim"
with
begin work immediately upon "The IndEssanay. Mr. Cooper Is one of the best
ians' Tale of Christ." the scenes of whicn
are laid in the Little Rockies in Montana.
photo-artists In the West. William F.
Tobin Is general manager of the Great
The Great West has secured Lee CaldWest Co. and .Tames G. Gilosky. owner
well, recognized as champion bronchoof the Gem. Alhambra and Rex theaters.
buster of the world at the recent comSt. Paul, and president of the Northwest
petition at Pendleton, Ore., and has also
procured
C. M. Giflfen, who
played the
Exhibitors' .\ssoelation. is president

Minneapolis'
Strand
as
a Leading Keough
HouseHas
Saxe Brothers*
1,300-Seat House
Making
a Name — Manager James

Charge of It — Some Features Coming.
ing to give its patrons more than valut
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.— The Strand therecelved for their patronage.
ater here is rapidly nearing the top rung
"Romeo
and Juliet" will be run as •-■•■on
of the Northwest theaters' ladder of popularity. Manager Jr.mes Keoueh, belter
as released and the IMckford feature, "Less
Than the Dust," will follow shortly after.
known as the "friend of the working
It Is also stated that Manager Keough is
man." ably assisted by Charles G. Branconsidering booking Clara Kimball Youn-r
ham, has begun a campaign for more busifeatures. The theater orche.stra has also
ness which has already brought about
been enlarged and several improvements
astonishing results. The .-Strand's house
made In the operating booth. An extenorgan, "The Strand Magazine," hag been
sive advertising campaign In the newsreissued and is being distributed to the
papers and on the billboards has also been
extent of 12,000 copies weekly, the Mary
begun by the Strand. The theater seals
Pickford features have been booked, also
1.300
and
Is owned by the Saxe Zirother.**.
"Romeo and Juliet," featuring Bushman
and Bayne and with the regular Triangle
Charles
G. Branham, former editor of
and Metro program features, Mui t anl
.-Xmusements, has become publicity manJeflf cartoons, Keystone comedies and news
ager of the Strand theater, Minneapolis.
weeklies. It looks as if the Strand Is go-

J. B. Reisman's Children's Shows.
St. Paul. Minn. — Manager J. B. Relsniaa
of thetion Dale
here "stole"
porof the theater
social sectiori
of thea big
St. Paul
Sunday Pioneer Press, October 8. Mr.
Relsman had another of his children's
matinees last Saturday afternoon ;iiid the
affair was made a big thing by society
mothers. Marguerite Clark In "The
Prince and the Pauper" was the featun;.
Among Local Exchanges.
Minneapolis, Minn. — M;inatcer H. C. Andress of the Hearst International exchange spent three days In northern Minnesota and Wisconsin last week bvohing
"Beatrice Fairfax." news-pictoriuls, "Jaffery" and other International service.
Minneapolis, Minn. — The Paramount exchange here is making plans t3 greet Geraldine Farrer when the star of "Joan of
Arc," "Maria Rosa" and "Carmen" comes
to St. Paul with the Ellis Grand Opera i;o.
next week. Assistant Manager B^rt Barnett, Jr., of the Paramount is spending a
vacation in New York.
Minneapolis, Minn. — F. O. Frederickson
and R. C. Fox have resigned from the
Ii'cal Vitagraph exchange. Both Mr. Fred••rickson and Mr. Fox have been In the
• mploy of the exchange for some time and
have a host of friends In this territory.
Mr. Frederickson has been bofdce:- vhlle
Mr. Fox has been road man f -r Miehiean
and Wi.sconsin. Messrs. Frederickson p.nd
Fox are the sixth and seventh em.ployes
to leave the Vitagraph exchange within
the last six weeks.
Minneapolis. Minn. — J. George Feinbenr
of the Theatre Equipment Co. here spent
two days in Aberdeen. S. D.. last week,
looking after work being .1 >ne on a new
theater in that city by his firm.
St. Paul, Minn. — The Monogram Slide Co.
has resumed the making of lantern sUde.^
here. G. C. Johnston Is In char^^* of the
laboratories at 691 De Soto street, and R.
J. Holmgren
Is doing the {:rt work.
St. Paul. Minn. — Manager Samuel
Thompson of the Feature Film Co. has
booked "A Tour of the World," a ten-reel
subject. In theaters at Rock Island. HI..
Davenport, la.. Pes Moines. la., and other
cities through central Iowa and Illinois,
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Another Fine Denver Theater
John Thompson, Head of International Amusement Co., Announces a New Theater to Cost $50,000— Site Is Corner of Colfax Avenue and Ogden Street — Will
Seat 1,200 Persons — Local Success of Big Houses.
By E. C. Day,
Denver
Times,
Denver, Colo.
DENVER, COLO. — This city Is to have
still another moving- picture theater.
Plans have just been made public by
John Thompson as head of the International Amusement Company for a $50,000
show house to be erected at Colfax avenue and Ogden street in the center of
the fashionable
residence
district.
The announcement has again caused
the question to arise. Will wonders never
cease in the moving picture industry in
Denver?
Two years ago the cry was raised that
the city was then overcrowded with picture houses. Since then six high-class
theaters have either been built or gotten
under way. With each succeeding addition the doubting Thomases have let out
a wail to the effect that it must fail. All
could not survive, they said. There must
be a crash, according to their belief.
But notwithstanding the pessimistic
predictions, three of the six new theaters
have been completed and opened for business and each is thriving. The other
three are now in course of construction.
Instead of the business suffering a setback, the opening of each new theater,
instead has seemed to create new interest and, contrary to predictions, all the
houses, new and old Included, are prospering as never before.
John Thompson, who is building the
latest addition to the list of Denver theaters, is the owner of the Thompson theater at Colfax and Adams, which is one
of the six referred to above. He erected
this playhouse in the face of predictions that a costly high-class theater
would never be a "go" outside of the business district. He took a chance and
demonstrated that where the small ordinary neighborhood house in the same
locality failed, his proved a big success.
His faith in the future of the industry
is best demonstrated by the fact that he
proposes to invest $."0,000 more in his
new venture. The new Thompson theater is to be located fn the same section
of the city as the first playhouse. Colfax
avenue is the main artery east and west
across the city. The new place is about
two miles nearer the heart of the city
than the old theater.
These two are just the beginjiing of a
chain of like places that Thompson plans
to build in Denver
and Colorado.
The new theater will have a seating
capacity of 1.200 and will be distinctive

in its appointments
and ventilation.

for

comfort,
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Artie Johns and Hazel Hobson Wed.
Denver, Colo. — Miss Hazel Hobson, an
inspector in the office of the Mutual company, surprised her friends this week by
becoming the bride of Artie Johns, head
operator at the Rial to theater, one >f
Denver's
big Curtis street houses.
Walsenburg Theater Burns.
Walsenburg. Colo. — Four reels of film
were destroyed in a fire which seriously
damaged the moving picture theater of
Archie Levy at Walsenburg this week.
Work of rebuilding was begun at once
and it is expected that the theater will
reopen November
1.
McCormick Gets Fine Job.
Denver, Colo. — It has remained for a
Denver man to draw the honor of being
the first manager of the Circle theater.
Indianapolis' newest and finest photoplay
house. S. Barrett McCormick is the man.
He left this
city Thursday,
October 5, to |
assume his new
duties, resigning his positioii
as manager of I
the Princess |
theater in Denver.
M c C o rm i c k
started
in the
movin,'v picture i
business
Denver
five I
years ago when |
he established
a Photoplay
Department
on
the
Denver]
Times.
From
this he went to j
Lubin inical a clercapacity,
then
into
the |
Mutual
exchange as a S. Barrett McCormick.
feature
booking clerk. From
the Mutual he went with Ince as a scenario writer and later returned to Denver
to accept the management of the Princess.

McCormick Is one of the most popular
young men who has ever been connects
with the film industry in Denver and his
loss will be keenly felt.
J. J. Sarah Buys Theater in Wiley.
Wiley, Colo. — J. J. Sarah has purchased
complete equipment through the Denver
Mutual exchange for a moving picture
theater at Wiley. Colo. He has leased
the Opera House and will at once convert
it into a photoplay theater.
New Faces at Local Mutual.
Denver, Colo. — Two additions were
made to the Mutual office staff this week
by Manager Ward E. Scott. Mrs. Sarah
Brown, stenographer, and C. Messenger,
poster and shipping clerk, were placed on
the role of employes.

A Weeks News in Texas
By

E. E. Belcia.
902 West
Second
Pt. Worth.
Texas.

Street,

Palace Theater of Little Rock Leased.
T ITTLE ROCK, Ark.— The Palace theater
'-' has been leased by George Slater of
Dallas, from Stortch and Cans. Mr Slater
has been in Dallas for the past week closing up film contracts for the Palace and
booking some big extraordinary features.
The Palace is one of the finest theaters
in Arkansas and Mr. Slater is one of the
old timers In the business, which undoubtedly means a big success. Mr. Slater was
for many years connected with the exchange end of the business
in Dallas
E. T. Peter Moves to Little Rock.
Dallas. Texas. — The veteran film manager, E. T. Peter, has gone hence after
manys years residence in Dallas. Mr.
Peter moved to Little Rock, Arkansas, and
opened the Unicorn exchanj^e, which we
understand he calls the Exclusive exchange. In addition to Unicorn programs
Mr. Peter also handles the Mutt and Jeff
pictures and quite a number of old Paramount prints. E. T. Peter has been in
Dallas since 1910, and has managed several
different exchanges here, the last one
being the United. Mr. Peter was one of
the first managers of the Texas Film Company, which was originally the Universal
exchange in Dallas. As he has been here
so many years naturally he will be missed
exceedingly, especially as he was always
a prime mover in all meetings of exchange
men or exhibitors.
New Fox Exchange Manager in Dallas.
Dallas, Texas.— The Fox exchange has
again changed managers which makes the
third manager for Fox in Dallas during
the past three months. O. P. Hall has
gone to Atlanta and has been succeeded
by G. C. Reid. Mr. Reid when Interviewed
said he was from Atlanta and formerly
from New York, further than this we
were unable to learn, except that Mr. Reid
says he expects to go after business like
a whirlwind.
Buddy Stewart Has Returned.
Dallas, Texas. — Mr. Buddy Stewart, the
smiling manager of "Texas's Greatest
Show," the Old Mill theater, of Dallas, has
just returned from a three week's sojourn
in the East, where he visited all the
largest theaters, acquiring ideas and learning what the other fellow has been doing.
.Mr. Hulse>-, whom he accompanied, did not
return with Mr. Stewart.
Dallas Locals.

■i'L'v> "jyaiR", -.1 ,,■■.',■'-;',"
New

Thompson

Theater, Denver, Colo.

N, E. Depinet has just returned from
New Orleans, where he went for a conference with Wm. Oldknow.
H. T. Peebles, manager of the Houston
office of the Consolidated Film, was heard
from this week. Harry says business is
rushing down there. He said the soldier
camps
were good customers.
Harry
F.

THE
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Botto Is tho assistant in the Houston and
South Texas territory.
Alfred Riiyniond of the Mutual forces
was a recent visitor in Houston. J. Ij.
Wade, of LowlavlUe, Texas, was a. Dallas
visitor Sunday. Wade reports excellent
business.
H. O. Kimball, manager of the Pope
theater of McKinney, was In Dallas this
week and reports that lie Is doing a good
business with vaudeville, which has been
added to his feature program.
A. W. Plues of tho Vitagraph force Is
spending a week In Dallas. Mr. Plues has
just recovered from a pretty sicl< spell and
while not looking his usual self still looks
pretty good at that.

WISCONSIN
By

THEATER

NOTES.

Frank

H. Madison,
623 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
BOYCEVILLE. WIS.— An opera house
costing J7,000 Is under construction
here.
Plymouth, Wis. — A. R. Schelbe, who formerly operated the Crystal theater here,
has purchased a moving picture theater
at MeJiasha.
West Allls, Wis. — J. H. Aiken has assumed the management of the Rex, succeeding his son Clarence, who has gone to
Duluth, Minn., to manage an acetylene gas
plant.
Milwaukee, Wis. — The Princess theater.
Third street, near Wells, which has been
remodeled at an expense of ?12,0C0 became
a 10-cent house at Its reopening. The
new policy provides for the use of Paramount, Universal, Triangle, Fox and World
(ilm services.
W^est Allis, Wis. — Community moving
picture entertainments will be given here
this winter In connection with the local
schools.
La Crosse, Wis. — Manager F. J. Williams
of the Casino and Strand theaters cooperated with the local fire department on
October 9, Fire Prevention Day, and showed a film based on the famous shirt-waist
factory fire in New York City.
ALONG THE PACIFIC COAST.
San Francisco
Briefs.
Charles Love, of the staff of Kdward
H. Kemp, will shortly take pictures along
the proposed military road. El Camino
Sierra. The Kemp ofiice is very busy at
present, both with finishing work and
equipment. One of the late sales has been
that of two machines for the Atkins theater, at MarysviUe,
Cal.
The management of the Portola theater
has booked the "Common Law" for a run
of two weeks, commencing Oct. 22.
"Doc" Hart, a well known film man of
this city, is now with the California
Film Exchange
as salesman.
S. A. Powell, who formerly handled
"The
Clansman"
in this territory, is now
with the World
Film.
J. W. Allen, assistant to manager Herman Webber of the Progressive Motion
Picture Company, returned recently from
a trip through the nothern part of the
state.
G. A. Metcalfe has disposed of two machines to be installed in the new theater
to be opened shortly at Los Gatos, Cal.,
by W. Black.
California Notes.
Chico, Cal. — The Lyric theater, recently
damaged by fire, has been repaired and
reopened.
Santa Rosa, Cal.— The new Cline theater
will be opened early in November.
Salinas, Cal. — Frank Vesely has disposed of the equipment of the Liberty
theater and will devote his entire attention
to
house. the management of Brown's opera
Lindsay, Cal. — The Lyric theater has
been opened by L. W. Willis.
Orland, Cal. — The Orland theater was
opened recently under the management
of W. R. Claman.
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Serials Liked in San

Francisco

Local Exhibitors Are Paying More Attention to Serials Than Ever Before — Big
Downtown Theaters Follow Lead of the Turner & Dahnkcn Tivoli and Are
Making Good With Some of the Late Installment Pictures.
From T. A. Church,
1507 North Street, Berkeley, Cal.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.— Local exhibitors
are now paying more attentii n to serials than ever before and there Is a steady
increase in the number of houses [eaturing these photoplay productions. This increase is not as noticeable In tho residence
districts as it Is In the larger downtown
houses, and some exhibitors with small
hou.ses express the opinion that serials are
less popular with their patrons than was
the case a year ago, but the fact remains
that more and more of these aie being
booked. The Rlalto theater, which opened
several months ago on Market street, and
which has been a great success has featured serials and the management has
been well satisfied with the results. Turner & Dahnken found that "Gloria's Romance," with BilUe Burke, was a great
drawing card at the Tivoli theater, as
well as at the other houses on the T. & D.
circuit. Pantages theater has been showing serials for tho past year and two attractions of this character are sometimes
featured on the same bill.
The latest of the large downtown houses
to add serials to their bills is the Market
Street theater, conducted under the management of Eugene Roth. Heretofore, he
has refused to book serials, no matter how
attractive they might appear, but recently decided to give them a thorough trial
at the house recently placed t nder his
management. He has booked "The Shielding Shadow," the Pathe serial, end "The
Scarlet Runner," produced by tho Greater
Vitagraph, and these will be started on
the same date.
Peerless Film Service Growing.
San Francisco, Cal.-^E. H. Emmick,
president and general manager of the
Peerless Film Service, 100 Golden Gate
avenue, returned recently from a trip to
Los Angeles and announces that this concern has taken over the office and films
formerly handled in the southern territory by the Nat A. Magner company. This
firm also recently took over the business
of tho Sun Photoplay company in this
territory and now controls a number of
large features, which places it in a very
enviable position.
While a comparatively new company, the
Peerless film service is already ranked as
one of the busiest film exchanges Jn California and in addition to handling features
is releasing three new comedies weekly.
Board of Trade Manager Takes a Vacation.
San Francisco, Cal. — F. S. Peachy, manager of the Film Exchange Board of
Trade of San Francisco, has arranged to
take a week's vacation In the Feather
River country, where he will hunt deer.
The Board is now holding luncheons everv
two weeks and the members are eagerly
looking forward to the next one, when it
is expected that venison will be served as
a result of the prowess of Its manager.
George Chamberlain Returns.
San Francisco, Cal. — George E. Chamberlain, head of the Independent film exchange, hastrip
returned
from upon
a two which
months*
automobile
to Oregon,
he
called on a number of exhibitors. He
found business conditions In north^irn California In good shape.
Off On United States Tour.
San Francisco, Cal. — Miss Freda Rubenstein. one of the most capable women In
the film exchange industry, has left to
make a tour of the United Ftato« for Sol

L. Lessor in the interests of thh "No'orDo-Well." For the past Ave years Miss
Rubenstein has been connected with the
local office of the Golden Gate film exchange and the All Star feature distributors, during which time she has filled positions In almost every department from
bookkeeping and correspondence to booking films and managing the busiress during the absence of Mr. Lesser. She is
especially familiar with the borklng of
the "Ne'er-Do-Well" and added Interest In
this production will doubtless be taken In
the places to be visited by her.
Savoy Opening Date Set.
San Francisco, Cal.— Plans have been
completed for the reopening of the Savoy
theater on McAllister street and a large
force of workmen Is busy redecorating and
remodeling the house for the opening,
which has been set for October 14th. A
fine organ Is being installed and in addition there will be an eight-piece orchestra. A screen of special make has been
Installed, two Simplex machines placed In
the operating booth and an elaborate
stage set made ready, M. E. Coiy, a well
known local exhibitor, and for a time
manager of the local office of the World
Film, has been placed in charge of the
house. Large productions, which can be
run for an indefinite period at prices
ranging from 25 cents to 75 cents, will
be featured.
Screen Maker Busy.
San Francisco, Cal. — William K. Hill,
who has been engaged In the manufacture
of moving picture theater screens in this
city for the past six years, is now busier
than ever before, having some unusually
large jobs on hand.
Lasky,
Inc., Ready
for Release.
San Francisco, Cal. — The Laskv Amusement Enterprises, Inc., has moved its cffices on the sixth floor of tlie Humboldt
Bank building to larger Quarters on the
same floor and is ready for liie first releases of the Art Dramas, Inc. which it
will handle in California. It ha.s also secured the world rights to "The Lure of
Venus." an artistic production made In
the hills of Marin County, by Miss Lollta
Perine and featuring Miss Ida Christy, of
Venus fame, at the recent Exposition. Miss
Perine was formerly with the New York
Hippodrome, and has a wide reputation
as a designer of artistic effects. The production, which was recently completed, has
received a great amount of publicity in
the daily press, society folks having taken
a prominent part in it. It will be shown
shortly at a leading local theater to enable all those who took part in It to In.sPect it. The film will be handled through
the De Luxe Feature Corporation of San
Francisco, a branch of the Lasky concern.
Visitors in San Francisco.
J. Van Sant, Jr., of the Empire theater.
Eureka, Cal., was a welcome visitor recently and made the rounds of the leading film exchanges.
E. J. Christopher, of Fresno, Cal., was
also here a short time ago and placed an
order for a large organ.
A. C. Rattenbury. of the Palace theater.
Dixon, Cal., called upon the local trade
recently, as did also A. T. Cunnard, of
Taft, Cal.
Tom North, formerly manager of the
V-L-S-E office at Seattle, Wash., stopped
off here for a short visit with friends on
his way to Chicago.
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Portland's Curfew Rings Again
Portland, Oregon, Exhibitors Complain of Overly Strict Enforcement
That Keeps Children From Theaters — Children's Attendance
Cent. — Exhibitors Escort Children Home.

Drops

of Law
60 Per

Bj- Abraham Nelson, 601 Journal Building, Portland, Oregon.
attain state wide prohibition
of Sunday
PORTLAND, Oregon. — During the past
few weeks the curfew law has been
hnsiness and Sunday amusements."
The Sunday closing situation is bringstrictly enforced. By its terms unaccompanied children are required to be off the
ing the exhibitors in line for organization as nothing before has ever done.
streets at S o'clock.
Since the strict enforcement of the law.
More than a dozen local exhibitors joined
police officers have stationed themselves
the
Oregon
Motion Picture Men's Associaoutside of picture theaters and children
tion at the meeting of Oct. 5. A thousand
unaccompanied by parents who have enslides advocating the repeal of the prestered the theater before 8 o'clock are
ent Sunday closing law :ire being prereprimanded and escorted home by the
pared and will be in the hands of the
officers. The exhibitors believe that such
state's exhibitors before the election, Nov.
strict enforcement of the curfew law in
7. It will be necessary to vote "Yes" on
all cases is not justified by the existing
the ballot to repeal the law.
circumstances.
AV. E. Tebbetts, manager of the Alhambra theater, located in one of the best
residence districts of Portland, says his
children's
fallenedict
off GOwent
per
cent, sinceattendance
the new has
curfew
into effect. Children are but a small percentage of Mr, Tebbetts audiences, he says,
and he does not suffer much financial loss.
J. B. Washtock, of the Victoria in the
Alhambra, in the Alberta district, is more
vitally effected because children form an
appreciable percentage of his audiences.
Some suburban managers have met the
situation by personally escorting the children home from their shows.
Former Exhibitor in New Role.
Portland, Oregon. — Melvin G. Winstock,
formerly Portland's foremost exhibitor,
and now sojourning in Seattle, came back
to Rose City for a few days as a special
representative for "Purity," which showed
at Mr.
the Winstock
People's thehasweek
October 9.
beenof experimenting
with an innovation of his own in photoplay exploitation and exhibition effiiciency
which he reports is most successful. In
Seattle and Portland he has appeared in
the theaters scheduled to show his picture
and delivered a short, pithy, artistic talk
preparing the audiences for the picture the
following week. This initmate local publicity, so to speak, creates a bond between
the audiences and the exhibitor that no
long-distance publicity sent out by manufacturers can effect, he said.
Mr. Winstock stated he was gratified
with the signs of returning prosperity in
Portland. He believed, however, that in
the film industry much reorganization in
the system employed by manufacturers and
distributors in dealing with exhibitors is
necessary before the picture theaters will
have their old power of making money.
Mr. Winstock also represents the Republican National Committee in this territory
and has speaking dates arranged in the
most prominent cities in the state. He
received a most royal welcome from liis
Portland friends.
Education Campaign Needed.
Portland, Oregon. — At the first meeting
of the Oregon
Association at the Motion
T. & D. Picture
Theater Men's
building,
October 5. Dan Kelleher, representing the
publicity committee handling the campaign
for the repeal of the present Sunday
closing law, told the assembled exhibitors
why the law should be repealed for their
own safety. The Sunday closing reformers are after the moving jj'cture shows,
said Mr. Kelleher, pointing out that it
is a matter of self-preservation for every
exhibitor in the state to fight for the repeal of the law and to use their screens
to enlighten
the people.
The ultimate object of reformers in
Oregon is indicated by the statement of
Rev. G. L. Tufts in the Pacific Christian
Advocate: "It required many >ears of
educational work to prepare the public
mind lor prohibition. And so will it be
on the Sabbath
question
before we will

Columbia
Dresses Up.
Portland, Oregon. — The Columbia theater has put on its fall and winter garb.
Tlie house has been redecorated throughout, new blue velvet draperies have been
hung, all lamp shades have been decorated with gold and silver grapes, the restroom refinished with French chatteau
cretonne, and even the dootmnn has been
garbed in a natty military suit of dari:
brown fitted with a purple -lined, goldt rimmed cape. Manager My rick has reinaugurated the afternoon tea service.
The Columbia has secured the new Mary
Pickford films.
With Oregon Exhibitors.
Tillamook. — L. E. Partridge, Star and
Gem theaters, has taken a partner and
the firm is now Partridge & Morrison.
Condon. — W. D. Inglis. American theater, is planning a new hou.=;e here.
Pendleton. — The Temple theater has
been sold.
Eugene. — A. H. McDonald, owner of the
Rex. is reputed to have acquired two
other theaters here.
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821 Rogers Bldg., Vancouver, B. C.
May Make Film in Victoria.
VICTORIA, B. C— J. Arthur Nelson, formerly of the Frontier company, recently visited this city, and presented the
question of establishing a moving picture
studio here, at a meeting held at the headquarters of the Victoria and Island Development Association, and attended by
several of the aldermen. Commissioner
Cuthbert, and others interested.
Mr. Nelson presented the advantages of
having a company established here, and
requested the support of local people in
starting production in this city. No definite
decision was arrived at, but the matter has
been taken under advisement by the authorities, and the matter will be taken up
ati^ain in the near future.
Business in Western Canada Good.
Vancouver, B. C. — Sam W. Whitehead,
who is piloting "The Spoilers" on its second trip to Western Canada, has arrived
in town, looking as healthy as ever —
which means a good deal. Mr. Whitehead
reports that business with the feature has
been very heavy throughout Western
Canada, and he is now arranging bookings
in this city. The attendance record established by "The Spoilers" wlien shown by
Manager Hector Quagliotti at the Colonial
theater last year, following the passing of
the picture by the Attorney-General, over
the censor's veto, still stands as the heaviest week's business ever done by a picture
in Vancouver, and its former success here
will undoubtedly
be repeated to a considerable degree.

Edmonton
Theater's Sixth Year.
I'Minonton. Alherta.^ — Manager O. J. Hallmimson of the Dreamland theater, recently celebrated the sixth anniversary of the
opening of the Dreamland, and started in
un his seventh lap with renewed vigor.
.Mr. Hallgrimson came to Edmonton six
jears ago from Seattle, and opened the
uriginal Dreamland in a frame building on
Jasper street, near Grierson, doing a great
deal of pioneering wi>rk in establishing
the pictures as a distinct part of the lives
uf the people. The theater is now housed
in a handsome brick building at 97 th
street and Jasper.
Seats Have Been Heard From.
Vancouver, B. C. — Although the Broadway theater has been completed for some
time, the opening of the liouse lias been
delayed by the non-arrival of the seats,
which are being sent from Eastern Canada. However, W. P. Nichols, managing director of the National Amusement Company, states that the seats have passed
Winnipeg on their way west, and the
house should open within a very short
lime.
Thanks to Good Friend Allen.
Vancouver. B. C. — H. J. Allen of the
Pamous Players Calgary office, who lately
spent some time in this city, has departed
for home. He promised to send us'lots of
news, with full details, initials, dates — -•^U
that sort of thing. Other exchange managers and exhibitors are cordially invited
to do likewise, including personal items
regarding those in the film industry,
stunts, benefits, etc., as well as the larger
questions affecting exhibitors and exchnngemen
generally.
B.

S. Courtney Film.
Here
with "Nation"
Winnipeg, Man. — Basil S. Courtney, at
the head of the Basil corporation, controlling the Canadian exhibition rights for
"The Birth of a Nation." visited this city
with the big picture recently, when three
days of capacity business were played at
the Walker theater. This is the third
transcontinental trip of the Griffith masterpiece, and the engagement just completed at the Walker proves that the
spectacle is still a business-getter.
The staff of musicians with the picture
has been kept up to its original number,
and nohas
partbeen
of the
"production"
the
show
allowed
to sag, end
but of
every
change has tended toward improvement.
"The Birth of a Nation" is now working
its way toward the Pacific Coast.
Lyceum's
Two-Day
Benefit.
Winnipeg. Man. — The formal opening of
the new extension to the Lyceum theater
was made the occasion of a two-day benefit for the Returned Soldiers" Toy Factory,
which has just been established to provide
a means of livelihood for disabled soldiers
who have returned from the front.
The Lyceum has just discontinued the
showing of pictures of any particular
brand, and will in future book its subjects
in
the open market, changing three times
weekly.
Notes from Western Canada.
Vancouver, B. C. — The Cedar Cottage
theater has just reopened under the management of J. W. Roberts, using Paramount service.
Revelstoke. B. C. — A benefit for the
Prisoners of War Fund was recently put
on at the Empress theater, musical numbers being contributed by local singers
and by the Revelstoke Juveniles.
Vancouver, B. C. — Billboards are announcing the coming of the newest Pathe
serial, "The Shielding Shadow." which has
been booked by the Pantages circuit, and
will soon open at the local house. A private showing of the first three episodes
was given on a recent morning, and the
picture looks like a winner.
Vancouver,
B. C. — Herbert
Lubin.
of

October 2S., \9U>

llli:

M<tru. Is supplyliiK
the Vaneuuvor
Sun
h I ho Bfverly Bay no serios on "How
Kfcome li Motion Picture Actress," and
articles are creatlnB a groat deal of
rest.
Mr. Lubin also showed this city
hlggest picture ad ever taken In ;i
\ spaper here, when ho used a full twu- ._- spread in the Sunday
News-Adver' r. This was sandwiched
in between
. puKO ads on Saturday
and Monday,
I lni.-luded a fac-simlle of a telegram
in Francis
X. Itushman
and Heverly
I i>no to Vancouver picture fans, through
.\i;inag;er J. U. Mulr of the Dominion the■'-■r. Tho Metro attractions for this week
i*^- "The Si.ul of ji Woman," with Emily
. ons, ami the Bushman-Baync
produc. "A Man and His Soul."
'- mcouver.
— Mr. was
Muirthereports
that
lirst week It.
of CMetro
best week
■ Dominion ever had. with a sinple ex■ ■ I'tion.
Kamloops, B. C. — W. A. Wilkinson of the
iMipress theater, Kamloops, B. C, recently
I ted Vancouver, and returned home with
Mftro contract.
SEATTLE NOTES.
Rex Will Show Bluebird and Universal.
Seattle. Wash. — John W. Hamrick of the
K' X has contracted for the lirst run of
Klvieblrd and Universal features in Seattle.
']'■•
intereststarted
people anin automobile
his new program
H.imrlck
contest ^Ir.
on
< '. loher 1.
Mutual Managers Called to Meeting.
s.nttle. Wa.sh. — AmanaKers' meeting was
' • iitiy called in Seattle by .1. S. Woody,
luiual manager for the Northwest, to disiiss ways of handling the new "Lass of
h<- Lumberlands" series. R. P. Madden,
1 iitual manager in Spokane, and G. A.
I'-f'd, head of the Portland office, came in
ii.^wer to Mr. Woody's invitation. They
t •■ all expecting a big run on this new
i- len Holmes picture.
New Salesman in G. A. Metcalfe's.
.■^•i-attle. Wash. — E. L. Swetzer has just
II rived in Seattle as a new salesman in G.
-\ Metcalfe's store here.

Will Build

MOVIXC

IMrTlIKI'.

WiiKI.I)

What Embarrasses Theater Owners
Leading Exhibitor in Seattle Talks on the Showman's Problems — At First the Path
Looked Bright, but Expenses Have Increased Faster Than the Admissions —
Sees Need of Adjustment Between Parts of the Business.
i;y S. J. Anfler.son. Kast Seattle, Wash.
cert orchestra of expert muHlcians, I pay
SEATTLE.
WASH.—
Tho
localwith
repreaontatlve had a World's
long talk
that orchestra now as much as my entire
Jiimes Q. Clemmer of tho Clemmer theater
receipts used to amount to In my most
the other day, or rather he had the talk.
prosperous
diiyskeep
at soaring.
"The Dream,'
we did tho listening. Mr. Clemmer la a
HtlU
standards
There And
are
man of thought an<l force to make his
newel-, bigger, and finer theaters in town
than mine that arc payltig out as much as
words worth any one's concentrated attention. The gist of his discourse on this
they make. Unless there Is some sort of
occasion was that the building, lit ting,
adjustment
made 1 don't know where the
Hiul operating of a first class theater has
exhibitors will land"
risen to such heights of elegance and
Adjustment to Conditions.
cost that the exhibitor charging ten or
rtfteen cents admission cannot make ends
That word adjustment strikes the keymeet.
note of the Northwestern exhibitors' present need. As in the case of most comConditions Have Changed Fast.
paratively new and very successful Industries. The dangers of too keen competlon
'Conditions change so fast it makes you
with no cooperation are thre-itenlng to
dizzy." said Mr. Clemmer. "Why. when I
was running the little Dream theater down
undermine the prosperity of the motion
picture houses in this part of the country.
on First and Cherry, and clearing tw"
Whereas in the Kast exhibitors have althousand a nionlh I thought, 'Gee. If I can
make a ;{50 capacity house with a ten
ready met the more luxurious standard
with increased admission prices, their
cent admission price pay like this I'd
brothers of the West have not dared follow
just like to sliow people what I could do
charging the same admission to a bigger,
their example for fear of competitors.
Seattle's photoplay houses are just as big
finer house seating 1,000 or more.' Well.
1 spent over $120,000 on this house, and
and fine, if not finer, than those in most
of the eastern cities. Their music is as
my theater witli its good ventilation, its
beautiful finish and furnishings, and its
good, and their programs are the beat
that can be had; yet, where the manager
then unique ladles rest room was the talk
of a similar house in the East cliarges
of the town. The first year my profits
averaged about five thousand a month, but
twenty-five cents admission, the Seattle
man asks only ten or fifteen cents at the
it didn't last. Attendance fell away a
outside. Only two theaters in the city
little, but not much.
charge fifteen cents regularly, and one
of those only in the evening, the matinee
High Cost of Business.
price being ten cents. Kxhibitors in this
"That wasn't what ale into my profits.
vicinity admit that if they would get toTo keep abreast of the times and my comgether and decide upon an admission price
petitors the addition of expensive attractions became necessary. Before I knew it
that would be fair to them and their patrons, and then stick to it, tliey would not
new and improved models of projection
lose any appreciable amount of patronage.
machines must be installed; pictures beThe people are too fond of the pictures.
gan to cost more, and advertising had to be
Thi^ way lies the logical road to that sane
conducted on a larger and more elaborate
adjustment which Mr, Clemmer says Is
scale; finally the pipe organ became passe,
necessary,
and it is probably true that
except to supplement the music of a conlack of co-operation will do harm.

Central Exchange in Seattle

Local Capital Is About to Put Up Modern Building to House the Film Distributors
in the Neighborhood — To Be Near the Moore Theater.
(►IMce in this city, has taken over the
Seattle, Wash. — A real estate firm of
management of the Reel Play Feature
this city is getting up plans for a big
Film company. Manager lEager of the
exchange building, which they intend to
Universal exchange told us he was very
erect in the new business section near
.s/irry to lose Mr. Bloom.
the Moore theater. Such a building Is very
much needed in Seattle, since that in
which the Mutual and Universal offices are
New Faces at Local Paramount.
I'.cated is the only one specially built for
Seattle, Wash. — Paramount
reports re^
exchanges. The other distributing offices
suits as already being obtained
through
are in buildings scattered from one end of
its new publicity department
opened
up
tlie business district to the other, and some
here
by
C.
F.
Hill
only
a
few
weeks
ago.
of them are by no means suited for film
exchanges. The new building is to havQ
all the features necessary for the most
convenient and efficient operation of the
business of an exchange. There will be
sufficient accomodation for at least six
exchanges, and the managers of iletro.
Fox. World, Paramount, Kline, and the
^
%
%
De Luxe Feature Film company have
C. O. Winnick;
Manaser Hill; H. K. Brin
spoken for rooms.
Artcraft Chooses Headquarters.
Seattl.-. Wash. — After October lT> Artcraft will have its offices at 1200 Fourth
avenue. Manager Rosebaum reports contracts for the Mary Pickford films already
closed in Seattle, Portland. Spokane. Butte',
and Tacoma. and is closing rapidly in the
smaller cities and towns. The first feature, ready for release November *'•. will
be shown at the Coliseum, Seattle.
Al Bloom Manager of Reel Play.
Seattle. Wash. — Al Bloom, for the past
year
assistant
manager
of Universal's

5yl

The two new road representatives, Harry
K. Ilrln and C. O. WInnlek. whose appointment has already been announced in these
columns are also bringing in the business.
Here are photographs of all three of these
'iive wire" gentlemen.
R. A. Grombacher Heads Triangle.
Seattle. Wash. — Following the resignation of H. G. Kosebaum. which came as a
Mow to the Triangle office in Seattle, Roy
A, Grombacher has been appointed new
manager. Mr. Grombacher is an old time
exchange man and is known and well liked
by every exhibitor in the Northwest,

W. H. Smythe Dismisses Orchestra.
Seattle, Wash. — When W. H. Smythe of
the .Strand theater brought up from San
Francisco Franz Adelmann and his Bohemian concert orchestra of eight pieces and
built a new orchestra pit for them, he
hoped to increase his box office receipts
by a few hundred each week. Finding,
however, that In spite of the good music
and Mr. Adelmann's former popularity in
this city, patronage did not Increase
noticeably. Mr. Smythe decided that the
best thing to do was simply to let them
go, and that Is what he did.
Coliseum Takes Adelmann Orchestra.
."Seattle, Wash. — With the news that
Franz Adelmann and his orchestra have
been dismissed from the Strand comes the
announcement from C. S. Jensen, manager
of the Coliseum, that Herr Adelmann and
his seven men with four other artists
added will furnish the music hereafter for
the Coliseum.

Visitors on Seattle's Film Row,
.\mong this week.s' visit<jrs were: Kre<l
Mercy, theater magnate of North Yakima;
H. T. Moore, Colonial theater. Tacoma; I.
M. Lucas. Theatorlum. Lewlston, Idaho;
Kd. Dolan, Weir theater. Aberdeen. Wash.;
W, S. Qulmby. uwner of the l.,iberty and
Bell theaters, Bellingham; Clarence Summerville' of the Melbourne and the Hippodrome, Tacoma; J. E. Ferguson, Wenatchee theater, Wenatchce; W. E. Tebbets.
Alhamhra theatre, Portland, Oregon; W.
P, Armour. Mineral theater. Mineral, Wash.
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General Film Company.

General Film Company.

Advance Releases.

Current Releases.
MONDAY,

OCTOBER

(Serial No.)

23. 1016.

SELIG — Out of the Shadows
(Two parts — Drama)
— Paradise for a Day (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— Trouble

for

SELIG— The Selig-Tribune
BIOGRAPH — Friends
No. 91)

Four

TUESDAY,

21313-14

(Comedy)

No. 85, 1916.

(Drama)

. .

(Topical) . .

(Biograph — Reissue

OCTOBER

THURSDAY',
OCTOBER
26, 1916.
SELI(3 — The Selig-Tribune No. 86. 1916 (Topical)
VIM — A Maid
to Order
(Comedy)

K.\LEM — The Missing Heiress
lice Reporter")
(Drama)

ESSANAY — It
Drama)

OCTOBER

Never

Happen

Could

KALEM — "Hazards of Helen" Railroad
("The Lost Messenger")
(Drama)
SELIG — A Close Call (Drama)

Porter

21317

Selig-Tribune

30,

1916.

parts- Drama).

(Comedy).

BIOGRAPH — The Goddess of Sagebrush Gulch (Drama).
(Biograph — Reissue No. 93).
TUESDAY,
OCTOBER
31. 1816.

KALEM — The
21318-19
21320

— Scenic
FEATURE

21327
21328

Chorus
21329-30-31
21332
21333
21334

on

1916

(Two

(Topical).

parts — Comedy).

Menders

(Comedy).

NOVEMBER

Nooz

Pictorial

same

1, 1916.
No.

19

(Comedy).

(No. 13 of the "Girl Prom

THURSDAY',
SELI(3 — The Selig-Tribune
Flats

(Cartoon-Com-

reel.

COMEDY— Gertie's Garters

KALEM — The Son of Cain
(Two parts — Drama).

VIM — Twin

87,

Comber
Motor

edy). — Canimated
ESSANAY

VIM
21324

Merry

No.

WEDNESDAY,

21321-22

(No. 2 of "Grant, Po-

SATURD-iY,

VITAGRAPH — The New

(Three

21316

27, 1916.

VITAGRAPH— Betty's
Affair
(Comedy)
VIM — The
Frame-up
(Comedy)

OCTOBER,

Stuff

SELIG — The

VIM FEATURE
COMEDY— Green
Eyes
(Comedy)..
21324
KALEM— The Harvest of Gold
(No. 12 of the "Girl
from
'Frisco")
(Two
parts — Drama)
21326-26

KNICKERBOCKER
STAR
FEATURE — The
Girl and the Kid
(Three parts — Drama)

Town

ESSANAY — The Beach

WEDNESDAY-, OCTOBER 23, 1918.
ESSANAY — Canimated
Nooz
Pictorial No. IS
(Cartoon-Comedy)
A Scenic Subject on the same reel.

OCTOBER

SELIC3 — Small

21315

S4, 1810.

ESSANAT — Borrowed
Sunshine
(Two
parts — ■
Drama)
KALEM — The Bogus BookinK Agents
(Comedy)'
BIOGRAPH— The
Battle
of Elderbush
Gulch
(Two
parts — Drama)
(Biograph — Reissue No. 92)

FRIDAY,

MOND.\Y.

NOVEMBER
No.

'Frisco")

2, 1916.

88, 1916

(Topical).

(Comedy).
FRIDAY',

NOVEMBER

3, 1916.

KNICKERBOCKER
STAR
FEATURE— Jess
try (Two parts — Drama).

of

KALEM — The Pencil Clue
(Drama).

Police Reporter' )

VITAGRAPH — The

Game

(No.
That

3 of "Grant,
Failed

4, 1916.

ESSANAY
(Drama). — The

Keep

of

Virginia

Hill

Coun-

(Comedy).

VIM— In the Ranks
(Comedy).
S-VTURDAV,
NOVEMBER
Heart

the

(Three

parts)

28, 1916.
(Three

parts —
21335-36-33

KALEM — The "Hazards of Helen," Railroad
"The Gate of Death"
(Drama).
SELI(3 — Tom's

Series No. 103
21338
213.^;)

Sacrifice

Series, No. 104

(Drama).

VITAGRAPH — The
Heart
of
(Broadway Star Feature).

a

Fool

(Three

parts — Drama)

COMPLETE AND ACCUltATE LISTS of HmftAtz Procraa mai Futw* ncturaa Can Alwmrs Be Obtalnxl from tha Pa(*s of tha liorlBc PUtara World. Tbaaa ara PuhUahad Tve Waaka ia Adraaca of Kalaaaa Dayi to Enabla EzUbltora to Arranca Thalr Comlaff Profframa. Tha
ttoriaa of tha Plcturoa in Moat Caiaa ara PuhUahad on a Llka fahadula. Each Srnopaia la Haadad by a Caat, tha Plarara* Namaa Balnc la
Paranthaala.
Lay Out Your Eotertalnmant From tha InfonnatloB la tha Movlnc Plctnra World and You WU] Not Go Wroas.

Directed by

D.

W.

GRIFFITH
Featuring

Mae Marsh
Robert Harron
Lillian Gish
The greatest two
reel Indian spectacle.

THE BATTLE
AT
ELDERBUSH
GULCH

Released by
Biograph Company
October 24th

Through

General Film
Service

S93
Octobor 28, 1916
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Mutual Film Corporation.

Universal Film Mfg. Company.
SUNDAY,
VICTOR — Main
4400
(Two
IMP — No release this day.
L-KO— She Wanted a Ford
SIOXD.4Y,

OCTOBER

22,

1916.

SUNDAY,
Serial No.
01848

parts — Comcdj-Drama)
(Comedy)
OCTOBER

01849

UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL
FEATURE — Society
(Three
parts — Drama)
SPECIAL
VICTOR— (Title not decided)

MOSD.IY,
01S5S
01853

11,

Hypocrites

THURSD.\Y, OCTOBER 20, 1010.
SPECI.VL
IMP — (Title not decided)
^IG U — The Narrow Creed (Two parts — Drama)
POWERS — Windsor McCay and His Jersey Skeeter
toon-Comedy)

(Car-

FRID-*Y,
OCTOBER
27, 1016.
IMP — Through Solid Walls (Two parts — Drama)
BIO U— A Price on His Head (Drama)
VICTOR — A Plumber's Waterloo
(Comedy)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1010.
BISON — The Better Man
(Two parts — Drama)
LAEMMLE — No release this day.
JOKER — A Crooked Mix-up (Comedy)

"A
01876

01860
01861

TUESDAY,
MUTUAL — The

OIS02
01863
01863
01864
01865
01866
01867
01868
01869
01870

GOLD

SE.\L — The
Masked
Woman
(Three
parts —
Drama)
VICTOR — (No release this day)
SPECIAL VICTOR— Felix on the Job (Comedy)

WEDNESD.VY,
MUTUAL

UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL

LAEMMLE — Her ^\'edding Day
(Tw-o parts — Drama)
BIG U — Sea Mates
( Drama I
POWERS — Sammie Johnson
Minds the Baby
(Comedy-Cartoon)
— Ceylon
(Educational)
FRID.VY.

NOVEMBER

THURSD.IY.
.MUTUAL — At

Twelve

BISON — For Love and Gold
( Two
parts — Drama) .
LAEMMLE — (No release this day.)
JOKER — -i Shadowed Shadow
(Comedy)

05123-24

25, 1016.

(Topical)

OCTOBER

OClock

(Two

MUTUAL
MASTERPICTURE
146).
Undertown
(American — Five

FRIDAY,

OlSJJ
01874
01875

CUB — Dad's

Masterpiece

CVB — When

Clubs

05125

and

20,

1016.

parts — Drama)

DE
LUXE— The
parts — Drama
No.

OCTOBER

Lunatics

1010.

:

(Comedy).
OCTOBER

28, 1016.
05130

(Comedy)

Were

05126
01526

Trumps

SU.\D.4V,

(Comedy)

OCTOBER

20,

1016.

VOGUE — He Died and He Didn't (Two parts — Com.)
05132-33
liAU.MONT — Reel Life No. 26 (Mutual Film Magazine)
05134
MOND-W,

01878

MUTU.\L — Paying
01879
01S7';

MUTUAL
Five

the

OCTOBER

Price

30, 1016.

parts— Drama) . .

HE.\UTY — The

TUESD.W,
OCTOBER
I.«ist Thrust (Comedy)

BE.\UTY — The

Spartan

Spleen

WEDNESDAY,
01882
01391

(Two

STAR
PRODUCTION — Faith
parts — Drama)
(No. 148)

OlSSO

05135-36

(American —
(UI6.

31.

05137

(Comedy) .

NOVEMBER

1. Illl<;.

0513S

Mt"ru.\L
WEEKLY^ — Number
96 (Topical)
G.\UMONT — See American
First. No. 60 (Scenic)..
— Kartoon

Komics

06140
05110

(Cartoon-Com.)

01S84
01885
THCRSDAV,
01886
01886

MUTL'.VL — Canned
MUTI'.M^

:i, lOlli.

IMP — Stumbling
(Two parts — Drama)
REX — (No release this day)
POWERS — Us Kids
(Juvenile-Comedy-Drama)
SPECUL BI(5 U — Starlight's Message
(Drama)
S.\Tl RD VV, NOVEMBER
4. I»l«.

95

1010.

parts — Drama)

OCTOBER

05121-22

GAUMONT — See America
First No. 59'
cenic)
— Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon-Comedy)...

01872

parts —

ANIMATED
WEEKLY— No. 44 (Topical)
;
LAEMMLE— The Midnght Toll (Drama)..
THIRSDAV. NOVEMBER 2. 1016.

1016.

24,

(Two

WEEKLY- Number

CUB — Lovers

1, 1916.
(Two

Fear

SATURDAY,

MOND.VY,
OCTOBER
30, 1016.
RED
FEATHER — The
Isle of Life
(Five
parts —
Drama)
NESTOR— O Love and a Liar
(Comedy)
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1016.

23.

OCTOBER

Folly of

SPECI.IL, FOR
n'EEK
OF OCTOBER 20, 1»1«.
UNIVERS.\L
SPECIAL — Liberty
No.
12
"For
the
Flag"
(Two parts — Drama)

NOVEMBER

OCTOBER

AMERICAN — Professor
Jermey's
Experiment
(Two
parts — Drama)
MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION— The Love Hermit
(American — Five
parts — Drama)
(No
147)

01871

SIXD.VY', OCTOBER 20,
REX — The
Moving
Finger
(Drama)
SPECIAL BIG U— (Title not decided)
VICTOR — The Burglar
(Comedy)

day)
Bath

1016.

.Serial No,
Parts — Com.) 05118-19
Film
Mag.)
05120

VOGUE — Her Painted Pedigree (Two
GAUMONT— Reel Life No. 25 (Mutual

(Five

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1016.
.SPECIAL LAEMMLE— Lucille
the Waitress
(Comedy)...
L-KO — A Rural Romance
(Two parts — Comedy)
An Alligator Hunt
(Ditmar's Educational)
UNIVERSAL
ANIMATED
WEEKLY— No. 43 (Topical)..

L.\EMMLE — (No
release
this
L-KO — Terrors
of a Turkish
Comedy)

22,

23, 1016.

RED FEATHER — The Black Sheep of the Family
parts — Drama)
NESTOR — The Bar Plv (Comedy)
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL
FEATURE — Liberty
No.
Daughter of Mars" (Two parts — Drama)
TUESD-W,
OCTOBER
24, 1010.

WEDNESD.tV.

OCTOBER

(Two

2, 1910.

parts — Diama)..

STAR PRODUCTION — The Pearl
dise (Five parts — Drama)
(No. 149)
FRIDAY,

OlSSS
oissa

CUB — Nearly a Kero
"I'^'J"

01891

NOVEMBER

Curiosity

NOVEMIIER

1!>1«.

U.'il43

(Comedy)

SATURD.W,

ECL.\IR — The Eternal

3.

NOVEMBER

Challenge

05111-1:

of Para-

(Two

4. 1016.

parts — Dr.).
05141-15
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When

Your Banker Asks Questions

When your banker asks a lot of searching questions
about yourself and your business, he is only doing what you
ought to do before you extend credit to one of your customers.
Your banker "sells" money or credit, at a
profit, just as you sell goods.
And he is as eager to get new credit customers, as you are.

your receipts-on-account, and your items o£ cash
paid out.
Your Cash Register Summary Sheet enables
you to make a "bank statement" -that is proved
by printed unchangeable cash register records.

But he must know that his customers will pay
him on the date due, just as you should know,
in handling your credit customers.

It shows the banker that you know the exact
state of youv own business.

If your attitude and your answers show your

It assures him that you axe safeguarding
yourself against leaks and losses.

banker that you are "at sea" on important facts
in your business, you can't blame him for hesitating to extend the credit you ask.
By adopting the latest NCR System, you put
yourself in a strong position with your banker.
You are able to show him daily, weekly and
monthly records of your cash and credit sales.

It gives you a confidence that inspires his
confidence.
It wU help you to borrow the money that you
need for earning cash discounts, making advantageous cash purchases, and otherwise conducting
your business along modern, money-mat
ing lines.

You may not be able to do these things with your old Regis' , ^^
ter, but you can make your old National Cash Register / """c™*,,'
pay part of the cost of the New- And- Better System. /^'^^"ol'a'
Pleape eend me
w
'
y
r information
Write tor
on the
new N»rrf^r»r»
L. K System

/ "Mon«?y Making
/iness.
Hints" for my busName.

Use the Coupon
Name of Firm.

er Company /i,,!"'""
Regist
National Cash
Dayton,
OniO
^•amc of PutUoaaoa

aod date run
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Stories of the Films
General Film Company
ESSANAY.
BORROWED SUNSHINE (Two Parts— Oct.
24).— The cast: John Gk-narm (Richard C.
Travers I ; Helen Grant (Marguerite Clayton);
Goltiie, her little sister (Mary V. McAlisterj,
Helen Grant lives in a wretched tenement with
her little sister. Goldie. aged G, where ilie former
makes a meager living for both by coloring
cards. The chief delight of the baby is her
flower, on which the sun shines for a few fleeting
moments at
three o'clock
in the afternoon.
John
Glcnarm.
a young
draughtsman,
sees the girl
In
the window. WhiU? on their way to eat luncn
in the park the child is iiuarly run down by an
automobile, but is savea by Glenarm. A love
affair, sponsored by the child, develops. But
Glenarm's
small a for
Just as he salary
is about istotoo
request
smallmatrimony.
increase.
his
employer
announces
the tocity's
banker
will pay
a $5,000that
prize
the principal
architect
who will design a house to suit him. Glenarm
puts every ounce of ability into the contest, and
wins It. His Falary is trebled and Helen and
Goldie leave the tenement for their new bungalow, far less
pretentious
than the banker's palace,
but also
far more
homelike.
THE FABLE OF THE THROBBING GENIUS
OF A TANK TOWN WHO WAS ENCOURAGED
BY HER FOLKS WHO WERE PROMINENT
(Oct. 25). — Lila, daughter of the Egg and Poultry
King, scored a Knock-out in a War drama held
as a Charity Benefit. Friends advised her to go
in the Movies. Thereafter, when Lila moved from
one Room to another, the Portieres had to be
spread the entire length of the Pole, so as to make
Room for her Head. A Local Haberdasher, who
was plotting to surround her with a new Bungalow and a lot of Mission Furniture, went to call
as per Usual, and found her too busy to hold
Hands. Father saw he was booked, so he took
her to a Moving Picture School to have her
searched for Talent. It took many an Egg to
have her properly conservatoried. Lila took her
Diploma the rounds of the studios, and found that
Artist temperaments were more abundant than
Lamp Posts. She finally got on as the Maid who
enters with her back to the Camera in the early
part of Act Two. When Lila saw the First Run
and found her scene had been cut out, she caught
the first Train for the Home Town. The Next
Day she had a strip of Red Carpet spread for
the Haberdasher, and was learning to Cook on
a Fireless Heater.
MORAL — The True Friend to Home Talent is
one who goes to the Benefit and Hisses all the
evening.
IT NEVER COULD HAPPEN (Three Parts—
Oct. 28).— The cast : Robert Prandor (Richard C.
Travers) ; His Father (John Cossar) : Thrya
■^'yman
(Anna
; Wyman Benedict).
(Thomas
Commerford
) ; Mae
Elsie Walthall)
Forbes
(Frances
Incensed
Prandor's
his
father
tells at
him Robert
to leave
home andescapades,
return only
when he has earned $100. This will move the
elder man to make him a partner. The boy is
soon forced by necessity to take a place as waiter.
Here he catches the eye of Wyman. who hires him
as butler. Thrya. his daughttr, is the chilliest
thing Prandor ever met. When she decides to
marry him he gets frightened and tries to escape,
but tumbles down stairs and is severely injured. Prandor immediately falls in love with
Elsie Forbes, his nurse. Thrya is using her
supposed engagement to Prandor as a cloak to
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cover her real affection for another man. opposed
by her father. An entanglement of forged checks
worries Wyman. and his secretary arrests young
Prandor. Elsie Forbes is arrested also. While
Prandor is making the secretary confess to the
forgeries, his father, long a friend of Wyman,
enters and the situation is happily solved, the
final obstacle being removed when word comes
that Thrya has eloped with the other man.

KNICKERBOCKER
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AVORLD

STAR FEATURE

TREADING PEARLS (Three Parts — Oct. 20).
— Mrs. Carlton has two daughters, Alice, a modest
unassuming girl, and Ermer, a high-headed, selfwilled girl. On her death bed. Mrs. Carlton calls
Alice to her. "Vou are so backward. Alice," she
says; "I don't like to die and leave you alone;
your sister Ermer will be treading pearls, while
youJohn
are Blair,
everybody's
servant."
well-to-do
merchant, and his wife
have two sons who are direct opposltes in character. Ned is quiet, grave, while Ray is gay.
When Mrs. Carlton dies, the orphan sisters are
forced to look for work. Alice obtains a position
as servant in the home of Blair. Ermer becomes
aforsalesgirl
store.while
Ermer
scorns
Alice
working InasBlair's
a servant,
Alice
is full
of
anxiety because of the dangers Ermer is exposed to in her store position. Ray spots Ermer
in the store, and the young fellow starts a
flirtation.
When pay day comes, Alice has five dollars
saved, while Ermer has only a dollar left after
paying for room and board. Alice mails ber
five dollars to Ermer with a note saying that she
does not need the money, and telling Ermer to
buy clothes with it. Ray has persuaded Ermer
to lunch with him at a cafe. There Ray places
aandbeautiful
chain
pearls
abouttoErmer's
neck,
offers to
loanof her
money
buy clothes.
Ermer hesitates at first, but is finally persuaded
to accept both the pearls and the money. Ermer
is contemptuous when she receives Alice's letter.
She sends the money back with a note, "Keep
your chink ; I don't need it. I'm wearing pearls
already, while you are what mother said you'd
Alice is monition
disturbed
over inErmer's
letter.
precomes to her
which she
seesA their
dead mother placing a chain of pearls about
Ermers neck with the words, "The pearls of your
virtue my
guard
Thenanda
muddy
handchild,
comes
out them
of thejealously."
water, seizes
breaks the chain, and the pearls fall into the
water. A sneering, laughing face appears from
be."
the water.
It is Ray':^ face. Alice hurries to
Ermer's boarding house, tells of her premonition,
and pleads wilb Ermer to bi,- careful. Ermer
turns her out of the room An undeclared pure
love has sprung up between Alice and Ned.
Ray takes Ermer to his birthday party, given
at the house, where the two sisters face each
other. Ray takes Ermer lor a boat ride and a
stroll in the park, where he tries to accomplish
her ruin. Through breaking of her pearl chain.
Ermer realizes Alice's warning. She escapes
from Ray before it is too late.
Meanwhile Ned has declared his intention of
marrying Alice and has b.een turned out of the
house by Blair. Ned and Alice meet Ray, whose
hands and face are muddy from wading in the
water in an attempt to pursue Ermer. Alice,
fearful of her premonition, hurries to the lake
with Ned. There tbey find a safe and repentant
Ermer. who points to some loose pearls in the
bottom of the boat, saying, "You were right,
Alice, look, I am treading pearls." Ned, angry,
returns to the Blair home with the girls and
accuses Ray. The latter finally admits his guilt
and is led off in disgrace. Mrs. Blair extends
a welcome to Alice.
THE CHORUS GIRL AND THE KID (Three
Parts — Oct. 27). — Mary Jones, better known as
Flora De Vore, is a struggling, half-starved
chorus girl, in love with Billie Rogers, a chorus
man, who has consumption. Mivzie Stuwart,
another chorus girl, is loved by Billie. It is
Mary's $50 left her by her mother that sends
Billie out West for his health, but it is Mazie
he sends for and marries.
Mary's life is changed. She is embittered
and hard. Three years elapse. Mary is still
a chorus girl. She is called "Hard as Nails."
Mazie and Billie die, leaving their baby an
orphan. Mary hears of it and is elated. That
night as she is having supper in the apartment of Thad Jackstone, a man about town,
she hears a new-born baby in the apartment
above cry and instantly she thinks of Billie
and his child. She leaves the apartment and
runs into Dr. Fremstead. who is interested in
her.
On the impulse of the moment, she sends

for the chilJ, but when Nancy arrives, she rethe home.sembles her (Mary's) mother and Mary leaves
Later Nancy is taken ill and Dr. Framstead
is called in. Mary again having supper with
Jackstone, when she has a premonition that
things
as they
should sees
be at
home. are
She not
returns,
trcnziod,
Dr. -sancy's
Fremstead and instantly maternal instince is aroused.
She promises the doctor she will laKe care of
the child. A few months elapse and Mary and
the baby live in the country in the cottage
which her mother left. Dr. Fremstead comes to
see them and of course all ends happily.

VIM.
THE PRECIOUS PARCEL (Oct. 19).— The
cast: Plump (Babe Hardy); Runt (Billy
Ruge) ; Telegraph Operator (Edna Reynolds);
Runt's accomplice
(Florence McLoughlin).
News flies swiftly in small communities, and
although it is supposed to be an oflicial secret
that Edna, the telegraph operator at Lonesome
Gulch, has been notified of a valuable assignment of gold soon to arrive, it was but a matter of a few hours before the entire town knew
of it. It reached the ears of Runt and his accomplice, Florence, and they plan to gain possession of the gold. While Florence by her
wiles keeps Plump, Edna's sweetheart, engaged
in a flirtatious conversation. Runt and his man.
Friday, seize Edna and tie her on the trestle
over which the Overland Mail is due to pass in
a few minutes.
Then safe from interruption. Runt opens the
strong box and the three conspirators drive off
with the gold in their possession. Edna, by aid
of a broken telegraph wire, manages to send
out a call for help which Plump receives. Running to the trestle he releases her just as the
train thunders past. Mounting their horses.
Plump and Edna ride after the fleeing villains
and after overhauling them a fight ensues in
which Runt and his assistant receive a terrible
beating and are hurled into the river by Plump.
HERE AND THERE (Oct. 20).— The cast:
Pokes (Robert Burns); Jahbs (Walter Stull) ;
Flossie Footlights
(Ethel Burton).
Pokes, coming home late one night, is ordered
out of the house by his wife. Seeking refuge
in a side door pullman. Pokes falls asleep, little knowing that his train de luxe is bound for
Cyclone Gulch, miles away in the desert. Here
Jabbs. the local sheriff, realizing the need of
a loving female to mend his socks and sew a
few buttons on his shirts, advertises for a
wife. The "ad" catches the eye of Floosie Footlights. Flossie, knowing that the early bird
catches the worm, burns up the road in getting
out to Cyclone Gulch to land the lonesome
sheriff. Pokes has been hired by Jabbs as a
cowpuncher and when Flossie breezes into the
Gulch, Pokes immediately poses as the sDeriff
and makes a rapid play for the erstwhile
Broadway chicken.
Jabbs. learning of the deception, wrathfully
confronts the artful Pokes, but in the fight
that follows Pokes, by a trick, sends the- sheriff
on a "flying" trip to dreamland. After securing the sheriff's badge from the vanquished opponent. Pokes receives from Flossie all the
adulation due a conquering hero. Later, however, Jabbs, posing as a real old time bad
man, meets with Pokes just as the latter is
feasting on tbe plaudits of the townspeople
gathered Ir. the local dance hall. Caught at a
disadvantage and his wits refusing to come to
his assistance. Pokes seeks safety in putting as
much distance as possible between himself and
Jabbs. At the station Pokes comes face to face
with his irate spouse, who. having learned of
Pokes' whereabouts, has come in search of him.
When Mrs. Pokes learns from Jabbs of her husband's flirtation with Flossie she sets out to finish in her own manner the task Jabbs had
begun.
A MAID TO ORDER (Oct. 2fi).— The cast:
The lazy husband (Babe Hardy); his wife
("Kate Price) ; the man of the house (Raymond
McKee) : his wife (Florence McLoughlin).
When Raymond's frivolous young wife informs him that household duties were too hard
for her. they ask Kate, the cook, where a neat
maid can be secured. Kate, being the proud
possessor of the luxury of Plump as her husband, instantly sees a chance whereby she can
keep the job in her own household and also
force Plump to work for his daily bread. Informing the young couple that she knows a
jewel of a maid, she hurries home and dresses
Plump in some of her clothes. Both Raymond
and his wife, impressed with the appearance of
the newsible formaid,
her. try to make it as pleasant as posHowever,
Kate'sherjealousy
to the surface
when
she sees
loving comes
man petted
by the
young wife and Plump, to his disgust, is forced
to submit to the attentions of Raymond. Finally when the young wife discovers her husband
flirting with the maid, her anger arises sud;
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dt-nly and she ortlt-rs Plump out of tho house.
Raymond InUTctili's for Ihc iiinltl and matUTs
ri'sl until Kate jiKuIn catchrs the wifo pottlOK
Plump. In thp conruslon Rnymond loams that
iho supposod maid Is a man and Plump Is done
up to n fraxzle.
THK KHAMK-rp (Oct. 27t. -The cast: Pokes
(Aobcrt Hums) ; Jabbs (Walter Stulb ; Mr.
SpookiMii (Pnink Jlansoo) : Mrs. Spookcui
(Edna Reynolds): Miss Spook4>m (Ethel Burton).
When Pokes, the butler In the Spookem liome.
Kws JabbR, a young man about town. maklnK
lovi- to Ethel, the daughter of the household,
his Jealousy knows no bound!«. He plans revenge by putting the family silver in Jabbs'
pocket where Spooki-m Is bound to see It.
Spookem. enraged, orders Jamnis to leave the
house. Pokes' hnpplnesR at the succc!*s of his
little scheme Is ^hort lived, for soon he eoraes
face to face with Rugw. formerly a cellmate In
the penitentiary.
Ruge has been discharged by Spookoin. and
his come to the house to blow up Spookem and
his family. Throueh fear that Ruiie will botray him to his master. Pokes Is forced to carr>the bomb Into the house, but later hurls it back
at Ruge, who is blown Into the river. .7abbs
sends a box of candy to Ethel, but as It is
similarmostIn
shape
Ruge'sIn bomb.
is alfrantic
wUh tofear.
terrorPokes
he nutllles
the entire household, who look in deadly fright
at the queer-aetlng "bomb." The "bomb" seems
possessed of spirlt-s moving here an<l there
about the house, until .labbs returns and explains the mysterv to the riisc-oiiirort of Pokes.

VIM FEATURE

COMEDY.

GREEX
(Oct.Is 2.-.I.—
.Mr. Rarrett
Jealous of his EYES
wife, who
establishing
a lawis practice. A letter is received from a long-lost uncle
who proposes a visit in the near future. He Is an
old bachelor, grown rich from the gold fields,
Having endured many hardships, he Is looking
forward to rest and peac<' in Mr. narrett's
quiet little home. A .iust reward shall be theirs
for kind treatment. His arrival at an inopportune lime is attended with amusing, almost
tragtc. Incidents. Fortunately, however, all
ends well with a lesson for Mr. Barrett.
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tho chief s son. The next day tho girl found a
way to fool the boss, she made friends with one
of tho kind-hearted ranchmen and asked him to
to her
near outaido
tlJo ' ttbin
o^ were
'" ""^the'^''^*'
?"i
fastened
dogs
Thus '*'■while
bod. ;Sv
she could draw them In through the trap. All
that day the Indian tribe hud been In counsel,
and they .onrhided to attack the settlement.
Meanwhile, things had been prospering with
the young married couple and their baby. The
father had taken the Infant down into (own He
left It momentarily in charge of fond admirers
when suddenly there was the crv of 'Indians''
Ho was wounded before he could get back to tho
baby and sought ^helter on the outskirts of the
settlement. The mother was frantic with despair.
Meanwhile the Indians had completely devastated
tho center of the settlement. The despairing
settlers rushed for the ranch on the outskirts
of tho town where the ranch community boss
lived and where the girl and her puppies were
hiding. The Indians pursued them, slaying
women and children. Here the mother finally
came just as the rescued party sought shelter
inside the ranch hosss cabin. One of their number Insists on going to the garrison for aid. He
managed to elude the Indians. Another party
. of
from
villago sought aholter la the outhouses
tho the
ranch.
Then the Indians fell upon them. They crept
upon the outhouses and soon they were going up
in smoke. The .'^ettU rv who soucht shelter there
tried to roach the cabin, but either they were
.•*hot ilown or massacred, or surfocated In the
smoke. The man, who during all the struggle
had clutched the baby to his breast, fell in front
of the cabin. Looking out of the window, the
elder of- the orphans .saw the baby lying there
on the dead man's breast. She rescued the baby
and took It to her cabin. There she hid herself
with her young sister, the baby, and her two
puppies in a chest. Tho battle proceeded until
the Indians were about to break into the cabin.
Tho troops from the garrison arrived just in time
to drive the Indians away and rescue the small
hand of people left in the settlement. The young
husband ami father, who had tain wounded in
the out.'ikiri.-; of the settlement, came to consciousness and joined the People fn the cabin.
The young wife told of the loss of her baby, but
just then the chest at the corner of the room
opened and two children, two puppies, and a baby
looked out. The parents were overjoyed.

BIOGRAPH.

SELIG.

FRIENDS (Reissue— Oct. 2.1). — The cast: The
gin (Mary Pickford) ; D.indy Jack (Henry
Walthall): His old chum
(Lionel Rarrymoret.
At the mining-camp of Golden Creek, the little
orphan girl of the late proprietor of Golden Creek
Inn. 's the pet of all the miners. Her father
had long been their friend and adviser. She
becomes infatuated with Dandy Jack, who Is
considered by all as her sweetheart. Jack decides to leave the camp for other diggings, and
the little one is almost heartbroken. As he Is
leaving, he meets Bob. bis old chum, who has
Just arrived at the camp.
Their greeting shows clearly the value of
that little word "friends." Later on. Bob comes
to the Inn and falls in love with the little orphan,
who has realized by this time that her feeling
for Jack was infatuation rather than love.
Hence she and Rob are engaged to be married.
Shortly before the day set for tlie wedding. Jack
returns and is twitted by the boys about the
apparently fickle girl, whereupon he wagers that
he can win her back, not knowing, of course, who
the successful suitor is. The outcome Is a revelation to all.

SELIG-TRIBrXE
NO. 80 (Oct. ri).
St. Charles. Mo.— 'Five hundred thousand dollar
blaze destroys a portion of the St. Charles bridge,
the only highway structure across the Missouri
river.
Boston. Mass. — Officials of the nation, state and
city unite in celebrating the *JO)th anniversary of
Boston LiKht. the oldest lighthouse in America.
EI Paso, Tpxas.--The boys of the Pennsylvania
State Militia hold an athletic tournament at
Caipp
Stewart.
Newhall.
Cal. — Forest fires occurring in this
vicinity, destroy hundreds of oil tanks and thousands of acres of timber.
El Paso. Texas.— The Ohio Field Artillerv
brings to Ft. Bliss the first observation balloon
used during the army's long occupation of the
border.

THE RATTLE AT ELDERBVSH GTLCH (Two
Part5— Oct. 24) -The cast: The girl (Mae
Marsh) ; The young married couple (Lillian GIsh
and Rob.ri Harron ) : The ranch boss (Charles
H. Mailes*(William
; The girl's
uncle (Alfred Paget) ; The
Mexican
Carroll).
Two orphan children arc sent to tbeir uncle
In Kid- rhush Gulch. The elder girl Insists on carryini-' with her two small puppies, which create
consirl. Table annoyance on the coach. However,
the tirl receives the sympathy of a young marrii'd couple who are also going to Elderbush
Gulcti. Perhaps their newly arrived baby adds
to the bond of sympathy.
Arriving at Elderbush Gulch the two waifs
are met by the uncle and t^ken to the ranch.
Once in the cabin, the girl displays her pets,
but the community ranch boss detlares that no
doKs -ihall be allowed in his house. She Is compel ltd to Icavf them ouLsMe. She ko.-» out after
tb«-ni : but the puppies have eJ^^ aped from the
basket. She sees thejn in the distance running
through tho elderbush. They are also seen by
two Indians, the chief's son and his friend.
That day these two young Indian^ had met with
a disappointment.
It had been the day of the
dog f.ast of their trib • in which every Indian
was supposed
to «-at his till of ■'■^^t',, v ■,.,.i
riTTirnfd too late for the feast, h:: '
looking for a good fat dog.
The>
and captured them.
As the Ind
to kill them, th*- girl apiwarfd an I :..i' I ■ ! ■'!■ '■.
away.
She had been foMowi' 1 hv Ij. r ■!'!•:■■ who
saw the struggle
with the Ir.'Ii;inM; f.'klric
their act for ireacberj he shot i' ''-"
^^

San Francisco. Cal.— Four hundred and sixtyeight boys of the public schools take part in the
aquatic tames held at the Sutro baths here.
Mt Franklin. Texas. — All Pennsylvania troops
stationed along this section of the border take
part In a four day hike across the mountains.
:^KLIG-TRIBL'NE NO. 81 (Oct. 9).
.<an Francisco. Cal. — Society women of the
<:o|fIfn State form the first American Women's
Howling Club and play at "bowls" on the green,
much as the Scotchman plays at curling on the
ice.San Francisco. Cal.— After sailing 200.000 miles
over the seas of the world in an effort to find out
why the magnetic north pole doesn't "stay put*
in one place, the non-magnetic brtgantlne.
"Carnegie" arrives here with the mystery un•iolved. This ship, built entirely of wood and
t.r.is". with no Iron or steel to be affected by the
rii:iencric pole. Is the only non-magnetic vessel
• v-r built.
London. England.— The mutual admiration of
the Allied and German airmen for tho feats of
daring performed by both, is exemplified In these
view- of the rererential funeral services aci.T-l.ll^indon.
ihe German Zeppelin crew killed In a raid
nv.r
\. w York, .v. Y.— .Fohn Aitken wins tho Aator
f ij|i race of 2."iO miles, driving a Peugeot over the
cniirvp In 2 hours. 2.*! minutes. -I.Ol* seconds, breaking lb" world's record for speedway tracks.
Rrvti Mawr. Pa.— Society folks from Phlladel!iii;i hold their annual
Horse Show here with
ii-'Ki! i^Ucress.
V. nif
Alaska. — The
landing
here of John
-1 and tho crew of his rcScUe ship. "-Great
from the R, C. McCuIlork. after bis vessel
A r.-cked on Pinnacle Rock.
OCT OF THE SHAU':)WS (Two Parts— Oct.
— 1). — ^The cast : Frank Lord ( Robyn Adair) : Mr«
^■•""V I>ord (Eugenie Forde) : Paul Lo-*? ').-"

Pierson); Flora Ruel (Virginia
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; Roso
Morton ( Luella Maxaui); GeorguKirtley)
Re«sc (B J
Brady) Written by Will M. Ritchie. Directed
by Burton L. KIuk.
Mrs. Frank Lord secretly grieves bi-cauM^ her
husband, a wealthy broker, no longer stemB to
take an Interest in home life. Fr:ink Lord however, has a deep and abiding love for their only
son. Paul. Paul Is engaged to marry Rose Morion, but of late he has not ii|>pearcd at her home.
and she cannot understand this.
Mrs. Lord, be*onilng suspicious of her husband a actions, engages Georgu Reese, a detective
to watch Lord. Tho sleuth finds that Lord Is
seemingly Infatuated with Flora Ruel an adventuress, Tho detective summons .Mrs. Lord
to a cafe, one night, where he has reason to believe that her husband and the adventuress are
meeting. Paul Lord also goes to the same cafe
in the hope of nueilng Flora Ruel. with whom
he is infatuated.
Later, the husband and father proves convincingly that he has cultivated the adventuress
only to prove to his son, the fickleness of the
woman. Paul realizes that he has been mado
a victim
the adventuress'
wiles, and Is glad
to
return of
to Rose
Morton.
PARADISE FOR A DAY (On same reel as
foregoing).— Percy is an unwelcome suitor, and
father kicks him down the stairs when he calls
upon .Mabel Crab, his lady love. The maid has
a bright idea and tells Percy that he should return disguised as a tramp, while the maid will
tell Mabel's parents thai the tramp roseued Mabel
from under an automobile.
Percy's make-up is so realistic, that he is arrested for chicken st^aling. while the real tramp
is wined and dined by Mabel's father through
the maid's scheme. Finally the real tramp can
sUnd prosperity no longer, and then U is that
his released
identity from
is revealifd
Is
jail. and the unfortunate Percy
A CLOSE CALL (Oct. :;S)._The cast: Dick
Masterw (Tom Mix) ; Rose Br^n (Victoria
Forde); Jim Brown (Joe Ryan); Jones (Pat
Chrlsman) : Sam Giliison (Sid Jordan). Written
and produced by Tom Mix.
,Mm Brown and his daughter, Rose, arrive In
the town of Dry Lake to buy Jones' ranch. There
Rose sees Dick .Masters, the ranch foreman. Jones
refuses to accept a check In payment of the
ranch, and Dick is deputized to go to town and get
the check cashed. Sam Giliison, a crooked ranchman, overhears the conversation, and with pals
plans to rob Uivk on his return.
An hour later. Rose through held glasses, sees
the crooks ride over the hill. She suspects that
something is wrong, informs her father and
rides after them. Dick is roped and pulled
from his horse by the desi)eradoes, but the horse
runs ofl with the money which had been placed
under the saddle by Dick, Dick finally escapes,
finds his horse, and after a running fight, overcomes the outlaws. He delivers the money and
wins Rose'.'i love.

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
VICTOR.

THE FIVE THOrSA.VD DOLLAR DREAM—
(Special Release Oct. HSI,— This is the story of
a trarnp who suddenly finds that he has been
left a fortune of $r.,0<)0. He go«&.to sleep ana
dreams of the fun that he is golngNo have with
tho money. He gets Into all sorts of scrapis.
and in the end comes to think that the money
is not such a blessing after all. But then he
awakes and finds that it was all a dream, and
that he still has all the money. Then comes
the next and last surprise of the picture, A
mo-^scnger arrives to tell hUii that it was all a
mistake and that he really has no money at all.
Black gloom and manv tears.
A PLCMBER'S WATERLOO (Oct. 27).—
The cast: Michael J. Madden (Harry Depp) :
Peter Ryan ( Ernest Shields! : Hugo Schultz
• Andrew Arbucklei ; Elsie Schtili/. i Eileen
Sedgwick). Written and produci-d by R. M.
Donaldson.
Schultz, the plumber, sees a notice offering a
reward for the whereabouts of one Michael J.
Maddr-n. heir to an estate, and realizes that
the man Is In his employ. Sehultz at once communicates with the lawyers. He learns that the
luherltanre is $."0,000 and for revealing the
whereabouts
some reward. of the heir he will receive a bandSchultz offers to give Mike a contract for
five years at regular wages, arid when Pete Is
included In the deal Mlko agrees and signs
up. The contract states that "hon!-! -t»h» r
party
contractandhe will
'""'
The break
lawyer the arrive**
deliv. f- -' ■
tancj> to .Mike.
Schultz
now
■
•••>
workers
will quit and he will ;■
-i',
but they decide to remain and g-. '. iirJ thus
getting the money themselves. That nik-ht (ho
pals celebrate and show up at the shop tho
next morning fagged out. They make Iftuch a
mess of the work that their employer ts forcert
discharg*and thus forfeits the $."i.0()0,.
Ito. :if.
;. :il M- them
nwn i*Hmc
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THE BURCrUAR (Oct. 20).— The cast: Henry
(Harry Depp) ; His Wife (Yvette Mitchell) ;
H. Smith (Ernie Shields) ; His Wife (Marjorle
Ellison) ; Burglar (O. C. Jackson) ; Saleslady
(Miss Gunn).
When Harry and his bride start on their
honeymoon he decides, in order to avoid notoriety, that he will go under an assumed name.
and so registers as "H. Smith." Now it so
happens that a diamond merchant and his
wife are visiting the same city and stop at the
same hotel, and his name is H. Smith, and thus
the trouble starts, as their rooms are adjoining.
A burglar, bent upon plunder, ransacks the
groom's
and leaves
a sorry untrue
state.
That
lady,room
returning,
thinks itherin husband
to her. Meantime the burglar has ransacked
the diamond merchant's room and has scattered all the clothing about, and so she gets
the wrong impression, and when a rather flashily dressed buyer comes to Interview the merchant, she gets some reception from the wife.
There is a genpral skirmish, with the burglar
hiding in a closet. From here he finally
emerges, but manages to clear up the mystery.

NESTOR.
THE BARFLY (Oct. lia).— The cast: Mr.
Newlywed i Eddie Lyons); Mrs. Newlywed
(Priscilla Dean); Weary Willie (Lee Moran).
Scenario by V. Kirtley. Produced by L. W.
Chaudet.
Mr. and Mrs. Xewlywed receive an Invitation to a mask ball to be given at the Clarendon
Hotel, and a prize is to be given for the most
novel and unique costume. In order to surprise
each other they refuse to divulge what their
respective costumes will be until the night of
the ball. Mr.=;. Newlywed has her costumes al
ready picked and Mr. Newlywed is puzzled what
to wear. Upon going to the office that morning
he passes a "Weary Willie" and is Immediately
impressed with his make-up. He induces him
to go into a saloon with him and have a drink.
Newlywed's idea is to get a suggestion for his
make-up for the costume ball.
That night while the ball is in progress Mr.
and Mrs. Newlywed make up in their costumes
for the ball. The tramp also arrives, and while
Newlywed is away for a moment Mrs. Newlywed
mistakes the tramp for her husband, and. taking him to the ball, starts complications, which
cause the tramp's arrest. Newlywed is afterward arrested by the police and they all meet
in the police station. Explanations make every
one bapiy.

IMP.
THE ELUSIVE ENEMY (Special Release—
Oct. 0). — Written by Grace Cunard. Directed
by Francis Ford.
Kelly is a detective who is called in on a
strange murder case. The dead man has a piece
of leopard skin in his hand. Later at the club
he sees Shields, a desperate character. He follows the man and sees him meet the Leopard
Lady, an actress, and overhears an appointment
that they make.
Later he gets in the home of the actress and
accuses her of the murder. She says that
Shields is the guilty man. The next day Kelly
is caught by Shields's gang and taken to the
den of some ferocious lions that he keeps for
such occasions. But the actress is warned and
arrives in time to save the detective from his
horrible fate by shooting the lion just as the
tragedy is about to take place. Then she sails
away in an airship and leaves the detective
madly in love with her.
THE MISSING WIT.N'ESS (Special Release—
Oct. 16). — The cast: Young Worker f William
Shay); Sailor (Herbert Brennon) ; Girl (Jane
Femley).
Produced by Herbert Brennon.
Jolin is in love with Jane, and they both
work in a factory, the owner of which is in
love with Jane also. Later he tries to lower
the wages of the men and this gives rise to a
strike.
The manager is pursued by the men. and
takes refuge in Jane's house. She shelters him.
and then tells him to get out. He forges a note
to get her to meet him In the woods, and as
she is talking to him he is shot. The man who
shot him is her father, but the gun that he
used belonged to John, so he is accused.
John has been in the city with a sailor friend.
The boat on which he serves Is scheduled to sail
the day of the trial. Jane learns that the only
witness who can save John is on the boat, and
with the lawyer she chases the boat in a tug.
But the captain will not let the man leave, so
the latter Jumps off the boat and comes to save
his friend. His testimony saves John, so the
lovers are happy.
THE DECOY (Oct. 19).— The cast: Felese
and Raymond's
Mother Garwood)
(Lois Wilsonl
mond Everard (William
; Morat: Ray(Ed.
J. Brady)
; Raymond's
Father
(Wadsworth
Harris) : Ambassador
(Jack
Conly)
; Dr. Everard
(Frank MacQuarrle). Scenario by Bess Meredytb.
Produced by Billy Garwood.
Fele=e has set her heart upon ensnaring Raymond Everard, who Is connected with govern-
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mental affairs, (or she Is bent upon his down*
fall. In her employ Is Morat. and a band of his
men, who are watching his every movement,
and together they plan that she will Invite him
to her home and when he stands In front of a
certain window Morat will shoot him from the
outside.
Raymond is really in love with Felese. and
when he tells his mother all about the beautiful
girl whom he intends to marry *the mother
is more than pleased. Raymond gets a commission to leave for Europe upon some official
her.
duty and phones Felese that he wants to see
She thinks that he has no Intention of marrying her, and sjo is greatly surprised, Raymond says, that he really loves her and intendf'
to marry her. But Morat Is waiting for tne
signal. Knowing that only one person can
leave the house, she bids him to dress In some
of her clothing and sends him with a note to
the Ambassador for help. She stands at the
window and is shot by Morat and later found
by Raymond and the officers.
THROUGH SOLID WALLS (Two Parts— Oct.
27). — The cast: James Wheelock (Marc Fenton) ; Elsie (Peggy Custer) ; Parsons (Tom JeCferson) ; Dick (Jay Belasco) ; Therese (Irene
Hunt) ; Cummings (Lou Short). Scenario by
E. J. Clausen.
Produced by Walter Morton.
James wheelock, eccentric but wealthy, has
in his household his niece, Elsie, and the butler.
Parsons, who has been in his employ a long
time. Dick, an electrical genius, is in love with
Elsie. Dick has a wonderful Invention — a machine that will permit the operator to see
through opaque substances. Wheelock, upon seeing the Invention, at first Is not very enthusiastic over It, but on looking through the lens at
the house across the way he seems to see something that interests him.
The next day Therese is found on their door?=tep in a sorry plight— hungry, ragged and 111.
Wheelock takes her in. and ere long she apparently has the run of the household and eventually succeeds In having Parsons discharged.
Elsie dislikes the woman extremely, especially
when she finds her making love to Dick. A new
butler, mingsa by friend
name. of Therese's. is engaged — CumThen, one day, a beautiful diamond belonging to Wheelock Is missing. Elsie accuse^
Therese. and the latter discovered some one in
the yard. Cummings brings him Into the house,
it Is discovered to be Dick. Elsie will not believe that her lover Is the thief, and Dick Is
astounded when Wheelock tells him to go home
and go to bed — he thinks the old man crazy.
The next morning Cummines says he Is III
and Wheelock sends for the ambulance. As the
man Is being taken from the house Therese
gives him a small box. supposedly his medicine,
but In reality the diamond. Then comes a surprise. The man being carried out Is Parsons,
The ambulance attendants and policeman and
Therese and her partner in crime are arrested.
To Elsie Wheelock presents the diamond and
discloses
looked through
Dick's
invention that
that when
he sawhe Therese
and Cummings
plotting In the house across the way ; that he
retained Parsons, unknown to the others, and
let Therese
Cummings "hang themselves"
with
their ownandrope.

REX.
THE GOLD BAND (Oct. 20).— The cast:
John Masters (Raymond Mackl ; Edgar Reeve
(Hal Cooley) ; Helen (Helen Leslie) ; Inga
'Cleone Loring). Written by Harvey Gates.
Produced by Charles E. Bartlett.
Edgar Reeve is earning a meagre salary as a
draftsman, but he has wonderful prospects. His
wife. Helen, who had been a ^stenographer prevlou'5 to marriage, overrules Edgar's objections
and seeks employment, telling her employer that
>hpShe
is asecures
"Mi-'js." a position with John Masters.
who soon is In love with her. not thinking that
she is already married. She accepts his flowers
and attentions, but does not think them serious
Then comes the time when Edgar is also employed by Masters, but in no way is the relation
between his two employees disclosed to him.
One day just as Masters is declaring his love
and on the point of giving her a beautiful diamond Edgard enters and berates Masters. Then
Helen makes her confession and Masters, being
the right sort, raises Reeve's wagf-s and tells
him to buy his wife a wedding Ting.

THE MOVING FINGER (Oct. 29) .—The
cast: Charles Meredith. M. D- (Lee Hill) :
Capt. Guy Bracebury (Paul Byron) ; David
Graham (E. P. Evers) : Amy Grant (Maude
George). Written by Constance Crawley and
Arthur Maude. Produced bv Donald MacDonald.
So engrossed has David Graham become In
his work that he seems to have no time for his
wife. Amy, and she has been amusing herself
with Capt. Guy Bracebury. Things go on after
this fashion for some time, until Dr. Meredith,
the Graham's family physician, hears of all this.
It is Amy's birthday and she promises Brace-
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bury that if her husband forgets the day she
will elope with him.
The
morning'
of her
leavesto
word with
the maid
thatbirthday
he will Graham
not be able
return until after midnight. Amy determines
to keep her word to Bracebury. She asks Dr.
Meredith for an appointment that evening before
the train leaves, as she wishes to see him once
more before she leaves. Bracebury also makes
an appointment to see the doctor before leaving.
Amy comes, very nervous, but will not listen
to the advice of the kind doctor. Before Bracebury arrives the doctor turns the hands of the
clock back and detains him so long that he
misses the train. The doctor also has succeeded in getting in touch with Graham, and
the latter goes to the train with the present
for his wife, for he really has not forgotten
about the birthday.
Of course, it ends happily.

LAEMMLE.
STOLEN HONORS (Special Release — Oct. 9).
— Mary is a sentimental girl who is in love with
music. She is an accomplished performer herself, and this creates a bond of sympathy between her and all musicians. She meets a young
musician and at once there is a mutual interest.
The young man is a composer of some little
renown and has compositions sent him all the
time for his approval. One day he receives a
manuscript from an unknown composer that he
at once recognizes as a masterpiece. Over and
over be plays the piece and never tires of it.
He takes It to an Impressarlo, and he is enthusiastic over it. assuming, of course, that the
young man is the author. He asks if he can
play it at a concert and the latter assents, falling into the temptation to let the other think
that he is the author.
But Mary has found out that the real author
Is an old, blind violinist, and on the night of
the concert she brings him to the performance.
When the calls for author come, he goes out
and the young man knows that Mary has found
out his deception and realizes that he has lost
her love forever.
A CASE OF BEANS (Special Release— Oct.
V'i. — The cast; Mrs. Newlywed (Fritzle Brunette) ; Mr. Newlywed (Jack Prescott) : The
Grocer (Jack Bramall) ; The Maid (Jane Bernoudy) ; The Ice Man (Tom Walsh). Written
by L. V. Jefferson.
Produced by Robert Daly.
Mr. and Mrs. Newlywed are almost happy.
They would be really happy if the wife had
not neglected her husband for the sake of her
friends. Hubby gets angry and rebels at hJs
diet
beans. He fills the bean can with rocks
lor aofjoke.
Wife's friends give her their jewels to put
in the vault for them, and she hides them In
the bean can until she has time to go to the
vault. The servants find the jewels and think
that the couple are crooks. They set the police
on their trail and then th* fun begins. The
bride sets out for the vault with the can of
In the end, the husband is forced to eat the
gravel so that that part of the joke does not
gravel.
turn out quite as expected. But the mystery
l'^ at last cleared, and the couple are made hai>py by the experience.

POWERS.

WINSOR McCAY AND HIS JERSEY SKEETERS ( Cartoon Comedy— Oct. 26 ) . — Windsoi
McKay is in his summer home In Jersey with
his daughter and they are pestered to death by
mosquitoes. It is by accident that the artist
happens to meet a professor, who says that
he is studying the language of the mosquitoes
and knows all about them. He suggests that
the artist make a series of drawings to illustrate just how the Insect does its deadly work.
So McKay sets to work and several months
later the two of them go to a moving picture
studio to see the finished work on the screen.
The picture that McKay has drawn shows the
adventures of a lonely mosquito getting Its dinner on the neck of a fat member of the species
human. But the greedy animal overdoes the
good thing and is blown to pieces by the explosion that results from the overtaxation of
its capacity.

A CROOKED MIX-UP (Oct. 28).— The cast:
John (Milburn Moranti)
: Liza (Gale Henry) ;
JOKER.
Frank (Charles Conklln) : Lefty (William
Franey) : Katie (Lillian Peacock). Scenario by
Charles J. Wilson, Jr. Produced by W. W.
Beaudine.
Liza is characteristically careless, so her husband plans to scare some sense into her. He
phones an actor friend to make up like a notorious crook and rob the house. The friend agrees
and sets out in his disguise. In the meantime.
Lefty and his pal, Katie, attempt to really rob
the house, and Liza, who has overheard her
husband's plan, gives him a very nice reception. She fixes a fine lunch and Insists upon
giving the thief all her Jewelry.
When the actor arrives he meets the other
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real criminal and a fight ensues. The actor is
knocked out. Then the master of the household
comes home and Frank beats him up as he
thinks the reception that he has received is the
fault of John. Then there is a general mixup. and for half an hour there is no telling
who is a crook and who is not. But at last
the real crooks, in an attempt to get away, are
caught by the poiire and the mystery is cleared
up.

L-KO.
A RURAL ROMANCE (Two Parts— Oct. 25).—
The cast: Lucile. the girl (Lucille Huttonx) :
The Rube (Bill Bevan ) ; Dick (Dick Smith);
The Landlord (J. Russell Powell).
Farmer McXutt was satisfied that his daughter
marry Dick, the farmhand, unti\ the villain appeared on the scene. The villain was in the
guise of the landlord, who threatened to foreclose the mortgage on Pa's farm unless his
daughter. Lucille, would marry his son. Lucille at first would not hear of the proposition,
but really the boy had captivating ways and
she finally consented to take a little walk with
him. After walking a short distance they decided to rest a while on a water trough.
Dick managed, by clever manipulation with a
rope, to overturn the trough on which they sat
and soon both were up to their necks in. water.
This did not satisfy Dick, though. Lucille and
the Rube, having a nice quiet chat, were unaware of Dick's plans. Above in the hayloft
was he, K-tling down tbe hayfork and very
shortly the Rube found himself in the air. He
sight. down
disappeared
Some time entirely
later a from
bale Lucille's
of hay walked
the road and landed into a feeding trough. A
horse, feeding, ate the Rube out and he reported
the rough treatment given him to his dad.
Farmer McXutt was furious, but his fury was
further aroused when he looked for Lucille and
was just in time to see her running away with
Dick in his flivver. The fli\'ver did its duty
until it got to a cliff, and. after dodging it
again and again, over it finally went with Lucille and Dick. The carriage followed shortly
and we once more are taught the lesson that
villainy never escapes punishment.

BIG U.
A PAIR OF SHADOWS ( Special Release —
Oct. 9). — The cast: Fritzi (Friizi Brunette);
Ed. her husband (Arthur Trazeris) ; Nan, girl
detective ( Jane Bernoudy ) : Burns, detective
(Thomas Walsh). Scenario by F. McGrew Willis. Produced by Robert Daly.
Fritzi is jealous of her husband, and he is
no less jealous of her. When each finds a portion of a letter in the other's possession, each
becomes so suspicious that each one decides to
employ detectives to ferret out the mystery.
Ed hires a young girl detective, and Fritzi employ? a nice looking young man to "get the
goods"
on Ed. take each other for soul mates
The sleuths
of tbe couple. Nan. the girl detective, arrives
at the home to find Fritzi in the company of
Burns, whom Fritzi ,has employed, and rushes
back to report to Ed that there is a man in
the house. As she enters the cafe where Ed
told her to report Burns happens to see them
together.
He rushes back to inform Fritzi, and in a
taxi tbey make a record dash for the cafe to
catch Ed and the other woman. But in tbe
meantime Ed and Nan, in another taxi, are
hurrying towards home and the machines pass
each other. When Ed gets home the maid tells
him that the "missus" just left with a man.
This is the last straw and he decides to hurry
to Reno for a divorce. He packs and leaves.
Burns sees him and follows him on board tbe
train. A moment later Fritzi appears. Reno
bound, followed by Nan. All take the same
train, and more complications ensue, until at
last the mystery is solved.
TIGERS OF THE PLAINS (Special Release —
Two Parts — Oct. 16). — Lieutenant Hanford is
in love with Betty Edwards, the colonel's
daughter, out in India, the Colonel has higher
ambitions for his daughter, and forbids the
match. Later Betty marries a major and Hanford moves to another post to forget his grief.
Some years later. Betty's husband comes out
to, tbe post where Hanford now is to take command. Tbey have a little son. and Hanford
takes an interest in the boy. They go on many
trips together, as the little fellow is an accomplished horseman.
One day tbe two pals leave on a trip in the
jungle. At this time a band of mountain
raiders are on the warpath and come down
to raid tbe post. Hanford saves tbe chief
of the band, and so gains bis good will
Later the lieutenant gets lost in the jungle
with the boy, and after many narrow escapes, they are found. , In tbe meantime, tbe
raiders have been driven back in a big battle.
In the end, Hanford
dies as a result of his
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many
wounds,
and Betty's son is restored
to
her.
SOCIETY HYPOCRITES (Special — Three
Parts^Oct. :i4).— The cast: Lone Eagle (Ben
THE NARROW CREED (Two Parts— Oct.
Wilson) ; Henry Payne (Charley Perley I ; Kitty
JO). — The cast: Dr. Hendricks ( Murdock Mac(Helen Leslie); Kirk Butler (Joseph Girard) ;
Quarrie) : Deacon Wilde (W. L. Rodgers) ; Wilbur Wilde (Arthur Moon) ; Mrs. Hendricks
Baron (F. MacQuarrie) ; Mabel Storey (MIna
(Mrs. Jay Hunt i ; Ruth (Edythe Sterling).
Cunard ; Storey (Edward Cecil); Lucy WalWritten by Ben Colm.
Produced by Jay Hunt.
dron (Neva Gerber) ; Waldron (William
Ruth is put off tbe train at a small country
Welsh). Written by Willis and Woods. Produced by Ben Wilson.
town and is befrii-nded by old Dr. Hendricks.
The next morning tbe girl gives birth to a child
Mabel Storey's father has promised her in
and the whole village is scandalized. The deamarriage to Kirk Butler, a clever lawyer, upon
con in particular is astounded that tbe doctor
the consummation of certain sale of ammunishould ever think of harboring a person who
tion to a foreign government. When the father
must be evil and calls to see what can be done.
has obtained his end of the bargain he only
The doctor refuses to turn out the girl and the
laughs at Butler when he would secure his
deacon leaves in a huff.
prize. Storey has been clever enough to have
Later the deacon gets some of the old ladles
in the town together and they protest to the
Butler's signature affixed to the documents, so
that be holds the whip hand and Butler is
doctor, threatenling to ostracize him if he does
not turn the girl out. Still be is adamant.
Then tbe deacons son. Wilbur, comes home.
powerless.
Mabel is affianced to Henry Payne, a society
In the meanwhile the old doctor has learned
idler, who is ever on tbe lookout for the unusual. So it is that for tbe announcement
from the delirous ravings of the girl that Wilbur is the father of the child. But the girl will
party he persuades the old professor, .an anthropologist, to allow him to take Lone Eagle, an
notAt telllastherWilbur
betrayer's
name. it no longer and
can staad
Indian. Lone Eagle is the last of his race,
decides to go to tbe city to find the girl whom
and the professor and his daughter. Lucy, are
he has wronged and marry her. Just as he is
to "civilize" him. Lucy, out West,
leaving the old doctor takes him home and 4 endeavoring
had pleaded with Lone Eagle to save her fathleads him to the room where the girl is with
er's life after he had killed two other men, and
her child. Then follows a happy reunion. Tbe
the Indian is in love with her. At her suggesdeacon is summoned, and be turns against his
tion hefirst
accepts
and dons,
son. He threatens to disinherit blm if he has
for tbe
time, Payne's
a dress invitation
suit. He attends
the
anything more to do with Ruth. The son turns
party, where he is made the laughing stock of
on his father and denounces him. When the
tbe guests. Lone Eagle realizes that something
son has finished his denunciation the old deais wrong and returns home.
con is subdued, as Wilbur is all he has in life
and he cannot bear to lose him. The sight of
The professor, angered at his rudeness to the
bis grandchild wins him over and the picture
host, insists that he return and apologize. The
ends with the happy family united.
Indian refuses. In the meantime, he learns
many of the ways of the "civilized" people. By
A PRICE ON HIS HEAD (Oct. 2T).— The
chance
he daughter
prevents the
elopement
of bis baron,
host's
cast: Jack Clarke (Kingsley Benedict t ; Anna
youngest
with
a designing
Phillips (Gretchen Lederer) : Jim Bottsford (E.
secures the signed papers which Butler has
P. Evers) ; Joe Phillips (Tom Webber). Scenahired
two men learns
to steal
fromoperations
Storey's safe,
and
inadvertently
of the
of Butler
ing. rio by Bess Meredyth. Produced by Ben Hornand Storey. He then decides that he has had
One day Anna Phillips is startled by the sudenough of "civilization" and asks Lucy to
den appearance of a chap who tells her that he
share his life and fortune, but she firmly tells
is Jack Clarke. Anna recognizes him as the
him that it is not good for the races to mix.
and so he returns to the tribe alone — the last
son
of
a
man
who
had
saved
her
father's
life
years before, and so she is very kind to Jack
of his race.
for this reason. Jack tells her how he had
been playing cards in a Western saloon, when a
fight started, and in self-defense be had shot
one of the cowboys. Anna tells blm to go to
sleep in the cabin and not to worry.
LIBERTY (Episode No. 10 — "Human Targets"—Two Parts— Oct. 16). — The cast: Liberty
Soon and
after.
Jim toBottsford
appears
Anna's
cabin,
tries
bully Anna
into at
admitting
(Marie Walcamp) ; Bob Rutledge (Jack Holt) ;
that she has seen Jack. Jim decides that he
Lopez (G. Raymond Nye) ; Pedro (Eddie Polo) :
had best not go too far, so he nonchalantly
Theresa (Maude Emory) ; Col. Winston (Neal
makes himself at home, and Aona, inwardly
Hart) : Emanuel Leon (Bertram Grassby) ;
fearful, plays the game in the same way.
Jose Leon ( L. M. Wells) . Written and proAs Jim is sitting there, he suddenly hears a
duced by Jacques Jaccard,
loud snore,
investigating.
Pedro, having held the band of Mexicans
Anna
returns.andJim^^starts
bas Jack
handcuffedWhen
and
sent out by Lopez at bay for sufficient time, he
ready to return to town. She gives him signs.
so that when she hands him a cigarette she
thinks, to enable Liberty to make good her
escape, beats a hasty retreat, upon which the
gives him the opportunity of taking her gun.
Mexicans endeavor to scale the cliff in pursuit.
When Jim looks up, he is looking into the
barrel of a gun. It then appears that the man
To Pedro's surprise, he finds Liberty lying
unconscious upon the trail where she bas
has not died, so Jack is not guilty. The sheriff
wanted to arrest him before his innocence was
been thrown by her horse. Both are without
horses, and Pedro picks up the girl and presses
discovered to get the reward.
onward to a Mexican hut. The major receives
Instructions, ordering him to advance upon
BISON.
Chihuahua. He orders Marshall, the aeroplane
THE BETTER MAN (Two Parts— Oct. 28).~
scout,
to fly in that direction. This informaThe cast: Joe Cullison (Jack Holt); Grace
tion is overheard by Theresa and carried to
(Lucille Younge) ; Jerry Henley (Jack Nelson) ;
Alvira, then both mount and ride away.
Graves (.A.lbert MacQuarrie). Written by Ben
Cohn.
Produced by Jay Hunt.
Lopez and his men still surround the hut
Big Jim Cullison, boss of the Henley logging
where Rutledge and his companions, the rangcamp, engages as typist a girl by the name of
ers, are. Lopez, flag of truce in hand, offers
Grace Ivers. Jim soon sees in the girl more
to release them If their frends will surrender
than a business assistant. Some time later
and pay five hundred dollars ea'h to him. Their
Jerry Henlev. the owner of tbe camp, arrives
answer is a renewal of the fusillade. The fight
on a tour of inspection, accompanied by his
continues, for Rutledge is convinced that Libsecretary. Graves. The latter is an old confierty is now beyond the reach of the bandits.
dence man, who had once wronged (Trace, and
The
commander of the detachment of Mexicans
he threatens to expose her if she givts his game
sent in pursuit of Liberty reaches the hut in
away. Jim overhears this conversation and
whi'-h she and Pedro are concealed. Pedro
ships Graves out of the camp.
places her in the cellar and takes up bis posiGraves, however, gets off the train and goes
tion master
behind "theofouter
door, that
having
cautioned
back to the camp. In tbe middle r»f the night
the old
the house
if he
admits
he tries to break into Grace's cabin and is only
having seen them, he will shoot. The Mexican
stopped by the arrival of Jim. They fight for
commandant
is
angered
at
tbe
old
man's
the girl and Jim is victorious. Jim tells
lated ignorance and shoots him down insimucold
Graves that he will have to get nut for good
blood.
and forces him to write a note to hi? employer,
The commandant and his men then set fire
saying that be has been called out of town on
business. Then Jim leaves the way clear for
to the cabin. Pedro makes his way to the cellar. Feeling sure that the place is desei^ed, the
a romance between Henley and Grac*= as Henbandits leave. Pedro breaks down the door,
ley bad previouslv told him that he intended to
and with Libertv emerges in time to signal
pronose
to the girl.
At last the date that had been s« t for HenMarshall's aeroplane, and he lands and takes
them with him. But before they are gone far,
ley's departure comes and be leav<>? without
the girl. This is a puzzle to the big. honest
the aeroplane is sighted by the Mexicans, and
woodsman. At last be musters up courage
a machine-gun fire is opened upon them, forcenough to ask, and is told what has happened.
ing them to land. Meanwhile, the, courif-rs of
Henlev asked and has been refused. Grace
Lopi'Z are 'bounding the alarm which will consaid that she found that she really loved the
centrate all tbe bandit bands at the pass of
boss of the camp, and so could not marry
Diablo, where he hopes to successfully ambush
Henley.
In the end, the lovers are united.
the Americans proceeding toward Chihuahua.
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See the Point?
The Paper which is Read and
Filed will be Read Again

Mr. Advertiser, do you believe tliat your ";ul" pays best where it is read most
frequently and diligently?
If you do the MOVING
It
part
field
files

PICTURE

WORLD

is the place for your "ad."

gives you a special and exclusive advantage, because your "ad" becomes
of the greatest and most widely consulted Book of Reference in the whole
of moving pictures. Readers of the M. P. W. file their copies; many have
as complete almost as our own.

Why?
Because the M. P. W. invites, yes, almost compels, the reader to keep it close at
hand and to preserve copy after copy. You know that the exhibitor must keep
track of things of the past no less than of the present. There is a constantly
recurring need of consultation. What the
eral public, the M. P. W. is to the man who
pictures. Through years of experience the
adjusted to meet the practical needs of the
WEEK AND IN ALL CONCEIVABLE

Encyclopedia Britannica is to the genmakes a business of showing moving
M. P. W. is most minutely geared and
exhibitor EVERY DAY IN THE
DEPARTMENTS such as reviews,

projection, advertising, special service features, etc. The exhibitor looks upon
the M. P. W. as THE AUTHENTIC VOICE of the industry. Therefore you
find the files of the M. P. W. bound or unbound in nine out of ten managerial offices. "Let me look at my 'World,' " is almost a motto with the exhibitor —
yes, a motto and an article of faith. He looks at his files of "Worlds" FREQUENTLY AND DILIGENTLYand eviry time he does so he is likely to see
your "ad."

Your "ad" BECOMES

A HOUSEHOLD

WORD

to your patron.

To keep yourself warm in the heart and fresh in the memory of your clientele,
there is no place like the advertising columns of the M. P. W. It has been said
of our files that they are the best source for a concise and complete history of
the moving picture in America, and that very much includes THE
TISING PAGES.
WHAT
ACCESS

ADVER-

OTHER PAPER GIVES YOU SUCH READY AND LASTING
TO THE MAN WHO BUYS WHAT YOU ADVERTISE?
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fJ,^^ BLACK SHEEP OF THE FAMILY
(Five
Parts— Oct. 23).— The cast:
Saunders (Francelia Billington); KennethEsther
Garment (Jack Holt); Elwood Collins (Gllmoro
Hammona) ; Bert Saunders (Paul Byron) ;
Bertha Carmont (Mina Jeffreys); Madison
Carmont (Norton Hammond) ; Mrs. Carmont (Mrs
Jay Hunt) ; Simon Hathaway (Hector V.
Same). Written by Frank Wilterwood. Produced by Jay Hunt.
Bert Saunders and Penneth Carmont are
roommates at college. Bert Is in love with
Kenneths sister. Bertha, and Kenneth is in
leve with Esther Saunders. Bert, whose family
is not by a big margin as wealthy as the Garments, tries to keep up with the wealthy fellows, and gets into debt, in order to pay a
gambling debt he appropriates the funds of
which he has control as treasurer of the fraternity. The aeflciency In the funds is discovered and a detective is called in to catch
the theif.
The man whom they get is Elwood Collins,
a detective who is in love with Esther. Esther
is told that she must do all in her power to
help her brother. Kenneth does all he can to
raise the money, but does not succeed. The
only way is to "fix" CoUIds. The detective says
that the only price that appeals to him is the
hand of E^sther. At last she gives in to the
pleadings of her brother and agrees to marry
the man to save her brother. Elwood himself
pays the riioney and no questions are asked.
A few years after the two graduate from
college they drift apart. Kenneth has taken
some money which his father has given him,
and is succeeding in business. Bert is wasting
his life hanging around cheap dives and gambling bouses. Esther has proved to be a conscientious wife and is living happily with Elwood.
At last Bert really enters upon a career of
crime and is sentenced to a term of imprisonment in jail. But on the way to the penitentiary he escapes and goes to a farmhouse to
hide. He sends word to Kenneth to help him
for old time's sake, and asks him to come with
Esther to see him. He decides to go and Esther
agrees, as her husband is to be out that night
on a case.
But that day Kenneth learns that one of
his largest creditors has failed, and he is Insolvent unless he can raise money at once. His
father, In a stormy scene, refuses to help him,
and the poor fellow is ruined. Then Kenneth
calls for Esther and takes her to see her
brother. On the way back they are detained,
and it is daybreak before they reach home.
The next morning old Carmont is found dead
on the floor of his study, and the cIocIe is set at
1 ;0i3. Eiwood is called id to unravel the mystery.
Things look very black for Kenneth, as the
servants testify to the quarrel between him and
bis father, and the safe has been robbed of all
its contents. He cannot account for his whereabouts at the time of the murder without compromising Esther and giving away Bert.
Esther cannot tell her husband where she and
Kenneth were on the fatal night, as it would
mean her ruin. She is torn between her own
happiness and that of Kenneth. At last the day
of the trial arrives and she can stand the strain
no longer. She rushes to the courtroom in time
to hear the verdict of guilty. Then she confesses
that she was with Kenneth on the fatal night,
and he is acquitted. The case falls away against
him when the real murderer confesses. So Kenneth is set free, and when Elwood leams that
the two were to see Bert be forgives his wife,
and they live happily ever afterward.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY NO. -U (Oct. 11).
Women Don Trousers. — Armed with axes. Fair
Sex saw and split wood for Club House — Seattle.
Washington.
Subtitle : A good way to reduce.
Saving the Babies. — Health officers raid and
demolish inside the city limits, pig pens. Infantile Paralysis' Menance — Philadelphia. Pa.
Subtitle: Mourning loss of her pets.
Studying Hard. — Freshman beat Sophomores in
Hog Tieing rush. Occidental College, Los An
geles, Cal.
Wreck Kills 2. Hurts 60.— Trolley crash on
bridge sends structure crashing to ruin — Cleveland, Ohio.
Movies to the Rescue. — .\llowed to picture Army
football game from which public is barred by
quarantine — West Point, X, Y.
Lifting t"p a City. — Put props under whole
town to raise grade of streets — Astoria, Ore.
Under Sea Jitney. — One-man submarine, 25
feet long, may revolutionize naval warfare — Los
Angeles. Cal.
Royalty Sees Soldiers' Sports. — England's King
and Queen attend life guards' field day — Sunnlngdale England. Subtitles. Over the Jumps. "Bolster duel." Tug-of-war.
Welcome Royal Guest. — Thousands cheer Duke
of
Connaught
on last visit as Canada's ruler —
Montreal. Canada.
Champion Ball Players. — Pennant winners In
two leagues meet in battle for world's title.
Subtitles : Brooklyn's
team.
National
League
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champion, Manager Robinson. "Robby" and
Pitcher Marquard. Brooklyn's stone-wall inflelders: Daubert, Cutshaw, Olson. Mowrey ; the
outfielders : Stengel. Johnston, Myers, Wheat ;
the catchers, Miller, Meyers : the pitchers.
PfefEer, Rucker. Cheney, Coombs ; Boston Americans, 1915 world champions. Manager Carrigan,
warming-up.
pitchers : Shore. Mays, Ruth.
Film Magnates See President. — A delegation
of the National Association of the Moving Picture Industry, representing every branch ef the
film business, call on President Wilson regarding censorship of motion pictures. — Shadow
Lawn. N. J. Sub titles ; Arriving from station
in jitneys, this committee represents the fifth
industry of the world, more than 5000,000,000 is
invested in it, twenty millions of people visit
the film theatres in the United States every
day, the President expressed himself as very
much interested in everything pertaining to the
film, everybody happy, the same committee see
Hughes.
Cartoons by Hy Mayer.

Mutual Film Corporation
MUTUAL.
_THE LAW OF NATURE (Two parts— Oct.
lO — The cast: Ernest Morton (Edwin August) ;
Helen Morton
(Iva Shepard).
Ernest Morton, a young man of wealth and
position, finds after marriage that his wife does
not wish any children. Learning that the great
wish of his life is to be unfulfilled and discovering his wife one day in another man's arms,
Morton divorces Helen. Time passes, and he
marries a girl with the instincts of motherhood
strong within her, and a child Is born to him.
Helen, on the other hand, finds that the man
for whom she gave up her husband is a drunken
degenerate, and her life becomes sadder when
a child Is born to her. She Is deserted by her
husband, and learns shortly afterward from
the doctor that she is about to die. With superhuman strength she takes the baby to the home
of her first husband and leaves It, with a note
asking that he keep It, and returns to die unknown and alone, while the happy wife of the
man who had loved her first, takes the motherless babe to her breast.
THE FOLLY OF FEAR (Two Parts— Oct.
2-i). — The cast: La Rue (Elwin August) ; Grace
Ellis (Ive Shepard) ; Ethel Rutledge (Ruth
Blair); Gerard Weir
(William
Bailey).
La Rue. an author, is in love with Grace
ETllis, who refuses to marry him. Ethel Rutledge, La Rue's secretary, has an unfortunate
affair with Gerard Weir, but discovers in time
that he Is an adventurer. La Rue marries
Ethel and they are happy until Weir again
crosses the woman's path and shows her a
mysterious document which causes her to keep
him in her home, masquerading as her cousin.
Later La Rue discovers the deception and
asks an explanation of Ethel, but, through
fear of Weir, she will not explain. Through an
odd chain of circumstances Grace Ellis doscovers what the document is that Weir is holding over Ethel's head and tells La Rue of it.
Years before Ethel had been tricked into a
mock marriage with Weir but had discovered it
in time. Weir had doctored a hotel register to
make it look as though she had been his wife
and this was the document he was holding over
her. Weir is killed, and Ethel is once more
folded in her husband's arms.

VOGUE.
HER PAINTED PEDIGREE I Two parts — Oct.
22) — The cast: Princess Star Eves (Gypsy Abbott) ; Grey Wolf (Arthur Moon) ; His Lordship fPaddy McQuire),
Star Eyes, an American Indian princess, who
has received the benefits of an education, is
loved by Grey Wolf, who is also educated but
who retains the cruel, revengeful nature of his
tribe, underneath the surface of refinement.
Lord Harry, a member of an aristocratic English family, meets the girl. Star Eyes, and falls
in love with her. Later they are married and
go to England on their honeymoon. Grey Wolf
discovers Star Eyes' family located in a beautiful home given them by the girl, but they are
dressed in their old blankets and still retain
their savage ways. Grey Wolf goes to England
and
there Star
is welcomed
into her
Lord family
Harry'sis home.
He tells
Eyes that
very
lonesome for her and so his lordship sends for
the Indian family to come and visit them. Lord
Harry's
shocke'd Indians
at the terrible
actions ofmother
the lazy,is drunken
and finally
the red skins are played upon by a fire hose,
after becoming drunk and starting a war dance,
and driven from the house. They leave Lord
Harry and his bride to continue their honeymoon, undisturbed.
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HE DIED AND HE DIDN'T (Two Parts—
Oct. 29). — The cast: The gambler (Ben Turpin)
; theHamilton).
prospector (Rube Miller) ; the girl
(Lillian
The prospector enters the western dance hall
and, upon seeing the gambler, takes a mallet
and apparently kills the man. He is captured
by the posse and as he is dangling from a tree
tells the story of how, years before, he and
Ben had been in Texas together, Ben fleecing
Rube of all his savings, robbed him of his girl,
and disappeared. As Rube is about to breathe
his last word, a message comes to the effect
that Ben has recovered. The posse cut Rube
down and take him back. He discovers that the
girl is still with Ben and is the mother of seven
urchins. Ben tries to rid himself of this domestic burden, but Rube flees on his trick mule
and has the last laugh on the gambler.

CUB.
HE WOULDN'T TIP— (Oct. 20)— The cast:
Amos Pipp (Neal Burns) ; The Pippin (Betty
Compson).
While strolling down the street, Amos meets
Betty, who induces him to join her, as she is
going to a meeting of the anti-tipping society.
He is made president and wears a badge which
reads, "I Don't Tip."
On his way to the barber shop Amos meets
his old friend, Dave, who laughs at badge, ne
has a terrible time In the barber chair, barely
escaQing alive, as the barber reads an item in
the paper to the effect that Amos Is president
of the anti-tipping society. From there he goes
to
to the
wait restaurant,
on him, aswhere
they he
too can't
have get
readthethewaiters
item.
He kicks the waiter and rushes out to the
check room to get his coat. The check boy
gets even by slipping him the wrong coat, which
happens to be Dave's. Amos is arrested for
stealing Dave's coat and has to tip the Judge
to let him off. He writes Betty a letter telling
her that he is the victim of foul play at the
hands of Dave and will be up to see her to exBetty and Dave are walking along and Betty
plain.
sees a cat which she would love to have, so
Dave decides to get it for her. The owner of
the cat ties a string around Its neck and places
it on the porch. A tramp comes along and
steals it. He meets Dave, who buys the cat
for Betty and brings It to her. The owner of
the cat misses it and she and a policeman trace
it to Betty's
home.
is arrested
and once
more
Amos and
BettyDave
are happily
reunited.
"THAT
DOG
GONE
BABY"
(Oct. 21)— The
cast; Hubby (Neal Burns) : Wlfie (Betty Compson) ; Mother (Stella Adams) ; Father (Harry
Rattenberry) ; Mr. Miller (Dave Morris) ; Mrs.
Miller (Jane Waller).
Mr. and Mrs. Parker had been married almost
a year, when one morning a friend sent to Mrs.
Parker a poodle. The letter announced that
the dog was high bred and valuable and the
Parkers were pleased. A letter from Mrs. Parker's mother announced that she would shortly
return from Europe and hopes that she might
be the proud grandmother she has longed to be.
Shortly after her return she was Informed of
the arrival of Snooky in the world at the Parker
home. Mother imagined that Snooky is a baby
of the human species and never dreamt he Is
only a poodle. She communicated the glad tidings to Mr. Parker senior. He and mother
started to see the baby. They bought some
baby clothes and arrived at the Parker home.
By luck, however, the Parkers had taken
Snooky for a walk and were not in. When the
maid was questioned she told them that they
had taken Snooky out, so the fond parents laid
out their gifts in the living room.
The maid saw the baby clothes and at once
surmised the mistake. She rushed after Mr.
and Mrs. Parker and told them what did happen. The Parkers at once realized their danger
of being disinherited and started on a search
for a baby. Mrs. Miller, wife of a photographer, was passing with her baby and agreed
to loan her baby to the Parkers for the afternoon. Mother and father had taken advantage
of the Parker's absence and went shopping for
toys and clothes. Mother saw the Miller studio
and she and father made arrangements to have
baby's photo taken. The Parkers arrived home
with the baby. Its mother was concealed in the
kitchen. The fond parents arrived and all went
well until baby became hungry and cried. The
anxious Mrs. Miller heard her child cry and
could hardly restrain herself. Mrs. Parker
brought her the baby and it ceased crying. The
photographer arrived and as he posed the child
he recognized his own infant. He at once
claimed it and the secret was out. Mrs. Miller
rushed in and she and her husband departed
with their offspring. Mother and father were
furious and demanded explanations. The real
Snooky was produced to the disgusted parents :
Mrs. Parker, however, whisper^ a little word
to her rivalmother
aboutforgiven.
an Interesting coming arand all was
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THE DEACONS WIDOW (Oct. 21)— The
cam: Tbe Deacon (Eddy Burry) ; Jlmmk
(Nolan Leary) ; The Widow (DIlUo RhoUt») ;
Col. liruft ( Harry
RiitltyDborry I.
Ueavon Squlbbs. pillar of the First Church
of ihe Strict Prluclplt-s la Informed by the family
lawyvr (hat there Iti ouu Important document to
be read In the prvsouco of the Deacon and his
nt'pht-w Jlmmli'. This tlocumt^ut U nothing less
than the will of Jlmmio's (other, which leaves
his i-utlro fortune to his «on. provldtd the «on
Diurnes and settles down directly after his twenty-fourth birthday. Another provision of the
will appoint!* the deaoon «s sole Judge of the
young lady to be selected. Jlmmle Is already In
lovo with a young widow whose father Is an
old veteran of tho wars. Upon sight of her
photo
Id Jlmmle'9
watch
the toDeacon
becomes
Interested
and wants
to go
see her.
He
Icams that fhe Is a widow and. according to
the laws of the First Church of Strict Principles,
cannot marry a man under forty. This news
breaks the widow's heart but the deacon bids
her hope as ho himself Is Just a mite over the
required age. To save Jlmmle's fortune the
widow agrees to an engagement between herself
and the deacon with the mental reservation that
the deacon will be glad to break his engagement
soon. The deacon spreads the news of his engagement among the brothers of his church.
They are amazed and not a little doubtful. Jlmmle Icams of what has happened, but Is reassured by the widow and her father, the gruff
old colonel, that there is a plot behind it which
will result in happiness to all.
The church committee are short one member
for their lawn social and the deacon volunteers
the services of his fiancee. She states that she
has a little society dance that she will do for
them and the deacon is delighted. The day of
the social arrives and the people of the First
Church are congregated full of pleasure and
anticipation.
BrotherandT. all
Winkels'
mouth
solo was successful
was well
until organ
they
announced the widow's number. Jimmie, at the
or^an, plays an Oriental strain. The widow
glides on in shimmering beads and a few yards
of gauze. She twisted and shook and Jarreted
in a way to shock the whole congregation. She
retired amid glares from the crowd, leaving
the helpless deacon a target for all unfriendly
comments. The next day the deacon breaks his
engagement and offers Jimmie $5,000 to wed
the widow and take her from the city.
Jimmie. now enjoying the fun. refuses. The
father challenges the deacon to a duel with
swords. In the cold grey dawn of the following day the deacon with his backers of the
church face the father of the widow. Jimmie,
and the dottor. Tearfully the deacon begs Jimmio and the widow to accept his check and call
off the duel. Finally the colonel and the widow
are pacifle^ and Jimmie holds the check and
tells the deacon that he and the widow were
married the day before. The deacon swoons m
the arms ot his brethren.

• GAUMONT.
REEL LIFE No. 'Si (Oct. 8).— Mary Miles
Minter. the popular young actress who is now
so prominent In Mutual star productions, will
be shown both at home and at the studio in
"Reel Life" No. 23. The section of the reel
devoted to Miss Minter is called "A Day with
Mutual's Youngest Film Star."
The second section of this magazine In film
shows how a city farmer can raise a large croj)
in his back yard by Intensive cultivation of the
soil.
The third section is devoted to "How to
Handle a Canoe." It pictures the wrong and
the right method of navigating in the supposedly dangerous vespels. proving that one
who exercises ordinary prudence and is acquainted with the proper procedure can paddle
with utmost safety.
SEE AMERICA FIRST. No. 57, "Richmond,
Va." (Oct. U). — Richmond, Va., is undoubtedly
one
of its
the name
best adv*Ttl^-ed
cities throughout
in the t'nited
States,
bfins heralded
the
land since the Confederacy made it its capital
and the Federal battle cry became. "On to
Richmond." Hence it is of interest to managers
of motion picture theaters to learn that the
Gaumont Company will show Richmond in its
"SeA America
First" series.
Among the panorama views are Capitol
Square, the Capitol and State Library. Battle
Abbey, the spot where the first iron foundry in
America was et^tablished. the battlefield of
Gaines' Mill, the battlefield of Seven Pines, and
the Post Office and its environs.
Places of ante-bellum interest shown
In this
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ri/\VIL film In ttock. Why
EU
A\/E' a large ■■•ortment ol
can't wr arrange (or your supply of
new or alightly uaed film In all
lengthn for all parts of the globe?

The Film Exchange
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Our Htfircnc— EsI.iMisheil 1908

All The Players
of prominence In any tiicd picture can be
fumlabed In.tantly-WIRE US YOUR WANTS
—If you fail to display the face of a popular
player who U appearing at your houce, you
are overlooking an opportunity for larger receipta. THE FACE OF A WELL-KNOWN
PLAYER prominently diiplayed will draw
more money than tha mere annotmcemcnt of

LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES
Size 22 X 28 inchea, 75 cent* each. Every
promtcent player.
FAC- SIMILE OIL PAINTINGS, all lizec,
from SS to $25 framed. Quotation! tabmitted on any lize, framed or unframed.
THE SEMI. PHOTO POST CARDS, $3.50
PER THOUSAND, of over 600 playeri.
The indiapenaabic article for your mailing
lilt.
PHOTOGRAPHS, SIZE 8 x 10, of aU the
prominent playerg, 600 different namea,
20c. each.
LARGE PICTUKES, HAND COLORED,
•ize 11 X 14, all the prominent players, $2.00
per dozen; in aluminum framei. SOc, each.
GRAVURE FOLDER, containing picturei of the prominent playen, incluaing
■tars from the stage. $10.00 per thouiand.
SINGLE COLUMN CUTS of every prominent player, 40c. each.

KRAUS MFG. CO.
22«

West
A2nd Str«et, NEW
YORK
12tb Floor Candler Building

Send for Catalogrue of over 600 players and
•amplep free. Write ui, giving details of your
dull nights, and we will lend you a remedy.

The "M. P. World" carries more classified ads
than all other trade papers combined — WHY?
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EVANS FILM MANUFACTURING

release Include tho home and school of John
MurBhall, Cblef Justlco of tho United BtatOH,
iU(.' i^-ravefi of John Tykr. and James Muiiroo.
I'TLrildiriUs of thH Unllrd Stat' s ; Gamblo'-; Illll,
which John Smith inurki d us the «U<' of Ktr.hniond
1007. War
and l8Waf^hlngton's
Hoadquarter.v
Tho InCivil
hrounht vividly
to mind
by pictures of tho Confederate Veterans' Home,
homy of General Robert E. Lee, tho Confederate Monument, and monuments to Generals
Lee and J. K. li. Stuart, and to Jefferson Davis,
the Confederate Museum, and many sites and
relics of that period.
On the same reel with this scenic is a Gaumont Kartoon Komic animated for the screen
by Harry Palmer.
PAYING THE
—The cast : Mary
Trent (Joseph
taro).
(Fritz Orlamond)

tRICE (Two Parts— Oct. 30).
Vail ( Marian Swayne) : Robert
Levering) ; Forbes, the boss
; Vera Desmond (Flavla Ar-

Robert Trent Is engaged to Mary Vail.
Hoberfs friend, Hal Murray, is also in love
with Mary, but because of his friendship for
Robert conceals his affection. A political boss
named Forbes. l.s also enamored of the girl,
and seeks to make her his own. When he flnds
that she is engaged to Robert he plots to lure
him from the straight and narrow path.
Forbes has an adventuress named Vera Deamond snare Robert. She leads him into extravagant follies, and his indiscretions cause
Mary to break her engagement. Robert loses
his position, and Vera promptly throws blm
over. He chokes her and leaves her dead, fleeing to a better life in the west with the thought
that he is a murderer.
Later. Hal and Mary become engaged. Forbea
tells Mary that he has proof Hal killed Vera.
Unleiss she breaks her engagement and marries
him (Forbes), he will see that Hal is convicted
of murder. In the west Robert hears that Forbea
Is planning to have his friend accused oC
murder.
He hastens cast to clear Hal.
Upon arrival he flnds In Hal's room a note In
Mary's handwriting telling him that she Is going
to marry the "boss, Robert starts to find Mary,
not knowing that Hal and the police are also
searching for her. Just before the ceremony
Robert comes upon the pair. Telling Forbee
that in the west men kill coyotes with knlvt-s. he
fights a knlCe duel with the boss. Forbes la
Itilled — just as Hal and the police break In.
The girl is thus free to choose for herself, and
the end brings her happiness.

MUTUAL.

MUTUAL WEEKLY,
.XO. 94 (Oct. 18).
Salonlca. Turkey. — Russian troops land here.
General Sarrail. commander in chief of the
Allied armies, takes command in the Orient.
San Francisco, Cal. — A million dollars In
gold on view. City Treasurer celebrates "Path
of Gold" opening with novel exhibit.
Newport, R. I. — German U boat sinks six
steamers off Nantucket. Passengers and crews
■are saved by U. S. torpedo boats. Subtitles:
The "Strathdene," one of the vessels sunk.
Survivors
landing at Newport
naval station.
New York City. — Ambassador Gerard arrives
from Germany. Will tell Wilson of U boat
menace. Danles he brings peace proposal from
Kaiser.
Montreal, Can. — Bluejackets and troops go to
church. Unique ceremony for joint empire
forces at St. James
.Methodist.
P.iris, France. — Newest fashions projected In
colors.
Brooklyn, N. Y. — "Dodgers" and "Red Sox"
battle forSubtitles
supremacy
In world's
series.
: Manager
Bill championship
Carrigan of
the Red Sox. Pitcher Mays. Jack Barry and
Babe Ruth." Jack Daubert of Brooklyn.
Zach Wheat. Larry Cheney. Cutshaw. Mike
Mowrey. Watching the score board In Times
Square. N, Y.
,\lbany, N. Y. — Monument to General Phil
Sheridan
is unveiled.
Shadow Lawn, N. J. — Count Von Bemstorff,
German Ambassador, calls at summer White
Mnuse. Assures the President Germany will
keep her submarine pledge.
Richmond. Va. — Worcester Continentals bring
back ancient flag of Confederate Army. Captured rebel drum is presented to Virginians.
Madison, Wis. — Freshmen and sophomores
battle. Class rush at University of Wisconsin.
Subtitle. Grease makes them as slippery as
eels.
Latonla Race Track, N. Y. — Fall race meeting
opens.
Inaugural handicap Is the feature.
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THE UNDERTOW (American— Five Parts—
Oct- 2.'i).— The cast: James King (Franklin
Ritchie) ; Esther (Helene Rosson i ; Mrs. King
(Eugene Forde) ; Hammond (Orral Humphrey) ; John Morden
(Harry Von Meter).
James King has unfortunately married a
woman void ot ambition. King warns his wife
against her questionable associates but she pays
no attention lo him. He becomes the head of a
large factori' employing many hands. Hammond, his foreman, is dishonest and mean to
the help, who hate him. Morden. another toreman in the factory, is honest and trustworthy.
He has adopted David Strong, who is employed
in tbe factory, and later takes Esther, his
brother's daughter, into his home. The girl has
been used to wealth, but accustoms herself to
ber surroundings and also goes to work in the
factory.
King, unable to stand his wife's action^: any
longer, settles a good sum on her and she leaves
for England to secure a divorce. The ship
5he sails on is wrecked and she loses her life.
.\ disturbanee arises in the factory and Esther
writes a letter to King, the letter being supKing's attentions
are
directed pressed
to by Hammond.
Hammond, however,
and he also
meets Esther and falls in love with her. Hammond bribes one of the workmen to fire the
factory, but Esther overhears the plot and
warns King. King then calls all of the workmen in, reinstates them in their former places,
and with Esther's consent introduces her to
them as his affianced wife.

MUTUAL

MOVING

STAR

L. A. MOTION
PICTURE CO.
Hanufacturen
grade itudio

her father's attitude, the girl pushes Tom aside
and denounces him for daring to kiss her. Tom
is taken aback at this attitude and leaves for
the city. The brothers achieve independence
for themselves and Tom has sought solace in
playing with the hearts of women and then
casting them aside like a toy. By manipulating
the stock market Bolton has been brought face
to face with absolute ruin by Tom. Marie goes
to Tom's rooms and there explains to him her
action of years "refore.
They are reconciled.

you need a

CAMERAMAN
Phone Bryant 6558
CINEMA
CAMERA
CLUB
1006 Times Bldg., N. Y. C.

i

TANKS and RACKS
that give satisfaction
Write (or Folder No. 14

Pacific Tank & Pipe Co.
Las Angelei— Sin Francisco, CiL

RADIUM GOLD FIBRE
SCREEN, INC

PRODUCTION.

THE LOVE HERMIT ( American— Fivn Parts
— Oct. 20).— The cast : Tom Weston (William
Russell) ; Marie {Charlotte Burton) : Jack Hillroan (William Stowell) ; James Bolton (Harry
Von Meter) ; Grace Hamilton (Queente Rosson).
Tom Weston, in the employ of .lames Bolton,
a wealthy broker, rushes Into the office one
day after a triumphant day and is greeted by
his employer, who invites him to spend the
week-end at his country place. He also includes Tom's brother, Hal, and his fiancee.
Grace Hammond, in the invitation. Jack Hillman is a suitor of Marie. Bolton's daughter, and
because of Hillmans wealth is greatly encouraged by Bolton. At the country place of his
employer Tom declares his love for Marie and is
made happy by the return of his affection. They
are seen by Hillraan. who tells Bolton of his
daughter's attachment for his clerk.
The next day the two are surprised in the lijusl as resentfully
Tom has kissed
her.Realizing
Marie's
father brary
glares
at them.
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ticket

chopper

Safeguard against having your tickets used
over again and resold. Circumstances sometimes cause many men to yield to temptation.
Newman's ticket choppers positively chop and
positively insure you against any collusion
between ticket seller and ticket laker. The
most practical and most attraclt\'f^ choppers made. Write
in for 1916 Cat^iiog
of
Ticket Choppers, Brass Frames and RaHs.
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THE YELLOW MENACE (Episode .\o. ft— "The
Crystal Globe'— Two Parts~Oct. 80).— The War
Department is amazed to learn that a plan of
the eastern coast defenses has been stolen, and it
is feared also that the drawings of a new gun just
invented may also be purloined. Fortunately
Manning and his aids are able to recover the
specifications
of the gun, and a scene involving
building.
their
safety is enacted on the top of a high
In this episode AH Singh reaches the highest
point in his resort to mysticism. By compelling
Najla to gaze in a crystal globe, the secret of
Manning's new abod? is weirdly and mysteriously
disclosed to him.

WORLD

<*ime:>a/iviaim"

(V-L-S-E).

THE SCARLET RUNXER (Fourth Episode.
"The Hidden Prince"— (Two Parts— Oct. 1'3).—
Christopher receives a letter from Eloise
Dauvray requesting him to call on her and meet
the other of the only two real men she has
ever known. He goes and meets Prince Mirko
of Dalvania. who is planning to regain the
usurped throne of his father. The prince has
become secretly engaged to Eloise, and does not
want the fact known, because Rudovois, tl>e
Dalvanian Ambassador, has promised the prince
his aid provided the prince marry his daughter.
Fitzgerald, an old enemy of Christopher and
Eloise, learns of her engagement and sees a
chance to profit by it. He tells Rudovois that
the prince is about to marry Eloise and suggests that they make off with Mirko and hold
him till Eloise is willing to give him up. The
ambassador reluctantly agrees and the prince
is kidnapped and hidden. Christoi)ber begins
to suspect who is responsible. He disi^overs that
Peter, Mirkos brother, is in love with Valda,
the ambassador's daughter. He suggests a plan
whereby Peter and Valda elope, leaving no
word.
This affects Rudovois, who loves his daughter

THE BLUB ENVELOPE MYSTERY iFive
Parts — Oct. 23). — The cast : Leslie Breonan
( Lillian Walker) : Ewi-n Kennedy (John D.
Hfnnet) : Harry Heath i Bob Hay) ; Uncle Bob
(Charles Kent) ; Miss Lary (Josephine Earle) ;
Fischer (Harry Northrupi ; Mrs. Davis (Florence Radinofff ; Mrs. F!:irri3 (Isabelle West) ;
Df^orge (William Shea). Written by Sophie
Kerr.
Directed by Wiltred
North.
Leslie I3rennan, an hciirss, suddenly discovers
that she is almost inniiiU'Ss, and faces the
ordeal of making her own living. Before learning this condition of attairs i?he had become
dazzled by the society manners of a cold-hearted
fortune hunter, but beconiLS disillusionized when
she discovers that he i^ attracted solely by her
supposed wealth, and goifs at once to earn her
livelihood in the City of .New York. There she
studies typing and mak.?s friends among the
lowly. She secures a position with a brusque
preoccupied young chemist, who is in the mid.st
of a great discovery of value to the government. How Leslie becomes aware of the
machinations of a foreign spy,#liow she saves
her
secretand
to the
in ayoung
series employer's
of encounters
how government
she comes
to learn that he has fallen in love with her and
that he is one who is really worthy of her, is
told in a series of compelling scenes.

6621-22
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'li-arly, so that Christopher easily gets a contfssion from him. They go to the rescue in the
Scarlet Runner, which hy Its suijerior power
and speed, once again wins the day lor its
owner and his friends.
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THE R£VOLT (Five Parts — Oct. 2).— Anna,
a young shop girl, is urged by her rather disreputable stepmother, Mrs. Biddle, not to be so
parliiular — to liven up and get presents and
favors from rich young fellows. Lena Schmidt,
a co-worker at the store, "stands ia" with the
manager and lies to her mother about the
jewels and dresses. Lena's affair is cut short
when the proprietors find her telling the manager about her delicate condition. She believes
Anna has told on her and threatens revenge
for her discharge. Anna attracts the attention of John Stevens, a salesman, who believes
her to be like Lena ; but when he attempts advances after a dinner, he finds out his mistake.
His respect is aroused and he begs Anna to
marry him.
For a while the young couple are happy, but
Mrs. Biddle's nagging gradually gets on John's
nerves and he begins to seek amusement outside of his home. Mrs, Biddle tells Anna she
is a fool to stand for this treatment ; John is
having
a good
time,Lena,
why who
doesn't
go outa
and enjoy
herself.
stillshe
harbors
resentment when
against
the Biddle
girl's
loneliness
she Anna,
learnsplays
from onMrs.
of the conditions in Anna's home. After long
miserable
waitings
for toJohn's
homecoming,
Anna decides
one night
stand it
no longer
and accepts Lena's invitation to a party.
Arrived
at Lena's
is somewhat surprised
at the apartment
people she she
meets
there,
and later in the night, when the men arrived to
carouse and make free with the girls, she
awakes to a full realization of the nature of the
party she is attending. She tries to get away,
to flee from the repellant advances of the
"Deacon." one of the guests, but Lena tells her
there is no escape. As the Deacon seizes Anna
in his arms the door bursts open and Dr.
Goode enters — he had been a sweetheart of
.Anna's before her marriage and had never
ceased to care for her. He had learned of her
presence
at the party and had determined
to
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asi-ertniii (hf n-iison for It aud to snvo hor if
pOKsibk'. Auutt 8l"illy B"t's with him frotii
tbt* plu<.-o.
At hoiiu- John \a watchlnn over Nanny, the
little nt'Klwiitl tlnuRbiur o( the unhappy couple.
Nnnny is i)) and Ih crying for her niothrr. Ho
t» ovtTjoyfU whi'H Iir. t'.oodt? U'nJs Anna in.
Kx|>hknHtious iind rceoncilittilon follow and over
ihflr habys bed thry plan for u new and bt-tItT life.
THE GILDKD CAGE (Five Pnrts— Oct. fl).—
Ill tbo lltlh> kiliRdom of Ualknny lived n kln^
and iiui-<'n who wen.- not liked by their subJe.-ts. Ills MnJ<>9ty was KtnR .John tho Fltlh.
and Her Koyal HiKhnesH was Queen Vesta. To
iheiu was born a duushter. the l'nne«-ss Honore.
who W1I9 placed In the eonvent of the Holy
Sisters. Thf little klHKdom rebellrd nRnlnst
the extrnvaKnnce of King John, and an attack
was made upon tho castle. Moth the king and
queen w.t« assassinated. Princess Ilonore succeeded to the throne. In love with her and
covetuiR the crown was Haron Slcfuno. Prime
Minister, but his love was not returned. This
Incurred the ill-will of the Prime Minister, who
set out to overthrow the little klnfidom and
turn It into a republic with himself as rultr.
Prince Moris renounced his title and east his
lot with the peasantry. He was loved by tho
common folk and proved a leader. Puring the
annual fair people gathered in the capital from
far and near. There were rumors of an uprising. Tho young queen had not brought about
much change in the conduct of the official
household. The extravagance had continued to
eat up the revenue raised by the heavy tax.
and the people were protesting and demanding
that something be done for their relief. These
rumors reached the girl queen, and clad in the
garments of a peasant girl she went forth durini; the fair to learn what she could. In this
way she soon learned of her disfavor.
One day «he met Prince Boris, who told her
of conditions that existed. One of the government spies, overhearing his conversation, suspected that he was forming a plot against the
young queen, who was not recognized by the
spy because of her disguise. The spy hastily
informed the Prime Minister, who ordered the
arrest of Prince Doris. The soldiers were dispatched, and Prince Boris was placed under
arrest. The young queen protested. She as
his companion was also confined to the prison.
The chief of the Royal Guard notified the
Prime Minister of the arrest, telling him that
during the struggle with the queen she defied
him by proclaiming that she was the queen.
and this aroused the suspicions of the Prime
Minister. Alone he went to the dungeon and
discovered that Boris's companion really is
the queen. It dawned upon him that now he
had her in his power, he will force her to make
him her king consort, or bring about conditions
that will speedily overthrow the government.
Meanwhile Ltsbia. a jjcasant girl, learns of
the conspiracy and through her love for one
Ivan, sergeant of the Royal Guard, she secured
the release of the queen, who escaped in safety
to the Royal castle. Next morning the queen
heard the tolling of the prison bell. On asking
her secretary what it indicated, she was told
that her sweetheart, the Prince Boris, was to
be executed at sunrise. She rushed into the
office of the Prime Minister and forbid the
vxecution.
He laughed at her.
Back in the village, outside the prison wall,
the soldiers were drawn up to execute Prince
Boris. But the people saw their beloved leader.
rushed forward, overpowered the soldiers and
released him from his bonds. An attack was
then made on the castle. Prince Boris discovered his peasant girl companion to be none
other than her Royal Highness. Queen Honore.
The people were for revenge, but the queen told
them of the Prime Minister's conduct and followed by her the crowd attacked Baron Stefano,
which resulted in his death. The queen accepted Prince Boris as her beloved king consort.
THE HIDDEN' SCAR (peerless— Five Parts—
Oct. 16).— The cast: .lanet Hali (Etbel Clayton) ; Stuart Doanp (Holbrook Blinn) ; Dale
Overton (Irvine Cunimincst; Henry Dalton
(Montagu Lovei : Dot. their child (Madge
Evans) : Rev. James Overton (Edward M. Kimball) ; Mrs. Overton (Mrs. Woodward). Si.narlo written by Frances Marlon. Directed bv
Barry O'Neil.
Janet Hall is tempted by Henry Dalton.
Innately pure and good, sh*- bitterly regrets her
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false step. She in devoted to bur little lUegltJmato child ond hatt-s her mode of lift — darning In u cnbnrot. She pU-udj* In vain with Dalton to marry her nnd Klve iheir child n uinii.-.
Dalton is set upon by thuKK and mortally Injured. On hlH deathbed hi* makoH out u will
leaving his houKt> In tbo village to th*' woman
be hae wronged.
Rev. Overton, tho village paator, rules hU
congreKatton with a llrm hand. VIrtuouH »nd
Ood-fcurlng. be haH no tolerance or vico— |»articuhirly In women. In this bcllor hf haH
brought up his son, Dale, who Is fltudyibg (or
thu minihitry, and Dale has come to look upon
11 tallcn woman us one of tbe lowest or God'H
trcatures. Upon completing his ministerial
course, tinuesDale
takes his father's pulpit and conhis work.
One night Janet's little girl. Ruth, Is taken
sick and Janet goes to tbe pastor for help.
She and Dale meet for tbe tlr.st time and ore
attracted to each other. When he asks her to
be his wife she feels that she Is unworthy, the
shadow of her i)ast rises and confronts her, but
finally after a long, bard struggle, she decides
to accept and make ui> for the mistake of tbe
past by a life of goodness and charity.
After the marriage. Dale writes his former
boxing instructor and devoted friend Doane,
tL-Uing about his happiness and Inviting Doaoe
to visit them. Doane accepts. He is amazed
to find the perfect wife no other than Janet
Hall, the former cabaret dancer and sweetheart
of Dalton. Janet begs him not to destroy ber
happiDes!> by revealing her past. He promises
to keep her secret.
Rummaging in the garret, little Ruth eomea
across Dallon's
— she
strongly
tracted to it and picture
tries in
ber is
childish
way atto
figure out the name. Janet is the center of
the admiring household when Ruth rushes in
with the photograph. Janet tries to conceal it
but too late — others have seen. Dale recognizes
the picture as that of the man who had left
everything to a fallen woman and he denounces
his wife as a (-heat and an impostor.
Doane is disgusted with the hypocrisy of
their religion — a religion that preaches tolerance and charity and practices the most cruel
intolerance. He finally convinces Dale that his
place
is byshe
bis iswife's
no matter
her past,
now side,
pure that
and noble,
and what
that
he should comfort and protect her. Against his
parents bitter protests, he takes Janet in his
arms and goes away with her. The strain has
been too much and Janet is taken violently ill.
Praying for her recovery her husband comes
to a realization of the jneaning of religion —
that it is not for man to judge his fellow-man.
that charity and kindness are above all. When
.lanet awakes to life, she finds her husband and
bis parents kneeling at her bedside in thankssiving that her life ha? been spared,
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THE DAVSCO Motion Picture
Camera — efficient and reliable. Exclusive features not
found on any other machine.
Equipped with 50 M. M. Zeiss
Tessar F:3.S lens, 200 feet capacity,
aluminum magazines. Price
complete, $110.00. Panoramic
and tilting top tripod $25.00.
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BRAND OF COWARmCE (Rolfe Photoplays, Inc.— Five Parts — Oct. 23).— The cast:
Cvril Van Cortlandt Hamilton ( Lionel Barrymorel : Marcia West (Grace Valentine) : Colonel Gorden West (Robert Cummings) : Mrs.
West son) tKate
N'avarete (John
David; IdiQiiiBlanekel
(Frank ; Montgomery)
; Corporal
Mallin of the National Guard (L. Welheim) ;
Rana, Idiciui's daughter (Tula Belle). Scenario
written by Charles Malgne. Directed by John
W. Noble.
Cyril Van Cortlandt Hamilton, one of the
wealthiest young bachelors in Xew York, baa
led a life of ease. He is engaged to be married to Marcia West, the daughter of a Colooel
in tbe army. While Cyril and Marcia are at
a house party news comes that tbe National
Guard has been called into service. Cyril, a
member of a militia regiment and not caring
to be subjected to discomfort, declines to accompany his regiment to the border and resigns
bis commission. For this Marcia breaks her
• ngagement, and accompanies her father and
mother to the border, where Col. West Is to
take command of bis regiment. Upon his return home Cyril considers his act and later enlists as a private in an Irish regiment and goes
to the border. His society manners annoy the
rough and ready men among whom be has cast
his lot. and they i)roceed to make life miserable
for him. Corporal Mallin especially loses no opportunity to hully him. Cyril wanders about
by himself when not on duty, and meets Idlqui.
a Mexican Indian, whose gratitude he earns by
aiding
his daughter, Rana. who has fallen and
hurt herself.
The Mexican
bandit chief.
Navarete.
comes
Tour own fiMdal Tldtet. anr printing, any colon, tccurately mnnbered ; erexr roll «\jar*nue<t Coupon tlcktru foi
PriM Drftwlius, fi.OOO IISO. Prompt aUpioentA. Cuji 9Uh
tho order. Get tbo umples. Send dlAKnm for IUmiim
Se«t Coupon TIckoU. Kcl*! or OtttO. Stook u<*tt« 5.00J
to
nine25.000
oente. fifteen oent« per thousuKl. SO.OOO ten eeau, lOO.OM

NATIONAL TICKET
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into camp. He has been educated In the United
States, and has fallen in love with Marcia, who
has refused him. He gets Mallin to steal one
of the machine guns for him. When the theft
is discovered Mallin accuses Cyril and Idiqui
of the crime. Cyril and Idiqui are ordered to
the guard house. The Indian attempts to escape to his daughter, whose condition is critical, and Mallin raises a gun to shoot, but
Cyril overcomes him. Then, realizing that he
has placed himself In a serious position and can
hope for no leniency from Mallin, he deserts,
Idiqui going with hfno. They set out afoot on
the Mexican side of the river.
Marcia has come across the river on her early
morning ride and stumbles upon the bandits
taking the automatic away. She is seen and
captured, and Cyril and Idiqui. unarmed and
helpless, follow in pursuit, to find out wheri.'
she is being taken. Idiqui is struck by -a rattlesnake, and Cyril cauterizes the wound. The
Indian goes to warn the American troops, and
Cyril goes on to the Mexican village, where the
Mexicans
are carousing
front
of Navarete's
house, where
Marcia is inheld
prisoner.
Cyril
draws the villagers away from the chief's housi;
by setting the village on fire, and then enters ■
the house in time to save Marcia from Navarete,
killing the bandit. They escape. They are overtaken in the morning, and esconced in a sand
pocket put up a brave fight. When one cartridge
alone remains, Marcia. now acknowledging
Cyril's bravery, asks him to kiss her and then
kill her with the remaining cartridge, to save
her from falling into the hands of the Mexican^.
He is about to do so when he himself Is shot
down.
The bandits swoop upon the two, but are
stopped by Col. West and a number of his men.
A squadron of cavalry and a battalion of infantry also come to the rescue from ditterent
directions, cutting off the escape of the Mexicans. Cyril is lifted into Col. West's auto In
a dying condition. By the blessing of Providence and his own vigorous constitution, Cyril
recovers, and two months later, as he watcher
the return of the regiment with his beloved
wife. Marcia, the men recognize him and discipline is forgotten while the marching troops
turn to cheer him.
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THE CRIMSON STAIN* (Episode No. 9—
"The Haunting Specter" — Two Parts— Oct. 16).
It is Tanner who discovers where Stanley is
keeping Mrs. Clayton's necklace. Reporting
back to Pierre La Rue, Tanner tells how he
overheard Stanley say to Mrs. Clayton that the
necklace was in his safe. Pierre immediately
leaves with his henchmen for Stanleys home,
intent on stealing the necklace. As they enter
the waiting taxi outside, Robert Clayton comes
up, and sensing that something is In the wind,
climbs on top of the taxi, unnoticed by the
gang.
Arriving at Stanley's home, Pierre, the black
mask, and Tanner enter, leaving Kiel on guard.
As Kiel's back is turned to the automobile.
Clayton springs on his shoulders and knocks
him down. Before Kiel can offer resistance.
Clayton binds him hand and foot. Clayton then
changes clothes with Kiel and enters the house,
disguised
as Kiel.
Within the house, Pierre. Tanner and the
black mask are making preparations for blowing up the safe. .Tust as they are ready to do
the Job,
Stanley,
unawareAs ofhehis
visitors'
presence, enters
the house.
enters
the room,
the explosion goes off, knocking him unconscious. Pierre puts the necklace in his pocket.
The telephone rings and Clayton, disguised as
Kiel, answers it. But before he can speak,
Pierre orders him to put down the receiver. An
idea flashes
into Clayton's
in putting
down
the receiver,
he shoveshead
someandbooks
under
it. preventing a disconnection. At the other
end of the wire is Florence and the epithets
directed at the unconscious Stanley reaches her
ears. She also overhears Pierre's order to put
Stanley in a trunk. She rushes out and with
several policemen, jumps into her automobile
and speeds to Stanley's rescue.
Realizing his impotency against the Crimson
Stain gang, Clayton controls himself. Stanley
is put in tbe trunk and as the gang exit with
the trunk. Clayton picks Pierre's pocket, recovering the necklace. As the trunk is put in
the taxi and the gang file in and drive off.
Florence and tbe police come into tbe scene
and they give chase. Tbe chase is close until
they reach a grade crossing, when a train comes
between pursuer and pursued. The short delay
gives Pierre a chance to throw the trunk into
the river. Clayton interferes and in the struggle his disguise is torn off, Pierre attacks him.
Florence and the police give chase immediately
the train has gone past. Florence, seeing the
trunk in the water, makes a dive from the
bridge while the automobile with the police
continues in the pursuit of Pierre.
A strong swimmer, Florence has no trouble In
bringing the trunk ashore, where, with the aid
of Clayton she opens it, revealing a new phase
to "The Crimson Stain Mystery."
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marry Suzette. He succeeds in convincing Suzthat the only as
waya she
can issave"
her mother
from ettepersecution
witch
to marry
him,
and horrified though she i? by the Idea, she consents. Just after the wedding ceremony, Suzette's mother dies. Nokomis gives the girl a
talisman telling her It will make her every wish
come true.
Upon struck
histhatreturn.
Wayne Suzette,
is thunderStruble Captain
has married
and
believing the old man's money her only motive,
fails to show her proper respect. He is surprised at Suzette's dignified rebuff, realizes his
great love for her, and decides to go away forStruble is brutal to his young wife, and the
ever.
talisman in her hand, she tells him he would
be better dead. Shortly afterwards Struble is
taken 111. Suzette learns from Nokomis that the
Indians are planning a mutiny, and hurries to
obtain the assistance of Captain Wayne. In
the meantime the old man dies accusing Suzette
of having cursed him, and when Suzette returns she is found guilty of witchcraft and
sentenced to be hanged. Wayne and his men
save the colony, and he succeeds In reaching the
Governor, who arrives in time to save tbe Innocent girl, and puts an end once and (or all
takes SuzWaynefrom
witibcraft.
to the annefolly
into hisof arms
and away
the old
scenes to a new life full of hope for them both.

BLUEBIRD
EV-PYTHING

PICTURES

^VITCHCRAFT (Lasky— Five Parts— Oct. 16).
— The cast: Suzettp (Fannie Wardi ; Richard
Wayne (Jack Dean) ; Makepeace Struble (Paul
WeigeU : Nokomis (Lillian Leighton). Directed
by Frank Reicher.
Until the Governors proclamation put an end
to the folly hundreils of innocent people suffered persecution in the New England colonies
in 1692-93 from the horrible delusion of witchcraft. Suzette and her mother, Hugenot refugees, take up their residence in one of the
colonies. The mother falls ill and Suzette enlists the services of Xokomis, an Indian, to
assist her. Xokomis is considered a witch and
Suzette's mother's delirium strengthens the susSuzette meets Richard Wayne, ward of the
town miser,
Makepf-ase Struble. He accompicion. panies her to her home, and is seen by .aid
Struble, who is angry, desiring the girl for
himself. Struble sends Wayne out of the village
ostensibly
to join
tbe of
Governor's
reality to get
him out
tbe way staff,
that hebutmayin

PHOTOPLAYS,

INC.

LOVE NEVER DIES (Five Parts— Oct. 23).
The cast: Cecile, the child (Dorothy Clark):
Cecile the woman (Ruth Stonehouse) ; Felix,
the child (Maurice Kusell) ; Felix, the man
BeneM. Lecoq (KIngsley
I Franklyn Farnum) : (Arthur
Hoyt) : Madame
dict) ; M. Jarnler
Jarnier (Mrs. Witting) ; Andre Le Notre (Wm.
Canfield) ; M. Lescot (Wadsworth Harris) ;
n). Scenario
(T. D. Crittende
Henri Moreau
thi
,
Wor
Directed by wm.
Gates. on.
Harveyngt
written by
In childhood Cecile and Felix were playmates. Felix was gifted as a violinist and
Cecile's
dancing.
Ceile was
mother
diedfond
her ofrich
uncle, aWhen
domineering
Frenchman, adopted her. Felix wandered the
country over as a vagrant musician, until after
ten years he secures employment as violinist
in the orchestra at the opera house In the city
where Cecile dwells.
Wandering one evening Felix leans over a
garden wall to behold a young girl dancing on
the green. Having his violin under his arm
Felix begins playing a measure, attracts the
girls attention and in the end they recognize
each other as childhood sweethearts. The
crabbed old uncle comes in search of the girl
and, upon discovering the unconventional conduct of the young folks, strikes the girl with
his cane and orders Felix from his grounds.
Cecile rebels and leaves the grounds with
Felix to begin living with him without the formality of marriage. There are weeks of happiness for Felix and Cecile, until the uncle demands of the police that they arrest Felix for
unlawful practices and restore the girl to her
guardian. At the opera house Cecile has met
the director of the orchestra, who compliments
her upon her dancing and flatters her vanity
by declaring
she theshould
mier dancer In
opera.go to Paris as a preWhen Felix is thrown Into jail the uncle
takes Cecile home with him. The girl takes
advantage of an opportunity, and goes to Lecoq.
the orchestra director, and begs him to take
her to Paris. Lecoq has that day had an offer
to become director at the Paris Grand Opera,
and the girl conceives the idea of helping Felix
from his predicament by effacing herself from
the situation.
To Paris she goes with Lecoq and the officials liberate Felix. With heavy heart the
musician buries his grief In composing an opera.
When the score is completed he sends his manager to Paris with the work. Lecoq is interviewed and discredits the value of the compo-
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bHIod, but Bays be will present It to the manascments. Months pass and Felix hears nothing from hl3 opura. He goes to Paris (or the
purpose of Investigating.
Tht' day Follx arrives at tho Paris Opera
Bouiie. Let-oq 1st hailed as the author of a new
opera. The premier of tho ballot Is advertised
as Mile. Gense. Pollx goes that evening to the
opera, discovers that Lecoq has stolen his composition, and also sees In Mile. GtMize the Cecll»
who deserted hlui and thereafter left him uninformed. Forcing his way to Mile. Genze's dressing room, he tlnds her prostrated from an InJury to hor ankle that will keep her forever
from dancing.
Denouncing tho girl FcMx forces Lecoq to
publicity admit his plaguerlsm. He then retires
to seclusion crowned with the laurels of genius.
Cedle languishes with a broken heart. Her
physician learns her story, prevails upon her
uncle to take her once more Into his home, and
when the girl still shows no sign of recovery,
the uncle goes to Felix and tells him that Cedle lingers at death's door because of a broken
bean. Felix forgets even'thing but his love
for Cecile. goes to her and there Is a blissful
reunion.
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HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL No. 81— lOct. 10).
Cleveland. O. — Two persons are killed and
forty others are Injured In the collapse of a
railroad bridge here. Two trolley cars filled
with passengers, plunge 35 feet into the wreckage of tangled steel.
Davis, Gal. — Freshmen and Sophomores of the
State Agricultural School here, bold their annual tank rush, the object of which Is for the
members of one crowd to toss the members of
the other into a large pool of water.
Somewhere in France. — Exclusive pictures by
Nelson E. Edwards, showing German soldiers
being instructed in the use of hand grenades,
soldiers off duty amusing themselves, and a
German army entering a French village which
has been captured.
San Francisco, Cal. — A million cigarettes are
made to be sold by society women for the benefit of blinded Belgian soldiers.
Fashion Section. — Latest creations of Lucille,
Lady Du£f-Gordon, worn by attractive models,
are displayed in elaborate settings.
San Francisco — Latest war Invention, the land
mine, a powerful agent of destruction, is tested
here for the representatives of several South
American governments.
New York. — Students of Columbia University
bold their annual tug-of-war, the losers being
drenched by a stream of cold water to the great
delight of a large crowd of Co-ed and other
spectators.
Stockton, Cal. — The wonderful caterpillar
tractor which Is causing such havoc in the
ranks of the Central Powers on the European
battlefields, demonstrates its unusual ability to
travel over any kind of country.
Braves' Field, Boston. — The Red Sox, champions of the world, and winners of the I'Jlt!
American League Penant. triumph over the
Brooklyn National League team in the opening
game of the World's Series.
"BEATRICE FAIRFAX'— Episode No. 10—
"Play Ball" — iTwo parts — Oct. 9) — The cast :
Jimmy Barton (Harry Fox) ; Beatrice Fairtax (Grace Darling) : Rita Malone (Olive
Thomas) ; Bert Kerrigan (Nigel Barrie).
Martin O'Day, professional gambler and
saloon-keeper, has bet heavily on the New York
Yankees winning from the Giants in the deciding game between the two clubs for the championship of New York City. O'Day has been led
to believe that Bert Kerrigan, star pitcher of
the Giants, will not be in condition to play. At
the last moment, however, McGraw, to the consternation of the Yankee backers, announces
that Kerrigan will pitch. Realizing that he
stands to lose many thousands of dollars. O'Day
decides to kidnap Kerrigan. The pitcher is engaged to marry Rita Malone, and has already
furnished an apartment for his bride-to-be.
O'Day
sendsthat
an Kerrigan
anonymoushasletter
to Rita,
warning her
another
girl
friend, and that if she calls at a certain bote!
at 9 o'clock the morning of the game, she can
get proof of his duplicity. He also sends a letter to Kerrigan, telling him that Rita Is untrue
and visits the hotel. Kerrigan Is told to watch
a certain window of the hotel at 0.30 the next
morning. Rita, greatly worried, writes to Br^atrice Fairfax, who confides in Jimmy Barton,
the newspaper reporter. Jimmy is already
working on the story of the ball game, and has
had several lnter\*iews with Donovan, of the
Yankees, and McGraw. of the Giants. He
knows
that goes
O'Day
is betting
heavily on the
Giants and
to see
him.
Meantime Rita and Kerrigan have separately
gone to the hotel. Rita is escorted into a room,
the window of which Kerrigan Is watching. She
Is seized from behind and her face is covered
with kisses. From the street. It seems to Kerrigan that she is returning
the caresses.
He
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rushes up to the room, is trapped, ca4)tured and
bound. Ono of the gang then sends a note to
O'Day, telling him that Kerrigan is trapped and
bolng held. Tho nolo arrives, while Jimmy,
feigning drunkenness, is talking to O'Day. Jimmy sees ItsThen
contents
and covers
O'Uay wrlto
with aa
revolver.
ho makes
the gambler
note to his subordinates, telling them to obey
orders
from Jimmy, after which he locks O'Jjay
in a vault.
Jimmy hurries to the hotel, presents the note
and secures posseBslon of Kerrigan and Rita.
It is then afternoon and the bail game Is on.
Beatrice has Just arrived at the hotel too. The
tour leap Into an automobile and there la a
wild race through the city streets to the Polo
grounds, in which several policemen take part.
The fifth inning is being played when they
finally ruach the crowded ground^, and the score
is 2 to 0 In favor of the Yankees. The Giants
bat and score three runs in the sixth, giving
them a lead of one. The Yanks come back in
their half and the first three men up get on
bases.
Kerrigan has hurried to the clubhouse and at
this stage of the game appears on the field In
uniform. "It's up to you to save us, Bert." says
McGraw to Kerrigan ; "there's three on and
nobody out." Kerrigan goes tn, strikes out the
next three and holds the Yankees safe for the
remaining
the the
Giants
3 to '^.
It is not innings,
until after
gamewinning.
that Kerrigan
can explain his mysterious absence to Manager
McGraw. Then. too. Rita and Kerrigan explain
their presence at the hotel and Jimmy tells of
O'Day's attempt to wreck their lives to accomplish his end. While the great crowd is surging from the grounds, Beatrice and Jimmy hurry to their offices to write the story.
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THET RETURN OT EVE ( Essanay— Five
parts— Oct. IGJ.— The cast: Eve (Edna Mayo) ;
Adam (Eugene O'Brien) ; David Winters (Edward Mawson) ; Seymour Purchwell (Edward
Arnold) : Mrs. Tupper-Bellamy (Emily Fitzroy) ; Clarice Bellamy (Leona Ball) ; John Raymond (John Cossar) ; Trixie Shevlin (Renee
demons). Written by Lee Wilson Dodd. Directed by Arthur Berthelot.
Believing that over-civilization was destroying the race, Eli Tupper, an eccentric millionaire, took two unrelated orphan children, a boy
and a girl, and placed them in a wilderness —
there in the care of an old tutor, David Winters, to grow up as a new Adam and Eve, and
become path-breakers of a better race. In delightful simplicity and educated as much as
they could be without contact with the world,
the children attain the age of nineteen years.
Mrs, Tupper-Bellamy, society leader, lives In
costly splendor against the day when she hopes
to inherit her brother's millions. She plans
to marry her daughter, Clarice, to Seymour
Purchwell. society idler of standing and also an
attorney. Purchwell makes it plain that the
marriage can occur if Eli Tuppers fortune
goes to the girl and her mother. When Tupper
dies the sister and her set learn for the first
time ot his old experiment. His will provides
that the sister must take Adam and Eve Into
civilization in order to win an annuity of $50,I'OO a year. The orphans are heirs to the rest.
Purchwell sets out to find them.
He locates the Eden of the boy and girl and^
old Winters, and is literally the serpent In tho
garden. Winters resents leaving, but a clasb
between Adam and Purchwell decides him.
Plunged amidst the whirl of social affairs. Eve
is delighted, Adam Is disgusted with the sham
and deceit of society, and pleads with her toreturn to Eden. She refuses. Winters takeshim to Paris to study.
Purchwell. seeking the Tupper fortune, turns
his attention to Eve. Clarice is in a frenzy
of affection spurned, and after finding the two
alone she accuses them before the whole house
party. Eve, In her Innocence, does not readily
grasp the meaning of the charge. When It
dawns on her she faces the guests, and In her
bitterness denounces them as tools of passion
and greed, and announces that she will give up
all and n^turn to Eden. With old Winters.
BliH returns. Adam is recalled from Paris, and
th'' girl and the boy, now awake to their lovo.
foiiethrT with their beloved guardian, give ui>
the world.
THE HEART OP THE HILLS ( Edison— r. Parts
—Oct. .'iro.- The cast: Sir Chrlstopbfr Madgdick
(Plgelow Cooper); Sanl (George Wright); All
(Herbert Frio): Edith (Earie LaCerio) : Eric
(Ray McKee) ; Redgell (Conway Tearle): Irma
( Mahpl Trunnflle> ; Xatall.^ (Editli Strickland) ;
Dr. Pcttlgrew (Charles Sutton); Mclnne3( Crawford Kent) : Darton (Henry Leone) : KaraJI
(Robert ConncRfl). Directed by Richard Rldgeloy.
Sir Christopher Madgwlck won tUr lov.- of
Xatalle away from Sani, a leader of ih*^ Indian
Sedltlonists, even after tho latter had Imperiled
hlf Immortal soul by stealing tho saf;red ruby.
"The Heart of the Hills," from tho altar of a
temple, nearly slaying a priest In order to secure the precious stone. But all of bis offeriogft
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and H|i|t|ications were of no avail, because
Natalie loved >ladgwick. and was determined to
marry him. Sani brooded over his disaiiiiointmeot. and resolvod to revenge himstU on thoso
who were rt'sponsible for it. About two years
after the Knglishman married Natalie, and a
beautiful little girl had come to them, Sani appeared one- day before the woman he had formerly loved, and took ber child away. In her
struggles to retain possession of the infant she
clutched the slender chain from which the
Sacred ruby was suspended around the neck of
Sani, and when Madgwick came home to find
her dying and his child abducted he picked up
the ruby by her side and kept it as a momento.
Sani, in reparation for the crime he committed
in stealing the ruby, consecrated the child he
had abducied to service in the temple from which
the stone had come and then vanished.
After making a wide search for his child.
Madgwick. wearied of India, returned to England and married. He had two children, and
gradually his memories of India faded away.
He was happy until his wife died, but, after
that, his sorrows were many, because his
daughter. Edith, was vain and selfish, and his
son. Eric, was wasteful. While the years were
passing by in England, time was also running
its course in India. Irma. the stolen daughter
of Madgwick. reached an age when she had to
face the ordeal of consecration into the ranks
of the vestal virgins. Sani loved the girl because she was a daughter of a woman he had
loved, and. although he was old and weak, he
was present to see her pass through the flames
at her time of consecration. When he saw that
she came safely through the cleansing fires, his
emotions got beyond his control, and he was
recognized by the priest that he had slain many
years before. The priest rapidly formed a plan
to secure the return of the lost ruby, and before the aged Sani died he agreed to the plan.
and wrote a letter which would introduce Irma
into the home of Madgwick in London.
Irma. knowing her mission and sworn to
secrecy, is sent to England by the Sedltionists,
for the express purpose of regaining possession
■of the jewel, but in London she falls in love with
Dannis Redgell, a business associate of Madgwick. She wishes to marry Madgwick and implores Karaji. the London representative of the
Seditionists, to reiease her from her vows, and
he consents to do this on the stipulation that
she will contribute a large sum of money to the
treasury of the organization. Shortly after this
Madgwick dies, and. in a will made shortly before his death, leaves the bulk of his estate to
Irma. practically disinheriting his children by
liis second wife. Irma leaves the house and
cannot be located, and. when Eric, desirous o:
obtaining possession of the sacred stone that was
to be buried with his father's body, enters the
vault and opens the casket and finds evidence
that his father died from poisoning, suspicion
Is directed against the girl. An investigation
is started bv Scotland Yard, and Irma is informed, and" the police are searching for her
One night, disheveled and nervous, she appears
before Redgell in his apartment, and tells him
that for many days she has been held a prisoner
by Karaji. who wished to make t^ure of obtaining
the monev that he demanded for her release.
She informs Redgell that there was a meeting
of the Seditionists in progress when she escaped
from the bouse of Karaji. Scotland Yard is
in the arrest
notified and a raid which isresults
made immediately.
of the mutinous Indians
Among those who are caught in the raid is Ali.
an Indian who was trusted servant of Madgwick He is accused of the murder of his employer, but he denies his guilt, at the same time
clearing absolutely the name of Irma. He tells
how Madgwick, vears before, was afflicted with
a disease that made him susceptible to attacks
that would suspend the function of his body for
several davs at a time, leaving him dead to all
appearances. Fearful of being buried alive at
some time, he prepared a small vial of virulent
bis
poison which Ali was sworn to place on and
breast when he was buried. Ali did this
nndine
and
trance
his
from
waking
Madgwick.
himself buried, took the poison and ended his
life
With the Sedionists broken UP and Eric and
Edith having gone to Austrailia. this story comes
to an end with Redgell and irma happy in each
others arms.
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PATHE NEWS NO. SI (Oct. 7).
New York Citv. — For the first time in sixteen years the Brooklyn Baseball Club capture?
the National League pennant after a close contest. Subtitles: (1) 'Wilbert Robinson. Manager
of the Dodgers, who brings such unexpected joy
to Brooklyn fandom. (2) The Boston Red Sox.
champions of the American League, and their
Manager. William Carrigan.
Cleveland. Ohio. — Huge steel girders are bent
like strands of wire when a bridge over the railroad tracks collapses under the impact of a
collision between two trolley cars, killing two
and injuring forty. Subtitles: (1) A horse is
caught in the wreckage. (2) Little remains of
the cars after their 35-foot fall.
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Austin. Texas. — Life of the National Guardsmen on the border is not a mere dull, dreary
grind of arduous tasks, and many spare moments
are lound for pleasant recreation. Subtitles :
(Ij The boys vie for supremacy in field sports.
1 2) They are kept in trim by frequent trips. The
New York Militia take an S5-mile journey. (3l
General Fun^lon reviews the troops at the State
Capital, and then they hit the dusty trail of the
Texas deserts.
New York City. — Women are taking an active
interest in the Presidential election, and a party
of well-known leaders leaves on a campaign tour
of the country. Subtitle: Mrs. Charles E, Hughes
remains behind.
Eastport, .Maine. — Having outlived its usefulness as a member of Tncle Sam's modern Navy,
the good old frigate Franklin, built in ISoo. is
brought here to be destroyed. Subtitles : (1)
The torch is then set to the relic of Civil War
times. (2> The vessel is but a blazing wreck
when darkness falls.
The Misadventures of the Bull Moose. — Political
Cartoon by John C. Terry — Process patented by
.1. R. Bray. Subtitles: (1) Can 1 approach him
with safety? (2) I thought you said bed eat out
of my band. (.">) You "ornery" brute: I'll show
you who's boss !
Romford,
England. — Lieutenant
William
L.
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Robinscfl, Britain's hero who brought down the
first Zeppelin in Engl;jnil, is given an eotbusiastic recepttion by the children of this village.
Subtitle: He is presented with a little gift as a
memento of his brave deed.
Salonica, Greece. — General Sarrail. commanderin-chief of Allied force-i in Greece, sreeis Essad
Pacha upon hi.s arrival to take command of an
Albanian contingent. Subtitle: The troops at
Salonicacause.
represent all the Nations fighting for the
Allies'

PATHE
NEWS
No. 82— (Oct. 11).
New York City. — Leaders of the motion picture industry visit Charles E. Hughes to learn
his view.-^ on film censorship. Subtitle — The Republican candidate prais«.-s the value of the motion picture and the important role it plays in
our national
life,
Boston, Mass. — Forty thousand ardent baseball fans see the Red Sox capture the opening
game of
the World's
Series
from the
Dodgers
after
a contest
full of
thrilling
plays,
score
<; to 5. Subtitles : 1. The Red Sox make an
early bid in the second, Gardner singles, sending Lewis to second. Scott sacrifices Lewis to
third, but Hooper is out on a long fly, retiring
side. 2. In the third Duffy Lewis, famed for
breaking
World Hobliizel
Series' games,
drivesthea twobase hit, up
sending
home with
first
run ; score 1-U. 3, The Dodgers tie the score in
the fourth inning when Zach Wheat makes a
three-base bit sending Stengel home ; score 1-1.
4, The Dodgers weaken in the seventh. Janvrin
doubles ; Walker advances him to third and he
scores on Hobiitzei's single. Gardner singles,
scoring Walker, Hoblitzel reaches home on
Scott's long fly. 5. After the game.
El Paso, Texas. — The only observation balloon
on the border is taken to the camp of the First
Ohio Field Artillery to which it has been assigned. Subtitle: 1. The balloon, which is used
to observe the effect of artillery fire, is eightyfive feet long.
Jersey City, N. J. — Devout members of the
Holy Name Society hold their annual rally to
foster the movement against blasphemous speech.
Subtitle : 1. The Right Reverend Monsignor
.John A. Sheppard officiates at the field services.
Omaha. Neb.^ — ^President and Mrs. Wilson arrive to attend the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the admission of this State into
the Cnion. Subtitle: 1, He reviews a parade
of Sioux Indians.
New York City. — James W. Gerard. American
Ambassador to Germany, returns for his first
vacation since he assumed the difficult and delicate duties of his post. Subtitles: 1. The Ambassador is accompanied by Mrs. Gerard, who
performed such noble work in aiding the war
sufferers. 2, A committee of prominent people,
including former Ambassadors Oscar Straus and
Henrj' Morgenthau. greets Mr. Gerard upon his
arrival.
McGuffey. O. — Fanned by a strong northeastern wind, fire rapidly sweeps over thousands of
acres of onion marsh lands, destroying valuable crops. Subtitles: 1. The militia aid the
fire-fighters by digging trenches around the
burning soil to prevent the conflagration from
spreading.
The fire brigade in helmets ressmoke.cue farmers2,overcome
by the dense clouds of
Newport. R. I. — The European war zone has
now extended to our very shores as German Uboats sink enemy ships, leaving their victims
to be rescued by I'nited States destroyers. Subtitles: 1, The crew and passengers of the steamship Bloomersdijk. 2, Women and children survivors of the Red Cross Liner Stephano. among
whom are many Americans. 3. The survivors
are given railroad tickets back to their homes.
4. The torpedo boat flotilla stationed here races
out to sea to rescue the victims of other vessels sunk by the submarine raider. 5. Has
Germany violated her promises to America? The
man who will decide.
THE SHIELDING SHADOW— Episode No. 4.
"The Earthquake" (Two Parts— Astra— Oct. 22).
Sebastian Navarro reads in a newspaper that
One Lamp Louie has struck gold out West and
has become a millionaire. Sebastian, a nervous
wreck from the increasing visitations of the
mysterious
Shadow."
decides to
from it and "Shielding
with Leontine,
he journeys
to flee
the
remote mining town where Louie has found his
fortune. Arriving, the first person they see
is the Mysterious Stranger — Ravengar.
The Shielding Shadow appears to Louie in his
shack and hypnotizes him into writing a confession of his part in the forgery for Sebastian
which sent Jerry Carson to prison and later to
his death. Sebastian, who has made his way
to the shack, enters as Louie is signing his name
to it, and during a struggle to secure it. the
paper disappears as if picked up by an unseen
hand. Later one of a band of crooks overhears
Sebastian offer Ravengar $10,000 for it. He refuses and Sebastian leaps at him. but the fight
is interrupted by an earthquake which wrecks
the town. Ravengar, while rescuing Leontine.
loses the paper, which is secured by the crook
leader. After a wild pursuit be eludes Ravengar by jumping from a high bridge.
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THE MOTIOGRAPH

It Answers "Yes" to
Every Question
It is of vital importance that you ask
such questions as the following when buying a projector.

Advantages
THE

PICTURE

Is The Best Majterial Used?

ABOVE— gives you a

side view of the complete machine, with the

magazines in place — Note the compactness and simplicity
in construction — The Universal is —

A

ONE-PIECE

MACHINE

-every

moving part is directly connected to one main
casting — thereby insuring perfect operating mechanism.
ALTHOUGH
SIMPLE
AND
COMPACT— in construction — nothing has been omitted
— that is really essential to the very best machine — and
though —
BUILT
FOR
LONG
AND
HARD
USAGE and used extensively by professionals
throughout the country — it can be operated without
difficulty by the "unprofessional."

Incidentally, we can now make immediate deliveries Our increased production
facilities have allowed us to catch up on back orders and
it is now possible for us to fill new orders same day as
received.

SEND

YOURS

IN NOW!

Universal Camera Company
559 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO
1209 Times Bldg., New York 821 Market St., San Francisco
229 East Sixth St., Los Angeles
Our fltscrif^tivt Ci7taIo:^!if uiU he ftrjt on request.

The Lamphouse is made of high grade planished steel
— Castings from best grade gray iron — Bushings of the
best journal bronze— Star and Cam of high grade
crucible tool steel.

Is It Safe?
Ask any user or operator of the MOTIOGR.\PH,
he will soon answer your question in regard to Safety.

What About Simplicity?
Easy to thread — Simple oiling system. Framing Device easily removed. All parts interchangeable. Adjustments where necessary.

Does It Give Satisfaction?
Mr. H. D. Graham, Manager of The New Merrill
Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis., says, "It is the opinion of
everyone that we are getting the best projection in the
city with the new Motiograph which we consider superior to any otiier machine on the market."

Is It Economical?
With our Year's Guarantee on the machine and the
best material used in every part of the projector, your
up-keep is reduced to the minimum— And think of it,
first cost only S250.(X) for hand-drive and $285.00 for
motor-drive.
Write for literature.

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.
574 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Western Office:
833 Market St.,

San Francisco.
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PRUDENCE THE PIRATE— (5 Parts— Gold
Rooster— Oct. 22).— The cast: Prudence
(Gladys Hulette) ; Aunty (Flora Finch) : Meeks
(Riley Chamberlln) ; Tommy (Wm. Parke, Jr.) ;
John Astorbilt
(Barnett Parker).
Prudence arrives from boarding school at the
home of the aunt who Intends to usher her into
society. Prue balks at "debutting" and the
only warmth she extends to Astorbilt. the season's "catch,"
the bouillon
houseparty
guests,
Is in the form and
of one
some of hot
which
she
mischievously spills down
his neck.
The results convince Prue that the only one
in the house with a sense of humor Is Meeks,
the butler, and a close friendship springs up between the two. He hints to her that he has
been to sea and "seen things" and when pressed
further confides that he was once a Pirate' All
Meeks ever saw of the sea was as a cabin boy
on a missionary ship, but he spins wild yarns
of adventure and Prue, her romantic young
nature fired, decides to become a bonny buccaneer. With much secrecy and aided by her entire summer's spending money a schooner is
rented and chistened the "Bucket of Blood ''
A crew of tramps Is recruited and all is complete save for a chaperon and a deck scrubber.
Hoisting her black flag her aunt's house-boat
Is attacked and the old lady and Astorbilt captured to nil those capacities. Astorbilt bribes
the crew to mutiny and Prue finds herself a
prisoner on her own ship.
The rough and tumble life and the crisp salt
air cracks Astorbllt's eEfemlnate pink tea veneer
and from beneath it the true manhood emerges.
Gradually Prue finds her heart also becoming a
captive to the changed individual. A fire breaks
out and he rescues her at danger to himself.
Plunging into the sea with his fair burden he
swims to a bell buoy to wait the coming boat.
There Prue, with her customary disregard for
conventions, promises to lower the black flag
and surrender her heart forever.
IN THE MESH OF HER HAIR (Pathe—
Two Parts— Oct. 22).— A novelist spending his
vacation by the sea Is attracted by the wonderful wealth of long, black hair that crowns the
beauty of a humble fisherman's daughter He
plays with her heart and after a time returns
to the city. But he finds he cannot forget and
conscience-stricken at his philandering he follows an impulse and sails back.
In the meanwhile the despondent girl seeks a
watery grave. What appears to be an appari■tion, but what Is really flesh and blood is the
means of saving them both and bringing them
happiness.
HEINE AND THE MAGIC MAN (Rolln—
Oct. 22). — Heine finds a ticket to the big show
\°d to prove "you can't fool Heine," declares
that the magic man is not a real "magicer" at
all but a bush league faker. He starts sometning he can't finish, and gives the audience a
highly amusing number not on the bill
,^^^^^^iC
MOVEMENTS
ANALYZED
(Pathe— Oct. 22).— A wonderful series of pictures taken with the Pathe Ultra-Rapi "Animal
camera
Of movements iu athletic games which d the
normal eye misses. A companion
the
Eye
Movements Analyzed," "Movements
Misses," etc.
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BLOSSOM TIME IN JAPAN (On same reel
as foregoing). — A beautiful split reel showing
Japan in full blossom, heralding the coming
of Spring. A panorama of bewitching loveliness spreads as far as the eye can see.

Triangle Film Corporation
THE VAGABOND PRINCE (Kay Bee— Five
Parts— Oct. 22).— The cast: Prince Tonlo (H. B.
Warner) ; Fluffy (Dorothy Dalton) ; Burton
Randall (Roy Laidlaw) ; Princess Althalia
iKatherine
Kirk wood) ;
"Spud* Murphy
(Charles K. French); "Red" Kelly (J. W. McLaughlin) Count
:
Sergis Metropolski (J. Prank
Burke) ; Mrs. Finnegan (Agnes Herring). Directed by Charles Glblyn.
The young prince, Tonlo of Bothalia, is tired
of the pomps and pettiness of the little Balkan
principality, which his father rules. He longs
to venture out in the world and to seek adventures. On the day of his betrothal for dynastic
purposes, to the Princess Athalla. an elderly
daughter of a neighboring protectorate, this
feeling of exasperation becomes acute and ne
wanders a distance from the castle. While m
this mood be chances upon a wandering artist,
Burton Randall, of San Francisco, who sympathizes with him. and who urges him to grasp
the first opportunity of leaving the court.
The prince follows the advice of his artist
friend, slips away from the castle and sometime later arrives In San Francisco on a sailing
ship as an ordinary seaman. With his sailor
friends, he spends his first night ashore In one
of the music halls on the Barbary Coast. Fluffy,
a young and fascinating dancer, is insulted by
"Spud" Murphy, the political boss of the district. Tonlo comes to her rescue and after a
free-for-all fight, lands in a prison cell. Fluffy,
who sticks by her rescuer, finds that the only
man he knows In San Francisco is the artist.
Burton Randall. She enlists Randall's sympathies. He comes to the rescue of the prince.
Randall takes him and Fluffy to the Bohemian
quarters he occupies, where he installs them
with a coterie of artists who work, play and
starve In a set of dingy studios. Tonlo is fitted
out with foils and paraphernalia, and gives
fencing lessons to those who have the courage
to mount the steep streets which lead to the
studio. These are happy days for the emancipated -prince, who falls in love with Fluffy,
While the prince is pursuing his romance,
there are great happenings in Bothalia. The
King and Crown Prince have been assassinated,
and the missing Tonic is heir to the throne.
The Bothalian Embassy manages to trace Tocio
to his Bohemian lair and bring all diplomatic
pressure to force him to break his romance with
Fluffy and return to Bothalia. But love Is
stronger than diplomacy and after a struggle
with his ministers, Prince Tonlo decides to renounce his allegiance to Bothalia and take to
the Q]>en road with Fluffy.
FIFTY-FIFTY (Fine Arts— Five Parts — Oct.
22). — The cast: Naomi (Norma Talmadge) ;
Frederic Harmon (J. W. Johnston) ; Helen
Carew (Marie Chambers) ; Louise O'Mally
(Ruth Darling) ; The Man from Sing Sing (H.
S. Northrup) ; The Judge (Frank Currier) ;
The Detective (Dodson Mitchell) ; The Man
About Town (W. P. Richmond). Directed by
Allan Dwan.
Naomi, a girl of the studios In New York's

artist quarter, is possessed of a superabundance of vitality and a desire for continuous
frolic and adventure. One night, at a gay
party,
one ofspirits
the men
deceived
Naomi's
effervescent
into Is
thinking
thanby she
Is a
much more unconventional girl than she herself
has any idea of being. He Is told by his companions that Naomi is not the sort of girl he
thinks her to be, but insists that he can prove
that she Is, and even makes a wager to that
effect. Naomi, really quite unsophisticated. Is
tricked by the man into accompanying him into
a hotel of questionable repute, where the two.
Innocent of any wrong doing, are captured In a
police raid, and Naomi has an unpleasant experience In the night court. Friends come to
her aid and she Is released.
Not long after this, Frederic Harmon, a
broker, comes into the girl's life. The two fail
in love and are married. The birth of a baby
completes the transformation of the girl's character and she cares only for her home, her
husband and her child. The husband, however, does not settle down to home life. He is
still much inclined to the gayeties of the set
in which he had become acquainted with Naomi,
and when she refuses to take further part In
the revels of the Bohemian crowd, he fares forth
by himself. It Is not long before he meets
Helen Carew, a woman with a past and without
a conscience, who fascinates him partly for hei
amusement and partly for mercenary reasons.
Eventually Harmon's infatuation for the other
woman becomes known to Naomi. She is heartbroken, particularly when Harmon goes so tar as
to ask her to divorce him In order that he may
marry Helen. This she refuses to do. Helen,
anxious to get the man entirely Into her clutches,
enters Into a plot with a crooked detective
whereby Naomi is to be caught in a compromising situation, thus giving her husband grounds
for divorce from her. The detective picks up a
convict just out of Sing Sing and by means of a
decoy message Naomi Is Induced to go to a
hotel room where the man from Sing Sing is
waiting for her. Once the two are In the room
together it is raided by newspaper reporters
and a photographer, and a flashlight of Naomi
in the arms
of the convict Is obtained.
The husband brings suit for divorce, offering
as evidence the stories of the witnesses at the
raid and the flashlight photograph. He also
asks custody of the child. Naomi startles the
judge and spectators when she declares that
she should be allowed to keep the child, because
Harmon is not its father. The judge, however,
suspects that Naomi Is sacrificing her reputation In order to keep her baby, and, calling the
girl into his private office, he gets the truth
from her.
Meantime there has been an unexpected development in the affairs of Helen. The man
from Sing Sing had been her lover before he
went to prison, and she is unpleasantly surprised when the detective's use of him brings
him again into her life. The ex-convict Is in
Helen's rooms, trying to renew their old association when Harmon comes to see her. Helen
hastily hides the jail-bird, but while she is
talking to Harmon the convict comes out and
tells Harmon
nection with it.of the woman's past and his conHorrified at the revelation of Helen s true
character. Harmon goes out of her life at once
and forever, but in the course of time succeeds
in winning his way back into his home.

Consults His Supply Man When
Projection
Difficulties
Arise
It is through these consultations, held with hundreds of exhibitors, and the
knowledge we gained suggesting remedies which has worked out advantageously to our customers at little or no cost to them. That makes us proclaim
that we are foremost in the art of
Piteco Condensers
Improve Your
Projection.
Ask about
thexn.
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Consult Our Engineering Department To-day
We Are Distributors for
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We Equip
Motion
Picture Theatres
Completely.

Send for Prices

PICTURE

THEATRE

1604 BROADWAY,
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CO. projection engineers

at 49th Street
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NOTICE

WANTED.

WANTED.

CASH FOR YOUR MOVIE— I am a practical
successful moving picture broker. Seventeen
years of continuous success. Selling upwards of
one million dollars* worth annually, sales, exchanges and leases. Lewis, the Moving Picture
Broker. Est. lS9t>. Offices, 578-80 ElUcott Sq..
Buffalo, N. Y.
WANTED, moderately-equipped picture house
seating six hundred ; town exceeding forty thousand : vicinity San Francisco. Address Henry
Logan, care of M. P. World, X. Y. City.

THEATERS

NOTE OUR NEW

RATES!

— The Publishers expect that nil xt.ttements made in every advertiaement will bear the iitrictemt investisotion.

WILLIAM Y. WEHBE, F. A. G. 0. organistcomposer. Motion picture uccompanlmeDt a
specialty. Centre Theater, Ottawa, Ont.. Canada.
MOVING PICTURE OPERATOR, expert desires position with Qlm exchange. Address Progressive, care M. P. World, X. Y. City.
YOUNG MAN wishes position as assistant
cajneramon to learn business. Address Assistant, care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
MOTION PICTURE OPERATOR desires position in small town where good projection Is
wanted. Strictly sober and steady. Has eight
years" experience. Will go anywhere. Address
C. J. P., care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
CAMERAMEN furnished with outfits for all
classes of work. Local pictures, industrial, educational or studio. Universal Camera Co., 1007
Times
Bldg., N. Y. City.
HIGHLY EFFICIENT and reliable moving
picture pianist, open for immediate engagement, south or west preferred; over one year in
last position. Address Miss I. E., care M. P.
World, N. Y. City.
AT LIBERTY — Union pianist and Wurlltzer
"K" operator. Will locate anywhere. M. H.,
care M. P. World. X. Y. City.

THEATERS
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Remittances must accompany all orders as follows:
One dollar per insertion for
copy containing twenty words or less. Five cents per word on copy containing over
twenty words.
Each word to be counted including names and addresses.

TO ADVERTISERS:
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WORLD

FOR SALE OR RENT.

FOR SALE OR RENT— One of the best paying
moving picture theaters In eastern part of Pennsylvania. City of over 100,IX)0 population. Theater is thoroughly up-to-date. Seating 700, with
10c admission price afternoon and evening. Best
reasons for selling. Only bona-fide parties will
be considered. Address J., care M. P. World, N.
Y. City.
WOULD you consider proposition averaging
$75 net per week, last week $150. in good Indiana city? No opposition. Stand investigation.
$4,000 cash. Don't answer unless your intentions are good. V., care M. P. World. N. Y.
City.
PHOTOPLAY HOUSE considered to be the
most beautiful medium-sized house in New York
State, in town of about 15,000; fully equipped;
leather upholstered opera chairs ; motor driven
machines ; running seven days and seven nights
week. Admission ten cents. Expenses about
$S0 week; receipts average about $130; no previous experience necessary, will teach you business free. Price, S1.7.')0 or less. Lewis, 5S0
Ellicott Sq., Buffalo, N. Y. Send for copy of
our catalog.
Free
FOR SALE — Only picture house In Iowa town
of 1.800; flrst-class equipment; will stand InvefltlgatloD. Address C., care M. P. World, N.
Y. City.
FOR SALE — Motion picture house, fully
equipped, new, located within seven miles Palm
Beach. Good town ; heavy tourist population.
Price right Will stand close inspection ; get
particulars. Consolidated Realty Co., West Palm
Beach, Fla.

For

Your

SPLENDID CHANCE to purchase moving picture and vaudeville theater. (Brick building)
seats SOO, large stage, only house In town of
6,iXH> inbabilants. Fully equipped. Now in operation. Free & Brannigan, Tarrytown, N. Y.

EQUIPMENT

SALE.

REBUILT MACHINES at ridiculously low
prices. 1^112 Motiograph. $35.00; Power's No. 6.
$85.00; Edison Exhibition model, heads not rebuilt but in first-class shape, $5.00. Ludwig
Hommel & Co., 947 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
BOOTH FOR SALE — A single asbestos booth
at a bargain. Wm. W. Fagely, 1900 Race St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
OPERA CHAIRS — 4.500 slightly used. 40c up.
Upholstered, $1.00. New 9oc maple folding, 40c.
Atlas Seating Co., 10 East 43rd St., N. Y. City.
FOR SALE — Edison moving picture machine,
in good condition, rheostat, chairs, etc. Big
bargain.
Leslie L. Van Syckle, Andover, N. J.
FOR SALE — Two Power's 6A machines, nearly new. $150.00 each, cash. With motor drive,
A. C. or D. C., $175.00 each. Two Simplex machines guaranteed flrst-class condition, $185.00
each. With motor drive. $225.00 each. All fully
guaranteed. Webster Electric Co., 719 Ninth
St., N. W. Washington, D. C.
FOR SALE— 1916 Motiograph motor attachment. Large size Martin rotary converter, gold
fibre screen. 20x36 drop curtain.. All above new,
used four weeks. Wire or write Art E. Anderson, Paxton. 111.
FOR SALE— Slightly used Simplex projectors,
guaranteed perfect and good as new at reasonable prices. Second-hand Motiograph in good
condition, cheap. Room 206, 1482 Broadway,
N. Y. City.
BARGAINS, slightly used Simplex, Power's
and Motiograph machines. Lowest prices —
fully
Hallberg, 729 Seventh Ave.,
\.
Y. guaranteed.
City.
3,000 OPERA CHAIRS, steel and cast frames,
60c. up. All serviceable goods. Player piano
new. Pour asbestos booths, several machines.
.1. P. Redington, Scranton. Pa.
RICHARDSON SAYS— "Install 'Amberlux'
Lens Filters." Don't hesitate to spend $3.50 to
protect your patrons from sight destroying eyestrain. W. D. Warner, Wyandotte Bldg,, Columbus, Ohio.

CAMERAS,

ETC., FOR SALE.

THE MOTION PICTURE CAMERA Clearing
House offers the biggest values possible In highgrade tested Cinematograph cameras. 1st : 150 ft.
Vista, late model, equipped with Zeiss Tessar
P:3.5 lens. $50.00. 2nd: 100 ft. Ememann M.
P. camera, equipped with Erneman F :3.5 lens,
$50.00.
3rd : 400 ft. Urban Professional, regu-

LITTLE

the LITTLE

WILL

FOR

FOR SALE— Two 40 ampere type No. 115,072
General Electric Mercury Arc Rectifiers complete with extra relays, hand regulators and
enclosed fuses. Full 50 amps. D. C. at arc
guaranteed. Price $125 each. Collins & Hill.
10 S. La Salle St, Chicago, III.
FOR SALE — $H0.00 cash. Fort Wayne compensarc, Hallberg economizer, 220 volts, 60
cycles ; perfect condition, a bargain ; sent for
examination. Martin Fredericks, 3533 North
Thirteenth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
GUARANTEED REBUILT MACHINES— 1908
Motiograph, .?G0.00 ; 1911 Motiograph. $75.00 ;
1013 Motiograph, $90.00; Simplex motor drive,
$250.00; Power's 6A. $150.00 ; Edison Exhibition,
$65.00: Edison type B, $75.00; Power's No. 5.
$65.00.
quick.
vour Bldg.,
order." Chicago,
AmuseIII.
mentGoing
Supply Co.,
300-2Rush
Mailers

GET

WANTS
ADS

YOU

in the Moving

in the

Classified

EXCEPTIONAL

lar and trick crank, focus direct through rear.
Two Volgtiander lens 70 M.M. and 00 M.M., tnterchangeablo, $125.00. 4th : 400 ft Pathe Cinematograph Hellar F :4.5 lens, $135.00. 5th : 200
foot. Erncmann Model A, regular and trick crank.
Zeiss Tessar lens. F :3.5, $135.00. fith : 400 ft
Ernemann Professional Model B. Finest mechanism, all adjustments, equipped with Zeiss Tessar, F :3.5 lens, $22..'i0. 7th: 400 ft Ernemann
Model B, same as above, equipped with 2" Ernemann P:3.5 lens, 3" Helomar P :3.5 lens and 4"
Dallmeyer Telephoto lens, complete, $275.00.
8th : The Davsco Professional, 200 ft. capacity.
Zeiss Tessar lens. Biggest value possible, $110.00.
Panoramic and tilting top tripods from $14.00
to $60.00. Write today. Information on any
camera cheerfully answered. David Stem Company, The National Camera Exchange, 1047 R.
Madison St, Chicago,
111.
MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS and tripoda
for sale and for rent. Cameramen furnished
anywhere. H. R. Hoover & Co., 229 West 42nd
St., N. Y. City.
CAMERAMEN'S NOVELTIES — Laboratory
outfits, special machinery, photoplay directors,
viewfinders, flexible cranks, effect devices, static
preventers. All film work, repair. En)erhard
Schneider, 14th St and Second Ave., N. Y. City.
KINOGRAPH. $60; Pittman, $90; Prestwlch,
$1.50; Schneider, $145; all P :3.5 lenses. Tripods,
$20 upwards; $60 projector, $35. Ray, 326 Fifth
Ave.. N. Y. City.

FILMS

WANTED.

WANTED for export, used films in good condition. Especially series. State price, etc., to
P. Thomander, 145 West 45th St., N. Y. City.

FILMS

FOR

SALE

OR RENT.

IF YOU'RE IN THE GAME for money you
need shows like "Custer's Last Fight," "The
Outlaw," "Beronimo's Last Raid," "The ftange
Rider," "Chief Sitting Bull," "Big Rock's Last
Stand," "Battle of Bull Run," "Uncle Sam's
Boys In Mexico," "Jessie James," "Old Fort
Dearborn," "Indian Blood," "The Battle,"
"White Hawk Redemption," "Desert Scourge,"
"Fortune of War." "Utah Pioneers." "The
Dragon Claw." "The Sergeant's Secret," "For
Love of the Flag," "A Texas Ranger," "White
Dove Sacrifice." "The Warrior," "Across the
Plains," "The Kick Out" "The Squaw Man,"
"Saved by the Boys in Blue," "The Burning
Brand," "The Copperhead." "Arrow Maker's
Daughter," "A Red Princess," and 200 other
good features. Let me know your wants. I will
make the price right H. Davis, 79 S. Washington St.. Wllkes-Barre,
Pa.
OVER SEAS BUYERS should communicate
with me, second-hand American pictures at European prices. Donald Campbell, 145 West 45th
St. N. Y. City.
WE SPECIALIZE In used educational. Industrial, scientific and scenic films. Good subjects
at I'/^c. per foot and up. We have what you
want Send for our lists and terms. New York
Film Laboratories, Film Sales Dept., 145 West
45th St.. N. Y. City.
FOR SALE — The following features: "Fantomas." serial. 20 reels. "Cora, the Temptress
4 reels. "Are They Born or Made?" 4 reels.
"Dukes Talismen," 4 reels. "New York Girl,"
Keystone, 2 reels. Federal Feature Film Co.,
145 W. 45th Street, N. Y. City.

MISCELLANEOUS.
WANTED— Photoplay
continuity
to copy;
necessary editing done ; prices reasonable.
Grace
Burton, care M. P. World, 64 W. Randolph St
Chicago. 111.

Picture

Industry

Department

RESULTS

Send your copy, accompanied by remittance —The Rate is 5c. per Word, 20 Words or less $1.00
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Campbell's Olympic, Admission Prices at..
Censorship Question in Washington, D. C...
Chicago
Xews
Letter
Club Women
Listen to Film Man
Coming
"Grant"
Episodes.'
Comments
on the Films

594
570
5.10
.555
552
561
568

Death of George F. Magie
Deadwood
Exhibitors
League
Denver Theater.
Another
Fine
Detroit's Majestic, Admission
Raise
Elaborate
Musical
Score
Exchanges to Correct Abuses ^gally
Facts
and
Comments
Fakes and Facts
Fenwick.
Irene, Joins Famous Players....
Pour
New
Kalems
Pox Picture
Presented

55fi
529
588
583
531
520
523
52.^
533
535
561

536

"Harvest
of Gold, The'
(Kalem)...
■Heart
of the Hills, The"
(Edison).
"In
■Jim

the

Diplomatic

Grimsby's

Service"

Boy"
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535
537

(Metro)

(Triangle)

535

Kansas City's Grand to Show Films
Keen
Cartoons
( Keen )
Kohn
Wants
the Best Productions

586
537
563

Latest Pathc
News
Scoops
532
Lee, Joe, State Right Buyers Agent
564
List of Current Film Release Dates.
614. 616, 618. 620
"Lost Messenger,
The"
(Kalem)
535
Manufacturers* Advance Notes
Meeting
of Illinois
Branch
Mineapolis
Film Trade
Prosperous
Minneapolis' Strand as a Leading House...
"Missing
H.eiress, The"
("Kalem )
Moore. Tom, Builds New Theater
Molter
Off to War
Motion
Picture
Educator
Motion
Picture
Exhibitor.
The
Motion
Pictu re Photography
Music
for the Picture
Mutual
Offerings

.571
528
587
587
53.5
.580
566
550
528
547
.548
585

"Nation" Fight Film on in Ohio
Newark
Theaters
in Merger
New
Hampshire
Exhibitors
Organize
News of Los Angeles and Vicinity
Notes of the Trade

582
578
528
.557
574

Good Report
from Kleine Exchanges
562
Great West Film Co. Getting Under Way.. 5.87
GrifRn, Gerald. Engaged
by Metro
551

Ontario Exhibitors'
Paramount
Plans

528
566

CARBONS
AND
CARIION
Jones
& Cammack
Speer
Carbo^
Co

ACfKSSORIES.
605
624

CHAIR
AND
SEATING
ERS.
American
Seating
Co
Steel
Furniture
Co

MANUFACTUR-

(Treat Northern
Film Co
022
Herbert
Brenon
Film
Corp
497
International
Film Service
Colored
Insert
Kalem
Co
522
Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay
Service
513-16
Kleine, George
.512
Knickerbocker
Star Features
520
McClure
Pictures
480
Metcalfe,
Mortimer
D
613
Metro Pictures Corp
Colored Insert
Moss,
B. S
.510
Mutual Film Corp
Colored Insert
National
Drama
Corp
606
Norma
Talmadge
Film Corp
498
Paramount
Pictures Corp
480-88
Pathe Exchange, Inc
490, Colored Insert
Selig
Polyscope
Co
.518
Sherman-Elliott,
Inc
508
Signal
Film
Corp
500-01
Submarine
Film
Corp
506
Sunbeam
Motion
Picture
Corp
504-05
Thanhouser
Film Corp
474
Triangle
Film Corp
494-95
Unicom
Film Service
.599
Unit5' Film Sales Corp
509
Universal Film Mfg. Co
476-77
Vim
Comedies
521, 593
Vogue
Films. Inc
490
World
Film
Corp
478-79

Association

Pnrki r. B;irnett, Thanhouser Leading Man. 565
Pbillii)s.
.\iigusius.
Joins
Metro
552
Photnpiaywrisbt.
The
542
Picture Theaters
Projected
.575
Portland's
Curfew
Rings Again
500
Producers
Non-Progressive
524
Projee-tion Department
542
Regent
of Albany
Opens
Reviews of Current Productions

.563
534

San Francisco.
Serials Liked
in
"Scarlet
Oats, The"
(World)
;.
Seattle. Will Build Central Exchange In..
Society of Motion
Picture Engineers
"Soul of a Child, The"
(Pioneer)
Spokes
from
the Hub
St. Johns New
Lyric Now Open
St. Louis Considers
Light in Theaters....
Stories
of the Films
Stars
With
Ceneral
Film
Submarine
P.icture Rights
"Sultana,
The"
( Pathe)

589
534
591
533
.537
553
576
.585
576
563
.532
534

Tennessee,
No Lower Taxes in
585
Toronto Theaters and Publishers at Odds. 581
Triangle
Program
535
Two Great Blows to Censorship
525
Two
New
Triangles
567
Universal

Program

Releases

564

"War
Bride's
Secret, The"
(Fox)
Washington
Film Exchange Building
Week's Work in Fox Studios
What
Embarasses
Theater
Owners
"Wild Rose of Iowa," an Historical Film..
■Witchcraft"
(Lasky)

.534
579
562
591
586
536

TO ADVERTISERS

625
625

ELECTRICAI*
& MECHANICAL
MENT.
Amusement
Supply
Co
Calehuff
Supply
Co
C. & C. Elertric Co
Pulton, E. E
Hallberg,
J. H
Hertner EHectric & Mfg. Co
Hommel,
Ludwig
& Co
Picture Theater Equip Co
Porter, B. F
Strelinger,
Chas. A
Typhoon
Fan
Co
Universal
Motor
Co
Wagner
Electric Mfg. Co
FILM
EXCH.\NGES.
Bradenburgh,
G. W
The
Film
Exchange
LENS
MANUFACTURER.
Crown
Optical
Co
Gundlach-Manhattan
Optical

EQUIP575
624
624
606
621
619
606
610
621
605
621
623
620
624
603

Co

615
619

MANUFACTURERS
OF
MOVING
PICTURES.
Artcraft
Pictures
Corp
511
Biograph
Co
592
Bluebird Photoplays,
Inc
Colored
Insert
Christie
Film
Co
507
Clara Kimball Young Film Corp
490
Essanay
Film Mfg. Co
475. 510
Exclusive
Features.
Inc
626
E. & R. Jungle Film Co
606
Fox Film
Corp
401-93
Gaumont Co
502-03
General
Film Co
517
Grafton
Publishing
Film Co
606

MISCELLANEOUS.
Automatic Ticket Selling & C. R. Co
Bioscope.
The
Botanical
Decorating
Co
Bulletin, The
Cine Mundial
Cinema
Camera
Club
Classified Advertisements
Corcoran,
A. J
Eastman
Kodak
Co
Erbograph
Co
Evans
Film Mfg. Co
General
Chemical
Co
Gunbv
Bros
II Tirso Al Cinematografo
Kraus Mfg. Co
Marion.
Louise
M
Motion
Picture
Electricity
M. P. W. Circulation Coupon

In Answering Adv«^isements,

Please Mention

606
623
625
622
625
604
611
605
617
604
603
621
623
622
603
623
617
608, 625

THE

.\1. I'. Ifirfcitory Co
623
National
Cash
Register
595
.N'atinnat
Ticket
Co
605
Pacific Tank & Pipe Co
604
Remington. G. A., care M. P. World
619
Richardson's
Motion
Picture
Handbook... 610
Richardson.
F. H
622
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co
627
Standard
Motion
Picture
Co
605
Superior
Films
Co
617
Turner
& Dahnken
622
Willis
& Inglis
608
MOVING
PICTURE
CAMERAS.
Los Angeles M. P. Co
Stern.
David,
Co
Universal
Camera
Co

6(M
605
609

MUSIC
AND
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS.
American
Photo
Player
Co
605
B. F. Consumers Supply Co
622
Berg, S. M
615
Harmo
Pipe Orean
Co
622
Seehurg, J. P.. Piano Co
604
Sinn,
Clarence
E
625
Wangerin-Weickhardt
617
POSTERS
AND
FRAMES.
Menger
& Ring
Newman
Mfg.
Co
ERS.
PROJECTION

M.\CHINE

American Standard M.
Bine Bros
Enterprise
Optical Co
Power.
Nicholas,
Co
Precision
Mch.
Co

604
604
MANUF.VCTUR-

P. Mch.

Co

606
607
600
628
615

PROJECTION
SCREEN
MANUF.VCTURERS.
Center. J. H., Co., Inc
624
Gold King Screen
Co
575
Radium Gold Fibre Screen. Ino
604
THEATRICAL
Decorators'

MOVING
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Supply

Co
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Great
Men
of the
Hour

—Men who are making history in this, thr
most important Presidential Campaign which
has ever been waged in the United States.
— Men whose force of character is making
them talked about in every American home.
— Men who are on the front page of every
newspaper throughout the country every day-

Are Intimately Pictured in the New

Two-Reel

Release

A REUNITED PARTY
The Hon. CHARLES

EVAN

HUGHES

Candidate for President of the United States

The Hon. THEODORE

ROOSEVELT

Ex-President of the United States

The Hon.

WILLIAM

HOWARD

TAFT

Ex-President of the United States

and others

Are shoWn amidst interesting surroundings in this new series of action
l)liotograi)lis taken during the progress of the present Presidential Campaign.

Exhibitors Everywhere Should Show This Big Picture !
\\ hethcr thc\- be made

up of Republicans, Democrats, Prohibitionists, or Socialists^
all Audiences Will Enjoy Them

Detailed
formation as to Booking's, Write or Wire the Address in the Following List which
is For
Nearest
YourTn Theatre:
CHAS.
ALLISON
;'•: h\riv Itl'ik-.. KlnnmEtiam. AJft.
THOS.
HADDOCK
:■.'-. «;."..ir].h Bide.. Pliocnli. Ariz.
A. C. REMMEL
Llllle Rofk, Ark.
CHESTER H. HOWELL
Obroiiicle BIiIk.. San Fruiclsco,
C&l.
J. HENRY
RORABACK
Ai:vti Housf. Unnfocil.
Conn.
PHILIP B. STEWART
lti-.iv»ii l'.iiai\- llnt.l. DoDTcr, Colo.
ALDEN
R. BENSON
<>]<> Kin,: St . \\iltuini;ton, Del.
HENRY
S. CHUBB
I'rmr.iun. Fla
ROSCOE
PICKETT
AUariu. Gj
EVAN
EVANS
clld Idabo RUU . R"isc, Idabo
FRED
E. STERLING
Grc'st NoTth-rn llotct. Chtc««0. HI.
WILL
H. HAYS
In
Soeriii Ulii.:, liulianapolil. lud.
CHAS.
A. RAWSON

CHAS.
H. SESSIONS
if2i Kansas Avi-., Topeha,

GALEN
L.
741 Calrert

TAIT
Bldg..

Balttmorc.

I.tli.f.lr,

or MORTIMER
M^
I'

J. W. TOLBERT
On-ituvrtod.
P r,

Md

JOHN
D. MANGUM
Houi
ivnchartraln. Detroll. Mich.
E. L. THORNTON
Si Kr..iiii3 Uutvl. St. Paul. MltUl.
W. 0. LIGON
jAokton. .Miss.
T. W. HUKRIEOE
InliTDaiiiinal LlfcUlds.. St. Loiifs. Mo.
0. M. HARVEY
Mi'lt'iia. Mom.
E D. BEACH

j:i
CI.

JOSEPH
BURLINGAME
■JL'8 Rntl.T P.EirliAiiac.
riuiidtli

Kan.

N..1'.

D. METCALFE,
il-<\

FREDERICK
C. TANNER
1 MaUlsuii Avf.. N>w York City
FRANK
A. LINNEY
112 \V. .Sj^a!<i..[i Si..Grci'IlJib<)ro. N. C.

CHAS. S. HATFIELD
Culuinliiis
Stt iiiKs &
Coliuubtu. O.
ARTHUR
Oklahama

Trust

Bldg.,

H. GEISSLER
Citr. Okla.

CHAS.
L. McNARY
503 SolJiui; Bldt- . Portland, Ore.
WM. E. CREW
-06 S Er-ai St . Phll«dclphla. Pa.

C. B. POWERS
Sk.ux Fails. S. Dak.
PHIL
E. BAER
Paris, T(JL
. II.
GLEN
MILLER
ll.'l I nar.
Sail Lake City, Utah
J. WILL
TAYLOR
432 Stahlmaii Bide. NaHliiiJIo. Tcnn.
STANLEY
C. WILSON
Motttpvlier, Vl.
C. B. SLEMP
Bli: Stone Gap. Va.
MILLARD T. HARTSON
L. C. -Sinitli Bl-Ji;,, Si-altl.-. WanL
GEO.
A. WEST
Republican Umiiv, .Milwaukee, \V1»PATRICK
SULLIVAN
238 Plains llr,i.|. Clivvi-nae. Wyo.
T. LINCOLN
TOWNSEND
IIU II St.. X.W . \Vj,-litni.-tOD. D. C
JOSEPH
H. GAINES
Clarkst.'jTg. W
V;i

No. 51 1 Fifth Ave., New

York City
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List of Current Film Release Dates
— —

—

I— l"ii'IUi|^<l— ——

ON GENER.\L

FILM

COMPANY

I

^

PROGRAM

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 592, 594.)

General Film Company
RELBASE

DAYS.

Monday — Blograpb,

Sellg, Vltagraph.

Tnevdaj — Blograph.

Eeaanay,

Ka-

Oct. 24 — Borrowed Sunshine
(Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 25 — Canlmated Xooz Pictorial No. IS (Cartoon— Comedy).
— A scenic subject on the same reel.
Oct. 28 — It Never
Could Happen (Three parts —
Drama).
Oct. 31— The edy).
Beach

Comber

(Two

parts — Com-

KALEM.
Wedneaday^Blograpb, Essanay.
lem, Vim Feature Comedy.
Thnrvday — Sellff. Vim.
mtoy— Kalea.
Yltorraph

KmUkarkoakcr.

Satarday — Essanay.
Vitagrraph.

Kalem,

Ka-

Tim.
Sells.

BIOffRAPH.
Oct. 16— The White Rose of the Wilds (Drama)
Biograph — Reissue No. S9).
Oct. 18 — Classmates
{Three
parts — Drama)
(Biograph— Reissue
No. 90).
Oct. 23 — Friends
( Drama)
(Biograph — Reissue
No. 01).
Oct. 24 — The Battle at Elderbush
Gulch
(Two
parts — Drama ) ( Biograph — Reissue
No. 92).
Oct. 30— The
Goddess
of
Sagebrush
Gulch
( Drama ) ( Biograph — Reissue
No.
93).
Nov.
1 — The Power of the Press (Three parts
— Drama)
(Biograph — Reissue
No.
94).
ESSANAY.
Oct. 4— The Fable of "The Kid Who Shifted
HIb Ideals to Golf and Finally Became a Baseball Fan and Took the
Only Known Cure"
(Comedy).
Oct.
7— His Little Wife
(Three
parts — Dr.).
Oct. 10 — Money to Bum (Two parts — Comedy
— Drama).
Oct. 11 — Canlmated Noot Pictorial. No. 17 (Cartoon— Comedy).
— A Scenic subject on the same reel.
Oct. 14 — Lost, Twenty-four Hours (Three parts
— Comedy).
Oct. 17— The Fable of "The Kittenish Superanns and the World Weary Snipes'*
(Two parts — Comedy).
Oct. 18— Dreamy Dud In the African War Zone
(Cartoon — Comedy).
— A Scenic subject on the same reel.
Oct. 21 — Marooned
( Three
parts — drama) .
Oct. 21 — Essanay-Chaplin Revue of 1916, arranged from "The Tramp," "His
New Job," "A Night Out" (Five
parts — ^Comedy).

A Welcome

Oct. 10 — The Love Magnet (Comedy).
Oct. 11 — The Reformation of Dog-Hole (No. 10
of "The Girl from Frisco"
Series)
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 13 — The Battered
Bridegroom
(Comedy).
Oct. 14 — To Save the Special (No. 101 of "The
Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series)
(Drama).
Oct. 17 — A Sauer Kraut Symphony
(Comedy).
Oct. 18— The Yellow Hand (No. 11 of the "Girl
from 'Frisco") (Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 20— The
Code
Letter
(No. 1 of "Grant.
Police Reporter")
(Drama).
Oct. 21 — Hazards of Helen Railroad Series No.
102. "A Daring Chance" (Drama).
Oct. 24— The Bogus Booking Agents (Comedy).
Oct. 25 — The Harvest of Gold (No. 12 of the
"Girl from
'Frisco" — Two
parts —
Drama).
Oct. 27 — The Missing Heiress (No. 2 of "Grant,
Police Reporter" — Drama).
Oct. 2S— Hazards of Helen Railroad Series No.
10.3. "The Lost Messenger" (Dr.).
Oct. 31 — The Merry Motor Menders (Com.).
Nov.
1— The Son of Cain (No. 13 of the "Girl
from "Frisco" — Two parts — Dr.).
Nov.
S— The Pencil Clue
(No. 3 of "Grant.
Police Reporter" — Drama).
Nov.
4— "Hazard.s
of Helen"
Railroad
Series
No.
104,
"The
Gate
of Death"
(Drama).
SE7LIG.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

2 — The Sellg-Trlbune, No. 79, 1916 (Top.).
5— The Sellg-Tribune, No. 80, 1916 (Top.).
7— The Drama).
Canbyhlll
Outlaws
(Western —

Oct.
Oct.

9 — ^Converging Paths
(Two parts — Dr.).
9— The cal).
Sellg-Tribune No. 81, 1916 (Topi-

Oct. 30— Small Town
Stuff (Three parts — Dr.).
Oct. 30— The Selig-Tribune, No. 87, 1916 (Top.).
Nov.
2— The Selig-Tribune. No. 88,1010 (Top.).
Nov.
5— Tom's
Sacrifice (Drama).
VIM FEAJURE
COMETOY.
Sept. 27— Artistic Atmosphere (Comedy).
Oct.
4 — A Grain of Suspicion (Comedy).
Oct. 11— Their
Installment
Furniture
(Com.).
Oct. IS — A Persistent
Wooing
(Comedy).
Oct. 25— Green Eyes (Comedy).
Nov.

Mistake
Drama).

in

Rustlers

(Western —

Oct. 16 — Only a Rose (Two parts — Drama).
— A Boomerang (Comedy).
Oct. 1ft— The cal).
Sellg-Tribune, No. 83. 1016 (TopiOct. 19 — The Sellg-Tribune. No. 84, 1916 (Topical).
Eventful Evening
(Comedy).

Garters

(Comedy).

VIM.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.

12 — The Candy Trial (Comedy).
13 — Watch Your Watch
(Comedy).
19 — A Precious Parcel (Comedy).
20 — Here and There
(Comedy),
26 — A Maid to Order (Comedy).
27 — The Frame-Up (Comedy).
2— Twin Plats (Comedy).
3— In the Ranks
(Comedy).
VITAGRAPH.
6 — A Vampire Out of Work (Comedy).
7 — Cantrell's
(Three
parta —
Drama — Madonna
Broadway
Star Feature).

Oct.
9 — Billy's Melodrama
(Comedy).
Oct. 13 — The Mayor's Fall From Grace
Oct. 16— The tlonal).
Curse
of the
Forest

(Com.).
(EJduca-

Oct. 20 — Strong Evidence
(Comedy).
Oct. 21 — The Harbor of Happiness (Three parte
— Drama) (Broadway Star Feature).
Oct. 23 — Trouble for Four (Comedy).
Oct. 27— Betty's Affair (Comedy).
Oct. 30— The New Porter (Comedy),

General Film Company Peaturet
BROADWAY

STAR

FEATURES.

Oct.

7 — Cantrell's
(Three
parts —
Drama) . Madonna
— Drama.
Oct. 21 — The Harbor of Happiness
(Three parts

Oct. 12 — The cal).
Sellg-Tribune No. 82, 1916 (TopiOct. 14 — A

1 — Gertie's

KNICKERBOCKER

STAR

FEATURES.

Oct. 6— The Better Instinct (Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 13 — From the Deep (Three parts — Dr.).
Oct. 20 — Treading Pearls (Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 27— The Chorus
Girl and the Kid (Three
—parts
Drama).
— Drama).
Nov.
3 — Jess of the Hill Country
(Two parts

Oct. 21 — An

Visitor Each Week in Every Business Home
Pictures Are of Interest

Where Moving

The Moving Picture World
Is Admirably Adapted to Carry Any Little
Message Which You May Wish to Send

Our Classified Advertisements at Five Cents Per Word
Will Produce Remarkable Results — One Dollar for Twenty Words or Less.
Send Copy, with remittance, to CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO., 17 Madison Avenue, New York City

THE
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In Buying a

WANTED!!

Motion Picture Machine
make sure it is equipped witli the new

Good Music for the Film
Does this problem confront you?
If so, address for the
solution :

projection objective, which combines the highest perfection of optical corrections with a
mechanically correct focusing construction.
There is no rotation of the lens in focusing
and consequently no possibility of a displacement of the image on the screen.
The Marlux gives a steady, brilliant light
that sharply illuminates every part of the picture, and yet it requires but a minimum of
attention from the operator.

S. M. BERG
Columbia

Theatre

Building

47th Street and Broadway
New

See your Dealer or write direct to

York City

CROWN

OPTICAL

COMPANY

Rochester, N. Y.

DO YOU

KNOW

That YOU can MAKE MONEY COMING
AND GOING by buying the

Projector
COIVIIIMG
Increased Receipts
Delighted Audiences
Uninterrupted Performances
Increased Patronage
Public Popularity
and
General All Around
Success

If one better than ^^^.t^zTZ^ could be bought,
that would be the one to Buy, but up to the Present
Time
"IT CAN'T BE DONE"

Send for Catalog "A"

GOING
Increased Expenses
Maximum

Repairs

Maximum Up-Keep
Film Damage
and
Short Life of the
Machine

Equipment

ThePrecisionMachine (o:Tnc.
317 East 34th:St-NewYork
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON LNI\XRSAL

rw

AND

(For Daily Calendar of Program

Universal Film Mtg. Co.
ANIMATED
W'EEIvLY.
Oct. IS — Number 42 (Topical).
Oct. 25 — Number iS (Topical).
, Nov.
1— Number
44 (Topical).
BIG U.
Oct. 12 — No release this day.
Oct. 16 — The Tigers of the Plains (Two parts —
Drama).
Oct. 19 — No release this day.
Oct. 26 — The Narrow Creed (Two parts— Dr.).
Oct. 27 — A Price on His Head (Drama).
Nov.
2 — Sea
Mates
(Drama).
Xov.
3 — Starlight's
(Drama)
(Special
release). Message
Xov.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Xov.
Oct.

Bandit's
Wager
(Comedy— Dr.).
BISON.
14 — Night Shadows
(Two
parts — Drama).
21 — The Conspiracy (Two parts — Drama).
28— The Better Man
(Two parts — Drama>.
4 — For Love and Gold (Two parts— Dr.).
GOLD SEAL.
a— In the Heart of New York (Three parts
— Drama).

5— The

Oct. 10 — Cheaters (Three parts — Drama).
Oct. 17— The Wrath of Cactus Moore (Three
parts — Drama).
Oct. 31 — The Masked Woman (Three partsDrama).
IMP.
Oct 13 — A Sonl at Stake (Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 16 — The Missing Witness (Drama) (Special
Release).
Oct. 19 — The Decoy (Drama).
Oct. 20 — No release this day.
Oct. 22 — No release this day.
Oct. 26 — (Special
release — title not decided).
Oct. 27— Through Solid Walls (Two parts— Dr.).
Nov.
:>— Stumbling
( Two
parts^Drama) .
>,-ov. .">— The Secret Cellar
(Two
parts — Dr.)
I Special release).
JOKER.
Oct. 14 — The Oil Smeller (Comedy).
Oct. 21 — Beans and Bullets (Comedy).
Oct. 2S — A Crooked Mixup
(Comedy).
Xov.
4 — A Shadowed
Shadow
(Comedy).
LAEMMLB.
Oct. 9 — The Elusive Enemy (Drama) (Special
Release).
Oct. 11 — No release this day.
Oct. 14. — No release this day.
Oct. 16— A Case of Beans (Comedy) (Special
Release).
Oct. IS— Through
Drama).Baby's Voice (Two partsOct. 21 — No release this day.
Oct. 2o — Lucille, the Waitress (Comedy) (Special Release).
Oct 2S — (No release this day).
Xov. 1 — The Midnight Toll (Drama) (Special
Release).
Nov.
2 — Her Wedding Day (Two parts— Dr.).
\,-oy_ 4 — Xo release this day.
L-KO.
Oct.
Oct
Oct
Oct,
Oct
Oct
X(>y,
Xov.

S—
11—
15 —
18—
22—
^o —
—

No release this day.
Lured But Cured
(Two parts — Com.).
No release this day.
Safety First (Comedy).
She Wanted a Ford (Comedy).
.\ Rural Romance
(Two parts — Com.).
An tional).
Alligator
Hunt
(Ditmar's
Educa-

1— Terrors of a Turkish Bath
— Comedy).
5^No release this day.

(Two parts

2S>— No release this day.
2— With the Splrit'8 Help (Comedy).
ft — Almo=:t Guilty (Comedvt
Rooney In "It's AH Wrong" (Com13 — Pat edy).
16 — His Own Nemesis (Comedy).
"0 — Pat's Pasting Ways (Comedy).
2^ — The Bar Fly (Comedy).
30— I.ove and a Liar (Comedy).

PROGRAMS

Releases See Pages

^92. S9A.)

Mutual Film Corp.

POWERS.
Oct. 15—
—
Oct. 11* —
Oct. 26 —
Xov.

When Little Llndy Sang (Drama).
Diplomacy
( Cartoon — Comedy).
No release this day.
Windsor McCay and His Jersey Skeeter (Comedy
— Cartoon).
2 — Sammie
Johnson
Minds
the
Baby

Xov.

( Comedy — Cartoon ) .
— Ceyion
(Educational).
3— Vs Kids (Comedy).
RED

FEATHER.

Sept. 18— Black
Friday
(Five parts— Drama).
— Drama).
Sept. 25 — If My
Country Should Call (PlTe parts
2 — Under
Suspicion
(Five parts — Dr.).
9 — A Romance
of BlUy-Goat
Hill (Five
parts — Drama ) .
Oct. 16 — Barriers of Society (Five parts — Dr.).
Oct. 23 — The Black Sheep of the Family (Five
parts — Drama) .
Oft. 30 — The Isle of Life (Five parts — Drama).

Aug.
AMERICAN.
Drama).
Ridley
Returns
(Two
parts —
Aug. 14 — Ruth
Aug.
17— The Holly House (Three parts — Dr.).
Aug. 21— Enchantment
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct 28 — The Key (Two parts — Drama).
Sept. ■i— Atonement
( Two
parts — Drama) .
Oct. 9 — Citizens, All (Two parts — Drama).
Oct 16 — The Franchise (Two parts — Drama).
23 — Professor Jeremey's Experiment
(Two
parts — Drama).

Oct.
Oct.

re:x.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Xov.
.Nov.

1— AshesDrama).
of Remembrance
(Two
parts —
2 — The Slave (Drama).
tJ— No release this day.
8— Tfte Human Gamble (Two parts — Dr.).
9— The UnBnisbed Case (Drama)
(Special
Release).
13 — No release this day.
l."*— No release this day.
20 — The Gold Band (Drama).
'29 — The Moving Finger (Drama).
3 — No release this day.
5 — Her Vanished Youth
(Drama).

VICTOR.
Oct. 3 — No release this day.
Oct.
5 — No release this day.
Oct
6 — A Charming Villain (Comedy).
Oct. H>^No release this day.
Oct. 16 — Room
Rent
and Romance
(Comedy)
(Special Release).
Oct. 16 — The
Five
Thousand
Dollar
Dream
(Comedy) ( Special Release) .
Oct. 17 — No release this day.
Oct. 22 — Main 4400 (Two parts— Comedy — Dr.).
Oct. 24 — (Special release — title not decided).
Oct. 27 — A Plumber's Waterloo (Comedy).
Oct. 29 — The Burglar (Comedy).
Oct. 31— Felix on the Job (Comedy)
(Special
Release).
UNIVERSAL
Oct.
Oct
Oct
Oct

SPECIAL

FE^URE.

2— Liberty No. 8. "Clipped Wings"
(Two
parts — Drama) .
6 — Somewhere
on the
Battlefield
( Two
parts — Drama).
9 — Breaking Into Society (No. 9 of "Timothy Dobbs, That's
Me" — Two
parts — Comedy).
— Drama).
9— Liberty
No. 9. "Trapped,"
(Two parts

Oct. 12 — Behind Life's Stage (Two parts — Dr.).
Oct 16— Fame
at Last (No. 10 of "Timothy
Dobbs,
Me" — Two
parts —
Comedy). That's
Oct, 16 — Liberty No. 10, "The Human Targets*'
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 23 — Liberty No. 11. "A Daughter of Mars"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct 24 — Society Hypocrites (Three paru — Dr.).
Oct. 30— Liberty No. 12. "For the Flag"
(Two
parts- — Drama).
UNIVERSAL ( STATE ViGHTS.
October — Idle Wives (Seven parts— Drama).

nestOr.
SeptOct.
Oet
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct.
Oct.

MITLAL

Bluebird Photoplay, Inc.
Oct
Oct.

(Five
2— Wanted— .\ Home
Chnlice of Sorrow
9 — The Drama).

parts- Dr.).
(Five parts —

Oct. 16 — The Drama).
Social Buccaneer
(Five parts —
23 — Love Never Dies (Five parts — Drama).
Oct
Oct 30 The — End
of the Rainbow
(Five parts
Drama).

BEAUTY.
Sept 19— The Stinger Stung (Comedy).
Sept 26 — The Deacon's Card (Comedy).
Oct
3— Slicking the Slickers ((^medy).
Oct. 10 — That Sharp Note (Comedy).
CENTAUR.
— Drama).
Sept 16 — Tangled
Hearts
(Two parts- Dr.).
Sept 23 — The Father of Her Child (Two part*
Sept 30 — Foiled

Oct
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

6—
7—
7—
13 —
14 —
14 —
20 —
21 —
21 —
27 —
28 —
2S —

(Two parts — Drama).

CUB.
Oh! For a Cave man
(Comedy).
Won by a Fowl (Comedy).
That Wonderful Wife (Comedy).
Inoculating Hubby (Comedy).
Those Primitive Days (C^omedy).
Their College Capers (Comedy).
He Wouldn't Tip (Comedy).
That Doggone Baby
(Comedy).
The Deacon's Widow (Comedy).
Lovers and Lunatics
(Comedy).
Dad's Masterpiece
(Comedy).
When Clubs Were Trumps (Comedy).

GAUMONT.
Oct.
Oct
Oct
Oct.
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

1— Reel azine).
Life No.

22

(Mutual

Film

Mag-

4— See .\merlca First. No. 58 (Scenic).'
— Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon — klomedy).
5 — The False Magistrate (No. 5 of "Pantomas" (Three parts — Drama).
8— Reelzine).
Life, No. 23 (Mutual Film Maga11 — See America First, No. 57 (Scenic).
— Kartoon Komics (Cartoon — .Comedy).
15— Reel Life, No. 24 (Mutual Film Magazine).
IS — See America First, No. 58 (Scenic).
— Kartoon Komics (Cartoon — Comedy).
19 — Stepping Westward
(Two parts — Dr.).
22— Reel Life No. 25 (Mutual Film Magazine).
25 — See America First, No. 59 jCcenic).
— Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon-Oiftedy).
azine).
29 — Reel Life, No. 26 (Mutual Film Mag-

MUSTANG.
Aug. 31 — TheDrama).
Forgotten Prayer (Three parts— Drama).
Sept. 1 — The C?ambler's Lost Lore (Two part*
Sept.

S^Malchin'

Jim (Two parts — Drama).
MUTITAL.
Oct 17^The Drama).
Law
of Nature
(Three
parts —
Oct. 24 — The Folly
Oct 26 — At Twelve

of Fear
O'clock

MUTUAL
Oct. 4— Number 92
Oct 11- Number 93
Opt. IS — X'umber !*4
Oct 2."— Number 9o
(Muiiin] Releases

(Two parts — Dr.).
(Two parts — Dr.).

WEEKLY.

(Topical).
(Topical).
(Topical).
(Topical),
continuc(I on page 618.)
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STUDIO FOR RENT
DAY, WEEK

OR MONTH

Finest indoor fire-proof studio on the
coast. Center of the business district.
Equipped with Winfield-Kerner lights.
No glare or shadows.

Superior Developing
and Printing
Expert and Eflicient service.
Titles a Specialty.

CAMERAMEN
We Buy Undeveloped Negative
Subjects which are novel — trick pictures— popular science — popular mechanics— microscopical, etc. Write for
particulars.

SUPERIOR FILMS COMPANY
ROBERT

A. BRACKETT,

Manager

Entire Tenth Floor
643 Olive Street, Los Angeles

MOTION

are not stock instnnnents, but built
to order according to the ever varying individual requirements. Result:
Wonderful musical effects, such as
only a real, complete and genuine
MASTER PIPE ORGAN can produce.
WRITE

FOR

THEATRE

ORGAN

CATALOG

Wangerin-Weigkhardt
iso.
• • • ■ 112-124
BURRELL
STREET

MILWAUKEE , WISCONSIN

U.S.A.

PICTURE

ELECTRICITY
By J. H. HALLBERG

THIS WORK

Weickhardt Pipe Organs

COVERS

ELECTRICITY
ELECTRIC SERVICE
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS
REFERENCE TABLES. ETC.
An up-to-date treatment of Moving Picture Theater
Ele.ctric Installation and Projection, by a practical,
experienced, electrical expert.

J^iis^ one clear picture after
another with

Eastman Film
The film that made motion
pictures practical plays a big
part in their present stage of
perfection.
Look for the stencil mark
"Eastman" in the margin.

Illuitrated and Subitantially Bound. 280 Page>.
$2.50 per Copy.
Poitage Paid.

MOVING
PICTURE
17 Madison Avenue

WORLD
New York

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY,
N. Y.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON"

FEATURES

AND

MISCELLANEOUS

PROGRAMS

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 592, 594.>
{Mutual Releases continued from page 616.)
MUTUAL
MASTERPICTURE
DE
LUXE.
The Vagabond (Two parts — Comedy).
One A. M. (Two parts — Comedy).
The PawDshop (Two parts — Comedy).
Oct. 23 — The Undertow
{American — Five parts
— Drama)
(No. 146).
MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
DE LUXE.
Oct 19 — The
Voice of Love
(American — Five
parts — Drama)
(No. 145).
MUTUAL
STAR
PRODUCTIONS.
Oct.
9 — Jtedeemed
(Turner — Five
parts — Dr.)
(No. 143).
Oct. 16 — Bluff (American — Five parts — Drama)
(No. 144).
Oct. 26 — The
Love
Hermit
(American — Five
parts — Drama)
(No. 147).
THANHOUSER.
Oct, 6 — Arabella's
Prince
(Two
parts — Dr.).
Oct. 13 — At the Edge
of the Aqueduct
(Two
parts — Drama).
VOGUE.
Oct. 15 — Ducking a Discord (Two parts — Com.).
Oct. 22 — Her
Painted
Pedigree
(Two
parts —
Comedy).
Oct. 29 — He Died and He Didn't (Two partsComedy).

Metro Pictures Corporation,
COLUMBIA.
Oct 30 — The (Tates of Eden (Five parts — Dr.).
POPULAR
PLAYS
AND
PLAYERS.
Oct. 2 — The Iron Woman
(Five parts — Dr.).
Nov. 13 — Extravagance
(Five parts — Drama).
QUALITY.
Oct 16 — In the Diplomatic Service (Five parta
— Drama).
October — Romeo
and Juliet (Five Parts — Dr.)
(Special Release).
ROLFE.
Oct 23 — The Brand of Cowardice (Five parts —
Drama).
Nov. 27 — The Wager (Five parts — Drama).
YORKE.
Nov.
6 — Big Tremaine
(Five parts— Dr.).

Paramount Pictures Corp.
BLACK
DIAMOND
COMEDIES.
Oct 16 — Bridget's Blunder
(Comedy).
FAilOUS PLAYEmS.
Oct 19 — The Kiss (Five parts — Drama).
Oct. 23 — The Rainbow
Princess
(Five parts —
Drama).
Oct. 30 — Miss George
Washington
(Five parts
— Drama).
Nov.
2 — Seventeen
(Five
parts — Comedy-Dr.).
LASKY.
Oct
5 — The Storm (Five parts — Drama).
Oct. 16 — Witchcraft
(Five parts — Drama).
Oct. 26 — The Heir to the Hoorah (Five parts —
Drama).
Nov.
6 — Unprotected
( Five parts — Drama ) .
MOROSCO.
Oct 12 — Her Father's
Son (Five parts — Dr.).
PALLAS.
Oct
9 — The Intrigue
(Five parts — Drama).
Nov.
9 — A Son of Erin (Five parts — Drama).
PARAMOUNT-BRAY CARTOONS.
Oct 11 — C^olonel Heeza Liar Gets Married (Cartoon— Comedy) .
Oct. 18 — Farmer Al Falfa Sees New York (Cartoon— Comedy).
Oct 25 — Bobby
Bumps
Helps "Helps"
a Book
Agent
(Cartoon — Comedy)
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES.
Oct 16— Southern Italy. 37th (Scenic).
Oct. 23 — The Island of Capri (Scenic).
Oct 30 — Vesuvius in Eruption
(Scenic).
Nov.
6 — In Classic Greece
(Scenic).
Nov. 13 — In Modem
Athens
(Scenic).

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
ASTRA.
Oct. 15 — Shielding Shadow No. 3. 'The Mystic
Defender"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct 22 — The Shielding
Shadow.
No. 4, "The
Earthquake"
(Two parts — Drama).

Feature

Oct 29— The Shielding Shadow, No. 5, "Through
Bolted
Doors"
(Two
parts — Dr.).
BALBOA.
Oct 8— The Grip of Evil, No. 13, "CircumDrama). stantial Evidence" (Two parta —
Grip of Evil No. 14, 'Humanity
Triumphant"
( Two parts — Dr.).
GOLD
ROOSTER
PLAYS.
Oct 15— The Drama).
Light That Failed (Five parts —

Releases

ARTCRAFT PICTURES CORP.
6— Less Than the Dust (Drama).

Oct 15 — The

Oct. 22 — Prudence
the
Pirate
Comedy-Drama) .
(Five
parts —
Oct. 29 — The
Sultana
(Five
Drama)
(Colored). parts — ComedyPATHE.
Oct 15 — Fforence Rose Fashions, No. 6, "Betty
at the Wedding" (Fashions).
Peril (Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 15 — A Nation's
Mesh of Her Hair (Two parts —
Oct. 22 — In the
Drama).
22 — Athletic
Movements Analyzed
(Colored
— Educational).
— Blossom
Scenic).T Ime

Oct.
Oct.
Oot
Oct
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Nov.
Nov.
Oct
Oct.
Oct.

In

Japan

( Colored —

29 — Florence Rose Fashions. No. 7, "Betty
Entertains an Out-of-Town
Guest"
(Fashions).
29 — The Moth and the Flame (Two parts —
Drama >.
PATHE
NEWS.
11— .Number S2, 1916 (Topical).
14— Number 83, 1916 (Topical).
18— Number S4, 1016 (Topical)
21_Xuraber So. 1916 (Topical).
28 — Number SB. 1010 (Topical).
28— Number 87. 1916 (Topical).
1— Number 88. lOlB (Topical).
4— Number 89. 1016 (Topical).
ROLIN.
8 — Heinle and the 400 (Comedy).
15 — Luke and the Bang-Tails
(Comedy).
22 — Heinle and the Magic Man
(Comedy).
29 — Luke, the Chauffeur
(Comedy).

CHRISTIE

FILM

CO.

'Sept 25 — His Baby
(Comedy).
Oct.
2 — The Sad Sea Waves (Comedy).
Oct
9— His Wedding Night (Comedy).
CONSOLIDATED
Oct

FILM

CORPORATION.

2 — The

Crimson
Stain Mystery,
"The
Devil's
Symphony"
parts — Drama).
Oct
9 — The
Crimson
Stain
Mystery.
"In the Shadow
of iJeath"
parts^Drama).
Oct 16 — The Crimson Stain Mystery, No.
parts — Drama).
Oct 23 — The Crimson
Stain Mystery,
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct 30 — The Crimson
Stain Mystery,
Two parts — Drama).
FOX
Sept
Sept.
Oct
Oct

18 —
25 —
2—
9—

FILM

No. 7,
(Two
No. 8
(Two
9 (Two
No'

10

No.

11

CORPORATION.

Where Love Leads (Five parts — Dr.).
PIree of Conscience (Five parts — Dr.).
The Straight Way (Five parts — Dr.).
The Drama).
War Bride's Secret (Five parts —

Oct 16 — The Drama).
Ragged
Oct. 23 — Romeo

and

FROHMAN

Princess
Juliet

AMUSEMENT

October — The Conquest of Canaan
GREATER

VITAGRAPH

Five

parts —

(Five parts— Dr.).
CORP.
(Drama).

(V-L-S-E, INC.).

Oct

Triangle Film Corporation.
FINE
ARTS.
Oct 15 — The Drama).
Old Folks at Home

(Five parta —

Oct 22 — Flfty-Fifty
(Five parts — Drama).
Oct 29 — A Sister of Six (Five parts — Drama).
INCB.
Drama).of Draw Egan (Five parts
Oct 15 — The — Return
Oct. 22 — The Drama).
Vagabond
Oct. 29 — Somewhere
Drama). in

Prince (Five

parts —

France

parts —

(Five

Unicom Film Service.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct.
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct.

BUFFALO.
7 — Nobody's Claim (Two parts — Drama).
HIAWATHA.
5 — Bud Wilson's
Romance
(Drama).
5 — Rubes

and HIPPO.
Cabarets

(Comedy).

JOCKEY.
4— The County Sheriff (Two parts — Com.).
JTTDY.
2 — Jenkins and the Janitor (Comedy).
3— His Sister's Beau
(Comedy).
7 — The Model (Comedy).
LILY.
3— Thru the Wall (Drama).
8 — The Web
(Three parts — Drama).
PURITAN.
"Z^The Convict (Drama).
6 — The Live Corpse (Comedy).
RANCHO.
3 — The Mysterious Ranger (Drama).
SUNSET.
5 — A Daring
Mission
(Drama).
SUPREME.
2 — Pen and Sword (Two parts — Drama).
6 — The Guilty One (Two parts — Drama).

2 — Scarlet Runner, No. 1. ''The Car and
His
parts — Majesty"
Drama ) . (Vitagraph — Two
Oct
9 — The Firm of Glrdlestone (Vitagraph —
Five parts — Drama).
Oct
9 — Scarlet Runner.
No. 2, "The Nuremburg
Watch"
(Vitagraph — Two
parts — Drama).
Oct 16— Scarlet Runner,
Xo. 3, "The
Masked
Ball" (Vitagraph — Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 16 — A Prince in a Pawnshop
(Vitagraph —
Five parts — Drama).
Oot 23 — The
Blue
Envelope
Mystery
(Vitagraph— Five parts — Drama).
Oct 23 — Scarlet Runner.
No. 4, "The
Hidden
Drama).
Prince"
(Vitagraph — Two
parts —
Oct 30 — Scarlet Runner. No. 5. "The Jacobean
House"
Vitagraph — Two
parts —
Drama).
Oct 30— The Drama).
Enemy
Nov.
Nov.

(Vitagraph — Five

HERALD
FILM CORPORATION.
— Drama).
October. — Prima Donna's Husband
(Five
INTERNATIONAL
Oct
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

parts —

6 — The Scarlet Runner. No. 6, "The Mysterious Motor Car"
(Vitagraph —
Two
parts — Drama) .
6 — The
Devil's Prize
(Vitagraph — Five
parts — Drama).

FILM

SERVICE,

parta
INC.

6 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No. SO, 1016 (Topical).
9 — Beatrice
Fairfax
Xo. 10. "Play. Ball"
(Two parts — Drama).
9 — The Scenic,
World'sNo. 3).Wonderland
(Curtis
— Animated Cartoons on same reel.
10 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No- 81. 1016 (Topical).
13 — Hearst- International
News
Pictorial,
No. 82. 1916 (Topical).
16 — Beatrice Fairfax, No. 11, "The Wages
of Sin" (Two parts— Drama).
17 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No. S.3. 1916 (Topical).
20 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No. 84, 1916 (Topical).
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Wanted
An
The best theatres in the country are
equipped with

Gundlach

Projection Lenses
This is in recognition of their superior
illuminating power and perfect correction for a sharp, brilliant picture.

Experienced

Motion

Picture

Laboratory
Superintendent
Permanent

Position in New

for a Capable

York

Man

State Experience and References
G. A. REMINGTON
Box Z, Moving

Gundlach-ManhattaD Optical Go.
808 So. Clinton Ave.,

Picture World

17 Madison Ave., N. Y. City

Rochester, N. Y.

Equip Your Projection Machines
NOW with the

IransV^rieK
It's the surest and quickest way to
show better pictures ; build a bigger
business and make larger profits.
Don't be criticised by your patrons because of blurred pictures, slip-ups and delays.
Don't put up with the inconvenience, annoyance and
of inferior
ment.expense
Take a lesson
from projection
hundreds equipof the
largest and most prominent picture bouses
who
have
been
through
it
all—
'Snd
now
won'tin
have any generator but the Transverter
their booths.

Economy

of Cost and
Operation
Transverter is compact, simple and

The
easily installed in any booth ; operates on
A.C. power circuit and meets every requirement for a steady, brilliant, easily controlled
light for artistic projection of any pictures.
Considering its capacity, _ efficiency, and
economy of power and maintenance, it is
lower in price than any other make.
Order now before the Fall rush begins.
Delivery
can be
in two Bulletin
or three weeks'
time. Send
for made
September
giving
complete description and net prices uniform
to aU.

DSON'S
AR
CH
RI
HAND BOOK
MOTION

FOR MANAGERS

PICTURE

and OPERATORS

Published by

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
RICHARDSON'S MOTION PICTURE
HAND BOOK is a carefully prepared guide
to perfect projection.
It is an invaluable help to every single individual inthe trade who has to do with the
mechanical handling of motion picture film or
the management of a moving picture theatre.
There are over 680 Pages of Text and the
illustrations include detail diagrams of all the
leading makes of projection machines.
Substantially Bound

In Red Cloth S4.00

Sent Postpaid on Receipt of Price by

The Hertner Electric & Mfg. Co.
1907 West n4th Street,

Qeveland, Ohio

MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 17 Madison Ave., New York Crt»
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 917 Schiller Bldg.. Chicago, ML
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 305 Haas BIdg., Los Angeles, Gal.

THE
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

(F'or Daily

IVAN
FILM
PRODUCTIONS.
October — Her Surrender ( Drama) .
KLEINE-EDISOX-SELlCr-ESSANAY.

Aug. 21 — Gloria's
Romance, No. 14 (Two parts
— Drama).
Aug. 23 — The Mishaps
of Musty
Suffer
Series
No. 2, No. ID (Comedy).
Aug. 28 — Gloria's

Romance.
No. 15, "The Murderer at Bay" (Two parts — Dr.).
Sept. 4 — Gloria's Romance
fNo 10. "A Modern
Pirate" — Two parts — Drama).
Sept. 11 — Gloria's Romance
No. 17. "Thp Telltale Envelope" (Two parts — Dr.).
Sept. 18 — Gloria's Romance,
No. 18, "The
Bitter Truth" (Two parts — Drama).
Sept. 25 — Gloria's Rotnanoe.
No. 19, "Her Vow
Fulfllled"
(Two
parts — Drama).
Oct.
2 — The Country That God Forgot (Sellg —
Five parts — Drama).
Oct. 16 — The
Return
of Eve
(Essanay — Fi'-e
parts — Drama).
October— World
Series Baseball
Film
(Selig —
Topical).
Oct. 30— The Heart of the Hills (Edison— Five
parts — ^Drama).

TO EXHIBITORS

MOVING

PICTURE

AND

MISCELLANEOUS

Calendar of Program
Oct.

WORLD.

PROGRAMS

Releases See Pages 592. 594.)

THE MOTION
PICTURE
FORUM
2 -Motion Picture Portrait Studies of
President Wilson and Hie Cabinet —
the U. S. Government in Action.
SELZNICK

PICTURES.

Oct. 16 — The Common L-aw (Young Film Corp —
Five parts — Drama).
November — War Brides (Herbert Brenon — Dr.).

Oct.
Oct.

WORLD
PICTURES.
2 — The Scarlet Oath (Five parts — Dr.).
-Drama).
0— The Gilded Cage (Peerless — Five parts

Oct. 16 — The Hidden
Scar (Five, parts— Dr.)
Oct. 23— The Scarlet Oath (Five parts — Dr.).
Drama).
Oct, .10— The — Man
Who Stood Still (Five parts

States Right Features
CALIFORNIA

MOTION

Nov. — TheDrftBia).
Woman

Who

GRAFTON

If you are doing sometbing new
and interesting at your theatre let
our correspondent know about it. It
may help others and help you as well.
Helpfully yours,

THE

FEATURES

Oct. — Argonauts
of
Drama).

PICTURE
Dared

PUBLISHING
California

PIONEER
FEATURE
FILM
October— The Soul of a Child
GRBAT

NORTHERN

Sept. — Pagefl from Her Life

CORP.

(Seven

parts —

CO.
(Ten

parts —

CORPORATION.
{Five parts — Dr.).
FILM

CO.

(Five parts — Dr.).

B. 8. MOSS MOTION PICTURB COKPOmATIUS
August — In the Hands of the Law (Drama).
MONARCH— Drama),
PHOTO-PLAY
CO.. INC.
October — Common
Sense
Brackett
(Six parts
SHEmMAN
ELLIOTT,
INC.
October — The Crisis (Selig — Seven parts — Dr.).
SUPERIOR
FILMS
CO.
Sept. — The

Faucet

UNITY

(Drama).

SALES

CORPORATION.

Sept.— Torpedoed
by Cupid (Eagle— Two parts —
Comedy).
Sept. 25 — The Yellow Menace, No. 4, "The Plot
of a Demon" (Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 2 — The Yellow Menace, No. B. "The
Haunted House" (Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 9 — The Lottery Man ( Comstock — Drama).
Oct.
9 — Yellow
Menace,
No. 6, "The
Torture
Chamber"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 16 — The Yellow Menace, No. 7, "Drops of
Blood"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 16 — A Scrambled
(Two parts —
Comedy). Honeymoon
Oct. 23 — The Yellow Menace. No. 8, "The Time
Clock"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 23 — Some Hero (Comedy).
Comedy).
Oct. 30 — Tweedledum's Busy Night (Two parts —
Oct. 30 — The Yellow Menace. No. 9. "The Time
Clock Bomb" (Two parts — Drama).
Nov. <■— TheDrama).
Yellow Menace, No. 10, "A Message from the Sky" (Two parts —

Read This Decision
Projection Current at power rates
In New York
This is of iniiiiense importance to
every theatre owner and manager. A
further incentive to the use of direct
current from a converter for projection.

I

The

I,.

"""

for „„

■ '"" Mi a „

^"'

"lat

,h

°'^-

If }'ou use alternating current now,
you can produce eight times the
amount of light you are getting with
the same amount of direct current
from a

mSn^S^Coiiycrter
Let us prove this. Send for Booklet "Ghosts."

1^3Tiri^\1pA^r.MaTiiifeAiriii3G>Tiipatiy
Sairtt I/otiis, Missouri

^
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HYDROQUINONE
GENERAL
NEW YORK

ADVANCED

CHEMICAL

COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA

PROJECTION

CHICAGO

OF

INTOLERANCE

D. W. GRIFFITH'S COLOSSAL SPECTACLE «t the LIBERTY THEATRE, NEW YORK, introduces NEW IDEAS in the ART
of PROJECTION. The WORLD'S BEST PROJECTORS are equipped with SPECIAL SPEED CONTROLS and TIME REGIS.
TERING DEVICES so that the Musical Director has absolute control of the SPEED, thereby SYNCHRONIZING the MUSIC
perfectly with the PICTURE. Perfect
For the Arc
WORLD'S
PROJECTORS
TIME REGISTERING Devices and
Control BEST
Rheostats,
consult the equipped
Exclusive with
Distributor

B. F. PORTER,

1482 BROADWAY,

AT TIMES

SQUARE,

NEW

YORK

U
THERE
MAY
BE
OTHERS
None As Good As The Old Reliable
HALLBERG
20th CENTURY
■ORivio-r
PROOF !

-GENE
PROOF

R^ WTOR

!!

PROOF!!!

SCENIC THEATRE.
Rochester, N. H.
J. H. HALLBERG,
New
York
City.
Dear Sir:
Our Motor Generator A. C. to D. C. is running O.K., giving no trouble at all. The
more we use it the better we lii^e it, antl are glad we purchased the HALLBEKG 20TH
CENTURY MOTOR GENERATOR inslco.i of the many others we looked at last wintcr when down in New York.
Yours truly.
L. H.
McDUFFEE.
Charles F. Dav s. Operator.
I am distributor of all makes
studio, new and used apparatus.

of moving

picture machines

|

$239 and up.
Gives best light at lowest
cost.
Ask for Free Bulletin
No. 1.

and furnish everything

complete

for the theatre and

Send for Free Circulars and Catalogues, but for Hallberg's Big 100-page Catalogue send 25 cents.
Keep your moving picture machine in first class condition. Let me overhaul your mechanisms
Repair parts on rush or telegraph order shipped at once.
Send for prices on miniature Portable and Advertising
Projectors.
Send $2.50
"MOTION

for latest
PICTURE

Operator's
Book.
ELECTRICITY"

Send

S4.l>0P. forHandbook
Richardson's
M.

once

a year.

Send Carbon
$1.50 for Saver
Hallberg's

J. H. HALLBERG,
^rrrei-^^ot'^ 7th Avenue at 49th St., NEW YORK
Member National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, Inc.

COOL'YENTILATE'vTYPHOONS
mm

1544- BWAY.W TYPHOON

FAN COMPANY

I

NEW YORK

CITY
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COST YOUR

Th* moat
importaat
Film Jonraal
ia Italy.
Published everj Uonday at Rome. Excellent ttmC,
•pecial bureau of information. Correspondent! in all
parts of the world. Yearly lubscription for foreign
countries : $3.00.
Bosinaii Office:
Via d»\ Triton* ISS, Roma, Italy

SALES IN CANADA
Use the

BUL-t-E-rilM

'Canada's Premier Motion Picture Journal"
Sample Copy and Rates Free

106 Richmond Street

A Genuine PIPE

WEST

TORONTO

O^OA.IM

can be operated from the simple keyboard of th* aiaao,
ORGAN
ALONE - PIANO ALONE - OR
BOTH
TOGETHER.

HARMO

ORGAN

COMPANY

in Wut atk ltr«*t
NEW

SCENIC and EDUCATIONAL FILMS

writ* for »«rtlnlu's

PIPE

Writ*
for dcicriptiv*
cataloya*
coBtauiag
•nbjccla from all parts of tlia world.

14ZI li<C«rBlik BM«.
CHICAGO

YOKZ

NO

Music Roll PRICES SMASH

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO.X'^vtSlN^.

Moving-picture theatre managers cut SSc. to 80c.
on the dollar from their expense for player-piano
music; get quicker delivery; choose from wider
selection (over 2500 titles in classic, standard,
popular pieces).
Already nearly 200 managers buy exclusively direct
from us. Arrangement of our rolls celebrated;
every one is full- score (no excerpts). Materials
are highest quality, and exceptionally durable.

Projection

104-Page Catalog FREE
B. F. Consumers Supply Co.
''''.l!i':iiiM

'JML

BUFFALO,

N. Y.

Engineer

Is your screen
result unsatisfactory ?
Is your projection current costing too much?
Are you planning a new theatre?
Are you contemplating the purchase of new Equipment?
Theatre plans examined and suggestions made as to
operating room location. Operating rooms planned.
etc., etc. Will personally visit theatres in New York
City or within 300 miles thereof.
Fees moderate.

Shows how to get truly desirable (88-D0t« oulr) playermusic at genuine bargain prices. DeUvery prepaid oo ti
orders.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Wrlt« TODAY.

Station H,

RENTALS

^

(/K^/iJ-M)
F. H. RICHARDSON (k\°oV^Im)
Room
1434, 22 E. 17th St., New York City

1 iiii'i]!]i!ii)M{iuiiiii:iiii[M):;iiiiniiimniiii^^^

dnuAL Photographs In Hinmiure

:ml

i>f^\\ Photo Plax Sl2kr^

UML

-1

ARE LITTLETOBUSINESS
BUILDERS CAPACITY
THAT DRING
APPING
THE EARNING
OF BIG
YOURRESULTS''
THEATRE
ACTUAL PHOTOGRAPHS ^Wpo

s=dSEPIA ART PRINTS

.

ASSORTED
I PERASSORTED
PERTHOUSAMD
'Ky
7 # ^»1
THOUSAMD
SErtO rOR LITERATURE AMD SAMPI_ES
TO

TURNER

942

MARKET

&DAHNKEIV

ST. °^"- "^^

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

f^
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MOVING

THE

PICTURE

\VOKMl>

"

A Dependable Mailing List Service
■atci rOM from JO to 50% Id pultkg*. etc KcKchei all or ••lect«d
Htt of tbcktres in u>7 territorr. Iflclndai Dame of eahibitor ••
wall as the tbeatra id addreii. A list of pvblicitr medlnma dealrlag
Botioo pictnra newi. Unaffiliated axcbaogea looktog tor fcat«x«a.
•appljr houtaa that are properly cbaractenzad aa iacb. Prodvccrl
vitb addreti of atadioi, laboratoriei and of&cei. Inforvatioa la
adTance of tbeatral being or to be bmilt.
W71.

MOTION

PICTURE

DIRECTORY
frintint

Addrwing

Mulligraphing

Perfect

Developing

Positive Printing . . . 4c ft.

Typewriting

and
TITLES

Negatives Developed . Ic ft.

Printing

5c

In

Cardi Free

SllUflillli |ur»tefd by oir filteei lutt' tiMr'tat*

GUNBY

COMPANY

Pboae 3W Chalaea
Pbooa 3003 Kaodolph

H rfltk A*ra«a, Nrw Yark
ta Aahlaad Bloak. CUaaga

may
languag*
complete
per

foot Free
TlDtiag

Smc<<I irlti ■■ quililf irdwi

BROS., Inc., 14S Weal «lh Street, New York City

Peace Pictures
•aaatUaUy

fMm4

Ala*

Ewopean

War

(Naatnl)

lUostrated
Ob mmr m
Terms
Ml
.
oderate

LOUISE

Paenu

aanatry.

M. MARION
Phone 1030< Chelsea

PLASTER

PictvrM

AacaayaBlaJ by VlaUalat,
Plamlst. Oparatw,
'
("TB, ata., far Tbaatraa, Lyaaama aad Claba. Ib m
aat af tawB.
Uaala far 4aBara.

445 W. 23rd Street, New

Ornamental
Theatres
Theatres

Detigned

Everywhere

Send for our Itlt catalog. It contains forty
beautiful full-page illustrations — some in colon
— of theatres we have designed and decorated.
It shows several styles of ticket booths, lighting
fixtures and ornaments ; it will give you many
valuable ideas for decorating your new theatr*
or improving the looks of your present one.
Send

York

RELIEF DECORATIONS

us

Sizes

of Theatre

THE DECORATORS

for

Special

DesicBS

SUPPLY

Archer Avenue and Leo Street. CHICAGO,
For the fulleat and lateat news of th« moviiiB pielnr*
industry in Great Britain and Europe.
For authoritative articles by leading British technical
men.
For brilliant and strictly impartial
criticisms
of all
films, read

THE BIOSCOPE
Tba Laadfng British Trade Journal with an IntematlaDal ClrculatlaB
American Correspondence by W. Stephen Bush
of

"Moving Picture World"

85 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.
Specimen

on

Application

DcpcndcKblG
Direct current— steady,
Up to 4 K.W.
capacity.

hir'-m^

No. 20.

Liqhi

oon-flJckcring
light. I
M to 111 volts.
2t% 3
required for picture I
lamps
in
addl-, 4-cycle. high- II
Dteed.
Compact.!
oday for Bulletin I

Universal Motor Co., Dept. W, Osbkosh, Wis.

CO.
IIX.
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G. W . BRADENBURGH
PHILADELPHIA,

802 VINE STREET

LENGTH.
Foet.
5000

Twenty-two

CHAS.

CAN

EASILY
INFERIOR

BE

ENCOUNTERED

CARBONS

ARE

WHEN
USED.

Speer Carbons
ELIMINATE
TRY

THEIM

AND

TROUBLE
BE

CONVINCED

SPEER CARBON

Vertical in form, with base covering 15"xl5". it takes
up the
minimum of space in the booth;
and running in ball bearings, it
\ operates noiselessly and without
,' vibration.
It is a special machine, designed especially
for
■' million picture work.
Write for infirmatioD and
' e
Booklet M. P.

CO.

St, DEFT.
Mary's,
"W" Pa.
For Sale by Leading Motion Picture Supply Dealers,
Including the Following
J.H. HALLBERG
- - - 727 7th Ave., New York. N-Y.
KI.EINE OPTirAL CO. - - 166 N. State St.. Chicago. 111.
SOUTHERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO..
74 Marietta St.. Atlanta, Ga.
1S15 Main Street. Dallas, Tex.
E. E FULTON CO..
154 W. Lake St., Chicago, III.
KANSAS CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO.
,
813 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.
G. A. METCALFE
- 117 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, C

CO., Garwood, N, J.

SEAMLESS

1301 Race Street, Philadelphia

TROUBLE

D'

& MFG.

CALEHUFF,

1

(ELIVERS true direct current from
alternating
current,
producing
STEADY
WHITE
LIGHT
PROJECTION
OF
TRUE COLOR VALUE, NO FLICKER OR FLARE
And three times the illumination is obtained on a
standard screen up to 120
ft. throw as compared to
the alternating current arc
for the same current.
It is most economical for
voltage reduction of directcurrent service lines to the
60 volt, required at the arc.
It eliminates current wasting resistances, and gives
the greatest flexibility for
accurate voltage control.
"The capacity is sufficient
for two lamps burning simultaneously and the dissolve is accomplished without a break.

Philadelphia Boston
Branchea in all Principal Cities

A.

1

For Moving Picture Arc Lamps

New York

IN MACHINES

machines slightly used, first class

condition, Simplex, Power's 6 A's, Power's 6's,
Edison B's, and Edison D's, low prices, quick
sales.

Hill Motor Generator

C & C ELECTRIC

October 28, 191C

BARGAINS

PA.

New
CONDITION-.

STAR.
Louise Huff
Win. Boii.Ui
An American
Gcntlpman
riias. Mason
Seared Orders
125
7000
175
Will, Bonelli
Heaiis Unltpd
New
4000
Hetty Nanaen
4000
A Woman
of Impulse
New
$200
7S
Lral]
Allen
5000
From
Gutter to Footltshts
Good
80
Th06. Jefferson
100
6000
RId Van Winkle
Good
4000
Good
l.aura Sawyer
One of Millions
Good (War)
1..
Uiise
Joan ot Arc
5000
L. norelll
Sapho
Good
All tlie above are supplied wiih one, three and
4000 six
Ibinc hit;li-<'lass and good value.
Single reel dramas and comedies from i3.0D SOur.
all Willi posters

WORLD

Chicago
213

THE NEW

1917 MIRROROID

WATER

PROOF

SCREEN

The Only Screen in the World Sold Under a Positive 5- Year Guarantee.

MR. EXHIBITOR

Nine Years of Manufacturing That One Product

MIRROROID
The fact that over 9,700 MIRROROID Screens are in use is a conceded
fact that it is the Screen Supreme the world over
READ

— FROM

THE PRESIDENT OF THE EXHIBITORS'
OF AMERICA,
MR. LEE
O. OCHS :

LEAGUE

The Mirroroid Screen installed in my new Concourse Theatre. New
York City, is giving me the greatest of satisfaction. I will send you
another order for my Fordham Theatre next week.
Yours very truly,
LEE O. OCHS.

THE J. H. CENTER

We installca a MIRROROID Scrt-en in Mr. Ochs' Costello Theatre
over four years .igo. To date in every one of Mr. Ochs' 6 theatres
we have installed a MIRROROID Screen. Therefore why doubt MIRROROID supremacy?
Why
pay more
than

33 1/3 Cents a Square Foot
for a screen that is sold without a guarantee— a screen that will not,
cannot,
stand
the test of time ?

USE THE BRAINS GOD GAVE YOU

Get our Large Free Samples. Test, compare with any screen
earth.
MIRROROID
cannot crack, peel or tarnish.
If your dealer does not handle MIRROROID, we will advise
who can.
on

CO., Inc.

Newburgh, N. Y.

Octi.I.or 28. 1"1(.

I'm;

M<)\'i\G

Non-Break
able and
Sanitary
STEEL
LOW ICAST

When

picruRK
You

Want

025

world
Opera

Chairs

Remember

We

Have

50,000 CHAIRS

•"■■'" I IRON

Opera
Chain
immediate ahipment
oo msDj atylca: Second Hand Cnaira;
ODt-of-door aeating
Send meaaurementa
for FREE SEATING
FLAN. Mention thia
paper.

STEEL

FURNITURE

Always in Stock

Immediate

in six different designs in Antique

Other designs of unupholstercd and Upholstered Chairs in
iniliniited numbe^j

Mahogany and Circasian Walnut finishes, assuring you

CO.

Grand Rapida. Mich.; New York. ISO Fifth Are.

furnished in 25 to 50

of a satisfactory
selection.

Are You Tired

Service

days after receipt of
specifications.

of playing waltzei and popular congi for all
Jour
Try dramatic
bringing muiic.
out" The
the
ramatic(licturcs
icenetF vitb

Orpheum

Collection

coataina
the beat muaic of thia kind pnbliahed.
laaued In Tliraa 9«r1«ai
No. 1, No. t and No. I.
Piano (24 pagea each), 58 eta. for each leriea; $1.15 for any two; $1.70 for all three
Violin, 40 eta. each; 75 eta, for any tvo| $1.05
for all three. Cortiet, 35 eta. each; 65 eta. any
tvo; 95 eta. all three. Firat and aecond aeriea
have parta for Cello, Flute, CTarinet, Trombone and Druma. Practical for Piano alone,
or in combination with any aboTC inatrumenta.
Diacounta on ordera for four or more parta.
Send for free aample pagea. Not* now adorosa.
Un

Sales Offices
all Principal

General Offioe
1010 Lrllon Bld<.
CHICAGO

:■^ntm

FLORAL

answering
please
The Moving

THEATRE

Cities

DECORATIONS

Give Artistic Atmosphere. They delight your patrons
Artificial flowers are practically everlasting and
need no care — the efltect is the same as natural
ones.

CUUtENCE E. SINN
Graeo Straot
CMa*««, ID.

In

SEATING COAPM

Our expert decorators
are at your
ready to give you ideas and estimates.

service —

Write for beautifull)' colored catalogue — mailed free to you.
We quote absolutely the lowest prices ever offered on
reliable goods.

advertisements,
mention
Picture World

BOTANICAL

DECORATING
Manufacturers

CO., 208 W.

of Artificial

Flowers

Adams

and

Plants

St, Chicago, lU.

MORE than 5,000 exhibitors and film buyers
in Latin America receive our publication
monthly. Is it possible that you are not interested
in this new market?
A monthly publication, printed in
Spanish and devoted exclusively to the
interests of the moving picture industry throughout South America and
Spanish-speaking countries.

ADVERTISING

RATES)

$50 A PACE

CINE-MUNDIAL
17 Madison Avenue

New York

$4.80 A Big Saving Each Year $4.80
On account of the greatly increased cost of paper, engraving, etc., we have been compelled to make the single
copy price fifteen cents. For the present direct subscription prices will remain the same. This means a saving
of four dollars and eighty cents yearly on direct subscriptions.
In addition
you get your paper earlier.
It will pay you to fill out this blank and mail at once
with your
remittance.
ONE
SIX

YEAR
MONTHS
See

title

MOVING

page

$3.00
$1.50
for

rates

Canada

and

PICTURE

17 Madison

Avenue,

Foreign

WORLD
New

York

Cut out

.^1

«Dd muil ' t""""*
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MME. SARAH

WORLD

October 28, 1916

BERNHARDT

has just arrived in
this country to
make a tour of the
leading cities of the
United States and
Canada.
She is still Sarah, the
the world'*s
Divine-still
foremost
emotional actress —
still miraculously youthful,
and still strikingly beautiful.
HER RECEPTION EVERYWHERE WILL BE A TREMENDOUS
OVATION!
Here's the Money -Making Opportunity of a Decade !

"LA TOSCA'w .K MME.
With

An

All-Star

PRICE

TWO

Cast

We

PARTS

BERNHARDT
Direct

from

the Theatre

are prepared to make immediate deliveries

Francaise

PRICE

^ ^^ of neNV sets of "La Tosca" complete with all j, ti y-» ■* r\r^
$ 1 Q 3 •
kinds of advertising matter,
including three $ 1 O 3
^1^^=:=^=:::^= Styles of posters, heralds, photos and slides ^2^;:^^::;;:^^^
Play This

Splendid Bernhardt Picture While
Is At Its Height

EXCLUSIVE

The

Bernhardt

Popularity

FEATURES, Inc/L^lfoSl^r

October 28, 1916
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"SIXTEEN YEARS dF KNOWING

HOW"

J What Ts Yonr Answer?
— 't-

ARE YOU GOING TO ACCEPT
PROJECTION
TROUBLES
AS NECESSARY EVILS

OR
ARE YOU GOING TO BE ONE OF THE
GREAT MAJORITY OF EXHIBITORS WHO USE

S
'
R
E
W
O
P
CAMERAGRAPH
WRITE

FOR THE NAME

OF OUR DEALER

IN YOUR

TERRITORY

ASK HIM TO SHOW YOU
OUR INTERMITTENT MOVEMENT
■ OUR LOOP SETTER
\ OUR TAKE-UP
THESE

EXCLUSIVE
DEVICES
TO ELIMINATE YOUR
CATALOG

"G" MAILED

WERE
DESIGNED
TROUBLES

VPON

REQUEST

NICHOLAS
POWER COMPANY
£
NINETY GOLD STREET
NEW YORK •.

1

Vol. 30, No. 3

November 4, 1916

Price 15 Cents

IAAk^X^XVAX\ilskWi.}^AAAA^AAAAA}Ui.AAXVKmAAkVk)KiX}Xk)kA>^^^^^^

17 Madison Avenue
Telephone Madison Square 3S10
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Thanhouser
Corporation

Is Ready To Do Your Developing and Printing
Thanhouser
Prints
Always Are Perfect
The experts at the Thanhouser laboratories who
make these prints are now anxious to serve you.
Your actors, your directors and your photographers put forth all their energies. You spend
thousands of dollars on a production. It is all
there in the undeveloped negative.
But Does It All Reach The Screen ?
Uneven, unartistic prints will destroy the best
efforts of producers. The manufacturer is at the
mercy of his laboratory.
Let Thanhouser make your prints. Then you
will be sure that not one iota of your labor has
been in vain.

Thanhouser
Film Corporation
EDWIN THANHOUSER, President
New Rochelle, N. Y.

Jacksonville, Fla.

European Office, Thanhouser Films, Ltd.
166 Shaftesbury Ave., London

November 4, 1916
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LKO I New/

JULIUS

STERN.

Pres.

6140 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Nov. 4, 1916

"ALICE
IN SOCIETY"
Latest L-KO Makes Tremendous
_

Hit in New York City

Manager of Mt. Morris Theatre Says It Tops Any Thing
in Comedies Ever Shown At His House

JULIUS STERN,
President and General Manager L-Ko Comedy Co.

THE old adage, "A new broom sweeps
clean," seems to have unusual realization in the recent reorganization
of the L-Ko Komedy Co.'s forces
at Hollywood, California. Since the advent of Julius Stern at the L-KO studios
things have been happening thick and
fast. Now that Mr. Stern has been
elected to the office of President and
General Manager he has swept aside
all the old time methods of comedy
productions, surrounded himself with
the most capable comedy people in the
business and is headed on the straight
road to a huge success. Associated with
Mr. Stern at the L-KO studios in Hollywood are his brother, Abe Stern, as
Secretary and Treasurer, and J. G. Blystone as Director General, plus a combination of other clever minds not found in
the comedy film field in this or any other
country. The old regime has been entirely discarded. Entirely new and cleverer methods have been instituted
throughout the entire plant. The vulgar
slap stick has been "canned." The
old time thread bare "love in the park —
brick throwing picture has also
been sent to the scrap heap. L-KO'S
from Mr. Stern's advent have taken
on a new dress. Newer in idea — newer
in props, newer in every detail of production and no expense being spared
now to make L-KO the topnotchers in
the entire comedy producing field. Mr.
Stern can feel complimented by the associates who have surrounded him and
thru whose loyalty and brains, plus Mr.
Stern's own initiative, augur a huge success for L-KO films and for all Exhibitors who are now showing them or who
will show them.

WHEN all of us in the film trades get
right down to brass tacks and
talk plain without the fancy advertising
phrases that anyone can use, we all
know in our hearts that the acid test for
any picture whether drama or comedy
is the public. When the public respond
so strong as to stand out a block long in
line to see a comedy, you can beturesweetlife its got to be a good comedy.
Alice Howell in "Alice in Society," one
of the latest L-KO releases, stood the
crowds out in line for hours, and you can
take the theatre manager's word for it
as being a good comedy or not just as
you wish. Anyhow read what M. Edelstein of the Mount Morris Theatre (one
of the largest theatres in Harlem) said
about "Alice in Society:" "All that you
have heard about comedies not being
well done in three reels is all a mistake.
I write you of my experience, not of my
own opinion. My audience, the other
night
your 'Alice
Society' and
they saw
screamed
and inscreamed
and
screamed from the first flicker of the
picture till the very last. I have been an
Exhibitor many years and played all
sorts of comedies and I must admit that
I never heard any audience go into such

convulsions of laughter as they did on
your 'Alice in Society.' I watched it
myself and laughed till the tears ran
down my face. First time I've done
that
many
months."
Signed
stein,inMt.
Morris
Theatre,
116thM.St.Edeland
5th Ave., New York City. Even the
critical reviewers on the trade papers
stated that "Alice in Society" was a side
splitter.

List
of Winning
L-KO
Releases
growing
bigger all the time

Book "ALICE IN SOCIETY " Advertise your
head off. Describe it as the funniest picture ever
projected on any screen. The picture will make
good ittenNOW.
times over. It's a whaie. It's a riot.
Get

You simply can't hold 'em back. Every
release adds up to a larger total of
comedy successes. L-KO growing by
leaps and bounds. Reason? Quality —
punch — action — superiority in every detail. Book these and watch for the
others coming constantly.
All these L-Ko's made exclusively under the
direct supervision o( J. G. Blystone, since the
advent of Mr. Stem as President of L-Ko:
"Crooked from the Start," "Cold Hearts and
Hot Flanoes," "A Surgeon's Revenge," "Tillie's
Terrible Tumble," "A Rural Romance," "Terrors
of a Turkish Bath." "Alice in Society," "Murdered
by Mistake," "A Mid-Air Mixup." "Unhand Me,
Villain," "Lizzie's Lingering Love," "Where Is
My Husband," "Temper-mental Mother- in -Law,"
"The Right Car hut the Wrong Berth," "Where
Is My Wife," "Pirates of the Air."

ALICE

IN

COM!

SOCIETY

N G

Sensational L-KO with
Alice Howell and
Sh-h-h-h-hgreat
Whispercast
it softly. Keep
it dark temporarily. Careful, so on hearing the news that your competitor don't
get
it away L-KO
from Comedy
you. It'sRelease
coming.thatA
sensational
is going to set the world upside down
with laughter. Yes, and Alice Howell
plays the lead with a supporting cast
that will make all other comedy producerssmash
envious. It's
to be full
a genuine 4 base
withgoing
the bases
and
no mistake.
Sh-h-h-h-h-h,
don'teyelet onit
out
temporarily
but keep your
the L-KO ads in the trade papers.
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RIGHTS

ON

— may be" had in some very choice territory if quick action is used.
"IDLE WIVES" played to capacity houses at the exclusive Maxine
Elliott Theatre in New York City. "IDLE WIVES" is the play that lifts
the curtains of Society's glass houses. "IDLE WIVES" is the greatest
moral preachment ever shown on any screen, the artcraft of such
geniuses as "The Smalleys," producers of "Where Are My Childen?" —
"Hypocrites" — "Scandal" — "Jewel" — and other notable film successes.

Send for the illustrated Advertising
Campaign book — that explains the
exhibiting of this great production

The most elaborately prepared Advertising Campaign book for Exhibitors ever
produced for any STATE RIGHTS proposition, now ready. Send for a copy. Contained in this elaborate book are plans to put this production over. Everything explained in detail. Direct your communication for all information, Ad Campaign book,
etc.. to the STATE
RIGHTS
DEP'T
of the—

UNIVERSAL
FILM
1600

MANUFACTURING
"The

CO.

CARL LAEMMLE,
President
Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe"

BROADWAY

....

NEW

YORK

THE

November 4, 1916
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LASKY-MOROSCOand PALLAS'
make PARAMOUNT paramount.

^^LiS^'

FA-NXIE

WAIID

LASKV

STAIt

SUMMER afternoon, Caesar Augustus, Emperor of Rome, said

/^NE

"Rome IS great enough"
— and from that very moment, Rome made a dive
for the second division,
where she has remained
unto this day.
Paramount producers
see the moral very plainly:
That which is good enough
is likely to be good for
nothing.
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Famous
Players
Lasky
Morosco
Pallas
not only make Paramount
paramount, but will keep
Paramount paramount.
The making of pictureplays to them has grown
to be somethmg fmer and
bigger than a mere business— it is their life-work;
their mission to make better
'S-Gk

pictures — always and ever,
better pictures.

jammmiit'

C-/

FOUR ElOKTY FIVE

L-^

FrFTHAVENUE

Vw^

NEW YORK. N.Y.

«/ FORTY FIRST St
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ANN
PENNINGTON—
Famous
Players
Star.

Paramount Pictures

r^

of the^JVeek

RELEASED

MONDAY,

DANIEL

OCT.

23

FROHMAN

PRESENTS

ANN
PENNINGTON
THE RAINBOW
PRINCESS
IN

story.with a charming love
A drama of circus life

Produced by

FAMOUS

PLAYERS

F;ILM COMPANY
.^DOLPH

Special

music

for

this

ZUKOR,

President

production
exchange. may

be

obtained

at

your

Canadian D\8tr\hv.tor9, Famous Players Fihn Service, Limited
Calf/art/, Toronto and Montreal
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RELEASED *«
BY
1
PARAMOUNT

BLACK
DIAMOND
COMEDIES

^aramaurit
ANNOUNCES

THE

THIRD

ONE-REEL

BLACK
DIAMOND
COMEDY
ENTITLED

A
TROUBLESOME
TRIP
Released October 30th.
From then on watch this
nation hold its sides for
laughter. These Black
Diamonds do lift the
laughs.
Produced by

UNITED
PICTURE

STATES MOTION
CORPORATION

WILKES-BARRE, PA.
J. O. WALSH, Pres.
F. W. HERMANN, Vice-Pres.
D. L. HART, Treas.

Q^aramount^iduro^'C^jioraUofi-

<^

FOUR EIGHTY FIVE

L-/

NEW

FIFTHAVEMUE

YORK.

^.-' 0/ FORTY FIUST ST.

N.Y.

^
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"'She Pictures
by v^hich
other frictttrcs
are judged
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WORLD

WILLIAM
A. DRApy
irt associoilion
m^ i t h
WORLD PICTURES
presents

UV FIELDS
DORIS KENVOM
'nefkmm Shed sua
LOUIS MANN'S <ireat5Mc Success
By

O

JUUE.S

1R.ECTED

DY

FRANK H.CRANC

ECKERT

GOODI-IAN

PRODUCED

PARAGON

Bf

FILMSInc

■""■■■■

hi
\^^.

|!ii

H J^
'

_ji■r

^p//
A
^^y

■■"""■
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^WE AHMX2E

V /^

:;

^'

rf

We. mave
-out"
each
and every
one "tried
of our
pictures
in a merciless test-tube
For THE BENEFIT OF THOSE
EXHIBITORS WHO WANT TO KNOW
BEFORE THEY SPEND.

aLOQ^ANA
m^MA
MAf^KA
<''GL
f-llAR
JEST,S
Y^I^^
TU ^A nL
K PINCAS

/3LI/jEB//:iD P^OTOPJOXYS,

r/.v^v

NO

star IS Dig' enough to te "tne -w hole show-. In subordinating the star to the play
BLUEBIRDS set two new and higher standards. The policy or "The Play s the
Thing' makes tor better plays— while the adequate rilling or all parts greatly improves the
acting and the production as a whole.
Thus all BLUEBIRDS are smooth, even perrormances ; made so by choosing perfect
types Tor every part, no matter how small, or seemingly unimportant. If a star fits a part
a star fills that part, but the play, the basis of all dramatic entertainment, must come first
and the actor or actress must be chosen to fit.
It IS easy to find stars to fit plays, tut it is not easy alA\-ays to find plays to suit stars. \ ou can offer BLUEBIRDS in
your theatre \vitn the confident assurance that you arc presenting perfect movinj^ picture entertainment \^■hlch will not
only please, but ^vhich -will dra^v the patrons hack to your house to see other BLUEBIRDS.
These facts told to over ten million people every -week in the Saturday Evening Post, .are packing theatres sho^ving
BLUEBIRDS with the very best class of audiences. You can come in for your share of this constantly increasing business
by showing BLUEBIRDS
in your theatre.
Book through your local BLUEBIRD

BLUEBIRD
1600

BROAD'V.'AY

Exchange, or Executive Offices

PHOTOPLAYS

(Inc.)
NEW

YORK

POPULAR PiAYS AND Players mc,

mneVETROVA
■pxeSGixis

IN

E XWriiiciifor
T R iheAscreenVAG
ANC
E
by Wallace CCliGon
from Aai'on Ho££tnaii.'^ pl^X
cA Five Aci METRO wonderplay
of beauiy and power direcied by
BURTOM L. KllSTG
MCoqper Cliff axtd Arthur Hoops
in. ihe suffporiirtg'
casf.
—
— -y^>

.2efca5eda« iteMErRO^^Progiram,

i

Ihc Years ,
Great Picture
$250000
RO'S of
METProduction
j/^

0'-

FRANCIS I BUSHMM
^D BEVERLY BAYM
DircciedhyioimW. Nofclc
wiih Fra nc is X. Bushman

BOOKING

AI ALLm

EXCHANGES

M^mll dowft dtl records
i0r this theatre with
Lester EMatt, Marxaoer,
THE STRAND,

SHADOW"

Flint, MicK..

MrAiatt further says this
great serial hrought the theatre
a Jam front openings to
dosing and tftat he never
started a serial that went
as strong as this.

Be guided py fiis experienx:e,
A\r Bcfubitor. 16u can make
})ig -money with this serial too!
J>roduced h^ ASTRA
under ike cUrection, oT'

Louis J^. Gasnier and
Donald AXacken.'zde

PATHE
USk

PATHE

Demnarfc's ^eatest beauty \

-irttfieMveParfGdidltoosterJ^la^
l^rocLucecL l:>y iHcxnAoxi^er
\

(yiosen. ^ronx.
as
Dentruxrh's
azuardecL
tJie
c/uxrm. yoicr

amOM 60,000 coTvtesta?\.ts
most
^r^ct prize.
ujorruxn.J)t?sfieurill
unxs
Goverrvmeni
audiences in. t/iis pictiAre.

If^leased. Nov. 5
RECEMTAND

FOSTHCCmUVG GOWSOOSTER PLAYS:

'Prudence lAe Pira(^Oct.99 -'The m?r/d and OiePHmia^-Abf/g
'TKe Sidtana- Oct 29.

MTHE
"CLUKF"' comedies do as
much business and give
better satisl&ction tTtan.
an/ comedies played.

JHeJ^eJdeatre Gj.,

Jiead their letter. It contains
tacts for YOtil
THE

RAE

THEATRE

I I 3 -W. HURON

CO.

ST.
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Oct.

2, 1916.

Pathe Exchange, Inc. ,
40 £. Larned St. .
Detroit, Ulch.
Ur,

J. £. Pountaine,
Booker.

Sear Sir:In placing our boolclng for
"LoneBome Luke ComedieB*
for November, we
would like to mention the fact that In our
humble estimation we have never played as
eatiefactory comedlee ae the above.
The producers seem to have hit
the happy combination of novel plots - with
a mighty clever comedy cast.
We find that
"Luke" does ae much business,
and gives
better satisfaction than any comedy we have
plG^ed
here,
and
as
you
know
we
play them
all.
Yours very truly.

(^^

<::^ECra.,^4,£^i^

Lonesome Luke Comedies
wiU increase your business.
J*rod:uced. hy^

^OL,i]sr

J fie fthm to wfiicfv tfw
tuf\6le world, contributes

is t(\e film, f/te wfxdhe
u/orldL vuants to see.

Twice a week, a yr^joney
getter foryguj

J
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SBt7NICK#PICTURES
A WORTHY
SUCCESSOR
TO

CO/^nON

LAW"

MILL NeXT BE SeeN CN A
TReMENDOOS SCREeN V/eRS(ON OF

THE FOOLIStt VIRaiH
BY

THOMAS
AUTHOR

A STORY

OF

*
■
DIXON
"THE BIRTH
OF

OF

ALBERT

A

NATlOfN"

MOMEY-nAD/^ESS
CAPELLANI

DIRECTOR

GeweBAL
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SEL7NICK#PICTURES

JOSEPH ro

schewcK

AnnouTices
The Tirsl:
Of The t\ew

E
C
'
D
A
A
M
NTOARLM
PROOOCTlOrtS

PftNTttCA
fti

♦»

APhoto-dramatic Presentation
-^^ ilonckton flottes
Drama That Created A Furore
Throughout Europe
And America
LEWIS J.5EL7NICK-S0LE DISTRIBUTOR
New

yoRK

oiFtecTiOM

Of

ALLAN
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RELEASED ON REGULAR.
i
PR.OGR.AM
THE STORY OF LOVE TRIUMPHANT
The tale of the world's mosl famous lovers,
parted in life by the maligtianthand of
fate, reunited in death Jby their own deed,
this i$ Shakespeare's Masierpiece of the Ages.

Romeoancz Juliet

WIUIAM FOX
Theda Bara

presents the international actress

SvLpporied hy a CH^f of un
qjxBlified excellence. . . ^ ^JS^cenarJo hi/ Adrian Jbhni^on
directed hy J. Gordon Edwards^
mj^OX. FII.M CORPORATION^
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A tIGat FOR HAPPINESS
Ihe boitle of a woman cigainsfJ^ a man wJio
deliberately phis her Tujn is&elhemeQfibe

WIUMMFOX

MmeBeiiha Halidi
StVART HOINBS
.

QU^fiN
OF*?UEMOTIOMAI,
.
PPO J3T£D BY ACtRt^^-^^

^ORY BY JAMJg^ GASSY- 5CKNARIO BY MARY MURILLO

to\ hkm conpoiutioii
DlRtCT^D BY JAMt$

VINCENT
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TRIANGLE

RELEASES FOR WEEK OF OCTOBER 29

Bessie Love in "Sister
FINE
'

ms

ARTS

of Six"

There's
a "something"
indefinable
about
this dainty,
.emure little star that's irresistible. Her sweet, winsome
manner reaches right down to the heart of every moving
picture
patron and "gets" it. Somehow
Bessie Love.

wmm

they can't help loving

And when you show "Sister of Six." the latest picture in
which this star appears, you will understand why this is true.
You'll enjoy it — and so will your patrons. They'll go away
loving Bessie Love more than ever.

Louise Glaum and
Howard Hickman
in "Somewhere in France"— Kay Bee
A picture that holds you in suspense until the very end —
a tale so full of mystery that you cannot guess the outcome
— a story so gripping that hours pass like minutes. Such
a picture is "Somewhere in France," the new TRIANGLE
PLAY co-starring Louise Glaum and Howard Hickman,
written by the late Richard Harding Davis.
There's no question about the way this picture will be
received.

Keystone Comedies
Two

m

Gatling guns of fun and frolic as usual

m

"A
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Chri^ieig ^

Chri^ie
^omedi

fhri^iek^ _ni

BRASS - BUTTONED
ROMANCE "

Christie
Lomedufi

Christie
iiotncdtei

Christie
Lotncdten

Open Market Release, November 6th
A STATEMENT

OF CHRISTIE

POLICY

Supply actual need of Exhibitors.
Good Comedies — clean, laughable, entertaining.
1 release each week — 52 a year.
Independent Exchanges — the foremost everywhere.
Open Market Release — look, then leap.
Come on, let's all go together.

Christie Film Co.
r-iE\AV -T-<=ire.i-^ <^F=i=i^e
HEAD OFPICE AND STUDIOSSUNSET BLVD.
OOWER 5T
^'L'^h^^kiSs.rep^eSn'^t^
U05AT AN<oEl_E5,
<;AL1F0R.NIA

Christie

KomcdtCi

Christie
Lomediesi
Christie £^
L€»ncdtesf^^i
Lomodtcsf
"
Christie £a

MinUUNEWi
Wkak/ Coiivq Ok livTke Mxihial
WEEKLY

NEWS OF THE MUTUAL

FILM CORPORATION
NOVEMBER

Countless Thrills
Abound in "A Lass
of the Lumberlands'
DARING
deeds, reckless
ami liinti. iiail eouuUess

risk of life
ntlier thrills

alunmd iu "A l.ass of the Luinherlauds,"
the new ehai»ter-play in which Helen
lltitiLies is appearing. .Many exhihilors
iluiuiihc the acme u( daring had heeu
reatheil in "The Girl and the (iaiue. " The
liulilic held its hreath and believed that
nothing luore dariny uv foolhardy eouM
he aeeoniplished than some of the feats
llu-y uitMessed in that series of railroad
tales. But now "A Lass of the Luiuberluuds" is ijroving that the limit has not
vet heeu reached. Helen Holmes and tlit;
company supporting' her have staged sensations that outdo anythiui; that haiipened in "The Clirl and the (iame. '
Auto Plunges Off Bridge.
Chapter one is larsely introiluctory of
.what is to follow. It is the foundation
sione upon which the rest of thestruetnro
is erected. It closes wiih the scene depictin;; the hreakin;; of a loR-Jam with
dynamite Just as a mother auil hahy anirossiu}.' the river on the Ioi,'s. With
chapter two hij; thrills hcKin. Kirst of
all. you .see a live-passenKer automohile
driven at reckless sj
il throujth road obstructions, set up to bar all traffic across
a certain bridiie. Arrived at the center
of the hrhlire. the driver loses conti'ol of
his car. It swerves to one side. It
dashes against the frail barrier at the
>idc of the bridci'. It turns end over end
and idunges 75 feet into the river beneath. Its occupants are hurled far out
into space.
Daring Helen Holmes.
F'ollowinK close upon the first thrill
conies antithiT. Helen Holmes and I.eo
Maloney drive a locomotive out on a
lofty railroad trestle, .sioppins the en•-'ine at the ndddle of the structure, they
fasten ropes to either end of a canoe.
Helen .seats herself in the birch-hark fabric. Ynn will fairly bolil your breath as
she is slowly loweri^d ilown. and d..wn
and down into a chasm of immense depth.
Il seems she will never n-arli the bottom,
.lusi as the last inch of rope .sceius payed
out. the frail canoe sinks to rest on the
bosom of the rivi'r. .\nother .second ami
the ropes are loosened. Helen seizes :i
liaddle. .\ moment more and she is off
.isain on her race to save the timber
claim. .\nd these are only two of the sensations in ".V Lass of the Lumberlands."
Those exhibitors who have not yet arranged io show ibi< powerfid chapterplay can make bookings now at any o£
ttif 68 Mutual exchanges.

AND ITS 68 EXCHANGES

4, 1916
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The Week's Releases

|

^
Mutual Star PruJuclions.
M
m Brand. Title. Leads. Reels.
|
H American,
Faith
5 m
n
Mary
Miles
Minter.
i
J Pollard, The Pearl of Paradise.. 5 ^
^
Margarita Fischer.
lEi
^
Monday. Oct. 3'itli.
^
B Mutual, Paying the Price
2 ■
B
Tuesday, Oct. 31st.
m
1 Beauty, The Last Thrust
1
p Beauty, The Spartan Spleen
1
H
Wednesday. Nov, 1st.
M Mutual, Mutual Weekly No. 96.. 1
J Gaumont, See America
First and
^
Kartoon
Komics
1
H
Tliursday.
Nov, 2d.
B Mutual, Canned
Curiosity
2
Z
Edwin August.

=
I
p
1
M
^
B
M
|

£
Friday,
Nov.
:;d.
|
rr Cub, Nearly a Hero
1 =
=:
Saturday.
Nov. 4tli.
M
B Eclair, The Eternal Challenge... 2 p
S
Norbert Miles and Helen Aubrey. M
M
Sunday, Nov, 5th.
M
= Vogue, Bungling Bill's Bow-Wow 2
H
Paddy
McQuire.
M Gaumont, Reel Life
1

=
i
g

'^r'':;i:i'ffili;!i!llliilIIIIIIlllI!BSIIIIII!Il!IIll!'llll!l!lili;;'!I!llllllI»^^^

"Behind the Screen" Is
Newest Mutual-Chaplin
.\ perfect hurricane nf mirth will sweep
across the coiuury willi llie release of
"ilchind the Screen." the newest of Chaplin-Mtituai featiu'es. Never before was
fhtirlie in a funnier mood. Never before
<iid he (U'pict for tlu* screen so many absurd and ridiculous adventures. In times
gone by vari(ms c(Une<liaus have attempted to enact a conu-dy of studio life. The
Itublic has been given a peep behind the
s4-encs and shown how certain types of
proiluction are staged by motion-picture
rli rectors. But never before has anybody
played horse with thi» .serious business of
lilm-niaking in the fashi<in that (""harlie
t'haplin does. The mere thttught of
<'b:irlie. tiM'Ued loose in a big motion-pictnre plant to flo as he wills, brings sndles
Io the lip.s. "Behind the Screen" is the
se\-enth of the Miitnal-f'htiplin Specials.
The previous releases are "The Floorwalker." "The Fireman." "The Vacalioiid." "One A. M..' "The Coimt" and
'The Pawnshop."
The Saturday Kvening Tost, the world'.s
gi-eatesf weekly magazine, pays homage
to f'harlie riiaplin, the worlil's greatest
coiiiedt.'tu. by allniing to him space on its
IrOBt cover in the issue of October U.

Mary Miles Minter &
Margarita Fischer
This Week's Stars
DAINTY MART MILF..S MINTER and
beautiful .Margarita I'i-cher are the
stars of this weeks Mutual Star Productions. Both are famous wherever films
are shown. Both are ktiown box-ortice
magnets of real worth. The features in
which they tippi'tir are wiilely varied in
«haracter. Tlie Minter Star Production
is a convincing little liumau-interest tale
etitilled "Faith." The lirst of the series
of Fischer Sttir I'rodnciions is a thrilling
lale of the South Sea isluuds. ami bears
the title "The

Pearl of Paradise."
"Faith."

"Faith" is the third of the Mary Mile.s
Minter Features — the two previous ones
being "Youth's Endearing Charm" and
"Dulcie's Adventure." iliss Minter finds
lierself a servant iu the hotfse of .lohn
Thorpe, her grandfather, though both are
ignorant of their relationship. Faith, the
character iiupersonated by Miss Jlinter.
becomes a friend and loyal comrade to
Laura, her grandfather's daughter by a
second wife, even g<iing so far as to assume the guilt of a theft by the other
girl. Evenlutilly Faith's real position In
the hotisehohl is determined, and she
finds happiness and a real mother's love.
The production was maile under the direction of .Itiines Kirkwooil. Mtiry Pickford's former director, at the studios of
the .\nierican Film Company, Inc.. at
.Santa Barbara, Cal.
"The Pearl of Paradise."
Beautiful Margarita Fischer, star of
many Mutual productions in the past. Is
once more back in the fold, and this week
will he presented in one <if the most lavish offerings ever released by the .Mutual
Film Corporation. The title of the first
of the Fischer .Mutual Star Productions
is "The Pearl of Ptirailise." Its scenes
are laid on u South Sea island, and Miss
Fischer appears as Yulita. a true daughter of nature, who disports herself about
the wild caves anil along the silvery
sands of the seacoast in nature's own
garb. She Is ccunpletely innocent, and
has never beheld ;i man other tluin her
father. Suddenly .lohn Hellow. a wealthy
.voting .\uu'ric;in. shipwrecked on the
coa.st. comes inio Yulita's life, and the
reinaiuder of the stiu'y is concerntnl with
Iter struggles to win his love and nitike
him content on the island. It was made
at the studios of the Pidlard Picture Pla.v
Cotnptiny. Bookings on both these productions are now being taken at all 08 of
tbe Mutual exchanges.

MUTUAL

AMERICAN FILM COMPAMYJHC, Acrt/tAAMERICAT DAIU.INC

NARY mile; MINTED

FAITH
IN

TVc
a Foundlini'/
Jcareh The
(or
Her SVory
Molkcr.of Fivfe
Actr. ffeleafcd
WttkofOctiOSllVrOT^kSS Mytyal
Exdon^. DIricled B/JameiKiriai'oad.

TVvird of a Sericr of Muhjal fbr
IVodvjdiot\f. /^oW P/ayfng:
YOUTHT ENDEARING CHABM"
DULCIE/ ADVENTUEE"

NUTUAL

POLLARD

PICTURE V\JCfHAR^
CO Pr^fenff"

THE BEAUTIFUL

MARGARITA FIfCHER
THE

PEARL^'nUAMfE

A We ftory OF TKe fou bk Tea.
Iflandf. Fiv'eAdf.Rele&red'n\e
WfMkOfOct.SOtbTKroxj^k
66 Mutual ExcKar\^er.

Firftorarerizfof MmKjsJ SW
Production^ Feaiunn^ MariariU
Fircker. Bool(in^rMoWBein|Mad«
At All MviKjal Exck»t\^.

MUTUAL
fTAR PRODUCTIONS'
Below are listed a few of the Mutual Star Productions now
being booked at the 68 Mutual Exchanges. Each is in five
or six acts. Each is an extraordinary Feature. Write or
visit your nearest Mutual Exchange for rates and dates.

Thursday, Nov. 2nd —
"The Pearl of Paradite"
Thursday, Nov. 30lh —
"Miss Jackie of the Navy"
Thursday, Dec. 28th~
"The Butterfly Girl"
Thursday, Jan. 25th —
'*The Knight of Tarquizzi"
Thursday, Feb. 22nd—
"Birds of Passage'*
Thursday, Mar. 12th—
" The Light of

Now Playing:
"A Million for Mary.*
"The Three Pals.*'
Coming:
"Bluff.**
" A Peck <y Pickle:"
' ' Buttin* in Der Vest. '
"Decent Deucet. ^

No^v Flaying:
"Far From the Mad'
**A Welsh Singer.**
ding Crowd. "
"Doorsteps.
**
"Grim Justice."
Coming:
"Redeemed,"
"The First SettUr'%

Heaven"

Story. "

November

4, 1916
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American Film Co., Inc.
SAMUEL

S. HUTCHINSON, Pretident
Chicago, III.
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Tlie New AkJ rpectau:ul2^ Ck&pler-Play

'^"'^ HELEN HOLMEf
FIFTEEN CHAPTERS
Directed by J. P. McGowan
RELEASED OCT. 23rd

Big Box-office Receipts
for Fifteen Weelcs!
Dare-Devil Feats, Reckless Risk of Life
and Limb.Stupendous Climaxes, and Hairbreadth
Escapes, make every chapter of "A Lass of the Lumberlands" unusually thrilling. A huge automobile
crashes through a bridge railing and goes hurtling
down into the river below — in chapter two of the newest Helen Holmes chapter-play. In another place
Helen Holmes, seated in a frail birch-bark canoe, is
lowered by ropes from a railroad trestle, a distance of
several hundred feet to a stream beneath. The who
production is marked by unusual thrills. Audiences
will sit breathless in their seats as the players risk their
lives time and again. "A Lass of the Lumberlands"
will wilh
makethis big
profits chapter-pla>
for any theatre.
Startle
your patrons
phenomenal
. It is backed
by
a tremendous

national

advertising campaign.

Book it TODAY!

Wire, Write or Sec Your Nearest

Mutual Exchange
-AT

ONCE!
iiiii{{iiiniiniiii|ii|[ii
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ers

'SUCCESSrWire

"That one word "Success" tells the story. Without seeing a single foot of film, exhibitors are now

crowding to book "Mutual Tours x\round The World" on the
strength of Gaumont's The Mutual Weekly,
"Reel Life"
and "See Ameiica F"irst."
No wonder Mutual Branches are already
telegraphing of the "Success" of Gaumont's fourth week single-reel.
To be sure of an early showing of one of the prints in your territory,
get your order in NOW.
Your patrons will welcome
"Mutual Tours

j» round

theWorld"

with its fusel natinc pictures of places und iieoples under foreign flags

FIRST

|(^CDQant!

RELEASE

NOVEMBER

"^

6aamont Co.
JACKSONVILLE,

FLA.

FLUSHING,

N. Y.

fGatnooolJ

A
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APicture Everyone Wantsto See!

Reunited
"
y
t
r
a
P

sidelights on big figIntimate
ures inthe present Presidential
Campaign provided by an interesting series of action photographs taken in the wake of the
touring campaigners.
Special Paper, and Everything Required
to Insure the Exhibitors' Getting the
Money with This Unusual Attraction.

Ji^e Hon.

For Detailed Information as to Bookings, Write or
Wire the Address in the Following List which is Nearest
Your Theatre:

CHARLES
EVANS
HUGHES
CHAS.
ALLISON
307 L>Tlc Bldg.. BlrminBliam. Ala.
THOS.
MADDOCK
225 Goodrich
Bide.
I'boenls. Ariz.
A. C. REMMEL
Little Hock. Ark.
CHESTER
H. HOWELL
Chrenlcle Bldg . San Francisco, Cal.
J. HENRY
RORABACK
AJljii Hous*. Hartford. Conn.
PHILIP B. STEWART
Brown Palace Hotel. Denver. Colo.
ALDEN
R. BENSON
810 King St.. Wilmington. Del.
HENRY
S. CHUBB
Princeton. Flo.
ROSCOE
PICKETT
Atlanta, Ga.
EVAN
EVANS
619 Idaho BldK.. Boise. Idaho
FRED
E. STERLING
Great Northern Hotel, Chlcaeo. 111.

or MORTIMER

W. 0. LIGON
JaclisoQ. Miss.
T. W. HUKRIEOE
InternaUonalLifeBldg., St. Louts. Mo.
0. M. HARVEY
Hdeoa. Mont.
E. D. BEACH
LindtU Hotel. Lincoln. Neb.
GEORGE
L.
Carson City.
CHAS. A. RAWSON
Fleming Bldg.. Dcs Moines,

PHILIP

H.

WM
E CREW
506 S. Broad St.. Phlladelpht*. Pft.
JOSEPH
P. BURLINGAME
228 BuUer Exchange, Providence. B. L
J. W, TOLBERT
Greenwood, S. C.
C. B. POWERS
Sioux FaUs, S, Dab.

SANFORD
Nov.
FAULKNER

la.

CHAS.
H. SESSIONS
824 Kansas Ave., Topc^a.
Kan.
E. T. FRANKS
-J3S .Seelbacn Hotel, LoulSTille. Ky.

GALEN
L. TAIT
741 Calvert Bide.
Baltimore.
Md.
EDWARD
A. THURSTON
18 Tr-imont St.. Boston. Mass.
JOHN
D. MANGUM
HdtL-t I'.m.'h.irtrain, Detroit. Mli-h.
E, L. THORNTON
SL FrancU Hotel, SL P»ul, Minn.

D. METCALFE,

. BUGBEE
Trenton. N.

FREDERICK
C. TANNER
1 MadlBoa Ave., New York City
FRANK
A. LINNEY
112 VV. Sycamore St., Greensboro. N. C.
WILLIAM
LEMPKE
Fargo. N. Dak.
CHAS. S. HATFIELD
Columbus
Sayings
& Trust
Bldg..
Columbus. O.
ARTHUR
H. GEISSLER
Oklahoma City. Okla.
CHAS.
L. MoNARY
503 Selling Bldg.. Portland, Ore.

J. WILL TAYLOR
432 SUhlman Bldg., Naahrtlle. Tens.
STANLEY
C. WILSON
Montpeller, Vt.
C. B,Stone
SLEMP
Big
Gap.

Va.

MILLARD T. HARTSON
L, C. Smith Bldg., Seattle. Wash.
GEO.
A. WEST
R€put)Ucan House. Milwaukee, WU.
PATRICK
SULLIVAN
238 Plains Hotel. Cheyenne, Wyo.
T, LINCOLN
TOWNSEND
1412 n St.. N.W., Washington, D. C.
JOSEPH H. GAINES
Clarksburg.
W. Va.

No. 511 Fifth Ave., New York City
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NOVEMBER
7 IS ELECTION
DAY
with the Successful Exhibitor
Then He Votes for

MARY

PICKFORD

and the first superior production
made
by
her
own
company

"LESS THAN THE DUST
Because: MARY PICKFORD has always
meant prosperity for his theatre.
He is convinced that under her new banner
MARY PICKFORD is still his greatest asset.
To ward ofif liabilities he needs all the stars he
can get like AIARY PICKFORD.
Be a Successful Exhibitor!

ARTCRAFT
729 7th AVENUE,

PICTURES
NEW

YORK, N. Y., AND

CORPORATION
IN 15 OTHER

CITIES

5?

E R N A

N A

PATRIA
Mrs. Castle's appearance in
this supreme serial is a coming
event of unusual importance
to the motion picture world.
As

an

artist Mrs.

Castle

stands without challenge in
the front rank of American
women.
Everyone knows her.
Everyone admires her.
Everyone wants to see her.
In Patria Mrs. Castle has
every opportunity to display
her remarkable versatility.
I'atria is a romance founded
on the nation's needs. It is a
story of thrilling adventure
on land and sea.
Love is the note that rin[;s
clearest through the whole
series.

Product J iy
Written 6y
Louis Jaieph l^anit

Whariofi, Inc.

I N T E R N AT

GOLDEN

EAGLE

C a r 1 )' 1 e

N

L

FEATURES

Bin 1 a c k w e 1 1

The Ocean Waif
featuring

DORIS

KENYON

THIS November Golden Eagle Feature is a wonderful drama, pictorially charming and artistic in every respect. Supported by the tremendous publicity which
accompanies all Golden Eagle Features, it is bound to prove a profitable attraction.

THE
JANE

FLOWER
GREY

OF

FAITH

wi

th

and Frank Mills, is a picture of quality and power, already recognized by exhibitors as

possessing all the qualities essential to a box office success. Truly a worthy successor to JAFFF.R"^',
acknowledged one of the best features of the year.

INTERNATION

Beatrice
HARR'i'

FOX,

noted comedy star, and

starring

AL

Fairfax

GRACE

DARLING,

a great screen favorite

"THE RINGER" is the title of the latest episode of this splendid newspaper
series. It is fvdl of comedy situations, the old time County Fair kind. There is
the love of the dwarf for the fat lady, the stolen race horse and everything that goes
with such complications.
PRODUCKD

I!V \VlI,\RTON,

JNC.

EXCHANGES
>i;\V

VORK
f'lTV
7X9 Tib .\«e.
CIIKAGO
■MZ So. WabUKta
BI'FFAI.0
38 Krie 8t,
ALBANY

ua Slate St,

.(vr.

BOSTOV
-Is IMfdiiiunt
ATI.ANT*
I4U 3lurl*-ttu
NEW

St.

SAN
SI.

Oni.EAVS
If- SI
:tl.% Cnronilulel
KANSAS
< ITV
(iluxd llulldlni:.

PHILADELPHIA
I.TW VIn.- SI.
« ASHIMiTdV
rii: II 111 SI., \. \\.

I.OS Oil"
ani;ei,es
So. Ollvp

SI.
PRANI IS<0
:;so t;old4-n Oule

Ave.

AGENCIES
MINNEAPOLIS Exoh. nids.
OfW Produvr
'hfUIre
Uldlf.
INDIANAI'OI
Nrw
Lyrl
IS

PITTSBf
Rr,H Ave,
S4t4 Prnn
ST.

LOI IS
:i3i:i Ullvr

SI.

DETROIT
71 GriKvvold
SI.
SALT
LAKE
fITV
131 Uai.1 I'od St.. So,

N'oM-mtxr

4.
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Vm BILUE BURKE
GIORIAJ ROMANCE
IN

fupporied by HENCY KOLKECL
A Motion Pickire Novel B/Mr£-Mrr EUPEET WUGMEr

play is break'
This stupendous twenty'chapter photo
are looking for big box

ing attendance records everywhere. If you
office receipts write yournearest Kleine-Edison-Seiig-Essanay exchange or

GEORGE

KLEINE

lllllllllllllllllllllll
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HlElNE-EDISON-SEUfrESSflM
SERVICE

HENRY B. WALTHALL
ANTOINETTE

WALKER

Sliiilfen^

EDNA MAYO
EUGENE

is presented in

O'BRIEN

is presented in

l-i^;
in 5 acts
in 5 acts
TheStingof
Victory" 8| "The Return
of Eve'
By Charle* M. Peck
Directed by J. Charle* Haydon

4V

II

LOOK

By Lee Wihon Dodd
Directed by Arthur Berthelet

OVER THESE GREAT

FEATURES

"According to the Code"
"Sherlock Holmes"

"That Sort"
"The Litte Shepherd

"Charlie Chaplin's
Burlesque on Carmen'
iThe Discard"

"The Havoc" of Bargain Row'

"The Misleading Lady"
"A Daughter of the City"
"The Raven"
"The Man Trail"
"In the Palace of the King"
"The Slim Princess"

"Vultures of Society"
"Captain Jinks
of the Horse Marines'
"The Alsler Case"
"The Crimson Wing"
"The Blindness of Virtue"
'The White Sister"
"Graustark"

M

»l t}it,/i^vsii,l ' t

1, n

mm
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KIEM-EDISON-SEUGESSMSY
SERVICE

u

THE HEART OF
THE HILONL'SS"
EDIS

Five-part Romzince of Mystery and
Adventure
Featuring

MABEL TRUNNELLE
and

CONWAY TEARLE
With an exceptional cast of filmtrained favorites, including Bigelow
Cooper, Robert Conness and Marie
La Corio.

"THE HEART

OF

THE HILLS"

Tells a thrilling, out-of-the-ordiiiary
story successful
based on novel.
David Whitclaw's
most

ent."
entertainm
"Well made and will afford strong
— Blaisdell,
in The Moving Picture World.
"A good offering for any house." — Ray, in The Billboard

BOOK

IT NOW !

Write or wire our office nearest you

ISON-SELIG-ESSANAY SERVICE
KLEINE-ED
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, AND ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

em
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HlEINE-EDISON-SEUfrESSffiY
SERVICE

SELIG
Offers

Kathlyn Williams
THE CARPET

And Co-stars
BAGDAD

FROM

In

THE
By

By Harold MacGrath

INTO

THE
By

SWEET

THOU

PRIMITIVE

Robert

Ames

Charles

By

Major

"THE COUNTRY
Features
an
Tom

Santschi,

Mary

James

NOT
Oliver

THE VALIANTS

ALYSSUM

By

E. Rose

SHALT
By

Bennet

ROSARY
Edward

Hallie

OF VIRGINIA

Erminie

Rives

THAT
GOD FORGOT"
Cast Including

All-star

Charleson

and George

Selig Red Seal Plays
Get the Money!
Book Them NOW

in

KLEINE-EDISON-SELIG-ESSANAY-SERVICE

COVET

Curwood

Fawcett

f/,7
THE

Novenilicr 4. 1«16
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THE ONLY SEQUEL GREATER
THAN THE ORIGINAL
"The Prince of Graustark"
in 5 ''<=t*

m

k l^M

prasenting

BRYANT WASHBURN

mw'"
mm

mvm

MARGUERITE CLAYTON
Written hj George Berr McCutcheoa
Arranged end Directed by Fred E. Wright

Released Nov. 6

w
i'-;,::,i,BU-;-;,ii.,

■ J^iS' A>gyi6';Su'tf>ii'*g'j
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An Adventure of

GRANT, POLICE

REPORTER"

Grant solves a battling myster}- in a one-reel ad\ nture of Kalem's super-series that calls
In the scene above he defies
on him to display courageous daring and startling agility.
death by a breath-taking lea]) fnim an office wiiidov to a speeding automobile.

Released Friday, November

Featuring GEORGE

LARKIN

3rd

and OLLIE KIRKBY

By Robert Welles Ritchie

Other Kalem Super-Money-Makers
((

E:

30IM

OF-

'

CAIN

Surcharged with swift-moving action, this two-reel episode of "The Girl from Frisco" ranks with
j>
the strongest releases of that sensationally successful series. Featuring Marin Sais and True Boardman.
Released Wednesday, November 1st

The
"Merry Motor
The strongest comedy cast

Menders"

of shows
Death"
The "The
smashingGate
big thrill
Helen Gibson
in a four hundred foot slide down a mountainside, narrowly missing a terrible fate under the
wheels of a speeding train.
Released Tuesday, Oct. 31st
Released Saturday, Nov. 4th

in pictures — Ham,
End, Ethel Teare and Henry Murdoch — in a onereel that shows them at their best.

YOU

i

CAN BOOK

THAT

SURE-FIRE WINNER "THE SOCIAL
GENERAL FILM EXCHANGE

KALEM
235 West 23rd Street

PIRATES"

AT YOUR

COMPANY
New

YorK

City

101
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just now of shortsighted over-zealous branch managers
who cannot get it through tlieir brains that tlie decent
treatment of the exhibitor is the one thing they are getting
paid for. They neither understand nor serve their empliiyer's interests if they work on any other theorv.

Battr«d at th« G*o«r«I Pott Office, New York City. tB Second Oait Matter

J. P. CHALMERS, Founder.
Published Weekly by the

Chalmers
J. P.
J. F.
E. J,
John

publishing Company

17 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY.
tTelephone, 3510 Madison Square)
Chalmers, Sr
President
Chalmers
Vice-President
Chalmers
Secretary and Treasurer
Wylie
General Manager

The office of the company is the address of the officers.
CHICAGO
OFFICE-Suite
917-919 Schiller Building, 64 West
Randolph
St., Chicago, 111. Telephone. Central 5099.
PACIFIC COAST OFFICE-Haas
Building, Seventh St. and Broadway,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone,
Broadway
4649.

SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and
Philippine Islands
$3.00 per year
Canada
3.50 per year
Foreign Countries (Postpaid)
4.00 per year
Changes of address should give both old and new addresses in full and
be clearly written. Two weeks' time may be required to effect the
alteration.

ADVERTISING
RATES.
Classified .Advertising— One dollar for twenty words or less;
over twenty words, five cents per word.
Display .Adv'ertisinc Rates made known on application.
NOTE— .\ddrcss all correspondence, remittances and subscriptions to
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, P. O. Box 226, Madison Square Station,
New York, and not to individuals.
(Index

to this issue

icill be found on page 760. i

"CINE-MUNDIAL," the monthly Spanish edition of the Moving Picture World, is published at 17 Madison Avenue by the Chalmers Publishing Company. It reaches the South .American market. Yearly subscription, $1.50. Advertising rates on application.

Saturday, November

4, 1916

Fads and Comments
dissatistaction exists among exCOXSIDER.\BI.E
hibitors inThe District of Columhia, Delaware and
Virginia over the action of an exchange manager
who wants to force the exhibitors of the states just mentioned to run the Maryland Board of Censorship trailer.
His excuse is that if these censorship strips are removed
and put back on their return to Maryland he is subject
to a heavy fine. One of the indignant exhibitors writes
to us: "In your opinion would it not be proper for him
to have these strips removed in his own exchange by his
own competent help and again put back on the return
to Maryland?" Well, you can just bet that such IS our
opinion. .An exchanseman who cannot see further than
this man is shortsighted indeed. Our correspondent expresses afear that by reason of his refusal to acceed
find
his aservice.
he will
to
manager's
the
.state ofWeaffairs
such
thatlose
to believe
it most difficult request
exists anywhere in tlie United States when we are all
agreed that the exhibitor is coming into his own and is
There seems to be an epidemic
learning to use his power.

THE
Moving Pictuke
* *World
* ■ is doing all it can to
keep the screen free from bad pictures. We feel
sure we have done more good along these lines than
;ill ihc censors combined because we have carried conviction. To convince a man is so imich belter than calling him
names or hounding or bulldozing liim. We want to say
at this time that we have no patience with people who are
hypercritical and censorious. Recently we received complaints about pictures that may be inartistic but are certainly not immoral. There is a boundary between taste
and ethics, but it is hard to define. Charity and tolerance
of other people's tastes and opinions is most fitting in a
democracy like ours. We have
seen pictures that made
us yawn and grieve while they made others hilariously
Iiappy. On the other hanil we have admired pictures
which our neighbors found tiresome and soporific. Let's
not be too quick to "knock"
* * and
* condemn.
OCT

in Kansas where tliey have state censorship some
one connected with the Screen Inquisition delivered alecture "before hundreds of women in
the first M. E. Church." The ladies wanted to know
about the personal morals of some scintillating screen
stars of their own sex. The inquisitor professed ignorance
on the question, no doubt bitterly disappointing the assembled ladies. We know of some old gossips in the
industry — some wearing skirts and others wearing pants^
who might be induced to spin a little scandal out there
if that is what the dear ladies want. The censorial activity
always drifts back to the sewing circle whence it often
originates. Censors just feed on scandal and gossip. The
lecturer in the course of his remarks says that he has
in the course of the past year "gone over about sixty
issues of the Moving Picture World, one of the leading
magazines of its kind."
much hope for the
lecturer. If he keeps readingWethe have
Moving Picture World
he is bound to he converted.

* *

*

THEStatemotion picture men of Xew York City and
will have an exceptional opportunity on the
morning of Tuesday, October 31, to show by a
large attendance at the Rialto theater meeting the solidarity of the trade on the censorship issue. It is an occasion out of the ordinary. Governor Charles H. Whitman
and Congressman Calder will be introduced by President
Ochs of the Motion Picture Exhibitors League of America. The candidate for governor and the candidate for
United States Senator will talk to the assembled film
men about censorship. Governor Whitman is especially
known to the trade throughout the country for his action
in vetoing the Christman-Wheeler censorship bill at the
last legislative session. This fact alone will lend exceptional interest to anything he may say on the topic that
is among the first in any formal gathering of the film
industry. The views of Congressman Calder, a possible
representative of the Empire State in the United States
Senate, likewise will be well worth learning. The expressions of opinion of these two men, uttered on the eve of
a great election, will come at the psychological time. It
is to be hoped that every exhibitor, every manufacturer,
every exchange man within reaching distance of New
York City will be in attendance at the Rialto theater at
10:30 o'clock on the morning of Tuesday, October 31.
It is an exceptional opportunity to show cohesion and
strength.
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ASHTON

is a discriminating student of horses, especially of those possessing natal qualities to win
in a race. He traces various strains and closely
examines successful combinations until he reaches a final
decision which he believes to be a forecast of success,
though he is aware that failure is always staring him in
the face. He breeds a colt that shows spirit and strength
in every line, one that has the heart and soul of a winner,
but it is quite another matter to prove this to others. He
does not find an immediate opening for his colt Zampa.
Barclay has a stable full of running horses, good, bad
and indifferent and he has won some mediocre races,
losing quite as often. He has a large number of colts offered to him, but it is such a matter of chance from his
viewpoint that he will not pay a high price for any of
them. His expert trainer, Calhoun, approves of Zampa
and negotiations are opened with Ashton. Barclay has
fixed his price, and he is not handing out any gambling
chances. Ashton reasons that he can breed another fine
colt and finally parts with Zampa at Barclay's established price.
Calhoun not only knows his business, but he has a
thoughtful man by the name of Darcey in the stable to
give Zampa the exact nourishment required to establish a powerful background of vigor. With Darcey
satisfying the moods of the spirited animal and Calhoun
treating him with intelligent care, Zampa begins to
show his quality before he is entered in any race. Barclay now decides to enter his new possession for the
Grand Prize, worth twenty times the cost of the colt,
and expends money with that combination of daring and
prudence which has enabled him to keep a big stable as
a source of yearly profit rather than of loss.
An etifervescent jockey by the name of Epsom is engaged to ride the horse and made acquainted with his
mount. Epsom has a way of getting there when others
fail. He gets all there is out of an animal, making the
most of his opportunities, and he is fairly boiling with enthusiasm over Zampa. The jockey is boyish in ordinary
life, but he has a knack all his own of winning with poor
material. He is a youth of peculiar wisdom — he knows
all the little tricks of his own profession, but his personality isso intense at times that it is far from easy to give
him instructions.
Calhoun now takes full supervision, and his troubles
are many. He is often annoyed by the nervous anxiety
of Barclay : he must carefully harmonize Darcey's background with the action of Zampa, Epsom has his own
ideas of how the horse should be run, which have to be
modified to suit the nature of the beast. He has never
bred a successful colt himself, but he imagines that he
could do so and cherishes secret plans to that end. He
feels that he is making a mere breeder famous and a
mere owner rich, but he does his duty, and Zampa is
finely groomed for the great contest.
As was expected from the beginning by the man who
took the initiative, whose very first steps were on the
right lines and directed by intelligence, Zampa. all other
conditions being favorable, could not do other than win
the race. There are some fine competitors in the field,
naturally superior, or trained to perfection, but they lack
here or there in the absolute essentials and they are distanced. Zampa romps home. Ashton is encouraged to
try again ; Epsom wears a circlet of flowers around his
neck and a wad besides ; Darcey receives a salary advance the
;
wages of Calhoun are doubled, and the Grand
Prize, twenty times the cost of the colt, is buttoned up
safely in Barclay's coat pocket.
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a By loms Reeves Hamson

Success, resulting from a harmony of intelligent effort,
has the effect of making each individual concerned dwell
on his own particular importance. Each one fully appreciates the essential part he has played and is so blinded
by the egotism it fosters that he fails fo see how his distinctive contribution gained heavily in being combined
with others of equal merit, each in its own way. Each
may safely say that he was essential, but that fact is apt
to be misleading. There is not the slightest doubt that intel igence isessential to success, but it is that of combination.
Barclay gets the big money and the big self-confidence
that goes with it. There are other colts and other breeders of them in the world. If Ashton feels sore, let him
market his creation somewhere else — it was a mere piece
of luck anyway so far as he was concerned. "I paid the
highestthe
market
price forI could
that colt,"
owner, his
"I
hired
best trainer
find says
and Ithedoubled
wages ; I advanced the stable boy, and I gave the jockey
a wad. I took all the risk, and I spent my own money
to get a big slice back — what more do you want?"
The motion-picture producer is more or less in the
same position. He not only provides the capital, but a
lot of time and patience besides, together with whatever
amount of business sagacity he may happen to possess.
One of the varied elements of composite production himself he reasons along fairly safe lines that he has paid
for services rendered to create a finished product and
thus becomes the sole owner. One little item is overlooked. The first man was an oiuner. Between author
and producer there are no owners, only valuable men
whose services are paid for as they do their work. No
one of them risks a dollar nor a moment of time. Only
the first owner and the last do that.
Of all men between the first owner and the final one the
most valuable has been the director of multifold duties.
He has been called upon to do more than supervise production— he has been asked to give professional value to
the work of amateurs, most of them mere tyros. It
has also been expected of him to transform material for
two or three reels into a five-reel story. He may do this
once or twice, with the assistance of high-priced stars,
and get away with it, but the sun is setting on that day.
Even a star performer, with directorial assistance, may
exhaust all his tricks in two or three releases, but trainers
and jockeys can not keep this up — they must be given
some blooded colts to run.
Here is where the hitch occurs. The creator of blooded
colts realizes that their value can not be determined by an
arbitrary price, especially when that arbitrary price involves allowing the purchaser to take his pick. The author does not always breed to his best form. He may
work for months on a story which only goes to cold storage. The only way in which he can be compensated
for time and energy expended in honest efifort not paid
for is to share in the success of what has been formulated
in the womb of his mind, the child of his creative imagination.
The stage producer, like the publisher, recognizes the
necessity of giving an author some incentive to release
the best that is in him. "I will give you so much down
to clinch the sale and a gambhng chance on profits over
and
returns."
An author
is only
his
best above
when hecertain
feels that
he is bound
to succeed
and atshare
in the results of success. Without that stimulus to effort, with only a fixed compensation before him to compensate for exhaustive effort, would any sound business
man start out to make winners ?
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A Chapter on the Foreign Film
OL

K ai.lniir;Uioii ol llaly as the home of art and
beauty is well known ; to Italy we owe some of the
greatest of tilm creations. Italy gave ns "The
Fall of Troy," "Quo V'adis" and "Cabiria," all of them
important milestones on the road of kinematographic
progress. Of late Italy has played a deplorably minor
part in the higher realms of film art. Less than three
years ago several great Italian firms had their permanent
agencies here. Quite aside from the commercial aspect
of the thing we felt that these houses helped to increase
the reputation of the motion picture as an entertainment
with high ambitions and noble achievements. Such pictures as "Grandmother's Lamp," "The Promised Bride"
(a filmed version of Alessandro Manzone's immortal "II
Promessi Sposi"), "The Last Days of Pompeii" are still
held in vivid and pleasant remembrance by the exhibitors and the public of America.
\\'e have in the past hesitated to concur in the prevailing opinion that the foreign-made film of just ordinary
quality has no more chance in the American market.
Today we feel convinced that the prevailing opinion is
right.
We believe that two simple causes have been operating
to bring about this result. The first cause we think is
the steady improvement of the American made film ; the
second is the deterioration of the European film.
We may be challenged as witnesses because of a supposed natural bias in favor of our own country. We
might reply to this that we have in the past unsparingly
and some times perhaps harshly denounced the poor pictures here and that we never paused for a moment in
awarding ample praise to the foreign made film. We
hope that the screen has internationalized our judgment
and that we can see quality on either side of the water.
Happily we are now in a position to call a witness
whose competency is thoroughly established and to whom
no flight of the imagination is able to impute a pro-American bias. In La Vita Cinematografica. one of Italy's
foremost motion picture journals, a distinguished film
critic of many years' standing, who may fitly be described
as an expert speaks in a most illuminating w-ay of American and of Italian motion pictures. One of his friends
had introduced the products of a famous American group
into Italy and called upon Umberto Paradisi, the distinguished film critic for an opinion on these American
films. Now before we go any further we wish to compliment our Italian contemporary and the writer of the article we are about to quote upon their splendid courage.
Such independence, such devotion to the truth, such absolute frankness as we find in our Italian contemporary
are rare and we congratulate the Italian film men on the
possession of such a journal.
In judging of the merits of the American films the
Italian film critic wonders at the strength and logic of
the plots, at the fresli and happy originality which reminds him of a "fountain playing in the midst of a flowery garden." He pays a tribute to the detail work and
to the perfection of the mechanical end. He comments
upon the absence of artificiality and exaggeration of any
kind. The study of psychology both clever and profound
displayed in the .American films appeals to him.
Mr. Paradisi does not hesitate to contrast the "most
recent Italian productions" with the American pictures he
has reviewed. He says that too often an Italian film is
just composed of the name of a great artist, of a rapid
display of pretty exteriors, of an enormous ball room, of
a few "tableaux" and a long chain of explanatory titles.
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lie speaks of the vast labor on the part of Italian producers in constructing bridges and airships and artificial
lakes and similar contrivances, all of them built to be
quickly destroyed for the benefit of the camera. There
is a tone of gentle irony in his admonition not to waste
time in educating acrobats to be screen artists and teaching screen tricks to dramatic monkeys and histrionic serpents. "Why," he asks, "do we in Italy put forth all this
effort when the same effort might be devoted to attaining
greater simplicity, to giving the spectator sane sensations
in closer and truer touch with the human heart. Why
not strive after originality which is not void of good sense
and which conies nearer to our art."
The distinguished Italian critic is quite frank in his conclusions : "The Americans have beaten us." He does
not by any means, however, despair of Italy regaining her
place in the film world. While freely declaring that in
many respects the Italian producer may learn from his
American rival he holds — and we think most justly —
that the present aberration of taste in Italian studios is
a passing phenomenon. We most emphatically agree with
him when he says that art in films as in other fields is
Italy's patrimony by temperament and by tradition. Our
able friend says : Let America be welcome in Italy, but
let Italy try to find welcome in America." He says that
the features he saw — not less than ten in number — might
have been made in Italy when Italy was true to her best
traditions and her best inheritance.
To be perfectly fair we must point out that the films
he saw represent a rather high average of our domestic
workmanship. There is no doubt much on our side of
the water which is inferior, but very little if any of that
inferior stuff is sent to Europe. We, too, have pictures
that are open to the objections urged by our Italian contemporary, but they are on the decrease. No market in
the world is today more critical than the American market; the American ])ublic will infallibly and invariably
reject the cheap production.
We hope that nobody will infer from what our colleague or we ourselves have said that Italy at present does
not produce many good films. In fact we know of a
dozen which fully sustain the old Italian film prestige.
What our colleagtic means and refers to is the recent
.average. We have every hope that Italy will in quick
order regain the reputation it enjoyed in this country, but
a very short while ago. Several Italian producers have
lately visited this country in their desire to study and to
cater to the American market. There has been much
talk of making American stories in Italy with consulting
American directors. While nothing practical and definite
has resulted so far. we believe that Italy will not long
endure a poor average whether for home consumption
or for export. Not the least hope for a return to better
things is the fearless criticism we have just mentioned.
No one appreciates and admires such courage more
sincerely than we do ourselves. To stand up and to tell
your own friends and countrymen where they are wrong
and where they may learn from the foreigner shows two
things: First — an independent journalism which rises to
its highest functions and which has never been touched by
the taint of "honse-organisni," and second — a class of
directors and producers intelligent and liberal enough
to recognize the need of fearless criticism.
We thank our Italian friends for their splendid words
of welcome to the American films. We cannot think of
a higher tribute than praise from such a source. Italy
is justly jealous of her renown as the historic mother of
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arts; no country in the world's history with one great
exception has shown such love for art and such aptitude
and genius for works of art as Italy. Americans may
well be proud and thankful for this recognition of their
films ; a recognition doubly valuable because of its spontaneous and unsolicited character.
We wish to assure our Italian friends that the American
public has no prejudice against foreign films because they
are foreign-made ; they welcome quality from any quar-

British Censorship

^ m m

Details of the New Harassing Official Proposals
to Hamper the Picture Industry Which
Have Engendered a Formidable
Trade Opposition
(Froir.

Our

Own

Representative.)
London, Sept. 22.
THE
(Tensorship situation in Great Britain is now more
than ever in the melting pot. Since my last letter outlining the Home Secretary's first announcement the
trade has had opportunities of analysing his proposals and
although usually, in such a divided industry as ours, a general
opinion is impossible to gauge, not one faction of the trade
endorses the proposals as they now stand. The common interpretation isa united indictment of their harsh futility;
against the imposition of a more drastic code of censorship
than even America has known, and that is certainty saying
something. Mr. Samuels' scheme can best be comprehended
in throe sections — new licensing conditions for exhibitors,
the censorship administrative, and the censorship legislative.
Licensing Conditions.
The first of these concerns the licensing of halls or theaters for the exhibition of films. What the Home Secretary
proposes to do in this respect, via. the local licensing authorities inevery district. I give in extenso:
(1) No film shall be shown which is likely to be injurious to morality
or to encourage or incite to trime or to lead to disorder or to be in any
way offensive in the circumstances to public feeling or which contain offensive representations of living persons. If the licensing authority serve
a notice on the licensee (exhibitor) that they object to any film on any
of the grounds aforesaid, that film shall not be shown.
(2) No film which has not been passed by the Official Board of Censors for exhibition shall be shown unless three clear days' notice stating
the name and subject of the film, together with a copy of any synopsis or
description used or issued in connection with the (ilm. have been given
to the licensing authority, and the licensee shall within that period, if
the licensing authority so require, exhibit the film to suth persons as
they may direct.
(3) Films which have been passed by the Official Board of Film Censors and films which have been examined by persons on behalf of the
licensing authority shall be exhibited exactly in the form in whcih they
were passed for exhibition without any alteration or addition unless the
consent of the licensing authority to such alteration or addition has previously been obtained.
(4) No poster, advertisement, sketch, synopsis, or program of a film
shall be displayed, sold, or supplied inside or outside the premises which
is likely to be injurious to morality or to encourage or incite crime, or
to lead to disorder or be in any way offensive in the circumstances to
public feeling or which contains any offensive representations of living
persons.
(5) Every part of the premises to which the public are admitted
shall be so lighted during the whole of the time they are open to the
public as to make it possible to see clearly over the whole area.

Before proceeding further it must be stated that the above
conditions are just about the reverse of those expected by the
trade from the Home Secretary. The main argument in the
industry, even by those not opposed to the basic principles of
censorship, has been for the establishment of a central official
censor only at the sacrifice of the local censors, which the
foregoing scheme clearly does not. The first clause reserves
the right of the local authorities to object to a film even
when it has passed with the approval of the official censor
while the second clause establishes the censoring as official but
not compulsory and makes possible many grotesque anomalies. A film, for instance, could be sanctioned by the official
censor and then vetoed by the parish censors. The same
picture under another title might conceivably be banned by
the official censor yet sanctioned by special application in the
local area.
So much for the licensing conditions.
The Official Censorship.
The official
censorship
according to
Mr, only.
Samuels'
proposal
promises
to be proper,
an administrative
body
Its
constitution would be:
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ter. We are glad to add that from no part of the globe
have we had more quality than from Italy.
We are very much of the opinion of our able colleague
who in the course of his article says: "Art is not bound
by rules and regulations, wherever exists the spell of
beauty there you will find an artist ; from whatever quarter the beautiful may hail we are bound to revere it.
What America has accomplished may be accomplished
in Torino, in Rome, in Naples or in Milano."

^ m M M ^ m
A Cliicf Censor.
An adequate numbur of assistant censors.
At least one woman assistant censor.
All of whom would be appointed by the
yet remunerated at the expense of the trade
ot a fee from the manufacturer of each film
the fee will be is discreetly left unstated.
would be connected with the trade.

Home Secretary,
by the collection
examined. What
None of censors

The Advisory Committee.
The great bone of contention with the industry Js, however, the legislative side of the official censorship — the Advisord Committee — which will establish standards to be observed
by the censoring body.
Its constitution would be:
Representatives of the Local Authorities.
Representatives of Educational Authorities.
Well known members of the General Public.
.\t least one female member.
Authors of standing .
One representative of Film Manufacturers.
One representative of Film Exhibitors.
With the exception of the two last named no membe. ot
the Advisory Committee would, in any way, be connected
with the trade and the whole of the committee would be appointed by the Home Secretary. To comment upon the
constitution of the proposed Advisory Committee would be
entirely superfluous, but one can hardly pass unnoticed the
grossly inadequate trade representation whose property, after
all. is at stake, or such a ludicrity as "well known members
of the general public." The latitude of this proviso is unparal eled, Awell known member of the general public may
mean a Luden or a Crippen!
Joint Trade Action.
The above scheme — which, by the way, is stated by the
Home Office, to be set forth merely as a basis for negotiations— has be^n debated at length by the three factions of the
industry, the Manufacturers' Association, the Renters' Society and the Exhibitors* Association, and as an outcome of
these meetings a joint conference of the trade was held in
London a few days ago. The Author's Society was also represented. A joint resolution condemning the Home Secretary's scheme was passed unanimously, with an additional
clause indicating the opposition of the tr^de to any form of
censorship that does not include finality. A denutation of
two members of each association. Manufacturers, Authors,
Renters, and Exhibitors, was formed to draft out a reply to
the Home Secretary and to submit, if necessary, alternative
proposals. The whole question now stands at the juncture
and needless to add, the Home Secretary's reply to the report
of the trade deputation is being awaited anxiously.
J. B. SUTCLIFFE.
London. September 22, 1916.
THOMAS MEIGHAN COMES EAST.
Mae Murray was the first Lasky star to be transferred
across the continent as a result of the merger of Jesse L.
Lasky Feature Play Company and the Famous Players. She
has since returned to the Hollywood studio and now Thomas
Meighan is to be sent east at the completion of "The Silent
Partner." in which he is appearing as leading man with
Blanche Sweet under the direction of Marshall Neilan.
Mr. Meighan has won such great success in the Lasky
productions that now he is to appear in support of Marguerite Clark and Pauline Frederick. The transfer of
Meighan from the west coast to the east is another instance
of the mobility of the combined resources of the Famous
Players and Lasky companies, now to be extended to the
operation of the Pallas and Morosco concern.s, which permits of this interchanging of players in order to obtain just
the required type for any given role of production.
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''A Daughter of the Gods
A Marvelous Film Spectacle Which Exalts the
Eternal Feminine Framed by the
Glories of the Tropic Sea
THE

great and growing gallery of American screen classics has been enriched by a new production, which
ranks with the very best. Enthusiastic as this may
sound, it is still far from anything like a full appreciation of
"A Daughter of the Gods." The play with tliis singularly
happy and strikingly appropriate title was presented to an
invited audience at the Lyric Theater on the night of October 17.
Of all the great film spectacles now appealing to popular
favor few- will enjoy greater and, I think, longer popularity

Scene from "A Daughter of the Gods" (Fox).
than "A Daughter of the Gods." To begin with, the subject is the most cheerful and the most charming of any of
the big features. Every man, woman and child that goes
to the theater wants to be delighted and entertained first
of all. Now, here is a spectacle which fills us with genuine
wonder. No nursery was ever hushed into luore attentive
silence than the audience which followed the marvelous succession of scenes of supreme beauty unfolding themselves
on the screen. I would as soon think of testing Grimm's
fairy tales for. syllogisms or dramatic seciuence as applying
ordinary standards to this clever and most delightful flattery
of the human eye. No need for the title-ljuilder to urge a
return to the days of our childhood. The spirit of this happiest time in our lives grips us before the fdm is fairly under
way. We are beguiled, we are bewitched, we lose the perception of time and we get back to the naked realities of life
like one who is waking from a lovely dream.
Beauty is the keynote of the film. Beauty and symmetry
of the female form, grace, suppleness, strength, glowing
health, modesty arc but single items in this catalogue of
human beauty. Added to this are natural beauties which
overpower the most blase of critics and knock his best
epithets and adjectives into smithereens. Even the colorful
word-painting of such a master as Lafcadio Hearn could
not translate into language the ineffable majesty of this sea
and must fail to portray its moods which are in turn calm and
alluring, tempestuous and terrifying, now wooing with gentle waves the favor of the sweet and elusive mermaids, now
tossing its angriest billows against "the daughter of the
Gods."where
And Miss
the glowing
beauties
the shore.
The Good
one
scene
Kellermann.
in of
obedience
to the
Fairy's command, begins to arm her troops of gnomes and
elves, is one of ravishing beauty. Not that this scene is in
any way more glorious than any other: there are no blanks
anywhere in this production as far as art and beauty go.
The dive from the high tower, the race with the expert
swimmers, the battle with the treacherous surf and the
jagged rocks, the dance of the mermaids on the shore, the
play of the mermaids, their sweet sleep in the water, the
marvelous performance of Miss Kellermann in the rapids and
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Ml tiic falls ul unexcelled Ijcauly, the crystal clearness of the
ocean, whose waters for a depth of many feet allow free
access to the camera, the splendors of the Oriental City,
the glories of the Sultan's palace, the great and agitated
masses, the exquisite charm of the children, the ingenious
uses of the animal creation, the miracles of sunrise and sunset on the waters on whose brow "time writes no wrinkles,"
the dashing movement of mounted troops in full gallop, the
burning of a city, the tragedy of the slave market, the clash
of arms, the hosts of gnomes and elves and their strange
homes and habits — all these are but a few leaves from this
animated album of beauty. In all my experience as a film
critic I have never seen such a fascinating and gripping
prologue. It must have taxed the patience and the ingenuity
of the director to carry out his very subtle and very appealing conception. To make the illusion of these early scenes
perfect and win the spectator's heart without a moment's
delay he not only had to have a real "picture mind." but he
must have given infinite pains to all the details. His succuss here was complete. The spell works from the very
rising of the curtain and it is most cunningly sustained to
the last. I, for one, kept no track of the reels, nor cared to
keep track; all I know is that 1 was sorry when it was over.
A Fairy Tale — this much I ha\;e concluded — is the screen's
own favorite expression; the master of the screen most revels
in his task when he can tell all his story in pictures.
Miss Kellermann. aside from her daring feats, acted with
great skill and gave a most creditable impersonation. Little
fault can be found with the acting of the old Sultan (Hal de
Forest). The rest of the cast was good enough with the
exception of the Prince (William E. Shay), and Zarrah (Violet Horner). Outside of the principal these two w-ere the
^nly persons who had a chance to show histrionic talent, but
neither succeeded in showing it. I cannot say that the title
l)uilder is entitled to congratulations. He had a puzzling
task, for there is no sense or sequence to the story, no more
than there is logic in Arabian Nights, but he might have
smoothed the path by not obtruding himself and avoiding
verbiage.
Much must be said in praise of the music, which fitted the
picture and every part thereof like a glove. Here and there
I recognized a Wagnerian motif handled with uncommon
skill and well adapted to the tale on the screen.
Summing
up I might
say that there was
a touch
of

Scene from "A Daughter of the Gods" (Fox).
'"Cabiria," a touch of "The Last Days of Pompeii," a touch
of "The Birth of a Nation." but that not one of these touches
was at all plagiaristic. Then I will say that this magnificent
production has one great merit of its own, not to be found
in any part of our screen literature: the magic and dazzling
spell of the Southern Sea and greater than even this — the
irresistible "eternal feminine."
It is a feature which seems destined to add to the prestige
of the screen by exciting new wonder and admiration for
the art of the camera — it is a feature which will particularly
delight the children.
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Candidates to Address Film Men m m m ® m m m
Governor IVhitman and Congressman Calder
to Express Views on Censorship at
Rialto Theater Meeting

ttc often leave the manufacturer without further recourse.
He must abide by them even if they be outrageous."

A

It Is Proposed to Extend the Corporate Activities Through
Formation of Advisory Committee.

-MEETING of vital importance to the tilra industry o;
New York State is scheduled for 10:30 in the morning
of Tuesday, October 31, at the Rialto theater. New
York City. Governor Charles H. Whitman, a candidate for
re-election, and Congressman William M. Calder. Republican candidate for United States Senator from New Y'ork,
will address the gathering. Governor Whitman in vetoing
the Cristman-Wheeler censorship bill at the last legislative
session brought himself prominently before the motion picture men of the country. That he had positive views on one
of the big questions before the industry was evidenced by
his communication to the Legislature on that occasion.
Congressman Calder. it is said, also has views on censorship, and it is confidently believed he will on this occasion give utterance to them.
The meeting at the Rialto is the direct result of a conversation between George Kleine, oresident of the General
Film Company, and Congressman Calder. The two men are
eld friends. President Kleine, while he has refrained heretofore from actively participating in the controversies over
the cenorship question, nevertheless has strong views on the
subject. Congressman Calder agreed to talk to the motion
picture men if a meeting could be arranged. It was decided
also to ask the Governor to attend. It was not until the
evening of Sunday, October 21, that Mr. Kleine was able to
secure Governor Whitman's assurance that he would be
present.
In the meantime the president of the General Film had
been in touch with Lee \. Ochs, president of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League, and Samuel L. Rothapfel. managing director of the Rialto. who readily agreed to give his
theater for the gathering. Mr. Rothapfel also stated he
would have musicians in attendance. -As at present outlined
Mr. Rothapfel will call the meeting to order and introduce
as chairman Mr. Ochs, who will present the two distinguished speakers.
Mr. Kleine said at his office in the General Film headquarters this week that he had every reason to believe the
meeting would be one that would be truly representative of
all divisions of the industry. "I feel every e.Nhibitor who
can possibly attend should be present at this reception to
Governor Whitman and to Mr. Calder," Mn Kleine added
"In his vetoing of the oppressive censorship bill that passed
the Legislature last winter, the Governor did the industry
a distinct service. The influence of that action was not confined to New York State, but was felt in every part of the
country where censorship was actually' in force or was being
agitated. That bill would have imposed a tax of 10 per cent,
on all first prints and 5 per cent, on every succeeding print
put into use in the state. I am speaking, of course, of what
is considered the standard price of film, average film, which
sells to the exchange at approximately 10 cents a foot.
"I happen to know that Congressman Calder has decided
opinions on censorship and that he will state them. We
know what the Governor has done. I hope the gathering
will be representative of the industry, that it will reflect the
great importance to all of us of the issues involved in the
general question of censorship. Primarily it is an exhibitors'
meeting, because to the theater men the subject is of the
most direct and vital importance."
Mr. Kleine said he intended to send out letters to as many
of his friends in the trade as he could reach and was anxious
that the word should be passed along to all in any way conJiected with the motion picture industry.
*'While I have been careful in the oast not to express publicly what I think of censorship I feel this is a good time
for saving that I do object to the many manifestations of
censorship that are prevalent. I am as firmly opposed as
any other man to pictures that are, to say the least, unwholesome— or. calling them by their right name, bad pictures.
Eut I haven't heard a single argument in favor of censorship
which to me seems practical or fair. My chief objection is
the enormous power that is given to persons of little intellect and less sense of responsibilitv-. Manv of those who are
acting as censors are too limited in experience, in education,
in knowledge of the world to be fit for their jobs.
"Above all. I feel it is far too much power to place in the
hands of comparatively irresponsible people, whose decisions

Plans of the N. A. of M. P. I.
THE

National .Association of the Motion Picture Industry announces its plan to campaign for constructive
motion picture legislation and to combat oppressive
legislation in every state of the Union. Mrs. Millie R. Trumbull, of Portland, secretary of the Oregon Child Labor Coinliiission and member of the National -\dvisory Committee of
the National Board of Review, has written a letter to the
association expressing her admiration for the wonderful civic
and educational possibilities of the motion picture.
The chairman of the Committee on Legislation is William
M. Seabury. Lawyers who have consented to act in an advisory capacity are Gabriel Hess, Albert H. T. Banzhaf,
Nathan \ idaver, Samuel Pield, James Cowdin Meyer, Walter
N. Seligsberg, Bainbridge Colby, J. Robert Rubin. .Arthur S.
Friend, Siegfried Hartman and Arthur Butler Graham. Mr.
Seabury, speaking of the functions of the Legislative Comnrttec, says that all questions of legislation will be approached not only from the standpoint of the industry itself,
but from the standpoint of public welfare as well. Among
the objects to be striven for are matters relating to municipal ordinances, fire regulations, building regulations and
other matters of this kind.
.\nother plan of the National Association is the extension
of its corporate activities through the establishment of separate advisory committees in the various states or centers of
film activity. Plans to form such committees in California
and Illinois are already under way. Judge A. P. Tugwell
and Walter J. Reynolds, secretary of the Motion Picture
Producers' Association of Los Angeles and San Francisco,
will work for the formation of such a committee. In Illinois
the presidency of the Advisory Committee has been offered
to John R. Freuler, president of the Mutual. Mr. Freuler
has not accepted, but maj' accept later. Other names mentioned in the association's literature for membership in the
Illinois .Advisory Committee are those of George K. Spoor,
W. N. Selig, Frederick ]._ Ireland, Donald J. Bell and Alfred
Hamburger. The Advisory Committees are to be representative of each of the five classes composing the directorate of
the association. No specification of the number from each
class was made and these matters are to be settled wholly
by the locals. There are more than fifty membership classifications, even including railroad and insurance companies,
and
in fact every interest and individual doino- business with
the industry.
STRONG PART FOR CLAIRE McDOWELL.
Claire McDowell. Universal star, has the strongest part in
several months in a forthcoming five-reel feature on which
work has just
been begun.
McDowell
has "taken
on"
immensely
at Universal
since Miss
she went
there from
Biograph,
and the part assigned to her is a measure of the high esteem
in which she is held. The picture, which is to be directed
by Charles Swickard. is to be called "Mixed Blood."
NEW

MAN

IN PARAMOUNT'S

PITTSBURGH

OFFICE.

J. \\". Loranger was recently appointed special traveling
representative for the Famous Players Film Service, Inc., of
Pittsburgh, distributors of Paramount pictures in that territor3-. He is spreading the gospel of Paramount throughout
Ohio, at the present time showing exhibitors the aids that
are being put forth by this organization in their endeavor to
present better pictures in better theaters for a better public.
LYONS.

MORAN

AND

DEAN

FEATURED

IN

"THE

GREEN-EYED
MONSTER."
The Universal Nestor Company, working under the direction of Louis Chaudet, is filming a one-reel comedy. "The
Green-Eyed Monster," featuring Eddie Lyons and Lee
Moran with Priscilla Dean. The story was written by Bess
Meredyth. of the Universal staff.
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The Motion Picture Exhibitor
^
STRONGER

ORGANIZATION

NEEDED.

Minnesota Exhibitors Have Many Battles to Fight and Reinforcements Are Necessary.
By John
L. Johnston.
ALTHOUGH
the membership of the Motion Picture
E.xhibitors' Association of the Northwest has increased
rapidly within the last few months the need for a
much stronger organization is apparent. The association has
begun a big campaign to get new members but those behind
the move find it very tedious work trying to convince the
exhibitor that by joining the association they are doing the
best possible thing — they are helping themselves. As slow
as the exhibitors of the territory seem to be in reali.^ing
the great good that the association is doing for them the fact
remains that if the membership is not increased more
rapidly in the future than it has been in the past some of
the small exhibitors will soon have to fight against some
big obstacles individually with little or no chance to win out.
Minnesota exhibitors will undoubtedly have an uphill fight
the coming year and unless their organization is much
stronger than at the present time they may possibly find
their "meal ticket" missing. According to President James
G. Gilosky of the Northwest Association bills providing for
a $500 license fee for theaters with seating capacities of
500 or under, $1,000 for theaters seating between 500 and
1,000 and $1,500 for theaters seating from 1,000 to 1.500, will
be brought before the legislature at its ne.xt session as well
as censorship, ta.x and other measures. These license
measures, unless vigorously battled by an organized body,
will be passed and as a result will bring about the closing
of about 15 per cent, of Minnesota's show houses. The
smaller exhibitors now find it difficult to pay city licenses
and if these state measures should be put into effect the
small theater owners will find themselves out in the cold.
The exhibitors' association headed by Mr. Gilosky is
willing to battle unjust legislation to the last ditch, but the
association must have more power than just a name. The
dues of the association are ridiculously low, the rules of the
association just and its purpose to help the small exhibitor
as well as the big one.
The association holds weekly meetings at the Bijou-Jitney
theater building, Minneapolis, everj' Monday when applications for membership, grievances and other matters of interest to e.xhibitors of the territory discussed. Secretary
William Koenig has a reputation for being "on the job"
early each morning and he welcomes inquiries and visitors
to Minneapolis will find Mr. Koenig always ready to receive
them with an outstretched palm and some good advice.
At the last meeting of the association Lowell V. Calvert.
manager of the New Garrick theater, Minneapolis, was appointed to succeed W. A. Scott, Red Wing, on the executive
board.
DR. HESPE
DEFINES
HIS
ATTITUDE.
President of New Jersey Exhibitors Urges Firmness In Stand
Against Exactions of Exchanges in Film Service.
THE
Moving Picture World takes pleasure in giving
space to the subjoined letter from Dr. H. Charles
Hespe, a well-known exhibitor, who is specially prominent in organization work and who holds the office of president of the New Jersey State League and the Hudson
County.
\. J., organization. The text of Mr. Hespc's letter
is as follows:
Editor

Moving

Picturp

World:

Dear Sir:— An answer to a "social film club" on a pending tiutfstion : It has not bpcn the custom of the film companies to charg'*
express on return of film, and accordini? to our best information it is
not Kenerally done throughout the country. We have no quarrel with
those dim companies who in defending this new movement claim a
return charge from the exhibitor when the charge Is on one reel of
pictures.
That has been advanced
as a reason.
The condition as the exhibitor sees It. doesn't Involve the express
charge Incident as much as it docs the resistance by the exhibitor of
an organized effort to Increase the exhibitor's burden by the concentrated purpose of the film ageneies
who. banding
themselves
under

lonu of a .--oi lal ^lub, secretly and against all the spirit of fair play
cjcprexsed in the recent effort made by the various branches of tho
Industry for a get-together policy. Deliberately attempilDg to disorganizepolicy
and break
up tho
Exhibitor's
AssoclatloDs
by tbe ofshortsighted
of offering
lower
prices, stirring
up distrust
oq«
exhibitor by the other in the same organization, an open boasting that
the exhibitor as an organized body did not amount to anything and
wouid
never stick together.
The Interests behind the obstinate continuance of this rule have, to
my mind, sensed the situation that might arise between the customers
and themselves, possibly more fully than I suspect, and therefore I
openly question tbelr honesty In their expressed opinions on their desire for organizations, especially exhibitors' organizations, to exist.
It Is apparent to anyone of moderate intelligence that a line has been
defined. The separation of tho interests of the film industry as between
renter and exhibitor will widen or narrow to juat that extent, that
each interest by their fairness or their lack of consideration may
determine. So this question, actually so trivial, is but a rock In the
stream on which we are traveling, that may be the beginning or the
end of a serious situation.
The Mutual Film Corporation, under the branch management of Mr.
A. F. Beck, has been the openly-advertised leader of this movement.
The unfortunate situation that has been developed by tbe wholesale
cancellation of contracts by the exhibitor of the Mutual Film Comis due largely
because tbeirritating.
action of While
Mr. Beck
in his
attitude pany's
to service,
the exhibitor
was offensively
holding
na
personal feeling against this particular concern, and believing that
there is none in existence as far as the exhibitor is concerned, It Is
absolutely necessary as far as tbe exhibitors interests are affected, to
stamp out forever this form of procedure, and to punish In some way
any one man. agency or corporation, who by their method or methods
create a situation similar to this.
If the exhibitors wiii realize that by their support of this movement
will depend their own immunity from future annoyance, the evils that
they now complain of. and which cftem so distressingly unfair, can be
remedied instantly and effectively by the united understanding that
the firm or corporation that practices these methods will have such a
volume of business withdrawn, that the disaster to them will be
greater than their stockholders and money interests will stand.
I submit this expression of opinion to you, sincerely believing that
wo merittions.the
supportI know,
of all are
tradewith
papers
exhibitors* that
organizaThe public,
us. and
It isaU lamentable
there
are some trade journals, subsidized of course, who will not present our
side of this question fairly. They will come into their own reward. I
earnestly desire and hope that the great intelligence in the minds of
the men behind the film companies will enable them to quickly grasp
the situation and by their co-operation assist in its settlement.
Very sincerely yours.
H. CHARLES
HESPE,
D.D.S..
President New
Jersey
State
Exhibitors* League. Hudson County Exhibitors' League.

SPLENDID WORK IN KANSAS.
President of the State Branch M. P. E. L. A. Writes Interestingly to the Moving Picture World.
THE

exhibitors of the country with one egregious exception has always been opposed to censorship.
Nowhere has this opposition among exhibitors been more
unanimous or more vigorous and militant than in the censorridden state of Kansas.
The president of the Kansas State .
Branch of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America. C. E. Glamann, has written a letter to the Moving Picture World touching on this subject.
We think the letter,
both in its contents and its spirit, of far more than passing
interest and are herewith printing it in full:
Gentlemen : I was very much interested In the debate which took
place in New York in regard to censorship, which you covered In your
last edition of the Motion Picture World. It seems very strange to us
Kansas exhibitors that there are ttill manufacturers who seem to think
that National censorship would be a st^p forward in helping us comtiat the present State censorship. We are at the present time doing all
In our power In paving the way to eliminating this awful nightmare which
the last Legislature was so kind to wish upon us.
Censorship In this state has proven a big Joke, and if nothing unforseen
happens I believe I am safe in saying that it will be repealed at the next
mppting of the Ix-gislature in January. The Motion Plcfure R.\hibitors
League, through Its members. Is doing personal work with the representatives and senators of this state, we are finding out bow each stands In
regard to censorship, and are making a list of those who are In favor
of its repeal, and those who arc against Its repeal. In this way we will
be in a position to know our friends, for to be our friends they must
stand witii us for the repeal of the censorship law, and wc do not hesitate
in telling them that this is what we expect from them.
Another way I am using to eliminate the wrong impressions which
some people seem to have in regard to pictures is to work with the
sihools and put on an Educational program once every week. I am
fnelo!?ing a clipping from our paper which will explain just what I am
doing. On each Thursday immrdiately after my regular matinee I run
an Educational program assinterl by the teachers from the schools, the
pictures wc get from the Kansas University, and are furnished to us free.
Last Thursday we showed to 1.000 school children, the teachers showed
their appreciation by attending the show In a body the following night.
It is my intention to educate the students of my city In educational
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pictures, and to then set aside a certain day in each week when 1 will
show nothing but educational pictures. It will give me a clientele which
at the present time 1 do not get, and at the same time It will deal a
death blow to censorship.

The clippings of which Mr. Glamann speaks in his letter
prove the interest and support of the daily press of Wellington. The papers in Wellington devote no little space to the
commendation and the advertising of Mr. Glamann's plan
which has proven a great success. A prominent highschool
teacher lectured in connection with the program, while the
music was provided by the best orchestra in the city.
PATERSON
EXHIBITORS
ORGANIZE.
Local League of Picturemen Formed and Officers Elected at
Meeting Held Tuesday, October 17.
a meeting of the exhibitors of Paterson and Passaic,
AT
N. J., on Tuesday evening, October 17, an organization was completed and officers were elected. State
President Hespe was there and assisted in the details of
These exhibitors were present:
organization.
Max Gold, Lyric; William Anderson, Grand; Peter Adams,
U. S. Playhouse; Henry Fleigh, Royal; David Marks. Garden; Peter Johnson, Washington, and M. Greenman, Colonial, Paterson. Alfred Murry, Montauk and Playhouse;
Frank Zimmerman, Pleasant Hour; Heclet & Gold, City:
Harry Hecht, Garden, Passaic.
The following officers were elected: President, T. L. Dooley; vice-president, Frank Zimmerman; secretary, David
Marks; treasurer. Max Gold.
Membership committee, Fleigh, Johnson, Hecht and
Murray. Committee on by-laws, Anderson, Zimmerman and
Marks. ' Committee on campaign, Marks, Greenman and
Anderson.
.After the meeting a banquet was served at the United
Slates Hotel, at which time Mr. Hespe explained the workings of the state league. All members present voted to jointhat body.
BOOSTING THE MARITIME LEAGUE.
In order to include as many as possible of the exhibitors
in the Maritime Provinces in the new exhibitors' league that
has recently been organized. President Walter H. Golding
of the Imperial Theater, St. John, has had the minutes of
the last meeting printed and put up in pamphlet form and
sent to every moving picture theater in this section of Canada.
With the minutes he is inclosing a copy of the new rules and
by-laws. This will enable both members and non-members
to become thoroughly familiar with the issue.
One of the leading law firms in this section has been engaged to represent the league, and any member of the
Associationwithout
may have
differences
theand
league's
attorneys,
any his
extra
cost over adjusted
his initialby fee
dues.
The shield of the Moving Picture League of America, has
been adopted by the Eastern League with the substitution
of the Maple Leaf for the American Eagle. In the center
of the Maple Leaf is a roll of film.
DISTRIBUTING POLITICAL FILM.
Mortimer D. Metcalfe, in charge of the moving picture
bi'.reau connected with the Republican National Campaign
Committee, expresses great satisfaction with the success
Viliich is being achieved in the distribution of "A Reunited
Party," the two-reel picture which has been made for the
purpose of helpin.g to elect the Hon. Charles Evans Hughes
the next President of the United States. Mr. Metcalfe
has been handling the picture as a regular release, offering it to exhibitors throughout the country through the
advertising columns of the various trade papers; each print
shipped from the various subsidiary agencies of the bureau in
New York is accompanied by special one and three-sheet
posters.
"A Reunited Party" is a series of views of the big men
of the Republican faith taken during the progress of the
ptesent campaign. Candidate Hughes is the central figure,
but other notables, including Col. Theodore Roosevelt and
the Hon. William Howard Taft, have prominent parts in the
action. Introductory titles and a number of political cartoons have been added with good effect.
METRO-ROLFE

STUDIO

PROPERTY
BALL.

MEN

TO

HAVE

Property men of the Metro-Rolfe studio will have an oldfashioned iriinstrel show and liall at Palm Garden. 57th street
and Lexington avenue, on Dec. 18. Technical Director Edward Shulter is president of their organization; Patrick Carey
is vice-president;
Ray
Evans,
treasurer;
Charles
Shaffer,
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sergeant-at-arms;
William
Bradley,
assistant
sergeant-atarms, and Frank Namsey, secretary.
Daniel B. Hogan, once famous in the boxing world as
"Kid" Hogan, will act as floor manager of the ball. Hogan
is floor manager of the studio. He manages very well. No
one ever talks back at him.

Screeners Settled in New House
Five-Floor

Structure
at 117 West
Forty-fifth
Street Is a
Credit to Club and Industry.
THI£ five hundred members of the Screen Club are now
comfortably settled in their new home, at 117 West
Forty-fifth street. It is declared by some who think
they are in a position to speak with authority that there is
not in the city a finer clubhouse of its size. That is saying
much, but there would seem to be justification for the statement. It is not so long ago a previous tenant expended ?3S,000 in the decoration of the building. These fittings are
apparently in as perfect condition as the day on which the
big job was finished. The result is that the Screeners have
a sumptuous
home — and that they are proud of it goes without saying.
-The building is of five floors. Not only is this one floor
more than was contained in the old house at 165 West Fortyseventh street, but the structure is seven feet wider and
twenty feet deeper. The club has made extensive alterations
to the ground floor, where a grill has been installed. The floor
is of tile. The furnishings are in mission, with a high wainscoting. On this floor also is a cafe in a room by itself at
tlie rear and also a kitchen, with a chef in regular attendance.
The second floor is divided into two rooms, furnished with
easy chairs and comfortable lounges. The front room is in
pale blue with satin wall decorations. The rear room has a
high mahogany wainscoting and a decidedly novel ceiling
decoration in the same wood. Here a piano, a large mahogany
table and a giant grizzly bear skin add to the attractiveness.
The third floor is the billiard room. Two tables already are
in position and a third is coming. On this floor, too, is a
buffet.
The fourth floor is devoted to the library and the writing
room. The library, in front, is finished in mahogany and
furnished with leather upholstered chairs and lounge. The
rear room, is fitted with double writing tables, vis-a-vis. The
upper floor is divided into a half dozen rooms, devoted to
official purposes — committee rooms, treasurer's office and
board
governors'
rooms.
The ofdate
for the housewarming
has not yet been set. The
house will be thrown open to the women friends of the
memljers, however, on the day of the Screen Club ball, which
will be held at the Hotel Astor on Saturday, November 18.

METRO'S "ROMEO"

AT BROOKLYN

CUMBERLAND.

The Metro Production of ''Romeo and Juliet," with Francis
X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne, will receive its initial Brooklyn presentation at the Cumberland theater, on Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday, October 26, 27, and 28. An orchestra
of sixteen soloists with the combined effects of the pipe
organ will properly render the specially arranged musical
score. Manager Francis A. Mangan has tastefully transformed the interior of the theater to harmonize with the
period of the action.
EARLE

FOX

JOINS

METRO

FORCES.

Earle Fox, who has won fame in the "legitimate" as well
as in motion pictures, has joined the Metro forces and is
supporting Mme. Petrova in her new production at the
Popular Plays and Players Studio. In the play now being
produced Fox is seen as weakling who fails in everything he
attempts because he is unable to control a craving for drugs.
JAY BELASCO IN "THE RIVALS."
Jay Bclasco, whose work in "The Caravan," the highly successful short photoplay produced by the L^niversal recently,
won him many compliments, is supporting Phillips Smalley in
another two-reel picture — "The Rivals." Another picture soon
to add to Jay's credit is a Bluebird recently produced by
Director De Grasse in which Belasco had the juvenile lead.
It is to be called "The Price of Silence."
SELIG'S

BASEBALL

SERIES

POPULAR.

The Selig Company's special release. "Tlie World's Baseball Series. 1916," in four reels, is proving very popular,
according to reports from the Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay
branch exchanges. The pictures are strictly exclusive, the
Selig Company being given exclusive rights to film, the series
at Brooklyn and Boston.
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Conducted by REV. W. H. JACKSON
TREND
OF THE
POPULAR MIND.

AS

.-W inJcx to the trend ol the popular mind in this
country, perhaps the moving picture serves the purpose
best, is tlie opinion of tlie "Oakland Eiuiuirer" — Cal.
Taking it tor grantetl that the theater managers offer the
mental aliment most desired 1)\' their patrons, it is significant
that the trend of the times is away from fiction and frivolity,
toward fact, scientific study and all educational suhjects in
general. The evidence of the moving 'pictures in this respect, coincides with that of publishers of books and magazines, both sustaining the conclusion that Americans are
essentially a scientific people. Time was in tlie early days
of the pictures w'hen m^re creations of the minds of film producers sufliced. The pictures often shown were somewhat
buffoonery, coarse comics, and sob stuff of most ordinary
ir.entality. At first the novelty of the moving picture sufficed
1(1 draw audiences, merely because the scenes were novel; as
the pictures offered lightening like action, lurid pictures of
wild life with excitement they were a tremendous success.
Now, however, all this is changed, in ten years the change
has been marked, although the last year has seen the greatest
and most rapid advances, pictures of ten years ago will not
attract today, while the pictures of today would not have
been acceptable ten years ago; such is the educational value
of present day kinematography. Not only have the class of
pictures changed but the audiences have also chaiiged with
them, the careless and uncultured have become critical and
hard to please with anything short of tliat which can only be
classed as good. The cultured classes also, which at the
first despised the picture shows, often treating them with
contempt, are now the largest supporters of the higher priced
picture houses.
The Educated Trerd.
There was a time when the supply and demand were in
conflict, the standards of each being at variance, in those
days these pages were constant in the call for those conditions which now prevail; today the supply and demand are in
agreement. Pictures now must be good, entertaining, enlightening with interest, and withal educational. Pleased
with the example set them by some of the leading theaters,
audiences now expect a program made un or subjects of
the comedy fufill certain consterling value, the drama and unwritten,
the addition of real
ditions which are known but
life, the sciences and the arts must also be included, because
it has been, proved that these give character tn the whole.
these the Oakland Enquirer says: "We have now
Classifying
our
'daily' and 'weekly' news budgets, fresh with pictures of
actual happenings. We see conventions in session noted
persons in real life, ships launched, canals operatedWegreat
are
fires and various scenes from farms and factories.
shown the marvelous struggle for existence in a drop ot
water, wherein the microscopic hydra assails with fang and
claw his mortal enemy, that he may have life and food with
freedom. Tragedies among the insects and flowers are
brought home to us. The action of the heart with the rush
of the crimson tide within our arteries and veins is pictured
the
as plainly as marching armies. In the preparation of you
pictures everything is sought and nothing is neglected,
hint
gnats
a
to
may find anything from a railway smashup
ot
foot in the course of a day's work, such are the pictures

'° '^'

The Trend Toward the Future.
twentyWhat will be the standing of the moving picturesWith the
five years hence, imagination fails to grasp?
will be
picture
great
what
now,
ance"
lossibilities of "Intoler
now, what
in the front then? With the educational actualities
rely upon
the possibilities then? Schools and churches will knowledge
them as a means of education and the spread of
educator
the world's fifth industry will be the world s first
picture more
and entertainer. Europe has taken the moving
a great present
seiously than America, the war has been
be considerably
may
its impetus
but afterward
hindrance,

and MARGARET

I. MACDONALD

augmented, for the war itself will have furnished cause to
use the pictures more largely, indeed, it may be that their
very speed as a teacher will be required to recompense for
the lost time, if so, they will prove et|iial to the task. There
are times in the history of a great movement when it needs
encouragement and support, later the time seems to come
when it seems to grow and advance by its own inward power
or outward momentum; so also with a popular movement,
until it enters into the trend of the life of the people its
progress is hard, but, once in that trend nothing can hinder
its progress and advancement; this is the place of the moving picture today, it is in and with the very life of the people,
bound up with them in their interests, together they are living, growing and developing in one common education and
power, like the boat riding upon the ocean billows, so is
that which rides upon the wave of public opinions and tastes
becomes popular, and if it fills all expectations and demands
it endures. Such is the relation which exists between the
public and the moving picture, the trend of the one is the
direction of the other, together they will develop and prosper;
the pictures belong to the people who will keep and use them
and benefit by them; the education resulting being mutual.
Recently the editor of the Pathe News received a request
from a large wrecking firm for enlargements from the film
showing the sinking of the U. S. collier Hector. They said
that with these pictures they could estimate the raising of
the ship without going to the spot. The photos were sent
them, and by studying them, they w^ere able to get all the information they required in a new and most economical manner; another tribute to the commercial value of the moving
picture.
NEW

PICTURES.

The leading New York theaters are just now running an
unusual number of educational films, doubtless this means
that the public is better pleased with a well assorted program and one that appeals to the intellect as the pleasures.
In the Rialto theater some very good Scandinavian pictures are seen which are particularly helpful to any program
and give breadth thereto; they are also a valuable asset to
distinctly educational work. "Bits of the Yosemite" are good
travelogue pictures, the fact that many are of winter scenes
lends additional value to those that already exist in their
well known summer loveliness; in such a charming region
winter has its own beauties often more entrancing than other
the Scenes in Japan,"
seasons. In the Strand theater, "Behindcloser
view of Japanese
as viewed by Dr. Dorsey, a new and
life and refinement as found among the better classes is
entertaining and
being
pictures
the
interest,
shown with much
Book of Nadegree. "The Living series
interesting in an unusual
of least
ture." also shown in this theater, is a splendid
known animal and nature pictures, with descriptive lecture
Curator of New York Zoologiby Mr Raymond L. Ditmars.
cal Park. This very fine, interesting and educational series
evidently cover a period, the
will
and
is given in many parts
I'lme of Mr. Ditmars is a sufTicient guarantee of its value
and no doubt, when this series goes out it will readily and
The Topieducational authorities. monotonous
rapidly be seized by the increasing
interest, the
cal Reviews are of ever
stage into which thev had fallen a few weeks ago and of
which we complained has passed away and the pictures have
assumed more than their old interest; from all parts of the
world notable events are chronicled, and an alive up-to-date
service rewards those who see them, they should be shown
everywhere.

M. P. WORLD.
WITH
LONGER
NO
LUCAS
PROF.
know that
The Moving Picture World wishes its readers to
this
Professor Hardin Lucas is no longer connected with
paper either as a contributor or in any other capacity.
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Bluebirds for I^ovember

Warde
In "King Lear"
Shakespearean Production Announced

by Thanhouser for Release on Pathe Program.
EDWIN THAXHOUSER
announces that his mammoth
production of Shakespeare's "King Lear," starring Frederick Warde, the eminent Shakespearian actor, will be
released through the Pathe Exchanges on December 17. Mr.
Warde has played "King Lear" and other Shakespearian pro-

Scene from "King Lear" (Thanhouser).
ductions throughout the United States and is noted
authority upon the works of the immortal bard.

PICTURE

as an

The Thanhouser "King Lear" is Shakespeare in every detail, e.xcept that, of course, it is produced upon a vastly larger
scale than ever was possible on the speaking stage. Mr.
Thanhouser believes that Shakespeare knew how to write and
made no attempt to improve upon the story. He did improve, however, upon the production itself and never before
has "King Lear" had such a mounting as is given Mr.
Warde's characterization.
Castles were built and thousands of persons were employed in the making of the play. "King Lear," with its
pathetic story of the old father who banishes the daughter
who loves him and gives his all to the daughters who despise
him, lends itself readily to the screen. The battle between the
forces led by Cordelia against the warriors headed by Goneril
and Regan, the faithless sisters, is splendidly done with heart
wrenching scenes as swords and spears bite into the bodies
of the fighters.
Mr. Warde is majestic as the king and portrays with fine
feeling his transformation, as his mind weakens, into a dottering, persecuted old man.
The cast supporting Mr. Warde is especially fine. Ernest
Warde. son of Frederick Warde. directed the picture and
plaj's the Fool, the same part he played on the speaking
stage with his father. J. H. Gilmour, famous for his work
with Edmund Eooth. is the faithful Earl of Kent. Lorraine
Huling is Cordelia and Ina Hammer and Edith Diestel are
the faithless daughters. Wayne Arey. as the Duke of .\lbany.
Boyd Marshall as the King of France, Hector Dion as Edmund and Edwin Stanley as Edgar are among the other
prominent players in the cast.
Thanhouser Releases for November.
Valkyrien (Baroness Dewitz") in "Hidden \'alley" and
Jeanne
in "The
World and the
are the two
five reelEagels
features
that Thanhouser
willWomen."
release through
the
Pathe exchange in November. "Hidden Valley." a South
African drama, was made by Ernest Warde from a story bj'
Emniett Mix. Valkyrien appears as an explorer's daughter
who is captured by savages and hailed as their white goddess. The tribe is on the point of sacrificing her to the god
of water when a young divinity student, played by Boyd
Marshall, appears and by adroit tactics rescues her. Ernest
Warde. the director, himself plays the part of the villainous
high priest of the African tribe. Arthur Bauer is the feather
importer who sends the young man to Africa. "Hidden Valley" is to be released on November 5.
"The World and the Woman" w-as directed by Eugene
Moore from a storj' by Philip Lonergan. Miss Eagels. famous for her work on the legitimate stage in "Outcast" and
"The Great Pursuit." plays the part of a girl of the streets
who, through the influence of a child, is spiritually regenerated and becomes a faith healer. It is to be released on
November 19. Miss Eagels is supported by Boyd Marshall. Thomas A. Curran. Wayne Arey. Grace De Carlton.
. Carey Hastings and Ethelmary Oakland.

Four

Subjects

Scheduled

That Are
Offered.

Better

Than

Usually

FOUR subjects of unusual interest to Bluebird exhibitors
and their patrons will be released in November productions of a widely varying nature and of unusual
appeal to all classes of moving picture devotees. The announcement ismade by Bluebird that there has not been in
the eleven months the program will have been by that time
in operation a similar period when four such evenly strong
features have been released in the series.
The atraction for election week will be "Gloriana," a
feature based upon the theory that charity should begin at
home. In demonstrating the contention, little Zoe Rae will
be the principal player with a strong supporting company of
adults, and a numerous assemblage of children. This feature
is presented as an unusually potent matinee attraction Because of its especial appeal to women and children.
"A Stranger from Somewhere," to be released November
13, will have Franklyn Farnum and Agnes Vernon as features
of a company otherwise including Arthur Hoyt, Barney
Furey, Helen Wright and Claire MacDowell. Franklyn
Farnum plays a dual role. The plot starts off as a gripping
drama, but when everything is set for business complications arise and a riotous comedy is the outcome with a "surprise finish" to cap the climax.
J. Warren Kerrigan and Louise Lovely, form.erly lone stars
in the Bluebird series, will make their second appearance as
co-stars in "The Measure of a Man," on November 20. They
latelyinappeared,
jointly, feature
as stars they
of "The
Buccaneer,"
but
the November
have Social
entirely
different
opportunities. "The Measure of a Man" is a rugged drama
of Western caste, with scenes laid in the Sierra Nevada
Mountains.
Bluebird expects that "The Bugler of Algiers," to be
offered November 27, will create more comment than any
picture they have released, regardless of the vogue of "Undine and Shoes." Of an entirely different nature than those
widely discussed features, "The Bugler of Algiers," is a play
based on patriotism and loyalty. It is a military drama
unusual among its kind. The scenario was written by E. J.
Clawson and based on "We Are French," a book by Robert
H.
Davis,collaborated
editor of Munsey's
Magazine,
Perley
Sheehan
in writing.
Ella Hallandwill,
after Poore
three
months, return to Bluebird as the star \vith Rupert Julian and
Kingsley Benedict featured. Mr. Julian made the production.
GAUMONT

PROGRAM

FOR

WEEK

OF

OCTOBER

29.

The w-eek of October 29 sees three single-reels issued by
the Gaumont Company through Mutual. The first one to
reach the screen is "Reel Life" No. 26. On it are these
magazine
Submarine
Mine-Layer,"
an animatedarticles:
exposition"Operating
of the worka aboard
an undersea
boat;
"Training a Hunting Dog," "Developing Truant Boys" and
"Making Potash from Seaweed." The last article was
crowded out of "Reel Life" No. 25.
The second release of the week is "See America First," No.
oO, released November 1. It gives beautiful views of the
Battlefield of Gettj'sburg. On the same reel is an animated
Gaumont
Kartoon Komic by Harry Palmer.
The third single-reel is The Mutual Weekly. As this is
made of the latest news to reach the screen, no program can
be announced for it even two days in advance of issue.
Gaumont's newest single-reel, "Mutual Tours Around the
World," is to be a weekly release also, but it will not have its
first issue until November 7. Bookings are comine in very
satisfactorily for it. and the Mutual is highly gratified with
the manner in which the mere announcement of it has met
with a response from exhibitors.
PICTURES

INFLUENCE

STYLES.

One of the leading trade journals in the field of women's
wear contains a long article in its November issue on the influence of the m.otion pictures on styles. It points out that
whereas a short time ago a new style of women's clothing in
New York
wouldandonly
current
"style" today
in cities
and
towns
of 10,000
less betwotheyears
thereafter,
all this
has been changed. The change it alleges is due entirely to
motion pictures. Much of the article is based on George
Kleine's motion picture novel Gloria's Romance which stars
Billie Burke and which is running at theaters the countrv'
over in cities of large population and in towns scarcely large
enough to support a single theater.
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Greene Outlines Artcraft's Scope

Seeing San Francisco's Chinatown

President of New Distributing Organization Declares Company Is Prepared to Handle All Headliners.

Captain

WALTER
K. GREENE, president of Ancrmt Pictures
Corporaiiun, said this week there seemed to be a misundcrslaiiding in some divisions of tlic trade as to

CAPTAIX

the scope of his company's activities. He said the idea that
Artcrait was formed solely for the exploitation of Pickford
pictures was erroneous, that his company was prepared to
distribute any of the larger subjects possessing unusual merit
— "headliners" was the exact expression Mr. Greene used.
"Artcraft was formed with the idea of distributing the headliners of motion pictures, as I would describe them," said
Mr. Greene, "pictures that have the right quality to go into
big theaters for long runs. We claim, too, that the smaller
exhibitor can use these subjects as a stimulus, as a tonic, as
an extra attraction for his house. Very often a tnanufaclurer will produce a picture that is too costly to go into a
regular progran; — through ordinary channels he would be
unable to get back the money he had invested in the subject.
We believe there is an increasing number of theaters which
will put on these larger productions for long runs. On the
Pacitic coast and in the Middle West the movement is in
full swing. We believe that for these big pictures there
is sooner or later tjoing to be a steady demand, and we are
preparing
to meet
Mr. Greene
called it."
attention to the fact that at present there
are practically only a half dozen cities where pictures can run
for a full week. He cited offhand New York, St. Louis, Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Boston.
"As an indication of how this movement actually is exlending I may call your attention to the fact that we have
booked Miss Pickford's "Less Than the Dust' for a full week's
run in no fewer than eighty theaters," went on the president
of Artcraft. "In eleven of these houses the runs will be for
two weeks and in two of them for three weeks. This shows
what we have acomplished for a beginning. At the present
time we are negotiating with several manufacturers for extra
large productions. We now have fifteen exchanges in the
United States for handling this business and one in Canada.
We will have three more across the line, too. We intend
eventually to furnish at least the larger theaters with all
their requirements in the way of big attractions.
"Some exhibitors feel we are trying to get too much money
for our pictures. Actually we want from the exhibitor only
what the star and the production is worth, based upon the
conditions surrounding his house — such as, for instance, seating capacitj'. population of the city or town and the general
exhibiting conditions of the community.
"Artcraft. then, is prepared to give this producer his real
incentive, obtain adequate presentation for his work and pay
him sufficiently for it. .At the same time the motion picture
theater is protected. The new big feature houses are able to
obtain the kind of pictures that their policy requires and the
smaller theater may share in the profits by engagements of
big productions that have been successful in the long run
houses. Together we can keep our masterpieces out of the
opera houses and combination theaters. This is the opportunity .\rtcraft gives to the exhibitor: To have and to hold
the best in motion pictures."
MUTUAL

SETTLES

WITH

BARRY.

The case of Richard Barry against the Mutual Film Corporation has been settled out of court and the suit for damages brought by Mr. Barry has been discontinued by
stipulation. The action was brought on account of the
production of the serial. "The Secret nf the Submarine,"
which was made by the American Film Manufacturing
Company. Mr. Barry claimed authorship and protection of
the copyright. The Mutual claimed to have bought the
rights to the book from Russell Smith, but Smith afterward
admitted that he did not own such rights. When the case
came to trial in the New York Supreme Court the defendants
offered to settle and an agreement was reached whereby a
very considerable sum was paid Mr. Barry, together with an
agreement to give him proper credit on the screen and in
the advertising as author of the story from which the picture
was taken.
BEAUDINE DIRECTING "THE TRAMP CHEF."
Director W. W. Beaudinc, of Universal City, is filming a
one-reel comedy, "The Tramp Chef." written by himself and
C. J. Wilson, Jr. Gale Henry and William Franey take the
featured leads with Lillian Peacock, Milburn Moranti and
C. Conklin in their support.

Lewis

Holds Forth at f)aly's Theater with a Pictured Trip to Famous Golden Gate Resorts,

11. J. LEWIS, pioneer guide of San Francisco's Chinatown and Barbary Coast, has filmed these
famous districts in five reels, and is at present showing
the production at Daly's Theater, Broadway near Thirtieth
street. As the reels are run Captain Lewis delivers an entertaining and instructive lecture, interjecting many anecdotes
of his experiences during the many years that he was official
guide of Chinatown and the Barbary Coast.
The production is really a personally conducted tour of San
Francisco's Chinatown. The pictures show everything of interest in the Chinatown of today. Captain Lewis has endeavored to film the district so that the spectator of his picture sees just about what he would see if brought through
the Oriental quarter of the coast city.
Many of the scenes are instructive as well as interesting.
The guide has screened several places of interest in Chinatown that he claims have never before been filmed. These
include the interior of the famous Chinese Six Companies
building and the Chinese court of arbitration. Capt. Lewis
has also secured scenes showing an aged Chinaman smoking opium — showing just how the drug is prepared for smoking, etc. There is nothing sensational or offensive in the film.
The production makes an entertaining and instructive travelogue, whose interest is greatly added to by tke captain's talk

William Welsh
NEARLY
six years with one motion picture company
is an unusual record for a player. William Welsh,
w"ho has figured in the casts of the three greatest Universal subjects, has just signed a contract with Herbert
Brenon to work for him in the making of the pretentious
photoplays to be released on the Selznick program. Mr.
\\'elsh was one of the old-time members of the Imp stock
company. It was while at the Eleventh avenue studio he
portrayed Father Neptune in "Neptune's Daughter," under
the direction of Mr.
Brenon. It was there-,
too. under George L.
Tucker he played one
of the prominent parts
in "Trafiic in Souls."
one
of the
screen's
strongest
melodramas.
Mr. Welsh also participated in the making of
"Twenty T h o u sand Leagues Under
the Sea," the marine
spectacle
"cleaning up" in now
Chicago.
Mr. Welsh was born
in Philadelphia. Possessing a fine baritone
voice, in his youth he
did much singing in
churches. This led to
his engagement by H.
W. Savage to sing at
the Grand Opera
House. He remained
with the Castle Square
William Welsh
company for several
years, acquiringa
repertoire of fifty-two operas. His first venture in New
York was with the original "Way Down East" company.
Later he played in Augustin Daly's "The Runaway Girl."
"Geisha" and other productions. With Blanche Bates he
was a member of Belasco's "L'nder Two Flags" company:
he toured the country in "Quo Vadis," and for two years
was with the American Theater stock company in New York.
He managed on tour Joseph Santley in "From Rags to
Riches" and also managed Laurette Taylor, Richard Byhler
and others. He also managed the Manhattan and Circle
theaters in their pioneer picture days.
Six years
agothis
Mr. connection
Welsh joined
Mr. Laemmle's
company. During
the player
establishedImphimself
as one of the best character players on the screen. Besides
the subjects already mentioned some of his more notable
appearances were in "Conscience." "Court-martialed," "His
Hour of Triumph," "Peg of the Wilds." "Robespierre" and
"Price of Sacrilege."
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Scenics by New Process
Pathe Acquires Rights to Series of Subjects by the Corabitone Pictures Corporation.
PATHE
has acquired thtr exchisive rights to a series of
pictures treated by a new process of combination toning, invented by F. VV. Hochstetter and known as the
Hochstetter process of combination toning, which, it is confidently expected, will revolutionize present methods.
The pictures to be made under this process will consist of a carefully thought out exposition of the most beautiful scenery in the United States, and will probably b^ released under the title of "Know America, the Land We Love."
Every place of national interest in the country will be visited
and photographed. Two touring cars with a crew of six persons under the direction of A. L. Westgard, president of
the National Highways -Association, has already started from
Trinidad, Colorado. The first place visited will be "Tlie GarThe will
Grand
and and
other
<iers denofof the
the Gods."
Southwest
then Canyon
be filmed
the scenic
winter wonwill
be spent in visiting the most scenically beautiful sections of
the south. Beginning with the spring the various national
parks will be included in the itinerary, as will also be the most
interesting sections of every state.
The pictures will be made under the auspices of the National Highway .-Association with the co-operation of Franklin K. Lane, Secretary of the Interior. Mr. Westgard, who
will supervise the taking of all of the pictures will be remembered as the Director of Transcontinental Highways. In
connection with those duties he accumulated much map data
and an experience which will be of great value to him in this
new work. L. E. Taylor is the head cameraman. The National Highways Association, of which Charles H. Davis is
the president, and T. Coleman Dupont the chairman of the
Board of Governors, is taking great interest in the expedition. C. H. Claudy, publicity director of the association, is
now in New York perfecting plans whereby his organization
can obtain the benefits of the great amount of publicity which
will naturally result from tlie expedition.
The name of the company making these pictures will be
the Combitone Picture Corporation. F. W. Hochstetter and
A. L. Westgard are the moving spirits of this organization
which has a paid in capital of $200,000.
The new process of toning achieves really marvelous results. An ordinary black and white negative is so treated
that from five to ten different tones are given to each inch
of film, and yet only one toning bath is necessary. This bath
causes the various tones to automatically register in proportion to the varying density of the film. While not color photography the results approximate it and pictures treated by
the process show w'onderful color eflFects. It may be described as a "super color process" and permits of all gradations of tone in browns, greens, blues and reds. The finished
pictures have wonderful depth, so much that the effect is almost stereoscopic.
Pathe is paying more for these pictures than has ever been
paid for pictures of the class. But no one who has seen the
results of the new process vvill deny that the pictures are
w-orth the greater price.

Indian Notes
JF.
M.AD.AN is opening a Bioscope theater at Delhi,
under tile name of ''The Empire Picture Palace." very
• shortl}'. A short time ago, a picture theater there was
closed, as it did not pay. Mr. Madan now owns three Bioscope tlieaters in Calcutta, one at Madras, one at Rangoon,
one at Darjeeling, and one at Mussaorie. Mr. Madan knows
his business from .\ to Z, and. therefore, his Delhi venture
will, I make no doubt, prove a success.

* » *

"The exploits of Elaine." has completed its run in the Elphinstone. We shall shortly see ".-At Bay," and "Neal of the
Navy." and also "\Vho Pays?" Mr. Madan has the advantage of the choice of Pathe's best productions. It may
therefore, be taken for granted that these two films will
be seen bv thousands.
.\t the Cornwallis theater (Calcutta). Mr. Madan

is now

showing "Bootle's Baby," and "In the Jaws of Death," which
are drawing big audiences. .A.t the Ripon, we have seen "The
Wages of Crime" — a really sensational drama, w-bich holds
the spectators' attention from first to last. .\s for the comics,
one misses Wiffles and Max Linder. We get a Charlie
Chaplin or a Kevstone comic frequently, but many long
for their old favorites.
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Mr. Ducasse continues to maintain his own

in spite of

bard competition. He has lately shown
Gracious," "The Romany Rye," and "The Girl
Town." "The Earl of Pawtucket" was screened
ago, and was seen by hundreds. The comics were
* * *
good, and were highly appreciated.

"Goodness
From His
some days
uniformly

The Imperial Cinema of Bombay was the first theater to
screen "Neal of the Navy." It is now being shown at Shmedabad. The Imperial has just screened Pathe's "Love's
F"railty," in which Mme. Robinne of the Comedie Francaise,
plays the leading
role.
* * *
The Royal Opera House of Bombay has just screened the
first -\nglo-Indian drama ever produced, called "Tlie Faith
of a Child." It is a splendid thing and I hope it will be
shown in Calcutta. I may state, in passing, that the Royal
Upera House authorities have given a part Of the proceeds
to the Lord Roberts Indian Soldiers' Fund.

« *

«

Another Bombay theater, which never lacks patronage, is
the New Alexandria Cinema. It has shown "Somewhere in
France," "The Queen of Diamonds," 'Modern Mephisto,"
and "The Last Ghost Dance"
* —» all* very powerful plays.
Mention should also be made of the Excelsior where we
will see very shortly two big Pathe Productions: — "New
York," and "The New .Adventures of J. Rufus Wallingford."
I have hopes that the Calcuttaites will have an opportunity
of seeing these two films at an early date. Messrs. Pathe
F'reres are very energetic in India. Sometimes they offer
us pictures before they are seen in England. They advertised "The Exploits of Elaine" on a huge scale and helped
to make it one of the greatest successes of the season. "Something New," iis their motto, and they do not belie it. Whoever thought Kipling could be filmed? But Messrs. Pathe
liave filmed his "Light That Failed" with the greatest success.
I trust they will arrange for its exhibition in Calcutta.

* * *

Detective stories attract very large audiences. Why do not
some of our film producing companies arrange to treat their
Indian patrons to a series of Indian detective stories? Messrs.
Gay and Hancock of Henrietta street, London, have published a remarkable volume entitled "Indian Detective
Stories." Some of the stories in this series may be filmed
with advantage.
Here is a tip worth considering perhaps.

* * *

1 note from a home paper that, at many places, people
have begun to grumble at films of an objectionable character.
I was witness to a remarkable scene in Calcutta recently.
.An exhibition was being held in a well-known club, which
is frequented by students mostly. As soon as any objectionable film was being screened, the authorities of the club were
taking immediate steps for its removal. The show was not
successful, but, for once, the public exercised their right to
object — and successfully too. I for one hope that the moral
of the action taken in the case referred to above will not be
lost on Bioscope proprietors, who, I trust, will exercise
greater vigliance in the selection of films, whether for exhibition in their own theaters, or for renting or selling them.
S. S. BANERJEA.
KATZENJAMMER KIDS KOMING.
Among the comic screen novelties for November will be
'"The Katzies," founded on Rudolph Dirks' drawings of the
original "Katzenjammer Kids." ■ The announcement by KFilm Corporation promises a big popular series, to be seen in
an unusually wide distribution throughout the United States
and Canada. G. Gregory La Cava and other animators of the
first rank are putting their best work into this new feature.
"KATE
O' THE
KITCHEN"
SOON
TO
COMMENCE.
-As soon as "Her New Y'ork" is finished, Gladys Hulette,
the Thanhouser star, will begin work on "Kate o' the
Kitchen," by Agnes C. Johnston, who also wrote for Miss
Hujette "Her New A'ork." "Prudence, the Pirate," and "The
Shine Girl." Miss Hulette will be supported by a notable
cast,
.Arthurincluding
Bauer. Doris Grey, Wayne Arey, George Mario and
JUANITA HANSEN JOINS TRIANGLE.
Juanita Hansen, who was starred in "The Secret of the
Submarine," ha's joined Triangle. She is to head a Mack
Sennett-Keystone company directed by Harry Williams.
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Chicago News Letter
M
By JAS. S. McQUADE
DIVIDING THE
PROFITS.
successful run. Eight hundred school children attended a
special showing of the picture on Saturday morning, October
Jones, Linick & Schaefer
Share Stock With
Employes
in
14. The interest and enthusiasm expressed by the children
New Venture — Recognition of Faithful Service.
has prompted the management to announce that the special
TllIC firm of Juiiis. Liiiitk & .Schaclcr, well known
Saturday
morning exhibitions will continue throughout the
Chicago exhibitors, at present operating several
* ♦ •
engagement.
downtown playhouses, has divided a large part of
the capital stock in the new Rialto Theater project with its
Andrew J. Cobe, vice-president and general manager of the
employes. A certain amount uf shares were given gratis to
Unity Sales Corporation, left this city for a trip to the
each employe with the understanding that like amounts
Pacilic Coast, on Sunday, October 15. He will visit most
would be bought fron> the company by each individual. As
of the principal cities, attending: to matters concerning "The
this stock is not on the market, and the venture promises
Yellow October
Menace"28.
serial,
and announced
will return this
to Chicago
or
to outdo all previous successes of the tirm, it will be readily
about
It was
week thaton Mr.
seen that this is simpiv an act of sincere generosity.
Cobe and Frank Zambrino, one. of the directors of the Eagle
Speaking in behalf of his firm, .Aaron J. Jones said: "1
Film Company, this city, have formed a new company to be
am only repaying, in patt, the faithful continued services of
known as the Unity Photoplav Exchange, occupying offices
my staff, for I consider each and every department head
at 207 South Wabash avenue. The Tweedlidum comedies
is eager to see the firm of Jones, Linick & Schaefer succeed
made bv the Eagle Company will be released weekly th:ough
to its highest ambitions, and I feel that in making them my
the Unity Exchange. "The Unlucky Tramp," the latest of
partners, I have created a spirit of comradeship and trust
the Tweedledum comedies, is now being shown at the Ziegfeld Theater.
* * *
among our executives."
The new shareholders are Samuel J. Levin, Ralph T. Kettering. John G. Burch, Louis J. Jones, Norman E. Field,
A private showing of "The Garden of Allah," the latest
Emil Mayer, George H. Moore and Harry E. Earl, all well
of the Selig super films, was held in the projection rooms of
known in moving picture circles.
the Selig Polyscope Company's offices last week. .Mthough
The Rialto Theater, which is at present in process of conthe production has not yet been completely trimmed and
struction, issituated on State street near Van Buren, a few
assembled, it is said that there are a number of fine scenic
effects, and the pictured story follows very closely to. the
feet away from one of Chicago's busiest corners. The
structure is being built along the most modern lines, and
famous novel by Robert Hichens. A court gown worn by
when completed will represent an expenditure of about
Miss Eugenie Besserer. in the character of Lady Reus, in the
$600,000. It will open with vaudeville about November 1.
production, is an heirloom that has been handed down
Amalgamated Theaters Corporation Buys Cook Coimty
through Miss Besserer's family for more than a hundred
years, and is one of her most valued possessions. Over a
Rights to Ince's "Civilization."
The Cook County rights to Thomas H. Ince's "Civilizathousand people have parts in "The Garden of .Allah," the
leads being taken by Helen Ware and Thomas Santschi.
tion" were purchased last week by the Amalgamated Theaters Corporation for a reported consideration of $25,000. The
The date of release has not yet been decided on, but plans
deal was closed on Thursday, October 19, Mr. Ince being
are being formulated and will be made public in due time.
represented by James Grainer.
Director .Al Green, of the Selig Company, assistant to
It will be recalled that this spectacular production had a
Colin Campbell, arrived in Chicago from Los Angeles to discuss with ^Ir. Selig the making of some of the forthcoming
lengthy run at Cohan's Grand Opera House last summer at
$1.00 prices, and the buyers are greatly elated over the
Selig releases. Mr. (ireen is one of the youngest directors
possibilities of the picture this coming winter.
in the profession, and it is stated that he will begin work
The Amalgamated Theaters Corporation operates a string
soon on a new Selig Red Seal play, a part of which will
of twenty-four theaters in the outlying d.istricts of Chicago,
be filmed in the Chicago studio of the company.
* * *
among them being the Gold, Shakespeare, Circle, Germania. Crown and California, all with seating capacities of
W.
-A.
Baier,
of
the
Jacobs
Film Booking Offices, of Milabout 1000.
waukee, was a Chicago visitor last week. Mr. Baier is negotiating for the purchase of several large features for the
The booking policy for "Civilization" will be announced
by the owners shortly.
state of Wisconsin. In talking to a representative of the
World, he slated that business conditions in Milwaukee arc
Chicago Film Brevities.
excei>tionally good just now.
James S. McQuade. our own collea.ffue. good friend and
The Burton Holmes travelogue course, which recently
boss of this column, is at present away on his vacation.
He
succeeded the regular weekly moving picture programs at
left this city on October 14 *to * be * gone about three weeks.
Orchestra Hall, is showing to good houses this season. The
Exhibitors are warned to beware of a fellow representing
program consists of five travelogues in colored slides and
himself as Zack Miller, of the 101 Ranch, Bliss, Okla. He
moving pictures. One travelogue will be presented each
week until the close of the engagement November 11. The
may want to "borrow" your theater for a while, or request
a loan of five or ten dollars. He has been operating recently
moving pictures used in the course were produced under the
in the vicinity of Galvesto.i, Tex., where it is reported he has
supervision of Oscar B. Dcpue, director of the Paramountswindled several exhibitors out of amounts ranging from $5
Burton Holmes laboratory, * this
« city.
*
to $50. Representing himself as one of the Miller Brothers,
owners of the 101 Ranch moving pictures, it appears that
Some of the most recent installations of projection equipment by the Kleine Optical Company, this city have been
he is always just waiting for a check from home. His dimenin Chicago high schools. Manager Walter E. Green has
sions are: Six feet one inch tall: weight, 170 to 180 pounds;
informed us that the Sahin. Austin and Herzl High Schools
dark complexion; about 35* years
old.
* *
have all purchased complete equipment from the Kleinc
Company, including Power 68 machines, generator sets,
Since the openinjr presentation, on October 9, of the Unispotlights and supplies.
* • •
versal production. "20.000 Leagues Under the Sea." the Studebaker Theater has been packed nightlv. This remarkable
The Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company is issuing
under-sea photodrama has been coidially received by the
Chicago public, and present indications point to a long and
a handv and useful notebook for cameramen, in wbirh
is

^^
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listed a number of good suggestions for securing the best
results in motion photography. There are 50 blank pages in
the booklet, allowing for the complete description of 50
scenes and subtitles. It is altogether a very useful addition
to a cameraman's equipment, and can be had by sending 15
cents in stamps to the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company.
* * *
The eighth episode of "The Yellow Menace" serial, which
is now running in nearly 200 theaters in and around Chicago,
will be released on Mondaj', October 30. Manager Simeon
Greiver, of the General Feature Film Company, which controls this production in the states of Illinois, Indiana and
southern Wisconsin, reports that keener interest is being
shown in this subject with the release of every episode. The
General Feature Film Company also controls the bookings
of all Ivan film productions and juvenile comedies in the
aforementioned territory. The initial release of the juvenile
"Katzenjammer
will be made ne.Nt week, and
will continue one Kids"
a weekseries
thereafter.

* * *

The families of all Chicagoans enlisted in the First Illinois
Cavalry were treated, on Monday, October 16, at Orchestra
Hall, to an exhibition of moving pictures taken at the border
camp in Brownsville, Tex. The picture, entitled "On the Rio
Grande," depicts the soldier's life on the border, showing
the men in drill, maneuvers, trench digging, etc.

* »

*

The latest acquisitions to the Alfred Hamburger circuit of
theaters is the Gayety, located at Ninety-second street and
Commercial avenue. South Chicago. The Gayety was purchased by Mr. Hamburger from the AUardt Circuit. It is a
1,200-seat house, and has always been devoted to vaudeville
and the spoken drama. Under the present management the
house will be given over to moving pictures exclusively, with
a daily change of program, .^fter being thoroughly renovated
and overhauled, the Gayety had its formal opening under the
new management on October 21.

»

•

•

In the future all Greater Vitagraph features will be shown
in the Hamburger Circuit of theaters first, two weeks prior to
their general release in this territory. Mr. Hamburger has
also aranged for the revival of several old Mary Pickford
subjects produced by the Famous Players Company, to be
booked over his entire circuit. The Clune production,
"Ramona," has also been booked
« * *over this circuit.
D. Leo Dennison, formerly manager of the Chicago office
of Paramount, and who now holds the nosition of personal
representative for James Steele, general manager of the
Famous Players Film Service. Inc.. recently left New York
for a tour of the Paramount offices under his jurisdiction.
After visiting Pittsburgh. Cincinnati, Cleveland and Detroit,
he arrived in Chicago on Tuesday, October 17. Mr. Dennison is very enthusiastic over the orospects this winter for
Paramount, and advises us that a new Paramount office has
just been opened in the Sinecure Building, Cleveland, O.
The following
callers
at Paramount'^
Chicago
office last exhibitors
week: H. were
J. Clauer,
manager
Dreamland
Theater, Galena, 111.; Mr. Wilson, Kai Gee Theater. Rochester, Ind. : C. E. Irvin, manager Irvin Theater, Bloomington.
111.; J. A. Terman, manager Ideal Theater, Sheridan, Ind..
and E. J. Brewer, manager Brewer Opera House, Shabbona.
III., all of whom are doing good business with the Paramount
service. Manager H. T. Clauer, Galena, III., was the first
exhibitor to book Paramount service out of the Chicago
office. He began with the first release, over two years ago.
and has been running the service continually ever since.
Previous to using the Paramount program he booked nearly
all of the old Famous Player subjects.

* * *

Earl J. Ferney, city salesman for the Enterprise Optical
Company, reports exceptionally good business for his company w-ithin the last month. Some of his most recent sales
and installations of Motiograph machines have been two
each in the Hub, Ideal. Morris. Vilas. Esthena and Melrose.
and one each in the Hermosa. Warsaw and Grand Theaters.
The Strand Theater, of Maywood, HI., has also recently purchased two machines. Mr. Ferney has been given the use of
an automobile by his company to help facilitate his transportation in and around Chicago and he is highly enthusiastic
over future prospects for the Motiograph.

* * *

Harry Watson, formerly with the George Kleine forces in
New Y'ork. arrived in Chicago on Tuesday. October 17. Mr.
Watson has joined the Essanay Film Manufacturing
Com-
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pany and will begin work soon on a new series of 'Musty
Suffer" comedies, to be released through the Kleine-EdisonSelig-Essanay service.
» * *
The regular Thursday evening
lows Club of Chicago was held
October 19. Matters concerning
brought up and discussed by the
ball has been set for November

«

*

*

meeting of the Reel Felin the Morrison Hotel on
the Reel Fellows ball were
members. The date of the
10.

J. J. McCarthy, general manager, and Theodore Mitchell,
director of publicity for the Epoch Producing Company,
arrived in Chicago last week. An effort will be made by
them to make permanent the temporary injunction which allows for the exhibition of "The Birth of a Nation" in Chicago.
-Arrangements are being made for a hearing of the case
before Judge Gridley next week.

* *

*

On Friday, November 3, the Universal production, "Where
Are My Children?" will make its final appearance at the La
Salle Theater, completing an unusually successful engagement
of fifteen consecutive weeks. It will be succeeded on SatNovember of4, the
by "Less
ThanPictures
the Dust,"
the first Mary
Pickfordurday,
release
Artcraft
Corporation.
This
picture is looked forward to with great interest by the trade.
Wells Hawkes, representing the Mary Pickford Company.
is in Chicago attending to* the
* *publicity.
The following programs have been announced at the prominent downtown theaters in Chicago for the ensuing week:
Studebaker
— "20.000
Leagues
Sea" (Universal)
enters its second
successful
weekUnder
at thisthehouse.
Ziegfeld — "The Chattel" (Vitagraph), featuring E. H.
Sothern and Miss Peggy Hyland, is retained for another
week.
Colonial — "The Birth of a Nation" 'D. W. Griffith), begins
another successful week of its return engagement.
PAUL C. HINZ.

Nell Shipman Returns East
NELL
SHIPM.XX has returned to New York after two
years of activities upon the Pacific Coast. She will be
here to see the first metropolitan presentation of "The
Black Wolf," the Lasky photoplay starring Lou-Tellegen, in
which she played the leading feminine role. This production
will be released shortly on the Paramount Program. Miss
Shipman's connection
with the Lasky Company was the crowning
success in a series of
important engagements
among the western
studios, she having
reached
this eminence
after playing
opposite
William Farnum and
being featured in the
Vitagraph releases,
"God's Country and the
Woman." and "Through .

the Wall."

Shipman,
although a star in her
own right, accepted the
assignment
of
the
Lasky
Co. in support
of
because Lou-Tellegen
she realized, she

^^^
^^V
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Miss

J

said, the artistic promotion that a connection Jk
with the Lasky
Company contained. PromNell Shipman.
inent connections mean
more to Nell Shipman than the size of the weekly check, as
her income from photoplays, books, etc., annually, is a considerable one. On two different occasions, she had an opportunity to star at the head of her own company. The
first was to be featured as "The Mermaid." in the photoplay
of the same name by Captain Peacock, author of "Neptune's
Daughter," but she declined on account of the fact that
"The Daughter of the Gods" was under way, and the market
was then being surfeited w-ith other water pictures. Later,
she obtained a release from the Palo .Alto Co , which had
given her a contract to star in plays from her own pen, in
order to play 'the woman" in "God's County and the
W'oman."
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HARLEMAN

FRED J. BALSHOFER FILMING "PIDGIN ISLAND."
Picturesque and Elaborate Photoplay Is Now Being Produced at Yorke Studios.
PRODLCTIOX has licen started tliis week at the Yorke
Metro studios of a tive-reel photo dranta. "Pidgin Island,"
an elaborate motion picture play from Harold MacGrath's novel. General ^Ianager Fred J. Balshofer and
Richard V. Spencer colahorated in preparing the scenario.
The popular Metro stars, Harold Lockwood and May .Mlison
are playing the leading parts supported by a carefully selected cast. Part of the action is laid in San Francisco's

and CLARKE

IRVINE

Director William Campbell and Harry Williams have completed the final scenes and a few "retakes," on Chester Conlin's farce, "\ Tugboat Romeo." This was the first production
to occupy Mr. Sennett's attention. He spent several hours in
the cutting room with the directors putting the finishing
ti.mciies upon this new picture.
Considerable attention is being given by the Keystone
chief to a new Mace comedy now being filmed. The picture
is
entitled, for
"His
Scent," and contains no end of funny
situations
FredLast
Mace.
Roscoe Arbuckle has not yet "found himself," since his
return to the Keystone "lot," from Fort Lee, New Jersey. Though he is not actively engaged in manufacturing
laughs he is at the Keystone mirth center each day in consultation with the scenario department. It is expected that
Sennett's
a new comedy
some
time scribes
during will
the have
forthcoming
week. ready for "Fatty"
Frank Griffith, has commenced work on a new production
featuring Charley Murray and Louise Fazenda. The title will
be announced later. Supporting Murray and Miss Fazenda
are Wayland Trask, Harry Booker. Ed Kennedy, Mary Thurman and others.

Left

Talking Over a Comedy

to rifiht

Harol.i

LorkwoixJ.

Scene in "Pidgin Island"

Mav AMison

nnci

Frf-d .T. Balshofpr.

Chinatown and in order to secure a real Oriental atmosphere,
Mr. Balshofer and his stars will journey this week to San
Francisco to hlni some of the scenes witli this picturesque
background. In the meantime a complete street set and
exact replica of the San Francisco Chinatown is being reproduced at the Metro studios by technical director Irving
Martin. Phillip Gastrock, who created the part of Tomasso
Benda, tlie heroic Italian in Thomas Di.xon's "Fall of a
Nation." and who was a prominent member of David Wark
Griffith's forces and is well remembered in "The Birth of
a Nation" has been engaged by producer Fred J. Balshofer
to play an important part with Harold Lockwood and May
Allison, In "Pidgin Island." Gastrock figures in the underworld scenes and plays a slum type. Lester Cuneo and Lillian Hayward are also included in the cast, and so is Elisa
Xerr, who played with Ida .Schnarr in the Universal production. "Undine."
The last scenes of "Big Tremaine," were filmed last week
and Director Henry Otto is now busily engaged in the process of assembling and titling the production. "Big Tremaine." isbooked for early release on the Metro programme.
It follows Harold Lockwood's and May .Mlison's recent
Yorke production "Mister 44."
Mack

KEYSTONE ACTIVITIES.
Sennett is Back on the Job and Proceeds to Make
Things Hum.

Mack Sennett's arrival to Los .\ngeles during the past
week and the renewal of his personal supervision of productions was a cue for the return of the usual dynamic activities
at the Keystone studios.
Since his return. Mr. Sennett has been in constant consultation with his assistant directors.

The star cast selected by Mr. Sennett for "The Police
Chief." now being directed by Victor Heerman, justifies the
prediction that this new picture will prove one of the greatest
comedies ever turned out by the Keystone fun factory.
Ford Sterling, Harry Gribbon, Hugh Fay, Gene Rogers, May
Fmory and other notables constitute the cast.
Variety and eccentricity have always been predominant
factors in the Sennett comedies. This is strongly evidenced
in Walter Wright's new production dealing with circus life.
In this picture, "The Circus Girl," the real atmosphere of the
sawdust ring and the big white top forms the basis of the
story. Several of the scenes in this comedy show an aeroplane in flight. In order to put realism in these scenes the
Kyestone company secured the right to make a picture of
Joe Boquel, the aviator who holds the world's record for
looping the loop. Boquel has been the center of interest for
several weeks at Seal Beach, California, where he has been
making exhibition flights. It was at Seal Beach that Boquel
made a thrilling flght to supply real sensation for this new
Keystone. Ora Carew, "Baldy" Belmont, Joseph Callahan
and Blanche Payson are favorite Keystone players, who will
appear in the circus comedy.
DRIVES

AUTOMOBILE

INTO

BAY.

Thursday noon the people of Seal Beach had an opportunity to witness the leap of a man in an auto off the hank
west of the city into Altamitos Bay. The trick was performed by a daredevil actor for a inoving picture corporation.
The scene was supposed to represent an accident, the auto
leaving the road, falls over the cliflt, killing the occupants.
.\ frail fence was set up a few feet back from the bank and
the big car came thundering along, smashing the fence and
running right into the bay.
A trial run was made first and then the daring driver
went back about three blocks and w-ith a full head of gas
went through the fence at the rate of 40 miles an hour. A
small incline was built at the edge of the cliff in the plank
road that had been constructed for the purpose, hurling the
machine about fifty feet from the shore.
It was a great sight and the driver stayed right with the
car until after it went under the water. A dummy was
placed in the hack seat, which in the picture will make it
appear that there were two persons in the machine. The
auto was an old machine and is being taken out of the bay
today. The engine and running gear will be overhauled and
used
again. Morosco made this picture, with Bill Taylor
directing.
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Los Angeles Film Brevities.
The Pollard Picture Players in San Diego, have recently
completed "The Pearl of Paradise." a muliple reel feature
production soon to be released on the Mutual program. The
company is now working on "Miss Jackie of the Navy," and
when in San Diego, a while back, we were invited to attend
a fancy dress costume ball to be held at the Hotel del Coronado, which many of the Pollard players were going to attend
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but not a single share of Balboa stock was ever offered in
the market.

* *

*

Fred J. Balshofer of the Yorke-Metro
move into a new and greater studio.

The M. P. soldiers of Lasky Company of Coast Artillery
Federal Reserve, held their first drill recently under the command of Captain T. E. Duncan and Second Lieutenant Waller Long. The entire drill was practiced with a big dummy
;4un under the direction of a Federal army officer. The company is composed of members of the Lasky organization and
other picture companies. The army officers gave them a talk
on big gun firing, explaining the low visibility, range firing,
calling of the directions of aiming, plotting the harbor, and
hring the gun and then left them for a few moment. The
army school of instructions was promptly dismissed as being
too technical, and the officer returned, he heard the observer
who was watching the army's vessel come into the harbor,
:^iving the following directions: "Raise your foreground
two turns — pan right two turns — props." A mythical shell
was placed in the breech — "Smoke pot." A powder bag was
>iioved to them — "Action." — The breech block was locked —
the Company stepped aside — "Camera" — the lanyard was
pulled and the mythical shell sped seaward.

* *

Tom

Scene from "The Pearl of Paradise" (Mutual)
The main attraction of the evening was the staging of a
scene at the masquerade ball in which the Pollard Players
were supported by the guests of the big hotel. Many of the
prominent society people asked to meet the star of the feature, Miss Marguerita Fischer, very charming and cute in her
sailor boy costume. The ball was the most brilliant affair of
the season, and the society people enjoyed the staging of the
moving picture scenes immensely.
Lasky's general director, Cecil B. De Mille has started for
New York, with the first print of the Farrar production, the
story of which is based on the life of Joan of Arc. Mr. De
Mille will be accompanied by the author, Jeanie MacPherson,
and her mother, Alvin WyckoflF, director of photography, and
Howard Ewing, director of lighting will also ^o. These
three people toiled with the Lasky chief on an average ol
eighteen hours a day during the entire time required in the
making of the gigantic production, and Mr. De Mille is taking
them east with him for a brief vacation, while he is superintending the presentation of the picture in New York.
E. D. and I. L. Yost, of Santa Anna, have bought the Myrtle
theater, are remodeling it and expect to re-open it with some
of the higher grade pictures. The interior of the theater is
being re-arranged so that the screen will be at the back of
house, and a stage on which vaudeville acts may be presented
or on which local entertainments may be given will be built.
"It will change to the name "Colonial," said E. D. Yost,
"the name of the theater I. L. Yost operated in Kansas City.
It is our intention to show the higher class pictures believing
there is an opening here for such a theater. Within ten days
or two weeks we expect to get going."

* *

*

Neptune Theater at Venice will soon pass into new hands,
the M. & M. Amusement Company'- having secured a long
lease dating January 1st, of the coming year. The company
will equip the theater with all the latest and most up-to-date
appliances. C. C. McClentack, a former manager will probably take charge for the new company.

* * *

Jua'nita Hansen has deserted Fox, and has made up with
the Keystone, to do pictures in her own way under the direction of Harry Williams.

* * *

Bessie Barriscale. Ince Star, returned to the coast this week
to resume work at the big plant.
She had a fine vacation.

* * *

E. D. Horkeheimer, secretarj- and treasurer of the Balboa
company, says that financing a motion picture concern is a
different proposition from the financing of any other kind
of business, especially when no stock is to be sold. Balboa
company has grown from $7,000 to $350,000 in less than three
years, and the problems to be solved were many and puzzling,

studio soon will

* * *

Forman,

the Nimrod

«

of the Lasky Company,

upon

being
withstarted
a week's
promptly
fastened
on
his presented
fire arms and
on a vacation,
hunting trip.
He ransacked
every nook and corner of Southern California in search of
wild animals, but did not see anything worthy of his gun,
and discarding his collection of fine rifles, he rigged up a fishing pole and gathered in a bunch of fish. Before he could
bring them to the studio for an alibi, he was snowed in and
had to throw them away.
An all-day Board meeting of the Y. W. C. A., took place
at the Hollywood Studio Club, when the members of the Los
Angeles Board and the Hollywood committees were in attendance and partook of a delectable luncheon.
Marcus P. McClure, pastor of the First Presbyterian
church, opened the meeting with a short, inspiring talk, after
which special reports on each department were given. Each
department presented a new idea or plan.
The two most important pieces of branch work now being
carried on by the Y. W. C. A, International Institute is
the Hollywood Studio Club and the Club for the foreign girls
in the citj'.
The Hollywood club is the third of the Studio clubs ever
organized and the only one in existence for the motion
picture girls. The other clubs are in Paris and New York
City. At present there are 80 paid-up members, -with more
joining every day.

* * *

We are advised that the Triudential Film Company, a new
concern, is opening an office in the Elks Bldg., at San Pedro.
H. Lloyd Brown will be general manager of the new company and with him will be associated several local Elks.
It is the plan of the new company to produce films for rent
to Elk's lodges.

* «

*

Vivian Rich has contracted to play with William Farnum,
at
"A. the
' Fox studio. She was for a long time with the Flying

* * *

Bill Keefe who is Griffith's publicity man says, "Winifred
Vv'"estover, daughter of Clyde Westover, the well known
magazine writer and president of the San Francisco Press
Club, is making her debut on the screen in the Triangle FineArts
Missproduction,
Westover, "Bugs."
in her character of the little queen of the
kitchen whose love affairs go astray, is said to have unusual
opportunities to display real suppressed emotional acting
in the Triangle drama. "Bugs," by the way, is being directed
by Paul Powell from a scenario by W. E. Wing.

* * *

A derelict believed to be the scow schooner Ruby, which
sailed from San Francisco for Catalina on March 21, and
which was never heard from again, was encountered in the
high seas by the steamer Enterprise, bound for Honolulu.
Four men, Capt. Harry Lynch and a crew of three, are
believed to have perished in the wreck of the schooner.
The Enterprise reported by wireless that the derelict was
encountered 160 miles off shore.
The Ruby was sold by John Erickson to the Fox Company for use in producing a shipwork film off Catalina
island.
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EXCLUSIVELY

BY OUR

" Romeo and Juliet''
Metro's Eight-Part Adaptation of the Shakespearean Classic,
Featuring Bushman and Bayne and Directed by
John W. Noble, Is a Great Production.
Reviewed
by George
Blaisdell.
METRO Pictures Corporation has produced for the screen
Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet." It is a ^reat production, one that easily will rank with the best kinematographic efforts that liave gone before. It is a subject that
should appeal alike to the Shakespearean student and the man
to whom the linked names of Romeo and Juliet have only the
remotest significance. Plainly, it hns been the aim of the
producers to visualize the story of the world's greatest love
tragedy just as it was penned by the hand of the master. They
have neither subtracted from it in any essential detail nor
have they added to it.
Best of all. the textual accompaniment to the photographed
action is the language of Shakespeare. Right here is a good
place to say that the leaders constitute of this picture a thing
apart. We have all heard it said that the works of fiie Bard
of Avon are not for tlie screen — that the "upright stage" robs
them of their matchless dialogue. The Metro production measurably disproves the assertion. Elaborate use has been made
of the text. Artistically and clearly presented are these gems
of the world's best literature: there is no possibility that their
majesty will be marred by those who are "capable of nothing
but inexplicable
dumb-shows and noise."
To the making of the picture Director John W. Noble has
contributed his best work for the screen. The scenario was
prepared by John Arthur, Rudolph De Cordova and Mr. Noble.
The director was assisted in the staging by Edward Eisner
and Mr. De Cordova. There is no need to tell us these men
were given carte blanche.
The result speaks for itself.
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne head the cast. It is
an ideal combination. Mr. Bushman, above all else, possesses
the physique of a "well-governed youth," of "a man to encounter Tybalt"; he appears to unusual advantage in the
scanted garb of the period — in the language of Juliet's Nurse,
"his leg excels all men's." He fits the part, and he plays it.
Miss Bayne is a rare Juliet. Kindly endowed by nature in
figure and feature, she has entered into the interpretation of
the role of the heroine with marked sympathy and feeling.
Supporting these two is a splendid cast — and also perhaps
the longest in the history of motion pictures. There are exactly
one hundred names in the list furnished by the company.
Space forbids mention of more than a few. Robert Cummlngs
is Friar Laurence, a fine performance.
Adella Barker
is the

OWN

STAFF

"Romeo and Juliet" will ap]>eal to picture lovers as an allaround
productions.
It will possess a distinct double appeal to
the eye and to the mind— that of the action and that of the
text. At the Broadway theater on the Initial presentation,
October 19, nearly two hours and a quarter were devoted to
the running of the eight thousand feet of film; yet the movement at this normal speed is sharp, the best of evidence the
scenes have been trimmed to a hair.
Approximately a full reel

Scene from "Romeo

and Juliet"

(Metro)

is devoted to the single scene of the' balcony — that where
Romeo climbs the Capulet wall following the "accustomed feast"
of the Capulets and from the ground underneath Juliet's window converses with his new-found love. Of the twelve thousand inches of film devoted to the portrayal of this great epic
of the stage not a single one is superfluous. It is the dramatic
height of the play as we see it on the screen. The remainder
of the story holds, but this particular scene markedly moves.
As has been said, the story runs with fidelity to the text. It
is told so clearly that lack of knowledge of the book is no bar
to full enjoyment of the production. Pictorially the subject is
notable. The studio interiors and exteriors — especially those
of the streets of Verona — are unusually elaborate. For the
home of the Capulets Director Noble has employed a great
castle
which he discovered in the neighborhood of the metropostory.lis, a setting
which most happily fits the requirements of the
Metro has done the screen a distinct service. Not only has
it lavished its best on the adaptation of a great tragedy; not
only has it brought it out in all its strength and beauty, its
glamor and romance, for the education as well as entertainment of countless thousands who heretofore may have had
slight acquaintance with it or concern about it. It has demonstrated that Shakespeare dead three hundred years penned
in his youth lines that stamp him the greatest title builder In
the world of to-day.

" The Isle of Life "

Five-Reel Red Feather Production, Based on Novel by
Stephen F. Whitman, Proves Exceptionally Pleasing.
Roviewod
by Robert C. McElravy.

Scene from "Romeo

and Juliet"

(Metro).

portly Nurse to Juliet. Joseph Dailey is Peter, the Nurse*s
servant. These two contribute to the somber story the sole
touches of lighter color. W. Lawson Butt is Tybalt, a heroic
figure; Edmund Elton and Helen Dunbar are the Capulets, Eric
Hudson and Genevieve Reynolds the Montagues; Horace Vinton
is the Prince.

IX this
ADDITION"
having
an original
convincing
plot,
productionto has
a strong
pictorialand
lure.
The director.
Burton George, has apparently gone out of his way to
procure attractive settings, and Is to be ooni:ratulated on
his success In obtaining them. There are occasional scenic
flashes which bring exclamations of pleasure to the lips of
observers and do much to maintain the enjoyment of the
number.
The plot, however, needs no particular bracing In a scenic
way. It is of itself a splendid example of the semi-adventurous type of story, and is enacted by a good cast. Frank Whltson makes the character of Sebastian stand out notably. He
gets strong feeling into this role of the man whose love for
a girl led him to wrongdoing in order to win her. The gradual change in his character is nicely worked out, and there
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is quite an emotional appeal about the closing scenes especially, Roberta Wilson is attractive as the girl and makes the
most of her opportunities. Hayward Mack is also appealing
in the role of next importance.
The story in brief. Sebastian Moore, a resident of Rome, is
famous for his elaborate entertainments. At one of his affairs
he discovers a newly -engaged couple, the girl being exceptionally attractive. He holds the theory, which he has openly
expressed,
that no human
virtue is incorruptible.
Desiring

hearted, Mrs. Holmes determines to quit her husband. She is
injured while crossing a log jam with her baby, is taken home
by a stranger and dies without revealing her name. The baby
is brought
up by
her foster
parents;
in the
the daughter
meantime.of Helen's
father
marries
again.
The new
wife is
a man
of wealth and position, and Holmes feels that he has had every
wish gratified when she presents him with a son. This introductory chapter contains no superfluous matter, and is competently acted and directed. J. P. McGowan is in charge of
the production, and Thomas C. Lingham has been intrusted with
the character of "Dollar" Holmes. Aside from a tendency to
overact, his impersonation is meritorious. Ivatherine Goodrich.
William Behren, Will M. Chapman and Paul C. Hurst have other
important roles.
"The Wreck in the Fog."
Chapter second moves the action forward about eighteen
\ ears. Helen is now known as Helen Dawson. Her halfbrother. Stephen Holmes, is the pride of his parents. The
young man. after finishing at school, starts for home on a coast
steamship. The boat is wrecked and Helen saves Stephens lifeThe two young people become greatly interested in each other,
and the elder Holmes gives the girl a position on his railroad,
in gratitude for saving Stephen. One or two minor defects
detract slightly from the shipwreck scenes, but, in the main,
it is impressive, an actual shipwreck having been utilized. The
chapter closes with Helen using one of her beloved engines to
beat her father in having a claim filed on some lumber land.
Miss Holmes' likable personality and knowledge of the art
of acting serve her in good stead in this new serial. Leo D.
Maloney
a congenial
as Tom
Dawson,
brother. has
A number
of therole
scenes
in this
chapterHelen's
are of fostei'great
pictorial beauty.

Scene from "The Isle of Life" (Universal).
the girl for himself, he boards a steamer on which she is sailing with her aunt, and in mid-ocean throws her overboard.
He plunges after her and they are picked up by some nearby
fishermen and taken to the "Isle of Life," described as the
last resting place of the gods on earth. What follows is In
no wise as obvious as the observer anticipates. Sebastian's
regeneration and the girl's final acceptance of his love are
led up to in an eventful, entertaining
manner.
There is perhaps a little slowness in the opening scenes of
this production, but once under way it well repays watching.

Story Laid Among
the Redwoods
of California
Features
Myrtle Gonzales and Val Paul for Bluebird Program.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THE story on which this five-part production is based is of
a pleasing and more or less red-blooded type, working up
to a fitting climax which possibly loses some of its snap by
the prolonging of the tale into the usual reconciliations, explanations, etc. However, there is much to be enjoyed about "The

Helen

''The End of the Rainbow*'

M Lass of the Lumberlands''

Holmes
the Star
of a Spectacular
Chapter-Play
Produced by the Signal Film Corporation.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.

"The Lumber Pirate."
Corporation's new
opening chapter of the Signal Film
THEserial.
"A Lass of the Lumberlands," gives the story an
excellent start. The two reels that compose the chapter
are entitled "The Lumber Pirate." and E. Alexander Powell,
the author of the screen play, has selected an interesting theme.
The big timber country of the Northwest Is the scene of action,
an authentic picture of the vast lumber industry being shown.
The method by which the logs are carried to the mill is given
in detail, and real logrunners have been employed in the making
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Scene from 'The End of the Rainbow

Scene from "The Lass of the Lumberlands" (Signal).
of the films. The human interest of the drama is compelling
and consistent with its surroundings. In "The Lumber Pirate"
Helen Holmes takes only a small part. When first introduced,
she has just opened her eyes on life, and most of the events in
the chapter take place before her birth. "Dollar" Holmes.
Helen's father, has two ambitions; First, to become a lumber
baron; second, to have a son to inherit his wealth. He manages
to trick a tribe of Indians out of a huge tract of standing
timber, but is bitterly disappointed when he learns that his wife
has given birth to a girl. He bitterly reproaches the poor
woman and leaves her at the camp, while he hastens to meet
the men that will help him to develop his lands.
Broken-

(Bluebird).

End of the Rainbow." The title as applied to the story has
little significance. The perpetration of a blue and white rainbow on the innocent spectator is made palatable only by the
wonderful glimpses of the redwood country, and San Francisco
Bay with which it appears.
Myrtle Gonzalez and Val Paul as the leads of the play are
pleasing; and the fighting propensities of the latter as displayed
in the last reel are exceedingly admirable. George Hernandez
as Elihu Bennett, father of the heroine and viciously opposed to
paying
the owners
the a lumber
fair price manner.
for their prop"
erty, acquits
himselfof in
natural land
and adelightful
A bit
of comedy, however far fetched it may be, creeps into the otherwise melodramatic atmosphere of the production, with Sheriff
Connelly's difficulties of transportation.
The plot of the story concerns itself with an effort of the
lumber monopoly headed by Elihu Bennett to obtain possession
of the stranding timber in the redwood forests of California
and the villainy of Bennett's representative at the lumber land,
and his and
foreman,
trying to make the
away
the company's
money,
also toin under-estimate
offerwith
of Bennett
to the
owners of the land. Bennett's daughter impersonating a stenographer who is being sent from San Francisco, goes to the
lumber woods and is the means of discovering the plot by which
her father is to be robbed.
The story of the production was written and produced by
Lynn Reynolds.
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■The Man Who Stood Still"
Paragon Five-Reel Screen Version of the Jules Eckart Goodman Play, in Which Louis Mann Is Starred — Released
by the World Film Corporation,
Re view. -it l>y Kdwar-i
Weitzol.
LOUIS MANN'S pleasantly rcnitmbeied statjo vehicle, "The
Man Who Stood Still." u live-reel screen version of which
has been produced by the Paragon, la aa far removed
from the realistic school of playmaklns as it la possible to go
in this day and ase. Simplicity is the keynote of plot and
characterization, and the story has been built with an eye to
giving the star the best of the situation. The characters are
all from the humbler walks of life, and the main motive ia the
conventional one of the betrayed nuiiden who returns to the
shelter of her father's house, with a nameless child In her
arms. The author has handled his theme with re;-I feeling
and sound Judgment, however, and the human quality of hla
work insures It a wide appeal.
The part played by Mr. Fields is that of a gentle old German,
the owner of a small Jewelry store. He is satisfied to plod
along at his usual rate of speed and accumulate more friends
than dollar!}. His one pride is hig daughter. Marie Is loved
by the son of his best friend. Otto Spiegel, but the girl listens
to the promises of young MacPherson, whose father Is the
business rival of the old jeweler, and becomes a mother without becoming a wife. Deserted by the man in whom she
trusted, Marie Is taken in by the Spiegels, a reconciliation with
her father follows, and young Spiegel makes her his wife.
Something of the simplicity of the theme seems to have
found Its way Into Frank Crane's direction of the photoplay —
Marie's escape from the picnic is an example in point; the
way in which
she eludes observation
could not possible be
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"The phantom Image."
The sixth episode concornH Itself with Stanley's deterinlnution to the
gainCrimson
from Vanya
a victim
about
Stain Toaca,
Mystery.
He of
Is Pierre's,
about to the
wintrulii
hia
point when the face of Pierre appears In a suddenly opened
panel In the wall, and Vanya immediately succumbs to his
hypnotic
Influence.
Later a photograph
taken
of Vanya'a

Scene from "The Phantom

Image" (Consolidated).

face by Stanle>' reveals the picture of her tormentor in hei"
eyes. Parrish,
a supposed
acting
in Florence's
Interests, shows his
colors by detective
accidentally
dropping
and breaking the photographic plate, forming thereby another link in
the mystery.
"The Devil's Symphony."
Episode six gives an account of a thrilling circumstance
which occurs at a masked ball at which the Crimson Stain
gang are instructed by their master to steal the Clayton
fifty thousand dollar necklace. At eleven o'clock one masked
figure finds its way to the basement of the house and turns
off the electric light, while another possesses Itself of the
necklace. Florence faints and is carried to an upper room
where from a box evidently containing flowers creeps a snake
which Is almost upon the young woman when Stanley in the
guise of a Pierre steps from a closet and flings the snake
from the window.

''Essanay-Chaplin Revue of 1916"
From
Scene from "The Man

Who

Stood Still" (World).

more artless. Obvious but kindly humor lightens the atmosphere all through, and the general eflCect of the production Is
pleasing.
Lew Fields plays Krauss with his customary understanding
and liking for character work. To an actor of his methods, the
loss of his amusing struggle with the English language deprives him of a large portion of his stock In trade. Nevertheless, Mr. Fields is able to put over his points clearly, without
undue effort. Doris Kenyon lends her charm of person and
skill as an actress to the character of Marie and George
Trimble is seen in his capital impersonation of Otto Spiegel.
Other well considered bits of acting are contributed by Edward
O'Connor, Dave Ferguson. Viola Trent. Harry Fraser. John
Powers and Auguste Bermester.

Three
of the Comedian's
Successes
Five Reels
Typical Chaplin Mirth Have Been Drawn.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.

of

THE followers of Charles Chaplin will enjoy the "EssanayChaplln Revue of 1916." released through the General Film
Company
on October
21. The Essanay
studio has from
three^
the comedian's
takenthings
five reels
action. of Through
the five old-time
thousand successes
feet several
happenof

''The Crimson Stain Mysiert/'

Episodes Five. Six and Seven of the Consolidated Serial Teem
With Interesting Action.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
"The Figure in Black."
CHARACTERIZED by the rapid and old time spirit of
mel«dr&-ma that marked the first two episodes of "The
Crimson Stain Mystery.'" the fifth episode, "The Figure In
Black." is distinctly absorbing. The effort to discover the
murderer of Truxton Lambert forms the main pivot of the
action of this number, and the kidnapping of Florence Montrose with the incidents leading up to it along with the cleverly
staged rescue provide plenty of suspense and moments of real
thrill. Interspersed with these incidents are weird glimpses
of what transpires In the laboratory of Dr. Montrose. Again
we see the victims of Pierre La Rue. master criminal, begging
for application of the dread discovery of Dr. Montrose, which
in place of developing genius stimulates criminality. The
close of this episode shows the thrilling escape from justice
of the murderer
of Lambert.
Maurice
Costello and Ethel

Scene from First Essanay-Chaplin Revue,

1916.

every minute. It is literally a Chaplin riot. Supporting the
comedian are Ben Turpin, Leo White and Edna Purviance.
Turpln cuts some figure himself in the way of f unmaking;
ably he supplements the efforts of his chief to make the millions laugh.
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The three subjects chosen by the Essanay company are "The
Tramp." "His New Job" and "A Night Out." By the insertion
of a few sub-titles the action of the three is welded into a
running^ farce. We see the tramp-farmhand "fired" and seek
a new Job. After a strenuous day as a motion picture actor
Charlie and Ben go out to celebrate. Perfectly simple, as you
may see.
The five parts are filled with characteristic Chaplin stuff, the
stuff which solidified a reputation already world wide It is of
the sort of material perhaps best described by Heywood Broun,
who declared in effect that it caused him to blush for shame
for his fellow-Americans and — to laugh his head off. And so
it is with the Revue. We sympathize with those who find in
it abundant matter for laughter; and we express that sympathy
by laughing- with them.
We can't help it.
Undoubtedly the Revue will have a wide vogue. It ought to
be well worth the while of any exhibitor to take a look at
it, to see what the Essanay company has accomplished with
''water that is past."
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the particular young woman from her fellows. The evidence
seemed
to favor the affirmative.
There is a sterner side to the story, however — wherein the
daughter of the employer of the heroine loves unwisely if
well a man who seeks to profit financially through her affection for him; who hesitates not to "trim" lier at cards and to
insist upon prompt payment of the obligation, even being so
insistent as to cause the weak-willed woman to rifie her
mother's safe. There was hardly justification for the accusation that Lulse was the thief, but the denunciation led to a
train of exciting incidents.
Virginia Hammond was Mrs. Van Vechton and Adolph Men-

''The Shielding Shadow"
No. 7 of the Pathe Serial. Entitled "The Awakening," Shows
Ravengar and Leontine in a Thrilling Balloon Ascension.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
MOST of the thrilling incidents in "The Awakening," the
seventh episode of the Pathe seriel. "The Shielding
Shadow." take place in the air. One Lamp Louie learns
that Leontine has accepted an invitation from Bob Hamilton
to be his passenger in a balloon race and. with the help of
Sebastian, plans to take her life. Hamilton is drugged just
"before the race, and Avery, his assistant, is told to take his
place. Knowing Avery to be an ex- jail bird. Louie bribes
him to set fire to the balloon and escape by a parachute.
"The plan is carried out, except, that when the balloon bursts

Scene from "The Kiss" (Famous Players).
jou was Pennington, the two who caused trouble for the
lieroine. Gus Weinberg was Castigne. the grandfather of
Luise. The work of the cast is good. "The Kiss" will make
an acceptable
release.

**The Ragged Princess'*
June Caprice Has Lead in Fox Picture — Light-Heartedness
and Capricious Youth Are the Film's Long Suit.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
IF ITS story was the chief reliance of this picture by the
Fox players it might hold an audience; but I am not sure
of it. There is little or no real plot construction in it; but
it plays up other things. In the early scenes, which are laid
in an orphan asylum, it has besides June Caprice, who leads
all through and is here as a slavey, the often perfect acting
of the kiddies — they please the audience as did the leading
woman from the start.
June has to run away from the Home and seeks for work in
Scene from "The Shielding Shadow" (Pathe)
into flames Avery helps Leontine to descend with the parachute and then makes his way, hand over hand, down the
anchor rope and drops into the sea. When Leontine meets
him at the edge of the water she discovers that her protector is Ravengar, the mysterious one having disguised
himself as Avery and made the ascension in his place. Such
an array of incidents cannot fail to grip the attention of
the spectator with a liking for melodrama, especially as the
illusions are skillfully handled.

"The Kiss"
Owen

Moore and Marguerite Courtot Featured in Famous
Players Dramatic
Comedy of Society.
Reviewed
by George
Elaisdell.
AN
INTERESTING dramatic comedy of polite society is
"The Kiss," released by the Famous Players on October
19. Featured are Owen Moore and Marguerite Courtot.
Mr. Moore as an American aviator on furlough from foreign
service. Miss Courtot as Louise, the companion of the hero's
grandmother and along with a dozen other girls verj- much in
love with the lion of the hour. Dell Henderson produces
the story from the pen of Elizabeth Frazer. The result will
be especially liked by the feminine
division of a house.
As the title indicates, a kiss figures largely in the working
out of the story — not one, indeed, but several of them. This
is due to the efforts of the hero to identify the young woman
who in the dark had favored him with a definite token of her
regard and promptly disappeared from the landscape. The
situation resolves itself into a study of the psychology of
the kiss; it affords opportunity for speculation on the part
of the observer whether there was in the brief contact sufficient of the tangible, recognizable
or definable to set apart

Scene from "The Ragged Princess" (Fox).
a boy's suit. She is taken on by a farmer with whom Harry
Hilliard works. Here the not very dramatic love story begins
after Harry has seen her with her hat off and "knows"; we
catch a glimpse of June taking a morning dip in the swimming
pool; but it is in the distance. The other hired man has glanced
across the fields and Harry has to fight him. The girl escapes,
hides in an automobile and is taken to the city where she falls
into the hands of a not at all melodramatic
bad club man.
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to the city, too, mul lUids June and rescues her
tti a. likable picture, has many pretty scoih-s, some
Kootl doal of capricious yt)uthfnlnesn. The auAcademy of Music seemed to enjoy It.

"Common Sense Brackett"
Six-Reel

Adaptation
of Stage Drama
of Same
Title
sented by Monarch Photo Play Company, Inc.
Reviewed
by Ben H. Grimm.
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OMMON
Sense lirackelt." a six reel motion
slon of the rural stage drama of the same
first release offered on a state right basis
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Lorna's old love for him. She estranges Home in trying to
bring Harvey back to her side — ^only to learn that the Major
and Jeanne are soon to be married.
The telling of the story makes this somewhat familiar plot
take on a new lease of life. The Incidents are well knit together, and events move forward at a brisk pace. The variety
and color of the scenes, the glimpses of military life, and the
able direction of William
Wolbert
all contribute
to the de-

picture vertitle and the
by the Monproduction,
in its visual-

Scene from "Common Sense Brackett" (Monarch).
Ization, and at intervals the action is allowed to drag considerably. Often during the unreeling of the celluloid spools,
however, a human note is struck, and a few touches of wholesome humor are found. The leading character in the picture
is Bruce Brackett (William Frederick) who, through his comTuon-sense philosophy, smoothes out the rough spots in the
lives of various residents of a small New Hampshire village.
The story proper is preceded by a prologue in which Brack■ett, the proprietor of the village hotel, marries a girl member
of a stranded theatrical troupe. A child is born, and the
mother, tired of drudgery, goes to the city with the child.
"The
mother
child Isgives
put up
in an
asylum.to
Sixteen
years dies,
laterand
the the
daughter
her orphan
stage work
become a teacher in the village in which she was born.
Brackett does not know the girl is his daughter. Through all
the following episodes we see Brackett, grown older, dispense
his philosophy in a manner that unites broken ties. His is a
lovable character, and is done justice to by Mr. Frederick.
The interior settings in the picture are not all that could
be asked. The cast includes William J. Sorelle. John E.
Mackin. Barbara Gilroy, Mildred Gregory, Bradley Barker.
Dallas M. Fitzgerald, Adele George, Mrs. Fitzgerald, Walter
Hlers and baby Joan.

Scene from "The Last Man" (Vitagraph).
served success of the photoplay.
The fight on the rope footbridge is a novel and exciting feature of the production.
It goes without saying that it is impossible to make good
pictures and not have the assistance of good actors. "The
Last Man" is acted by a cast that maintains its artistic level
at a gratifying height. Mary Anderson is the Jeanne, William
Duncan the Major, and Corrinne Griffith plays the unfaithful
wife. Jack Mower is the Lieutenant Horne. and Otto Lederer
the highwayman.

'*The Rainbow Princess'*
Ann Pennington Scores in Famous Players Story of a Circus
Dancer.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
THE Famous Players released on October 23 "The Rainbow
Princess," a five- part subject featuring Ann P^nington,
the little dancer of the Follies. For Miss Pennington
Shannon Fife has written a good story which J. Searle Dawley
directs. It carries the atmosphere of the circus. In securing
this Mr. Dawley has employed a sure-enough show, with all its
paraphernalia and its people, freaks and all. The picture has
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"The Last Man"
Five-Reel Photoplay of Military Life, Written by James Oliver Curwood and Released on the V-L-S-E Program.
Reviewed
by Edward
TVeitzel.
ThE opening scenes of "The Last Man." the five-reel Vitagraph Blue Ribbon leature, released October 30. have the
merit of giving the spectator an insight into the plot
without loss of time. Major Harvy. a regimental surgeon of
the Sixth Cavalry, XJ. S. Army, is shown leaving bis post in
the Philippine Islands for a station in Montana. The next
episode shows the Major's wife, in New York, consoling herself for the absence of her husband by permitting two men
of her acquaintance to make love to her. The Major, who
believes his wife Is everything she should he. has her join him
at his new post. She has been there but a short time when she
starts a flirtation with Lieutenant Home, one of Harvey's
brother officers. The next move in the drama brings Into view
a highwayman named Sandy MacDonald. and his daughter
Jeanne. The girl is young, beautiful and unsophisticated.
She discovers the love affair between Mrs. Harvey and Home.
She also attracted the attention of the Lieutenant, and. during
a struggle with him. learns the truth about her father. San-ly
promises never to commit another robbery. He d<>es not keep
his promise, however, and is killed during a hold-up. Before
this, Jeanne, who has made friends with Major Harvey, becomes a nurse in the post hospital. The surgeon discovers
the true state of affairs between Home and his wife, and
tells Lorna he will help her get a divorce. He returns to the
Philippines, and Jeanne goes with him as a nurse. Home
and Lorna are married, and events again bring them across
Harvey's path. The three find themselves at Fort Gordo In
the Philippines. The fort Is attacked by a superior number
of Moros. and Harvey, -as the commanding ofTlcer. directs Home
to take his wife and escape, while he covers the retreat. He Is
the last man
to leave the fort, and his conduct
awakens

1
Scene irom " i i
(Famous
its thrills
duo totoo.
the putting over of stunts, and it has Its dramatic suspense,
Miss Pennington is seen as a girl who has known no other
home but the showman's tent and who through a family resemblance Is foisted upon a town dignitary as his granddaughter.
As a departure from the usual rule It turns out she Is of no
relation to the judge. Hope Is not returned to the circus, however. The friendships she has established are too strong. She
finds a home and a husband in the nephew of the Judge. It Is
a pretty story.
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Grant Stewart is Judge Daingerfield, a strong character well
portrayed. Charles Sutton is the unscrupulous Pop Blodgett.
the manager of the circus and the chief of the swindlers who
lead the judge to believe Hope is his granddaughter. William
Courtleigh, Jr.. is Reynolds, the nephew of the judge, who falls
in love with the little performer.
There are some spectacular acts, such, for instance, as the
parachute ascension and the unexpected drop of the diminutive
dancer into the stream and her rescue by Reynolds. There are
dramatic situations, as in the arrest of Hope for pocketpicking
and her examination by the judge; the uncovering of the swindfriends;
and theThere
burglars*
frustrated
Hopeis
and lers
theby the
stiffjudge's
fight that
resulted.
is comedy
and by
there
heart interest, too, when the freaks descend on the home oC
the judge and are entertained by the little dancer. There Is
also real entertainment in the hula-hula dance put on by the
Follies company.
It is a many-sided picture.
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Two strong characters dominate the action throughout the
six reels, and these characters have been delineated with a fine
sense of understanding by George N. Chesebro and Arthur N.

Two Single Reel Kalems
"The
Pencil
Reporter,"

Clue," Third
Episode
in the "Grant,
Police
Series, and "The Merry Motor Menders,"
a Ham and Bud Comedy.
Reviewed
by Ben H. Grimm.

"The Pencil Clue."
IN "The Pencil Clue," third episode in the "Grant. Police Reporter" newspaper series by Robert Welles Ritchie. George
Larkin, as Grant, unravels a puzzling murder mystery and
furnishes a thrill when he jumps from a canopy on a level wfTh
the first floor of a building into an automobile that has just
started to move. This is a daring feat, and the camera has
recorded it faithfully. The jump is followed by a fight in the
automobile.
The screened mystery story moves fast in this film, and tells
of the unaccountable death of an aged lawyer.
Suspicion points

Scene from *'The Land Just Over Yonder" (Unity)
Millett.
The is
latter,
as Toyiable
Jennings,
"desert
and
later sheriff,
a lovable
old manTomwhose
devotion
to hisrat"young
comrade and partner iMr. Chesebro) is touching. The work of
Jane Vernon as the quarterbreed wife is also good.
Mr. Kyne's story has lost little interest in the filming, and it
is to the credit of the director that none of the Western
mining-town scenes are overdone. Continuity throughout is
fair, although considerable footage is used before the real story
is gotten to. Photography could have been better. The story
is rife with dramatic situations. After Toyiable and "Billy
Boy" have struck it rich, the youth becomes enamored of a
quarterbreed maiden. This leads to a breach between the two.
Toyiable goes back to the hills, and "Billy Boy" after his marriage to the quarterbreed, discovers that she married him only
for his money, and that she has been carrying on an affair with
another man. The husband intercepts his wife and the other
man as they are about to run away, and turns the man loose on
the desert. The man dies and the husband, through the duplicity of his wife, is held for first degree murder. Toyiable
comes back from the hills and becomes sheriff- He is to take
his former pal to the county seat to be hanged. They spend
several weeks in the hills, and. returning to the prison, the
sheriff obtains a pardon for his young comrade.
Besides those mentioned, the cast includes George Best, Elsa
Fox. Charles Eichman. Julius Frankenberg and Sidney Lang.

*'The Voice of Love"

Scene from "The Pencil Clue" (Kalem).
toward his partner, however, when the stenographer tells the
reporter w^hat she saw. With a heavily penciled line as the
clue. Grant proves that the old man died from the effects of
poison on the point of a pencil, the pencil-point having been
prepared by the junior partner. Oliie Kirkby plays the part
of the stenographer. The junior law partner is played by Director Robert Ellis. Others in the cast are Arthur Albertson.
William McKey and G. Chira.

Five-Part Mutual Masterpicture Presents Unusual Romance
With Winnifred Greenwood in the Stellar Role.
Reviewed by ilargaret I. MacDonald.
IT IS a notable fact that moving picture stories that cannot
stand the pressure of the fifth reel without crumbling, are
legion.
And indeed frequently
when
by careful treatment
they might be made to stand the strain, they fail to reach the

"The Merry Motor Menders."
This number of the Ham and Bud comedies is not up to the
standard set in preceding releases. The action is rather slow.
Ham and Bud become the owners of a garage, and to increase
their business use all sorts of methods to cause punctures so
that autoists will come to them. Business is slow, nevertheless.
and the pair are glad when they get a telephone message.
Here Ethel Teare and Henry Murdoch enter the action — in a
broken auto. Ethel smiles on Ham. and Henry becomes jealous.
But his wrath is somewhat cooled when an auto with Helen
and Bud is sent to the skies by an explosion.

"The Land Just Over Yonder"
Six-Reel
Adaptation
of Peter
B. Kyne*s
Story Is Virile
Photodrama — Distributed
by Unity
Sales Corporation.
Reviewed by Ben H. Grimm.
THE Land Just Over Yonder." a six-reel adaptation of the
story by Peter B. Kyne, is a virile motion picture drama
of the West — the mining West — and is a picture of considerable merit. It is a visualization of the story that appeared
in the Saturday Evening Post, and was produced by the Dudley
Motion Picture Manufacturing Company for distribution by
Unity Sales Corporation.

Scene from "The Voice of Love" (Mutual).
last notch with honor. The latter seems to be the case with
the production under discussion; the theme while not an altogether pleasant one, under the development given it descends
rather to the commonplace toward the close of the picture, in
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An alniosi ilnl8hed-anylliinK-wil]-(io-now' sort *>r niiiimer. Up
to n certain point Ihii proiUu-tlon Is artlsllc. Wlnnlfred <jreenwdotl. (ieoTRe FIctd. Edward Coxcn. Laura Seiirs, and other
popular American players do their best to make It so with the
help of Hea BerKor. who directed It.
Tht' story treats of the career of a wife living under the delusion that she has murdered her husband, who was an army
otTlcer, with the real murderer extracting money from her at
Intervals under a pretense of keeping her secret. Making her
living by aiatrology she supports and educates her daut^hter In
the east, who is kept in Ignorance of her mother's mode of
earning a livelihood. Mother and daughter, one in the east and
one in the west, meet and fall in love with the same man. Here
It Is that a weakness of development is noticed. A few paltry
subtitles do littb.- If an. \' thing to help matters along at this
Juncture. The affair ends by the mother, after having unknowingly plotted against her own daughter, marr>'lng a man ot
mature age who has been devoted to her for some time; but
not before she has mended the breach which she caused between
the young people. The characterization, especially as regards
the older woman is not always consistent.

Triangle Program
"American
Aristocracy,"
Five-Reel
Fine
Arts,
Featuring
Douglas
Fairbanks,
and "The
Criminal,"
with Clara
Williams and William Despond. Five-Reel Ince.
Reviewed
by Louis Reeves
Harrison.
AMKKICAN
Aristocracy"
not only
to be The
a realauthor
story, soon
but
it starts out
bravely enough
as aims
a satire.
after takes off his hat to the audience and explains that
Mr. Fairbanks will do the rest- The reputation of Mr. Fairbanks, and his Intense personality added, puts a high selling
value on almost any picture in which he appears, so this release will sell and will please many who welcome the star on
his own account, but it drivels out into a mere vehicle. The
producer of to-day is continually urged on by the necessity of
filling a program, and he is practically compelled to give the
public a view of stars without plays. It is generally claimed
that a poor play with a big star brings in a larger protit for
all concerned than a well-told, interesting story, strongly typed,
performed with skill, beautifully treated and a gem from the
audience point of view inside a theater.
Would it not be possible to give Mr. Fairbanks more opportunity as an actor and less as an acrobat. We all enjoy seeing
him jump fences and scale walls for a while, not that these
feats are novel or particularly interesting in themselves, but
It becomes inane after frequent repetition, unless the vehicle Is
converted by Keystone ingenuity and intensity Into a roaring
farce. The intention of "American Aristocracy" is not that of
farce, into which it is painfully forced, but of satire, and it
would have made a corking good satire if followed out consistently, giving Fairbanks better opportunity and adding to
his reputation instead of forcing him to carry a heavy burden.
"The Criminal" is a story of pretty motif, but it is painfully
attenuated, drawi. out over a long number of scenes which
contribute to footage rather than to live interest. The author
has taken up a vital situation and built around it as best he
could under stress of hurried play making, and the director
has done some skilled picturing of what is provided, but not
enough material has really been provided to more than flU two
or three reels.
Those of us who thoroughly
appreciate
Mr.

Scene from "The Criminal"

(Triangle).

Sullivan's fine work in the past, and those of us who highly
commend the progressive policy of Mr. Ince. who realize that
he has made some beautiful and thoroughly artistic contributions to this growing young art. feel that we must exercise
consideration for hard-working authors and directors who have
demonstrated their high value. We have a great deal to thank
them for, and ao has the whole world. But the plain truth is
that "The Criminal" Is not up to Ince standards.
A young Italian emigrant girl, very ignorant and superstitious, finds an abandoned
baby on tlie stairs of her tenement
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home and takes care of It. She asks a young writer on whom
she has waited at the restaurant to read the note explaining
that the baby Is Illegitimate. The girl Is arrested on no evidence whatever for kidnapping. The refuses to tell that the
babe Is fatherless, because she Is so herself, confessing that she
stole it in order to save the child's name. The young writer
goes to the jail and elicits the truth. He thereupon proposes
to marry the girl and adopt the baby. To disregard consistency,
plausibility, the necessity for suspense, adequate preparation
and the principles involved In creating a strong drama Is, as
a rule, to create something that la not a drama.

"The Brand of Cowardice '

Military Life on the Mexican Border Shown in a Five-Reel
Screendrama Produced by Rolfe Photoplays, Inc.. and
Released by Metro Pictures Corporation.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weltzel.
THE scenario
Rolfe photoplay.
Brandis of
Cowardice."
st^iry andto
by Charles "The
Maigne,
a worthy
contribution
the screen.
Its sole aim is to entertain and. as a consequence, itis not burdened with any didactic thesis or moral

]7ir_?. ^^!" ^ "■ " "-^v T-;^

Scene from "The
Brand
of Cowardice"
(Metro i
uplift. The story of the play belongs to the order of fiction
that is frequently referred to as "a rattling good yarn." No
matter if the hero is perfection and the heroine also and everything comes out just as it should! No one expects such a tale
to be a reflex of life, and it accomplishes its mission, in its
humble way, just as surely as do those immortal classic, "Robinson Crusoe" and "Mother
Goose."
The time of the play is the present. Cyril Hamilton, a
wealthy young New Yorker, is engaged to marry Marcia West,
whose father is a Colonel in the regular army. Hamilton, an
ofEicer in a militia regiment, resigns his commission when the
National Guard is ordered to the Mexican border, regard for
his physical comfort having influenced his act. Marcia denounces him as a coward, returns his ring and goes to Texas
with her father. Cyril determines to show the girl that her
estimate of himself is not correct. He enlists as a private in
another regiment, and gets into trouble with his corporal, a
bully named Mallin. The exciting events that follow Hamilton's arrival on the border keep the Interest at high pressure.
In trying to aid the child of a Mexican Indian, he disobeys
orders and is accused of assisting in the theft of a machine
gun. Mallin Is the guilty person, but attempts to fasten the
crime on Cyril. The young fellow is arrested, but escapes and
accompanies the Indian across the Rio Grande. Navarete. a
Mexican bandit chief, who has met Marcia in New York and
is in love with her, takes possession of the stolen machine gun
and captures the Colonel's daughter at the same time. The
girl is held a prisoner In Navarete's house, and is freed by
Cyril, after an encounter with the Mexican in which the bandit
is killed. The two Americans escape from the town, but are
overtaken the next morning. Cyril puts up a good fight, but
the enemy is too strong for him. At the request of Marcia.
he saves his last cartridge that he may prevent her from
falling into the hands of the Mexicans. As he presses his gun
against her breast, a Mexican bullet reaches him. The arrival
of Colonel West and a detachment of troops make "the happy
ending" easy to accomplishment.
John W. Noble has directed "The Brand of Cowardice" with
excellent judgment, and received valuable assistance from the
cast. Lionel Barrymore and Grace Valentine as Cyril Hamilton
and Marcia West are the featured names. They both merit the
distinction. Robert Cummlngs. Kate Blancke. John Davidson.
Frank Montgomery and I* Wolhelm are other names that deserve their meed of praise. A special line must be given little
Tula Belle for her acting of the Mexican's daughter. The young
lady Is a credit to her profession.
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Comments on the Films
M
EXCLUSIVELY
General Film

BY OUR

Company

THE
WHITE ROSE OF THE WILDS (Biograph), O- 1- 16.— Blanche
Sweet is featured in this reissued "Western" reel, which was directed
by David W. Griffith. The cast and the production oC the film are
what make it worth while. In the cast are found Wilfred Lucas, Robert
Harron and Joseph Graybell. The story tells of an outlaw who comes
into a girl's life as such, and who leaves with the "White Rose of the
Wilds" as an indication that he may come back as a suitor. Reviewed in
the issue of October 7. page 62.
THE SELJG-TRIBUNE, XO. 83, 1916 (Selig). Oct. 16.— Steamship
Kansan. which was held up by U-53. reaches Boston ; San Francisco's
"Path of Gold" celebration ; President and Mrs. Wilson attend Omaha
Centennial celebration ; Seven hundred children take part in Golden
Harvest Festival, San Mateo, Cal. ; Fire prevention day in Chicago; Old
frigate Franklin is burned at Eastport. Me. ; Charles W. Fairbanks attends
G. O. P. luncheon in San Francisco ; Views of Fort Bliss taken from the
basket of war balloon. El Paso; Survivors of torpedoed steamers arrive
In Newport, R. I.
A SAUERKRAUT SYMPHONY (Kalem). Oct. 17.— A tunny number of
the Ham and Bud comedies. In this reel Ham, Bud and Ethel Teare are
assisted in the funmaking by Henry Murdoch. He adds a number of
laughs to the reel, the background of which is a sauerkraut factory. This
comedy was reviewed in the issue of October 21. page 378.
DREAMY DUD IN THE AFRICAN WAR ZONE (Essanay), Oct. 18.—
A split-reel sharing animated cartoons and scenic. The novelty cartoons
by Carlson are funny, and they embrace some good double exposure work
which brings into the action a human character — Harry Dunkinson.
Dud, Dunk and the dog put out to sea, and their adventures are numerous
and humorous.
The scenic is good.
A PERSISTENT WOOING (Vim), Oct. 18.— Harry Myers and
Rosemary Theby are featured in this number of the Vim Feature Comedies. The care that the picture bas received in its production make it
acceptable. Many of the sub-titles are mirthful, as is much of the action.
The story hardly gives the two leading characters an opportunity to display their laugh-provoking capabilities. It tells of a young woman's persistent wooing of the man she wants.
THE SELIG-TRIBUNE. NO. 84. 1916 (Selig), Oct. 19.— Fire destroys
dome of Main Hall, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. ; National
Guard of several States in maneuvers. Las Cruces, N. M. ; Crowds watch
baseball bulletin in Denver; Ambassador Gerard arrives in New York
from Germany ; Fire destroys large Chicago plant ; "Machine Gun Board"
meets, Washington, D. C. ; Lina Cavalieri and Sarah Bernhardt among
arrivals from Europe. New York : Champion goat roper at work. Brownwood, Texas; Mrs. Sharpless celebrates 106th birthday. Los Angeles, Cal. ;
Miss Nancy Power arrives in New York to go on stage — sold $6,000 worth
of Red Cross tags in London ; Earthquake makes ruin of town of Pesaro,
Italy; President and Mrs. Wilson attend Indianapolis centennial.
A PRECIOUS PARCEL (Vim), Oct 19.— A quite humorous reel with
Plump and Runt as the chief laugbmakers. The story burlesques in an
entertaining manner the old plot of the shipment of gold to a lonely
express office and the conspiracy to steal it. Runt is the bad man and
Plump the hero. Plump (Babe Hardy) and Runt (Billy Ruge) are
assisted by Edna Reynolds and Florence McLoughlin.
THE CODE LETTER (Kalem), Oct. 20.— This is the first of Kalem's
new "Grant, Police Reporter" series, and it is a winner. It is a fast reel
and thrills as well as entertains. George Larkin, does several stunts in
this number — he travels hand over hand an iron pipe suspended between
two skyscrapers ; he walks along a narrow ledge from one window to
another high above the street, and he crawls down a rope to a scaffold
only to have the rope cut by the villainess. George Larkin and Ollie
Kirkby play the leads. They are supported by Director Robert Ellis,
Arthur Albertson, William McKay and G. Chira. Reviewed at length
on page 410 of the issue of October 21.
HERE AND THERE (Vim), Oct. 20.— Pokes and Jabbs do considerable
fast knockabout work in this reel. The film is a fair comedy. Pokes
lands in a Western town where the sheriff. Jabbs, has advertised for a
wife. The ad is answered by a showgirl and Pokes makes a play for her
favor. He gets rid of Jabbs for a while, but the latter comes back in the
guise of a bad man. and to add to Pokes's worries his wife appears on
the scene. Robert Bums and Walter Stull are supported by Ethel Burton.
A DARING CHANCE (Kalem). Oct. 21.— A good number of the "Hazards of Helen" railroad series. Billy Boy. a youngster
tender Gibson.
years,
takes as much chance on his young life in this film as doesof Helen
He is traveling alone on a runaway gasoline handcar and is saved from
colliding with a stalled car when Helen reaches down from the cab of a
speeding locomotive and pulls him to safety. An exciting reel. Reviewed
in the issue of October 21, page 379.
AN EVENTFUL EVENING (Selig). Oct. 21.— This comedy reel cannot
compare with some preceding Tom Mix productions.
The reel is lacking

OWN

STAFF

in cowboy feats and the action drags. The story was written by Victoria
Forde, who is a member of the cast with Tom Mix, the producer; Betty
Keller and Pat Chrisman. It tells of the happenings when a young man
t-lopes with one of the daughters of a ranchman, believing her to be the
other sister. However, the youth learns that the girl he loves — the drudge
— is at home, and he goes there and gets her.

General Film Company

Specials

FROM THE DEEP (Knickerbocker Star Feature). Oct. 13.— A strong
but rather morbid story of the underworld scret^ned in three reels. In
the picture have been used almost all of the ingredients that go toward
the making of thrilling melodrama. Techlncal details are good, and the
«.ast able. The story has for its background repellant phases of life, and
t-'lls of the happenings to the sister of a girl ruined by a man who becomes
a grafting detective, and of tbe detective who reaps the wages of sin.
The cast is composed of Joyce Moore, Phyllis Grey, Thonaas A. Rector,
Philo McCollough, Daniel GiUeather. Florence Horkheimer. Jay Herman,
Henry Stanley and Bruce Smith.
ONLY A ROSE (Selig). Oct. 26.— A three-reel drama quite evidently
made some time ago. It does not rank as high as some of Sellg's later
productions. The story is absurd, although at intervals appealing. It
tells of an aged employer of a broker who saves the latter's life. Another
employe, who is in love with the old man's daughter, takes credit for
saving the broker's life, and the broker does not learn his real savior's
identity until the old man dies, when he gives the daughter a check,
which she tears up. On the last reel is a rustic comedy of several hundred
feet which is rather good. The cast of "Only a Rose" includes Robyn
Adair.
Virginia Klrtley, Leo Pierson. E. J. Brady, Eugenie Forde and
Luella Maxam.
THE FABLE OF "THE KITTENISH SUPERANNS AND THE
WORLD WEARY SNIPES (Essanay), Oct. 17.— This two-reel number of
the George Ade fables is pleasingly mirthful. The film is an adaptation
of a fable printed in the Cosmopolitan magazine, and has lost none of Its
piquancy and delightfulness in the filming. The sub-titles are funny,
too. and the slangy philosophy of the author is borne out in the picture.
The
moralmakes
is "Youth
is the so.
time for gravity," and the visualized fable
certainly
one believes
CLASSMATES (Biograph). Oct. 18.— A virile three-reel drama of West
Point and the jungles of South America. The cast is headed by Henry
B. Walthall and Blanche Sweet. In their support are Marshall Nielan,
Gertrude Robinson and Lionel Barrj'more. The picture has a strong
dramatic appeal. It tells of a poor storekeeper's son who wins the hand
of the girl over a wealthy but unscrupulous youth. Henry Walthall has
an especially difficult piece of character delineation to do, and he does it
in the manner that has made him famous.
An acceptable reissue.
THE YELLOW HAND (Kalem). Oct. 18.— Oriental mystery and melodramatic thrills make this a strong two-reel number of Robert Welles
Ritchie's "The Girl from 'Frisco" series. A review printed on page 378,
of the issue of October 21, says "plenty of fighting occurs during the
action of the plot, and its element of mystery centers attentoin on the
screen throughout." The leads in the cast are Marin Sais and True
Boardraan. They are assisted by Ronald Bradbury. Frank Jonasson and
Edward Clisbee.
TREADING PEARLS (Knickerbocker Star Feature), Oct. 20.— A quite
acceptable drama with several bits of good character delineation. The
four main roles are well played. The story concerns two sisters and
two brothers — the sisters poor and the brothers sons of a wealthy merchant. One of the girls is rather backward, and the dying mother advances the fear that she will never get anywhere. Later, however, it is
the backward girl who is responsible for the more flighty sister's salvation.
The element of romance helps this picture.

Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
THE END OF THE RAINBOW (Oct. 30).— A five-part production made
among the redwootis of California, and featuring Myrtle Gonzalez and
Val Paul. The picture is an enjoyable one, takes the form of melodrama and savors delightfully of the great out-of-doors. A full review
of the production will be found elsewhere.

Greater Vitagraph V-L-S-E-Inc
THE LAST MAN (Vitagraph), Oct. 30.— The atmosphere of this fivereel photoplay is colored by military life in Montana and the Philippines.
The plot is an absorbing one. and the incidents are varied and skilfully
joined together. The picture takes its title from a desperate attack on
Fort Gordo by a party of Moros. and the heroic conduct of an American
officer, who is the last man to leave the fort. The drama is reviewed at
length in the present issue.
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International Film Service.
IIBARST INTEHNATUiNAU NKWS I'h TOUIAI^ No. S:!. lltlG. (Oct.
17. > — -UcHplte Bubroarluo dimmer, nuiiiy ships leavo Now York for Europe;
Lrwis machine kuii toAled for accunicy, Utlca. N. Y. : KlRht mMllonalros
di'pArt on :r>(^-mlli* concbinK trip. Now York ; U. 3. const Kuard rescues
drowning NiUlonul Ouardsniitn. UrownsvlUo. Texas; Gun crew u( r. S. S.
Pennitylvanin mnko turgot rtvord, Brooklyn Navy Yard: Aeroplnno stablN
Iztng instrument
teatod at Hempstead
by President
cousin;
Footlights
and Fashions;
Old U. S. Plains
submarine
HollandWilson's
is dismantled,
Philadelphia ; Delegation of PennsylvaDla Democrats vblt President
Wilson at Shadow Lawn ; "Cheese Day" Is celebrated by thousands in
Monroe. Wis. : New Japanese ambassador visits State depnrtmcQt. Washington ;Uutgcrs College students celebrate 150th annl%-ersary of the institution. New Brunswick. N. J. ; scenes in the strike zonu of Dayonne,
N. J.

Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay.
THE HEART OF THE HILLS (EdUon). Oct. 30.~A five-part subject
containing on excellent motion picture cast, among whom are Mabel
Trunnelle. Conway Tearle. Bigelow Cooper, Herbert Prior. George Wright,
Robert Conness. Charles Sutton and Crawford Kent. The picture is well
staged and will interest. It is reviewed in another column.

Metro Pictures Corporation.
THE BRAND OP COWARDICE (Rolfe), Oct. ^r:.— Lionel Barrymore
and Grace Valentine are the stars of this five-reel photo-play which has
most of Its scenes laid on the Mexican border. It is a well-told story of
to:lay and shows how a wealthy young chap proves to bis sweetheart and
bis friends that he is not the coward they think him. The picture Is
reviewed at length on another page of this issue.
THEIR DIVORCE (Drew-Metro). Oct. 30.— Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew
are the married couple in this one-reel comedy who "agree to disagree."
After bickering over trifles during the first years of their married life,
they come to the conclusion that they cannot get along together. Once
iho wife is started on her way to Reno, they discover their mistake and
settle their differences for good. In the hands of such able comedians as
the Drews, the reel Is bound to yield fifteen minutes of clean-cut amusement.

Mutual Film Corporation
SEE AMERICA FIRST. NO. oS (Gaumont), Oct. IS.— '-James River
Country, Virginia." is the subject of this number. Old historic spots such
as the home of Pocahontas, the battlefield of the Seven Pines, the house
in which General Lee's mother was born, form an interesting part of the
film. It is finished with a clever cartoon by Harry Palmer entitled "Inspiration."
Ml'TUAL WEEKLY NO. 94 (Mutual), Oct. 18.— Interesting Items of
this number are the landing of the Russian troops at Salonica, a million
dollars in gold on view at San Francisco, a view of the l'-53 at Newport,
R. I., Ambassador Gerard arriving from Germany, the "Dodgers" and
the Red Sox battling for supremacy at Brooklyn, N. Y., and the fall race
meet at the Latonia, X. Y. tracks.
HEEL LIFE NO. 25 (Gaumont). Oct. 22. — An interesting number
showing "French Women Munition Workers," at work making rifles, bayonets, flying machine motors, shells, etc. Women at work in the Gaumont factories making munitions is also a part of this subject. "Ferrying Trains Across the Sacramento River" is another interesting subject.
"Eastern and Western Barbecues" showing a mutton barbecue in the
east, and a venison barbecue in the west forms an appetizing subject.
SEE AMERICA FIRST, NO. 59 (Gaumont), Oct. 25.— This opens with
some entertaining and comprehensive views of Hot Springs, Va. The
surroundings are picturesque, showing Fort Dinwiddie. the home of
Dante) Boone, an old grist mill, and various cascades.
I'M INSURED (Gaumont). Oct. 25, — An animated cartoon by Harry
Palmer, showing the efforts of a man carrying insurance to meet with
an injury.
Fairly amusing.
On same reel with above.
SPARTAN SPLEEN (Beauty). Oct. 31— Orral Humphrey Is presented
in this farce comedy as a soldier of his majesty sent to protect a lone
family who are surrounded by natives of the country* where they live.
These natives are reported to be about to make a raid on the wine-cellar,
and the tone soldier is expected to fight them single handed. This be
does and finally proves himself a hero by rescuing a pet rat from a fire.

Mutual Film Corporation Specials.
A WOMAN'S DARING (American). Oct. CO.- This five-reel subject, by
W, H. Lippert, features Winifred Greenwood. Edward Coxen and George
Field. It tells the story of a country girl, raised in poverty by her
miserly uncle. She falls prey to a mining promoter, who pretends to
marr>' her and thus wins her love. George Field, who Is always Interesting as the dctranalr villain, does splendid work in this number. The
girl is seen in the city five years later, with her child, living under an
assumed name. She wins the love of an honest man, but the villain
again appears. There Is good drama in this production, particularly In
the closing scenes. The plot material, though not entirely new. Is excellently handled.
THE VOICE OF LOVE (Mutual Masterpiece de Luxe^ Oct. 19.— X fivepart production in which Winnlfred Greenwoo<l plays the feminine lead.
The story which weakens about the middle of the fourth reel Is otherwise
intere.<:ting. and deals with the career of a woman who lives under the
shadow^ of believing she has murdered her husband. The real murderer
uses her delusion as a means of extracting money from her.
The con-
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clusion of the story shows her marrylnjf an older man whom she has
refused many times, while her daughter marrleK a young man with whom
the mother had believed herself In love.
HER PAINTED PEDIGREE (Vogue), Oct. 22.— A two-reet comedy
number, featuring Paddy McOulre. Gypsy Abbott and Arthur Moon. The
English lord marries an educated Indian girl. Ills rival, an Indian,
Induces the lord to Invite the girl's parents and relatives to England for
a vhlt. The lord consents and the atrocious manners of the red skins
shock his relatives. This is quite well presented, but the incidents do not
develop a very strong humor. Paddy McGulre is pleasing In the role of
the English lord. A fair subject.
PROF. JEREMEYS EXPERIMENT (American). Oct. 23.— An amusing
two-part comedy with Orral Humphrey, Vivian Rich and A. Vosburgh in
the cast. Prof. Jeremey discovers a powder that when Inhaled will cause
people to tell the truth. Through a newspaper article concerning the
discovery be Is so deluged with orders that In desperation he destroys the
formula.
The remaining box of powder is stolen by a burglar.
HE DIED AND HE DIDN'T (Vogue), Oct. 29.— Quite an entertaining
two-part comedy (barring a few vulgar touches) in which the meeting of
two sworn enemies atfer years of separation results In one of them being
carried away for dead, while the other barely misses being lynched. Th&
latter is saved from death by a recitation of his grievance against the
other.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
FLORENCE ROSE FASHIONS (Pathe). Oct. 30.— The title of this
chapter is "Betty Entertains an Out-of-Town Guest." The guest is takett
around the shops and closely follows the showing off of many bits of
feminine finery.
Luke, Chauffeur (Pathe), Oct. .30.— This single reel Rolln comedy contains much speedy action of the ultra-slapstick type.

Pathe Exchange, Inc. Specials
THE SHIELDING SHADOW. NO. 5 (Astra), Oct. 29.— This is a thrilling
episode of the serial in which the mystery increases. Some excellent
scenes take place in the hidden apartment of Bfanca where the Shielding
Shadow again protects Leontine.
A full review will be found elsewhere.
THE SULTANA (Gold Rooster Play), Oct. 30. — A five-part subject la
Pathe-eolor. The subject is one containing many settings of unusual picturesqueness. On the dramatic side the story increases in interest, thelast half containing the situations of strength. The picture is reviewed
in another column.

Signal Film Corporation
A LASS OF THE LVMBERLANDS, NO. 1 (Signal). Oct. 23.— "The
Lumber Pirate" is the title of the first chapter of this promising serial
featuring Helen Holmes. It concerns itself chiefly with outlining the
character of "Dollar" Holmes, and showing under what unhappy circumstances his unwelcome little daughter came into the world. The scene
of the story is laid in the forests of the Northwest. The story is a pleasing one thus far with a promise of strength and Interesting developments.
This serial is divided into fifteen two-part episodes, one of which will be
released each week.
A LASS OF THE LUMBERLANDS, NO. 2 (Signal), Oct. 30.— "The
Wreck in the Fog" is the title of the second chapter of this serial, which
introduces the grown-up edition of "Dollar" Holmes' daughter. Herein
she rescues her own half brother whom she knows nothing of from
drowning, and is rewarded by her father also unknown to her, by being
installed as assistant agent at one of the way stations on the railroad Id
which he is a stock owner. One of the thrills of this chapter shows an
automobile falling from a bridge into the water a distance below.

Triangle Film Corporation.
A SOCIAL CUB (Keystone*. July !6. — An attempt to depart from theKeystone method which does not register a success, lacking nearly all the
elements which make farce bearable.
SKIRTS (Fine Arts). July 30. — A two-reel comedy with Fay Tincher
and Tull Marshall In the cast, working hard to be amusing.
SHE LOVED A SAILOR (Keystone). Sept. 10.— One of the most amusing Keystone comedies shown in a long time, replete with old time ingenuity and melodramatic thrill.
SOMEWHERE IN FRANCE (Ince), Oct. 29.— A spirited story of adventure and struggle between two military secret-service agents to th©
European War, with Louise Glaum In a fascinating role.
A SISTER OF SIX (Fine Arts), Oct. 29. — A drama of early California
life with Bessie Love In the title role. A stirring story of action.

Universal Film Mfg. Company
LUCILLE, THE WAITRKi?S (Special Laemmle). Oct. 25. — A comic
number featuring Jennie .Nelson and Paul Panzur. The waitress substitutes herself lor the artist's broken statue. The deception is discovered and a wild cba.se follows. This will amuse persons who have never
seen this before, but the substitution of a live person for a statue is a
very familiar comedy situation.
LOVE AND A LIAR (Nestor), Oct. 30.— A farcical number, by Tom
Gibson, featuring Eddie Lyons, Prlscllla Dean and Lee Moran. It is the
familiar situation of the nephew and niece fooling their uncle and aunt
in matrimonial affairs. The old folks como and take a liking to eacb
other and all ends happily. While this Is familiar In many situations. It
is done in a fresh, breezy style which will please many observers.
FELIX

ON THE

JOB (Special Victor), Oct. .'II. — A fair slapstick num-
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imr in which the story amounts to little and the laughs depend upon the
antie-s of George Felix, who has all sorts of adventures in and around a
dilapidated house. Finally the framework gives way and Felix is deposited in a nearby pond.
HERof aVANISHED
YOUTHwho.(Rex),
;"*.—her
Thisyouthful
story, by
Mae unjustly
Havey,
tells
married woman,
having Nov.
passed
years,
charges her husband with unfaithfulness. Later she changes her mind
and a reconciliation follows. The husband's affair with l>a Paloma, a
fast woman, is j)ictured rather broadly. The story has no particular
<lramatic merit, though quite well constructed,
A SHADOWED SHADOW (Joker), Nov. 4.— This is a spook comedy,
by Jack Byrne. The Joker company appears in its usual burlesque style
i^nd the appearance of two ghosts brings much laugliter in certain scenes.
This will amuse children without unduly alarming them, and adults will
.also enjoy It.
^ -

Universal Film Mfg. Co. Specials
THE ISLE OF LIFE ( R.d Feather). Out. ;iil.— An excellent (ivr-reel
fiubject, based on a novel by Stephen F. Whitman and directed by Burton George. The cast is very pleasing and includes Frank Whftson,
Koberta Wilson and Hayward Mack. The story is semi-adventurous in
type. Sebastian, a resident of Rome, de-^lres a girl wbo is engaged to
another. Holding the theory that no human virtue is incorruptible,
he boards the vessel on which she is sailing and casts her overboard
in mldocean. He follows and they are rowed by llshermen to an Island.
Here follows his own regeneration, wrought out in a convincing, effective
way, and the girl's flnal acceptance of his love. The story is in every
way above the average ajid some' fine pictorial ePEei-ts are also achieved.
THE MASKED WOMAN (Gold Seal), Oct. 31.— A three-reel number,
by Tom Gibson, featuring Grctchen Lederer, Lloyd Whitlock. Wm.
Quinn, Jessie Arnold and George C, Pea.rce. This is a crook story and
has a belter plot than most of the type, though the close is not very
strong. A vampire woman, well portrayed by Gretchen Lederer, has in
her toils a wealthy young man. Her home is headquarters of a gang.
AThedoctor,
in love and
with presentation
the young man's
sister,
intoas the
story.
construction
are good
and isthebrought
offering,
a whole,
has considerable strength.
THE TERRORS OF A TURKISH BATH (L-KO), Nov. 1.— A two-reel
knockabout comedy, featuring Dan Russell as fiunkey in a bath house.
He manages to extract many laughs from this part. The middle part
of the offering slows up a little, but the opening and close are both very
funny. Dan smuggles his wife into the bath house and gets her employed as manicurist. The proprietor takes a fancy to her and trouble
begins. The action contains nothing offensive, and closes with a general
mixup and a chase.
HER WEDDING DAY (Laemmlel, Nov. 2.— A two-reel subject, by E.
M. Ingleton, featuring Francelia Billington. Douglas Gerrard and Ruth
Clifford. The opening scenes i)ique the interest, being less obvious than
frequently happens. One girl marries a man who has just wrecked the
life of another. The latter is conlined in a sanitarium, but escapes, tells
her story to the bride, and then kills the man who wronged her. This
is not a powerful subject, but it well handled and contains several
dramatic moments.
STUMBLING (Imp). Nov. ,'J.— A two-reel story of the underworld, by
Max Ginaski, featuring Jack Livingston. Malcolm Blevins. Agnes Vernon, Ray Hanford and others. The young man, about to be married,
is lured into the underworld on his first expedition by his rival. Here
he meets a crook and his girl pal, who gain a hold upon him. The
scenes
toward the
where Jim's father
is shot
and t"he
hero blamed.
The close
type areof dramatic,
story is melodramatic
and not
particularly
new ; at the same time this is well handled and has good action.
FOR LOVE AND GOLD (Bison), Nov. 4,— A two-reel subject, featuring Edith Johnson, L. C. Shumwayand Edward Hearn. The story concerns a young mining engineer who becomes engaged to the daughter
of a mining king. He takes charge of an important mine for the father
and the rival plots to bring about his death. The opening scenes in
the city have a good social atmosphere and are attractive. The Western
scenes are full of dramatic action. The number, on the whole, is one
that carries the interest very well.
It is stronger than the average.

World-Pictures.
THE MAN WHO STOOD STILL (Paragon), Oct. 30.— This picture is
a five-reel screen version of the stage play in which Louis Mann starred
for several seasons. The part played by Mr. Fields is that of, a lovable
old German, whose daughter is lead astray. The story is a simple one.
but contains true feeling. The comedy touches are many and of excellent
quality.
A. longer review will be found in this issue.

Miscellaneous.
COMMON SENSE BRACKETT (Monarch). Oct. IT.— A rural drama in
six reels, picturized from the stage play of the same title. The story
is laid in a New Hampshire village, and is mostly used as a means of
delineating the character of Brackett, who, by his common sense phisosophy, is instrumental in smoothing out the bumps in the lives of
various residents. Details of production are not what they could be. A
full review is printed in another column of this issue.

TOM

MIX

DIRECTS

"TWISTED

TRAILS."

Tom Mix. who has been out of the directorial harness while
playing a leading role in the Selig Western feature, "The
Light of Western Stars," has again assumed command, begin-
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ning work on the three reel Western drama "Twisted Trails,"
which is being produced at the Los Angeles studios. Bessie
Eyton and Tom Mix will once more be seen as co-stars, this
winning team being supported by a company that includes
Kugenie Besserer, Al W. Filson, Vivian ileed. Will Machin,
and others.

Changes in Vogue Comedy
Al Ray and Robin E. Williamson Are New Members — New
Casting Arrangements.
T\y*> additions of unusual interest to the comedy photoplav
world have been made to the directing and scenario staff
of the Vogue Comedy Company at Los Angeles. Al Ray.
the well-known magazine writer, actor and director, has be< ome scenario editor for this company, whose output is released through the Mutual. Robin E. Williamson, formerly
directoi- with the Vim Company at Jacksonville. Fla.. has just
agreed to give his services exclusively to the making of
Vogue's
"slapstick with a reason."
During the last two weeks there have been several changes
in the casting at the Vt»gue studios. Ben Turpin. who has been
playing for the past few months in comedies with Rube Miller,
will appear with "Bungling Bill," as Paddy McQuire is known,
in
ii series of world-beaters. Rnbin Williamson will direct this
company.
Rube Miller will head his company alone. He will direct as
formerly, with the assistance of Henry Kernan.
In the studio supporting cast, members of which are chosen
to play with either I'addy McQuire and I'.eii Turpin or with
Rube Miller, as occasion demands, are Lillian Hamilton, the
• harming blonde; Gypsy Abbott, the black-haired beauty; Linna
Tenii)leton. Arthur Moon. Owen Evans, the company's dare
devil, and the two fat men whom everbody loves, Larry Bowes
and E. J. Laurie.
Aside from the players a trained dog belonging to Paddy
McQuire is gaining many honors for hia work as an intelligent
actor.
Paddy, with a company consisting of Gypsy Abbott and
.\rthur
work on AlPaddy
Ray'shimself
first scenario,
which
linds itsMoon,
settingis now
in a at
restaurant.
is cast as
the
1 estaurant
keeper.
The Vogue studios art- situated in the center of the beautiful
>;riiunds that formerly surrounded the mansion of ex-Senator
I Nile of California. J. R. Cole is the general manager of the
company.

Essanay Subjects Popular
'Return of Eve" Made Hit— Service.
More Just as Good on K-E-S-E

reception of its feature, "The Rethat the
reportssecond
ESSANAYturn of Eve."
Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay release,
by exhibitors and public has been most gratifying, and that
the lilm is now experiencing strong first runs in practically
.very large city of the country. The play, unique in plot and
setting, has proven a powerful attraction, due, it is believed.
In the large amount of advertising and publicity which preceded
its release.
This certain hit, followed by another sure winner, "The
Prince of Graustjirk," will get the new distributing agency
away to an excellent start. Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay Service
leports to Essanay that its branch offices are deluged with
inquiries concerning "The Prince of Graustark," exhibitors believing this an attraction of superior grade if for no other
reason than because it is a sequel to "Graustark," one of the
most popular photoplays ever produced.
•This play will be obtainable November 6. It featured Bryant
Washburn and Marguerite Clayton with Ernest Maupain and
Sydney Ainsworth. Reviewers pronounce it greater than its
original, and President George K. Spoor believes it a high
comedTy of decidedly unusual merit and attractiveness. It
possesses box-office possibilities from more than one angle.
The book is a sequel to a great novel and a highly successful
photoplay. It has sold upward of ten million copies. The
author is a popular one.
The stars are extremely well known.
It is such stories as "The Prince of Graustark" that exhibitors
and public may expect from Essanay henceforth, according to
Mr. Spoor. Only stage plays of superior grade and successful
novels will be adapted by that company.
"The Chaperon," from the stage hit by Marion Fairfax, and
"The Breaker," from Arthur Stringer's story in the Saturday
Evening Post, are examples of this policy. These will follow
"The Prince of Graustark" on the Kleine-Bdison-Selig-Essanay
Service

BATTLEFIELD

OF

GETTYSBURG

IN

"SEE

AMERICA
FIRST."
of the ten decisive battles
was one
The Battle of Gettysburg

of the. world fought before the great confiict now raging in
Europe. Over half a century has elapsed since the battle, and
in that time so many monuments have been raised by federal
as the best marked battlethat itit ranks
and state
field in theauthorities
world. Hence,
is of great interest to learn that
the field will
November
1. be pictured in "See America First" No. 60, issued
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Advertising for Exhibitors
%
Conducted by EPES

WINTHROP

From T. N.
TOM NORTH sends In a big buget of samples that have come lo the
Svnttlo V-L-S-E office. The first time he hits Broadway, we are going
to fill him so full of firemen he can fight a conflagration single
handml.
Tho top sample is from the Ray, Olympia, a neat (our page printed,
with a nii'o. clean, self respecting make up. One of those pieces that
you know has been done by a printer, only they put the program anywhere they feel like it. Sunday Is on column one of page two with
Monday and Tuesday over in the corner. Wednesday and Thursday
Is in the center of page three, hiding behind some advertising, and
Friday and Saturday is on the back page. The Idea is to get the program on the same page with the write up, but it looks disorderly if not
drunken. It would be better to run a complete program all In one
place: preferably the front page, though in this issue the front page
splurges the fact that they have taken the Big Four service for their
town. E. H. Zable is tne manager and he runs a "Kick Box," a convenient receptacle in which the patron may suggest changes in house
or subjects. This is a good scheme. People might hesitate to mall a
letter or to speak to the manager personally who would drop a hint
into the box.
The Crystal. Blaine, Wash., uses a fake telegraph blank, but does
not hold to the telegraphic form, which is the only excuse for the use
of a blank. A glance shows this to be a fake, but the copy Is well
worded to advertise "The Girl from 'Frisco."
Ralph Ruffner, who used to write his letters. Is represented by a
lack of uniformity that detracts from the effectiveness of this. A more
neat quarter page display advertisement. It would take too much space
If reproduced, but the essential is the reproduction of an envelope
addressed to "The Suspect, Spokane, Wash.. U. S. A.." and in the
corner the name of the Liberty Theatre. It Is postmarked Petrograd
and bears a rough suggestion of the Russian Imperial Coat of Arms.
This is set diagonally across the space. Above and below are type
sections that do not detract from the effect of the envelope. It is
even more effective than a full page would be. A full page might be
passed over. This cannot be overlooked while the reader glances at the
type matter. For a quarter of the cost you can get a better display
than a full page, if you do not try to tell too much. It Is not the
space you take that counts — it's the use you make of It, and Ruffner
knows how even if he is saving of his postage stamps.
Jensen and Von Herberg. of the Coliseum, Seattle, have a cut out that
Is odd and therefore curiosity rousing. It is a greenish four-page
folder on hea\-y paper stock. The front page shows the numerals 10
with the naught larger than the one. The outline of this cipher is cut
out, giving the unfolded page a sort of condensed dumb bell effect.
Inside the oval Is "Parts. Read about it inside." Inside it tells of
"Whispering Smith" and at the bottom of each page is a slx-polnt {"read
on">. Another sample Is a folder 3 by 9i/^ inches, rather unwieldy
as to length, giving announcement of "The Spell of the Yukon." with the
poem from which the story is taken. The back page talks for the
bouse, and talks convincingly.
The Orpheum. Moscow. Idaho, uses a straight four-page program,
brown on white, mostly display, with undated days. There is a certain
orderly layout would make for better results, perhaps the program all
in display on the first three pages and the other announcements on the
back. Now they are on page three, which makes a break In the
appearance of the sheet.
Another Crystal stunt Is the wall paper handbill, but to advertise a
new serial they give out free tickets to the first installment ; not at
the bouse, but through various merchants, possibly dividing the expense with the latter in return for the advertising received, for in the
list of stores where tickets may be had there Is a mention of the
merchant and hi? wares, as "the home of finest groceries" ror Holtzhelmer and "painless fillings" for the Blaine Cafe. Seats are on sale at
the regular prices at the box office.
The Tlvoll, "somewhere" In that territory, offers three admissions
for ten cents at matinees.
The Hellg. Portland, offers something new In permitting patrons to
dance to the music accompanying the comedy films. The stage Is
unusually large and you can dance or look at the pictures, as you elect:
no uncommon thing at Coney Island, but new to real theatres. Several
special nights, charitable and otherwise, have marked these dances.

For Shoes.
Geoffrey Jefferson, of the Royal. Calumet. Mich., wrltt^s that when
he had "Shoes" he got all the old shoes he could find to decorate tno
lobby with and one patron want.'* to know if he had been newly married.
The scheme might be enlarged by offering a free admission to the
matinees the previous week for a pair of old shoes. The kiddies will
tell their parents and spread the word, and help advertise In advance, while many will come Just to see how many shoes were brought
Id. Mr. Jefferson adds "I've cut out changing every day and am glad
I did.
I've been getting better subjects this way."
And he might have
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added that when he has a good subject, the first day he eends out *
crowd of personal press agents to recommend the show to others. Exhibitors were a long time finding this out. Mr. Jefferson has a new
trade mark cut, a white letter on a black and white background.
It

looks unfinished, for there is no definite form to the letters. He will
note that with a pencil we have roughly sketched in the outline of the
final letters, giving a more definite form. As the original stands, the
white of the shading weakens the letter. He should have the artist
draw in the letter on the original design, making a decided black line.
The cut will but faintly give the Idea, but will at least suggest the
change.

Most Certainly Not.
W. E. L. Reger, of the Theatorium, Mt. Carmel, Pa., expresses the
hope that he does not "annoy" us by his frequent butting in. The way
to annoy us is not to send in your good ideas. His letter covers an
anniversary program and newspaper advertisement. It is the ninth
anniversary, at that, a ripe old ago for a picture theater. This birthday they are also celebrating the eating of the canary and the swiping
of the cage. In other words, the opposition sold out and quit the town
so that they now own all three houses.
The newspaper advertisement is

I
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four twelves and is very simply planned. The cut shows a little less
than half, displaying two of the six boxes and parts of two mor«.
In a program the display should have been uniform, but In a newspaper
advertisement, a change in the composition gives the effect of six
advertisements held together and is better where so large a space la
used. The program is a Hennegan cover with the program
on the
gjK*
inside columns of the middle pages and chat outside that with the underline on the back page. There Is a brief but friendly greeting and announcement of an Improved feature service which reads well In connection with the fact that they now have a monopoly. That is just th»
time to do one's best and then the monopoly continues. We fellcltata
the birthday keepers and hope to be around to write up the nineteenth
anniversary presently.

Doing Well.

For a new chum John Koettlng. of the Lyric, St. Oencvleve, Mo., la
doing pretty well.
He has only lately started his program, but It Is a
nice little sheet, though a bit too open in Its make up. specially on th«
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back page. In one recent issue he gives Dave Udell a run on the fake
letters that Dave is most happy in. and in another issue he has this,
which might he useful to you if your film service is new stuff:
"KEEPING UP WITH THE JONESES."
The Jones family bought a brand new lOlT model Welie automobile, and now everybody looks up to them. The Smiths are
tired of seeing them at the head of the procession, so they'^ve decided to sell their old 1912 mode! Gord and get a new and better
car. But nobody wants the old one — the tires are worn almost
to shreds, the top is torn, one of the headlights is all bunged
up, the gears are stripped very nearly toothless, and what Is
worst of ah, it has an old type of engine — one of those pioneers
that run on three cylinders four-fifths of the time. You can't
blame anybody for not wanting that old "ice-wagon."
The same way with pictures. Nobody wants to buy "Icewagon" entertainment, because, besides being a poor investment,
it puts them "behind the procession." True enough, old pictures have no shredded tires, but "rain-scratches" are just as
bad ; their lamps are not bunged up, but the film is dingy with
age; their gears are not toothless, but wear and lear have torn
out many a scene that is essential ; they have not a "threecylinder" engine, but what is woefully worse, they have an
old 1912 model story that is nothing more than a succession of
scenes without artistry, and without any engaging seeguence.
You can't blam& any one for not wanting to pay for "threecylinder" entertainment.
The motion picture industry is the fastest-growing industry in
America, and every day achieves new success built upon the
experience of yesterday. The pictures of a twelve-month ago
are virtually an experiment in the light of the up-to-date photoplays, and beyond that age they are only the A-B-C's of this art
of arts. Since those times, each day has brought a higher degree
of perfection, has taught new points of artistry, new ways of
appealing to popular taste; and the result is found in the latest
photoplays.
These latest pictures are to be seen only at the Lyric, as those
who are familiar with release dates will attest. We earnestly
wish that in every family there were some picture magazine, so
that you might keep in touch with the newer and the better
things in the motion picture world. We should then have no
difficulty in proving our contention.
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list of names with the cost of making the stencils (which is only two
cents each). Then all envelopes sent in are addressed on the machine
without charge, or the exchange will arrange to have envelopes printed
in lots and delivered in addressed sets, charging only cost price for
the envelopes and nothing for the service. This exchange is now
getting out a house weekly that is well done, though it still lacks the
touch of intimacy that it needs. Make part of it a sort of a letter
amout "the boys" to the same and they will read the whole sheet. It's
a good start, though, and that addressing stunt sets a new pace, and
should help to increase the number of theater house organs.

Wrongly Folded.
William A. Lochren, of Minneapolis, Is handling the Inferno picture and sends out a little folder. The front page carries bis business
card and begins with "Speaking of Hell" and goes on to say that Dante
divided his Inferno into 25 parts, but that the writer, "Mephtstopheles,"
has brought hell up to date. This is in imitation typewriting. The
third page carries a striking device in red and black. It would have
been better to have folded the sheet in reverse so that this design
formed the front page and the letter the third. But either way gives
two runs through the press for each color. A more competent arrangement still would have been to have printed both these two-color
impressions on one side of the paper, using the design for the title and
the letter for the back. Then the matter appearing upon the enclosure
slip could have been run on the inside pages instead of on an insert,
saving paper, holding the advertisement together and saving the cost of
two
impressions. The advertisement is a good one, but economy is
lacking.

Two Colors.
We are not particularly strong for the average two color run, for
as a rule the cost of the second color is partly wasted because the
effect does not repay the cost, but we think that Ed. G. Gidley, of the
Strand and Elite theaters, Athens, Ga., supplies his own excuse in a
recent program, for his green and black on white paper is good enough
to return a profit on the extra printing. It does not show in the reproduction, but on the front and back pages the heading and cuts are
in green with the rest in black.
Inside the type is all black with the
Mondnj.
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Steve Improves.
Steve uses the Hunting License, recently reproduced from the George
Kleine Denver Exchange, hut Steve adds a kink so brand new that we
love him for it. The licenses are marked tn pairs ; in this case numbered in duplicate. If you can find the holder of the mate to your
card, you can tome in free — both of you. Steve has the whole town
of Eldorado (for, of course, '"Steve" is Steve Farrar, of the Casino,
Eldorado, 111.) engaged in comparing cards, and now and then a chap
breezes in with some other fellow's wife or some other chap's best
girl and the entire town is enjoying the joke. It's mighty good stuff
for small towns where everyone knows everyone else, and the talk the
matching up makes is worth many times the cost of the free admission.
Steve never does sleep very soundly, but this idea is ao inspiration.
He sagely suggests that the better plan is to change the wording
to place the name of your house where the copy (in the issue of Sept.
23d) uses the words "United States." That may make trouble somewhere. .\nd. of course, the test must be added to explain the new kink.

Friday.

Teach your cashier to say "Thank You."
The winter is coming. Tell your ushers to help patrons on
with their coats.
Be the first one to have the snow shoveled off the walk in
front of the theater. You have no idea how the townspeople
will notice these little things.
Devote your spare time to finding out something to do around
your own theater, and not worrying about your competitor.
Let him do his own worrying.
Get out a house organ and mail it to your proospective
patrons as well as regular patrons. ' If you don't know how
to go about getting one up, ask the Publicity Manager, who
will be only too glad to assist you.
Don't stand out in front of your theater on the sidewalk
with a cigar stuck in your mouth, and your hat on the back
of your head.
You can be a better manager.
Some
morning
have your electrician
switch
on the house
lights, then sit in different parts of the house to see if any of
them interfere with the vision to the screen.
A light in someone's eyes oftentimes sends them away with a bad impression.
That last item is a borrow
from Picture Theater Advertising,
and
it is a mighty good hint.
Every seat in your house should give a good
view of the screen.
If it does not, you are sending dissatisfied patrons
out of your house at every performance and some of them will stay

Some Service.
Service to Exhibitors is becoming more and more the slogan, but
the Paramount exchange in Seattle has something brand new in its
proposition to address lists for its patrons.
The theater sends in its

PAPAAnd.
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trade mark In green. They hurt the display to some extent, but it
makes a striking effect. Wliere the same brands are used the same
day of each week, these programs can be printed up on one side in advance at a saving, unless they are printed two at a time, making only
one impression for each color. The pages are 2^ by 414 inches. All
four are shown.

Get This Line.
Many states now require the use of individual drinking cups. If
you have to invest in the paper article, make capital of it, as shown
by the Famous Players Exchange. Philadelphia. They invented the
line: "We use sanitary, not cemetery, cups." A bit gruesome, but
forceful and to the point. Some other suggestions from the same
batch are :

"POOR

Bettered
The Regent, Philadelphia, seems to have changed printers and comea
out with the well-done, two-color programs, purple and green on a
sort of non-committal green stock. It is a poor combination unless done
just about right, but they hit it the first try. And they are trying program chat, too, which is a good sign.
This is from a late issue.
A CURE

FOR

THE

BLUES.

Do you enjoy the blues? No. Well, if a case should come
on next week, make your way to THE REGENT THEATER at
once. Most people regard the blues as something like a cold in
the head — or evil that must attack once in so often, and then,
when it occurs, must be patiently endured rather than sensibly
cured.
I think that absurd.
Unless you really like to be in that state of mind In which
you are sure everything is wrong again, that nobody loves you.
and that life is not worth while living. I think there are plenty
of things you can do to help yourself when you feel the spasm
coming on.
So if they start to hit you, come at once to THE REGENT
THEATER and see a wonderful program of perfect photo plays.
hear a selected orchestra of talented musicians — and the organ
with the human voice.
You'll be so pleased that you will forget the blues.
Try it.
you'll win out.
Maybe,
after a time, they'll get so they send their programs over
themselves.

Resumes.
The Crescent theater, the Bronx, has resumed publication of Its
house program for the winter. It is in a new form, just envelope
size, without text, and is very nicely put together. If it would reproduce you should see it, but blue on cream will not photograph,
though it looks well. With the initial winter issue is sent a discount
ticket good for a ten cent seat when accompanied by a nickel, and on
the reverse is a blank form for addresses.
The tickets are good onli
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for the dull day matlneea and arc unlimited, olhorwlBo, for tho soasoD.
U la better to makt* a thirty or sixty day limitation on discount stuff,
and reissue. If thought dislrablc.

More About the M. M.
Charles L*. Decker writes that hta second Merchant's Matinee was
a far greater success than tho one for Utiri. As explained lately, ho
glTea ono each year at tho Majestic, Grand Junction, Col. This year
they playeil to .",51S people between ten in the morning and six o'clock,
and eight reel program with a seating capacity of 721. The original
merchant's matinee was a scheme for getting the country people to
town on Saturday on some other day of the week Instead of Saturday,
it preferred, but the Docker scheme does not limit the admissions to
tho merchant's rural patrons. The merchants combine to buy out the
house, send advertising broadcast and make a quasi holiday of it, with
special bargains and free tickets to all who purchase goods to a certain
Talue.

Saves Envelopes.
The Diamond, Oakland, Cal., springs a new one. They use a throwaway program, 5 by 11 inches, and fold it to about envelope size, sealing with a bit of gummed tape, addressing the back and mailing out
under the one cent rate. It Is simple and serves every purpose. The
tape Is the same as that used for sealing packages to save string, but
passepartout tape will serve, and a ten cent roll will seal a thousand
circulars or more. The tiny red legal seals would do as well. The
malD point is that the cost of envelopes is avoided. The drawback is
that the list cannot be addressed in advance.
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Sothern. and new cuts were obtained from tho company. It was attached to the card with bits of orange colored silk. Tho opening was a
real social bucccsb. and was treated as a social function by the papers.
The houso program is neatly done in black and green, but the Qrst Issue
was rather hurriedly prepared. Moat of the matter la devoted to the
house, and there Is a running story of eight and a half pages that Is
kept readable to tho end. Some of tbo special schemes were taken from
Picture Theatre Advertising, including a time clock considerably elaborated over our own suggestion. Here there are three signs »;ivlng the
running feature and the time of showing of the next. These are operated
electrically from the projection room by tho chief operator, the clock
faces being of the master clock type. One of these clocks is Id the
reception room which adjoins the entrance lobby, and a person may
drop Into this room and wait until time for the next subject to sUrt.
A check room, ladies room, with maid, writing desks, and other conveniences are provided, and the room is opened at nine in the morning
for the convenience of shoppers, though the performance does not start
until eleven. Short film Is used until one o'clock when the feature
starts and runs again at halt past four, seven and nine. There is a
spedometer for the projection machine that repeats at the leader's
desk, which is a novelty, and the whole house Is so full of tomorrow's
ideas that some day we are going out there just to look It over. The
house has Its own camera man for local stuff, and at the first performance the men who made the Stillman were introduced via film.

From

the Zone.

This onreproduction
shows It
thewas
advertisement
Birth
down
the Canal Zone.
taken down ofby "The
the Y.
M. of
C. aA.,Nation"
and if

Use Flat Paint,
H. A. Chenoweth, of the Opera House. Westfleld, Mass.. in reply to
recent comment on his "paint" program, says that a flat color will dry
quickly enough to make painting the posters practicable. If you use his
Idea get the "flat" paint, which dries by the evaporation of the
dryer instead of the slower oxidization of the oil. He sends in a card
2% by 12VJ. so out of proportion that it comes into size again. It is
folded twice to get it into the envelope and we would suggest that by
folding these as the Diamond, in Oakland, does, he can use them for
mailing cards without envelopes. The prime use of the extra length Is
to use the Triangle one column ready-set advertising blocks. He also
gets good results with a throwaway 8 by 12. using two of these cuts.
More still, he promised a photograph soon of the new house the Goldstein
Brothers are building in Westfield.

Neatly Done,
H.
card
card.
bold

E. Jameyson, of the Pathe Exchange, Kansas City, sends in a
put out by F. A. Wesley, at Holyrood, Kan. It is a fabric finished
2V. by 4 inches, printed in six point for body with an eight point
"'tonight' line.
It reads:
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

KIND
FRIEND :—
I have been fortunate in booking an extra fine photo play
entitled -LITTLE MART SUNSHINE." It is a Masterpiece
from every standpoint. Space here is too small to tell you
all about it. I want you to see it, not because I want your
admission price so much, but because I believe it is one of the
finest pictures I have shown in my eight years of show business
and I want you to enjoy it. This fine picture will be shown
TO-NIGHT
AT THE
ELECTRIC
GARDEN
Yours,
F. A. WESLEY.
Sometimes, for a change, this quiet, assured style will beat the biggest herald ever printed In getting them in. Try it some time when
you are specially certain of a subject, but we would suggest that
**KlDd friend" is a bit too servile.
"Dear Patron" would be better.

In Brief.
Miss Dolly Spurr, of the Royal-Grand, Marion, Ind.. is a true woman.
She writes that she knows the form letter recently commented upon
was too long and then she adds :
P. S. This is the P. S. that tcasn'C In the circular letter, and
it is just to tell you that that long letter DID get a lot of
business even though I'm sure people did not read half of It.
You cannot get the last word on them, try as you will. Perhaps it
was not the long letter that brought the business, but the show about
which she was so enthusiastic. Anyhow, she did another (on a Hennegan
cover) that falls within the page. It was exposition week, and she
tells what a good show she Is going to have. And taking the flght into
the enemy's camp, she took space in the exposition for a projection machine, a miniature stage, and some running films. Trlat.^Ie, Paramount,
and Ktelne loaned the films, and Paramount sent a lecturer. Miss Spurr
writes some capital editorials, but she does them like sTie does her
letters. Being her own editor, she does not have to condense. It is
good stuff, but it is too good to cut and too long to run. A lot of men
In the exhibition end have the same trouble. They talk too long.
If Miss Spurr would get her two pages Into a page — just boll It down — she
would have more punch. It is the short, snappy article that goes home.
Tou need always to remember. In writing to the public, that your hobby
may not be their own and give an exhibition canter rather than a longdistance ride. >riss Spurr Is doing good work in educating her public,
but they have not her personal and Intimate interest in film exchange
methods,
for example.

More

About

the

Stillman.

C. L. Madden sends In the opening program and souvenir of the Stillman theater. Cleveland. The souvenir is a heavy white card folder with
the house cipher as the only decorative material. It carries five frames
of film, but. doing it Just right. It is not an old reel cut up. but a clippiOK
from one of the scenes shown the opening performance, something that
the recipient can compare with what he has just seen on the screen.
The opening
attraction
was Vltagraph's.
"The
Chattel,"
with E. H.

EN6/I6EMENT

you strain your eyes a little
you will see that It costs
only six bits If you belong to
the Y. M. C. A., or $1.25 If
you do not, but a majority

EXTRAORDINARY

of
those in
the Association,
"gold list"
do belong
to the
and it will work out on an
average of a dollar a head.
A man was taken down to
run things, and it was made
- :i
quite
an event. Most of the
SMFRMAN * ^MRCH lO THE S»A.
films are a bit old by the
K(
KLLX
h(.A\
roRDs THEATRe MCin t>r limvlk*
time
they
get to the Zone,
ASSASSINATION
and a man who was up the
''"ll
ano PtOPU 1 - tan HORSE->
summer of last year writes
that he Is still getting stuff
now that he saw then, but
they like the pictures, and
both the Y. M. C. A. and independent houses use many
DOORS OfE.S- AT t}9 PM SHAKP
reels. No special advertis- '1 - A<i«.
ing has to be done for the
„ - f^^ M
big pictures. The towns are
M - E-^.t,
hungry for amusement out
: U
of the ordinary, and money
is not scarce, for a paternal
government is liberal to its
H-nllMS^It. «. 1. Cl.t w™
employees, and they have
the cash to spend for amusement and not overmuch
ton
chance to spend it. It Is
^at^'
probably the smallest advertising showing "'The Birth of a Nation" will
receive for a year or so yet. and even at that, in proportion to the population this rather unenthusiastlc advertisement will draw more than
much paper will in the States.
SWCTAUH
D. STLPENDOm
W. GRIFFITH'S

THE BIRIH OF A NATION

SEE

Prices: ?

Another Birthday.
The Clansman, the Kansas City organ of the Viugraph Exchange,
celebrates Its first anniversary by dropping the old V-L-S-E for the new
title. Also it comes out in twenty-eight page form ; more than three
times the size of the initial issue. Between E. R. Pearson and L. J.
Soott they have done a great deal to educate their clients in the use
of advertising as an aid in paying exchange rentals, and they are still
at it. One stunt in the recent issue is not to t>e recommended. An Exhibitor booked "What Will Happen to Father." and then got married.
If it has that effect generally the film should be avoided. Between a
convention and the change In the lineup of the exchange there Is not
the usual space for stunt write-up-^.

NEW

HELP

FOR

MANAGERS

Picture Theatre Advertising

n

•l EPES WINTHIOP

SIBGENT

cCiilKUr .1 M»rlliii| li, Eikikitvt ii Iki Mitiii PUtv. WtrtI

TEXT BOOK AND A HAND BOOK, a compendium and a guide.
It tells all about advertising, about type and type-setting, printing and paper, bow to run a house program, how to frame your
newspaper advertisements, how to write form letters, posters or
throwaways, how to make your house an advertisement, how to
get matinee business, special schemes for hot weather and rainy
days. All practical because it haa helped others. It will help
you.
By mail, postpaid, $2.00.
Order from nearest oCBce.

Moving Picture World,
Schiller BulIdlBS
Chicago. IIL

17

Madison Ave.,

New York
HaaK Balldlnc
Lob Angeles. Ca£
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be stolen nor purchased. If you know they steal stuff and still you
want to write, at least have enough pride to send in stuff so good that
it will he worth stealing. There will be some small comfort in that If
you are built right mentally.

Same Thing.
Conducted by EPKS WI.VTHKOP SARGENT
INQUIRIES.
QweBtions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this
department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
■tamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should b«
addressed to this department. Questions should be stated
deariy and should be typewritten or written with pen and
ink. Under no circumstances will manuscripts or synopses
be criticised, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.
A list of companies will be sent if the request is made to
tb« paper direct and not to this department, and a return
•tamped envelope is inclosed.
Comedy Synopses.
WKEN
you write the synopsis for your comedy, try to suggest in the
synopsis the busiuet>s you have written Into the action. Of course
the synopsis should tell the story and not detail the business, but in
comedy it is a good plan to write In some hint of the better bits of bueines,s instead of merely reciting the plot. You do not say that John elopes
by mistake with his mother-ln-Iaw-to-be. You tell how John rushes
her into the auto in spite of her protests, how he presses her to his
loving heart and gets a box on the ear that throws him out of the car.
The editor wants comedy business as well as comedy Idea, and it will
help to make a sale If you prove to him in the synopsis that both
business and idea are to be found in your script.

Kiddies in Comedy.
"Can you suggest how children might be used to advantage in comedies where they are not required to carry the heavy work?" Naturally
this Inquiry comes from a comparatively new writer, for old hands know
that children are best left out of comedies. The rule-proving exception,
of course. Is the comedy planned for all child players on the IJnes of
work done hy Lubin. Mutual and Universal, but evidently this correspondent means to casually introduce kiddies into comedies to get th«
benefit of their presence.
The trouble Is that most comedies are too rough to permit the use
of children. In knockabout they have no place whatever, no matter
how much they may appear to enjoy their work. Audiences do not
like to see children thrown about and such comedies react. Coming
higher In tbe scale, what Is properly farce comedy does not permit the
extended use of children. They have been and probably always will
be employed now and then in farces of the Peck's Bad Boy type, but
here they are apt to he bothersome, for a "fresh kid" Is never pleasant,
and hy the very nature of their work they must assume a smartness
if they do not possess it and generaly they have too much self-esteem.
Only Id the true light comedy may children be used, and then casually
In those scenes In which there Is the least comedy. Two little children
stumbling upon Henry proposing to their Aunt Jane might bring a
laugh and their diffidence would give charm to the scene, but they are
out of place in any scene of marked comedy activity. The child and
comedy business seldom go together well. Few comedy directors care to
work children, since this makes for waste of time in trying to teach
the youngsters to do the required work, but where they must he used
or where It Is desired to employ them, they must, as a general rule,
appear only In scenes remote from rough work or at least be held free
from any effects of knockabout.
Things that read humorously may not be humorous when done into
picture. The Idea of a father and mother taking a child for an outing
at which all but the child enjoy themselves may be humorous as a
story, but graphically depict the child being yanked about in the fiction
that it Is having a good time, and the stronger appeal made by the
graphic showing will bring sympathy for the kiddie instead of laughs.
So fixed is this rule that a couple of years ago the Lubin company
abandoned an attempt to utilize the services of a dwarf in rough
comedy. The ideas might he amusing, but the sympathy went to the
little fellow and overbalanced the laughs.

Ripening Ideas.
The best idea file lists only fragments of plots, these lo be assembled
later on Into more complete form. These semi-finished plots should take
the form of a rough synopsis, and unless the impression Is so vivid
that the complete play is fully realized in the mind, it Is better to let
the Ideas He in this form for several weeks, taking them up as time
permits, revising or reworking until it seems that the best possible
development has been arrived at. As LfOuis Reeves Harrison lately said,
it takes several months to write a really good play, but he should have
added that several plays should be In hand at the same time.

Don't Get Sore.
Just the moment you get soreheaded you stop writing good stuff.
You cannot do your best work while you mutter cuss words under your
breath, you cannot work with enthusiasm at a task you know to te useless, and if you are soreheaded you know the game Is on the blink. Van
Buren Powell's Optimist's Club seems to have surrendered its charter,
but you can be an optimist all by yourself and some day It will get you
somewhere if you live long enough, but if you write stories or try to
write them knowing that they will be stolen, or that they will not be
bought or that they will be butchered, you'll write Junk that will neither

A deadly paralleler sends in a poem by Walt Mason that runs in
part; "My trifling boil will gall me more than big carbuncles three or
Xour which may adorn my neighbor's neck, and make his life a gruesome wreck." Then he points out that we first said that your own sore
toe interests you more than another man's broken leg. We would like to
think that we were good enough for Walt Mason to bwipe from, but
weido not suppose he ever heard of us, and we assuredly are not going
to accuse him of plagiarism. In the same way the story you wrote last
year may be written by some one else this year who never heard of you
or your story.

Getting Plots.
Ideas are everywhere, but you must know them when you see them.
Last night, going home in the street car, an elevator runner just
getting over a week's drunk and still communicative, insisted on telling about it. Before he came to his street corner he had supplied the
basic ideas for two farces and a drama, and In another moment the
conductor's apt comment had raised the farce score to three. Possibly
the next ten drunks will be unproductive, but there Is always the
chance for a plot in the people you speak to and the people who will
not speak to you.
Keep your eyes open and see what you get.

The Difference.
Here is an extract from a letter from one of the brainiest men In
America, the leader in his particular lino and a man who is known
the world over :
As

I am always most satisfied not by praise but by criticism from which I can learn, I appreciated especially your Introductory paragraph.

And the same week brought a scathing letter from a person to whom
we ventured to suggest that only original ideas were wanted
by the
studios.
He wrote:
I did not ask you what I could do. I asked you could I take
a copyrighted story for an Idea tor a play.
He did not want the additional information that ran counter to his
conceit.
He did not want to be told that he must think his own Ideas
before he could become an author.
He resented even implied criticism.
The man who gets ahead Is he who can be taught and who is not
only willing to be advised but who eagerly seeks advice.

Two Blurbs.
Al Santell, of the American's comedy department, sends In a coupl*
of really rich blurbs, though the only thing that will do justice to them
is photo reproduction. One of them Is on a note size sheet with a
heavy Indent and reads:
you can have this Play for a $1.50c. I woodnlet It go but It as
no sub-title so I hope you will by it.
A dollar and a half for a play, even though it lacks leaders is a
ruinous rate and we do not blame the authors" league for joining the
American Federation of Labor in an effort to keep up prices and be
able to call upon Its blacksmith brothers for "entertainment committees'* for the scabs. Exhibit B is guiltless of the greeting and starts
right in to business with a preliminary "Submitted to (!) the usual
rates" in the
corner.
The author remarks :
Please do the Best you can for me I am out for Big game
and noteriety. In the (euture I Will give you Something That
Will tickle you from the nose to the toes, and more that will
Raise your hair & pull your Boots off of your feet. A hair
Spliter. Now old Socks do your best &. help a Weary Wandering
Brother.
P. S. This is my first:
I have several diferant kindes &
Styles. Border.
Precepts,
of Early days Wild and Wooly & full
of flees.
Possibly
that last statement
refers to hairbreadth
escapes, as lh»
spelling leaves the matter in doubt.
Mr. Santell also has a letter from
"the author of a thousand plays,'" which is going some.

Perhaps.

you dowhonot issell
your stuff, perhaps it's because it Is you
theIf editor
a fool.
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Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON
Manufacturers* Notice.

[T IS an established rule of this department that no apparatus or
otber goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the
excellence ot such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication it is impossible
to reply through the department is less than two or three weeks. In
order to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps, (less
than actual cost) will receive carbon copy of the department reply,
by mail, without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot bo replied to in the department, one dollar.
Both the first and second set of questions are now reads and printed
In neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-six in number.
Klthcr booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps,
to the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps.
Every live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions.
You may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot
of study.
Question No. 161.
Could two so ampere rectifiers be used in vutltiptc to supply
60 amperes at the arcT

Roll of Honor on Question No. 150.
I hardly think It would hv proper to have any Roll of Honor on a
question of this kind, which iloes not involve any question of practice
or theory, but merely calls for an expression ot Individual opinion, therefore the Roll of Honor Is dispensed with.
AH of the answers except one favored the publication of the questions
and answers In book form, and I am not prepared to say that it won't
be done. A good while ago I called for an expression of opinion on the
matter, and while many favored it, very few opposed. If those who
oppose publication do not think it worth while to Inform us as to their
views, why I don't see that their views are deserving of much consideration.
As a matter of fact the questions and answers would make a book
very similar to the Hawkins' Electrical Guide, and I have yet to find
an electrician who has voiced objection to the publication of that
work. If the questions and answers are published in book form the
answers will, of course, be carefully revised.
I am publishing the replies of both Brothers Charles S. Stuckey. and W.
B. Allen.

Reply to Question No. 150.

By Charles S. Stuckey, Niagara Falls, Ont.
The Question :
How much do you feel you have benefited by this series of questions,
and do you think the questions and answers ought to be published In
book form?
The Answer:
In order to properly answer Question 150 one must take a great many
things into consideration, since a person who has answered the entire
list of questions by digging the necessary information up for himself
has derived far more benefit than has another person who was already
well advanced and well up in the knowledge of the subjects covered in
the questions. But even such a one would to a considerable extent benefit, even though he already knew the answer to the question, since the
mere act of exercising his brain to set the answer forth in writing, even
though he might copy it from a book, would help to "brighten him up"
on that particular subject. It is difficult for me to say to just what extent
I have benefited from the questions, as I did not keep at them consistently
at first— that is, as to the answering part of it. I did. nevertheless, take
great interest in all the answers, and feel that, taking everything together, I might class myself as being benefited about 00 per cent. I
think had I answered them all I would perhaps have derived the other
10 per cent, of benefit. I believe the publication of the questions and
answers would make one of the greatest technical books ever put forth,
and I am in favor of its publication. It should be a well bound book,
to be sold at a respectable price.

Reply to Question No. 150.
By W. B. Allen, Edmonton, Canada.
To set forth on paper the precise extent to which I have been benefited
by the questions would be quite an undertaking. But, to make a long
story short, they have been very beneficial to me. I have followed them
BlDce the beginning, but have only answered a few. However, failure
to answer does not stop a fellow from studying them does It? I wonder how many men followed the questions who never have, and probably

never will, correspond with the department. How many "men" are there
who knock the department and its editor, but purchase a copy of the
Moving Picture World from their local newsdealer, carry it home in
their inside pocket, and there devour the projection department, and, incidentally, study the questions? all of which goes to show that one cannot
form any idea as to how many are following the questions, or how much
good is being done merely by looking at the Roll of Honor.
As to the second part of the questions, yes. if the questions and answers
can be put into book form and make a book that would be beneficial to
the operator I certainly would like to seo It done.

Important.
With Regard to the Coming Trip.
There seems to be a misunderstanding, in some quarters, with regard
to my coming trip through the south, west and north. First let it be
clearly understood that there is no kick-back of any kind whatsoever.
I am XOT coming among you soliciting subscriptions for the Moving
Picture World, sales for the Handbook or anything else. Second : So
far as the towns In the itinerary be concerned, the Moving Picture World
bears absolutely all the expense, except such as may he Incurred in
making the local arrangements. You don't have to pay me anything, nor
would I accept anything if you offered it. Third : The only thing I
do is give you an illustrated lecture on practical projection, which same
has been universally commended by all operators' unions and exhibitors'
leagues who have heard it. Some have even been kind enough to say
that the lecture was of huge value, both to the individual operator and
manager, and to the local industry at large. Fourth: You can make
my a visit
the occasion'
general "get
together"
form
of
banquet,
a smoker,foror a anything
else you
desire meeting
; or you in
maythesimply
secure the loan of one of the theaters, after the shows close at night,
and get the operators and managers together therein. This latter should
be a very easy matter to do, since we only need from four to five lights
burning, therefore the expense to the theater will be practically nothing,
and the only expense will be sending out invitations to those you desire
to be present.
I name these things because, as I said in the beginning, some of the
smaller locals and leagues have expressed a desire to have me come,
but have hesitated on the score of expense. Let me say right now, that
It is utter nonsense for a small, weak exhibitors' league, or operators'
union to try to put up a big. elaborate entertainment. I don't want
It. It is not ncce.-^sary. On the other hand, where it is practical, I do
believe that a greater amount of good is accomplished by giving a nice
supper, or buffet luncheon, preferably, however, a supper, with the
lecture at the end of it. My experience has been that this works out
best, and It need not be expensive, either; also each participant can
pay his small share by ticket.
There, that ought to be plain enough so that you can all understand it.
The only reservation is that this applies only to towns which are Included in the itinerary. Those cities which lie off the route will have
to stand the round trip railroad fare and pullman from the nearest
point on the main route. For the benefit of all concerned the main
route is again set forth, a stop in those cities followed by a question
mark not yet being definitely settled upon. If anyone has been overlooked let us hear from them at once:
Richmond. Va. (?) ; Xorfolk. Va. ( ?) ; Raleigh. N. C. ( ?) ; Durham. N.
C. : Charlotte. N. C. (?) : Columbia. S. C. (?) ; Augusta, Ga. ; Charleston, S. C. Savannah. Ga. ; Jacksonville, Fla. (?) : Miami. Fla. : Tampa,
Fla. ; Macon, Ga. ; Atlanta, Ga. ; Chattanooga. Tenn. ; Knoxvllle, Tenn. ;
Cincinnati. Ohio ( ?) : Louisville, Ky. ; EvansvUle. Ind.; Paducah. Ky
( ?) Nashville, Tenn : Birmingham. Ala, ( ?) : Montgomery, Ala.;
Mobile. Ala.; New Orleans, La.; Jackson, Miss (?); Memphis. Tenn..
Little Rock, Ark. ( ?) : Springfield, Mo. (?); Fort Smith, Ark. (?);
Oklahoma City, Okla. : Sherman, Texas.; Ft. Worth. Texas; Dallas.
Texas ; Waco, Texas ; Palestine. Texas ; Houston, Texas ; Galveston,
Texas ( ?) ; San Antonio, Texas; Austin, Texas; El Paso, Texas;
Tucson, Arizona; Los Angeles, Santa Anna, San Diego, Fresno (?),
Stockton. Sacramento, San Francisco, Oakland and San Jose, California ;
Portland, Oregon ; Tacoma, Wash. ; Seattle. Wash ; Bellingham. Wash.
(?) : Aberdeen, Wash. (?) ; Spokane, Wash.; Walla Walla, Wash. (?);
Everett. Wash. (?) North Yakima, Wash. (?) Boise City. Idaho; Butte,
Mont. (?) : Great Falls, Mont. (?) ; Helena, Mont, (?) ; Missoula. Mont.
(?): Anaconda, Mont. (?); Billings. Mont. ( ?) : Ogden. Utah (?) ;
Salt Lake City. Leadville. Col. (?) ; Pueblo, Col.; Colorado Springs Col. ;
KanCripple Creek. Col. ( ?) ; Denver. Cot.; Wichita. Kansas; Topeka.Kansas
sas; Fort Scott. Kansas (?); Kansas City. Mo.; Leavenworth.
( ?) ': St. Joseph. Mo. : Omaba, Neb. ; Sioux City, Iowa : Des Moines, Iowa ;
Otiu'mwa. Iowa (?) ; The Trl-Cltles (Davenport,
Iowa; Rock Island. Ills.,
and Mollne. Ills.); Winona, Minn. (?): La Crosse, Wis.; Minneapolis.
Minn.; St. Paul. Minn.; Duluth. Minn.; Racine, Wis. (?) ; OshkoBb, Wis.
ft: Sheboygan. Wis {?), and Milwaukee. Wis. (?).
In this connection I wish to add that during the past sixty days I have
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written several unions in the South conceming the coming trip
through that territory, but, up to this date, I have not heard
from a number of them. As it is important to the success of the trip
that some response should be had from all, I give here a list of those
who have not replied with the request that they let me hear from them
as soon as possible :
Richmond, Va.
Secretary. Chas. L. Weston, Local, 305 N. 22d street.
Columbia, S. C. R. W. Beatty, secretary. Local Union, No. 347, 1000
Main street.
Augusta, Ga. J. H. Sanderin, secretary. Local Union, No. 547, Box 558.
Charleston, S. C. F. E. Condon, secretary. Local Union, No. 333, 217 St.
Phillip street.
Savannah, Ga.
Secretary local Union, No. 320.
Box 30.
Macon, Ga. Charles L. Leonard, president, Local Union, No. 594, Princess theater.
Atlanta. Ga.
Secretary Local Union. No. 225, Box 365.
Louisville. Ky., H. P. Nicoulin, secretary, Local Union, No. 163. Box
317.
Birmingham. Ala. L. D. Mitchell, secretary, lx)cal Union, No. 263, Box
247.
Montgomery, Ala. L. L. Liston, secretary, Local Union, No. 92, Box
203.
In most cases unions or exhibitors" leagues on the main route wrote
voluntarily and promptly, on the publication of the itinerary, and some
unions lying off the route expressed willingness to bear what, in some
instances, amounts to pretty heavy expense, if I would malte a side
trip and visit them. The organizations named are the only ones, up to
date, who have failed to reply.
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I. Rosenberg,
Brooltlyn, N. Y., writes :
Am a constant reader of the department, and am In deep
water just now. therefore come to you for advice with regard
to the following : Am using two Simplex projectors on 110
volt D. C, with a meter direct through to the operating room
cut-out. In the basement there are GO ampere fuses, and Jn
operating room 50 ampere ones. We are pulling 35 amperes
through each rheostat. On coming to work 1 put in a trim,
struck my arc at 12.30, and after burning for about five minutes the 00-ampere neutral fuse in the basement blew. I replaced it, and it blew again in about ten minutes. The next
fuse lasted until six o'clock when it too blew, and I had three
more blow-outs at 7. 9, and 10.45. always on the neutral
fuse. It blew five times on one machine and one on the other.
Three days ago I had all the connections on machines,
switches, lamphouse, leads, etc., cleaned ; also tested lamphouse, rheostats and main line for ground, but have not found
any. On calling up the Edison people I was assured there was
no overload.
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According to your statement, plus the report of the Edison Company, the fault apparently lies In the (use itself; that is to say, in the
fuse contacts not being tight enough. On the other hand, this is
the case either there is a considerable difference in the amperage of
the two arcs, or the fuse ought to blow the same with both machines.
You say you have tested the lamp. lamphouse and rheostats for grounds,
but have found none. You also say you have tested the main line and
have found no ground. Now if this is true, then It seems to me you
certainly must look In the fuse block itself for the trouble, or. rather.
In the contacts, because if the trouble was due to a ground in the
rheostat or between the rheostat and the arc, then the 50-ampere fuse
would blow and not the 60; also, of course, there might be a ground
on the line between the 50-ampere fuses and the 60?amperes fuses, but
you say you have tested and found none, /ire you sure you made the
right kind of test, remembering it is an Edison three-wire system.
which means that the neutral is grounded, probably at the transformer. And, by the way, I wonder how many of you can tell me
how to test an Edison three-wire system for ground where the neutral Is already grounded. Let us hear from the wiseacres on this
particular proposition.
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Bert Bell, recording secretary of Motion Picture Machine Operators"
Local Union No. 380, Oklahoma City, says :
I noticed in the department a report from Oklahoma City which
if allowed to stand unchallenged would tend to discredit the
work of some of the members of our local. I would, therefore,
ask space to answer the correspondent, who came from a small
town in this state, who Fays that he visited certain theaters
while in Oklahoma City. In the first place, we have a strike in
progress, and if the gentleman carries a card in the I. A. I would
like to inquire why he went into the theaters named at all?
This strike involves the operators, musicians, stage employes
and actors, and any report he made with regard to projection,
with the
the Metropolitan and Dreamland theaters'
would
be exception
a report of
of the work done by the strikebreakers imported here to take the place of union operators who walked out
This statement is made in order that an injustice may not be
done the operators of Local 380. and I hope to see it in the next
issue of the World.
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■ It is a physical impossibility to get an article of this kind in the
Issue
I am, however, very glad to publish your letter.
It is due"next
the^^^->r,^
^
members of Local 3S0 that the matter be given equal publicity with be '^-'^^
criticism.
It ]s furthest from the intention of this department to do
any injustice to anyone, much less to
members of a local which I
have always understood were progressivethe and
up to date.
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tnchOB
from
the
rear
condenser,
and
whore
the light comes
to a
focus Is 22 Inches from
the
front
condenser.
These
two points
are
what
I understand
to
be the conjugate
foci
points of the condenser
combination.
Am
[
right?
Well.
If your
slide, for example. Is 2
Inches from the front
condenser.
and
you r
COWE
stereo lens Is 2 inche-;
ahead
of
the
point
where
the
condenser
rays come
to a focus.
fVl/MBm
then
by
moving
th«
slide 2 inches closer to
the condenser you will
bring the stereo lens 2
Inches
closer
to the
slide, or, in other words,
nearer
to one of the
conjugate foci points of
the
condenser
beam.
In this you are altering the conjugate
foci
point
of
the
stereo
lens, and not that of
the condenser combination. And now
with
regard
to the
color.
The shorter the E. F.
of the condenser
combination the greater
Table D.
the angle of the refracted rays, and if the condensers are very short it
actually cut the corners of the slide, which is the reasonwill1
suggest keeping the slide as close as possible to the front
condenser. Now, Brother Richardson, you say the stereo
does cross the rays. Well, maybe so, but I cannot see it. You
put the slide in the carrier inverted, and the condensers reverse it, don-t they? Then if the
crossed them again the
slide would be upside down on the lens
screen. 1 would like to say
that the idea of operators sending in questions and their version of the answers is good, and I am sure will meet with approval. In closing, I wish both yourself and our department the
greatest of success.

Valuable Tables.*

■Jrn

From John Grilllttis, Ansonia. Conn., coaics un urtlcle
which has very tllstioct
value. 1 rcgai'd It as a long
4S ^c
step In advance In ihc mat07 0 40
ter of matching up lens ayatems.
The first tahles, which
i/t
were publlshod In Iho Issues
i3
of October Iti and li-'t. 1915,
4y,
were a big Jump in the right
4direction, and the present
table is a perfuctlon of those
that have gone before. In
GO
Figure 1, w.' see Table 1,
65 4ff
page 141 of the Handbook,
in a somewhat dlJTerent
i'/f
form. Table A Is followed
70
by Tables H. C and IJ. the
FJ
modus operandi of using
these
tables is as follows:
^ ^ 'O
First : Using Table A, And
^0
the distance I'rom condenser
f•
to fllm according to the dip:',- ,
SJ
ameter and back focws of
the objective lens. For instance : Supposing the lens
to be 2 inches in diameter,
Table B.
and to have a 4-inch back
focus. First find the figure
2 in the lower horizontal
column,
then look up the column of flgures immediately
above
until you find 4, then following
out horizontally to the left hand column you find the figure IT. which means
that _wlth a 2-inch lens working at 4 inches back focus there should
be 17 inches between the apex of the front condenser lens and the
aperture. Now consulting Table B. we choose the distance from
crater to rear lens according to the amperage. Supposing you are
using 60 amperes D. C., and plano-convex condensing lenses. You
should then have 4 yz Inches between the center of the condensers
and the crater, assuming the condensers to be close together^
say with 1/16 of an inch between the apex of the lenses. If the
current Is A. C. and the amperage GO. then the distance should be
4 inches. If the lenses be meniscus-bi-convex, then the distance
should be \% inches for D.C. or 4^4 inches for A.C. Having determined
this we then consult Table C to find where the X and Y values meet.
(In these matters we consider the distance from the crater to the
center of the condenser as being represented by "X."' and the distance
from the center of the condenser to the aperture as being represented
fcy "Y") and choose the curve passing nearest that point, which in this
Instance ("plane*- con vex condensers), would be the horizontal line
half way between 3 and 4 and in the vertical column of figures at
the left and the vertical line passing up from 17 in the horizontal row of
figures. This indicates curve No. 1, and referring to Table D we find
that the condition will best be met by one 5^,^ and one 6% inch planoconvex condenser.
This is the only point in this I would question. A 5^ inch lens has
pretty heavy curvature, and will, I think, set up some added spherical
aberration, though whether this will be serious enough to amount to
anything in practice I dont know. 7 n'CTLD LIKE TO HAVE OPERATORS CAREFULLY TEST OUT THESE TABLES AND REPORT
RESULTS. Study the tables carefully and I think you will have no
trouble in understanding how to use them.
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B. Allen. Edmonton. Canada, writes:
Many thanks for answering my questions in August 26th Issue.
I think, however, you misunderstood me on one point, viz: N.
question E, the last one.
We will say, for example, the arc is 3 1-2
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All right where are your questions? As to the conjugate foci points,
why read over the article "Conjugate Distances," in which John Solar
answers you very completely on another page of this issue's Projection Department. As to the crossing of the rays, dont overlook the fact that with the stereopticon lens the front conjugate
foci point of the condenser is presumed to be at or about the center
of the stereopticon objective, so that you=1 may say that the condenser
crosses, or the objective crosses the rays. The stereopticon of the
motion picture lens system presents very different problems.
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On page 464 of the Handbook I published an illu-trutfon of a film
waxer. I have had several inquiries for this machine, but the address
of its manufacturer seems to have been entirely lost. Wili the manufacturer of this particular device kindly communicate with the i^rojection Department, so that 1 may be in a position to refer to him
the inquiries received to dale?
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Conjugate Distances.
John Solar. Watertown, N. Y., comes in with the following:
1 am replying to the call for enlightenment on Mr. W. B.
Allen's questions. First I will explain conjugate distances. If an
ohject such as the Qlm or slide is placed at a given distance from
the lens, this distance Is the first conjugate distance, and, always
providing it be greater than the focal length of the lens, an

Image will be formed on the opposite side of the lens, and the
distance from the lens to this Image will be the second conjugate distance. The sum of the reciprocal of these distances
will always equal the reciprocal of the focal length of the lens,
just the same as the sum of the reciprocal of two lenses equals
the reciprocal of the focal length, E. F. for instance, if we represent the two conjugate distances by the symbols U and V,
111
then
i
=
and, as we have seen, the formula for
U
V
F
111
the focal length of two lenses or E. F. is,
1
= — . Mr.
fi
fa F
Richardson's formula, the sum of two focal lengths divided
by four, win be true only Cor two lenses of equal focal lengths.
Taking the distance U, as 20 in, the same being the distance
from the condenser to the lens, and V, the distance from the lens
to the condenser image or dissolving point, referred to by Mr.
20 X 5
Richardson, as 5 in., we then have
= 4. The focal
20 + 5
length of the lens.
If we take the focal length of one combination of this lens as 10 in. and the other as 6.666 in.,
10 X 6.666
we have
= 4. The same result we had from the
10 + 6.666
conjugate distances. If we shift the position of the ohject (first conjugate point), the position of the image (second conjugate point), will always change, so that the sum of
the reciprocal will be equal to the reciprocal of the focal length
of the lens. Therefore, if we have a given lens and one conjugate point, we can always locate the other conjugate point.
111111
— •
= — or
= — . For instance if we take the
P
U
V
F
V
U
111
values tor F and U, as given above, we have
5 is the value for V, or

4

20

= — . Then
5

111
=
5

and 20 is the value
20
for U.
Referring to Fig. 1, which represents a 4 inch E. F. lens, this
shows two pencils of light proceeding from U U at the condenser. If we trace these through the lens we see that they
focus at V V, at a distance of 5 inches as calculated above. A
A represents the aperture position. Again we have two pencils
proceeding from A A, but these pencils are made up from a B
and C ray, whereas in the first case one was made up from two
B rays and the other from two C rays. If we trace these pairs
of B C rays through the lens we see that they pass, one through
each V, and must focus at some point farther than V, from the
lens. This distance may be calculated the same as in the case
111
of the condenser Image
=
. In this
4
4.022
720
case V equals 720 in. or 60 ft. If we shift the lens from this
1
1
position, X 4.022, say to 4.25, we then have
4.25
4

and in this case V equals 666 in. or 55.5 ft.
Fig. 2 represents a 19 in. stero lens. In order to focus a
real image the slide must be placed at some point farther than
the focal length of the lens from it.
Taking U as 20 Inches, the same as in Fig 1, we then have,
111
ty

the

same

formula,

=
, so that V
19
20
384.01
equals 384.61 inches, or 32.5 feet, which Is the point in question, and corresponds with position V in Fig. 1. The distance
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of the slide image, assuming the slide to be V- inch, in front
1
1
1
the
condenser,
would
be
=
, or
19
19.5 714.21
59.52 feet. The distance from the lens to the slide image. These
examples are stated briefly, but I will work out the last one
in explanation : 1 -^ 19 = .526, and 1 -^ 20 = .5 ; then .526 —
.5 = .026. This remainder is the value for the first side of the
1
equation, and is equal to the second side of the equation,
.
V
Then if 1 divided by V equals .026, 1 divided by .026 must
equal V. 1 ^ .026 = 714.21 in., or 57.52 feet.
In comparing the points V in Fig. 1 with Fig. 2 we must remember that conditions are not the same in both cases, and we
must not expect similar results. Taking Fig. 2, it we trace one
of the pencils of light from U. we see that in passing through
the slide the pencil carries only a small part of the whole picture, consequently only a small part of the picture passes
through each V. If we trace these same pencils in Fig. 2 we
see that they have spread out to such size that they cover the
whole object, or aperture, and each pencil carries a. complete
image of the aperture, consequently a complete image passes
through each point V.
Referring to the position of the slide with relation to the condenser, changing the position of the slide will not effect the
focusing of an image more than refocusing the lens.
Moving
the slide up to the condenser as near as possible will eliminate
some, if not all, of friend Allen's color trouble.
I hesitate about giving space to some
of Brother
Solar's articles,
because
I very much
doubt the ability of many
of our readers
to
understand
them.
This particular article, however,
seems
to contain
matter which may tend to give operators a very much clearer idea of
conjugate
foci points.
Solar's letters have large value, but I would
caution him to avoid the use of technical terms, complicated formulas
and reciprocals as much as possible, since a large number of the men
do not understand them.
EXPLANATION OF RECIPROCALS.
Reciprocals
are used very extensively
in optical formulas.
The reciprocal
of a number is one divided by the number in
1
1
question, for instance —2
= .5 and —.5 = 2, so that, 2 and .5 are
reciprocals, and one divided by either will equal the other. A
form that is frequently used is the sum of reciprocals equals the
111
reciprocal of a number, as
i
= — , in this case fj is the
fi
f»
F
focal length of one lens and f^ the focal length of another, and F
the equivalent focus of the two, it we represent fi f2 by 2 and 3
1
1
2+3
5
respectively, we have -—2 + —3 = 2X3 = —6 = .833. just the
of

1
same as simple fractions, the equation indicates that .833 = — .
F
Then if .833 equals one divided by F, one divided by .833 must
equal F, which it does, and gives 1.2 as the value for F. A
simple and the usual way of calculating the sum of two reciprocals is to put2 +them
in the form of the first result in the
3
above tractions,
2X3

2X3 , then invert this traction, and we have

1.2, the same value we bad for F, in the first case.

2 Why
+ 3 we must use reciprocals to obtain the equivalent focus of
two lenses. The greater the power a lens has to deflect or bend
a light ray, the less its value will be numerically, for instance,
a 2-inch lens is more powerful than a 4-inch lens, and we see
that 2 is less numerically than 4. So that in adding the power
of two lenses, it must be in such a way as to reduce the value
numerically, as we saw above a two and three inch lens combined has a power 1.2 inches much greater than either of the '
lenses, but less numerically.
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Inquiries.
QUESTIONS In cinematography addressed to this department will receive carbon copy of the department's reply by mail when four
cents in stamps are inclosed.
Special replies by mail on matters
which
cannot be replied to in this department, $1.

Manufacturers' Notice.
It is a rule of this department that no apparatus will be recommended
•editorially until the value of such appliances has been demonstrated to
Its editor.

A Criticism.
The article by Mr. P. D. Hugon published In the issue for October
14th has called forth a very interesting letter in regard to certain points
made by Mr. Hugon. Unfortunately for the clarification of all of the
points brought up, Mr. Hugon is at present in England, and until he
can be heard from, certain of the questions cannot be answered.
Mr. Hugon's article differs in several instances from the views held
by myself, but as it is by means of discussion and not by dogmatically
adhering to certain doctrines that we arrive at the truth. Mr, Hugon's
article was published as submitted. We are pleased to publish Mr.
A. C. Abadle's letter.
I have read In the issue of October 14th an, article on "Soft
Focus and the Angle of the Lens."
As an active participant in motion photography for twelve years
past, having circled the globe making agencies several times for
a well known firm, and since becoming a producer myself having
employed some of the brainiest cameramen in the business, and
having bought and sold and imported motion picture cameras
of every known make from the time when cameras first became
procurable. I believe some criticisms which I have to make
concerning the before mentioned article are entitled to consideration.
The author enshrouds the important points in his article In
a certain ambiguity which causes me to state that nothing is
proved. I should like to know what lens (among all of the
lenses sold for use in making cinematographic pictures) is referred to as "giving a soft focus." While it is known to some
of the more expert cameramen that lenses of like make and
focal length frequently vary greatly in their defining powers (in
the case of Imported lenses this being frequently due to lack of
precision work in the mounting operation done here), still it is a
fact — and has been so demonstrated to me in the testing laboratories of the most famous photographic lens makers of Germ&ny
and England — that all of the lenses supplied for cinematography
are tested, corrected and adjusted to produce a perfectly sharp
reproduction of test charts and also of natural objects.
According to the makers of the various cinema lenses, and
according to tests made by the writer of every procurable lens
of such type, no cinematographic objective which produces a
eoft (or unsharp) image is Intentionally issued by any of the
■well known optical firms producing lenses for use in motion
photography. I base this assertion on statements made by experts of various lens factories (mostly European) and by the
demonstrations which they have made in my presence, as well
as on personal tests of an exhaustive nature.
Furthermore, I would like to know what "leading French
camera outfit" the writer of that article refers to as "including
a lens of one and one-half inch focus." I have imported all
makes and models of French cinematograph cameras, both from
London and direct from Paris, and while I am aware that the
Pathe and one or two others sometimes Include both a Zeiss
"Tessar" and Volgtlander "Hellar" (of two Inch focus), and
that In a few Instances Pathe outfits have been equipped with a
43 mm. Special Cinema Objective (Hellar), This comes quite a
ways from being a one and one-half inch focus lens.
This 45 mm. Hellar just barely covers the standard film Image,
and experienced camera men are aware that lenses of shorter
focal length than this will not cover to the corners.
While on the subject of covering power I would also like to
inquire if the author of that article can show any photographic
results to prove his assertion that a 2-inch cine objective will
cover a plate 11^x1.3 in., even with small stops. If he can do
this he sure must have "some lens." I have tested (during the
last ten years) hundreds of 2-Inch cinematographic lenses as to
covering power, and I find that the average 2-Inch lens just
ahout covers the average size camera aperture, the best perform•Copyrlght, 1916. by the Chalmers Publishing Co.

GREGORY,

F. R. P. S.

ance in this respect being generally exhibited by the German
lenses. When testing on an aperture filled out to the full %xl
Inch. I find that the best lenses will Just cover this satisfactorily "wide open," and stopping down docs not increase their
covering power appreciably, at least In no instance which has
come under my observation. This is probably attributable to
the construction (type) of the lenses used in cinematographic
work.
In passing through Mr. Hugon's attempted description of Image
formation, it seems that he means to convey that when a lens
is stopped down the improvement in definition Is due to the fact
that the oblique pencils (of light) have been cut off by the
diaphragm. Can It he that the author of the article under discussion does not know that stopping a lens down decreases the
diameter of the pencils of light, and consequently decreases the
diameter
of image?
the "circles of confusion." thus improving the sharpness of the
Again. I notice the statement of "depth of focus Is entirely
due to focal strength and iris aperture." I am not sure (and It
seems the author Is also some confused) as to whether "depth
of focus" or "depth of field" is meant here. Which Is it, please?
I am assured by prominent lens makers that depth (either of
focus or of field) is not entirely dependent on focal length,
and "effective aperture." Type construction is also a factor in
securing depth in the results produced by an objective.
Pursuing Mr. Hugon's test I again come to remark: "Why is
it, then, that a certain 2-inch lens gives 'soft focus*?" I am so
curious about this mysterious "certain 2-inch lens" that I again
ask: What lens does the writer of that article refer to? It is
important that this be known in order that the accuracy (or
inaccuracy) of his statement can be verified. As the matter
stands nothing has been proven. As I have previously remarked
no maker of cinematographic objectives intentionally issues
lenses for such work which are "intentionally imperfect in their
optical corrections," but. rather, every energy has been bent by
the several makers of cinematographic taking lenses toward
producing objectives which, when properly focussed, give microscopically sharp definition.
I find it to be appreciated by all expert cameramen that one
particular make and type of lens (presumably the one Mr.
Hugon calls a soft focus lens) shows much greater depth of
field than any of the others. Tests have established the fact
that this particular lens is equal (If not superior) to any other
lens in the sharpness of results which it produces, while it
leads all others in depth of field at a given stop.
An extensive experience in producing pictures in England and
an acquaintance with all of the "honest to God" cameramen In
London, England, and vicinity has not revealed a preference for
the lens which Is termed (in the article) a soft focus lens, over
the other popular lens, or, In fact, over any of the other recognized makes.
In closing I wish to state that this communication Is not
written in the spirit of controversy, but a technical article to be
of value must present facts with proofs. Therefore, I request
that the points brought up be explained, through the Motion Picture Photography columns or otherwise.
Mr. Abadie's statement that lenses for cinematography are adjusted
to produce perfectly sharp reproductions is one which I believe requires
a limiting clause. There is an appreciable limit to mechanical accuracy, and there is also a limit to the resolving power of a photographic
emulsion.
Taking a certain limit of resolving power as being the finest difference
which an emulsion is capable of recording It Is manifestly absurd to
go to the Mseless trouble of grinding a lens very much finer than Is
necessary to fall within that limit, and while. In Justice to several
firms of lens makers, it tnust be said that they produce lenses well
within the resolving power of an emulsion. The usual figure used In
calculating depth of focus. &c., for cinematographic lenses is 1-250
part of an Inch. In other words, that what is theoretically a point may
be represented by a spot 1-250 of an Inch In diameter without transgressing what is called a sharp Image on the screen.
For ordinary photographic objectives where the Image Is not designed to be so greatly enlarged, the ordinary limit for such calculation
is 1-100 of an Inch.
It is natural that manufacturers of lenses should be unwilling to
admit that the lens of another maker possessed superior definition ;
nevertheless. It Is evident that they cannot all be equal, and It is customary to charge a considerable addition when a maker is even required to match one of his own lenses.
Mr. Abadlo raises several very interesting topics, will some of the
other optical sharks give us their opinion?
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Musical Suggestions for "The

Heart of a Hero."

Released by the World Film Corporation.
(Prepared
by S. M. Berg.)

THIS "Musical Suggestion Cue Sheet" is not designed to solve every
possible musical requirement of the film, but is intended as a
partial solution of the problem — what to play for the picture.
It has proven to be of great assistance to the leader, not only by
relieving to a degree the tedium of rehearsals, but by assisting materially in overcoming those conditions encountered when the film la
not available until the hour ot performance.
Musical Suggestion Cue Sheets can be obtained (free of charge) by
managers from their local exchange In advance of the date of release,
and a sufQcient number should be secured to provide one for each
member of the orchestra. This will afford to the progressive leader an
opportunity to acquaint himself with the general character of the film
drama he is to portray with his orchestra.
Together with the suggested music at the title or descriptive cues
where It is to be played, the tempo or characteristic Is given so that
the leader can select or substitute any or all of the numbers from his
own library, thereby avoiding any financial outlay though still carrying out the interpretation.
The timing of the picture is based on a speed of 15 minutes to a
thousand feet. The time Indications will help the leader to anticipate
the various cues which may consist of the printed sub-title (marked
T) or a described action (marked D). For Instance: 58% T "Morning" is a sub-title and Is printed reading matter on the screen. But
5714 "When Hale thinks of freedom" is a description of action.
"The Heart of a Hero" depicts the life of Nathan Hale, a young
ambitious schoolmaster, who when urged on by his sweetheart Alice,
takes up the side of the Colonists in their fight for liberty against
England. Through his heroic efforts, he is soon made a captain and
later volunteers to obtain the enemy's plans. Disguising himself, he
gains the plans, but not until he Is recognized by Alice's cousin, Fitzroy. His arrest as a spy follows, and when about to be hung his
last words were : "I only regret that I have but one life to lose lor
my country."
It will be found impossible for the musician to endeavor to fit every
scene in this picture, owing to the continual changes of action. Care
should be used in not overdoing the use of patriotic music.
Note particularly: English Airs at 38%; English Patriotic Airs at
46^2 : Spirit of "6 with drums and fife only at 57% : Direct cue of
Bugle Call at 63'/l:- Especially note drums only, slow beat at 80>4.
Dawn
(on the way to scaffold).
The THEME selected is -One Who Has Yearn'd Alone" — Tschaikowsky.
Time schedule: S7 minutes
(six reels — 5.800 feft).
Time
0

D

o
3%

T
T

6
7%

T
T

9

T

11

T

U%

T

1.4V,
17V,
IS
21

T
T
T
T

L'.-i-V,
■2fi
MVi

T
T
T

-• , Vi

T

2HV,
20

T
T

32M
33%

'•THE
HEART
OF A HERO."
Sitb-titles or descriptive ones.
Music.
Opening.
The
Wooden
Soldier — Bratton.
(Allegro
Moderate )
"It says that 2 days age — "
"Let us give three cheers — *' An Odd Number — Davis.
(Allegretto
Moderate)
Col- Fitzroy arrives —
"I wish life were one long One —Who
Has Yearn'd Alone
Tschaikowsky.
recess."
( Andante
Moderate)
ITHEME)
"Tom
for
your
imperti" It true. Alice?" The Land
of Dreams"What! nence— Is
(Idyll Moderate)
"Nathan,
this is my
couYoung America.
Cavalry
Parade No. 4sin— "
Col. Knowlton.
"Let us organize and drill," Joyous 'Allegro No. 25
"This
IS your last opporHurry
2 — Simon. Air
.AmericanNo. Patriotic
Two weeks
tunity— " later.
"God grants liberty only — "
"Col.
Knowlton
Reviews
The Girl I Left Behind Me.
(Drums
and Fifes Only)
the—"12 long, weary
After
Canzonetta — Nicode.
months —
f Non troppo lento)
A British sloop, laden with —
Unobserved
by
the
senAgitato No. 6 — Kiefert.
Thetries —stores
captured
by
HaleHale
is summoned
to headquarters.
Col. Knowlton's Home.
"Gentlemen.
I will
read
you — "

Repeat:
THEME.
— Berge.Andante
Dramatic

No.
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E. SINN

and S. M. BERG

37^
38%

TT

"No, I months
refuse later.
to free you."
Three

44%

T

'We

40

T

"Go

4ti'r^
50%
471,^
49
53H

T
T

"If you are a Loyalist — "
"You're
afraid to stay — "

T
T

kiss."
" horse
"If
she
won't
be myand
wife ride
— "
of—a
"Take

T
T

Throughout the night.
like Hell."
"And
you sound a warn-

T

MidnightCunningham
rives— (Horses
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Hurry
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English National Air.
Silent Woe
and Secret Greetings.
(A von Flelltz)
(Andante tranquillamente)
(Sentlto)
Anathema — A. von
(Molto adagio)
Hurry

No.

Flelltz.

26 — Minot.

Prelude
Spirit
of Op.
'76. 28, No.
(Sostenuto)

15 — Chopin.

car-

thanked

Dawn.
(Drum — Slow Beat)
'Nathan
Hale,
have
you
of— "
140 years later.
Theanything
End. — "

Nocturne Op. 15, No. 2 — Chopin.
(Larghetto)
Direct

Cue.

Repeat;

THEME.

Cavatina-Faust
(Larghetto) — Gounod.
Allegro

Agitato

No.

8 — Andlno.

Repeat : THEME,
Allegro Agitato
No. 1 — Kiefert.
Reverie — Vieuxtemps.
(Andante
con espresslone)
No —music,
drums
only.
Borch.
Dramatic
Andante
No. 24
Patriotic

March.

Pictures vs. Vaudeville.
By S. M. Here.
almost any important thoroughfare in New York City, attentloD
will be drawn to a building brilliantly illuminated. Upon Investigation one will find it is a theater given over to vaudeville
and picture entertainment. Possibly the large electric sign will
blazen to the world, the title and make of some important feature
picture advertised as their star attraction, together with six acts
of vaudeville.
The thought must suggest itself that the day has passed when the
vaudeville performance closes with the presentation of some film. It
is no more vaudeville and picture, but today "pictures and vaudeville." However, the idea is not which is of premier importance as the
star attraction, but rather to the musical interpretation presented with
the film in some of these theaters.
Most of these houses change their programs on Monday, Thursday,
and on those days the manager and his assistants, together with the
orchestra leader and his musicians, are on the job early In the morning. Rehearsal is called and the artists run through their acts. Stage
and light cues are provided for, and everything is arranged for the
afternoon performance, but what about the rehearsal of the star act —
"the
picture." WTiat time and thought is given to this by the average
manager?
ON

In a discussion with a musical director In charge of an Important
circuit, he frankly stated that "if my musicians do not play the vaudeville right, the artists will kick, hut nobody will kick for the picture;
besides which few musicians who are experienced in playing vaudeville will not hother much
with the picture."
Vaudeville managers, wake up ! To stop your patrons from flocking
to the exclusive movie theater your star act today is a feature film.
But put it over right. Motion pictures are dumb, but music can make
thorn speak. It can interpret and enhance every motion depicted on
the. screen. Get together with your musical director. Let him know
you expect some effort from him. Help him financially by paying
for some
of the music.
Consider
the instrumentation
of your or-
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When the 'Vinch" Peters Out ® m
Exhibitors Who Won Success by Chance Usually
Are "Up Against It" When Competition
Comes Along
HANK
RUMSEY felt quite sure there was money to be
made in the ■■store business" in Peetsburg, so he proceeded to prove it to the Doubting Thomases. He
rented the front room m Squire Peck's building and budded
forth. And he grew and he grew— like the proverbial little
peach m the orchard. He became one of the leading "cits"
of the community.
As business success came, he threw his head back and
placed his finger on his chest, the prototype, man-size, of
Little Jack Horner. He was A Success and he really pitied
the other fellows who were working around by the day in a
land where Opportunity is simply trying day and night to
burglarize the house.
Now the real facts are that Hank wasn't suchamuch. He
was a success when it came to measuring success by a dollarand-cents standard, but he had never done anything to really
deserve success. He was a victim of chance. He simply
opened up a store and the store did the rest.
In front of the store he had swung a sign which cost him
a dollar and a half. On it was painted: "Henry Rumsey,
Dealer in General Merchandise." He carried an ad in the
town paper reading the same way. And his business policy
consisted of opening the store at six in the morning, closing
it at ten evenings and being there every minute during business hours. Hank had absolutely nothing else up his sleeve.
You couldn't blame Hank for feeling that he was a superior man — the Wanamaker of his section — and he liked to
have people tell him about it. He was so successful that
whenever any native wanted to raise money he never thought
of giving his mortgage to anybody e.xcept Hank Rumsey. It
wasn't
long before Hank had a part interest in all the town
real
estate.
After Hank had been doing business for twenty years and
had become known for miles around as "the merchant
prince," there came to Peetsburg a modern city fellow who
desired to summer there. He saw Hank's bonanza and started
an opposition store. It is a tearful tale, so why dwell on it?
It was soon proved that Hank Rumsey wasn't a Wanamaker
al all nor was he a merchant prince. He was simply a chance
success. It wasn't him that was succeeding at all, even
though he was getting the benefits. It was the store — the
opportunity.
The modern storekeeper soon had him on the toboggan
and a few years later Hank Rumsey was sold out by the
sheriff. He died penniless and his widow at the present time
is being looked after by the Helping Hand Society of the
First Presbyterian Church.
As George Ade might say: Some men are born great and
some have it thrust upon them, but the trouble is they live
too long.
Having now shown the moral, let us apply it to the picture
business.
Many small exhibitors have succeeded because they got into
the business by chance and there was no alternative but success. Things came their way in bunches and the Lord stayed
with 'em. There are many who are succeeding who are
ranker misfits than hundreds who have failed. They haven't
the first idea of what constitute good business policies or
good showmanship. They are doing practicallv everything
they should not do and still succeeding. If you tell them in
a friendly way of a fault they will ask you what you know
about it— what have you ever done! At the same time they
will tell you to look at them. There seems no refutation of
the argument and a man is a fool who will argue with them.
Always the proof of the pudding is in the eatint^. and when
they are using the only spoon they have nine-tenths of the
argument on their side.
But every intelligent exhibitor of experience knows that
there are right methods to be employed in the conduct of a
picture theater, even admitting that misfits have succeeded
and that competent sho^vTnen have failed. Fundamentally,
the picture business is a lottery. You succeed or you don't
succeed. But when .success once starts the competent showman has an ace in the hole to the other fellow's deuce.
A novice may sit into a game of draw poker and draw the
cards out of shape against experienced gamblers for an entire evening, but if he comes often enough the experienced
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By Frank G. Andrews

card players will get his watch and shirt.
Now and then a
player wins at a slot machine, but it is a n;a°henniatical imr-_^ .„ „^,.p „ u^ uccause tne percentage
is 40 n..r
cent, agamst the p ayer. The
law the
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es must prevail
to keep it up because
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long run Yet an egotistical sport will tdl
you tha
he can beat a slot machine and, with his
paws full of win
nings, he seems to have all the argument
on his side Al
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play
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no ques ion but
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case
the beltPeter
of the"^
argume
Peter Potts.
nt ^"
saw a
to
open a picture show in the virgin town of Gazellechance
nom.l,
t:on
2.000.
He spent
building night
a n^celitVle theater '^ He'
opened
at ten
cents $7,000
a head,
a week. Knowing
nothing about the business, he six
made the mighty m^ ak^ o1
showing eight and ten reels every night, with twelve ree°s
Saturday nights. He started doing this right at
the
ocspite advice to the contrary from persons who knew. outset
Within two weeks the attendance was so poor that he had
to cut
down to three nights a week.and now he is showing
Saturday nights, just to clear enough money to pay only on
his r»nt
Such po icy IS simply suicide. Besides surfeiting the pubic with cheap pictures it means that when reverses come
there is nothing to do but sit down and admit defeat
have shot off your whole bunch of firecrackers at once You
Another
exhibitor took a Paragraph service ' At
the best his small
theater was a hard
proposition and
had just
about all he cou d do to make ends meet. His he
service was
good and he might have won out but he resorted to old-time
niethods which had made money for him in the early
of the industry. He schemed to put something over ondays
his
patrons. He made a new contract with Paramount and took
their very earliest releases (nearly three years old) at
half
the money. He confided to his friends that he had pulled
ott a slick trick. Did he? Not so you could notice it
He
tooled none of his patrons. He lost two-thirds of them and
now the theater is boarded up. What he should have done
was to have taken twice as costly a service mstead of one
twice as cheap. His chance to succeed would have been far
better.
Another small exhibitor has for ten years been getting his
daily service from a Pennsylvania exchange, althou^Jh his
theater is located in an adjacent state. He has received fine
treatment and naturally has a warm place in his heart for
this exchange. But he does not know that Pennsylvania is
the film slaughter house of the Union in the matter of official censorship and he has been getting films that are
nothing more than remnants of the original stories. All the
while his patrons,
ignorant
of the true cause, have been
groaning and wondering what has come over the films they
are not as good as thev once were.
This exhibitor is quite unaware of the cause. When the
fine feature — "God's Country and the Woman" — comes to
an exhibitor with 1,325 feet deleted out of an original 6,000,
making the story so ridiculous that it cannot be comprehended, then it is time for an exhibitor to look around for
whatever relief may be in sight.
A nice theater was built in a live town of something less
than 5,000 people. It looked like a gold mine and several
persons tried for the lease. Along came a big city showman
with money in both hands and by offering twice the rent
anybody else offered, and twice as much as the stand was
really worth, copped the lease inside of ten minutes. He
opened at ten cents and did a land-office business. The
money was too easy — the city fellow wanted all the golden
eggs at once. So he stuck the price up to fifteen cents and
put over some miserably cheap stuff. Business suicide! The
public dropped him and unsightly boards now "adorn" the
entrance. He had an exceptionally good opportunity but
ruined it by one bad. unpardonable business stroke.
There are exhibitors who adhere to the policy of drumn ing people into their theater instead of trying to attract
them by superior pictures. It seems hard to believe but
there are still some small exhibitors who are using a piano
and drums, and advertising the combination as "an orches-
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tra." It lakes a mighty good drummer to work in a picture
show without "disturbing" the pictures, to those of esthetic
tastes especially, and when you meet one who thinks the
audience came to hear how well he can drum and to see the
pictures incidentally, then you are going against the impossible. The trick work of some amateur drummers, and
the crashing of cymbals at a critical stage in an engaging
diama, is nut what you would exactly call "a joy and a delight." Some exhibitors cannot understand that the purpose
of music is simply to provide a soothing accompaniment to
the pictures and should not in any instance, except where
effects arc required, be permitted to disturb the screen story.
The same applies to an orchestra in a small town. The
exhibitor who excuses his orchestra by using tlie argument
that the Strand theater in New York employs an orchestra
has got another guess coming. There is a lot of difference.
The Strand orchestra renders its music with intelligent appropriateness and in no instance does it disturb the thoughts
of the audience or jar their finer sensibilities.
The small town orchestra, composed of mediocre musicians, and playing indiscriminately from a repertoire of cheap
ragtime and popular waltz songs, is a far, far different proposition, and its chief virtue is to make a noise that will draw
people in from the streets rather than provide entertainment
for those who have already passed the box office.
The problem of order in a small town theater is also a
serious one that few exhibitors consider worth while to interest themselves in. Some qare little when the entrance to
their theater is blocked up with a gaiiff of foui-mouthed boys
and hoodlums that may keep decent people from coming to
see their show. Thev are apparently afraid of offending
some of tlie loafers because thev might lose a nickel that one
of them occasional spends with him. They do not comprehend that for every nickel they might lose (which they won't

Harold Edel, The Strand's Manager
HAROLD
EDEL. managing director for America's
largest motion picture theater, the Strand, is the youngest man on Broadway holding a similar position. He
was born in Greenville, S. C, 27 years ago and is a graduate
from Georgia University.
Mr. Edel's entry into the entertainment field was in 1904,
when he w'as given
charge of a penny arcade on East Fourteenth street. New
York, owned
by
Mitchell H. Mark, now
president of the Mark
Strand Company, owners and operators of
the Strand theater. New
York.
Mr. Mark soon discovered in the youthful
manager unusual capabilities, worthy of positions of greater responsibility, and transferred
him to Lawrence,
Mass.. to take charge
of a small motion picture theater seating 125
persons, .^fter managing this house for six
months he was transferred to Cleveland. O.,
and given charge of the
Coliseum and Globe
theaters, both of which
he managed successfully for two years. At
that time the .AlhamHarold Edel.
bra theater, in Cleveland's exclusive section, was opened and Mr. Edel was appointed managing director. The .-\lliambra was one of America's most luxurious
picture theaters and possibly the first which had a pipe organ
installed. Mr. Edel inaugurated entertainments which have
since been elaborated upon by others.
Later Mr. Edel accepted the position of general manager
for the Kinemacolor Company of Canada, in which capacity
he presented the fan,ous Durbar pictures in every Canadian
theater of consequence from the .Atlantic to the Pacific
coasts. Later he w-as made general manager for the MarkBrock Theatrical Enterprises in Buffalo and served with this
firm until the new Strand theater in Buffalo, in which he had

because the hoodlum will come anyway), they would probably gain a dollar in patronage from more desirable patrons.
.■\nd when we witness a proprietor who, without lifting a
hand to prevent it, permits the rougher and more or less undesirable element in his audience to shuck peanuts, throw
them boisterously at refined patrons, to guffaw and utter
catcalls upon the first suspicion of suggestiveness in the
screen picture, then we are convinced that this particular exhibitor is a misfit, even though he may be making some
money for the time being. At any rate, he is not a credit
to the industry and we feel sure a really competent man
could be making two dollars with the same stand for every
one that this fellow makes.
The mistakes that are made in advertising pictures is another phase that could be referred to at length. The methods employed by some exhibitors is disgraceful. To them
any plan is considered permissible providing it will draw
the people. Every form of misrepresentation is employed,
with no regard for the truth and no consideration whatever
for the character of the house or the good name of the industry as a whole.
One of the most flagrant examples of misrepresentation
was when an exhibitor advertised a certain feature of a lurid
type. He used these words: "Look what the Moving Picture
World says about this great feature!" Then he quoted
copiously about the wondrous production.
Now the truth is the Moving Picture World didn't praise
the feature at all. Quite the reverse, that journal roasted it
unmercifully. The quotations that the exhibitor used in his
ad were taken out of the department known as "Manufacturers' Advance
Exhibitors
whoNotes."
employ such methods may succeed for a
time, but they cannot become fixtures. God is always with
the right, even though one's faith falters at times.
purchased an interest, was built, when he took charge as
managing director. -A few months ago he was transferred
to New York.
Mr. Edel's experience has given him a keen insight mto
the motion picture field, and he has the happy faculty of
studying his audiences and make up programs to their liking.

Emerson Back With Triangle
Goes to Coast to Direct Douglas Fairbanks in New

Features.

EMERSON, loaned by Triangle to
DIREC
the TOR
Famous JOHN
Players for the past two months, has been
recalled, and has departed for the Triangle-Fine
Arts studios at Hollywood. Cal. The reason for the haste
in the departure of Director Emerson lies in a telegram received by Harry E. .Aitken, President of Triangle, from
Douglas Fairbanks, the same day the ebullient and athletic
star hopped off the train at Hollywood. In his wire Fairbanks
announced that he was on the ground and ready to start on
his next picture, but that he craved two boons — first, that
John Emerson act as his director; second, that Anita Loos,
busy scenaroist of Triangle-Fine Arts, write the titles for his
Miss Loos, it happened, had just left for the coast after a
plays.
brief vacation in New Y'ork. and is ready for her assignment.
Emerson will arrive at Hollywood within the next week or
ten days, and Fairbanks will then begin work on his first
coast picture since "The Half-Breed." Meantime he has
made in the East "Manhattan Madness" and "American .'\risEmerson directed Fairbanks in "His Picture in the Papers,"
tocracy."
one
of the earliest Triangle-Fairbanks releases. The last
production
beforefilm
coming
East two
months
ago hewasmade
the for
Sir "Triangle
Herbert Tree
presentation
of
"Macbeth."
The northwestern Triangle territory, with headquarters at
Seattle, Wash., has been assigned to Peter N. Brinch and
associates. The territory takes in the States of Washington,
Oregon, the northern half of Idaho and that portion of the
State of Montana, lying west of the Rockies. Mr. Brinch
will assume almost immediate charge of this district under
the contract just signed. The contracts covering five other
territorial districts are now pending, and announcement will
be made concerning them in a few days.
MOTION PICTURES IN FOOTBALL TRAINING.
The motion picture camera has been brought into play at
Rutgers College as one of the factors in training the 1916
football squad. It is believed the men on the team will
through watching their own work on the screen more readily
remedy defects in play. The result of the experiment should
prove of interest to other athletic aggregations.
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men's Union ^N. S. \V. ) to discuss
proposed
raisingXhe
of
prices of admission to all Sydney and the
suburban
theaters.
proposed minimum price is six-pence, against the present
three-pence.
* *
*

JOHN F. GAVIN, who recently produced "The Martyrdom
of Nurse Cavell, " now playing under the Famous Players
Co. of Canada, is at present busy on "The Birth of Australia," which he
states willyetbe attempted
by far theinmost
stupendous
and expensive
production
Australia.
The
scenario, which covers a period of 150 years, will necessitate
nearly 600 scenes, and over 1,500 people, including 63 principals, will be employed in the spectacle. The picture will
portray all the Iead,ing events in the history of Australia from
the landing of Captain Cook to the Dardanelles campaign.
Gavin considers that, when completed, the picture will be a
feature worthy of being screened in any theater in the world.

»

»

*

C. Post Mason, who was mentioned in the "Moving Picture
World" of June 24. was sent to America by Mr. Gavin to
exploit the latter's big box office attraction, "The Martyrdom
of Nurse Cavell." Mr. Gavin informs me that Mason has
been successful in disposing the Canadian and English rights
at very satisfactory figures, and that he is at present making
arrangements for it to be screened in the U. S. A. Mason is
best known in this country as a singer of popular ballads on
the Harry Rickards and Fuller \^audeville Circuits.
Gavin has also just completed a two-part production, entitled "The Revue Girls." This features Gwen Lewis, a
member of the Royal Strollers Theatrical Company, at present plajing in Sj'dney.

*

•

*

Franklyn Barrett, formerly with Pathe Freres and more
recently with the George Willoughby Photoplav Company,
lias begun operations on his own account, and has built a
studio in Parramatta, near Sydney, and is at present engaged
on the production of two single-reel comedies.

»

*

•

Higgins Brothers, a local firm, is making a special feature
of topical films at present, and is not producing any dramatic
subjects for the time being.

*

*

*

I understand that Marion Marcus Clark has negotiations
under way for the purchase of the motion picture rights for
the novel written by her father, Marcus Clark, entitled "For
the Term of His Natural Life." A film version of the book
was made by an -Australian company about five years ago,
and was released in America by Sawyer's, Inc., in 1913, under
the title, "The Convict Hero." Some time later Miss Clark
was successful in obtaining an injunction against the screening of the film, which has not been in circulation for nearly
two years.
"For the Term of His Natural Life" is a story of the old
penal settlements in Tasmania, and the plot is highly original,
and suitable for picture presentation.
I hear that the rights
will probably be offered to an American concern.

»

*

*

The Hippodrome, which opened only a fortnight ago as a
photoplay house, closed down again last Saturday, the venture not having proved a success.
The management has not announced any future arrangements.

*

•

«

I would like to draw the attention of film manufacturers
and exporters to the fact that a very strict censorship is
being exercised at present by the Commonwealth military
authorities. I gave the names of a few pictures that had been
stopped last week, and to this list may be added "Sold for
Marriage" (Triangle) and "The Yellow Passport" (WorldV
These pictures were stopped because they showed the Russian Government in a bad light, and also contained scenes that
rr.ight influence feeling against our ally. There are a number
■of similar pictures being produced, and it is just a waste of
time sending them to this country — during the war, at any
rale. The law seems to provide that the "villain" of any
picture may be an American, an Englishman or a neutral, but
if he happens to be a Russian, Frenchman, or Japanese, the
picture is not allowed to pass.
"The Yellow Passport" was taken off after two days screening at the new Sydney theater, "Hoyt's." where it was one
of the opening attractions.

*

*

*

A meeting is to be held next week by the Federated Show-

"The Phantom," the Triangle subject that was held up by
the police department, was passed by the chief secretary, Mr.
George Black, last week. It is now the current screening at
. * a great drawing card.
the Crystal Palace, where *it is* proving
Lieut. Jim Anderson is back in Sydney from New Zealand,
where he went to establish the Fox Films throughout the
Dominion. "Yes," said the rotund lieutenant. "I'm back.
So is Carey Wilson, who went with me.
"We left Sydney on August 11, returned September 4, and
during the intervening time leased quarters, furnished them,
built up an organization, and started the sign which will soon
reach throughout both islands of the Dominion.
"Our New Zealand home is situated in 65 Willis street,
Wellington, in the center of the business district, and beautifully furnished offices have
» been
* established."
*
The .Australian
rights Films.
for "Gloria's
havehas been
secured
by Australasian
Ltd. TheRomance"
release date
not
yet been announced. This v\ill undoubtedly be one of the
best box office attractions offered by this firm for a considerable time.

*

*

*

.Another serial nearly due for release is "The Adventures
of Terence O'Rourke," which are being handled by Fraser
Films, Ltd. The first episode will be released in a few weeks,
immediately upon the finish of their present serial, 'The

»
*
»
Broken Coin."
A new news-gazette is to be released by Fraser Films. Ltd.,
in the near future. There are two local gazettes at present,
one being produced by Australasian Films. Ltd., and the
other by the Co-operative Exchanee.

*

*

*

"The Mutiny of the Bounty," a five-part picture produced
by Raymond Longford, is easily the best historical subject
yet produced in this country. The story, which is taken from
an event in the early history of Australia, makes a very good
picture, and the acting is consistently good, especially that
of George Cross, who plays the leading character. The
photography is a special feature of the production, containing some of the finest artistic work I have seen in any production, American, English or local. It is understood that
negotiations are under way for the release of the picture in
America.

*

*

*

.Although common enough in the United States, so far Australia has not had a picture theater which changed the program six days in the week. The Boomerang theater, situated
in Coogee. a suburb of Sydnej'. has the distinction of being
the first theater to have a daily change of program. This
theater was opened last week, and is one of the finest picture
shows in the suburbs. Erected at a cost of £10.000, the
building contains all the latest improvements, including a
convenience has been inEvery modern
large sliding
stalled for theroof.
convenience
of the patrons. Manager Bray
says that the name Boomerang was chosen because it means
"come back again."
It is admittedly very appropriate.
TOM. S. IMRIE.
Sydney, N. S. W., Australia.
September 13, 1916.
"MOTHER"

BENSON

DIES.

After having been confined for several months to her home
in Hollywood, Mrs. May Benson, known in the photoplay
as "Mother" Benson, died on September 29. "Mother"
world
Benson had been three years with the Universal West Coast
studios and for a long time played in films with the late
"Daddy" Manley, whose death greatly grieved her. The
little old lady was a great favorite at the film capital and
her services always were in demand by directors. She had
had a long and varied career on the legitimate stage and in
pictures and her death was mourned sincerely by the Universalites with whom she had been so intimately associated.
LOIS

WEBER

STARTS

NEW

FEATURE.

"The Mysterious Mrs. Musselwhite" is the title of a new
feature production started at Universal City by Lois Weber.
The story originally was published in a current magazine but
has been adapted for the screen by Miss Weber. Mary McLaren will be featured.
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New

Photoplay Palace Is Magnificent in Equipment and Superb in Construction — Owned and Operated by Company
of Which William F. Klatt is Head— Occupies Plot of
Ground 107 by 220 Feet — Operating Room Is 14 by 26
Feet in Size — Prices Range from 10 to 50 Cents.

was
largest theater,
Detroit's
Regent
new with
THEopened
Monday,
entertainment
invitational
an Theater,
September 18. 1916. The Regent is owned and operated by the Regent Theater Company, of which \Vm. F.
Klatt, the well-known tlicater man. is president; Judge John
B. W'helan. treasurer, and C. A.
Mc\'icker. general director and
booking agent. C. \V. Porter is
house manager. The Regent
Theater is situated in the new
heart of Detroit, the intersection of the Grand Boulevard
and Woodward Avenue. Destreet.
business
troit's principal
of
a plot
occupies
The building
ground 107j/2x220. and has probably the largest and finest auditorium outside the city of
Xew York. The entire structure is built of brick, stone,
steel, and reinforced concrete.
The \\"oodward Avenue elevation is composed of a marble
base with the second and third
stories of brick trimmed with
stone. This portion of the
building, three stories in height,
contains the entrance, lobby and
offices. On each side of the
main entrance are steel poster
frames set in the masonry and
Wm. F. Klatt.
,slazed with plate glass. .A
large marquise of steel and glass
affords protection from the elements.
Above the marquise is a large electric sign consisting of
an oval, in which is the word "Regent." Below this is a
three-line interchangeable sign, while standing at each end
on top of the interchangeable sign are two rampant lions
which support the oval. Around the oval are exposed incandescent lamps which are operated on a flasher. Along
the front of the marquise is also an interchangeable sign.
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and weighing 1,250 pounds each. These lamps are of cast
iron, covered with gold loaf and glazed with Cathedral glass.
The panels between the brackets in the cornice are also
picked out with lights. In addition to these lighting effects
there are six reflectors on the top of the marquise for flood
lighting.
To tile ri.glit of the entrance lobby, which has walls of
brick and marble and a ceiling and frieze of terra cotta tinted
in tone with the brick work, the large and commodious ticket
office is situated. The ticket office is of marble and glass
and is ntted with the latest ticket vending and change making
machines, also with burglar and police arrangements within
easy reach of the cashier. .A handsome brass rail separates the ticket buyers from the outgoing patrons. The ceiling of the lob;)y is studded with lamps, and a magnificent
fixture of unique and original design, which contains fifty-five
lamps, is suspended from the center. On the left is a door
leading to the offices. There are si.x mahogany doors glazed
with plate glass leading into the foyer from the lobby. The
floor of the lobby is graded with an easy rise from the sidew^alk to auditorium level and is made of non-slipping vitreous
tile in beautiful colors, ranging from, light to very deep red.
The walls of the lobby are paneled with mirrors and poster
frames, aud the radiators are set in the recesses behind
wrought iron screens of striking design. A beautiful marble
wainscoting of .Alps Green marble extends entirely around

Regent Theater, Detroit, Mich.

Interior of the Regent Theater, Detroit. Mich.
All lights except those operated on the flasher are concealed.
Above the electric sign at each side of the building are suspended two huge lamps of beautiful design 9 feet in length

this room. The color scheme of the lobby is in rich, warm
French grays and paneling is brought out in beautiful blue
tones. The ceiling is beamed and the excellent arrangement
of the liehting fixtures throws the paneling in strong relief.
On each side of the foyer are drinking fountains. There
are four of these fountains, two in foyer and two in lounge
room on the second floor. The foyer is divided with a row of
handsome brass posts connected with chains. The foyer is
20 feet wide and 105 feet long with floors of beautiful tile.
As one passes through
the foyer he is impressed with the
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huge size and dignity of the auditorium. This magnificent
room occupies the lull width of the lot, is 105 feet long and
has a ceihng height of 6U feet. From a point about midway
in the house the side walls are gradually curved in with an
easy sweep to intersect the proscenium opening which is 48
feet wide and 32 feet high. The balcony extends from the
back over less than half of the house, thereby leaving a very
high and airy room. The walls of the room show- a base with
pilasters surmounted above by a frieze 12 feet in height, then
a richly ornamented cornice. Around the entire outside walls
of tlie auditorium the ceiling is heavily beamed in striking design, while the held is worked out in square flat panels. The
base of the walls is done in a grayish brown; the pilasters in
gray with caps of gold; the wall panels in old ivory with
green stenciling. The frieze is richly ornamented in deep
blues of striking strength and gold, while the lesser ornament is in different tones of red. The cornice is cream, with
the panels between in strong blues and pold.
There are twenty exits in the auditorium, all being of generous size and conveniently located so that the building can
be emptied quickly. The auditorium tloor is of concrete, except the aisles, which are of non-slipping vitreous tile. There
are no boxes on the sides of the auditorium, but at a point
about seventy degrees from the stage front, on the parquette
floor there are two rows of boxes extending across the house,
and one row of boxes in the front of the balcony. There are
1,900 seats on the first floor, about 900 in the balcony and 288
box chairs. There are no columns in the house, and every
seat has a perfect sight line to the stage. The orchestra pit
is large and roomy and accommodates a thirty-two piece orchestra. The stage is 75 feet in width.
The stage setting
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lounge room are floored with non-slippine tile. The center
incline from lounge to balcony is a bridge. This unusual
leature was brought about by opening tlie under side of the
balcony to a point about 12 feet above the mezzanine, or
lounge floor, so that those in the lounge room may look down
on the people on the main floor. Opening off the lounge
room is a women's room 28 by 30 feet in size, which is
floored in the same tile as the lounge room. The walls and
ceilings are decorated in French grays with bands of nasturtiums worked into the general scheme. There is a fireplace
in this room of beautiful and odd design. The furnishings
here are wicker done in old ivory with upholstering in
old rose and tan. The hangings are old rose. Ascending to
the
balcony
level one finds the men's smoking room, 28 by
30 feet
in size.
The lighting in the house deserves special mention, the
fixtures in the auditorium ceiling being designed as part of
the ceiling. In addition to the general illumination there are
also additional 20 outlets in the ceiling which, when special
lighting is desired, give the appearance of stars in the sky.
Lighting fixtures are in deep, ruddy gold, relieved by blue
and red. The house is protected by an automatic sprl^ler
system in addition to the stand pipes. The projection room
is 14 by 26 feet in size with reinforced concrete floor and
ceiling, and tile and brick walls. The screen is 18 by 24 feet
in size. Essentially the projection equipment consists of
three Powers 6B machines, two spot arcs, two General Elecboard.tric compensarcs. three arc transformers and the switchWilliam F. Klatt, who promoted the Regent, is one of Detroit's oldest exhibitors, if not the pioneer, having started
the Bijou theater on Monroe Avenue more than eleven years
ago. In addition to the Regent, he operates the Vendome,
Gratiot. Jewell and Rosedale theaters in Detroit, all of which
are booked by C. A. McVicker, who is Mr. Klatt's "right
hand man."
The admission prices range from 10 to 50 cents.

DONALD

THOMPSON,

WAR

PHOTOGRAPHER.

TO

SECURE motion pictures of actual fighting in the
European conflict requires a mixture of skill, courage,
official influence and knowledge of military affairs. All
these qualities are combined in the person of Donald C.
Thompson, staff photographer for Leslie's Weekly and official cinematographer to the French Government. For that
reason his collection of
films stands in a cla^apart from the mas?
stuff which has bcL:.
exhibited in this country in the guise of
"war pictures"
which
has been inand
so

Beautiful Lounge

Room

of Regent

Theater,

Detroit,

Mich.

designed by the architects after Versailles, is a beautiful piece
of work as well as the asbestos curtain. The asbestos curtain is decorated in a manner similar to the wall panels. The
medallions which are the motif of the frieze is repeated on the
center of the curtain so that when the asbestos is down the
walls seem to be carried across the arch opening.
The big pipe organ is one of the largest in the country
and is distributed in five parts. It is a five-manual organ
with fifty-five "speaking" stops. The great organ and the
orchestral organ are placed in rooms on the south side of the
auditorium; the sw^ell organ on the north side; the echo organ
in the clear story above the ceiling of the auditorium and
percussion organ under the stage. The screens over the
shutters are beautifully designed and form a decorative part
of the auditorium walls.
All stairs are of reinforced concrete with tile treads, iron
risers, and wrought iron balustrades. Ascending the stairs
to the mezzanine level, one steps into a magnificent lounge
room which is about 22 feet in width and 96 feet long. The
ceiling of this room is curved in the fashion of a barrel and
along one side, the space that is usually unoccupied under
the balcony has been made use of by a series of alcoves. The
lounge room is beautifully furnished in French gray wHcker
furniture and velour draperies of blue and old rose. Standing lamps are liberally distributed. These lamps have shades
decorated to conform with the various colors used in the
room. On the walls are large mirrors. The floor of this
room is of small tile of beautiful soft colors ranging from
light tan to deep reds with a design worked through it in
green tile. The tile is laid in basket pattern. The colors
used in this room have been so carefully selected that the
whole scheme blends in a beautiful ensemble.
The inclines giving entrance
to the
balcony
from
the

many cases either utterly spurious or taken
so far from the actual
front line of battle as
to be of little more
than academic interest
Mr. Thompson returned from France recently to recover from
the effects of a shell
wound which he received in the front line
trenches and he has
been employing his period of convalescence
in assembling ten reels
of the most thrilliiiL:
scenes which he pictured during many
months with the Allied
Donald C. Thompson.
forces. When he had
them arranged as he
wanted them, under the self-explanatory title, "War As It
Really Is," he took them to S. L. Rothapfel, managing director of The Rialto. and offered him the exclusive right
to show them in public. After a thrilling two hours during
which the complete set was run off for his benefit, Mr.
Rothapfel promptly closed with Mr. Thompson on his offer
and an arrangement was entered into whereby selected portions of the pictures will be included each week on The
Rialto program as an added feature, beginning Sunday,
October 15. Furthermore, when Mr. Thompson leaves for
Russia this week, to join the army of Grand Duke Nicholas
on the Roumanian front, he will begin sending back a
weekly reel of pictures to The Rialto whenever transportation facilities and the censorship will permit.
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Mclnty're
Traveling
Noted Comedianinto "The
Repeat His
Stage SuccessSalesman"
Before Famous
Players Camera for Paramount

Program.

BY the
AN"celebrated
arrangement
elTcctcil will
this make
week. his
I'rank
Mclntyre.
comedian,
dehut
on the
screen under the auspices of the Famous Players Film
Company, in a picturization of his greatest stage success,
"The Traveling Salesman," by James Forbes.
This typical .American comedy created a mirth-sensation
during its engagement at the Liberty theater. New York, a
few years ago, when
under the management
of the late Henry B.

^CTl^

Harris, Mr. Mclntyre's
inimitable interpretation of the funny drummer was received a^ one
of the most humorous
character creations ever
contributed to the
stage.
"The Traveling
Salesmen" was considered to possess unusual screen material
by many of the larger
feature producing companies, who have made
frequent and flattering
offers to Mr. Mclntyre
to enact this characterization before the
camera. His consent to
make his photoplay debut with the company
through which so many
of his contemporary
stage stars have been
Frank
Mclntyre.
; introduced to the motion picture public, is therefore in the nature of a managerial
triumph.
Mr. Mclntyre has had an interesting stage history, having traversed all the theatrical paths that lead to stardom,
including stock and one night stand engagements in the
earlier years of his career, .\fter his success in "The Traveling Salesman" he toured the country with it, repeating his
metropolitan hit in all the cities, towns and hamlets in
which he had formerly appeared under far more trying circumstances as a struggling artist. Among the plays in
. which he has won personal triumphs are "Captain Malley,"
"A Poor Man," "My Wife's Husband," "Major .\ndre," and
"The Hat Salesman."
The plot, in brief, has to do with the romance which develops from the first meeting of the traveling salesman and
the girlish telegraph operator at Grand Crossing. The girl
has some property that two schemers plan to get away from
her by biddjng for it when it is up for sale for taxes. The
traveling salesman learns of the plot, foils it and finally wins
out after undergoing all the conditions of misery because
the girl mistrusts him and believes in her enemies.
This photoplay comedy will appear on the Paramount
Program during, the ne.xt few weeks.

WORLD

Keenan departs from the sort of role with which he has
been idcntilicd hitherto, and in this story plays a rough old
mountaineer who has hardened his heart against the w^orld
because Fate has made his only child a girl. FIc brings the
child up as a boy, and it is her blossoming into womanhood
and eventually winning his reluctant affection that forms the
delightfully human theme of the story.
War Pictures taken by Donald C. Thompson, and Roscoe
Arbuckle and his dog in "Fatty's Loyal Friend," were added
features. Brind's "Intimate Studies of Bird Life" and the
topical digest were also on the program.
The Russian Balalaika Orchestra, Hilda Goodwin, and
Elizabeth Murray furnished the extra musical numbers.
Claire Xiles gave a dance novelty.
Romeo and Juliet at the Broadway.
Shakespeare's immortal love story, Romeo and Juliet was
presented for the week at the Broadway theater by the
Metro Pictures Corporation. Francis X. Bushman and
Beverly Bayne have the title roles. The screen version is
in eight reels, and six hundred persons were used in the production.
The program also contained the Paramount-Burton Holmes
travel
comedy.pictures, the pictograph, news events, cartoons, and a
The Eighty-First Street Theater
Bill.
M the Eighty-First Street theater four Triangle pictures
were shown. Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. H. B.
Warner in "The Vagabond Prince," and a Keystone comedy
were given. Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, Norma
Talmadge in "Fifty-Fifty," and a new Sennett Keystone
comedy were on the program.

Frances Nelson in Metro Feature Play
FRANCES NELSON. Metro star, soon will begin in the
Rolfe studio on a new feature play which has been
adapted for her by Harry O. Hoyt. The production will
deal with a woman's reverie in a police station. The story is
filled with dramatic incidents, and the part is admirably
adapted to the emotional powers of Miss Nelson. John W.
Noble will direct the production.
Born in St. Paul, Minn., her childhood spent in Boston,
Miss Nelson's first stage experience was with Lew Fields in

At heading .Picture Theaters
Programs for the Motion
Week ofPicture
OctoberHouses.
22 at New

York's Best

"The Rainbow Princess" at The Strand.
AT
THE Strand theater Daniel Frohman presented .\nn
Pennington in a new photodrama entitled, "The Rainbow Priness." by Shannon Fife. Miss Pennington enacts the role of Hope, a waif who has been picked up by
"Pop" Blodgett. owner of a circus, and forced to do most
of the dangerous turns in the show. There arc many thrilling
situations in the play. In support of Miss Pennington are:
William Courtleigh, Jr., Edwin Sturgis, Charles Sutton, Harry
Lee, Clifford Gray, and Augusta Anderson.
The first installment of the Battle of the Somme. the
fourth chapter of Ditmar's "Living Book of Nature." Travel
and Educational studies, and the Strand Topical Review
were also shown.
On the musical program were the original Hawiian Players
from Ziegfield's
Follies, Grace Hoffman, soprano, and Irene
Stolofsky,
violinist.
"Jim Grimsbjr's Boy" at the Rialto.
Frank Keenan and Enid Markey shared honors in "Jim
Grimsbj-'s
Boy," a Triangle
feature, at the Rialto.
Mr.

Frances Nelson.

"The Wife Hunters." Next she appeared in stock in Philadelphia and in Indianapolis. Her last experience on the
speaking stage, before going into motion pictures, was with
Thomas A. Wise in "The Silver Wedding."
Her first motion picture experience was at the old Biowas seen as an
graph in "The Chieftain's Sons," in which she
Indian girl. Among the pictures in which she has been seen
are "Love's Crucible," "The Family Cupboard," "The Revolt,__
"Human Driftwood," "Sins of Society," "The Stolen Voice,_^
"The Almighty Dollar," "The House of Fear," ".Ambition,
and "So Runs the Way."

DORIS KENYON IN "THE MAN WHO STOOD STILL."
Co-starred with Lew Fields in "The M:ui Who Stood Still"
is Doris Kenyon, an amazingly prety girl who is coming
along very rapidly as a motion picture actress.
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Elaborate Features on Paramount Program
Marguerite Clark Makes First Appearance Since the Renewal
of Her Famous Players' Contract.
week of October 30 will be remembered in the history of Paramount Pictures Corporation by reason ot
the fact that Marguerite Clark makes her nrst appearance on this date after the renewal of her contract with the
Famous Players Film Company, to remain on the screen
rather than succumb to the inducements of the footlights.

THE

Miss Clark will appear in "Miss George Washington," one
of the most exceptionally clever productions Paramount has
ever been able to offer its exhibitors.
The phenomenal rise of Miss Clark to a position of preeminence among screen stars, has been one of the most remarkable chapters of motion picture history. Coming fresh
from the musical comedy stage. Miss Clark became a favorite
overnight when she made her screen debut in the Famous
Players picture "Wildflower," in which she created a veritable
sensation. From that time she has ranked as one of the foremost motion picture stars in popularity and in accomplishment. Exhibitors throughout the country are looking forward with keen delight to the ri-appearance of Miss Clark as
a regular star on the Paramount Program.
The other feature for this week is "Seventeen," a picturization of Booth Tarkington's humorous masterpiece in which
Louise Huff and Jack Pickford co-star. "Seventeen" was
produced under the direction of Robert G. Vignola, and marks
the return of jack Pickford to the Paramount Program as a
member of the Famous Players forces after a long absence.
His last appearance in the productions of this company,
having been in "Poor Little Peppina." in which he appeared
in support of his sister Mary. Miss Huff was last seen on the
screen in "The Reward of Patience" in which she played
the Quaker girl. "Seventeen" is one of Booth Tarkington's
greatest successes and deals with a phase of life which no
normal youngster escapes, and is. therefore, universal in its
appeal. This is the first time that Miss Huff and Mr. Pickford
have been co-stars. Throughout the country brooksellers
are co-operating with exhibitors in advertising this production, as this book was for many years, one of America's "best
sellers."
In addition to the two features on the Program, Paramount will release four single reel features, the 38th edition
of the magazine-on-lhe-screen Paramount Pictographs. The
JQth of the series of "Little Trips Around the World" conducted by Burton Holmes, in which he takes his fellow
travelers to view the wonderful "Vesuvius Volcano in Eruption." The Paramount-Bray Cartoon drawn by L. M. Glackens. entitled "Greenland's Icy Mountains." and Paramount's
third comedy "A Troublesome Trip," produced by the United
States Motion Picture Corporation.
The 38th edition of the Paramount Pictographs. the ma'gazine-on-the-screen, contains four very interesting subjects,
the hrst of which is "Art and the Etcher," in which Walter
Raymond DutT, one of the most skillful etchers in the world,
consented to pose for the screen and give the public a more
intimate idea of how this delicate work is done and show
conclusively that their artistic genius has developed great
skill in the more mechanical details required to produce the
finished etchings, as most etchings are simply reproductions
of paintings which are done by skilled craftsmen and which
have little value compared with the original work of a real
artist — these pictures are indeed unusual.
Another subject is "The Passing of the Cowboy," which
romantic and picturesque figure has been associated with daring feats of the western plains and who is rapidly disappearing before the march of so-called civilization, is shown in a
series of exceptional trick riding and broncho busting features. Among the famous riders who consented to pose for
these pictures, are Dolly Mullins. the most fearless wom.an
rider in the world, famous for her daring; Bert Gudgeon, who
carried off first honors at the 1916 Stampede at Sheepshead
Bay. where he surpassed his rivals with his dexterity in using
the lariat, and Buck Moulton, who has been broncho busting
since he was 15 years of age and is world famous for his
fearlessness in handling outlaw horses.
The other two features in this screen magazine are "Fall
Sports on Lake Ontario." which were posed for b.y E. F.
Warner, editor of "Field and Stream." and the second of the
series of Sculptured Plastiques. executed bv the famous sculptor. W'illiam d'A. Hopkins. The subject this week is entitled
"Everybody's Uncle Sam."
Burton Holmes in the 39th travel which he is conducting
for Paramount, goes to the Island of Vesuvius, visiting it
during the time this volcano is in eruption.
To witness the
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violent and destructive eruption of any mighty .volcano is a
startling experience and not always an enviable one. The
awfulness of the scene, the helplessness of human beings at
such a time, and the dreadful uncertainty as to what may
happen to an entire community, unfortunate enough to be in
immediate vicinity when nature undergoes one of these
convulsions.

Mollie King with Pathe
ONE
of the latest screen stars engaged for the Pathe
Gold Rooster productions is Miss Mollie King, who is
featured in "Kick In." which has just been produced by
the Astra Film Corporation. Miss King also plays the lead
in a serial now being made for Pathe.
"Kick In" is a famous Woods' success which will be released in a short time and in which Miss King was co-starred
with William Courtney.
Mollie King was born in New York City on April 18, 1898.
.She attended the New York public schools, graduating from
Wadleigh High School. Her first stage appearance was at
the age of eight months, and she has been on the stage ever
since. She played in several Broadway successes and was
aGarden
feature after
at the aW'inter
twoyear tour of the Ornheum Vaudeville Circus, where she and her
sister Nellie did a sister act. She has been
starred in several of the
prodiH:tions of the
World Film Corporation and is well known
to the motion picture
audience throughout the
country. Miss King
can sing and dance
charmingly as millions
of vaudeville fans
throughout the country
can attest.
Mollie
King's
first actual stage
engagement
after she had passed the
infant stage, was an important child part she
played with Maxine Elliott in "Her Own
Way." She was then
seven years old and
Mollie King.
made a hit both in New
York, and in London
As a child actress she

,,

also play in "The Royal Family" and "The Little Prmcess,
as well as with the leading Denman Thompson m his vaudeville sketch "Joshua Whitcomb."
After leaving school. Miss King acted as an understudy
for Elizabeth Brice. in the musical comedy "The Winsome
Widow," playing the star's part on many occasions. She was
then 15 years old. Afterwards she played a season in vaudeville with her sister Nellie, then filled an engagement with
the passing show at the Winter Garden, and then supported
■ Sam Bernard in "The Belle of Bond Street."
Miss King comes from a theatrical family. Her brother,
Charlie King, is known through the world as a member of
the famous team of Brice and King, and her sister Nellie is a
vaudeville artist.

ADDRESS THE PHOTODRAMATISTS.
At the next regular meeting of the Photodramatists. to be
held in the rooms of the Balboa Feature Film Co.. Mecca
Bldg., 1600 Broadway, on Tuesday evening. October 24. Dr.
\'ictor O. Freeburg. instructor in photoplay writmg at Columbia University will he the guest of honor, and will address
the club on "Characterization in the Photoplay" and "Dramatic Symbolism of the Screen Drama." Members of the
Playwrights' Club and the Society of American Dramatists
of the photoand" Composers will be present as the guests
plav organization, and a cordial invitation to be present on
this occasion is extended to anyone — writer, editor, director
or player— who is reallv interested in the development of
sharp.
o'clock
The meeting will be called to order at eight
the photodrama.
DR.

FREEBURG
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Mutual Program
Mary

Miles Minter,
Margarita
Fischer
and and Edn;iund
August on the List tor the Week of October 30.
MAK\' Mll.i:S MI\ri;R ,uul Margarita Fischi-r. both
Iainuu> scrL-cii beauties, will head a release schedule
ot' more than ordinary interest and excellence for the
Mutual Kilm Corporation the week of October 30.
Miss Minter, the fourteen-year-old "lovely Mary." will apOctober
3(1, in "Faith,"
the thirdproduced
of her
series pearofon Monday,
Mutual Star
productions
for the Mutual
at the studios of the American Film Company, at Santa Barbara, Cal. In it the charming star appears in the role of a
girl in search of mother love. It is a story especially designed
to bring out the young player's highest powers of interpretation, as well as her greatest charm and sweetness, for "Faith"
was written especially for her by James Kirkwood, her director.
There is a great deal of excellent work done in this picture
by Miss Minter, by her director and by the supporting cast.
Perry Hanks is especially noteworthy in his role of a onetime brilliant lawyer degraded by drink, who summons all
his past powers together for the supreme eftOrt which saves
"Faith," the only one who has befriended him, from the dishonor that others would place upon her.
Miss Minter's sister, Margaret Shelby, is also seen in the
cast, as is Lizette Tliorne, Mrs. Gertrude Le Brandt, Josephine Taylor and Clarence Burton.
Margarita F'ischer's perfect beauty of countenance and
form equips her exceptionally for the role of "Vulita," a
daughter of the South Seas, in the five-part drama "The
Pearl of Paradise," which will mark the extjnisite actress's
first appearance in Mutual Star productions, and her return
to the Mutual after an absence of considerably over a year.
"Miss Jackie of the Navy," a drama in which Miss Fischer
plays the role of a girl masquerading as a boy, formerly announced as the first of Miss Fischer's five-part pictures made
by the Pollard Picture Plays Company, under the direction
of Harry Pollard, has been postponed until a later date.
As "Gomez," the father, appears Joseph Harris. Harry
Pollard plays the role of the beloved "John Uailow," J. Gordon Russell is the trouble making element as "Captain Piete
Van Dekken," an uncouth suitor for "Yulita's" hand. Beatrice
VanThere
appears
roledramas
of the of
fiancee
"John strong,
Dallow." tense,
will in
be the
three
shortof length,
concise
and full of scenic and pictorial beauty during theweek.
"Paying the Price," a two-reel Mutual, will appear on Monday. October 30. "Canned Curiosity" will be released on
Thursday, November 2, and "The Eternal Challenge" will go
out on Saturday, Nov. 4.
"Paying the Price" and "The Eternal Challenge" are
strong problem plan's all the more impressive for the lack of
padding which makes it possible to limit their exceptional
plots to two reels.
Edwin August will appear in his third Mutual short drama
release in "Canned Curiosity," a charming drama with an
infectious comedy touch pervading. It is the story of a
young writer imbued with sceptical ideas concerning women.
He thinks them possessed of overpowering curiosity, and
swears that he will never marry until he finds a woman who
is free from this fault. Mr. August is supported in this playlet by Iva Shepard, William Bailey and Ruth B'air.
Orral Humphrey, the eccentric American comedian, appears to great advantage in two very diversified comedies in
one-reel on Tuesday. October 31. "The Last Thrust" is
purely corned}*, being the story of mix ups and funny rivalries, but "Spartan Spleen" contains enough of the dramatic
and the real heroic to make it rather a drama with strong
comedy element. It is the story of an absent- minded and
seemingly weak-Iivered soldier who discloses imusual bravery.
"Nearly a Hero," an amusing Cub comedy, will be released
on Friday, and on Sunday, November .t, Paddy McGuire, the
Vogue's screaming comedy hit, will appear in "Bungling
Bill's Bow Wow." Between a mongrel cur which has brains,
and Paddy McQuire, this two-reel \ogue is a continual
laugh.
Mutual's material
usual weekly
output
of scenic,
current
news
and■Phemagazine
produced
by the
Gaimiont
Company
will appear on Wednesday and Sunday. Mutual Weekly No.
94 and the split reel-scenic-comic "See .\merica First" and
"Kartoon Komic" will appear on Wednesday. "Reel Life,"
the Mutual's magazine in film, will appear on Sunday.
ALBERT COWLER WITH TRIANGLE.
Triangle-Kay
Bee has annexed
another
eastern
scenario
writer, in the person of .•\lbert Cowles, who has left New
York for Culver City to turn out plays for the Ince stars.

WORLD

Boyd Marshall, Thanho'user Leading Man

BOYD
M.\RSH.\1,1.. like Wayne Arey, another Thanitouser leading man, came from a small town in the
middle west. Mr. Marshall's home is Port Clinton,
Ohio, on Sandusky Bay, and he never has forgotten his birthplace. Whenever he has a vacation it is to Port Clinton
that Mr. Marshall goes.
In his early youth Mr. Marshall thought he was born to be
a professor of Greek and Latin. He was a star pupil in the
dead languages in the Port Clinton High School and went
to the University of
Michigan to continue
his studies. He got
'into the glee club
there and Orpheus
battled w i t h Caesar
and won. Mr. MarMarshall decided to become a singer.
He attended the
Michigan Conservatory
of Music for three
years, then invaded
New York. Ailcr a
season with Fritzi
Scheflf in "Mile. Modiste" he went into vaudeville with "The Pianophiends" and later
with "A Night on a
Houseboat." He toured
in a sketch called "The
Wall Between," then
joined Kolb and Dill in
San Francisco, playing
leads. He was juvenile
baritone at the Hippodrome in New York in
"Under Many Flags,"
after which he joined
a musical stock comBoyd Marshall.
pany in Elmira, N. Y.
Three years ago he decided to try motion pictures and
joined the Thanhouser company, with whom he has been
ever since. Mr. Marshall and Muriel Ostriche were featured
in a number of Thanhouser-Princcss plays. Mr. Marshall is
leading man with Valkyrien in "Hidden Valley." to be released through I'athc on November 5, and in "The World
and Woman," starring Jeanne Eagels, to be released on November 19. He also has important parts supporting Frederick Warde in "King Lear" and "The Vicar of Wakefield."

CONCERNING

THE

CHRISTIE

COMEDY

COMPANY.

Ncal Burns is playing his second week of ;he "Yankee
Prince" at the Los Angeles Burbank Theater, having been
loaned to the cast by Al Christie of the Christie Comedy
Company. It is a strenuous life, Mr. Burns has decided,
making pictures from nine to five and dashing onto the Burbank stage at eight-thirty in George M. Cohan's rollicking
role. The box office receipts indicate that this musical comedy will run a third week. C. H. Christie leaves for New
York this week and expects to remain for a busy month in
the interests of the Christie Film Comedy.
William E. Wing, who wrote one hundred and eighteen
comedies for Mack Sennett in the "old days." has prepared a
series of six two-reel comedies to be produced by the Christie Company. The one slated for early production is "Undone," "The Purity Hypocrite." Mr. Wing says you can take
his word for it that it will be a thriller. The title predicts
as much.

LITTLE

MARY

SUNSHINE
PATHE

STARS
PLAY.

AGAIN

IN

A

.Ml babies are valuable to the state and to society, but Baby
Helen Marie Osborne, now known as "Little Mary Sunshine," isthe only one on record who is capable of earning
the salary of a bank president. Fame came to Baby Osborne
over night. She starred so delightfully in the Pathe Gold
Rooster play. "Little Mary Sunshine." that the whole world
took her to its collective heart. Now Pathe announces the
wonderful baby as the star in "Shadows and Sunshine," a
Gold Rooster Play to be released on November 12.
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ful Amoskeag Falls from which the manufactory derives its
name, views of the neat tenements erected by the company for

Beban Re-engaged by Morosco-Pallas
Popular Star Returns to Paramount
Program
By Popular
Request — Donald Crisp to Direct All His Subjects.
of Italian
delineator
GEORGE BEBAN. the well known
character roles, has signed a long term contract with
Morosco-Pallas and left New York on the Twentieth
Century Tuesday afternoon, October 17, for the studios of
these companies in Los Angeles. The engagement of Mr.
Beban' was effected by Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president of the

the accommodation of their employees, the children's playground and swimming pool, sports indulged in by the employees, and the outpouring of a portion of the thousands of
employees from one of the many general e.xits of the factory,
are also included.

Some Job of Cutting
Joe

of His Work
on "Twenty
Thousand
Leagues Under the Sea."
COMPLETELY
fagged out by the three weeks of day
and night work on the Universal submarine spectacle,
"Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea," Joe
Brandt, general manager of the Universal, returned to New
York on Monday, October 16. from Chicago, where he superintended the opening of the spectacle at the Studebaker Theater. President Carl Laemmle preceded Mr. Brandt to New
York by two days.
The task of making "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the
Sea" a success was put directly up to Mr. Brandt by President Laemmle and judging from the encomiums of the Chicago newspaper critics,
Joe has made good.

Ir.

and
.^

Mrs. George
Beban
Leaving
Grand
Central
Morasco-Pallas Studios, Los Angeles.

for

iFamoij's- Players-Lasky Corporation, and marks the first
stellar addition to the Famous Players-Lasky-Morosco-Pallas
companies since their combination announced recently.
The initial Beban production under tiie new contract will
be an Italian character subject written by himself in collaboration with Lawrence McCloskey. Other subjects of different
. Latin types will follow.
Shortly after Mr. Beban signed his name on the dotted
line, Donald Crisp, who has been connected with D. W.
Griffith in an advisory capacity for many years, was engaged
to supervise the production of all the Beban photoplays. Mr.
Crisp is prominently known as director of many subjects, including "Ramona."
Accompanying the star on his transcontinental trip is John
Clymer, the well known photoplay author, who has been
engaged to collaborate exclusively with Mr. Beban on all
his future productions. At the Grand Central depot to see
him off were Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Pierce, Lawrence McCloskey, J. Parker Reed, Jr., and a delegation from the
Friars
ClubBeban
who also
sang accompanied
the Friars' song
as the train pulled
out.
Mrs.
her husband.

An Interesting Industrial
Cotton Growing and Manufacturers Illustrated in a Four Reel
Subject Produced for Advertising Purposes.
FOUR reels of clearly photographed film covering in detail the cotton industry from the sowing of tire seed to
the shipping of finished fabrics, were exhibited at Carnegie Hall on Wednesday evening, Oct. 18, before an appreciative audience. These films were made by the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company for the Amoskeag Manufacturing Company of Manchester, N. H., to be shown by them in
the various large cities of the United States for purely advertising purposes, the exhibition rights to be retained by the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company.
The first of these reels is taken up with the preliminaries of
the industry, such as the sowing of the cotton seed, the harvesting of the cotton, its transportation to the gin where it
is stripped of its seeds, pressed into bales and shipped to the
manufacturing plant. Here it is put through the cleaning,
dyeing, and carding processes which are some of the first
steps toward makine it ready for the loom.
The second and third reels show the actual manufacture of
attractive ginghams and other cotton fabrics. The fourth reel
besides escorting us from end to end of the huge manufactory
occupying at least a mile and a half, covers the manufacture
of worsted goods and the making of seamless bags. In addition to what has already been recorded we are also introduced to the print shop, where all the literature, letter and
bill heads, etc., for the firm are made.
Glimpses of the beauti-

Brandt

Proud

When the Universal's
greater picture
received in the was
rough
from the Pacific Coast
the editorial staff at
1600 Broadway figuratively threw up its
hands in despair. It
took just seven days
for Mr. Brandt and
his able associate. Jack
Cohn, to view the 110,000 feet of film.
Each scene had been
"shot" from three or
four different angles
and Brandt's first task
was to choose the best
"shot" of each scene.
When this tedious
work had been completed the picture had
been cut to 38,000 feet.
The picture was then
run off from the beginning for the second
time, a proceeding
which required three
days of night and day
work.
During this second
showing Mr. Brandt
and the indefatigable
Joe Brandt.
Jack Cohn
viewed the
picture
eye to not
eliminating
all essential
"waste motion"
of
ridding with
it ofanscenes
absolutely
to the and
story.
This process reduced the film to 17,000 feet. On the third
run a determined effort was made to "tighten up" the whole
play and to accelerate the action. This resulted in the cutting
of the picture to 11,000 feet. The fourth run was for the
purpose of continuing the elimination of all e.xcess scenes
and the shortening to "flashes" of those which, while necessary, could be reduced in length to the benefit of the picture
as a whole.
On the fifth run suggestions and orders from Mr. Laemmle
and R. H. Cochrane and Pat Powers as to the rearrangement
of the scenes were put into effect. A different continuity,
adding materially to the strength of the story, was introduced
and many scenes which had been considered essential to the
story were thus eliminated.
At the end of the sixth run the play was considered ready
for a general viewing by the entire Universal organization.
Discussion was invided at the end of each reel and all worth
while suggestions were noted and acted upon before the
seventh showing. It was at this point that Jack Cohn made
a suggestion which cut out a whole reel and gave the picture a finish "punch" which had been lacking.
This suggestion involved the shifting of a scene showing
a burial ceremony beneath the sea from a mere incident in
the middle of the play to the end of the picture where it
served as a logical and striking climax to the tragic end of
Captain Nemo, the hero of "Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under the Sea."
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of October 30 Marks the Tenth Year of Laemmle
vice with 33 Reels of Pictures.
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The story of "Sea Mates" was written by Francis Powers,
scenarioized by F. M. Wiltermood and produced by Francis
I'owers. The third release on this date is a Powers split

reel, including "Sammie Johnson Minds the Baby," a comic
animated cartoon, and "Ceylon," an educational split reel of
the Dr. Dorsey series.
week of OctoluT .ill, l')l(). marks llie tenth aimivi-rsary
Agnes Vernon and Malcolm Blcvins co-star on November 3
of Carl l.aiMr.inlc's ciilraiur into tlic c.xchaiiKC held. On
October 30, 190O, Carl I.aemnilc, tlun proprietor of the
in "Stumbling," an Imp two-reel underworld drarna, the story
White Front Theater at W9 Milwaukee avenue, Chicago, and
of which was written Ijy Max Gcnaskc, scenarioized by Harvey Gates and produced by Leo Kent, jack Livingston,
of the Laemntle Tlieater at 1233 South Halsted street, ChiRay Hanford, Constance Johnson and Edwin Clark appear
cago, issued his first program oi Laemmle releases and took
the first steps in the incorporation of the Laemmle Film Serin support of the principals. "Us Kids," a Powers juvenile
comedy produced by Lule Warrington, also will be released
vice which a year later had branches in Miniuapnlis. Omaha,
on November 3 with Ray Clark, George Hupp, Clara Horton,
Evansville, Memphis, Salt Lake City, Portland, Winnipeg,
Dorothy Clark. John Sterling, Elizabeth Janes and Beth
Montreal and Ues Moines.
Roland in the juvenile roles. There will be no Rex released
The first program of Laemmle tilms was issued from the
on this date. Wallace Reid also will appear on November 3
Laemmle Film Service offices in the Crilly Building at Monin
"Starlight's
Message,"
Special Big U one-reel Indian
roe and Dearborn streets, Chicago, on November 1. 1906.
drama
with a most
excitinga plot.
That first Universal Program listed two feature films. "RooseOn November 4 Edith Johnson and Edward Hearn will .0velt in .-Vfrica" and "The Crusaders; or Jerusalem Delivered."
star in "For Love and Gold," a Bison two-reel Mexican minWhereas that first program had only two releases, Carl
ing drama. The story of "For Love and Gold" was written
Laemmle's Universal Program for the week of October 30,
by E. M. McCall, scenarioized by William Parker and pro1916, contains thirty-three reels of film.
duced by Henry McRae. L. C. Shumway, Marc Fenton, E. N.
Carl Laemmle's interests have made tremendous strides
Walleck and Charles Dorien play important roles in the picin the past ten years and the quality of his pictures has kept
ture. "A Shadowed Shadow," a Joker comedy written by
Jack Byrne and produced by W. W. Beaudine, also will be
pace with the increase in output. From the beginning the
released on November 4. Gale Henry and William Franey
"Laemmle Program" has been a moneymaker for exhibitors.
It is an interesting fact that President Laemmle received
play the principal roles, supported by Milburn Moranti, Lilthis week a letter signed by 47 e.xhibitors in the Middle
lian Peacock, Charles Conklin and Dan Duffy. There will be
no Laemmle release on November 4.
West who have been using Laemmle Film Service for the
last ten years, thanking him for providing them with the
Peggy Coudray and Dana Ong will appear in "Her Vanopportunity to make snug little fortunes.
ished Youth," a Rex drama, on November 5, with Waltjer
Yant and Virgle Foltz appearing in support. "Her Vanished
"We have been using Laemmle service since October,
Youth" was written by Male Havey and produced by O. C.
1906," read the round robin letter, "and it has carried us
through panics and business depressions. In normal times
Kelsey. The feature of November 5, however, will be "The
it has been a moneymaker beyond compare. Ten years is a
Bandit's Wager," in which Francis Ford and Grace Cunard,
most popular of all co-stars, will be presented. This Big U
long time in the picture game, but the exhibitors old guard
drama was written by Miss Cunard and produced by Mr.
is ready now to sign up for ten years more of Laemmle
Ford. "The Secret Cellar," a two-reel detective drama feaservice."
turing King Baggot, will be released as a special Imp on
To celebrate the tenth year of Laemmle programs, the
this date. There will be no L-Ko release on November 5.
president of Universal announces the following banner releases for the week of October 30:
This closes President Laemmle's banner anniversary proFirst and foremost, the patriotic Universal Special serial,
gram.
"Liberty," featuring Marie Walcamp, Jack Holt and Eddie
INTERNATIONAL
HAS
NEW BOSTON
MANAGER.
Polo in the two-reel episode "For the Flag." This episode
was written and produced, as have all the preceding epiFollowing its established custom of advancing employees
sodes, by Jacques Jaccard on the Mexican border. Supportwho display ability, the International has appointed Dan
ing the principals are L. M. Wells, Bertram Grassby, Neal
Horgan manager of the Boston branch of the International,
Hart, Maude Emory and G. Raymond.
succeeding F. H. Vine. Mr. Horgan was born and reared
The week's Red Feather five-reel drama is "The Isle of
in Boston and has been connected with the film industry
Life," the story of which, by Stephen French Whitman, was
the past two years, first as roadman for Pathe, later going
scenarioized by Fred Myton and produced by Burton George.
with the International when they opened their Boston office.
Roberta Wilson and Hayward Mack play the principal roles,
He is well and favorably known by the New England
supported by Frank Whitson, T. D. Crittenden, Lillian Conexhibitors.
cord, Hector V. Sarno, Dick Ryan and "Babe" Sedgwick.
District Manager B. F. Lyon has been in Boston the past
On the same day "The Isle of Life" is released the Nestor
week "breaking in" the new manager and reorganizing the
comedy, "Love and a Liar," featuring Eddie Lyons. Lee
sales force. Two new salesmen have been added to the BosMoran and Priscilla Dean, will be submitted to an indulgent
ton office. E. L. Knight, for several years manager of the
public. The story of this comedy was written by Tom
Bijou Theatre, Springfield, will cover the territory vacated
Gibson and produced by S. Chaudet. Fred Gamble plays
by Mr. Horgan, which is western Massachusetts and Conan important role in the production.
necticut east of Hartford. S. P. Levenburg, formerly of the
On October 31 Gretchen Lederer and William Quinn, coLTnicorn, has been assigned to Maine, New Hampshire and
star in "The Masked Woman," a three-reel Gold Seal underVermont
territory that has heretofore been covered by W. S.
world and society drama scenarioized by Harvey Gates from
Davidson, who is transferred to Rhode Island. Boston and
the story by Tom Gibson and produced by A. W. Rice.
vicinity and the Cape.
The principals in the drama are supported by Lloyd Whitlock, George C. Pearce and Jessie .Arnold. The Victor comDAUGHTER BORN TO COMEDIAN.
edy, "Victor on the Job," also will be released on October 31.
This special one-reeler was written by Harry Wuize and
Another leading lady was added this week to the juvenile
produced by Joseph De Grasse. George Felix, Eva Loring,
ranks at LTniversal City when a baby girl arrived at the home
Lon Chaney and Lydia Yeamons Titus play the principal
of Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Moranti.
roles.
. A little daughter last week gladdened the hearts of Milton
Moore and his wife, know professionally as Laura Oakley
"Terrors of a Turkish Bath," a two-reel L-Ko comedy,, featuring Dan Russell, will be released on November 1 as the
and Jack Mulhall, one of the leading juvenile actors, is
feature of the day. No. 44 of the LTniversal .'\nimated
boasting of the arrival of a son. The three happy fathers
have a daily meeting in which they boast of their wonderful
Weekly and "The Midnight Toll," a one-reel Laemmle drama,
will also he released on this date, in addition to a Special
babies.
one-reel Laemmle the title of which has not yet been decided.
"CIVILIZATION" SOLD
FOR CHICAGO.
On November 2 Douglas Gerrard and Francelia Billington will be seen in "Her Wedding Day." a two-reel Laemmle
Big money continues to roll in for Thos. H. Ince's "Civilizasociety drama produced by Mr. Gerrard from the story by
tion." -'Xfter the .\rgentine Republic sale for $20,000 comes
Cook County. 111., otherwise Chicago, with $25,000 for the
I. M. Ingleton, which was scenarioized by Harvey Gates.
Ruth Clifford and Willard Wayne play important parts in the
city rights. The .Amalgamated Theatres Corporation. Chiproduction. On the same day "Sea Mates." a Big U drama
cago, paid this sum of money for "Civilization" on Friday,
featuring Claire McDowell, will be released with Clyde BenOctober 13. The deal was handled and completed in Chison, Harold Sinner and C. H. Mailcs appearing in support.
cago by J. P. Grainger, acting for Thos. H. Ince.
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Nine Stars in Kalem List
Quartette of Releases Each Week Presents That Many
minaries to General Film Patrons.

Essanay Northland Pictures
Lu-

CONTINUING along the lines of the policy of concentration recently declared, the Kalem Company announces
that exhibitors booking
the four releases issued each
week through General Film are now in a position to present
nine widely featured stars to their patrons.
Geortje Larkin,

Seen

November 4, 1916

Motor Menders" (Kalem).

True Boardman, Marin Sais, Ollie Kirkby, Helen Gibson,
Ham Bud. Ethel Teare and Henry Murdoch constitute the
roster of players who have for years been featured individually in screen productions and are now found in the Kalem
r>- »
•
»,
weekly quartette.
In outlining the concentration policy to a Moving picture
Company,
Kalem
World representative Mr. Wright, of the
declared. "We are aiming with all our resources and strength
at the exhibitors who complain that they are unable to book
short features with stars and advertising value. Nine stars
an achievein four productions each week is considerable of
ment, but we feel that the heavy expenditure is justified by
productions.
our
accor-ding
are
exhibitors
reception
the
"I doubt if Kalem has ever presented a stronger programme
There is the 'Girl from Frisco' series, which we
of pictures.
have had to extend ten episodes to meet the demand. There
'Grant' series that has already scored a bull sreel
one
is the
are the 'Ham Comedies' and 'Hazards
hit .\ndtwothenof there
eye Helen.'
the most popular releases listed by any
of
."
cturer
manufa
,
r ^
,
,n
Kalem's list of releases for the week of October 30 presents the nine stars in an unusual variety of subjects. The
week starts with the release on Tuesday, October 31, of The
which Ham,
Merry Motor Menders," a "Ham Comedy" m principal
funBud, Ethel Teare, and Henry Murdoch are the
makers. Ham and Bud are seen as the proprietors of a wayforced
are
two
the
side garage, where business is so dull that
to use all sorts of expedients from tacks to dynamite to force
opnortunitv to knock.
,
_
On Wednesdav. November 1, Kalem. will issue the bon ot
episode in "The Girl from Frisco" two-reel
Cain," thirteenth
Marin Sais and True Boardman are seen solving a
series.
puzzling murder mystery. In one scene of this episode a
stage-coach plunges over a two hundred foot cliff, providing
a stirring thrill.
..,. tj ,•
"The Pencil Clue," third episode of the new Grant, Police
George
3.
November
Friday,
on
issued
is
series
Reporter,"
Larkin and Ollie Kirkbv are the stars in this series of one
reel "thrillers." .\ reckless leap from the first floor window
of an office building into a soeedin.g automobile is one of the
of the one-reel story of newsexciting moments in the action
life.
,
paper
For "The Gate of Death." the "Hazard of Helen release
scheduled for Saturday, November 4. Kalem found it necessary to construct a gigantic "cut-out." a four hundred foot
slide down a mountain side and over the railroad tracks. The
structure required over three weeks to complete and enough
timber to erect a good-sized house. It is used to smashing
effect when Helen Gibson, in one of the thrilling scenes of
the picture, makes the four hundred foot slide down the monster chute and misses death under the wheels of a train speeding along the tracks below by a matter of inches.

Many

Scenes from the Far North Taken for the Caniraated
Nooz Reel.

INTO
the and
"Norway
America,"
the inland
water
route
to Alaska
the lastof land
of romance
in North
America,
Essanay camera men have been forcing their way for the
past five months, encountering varied dangers that scenic film
might be obtained. Now 20,000 feet of this film, picturing
natural beauties in localities never before photographed, has
been received at the Essanay laboratories. This will be compressed to half length and issued as ten 500-foot educational
films with Wallace \. Carlson's Canimated Nooz Pictorial
and other half-reel releases.
The photographers set out from Vancouver and penetrated
all untouched spots on the trail to Dawson. The famous
trails and passes, famed in song and story since the gold
rush to the old Klondike, have been gone over and the contrast shown in the films. Dead Man's Gulch, where scores
of
old prospectors
is shown
the the
Yukon
river and the perished,
old mining
camps. as is W'hite Pass,
The treacherous rapids where hundreds lost their lives
'm cause they preferred a two-minute chance against death
!' a two-week's trip around, has been shown. All beautiful
-"Uiids. glaciers and some gigantic icebergs have been filmed.
Sub-titles explaining the historical conenction of this romantic country with the old days of the gold rush made it a
worthy educational series. So completely have the photographers gone over the ground that even the famous old
boats that carried the adventurers of '98 have been pictured
where they lay falling to pieces on the beach. Their names
are stil to be made out on the bows, however, and seeing
them in the film will make real to thousands the scenes
pictured in the novels of Jack London, Rex Beach and in
the poems of Robert W. Service and others.
President George K. Spoor wishes exhibitors to know that
Essanay will now be able to announce through its usual m.ediums the titles of the scenic that accompanies each split reel
release. The first called, is now being issued. It deals
with the beauties of South California, Yosemite National
Park, Crater Lake, Oregon and other Pacific Coast wonders,
up to this time untouched by the camera.
TRIANGLE NOVEMBER 12TH RELEASES.
Douglas Fairbanks and Frank Keenan are the stars of the
Triangle feature releases for the week of November 12.
Mr. Fairbanks appears in a Fine Arts play entitled ".American .Aristocracy," by .Anita Loos, recently completed under
the direction of Lloyd Ingraham. Mr. Keenan has a vehicle
well suited to his personality in "Jim Grimsby's Boys," a
Kay Bee production by Lanier Bartlett, directed by Reginald
Barker.
"American -Aristocracy" is novel drama with plenty of
comedy to add zest to its thrills. Douglas Fairbanks takes
the part of an adventurous young scion of an aristocratic
family who quits the conventional life of the leisure class to

Scene

from

"American

Aristocracy"

(Triangle).

seek the excitement that he craves as a secret service agent
of the government.
In "Jim Grimsby's Boy" Frank Keenan takes the part of a
rugged old prospector of the California mountains. The
victim of a chronic grouch, he has looked forward to the
birth of a son who should be his boon companion. His entire
outlook on the world sours, however, when his wife dies,
leaving him a girl-baby. In desperation, Grimsby names the
child "Bill" and resolves to treat her like a boy in all things.
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Not Interested in New Company

General Film Program
A

Selig All-Star

Production Heads the
of October 30.

List

for the

Week

GENERAL
FILM SICRNICK for the week October 30Novcmbcr 4, inclusive, will begin with a Srlig threepart comedy "Small Town Stuff," which Selig's
publicity department says, was made by an all-star cast which
included William Hutchinson, John Lancaster, Lee Morris,
Ralpli McConias. W illiam M. Chapman, Harold Howard,
Martha Matlox, Lyllian Brown Leighlon and Irene Wallace.
This comedy was m«de under tiie direction of Xorval Aia
Gregor. and. accordinj; to Seliji, reaches the top notch of
excellence. This will be followed by a onc-rccl X'itagraph
comedy, "The New Porter." Solig-Triliunc will then tell
pictorially all the big events of the world. This will i
lowed by a Hiograph one-act arama featuring Hlanche Sweet
in "The (ioddess of Sagebrush Gulch."
An ICssanay comedy in two parts, "The Beachcomber,"
presenting Harry Dunkinson, and Virginia Bowkcr, will be
the first picture screene<l the following day. Then will come
a Kalem comedy. "The Merry Motor Menders," with "Ham"
and "Bud." Ethel Teare and Henry Murdock furnishing the
fun.
The following day. after an Essariay split reel of Canimated
Kooz Pictorial and scenic, will come a Vim comedy. "Gertie's
Garters," with Harry Myers and Rosemary Theby in the
titular roles. Then will be seen the thirteenth episode of
Kalem's "The Girl from 'Frisco," under the caption, "The
Son of Cain," presenting Marin Sais and True Boardman.
"The Power of the Press," a three-part Biograph drama with
Lionel Barrymore featured, will be the last picture shown
that day.
A reel of Selig-Tribune and a Vim comedy, "Twin Flats,"
with Babe Hardy and Kate Price, will comprise Thursday's
offering.
Marguerite Nichols will be featured in a two-reel drama.
a Knickerbocker Star Feature production, as the first of Friday's offerings, entitled "Jess of the Hill Country." This will
be followed by the third episode of Kalem's "Grant. Police
Reporter," in which George Larkin and OUie Kirkby have
the chief roles. Then will come a Vitagraph one-reel comedy,
"The Game That Failed," with Mary Anderson and Webster
Campbell as funmakers. Still another comedy in a one-reel
Vim, be"In
the Ranks," with "Pokes" and "Jabbs" featured,
will
shown.
An Essanay three-part drama, "The Heart of \'irginia
Keep," with Marguerite Clayton and Edward Arnold as stars,
will be shown Saturday, November 4. This will be followed
by a three-part drama from the Vitagraph studios, "The
Heart of a Fool," in which Harry Davenport has opportunity to display his acknowledged ability. This will be
followed by an episode of "The Hazards of Helen Series."
from the Kalem studios, featuring Helen Gibson. The
week's offerings will be concluded by a Selig one-part drama.
"Tom's Sacrifice," with Tom Mix and Victoria Forde as
stars. The scenario for this picture was written by Tom
Mix himself.

GALA

PERFORMANCE

AT

THE

A SCREEN

Carl

Laemmie

THE

Denies
Story That
He Is
Manufacturing Concern.

PERENNIAL.

Charles Hill Mailes. the all-round actor with the Universal Company, may be said to be a screen perennial; he
is never absent from it. At this time he may be seen in the
pictures he worked in for the Biograph and w-hich they were
holding back. He's in most of the old-time pictures being
re-released by the same company and he is never idle one
moment at the big U studios. It is a tribute to his excellent
acting that he has never had a prolonged holiday from the
day he first went into the picture game.

to

Form

New

New

Vork Clipper in its issue of October 14 published a story headed "Lacmmle to Start New Film
Company, Is Report." I have no idea where the
Clipper secured all the misinformation contained in the
article in question, but it would be difficult to pack more
misstatements in a few paragraphs than was done in this
case. It is totally untrue that I have any idea of heading
any oher organization.
It is totally untrue that the Sprecklcs Sugar interests hold
or have any interest in even a single share of Universal stock.
Practically all of the Universal stock is owned by Mr. Powers, Mr. R. H. Cochrane and myself, with the exception of a
few scattering shares among our close friends. Never has an
outside dollar of capital been put into the company. The
Univcrsal's earnings have paid for all of its improvements
and extensions all over the civilized world.
It is totally untrue that our Fort Lee studio has caused
trouble of any kind. Our plant at L'niversal City has been
enlarged and systematized in such a way that it is much
easier and less expensive to make pictures there than at
Fort Lee. There was a time when the Fort Lee studio was
absolutely essential to us. We are still using it, but only
for one or two producing companies.
It is totally untrue that we used only two or three scenes
made at the Coast for our submarine picture. "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea." I have not counted the
scenes used, of course, but the picture would be far from
complete without them.
In fact,
storyit,isbut
untrue
fromhave
startbeen
to finish.
I don't
know
who the
started
it must
some one
who
desired to vent a petty spleen against the Universal.
CARL
LAEMMLE.

K B. Warner Leaves Triangle for McClure's

Publications announces that H. B. Warner,
McCLURE
who has recently finished six important pictures on the
West Coast for Triangle Film Corporation, has signed
a contract to appear in McClure Pictures, and will be the star
of seven five-reel feaof "W^rath," one of the superseries
t u r e plays McClure
Publications will soon
release under the title
Seven Deadly Sins.
H. B. Warner, newest
of the McClure stars,
is the son of Charles
W^arner, the great English actor whose powerful acting left a lasting
impression on the
American theater-going
public when he toured
this country in the senI t seems
sational play peculiarly
"Drink."
appropriate, in view of
the elder
Warner's
cess
in this
part, suethat •
his no less distinguished son should be the
chief
o f
"Wrath" exemplar
in Seven

WEBSTER.

A special gala performance with three distinguished film
stars in the ascendant and personally present occurred on
Thursday, Oct. 19, in the well-known Webster theater, Webster avenue and 167th street, Bronx. The film stars were
Lucille Lee Stewart, sister of Anita Stewart, who gave a
vocal selection: Huntley Gordon and Ralph W. Ince. The
two men stars gave most entertaining and instructive addresses, which were much enjoyed by a full capacity audience. Herman Pollak, the owner of the Webster theater.
acted as master of ceremonies. Next week he will have Earl
Williams as a special guest in his theater.
MAILES
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H. B. Warner.

Deadly Sins. Those
who the
saw chance
"Drink"to will
have
see
in "Wrath" a striking
instance of the descent

of strong
dramatic
talent from father
to son.
H. B. Warners greatest stage success was as Jimmy Valentine in "Alias Jimmy \'alentine." His work is well-known to
the motion picture public, for he has appeared in "The Raiders," "The Beggar of Cornpaw." "The Market of Vain Desire." "Shell 43" and "The Vagabond Prince."
Mr. Warner is the fifth eminent star to join the McClure
forces. With .Ann Murdock appearing in "Envv": Holbrook
Blinn in "Pride": Nance O'Neill in "Greed"; Charlotte
Walker in '"Sloth;" and H. B. Warner in "WVath," each play
depicting one of the Seven Deadly Sins, the McClure program has already become one of the most impressive and
attractive in motion pictures, and amply substantiates the
McClure statement that "stars of all programs will appear
in McClure Picurcs."
Rita Stanwood. Mr. Warner's wife, will play opposite him.
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^

Hayakawa]Co-stars With Myrtle Stedman
Lasky

and

Morosco-Pallas
Stars Seen on Screen in "The
Soul of Kura-San."
jjnp^HE
Soul of Kura-San,"
lo beL. presented
on the
JL
Paramount
Program
bywhich
the isJesse
Lasky
Feature
Play Company
on Nov. 13, and has the unique distinction of having both a Lasky and a Morosco-Pallas star in

hut of Jessop following a beating. She hides in the attic
of the supposedly haunted house and furnished delightful
comedy by assuming the role of the ghost. Then Ronald
discovers
with him. her and promptly falls in love with her and she
But a cloud appears
friends come to visit
cards the fine raiment
goes back to her rags

AL

WOODS

BOOKING YORK.
"CIVILIZATION"

'■Civilization" the
is now being booked
New York. George
Mr.
general
New Wood's
York.

DUSTIN

Scene from "The Soul of Kura-San'* (Lasky).
its cast, has just been completed under the direction of E. J.
Le Saint. Sessue Hayakawa, the celebrated Japanese actor
who was last starred by Lasky in "The Honorable Friend,"
is the star of this production. With him appears Myrtle Stedman. Morosco-Pallas star who was last seen on the screen
in "The American Beauty," a Pallas production. This is the
first time that the players of these two organizations have
ever been seen together on the screen. Miss Stedman having
been loaned to the Lasky Company lor the one picture by
their allies on the Paramount Program.
The story of the photoplay concerns a young Japanese
whose impoverished condition makes him an undesirable suitor
for the hand of Kura-San in the eyes of Naguchi, her wealthy
father.
"The Soul of Kura-San" is an exceptionally powerful drama
which receives added interest from the fact that the Japanese
roles in the story are taken by real Nipponese — the members
of the Japanese stock company of which Sessue Hayakawa
is the head. "With the many bonafide Japanese settings to
be found near the Lasky studio in Hollywood, the production
is realistic in every detail.

"THE

OCEAN

WAIF"FEATURE.
THIRD

GOLDEN

when Ronald's fiance and a party of
him. Millie realizes her position, disin which she has arrayed herself, and
and the fisherman's hut.

IN

NEW

Thomas H. Ince motion picture spectacle,
by A. H. Woods throughout the State of
F. Miller is in charge of the bookings at
offices in the El tinge Theatre Building,

FARNUM

IN "A SON

OF ERIN" (Pallas).

As its next release on the Paramount Program, Pallas
Pictures announces "A Son of Erin" starring Dustin Farnum.
The subject is particularly timely in that it treats with metropolitan politics and offers Dustin Farnum in the role of an
honest young Irishman who succeeds in breaking up a big
political machine. In contrast with the complex unseen
currents
of graft
in alife
bigof American
city, tenants
"A Son In ofIreland.
Erin"
presents also
the daily
the poor farm
The quaint charm of old Erin together with various incidents
of particular heart appeal are displayed with typical Pallas
Pictures effectiveness.
In addition to its stirring dramatic theme, offset by scenes
of heart interest, the new Dustin Farnum vehicle presents
a big thrill in the way of the spectacular collapse of a poorly
built viaduct. It was only after extended search and negotiation that the desired location was secured for this scene
which presents the actual destruction of a portion of a big
viaduct now In the course of construction near Los Angeles.
Five camera-men were used to insure the filrnjng of this
scene.
Never has Dustin Farnum appeared in such a human, likeable role as that of Dennis O'Hara the frolicsome though
strong-willed
youngfrom
Irishanything
lad in this
photoplay.
charactor is different
in which
he has The
appeared
on the screen before and offers another example of his
versatility. Appearing opposite the star is his well known
leading ladv Winifred Kingston, in the role of the sweet Irish
J. Wallace,
in the cast are Jack Livingston.
Others
lass.

EAGLE

The International announces the five-reel drama "The Ocean
Waif" the third of its successful Golden Eagle Features,
and "The Flower of Faith."
its predecessors
"The
Ocean Waif."being
which"JafEery"
is declared to be a worthy associate
of the other two Golden Eagle Features, will be released
on November 2. "The Ocean Waif is a clean, wholesome
drama, devoid of sensationalism but of absorbing interest.
The various scenes are remarkably beautiful and the settings
more elaborate. A splendid cast, headed by Carlyle Blackwell "the prince of popularity." and Doris Kenyon. one of
the daintiest and most vivacious of screen actresses, has
been engaged for the production.
Miss Kenyon appears as Millie Jessop, the sea wait. The
when
waves washed up Millie on an island in the Atlantic Jessop,
she was a babv and deposited her on the doorstep of Hy
beautiful
into
grew
She
a disreputable, drunken fisherman.
womanhood as his drudge, with no knowledge of her parentage
and loved and protected only by "Sem." a hunchback neighbor

To her island home comes Ronald Roberts, played by Mr.a
to complete
Blackwell. He is an author, seeking solitude to
be haunted,
novel He rents a deserted mansion, supposed
leaves the
Millie
after
day
the
it
of
possession
and takes

Scene from "A Son of Erin" (Paramount).
Winfred
Pyke. Lee Willard, Mabel Wiles
and
Hugh McDonald.
E. Koch. Wallace
Staged under the direction of Julia Crawford Ivers, who
is also its author and photographed under the supervision
of J. O. Taylor, "A Son of Erin" offers another Pallas Pictures
masterpiece as regards detail and thoroughness of settings,
photographic effects. It will be released
with artistic
together
Program, November 9.
on the Paramount
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ACTORS

THE
IN NEW

MOVING

FINE ARTS

DRAMA.

The latest addition to the acting forces of the TrlangleFlne Arts company are a troupe of remarkable "microbe
actors" that play a "prominent part In the solution of "The
Microscopic Mystery." a unique comedy-drama by W. E. Wing
that hag recently been completed with Wilfred Lucus and
Constance Talmadge -in the leading role.
The use of bacilli and infinitesimal insect life In motion
pictures has been brouRht about by the Invention of Louis
H. Tolhurst of Los Angeles, who has perfected apparatus which

PICTURE

WORLD

"THE END OF THE RAINBOW" (Bluebird).
Lynn F. Reynolds, who created for lilueblrd "The Secret of
tho Swamp" and "The Girl of Lost I^ko ' has produced, with
practically tho same acting company, a third feature breathing the atmosphere of the Sierras and particularly the rodwood forests of California. "The End of the Rainbow"
carries a few scenes made in San Francisco, but very largely
the locations are among the giant trees In the foothllle.
Myrtle Gonzalez, Val Paul, Fred Church and George Hernandez are the principal players in "The End of the Rainbow,"
and they tell an Interesting story of the fight the squatters in
the redwood forests made against the lumber monopolists.
One of the sensations In the piece shows the attempt of a
man to escape his pursuers by sliding down the water-chute
used to carry timber down the mountainside. The man sails
along on a plank until there comes a break In the chute
and then he falls to destruction.

"THE

WEALTH

LURE"

READY

FOR

SCREEN.

The Latin-American Producing Company, of 1482 Broadway,
reports that its first production in "The Wealth Lure," a fivereel modern society drama, with Vera Sisson and Sidney Mason
in the leading roles, will be completed at the end of this week.
This picture, directed by Paul Trinchera. gives wide scope
for Miss Sisson to show her remarkable ability as an emotional actress, and the public can look forward with pleasure
to work that Mr. Mason will present upon the screen.
The Latin-American I'roduoing Company has contracted with
C. Lang Cobb, Jr., to market the company productions. Mr.
Cobb will handle the sales department from his offices In the
Columbia Theater Building.

Louis

H. Tolhurst and

MARSTON

W. E. Wing.

makes it possible to photograph the tiniest particles of sentient protoplasm. Application has been made by Mr. Tolhurst
for patents on his invention. Meanwhile, the original model,
used in the filming of "The Microscopic Mystery," is being
carefully guarded
to prevent its secret from being learned.
In this feature they have not been dragged into the action
"by their heels." Mr. Wing has written a vehicle for the
microbes which bring them into the story in a perfectly
logical manner. In fact, the solution of the mystery is solved
by the leading character — and the audience — through observing the antics of the tiny disease germs under the microscope.
The first four reels of the play are largely comedy, involving
a country doctor and his rivals, a firm of quacks. Suddenly,
in the fifth reel, a revolver shot turns the comedy into the
grimest of dramas. In his effort to save an innocent girl
from the charge of murder, the country doctor at the coroner's
inquest puts his microscope upon the handle of the revolver.
The spectators look through the lens w^ith him, by the aid of
the Tolhurst invention. They see what he is seeing, and with
him solves the riddle of the crime.

A MARGARITA

FISCHER

SERIES.

From the Mutual offices comes the announcement of the
titles and dates of the Margarita Fischer series of feature
dramas to be released beginning in November. The pictures
are the product of the Pollard Picture Plays Company, which,
under the direction of Harry Pollard, the actor-director long
associated with Miss Fischer, are being made at the Exposition grounds at San Diego, Cal.
"The Pearl of Paradise." already announced as Miss Fischer's
first release of the series, will appear on Thursday. Nov. 2.
This is a story of the South Sea Islands. "Miss .lackie of
the Navy" will be the second drama. It is scheduled for
release on Nov. 30. In this picture the graceful and charming
star masquerades in the clothes of a jolly little tar and gets
herself into all sorts of trouble.
On Dec. 28. "The Butterfly Girl" will appear, the third
*)f Miss Fischer's pictures, carefully selected and excellently
Adapted to her own joyous charms. Then will come "The
Knight of Tarquizzi," a drama with a great deal of punch
and a still greater surprise. That Is booked for January 25.
"Birds of Passage," the fifth picture will go out. it is expected,
on February 22. On March 22. "The Light of Heaven," the
last picture so far chosen, will make
Its apearance.
Supporting Miss Fischer, aside from Harry Pollard, are
Beatrice Van, Jack Mower. Joseph Harris. John Steppling.
Julian Louis Lamothe is the scenario editor for this photoplay
company.

DIRECTS

"SMALL TOWN
STUFF"
(Selig).
"Small Town Stuff is a three-reel comedy-drama of rural
life produced by Nerval MacGregor. from the story written by
Maibelle Heikes Justice. "Small Town Stuff" will be released
through General Film Co., on Monday, October 30th.
The village of Bloom Center is excited when Othello Booth
arrives and interests the Ladles' Art Embroidery Club In the
production of a drama, entitled "Rita, the Beautiful Snake
Charmer." Constable Plum longs to be a detective and studies
text books on the art of sleuthing. He searches long for an
escaped crook called "Micky, the Mick."
Following the home
talent performance, Othello Pooth in-

Scene from "Small Town

WHO

IS AUTHOR

OF "THE

CHALK

LINE."

Understanding that two parties claim to be the authors
of his comedy. "The Chalk Line." Watkins Eppes Wright
wishes to state through the columns of the Moving Picture
World that he is the sole author and originator of the said
comedy. This comedy was recently released by the Vim
Picture Corporation starring Miss Rosemary Theby and Harry
Myers. Mr. Wright Is also the author of "The Lemon In Their
Garden of Love" another Theby-Myers Vim comedy.

"GREED."

his direction
the McClure
"Sloth,"is
of Having
which completed
Charlotte Walker
is theof star,
Theodore play
Marston
now directing "Greed." another play of the McClure series,
"Seven Deadly Sins," in which Nance O'Neil is starring.
Mr. Marston, in his previous connections with Pathe Freres,
Kinemacolor and Vitagraph. was unusually successful In
photographing the curb market without having his scenes
marred by those curb brokers who take special delight In
causing a director trouble.
His experience in such scenes is being utilized by him in
the filming of "Greed" in which crowds are depicted pursuing
their passion for wealth in the hectic atmosphere of metropolitan financial circles.

Stu£E"

(Selig).

forms the villagers that the box office receipts are missing.
Then it is that Johnny West, instigated by Constable Plum,
figures in the climax, which uncovers the Identity of Micky,
the Mick, and recovers the funds earned by the home talent
performance.
"Small Town StufT' is filled with funny situations, and Is enacted by an all-star cast, which made "The Chronicles of Bloom
Center" series, released by the Selig Company, so popular.

720

THE
"GLORIANA"

MOVING

(Bluebird).

In this feature little Zoe Rae becomes a featured player.
This little girl, barely arrived at her "teens" has played many
roles in earlier Bluebirds where a child has been required
to enact the role of the heroine in earlier scenes, ^^'ith Master
Gordon Griffith, who also appears with her in "Glorlana." little
Zoe
carried series.
almost the entire lirst act of "Naked Hearts'*
in theRaeBluebird
Virginia Foltz. Clarissa Selwynne, Irene Hunt. Mary Talbot.
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drama. They are supported by a strong cast consisting of
William Stowell. Queenie Rosson, Harry Von Meter and Ashton
Dearholt.

SELIG'S KATHLYN

WILLIAMS

SPECIALS

POPULAR.

The Selig Polyscope Company reports great popularity of
Kathlyn Williams Specials released as Selig Red Seal Plays
through Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay Exchanges. These pro^
ductlons. five or more reels in length, include "The Rosary,"
"The Carpet From Bagdad." "Thou Shalt Not Covet." "Sweet
Alyssum," "Into The Primitive." etc. "The Rosary" presents
Miss Williams supported by an all-star cast including Wheeler
Oakman, Frank Clark and Charles Clary. "The Carpet From
Bagdad" is a story by Harold MacGrath featuring Miss Williams. "Thou Shalt Not Covet," founded on the biblical commandment "Thou Shalt Not Covet Thy Neighbor's Wife," was
written by James Oliver Curwood, and Kathlyn Williams has
an unusually strong part. Her scenes with Tyrone Power in
this production are very powerful, "Sweet Alyssum" and "Into
the Primitive"
\\'ash.,
theater. recently enjoyed extended runs in a Seattle,

"THE

HEART

OF VIRGINIA

KEEP"

(Essanay).

This is a three act adaptation of Edwin Baird's story, and
it offers a plot stronger than is generally to be seen in a
film of this length. There are some situations which afford
thrills, such as the girl indulging in a pistol fight in the slums,
and others intensely dramatic. The hero is a young millionaire who goes to work as a reporter on his own paper, becomes
interested in defending an unjustly accused banker, and later
falls in love with his daughter.
Marguerite
Clayton
is the
Scene from "Gloriana" (Bluebird)
Wm. Canfield and John J. Cook are the "g:ro\vn ups" wh >
assist Miss Rae. Master Griffith and twenty-five other children
in telling a story that will appeal particularly to women
and children. It is believed that "Gloriana" will be one of
the greatest matinee
attractions
of recent times,
W. H. Pippert wrote the scenario from E. Mason Hopper's
story and Mr. Hopper directed the production. Particular
attention was paid to the photography and S. S. Norton is
said to have produced some skillful results. This feature is
depended upon to particularly demonstrate the artistic and
photographic beauties of Bluebirds in particular and to show
how moving pictures may generally appeal through the beauties of construction
to the better classes.

WILLIAM

RUSSELL

AGAIN

SEEN

IN STRONG

ROLE.

William Ru.ssell, the virile American-Mutual actor, has played
many stirring rules, but none more interesting and convincing
fhan that of "Tom Weston" in "The Love Hermit." the Mutual
Star Production of October 26th.
In this drama. Mr. Russell plays the role of an ambitious
young man who. finding himself unfairly treated by the girl he
loves, who is also the daughter of his employer on Wall Street.

Scene from "The Heart of Virginia Keep" (Essanay)
dainty heroine, and her experience through part of the picture
in the disguise of a messenger boy lends a suspense to the
story that will thrill any group of spectators Edward Arnofd
appears
in the masculine
lead.
"BOBBY
BUMPS
QUEERS THE CHOIR"
(Paramount).
Earl Hurd is giving to the lovers of animated cartoons, the
most laughable single reel cartoon comedy that has ever been
flashed on the screen, in "Bobby Bumps Queers the Choir," a
Paramount-Bray cartoon which will be released as a single
reel feature by Paramount
on October
26.
As usual, little Bobby is out for mischief, and his everconstant companion, his faithful dog, is with him. the canine
being likes
themost.one part of the household that Bobby's mother disThe church
which Bobby
meets hears
every the
Friday
night hein happens
Bobby's
house,
arrives, choir,
and when
bell ring,
to be in the parlor with the pup, a room which is never used
in theirnoon home
gossip. except for choir rehearsals and for Sunday afterScene from "The Love Hermit" (Monarch).
becomes a recluse from the societj- of women, and bends every
energy to the accumulation of a great fortune.
He succeeds in his plan and brings the employer, who had
discharged him through the perfidy of his daughter, on the
verge of ruin. The girl, played by Charlotte Burton, in the
years has come to see the folly of her move and to recognize
her love for young Weston. Throwing pride to the winds, she
goes to see the successful young man. not so much to plead
for her father, as to apologize for her early actions. A reconciliation is brought about, and they are married.
Both Mr. Russell and Miss Burton are at their best in this

Realizing that he would be severely chastised if caught in
the room, he places the dog inside the piano and tells him to
be as quiet as a mouse until the choir practising is over. It
is screamingly funny to watch the church choir march through
the house and get ready to sing, with Bobby hiding behind
the portieres.
Neva Gerber. pretty Universalite. is being featured in a threereel drama, "A Serpent's Tooth." under the direction of Stuart
Paton. The story was written by S. R. Jones and prepared for
the screen by Harvey Gates. In the play Miss Gerber does
some clever emotional work, relieved by several scenes of such
sprightly
comedy that one wishes she were a comedienne more
often.
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AND THE AUTOPEDE.

When Tweedledum was In New York recently wiih Hilly
Dunn, his director, he was much attracted by the alwht of the
new autopede machines, which ho saw beln^ exhlliilod on
Broudway, and he promptly persuaded Dunn to purchaae a
couplo of maehinea and have them shipped to Jacksonville
for use In a new coiiu-dy.
The Eak'l'- Film (•..nipany reports Ihiil Tw.-c.nLMluiii Is busy

WOilLD

PATHE'S

Frohman

Tweedledum

on

His

Auto-Pede.

now in a comedy which will show him performing all manner of stunts on one of these unique machines.
Tweedledum made his greatest reputation in the old Eclipse
comedy, called "The Near Sighted Cyclist," so that by using
an autopede he simply brings himself up to the minute in appliances and a screaming comedy is expected from Tweedledum's experiences on the autopede.
The title of the new comedy will probably be called "A Near
Sighted Autopedist. and it will be released in the near future
as one of the regular Tweedledum comedies.

CLEVER

ARTCRAFT

ADVERTISING.

Following out its policy of a co-operation of deeds as well
as a co-operation of words, Artcraft Pictures Corporation last
week ordered the free distribution of several thousand 24-sheet
stands to the exhibitors who have already booked the new superior Mary Pickford productions. These stands are divided
among the regular stock posters which the exhibitors are en, couraged to use between the various features in the Pickford
series and the special production printing prepared from artistic designs
November
6. for the first release, "Less Than the Dust," on

FLORENCE

ROSE

FASHION

FILMS.

Patiio'H Florence Rose Fushlrui picturcH, showing what the
women will
wear this winter, are being booked In the beat
hounes of the country. R.-portH from Patho's thirty omces
show an Increasing demand for these plcturea on the part
of all exhibitors. In New York they are being shown at the
Strand theater among a number.
in the
What the women will wear this winter is shown
are
many
Florence Rose pictures. In this release, there
dainty dresses of chiffon and crepe de chine, Morning dressoa
Luncheon
in serge with an unusual combination of satin.
frocks particularly remarkable for the original way in which
fur is Introduced. Dressy afternoon hats, a beautiful wedding
u'own
Hose. showing many new features originated by Miss Florence
Volume 4, showing Betty and her school chums, and Volume
.".. showing Betty and the bride selecting costume-s for the
great day were also particularly fine. Miss Rose points with
particular pride to these three releases.
"The sixth is almost universal
appeal," she says. "No
woman will miss it. and the men inmayIts pretend
to want a slapstick comedy, but you'll find them watching the screen very
intently for all that."
"THE WITCHING
HOUR" SOON.
Amusement
Corporation
Announces
That
About Ready for Trade Showing,

It

Is

CHARACTERIZED by a cast of remarkably well-known per
sonalities. including C. Aubrey Smith, Marie Shotwcll. Jack
Sherrill. Robert Conness, Helen Arnold and Etta De Groft.
"The Witching Hour." the current Frohman Amusement Corporation's feature,
now fortnight.
complete and will be given a trade
.showing within
the isnext
"The Witching Hour" as produced by the Frohman enterprise,
stands as a dramatic spectacle, in every sense of the word.
The story of the play, as taken by Augustus Thomas from the
book "Caleb Powers," was the most intense dramatic production
of its day and in stage form, was the popular hit of the decade.
When Anthony Kelly was commissioned to construct the scenario, he demanded three weeks in which to complete it. When
the story was turned over to Director Irving, Mr. Kelly nominated it the very best scenario he had ever written.
Every effort of George Irving was concentrated upon securing dramatic effects. The wonderful opportunity of bringing
out in the character of Clay Whipple, the awful fear he has for
the cat's eye pin. The continual torturing of the boy's brain
by the gambler, who shows this pin at every opportunity, and
finally the mighty scene in which Clay, driven to desperation
by the sight of the cat's eye, kills his tormentor, will, according
.o those who have seen portions of the picture, stand out a»
the greatest situations ever conceived.
Extremely successful situations lead up to many series of
highly thrilling dramatic moments, punctuate the entire seven
reels.
Aubrey Smith as Jack Brookfield, Marie Shotwell as Helen.
Robert Conness as Hardmuth and Jack Sherrill as Clay Whipple
are burdeticd with the heavier dramatic work, with the bulk
falling to Smith and Miss Shotwell.
"The Witching Hour" will be state-righted by the Frohman

This departure from the usual methods of handling accessories was the result of a chance meeting betw^een Mary Pickford and Walter E. Greene, president of Artcraft, in Boston.
Mr. Greene had just left New York and was able to give the
famous star the latest reports on the enormous bookings
obtained through the sixteen Artcraft exchanges. Her enthusiasm took the form of a desire to show some tangible
recognition of the hundreds of enterprising exhibitors who
have revised their policy in order to show the new Pickford
productions. Before they separated Miss Pickford and Mr.
Greene had agreed to share on a generous contribution of the
attractive line of posters designed to exploit star and production.
Wells Hawks, Mary Pickford's personal representative in
charge of publicity, is nearing the end of a trip that has covered practically every large city north of Dallas and east of
Kansas City. His work with the newspapers is expected to
prove of valuable assistance to the exhibitor.

WARNING

TO

EXHIBITORS.

Look out for a crook representing himself as Zack Miller.
He is a man between 30 and 35 years old. weighs 170 to 180
pounds, about 6 feet 1 inch, dark complexioned, two lower
teeth out in front, wears big Western hat, stamped "101" in
sweat band. He claims to be placing "101" pictures and borrows small amounts from theater employees. Has been operating all over the United States from Iowa to Texas. This
man goes under various Miller aliases and sometimes claiming to be a relative of Miller Brothers' 101 Ranch. He beats
automobile men. liverymen, hotels and barrooms. Notify ofHcers to arrest him and wire us.
MILLER
BROTHERS
101 RANCH.
Bliss. Okla.

Scene from "The Witching

Hour"

(Frohman).

Company and will follow the former production "The Conquest
of Canaan." It is thought that those who have secured "The
Conquest of Canaan" will also have the control of the "Witching
Hour," at least, the Intention of Mr. Sherrill is to have one
outlet In each territory and to develop and create only big productions of more than extraordinary Interest, at the rate of
twelve features a year.
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THE

ATTRACTIVE

BOOKLET

FOR

MUTUAL

MOVING

PICTURE

FEATURE.

The new Signal Film Corporation offering, "A Lass of the
Lumberlands." starring Helen Holmes, heroine of "The Girl
and the Game" and a number of Mutual Star productions, was
announced to the trade by some tasty little eight-page booklets, 8x8 in size, which were enclosed in sepia envelopes bearing on the surface a reproduction of the bark of a tree, across
which was lettered in white: "Announcing a Big New ChapterPlay,"
of the and
star. in the lower left-hand corner appears a portrait
The cover of the booklet is a two-color reproduction of a
huge log, on one end of which appears the announcement of
the picture and the title. The back cover shows another logend, on which appears the face of Miss Holmes, and the inside
back cover contains a full list of all sixty-eight Mutual film
exchanges. Each of the eight pages of the booklet is illustrated and printed in two colors. "A Lass of the Lumberlands"
is described in detail on the first page, while other pages are
devoted to E. Alexander Powell, the author of the story; Helen
Holmes, the star of the production; J, P. McGowan, the director; a description of some of the earlier thrills in the picture; a mention of the nation-wide advertising campaign in
newspapers and trade journals, the helps the exhibitor is offered in the way of the presentation of the fiction story by
hundreds of newspapers, and a page devoted to the profitmaking possibilities of the attraction.
The booklet and their enclosing envelopes were designed
and written by the Burnet-Kuhn Advertising Company of
Chicago, the same firm which handled the advertising and
publicity campaigns on several other motion picture serials.
Undoubtedly the tasty and attractive nature of the announcements of "A Lass of the Lumberlands" will greatly assist the
Mutual in booking the production.

GRIFFITH

FILM, "A DAY

WITH

GOVERNOR

WHIT-

As a testimonial to Governor Whitman, who last spring
vetoed the Christman-WheelerMAN."
Motion Picture Censorship Bill,
which would have worked untold hardships on producers, distributers and exhibitors of motion pictures in New York state.
David W. Griffith at his own expense and gratis, has produced a one-reel film entitled "A Day with Governor Whitman." Many of the big motion picture producing and distributing companies have united to take care of the making of
one hundred prints and their distribution throughout the
state.
In addition to spending several days himself In Albany, Mr.
Griffith took with him to the state Capitol his personal artistic
staff which he brought on from the West. He also has circularized the exhibitors of the state and sent broadcast free
slides for screens in an effort to materially aid the Whitman
campaign for re-election. The plan for the distribution of the
Griffith-Whitman film was conceived by John C. Flinn of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, working in co-operation
with Thomas Hanley of the Whitman Committee,

"THE

LAND

JUST OVER

YONDER"

(Unity).

"The Land Just Over Yonder," the first of the special features being produced by the Dudley Motion Picture Manufaqturing Company, and distributed through the Unity Sales
Corporation, will be released to exhibitors on October 23. The
story from which the six reels of the picture have been made
was written by Peter B. Kyne and appeared some months ago
in the Saturday Evening Post. It Is a wonderfully dramatic
tale of mining life in the great West and hinges for its action
upon the absorbing devotion of an old man. whose heart is
wrapped up in a young comrade and partner.
The picture was filmed in the actual setting of the story, and
the character parts are taken by actors of recognized ability.
George Chesebro as "Billy Boy." the young man, carries his
way to the heart in manly fashion and with finished acting;
and it is not possible to portray a more lovable and wholesouled prospector than Arthur Millet, as the old "desert rat."
Jane Vernon, as the intriguing quarter-breed, combines attractivenes , at the same time that she arouses genuine hatred
through her treachery and faithlessness. The other parts are
in the capable hands of Elsa Fox, George Best, Julius Frankenbecg and Charles Eichman.

NEWMAN'S

LACQUER.

The Newman Lacquer Co., 3317 Hackberry Street, Cincinnati.
Ohio, has issued some new literature describing their transparent lacquer, which is furnished to theaters and banks
throughout the country. This lacquer is a transparent liquid
which prevents brass poster frames, railings, etc., from tarnishing, and is easily applied with a brush similar to varnishing.
It can easily be brushed on metal and is quickly air dried, sets
fast and becomes hard. This lacquer will stand lots of wear,
and can occasionally be washed off with water. This lacquer
prevents the metal from tarnishing and considerable labor is
saved in keeping brass work polished. It comes in half pint,
pint and quart size cans. Literature will be sent to any interested parties by writing to the above firm.
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(YORKE-METRO).

For months Fred J. Balshofer has been endeavoring to explain to his various directors the distinctive type of screen
productions he thought the public were demanding. By the
time this story Is in print Mr. Balshofer will have started on
the first scenes of an elaborate picturization of Harold MacGrath's popular novel of romance, "Pidgin Island." laid in a
picturesque sea coast environment, and dealing with a baffling
smuggling mystery and a beautiful love story.
Harold Lockwood and May Allison, with Mr. Balshofer, have
already departed for San Francisco, where the first scenes of
"Pidgin Island" will be staged. Part of the story transpires
in Chinatown, in order to secure the real Oriental atmosphere.
Lester Cuneo and Lillian Hayward head the supporting cast
selected by Producer Fred J. Balshofer to appear with Harold
Lockwood and May Allison. Philip Gastrock, of "The Fall of a
Nation" fame, plays a prominent part, and Elizah Zerr, who
played with Ida Schnall in "Undine." is cast for the part of
Harold Lockwood's fishing guide. Unusual care is being exercised by Producer Fred J. Balshofer in the selection of his cast,
he being very keen to secure types that are talented.

*'MY

COUNTRY

FIRST"
FOR
BAZAAR.

PREPAREDNESS

Louis Rosenbluh. the president of Variety Films Corporation,
announces a record-breaking business with the new feature,
"My Country First." This picture has been adopted as the
official feature of the National Preparedness Bazaar, which is
to take place at the Grand Central Palace. The entertainment
committee of the Preparedness Bazaar, headed by its chairman. Sterling P. Story, viewed "My Country First," and out of
a total of more than one hundred pictures which they examined, they decided that this was the one to be most highly
recommended for the purposes of the Bazaar. Tom Terrlss. the
noted international star, Helene Ziegfield and and Jill Woodward, head the cast of this six-part modern photo-drama.

"GRANT"

OFF TO A GOOD

START.

Last Friday. October 20. saw the release of "The Code Letter,"
the first episode of Kalem's new series, "Grant, Police Reporter." The order of prints on the first and succeeding episodes by the General Film exchanges sets a new record for one
reel G. F. releases, while early reports of first-run bookings
Indicate that in this report the new feature will also surpass
the exchange marks.
In the Greater New York territory alone eight prints of the
initial episode of the series featuring George Larkin and OUie
Kirby are at work. Forty-seven theaters ran the one reel as
a hrst-run attraction for one or more days.
Kalem officials are also enthusiastic over the co-operation
shown by the exhibitors in the use of the various publicity
aids. The line includes a stock half-uheet, one and three sheets
on each episode, slides, newspaper cuts, and fictionizations of
the stories in newspaper mat form.

DEMOCRATIC

POLITICAL

CARTOON.

Louis J. Beck, of the Associated Art Films Co., who secured
the contract to turn out the first animated film argument
ever produced, will release today 35,000 feet in Brooklyn, New
York and other states, of the animated cartoon entitled
"Where Do You Go From Here?" made for the Democratic
By clever artistic and mechanical work
party.
original pictures are made by the camera
upon the screen exactly as pictures of
had actors posed for the pictures instead
from drawings by Mr. MacDougall. Mr.
the film.ciated Art Film Company made a record

NORMA

TALMADGE,

the drawings of the
to move animatedly
real persons would,
of being reproduced
Beck and the Assoin the production of

IN "PANTHEA."

"Panthea," the drama that created a furor in Europe and
America when presented by Mme. Olga Petrova, has been
chosen as the vehicle for Miss Norma Talmadge in the first of
her Selznick-Picture productions.
It had been announced that Miss Talmadge would be presented at the head of her own producing company in a film
version of David Graham Phillips' novel. "The Price She Paid,"
but Mr. Joseph M. Schenck, president of the Norma Talmadge
Film Corporation, succeeded last week in obtaining motion
picture rights to "Panthea." and at once decided to use this
powerful drama for his initial presentation of the popular
young film star.

TRADE

SHOWING

OF PATHE

FASHION

PICTURES.

Miss Florence Rose, the well known fashion's expert, is to give
a private showing of the fashion's motion pictures which she
has produced for the Pathe program at the Broadway theatre
on Thursday, October 26, at 10.30 a. m. Miss Rose will have
present six of the beautiful girls who pose in these films and
they will appear upon the stage. Four of the most recent pictures which Miss Rose has made will be shown.
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New International Serial
"Patria" Is the Title and Mrs. Vernon Castle Is the Star—
A Patriotic Subject.
PATRIA," the great proparedness photoplay serliil of the International, with Mrs. Vernon
Castle, famous dancer and
beauty in the title role, will be released throiiRliout the
United Stales on Monday. December 4. "Patria" has been many
months In the making, and now that It Is about ready for pre-

PICTURE

WORLD

■Ham
are met with great frequency throughout the
Nippon.
land ofComedies,"
An Interestlngr passage In Mr. Bell's article says, "The Chinese
like the 'movies,' so do the Japanese. There are few occasions,
excepting a patriotic or religious festival, where the Japanese
will so unbend himself and forget his dignity. At Kyoto, the
ancient capital, where I had seen the people festive and goy
during the day as they participated in the Great Aol festival
at the Kamo shrine, I observed them In the evening as they
witnessed the American thriller, 'The Hazards of Helen.' Thoy
made about as much noise at one as the other, giving outbursts
of applause, and even rising to their feet and shouting. Just as
much when the hero saved Helen and a baby by venturing to
a railroad bridge and jumping In with the two in his arms aa
the express train whizzed across the screen, as they did when
the Sugekasa pasasal and the sacred horses passed through the
streets on their stately journey toward the Shinto temple.

PAULINE

Scene from "Patria" (International).
sentation to the public is a super-motion picture of unrivaled
artistic beauty and epoch-making: magnificence.
"Patria" was conceived for the dual purpose of furnishing
the highest quality of photoplay entertainment possible, and of
instilling into the American public the deep obligation of preparing the country against invasion. Nothing has been left
undone to accomplish these purposes. "Patria" is a motion
picture masterpiece that teaches a lesson, the far-reaching influence of which will live for centuries.
Louis Joseph Vance, one of the foremost American authors
and playwrights, wrote "Patria." He has welded together In a
series of episodes a story of remarkable interest bristling in
every scene with that kind of excitement that makes one quiver
with patriotic enthusiasm. The International has staged the
production in sumptuous grandeur.
Patria Channing, which character is impersonated by Mrs.
Castle, is left an orphan early in life, bereft, too. of all other
relatives. She knows little about herself, except that she
possesses a vast fortune and that she must some day take her
place at the head of the great manufacturing industries, including vast munitions plants, that is part of her inheritance.
When she reached her twenty-first birthday, Patria discovers
that in addition to her vast fortune, she has been left to administer an heritage of $100,000,000. This vast fund was created to
be used when needed to prepare the nation against attack.
Mrs. Castle, as Patria. has amazed even her greatest admirers
by her remarkable impersonation of the part. Internationally
known as a dancer and beauty, she possesses ability as an actress that could best be demonstrated by the impersonation of
Patria. The same intelligence and enthusiasm that made her
the most famous dancer in the country she applied to her motion
picture work.
The International has surrounded Mrs. Castle with an excellent cast. Foremost in her support is Milton Sills, one of
the foremost American actors, who plays Donald Parr; Warner
Oland, who appears as the scheming Baron Huroki, and Dorothy
Green, who plays the part of Fannie Adair, an accomplice of
the plotters. Mr, Sills is best known in motion pictures for
his work in "Deep Purple," "Under Southern Skies." "A Woraan
Who Lied." "The Rack," and "The Honor System." Aa a legitimate actor he won fame as leading man in "Just Boys," "The
Law of the Land," and "Panthea."
Mr. Oland is known as one of the most finished actors in
the profession. Before he became a screen actor he played
"heavies" with Viola Allen, Sot hern and Marlowe, Nazlmova
and in "A Fool There Was," and "The Tellow Ticket." His
greatest previous work as a moving picture actor has been
with Theda Bara.
Miss Green is famous for her "vampire" characterizations.
She has had many successes, the most notable recent ones
having been "The Devil at His Elbow," "Souls Aflame," "Parisian Romance." "The Spirit of the Poppy." and "Women and
Wine."

KALEM'S

"HAZARDS,"

A JAPANESE

FAVORITE.

Archie Bell, the well-known dramatic authority of the Cleveland Leader, writing in the current issue of The Theater Magazine, gives an interesting description of the popularity of
American motion pictures in Japan. Incidentally it is interesting to note that Kalem'a releases. "The Hazards of Helen" and

FREDERICK

IN

"NANETTE

OF

THE

The first screen vehicle in which Pauline Frederick will be
presented on the Paramount Program since her renewal of
contract with the Famous WILDS."
Players Film Company recently announced will be entitled "Nanette of the Wilds," written
expressly for her by Willard Mack, and that popular dramatist
and actor will appear in the production in support of the star.
In the course of this production Pauline Frederick will return
to the screen in a primitive characterization, a type that she
has so well exemplified in her previous productions — "Aubrey,"
"The World's Great Snare" and "The Spider." Unlike these
former characterizations, however, Nanette's environment is In
the Northwest, and the characters with whom she comes In
contact and conflict are far different from those whom she
met in her screen travels through these former subjects. The
famous mounted police of that region and the law-breakers
whom they relentlessly pursue are the personal factors about
whom the drama is woven.
For the purpose of obtaining the exact atmospheric surroundings for this production, Pauline Frederick and a supporting
company under the direction of Joseph Kaufman, who was
responsible for the direction of Pauline Frederick's recent success "Ashes of Embers," have gone to the western part of
Canada, where all the exteriors will be staged.
A corps of the Northwest mounted police will be utilized in
the production of this subject, and the love scenes between
Pauline Frederick as "Nanette" and WlUard Mack as O'Brien
against the rugged background contained In this story will
undoubtedly supply a series of scenes of pictorial and dramatic
value. The production will be released on the Paramount Program, November 27th.

SCHLANK

SAYS UNICORN

IS BOOMING.

Ike Schlank, the newly elected president of the Unicorn Film
Service Corporation, is more than pleased with the volume of
business which has accrued here in the past week, since Its
reorganization and the announcement of its new policy. "Unicorn is on the map to stay," said Mr. Schlank, in discussing
the rush of business, "and our policy has proven that exhibitors
everywhere are anxious to get the very best in films. At the
present time we are releasing 21 reels a week, the features
embracing one and two-part dramas, comedies, and western
photoplays of the highest character. I would like to impress
upon the exhibitor that each feature that is put out by Unicorn,
and which bears the Unicorn endorsement, has been selected
by a jury of capable men.
During the past week reports from the twenty-eight branch
ofhces of the Unicorn Film Service indicates that business is
booming. At the present time Unicorn, through its exchanges,
covers the entire territory of the United States, and each branch
manager is enthusiastic over the volume of business that ie
rolling in. In fact, it can be said that judging from reports
received, that business so far as Unicorn is concerned, was
never better.

ESSANAY

ENGAGES

HARRY

WATSON.

JR.

George K. Spoor, president of Essanay, is planning a strong
line of one and two-reel comedies to be released on the Kleiner
Edison-Sellg-Essanay Service. Harry Watson, Jr., Is the first
comedian to be engaged for .this work. Negotiations praotically have been completed for several other of the best comedians of the world to work for Essanay in putting out
comedies for this service.
Mr. Watson already Is at the Essanay studios In Chicago and
will begin work on the floor at once. The "Mishaps of Musty
Suffer" will be continued. Mr. Watson has a brand new line
of comedy, however, which is declared to be better than anything he has yet produced.
Mr. Watson has had a long stage and screen career and
needs no introduction to the motion picture public, being known
from coast to coast. He was born in West Bay City, Mich., and
began his stage career when quite young in "Me, Him, and I."
He was with Ringling's circus for a time and later with the
"Zlegfeld Follies," and with Anna Held in vaudeville.
He has recently been engaged with George Klelne in the
production of the "Mishaps of Musty Suffer."
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Unicorn Announces New Pictures
Billy

West

Said

to Be a Good
Screen
Dramas and Comedies.

Comedian — Other

THE

newly elected president of the Unicorn Film Service
Corporation. Ike Schlank, announces that he has had the
good fortune to discover a new comedian who is entirely
different in rank and file from the screen fun -makers. The
personage in question is Billy West, who has been well known
to audiences everywhere for his extremely funny work. While
Billy West bears a striking" resemblance to a certain famous
comedian of the films, at the same time his methods are so
original that the pictures in which he appears mark a distinctly new epoch to the screen. According to Mr. Schlank,
Billy West is destined to make a distinct impression upon exhibitors and patrons of the Unicorn program,
"The Billy West pictures." said Mr. SchlaJik, "are each in
two reels, and what metropolitan critics have pronounced to
be screaming comedy. Each picture is directed by a producer
who is skilled in knowing the desires of lovers of quick action
comedy. I have made it a personal task to supervise the selection of every inch of the Billy West pictures, and I think I
can safely say that they are the "speed limit" for riotous
comedy. They will be released every other Monday, beginning
November 9, when the first Billy West picture, entitled "His
Married I^ife," will be offered to exhibitors through Unicorn's
twenty-eight exchanges. "His married Life" shows the vicissitudes of a much mated man whose spouse pursues him through
a series of rollicking adventures including a bomb explosion
and a runaway. The spectator who cannot laugh at this picture is not entitled to be alive, and the same holds true of the
other comedy features in which this newly-discovered comedian appears. Important among Unicorn's announcements is
a three-reel drama, "The Path of Darkness," which was produced by the Xorbig Film Company, and which deals with a
topic of present day interest, vitally important to every modern
man and woman. Questions which are of the most timely interest are fearlessly dealt with in this striking feature."
Yet another of the novelties on the Unicorn program is the
new two-reel society drama "When Hands Are Idle." in w^hich
a new and beautiful star in the person of Barbara Castleton,
one of the best known of the younger stage emotional actresses, is introduced to the picture -loving public. "When
Hands Are Idle" shows the dangers into w^hich a neglected
married woman may be drawn, owing to the engrossment of
her husband's business. Miss Castleton portrays with wonderful sympathy and power the part of a neglected wife who
innocently is drawn into an orgy of the basest character. The
climax of "When Hands Are Idle" is remarkable for its divergence from the ordinary run of picture plays, and forms a fitting
culmination to the screen drama which is marked from the first
scene to the last by unusual situations.
"The Vengeance of Dan McGrew" is a production which is
strictly up to the Unicorn standard. Good dramatic action characterizes the scenes throughout. The scenes take place in a
rugged country, and deal with the lives of reaL human beings.
in whose veins the red blood runs strong. "The Vengeance of
Dan McGrew" is just as good a picture, according to the Unicorn Film Service Corporation, and will attract big interest in
a theater showing it. An interesting feature for the present
week is entitled "The Honor of the Tribe." This is a two-reel
feature which graphically describes the love story of a rough
western trapper who was redeemed from the consequences of
a careless life by a beautiful Indian maiden who was snared in
one of his traps in the snow-covered wilderness.
Just by way of variety, Unicorn offers another comedy to
which the alluring title of "Disposing of a Ix>ver" has been
given. Other features which the Unicorn says are worthy of
the exhibitor's attention are "An Indian Maid's Vengeance,"
in two reels; "The Lost Ring" and "U. S. Fighting Craft." This
latter picture is particularly timely at the present moment, as
it shows Uncle Sam's mammoth warships in active maneuvers
and will serve to show audiences the exact status of the
American navy. One look at this picture will utterly rout all
questions as to the preparedness of our "bull-dpgs" of the sea,
to defend our coast. Mr. Schlank states that within a few days
he will have further announcements of great interest to the
exhibitors. His plans embrace several important features additional to the Unicorn program, which he is confident will result in a great benefit to all concerned. Reports coming to the
Unicorn home offices from its various branches indicate that
business throughout the country
is excellent.

LAST

SCENES

OF "BIG TREMAINE"

FILMED.

The last scenes of "Big Tremaine," starring Harold Lockwood and May Allison, were filmed last week at the MetroTorke California studio, and Director Henry Otto is now busily
engaged in the process of assembling and titling this Metro
production. Lester Cuneo, it is said, stands out like a monument in the supporting cast of this Metro-Torke picture, and
the same applies to Lillian Hayward, William Ephe. Virginia
Southern, William De VauU and Josephine Rice. "Big Tremaine" is booked for early release on the Metro programme.
It follows Harold Lockwood's and May Allison's Metro-Torke
production. "Mister 44."
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*'The Vampires" Series Starts November 24
Gaumont

Thriller Will Run Nine Weeks Through Mutual in
Episodes of Three Reels Each.

HAVING given the "Fantomas" series time enough to act
as an effective introduction to the Gaumont style of quickfire detective stories, that company now announces the
first release of "The Vampire," for November 24. The series
will appear in nine weekly instalments uf three reels each.
"The Vampire" has never before been shown in America, but
exhibitors are not being asked to book a new, unknown series,
since "The Vampire'" has been remarkably successful both in
France and in England,
The Vampires are a band of powerful la .v breakers .vho have
all France terrorized- At the head are men of superior intelligence. They plot so craftily that their reward is great wealth
stolen from the rich and murder which remains undiscovered.
Against them is pitted an energetic young reporter of a Paris
newspaper. The Vampires are really the Crime Trust of France.
Criminals who seek to work independently are either crushed
or taken into the organization. Hence, the reporter is fighting
practically single-handed against the cunning ingenuity of a
highly organized gang of desperate, resourceful men.
It is just such a setting as this which develops the ingenuity
and tests the skill of a French director. Ttie success with
'The Vampire" has been attested by broken records at the
Palais Gaumont in Paris, and the long runs in other large cities
in France. Those familiar with film facts in England will recall
the success of this series there, where it appeared under the
general title of "Charles de la Rue, Crime Investigator."
The first release of the series is called "The Detective's Head.*'
It plunges the spectator immediately into a mystery which is
compounded of intrigue, crime and desperate daring. The
French are masters of screen detective stories, just as they &.re
of detective fiction, and in '"The Vampires" this style of sensational photoplay is seen at its best.

CLARA

KIMBALL

YOUNG

IN WORLD

PRODUCTION.

The second
Film Corporation's
Clarais
Kimball
Young release
serviceof isthe
dueWorld
for November
13. Its title
"Without A Soul," and it is a picturization of the novel "Lola."
This story not alone carries a strongly developed love interest
hut raises a question of vital import to all who are interested
in the research of scientists aimed at the restoration of human
life when it has departed. Supposing re-animation of the dead
to be possible, as many believe, is it also possible to reinstate
the soul when it once has fled?
Tha principal
role in
"Without
Soul"of isyears
the Have
charming
daughter
of an elderly
savant
whose Alabors
been
devoted to the perfection of raj'S which will create new life
in the body of one who has passed beyond. Just when success
has crowned his efforts the scientist's beloved daughter is
struck by an automobile and killed, and he applies the vivifying
rays to her inert body.
In this play Miss Young enjoys a singularly broad range of
emotions for portrayal. Prior to the accident Lola is a sweet,
gentle, guileless girl, serene in filial affection for the elderly
scientist and genuine love for the worthy young man she has
promised to marry. From the instant her pulse begins to beat
anew she is utterly transformed in thought, word and action.
She steals from the father she has so tenderly regarded, deceives the lover who has possessed her whole heart, falls willingly into the arms of men she previously scorned, and pursues
a general course of thorough depravity.
Those who have witnessed "Without A Soul" in its present
state are free in expressing the conviction that Miss Young
has rarely if ever been seen to such complete advantage as
in the present instance.

REPEATS

ON

TWENTY-FIVE-WEEK

SERIES.

Repeat bookings on individual features are sometimes heard
of, but it has remained for an enterprising Michigan exhibitor
to plan a repeat run of an eiitire twenty-five week series. This
unusual tribute to a picture's popularity has been paid to
Kalem's "The Girl From Frisco." by Lester E. Matt, of the
Strand Theater, Flint. Michigan. With his order for the seconCrun Exhibitor Matt sent the following letter to the General
Film office at Detroit.
"I wish to reserve the right on second run on 'The Girl From
Frisco,' and I would thank you to keep it out of any other
theater here until we have repeated on ourselves. I expect to
run this series again after I have nearly completed the first
run and if anything happens that we change our mind I will
pay you second run on the entire series."

NEW

YORK

AND

JERSEY

RIGHTS.

Mr. Rosenbluh announces that the Variety Films Corporation
has also the exclusive New York and New Jersey rights to
"The Pursuing Vengean'^e," of which probably the most important feature is the fact that it stars Sheldon Lewis, who was the
big sensation
of the
"Exploits
and the
"Iron
besides
numerous
other
serials. ofMr.Elaine"
Rosenbluh
states
thatClaw,"
he is
of the opinion that in "The Pursuing Vengeance." he has a
remarkable five-part feature, inasmuch as it deals with a
ject not hitherto treated upon the screen. "The Pursuing
geance" is based upon Burton E. Stevenson's master work
Mystery
of the Boule Cabinet."

very
subVen"The
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MOSS

THE

SELLS RIGHT

TO "POWER

MOVING
OF EVIL."

DurliiK thf past week. B. S. Moss disposed of nineteen states
on hla Initial release, "Thf Power of Evil." Amonc the concerns which purchased territory were the Kriterlon Film Company of Boston, who bought the New England states; Electric
Supply Company of Philadelphia, Southern New Jersey, Eastern Pennsylvania. Delaware. Maryland and VlfRlnia; Federal
Film Corporation. Kansas City. Kansas. Missouri, Nebraska
and Iowa; and the Independent Film Corporation. Minneapolis.
Minnesota. Wisconsin and North and South Dakota. The
rights for Australia and New Zealand have been taken by the
Co-operative Film Exchange. Ltd. The Enslish ri^^hts have
also been disposed of.

SIX

of the twenty-five principals In the Frohman production
of "The Witching Hour" are: C. Aurey Smith. Marie Sho-t
well, Robert Conness. Jack Sherrlll. Helen Arnold and Etta
Do Groff.
• • •

When "The Breaker" was being filmed by Essanay, various
scenes were necessary in the worst district of Chicago. Nell
Craig, playing the feminine lead, supplied herself with several
dollars' worth of pennies and made all the little childi^n of the
slum neighborhood happy by distributing them between scenes.
When she started to play "Lady Bountiful" there were about
a dozen urchins in sight. A minute later there were three hundred. An entire vacant tenement was leased for a month by
Essanay so that the scenes, requiring half a day. could be taken
without inconvenience.
• • *
The Yosemite Valley Lumber Company has granted permission to the Helen Holmes Signal -Mutual Company which is
filming "A Lass of the Lumberlands" to use the former's camps
in the production of that fifteen-chapter serial. Also to use an
inclined timber railway 8700 feet long and laid on a gradient
of 3,400 feet to the top of a range of mountains.

• • •

Florence La Badie. the Thanhouser star. Frederic Sullivan,
her director, and Philip Lonergan, author of "Enemies of Society," recently consumed nearly an entire week visiting Sing
Sing, the Tombs, the New York district attorney's oflSce and
the criminal courts, searching for color to be used in Miss La
Badie's next picture.
• • •
Ethel Clayton and Carlyle Blackwell will be seen next in
"The New South," a World-Brady picture made from the stage
drama of the same name, which was immensely popular for
years among theater patrons.

• • •

J. G. Hawks is author of a Triangle-Ince play in which Dorothy Dalton has just begun work, under direction of Raymond
B. West.

• • •

Featuring Dorothy Phillips, Lon Chaney and Maude George,
Director Joseph De Grasse is filming at Universal City "The
Piper's Price" in five reels. The story was written by Mrs.
Wilson Wnodrow and prepared for the screen by Ida May Park.

HOT SPRINGS, ARK. — The Royal Theater has been remodeled
and the seating capacity
increased.
MILL VALLEY, CALIF.— Mary E. Nichols has taken over the
Hub Theater.
DENVER, COLO. — Bishop Cass Investment Co.. 912 Sixteenth
street, has let the contract for the erection of a four-story
theater and office building; 100 by 125 feet, to cost $100,000.
H.\RTFORn. CONN. — A number of changes have been made
in the Empire Theater and the seating capacity Increased.
BLOOMINGTON. IND. — The Crescent Theater has been remodeled and reopened.
NORTH VERNON, IND. — .\ new moving picture theater, the
Jennings, has been opened by the North Vernon Amusement
Co.
The house has seating capacity of 560.
NEW CASTLE, IND.— A new addition has been built to the
Starette Theater and the seating capacity increased.
PRINCETON. IND.— The Yale Theater has been remodeled
and the interior redecorated.
AMES. lA. — C. Gerbracht plans to erect a two-story moving
picture theater, 54 by 100 feet, to cost $30,000.
BUCK GROVE. lA. — A new moving picture theater has been
opened here by Hamer & Hemphill.
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CALLENDER. lA. — The Callender is now being operated by
Lawrence Edwards.
& KA.MA.
Yerkes. lA. — The Star Theater is now being conducted by r'lfe
LmVNSING. IA. — A new moving picture theater has been opened
by L. L. Wlttbeckerd.
FORT SCOTT. KANS. — Miss C. Smith who recently purchased
the Pictureland Theater. Is having the interior and exterior
of the iiouse remodeled and redecorated. More than $3000 will
be expended for the Improvements.
STAFFORD, KANS.— P. A. HIrsh has taken over the Mystic
Theater.
NEW ORLEANS. LA.— Ernest Boehrlngcr has let the contract to Fromherz & Drennan. Queen and Crescent Building, to
erect moving picture theater on Charles street.
BAY CITY, MICH.--A fireproof moving picture theater la
being constructed at the corner of Fourth and Washington
streets, for the Commercial Building Company. The house wlU
have a seating capacity of 1100.
FLINT. MICH. — Walter S. Buttorfield, Majestic Theater
Building, is having plan.s prepared for a two-story theater and
office building. 76 by 153 feet, to cost $150,000.
PORT HURON, MICH.— The seating capacity of the Family
Theater has been increased.
DULUTH. MINN. — Work Is progressing rapidly on a moving
picture and vaudeville theater at the corner of Eleventh
street and Tower avenue, for the Cook Amusement Co. The
structure when completed will represent an investment of about
$100,000.
KANSAS CITY, MO. — The Empress Theater, recently leased
by John C. Donnelly, has been thoroughly overhauled. Including the redecoratlon of the interior.
ST. LOUIS. MO. — The Astor Theater, at 7 North Broadway,
recently taken over by the Rainbow Amusement Company, has
been renovated
and redecorated.
BELVIDERE, NEB. — A new opera house has been opened hers
by Frederick P. McCord.
CRETE, NEB. — A new moving pcture theater is being constructed for J. L. Saul.
HARVARD. NEB. — P. G. Heald has purchased the Star Theater.
MURRAY, NEB. — Paul and Gasemer have opened a new moving picture theater.
WALTHILL. NEB.— The Silverlight Theater has been taken
over by John Shear.
BROOKLYN. N. Y. — Plans are being prepared for the erection of a theater on block bounded by Bedford and Atlantic
avenues and Bedford and Brevoort places. The estimated cost,
including site, will represent an investment of about $1,000,000.
Paul M. Herzog, president of the Palher Realty Company, Is
interested.
MASSENA. N. Y. — W. L. Pratt plans to erect a one-story moving picture theater. 50 by 90 feet, to cost $8,000.
FATETTEVILLE. N. C— Dr. H. W. Lilly and F. H. Stedman
have plans by J. M. Kennedy, Raleigh, N. C, for a moving
picture theater to be leased to H. F. Drake. The bouse is to
have seating capacity of 435.
HIGH POINT, N. C. — Simmons. Penny and Kirkman will ereci
a building for store and moving picture theater.
WINSTON-SALEM, N. C— A. F. Sams will remodel and erect
addition to Paramou:it
Theater, increasing
capacity to 1600.
GENEVA, O. — Company is being organized here for the purpose of erecting a two-story moving picture theater, to cost,
525,000.
READING, PA. — Carr & Schad have opened a new moving
picture
theater here.
UNION. S. C. — J. A. Cheshire has the contract to erect an
opera house and moving picture theater, 150 by 50 feet, brick
and concrete, metal ceiling, metal roof, wood floors, steam
heat.
CHILHOWIE, VA. — George Henniger has plans by Clarence B.
Kearfott, Bristol, Tenn.. for a moving picture theater, onestory high, with balcony, 30 by 65 feet, tin roof, probably Instal private lighting plant with gasoline engine.
NECEDAH. WIS. — C. E. Babcock will erect a one-story moving picture theater. 42 by 90 feet, to cost $6000. To be leased
by Toby & Williams.
MILWAUKEE. WIS. — Langenberger Construction Company,
302 Sixth street, have the contract to make Interior alterations
to the Princess theater, operated by the Saxe Amusement Enterprise, to cost $10,000.
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Boston Judge Enjoins Union
Forbids I. A. T. S. E. Operators from Displaying Banners, Sig^ns or Cards Proclaiming the Apollo Theater or Its Owners as Unfair to American Federation of
Labor

and

from
Intimidating
Theater's Operators.
By William M. FJynn, 80 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

BOSTON. — In the equity session of the
Superior Court this week Judge Jenney ordered a final decree restraining and
enjoining William C. Francke ajid other
officers and members of Moving Picture
Operators' Protective Union of- Boston.
I. A. T. S. E., Local 182, from displaying
banners, signs or cards declaring that
the Apollo theater or its owners. Raymond T. Gammon and Theresa Harkins,
are unfair to the American Federation of
Labor, or refuse to employ members of
the A. F. of L. The decree also enjoins
them from interfering with the employment by Gammon & Harkins of Harry
Martin of Wellbrook. by representing that
they will sufCer by employing them. The
decree is on a bill in equity brought by
the Apollo theater owners and by Martin
and Wellbrook. moving picture operators
employed there and members of the
Knights of Labor, following the parade
of banners declaring the ApoUo theater
unfair. The decree is ordered following
the court's overruling of exceptions of
the defendants to a master's report case.
Majestic
Under New Management.
Arctic, R. I. — The fireproof Majestic,
seating 1200, has opened under new management at Arctic, R. I., population 25,000.
presenting a program of feature plays and
vaudeville with a week of repertoire every
month.
Alfred Bevin Expects to Resign.
Boston. Mass. — Alfred Bevin. manager
of the Bangor office of the Pat he Exchange. Inc., is expected to sever his connections with that firm on Saturday. October 21. Bevin. it is said, will hereafter
be connected with the enterprises of Cy
Bunts. Grafton Corbett, who is resigning
from the local office of the General Film
Company, will go to Bangor as Bevin's
successor.
Fred Sweet Here — L. J. Hackett Also.
Boston, Mass. — Fred Sweet, the Powers'
representative was in Boston this week
after an extended trip through the South.
Fred called on several of his friends while
in town, and said he was about to start
on a long trip through Canada. L. J.
Hackett, formerly New England manager
of the General Film, and who was later
connected with the moving picture business in New Haven. Conn., and Albany,
N. Y,, was also in Boston this week. Mr.
Hackett has been taking a vacation, and
is undecided asfo^wharhe i^" "going to do.
New East Boston Picture
Show.
Boston, Mass. — A license to conduct a
moving picture theater was granted this
week to the Orient Heights Amuaeraent
Company. The theater is situated at
Boardman and Ford streets, East Boston,
and will be a welcome addition to Boston's
fast growing list of picture houses.
No-
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body appeared in opposition to the issuance of the license at a hearing held in
City Hall, although one letter of protest
was received by Mayor James M. Curley.
The mayor did not believe the letter warranted holding up the license bo he approved the application and Clerk Casey
made out the papers for the new company.
Samuel Haas to Join Metro.
Boston. Mass. — It has been reported In
Boston film circles that Samuel Haas, who
for years has been connected with the
General Film in this city and also in
Texas, is to join the Metro staff of road
men. Haas is one of the most popular
young men in the business in New England. He has a wide acquaintance and
rauch experience in the moving picture
field. If the rumor is true he should prove
a valuable acquisition to the Metro people.

G. A. Whitney Going to Sell Out.
Boston. Mass. — It is rumored in moving
picture circles here, that George A. Whitney, of Fltchburg, has sold or is about to
sell all of his theatrical interests In Fltcnburg and Springfield to Spitz & Nathanson
of Providence. R. I.
Ralph Pinkham Assisting at the Mutual.
Boston, Mass. — Ralph Pinkham, who will
be remembered as one of the bookers In
the local office of the General Film Company in the old days, has been made assistant manager of the Boston office of
the Mutual under Joseph Roth. Pinkham
is one of the best known moving picture
men in New England, and has received a
host of congratulations on his promotion.
Boston

Gives Fund for School Picture
Shows.
The Boston school committee has voted
$1,000 to be expended to entertain the
school children during the winter months
with moving pictures. Superintendent of
Schools Franklin P. Dyer was strongly
in favor of the pictures for the school
children. These picture shows will be In
the manner of entertainments and frequently there will be a lecturer along
with the picture.

Baltimore Still Enforcing Plague Ban
Schools Are Open for Children Over Thirteen,
But Theaters
Them— Serial Release Date Put Off.

Cannot

Yet

Admit

By J. L. Shellman, 1902 Mt. Royal Terrace. Baltimore, Md.
Gordon
Theater Opens.
Baltimore, Md. — On Thursday. October
1 2, the Gordon theater, located at Baltimore and Catherine streets, was opened
to the public under the management of
H. Cook, This is a new house and Is
owned by the Waverly Theater Company.

BALTIMORE, Md. — The lid is still
clamped down tight on the infantile
paralysis situation in this city, and it is
understood from statements made by
Health Commissioner Blake that his new
ruling, which has recently gone into effect, that children over thirteen years of
age may attend the schools, regardless of
what grade they are in, does not mean
that the ban on theaters has been lifted
or that it has been changed in the least.
However, there is a persistent rumor
which seems to have some foundation,
that within two or three weeks the exhibiting business will again resume normal.
Through the activities of O. D. Weeras,
manager of the Mutual exchange, in this
city, the release date of the Helen Holmes
serial, "A Lass of the Lumberlands," has
been changed and the first chapter of this
serial will not be released on October 23,
as scheduled, but on November 15, for
Mr. Weems took this matter up with the
New York office and after explaining
that the serial would have a better showing if released after the paralysis ban
had been lifted, and the theaters would
have a chance to get the children in on
the first episode.
Charles E. Anderson, manager of the
Grand theafei^ Hylandtown. has booked
this serial, and the first episode will bo
shown on November 14, and as a special
inducement to his patrons he will admit
the public at the matinee performance
on this date free of charge. He expects
that this will be a drawing card for the
picture.

New Hippodrome Manager.
Baltimore. Md. — Last week was anniversary week at Loew's Hippodrome, and
for the event an especially arranged program of nine reels, including "The Return
of 'Draw' Egan." with William S, Hart,
direct from the Rial to theater. In New
York City. But a greater surprise than
this was attendant to the anniversary In
the event of a new manager being Installed in the person of George A, McDermit. Mr. McDermit, a former newspaper
man, was at one time associated with
Proctor's, in Newark, N, J.
Berman Theater Reopens.
Baltimore, Md. — On Tuesday. October
17, Berman's theater, 1 and 3 South High
street, opened Its doors to the public under the management of J. B. Fields, who
has recently been at the Leader theater,
on South Broadway. This house has been
practically rebuilt and now presents a
neat appearance. A new system of ventilation and a gold fiber screen have been
installed and everything Is being done by
Mr. Fields for the comfort of the patrons.
The entrance has been changed from Baltimore street to High.
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Spokane Class A Gets Fox Films
Manager
By

S.

Stilwell Now
Has
Big Fox
and Metro Contracts.
Clark
Patchtn.
E. 1811 Eleventh
Avenue, Spokane. Washington.

QJ POKANE,
WASH.—
Stilwell
Theaters company
haa The
closed
a contract
^vith the Fox corporation whereby all Its
releases will be shown regularly at the
Class A theater. B. W. Copeland, assistant manager, announced that the first
Fox releases would be shown October 25.
Some of the features will be shown at
the Casino theater, also operated by the
company. The first Fox picture to be
shown at the Casino will be Theda Bara
in "Under
Two
Flags."
In securing the exclusive contract of
the Fox pictures. Manager Stilwell now
has two of the big film services, having
closed for the Metro pictures a few weeks
ago. He also has the call on the best
things of the Mutual
program.
Vampire Popularity — Why?
Spokane, Wash. — A parody on Rudyard
Kipling's "Vampire" has been composed
by Mrs. Harry Hawkins, society editor
of one of the Spokane dailies (The Spokesman's Review) which she dedicated to
moving picture shows. The verse and her
story on the vampire plays as it appeared,
follows:
A goose there was, and she spent a
dime. Even as you and I. Watching a
screen Vamp have a time. Even as you
and I.
O, the gowns Vamp wore, and the
words Vamp swore. As would you or I.
If a movie director told us to, and we
could get such work to do. Even you
or I.
Why do women adore vampire plays?
They flock to a vamp production in
droves; old ladies in bonnets, young flappers in high white boots with the whole
skin of an extinct fox across their shoulders and more than a legal allowance of
chewing gum clamped between their
teeth.
There are mothers with infants In their
arms and young ladies, and they pack a
theater that is producing vampire plays
to the last rows of the balcony. Why?
Not because the plays are naughty, for
naughtiness is no longer a lure, the screen
subjects have been so wicked for so long.
But it is a combination of the attraction
of fine clothes and a desire to see some
film heroine get even with the male sex.
Take an old lady who has worn the
same black dress for five years and has
turned
it three
times.creature
Doesn't ooze
she over
like
to see some
lithesome
the screen in a gown of a million sequins
or carelessly trail a real lace train down
a flight of steps?
For that hour the old lady revels in a
vicarious sort of extravagance. And the
woman who trembles when her husband
fusses over the overdoneness of the
morning's poached eggs just loves to
fancy herself making cringing, creeping
slaves of about five men at once and delights in imagining herself going to roof
garden suppers with a retinue of groveling and abject swains in her wake.
The woman who has always been conventional takes an unholy delight in
watching the dame of the screen perk up
and get wicked enough to smoke a real
cigarette.
Or. the young thing who never has her
dances taken at parties sees herself
bringing the best fox trotter of the crowd
to his knees by her charms. It is a satisfying way of spending the afternoon for
all of them.
Welsh-White Fiorht Films at Orpheum.
Vancouver. B. C. — A private showing of
the Welsh-White fight pictures was given
on a recent morning at the Orpheum theater, and they were then shown for three
days at the National theater under the
auspices of the local Aero Club, which
was donated ten per cent, of the receipts
during the engagement.
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Vancouver Censors Up Again
Have Left the Reservation to Which They Were Chased by Fiasco Over "The
Spoilers'* a Year Ago — Dig Up Scissors and Hit the War Path in Paint and
Feathers — Already Flaunting Many S,calps.
By E. C. Thomas. S21 Rogers Bldg., Vancouver,

Colum— The British
B. C.censors
VANCOtrV
board of
biaER,
has recently
broken out Into spasmodic activity, and
in some quarters conditions are almost as
bad as before the approach toward sanity
noted In the censoring department about
a year ago. Since the "Spoilers" fiasco of
last November, when the big Selig feature, after being rejected as too immoral
to be shown in British Columbia, was
passed without a cut by Attorney-General
Bowser, there have been comparatively
few rejections, but in the past few weeks
the lines have been tightened again, and
the pressure on some of the exchanges has
been especially heavy.
At the Mutual exchange, for example, It
was found that a large number of features
have recently been rejected. Amtng these
were: "The Love Liar." a five-reel Horsley
production, which was condemned as "immoral"; "Fear," a three-reel Thanhouser.
as "immoral and gruesome" ; "The Quality of Faith," (Thanhouser, 5 reels; "Four
Months." (American, 3 reels); "The Reward," (Ince. 4 reels), "The Profligate.'
* American. 3 reels) — all as too immoral
for public exhibition. A Centaur five-reeler. "The Heart of Tara," was condemned
because it Is a "story of Hindu intrigue,
and against public policy," while "A Law
Unto Himself." of similar length and produced by the same company, falls under
the ban because it is alleged to be "nothing but gun-play, robbery, violence and
gruesome scenes; no redeeming features."
This makes a total of forty- three reels
from a single exchange rejected within a
space of about ten weeks, and a circumstance which makes these wholesale rejections Particularly offensive is the fact
that these pictures are considered to be no
more objectionable than a large number
of others which have been passed in British Columbia, and are being shown continually without Interruption.
"It would appear that the best solution
of the trouble." said a local film man,
"would be the appointment of a new censoring board to take office under the new
Liberal government, and the establishment of an appeal board to review the
censors' decisions. Under present conditions a part of the exchange managers
are satisfied with the present conduct of
the department, while others decidedly are
It has been pointed out that as In the
case of many others, some of the films
mentioned above have been brought back
tonot."
the province for reconsideration following a previous rejection, and It is hardly
to be expected that the present board
would concede that their original decisions were wrong, and thus be prevailed
upon to pass such pictures as are resubmitted. It is stated that In the case of
at least one of the pictures listed, the
reason given for the second rejection was
entirely different from the one given when
the film was originally submitted.
Censorship Dissatisfaction in Winnipeg.
Winnipeg, Man. — The recent activities
of the Inter-provlncial censor board for
Manitoba and Saskatchewan, with headquarters In this city, have proven so obnoxious to local exchange managers that
concerted action Is about to be taken with
a view to securing some form of relief,
and a meeting has been arranged with
Hon. Edward Brown, provincial treasurer.
for the purpose of thoroughly discussing
the matter.
Another matter which probably will be
taken up on behalf of the exhibitors at

B. C.

the same time is the situation which has
developed in the picture shows being
given at churches, as there haa recently
been considerable complaint on this score,
the exhibitors feeling that they are being
subjected to a sort of unfair competition.
National Amusement Activities.
Vancouver, B. C. — W. P. Nichols, managing director of the National Amusement
Company, has just engaged William Hanscher, who formerly conducted the Royal
theater in New Westminster, and more
lately took over the Opera house in the
same city. He will act as a general assistant In looking after the various houses
maintained by the National company. It
is stated that Mr. Hanscher will retain the
opera house for the present, at least, but
will spend the greater portion of his time
In Vancouver.
Mr. Nichols has installed N. B. Maysmith, former
manager
of thein company's
Columbia
theater
In Victoria,
a similar
position at the Columbia in Vancouver,
while the house at Victoria now has E.
Clark as house manager. E. H Benson,
formerly manager of the Vancouver Columbia, is out on the road with his own
legitimate show, called "Somewhere In
TheBroadway
delayed theater
seats for
company's
new
havethearrived,
and
France."
the house will open on October 16, with
Frank Gow as manager.
The alterations planned for the Globe
theater have been started, and the work
will be carried on without the necessity
of closing the house. A battery of very
powerful lights has just been put up In
front of the house, and it is now one of
the bright spots on Granville streets. The
Globe
ively. is doing better business than ever
before, using Paramount service exclusCamera Man Keen on a Whaling Trip.
Vancouver, B. C, — In connection with
the picture of the display of photographs
of moving picture stars in the windo^v of
a local jewelry store, which appeared In
the WORLD some weeks ago. credit
should have been given to A. D. Kean,
who took the picture. The "Cowboy
Photographer" favored the WORLD man
by standing around until midnight taking
time exposures. Mr. Kean is now on a
trip securing films dealing with the whaling Industry.
New Pantages House in Vancouver,
Vancouver. B. C. — The permit for the
construction of the new Pantages theatre
has just been issued by the city building
department, and the plans call for a beautiful building costing $300,000. The structure will be of steel and concrete with
brick facings and terra cotta trimmings,
and will have a width of 103 feet and a
depth of 120 feet. The seating capacity
will be 1,800.
The work of demolishing the buildings
formerly occupying the site has been completed, and work hg,s begun on the ne^
foundations. Skene & Christie of thia
city have been awarded the contract for
the erection of the building.
A suit over commissions In connection
with the deal whereby the Pantages house
was to be built on this property, tried In a
local court, has Just brought out the fact
that Alexander Pantages Is to pay to C.
A. Godson, the owner of the land, a rental
of $1,000 per month for the use of It.
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Happenings in Philadelphia
Outlook

for Winter

Business Bright — Calehuff Supply Business Moves

to 1233

Vine Street — Special Children's Shows at the Park — New Strand Theater to Be
a Beauty — Censors Pass "The Devil's Needle.'*
By F. W. Armato. 144 North Salford Street. Philadelphia, Pa.
were unable to obtain admission at the opL. Chamberlain Sees Briprht Future.
ening night, M. J. McSween, the manager,
PHILADELPHIA, PA. — L. Chamberlain.
announced that he fully expected to have
owner of a chain of theaters up the
his
entire
reservations sold for the week
state, finds little fault with the present
by Thursday. The picture was acclaimed
conditions of the picture business. He is
by
the
critics
and the newspapers the folcharging 10 cents admission at all of his
lowing morning as an achievement worthy
houses showing all of the standard and
of
the
highest
praise.
recognized programs.
"A Daughter of the Gods" is expected
He finds that the interest in photoplays
to have a long run here.
from the public's point of view is on the
increase.
First Run of Fox Films at the Broadway.
Philadelphia. Pa. — J. E. Cohen, manager
of the Broadway theater in South Philadelphia, is showing the first runs of all the
Wm.
Fox features.
Chas. Segall Takes Over the Garden,
Philadelphia. Pa. — Charles iSegall has
taken over the Garden theater at 53rd and
Lansdowne Ave., which he will manage in
conjunction with the ApoUo.
Calehuff Moves to 1233 Vine St.
Philadelphia. Pa. — Charles A. Calehuff
has leased for a term of years the large
and commodious quarters at 1233 Vine St.
where he will take possession the 20th of
the month. The building is three stories
and is now being remodeled. A full line
of motion picture machine and supplies
will be carried in stock.
Local
307 Improves
Its Headquarters.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Lou Krouse, the busimanagerbusily
of local
307,in Operators'
Union, ness
is now
engaged
attending
to the alterations now being made at their
headquarters.
New Strand to Be a Beauty.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Herbert Effinger and
Dr. Walter Stuemp figure the completion
of
their theater
construction
at (The
GermanStrand),"
town now
Ave.under
and
Venango streets, will give to Philadelphia
one of the handsomest and largest theaters
built along an entirely different plan.
"Romeo and Juliet" at the Victoria.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Frank Buhler. the
progressive general manager of the Central Market Street Amusement Co.. has
booked The Metro's "Romeo and Juliet"
for one week at the Victoria theater, 9th
and Market
St.
Secure Selznick Picture Rights.
Philadelphia, Pa. — An important rumor
from reliable sources makes known the
fact that Stanley V. Mastbaum. of the Stanley Booking Co.. and William E. Smith, of
the Paramount Exchange, have acquired
the control of the Lewis J. Selznick pictures for this territory.
Censors Pass "Devil's Needle."
Philadelphia.
Devi''s
which
offended aPa.
few— ""The
members
on Xeedle."
the staff
of the Board of Censors, and was held up
on the Triangle program, has eventually
been passed and is now booking*.
Joseph Harris Back in "Cits."
Philadelphia, Pa- — Joseph Harris, of the
Mutual Film corps, has returned from the
Mexican border where he was stationed
with the first X. T. Regiment.
"Daughter of the Gods" Attracts.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Anetta Kellerman in
"A Daughter of the Gods" was given its
premier presentation at the Chestnut St.
opera house last Tuesday night. October 17.
In view of the enormous
crowds
which
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An automobile carrying attractive advertising of this film is being sent by Mr.
Rogers on a tour of the state. The machine is driven by Sherman Webster, the
new road representative of the Rogson Co.,
who is extensively booking the feature.
Mr. Webster appears at the left of the
picture. He was formerly with the Universal in Cleveland. On hundreds of announcements sent out by Mr. Rogers to
Xew York state exhibitors, regarding this
feature, he uses the words: "See our advertisement in the Moving Picture World."
His company also has the New York state
rights on "The Prima Donna's Husband."
featuring Holbrook Blinn. and "Where
Are My Children?" on which he is receiving extensive bookings. The Rogson Co.
has opened an office in the Gayety theater
building. New York.

Special Children's Show at Park Theater.
Philadelphia. Pa. — A special children's
morning performance was inaugurated
by John Weber of the Park theater on
Saturday, October 14, upon the presentation of "The Battle Cry of Peace."
The performance was arranged for 11 a.
m. and the results were most satisfactory.
Air. Weber is now advertising his Triangle
and Paramount program in the trolley cars.

Hughes Service Opens Office.
Buffalo, X. Y. — The Hughes Feature Film
Service has opened an office at 39 Erie
street, Buffalo. Harold Hughes, the proprietor, has been Buffalo manager of the
Unicorn for several months. His successor to that position will be announced
later.
"We will handle a medium-priced feature service," said Mr. Hughes.

Many Requests for Fairbdnk*s Photo.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Many letters from ardent admirers of Douglas Fairbanks are
finding their
way every
to theinstance,
Triangle's
local
office.
In most
Herbert
Given, the manager, finds that there is a
request for an autograph photo of Mr. Fairbanks. His increasing popularity has undoubtedly resulted from the instantaneous
success achieved in his latest sucess. "Manhattan Madness." This picture played a
solid week at the Arcadia and was booked
for a week at the Victoria.

J.
C. Hemment
"Toto"Mackenzie
Film.
Buffalo,
X. Y. —Editing
The Lady
Film Co. of Buffalo has completed the
"Toto" series of pictures and is assembling
them at the company's studio in Franklin
street. "Toto." an ape, whose antics place
him among the comedians of the first
rank, is featured in the film. J. C. Hemment is aiding in assembling the pictures.
Mr, Hemment introduced Rainey's African
hunt pictures in this country, A new
screen and a well equipped assembling
table have been added to Lady Mackenzie's
studio.

Church Aids Sunday Show

Phoenix to Have Two Theaters.
Buffalo. X. Y. — Out of the ashes of the
village of Phoenix, N. Y.. which was recently swept by fire, two moving picture
theaters will arise, instead of one. which
was there formerly. One of the houses
will be erected by Emmett Cornell, manager of the Echo theater, Syracuse. Details of the second house will be given
later.

Pastor

Basham, of Akron, N. Y., Conducts Picture Show and Lecture on
Sunday Evenings.
By Joseph
A. McGuire.
5 Lewis
Block.
Buffalo, N. Y.
BUFFALO. N. Y. — In Akron, N. Y., a village located a few miles from Buffalo,
the Rev. R. Arthur Bashman, pastor of
the First Presbyterian church there, has
begun what is for that locality an innovation at the Park theater. During the
fall and winter months he will conduct
Sunday evening services consisting of
moving pictures, singing, talks, etc. Pictures of an educational and religious character will be featured. The pastor says
the Sunday night moving pictures at the
theater does not meet with the approval
of several of his congregation, but he
expected such would be the case. He
says he went to Akron to do good for all
the people. He says nothing grips like
action and that this is an age of motionHe and his committee therefore decided
to move with the age and attract to the
theater, by means of moving pictures.
many who never enter a church. He says
he believes in taking none of the personal rights away from anyone. "The
Holy City" was recently screened at a
Sunday night performance and sung by
Pastor Basham, who has an exceptionally
fine voice. All available Bible and appropriate educational pictures will be used.
According
to reports
the are
minister's
Sunday shows,
truths of
of life
made
clear to the eye and carried home to the
hearts in talks by the Rev. Mr. Basham.
Rogson Film Auto Touring State.
Buffalo, X. Y. — The Rogson Film Co..
located in the Chapin block, Buffalo, is
showing considerable enterprise in advertising the Jules Verne Feature. "Around
the World in Eighty Days." The Rogson
Co., of which Charles R. Rogers is general manager, has the Xew York state
rights on this picture, exclusive of Xew
York City.

Ben Abrams With Triangle.
Buffalo, X. Y. — G. H. Hickey, manager of
the Triangle Film, Buffalo, has appointed Ben Abrams, Triangle road representativein this territory. Mr. Hickey reports
that Jack Farren, manager of the Victoria
theater, Rochester, is getting fine results
with Douglas Fairbanks in "Manhattan
Madness." St. John's Military School at
Manlius. X. Y.. is using a Triangle feature
each fice.
week
from the
local the
ofMr. HiHckey
has company's
complied with
school's request to send "The Coward."
Manager Christoffers Visits Binghamton.
Buffalo, X. Y. — G. H. Christoffers, manager of the Mutual Film, Buffalo, recently
visited Binghamton in the interests of the
Mutual's Star series. He called on Ned
Kornblite of the Star theater, and Dave
Cohen of the Symphony theater. Binghamton ; and W. H. of the Endwell theater.
Johnson City. X. Y. Mr. Christoffers had an
enjoyable motor trip through this territory.
"All exhibitors are beginning to realize
that a two-day booking will make them
more money than the daily-change program,", said Mr. Christoffers.
New

Directors

ofAssn.
Theatrical

Managers

Buffalo, X. Y. — The following compose
the board of directors of the Buffalo Theatrical Managers' Association, organized
recently: Peter C. Cornell. Henry J. Carr.
John R. Oishei. Earl L, Crabb. Jules H.
Michael, Ira M. Mosher, and William F.
Graham. The objects are to advance the
theatrical business of Buffalo through com-
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binatlon, and to foster and maintain a permanent friendly and fraternal spirit amonff
the members.

New Theater at Bathutst, N. B., is Ready

Heard at W. L. Sherry Office.
Buffalo. N. Y. — S. J. StouKlUon, Kencral
sales manager of the \V. L. Sherry Feature
Film Co,, recently called on D. J. Savage.
Buffalo manaprer. Howard F. Brink, local
traveling representative, has completed a
long trip through the state.

P. J. Lever's New

No Line of Talk for An Auto.
Buffalo. N. Y. — Charles Taylor. Metro
representative. Buffalo, is digging up good
business despite a handicap. He recently
broke an arm while arguing with his automobile. Mr. Segal, formerly with the
World
Film, Buffalo, has joined Mr. Taylor's
sales force.
Joseph Lee Out for Merit.
Buffalo. N. Y. — Joseph Lee, Merit representative in Buffalo, is on an eastern trip
in the interests of "Her Surrender." the
Merit's latest release. In Mr. Lee's absence his office is in charge of F. W.
Wycoff.
Harry Hall Leaves Rand's Troy House.
Troy, N. Y. — Harry Hall, owner of the
Novelty and Plaza theaters of Troy, ana
the Colonial. Rochester, has just leased
Rand's for
opera
house Heof will
Troy,
which
was
closed
a year.
spend
upward
of $15,000 In improving the last-named
house.
Geo.
Erie.
manager
now
in
Erie, Pa.
"A.

Stockton
Managing
Keiths.
Pa. — George
Stockton,
formerly
of Keith's theater, Buffalo,
is
charge
of the Wilkay
theater.

white as
good as
"Ai
"As finegold."
as
Why
do
laow.*
other papers
in this field invariably
s tandard of
try to compare with the
silk."
the MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD?
There's a reason.
C. H. Saunders Unicorn Manager.
Albany, X. Y. — Charles Barlott, of Syracuse, district manager of the Unicorn Film,
has appointed C. H. Saunders manager of
the Unicorn branch at Albany to succed Mr.
Lawrence.
Al Sardino Takes Regent at Syracuse.
Syracuse, N. T. — Al Sardino, former manager of the Savoy theater, Syracuse, has
taken over the Regent theater, that city,
and is specializing on big features.

Opera House Will Seat 900 — Embodies Many New Ideas in Theater Construction — Has a Stage.
By F. F. Sully, 6S Lansdowne Avenue, St.
John, N. B.
November. The advance booklng:s arc exBATHUUST,pleted hisX.new
B. — P.
J.
Leger
has
comceedingly heavy, and exhibitors announce
theater at Bat hurst,
that 25 and 35 cents will be the general
N. B., to bo known as the opera house. Mr.
admission charges.
Leger has embodied many of the latest improvements in theater equipment, in his
small but well built house. It has a seatTo Begin on New Picture Theater.
ing capacity of 900, a large stage, with
St. John, X. B. — According to the latest
room enough to i>roduce legitimate plays.
plans, ground will be broken in St. John
a rear elevation over the lobby, which is
about April 1st for the new moving picsaid to be the largest lobby in the provinces
ture theater that is to be opened by F. C.
with opportunity for a splendid display.
Spencer in King's Square. Specifications
The ventilation system is of the best. The
and
drawings
of the building will be suboperating room is admirably situated, and
mitted early in the winter, and the conis equipped with two Powers machines.
tract let probably by March 1st. This means
the theater will be ready for occupancy by
the summer. Mr. Spencer now has fourJoseph Partridge Expected on Visit.
teen theaters in his chain. This will make
his 15th. Mr. Spencer is now in Halifax for
St. John. N. B. — Joseph Partridge, general sales agent for the Greater Vitagraph
a few days on business.
company, and well known in Canada
through his connection with the General
M. S. Bernstein change.
Film, is expected to visit the theaters in
to Manage Social Exthis section within a few weeks. Mr.
Partridge has many friends in the proMitchell S. Bernstein,
l:.—
X.
John.
St.
vinces; all will be glad to see him back.
formerly traveling representative from
the Toronto office of the Famous Players,
has been appointed branch manager of
Imperial
Books
"Heart
of Maryland."
the St. John office. Mr. Bernstein is well
St. John. N. B. — The Imperial theater, St.
known in the Maritime Provinces, having
John, has already closed negotiations with
represented the Metro service in this terthe Metro representative for the exhibition
ritory. Louis Rosenfeld. whom Mr. Bernof Herbert Beaupreau's production of "The
stein is succeeding, will be connected with
Heart of Maryland," with Mrs. Leslie Caroffice, managing the distribuToronto
the
ter in the leading role.
tion of the Monarch and Artcraft features.
Mr. Rosenfeld will assume his new duties
within the next three or four weeks.
The Night Was Dark When Three
Weary Travellers.
Closes Theater for Winter.
St. John. N. B. — Mitchell Bernstein, Louis
Rosen f eld, of the Paramount, and Carl
Athol, X. B. — S. W. Dimock has closed
Crawford, of the Fox service, are now firm
his theater at Athol for the winter. The
believers in the old saying that "there is
business during the summer has been satisfactory, but Mr. Dimock feels that with
no place
like
home."
All
three
representatives landed at Campbellton, N. B., rather
the summer colony gone, the place cannot
late one evening, recently, and were
very
well
support a theater.
anxious to lay them down to sleep as soon
as possible in order to get an early start
on the business of the next day. The few
Carl Crawford Back.
hotels in the town all displayed the S. R. O.
St. John.
X. B. — Carl Crawford,
local
as soon as the three travelers marched up
manager for the Fox service, has returned
to the desks to sign the register. Then befrom a business trip to the Montreal office.
gan a quest for shelter for the night. Finally one kind-hearted family consented to
take them in; it was 2 a. m. when all three
"Crimson Stain" Hereabouts.
found themselves snugly tucked into bed
St. John. X. B. — Jules H. Wolfe, manafter a long tramp for shelter. They say
ager of the local Metro exchange, anit was a close call from taking to the haynounces big bookings for the opening
lofts.
installment of the new serial, "The Crimson Stained Mystery," which is soon to
make its first appearance in this section.
"Britain Prepared" Coming Nov. 1.
A metropolitan run has been secured at
St. Jolin. X. B. — "Britain Prepared." the
the Strand theater, Halifax, where the
ten-reel feature, will be released in this
picture will be shown for a full week.
section of the Dominion about the first of

Sister of Happy Hour Manager Dies.
Rochester, N. Y. — Miss Curtis, manager
of the Happy Hour theater, Rochester.
N. Y., is receiving the sympathy of her
friends on account of the recent death of
her sister, Mrs. John Kelly, of thai city.
Among those who attended the funeral was
G. H. Christoffers, manager of the Mutual
Film, Buffalo.
M. Unger Reopens the Globe.
Buffalo, N. Y. — M. Unger has reopened the
Globe moving picture theater, Buffalo. Ht;
was formerly manager of Carnival Court,
a summer park of this city.
Buffalo. N. Y. — A new stage setting.
consisting of a rich velour curtain, has
been Installed at the Elm wood moving
picture theater. Buffalo, by Elmei S. Davis.
manager. The drop is in green, trimmed
with gold. A new grand piano has been
added to the orchestra equipment
Buffalo. N. Y. — Harold E. Hughes, Buffalo representative of the Unicorn, is covering Western New York in a campaign
on the Unicorn's new fall progrimme.

Interior of P. J. Leger's Opera House at Bathurst, New

Brunswich.
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Children's Shows in Washington

November 4, 1916
Bostock shows for seven years, having
been employed as an assistant director
handling the transportation of animals.
His next step was to become an exhibitor,
and he has since conducted several theaters, being at present the owner of a
motion picture theater in East Stroudsburg. Pa., which he has leased to another
exhibitor, but which he himself operated
for a number of years.
He saw better possibilities in the exchange end and soon became associated
witli the enterprises of Harry M. Warner.
Pathe held his services for about a year
and a half and he was one of the first
employees of the Philadelphia offices. He
then entered the employ of the Paramount, remaining with that concern for
about a year. About six months ago he
joined the International, also In Philadelphia, covering his old territory of
eastern Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey and Delaware through which he had
traveled for his other employers.
It is rather a hard matter to judge a
man at first sight, but Mr. Milliman seems
to have the punch and the personality
that is going to bring him many friends.

Club Women and Film Men Meet to Consider Problem of Better Pictures Without Censorship — Prominent Club Women Firmly Against the Latter — Will
Lend a Hand in Advancing Good Programs.
By Clarence L. Linz, 622 Riggs Building, Washington,
D. C.
years and under, as shown from a recent
WASHINGTON. D. C— An interesting
disclosure was made at a joint meettwo months' census of the theaters.
ing of members of the motion picture
Dr. William P. Herbst, of the Circle
committee of the District of Columbia
theater, stated that he was exhibiting
many films of interest to children and
Federation of Women's Clubs and members of the film industry of Washington,
would continue to do so, and Robert H.
Campbell, of the Olympic theater, stated
held to discuss the possibilities of chilhis willingness to co-operate with the
dren's matinees. In calling the meeting
to order, Chairman Mrs. Jacob John
ladies if they would assume more of the
Locher announced that there was no deresponsibility of operating the theater in
sire on the part of the Federation to bring
the way of selecting the program they
about the censorship of motion pictures,
would desire, and seeing to it that the
exhibitions were advertised in a way
that she herself was unalterably opposed
to produce patronage, this despite the
to Federal censorship, that it was abhortroubles that had been heaped upon him
rent to her and to her associates, BUT
THEY DO WANT CLEANER PICTURES
when he gave seven exhibitions for the
for adults as well as for children.
benefit of the school children of the neighborhood of his theater, the entire receipts
The children's matinees are to be the
from which had been contributed toward
regular shows of the theaters that may
be selected for this purpose, plus a one
the playgrounds fund.
or two-reel subject of particular interest
to the youngest of the children that may
C. R. MUIiman Succeeds J. L. Yates.
Picture Man May Be National Commitattend. It is not to be a real educational
teeman.
Washington, D. C- — Among the week's
exhibition, but a well-balanced program
Washington, D. C.— Barry Bulkley. who
changes
in
Washington's
filmdom
is
noted
that has in it material that will by its
the
advent
of
C.
R.
Milliman,
who
comes
is prominently connected with the Hy-Art
makeup be educational, a program that
to assume the management of the WashMasterplays Company, and with other
will appeal to the parents as well as the
ington Film exchange which markets the
large
motion picture interests now in
children. There is to be only one differUniversal product in this territory. He
prospect, has just received the indorseence— a lack of sex problem features and
virtually succeeds the late J. Leo Yates,
ment of the Republican Interstate League
of that comedy which is or closely borders
for the position of Republican national
whose sad death was reported in a preupon vulgarity.
vious issue of The Moving Picture World,
committeeman for the District of ColumTheater Men to Do Their Part
and replaces Joseph A. Lavalle, who has
bia. Mr. Bulkley is very well known in
been in charge since early in July.
both social and financial circles, and has
There were a number of speakers for
Mr.
Milliman
is
an
old
showman
with
always
taken a great interest in all civic
both sides. Frank B. Spurrier, manager
matters. He will also have the endorseof the Vitagraph exchange, offered free
thirty years' experience to his credit and
ment
of all connected with the motion
an intimate knowledge of the film busireels to be used for a period of one month
ness, both from the theater and the expicture
industry
here,
for the
rtiotlonto picin
trying
out
the
scheme
of
children's
change
end
of
it.
Before
entering
the
ture
men
would be
highly
gratified
see
matinees, and there also came offers of
motion picture business he was with the
one of their number secure the honor.
several theaters, including the Circle.
Home and Leader theaters.
It was pointed out that of themselves
the purely educational programs would
not prove popular in Wasliington. Other
facts of this kind were brought out by
Asks Change in Method in Licensing Operators and a Bill to That Effect Is Now
Mr. Ferguson who as Gardner Mack, edits
the motion picture column of the WashBefore Congress — Inspection of Theaters.
ington Times. He stated that the fact
become a law at the time of writing this
WASHINGTON. D. C— In his annual rethat there had not been such matinees
port, just presented to the Commissioners
report.
established years ago was due to lack of
of the_ District of Columbia, Fire Marshal
co-operation and initiative on the part of
Only One Violation of Regulations.
P.
W.
Nicholson,
in
dealing
with
the
subthe very women who are now seeking the
"There was only one case of violation
ject of motion picture theaters, says that
aid of the exhibitors. He also told them
of
the regulations governing the motion
the manner in w^hich the operators of
that they were expecting the exhibitors
picture theaters during the year on the
motion picture theaters are licensed is
to do all the work.
very unsatisfactory.
part of the managers of these theaters.
The suggestion was made that the exDaniel Thompson, colored, manager of the
"At present," says Mr. Nicholson, "the
change managers would be glad to submit
Chelsea theater, was charged with the
operator to obtain a license is compelled
to the members of the committee for exviolation of article 14, section 13, of the
to pass a written examination to questions
amination various films which they felt
police
regulations, operating a machine
in
writing,
which
is
a
very
easy
matter
sure would meet with approval, and to
without a license. He was allowed to
for the operator to make copies of, and
these the ladies could give their endorseforfeit
$5 collateral in the police court as
which is known to have been done In sevment. That this savored too much of ceneral instances. These written lists of
a warning to the other managers and
sorship, even in an amateur way, was
operators,
notwithstanding the fact that
questions have been copied and furnished
pointed out by the representative of the
he was severely burned about the face
to persons desiring to obtain a license by
Moving Picture World, who suggested that
and
arms
and
hands and was confined in
paying a certain fee. Some of these same
when the ladies saw a picture which parthe
hospital for a period of about six
persons after having obtained a license
ticularly impressed them as being of a
weeks.
have shown that they are incompetent,
type they would wish their friends and
Seventy
Theaters
Inspected.
and the only proper way is for the operathe juveniles to see that they spread the
tor to pass and show that from a practical
"From November 1, 1915, the beginning
news by word of mouth. This was agreed
knowledge
he
is
competent
to
be
licensed
of the license year, up to and including
to as being much better than censorship,
as a motion
picture operator.
which none of the ladies desired, nor did
June 30, 1916. the end of the fiscal year,
The fire marshal has drafted a bill recthey want to take it upon themselves to
seventy
motion picture theaters were exom ending to the commissioners that they
select the various programs that would be
amined and approved as being in conrequest and recommend to Congress the
required for the purposes under discussion.
formity with the regulations and licenses
enactment of a law providing for a board
issued. Although seven have closed their
of three expert examiners; also making
Co-operation Needed.
doors since the beginning of the license
appropriation for a sufficient amount to
Mr. Walraven, publicity manager in tliis'
year, others have been opened to make
territory for the Paramount corporation,
purchase a motion picture machine for
tlie quota the same as last year. During
the use of the examining board. Such
gave an interesting talk on the possibilithe year 21 open-air motion picture parks
examinations will provide only proficient
ties of these matinees, pointing out that
have been examined and approved and
operators, and requiring the operator
the lack of co-operation on the part
licenses issued: a decrease of two over
when
passing
a
satisfactory
examination
of the various women's organizations
the preceding year. These motion picture
throughout the country that had been
to pay a small fee for his license, which
theaters and parks are scattered over difagitating the matter had deterred the
will provide a fund for the rurtning exferent sections of the city and are visited
manufacturers from going too deeply into
penses of the examining board. The comat least once a week, especially on Saturit. He denied that there were as many
missioners approved the bill and forday
and Sunday evenings and holiday
bad pictures as the ladies had been led .warded the same to each branch of Conperformances, when the largest crowds
to believe really existed, and corroborated
gress, recommending enactment into law.
are found, in order to be certain that the
the statement of Mr. Ferguson that hardly
The bill as presented has been introduced
regulations are being adhered to, which
more than ten per cent, of the average
and is now before the proper committee
regulations are strictly enforced by the
in each branch of Congress, but has not
audience was made up of children sixteen
fire marshal."

Fire Marshal's Annual Report on Theaters
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THE

ARTCRAFT'S
NEW
OFFICES.
Attractive
Exchange
Has
Been
Got
Ready by Manager Whitaker — Is
Conveniently Arranged.
Washtnelon. D. C— The Artcraft Pictures Corporation has obtatnt'd possession
of a second room In the building^ at 1320
F street, northwest, and will- soon secure
another which will give It possession of
the entire second floor of the double buildIngT- The room just acquired is to be used
for the storage of posters and advertising
matter, and films. At the left of the entrance from the main hall are the paper
racks, with one rack for the storage of
cuts. In front of these Is the rewinding
and Inspection table, with four metal film
cabinets
nearby.at The
booker's
near
the window
the front
of thedesk
room.is
The room Is fitted out In a very neat
manner. The floor is covered with a
heavy linoleum. The room is well lighted
for the entire front to within a few inches
of the floor and ceiling Is of glass. In
addition, in the center of the room is an
electric fixture with four lamps of high
power.
TO FRIENDS OF THIS PAPER.
Our New Washington Office Is at Room
622, Riggs
Building — Telephone
No. Is 1710 Main.
Washington, D. C. — The moving Picture
World wishes to announce the establishment in Washington. D. C, of an office in
Room 622 Rlggs building. The Riggs
building itself Is modern in every particular, and the office is equipped in like
manner, both being In line with the progressive ideas of this publication.
Exhibitors, exchange managers, and ^H
others connected with the film industry in
this territory, are invited to mail to this
office or to telephone Main 1710 auch items
of news as they believe will be of interest
to others in the same line of business.
Attention is also called to the fact that
our Washington representative is authorized to accept subscriptions, and all orders
placed at this office will receive the same
prompt attention as in the home office.

CELEBRATES
Carl

A YEAR'S RECORD.

F.
Senning — Modern
Exchange
Manager — Has
Anniversary
as
Head of Local Fox.
Washington, D. C- — Carl F. Senning is
this week receiving the congratulations of
his many friends on having reached the
first anniversary of his appointment as
manager of
the Fox
Film CorpWashington
o r ation's
branch.
During the
jhort period
of his connection with
the film Industry, Mr.
Senning has
Tiade a reco r d well
worth
while. He
is a good
fellow a 1 l
around, and
of the type
that will
meet
one
just a little « , „ „
more
than
Carl F. Sennmg.
half way when called to do so. He
is very popular among the patrons of the
Fox Film Corporation, and he can count
on all of his fellow-exchangemen as his
friends.
He is the modern type exchange manager. Clean-cut, both physically and
morally. When he makes a statement
one can bank on it; he never goes back
on his word. And he has a suave manner
that makes friends; a character that keeps
them.
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Mr. SennlnR- first broke Into the llmeItKht in 1903, when he was appointed
deputy city assessor for Louisville, Ky.
He resigned that position to become
special traveling representative for the
Washington -Sunset route, and for two
years, until April. 1915. he ran between
the National Capital and San Francisco,
Cal., with special tourist parties.
His First Film Job.
He was In San Francisco with a party
of government officials when he received
a telegram from Lieut. Jim P. Anderson,
then manager of the local exchange, to
hurry to Washington as there was a vacancy for him. These two had been
friends for fifteen years; from back In the
days whon tleut. Anderson was manager
for the Molssants. aviators. No mistake
was made in picking Mr. Senning for the
road Job, for he made friends from the
start
firm. and that meant business for his
The fMlowing September he was transferred to the Atlanta branch to investigate conditions and carry the Fox gospel
into South Carolina, Georgia, Florida and
Alabama. He carried the same tactics
with him, and when he left the Sunny
South on a rush order from the home
office, he received the congratulations of
his newly made friends there — he was
brought
back to Washington
to succeed
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his old friend, Lieut. Jim Anderson, the
latter having been promoted to the position of foreign representative with headquarters for the time being in Australia.
Intimate Gossip of Fox Lair.
Washington, D. C. — Alan Moritz, who
has been traveling through this territory
for the Washington office of the Fox
corporation, has been transferred to the
Philadelphia office, and thereon hinges a
tale. He kept it a secret for two months,
but It leaked. To be brief, Mr. Moritz
had been going to New York to visit Miss
Prlscilla Bronwitz all too often not to
excite the suspicion that a knot would
soon be tied — and it was, early in July.
But no one is supposed to know about It.
so, dear reader, do not pass the news
along. Mr. Moritz was accordingly transferred to the Philadelphia office in order
that the railroad expenses to New York
might be cut down, for even there It Is
a secret.
J. Hildebrand, who formerly served as
road man out of the New York office of
the Fox Film Corporation, has been transferred to the Washington branch to succeed Mr. Moritz, and will travel through
North Carolina, Virginia and West Virginia. He arrived here last week to take
up his new duties. Dorsey Richardson, a
well-known newspaper writer, is another
new addition
to the Washington
office.

Work Begun on Ellwood City's New Theatre

T. V. Barnes Building Beautiful Picture House of Brick and Steel— Will Be Ready
to Open This Winter.
From Pittsburgh News Service, 6016 Jen kins
ELLWOOD
CITY,
The erection
of a
beautiful
newPa. —theater
has been
started at Ellwood City, Pa., by T. V.
Barnes, who operates the Majestic. The
house will be of flre-proof construction
and modern in every respect. Mr. Barnes
is
an exhibitor
of many
years' experience,
having
set a high
standard
in movjng
picture entertainment in Ellwood City
and elsewhere. The new theater was to
have been built during the past summer,
but negotiations for a site were not completed until a short time ago. The contract was let to J. E. Dwyer, local architect and builder. The structure will
measure 44 by 140 feet .and will be of
brick and steel, with a striking enamel
brick front. The work «s to be rushed,
Mr. Barnes states, so as to have the house
completed this winter.
Mt. Union House to Open.
Mt. Union, Pa. — The new 1.000-seat theater of the Shapiro Amusement company
at Mt. Union, will be formally opened to
the public on November 1, according to
an announcement just issued by the management. The building is of brick and
concrete and Is designed along the most
up-to-date lines. The Interior is one of
the best equipped and most handsomely
arranged In western Pennsylvania. A $4,000 Seeburg organ is being installed.
The house will represent an investment
of $25,000. The promoters intend to give
the people of Mt. Union and vicinity the
best that the photoplay field affords and
a policy of high-class features will be inaugurated.
Four-Day Runs at Olympic.
Pittsburgh. Pa. — The Olympic theater.
Fifth avenue. Pittsburgh, one of the largest of the down-town houses, is about to
institute a new policy of four-day runs
on all Fox productions. This is a distinct
departure in this city, as the limit on the
showing of features in the Fifth avenue
theaters is usually two days. The first
four-day run will be on "The Straight
Way." featuring Valeska Surratt. The result of the experiment Is awaited with interest, as Mr. Antonopolls la determined
to give it a fair trial.

Arcade,

Pittsburgh. Pa.

Ground
Broken
for New
Theater.
Beaver Falls. Pa. — Ground has been
broken for a modern moving picture theater and business block combined on the
present site of the Colonial theater, at
Beaver Falls. The building will front on
Seventh avenue and will extend back to
an alley to the rear, with a handsome arcade entrance for the theater. The building will be of brick, steel and concrete
construction and will cost about $20,000.
The owner is Mrs. J. L. B. Dawson.
Butler Theaters Meet Union Demands.
Butler. Pa. — Aften pending adjustment
for some time past, the wage scale of the
union was finally signed recently by the
four moving picture theaters of Butler, Pa.
The houses entering into the agreement
are the New Grand, the Majestic, the Lyric
and the Comlque. Only one local theater
remains out.
"Less Than the Dust" at the Regent.
Pittsburgh. Pa. — The Regent theater, at
East Liberty, Pittsburgh, the finest of the
Rowland Clark chain of houses, has booked
the latest Mary Pickford production. "Less
Than the Dust," for an entire week, which
will be Its first run In this city. Plans are
made to put the picture on in an elaborate
manner
and It la being advertised effectively.
Belle Vernon Theater Reopens.
Belle Vernon, Pa. — The Bijou theater, at
Belle Vernon, has been reopened after
having Its doors closed about two months
for extensive remodeling and redecoration.
The house presents a bright and attractive
appearance and the auditorium has been
nicely arranged to increase the seating
capacity somewhat. A strong bill of features is being offered dally and the admission price has been raised to 10 and 16
cents.
Camerascope to Incorporate.
Pittsburgh. Pa. — Application Is being
made for a state charter of incorporation
for the Camerascope Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa,, to manufacture and deal In
motion picture co moras, projection machines and accessories. The applicants are
Harry S. Calvert. Edward N. Jones and
William L. Danahey. all of this city.
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Detroit Outskirt Theaters Assoc,
A Get-Together of Neighborhood Houses — Find There Are Times When Their Interests Need the Kind of Special Attention That Only an Organization Can
Give — Meetings Are Held to Perfect the Association.
By Jacob Smith, 503 Free Press Building. Detroit. Mich.
owned by John H. Kunsky, and from there
DETROIT. MICH. — Thirty neighborhood
starts on a long tour of the leading outor outskirt motion picture exhibito'-a
skirt theaters, most of whom will play
held a special executive session at the
the feature two days.
Hotel Griswold, Monday afternoon, Oct.
16, for the purpose of mutual co-operation
and with the idea in view of ultimately
Rocking Chairs in Theater Boxes.
having an organization of their own. AnJackson, Mich. — In talking the other day
other meeting was held Oct. 19 F. A.
with C. A, Kuhlman, who operates the Rex
Schneider, president of the Stratford Thetheater, in Jackson, Mich., we were very
ater Co., Dix and Ferdinand avenues, acted
much interested in learning that the Rex
as chairman, and Jack Mowitt of the Globe
was the first theater in America to install
rocking chairs in its mezzanine boxes.
theater, Grand River and Trumbull avenues, as secretary. A permanent associa"My object in putting rockers in these
tion is under formation and permanent
boxes was to make the patron is comoffices will be elected.
fortable as if he or she was in their own
"We simply feel that the outskirt theahome,"
said Mr. Kuhlman. The Rex is now
ters have interests in common with each
a theater of 1,000 seats, of which 950 are
other." said Mr. Mowitt. "By getting to"""n
main floor,
gether once or twice a month and talking
the the
Mezzanine
tioor. the balance being on
over trade conditions as applied to the
neighborhood theaters, we can undoubtedTwo
New Muskegon
Theaters.
ly do a lot of good for ourselves. The
Muskegon, Mich. — Two new. modern and
downtown houses do business differently
strictly
up-to-date
motion
picture
theaters,
from the neighborhood houses, and in
one with 700 seats and the other with 800
many instances what concerns us does not
seats,
are
assured
for
Muskegon.
Plans
concern them, while what concerns them
for the new buildings have been ordered
does not concern us. We have a lot of
by the owners, P. J. Schlossman Company,
important matters under consideration,
at once, from C. Howard Crane, Detroit,
which, if properly carried out, will revoarchitect.
lutionize some things pertain in£? to this
industry."
Erker Bros. Open Supply Store Here.

graph. Baird and Standard machines and
parts, slides, supplies, motion picture apparatus and complete theater equipment —
everything, in fact, except film. With a
Detroit otlice, it will be in a position ta
give excellent service to exhibitors in
Detroit as well as Michigan and northern
Ohio, and for that reason Its Detroit officeeral
is sure
t9 be are
successful.
large sales
reported. Already sevMutual's Prepayment Works Out Well.
Detroit, Mkh. — Manager Trask, of the
Mutual Exchange in Detroit, reports: "Our
business has picked up considerably since
the first of October. Our series of features With iTidividual stars are proving
very popular and are showing splendid results. Our prepayament plan, now in effect, is also working out satisfactorily."
Local Business and Personal Notes.
Detroit, Mich.— The local Paiamuunt,
through \V. M. Elliott, its publicity manager, has gone to great expense in fitting
up a special department with everything
in the way of cuts, reading and advertising matter that exhibitors can use, either
in the newspapers or in their programs.
It is all absolutely free for the asking.
Petoskey, Mich. — Mrs. Wade B. Smith
has purchased the Alcazar theater, this
city, and is now operating same.
Detroit, Mich. — Dow Thompson, manager
of Detroit office of the Fox Film, is planning to attend the annual convention of
Fox exchange managers, which takes place
in New York City Oct. 28 to 31. The Detroit office broke all records for the weeks
ending Sept. 30 and Oct. 15. There are now
seven downtown theaters using Fox pictures— Broadway, one week; Family, three
days; Empress, one day; Grand Circus, one day; Woodward, one day;
Bijou, two days, and Empire, one day;
Out of something like 140 theaters in Derecord. troit 62 are booking Fox pictures. Some
Farwell. Mich. — J. R. Gardner has opened
a new theater here called the Royal,
which seats 300, devoted to pictures.

Five Houses with Full Week Runs.
Detroit. Mich. — Up to two years ago
there wasn't a single theater in Detroit
booking feature photoplays an entire week
— it was thought impossible and positive
suicide for the house attempting such a
thing. What a change in comparison to
present-day conditions. Detroit now boasts
of five theaters playing pictures an entire week, three of which are downtown
and the other two more than a mile and
a half from downtown — the BroadwayStrand, the Washington, the Liberty. The
Majestic and the Regent.

Detroit, Mich. — We take pleasure In announcing that the Erker Bros. Optical Co.,
of St. Louis. Mo., has opened a Detroit
branch at 35 Grand River avenue east, corner of Broadway, which is temporarily in
charge of Harry G. Lihou. advertising and
sales director. The Detroit store Is a
most complete one, and carries everything
that motion picture theaters could ask
for in the way of equipment. Erker Bros,
carry
Power,
Edison,
Simplex,
Motlo-

Thieves Get War Films.
Detroit. Mich. — Thieves broke into the
offices of the Wolvertine Film Co., 71
Griswold street, Detroit, on Oct. 17, and
stole four reels of "Fighting With the Allies." A few days previous they stole a
projecting machine from an easi side
theater; several other theaters report
minor thefts. All that the thieves need
now is a theater. Better watch out, exhibitors and lock your doors securely.

Cincinnati Office of Greater Vitagraph Has a New Manager — Mr. Holah Will Prob•
ably Open a New Exchange.
By Kenneth
C. Grain, 610 First National
Bank
Building, Cincinnati. Ohio.

Detroit
Sanitation
Ordinance
Killed.
Detroit, Mich. — Through the efforts of
Peter Jeup and other exhibitors, the proposed Detroit ordinance on Health and
Sanitation as pertaining to motion picture
theaters has been "killed." It contained
some very drastic requirements and would
have given the Board of Health the right
to close up theaters if it saw fit to do so.
"The Common Law" in Michigan.
Detroit, Mich. — Everybody in Michigan
seems vitally interested in the first Clara
Kimball Young Film Corporation release.
"The Common Law," which opened at the
Broadway-Strand, Oct. 2, for a two weeks'
run, which broke all records of the house.
During this engagement all orchestra and
balcony seats sold at 25 cents, with loges
at 50 cents. On Sunday, Oct. 15, the same
picture opened at the Tsis theater, in
Grand Rapids, recently taken over by
Harry I. Garson, of the Broadway-Strand
theater. Tremendous business was also
reported there. The second run of "The
Common Law" goes to the Liberty theater.

C E. Holah ResignsS. W. Hatch Succeeds
CINCINNATI. OHIO.— A change in the
management of the Vitagraph. formerly the V-L-S-E. office in Cincinnati,
has taken place and S. W. Hatch is now
in charge, succeeding C. E. Holah, one
of the livest and most popular film men
who ever did business in this territory.
Before leaving for New York a few days
ago Mr. Holah intimated that he would
have some news to give to his friends
when he returned, and it is understood
that he will return as manager of a new
film exchange of high rank. Mr. Hatch
;s by no means a stranger in Cincinnati,
as he was manager of the local office of
the General Film Co. up to a year or so
ago, going to St. Louis as manager of the
V-L-S-E branch in that city, and coming
back to Cincinnati as a promotion. The
question
Holah's
has been oftheMr.subject
of new
much connection
comment,
especially in view of the reports heard
of large new consolidations in New York.
Empire Theater Burned.
Cincinnati, O. — The Empire theater, at
3S31 Spring Grove avenue, owned by the
Fricke estate, was gutted by fire on the
morning of October 16, when fortunately,
nobody was in the building, Tlie blaze
involved several other structures, and had
obtained good headway before the fire
department arrived on the scene. The
damage to the building and equipment is
estimated
at $1,000.

Film

Hits

at the Alhambra.

Cincinnati, O. — The Alhambra, Charles
Weigel's house, was "turning *em away"
during the engagement of Edna Mayo in
"Tlie Return of Eve," the popular star
drawing heavily in this unique production. Another good drawing card was the
Triangle feature, "The Wolf Woman."
featuring Louise Glaum with her wonderful gowns. Manager Weigel has been bemoaning the fact that his house is comparatively small, as he could do double
the business, he declares, if he only had
the seating capacity.
Take Long Lease on Colonial Theater.
Youngstown. O. — A deal recently closed
here places the Colonial theater in the
hands of a new concern, the Federal
Holding Co.. under a long lease, and it is
understood that the company contemplates extensive improvements, including
the construction of a new moving-picture
theater to tlie rear of the Colonial, fronting on Federal street. The lease covers
a period of fifty years, indicating the
company's intention of doing things in
a permanent, manner. Operation of the
Colonial will be discontinued after next
spring, it is understood, in order to enable
the construction of the new building,
which will not only house a handsome
and roomy theater, but will have an arfloors. cade, a number of stores and several office
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Indiana Trade News Letter
From the Indiana Trade News Service, SfiX
Stale Life LUilldinK, Indianapolis. Ind.
Brookville*s
Crystal
Theater
Sold.
BUOOKVILLK. Ind- — A. L. Popjjer and
Hantld I.apLsh. two local business nu-n,
have purchased the Crystal thoator and are
planning extensive Improvements In the
place. The Crystal is one of the most popular photoplay houses In the city.
Frank Fogel Buys Theater.
Churubusco, Ind. — Frank Foeel. of
Columbia City, has bought the Olympic
theater, and will assume active management of the place next week. It was
formerly owned by a stock company.
Star Theater Opens at Jeffersonville.
Jefferaonville. Ind. — Preston Orubbs. wlio
has been making extensive improvements
In the Interior of the Jefferson theater,
which he purchased recently. The house
was formally opened Saturday night,
October 21. and hereafter it will be known
as the Star theater. Manager Grubbs has
arranged to present a series of special feature films during the next few weeks.
Mrs. Sadie Henry Buys Crystal Theater.
North Manchester, Ind, — Mrs. Sadie
Henry has move<i to North Manchester.
Ind., where she has purchased the Crystal
theater, an attractive photoplay house.
Palace Theater
ComDany
Incorporates.
Indianapolis. Ind. — The Palace Theater
Company, of Fort Wayne, has filed incorporation papers with a capital stock of
$75,000. The incorporators are F. E.
Strouder. J. J. DeWald and Ralph L.
Magee.
Verne Young Buys Another Machine.
Oary, Ind. — Verne Young, proprietor of
the Orpheum theater, has returned from
Chicago. 111., where he purchased a new
moving picture machine for the theater.
The Orpheum has had one first class machine for some time, and now its equipment is first class in every respect. The
new machine
cost approximately
$400.
Burned Out, Will Build Again.
Bryant, Ind. — Bowen & Son's moving picture theater and electric light plant were
destroyed by fire last week, causing a loss
estimated at $3,000. The fire, the origin of
which was not determined, started in the
electric light plant, and then w^as communicated to the theater, only a short distance away. For a time it was thought
the entire town was doomed to destruction,
and a call was sent to surrounding towns
for aid. Immediately after the fire Mr.
Bowen announced that he will build a
new theater and electric plant on the same
site, the new buildings to be constructed
on a much larger scale.
South Bend Theater Opens.
South Bend, Ind. — The fact that no admission was charged proved an additional
attraction at the opening of the Colonial
theater, a new motion picture house at
129 North Michigan street, which was held
Friday. Oct. 20. The theater was thrown
open for general inspection throughout
the day, and a special musical program was
given between the hours of 1 o'clock in the
afternoon and 10 o'clock at night. It was
estimated that several thousand persons
attended the opening. The new theater Is
under the management of Frank E. Chapman, who has been connected with the
motion picture business in South Bend for
several years.
Fire in Anderson Theater.
Anderson. Ind. — About 250 patrons of the
Cozy theater were almost thrown Into a
panic last week when a reel of film took
fire and filled the room with a dense, black
smoke. The sight of the flames at first
caused considerable confusion, but ample
exits in the theater enabled the crowd to
file out orderly.
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Film Titles in Bi-Lingual Canada
A Struggle Is Expected Over Quebec's Double Language Situation and the First
Gun Fired May Be Over the Proposal to Have Subtitles Written in Both
Tongues — An Interesting Situation.
Ity

W.

M.

Gladish,

1263

Gerrard

--p
ONT. general
— Practically
^ ORONTO.
Candian film
manager every
was
present at a conference In Toronto. October 16, on the bi-llngual question — that
is with regard to dual sub-titles in films
screened in the Province of Quebec. .Vceording to an order recently Issued by
the authorities of Quebec, all films exhibited in the eastern pruv'ince must
shortly have sub-titles in both the English
and French languages on account of the
great number of French-speaking people
residing there. The French-Canadians
are preparing to fight to establish further
the French language throughout their
own province. One of these moves has
been to call upon the exchanges to provide French as well as English subtitles in all pictures exhibited in-Quebec.
Tliere are indications that the struggle
over the sub-titles in question will be the
opening gun in the bi-lingual struggle
which may. according to the opinions of
many. lead to serious proportions. The
film people do not want to comply with
the order for the French titles because
of the time, trouble and expense involved
in the extra sub-titles. The latter would
be of no use, it is pointed out, in any
Tither part of Canada. The situation is a
delicate one and the Canadian film interests have already held one or two
meetings for the purpose of going into
the matter at length. An unfortunate
feature is that the picturesque FrenchCanadians have been led to adopt a spirit
of animosity, apparently, through the
activities of several politicians in encouraging the issue in order to better their
own personal interests. In spite of the
fact that English is generally spoken
throughout the world and is the language
of the United States as well as of Canada,
a large section of the inhabitants of
Quebec have announced their intention to
go any limit to force the adoption of the
French tongue for official business in
Quebec.
L. E. Ouimet of Montreal, Canadian
general manager for the Pathe. came to
Toronto for the conferencei which was attended by Clair Hague of the Universal,
C. B. Price, Mutual. W. E. Gookin, Greater
Vitagraph, D. Cooper, K. E. S. E., Phil
Kauffman, Famous Players, and others.
No announcement has been made regarding the outcome of the deliberations.
Grace
Darmond
Visits Toronto.
Toronto, Ont. — Toronto film magnates
and screen fans were all a-flutter on Monday and Tuesday. October 16 and 17,
because of the formal visit to Toronto of
Grace Darmond. leading figure in the
Pathe serial release, "The Shielding
Shadow." Miss Darmond made the rounds
of all the important theaters on the two
days, after which she boarded the train
for Montreal. She Is a native daughter
of Toronto and her relatives still reside
on Dovercourt road, this city. She came
in advance of the release of the new
serial, as the first episode will not be
screened here until about November 6.
Reopening
of Beaver Theater.
Toronto. Ont. — The Beaver theater. 1784
Dundas street. West Toronto, has been
opened under the management of R. S.
Marvin, president of the new Beaver Theater Company, Limited. The entire interior and front of the house was refurnished and redecorated under the direction of Bill Dineen. Manager Marvin
is also the executive head of the Metropolitan Theater company, which controls
the Strand theater. Toronto. The opening
feature was the Fox attraction. "Under

St., E. Toronto, Ontario.
Two Flags." A mixed program of vaudeville and pictures made up the first bill.
The range of prices for the Beaver runs
from
5c to 10c in the afternoon to 25c
at night.
Loevir Circuit in Canada.
Toronto. Ont.— .Marcus Loew. accompanied by Joe Sfhenke. dropped off at
Toronto from New York on October
15
with an eye to the theatrical and moving
picture situation in Toronto and elsewhere in Canada. Mr. Loew said a circuit
of his theaters with vaudeville and pictures would soon be found in the Domonion. His new theater in Montreal will
seat 3,300 and will be the largest house
in Canada. After Montreal will come
Hamilton, Ontario, as the site for a new
Loew theater, and the next Canadian city
under consideration is London. Ontario.
According to present plans, the Loew
houses at Hamilton and London would
probably
twice each split
week.to enable a change of bill
Schenke has a new film project, it is
understood, and he came to Toronto for"
the purpose of examining the local field
to size it for future business.
Edison Week in 12 Local Houses.
Toronto, Ont. — An unusual advertising
campaign was launched in Toronto when
an "Edison Week" was held in twelve
local moving picture theaters during the
week of October 16. The twelve theselected are located widely throughout aters
the city.
Operators
Want
Christmas
Off.
Toronto. Ont. — Following up the cue of
the Doninion Trades and Labor Congress
in passing a resolution asking for a complete holiday on Christmas Day for as
many workers as possible, the members
of the Toronto local of the International
Moving Picture Operators' Union are preparing to present a petition which, it Is
hoped, will lead to the closing of picture
houses on the coming holy day.

Hostelries
May
Become
Theaters.
Toronto. Ont. — As a result of the adoption of prohibition for Ontario, a number
of hotel -keepers are contemplating the
plan of changing houses of rest into
houses of recreation. Arrangements have
been made at St. Thomas. Ontario, to this
effect. Manager McLean of the Columbia
Hotel has decided to enter the moving
picture field and hag started to reconstruct his hostelry. He has Interviewed
a number of Toronto exchange managers
regarding service.
Walter
Liscombe
Has
Returned.
Toronto, Ont. — Walter Liscombe, a former prominent exhibitor of Toronto, has
returned to this city from California to
assume the management of .the Bloor
palace, which he has re-christened the
Kitchener theater. Liscombe formerly directed the destinies of the Greenwood
theater in the East End of the city.
Powassan Village Has Theater.
Toronto. Ont. — The village of Powassan, population G64. and 175 miles north
of Toronto, now boasts of a moving picture theater, the manager of which Is
J. Dufresnc. Powassan was known In
pioneer days as the site of an extensive
Indian encampment. Western photoplays
will undoubtedly find an instinctive acceptance here.
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to Start Film Exchange

Find that Exhibitors Have Too Much Trouble in Getting Proper Pictures for Children's Matinee Programs.
By Frank
H. Madison,
623 S. Wabash
Avenue,
Chicago.
poses. The transaction is said to Include
OAK PARK. ILL. — The ambition of the
an option for its purchase. W. E. Clode,
social service committee of the Illiwho has had experience, has been apnois Congress of Mothers and Parentpointed director general.
Teacher associations to establish a juvenile film exchange was revealed in an
address by Mrs. Frederic Michael of ChiProposes
Free Educational Shows.
the River
Forest \A'omen's
Waukegan, 111. — The commercial assoclub. cago,
Mrs.before
Michael
was chairman
of the
ciation, which under the direction of Secsocial service committee of the state orretary Paul Willis, is carrying out a comganization for two years. This body has
munity idea, may extena the plan until
sent to women's clubs all over the state
it is similar to the practice of German
a circular letter reciting the need of betmunicipalities.
The organization contemter pictures for children. One of the difHplates securing a theater and devoting it
culties in securing programs for children.
on certain days free to the public. On
It is announced, has been that the exhibithese days tand evenings) a program of
tors have been unable to get a complete
educational and industrial moving picprogram easily. By forming an exchange,
tures would be enlivened with films that
which makes a specialty of children's
would
prove attractive because of their
films, the work of the local picture show
entertaining properties.
men will be minimized.
Mrs. Michael said that the committee
hopes to see Illinois pass a law forbidding
Important Theater Changes.
the use of the lurid poster in advertising
Danville, 111. — Balfe & Morris of LaAlms. While she decried the intemperate
Fayette. Ind., have sold the Palace theater
attendance of picture shows by school
to a stock company formed by Danville
men. Nate Erber has some stock in the
children, she praised the photo-play house
new company and will continue his
' for its wonderful influence upon the family. She especially approved of its leadpresent position.
ing fathers to go out with the mothers
Lawrencevilie, 111. — J. C. Pinkerton has
and the children instead of frequenting
purchased the Bijou theater. His anthe saloon and club alone.
nounced plans promise well for his patrons. The high school orchestra wiH
furnish music each Friday night and
IlHscope Co. to Make Pictures.
every other Saturday he will give a matinee of Chicago Herald travelogues, to
Rockford, 111. — The Illiscope Motion
which children will be admitted free
Picture company is in process of organization here. Edwin J. Burley is general
when accompanied by their parents.
manager of the concern which has opened
Rockford, III. — Johnson Brothers have
general offices at 612 Trust building. The
re-opened the Olympic theater and will
incorporators have been negotiating for
operate it for the present on Saturdays
and Sundays.
the lease on the Coliseum for studio pur-

Huron Commissioner Calls a Halt
Port
No More Morbid Picture of Disorderly Houses in the Underworld Will Be Tolerated in the City — Gives Warning to Exhibitors.
By Frank H. Madison, 623 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
FORT HURON, Mich. — Commissioner of
Public Safety David T. Monteith, of
thig city, is one of the first municipal
authorities in the middle west to take
steps against white slave plays as a class.
In the last few months the advertising
of sensational films and pictures with
an appeal to the erotic have loomed upon
the horizon of local photo-play patrons.
Commissioner Monteith has issued an
order that this class of pictures must not
be shown.
He followed this with a statement: —
"There have been a number of pictures
exhibited in Port Huron lately which are
not fit to be viewed by children, young
people, or even old people for that matter.
They appeal to the morbid instincts, and
while they are presumed to teach a lesson they are in reality staged for the
purpose of getting the money by proposing to reveal sidelights of the underworld and the seamy side of life. Other
pictures have been shown of the dime
novel type in which there is a murder on
the screen about every five minutes and
blood flows in rivulets.
"I believe that Port Huron people have
had enough of such pictures and they
will be tabooed. Suc>i productions as
'The Little Girl Next Door' and others of
the
type, including
Goods'
and same
sensational
subjects, "Damaged
will be barred.
Moving picture theater managers should
take warning from this order, for a violation of it means that I will apply to
the city commissioner for a revocation
of the theater's license."
The commissioner has the support of
the local press in his plan to stop the
exhibition of this class of moving pictures.

Two
New Houses in Muskegon.
Muskegon, Mich.- — Real estate deals
have been effected here, which means two
new moving picture theaters for Muskegon. The P. J. Schlossman company
has secured title to property on Western
avenue. It will raze buildings now on
the site and erect a modern theater and
business building similar to the Regent,
which it operates. It will seat 700, cost
about $30,000, and the equipment will include a big pipe organ. Howard Crane,
architect of Detroit, who designed the
Regent and the new Majestic, which is
being erected on Western avenue, will
draw the plans for the new theater. The
new Majestic, also on Western avenue,
is to be created by cutting off the rear
of a business block, converting it into an
auditorium and using the present Majestic as the foyer. The new house will
seat 800.
Worth a Passing Glance.
Petoskey. Mich. — Mrs. Wade B. Smith
has purchased the People's theater from
the Cory-Sorden theaters and will operate
it as a moving picture house. She also
has leased the Alcazar theater for the
winter
season ending
June 1.
Lansing. Mich. — Wilson & Cady, proprietors of the Colonial theater, gave a
special morning show to SOO boys from
the Michigan Industrial School. "Hulda
from Holland" and a Burton Holmes
travelogue were on the program. The
entire orchestra
furnished
the music.
Marquette, Mich. -^Manager Zerbal of
the opera house has booked a return engagement of "God's Country and the
Woman."
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Rushville, 111. — The Princess theater,
owned by Carl Pearson, was destroyed by
fire, causing a loss of J3,50O with no insurance. Pearson contemplates rebuilding at once a modern theater 40x135 feet.
Pekin, 111. — M. McDonnell has re-opened
his moving picture theatre at South
Pekin. He will give three shows a week.
The South Pekin orchestra will furnish
music.
Litchfield, 111. — Manager Pirtle has reopened the Lyric theater.
Alton, 111. — "Ramona," the William H.
Clune feature, broke a 25-year record for
attendance at the Temple theater.
Coon Hoped to Cash in.
Duquoin, 111. — A package containing an
episode of the "Iron Claw" was lost from
an express wagon. The Grand theater
discovered the loss in the middle of the
afternoon in time to telephone to St. Louis
and have the film replaced for the evening show. About an hour before the film
arrived a negro telephoned to the express
office and asked if anthing had been lost.
He intimated that he knew what it was
and where it could be found, but that he
must have a reward before he would
divulge this information. Two officers
went out and got the package — and the
negro.
Pullman Car Show to Be Sold.
Springfield. 111. — The receiver of the
Jones Brothers Railroad Moving Picture
Show has asked the Sangamon County
Circuit Court for permission to sell the
property, which consists chiefly of the
Pullman car, which was converted into a
theater.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — The Majestic Gardens has substituted for its Venetian canal
screen setting a chariot race scene with
appropriate liKhting effects. The members
of the orchestra will be garbed In Roman
costumes.
It is the plan of the Majestic

Last week in Kansas aty

From Kansas City News Service, 206 Corn
Belt Bldg., Kansas City, Bo.
Eastern Theater Sold.
KANSAS
CITY.
Mrs. theater,
J. H. Hughes
has sold
the Mo.—
Eastern
Lister
avenue, and has dropped out of the moving picture theater business — at least for
a while. It is the opinion of several of
the exchange managers that Mrs. Hughes
will not be able to stay out of the business. She has been in the business four
years and is one of the successful women
operators of the city.
E. R. Pearson a Rotarian.
Kansas City, Mo. — W. B. Tuteur. an exhibitor with several houses, has until recently been the only representative of the
moving picture industry in the local
Rotary club. Recently, however, through
Mr. Tuteur's connivance, E. R. Pearson,
manager
of the into
local the
"Vitagraph
exchange,as
was welcomed
organization,
a representative of the exchanges. The
order was glad to get him — and the industry will be well taken care of there.
Pathe Serial Changes Houses.
Kansas City, Mo. — "The Shielding
Slaadow," which was put on at the Twelfth
Street theater by the Kansas City Post,
with special invitations to children, has
been moved to the Wonderland, owned by
the same company. The Twelfth Street
had contracted for big features, and did
not have room for the serial. "The Common Law" Is now in its second week here,
running at 25 cents, and to pretty full
houses — the house seating 750.
H. A. Higgins Joins Local House.
Kansas City, Mo. — H. A. Higgins, for
many years known throughout Nebraska
as a successful showman and later as connected with one of the successful supply
houses on the Coast, has recently joined
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the forces of the Motion Picture Supply
House of Kansas City. Mr. HIggins is
a very competent man and a very likable
fellow as well, which combination ought
to make him valuable to the Supply House.
Mr. Higgins will be a salesman for the
company.
Applegate to Manage Local Exchange.
Kansas City. Mo. — Mr. Applesate. who
was formerly manager of the Pa the exchange at Denver. Colorado, will have
charge of the new branch of the International Film Co.. which will open in
Kansas City shortly. The company expects to locate on the second floor of the
Boley building. Mr. Kpperson. booker for
the Pathe exchange at Denver, is temporarily in charge of that office until arrangements are made to fill Mr. Applegate's place.
H. G. Gill's New "Dope Sheet"
Kansas City. Mo. — Among the most enterprising men in the motion picture business in Kansas City. H. G. Gill, manager
of the Motion Picture Supply House, ranks
with the best. One of his latest ideas is
the "Dope Sheet," the first issue of which
he published October 7. The purpose of
this sheet, which will be published twice
monthly on the second and fourth Fridays
of the month, is to give a fair and concise
idea of the various happenings in the
motion picture supply business, Mr. Gill
reports that he already has a mailing list
of 1300 and he expects it to grow.
"Pep** Balsly Back from Trip.
Kansas City. Mo. — "Pep" Balsly, manager
of the advertising and promotion department of the Kansas City Feature Film,
distributor of the Paramount, has just returned from a trip to Nebraska, where
he was visiting with customers and investigating various advertising plans and
conditions. Mr. Balsly reports that the
outlook in Nebraska points to a very favorable future in the motion picture business.
The Elite Theater Remodeled.
Great Bend, Kan. — W. S. Nelson & Son,
ow^ners of the Elite theatre at Great Bend,
have just completed remodeling the theater and will open October 19. showing the
Paramount feature. "Poor Little Peppina."
played by Mary Pickford.
Auditorium as a Benefit House.
Kansas City, Mo. — The Auditorium theater has been opened as a place for the
exhibition of moving pictures. It is not
a moving picture theater, since each week
the house is let to a society or club for
benefit purposes. One of the latest of
these "lettings" was to the Young:
Women's Christian Association for October
22, 23 and 24. On those nights a five-reel,
home talent picture will be presented.
The scenario was written by a Kansas
City boy. Julius Davidson, and is causing
much comment throughout the literary as
well as theatrical circles. The actors of
the picture are members of the association. The picture will be taken in Kansas
City.
Unity Absorbs Associated Film.
Kansas City. Mo. — The Associated Film
Service, a local company in Kansas City.
has recently been absorbed by the Unity
Film corporation, which is opening a
branch in Kansas City in the quarters
occupied by the Associated film service.
The Unity company will handle the "Mutt
& Jeff." **Handsome Press." "Katzenjammer" and other releases formerly handled
by the Associated. The new company will
handle the entire outfit of the Unity sales
corporation, including the "Yellow Menace" and "The Marriage Bond." and will
also buy the bigger special features released on the open market. G. B. Howe,
former manager of the Associated, who
will have charge of the new company,
says the sales and office forces will be increased and every facility introduced
which will tend to Increase efficiency.
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St Louis Theater Managers Elect
Motion Picture Exhibitors and Theater Managers' Association Holds Annual Election of Officers — Joseph
Mogler,
Chosen
President;
Frederick Wherenberg,
Vice-President; F, L. Root, Financial Secretary — Other Officers.
A. H. Giebler. 206 Vanol Building'. St. Louis. Mo.
ST. LOUIS. MO. — The Theater Managers
and Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of St. Louis held the annual election of officers at the last meeting of the
League, at the headquarters of the association in the Benoist building. Joseph
Mogler, proprietor of the Mogler theater
on Bremen avenue, was elected president;
Frederick Wehrenberg. of the Best theater, on South Jefferson, vice-president;
Frank L. Root, of the Eagle theater, on
South Broadway,- financial secretary; John
H. Gentner, treasurer; O. H. Damon, secretary, and F. A. KlockenbrinK. sergeantat-arms. The installation of the newlyelected oflicers will take place at the
next meeting of the League.
V-L-S-E Changes Managers.
St. Louis. Mo. — S. W. Hatch, who established the V-L-S-E office in St. Louis, at
3630 Olive street, when the exchanges
of the organization were being opened in
all the large cities of the country, has
been transferred to the Cincinnati office
of the company, where he will take
charge of affairs immediately upon lils
arrival. Mr. Hatch has been In the moving picture business almost since its beginning, and came to St. Louis from Buffalo, N. Y.. where he had been connected
with the Mutual
Film Corp.
A. N. Webster, who comes to St. Louis
from New York, will take charge of the
St. Louis branch
of the V-L-S-E.
Selling Force of Local World Film.
St. Louis, Mo. — The picture of forceful men printed below shows the newly
organized selling force of the World Film
exchange, at 3626 Olive street, St. Louis.
It has been gathered together and is presided over by Manager George W. Fuller.
Mr. Fuller says he is proud of the tiunch.
and since they have been putting Brady-

Top Row— E. E. Erickson, O. C. Marquitz, Wm. J. Fitzpatrick.
Bottom Row
—Geo.
W. Fuller and Manager
J. W.
Fuller.
made pictures on the map and on the
screens of the theaters in St. Louis and
contiguous territory in a manner to reflect credit on his judgement of salesmen,
he has a right to be strong for them.
Top row. left to right: E. E. Erickson.
city salesman; O. C. Marquitz. Missouri
territory; Wm. J. Fitzpatrick, Illinois.
Bottom row: George W. Fuller, manager;
John W. Fuller, Missouri territory.
Important Changes at K. E. S. E. Office.
St. Louis. Mo. — The Kleine-EdisonSelig-Essanay have moved their distributing plant from the Empress building to a fine, new and up-to-date suite of
offices at 3315 Olive street. L P. Rosenberg, the former manager, has tjeen made

special representative of the organization, and Jack E. Burt horn has been
made exchange manager, with F. H.
Craenbroeck as assistant manager. The
new offices are in the Plaza building,
which houses the Triangle, the International and the L. C. F. exchanges. The
offices have two entrances, one on Olive
street and the other on Llndell boulevard. New vaults have been built, and
the office force added to, and big p^-cparations are being made to take care of
the large business that came to the office with the addition of the Sellg. Essanay and Edison releases to the Klelne
output. Mr. Burthorn, the new manager,
came here from Indianapolis, where he
was connected with the Klelne offices.
Mr. Burthorn. while a young man. Is a
veteran in the amusement world, and was
at one time a well known actor on the
regular stage.
Two Memphis Magnates Visit St. Louis.
St. Louis. Mo. — "Why Pay More" Trimble,
of Memphis, was a St. Louis visitor last
week. Mr. Trimble Is one of the leading
exhibitors of the south, and has made himself and his theater known all over the
south and west by the use of the slogan.
"Why Pay More?" Mr. Trimble gave the
local exchanges and theaters an inspection,
and made a very pleasant impression on all
with whom he came in contact.
Abie Coffman, manager of the United exchange, of Memphis, was also in St. Louis
shaking hands with Film Row, and renewing many acquaintances and friendships
among picture people of St. Louis.

Cleveland Film News Letter
By

Hubert
Persons,
401 Standard
and
Streeter Building. Cleveland. O.
"War's Women" at the Orpheum.

CLEVELAND,
ushers,
garbed
in uniformsO. —toWomen
represent
European
peasants, ofiEiclated at the Orpheum theater
the week of October 22. during the run
of "War's Women." After the Cleveland
engagement the feminine ushers are to go
on a tour of Ohio cities with the picture.
John Clinton Scott Visits.
Cleveland, O. — O. Clinton Scott, assistant
director of the Triangle, was In Cleveland
during the week of October 16 visiting his
parents before leaving for Los Angeles and
Honolulu in company with Director John
Kmerson. Mr. Scott directed the last scenes
n Mary Pickford*s picture. "Less Than the
Dust," recently completed. He attended
the Western Reserve University here and
his 'varsity nickname was "Great Scott."
James Woods Morrison in Cleveland.
Cleveland, O. — James Woods Morrison,
Ivan picture motion star, was in Cleveland
early in October visiting C. A. McGowan.
one of Cleveland's pioneer motion picture
exhibitors. He was en route from New
York, where he had just completed work
on "The Battle Cry of War." a companion
picture to "The Battle Cry of Peace." to
his old home at Mattoon, 111. Morrison
recently left the Vitagraph to sign with
Ivan.
New Cleveland Screeners.
Cleveland. O. — These new members have
been elected to the Cleveland Screen Club:
J. J. Mooney, Phil Isaacs, T. E. Surrell, John
Pekras, W. W. Kulp. M. D. Gugerman.
George Shenker. David Olmsted and Maurice Spitalny. The club Is planning for the
biggest
Cleveland.New Tear's Eve ball ever held In
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Triangle Rights

Will Distribute Triangle Pictures in Louisiana, Mississippi and Arkansas, and Also
Secures the Triangle Exchange in Memphis with Other Territory — An Important Transaction from Several Angles.
From X. E. Thatcher, Times-Picayune. New Orleans,

NEW ORLEANS. La. — Among the events
of the early part of the month which
caused an unusual stir in film exchange
and other motion picture circles here, was
vicethe acquisition by Ernst Boehringer,
president and general manager of the
new Boehringer Amusement company, of
the rights to the Triangle film service ror
the states of Louisiana, Mississippi, and
Arkansas, together with the Triangle exchange at Memphis, and the northern portion of Florida and western portion of AlaconsumBy this deal which wasger
in New
takes
York. Mr. Boehrin
matedbama.
ting
distribu
of
business
the
of
full charge
Triangle films in the territory named, and
all
of
owner
half
becomes
in addition he
the films released.
Ordinarily such a deal woul« not attract
especial attention, but In this case it will
have, it is expected, a wide Influence upon
the future film conditions adjacent to New
Orleans. There was an earnest effort on
the part of others to secure the Triangle
service for the southern states. C. E.
Tandy, who is at the head of the Southern
Paramount Pictures corporation at Atlanta, which controls the Paramount business in eleven southern states, and which
Is also in control of the World films
through a constituent company for the
same territory, was interested in the Triangle change from the fact that !t would,
had he secured the business ror his territory, have given him a very strong leverage because, with the Triangle service he
would have had six feature releases per
week. This would have been almost
equivalent to a positive control of the
market: there not being enough other releases to give the exhibitor much of a
choice in event he failed to use the films
control.
-under Mr. Tandy's
The Hulsey interests in Texas were also
■vitally concerned in the Triangle change
on account of that service being in use in
several of their largest houses. Still another angle was given to the situation because of the position of possible purchasers of whom Herman Flchtenberg was
the New Orleans representative. While
the matter was supposed to be still open
and under advisement, Mr. Boehringer
went to New York and closed the deal for
the territory named, Mr. Tandy having left
New Orleans for New York on the day the
4eal was closed.
Local Exchangemen
Pleased.
Local Film exchange managers are
breathing easier since the announcement
of the Boehringer acquisition. Some of
them had gone so far as to predict the
Tvithdrawal of their concerns from the New
Orleans territory had the plan of Mr.
Tandy to secure the control of the Triangle
for this territory materialized. It may
hardly have been as bad as that, but it is
a certainty that the most of the managers
were on the verge of sleepless nights.
The new owner announces that the service is open to the exhibitor who is prepared to do the best by the Triangle films.
Since their advent to the New Orleans territory they have been given their first run
exclusively in the Triangle theater, the
success of which has changed the whole
motion picture situation here. Nevertheless the new proposition is to let the Triangle theater stand squarely beside all
other theaters in its claim upon the service. Another innovation which is announced to come with the change in the
active management of the exchanges on
November first, is to be the inauguration
of a newspaper advertising campaign for
the sale of Triangle films. Mr. Boehringer
ascribes his theater successes to good management and newspaper
advertisins:.

La.

Winter Business in the South.
New Orleans. La. — With the coming of
cooler weather motion picture theaters in
nearly all sections of the South show a
marked increase in patronage. Complaint is made in a few isolated sections
that business is not what it should be.
but in nearly every instance where such
complaint is made, the conditions are due
to local influences. In some localities in
North Louisiana and Mississippi the boll
weevil — which is blamed for about everything in the South except yellow fever
and bubonic plague — is said to cut off
patronage and in some of the lumbering
sections the theaters are only open on
stated nights in the week, but. generaUy,
there is much for which the exhibitor may
well be thankful.
Strand Gets $15,000 Organ.
New Orleans. La.^ — The Strand theater,
which is now dated to open on February
15 with every appointment of the highest
class, has just arranged for the installation of a Hope-Jones Werlitzer unit orchestra. The Sanger interests, who have
the Strand under lease, are leaving nothing undone
thatnew
willtheater
add toor the
attractiveness of the
contribute
to the pleasure of its patrons. The Instrument will cost 115.000.
J. J. Lehon to Manage Isis Theater.
New Orleans, La. — J. J. Lehon has succeeded P. A. Blankenship as manager of
the Isis theater, one of the most prominent of the suburban theaters in the city,
and Mr. Blankenship will take a rest of
uncertain duration which "he believes he
just earned. For several years he was
the manager of the Pearce interests here,
and he was a manager who managed.
Every detail of the business was given
scrupulous care and success was a natural
consequence.
chance. The IsisThenwas a came
decrepit"Blank's"
theater
which had nothing but its location in its
favor. Blankenship took the place, and
soon had it making money. Then he began to improve the place physically, and
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he kept it up until he had a model show
house. He won the distinction of having
an official city board visit his theater,
and then direct public attention to it as
the best appointed theater to he found in
the city at that time. It is a very bad
iiig-ht when the Isis is not crowded to the
doors. The new manager is a young man
with a lot of pep and puts his shoulder
to
the the
startwheel
off. like an old-timer right at
Rialto to Be Managed by John Douglas.
New Orleans, La. — The Rialto theater,
situated in one of the best neighborhoods of the city, has passed under the
management of John Douglas, who succeeds Joe Fabacher, who now devotes all
of his time to the management of the
For tola, the new Fabacher Canal street
theater. The Rialto has always been a
good amusement proposition, and Manager Douglas is seeing that its reputation
does not suffer.
A. G. Levy Will Build Theater.
Flaquemine. La. — A. C. Levy, until recently connected with the Nola Film company in a managerial position, is making
preparations to erect a new and modern
picture theater at Plaquemine. It is to
be a ground floor fireproof structure, and
will have a seating capacity of 1.000.
Local capitalists are furnishing some of
the money, and the venture has every
promise of success. Plaquemine is a city
of 7,500, and has but one photoplay theater at present, and that is an upstairs
theater. Mr. Levy was a former resident
of New York, and is an experienced showman.
Lomo Again Changes Hands.
Hattiesburg, Miss. — The Lomo theater
at Hattiesburg. Miss., has again changed
hands, the new manager being Walter G.
Hammack. The Lomo is a good theater,
and has only one other show house with
which to compete. Under efficient management it is regarded as a little gold
mine.
E. Savini to Manage
Unity
Films.
New Orleans, La. — E. Savini, of New
Orleans, brother of R. M. Savini. of Atlanta, has been made manager of the New
Orleans branch of the Unity film corporation, and will handle the serial. "The Yellow Menace,'* in that vicinity.

New Capitol Theater at Macon, Ga., Opens
Howard, Wimberley

and Hazelhiu-st Have Spent $60,000 on the Theater — Manager
R. H. DeBruler Is to Be in Charge.
By A. M. Beatty, 43 Copenhill Ave., Atlanta, Ga.
standard of excellence in picture programs
w^CON.
GA.- -The Capitol theater, at
and refinement.
opened its doors Oc-,
tober 15. The owners, Troup Howard, Brown Wimberly and R. C. Hazelhurst,
Many Atlanta Sunday Shows.
have spent $60,000 on this beautiful house.
Atlanta, Ga. — An unusual number of
They have secured the service of R. H.
Atlanta
theaters were open Sunday, some
DeBruler to manage the house, and in obfor charity, others for war sufferers and
taining this gentleman they have displayed
educational
benefits, which will doubtless
keen insight to securing one of the best
again bring in the limejight the Sunday
men in the theatrical profession in the
closing agitators. The South-Eastern Fair
South. He is a man of executive ability,
gates were closed during Sunday and the
and a musician as well, marking him the
theaters were crowded with fair visitors.
ideal type for the owners as well as the
No admission was charged, a free will
patrons.
offering being made at the door.
Patterson in Charge of Criterion.
Atlanta, Ga. — Willard Patterson, for
many years treasurer of the Forsyth theater, Atlanta, and recently on the road
selling pictures, has been made manager
of the Criterion theater, Atlanta, and assumed charge Monday, succeeding Harry
Goldberg, manager. since the house
opened, but who resigned last week.
Mr. Patterson is one of the best known
theatrical men in the South, and will
doubtless keep the Criterion up to its high

Charlotte, N. C, Notes.
Charlotte, N. C. — Frank P. Bryan, traveling representative of the V. L. S. E.,
was a Charlotte, N. C, visitor during the
week.
Charles Chivers, of the Southern Paramount company, spent Sunday in Charlotte.
Charles Moss has opened a branch ot
the Unicorn Film Company in Charlotte,
N. C. This is a branch from Philadelphia,
Pa.

XovimuIkt
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Manager
Wall
Robbed.
LouisvllU'. — Adser Wall, inanaKei" of the
Oayely theater. .»f the this city, was recently held up and robbed of $11 as was attempting to crank his automobile, shortly
after midnishi on October 4. A negro offered to assist him in the effort, but then
produced a fiun and made the hold-up.
No trace of the man was found.
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Good in Louisville

All Lines Keel Prosperity and Pay Rolls Are Ample All Around — Five Large TenCent Houses Down Town and Within Three Blocks of Each Other, and Six
Five-Cent Houses Within Four Blocks Are Doing Fine Business.

1404 Starks
Building, I^oulsville, Ky.
still the management was unable to take
LOUISVILLE. Ky.— According to both the
care of all of the business offered. Accorddowntown and out skirt show house
ing to oITicers of the Spencer Amusement
managers, business is Improving steadily,
Co., operators of the Walnut, the film made
and Is far better than at this time last
the greatest hit of any film shown by the
year. Business is generally good in all
house for some time.
lines, payrolls are full, and everyone apparently has a share of the loose coin.
Business in the downtown district theaters
Paducah's
Star Opens
Brilliantly.
has become so widely distributed during
Paducah. Ky. — Opening of the remodeled
the past few months that it is hard to
and redecorated .Star theater In this city
New Kentucky Theaters and Changes.
make comparisons for any set period, there
was a good deal of a society event. Packed
being several large houses getting good
Coxton, Ky. — The moving picture theahouses were the order of the day and Manruns. There are now fiv.e large ten-cent
ter operated under direction of the Harager Desberger was much complimented
lan Coal Mining Co.. at Coxton. Ky.. is
houses within a radius of three blocks
on the appearance of the house. All of
making a big hit on Sundays with the Old
downtown, and six five-cent houses in a
the lady visitors were presented with
radius of four blocks. All of these houses
Testament
pictures.
roses as souvenirs. A special orchestra
are apparently doing a nice business. Fred
Greensburg. Ky. — J. D. Carter has opunder the direction of Prof. Frank Gardened the moving picture theater at GreensDolle, of the Broadway Amusement Comner, played a program of music selected to
boro. Ky.. for the winter.
pany, which controls two ten-cent houses
harmonize with the pictures as they were
and a five-cent house in the district, and
shown.
Bowling Green, Ky. — A grocery concern
a number of houses on the outskirts, rein Bowling Green. Ky.. has leased the buildports that the entire chain is doing well,
ing now occupied by the Elite theater,
Fire Marshal Closes Theater.
which will have to seek new location.
including the out of town houses. The
Winchester. Ky. — The Winchester Opera
downtown colored houses, located some six
Lancaster. Ky. — G. C. Walker has sold his
House has been ordered closed until cerblocks from the actual business center,
lease on the Lancaster opera house and the
tain alterations in the interest of safety
Rex theater to the owners of the property.
but figured in the downtown or colored disare made. This action was taken by the
trict, are also keeping good and busy, there
The opera house reopened its doors October
14. and the Rex will run serials and movbeing no outskirt colored houses in Louisstate fire marshal's
department.
ville.
ing pictures of various kinds. Mr. HerThe Strand
Brightens
Up.
ron is in charge of the moving picture
theater. Both houses have been closed
Louisville. — The Strand theater, formerfor some time.
"The Common
Law"
Makes Hit.
ly the old Masonic, was re-opened to the
Winchester. — The Cozy theater has reLouisville. — "The Common Law," the new
public on Monday. October S, after havClara Kimball Young picture, made a great
ceived the equipment for its private lighting been dark for several months. The
hit last week at the Walnut theater, where
theater has been brightened up. and the
ing plant after a dela>" of several week.s,
prices
were
advanced
to
twenty
cents,
and
and the equipment is now being installed. lighting effects improved. An eight-piece
orchestra, under the leadership of Sig. Pappalardo, is furnishing excellent music, and
Kood films are being shown with success.
The initial attraction was "The Prince
Chap."
a delightful Seiig Red Seal proNew House, Owned by John C. Krech, Will Entertain Negroes in Rear Half of His
duction. Adrian Humphreys and H. R.
Bcone, active members of the recently inAuditorium — Front Seats for Whites.
corporated Chestnut Street Amusement
Co.. are in charge of the house. Ernest
By J.. L. Ray, 1014 Stahlman
Building,
Nashville, Tenn.
Carpenter, formerly of the film firm of
placed at the head of the southern theaCarpenter & Johnson, is in charge of the
NASHVILLE.
What is considered to be one TENS*.
of the— handsomest
houses
ters exhibiting its pictures. The new
operating end of the house. Good crowds
system will place these productions in
In the city is rapidly nearing completion
were in attendance at the opening perNashville four days after the release date
on Fifth avenue south, and will be open
formances, and the management reported
for business in about three weeks. The
instead of several weeks afterwards, as
that it was well pleased with results.
theater occupies a new structure of brick
heretofore, which means that the Paramount subjects will be on the Nashville
and concrete, and will be made thoroughly
screens simultaneously with the first runs
The Mary Anderson Begins Its Chilfireproof throughout. The operating booth
dren's Shows.
in the northern
and eastern cities.
has been carefully planned, with a view
Louisville. — Following a recent meeting
looking to absolute safety at all times,
of
the
Louisville
Board
of Censorship for
and will be equipped with two modern
New Organ at Alcazar.
motion pictures for children, it was anPowers 6- A projectors. Gradually slopnounced
that
the
Mary
Anderson theater
Chattanooga, Tenn. — A magnificent new
ing floors insure a full view of the screen
organ has been installed in the Alcazar
from any point in the house, which will
would open with its first fall children's
theater,
and
is
an
added
stimulus
to
the
show on Saturday, October 21. Mrs. Fredhave a seating capacity of several hunerick Levy presided at this meeting, which
dred. The screen at the front of the house
Chattanooga public to patronize this popwas the first the board has held for sevular uptown house. The new instrument
near the exits and all seats face the street.
eral months. As a sign of the rapid growth
is under the capable direction of Prof.
John C. Krech is the owner of the new
of children's special shows, Mrs. Levy read
Julius Bach, and represents quite an outtheater. No name has been decided upon
a letter from the Edison Motion Picture
lay of mo^iey. The Alcazar is controlled
as yet. It is the purpose of Mr. Krech to
Co.. stating that the company had decided
by the Signal Amusement Company. Frank
use a mixed program, although no part»;to begin the manufacture of special films
H.
Dowler.
manager.
ular service has been selected. Prices will
for children after having watched with
be on a 5 and 10-cent basis, and a novel
much interest developments In this special
feature in connection with the theater is
Tennessee Topics.
field. The meeting decided that one memthe fact that both white and colored peober of the board should be present to
Nashville, Tenn. — M. Y. Brockett, forshow.
ple will be admitted. There is r.o picture
chaperone the children at each special
merly manager of the Crescent Amusehouse in the city embracing this system,
ment Company's ClarksviUe house, the
and the success of the plan seems probElite, has for the last few weeks been lolematical- It is proposed to draw the
cated at Nashville, where he Is supervisNo Minor Oporators in Paducah.
color line through the center of the house,
Paducah. Ky. — Following a controversy
the Crescent, one of the company's
with accommodations for white people In
local inghouses.
between the exhibitors and the operators
the front seats and negroes in the rear.
Nashville, Tenn. — Mr. McTyre, from the
relative to apprentices being allowed to
Atlanta office of Artcraft, paid a visit to
It Is Mr. Krech's intention to try out this
operate moving picture machines when
plan, and If not successful to convert the
the city last week, and discussed Pickford
under age. and ordinance was recently
house into either a white theater excluspassed by the City Commissioners In which
l>lays with the local trade.
ively or the oppositeMurfreesboro, Tenn. — Manager Oscar
all operators of moving picture machines
Altman, Murfreesboro manager of the
must be at least twenty-one years of age,
Sudekum Scores Booking Success.
and their assistants eighteen. The ordinCrescdnt Amusement Co.'s holdings. Is
critically ill with typhoid fever, and at
ance further requires each operator to obNashville, Tenn. — In keeping with his
this writing confined to the hospital.
customary progressive policy. President
tain a permit from the city electrical inspector, and each applicant for license must
Tony Sudekum of the Crescent Amusement
Nashville, Tenn. — After a successful run
throughout the summer season, the last
Company has made arrangement with
show that he has had at least three years'
experience.
of the park pictures have been removed.
Paramount
whereby
Nashville
has been
Plenty of New Business.
Owensboro. — Tlie new Aut«» Arc Co., manufacturers of an improved appliance for
use 111 connection with moving picture machines, reports that it now has orders on
hand which will keep the plant busy until
the flrst of the year. The company is considering enlargingr to meet the demand for
the new eUctrical
contrivaiue.

Hy Ohio Valley News Service,

Nashville Theater for Whites

and Blacks
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Denver Club Wants to be Star-Led
Screeners Put Off Grand Ball Till They Can Find First-Magnitude Stars to Lead
Across the Dance Hall Floor in Grand March — Magnificent Prices Offered
for Ticket Selling— Big Things Promised.
By E. C. Day, Denver Times, Denver. Colorado.

Orpheum Theater Reopens.
Glen wood Springs. Colo. — W. R. Mosley
has reopened the Orpheum theater at
Glenwood Spring^s. Colo., after a fire which
nearly destroyed
the playhouse.

IN
By

Frank

WISCONSIN.

H. Madison,
623
Avenue, Chicago.

S.

Wabash

DENVER. Colorado. — Wanted by the
Rocky Mountain Screen Club — A Charlie Chaplin, a Mary Pickford, a Fatty
Arbuckle, a Marguerite Clark or some
other equally notable screen star. Applicants must appear in the flesh. Hundreds of still and moving: pictures of
scores of film favorites are available, but
these can't lead a g^rand march. And
until a leader for the grand march is
found the long contemplated Grand Ball
is hanging in the balance.
Officers and members of the Screen Club
have been writing and wiring for almost
a month now in an effort to land the
services of a really famous actor or actress. To date the work has borne no
fruit
At the regular weekly luncheon of the
Screen Club Thursday a new committee
■was named to take charge of the arrangements for the ball, and it was the concensus of opinion of the members that if
this body is unsuccessful in inducing
Chaplin, Pickford, Clark or some other
notable to come here the club should go
ahead and hold the ball anyway.
Three exchange managers are on the
new committee. They are Scott of the
Mutual., Fair of the General, and Harris
of Vitagraph. Pending responses to the
latest invitations sent to the screen stars
the trio is going ahead with plans for the
ball. The fixing of a date and the renting
of a hall will be left to the last. If
Chaplin or another equally famous film
favorite agrees to come to Denver the
date will be fixed to suit his convenience
and the mammoth City Auditorium will
be engaged to accommodate the crowd
that will surely attend.
Regardless of this feature, however, the
committee is planning to make the ball
the biggest event of its kind held in Denver in years. Handsome prizes are to be
awarded those selling the greatest number of tickets and trophies are to be hung
up for the best dancers on the night of the
ball. Just to give an idea of the high
aims of the committee, a large diamond
ring is most favored as the grand prize
for the ticket selling contest. The other
awards will be of the same exalted character.

Mrs. Denham Palmer Dies,
Denver, Colo. — Sorrow entered the ranks
of Denver's moving picture family last
week, death removed Mrs, Lucile Jurey
Palmer, one of its youngest and most
popular members. Mrs, Palmer was the
wife of Denham Palmer, former western
division manager and Denver exchange
manager of the World Film, and now
road man in the Colorado territory for
Vitagraph,
Heart Disease was the cause of death.
Mrs. Palmer had been in failing health
for months. Because of her illness Mr.
Palmer gave up his position as western
division manager of the World and located
in Denver, believing that the climate
would benefit his wife.
Members of the Rocky Mountain Screen
Club, of which Palmer was a member,
attended the funeral in a body.

Two Exchange Managers Resign.
Denver. Colorado. — Two more changes
in the management of local film exchanges were recorded last week. They
marked the retirement of J. A. Applegate
as head of the Pathe office, and H. Bradly
Fish as manager of the United Film
Service.
Mr. Fish resigned as manager of the
United to accept a position as manager
of the Princess theater, one of the large
downtown houses. He succeeds S. Barrett
McCormick. who recently went to Indianapolis to take charge of the Circle
theater. He has had a varied experience
in the moving picture industry. In addition to owning several neighborhood theaters at different times, he conducted a
brokerage office for the sale and exchange
of photoplay houses and put in several
months as an exchange manager.
L. J. Schlaifer Is the new manager of
the United. He comes from. Kansas City,
where he had been in charge of the United
Film office for several months.
There are now only five exchanges of
the fifteen or more in the city that have
not installed new managers within the
last six months, and in some cases two
or more managers have changes have
been made in one office in this time.
"Ward Scott of Mutual. Milton Cohn of
Paramount, W. S. Rand of Triangle, Frank
Harris of Vitagraph and H. H. Buckwalter
of Kleine are the exceptions.

High
Wages Given by Butte Theaters
Every Amusement House in the City Has Met New Wage Scale Demanded by the

PORTAGE,
WIS. the
— George
who managed
Crystal Koberstein,
theater at
Kilbourn for several years, has assumed
the
management
of
the
Majestic
theater
in this city.
Sturgeon Bay, Wis. — Thomas Nelson, of
Washington Island, has purchased the
moving picture outfit of Frank Welter,
and with Bernie Richter will conduct a
moving
picture show at Nelson's hall on
the
Island.
Kendall, Wis. — H. F. Beckmark has sold
his moving picture show to Roy Archer.
Sharon. Wis, — Darwin Karr, of the Essanay, appeared in person at the Unique
theater.
Milwaukee. Wis, — When the Strand theplayed ground
"The War
Bride's Secret" it
had a aterback
of heather.

Use Two Theaters for Showing Big Picture
Romeo

and Juliet Competition Gave New Idea to Brown and Megahan, Owners
the Strand and the Rialto Theaters.

Denver, Colo. — Brown and Megahan introduced a new feature in the exhibiting
branch of the moving picture field in
Denver last week. They are the owners
of the Strand and Rialto theaters, two jf
the city's newest and largest downtown
theaters. They booked Metro's "Romeo
and Juliet" for the Rialto theater for the
early part of November, and had planned
an extensive advertising campaign. When
it was learned that Fox was to release the
same play in regular program they were
forced to alter their arrangements completely. It was Tuesday that they learned
of the Fox picture, and at once started a
whirlwind campaign of billboard and
newspaper advertising announcing the
first showing of the Metro production for
Friday.
films didn't
on schedule and The
the opening
of arrive
the engagement
was necessarily put over until Saturday.
In the meantime the innovation was decided upon. When the picture began its

of

run on Saturday instead of being shown
alone at the Rialto it was also staged at
the Strand. The theaters are only a half
block apart on Curtis street. The first
show was started an hour apart in each
theater so that while four of the eight
films were being run in one house the
other four were being shown in the other
theater.
Tickets sold at either theater were good
at the other. Persons who arrived after
the picture had been started at one house
and did not want to go in the middle of
the picture were sent to the other house,
thus eliminating the long wait that would
have been necessary if the film production
had to be run in its entirety before another performance would start.
The plan was pronounced a success. In
addition to its other advantages Brown
and Megahan were given double capacity
by the combination arrangement, and
sometimes this is a big factor in putting
over a big "special,"

Union — What

Employes Now Get.
block, where they were on the fifth floor,
BQTTE, Mont,- — Every amusement house
in Butte having met the new wage
to the ground floor of a fireproof building
scale adopted two weeks ago. theatrical
at 124 West Granite street. Metro and
Mutual are also considering moving to the
employees in this city receive probably
the best pay for their work. The new
same building, and if they do the other
exchanges will probably follow, making
scale is said to provide for $42 per sevenit the exchange center of the town and a
day week for moving picture machine operators, stage managers $35, grips $27.50.
short block and a half from the theater
center.
props $31,50, orchestra leaders $45 to
$52,50, and musicians $40. The results
Notes and Changes.
obtained
to bearpaid
out men
Henry
assertion appear
that better
are Ford's
more
Butte, Mont. — Building operations on
efficient and economical. Butte can boast
of well-nigh perfect projection in every
the
Newdown
People's
have
slowed
the lasttheater
month, seem
while toJensen
house, ghosts and brown edges are pracand Von Herberg's new house is going
tically unknown, and there is a noticeable
up rapidly and should be completed In
lack of petty annoyances that generally
about two months.
accompany projection put on by less competent men. All but two smaller houses
Phillipsburg.
— "Theat Star"
is the
have orchestras made up of real artists
name
of the newMont.
theater
Phillipsburg.
in their line, and the musical accompaniMontana, and is being operated by Frank
ment to the pictures is an attraction of
Pappas.
itself.
Boulder. who used to run the Grand at
Pathe Moves to Granite Street.
Butte, Mont. — The Pathe exchange
moved into larger and more convenient
quarters this week, from the Silver Bow

Theaters in Northwestern Montana are
opening up after being closed for about
three weeks by a smallpox quarantine,
F. L. Langtree, of the Universal, Denver, Colorado, was a visitor this week at
the local U. exchange.
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Prairie States News Letter
By

Frank

U. Madison.
623
Avenue, Chlcatro.

S.
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Woman's

Club
to Work
for Better
Children's Shows.
OMAHA. Neb. — A construct ive policy
as opposed to censorship was advocated by Mrs. E. M. Syfert. president or
the Omaha Woman's Club, who sees the
need of the campaign for better motion
pictures for children. Mrs. Syfert saw this
need as the flrst work of the club this
season. The work will be carried on by
the club's educational committee. "We
wish to co-operate with producers, not
arouse their antagonism," said Mrs. Syfert.
Federal Film Gets Charter.
Omaha. Neb. — A charter has been
granted to the Federal Film company of
this city to do a general exchange business In the manufacture, leasing and sale
of moving picture films. The company,
which Is authorized to have a capital
stock of $50,000, was incorporated by
Jacob E. Schlank
and Philip Goldstrom.
Nebraska
Theater
Changes.
Oakdale. Neb. — George E. Bo wen and
CloydOakLawrence
the
theater. of O'Neill have purchased
Red Cloud, Neb. — The Orpheum theater
has been sold to Hauserman & Retzman.
Hartley, Neb. — P. N. Ledon of Tuma.
Colo., has purchased the opera house and
will conduct
a moving
picture show.
Beatrice. Neb. — Manager Lucey of the
Jewel theater has installed a new projector.
Iowa Theater Changes.
Council Bluffs. la. — The Strand theater.
which is the name of the remodeled Dohany opera house, opened with "The Common Law."
Allison. la. — J. B. Weires has sold his
moving picture theater to Ave and Hattie
Weires.
Hawarden, la.- — F. L. Jones & Son of
Sioux Falls have purchased the Lyric
theater.
Nashua, la. — M. Larson has purchased
the Grand moving picture house from T.
L. Foltz.
Mason City. la. — The Star theater, which
was closed for two weeks for remodeling,
was re-opened. The interior changes are
complete, but the marble for the lobby
was delayed In shipment and this improvement is to follow.
ON

THE PACIFIC COAST.
San Francisco Jottings.
Fred Hesse, of the Fresno theater,
Fresno, Cal., was a recent visitor in this
city.
G. E. Melcalfe is furnishing the new
projection equipment being installed in
Walter's auditorium at Dunsmuir. Cal.
California Newslets.
Haywards. Cal. — The Haywards theater
Is being Improved and new projection
equipment
installed.
Sausalito, Cal. — The Swastika theater
has been re-opened by J. Eliot, who also
conducts the Princess theater.
Tulare. Cal. — The Majestic theater has
been opened by L. H. Willis and the name
changed to that of the Lyric.
Alameda, Cal. — The Bay Station theater
Is now being conducted by Gertrude
Malone.
Manteca. Cal. — M. D. Serrano has disposed of his moving picture business to
A. Jacobson.
Berkeley. Cal. — A moving picture machine has been installed in the Hawthorne
school in West Berkeley and it Is planned
to give an eatertainment each week.
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For Higher Admissions in Frisco
Down-Town
Theaters
Trying
to Get Together
for an Advance
in Admission
Prices — Cost of Running Constantly Going Up — Fifteen Cents for Matinees and
Fifteen and Twenty-five Cents for Evening Shows Proposed.
By T. A. Church, 1507 North St., Berkeley, Cal.
at Newman. 120 miles distant, and rather
SAN FRANCISCO,
CAL.—
than have the owner of the house Incur
crease In the cost
of The
film steady
service Into
a loss hired an automobile and succeeded
exhibitors, combined with other IncreasIn landing the films there in time for the
ing expenses, has led to a meeting of
evening performance. Sol. L. Lesser, head
downtown theater interests at which the
of this concern, recently returned from a
proposition of advancing admission prices
business trip to Los Angeles, and anwas thoroughly discussed. It was pointed
out at this gathering that theaters that
nounces that the California rights to "A
but a comparatively short time ago paid
Trip Through China" has been secured.
as
well
as
extensive rights to "The Liberan average of $125 a day for service were
tine," featuring John Mason.
now paying not less than $175, with
further advances In prospect. In addition
to thiy. competition has become very keen,
Arthur S. Kane in San Francisco.
exhibitors have been compelled to increase
San Francisco. Cal. — Arthur S. Kane,
their advertising appropriations and alWestern representative of the Artcraft
most all have installed orchestras or have
Pictures corporation, Is in this city,
made heavy Investments for better music,
making his headquarters In the offices reall without a change in admission prices.
cently opened in the Pacific building. He
It was proposed at this meeting to adrecently completed a tour of all the large
vance prices at all of the large downcities in his territory and expresses the
town houses to 15 cents for any seat in
belief that the moving picture industry in
the afternoon and to 15 and 25 cents for
this part of the country is in good shape,
evening performances, instead of 10 and
calling
special attention to the number of
20 cents. The recently opened St. Francis
very large houses now in course of contheater has been making a success of the
struction. C. Mell Simmons, manager of
higher prices and it was pointed out that
the local branch, is making an auto trip
at Los Angeles the average price for adto Los Angeles, visiting exhibitors on the
mission in downtown houses is higher
way down and back.
than here. The chief drawback at the
present time to an increase in prices
seems to be the fact that the large vaudeManiac Terrorizes Audience.
ville houses, which are featuring moving
San Francisco, Cal. — During the course
pictures extensively, are still offering from
of a recent performance at the Palace thesix to eight acts of vaudeville, with five
ater. Union and Gough streets. Max Nannl,
or six reels of pictures for 10 cents. In
a machinist, leaped upon the stage flourcase prices are raised in these houses an
ishing two revolvers and threatened the
advance may be expected at once at the
audience. Policemen were summoned, and
exclusive moving picture theaters.
upon their entry the maniac fired two
shots into the ceiling. While he was being
overpowered the audience made its way
Pathe Exchange to Move.
out of the house, no one having dared to
San Francisco, Cal. — The Pathe exstir while he was holding the stage.
change, which has been located on Turk
street, near Market, since entering this
field, is to remove at an early date to
"Intolerance" at the Columbia.
greatly enlarged and improved quarters on
the third floor of the Musical building at
San Francisco. Cal. — The D. W. Griffith
9S5 Market street, near the home of the
production, "Intolerance," opened at the
Film Exchange Board of Trade of San
Columbia theater on October 9th at prices
Francisco. Manager H. E. Lotz promises
ranging from 25 cents to $2, and packed
a number of innovations in the arrangehouses have been the rule at every perment and conveniences to be found in the
formance since then. Mr. Griffith was
new quarters and expresses the belief that
here to personally supervise the initial
exhibitors will take kindly to these.
presentation of the spectacle and was
greatly pleased with Its reception.
Fox Manager Visits Coast.
San Francisco, Cal. — Harry Leonhardt.
Film Concern
Incorporated.
with the William Fox corporation, was a
San Francisco, Cal. — Articles of incorrecent visitor here, and after making a
poration
of
the
Supreme
Feature Films.
stay of a week left for Los Angeles.
Inc., have been filed here, the capital stock
William Citron, manager of the local
being
placed
at
$50,000.
The
incorporators
branch, Is to leave for New York at once
are: L. S. Dunham. H. Sallinger, G. A.
for a conference with the management of
Piatt,
T.
Baclgalupi
and
C.
de
T.
Elkus.
this concern.
Savoy Opened as Picture House.
San Francisco. Cal.- — The Savoy theater.
on McAllister street, just off Market, has
been opened as an exclusive moving picture house by James Beatty, of San Jose,
and associates, under the personal management of M. E. Cory. Many marked
changes have been made in the house, fhe
Oriental decorations have been removed
and the general appearance of the theater
changed, both within and without. The
opening attraction was the Metro production, "Romeo and Juliet." Music in this
new house Is furnished by an orchestra
and recently Installed organ. The prices
for the opening week were 10. 20 and 30
cents, but it is the plan to Increase these
as occasion may demand.
Long Auto Trip With Films.
San Francisco, Cal. — The Golden Gate
film exchange recently missed making a
shipment
of films to the Edison
theater

San Francisco Jottings.
A building permit has been taken out
by the Market Street Realty company for
the erection of the California theater at
a cost of $225,000. Contracts for the steel
and foundation work have already been
awarded.
During the absence of Fred Peachy.
manager of the Film Exchange Board of
Trade of San Francisco, on a short vacation, the duties of this office have been
attended to by Harry W. Oviatt, formerly
manager of the local Pathe exchange.
J. J. linger. Western district manager
for Metro, recently returned from a trip
to Salt Lake City.
C. Howell, of the Gaiety theater. Potterville. Cal.. was a recent visitor here to
inspect film productions.
The All-star feature distributors has
booked the Clara Kimball Young productions over the Fred Gelsa circuit, which
includes
Sacramento.
Fresno and
Oakland. San Jose. Stockton.
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Seattle World Man Has Heart-to-Heart Talk with a Few Exhibitors and Gets
Good Reasons to Explain Success and Failure of Small Town Picture Shows —
The Exhibitor Himself on the Job Is the Big Factor.
By S. J. Anderson. East Seattle, Wash.
Emil Erickson, formerly in charge of the
SEATTLE, WASH. — In our conversabooking department of the Portland office.
tions with small town exhibitors for
Mr. Erickson is a man who combines the
the last month or so we have heard a
capacity for work with the power and
great deal of talk about poor business,
the will to really use his brain for the
attributed, generally, to the hard times
betterment of the film industry, and Manin this part of the country.
ager Hager considers himself fortunate in
"But I might be making a little more
getting his services. Mr. Erickson has
than expenses." one of them explained in
already
been on a short trip as far as
a burst of confidence, "if it were not that
Pasco, Washington, to acquaint himself
my competitor has got the program that
with exhibitors and conditions in the
the people like best. If I didn't have my
state. He reports that business is picking
store I don't know
where
I'd be."
up in that agricultural community, owing
"Oh, you keep a store then, too?"
to the big crops. Every other farmer
"Yes, I run the store in the daytime and
the theater in the evening, you see. I you meet, he says, is driving a new Ford,
and it looks as if they intended treatitiLi
had hopes, when I opened the theatre,
the wife and kiddies to a picture slii>\\
that it would furnish spending money
lor my wife; but, instead, it threatens to
quite often. Apropos ot this he informus that the Cord theater, a beautiful I'i
take all MY spending money to keep it
house in Pasco, is going to open evi i
going."
night, instead of just three nights a weii.
We have heard that sentiment voiced
by more than one sniall town exhibitor,
Exchange Managers Make Trips.
and it set us to thinking on where the
real trouble lay. So thinking we went
Seattle, Wash. — H. G. Kusebaum. Nurthto several men who were familiar with
west manager for Artcraft, has just left
the business in both this and other terthe city on a tour of the larger cities
ritories. Their undivided opinion was
and towns in his territory.
that the program had not nearly so much
Fred C. Quimby. Northwest manager for
to do with the success or failure of a
Pathe, recently returned from a trip
motion picture theater as the manager
making the larger towns in the vicinity
liimself.
of Seattle. Mr. Quimby reports the business done on "The Shielding Shadow" as
Where Personality Comes In.
more than twioe as large as that of any
other Pathe serial in the first fifteen days
"Why." said one of these men who has
just come from a section of the country
after release.
where even the smallest exhibitors go
into the business with all their resourses
New Theaters Going Up.
and their business sense concentrated,
Burlington, Wash.^K. K. Dunham, of
"how can a man who keeps a grocery
the Grand theater, is soon to build a new
store all day and comes to his theater at
theater of concrete in this city. The name
night tired out. expect to compete with a
by which the new house will be known
man who makes running a theatre his
has not yet been decided
upon.
soul business. Naturally, the people think
Unalaska, Wash. — A new motion picture
the store keeper's show can't be as good.
theater
whicli
is
being
erected
here by
They like to see a theater have an air
Richard J. Charles will be open on
of business about it, and not look deOctober
17.
serted all the time except when running.
They like to see the manager about in
New
Representative
for De Luxe.
the morning overseeing the cleaning,
putting up new lobby displays, hustling
Seattle. Wash.— Mike Ilosenberg. manabout as if running a motion picture
ager of the De Luxe Feature Film Comtheater were more than a play job. The
pany, announces that he has secured the
business men of the town respect that
services
of Bert Lipman, former newsexhibitor and his business who is always
paper man, as special representati v-e for
on the alert for new advertising ideas,
the Clara Kimball Young features, of
who goes about his work as if managing
which the De Luxe holds Northv.-est states
a theater were something worth while.
rights.
In short, it is particularly true of a small
town, where everybody likes to know
what ieverybody else is doing, that a theMinneapolis News Letter
ater gains in prestige according as the
By J. L. Johnston, S14 Produce Exchange.
exhibitor shows by his work the imporMinneapolis,
Minn.
tance which he himself attaches to it."
William F. Tobin Back at His Desk.
"I have always maintained that twothirds of the business depended ul>on the
ST. PAUL. Minn. — General Manager William F. Tobin of the Great West Film
service at the door," declared another film
man who is familiar with the small town
Co. has returned to this city from Malta,
exhibitor in different parts of the country.
Mont., where he has spent two weeks
"And so many exhibitors pay no attention
watching the taking of the firm's first reto this. Of course people don't want to
lease. "The Golden Goddess," a five-reeler.
go to a house where the door man is discourteous. Ionce saw a door man chewUnity Feature Exchange Opened.
ing tobacco, and just as a lady was turnMinneapolis. Minn. — Harry Rathner and
ing in to the box office, ne carelessly let
Myron Conhaim have opened the Unity
fly a mouthful that landed square on her
Features Corp. exchange on the fifth floor
silk dress. I also have seen the manager
of the Film Exchange building here and
himself selling tickets and smoking as he
did so. and when patrons came up he
will have amongst their first releases. "The
filled their faces with such a volume of
Marriage Bond," with Nat Goodwin and
the Tweedledum comedies.
tobacco smoke as to nearly choke them.
Yes, indeed, there are a lot of other things
beside the program that determines the
Hopes for Big Business with "Purity."
success or failure of a motion picture
St. Paul, Minn. — Manager Mai t land of
the Strand theater here has advertised
theater."
"Purity," which opens an indefinite engagement at his theater Oct. 22. in the
street cars, every available billboard and
Emil Erickson Comes to "U" Office.
Seattle, Wash. — The local Universal
in numerous display windows. "Purity
has been praised by press, censors and
office has announced a successor to Al
clergy and Manager Maitland looks forBloom, who resigned the post of booking
ward to a big business.
manager of that office.
The new man is
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One of Seelye's Home Runs.
Minneapolis, Minn. — That C. R. Seelye iaa good judge of exchange managers is
acknowledged all over the United States
but his batting average was about .950
when he selected Henry E. Friedman, of
Washington, to manage the Minneapolis
Pathe exchange. In the three months that
he has been in charge of the Mill City
Pathe exchange Mr. Friedman has brought
the office up to
a standard that
few exchanges
in the country
can etiual, he
has reported a
phenomenal
nessin busiandin-a
crease
glance at the
bouk will
s ofprove
theofhce
that 80 per
cent of the
theaters of the
Twin Cities are
servicePa-of
now the
using
some ersort,
week eithlies,
comedies, Gold
Roosters, full
service or serials.
Since taking
over the Mill
Henry E. Friedman.
City office. Mr.
Friedman has won the friendship of
numerous exhibitors, exchanges and almost every meeting of importance recently has been held at the Pathe exchange
where Mr. Friedman has surrounded himself with a capable force of assistants and
has instilled into each a spirit that makes
for success. The exchange which has
taken a new l^ase on life, is located at
712 Produce Exchange where people, not
acquainted with Mr. Friedman and his
staff will find all that this story implies.
Mutuals Trimmed by Reel Fellows.
Minneapolis, Minn. — A big surprise was
sprungweek
in the
FilmtheMan's
last
when
Reel bowling
Fellows league
team
trimmed the league-leading Mutuals and
the De Luxe five beat the Unicorn-Metros
three straight.
R. C. Fox Joins Mutual Forces.
Minneapolis. Minn. — R. C. Fox, former
road man for the V-L-S-E., has joined
forces with the Mutual exchange here and
will cover Northern Minnesota. G. M.
Fosdick. formerly of the Mutual, has joined
the Vitagraph exchange as booker.
Phillip Lewis Opens Office.
Minneapolis. Minn. — Phillip Lewis has
opened spacious quarters in the Film Exchange building for the Selznick enterprise.
Minneapolis News Notes.
Minneapolis, Minn. — Manager L. V. Calvert of the New Garrick has had the interior of his theater completely re-decore ted for t'ae indefinite run of "War's
Women," which began Sunday, Oct. 14.
The Japanese garden effects have been replaced by French decorations and an elaborate stage setting has also been procured
and the orchestra
enlarged.
Minneapolis. Minn. — Manager Mendel
Gottleib, of the Favorite Features Film
Corp., Film Exchange building, has gone
to New York for a week's visit. The Favorite recently acquired the rights for
"The Unwritten Law" from the Supreme
Features exchange and has secured "The
Katzen jammer"
cartoon
comedies.
Northwest Brevities,
Hendrum,
Minn. — N. C. and A. C. Englere contemplate opening a moving picture
theater
Jeffers. hei"e.
Minn. — The Fish brothers
are
making
extensive
improvements
on the
Cozy picture theater here.
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Lester Pralrler, Minn. — Clarence Schulz
and E. C. Wlggs will open a picture theater kn this place shortly.
St. Cluud. Miss. — Frank Nemec has put
out several traveling pioluro shows playIni^ various small towns near here and
havinK a special orchestra which furnishes
music for dancing; following the exhibition
of the pictures.
Delavun. Wis. — The Stahl buildinp here
Is to be remodelled and made into a first
class picture theater, accordins to reports.
Elkhorn, Wis. — It Is said that Manager
Peters of the Rex theater here is contemplating the erecting of a new show house.
Xew OiKKings, Wis. — Construction of the
new opera house has been be^un.
Butte. Mont. — A new $100,000 theater will
be erected hero shortly by William Stegge
and Maurice Weiss. The former gentlemen will manaj^e the theater.
Coleman, S. D. — An addition is being
built on the local picture theater here.
White Rock. S. D. — Archie Hess has
huught the picture theater here from Theodore Huls.
Forbes, N. D. — The opera house is now
showing films regularly.
Beach. X. D. — Charles Haigh is now
managing
the opera house here.
Killdeer. N. D. — J. H. McMadin has taken
charge of Auditorium
theater.
Montevedio. Minn. — Carl F. Starbeck.
manager of the Star building, died last
week from blood poisoning caused by appendicitis.
Argyle. Minn. — R. L. Cooper, former
owner of the Star theater here, has purchased a theater at Wapello, Iowa.
Black River Falls. Wis. — Through clever
advertising Manager G. W. Turner of the
local R-K theater, has built up a big business in the few weeks he has owned the
theater.
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No Settlement Yet in Portland
Portland. OreRon, Musicians and Exhibitors Still Debate Wage Scale— Small Theaters Are Particularly Affected— Vaudeville Houses Give Increase to Stage
bv Unions.
Demands
Hands — Overtime
liy Abraham

Xels..n.

fiOl Journal

p ORTLAXD. Ore. — September first was
^ set as the day when the labor unions
composed of theatrical employees would
demand increased wages and diffenent
working conditions. The day came and
went without action by either employees
or employers, and the matter is still being
debated.
The wage increase demanded by the
unions effects the five and ten-cent shows
more vitally than those that charge fifteen cents. I'nder the proposed wage
scale musicians working in five and tencent theaters demand nearly as much as
those employed in fifteen -cent theaters.
The union musicians, under the demands
of Labor Council, will Be compelled to
turn in accounts of their overtime to the
union headquarters, which will bill the
charge to the theater. This is one of the
sticking points between the managers and
the unions.
Recently the vaudeville theaters granted their stage hands an increase in wages
which practically settled the differences
between the unions and the variety
houses. All the theaters of the city are
united in the Portland Protective Association, and it is anticipated that the musical end of the controversy as it relates
to picture shows will be considered by the
entire :i??ociaiion.

''Yes"
Men Shouldto Vote
n Asks Picture Laws
Associatio
No. 312 on Ballot to Repeal Oregon Sunday
Vote
"Yes" — Trou-

ble Is Expected Unless the Repeal Wins.
The indictment was a sequel to the
Portland, Oregon. — The Oregon Motion
picnic at Clear Creek park heretofore rePicture Men's
is urging
exhibitors
for Association
the last time
before the
the
ported. This park had for years been a
favorite rendezvous for auto outing parelection Nov. 7 to vote "yes" on Xo. 312
ties,
but
a few months before the film
on the ballot to repeal Oregon's Sunday
closing law. Recent arguments by some
men's picnic it had been acquired by C. S.
Jackson,
of
the Portland Journal, and
valley exhibitors that the repeal of the
closed to the public. This fact was not
law will leave the Sunday closing issue
to Home Rule are not considered sound
known to the film men and they held
their picnic there, notwithstanding. When
by those in charge of the campaign for
apprised of their mistake, the boys wanted
the law's repeal. The last named say if
to settle with the Journal publisher, but
the repeal fails, the so-called reformers
it seemed that that gentleman wanted.
win become emboldened by their victory.
and that the most drastic blue laws will
by Heck, the law on the culprits, and
follow, but that a decisive vote for the
R. W. Hagood. the Journal's attorney,
appeared
as private prosecutor and selaw's
forever.repeal will put the reformers away
cured the indictment. Judge Campbell
and
District-Attorney
Hedges made it as
Dallas. Oregon. — Since the victory of
O. C. Smith over the local Sunday closing
easy as possible for the boys. At Hedges'
suggestion lots were cast, one of the boys
law. the city council raised his license to
took the brunt of the affair, pleaded
such an extent that he closed his new
theater. Mr. Smith is not a man who lets
guilty, received the minimum fine and
everybody chipped in to pay it. Promipeople step on him. and it is anticipated
nent Seattleites who attended the picnic
that the Orpheum will soon be open under
and then went home, were also indicted.
the most favorable conditions.
They
will please note.
Corvallis, Ore. — A city censorship ordinance has been invoked here and a new
board selected. Two men, one an inBergner Goes to 'Frisco.
structor of music and the other a minAshland, Oregon. — O. F. Bergner, manister, and three women, composed the
ager of the Vining theater, has gone to
Ijoard. Whether or not the new board
San Francisco where he has become conIs a sequel to the failure of the city
nected with Foster & Kleiser. outdoor adfathers to close the shows on Sunday has
vertisers. Mrs. Bergner Is managing the
not been ascertained.
Vining. awaiting the arrival of her brother
who, it is reported, will assume its management. Mr. Bergner was employed by
They Had a Good Time, Anyway.
Foster & Kleiser in Portland before they
Portland. Oregon. — Friday the 13th was
built the Columbia theater, of which he
sure a Jonah day for a bunch of the boys
was manager before coming here.
on Film Row. We promised we wouldn't
mention any names, so we won't. But
New House for Pendleton.
here's what
county
grand happened:
jury returnedThe
an Clackamas
indictment
Pendleton. Oregon. — The Round-up City
will
have
a new palace of photoplay. The
against twelve of the flowers of Portlands
deal is being engineered by J. B. Welch,
fllmdom. charging them with trespass, and
who bought the Temple theater a fewIt was a law-fearing dozen that arrayed
weeks ago. A stock company has been
themselves before Circuit Judge Campbell
organized to build the theater which will
to plead to the charge on the Fridav
aforesaid.
coat 120,000.

HulklinK, Turtland.

Oregon.

Manager of Rosebud Theater.
Portland. Ore. — Here is a picture of K.
T. Plttmon. manager of the Rosebud theater, standing in front of his house, showing his patrons his new projector.
The installation of a modern projecting
machine is in line with "Pitt's" policy of
getting
the business
for his suburban

Manager Pittman Pleased With His New
Projection Machine.
house by giving his patrons up-to-date
shows in an up-to-date manner, ana even
if he hasn't such a pretentious theater,
he puts on his picture just as good. If
not a little better, than the bigger show
houses across the river. Mr. Plttmon 13
getting away from the idea of surfeiting
his patrons with long programs and four
reels for a nickel with a feature twice a
week constitute a show at the Rosebud.
His policy is successful, and the Rosebud
has a god crowd any night In the week.
G. F. Traveler Reports Luck.
Portland. Oregon. — C. H. Feldman. road
man for the General Film, who has been
spending the past month in Portland territory, reports good business during his
stay, and was especially pleased with his
trip from Ashland north. He left for
Seattle Oct. 14. which territory he will
cover next. He expects to be back in
Portland
about the first of the year.
The Lyric Theater Reopens.
Portland. Oregon.— Keating & Flood reopened the Lyric theater to a combination
of musical stock and pictures. "The Yelhouse. low Menace" has been booked for the
Oregon Notes.
Grants Pass.— The Star theater has been
bythe C.
opened named
Joy.W. Birum. It has been reLostine. — Spence and Goodman have
purchased the theater here from Oliver
Wood.
Prineville.— L. C. Morgan has sold the
Lyric theater to W. J. Pancake.

From Portland's Film Row.
It i.s understood that Turner & Dahnken
have been unable to make satisfactory
arrangements respecting the lease of the
Portland T. and D. theater, and that the
house may withdraw Oct. 21.
John R. Meldrum. the popular booker at
the
is the proud father of a
boy.
baby Universal,
W. A. Crank, road man for Metro, was
In Portland recently exploiting features.
Emll Kricksen, former publicity man
for Bluebirds, has gone to Seattle as
b >i ker for Univcr.'tal. He was at one time
booker In Portland.
■Ramona." under the direction of Sherman. Elliott, Inc., was the bill at the
Hellig commenMng Oct. 12.
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Releases
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762. 764, 766, 768.)

General Film Company.

General Film Company.
Current Releases.

Advance Releases.
(Serial No.)

.MOND.W,

OCTOBER

30, 1816.

SEUG — Small Town Stuff (Three parts — Drama)
21340-41-42
VITAGRAPH — The New Porter
(Comedy)
21343
SELIG — The Selig-Tribune No. S7, 1916 (Topical).. 21344
BIOGRAPH — The
Goddess
of
Sagebrush
Gulch
^
(Drama — Biograph-Reissue No. 93)
21345
TUESDAY,
OCTOBER
31, 1918.
ESSANAT — The Beachcomber
(Two parts — Comedy)
KALBM — The Merry Motor Menders
(Comedy)

21346-47
2134S

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 1, 1SI6.
ESSANAT — Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 19 (CartoonComedy)
— A Scerric subject on the same reel
VIM

FEATURE COMEDY — Gertie's Garters
edy)

SELIG — As

Ve

Sow

VIT.\GRAPH— New

-VOVEMBER

(Three
Tork

Rapid

SELI(3 — The Selig-Tribune
No. 95). — The
BIOGR.\PH

New

Transit

No. 89. 1916

Tork

Hat

KALEM — The Son of Cain (No. 13 of the "Girl Prom
Frisco"
(Two parts — Drama)
21351-52
BIOGRAPH — The Power of the Press (Three parts —
Drama)
(Biograph
Reissue No. 94)
21353-54-55
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1916.
SELI(3 — The Selig-Tribune No. 88. 1916 (Topical) . . .
VIM — Twin Flats
(Comedy)

21356
21357

KALEM — A

Desperate

Duel

(Drama)

VIM

Safe

FEATURE

21360
21361
21362

SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER 4, 1916.
ESSANAT — The
Heart
of Virginia
Keep
(Three
parts — Drama)
21363-64-65
VITAGR.^PH — The Heart of a Fool
(Three parts —
Drama)
(Broadway
Star Feature)
21366-67-68
KALEM— The Gate of Death (No. 104 of the "Hazards of Helen." Railroad Series)
(Drama)
21369
SELIG — Tom's
Sacrifice
(Drama)
21370

(Biograph— Reissue

7, 1916.

(Comedy).

WED.XESDVV,
ESSANAT— .i

(Two

.NOVEMBER

Proposition

parts — Drama)

8,

COMEDT— Marked

1916,

"No Fund"
(No.

THURSD-\Y,

9, 1916.

K.\LEM — The

STAR

Man From
porter") (Drama).

'Girl

PE.\TURB — The Question Mark

(Two

NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER

Yukon

S.VTURD.tY,

10, 1918.

(No. 4 of "Grant. Police Re-

KALEM — "Hazards

of

Helen"

Lone
Point
Mystery."
SELIG — When
Cupid
Slipped

(Comedy).

NOVEMBER

I Said Goes

14

(Topical).

VIT.VGRAPH — Weary
Willie's Birthday
VIM — Gay Deceivers (Comedy).

ESSAN.\T — What

(Comedy).
of the

SELIG — The Selig-Tribune No. 90. 1916
VIM — A Warm Reception
(Comedy).

KNICKERBOCKER
parts — Drama).

(Bio-

(Comedy).

KALEM— The Witch of the Dark House
Prom 'Frisco")
(Two parts — Drama).

FRID.VV,
21358-59

(Comedy).
(Topical).

TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER
ESSAN.W— Easy Ed. (Comedy.)

21345
21349
21350

6, 1916,

parts — Drama).

BIOGR.\PH— The Science of Crime
graph Reissue No. 96).

(Com-

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1916.
KNICKERBOCKER
ST.\R FEATURE — Jess of Hill
Country
(Two
parts — Drama)
KALEM — The Pencil Clue
(No. 3 of "Grant, Police
Reporter")
(Drama)
VITAGRAPH — The Game That Failed (Comedy)
VIM — In the Ranks
(Comedy)

MOND.VV,

11, 1918.

(Three parts — Drama).
Railroad

Series

No.

105,

"The

(Comedy).

COMPLETE AND ACCURATE LWTS ol RwiUr Prosru mmi Futan Plctur.. Can AJwara Ba Obtained from the Pa«ea of tba Mortes PUThe
t>r« Worid. Tliaaa ara Pukltabod Tvo Waaka In Adramca ol Ralaaaa Dara to Enabla EzUbltora to Arrasf* Tfaelr ^""'■f Profrmma.
Eacb
■toriM ol tha PictuTM Is MoM Caus an PnkBahed on • Uk« khadala.
Srnopala U Headed kr a Caat, the Plarara' Namea Salu !■
fmim ■thaaU.
MoTlnf PIctura World and You Win Not Go Wroof.

BERT
Produced by

WILLIAMS
of the Ziegfeld Follies
presented in

FISH

Biograph Company

1
1

One

R.eel

Comedy

Released Nov. 2 \
Through
General Film
Service
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Universal Film Mfg. Company.
SUNDAY.

OCTOBER

1 No.

29. 1918.

REX — The Moving Finger (Drama)
SPECIAL
BIG
U— A
Daugliter
of
Dixie
(Twoparts — Drama)
VICTOR — The Burglar
(Comedy)
SPECIAL, FOR WEEK OP OCTOBER 29, 1916.
XTNIVERSAlSPECIAL — Liberty
No.
12
"For
the
'
Flag"
(Two
parts — Drama)
MONDAY,
OCTOBER
30. 1916.
RED FEATHER — The Isle of Life (Five partsDrama)
NESTOR — Love
and
a Liar
(Comedy)
Tt;ESD.\Y, OCTOBER 31, 1916.

01874

OCTOBER

29,

1016.

VOGUE — He Died and He Didn't (Two parts — Com.)
GAUMONT — Reel Lite No. 26 (Mutual Film Magazine)

0S132-3t
06134

01875
MONDAY',
MUTUAL
Five

01879

OCTOBER

the Price

(Two

30, 1916.

parts — Drama)

STAR
PRODUCTION— Faith
parts — Drama)
(No. 148)

0187J
01878
BE.A.UTY — The

TUESDAY',
OCTOBER
Last Thrust (Comedy)

BEAUTY — The

Spartan

Spleen

. .

(American-

31,

1916.
OSKS

(Comedy)

01880
MUTUAL

WEDNESDAY',
NOVEMBER
1, 1918.
WEEKLY— Number
96 (Topical)

06140
SSlS'i

GAUMONT — See American
First, No. 60 (Scenic).
— Kartoon Komics
(Cartoon-Com.)

UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEfelCLT — No. 44 (Topical)
L.-^EMMLE — The Midnght Toll (Drama;..

THURSDAY,

01391
01882

SPECIAL

MUTUAL — Canned

TBI;RSD.\Y', NOVEMBER 2, 1916.
LAEMMLE — Her Wedding Day (Two parts — Drama)
BIG U — Sea Mates
(Drama)
POWERS — Sammie Johnson Minds the Baby (Comedy-Cartoon)
— Ceylon
(Educational)
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1916.

01884
01885

MUTUAL

PRID.AY,
CUB — Nearly a iiero

DISSS
01SS9

SATURDAY', NOVEMBER 4. 1916.
BISON — For Love and Gold
(Two parts — Drama) . .
LAEMMLE — (No release this day.)
JOKER — A Shadowed Shadow
(Comedy)

0189U
01891

SUNDAY',
NOVEMBER
B, 1918.
REX — Her Vanished Youth (Drama)
BIG U — The Bandit's Wager
(Comedy-Drama) . .
L-KO — (No release this day)
SPECIAL FOR WEEK OF NOVEMBER .1, 1918.

(Two

2, 1916.

061 '.C

parts — Drama)..

NOVEMBER

3,

1916.

(Comedy)

SATURDAY', NOVEMBER 4. 1016.
ECLAIR — The Eternal Challenge (Two parts — Dr.)..

SUNDAY',
VOGUE — Bungling
Comedy)

01892
01893

NOVEMBER

Curiosity

STAR PRODUCTION — The Pearl of Paradise (Five parts — Drama)
(No. 149)

0188(i
01886

IMP — Stumbling
(Two parts — Drama)
REX — (No release this day)
POWERS — Us Kids
(Juvenile-Comedy-Drama)
SPECIAL BIG U — Starlights Message
(Drama)

NOVEMBER

Bill's

Bow-Wow

GAUMONT — Reel Life No. 27
MONDAY,

5, 1916.
(Two

(Mutual

NOVEMBER

parts-

Film Mag.) .
6,

05146-47
06141

1916.

FILM

UNIVERS.\L SPECI.\L — Liberty No. 13 "Strife and
Sorrow"
(Two part — Drama)
MONDAY',
NOVEMBER
6, 1916.
FEATHER — The Place Beyond the Winds (Five
parts — Drama)
NESTOR — A Political
Tramp
(Comedy)
RED

01S96
01897

TUESDAY',
NOY'EMBER
7, 1918.
L-KO — Alice in Society (Three parts — Comedy)
VICTOR — (no release this day)
SPECIAL IMP — The Voice Upstairs
(Drama)

0189S
01899

WEDNESDAY',
NOVEMBER
8, 1916.
GOLD SEAL — The Cry of Conscience (Two parts —
Drama)
■
L-KO — (No release this day)
•
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED
WEEKLY — Number 45
(Topical)
SPECIAL VICTOR — .\ Roaming Romeo
(Comedy) . . -

DART — The
Ten
O'clock
Mystery
(Three
parts — Drama)
05149-»»-»l
MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE
DE LUXE — And the
Law Says? i.\merican — Five parts — Drama)
No. 160)

TUESD-4.Y',
GAUMONT — Mutual
World
WEDNESDAY',

01901
01902

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1918.
VICTOR — (No release this day)
REX — The Mantle of Deceit
(Two parts — Drama)..
POWERS — A Pen Trip to Palestine (Cartoon-Educ i

01903
01904

1916.

SATURD.W,
NOVEMBER
11, 1916.
BISON — The Quitter (Two parts — Drama)
LAEMMLE — (Xo release this day)
JOKER — In Love with a Fireman
(Comedy)

SUNDAY',

01873

MUTUAL — Paying

GOLD SEAL — The Masked Woman (Three parts —
Drama)
VICTOR — (No release this day)
SPECIAL VICTOR — Felix on the Job (Comedy)
WEDNESDAY,
NOVESIBER I, 1918.
LAEMMLE — (No
release
this day)
L-KO — Terrors of a Turkish Bath (Two parts —
Comedy)

FRIDAY',
NOVEMBER
10,
IMP — The Eel (Two parts — Drama)
REX — The Eyes of Love
(Drama)
NESTOR — Sweedy
the Janitor
(Comedy)
SPECIAL
BIG U — The
Evidence
(Drama)

762. 764. 766, 768.)

Mutual Film Corporation.

•

01906
01906
01907
01908

NOVEMBER
7, 1016.
Tours
(Travel)
NOVEMBER

8,

1916.

MUTU.\L
WEEKLY — No. 97 (Topical)
G.\UMONT — See America First. No. 61 (Scenic)
— Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon-Comedy) ....
THURSDAY', NOVEMBER 9, 1918.
(Two parts— Drama) ....
MUTUAL, — The False Clew
AMERICAN — The Fight on the Dam
(Drama)
MUTUAL
East

CUB— His

♦Srt!

05163
05164
05164

05165-66
05167

MASTERPICTURE
DE
LUXE — East
Is
(Turner — Five parts — Drama)
(No. 151) . .
FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER
Blushing
Bride
(Comedy)
SATUBDAT,

ECLAIR — The

Unpardonable

NOVEMBER
Sin

(Two

10,

11,

1016.

1918.

parts — Dr.).

05159-60

THE
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JESS OF THE HILL COUNTRY (Two parts
■— Nov. 3). — John Austin, a wealthy bachelor,
whose health is poor, is rold by his physician
that the only hope of recovery is to go to the hill
-country and rough it alone. Reluctantly, Austin
goes to the hills where he rents a small shack.
Jess, a child of nature, and her brother, Tom,
live in makes
a shack
not far
Austin's
Austin
friends
with from
the little
girl,place.
and
teaches her to read. As the months pass love
comes, and Jess is very happy. Then Austin
has an attack of illness. Tom has gone to the
valley many miles away, and Jess observes
that she must nurse Austin all night.
the morning.
returns,
bedIn undisturbed,
gets Tom
his rifle,
and finds
makes Jess"
for
Austin's shack. There Tom threatens Austin
with death, telling him that he has compromised
his sister. Austin replies "Don't shoot, Tom ;
I love they
Jess are
and will
marry her if she is willing."
And
married.
In the months that follow, Austin entirely
regains
his health
to Jess'
Later, however,
Austinduebecomes
tiredtender
of his care.
hill
girl wife, and longs for his old life. One day
when Jess enters the shfck she finds a note
from Austin saying that he has gone to the
city and leaving her some money. Jess, heartbroken, fearing the ridicule of her people, runs
away, is picked up by Dr. Riggs, a kindly hill
physician, who has a small sanitarium. Jess
finally persuades the doctor to let her stay at
the sanitarium and makes him promise not to
tell anyonenote
where
Tomof finds
Austin's
crumpled
on she
the is.
floor
the deserted
shack, has one of the men in the nearby village read It to him. and swears that he will
kill Austin
if the latter ever returns.
Meanwhile Jess Is studying to be a nurse
under the guidance of Dr. Riggs. In the city
as theandmonths
pass. for
Austin's
gay hills
life palls
on
him.
he longs
the quiet
and the
gentle love of Jess. Tom has been unable to
find Jess. Austin finally leaves the city and
again goes to the mountains. There he finds
his
goes ato revolver
Tom's house
to
ask shack
about deserted
Jess. Tomandpoints
at him.
There is a struggle; the gun Is discharged accidentally, and Tom falls to the Boor, wounded
and unconscious. The villagers, fearing trouble
and having determined to run Austin out of the
country for his desertion of Jess, arrive on the
scene. One of the men is dispatched on horseback for the doctor, while the others bind Austin's arms, take him to a lonely spot where
they plan to deal violently with him for shooting Tom.
Jess, hearing that Tom has been shot, hurries to his shack with Dr. Riggs T""^ becomes
conscious and states that the shooting was accidental, but that he wanted to kill Austin.
Jess rescues Austin just in time from the threatening villagers, but she will not listen to his
pleas for forgiveness. Austin goes to his lonely
shack. The next day, Jess' heart softens and she
Joins Austin
in the other shack,
Tom
recov-

VIM

FEATURE

COMEDY.

GERTLE'S GARTERS (Nov. 1 ) .—Harry is a
young business man. Rose, his wife, is jealous
to the extreme. Harry, with an eye for beauty
In distress, loans a young woman carfare and
walks with her to the car to see that she ^ets
the right one. She sees a man coming as they
stand waiting for the ear and slips a nair of
diamond set garter buckles into Harry's pocket.
The man accuses the fair one of being Gert the
Goat, a shoplifter. She 'claims Harry as her
husband, and says she is a respectable married
woman. Harry is too much of a gentleman to
call a lady a llaf and helps her along by putting
his arm protectingly around her. But he does
not value his "position" so well when the detective decides to take them both to the station
house, where Harry makes a clean breast of
It and proves who he is. The sergeant sets him
free.
Harry hustles home because he will be late
for dinner at best. Arrived home, he steals into
the flat and finds the dining room dark. Rose
Beems to be there, so he seizes and kisses her.
There Is a scream, the lights are turned on
and Harry sees Rose at the electric switch while
he stands with his arms about the half fainting maid. He squares himself on this, but a
moment later when he wipes the perspiration
from his dripping brow the garter buckles clatter to the floor- Rose has them in an Instant.
Harry, trained in lyine. is quick to explain tha>
\e obtained them for her and that i"^ the reason
^^y he was late for dinner.
Then he has to
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explain why he brought them loose in his pocket
and he tells (in a vision) how he was held up,
but dashed after the burly ruffian and forced
him to give up her property. His wife believes
him and he is about to sit down to dinner when
the police come in. They took his address when
he showed his papers and Gertie confessed that
she slipped the buckles Into his pocket. The
detectives give him his pocketbook and watch,
which Gertie managed to get hold of, and they
leave him to his fate.

VITAGRAPH.
THE HARBOR OF HAPPINESS (Broadway
Star Feature — Three Parts — Oct. 21.) — John
Winton. noted author, is going swiftly on the
down-path with drink as his vehicle. Years
before, his wife had gone away with another
man, who gave her her much-desired opportunreturncontinually
to the stage.
Dorothy
Winton's
childity tocries
for her
mother,
and
would not be comforted. In desperation, Winton, unablehisto own
bear grief,
the child's
sorrow,
augments
takes her
to anwhich
old
governess of his. He instructs the woman to
care for the child, and he will furnish the
money. The child is to be told that her parents
are dead. After this, the embittered man takes
to drink.
In his few and far between lucid intervals,
he writes the brilliant stories that make him
famous. His wife returns, remorseful, but
Winton sternly sends her away, and adds to
her grief by telling her that her child is dead.
As years pass, Dorothy grows to womanhood,
and, actress,
followingattaining
her mother's
becomes
an
some footsteps,
little popularity.
Her ambition is to star In a play. Winton now
begins to feel pride in his daughter, whom he
meets without revealing their relationship. Dick
Townsend. a young playwright, writes a play
that is rejected by Bradford, a theatrical manager. Dick has become friendly with Winton.
and when he shows the play to Winton, and
tells him it would be a great play with Dorothy
in it, Winton becomes interested.
He takes the play home to read it, and finds
it a work of genius. He comes to a decision,
and gives Bradford twenty thousand dollars to
produce the play, with Dorothy the star. Bradford is not to say where the money comes from.
Dorothy and Dick (who are in love) are overjoyed when Bradford informs them he will produce the play. Winton. determining to end his
useless life now, goes that evening to the
wharves intending to jump off. Fate, in the
guise of the mate of a shorthanded ship, happens along, and Winton is shanghaied. Ha is
forced to work on board ship, and gradually
gains in strength and health. Bradford, meanwhile. In love with Dorothy, pretends he is advancing the money to produce the play. She
repulses his advances, and he refuses to star
her. Winton, a new man, returns cure* of his
drink-craving, in time to expose Bradford and
have Dorothy starred. Mrs. WMnton, acting as
her there
own daughter's
maid, recognizes Winton.
and
is a happy reunion.
TROUBLE FOR FOUR (Oct. 23).— Author.
son.
Edward J. Montague. Director, John RobertThe Walters return from their honeymoon
and settle down. Widow Hartley visits Florence, who raves about her husband. The
widow tells her all men are true — until you
find them out. Florence is Indignant and the
widow suggests putting Harry, the husband, to
a test. She writes a letter asking Harry to
meet her at the Hotel Norman that evening.
She has never seen Harry. That evening
Harry gets the letter and tri^is to get away to
keep the appointment, but Florence pleads so
hard he stays home.
Bobby Carroll, an old bachelor friend, visits
the Walters. Florence sees a good chance to
run over to her mother's while the men chat.
Harry shows the jolly bachelor the mash note,
and Bobby begs to keep the appointment. He
goes, meets the widow and they dine together.
Feeling she has proved ber point the widow
slips away from Bobby leaving him to foot the
bill. He discovers he left the money in another suit, and pleads with Harry to come
down and help him out. When Florence returns. Harry is gone, and the maid tells her
he went to the Hotel Norman. When Harry
returns home, his wife will not listen to him.
Next morning when Harry leaves for his
office. Florence is unchanged. Bobby Carroll
visits Harry and begs him to help find the
widow ; he is mad about her. Harry tells him
he has troubles of his own, and orders Bobby
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out. Bobby sees the widow go by In a machine and follows in a taxi. The widow goes
to Florence and, of course, breaks the news
that she dined with her husband the night before. Florence says she will go home t«
mother. The widow sees Bobby from the window
and
says, not
"Here
now."
Florence does
wantis toyour
meethusband,
her husband,
hurries to her room, packs up and goes homo
to mother.
Bobby makes love to the widow, but she
tells him he ought to be ashamed of himself,
has he no consideration for that little woman
in that room. Puzzled, Bobby exits to look
for the woman. Harry returns, and when the
widow learns who he is, she faints in his
arms. Florence returns with her mother in
time to witness this spectacle. She faints.
When both women are revived explanations
are in order, and everything ends happily.
BETTY'S AFFAIR (Oct. 27).- Betty has a
most unusual and amusing adventure in her
quest
for every
matrimonial
bliss.
She lovesexcept
Bob,'
who has
delightful
qualification,
money. Therefore, her stern father objects
to the match and plans to wed his darling to
a nondescript by the name of Ferdinand, who
has only one point of attraction, namely, the
prospect that he will inherit a wad when his
wealthy uncle passes in his checks, sometime
in the din. distant future.
Ferdinand comes to the home of Betty, to
claim his bride, whereat the cook, who helongs to the Stew Experts' Union, quits rather
than cook for "company." Bob, disguised as
a member of the female species, takes the
cook's piace in the kitchen and maltreats the
food to such an extent that flirty Freddie longs
for home and mother. Meanwhile, of course,
Betty and Bob put one over on the visitor by
being married on the sly and, when, finally,
foolish father Insists upon the crime of marrying his offspring to the distant legacy, he
finds that he has been famously foiled by the
lovely lovers — and there you are.

KALEM.
THE LOVE MAGNET (Oct. 10).— The cast:
Ham (Lloyd V. Hamilton) ; Bud (Bud Duncan) ; Flossie (Ethel Teare) ; Prof. Bunkem
( A. Edmondson).
Bud
a "loveallmagnet"
fromgirls
Prof.
Bunkem secures
that attracts
the pretty
to
him. Jealous, Ham goes to the professor for
a magnet also. He takes his when the professor is not looking and by mistake gets one
that attracts only old maids. When Ham
and Bud meet they are up against it for
women of all ages and conditions of beauty
flock to them by the score. Finally the pursuit brings them to the edge of the sea into
which Ham and Bud plunge in desperation.
Far out on the wild waves even the mermaids
answer the call of the magnet, but as there
are only pretty mermaids Ham and Bud do
not object in the least.
THE REFORMATION OF DOG HOLE (Episode No. 10, '-The Girl from Frisco" — Two
Parts — Oct. 11). — The cast: Barbara Brent
(Marin Sais) ; John Wallace (True Boardman) ; Ace Brent (Frank Jonasson) ; Hawk
(Ronald Bradbury); his tool (Edward Clisbee)
; HoganDirected
(Steve byMurphy);
Wilson).
James W."Pretzel"
Home, (Jack
The favorite sport at Dog Hole, the "tough♦'st town west, of the Sierras," is destroying
the property of the railroad headed by Ace
Brent. As sheriffs and detectives have failed
to settle the problem. Brent assents to
Barbara's pleas that she be given a trial.
Barbara succeeds "Pretzel." the station agent
at Dog Hole, and finds that Hawk, proprietor
of the Red Copper saloon, is the evil influence of the town, and gambling the Red
Copper's chief attraction. She sets up a
counter game in her own shack and by clever
manipulation of the cards wins all the cowpuncher's
money. toHawk,
business
ruined, schemes
ruin finding
Barbara,hisbut,
after
an exciting series of events leading to stirring
dramatic action, she outwits him. She then
informs the punchers that their losses at cards
have been applied to purchase stock in the
railroad and it is now up to them "to protect
their own property."
THE BATTERED BRIDEGROOM (Oct. 13).—
The cast: Nell (Ivy Close) ; Jack (Arthur
Albertson) ; Ban the Barber (Henry Murdoch) : Minnie the Manicure (Mary TaylorRoss) ; Algernon (William McKey). Author,
Samuel
J. Taylor.
Directed by Robert Ellis.
Nell plans to elope with Jack on the day
set by her fond parents for her marriage to
Algernon Addlepate. Ben the Barber finds
business bad because his ugly wife Is his
manicure. He closes up the shop and gives
his wife an afteraoon off, while he takes a
stroll.
Fortunately
for Bei
he who
passes
house just
as that young
lady,
has Nell's
been
made a prisoner in her room by her parents,
is leaning out the window
seeking
a possible
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moans of escape. Bod offers to old her if she
will be hitt manicure for the afternoon. She
assents and busint>9S la great In Den's shop.
Hut tt)i> tiilx-upB thnt follow when Algernon
drops
Into the
shop ti for
a shuveending.
and B«n'8
wtfo returns
rurnish
whirlwind
TO S.WE THE SPECIAL (No, 101 of "The
Hazards of Helen" Series — Oct. 14).— The cast:
Operator at Lone Point (Helen GIbsonj ; Dick
Benton (P. S. Pembroke) : Strang (George
Koutht ; the railroad president (G. A. Williams). Author, E. W. Matlack. Director,
Jume!4 Dnvl.'^.
A runaway team is bearing a wagon loaded
with dynamite down the tracks toward the oncoming President's Special when Helen sets out
In pursuit on horseback. She overtakes the
runaway and by a daring leap through the air
lands on the back of one of the horses and
swerves the team from the tracks in the nick
of time.
A SAl'ERKRArT SYMPHONY (Oct. 17).—
The cast: Ham (Lloyd V. Hamilton); Bud
(Bud Duncan I ; Miss Spondolix (Ethel Teare) ;
Krazy Klllsky (Henry Murdoch); Mr. Spondolix (A. Edmondson).
Ham and Bud are the working force In the
Spondolix sauerkraut factory, and Ethel the
object of their jealous attentions. Krazy
KUIsky is an anarchist who has sworn the
dowHfall of all sauerkraut factories. Between
tho sauerkraut workers' strike for a twentyflve hour day and the activities of Killsky there
Is an abundance of laughs leading up to a
rapid-action
finish.
THE YELLOW HAND (Episode No. 11. "The
Girl from Frisco" — Two Parts— Oct. 18).— The
cast: Barbara Brent (Marin Sais) ; John Wallace (True Boardman) ; Ace Brent (Frank
Jonasson) ; Sing Lee (Ronald Bradbury) ;
Jameson (Edward Ciisbee). Directed by James
W. Home.
Barbara comes into possession of the mysterious seal of the Dragon Brotherhood, an
Oriental society engaged In smuggling Chinese
Into this country. She Is marked for death
and has one narrow escape, but Wallace arrives In time to save her and capture her
assailant. The latter Is forced to take them
to the meeting place of the Brotherhood, but
here their spying Is discovered. A bitter
battle amidst the mystic hangings of the josshouse ensues, and Barbara. Wallace and her
father are about to be overpowered when help
arrives.
THE CODE LETTER ( Episode No. 1 of
"Grant. Police Reporter"— Oct. 20).— The cast:
Tommy Grant, of The Chronicle ( George
Larkln) ; "Mamie the Rose" (Ollle Kirkby) ;
"Baron" Litchfield (Robert Ellis) ; Cadogan. a
detective (Arthur Albertson); Mansfield, the
city editor (William McKey) ; Police Commissioner Brophy (G. Chira). Directed by Robert
Ellis.
At a fashi-anable hotel Grant, police reporter of The Chronicle, sees a face that seems
strangely familiar. To his memory there
comes a flash of a certain day in the Bertillon
room at Headquarters and ho recognizes the
man as Litchfield, a clever "gentleman crook."
His suspicions aroused, he follows Litchfield
to thf writing room and there sees him
scribble some figures from a letter he has
just received. When Litchfield departs Grant
takes some scraps from the waste basket and
piecing them together finds it a code message. By clever deduction he finds the message to read, "Meet me at 1350 Seventh avenue
at Grant
three o'clock,
Mame."
recoenlzes
JIamie as the notorious
"Mamie the Rose" and further investigation at
the address given shows that the crooks are
planning their getaway with their loot for
many months already packed. When Litchfield arrives at three o'clock, Grant and Detective Cadogan are close behind. Grant goes
upstairs to Mamie's apartment while Cadogan
remains to cuard the front door with instructions to follow in fifteen minutes U drant
does not return. From the hall window
Grant crawls along the narrow ledge of the
building until he reaches the window of
Mamie's
prisioK theapartment
crooks. and then jumps in, surIn the scuffle that follows he Is overpowered,
and Litchfield and Mamie make their escape
to the roof. Grant follows and reaches the roof
(n time to see Litchfield escaping on a planking
across a twelve foot areawav to another roof,
after which he pulls the plank over. Grant
take?! the only remaining chance and goes
hand over hand across a slender pipe to the
other roof. Litchfield is already half way down
the fire escape, however, and seems certain of
escaping when Grant decides to adopt the
perilous expedient of slldlne down the rope of
a painter's scaffold. He is half way down and
still many stories above the pavement when
Mamie the Rose In a fiendish plan to aid her
accomplice, cuts the rope.
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Grant makt-.s a breath-taking swing through
tho air but manages to retain hla grasp on the
rope. The end of his swing carries him to tho
fire escai>e und he lands plump on top of
Litchfield, who Is soon pummelcd Into submission. Meanwhile Cadogan has gone upstairs and from the apartment sped to the roof
where he captures Mamie.
A DARING CHANCE (No. 102 of "The Hazards of IUlen"~OLt, 21).— The cast: Helen,
day operator (Helen Gibson); the night operator (George Routh) ; his son (Billy Boy) ;
Dick Benton, lineman (P. S. Pembroke) ; Presldont of the road (G. A. Wlllluras). Author, E.
W. Matlack.
Director, James Davis.
The seven-year-old son of the night operator la on a handcar racing to certain destruction when Helen pursues on an engine. By a
daring feat she succeeds In lifting the youngster
from the handcar to the engine In the nick of
time as the handcar crashes to splinters under
the wheels of a passenger coach.
THE BOGUS BOOKING AGE.N'TS (Oct. 24).
—The cast: Ham (Lloyd V. Hamilton); Bud
(Bud Duncan) ; Stella (Ethel Teare) ; Mike
(Henry Murdoch).
Stella is stage-struck, so is Melodramatic
Mike, her chauffeur, so too are Ham and
Bud. In fact, all the world's a stage. Ham
and Bud visit Bunkem's Theatrical Agency
In search of a job, and decide to wait when
they find that worthy is out and the office
unguarded. The 'phone rings and Ham
answers It. Stella's father says "My daughter
has started for your office. If you can induce
her to stay off the stage there Is $5,000 in it
for you. You'll know her by the little dog she
Is carrying." Ham and Bud decide to run the
office — until they get the five thousand anyway.
Melodramatic Mike arrives and Is put through
a course of training In the dramatic art. after
which he is given a contract to play Mr. Hamlet. Serena Hatchetfare, a highbrow investigating stageiife. arrives with a dog under
hor arm. Ham decides that it is Stella and
launches into a tirade against the stage. When
the real Stella arrives Bud takes her in hand
and gives her a contract to play Mrs. Hamlet.
There is swift justice for all and rapid action
when Stella's father arrives closely followed
by Bunkem.
THE HARVEST OF GOLD (Episode No. 12
of "The Girl from Frisco" — Oct. 25). — The
cast: Barbara Brent (Marin Sais) ; Ace Brent
(Frank Jonasson) ; John Wallace (True Boardman) ; Kirby (Ronald Bradbury) ; Pledro (Edward Ciisbee); Santone (Hart Hoxie). Directed by James W. Home.
The Fruit Syndicate seeks to corner the
orange crop and attempts to force Ace Brent
and John Wallace to sell their holdings.
Klrby, their agent, stops at the Brent home,
and while attending to his business mission,
pays ardent attentions to Barbara. The latter's Intuition and quick wit enable her to
frustrate the first attempt of the Syndicate to
force a sale, and they determine to use extreme measures. Santone, a discharged employe, is their tool. A scheme to ruin the
Brent and Wallace crops by blowing up the
Irrigation pipe leads up to a thrilling climax.
THE MISSING HEIRESS (Episode No. 2 of
"Grant, Police Reporter" — Oct. 27). — The cast:
Tommy Grant (George Larkin) ; Miss Carter
fOllle Kirkby) ; Mansfield, city editor (William
McKey) ; Police Commissioner Brophy (G.
Chlra) : Detective Cadogan (Arthur Albertson) ; Miss Harding (Bettle Dial). Directed
by Robert Ellis.
The disappearance of the wealthy Miss Harding opens a problem for Tommy Grant, police
reporter of The Chronicle. The only clue Is
a letter demanding ransom, but by clever detective work Grant succeeds In placing the
blame for the crime on the shoulders of Miss
Carter, the Harding private secretary. But
her accomplice, the butler, spirits the kidnapped girl away and boards a tug headed
down the bay to catch the liner Trieste.
Grant arrives at the docks too late, but when
wireless Inquiries inform him that the butler
and girl have boarded the Trieste off Sandy
Hook, he speeds to the aeroplane sheds and
sets out In pursuit of the liner. A thrilling
chase by air. with the camera following In
another aeroplane brings us to the climax when
Grant by a leap through the air reaches the
ship's ladder.
THE LOST MESSENGER (No. 103 of "The
Hazards of Helen"— Oct. 28), — The cast:
Operator at Lone Point (Helen Gibson); Benton, express messenger (P. S. Pembroke):
President Landers (G. A. Williams); express
agent (George Routh). Author, E. W. Matlack.
Director, James
Davis.
Benton, the express messenger, is known
to be In money troubles, so that, when he
disappears
with a valuable
package,
circum-

stantial evidence points to his guilt. Helen,
wbllo delivering a telegram on motorcycle, la
crossing the drawbridge when she finds the
missing package. A wharf gang, which baa
Necreted the package there, pursues to recover
It. while one of their number raise the bridge
to prevent Helen's escape. But that plucky
girl dives to the river, and swims ashore, to
her motorcycle. The pursuers follow In an
automobile.
Coming to a flimsy wooden bridge over the
railroad tracks they attempt to cut her off,
and Helen swerves aside and crashes through
tho rail, barely missing the wheels of a speeding train. The trainmen come to her aid and
capture the wharf gang. The third degree
brings out the fact that Benton had fallen
from the express car at the bridge and been
rescued by the wharf men who made him a
prisoner in their cabin. His delirious ravings
about the valuable package caused them to
secrete that until a favorable opportunity came
to dispose of It.

SELIG.
SELIG-TRIBUNE. NO. 82 (Oct. 12).
Berkeley. Cal. — Frank H. Probert. Dean of the
College of Mining, has put a blast under old methods of teaching the science of mining by opening
a full-fledged mine tunnel In which the students
cook.
El Paso. Texas. — Under the command of Colonel
Langhorne. the officers of the Eighth United
States Cavalry indulge In a strenuous Sunday
morning ride.
Cleveland. Ohio. — Several persons killed, and
many seriously injured, is the result of the collapse of a bridge span over the Baltimore and
Ohio tracks, when two trolley cars collide in
the center of the span.
Redwood City. Cal. — Miss Helen Hodge. Miss
Jeanne Doty, and other society girls, learn aviation with the view of offering their services to
the government.
Chicago, 111. — Enthusiasm reigns when Chicago
soldier boys com ehome from their duty on the
Mexican border.
New York, N. Y. — The women's Hughes campaign special comes for a whirlwind transcontinental boosting tour for the Republican
Presidential
candidate.
Byron. 111. — Fulfilling a promise made last
summer by Medill McCormlck when he announced
that the President of the United States for lOCO
was just born to the McCormick family, a barbecue for 2.000 neighbors Is held on the McCormick estate.
Denver, Colo. — This city made manifest Its
claim of being the live stock marketing center
for the entire Rocky Mountain and West Coast
region, of
by 72.000
breaking
receipt
sheeptheIn world's
one day.record with the
SELIG-TRIBUNE,
NO. S.'J (Oct. 16).
San Francisco, Cal. — Chas. W. Fairbanks. Republican nominee for vice-president, attends the
G. O. P. luncheon.
El Paso. Texas. — Some Idea of the value of the
aero corps to an army may be gained from these
views of Fort Bliss taken from an observation
balloon.
Omaha, Neb. — Graced by the presence of the
President and Mrs. Wilson, the Omaha Centennial
celebration
is a great success.
Eastport. Me. — The old frigate Franklin, onethe nav-y.
burned tothetheold
water's
edge time
forpride
theof purpose
of isrecovering
lead,
iron and copper in the hull.
Chicago, 111. — Teaching fire prevention by reproducingstarted
the Mrs. O'Leary
cow Incident, which
the greatincendiary
Chicago fire.
Is a
feature of fire prevention
day.
Newport, R. I. — Survivors of the ships torpedoed and sunk by the German submarine U-53.
arrive aboard U. S. destroyers, which picked them
up at sea.
Boston. Mass. — The Kansan, which was held
up, examined and allowed to proceed by U-53.
reaches this port.
Denver, Col. — Members of the local Rotary
Club visit Pike's Peak for their annual outing.
SMALL TOWN STUFF (Three Parts— Oct. SO).
— The cast : Constable Plum (Wm. Hutchinson) ;
Ira Pash (John Lancaster) ; Phil Pickle (Le«
Morris) ; Johnny West (Ralph McComas) ;
Othello Booth (Wm. M. Chapman) ; Percy Pinkham (Harold Howard) : Sellna Tubbs (Martha
Mattox) ; Mrs. Plum (Lylllan Brown Lelghton) :
Margaret Tate (Irene Wallace). Written by
Malbelte Helkes Justlcd. Directed by Norva! MacGregor.
The village of Bloom Center Is excited when
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Othello Booth, a stroUlng player, arrives, and
interests the Ladies' Art Embroidery Club iu the
production of a thrilling drama. "Rita, the Beautiful Snake Charmer." This home talent performance is ready to be presented in Melodeon
Half after strenuous rehearsals.
Othello Booth is jealous of Percy Pinkham.
who is in lov^ with Margaret Tate, editress of
the Bloom Center Bugle. Johnny West Is also in
love with Margaret, and Othello resolves to utilize
Johnny as a means of Othello's vengeance on
Pinkham. He Induces Johnny West and also
Postmaster Pash. unbeknown to each other, to
pose as wild men in order to scarce Percy Pinkham from Bloom Center.
The two villagers in outlandish costume, endeavor to frighten the young man, but fail, much
to the chagrin of Othello Booth. Constable Plum
longs to be a detective and studies text books on
the art of sleuthing. He searches long for an
escaped crook, called Micky, the Mick.
After the home talent performance, which
breaks up suddenly. Othello Booth and others
meet in the general store to investigate the loss
of the proceeds. Then it is that Johnny West,
Instigated by Constable Plum, lowers a blindfolded cat from the attic, and the cat's claws
fastening in Othello Booth's hair, proves that
that hair is only a wig. and Othello Booth stands
revealed as Micky, the Mick. He is jailed by
Constable Plum and the stolen money is found
on his person.
TOM'S SACRIFICE (Nov. 4).— The cast:
Tom Miller (Tom Mix); Mau<ie Warner (Victoria Forde) ; Dan Miller ( Howard Farrell) ;
Wm. Miller (Joe Simkins) ; Sid Jackson (Sid
Jordan ) ; Joe Warner (Joe Ryan) . Written
and directed by Tom
Mix.
Rather than tell on his brother. Dan Miller,
who is discovered to be a thief, Tom shoulders
the blame and leaves for the West to try
and make good as a cowboy once more. On
the ranch Tom is heartily greeted by his old
pals.
Joe Warner, the ranch owner, has two daughters, and one of them, Maude, falls In love
with Tom much to the resentment of Sid Jackson, a cowboy. Intense rivalry ensues between the two for the hand of the girl, but
finally Jackson is cleverly outwitted and Tom
and Maude decide on their wedding day.

BIOGRAPH.
THE GODDESS OF SACTEBRUSH GULCH
(Reissue — Oct. .SO). — The cast: The Goddess
(Blanche Sweet); her sister (Dorothy Bernard) :her father { W. Chrystie Miller! ; Blue
Grass Pete (Charles H. West) ; his pal (Charles
H. Malles) ; the tenderfoot prospector (Harry
Hyde).
The Goddess, the prettiest and best natured
girl that ever graced the little mining town of
Sagebrush Gulch, meets the tenderfoot prospector and leaves him another worshipper of
ber. His chances, however, are slim, for Blue
Grass Pete has won her affections, he having
at an opportune moment saved her from the
fangs of a snake which was about to attack
her. Pete, however, is weak willed and is
fascinated
by the
sister,
visits
her. He later
givesGoddess'
the sister
liis who
savings
to
keep.
The Goddess, heartbroken over the loss of
her sweetheart, is now sure they will be married and determines to leave. Pete's pal.
knowing the girl has the savings, plans to
steal them. The Goddess overhears the plot,
but nature asserts itself, and securing aid. she
and the miners arrive in time to save her sisfrom a horrible
death,
pal tohasa
been terrecognized
by the
girl for
and Pete's
tied her
post in the cabin. He and his companions then
made a hasty departure, forgetting a lighted
cigarette which fired the cabin, leaving the
girl helpless amidst the raging flames.
THE POWER OF THE PRESS (ReissueThree Parts — Nov. 11.— The cast: Steve Carson (Lionel Barrymore) : Turner Morgan
(William Russell) : Annie Hosford (Vivian
Prescott) : Mary Hosford (Betty Gray); Mrs.
Harold Norwood (A. C- Marston) ; Joe Hawes
(Charles Graham) : Harold Norwood (Hector
V. Sarno) ; Sam Freeborn (Alan Hale) ; Anstey,
cub reporter
(William
Jefferson 1.
Turner Morgan, foreman of Warner's shipyard, is discharged, and Steve Carson, a carpenter, is appointed in his place. Steve and
his sweetheart, Annie Hosford. marry and make
their home in New York. Annie's sister, Mary.
and Sam Freeborn. Steve's assistant, are sweetuncle. dies
George
Hosford,
a save
gold
prospectorhearts.inAnnie's
Alaska,
unknown
to all
Joe Hawes, a fellow prospector. Hosford entrusts his bank deposit hook fwbich has a
record of his gold deposits) to Joe Hawes to
deliver to Annie and Mary Hosford. his nieces,
who will inherit the gold.
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Joe Hawes arrives in New York and meets
Morgan, who is now a counterfeiter. Morgan
induces Hawes to join him in an attempt to
secure the Hosford girls' legacy. Armed with a
forged power of attorney, Morgan arrives at
the Alaskan bank, but is told by the bank
president that Annie Hosford's signature must
be certified by a bank in her home city before
he can secure the gold. Morgan returns to
New York.
Steve, who is now a father, attends the Labor
I'nion meeting and Morgan plans to get Steve
out of the way by fastening a crime upon him.
Morgan induces Steve to drink and while he
is intoxicated. Morgan assaults the bartender
and robs the saloon. Morgan escapes and the
crime is fastened on Steve. Annie makes every
sacrifice to engage counsel to defend Steve,
but he jured
is proved
guiltysentenced
through to
Morgan's
testimony and
prison perfor
five years.
Dewitt Norwood, president of the banking
firm of Norwood & Company, learns that bis
brother, Harold, the paying-teller, is a defaulter. Harold is sentenced to a term in
prison, meets Steve and friendship springs up
between them. Annie struggles for existence
and is constantly persecuted by Morgan. She
finally secures a position in the Grand Opera
chorus where she is befriended by Julia Seymour, the prima donna, who Is the wife of
Steve's cell-mate, Harold Norwood. Annie, In
her letters to Steve, urges him to be patient and
brave and leads her little girl to believe that
her father is in California.
Steve and Harold are unexpectedly released
on Christmas morning as a reward for good
behavior. Annie and her baby are overjoyed
to have Steve home again and Mrs. Harold
Norwood effects a reconciliation between her
husband and his brother. Dewitt Norwood.
Steve applies for a position in the shipyard,
but Is prevented by Morgan from securing a
place. Morgan loses the bank book, which is
delivered to Annie and the motive for Morgan's persecution Is clear. Mrs. Norwood induces Steve to consult her brother-in-law, the
bank president, and he promises aid.
Through the press a raid is made on Morgan's counterfeiting den and all are arrested
but Morgan, who escapes and is pursued by
Steve. The third degree is applied to Joe
Hawes to obtain a confession of Morgan's guilt.
Anstey. a cub reporter on the "Herald." gets
through his first big story and Morgan is run
down to earth. Morgan is arrested and the
press proclaims the innocence of Steve, who
served five years for another's crime. Steve is
vindicated through the power of the press and
Morgan's ivfamy is bared to the world.

ESSANAY.
THE BEACHCOMBER (Two Parts— Oct. 31).
— The cast: Andy Laflln (Harry Dunkinson) ;
Sylvia Gonzales (Virginia Bowker) ; Hal Benson (Royal Douglas).
Things are slow at Resthaven, until Andy
Laflin. traveling salesman, comes to town. The
drummer ignores all snubs from the resorters
and finally wins favor in the sight of Sylvia,
daughter of the resort owner. Hal Benson, her
sweetheart, is out to show up the usurper.
Andy does well with the ukulele and soon is a
favorite with the girls on the beach. However,
his firm fires him by mail and he finds himself minus money. A lite saver is required
and the desperate Andy, who cannot swim a
stroke, gets the job. To the accompaniment of
the ukulele he is rowed out to each drowning
person, hut all manage to be saved before he
arrives. Hal Benson suspects the doughty life
guard ing,cannot
swim, the
and great
effectsdenouement.
a "fake" drownwhich brings
The
girls quit him in disgust; but he gets his old
job back and fiugres that selling neckties is a
better business than saving lives, anyway.
CANIMATED NOOZ PICTORIAL, NO. 19
(Nov. 1). — At Cheesecake, Pa.. Andy Carnegia
is caught by the Canimated Nooz camera man
(n the acting of distributing a whole flock of
hero medals. Simp Hoosls gets one for saving
the half of the population from asphyxiation
by eating a ton of limburger cheese. Gabby
Talkalong saved the other half when she lost
her voice, so she gets a medal, too. Canimated
Nooz inaugurates a Pistograft section. The
first number shows how huntsmen capture the
Oola-boola bird, that society women of New
York and Oshkosh may have hats trimmed
with its rare eyebrows. The bird is caught off
guard and a huge rock affixed to its tail. Then
its capture is simple. Scenes about Crater
Lake, Oreeon, make up the five hundred feet of
scenic. This odd lake lies in the hollow base
of a volcanic cone.
THE HEART OF VIRGINIA KEEP (Three
Parts — Nov. 4).^Tbe cast • Virginia Keep
(Marguerite Clayton) : her tatber fJohn Cossar) : Arnold Dempster Trude (Edward Arnold) : Lewis,
Keep's attordey (Thomas Comraerford)
.

The father of Virginia Keep ha^ been accused of a murder supposed to have taken
place twenty-five years before. At this time
a young man visits the managing-editor of
"The Publicist" and announces that he is
Arnold Dempster Trude, the millionaire owner,
whom the editor has never seen. Bored by his
idleness, he goes to work as a reporter, his
Identity a secret, and the Keep case Is his first
assignment. He returns and orders the managing editor to Inaugurate a campaign to defend Keep, whom he believes innocent.
Nevertheless, Keep is convicted and his
daughter asks for a position on the paper.
Trude has her put on as a reporter at an unusual salary. When she learns that Trude, who
has asked her to marry him, is responsible for
her large salary she disappears. Seeking evidence to establish the Innocence of her father
she goes into the slums disguised as a messenger boy. Worn out from her night of danger
she hurries to the "Publicist" oEQce to give
Trude the information, but in the meantime
the governor has pardoned her father. Trude
recognizes Virginia in the boy's uniform and,
exhausted but happy, she falls into his arms.

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
BISON.
FOR LOVE AND GOLD (Two Parts— Nov.
4) . — The cast : Jack Wilson (L. (5. Shumway) ; Gladys Vane (Edith Johnson) ; Kingman Vane (Marc Fenton) ; Charles Massey
(Ed Hearn) : Ricardo (E. N. Walleck) ; Bob
(Chas. Dorien). Scenario by Wm. Parker.
Produced
by Henry
McRae.
Charles Massey is scheming to get possession
of rich mining claims owned by Kingman Vane
and sey
which
adjoin
Massey's
in Mexico.
and Jack
Wilson,
a mining
engineer, Masare
suitors for the hand of Gladys Vane, daughter
of Kingman Vane. Massey is assisted in his
plotting by Ricardo. a Mexican, and his
scheming
succeeded
to a affected.
point where Vane'B
income
hashas been
seriously
Gladys loves Jack, but when he asks her to
marry him she is forced to put him off be^ i
cause she knows her father would object. One
day
a telegram
comes
Vane's
in
Mexico,
saying that
the from
Mexicans
havemine
forced
the superintendent to flee for his life. Vane is
nonplused until Gladys suggests that Jack take
charge of the mine. This Jack consents to do,
and Massey is pleased, because he now sees an
opportunity to rid himself of his rival.
At Zuracca, Ricardo arranges to have Jack
lured into a new tunnel where a charge of
dynamite is about to be exploded. The plot is
foiled and one of the perpertrators confesses,
who is the instigator. When Bob learns of the
Mexican's confession he wires his father, suggesting he come to Zuracca. Massey insists on
accompanying Vane and Gladys and writes
Ricardo to hold up the train, capture Vane.
Gladys and himself and hold them for a big
ransom, which would be the mine.
The Mexican, whose child Jack saved, reveals this plot to Jack. The telegraph wires
being down. Jack starts to ride to Caspro. on
the American side, to summon the rurales to
prevent the kidnapping. He is pursued by the
Ricardo Hegang
and "bis
shot fromlaborers
under
him.
escapes
to horse
where is Mexican
are operating a steam shovel. He throws the
pursuers off his track by jumping into the
steam shovel bucket as it bites into the embankment alongside him. One of the mounted
Mexican chases him. He jumps up back of the
Mexican, hurls him to the ground and rides
like the wind for the rurales.
Jack notifies the rurales. They get trace of
the Mexicans and a running battle ensues.
Massey is wounded as is Ricardo, and the latter with bis dving breath brands Massey as
the one who is behind the trouble. At last the
mystery of the trouble is solved.

UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

FEATURE.

LIBERTY (Episode No. 11, "A Daughter of
Mars" — Two Parts— Oct. 23). — As the last episode closed the aeroplane in which Liberty and
Pedro were making their escape was fired upon
by the Mexicans and they tad to descend.
They were captured and imprisoned in the
camp of the bandits. There they were quite
downcast, as they thought that there was no
hope of getting the troops to come to the relief of Captain Bob and his men. who were
besieged in the hut on the top of the hill.
But Liberty at last began to look about and
see how they could get out.
In the cabin where they were confined were
some old clothes and these Liberty donned so
as to effect their escape. When they were all
dressed up like Mexican vaqueros. Liberty put
her head outside the door and when the sencame at her
"him with tothe
butt
of a tryrevolver
that she
she killed
bad managed
obtain.
Then she and Pedro made a dash for liberty.
Tt-wy took the horse that the sentry had and
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loado good ib«ir escape wblle the Mexican camp
was fast asleep.
When tbey wore woU out of reach of the
bandits I'edro left Liberty to find the Amerloaa troops uud warn tbtm of the duDgor that
Bob aod bis ueu wcro Id. He rao post buste
over tbo deat-rt country until be reached the
road. Thvro fortune favored hlni. as an automobile cumo along at tbls time. Ho commandeered the machine and sped on bis wa3r
to tlnd the troops. But the road was In a terrible condition and before he knaw It the
steering gear of the car was broken and the
auto was cureeQiug down the road at about
seventy ml Us an hour. Just as the episode
closes tbe machine with Pedro la it tumbles
over a hundred foot embankment.

IMP.
THE GOVERNORS DECISION (Special Release— Oet. -t;». — This is the story of a young
man of excellent family who Is living at home
with his father. Tbey are people of importance
Id the little country town where they live and
are respetced by all the townfolk.
Then there comes to the town a man and a
woman wbo are nothing short of adventurers.
The woman gets the young man In her clutches
and It is not long before the two of them have
succeeded In stealing from the boy all the respectability that he ever bad. But that is not
all. for the couple plan to murder the father
of the boy and then have it appear tbat tbe boy
was the real murderer. The plan almost succeeds. The weak point is that the young man's
sweetheart sees the crime, and tt Is through
ber efforts tbat he is at last cleared and the
true culprits are brought to justice.
STUMBLING
(Two
Parts—
N'ov. 3).—
The
cast:
Jim Benson
(Jack
Livingston)
: Clyde
Sterling (Matcomb Blevins) ; Jackie Shark
(Ray Hanford) ; Grace O'Neil (Agnes Vernon) :
Stella Cox (Constance Johnson) ; John Cox
X Edwin Clark ».
Jim Benson is the son of a wealthy man
wbo has always been sheltered from the seamy
side of life. He is engaged to be married to
Stella Cox. Clyde Sterling also is in love
with Stella, and in order to estrange the two
be decides to corrupt Jim. So Clyde makes an
appointment with Jim and tbe two go on a
debauch. They visit all the dives of the town
and at last end up at a "fast" place. Here
they meet a woman by the name of Grace who
has been hired to stimulate an interest In Jim.
The plan works and It Is not long before the
boy Is infatuated with the woman.
Jim's parents hear of all this and remonstrate, but it does DO good, and Jim becomes
a frequenter of the dives of the city. Stella
Is heart-broken and ber feelings are played
upon by Clyde. There Is also another complication In tbat Grace really falls in love with
Jim murh to tbe disgust of her erstwhile admirer. Jackie. One night Clyde tells Stella that
Jim has been untrue to her and offers to prove
tt. He takes her to the dive where Jim and Grace
are usually to be found and there they see the
couple Id each other's arms. This convinces
Grace and the next day she breaks the engagement. This makes Jim very angry and
be goes from bad to worse. He Is finally disowned by his parents.
Things go on in this way until Jim is at last
accused of the munier of Grace's father. The
real culprit is Jackie and Grace knows It.
But her hands are tied. At last she decides
to save the boy that she loves and goes with
tbe officers to arrest Jackie. But when he sees
that she has betrayed bim he draws a revolver
and mortally wounds her. On her deathbed
she t'?ll3 Jim anfl Stella that they should marry
and convinces Stella that through It all Jtm
lias ever been true to her. Tbe pii-ture fnds
with the marriage of Jim and Stella.
THE SECRET CELLAR (Special ReleaseTwo Parts — Nov. 5).— .Tohn Hardin, a detective
of international reputation, lived In one of the
small Western towns. When old Reeser. the
miser of the town, was murdered. Hardin was
called In on the case. The evidence seemed to
point to a young girl who came to the town a
few months before. She was employed In the
office of the District Attorney and on the morning that the murder was rommitted she left
the office at ten o'clock without telling where
she was going. The postman had seen her
coming from th*> house of the miser and shortly
afterward the body of the old man was found.
When Hardin began tbe case there was another clrciirastanf-e that must be taken into
account. Tbe body of the man had strangely
dlsappt^arpd. The girl had a rather peculiar
story to tell. Sht said that on tbe morning of
tbe crime she had received from Reeser a nnte
asking
her arrived
to call at
o'clock
when she
shetenfound
the and
manwent.
dead But
on
bis couch.
Hardin went to look ov*>r the ground and,
while ("Xaminlng the bed, he was suddenly precipitated Into a care under the house. It
seemed very (lUeer. as the Tiouse was supposed
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to t>« empty. He climbed out another way and
soon found tbat there was a man In the cabin
with bim. They chased each other through
the tunnel and tbrouKb tbe house, until at last
Hardin closed the entrance. Tbun followed a
terrlllc explosion. In tbe tunnel was found tbe
body of old Ri'L-^jcr. He bad manufactured the
murder case for some unknown reason. Of
course this cleared tbe girl wbo was then at
liberty to marry
the District Attorney.

L-KO,
TERRORS OF A TURKISH BATH (Two
Parts — Nov. 1 ) . — Dan Is tbe proud possessor
of a wife and a Job. It is hard to say which
of tbe two he values more highly. Each morning when he goes to work be has an awful time
parting from his better half; ho loves her so
much. Dan has a hard position. He Is flunkey
In a Turkish Bath establishment. He has to
see that all the customers are happy and contented. One day there came to the place a
man and his wife. The man was big and
strong, and the woman was of tbe sentimental
type that has an idea that she Is not the soul
mate of the man that was ordained for her.
She gets one good look at Dan and then decides that he was the one that she should have
married.
It also happened that on that day tbe management wanted a new manicurist. Dan thought
that he could get his wife In this capacity, so
telephoned ber to come down. In order to secure the position she had to say that she was
single. The manager and the husband of the
sentimental lady were both very much taken
with the charms of Dan's wife. They were so
persistent in their attentions that Dan was
just the least bit jealous. Then the amorous
lady came after him and he could not get away
from her husband. Tbe whole affair ended with
a chase that finished just where the whole
thing began, for as the pictures fades out Dan
is seen retiring after his strenuous day.

BIG U.
A DAUGHTER OF DIXIE (Two Parts— Oct.
20). — The action of this play takes place during
the great struggle between the North and the
South. A young lieutenant In the confederate
army Is called upon by his commander to carry
an important message to another part of the
line. It so happens that the road he has to
travel is near his old home, so that when he
is pursued by some of the enemy he takes refuge
In the old bome of his sweetheart. There he
hides under the model of a dress while the officers
are searching for him.
Then the girl entertains the men while he disposes of their officer. He attires the Federal
officer in his clothes, and sends him down the road
in a carriage. The Union men follow the carriage for some time before they discover their
mistake. By that time the Confederate has escaped, and it is too late to capture him. although
a long, running fight ensues. At last he arrives
at the camp with the message, and Is lauded by
his superior officers for his presence of mind and
bravery in the way he escaped.
SEA MATES (Nov. 2). — The cast: Karl (Clyde
Benson I : Joseph (Harold Sinner) ; Jane (Claire
McDowell) ; John (C. H. Mailes). Scenario by
F. M. Wilterwood.
Produced by Francis Powers.
John Lavoir, a thirfty fisherman and his
daughter. Jane, live alone. He is a quiet man,
.somewhat religious. He guards his daughter
carefully, and is anxious that she will marry well.
His mind is set upon Joseph, the next prosperous
oinn in the village. Joseph Is instinctively religious and Is liked anu respected by every one.
Finally they are engaged.
Now. all goes well until the return of "Karl,
the Wild," whom Joseph loves, and Karl returns
his affection. They are a modern Damon and
Phythlas. Karl Is the direct opposite to Joseph.
Karl Is secretly Id love with JaDe.
On the wedding day Karl is brought by Joseph
to Jane's house, where he for the first time leams
that Joseph is to marry Jane. Overwhelmed at
the thought of losing her. he steals from the
house and prepares to put oft to sea.
A fight for the girl follows, and at last Joseph,
realizing that love will have Its way. consents to
the marriage and later enters priesthood.
STARLIGHT'S MESSAGE (Special Release—
Nov.
— When
a baby
Starlight'sand
mother
was
killed,3).her
father
disappeared,
she was
adopted by the colonel of a western regiment.
Years later she Is the belle of the post, although she has never discovered her father. She
Is admired by all. but especially by the handsome young lieutenant Reld. They ride together
and a romance is developing.
One day an Indian chief is captured who says
tbat he Is the father of SUrllght. She then
realizes that ber duty Is to stop the fighting
that Is going on. so she dons an Indian costumf* and goes among her people. She stops the
battle that Is raging, bat at the cost of ber
life, as in the fray she Is killed. But her message has not been in vain, as the war Is then
stopped.

THE BANDIT'S WAGER (Nov. .1).— Th«
cast: Sun Jefferson (Grace Cunard) : tho bandit (Francis Fordt. Written by Grace Cunard.
Produced by Francis Ford.
Nan comes West to keep bouse for ber
brother. She is considered, oat In the land of
cactus and sand, a mere child when it comes
to the real nerve that is required out In tbat
country.
But Nan thinks otherwise.
One day she and ber brother go for a ride
In their motor car and the machine breaks
down as they near a hut. Tbe brother nays that
he will go to get aid and tells Nan tbat she
better look out for a bandit that has been terrorizing tbe county.
Nan enters tbe cabin and finds that It Is tbe
bome of the bandit. She Is frightened when
tbe man blmself comes in masked. A struggle
follows when the man says tbat he will kUs
her ; she rebels and gels bold of his gun. Wlien
he still persists she fires and be falls as though
dead. She Is frightened at what she has done
and calls for htilp. Then her broiher, who is
the bantllt in disguise, gets up and ivUn how
the whole thing was to test her nerve and bow
bo removed the bullets from the gun t>eforetaand.
Nan has proved her nerve.

NESTOR.
LOVE AND A LIAR (Oct. 30).— Tbe cast:
Eddie (Eddie Lyons) ; Bess (Prlscllla Dean) ;
Lee (Lee Moran) ; Uncle (Fred Gamble). Story
by Tom Gibson.
Produced by S. Chaudet.
Eddie and Bess marry secretly while attending college.
Eddie's
uncle, who
is sending
bim
through
college,
is greatly
opposed
to women,
and upon the stipulation that Eddie leave women
alone, the uncle promises to bequeath to Eddie bia
entire fortune. Bess' aunt is as much opposed
to men as tbe uncle is to women, and she, too,
is forever warning her niece against the terrtole
Eddie and Bess are' living in a little cottage,
men.
and one day are startled by the advent of Lee,
Eddie's chum, who has seen the uncle arriving
at the station. They are In a quandary. While
debating what to do, the uncle arrives and Bess
hides in the couch, but the uncle discovers some
of her clothing about the place and demands an
explanation. Lee tells him tbat be has married,
and that Eddie is living with them. The uncle
takes Eddie away with him. fearing that he may
get the idea, too.
Then Bess" aunt arlves : she Is very angry and
decides to have the marriage annulled. Lee manages to get away from tbe two and meets Eddie,
who has deserted the uncle. The uncle returns
to the house for Eddie and there meets Bess, and
the aunt — and the aunt and uncle recognize each
other — they are old sweetheailjs who bad quarreled. They become reconciled and finally learn
that their niece and nephew are married, and so
all ends happily.

A SHADOWED SHADOW (Nov. 4).— The cast:
Timothy Old TopJOKER.
(Milburn Moranti) ; May
(LlIHan Peacock) ; Tony (Charles CoDktin) ;
Alonzo (William Franey) ; Evangeling (Gale
Henry) ; Hercules (Dan Duffy). Written by Jack
Byrne.
Produced by W. W. Beaudlne.
May is in love with Alonzo. a detective, but
her father will not hear of the match as the
young man is not wealthy. So she Is delighted to
hear that her uncle has left her a house, even
though the will states tbat she must live In it
alone for a couple of months in order to get possession. She sets out to live the required time
in the house.
The housekeeper and her husband conspire to
frighten May away so as to get the house themselves. But Alonzo arrives at the bouse in search
of a crook who Is wanted. The crook gets Into
the house and dresses up as a ghost to rob tbe
house. At the same time the housekeeper also
dresses as a ghost to frighten May away so as to
get the house. The ghosts meet and are
frightened at each other as tbey each think that
the other one is real. In the end the crook Is
captured by Alonzo, who gets the reward that is
offered for bim, and the housekeeper and her
hubby are foiled.

POWERS.
SAMMIE JOHNSIN MINDS THE BABY (Animated Carton — Nov. 2). — Sammie Johnsin is told
to mind the baby by his mother, and he goes in
the fields with the child. But while there the
wiles
of old 'Morpheus
too strong,
and heIs falls
fast asleep.
And tbe are
dream
be dreams
one
that is enough to make the hair of the most
unemotional old maid stand on end. At last be
wakes to find that after all it was only a dream,
but the remembrance of the awfulness ef it makes
bim a better boy for many weeks to come.
US KIDS (Nov. 3).— The cast: Bub (Ray
Clark); Jimmy (George Hupp); Clara (Clara
Horton) : Dot (Dorothy Clark) ; Harley (John
Sterling) : The City Cousin (Ellzat>etb Janes) ;
Mother (Beth Rowland).
Produced by Lule WarrlDgtOD.
Bub, the chore boy. Is fond oC reading Diamond
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Dick novels, and he neglects his work In consequence. Mother Is quite exasperated because
she wanted all the chores finished before the
city cousins arrived.
The two cousins. Harley and Elizabeth, soon
become very well acquainted with their country
cousins. Ab Is usual, the boys take keen delight In teasing the girls, stealing their dolls
and making life miserable for them. Harley alBo
plays some pranks of his own. much to the discomfiture of Bub.
Bub advances the Idea that he will organize
a gang after the fashion of the Diamond Dick
novels ; this quite meets with the aproval of
the others, and they start "framing" on the girls.
The girls tate horses and go to one of the neighbors. Unknown to them the boys follow and
take the horses, which causes no little consternation on the part of the girls when they discover
the horses missing, hut everybody is made happy
when they return and find the horses ahead of
them.

REX.
HER VANISHED YOUTH (Nov. 5).— The cast:
John (Dana Ong) ; Mary (Virgie Foltz) ; Ted
(Walter Yant) ; La Paloma (Peggy Coudray).
Written by Male Havey. Produced by O. C.
Kelsey.
John and Mary are happy in their country
home, until the advent of Ned. a young society
chap. Subtly he implants the seeds of Jealousy
In Mary's mind, making no charges, but Insinuating cleverly. Mary will not even give it a
thought for a time, but later when some of her
gossiping neighbors come in with the story that
John has been riding with a friend of theirs, the
seed of Jealousy begins to bear fruit. As a matter of fact, John had only courteously assisted the
young lady when she had met with an accident.
When he returns home his wife haughtily tells
him that he is a base deceiver and not worthy of
her love. Knowing that he Is innocent of any
wrongdoing, he becomes angry and. the breach
widens. Ned then suggests a visit to the actress.
La Paloma. and John finally agrees to go. Before long John and the actress are very good
friends, and she finally persuades him to purchase her a beautiful bracelet.
Next door to Mary lives a small child who has
frequently been their visitor. One day. finding
Mary in tears, she tells her that John has a
beautiful present for her. for she has seen him
admiring the bracelet. The little girl takes Mary
down the stairs and shows her the bracelet, and
also the note which John had written. Thinking
he meant the gift for her. she throws herself Into
his arms when he appears and confesses that
everything was her fault, and that she had no
right to be suspicious.

VICTOR.
KITTY FROM THE CITY (Special ReleaseGet, 24). — The cast: Bobby (Bob Vernon) ; Kitty
(Marcia Moore) ; Pa (Lou Dunbar) : Ma (Miss
Perry) ; Dan (Dan Russell). Written and produced by Harry Wulze.
arrives
at herdecides
father'sshe
ranch
HerKitty
father
at once
shallfrom
not college.
marry
a cowboy. Dan and Bob, pals, are punchers for
her father. Both fall In love with Kitty, but she
falls in love with Bob only. Dan grows Jealous
when he sees them spooning and informs father.
The old man starts in to load his shotgun, but
ts Interruptpd. Dan sees the gun, however, and
not wanting Bob to be killed, exchanges the shot
In the shells for salt. Kitty and Bob plan art
elopement, and while she makes ready he phones
the justice, who starts for the ranch accompanied
by the sherlft who Is looking for an outlaw.
Meantime the father takes his stand on the
porch with his shotgun. Bob returns to the house,
but seeinc pa on the porch, gets a ladder, and
by its use takes Kitty from an upper window
and goes to the corral where the Justice is waiting
and they are married. Meantime Dan comes
along and sees the ladder, also pa on guard on
the porch, and thinking its a good chance to get
Bob in wrong, climbs the ladder to see If he
Is
In theDan
girl's
Instead her
of dress,
the young
lovers,
runsroom
into above.
ma changing
and
her screams call pa who fills Dan with the salt
In the shotgun.
FELIX ON THE JOB (Special Release— Oct.
31). — The cast: Felix (George Felix) : His Wife
(Eva Loring) ; Tad (Lon Chaney) : His Wife
(Lydla Yamons Titus). Written by Harry Wulze.
Produced by Joseph De Grasse.
Felix goes to work on the fatal mom that Is
the time setting of this film. He finally gets to
his work after taking a forced ride on a moving
"dolly." His work for that day consists fn
shingling a roof belonging to Tad. He goes to
work and makes a mess of the whole affair, and
then gets into a quarrel with Tad and his two
boys. He finally sets fire to the house and then
when it all collapses Is thrown Into the nearby
river. But that Is not the end, as he manages
to throw the whole tribe of Tad into the river for
revenge. This is not all that happens In this
little comic classic, but In any case It is enough
to know that In the end Felix comes to grief.
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LAEMMLE..
ARE YOU AN ELK? (Special Release — Oct.
16). — This subject takes the place of "A Case
of Beans," which was originally scheduled for
release on this day but which has been withdrawn until a future date. The cast of "Are
You an Elk," follows: Stewart King (King Baggot) ; His Wife (Edna Hunter) ; His Pal (Jack
Ridgeway). Written by King Baggot ; produced
by Harry M. Webster.
Stewart King is a salesman for a clothing
company and is very much In love with a
wife, although the tatter is not as trusting as
a well regulated wife ought to be. One day at
the office the boss asks King If he is an Elk,
The latter says that he is not, and then the boss
says that it is an essential and that he ought
to join at once. So all the arrangements are
made and King's pal tells his wife that he may
not be home that night. That night the wife has
all sorts of fears of the torture to which her
husband is being subjected and has visions of
King with his head off. etc.
What really happens is that King goes to the
meeting
getsthat
royally
the must
way
home he and
thinks
every"tight."
one he On
meets
be an Elk. When at last he does get home he
has the most terrible dreams about all the
animals In the world and thinks that they are
all elks. Then he gives his wife the mysterious
sign of the order and the whole picture fades
out Into one large Elk.
LUCILE THE WAITRESS (Special Release—
Oct. 25). — The cast: LucHe (Jennie Nelson);
The Artists (Paul Panzer) ; Mr. Skids (Jack
Rigeway) ; Mrs. Skids (Nellie Slattery). Written by Bide Dudley.
Produced by William Bailey.
Luclle Is the waitress In a restaurant that is
frequented by all sorts of people. One of the
customers Is an artists who admires Luclle very
much, and one day he persuades her to pose
for him. At the studio she breaks his masterpiece that he is about to sell for a high price,
and he tells her that she must pose as the statue
so that he can get the money for the sale. This
she does, and It all goes well until the prospective
buyer, while examining the statue, happens to
tickle Luclle, and she cannot contain her laughter.
Then the whole plan falls through, and there begins a chase after Luclle. who takes to the streets
in spite of her abbreviated costume.
The chase leads in various directions, and at
last ends in an apartment house, where Luclle
takes refuge on the top floor. There she tips
over the lamp and so starts a fire. The old maid
who Inhabits the apartment Is frightend. so
Luclle pushes her out of the window, and then
runs down the stairs to catch her. For this she
is lauded as a hero.
THE MIDNIGHT TOLL (Special Release— Nov.
1). — Little Bubby is unhappy because his mother
is sick. He pesters the cook until, to get rid
of him, she says that the only thing that will
cure his mother Is some of the rust on the old
church bell. Bubby believes this, so that night,
when all is quiet, he steals out and makes his w5y
to the top of the church to scrape off some of the
rust.
But in getting the rust he moves the bell and
it begins to toll In the middle of the night.
There is a great commotion caused In the town,
as they do not know the cause of the trouble.
The townspeople come to see what the trouble
Is and see the little child coming out of the
church. Then the real cause of his presence
comes out. and he Is taken home. But the strange
part of it all is that his mother has really recovered from her fever, and the doctor says that
she will surely get well.
HER WEDDING DAY (Two Parts — Nov. 2). —
The cast : Dorothy (Francelia Biliington) ; Jennie
(Ruth Clifford) ; Dr. Hastings (Willard Wayne) ;
Michael (Douglas Gerrard). Scenario by Harvey Gates. Produced by Douglas Gerrard.
Dorothy's mother has finally persuaded her
to marry the millionaire, Michael Stone, and
this is her wedding day. As Dorothy is dressing for the ceremony, Jennie, in a nearby sanatorium is suddenly much disturbed over the
perusal of a newspaper item, and Dr. Hastings,
the physician in charge, orders her to her room.
Noticing the paper he starts looking it over to
find. If possible, what had caused her actions,
and notices the picture and announcement of
Dorothy's marriage. This saddens the doctor,
for he is In love with Dorothy.
Owing to the stress of business. Michael and
his bride are to remain at his mansion for a
short time before leaving on their honeymoon.
Dorothy is afraid of Michael, and all her thoughts
are for Hastings. As she stands at the window
in pensiva mood, she notices a woman stealthily
moving in the grounds below, and goes down to
investigate. It is Jennie, and to Dorothy she
sobblngly tells her story — of the wrong Michael
had done her while she was employed by him
as a housemaid — and then after that her mind
was a blank.
Dorothy leaves Jennie to bring Michael to her —
but the latter only laughs and reminds her that
now she is his wife. That night, Michael,
finished with bla work, phones to Dorothy's apart-
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ments that he Is now coming up. So great U
her fear and hatred of the man that she arms
herself with a knife and awalta his coming — but
the seconds lengthen Into minutes, and at last her
straining ears hear some commotion below and
many voices. She goes downstairs to find
Michael dead at the hand of Jennie, who Is
crouching In a corner of the room, while Dr.
Hastings and his men who have been In search
of Jennie pronounce Michael dead.
And then after time has worked
its healing
powers, Dorothy and the doctor are united.

GOLD

SEAL.

THE MASKED WOMAN (Three Parts — Oct.
31). — The cast: Nitra (Gretchen Lederer) ; Morton Davis (Lloyd Whitlock) ; Dr. Farnell (Geo.
C. Pearce) ; Nell (Jessie Arnold); Felgo (William
by Harvey Gates. Produced byQuinn).
A. W. Scenario
Rice.
Morton Davis is infatuated with Nitra. So
completely has Nitra got the man In her colls that
he attempts stealing a valuable necklace belonging to his sister, Nell, which Nitra admires
an'd demands. Dr. Farnell, a physician, is
affianced to Nell, and it is he who surprises
Morton In the act of taking the jewels ; he delivers a lecture to Morton, and places the Jewels
in his own pocket. At this moment the maid announces to him that his valet, Felgo. has phoned
for him on an urgent call.
Felgo Is really a tool of Nltra's, and when
he puts
clothes,
the
jewel
and away
steals Farnell's
It. An auto
comes discovers
for Farnell,
and he is den
blindfolded
to is
Nltra's
un*
derground
where oneandof taken
the gang
wounded.
Farnell treats the man and Is paid by Nitra. who
is masked. Felgo takes the necklace to Nitra.
who Is greatly pleased. Later. Morton calls upon
Nitra, but when she refuses to see him, he forces
his way to her apartment and there discovers the
Jewels about her neck. Knowing that Fameli had
taken the jewels from him, Morton accuses Nitra
of being the sweetheart of the doctor — and she
lets him believe this to shield Felgo. Angry,
Morton visits the doctor and accuses him of giving the jewels to Nitra ; Farnell disclaims any
knowledge of such a person and offers to get
the Jewel,
not find It.but is greatly surprised when he canFelgo, overhearing the conversation, makes his
getaway. He hurries to Nitra who plans to capture the two men when they come to her apartment. Farnell, having discovered on Felgo the
same perfume that was on the money given him
by Nitra. suspects his connection with the theft.
When
the doctor
Farnelltogetgetto word
Nltra'sto they
are attacked,
butandmanage
the
The police arrive and find no disturbance.
police.
They are about to leave when the officer hears
the faint sounds of a scuffle — Morton and Fameli
have regained consciousness and are fighting with
their captors for liberty. The police then round
up the gang, and Morton, although heartbroken
to learn that the woman he loves could be guilty
of such perfidy, realizes that Farnell Is innocent
and sees the folly of his erstwhile Infatuation.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED
WEEKLY,
NO. 42 (Oct. 18).
Welcome "Boys" from Border. — Thousands
cheer 1st Pennsylvania Infantry, back from
Mexican line — Philadelphia, Pa. Subtitle:
Warm greeting for 2d Illinois regiment — Chicago, 111.
President Reviews Parade. — Nation's Chief
witnesses historical pageant, picturing State's
history — Omaha. Neb. Subtitle : The last of
the Sioux Indians.
win- '
nlngSavedrace from
againstSea-Fire.
flames,— Liner
reachesAntilla,
port — Norfolk. Va. Subtitle:
Fire-ravaged decks. Crew
that battled blaze.
Lifting Up a City. — Puts props under whole
town to raise grade of streets — Astoria, Ore.
"Grand Daddy" of Submarines. — iHolland's
first under-sea fighter on way to museumPhiladelphia, Pa. Subtitle : Acetylene torch to
cut plates.
Horses replace engine.
Von Mackensen in Serbia. — Germany's
famous warrior and staff leaving church — Nlsh.
Serbia. Subtitle: Field Marshal Erzherzog.
reviewing German and Austro-Hungarian troops
— Belgrade,
Serbia.
Three Die in Triple Wreck. — Crash of three
engines strews death and wreckage along rails
— Fernbank,
Ohio.
To-Day's
— U-boat
submarine Sea
warfare Terrors.
to American
sidebrings
of ocean,
sinking five ships in twelve hours. Subtitles:
The U-53 type of submarine. A quick dive.
Up again.
The deadly torpedo.
Victims.
IT. Boat's Rescued Victims, — U. S. destroyers land 2,814 survivors of five ships sunk by
sea raider — Newport, R. I. Subtitle : Sailors
saved from sea.
Notables
Reach
America. — Ambassador
Gerard and wife,
back
from
Berlin,
land
in
United States— New York City.
Subtitles:
ExAmbassadors
Straus
and
Morgenthau
help
welcome envoy at City Hall.
Carrying Sarah
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Beroburdt off t>blp ; 72. but young yet. Una
Cavallerl, opera's beauty.
We«l FolQt's Giant Claes. — Record number
of
•■Plebea"
Point,
N. Y. marcb with lulure generals — Weet
Winning World's Cbaniplonsblp.— Red Sox
capturing baseball title and crowds tbat saw
DoUgurs defeated. Subtitles : And tbey paid
$3 to $o a seal. Subtitles : Out at Qrst.
••Ucad-hiH" bill. Boston fans 'seeing' the
gatne. Tbc winners got $3,l>10 each for Dve
days' work.
Cartoons by Hy Muyer.

RED

FEATHER.

THE ISLE OF LIFE (Five Parts— Oct. 30}.—
The cast; Sebastian Maurc (Frank Wbltson) ;
Gblrlalne Hetlamy (Roberta Wilson) ; Vincent
Panifort (Hay ward Mack) ; Ernesto SunguMo
(T. U. Crltenden) ; Mrs. Bellamy (Lillian Concord) ; Mario (Hector V. Sarno) ; Annibale
(Dick Ryan)
; Fannia
Scenario
by Fred
.Myton. ("Babe"
Produced Sedgwick).
by burton
George.
Sebastian Maure has never known tbo Influencoman
of awhogood
woman's
He is
type
of
takes
a keenlove.
delight
in tbe
knowing
that he is held In awe and extends tbat feeling
still further by bis daring books. Ghlrlaine Bellamy, a young American girl, with her aunt,
Mrs. Bellamy, Is visiting Rome. She is being
courted by Vincent Pamfort, a young English
officer of good standing. He Is called to Engfori* beblm.
goes be receives Ghirlaine's
promiseland, buttobe marry
Gblrlalne exerts a new Influence over Maure.
When be learns that she and her aunt are returning to England on account of the latters
health, he manages to be a passenger on ibe
same vessel. His desire for tbe girl gets the
belter of him. Under tbe name of their mutual
friend, Ernesto Sangallo. he asks her to meet
him on the deck the first night out, and then
he picks her up bodily and drops her overboard.
Tbey are picked up by Ilario. a fisherman, and
are taken to a small island where dwell fisherfolk. The girl is cared for by tbe housekeeper
of the native priest, and when she is somewhat
recovered, Maure arranges for her removal to a
certain haunted villa.
It seems that Fannia, the daughter of Ilario.
was In love with Annibale. Her father wanted
her to wed tbe schoolmaster, so Annibale took
the girl and they established themselves in the
villa at the top of the cliff, where he guarded
her day and night. The superstition of tbe
natives kept them from coming near. But this
does not in the least deter Maure from engaging
the villa, and thence Ghirlaine Is removed ami
placed under the care of Fannia, who is about
to become a mother.
An epidemic of cholera breaks out in the village, and the natives credit Maure with producing the plague. With his strong personality
he dissuades them from their belief, and he
does all he can to alleviate the sufferings of
tbe stricken ones. Eventually he finds a cure
for tbem. Meantime, the child has been born
to Fannia and the motherly devotion displayed
by Ghirlaine arouses for the first time in the
heart of Maure a desire to become a better man.
He goes on his way without thought of self
aiding the poor natives and becoming to them
almost a god.
Then one day in the harbor a yacht is sighted,
just as Maure Is stricken with the dread disease.
On the boat are Vincent Pamfort and Ernesto
Sangallo. who has come in search of Ghirlaine.
At first Vincent is angry, but he finally is
calmed and tbe three leave. But weeks later,
when Maure has recovered from his illness
though tbe efforts of the kind priest, and at last
has stricken from bis sou! all of the evil and
has become a man true to bis better and higher
self, Ghirlaine returns to him. as she has discovered that she loves him more than any one
in the whole world.

Mutual Film Corporation
AMERICAN.
PROFESSOR JEREMY'S EXPERIME:NT
(Two Parts — Oct. 'SS). — The cast; Prof. Jeremy
(Orral Humphrey) ; Janet (Vivian Rieb) ;
Thorpe Willis (Alfred Vosburgb) ; "Smootby"
Smlthera (George Gebhart) ; Bridget ( Louise
Lester.
Prof. Jeremy, an eccentric old scientist ,
compounds a liquid which, if sprinkled on a
person's face, will cause that person to speak
the truth — and nothing but tbe truth. He
first experiments
on the cook, whose
sweet-
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All The Players
of prominence In any sized picture can be
himUhed instantly-WlRE US YOUR WANTS
— If you fall to display tbe face of a popular
player who ia appearing at your houce, you
arc overlookinf an opportunity for laryer receipt.. THE FACE OF A WELL-KNOWN
PLAYER prominently displayed will draw
more money tban the mere announcement of
• oamc.

LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES
Size 22 X 28 inchei, 75 centi each. Every
prominent
player.
FACSIMILE OIL PAINTINGS, aU lizci,
from S8 to $23 framed. Quotatiosi lobmittcd on any iize, framed or unframed,
THE SEfta- PHOTO POST CARDS, $3.50
PER THOUSAND, of over 600 playeri.
The indispeniable article for your mailing
list.
PHOTOGRAPHS, SIZE 8 x 10, of all the
prominent playeri, 600 different names,
20c. each.
LAJIGE PICTURES. HAND COLORED.
size 11 X lA, all the prominent players, $2.00
per dozen; in alummum frames, 50c, each.
GRAVURE FOLDER, contaiDinff pictures of the prominent players, tnuuoing
stars from the stage, $10.00 per thousand.
SINGLE COLUMN CUTS of every prominent player, 40c, each.

KRAUS MFG. CO.
221

West
4Znd Str«et, NEW
YORK
12tfa Floor Candler BuUdlnc

Send for Catalogue of over 600 players and
samples free. Write us, giving details of your
dull nights, and we will send you a remedy.

Classified Advertisements in Moving
Picture World Bring Big Results. See
Title Page for Rates.
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Ten Thousand
Fifteen Thousand
Twenty-five Thousand.
Fifty Thousand
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heart, the policeman, heara hor tell the professor that she glvoa blm the profoeaor'a
whlHkey and
and hor
cigars.
Then the
daughter
lover, Thorpo
WIIIIb,prolensor's
a young
new.'ipaper man, appear upon tbe scene, and
Thorpo accidentally getting a spray of the
liquid on hit) face, begins to lay bare hlu soul,
Tht> professor kicks Thorpw out and the next
morning reads an account In the paper of bis
discovery, "Smootby" SniUhers, a crook, alao
rcada the notice. The professor is finally so
pestered by requcsU for the formula that bo
destroys It and locks the llQUld In the safe.
Smithors manages to get tbe liquid Irom the
safe, but drops tbo bottlo. allowing some of
tbe liquid to sputter in bis tuce. Hu then
emerges from the house declaring to the world
that he has Just burRlarlzed a bouse. Tbe professor is tinally ho harassed by requests tbat
he turns to Thorpe for help. The reporter
writes up the whole affair as a hoax on the
in-law.
public and then Is accepted as Jeremy's son-

CUB.
LOVERS AND LUNATICS (Oct 27).— The
cast: Tbe girl (Eetty Compson) ; the Wealthy
One (Dave Morris); the Youthful One (Neal
Burns); Father (Harry Rattenberry) : the
young Doctor (Harry Lyons) ; tbo Superintendent (George French).
Nathan Grey and his daughter, Betty, live
in the suburbs. Betty is in love witb Jlmmle
GordIn, a young fellow of small means but
great attraction. All goes well until the villain, Olden Rich, of vast wealth, appears. He
falls In love with Betty, and Nathan favors
the wealthy suitor. Betty disobeys her father,
who swears she shall marry Rich before another week. Betty communicates with Jlmmle
and they devise a plan. She will go to visll
an aunt In a distant city. Jimmle la to call
and tbey will marry before she returns. They
did not reckon on the craft of the villain
rich, and he follows on tbe same train on
which
Betty leaves.
In the distant city Betty sends a telegram to
her lover to come at once. This message i»
intercepted by Rich and he wires to father.
In trying to regain her message Betty scuffles
with Rich. The police come up and Rich announces tbat Betty Is a harmless lunatic whom
he Is taking to an asylum. The police believe him. Ey bribing the superintendent Rich
has her placed in the asylum. Father, on getRich's wire,
by
chanceting Jimmie
alsoleaves
leavesforon the
the city
same and
train.
Father joins Rich and they go to tbe asylum,
where father Informs Betty that she will either
marry Rich or never leave the asylum. Despite Betty's protests, tbey send for a minister.
Jimmle arrives in the city and while waiting around the hotel meets a young physician,
an old college friend, who Is In charge of the
asylum. He Invites Jlmmle to come up and
look over the place. Jimmie goes with him
and he discovers tbat Betty is incarcerated in
tbe asylum. Tbe minister arrives and the
ceremony between Betty and old Rich is about
to take place. The young physician and Jlmmle frame a plot and Jimmle has tbe doctor
declare the father and Rich are insane. The
minister is now called to unite Jlmmle and
Betty. Father, seeing all Is useless, blesses
his children and leaves old Rich to pace hts
cell in baffled rage.
DAD'S MASTERPIECE (Oct. 28).— Tbe cast:
Mr. Morton (Harrv Rattenberry); Mrs. Morton (Stella Adams) ; their daughter (Betty
Compson);
the Artist
(Neal Burns).
Mr. Morton, a wealthy man, has decided to
take his wife and daughter for a vacation on
their farm. Neal, a young artist, has selected
a spot In tbe canyon where he is painting,
Betty, the daughter of Morton, meets Neal,
who, mistaking her for a real country girl,
asks her to pose for him. Betty consents.
After a few sittings Betty and Neal are In love.
Neal proposes and Betty accepts under the
condition that father's consent Is secured. Neal
goes to Mr, Morton at once. But when father
reveals his name and tells Neal that no poorartist shall ever marry his daughter, Neal
walks away. Betty pleads with father, who
finally says tbat he will give his coni^ent If
the artist paints something good enough for
him to buy. Betty tells the good news to
Neal. Encouraged by Betty's hopes Neal starts
the masto paint his masterpiece. Tbe dayNeal
knew
terpiece was presented to father
Is tbo
"This
said:
father
bis fate, and when
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worst
broken. I've ever seen," he walked away, heartHarry, a friend of Neal. was on his way with
two girl friends to visit him. In a few words
Neal told them the whole story. Ethel, a
quick-witted girl, saw a way out and taking
Neal apart, explained her scheme. She gave
her kodak to Neal and walked away. Father
was fishing In the creek when Ethel approached blm, and soon father was engaged
In a Qirtatlon with her. At the moment he
kissed her a kodak was at work. The next
day Xeal was seen putting the finishing
touches to an enlargement of the scene of
Ethel and father. Betty was with Neal, and
together they go to see father. Betty hides
In a bush and Neal goes to father and otters
blm his painting for the amount of $10,000.
What was the use or arguing. Betty came Just
In time to see the check father handed to
Neal, and when Neal kissed Betty father wanted to object, but they held him to his bargain. ^\'ljat a delight it was to see father,
dodging mother, sneak In the back yard ana
put a match to that masterpiece of damaging
evidence.
WHEN CLUBS WERE TRUMPS (Oct. 28).—
The cast : Heeza N'utt ( Dave Morris) ; Hubby
(Neal
Euros) ; WIfle
(Betty
Compson).
Mrs. Parker had a decided aversion to cards
and late hours, but hubby was a normal creature and loved the little game. On a certain evening of June the boys at the club
were shy a hand at the poker game and
phoned for ParKer to come and Join them.
Parker
his and
wife figure
won't onleta him.
The boysrefused,
think asaying
moment
fine
plan. They will dress one of them as a policeman, go and arrest Parker and bring him
to the club. This would have worked, only
snoopy Mrs. Brown, who has a passion of
listening on the party phone, overheard the
plot and told Mrs. Parker. Mrs. Parker determined to give the fake cop a rua for his
money.
At about this time Heeza Nutt, an Inmate of
the asylum, escapes : he imagines that he Is
a great detective. The police force Is notified and begins to look for Nutt. Bill, a oop
in the neighborhood of the Parkers, sees Nutt
at a distance, and before he can get to blm,
Nutt disappears. The policeman comes to Mrs.
Parker's door and she, taking him for the
fake cop. locks him
In the closet.
Meanwhile, Hubby, going Into the kitchen,
encounters Nutt and is locked In the pantry
by htm Mrs. Parker, hearing the noise, goes
In the kitchen, where she Is frightened to
death by a wild scream from Nutt. She dashes
out and locks herself In the bedroom. The
lake cop now arrives and seeing Nutt believes
him to be Parker and takes him away to the
club. The real policeman bursts out of the
closet, rushes to the kitchen, unlocks the door
of the pantry and, believing Parker to be the
lunatic, takes biro away. Parker, thinking him
the fake cop. goes willingly. WTien the fake
cop and Nutt arrive at the club the boys are
surprised, and when Nutt says he Is a detective they all bolt and run.
Mrs. Parker, finding hubby gone, also the
policeman, thinks they have tricked her and
she at once goes to the club. Here she finds
the Nutt In possession. He chases her out
and down the street. Here she runs into Bill,
the cop. who has meantime put Parker m
Jail. The cop recognizes her as the woman
who locked him up and Nutt as the lunatic.
He arrests both. Here the triangle is unraveled and Parker, on being forgiven, swears
never again.

SIGNAL.
A LASS OF THE LUMBERLANDS. NO. 1
(Two Parts— Oct. 23). — "Dollar" Holmes, so
called because of his greed for money and power.
is a small timberland owner in a region where
both the trust and a tribe of Klamath Indians
hold similar lands. He is under contract to the
combine to deliver to It 10.000.000 feet of timber
by a specified date. It Is a rich deal. His wife
Is about to become a mother, and Holmes has
set his heart fiercely on a boy to Inherit the
fortune he means to pile up.
A forest fire sweeps away half of Holmes*
standing timber. Greer, president of the trust,
learning of this, writes a sneerlne letter hinting
at Holmes' ruin unless be fulfils his contract on
time. This he cannot do unless he obtains posses-
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sion of the Indian lands adjoining his. Sleepy
Dog. cblel of the tribe, refuses to sell.
Holmes' wife gives birth to a daughter, and he
in a wild rage of double disappointment curses
her and the babe, and rushes out of the cabin
Into the deep woods. He comes upon Dill, a
bootlegger, surreptitiously selling whiskey to his
loggers. Holmes promises to forebear puDisbing
him if he will go into the Indian camp, from
which Sleepy Dog is absent on a trip, and sell
his stuff to the savages.
The Klamaths are made drunk, and when they
demand more whiskey Holmes offers them $100
apiece if they will deed their timber lands to him.
They do so. and Holmes wires Greer that he will
fulfil his contract; also that witii acquisition of
the Indian lands he has obtained exclusive right
to use of the region's one river for log-floating
purposes, thus cutting off the trust's lands from
the market. The trust capitulates and accepts
Holmes*terest interms,
by which
is given
a heavy Inthe combine
and hemade
a director.
Sleepy Dog returns. Holmes quarrels with him,
murders him and throws his body over a cllfE.
The crime is witnessed by Holmes' wife — a fact
which be discovers. In terror of her life, the
woman flees the cabin, carrying her infant in her
arms. In trying to reach the farther bank of the
river over a jam of logs she is hurled into the
stream when a blast of dynamite blows up the
king-log, and is whirled away in the current,
clinging to a log and holding the babe in her arm.
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REEL LIFE NO. 24 (Oct. 15). — Since the
potter's wheel Is probably the first mechanical
aid invented by man, unusual interest will attach to the pictures which show the modern
duplication of methods of making ancient pottery In this Issue of "Reel Life." Every
process is shown from the separation of tbe
pulverized clay from dirt and stones to the
final baking. Among the entertaining views
are tempering the clay, the final kneading,
moulding
potter's
wheel, retouching
and
baking.upon
Thisthepottery
Is manufactured
near
New York City, and tbe only modern device
employed is the application of power. Electricity Is used In turning
the wheel.
The second section of this issue shows Uncle
Sam's weather kites In service at the government aerological station at Drexel, Neb.
The weather Is the topic of conversation most
In use. and these pictures show one of the
methods of providing weather forecasts. There
are pictures of the reel house, on its revolving foundation, from which the kites are flown.
The kites are fastened by strong piano wire
to an electric reel. The height is measured by
a theodolite, and the electricity gathered by
the wires by a voltmeter. The latter occasionally registers 50,000 volts. Each kite carries
a meteorograph to record the humidity, temperature, wind velocity and barometric pressure in the cloud region. More than forty
kites are used at this station.
The third section of this subject shows a
cat and her kittens at play.
SEE AMERICA FIRST NO. 58 (Oct. 18).—
This number of the series takes the spectators
for an interesting trip on the James River
in Virginia. The James is widely noted for
its beautiful scenery and the historical events
which have made It famous. This was the
first great highway to the line of defense of
the Confederates during the Civil War. ^long
the banks many Important things took place
during that time, and many of its most beautiful spots were scenes of encampments and battles. The James River Is rich In scenery and
historic spots and the more Important of these
were "caught" by the Gaumont cameraman.
Among the interesting places shown in the
Weekly is the place T.here In 1864 part of the
Northern army was sent on an expedition
against the Confederates. Here the Confederates came down from Fort Darling on
Drewey's Bluff and tried to break the obstructions at the lower end of Dutch Gap. which
Is also shown. Dutch Gap was built by General Butler at the beginning of the war. but
at that time was not successful. At the present time It Is used dally by large boats steaming up the river. Fort Fisher, Fort Brady and
other smaller forts used during the war, are
now intact along the James River and these
are also among
the interesting
things shown.
On the same reel is a cartoon contribution
by Harry Palmer, the portraiter of Gaumont
Kartoon
Komics.
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FAITH (Amerlcwi— Five parts— Oct. 30). — The
cast: Pnltb (Mary Mllen MlDtcr) ; Joba Tborpc
(Clar«Dce iiurtoni ; His DuugbUr, Holeu (Lltvile Thome (; His Stop-duuKbter,
Luuro { MarSiret Shelby) ; His \Vi(o (Josvpbloe
Tnylor) :
ark
StrooK
(I'crry
UaDksi ; Mr».
Stlmsou,
Tborpo's
Housektffpor
(Gorlrutlo
1-e
Uraudlj.
Kahb, tbo KraDiidaugbter of John Tborpu, a
mlllluDalro. was Ivil iit tbc duorf^tcp or an
orpbanaKP. whvD a cblld. Her mciber coDtractod
a murrluK** that Tborpc thought u disgrace.
The little k'D Is carofully watched over by
Mrs. Stimeou.
Tborpe'ii
housekeeper,
and wheu
Faltb
In old enough
to toave
the orphanage
and
SO out Into the world she Is taken Into the home
oE her grandfather, aa a servant girl. Thorpe's
tt«p-daughter steals money to pay a blackmailer
and the theft Is laid at Faith's door. Id court
her case Is given Into the bands ol Mark Strong,
A young lawyer, who has started on the downward path through the InQuenc*? of drink. He,
however,
braces
and restores
proves Faith's
Innocence
of the theft
andup also
the girl
to her
mother.
THE PEARL OF PARADISE (Five parts—
Nov. 2). — The cast: Yulita (Margarita Fischer) :Gomez, her father (Joseph Harris) ; John
Dellow ( Harr>' Pollard) : Denise, bis dancee
(Beatricu Van) : Captain Pletc Van Dekken (J.
Gordon
Russell).
Yulita Is known to the inhabitants of ono of
the South Sea inlands as "The Peart of Paradise." Her father, Gomez, a Spanish fugitive
from Justice, has reared her in ignorance of
the evils of the outside world. Piete Van Dekken, the captain of a Dutch schooner and the
only other white man the girl has even seen.
Is infatuated with ber.
John Dellow and bis fiancee on a yachting
cruise are forced to Jump from the yacht and
the next morning Dellow is found on the beach
by Tullta. Gomez orders John shot, but Yulita
eaves his life and Gomez tells Dellow of how
years before he married an American girl after
accidentally killing ber husband and another
man. They fled to Ibe island and there the
mother died shortly after Yulita was born.
Later John realizes bis love tor the girl but
also remembers that she Is a child. Van Dekken
comes to the island and engages in a fight over
Yulita.
Dellow's
fiancee,
is also
and foundDenise,
by John,
who takes
her with
himsaved
and
leaves Yulita alone on the island. He then sees
Yulita start out in a boat after tbem and plunge
Into the sea. DcUow awakens from his dream in
time to save Yulita from Van Dekken and the
next day sails for home with his "Pearl of
Paradise."
. -.dj

BEAUTY.

THE LAST THRUST (Oct. 31).— The cast:
Monsieur Alaparte (Orral Humphrey) ; Celeste.
fairest of the fair (Jo Taylor) ; Dr. Jake L,
Hyde (Joe Massey) ; Mrs. Doc. wife of Doc
(Marlon Rogers).
Monsieur Alaparte, a fencing master in Paris,
has quite a clientele of fair ones. Celeste, fairest of Monsieur's pupils, uses her eyes as she
does her sworA and the professor accompanies
her home every day. Dr. Jake L. Hyde leads
two lives and has a wife. He also had Celeste.
One day Celeste and Alaparte while strolling
meet Dr. Hyde and his wife. This meeting results in a challenge to each other for a hundred
duels. Celeste and Jake's wife decide to intervene. They wait in another room and in the
midst of the duel Alaparte pins Jake's left band
to the wall, the sword goes through and takes
off the blonde wig worn by Celeste, leaving her
quite bald. Finally they get Jake from the
wall ; he gets It from bis wife. Celeste secures
a bottle of hair tonic, and Monsieur has obtained a lot of experience.
SPARTAN SPLEEN (Oct. 31).— The cast: Tim
Dwlgglns (Orral Humphrey) ; Mrs. Aiken (Jo
Taylor) ; May. her baby (Teddy Lynch) ; Olga,
her slave (Mita Drinkwltz) ; Concha (Joe Massey).
Dwlgglns, an officer In the king's army. Is
sent to the general's bouse at the edge of
the pampas to protect the woman and her daughter from the natives, who have become crazed
with drink. He arrives, riding on his horse
backwards
when the
wife baby,
sees
him she is and
convulsed
with general's
mirth. Her
May, comes out with a white rat In her hands
and upon seeing it Dwlgglns bops onto a chair
and screams madly. He is the butt of the
servant's laughter and the idol of May and
the slavey. He plays his trump card when he
routs the natives and they, maddened, set fire
to the pampas. Dwlgglns saves the general's
wife and little May and then goes into the rag-
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lug tiro to rescue May's pet rat. Then It Is that
tho gcpurars wife realizes why Dwigglns has
been sent to protect hor and that bo bad a
Spartiin spleen.

VOGUE.
BUNGLING BILL'S BOW WOW (Two p»rt»»—
Nov. 0;.— Tho ca«t : Tho Musician (Paddy
McCJulrej ; Absistaut Mlnu Manager (Arthur
Moon) ; His Sweetheart
(Gypsy Abbott).
A safe blowtT and un adventuresa learn of a
hhlpmeiit 01 Kold made to the homo of a mine
manaKcr. Tiny plan to get tho gold while tho
family is at dlnnt-r. An itinerant muoiclan. who
has befriended a homeless mongrel, goes to tho
mino niunagtrr's bouse for something to eat.
The dog does some very good work in the kitchen
and the' yard. The crook manages to get the
gold and the musician is accu^ied of the theft
and locked up In the shed, where he is freed by
the dog. Later Paddy rewcues the gold while the
dog curries two sticks of dynamite to the excavation in which the crook and adventuress are
hiding, drops the dynamite into the excavation,
;uul blows the two crooks up.

MUTU
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PAYING THE PRICE (Two parts— Oct. 30).—
The cast: Mary Vail (Marlon Swayne) ; Robert
Trent (Joseph Lavering) ; Forbes, the boss
caro).
(Fritz Orlamond) ; Vera Desmond ( Flavia ArRobert Trent and his friend Hal are both
in love with Mary Vail, as is Forbes, a political
boss. Trent Is engaged to the girl and Forbes
manages to steer him from the straight and
narrow path, by the means of an adventuress.
Vera. Trent loses Mary, and at the same time
loses his position. Vera straightway throws
him over and he chokes Mary and Forbes tells
her that he has proof that Hal killed Vera and
that he will have him arrested unless Mary will
wed him. Trent hears of this and comes East,
where he engages In a duel with Forbes and kills
him. This leaves Mary free to choose her husband and the end brings her happiness.
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AT TWELVE O'CLOCK (Two parts— Oct. 2ft).
— The cast: A dramatist (Frederick Cburch) ;
The fair Lillian (Lillian Hamilton).
A dramatist, seeking an inspiration for hia
new novel, falls asleep at his typewriter. In a
small cattle town Lillian la the sweetheart of
a handsome advtnturer who is connected with
a band of counterfeiters. The dramatist lands
in town and is suspected of being a secret service man. He is kidnapped by them and tied to
a cbalr.
Next to him is a shot gun so arranged that
when an alarm clock attached to it reaches the
hour of twelve the gun will emplode and kill
him. The bands creep towards the fatal hour
and at the stroke of twelve the dramatist is
staring into the barrel of the gun. when he
awakens with a start and begins to pound out
his dream-story.

Box MP-2

Michigan, U. S. A.

MLTUAL WEEKLY NO. 95 (Oct. 25).
Washington, D. C. — New machine gun board
inspects weapons to be used in arnay service.
New York City. — Lion Cubs named at Central
Park. Commissioner Ward christens them
"Aquadllla," ■■Isabella" and '■Guayama."
Waycross. Ga. — Dixie Flyer Is Wrecked. Fast
train in rear end collision injures score.
San Francisco, Cal. — Thousands cheer beauties of path of gold. New lighting system floods
Market Street with marvelous brilliance. New
York outclassed in its Great White Way. Subtitle: Beautiful Maidens Dance. Typifying the
spirit of the Path of Gold.
Brooklyn, N. Y. — Most powerful battleship
afloat now part of U. S, Navy. Simple ceremonies put the "Arizona" in Commission.
Norfolk. Va. — Burning liner arrives here. The
".\ntina" afire at sea rushes to this port with
firn still burning between decks.
Newport. R. I. — U. S. Jackies hold society circus. TheyNew
evenYork
Burlesque
the— "Movies."
Newest
Fashions.
Photographed tn
the Italian Gardens of the Hotel Blltmore
(gowns by Dalbisby, Fifth Avenue. New York).
Subtitles : Afternoon dress of midnight blue
velvet, green satin facing on inside collar and
sleeves: brocaded evening gown with blue and
red tulle; Louis XVI dancing frock of Georgette
crepe ; black velvet dancing (rock ; cerise velvet
evening wrap trimmed with Kolinsky fur.
Washington.
D. C.Mr,
— New
Japanese
dor arrives here.
Almaro
Sato Ambassacalls on
Secretary Lansing.
Bridgeport,
Conn.
—
City
firemen
stage
tacular entertainment.
Benefit performancespec-at
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annual field day to raise funds for sick and injured.
New York City. — Police as soldiers. Men
trained in Summer Preparedness Camp are reviewed by mayor. Sub-titles : The wireless
outfit for field service; machine guns mounted
In automobiles.
Philadelphia, Pa. — First undersea boat is prepared for shipment to New York, the "Holland,"
mother of submarines, leaves here for Bronx
Exposition.
St. Louis, Mo. — Episcopalians in convention
here. Procession of dignitaries at Moolah
Temple.
Chicago, 111. — Resta wins speedway race. Accident mars great event. Cigar spark ignites
gas-soaked car.

Miscellaneous Subjects
UNITY

SALES

CORP.

THE YELLOW MENACE {Episode No. 10,
"A Message From the Sky" — Two parts-^Nov.
6). — Sato, one of Ali Singh's Japanese helpers,
obtains lessons in aviation and while presumably a novice, is so expert In tbe handling
of the machine that he steals a fine new
monoplane, with which he succeeds in dropping a message in Manning's garden, showing
that Margaret Eronson and May Manning have
'been captured again by All Singh. Their
release from torture is promised if Man will
surrender himself to Ali Singh.
Hong Kong Harry is lashed almost to death
for his disloyalty to Ati Singh, In interfering
with the torture meted out to Najla. Najla,
however, grateful to him for his heroic services to her, again braves the Arch Fiend and
nurses Hong Kong Harry; dressing his wounds
and ministering
to his comfort.
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PROJECTION

Simpson's timber and goes to tbe aceno in time
to find Jerry lying almost insensible upon tbe
ground. Sbe revives bim and gives bim a revolver wltb which Jerry shoots and badly
wounds Hardy who is doing the work for
Stocker. The next day inhabitants of the camp
aro mystified as to who shot Hardy. Stocker
having witnessed the incident from his hiding
place behind a tree knows that Ruth gave Jerry
the revolver. He invites her to go with bim to
a questionable resort at another camp and have
dinner, threatening unless she complies to expose her as the person who did the shooting.
Ruth having consented, Stocker goes to hia
wounded confederate, Hardy, and tells him of
his plans for taking Ruth to dinner. When
Hardy asks Stocker for his share of the loot
that
come laughs
from stealing
company's
money.hasStocker
at him, the
believing
that
Hardy, being wounded and helpless, cannot resent Stocker's refusal. When Stocker leaves
with Ruth. Hardy alarms the lumber men.
Jerry and the men quickly pursue Stocker and
arrive
time vicious
to save assault.
Ruth fromStocker,
Stocker'sin
second just
and inmost
escaping, uses a waterchute down which timber
is carried to the valley. There is a brake in
the chute through which Stocker falls to his
destruction. In response to a letter Ruth has
written, her father comes to the lumber camp.
straightens out the difficulties and consents to
Ruth's marriage to Jerry.
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THE END OF THE RAINBOW (Five parts—
Oct, 30).— The cast: Ruth Bennett (Myrtle Gonzalez) ; Elihu Bennett (George Hernandez) :
Jerry Simpson {Val Paul) ; Thursday Simpson
(Jack Curtis) ; Ferdinand Stocker (Fred
Church) ; Bill Hardy (Joe Ryan) ; Sheriff Connelly (Jack Connelly). Elihu Bennett represents the lumber monopoly and leads its fight
to corral the standing timber in the Redwood
forests of California. His daughter, Ruth, has.
of her own desire, acquired a business education,
including stenography. Her father objects to
her working in his office so she devotes her
time to charitable purposes.
One day she discovers a young man, who has
ju3t separated two street fighters, being taken
away, with one of the fighters, by a policeman.
She intercedes and secures the young man's release. The man Ruth befriended Is Jerry Simpson, the son of one oE the mountaineers who
owns large and valuable tracts of timber which
her father's
associates
are trying to
secure
at an business
unreasonably
low fig:ure.
Jerry, who has been studying law, goes to
Bennett to make an appeal for justice. Ruth
sees Jerry and at her request her father tells
her who Jerry is and why he is in San Francisco. Jerry's mission is fruitless because Bennett decides to abide by the advise of Ferdinand Stocker. who represents the lumber
monopoly in the Redwood forests. Ruth, at her
father's office, learns that Stocker needs a stenographer. This so interests Ruth that when a
girl has been selected from a number of applicants, Ruth prevails upon her, in return for
money which Ruth gives her, to surrender her
credentials. Ruth goes to the lumber camp as
the stenographer assuming Kitty Mitchell's
name. It develops that Kitty Mitchell has deserted her children and husband, and this fact,
being published in the San Francisco papers,
comes to the eyes of Stocker. When Stocker
makes advances to Ruth and is repulsed, he
shows her the newspaper clipping and Ruth is
silent. Ruth and Jerry become friends and he
is her most enthusiastic assistant in establishing a library for the lumbermen.
Bill that
Hardy
is two
Stocker's
and toRuth
learns
these
men areforeman
conspiring
rob
her father by making false reports. Stocker
determines to cut down "Old Sentinel," a famous land mark. The fact that the giant Redwood stands on Simpson's property does not
alter Stocker's determination. Jerry tries to
prevent by physical means the felling of the
tree, but is unsuccessful. He is terribly beaten.
Ruth
has learned
of the proposed
raid upon
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THE SCARLET OATH (Peerless — Five Parts—
Oct. iio). — Tbe cast. Olga PavIoEf and Nina Pavloff (Gail Kane); Ivan PavloEf (Philip Hahn) :
Victor Karenin (Carleton Maceyj ; Mrs. Victor
Karenin (Lilliaa Paige) ; John Huntington (Allan
Hale) ; Caganov (Boris Korlin) ; Nicholas
Savaroif (Montagu Love). Scenario by Gardner
Hunting. Directed by Frank Powell and Travers
Vale.
Driven from Russia by the persecution of the
police, who had caused the death of his wife,
was Ivan PavIoEf, a Nihilist, accompanied by his
two infant twin daughters Olga and Nina, enroute to America In search of freedom. During
the voyage PavloEf becomes acquainted with Mr.
and Mrs. Victor Karenin, wealthy Russians returning from a tour of the Continent, and who
had lost their only child while abroad. Mrs.
Karenin becomes devoted to Pavloff's little
daughter. Nina, and offers to help Pavloff when
they arrive in America if he is unable to secure
work. After becoming located in America, Pavloff finds that he cannot obtain employment, and
goes to the Karenins to seek their aid. He consents to their proposition that they adopt Nina
as their own child.
Twenty years pass. Pavloff, now an American
leader of the Nihilists, has won fame as a writer
on Nihilism. His daughter, Olga. now educated,
assists him in his work. Olga, through a newspaper discovers that her sister, Nina, is soon to
marry John Huntington, connected with the
State Department at Washington. As time passes
Olga's in
father
induced toofreturn
to Russia
assist
the is
destruction
Savaroff.
Chief and
of
Police. The following day Olga and her father
take solemn oath to revenge the death of her
mother, and in order that they may not be discovered, or in case of arrest, that one or the other
may reach Russia, and thus escape to fulfill their
oath, they travel over different routes. They
meet in Russia at the appointed time and place
and become affiliated with the Nihilists.
Back in America John Huntington has received an appointment to the diplomatic post
in Warsaw. He pleads with Mr. Karenin to permit the marriage of his adopted daughter, Nina,
to himself before he departs for Warsaw. Karenin
objects, saying that he has arranged for Mrs.
Karenin to tour Europe for the sake of her health,
and he wishes Nina to accompany her. But upon
their return be will consent to their marriage.
A few weeks after Mrs. Karenin has sailed. Huntington receives final notice of his appointment
and sails for Warsaw.
At a meeting of the Nihilists, held at their
headquarters in the Lamond Chateau, final arrangements are made for the killing of tbe
chief. One of Savaroff's spies learns of the
meeting and notifies him. Tbe soldiers make a
raid on the chateau. Pavloff and Olga are captured. Savaroff tries to secure the secrets of the
Nihilists by torturing Pavloff with the horrible
death rays. Pavloff refuses to reveal the secrets.
SavaroEf attracted by Olga's beauty agrees to
save her father if she will give herself to him
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tor the DlRht. 5tie Anally conscntit mid I'avloft
la reU'uavd.
Olsa goea to Savaroff's homo and nwaits his
arrlvul. Whllo thorc she ovorhcara a convcrsntion ant
bciwcpD
sccrolnry
nod her
the AssistProfect ofSnvaroft's
Police, and
learns that
futl.er
has died. Savaroff enters, anU she asks hlni what
has become of her father. He tells her that he
has recovered. During a strusglu In which .she
pretends to appreciate his cuibraeu, she slabs
him to death with a Itnlfe. SavarofT having previously given Instruction to the guards to permit
Olga to leave the palace utimoh'Sted, she escapes
easily. She goes to the Bristol restaurant, the
rendezvous of tbo Nihilists, to meet Oaguuov, a
comrade.
Tbo same evening. John Huntington, having
arrived In Warsaw to undertake his duties at
the American Consulate, goes forth on ploasurr
bent, and drops In at the Bristol restaurant for
refreshments. Ho Is recognized by Olga as hi r
sister's
tianco.
It immediately
to will
her
that if she
can convince
him of heroccurs
peril he
aid her to escape to America. HuntlnRton sees
her. and knowing that Nina Is in Kurope, mistakes her for his sweetheart and rushes over
to greet her. Instantly she conceives of a scheme
to got out of the country without trouble, and
permits Huntington to believe that sho Is Nina.
Through this niisldentiiicatlon they escape to
America.
Meanwhile in Paris. Nina and her mother having failed to locato Huntington, decide (o return to America before the holidays. In Warsaw the police are making every effort to locate
Olga and send detectives, one to Hamburg and
ono to Paris. Petrovitch, the spy of the Kusslan
police, on arrival in Paris, mistakes Nina for
Olga. He determines to follow her to America
and avenge the death of his cousin, Savaroff.
Amazov. the Hamburg dtjtective. having lost the
trail, proceeds to America in tho hope of doing
his duty after locating Olga. As the story ends
the real destroyer of Savaroff pays the penalty.
while Nina and her sweetheart are reunited in
eternal happiness.
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HIS WEDDING NIGHT (Oct. 9).— The cast:
The Eride (BlUie Rhodesi; the Groom (Nolan
Leary) ; the liesi Man (Harry Ham); Mother
(Steiia Adams) ; Father (Harry Rattenberry ).
Scenario by W. E. Wing. Produced by Al. E.
Christie.
"Decidedly no : 1 won't be married on Friday the 13th," says Nolan as he Is looking at
the calendar the morning of his wedding day,
and off he went to notify BilUe. his fiancee.
Billie had ideas of her own ; she loved Nolan.
Fridays, thirteens and other unlucky things,
and Nolan,
after arguing,
had to capitulate.
Then things started. A black cat crossed
Nolan's path; a minister who later proved to
be of the absent-minded kind, agreed to perform the marriage ceremony; a careless driver
nearly ran over our hero, and to make things
look darker to Nolan, a picture fell from the
wall as he entered his apartment.
As the time set for the wedding ceremony
approaches,
Harry,
man,of comes
and finds his
friendNolan's
in the best
throes
anxiety.in
As he tries to cheer him up, the long-expected
package from the tailor arrives. Instead of
the wedding suit Nolan finds some one else's
tweed suit. Harry runs to the tailor shop,
only to find it closed. While thiuiving of a
place where to find a full dress suit for hi^
friend, he happens to see in an alley a waiter
enjoyip' a smone. A (air compensation could
not induce the waiter to part with his suit.
so Harry resolves to secure the suit at any
price, and after a short struggle the waiter
was hiding in a barrel and Harry ran away
with the coveted clothes, which, however, had
sustained a considerable amount of damage.
Arriving
Nolan's and
room,
Harry
mendsto the
rent
to theat trousers
Nolan
manages
pel
Into the clothes and passes inspection with
strict Instructions not to stoop.
At Blllie's home, anxiety prevailed. The minister, who had mislaid the address, was late;
the bridegroom and the best man failed to
appear, and Billie was thinking of Friday the
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13th. Uut finally tho nilnlsttr came, ri>llnw«d
by Nolan and Harry. Kvorything went right
at first, but Nolan dropped hlH glovew and lorgot
Harry's advice.
He wllh
stooped
andInto
rliJp.'d
his trousers.
Ho ruhhca
lUIIIo
th«>
next room, and behind a screen takes hiM pantw
off and asks Dllllo to repair them. Some of
tho guests in tho confusion following tho accident enter tho room where our hrro wan standing iu his D. V. D.'H. To avoid dct.'ciion bo
backs tbrougn n door into the reception hall,
where ho creates a HcnMntlon. After a chaso
all over the house Nolan Anally lands Into a
bedroom, followed by Billie, who hands him his
trousers, tho cause of such a disturbance. Aa
they come Into the roceptloa ball everybody
laughs and Gillie swears that she will never
get married on a Friday again.
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rilK MAKING OVER OP MOTHER (Oct. 16).
-The cast: Mr. Newlywed (Neal Burns); Mrs.
Nowlywed (Betty CompKon) ; Mother (Stella
Adams); Ethel (Ethel Lynne); Mona. Steamem
(Dave Morris). Scenario by Robert F. McGowan.
Directed
by Horace
Davey.
Neal, married recently. Is expecting his wife,
who is visiting her mother. Betty wants to
take mother home with her, so that sbo may
meet her son-in-law. but Neal objects and
Betty comes home alone. This was the cause
of the first quarrel between the newtyweds.
Ethel, a friend of Betty, succeeds in getting
Neat to allow mother-in-law to come, but he
escapes under the cover of an urgent business
trip. Stella, although young in years, was an
old-fashioned and quiet lady. Betty and Ethel
decide to make mother over and, alter a steam
hath and pretty clothes, mother was rejuvenated and looked twenty years younger.
The two girls then decide to take mother cut
to a cafe, and they tell her that If she wants
to have some fun she has to flirt a little. Neal
comes back from his trip and, finding his home
empty, goes to the same cafe. Betty and Ethel
have met some friends and leave mother alone.
Neal sits at a table next to Stella and is
attracted by her good looks. They flirt and
pretty soon Neal comes, sits at the same table
and buys drinks. He even kisses Stella. A
picture of Betty in Neal's watch attracts Stella's attention and she recognizes Tn Neal her
son-in-law. She enjoys the situation and
promises
Neal that she will see him again.
Neal goes home. Betty takes Ethel home
after leaving mother at the door of their house.
Neal sees Stella enter the apartment and la
puzzled. He insists that she leave, saying that
he is a married man, and nearly faints w„ea
Stella tells him that she intends to spend the
night there. Betty comes back and Neal hears
her opening the door. Afraid to be caught with
another woman, he pushes Stella into the bedroom and tries in vain to keep Betty away
from said room. When Betty comes out of
the bedroom and asks why he has uidden
mother there. Neal nearly collapses, but recovering, says: '■Qh, just a little joke; motner
and
I are great
delighted,
but mother
and friends."
Neal decideBetty
thatIs the
wisest
thing to do is to keep mum.
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HE LOVED THE LADIES {Oct. 23).— The
cast: Dr. Pullem (Neal Burns); Dr. Cuttem
(Eddie Barry) ; Mr. Gordon (Dave Morris) ; Mrs.
Gordon {Betty Compson). Scenario by W. McBeth.
Produced by Horace Davey.
Neal was a dentist and had rented offices with
his friend Eddie, a surgeon. It was a matter of
very little importance to Neal how much pain be
inflicted on his patients. Among Neal's patients
was Betty, the wife of jealous Mr. Morion. Neal
loved the ladies, and Mr. Morton was not entirely wrong when he didn't trust him very much.
Forgetting his patients to flirt with their wifes
was a habit with Neal. and besides he had
methods of his own, and used freely lauglUng
As George, one of his patients, left the ofHco
still under the influence of the gas, Betty entered.
Neal looked at her teeth. But with pretty women
Neal forgot that he was a profetisional man, and
gas.
flirting was his main occupation. Mr. Morton
went to the ofllce and found his wife flirting with
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Neal. Belly was dragged borne. But she had
a will of her own, and after Mr. Morton bad
left her home, she went back to see Xeal. Our
dentist, however, had his troubles with George,
who could not get over tbe InBuence of the laughing gas, and who bad been taken back to bis
office by his wife.
Mr. Morton was still suspiciouB and called up
his home from his office only to find that his
wife was out. Enraged he took a gun and went
to
found
Neal out
in
tbe Neal's
act ofheadquarters,
kissing his where
wife. he
Neal
rushed
through the hall, pursued by Mr. Morton and
Betty.atingAfter
having
surgeon's
table, Xeal
took upset
to the tbe
roofs,
where a operwild
shase went on until finally he got into his office
again, where Mr. Morton caught him. Neal is
put uoder tbe infiueuce of the laughing gas,
which at the same time aSected Jealous Mr.
Morton, aod thanks to that gas, Neal's life was
saved.
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THE CRIMSON STAIN (Episode No. 10.
"Tbe Tortured Soul" — Two parts — Oct. 2:*). —
As tbe Crimson Stain Gang perpetrate atrocities to tbe absolute discomfiture of tbe police.
Dr. Montrose, considering himself as tbe fundamental cause, finds himself tortured by a
guilty conscience. Asleep or awake, there come
to mock him visions of his victims — The Crimson Stain Gang.
While io his laboratory experlmeDttng in the
hope of discovering some element to counteract
the activities of Pierre La Rue and bis gang
of super-criminals, he is interrupted by Pierre
La Rue. who demands the drug. The Doctor
refuses, putting La Rue out. The Doctor then
takes an oath to exterminate the gang, and
pocketing a gun. follows La Rue.
Unknown to Pierre, Doctor Montrose trails
him to the den. From there the Doctor follows Pierre, Vanya, Tanner and Kiel to a notorious dance ball. Tbe place is infamous for
having a clientele of denizens of the underworld.
Pierre, Tanner and Kiel enter a private room,
and Vanya leaves. A moment later a waiter
carrying a tray of drinks to the gang st-^s by
tbe
Doctor's
table, the
and Doctor
during drugs
the Instant
that
bis back
is turned,
the glasses.
Shortly afterward, the gangsters come out of
the room and as they pass bim Doctor Montrose looks inside. Tanner catches bim at it,
and with a quick movement pushes him inside
the room and proceeds to strangle him.
Outside, another struggle is going on between Pierre and Kiel on the one side, and
Clayton and Florence on tbe other. Clayton
and Florence were decoyed to tbe place by a
false message. Clayton is knocked unconscious
and Pierre and Kiel, carrying the unconscious
Florence, enter tbe dance hall and then the
private room.
The Doctor Is bound and gagged In a chair
with a black robe thrown over bim. The
glasses of wLiskey which he had drugged are
on the table untouched. Pierre attacks Florence and taunts tbe helpless Doctor. Clayton,
recovered, rusues in and attacks Tanner and
Kiel. Pierre drops Florence and rushes out to
his lieutenant's
rescue.
Left alone. Florence picks up the Doctor's
gun and fires just as the door opens and Clayton runs in. The bullet strikes Clayton and
he falls to the floor. Believing she haa Rilled
Clayton,
Florence
falls into a faint.
Pierre
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THE PRINXE OF GRAUSTARK (Essanay—
Five parts— Nov. G).— Tbe cast; (Prince Robin
of Graustark (Bryant Washburn); Princess of
Dawsbergen (Marguerite Clavton) ; Count Qumnox (Sydney Ainsworth): William W. Blithers
(Ernest Maupain); Mrs. Blithers (Florenc©
Oberle) : Baron Danglos (John Cossar) Directed by Fred E. Wright.
Graustark needs thirty million dollars fo
satisfy a Russian loan. Tbe Prince of Dawsbergen. ruler of tbe adjoining principality, will
advance the money if the young Prince of
Graustark marries his daughter. Prince Robin,
however, inherits an independent spirit, his
father having been an American. He refuses
absolutely to marry a Princess whom he bas
never seen.
His councilors plead In vain.
With the ruin of his country imminent, tbe
boy ruler hastily sails for America to negotiate the loan, hoping at the same time to meet
the girl 'f his dreams. The money is readily
advanced by William W. Blithers, a self-made
millionaire anxious to have his daughter marry
into royalty. Tbe daughter, however, avoids
the Prince and be does not see her. He rescues
a girl from drowning and falls in love with
her. He believes her to be Blithers* daughter,
but she does not reveal her identity. Simultaneous with the Prince's departure for home
comes a note to Blithers from bis daughter
that she has sailed for Europe to escape the
Prince. Ellthers is elated. He is certain they
will meet
on shipboard.
Tbe Prince does meet the girl be loves. In
Paris he makes a tryst with her and they
are arrested for speeding. Before any sentence
can be passed upon her, however, a diplomatic
document reaches the court and they are freei.
The Prince believes the power of Blithers to
be world-wide. The night of his return to
Graustark with the welcome news of the loan,
the Prince of Dawsbergen Is a guest at tbe
palace. A mysterious note calls the younger
man to the terrace. There he meets the girl.
He
tells her
daughter,
he that
wants even
to though
marry she
her. is Blithers'
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Taking her into the palace be announces her
to the councilors as bis future bride. He cannot account for their approving smile.
"There Is your father," he tells the girl
as Blithers, who followed them
across the
ocean, enters the room.
She laughs.
"No, my father is over there," she exclaims,
pointing
to the Prince of Dawsbergen.
* The
energetic
Blithers
explodes
when
hs
learns andthe says
news.:
He recovers
himself, bowever,
"Congratulations. Prince ; I can be a good
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HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL. NO. S2 (Oct. 13).
loser."
Ebbet's Field, Brooklyn. — The Brooklyn basebail team, champions of the National League,
make a game fight for the World's Series
championship, and defeat the Boston Red Sox
in the third game of the 1916 World's Series.
Omaha. Neb. — President and Mrs. Wilson
attend the Centennial Celebration here and review a monster parade.
New York. — A new tunneling machine like
one which soon is to begin the tube under the
English Channel at Dover. England, is operating beneath the Grand Central Railroad Terminal here, digging its way through solid rock.

"THE PURSUING

Manufactureri want me to lend them patents on useful invectionK. Send me at once
drawing and deicription of your invention
and I will give you an honest report as to
securing a patent and whether I can assist
you in selling the patent- Highest reiercnces. Esiabrisbed 25 years. Personal attention in all cases. WM. N. MOORE» Loan
mud Trust BuUdinK, Washington, D. C.

picks up a glass of whiskey from tne table and
puts it to her lips.
Gagged and bound. Doctor Montrose struggles to tell Pierre that the wbishey Is poisoned
but Florence drains the glass and slips out ot
Pierre's arms to the floor. In the midst of it
all, somrone screams ■'Police'" Tanner and
Kiel
the ooctor's bonds and make good
their cut
escape.
The Doctor drops on bis kneea
beside Clayton and Florence and picks up the
gun just as tbe police break into the room,
finding him in this compromising situation.
Like a thunder bolt out o( a clear sky a
startling revelation
is made.
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building abrldno over the Vistula River, which
l)ad boon destroyed by Russians.
Chicago, III.— Beautiful models
training for
Iho strenuous work Incident to the Incoming
FashIon Show here, toko a
waters ol Lako .Michigan. dally dip In tho chlllr
Brownsville. Tox.— Troopers of the .Minnesota
.National Guard at work and at play photocraptiid by iha Hearst International cameraman
on tho Mexican border.
Kootllsh[» and Fashions —Miss Laura Hamilton, star of "Very Good, Eddio," appears In excreation. clusive showing of tbe latest gowns of her own
AL-imeda, Cal.— Miss Prances Cowclls seta a
Dew PaclHo Coast record for women's 440-yard
;"J5':, covering
the distance
In cold water In
Indianapolis. Ind— President and Mrs. Wilson
.ire royally received hero when they appear publicly to attend tho State Good Roads Celebration.
« lib Governor Rolstoo, they review a monster
Good Roads parade.
New York City— Tho U. S. S. Pennsylvania,
new Oagshlp of the Atlantic Fleet, steams down
tho East River to begin target practice for her
prize gun crew. Remarkable views taken from
the Manhattan and Brooklyn bridges, showing
tho progress of the warship down the river
Another cameraman of tho Hearst International
News Pictorial rides aloft in the Pennsylvania's
flghling top, and his camera register., tno picturesquesea.
Journey from the Brooklyn .Navy 'Vara
to the open

New York. — James W. Gerard, Ambassador
to Germany, and Mrs. Gerard return to tbe
Ignited States on board tbo llmr Frederick
VIII. and aro Greeted at tbe dock by I'.OOU
persons.
Bishop, Cal. — Pretty Pluto papooses pose for
picturoD at the first Indian Buby Show ever
beld In tbis section.
Footligbts and Fasblons. — Miss Patricia ColliDge, staring with tbe PoUyanoa Company
at tbe Hudson tbeater. New York City, poset^
exclusively for tbe Hearst Interuutlonal News
Pictorial Id the latest gowns of her own creation.
San Francisco. — Charles Fairbanks. VlceFresldentlal nominee on the Republican tK'ket.
Is greeted here by Mayor Rolph and other offlclalB. Mr. Fairbanks visits the Union Iron
Works and shakes bands with grimy toilers.
McAllcn. Texas. — General Frederick Funston
reviews the New Y^ork Division of the National
Guard and watches the Frontier Day Celebration of the Guardsmen.
West Orange, N. J. — Chorles Evans Hughes,
choice of the Republican party for President,
greets the members of the National Association of Motion picture Industry.
Near Salonika. Greece. — Exclusive pictures
by Ariel L. Varges showing the great difficulties encountered by the British Army in the
Balkans. In transporting wounded troops over
the mountains ta bopsltals back of tbe ttghting
line.
HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL NO. 83 (Oct. IT).
New York. — In spite of tlie danger attending
the voyage, many ocean liners, loaded with war
munitions, leave this port for Europe. Fearine
attack by German submarines already on this
Bide of the Atlantic, the White Star liner
Adriatic, carrying 3.k> passengers and IS.tXtO
tons of munitions, departs for Liverpool, but
waits Inside the three mile limit at Ambrose
Cbannel for nightfall before proceeding.
Ullsa. N. Y. — Tbe Lewis machine gun. the
Invention of an American army officer, which is
being used extensively by the armies of the
Allies, is tested for accuracy, and proves Its
ability to rivet a target.
Nfw York. — Eight millionaires, whose combined wealth Is about $ir.O.OO<}.000. departs on
a 2.V) mile coaching trip to the home of Banker
William Woodward. August Belmont is one
of the amateur whips who holds the lines.
Brownsville, Texas. — Private Archie Van Horn,
of the Indiana National G^ard, falls Into the
water and Is rescued by members of the United
States Coast Guard after a thrilling struggle.
Brooklyn Navy Yard. — The gun crew of the
U. S. S. Pennsylvania makes a remarkable
record with 14-lnch guns.
Hempstead Plains. L. I. — An instrument to
stabilize an aeroplane during Its flight Is
demonstrated at the Aviation Field here by John
Wilson, cousin of the President of the United
States.
Footlights and Fashions.— Miss Frances White.
of the Zlegfetd
Frolic," posesNews
exclusively for the"Midnight
Hearst International
Pictorial In the latest gowns of her own design.
Philadelphia. Pa. — Its usefulness ended, the
submarine Holland Is dismantled and reduced
to Junk. The steel hull of tbe submarine Is
cut In half with an acetyllne torch.
Shadow Lawn, N. J. — A delegation of Democrats from the State of Pensylvanla visit the
summer White House here, and listen to an
address by President Wilson.
Monroe. Wis. — "Cheese Day," the gala event
of the year In this center of the cheese-manufacturing Industry of the United States, la
celebrated by thousands who gather In the publie square to eat cheese.
Washington. D. C. — Ambassador Sato, new
envoy of the Japanese government at Washington, pays his first official visit to the State
Department.
New Brunswick, N. J. — 15(>tb anniversary of
Rutgers College Is celebrated with a parade of
students and alumni. Rutgers" eleven plays a
i:? to 13 tie on tbe gridiron with Washington
and Lee.
Bayonne. N. J. — The police are taxed to
their utmost efforts In handling the rioting
striking employees of the Standard Oil Company, whose battles have resulted In many
deaths and tbe wounding of scores of other
persons. Exclusive pictures taken in the rioting regions show the caring for the wounded
and the arrest of strikers responsible for outlawing.
HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL NO. 84 — (Oct. 20.)
LoDdoD. Eng. — Two glaDt Zeppelins, sent
from Germany to ralfl the British metropolis,
fall to earth and are destroyed by fire, the crew
of one warship humlng to death, and the crew
of the other being captured. Only the metal
frame of the Zeppelins remains after the Qre
had completed Its work.
In Russian, Poland, — Exclusive pictures from
the war zone, showing Austrian
engineers
re-
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PATHE XEWS NO. 83 (Ortober 14)
Monroe. Wis.— The European war has Increased the home production of cheese and
this little burg, famed for Its Inimitable brand
of Swiss, celebrates the conclusion of a prosperous year. Subtitle: Thousands of
reans gather to celebrate the event andEpicualso
to taste the products.
Bayonne. X. J.— Armed with guns and clubs,
the police set out to quell the riots of Ibe
oil strikers, in which two people were killed
a dozen injured by stray bullets.
andCharleston
. S. C.— Heavy seas render difficult
the work of raising the United States Collier
Hector, wblch was recently sunk during a
J^evere storm. Subtitles: 1. The operatlont
continue while waves break over the partially
raised decks. 2. The contents of the hold are
being quickly removed so as to lighten the
vessel.
Fay. France.— The Allied offensive on the
Somme front is advancing slowly on a wide
line and German third-line trenches are being captured by the French. Subtitles ; 1. A
German commander's headquarters now serve
the French general in good stead. 2. The
French also capture German field pieces. 3.
But ruin and destruction are added to the terrible toll of the war. as these lighting legions
battle
even atheyard
of the enemy's ground
Hans forAcross
Sea.—
An Animated cartoon
by John C. Terry.
Derby, Conn. — A new non-recoil gun. wiilch
is being used extensively by the Allies in
the pre.=ent war on aeroplanes
portable
platforms, is tested for use bere. and
Subtitles: 1.
"dummy"
a
by
neutralized
is
recoil
The
discharged simultaneously from the rear ofsboi
the
2. The
gun. held
the shoulder. can be easily flred
on two-pounder
while
Bishop. Cal. — Piute Indian squaws are not
to be outdone by their white sisters of the
Ea.'=t. and exhibit their little papooses In a
native
winnerg.American Baby Show. Subtitle: 1. Prtze
New York City.— Many friends bear the beloved Mme. Sarah Bernhardt In triumph from
the steamship Espagne, when she returns
after months of noble sacrifice at the front
to cheer up the soldiers of France
Calais, France. — Fast dirigible airships are
sent out to cruise over the English Channel
In search of enemy submarines that may he
lurking about to raid Allied vessels. Subtitles:
1. Tbe airship keeps watch over the hospital
boats that cross the Cbannel. 2. Its patrol
completed,
tbe dirigible returns to Ita hangar.
PATHE NEWS. NO. &4 (Oct. 18).— New York
City. — Three little cub lions, recently bom In
the Zoo. are now the proud possessor* of a name
and hereafter desire to be addressed as Aguadilla, Guayama and Isabella.
Wilkes-Barre. Pa.— Former President Theodore Boosevelt visits the mining (own where
he settled the famous anthracite strike, to urge
the election of tbe Republican candidate Subtitle: The Colonel has lost none of his energy.
How Uncle Sam Keeps the Time Correct
(Magazine Section). — Subtitles: (^) The United
States Naval Observatory at Washington, where
the correct time Is ascertained. (2) An astronomer carefully observes the stars as they rross
the meridian at Washington. (3) The Rlefler
clock, which Is the standard timepiece of tbe
country and Is hermetically sealed. Is set automatically the ln=tant the star under obsTvatlon
crosses the meridian. (4) A graphic record of
the beats of tbe standard clock la made to eet
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tbe transmitting clock. (5) At noon Eastern
time the iransmltting clock operates a master
relay whtch flashes out the exact moment to all
parts of the country and thus the time is set.
Newport, R. I. — Sailors at the torpedo station
combine iheir arduous duty of maintaining the
neutraliv of the United States with a public
circus io aid of sick benefits. Subtitle ; The
boys exhibit promising histrionic ability.
Washington. D. C. — Viscount Aimaro Sato,
the newly appointed Japanese Ambassador to the
United States, leaving the State Department
■after his first call on Secretary Lansing.
Washington, D. C. — A committee of ordnance
experts is appointed to examine into the merit
of the Lewis machine gun, which was rejected
by this government and accepted by the Allies.
Subtitle : The Lewis gun in action.
London, England. — Their time now come to
take their place in the Bring line, a contingent
of Australian troops starts off on Its way to
the French front, reviewed by King George. Subtitles : (1) The mascot which Is expected to
bring good luck to the boys. (2) The fieM
artillery equipment of each regiment is complete.
Asbury Park. N. J. — Pennsylvania sends five
thousand staunch admirers of the administration
to Shadow Lawn to pledge the warm support of
its Democracy to the President. Subtitles: (IJ
President Wilson assures the Nation of his determination to hold responsible any infringement on our peace by belligerent vessels warring near our shores. (2) He is presented with
an oak gavel, a symbol of his hardy rule to
keep the nation out of war. (3) The president
also visits Indianapolis to attend the Hoosier
State Centennial Celebration.
Portland. Ore. — A new life buoy for use on
ships to replace the present rafts and boats, is
launched by a local inventor. Subtitle: It is
claimed to be absolutely unsinkahle and will
ride upright at all times.
Ottawa, Can. — The Duke of Connaught. retiring as tbe Governor-General of the Dominion
of Canada, reviews a battalion of volunteers before he sails on his return voyage. Subtitle :
The regimental colors are presented to the new
recruits to Britain's ever-growing army.
THE SHIELDING SHADOW (Episode No. 5—
"Through Bolted Doors" — Astra — Two Parts —
Oct. 20). — Leontine, to secure One Lamp Louie's
written confession of a forgery, which has unjustly sent Jerry Carson to prison and later to
his death, contrives to enter a closely guarded
gambling house, where Ramanoff, a master
crook, who has stolen the paper, is consulting
with Bianca. a Queen of Blackmailers, concerning its value. Within is a "hidden house." the
only entrance to which is through a secret panel.
Leontine. pretending she has fainted, is carried
Into the secret chamber by a servant. On the
other side of the wall she finds herself before the
beautiful Bianca surrounded by her band of
gentlemen crooks, and Is astounded to discover
ber husband. Sebastian, who is bargaining for the
paper, the disclosure of which would implicate
him.
The tense scene suddenly has an invisible intervention. The paper Is mysteriously snatched
from Bianca by an unseen force, and Leontine
finds it in her own hand. One by one the crooks,
who attempt to seize it from her. are knocked
down by a powerful invisible antagonist. Se- ■
bastian, fighting with the unseen foe, is felled
by a vase which rising in the air hurls itself
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at him. Step by step to the door Leontine is
shielded by her unseen defender and escapes.
After a fight she pauses breathlessly beneath a
street lamp and begins reading. Suddenly it Is
snatched from her by One Lamp Louie, who has
followed her.
THE SULTANA (Balboa— Five Parts — Oct. 29).
— The midnight son of the House of Kirkland.
inspired by the reading of a daring holdup by a
band of masked bandits, makes a wager with his
club mates that he can duplicate the stunt by
holding up a man named Sauterelle and stealing
from him The Sultana, a priceless jewel, and
then return it to him without his knowing who
took it.
The foolhardy lark is accomplished, young
Kirkland barely escaping detection, and then his
nerve deserting him he asks Virginia Lowndes, a
guest at the Kirklands, to help him out by returning it. .She agrees to do it for him. but the
jewel's
presence
has beenpast,
discovered
by theherbutler,
a man with
a doubtful
who follows
auto
and gets possession
of it.
From thattime The Sultana changes hands In
rapid sequence, once at the cost of a human life,
but finally it finds its way back to its rightful
owner, and is also the means of two hearts finding
each other.
THE MOTH AND THE FLAME (Pathe— Two
Parts— Oct. 29). — This subject has for its central characters a backwoodsman, his pretty
wife and the polished stranger from the city.
Her
husband's
overstorm
an innocent
greeting developspetty
into jealousy
a constant
and the
wife's life becoming unbearable, she listens to
the tempter and goes with the stranger to tbe
city. There she is nearly caught in the whirlpool but over the Intervening miles she feels
her baby's hold on her heart-strings, returns
and receives forgiveness. Harry King as the
husband lends the right touch to a difficult role.
LUKE THE CHAUFFEUR (Rolin— Oct. 20).—
Luke is the guardian of the taximeter. Seated
on his benzine hugg}''s throne he "rips her
into high" and describes some geometrical
figures not recognized by Newton in his laws
of gravitation.
FLORENCE ROSE FASHIONS NO. 7 ("Betty
Entertains an Out of Town Guest" — Pathe — Oct.
20), — Betty pilots her out-of-town chum through
the maze of fashionable maisons. A splendid
reel of this series wherein splendor vlvles with
styles.

Triangle Film Corporation
A SISTER OF SIX (Fine Arts— Five Parts—
Oct 20). — The cast : Amos Winthrop ( Ben
Lewis; His children are Prudence (Bessie Love) ;
Jonathan (George Stone) ; Eli (Violet Radcliffe) ;
Priscilla (Carmen DeRue) ; Benjamin (Francis
Carpenter) ; Abigail (Beulah Burns) ; and Allan (Lloyd Pearl) : Caleb Winthrop (Ralph
Lewis) ; Joaquin Sepulveda (Frank Bennett) ;
Don Francisco Garcia (A. D. Sears) ; John
Longstreet (Charles Gorman) : Diego (Charles
Stephens)
; Miss
Zuth. by
Caleb's
(Alberta Lee).
Directed
C. M. housekeeper
and S. A.
Franklin.
This is a story of California in the period
of 1S60, when the state, once a Mexican possession, was slowly adapting itself to the new regime. A conspiracy existed between Don Fran-
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cisco Garcia, hereditary owner of a large Spanish
grant in Southern California, and bis friend,
John Longstreet, a geologist, to obtain possession of the rich adjoining acreage of a New
Englant er. Caleb Winthrop. Tbe discovery by
Garcia end Longstreet of the presence of a
valuable quartz deposit on Winthrop's property
adds zest to their desire to get possession of th«
property. The ranch being under the managemtnt
Amos
Winthrop,
falls toof the
unfortunate
lot Caleb's
of Amos brother,
to die atit
tbe hands of Garcia, because of his attempt to
warn his brother of the plot.
Meantime, a romance has developed between
Joaquin
vaquero,
and Miss Sepulveda.
Prudence, Winthrop's
daughter ofhead
the deceased
Amos Winthrop. As Prudence has six little
bretbera and sisters, Sepulveda realizes his Inability to care for the orphans, and dispatches
them by overland coach to their uncle Caleb in
New England. Arrived in Boston, Prudence and
her brothers and sisters find tbe New Bedford
shipowner, Caleb Winthrop, a forbidding person,
miserly,
affairs. and a recluse, wrapped up in business
Garcia has been active in his persistent efforts
to secure the Winthrop property, and young
Sepulveda. fearing a lawless aggression from
that quarter, requests Caleb Winthrop to immediately hasten west and take charge of the
situation. Arrived in California, the New Englander, accompanied by his flock of nieces and
nephews, settles himself on his western estate
andl prepares to make a defense. By means ot
a fake Spanish grant. Garcia and Longstreet
secure the authority of the sheriff, with an order
to force Winthrop to vacate the property. But
the old Puritan fighting blood of the Winthropa
has been aroused, and Caleb defies Garcia to
force the Issue. Winthrop hastens to the district
court and begins a contest to prove the validity
ot his title. In his absence he leaves Sepulveda
in charge, under tlie pledge of defending the
ranch and Prudence and the children against
an attack.
An attack is made by Garcia and his small
army of vaqueros on the Winthrop ranch house.
The hazard Is increased through a trick, by
which Garcia manages to decoy Sepulveda and
his retainers away from the ranch house. Prudence and the children and the old servants of
the household are suddenly surprised by the attacTters. but they put up a vigorous defence
until Sepulveda and his men return. But the
Winthrop retainers are strongly outnumbered by
Garcia's vaqueros, and the little band of defenders Is almost worsted, when one of the
youngsters, who is a skillful rider. Is dispatched
on horseback to the nearby town for assistance.
Although
by oneto ofreach
Garcia's
half
breeds, thepursued
boy manages
the town,
where he meets his uncle. Caleb, who has just
returned from the district court, having won
bis case. The small troop of U. S. Cavalry
quartered
there
to the
rescuers arrive
justdash
at the
timerescue.
when The
Prudence
is closely beset by the infuriated Garcia with
evil intent. To protect her honor. Prudence
fires the shot which ends the despicable life of
the lawless Garcia. Sepulveda and his men are
relieved at the point where they are badly beset
and Garcia's men are either routed or slain.
The finish of the story sees the marriage of
Sepulveda and Miss Prudence. Caleb Winthrop.
having won the fight, settles down to a pleasant
existence, surrounded by the frolicsome nieces
heart.
and nephews who are now the pride of hla
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NOTICE

WANTED.

A GOOD, BUSY moving picture show, admission, 10c. Run flrst-class features, staud the
closest Investigation, capacity 350 chairs, in the
most prosperous manufacturing town of slzo in
the U. S. ; population 30,()00. Write tor particulars. Box 609, Hopewell. Vn.
FOR SALE OR REJNT — One of the best paying
moving picture theaters In eastern part of Pennsylvania. City of over 100,000 population. Theater Is thoroughly up-to-date. Seating 700, with
10c admission rrice afternoon and evening. Best
reasons for selling. Only bona-flde parties will
be considered.
Address J., care M. P. World, N.
Y.
City.

FIRST-CLASS negative developer. Referenccs. Produce clear negative. F. J. Schaefer,
Box 54, Commack, N. Y.
CAMERAMAN desires position, with a Schustek Selig standard automatic shutter dissolve
camera. A. C. Buschott, 4711 Indiana Ave.,
Chicago,
III.

FOR SALE - Motion picture house, fully
equipped, new, located within sfven miles Palm
Beach. Cood town ; heavy tourist population.
Price right. Will stand close Inspection ; get
particulars. Consolidated Realty Co., West
Palm
Beach, Fla.

DIRECTOR and camera staff open after Norember 1st. Creative and original, sober and
reliable. Good reasons for being at liberty. Y.,
care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
MAXAGER moving picture theater. Thoroughly capablf. energetic young man. Four
years' practical experience. Excellent referem-e, character, ability. Address Responsible,
125 East 34th St.. N. Y. City.

SPLENDID CHANCE to purchase moving picture and vaudeville theater. (Brick building)
seats SOi), large stage, only house in town of
G.fMJO Inhabitants. Fully equipped. Now In operation. Free & iJrannigan. Tarrytown, N. Y.

WANTED.

EQUIPMENT

WANTED — Live agent In every large city
to handle Hill apparatus ; moving picture converters ;battery charging equipment. C. & C.
Electric & Mfg. Co.. 00 West St., N. Y. City.

THEATERS

NOTE OUR NEW

WANTED.

W.\NTED — Costumes for men and women.
American,
period
of 1S30 to IS*."), c., care M.
P.
World. N.
Y. City.

WANTED.

EQUIPMENT

FOR

SALE.

WILL RENT or lease motion picture theater.
Prefer New Jersey or Eastern Pennsylvania.
Must stand Investigation. Highest references
furnished.
D., care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

OPERA CHAIRS— 4,000 slightly used. 40c.
up. Upholstered $1.00. New opera. 95c. Maple
folding, 40c. Atlas Seating Company, 10 East
43d St., N. Y. City.

HAVE $.T,Of)0 to invest in picture theater, not
less than 500 seats. New York City or out of
town. Address Colt, 49 7th Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

NEW GOLD SCREEN, 9x12, $2.5.00, sold on
trial. Free sample. Stretcher frame, $6.00.
Guaranteed satisfactory. Cox Scenic Co.,
Estherville, la.

CASH FOR YOUR
successful moving
years of continuous
one million dollars'
changes and leases.
Broker. Est. 1806.
Buffalo, N. Y.

FOR SALE OR TRADE — Complete moving
picture outfit. Bought out opposition. What
have you to offer? Opera chairs or automobile
considered.
Opera House, Constantine, Mich.

MOVIE — I am a practical
picture broker. Seventeen
success. Selling upwards of
worth annually, sales, exLewis, the Moving Picture
Office, 578-80 Eilicott Sq..

TWO
POWER'S
6A's, complete,
or without motors,
fine conditions,
ship with
Immediately,
privilege examination. Mirroroid screen cheap.
Box 368, Canton.
Ohio.

WANTED, moderately- equipped picture house
seating six hundred; town exceeding forty thousand, vicinity San Francisco. Address Henry
Logan, care of M. P. World, N. Y. City.

THEATERS

FOR

RATES!

PublUhers expect that all statements made in every advertiaement will bear the strictcat investigation

MOVINC? PICTURE OPERATOR, expert, desine connection with exhibitor. Qlm exchange
or producing company. .Vddresa Progressive,
c»r» M. P. World. N. Y. City.

HELP
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copy containing twenty words or less. Five cents per word on copy containing over
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SALE

OR

FOR SALE — Two 40 ampere, type No. 115.672
General Electric Mercury Arc Rectifiers complete with extra relays, hand regulators and
enclosed fuses. Full 50 amps. D. C. at arc
guaranteed. Price $125 each. Collins & Hill.
10 S. La Salle St., Chicago. 111.

RENT

MOVING PICTURE H0U3E^— Located at Syracuse. N. Y., which Is a city of about lT5.00t> Inhabitants. Running seven days week, from 10
A. M. till 11 P. M. Net profits made past nine
weeks were over $1,200. Records to show you
for past six months. Our client is heavily Interested In wholesale clothing business and will
sacrifice this beautiful moving picture theater
which Is positively worth $1-5,000. for $G/.00 :
$.1,000 down, balance easy terms. The finest
and best-located theater In New York state.
Lewis. 580 EIHcott Sq., Buffalo. N. Y.
FOR SALE— A new theater In city 70.000,
with best equipment money can buy, on reasonable terms. Address Fogarty. care M. P.
World, N. Y. City.
FOR RENT — Moving picture house. Low
rent, long term lease.
Chicago, 111., P. O. Box

For

Your

FOR SALE — $30.00 cash. Fort Wayne compensarc, Hallberg economizer. 220 volts, GO
cycles, perfect condition, a bargain : sent for
examination. Martin Fredericks, 3533 North
Thirteenth St.. Philadelphia. Pa.
FOR SALE — Slightly used Simplex projectors,
guaranteed perfect and good as new at reasonable prices. Second-hand Motiopraph In good
condition,
cheap.
Room
206, 1482 Broadway,
N. Y. City.
;r
BARGAINS — Slightly used Simplex,
Power's
and
Motiograph
machines. Lowest
prices —
fullv guaranteed,
Hallberg, 729 Seventh Ave.,
X. Y. City.
RICHARDSON SAYS — "Install 'Amberlux'
Lens Filters." Don't hesitate to spend $3.50 to
protect your patrons from sight destroying eyestrain. W. D. Warner, Wyandotte Bldg., Columbus. Ohio.

LITTLE

the LITTLE

WILL

GET

WANTS
ADS

YOU

in the

in the

Moving

Classified

EXCEPTIONAL

CAMERAS,

ETC., FOR

SALE.

GOING OUT BUSINESS— Bargains, movie
making outflts. cameras, lenses, tripods, casee,
racks, tanks, film printing press. Berlinger, 290
Pleasant. St. Paul, Minn.
CAMERA— Zelss-Tessar P:3.5 lens, tilting
panoramic tripod and six reels, new condition,
educational
feature.
Helnbockel.
Espanola, N.
Mex.
THE MOTION PICTURE CAMERA Clearing
House offers the biggest values possible in highgrade tested Cinematograph cameras. 1st: 150
ft. Vista, late model, equipped with Zeiss Tessar
F:S.5 lens, $50.00; 2nd: 100 ft. Ernemann M.
P. camera, equipped with Erncman F :3.5 lens.
$.J0.00; 3rd: 400 ft. Urban Professional, regu
lar and trick crank, focus direct througa rear.
Two Voigtiander lens 70 M.M. and 00 M.M.. Interchangeable, $125.00. 4th : 400 ft. Pathe Cinematograph Heliar F :4.5 lens. $135.00. 5th : 200
ft. Ernemann Model A. regular and trick crank.
Zeiss Tessar lens. F ;3.5. $135.00. 6th : 400 ft.
Ernemann Professional Model B. Finest mechanism, all adjustments, equipped with Zeiss Tessar. F :3.5 lens. .?225.00. 7th : 400 ft, Ernemann
Model D, same as above, equipped with 2'' Ernemann F::J.5 lens, 3" Helomar F :3.5 lens and 4"
Dallmeyer Telephoto lens, complete. $275.00.
8th ; The Davsco Professional. 200 ft. capacity,
Zeiss Tessar lens. Biggest value possible. $110.00.
Panoramic and tilting top tripods from $14.00
to $60 00. Write today. Information on any
camera cheerfully answered. David Stem Company, The National Camera Exchange, 1047 R.
Madison St.. Chicago, HI.
MOTION PICTURE CAMlffRAS and tripods
for sale and for rent. Cameramen furnished
anywhere. H. R. Hoover & Co., 229 West 42nd
St., N. Y. City.
CAMERAMEN'S NOVELTIES— Laboratory outfits, special machinery, photoplay directors,
viewflnders, flexible cranks, effect devices, static
preventers. All film work, repair. Eberbard
Schneider. 14th St. and Second Ave.. N. Y. City.
KINOGRAPH, $60: Pittman, .f90 ; Prestwich.
?1'.0: Schneider. $145; all F :3 5 lenses. Tripods,
§20 upwards : $60 projector. $35. Ray, 326 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.

FILMS

WANTED.

OPEN BOOKING — Have you a special picture
to run on percentage or rent by the day? Capacity 350 chairs, population of town 25,000
people.
Box 600, Hopewell, Va.
W.A.NTEn> for export, used films In good condition. Especially series. State price, etc., to
F. Thomander, 145 West 45th St., N. Y. City.

FILMS

FOR

SALE

OR RENT.

FOR SALE— Charlie Chaplin in "One A. M.."
two reels, first-class shape. Will sell for $J00.
.Address C. R. Wilson, Gen. Del.. Cleveland
Ohio.
OVER SEAS BUYERS should communicate
with me, second-hand American pictures at European prices. Donald Campbell, 145 West 45tb
St.. N. Y. City.
WE SPECIALIZE In used educational. Industrial, scientific and scenic films. Good subjects
at HAc. per foot and up. We have what you
want. Send for our lists and terms. New York
Film Laboratories. Film Sales Dcpt.. 145 West
ir.fh St.. N Y. City.

Picture

Industry

Department

RESULTS

Send your copy, accompanied by remittance — The Rate is 5c. per Word, 20 Words or less $1.00
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON GENERAL

FILM

COMPANY

PROGRAM

iiiXlBSL
(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages

Oct.

742. 744.)Z-\'^i&i»t¥i'--^.
.N*Ov.

General Film Company
RELEASE

Drama).
Oct. 28 — It Never
Could Happen

DATS.

Mondaj — Blograph. Sells, Vltagrraph.
Tuesday — Blograph.
lem.

fiseanay.

Wedneaday — Blograph. Essanay.
lem. Vim Feature Comedy.
ThDTBday — Sells:. Vim.
rrUar— KaUb.
Tltarrapk

Kaltk«rko«k*r.

Satarday — Essanay,
Vltagraph.

Kalem.

EaKa-

Vim,
Sellg,

BIOGRAPH.
Oct- 23 — Friends
(Drama)
No. 91).

(Blograph— Reissue

OcL 24 — The
OcL
Nov.
Not.
Nov.

Battle at Elderbush
Gulch * (Two
parts — Drama ) ( Blograph — Reissue
No. 92).
30 — The
Goddess
of
Sagebrush
Gulch
(Drama)
(Blograph — Reissue
No.
93).
1 — The Power of the Press (Three parts
— Drama)
(Biograph — Reissue
No.
94).
6— The New York Hat (Drama)
(Bio&raph
— Reissue No. 95 ) .
7 — The Science
of Crime
( Two
parts —
Drama)
(Biograph
Reissue
No.
96).
ESSANAY,

Oct. 10 — Money to Bum (Two parts — Comedy
— Drama).
Oct 11 — Canlmated Nooz Pictorial. No. 17 (Cartoon— Comedy ) .
— A Scenic subject on the same reeL
Oct. 14 — Lost. Twenty-four Hours (Three parts
— Comedy).
Oct. 17 — The Fable of "The Kittenish Superanns and the World Weary Snipes"
(Two parts — Comedy).
Oct. 18 — Dreamy Dud In the African War Zone
f Cartoon — Comedy) .
— A Scenic subject on the same reel.
Oct. 21 — Marooned
(Three
parts — drama).
Oct. 21 — Essanav-Chaplin Revue of 1916, arranged from "The Tramp." "His
New Job." -'A Night Out" (Five
parts— Comedy ) .
Oct. 24 — Borrowed Sunshine
(Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 25 — Canlmated Nooz Pictorial No. 18 (Cartoon— Comedy ) .
— A scenic subject on the same reel.

(Three parts —

Oct. 31 — The Beach Comber (Two parts — Comedy).
1 — Canlmated Nooz Pictorial No. 19 (Cartoon— Comedy).
Nov. 4 — The Heart of Virginia Keep (Three
parts — Drama).
KALEM.
Nor.

Oct. 13 — The Battered
Bridegroom
(Comedy).
Oct. 14 — To Save the Special (No. 101 of "The
Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series)
(Hrama).
Oct- 17 — A Sauer Kraut Symphony
(Comedy).
Oct. 18— The Yellow Hand (No. 11 of the "Girl
from 'Frisco") (Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 20~The
Code
Letter
(No. 1 of "Grant.
Police Reporter")
(Drama).
Oct. 21 — Hazards of Helen Railroad Series No.
102, "A Daring Chance" (Drama).
Oct, 24 — The Bogus Booking Agents (Comedy).
Oct. 25 — The Harvest
of Gold
(No. 12 of the
"Girl from
"Frisco"— Two
parts —
Drama).
Oct- 27— The Missing Heiress (No. 2 of "Grant,
Police Reporter" — Drama).
Oct. 28~Hazards of Helen Railroad Series No.
103. "The Lost Messenger" (Dr.).
Oct. 31— The Merry Motor Menders (Com.).
Nov.
1— The Son of Cain (No. 13 of the "Girl
from 'Frisco" — Two parts — Dr.).
Nov.
3 — The Pencil
Clue
(No. 3 of "Grant.
Police Reporter" — Drama ) .
Nov.
4 — "Hazards
of Helen"
Railroad
Series
No.
104.
"The
Gate
of Death"
(Drama).
Nov.
7 — A Desperate Duel (Comedy).
Nov.
S— The Witch of the Dark House (No. 14
of the
Girl
from
Frisco)
(Two
parts — Drama ) .
Nov. 10 — The Man from Yukon (No. 4 of Grant.
Police Reporter)
(Drama).
Nov. 11 — Hazards of Helen railroad series No.
105. "The Lone Point Mystery."
SEXIG.
Oct.
2— The Sellg-Tribune. No.. 79, 1916 (Top.).
Oct, 5— The Sellg-Tribune, No. 80, 1916 (Top.).
Oct- 7 — TheDrama).
Canbyhlll Outlaws (Western —
Oct. 9 — Converging Paths
(Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 9— The cal).
Selig-Trlbune No. 81, 1916 (Topi-

30 — Small Town Stuff (Three parts — Dr.>.
Oct. 30— The Selig-Trlbune. No. 87, 1916 (Top.).
2— The Selig-Tribune, No. 88.1916 (Top.).
Nov.
5 — Tom's
Sacrifice (Drama).
VIM FEATURE
COMEH^T.
Oct. 4 — A Grain of Suspicion (Comedy).
Installment
Furniture
(Com.).
Oct. 11 — Their
Wooing
(Comedy).
Oct. 18— .A. Persistent
Oct.
25
—
Green
Eyes
(Comedy).
Nov.
1 — Gertie's Garters
(Comedy).
Nov.
S — Marked No Fund
(Comedy).
VIM.
(Comedy).
Oct. 19 — A Precious Parcel
Oct. 20 — Here and There
(Comedy).
26 — A Maid to Order (Comedy).
27 — The Frame-Up (Comedy).
Oct.
2 — Twin Flats (Comedy).
Oct.
( Comedy ) .
Nov. 3 — In the Ranks
Nov.
Nov. 9 — A Warm Reception (Comedy).
10
—
Gay
Deceivers
(Comedy).
Nov.
VITAGRAPH.
Oct.
9 — Billy's Melodrama
(Comedy).
Oct. 13 — The Mayor's Fall From Grace (Com.).
Oct. 16 — The tlonal).
Curse
of the
Forest
(BdacaOct. 20 — Strong
Evidence
(Comedy).
Oct.
of Happiness (Three parts
Oct 21 — The— Harbor
Drama) (Broadway Star Feature).
23 — Trouble for Four (Comedy).
Oct. 27 — Betty's Affair (Comedy).
Oct.
30— The New Porter (Comedy).
Nov. 3 — The Game tbat Failed (Comedy).
Heart of a Fool (Three
parts —
Nov. 4 — The Drama)
(Broadway Star Feature).
(J— New York Rapid Transit
(Comedy).
Nov. 10 — Weary Willie's Birthday
(Comedy).

General Film Company Features
— Drama. STAR
BROADWAY

KNICKERBOCKER

Oct. 12— The cal).
Sellg-Tribune No. 82, 1916 (TopiOct. 14 — A

Mistake in Rustlers (Western —
Drama).
Oct. 16 — Only a Rose (Two parts — Drama).
— A Boomerang (Comedy).
Oct. 16— The Sellg-Tribune. No. 83, 1916 (Topical).
Oct. 19— The cal).
Selig-Trlbune. No. 84, 1916 (Topi-

Oct. 21 — An

Eventful

Evening

(Comedy).

FEATURES.

Oct. 21 — The Harbor of Happiness
(Three parts
-The Drama).
Heart of
Nov.
a Fool (Three
parts —
STAR

FEATURES.

Oct 13 — Prom the Deep (Three parts — Dr.).
Oct. 20 — Treading Pearls (Two parts — Drama).
Oct 27 — The Chorus
Girl and the Kid (Three
—
Drama).
parts
— Drama).
Not.
3 — Jess of the Hill Country
(Two parts
Nov. 10 — The

Drama).
Question

Mark

(Two

parts —

A Welcome Visitor Each Week in Every Business Home Where Moving
Pictures Are of Interest
•

The Moving Picture World
Is Admirably Adapted to Carry Any Little
Message Which You May Wish to Send

Our Classified Advertisements at Five Cents Per Word
Will Produce Remarkable Results — One Dollar for Twenty Words or Less.
Send Copy, with remittance, to CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO., 17 Madison Avenue, New York City

763
NovemlKT

THE

THE

4, I'll'

\K)\MVf;

HALLBER6

riCTPRK

WORLD

20th CENTURY

GENERATOR

Is Furnishing Better Light
All Over the World
This'I^tUr Islands,
fomes from
Salisfied Miles
U Sfr Avay/
in ike
Philippine
Ten aThousand
E, C. McCULLOUGH
Importers and

This A. C. to D. C. Machine is
Selected by Exporters for Foreign Trade Because of the Perfect Results Shown by Hundreds in Use and Absolute
Reliability and Freedom from
Trouble Under All Conditions.

^_^_^___^^^^^_

Sc CO., Inc.
Exporters
Manila. P. I., S«pt. 8, 1916.

Mr. J. H. HALLBERG.
729 7th Ave, New York City.
Dear Sir:
You will remember some time past we purchased from you through our New York
ageDts one Twentieth Century Generator set with switchboard to control two arcs —
motor, 110-220 v., 60 cycles, 2 phase, 10 U.P.; dynamo, 30-130 amp.
'
The Motor Generator set arrived and was installed and is giving perfect satisfaction.
V-nir^i very
truly,
E. C. McCULLOUGH

I am distributor of all makes
studio, new and used apparatus.

of movinff picture machines

and furnish everythiBg

complete

for the theatre and

Send for Free Circulars and Catalogues, but for Hallberg's Big 100-page Catalogue
send 25 cents.
Keep your moving picture machine in first class condition. Let me overhaul your mechanisms
Repair parts on rush or telegraph order shipped at once.
Send for prices on miniature Portable and Advertising
Projectors.
Send S2.50 for latest
"MOTION
PICTURE

Operator's
Book.
ELECTRICITY"

Send

S4.M P. forHudbMk
Richardsoa's
M.

once

a year.

Sead nst
Hallberc's
CarbonforSaver

J. H. HALLBERG,
49th Industry,
St., NEWInc. YORK
Member National^r;.nr.rjr'
Association 7th
of theAvenue
Motion at
Picture
INVESTIGATION
THE

MAJORITY

WILL

PROVE

THAT:

Modern High Class Theatres
Film Manufacturers
OF Studios and Laboratories
Feature Productions Presented

Use ^S^^T"

Projectors

A Few Reasons Why:

BECAUSE

SIMPLEX:

The Foregoing Proven
Weekly Announcement:
Cleveland's Beautiful
STILLMAN THEATRE
SELECTS
SIMPLEX
PROJECTORS

Gives Everlasting Perfect Projection
is Rock Steady and Flickerless
Is Heavily Constructed, Insuring Long Service, yet
Runs Like a Watch
Has a Low Cost of Up-Keep
Is the OrigineJ Fireproof Machine
Has Unparalleled Simplicity and EfFiciency
Facts Distinguish SIMPLEX
Send for Catalog "A"

from

ThePrecision Machine (o:Tnc
317 East 34th:St- NewYork

other

meJces.

MEMBER
NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION
MOTION
PICTURE
INDUSTRY
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON UNIVERSAL

AND

MUTUAL

PROGRAMS

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages

Mutual Film Corp.

Oct. 19 — No release this day.
Oct. 26 — Windsor McCay and His Jersey Skeeter (Comedy — Cartoon).
Nov.
2— Sammle
Johnson
Minds
the
Baby
( Comedy — Cartoon ) .
— Ceylon
( Educational) .
Xov.
3— Us Kids (Comedy).
Nov.
9 — High Life on a Farm with Hy Mayer
( Cartoon — Educational ) .

AMERICAN.
Sept.
4— Atonement
(Two
parts — Drama).
Oct
9 — Citizens. All (Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 16 — The Franchise (Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 23 — Professor Jeremey's Experiment
CTwo
parts — Drama).
BEAUTY.

Universal Film Mlg. Co.
ANIMATED
8 — Number
45
1 — Number 44
8— Number
44

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
Qct.
Oct.
Oct.

19 —
26 —
27—
29 —

WEfHCLY.
(Topical).
(Topical).
Topical).

BIG V.
No release this day.
The Narrow Creed (Two parts — Dr.).
A Price on His Head
(Drama).
A Drama).
Daughter of Dixie (Two parts —

Nov.
2 — Sea Mates
( Drama) .
Nov. 3 — Starligbt's
release). Message (Drama) (Special
Nov.
n — The Bandit's
Wneer
f Conipdy — Dr.).
Nov. 10 — Thelease).
Evidence, (Drama) (Special ReNov. 12 — The

Powder Trail (Two
(Special release).

parts — Dr.)

BISON.
Oct. 21 — The Consplrncy (Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 28 — The Better Man
(Two parts — Drama).
Nov
4— For Love and Gold (Two parts — Dr.).
Nov. 11— The Quitter. (Two parts — Drama).
(30L.D SEAL.
Oct. 10 — Choaters (Three parts — Drama).
Oct. 17— The Wrath of Cactus Moore (Three
parts — Drama).
Oct. 31 — The Drama).
Masked Woman (Three partsNov. 8 — The Cry of Conscience. (Two partsDrama).
IMP.
Oct 16— The MlaEring Witness (Drama) (Special
Release).
Oct. 19 — The Decoy (Drama).
Oct. 20 — No release this day.
Oct. 22 — No release this day.
Oct 26 — (Special
release — title not decided).
Oct. 27 — Through Solid Walls (Two parts — Dr.).
Nov.
3 — Stumbling
(Two parts — Drama).
Nov.
5 — The Secret
Cellar
(Two
parts — Dr.)
(Special release).
Nov.
7 — The Voice Upstairs,
(Drama).
Nov. 10— The Eel (Two parts — Drama).
JOKETR.
Oct 21— Beans and Bullets (Comedy).
Oct 28 — A Crooked Mixup (Comedy).
Nov.
4— A Shadowfd
Shadow
(Comedy).
Nov. 11 — In Love With a Fireman
(Comedy).
LAEMMLE.
Oct. 14. — No release this day.
Oct. 16 — Are You an Elk? (Comedy) (Special
Release).
Oct 18 — Through
Drama).Baby's Voice (Two parts —
Oct. 21 — No release this day.
Oct 25 — Lucille, the Waitress (Comedy) (Special Release).
Oct. 28 — (No release this day).
Nov. 1 — The Midnight Toll (Drama) (Special
Release).
Nov.
2 — Her Wedding Day (Two parts — Dr.).
Nov.
4— No release this day.
Nov. H — No release this day.
Nov. 12 — Shadows of Suspicion
(Drama).
L-KO.
Oct 18 — Safety First (Comedy).
Oct. 22 — She Wanted a Ford (Comedy).
Oct 25 — A Rural Romance (Two parts — Com.).
— An tional).
Alligator
Hunt
(Dltmar'a
EducaNov. 1 — Terrors of a Turkish Bath (Two parts
— Comedy).
Nov.
5— No release this day.
Nov. 7— Alice in Society (Three parts — Comedy).
Nov.
8 — No release this day.
Nov. 12 — No release this day.
NESTOR.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Kov.
Nov.

13 — Pat edy).
Rooney In "It's All Wrong" (Com16 — His Own Nemesis (Comedy).
20 — Pat's Pasting Ways (Comedy).
23 — The Bar Fly (Comedy).
30 — I.ov^ and a Liar (Comedy).
6 — A Political Tramp (Comedy).
10 — Sweedy, The Janitor (Comedy).

742, 744.)

POWERS.

RED

FEATHER.

Oct.

9— A Romance
of BUly-Goat
Htll (Five
parts — Drama).
Oct. 16 — Barriers of Society (Five parts — Dr.).
Oct 23 — The Black Sheep of the Family
(Five
parts — Drama).
Oft. 30 — The (sle of Life (Five parts— Drama) .
Nov.
6 — The Place Beyond
the Winds
(Five
parts — Drama) .
REX.
Oct
Oct.
Oct
Oct
Oct.
Oct
Oct
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

6 — No release this day.
8 — The Human Gamble (Two parts — Dr.).
9— The Release).
Unfinished Case (Drama)
(Special
13 — No release this day.
ifi — No release this day.
20 — The Gold Band (Drama).
20 — The Moving Finger (Drama).
3 — No release this day.
5 — Her Vanlahed Youth
(Drama).
9 — The Mantle
of Deceit
(Two
parts —
Society — Drama).
9 — A Pen Trip to Palestine
(Educ).
10 — The Eyes of Love (Drama).

Sept
Oct
Oct
Oct.
Oct

Sept 2&— The

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct
Oct
Nov.

UNIVERSAL

Oct.
Oct

SPECIAL

"Tim— Two
parts

Oct. 16 — Liberty No. 10, "The Human Targets'*
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 23 — Liberty No. 11, "A Daughter of Mars"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct 24 — Society Hypocrites (Three parts — Dr.).
Oct 30 — Liberty No. 12, "For the Flag"
(Two
parts — Drama).
Nov.
6 — Liberty
No. 13 "Strife and Sorrow"
(Two parts— Drama).
(STATE

RIGHTS.

October — Idle Wives (Seven parts — Drama).

Bluebird Photoplay, Inc.
Oct.
Oct.

2 — Wanted — A Home
(Five parts — Dr.).
9 — The Drama).
Chalice of Sorrow
(Five parts —

Oct. 16 — The Drama).
Social

Buccaneer

(Five

( Two

parts —

GAUMONT.
5 — The False Magistrate (No. 5 of "Fantomas" (Three parts — Drama).
8— Reelzine).
Life, No. 23 (Mutual Film Maga-

Oct 11 — See America First, No. 57 (Scenic).
— Kartoon Komics (Cartoon — Comedy).
Oct 15— Reel azine).
Life. No. 24 (Mutual Film MagOct 18 —
—
Oct 19 —
Oct. 22—

Nov.
(Two

Oct. 12 — Behind Life's Stage (Two parts — Dr.).
Oct 16 — Fame
at Last (No. 10 of "Timothy
Comedy).
Dohhs,
That's
Me" — Two
parts —

UNIVERSAL

Oct

Drama).ECI^IR.
Eternal
Challenge

See America First, No. 58 (Scenic).
Kartoon Komics
(Cartoon — >Comedy).
Stepping Westward
(Two parts — Dr.).
Reel zine).
Life No. 25 (Mutual Film Maga-

25 — See America First, No. 59 (Scenic).
— Kartoon
Komics
( Cartoon-Comedy) .
Oct. 29 — Reel azine).
Life, No. 26 (Mutual Film Mag-

FEATURE.

6 — Somewhere
on the Battlefield
parts — Drama).
9 — Breaking Into Society (No. 9 of
Dobba. That's
Me"
— othy
Comedy).
—parts
Drama).
9 — Liberty No. 9. "Trapped,"
(Two

CUB. (Comedy).
7 — Won by a Fowl
7— That Wonderful Wile (Comedy).
13 — Inoculating Hubby (Comedy).
14 — Thoee Primitive Days (Comedy).
14— Their College Capers (Comedy).
20— He Wouldn't Tip (Comedy).
21 — That Doggone Baby
(Comedy).
21 — The Deacon's Widow (Comedy).
27 — Lovers and Lunatics
(Comedy).
28 — Dad's Masterpiece
(Comedy).
28 — When Clubs Were Trumps (Comedy).
3 — Nearly a Hero
(Comedy).

Nov. 4 — The

Oct

(Two parts

(Two parts — Drama).

Oct

Nov,
7 — No release this day.
Nov.
9 — No release this day.
Nov. 12— Any Old Duke'll Do (Comedy).
Oct

Father of Her Child

Sept. 30 — Foiled

VICTOR.
Oct 10 — No release this day.
Oct. 16 — Room Rent and Romance (Comedy)
( Special Release ) .
Oct 16 — The Five Thousand Dollar Dream
(Comedy) ( Special Release) .
Oct. 17 — No release this day.
Oct. 22 — Main 4400 (Two parts — Comedy — Dr.).
Oct. 24 — Kitty from the City (Drama) (Special Release).
Oct. 27 — A Plumber's Waterloo
(Comedy).
Oct 29 — The Burglar
(Comedy).
Oct. 31— Felix
on the Job (Comedy) (Special
Release).

26 — The Deacon's Card (Comedy).
3 — Slicking the Slickers (Comedy).
10 — That Sharp Note (Comedy).
r'^l- The Last Thrust
(Comedy).
31 — The Spartan
Spleen
(Comedy).
CENTAUR.
— Drama).

parts —

Oct. 23 — Love Never Dies (Five parts — Drama).
Drama).
Oct 30— The — End
of the Rainbow
(Five parts

Nov.

1 — See America First No. 60 (Scenic).
— Kartoon
( Cartoon — Comedy ) .
azine). Komics
5— Reel Life No. 27 (Mutual Film Mag-

Sept

1 — The Gambler's Lost Love

Sept.

8 — Matchln'

MUSTANG.
— Drama).
(Two parti

Jim (Two parts — Drams).
MUTUAL.
Oct. 17 — The Drama).
Law
of Nature
(Three
parts —
Oct. 24 — The Folly of Pear (Two parte — Dr.).
Oct. 26 — At Twelve
O'clock (Two parts— Dr.).
Oct. 30 — Paying the Price (Two parts — Drama).
MUTUAL WEEKLY.
Oct. 11— Number 93 (Topical).
Oct. 18— Number 04 (Topical).
Oct 25 — Number 95 (Topical).
Nov.
1— Number 96 (Topical).
MUTUAL
CHAPLIN.
The Vagabond (Two parts — Comedy).
One A. M. (Two parts — ^^omedy).
The Pawnshop
(Two parts — Comedy).
MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
DE LUXE.
Oct 19 — The Voice of Love
(American — Five
parts — Drama)
(No. 145).
Oct. 23 — The Undertow
(American — Five parts
— Drama)
(No. 146).
MUTUAL
STAR
PRODUCTIONS.
Oct. 26 — The
Love
Hermit
(American — Five
parts — Drama)
(No. 147).
Oct. 30 — Faith (American — Five parts — Drama)
(No. 148).
Nov.
2 — The Pearl of Paradise
(Five parts —
Drama)
(No. 149).
(Miitual Releases continued on page 766)
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[i^Besides a (in^H
Location and Interesting Films—
a theater must have also the reputation of well reproduced images on the screen. You can be sure of Ibis
very necessary item if you install

omles>
3au
on [ei\s
ectii^[
Projscl

of the many exhibitors who are going to
discard their machines shortly because
their parts are made of soft metal and the
results of the projector have become very
unsatisfactory?

They give the crisp, clear images that "put across"
most pleasingly the thrills of your film stories and
bring back the public for more. Operators who use
Bausch & Lomb objectives and condensers agree in
the opinion that they give the best results — and make
the least trouble.
The Edison and Nicholas Power machines are regularly equipped with Bausch & Lomb Lenses. Your
film exchange can get them for you.

Bausch ^ Ipmb Optical (g.
566 ST, PAUL STREET
New York

Washington

ROCHESTER,
Chicago

N.16
San Francisco

Leading American takers of Photographic and Ophthalmic
Lenses, Jl/icnwcope*, Projection Lanterns {Baiopticons) and other
high grade optical products.

INSTALL A TRANS VERIER
for Efficiency and Economy
No

matter how much you pay for good
you can't get full profit possibilities out
unless you have good light. It is false
to put up with the inconvenience, annoyance
pense of inferior projection equipment.

pictures,
of them
economy
and ex-

Irani^rteK
Considering what it
does and what it saves
the Transverter is
lower in price than
any other device on
the market. The
Transverter is a compact, simple motor
generator that meets
every requirement for
a steady, brilliant,
easily controlled light
for artistic projection.
It is guaranteed to
give satisfaction, or
money refunded.

Order verter
your
Transnow and
we
will deliver it in two
or three weeks. This
is going to be a big
year in the moving
picture stall
business.
the kind Inof
equipment that will
enable you to get your
full share of this business.
September Bulletin
giving complete information and net
prices will be sent on
request.

The Hertner Electric & Mfg. Company
1908 West

114th Street,

Cleveland,

Ohio

A great many of these exhibitors are
placing the LATE MODEL MOTIOGRAPH in their booths because of its record for long life, satisfactory results and
small cost of up-keep.
If you are skeptical as to the qusJity of
material used in the MOTIOGRAPH,
read the following:
Mr. Carl Pearson of Rushville, 111., says : "Was
using a 1916 Motiograph and a
in the
booth of my theatre. On October 4th I had a tire
which burned the theatre to the ground and I
never did find the
machine, but I am
returning to you the mechanism of the Motiograph which I believe you can put in good condition.

"Nothing but Motiographs for me in the future,
as they are surely made of good material."
WE

CAN
MAKE
PROMPT
SHIPMENTWIRE FOR A MOTIOGR-^PH TODAY
Write for Literature.

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.
574 W. Randolph St., Chicago, IlL
Western Office :
833 M2urket St., San Francisco, Gal.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

FEATURES

AND

MISCELLANEOUS

PROGRAMS

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages
(Mutual

Releases
continued
from
page 764)
SIGNAL FILM CORPORATION.
Oct. 23 — A Lass of the Lumber! a nds. No. 1,
"The
Lumber Pirates" (Two parts —
Drama).
Oct. 13 — At

THANHOUSER.
the Edge
of the Aqueduct
parts — Drama).
VOGUE.

Oct. 22 — Her

Painted
Comedy).
Oct. 29 — He Comedy).
Died and
Not

Pedigree
He

5 — Bungling
Bill's
— Comedy).

Didn't
Bow-Wow

(Two
(Two

(Two

parts —
parts —

(Two

parts

Metro Pictures Corporation,
COLUMBIA.
Oct. 30 — The CTates of Eden (Five parts — Dr.).
POPULAR
PLAYS
AND
PLAYERS.
Oct. 26 — The Iron Woman
(Five parts — Dr.).
Nov,
6 — Extravagance
( Five parts— Drama ) .
QUALITY.
Oct Id— In the Diplomatic Service (Five parts
— Drama).
October — Romeo
and Juliet (Five Parts — Dr.)
(Special Release).
ROLFE.
Oct. 23 — The Brand of Cowardice (Five parts —
Drama).
Nov. 13 — The Wager
(Five parts— Dr.).
Nov. 27 — Sunbeam
(Five parts — Drama).
YORKE.
Nov. 20 — Big

Tremaine

(Five

parts — Dr.).

Paramount Pictures Corp.
BLACK
DIAMOND
COMEDIES.
OcL 16— Bridget's Blunder
(Comedy).
FAMOUS
PLAYERS.
Oct. 23 — The Rainbow
Princess
(Five parts —
Drama).
Nov.
2 — Seventeen
( Five parts — Comedy-Dr.) .
Nov. 20 — Miss George Washington
(Five parts
— Drama).
LASKY.
Oct. 26 — The Heir to the Hoorah (Five parts —
Drama).
Oct 30 — The Soul of Kurl San
(Five parts —
Drama).
Nov.
fi— Unprotected
( Five
parts — Drama) .
Nov. 13 — The Plow Girl (Five parts — Drama).
Not. 16— The Years of the Locust (Five parts —
Drama).
MOROSCO.
Oct 12 — Her Father's
Son (Five parts — Dr.).
PALLAS.
Oct. 9 — The Intrigue
(Five parts — Drama).
Not, 9 — A Son of Erin {Five parts — Drama).
PARAMOUNT-BRAY CARTOONS.
Oct 25 — Bobby
Bumps
Helps "Helps"
a Book
Aeent
(Cartoon — CouJedy)
Not. 1 — Greenland's Icy Mountains
(Cartoon —
Comedy).
Nov. 8 — Farmer
Al
FaUa
Sees
New
York
(Cartoon — Comedy).
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES.
Oct. 23— The Island of Capri (Scenic).
Oct. 30 — VesuTlus in Eruption
(Scenic).
Nov
6— In Classic Greece
(Scenic).
Nov 13 — In Modem Athens
(Scenic).

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
ASTRA.
Oct. 22^The

Shielding
Shadow.
No. 4, "The
Earthquake"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 29 — The Shielding Shadow. No. 5, "Through
Bolted
Door*;"
(Two
parts — Dr.) .
Nov.
5 — The Shielding Shadow No. 6 "The Disappearing Prisoners" (Two parts —
Drama).
GOLD
ROOSTER
PLAYS.
Oct 22 — Prudence
the
Pirate
(Five
parts —
Comedy-Drama).
Oct 29 — The
Sultana
(Five
parts — ComedyDramal
(Colored).
Nov.
5 — The
Hidden
Valley
(Five
parts^
Drama).

742, 744.)

Feature

PATHE.
Oct 22 — In the Mesh of Her Hair (Two parts —
Drama).
Oct. 22 — Athletic Movements Analyzed (Colored
— Educational).
— Blossom
Scenic).Time

in

Japan

(Colored —

Oct. 29— Florence Rose Fashions. No. 7, "Betty
Entertains
an Out-of-Town
Guest"
(Fashions).
Oct 20 — The Drama).
Moth and the Flame (Two parts —
Nov.
Nov.

5 — Pearl of the Army No. 1 "The Traitor"
(Two
parts — Drama).
5 — Scratch
Pen
(Two
parts —
Drama).of the
Historic New Orleans
(Scenic).
Nov.
5— Fowls and Game Birds (Educational —
Colored).
PATHS NEWS.
Oct 21— Number 85. 1916 (Topical).
Oct. 28— Number 86. IfllS (Topical).
Oct 28— Number 87. 1016 (Topical).
Nov. 1— Number 88. 1916 (Topical).
Nov. 4 — Number 89, 1916 (Topical).
Nov. 8— Number 90, 1916. (Topical).
Nov. 11— Number 91, 1910.
(Topical).
ROLIN.
Oct 15 — Luke and the Bang'Talle (Oomedy).
Oct 22 — Heinle and the Magic Man
(Comedy).
Oct
29 — Luke, the Chauffeur (Comedy).
edy ).
Nov.
5 — Luke's Preparedness Preparation (Com-

Triangle Film Corporation.

FINE
ARTS.
Oct 15 — The Drama)
Old Folks at Home

(Five parts-

ARTCRAFT

Releases
PICTURES

CORP.

Nov. 6— Less Than the Dust (Mary Pickford —
Six parts — Drama).
CHRISTIE
FILM
CO.
Oct
9 — His Wedding Night (Comedy).
Oct 16 — The Making Over of Mother (Comedy).
Oct. 23 — He Loved the Ladies (Comedy).
CONSOLIDATED

FILM

CORPORATION.

Drama). Stain Mystery. No. 9,
Oct. 16— The — Crimson
"The Hunting Specter" (Two parts
Oct. 23 — The Crimson Stain Mystery, No. 10,
Drama)"The Tortured Soul" (Two partsOct 30— The Crimson Stain Mystery, No. 11
Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 6— The Crimson Stain Mystery No. 12
(Two parts — Drama).
EXCLUSIVE
October — La

FEATURES

Tosca

(Two

INC.

parts — Drama) .

FOX
FILM
CORPORATION.
Drama).
9— The War Bride's Secret (Five parte—
Oct. 16 — The Drama).
Ragged
Princess
Five
parts —
Oct

Oct. 23 — Romeo

and

FROHMAN

Juliet

(Five parts — Dr.).

AMUSEMENT

CORP.

(Drama),
Oct. 22 — Fifty-Flfty
(Five parts — Drama).
Oct. 29— A Sister of Six (Five parts— Drama) .
Nov.
5— AttaDrama)
Boy's Last Race
(Five parts—
GREATER VITAGRAPH (V-L-S-E, INC.)
INCE.
Oct
9 — Scarlet Runner, No. 2, "The Nuremburg
Watch"
(Vltagrapb — Two
parts — Drama).
Drama).of Draw Egan (Five parts
Oct. IB — The — Return
Oct 16— Scarlet Runner.
No. 3. "The
Masked
Ball" (Vltagrapb — Two parts — Dr.).
Oct 22 — The Drama).
Vagabond Prince (Five parts —
Oct 16 — A Prince in a Pawnshop
(Vltagrapb —
Five parts — Drama).
Oct. 29 — Somewhere
Drama). In France (Five parts —
Oct. 23— The
Blue
Envelope
Mystery
(Vltagrapb— Five parts — Drama).
Nov. 5 — A Drama).
Corner in Colleens (Five partsOct 23— Scarlet Runner,
No. 4, "The
Hidden
Drama).
Prince"
( Vltagrapb — Two
parte —

Unicom Film Service.

Oct 30 — Scarlet Runner.
No. 5, "The Jacobean
parts —
—House"
Drama). Vltagrapb — Two
Drama).

BUFFALO.
Oct 16 — The Drama).
Slumbering Memory
Oct. 22 — The Drama).
Honor of the Tribe

(Two parts —
(Two parts^

HIAWATHA.
Oct. IS — Fear

(Three parts — Drama).
GAYETY.

Oct. 17 — Wifie's Frame-Up (Comedy).
JOCKEY.
Oct. 17 — The Comedy).
Foolish
Oct.
Oct
Oct
Oct.

Romance

(Two

parts —

JUDY.
7 — The Model
(Compdv).
16 — The Lost Ring (Comedy).
— U. S. Fighting Craft (Educational).
19 — Over the Hills (Comedy).
22 — Disposing
of a Lover
(Comedy).
LILY.

Oct
Oct

3— Thru the Wall (Drama).
8 — The Web
(Three parts — Drama).
PURITAN.
Oct.
fi— The Live Corpse
(Comedy).
Drama).of the Gardells
Oct. 19 — The — Honor
(Two parts
Oct
Oct
Oct.

SUNSET.
Mission
(Drama).
SUPREME.
2 — ^Pen and Sword (Two parts — Drama).
6 — The Guilty UTAH.
One (^Two parts — Drama).

5— A

Daring

Oct. 21 — When
Hands
are
Drama).
Oct. 21 — The
Vengeance
(Drama).

Idle
of

(Two
Dan

October — The Conquest of Canaan

parts —
McGrew

Oct. 30— The

Last

Man

( Vitagraph— Five parts

Nov.

6 — The Scarlet Runner. No. 6, "The Mysterious Motor Car"
(Vitagraph —
Two
parts — Drama).
Nov.
6 — The
Devil's
Prize
(Vitagraph — Five
parts — Drama).
Nov. 13 — The Scarlet Runner
No. 7 "The Red
Whiskered
Man"
Vitagraph
(Two
parts — Drama).
Nov. 13 — The Second Mrs. Tanqueray (Vitagraph
Five parts^Drama').
HERALD
FILM
CORPORATION.
— Drama).
October. — Prima
Donna's Husband
(Five
INTERNATIONAL

FILM

SERVICE,

parti
INC.

Oct. 16 — Beatrice Fairfax. No. 11. "The Wages
of Sin" (Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 17 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No. S3. 1016 (Topical).
Oct. 20 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No. 84. UI16 (Topical).
Oct 23 — Beatrice
Fairfax
No.
12 "Curiosity"
( Two
parts — Drama) .
Oct. 24 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial
No. 85. 1916 (Topical).
Oct 27 — Hearst-International News Pictorial No.
86. 1916. (Topical).
Oct. 30— Beatrice
Fairfax No. 13 (Two parts —
Drama).
Oct. 31 — Hearst-International News Pictorial No.
87. 1916. (Topical).
2 — Hearst-International
News Pictorial
No. SS. 1916.
(Topical).
Drama).
Nov.
2 — The
Ocean
Waif
(Golden Eagle —
Nov.

November
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for sale

PRODUCERS

or rent

who contemplate sending companies South this Winter will
save valuable time and money
by communicating with

TheMOTION PICTURE EXCHANGE

A first class complete moving picture
laboratory, consisting of perforating,

309 West Forsyth Street
JACKSONVILLE,
FLORIDA

printing, positive and negative developing, washing, drying, assembling, inspection and projection rooms ; shipping department, vaults, offices, etc.

C. ALFRED WALKER, Business Manager
Public Bureau
of Information.
Correspondence
Solicited.
Free Desk Room for Visiting Directors.
Free Test Room for Visiting Cameramen.

The plant is equipped with air conditioning and vcntilafting apparatus ;

"We furnish every need of the visiting producer"

Props,
Locations,
Studios,
Stage
Space.
Expert
Help,
Autos,
Electricians,
Property Men, Cameramen, High Grade Extra Help,
Carpenters.
We do expert Developing and Printing.

developing and washing tanks are installed complete. The drying room is
equipped with five 10-feet drying
drums. In fact, the plant can be made
ready within 12 hours to turn out a half
million feet of film per week. Address Paul M. Hahn, 120 Broadway,
New York.

wish to know here just ask us — "mighty glad" to
beAnything
of serviceyou
to you.
"PUBLIC COOPERATION IS A FEATURE OF THIS CITY"
"YEAR ROUND PLAY GROUND"

"27 Hours From

Perfect

Broadway"

Printing

and

Developing

Negatives Developed . Ic ft.

TITLES

Positive Printing ... 4c h.

_

767

WORLD

•117
luiruaff*
complet*

in

5c

per

Tintlns
foot Fre<

tjtisltitin turitlecrf bf Mr iflMi ruri' atiuluM
ShcI>I f<u (a assititr mimt
GUNBY BROS, Inc, 145 We.t 45th Street, New YorW City

ILTIRSO
Complete

Laboratory

and

Studio

Service

Moving Pictures Made To Order
Quality titles
Animated cartoons
Eastman raw stock
Prompt
deliveries

Factory description
and quotations
promptly sent
at your request

Rothacker

Film Mfg. Co.

1331-59 Diversey Parkway,

SAVE

Chicago, U. S. A.

THE

The Universal Camera
For Motion
WrlU tor niastf«t«d CsUlosa*
The UNIVERSAL CAMERA CO.
iU W. lukMS B1><.. CkIMM

INTEREST

EVERY

AL CINEMATOGRAFO

Th* mott imiiortajit Film Jonniml ia Itmlj.
Published every Uonday at Rome. Excellent itafl,
■pecial bureau of information. Correspondents in >U
parts of the world. Yearly subscription for foreign
countries: $3.00.
Btuioatt Offic*: Via Jel Triton* 113, Rom«, Italy

YEAR— AND

ON

BEGIN

Photography
I 1H7 TUnn BlOg.. N«w Totk
) 811 UmiUl St., Su I

$100£S

NOW

On account of the greatly increased cost of paper, engraving, etc., we have been compelled to make the im^Ie
copy price fifteen cents. For the present direct subscription prices will remain the same. This means a sariag
of four dollars and eighty cents yearly on direct subscriptions. In addition you get your paper earlier.
It will pay you to fill out this blank and mail at once with your remittance.
ONE

YEAR

$3.««

SIX

MONTHS

$1J«

See title page for rates Canada and Foreign

MOVING

PICTURE

17 Madison

WORLD

Avenue, New

York

Cut out

Tl.«f^«

and maU

Theatre.

Cut out
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

FEATURES

AND

MISCELLANEOIS

i
i

PROGRAMS

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 742, 744.)
IVAN
FILM
PRODUCTIONS.
October — Her Surreader (Drama).
KLBIXE-EDISON-SELIG-ESSANAY.
Aug. 21 — Gloria's
Romance, No. 14 (Two parU
— Drama).
Aug. 23 — The Mishaps of Musty Suffer Series
No. 2, No. 10 (Comedy).
Aug. 28 — Gloria's Romance, No. 15, "The Murderer at Bay" (Two parts — Dr.).
Sept. 4 — Gloria's Romance (No 16, "A Modem
Pirate" — Two parts — Drama).
Sept. H — Gloria's Romance No. 17, "The Telltale Envelope" (Two parts — Dr.).
Sept. 18 — Gloria's Romance, No. 18, "The Bitter Truth" (Two parts — Drama).
Sept. 26 — Qlorla'a Romance, No. 19, "Her Vow
Fulfllled"
(Two
parts — Drama).
Oct. 2 — The Country That God Forgot (Sellg —
Five parts — Drama).
Oct. 1« — The Return of Eve (Essanay — Ft-e
parts — Drama).
October — World Series Baseball FMlm (Sellg —
Topical).
Oct. 30— The Heart of the Hills (Edison— Five
parts — Drama).
Nov. 6 — The Prince of Graustark (Essanay—
Five parts — Drama).
Nov. 13 — The — Cossack
Drama). Whip (Edison — Five parts
MORTIMER

D.

METCALFE.

Oct. — A Reunited Party (Two parts — Topical).
THE MOTION
PICTURE FORUM.
Oct. 2 — Motion Picture Portrait Studies of
President Wilson and His Cabinet—
the U. S. Government in Action.

SUNBEAM

MOTION

Oct. — Somewhere

PICTURE

in Georgia

SELZNICK

CORPORATION.

(Drama).

PICTURES.

Oct. 16 — The Common Law (Young Film Corp —
Five parts — Drama).
October — The Price She Paid (Drama).
November — War Brides (Herbert Brenon — Dr.).
WORLD
Oct
Oct.

PICTURES.

2 — The Revolt
(Five parts — Dr.).
— Drama).
9 — The Glided Cage (Peerless — Five parts

Oct. 16 — The Hidden
Scar (Five parts — Dr.)
Oct. 2.1 — The Scarlet Oath (Five parts — Dr.).
—
Drama).
Oct. 30— The Man Who Stood Still (Five parU

States Right Features
CALIFORNIA

MOTION

Nov. — TheDraaiA).
Woman

Who

GRAFTON
Oct. — Argonauta
of
Drama).

PICTURE
Dared

(Seven

PUBLISHING
California

CORP.
parte —

CO.
(Ten

parts —

PIONEER
FEATURE
FILM
CORPORATION.
October — The Soul of a Child (Five parts — Dr.i.
GRBAT

NORTHBRN

Sept. — Pages from Her Life

FILM

CO.

(Five parts — Dr.).

B. S. MOSS
MOTION
PICTURE
Oct. — The Power of Evil (Drama).

COR.

— Drama).
MONARCH
PHOTO-PLAY
CO.. INC.
October — Common
Sense
Braclcett
(Six parti
SHETRMAN
ELLIOTT,
INC.
October — The Crisis (Sellg- Seven parts — Dr.).
SUPERIOR
FILMS
CO.
Sept. — The Faucet
(Drama).
UNITY SALES CORPORATION.
9 — The Lottery Man (Comstock — Drama).
9 — Yellow
Menace,
No. 6, "The
Torture
Chamber" (Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 9 — Some Hero
(Comedy).
Oct. 16 — The Yellow Menace, No. 7, "Drops of
Blood"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 16 — A Scrambled
(Two i»art^—
Comedy). Honeymoon

Oct.
Oct.

Oct. 23 — The Yellow Menace, No. 8, "The Tlmo
Clock"
(Two parts — Drama).
Comedy). Busy Night (Two parts —
Oct. 30 — Tweedledum's
Oct. 30 — The Yellow Menace, No. 9, "The Tims
Clock Bomb" (Two parts — Drama).
.\ov.
6 — TheDrama).
Yellow Menace, No. 10, "A Message from the Sky"
(Two parts —
— Drama).
Oct. 16 — The Land Just Over Yonder (Six parts
Drama).
6 — Humanizing

Mr. Wlnsby (Five parts —

Nov. 13 — TheDrama).
Yellow
Breed's

Menace No. 10 "The Half
Hatred"
(Two
parts —

Nov.

/T

^

Your Ideas
are worthless unless you properly
carr}- them out.
Is it your idea to increase j^our
patronage by showing quality films ?
If so, do not ruin your chance of success by using inferior projection
apparatus.
Be consistent — install

UielSyn^S^Cbiiycrter
It has the indorsement of many high class theatres and the universal indorsement of their patrons. Ask for complete details and Bulletin 10923.

'J^

^feSneiTvlecfeicManiifaLcffainiiiG)^^
■Saiixt I/ouis, Missouri.

J
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STUDIO FOR RENT
DAY,

WEEK

OR

MONTH

Finest indoor fire-proof studio on the
coast. Center of the business district.
Equipped with Winfield-Kerner
No glare or shadows.

Hghts.

Superior Developing
and Printing
Expert and Efficient service.
Titles a Specialty.

CAMERAMEN
We Buy Undeveloped Negative
Subjects which are novel — trick pictures— popular science — popular mechanics— microscopical, etc. Write for
particulars.

SUPERIOR
ROBERT

FILMS COMPANY
A. BRACKETT,

Manager

Oraicunentcil
Theatres
Plaster Relief Decorations
Theatrei Designed Everywher*

Writ* for lUuitraUd Theatr* Catalo*. Saa4 ■■
Sizat of Theatr* for Special D«ii(B«

THE

Entire Tenth Floor

DECORATORS
Arcbw

643 Olive Street, Los Angeles

SUPPLY

CO.

Avenu* and L*o Str*«t
CHICAGO. ILU

Hill Motor Generator
For Moving Picture Arc Lamps
rjELIVERS true direct current from
*-^ alternating
current,
producing
STEADY
WHITE
LIGHT
PROJECTION
OF
TRUE COLOR VALUE, NO FLICKER OR FLARE
And three times the illumination is obtained on a
standard screen up to 120
ft. throw as compared to
the alternating current arc
for the same current.
It is most economical for
voltage reduction of directcurrent service lines to the
60 volt, required at the arc.
It eliminates current wasting resistances, and gives
the greatest flexibility for
accurate voltage control.
The capacity is sufficient
for two lamps burning simultaneously and the dissolve is accomplished without a break.

Vertical in form, with base coveriog 15"xlS", it takes up the
mitiimum of space in the booth;
and running io bait bearings, it
>perateB noiselessly and without
vibration. It is a special ma.
chine, designed especially for
motion picture work.
Write for information and
-'
Booklet M. P.

C & C ELECTRIC

& MFG. CO., Garwood,Chicago
N. J.

Philadelphia Boston
Brancbei in all Principal Cities

213

CHARDSON'S
I
R
HAND BOOK
MOTION

FOR

MANAGERS

PICTURE

and OPERATORS

Published by]

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
RICHARDSON'S MOTION PICTURE
HAND BOOK is a carefully prepared guitJe
to perfect projection.
.^
It is an invaluable help to every single individual inthe trade who has to do with the
mechanical handling of motion picture film or
the management of a moving picture theatre.
There are over 680 Pages of Text and the
illustrations include detail diagrams of all the
leading makes of projection machines.
'.Substantially BounitJn'Red

Cloth S4.00

Sent Postpaid on Receipt of Pricelby

MOVING PICTURE WORtD, 17 Madison Ave.. New YorK City
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 917 Schiller Bid;., Chicago, III.
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 305 Haas Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

770

THE

PUT NEW

MOVING

LIFE

HOW?

using

BERG'S

INCIDENTAL

S. M. BERG

SERIES.

Twenty-two

and can't afford to pay cash, write us today and
we will help you out.
Our easy payment plan enables you to purchase any make machine at a small investment.
DON'T DELAY— GET BUSY— WRITE TODAY for full particulars.

Amusement Supply Company

Dealers
in Motioffraph,
Simplex,
Powers,
Edison
and Standard
Machines, Transverters,
Motor Generators,
Rectifiers and everything pertaining to the Moving Picture Theatres

Cor. Madison Street & Wabash

IN MACHINES

<<

machines slightly used, first class

1V1/\I\

A.

CALEHUFF,

B

OOST

YOUR

SALES

BUI_1-ETIN
Street

WEST

I. (Uc

Perfect

Impossible Withont

Laboratory

Equipment

—and it is unpardonable in these days of high
class photoplay productions to mar a picture by
handling it carelessly after the camera work has
been done.

CORCORAN

DISSOLVING

for further

NORTHWESTERN
6«9 W.

Adams

St., Chicago

Information.

ELECTRIC

CO.

1010 Brokaw Bldg.. New

York

TORONTO

Pertect Laboratory Results ■«-v
Are

REEL

The voltage
of the
phaso
coDverter
Is "MABTIN"
tnalnUtlQed poljoonGtant. BO that the etartlng of the
eecond arc does not dleturb the light
given by the first, maMng the tUs6olv-lng of the reels as simple as If
the arcs were operated In a Direct
Current district. Our emergency panel
doi?e away with expenalve cximpensarcs and cuLa the wiring and Installation cost In half.

IN CANADA

'Canada's Premier Motion Picture Journal"
Sample Copy and Rates Free

CONVERTER

PERFECT

1301 Race Sireel, Philadelphia

Use the

106 Richmond

r

1 11^

Ave., Chicago, III.

'RY
ROTA
FOR
REAL
MARTIN"SUN-LIT
PICTURES

condition, Simplex, Power's 6 A's, Power's 6's,
Edison
B's, and Edison D's, low prices, quick
sales.
CHAS.

4, 1916

3rd Floor, Mailers Bldg.,

Columbia Theatre Building
New York City.

BARGAINS

November

WORLD

If You Need a New Machine

into your interpretation of the moving
pictures.
Put New Life into the patrons that
visit your theatre. Give them something
new.
Put New Life and interest into your
own work. Give yourself something
new.
By

PICTURE

TANKS

are known the country over for the high quality
of the work which their superior construction
makes possible.
Send for Circular No. 8

For the fullest and latest news of the moving pictur*
industry in Great Britain and Europe.
For authoritative articles by leading British technical
men.
For brilliant and strictly impartial criticisms of all
films, read

THE BIOSCOPE
The LcadinK Britiih Trade JournaJ with an Internationa] Clrculatloa
American Correspondence hy W. Stephen Buah
of
■TWovint

Picture World"

85 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.
Specimen

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc., 11 John St., New York

on

Application

$4.80 A Big Saving Each Year $4.80
On account of the greatly increased cost of paper, engraving, etc., we have been compelled to make the single
copy price fifteen cents. For the present direct subscription prices will remain the same. This means a saving
of four dollars and eighty cents yearly on direct subscriptions.
In addition you get your paper earlier.
It will pay you to fill out this blank and mail at once with your remittance.
ONE YEAR
SIX MONTHS
See

tide

MOVING

page

, . .$3.90
$1J»
for rates

Canada and Foreign

PICTURE

WORLD

17 Madison Avenue, New York

Cut out

_.,

and mail The«tr«.
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'^The plot may thicken but
the picture stays clear"
Because the basic product
is right, the clearest pictures
are on

Eastman Film
Look tor the identifying
mark stenciled in the margin.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER.

COMPANY,
N. Y.

Weickhardt Pipe Organs
(THE UNIT ORGAN)
are built-to-order instruments, wonderful
in musical flexibility; in short, GENUINE
MASTER PIPE ORGANS. No other instrument, or combination of instruments,
can compare with its marvelously effective
tones. Let us send you our descriptive
catalog.

WaNGERIN-WeIGKHARDT

(90.

• • • • n2-124
BURRELL
STREET
MILWAUKEE , WISCONSIN
U.S.A.

Eastern Office, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City

RESULTS
ARE
TO

NOW

SECURE

MOTION

THEM

SHOULD

OPERATORS
SPECIFY

Speer Carbons
WHEN

PICTURE

DEMANDED

PLACING

THEIR

ORDERS

ELECTRICITY
Bv J. H. HALLBERG

THIS WORK

COVERS

ELECTRICITY
ELECTRIC
SERVICE
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS
REFERENCE
TABLES,
ETC

SPEER CARBON

CO.

DEPT. "W"
St. Mary's, Pa.
For Sale bjr Leading MotJ«n Picture Supply Dealers,
Including the Following
J H. HALLBERO
- - - 727 7lh Ave.. Ntw York. N.Y.
KLBINE OPTICAL CO. - - 166 N. State St . Chicago. 111.
SOUTHERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO..
74 Marietta St.. Atlanta, Ga. 1815 Main Street, DalUs. Tei.
E. E PULTON CO.. 154 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.
KANSAS CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO.
813 Walnut St. . Kansas City, Mo.
G. A. METCALFE
- 117 Golden Gate Ave.. S«n Francisco. Cal.

An up-to-date treatment of Moving Picture Theater
Electric Installation and Projection, by a practical,
experienced, electrical expert.
Illuatrated and SubatantiaUy BauniL 2M Pagas.
tZ.S« per Copy.
Postage Paid.
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It's the screen without name or character
fW^

MIRROROID

Rccommendeil
endorsed
ROROID and
INSTALLATIONS.

by

that some

Installations to Date 9678

the President

of

the

NATIONAL
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WORLD

dealers sell because it pays them better

The World Over, the World's Best Theatres

EXHIBITORS'

LEAGUE

FREE— Get Our Large Demonstration

OF

AMERICA

(Mr. Lee A.

Ochs)

and

the 9678 MIR-

Samples—FREE

Test — Compare with any screen on earth — Use the brains God gave you
— and the evidence of your own eyes.

If your
dealer
cannot
supply
you
with
MIRROROID.
and
tries to tell
you any other screen is better, realize he is making a greater sales profit.

Price, 33 1/3 Cents

j*""^ are as good —

Why
pay
M.rroroid

a Square

Foot. JJ.OO a Square

Yard,

the world

over.

more
for an
unknown
product
?
has been
tried,
and proven
THE
SCREEN SUPREME.

The

J. H.

CENTER
THE

COMPANY,

WORLD'S

A Genuine F>II=>E

OLDEST

AND

LARGEST

naturally, none that
can same
be bcner.
Five-Year
crecn installed.

Inc.

Newburgh,

PROJECTION

SCREEN

PIPE

OROA.N

ORGAN

NEW

Alaa

I4I1 MaCwmUk
BUM.
CHICAGO

YOMC

Earepean
War
Pictar**
(Nntral)
Illuttrated Pmibs

G. W. BRADENBURGH
802 VINE

STREET

Cm ear Mva

PHILADELPHIA.

isam

A Dependable Mailing List Service

Terms

PICTURE

DIRECTORY

Addrefinf

Maliigraphint

^rtntint

m

LOUISE

■>( teva

kr

VlolInUt,

lluaU

PUalit.

Optnttr,

M. MARION
Phone

10306 Chelsea

Projection

Engineer

Is youi* screen
result unsatisfactory?
Is your projection current costing too much?
Are you planning a new theatre?
Are you contemplating the purchase of new Equipment?
Theatre plans examined and suggestions made as to
operating room location. Operating rooms planned,
etc., etc. Will personally visit theatres in New York
City or within 300 miles thereof.
Fees moderate.

COMPANY

(k^n°oV^Im)
F. H. RICHARDSON
(k^^V^Jm)
Room
1434, 22 E. 17th
St., New York City

Tyoewrittng

. ."V?^ > ••■^J ir»p li^^Mi

HYDROQUINONE
GENERAL
NEW

YORK

CHEMICAL

ADVERTISE

COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA

If It's The
Saleable
Among
Quickest and
Easiest

' ---

lor imntft.

445 W. 23rd Street, New York

Phoae 3277 Chalaea
Phona 3003 Randolpk

n FlHk Atcbm. Nav Y*rk
4a Aaklaad Blo«k. CUa*«*

AmnmwMlmt

Oderate

■■Tei 7o« from 30 to 50% is poitar«, etc Keachci all or ••lectvd
lift of theatres in any territory. iDclada* name of eabibltor aa
vail aa the tbeatra in ftddrcfi. A Uat of pablicit; medinmi deatriac
BotioD pictnra newi. Unaffiliated •xchanfes looking for fcataret.
Bvpply hoaiai that are properly characteriiad at ivch. Prod«ccra
with addreaa of itadiot. laboratonea and officea. Imformatioa Im
advaace of theatraa beinc or to be b«ilt.
W74.

MOTION

•«MBtiT.

PA.

LENGTH.
TITLE,
STAR.
Fci'L CONTHTION.
CONDITION. PRirR
New
For S5.000 B Year
Louise Huff
RO'tO
New
*200
120
RO"tO
An Amrrtcan
GontlemaB
Bh'iO
Wm.
Bon<-tn
Cba«.
MaBoa
7000
Sealed Order*
Ai
New
New
Wm. BuneiU
Hearti United
4000
A Woman
of Itnpulie
Betty Nansen
Si)iJO
401)0
New
Good
Leah AlIt^D
From
Gutter to Foolllghtt
New
ThoB. JffTersoQ
Rip Van Winkle
4<>i)0
Laura
Sawyer
Good
One ot Mlllloni
Good (W&r)
CODO
Good
6UU0
L. Duse
Joan ot Aro
75
4UU0
L. Burelll
Sapho
Good
All the above are aUDpUed with ooe. three eod six sheets and photos, every
thlQR hlfib-class and good value. Single reel dramas and comedlca Trom $3.00 up.
all n-lth posters.

•z.M'E-'-Ti-r^r'-^iT.zxrr.^risBfisa.r

N. Y.

Peace Pictures

COMPANY

la W«at 4ltk ItTMt

that

MANUFACTURER

can be operated from the limple keyboard of th* piano,
ORGAN
ALONE — PIANO ALONE e- OE
BOTH
TOGETHER.
Wrtu lor rutlnUr.

HARMO

Guarantee

Think
over.
Write
we''g"ve_it wUh^'every
MIRROROlB""

CHICAGO

Motion
to Find
aPicture
Buyer
Is to People

Way

IN THE MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Circulation Plus the Confidence and Esteem of Those Among Whom It'Circulates
Makes the MovingRates Picture
World
the Best
Advertising
"Buy"
in Its Field
;nd Detailed
Information
Cheerfully Sent
Upon
Request
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FLORAL

Non-Break
able and
Sanitary
STEEL
Luw

\\ rite for beautifully colored catalogue — mailed free to you.
We quote absolutely the lowest prices ever offered on
nliabie goods.

BOTANICAL DECORATING CO., Dept. 7, 20B W. Adams Street, Chicago, III.

immrdikt* ihiprntDt
oa
%X'j\t%\
S«c
ODdmanT
Hkod
Cnairt
out-of-door ■eatmij'
Send metturemcDt*
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Uention thil
p«per.

STEEL

Manufacturers

FURNITURE

CO.

ADJUSTABLE
OPERA
CHAIR
Qaxk be changed
from
adult's
chair
to
child's fliatrWrite
by pressing
catch and raising.
for booklet
Family Opera Chair
St. Louis, Mo.

OPERA

CHAIRS
Seating Company

1010 Lytton
OFFICXS
IN

of Artificial

Tha Orlfflaal and Laadlog Moving Platur*
JonnuJ 1b Eoropa

firtoH Rnpidi. Mich.; New York. 150 Fifth Atc.

SALES

DECORATIONS

Give ArtUtic Atmosphere. They lieliglu your patrons
Artificial flowers are practically everlasting and
need no care — the. effect is the same as natural
ones.
Our expert decorators are at your service —
n ady to give you ideas and estimates.

Opera Chair a

American

THEATRE

Bldg.,
Chicago
ALL
ruINCIPAL
CITIES

The
Kinematograph
Weekly

Reel Scenes
ARE

SEEN

In Comfort
FROM

<dBRIKQli^
Upholstered Seats

Street,

London,

W.

Plants

Are You Tired
your
Try dramatic
"briningmusic
out" The
the
dramaticpictures?
acenei with

Orpheum Collection

The Kinematograph Weekly, Ltd.
TotteDham

and

of playing waltzes and popular longt for all

The reliable Trade organ of Great
Britain ; covering tlie whole of the
British Film market, including the
American imported films. Read
by everyone in the industry. Specialist writers for Finance, Technical Matters, Legal, Musical,
Foreign Trading (correspondents
throughout the world) — and every
section devoted to the Kinematograph. Specimen copy on application to :—
^11

Flowers

Eng.

cODtaini the best music of this kind ptibliahed. Isauad In Tbr«« S«rl*at
No. I, No. 2 ud No. S.
Piano (24 pages each), 58 cts. for each Kriei; $1.15 for any two; $1.70 for all three.
Violin, 40 cti. each; 75 cts. for any two| fLOS
for all three. Cornet, 35 cts. each; 65 eta. any
two; 95 cts. all three. First and second series
hare parts for Cello, Flute, Qarinet, Trombone and Drums. Practical for Piano alone,
or in combination with any aboTe instnimenta.
Discounts on orders for four or more parts.
Send for free sample pages. Not* saw Addrva*.
CLAKENCE C. tINN
tin Grmc* StTMt
Chlca««, DL

CRAFTSMAN QUALITY FABRIKOID
is the star material for upholstering theatre
seats.
The durability of this handsome leather substitute combined with moderate cost make FABRIKOID preferable to real leather. Years of continuous service has demonstrated its wearing qualities and lasting comfort.
FABRIKOID comes in all grains and colors which
good taste and service demands. It can be cleaned
with soap and water without injury.
Adopt CRAFTSMAN QUALITY FABRIKOID
as your standard upholstery material. Give your
patrons comfort and satisfaction as well as the
highest
house. guarantee of the sanitary qualities of your
Samples on request.

Send for yours today

Du Pont Fabrikoid Co.
WILMINGTON,

DEL.

TORONTO,

^^^^^^^^^^///////////////////iiiini\\\\\\\\\\\\^^^

ONT.
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The Highest Price
Ever Paid For
A Picture!
The management of the Strand Theatre Knows pictures and the PUBLIC
They have topped all previous price records
They have waited for two years for a genuine

War

Picture

"KITCHENER'S GREAT ARMY

in

The Battle of the Somme*
is the first war picture that the Strand has ever shown —

For two weeks this fact will be emblazoned in the brightest part of
Broadway —
Is the Strand the only live theatre in America ?

ANY STATERIGHTS

MAN

who isn't dead from the shoulders up, must
realize what this means to HIM
SEE THIS— if not in person then by proxy — wire for appointmentSuite 705, 729 7th Ave.

G. M. BAYNES
General Sales Agent

THE
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The following well known and famous titles, taken from Chas. K. Harris's world
renowned song successes, have been made into photoplay scenarios — five reels and
over — b\ Mr. Harris, copyrighted throughout the world, and produced; these feature
motion picture plays will be recognized as ones that have more than "made good"
and are being shown with success at the present time.

AFTER THE BALL
HEARTS OF MEN

SHOULD

WHEN IT STRIKES HOME
ALWAYS IN THE WAY
A BABY DIE

The following famous song titles have also
been placed in scenario form and copyrighted,
although they have not yet been produced:
BREAK

THE

NEWS

TO

MOTHER

FOR OLD TIME'S SAKE
JUST
BEHIND
THE
TIMES
SOMEWHERE
WOULD YOU CARE 7
rVE A LONGING
IN MY HEART
FOR
YOU
•MID THE GREEN
FIELDS OF VIRGINIA
HELLO
CENTRAL,
GIVE ME HEAVEN
BETTER
THAN
COLD
CAST ASIDE
ONE NIGHT IN JUNE
FALLEN BY THE WAYSIDE
FOR SALE. A BABY
I'M TRYING SO HARD
TO FORGET YOU
IN THE CITY WHERE NOBODY CARES
WAS
I A FOOL
KISS, AND LET'S MAKE UP
THERE'LL
COME A TIME
WHILE THE DANCE GOES ON
A RABBI'S DAUGHTER
ALL FOR THE LOVE OF A GIRL
THE STORY OF A SOUL

Also the following original plays from the
pen of Chas. K. Harris :
THE LUCKIEST MAN
THE BARKER

IN THE WORLD

A LIMB OF THE TREE
IT NEVER RAINS BUT WHAT IT POURS
THE GIRL
FROM
TENNESSEE
A ROMANCE
OF A WEEK
A WOMAN
OF TODAY
THE GIRL WHO
FORGOT
HUMAN
NATURE
IDLE GOSSIP
LIGHT
LOVE
BROKEN O' CHAINS
OF LOVE
FLAYING
WITH
FIRE
FOR THE SAKE OF HER SOUL
DOWN
THE PRIMROSE
PATH
THE END OF THE
CHAPTER
WAS
SHE A THIEF?
THE DREGS OF LIFE'S CUP
THE SACRIFICE
THE AWAKENING
THE
DARLING OF BROADWAY
WHAT
WOULD
YOU
DO?
THE RECORDING ANGEL
WOULD
YOU
FORGIVE?
THE WAY OF THE WORLD
WHEN
THE HEART
CALLS
WANDERLUST
WHO'S
TO BLAME?
FOOLS IN BOHEMIA
SHOULD A GIRL BE TOLD?

The Censors throughout the United States have accepted the five
pictures that have been made, of Mr. Harris's famous scenarios,
and never has one scene been cut, or omitted. They have always
stood as written and produced.

Such are the
above plays
and scenarios
which are
fully protect-

The above scenarios are the kind that the American people are
looking for — clean and wholesome — and at the same time, with
strong, human situations — each and every one taken from life, and
on some popular subject of the day. Pure, clean, heart stories, making photoplays to which you can take your wife and children, and
feel safe.

Chas.
ADOLPH H. ROSENFELD
8o Maiden Lane
New York City

Counsellor

K.

Harris

Columbia Theatre Building
47th Street and Broadway
New York City
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HOW"

S
R'
WE
PO
ER
TH
^ANO
T
EN
EM
ACHIEV
A DEVICE GUARANTEED TO "TAKE-UP" 3,000 FEET OF
FILM, MAINTAINING AN EASY AND EVEN TENSION
THROUGHOUT.

SIMPLE, EFFECTIVE, CONSISTING OF FEW PARTS AND
OPERATING ON BALL BEARINGS, IT REQUIRES ABSOLUTELY NO ATTENTION.
EXAMINE

IT IN OPERATION

ON POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH
CATALOG G
Mailed Upon Request

NO. 68.

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
NINETY GOLD

STREET

NEW

YORK
^

November

Vol. 30, No. 6

Price 13 Cents
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USEROOSTER
THANHO
GOLD
PLAYS

PATHE
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^^ANNE EA6EIS
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THANHOUSER
NEW

ROCHELLE,

N.Y.

FILM CORPORATION
Edwin ThanhooserPres.

eUROPeAM OFf/CE, WAMH9(/SER FIIMS Ltd.

I6S

JACKSONVILLE,

SHAFTESBURY
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ANOTHER

L-KOSMASH
Komedy
tt

Where Is My Wife?
WITH

99

BILLIE RITCHIE

One right after the other — L-KO smashes come in rapid succession. The
latest release, "WHERE IS MY WIFE?" is a side splitter.
From the
first flicker to the last it's an uproar. "WHERE IS MY WIFE?" is simply
another one of the popularity producers, profit makers and house packers.
Book it. Advertise it. Go to it strong. It's the kind of a comedy that makes
the crowds come back for more and more and then some more.
That's
the very good reason why —

L-KO's are packing 'em in

in hundreds of theatres all over this country and abroad. You simply can't
hold L-KO'S back.
They are sweeping the field with an irresistible
force. Just a few of the releases that will also pack 'em in for Exhibitors are
these— "Crooked from the Start"— "Cold Hearts and Hot Flames"—

L-KO

KOMEDY
JULIUS STERN,

COMPANY

President
6140 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Eastern Offices, 1600 Broadway, New York City
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AnotherWORLD Triumph
Please accept my heartiest
congratulations on the eplendld picture
you have made of "Bought and Paid For."
The central story is directly and dramatically told and the comedy element is
admirably handled.
I can see no reason whatever why
your picture should not equal the success
of the play itself both in this country
and abroad.

5€lco/ccl Nov.lSt'h.wilh

Review/ hrtasl Ircmcndouf suucu
for "The Han Who Stood ftill '
DRAMATIC MIRROR
October 28th

reason alone it becomes an interest- up drawing power, we have rarely
ing and entertaining offering. In seen a picture to surpass this.
There is plelity of humanity in it, addition to this, it contains two big
MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD
which is well brought oiit in the stars in the leading roles: Lew
November 4th
excellent acting and the direction. Fields and Doris Kenyon. and it is
The author has handled his theme
Lew Fields plays the title-role with hard to tell which pleases the most.
sincerity, and there are just enough Considered from the box office with real feeling and sound judghumorous touches in his character- standpoint, this is a picture on which
ment, and the human quality of his
ization to make the old jeweler most the exhibitor can go the limit on work insures it a wide appeal. Mr.
lovable and human. Doris Kenyon advertising and general methods of Fields is able to put over his points
has the part of the daughter, and is exploitation.
clearly, without undue effort.
appealing in the various vicissitudes
of fortune that fall to her lot.
MOTION
PICTURE
MAIL
SUNDAY TELEGRAPH
October 2ist
October 22nd
MOTION PICTURE NEWS
Placed on the Honor Roll for the Here is a friendship; a homely and
November 4th
weeks pictures
Of all the pictures beautiful one spread upon the screen
The picture version of Jules Ec- we have seen not one has a stronger so that it hits you between the eyes,
kert Goodman's
play follows
the appeal than "The Man
Who Stood Here is plot.
What
do you wish?
original very closely, and for that
Still " For the qualities which make Here is life.

cw Field /e? Dorii Kcnyon-Xupi'cinc Acli 114

THE
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E WHAT
SELZNICK- PICTURES
MEAM TO THE EXHIBITOR !
SAW

FRAJTCIGCO.

CAL.

SbTTLI.
LUns

LCTIS J.

SKLZKlOt
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SEL7NICK#PICTURES
tlCRe IS MORe EVIDENCE FOR
nornoN piaoRE EXHiDiToar
THAT

HERBERT BRQta
ALWAYS PR0D0CE5 BOX
OFFICE soccesses—
Successes That
Bring The Speculators ^

blon
Pro du-c
Thab
^ s"
Drin
Police Debailslo
ftandle The
Crowcis In The
TicKet Line

HERBERT
BRENONS FIRST SELZNICK-PICTORE
IS TH6 BlGOeST PRODUCTION HE HAS EVeRMADe

NAZIMOVA
WAR BRIDES! A
fii

ii

\r\^

TH
CRA(G
BY MARlor*
15
NOW READY
FOR Wef^TWOR
RELEASe

~

BACKED BY ATREMENDOOS POBUCITY
CAMPAIGN (N E.VEaY PART OF
THE MATIOM

LEWIS J.SEL7/^I(K-50LE
DI5TRIB0T0R
New YORK
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SELZNICK#PICTURES

MORhA TAUA^dE
PANTOEA
IN A
STONNING DPAmA

PRtSENTtD
BY

WILL

66 A

JOSEPH H
5(HENCK

SELZNICKPKTOK
FOR
— o —

Produced Under

The Direction of

ALLAN DWAN

/

r

■ I ' f '

W"-V

A
LEWIS J.5EL7NICK-S0LE
DISTRIBUTOR
New YORK

Bdeascd on ihc Metro Pro-am, Afovcmber i3.

^

BAROLFE
esenis

pr
WONTDEIiFXJL

EMILY
STEVENS
THE WAGER
A Five Ac3^

MET
R O
wonder

play
wriilenand direcied
hy €eorg]e D. Baiter
for Rolfe rkoiopla>^ Inc.
and offered as an
e;idra©rdmary
enicriaininenr.

znmmnummmimi

^c 5cason'sSci^tion
Criiics and Public declare

METRO

S

special produciiondc luxe

rfiANCISXBUSHMSN
Crowned. King' of ihe Screen.
andBEVERLYBME
Queen of Moiion Piciures

is ihe s3reaiesi motionpitture
in ihchisioryof ihcarf

MIIRO PKrU®;OftPORAIM
invifes e^ditbiiors and ihe public
io compare and conirasf ihis

^ ^ 6 0,0 o o

pioduciion
Eig'hl Acis
wiiK anyin oi£er
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A HERITAGE
OF SHAME-

A zno&erWsacriSce
on her deafh hecT"
brills
'-mishe
ne
vnJhihe TeconcilisLJion
damfbter

PHOTOPLAY

Sins of Her Rarenf
»^OIADYS :
:]rWH;v;i=ji

WRITTEN BY THOMAS
DIRECTED BY FRANK

FORMAN
LLOYD

FOX FILM CORPOPATION

JL
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Some Territory Left
for the most praised photo
play production in years
BOOTH

TARKINGTON'S

NOTE

WITH

EDITH
AND

1850 inquiries received
from exhibitors.
Praised by almost
every film producer in
the East.
Recommended as a
business builder for
every exhibitor by all
trades papers.

TALIAFERRO

JACK SHERRILL
SUPPORTED

BY

RALPH DELMORE
MARIE EDITH WELLS
WALTER HEIRS
GENE LA MOTTE
BEN
HENDRICKS JACK HOPKINS
and 2,000 others

This and all other Frohman
Productions are to be disposed
of on State Right Basis
ADDRESS

FROHMAN

AMUSEMENT

New York City

18 East 41st Street
WILLIAM

CORPORATION

L. SHERRILL,

Pre.ida>t

THE
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Two Mighty Spectacles
H.WK
They are "THE

BIRTH

BUT!

BEEN

PRODUCED

OF A NATION"

and "INTOLERANCE"

Never in the history of the theatre world,
has so mighty
a drama
been created
Nothing ever conceived for the
screen or stage, compares in intenseness, superb acting, powerful situations, colossal moments, mastodoiiic climaxes and tremendous storv.
with AUGUSTUS THOMAS'

Seven
Reels
of the Most Startlingly Realistic Dramatic Action Ever Shown
2721 Superb Scenes
1000 Thrilling Moments
25 Well Known Stage and Screen Players
The Most Powerful Story Ever Written
TO

BE DISPOSED
Preference

given

to

OF ON
purchasers

of

STATE
former

RIGHTS

FROHMAN

18 East 41st Street
WILLIAM

L. SHERRILL.

BASIS

productions

New
Preiidral

York City
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Out of the chaotic, wasteful condi'
tions of the past and present a new
organization is born, with a sane,
waste-eliminating, business-like policy
of high-grade production-

WmljSherrill
Pres.

6.H.Wilev
Vice Pres.
Gen.M^i

Art Dramas, Inc., announces the association of
five producing organizations of sterling standard, for the production and distribution of
seat-filling feature pictures.
Fifty-two pictures a year are to be released —
one each week. The productions will feature
none of the so-called "stars" whose ruinous
salaries make profits prohibitive, nor will they
be made by directors whose sole aim it is to
spend more money on a production than it
can legitimately earnArt Dramas features will be well-rounded picturizations of strong and icell-knoivn stories,
dominated by action and acted by players
v^hose past \Aork has been of an excellent
standard. They will be satisfying, patron-gaining entertainments. This we promise you; and
our names guarantee it.
The Art Dramas producers will distribute their
pictures directly through the foremost independent exchanges everywhere. There will be no
tremendous waste in distribution, as has been
the case heretofore. The middleman's charge
of from 15% to 30 '0, which has always been
added to the rental price o^ a picture, will be
entirely eliminated.

FIRST RELEASE

NovcnilKr
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The benefit of the savings which the Art Dramas
producers will effect by their sane. <o»iiiion-sense
methods of manufacture and distribution will
go to the exhibitor. He will get excellent pictures on the Art Dramas program, at a price
that -icill enable him to make a good profit.

L. SHERRILL FEATURE
CORPORATION
Wm.

U. S. AMUSEMENT

Sherrili, President.

CORPORATION,

Horbert
Blache
Secretar

Herbert Blache, President.

ERBOGRAPH

COMPANY,
Ludwig G. B. Erb, President.

VAN

DYKE FILM PRODUCTION

y

CO.,

G. H. Wiley, Vice-Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

VARIETY

PICTURES

CORPORATION,
Louis Rosenbluh,

ART

Treasarer

President.

DRAMAS
PICTURES WILL
DISTRIBUTED BY

BE

Variety Films Corporation, 126 W. 46th Street. New York.
Electric Theatre Supply Co.. 13th and Vine Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
Art Dramas Service, Mailers BIdg. Chicago, 111.
Art Dramas. Inc.. 100 Boylston Street. Boston, MassLiberty Film Renting Co., 934 Penn Ave.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Art Dramas. Inc., 75 Broadway, Detroit, Mich.
Deluxe Film Lasky Corp.,
Humboldt
BIdg., San Fran'
cisco. Cal.
Deluxe Film Lasky Corp., Los Angeles, Cal.
Distributors of An Dramis pictures in Kansas Cit^, Cincinnati,
Atlanta, Dallas and Seatile will be]announced shortly.

ABOUT

NOVEMBER

27

_r
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YORK EXHIBITORS
CAN
NOW
BOOK

The Biggest Cinema Spectacle
Ever Produced

BROADWAY'S UNPARALLELED SUCCESS

THE GREATEST
CINEMA SPECTACLE
IM TWE WOPLD.

STILL
THIS MARVELOUS

THE

THE MASTER
WORK
OF
A MASTER niMD

STANDS

PRODUCTION

IS NOW

CIVILIZATION
(NATHAN

SUPREME

OWNED,

CONTROLLED

FEATURE

BY

CO.

HIRSH, General Manager)

130 West 46th Street, NEW
For Bookings

AND BOOKED

YORK

in GREATER NEW YORK, LONG
WESTCHESTER, apply as above.

CITY
ISLAND

and

The Earning Power of This Wonderful Spectacle Is Unlimited.
It Always Plays to Capacity.

November
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FORTUNES
CIVILIZATION
ARE BEING MADE

WITH

The Road to Wealth is Easy to Travel When You Use the Right Vehicle
The (FARMER

travels

Company's
The BUSINESS

on

The

Harvester

INVENTIONS

MAN

travels on the National

Cash Register's SYSTEM

iThe MANUFACTURER travels on established
SeJesmanship METHODS
The FILM MAGNATE travels on the Creative
and Inventive GENIUS of Master Producers— An InfsJIible Rule.

THOS. H. INCE
Is Our Creative emd Inventive Genius — Our Master Producer
And His $1,000,000 Cinema

Spectacle

CIVILIZATION
Is Our Vehicle

—

—

—

It May Be Yours

A FEW TERRITORIES ARE STILL AVAIUBLE, Viz.:
Missouri, Kansas, Texas, Oklahoma, Arkeuisas, Nebraska, the Southern States, Michigan and Indiana.

INQUIRE AT ONCE- THEN

INVESTIGATE

AND

BUY

Fortunes are being made out of CIVILIZA TION— Because it has :
The
WIDEST
The QUICKEST

Human
APPEAL
Box Office EFFECT

I The SUREST Money Making
j The
STRONGEST
Drawing

QUALITY
POWER

It is the Safest Proposition Ever Offered in the Motion Picture Business

HARPE.R
J. PARKER

READ,

FILM

Jr., General Manager

CORPORATION
Executive Offices, Times Bldg., New York

Presents EUGENE

'MMM

WALTER'S

sT^ir^°^?Av

Featuring R. HENRY GREY and an All Star Cast

A Virile, Gripping Story of

Exchanges
Xcw
En.niand
States
Kriterion
Company
of Boston,
Boston,

XMi-ihcrn

Love and Intrigue

R.

Mass.

Xew

Jersey

S. Clark,
Proctor
Palace
Theatre BIdg,, Newark, N. J.

Eastern

Penn.,

Md.,

D. C, Delaware, VirElectric Theatre Supply
Philadelphia.
Pa.

A Strong Man's Love Is Tried and His
Patriotism Tested by a Series of Events That
Make a Story That Is Live In Its ActionUnique In Its Interest.
By The Author of "The Easiest Way"
■Paid In Full," "Fine Feathers," etc.

Co.,

Ohio. Kentucky, MichStandard
troit.

Film Service CoCincinnati, De-

i.Lian Cleveland.
Illinois and

Indiana

Jones, Ltnnick & Schaefer,
110 So. State St., Chicago.

Missiiuri, Kansas. Nel)raska, Iowa
Federal Film Corp., Omaha
Kansas City, Mo.

Aliiinescita,
Daknta

and

X. and S.

Sherman & Elliot. 814 Produce
Exchange Bldg., Minneapolis.

Australia
Zealand

and

New

State Right Men :

City. Film Exchange, Ltd.,
Cooperative
729 Seventh Ave., New York

If your territory is not
taken we have a particularly good proposition
to make you.

Texas,

SSS&i:^^^.^

Okla., Louisiana, .\rkansas.

Central Film
Texas.

Service, Waco,

Great Britain and The
Ciintinent
Kinematograph
Film
London, England.

Co.

BmEBIRD
Pbcito
Piac
pr?S<Pttt <munu$aai EMtOni
Pnoto PUY

^

"O ...

with. Fianiilyii FiAium
fiij^mntf cast. j>ii»ot<?a:
-1

- > »■

\

^t

^LUCBIRir
PUOToPLTlYS

^

INC

The now famous BLUEBIRD

policy —

"ThethatPlay's
is more than Heretofore
just to thetheillustrious
stars
shine the
in itsThing,
famous " productions.
star has
been at the mercy of producer, direclor, "business policy," or of whatever play the
scenario department had on hand, regardless of its suilbaility.

BLUEBIRD

has changed all that. The pro-

duction of a BLUEBIRD Photoplay begins with the selection
of a strong drama. Then the cast is chosen and if a certain star fits
a certain pirt, that star is chosen for that pari. Frpquenily BLUEBIKDS are produced with
an all'Star cast ; not for ihe purpose of boosting the stars as such, but to give the play
the best cast that experienced judgment and un'imiied resources can command.

Thus, while the BLUEBIRD

policy insists

upon the primary importance of the play, yet BLUEBIRD
plays are presented by some of the greatest stars in moving pictures;
stars whose sala'ies are higher, whose ability, popularity and fame are far, far beyond
the average star in the average feature. Further the BLUEBIRD policy enables its stars
to do the best work of their careers, and perfect entertainment is th? result.

These facts are being told to over ten
million people week after week in large advertisements inthe SaturtJay Evening Post. Increased attendance
at all BLUEBIRD
theatres is th? result.
booking BLUEBIRD Photoplays.

You can

get your share

Book through your local BLUEBIRD
or Executive Offices

BLUEBIRD

Photoplays,

1600 Broadway, New

York

by

Exchange

(Inc.)

NovciiiluT 11. 1916
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^

IN OUR NATIONAL HIST^P
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Sherman-Elliowi^
220
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LCSS
THAN
THE
DUST
WILL PPOVE ABSOLUTELY THE BANNEf>
BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTION
THIS

IS THE

FIRST

SUPERIOR

OF TME YEAP.
PRODUCTION

MADE

BY HER OWN COMPANY • IF YOU HAVE NOT BOOKED IT
WATCH YOUR PATRONS GO TO YOUR COMPETITORS TWEATRt.

■7'2.Q

SEVENTH

AVENUE- NEW

YORK.

November 11, 1916
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YOU KNOW PICTURES

r

BUT
WHETHERYOUKNOWORNOT

UNICORN
KNOWS FOR YOU .
w.

COMING

BILLY

I

WEST

THE DIFFEPEHT QOWWm
m A 5ERIE5
OF
TWO REE.L SCREAMS

ONEJWO AND THREE REEL DRAMAS
COMEDIES THAT //A'i^ FUNNY
WESTERN SCREEN PLAYS
WHICH ARE CLASSICS.

TWENTY-ONE
REELS PER WEEK

Executive Offices.
IZ6-I30
West Forty-Sixth St. New York City
BRANCHES
IN TWENTY-EIGHT PRINCIPAL CITIES OF U.S.A.
IKE

SCH LANK,

PRESIDENT

m^f^^

Aiore thrills' than have
ever he/ore been given,
in two reels r^
^Rfeadwkatprormnent
of^
sayt Serial
Tiewspapers
fPatke^
Greates

^V»e tvemn^J^
^iT
■r".

The Denver Hewa says: "'The Shielding Shadow'
features Grace Danoond, one of the prettiest etare In fllmdon.
The otory la replete irlth thrllle bound to Intereat,"

The Cleveland Plain Dealer eaya : "The Shielding
Shadowl loaes no time In controlling Its plot of myetery, adventure and roaance. ■
The Montreal Herald saye: "The aecond episode
of 'The Shielding Shadow', Pathe'a Master Serial gives more
thrllla than haa ever before been given in two reels,"
The Cleveland Plain oaalerof Oct. 9th aaye:
■This acene with tbe octopus In the second episode of "Tte
Shielding Shadow' Is quite the most thrilling and aaazlng
stunt of a picture.
The octopus or devilfieh Is not a
studio contrivance; It Is the real thing.
The action takes
place close to the camera.
If It la a ?lxod scene. It Is
the suet clever thing managed for a oacera.
If it lan't
and you are positive it Is not. then Palpr. Kellard has taken
the greatest risk of any other screen dajcedewll."
The Dee Uolnee Tribune of Oct. 4th saysi "You
will find yourself truly Interested In "Tne ShieMlng Shadow"
without being spellbound by bloodshed and nystery.
The cast
Is fine, the Bettings are superb and the story so far seems to
be one that will grow en one.
This new aerial is one that you
will like for a^.y reasons, l.Patbe has been putting serials
out so long that they hare been able to guage the public's desire to a nicety. S. They have gone about "The Shielding Shadow"
with the Idea of producing the beat eerial they have ever put
out, and to do this, they have employed a fine cast, placed them
in the fflost ela':orate setting and the task of telling a real atopy
In the very best manner pceslble."

Vroducea Vy ASTRA
-under the diirectijon^ of^
Louis J. Oasnter and,
Donald Aiaclcensde

JPathe
i^tjte^

af^SfHelding
Shadow
Breaks Box OfficeJiecords
Mr.

C. E. Sbuitleff,

750 Proepact A»e.,

Vy Cakz ur.

3iu7tl«ff:

1 Wke gieftt plaaaul* In aa/lng that on oy op«cl&g clgftt I brole
all of d; aoue* rteorda for bcs office
racelpta by (Ss.
Cod■ Iderlnj tHat cy bouia la an auluaive featura bouaa uid t&st
I run boxhlng out tba laiy beat that tbe o&rkat afforOa, I
ttlnk thla la a aooaarrul recoaaaiaall&n for tbe "SHIELDIBO
SHADOB.*
Ky auaitoce MSB aellsbiea mth the picture and
I ccnflaantljj
look forward to tuo uouaually good daya aTar^•«et "tilla I BB uilrtg the SKACOi.
My fiouae being an an
exclualic
lealdCotlal dlatrlot
of tbe Mgbeat claaa and
being one of the largaat reald«ntlal theatre* Ic Cleveland,
1 feal that the picture la wortby of gr*** pralae
for tbe
aplendld eboalng.
I aaat a Uttia cvaz a thoueand.
tlal

>king tbta wondarful
Vary truly r^ura,
tln>-A-«EEtt

TBUTSE,

Hanagar.

Jh-odticed hyAS
TRA
^
ufuier lAe direction. <n

jSouis J. Gafnieratu5i jyonald^M.ackemGie

JiooX it to-day

PATHE

%

t

^r-

"ZITTLE (BdbyJMarie
MAM Osborne)
SUMHINF"
I^BACKAGAIN!

Jifie world's most duxnninjg and talented,
tahy stars delightfully in,

SHADOWS jmn SIMSHINE
Ji five part Gold XoosterPlay^
Produced by Satboa.
Her first picture !'IittleMarrSitnsAi?w' played to
enormous ^usin^ss. TKis one will do et>en better.'

JReleased Nov. 12

Recent and forthcoming Chid Rooster Plays:
'The ItaM That failed' Oct ff— Thefttdden. Vi2lley'M>y S
■PruOence tfie PiitUe '' The
Oci.22—'The
vvbrtd and lAe V/onan An: f9
Su/tana.' Ocf.29

FIORENCBWSE
FASHIONS

A\ore than a little
o[£/9ereHt'Costumes
that will jjlease
your audiences.
3eauti/iil pkture^
that will hring^you
husiness: Try them,you 11 like them..

November
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DEADLY

SINS

n n^w thing in ^ilms
a series o^ seven
five- reel features
ea^h complefe in it^el^

M^CLURE

PICTURES
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your patrons will be amused — and delighted —
YOUwhenand you
see Bessie Barriscale try to impersonate a
man in "A Corner in Colleens." her latest TRIANGLE
PLAY.
Never did a daintier bit of femininity try to wear trousers,
and the comedy of the whole situation is immense.
In fact the entire play is just one big rollicking piece of
fun and frolic throughout^the story of a bright, happy, Irish
maid, who plays all manner of jokes on her ardent lover. She
never gives him a moment's peace, and your patrons won't
have a moment to take your eye from the screen.

^:

me Arts

loves a snappy racing tale — an exciting
EVERYBODY
picture of adventure on the turf — and when this is
coupled writh a pretty love story it's a combination
that can't be beaten.
"Atta Boy's Last Race," the latest TRIANGLE offering
with Dorothy Gish as the star, is a rushing, exciting racing
story and its expectations are more than lived up to. There's
the "peppy" little jockey, the sweetheart who hated racing,
and the villain. Then there's the real horse race that makes
the boys fortune and a corking climax.

m^MammMm^^^Smdm. 1^^
Then, too, there are two tearing h.Tif miles of Keystone fun and frolii

^

«

11, 1916
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FAMOUS
LA^KY
MOROSCO PLAYERS
. AND . .PALLAS
not only make PARAMOUNT
paramount, but will keep PARAMOUNT paramount

I " ' ij

THE PLAYS BEHIND
THE STARS— AND THE
SERVICE BEHIND BOTH

fcllfi-

PARAMOUN
TURES firstT
win anPIC
Exhibitor bythe sheer weight
of their plajs and stars.
They permanently win him
by a service that looks after hi^
interests, beginning jwith effective publicity and 'ending
with the pledge that his
territory will be protected.
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Paramount Pictures of the Week
RELEASED

MONDAY,

JESSE

OCTOBER

L. LASKY

30th

PRESENTS

T

A -<

-^■•s-

SESSUE HAYAKAWA
AND
MYRTLE STEDMAN
IN

THE SOUL OF KURA-SAN

November 11, 1916
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Paramount Pictures of the Week
RELEASED

THURSDAY,

DANIEL

i±i

NOVEMBER

2nd

FROHMAN

PRESENTS

JACK
PICKFORD
LOUISE HUFF
AND

^ /wV'.^, II
■^

IN

SEVENTEEN
A picturization of Booth Tarkington's humoroiis masterpiece.
PRODUCED
BY

FAMOUS

PLAYERS

FILM CO

80^^
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MUTlttL NEW
WEEKLY

''Wlwil> CoiKq FILM
Oil CORPORATION
livTke MuhiaF
AND ITS 68'EXCHANGES

NEWS OF THE MUTUAL

NOVEMBER

Margarita Fischer
Series Is Latest
Mutual Offering
THE

first of the JIargarita Fischer Series of Mutual Star I'roductions has
Just been released. "The I'earl of I'aradise" has been warmly welcomed by exhibitors. .Many of them recall the bi^
business they did with such former Mutual iiroductions as "The Miracle of
Life," "Infatuation," "The Quest." "The
tiirl From His Town." and others. Miss
Fischer was tlie star of all these pictures. .\nd now Miss Fi.scher is again
liaek with Mutual. Her return is signalized by the release of "The Pearl of
I'aradise." P.ut this is only the tlrst of
till' Hscher Series. There are many
others to come.
On November oO, the second Margarita
Fischer picture will be released. It is
another Mutual Star Production made by
the I*o]lard Picture Plays Company and
hears the title "Miss .Tackle of thi' .Vavy."
In it Miss l''ischer appears as a .jolly little
tar and gets herself into all sorts of trouble. A clmrming love story runs Ihi-ongh
the production. "The Kutterlly fJirl. " the
third of tlH- Fischer Series, is scheduled
U>v ndeasi' im necendier IK The story
was carefully si'lccred and is splemlidly
adapted to Miss Fischer's ability.
The fourth Fischer .Mutual Star Produciion is entitled "The Knight of Tarqui/.zi." and is bo<iked for .January 2").
.\fli'r this comes "P.irils of Passage." a
story with a tremendous punch, due on
.Mutual scri'cns on and after February
--. and a few weeks later "The Light of
Heaven." the last picture so far chosen,
will ntake Its appearance. March "J'J is
till' date of its release. Hundreds of exlilbitiirs ^^■ho made big profits on the
earlier JIargarita Fischer productions released by .Mutual have hastened to book
this entire new series of Fischer iilctures.
They feel coriUdent that this new series
will I
ven bettor and make them more
money Ihnn did the original releases.
Hookliigs Clin now lie made at any of the
sixty-elght Mutual Film Exchanges.

Huge Schooner Wrecked
In one of the early installments of the
new Helen Holmes chapter-play, entitled
"A Lass of the Luniberlands." n fullrlgged schooner Is seen driven ashore on
a rock bound coast. This scene was taken
off the California coast at a point where
B real ship was actually battered to
pieces on the jagged rocks that line the
shore. Players in the new chapter-play
actually took their lives in their hands
to enact the thrilling scenes that mark
this portion of the stoi^.

11, 1916
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Mutual Star Productions |
n
For November |
M
Week
g Title.

m
I
H
M

Beginnini: November fith.
Leails.

And the Law Says
East Is East
Week

Br^-innin^

M
|

H
Richard
Bennett H
Florence Turner j|
November

13tb.

I|

I Peck O' Pickles
■ Immediate Lee

Kolb & Dill j
Borzage & Little |

M

November

s
M

Week

rJeyinniny

Lone Star
Week

iJeKiiiiiin;^

November

■ A Dream or Two Ago
g
B

Miss Jackie

:2utb.

y

William Russell H
-7lh.

=

J

Mary Miles Minter ^
Margarite Fischer g

laiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!^

CHAPLIN'S

NEWEST

IS

Expose of Secrets of the
Picture Studios En'itled

"BEHIND
THE SCREEN"
Nnvpnilicr 13 will be a red letter day
for huiKireds of motion pieture xhiliitors.
On that Ujiy Mutual r<>lease.s th eventh
and newest of the Chaplin-Mutual Specials, entitled "Behind tlie Screen.' This
is the pieture in which Chaplin exposes
studio secrets and makes fun of the motion picture studios and the methoils of
production. The whole world has marveled at and hiuched over his satires on
other themes. He ha.- rldiculei' the humble lloorwalker. He has kiddeo the fireman. He has parodied the nobility He
has made fun of the pawnbroker. Hut
now he is Koing to i>hiy liors with the
motion picture inilustry. Surely there is
no one more competent to undertake such
a task. Surely there is no one who can
so skillfully holil U|) to laut;hl<T the serious work of pic ure makin' as Chaplin.
Everjimi' who has been privib'S-'ed to obtain an nrtviince Rliince at "Hehind I be
Screen" Is ready t concede that Charlie
has made n Ihorounh .job if II. Hunilreds
of exhibllors are awa.thik' this sub.ject.
Rooklims can be arranged nt any of the
Mtitual dim exchauEes. Many exhibllors
are llndlnt,' It proninble to play return
dates on the earlier Mulual-Chaplln Specials. They are "The floorwalker,"
"The Fireman," "Tbi' Vacabond," "One
A. M.," "The Count" and "The Pawnshop."
Mary Miles Minter In "Youth's EndearInR Charm" was the feature offering at
the opening of the Kalryfield theater, a
big new house just opened in Detroit,
Mich.

2nd Bennett Mutual
Star Production
Released This Week
TmS
Bennett,
scoredweek
such Riclmnl
a treiueiulous
successwhoin
*'i*liilip HiiUien— Wasttr." makes his apIiearance
in another
Mutual ofStartheI'roihiction. This
is the second
series
of Bennett Star Productions. Its title Is
•'And the Law Says." It is powtTfulIy
dramatic. Richard liennett apprars in
one of the strongest roles in which he
has over heen cast eitlirr in pictures or
on tlie speakin:^ stapr. The other Mutual
Star Troductioh is a Turner Feature, the
fifth of the Turner Series, entitled "East
Is East." It features, of course, the former famous Vitasraph star, Florence
Turner, who is known and loved by thousands of motion picture fans.
, "And the Law Says."
Tensely drnniatic is every scene in
"And the Law Says." the Bennett Feature
offered this week. Mr. Bi-nnett appears
in the role of a judjre at the trial of his
own son. Previously lie had strongly
advocated capital punishment as a cure
for crime. He had even publicly stated
that he believed circumstantial evidence
strong enough in most cases to convict.
His charge to the jury is one of the nio.st
bitter arraignments of a criminal ever
shown on the screen. The jury brings in
a verdict of guilty. The judge sentences
the convicted man to be electrocuted. A
week later he discovers the prisoner at
the bar was his own son. His struggle
between love and duty is one that will
bring tears to the eyes of any audience.
Eventually he yields and seeks n pardon
for the condemned man. The pardon is
delayed. The current Is turned on and
the jirisoner pays bis debt to society.
The father is naturally well-nigh heart
broken. To tell vou more of the story
woubl spoil the picture for you. since this
dnini;i has one of the biggest surprise
endings
everto portrayed.
Mr. a Ri'tmett's
role Is sure
be proclaimed
triumph
rif character work.
"East Is East."
Florence Turner is too well known to
exhibitors and picture-goers t-o make comment nn bcr ability ncccssjiry. "East Is
East" Is a grhrily powerful story of East
Indian life, and the iieautlful star makes
the most of every situation. The pholografiby Is excellent. The picture Ir
most cnfinbly produced, well acted and »
feature attraction of real worth. Bookings on both these subjects can now be
made at any of the Mutual film exchanges.
Al Bay. writer, and Bobin Williamson,
director, have recently joined the Vogue
Comedy Company.

I
MUTUXIL
•

\X[
TURNER FILM COMPANY
Premnir
^f\e Emotional ftar'

FLOBENCE TURNER.

EAST VS EAST
Aiilivyplritwcf "Dtawa luPivc Acbr.
'Rematkdble
ExberiotrAixdExcepHotval
PKotogtapky.
PiflKOf ASenes Of Mutual Star Produdions
leahiringPloreRozTutruzr. 'ReleaLSedTKeWcekOf
Nov.eSi.BookinqjtJOWAi All Mulxiol ExcKonqer.

limiPia^: PLOEENCE TURNER m "REDEEMED"

"EAR FROM THEHADDltlO CROWD' tXXSTlSTEPS"

AWEisRSiKGER-

"GRIM JUSTICE-

Comina '

.,_ I .„„^

mPlRST

^„^„ „^,„ «~^-r^■^7..

SETTLERS STORY

AMERICAN FILM COMPANYJNC.

Pi^ntr

mCHARD BEKNETT
-AND THE LAW SKiST
ATbwcrfdPtoblemPlaLy hs. Five Acbi
Tke TKemc Is Based Oi\. CitcumS'la»iial
Evidence AvA Capital Putafknyerub .
Secorvl Of A Series Of Mutual StairPtoduclionS
PzaturiiviRicKard Ber*ell. ReleasedTKeWeek Of
Nov. ei^llfowBookiiv^Al 68 Mutual ExckM^es".

^0H'%^/^."PUlLlPU0LDEN,-»W:"

Gmui^.-miSmL BLESSING"

MUTUAL

MUTUAL

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION.AwS
"TAe^rO^OOO.SPPery^ramedi^n

CHARLIE CHAPLIV
VEHINDTHE SCREEN
H«w«stSMuQKhflpliivi,peciQl-AwlPioncfunc6d
MUTUAL- CHAPLIN SPECIALS
TKe FuMviest. Keleased Nov. I3ttv .SeverfKOf NowPlayinq:

Bookiiuj Om^Y M Mutual ExcKaivge?. the COUNT
n. E
I> E .?VT
The MuhMl-ChaplitCs'fouve Shorn
Uey'reGoodforSeveral Showuujy,

TUE PAWNSUOP

NovembiT

THE

11. I'Md
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PICTURE

WORLD

MUTUAL

PICTURES

\^

BuniUn^Bill'sBor-Wow
TKis VOGUE

Comedy, witli Paddy McQuire

in

ms well known cnaracter — Bungling Bill, w^ill send
your attendance uf) to tne caj[)acity mark.
Released Nov. 5fli

PICTURE
Siapatich with a Reason

Boole It Today Sure!

PIRATES

— presents Ben Tur{)in and Rube Miller in a fast action VOGUIj
Comedy tnat is bound to be a big money-making attraction.
ReleaseJ Nov. 12t]l
AT

VOGUE

ANY

MUTUAL

Secure Your Booking £«rly!
EXCHANGE

Comedies are extremely Jx){)ular witb pnotoplay-

goers everywhere. They build up patronage fast — and hold
it.
Make them a regular part of your program.

ogue

V

Ti *1
I
StuJioi
SantA Monic«
BlvJ.. at Gower
Str««t.
Lo* Ailgcl«». Kjdl
xiJms,
inc.
Go»rJ Offl«.:
6235 Broadway.
Chicago.
Illinois
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Scene from
'A Lass of the Lumber lands"

?_
November 11, 1916
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SIGNAL FILM CORPORATION

HELEN

WORLD

Presentj-

HOLMEy/v

A NEW AND SPECTACULAR

CHAPTER PLAY

^^

FIFTEEN XTUPENDOUJ CHAPTER/.'
NOW BOOKING-AT ALL MUTUAL EXCHANGED!
Dashing, daring Helen

Holmes is setting new records
for recklessness. She is absolutely without fear. In "A Lass of the Lumberlands" she is performing feats that make
one gasp — outdoing all her past accompishments in the way of her hair-raising,
dare-devil "stunts." Big box-office receipts are sure for tlie exhibitor showing
this phenomenal chapter-play in fifteen
exciting episodes. The picture is backed
by a nation-wide advertising campaign.
You can book it today!

NOW- Jee Your Neaiwf

MUTUAL
EXCHANGE
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MUTUM. SERIES

r

^

u

I
"^a

Ask at

M-atiial

/

about this
X^mpire
Suit fox
Glever
LocalAdvertising"

COMING

THEVAMPIRES
OR.THE ARCH

CRIMINALS

OFPARIS

Every second exciting- every minute
thrillirg"— every episode sensational
npi
■« T
•
r\
iimnirPQ''^
XI XAV
hP VT auipil
V/C3.
First Time in America

IGstdnjoQt:

More desperate than
Apaches
of Paris
Weekly
Episodes
Motor
t|i the the
Bandits
of Paris 9Fim
Rele«e
than rmore relentless than Fantoraas November 23
danng and
More elusive
More
Europe's Greatest Detective Series

6aan>0Dt Co.

JACKSONVILLE,

FLA.

FLUSHING, N. Y.

THE

NovemluT 11. I'Mfi
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PICTURE

MUTUAL
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PICTURES
iMpot!

TOURS
AROUND
I

THE

Begin with the £r$t please <f fhe
new^ GaumcHit Single'I^l of Places
and Peoples under IbreidnFla^^

A Galician Town
Picturesque Kamenf^-Ibdcisk.

Xa Rochelle

Zfhc French Ushit^ Pleet

In OheMle
the Hear
t
of
Egypt
at the Tigsduan I

Dam

'^-'-1)0

1)15

6aarD0Dt Co
JACKSONVILLE,

FLA.

FLUSHING,

N. Y.

tQ3Jjn)Qi)(
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IT

TMsBoyhadnevei" seen
a ivoman. He hnewnothing'world.
of sex,
the
Ileal
All orof ofthehfe
he could remember was
spent
tate. on a secluded esThen he retuined home
to find his parents separated bij an ungrateful hut
allm-in^
How was fieiLfl'^gM.
he to proceed?
How overcome the lure of
ItfTTEWiTiTi

unique theme is masteiftdly presented and solved in this I\^Plinr
THE CAST
JAMES MOPPISON AS THE BOY
LOUISE VALE AS WE MOTHER
FPANKIE MANN AS TtJE FIEND GIRl
DONALD MALL
AS TME FATHER
Directed

IVAN

bijf

rVXS ABRAMSON
DON DUNDAS

IILM PRODUCTIONS

November

11.

1916
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Bound to create intense interest, this picture
wDl be booKed btj the enterprising exhibitor
for alon^ run. Are Xfou that exliibitor ?
EXCHANOEMANHWEYOU
AN IVANERANCHI^E?
THE $AFE5T AND SANEST
FILM PROPOSITION IN THE
INDUSTRY. BEnER>^mTE
US AND FIND OUT WHY.,

K:^

a

1 ©'

ISO West 46 ih St. NewTTork

City

iZ.su^

Z€3:^^l^

.'fr>'

r
r'<5 .

')

PURITY

^^mi^mmi^^smi^f^ms^^^^^^m Mmmms!mmmiL^^.m

A THINGOF BEAVTY IS A JOY FOREVER

fe?:s!aav??^^ag{i;ssK^^-w

To the
Exhibitor

m

m
m

It is an opport unity to
give )'our patrons so m e thing out of the
ordinary. The
most striking
and original
publicity ever
given a picture
will enable you

To the
I

i

Patron

It g i V e s
])leasure
lound in seldon
a pic
tureplay.
will
entertain Itthem
m a new
and
startling w a y
It will attract

I ill classes anil
will be so plea.snig
to
them
that the theatn.
will gain vain
able prestige.

to play to capacity business
at advanced

It is a Mind
Tonic

prices.
It is a Business
Tonic

-^im^msJx^s^^smi^'^i

^^^i^m^^g^s^^^ss^m^mm^^m^^mm^^^^^

AUDF^EY
IS THE

MUNSON
STAR

IN THIS BEAUTIFUL

PRODUCTION.

"Purity" is a pictureplay with a distinct moral.
Miss Munson's posings are so
beautiful and refined that artists, educators and the clergy have highly endorsed
them.
Ready for bookings.

INTERN

BLACKWELL

CARLYLE

The

in

Waif

an
Oce
tcaturing
DORIS

KENYON

Released November

2nd.

"■"•> C. Aubrey Smith supported by
JAFFERY,
Eleanor WoodruiF and Florence Deshon, is being shown
row in the best theatres everywhere. .•\udiences demand
it; exhibitors are glad to show it.

JANE

GREY

The Flower of Faith
v/ith FRANK
The

MILLS

October Release.

ALL GOLDEN EAGLE FEATURES
ALL BIG SUCCESSES

AT

I

AL

INTERN

I O N

AT

-J

i^gfr^o^ySpSHBBTTwytffl

Mrs. Vernon Castle
the International's splendid
Mrs. Castle is supported h\production.
new
a great cast including :
SILLS as Captain Donald Parr
MILTON
of the U. S. Secret Service.
WARNER OL.^ND as Baron Hurokiotthe

IN

PATRIA,

Japanese Secret Service.
DOROTHY GREEN as Mrs. Fanny Adair.
GEORGIO MAJIERONI as Senor Juan de
Lima, Secret Agent of Mexico.
Mrs. Castle appears in the dual role ot
PATRIA CH.^NNING, Society heiress
ELAINE,
martre.

arJ girl ot the
the dancing

Mont-

EhWS

INTERN

AT

I O N AL

In the new fashion play, ««The Adventures or
Dorothy
Dare,** the International offers this winning
^.
mbination:
New costumes ol smart women!
Prett\- girls to wear them!
A dramatic stcn.-, well acted!
Even- woman loves to see new and pretn,' gownsj most men
kr prett\- girls; cvenboiiy loves a dramatic ston-, well told.
This unusual one reel combination is to be released bi-weeklv.
FIRST RELEASE NOVEMBER
14.

November

11. 1910
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HIIM-EDISON-SEUG-ESSAM
SERVICE

Winsome

VIOLA DANA
"Broadway's Biggest Little Star"

In EDISON'S

super-feature

The Cossack Whip
By JAMES OPPENHEIM
Five reels of pulsing drama, moving swiftly through mighty scenes to a
tremendous, smashing climax — A virile story of the master passions.

Plotting Nihilists — The Imperial Ballet Behind the
Scenes — The Luxury of the Ruling Classes — Furious
Cossack Raids — All masterfully pictured in this Edison
marvel play
COMING,
WRITE

OR WIRE

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 13th
BOOKINGS NOW
OUR BRANCH OFFICE NEAREST

YOU

KLEINE - EDISON - SELIG - ESS AN AY SERVICE

November 11. 1916
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RlElNE-EDISON-SEUG-ESSfflY
iiiiii^^
SERVICE

SELIG Presents
'ivacious

GRACE

DARMOND
in

"A Black Sheep"
"The Millionaire Baby"

Good Plays !

"A Texas Steer"
"House of a Thousand Candles"

A Widely Exploited Star !
Cash In !

BOOK

NOW

KLEINE-EDISON-SELIG-ESSANAY SERVICE
Selig Polyscope Co., 58 East Washington St., Chicago, III.

^<^^^A.
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THE ONLY SEQUEL GREATER
THAN THE ORIGINAL

"The Princein 5of^^^^
Graustark" M
im
presenting:

BRYANT WASHBURN
and

MARGUERITE CLAHON
Written by George Barr McCutcheon
Arranged and Directed by Fred E. Wright

Released Nov. 6
M>* A ijijU oWtf^HEL J

i fdii.''

\'A.^Vi\\M*X
131S

Vgvit

b',thi^!.

mSSMwk
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Saural Jlliti Smnix.
Mr. Exhibitor

■ss

'i'

Crushing Rentals —
A persistent diet of high price features makes a poor
man of you. Many feature makers take what you are entitled to— your legitimate profits. You're lucky if you
manage to exist.

Footage — Not Quality
In many cases where you rent features you get and PAY
FOR LENGTH— NOT QUALITY. A first class 1, 2 or
3 reel picture would be shamed if reckoned amongst them.

Monotony Kills Patronage —
Theatre patrons demand variety.
If you don't give it
to them they will go where they can get it.

General Film Service

Ii

assures

Fair Rentals

Quality Pictures

GENERAL

M

FILM COMPANY,

440 FOURTH AVENUE
^

Variety Program

Inc.

NEW YORK

•

^
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KATHLYN

WILLIAMS
IN

"The Temptation
of Adam''
Could you, believing your husljand innocent of theft, become a Siren and
permit passionate love to be made to you by the very man you secretly think
responsible for the disgrace that has come into your once happy home?

ll

Could you heed his hot words of unholy love, endure his embraces with but
one great incentive — to lead the man on and on and on untilCould you? ??
Kathlyn Williams could and did in "The Temptation of Adam," a Selig three
reel drama, directed by Al Green and introducing an all-star cast, including
Guy Oliver, Eugenie Besserer and Vivian Reed.

|«

RELEASED
MONDAY, NOVEMBER
REGULAR SERVICE GENERAL
COMPANY

SELIG

POLYSCOPE
CHICAGO,

ILL.

13th, IN
FILM

CO. ^

11, 1916
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Soimil ^Sliri SemoIt^s a Safe Proposition
to book Essanay plays, for its comedies and dramas have an
established reputation for drawing crowds and pleasing the
public. The theatre that uses Essanay's short classics on its
variety program isvamonejpm

<i
HARRY

BEN TURPIN

DUNKINSON

is presented in

is presented in

"Easy

Ed"

2 act comedy

RICHARD

A Safe Proposition'

Nov. T

BOOK

C. TRAVERS

ESSANAY-CHAPLIN
comedy

with

GERTRUDE

GLOVER

is presented in

"What

"POLICE"

I Said Goes"

3 act comedy drama

CeORGC

Nov. 1 J

K

SPOOR

NOW!

Give

your patrons
not of

a treat.
fun.

It's a

PReaiOENT

1333 Argyle St., Chicago

u\

U
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Here Are Facts!
^tar 2Cf)eater
REEDLEY— CALIFORNIA
General Film Co.,
San Francisco, Cal.
Gentlemen:
Competition is getting pretty keen and in order that you may
book me intelligently, I am outlining what I desire. Give me
Kalems whenever available, comedies, dramas, and all their
releases. They seem to be using all their efforts in the short stuff,
so I believe they are the best bet all through. I note for this week
you have not sent me a "Hazard of Helen." Can understand that
you did not have one available owing to my doubling up, but
please do not omit Helen Gibson again.
Very truly yours,
W. L. SHEIBLEY.

1^

Try these Competition-Killers on Your House:
"The Man

"The Witch of the Dark House"

Released

Wednesday,

Nov.

8th

Released Friday, Nov. 10th

"A Desperate Duel"
One Reel "Ham Comedy"
With HAM, BUD and ETHEL TEARE

"The Lone Point Mystery"
One Reel "Hazard of Helen" Episode
With the fearless HELEN GIBSON

Released Tuesday, Nov. 7th

Released Saturday, Nov. 11th

■THE SOCIAL PIRATES" IS ANOTHER

KALEM
y

from Yukon"

One Reel "Grant, Police Reporter" Episode
\\'ith GEORGE LARKIN and
OLLIE KIRKBY

Two Reel "Girl from Frisco" Episode
With MARIN
SAIS and
TRUE BOARDMAN

235 West

23rd Street

COMPETITION-PROOF

SERIES

COMPANY
New

YorK

City

!^oveniber 11, 1916
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(he opinions of tried experts. The opinion of a lawyer
may be wrong on points of law and a doctor may err in his
diagnosis notwillistanding his medical training. Just the
same we all think that a law^ycr's judgment on law and
a doctor's opinion on sickness is belter than the ordinary
layman's view. Our reviewers are all trained men and
thoroughly able to divorce their personal tastes from
their judgment as to the *public
* * reception of a picture.

■•t«r«d »t tk« Oaatral fott OScc. N«w York Dtjr, at Second Oaa* Uattcr

J. P. CHALMERS,
Founder.
Published Weekly by the

Chalmers
J. P.
J. F.
E. J.
John

Publishing Company

17 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY.
(Telephone, 3510 Madison Square)
Chalmers, Sr
President
Chalmers
Vice-President
Chalmers
Secretary and Treasurer
Wylie
General Manager

The office of the company is the address of the officers,
CHICAGO
OFFICE-Suite
917-919 Schiller Building. 64 West
Randolph
St., Chicago, 111, Telephone, Central 5099.
PACIFIC CO.-\ST OFFICE— Haas Btiilding, Seventh
St. and Broadway.
Los Angeles. Cal.
Telephone.
Broadway
4649.

SUBSCRIPTION
RATES,
United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and
Philippine Islands
$3.00 per year
Canada
3.50 per year
Foreign Countries (Postpaid)
4.00 per year
Changes of address should give both old and new addresses in full and
k« clearly written. Two weeks' time may be required to effect the
•Iteration.

ADVERTISING
RATES.
Classified Advertising— One dollar for twenty words or less;
over twenty words, five cents per word.
Display Advertising Rates made known on application.
NOTE — Address all correspondence, remittances and subscriptions to
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, P. O. Box 226, Madison Square Station,
Ntw York, and not to individuals.

(Index

to this issue wUl

be found on page 920.)

"CINE-MUNDIAL," the monthly Spanish edition of the Moving Picture World, is published at 17 Madison Avenue by the Chalmers Publithiac Company. It reaches the South American market. Yearly subscription, $1.50. Advertising rates on application.
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Facts and Comments
WITHIX
the last year the educational picture has
progressed slowly. We still hear it said that the
educational film is at last reachine^ out for universal recognition, but we exaggerate when we indulge in
such sweeping phrases. Truth of the matter is that the
development of the educational film suffers from lack of
proper financing. To devise a svstem whereby the school
and the kinematograph can be brought into practical
co-operation requires an enormous capital which up to this
time has failed to put in an appearance in spite of tremendous rumors bobbing up and down on the surface of
things. As one of the pioneers of the educational movement put it : At first the demand for the educational film
seems overwhelming, but on closer view it shrinks.

*

*

*

IF IS quite true that the review of a picture in these
columns is the opinion of but one man and that no
opinion is infallible.
On the other hand, it is equally
true that the review's in the Moving Picture World are

S1I.\KESPEARE on Fourteenth street — playing to
capacity in two big theaters within one block of each
other-— is a most interesting iihenonienon. Shakespeare "turning them away" on the lower East Side,
where vast audiences sit spellbound by one of his greatest
tragedies, is proof enough of the timely educational character of the screen. It is strong meat, incomparably more
wholesome than the melodramatic "mush" and the studioroom stuff that is fre(|ueiUly olTered to the public. The
centuries have not robbed the great play of any of its
flavor and have left its appeal to the heart as fresh as
ever. Such pictures, be it emphasized once more, are of
the greatest value and importance to the reputation and
the prestige of the screen. Now we are waiting to see
what the censors will do to the old play and what new
It-ather medals they will qualify for.

* *

*

THE
rumor which tells of the motion picture
as the coming companion of the cigar store
drug store on all prominent corners persists
all denials. Great financial interests are said to be

theater
and the
despite
back of

the plan. A thousand of these "concomitant" motion
picture theaters are to be built. However undignified it
may seem to us to have our noble calling be brother to
the drug store and the tobacco store the proceeding looks
profitable to the "great financial interests," of course you
can see the power which must come to the corporation
which owns a thousand motion picture theaters. In the
great cities where these triangular enterprises would of
course be most numerous they w'ould in a short time control the whole situation. Nothing will be easier than to
force the rest of the theaters into an unholy booking
"alliance" and then dictate terms to the producer. If that
day ever comes we fear for the prestige of the screen.
The natural tendency will be to cheapen production and
forget quality. There is but one force to combat the
consummation of such a plan and that is a strong, compact and well-led exhibitors organization, which will guarantee liberty of action to the small no less than the big
theater owner.

* *

*

WHEN
will our screen actors and actresses learn
that violent motions of the lips, the mouth and
the jaws have very little expressive force before
the camera ? Unless words are heard falling from the lips
all these maxillary exercises mean nothing at all to the
spectator. A dialogue may aid at times in indicating
certain emotions, but the dialogue is only a contributory
cause. There may be some justification for the use of a
dialogue, but there is none whatever for passionate soliloquies. Ascreen actor depending for expression on lips,
mouth and jaws is intolerable. The more violently he
talks the less we understand what he is talking about.
The camera does not record and cannot reproduce this
dreadful mouthing. Emotions exist before the words
expressing them are uttered. It is the art of the screen
artist to express these emotions without words. We have
seen lately how several otherwise fine plays have been
ruined by foolish mouthing. A good director ought not
to tolerate mouthing as a form of motion picture expression except perhaps in an occasional comedy, where
"everything goes."
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Behind the Scene ®
CL'r "W T HAT is holding' back thu development of the
\/\/ stage," says Robert Edmond Jones in a New
' '
York Tribune interview, "is the fact that people concerned in a production work independent of one
another. The author turns his finished manuscript over
to the manager. The manager reads it and turns it over
to me. I try to carry' out the author's intention as well
as I can. But I may not be wholly in sympathy with
some of his ideas any more than he is with some of mine.
Under ideal conditions — conditions that will come some
day — the dramatist will take his idea, just the outline of
it, you know, to some producer who is equally an artist.
"The producer will call in the actor and the scene
painter. Then all four will work out that idea together.
They will try to clothe that idea as well as they can.
That is all that counts — the idea. We don't matter, any
of us. At our best we are the medium through which the
idea is transmitted." Such is the view of a painter of
backgrounds who fully appreciates the difficulties of attaining artistry in his own work. It does not seem to
have occurred to him that "the idea" was not presented
to the author's mind in anything like the shape which it
finally takes after months of self-criticism and formulation.
That is the way of the world. A man comes in direct
contact with the difficulties of his own work, and his
pride in overcoming them often blinds him to the accomplishments ofmen in other fields. Mr. Jones admits that
the idea is w^hat counts — why does he not furnish it ?
He imagines that the author is a lucky fellow who picks
it up at random, but Mr. Jones is a thinker, and he will
reach a much broader view in time.
Exactly the process of getting together in the formulation of a complete product has been advocated in this
column for many years. The author sees his play as he
writes it. The pictures pass before his mental vision
much faster than they are shown on the screen, too fast
for him to set them ail down, the ones in front being
crowded continually by those in the background, and he
may lose sight of many elements calculated to beautify
and clarify a story through sheer excess of creative imagination. Even while engaged in formulating one story
others come pressing forward, begging to be given a
chance for materialization.
On this account, and because lie is obliged to keep ever
in mind the many guiding principles of his craft, the
author does not produce what might be regarded as
sacred. His script may be greatly altered to its advantage. He can benefit quite as well as any other worker
from intelligent suggestive criticism. But the fact that
he has seen the pictures in process of describing them
enables him to contribute greatly to the composite effect.
The idea of going beyond merely photographing the
scenes of a screen story into their idealization, of doing
as skilled painters do on their canvases, would take a
powerful hold upon the imagination of those who visit the
picture shows. A great photo-drama might be more than
a drama — it might easily be a rhythmic spectacle, while
preserving the charm of storied existence. Let us agree
with Mr. Jones that the author only furnishes the subject
matter, and that all he has done can be greatly improved
by focusing other minds on his scenario in the interest
of composite artistry — why not add his own mind to the
total of criticism?
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^y Louis Reeves Harrison

tures are beyond the wildest dreams of Mr. Jones and
other talented artists of the background. They imagine
that they have made a great advance in getting away from
the stock sets, the flapping canvas dropped from above,
and the wobbly canvas pushed out from the two sides, the
palace,
drawing-room,
the made
prison, great
and the
"forest" So
— oh, thattheforest
! They have
progress.
has the author of stage plays. Only in moving pictures
are preserved the stock characters, the villain who perishes when the persecuted hero and heroine embrace in
the last scene.
We are rarely depicting on the screen the abstract
forces which furnish material for all true drama, the
inner revelation and the interaction of mind and heart.
Most of our photo play characters are of the traditional
kind long discarded by the intelligent dramatist, but all
this unreal stuff will vanish, along with the axioms and
tenets of the stage which have been forced on moving
pictures by old-time theatricalism, an inheritance through
actors and directors who were received by the new art
with open arms, regardless of their past performances
on the stage.
Art directors of moving pictures have made radical
departures from theatricalism and many of them are on
their way to creating small palaces of wonder and delight
in the exhibition halls. They have reached the point of
arranging the setting to the mood of the play and are on
the edge of transforming the exact scene into a veritable
picture in arrangement, grouping and contrasts of light
and shade. Many of the interiors we now see are really
beautiful in design and execution, but most of our exteriors show a painful lack of the picture eye. They are
principally distinguished by their inappropriateness.
Where an art director is unhampered, and where he has
a story worth his while, the first thing for him to consider is what is behind the scene. There are many questions of fine proportion and harmonious arrangement to
be considered, but they must primarily harmonize with
the subject. The values he brings to the composite composition, like those brought by actor, director and author,
are made more intensive by a unity of feeling. He must
get
behind
the his
scene
what Mr.
Jones calls "the idea"
in order
to find
trueto source
of inspiration.
"The idea" is back of all to be accomplished. It is
as true of the screen as of the stage that "We need not
fear such an institution will become rigid and dogmatic,"
like a bad system of politics, "the instrument of powerful
men for blinding vision and suppressing thought. The
whole system is too vast and flexible ; somewhere its audiences will demand self-expression and the flame will
spread. The artist is the last man in the world to become
effectually gagged. It is only where such an institution
is under central authority that such suppression is posThe theater of which Hiram Kelly Moderwell dreams,
the picture of which we may dream, "will be a collection
of independent units. The individual voice smothered in
one
part will speak in another. Because men need to
sible."
know themselves and their world they will always, in the
long run, listen to the individual artist or thinker, providing that artist or thinker has a fit instrument to transmit his message. This theater of ours," like the smaller
ones of the picture show, "will become one of the most
complete, flexible and noble instruments ever conceived

Some of the interiors now being shown in moving picby man."
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"Splendid
Openings"
Bv \\ . SiEriiEN Hfsu.
is probably no business in the world with
THERE
as many curious angles as ours. The things we
do and the things we don't do when we ouglit to
do tlieni would till volumes. Some day we will have a
distinguished historian write a book about it all. As
some one cleverly put it, "our business is full of loose
ends but not chaotic."
Now this is the talc of a man who two years ago went
to an exchange in a city in the state of Oregon in search
of a theater for sale. The man in question is an old
reader of the Moving Picture World^ he has been in
the show business for twelve years and in the exhibiting
ranks for seven years. When our friend asked the exchange manager whether he knew of a good theater for
sale the manager said he knew of none, but he did know
of a "splendid opening." The manager mentioned the
name of the town with the "splendid opening." Our
friend and reader went on there and investigated. He
foimd that the town was well supplied with good theaters.
It was a fact, however, that the exchange of the manager
who had given this advice was not represented in the
town. "The manager was willing to have me take a
chance," he says. "In fact, he encouraged me to take
a chance so he could get his service into the town." Of
course this manager did not care what became of the
exhibitor as long as he was able to serve him with a few
weeks of film service. We now quote from our correspondent's letter :
"Shortly after a theater in which I was interested in
a town of less than a thousand people had occasion to
cancel a service. Two weeks later a man armed in town
with no prior experience in the business, and endeavored
to secure some one to build for him, representing on
data furnished by the above exchange that the chances
for opening a new theater were excellent. The exchange
had informed him that the town offered exceptional
opportunities. Again it looks as if the exchange encouraged a man to open a competing house in order that they
might have their service in the town."
Here are other significant examples and extracts from
our friend's letter :

A few weeks ago a farmer in a community not far from
here sold his farm and "moved to town." He informed the
manager of the only theater in the town (1.200 population)
that he had decided to go into the picture business. The
manager, who was obliged to sell life insurance part of each
day in order to support his family, told the farmer that locations were hard to find, but if he could help him get started
in any way his experience and knowledge was at his disposal.
The farmer went to the city supplying that territory, was informed by an exchange manager that the town offered great
opportunities, that the present owner was getting rich. The
farmer returned and is now preparing to build a second
theater in a town of but twelve hundred population!
I can relate other instances of this kind.. I can name
many towns in the States of Idaho. Utah and Montana, absclutely spoiled — yes ruined — by second and third theaters
coming in when business conditions in no way warranted
them.
I have in mind a man who put his "all" into a new theater
in a town really needing a good theater. This man had absolutely no experience or knowledge of the business. He
was loaded up on service at exorbitant prices. Today the
theater, so I am informed, is for sale at a sacrifice. Exclir.nges and supply men played an important part in encouraging this man. The town needed a theater and an experienced manager and owner — not a novice.
I can furnish complete data on the instances I have quoted
and am convinced that in the West at least, this "wildcatting"
is so extensive as to justify some editorial comment. The
public have mistaken ideas of theater profits in small to\yns.
.■\ wholesale house will not encourage a merchant to go into
a town where there is no opening; his account would be no
good.
Whj-, then, should exchanges and supply houses en-

cciuragc cvcrj- "Toni. Dick and Harry" to enter a town where
a new house is not needed? Surely it will not lead to a lasting and profitable business for the exchange.

Just before receiving the comnumication from our
friend and reader we heard of a well-substantiated story
concerning a film salesman who had induced a hotelkeeper in a small town to invest his life's savings in an
impossible motion picture enterprise. The eagerness to
sell film had made this salesman lose sight of the decent
respect he ought to have for his fellow man. Of course
there arc other managers who are thoroughly honorable
and who would shrink from any such contemptible policy.
Indeed, most of the managers with whom the writer has
come in contact belong to that variety.

Give Credit Where Credit is Due
By W. Stephen Bush.
THE
mail coming to this editorial desk is burdened
more than ever with complaints made by exhibitors regarding their treatment by exchanges. It
would be easy enough to fill a few pages with these complaints, even should we print them in small type. Then
we hear complaints of a similar nature wherever a representative of the Mo\TNG Picture World attends meetings, or even social gatherings of exhibitors. Of course
there are two sides to every story, but there could not
be so much smoke without a little fire.
The chief cause of complaint is the attitude of the
exchange toward the high-class exhibitor who has been
in business for years and whose credit is excellent everywhere except in his film exchange. Though he may have
been dealing with the same exchange for years, always
paying his bills promptly, he receives no better treatment
than the unknown man just entering the business. The
writer knows of several cases where an exhibitor failed
to receive his service because, according to the bookkeeping department, he owed ten dollars to the exchange,
although in reality he owed nothing whatever and held
receipts for everything he had paid.
One man who has been in the business for at least ter
years and who has always paid his bills promptly owns
several theaters. It happens that all his film bills are
paid on a certain day in the week. One of the bills came
one day late from the film exchange, and there was a
few days' delay. He was immediately notified that he
would get no more service unless he paid forthw-ith.
The man is thoroughly responsible, is well known and
owns real estate. The boy he had sent to the film exchange and who was told "that the boss could not get
service until the money due [about ten dollars] was paid"
rushed to a telephone and tried to get in touch with his
employer. After considerable delay he succeeded and
the "boss" dispatched another messenger with the ten
dollars to make sure of getting his show-. Worse was
to follow. The bookkeeper was not notified by the
cashier of the payment and the man was still debited on
the books of the company and was again called up by
the manager of the exchange and urged to pay up immediately if he wanted his service continued. Name and
address of this exhibitor, with his views of film exchanges, will be cheerfully furnished upon application.
This is only a typical case. In this matter of giving
credit where credit is due it seems to us that the exargtuTient
in of
favor
of a is
credit
system similar
to that inhibitor's
other
lines
business
unanswerable.
No
one will expect an exchange to extend credit without
some knowledge of the man to whom credit is given. It
is an indisputable fact that thousands of e.xhibitors have
been in the business for a long time, are the owners of
many theaters and have always paid their bills promptly.
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If they were in any other line of business there would
be no question whatever about their being entitled to
credit. Why make an exception in the motion picture
business? It is no answer to say that "the good exhibitors must suffer for the sins of the bad exhibitors."
This is poor logic indeed and a very gross injustice besides. Why not discriminate? It is entirely proper to
investigate a man's credit to see how he has met his
obligations in the past and what his commercial reputation is. If the inquiry is satisfactory then credit should
be extended to the exhibitor. The exhibitor is the foundation of this industry, and it seems to us preposterous
to assume that the majority of the exhibitors are unworthy of credit.

A Word About Ourselves
IN the course of its career of nine years The Moving
Picture World has never spoken of its own aflfairs
and policies but once, when back in 1910 we took
occasion to define our attitude and our views of the duty
of The Moving Picture World toward its readers.
We pointed out that the interest of the reader was paramount at all times and that we know no other course.
A square deal to all and special favors to none was our
motto then as it is now, and as it will be always.
Again there are certain interests seeking to dictate to
the management of The Moving Picture World.
Threats of withdrawals of advertising have been made
because of our refusal to extend special favors in the
way of publicity. Our policy of printing the news just
as it happens has given ofifense in certain quarters. The
Moving Picture World has always felt bound to discharge its duty to the reader by printing all the legitimate
news of the industry.
The pliant and even servile attitude of a rival publication has been pointed out to us as an example which we
might follow with profit. We hold firmly to our old
ideals of fairness, fearlessness and independence. We
will not, and we cannot, crook the pregnant hinges of
the knee that thrift may follow fawning. Our success
has been built upon unswen'ing loyalty to the readers.
There is no other sound foundation of success. The
publication which is willing to merely serve as the dumping ground of free press matter may achieve a temporary
success, but its readers will eventually repudiate it, and
its usefulness both to reader and advertiser will end
quickly.
False claims of circulation, prostitution to special interests, indiscriminating and fulsome praise of every
picture which is advertised sooner or later lead to destruction. We have been asked by scores of friends why
we let this campaign of false pretenses go on without
protest, and why we do not invoke the lightning of truth
against this disciple of Ananias. We can only reply that
no campaign of false pretenses will be or can be successful in the long run. We think that the exhibitors and
advertisers are on the whole altogether too intelligent to
be deceived for any great length of time. Minding our
business, which consists in giving the best and biggest
value, we have no time and feel no inclination for the
pursuit of modern Munchausens.
We are confirmed in this policy by the knowledge that
we enjoy the esteem and confidence of the best elements
in the industry. They recognize The Moving Picture
World as one of the great assets of the industry, and
they look upon its established policy as a valuable factor
in the development of the best artistic and ethical standards of the screen.
The latest rumor is that The Moving Picture World
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is to be further disciplined out of its habits of independence by having a rival publication declared "the official
organ" of certain special interests. We never have aspired to be the "official organ" of special interests. We
know we would look foolish in a livery, no matter how
neat and smart its cut or how bright its buttons. We
own no master or masters. Our vision, we trust, is too
wide and keen, our intentions are too honest to serve
any interest but that of the industry as a whole. In
passing we might say that The Moving Picture World
unaided except by the exhibitors, without reward and
without expectation of reward, has done more for the
general good of the industry both as a journal and a
champion than any organization. It has seen the rise of
many an organization called into being with excessive
noise and boasting only to see it fall by the wayside and
assist in providing decent burial. We are satisfied to be
what we always have been, the authentic and acknowledged mouthpiece of the whole industry, ser\'ing with
equal zeal and intelligence every branch of the industry,
but with all the fervor of our soul clinging to the conviction that our welfare must always be identical with the
welfare of our readers and especially do we seek the
benefit of the exhibitor.

To Our Friend and Reader the Exhibitor
neighor in oryour
inanyyour
IS THERE borhood
churchcommunity
or any social
civic club
or any educational institution or any library
association which is interested in motion pictures,
not as a spectacle, but as a factor and problem in
our daily lives? Have you, perhaps, been asked
-to appear before them for a talk on the subject?
Do you feel that such societies and institutions are
ready to give a fair hearing to the motion picture
side of the problem? Is there censorship discussion or agitation in your town which might be
arrested by a strong plea on behalf of reason?
If such is the case the Moving Picture World
is ready to help you. If you are not too far from
New York we will send a competent member of
our staff to give an entertaining talk on the origin
and the making of motion pictures, on the development of the screen, on its educational possibilities
diversified with humorous sidelights and ending
with an appea! for rational regulation in place of
drastic and arbitrary censorship The lecture may
be accompanied by or illustrated with pictures if
you will furnish the projection machine and the
pictures, or it may be given without any such accompaniment.
In either event the good resulting to the industry
in general and to the exhibitors in the respective
localities in particular is obvious. Such work will
promote a better understanding between exhibitors
and the public at large. It will show the public,
whether they are patrons of the screen or not, that
motion picture men are progressive and intelligent,
that they take a serious and enlightened view of
their vocation and that it is their desire to keep
pace with the best civic spirit in every community.
A letter to the Moving Picture World will bring
you all further information you may want to have.
We are willing and anxious to co-operate, but wish
to emphasize the fact that the present scope of this
service does not look beyond a reasonable distance
from New York.
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Hungry for American Pictures a ® ® sj syw. Stephen bush
Latin-American Countries Have Changed Their
Attitude Towards Yankee-Made Pictures —
Our Great Features Iheaking Records
and Smashing Barriers in the
Lands of the Dons
THE

Amorican-miidc picture is in the ascendant all the
wiirld over, hut nowhere has it won more Rolden opinions of late than in Latin-America. There, in a market of wonderful possibilities, the American motion picture
has advanced in popular esteem with Seven League boots.
Let's the
.ijivelaurel
creditwreath
wliere belongs
credit ison richly
deserved.
In this
case
the brow
of David
W.

Griffith — a brow now thoroughly used to such floral decorations.
If our reports were to be given any credence time was
when the .\merican-made picture was a by-word all through
the bi^ and little Latin
- ■
republics.
The
very
poorest samples of
our kinematographic
work found their way
into this great territory
until the Latins either
scoffed or turned away
in candid disgust. Even
before the Griffith
school made itself
known in that vast region tliere had been a
p e r c e ptible improvement, but the landslide
came with Griffith and
with the Griffith South
American standard
bearer, a capable young
man by the name of
Guy Croswell Smith.
Now all South America
talks about the marvelous Yankee pictures.
They want to see more
of them. Thus Griffith
has rendered a lasting
service to the industry
up here. Now the presumption is in favor of
the .American made picture; in the past the
presumption was
Guy Croswell Smith.
against it and it used
to require evidence to overcome that presumption. Mr.
Griffith has supplied the evidence in an overwhelming
quantity.
"Cine-Mundial" Popular in South America.
"I saw Cine-Mundial, your Spanish edition, wherever I
went in South .America," said Mr. Smith to me when I told
him I had come to ask him for his experiences in Buenos
Aires and other big South American towns. "I went down
to Buenos .Aires." continued Mr. Smith, "last winter to
exploit South .America for 'The Birth of a Nation.' I may
well say that we came, saw and conquered. From the first
the supreme merit of the production was recognized. For
the first time in the history of motion pictures in South
America the great dramatic theaters opened their doors to
the motion picture. In Buenos Aires the picture was shown
in the finest theater in all Latin-.America. the Teatro de la
Opera, where it continued for two hundred performances.
"The same triumph for the American picture came to pass in
Chile, in Peru, in Bolivia and in Uru.guay. Not only did the
public appreciate onr picture, but they became tremendously
interested in American productions generally, and now the
Griffith is known throughout the whole Latin-Ameriname canofcountries.
The Great Market to the South of Us.
"There is indeed a wonderful opportunity in Latin-.America
for the .American producer.
Let me point out to you that
the South .American market is a great absorber of both quan-

tity and quality. The theaters tlierc go the daily change one
better; they have three new programs a day, running sections of three different hours, the price averaging about ten
cents for a performance or thirty cents for any one who
wants to see the three shows in one evening, and there are
many who do. It is truly remarkable how the Latin-Americans are turning toward our pictures and getting away from
their old popular staple — the Italian picture. They are getting tired of the eternal triangle with its accompaniment of
impossible sensations and fearful crimes. Having glimpsed
th.e 'Art-Quality' in the .American picture, they ask for more
and ever more. The soil of South America is indeed ready
for the American producer. One of the things that have
heretofore held many producers back has been their experience with the curious copyright and registry laws prevalent
in Latin-.American countries. These laws afford a great
chance to unscrupulous persons to steal names and trademarks away from their rightful owners. A little legal precaution, however, will remedy the evil. I had no difficulty
in protecting the pictures intrusted to my care and the same
measures may be taken by others.
Conditions That Call for Reform.
"What they need down there is not only the American
picture, but American ways of regulating supply and demand
at least to some extent. Of course, a systejji which means
three changes in one day cannot go on forever. We ourselves are suffering from too many daily changes and are
getting away from the daily change as much as possible.
The Latin-American situation needs attention along the same
lines, only a good deal more of it. As regards projection
conditions, they are almost primitive in even some of the
best places, and your Cine-Mundial with its projection department isfor this reason having a great vogue with managers down there. The exhibitors and managers of LatinAmerica have no other means than Cine-Mundial for keeping in touch with the rest of the kinematographic world;
that's why your paper established itself so widely and firmly
in such a short time. I am going back to South America
with 'Intolerance,' which I have booked very extensively on
the trail of 'The Birth of a Nation.' I look forward to a
very successful tour. The theatrical season in South
America is the antipode of our own, lasting from April to
Mr. Smith called attention to the fact that every town of
November."
any
size at all in South America has its municipal theater;
a show house devoted strictly to the legitimate and maintained at the expense of the government. His picture went
into many of these houses, being the first motion picture enjoying that distinction. Now that the way has been opened
all these theaters will be ready to open their door to the
motion picture of quality. In parting from Mr. Smith I carried away a very lively impression to the effect that the
Latin-American film market for the first time in its history
was hungry for .American-made pictures.
MUSIC
OF METRO'S "ROMEO" UNUSUAL.
Metro's "Romeo and Juliet" is attaining an unusual degree
of success wherever shown. One of the important factors
contributing to this result undoubtedly is the quality of the
musical accompaniment. The score was compiled by Irene
Berge and Samuel Berg. .As has been prevously pointed out
in these columns, they transposed the music of Gounod's
"Romeo and Juliet" and Tschaikowsky's symphony of the
same name. Present at the initial showing at the Broadway
Theater were many representative musicians, and Mr. Berg
was the recipient of compliments from them at the close.
an example
of the manner
in whichthe"Romeo
wasAs received
throughout
the country
Rialto
Denver before the end of a week's engagement
subject for an indefinite run. Heretofore there
but few productions that have held its screen for

and Juliet"
Theater
of
booked the
have been
a week.

HARRY CAREY RETURNS TO UNIVERSAL.
Harry Carey, the actor of Western characters, has returned
to the Universal Pacific Coast studios. Mr. Carey will play
the leads in several big stories now i ndc.- preparation for him
and will co-direct the productions.
Vice President H. O. Davis has not announced as yet
Carey's associate from the production department or the
players who will support him in the photoplays.
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at The Border

Find Time While Working for Uncle Sam to
Keep in Touch with What Is Going
On in Industry
THE
Moving Picture World lias received an interesting
letter from Howard Irving Young, a member of the
scenario department of the Metro — that is, when not
on duty with the New York National Guard at the border.
It is written on the letterhead of the Rio Grande Rattler, the
novel publication issued by the New York division, the headquarters of which are at McAUen, Texas. Mr. Young is a
member of the staff of the Rattler. It is plainly to be seen
that the performance of soldierly and writing duties has not
prevented the young New Yorker and his fellow-film men
from maintaining interest in the picture world. So, too, it
is evident that even far from home the camaraderie characteristic of the film business is in full bloom. It's a safe bet
that Proprietor Logan
of the .\musem Theater is glad to

11, 1916

m

m

Eggers
Eng'raving
Company;
Irving Young,
T.
R. Logan,
proprietor;
Al Howard
Katz, Bluebird;
W. A. Metro;
Crites,
operator at Amusem Theater; Bill Foley, Epoch Company.
Left to right, seated — Francis V. Wallace, Concord Theater (Brooklyn); Edward C. Bernius, Thanhouser; Sergeant
William B. Love, military director; Frank O'Neil, Pathe;
jack Harford, Solax; George Penny, Balboa.
I hope you will find space in your valuable magazine for
this picture, for one feels after being away from home and
business four months that the "bunch" is apt to forget him.
We are proud of the fact that we are serving LTncle Sam and
we are proud to be connected with the motion picture profession. We'd like to have everyone know how proud we are.
Wishing you continued success and prosperity, I beg to
remain. Your sincere friend and well-wisher,
HOWARD IRVING YOUNG.
McAllen, Texas, October 20, 1916.

Chester Beecroft in New Role
Resigns as Eastern Representative of American to Take Up
Project for Marketing Film Abroad.

To-IiJdhl

msnmmf!

THE

resignation
Chester Film
Beecroft
as eastern
representative of the of
American
Company
is announced
from that company's office, effective at the end of this
week. The step is taken by Mr. Beecroft to enable him to
put into independent action a plan of foreign distribution
which will bring maximum returns to the manufacturer.
Mr. Beecroft's new connection is with the Overseas Distributing Company of America, an organization which has
made arrangements to market American Film Company-Mutual productions abroad through the foremost foreign distributors. Mr. Beecroft will also continue to handle the sale
of the Chaplin-Mutual pictures in foreign countries and will
in addition deal in the product of any other high-class film
companies looking for the widest foreign market. The proposition is worked out on a bigger and broader scale than has
been applied before in marketing films abroad and every
indication is that it will be a huge financial success. Mr.
Beecroft will be located for the present at 71 West Twentythird street. New York.
Harry H. Poppe and Eleanor O'Keefe, who were associated with Mr. Beecroft during his term as general manager
for David Horsley, and who have been with him in the American Film Company's office, will go along with him in his
new venture.

Group

of Soldier

Film

Men

at McAUen,

Texas.

have his fellows of the film around him. But here is Mr.
Young's letter:
I am enclosing a picture which I think may be of mterest
to you and your readers. It is a photograph of the moving
picture men With the New York division at McAllen, Texas.
All of the boys belong to various organizations that are now
serving on the border and back home are connected with
different producing companies. The picture was taken in
front of the Amusem Theater, an airdome located near the
Seventh Regiment camp, which is owned and managed by
T. R. Logan of Corpus Christi. Mr. Logan is a wideawake
exhibitor'who
puts ofon the
a fine,
program Mr.
eachLogan
night isfora
the
entertainment
boys new
in khaki.
friend of air the bovs and he knows the kind of pictures they
like.
'
^ _ to
I need not tell you
that the "movies mean a great deal
us down here, for they are the only real connecting link between our military life in the cactus and the world of fun
and pleasure that we left behind when we cheerfully and
quickly answered the president's call last June. And let
me tell you that the boys are just as critical in their tastes
as they were back home and that a bad picture never gets by.
Although the posters on the billboards are mostly of
Logan's regular program
Essanay Chaplins, do not think Mr.near
to it as it is possible
isn't right up to the minute or as
for a border town picture house to be. He is running all
the newest Mutual Chaplins also, and these Essanays are
merely a part of his all-Chaplin program, which means that
and Sunday night the inimitable Charlie
everytheWednesday
.
screen to himself.
has
The names of the men in the picture are: Left to right,
John M. Donovan,
Metro;
G. Duane,
standing— Alexander

Chester Beecroft first attracted attention as advertising
manager of the Patents Company. Later as advertising and
publicity manager of the General Film Company he wrote a
startling line of copy in the interests of that releasing concern's product.
One of his notable achievements in this position was the
sale of the rights to the Mutual-Chaplin releases in the
United Kingdom for a sum equal to more than half of the
total salary the Lone Star Company is paying the famous
comedian.

Libel Suit Against Variety
Lee A. Ochs, President National League. Sues for Damages
from Editor and His Informants.

been served
have against
THEwithowners
them
instituted
libel suit \'ariety
papersof inthea periodical
Picture ExMotion
the
of
by Lee A. Ochs, president
hibitors' League of America. The suit has been brought by
Mr. Ochs to recover $100,000 damages for a libel alleged
to have been committed by the publication in Variety of
an article in which Mr. Ochs is charged with having used
his office as president for improper purposes. The defendants
named are Sime Silverman and Joseph Lowe.
_
Mr. Ochs, speaking to a representative of the Moving Picture World, declared that he had nothing to say for publication, but that he felt the attack of Variety to be a slap
at the organization as much as an attack upon him personally. He "said the charges were ridiculous and could easily
be disproved.
stateFlcischman & Goldrever, the theater owners whose against
ment in Variety formed the basis of the allegations
suit.
libel
a
in
papers
with
served
Mr. Ochs, have also been
Mr. Ochs' attorneys are Goldsmith, Rosenthal, Mork &
Eaum, of 32 Nassau street.
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Chicago News Letter
M
By JAS. S. McQUADE
Chicago Would Enjoin "The Birth."
etfort is now being made by the city of Chicago to
dissolve the temporary injunction obtained by the
Epoch Producing Corporation about a year ago. which
permits the exliibition of *'The Birtii of a Nation" in Ciiicago.
j. J. McCarthy, general manager, and Theodore Mitchell,
director of publicity for the Epoch Producing Corporation,
were in Chicago last week attending to their defense to
the bill of complaint prepared by the city. The case was set
for a hearing before .fudge Gridley on Alonday, October 23.
but was continued until a later date by appeal of the counsel
for the defense.
In referring to the controversy. Mr. McCarthy said: "It
is a matter of regret with us that we should be here now
fighting
'ThehasBirth
a Nation.'
a theatrical
attractionforthat
been ofmaking
stage Here
historyis for
America.
AX

We have played 'The Birth of a Nation' to upward of 8,(XKl.OOO people. Our record is as clean as anything could be.
We have been going ahead attending to our business, and
not mixing up in the political schemes that have been
hatched out to interfere with us. and now, after a run of
nearly a year and a half, with millions of pleased patrons
behind us. we are compelled to return to Chicago and face
another attack upon our contract rights. If it were not so
serious it would seem ridiculous enough to be almost unbelievable."
According to the terms of the existing injunction, children
are still barred admittance to the Colonial theater, where the
production enters its fourth successful week of its return
engagement. An attempt will also be made by the Epoch
Corporation to abolish this restriction w-hen the case is
brought up before Judge Gridley.
F.I.L.M Club Business Meeting.
Wednesday. October 25. the regular meeting day of the
Chicago F.I.L.M. Club, again saw that body gathered around
the table. The meeting was well attended by members and
out-of-town guests. The meeting was directed by the club
chairman, J. L. Friedman. Through the club secretary, H. A.
Spanuth. the exchangemen. members and visitors were acquainted with the wonderful results already in evidence as
reward for effort extended more to closely associate the
exhibitor and exchangeman.
Through the assistance of a reporting company, to whom
all daily reports are submitted, it has been possible already
to eliminate several bad accounts. The local express company heads have guaranteed more co-operation to the club,
thereby assuring the exhibitor of prompter delivery. A
thoroughly tested pick-up and delivery system for films has
been indorsed and put into operation. With this system
once in good working order, with its bonded film handlers,
the club expects to be in a position to guarantee its members against present annoyances, viz.. loss of film through
theft or otherwise, damaged shipments, etc.
The violation of any one of its rules will be reason why
the F.I.L.M. Club shall ask for the resignation of the violator.
Mr. Hoy. a member of the club's central bureau, is now in
New York interesting the Eastern exchangemen in similar
co-operation with the exhibitor, while in Detroit. Milwaukee
and Des Moines similar activities have been started.
Cresson Smith Shifts to Chicago.
Cresson E. Smith, formerly manager of the Des Moines
fla.) office of the Metro Pictures Corporation, has been transferred to the Chicago ofhce of that company, to succeed R. O.
Proctor, recently resigned. Mr. Smith has been in the cmploy of the Metro Pictures Corporation for a number of
years, and is a film man of wide experience. He first entered
the busines as an exhibitor in Pittsburgh, and at one time
held the office of president of the Pittsburgh Exhibitors'

League. Later he became associated with the exchange end
of the business, exploiting features for the Wcilan Film
Company, of Pittsburgh, and left that company to assume the
management of the Cincinnati office of the Alliance Film
Corporation. After leaving tlie Alliance Mr. Smith was identified with the Crelle Feature Film Company and the Alco
Film Corporation, of Pittsburgh. The reorganization of the
latter concern, which resulted in the birth of the Metro
Pictures Corporation, gave Mr, Smith the position of manager of the Des Moines office.
Frederick R. Martin, who has worked under Mr. Smith
in the Des Moines office for the past year, has also been
transferred to the Chicago territory, and will henceforth
represent Metro in Southern Illinois.
Harry R. Skirball. until recently connected with the Metro
Kansas City oflice, has also been transferred to the Chicago
territory, to assist Mr. Smith.
Chicago Film Brevities.
A. "Watso" Mac.^rthur came out here from New York
last week, and immediately upon his arrival enrolled as a
student in the "College of Sin." located underneath the
Sherman House. He has found time, however, to rattle off
a few "Flickers," which follow the brevities.

*

*

*

-

Maurice Fleckles, special representative of the Universal
and the Bluebird, returned to this city Tuesday, October 24,
after a six weeks' sojourn
* in* New * York.
It has been officially announced that the second annual
reception and ball of the Reel Fellows Club of Chicago will
be held at the Hotel La Salle on Friday evening. November
10. Tickets can be had from Secretary M. G. Watkins. An
unusual entertainment program has been provided for, and
two leading film stars will lead the grand march. A meeting of the various committees appointed to attend to the
general business attached to the affair was held in the office
of the secretary on Thursday evening. October 26. The affair
is being profusely advertised.

• • •

The Selig Company has been the recipient of the following
unsolicited compliment by Miss Carrie M. Simpson, of
Topeka, Kan., and member of the Kansas State Censorship
Board. It is not often moving picture censors voluntarily
commend any film production, which makes Miss Simpson's
testimonial all the more appreciated. She writes: "Will you
kindly place my name on your mailing list for Selig's 'Paste
Pot and Shears' and other publications that will help your
pictures with the Kansas State Board. Not that you need
help, as I personally review all Selig pictures, and never to
myColin
knowledge
beendirector,
rejected."
Campbell,hastheoneSelig
returned to Los .Angeles
last week after a two weeks' sojourn in Chicago, where he
has been occupied in assembling "The Garden of Allah," the
latest Selig superfilm produced under his direction. Mr.
Campbell will begin work at once on a new picture taken
from a story written by Gilson Willets. W Green, assistant
to Colin Campbell, will direct the production of "The Princess
of Patches." the interior sets of which will be filmed in the
Selig Chicago studios. An all-star cast is being selected for
the picture, and will be made public later.
* »
*
Frank A. Dempsey, traveling representative for the KleineEdison-Selig-Essanay service, was a caller at the World
office October 23. Mr. Dempsey has been covering Wisconsin
territory for about three weeks, and reports excellent conditions all through the state.
«
*
»
M. Frank, owner of the Rex theater and the Mozart.
Popular and Bellevue airdomes, Mcmphy, Tenn., visited the
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Chicago office of the World recently and renewed his subscription. Mr. Frank uses the World and V-L-S-E service
and charges 10 cents admission for programs of five or six
reels.
He reported good business in all his houses.

*

*

*

F. M. Brockell resigned from his position as manager
of the Chicago office of the Paramount Pictures Corporation
last week. He has not yet made public any future plans.
Mr. Brockell's resignation comes as a surprise to the trade,
as he has been in the employ of the Paramount and its
subsidiary companies for a long time and has a wide acquaintance among exhibitors. He will be succeeded by Frank
Rutledge, who comes from the Detroit office of the Artcraft
Pictures Corporation. Mr. Rutledge began his duties on
October 30.

*

*

*

J. W. Smith, manager of the Central Opera House, McHenry, 111., was a recent caller at the Chicago Paramount
office. The Central Opera House has a seating capacity of
500, and is supported by *
the 900
of McHenry.
* inhabitants
*
The Bismarck Gardens, one of Chicago's most popular
restaurants and amusement resorts, which was recently
equipped with complete projection apparatus, is now showing
the Paramount-Burton Holmes travelogues on Monday and
Tuesday, for the entertainment
* * of* its guests.
According to W. H. Jenner, Chicago branch manager of
Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay, this program is meeting with
marked success. The New Strand theater. Fort Wayne, Ind.,
a 1,400-seat house, and the New Colonial theater at South
Bend. Ind., with a seating capacity of 1,200, opened their
doors with K-E-S-E service. The Ascher circuit of eight
local first class houses is doing business through Mr. Jenner's offices.
Merle E. Smith, general branch manager for K-E-S-E, reports good business conditions existing. Mr. Smith is finishing a hurried western trip, and expects to be back in Chicago
w'ithin a few days.
* *
*
W. J. Patterson, sales manager of the Motion PictureScope Company, advised this office that the agricultural department of the state of Wisconsin is using the Portoscope
portable machine to project moving pictures of land development in Wisconsin, taken under its supervision. A tour
through the middle western states is being made by members
of the board, and daily exhibitions of the films are given in a
railroad coach completely furnished with the necessary projection equipment.
* *
»
S. G. Sladdin, general representative of the Consolidated
Film Corporation, producers of "The Crimson Stain Mystery"
serial, released through the Metro offices, stopped off in
Chicago for a few days last week. Mr. Sladdin is on a trip
which will cover every booking office of the firm in the
United States. He reports "The Crimson Stain Mystery" is
playing to capacity houses
« all* over * the country.
The following programs have been announced at the prominent downtown theaters in Chicago for the ensuing week:
Studebaker — Third week of "Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under the Sea" (Universal).
Ziegfeld — "A Prince in a Pawnshop" (Vitagraph), featuring Barney Bernard; Earl Williams in the Vitagraph serial,
"The Scarlet Runner." and a Tweedledum comedy.
Colonial— "The Birth of a Nation" (D. W. Griffith).
FLICKERS.
Terry and Mrs. Ranisaye, now comfortably located in Chicago, are working harder than ever to teach the exhibitor to
say "Mutual" to the exchangeman
on
* *
* booking day.
A visit to the Selig offices permitted of a few moments of
Herbert Hoagland's time. Friend Hoagland has been in
Chicago so long that now he doesn't even care if Broadway
ever happens again.

*

*

*

"Good morning — glad to see you again," is all Maurice
Fleckles, the Universal district manager, had time to say
before he started to New York for a short visit. Some busy
man!

*

*

*

E. D. Hopson, manager of the Hamburger circuit of nine
Chicago houses, was a visitor at the office this week.

»

*

*

He's in again — Hector J. Stryckmans, always talking films,
has a new song he is rehearsing. Hector, well known as a
press agent and film promoter, is now boosting a new automobile accessory — and it's for a Ford, boys.
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"Come in, sit down, and let me
birds." This was the reception
when I called at his office. Our
ever. Just think of it— out of
Bluebird photoplays are *playing
*

tell you about all my Blueextended by I. Van Ronkel
birds are flying higher than
five houses on one street
four
* of them.

When they get through spending money for alterations the
Laemmle Film Service offices at 205 West Washington
street will be a most attractive and comfortable place to do
business.

*

*

•

The old saying, "You have to hand it them for their
nerve," is being repeated quite often in Chicago.
With the help of the dailies, a picture too poor for any
consideration at all in the East has been put over in this
city and is playing to capacity attendance. After trying
various methods to dispose of said picture, the owners sold
"world's rights" for a few dollars more than nothing. Since
the newspapers carried advertising notifying the public that
women only would be permitted for two weeks, after which
mere man could take a peek, the Bandbo.x theater has had a
crowd lined up daily, and sometimes a block long, waiting
for admittance. It is with this class of advertising of a
very poor picture that is bound to hurt the industry.

At Leading Picture Theaters
Programs

for the Motion
Week ofPicture
OctoberHouses.
29 at New
"The Soul of Kura-San"

York's Best

at the Strand.

THE photo-dramatic feature at the Strand Theater for the
week of October 29 was "The Soul of Kura-San," in
which the distinguished Japanese actor Sessue Hayakawa and Myrtle Stedman enact the leading roles. The
scenes of the play are laid in Japan and America and the
story deals of the love of Toyo, a poor Japanese artist, for
Kura-San, the daughter of a tea-house proprietor. The second and last installment of the Battle of Somme was shown,
also
chapter ofstudies,
Uitmar's
"Living
scenicanother
and educational
a new
comedyBook
and oftheNature,"
Strand
Topical Review. The soloists were Irene Audrey and Irene
Stokogsky.
"The Microscope Mystery" at the Rialto.
Wilfred Lucas and Constance Talmadge played the leading roles in "The Microscope Mystery," a Triangle comedy
drama offered as the feature story of the program at the
Rialto. Actual fighting in the French front line trenches,
where the opposing lines were only forty feet away, brought
the Donald C. Thompson war pictures to a dramatic climax.
Views
Egypt's
ruins and color
photographs
of Mr.
the
Maori of
Islands
werestoried
the educational
feature
of the bill.
Rothapfel's "Literary Digest of the Screen" gave the current
news in picture form and a selected comedy completed the
program. Elsa Diemer and Bernard Bogoulawsky were the
soloists. Two girls from the Helen Moller School interpreted
Grieg's "Butterfly" as a dance number.
"The Heir to the Hoorah" at the Broadway.
"The Heir to the Hoorah," the Paul Armstrong drama
which won great fame on the stage, and has been adapted
for the screen by Beatrice C. De Mille and Leighton Osmun
for Thomas Meighan and Anita King, was presented by Jesse
L. Lasky at the Broadway theater for the week. The usual
weekly events, cartoons, colored scenic and a comedy rounded
out the program.
Eighty-first Street Theater Bill.
At the Eighty-first Street Theater four Triangle pictures
were shown. Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday Louise
Glaum in "Somewhere in France" and a Triangle Keystone
comedy were shown. Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday Bessie Love in "A Sister of Six" and a Mack Sennett
comedy furnished the picture program.
BUFFALO UNICORN CHANGES
HEADQUARTERS.
Charles H. Barolet. manager of the Syracuse branch of
the L'nicorn Film Service Corporation, announces that the
Buffalo headquarters of the company has moved from the
third floor of 39 Erie street to 23 West Swan street. The
new headquarters are in the heart of the film district, and
elaborately designed to meet the requirements of visiting
exhibitors. The fact that the Buffalo headquarters is now
on the ground floor of the new building is an added convenience, as most of the other exchanges in Buffalo are
"walk-ups." Harry Sonnerville, a film man of great experience, and known to practically everyone in the industry, will
be in charge of the headquarters. As Mr. Sonnerville has
been an exhibitor himself for the past ten years, he is well
qualified to look after the needs of those in quest of the
Unicorn Service.
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News of Los Angeles and Vicinity
fM
By G. P. VON
DOINGS

AT UNIVERSAL

HARLEMAN

CITY.

This Week's Principal News From Big Film Capital.
ABOUT
the youngest actor who has worked in scenes
at Universal City in a long time was a baby one week
old who appeared this week under the direction of
Joseph De Grasse in a five-reel feature. The baby worked
during one mornint; wilii Dorothy Rliillips. wlio is featured
with Lon Chaney in the photoplay, "The Piper's Price."
Three stories by Eugenie \iagnus Ingleton, the scenario
writer, Are being put into production at Universal City this
week. They art. "The Girl in the Check Coat," directed by
Joseph De Grasse; "The Opal Ring," directed by Rex InOrgan Grinder,"
directed
by reels
Douglas
rard. gram,
Theand "The
two former
will be made
in five
and Gerthe
latter in two.
"The Opal Ring" is a strong Russian story, and the principle role is taken bj- Betty Schade who is supported by
Wedgwood Xowell and Nichola Dunaew, formerly with the
Vitagraph
Company.
"Of Such Is the Kingdom" is the title of a five-reel drama
being produced by Director Lloyd Carleton. The lead is
played by Gretchen Lederer with Emory Johnson opposite,
and with Lois Wilson and Adele Farrington in the supporting cast.
Lois Weber is now at work filming "The Mysterious Mrs.
Misslewhite," a five-reel Universal feature written by Thomas
Edgelow and from a scenario prepared by Miss Weber.
.\ notable cast has been assigned to this production by
vice-president and general manager H. O. Davis. Mary McLaren and Jack Warren Kerrigan will play the featured
leads. They will be supported by such well known character
players as Evelyn Selbie, Charles H. Mailes, Willis Marks,
and Bertram Grassby.
Lois Weber was so delighted with work of her company that she gave them a feast this week. A barbecue was
arranged by Wallace Kerrigan, superintendent of the ranch.
Our friend Herbert Rawlinson, who has been confined to
the hospital at Universal City for about a month since his
accident in a picture in which one of the ligaments of his
right leg was broken, had his first night out this week.
He was taken to Morosco's theater in Los Angeles, where
Maude Fealey was giving a party to a number of theatrical
friends and moved around on crutches among the guests.
"It made me feel like I was really living again," said the
Universal star on his way back to the hospital.
MANY

THRILLS

STAGED

AT

KEYSTONE

STUDIOS.

.-\t Mack Sennett's fun factory this week more than usual
hair raising stunts were pulled before the cameras to supply
thrills for Keystone comedies.
Earl Soveren, astride his diving horse, "Jasper," made a
twenty-five foot plunge into the studio tank. Water had
been pumped into the big tank till it was filled to the rim,
and a runway constructed and let down over one side, which
was to enable the horse to emerge after his jump. Big
timbers held up a platform and another runway twenty-five
feet in the air. When everything was in readiness Jasper
•was led along the high runway, shivering and head held
liigh in expectation of what was to come. The boards were
carpeted to prevent his slipping. He came to the end of the
runway with Soveren on his back, and in the twinkling of an
eye horse and rider shot out in midair. Down they came
and with a mighty thud sprayed water in all directions. The
big pool heaved and swayed while two men in bathing suits
jumped in to assist Soveren to handle his mount. The
dripping head of the animal rose above the surface of the
tank. As the two scrambled over the side cheers and applause greeted them.
The stunt was "shot" by a battery of cameras, and it will
be shown in a forthcoming Keystone Triangle release.
Another
daredevil,
Bobby
Dunn,
Keystone
comedian,

and CLARKE

IRVINE

leaped from an automobile going twenty-five miles an hour
into Hollenbeck Park lake from the bridge which is fortytwo feet above the water surface. All this to furnish a
few feet of real thrill film for a Keystone comedy. Dunn's
sporting blood prompts him to shun "doubles" and "dumThe pearpicture
in which
the Keystoner's
stuntofwill
apis now in
the making
under the daring
direction
Frank
GrifTin. Hollenbeck Park was selected as the location for
the scene because it is one of the most attractive spots in
mies."
southern
California, and the picturesque bridge that spans
Hollenbeck Lake is the highest in the vicinity of Los
.\ngeles.
KALEM "HAM" COMEDIES CELEBRATE BIRTHDAY.
With the production of "Fashion Plates" (temporary title),
the Kalem Hollywood Players this week celebrate the 100th
release of the popular "Ham" comedies under the direction
of Lloyd V. Hamilton.
These comedies were put on the market by the Kalem
company about two years ago with practically the same
principal cast, Lloyd Hamilton as big funny "Ham"; Bud
Duncan as comical little "Bud," and charming Ethel Teare
as the leading lady. At first the Kalem company did not give
Mr. Hamilton's release the name of "Ham" comedies, but
later funny Hamilton's w'ork suggested this abbreviation.
Many of the scenarios have been written by Mr. Hamilton,
and for the last six months the direction of the stories have
been done by him. A valuable addition to the company has
been the recent acquisition of Henry Murdock and Al Edmunson, well known players.
Members of the Hollywood studios will celebrate the
100th birthday of the "Ham" comedy releases with a dinner
dance at a popular downtown restaurant. Lloyd Hamilton
will be the host and Miss E. M. E. Gibsone, manager of the
Hollvwood studios, the hostess.

PLAYERS
Last Monday

CLUB SLOWLY

PROGRESSING.

evening the Hollywood

hotel was a busy

place.
The meeting
of the new
was in Officers
session
with about
fifty prominent
filmPlayers'
makers Club
present.
were named, directors appointed, and the business of the
young organization gone over.
Cecil B. De Mille was selected to fill the president's chair,
James Young was named for vice-president, Frank Garbutt,
second vice-president, and H. O. Davis, third vice-president.
Syd Chaplin and the HoUyvN'Ood National Bank were named
as treasurers. Wallace Reid, assisted by Jack Sacker. was
named as secretary. The directors chosen were C. B. De
Mille, James Young, H. O. Davis,- Wallace Reid, M. H. Hoffman, Fred Kley, H. M. Horkheimer. George Melford,
ThomaS H. Ince, E. H. .^llen, D. W. Griffith, C. C. Hall, G.
G. Greenwood, and Mack Sennett. No other officers or committees were named, however, a house and finance committee
will be selected at the next meeting, which will be on
■Tuesday night at 8 o'clock in the Hotel Hollywood, the
temporary headquarters of the new club. It was reported
that $1,500 had been collected from prospective members.
EDITH STOREY IN LOS ANGELES.
Edith Storey, the charming star, has arrived here accompanied by her mother. Miss Storey will begin work some
time this week on a big feature in which she plays the role
of an .\rabian girl. Trouble with her eyes as the result of
vvorking
undercoming
studio west.
light is said to be one of Miss Storey's
reasons for
LOS ANGELES FILM BREVITIES.
Mrs. Lule Warrenton's children's photoplay company has
been incorporated we are informed for $50,000. Actual work
on production will start sometime this week.
The directors of the new corporation are. Mrs. Warrenton,
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Mrs. Harriet H. Barry. Eva Bird Bosworth, Winfield Hogaboom, and J. Herbert Welch.
Mrs. Warrenton is at the present time looking over studio
sites at Culver Citj', Lankershim, and Monrovia, but is probthe company
may use the Superior
indoorable that
studio
in the Knickerbocker.
Building. Film Company's
All the children to be used in the plays to be made for
children have been secured, and a number of fairy stories
and other plays prepared so that there will be no delay in the
new work which Mrs. Warrenton has planned.

*

*

*

The Nevada Film Company is now in Guatemala, filming
scenes for "The Planter." Director John Ince and several
other principal players . departed from Los Angeles about
three weeks ago. The remaining members left this week for
New Orleans where they took a boat for South America.
Those who went were Tyrone Power, Edith Sterling. Lamar
Johnson. Lewis Fitzroy, Norbert Myles. Maud Emery Taylor,
Grace Lewis, Mrs. Harry Davenport, John E. Ince, director;
Joseph Boyle, assistant director; William Black, photographer; Robert Turnbull, assistant photographer; Carlylc
R. Robinson, publicity director; Philip Hansen, Manager
Ward's
personal
and Mrs.
Hansen.
They will
will
be
absent
about representative,
twelve or tiiirtecn
weeks.
Mr. Ward
remain here to secure a studio and attend to the local business interests.

*

*

*

Napoleon and Sally the eminent chimpanzee stars of the
E. & R. Jungle Film Company, we are informed, will not
appear in one-reel comedies in the future. They will be
featured in only five-reel stories — regular photoplays — so that
they will be given an opportunity to display their talents.

*

*

*

The Mex-American Film Company is a new concern and
we are informed that they are contemplating to build a
studio in Glendora, California. Tlie Mex-American Film
Company, it is stated, has signed an agreement with Don
Luis Terrazas and his son, Guillermo Terrazas, for the staging of a ten reel feature picture. William Stoermer is the
managing director of this companj*.

*

*

•

Another film company was launched this week in Monrovia,
California, by Henry Christine Warnack, the dramatic critic
of the Los Angeles Times. Mr. Warnack is the president of
the company; Captain Charles A. Montgomery, vice-president
and general manager, and William Lowery, Griffith director,
is the producing director. The company will build a studio
of their own and produce large feature productions. The
personnel of the actors will include David Hartford, Fred
Warren, Frank Bowman, Jas. M. Warnack, George McDaniels.

«

*

*-

It is stated that the Fujiyama Feature Film Company intends to build a studio in Redlands. California. This company will produce Japanese plays and will send a company
of actors to Japan.
* *
*
At the Signal studios, J. P. McGowan is this week havThg
built a replica of the logging camp of the Yosemite Valley
Lumber company, which he used while at El Portal in the
production of "A Lass of the Lumberlands."

*

*

*

Harry Ham. the Christie comedian, is a famous automobile
racer, and it was racing which brought him into pictures.
Harry was living in Mexico City where his father was a
banker, and journeying to Los Angeles he took part in the
road race to San Francisco. He won the race, and was
cranked on to some film. This led to visits to the studios,
and an engagement with Elsie Janis at the Morosco headThen he
Metro, Famous
Players.
L'niversal, and quarters.
so to
the joined
ChristietheCompany
with which
he is now.
Harry Ham was educated at the Exeter Prep., and later
graduated from Yale. He has been across the ocean six
times, and before appearing on the screen was a favorite
in amateur theatricals. Harry is always ready to advise any
of his friends regarding the ailments of their automobiles.

*

*

*

Baby Virginia Corbin, who supports Harold Lockwood
and May Allison in the Yorke-Metro adaptation of Harold
MacGrath's "Pidgin Island." recently entertained hundreds
of patrons of the large Broadway Department Store in Los
Angeles. After being introduced by May Allison, Babj- Virginia recited a descriptive poem. "Tears." written for her by
Harold Lockwood. and after delivering same in an admirable
manner, was applauded most enthusiastically. For an encore,
the talented child actress related the story of the "Three
Bears and Goldylocks."
The program was arranged by Miss
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Bertha Wilco.x, and consisted of folk dancing pantomime and
songs, all in which the Yorke actress was the principal character. Baby Virginia has appeared with Geraldine Farrar
and other recognized stars of the silent drama, and makes
her Metro debut with Harold Lockwood and May Allison in
"Pidgin Island," under the direction of Fred J. Balshofer.

*

*

*

We

received a letter this week from our good friend Wallace MacDonald, the popular young film star formerly with
the American Film Manufacturing Company. Wallace writes
that he will start work tliis week on his first picture with
thc_ Famous Players Company in support of Pauline Frederick and Willard Mack. Wallace MacDonald as his friends
know is a very good singer, and he says in his letter that he
may desert the films for a while and accept an engagement
in a Broadway Musical production. He sends his very
kindest regards to all his friends in sunny California.

*

*

*

It's like old times to find Myrtle Stedman and Kathlyn
Williams working together in the same studio. They were
both members of the Selig Company in the early days. Miss
Stedman left to join the Bosworth. Inc., now the Pallas and
Morosco, while Miss Williams remained with Selig until
she accepted her present engagement with Oliver Morosco.

*

*

*

Mae Murray has a baby ostrich, presented to her by a
farm, and she is looking for a cell to keep it in because the
Hotel Hollywood manager told her to take the darned thing
away because it ate all the tacks out of the carpets.

*

*

*

Anna Little is probably in New York by this time. She
left here at date of writing, on a vacation.

*

*

«

Harry Leonhardt, accompanied by Carl Ray, a prominent
exhibitor, and Field Carmichael. local Fox exchange manager,
left for Chicago Thursday. They will attend the convention
at the Biltmore next month.

*

*

*

The New theater. 632 South Spring street, is the latest
addition to the ranks of screen theaters in Los Angeles. It
opens with
gripping
problem drama, "The Faucet," by
Robert
Davis a Sorber
of Pasadena.
This portrayal of life features romance, a bit of humor,
much pathos, and overwhelming tragedy with a startling
moral from first to last. In leading roles appear Virginia
Kirtley as Dorothy Drake, the heroine, and Barney Furey in
the role of her lover. Jack. Other casts are Edna May
Cooper as Kathlyn, and Jack Eraser as Drake, Charles
Wheelock and Josephine Dillon. Wm. Wing directed the
story.

*

*

*

D. L. Levitt, sales manager for the Desert Film Co.. of
Salt Lake City, was a visitor to the World office this week.
He is on a trip through the coast states looking for films. He
has territory in Utah, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, and Wyoming, and is in touch with people all along the line. He desires to meet manufacturers who have film for sale. He has
gone to San Francisco.

*

*

«

Richard V. Spencer, whose recent Ince-Triangle play, "The
Deserters," received enthusiastic recognition from the press
and the public, has been engaged by Fred J. Balshofer to
take charge of the Yorke scenario department. Mr. Spencer
is collaborating with producer Balshofer on the picturization
of Harold McGrath's "Pidgin Island." the present Harold
Lockwood-May Allison starring vehicle. Richard Spencer is
one of the pioneers in the motion picture game, and wrote
stories for the New York Motion Picture Company in the
early days when the 101-Bison, Broncho, and Domino one and
two-reel releases were first started. He remained with T. H.
Ince until recently, and then took a much needed vacation
touring the northwest and camping out doors. L^pon his reforces.turn to Los Angeles, he immediately joined the Yorke-Metro

«

*

*

Members of the Motion Picture Director's Association are
making extensive preparations for their ball on Thanksgiving
night. The event, according to the committee, w'ill surpass
anything ever attempted by the screen folks. Bob Daley has
charge of the arrangements. The new motion picture club
(The Players) will also hold a dancing festival as recorded
Eve.
elsewhere in paper at the Shrine Auditorium, Thanksgiving

*

*

•

Little Mary Sunshine was tendered a reception by the
children of Riverside, California, at the Orpheum, Saturday,
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last week. More than one thousand children attended, and
the Balboa "liaby Grand" was given a remarkable testimonial.
Little Mary Sunshine is in such demand at children's receptions that i'rtsidenl H. M. Horkheimer has been lorccd to
refuse scores ot invitations as they conllictcd with tlic baby
star's work.

•

«

*

It has been announced that the Dudley Motion I'icture
Company of Kedlands is being reorganized, and J. I'almer has
been appointed sccretarj' of the company. The Dudley
Motion i'icture Company is planning to produce "The 13th
Commandment," a photoplay from the story by Rupert
Hughes.
•
»
•
the this
supervision
director
Robert
Brunton,
work
wasL'nder
started
week at oftheartIncc
Triangle
studios
in Culver
City on the construction of one of the largest and costliest interior sets ever seen in a Triangle play. It will depict the
interior of a theater, and will be in a current Ince drama by
J. Hawkes, in which Dorothy Ualton and Howard Hickman
are being starred. The set complete will occupy virtually the
entire floor space on one of the indoor stages.

•

«

*

Dorothy Dalton. the popular Ince star, has renewed her
contract with the New York Motion Picture Corporation for
a period of two years. Miss Dalton associated herself with
the Ince forces a year ago, and her initial appearance was
made with William S. Hart in "The Disciple." Her latest
vehicle is "The Vagabond Prince."
Two other members of the Ince Triangle stafif signed contracts this week to remain with Thos. H. Ince for the next
two years. They are John Lynch and Olga Printzlau, well
known scenario writers.

•

*

*

Frank Keenan and Director Walter Edwards with a company of 50 players returned this week to Cuher City from
Norwalk, a small town 40 miles from Los .\ngeles, where
they had been filming scenes for a current Ince frianglc play.
Included among the players were Thelma Salter, Gertrude
Claire, Agnes Herring, and J. Frank Burke.

«

*

*

William Russell, the popular American star, has signed
another year's contract with Mr. Hutchinson for the making
of a new series of William Russell productions at the
American Film plant at Santa Barbara.

•

»

•

The newly incorporated Nat C. Goodwin Photoplay Company, capitalized at $1,000,000. is planning to erect several
buildings in connection with its proposed new studio on the
Goodwin ranch, near San Jacinto. "The incorporators of the
company are Nat C. Goodwin. T. Morgan, John W. Gorman
and Byron Totten.

•

*

*

A farewell dinner was given one night this week to Harry
Leonhardt. western representative of the Fox Company,
There were present Fred and Roy Miller, exhibitors; \Villiam Farnum, Carl Ray. prominent amusement man; Field
Carmichael. e-xchange manager; H. H. Bosley and Guy Gunderson, in addition to the following keyboard artists: Henry
Christeen Warnack, Maitland Davies, C. R. Gates, Reed
Heustis, Clarke Irvine, and. oh, yes, we could not forget Mr.
A. Carlos, who is at present guiding the destinies of Fox's
two big studios — you know,
» last
* but* not by any means least.
Heavy fogs and thick mists have hindered production on
the coast this week.

•

*

*

Director Frank Reicher and Fannie Ward, the Lasky
star, with the company, have been up in the mining district
photographing mine interiors for the forthcoming production of "Betty of the Orange Country." In order to secure
juice for the Kleig lights, it was necessary to run a special
wire from the power line to the mine, a distance
of two
miles.

•

*

«

Jay Hunt has joined the Yorke Metro and is at work.

»

*

•

Forty real Chinamen have been secured by Producer Fred
J. Balshofer for the scenes that he will stage in the opmm
den. modeled under the supervision of an erstwhile proprietor of this type of joint. The underworld atmosphere
in these scenes is remarkably realistic, which, according to
Harold Lockwood. is half the battle in motion pictures He
recentlv said: "Realistic settings help the action of the
scene fifty per cent. What would a stage play be without
appropriate scenery?"
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This week the well rounded completeness of the Christie
Comedy stock company, as well as the seasoned versatility
of one of its members, was shown by the request of the
Lasky Company for the loan of Harry Rattcnbcrry, the
character man who has been with Mr. Christie for three
years. Mr. Christie readily consented, and Mr. Rattenberry
will play the part of "Bumble," for which he is a wonderful
type, in the
production of "Oliver Twist," under the
oirection
of all-star
James Young.

*

*

•

William A. Brooks says that the largest number of Indians
ever used in a moving picture, will be brought from Pine
Ridge reservation in South Dakota to the Fox studio in
Los Angeles. Many of the chiefs and most prominent Indians of the reservations will be in the first party to arrive,
and later other Indians, making a total of 1,500, will be
brought for the picture, which will be the largest Indian
story photoplay ever produced, according to the plans of the
company managers. The first party of redskins is expected
in Los .\ngeles this week.

*

*

*

The Christie release for December will be "The Sea
Nymphs," with Betty Compson. Christmas audiences in
snowbound Eastern cities may be expected to shiver when
they "see nymphs" in their 1917 model California bathing
suits.
* *
•
Henry Otto has left the Yorke-Metro Company with which
he was directing Harold Lockwood and May Allison. He will
take a short holiday. I)ut already
has two or three good
offers.

*

*

*

Myrtle Gonzalez and the feature company under the
direction of Lynn Reynolds, this week went to the Grand
Canyon, where at least ten days will be spent filming scenes
for Reynolds' story, "The Man With the Peanut Soul," in
which George Hernandez plays the title role.

*

*

*

Nell Shipman left for New York last week, thus
the call of certain definite connections to be made
in New York, both as regards a film engagement
publication of Miss Shipman's latest book, written
during her year in southern
California.

*

*

*

heeding
by her
and the
by her

Charles H. Christie, business manager for the Christie
Comedy Company, arrives in New York next week with
considerable news of interest regarding the company for
certain interested exchanges. During his absence events
generally
running along satisfactorily under the guidance of .\1are
Christie.

*

*

♦

At the Ince studio William S. Hart soon will be seen in
another of his famous and beloved "bad-man" roles, a drama
of the west, entitled "The Devil's Double," a Triangle-Kay
Bee play from the pen of J. G. Hawks. This play, it i»
said, contains more powerful situations than has any other
recent Hart vehicle, and offers this forceful actor in what is
declared to be one of his really great roles.

«

*

*

Vola Smith is Smith no longer. She is now Vola Vale,
which re-christening dates back to a week ago and the beginning of an engagement with the Lasky company to play
a distinctive lead opposite Sessue Hayakawa in a feature
directed by Edward J. La Saint. That the name Smith
affords an ambitious and pretty girl no help whatsoever
in the climb up the ladder of fame has been a contention
of the several companies interested at different times in the
success of the girl who is now Vola Vale. It took Kenneth
McGaffy and the Lasky company to effect this change of
name and now that it is done. Vola Vale is greatly pleased
with her new identity.

»

•

*

A rumor this week was to the effect that Henry fPathe)
Lehrman had put over a deal with William Fox and was
expected within ten days to begin producing comedies under
a Lehrman brand, to be released under the Fox banner.
Calling up the Fox studios, there was a refusal to confirm
this rumor, stating that Mr. Lehrman was not at the present
time connected with them.

*

*

*

Lois Weber, the well known Universal directress, is the
only woman ever to be chosen a member of the Motion
Picture Directors' .\ssociation. She was made an honorary
member this week, after which the doors were again closed
to women.
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Notables in General Film for Nov. 6
Week's Program Starts with Selig's "So Shall Ye Reap" —
Biograph Reissues "The New York Hat."
THIRTV-OXE notables who may be classed as tilm
stars are featured in General Film Service program
for November 6-11. Selig two-part drama, "So Shall
Ye Reap," presenting \'irginia Kirtley and Robyn Adair,
will be the first of the offerings screened. This will be followed by a one-reel V^itagraph educational him, "New York
Rapid Transit," which will precede a reel of Selig-Tribune.
The final picture for that day will be a Biograph production
(reissue), "The New York Hat," presenting Mary Pickford
and Lionel Barrymore.
Harry Dunkinson is featured in the Essanay comedy, "Easy
Ed," in two acts, being the first picture shown Tuesday. This
will be followed by Kalem's one-act comedy, "A Desperate
Duel." in which "Ham" and "Bud," Ethel Teare and Henry
Murdoch provide the fun. "The Science of Crime," in two
parts, by Biograph (reissue), featuring Franklin Ritchie,
will conclude that day's oiTerings.
"A Safe Proposition," by Essanay, in one reel, with Ben
Turpin and Victor Potel in the titular roles, will be the first
picture screened Wednesday. A Vim comedy with Harry
Myers and Rosemary Theby, "Marked 'No Funds,' " will
follow. The fourteenth episode of "The Girl from Frisco,"
by Kalem, entitled "The Witch of the Dark House," will
conclude the day's screens.
Selig-Tribune in one reel and a Vim comedy presenting
Kate Price and Babe Hardy in "A Warm Reception" will be
Thursday's offerings.
A Knickerbocker Star Feature three-part drama, "The
Question Mark," in which Dorothy Davenport has the leading part, will be the first film screened Friday. Then will
come the fourth episode of Kalem's "Grant, Police Reporter,"
presenting George Larkin and Ollie Kirkby in "The Man
from Yukon." This will be succeeded by a Vitagraph onereel comedy "Weary Willie's Birthday," presenting Ralph
Whiting and Dorothy Long. "Hot Dogs." a Vim comedy in
one act, with Pokes and Jabbs in the limelight, will be the
final picture of that day.
An Essanay
drama,
"What
Said,"
which
Richard
Travers three-part
and Gertrude
Glover
shineI as
stars,in will
be
the first picture shown Saturday. This will be followed
by a one-reel episode of Kalem's "Hazards of Helen'' series,
in which Helen Gibson figures in some startling feats in "The
Lone Point Mystery." 'The final picture of the week's offerings will be a Selig one-part comedy. "When Cupid Slipped,"
presenting Victoria Forde, Pat Christman and Sid Jordon.

Kane Writes of Big Theaters
Western

Representative of Artcraft Tells of Six
Be Dedicated with Pickford Films.

Houses to

least six mammoth motion picture theaters are projected or are now in process of construction on the
Pacific Coast, all of which have given to Mary Pickford the honor of dedicating them to the film industry, according to Arthur S. Kane, who represents Artcraft Pictures Corporation in that territory. One of the first to open
will be the T. & D. in Oakland, a magnificent structure seating 4.000 persons. This is being erected by the famed Turner
& Dahnken Circuit, with headquarters in San Francisco.
Miss Pickford's full week there in "Less Than the Dust," is
scheduled for November 26, which will serve as the formal
opening.
Eugene Roth, the progressive San Francisco exhibitor,
now has under way the $350,000 California Theater, at the
corner of Fourth and Market streets — the heart of the city.
This house is to seat 3,000 persons, and will be the largest
as well as the finest cinema palace in San Francisco.
W. H. Clune, the Los Angeles producer and operator of
theaters, who is to show the Mary Pickford Productions first
run in his city, has announced a great new photoplay auditorium to be erected on ground which he owns at Ninth
street and Broadway, valued at $500,000. Upon its completion Miss Pickford will, of course, be the star attraction
at the new house.
In Santa Rosa, a city of 10.000, the King-Reavis Amusement Company is erecting a 1500 seat house. This theater,
the Cline, will be one of the handsomest in any city of anything like the size anywhere in the United States.
Stockton has enjoyed a great growth in the past few years
and those live showmen of northern California, Turner &
Dahnken, have not been unaware of this. The result is that
they have started building in this city of 40.000 inhabitants
a 2400-seat theater, which from the architect's drawings and
designs will be one of the handsomest in their mighty chain.
AT
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Jensen & Von Herberg, the Seattle and Portland photoplay magnates, expect to finish in December their Beauty
Theater in Butte. This house will scat around 1500 persons
and in design, construction and fittings will be a grand
tribute to the Copper Capital. The 2300-seat Coliseum in
Seattle, over which Jensen & Von Herberg also preside,
hastened to contract for the Pickford pictures, as did their
high-class Columbia in Portland.

"Civilization" Territory Going Well

Controlling Corporations Are Meeting with Great Success —
Remaining Territories In Negotiation.
GREAT has been the success achieved by the State right
buyers of the Thomas H. Ince cinema spectacle "Civilization,"' since the picture was released on tliis plan a
few months ago. Earliest to take advantage of the privilege
of handling "Civilization" was the Western Civilization Corporation, with oflices in the Pantages Building, Seattle, Wash-ington, and controlling the production in the following states:
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Arizona, Utah and Wyoming;
an option is also'held on Alaska.
The A. G. Fontana Productions, Inc., with offices at 907
Longacre Building, New York City, has acquired the rights
of "Civilization" for Ohio, Pennsylvania, Maryland. Delaware, West Virginia and the District of Columbia. The
transaction was completed last week. In order thoroughly
to exploit the spectacle to the best advantage in this field,
branch offices will be opened by the Fontana Company in
Philadelphia,
Baltimore
and Pittsburgh.
A boom in "Civilization" started as soon as the Superb
Feature Film Company, Minneapolis, of which H. Rathner
is general manager, secured the rights for Minnesota, Iowa,
Wisconsin, Montana, North and South Dakota.
David A. Lourie is president and N. Pinanski is treasurer
of the New England Film Distributors, Inc., which controls
"Civilization" in New England.
The New Jersey State rights are controlled by the Civilization Film Corporation, of which .Xrthur A. Werner and
Frank H. Hall are the active heads, with executive offices in
the Strand Theater Building, New York City.
Greater New York; all of Long Island, and Westciiester
County, have just been obtained by the Civilization Feature
Company, 130 West Forty-si.xth street. New York City, of
which Nathan Hirsch is general manager.
The Amalgamated Theaters Corporation, secured the
rights of "Civilization" for Cook County, 111., which means,
of course, the city of Chicago.
Other state right deals are pending. In addition to the
foregoing a number of States in South America have been
disposed of at big figures, and it is understood that several
European countries, notably France and England, are about
to be purchased.

Peters and Stedman to Co-Star
Popular Screen Artists to Appear in Adaptation of Albert
Payson Terhune's "The Happiness of Three Women.**
HOUSE
PETERS, who has just become connected with
the Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company, and Myrtle
Stedman are to co-star in a forthcoming release on
the Paramount Program under tiie Morosco trade mark.
The subject is "The Happiness of Three Women," by Albert
Payson Terhune, well-known author of many prominent
works, including the story upon which the current Lasky
release, "The Years of the Locust," was based.
"The Happiness of Three Women" created considerable
attention when it appeared in "The Red Book." and presents
an admirable subject in which to display the talents of the
co-stars. As Billy Craig, the young attorney who becomes
enmeshed in a mass of complications. House Peters will
characterize a part that demands much of his exceptional dramatic finesse. Myrtle Stedman. who has just completed her
characterization in Lasky's "The Soul of Kura-San," in which
she appears in chief support to the noted Japanese actor
Sessue Hayakawa, will appear as Constance Burr in the next
Morosco photoplay.
Aside from its stirring theme "The Happiness of Three
Women" will present several exceptional displays in the way
of artistic settings put on with true Morosco thoroughness.
The production is to be staged under the direction of William D. Taylor. Several unusual photographic effects are
also promised, particularly in the scenes of the big bank
robbery.
ThisScott.
work will be under the direction of Cameraman Homer
Mr. Peters and Miss Stedman are supported by a cast including L. W. Steers. William Hutchason, Lucille Ward,
Daisv Robinson and Milt Brown.
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Comments on the Films
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General Film

BY OUR

Company

STRONG EVIDENCE (Vltagraph), Oct. 20.— There are few laughs In
this comedy. The story drags throughout the reel. The "strong
evidence" is the scent of onions, by which several dotectlves attempt
to trace the supposed thief who stole a woman's purse In a grocery
store. It turns out that the purse dropped from the counter and in falling, suspended Itself around the neck of a cat. In the cast are Vallie
Martin, Lloyd Hanman,
Charles
Haig and Loila Brascb.
THE SELIG-TRIBUNE, NO. 85. 1916 (Selig). Oct. 23.— Canadian recruits entrain at London for front ; new Japanese Ambassador visits
State Department, Washington ; Sidney Hatch breaks 97-mile running
record. Chicago; U. S. Army detachment leaves Golden, Col., to take
place of National Guard at San Antonio; city departments active in
quelling strike, Bayonne. N. J. ; obsolete submarine, Holland, is reduced
to Junk. Philadelphia, Pa. : "Maid of Mist"' suffers first accident, Niagara
Falls ; Newport society attends circus given by men uf l'. S. Naval
Training School: acetylene torch hurries work of wrecking building to
make way for railroad terminus.
TROUBLE FOR FOUR (Vitagraph). Oct. 23.— There Is a humorous
story told on tho screen In this comedy reel. Details of production and
the work of cast make it an acceptable reel. The many involved
situations that come before the happy denouement are laughable. The
"trouble for four" comes when the young wife puts her husband to a
test as to his Ddellty.
THE BOGUS BOOKING AGENTS (Kalem). Oct. 24.— A Ham and
Bud comedy number that contains a number of laughs. Ham and Bud
become booking agents and Indulge In considerable fu;iny antics.
Ethel Toare and Henry Murdoch are also in the cast. A review was
printed on page 536, of the Issue of October 2S.
CANIMATED NOOZ PICTORIAL. NO. IS (Essanay), Oct. 25. — This
number of tho cartoon-burlesques of the news weeklies Is up to Standard. Cartoonist Carlson gets over quite an amount of humor. The
reel is shared with a good scenic subject.
GREEN EYES (Vim), Oct. 25. — This number of the Vim Feature
Comedies. In wbleh Harry Myers and Rosemary Theby are featured.
Is better than have been several of their recent releases. There are
quite a number of humorous situations, well carried out. The settings,
photography, and other details of production add to the film's worth.
The jealousy of a young husband furnishes the nucleus of the story.
He becomes jealous of a long-lost uncle, who returns, and much fun
Is made In the film before the happy reconciliation.
A MAID TO ORDER (Vim), Oct. 26. — Plump becomes a maid In this
comedy reel. As such he is the pet of the household, but his wife's
Jealousy starts things. Considerable fast knockabout work Is done by
the comedians during the running of the reel. The reel has a whirlwind finish when the maid is discovered to be a man. Babe Hardy
and Kate Price are a plump pair of funmakers. Others on the screen
are Raymond McKee and Florence McLoughlin.
THE MISSING HEIRESS (Kalem), Oct. 27.— This Is the second
episode in the "Grant. Police Reporter" series, and for thrills is on
a par with the first number. In this Dim are seen close-up views of an
aeroplane as it travels high above the city. George Larkln makes a
flying leap from the aeroplane to the ladder of a steamer. A full review was printed in the issue of October 28, page 535.
THE LOST MESSENGER (KaJem). Oct. 2S.— A number of the
"Hazards of Helen" series, that contains more stunts than many preceding releases. In this film Helen Gibson crashes through a bridge
over a railroad with a motorcycle and falls beside a speeding train.
She also jumps from an open drawbridge, as does also P. S. Pembroke.
The story is interesting. A review of the film was printed in the Issue
of October
2S, page 530.

General Film Company Specials
THE HARBOR OP HAPPINESS (Broadway Star Feature) (Vitagraph), Oct. 21. — A fair three-reel drama in which Leah Baird is featured. The story often becomes very obvious, but is nevertheless able
to hold interest. The three reels unfold on tho screen the story of a
young playwright and a young actress who are helped to success by
a successful author. The denouement comes when it Is revealed that
the actress Is the wealthy man's daughter. The Ilfe*shlp9 of tho
leading characters surely do enter a harbor of happiness, for near the
end of tlie picture the wealthy man's wife, from whom he has been
estranged, comes to his arms; his daughter comes Into her own. and
the young playwright is to marry Into the family. Others In the cast
than Miss Balrd are George Arvlne, Donald Cameron and Jack Ellis.
MAROONED
(Essanay), Oct. 21. — A three-reel drama of only aver-

OWN

STAFF

age worth, Edward Arnold. Alice McChesney, Fred Malatesta and
Arthur W. Bates arc In the cast. The story embraces numerous situations that are hardly plausible. It tells of a woman novelist who is
marooned on an island with a sailor who has saved her from tho
advances of a millionaire on whose yacht she was cruising, and which
caught fire. On the island tho woman and sailor fall in love. The
millionaire, at the head of a searching party, finally finds the girl.
She is taken aboard the yacht, but jumps Into the water and swims
back to the island.
OUT OF THE SHADOWS (Sellg), Oct. 23.— A two-reel drama with
a very "preachy" theme. The high moral note sounded in the action
and in the sub-titles might please some audiences. On the second reel
Is a knockabout comedy In which the same persons as appeared in the
drama are cast. The effect is rather ludicrous. The story of the
drama tells how a father goes to a road house with the vampire with
whom his son Is Infatuated. The father does this to prove the woman's
falseness. The cast includes Robyn Adair. Eugenie Forde, Leo Pierson,
Virginia Kirtley. Louella Maxam and E. J. Brady.
THE BATTLE AT ELDERBUSH GULCH (Blograph). Oct. 24.— A
spectacular two-reel Western, directed by David W. Griffith. The cast
Is composed of Mae Marsh, Robert Harron, Lillian Gish, Henry B.
Walthall and Charles Malles. This re-Issued picture is done in the
inimitable Griffith manner. A full review was printed on page 378, of
the issue of October 21.
BORROWED SUNSHINE (Essanay). Oct. 24.— This is a pleasing tworeel subject. Although the story Is a trifle far fetched, the film is
replete with human interest and is smooth and charming entertainment.
Marguerite Clayton and Richard Travers are well-suited to the roles
allotted. As Goldie, the child who borrows sunshine and dispenses it,
Mary McAllister Is excellent, and shows rare promise. She is a talented
child.
THE HARVEST OF GOLD (Kalem), Oct. 25.— This is the twelfth
two-reel episode in "The Girl from 'Frisco" series. It is an exciting
and interesting number. In the story Is interwoven the efforts of the
syndicate to gain control of the California orange crop. Marls Sala
does some good riding and fighting. True Boardman. Frank Jonasson,
Ronald Bradbury, Edward Clisbee and Hart Hoxle are also in the
cast.
A review was printed on page 535 of the issue of October 28.

Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
GLORIANA (.Nov. 6). — Zoe Rac, a clever child actress, is the star
of this five-reel comedy-drama. The story is only fair, but little Miss
Rae's work in the leading role is more than clever. Lovers of the
Juvenile drama will give her a hearty welcome. The picture Is reviewed at length on another page of this issue.

Fox Film Corporation.
A DAUGHTER OF THE GODS (Oct.) .—Annette KcIIermann Is featured in this spectacular film, showing glorious views of the tropic sea.
The star and her supporters are charming In their falry-llke pranks.
Beauty and charm are the two great fascinating factors which hold tho
Interest of the spectator throughout. This feature drew a largo crowd
at the initial showing, which is a forecast of Its coming popularity.
A more extended review can be found In last week's issue.
ROMEO AND JULIET (Oct. 22).— A Dvc-rcel picture with Theda Bara
and Harry Hllllard In the leading roles. It is a pretty offering, full of
lavishly put on spectacles. We feel sure that It will be thankfully
accepted by a large following. For longer review see elsewhere in this
issue.

International Film Service, Inc.
CURIOSITY (International), (Oct. 23).— The twelfth episode of the
"Beatrice Fairfax" serial gives Harry Fox a chance to impersonate
an amusing type of Swedish servant girl. The curiosity of the wife of
a Secret Service agent gets the husband Into trouble, also Beatrice
Fairfax and Jimmy, and almost defeats the ends of Justice. There la
plenty of lively action throughout the picture.
HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 85, 1916 (Oct.
24), — Big passenger steamers leave New York despite submarine menace: hundreds of rabbits rounded up In drive, Falmdalc. Cal. ; Governor
McCall of Massachusetts, reviews Fifth Massachusetts Infantry on their
arrival from border; Yale celebrates 200th anniversary with pageant in
Yale bowl. New Haven ; millionaire has private zoo. Montevidio, Uruguay ; bathing girls stago fancy diving exhibition at Riverside, Cal. :
Candidate Hughes exchanges greetings with crowd, Chicago; President
Poincarc, of France, attends christening of ambulances, Paris ; on the
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Austrio-Itallan front — 300 prisoners marched to base ; Rosetree Hunt
Club holds fortieth annual steeplechase meet; Footlights and Fashions;
crowds
greet President
Wilson
at Albany.
HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 86. 1016 (Oct
27). — Monmouth County Hunt Club holds drag hunt. Red Bank, N. J.,
pictures showing women doing the work of men in Europe; Hughea
Woman Special ends trans-continental journey. Oakland, Cal. ; Thos.
A. Edison visits Electrical Exhibition ; Season's Latest Fashions ; President Wilson receives Ambassador Gerard at Shadow Lawn ; Palermo
race track attracts crowd, Buenos Aires. Argentine; the Elephant Butte
Dam is dedicated by the National Irrigation Congress, Sierra County,
N. M. ; women's hockey team wins hard fought contest; new police boat
launched in Hudson River, N. T. ; part of mountainside blown away to
uncover raw cement, El Paso, Texas.
THE OCEAN WAIF (International), (Nov. 2). — The clever acting
of Doris Kenyon makes this five-reel comedy-drama of the Atlantic
coast good entertainment. The locations are picturesque and the story
Is conventional, but interesting. A longer review is printed on another
page of this issue.
THE ADVENTURES OF DOROTHY DARE (International), (Nov).—
The first episode of this series is called "It's Never Too Late." The
story connected with the display of frocks brought into the picture illustrates the extent to which the female heart longs for pretty clothes and
the temptation they present. Dorothy Dare, a secret agent, and a pretty
shopgirl, are the leading characters. Fashion and fiction are neatly
blended in the reel.

Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay.
THE PRINCE OF GRUSTARK (Essanay). Nov. 6.— Reviewed by
James S. McQuade In the issue of October 21. Adapted from Geo.
Barr McCutcheon's sequel to "Grustark." Excellently cast and acted
and ably directed ; with Br>-ant Washburn, Marguerite Clayton. Ernest
Maupain, Sydney Alnsworth and John Cossar in the principal roles.
The filmed story possesses strong interest and the settings are unusually
beautiful.

Mutual Film Corporation
TH.\T DOG-GONE BABY (Cub), Oct. 21.— An amusing comedy, built
around an old situation. The announcement of the arrival of a little
dog from the west to a young couple, is mistaken by the wife's parents
after a baby has been borrowed for the occasion from the photographer's
to mean the birth of a baby. Among the complications that follow
wife, the old people send for the photographer to photograph the baby,
putting a climax on the affair.
Very amusing.
MUTUAL WEEKLY. NO. 95 (Mutual), Oct. 25.— Interesting items of
this number are : The new machine gun board inspecting weapons to
be used in the army; lion cubs at Central Park; views of Market street,
San Francisco, with its new lighting system in operation ; the "Arizona"
being put in commission at the Brooklyn Navy Yards, and the arrival
of the new Japanese Ambassador at Washington.
LOVERS AND LUNATICS (Cub). Oct. 27.— A moderately entertaining
comedy, but not especially commendable. A young girl, who is being
forced Into a distasteful marriage by her father, goes away, intending
to meet her real lover. The villain follows her and the girl is eventually
put in an asylum, where the father and the villain come with a minister
to perform the ceremony. The lover appears on the scene in time to
claim the girl and have the two other men locked up.
WHEN CLUBS WERE TRUMPS (Cub), Oct. 28.— Rather an amusing
comedy in which a husband, too fond of a card game, is persuaded by
his comrades to indulge one night, unknown to his wife. A mix-up with
a fake cop, a real cop, and an escaped lunatic makes considerable fun.
A fair offering.
REEL LIFE. NO. 26 (Gaumont), Oct. 29.— Three decidedly worth■while features are Included in this number. One gives a first rate
Idea of the way truant boys are developed at a large parental school
in Flushing, New York. The second shows the manner in which
potash is made from seaweed, or kelp, on the Pacific coast. The third
la an animated drawing describing the manner in which a mine layer
works.
A fine number.

NEARLY A HERO (Cub), Nov. 3.— A comedy number, featuring
Betty Compson, Nea! Burns and others. Terrible Pete, the notorious
hold-up, is greatly admired by the sheriff's daughter. She wants to wed
a brave man like him. Two rivals go into the hold-up business, and the
timid one wins, with the help of the girl's father. There is nothing
exceptional about this plot, but it proves quite entertaining.

PICTURE

DAD'S MASTERPIECE (Cub.), Oct. 28.— An amusing comedy, built on
an old situation with a new twist.
A young girl falls in love with an
artist, who is. of course, not rich in worldly goods. Her father opposes
the match, but promises to give his consent if the young man paints a
picture he can buy. After an unsuccessful attempt, the artist takes
the old man unawares and photographs him, making love to a young
woman, after which he incorporates the scene in his painting. The
comedy is clean and artistically staged.
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PAYING THE PRICE (Mutual), Oct. 30.— A two-reel story of love
and jealousy, featuring Marian Swayne and Joseph Levering. Robert
makes the mistake of introducing his partner to his sweetheart. The
latter schemes with an adventuress to win the lover away and succeeds in wrecking their love temporarily, though a happy ending is
reached later. The plot is not handled very skilfully and numerous
scenes are so lacking in conviction as to have almost a humorous
effect.
A fair subject.
CANNED CURIOSITY (Mutual), Nov. 2.— A two-reel comedy, featuring Edwin August, I\-y Shepard and Ruth Blair. The two young
men, in order to test the curiosity of the girls of their acquaintance,
fill some cans with smoke and leave them on door steps. All of the
girls open the cans, but one refills her's with smoke from a cigarette
of exactly the same brand the boys used. She wins a husband. This
idea is rather slight for two reeKs. but is original and amusing in
spite of its slow action.
It would have made a better one-reel subject.
THE UNPARDONABLE SIN (Mutual). Nov. 11.— An interesting twopart number featuring Edna Payne and Norbert Myles. The picture,
which deals with a not altogether pleasing subject, shows how a young
man. who has wronged and then neglected a young woman, at a later
date, and after she has died, unknowingly adopts his own son. The
offering.
treatment given the story has made it very acceptable as an entertaining

Paramount Pictures

Corp.

THE HEIR TO THE HOORAH (Lasky). Oct. 26.— A Lasky picture
of considerable merit and one that can be commended to exhibitors.
A longer review will be found on another page of this issue.
THE SOUL OF KURA SAN (Lasky), Oct. 30.- Sessue Hayakawa.
Myrtle Stedman and Tsuru Aoki have the leading roles in this five-reel
Jananese- American photoplay. The story is a powerful one and has
been skilfully produced. It is reviewed at length on another page
of this issue.
A SON OF ERIN (Fallas). Nov. 9.— With Dustln Farnum in the star
role, and scene laid in Ireland and New York City this five-reel comedydrama offers a good quality of entertainment. The story shows how
the city recruits and rewards its police force. The love story rings
true, and Dustin Farnum and his support give the picture the benefit
of a well-acted production. "A Son of Erin" is given an extended review on a different page In this issue.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
HISTORIC NEW ORLEANS (Pathei, Nov. 5.— The French Market,
the old French Opera House and the many interesting buildings in New
Orleans which make the place seem like some foreign city, take up
a portion of this reel. The remaining feet are given over to "Native
Fowls and Game Birds." the value of the subjects being Increased by the
Pathecolor process.
LUKE'S PREPAREDNESS PREPARATIONS (Rolin), Nov. .5.— Lonesome Luke's efforts in this one-reel comedy are devoted to organizing
and drilling a number of brave souls who yearn to win glory on the
field of battle, By the time Luke has finished with his drilling, the
recruits are ready to agree with Sherman's definition of war, before
coming in sight of the enemy.
A good tumble-about comedy.

Pathe Exchange, Inc., Specials
THE SHIELDING SHADOW. Episode. No. 6 (Pathe), Nov. 5.— "The
Disappearing Prisoner" is the title of this chapter, by the denounement
of which it would seem Ravengar has a double. Leontine and Ravengar
have a thrilling ride down a hill toward a cliff, but through the employment by the latter of a sledge the two escape from the gypsy
wagon just before it tumbles over the precipice.
A SCRATCH OF THE PEN fPathe), Nov. o, — The two reels of this
picture are filled with strenuous action. The story has England for
a background, and an attempt of one of the male characters to win
the heroine by fair means or foul, leads to several thrilling fights and
an escape from Portland prison. The photoplay is well acted, and contains a number of picturesque scenes.
HIDDEN VALLEY (Gold Rooster Play), Nov. 5. — This five-reel photoplay is a story of adventure among a savage tribe in South Africa.
Valyyrian (the Baroness Hewitz) is the featured performer. The plot
belongs to the Rider Haggard school of fiction. The production has
merit.
A longer review is printed on another page of the present issue.

Mutual Film Corporation Specials.
THE LOVE HERMIT (Mutual Star Production). Oct. 26.— A fivepart production baseu on rather an original story. The action of the
picture is in some parts pleasing, but the theme, which deals with the
vengeance of a young man who has been jilted by the woman he loves,
is unpleasant. Considerable has been made of love scenes, perhaps too
much. The production is not altogether one to be recommended, although itis not unentertaining. William Russell and Cliarlotte Burton
are the stars.

WORLD

Triangle Film Corporation.
ATTABOY'S LAST RACE (Fine Arts), Nov. o. — A dull story of the
race track and the mortgaged home, merely a repetition of what has
been worn threadbare.
A CORNER IN COLLEENS (Ince). Nov. 5. — A charming story of
Irish life with Bessie Barriscale in a very amusing and true characterization.

Universal Film Mfg. Company
THE

BANDIT'S WAGER (Big U), Nov. 5. — A one-reel number, featuring Grace Cunard and Francis Ford. The bandit wagers he will be
able to make the girl kiss him. He catches her in his cabin and wins
his bet. but the identity of the bandit proves a surprise. There is a
good deal of meaningless action in this, but proves a fairly convincing
offering.
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A POLlTirAI. THAMP (Ncnior). Nov. C— A very funny number,
foaturlng ICddlo Lyons and Ia-p Moran n» two hoboos. Tlu-y swfpo ihc
automoblU* of a tourlns polUlclnn. Eddlo poses us the oHlrfHccktr and
Leo as his st'cretary. Their addresses at Iho prohibition mvcting are
laughable.
Tbo ofterlns. as a whole. Is a decided success.
THE CRY OP CONSCIENCE (Gold Rooster), Nov. 8.— A crook story,
with a trafilc undlnR. by Jos. Lt-Hrandt, featuring Malcolm Blevlos,
Chns. CummlnKS and Bftty Schndo. Spike. Just released from jirlson,
plans to kill his former pal. whom he 8a>'s squealed on him. Ho finds
him sk'k ut homo and while taunting bis intended victim Spike drlnke
what ho suppoaes Is a glass of whiskey. The drink is really a powerful
medicine and Splko dies In Ibe oct of trying to shoot the other man.
This Is rather grewsorac, but forcefully presented.
SWEEDIB. THE JANTIOR ( Nt slor) . Nov. 10.— Wallace Beery appears In his role as Janitor. He deserts his wife temporarily to entertain a lady Kuest at the hotel, but her husband and bis spouse get on
the trail. Many of the scenes are in night attire. This Is rather funny
ai tlm^s. but the humor is not of a high class.
EYES

OF LOVE (Rex), Nov. 10. — A number by May Havey. featuring Agnes Vernon, Leah Baird and Jack Mulhall. A girl named Mary
ho«ltatcs between an operatic career and marriage. Her lover becomes
blind and she decides for the stage. Her sister steps in and marries
the young man. The situation is a familiar one, but nicely presented
here.
It makes an entenaining subject.
IN LOVE WITH A FIREMAN (Joker), Nov. 11. — A comedy number,
by Waller Newman, featuring Wra. Franey, Gale Henry, Chas. Conklln
and Mllbum Moranti. Most of the action occurs during a theatrical
burlesque and is done in characteristic fashion. The burlesque is wellstaged and has laughable moments. The number closes with a fire accidentally started by the village constable.

Universal Film Mfg. Co. Specials
THE Hl'MAN TARGET (Special Vniversal). Oct. 10— Episode No. 10,
of the "Liberty" series. In this characteristic numbt-r various stirring
adventures are pictured. Pedro and Liberty are seen flt-eing from the
pursuing bandits. After being under fire on the cliffs they penetrate
the open country. Here they take refuge in a cabin. The bandits
again appear, kill the owner of the place and his wife. Pedro and
Liberty are last seen in the cellar of the cabin, which the bandits bum
to the ground.
The instalment is well handled throughout.
A DAt'GHTER OF MARS (Special rniversal). Oct. 23.— Episode No.
11 of ••Liberty." This number shows a continuation of the fighting
around the 'dobe ruins, it also pictures further thrilling experiences of
Liberty and Pedro in their escape. The fall of the aeroplane is well
handled and realistic. Following this the two are again made captive
and the number closes with them planning another escape.
FOR THE FLAG (Special VniversaP, Oct. 30. — No. 12 of the
"Liberty" series. This is full of wild riding and fighting scenes. It
continues the experiences of Liberty and Pedro in their efforts to bring
help to the besieged 'dobe hut, where Capt. Rutledge and his men are
holding out. The ambuscade and movements of American and Mexican
troops are splendidly handled. Pedros rescue of Major Winston is excellently done. A strong instalment.
THE PLACE BEYOND THE WINDS (Red Feather^ Nov. 6.— A flvereel offering, adapted by Ida May Park from a story by Harriet T.
Comstock. The scenes are laid in the Canadian wilds and many attractive localities have been pictured. The storj- centers about a
daughter of a woodsman, who learns to read from advertisements on
cofTt* cans and packages. A half-breed compromises her and her stem
father sends her away. She goes to the city, but returns later and
marries happily. The story Is not dramatic, but well rounded and nicely
presented throughout. Dorothy Phillips, Lon Chaney. Jack Mulhall and
others appear.
ALICE IN SOCIETY (L-KO). Nov. 7.— A three-reel comedy of the
burlesque, farcical type, feoturing Alice Howell. Fatty Voss, Phil Dunham and Joe Moore. This concerns a tailor and his two assistants.
The girl's job is to bring customers to the shop and to do this she rips
and cuts the clothing of passersby. She brings in tho rich young Mr.
.\storbllt and the tailor devises a fiendish plot for txtortlng money
from him. Some of the humor In the first reel Is a little rough, but generally acceptable. The last two reels are full of funny incidents, those
at the reception being particularly amusing.
CRY OF CONSCIENCE (Gold Seal), Nov. S— A two-reel story, by
Olga PrlnUlau. featuring Vola Smith. G. Raymond Ny*-. Edward Brown
and Chas. Gunn. The plot concerns the shiftless son of a sheriff, sent
out by his father to bring in a badly-wanted man. He takes mountain
fever and the girl of the woods nurses him through an Illness. Her
mountain lover is the villain, and has been blackmailing the girl's
father. The plot Is conventional, but the presentation fairly strong.
The young people get the sympathies and the closing scenes have considerable strength.
THE MANTLE OF DECEIT (Rex), Nov. 9. — A two-reel subject, written ond directed by Robert F. Hill, featuring Claire Mesereau, Stanley Walpolf and Joseph Grenby. The story tells of a young heiress,
whose guardian dies suddenly. She Is about to be victimized by a false
friend, but cleverly exposes him at a masked ball. The first reel of
this Is rather vague and Indefinite in action. The second reel Is better
and becomes quite Interesting. An attractive cast and pleasing settings
help out what would otherwise be a weak story.
THE EEL (Imp). Nov. 10. — A two-reel story of a criminal leader.
known as "The "Be}."
The scenes are located for the most part in his
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dive, where n score or more of plckpockcta and porch climbers report
In to bim. The atmosphere of tbo lower Hcctlon In well suggested
throughout. Somo of the phologrophy runs a httlo dark, but 1» generally acceptable. The story itself, in which a girl detective and tbo
young district attorney Invade the thieves' den. Is an absorbing one and
well handled. Percy Challongor, Betty Schade and others appear. Ad
entertaining crook story.
THE QUITTER (Bison), Nov. 11.— A twp-rcel number, by M. L.
MacOruder, featuring Roberta Wilson and Charles Pcrley. Thie tellaof
a young wife who tires of ranch lifo and h-avcs her husband to go back
East. Eventually she realizes her love for htm and returns. She saves
the Irrigation works from being blown up and captures the miHcrcant,
thus proving that she is no "quitter." Tbo themo la a good ono and
quite well worked out. The contra.st between ranch conditions and
city social life is good and the action in the closing scenes Is first rate.
This is better than the average.

World-Pictures.
THE HEART OF A HERO (Peerless), Nov. 6.— Nathan
the hero of Colonial days, is the leading figure In this six-reel
play. Robert Warwick plays the part admirably. The picture Is
teresting combination of well -const meted fiction and historical
ground. It Is reviewed at length on another page of this Issue.

Halo.
photoan Inback-

Miscellaneous.
BOOTS AND SADDLES ( B. S. Moss).— A five-part adaptation of
Eugene Walter's play featuring R. Henry Grey. With the exception of
one or two inconsistencies, the production Is a good one. The plot of the
story hinges about the double life of a man who did rescue work in the
day time and gambled at night. Later he is manager of the Ajax
mines.
A full review will be found elsewhere.

RELEASE

OF

"THE

VAMPIRES"
DAY.

MOVED

BACK

A

The first announcement made by the Gaumont Company of
the release date of "The Vampires" as a Mutual Series was
that the pictures would be released every Friday beginning
November 2-1. A desire to make the series interlock with
"Fantomas" when It comes to the day ot the week, to simplify
Mutual arranpfenients for release, has bmupiit "The Vampires"
back to Thursday as the release day. The first episode will
be shown Thursday. November 23. Thereafter there will be
a release each Thursday until the series has been completed.
Each episode of the nine Is complete In three reels.
For the benefit of exhibitors the Mutual is working out
some methods of local advertising which are calculated to
boost business for exhibitors. These are aimed directly at
the patrons of the theater, and It is promised that there will
be no waste in advertising "The Vampires." As a preliminary
to "The Vampires" many exhibitors are now running "Fantomas." It is the same style of French detective screen fiction.

''SHIELDING

SHADOW"

(Pathe).

The sixth episode of "The Shielding Shadow." Pathe's wonder
serial, produced by As tor, is called "The Disappearing Prisoner," and is announced for release on November 5.
In this thrilling episode Bianca and her hand attempt to rob
Leontine of the valuable Rajah necklace presented to her by
her husband. Sebastian. They are prevented by the eyes and
dead- white hands, which later appear to Bianca, who is infatuated with Ravengar. the mysterious stranger. She hears
the spoken words: "But one thing can win the love of Ravengar. Sebastian Navarro has committed a crime. Draw a confession from him and the regard of Ravengar will be won."
Bianca captures Sebastian, but he refuses to confess, even
though he is threatened with torture. Leontine has been
imprisoned in a gypsy wagon and Ravengar. attempting to free
her, is locked in the van with her by Romanoff, who starts the
wagon at break -neck speed down a sharp Incline toward a
high cliff.
Can Ravengar save himself and the woman he has so chivalrously protected?

CANADIANS

TO

SEE

PICKFORD

SUBJECTS.

. The Canadian invasion of the new Mary Plckford productions, presented by Artcraft IMctures Corporation, took a boom
last week when the Regent theater in Toronto, and the Dominion In Winnipeg, signed with the Monarch Film Company, Ltd..
for "Less Than the Dust," each for a week's showing. The
Monarch Is handling the entire Dominion of Canada for Artcraft Pictures Corporation, Ltd.. 12 Queen street. East, and
reports that interest in the new Pickford pictures Is running
at high tide from Halifax to Vancouver.
In the States the pile of contracts at the Artcraft offices
mounts steadily higher. There Is no longer any question about
the ability of the exchange managers to keep eighty prints
busy: the problem Is to make this huge number cover the
to the satisfaction of clamoring exhibitors. No terrlterritory
tor>' has a monopoly on first run privileges; the demand for
the first productions of Mary Pickford's own company are
limited only by the number of progressive exhibitors In the
United States.
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The Fox '* Romeo and Julie f
A

Beautiful
Shakespearian
Production
in Five Reels with
Theda Bara as Chief Treasure of the House of Capulet.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
IT is better to be young and Juliet than to be a Sarah Bernhardt trying to be young when
the cold screen refuses
to be deceived.
Theda Bara is young and her long dark
curls make many a beautiful picture as she enacts in this Fox
version of the great Shakespearean play, the fairest girl In all

WORLD

OWN
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unhappy moment by the levity of one rose girl. The set scenes
give a good suggestion of an Italian city and the chosen-backgrounds are just about what was desired.
The nurse is a "rich" part and a hard part to play even In
the spoken drama with all the aid of the poefs wit and humor.
In the picture, the humor has largely to be created, Alice
Gale deserves credit for her presentation of a humorously
grumpy, but motherly old soul. Both Glen White, as Mercutio,
and John Webb Dillon, as Tybalt, are as the real thing In the
gentlemanly swashbuckler way and fill the bill to perfection.
Helen Tracy, as Lady Capulet, is acceptable and more pleasing
than the too stiff Lord, her husband, played by Edwin Holt.
Lord Montague, by Elwln Eaton, has but a momentary part
to play. Victory Bateman's Lady Montague Is effective in the
trial scene. Walter Law as Friar Laurence carries his part of
the picture well.
The film stands as a pretty presentation of the "world's
sweetest story." It is a valuable offering that would please
any audience. The director. J. Gordon Edwards, deserves more
credit, perhaps, than any one else interested in it. The scenario, by Adrien Johnson, ought also to be mentioned as economical, clear and able. It has drawn the story through many
lovely scenes. It departs from the Shakespearan ending and
follows the even more dramatic close of the original Italian.

"The Heart of a Hero''

Scene from "Romeo

and Juliet"

(Fox).

Verona. Harry Hilliard, as Romeo, also has the bloom of
youth and an engaging personality that goes well with his
role. It is a very worthwhile picture that any one might be
glad to see. If it doesn't reach those heights of beauty that
give to the critic who has seen great presentations of the
richly magnificient play, it Is beautiful enough to inspire many
and give delight to them.
It tells the stnrv clearly
The

Scene from "Romeo

and Juliet" (Fox).

Btory Is full of suspense and that suspense remains in the picture. The scenes in which it is told are often glorious and
hundreds seem to have been employed in making the fullmanned scenes on street and in market place and in the
funeral procession which was impressive till marred for one

Six-Reel Peerless Photoplay Visualizing the Life of Nathan
Hale — Released by the World Film Corporation.
Reviewed by Edward Weltzel.
A
SIX-REEL screen drama which follows along the lines
of the stage play written by Clyde Fitch on the life
of Nathan Hale has been produced by the Peerless. It
will be released on the World Film program. The theme la
one that should appeal to every American. The story follows
the career of the young hero of Colonial days in its main
points, the material supplied by the playwright giving it an
added touch of romance. The opening reels are deliberate
of movement, but the story gathers force as it progresses, and
the last three reels are intensely dramatic. The atmosphere
of the period is well reproduced, and Emile Chautard, the
director, has handled his task with skill.
New London. Connecticut, where Nathan Hale conducts a
country school, is the scene of the early action of the drama.
Nathan and Alice Adams, one of his pupils, are lovers. At
the outbreak of hostilities between the Colonists and England, young Half jnin.^ th. army, with the sanction
of hla

Scene from "The PIcart of a Hero" (World).
sweetheart. He wins a Captain's commission, and, when a
spy Is called for to go inside of the enemy's line, volunteers
for the duty. Fear for his safety makes Alice implore him to
change his determination, but Nathan sticks to his resolve.
Guy FItzroy, a cousin of Miss Adams, also loves Alice. FItz-
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roy ks a Britlah omccr. When Hale enters the Drltlsh lines,
dis^ul!<ed as n loyalist, he is recognized by Fitzroy. who puts
up a ruse to trap him. Alice Is made a party to this, and
the play ends with the scene in the apple orchard as Nathan
bravely mounts the ladder to meet death as a spy.
Robert Warwick has the title role. Ho plays tlie part with
the rlgrht feeling and the requisite physical cndownunt. Gall
Kane is attractive and forceful as Alice Adams. Alec B.
Francis, GeorKe McQunrrle, CllCford Gray. Henry West. Charles
Jackson. Clara Whipple and Mildred Havens are tlio remaining members of an excellent cast.

'•The Sex Lure"
Six-Part

Ivan

Subject Contains a Strong Story Interpreted
By An Excellent Cast.
Reviewed
by George
BlaisdcU.
I VAX
Film
Productions
will release on November 1 "The
8o.v Lure." a six-part subject containing
situations
of
strength.
As Indicated by the title, the theme is of the
vampire order, but by no means Is the action as questionable

Scene from "The Sex Lure" (Ivan).
AS that title might lead some to infer. The basis for the title
Is the presence in the story of a wayward girl who is befriended by a family of means. Believing the head of it, a
manufacturer, is responsible through defective equipment, for
the death of her father, she seeks from motives of revenge
to disrupt his family. In the course of a decade, aided unwittingly by the wife of the household, who suffers from
melancholy due to the tragic disappearance of her son. the
plan succeeds. The new alliance continues in force until the
appearance of the son. who in dramatically retributive fashIon wins the regard of the woman, only to expose her to his
father and later to reunite his parents.
The cast Is a strong one. Louise Vale as the wife and
mother gives us a remarkable characterization. The former
Biograph player confirms her reputation for first-rank ability
In emotional portrayal. Donald Hall is the father and husband
who finally tires of the melancholy of his wife and succumbs
to the lure of the vengeance-inspired woman. Frankie Mann
Is the woman. James Morrison portrays the son grown to
manhood. George Henry is Colonel Denby, who appears late
in the story as the friend of the mother-in-law and the wife.
There is a pretty subsidiary story running through the
later portion of the play. That is the interest Denby displays
In one of the two women of the family. We are not sure
that his Intentions are not directed toward the wife, and
there is bound to be measurable disappointment that the
reunion of husband and wife interrupts a friendship that
seems more than a congenial and a happy one. Tliere is apt
to be present a feeling the husband In winning back his wife
gets more than is coming to him or more than he deserves.
"The Sex Lure" is a strong picture and is finely played by
men and women
well known
to the screen.

Italian-Made

''The Masque of Life''

Seven-Reel Production Replete with Thrills —
Should Please American Audiences.
Reviewed by Ben H. Grimm.
THE Masque of Life." a seven-reel picture produced in Italy
by the Signet Film Company and sponsored in this country by Count G. de Cipplco, who will distribute It on a
territorial rights basis. Is a production so full of thrills and
story that it should be welcomed by American exhibitors. The
film is so totally different from anything that has been seen
In this country of late: so weird and startling in several of Its
Idea-axis o^i which the plot revolves, and so filled with exciting moments and "stunts'" that It can hardly fail to attract
and hold the Interest of Its spectators.
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Pete Montebello, an educated monkey, takes a leading part
in the production, and that part of the picture In which the
monkey appears is u vivid and weird visualization of the plotworkings of an Imagination that borders on the gruesomcness
of Edgar Allan Poe. The monkey crawls up a lightning rod
on the Bide of the house in which the young king's baby lies
sleeping. The animal slinks into the baby prince's chamber
and steals the baby from his crib. Pete, the monkey, then
escapes with his burden, climbs down the lightning rod, and
Is pursued by the entire household. Pete then climbs up a
wire on the side of a brick smokestack that rises more than
a hundred feet into the air. Here comes a real thrill, for we
see the baby, in the arms of the monkey, on the narrow stone
lip of the chimney, far above the ground. Then the girl
climbs up the wire ascended by Pete and, reaching the top,
endeavors to rescue the baby from the perilous percti. The
monkey fights her, but is finally subdued and thrown Into
the chimney. The girl, after lowering the baby on the rope,
attempts suicide by leaping from the chimney top, but is
caught In a blanket.
Other thrills come throughout the unwinding of the seven
reels, and several spectacular scenes are seen during the course
of the fire that destroys the hippodrome in which the circus
is playing, among the more thrilling of which are those scenes
showing wild animals, frenzied with fear of the fire, leaping
into a pool of water to escape.
During the performance of the circus there occurs an allegorical pantomime of fairies, which has several claims to
recognition, among which are the spectacular appeal and the
manner in which the scenes were staged. In this part of the
film fantasy and fact are Intermingled with a melodramatic
appeal that gets over well.
The story visualized in "The Masque of Life" Is unusual,
and seven reels are not more than are required to tell the
story. From the standpoint of production. "The Maseru e of
L.ife" is, in many phases, on a par with many of the better
American productions, still in other ways it does not rank
with domestic pictures. The film is noticeable from this standpoint by the lack of close-ups. It is understood that much of
the laboratory work on this film was done In this country.
It was welded into finished form by Jacob L. Kempner and
Count de Clppico. The artistic sub-titles are worthy of mention.
Rita Jollvet and Hamilton Revelle appear as the Pierrot
figures, who are controlled by strings In the hand of Fate.

"Hidden Valley"
Five-Reel
Pathe
Gold
Rooster
Photoplay
Produced
Thanhouser — An Interesting Story of Adventure.
Reviewed by Edward Weltzel.
VALKYRIEN
is theGold feature
"Hidden madeValley,"
five-reel Pathe
Rooster player
screen of drama
by thea
Thanhouser Company.
The important scenes take place in
South Africa and suggest the tales of adventure of which Rider

Scene from "Hidden

Valley"

(Pathe).

Haggard
has been
so prolificto anmake
author.
has
the
necessary
ingredients
such "Hidden
a storyValley"
palatable.
There are savage tribes, a manly hero, a captive white girl and
a mysterious temple that Is her prison house. A young divinity
student, who is "given the mitten" by his sweetheart, accepts
an offer from his uncle to go to Africa and Investigate a business matter. The uncle is an Importer of ostrich plumes, and
wants to learn why his supply has fallen off. At the remote
station to which he Is sent the young man hears of a hidden
valley where plenty of feathers are to be found, but where the
natives are anything but friendly. In spite of warnings he
enters the valley and meets with several surprises. The natives take him for a god and insist that he restore the valley
to Its old fertility by bringing water again to their lands. The
student succeeds In doing this, with the help of a beautiful
white girl who has been captured by the tribe.
It Is thelE

by
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intention to offer her as a sacrifice, so she dresses becomingly
in white robes and is attended by a score of dusky maidens
who teach her their native dances. The arrival of the divinity
student opens the way for her escape, as she is able to show
him a stream of water that flows under the temple and the
tribe is tricked into believing that their new god has called
it into existence. The student is allowed to depart with the
girl.
Ernest C. Warde is responsible for the direction of the play.
He shows patience and skill in drilling the cast and the extra
people, and has given the African scenes considerable local
color. Valkyrien, who is also the Baroness Dewitz, looks fetching as the captive maiden and acts with good effect. Boyd
Marshall. Ernest Warde and Arthur Bower are the prominent
members of the supporting company.

'Shadows and Sunshine'^

Five-Reel
Pathe
Release,
Featuring the Remarkable
Child
Actress, Marie
Osborne, the Creator of "Little
ReviewedMaryby Sunshine."
Edward Weitzel.
THE five-reel picture made by Balboa for the Pathe Company and featuring Marie Osborne, the creator of "Little
Mary Sunshine,"' is In a class by itself. Written for the
sole purpose of exploiting the remarkable personality of this
mite of a child, it fulfills its mission in a thoroughly satisfactory manner. In other words, it permits this gifted bit of
precociousness to dominate every scene and work her sweet
will with the heart of the spectator. The gods have been
lavish of their favors to this five-year-old girl. She is not a
finished actress and it would be going beyond the facts to
speak of her art; but. she has imagination, intelligence, a winning personality, and that indescribable somethinn known as
magnetism — the power to catch and hold the attention, no
matter how many, persons are on the scene. The spirit of
happy childhood pervades everything she does, and it has not
been found necessary to have her behave, or misbehave, so
that she deserves a good spanking in order to keep up the
comedy supply. One of her chief charms is her grace of movement, and every action is executed with engaging confidence
and deftness.
A young man who marries a pretty working girl and is cast
off by his wealthy father, furnishes the first motive of "Shadows and Sunshine." After the birth of a baby girl, the young
man hits upon a scheme to win his father over. He has his
wife and child establish themselves in a cottage next to his
old home.
Little Mary soon becomes friendly with her grand-
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''The Ocean Waif"
Doris Kenyon

Has the Leading Role of a Five-Part Photoplay on the International Program.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
THE International Film Service has added "The Ocean
AVaif." a five-reel photoplay by Frederick Chapin, to its
program. Carlyle Blackwell and Doris Kenyon are costarred in the announcements relating to the picture, but the
author has failed to give the masculine member of the partnership equal opportunities with the woman who plays the
waif. This condition receives added emphasis from the fact
that Miss Kenyon meets every requirement of the character
of Mollie. In fact, it Is quite within bounds to credit her with
giving the entire picture a value considerably above its inherent worth. For the most part, the moods she is called upon
to portray are those of light-hearted ingenuousness. She accomplishes her task with a sureness of method and a charm
of person that must win every spectator. The action in the
last two reels introduces several dramatic incidents. — a murder.

Scene from "The Ocean Waif"

(International).

among the rest — and here also Miss Kenyon is equal to the
occasion. Carlyle Blackwell makes all that can possibly be
made out of the part of Ronald Roberts; and it is entirely the
fault of the author that he fails to divide honors with hia
fellow-payer.
Frederick Chapin'g story contains a number of entertaining
moments, but the material employed is somewhat familiar. An
ocean waif who has been reared by a drunken fisherman on
the Atlantic Coast is not a novel personage in stage or screen
friction. Her adventures in a deserted mansion that has the
reputation of being haunted and where she meets a wealthy
voung novelist are amusing, after the fashion of the fun in
•Daddy Longlegs" and "The Cinderella Man." Later in the
Itlay when the hero is accused of killing the drunken fisherman the plot follows a more conventional vein.
Many of the locations are picturesque, and the haunted mansion is particularly effective.

"The Heir to the Hoorah"

Scene from "Shadows and Sunshine" (Pathe)
father, and when the truth leaks out the old man is overjoyed.
Most of the scenes take place in the house or out in the
grounds of the old homestead. Charming bits of ingenuousness
are
Little Mary's
bath in the brook and her attempt to scrub
the colored
boy white.
The production and the supporting company are up to the
mark. But the one big thing about the picture is little Marie
Osborne, with her endowment of beautiful childhood and her
power to please.
Miller to Direct Enid Bennett.
Charles Miller will direct Enid Bennett, the Thomas H. Ince
"find,"week.
in her first Triangle picture, work on which will begin
next

Lasky Five-Reel Picture of Famous Play — Directed by C. B.
De Mille with Thomas Meighan and Anita King
in the Leads.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THERE is plenty of popular atmosphere in this picture by
the Lasky studio, "The Heir to the Hoorah." It quite
plainly pleased the kind of .audience — not predisposed to
enthusiasm surely — that one finds in front of the usual press
screening, so exhibitors can pretty well rely on patrons carrying out of the show that desirable "more than their money's
worth" feeling. The name is also more easily advertised than
usual; for circumstances helped to boost the play and attracted
wide attention to it — it is known to almost everybody.
It has quality and tells the kind of story that democratic
audiences are apt to like. To begin with, it discredits that
commercial spirit that tries to spoil youth's love story. To be
asked to use love to butter one's bread has always disgusted
youth. The picture's viUainess is the heroine's mother, whose
eye sees only the main chance. The hero is a rich Westerner
who,
withit two
owns that
the the
"Hoorah,"
a goldhave
mine.
The
two get
into partners,
their heads
mine must
an heir
and they try to choose a wife for the young partner. The only
women they know are the dance hall girls, but these disgust
the hero. The heroine, meanwhile, is in the East and refusing
the witless moneybags her mother insists she marry. She and
her mother come West and meet the hero. He is the kind any
girl could love and they get married.
The story tells how
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they find out tha.t ihey really love each other. But It Is the
grood Amerlfiin characters that keep the action alive with
liumor and humanity.
Thomas
MelRhan
plays the hero, with Anita Klnpr In the
«ppt>alte
loIr.
The
iwn
piirtnera,
rich characters
hoth, are
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man Hammond is Kood n» the forblddlnK male parent. Others
In the cast are Alice May Youae, Jack Mulhall and Joseph
De Grasse.
The production was also directed by Mr. De Cirasae.

Five New Kalems Are Shown
"The

Son of Cain"

and

Reviewed

Scene from "The Heir to the Hoorah" (Lasky).
played by Charles O^le and Horace B. Carpenter. Edythe
Chapman plays the mother and all ably put substance into the
action.
A grood picture for an audience.

"The
Man
the List.
by Ben H.

From

Yukon"

Head

Grimm.

INCREASED interest is aroused in Robert Welles Ritchie's
"The Girl From Frisco" series in tlie thirteenth episode,
entitled "The Son of Cain." The keynote of this two-reel
release Is action. The plot moves swiftly, and not for a
moment is Interest allowed to lag. Exciting occurrences follow one another in rapid succession, and any audience that
likes melodrama will like this picture. Marin Sal.*', as Barbara
Brent, is called on in this chapter to do several daring stunts,
and she dons them with a realism that thrills. Her fall from
a fast-running horse and subse<iuent slide down a steep embankment could hardly be improved upon. And, too, she leaps
from a moving train, crossing a bridge, into a river, as does
also Ronald
Bradbury.
The plot visualized In the two reels is absorbing. The author has taken his inspiration from an actual murder mystery
that occurred in Arizona several years ago. The story tells
of Barbaras unraveling of the mystery surrounding the murdei- of a hermit bee keeper, who hides his gold coin in hardened beeswax. After the murderer has been identified he is
pursued by Barbara, and her work on the top of a moving
train is to be commended.
True Boardman
Is featured
in the cast with Marin
Sals;

''The Place Beyond the Winds''

Five-Reel Red Feather Offering, Based oti Story by Harriet
T. Corastock, Features Dorothy Phillips.
Reviewed by Hubert C. McElravy.
THE
usual story of the Canadian wilds suggests adventurous
episodes of the red-blooded type.
This production is not
wanting in interesting action, but it is not to be so classified. It is more of a character study, or folk story, getting
closer to the life of tlie people in those regions than the average
offering with a Canadian background.
It follows the fortunes of a young girl, the daughter of a
woodsman of stern, unrelenting mien and Intense religious
convictions. The girl learns her letters off the coffee cans and
other groceries done up in packages, until fate throws her
into acquaintance with a school-teacher. The latter individual
is really a fugitive from justice, though not a criminal at
heart. He killed a man for ruining the woman he loved and
his story is brought out in detail as a side plot.
Priscilla. the trapper's daughter, offends her father by reading a novel and later by dancing in the woods. She is lured
away by a half-breed named Jerry and, while returning unharmed, is unable to offer a believable excuse to her stern
parent. He casts her off and she goes to the city. After
numerous experiences as a hospital nurse, during which she
learns more of the schoolmaster's life, she returns. Tlie plot
then moves
on to a plea.sing LunLlusion.
1 'rise ilia marrying

Scene from "The Place Beyond the Winds" (Universal).
Dick Travers. who had visited the region for his health years
before.
This contains some very picturesque and enjoyable scenic
views. The story, while not of a dramatic type, la well constructed and holds the interest.
Dorothy Phillips plays the part of Priscilla artistically; Lon
Chaney portrays well the part of the half-breed, and C. ^'or-

Scene from "The Son of Cain"
others are Ronald
and Hart Hoxie.

Bradbury.
James
W.

Frank
Home

(Kalem).

Jonasson.
directed,

Edward

Clisbe<>

"The Man From Yukon."
The confidence game so long worked by the Gondorf gang
of "wireless wire-tappers" has furnished Robert Welles
Ritchie the suggestion for his scenario of "The Man From
Yukon." third episode in the "Grant, Police Reporter" series,
and with this nucleus the author has wrougfit a one-reel
plot that has been excellently filmed by Director Robert EUls.
George Lark in. in this number, furnishes a sensation when
he jumps to the sill of the sixth-floor window of a building
and descends to the pavement on a rope used to hoist a tar
bucket. Mr. Larkin and one of the wiretappers indulge in a
fight in this picture that is realistic in the extreme.
Ollie Kirkby. Director Robert Ellis and William McKey are
also seen in the east. The story tells on the screen of how
the reporter saves the Ignorant miner from falling a victim
to the gang of wiretappers, and how he brings about their
capture.
"The Gate of Death."
Helen Gibson's feat in this number of the "Hazards of
Helen" railroad series comes when she slides down a construction-camp chute in a small carrier and shoots across the
top of a speeding freight train. Besides this stunt, there are
other tense moments in this reel. There is some exciting
fighting when two crooks try to get a satchel containing the
pay roll for the mining- camp. It is with this satchel that
Helen takes a chance on her life. The story is melodramatically interesting and follows the same general lines as previous "Hazards of Helen." The cast includes Helen Gibson, P.
S. Pembroke, G. A. Williams and George Routh.
"The New Salesman."
Ham,
Bud, Ethel Teare and rienry Murdoch
show
up to
fairly good comedy advantage in this reel. Ham and Bud as
helpers at a dairy are funny.
They get jobs as salesmen In
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a department store where Henry is the house detective. Ethel
is a shoplifter, who is succored from capture by Ham and
Bud. There are enough laughs in this comedy to lift It a
trifle above some that have gone before.
"A Desperate Duel."
There is not much to this number of the Ham and Bud comedies. The action is rather slow, and the story is by no means
new. Ham and Bud are both suitors for the hand of Ethel
(Ethel Teare), and when a Frenchman appears as a third
suitor they are nonplussed. Ham insults the Frenchman, who
challenges to a duel. Ham takes him up. and it is during the
course of the duel and Ham's subsequent confinement In a
hospital that what comedy there is in the film occurs.
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Triangle Program
Two

Interesting
Five-Reel
Features,
"The
Microscope
Mystery," Fine-Arts, and "The Honorable Algy," Ince.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

NOT

merely a detective story of the higher sort is "The
Microscope Mystery."
It presents some delicate cliaracterization, usually absent from plays of this kind.
The
start leads one to think that there is to be only a comedy of

"Glorian(f'
Bluebird

Five-Reel
Photoplay
with Zoe
Rae, the Child
Actress, as the Star, Released November 6.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
THE five-reel Bluebird release "Gloriana." starring little Zoe
Rae. was written and directed by E. Mason Hopper, from
a scenario by W. H. Lippert. A photoplay of this nature
is in a class oy itself. In the first place, the work of everyone
connected with its making is secondary to the youthful star. On
her young shoulders rests the task of carrying the production
to success. If she possess the proper amount of precocity
and "cuteness" to inspire tlie female spectator with a desire to
exclaim. "Isn't she clever! Isn't she a dear'" the difficulties in
the path of the director and the scenario writer are reduced
over fifty per cent. Little Zoe Rae belongs in tlio front rank
of child actresses, and bears her stellar honors in "Gloriana"
with gratifying ease. The part she plays in the photodrama
is that of a child of the stage, a winsome little miss of five
who has faced the footlights almost from the day of her birth.
The young lady's training has fitted her for the role. An ex-

Scene from "Gloriana" (Bluebird)
cellent quality of native talent has been supplemented by careful coaching in the art of the actor. Little Miss Rae has
learned her lesson well, and acts her scenes like a veteran.
She is an engaging little body, plump and pleasing of person,
and is still unspoiled by her artificial environment.
The first reel of "Gloriana" shows the little heroine's connection with stage life. She is a lightning calculator, and is
giving a performance when her mother receives a telegram
that her husband has been killed "somewhere in France." The
shock is too much for the poor woman. At her death Gloriana
is adopted by a wealthy physician, who has a boy a few years
older isthan
the game
girl. for
Thethedoctor's
wifecanis get
a charity
who
in the
glory she
out of worker
it. but
too busy to pay much heed to Gloriana. The child has ideas
of her own on the best way to help the poor, and puts them into
practical use by helping herself to her foster mother's pocketbook and giving it to the aged parents of her gt-verness, Slie
also runs away and trades her fine new frock for the garments
of a tenement child. Her actions open the eyes of the doctor's
wife to the meaning of true charity.
The scenario serves its purpose fairly well. The action could
be quickened to advantage, and some of the incidents made
more convincing, but as the plot keeps Zoe in the center of
the stage its minor faults need not be dwelt upon. Virginia
Foltz, William Canfield, Clarissa Selwynne. Gordon Griffith.
Irene Hunt, Mary Talbot and John J. Cook furnish satisfactorjsupport.
Victoria Forde Produces Selig Comedy.
"When Cupid Slipped." a Selig one-reel comedj'. released in
General Film program, Saturday, November 11, is unusual In
many respects. It was written and produced by popular Victoria Forde, who also assumes the leading comedy role. Miss
Forde appears in an entirely new character.

Scene from "The Microscope Mystery" (Triangle).
swindling, such as George R. Chester delights to create, ancf
this part of the offering is maintained with interest by Wilfred Lucas and his support so well that we are not treated to
a long and weary period of preparation during the early scenes.
They portray the ingenious operations of three quack doctors of the "consultation-free" type in a small country town.
Lucas impersonates the only real practitioner in the place, antJ
he presents no active opposition to the swindling scheme.
When, however, the leading quack is mysteriously killed
while swindling a wealthy old man, a patient who imagines
that he has almost every disease described in a work on the
theory and practice of medicine, the real physician comes tothe front with a purely scientific discovery of the murderer,
probably the last to be suspected. He does not rely upon
finger prints, but delves deeper into the evidence offered by
inanimate things, such as the handle of the weapon. His microscopic discoveries are admirably photographed, an introduction of the instructive which might be deemed dangerous
under ordinary circumstances, but which heightens the effect
And gives the wliole story new value. In a general way, the
release presents relief from the mediocre. It is bright, human
and thoroughly enjoyable,
"The Honorable Algy" is constructed with a great deal of
bright and entertaining ingenuity, and its characterizations
are admirable. Charles Day has done his best piece of work
as the cadet of an old and patrician family in financial
straits. Dearly loving a sweet girl at home, he is sent forth
on an adventurous trip in America to save the family fortunes

Scene

from "The

Honorable

Al^y"

(Triangle).

by marrying in that great heiress mart of the world, our
own society. His adventures begin aboard ship on the way.
The purser's safe is robbed of jewels belonging to an American
millionaire and a search follows. The thief hides his loot in a
ventilator which chances to be that of Algy's stateroom, and
the jewels fall into the hands of Algy. He is sorely tempted
to make use of them to save his family, but he thinks better
of It on shore and mails them to the rightful owner, claiming
no reward.
By an ingenious
interchange
of packages
they
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fall Into the hands of a dissolute suitor for the hand of the
heiress, and their final discovery clears the atmosphere In
clever style.
There Is more than ingenuity of plot to raise the value of
this story. There Is a flno human note and some charming
characterization. Charles Day surpasses himself In iho title
role, showing a finish and craftsmanship In his Impersonation
that constitutes a distinct advance over his previous work.
He Is ably supported by a company without compare so far as
unity and harmony of action Is concerned. Not the least effective scene In the entire play is that of presenting: Algy at a
Christmas celebration with what Is nearest to his heart, the
Vicar's daughter he left behind. There Is beauty and charm
thruughout, and this final scene makes a new, bright and fitting conclusion.
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"The Yellow Menace"

Thirteenth and Fourteenth Episodes of Unity Sales Corporation Serial Contain Thrilling Melodramatic Incidents.
Reviewed
by M;ii-garet 1. -MacUonald,
"The Spy and the Submarine."
this the thirteenth episode of a serial remarkable
for its
melodramatic quality, Howard
Smithson.
Inventor, Is deceived by All Singh.
In European
clothing he mtfrepresents himself and gains the confitlenct- <.f Sinitli ■ ■■ ex
IN

•*A SON OF ERIN."
Dustin Farnum Is Seen in a Pallas Five-Reel Screen Play
Of Good Quality — Released on the Paramount Program.
Re\ i<-weJ by Edward Weltzel.
N-"A Son of Erin," starring Dustin Farnum, the hero realizes
I his ambition — he becomes a New York policeman. Having
been born on the "ould sod" and thus qualified for the position, he loses no time In trying to get on the force, once he
has landed at tho Battery. The author of "A Son of Erin" has
aimed to write an entertaining story about familiar phases of
life, and has kept to well-beaten paths In his choice of material.
open In Both
Ireland.
DennisandO'Hara
and Katie
O'Grady
areEvents
sweethearts.
are poor,
a rascally
landlord
adds
to their troubles. Learning that the manifest destiny of every
TrI.sh lad is to ^o to New York and become a policeman, Dennis
accepts his fate and sails for America, after Katie has made

Scene from "The Yellow Menace" (Unity).
tent that the inventor takes him into the submarine and shows
him the wonderful air-lock through manipulation of which
the submarine's occupants may meet death within five minutes
without means of escape. An attack on Smithson by Ali
Singh's confederates knocks him senseless; but reviving more
quickly than his enemies had counted en. he leaps to his feet,
smashes the air lock and escapes as the ship sinks. Hong
Kong Harry also distinguishes himself in this episode by kldn.'pping Najla.
"The Interrupted Nuptials."
The fourteenth episode concerns itself principally with the
mistreatment of Najla. who is now in the den o^ Ali Singh,
and about to be forced into marriage with Hong Kong Harry.
An attack on the home of Ali Singh interferes with the last
rites of the marriage ceremony. It is unfortunate that the
Chinese makeup on Hong Kong Harry is so inartistic.

"Boots and Saddles"
Eugene Walter's Play Well Adapts Itself to the Screen. Presented by B. S. Moss.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

Scene from "A Son of Erin"

(Paramount).

a great sacrifice and paid for his passage. After considerable
trying experience the young chap passes his police examination and is just about to send for his sweetheart when he is
made the scapegoat in a graft exposure and deprived of his
uniform. He goes through several more trying experiences, in
which his honesty is equal to the test, and eventually finds
himself back on the force, the gold badge of a captain of
police on his breast. Katie, who has been having an unpleasant
time at home, with the rascally landlord, is sent for and almost overwhelmed at sight of Dennis in his new uniform.
In writing his scenario, if the author of the photoplay did
not have Dustin Farnum in view it was a lucky day for him
when this always reliable actor was given the part of Dennis
O'Hara. bodiesMr.
Farnum has
em-n
the character
with soso many
much engaging
manlinessqualities
and so and
lively
sense of humor, that he wins and holds the admiration through
the entire five reels. The story never rises to the superlative
degree of merit, but it is clean, natural, and thanks to the star
and his support, always entertaining. The atmosphere of thu
land of St. Patrick Is well sustained, but using Los Angeles for
the New York City scenes is not an absolute success.
Winifred Kingston plays Katie O'Grady eflCectlvely and makes
a pretty little colleen, Tom Bates, Jack Livingston. Wilfred
McDonald. Wallace Pyke. Lee Willard. Mabel Wiles and Hugh
B. Kach are happily cast.
"Of Such Is the Kingdom of Heaven."
Director Lloyd Carleton is filming "Of Such Is the Kingdom
of Heaven." a story written by Henry C. Warnack and prepared
for the screen by A. W. Coldway, of the Universal staff. The
photoplay will be made in five reels, featuring Gretchen Lederer
and Emory Johnson, well-known players of Universal City.

i1

THE play five-part
production
Eugene
Walter's
well-known
as presented
on the ofscreen
by the
B. S. Moss
Picture
Corporation
is pleasing,
and of necessity
red-blooded.
"Boots and Saddles" is of that type in which the hero boasts
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Scene from "Boots and Saddles"
(Moss).
the old-fashioned quality of gallantry where a woman Is concerned thatapplause
will causeat even
the hardened"
modern audience to
burst with
his noble
deeds.
director
might when
have done
better
by "Boots
and Saddles":
forThethere
are times
he has
allowed
the Insertion
of a
scene which was notable for Its lack of true significance, such
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as the little riding: episode when Lucy walks off horse in hand
and meets Sergeant James either intentionally or by accident,
and walks back to her associates nearby shortly afterward,
having merely spoken a few words to her former lover. Again
he is at fault where Ferris after taking the pay roll from the
safe
Ajaxa Company's
to his house, outside
bidding his
his door,
wife
guardin itthewith
gun, meets office
his companions
is held up by them at the point of a gun, and forced to enter
his own house. It is beyond reason that his wife would not
have witnessed the affair from the window.
Apart from these trivial faults the production is convincing.
The brawl in the saloon at the mines has been well staged.
The characterization is good throughout, and well interpreted
by an excellent cast headed by R. Henry Grey, whose work as
Sergeant Jarftes is especially pleasing and manly. Robyn
Adair as George Ferris impersonates well the cowardly fellow
who lives a despicably double life. Othei-s of the cast are
Norman Luke, Charles Dudley, George Pheilen, Lillian West,
and Claire Glenn.
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The ''Devirs Prize"
Five-Reel

Vitagraph

Production
Is Study
Scarcely Any Action.
Reviewed by Ben H. Grimm.

of

Character-

QUITE

a mental effort is required on the part of the spectator to coherently transfer from the screen to his intelligence the story visualized
in "The Devil's Prize." a
five -reel Blue Ribbon
Feature
produced
by Vitagraph.
The
story, written by Marguerite Bertsch, who also directed the

''The Soul of Kara San"
Five-Reel Japanese-American Photoplay Produced by Jesse
L, Lasky — Released on the Paramount Program.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
EXCELLENT acting and skillful production make "The
Soul of Kura San," the five-reel Japanese-Am-^rican screen
play from the Jesse L. Lasky studio, an unusually gripping picture. The story is hectic, but the motives are not
overdrawn and lead up to a strong climax. Of the three principal characters, two are Japanese: These two parts are acted
by Sessue Hayakawa, so favorably known to the screen, and
Tsuru Aoki, his talented wife. Myrtle Stedman plays a young
American girl who becomes the object of the Oriental's vengence. Hayaliawa's character Is that of Foya, a poor Japanese
artist who loves Kura-San, the daughter of a teahouse proprietor. The pair are too poor to marry and are about to commit suicide when Foyo is sent for by his wealthy uncle in
America.
While Foyo is away Kura-San's father makes her believe
that Foyo has been married. The girl then consents to pose
for an American artist and goes to live with him. When Foyo
returns to Japan and Kura San learns the truth she kills herself after confessing that the artist has dishonored her. Foyo.
now wealthy, returns vto America, bent on avenging Kura San.
He learns that the artist is engaged to marry Anne Willoughby.
a beautiful American girl. Foyo lures the girl to his house
and, before a picture of Kura San. attempts to repay the artist
in kind. The American arrives in time to prevent Foyo from
accomplishing his purpose, and the Japanese kills himself at
the foot of Kura San's picture.
The offense that such a story might give under less intelligent
handling is skillfully avoided in the present case. The settings
throughout, Japanese and American, are correct in every detail.

Scene from "The Soul of Kura San" (Lasky)
and the artistic impersonations contributed .by Sessue Hayakawa. Myrtle Stedman and Tsuru Aoki lift the picture into the
field of tragedy. In the last scene the struggle between the
Japanese and the American girl strikes a strong note — it almost becomes symbolic of a conflict between the two races.
George Webb, Thomas Kurihara and George Kuwa share in
the good impression made by the picture.
"Tilly's
Vacation."
William A. Brady has
granted
a vacation to Marie Dressier
so she may rehearse for the new Century Theater show, but as
soon as it opens she must return daytimes to the World Film
Corporation for her second picture.

Scene from "The Devil's Prize" (Vitagraph).
production, has considerable strength, but none of its leading
characters has any claim to the sympathy of an average person unless it be the newspaperman or the child. The picture
is one that holds the attention throughout the five reels, but
its effect is rather depressing.
Antonio Moreno and Naomi Childers are featured, and it is
the work of character delineation on their part and on the
part of Albert S. Howson and Clio Ayres that makes the picture acceptable. There is nothing elevating in the production,
but it certainly has a claim to individuality. The story tells
of a man who always manages to place the blame for his misdeeds on someone else, and who is beloved by rich and poor
alike. He has betrayed a girl, who later marries a newspaper
man. The man marries a wealthy woman. He is a power in
the community and when Mark Stratton (Templer Saxe) decides to foist his worthless mining stock on the working people in the guise of philanthropy the man dares not refuse hia
aid because Stratton "has something on" him. The man finally
murders Stratton and goes so far as to lay the blame at the
dnor of another. His wife thus learns his true character.
Meanwhile the newspaper man (Mr. Moreno), whose paper
was responsible for the sale of the worthless stock, learns that
the man is the father of the child he believed to be his. The
newspaper man goes to kill St. Clair, but before he is able to
carry out his plans the Devil takes his own.
Mildred Platz is a child actress who pleases. Lark Taylor
also does good work.
That Does
genuineBig
feature
productions
superlative
merit never
Vadis^'
s withof ''Quo
Busines
grow old. and that such subjects compare more than favorably
with the average "first run" feature releases of the day as box
office magnets, is the opinion of A. L. Robb, manager of the
Strand theater. Washington, D. C. The Strand recently played
George Kleine's classic masterpiece, "Quo Vadis," to capacity
business for three days.
"It gives me great pleasure to inform you." writes Mr. Robb
to the Kleine exchange, in Washington, "that the recent run
of 'Quo Vadis' at our Strand theater was so successful that we
desire to play the attraction again in the near future for another run of three days.
"The success of 'Quo Vadis' would seem to knock out the
theory that a picture cannot be run to profit after It has
played a town, for the Strand was crowded during the entire
three
days George
when Kleine
"Quo Vadis'
the screen."
All the
branchheldoffices
are reporting a revival
of "big business" with "Quo Vadis." which shows that Mr. Robb
is not alone in recognizing the worth of the feature that can
"come back."
"Jealousy," Third Suratt Production, Out November 20.
Valeska Suratt has started on a new photoplay for William
Fox. "Jealousy." the third Suratt picture to be released, will
be shown on November 20. Tt is a photodrama as powerful as
the title would indicate. Besides Miss Suratt. there are included in the "Jealousy" company, Charles Edwards, Walter
Law, Charline Mayfield, Lincoln's grandnlece, and Curtis Benton.
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Conducted by EPES WINTHROP
Merged.
ALTHOUGH merging seems to be claimed by the film making compaDles as their specialty, the Rowland and Clark houses. In Pittsburgh, have merged their programs, and one edition now does for
the four houses, the Bellevue. a sort of half-sister, retaining the old
form. The new Film Forecast is a tasty looking sheet, sixteen pages
and cover, the latter a cream done in photo brown, pages 8 by 11 inches.
In the new form the issue can he made much more useful to the four
houses, hut In the initial issue the layout lacks form. You look all
through the sheet not knowing just where to set your eye, and the pages
are broken with one and two coiumu stories, and advertisements that
add to the confusion. Since It is the purpose of the house to write up
a coming attraction but once, though it will play the four houses, we
would suggest that the middle page be taken a half page to a house for
the formal program with a reference to stories in the current issue
by page and "Page 3. last week" or whatever it may be for stories written
up Id previous issues. Then use a straight newspaper make-up for the
other pages, and kill the printer if he gets it too mussy. There is so
much good material in the old issues that in the new form it could be
made to work even harder if only it could be displayed so as to be
read without fatigue. At present it tires the eye to look at the pages.
Very few worth while papers have hit their stride the first issue, and
we shall watch for later numbers with interest. At present their best
program Is the underline on page 18 of the initial number. That is
clear and exact. We would suggest that a somewhat similar table
might be used for the running attractions. If a feature opens at the
Regent and Is found particularly good, those who saw it there can consult the list and find that it will play on certain days at the other houses,
and either see It again in its new stand or recommend it to their friends.
With a chain of houses they can capitalize to the full the better attractions, and people will follow the film if they know where they can
find it a few days later. They have a set schedule for the releases,
but they should give titles, houses and dates to get the full value for
all houses. If we are any prophet the new Film Forecast is going to be
a comer.

A

G, F. Organ.

The Film General is the name of a new house organ, gotten out by the
General Film in St. Louis. It is only a four pager, and the editor seems
to have trouble in filling that. He starts to urge advertising upon the
exhibitor, for example, but says he doesn't know how to tell because the
weather, the picture, the neighborhood, and all local conditions have
their bearing. That is very true, but it doesn't stop Tom North or L. J.
Scott, or some of the Paramount exchanges from giving helpful hints.
The paper would be better if more forceful. At present it is negative.
But any start is a start in the right direction, so here's hoping that the
General puts on a Lieutenant.

Booming Babies.
Charles Decker, of the Majestic, Grand Junction. Colorado, is starting
a baby show along the lines suggested in Picture Theatre Advertising,
but he does not limit the number of slides to be shown at a performance.
It Is better to state that not more than a certain number will be shown
at one time, and show them in series, the winners in each series entering in the finals. This not only prolongs but sustains interest. A more
permanent feature Is a rest and baby room, which has been added. Mr.
Decker was able to get a store room next the entrance, and will make it
over for the benefit of mothers and kiddies. This is something more
than a talking point; it is a business maker, for many a mother can
now come with the family or by herself without the fear that the child
will suffer through the excitement or annoy the others present. And
In writing up the innovation Mr. Decker helps by the tone of the article,
neither blatant nor over modest. He merely seems to take a rea'
pride in what he can do to make things more pleasant for his patrons,
and that Is the real attitude to take.

A

Film

Missionary.

The Criterion. Rutherford, N'. J„ seems to have fallen into bad hands
after a certain man in a green hat went to New York and then to
Australia, and the management didn't seem to care about the patrons
and even improved upon Commodore Vanderbuilfs reputed attitude
toward the public. Then the house changed hands again — as it was
bound to do — and J. A. Seattle took the reins. He saw that there was
something needed to make apparent the change in attitude. He could
do personal work, but slowly, so he took his reconstructed staff on film,
and from himself to the smallest usher he introduced the house people
to the public. And for a leader he used —
Notice that everybody Is smiling.
This Is the atmosphere we
wlah to create.
Everybody happy.
Our watchword is courtesy.
Our slogan quality.
We thank you.
This was run with some local films.
People came to see the local
stuff and were made acquainted with the new staff as well.
It Is Im-

1,

SARGENT

posslLle to be a grouch and an amusement purveyor simultaneously for
any length of time. It cannot be done, and when you follow a grouch
into the theater lose no time in announcing the change in the plainest
possible manner.
A house reflects the personality of the head.

Changed to Chat.
A. H. Cobb, Jr., of the Temple. Hartsville, S. C, has changed his
program policy and now uses house chat Instead of press agent junk
on the back page of his programs. Now instead of spending money to
popularize John Jones and Jane Jinks he takes the space to confirm
his patrons in their belief that the Temple is about as good a place as
there is. He makes it chatty and bright and so it is read with the
same interest as would be some item about a player — and it does the
house more good. Chat of the actors and about pictures is excellent
in a large program, where there is space to spare, but Mr. Cobb uses a
four pager folder that goes into an envelope without additional folding

From the itory by

Margaret TurabDll

Thousand Dollar HusbaDd'

ATTHl

TEMFLE

TO^PAY
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and he needs the space for himself. This throwaway brought such good
results that he is continuing their use. It is in red on a lemon stock
4 hy 6^ inches. Note how the outline type top and bottom get the
same attention as a heavy bodied type and yet looks vastly more inviting. It is a pretty piece of work and we hope that it helps to bring
others to a more general use of outline, inline and shaded letters.
Mr. Cobb has cause to be glad that he has a regular printer in a
small town. The man really is a printer and not a butcher obtaining
money under the false pretense that he can set type.

Here's Mr. Stanton.
Frank D. Stanton comes to the fore again. It has been a long time
since be was a regular visitor, and now that he is back, we hope he
stays for a long time. He is running the Fenway, in Boston, and he
sends in a scheme for a direct appeal. It is a bit expensive, but it
should work in proportion to the expense, and it is not what it costs,
but what it brings back, that counts.
He writes :
What do you think of the following for securing a mailing list?
I used the same idea a few years ago, but the territory to be
covered was not so great as I have on my hands now.
We have a lady going from house to house meeting people
and making inquiries. When she leaves each family she knows
how many go to theaters. What theaters they like best, and why.
If they like the Fenway or not. and why; what kind of pictures
they like best, and if they like vaudeville. This lady makes
written daily reports, and they are very Interesting. She also
brings home a list of from one hundred to one hundred fifty names
of people who desire that we put them on our mailing list. Before leaving each person, the lady hands over the latest house
organ, a program and a couple of complimentary matinee tickets.
The discouraging part of all this is that although we have a list
of about three thousand names, we have only covered a small
portion of our territory. Where should we stop? How big is a
mailing list? Do you think a house organ like the enclosed, which
announces two weeks shows, would be alright if sent every second week? I am trying to determine the best method of procedure after our mailing list gets twice Its present size.
I shall be glad to place all house organ fiends on our mailing
list, and would
like even better to be on thelr's.
What has become of that autogobile that I sent to Steve Farrar?
No, I don't want it back.
This is a splendid scheme for getting people interested In the house.
With a tactful caller nothing could be better, but Mr, Stanton himself
points out the weak point of the scheme from the mailing list angle.
We take It that be has a large house, and an expense of $30 for mail-
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ing will not be regarded as unduly proportioned, but it is a question of
good, not o£ expense. We imagine that most persons who are approached
by the visitor will express a desire to be placed upon the mailing list.
It costs nothing and the program is interesting. But three thousand
names should cover a clientele of at least ten thousand, some of whom
should repeat on the week, and yet the territory is still open for development. We think it would he better to send the visitor out with
tickets, but not to make a general offer of the free program. Work the
house schemes to get the mailing list, with so large a clientele on the
proposition that if everyone is approached directly, then those who
come represent the utmost development of the territory. The general
function of the house program is to make business, either through holding the interest of those already converted or through making converts.
To hold the program distribution to those already patrons might lose
to the house the patronage of those who might be interested. Possibly
the hest way would be to send the program to all addresses for from four
to six week, and then send a chaser in the form of a letter asking if the
recipient wishes to he continued on the mailing list and enclosing a
card to be filled in and returned. If they will pay a penny for the
stamp or hand it in when they visit the house, it is reasonable to suppose that they are interested in pictures to the point of profit. But to
offset the tendency to delay, it might be still better to send in a second
week, using the Rowland and Clark form recently given in this department, in the issue of September IGth. The entire list should be
checked up every six months or so, for dead names will creep in rapidly
in a city of any size. If a special envelope is used the return form
should be carried. The Garfield, Chicago, does well enough witb a
rubber stamp, which states that return postage is guaranteed in the
event of non-delivery. Printed matter can neither be forwarded nor
returned to the sender under the original stamp, but will he returned
to the sender if the latter guarantees the return postage, and it is
worth the stamp to get back a dead address. A mailing list should be
as large as will increase business, hut it seldom pays to have a list that
represents much more than thirty per cent, of the house patrons for a
week, and in most instances twenty per cent, should be sufflc-ient. Steve
is invited to tell what he knows about the Autogobile. The last report
we remember was that Steve was ready to ship. We do not think that
It was called for. Will Steve please write? And will all house programers please note that Mr, Stanton's address is The Fenway, 130
Massachusetts avenue, Boston. Send him your's and he'll send you his.
He has both a house program and a house organ. The latter is four
pages, 8 by 11 inches, printed in blue, no foreign advertising. There
is a quantity of picture chat, enough to make it read, announcement of
a special Kiddie Matinee Saturdays, It works for two week at a time,
each change of program being a display advertisement. We think that
a single page given to a more formal program would be more advantageous
and look better. This would give a little more space for chat and house
talk, and be more seemly. Every second week is plenty often enough.
The house program proper is printed for the week and is intended for
distribution in the house only. It carries a well done front page, but
no house chat. That right hand column of page three should be readable
house chat. It would tell the advertised facts more strongly than the
display type does. Mr. Stanton knows how to write, and since this is
the case, a running story is better than eighteen and twenty-four point
type.

Wants a Comparison.
J. J. Marshall, of the Marshall theater, Manhattan, Kansas, sends in
two newspaper advertisements and asks for a criticism and comparison.
Both advertisements are the same size, a little more than four tens,
and may be found on this page. For the purpose of identification Mr.
Marshall refers to them as the light and heavy bordered advertisements,
which is an easy identification.
Mr. Marshall does not say whether he
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"Literally sell out for a pair of

November

wants the criticism to apply to the copy or the composition. In the
first place, these advertisements, which appear in two different papers,
occupy practically a quarter page each and each is dominant on its
page. It has nothing in the way of other large advertisements to
fight against. This being the case, the heavy border is a mistake.
It cuts down the type measurement one inch each way or eighteen
square inches of actual space. This is the equivalent of about eight
column inches, or one-fifth of the entire space paid for. This would
be a good investment if the border was necessary in order to throw the
announcement into relief on a page witb other heavy type displays, but in
this instance the light border serves its purpose and is only one-sixth
as large ; a six against thirty-six point. The heavy border is not only
needless expense, but to some extent, on a white page, it masks down
the display. It does not show up as well on the page as does the light
bordered advertisement. This does not appear in the reproduction, of
course, but it is the rule that a heavy border is of service only when
it is necessary to cut off from similar heavy advertising.
Taking the heading, the copy is, of course, the same. As a rule the
upper and lower case type of the light ad. should show better than the
all capital of the heavy, but here a better letter is shown in the heavy
advertisement and the rule forces the name up. On the light advertisement the matinee and night line should be in upper and lower
and smaller, since the line is less important than the name of the
house and yet, appearing in such close proximity to ihe house name, it
dwarfs that type and gives it inferior pioniintnee. Both lines are too
heavy to match the Importance of the fact.
In the heavy ad. the "Today" and "Tomorrow" lines show up better
than in the light- They would have shown ui) better still if the
printer had not extended his boxes to cover some wholly unnecessary
and non-ornamental ornaments. Tho ornaments do not help, and they
assuredly do hurt the display. In the light example both of these
lines are too large and come too close to the titles. This is a fault of
the copy, apparently, if the printer followed copy, for in the light the
titles rise too high, while in the heavy the copy gives a couple of lines
between the dating and tho play titles.
This brings us to the box for Shoes. The copy is almost the same,
though in one case a cut is used and in the other there is no cut. The
facts of the story are vastly more important than the cut of tho comparatively unknown star. The light advertisement throws the facts
up strongly. In the heavy the appeal is lost, both through the smallness
of the type and the manner in which it is strung beside the cut. It
would have been better had both layouts been planned as shown in the
light ad. The facts are important. The cut tells nothing at all, and
the name is given wrongly in the mortise. If the cut were kept in the
text for the mortise should have read "The girl who 'sold out' for a
pair of shoes." That is a lot of copy for so small a mortise, but set
directly into the cut it would have been read, and, being read, would
have carried an appeal. In both cases the quotation marks are wrongly
quotes should have gone around "sold out" and no more.
The advertisement
placed.
In the light
an ignorant printer sticks in an extra quote
mark before "shoes," though there is no reason why that word should
be especially quoted unless it were to suggest that it was not shoes, but
that the word was the polite equivalent of something less polite or to
infer that the shoes were merely an excuse, neither of which is the
case here. In the heavy advertisement the printer gets in some more
alleged ornamentation. He probably carries it around by the handsful
in his pockets.
In the other box it is more permissible to use the cut of Chaplin
because he is known and the cut will attract the eye. The copy tells
heavy adit is Chaplin and not Billie Ritchie. Here the copy forof the
the President
Nine times the salary
vertisement is better planned.
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meant* more tbitn thu figures, since It \s easier to KTiisp a fact than
flgures. Thr $670,000.00 looks a lot, but It moans mcrvly a large sum.
Nino times what the President gets Is a concrete fact. It sinks in as
soon as It hits. Dut unless tbc coi>y bud to be followed, the composition of the heavy advertisement should bavo usid a. larger type for
Chaplin and have staggered that Instead of tho name of the i)Iay. It Is
CHARLIE CHAPLIN in The Fireman and not THE FIREMAN with
Charlio Chaplin. Both compositors err in this. The rule is to play
up the more important line, whether tbls be the star or the play, and
here the star is vastly more important than the play. The display In
the heavy advertisement Is better, typographically, than would be a
reverse with Chaplin In two lines, but typographical excellence moans
less to the box office than a featured "Chaplin."
For an Immediate underline the light advertisement Is better than
the heavy. If the underline had been for the following week, the heavy
undorllno would have been better. Tho price and tlmo table line In the
heavy advertisement is well done, and it would havo been better had
both ads airried this form with nothing similar at the top.
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Mary PIcford for Pickford and Bopgarph for Blograph, Vesnon Howe
Dalley and "The Bachelor's Alliance." And then a last lino announces :"Program subject to change." If It In. it should be changed
Immediately.
Carelessness of this sort Is Inexcusable.

Udells.
Here are a couple more odd form udvertlsements from Davo Udell
of the Majestic and Comedy, Paxton, 111. {They are running a bit low,
Dave.) These two forms are good only for a change. It Is better to
give tho eye one or two lines to hold, even If the copy Is not read, but

Jack Spratt

HELLO!

Could eat no fat,

HELLO!

His wjfe could eal no lean.

Since tho di^^play tor the two attractions breaks r.O-'iO, the Shoes of
the light line and tho Chaplin of the heavy bordered advertisement being about equally good, the question of valuo seems largely to be a
matter of handling the entire space and here, because of the unnecessary border, tho light advertisement has a shade tho best of It. because
It stands out better on the page and because the type faces of the
Shoes are the be-'^t and most easily read. Apart from the border there
Is llttlo choice, but the decision lies with the light and more roomy
adverilstment. If we were at It we would take the top Uno from the
heavy advertisement and eliminate the second line altogether. We
would take the boxed "Today" and "Tomorrow" without the ornaments
from (he hea\-y ad. and then follow with the Shoes from the light ad.
and the Chaplin from the heavy border retaining the "Three performances" line from that advertisement and finishing with the underline
from the light. Then we would give the printer a couple of passes to
show him how pleased we were. We are taking all this space, not for
Mr. Marshall alone, but for all the readers of this department. If you
advertHe yourself you need to study these very questions.

So in the Crystal Ihey merrily sat
And saw 'Excuse Me' on the screen.
If this
be true
For
it must
be and
true not
you contr'ie
see
How could you pass Ihls pleasant night
Without a glimpse of "Excuse Me"?
So to the Crystal you must go
la rain or shine tonight.
It only takes 15c in dough
To see such a tunny sight
The first show starts Ji 7:10;
This gives you time a plenty

Another Oddity.

But, in case you C3n'l go then
The second will start at 8:20.

The La Salle, South Bend, Ind., offers a new folding for an eightpage folder and to go with it a new makeup.
The cut shows
one
side of the sheet.
The outside pages are folded to meet over on the

"Excuse Me!"
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Mr. Udell changes so constantly that they rather look for novelties all
tho time and most Paxtoniics read them as regularly as they read
tho rest of the news.

Friday His Best.

SAFETY

FIRST

pages not shown. This leaves the middle paftes to servo as tho front
and back covers. When the folder is open it opens- on the two program
pages nhose with the black strip acrlss the top) and these being
opened, a running story four pages long is disclosed, covering the films
for the week. The first four days* program are shown en the page to
the right of the front page and the page to the left of the back page
{which copies the Kodak style advertisement) offers five days more.
The strip Is 5V4 by 11>*! inches. This makes a better folding for
the eight pages than the usual style. The house also issues a card
calendar 2^ by 4^2 listing the tealureE. It would be better to use
«lght Instead of six-point type and lose a few of the titles for the time
being. Six-point Is rather too small for the calendar, though it will
do If leaded out, which will make each line eight points in height but
will carry more words to the line than the eight-point letter.

Kill the Office Boy.
U would seem that the Liberty theater, Philadelphia, must let the
ofUco boy write the copy for Its programs, for the stuff Is bad enough
to he funny at times and what the boy cannot think of the printer remembers. It's a nice house, appealing to a good clientele, but the
patrons mu-^t wonder sometimes at theso programs. They are four
pagers about 5 by 8. The printing Is poor, the form taking up dust
and smearing badly. The Impression suggests a country printer and a
second-hand Washington press. One issue announces De Wolf Hopper and
remarks that "De Wolf Hopper has a record of being one of the best
comedians In the business. He has long been appearing as a featured
member of the Gilbert and Sullivan Opera Company." Murdering
Moses ! They may have forgotten the old McCall Opera Company
In Philadelphia, but they must remember Wang and Castles in the Air
and Dr. Syntax even If the news is a little slow in getting over there.
Mr. Hopper has played In a number of Gilbert and Sullivan revivals,
but Gilbert and Sullivan never had an opera company. "Paying the
Price" Is described as "A vivid tale of lovp. the love that means two
lives — means happiness. A highly amusing entertainment In five big
acts." Robert Edeson In "Father of Men" gets this punctuation — or
lack of it — and all : "In this production Mr. Edeson plays a dual role,
that of John Howland the father of Robert Howland the son grown up
he does this with that touch of artistry that has won him renoun
and fame behind the footlights." Even that "renoun" is not going
to help things If Edeson sees that. In the line of typographical errors.
these are characteristic : "A Temperery
Truce"
in a headline
and

R. P. Greer, of the Palace, Dawson. Ga., &.ays that Friday has always
been one of his best nights. Generally it is not one of the fat nights of
the week. The other day he used the "This ticket when accompanied by
one paid adult admission will admit a child under 12 free" idea, and
says it nearly doubled his business when given out Friday afternoon,
persumably at the schools. He sends the Idea In for the benefit of others,
as It is new to him. He runs seven reels in an hour, which Is too fast.
It would be better to cut the number of reels or the number of shows;
preferably the latter since he gets five and ten cents in the afternoon,
and five and fifteen in the evening. The free child's ticket Is a good
scheme to work when advertising a feature in a hurry. The tickets can
bo printed In the morning, distributed as school lets out at noon or
after the second session, and the children will take them home, ensuring a good distribution.

Paste It.

The Opera House. St. Johns, N. D., is getting out a six-page house
sheet, with the extra page set In loose. It is a clean-looking and nicely
edited affair, but if the press can work it, it would be better to use
the folder stylo. That loose sheet Is not alone awkward, but many people
will throw it down unread and the house loses the Investment for type
and printing. Until it can be raised to an eight and stitched It would
be well to either make It a folder or lightly paste the extra sheet before
inserting. This will add something to the cost, but a couple of school
boys can do the work and will be glad to take their pay In passes or
^he freedom of the house.

A

NEW

HELP

FOR

MANAGERS

Picture Theatre Advertisins^
■) EPES WINTHBOP SABSENT (Ch<iiIh al M¥irliilii lu Eiblkllui ii Ibi Mniif Plilva W«ll

^

TEXT BOOK AND A HAND BOOK, a compendium and a guide.
It tells all about advertising, about type and type-setting, printing and paper, how to run a house program, how to frame your
newspaper advertisements, how to write form letters, posters or
throwaways. how to make your house an advertisement, how to
get matinee business, special schemes for hot weather and rainy
days. All practical because it hoJ! helped otJ^ers. It will help
you.
By mail, postpaid, $2.00.
Order from nearest office.

Moving Picture World,
Schiller Building
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17 Madison Ave.,
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ing for protection, but it would seem that only individual copyright entry
as a contribution to a publication, made by each author for himself personally would b legally free from attack. The Copyright Office cannot,
of course, anticipate a ruling, so there is no means, other than a suit,
for determining the exact degree of protection, but it would seem that
only individual
entry would give technical
protection.

Conducted by EPES WINTHROP SARGENT
INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this
department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be
addressed to this department. Questions should be stated
clearly and should be typewritten or written with pen and
ink. Under no circumstances will manuscripts or synopses
be criticised, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.
A list of companies will be sent if the request is made to
the paper direct and not to this department, and a return
stamped envelope is inclosed.
There.
SINCE Spec Woods laid down his pen on the Dramatic Mirror desk
there have been several editors, but none who seemed able to ginger
the photoplay department — at least, for editorial comment, but Frederick James Smith, recently gave up the vaudeville department ior the
pictures and he writes interestingly on scripts. In a late issue he
remarked: "Yet the vision in the pictures is usually a primitive means
to ah end." There is a whole booKtul — or at least, a booklet, in those
two lines. Nine times out of ten the vision is a makeshift expedient to
get something over the author should be able to tell it in another and
better way.

On Adaptations.
Van Buren Powell has been working with Hamlin G'arland on the
adaptation of some of his work for the Vitagraph. He is too nearsighted to get into a scrap with anybody, but that is not the reason he
is not having the usual rows with the author. He puts the whole
diplomacy of adaptation
in a few lines when he writes :
I have found, in working with him, that if a script writer
will only take a meet-you-half-way attitude toward the writer
of a book, he will find the author glad enough to see his angel
and their mutual efforts must make for better pictures. The usual
trouble between the book man and the script adaptor is that
the author's resentment is roused by seemingly futile and careless departures from his original ; while the picturizer assumes,
loo often, that because a book IS a book It is fore-destined to
alteration or HIS work won't be accredited. Both seethe with
antagonistic sentiments and usually the author breaks into print
with a wild wail of agony and often enough he has cause; tnen
the script man retaliates with woful blasphemies against all
books and their unfitness for the screen. If they'd both get
together in a spirit of friendliness, the author taking the position that perhaps the other fellow has a fuller knowledge of the
special technique that is involved in the translation of his work
to the new medium of expression, the 'script-wright co-operating, and assuming that the author knows his own work perhaps
better, and loves it surely more — why — the answer would often
be the same as it is in the case of Mr. Garland and myself :
we are going to make far better scripts together, and yet neither
will the individuality of his work nor the practical efforts of
the script writer be submerged in a sea of mutual hate.

It Does Seem Funny.

Effects.
When you think of an effect (as distinguished from a plot idea), note
It down. Wien the flurry is over and a different class of editors are
in the chairs. It will be safe to offer offect stuff and either sell It or
get it back, and you'll find that often an effect will suggest a plot
to go witli it.

Studying the Screen.

Perhaps the writer of these lines has company.
He says :
I am going to ask you if you can suggest any way by which
an amateur writer of scripts can get a worth-while opinion about
his work. I have several scenarios doing the Grand Tour, nut
as yet have had no acceptance. Please don't think I have any
fancy notions of my skill as a writer, because I am as convinced
as anybody can be that they are lacking, but where lacking?
They may be rotten. I am beginning to think they are, but If
I only knew why rotten and where rotten I might not feel so
rotten about It myself.
You have partly covered this Identical question in your
admirable book, in the chapter "How to Study," and recommend
us poor unfortunates to study the screen itself. This Is not
much good to me. because I get so interested in the story that
its construction e.=;capes me and I don't have the time to sit
it through twice.
"
I enter the theater in a cold, critical frame
of mind, but
before I am properly seated I am as anxious to know !r me poor
girl will get through all her troubles as the smallest fan there.
There seems to be only one answer to this question.
If a student
cannot concentrate upon the technique of the picture on the screen he
should practice concentration until he finds himself able to do so. for
this concentration upon one's work is the first requisite in any business.
If he is so light-minded that pleasure makes the stronger demand, he
is not yet fitted to be a workman.
Perhaps by first looking at a picture
and then trj-ing to study it on a second showing he can acquire this
habit, but until he can regard the theater as a schoolroom and not a
place of amusement, he is not in line to study plays.

Here's a Chance.
John F. Prybil, for so
Is now in charge of the
one-reel comedey stories
of logical slapstick —
Comedies only.

many years right-hand man to Colonel Sellg,
Barker-Swan Film Co.. Peoria. III. He wants
"short cast, chuck full of axtion with a dash
briefly the modern Keystone comedies."

StiU At It.
Evidently the adage that a fool and his fortune are soon parted
still holds good. A recent issue of a magazine printing and copyrighting
synopses for authors contains the synopses of 140 plays of various sorts,
all held under one copyright entry. The company charges a cent a
word for publishing, though it will take half a cent now and the remainder "when a sale is made." No Intelligent editor is going to buy from
such a list, knowing that it has been sent broadcast in the hope of making
a sale and that unscrupulous authors and others can take these themes,
slightly change them and get a new story that will kill the original.
As a matter of fact few of these stories are even worth stealing, let
alone buying, and yet five issues of this particular publication have been
made and the validity of the individual copyright is open to suspicion
In each case since It may be argued that the publisher can copyright
only material owned by them. There seems to be no precedent action
to be guided by, since this Is the first Instance of wholesale copyright-

J. J

Inman-Kane says much
when he writes:
Two, three and four years back they took what are known
as "complex" plots and stuck them into one and two reels, when
they should have been in five and eight, they were like tabloid
versions of a given story, merely telling the tale In synopsis
form, that's what I meant by "skeleton of a play."
Nowadays
they take miserable,
dinky
little plots and pad them
Into
"features."
If they get a story by a good author, an author
who takes months, maybe years, to work his brain-child into
magazine
form, but who seems
content
to let his wora
oe
"adapted'' and "properly reconstructed" by a hack writer, who
as you say, is paid by the week — they do just that.
Hence, one
hundred plays, by one hundred different authors, all produced
by the same company, have every one of them exactly the same
deadly monotonous
style.
If the motion
picture industry
le
going to revert to what
it was, or stay where it is now, it
will certainly travel south.
But your
suggestion
about the
two styles of picture houses Is GOOD.
When
the
business
was
new,
all plots
were
new.
The
companies did not have
tame
staffs and did not have
to economize.
They
paid
from
$25
to 550
a reel
for stuff
and
really
paiu
it to such
authors
as presented
themselves.
Some
of the
old
stories were little short of triumphs of condensation.
Then the staft
men got in and at first were paid for what they did on other scripts and
were given bonuses for original ideas, and after that the free lance
was gradually nudged out.
At the same time they found the five-reel
feature could be made with less effort than five good ones, and needed
only a single story, so they padded the old stuff and some of the new
ideas and went and spoiled the business with the padding and the profits
with the stars.
But even now there are signs that the program stuff
is coming back.
It would be here now if there was any one releasing
organization that did as good average one and two reel stories as were
current three years ago.
It's only a matter of time when
it comes,
but it takes nerve to break back to ones when
the demand
seems
to be only for fives, but you will presently
note that some
of the
companies now making only fives will be making tours and threes, and
at the same time will go in for ones and twos with which to balance

tlia program.

The THIRD

Edition of

Technique of the Photoplay
IS NOW
READY
This is virtually a new book under the old title.
More than double the text and with an arrangement
especially adapting it for the student. The most
complete book ever written .on the subject of scenario
ur i)hotoplay construction.
By Mail, Postpaid
Three Dollars
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Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON
Manufacturers' Notice.
It Is an established
rule of this department
that no apparatus or
otber goods will be endorsed
or recommended
editorially
until the
excellence of such articles has been demonstrated
to Its editor.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication It Is Impossible
to reply through the department In less than two or three weeks. In
order to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps, (less
than actual cost) will receive carbon copy of the department reply,
by mall, without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot be replied to In the department, one dollar.
Both the first and second set of questions are now ready and printed
In neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-sis In number.
Either booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps.
to the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps.
Every live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions.
You may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a
lot o( study.

Question No. 162.
What would be the effect of connecting two rectifiers in series f

Roll of Honor on Question No. 151.
The Roll of Honor on Question Xo. 151 con-.ists of C. E. Linstnith,
Carthage. X. Y. ; Wilson Hays, Barton, Md ; W. B. Allen, Edmonton,
Canada: F. F. Bell, Palestine, Texas; Dean A. Snyder. Bangor. Pa.;
P N. Irvln, Lufkln. Texas; G. A. Yager, Anadarko. Okla. ; Michael
Capoblanco. Roseto, Pa.; George H. Hopper, Jacksonville, 111.; J. H.
Marchand.
Baton
Rouge, La. ; A. M. Malley. Edmonton,
Canada
The reply of Brother Llnstruth comes nearest covering the matter
with reasonable completeness, therefore I -lave selectd bis for publication.

Reply to Question No. 151.

By C. E. Llnstruth, Carthage, N. Y.
The Question :
What
size picture would
you suggest
for a house 50-75-100
and
125 ft. deep, meaning
that these distances
are from
the screen to
rear row of seats?
Why do you select the sizes you mention.'
The Answer :
The size of the picture for different distances from screen to back
row of seats might perhaps have to depend on the width of the house,
and whether or not there is a stage; also what type of screen is used.
At 50 and up to 75 feet I prefer a 12 foot picture, by reason of the
fact that at 75 feet this size picture is not too small and Is economical
In every way. I prefer the 12 footer at 50 feet because the Images
will be what Is known as "life size." I approve this size for the
distances named, If the screen is "home-made," or of the metallic surface type. For 75 to 100 feet this size should be Increased by about
two feet. At from 100 to 125 feet. I would use a Mirror screen with
a 13 foot picture, by reason of the fact It Is a difficult matter to sell
front seats, even with the picture that wide, and when it Is made larger
the people will move farther hack and there is always the dissatisfied
patron who Is compelled to occupy front seats when the house Is full
and the picture is over large.
I say "Mirror screen"' because by reason of the added brilliancy the
eye more clearly discerns the details of a picture than where the
picture is projected to a less brilliant surface. I don't believe In having
a picture any larger than is absolutely necessary, because !arge pictures are expensive to properly Illuminate ; also the images will be
of unnatural size, and all defects are magnified In proportion. With
a Mirror screen having a surface to fit the local conditions a 12 or 13
foot picture projected with direct current will be quite presentable at
from 100 to 125 feet, and 30 to 35 amperes of current will do the trick.
All of which Is correct though some of the points are proper subjects
for argument.
My own view of the matter Is that no hard and fast rule can he laid
down to fit all conditions. As Brother Llnstruth has pointed out, the
type of screen itself has considerable to do with the matter, the distance from the front row of seats to the screen has a great deal to do
with It. and the width of the house Is an extremely important factor.
You cannot consider the question simply on the data given therein, and
to this extent It was a "catch" question. Personally I favor a 10
foot picture, and under some conditions even an 18 foot one, but I do
not believe that condition exists which demands anything larger than
an 18 foot picture, provided the installation is made with due regard to
the local connections, ani provided further that It is made by one who

is possessed of the up-to-date knowledge necessary to intelligently consider the various points Involved.
R. W.

Martin,

I Am Afraid
It Won't Work.
Cal., says :

Los Angeles,

Here Is a scheme for making the telephoto condenser practicable— possibly. It Is merely a water-jacket lens mount for
the lens next the arc. The conclave lens has a large area of surface in contact with the Jacket,
which would be kept constantly
cool by a supply of running water,
the main idea being to keep the
. , , temperature of the tliick outer
y'Vi^fer sj^cket edge sufficiently lowered so that
It will not oxpand radically to
the extent of pulling away from the thin center
and causing fracture.
Anyhow, It Is worth a look.
Yes, Brother Martin, and that Is about all. My opinion
Is that it won't work. First, because after the lens became heated you would not want cold water In contact
with it ; secopd. because it would be impracticable to
gauge a mount of this kind in such manner that breakage
would be prevented.
No, Friend Martin, I am convinced that you cannot use
that type of lens next a powerful electric arc. I think,
however, that the aperture lens mounted in the same
barrel with the objective is a practical proposition, and
will go a long ways toward solving the problem ; also 1 am
not yet convinced that we cannot have an aperture lens
mounted independent of the objective, though of that I am
by no means certain.
I am giving much prominence to the aperture
lens at this time because there Is no manner of
question, but, as I have time and again pointed
out, there is tremendous loss of light, which
means electric energy, due to the Inadequacy of
the present optical system of the projector. Of
course. It is not to be expected that we can add
another lens without first solving some new problems, because the added lens Is going to alter
• either the E. F. of the condenser combination or
the E. F. of the objective, according to which
side of the film it is placed on. I am pretty thoroughly convinced, however, that this added lens must go on
the screen side of the film, and that the only question yet to
be determined is whether it can be placed, permanently,
near the aperture, or must be carried In the objective lens
barrel.

The

Right

Spirit.

Jack Scott, Des Moines, Iowa, says :
I enclose herewith two letters which speak for themselves.
Am a reader of the department, and note your remarks with
regard to proper care of the film while in the hands of the
operator. It is for this reason I send you these letters, which
you will kindly return to me. It is my belief that If more
operators and house managers took a greater amount of pride
and interest in their work more of them would be receiving
letters like this instead of being called down by the exchanges. As I say there are only one or two things really
necessary to enable one to send the film back to the exchange
In as good, I( not beter. condition than when received. First,
the operator must absolutely understand every part of his
machine, see to It that It is properly regulated and adjusted :
also that parts are not allowed to become badly worn. A
combination of an operator who takes real pride in the picture
he puts on the screen and keeps his machine in first class condition Is a combination which Is bound to produce real projection. I am not sending those letters to "toot my own
horn." but with a view of Inducing other operators to speed
up and get better results, because the sooner the operator
realizes the Importance of the position he holds In the Industry, and of perfect projection, the sooner will the profession be elevated to the position it ought to occupy.
The letters read as follows. The first one Is from the Des Moln*
Film and Supply Company. Utica Building, Des Moines, Iowa:
Mr. Jack Scott, Operator Garden Theater, Des Moines, Iowa.
Dear Sir— T feel It Is due you that we take time to express
our appreciation of the care you have used In handling our
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Alms during the past year and a half.
Unfortunately all operators are not as careful as they might be In handling film, but
in all that time we have not bad an occasion to L-riticise the
manner in which you have handled Paramount pictures ; neither
have we had a complaint from the next exhibitor as to the
condition
in which
you have
turned
the film over to him.
This is an exceptionally good record, and one of which
you
should be proud.
"We know that Paramount pictures are good,
but Paramount
pictures
properly
projected
are still better,
therefore we hope you will keep up the good work.
Yours very truly,
Des Moines Film and Supply Company,
R. C. IiiBeau, secretary and manager.
The next letter is from the Metro Exchange,
Des Moines, Iowa.
reads :
Mr. Jack Scott, Garden Thea ter. Des Moines. Iowa. Dear Sir :
Permit us to congratulate you on the care with which you have
It
handled the Metro films shown at the Garden theater during
the past year. It is a distinct relief to an exchange manager
to know his films are in competent hands while they are absent
from the exchange, and to feel sure they, will be returned in as
good condition as they were sent out. I am indeed sorry lo
say that this is not the case in most lnstance.s. as there are but
few operators who seem to realize they are handling property
of large value, and property which is very readily susceptible
to damage. Most of them seem to get careless, sooner or later,
and fall to take proper care of the films. It therefore gives
m<i more than ordinary pleasure to say that you are not in this
class. I also desire to compliment you upon your projection,
which certainly can be classed as among the best in this territory. If wo had more such operators we, the exchange managers,
would be .'^aved many a headache.
Very truly yours.
C. E. Smith, Manager, Des Moines Metro.
I am printing these letters, although it is likely to make some of
Brother Scott's colleagues feel like heaving a brick at him. I would,
however, call their undivided attention to the fact that if they "went
and did likewise" they too could receive comment of this kind. When
Friend Scott takes good care of the films he is not only helping his own
theater, but he is assistinf/ to preserve the excellence of the screen results in ali the other theaters which will run those films thereafter, and
to make literally hundreds of thousands of shotcs more valuable to the
pati'ons who pay the money. Therefore I commend his course to other
operators, and commend it to them strongly. An operator cannot do
unnecessary damage to the film, either through careless handling or
otherwise without directly or indirectly affecting literally thousands of
people. An umaecessary splice, which cuts out three or four pictures,
does not amount to very much, that is true, but by just that much it
lessens the effect on the screen, which will probably bo viewed thereafter by anywhere from lO.OOO to 50.000 people; also unnecessary damage to the film works direct injury to the moving picture industry as a
whole, since it operates to reduce the excellence of screen results, hence
diminishes the popularity of the photoplay as a form of entertainment.

From Manchester, New Hampshire.
". Wilfrid Remillard. Manchester. X. H., says ;
It has been Quite some time since you have heard from Manchester, but Local Union 193 is still here and prospering. This
local has succeeded in raising both salaries and working conditions to a fair level, though there still is. of course, room for
improvement. Manchester is 100 per cent, organized, and the
exhibitors seem to be perfectly satisfied with union labor. They
have cause to be, however, because the majority of the men are
doing everything in their power to improve results on the screen,
which we fully realize in the long run must mean better salaries.
A drag is attached to their ambition, however, by the fact that
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a few of them think that the age of study lies between five and sixteen years of age. These men absolutely refuse to improve their
knowledge after they have passed that age, but they nevertheless
insist on being paid the same price as the more progressive
men. and this tend.-5 to hold us all back. I am a constant reader
of the department, and have been for four years past. I have
the second and third edition of the Handbook, also Hawkins'
Electrical Guide, and lose no opportunity of adding to my
knowledge.
For that reason I say, in answer to Question 150,
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I am absolutely in favor of having the questions and answers
put into twok form. The fact that some non-union operator
might secure knowledge from tlve book, and tlius endanger my
position, would not and docs not vorry me, far the very good
reason that I myself would be one of the first to get the look, and
I think I can very well hold my oxen when it comes to good projection, though my work is still a long, long ways from what
I would like it to be.
And now 1 am going to expose my ignorance. I have been a
close student of your light ray experiments, and have come to
the conclusion that I am using the wrong condenser combination. The machine is a Power's Six B, and the back opening of
the ob:ective is 1 11/lG; back focus, 3 9/lti. Using two planoconvex condensers, G'/j next the arc. and "i'/i in front, with 17y.
Inches from convex side of front condenser to the lilm, crater
3j4 inches from piano surface of back lens, I set my iamphouse
back 20 inches with two T^o condensers, but could not bring
my spot down small enough. What I want to know is what size
focus meniscus-bi-convex condensers I must use to enable mo
to set my Iamphouse back 20 inches and have a spot IV2 inches
in diameter, using ^^-inch upper carbon and >^-inch lower on
40 amperes D.C. You will probably tell me to look up Table
No. 2. page 141, of the Handbook and find out. but I hope you
won't, stand
forthe light
I am ray
waiting
dope.for your answer to see if I really underAs I am a Canadian. I was very much Interested in your trip
through Canada.
Say, but haven't they got some roads up there?
My sympathies to you— both.
Well, I am going to do a little investigating myself.
I am sending a
carbon copy of this article to both Griffiths and Martin, and I am going
to compare their replies with what we already have and see how the
advance knowledge "stacks up" with it.
Later: The replies from Brothers Martin and Griffiths have been
received, and I have selected that of Friend Griffiths for publication,
accompanied by a revision of Table 2. page 14:i. of the Handbook. I
would suggest that those having the Handbook revise Table 2, as per
the accompanying.
Brother Griffiths says :
Brother Remillard has been getting a l^'lnch spot at IT'/j
inches with G^J-7VJ condensers, and his crater 3.25 inches from
the condenser. In order to prevent waste of light around the
objective, he requires the foial length of meniscus-bi-convex condensers which will produce a lV.-inch spot at 20 Inches. First
let us get some idea of the size of his crater. His Y value (Distance apex of front condenser to film — Ed.) is 17.5 inches, and
his X value (Distance crater to apex of front condenser — Ed.)
Is 3.25 plus the thickness of a G^-j-inch condenser, or 3.25 + .82 =
4.07 Inches, and if he increases Y to 20 inches, X will equal 4.65,
because as 17.5 : 4.07 : : 20 : X, and X will therefore equal
20 X 4.07
= 4.65, which means that In order to have the same
17.5
size spot at 20 Inches, as he now "has at 17^^ Inches, his crater
would have to be 4.65 — .82 = 3.83 inches from the condensers,
and it would require one 7^j and one 8yi-lnch lens to focus the
image of the crater Into a IJi-inch spot 20 inches from the condenser therefore
;
his only plan would be to use a larger spot with
the same condensers, or change the position of the optical center
of the condensers, and thus break up the ratio of enlargement
by using the meniscus-bi-convex set. The equivalent focal point
or plane of the menlscus-bi-convex condenser is situated between
the lens at a point about 'A inch in front of the meniscus and at
a point in the center of the bi-convex. (Seems to me you are a
little bit mixed there. Brother Griffiths, though I may not understand your meaning — Ed.) Now in order to find what is the
best focal length to use. we must first determine the correct
distance the crater has to be from tht^ meniscus. With 40 amperes D. C, I personally would prefer 3 inches, which,
together with the thickness of the GI2 meniscus lens,
plus ".i-inch space in front of the lens, equals 4.25
inches, and, consulting Table 2 for corrected condensers— as the meniscus combination may be considered as such — we have the choice of two sets.
The 6^-7V2 combination gives the value of X as
4.17 for 20.S8 inches, and for 10.5 it would be about
4.2 inches. I say 19.5 because the meniscus-bi-convex decreases Y about ^-inch, and 4.2 — {114 -^ H) =
3.36 inches. So it is a case of take your choice. 2.95
inches from crater to lens with a G\i> and a 7%, or
3..'i5 with two 7Hs. My lenses stand up at 2.6 inches
with GO amperes A. C. but it is pretty close to the
limit.
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Nitrogen Lamps.

Glenn Stout. Los Angeles, Cal., says;
I am a boy sixteen years of age. but take the liberty
of writing just the same.
I own an Edison Exhibition
Model.
The sprockets are all in line, but the film keeps
jumping the lower loop.
I am pulling about 25 amperes, with a 20 foot throw.
Please tell me if I can
get a nitrogen lamp which
will give the same result,
and what the wattage would be.
Presumably
you are giving a home
exhibition.
Probably
the reason your lower loop pulls out is that the take-up tension is too
tight, although this action "may be accelerated by worn sorockets and the
idler not properly adjusted.
It might be that the spring which holds
the idler down is too weak, though, on the other hand, you don't want to
get it too tight.
As I remember in the Edison
Exhibition Model
the
lower sprocket idler roller rides on the film, and under that condition
if the Idler exerts too much pressure it has a tendency to make the film
climb the sprocket teeth.
Xo, I don't think you can get a suitable nitrogen lamp at this time.
They are still in the experimental
stage.

Si
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The Projection Arc.

uiure the arc would be quite Impossible; this haH been demonst rated by nrtillclally cooling the eleeirodes with the result
nH stated.

William M. Hyde, Nvw Iltivt-n, Conu., Kcnds In the TolIowInK article:
In the study of thi- projection arc It Is quite evlilrnt that the
real source of Illumination 1h the crater of the positive carbon, and that the value of the Illumination depends upon the
current density maintained at this rriiter (amperes per square
millimetre of purfnrc), it i-^ (hrrrfnrc ,inif.- ni-.vln!i ; Iliat lln>
ir, -"[.MUi! I.. li;i[i<ll'il in sn.

There arc several points In this article with whtih I am obliged to
lake issue.
I-^lrst. I must dispute the statcmmt that the llluminatloQ
from the negative carbon, regardless of its brilliancy, has any value
r..i proji'ciion purposes.
This Is Illustrated In an alternating current
[ has always been freely granted
that the operator ran gft a
higher candle power by using both cratt-rs of the alternating
urrcnt arc. but it Is a well-understood fact that, whereas this
Zi^./'-J'//;^; : yyV)P Corf^^-. .
ii2-4
is true, still the general result Is inferior. Any attempt to
-•^■,\-j', •
J^'t-sjrr-jv:^
utilize illumination from the tip of the negative carbon would
C^^r:iiaV6
,tV .-^
be bad because.
If for no other reason. It would
Immedi^{-;^^K^v?yt<2^y-*»<?
//t7
yy^ z .
ately set up two very different points of conjugate
foci for
^yr,-:rl^z^7Pra7r
the condenser, since the negative tip Is below and consider.5W
^<XRr ,^^&:=3iaaT
ably nearer the lens thnn is the positive crater.
Within cer_
tain limits line voltage is undoubtedly
a controlling factor
.0.€9
^7/trr /Sr.SJSTnn'dr
Cj^^y^i^
ye
^'*^
in the stability of the arc. but such stability is only obtained at heavy expense. It Is a recognized fact that the
breaking down of line voltage through resistance forms a
i-ushion for the arc. and that it is impossible to handle a
projection arc which has no such cushion except the generator
/OS
be wound for this particular ser\'ice: still, the cusblou
C^^^'ir-'^'J^'^/xn.
//,<p
formed by the resistance necessary to break down line volt,VW
age is an expensive proposition, nor has it any large value
z.<ro
'
' ~"'
beyond say. 20 or 25 volts.
With regard to the gas stream Increasing with the length
Chart 1.
of the arc and rise of arc voltage, why. I hope you won't feel
offended. Brother Hyde, when I say I was rather amused at
crater area to the njaximum current strength, and this Is
your
s- argument on this point. What you meant probably was all right,
<
^
y
though it did not soumi that way. It is quite true that the volume of
only possible by maintaining a short arc. the minimum voltage
the gas stream increases very rapidly, just as you say. but its density
In the following tests being thirty-nine to forty volts. In
order to maintain this condition it is Imperative that a solid
decreases with increase of volume ; therefore its carrying capacity is
negative carbon be used and that care exercised in selecting one
very much lower. It Is not tbi' volume of the gas stream that makes a
of such diameter as will suit the amperage of the arc, in order
good conductor, but its density. Hut, after all. a close reading of your
that It may pencil slightly, and a small point or tip always be
argument "ecms to disclose the fact that you are saying the same
maintained. It has been argued that in tte short arc the
tiling in ralbf^r obscure language. Vour statement that the arc stream Is
nesative carbon obstructs the crater, but if the forpt;oin; < oii••nvcloping
and veiling the true source of light is absolutely
right.
ditions arc maintained
This iKilnt I have many
this cannot occur — the
times called attention to. and
cross svctlon area of the
is the reason why a solid
negative carbon being so
negative carbon Is preferable'
to a cored carbon which
much smaller than tlx^
makes more gas. As to the
crater of the positiv- ,
Its relative current dtn
long and short arc. I would
Q^//<a/' err ^-y
J-^y^'TQ^e
■f fz^j^y f, ■• tiv '■Iff tj^vi^r
r*^fer you to an article by the
eity Is so high that 11
.National Carbon Company.
emits light of no less
value than the positiv
II will be interesting to you.
crater Itself. {See in>
Personally, whereas I do not
want to commit myself on
comment. — Ed.)
The following tiiblf r
ihis point as yet, I am Inlustrates the relative
clined to believe that the
current density of cravery small negative carbon
ters of low voltage atm
with a comparatively short
medium voTtage. and
arc is the better condition.
ihelr relation lo en'h
t^OJCS ^ '
.\nother point is that inother, when- in solid and
crease of amperage does not
cored carbons are useii.
:v^:^;x«
increase crater temperature
The opinion
has bven
per
unit
of arc appreciably,
advanced
that
neither
if at all. It does, however.
the arc nor line voltage
Chart 2.
increase crater area; --enco
has any etlect upon ilthe total illumination.
lumination; this is hardly so. In fact each Is an important factor. The line voltage la imWatch His Projection.
portant to the stability of the arc. for as the arc voltage
L. F. Guimond,
president
of the Montlcello
Amusement
Company,
Increases, the arc's stability is diminished,
and as Its voltage
Monticello, N. Y., says:
exthe
approaches
also
it
voltage
the generator
approaches
chart Illustrates this latter
tinguishing point. The following
Am enclosing a couple of copies of my house organ, which I
condition :
•have
been sending you right along, though I doubt If you know
U
Furthermore, it is well to make mention of the fact that as
It. (Oh. yes, I do. and tike time to glance over them every
but
Increase,
voltage
Its
does
only
not
increases
length
arc's
the
week.
b''cau«e they U'^ually contain
something
interest Ing.—
very rapidly, eases
Increases
of the gas stream
the volume
Inexpanding much more rapidly than solids; hence the
crease in volume of the gas stream requires murh higlv r
energy to puncture the air strata between the plectrod' • y^<^^^cy~AZV Czc<ir^7~and thus the energy Is deflected from the positive crat> r
^'T^^rr^rte^ /~/iJC:/tJ£e?rer77 rj^ ^yT7/a^^^cn^^ TVrj'A cA^Tf^^ n/^ ^^/^^rr^c
and dissipated in a gas stream, the illumination ofwhl'U
is approximately f>0 per cent, below that of the posit r.
"STT
crater.
This condition
is not only bad in itself, but i
of f:;iwe consider that this stream
much worse when
vi/
light,
of
Is enveloping and veiling the true source
the crater: also that positive crater is under this con'
Hon not only veiled, but its area being conslderaM .
greater it must occupy a position further from the con
our Illumination.
in turn again reduces
denser, which
The following chart illustrates the change In amperage
SS.Z6
due to increased arc voltage.
One writer has advocated lengthening the an-. aSi^uTU
ing that the free admission of oxygen compensated for
the added potential drop, and caused the generation of :'■
cr/se
equally high temperature, whereby the crater burned
Aa a matter of f.i
brilliantly as with the shorter arc.
_ [_
the dielectric nature of the atmosphere retards the ux
Idation of the carbons, causing them really to burn at a
Chart 3.
seems to be demonThis condition
lower temperature.
strated by the enclosed arc In reducing the temperature
ro
reit merely
electrode
of the positive
In the case
duces Illumination, but in the negative electrode it Jeopardizes
Ed.). I am making this copy special because I want you to
upon
wholly
existence
Its
for
depends
arc
the
as
the arc itself,
read "A Word About Breaks," since It chimes In with somea high temperature being maintained at the negative electrode;
thing you had In a recent Issue concerning the operator stickfor w.-re thr n^-gatlv.- carbon k^pt in a condition o.' low teraper-

so
/o

^se

/■Z

fjvjfjrae-

^-^

^o

so

-..^...^-U^r

■ f^^'-,

■'-V

m

W

v
■^i:i^.,y'

■60-

^<^^-ggcr ■■'■^ ^e^^^z^rifjr ^
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Ing to his knitting.
On an average
of about once a month
Operator Brown may be alone in the operating room, but the
rest of the time there are two men there, and the man at the
machine IS the man AT the machine.
With regard to the lens
you spoke of, I am in correspondence with the manufacturer,
and one of the firm is expected here in the near future.
Will
have a lot of dope for you soon.
The transverter is there with
the goods.
I have had it now for quite some time and ought
to know.

Louisville, Ky., and Evansville, Ind. Then back down to Nashville,
Tenn., and then down to Mobile, Ala., and New Orleans, La. If you
tell me how many men you can muster, possibly I can arrange to
stop either in Lynchburg or Charlotte. This lecture tour is for the
benefit of the industry, and is at the expense of the Moving Picture
World. Please advise me as to how many men you can get together,
operators and managers, either in Lynchburg or Charlotte, and I
will see what can be done.

The house organ in question is a regular little newspaper, and inasmuch as Guimond
is some
artist with the pen, or, to put It in
modern parlance, the typewriter, the aforesaid organ always contains
good dope.
The article he speaks of has to do with breaks In the
aim.
It is too long to quote verbatim, but here are a few extracts :

Local Union No. 590, I. A., Lowell, Mass., presented a new agreement to the managers, to take effect September 1. When the agreement was presented the managers were not organized and decided to
fight the union, but a league was formed and a conference had with
Local 590, which lasted for three hours. At its end the managers

The inspection
made
by the exchange,
plus the inspection
made by us, does much to prevent breaks.
But these inspections would, nevertheless,
avail but little were our machines
not kept in Al shape at all times, and renewal of parts made
before they become
badly worn.
And even if all the above
conditions
obtained,
there would
still be trouble if we were
satisfied with careless, slipshod
work
during
the projection
of the picture.
As it Is, there are usually two men at work
in the operating room at all times when the picture is being
shown,
and the operator
is absolutely
expected
to do but
ONE
thing, viz.: WATCH
HIS PROJECTION.
There is always much added
work
to be done
in an operating
room
where two machines are employed,
and in a great many
Instances the operator is expected to perform these extra tasks,
such as rewinding,
adjusting
carbons
on the dead machine,
etc., himself.
We CAN do it here and we do HAVE
to do it
occasionally, but such occasions are rare, which means that in
this one item of labor we have practically
doubled
the cost
of projection by the installation of a second machine.
The foregoing is indeed excellent, and I i.m sorry I cannot quote the
whole article verbatim.
Brother Guimond
is. as I have said before,
a real sure-enough
live-wire exhibitor who is "there with the goods."
He is in a small town, but is putting on a real picture, and has an
operating room and equipment which would do distinct credit to many
of our larger cities.
In other words, he is a progressive, and that is
the kind of chap I like to talk to.

decided to grant an increase covering 57i^ per cent, of the local's
request, which was accepted by the local, and all agreements have
now been signed.
This shows two things : First, the local had sense enough not to
hold out for more than they could get without an expensive fight.
In other words, they were willing to take a goodly per cent, of their
demand and avoid a fight. This is a plan which I heartily agree
with, always providing it can be done without sacrificing too much.
Personally. I am a great believer in demanding (this is a deep, dark,
deadly secret) considerably more than you expect to get. One of the
most successful labor leaders In Chicago, who has long been a warm,
personal friend of mine, has, during the past ten years, succeeded in
far more than doubling the salaries of the two thousand men in his
union and improving their working condition? enormously, without
one single fight of any consequence, simply by following the aforementioned plan. He is great on compromise, but the compromise
usually hits just about what the organization really expected to get,
and thus everybody is made happy and reasonably well satisfied. Another point is that the unorganized managers of Lowell were going
to fight. They were going into what would probably have proven
an expensive battle for both sides, but as soon as they organized and
conferred with the other organization that plan was changed and
reason and argument cooled the blood of those who were eager for
battle.
This is a thing which very often happens. As a matter of fact,
always assuming that the operator has been diligent and has sought to
improve himself, it is an easy matter to show the manager and to
prove to him that he is worth more money than he was worth a
year ago, and this fact, plus the considerable increase in the cost of
living, forms an argument which the managers find very difficult to
withstand ; therefore if it can be brought down to an argument — if the
combined managers can meet the combined operators and "talk It
over," nine times out of ten the managers' organization will conclude
to grant anything the operators may want which is within range
of reason. The manager is not a bad sort of chap at all. In fact, a
large percentage of him is a distinctly good sort of chap, and once
you get him to "talk it over" and reason the matter he will grant
your demands if they are, as I said, within the range of reason.

From Halifax.
William

B.

Fox,

Halifax.

X.

S.,

says:

We

appreciate your kindness with regard to the I. A. matter, but up to date have not heard from them.
Enclosed find
newspaper clippings which will explain why we would like to
. hear from them
on or before the 15th of this month
(September). We hope that some time in the future you might
be able to visit our city.
All the boys were disappointed that
you could not come to Halifax when
you were so comparatively close to us.
We have no experts here, but manage to
get good projection,
the source of our knowledge
being the
Handbook, the department and the Hawkins' Electrical Guide.
As to the World, why push her up another nickel if you want
to.
We
don't care, for the projection
department
alone is
worth
25 cents a week.
In closing, I wish the World
and
yourself
the best of luck and happiness.
The newspaper clippings have to do with the meeting of operators
In Halifax
for official examination.
There
were eighty-five
motion
picture machine
operators
gathered
from all over the Province,
and
it would have been an ideal time to have formed an organization;
in
fact, the Halifax operators
took preliminary
steps for the formation
of an organization
of their own.
This action is particularly
appropriate at this time, since the exhibitors
themselves
are forming
a
league, and, as you all know,
I am thoroughly
in favor of a good,
effective exhibitors' league and a good, effective operators' union.
In accordance with the request, received some time ago, I wrote the
I. A. general headquarters asking them to communicate with Halifax
at once, giving them the address, but apparently they did not tio
it. and I might add that this is a very long ways from being the
first time that this particular thing has happened. I hope some day
to be able to visit Halifax, but it is a long and rather expensive
journey up there and we don't make a trip of that kind every day.

Too

Lowell Operators Get Increase.

Appreciative.
Hugh W. Prettyman, secretary
Local Union 578, I. A. Morgantown.
West Va., writes the Moving Picture World as follows :
Gentlemen: — As secretary of I. A. Local No. 578. I desire to
thank you for the consideration you showed us in sending Mr.
Richardson to our city. Although we could supply him with
but a comparatively small audience, I assure you all who heard
him were greatly benefited, but although (to use his own expression) he stepped pretty heavily on some of our corns, still I
am sure thai all will agree he told us nothing but the truth.
Personally, I am convinced Mr. Richardson is doing a great
work and I wish to commend you for the service you are
rendering the motion picture industry.
To all of which it would seem that comment by yours truly would
be superfluous.

MOTION

hardson's
RicPICTURE
HANDBOCHC

Late.

Bowman, Jr., of Bowman's Shows, Glen Wilton, Va., says :
I enclose money
order for $4 for the Handbook,
otherwise
known as the "Bible."
Would it be asking too much to request
that you write your autograph on the fiy leaf, as a favor to an
admirer who has been following your advice for the past eight
years?
Have only been waiting for the extra change in order
to purchase my copy.
Have remedied the out of focus effect
■concerning which I wrote you. and my picture Is 0- K. now

For Managers and Operators

Harry

-with my machine only 3 feet off center.
Why don't you publish your route for the southern
trip this winter
in the
World
so we of the Southland
can see you?
Will you stop
in Charlotte.
N. C, or Lynchburg,
Va.?
The Handbook order came while I was away.
However,
I keep a
few autographed copies on tap, and, as I understand it, one was sent
you.
As to my route, why, it was published in the department some
time ago, Brother
Bowman,
the exact date being issue of August 5.
No, I did not figure on stopping
in either Charlotte or Lynchburg.
The route through
that section as now laid out is: Richmond,
Va.;
Jlaleigh. N. C; Columbia, S. C, and so on down to Miami and Tampa,
fFla..
Coming
back up, I stop at Chattanooga
and Knoxvllle,
Tenn. ;

Over 700 pages and over 300 illustrations Kelp to mak* a
book that will be a lasting monument to its author's knoirledge, ability and diligence. No such work on Projection has
ever before been attempted, nor likely to be for many yean
to come.
Price is $4.00 per copy, postpaid.
Address All Orders luid Remittances to Nearest Office
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17 Madison Avenue, New
Schiller Building,
Chicago, III.
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Motion Picture Photography
M
Conducted by CARL

LOUIS

Inquiries.
QUESTIONS In cinematography addressed to this deparinioiit will receive carbon copy of tlio department's reply by mall wlieu four
cents In stamps are Inclosed.
Special ropU<-ti by mail on matters
wblcb cannot be replied to In tbls department, $1.

Manufacturers' Notice.

It Is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or other
goods will be endorsed or rei-ommcnded editorially until the excellence
of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

Answers to Correspondents.
A

Canadian
Amateur
asks :
1. What is the most satisfactory photographic outOt for an
amateur to buy. at a reasonable cost?
2. About what would it cost him to have his films developed
and positives and titles made from them?
3. What
book is most suited to instruct an amateur
in
motion
picture photography?

Not knowing the class of work which the questioner wishes to do, it
Is rather difficult to answer satisfactorily his questions. If his intention Is merely to make a number of films for his own pleasure without Intending to utilize any of his negatives in a professional way, he
might be able to obtain a great deal of satisfaction from one of the
little $35 outfits, which holds 30 feet of film. This outfit, however.
Is scarcely accurate enough for taking pictures in a professional way
since it is only intended for beginners and amateurs.
There are several small cameras holding from 100 to 150 feet which
may be bought at prices ranging from $.50 to §150. and while they Qo
very satisfactory work on exterior pictures, they are not built to
stand the strain of continuous professional work, nor are they sufficiently accurate for the finer class of stuaio work.
The Universal Camera, which sells for about $300, comes very
near to supplying the happier medium, one of fairly moderate price,
and is a camera accurate and strong enough for professional work.
The magazines have a capacity of 200 feet, and while the professional
camera generally has a capacity of 400 feet, there are very few
firms able to develop any film in strips longer than 200 feet, so that
this cannot be regarded as a drawback, except that it Is necessary
to load the camera more often than any of the higher-priced cameras
with larger retort capacity.
The cameras referred to above have been used by the writer,
and the Universal Camera has proven satisfactory in every respect
and is able to compete In every way with all except the very highestpriced professional
Instruments.
There have lately come on to the market a few other makes of
cameras ranging in price from ?125. some of which are advertised In
the columns of this paper. They have the appearance of being instruments which should fill satisfactorily the requirements of any amateur
or beginner In the business, and the writer regrets that he has not
yet had the opportunity of testing some of these instruments so that he
could speak of them with authority.
The cost of developing negatives is about 1 cent per fool, and positives may he obtained from this negative for 4 cents per foot, which
lnclude!i the cost of positive stock. Wliere positive stock is furnished
by the customer a char,ie for printing and developing is from 1 to 1%
cents per foot. Tinting and toning of positives is a fraction of a ce:-l
more; probably one-half of a cent a foot Is the average price for
tinting or toning, although
special Jobs may
cost more.
Titles may be obtained complete for 10 cents per foot, providing they
are long enough to be read comfortably. That means that a title
company will not make a long title and then make 3 feet Oi It for you
for 30 cents, as it costs them too much to print a long title and then
only photograph a short strip of It.
A list of books dealing with motion picture photography, with a
short description of the contents, was published In this department
for August 26, 1916.
Dark Room, New York, says :
I have a print of some flre scenes which I took some time
ago, and I wish to use a negative of It lo a picture which
I am now taking. I made this picture of a flre several years
ago and the negative has been burned and I wish to make
a duplicate of the positive, but It Is tinted a deep red and I
have not been able to obtain a satisfactory negative from It.
•Copyright, 1016. by the Chalmers Publishing Co.

GREGORY,

F. R. P. S.

I tried to make n duplicate on positive stock, but cannot
produce any lmpre.«»slon whatsoever with the strength of light
which I havo In my printing machloo, even after putting
In II nitrogen lamp.
1 tried negative
htock also, but whlli> I got a sort of an
liniige. It was so fiat and bad that I am not able to use It. I
Imve tried to soak out the dye, but it seems
to have penetrated the celluloid, and I cannot
get It out.
Is there any
wiiy by which
I can make
a negativir from the film ? The
scenes are exceptional
and It cannot
be duplicated, otherwise
I would have tried to make a new one.
It is sometimes
possible
to discharge
color from
dyed
film by
the use of acetic acid, but where the dye has penetrated the celluloid It
is almost impossible to remove it. However, if you will get a roll of
Panchromatic
film from
the Eastman
Company,
you will probably
be able to make
a satisfactory
duplicate
by using it, but you will
have to perform
all of your manipulations
in the dark or purchase
a Safe Light which is a very dim green light used for working with
Panchromatic Film.
If you only have this one small job it may not
be worth your time to purchase a Safe Light as you can do very well
in the dark by taking a little care.
It will be necessary for you to make a number of tests, developing
ihem in a bath of known temperature in the dark, giving them different lengths of time to your development until you obtain a satisfactory result. After that you will be able to do the whole roll by
adhering to the conditions under which your best test was made.
Panchromatic film Is sensitive to red light and the red light in the
printing room or in the developing room will fog it instantly if it fs
exposed to them. Short development gives you a soft negative and
long development a hard, harsh negative, so that by changing the
time of development you can obtain any degree of contrast that
pleases you.
Experimenting with Long Distance
Photography.
The possibility of photographing objects at a distance of
several miles by means of a moving picture camera has attracted the attention of various government departments, particularly the army and navy departments, and has caused the
Bureau of Standards to make an investigation.
There does not seem to be anything particularly new about
this plan, for the Bureau of Standards found that a telephoto
lens could be put in front of the motion picture camera lens
in the same manner as it would be placed in front of the lens
of a hand camera.
This practice is being followed in the taking of pictures In
the war zone abroad and several samples of the work have
reached "Washington, some of the films having recently been
exhibited at the National Press Club. It was thought that to
some extent the motion picture camera could be used in time of
war to good advantage, recording from long distances, such
things as the eye would discern, giving that which is more
permanent than a mere impression.
The Bureau of Standards ofHcials were asked to try out the
combination of the camera lens and the telephoto lens and
they found that It worked. They had not previously done this,
but since have been able to furnish something in the way of a
report to the Department requesting the information. This
report, of course, would be held as confidential.

Back Numbers.
So many Inquiries have come to this department asking when the
department started and whether back numbers can be obtained that
the following information
is given :
The department started In the July 1 number of the World in 1015,
and back numbers may be obtained for 10 cents each up to September 2, 1916, when the price was increased to 15 cents per copy.
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Musical Suggestions
for by"The
Brand of Cowardice."
Compiled
S. M. Berg.
Released

by Metro

Pictures

Corp.

THIS "Musical Suggestion Cue Sheet" is not designed to solve every
possible musical requirement ot the film, but is Intended as a
Dartial solution ot the problem— what to play for the picture. It
has proven to be of great assistance to the leader, not only by relieving
to a degree the tedium of rehearsals, but by assisting materially in
overcoming those conditions encountered when the film is not available
until the hour of performance.
Musical Suggestion Cue Sheets can be obtained (free of charge) by
managers from their local exchange in advance of the date of release.
This will afford to the progressive leader an opportunity to acquaint
himself with the general character of the film <Jrama he is to portray
with his orchestra.
Together with the suggested music at the title or descriptive cu^s
■where it is to be played, the tempo or characteristic Is given so that
the leader can select or substitute any or all of the numbers from his
own library, thereby avoiding any financial outlay though still carrying
out the interpretation.
The timing of the picture is based on a speed of 15 minutes to a
thousand feet. The time indications will help the leader to anticipate
the various cases which may consist of the printed sub-title (marked
T) or a described action (marked D). For instance: 32^4 T-"Idlqui
a Mexican" is a sub-title and is printed reading matter on the screen.
But 33 D — "Child falls down cliCt'" is a description of action.
Cyril Van Cortland, wealthy young bachelor, is engaged to Marcla
West, daughter ot Col. West of the U. S. A. While at a party, news is
received that the National Guard of which Cyril is a member, is ordered
to the border, because of trouble with the Mexicans. Due to his love
lor all the luxuries of life. Cyril resigns his commission and is termed
a coward by all present, besides which bis engagement is broken by
Marcia. To prove he is not a coward, he secretly enlists and through
bis heroic efforts, later rescues Marcia from the hands of the Mexicans.
The character of this picture is a Modern Drama wound around the
ordering of the National Guard to Mexico with short scenes of fighting
between the Mexicans and the Americans.
Note particularly: Automobile effects at G% ; Patriotic March at
22 ; Shots from 47 to close of picture and Direct Cue ot Bugle Call at
68 "A call to arms."
The theme selected is "Evensong" — Martin,
When this picture was viewed it consisted of 5 reels, about 4950 feet,
and had a projection speed of 75 minutes.
Time.
Sub-Titl€3 or Descriptive Cues.
Music.
02% D Opening.
A ternjezzo
Fabian Romance
— Tyers.
(In
moderate.
)
Pizzic-alo No. 2S — Berge.
"Cyril
Van
Cortland
—
"
tite
ballet.)
5V4
Evensong — Martin.
(Andante
"As usual. Cyril, the spoiledcon expressione.)
THEME
6%
T "The American girl, she is — " Hurry No. 33— Minot.
(auto effects).
8^
9%
(Pe"I'm glad you are an officer — " Valse Boston — Lumbye.
"I am giving an informal — " Repeat:
11
THEME.
"I am always a friend of the — "
"That makes no difference to
1314
14%
T "Tour
Captain
wanted
to Dramatic
Andante
No.
32Berge.
16
me — —•• "
ow
kn
"Mr. Hamilton, I agree — "
Repeat:
THEME.
1714
19%
"Why do you interfere — "
r "Say do I look like a cow- Dramatic
Andante
No.
24 —
Borch.
21%
Afterard?"
a sleepless night.
When Hamilton reads letter.
Stars
and
Stripes Forever —
Sousa.
(Patriotic March.)
Pulcinello — Aletter. (Allegret23^^
T To solve his problem.
to intermezzo.)
27%
28

T
T

"Above all. do not cross — '*
"Here, come back and empty

31
32%
33

T
T
D

"I am Senor Xavarette — "
Idiqui,
."a Mexican.
Childthistails down cliff.

Serenade — Em.
(Allegretto.)
to.)
Repeat ; THEME.
Intermezzo — Arensky.
( Pres-

34
35%

T
T

"Dear Colonel. I deeply — "
"Suppose
now
Corporal —

Stolen
Moments — Frledmann.
(Molto moderato.)

35
38%
40%
40%

T
T
T
T

"Now, {Xmy
you must—"
"
I.OO—dear,
How$5 Cyril
found himself.
"Hereafter, when you fight — "
Under cover of darkness.

42

T

"I can't go. I'm on guard "

Agitato No. 6— Kiefert.
Misterioso
Dramatico
Borch.

No. 22 —

47
5a%
56
4XU,
KK%
5()'A
(!4^
ISiVt
5«

«'Vi

nsK.
B2
B!M4
68

The hourly guard patrol.

T

"Your story about the sit-k — "
"But. Senor. ray child — "
(shots).
"Disobedience of orders — "
"My
baby see
is better."
Mexicans
Marcia.
"I have Corp. Mallin to

T
T
T
T

"May I have the honor—"
T1)
don't worry, dear — "
%
T ■•x"Now
T "Senor General, a house — "
a soldier—"
thank—"
I) "You—
Hamilton
carries Marcia.
T
T "This Indian teiis me — "
"The thought of cowardice — "
T A call to arms (direct cue.
bugle call).
T "And you have kept my
U

V21.,

In

and S. M. BERG

T

T
T
T

Mexicans shoot at Hamilton
(shots).
"Remember your promlsfr— "
The
end. thi' bravest man — "
"1 (shots!.
love
ring — "

Hurry

.No. 20— .Vinot.

Allegro Agitato No.
Repeat : THEME.

1— Kiefert.

Hurry No. 2 — Simon.
Mc'Xicana No. 2U — Herbtjrt.
La mazurka.)
Estrella — Langey.
(Spanish
Galop No. 7 — Minot.
Allegro Agitato No. S — Andino.
Repeat:
THEME.
Serenadeerato
— assai.
Karganoff.
)

( Mod-

Bugle Call.

Battle Agitato No. 16— Minot.
Cav.ilry
Parade
Repeat:
THEME.N'o. 4— Andino.

"Acoustics."

By S. M. Berg.
"The New York Times" of Tuesday, OLtober the 17th. appears a
very interesting review upon the "Ballet Russe giving 'Sadko' as Us
Premiere." To quote the closing paragraph: "A record of the premiere
would not be complete without a word in appreciation of the orchestra.
Again the Diaghileff Ballet has shown its careful attention to the musical
side of its work and has gathered a body of orchestral players which
is something more than merely competent. No doubt the hall had
something to do with this, for somehow the Manhattan Opera House
seems the best setting in which the ballet has yet been displayed. Its

75

acoustic
properties
especially
good.'' problems to be met with In a
Acoustics
is one are
of the
most difficult
large building of any kind especially orchestra acoustics in a theater.
When architects are called to design a theater no guarantee can ever
be given that the acoustic properties will be perfect. I recall some
years ago when a large new hall was constructed for the purpose of
symphonic concerts, though the opening had been announced and the
orchestra had rehearsed elsewhere. Owing to the incompletion of the hall,
temporary seats had to be Installed as the performance had to be given,
but which turned out to be a positive failure. Critics had condemned
the organization and disaster seemed apparent when someone a little
more intelligent than the rest, suggested investigating the acoustics of
the new building. Experts were called and by a series of draperies and
wire stringing, it was ultimately overcome.
The modern design of theater having no second balcony gives to the
side of a house a long blank sweep which has a peculiar habit ot throwing sounds backwards and forwards. Perhaps my readers have at some
time attended a theater wherein a traveling company is performing,
and while one of the actors, who is standing close to the footlights. Is
speaking his lines, an echo is suddenly noticed. Theater Managers certainly should give some consideration to this subject.
Two theaters may be built, in different districts but exactly from the
same plans, and yet the acoustics of one may be perfect and the other
rauUy. An orchestra may play in one house and perfect tonal qualities
are noticeable. The same performance in a second house seems blalrish
and distressing.
Where such points arise, here are some remedies.
Frequently a theater orchestra is seated on a concrete floor and at
their side is a series of iron doors. For such a problem a thin layer of
asbestos, where fireproof conditions are met with, covering the iron
doors will be found practical, and will have the beneficial effect. Again
the solution is to raise the floor of the pit where the stringed and
wood instruments are seated, sinking somewhat the brass and percussion.
On a large expanse of blank wall, a tapestry hanging or a drop curtain
often improves the acoustics, thus eliminating the echo.
In one instance I heard of. wherein there was an unusually large
dome with ceiling lights to the theater, a good deal of trouble was
caused by an echo which was overcome by suspending a series of drop
lights with silken cords from the ceiling. Only a few weeks ago a
theater in New York placed their orchestra upon a stage and upon the
opening day the manager complained that one-half of the tone was lost,
but on investigation it was found that the whole of the root of the
stage to the grid was open. A ceiling cloth was hung and the whole
of the set covered !n from the back, which immediately remedied the
trouble.
Dr. Theodore Baker tells us that acoustics is the science ot the properties and relations of sounds.
A tone of sustained equal pitch is regu-
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latod by roKUlar and contitnot vibrations o( tbe nir, whereas noise Is
caused by IrrcRuIar nnti nuctuntlng vibrations. For example, were we
to take any wind Instrutuvnt und dent or boro u bolo In u vital spot,
tilt' result would bo a. wrotcbed perrormaDi:e by tbu musician, and the
fffcct would bti noUo Instead of tonu.
PcrfiH:t tonal qualities depend upon the aooutJtle properties of tbe wboU'
tbcatcr. Alt previously stated no guarantee of Ibis kind can bo made,
but consldt-rablo belp can bo found In carefully cbaoging the seating
arrangement of musicians and by Judicious belp of a few strings, wires,
cards, or a series of small draperies.

Real Thrills in Battle Pictures
Donald Thompson, War Photographer. Lectures at Private
Showing of Ten Reels of War Scenes.
T]l\i experiences ol Donald C Thompson, staflf phofor Leslie's
Weekly,
the European
battletields, as tographer
caught
by the
motion onpicture
camera, were
given
private showing
Hall, New
City,
Sundaya evening,
October at22.Wurlitzer
Mr. Thompson
was \'ork
present
in
person and added to the interest of the occasion bv his terse
and lucid comments during the unwinding of the reels. The
audience was composed of motion picture reviewers and
other representatives of the press, and many of the scenes
were greeted with hearty applause. Ten reels were shown,
including two reels of hospital scenes that arc not given in
public.
The most impressive feature of Mr. Thompson's pictures
is their authenticity. Nothing is faked. The photographer
v.'as under fire repeatedly, and scene after scene was taken
at the risk of his life. Opening with some remarkable views
t?-ken from an aeroplane at a height of ten thousand feet
above the harbor of Salonika, with the Allied tieet at anchor,
the reels disclosesd a battle between French and German
aeroplanes, taken from a French machine; the "curtain of
fire," which cut oflf retreat from the trenches and drove their
occupants to surrender: a front line battle where the opposing trenches were only forty feet apart: an English
dirigible rising from its place of concealment in the hold of a
ship, and other vivid scenes taken at Verdun, Fleurcourt and
on the Somme.
One of the most impressive incidents is the complete obhieration of a portion of a trench and a number of soldiers
by a shell. The men are seen hurling hand grenades in the
direction of the enemy. The next instant the shell strikes
stjuarely in the center of their ranks, the air is filled with
flying debris, and nothing remains but a gaping hole in the
ground.
The hospital scenes reveal the terrible suffering and
marvelous powers of endurance of the wounded men. One
.Algerian, in particular, received a round of applause from the
spectators in recognition of the confident smile with which
he greeted the surgeons when thev started to dress his
wound.
In the course of his remarks Mr. Thompson said that 70
ter cent, of the film that he has taken of the European
battlefields is still in France, and will be held there by the
authorities until after the war. 'The 30 per cent, brought to
this country contains positive proof that the man who made
the pictures never let any obstacle or danger stand in his
way.

Two Prize Winners on Selznick Program
Miss Zintheo and Miss Marton Are Chosen from the Eleven
Leaders in Recent Contest.

of the eleven winners of the national "beauty and
TWO
brains" contest conducted by the Photoplay Magazine
have been engaged on three-year contracts by Lewis
J. Selznick. They are Miss Lucille Zintheo of Spokane and
Miss .\lctia Marton of Dallas.
The eleven winners of the contest, which was conducted
for the purpose of selecting the prettiest and cleverest girl
E spirant for laurels as a motion picture actress, in each section of the United States, were escorted recently to New
York where the various film companies tested Their abilities
and made selections. First choice was naturally given Mr.
Selznick, as one of the prime movers in the contest, and
after film tests of all the girls were taken by Albert Capellani and Herbert Brenon. the decision was made.
Miss Zintheo is a brunette with remarkably expressive eyes
and a brilliant smile. She is a native of Detroit, having been
born there twenty-one years ago. She is making her first
screen
a minor She
part is
of a"War
Miss appearance
Marton is ain blonde.
nativeBrides."
of Dallas. Her
photograph has appeared extensively in the newspapers of
the Southwest, and when the announcement of her success
in the contest was made in the Dallas papers, she was tendered receptions and dinners. Miss Marton will make her
screen debut in a screen version
of the drama "Panthea."
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Artcraft Issuing Much Publicity
Included in the List Are a Monograph by Wells Hawks, Ten
Styles of Posters, Press Book and Lobby Display.
0.\K

of the most comprehensive lines of publicity assistance ever devised for a motion picture production is
the claim made by .\rtcraft Pictures Corporation for
ihc campaign which goes with the release of Mary I'ickford
iii "Less Than the Dust" on November 6. Not only has
every detail of the routine and recognized methods of cooperating with the e-xhibitor been carefully attended to, but
several interesting and unusual business-getting novelties
have been included in the campaign.
The "special" which is expected to create the most favorable comment is the little volume, "How to Handle Mary
Pickford Pictures." written by Wells Hawks. In fact, this
booklet is so highly regarded as a genuine monograph on the
subject of how to improve presentation of motion pictures
that .Xrtcraft has ordered a generous supply for general distribution to exhibitors, whether showing the new superior
productions of Mary Pickford or not.
The printing gives the exhibitor a choice of ten artistic
styles for billboard advertising. Four styles are stock posters, showing Mary Pickford in new straight poses; the
other six comprise the special printing ordered for "Less
Than the Dust." Many exhibitors have ordered the stock
posters, consisting of one one-sheet, two three-sheet and a
twenty-four-sheet, for their preliminary campaign, planning
subsequently to cover these boards with the special production printing, of which there are two styles each of one and
three sheets and also one six and one twenty-four sheet.
More than thirty different styles of still photographs and
character poses of Mary Pickford are used in the lobby displays designed for .\rtcraft exhibitors. An artistic herald,
atmospheric slides and the usual cuts and the like are also
available.
The note of novelty in the lobby displays is provided by
numerous oil paintings made for .\rtcraft by well-known
aitists. Several character poses are available on easy rental
terms. In addition there are oil paintings of Mary Pickford
in straight new poses, which are being obtained by exhibitors
a? permanent display in their theaters. The mailing lists
have been well taken care of w'ith fine reproductions of these
txpensive oils on small cards.
Completing the co-operating scheme between .Artcraft and
exhibitor is the press book. There is everything required for
newspaper publicity in the twenty-four pages of this volume.
Filler paragraphs grow into column special stories for the
feature sections. There is a catalog of cuts and numerous
sample advertisements, one of which is furnished free in
matrix form for the advertiser who uses large space. The
book also contains a complete list of accessories and sample
order blank for placing orders with the exchange managers.
INDUSTRIAL

FILMS

CIRCULATED

BY

Y.

M.

C. A.

It may not be generally known that the International Committee of Young Men's Christian .Associations maintain as
an important part of their service an Industrial Bureau which
now has placed at its service more than two hundred different
industrial films. These have been donated to the work of
the Y. M. C. A. by various manufacturers.
The circulation of film by the Industrial Department of the
International Committee has been under w^ay since 1912, and
v.as established for the purpose of supplying a weekly service to local branches of the Y. M. C. A., which in turn offer
the use of these films free to schools, churches and other
institutions in their respective localities. We understand
that at least seven hundred of the Y. M. C. A. buildings
throughout the country are equipped with all projection
necessities. The work of the Y. M. C. A. in this respect is
far-reaching, and an endeavor is now being made, in answer
to a request, to supply the National Committee of the Y. M.
r. .A. in China with 300.000 feet of industrial film.
INTERNATIONAL SUBJECTS AT WALDORF.
For the first time in its history the guests at the Waldorf.Astoria in New York will be entertained on election night
w'th
a moving
instead
receiving the
election
returns picture
to the performance,
accompaniment
of a ofcabaret.
Because of its varied attractive features, the International
was selected by the management of the Waldorf to furnish
tile entire evening's entertainment. The program will include the current issues of the Hearst International News
Pictorial, one of the episodes of "Beatrice Fairfax." the current animated cartoons of George MacManus. Tom Power.*
and other International cartoonists: a comedy feature and
the current issues of fashions, in which prominent Broadway
stars pose.
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Motion Picture Educator
^
>nr^vcred by REV. W. H. JACKSON
CATALOGUE OF EDUCATIONAL PICTURES.
Released Between July 1 and October 1, 1916.
Compiled by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THIS
list does not include the various news pictorials
issued from week to week, such
as the Animated
Weekly, the Pathe News, the Mutual Weekly,
the
Selig-Tribune, the Hearst-International, etc.
NOTE: — Attached to this catalogue will be found a list
of films suitable for children's programs, and also information regarding the addresses of the manufacturing and booking companies mentioned therein, and the locating of the
different productions through their brand names.
ARCHITECTURE.
Architectural Masterpieces of Asia — (Reel Life No. 14) — GaumontMutual — August
6.
Ornate Pagodas — (Picturesque China) — Pathe — July 24.
Texas
Missions — (Reel Life Xo. 19) — Gaumont- Mutual — September
u.
AGRICULTURE.
Better Pigs — Paramount
Pictographs — SeptemberPear Growing
(Oregon) — Pathe — September
11.
BUSINESS
AXD
PROFESSIONAL.
Don't Cheat Yourself — Paramount Pictographs — July 2 (a warning to
housewives
to guard
against the tricks of unscrupulous dealerf).
Salesmen, Methods of Modern — Paramount
Pictographs — July 9.
ENGINEERING
AND
MINING.
Bang Miu Gold Mines — Fathe — July 10.
Coal, Mining Anthracite — (Ree Life No. 12) — Gaumont-Mutua! — July 23.
Coal, Mining Soft— (Reel Life No. 10) — Gaumont-Mutual— July 10.
Electric Railroad Over the Rockies. Running of a — Paramount Pictographs— July 16.
Gold Is Mined in Georgia. How — (Reel Life No. 13) — Gaumont-Mutual —
July 30.
Hydraulic Gold Mining in Southern Oregon — (Reel Life No. 18 — Gaumont-Mutual— September 3.
Hydraulic
Mining— (Reel Life No. 13) — Gaumont-Mutual — July 30.
Marble Quarrying in Italy — (Reel Life No. 11) — Gaumont-Mutual —
July 16.
Water Power — (Reel Life No. 16) — Gaumont-Mutual — August 20 (illustrating evolution in the use of water power from the time of the
primitive turbine wheel to the present day of huge transmission
plants).
INDUSTRIES.
Capturing
Wild
Oysters — Paramount
Pictographs — September.
Chewing Gum. The Manufacture of — Paramount Pictographs — September 3.
Converting Wood into Pulp — Paramount Pictographs — September (showing the manufacture of print paper in all the dififerent processes).
Duck
Raisin?
on a Large
Scale — Paramount
Pictographs — July 23.
Fishermen of the Deep, With the — Paramount Pictographs — September 3.
Fishing on the New Jersey Coast — (Reel Life No. 13) — GaumontMutual— July 30.
Hunting
Whales
in Japan — Powers-Universal — September
14.
Ice Cutting and Making of Artificial Ice — Paramount Pictographs —
July 16.
Indian Silversmith. The — Metro — June 26.
Leather Footprints — Paramount Pictographs — September (illustrates
the latest scientific method of making a pair of boots for a fashionable woman).
Long Island Duck Farm, On a— (Reel Life No. 14) — Gaumont-Mutual
— August
6.
Paper Parasols — Pathe — July 24 (giving a detailed account of the
manufacture of fancy paper parasols
in Java).
Pearl Industry. The — Powers-Universal — September 14 (on the same
reel with "Hunting Whales in Japan").
Pottery in the Making — Paramount Pictographs — September.
White Leghorn Chicken Raising — (Reel Life ^o. 21) — Gaumont-Mutual
— September 24.
Wool, Our Grandmother's Method of Handling — (Reel Life No. 9) —
Gaumont-Mutual — July 2.
LITERATURE.
ABBOTT
fEIeanor
Halowell).
Little Eve Edgarton- (With Ella Hall)— Bluebird Photoplays. Inc.—
August 21 — (5 parts).
BRADY
(Cyrus Townsend).
Southerners. The — (with Mabel Trunelle, Eigelow Cooper, etc.) — Blograph
re-issue — General
Film — June 27.
BRADDON
(Mary
Elizabeth).
East Lynne — (With Theda Eara)- Fox Film Corporation— July.
BROADHURST
(George).
International Marriage, An — (With Rita Jollvet)^Morosco-Paramount
—July 24 — (5 parts).
BROWNING
(Robert).
Blot

on the 'Schutcheon.
The — (With
Malles) — Biograph
reissue-General

Dorothy
Bernard
and
Film — September
12.

Chas.

and MARGARET

I. MACDONALD

BUCHANAN
(Thompson).
Woman s Way,
A — (With
Ethel
Clayton
and
Carlyle
Black .^' 11) —
Brady- World — August
7 — (5 parts ) .
CHAMBERS
(Robert
W.).
Common
Law.
The
(With
Clara
Kimball
Young) — Young-Selznlck —
date changed from July to October 16 — (5 parts).
CHAPIN
(Frederick).
House7 — (5
of parts).
Mirrors.
The — (With
Frank
Mills) — Rlalto-Mutual— August
DANBY
(Frank).
Heart of a Child. The — (With Edna Flugrath)— Red Feather-Unlveraal
—July 10— (5 parts).
DE JANNELLI
(Alexandro).
Husband
Wife — (With
Lou Tellegen) — Lasky-Paramount — August
28 — (5andparts).
DODD
(Lee Wilson).
Return of Eve, The — (With Edna Mayo and Eugene O'Brien) — EssanayGreater Vitagraph — September 4— (5 parts).
DUMAS
(Alexander).
Black, or the Tale of a Dog— ("Where
Is My Father?") — Exclusive
Features
Corporation — July — (7 parts ) .
ENGLAND
(George Allen).
Alibi. The — (With
James
Morrison) — Vitagraph- V-L-S-E — August
7—
(0 parts).
FITCH
(Clyde).
Way of the World, The — (With Hobart Bosworth and Dorothy Davenport)— Universal Feature — July 3 — (5 parts).
Woman in the Case, The — (With Pauline Frederick) — Famous PlayersParamount — August
7 — (5 parts ) .
GABORIAU
(Emil).
Evil Women
Do, The — (With
Elsie Jane Wilson)— Bluebird— September 25— (5 parts).
GIBBS
(George).
Silent Battle, The — (With
J. Warren
Kerrigan
and Lois Wilson) —
Bluebird — July 24 — (5 parts).
HAGGARD
(H. Ryder).
-("The
Grasp of Greed") — (With Louise Lovely) —
Mr. Bluebird
Meeson's— Will-(5 parts).
July
HALEVY
(Ludlvoc).
L'Abbe Constantin — ("Bettina Loved a Soldier") — (With Louise Lovely)— Bluebird — August 14 — (5 parts).
HARDY
(Thomas).
Far
Half

from the Madding Crowd — (With
Florence
tual— June 22 — (5 parts).
HARTE
(Bret).
Breed,
The — (With
July 30 — (5 parts).

Saving

Douglas
HE.\TH

Turner) — Turner-Mu-

Fairbanks) — Fine
(Evelyn).

Arts-Triangle —

the

Family
Name — (With
Mary
MacLaren) — Bluebird — September 11— (5 parts).
HOYT
(Chas.).
Milk 10 White
Flag. A — (With
Otis Harlan) — Selig-General
Film— July
— (3 parts).
IBSEN
(Henrlck).
Pillars
of
August

Society — (With
Henry
Walthall) — Fine
Arts-Trlangle —
27 — (5 parts).
ISHAM
(Frederick S.).
Black
Friday — Red
Feather-Universal — September
IS — (5 parts).
JOHNSON
(Adrian).
Wall
Street Tragedy,
A — (With
Nat C. Goodwin) — Mirror-Mutual —
August
14 — (5 parts).
KENYON
(CTharles).
Husband
and
Wife — (With
Ethel
Clayton
and
Holbrook
BHnn) —
Brady-World — August
2S— (5 parts).
KESTER
(Vaughn).
Manager of the B. & A. — (With Helen Holmes) — Mutual Star Production— September 25 — (5 parts).
KRAMER
(Theodore).
Fatal Wedding. The — (With Millicent Evans. Irene Hawley, Chas. Malles,
etc.) — Biograph
(re-issue) — General
Film — August 9 — (3 parts).
LAWSON (Thomas W.)
Friday, the Thirteenth— (With Robert Warwick) — Peerless-Worl dFUm
— September 18 — (5 parts).
LESSING
(Bruno).
Aschenbroedel — (With Dorothy Phillips) — Victor-Universal — August 10 —
(2 parts).
LOCKE
(William J.)
Jaffery — (With
C. Aubrey
Smith
and Eleanor
Woodruff) — Frohman
Amusement-International — July — (6 parts).
MEGRUE
(Rol Cooper).
Under Cover — (With Hazel Dawn and Owen Moore) — Famous PlayersParamount — July 20 — (5 parts).
MOFFETT
(Cleveland).
Through the Wall — (With Nell Shipman) — Greater Vitagraph — September
18— (6 parts).
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OPPENHEIM (E. Phillips).
Undor Suspicion — (Wtth Doughis Muoro and Laura Cowie) — Red FeatberUnlversat — October 2 — (6 pans).
OUIDA.
loder Two Flags — (Theda Bara) — Pox Film Corporation— July 31 — (5
paru).
PECK (Chas. Mortimer).
StlnK of Victory, The— (With Henry
B. WalthaU— Esaanay-V-L-S-E—
August 7 — (5 parts).
PEPLE
(Edward).
Prince Chap, The — (With
Marshal
Nellan) — Sellg-V-L-S-B— July 24 —
(5 parts).
POLLOCK
(Channing).
Pretenders.
The — (With
Emmy
Wohlan) — Rolfe-Metro — August
21— (5
parts).
RAINE
(Allen).
Welsh Singer. A — (With Floreoce Turner) — Turner-Mutual — August 17 —
(5 parts).
RATH
(E. J.).
River of Romance, The — (With Harold Lockwood and May Allison) —
Yorke-Metro — July 37 — (5 parts).
RINEHART (Mary Roberts).
Seven
Days — (With
Louise Ortb, Chas. Mailes, Walter Miller, etc.) —
Biograph-Qencral Film — August S.*! — (3 parts) (reissue).
"RITA."
Grim Justice — (With Florence Turner) — Turner-Mutual — September 11 —
(5 parts).
RIVES (HalUc Erminie).
Valiants of Virginia, The— (With Kathlyn Williams)— Sellg-V-L-S-E—
June 26 — (5 parts).
SELWYN
(Edgar).
Rolliug
Stones — (With
Marguerite
Courtot) — Famous
Players — Paramount— August 21 — (5 parts),
SHAKESPEARE
(William) .
Macbeth— (With H. Beerbohm Tree) — Fine Arts-Triangle — (7 parts).
Macbeth — Big A Film Corp. — July — (5 parts).
TENNYSON
(Alfred).
Enoch Ardon — (With Wilfrid Lucas) — Biograph (re-issue) — General Film
— September 29 — (2 parts).
TILTON
(Dwight).
Miss Petticoats — (With Alice Brady) — Brady-World— July .SI— (5 parts).
VANCE
(Louis Joseph).
Joan Thursday — ("The Footlights of Fate")— (With Marc MacDermott
and Naomi Childers) — Vitagraph-V-L-S-E — August 21 — (5 parts).
WILLIAMSON
(C. N. and A. M.).
Woman Who Dared. The — (With Beatriz Michelena) — California Motion
Picture Corp. — May — (7 parts).
MILITARY.
A. U. S. Jackie, The Making of an — (Reel Life No. 15)— Gaumont-Mutual
— August 13.
Fall of a Nation, The — Greater Vitagraph — September 18 — (7 parts).
France Prepared, How — (Reel Life No. 11) — Gaumont-Mutual — July 16.
Germany's Battles at Verdun — Samuel Cummins — July — (4 parts).
Mexico, War-Ridden — Rex-Universal — July 11.
Oath of a Boy Scout, The — (Reel Life No. 17) — Gaumont-Mutual —
August 27.
Our American Boys In the European War— Triangle — July — (4 parts).
United States Soldier, Making a — Powers-Universal — September 7.
Zeppelin Raids of London and the Siege of Verdun — Kemble Film Corp.—
July.
Day

NAVIGATION AND
MARINE.
Yachtsmen,
A — (Reel Life No. 18)— Guamont-Mutual—

With the
September 3.
Fresh Water Acrobats — (Sailing Craft) — Paramount Pictographs — September.
Lighthouses — Paramount Pictographs — September 3.
Merchant Marine Officers, Training — (Reel Life No. 20)— Gaumont-Mutual
— September 17.
SCENIC.

(Including
Peoples
and Customs).
Adirondacks. Lake Placid region of the — (See America First No. 50) —
Gaumont-Mutual — September 27.
Alaska. The Lure of — Dr. Leonard S. Sugden— August 1.
Austrian
Alps, Climbing
the — Holmes-Paramount — August
28.
Bavaria.
Beautiful — Holmes-Paramount — July 10.
Bergen to Bandak, Tour from — Vitagraph— July 3.
Bohemia. The Real— Holmes-Paramount— July 24.
Bonnie Scotland — Holmes-Paramount — September 25.
Cape23.Cod. Quaint — (See America First No. 50) — Gaumont-Mutual— August
Carlsbad to Moravia, From — Holmes-Paramount — August 7.
Catalonia. Some Ports in — Pathe — July 10.
Columbia River, Scenes Along the — (Oregon) — (See America First No.
52 1 — Gaumont-Mutual — September 6.
Crater Lake. Oregon— (See America First No. 46)— Gaumont-Mutual —
July 26.
Danube to Vienna, Down the — Holmes-Paramount — July 17.
Delaware Water Gap and the Pocono Mountains — (See America First No.
48) — Gaumont-Mutual — August
9.
Devil Dancers
of India — (Imperial
India No. 2) — Powers-Universal—
July 20.
England.
Motoring In — Holmes- Paramount — September 11.
England, The Sunny South of — Holmes-Paramount — September 4.
English Town and Country,
Glimpses
of — Holmes-Paramount- September 7.
Egypt. Monuments of Ancient — (Reel Life No. 9) — Gaumont-Mutual—
July 2.
Europe at Peace, Seeing — Holmes-Paramount- July 2 — (including homes
and habits of the Wendish peasants, and scenes In Nuremberg).
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Ghent,
Picturesque — (Belgium) — Pathe — September
4.
Glacier National Park — (Seo America First No. 44) — Gaumont-Mutual —
July 12.
Glasgow to Edlnboro — Holmes-Paramount — September 18.
Grand Canyon of Arizona. The — Metro-Travelogues — June 26 — (Giving a
complete resume of the Canyon's wonders. Encompassing also "The
Pagan People of the Painted Desert.")
Greater New York by Night and by Day — G. Post Mason — August — (4
parts).Picturesque — Pathe — September 4.
Havana,
Head Waters of the Delalen. The — Vitagraph — July 17.
Historic Mobile. Ala.— Pathe— September
11.
Hopis and Navajos in New Mexico, With the — Metro Travelogues — July
10. (Showing the Navajo as the first American shepherd. Including the driving of flocks of sheep into the water to wash them before
removing the wool, the removal of the wool, the carding and spinning
of the wool, and the hnal weaving of It Into blankets. The IIopls are
shown as our first basket makers. An observation trip with Henry
B. Joy of Detroit, to watch the performance of Packard trucks on
the expedition Into Mexico Is also Included, and scenes along the
Mexican border.)
Innsbruck, Capital of the Austrian Tirol — Holmes-Paramount — August 14.
Japan, Behind the Scenes In — Powers-Universal — September 28 — (Dr.
Dorsey's travels).
Japan's Gateway to the Temple of the Gods — Powers-Universal — August 31.
Lincoln Highway,
Scenes Along the — 'Metro Travelogues — July 17. —
(Showing John Alden, a direct descendent of the John Alden of
Miles Standish fame, duplicating his journey of 1852 over the highway. At Laramie, Wyoming, a herd of 1,500 thoroughbred, whiteface cattle ; a bull flight on the open range ; a flock of 4,000 registered
sheep. This reel also includes a part of the educational series of bird
and animal life prepared by Wm. L. FInley, Oregon, State Biologist).
(Reel contains about 1,000 feet in all.)
Maine Coast, The Lure of the Picturesque — Metro Travelogues — July 24—
(Showing Bar Harbor and other favorite spots on Mt. Desert Island;
cruising among the many islands of Casco Bay ; Pearl Cottage on
Orr's Island, the old homestead of Harriet Beecher Stowe ; Camden
and the Penobscot Harbor; the old fishing port of Rockland. Contains also a part of William L. Finley's wild animal series, showing
habits of bears — "With the Pueblo Indians of San Juan. N, M.,'"
including Corpis Christi day In Santa Fe, the oldest processional in
this country.)
Malay Archipelago, .Across the — Pathe — July 3.
Massachusetts, Along the North Shore of — (See America First No. 53) —
Gaumont-Mutual — September 13.
Mauch Chunk, Pa. — (See America First No. 51)— Gaumont-Mutual —
August 30.
Mobile, Ala. — (See America First No. 43) — Gaumont-Mutual — July 5.
Munich, the Magnificent — Holmes-Paramount — July 9.
New Hampshire, Beauty Spots of — (See America First No, 54) — GaumontMutual — September 20.
New Orleans — (See America First No. 45) — Gaumont-Mutual — July 19.
New Orleans, Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of — Essanay- General
Film— July 19.
Pagan People of the Painted Desert, The — Metro Travelogues — June 26. —
(Showing the Hopi and Navajo Indians in New Mexico, Including
some of their industries, such as silver working and the making
of a common file).
Petrograd,
Vernon2. Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of — Essanay-General
Film- August
Philadelphia — (See America First No. 47) — Gaumont-Mutual — August 2.
Prague, Picturesque — Holmes-Paramount — July 31.
Pueblo Indians of San Juan, N. M., The — Metro Travelogues — July 24. —
(On the same reel with "The Lure of the Pictureque Maine Coast,"
and bear studies from Finley animal series).
Shoshone Valley, By Auto Through^Metro Travelogues — July 3. — (The
trip taken over the government highway gives In the first part of the
film, views of the scenic beauties of Shoshone Valley, while the
latter part is given over to picturing the homes and habits of the
cougar, the mountain lion, and the bear, finishing with a cartoon
trailer).
Snoqualmie

River, The — ("Nature's Tireless Energy") — Pathe — Au-

gust 14. The Italian Corner of Austria, In — Holmes-Paramount —
South Tirol,
August 21.
St. Augustine, Historic — Pathe — August 28.
Switzerland. In — Holmes-Paramount — September 4.
Texas
Missions — (Reel Life No. 19) — Gaumont-Mutual — September
10.
Tokio, Capital of Japan — Pathe — August 7.
Washington, Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of — Essanay-General
Film— August 30.
Watkins' Glen and the Thousand Islands — (See America First No. 49) —
Gaumont-Mutual — August 16.
SCIENCE.
Big Game Hunting in a Drop of Water — Leggett-Gruen Corp. — August 1. —
(Showing, by means of a miscroscope. the minute animal organisms
in pond water, such as the Green Hydra, the Cyclops, Entomostraca
and Water Mite) — (one reel).
Chemicals in War, The Use of — Paramount Pictographs — July 16.
Creating Life from a Dead Leaf — Powers-Universal — August 25. — (Giving microscopic views of bacteria, water fleas, etc.). This reel Includes also pictures of the Mexican Devil Fish and other denizens
of the sea).
Crystalization. Experiments in — Paramount — September 28 — (One reel
with comic cartoon).
Fighting
Infantile Paralysls^Powers-Universal — July 27.
Gasoline — (Reel Life No,, 8) — Gaumont-Mutual — June 25. — (Demonstrating the fact that gasoline enclosed in cans will not explode unless
overheated).
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Jumping Analyzed — Pathe — August 7. — {Showing by means of a rapid
camera the play of man's muscles in taking difficult jumps).
Palmistry. The Science of — (Reel Life No. 21)— Gaumont-Mutual— September 24.
Wonders of the Unseen World— Paramount Pictographs — September. —
(Contains novel examples of microscopic life in brooks and rivers).

Sewers
Are Cleaned
and Purified. How — (Reel Life No. 10) —
Gaumont-Mutual — July 9.
Street Cleaning Department of New York City in Operation — (Reel Life
No. 8) — Gaumont-Mutual — June
25.
St. John's Floating Hospital — Paramount Pictographs — August 28.
Un' )e Sam's Immigrants — Pathe — July 31.

SOCIOLOGY.

ZOOLOGY.
—July 9.
Animal Studies at the Bronx Zoo — (Reel Life No. 10) — Gaumont-Mutual

Belter Babies — Paramount Pictographs — (Running through several Issues of the pictographs).
Dawn of Freedom. The — Vitagraph-V-L-S-E — August 14 — (5 part drama,
which portrays the spirit of Richard Cartwright. returning after a
century, to find the estate granted to him for his service to his country, in the hands of a grasping descendant, who is conducting
thereon a sweatshop system opposed to the liberty and true
oatriotism for which the Declaration of Independence stands).
Dust — American-Mutual — July 10 — (5-part labor story).
Garden City Fever, The — Paramount Pictographs — September. — (Showing children turning waste places into useful gardens and beauty
spots).
Teaching the Blind to Become Useful — (Reel Life No. 10) — GaumontMutual — July 9. — (Showing graduates occupied with industrial pursuits).
SPORTS
AND
HUNTING.
Corona Race. The Great — Imp-Universal — August 13 — (2 parts). — (Showing Bob Burman. Barney Oldfield, Earl Cooper, Hughie Hughs,
etc.).
Diving Experts — Paramount Pictographs — September.
Dueling With a Sword Fish — Paramount Pictographs — -August 2S.
Golf Playing, .4 Lesson in — Paramount Pictographs — June. — (Alec
Smith gives some pointers as to how clubs should be held).
Horsemanship. Lessons In — Paramount Pictographs — July 23.
Hunting
Whales
in Japai: — Powers-Universal — September
14.
Man-Eating Shark on the Jersey Coast. Catching a — Paramount Pictographs— July 23.
Rough Riders of India, The — (Imperial India, No. 3) — Powers-Universal
— August 3. — (From Dorsey's travel pictures, including elephant and
camel races and feats of horsemanship).
Sellg-Athletic Feature Film Series No. 2— V-L-S-E — July 3.— (Molla
Bjurstedt and Mrs. May Sutton Bundy decide the woman's tennis
championship of the world ; wrestling match between William Demetral. Greek wrestling champion, and William Berne, Russian hca\Tweight ; champion pocket billiard match between Joe Concannon
and Charles
(Cowboy)
Weston.)
(1.000 feet).
Sellg-Athletic Feature Film Series No. 3— V-L-S-E— July 10.— (Charles
Morin and August Kickhofer, world's champions, play three-cushion
carom billiards : Francisco Verri and Oscar Egg, champion long distance bicycle riders, ride one mile against time on indoor trainers ;
Stanislaus Zybszko. the great Polish wrestler, and T^farion Pletsina.
the Croatian heavyweight champion, wrestle to a finish.) (1.000
feet).
Sellg-Athletic Feature Film Series No. 4 — V-L-S-E — July 17. — (Adams
and Pratt, champion high jumpers in contest ; wrestling match between Sam Varrion and Ben Ruben : annual push-ball contest between freshmen and sophomores at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
Troy. New York : John Ertle. of St. Paul. Minn., world's bantamweight champion boxer, presents methods used in to train and condition himself for ring contests, and is also seen in scientific glove
contest with Joe Burman, of Chicago.)
(1,000 feet).
Sellg-Athletic Feature Film Series No. 5 — V-L-S-E — July 24. — (Golf
demostration by Chas. Evans, national champion ; Jake Schaffer. Jr.
and Harry Cline, play balkline style billiards : Knock-about wrestling
match between Kalla Pasha and Jack Dribbs : bowling contest at
Crescent Club. Brooklyn, showing William H. Herbert, champion.
and his trophy.)
(1.000 feet).
Bellg-Athletic Feature Film Series No. 6 — V-L-S-E — July 31. — (Ralph de
Palma and Dario Resta. world champion auto speeders, racing on
various speedways ; Gus. Schoenlein and Johnny Rogers engage in
wrestling match ; Theodore Combisar awarded prize for perfect
physique ; Frank Thoma and H. S. Merino present the finer points
of the bowling
game.)
(l.OCKl feet).
Sellg-Athletic Feature Film Series No. 7 — V-L-S-E — August 7.— (Collier
and De Walde engage in roller skating contest : students of Columbia University engage in tug-of-war : Greenleaf and Weinrich engage in expert billiard match : field day at White Sox Park, Chicago ;
Ed. Lewis wrestles against Cutler and Getstout).
Sellg-Athletic Feature Film Series No. S— V-L-S-E — .August 14. — (Mrs.
Arnold Jackson shows finess at golf: bout between Willie Ritchie
and Lee Steffans : wrestling match between Frank Gotch and Jim
Essen;
also two swimming
matches.)
(1.000 feet).
Selig-Athletic Feature Series No. 10 — V-L-S-E — August 28. — (Jiu Jitsu
match between Otagawa. great Japanese exponent, and W. Berne :
Miss Daly and J. D. Baker among world's champions in archery :
winter spons, including ice skating, ski jumping, ice boating, obstacle races and hockey.)
(1.000 feet).
Sports of the Rajahs — (Imperial India. No. D— Powers-Universal — July
8. — (From Dorsey's travel pictures, including a cheetah hunt, a
tiger hunt, fights between rams, and between elephants, between
wild boars, and a fight between a leopard and a hyena).
Taming a Lion — Paramount Pictographs — June.
TOPICAL.
Automobiles — Glimpses of How They Are Spirited Away — (Reel Life No.
H) — Gaumont-Mutual — July 16.
Correspondence School in Operation, A — (Reel Life No. 12) — GaumontMutual— July 23.
Dining Automatically — Paramount Pictographs — September. — (Latest
methods in quick-lunching).
Florence Rose Fashions— Pathe — (Commenced August 7) — Released
periodically.

Paris

Bird and Animal Life — From the William L. PHnley educational series —
Metro Travelogues — July 17. — (Showing how the children of the
Audubon Society of Portland, Ore., build bird houses for the protection of our songsters : the children making friends with a family
of white- breasted swallows; Mr. and Mrs. Wren moving In; Mrs.
Bluebird taking a summer home in the plum tree, etc.) (On the
same reel with "Scenes Along
the Lincoln
Highway).
Caterpillar, The — Pathe — July 17.
Dlnner-Tiioe
in Zooland — ( Ditmars) — Paramount— July 2.
Dueling With a Sword Fish — Paramount Pictographs — August 28.
Foreign Birds, Some — Pathe — August 28. — (Giving close-up views of the
finch, the ringed African sparrow, the Java sparrow, and the
white sparrow).
Imperial India. No. 2 — Powers-Universal — July 20. — (Contains pictures
of tame monkeys of India as well as of wild boars. The Devil
Dancers of India are also shown, as well as scenes taken at the
Festival of the Gods, and about the city of Delhi).
Kinkajou,
The — Pathe — .luly 3.
Mexiran Natural History — (Ditmars) — Powers-Univtrsal. — (Including
the homed toad, the gila monster, the Mexican prairie dog. the
Mexican
chuckwell. and the zebra-tailed lizard).
.Valure's Tent Makers — Bray-Paramount — August 30. — (An exhaustive
study of caterpillars, coccoons. moths, etc.).
Odd Animals of the Border — ( Reel Life No. 17 ) — Gaumont-Mutual —
August 27. — (Including animated photographs of the badger, civet,
cat, ant bear, armadillo, iguana, coyote, opossum and gila monster).
Orang's Kindergarten, The — Bray-Paramount— September 7. — (On the
same reel with cartoon comedy, '"Bobby Bumps and the Stork.")
Our Servants and Our Friends (dogs) — (Reel LIf© No. 15) — GabmontMutual — August 15.
Porcupine,
The — Pathe — July 3.
Salmon from the Egg to the Table — Powers -Universal — August 10.
Sea Gulls Off the Maine Coast. Breeding— (Reel Life No. 12) — GaumontMutual— July 23.
— June
Snails.
Their25. Growth and Habits — (Reel Life No. 8)— Gaumont-Mutual
Ten-Minute Vacations^Paramount Pictographs — July 9. — (Including a
study of wild birds and scenes photographed
around
New York).
Tropical Birds — (Reel Life No. 9) — Gaumont-Mutual— July 2. — (Including the emu).
Tropical
Birds, Some — Pathe — October
1. — (Parrots).
Wild Animal Pictures — (From the Wm. L. Finley collection) — Metro
Travelogues — July 24. — (Including the homes and habits of a certain species of bear. On the same reel with "The Lure of the
Picturesque Maine Coast).
FILMS

FOR

THE

ENTERT.MNMEXT
AGE OF EIGHT

OF CHILDREN
YEARS.

BELOW

THE

Alice in Wonderland — Eskay Harris — (6 parts).
Brick Top — Big "U"-Univ€rsal — (comedy).
Conductor
Kate — Vitagraph — ( comedy ) .
Count. The — Chaplin-Mutual — (2-part comedy).
Just Kids — Powers-Universal — (comedy).
Little Brownie's
Bravery — Powers-Universal — (Featuring
a number
of
California's
wonderful
diving children).
Little Volunteer, The — Essanay-General Film — (3-part juvenile drama).
Pie — Powers-Universal — (Juvenile comedy).
Shine Girl. The — Pathe Gold Rooster Play — (5-part drama).
Spotted Wing.
The — Powers-Universal — ^(falry story).
Sonny(comedy).
Jim and the Great American
Game — Vitagraph-General
Film —
Sonny
When
When
\\Tien
FILMS

Jim's First Love Affair — Vitagraph-General Film — (comedy).
Little Lindy Sang — Powers-I'niversal — (juvenile number).
the Minstrels Came to Town — Victor-Universal — (juvenile comedy).
It Rains It Pours — Vitagraph-General
Film — (comedy).

SUITABLE
FOR
THE
ENTERTAINMENT
OF CHILDREN
OP
EIGHT
YEARS
AND
UPWARD.
Battle of Elderbush
Gulch. The — Biograph- General
Film — (spectacular
western melodrama).
Bettina
Loved
a Soldier — Bluebird — (5-part drama) .
Black
Friday — Red Feather — Universal — (5-part drama).
Blind
Justice — Dansk
Biograph
Co. — (7-part
melodrama).
Bond of Blood, The — Vitagraph-General Film — 3-part drama).
Brennon o' the Moor — Universal Special — (2-part drama).
Chimney Sweep. The — Essanay-General
Film — (2-part romance).
Circuit Rider. The — Red Feather-Universal — (2-part melodrama).
Comedy of Terror, A*— Nestor-Universal — (comedy).
Conque-n of Canaan — Frohman Amusement Corp. — (5-part drama).
Country
Cousins — Vitagraph-General
Film — (2-part comedy).
Danger's Call. At — Kalem-General
Film — (melodrama).
Daring of Diana, The — Vitagraph-V-L-S-E — (D-part newspaper story).
Dark Silence. The — World Film— (."»-part drama).
Diamond
Runner,
The — Signal-Mutual — (5-part drama).
Dispatch Bearer. The — Nestor-Universal — (drama ) .
Donohoe — Imp-Universal — (2-part melodrama!.
Dulcie's Adventure — -Mutual
Star Production — (5-part comedy-drama).
End of the Trail, The — Fox Film Corp. — (."i-part northern drama).
Eye of the Night, The — Kay-Bee-Triangle— (.">-part drama).
Enoch Arden — Biograph-General
Film — (2-part drama).
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Fnntonias^Ciauiuont-MuluuI — (Serial melodrnma — C-part eptsodes).
Pare Lady — FalstaS-Mutual — (comedy).
Firm of GIrdtestoDo. The — Greater Vltagraph — (D-part melodrama).
Fore nnd Aft — Klelne — (comedy).
Fear of Poverty, Thp — Pathe Oold Rooster Play — (r»-part drama i.
Friday, thv Thlrtoenth — World Film— (5-part Wall Street story).
Pun on the Farm — Powers-lTnlvensal — (story).
Getting tho Grafters — Thanhousor-Mutual — (2-part melodrama).
Glided Cage, The— World Film— (Tt-part costume romance).
God":i Half Acre — Rolfe-Metro — (5- part drama).
Grctchcn.
the Greenhorn — Fine Arts-Triangle — (5-part melodrama)Ham's
Strategy — Kalem-General
Film — (farce comedy).
Heart
of a Manlitln. The — Victor-Universal— (2-part theatrical).
Her Father's Son — Morosco-Paramount — (5-part drama).
Hcspor of the Mountains — Greater Vltagraph— -(S-part melodrama).
He Still Pursued
Her — L-Ko-Universal — (3-part comedy).
Hidden Valley — Thanhouser-Patho — (o-part melodrama).
His Country's Call — Rex-Universal — (drama).
His First Tooth— Metro—(comcdy).
His 'Wife's Good Name — Greater Vltagraph — (5-part drama).
His Wife's Mother — Metro — (comedy).
Holly House, The — American-Mutual — (3-part melodrama).
Home — Kay Bee-Triangle — (."(-p.Trt society drama).
Honorable Friend, The — Lasky-Paramount — (Ti-part Japani_so tragedy).
Honor Thy Name — Kay Bee-Trlangle — (5-part tragedy).
House of the Golden Windows, The^Lasky-Paramount— (."(-part oil field
5[or>-).

Hulda from Holland — Famous Players-Paramount — (5-part child story).
Humpty Dumpty Circus — Powers-Universal — (Manikin drama).
If -My Country Should Call — Red Feather-Universal — (o-part drama),
Jerry on a Vacation — Cub-Mutual — (comedy).
Jungle Wilds, The — Selig-General Film— (melodrama).
Kid. The— VUagraph-V-L-S-E — (5-part drama).
Lady from the Sea. The — Big ■'U"-Universal^( drama).
Land drama).
o" Lizards,
In
the — Mutual
Masterpicture — (5-part
western
Laundry
Liz — Keystone-Triangle — (2-part comedy) .
Lesson in Labor, A — Lubin-General Film — (2-part melodrama).
Less Than the Dust — Artcraft — (multiple reel, Plckford drama K
Light at Dusk, The — Lubin-Greater Vltagraph — (7-part melodram.T).
Little Eve Edgerton — Bluebird — (5-part comedy-drama).
Little Lady Eileen — Famous Players-Paramount— (5-part drama, touching on the fairies of Ireland).
Little Liar, The — Fine Arts-Triangle — (5-part tragedy).
Little Schoolma'am. The — Fine Arts-Triangle — (5-part rural play).
Manager of the B. & A. — Mutual Star Production — (o-part drama).
Man Hunters. The — Vim-General Film — (comedy).
Mary Ann — Powers-Universal — (drama).
Marriage of Molly-0. The — Fine Arts-Triangle — (5-part comedy).
Mender of Souls, A — Imp-Universal — (drama).
Miss Petticoats — Brady-World Film — (o-part melodrama).
Mummy and the Girl, The — Fine Arts-Triangle — (2-part comedy).
Mystery of the Riviera, The— Gaumont-Mutual— (5-part melodrama).
Odd Man. The — Powers-Universal — (drama).
Pacifist, The — Essanay-General Film — (2-part farce comedy).
Parson of Panamint, The — Pallas-Paramount — (5-part western drama i.
Partly Cloudy — Klelne— (comedy).
Patriot, The — Ince-Triangle — (5-part drama).
Pawnshop, The— Chaplin-Mutual — (2-part farce comedy).
Peter the Hermit — Essanay-General Film — (2-part comedy-drama).
Phantom Fortunes — Greater Vltagraph — (6-part comedy).
Philip
Holden — Waster— Mutual
Star
Production — (.^-part
com- b
drama).
Pillars of Society — Fine Arts-Triangle — (5-part tragedy).
Price of Dishonor, The — Lubin-General Film— (2-part melodrama).
Prince of Graustark. The— Essanay-Greater Vltagraph — (5-pt. romance).
Prudence, the Pirate— Pathe Exchange, Inc. — *5-part comedy).
Public Opinion — Lasky-Paramount — (5-part melodrama).
Puppets — Fine Arts- Triangle — (2-part costume play).
Quitter. The — Metro — (5-part comedy).
Rail Rider. The — (5-part drama).
Repentance— Essanay-General Film — (3-part drama).
Return of "Draw" Egan, The — Ince-Trlangle — (5-part drama).
Return of Eve. The — Essanay-Greater Vitagraph^fo-part drama).
River of Romance, The — Metro — (5-part comedy).
Romance of Billy Goat Hill, The — Red Feather-Universal — (5-pt. dr.).
Saint, Devil and Woman — Thanhouser-Pathe — (5-part drama).
Sally in Our Alley — World Film— (5-part melodrama).
Scarlet Runner, The — Greater Vltagraph — ^( serial, each 2-part episode a
separate story).
Sea Foam — Powers-Universal — (allegory).
Seeds of Redemption — L-Ko-Universal — (2-part melodramai.
Selfish Woman. The — Lasky-Paramount- (5-part western story).
Shadow and Sunshine — Pathe Gold Rooster Play — (5-part drama).
Shell 43 — Kay Bee-Triangle — (5-part secret service story).
Silent Battle. The — Bluebird — (.5-part drama).
Social Cave Man. The — Universal Special — (melodrama).
Somewhere in France — Kay Bee-Triangle — (5-part war drama).
Spitfire, The — Powers-Universal — (drama).
Spring Idyll, A — Vitagraph-General Film— (2-part comedy).
Sting of Victory, The — Essanay-Greater Vltagraph — i.j-part civil war dr).
Stolen Jail. The — Kalem-General Film — (farce comedy).
Stranded^ — -Fine Arts-Triangle — (5-part drama).
Strictly Business — Vim-General
Film — (comedy >.
Stronger Love, The — Bosworth-Paramount — (5-part melodrama).
Summer Girl. The — World Film— (5-part comedy-drama).
Sunbeam. The— Biograph-General Film— (drama).
Surgeon's
Revenge.
The — L-Ko-Universal — fS-part comedy).
Taming of Grouchy. The — Selig-General Film — (comedy).
Test, The — Pathe Gold Rooster Piay — (5-part drama ».
Thorn and the Rose, The — Vltagrapb-General Film — (^S-part drama).
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Thoroughbred, The — Kay Bee-Trlangle — (5-part Southern »iory).
Too Much Plo— Powers-Universal — (comedy).
Under Cover — Famous Players-Paramount — (5-part detective story).
Under Two Flags— Fox Film Corp. — (5-part melodrama).
Upheaval, The — Metro — (5-part drama).
Victory of Conscience. The — La8ky-Paramount-^(5-part drama).
Wolters' Ball. The — Keystone-Triangle — (2-part comedy).
Way of Patience, The — Essanay-General Film — (3-part tragedy).
Weapons of Love — Powers-Universal — (mountain story).
Weakness of Man, The — World Film -(5-part drama).
Welsh Singer, A — Mutual Star Production — (5-part romance).
Why— Powers-Universal — (drama).
Yoke of Gold. The — Red Feather-Universal — (5-part drama).
Youth's Endearing Charm — Mutual Star Production — 5-pt comcdy-druma).
ADDRESSES
OF
MANUFACTURING
AND
BOOKING
COMPANIES
I.NCLUDED IN THE ABOVE CATALOGUE OF FILMS.
Artcraft Pictures Corporation — 721) Tth avenue. New York City.
Bluebird Photoplays, Inc. — IGOO Broadway. New York City.
Callfronta Motion Picture Corporation — San Rafael, Cal.
Cummins. Samuel — 1476 Broadway, New York City.
Dansk Biograph Company— 110 West -iOth street. New York City.
Eskay Harris Feature Films Corp.- 126 West 4(Jth street. New York City.
Exclusive Feature Corporation— 24 East 2Ist street. New York City.
Fox Film Corporation — 12(J West 46th street. New York City.
Frohman Amusement Corporation — 18 East 41st street, -New York City.
General Film Company— 71 West 23d street. New York City.
Greater Vltagraph (V-L-S-E) — 1600 Broadway. New York City.
International Film Ser\-ice, Inc. — 729 7th avenue. New York City.
Kemble Film Corporation — 587 Fulton street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Klelne. Geo. — S2fl 7th avenue. New York City.
Leggett-Gruen Corporation — 220 West 42d street. New York City.
Mason Enterprises. G. Post — 220 West 42d street, New York City.
Metro Pictures Corporation — 1476 Broadway, New York City.
Mutual Fiim Ccrporation- 222 South State street. Chicago. III.
Paramount Pictures Corporation — 4S5 5th avenue. New York City.
Pathe E.xchange. Inc. — 25 West 45lh street, New York City.
Selznick Enterprises. Inc.. Louis J. — 720 7th avenue. New York Ctty.
Triangle
Film Corporation— 14.57 Broadway,
New
York City.
Universal Film Manufacturing Company — IGOO Broadway, New York City.
V-L-S-E (now Greater Vitagraph) — 1600 Broadway, New York City.
World Film Corporation— 126 West 46th street. New York City.

Juliet Musidora
to be re"The \'ampires."
in Gaumont's
interest
THE
largely about a beauSeries, centers
leased as a Mutual
tiful member of the band, Irma Vep. The part is
played by Juliet Musidora, a popular French actress, who
In .\merica the word
is a clever interpreter of leading roles.
"vampire" has come to
mean a soulless woman
^^^^^^^^BT
delures men
who
^^^^^^^^K
Gau'
The
^^^^^^^Hk.
"Vampires,"
mont
/ '~'^
^^^^^^^^^F - ijgs^^^^t
^Hi^^^^Hr
however, are a band of
by
led
lawbreakers,
^^B^^^lf
Hr
■e'
^f^fSw
highly There
intelligent crim^^
^"
yW
'*
B
ainals.
few women are in only
the
band,ant the
importbeing most
Irma Vep.
Miss Musidora is first
seen as a companion of
the King of the Vampires. She then comes
under the influence of

Juliet
idora.
, ,. Mus
_, .,

a resourceful Argentinian who, himself a
criminal, seeks to operate in opposition to the
vampires' crime trust.
How ner she
and her
are forced
intopartthe
combine form in teres ting
episodes
in
the
series.

Among the exciting events in which she figures are a flight
over the roofs of Paris, the explosion of a passenger ship
bound for Algeria, "riding the rods" to get back to Paris,
and the fight to prevent the nuptials of the young reporter,
who relentlessly pursues the vampires through all the nine
episodes. The series, issued in weekly episodes, each complete in three reels, begins November 24.
NEWMAN
EQUIPS
DETROIT
REGENT
THEATER,
The Newman Manufacturing Co. of Cincinnati and Chicago furnished and installed all the brass railing and brass
v;ork for the new Regent theater. Detroit, Mich. This firm
was selected from among a great many concerns who figured
r.n the installation. The Regent theater is the newest and
largest picture theater in Detroit, if not in the country, as it
scats about 3,600.
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Visit to Bridgeport Picture Shows ^ ^y ^^^"ford c. judson
Moving Picture World Man Looks Them Over
— Finds Plenty of Prosperity
A

WORLD writer, in the breathing spell while the Paper
was on the press, took a run down to the American
Essen for a peek at the prosperity, and he found plenty
of it. Bridgeport has grown tremendously so that the streets
are crowded all the afternoon and evening. At the last
census Bridgeport had a few thousand more than a hundred
thousand, but since the war bride's dot has made the city
ricli many more thousands have been attracted and the picture showman's problems have taken on a different complexion.
There are some twenty-eight theaters that cater to old
residents and new. It was quite impossible for the writer
to get in to see every exhibitor in the city, but he had a
pleasant visit with five or six of the different typical managers and spent an interesting evening. The first call was
on Peter Dawe, a type of the best in the business, progressive, wide-awake and successful. If we had met no
other, our trip would have paid us well. We found him
at his down town house, the Bijou, on Fairfield avenue and
one of the first things we noticed was ':he home-like atmosphere about the well-filled house — it seats 900. We were
interrupted five or six times in our ten minute talk by patrons
coming up to speak to Mr. Dawe. It was about little things,
some wanted to ask whether someone else had come in,
some wanted to have a package checked and they all treated
him as a friend.
Mr. Dawe has been in the business about six years and
has made a comfortable fortune. He now owns, besides
the Bijou, the Olive theater on Olive street, and the Palace
theater out on East Main street. Unremitting attention
to the business is his secret of success — he has been absent
from his houses only four nights in six years. Six years
ago he began with a vaudeville house and ran down to
his last three hundred dollars. One morning he woke up
in a sweat and with one idea in his mind — viz., that pictures
only were what his patrons wanted. He woke up his wife
and she said he was right so he caught the first train for
New York and got the best pictures he could. He has made
money ever since with the best films he can get. One statement he made with the authoritative way of one who had
tried and found out for himself, is that the big star film
doesn't pay in his house. The people will come to see it;
but for the money, there isn't the same profit in the transaction. When the money all goes to the star and none
'for the cast or the story, he thinks it is bad for the tradeHe is running selected five reel pictures — 'The Unborn"
was on while we stood there — and only makes a specialty
of first runs on Saturdays when out-of-town people are in
the city. He is running the "Yellow Menace" on Mondays
and the "Scarlet Runner" on Tuesdays.
We next called on the Goodwin Brothers at the Arco,
1026 Broad street. This house has an unusual and attractive
front with "Photoplays" in four foot letters run in a zig-zag.
not flat but edgewise down the front. Mr. Goodwin seemed
too busy to talk much. His theater was comfortable looking
inside. It seats 300 and was about a third filled at four
o'clock.
We enjoyed our visit at the Strand, 1414 Main street, with
its intelligent and business-like manager, Pete Kontos. This
theater is as neat as a pin and very attractive. It has 1.000
seats and asks 10 cents at evening shows with afternoon
balcony seats at five cents. The patronage is of the middle
class and Mr. Kontos has found that serials are about as
popular as any kind of picture he can get. He has many
children patrons, especially in the summer. He believes in
five reel features and finds that the two and three reelers
are no good at the Strand.
Far out on Main street, at No. 2328, A. G. Skidmore rlins
the Elite theater. His neighborhood is filled with dwellings
that must have cost from five to twenty-five thousand dollars
to build. His house seats 700 and he is favoring Metro,
Paramount. 'V-L-S-E and World Film pictures. One, in looking into the auditorium feels a distinct liking for the place.
It is comfortable and its cleanness is patent at once. Mr.
Skidmore uses some very attractive publicity for local dis-

tribution and expressed his appreciation of Epps Sargent's
department, "Advertising for Exhibitors." The man himself
and all those about the theater give a pleasant, friendly,
neighborhood atmosphere to the place — one would call it
a home amusement place rather than a theater.
At the Empire theater, 840 Main street, seating 950 persons,
ue found I. C. Lown in charge. He is also the operator
and a good one. George Green is the manager. Mr. Lown is
full of his business and judging by his manner and talk, a
live-wire, up-to-date
film man.
We wanted to have a talk with Manager W. C. Lund of
the West End theater, 1241 State street. He was too busy
to give us the time and we had to catch the train in order
to reach our suburban home outside of New York before the
milk man. The West End is a beauty, and the patrons — it,
too, is in one of the wealthy parts of the city — looked like
good friends. Manager Lund's house attendants were we
noticed courteous and attentive to all. Manager Lund's
brother runs the South End theater at 410 Railroad avenue.
One block further up State street, at 1291, is the Liberty
theater, under the management of Harry Cohen, a 900 seat
house asking ten cents. It is of a peculiar kite shape and
there are wide spaces both for aisles and between the seats
that make it very comfortable.
The Pastime theater, at 1924 Main street, is a house that
caters of the poorer class of patrons. It has had more successful days than recently. It is run by I. Mussante, seats
450 and charges five cents. The house is not new and shows
it. Perhaps it has not kept up with the times. The management does little real advertising, and would get a happy
change of luck, without a doubt, if it changed the house
so as to make it look new, and put real life into his advertising. He has patrons aplenty all around him.

Miss Carmel Myers, New Griffith Protege
IN the person of Miss Carmel Myers it is believed that
D. W. Griffith has discovered another potential star of
the silent drama worthy of ranking in time with other
Griffith proteges that have achieved distinction, such as Mae
Marsh, Bessie Love and the Gish sisters.
The daughter of
Rabbi and Mrs. Isadore Myers, of Los
Angeles, Miss Myers
met Mr. Griffith during
tolerance." of
Her father
the production
"Inis an expert on Hebraic
archeology and was
one of the chief authorities consulted by the
famous director for the
Jewish historical scenes
in the big spectacle.
The unusual Oriental
beauty of the girl attracted Mr. Griffith's attention, and upon testing her aptitude for
dramatic expression, he
found her possessed of
much latent talent. A
recent high school
graduate in her early
teems. Miss Myers has
Carmel Myers.
only had work,
a few
experience
in months'
motion
picture
playing
minor roles at another studio.
Her parents have now granted her permission to become
a member of the Triangle-Fine Arts Company, under Mr.
Griffith's supervision, and it is expected that she will make
good the successful career that is bein,g predicted for her.
SELECT "MYRA" AS BEST SERIAL.
The management of the New Garden theater at West
Pittston, Pa., selected "The Mysteries of Myra," the serial of
the International, with which to inaugurate its winter season
on Monday, October 23.
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Classics and the Screen ® ®
Lessons Drawn from the Recent Filming
"Romeo and Julie f* — Evils of
Unjustified Criticism

of

SllAkl.^i'i -A Ul. Ill motion i)ictiUL:> 1 uiulcr^t.iiuj lailcd
at the Kiallo in spite of the magnilicent cllorts of
Maestro Rothapfol. I had never seen a more splendid
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By W. Stephen Bush

The motion picture has the advantage of the "double exposure." isions
\
and apparitions on the speaking stage,
though a vital clement in dramatic representation, are always unsatisfactory. They always tremble on the verge of
the ridiculous. Take the illusory dagger in Macbeth and the
f^bost of Eanquo. The screen makes these "sick creatures
of the brain" terribly real. Go back for a moment to "Romeo
and Juliet." Juliet for a moment recoils from the thought
of taking the mysterious draught. For a few agonized minutes there is the struggle between love of Romeo and love
of life; between the horror of a forced marriage and the horror of lying in a tomb. Juliet expresses her fears in these
words:

interprciatii.)n
Macheth
and to response.
this day 1 Iamcontrast
wondering
why it lonnd ot'
such
little public
this
Broadway coldness toward the immortal bard with the exuberant welcome given to him by Fourteenth street. In that
lowly section ten thousand n:iles removed from the higher
. . . if I live it is not very like
The horrible conceit of death and night
criticism Sliakespeare is just now the greatest popular favorite, casiiny all other names into the shade. In the AcadTogether with the terror of the place, —
As in a vault, an ancient receptacle.
emy, for many years a hopeless morgue, huge crowds tread
Where
for these many
hundred
years the bones
upon each other's heels to look at Fox's "Romeo and Juliet,"
Of all my buried ancestors are packed:
Where bloody Tybalt, yet but green in earth.
while
less
than
a
block
away
Charley
Steiner's
big
playhouse
is playing to continued capacity with the Metro version of
Lies festering- in his shroud; where, as they say.
the immortal tragedy of love. Now old Fourteenth street
At some hours in the night spirits resort;
Alack, alack, is it not like that I,
may not be classic, but it is redblooded, and there is no secrun mad.
tion of the city which gives a livelier response to what is
honestly human or picturesquely human or humorously huO, look, methinks
Seeking
out Romeo I see
that mydidcousin's
spit hisghost
body
man or tragically human. The elemental appeal n:ay fail on
Upon a rapier's point: Stay, Tybalt, stay!
sophisticated Seventh avenue where that thorouglifarc joins
How far more eloquent than even these most eloquent
Forty-second street, but it never fails on Fourteenth street.
My hope for the success of a Shakespearan cycle among the
words are the visions shown in the Metro version, showing
common people grows and the hint is bestowed freely for
these "buried ancestors" as "spirits" and showing the shadowy
the benefit of any farsighted producer.
image of Tybalt. With what infinitely greater effect comes
the final resolution of Juliet after all these visions:
Unfair Criticism of the Daily Press.
It semes that witli all their hard striving the producers of
"Romeo I come, this do I drink to thee."
The audience which had shared the dread visions with Juliet
"Romeo and Juliet" have failed to please the critics on the
New York dailies. These gentry are indeed hard to please.
now feels the full import of her sacrifice, her all-conquering
love when in defiance of all the pictured horrors of the vault
They loftily condemn the choice of "inferior subjects" by
the motion picture men and haughtily point to the unheeded
she drinks the friar's benumbing potion.
Other Advanteiges of the Screen.
possibilties of the screen. Then when a producer "gambles"
heavily with a classic subject, spending his money lavishly,
Nor is the double exposure the only marked advantage of
leaving no stone unturned to do the great Shakespeare fullthe screen over the stage. There would have been no tragedy
est justice on the screen, consulting with Shakespearean
scholars, utilizing to the utmost the advantages of screen
had Friar Laurence's message to Romeo been delivered by
Friar John, who had started to Mantua for that purpose. To
over stage, these chronic "knockers" come along and sit in
show
just how this happened might in the drama have the
the seals of the scornful, belittling with empty phrases and
effect of digression, might necessitate a special scene for
with far more complacency than wit our honest efforts. They
which it might be hard to find a proper place. We must asdeal in generalities. They fail to point out in detail wherein
these productions have failed, substituting after the manner
sume that this was Shakespeare's own view, else he would
have introduced such a scene instead, of relating the failure of
of petty spirits the sneer for that good faith without wdiich
all criticism is worse than useless.
Friar John's mission in narrative form. Here is how Friar
John tells the story of his failure to deliver the message:
We do not claim that these two productions are without a
Going to find a barefoot brother out.
flaw, indeed, in one of them flaws are obvious though more
One of Our order to associate me.
than counterbalanced by good points. What we want to emHere in this city visiting the sick,
phasize here is the fact that all the dramatic qualities have
And finding him the searchers of the town
been fully preserved, that the audience in both cases is
Suspecting that we were in a house
stirred to profound pity. If the motion picture stands these
Where the infectious pestilence did reign.
Sealed up the doors and would
not let us forth;
two tests it will stand any test, but we are by no means satisfied with these two claims. We aver and we propose to
So that my speed to Mantua there was stayed.
prove that the screen has given us a far more complete
Now the screen quickly and in some detail visualizes these
visualisation of "Romeo and Juliet" than could any stage.
words and thereby makes the understanding of the tragic
We do not depend on "props." I have seen many a performcircumstance and consequence an easy matter for even the
ance of "Romeo and Juliet" on the speaking stage, but never
mind of a child. Why argue this further? Do we not all
such a realistic street in Verona. The perspective of the
know that pictures give birth to words and that no force in
camera gives us a vision such as no board-made stage can
this world whether material or spiritual can ever rise above
ever provide.
or be greater than its source? The playwright of all creative
Popularizing the Immortal Bard.
minds thinks first in pictures. He must have a series of clear,
As in all his tragedies Shakespeare moves swiftly at the
strong, simple pictures in his mind before he begins to prevery rise of the curtain. Both versions of the screen have
pare his dialogue. In the screen we have a medium singufully caught this swiftness of action and have made it, I
larly adapted to the expression by picture, hence the inherent
think, far more effective with the average spectator. Therein
dramatic possibilities of the motion picture. Especially in
lies one of the great merits of the screen. I care not
regard to Shakespeare's tragedies is it true that the screen is a
whether you ever heard of Shakespeare or of "Romeo and-' unique power for the translation, the visualization and the
plain, interpretation of all dramatic values. This does not
Juliet." you cannot in these pictures fail to grasp the full
meaning of these early scenes and the foreshadowing of the
per se mean that it will pay the manufacturer to put Shakespeare on the market. The matter of the taste or lack of
tragedy. Perhaps this ability of the screen to make things
plain and easy to the masses is obnoxious to our learned
taste of the current generation has a lot to do with the subcritics: perhaps their intellectual snobbery rebels at it.
ject. Some of the greatest works of the world's literature
I freely admit that I have the most profound respect and
were during certain periods almost forgotten and neglected.
admiration for a medium which interprets Shakespeare to the
I do believe that such a venture will be profitable for the
masses without a word of dialogue and which holds these ■ producer with a revival of good sound literary taste. Heaven
masses spellbound from the parting of the curtain. It is
only knows when we may look for such a revival. The intelcommonplace to say that in all that pertains to the spectaculectual snobbery of the critics of the press will never prolar side and to scenic perfection the screen is the master of
mote any such revival. The enterprise of producers and the
the stage.
I go a bit further.
/
right spirit and skill on the part of the exhibitor may bring
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about such a revival. There have been impurities in taste in
our modern theater and to a far lesser taste on the screen.
To me it seems as if we are outgrowing this period of bad
taste. The screen has forced a general recognition of its
improvement both in art and in ethics. We of the film world
realize, by the .way, that we far more than the critics of the
daily press are responsible for molding the taste of the
masses.
That's
why we welcome a successful e-xcursion into
the English
classics.

Paramount Doings for Election Week
Lasky's "Unprotected" and Pallas' "A Son of Erin" Head the
List — Several Short Subjects.
THE two leading features on the Paramount Program for
the week of November 6 will be "Unprotected," a Lasky
production, and "A Son of Erin," from the Pallas studio.
"Unprotected" has a fineley conceived and well exeecuted plot
abounding in human interest, with a role more suitable for
the peculiar talents of Blanche Sweet than she has ever had.
It is a thrilling drama of Southern prison camps, written
especially for her by James Hatton. The story is based on
an actual incident, and shows the evil effect of leasing convicts to private firms for labor. Miss Sweet is surrounded
by an all-star cast headed by Theodore Roberts and including
Ernest Joy, Tom Forman. Walter Long, Mrs. Lewis McCord,
Robert Gray and Jane Wolf.
"A Son of Erin" features Dustin Farnum, who co-stars
with Winnilred Kingston. The cast surrounding these two
players includes Tom Bates, Jack Livingston, Wilfred McDonald, Wallace Pyke, Lee Willard, Mabel Wiles and Hugh
B. Koch. This production has a screen story of beauty and
charm.
Surrounding the features for the week are Paramount single
reel releases, the thirty-ninth edition of the magazine-on-the■ screen, Paramount Pictographs. the fortieth weekly "Trip
Around the World" conducted by Burton Holmes, and the
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures, in which Classic
Greece is visited, and a Paramount-Bray Cartoon entitled
"Farmer AI Faifa's Prune Plantation."
Beginning with this week in the Paramount Pictographs,
Dr. George Burbank Shattuck, Professor of Geology in Vassar College, will release his exceptional pictures recently
taken in the heart of Alaska, and entitled "People of the
Alaskan Wilderness," showing unusual and interesting conditions which e-xist among the native Indians and Eskimo inhabitants living in their semi-barbarous state on the outskirts
of civilization.

Mutual to Release "Charity"

Seven- Part Subject Directed by Frank Powell Will Be Given
Unusual Promotion.
THE Mutual Film Corporation will release about the first
of December "Charity?" a seven-part special feature,
the work of Linda A. Griffith and directed by Frank
Powell. Mr. Powell and his staff have just returned to New
York after a week's sojourn in Chicago, where they completed negotiations with John R. Freuler, president of the
Mutual. The production in untrimmed form has been subjected to a number of reviews by Mr. Powell and his staff.
The picture is now practically ready for release after many
months of painstaking effort.
"Charity?" will be put out by the Mutual as a special release and it will be given an unusual promotion calculated to
awaken the public to the extraordinary nature of the production. Announcement of a definite release date and special
plans for the picture may be expected from President Freuler's Chicago office shortly.
The picture, which was reviewed in the Moving Picture
World, on page 380. in the issue of October 21, is a rather
startling drama written about a bit of rom.ance and an all
too common life problem of poverty and institutional life for
the unprotected child.
It is an expose. It is aimed at no particular institution, no
particular locality, no creed, no organization. It takes its
text simply against charitable abuses which the public prints
prove to be frequent and many. It makes its appeal in behalf of common justice and fairness. Linda Griffith appears
in the production, with Creighton Hale and Shelden Lewis,
occupying roles of dominant importance.
PERSONAL NOTES.
Frank Howard, the well-known Boston film man, was in
town last week for a day.
George Siegmann, Triangle-Fine Arts director, who has
been visiting his parents in New York for several weeks,
has left for the coast.
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Diamond
Trade Mark ButIs Selig's
District Court Judge,
Accounting

Declares

N. Y. M. P. Is Denied.

from

THE
diamond trade mark adopted by William N. Selig
in 1907, which is now used by the Selig Polyscope
Company, is the exclusive property of that company
and other moving picture companies have no right to copy
it, Judge Learned Hand in the United States District Court
decided on October 20.
The Selig Polyscope Company sued the New York Motion
Picture Corporation alleging that the latter had infringed on
its trade mark and the action was tried before Judge Hand,
with the result that the validity of the registered trade mark
was sustained, but the court refused the plaintiff corporation's demand for an accounting and the award of damages.
The diamond trade mark registered by the plaintiff cordid not cover
the the
symbolic
letters was
"Selig"
v/ithin theporationdiamond
when
trade mark
used inserted
on the
films produced by the company and the defendant contended that it had the right to use a diamond trade mark with
other letters inserted within the diamond. The defendant
mark.
corporation employed the letters "K. B." in its diamond trade
The plaintiff corporation alleged the defendant simulated
its trade mark for the purpose of misleading the public and
Irr.ding on the reputation acquired by the Selig Polyscope
Company in the production of films.
Banning & Banning represented the plaintiff and Arthur
Kutler Graham appeared for the defendant.

International Adds to Product
Will Issue Adventure Series, in Five or Six Reels, One Subject Each Month.
IN addition to its Golden Eagle Features, which are released about the first of each month, the International
announces it will issue an Adventure Series, in five and
six reels each, about the 15th of every month. The Adventure Series will be the most thrilling, exciting and at the
same time entertaining and educational pictures that can be
produced. With "Jaffery," and "The Flower of Faith," the
International has set a high standard for its Golden Eagle
Features, and that standard will be maintained.
The first of these will be "The Jockey of Death," an amazing photoplay in five reels, released November IS. It is a
story of the circus — that most interesting and fascinating of
all themes. Thrills follow one another in rapid succession.
The two principals in "The Jockey of Death" are Mile.
Evelyn and M. Arturo. Before they became rnotion picture
actors they were performers in one of the most famous
circuses in the world — Mile. Evelyn, a daring aerial artist and
M. Arturo, a bareback rider.

Fashion Show Popular in Minnesota
Manager Axel Nelson ofin Red
the Wing's
Police. Auditorium, Has to Call

held in the Auditorium theashow recently
THE terfashion
at Red Wing,
Minn., where Paramount Pictures are
shown exclusively, resulted, according to Manager Axel
Nelson, in the largest business he ever did. Red Wing is not
the largest city in the world, and it was originally believed
the fashion show could be held only one night, but so many
patrons were disappointed it was necessary to have it extend
through the entire week, and will now be held semi-annually.
The police in town were called out to keep the people from
breaking into the show, as they were lined up across the
street, and half way down the block.
.\11 the leading merchants in the -community participated,
donating settings, draperies, and each contributing models
who were used to show the new styles.
KLEINE

BRANCHES

TAKE

MORE

SPACE.

Growing business, particularly since they ^ have begun
handling the Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay Service, has compelled five of George Kleine's distributing offices to take
larger quarters. The new addresses follow: Minneapolis,
Rooms 304-310. at 16 North Fourth street; Denver, 729
Eighteenth street.; Indianapolis, Lyric Theatre Building; St.
Louis, 3315 Olive street; Detroit, Peter Smith Building, Griswold and State streets, and Washington. Sixth and F streets,
N. W. The facilities of these exchanges are now ample to
take care of the business involved in handling the sixtyodd features which they already have in service as well as
the
continued output of the Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay
studios.
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Famous Players End $100,000 Offer
One

Hundred
$1,000 Scripts Obtained— Famous
PlayersLasky Corporation Wants More Material, However.
THE
$1U(I.U0U offer kr one liuiidred suitable scripts, at
the rate of $1,000 for a thousand-word synopsis, the
announcement of which by tlie Famous Players Film
Company last July startled the motion picture trade, authors'
and dramatists' circles, and the photoplay public, was terminated by the acceptance of the hundredth script last Monday.
The management of the company expressed itself as very
gratified with the results of the record offer, having expected
to secure the hundred scripts desired in not less than a year
from the time the offer was made. Within exactly three
months, however, so great was the response from the authors, dramatists and scenario writers to the advertisements
containing the offer published in a selected list of national
magazines, the full number of winning scripts have been procured.
In commenting upon the success of the offer, .\dolph
Zukor. under whose personal auspices this unusual attempt
was made to induce the most important writers of the country to devote their ideas to the screen, said: "The cries of a
dearth of screen material which have arisen from various
photoplay producers for the past two years are now entirely
hushed by the amazing response to the Famous Players'
$1,000 offer, and the pessimistic belief that screen plots had
been utterly exhausted is exploded by the interesting, noveT
and well-constructed themes which have been received.
"We are justified in believing, from the thousands of
scripts submitted and the prominent authors who have manifested an interest in the offer, that the foremost authors of
the day are now giving serious thought to the screen, and
that this new form of dramatic expression is considered by
them to be a sufficiently important medium of communication with the public to receive their first and best efforts."
This statement was accompanied by one from Jesse L.
Lasky, who since the formation of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation has had direct supervision of the producing departments of both companies. Mr. Lasky explains
that, while the hundred scripts will furnish a plenitude and
variety of material for some time to come, the companies
are anxious to receive more photoplays which reach the
standard of their output.
"Due to the recent combination of the Oliver Morosco
Photoplay Company and Pallas Pictures with the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation," said Mr. Lasky. "we now require more screen material than ever to fill the producing
requirements of these four concerns.
"While we do not feel obligated to pay $1,000 for all
stories accepted in the future under the Famous Playexs
offer, or $1,500, which is the maximum amount in the Oliver
Morosco offer for scenarios, we will in everv case remunerate the author in a degree entirely commensurate with the
value of his w-ork, and if unusual or extraordinary plots are
submitted will pay more than the above mentioned sums as
cheerfully as did the Famous Players for the- hundred $1,000
scripts sought through its offer.
"Hector Turnbull, head of the scenario department of
these companies, is sincere in his desire to co-operate with
novelists, short story writers or dramatic authors who have
not yet become associated with the motion picture, and will
be glad to indicate to them the artistic and financial opportunities for creative work on the screen."

Real Color for "Frisco"
Author Ritchie Is Seeking Real Thing on "Lazy H" Ranch
in Wyoming.

RITCHIE, author of Kalem's
WELLES
ROBERT
series, "The Girl from Frisco," arrived last week in
Buffalo. Wyoming, where he has gone to take up the
task of writing the ten additional episodes demanded by
of that series.
the extension
Local color in the series of the West featuring Marin Sais
and True Boardman now starts with the postmark on the
envelopes bringing the scenarios to the Kalem office. .Author
Ritchie is devising the adventures of Barbara Brent, heroine
of the series, on the "Lazy H" ranch amid the same sort of
settings that are used in the filming of the pictures. Each
week he rides thirty miles on horseback to deposit his
stories in the care of L^ncle Sam's mails.
The author's long trip was taken with the sole purpose of
aiding the realism of the Kalem series. "There is enough
inspiration in the characters and the atmsophere here." Mr.
Ritchie writes on his arrival at the "Lazy H" ranch, to "provide plots for thirty more episodes. It's a hard task to eliminate and give you the ten best.
By the way, I stopped over
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n: Buffalo for a day before coming out here to the ranch
to see the eighth episode of the series. '.-V Battle in the
Uark, at the little local theater.
"It was an audience of
cowboys and beside me
sat a stolid Sioux. If you ranchmen,
feel the necessity of a reward
for
the pains you have taken to secure absolute realism then
you should come out to this theater. The surprise and enthusiasm at seeing motion picture cowboys who were not
bedecked in chaps, or riding jeweled saddles, and a ranchhouse that looked like the real thing and not the sta"e setting for the third act of 'Dead-eye Dick, the Bov Scout'
v;culd have w'armed your heart. Though he did not
say
t.iing, I think the Indian beside me was speechless inanyhis
amazement at the spectacle of a western picture in which all
the villains were not Indians."

Edwin Careive in Hospital
Metro-Rolfe

Director
Insists.
Associates.on
Touch with Studio However,

Keeping

in

EDWIN
C.\REWE,
Metro-Rolfe
director,
does
not
permit such a slight thing as an operation
to interfere with his studio work.
Nor is this operation such
a trivial matter.
.-K less sturdv man
might be confined to
his bed indefinitely, but Mr. Carew^e. who spent many years
of his life on a ranch, simply hates all the fuss that is being
made over him at the
private hospital of
Miss .'MIston, 26 West
-Si.xty-fiist street, and
insists on having daily
conferences with his
studio associates. He
is constantly in touch
with the Rolfe studio,
which is less than a
block away from the
hospital.
Fifteen years ago,
while rounding up a
bunch of mavericks on
the X-Bar ranch in
Oklahoma, Mr. Carewe sustained a painful injury to his side.
He paid little attention
to it at the time, thinking it was nothing to
w- o r r y about. His
strong lowed
constitution
alhim to throw off

Edwin

any evil results then,
but recently the exacting duties of the studio
aggravated his old
trouble. Friends advised him to consult a

Carewe.

specialist, w-ho ordered
an operation. He refused to leave until he had completed
work on the Metro Wonderplay "The Sunbeam," a five-act
human-interest drama in which Mabel Taliaferro is the star.
The fact that Mr. Carewe is one-eighth Chickasaw Indian
may account partly for his stoical characteristics, but his
penchant for hard, earnest work is more likely the true
reason. He has directed Miss Taliaferro in all her Metro
productions, and. although the dainty little star is at present
under the direction of John H. Collins, Mr. Carewe advises
daily by messengers with Mr. Collins.
.■\t the recent election of the Screen Club. Mr. Carewe
was chosen first vice-president, which automatically designated him chairman of the house committee, one of the
most important positions in the club.
PICTURE

PLAYERS

ARE

WARMLY

GREETED

Resembling a small-sized floral shop was the appearance
of the stage at the Webster Theater in the Bronx a recent
Thursday night, in honor of Lucille Lee Stewart and Huntlev Gordon, who appeared before the large audience, he
with a clever, witty speech on his experiences and work
since entering the moving picture profession, and she with
a solo, rendered as only one with such a beautiful soprano
voice can.
In spite of the inclement weather, the house was packed
to the doors, and the ovation tendered the two favorites
was extraordinary and spontaneous.
"His Wife's Good Name," a \'itagraoh feature, was thrown
on the screen, and was particularly well received, the two
players mentioned above taking the leading roles.
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General Film to Go After Thieves
As a Part of Its Declared Policy It Will Prosecute Case in
Syracuse Against Van Orman, Charged With Receiving Stolen Goods.
THE
theft of tihn from the General Film Company Exchange at Syracuse recently, in which a university
gradu;itL' and haseltall player is involved as the alleged receiver of stolen property, bobbed up again when a
grand jury handed up an indictment charging John Van
Orman with receiving stolen property.
is said, is a graduate
of as
Syracuse
University
and\'an
hasOrman,
attainedit considerable
distinction
a football
player.
He furnished bail in tlie sum of .'S500 for his appearance at
trial, which will take place at the ne.xt term of the
County Court of Syracuse. There was powerful influence
brought to bear looking toward the abandonment of the
charge
against \'an
Orman,
Company
has determined
to put
a stopbutforthe
all General
time to Film
thieving
at its
exchanges
and tlie charge against \'an Orman will be prosecuted vigorously.
The film in question was bought from a sixteen-year-old
boy, who afterward confessed he had stolen it from General
Film Company F.xchange. The police charged Van Orman
with buying the tilm and he admitted it, but denied knowing
it was stolen.
The arrest followed an investigation covering a period of
nearly two weeks. General Film Company's offices were
entered by burglars, and after an inventory was taken it developed that a dozen or more films had been stolen.
It is charged, and it is said, will be brought out at Van
Orman's trial, that many film exchanges in Northern \ew
York have been systematically robbed recently, the thieves
apparently being satisfied that thej- could easily dispose of
all films they stole. Two former employes of General Film
Company at Syracuse are still in jail charged with theft.
REPORTS
OF STOLEN
FILM.
Tile Monarch Film Service, of Z-S Union avenue, Memphis. Tenn.. has reported the theft from their rooms of eight
reels of film, and stales it has reason to believe the pictures
are being exhibited in Missouri and Tennessee by a man
operating a fiy-by-night traveling show. The subjects
taken, the Monarch people state, are a two-reel Imp, titled
"Uncle John;" a two-reel K-B titled "-\ Child of War," and
four single reels — "Princess of the \'alley," Xestor; "Miss
Mischief," Thanhouser: "The Waiters' Picnic," Keystone,
and "Their Last Haul," L-KO. The owners of the films ask
that anyone who sees these subjects exhibited by the traveling showman notify them.
.\nother film theft is that reported by the Wolverine Feature Film Company, of 71 Griswold street Detroit, Mich.,
which states that a copy of "Fighting with the .\llies," a
four-reel war subject, was taken from their office on October
14. .\ny information regarding an attempt to dispose of this
film will be appreciated by the owners.
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Sievers Buys "Crisis" far Missouri

State Rights Company of Vicksburg Also Takes Over Big
Feature for Three States.
WILLI.\M S1E\ HRS, ui the Ww lirand Central theater, St. Louis, has completed the outright purchase
of the William N, Selig ten-reel production, "The
Crisis," from Sherman-Elliott, Inc., for the State of Missouri. The deal was closed in Chicago by Harry Sherman.
Mr. Sievers is preparing for a private review of the photo
drama at St. Louis the latter part of this month, with press
correspondents and various organization committees of Missouri. The price paid for "The Crisis" by Mr. Sievers is a
big one.
Mr.ters inSievers
will for
open
Crisis"
St. Louis
an "The
indefinite
run.at one of the best theaThe State Rights Company of Jackson, Miss., owned by
A. B. Cook, A. H. Gross and R. E. Kcnningtoii. have purchased outright "The Crisis," for the States of Louisiana,
Mississippi and Tennessee.
Mr. Cook announces he will open shortly in Jackson
and will show "The Crisis" as a big road production with a
full orchestra. He is ready to hear from all first-class exhibitors for booking.

Riley Chamberlin
RILEY CHAMBERLIN, who plays the funny butler in
Thanhouser's "Prudence, the Pirate," a Pathe Gold
Rooster play, starring Gladys Hulette. began his early
career as a cowboy. Born in Grand Rapids, Mich., sixtycne years ago, he went west at an early age and was reared
on a ranch. He was a
cowboy in Colorado for
several years and later
traded in horses in the
Dakotas.
Mr. Chamberlin came
east to Columbia, and
after finishing his college career, decided to
become an actor. He
nlayed with John McCollough, with (Booth
and Barrett and with
Charles Coghlan in
"The Royal Box."
.\fter a long stock
career, including engagements in Chicago
and other cities of the
Middle West he joined
EMilwaukee
d w i n Thanhouser's
stock company. He was comedian
and character
man with
Riley Chamberlin.

JOHN B. O'BRIEN JOINS THANHOUSER.
John B. O'Brien, for many years with D. W. Griffith, and
later a Mary Pickford director, has been signed by Edwin
Tlianhouser and will begin work immediately. Mr. O'Brien's
first Thanhouser picture will be "Mary Lawson's Secret," a
five reel feature starring Charlotte Walker, to be released
through Pathe.
The story is by Lloyd Lonergan, author of "The MillionDollar Mystery," and is an unusual drama of circumstantial
evidence, blackmail and unconquerable love. Mr. O'Brien is
perhaps liest known for his Mary Pickford productions. ''The
Foundling." "Hulda from Holland" and "The Eternal Grind."
In engaging Mr. O'Brien to direct Miss Walker, Mr.
Thanhouser is carrying out his policy to produce for Pathe
five-reel features second to none. .\s a result of the combined effort of Miss Walker, Mr. O'Brien and Mr. Lonergan,
Mr. Thanhouser expects "Mary Lawson's Secret" to be an
unusually fine production.
SMALL TOWN EXHIBIT PLEASES PARAMOUNT.
The Kansas; City Film Company, distributors of Paramount
Pictures in Kansas. Missouri. Nebraska and Iowa, is particularly proud of its contract in Gardiner. Kans., which community has a population of 511 people. The theater is backed
by three young business men. one being Howard E. Bigelow, cashier in the Farmers' Bank, and the other two are
merchants. J. C. Shean and C. Cramer. They have their own
generating plant to run all the modern facilities which have
been installed in the house. Three nights each week are
devoted to motion pictures, two of which are Paramount.

Mr. Thanhouser's company for seven years.
.\fter leaving Milwaukee he played with

Mabel^ Harrison in "The Blue Mouse" and "Lulu's Husbands," with Marie Dressier in "Tillie's Nightmare" and in
"Excuse Me." He also was in Proctor's New York stock
company and in stock in Nashville. Tenn.
Mr. Thanhouser needed a man of Mr. Chaniberlin's talents
and five years ago engaged Mr. Chamberlin for the Thanhouser Film Corporation. He has been with the company
ever since. He w-as "Conductor 786" in the famous series of
Thanhouser comedies, he played Longfellow in "The Children's Hour" and the old gardener in "In a Garden."

PARAMOUNT

ADDS TO SEATTLE

FORCES.

C. O. Winrick and H. K. Brin, two well known salesmen
in the film industry, have been added to the forces of the
Progressive Motion Picture Company of Seattle, Wash., distributors of Paramount Pictures in that district. Each has
had long experience in the film industry. Mr. Winrick having
formerly been connected with Metro and Mutual companies
and Mr. Brin was formerly an exhibitor in Chicago and later
a co-partner in the Western Film Company, of St. Louis.
QUILL TO MANAGE TELEGRAM'S PICTURE PAGE.
L. .\. (Juill. a popular advertising solicitor, has been appointed manager of the motion picture section of the Evening Telegram of New York, which will on Sunday. November
5. issue a full-fledged motion picture page. This feature will
becom.e a regular department in its Sunday issue.
The page will be devoted to plays and players, will be well
illustrated and will cater especially to the "fan" element.
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The Cameraman and the Soldier
An Interview with Captain D. G. Hertz, Lately
with the British Army in France and
Lecturing on "Fighting
for Verdun"
THE
captain smiled: "Yes, I could give you a story
about taking war films," he said. "To begin with, the
cameraman is a horrible nuisance to the busy officer.
He has a_ permit from headquarters and we are ordered to
look out for him. The scene isn't staged for a film story
at all. The major in charge has to detail some one to act
as guide and protector. As soon as the camera is set up in
some convenient place the major needs it for a gun and
orders the camera out, so we have to take it where it will
quickly be in the way of someone else. If we don't help the
cameraman he'll complain to headquarters and a sharply
worded note of inquiry is pretty sure to come from it, while
if we do our best, the higher officer in charge is more than
apt to say something sharp. But, of course, that's a part of
job."us some actual experience," we asked.
the"Tell
Captain D. G. Hertz was resting between lectures at the
Grand Theater in Trenton, N. J., when we dropped in for
a news interview with the house manager. Captain Hertz is
an Englishman in spite of his name; but he is black haired
and looks like a Frenchman. He led a company of South
Lancashires and was in action with other British regiments
helping the French in the defense of Verdun. He has scars
from two wounds that certainly would have been mortal to
anj^ average man ten years ago. One bullet passed within
an inch and a half of his heart and pierced a lung. A big
portion of his skull was removed from the top of his head
by a burst of shrapnel. One can feel the edges of the silver
plate that is now serving him in place of bone; it begins just
above his forehead and extends under his growing hair well
toward the back of his head.
"I was detailed." continued the captain, "to look after a
cameraman one day during the fighting at Verdun. He came
to us as we were
starting out from the base toward the
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front and was carrying his apparatus; it looked pretty heavy.
Things went well till we began to get up close, then a shell,
one of the big ones, dropped alongside of us. It shook us
up pretty well and we found that the camera had suffered;
a couple of its lenses or something had been broken by the
camera's fall. The cameraman had to go back for new sup"It was fairly lively around that front trench that day;
plies.
but
cameraman
was managed
back again
beforethelong.
don't
knowtheexactly
how he
to find
way, Ifor
he
couldn't have taken our path. There must have been a communicating trench not far away. I had to find a place for
the camera and we put it up on a machine gun embrasure,
a little platform just high enough so that the barrel of the
gun could point over the sand bags. It is seldom that a
camera can get so advantageous a position as that. Most of
the battle scenes are taken through a periscope, with the
camera fastened to the glass. The major ordered it off the
embrasure to give another gun room, and we could not find
any good place for it for a while.
Then one of our airmen brought word that the enemy were
bringing up artillery and were preparing to bombard our
trench — we had been lobbing bombs over all the morning.
This gave us about two hours' notice and we cleared out
to our dugouts. There was some attachment on the camera
so that it could run by itself and we set it up in the middle
of the trench so that it looked lengthwise along it and left it.
The enemy poured a terrific fire on that part of the trench.
The camera wasn't hurt, but the part of the trench fifty
feet from it and at which it was pointing was blown wide
open. Even in the dugouts we lost 300 men that morning.
The camera got it all.
"When our side gets ready to charge, the cameraman has
to go to the rear. .Another thing you often see in war films
is a picture of the big guns firing and then a cut-in showing
the effect of the explosion. It is quite impossible for the
cameraman even to see the explosions. They may be from
five to eight miles ofif. What he does do is to take the explosions while he is near the front and then, when he goes back
take a couple of shots at the big guns in action and cut in
the scenes to make the picture efifective." H. C. J.

Photoplays Popular in Guatemala

Again Rehise to Overrule Censors

Pictures of Dramatic and Serio-Comic Character Liked Best.
American Productions Shown Indicate Excessive Use.

Ohio Supreme Court Dismisses Request for Mandamus on
"Birth," Saying It Is Without Authority.
r"\ OR the second time the Supreme Court of Ohio has
H
refused the application of the Epoch Producing Company, of New York, owner of the famous Griffith film,
"The Birth of a Nation." for a review of the decision of the
Ohio Board of Censors adverse to the film. The court dismissed the company's request for a writ of mandamus directing the board to approve the picture for exhibition on
the ground that there is no provision made by law under
which the court has any authority to review orders of the
board.

MOTION
picture shows, or "cines," as they are termed
here, constitute a popular form of entertainment in
Guatemala, according to Consul Samuel C. Reat at
Guatemala City, who writes in "Commerce Reports." There
are five such theaters in Guatemala City, one in Quezaltenango, and one in Retalhuleu. During the week performances are given only in the evening; on Sundays there are
two exhibitions. The patronage is especially good on Sunday.
The price of admission ranges from 7 to 30 cents United
States gold. In case of features the prices are advanced.
Each theater gives one performance of six to eight reels,
some three-fourths of the program being a single feature
such as "Quo Vadis," "Nero," or a historical incident. The
remainder or consists
generallyof ofsome
a comedy,
a section
Pathe's
Gazette,
an illustration
industry.
Film oftitles
are
almost always in Spanish, though occasionally one is in
English and Spanish.
The most popular films are those of dramatic and seriocomic character. The majority of those heretofore shown
have been European, the principal marks being Pathe, Gaumont, Itala, Roma, Torino and Nordisk. Since the European
war a few .\merican films are coming in, but they seem, as
did the European ones, to have had extremely hard service
before being brought here. The average price paid for the
European films is 10 to 15 cents gold per meter (meter=
3.28 feet). Very few films are brought from the United
States, evidently on account of the cost, as the lowest price
quoted was 8 cents gold per foot (equivalent to 26 cents a
meter). \ few films are rented from Europe at $4 gold
per reel, time limit six months.
Films pay customs duty of 1 peso per kilo (2.2 pounds),
including weight of inside wrappings, but not that of outside
packing case, half of which is paid in American gold and
half in Guatemala currency. The latter money being worth
2>4 cents to the peso, the duty paid amounts to 23 cents per
pound.

Specifically, the court points out that there is no method
provided by law under which it could inspect films whose
exhibition is refused, in order to determine whether the
action of the board is reasonable, and that therefore no action
can be taken. Lawyers point out that this is in effect a
holding that there is no appeal from rulings of the censors,
and that the board is therefore supreme, until the Legislature
shall take action to remedy this condition of affairs.
It is anticipated that the Epoch Producing Company will
now resort to the Federal District Court, which refused to
take jurisdiction of a former suit on the subject on the ground
that the company's remedies in the State courts had not been
exhausted. This obstacle has now been removed, by the
final decision of the Ohio Supreme Court on the matter, and
it is considered probable that the Federal tribunal, in a
proper case, would go into the merits of the controversy.
THOMPSON LECTURES AT RIALTO.
Donald C. Thompson, war photographer, is making evening
appearances at the Rialto in the week of October 29 to demonstrate the method of using the gyroscopic camera with
which some of the sensational war pictures now being shown
there were taken. The gyroscopic camera is unique in that
it requires no tripod and is actuated by a motor strapped
to the camera man's back.
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SpoorManufacturer
OutlinesAlsoEssanay's
Activities
Says
K-E-S-E
Will Release

Chicago

Forty Features in Coming Year.
PLANS for feature releases on the Kleine-Edison SeligEssanay program now practically have been completed
for a year in advance, declares George K. Spoor, president of Essanay. "While these plans are in a way tentative,
there will be little alteration except an elasticity in release
dates of features scheduled for next year," said Mr. Spoor.
"These will depend on the completion of productions. It
is not intended to force releases.
"Features must be completed and pronounced good before
definite releases are announced. Quality must always be
the main point in view and quantity very secondary. This is
one of the reasons for planning so far ahead, so that we
may be sure of good productions and yet announce the
release dates far enough in advance to be of advantage to
exhibitors.
"The schedule provides for approximately forty feature
releases during the year. This means three releases a month
with the exception of December and probably January,
April, July and September, during which months four releases are planned.
"This does not include the release of one and two-reel
comedies. There probably will be a number of these presented before long. Essanay is planning in the near future
to release the one-reel 'Musty Suffer' comedies on this program. These will harmonize well with features of five or
more
reelswho
and wish
will it.
make a complete evening's program
for those
"Harry Watson, Jr., is already working on a new line of
'Musty Suffer' comedies and the first will be announced
shortly. Comedies by other great comedians also are being
planned. It is the aim of this service to make it as complete
as possible, and while operating strictly on the open booking
system, it yet will be possible to book a complete program if
desired. This will save the exhibitor the trouble of rushing
from
one exchange to another to book a complete night's
entertainment.
"In stating that the schedule for the year practically is
complete, I do not mean that all plays have been decided
upon. A tentative schedule of release has been worked out
and features booked in far enough ahead so that exhibitors
will have every advantage of advance showings and advance
advertising on the photoplay he wishes to run. He will
be given ample time for selection.
"Essanay plays practically are completed up to the first
of January. This includes five plays in this new service up
to the end of the year. They are 'The Return of Eve,' 'The
Prince of Graustark,' 'The Chaperon,' 'The Breaker,' and 'The
Truant Soul.' The latter play is the only one not yet completed. Henry B. Walthall, who is featured in this play,
supported by Mary Charleson. has been at work on this
seven-act feature for some time and it will be completed
shortly.
"Essanay plays for the first quarter of next year have been
mapped out. Aiter that other features will be taken under
consideration and booked from time to time, but always far
in advance."

"Hazards of Helen" in Third Year
Kalem's Railroad Series Now Oldest Screen
Popularity Increasing.

Feature, with

THE
"Hazards of Helen" celebrate their second birthday
this month and swing into their third year of life "still
going strong." The company working at the Hollywood studio-station has started work this week on the one
hundred and fifth episode of the series featuring Helen
Gibson.
"Do you know of any other photoplay series that can
approach such a record?" William Wright asked a World
representative last week. "Starting the third year and going
stronger than ever. A single reel release every week for a
hundred and four weeks is the mark reached by the 'Hazards'
this month.
Not a week's issue has been skipped.
"You might expect that aft^r a long run like that the
popularity of a series would begin to wane, but of the
hundreds of letters which Kalcm receives every week from
exhibitors on all sorts of business scarcely a one ever fails
to insert a word of praise for the Helen Gibson pictures.
Here is a letter right before me on my desk that has been
forwarded from the San Francisco office of the General Film.
It is from W. F. Sheibley, of the Star Theater, Reedley, Cal.,
and he says, 'I notice that for this week you have not sent
me a "Hazard of Helen."
Can understand that you did not

have any available owing to my doubling up, but please do
not omit Helen Gibson again, for my Saturday show is not
complete without her."
"With dozens of letters like that coming every few days
can you
wonderSuch
that success
we look isupon
a perennial feature?
only the
the 'Hazards'
result of as
continuous
effort and striving at keeping at a high quality level, for if
we had set back upon our laurels at any time after the series
established its popularity we would not now be starting
the third year with such bright prospects."
Kalem's celebration of the second "Hazards" birthday is
taking concrete form in the expenditure of close to $30,000
on elaborate additions to the Salt Lake Railway studiostation and the purchase of much adtlitional railroad equipment. Interiors are being taken now in the actual station
so that through the windows the activity of the railroad
yards may be seen.

Essanay's K-E-S-E
November
Output Large
Features and Several

There Will Be Two

Film Subjects.

General

THE

November releases from Essanay offer what President George K. Spoor considers an inviting array of
features and short reel subjects. To permit of more
time than customary in picture productions, the facilities
of the already extensive plant are being increased. Additional equipment in the third studio, the largest artificially
lighted inclosure in the industry, will permit of sets being
constructed and filming being accomplished at any hour,
day or night. In order to maintain his promise of quality
production Mr. Spoor plans to have his technical department
construct sets at night, that directors may not be hampered
during their work in the daytime.
The Essanay output for November will contain two strong
feature offerings to be issued through Kleine-Edison-SeligEssanay Service. On November 6 "The Prince of Graustark"
will be ready. Bryant Washburn and Marguerite Clayton
appear in this five-act adaptation of the famous George Barr
McCutcheon novel.
It is a sequel to "Graustark."
"The Chaperon," with Edna Mayo and Eugene O'Brien, is
to be issued on November 20. This is a comedy-drama taken
from the play by Marion Fairfax, which was a big hit with
Maxine Elliott in the leading role.
It is in five acts.
"The Breaker" with Bryant Washburn and Nell Craig, and
"The Truant Soul," Henry B. Walthall's seven-act superfeature, will not be ready until December.
A quality production for General Film Service is promised
by the following subjects: On November I, Canimated Nooz
Pictorial No. 18 will be released. This cartoon carries a
half-reel scenic of Crater Lake, Oregon. "The Heart of
Virginia Keep," Edwin Baird's story, is the three-reeler for
November 4. Marguerite Clayton and Edward Arnold are
featured.
Harry Dunkinson, so well known in Essanay comedies and
comedy-drama, will appear in a semi-slapstick, "Easy Ed,"
a two-act piece offered on Nov. 7. He is in the character of
a tramp, one of which he played for many years on the
stage. "A Safe Proposition" is a one-reel comedy with
Ben Turpin and Victor Pool, offered the following day. On
Nov. II, Richard C. Travers and Gertrude Glover appear in a
brisk three-act comedy-drama, "What I Said Goes!"
"Not in the News" is the two-reeler to open the next
week. Marguerite Clayton and Sydney Ainsworth appear
in this, which will be offered on Nov. 14. Canimated Nooz
Pictorial with Lake Tahoe, California, scenic, is the onereel offering for the following day. "His Moral Code," the
three-act piece for Nov. 18, shows Lillian Drew, E. H. Calvert, and Edward Arnold in the leads.
Little Mary McAllister, who made a hit in "Borrowed
Sunshine," will have another two-act piece for Nov. 21. It
is entitled, "Unto the Least of These." "Some Bravery" will
be issued the next day. It is a comedy with Ben Turpin.
The final releases for the month are in the making and titles
will be announced shortly.
Harry Watson, alias "Musty Suffer," has completed exteriors for his first Essanay productions and has begun work
in the studios.
Louis Mylls is directing him at Essanay.

BEAVER FALLS, PA., TO HAVE NEW THEATER.
Beaver Falls, Pa., will have a new Paramount theater before the end of the winter. S. Goodman, of the Colonial
theater in that city, is now building a new house with a seating capacity of nearly one thousand. He hopes to open the
new playhouse, which is modern in its every detail, by the
first of the year. He is installing one of the most up-to-date
and largest organs in this section of the State.
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Gaumont Has Program of Singles
List for Week

of November
5 Contains Interesting
and Educational
Subjects.

Scenic

THE
last episode of ■"Fantomas" having been released
and the
episode ofCompany
"The \'ampires"
until
Kov.
23. lirst
the Gaumont
has only not
its due
excellent
program of single reels to offer for the week of Nov. 5. The
outstanding feature of the week is the first appearance of the
new Gaumont contribution to Mutual Pictures, "Mutual
Tours Around the World." This is to be released every
Tuesday.
The first Gaumont picture of the week is **ReeI Life"
No. 27, issued Nov. 5. The leading section of the reels
shows "The International Beverage — Coffee." The pictures
were taken on a Brazilian plantation and show the care required from the planting until the sacked coffee is taken
aboard ship at Santos. Fighting mosquitoes in New Jersey
is entitled "Our Trench Warfare." It shows what is being
done to rid the State of the pest. The third section shows
how the neu autoped has developed from a boy's "pushmobile." The fourth pictures a new life-saving suit constructed upon the principle of the thermos bottle.
November 7 brings to the screen the first reel of "Mutual
Tours Around the World." It pictures La Rochelle,
France, and the fishing fleet, the Nile River at the Assouan
Dam, and Kamenez-Podolsk, a picturesque town in Galicia.
"See America First" No. 61, released Nov. 8, is a continuation of a former release, "Along the Columbia River in
Oregon." The current number is called "Oregon's Famous
River." It is devoted particularly to views of the Columbia
River Highway. On the same reel is a Gaumont Kartoon
Komic, animated by Harry Palmer. It is another of his
entertaining
"Babbling
thatandMr.a
Palmer first made
famousBess"
in theseries,
New cartoons
York World
syndicate of newspapers.
The fourth single-reel is The Mutual Weekly. This is
devoted to news events of the world, and consequently no
one is ever able to forecast the contents of this release.
It is made up the day it is issued, in order that exhibitors
may have the latest pictorial news possible for their screens.

Bushman and Bayne at Broadway
Stars

of Metro's and
"Romeo
and Juliet"
Address
Big House
Are Given
Ovation.
A
TREMENDOUS
ovation at the Broadway Theater
was given Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne.
Metro stars, when they appeared there on the second
night of the marvelouslv successful run of the great Metro
production
title parts. of "Romeo and Juliet," in which they have the
This performance had been announced as a "Bushmiin
and Bayne" night, and crowds of admirers of the two noted

Crowd

Seeking

Entrance
to Broadway
Theater
Mr. Bushman and Miss Bayne.

to

Greet

stars filled the big theater. For almost two hours the thousands of people in the playhouse sat spellbound while
Shakespeare's
was tobeing
on the
screen.
Outsideimmortal
hundredslove
werestory
waiting
gain told
admittance.
Perched on a ladder in Broadway was an enterprising snapshot man who was waiting to get a flashlight of the stars
as thev entered the theater.
Shortly after 9 o'clock the two stars appeared.
It took
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half a dozen attaches of the theater to keep the admiring
throngs away from them. Accompanied by Helen Dunbar,
who plays the part of Lady Capulet in the production, they
were ushered to a box, where the spectators recognized
them and applauded with such vigor that Samuel H. Berg,
who composed the magnificent musical setting for the
Metro production of "Romeo and Juliet," dragged them
en to the stage.
Instantly there were cries for a speech.
Mr. Bushman and Miss Bayne addressed the big house,
and Mr. Bushman introduced Miss Dunbar as "my old side
partner."
Altogether it was a big night.

Bluebird Will Release a Special
"The Eagle's Wing" Is the Title, and It Will Contain Scenes
Laid in Big Munitions Plants.
EARLY

in December Bluebird Photoplays, Inc., will release as a special "The Eagle's Wing," with Herbert
Rawlinson playing the main role. This will be a feature
of unusual interest, offering, as it does, numerous views taken
among industrial plants that have never been screened before.
The process of manufacturing war munitions is pictured in
actual operation, and there will be a preparedness motive running through the picture that combines industrial and military efficiency.
While "The Eagle's Wing" will be a Bluebird special, there
will be a regular release on the program for that same date.
Probably "A Living Lie" will be the title for the program
feature, with Hobart Heniey and Gertrude Selby playing the
leads.
"The Bugler of Algiers," in which Ella Hall returns to the
Bluebird series after three months' absence, will be the feature for November 30. Rupert Julian directed the production
and will be featured along with Miss Hall and KJngsley Benedict. Robert H. Davis, editor of Munsey's Magazine, wrote
the story in collaboration with Perley Poore Sheehan and
published it in the All-Story Magazine under the title of "We
AreFranklyn
French." Farnum and Agnes Vernon will be featured in
the November 20 Bluebird entitled "A Stranger from Somewhere." In this feature Farnum plays a dual role, leading
the progress of the plot from serious drama to rollicking
comedy before the "surprise finish" is reached.

Charles Giblyn Now With Selznick
Well-known

Producer Will Alternate with Director General
Capellani in C. K. Y. Subjects.

CH.A.RLES GIBLYN, a well-known Ince-Triangle director, has transferred his activities to Selznick-Pictures. He took charge last week of the third feature
to be produced by the Clara Kimball Young Film Corporation, an adaptation of David Graham Phillips' novel, "The
Price
Paid."
Mr. She
Giblyn
was engaged by Mr. Selznick on the strength
of the uninterrupted series of successes he has been producing for the past year.
Mr. Giblyn is a director who has grown up with the industry. He was an actor of prominence for many years
prior to his first work on the screen as a player. Before he
was engaged by the New York Motion Picture Corporation
he was for a long time a director for the Western Universal
Company.
Mr. Giblyn has specialized in the psychological end of
motion picture acting and production, with the result thai
all his pictures are notabe for their power of mental suggestion and the subtle manner in which he handles his big
climaxes.
Mr. Selznick engaged Mr. Giblyn for Miss Young by way
of fulfilling his plan to -keep that star working in two pcpductions simultaneously. While Director General Albert
Capellani is finishing
a version of Thomas
\"irgin," Mr. Giblvn
Price She Paid." the
tematized so as not
Miss Young's time.

Miss Young's second Selznick-Picture,
Dixon's powerful novel, "The Foolish
will proceed with the filming of "The
work of the two- producers being systo interfere with each other's use of

EARLY FAMOUS PLAYERS PICTURES IN DEMAND.
The Famous Players Exchange at Pittsburgh, distributors
of Paramount Pictures in that section, recently commenced
an advertising campaign on pre-Paramount releases by_ the
Famous Players and within three days over fifty mquines
received. Much interest is being shown in these pro\vere
ductions.
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Selziuck Leases Great Biograph Studio
Clara

Kimball
Young,
Norma Talmage,
Kitty Gordon and
Other Stars and Directors Move to New Quarters.
T^ * acc^unniodatc llic cvcr-incrcaiing number oi produciuK companies whose output is being marketed under
the trade-name Selznick-Pictures, Lewis J. Selznick
closed neKi>tiations last week for the lease of the great Biograph Stinlio on
Hast !"5th
luvist perfectly
eipiipped
in the street,
country.one of the largest and
Within the ne.\t three weeks four Selznick-Pictures companies will be producing under the Biograph roof, while other
companies continue their operations at the two studios already in use on the l^alisades of the Hudson. By leasing
the Biograph Studio Mr. Selznick has made possible the
realization of one of his original plans, lliat of making use
of
Miss L'lara Kimball Young's services in two productions
simultaneously.
For the past three weeks Director General Albert Capellani of the Clara Kimball Young Film Corporation has been
producing at the Solax studio in Fort Lee. \. J., the successor to "The Common Law," now achieving enormous success throughout the country. This, the second of the new
protlucing company's features, is an adaptation of Thomas
l-li.xon's noteil novel, "The Foolish Virgin."
While Miss Y'oung and her company were on a trip to the
CatskiUs last week taking exterior scenes, Mr. Capellani's
assistants, headed by Studio Manager Thomas A. Persons,
moved all their paraphernalia from Fort Lee to the Biograph
plant and this production will be finished in the new quarter.
At the same time, Charles Giblyn will take charge of Miss
Young's
third
production,
version of "The Price She Paid,"
by
the late
David
Graham aPhillips.
Allan Dwan, the director engaged by Joseph M. Schenck,
president of the Norma Talmadge Film Corporation, began
work this week at the Biograph on Miss Talmadge's first
production under her management. This will be a screen
version of Monckton HofTe's notable drama, "Panthea."
Miss Kitty Gordon, who has just finished the first of her
own company's productions, an adaptation of the novel,
"Vera, the Medium," by the late Richard Harding Davis.
will also begin producing her second offering at the Biograph
studios, as will the producing companies of two additional
stars of the first magnitude, whose names will be announced
within a few days.
Herbert Brenon will continue to produce at the Ideal
Studios on Hudson Heights, where he has a five-year lease.
The Biograph studio is admirably adapted to Mr. Selznick's
needs, as it offers ample room for at least six companies
working simultaneously in the production of feature photoplays. The main studio building gives floor space of 80 by
120 feet, and is really two studios of that size in one. The
ground floor is occupied by the various workshops. The
second floor is the artificial light studio, in which are installed walls of one thousand Cooper-Hew-itt lights. The
third floor holds the commodious dressing rooms with their
marvelous shower baths and their up-to-date conveniences,
while the fourth floor serves as the daylight studio, being
entirely glassed in. It also contains an equipment for artificial light.
The Biograph plant has its own- developing and printing
facilities, its own electric lighting system and is equipped to
the last notch of perfection, even to the extent of having its
own restaurant. It is understood all of the laboratory work
for Selznick pictures will be done by the Biograph Company,
which has a reputation for efficiency and quality second to
none in the country.
SIXTY-NINTH REGIMENT RELIEF FUND NIGHTS.
The Committee of the Sixty-ninth ReRniicnt Relief Fund
has requested Baroness Dorothy van Raven to take charge
of the theatrical and motion picture booth at the Sixty-ninth
Regiment Bazaar, to be held at the Sixty-ninth Regiment
Armory. 68 Lexington avenue, and she is hereby appealing
to all motion picture and stage actors to help her make this
booth a success. Here follow the nights set apart for the
different companies and stars: October 28. Saturday, Paramount-Mary Pickford night; 29, F'rohman .\niusement Company; 30, World Film Corporation: 31, Vitagraph: November
1.
Universal
Film Talmadge.
Company; Herbert
2. Clara Brenon:
Kimball 3.Y'oung.
Kitty Gordon. Norma
Frank
Powell Productions: 4. Saturday. Thanhouser and Mutual;
5. Pathe. .\stra. .Arrow; 6. Stage Stars; 7. Metro Film Corporation; 8.William Fox Corporation: 9, International Film
Service; 10, McClur"- and Edison; 11, Saturday, All-Star
Night.
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The Florence Rose Fashion Show Films
Broadway Theater Scene of Exhibition of Volumes 5, 6, 7 and
8 of Exquisite Collection of Fashions.
TU
emphasize more particularly the fact that the Florence Rose Fashions are the most elaborately and practically presented collection of fashions on the screen
the I'alhe Exchange, Inc., held a private exhibition at the
Broadway theater on the morning of October 26, of the fifth,
sixth, seventh and eighth volumes of fashions upon which
Florence Rose, well known as a fashion writer, has set her
approval. And it may be said truthfully that to the unsophisticated there seems no improvement to be made in the selection of designs, fabrics, etc., and surely the experienced eye
can find little to criticise.
Without a doubt Miss Rose in her selection of rich and
exquisite women's garments caters to the full pocket. The
films
however,
no of
lessentertainment:
interesting toandtheit woman
'of
limitedare,
means,
by way
may even
suggesttions\yays
and films
meansexhibit.
of imitation
of the wonderful
which the
The women
who wear creathe
clothes
in
the
film
are
never
ill-bred
enough
to
show the lack
of a penny.
The most gorgeous and most expensive gowns, cloaks,
shoes, furs, trinkets and neckwear are purchased by pretty
Betty Y'oung and her co-adherents to the fashion plate, without the quiver of an eyelash, or the arch of a dainty eyebrow
at prices which perhaps were never mentioned. These women
also move and have their being amid the most charming of
settings; and considering that Miss Rose herself personally
supervises the making of these films we are not surprised
that the beautiful young women chosen to exhibit the various
garments have been photographed in the most delightfully
artistic surroundings.
The initial release of the Florence Rose Fashions happened
sometime back in August. The volumes with which we are
dealing at present are released as follows: No. 5, "Betty
Selects Her Bridesmaid Frock." October 1; No. 6, "Betty at
the Wedding," October 15; No. 7, "Betty Entertains an out-of-town Guest," October 29; and No. 8, "A Day in New
Y'ork with Betty," November 12.
Through these four volumes the slim outline of a story
runs — just enough to link the exhibition with reason, making
the fashion film displaying styles for women only, a pleasing
divertissement for men as well as women. And in the audience on this particular da>^ there were many men who sat
admiring and unabashed even through the display of dainty
silken lingerie for the bride.
Miss Rose has struck a happy thought, the carrying out of
which must be indeed a task through the legion of pretty
things which she has to display; this is the giving of an individual name of each costume.
Each reel of film has in it 1,000 feet which has commercial
■\'alue to the exhibitor, and instructive as well as entertainment B
value to theater patrons who are interested in the subuyto dress becomingly. The only drawback which
ject of how
the film has is that the garments are not displayed in color.
M. I. Mac D.

"Yellow Menace" for New York
"William Merrill and H. W. Harwell Take Over Empire State
Rights for Serial.
CHARLES W. ALLEN, president of the Unity Sales
Corporation, closed a deal this week, whereby William
Merrill and H. W. Harwell purchased the distributing
rights of "The Yellow Menace" serial for the city and state
of New York, as well as the franchise rights for various
other features to be produced by Lenity.
Both Mr. Merrill and Mr. Harwell are well known to the
moving picture trade in this section, both having had wide
experience as exchange men. Mr. Merrill was formerly manager ofwhere
the heNew
Y'ork Exchange
of theacquaintance
Unicorn Film
ice,
developed
an extensive
withServthe
New Y'ork exhibitors. He also owned and operated for a
long time the Independent Film Exchange of Minneapolis.
Mr. Harwell is also a former manager of the New York
Exchange of the Unicorn Film Service. He was formerly
manager of the C. P. Walker Syndicate, the Western Canada
Theaters Company, and has also represented the Mutual Film
Company in Ontario and subsequently was manager of the
Universal office in Montreal.
The offices formerly occupied by the Unity Film Service
in the Godfrey Building, 729 Seventh Avenue, have been
taken over by Messrs. Merrill and Harwell and the exchange
will be operated under the name of the Unity Film Service.
Besides handling "The Yellow Menace" and other Unity
features, the new exchange will handle any state rights films
that give evidence of sufficient returns.
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The Motion Picture Exhibitor
m
WRITE US EARLY AND OFTEN
THE
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
carries the
most complete record of Exhibitors' News. This
department aims at being the fullest and fairest
chronicle of all the important doings in tho ranks of organized exhibitors. To keep the department as complete and as useful as it is now we request the secretaries of all organizations to favor us with reports of
all the news. Coming events in the ranks of the organized exhibitors are best advertised in this department of the Moving Picture World.
EXHIBITOR COMPLAINS
OF BETRAYAL
STORIES.
Rebels After Getting Three of These on Consecutive Nights
— Coast Man Says Public Is Tired of Vampire Stuff.
THE
following letters we consider worthy of space in
our columns and we commend their perusal to film
manufacturers and others who are looking ahead of the
present moment for the welfare of the art. The first letter
is from an exhibitor taking service from some of the highest
class feature exchanges. The second is from a prospective
investor in a new moving picture theater.
Fort Myers, Fla., October 12, 1916.
Editor Moving Picture World :
What are we to do. who have made the exhibiting or pictures
our work for ten years, and who expect to make It our life wort, when
we are forced to exhibit for three consecutive days plays in which are
shown the wrong-doing of girls.
• • •
Gentlemen, unless you, who publish our trade paper, can convince directors that such salacious stuff is not amusement, our business will
go to the bow-wows. Imagine being compelled to foster this stuff on
decent men and women, and then stand at your entrance and see them
leave In disgust.
Too much of this stuff is what is killing our business. I am an exhibitor, know my people, and know that it does not pass muster as
amusement, and I venture to say thousands will voice my sentiments.
If directors do not know what people like, it seems to me it would
be a mighty good policy to confer with a few exhibitors in the business
to stay, and who value their reputations more than a few temporary
dollars.
Thisplease
"betrayed"
is getting
serious.
must do something. Will
you
take it stuff
up for
the benefit
of ourWeindustry?
San Francisco, Oct. 14, 1916.
ETditor Moving Picture World :
A friend having asked me to join him in a real estate venture, involving an outlay on a motion picture house. I have been studying the
conditions of the picture business here. I have been reading your excellent trade paper to help post myself on the picture game. That is
how I happen to be writing you.
I find a great field here, but such a dearth of the kind of attractions
that could be relied on to hold the public interest that I confess the picture business, as now conducted, is a big conundrum to me. The people
are not satisfied with the great mass of the attractions now being produced. The so-called "genteel comedies" all seem to be ground out of
the same machine, like hamburger steak for a cheap boarding house.
Once in sionals
a dog's
you work
see a had
fairly
good thing
thatpublic
looks isassick
if profesthat knewagetheir
handled
it. The
of the
vampire stuff and the Rose of Pauper Alley, who triumphs over all
temptations and goes to be married at last to her East Side hero with
Grandma's old lace window curtain tied to her back hair.
What is the matter with this great big country of ours that we are
BO woefully deficient in dramatists who have imagination and originality? Instead of being dramatists they are preachers. Every play that
Is not a slapstick comedy is some kind of a disguised sermon. Ton go
to the picture house to be amused and you get lectured to death.
This perpetual sermonizing is all the more intolerable to intelligent
people, because it is disgustingly hypocritical. Every vampire play with
most objectionable situations is garnished with short homilies in the
shape of sub-titles, warning spectators to beware of the devii and his
works. This may fool the censors, but it will not add to the money
value of the picture house that exhibits such plays. You cannot fool
all the people all the time. Little by little you lose the respect or the
confidence of the better class, and the man who caters to the other kind
only Is a fool. In the long run he will lose more money than he wlU
isake.
The impression I have received from my investigation of the picture
business is that the people at the head of it underestimate the public
Intelligence. It would seem that they wish to divide the sheep and the
goats and look out only for the latter.
I notice that in the better class of houses here the loges at 20 and 30
cents are well patronized. That would indicate to me that if a house
can put on clean, good, strong and really interesting attractions the
price, provided it be not too high, is not the primary consideration. But
If you give people in loge seats plays that send them away displeased.

IlllllilllllllllllilllllllllllillllllllllOlllllllllllllllllllllllfllllllllllll^

as I have seen them, that class of patrons will not come at all at any
price, or even no price.
Producers will have to put more sincerity, art, and propurly applied
thought into their work it they wish to retain tlie public interest. I
refer to American
producers, of course.
H. S. EVANS.

Ohio

MEETING
OF MIAMI
VALLEY
EXHIBITORS.
Film
Men
Get Together
in Numbers
and Discuss
Motion Picture Conditions.

AT League,
a special
of The
Miami
Exhibitors'
heldmeeting
Monday,
October
2i, Valley
in Dayton,
Ohio,
which was largely attended by exhibitors of the Miami
Valley and by Cincinnati exchangemen, Stephen T. Maloney,
secretary of the Personal Liberty League of Dayton, who is
an organizer of many years' experience, made a strong appeal for organization. He explained how plans and policies
can be more effectively applied by the maintenance of certam regulations with which all must comply.
H. Serkowitch, manager of the trade expansion department of the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce and secretary of the Cincinnati Screen Club, advised co-operation and
affiliation with the various business associations to the end
that the moving picture men's business may have the support
of the most substantial element of the community.
A brief talk was made by Charles Weigel, president of the
Cincinnati Screen Club, who encouraged close association
between the exhibitor and exchangeman and emphasized the
importance of close relation and co-operation between fhera.
George F. Burba, editor of the Dayton Daily News, and
secretary to James M. Cox when the latter was Governor,
spoke briefly of the passage of the Ohio moving picture censorship law. Mr. Burba made it plain that throughout the
discussions pertaining to the bill and its subsequent passage
Governor Cox was friendly to the moving picture exhibitors
and consulted many of them before the bill was signed.
It was pointed out that when the bill was pending in the
Legislature that there were a number of censorship bills
pending in the municipal councils that the passage of the
state law prevented the enactment of a number of local laws
that would have greatly hampered the moving picture interests of the state. Mr. Burba's speech was not partisan; he
did not mention partisan politics. But when he had finished
it was evident to all of the moving picture men present that
ex-Governor Cox was always a friend of the moving picture
men and that he did much to conserve their interests.
At the conclusion of Mr. Burba's talk there was a general
discussion of existing conditions. Many good suggestions
were offered and valuable points were brought out, which
were very instructive and could be carried out by co-operation to the benefit of all engaged or indirectly associated
with the moving picture show interests.
The meeting was full of life and a real success, pointing
to enrollment of the name of every exhibitor in the Miami
Valley.
NEW JERSEY CANDIDATE OPPOSES CENSORSHIP.
Otto
H.
Wittpenn,
Democratic
Gubernatorial
Standard
Bearer in New Jersey, Has Conference with Exhibitors.
A

COMMITTEE of motion picture men composed of
Dr. H. Charles Hespe, the president of the State
League of New Jersey, and a number of prominent
theater owners from Newark and Jersey City waited upon
Otto H. Wittpenn, the Democratic candidate for Governor
of the State of New Jersey. The interview took place on
Saturday, October 21, at the Hotel Treat in Newark. W.
Stephen Bush, of the staff of the Moving Picture World, had
been asked to act as spokesman for the film delegation and
he was introduced to Mr. Wittpenn bv Dr. Hespe. Mr.
Bush said the motion picture men asked for no immunities
and for no special privileges, but only for an application
of the constitutional guarantee to the screen. Like the press,
the screen wanted to be free, but was willing to be responsible for any abuse of its liberty.
"We are asking for this freedom of the screen not alone
because
we
are
motion
picture
men.
but
because
as
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American citizens and lovers of popular government we are
bound to protest against any encroachment on the freedom
of expression. The two candidates lor the I'residency have
put themselves on record as opposed to the principle of censorship. The Governor of the State of New York has vetoed
a censorship bill. Wherever censorship has been tried in
this country in the states of Pennsylvania, Kansas, Ohio and
Maryland it has been a ridiculous failure and we hope that
you if elected Governor deal summarily with any censorship bill that may come before you."
Mr. Wittpenn said that he was opposed to the principle of
censorship and that he drew a clear distinction between the
question of regulation and the principle of censorship. A
little informal discussion followed, all the men present taking
part in it. The exhibitors on the breaking up of the conference expressed themselves as well satisfied with the sounduess of Mr. Wittpenn's views.
MAYORALITY CANDIDATES AGAINST
CENSORSHIP.
The motion picture exhibitors of Minneapolis and all the
exchange managers, together with their employes, met at
the L'nique theater on October 24 to get an expression on
the censorship question from the two candidates for Mayor.
Both candidates appeared at the meeting and both of them
gave free expressions as to their views on censorship. Both
recorded their appreciation of the great mission of the motion picture and both of them expressed themselves as absolutely opposed to the principle of censorship as applied to
motion pictures.
SMITH NOW PITTSBURGH PRESIDENT.
A. J. Barthell, president of the Pittsburgh branch of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, recently
tendered his resignation. Fred M. Smith, vice-president of
the branch, is now filling the office of president.

Unicorn Reports Successful Business
The Release Date of the Billy West Debut Has Been Shifted
to November 6.
REPORTS coming into the home offices of the Unicorn
Film Service Corporation from its twenty-eight
branches during the past week indicate that the company's policy of issuing a varied program of twenty-one
reels
a week,and'consisting
one, two,
and three-reel
dramas.
comedian,
thrilling of
western
features
is meeting
with
success. Ike Schlank, president of the Unicorn Film Service
Corporation, states that, judging from advices received, there
is no reason for the gloomy attitude which some independent producers have felt. On the contrary, he says, business,
so far as the Unicorn is concerned, is getting more brisk
every day.
The release date of the first of the two-reel Billy West
comedies entitled, "His Married Life," has been shifted to
Monday, November 6, the elaborate nature of some of the
scenes necessitating this postponement. Billy West is expected to prove a sensation on the screen, as his methods
are of an original character. He is supported by Ethelyn Gibson and a company of comedy makers who have been culled
from among the best comedians of the screen. The Billy
West releases will take place every other Monday following November 6. Each subject will differ from the one preceeding. It is rumored the L'nicorn Film Service Corporation will shortly release a five-reel feature every two weeks,
but this has not yet been confirmed by the officers of the
company.
"The Seemingly rapid growth of the L'nicorn is the result
of applying plain sound methods," says Mr. Schlank. "We
do not ask an exhibitor to take any more reels a week than
he wants, and just as much attention is given to the man
who books three reels a week as to the man who books
twenty-one reels."
SLADDIN
S. C. Sladdin. general
Corporation, presenting
October 2! for Chicago
tour in the interests of
Stain Mystery."

ON
MONTH'S
TOUR.
representative of Consolidated Film
"The Crimson Stain Mystery," left
as the first stop on a four weeks'
the Consolidated and "The Crimson

COSMOFOTOFILM
HAS
WAR
SUBJECT.
The Count de Villafranca has brought some pictures into
this country including one showing some life scenes of the
Serbian-Bulgarian war. This film can be seen at any time
at the offices of the Cosmofotofilm Company, Inc., 110 West
Fortieth street.
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A New Gloria in the Field
Star of George Kleine Serial Presents Florenz Ziegfeld with
A Daughter.
ON

Monday, October iJ, Billie Burke, star of George
Kleine's motion picture novel. "Gloria's Romance," became a proud and happy mother. The tiny edition of
Billie Burke was ushered into the world at the Hotel Ansonia in New York City exactly at 3:15 o'clock in the afternoon. .\t that moment Florenze Ziegfeld was superintending
the rehearsals of his
now all-star show at a
downtown theater. It
was sometime before he
could be found and the
news imparted to him,
but upon learning of
his promptly
daughter's dropped
arrival
he
everything and hurried
to the side of Billie.
.And now for the real
news of the event.
Several days before
Baby Ziegfeld was
born, her mother told
Ada Patterson, of the
New York American
staflf, that, if the baby
were a girl, there was
every likelihood in the
world that she would

Billie Burke.

be named "Gloria,"
after the heroine's role
in "Gloria's Romance,"
the last part in which
Billie Burke appeared.
Billie Burke and Mr.

. ^, in
. Hoboken
,. . ,
. April,
. .
Ziegfeld
were
married
quietly
in
1914. The ceremony was performed by the Rev. Dr. Enzelfeld, and so carefully were the
arrangements for the ceremony made that no one outside

\,^
Miss Plfen's
Burke
starring at
It was some
out.

of the principals knew of it for several days
appeared in "Jerry," the play in which she was
the time, on the evening of her marriage and
days later before the news of the wedding leaked

AND
WOMAN"THEME.
HAS
A FAITH-HEALING
It is not often that faith-healing is the theme of a motion
picture feature. In "The World and the Woman," the Pathe
Gold Rooster play for November 19, Thanhouser has taken
such a theme and with it evolved a remarkable picture.
Through faith a girl of the streets finds the soul within her
awakening and through it becomes spiritually reborn. Then
thrilled with the awakening comes the power to efifect cure
and to do good in the world. This may sound as though the
story might be prosy and propagandist. It isn't. It is very
interesting, very well worked out and very well acted. Miss
Jeanne Eagle makes her Thanhouser debut in this picture.
She is a Kansas City girl and was a member of the Woodward Stock Company in that city when she was twelve years
old.
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KLEINE

OPENS BRANCH

AT CLEVELAND.

George Kleine announces the opening of a new exchange
at Cleveland for the purpose of handling the Kleine-EdisonSelig-Essanay Service in that territory. Exhibitors in that
section were formerly served bv the Kleine branch at Pittsburgh, but the growth of Ohio business has necessitated two
exchanges in that state, which is now divided between the
office at Cincinnati and the new Cleveland branch. Manager
Harry Reavey is in charge of the new exchange which is
located in the Sincere Building, at East Fourth street and
Prospect avenue.
LOUISE
OWEN
JOINS
UNIVERSAL.
Louise Owen has joined the big U forces at Universal City.
Miss Owen has had a notable career on the legitimate stage
and in pictures. She was born aboard a ship on Lake Michigan. Her education was completed in the convent of the
Sacred Heart in New York. She has appeared under the
direction of the Shuberts in the Princess Theatre and the
Little Theatre in New York. She was for three years with
Biograph, later joining the Mutual.
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Bennett and Turner for Mutual Nov. 5
"And

the

Law

Says"

and "East Is East" Head a Varied
Program.
^
DRAMA
of more than ordinary interest, since Richard
Bennett and Florence Turner will be found among the
stars that work, and excellent comedy output, will characterize the Mutual Film Corporation's releases for the week
of Nov. 6. Richard Bennett will be seen in a powerful drama,
"And the Law Says." while Miss Turner will appear in "East
Is East," a drama of striking presentation.
To those who have seen Richard Bennett in the delightful,
subtly
humoroas role
of "Philip
Holden
\\'aster." a Alutual
Star Prodaction
of recent
release,
his— characterization
of
Judge Kirby in the stern preachment against capital punishment ".And the Law Says" will come as a distinct surprise.
Mr. Bennett is supported by an unusual cast, consisting of
Adrienne Morrison (Mrs. Bennett); William Carroll, George
Periolat, .\shton Dearholt and Charles Newton.
Coming from an author of the stern unflinching fibre, the
training in dramatic and color values which has come from a
life lived all over the globe, and yet the delicacy of feeling of
Captain Philip Hubbard, the English soldier-gentleman, the
story of "East Is East," the fifth of the Mutual Star Productions featuring Florence Turner, could not fail of dramatic
"punch" of colorful settings and of heart-touching moments.
"East Is East" is one of the strongest vehicles ever chosen
to convey the charms of the beautiful Florence Turner to her
screen audiences, and on this drama of racial diflercnces,
Larry Trimble, the producer, has left the stamp of typical
Trimble handling. Miss Turner is exc^tionally beautiful in
this latest picture. Her role is of the ejnnpathetic. wistful
type which is best suited to her charms and abilities. She
will delight her audiences as never before.
On Tuesday, November 7. a one-reel scenic of Gaumont
production containing picturizations of little excursions into
all parts of the world will make its first appearance under
the title of "Mutual Tours .Ground the World." The onereel release will continue making its appearance weekly on
the same day of the week after that. With the issue of this
scenic the weekly output of Gaumont studios through Mutual
exchanges will consist of four single-reel scenic, cartoon
comic and current topic releases.
The remaining Gaumont material will appear on regular
release dates the week of November 6 the Mutual Weekly,
the current news one-reeler. and "See .\merica First" and
Harry Palmer's "Kartoon Komic." the split-reel release, appearing on Wednesday, November 8, and "Reel Life." the
Mutual's magazine in film, coming on Sunday, November 12.
On Thursday, November 9, two dramas of short length and
of exceptional dramatic and pictorial value will go out. One,
"The Fight on the Dam.." will feature I. Warren Kerrigan.
It is a tense drama of short length. The other is a two-part
drama of mystery, "The False Clue." which is most satisfactory from all viewpoints. On Saturday. November 11. "The
Unpardonable
Sin,"willwith
the
leading roles,
go Edna
out. Paine and Norbert Myles in
Comedy lovers will find a barrel of laughs in "Picture
Pirates." a two-reel Vogue comedy release of Sunday. November 12, a picture of the usual A'ogue class. Ben Turpin
and Rube Miller are screamingly funny in their make ups.
Another unusual comedy will be released on Friday. "His
Blushing Bride," a Cub one-reeler.

William Farnum Returns to Screen
Popular Fox Player, Refreshed by Long Vacation, Will Be
Directed by Frank Lloyd.
AFTER
a prolonged vacation at the Catalina Islands, off
the California coast. William Farnum, the screen favorite, has begun work in a photoplay carrying a dramatic indictment of child labor. The picture marks the return
of Mr. Farnum to a "straight" part, and the distinguished Fox
star will prove still again the versatility and finish of his acting. He is xast for the part of a United States Senator. The
photoplay has an "unhappv ending" which serves to make
sharper the tragedy of it all.
Incidentally, this will be the first time in almost a year
that the talented actor has not worked under the direction
of Oscar C. ."Xpfel. Mr. .\pfel has screened nine Farnum
productions for William Fox. He is now filming a photodrama with Gladys Brockwell in the leading role. Frank
Lloyd will direct the forthcoming Farnum picture.
The chief members of Mr. Farnum's supporting cast will
be Vivian Rich, Frank Clark. Brooklyn Keller. Charles Clary,
Ray Hanford and Gordon Griffith. With the exception of
Mr. Keller, who appeared in "Fires of Conscience." these
photoplayers are new to Fox productions.
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William Fox to Produce Comedies
Henry R. Lehrmann Will Supervise the Productions, Which
Will Be Issued in Regular Program.
AFTER

making a thorough canvass of the held and preparing a comprehensive plan of work, William Fox
has decided to produce con:edies. These will be released on the regular program.
Henry R. Lehrmann, former president and supervising director of the L-KO Comedies, has already gone to Los Angeles to negotiate with actors, directors- and a large corps, of
technical workers for this purpose. He left for the West
Coast immediately after a protracted conference with Mr.
Fox and General Manager W. R. Sheehan.
Mr. Fo.x is determined that the comedies made by Mr.
Lehrmann and other memliers of a highly competent and
well-trained directorial staff shall take rank at once as the
very best producible — in story, in acting, in photography.
"I can assure exhibitors and motion picturegoers everywhere," Mr. Fox said, "that the comedies will set a new mark
in the field. I will not release a single comedy which does
not show clearly that it is an uproarious success."
Mr. Lehrmann himself is a noted figure in the photoplay,
lie began his screen career as an extra with one of the pioneer companies and soon rose to a directorship with Kinemacolor. With two companions, he organized the L-Ko Company. He has written dozens of scenarios. \ few of his
productions are "Love and Surgery," "September Morn," and
".\fter a Million."

New York Has a Monkey Dinner
Goes Newport One Better — Pete Montebello, Actor, Drinks
Wine Without TelHng How Good He Is.
C.'\N you imagine a luncheon during the entire course of
which the guest of honor uttered not a single word?
.^nd this despite the fact that the guest of honor is
featured in a seven-reel motion picture production, and the
further fact that he was drinking wine and was surrounded
by about thirty persons in animated conversation.
L'nbelievable
it may seem,
such was
when Hotel
Pete
Montebello
was astendered
a luncheon
at the
the case
Claridge
on Monday afternoon, October Zi. by Count G. deCippico
and the Countess deCippico, better known as Rita Jolivet.
the actress. But perhaps Pete might have had something to
say if he were able to speak. Pete is the monkey who is
featured in "The Masque of Life." which is now playing at
Ihe Park theater. New York, and the luncheon was given
preparatory to a private showing of the film. .About thirty
persons were the guests of the Count and Countess, among
them beinsT representatives of the various motion picture
trade papers. .Xfler the luncheon the party motored to the
Park theater.

Poster Contest Under Way
Art Sf,:dents of New

York. Boston and Philadelphia "Corapete for Prize.
WITH
a view to encouraging the use of artistic posters
for moving picture theater advertising purposes a
contest under the auspices of the National Committee on Films for Young People, has been opened, in which
the art students of New York, Boston and Philadelphia are
competing for the $25 and $10 prizes being offered.
The judges chosen for the occasion are Professor .\. W.
Dow of the Departm.ent of Art. Columbia University; Mrs.
John W. .Alexander of the .\rden .\rt Gallery: Paul Coenoyer
of the National .-Xcadeniy of -\rt; Mrs. Howard S. Ganz. chairman of the National Committee on Films for Young People,
and Miss Louise Connolly of the Art and Texture Museum,
Newark, N. J.
The contest closes November 20, when the posters designed and made by the various art students will be carefully examined by the judges and the prize-w-inning poster
will be reproduced for use among the exhibitors throughout
the country.
"INTOLERANCE"
GOING STRONG
ON COAST.
.\dvices from San Francisco and Los .Angeles, convey' the.
interesting inform.ation that D. W. Grifiith's new spectacle
"Intolerance" is "standing them up" in these cities. Receipts for the week ending October 21, at the Columbia
theater, in the Golden Gate Citv. showed an increase over
The best week "The Birth of a Nation" had at this house of
$3,000. geles,
A broke
Saturday
matinee
at Clune's
.Auditorium.
Los Anthe former
record
attendance
of the house
by
$200. The night's receipts topped by $150, the best gross
ever earned at this theater by a motion picture.
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Cecil De Mille Heads Morosco-Pallas
Lasky

Chief Will Continue
Supervision
of Production —
Garbutt to Be General Manager at Coast.

Til 1% most interesting otiicial iiio\'e lollowiiiy tile recent
CLunhination of the Kainoiis riayers-Lasky Corporation
and the (Oliver Morosco Pliotoplay Compan\- and I'allas
Pictures is the election of Cecil B. Ue Mille, director ^;eneral
of the I.asky studios, to the presidency of the Oliver Morosco
Photoplay Company and the vice presidency of Pallas
Pictures.
Mr. De Mille was one of the four organizers of the Jesse L.
Lasky Feature Play Company and has had charge of all
producing at the Hollywood studios since the inception of
the company. The work he has done on the screen during
this time has esiahlished him throughout the world as a master of photoplay production.
Mr. De Mille's exceptional ability in stagecraft and dramatic construction may be considered in the liylit of an
inheritance, for he is the son of the late Henry C. De Mille,
the famous dramatist,
much of whose work
was done in association
with David Belasco, and
of Beatrice De Mille,
who is widely known in
the theatrical world as
one of the foremost
iuthors' representatives.
Mr. De Mille is also the
lirotlicr of William C.
De Mille, the nolid
playwright, who is at
present associated with
the scenario department
of the Lasky Company.
Prior to iiis connection with filmdom Mr.
De Mille was higlily
successful as a dramatist, actor and stage director. In collaboration with his brother
William he wrote "The
Genius" and "The Royal
Mounted." .-Vs an acCecil B. De Mille.
tor he made his first
appearance in "Hearts
and Trumps" in February, 1900, and continued acting for
about a decade, subsequently devoting his time to play manaeement and producing. Since his entrance into the motion
picture field he has produced the most ambitious Lasky
offerings, including notably his superb photodramatic renditions of the great Belasco dramas, such as "The Rose of the
Rancho," "The Girl of the Golden West," "The Warrens of
Virginia." as we!i as "Carmen," in which the celebrated prima
donna made her photoplay debut and through which she
became a conspicuous screen favorite over night. These
productions, and the general influence upon the screen of
his association with the Lasky Company have undoubtedly
advanced the entire art of the motion picture. Mr. De Mille
has just completed an elaborate production, "Joan of Arc,"
starring Geraldine Farrar, which will shortly be presented
to the public under his own supervision.
In addition to taking direct personal charge of the more
pretentious and important Lasky productions, Mr. De Mille
has attained a rare success in supervising the work of other
directors and in building a studio and stock company which
are without doubt the ultimate examples of combined screen
and art efficiency. This supervision of all artistic activities at
the Lasky studio Mr. De Mille will retain together with his
new official duties of the Pallas and Morosco Companies.
It is now also revealed that as a result of the recent meeting held in New York City, at which the combination of the
four cornpanies that produced the Paramount Program was
accomplished, Frank A. Garbutt, of the Morosco and Pallas
Companies, has assumed the general executive management
of all the West Coast studios of the Famous Players-LaskyMorosco-Pallas Companies.
NEW

ONE-REEL

POSTERS

FOR

PARAMOUNT.

Realizing that the exhibitors' feature picture on his program naturally attracts the larger part of his audience, but
that a great percentage of attractiveness to well rounded performance isdue solely to the single reel little features that
surround the program picture, Paramount Pictures Corporation is issuing with its single reel "little features" a new style
poster, a classic in the lithographing line.
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Miss White to Have New Serial
Long-Time

Pathe Favorite Will Now
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Be Featured in "Pearl

of the Army."
ASKninea motion
i.in to times
name out
one ofI'athe
player, and
hundred picture
and ninety
a thousand
the
answer will be quick and direct, "Pearl White." More
than any other jilayer is the little star identified with Pathe
productions. Not only does she lead in length of service, but
she has starred in I'athe's greatest successes, "The Perils
of Pauline," "The Exploits of Elaine" and the other "Elaine"
serials, and "The Iron Claw." In France she is reported to
be the idol of the French soldiers who, while on furlough,
throng the theaters where "Les Mysteres de New \'ork"
(The Exploits of Elaine) is playing, in I'orto Rico she
crowds the theaters. In Bombay she figures frequently in
the newspapers. From Scotland comes a letter from a
newspaper editor asking for the story of her life, and he
runs it on the front page of his paper. Similar instances of
her popularity could be quoted, .^nd now Pathe announces
that Miss White is to star in a new serial, the most elaborate
yet, "Pearl of the Army." The choice of the title shows a
recognition of the great drawing power of the star.
Miss White has been with Pathe for over four years.
Prior to her getting into pictures she was, though very
young, leading woman of a stock company playing road
engagements. The hard work told on her. She applied for
a position in the Pathe studios in Jersey City. The casting
director liked her looks and employed her.
When the "Perils of Pauline" was first considered, the
question as to who was best fitted to be the star received
the most serious consideration. Much money was to t?e
spent in production and advertising and the venture was a
new one for Pathe leading into uncharted waters. It was
essential that the girl chosen be not only of exceptionally
good appearance and undoubted talent, but also nervy
enough to take the most dangerous chances. "The Perils of
Pauline" made film history. It was followed by even greater
successes. That Miss White has been a most potent factijr
in the success of all of these serials cannot be denied.
Miss White has her home in Bayside, Long Island. She is
athletic, fond of golf and motoring, and is absolutely unspoiled by her success. Ask any one who knows her what
she is like and you will be told "slie is a real 'good fellow.' "
With her as the star, "Pearl of the Army" should be aii
even greater success than those other Pathe serials with
which she has been identified. .\nd besides, Louis J. Gasnier,
president of the .\stra, which is producing the new serial,
was director on "The Perils of Pauline." and Edward Jose,
her director, was also her director in "The Iron Claw."
UNITY BUYS EXCHANGE IN KANSAS CITY.
As a further evidence of their determination to establish a
nation-wide list of branch exchanges, the Unity Sales Corporation announces this week the purchase of the .•\ssociated
Film Service, which has been operating in Kansas City, Mo.,
for some time. Andrew J. Cobe, general manager of Unity,
concluded the arrangements during the trip which he is now
making through the western cities.
G. B. Howe, who has been the general manager of the
-Associated, will be manager of the new exchange for Unity.
Mr. Howe has already taken steps to enlarge the sales and
office force and will immediately install additional facilities
for more extensive and more efficient distribution of pictures.
In a letter Mr. Cobe said he was delighted with the progress for bigger business which the acquisition of this exchange will give his company. It is a thoroughly organized
and going exchange.
DOINGS
AT WORLD
FILM
STUDIOS.
In addition to the list of picture plays already published,
to be released between the present time and the end of
May, tors1917,
the World
direcare actively
at workFilm
uponCorporation's
three dramasproduction
simultaneously.
These are ".\ Law Unto Herself," with Travers Vale in
charge: "The Parasites," directed by Harley Knoles, and
"The Bondage of Fear," which is being "put on" by Harry
Davenport.
"Frou Frou." the last of the World-Brady plays previously bulletined, is completed, under the direction of Emile
Chautard. Alice Brady is the star, and the support embraces Gerda Holmes, George McQuarrie, Edward Langford and .\lec B. Francis. This drama was a very great
success when produced on the speaking stage by the late
.Augustin Daly.
It will be released May 29 and the entire schedule will
be maintained as officially announced three weeks ago.
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Ralph Ince Leaves Vitagraph
Successful Director to Become Independent Producer of Subjects Featuring Lucille Lee Stewart and Huntly Gordon.
RALPH W. INCE, who for ten years has been identified
with Vitagraph, and who, of later years, has been an
integral part of the producing force of the Vitagraph
Company of America, has severed connections with that organization and announcement is made that in the very near
future Mr. Ince will begin independent production of pictures
featuring Lucille Lee Stewart and Huntley Gordon. Mr. Ince
will use the Bay Shore studios, which he has secured from the
Vitagraph Company, and his pictures will be released through
Lewis J. Selznick. It is Mr. Ince's intention immediately to
form a large company, through which he will be enabled to
put into operation plans
that he has long had
under consideration.
The retirement of
Mr. Ince from his post
as producing director
has in no way affected
the extremely pleasant
relations existing between him and the
X'itagraph Company, he
declares. He explains
that his retirement
from the Vitagraph
forces was actuated
only by a desire to
carry out ideas of his
own that are not in line
with
policy.a
Mr. \^itagraph's
Ince becomes
"\'itagraph graduate"
with mutual expressions of good win.
A great part of Mr.
Ince's time as director
has been spent in the
Ralph W. Ince.
supervision of production and the development of actors and actresses. He was
instrumental in bringing out to their fullest possibilities the
capabilities of many present-day screen favorities.
Mr. Ince was born in Boston in 1887. His parents were
stage folk and the son followed in their footsteps. He has
appeared in m.any screen productions and has done some
notable character studies before the camera, chief among
which was his study of Abraham Lincoln. He served a
stage apprenticeship in the company of the late Richard
Mansfield, and also appeared in the original productions of
"Ben Hur" and "The College Widow." Mr. Ince produced
the first three and five reel pictures released by Vitagraph.
In featuring Miss Stewart and Mr. Gordon, Mr. Ince believes that he has a combination of sterling worth.
FILM
SERVICE
FOR
BORDER
CAMPS.
One of the comforts of home being supplied to the soldiers
in the military camps on the Mexican border is an instructive
moving picture show. This matter is being attended to by
the Army Y. M. C. .A.., for whose convenience the parent
association has constructed forty-ei,s;ht buildings. Some
thirty-si.x of these have been equipped with motion picture
projection machines, and at each entertainment given for
the benefit of the soldiers, one or more industrial films are
shown. Twenty-five points in the Bi,g Bend District not provided with building or equipment are visited periodically by
a motor truck which has been equipped with a generator and
motion picture projector for field service. It is stated that
at these entertainments audiences have numbered as high
as four thousand men.
A special effort is being made by manufacturers and others
toward supplying an adequate number of films for border
V. ork. In some instances new films are being made especially for this purpose: and we understand that between fifty
and one hundred reels have been offered for use on the
border. Following their service in the military camps these
films will be placed on the regular Y. M. C. A. service.
JAMES KIRKWOOD WRITES ON SCENARIOS.
Two hundred newspapers in all parts of the country are
publishing a series of si.x articles by James Kirkwood. the
Mutual director, on the art of photoplay writing. Mr. Kirkwood's experience as former director of Mary Pickford and
present producer of Mary Miles Minter. places him in a distinctive position in the realm of photoplay building.
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Three Fox Photoplays Set for November
Gladys Brockwell,

George Walsh and Valeska
Be the Stars.

Suratt Will

GLADYS
BROCKWELL
in a tensely dramatic photoplay of Alaska, in which she plays the role of a drinkbesotted mother and her innocent young daughter;
George Walsh, in an entertaining picture of the West,
with a story that is "different;" and Valeska Suratt as a
heartless, schem.ing woman who leads two men to ruin, these
are
William Fox's releases for the first three weeks in November.
Miss Brockwell's first starring vehicle is released November 6, under the title of "Sins of Her Parent." Frank Lloyd
directed the production. The cast includes William Clifford,
Carl Von Schiller, George Webb, Herschel Mayall and Jim
Farley. One of the sets in the photoplay represents a big art
gallery, and is hung with painting worth thousands of dollars. Another depicts a great Nome lodge.
George Walsh's new photoplay, "The Mediator," has been
picturized by Director Otis Turner from Roy Norton's book.
The story concerns Lish Henley, persistent pacifist — so persistent, in fact, that he spends his whole life battling others
in the name of peace.
By the might of his fists, the powerful Lish quells all arguments of those who would interfere' with peace. Juanita
Hansan, in the role of a charming waitress, makes her debut
under the Fox banner in this production. It is she who saves
Walsh from eternal peace, when a gang comes to mob him',
by Most
serving
newe.xterior
dish at work
his table:
"Pistol
on Lettuce."
of athe
for this
production
was done
in the Sierras and the "locations" are unusually fine. The
subject will be shown on November
13.
On photodrama
November 20,
will Valeska
release "Jealousy,"
>.rful
withMr.theFox
sirenic
Suratt in thea powchief
role. The supporting cast includes Walter Law. that splendid actor who has created such a wide vogue for himself in
the few Fox pictures in which he has appeared already;
Charline
Mayfield,
Benton and
Joseph .'\braham
Granby. Lincoln's grandniece, and Curtis
Miss Suratt's new screen play has for its basis a discontented woman who tries to find happiness by forcing men to
love her; but she is crushed and helpless in the end.

"Patria" to be Released December 4
Coming International Preparedness Serial Is From Pen of
Louis Joseph Vance and Features Irene Castle.

of the
released
be "Patria,"
role, will l,
titleInternationa
in the
Vernon Castle
s serial
THEMrs. preparednes
throughout the United States on Monday, December 4.
"Patria" has been many months in the making. It was conceived for the dual purpose of furnishing the highest quality
of photoplay entertainment possible and of instilling into the
American public the deep obligation of preparing the country against invasion. Nothing has been left undone to acLouis Joseph Vance is the author.
complish these purposes.
The International has surrounded Mrs. Castle with a
sirong cast. Foremost are Milton Sills, Warner Oland and
Dorothy Green. Mr. Sills is best known in motion pictures
for his Work in "Deep Purple," "Under Southern Skies," "A
Woman Who Lied," "The Rack" and "The Honor System."
.As a legitimate actor he won fame as leading man in "Just
Boys,"
"The Law
of theas Land"
and "Panthea."
Mr. Oland
is known
a finished
actor. Before he came
to the screen
and Marlowe,
"The Yellow
Miss Green
She has had

he played "heavies" with Viola Allen, Sothern
Nazimova and in "A Fool There Was" and in
Ticket."
is famous for her "vampire" characterizations.
many successes, the most notable recent ones

having been "The Devil at His Elbow," "Souls .Aflame,"
'Parisian Romance," "The Spirit of the Poppy" and "Women
and Wine."
"AINT"
LEADING MAN
SEEKS
A TOB.
When Vincent Serrano was at Block Island making water
scenes for "A Modern Monte Cristo," a Thanhouser feature,
a young man approached him.
"Need an aint?"
the man asked.
".A what?"
".An aint. .An aint actor. I dive an' swim an' do all the
stunts. You know. I'm an actor when they're takin'_ it, but
on the screen I ain't. On the screen the people think it's
the leadin' man that does it. when it ain't.
It's me."
The young man was informed that "aints" were not needed.
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Kalems for November
First Half of Month Brings Variety of Subjects for Releases
Through General Film.
KALl-'M'S
of releases
early
November
offers a
variety of list
strong
subjects for
on the
General
Kilni program.
Interest is now divided between the "Grant, Police
Keporter" series and the two-reel series "The Girl From
Frisco."
In llie former series tieorj^e Larkin makes liis appearance
in "The Man From Yukon" on Friday. November 10. The
one-reel story, replete with action, tells of the adventures of
Porcupine Peterson, of Alaska, with a gang of New York
wire-tappers. The other early November release of the
George Larkin and Ollie Kirkby series is "The Pencil Clue"
on November 3. in which the reporter hero unravels a murder mystery. On Friday, November 17, Kalem will release
another episode in the "Grant, Police Reporter" series, "The
Rogue's Pawn." "The Witch of the Dark House" is the episode of "The Girl From Frisco," scheduled for release on
Wednesday, November 8. An unusual mystery story is unfolded in this episode. Ronald Bradbury, Edward Clisbee,
Hart Hoxie and Frank Jonasson are others in the cast of
the two-reeler which was staged under the direction of James
W. Home.
Ham, Bud and Ethel Teare are presented as the stars in
"A Desperate Duel," the "Ham Comedy" release on Tuesday, November 7. For Tuesday, November 14, "The New
Salesmen" is the "Ham Comedy" release. Ethel Teare is
seen as a shifty shoplifter.
"The Lone Point Mystery" is the Helen Gibson thriller
issued in the "Hazards of Helen" series on Saturday, November 11. This is the "second anniversary month" issues of the
railroad scries and thrills follow in rapid succession throughout the thousand feet. The climax finds Helen Gibson leaping from the pilot of a speeding engine to a racing automobile.
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Will Tour Forty Companies
William Fox Starts Biggest Campaign Ever for "A Daughter
of the Gods."
WILLIAM
FOX, producer of "A Daughter of the
Gods," announced this week that he would forthwith
send out forty touring companies. There has never
been a film or legitimate production exploited by means of
forty companies, and the experiment of bookmg up 1600
weeks of solid time in the United States for one play is, consequently, looked upon by theatrical sharps with unwonted
interest.
The word "company" means a complete organization including a manager, two advance agents, a musical leader
and musicians, and a crew to run the stage and the electrical
and mechanical effects. For all the big city productions one.
and sometimes two baggage cars will be carried. The entire
business will be conducted in the usual theatrical way. The
so-called "two-dollar" houses will be played, with the bookings in charge of Charles A. Miller, a veteran theatrical
expert.
ETHEL

BARRYMORE.

ETHEL BARRYMORE, stage favorite and star of many
picture plays, was born August 15, 1879. in Philadelphia,
Her father was Maurice Barrymore, a celebrated actor,
and her mother Georgia Drew-Barrymore. and she is the
niece of John Drew, so that supreme dramatic ability is her
rightfulrecorded
heritage. experiHer
, ^^^^
ence on the stage was
at the Empire Theater.
New York. Sept. 23,
1895,
as "Katherine"
''The
Independentin
Henry Guy Carleton's
Young Person."
with
John
Adams Drew
in theand
cast.Maude

*' Crimson Stain'' Doing Big Business

President Goebel and Treasurer Erb of Consolidated Believe
in Serial They Have a Record Breaker.
WHEN
O. E. Goebel. president, and Ludwig G. B. Erb,
treasurer, of the Consolidated Film Corporation
planned "The Crimson Stain Mystery," the great sixteen episode superserial photoplay, it was their greatest ambition to set a new record lor serials. They knew when they
started that they would encounter many serious obstacles,
one of which was that Consolidated Film Corporation was
the youngest infant in the industry and that "The Crimson
Stain Mystery" was its first production. Naturally, being the
youngest in the field. Consolidated Film Corporation had no
traditions or past records with which to dazzle the exhibitors
and prospective customers. Exhibitors everywhere demanded
to be shown.
"The Crimson Stain Mystery" is released through the
Metro Exchanges. Last August Consolidated tended its first
banquet to the Metro Exchange managers and officials at the
Hotel Trayniore. Atlantic City, N. J. President O. E. Goebel
made a speech in which he set forth the fact that he and
Treasurer Ludwig G. B. Erb were anxious to make a record
with "The Crimson Stain Mystery." His guests left the banquet table vowing they would make "The Crimson Stain
Mystery" the greatest moneymaker of its kind.
How well they have succeeded is apparent daily in the
volume of business that pours into the main offices of Consolidated Film Corporation at 1482 Broadway. Marcus Loew
and Alexander Pantages, two great showmen, booked "The
Crimson Stain Mystery" for their respective circuits of
theaters.
To prove to the exhibitors what a tremendous moneygetter "The Crimson Stain Mystery" is. special showings
were made mediately
in aftereverj'
large city
in the
the showing
there
was LT"nited
a rush States,
on the and
part imof
the exhibitors to get on the band wagon. Nor have they
had cause to regret it.
Voluntary telegrams of congratulations are coming in daily.
JOE SAMPLINER RECEIVING CONGRATULATIONS.
Joe Sanipliner, the advertisinjr man of 729 Seventh avenue,
is receiving the congratulations of his friends on his approaching marriage with Miss Jeannette Friedman. The
ceremony will take place on November 19.
STAGE SELLS HIS ROYAL.
W. H. Stage, of Marengo. III., has sold his Royal Theater
there to Neil Wilson. Mr. Stage has gone to Crystal Lake,
III., where he will operate another motion picture house.

Misscame a member
Barrymore
beof the
Empire Stock ComShe played ServPriscilla inpany. "Secret
ice," going to London
with the company, and
Englishceived society
reher with open
Her beauty, accomplishments and rare
talents have made her
a welcome guest in the
most exclusive society,
both in this country
and abroad.
arms.

Ethel

Barrymore.

Miss

Barrymore

played in Sir Henry Irving's company, being especially successful in"Peter the Great." In 1900 Charles Frohman made
her a star. She has played in many successes. With marriage and motherhood a new depth came to her art and
interpretation- Miss Barrymore excels as a screen artist.
She has appeared in "The Final Judgment." and "The Kiss
of Hate," and her new production is a picture version of
'*The Awakening of Helena Ritchie," by Margaret Deland.
In private life she is Mrs. Russell Colt.
JACK

RICHARDSON

JOINS

UNIVERSAL.

Jack Richardson, who is playing in "Giant Powder," under
the direction of Henry McRae at Universal City, has a record of having been "killed'' more than any actor in the motion picture business. Richardson has been playing Western
"heavies" for the American company for five years, and no
author ever thinks of sparing the life of a villain in a Western story. Richardson has worked opposite J. Warren Kerrigan and other stars.
NEW
Lambert

SCENARIO WRITERS
FOR KAY-BEE.
Hiliyer is the latest addition to the scenario department of Triangle-Kay Bee. Hiliyer is the author of
many sketches and scenarios, and for the past two years has
been directing his own plays. He is expected to prove a valuable addition to this department, and is now at work on his
first story.
.Mbert Cowles, a well-known eastern scenario writer, has
been added to the Triangle staff of authors.
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What's What on Universal Program

For Week

of November 6 "The Place
Red Feather, Will Lead
Universal calls attention to
THE
Cunard and Francis Ford will be

Beyond the Winds,"
Off.
the fact that Grace
featured in its next

serial, "The Purple Mask." This serial has been in preparation for two years. Twenty two-r-eel scenarios of unusual
plots, the cream of those submitted in the last twenty-six
months, have been set aside and incorporated in the serial.
Meanwhile, "Liberty," the current Universal serial, continues to e.xert its patriotic appeal. During the week of
November 6 Episode 13, "Strife and Sorrow," will be released. "Liberty" was written and produced by Jacques Jaccard and features Marie Walcamp, Jack Holt and Eddie Polo.
Supporting the principals are L. M. Wells, Bertram Grassby,
Neal Hart. Maude Emory and G. Raymond Nye.
The week's Red Feather is "The Place Beyond the Winds,"
a five-reel drama featuring Dorothy Phillips and Lon Chaney,
reviewed in this issue. Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran and Priscilla
Dean will be featured on Monday, November 6. in the Nestor
comedy, "A Political Tramp," the scenario of which was written bv Charles J. Wilson, Jr., and the production made by
L. W; Chaudet.
Alice Howell, the towsel haired comedienne, is starred on
November 7 in an L-Ko comedy, "Alice in Society," which
is released on November 7. Fatty Voss supports her as best
he can with his 340 pounds fahrenheit. On the same day King
Baggot and Leah Baird will be seen in the special Imp drama,
"The Voice
Victor
brand Upstairs."
on this date.There will be no release under the
On November 8 Vola Smith, G. Raymond Nye and Charles
Gunn will appear in "The Cry of Conscrence," a Gold Seal
two-reel mountain drama written by Olga Printzlau and
produced by C. S. Elfelt. Ed Brown, Marc Robbins and
E. P. Evers appear in support of the principals. C)n this date
No. 45 of the Universal .\nimatcd Wee'kly will be released.
There will be no L-Ko release on November 8. Instead, a
Special Victor,
dledum, will be entitled
released."A Roaming Romeo," featuring Twee"The Mantle of Deceit," a two-reel Rex society drama featuring Claire Mersereau, will be released as the feature on
Novcmlier 9 under the Rex brand. Stanley Walpole, Helen
Slosson, Nellie Slattery and Joseph Granby w'ill appear in
support of Miss Mersereau. The Powers cartoon educational,
"High Life on a Farm with Hy Mayer," also will be released on the same day. There will be no Victor release on
this date.
On November 10 Betty Schade will star in "The Eel," a
decidedly distinctive Imp underworld drama. The story of
this play was w^ritten by Beth Boone, scenarioized by William
Parker and produced by H. Millard. Harry Keenan and
Percy Challenger appear in support of Miss Schade. On the
same day .\gnes Vernon is featured in "The Eyes of Lovt,"
a Re.x drama scenarioized by M. B. Havey from the story
by L. J. Benson and produced by Fred .\. Kelsey. Leah
Baird and Jack Mulhall take prominent roles in the pictures.
November 10 also will see the release of "Sweedy, the Janitor," a Nestor comedy featuring Wallace Beery and Belle
Bennett. The Special Big U mining drama, "The Evidence,"
featuring Bob Leonard, also will be released on this date.
On November 11 Roberta Wilson and Charles Perley will
co-star in "The Quitter," a Bison two-reel Western drama
written by Mary Lanier MacGruder, scenarioized by Alice
Von Samar. and produced by Burton George. On the same
day Gale Henry and William Franey co-star in "In Love
with a Fireman," a Joker comedy written by Walter H.
Newman and produced by W. W. Beaudine.
Saturday, November 12, stands out particularly because of
the release of "The Powder Trail," a Special Big U two-reel
military drama featuring Francis Ford and Grace Cunard.
Sherman Bainbridge appears in support of Mr. Ford and Miss
Cunard. On the same day Harry Depp and Yvette Mitchell
co-star in the Victor comedy, ".-^ny Old Duke'll Do." written
by R. A. Dillon and produced by P. C. Harrigan. On the
same day Lee Hill and Maud George appear in "Shadows of
Suspicion," a Laemmle drama written by .Arthur Maude and
Constance
CrawJey and produced by Donald MacDonald.
NEW
REPRESENTATIVE
FOR
PARAMOUNT'S
CINCINNATI
OFFICE.
C. H. Powell, who was formerly connected with the Famous Players Film Service of Detroit, Mich., has been appointed special representative of Paramount's Cincinnati office. Mr. Powell is well known in the West and accomplished
splendid work during his connection with the Detroit office.
He is at the present time making a tour through Northern
Ohio.
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Brady Makes "Bought and Paid For"

Film's Release usually
of November
13 Said to Be an UnAttractive Production.

ONE
of the most important photoplays ever made by the
World Film Corporation is "Bought and Paid For,"
which will be released November 13 with .\lice Brady
as its star. The spoken drama, by George Broadhurst, was
the first production at William .\. Brady's Playhouse, New
York, where it continued for two winters and one summer,
without a break, by way of inaugurating the entirely extraordinary success of that beautiful resort.
With the beginning of this remarkable record Mr. Brady
adopted a system of national advertising that had never been
undertaken in connection with a theatrical attraction. He
figured that the old system of producing a play in New York
and allowing the country to find out for itself that the run
was going on was out of date and useless. Under the supervision of Mr. Brady, and at a cost of many thousands of
dollars, long before the companies to play it broadcast were
organized, the drama was known to practically everybody.
Presumably there will be general interest in the motion picture release.
That the author himself is entirely satisfied with the result
of Mr. Brady's work in making the transfer to the screen is
apparent from the following letter, written October 20:
"Dear Mr. Brady: Please accept my heartiest congratulations on the splendid picture you have made of 'Bought and
Paid For.' The central story is directly and dramatically
told and the comedy element is admirably handled. Also, X
may add, it is extremely well played. I can see no reason
whatever why your picture should not equal the success of
the play itself both in this countrv and abroad.
"GEORGE BRO.\DHURST."
Alice Brady in the role of Virginia Blaine in this picture
finds unusually varied opportunities for emotional expression. At first a school girl winning b" unanimous vote the
post of class orator, she becomes a telephone operator and
marries a wealthy patron of the hotel where she is employed.
She does not love him at first, but soon gives her heart to
him, only to find that when he drinks to excess he becomes
an unbearable brute. In horror and despair she leaves him
and goes to the meagrely compensated work of a shop girl,
in the end becoming reunited to a man reformed and regenerated.
These diversified phases of a woman's life have stimulated
Miss Brady's talents to their utmost, and persons favored by
admittance
to the
private showing
"Bought andis Paid
For"
unite in the
conviction
that this ofpersonaton
the most
charming and effective in her rapidly growing repertoire.
CUPID VISITS UNIVERSAL
CITY.
Two couples within the last week have been joined in the
happy bonds of matrimony at Universal City, and three of
the contracting parties are employees of Big U Lawn, where
congratulations have been showered upon them by their
associates.
.'\lbert G. Windsor, in charge of the information bureau,
took as his bride Laura E. Adams, a young woman of Van
Nuys, Cal.
Shorty LaCross, one of the staff of Wallace Kerrigan,
superintendent of the Universal Ranch, was wedded to Veta
Jacobs, of the wardrobe department.
CAMPBELL PREPARING FOR ANOTHER FEATURE
Colin Campbell, who recently left Chicago for Los .\ngeles,
will, shortly after his arrival there, start work on a production
of unusual magnitude. The name of this production is being
kept secret at this time. "It is positively the most elaborate
production I ever directed," was Mr. Campbell's statement in
reference to "The Garden of Allah." "This picture cost more
money, more people are engaged in it. the effects are rnore
novel, than anything I have ever before been connected with,"
said Mr. Campbell. "The work of Helen Ware and Tom
Santschi are of unusual excellence and appeal."

SHAY TO PLAY OPPOSITE

FLORENCE

REED.

Herbert Brenon has engaged William E. Shay for a leading role in "The Queen Mother," which will be his next
contribution of Selznick Pictures, and in which Florence
Reed will be starred. Mr. Shay has appeared in nearly all
of the big productions which Brenon has made in his entire
career, including "Neptune's Daughter," "Heart of Maryland," "The Kreutzer Sonata," "The Two Orphans." "The
Clemenceau Case" and "Sin." His last previous work under
the Brenon direction was as leading man in "A Daughter
of the Gods," now running at the Lyric Theater, New York.
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Ty Cobb Pjaying Before Camera
Baseball Artist Will Be Seen in Sunbeam's "Somewhere in Georgia."
Till'
s;iinc ball
woiulrrliil
of the
the
jircalcst
player Tvot Cohli
all time,
hasbaseball
joined world,
the ranks
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world

had been called to the Italian colors, and he stepped out of
his role of Count to serve as a common soldier in the ranks.

Famous

oi motion picture artists.
.-Xfter having been besieged
with
offers
to appear
before
the his
camera
Cobb tofinally
"fell"
for the
screen
acting and
affixed
signature
a contract
to appear in a Sunbeam
Mntion Picture CorporaiiMii production.
t.obb has proved since
lie started to work on
his first picture. "Somewhere in Georgia," that
he is not only valuable
liccause of his worldwide reputation, but because he is a natural
born actor.
"I was never so agreeably surprised in my
life," says Director-General George Ridgwell, ot*
the Sunbeam forces. "I
will never forget the
first scene that Cobl>
worked in. He seemed
to understand what he
was to do the moment
we set the camera. Well,
I was so stunned that I
just instinctively yelled
Ty Cobb.
'Shoot!' and started on
the picture. Every move that Cobb made reminded me of a
seasoned actor. .And his facial expressions: it seemed that
he could be happy and tragic at the same time. .\nd best
of all, Ty likes the work. He was uneasy when we were
taking scenes that he does not appear in and wanted all the
time to be in front of the camera acting. I must confess that
I never saw Cobb play ball, but if he can play better ball
than he can act I will not be at ease until I see him on the
diamond."
Supporting Cobb in "Somewhere in Georg;ia" is an all-star
cast picked from the Sunbeam list of artists by Director
Ridgwell. Opposite the mighty Ty is little Elsie MacLeod.
Prominent screen artists will be seen in the cast, including
Harry Fisher, Will Corbett, Ned Burton and others.
KLEINE BRANCHES
OFFER
FINE PROGRAM,
That the Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay Service, offered to
exhibitors through the distributing offices of George Kleine,
is making good its promise of "consistent quality," is strikingly apparent in the October and November programs now
booking. .-Mready the releases of October 2d and 16th —
.Selig's, "The County That God Forgot," and Essanay's, "The
Return of Eve" — are playing to capacity business in all sections of the country. So is Selig's five-reel film record of
1916 World's Series baseball games. Advance showings of
Edison's, "The Heart of the Hills," coming October 30, convinced theater men of the October program's uniform
strength and excellence.
.\n even stronger trio of five-part features is offered for
November. First engagements of Essanay's, "The Prince of
Graustark," will be played during the week of November 6.
Edison's masterpiece, "The Cossack Whip," with Viola Dana
as the features player, comes November 13, and Essanay's,
"The Chaperon," November 20. Each of the three, it is
said, really deserves the much-abused title "feature." Every
one of the twenty-three George Kleine exchanges is reporting heavy bookings of each individual offering on the
October and November lists.
McCLURE

PLAYERS

CALLED

TO

COLORS.

When motion picture audiences go to see "Pride," the
second play of the McClure series. "Seven Deadly Sins." in
which Holbrook Blinn is to star, they will see Le Comte de
Frais and La Baronne d'.\rboz moving through the play with
all of the dignity necessary to their noble roles, but the
players who created these part, Guido Colucci and his wife,
Lena D'.-\vril. will be overseas, doing work for the .\llies.
Mr. Colucci is an Italian reservist, who before his connection with McClure Pictures, appeared in Metro, World and
Ivan Pictures. Recently he was featured by Edison in a
five-reel feature. "The Tell-Tale Step." Just as he was completing his work in "Pride" he received word that his class

New

Fox

"The Honor System"

Ten-Reel

W.VRDEN
prison
hour.

Release
Is Based
Movement.

on

OSBOR.\l-:'S
has
made
prisonresignation
reform
Just at this psychological

Prison

Reform

thefrom topicSing of Sing
the
moment
William

I'ox is about
to release a ten-reel prison problem
film,
"The Honor System."
The Fox Film Corporation has been
working on this production for more than a year.
It has been splendidly and vividly directed by R, A.
W alsh, supported by a cast of actors famous in the motion
picture world, and produced amid actual prison scenes.
Real convicts
enacted some of the parts.
( )iu* of the best criticisnis i>n "The
Honor System" has

Scene

from

"The

Honor

System"

(Fox).

been sent to Mr. Fo.\ by a convict, a "lifer" in the Florence
penitentiary. He is Louis Victor Eytinge a literary genius,
w-ho though in prison makes more than $20,000 a year by
his pen.
The picture was made mainly in .Arizona and along the
Mexican border. In order to give this film every attribute
of real life. Mexican raids were staged which are described
by persons who have figured in actual raids, as absolutely
correct in every detail. Thousands of men are shown taking place in cavalry charges and in battles in every respect
similar to those being fought between the warring factions
of Mexico to-day.
R. .\. W^alsh before screening the first scene of his battle
pictures spent weeks in going over the ground and working
out his strategic maneuvers under the guidance of military
experts. To depict the prison scenes showing old, brutal
methods. Governor Hunt of Arizona placed at the disposal
of the Fox Film Corporation the old prison at Yuma,
which in its time has been one of the most terrible hellholes in existence.
Recently a representative of the Fox Film Corporation
attended the Congress of the .\merican Prison .'\ssociation
at Buffalo and brought the film to the attention of the five
hundred,
delegates — governors of states, superintendents of
try.
prisons, wardens and prison experts throughout the coun"It is a living, human document.
The writer of the scenario. Henry Christeen Warnack,
has been interested in prison reform for many vears. He is
principal feature and editorial writer on the Los .Angeles
Times. .'\11 the educational value of his experience, combined with his expert knowledge as a writer, has been put
into "The Honor System."

ROTHACKER

FILMS "MODERN

MOTHER

The Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company,

GOOSE."

of Chicago,

has just completed the laboratory work on "Modern Mother
Goose," a five-reel feature produced by the Fort Dearborn
Photoplays Company, Inc. .'ill the photography, which included the taking of many artistic interiors and exteriors,
was done by Rothacker cameramen — Wesley Smith and Edwin Linden'. .According to the Fort Dearborn people, the
laboratory work on the film has added in a considerable degree to its worth.
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"A

STRANGER

FROM

SOMEWHERE"

(Bluebird).

The release for November 20 on the Bluebird program will
be "A Stranger from Somewhere," with Frankly n Farnum
playing the dual role that carries the plot. His leading woman
will be Agnes Vernon. This play was written by Willis Woods
and produced by William Worth ingt on, who directed "Love
Never Dies," in which Mr. Farnum lately appeared in the Bluebird series in conjunction with Ruth Stonehouse.
"A Stranger
from Somewhere"
is a work
of peculiar con-

DIVORCE

AND

THE

DAUGHTER.

"Divorce and the Daughter," Florence La Badie's next Pathe
Gold Rooster play, is n earing completion at the Thanhouser
studios and will be released early in December. The story, by
Agnes C. Johnston, is a powerful study of the causes and effects of an unhappy home. Florence La Badie playa the
daughter of parents whose love for each other is dying.
Frederic Sullivan, the director, has staged beautiful scenes
as well as strong ones, and Miss Johnston has embellished
her story with delicate human touches. Miss La Badie makes
the most of a strong emotional part. She is supported by
an excellent cast, including Edwin Stanley. J. H. Gilmour,
Sam. Niblack, Kathryn Adams. Zenaide Williams and two talented children, Ethelmary Oakland and Arthur Le Vlen.
"A LUCKY TRAMP" (Tweedledum).
For
this
week's
releasesproduced
"A LuckybyTramp."
the latest
of the TweedledumUnity
comedies
the Eagle
Film
Manufacturing Company. The story hinges for its fun on the
determination of the beautiful young heroine to avoid marrying the man her father has picked out for her. She decides the
only way to dodge the wedding is to run away. Coming upon
Tweedledum, she hits upon the novel idea of marrying him
and thus secure herself against the forced marriage to the
unattractive suitor.
Picture Tweedledum's amazement when the young girl steps
up to him from the side of the road and calmly announces
that she wants to marry him. To say the least, he is somewhat
abashed, but the young woman will not be put off. She
drags the tramp before a justice of the peace and the two are
quickly married before the irate parents and the pursuing
suitor can interfere.
The wedding is sudden, but seemingly sure.

Scene from "A Stranger from Somewhere"

(Bluebird).

struction, starting ofC as a serious drama, verging Into riotous
comedy and winding up with a "surprise finish" that leaves
the observer well satisfied with the result. In playing the dual
lead Farnum is about the busiest man ever on the screen, being
almost continuously in evidence in one of the two roles 'he
assumes.

MILLETT

"WHAT I SAID, GOES!"
(Essanay).
Here is an Essanay story which carries its situations rapidly
and punctuates them with a brilliant comedy spot now and
then which makes the whole a desirable offering. The plot la
unique — sufficiently so to give the well-cast players an opportunity to exert themselves.
Richard C. Travers has a part

IN "THE LAND JUST OVER YONDER."

When Peter B. Kyne, the autlior, was in Redlands, some
weeks ago, in conference with M. B. Dudley, of the Dudley
Motion Picture Company, regarding the filming of Kyne's Saturday Evening
"The was
Landavailable
Just Over
Yonder,"
the
question
arose Post
as to story,
what actor
for the
character
of Toyiabe Tom, one of the leads, and, as Mr. Kyne expressed it,
the pet "brain child" of all the stories he had written.
Tobiabe Tom represents an old desert prospector of Nevada,
around whom most of the principal scenes and incidents of
"The Land Just Over Yonder" revolve. Negotiations to secure
some one for the part were begun when Kyne was in Redlands,
and Arthur Millett, identified for some time with the American
Film Company. Santa Barbara was called to Redlands for a
conference. He was immediately engaged by Mr. Dudley; and
the fact that he is filling every requirement in the role is
attested by some of the stills that have been taken of him at
various intervals during the filming of the story.
"The Land Just Over Yonder," in six reels, will be released
through the Unity Sales Corporation and will be followed by
"Humanizing Mr. Winsby." another Peter B. Kyne story now
being produced by the Dudley Motion Picture Manufacturing
Company.

GLADYS

HULETTE'S

NEXT

PLAY.

Gladys Hulette, the Thanhouser star, has nearly finished
"Her New York," and Director Eugene Moore is preparing to
start work on Miss Hulette's next play within a few days. Agnes C. Johnston, author of all of Miss Hulette's Pathe Gold
Rooster plays — "The Shine Girl." "Prudence, the Pirate" and
"Her New York" — has written for Miss Hulette a feature
called "Kate o' the Kitchen," in which Miss Hulette plays a
little girl, poor but happy, who has to go to work for four
reasons — three sisters and a brother.
Edwin Thanhouser has given "Kate o' the Kitchen" a splendid cast, including, besides Miss Hulette, Doris Grey, Wayne
Arey, Ceorge Mario and Arthur Bauer.

Scene from "What

I Said, Goes!" (Essanay).

for which he is exceptionally well suited, that of a wealthy
young man who is working for his living as an employe of a
business rival of his father. Gertrude Glover plays the young
heiress who poses as a shop girl. The two meet under humorous circumstances, but together frustrate a plot and bring
their fathers together for a consoliaation of their businesses.
It
is
an above-ordinary three-reeler, with plot, players and
heart interest.
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FRANCES

NELSON

IN

WILCOX

MOVING
POEM.

Frances NeUon will appear as a Metro star in a powerful
five-act human interest drama, "The Beautiful Lie." a film version of Ella Wheeler Wilcox's celebrated poem. "A Reverie in
a Station House." This story was prepared for the screen by
Harry O. Hoyt and is novel in theme and presentation.
The action takes place In a large city and the theme centers
on a wife who permits unjust suspicion to fall upon her
rather than cause angrulsh to her husband. She Is arrested
on a false charge, and though not guilty she allows her life
to be sacrificed fearing lest she wreck the happiness of the
man
she loves.
The production will be started as soon as Director John W.
Noble completes work on "The Awakening of Helena Richie,"
in which Ethel Barrymore is starred. A strong cast will be
selected to support Miss Nelson in her appearance on the
Metro program.

"THE

YEARS

OF THE

LOCUST"

PICTURE
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WORLD

his widow comes out among the people of the little village
urging women not to marry soldiers, as It will only bring
upon them the same tragedy which has come Into her life.
The military authorities do their best to silence her, but she
finally confronts even the King himself with her defiance of
the militaristic rule.
One of the most tremendous scenes ever staged either In the
theater or before the motion picture cani<r;i is that in wiiich

(Lasky).

Unlike the fool and his money. Fannie Ward and her gowns
are not easily parted. The Lasky star is famous for her wardrobe and she takes a personal pride in never being found unequipped for any emergency that might arise. It is her boast
that she can dress for any part that a director calls upon her
to play, without delaying the picture beyond the time necessary to fasten a few hooks and eyes.
When Albert Pay son Terhune's story, "The Tears of the
Locust," was chosen by the Lasky Company as a starring
vehicle for Miss Ward, it seemed as though she would find
that she had boasted In vain, for the script of this Paramount
picture called for almost every imaginable type of gown. One
by one Miss Ward checked them off as she perused this script,
until
she had the f olio win tj list : Morning
negligees,
four
Scene

from

"War

Brides"

(Selznick).

Joan (Nazimova)
wordhasof created
her husband's
other scene which receives
Mr. Brenon
in this
for the construction of a huge three-story trench,
the actual conditions of warfare as is carried on
pean battlefields without showing the armies at

"MUTUAL

Scene from "Years of the Locust"

(Lasky).

TOURS

AROUND
(Gaumont).

death. calls
Anpicture
which shows
In the Euroactual grips.

THE WORLD"

The promise of the Gaumont Company to provide pictures of
places and peoples under foreign flags is fulfilled in its first
release, November 7, of "Mutual Tours Around the World."
This is a single-reel that supplements the three weekly singlereels already being issued by this company. There are three
diverse subjects chosen for the first reel, each of which is
both diverting and entertaining. First comes the ancient
French town of La Rochelle. The pictures show the harbor,
the quays, the fishing fleet as it sails and at sea, and the
town hall built in 1606.
The second section shows the Nile at Assouan. Here is located the wonderful dam which is one of the worlds greatest
engineering feats. The granite formation responsible for the
cataracts is shown,
as well as the great mass
of masonry

street costumes, afternoon gowns, tea gowns, ball gowns,
opera cloaks, furs for driving and motoring, girlish frocks,
riding habits and all the hats, parasols and shoes that must
accompany them.
The picture Is, however, in no sense a fashion article. "The
Tears of the Locust" was written by Mr. Terhune with no
thought of Miss Ward in his mind. But he drew a picture of
a girl who is a society favorte — the wife of a diamond king —
and the scenes shift from one continent to the other with such
rapidity that a tremendous amount of changes in costumes are
necessary. Furthermore, this girl goes through many vicissitudes of life, for each of which she must be correctly dressed
In order to make them all effective.
One of the most remarkable single ornamentations which
Miss Ward wears in this picture is a wedding veil which she
wore when she was married several years ago to .Toe Lewis,
a South African diamond king. It was formerly owned by the
Archduchess Isabella of Austria. This is the first time that
It has been worn in a motion picture.
The Gish Sisters have each a new Triangle-Fine Arts picture
Bearing completion. Dorothy's is "The Feud Breakers," Lillian's
"The Children Pay."
**WAR BRIDES" (Selznick).
Herbert Brenon's tremendous photodrama, "War Brides." introducing Alia Nazimova. the great Slavic tragedienne, for the
first time to photoplay audiences, is now ready for release
throughout
the world. " It will be presented as the second of
the
new Selznick-PIctures.
"War Brides" has been developed from a one-act drama
by Marion Craig Wentworth, which was a vaudeville sensation
for two years. It tells the story of a young woman whose
husband has been drafted into the army soon after they were
married.
He is killed in an early engagement in the war and

Scene from "Mutual Tours Around

the World"

(Mutual).

which now holds back the water for better distribution during
the dry season. There are pictures also of native industries.
The third section of the reel takes one into the war zone
before peace had fled. It shows pictures of the ancient Galician town of Kamenez-Podolsk. The streets, the bazaar, the
fortress and the mosque pre-empted by the Turks in the seventeenth century provide quaint pictures of a life remote from
our own. The native types shown give one an idea of the
refugees who flee before the Russian advance in this country.
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NORMAND

HAS

NEW

MOVING

"DRESSING

TABLE."

.Miibel Ni.rmainl h;\s a new roadster — a "dream of a car" —
battleship gray, and built like a submarine. "I had it made to
suit myself." she declared, as she glided up in front of the
Keystone studios in Log Angeles the other day.
She opened an inner panel fastened to the inside of the right
hand door and revealed;
A complete theatrical "kit" box filled with every imaginable
requisite of make-up
and for the toilet.
Silver topped and
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"FAITH," WINTER

SUBJECT,
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IS RELEASED

OCT. 30.

James Kirkwood, the well-known director, is again responsible for an exquisite bit of screen work. "Faith." his second
Mutual-American production, is all completed, with Mary Miles
Minter in the leading role, and will go out to charm the picture-loving public on October 30.
"Faith" was written especially for Mary Miles Minter by
Mr. Kirkwood. It is calculated to give wide scope to tho
talented young star's emotional and dramatic powers, so well
as to furnish leeway for the charming little touches, the
human, endearing bits of acting which Miss Minter knows so
well how to give her characterizations.

NEW

DALTON-HICKMAN

STORY.

From a production standpoint the most important announcement emanating from the Triangle-Kay Bee studios this week
is that Director Raymond B. West has commenced work on
the filming of the new play by J. G. Hawks, in which Dorothy
Dalton and Howard Hickman will be featured.
This is a story of the stage and offers Miss Dalton the part
of an actress. The other two principal- parts are those of a
dramatic critic and an author and they are being portryed by
:\rr. Hickman and Charles Gunn, late addition to the Kay-Bee
forces.

SAWYER

PHOTOPLAY

RELEASED

SOON.

Joan .Sawyer's first photnplr\y is scheduled for release by
William Fox very shortly. The picture deals in part with
gypsy life, but the latter has been filmed from a new angle.
Tefft Johnson had charge of the screening.

TWO

STAFFS

MAKING

"LUMBERLAND."

To increase the weekly production tho last ten chapters
('twenty reels) of "A Lass of the Lumberlands." being filled
by Miss Helen Holmes and her Signal-Mutual company In Cal-

Mabel and Her Table.
French ivory boxes and bottles were fitted into niches especially designed for them and in the middle of the compartment
a mirror reflected her pretty face.
"I drew a picture for them." continued Miss Normand — "and
they madeI can
this make
box just
I wantedandit.when
Now I when
I'm take
out off
on
location,
up inas comfort
want to
the grease paint, I can do it." Miss Normand drives her own
car and is rapidly becoming an expert mechanician.

STARRING

VEHICLE

FOR ENID

BENNETT.

While he is not actively engaged in the work of production.
Director Charles Miller is busy making preparations at the
Triangle-Kay Bee studio for the filming of the play in which
Enid Bennett will make her debut as a star.
Missto Bennett
was engaged by Ince during the latter's recent
visit
New York.
The subject in which she will appear is an unusual story of
a blind girl and was written by Lanier Bartlett. Jack Gilbert
has been cast to play the principal supporting role.

"AS YE SOW"

(Selig).

Well worthy of prominent mention in the forthcoming General Film program is "As Ye Sow," a Selig feature drama proScene from "A Lass of the Lumberlands"

(Mutual).

ifornia. Director J. P. McGowan has split his forces into a
major and a minor company, the former under himself, the
latter under the direction of Paul C. Hurst. While the McGowan staff is making the more important scenes the Hurst
staff will make the subordinate ones.
"A VILLAINOUS
PURSUIT"
(Paramount).
Filled witli a hundred and one comedy thrills and surrounded
with a consistent comedy story that is side-splitting in Its
every detail, "A Villainous Pursuit." from the United States
studio, the nest single reel comedy to be released by Paramount
Picture Corporation on November 13, will far surpass anything of its kind. This single reel is a "meller drammer" and
is founded on nothing in particular. The trick photography
that is used in this picture is said to be great.

LATEST

. Scene from "As Ye Sow"

(Selig).

duced by Burton L. King, and featuring an exceptional cast of
star players, such as Robyn Adair, Virginia Kirtley. Eugenie
Forde and E. J. Brady. "As Ye Sow" is a gripping story of a
man's
his fall
his final
his owntemptation,
efforts, assisted
by and
the loyal
love redemption
of a woman.through
There
are many soul-stirring situations, and how with one mighty
effort Robert Norton severs habit's cable and becomes a man
again is a situation that will appeal to the most blas6 aul
dience.
"As Ye Sow" will be released Monday, November
6.

DITMARS

ANIMAL
FEATURE
MOUNT.

FOR

PARA-

Curator Raymond Ditmars, for seventeen years associated
with the vast collection of animals at the New York Zoological
Park, has prepared a motion picture for Paramount called
"Dangerous Animals." This picture has a startling climax that
will cause an audience to gasp. The scenes portray the necessity of extreme caution in the handling of animals that are
liable to turn in instant attack. This picture will be released
in connection with a forthcoming Paramount-Bray cartoon.
Robert Conness. long associated with the Edison Company,
but now of the Famous Players, appears in the all-star cast
of "The Martyrdom of Philip Strong." which will be released
by the Famous Players November 30th.

November
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"THE WAGER,"

MOVING

WITH NOV.
EMILY13. STEVENS.

RELEASED

The Metro I'ietures Corpuriitlon has just announceJ Ihat the
elaborate Metro-Rolfe produetion of "The \\'ay;er." with Emily
Stevens as the star, will be released Nov. 13. "The Wheel of
the Law." "Destiny, or the Soul of a Woman." and "The House
of Tears." have been this popular dramatic star's previous motion picture productions, and these have brought forth enthusiastic praise on all sides.
"The Wager"Missis Stevens
a Krippincr
of business
and more
the
underworld.
neverstory
before
has had life
a part
to her llkin? than that of "Diamond Halsy" Doyle, a brahiy but
unprincipled s'rl who is known to the police as a jrem thief.
As "Diamond l!>aisy." Miss Stevens has a wealth of opportunity
for charm! n{? characterization, and she has taken full ad\'Tinta^e of It.
George D. Raker is the author of "The Wager." Ho also
directed the production.

METRO

TO MAKE

THRIFT

PICTURE.

Further evidenct- of 1 In- widt- scope of motion pictures la
demonstrated in a picture now beinj^ made at the Metro-Popular Plays and Players" studio to develop the savings instinct
and to teach frugrality in families of moderate means. It will
be released broadcast throughout the country before the holidays. The film is being taken under the direction of Burton
L. King, with Violet Homing and William Courtleigh in the
leading roles for the Christmas
Club.
The Christmas Club is composed of hundreds of banks in
all parts of the country which accept nominal sums on deposit
throughout the year, and just before Christmas issue a special
check for the amount on deposit, thus assuring the depositors sufficient funds for their Christmas shopping without
causing inroads on the family treasury.
Wallace C. Clifton, a noted scenario writer, lias written a
story for the screen called "Three Christmases." showing
how a family suffered before the beginning of the Christmas
Club and the effects after the habit of putting away a small
amount each week had been started.

-GEORGE

LE GUERE

IN ELECTRIC

CHAIR.

George I-e Guere has been sentenced to the dealli chair. He
has actually
been switch
strappedin in,
andthat
unless
can
reach
the electric
time,
heartNance
of hisO'Xeill
will stop
beating. It all happens in "Greed." the third play of tlie McClure series. "Seven Deadly Sins," George is wrongly blamed
for the death of a sinister character in the play, and Nance
O'Xeill sets to work against tremendous difficulties to rescue
him.
It is a big scene.
This danger is a climax to the countless perils that Le Guere
faces in this series of seven five-reel feature plays. His hosts
of girl admirers will heave deep sighs of relief when the series
la completed, and the love of Eve Leslie (Shirley Mason) rewards him for risking life and limb to save her from those
who would tear her away from him.

GORGEOUS

GOWNS
WEHLEN

AND
GEMS
FOR
IN "VANITY."

EMMY

In "Vanity." the five-act Metro wonderplay soon to be released with Emmy Wehlen as star, will be seen some magnificent gowns. These are worn by Miss Wehlen herself, who
has the part of a model in an exclusive Fifth avenue store.
Miss Wehlen's blond beauty will be seen in a garment of
flowing lines made of silver brocade ornamented with diamonds-.
The most notable feature of the gown is the huge buckle of
cut rhinestones and sapphires which covers almost the entire
back of the bodice. The skirt of the gown is short, except for
its graceful train.
Another creation worn by Miss Wehlen is of white tulle. Its
bodice topped with rose brocade, and a rose brocade train,
very long. The rest of the skirt Is short, in the prevailing
mode.

TRAVELS

500 MILES

TO

FIND

LOCATION.

Steve Carton. a.ssistant to Fred J. Balshofer, president of
the Yorke Film Corporation, has returned from an extensive
automobile tour of the Pacific Coast, for the purpose of finding a particular type of lighthouse and rocky coast location
that is vividly described by Harold MacGrath in his novel,
"Pidgin Island." now being picturized at the Metro-Torke
studio.
After pages of data and photographs had been submitted to
Mr. Balshofer and his co-director. Jay Hunt, it was decided
that "Point Pidgin" would be the best location. The name
of the lighthouse corresponds with the title of the Harold
MacGrath novel. Barton's trip was suggested by Harold Lockwood and May Allison, who will star in the production, and
who are keen for realistic settings. The tour extended five
hundred
miles from the Los Angeles Torke studio.

SELIG-TRIBUNE

ADDS

FASHION

DIVISION.

The Selig-Tribune. the twice a week news reel, released
through General Film Service, has instituted a departmnt of
fashions. The fashion department will probably be a feature
of each and every issue and will add to the interest of this
news f^lm. The latest fashion creations from New York and
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Paris win be presented by pretty models, and thfs department
Hill prove attractive to the ladles. The fashion department will
be installed In the near future.

GAUMONT

NOW

HAS

FOUR
WEEK.

SINGLE

REELS

A

The time lias gone by when the exhibitor used single-reels
merely as fillers. To his appreciation of the value of these
shorter lengths of film the Gaumont Company has largely contributed by the excellence of its product. Now the company
is reaping the reward of Its insistence upon cjuality. It haa
developed a highly profitabl*^ program of single reels, giving
the exhibitor four a week. The latest addition to this program is "Mutual Tours Around the World." It gives entertaining pictures of places and peoples under foreign flags. It
Is more than a scenic release, showing as well the customs,
industries and pastimes of the people. The other Gaumont
single-reels are The Mutual Weekly, "See America First," and
"Keel Life."
SELF-DEFENSE
WITHOUT
WEAPONS
(Paramount).
The art of self-defense without weapons, which depends fundamentally upon your ability to startle an assailant before
he has an opportunity to do you any harm, has been brought
to a high state of perfection lately in America, and compares
in principle with the jiu-jitsu practiced extensively in Japan.
These principles will be shown in a particularly interesting
and vivid manner in the forthcoming release of the Paramount Pictographs, the "magazine- on- 1 he-screen."
The pictures were posed for by Professor Marcellus T.
Hayes, former physical instructor of Columbia University, who
demonstrates the leading points which may be used by a peaceful citizen when maliciouslj' attacked under various circumstances.

HELEN

WARE

WILL

WEAR

FINE

GOWNS.

Miss Helen Ware, who plays the leading feminine role in
Selig's "The Garden of Allah." wears a large number of very
expensive gowns during the course of the play. These gowns
were designed especially for the use of Miss Ware in the film
drama. During the opening she appears in a succession of
creations, one gown alone costing, it is said. $1,500. Her wardrobe in "The Garden of Allah" Includes morning robes, afternoon gowns, evening dresses, etc. Miss Ware's gowns will
prove very attractive to the women, as they are of the latest
fashions.

Fi.i 'l:i-:X<'K L.\ BADIK
has been invited as the guest of
honor
the bigoffices,
Hallowe'en
the
Marcus to Loew
which party
will ofbe theheldemployees
in the ofhuge
general office next Tuesday
night.
Marcus Loew and all the
heads of the Loew enterprises, managers and others, will be
present and Marcus Loew has personally invited Miss LaBadie.

•

•

•

The Universal Joker Company, directed by W. W. Beaudine,
has under production a one -reel comedy, "The Dark Secret."
adapted for the screen by Harry Wulze. The leads are played
by Gale Henry and William Franey.

•

•

•

A set including a bakery, confectionery shop and lunch room
is being built on the Triangle Keystone lot at Los Angeles for
the next Fatty Arbuckle picture.

• • •

Keith Armour, having supported both the Gish sisters In
their newest plays — Dorothy in "Atta Boy's Last Race" and
Lillian in "The Children Pay" — has been summoned to Chicago
by the serious illness of his
• mother.
• •
Ernest Maupain has made the character of the Italian In
"The Breaker," Essanay feature, one of the best portrayals of
his screen career. The photoplay has been taken Jrom Arthur
Stringer's
story
in "The
SaturdayandEvening
Post" appear
and thein part
is familiar.
Bryant
Washburn
Nell Craig
the
leading roles in "The Breaker."
• •

•

Lew a Fields'
photoplay,
"TheFilm
Man Corporation
Who Stood has
Still,"
has made
such
hit that
the World
renewed
Us
contract for three additional Fields pictures.

•

•

•

Ruth Ann Baldwin, who has been given the direction of a
company at Universal City, has under production "Bred in the
Purple." by John Fleming Wilson. The story is being made
in one reel, the principal players being George Pearce and Elizabeth Janes.

•

•

•

A set occupying the entire floor space of one of the big glassinclosed stages at Culver City is being built for a new TriangleKay Bee picture starring Dorothy Dalton and Howard Hickman.
It shows the interior of a theater.
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The appearance of Marguerite Courtot and Owen Moore as
co-stars
in the
Famous
Players-Paramount
picture little
"The player
Kiss'*
marks the
second
appearance
of that delightful
with a member of the well-known motion picture family. It
was while slie was a Kalem star that she was presented on
the screen with Tom Moore, brother of Owen.

•

•

•

Carter De Haven is directing- his own company and playing
the lead in a two-reel comedy. "Her Man Friday," which is
under production at Universal City. Flora Parker De Haven
plays opposite.
• •
•
John Lynch and Olga Printzlau, of the Triangle -Kay Bee
staff of scenario writers, have signed contracts to turn out
stories exclusively
for Thos.
• H.• Ince» for the next two years.
Director William V. Mong at Universal City is picturizing "In
the Days of "49." written by himself, in which he plays a featured lead with Nellie Allen opposite. It deals with the gold
rush in California.

• • •

Harry Rattenberry, one of the Christie comedians, has been
loaned to the Lasky Company through the courtesy of Al
Christie to interpret the role "Bumble" in the "Oliver Twist"
production now in the course of making by Director James
Young.

» « •

Three new plays are simultaneously under way in the World
Film Corporation's studio at Fort Lee. They are "The Bondage
of Fear," "The Parasites" and "A Law Unto Herself." The
more noted of the players appearing in the different productions are Robert Warwick, Ethel Clayton, Carlyle Black well,
Gail Kane, Muriel Ostriche, June Elvidge. Arthur Ashley,
Montagu Love, Henry Hull,• and •John « Bowers.
Director Joseph De Grasse is producing at the Universal City
a five-reel
"The story
Piper's
Price,"
for the screen
by
Ida May feature.
Park. The
is by
Mrs. adapted
Wilson Woodrow.
and
the featured leads are played by Dorothy Phillips and Lon
Chaney. supported by Maud George, Claire DeBrey, and
William Stowell.

•

«

*

Clyde De Vinna, of the Triangle-Ince staff of cameramen, is
back on the job after three weeks in the Culver City hospital,
due to a skidding motorcycle.

•

•

•

"The Madness of Helen," a new World Film play in which
Ethel Clayton and Carlyle Blackwell have the star roles, contains certain "double exposure" effects which are said by experts to be entirely without precedent. The hero of this
screen drama is a literary man who gets $1,000 apiece for his
short stories, showing that• he *is some
• literary man.
Jasper, diving horse, appears with his owner and rider.
Earl Soverin, in a new Triangle comedy of the Mack SennettKeystone brand entitled, "Bombs and Blunders," They do a
20-foot plunge into a tank erected over the well-known Keystone tank.

•

•

«

"A Daughter, of Caliente," written by Helen Jonas, has been
finished in two reels by Director Douglas Gerrard. The featured leads are played by Gerrard and Ruth Clifford. The story
has a distinct Corsican atmosphere.
• • «
Charles Miller, brother of Henry Miller, has just signed a
two-year contract as director
Bee.
• * for Triangle-Kay
*
Roy E. Aitken, head of Iriangle's foreign service, with headquarters in T*ondon, has arrived at the coast Triangle studios
to make an extended visit before returning to London via New
York.

•

•

•

Bill Hart has a distinct novelty in a forthcoming TriangleKay Bee five-reeler called • "The• Devil's
Double."
•
Mary McAlister, the little girl who pleased so many in
"Borrowed Sunshine," a two-act Essanay drama, is now at
work in another child picture of the same length. It is entitled, "Unto the Least of •
These."
• •
Dorothy Dalton has signed a two-year contract to continue
in Triangle-Ince pictures. •
« •
The second chapter of "The Voice On the Wire" is well under
production at Universal City under the direction of Stuart
Paton. The leads in this criminologist series are played by Ben
Wilson and Neva Gerber.
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VALLEJO, CAL. — Extensive improvements
to the Rex theater.

have been made

WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.— H. C. Bartholomew has the
contract to remodel
the Olympic
theater for Sidney Maddock.
WINNETKA. ILL. — Gus Linduhl is having plans prepared
by Carl W. Westerlind, 111 W. Washington street, Chicago,
111., for a one and two-story moving picture theater, storo
and office building, 50 by 146 feet, to cost $50,000.
BUFFALO, N. Y. — The Dreamland
ducted by George Trevers.

theater is now being con-

CEDAR RAPIDS, lA.— A Bartola organ has been installed in
the Isis theater.
FORT DODGE, lA. — A new Kimball pipe organ, costing $3,000, has been installed in the Majestic theater.
C.

NICHOLS,
L. Pike.

I A. — The Nash theater has been purchased by

REINBECK, I A. — C. E. Aines has taken over the moving
picture theater formerly conducted by C. P. Sperbeck.
WEBSTER CITY. lA.— The New Orpheum is the name of a
new moving picture house opened here.
BALTIMORE, MD. — Henry Mann and Warren A. Blake plan
to expend about $10,000 in making alterations to theih moving
picture theater and bowling alleys.
BALTIMORE. MD. — The Red Mill theater, located at 1510
West Lafayette avenue, has been overhauled, the interior redecorated and reopened again.
MORTON, MINN. — C. E. Moiling, who recently purchased the
Unique theater, is making extensive improvements to the
house.
BUTTE. MONT.— The Theatrical Realty Company has taken
over the Broadway theater.
NEBRASKA CITY, NEB. — The Empress theater is now being conducted by E. W. Blakeslee.
OMAHA, NEB. — The Family theater has been purchased by
A H. Banks.
ROEBLING. N. J. — Under the direction of the owners of the
big wire mills, a moving picture theater, with a seating capacity
of 900 and costing $30,000, has been opened here.
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Cortlandt Corporation is having plans
prepared by J. M. Felson, 1133 Broadway, for a two-story
theater and roof garden, 80 by 120 feet, to cost $75,000.
BADIN, N. C. — Archts. H. E. Kennedy Company, Home Trust
building. Pittsburgh, Pa., is preparing plans for a moving
picture theater and lodge building.
RYDER, N. D. — Edward E. Fredeen is reported to be planning to erect a modern fireproof moving picture theater.
COLLINSVILLE, OKLA.— P. J. Duffy Is having plans prepared
by J. Thompson. Reeder building, Tulsa, Okla., for an opera
house. 45 by 140 feet, two-story and balcony, to cost $8,000.
It will be a brick structure.
SAND SPRINGS, OKLA. — Lewis Barnett, 6th and Elwood
streets, Tulsa. Okla., is having plans prepared by MacDonald &
Fabry. 405 First National Bank building. Tulsa. Okla., for a
one-story moving picture theater. 50 by 140 feet, to cost $20,000.
DOYLESTOWN. PA. — The Princess theater has been sold
by Sheriff Gantz to the Second Girard Avenue Building &
Loan Association. Philadelphia, for $2,400.
STEELTON, PA. — The Strand theater, at the corner of
Front and Pine streets, is now being operated by W. A. Kline.
SWISSVALE, PA. — T. J. Conlon. who recently purchased the
Colonial theater, has installed new projecting machines and
had the interior of the liouse redecorated.
CLOVER, S. C. — It is reported that J. Meek Smith will erect
a moving picture theater, to be leased to J. J. Cronlin.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.— D. S. Ethridge has purchased the
Strand theater at 240 Main street.
DANVILLE, VA. — R. A. James, 968 Main street, is having
plans prepared by Heard & Cardwell, Masonic building, for a
two-story moving picture theater and store building, 43 by 188
feet, to cost $8,000.
LYNCHBURG. VA. — The Universal theater has been reopened by the Piedmont Amusement Company and renamed
the Broadway.
ROANOKE, VA. — Robert H. Angel, 127 Center avenue, is
having plans prepared by G. R. Ragan, Terry building, for a
one-story moving picture theater, 50 by 85 feet, to cost $10,000,
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COXX. — Geoige J. Lacourse Company has the contract to erect a two-story addition, 40 by 50 feet, to the
theater building of W. J. Tracy, 15 N. Main street, to cost
$10,000.
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FULL VALUE
in every weekly issue makes the

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
worth many times its small additional cost over all
other publications in the field. Thousands of Exhibitors gladly write us and renew their subscriptions promptly because of this established value.
The many helpful departments, the editorial policy,
and other valuable assets of this paper — and even
the ideas in this and other advertisements — have
been, and are still being, imitated and copied as
closely as possible. Readers who know real values,
however, easily distinguish and prefer to get the old
steady and consistent, reliable, trustworthy
and
really independent trade paper that is and always
has been the leader in moving picture journalism.

OUR VALUE TO READERS
OUR VALUE TO EXHIBITORS
OUR VALUE TO ADVERTISERS
that the best and most experienced staff can provide is the reason others try to follow, and the reason subscribers tell us they would rather pay for
the M. P. W. than get others for nothing. It costs
a little more — but it's worth a whole lot more.

Moving Picture World
17 Madison Avenue, New York
Schiller Building
Chicago

Haas Building
Los Angeles
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Need for the Deposit with Exchanges When
A Hang-over from Former Conditions — A Hard— Not All Exchanges Demand It.
68 Lansdowne Avenue,
St. John, N. B.

ST. JOHN, N. B. — Maritime Province exhibitors, through their league and individually, are loudly voicing- their protest against the deposit system that is
being exacted by some agencies in addition to the C. O. D. method of shipping
films, which was put in effect a few
months ago. Previous to the inauguration of the pre-payment system, the exhibitors were obliged to make a deposit
with the exchange men at the beginning
of the service. When negotiations were
closed the money was returned. This,
it is said, was to insure the agencies
against any possible loss by non-payment for service. There was little remonstrance from the exhibitors along this
line, but when the C. O. D. method of
shipment was put in vogue and the deposit still demanded by some of the exchanges, managers felt that it was the
intention of the service people to cudgel
them into submission.
Accordingly, at the organization meeting held at Halifax, in September, a vote
was passed protesting against this socalled double deposit. And it is now
claimed that some of the exchanges still
continue demanding the deposit and exacting pre-payment charges. This has hit
the small exhibitor very hard. The injustice of it has been pointed out in that
an exchange may demand $100 from a
theater as deposit, and whether they continue business relations one week or ten
years, the money is returned without interest at the expiration of that time. A
hundred theaters depositing $100 would
give the exchange the use of $10,000 without having to pay one cent of interest and
at the same time they are guarding
against possible loss by the C. O. D. system. When the new method ■was inaugurated some of the agencies withdrew
their other demand, but some are continuing it, and it is against these that the
exhibitors are directing their storm of
protest.
Halifax's New Casino Ready.
Halifax. N. S. — R- J. McAwam has announced that the new Casino theater will
be opened here Nov. 15th, with special
features from the Metro and Fox agencies. The Casino will seat about 1000. It
was erected at a cost of $55,000 and is
said to be one of the best moving picture
house in the provinces. Artists are now
at work on the front of the building,
which will be completed when this is
read. The Casino is located in one of the
most thriving suburban sections, and is
expected to do a record business.
S. R. O. Signs in Halifax.
Halifax. N. S. — Carl Crawford, St. John
manager for the Fox corporation, has just
returned from a trip through the provinces and to Montreal.
He
announces
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CORRESPONDENTS

Maritime Protest Against Deposit
Local Theater Managers See No
Films Are Shipped C. O. D. —
ship to the Smaller Exhibitor
By Frederick
F. Sully.

November
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heavy bookings in "The Daughter of the
Gods" and "Romeo and Juliet." Both of
these productions are soon to be released
in this section of the dominion. Mr. Crawford says that in no other city in the
provinces has he seen so much enthusiasm shown over moving pictures as in
Halifax. ■ The people have figuratively
gone crazy over the fine productions that
are being screened there, and practically
every theater displays the S. R. O. sign by
eight o'clock.
Mutual Manaerer Kerr on Tour.
St. John. X. B. — Charles Kerr, local
manager for the Mutual, is now on a ten
days' tour through the three provinces.
One feature that is being received by the
exhibitors with much enthusiasm is
"Youths' Endearing Charm" in which
Mary Miles Minter is the star. It is to
be seen soon in St. John at the Lyric.
Walter H. Golding Back from Bangor.
St. John. N. S. — Walter H. Golding has
returned
from Bangor,
Maine, where
he
visited Stephen
Boggart,
manager of the

Bijou,
and conferred
H. United.
L. ^\'atkin3,
of
the New
York officewith
of the
Fred G. Spencer Returns.
•St. John, N. S. — I-^red G. Spencer, who
controls fourteen moving picture theaters
in the provinces, has returned from a
week'sYork.
business trip to Halifax. N. S., and
New
"Battle of the Somme" Here.
St. John, N. S. — Arrangements have already been completed for the first exhibition in Canada on Nov. 13th at the Imperial theater, St. John, of the massive
production, "The Battle of the Somme."
A special admission price of 25 cents will
be charged. The picture is to open a two
weeks' run in Halifax on the 20th.
Mitchell S. Bernstein Back.
St. John. N. E.— Milchell S. Bernstein.
tin- newly appointed manager of the St.
John exchange of the Famous Players has
wick.
returned from a trip through New BrunsCloses "the Palace" for Winter.
St. Andrews. N. B. — H. W. Chase has
closed his theater, "The Palace" for the
winter season. This leaves the winter's
patronage with the "Acme." St. Andrews
is a thriving summer colony and both
houses did a record business during the
season just closed. Winter patronage
does not warrant the maintenance of two
houses.

Left to right: Manager S. W. Hand; W. H. O'Brien,
M. H. Keleher.
Salesmen;
J. W. Allen Jr., New Bedford: J. C. Bullwinkle, Joseph Mack, Salesmen;
Asst. Mgr.
Gus. J. Schaefer
and Mr. Phillips of Boston Herald.
By

PINE TREE STATE ITEMS.
John
P. Flanagan,
147 Park
View
Avenue, Bangor, Maine.
Bangor Has a Camera Man.

■p ANGOR,
Me. — Bangor
now picture
feels that
■O
is -an up-to-date
moving
city,it
as it now possesses its first moving picture camera man, Daniel Maher, operator
at the Park theater. Mr. Maher is to be
the first film news correspondent in eastern Maine and with the co-operation of
his friends the newspaper reporters, he
will be in on the big events that happen

here before the men from Boston and New
York can reach here.
Goodwill Farm's Picture Show.
Waterville, Me. — The new auditorium
of Goodwill Farm for boys at Hinckley,
just above here, contains, among other
modern improvements, a moving picture
booth of the latest design. The floor seats
500 and the balcony 250.
New Fellsway Theater Organization.
Jledford, Mass. — The Fellsway
theater.
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MeJforil. Ma^^., whteh has only rect'iUly
been comploied, hns- been taken over by
the Follsway Theatre Co., a .Massachusetts
corporation of which W, L. Terhune is
president; Richard \\*. Drown, treasurer
and clerk. The above with B. Waldo Hobart constitute the board of directors and
owners of all the stock.
It is the purpose to put on hi^li class
picture productions and concert work.
The above named with others are owners of the new Warwick theater, now
building, at Marblehead. Mass.. and which
Is expected to open some time in December. The president's address is Hotel
Lenox, both
and ofthe
treasurer's, 34 School
street,
Boston.
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Parkway's

Brilliant Anniversary

Baltimore Society Attends Special Birthday Performance at the Theater on West
North Avenue — A Bower of Beauty with Chrysanthemums. Roses and Autumn
Leaves — Flowers for 1,500 Ladies — Souvenirs and Program.
By J. M. Shellmun,
1502 Mt. Royal Tcr., Baltimore,
Md.
merly used as a skating rink, but which
.\T,TlMORE. Md., October 23rd, was the
was recently used for traveling shows
opening of the Parkway theater, 3-9
and pictures, and which had a seating
West North avenue, and all during last
capacity
of 1,000. was devastated by
week a special performance for the celeflames. A member of the Columbia Stock
bration was used. This program is conCompany,
which was engaged for the
sidered to be one of the best ever proweek, was nearly trapped in the dense
duced a.t the house. It opened with the smoke.
showing of the "Beauty Spots of BaltiDetroit Business Notes.
more," together with the playing of the
Nixon-Victoria Lease Filed,
national songs, then came a Keystone
lly Jacob Smith.
Baltimore, Md. — On Friday, October 20,
comedy, an orchestra recital, then "The
Frank Powers, now managlne: the New
Parkway Topical Review." then a harp
Cohen, Hartz & Gebhard leased the VicI sis theater in Grand Rapids, writes us
solo, then the big D. W. Griffith feature "A
toria theater, 415 East Baltimore street,
thai the house Is doing far better than
Sister
of
Six."
and
during
the
short
Interfor
a period of ten years, from October 1,
was expected. Each day is j^ettins better
mission an organ recital. On this day
1916. According to the terms of the conand the ultimate success of the Isis has
1,500 roses were ordered by the managetract. $16,000 a year will be paid as rental
already been assurred. "Its just a case of
ment and one was presented to every lady
and it is provided that the tenants will
grivlnp people a good show, conducting
pafi'on
who
attended
the
performances.
pay
all
taxes over the amount of assessyour house right and catering to their
In addition to that a handsome souvenir
ment at the time the lease was made,
which is $2,369.89.
wants."
he concludes.
in the form of a four-page booklet was
Detroit will see the first Herbert Brenpresented with a cut of the interior of
non production, starting November 5th at
the house on the cover, a word of appreTheater Ordinances Signed.
the Broadway-Strand. The attraction will
ciation to its clientele and with the proBaltimore. Md. — On Tuesday. October
gram for the week on the inside. The
be his first release, "War Brides," with
24, Mayor Preston signed the two ordiNazimova.
lobby, auditorium, tea room and stage
nances which have recently passed
were beautifully decorated with autumn
E. C. Jansen, special representative out
through the City Council, granting the
of the New York office of the World Film
leaves, chrysanthemums and palms and
permission
to convert the old Casino
besides these flowers the tea room was
Corporation, was a visitor in Detroit on
building on North avenue at Charles
a bower of roses on Monday night, when
October 23 and 24.
street
into
a
moving picture theater, and
a special reception was held after the
The Detroit office of the Paramount is
giving permission to the Southern Amuseperformance for sixty invited guests. At
working tooth and nail to win some of
ment Company to erect a photoplay theathis reception a buffet luncheon was
the money in the $2,500 prize contest now
ter on Light street, south of Poultney.
served and music was rendered by a
being conducted among the various exstringed
orchestra
of
six
pieces.
Many
changes. Chances look mighty good, esParty for Guy L. Wonders.
of Baltimore's most noted men and
pecially in view of the increased bookings
women attended, and the appearance of
Baltimore. Md. — On Tuesday. October 17,
which have been made during the past
the
lobby
when
visited
by
this
writer
Guy L. Wonders, manager of the Wilson
three weeks. J. O. Brookes is manager of
theater, had a pleasant surprise awaitabout 9 o'clock seemed to resemble somethe Detroit exchangft. while Will M Elliott
thing that had been read about the first
ing him at his home, 1525 Linden aveis in charge of the publicity department.
nights at the Parisian operas. At the
nue, after closing his theater. A numl)er
The civic department of the Detroit Fedcurbing outside 26 limousines, touring cars
of film men were invited to the house by
and runabouts were banked and the
eration of Womens" Clubs has evolved a
Mrs. Wonders to give her husband a party
scheme whereby nearly 200 motion picture
thought came to us that how could any
in honor of his birthday — which one Mr.
theaters may be visited by club women
Wonders refuses to state — and she had
one use the word "movie" in connection
each week with the object in view of findwith such dignity and such art as this.
arranged a fine luncheon. Much speech
ing out which productions are desirable
making, singing and eating helped to
and which are undesirable. The object,
make the boys enjoy themselves heartily.
Fire Destroys Cambridge Theater.
says the chairman of the committee, is to
Among those present were: A. B. and
eliminate objectionable films, and to find
E. R. Price, O. D. Weems. Solon Wondeia
Cambridge,
Md.- — <Jn ;\I<)nday afternoon,
October 23. the large Auditorium
theater,
and Harry
RediSch.
which
the law.theater manageni'^nts are oiisfr\*ing
located at Cambridge, Md., which was for"Youth's Endearing Charm" Liked.
Baltimore. :Md. — A very complimentary
letter was recently received by O. D.
Weems, manager of the Mutual exchange
in this city, from G. Horton Gaffney, manager and owner of the New Pickwick
Kansas City Film Salesman Has Little Trouble in Tracking a "Lost" Film and No
theater. 115 North Howard street, in
Trouble at All in Getting It Back.
which it is stated that when he ran the
By Kansas
City News
Service.
Mutual picture. "Youth's Endearing
had heard in the office that the last heard
Charm." featuring Mary Miles Minter. he
Kansas City, Mo. — A Kansas City film
had received more favorable comments in
of
a
certain
picture
was
in
such
and
such
salesman recently put a plug in a leak of
a town. So he included this town in his regrard to this picture over the phone
films that will save various exchanges
from his patrons than he has for any picitinerary. The exhibitor who was supposed
ture he has screened for the past two
to have the picture, denied that it was in
some money — and will, which is more imhis
possession.
But
the
traveler
had
done
months, and that it was a picture of
portant, protect the exhibitors of the diswhich,
he thought, the Mutual could be
some detective work — he called up a neartrict where the improper practice was beby town, got on the line the exhibitor
ing operated. Incidentally, he recovered
there who had subleased it, and found
for his exchange a picture that had been
proud. I. Ulman, of Salisbury, Visits.
where the picture then was. And he went
"lost" for six weeks, and informed other
with the first exhibitor to recover it.
exchanges where some of their films were.
Baltimore. Md. — I. Ulman, owner and
There has been more than one instance
There wasn't any trouble — not much — in manager of the first photoplay theater
getting the films back. The exhibitor had
in the Western district during the past
which was erected in Salisbury, Md., came
very plainly misappropriated property
two years, in which an exhibitor has reto Baltimore last week to have a look
that did not belong to him. and was leastained a picture beyond his contract, and
around. Mr. Ulman states that business
leased it to other exhibitors. In most
ing it without authorization, pocketing
is going along at about normal. His theathe money. A threat of replevin, and even
cases these were cheaper pictures, of the
ter is called the Ulman opera house and
further proceedings, was sufficient to seclass that leases for a dollar a day; the
is located on the second floor and has a
balcony.
cure the property.
exhibitor rented them for 50 cents a reel,
The exhibitor will have difficulty in
or even less — it was all velvet for him.
getting films from any exchange, for it
And since he simply refused to answer
L. H. Koch of Newport News Here.
is
impossible to keep absolutely quiet the
letters from the exchange, he didn't even
Information as to his practice.
Baltimore, Md.— L. H. Koch, proprietor
pay his original contract of a dollar for
It is strange that any exhibitor could
the first day.
of the Onyx theater in Newport News,
Va., was a visitor in Baltimore last week
The assumption is that the exhibitor
think he could "get away with" a plan
of subleasing of this kind. The amount
and spent several days in the Monumental
thought the exchange would never miss
he could make out of the picture for himthe picture, it being an older release, and
City. Numbered among the places he visself
is
so
small
that
it
hardly
seems
worth
ited while here was the office of L. A.
at a cheap rental. There he was misrisking so much for. It is. however, chiefly
DeHofC at the New theater, with whom
taken— for the exchanges are becoming
in
the
isolated
districts
that
such
incidents
he
had
quite a lengthy chat upon various
more and more careful, with improved syshave arisen.
matters, lilmwise and otherwise.
tems of bookkeeping.
The traveling man
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some difficulty in explaining to several
irate patrons why he did not show on the
screen the big dragon displayed on a 24. sheet poster advertising "The Yellow
Menace." However, he managed to explain to his alien patrons that the dragon
did not have an important role in the
picture, but was merely a symbol of China.

Not for Five Years Has Business Been So Good As Now — Big Features Are Doing
Well and Runs Will Be Longer — Some Recent Hits — Annette Kellermann's Visit
to Philadelphia — Other Notes of Interest.
From
F. V. Armato.
144 North
Salford Street, West Philadelphia, Pa.
"Purity" Passed by Censors.
booked the picture in the following theaPhiladelphia. Pa. — Leon D. Netter of the
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. — Eastern PennsylMasterpicture Feature Film Co. announced
ters: Broadway. Philadelphia: Nixon. Philvania is experiencing the greatest
adelphia: Colonial, German town; Hamilthat "Purity" has now been passed by
picture prosperity in the last five years.
ton, Lancaster: Lyric, Reading; Poli.
the Board of Censors to their satisfacEspecially does this obtain as to features
Wilkes-Barre; Crandall. Washington: Blue
tion. It will be released and ready for
of the first class which the big downtown
Mouse.
Baltimore,
and
a
leading
theater
booking
after November 1.
theaters of Philadelphia book for one
of Reading.
week stands, and the large neighborhood
and suburban houses for three days.
Artcraft Color Scheme.
Philadelphia has been slow to accept the
Metro "Romeo
and Juliet'* at the
Philadelphia, Pa. — Conforming with
Victoria.
theory of long runs and a daily change
Mary Pickford's ideas in color schemes.
of program is still considered necessary
Boyd Cunningham, the local manager of
Philadelphia, Pa. — Frank Buhler, geneby many exhibitors. Today the signs are
the Artcraft Picture Corporation, at 1220
ral manager of the Market Street Amusethat pictures of real merit must be booked
Vine street, Philadelphia, has employed
ment Co., played Metro's presentation of
for more than one day if the exhibitor is
light blue and grey decorating to offset
"Romeo
and
Juliet,"
starring
Francis
X.
to get their full patronage.
Bushman and Beverly Bayne, for an entire
the light woodwork of their large and
week at the Victoria. Mr. Buhler was
roomy offices. Mr. Cunningham has booked
"Selig's "The Ne'er
Do Well"
has booking
forcibly
demonstrated
the value
of long
jubilant over the success of the picture,
theirthefirst
release,
"Less for
Thanthetheweek
Dust,"of
to many local exhibitors who were preas he had spent nearly $1,000 in advance
to
Stanley
theater
viously chary of risking the amount necesadvertising. Advertisements
covering
November 6 and a week at the Palace,
sary to secure a booking of so much Imnearly a quarter of a page were inserted
1218 Market street, Belmont, West Philadelphia. The Alhambra and the Leader
in every Sunday newspaper, with the
portance. "The Dumb Girl of Portici"
made a successful circuit; "Manhattan
have given three days each.
shrewd idea of attracting the serious pubMadness" did likewise, as did "The Comlic that patronize Shakespeare on the
mon Law' 'and several other pictures.
A New Industrial Film Company.
stage. The result vindicated Mr. Buhler's
The successful return engagement of
judgment, though it may be suspected that
Philadelphia, Pa. — Edw, Booth, formerly
"The Birth of a Nation" at a downtown
Mr.
Bushman's
feminine
following
helped
of
the Lewis J. Selznick selling force,
theater, where it played a solid month.
to swell the crowds.
and Wm. Karrer. a pioneer of the film
proved the same point, though It Is adbusiness, have formed a partnership to
mitted that this film has had the advanAbe L. Einstein Entertains.
make Industrial pictures. The yannounce
tage of intensive advertising such as no
Philadelphia, Pa. — Abe L. Einstein, head
that they will travel across the country
other picture can boast. The rival proof
the
publicity
department
of
the
Stanley
in a high power car taking pictures for
ductions of "Romeo and Juliet" by Fox
Booking Company, entertained a group
the various large firms when
required.
and Metro and the Fox spectacle. "A
of newspaper writers at a shore dinner on
day.
Daughter of the Gods." have not as yet
October
9. Abe was celebrating his birthJ. Becker Takes Charge at Parkway.
ended the "first run" stage, but It Is safe
West Philadelphia. Pa. — J. Becker has
to
predict
that they
are local
good zone.
for "runs"
almost
anywhere
in the
resumed the management of the Parkway
New Theater Opens at West Pittston.
Such pictures as "The Battle Cry of
theater in West Philadelphia, purchased
West Pittston. Pa. — The Garden theaPeace." "Hypocrites." "The Spoilers." "The
by him recently. Mr. Becker Is a clever
Christian." "Carmen** and others, notably
ter, a new and attractive motion picture
showman and has had six years' experimany Pickford releases, have played
house, opened last Wednesday evening,
ence in the picture business.* He has two
with an attendance that augurs success.
"runs." but it Is only of late that enough
brothers, both local exhibitors, who are
exhibitors have awakened to the value of
The theater was constructed by the Unitprospering in the picture business.
the "big" feature and so opened up a
of Theaters Company, whose stock Is
market here for pretentious productions.
largely in the hands of residents of this
Eastern Pennsylvania Notes.
place. The house has a seating capacity
O. F. Bower, manager of the local Paraof six hundred, is said to be absolutely
Annette Kellermann Visits.
mount, anticipates a prosperous season
fireproof, and is modern in every detail of
here. He announces that the new "Black
Philadelphia, Pa. — Annette Kellermann,
construction. Charles L. Repass, the manDiamond" comedies, now being released,
the amphibious star, paid a flying visit to
ager, is known as "a live wire" and a
are booking rapidly and bid fair to bePhiladelphia on Tuesday, October 23, as
man who can show results. The comcome even more popular. He attributes
pany at present owns a chain of seven
the guest of W. H. Taylor, special repretheir popularity to the fact that they are
sentative of the William Fox spectacle,
theaters in nearby territory and plans to
produced in Wilkes-Barre, in "our own
build a chain of at least twenty
houses.
"A Daughter
theatGods,"
playing Street
to remarkableofbusiness
the Chestnut
territory, as it were."
opera house. She managed to crowd a
The Spruce theater, 60 th and Spruce
They Wanted to See the Dragon.
surprising number of activities Into a few
streets,
which has been closed during the
hours. A luncheon was given to her by
Philadelphia.
Pa. — Ed, Avelli, manager
summer,
will reopen.
of Verdi hall, 711 Christian
street, had
Mr. Taylor at the Ritz-Carlton, which was
attended by the dramatic and motion picture editors of the local newspapers.
After lunch she visited for a few moments a Pure Food Show and then spent
an hour witnessing the performance of
Work
Has
Been
Started on the New
Hampton
Theater
on High
and Henry
Maud Allan, the classic dancer, who was
Streets — Details of an Attractive
House — Men Behind It.
giving a matinee at one of the local theaters. The crowning event of the day was
:By Clarence L. Linz, 622 Riggs Building.
Washington, D. C.
a visit to the Chestnut Street opera house,
Tiffany Tolliver is the president of the
ROANOKE. VA.. October 25. 1916.—
■where after the matinee of "A Daughter
company
backing the proposition, the
Ground has been broken at High and
of the Gods" Miss Kellermann addressed
other officers being Green Penn, vice-pres&n audience of women, many of them
Henry streets as a first step toward the
ident;
Dr.
E. D. Downing, secretary, and
members of the State Federation of Woerection of a modern theater to be operA. F. Brooks, treasurer. C. L. Andrews is
ated exclusively for colored people. This
men's Clubs, who were holding their annamed
as
manager.
is to be known as the Hampton theater,
nual meeting. Everywhere her appearIt is claimed that the Hampton will
ance excited notable enthusiasm, espenamed for the Hampton Industrial Insticially at the theater. During the luncheon
pro%-e to be the finest and largest colored
tution.
amusement
place in the south. The date
at the Ritz, Miss Kellermann talked freeThe new building Is to be of pressed
for the opening has not been set, but the
ly of the thrilling experiences through
brick, ornamented with magnificent marcompany
hopes
that the building will be
ble trimmings. At the entrance a tiled
which she passed in Jamaica, while "A
in shape to be opened on or before Defioor will be laid. To the left will be
Daughter of the Gods" was in the makcember 1.
ing.
located the president's oflSce. This latter
Motion picture features will be augis to be enclosed in glass, giving him the
mented by vaudeville. The house will be
opportunity of observing the interior of
provided
with a six-piece orchestra.
the
building
and
to
also
supervise
the
Fox
"Romeo
and Juliet" Doing
Big
work of the ushers and ticket-sellers.
Local Theater Notes.
Business."
The
interior
of
the
Hampton
will
be
Philadelphia, Pa. — The William Fox prohandsomely
furnished
and
cushioned
seats
Washington,
D. C. — H. E. Tracey, forduction of "Romeo and Juliet" had its first
will be Installed. There is also to be
merly connected with the Savoy theater,
showing in Philadelphia at the Broadway
is now manager of the Carolina theater.
theater Monday, October 22, and has been
provided an asbestos drop ■ curtain and
appropriate scenery. Ventilation will be
"Doc" Johnston is looking after the desdoing remarkable business all week.
tinies of the Home theater, the house he
provided by a very modern system. The
George Denbow, manager of the local
assisted
in organizing.
house
is
to
have
a
balcony.
Fox office, announces that he has already

A Beautiful Roanoke Colored Theater
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Sidney Lust Gets Selznick Films.
WashliiKton. I», C — Sidne>- 15. Lust, proprietor of the Now Film Corporation. Is
announcing the completion of arrangement
under which ho will market the Clara
Kinibatt Young: pictures, as well as all
other of the Louis J. Selznick productions.
These pictures will be handled by a corporation of which he Is the secretary
and manager; Harry M. Warner Is the
treasurer, and Mr. Selznick retains the
presidency. It is said that a consideration of $60,000 is Involved in this transaction, which contemplates a five-year franchise. Mr. Lust expects to market Nazlmova in "The War Brides" within a very
few weeks throughout this territory and
he has already booked it for showing at
a Ninth street theater for the week beginning November 25. He promises that
when the first of the Clara Kimball Young
pictures are shown in this city, he will
bring that very popular star to Washington and hold a reception for her. to
which all exhibitors and exchangemen
in this territory will be invited.
Posters Hung From a Rock.
Washington. D. C. — Fritz B. Wathne,
manager of the International Film Service In this city, has got away from a
clumsy practice of laying out posters. He
has a framework, and from this he has
wires running to the wall six feet or
more distant. When the six-sheets are
mounted, large eyelets are riveted into
each of the two upper corners and into
these S-hooks are inserted. These hooks
are looped over the wire and when a customer wants to see samples of the posters
he Is conducted to the rack and the different ones are brought into view by
pushing them along the wire. The wire
Is kept taught by means of turnbuckles.
Running at right angles to the six-sheet
frame is another for the display of threesheets.
Mr. Wathne has his large posters all
mounted on a heavy wrapping paper at a
saving over canvas of four cents a sheet.
He has found that the life of a sixsheet is too limited to warrant the use
of canvas. When the poster on display
has served its purpose it is removed to
make room for new paper, so that those
of the latest releases are always on the
line. The work of putting up the frame
was done" in the shipping department and
the cost of the materials was very nominal.
Carl F. Senning in New York.
Washington, D. C. — Carl F. Senning.
manager of the local office of the Fox
Film, has gone to New York to participate in the convention of Fox managers
coming from all parts of the United States.
Headquarters are being maintained at the
Biltmore Hotel. During his absence, the
local office will be in charge of Miss Mary
M. Jeffries, a very capable young film
woman.
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of Exchange

Managers

and Exhibitors Will
lecting — An Attempt
WASHINGTON. D. C— Exchange managers and exhibitors of Washington upon
whom bad checks have been passed will
now receive the co-operation of the Retail
Merchants* Association. This organization
has issued the following notice to business
men and to the general public:
"Business men of Washington and the
public generally are urged to send in the
names and addresses of all those who
have given bad checks, together with the
amount, and the name of the bank on
which they were given.
"This information is desired for use in
the bad check campaign of the Retail
Merchants' Association.
"All Information thus gathered will be
held in the strictest confidence, and when
desired collections will be made, if possible, or prosecution will be brought."
It is said that since the association

Men

Washington,
D. C, Film
Exchange
Managers
Meet at a Dinner
at the Press
Club — Committee
Appointed
to Form
New
Organization — Topics
That
Interested the Gathering— Next Meeting Scheduled for November 6.
By Clarence L. LInz, 622 RIggs Building, Washington, D. C.
some of which are to be referred to the
WASHINGTON. D. C— The film exchange
home offices of the exchanges, with the
managers of Washington, D. C, parrecommendation that they be further
ticipated in a banquet meeting staged at
taken up with the heads of the express
the National Press Club by Clarence L.
companies.
Linz, Washington correspondent of the
Moving Picture World, which is declared
Committee on New Organization.
to have been one of the most successful
At the suggestion of Chairman Butner,
events in the history of the craft of the
National Capital. The managers gathered
there was appointed a committee consisting of H. C. Wales, of the World Film;
together in the lonnging room of the club
and. after waiting the usual time for the
D. F. O'Donnell. of Pathe, and E. G. Evans,
of the Mutual, to bring in recommendadelinquents, proceeded to the grill room,
tions as to the form that the new orwhere preparations had been made in adganization shall take. These gentlemen
vance of their coming. The table was atwill also be the members of a nominattractively decorated with a huge bunch of
ing committee to make suggestions as
Johann Mock roses bearing a card "To
to the officers to serve for the first year.
Clarence I-. Linz and the Washington Exchangemen, with wishes of success. Gude
Carl F. Senning, of the Fox Film, eulogized the late J. Leo Yates. He spoke of
him as a man who always did his part
Bros.
Co." proceeding to dispose of the good
Before
in
making
things easier for his fellows
things that the waiters were ready to
and who would always do all that he
place before them, J. H. Butner was secould
to
further
the best interests of the
lected as toastmaster. Before the dinner
film business. Mr. Senning, with C. R.
was half over the word "toastmaster" was
Milliman of the Universal, were appointchanged by acclaim to "chairman," for
ed as a committee to draft suitable resoright then and there the managers delutions to be presented to the widow of
cided to reorganize the old association
the deceased. G. R. Mayo and N. H. Spltand to start the coming year with one
zer,
of
the
Hy Art Masterplays Company,
that would be better able to bring about
made their "debut" into "film society,"
efficiency in the business as a whole in
for
they,
with
Mr. Milliman. are newthis territory generally.
comers in the film game in Washington.
Perhaps the most important topic disMr. Mayo promised his co-operation tocussed was that of the new film exchange
wards perfecting organization. Mr. Spitbuilding, for each of the managers is
zer gave an interesting account of how
wondering what is going to happen If the
the exchange managers in Kansas City
district commissioners accept the recomhad been brought together in a similar
manner.
mendations made by the fire marshal
which would necessitate the erection of a
Fritz B. Wathne. of the International,
film exchange building to house all of
was chief entertainer of the evening and
them. All agreed that It would be an
he put home some good shots In a humorous vein and there was considerable fricexcellent thing if not attended by a "holdup" and if the exchanges were not comtion between him and his side -partner,
pelled to enter into a long lease. There
H. C. Wales, as to who would be the most
was a feeling that If the matter became
successful in keeping things humming
throughout the evening.
too "strenuous" there would be a general
exodus of exchanges to Baltimore and it
Sidney B. Lust, of the New Film, gave
is not very likely that the Chamber of
some very illuminating views on the subCommerce and the Board of Trade would
ject of "Purity" and local suppression.
look with favor upon such a movement
R. Berger. of K-E-S-E, Inc., offered some
as this.
valuable suggestions as to how to curb
some of the evils incident to the transNext in importance was the problem of
portation of motion picture films.
express charges and service. It was a
general consensus of opinion that WashMeet Again November 6.
ington should have an owl service with
a collection at night that would guarIt was
the suggestion
D. F. O'Donnell thatatthese
meetings beof continued
on
antee delivery to the trains destined to
a permanent basis, urging at the same
southern points. As usual, there were
time that in the organization of a club
many complaints of delayed C. O. D.'s, to
of this nature care should be taken that
say nothing of dilatory practices in the
settlement of claims. There were other
there be not too many rules and regulations for the guidance of the members
questions along the same line taken up,
that would in the end result in disorganization. It was, therefore, agreed that
the next meeting of the exchange managers be held at the same place, on Monday evening, November 6, 1916, the meeting to be called at eight o'clock, and the
Be Helped by Retail Merchants in Colsuggestion is made at this time that ho
to Stop the Practice.
who misses the next meeting will have
missed something very much worth while.
started this campaign it has been very
much surprised at the developments. It
Regrets were received from William
Mack, L. M. Day and Frank B. Spurrier,
has two cases in hand at the present time
all of whom were called out of town, and
which will probably go to prosecution.
from George
Mann.
The district attorney's office is taking an
active interest in the matter and is aiding the association
as much
as possible.
The investigation has also developed reLoew's
Columbia
Has
Celebration.
markable examples of check kiting. All
Washington, D. C. — Lawrence Beatus
cases brought to the attention of the asrecently
celebrated
the
first
anniversary
sociation are investigated and in all probof Loew's Columbia theater. The Columability some startling news will be forthcoming within a very short while.
bia, prior to Mr. Loew's advent in Washington, played high-class road attractions.
Washington exchange managers have
It was made a photoplay house by Manconsiderable opportunity to complain from
ager Mann, of the Paramount, and it was
time to time of the return to them of
proven beyond a doubt that pictures
checks given by exhibitors in this terriwould be a paying proposition in the Cotory, bearing the stamp "Insufl^cient
lumbia and would draw for its patronage
funds" or other phrase having the same
from tlie class of people who had formerly
or a very similar meaning. Naturally,
looked down upon pictures.
they welcome the news.

Start Campaign Against Local Bad Checks
Exchange
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to Build

Pittsburgh House to Be Built at 17 14-1720 Center Avenue— Will Cost $60,000
and Will Embody All the Newest Id eas — Company Now Operates Four Theaters— New House to Take Place of the Victoria.
Pa.
From Pittsburgh News Service, 60 16 Jen kins Arcade, Pittsburgh,

PITTSBURGH. PA. — The Enterprise
Amusement Company, of Pittsburgh,
have announced that they will add a
beautiful new theater to their chain of
four houses in this district. Plans are
being prepared for a large, up-to-date
house at 1714-1720 Center avenue. Louis
O. Brosie is the architect. This company
now operates with much success the Victoria theater in the same locality. The
lease on the Victoria expires next spring
and the new house will likely be named
the New Victoria. It will have a seating
capacity of 1.000 and the bleacher arrangement will be used. The construction and equipment. of the house will embody the best ideas carried out in the
other Enterprise theaters, and the builders will try to set a new high standard
in their latest project. The structure will
measure 60 by 100 feet, and four storerooms will front on Center avenue. The
total cost will be about $60,000. The work
is to be started within the next seven
weeks, as it is planned to have the house
ready for opening in the spring. Mark
Browarsky is manager of the Enterpris.^
Amusement Company, now operating the
Orpheum, Squirrel Hill; the Rex. East Liberty; the New Regent, 1600 Fifth avenue,
and the Victoria, Center avenue.
The Two Romeo's in Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Just now there is spirited rivalry between the Metro and Fox
exchanges, due to the releasing almost
simultaneously, of the two "Romeo and
Juliet" productions. General Manager
Skirboll, of the Metro, reports the demand
for the Metro superfeature so great that
seven prints will have to be used in the
Pittsburgh office alone. The picture ha.'*
been booked by the Pitt theater, Penn
avenue and Seventh street, and by the
other leading houses in the Pittsburgh
district and nearby cities. It will be
shown here soon.
Manager Eckhardt, of the Fox branch,
states that a record-breaking business is
expected
and their
that
most of on
his "Romeo
patrons and
are Juliet"
doubling
usual runs on the film, which is being released on the regular program. The Olympic theater. Fifth avenue, put on the Fox
picture a week to capacity crowds, while
the East Liberty Cameraphone ran it four
days with equal success.
Art Dramas, Inc., Locally Represented.
Pittsburgh. Pa. — The Liberty Film Renting Company, sixth floor. Film Exchange
building, Pittsburgh,
will be the repre-

sentatives in this territory for the new
Art Dramas. Inc., who are preparing to
launch a feature program soon. Manager
Mayer Silverman states that arrangements
are progressing well and he expects to
announce all details here within the next
ten
days. One big subject is to be released
weekly.
L. W. Loranger With Famous.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — L. W. Loranger, formerly with the Casino Feature Film Company, Detroit, Mich., was recently appointed special traveling representative of
the Pittsburgh office of the Famous Players service.
The entire Rowland & Clark chain of
theaters in Pittsburgh have booked the
Vim comedies of the General Film,
Pittsburgh. Pa. — The Pittsburgh branch
of the International servic« reports the
booking of all the Golden Eagle features
by the Strand theater, Erie. Pa., a 1,000seat house, and one of the finest in northern Pennsylvania. The Curtis scenic films,
released by the International, are also
being run at the Strand.
KENTUCKY

NOTES.

Mother Goose Film by Edison Coming.
Louisville, K.w- — Mrs. Frederic Levy,
originator of the movement in Louisville
for special pictures for children, after
working on plans for a year or more to
get producing companies to make special
nursery pictures for children, is greatly
pleased with action taken by the Thomas
A. Edison Co., of Orange. N. J. "An
Hour With Mother Goose." an amateur
play produced
at thewas
Louisville
high
school
last year,
writtenBoy's
by Miss
Myrtle Sproule, principal of the Kentuckystreet school, and the scenario was submitted to the Edison company. The latter
concern has just notified Miss Sproul of
the acceptance of the play. Manager Lee
Goldberg, of the Mary Anderson theater.
Louisville, who has been one of the leaders
in the movement, has announced tliat he
will apply for the privilege of showing
this film for the first time in Louisville.
Louisville News

Notes.

H. B. Strube. head of the Empire Amusement Co.. recently spent a few days in
Cincinnati on a combined business and
pleasure trip, the pleasure end being related to watching the wind-up of the fall
racing season at the Latonia.

''Daughter
of the Gods" at the Pitt
Bip: Fox Spectacle Opened on October 25 at the Beautiful Penn Avenue
House —
The

Star Present in Person.
forty musicians, directed by the composer
of the score. Robert Hood Bowers, rendered a perfect musical accompaniment.
The crowning interest of the Pittsburgh
premier was the presence of Miss Annette
Kellermann in person, who spoke briefly
between the first and second acts. She
was given a splendid ovation and was
made the recipient of a beautiful floral
tribute. William Fox was also present.
The run of "A Daughter of the Gods" at
the Pitt will continue for several weeks,
with two performances daily. The initial
triumph of the picture indicate:? that all
previous attendance records of the Pitt
will be broken.

PITTSBURGH, PA. — The great Annette
Kellermann spectacle. "A Daughter of the
Gods."
by William
opened
at the produced
Pitt theater.
Penn Fox.
avenue
and
Seventh street, Pittsburgh, Wednesday
evening. October 25, and the event was a
memorable one in local exhibiting history.
The big theater was packed, every seat
having been sold days in advance. Manager Patch outdid himself in the beautiful
arrangement of decorations throughout
the house and the elaborate stage settings that formed a fitting background
for the lavish production itself. A ballet
of dancers was used with pleasing effect.
The Pitt theater symphony
orchestra
of
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Joe Hebbcrt, of the Unicorn Film Co..
out of Indianapolis. Ind., was in the city
recently with a "Billy West," picture said
to contain a good impersonation of
Chaplin.
Charles Pressy, head of the S. & P. Film
& .Supply Co., is back in the city after
having been on the road for nearly eight
months with his park concession business.
The Owl Feature Film Co., recently
closed a deal with Joe Schnitzer, of Indianapolis, Ind., for several hundred reels of
film to be used by the local company.
The Central Film Service Co. has made
a number of improvements in its local office, including the installation of two large
metal film cabinets for storing reels, each
having a capacity of 200 reels. A large
storage cabinet has also been erected for
carrying paper, the local office having been
very busy since the recent consolidation
with the local Universal office. Over thirty
new accounts in the smaller cities came
over with the consolidation.
Theaters Consolidate in Fulton.
Fulton, Ky. — Finding that there was not
enough business to warrant the operation
of two picture theaters, the Rex and the
Orpheum have consolidated, the Rex to be
closed, and the Orpheum operated under
tlie old title. Mr. Mobley, who has been
with the Rex, is now with the Orpheum,
where he will assist Manager Chrisholm.
The house is now running three serials,
these being "Gloria's Romance," "Peg of
the Ring." antr'"The Secret of the SubBowling Green's Strand to Open.
marine."
Bowling Green. Ky. — Tlie Strand theater
which has been closed for several months
will be re- opened about November 15,
the house now being in the hands of the
decorators who are giving it a thorough
overhauling. The theater will be opened
when the lease on the Elite theater expires, that building having been leased
by a bakery concern.
Gem Theater to Be Auctioned Off.
Ma>'sville. Ky. — Lawyers representing
the creditors of the defunct Gem theater,
which has been in bankruptcy for several
weeks, have practically closed arrangements whereby the theater will be reopened for a run of a few weeks, after
which time it will be sold to satisfy claims
of the general creditors. It is proposed
to offer the house at public auction on
out.
November
25 if present plans are carried

Atlanta News Letter
By A. M. Beatty. 43 Copenhill Ave., Atlanta,
Ga.
Atlanta Screen Club*s Benefit.
ATLANTA. Ga.~The Atlanta Screen Club
gave a benefit performance Sunday at
tlie Piedmont theater for the charity fund
of the club, which will be used in aiding
the poor Thanksgiving and Christmas.
The performance
at 1 o'clock
continued
until 10.30.began
Crowds
attended.and
Walk Out of Musicians.
Atlanta. Ga. — The musicians at the Piedmont theater. Atlanta, walked out just before the first performance Monday afternoon. An orchestra was secured before
the first night performance, and the two
Monday evening shows were given. A
disagreement over the term of a contract
was given as the cause.
New Attractions De Luxe, Inc.
Atlanta. Ga. — Attractions De Luxe. Inc.,
is the name of a new corporation whose
charter was granted by Judge Bell,
Wednesday morning, Oct. 25. William
Oldknow, C. R. Beacham and W. H. Heyward filed the petition for charter for the
new company, which is to deal with all
phases of the moving picture industry.
Capital stock of the company was named
at $20,000. which is to be divided into
shares with par value at $100.
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Paul Engler
With K-E-S-E.
Atlanta.
Ua. — Paul
EnKler.
a popular
Atlanta film man, is now in the employ of
the K-E-S-E
Corporation
as traveling
reprcst-ntatlvo.
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Does It Pay to Lend Theaters to Politicians

Four
Years
Ago
Jamestown, N. Y., Exhibitor, Says No — Found
Than
Good.
That the Practice Did More Harm
By Joseph McGulre. 5 I.ewis Hldg., I^uftalo, N. Y,
Prize Com Growers Attend Show
are advanced to twenty and thirty cents.
Atlanta, Ga. — As a courte8\' tu the visitBUFFALO. N. Y.— Should an exhibitor
Mr. Woods says that the admission may
comply with the requests of political
ing members of the boys' corn clubs and
parties to use Ills theater during the stress
be even raised to twenty-five and thirtythe Kirls"
canning clubs,
attending,
their
yearly
convention
as tlie
Southeastern
five cents.
The Mozart Is a ten cent house.
of a presidential election? If this quesFair, the Criterion. Georgian, Piedmont and
tion were put to M. L. Woods, of Woods
"We send out 100 window cards adGrand motion picture houses admitted
and Peterson, who conduct the Winter
vertising our Winter Garden attractions,"
free to their performances on Wednesday
Garden and Mozart moving picture thesaid Mr. Woods. "These cards are disand Thursday all members of the clubs;
tributed not only in Jamestown, but in the
aters of Jamestown. X. Y., he would emsurrounding t6wns, and they bring good
some of the boys and a:irls from the mounphatically reply in the negative. Mr.
tain sections, through the courtesy of the
Woods was recent visitor in Buffalo.
Atlanta managers saw their first motion
An interesting point in human nature is
'"Four years ago we permitted the varipicture.
that the passes given out in return for
ous parties to run political slides and have
results."
the
display of the cards are nearly all
speakers at our Mozart theater," said Mr.
I. A. Burdette Takes Over M. P. Co.
brought to the theater on Tuesdays, when
Woods. "Our purpose was to please everythe shows are the biggest and the prices
body and create a good feeling. However,
Atlanta, Ga. — Irvin A. Burdette, who has
are advanced.
the very reverse of this condition was the
been with the Scenic film company for a
result. The political speeches stirred up
number of months, has secured control of
strife
and
confusion,
and
attracted
tlie
Albert
Teschemacher to Book for Pathe.
the Atlanta branch of the Motion Picattention of our regular patrons from the
tures Company of America, and will comBuffalo. N. Y. — Albert Teschemacher has
screen.
This
effect
was
detrimental
to
pletely reorganize it.
taken a position as booker with the Pathe.
business, so that this year, when the
Buffalo. He was bookkeeper, cashier and
political leaders asked us for the privilege
later booker at the Mutual ofllce, this city,
Community Has More to Say Than
of making speeches and using slides in
for four years and a half.
Parents.
our Winter Garden theater, we considered
Swainsboro, Ga. — That the rule preventit the best policy to turn them down."
Unicorn Office Moves to West Swan St.
ing pupils from attending moving picture
Mr. "NA'oods and his partner have conBuffalo. X. Y. — The Unicorn office has
shows on school nights is a reasonable
ductedMozart
the "NA'interforGarden
for three years,
been moved from 39 Erie street, to 23 West
and
the
seven.
one, was the decision of Judge R. N. HardSwan
street. Buffalo. The new manager
The Winter Garden is regularly a ten
man of the superior court at Swainsboro,
is Harry Somerville, who formerly manand fifteen cent house, but Tuesdays, when
Ga.. Mond;iy. An injunction had been
aged the Family and other theaters in
tliH bill lias extra attraclio;is, the prices
sought b>" some of the parents.
this city. Charles H. Barolet, division
manager of the Unicorn, was a caller at
the local office.
"To meet a heavy demand for comedies,"
said Mr. Barolet, "we have just added a
Dave Edel Back at Buffalo Strand — OpenedThree Picture Shows Near Texan Camps
special subject, 'His Married Life." featuring Billy West. We are Jiaving public
and Had Some Interesting Experiences.
screenings of this film. We are giving free
five good musicians who had played in
BUFFALO. N. Y. — Dave Edel. drummer
to all our customers a full reel, with
at the Strand theater. Buffalo, has re"Bean town" high school and college orposters, entitled, 'A Day with Governor
chestras. Of course Mr. Edel himself
turned from the Mexican border, where he
Whitman." C. A. Saunders, in charge of
had some interesting experiences in the
played the drums.
our Albany office, reports a satisfactory
moving picture business. Mr. Edel opened
"The orchestra was such a hit," said Mr.
three temporary houses at different points.
Edel, "that it nearly caused a riot, and
The cost of his mushroom theaters was
one day our receipts were increased $40
Harold
Visit Western New
York.
business."Hughes to
kept down to rock bottom, and on account
on Mr.
account
Edel of
is the
now music."
in the orchestra of the
of the excellent patronage he received
Buffalo, X. Y.— Harold Hughes, who
from the American soldiers, he was able
Strand, Buffalo, of which Earl L. Crabb
opened the Hughes Feature Film Service,
to close the houses with substantial profits.
is manager. Ever since the opening of
Buffalo, will call shortly on the exhibitors
The closing was caused by the withdrawal
the Strand. Mr. Edel's skill as a drummer
of W'estern Xew York. Mr. Hughes is
of troops from the points where he was
there has attracted wide attention. Dave
located at 23 West
Swan
street.
Edel is a brother of Harold Edel of the
located. Mr. Edel couldn't keep down his
aspirations to have a real orchestra in one
Strand theater. New York City. A report
The
Popular
Exchange
Moves
to Chapin
from Nogales says that a theater opened
■of his short-lived houses. He therefore
Buffalo. X. Y.— The Popular film exscoured a Massachusetts regiment in his
there by the young drummer has been
change has moved its oflices from 23 West
taken over by the Mexicans.
vicinitv for talent and was able to get
Swan street to the former exclusive office
in the Chapin block, Buffalo.
L. Woods.

Made Money With Picture Shows on Border

Heralds in Three Languages.
Niagara Falls. N. Y.— Heralds printed in
the Italian, Polish and English languages
are distributed by Tony Travis, proprietor
of the Columbus moving picture theater,
Niagara Falls. Mr. Travis was a recent
visitor in Buffalo. He has a five cent
house located in a district thickly populated with a foreign population. His
patrons have plenty of work these days,
and his theater is nearly always crowded.
"My audiences are fond of action and
show Travis.
a preference to Western shows," said
Mr.
Ithaca's New Cresent to Open.
Ithaca, N. Y. — Fred B. Howe and John B.
Howe will open the new Crescent theater
in Ithaca in a few days.
New Ithaca Theater.
Ithaca. N. Y. — Dillon Bros., of Courtland.
will open their new moving picture theater
in Ithaca about January 1st. The house
will seat 1,500.

Sherman

Webster of Rogson Film Co. on Tour of New York State Boosting
"Around the World in Eighty Days."

New Watertown House.
Watertown, X. Y. — Work on the new
moving picture theater being built in
Watertown, N. Y., by James P. Papayancity.
akos is progressing. This exhibitor has
the Wonderland and Lvric theater in the
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New Orleans— Its Picture Trade

November 11, 1916
seating will consist of upholstered opera
chairs, thoroughly renovated, which have
been doing service in the Tulane theater in
New Orelans.

A Good Patron City with High Daily Attendance for Its Population— Many Visitors
Two Romeos and Two Juliets.
Who Take in the Picture Shows— Suburban Theaters Doing Well— Some Interesting Local Statistics.
New Orleans, La. — When two good theaters book the same special attraction
barred from these theaters, and still the
NEW ORLEANS. La. — According to one
made by rival producers, and open the
danger was not entirely eliminated. At
of the best Informed and most coninitial showing of these attractions or>
servative statisticians in the film business
last the general order was issued. Among
the same date, there is naturally some
llie most popular theaters that have been
In this city. New Orleans is the best molively business. At least it was so deaffected was the Mater Dolorosa, which
tion picture center from the standpoint of
monstrated when Pearce's Tudor theater
boasted a select patronage, and afforded
daily theater attendance in the United
put on the Metro spectacular seven -reel
entertainment to a large clientele In the
States, population considered. It is a
most
aristocratic
section
of
the
city.
feature.
"Romeo
and Juliet," with Bushtourists' town, and the floating population
man and Bayne, and Miller's Empire bedoes much toward keeping the downtown
gan the showing of the Fox feature of
theaters well-filled at all hours of the day.
New
Morgan
City Theater.
the same title, featuring Theda Bara and
And. been
untilregarded
quite recently.
"Canal street"
Harry Hllliard, both shows beginning on
Morgan City. La. — Manager H. D. Davis
has
as the thermometercf
is
putting
the
finishing
touches
on
the
new
Sunday,
22.exhibition
The Metro
feature
the business, not only for the city but lor
had
been October
booked for
on October
and modern photoplay theater which he
the towns in a wide territory as well. If
29,
but
when
Fox
made
the
flash
for his
expects
to
open
for
business
within
two
a picture got over well on Canal street,
release on October 22, there was some
weeks. It Is to be a first-class theater in
it was enough, outside exhibitors booked
quick
arrangements
of
bookings,
and
every respect. It will have a seating capait without question. If a picture had no
Manager Bugbee of the Metro was able
city of 600, and the equipment is to be of
Canal street record, it was regarded with
to
meet
his
competitor
on
even
date.
It
the
latest
pattern.
Manager
Davis
has
suspicion. Recent events, however, have
made competition lively, but it gave both
just returned from New Orleans where he
materially changed this attitude of the
of
the
productions
all
the
advertising
they
was
arranging
his
program
which
will
be
smaller exhibitors. The marked success
would stand.
of feature releases almost exclusively. The
of the Triangle theater, and the promotion
of the new Strand theater by some of the
most substantial financial interests of the
city, have rather dimmed the old-time
glamour of the Canal street houses although these new enterprises have not
Finds Plenty of Difficulties — Only Brain Work Keeps Him Prosperous, So He Is of
materially lessened the volume of their
business. Th-ey have simply compelled a
a High Type and Progressive.
brightening up which may regarded as a
features, and the load was evidently too
MOBILE, ALA. — Motion picture exhibgood thing all around.
heavy. At least that is the reason ascribed
itors hereabouts have not had the most
Beyond this, the picture-loving people
for the closing of the house. Later atrosy time for the past lew months beof the city are blessed with a large numtempts to resume under the old policy were
ber of substantial suburban houses. No
cause of the interposition of events ov^r
met with conditions in the film market
where they have had no control. First
other city of like size has so many of these
that precluded the successful realization
little theaters. Nearly all of them have
came the European war and the conseof the plan, therefore the Royal has been
secured a substantial and a loyal clientele.
quent disruption of shipping, not that
closed for the past three months.
there was not an abundance of desirable
Tb«y foster the neighborhood spirit which
the wise exhibitor is not slow in turning
material to be shipped, but the demand
Enterprise
of Local
Exhibitors.
to his benefit. And they help the picture
for bottoms to be used in the transportaPerhaps one of the reasons for the combusiness immensely. The feature re- ■ tion of more essential commodities than
paratively satisfactory business that Is beleases and the stars become subjects of
lumber, which is the chief export from
stowed upon the Mobile motion picture
daily discussion. The daily newspapers
this port, was so great that vessels naturtheaters is that the managers spare no
are closely scanned for announcements of
ally sought the better cargoes with the
expense to give their patrons the best
result that business slackened, and with
the coming of the favorites, and the wise
and newest releases, and that too in the
exhibitor has his work cut out for him.
tiie reduced earnings of the wage-worker,
face of adverse conditions. It is worthy
there was a corresponding diminution In
These suburban theaters draw a daily
of note that one of the Mobile theaters
attendance
at places of amusement.
attendance of 32,000 patrons in round
Then came the severe tropical storm
numbers, and on Sundays the figures are
exhibited E. H. Sothem in "The Chattel,"
days before that feature was presented in
that did so much damage, and the city is
swelled to slightly over 50,000. The downNew Orleans, and New Orleans is supposed
town theaters show greater fluctuation in
just recovering from its ravages. Howto be the N"ya<-k of the film business in
attendance, but the conservative estimate
ever,
it
is'worthy
of
note
that
on
the
day
the South. The same is true of Charlie
following the storm, when the entire city
puts the week-day figure at 40,000, while
was In chaos, and the damage had not been
on Sunday it mounts to over 60,000. The
Chaplin stances
in the"The
Pawnshop."
both inenterprising
MobileIn manager*
approximately estimated, the picture shows
people of New Orleans and their visitors
were the only concerns that were opened
spend just about $1,500,000 for picture
had the satisfaction of playing to capacityfor business, and, still more surprising,
business and at advanced prices. It beshow admissions in the year, and this does
hooves the Alabama exhibitor to look out.
not take into account special features at
was the fact that the theaters were well
for the best that is going, and to make th&
filled during that time. It Is a strange
advanced prices.
commentary on human nature that in
most
every
he don't
watch ofout.
the opportunity,
tax collector for
willif get
him.
times of dire distress, it should turn to
Strand
to Be Ready
in February.
Alabama heard something about putting
pleasure as a diversion. It may be that
the relaxation thus afforded prevented
New^ Orleans, La. — Work on the new
on "all the traffic will bear" when it went
Strand theater is being pushed with all
about it to levy a tax on motion picture
the break when men's minds were
liouses. On theaters of 500 or more seats
the haste, consistent with substantial
strained almost to the limit of endurbuilding. The steel is being placed, and
the
state tax is $400. Just to show that
ance. In any event, the motion picture
it is the intention to have the house ready
theaters took a brave stand against
the state does not believe in Sunday desefor business early in February. Commisdisaster, and they have been running ever
cration, it makes the $400 tax for six days'
since.
sioner Newman, one of the projectors. Is
run. but if the manager wants to open his
developing great enthusiasm for the entheater on Sunday, he must pay $200 adThe
Local
Picture
Theaters.
ditional annually. Then along comes the
terprise, and he announces that the Strand
will be one of trie best appointed houses
There are four theaters for whites now
municipality with a legal permit to levy a
in the entire South.
local tax on the theater, which in Mobile,
In operation, and there are also four theaters for negroes. The Crown, under the
is 50 per cent, of the state tax. The tax
management of J. C. King, is the largest
is gradually lessened for theaters of smalNo More
Shows on Church
Property.
theater in the city with a seating capacity
ler seating capacity, but it is enough in
all cases.
of 700. The Empire Is a close second with
New Orleans. La. — The Archbishop of
this diocese promulgated a ruling, effective
600 seats, and Manager William Luckel
No Rosy Bed of Ease.
October 1. which sounded the death knell
reports a good patronage under the present
business conditions. I. J. Fienkel seats
for motion picture theaters on church
It can readily be seen that the Mobile
exhibitor
must be a natural born optimist.
property, and several of the theaters in
250 in his Crescent theater, and the Queen,
this section have been compelled to close
under the management of J. L. Speith, has
He must be devoid of trust-magnate inand seek other quarters. This action was
room for 200. In addition to these four
stincts, and nobody can accuse him of covnot taken because of any animosity toward
places of amusement the Dreamland runs
etousness and furnish any concrete eviphotoplays as an institution, for that they
a mixed program of pictures and vaudedence
to substantiate the claim. Neverwere allowed to start is evidence of the
ville, and does an excellent business. The
theless the Mobile exhibitors are a clever
kindly feeling which existed toward them.
Royal theater is the only one that is not
and hopeful company of gentlemen. They
Of course a close scrutiny was kept on all
operating and its suspension is due more
make the best of any condition with which
of the releases in order that .objectional
to the ambition of its manager than to his
they find themselves confronted. They
lack of enterprise. The Royal was doing
study the film problems of the day, and
features might be eliminated, but notwitha good business as a jitney house, and was
standing this precaution, it was found
the whim problems of their patrons. They
that frequently bits would appear in the
presenting some very creditable secondmake every endeavor to please the masse?,
and are content if they but measurably
run programs, but the desire of the operbest of subjects that caused adverse comators to give the public something better,
ment. The releases of one or two of the
succeed in this endeavor. They dignify caused a change to higher-priced flrst-run
prominent
producers
were
absolutely
the motion picture business.

The Mobile, A la., Exhibitor and His Problems
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Metro Comedy Wins a Cup.
New Orleans. La. — Soverul weeks ago
the New Orleans Presa Club, at one of
their regular functions, put on a novel
entertainment. Each of the fllm exchanpe
managers In the city was Invited to exhibit a two-reel comedy, and the most of
them responded to the Invitation. The
rivalry was
spirited. but
none the less
friendly. A t
J the close of the
I e n tertalnment
rising vote
was taken to
determine
which exhibitor
had shown the
best fllm. The
vole was close
— very close.
Indeed it was
whispered that
the chairman,
who may have
been a little
near-sighted in
the darkened
room, counted
the shadow of
one of the
voters who
stood near the
First Prize Won by a
wall and thuj
Metro Comedy.
ance In favor of Karl A. tipped
t}uf;beetheof balthe
Metro exchange. Anyhow Bugee was the
winner and the other exchange men were
free in their congratulations, because they
knew they had been In a race. I-ast week
a committee from the Press Club invaded
Mr. Bugbee's office and presented him with
a silver loving cup In token of their appreciation of his aid In making the entertainment a success, and of the high character of the comedy film that won in such
a good company. The loving cup now
graces Manager Bugbee's desk.

Memphis
Prominent Social

Inaugurates
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Paducah
Star's Business Pleased Owners
Seats Only 450 and Runs Only Six Days— Charges Ten Cents for the Usual Pro-

grams and Gets Twenty-five Cents for Special Nights.
By Ohio Valley News Service, 1404 Starks building, Louisville, Ky.
erty. The shows started again following
p ADUCAH.
Ky. — Joeoperators
Desberger, of Des•T
berger Brothers,
of the Now
tiie wind-up of the annual sessions. "The
Star theater. Is very much pleased with
Return
of Eve," featuring the reopening
of
the house.
results obtained by the new house in the
few weeks that it has been in operation.
With a -seating capacity of 470. and playH. R. Galloway Posters All Right.
ing six days a week, the concern Is makFrankfort, Ky. — Pictures of water
ing money, but, unlike conditions In most
nymphs In front of the moving picture
of the smaller cities in Kentucky, this
theater of H. R. Calloway, Frankfort, have
bouse is getting fifteen to twenty-five
passed the censorship of three courts, the
cents tor all of Its good features, includCourt of Appeals having affirmed Judging Plckfords, Clarks. Youngs, Chaplins,
ment of the Franklin Circuit Court, acPearsons, Sweets, Baras, etc. No show Is
quitting Calloway, the final opinion being
for less than ten cents, and by getting
by Chief Justice Miller. Calloway was
higher prices for the better shows the
first haled into the police court, where
management has created a demand for
the warrant was dismissed. Appeal was
high class features until to-day people are
then taken to the circuit court where a
calling up and asking when a good feature
favorable decision was obtained. Attoris coming. In fact the higher priced films
neys Guy H. Brlggs and Ben G. Williams
are the ones which are bringing attendtestified that they saw the pictures and
ence as well as shekels- While there Is
were not shocked, nor did they regard the
no real law against operating theaters in
posters as lewd and immoral.
Paducah on Sunday, public sentiment has
been so strong against it that the exhibitors have tactfully operated but six
Invited the Whole Lodge to See Show.
days for a year or two.
Louisville, Ky. — Adrian C. Humphries,
manager of the new Strand theater, has
Strand, Owned by Masons, to Be Sold.
worked out something new hereabouts in
Louisville. Ky. — The Strand theater was
that he has undertaken to build up busirecently closed for several days during
ness through getting the members of certain lodges and their families Interested
the annual session of the Kentucky Grand
in the shows. Through Beckham OverLodge of Masons, owners of the building,
street, deputy grand master of the Home
who reserved the right to use the auditorium during the annual session. At this
Lodge of Oddfellows. Manager Humphries
recently arranged for a big theater party
meeting it was decided that the buildof the Jodgemen and their wives, and
ing would be sold as soon as a purchaser
tickets
were mailed to every member and
could be found, the property being valued
at about $260,000. Whether the buildtheir families, there being about 400 meming is sold or not will not affect the thebra in all. Edna Mayo, in "The Return of
ater, probably, the Chestnut Street AmuseEve," was the feature, while a special
ment Company having a lease on the propone-reel of "American Fashions," was run
for the special entertainment of the ladies
present. The performance was well attended.

Children's

Shows

Club of Bluff City to Hold Special Picture Shows for Children on
Saturdays at the Imperial Theater.
By J. L. Ray, 1014 Stahlman Bldg., Nashville, Tenn.
previously announced by Manager Frank
\€ EMPHIS. TENN.— In response to urH. Dawler that work would begin this
iVl gent solicitation on the part of parfall, but. owing to the fact that the coments in this city, it has been decided to
pany has concluded to close the smallest
conduct matinees exclusively for children
house on its circuit, it has been found
on Saturday of each week. The move was
advisable to postpone the construction.
brought about through the Twentieth
Century Club, one of the leading social
and civic organizations of Memphis, and
"Scarlet Runner" Follows "Gloria."
arrangements have been completed to hold
.\ashville. Tenn. — FoUowini^ a most sucthe exhibitions at the Imperial theater.
Miss A. V. Cox. who is interested in the
cessful run of the "Gloria's Romance," the
Knickerbocker has supplanted this part
movement. Is owner of the Imperial, and
of its program with "The Scarlet Runhas agreed to show the pictures. Mesner." On the opening day of the new
dames ?l.iberman and Simmons, prominent
picture, the entire back page of a local
in Memphis social circles, were largely
daily was devoted to a publicity announceresponsible for the success of the project.
These ladies, who have entire charge of
white. ment, and copy was set up in red and
the detail work, have arranged to secure
some thirty or more children's subjects.

Passing of the Lyric.

Princess Changes Program,
Memphis. Tenn. — The Princess theater,
one of the largest and finest houses in
this city, announces a change in its program service, and under the new arrangement -will offer its patrons a diversified
program, consisting of features, serials
and short lengths. Manager Trimble recently returned from a trip to St. Louis,
where he contracted with K-E-S-E. Pathe
and several others. The serial now running at this house is "The Yellow Menoffice. ace," booked through the local United
To Enlarge Alcazar in Spring.
Chattanooga. Tenn. — It has been decided by the Signal Amusement Company to
forego the contemplated enlargement of
the Alcazar, Chattanooga's beautiful feature house, until next spring.
It had been

Nashville. Tenn. — The old Lyric theater
is being torn down to make way for
modern buildings. For many years the
historic house has stood on Fourth avenue, and has seen a varied career. Many
of the early feature films enjoyed profitable runs at the Lyric, the house later
being remodeled and known as the Airdome.
Big Metro Feature Scores.
Nashville. Tenn. — "Romeo and Juliet,"
the eight- reel Metro masterpiece, scored
a great success at the Strand during its
engagement, at which time the admission
price was increased to 25 cents. This
picture also was shown at advanced prices
at the Alcazar, Chattanooga.
Chattanooga. — "The Birth of a Nation"
Is billed for a return engagement at the
Lyric November 23-24-25.

Alhambra

Theater Co. Buys the Opera
House.
Richmond, Ky. — In connction with the
recent sale of the Richmond opera house
by W. P. Baxter to the operators of the
Alhambra theater, an erroneous report got
out to the effect that the house was purchased by the Colonial Amusement Co.,
of Lexington. Ky., which owned the Alhambra. In reality both houses are now
operated by the Alhambra Theater Co.,
several of the stockholders of which are
also stockholders in the Colonial Amusement Co. The Alhambra Theater Co. Ig
incorporated with a capital stock of $27,500, the controlling interest being held
by Miss Annabel Ward, who Is general
manager of the merged houses. Her associates are J. B. Eliott, president; B. J.
Treacy, secretary-treasurer; Mayor Rogers,
and several other Lexington business men.
New ^bany Furnishings Sold for $286.
Louisville. Ky. — L. Grauman & Co.. of
this city, dealers in second hand office and
other furniture, recently purchased at
public auction from F. W. Sauer, receiver,
the entire equipment of the New Albany
Theater Co., consisting of scenery, seats,
fixtures, etc., used in the house on Market.
near Bank street. The purchase price was
$286, and the local company runs a good
chance to show a profit on the investment,
the furnishings being valued at several
times this figure.
Switow*s Shows for Children.
Louisville, Ky. — M. Switow. head of the
Switow Amusement Co., of Louisville, has
made arrangements to show special pictures for children In his Jeffersonville.
Ind., house, this action being taken In
response to a movement started by the
Jeffersonville Women's Literary Club. The
club has appointed a board of censors to
view all films shown for children.
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Holah to Head Local International Exchange
Arrangements

Have Been Made to Open Local
Office of the Big Hearst
Film
Service — Details Will Be Announced
Later.
By Kenneth
C. Crain, 610 1st Nat. Bk.. Cincinnati. Ohio.ently fine location, right at one of the
CINCINNATI, Ohio. — The news is out
busiest suburban corners in the city, its
that the local branch office of which
proximity
to the popular Orpheum being
C. E. Holah, formerly manager, in succeslargely responsible for its failure to prove
sion, of the Pathe, the V-L-S-E and the
a
success.
It was built in 1909 for use as
Greater Vitagraph offices in Cincinnati, is
to be the head of the International Film
a moving-picture house by John J. and
Edward
Ryan.
Service. Arrangements have been for the
opening of an exchange by that organization, credited with being one of the
Shakespeare Classic Takes Well.
most powerful in the distributing busiCincinnati. Ohio. — The great iletro jironess, and Mr. Holah will have charge of
duction of ""Romeo and Juliet," has been
this territory. Details of the move will
shown for a week at the Walnut theater
be announced in a short time, with the
with the charges advanced to 25 cents for
territory to be covered out of Cincinnati,
the entire lower floor. The unanimously
the organization of the office, its location
favorable press notices and the enthusiasand so forth. Mr. Holah is himself mucn
tic reports of those who saw the picture
pleased with the prospects opening before
served to keep the house crowded at every
the company, and with the field which he
performance, in spite of the increased
believes it has in his old territory in this
price. To make the week thoroughly
section.
classic in local theaters, the Fox production of "Romeo and Juliet" was seen at
the same time at the Star, featuring
McMahan & Jackson Buy New Films.
Theda Bara. always popular in CincinCincinnati, O. — In their dual roles of exhibitors on a considerable scale and as
nati, and Miss Terry was at Keith's in a
scene or two from the same play.
owners of some valuable film rights. McMahan & Jackson have been extremely
Charles Murphy Building Theater.
busy of late, a trip to New Tork on business connected with a recent acquisition
■\\ilniingtoii,
Ohio. — newspaper
Charles .Murphy,
being necessary. They have secured Ohio
merly a Cincinnati
man, forhas
and Indiana rights for several new films
made arrangements to go into the moving
credited with heavy drawing power, and
picture business, having let to N. P. Eveland, of Miamisville, the contract for th^
are arranging bookings. "The End of the
construction of a liandsonie and modern
World," a big feature controlled by the
firm, is to be shown in Cincinnati shortly,
theater here to cost about $50,000. It will
and much is expected of it, judging from
be much the finest house in this vicinity.
advance notices.
Work js to start at once.
Exit Cincinnati's Century Theater.
Cincinnati, Ohio. — The Century theater
at Peebles corner, which has been at various times used with some success as a
picture house, with interims of vaudeville, is to be turned into a public market,
according to plans which have been perfected by local interests with capital behind them. The Century has been idle for
the pah^t twi) >ear.s, in spite of its appar-

"Fall of a Nation'* at Popular Prices.
Youngstown. Ohio. — A prosperous return engagement of '"The Fall of a Nation." seen first here at high prices, was
held at the Grand opera house at popular
prices. The appeal of the story as a stimulus to patriotism seemed to be undiminished, and large crowds saw the picture
for the second time.

Ontario License Officer Makes
Questions

to

Statement

Be Given
to Applicant for Operators*
Licenses
Are Prepared — No
Ultra-technical and No Catch Questions Among Them.
By W. M. Gladish, 1263 Gerrard St. E., Toronto, Ontario.
throughout the moving picture field in
TORONTO. OXT. — An announcement by
R. C. Newman, official in charge of
Ontario are bordering closely upon the
the moving picture office of the provincial
ideal and that all exhibitors, generally
speaking, are enjoying a flourishing busitreasurer's department. Parliament buildings, contains the information that examness. "I am hearing no complaints." Mr.
Newman
told Moving Picture World.
ination papers for moving picture projection machine operators now includes one
hundred and ten questions, mostly of a
Another Bi-Lingual Conference.
mechanical nature. According to Mr. NewToronto, Ontario. — So important do the
man, there are no catch questions of any
exchange managers of Canada consider
kind and all questions are very fair. They
the
question of providing French subare intended to test the general knowledge
titles for all films screened in the Province
of all new operators and can be correctof
Quebec
that another general conferly answered by every man after the reence of representatives from each photoquired Period of proper apprenticeship.
play distributing company in the DominNo time limit is placed upon the applicant
ion was held at Montreal on Saturday.
for an operator's license when the examinOctober 2lst. An important session was
ation paper is placed before him and ulheld at Toronto the week before, but the
tra-technical answers are not required. No
Canadian magnates decided to delve deepdetails can be given as to the nature of
er into the situation at a later meeting in
the questions as practically the same paMontreal, which is a city of Quebec. These
per is placed in the hands of every maconferences have been held behind closed
tured apprentice.
doors and no announcement regarding the
The original question paper for license
decision of the film interests regarding the
applicants contained only thirty-five quesorder of the Quebec Government for bitions. The examination of operators was
lingual sub-titles is yet forthcoming. The
started about three years ago and the
question
of the use of the two languages.
paper has been augmented because of the
French and English, is a feature of a
addition of new features to the work of
political
situation
which is becoming seripicture projection. The aim of the deous.
partment is to insure the safety of theater patrons and to qualify operators in
Start on New Theater in Cobalt
such a manner that good picture projecCobalt, Ont. — Another theater is to be
tion will be the rule — says Mr. Newman.
Newman
reports
that
condition.^
built in Cobalt.
Work has been started at
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the foundation for a theater and hotel
on the north side of the Grand theater
on Silver street. The theater is for pictures only. It will be on the English plan,
the screen being in the front, with the
audience facing the entrance.
Two Prominent Visitors.
Toronto, Ontario. — The Toronto exchanges received two prominent callers
during the latter part of October when
Joe Partridge, special representative of
the Greater Vitagraph, and M. Auger, efficiency expert of the Mutual, appeared on
the scene- Pkrtridge conferred with W.
C. Gookin, Canadian general manager for
the Vitagraph. regarding a number of
business arrangements, while M Auger
spent several days at the Canadian headquarters of the Mutual.
Mr. Auger mo^■ed on to ilontreal in order to see L. E. Ouimet. who is head of the
Specialty Film Import Company, Canadian
Pathe distributors.

"Intolerable" Sabbath Conditions.
Toronto, Ontario. — A deputation of Toronto divines waited upon Premier Hearst
to raise objection to the manner in which
moving picture shows had been held on
Sundays of last winter for recruiting purposes. The speakers of the deputation admitted that they had interviewed the military authorities on the subject, but that
the officers had expressed their approval
of the use of moving pictures as a medium
for attracting recruits to Sunday rallies.
The clergymen desired the Government to
exercise greater control over arrangements so that the Sabbath atmosphere
would not become polluted — or words to
that effect. The ministers asked that permission be granted in formal manner for
the screening of pictures in theaters on
Sundays for recruiting purposes only and
that permits be not granted for the purposes of raising money at the performances in question "for philanthropic endeavor." The deputation declared that
Sunday show conditions in Toronto last
winter were intolerable.

MINNEAPOLIS

NOTES.

Bj' J. L. Johnston.
New
Garrick's
New
Colors.
Minneapolis, Minn.^ — ^Manager Calvert of
the New Gar rick theater here has had
the interior of the theater completely redecorated, with many subdued tone colored lights, French design woodwork and
stage effects, and the theater now presents
a very beautiful appearance.
Business Items.
Minneapolis, Minn. — Bert Barnett, Jr., assistant manager of the Paramount exchange, will return Wednesday from a
City.
vacation
spent in New York and Atlantic
Minneapolis, Jlinn. — Manager Thayer of
the Calhoun theater here has got out
an attractive advertisement for coming
features in the shape of a book. On
the front cover appears what resembles
a volume of "The Trail of the Lonesome
Pine" and each of tlie other three pages
is made to resemble some other novel, picturized and to be shown at the Calhoun.
Minneapolis Film Brevities.
Harry Rowe has put out two more road
shows with "Uncle Tom's Cabin" film and
pickaninny
band.
'M. R. Dick reports a good business for
his four "End of the World"
road shows.
The Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay in new
quarters reports a big business with "The
Return of Eve," played at the Minneapolis
Lyric.
Manager Fred S. Meyer of the Universal
exchange
reportsin that
"Liberty."alone,
bookedis
in 31 theaters
Minneapolis
doing a big business everywhere, and that
he has worked nights trying to arrange
dates for out-of-town
exhibitors.
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ManaK«r C. C. Knapp of thd Uenoral ox>
t'hange has booked "The Ctlrl from Frisco"
serial In thirty houses In the Twin Cities.

Northwest Jottings.
St. Paul, Minn. — The Hamllne theater
has added Triangle features and Keystone comedies to Us list.
Bismarck, N. D. — Manatrer Wlnpreen of
the Bismarck theater has bet:;un publishing a weekly house organ, assisted by the
Minneapolis Paramount publUcity department.
Canton. S. D. — Manager Clifford Bowman of the Empress theater has changed
the theater's name to the Paramount-Empress.
Red Wing. Minn. — Axel Xelson of the
Auditorium theater has arranged several
novel features to advertise his future attractions.
Blue Earth, Minn. — Manager P. L. Andrews of the Royal theater here, played
"The Birth of a Nation" five days at a
}1.50 top. and did a big business.
Lisbon. N. D. — J. T. Conboy of the Scenic
theater has returned from Minneapolis,
where he booked several big features for
the near future.
Portage, Wis. — George L. Koberstein.
former owner of the Crystal at Kilbourn,
Wis., is the new manager of the Majestic
theater here.
Waver ly, Iowa. — Messrs. Plough and
Bennett, formerly of Minneapolis, now
control the opera house here.
Alexandria. Minn. — L. E. Blessener, manager of the Cozy theater here, has become
part owner of the Grand theater at Clouquet. Minn.
Menomonie, Wis. — William Pierce of the
Orpheum theater has returned from Minneapolis where he visited several exchanges and arranged for showing several
big features here shortly,
Sioux Falls. S. D. — Manager A. K. Pay
uf the Colonial theater has returned from
a visit to Minneapolis where he booked
several big features.
Duluth, Minn. — A. Edeson has purchased
Henry
interest
theater. Herried's
Deer River,
Minn. in the Lyceum
Montgomery, Minn. — Dan Novak has
sold the picture theater here to E. E.
Lynch.
Granite Falls, Minn. — William and Al
Yaeger terest has
purchased
Juelhere.
Yaeger's inin the Cameo
theater
Aberdeen. S. D. — Roy Gilmore has bought
the Maynard theater at Michell. S. D.
LangdoD, N. D. — Work on the Electric
theater is progressing rapidly, and it is
expected to open to the public within a
few weeks.
Maddock. N. D. — J. P. Kincaid contemplates opening a theater here shortly.
Hettinger. N. D. — Mr. Glassnapp has
bought the Star theater here from P. W.
Myron.
Butte. Mont. — D. E. Schmidt, manager of
the Pathe exchange here, is beginning a
whirl -wind campaign for business. The
exchange is now located at 124 West
Granite street,
Billings, Mont. — F. M. Hartness has
taken over the Majestic, Billings, buying
out W. A. Brockaway.
With Butte, Mont., Exchange Men.
Manager Walt Coughlin of Mutual, reports business jumping away up, and since
putting on a road man, extra help has
been employed in the shipping department.
Manager Tupton of Metro, also reports
capacity business that makes close and
heady bookings necessary. With "Tip"
on the road supplementing his work,
Booker Todd has to limp to keep up.
Manager Hudson of Universal is not
saying anything. He hasn't time. Business keeps him at office nearly every night
until late hours.
Pat he's force works every night, and
business is good enough so that shortage
of shipping cases made it necessary to
borrow of other exchanges.
Harve. Mont. — F. D. Needham has
bought out the Interest of his partner, C.
W. Koerner, In the New Lyric theater at
Harve, Mont.
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Detroiters Discuss Advance Prices
Some Downtown Exhibitors Are Seriously Considering Making Fifteen Cents the
Regular Admission Price — Would Get As Many Patrons and Would Permit
Better Show — Day of the Cheap Theater Seems Past.
By Jacob Smith, &03 Free Press Building. Detroit, Mich.
DETROIT. MICH. — The burning question
of the hour with leading Detroit exhibitors is "Shall wo advance our prices?"
U has been said to the WORLD correspondent that some of the downtown exhibitors are seriously considering making
their evening prices fifteen cents straight,
instead of 10 straight or dividing the house
into ten and fifteen.
As Many Admissions at Higher Rates.
The Drury Lane, \vhich started originally as a ten-cent house, advanced to fifteen cents, with no falling off In its business; the Princess and the Woodward went
from five to ten cents without ary loss of
admissions, wjiile their aggregate receipts
materially increased. If a uniform scale
of 15 cents instead of ten went into effect for the night shows, it would take
in such theaters as the Empire Grand
Circus, Family, all of the Woodward Theater Co. houses downtown and in the outskirts. The matinee price would continue
at ten cents. "We are doing more business at fifteen cents than we did at ten
and playing to more people," said Harry
W. Smith, manager of the Drury Lane.
"The Palace, National and Columbia theaters on Monroe avenue, who play a combination of vaudeville and pictures, advanced their evening prices for downstairs
seats to 15 cents over a year ago and business is better than ever. The Washington
theater advanced its prices in the balcony
early this fall; the Knickerbocker theater
has just announced a flat price of 15 cents
for downstairs seats at night; the Majestic theater has not admission price at
night less than 25 cents.
Cheap Shows Have Passed.
In other words, the day of cheap admissions is on the wane and exhibitors, in
order to maintain the standard of their
houses, and to meet the constantly increasing cost of doing business, are forced
to get higher admission prices — that is
15 and 25 cents instead of 10 and 15 cents.
The writer has yet to meet a single exhibitor who advanced his prices who is not
more than satisfied with the results, and
who is not playing to just as many people
as he ever did.
Kunsky Books Vitagraph and Selznick.
Detroit, Mich. — John H. Kunsky announces that he has secured the first-run
franchise in Detroit on Greater Vitagraph
features- The first was E. H. Sothern in
"The Chattel." which played to recordbreaking business the week ending Oct.
28th. Mr. Kunsky has also signed up to
Play the Lewis J. Selznick productions in
his chain of theaters. Starting November
5th, Clara Kimball Young in "The Common Law" plays a week at the Liberty
theater, in spite of the fact that it recently ended a two weeks' engagement at the
Broadway-Strand. Some important announcements regarding other bookings
are shortly to be made by Mr. Kunsky.
Broadway Feature Moves.
Detroit, Mich. — The Broadway Feature
Film Co, has moved to Suite 316 In the
same building, 306 Broadway Market
building. C. C. Beals. manager of the exchange, reports a big October business,
and says he is getting many rebookings
on "The Battle Cry of Peace." "The Christian." "The Melting Pot," "Where Are My
Children" and others.
Blankmeyer Conducting Exchange.
Detroit, Mich. — Arthur W. Blankmeyer,
formerly
manager
of the Grand
Circus

theater, Detroit, la handling the "Christie
Comedies" for the state of Michigan, and
makes his office at 71 Grlswold street, Detroit. The business Is conducted under
the style of the Superior Film Co., and
those associated with him are Mr. Randolph, formerly with the Wolverine Film
Co.. and Mr. Pelley, formerly with Warner's Features. Mr. Blankmeyer has also
taken the Ohio rights on these comedies
and Is now negotiating for permanent offices in Cincinnati and Cleveland.
Geo. Lightman Running Wolverine.
Detroit, Mich. — George Lightman has
taken charge of the Wolverine Film Co.
business, 71 Griswold street. Detroit He
was formerly with Fox and the World.

R. Von der Goltz Heads Local International.
Detroit. Mich. — When John F. Bowman,
of the International Film Service of Chicago, was here the other day he made official the appointment of R. Von der Goltz
as manager of the Detroit exchange In the
Campau building.
Louis Nathan in Peter Smith Building.
Detroit, Mich. — Louis Nathan, of the
Kleine-Edlson-Sellg-Essanay Service, is
now comfortably
located In his new quar"A
ters at 712-713 s Peter Smith building.
New Theater on Adams Avenue.
Detroit. Mich. — The Frank Farrlngton
Co., Detroit, has been awarded the contract to build the new theater on Adams
avenue west, which will be leased by A.
J. Gllligham and John P. Harris. The
cost of the building alone will be $85,000.
It will be 90 by 120 feet In size, and will
be of steel and concrete. It A'ill be completed about the first of February.
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Harry Trask With Artcraft.
• ilk."
Detroit, Mich. — Harry
Trask, formerly
with George Kleine at Detroit, Is now assisting in the management of the Detroit
exchange of Artcraft.
C. L. Pervey Appointed Manager.
Detroit, Mich. — C. L. Peavey has been
appointed manager of the Detroit office o£
the Artcraft Film Corporation, located in
the Peter Smith building. He succeeds
Frank Rutledge, who resigned Oct. 21 to
become manager of the Chicago exchange
of Paramount. Mr, Peavey has been actins as assistant manager at Detroit since
the exchange opened, and was previously
with the Famous Players Film Co., at
Pittsburgh.
E. R. Keef Takes Temple Theater.
Detroit, Mich. — E. R. Keef has taken
over the Temple theater of Birmingham,
Mich, a suburb of Detroit. Mr. Keef formerly operated theaters In Georgia, Alabama. Florida, North and South Carolina
He is conducting a very novel stunt of
publishing a "Temple Theater Daily." It
is a dally publication containing new matter each Issue. It gives the program for
that particular day.
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St. Louis Is to Have a Screen Club
Meeting Called of Prominent

Exhibitors and Exchange Men to Form
zation— Will Accent the Social Side.

New
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responsible for the present embarrassment. The location is good and it is believed the storm will be weathered.

Organi-

N. M. Plociusky
Goes
to War
Film
Vanol
Bldg., St.Louis, Mo.
Chicago, 111. — Syndicate.
Nate M. Plociusky, who
was about to drown lier. Everybody in
ST LOUIS. Mo. — It seems that St. Louis
for the last twelve months has been conthe theater was quiet.
is to have a screen club at last. There
nected with the General Feature Film
Just at this point John whipped out a
has been much talk of an organization of
Company of Chicago, is now representing
revolver and punctured the screen. The
this kind in the past, but action has never
the War Film Syndicate of that same city
sound of the shot was the signal for conbeen taken. The subject has been revived,
and is handling the Durborough War picsiderable confusion. The police arrived
however, and a meeting of several promlater, and. after quieting the crowd, took
ture, "On the Firing Line with the Gerinent exchangemen and exhibitors will
the foreigner into custody.
mans," in West Virginia, Virginia, Pennbe called within a few days, and a nucleus
sylvania. Maryland and will probably work
formed that will no doubt become the
"I coulda not see that a man drown that
down
to
Florida. Mr. Plociusky finds
parent of a permanent organization.
a poor girl," was John's defense of his
things
very
favorable in this territory.
misconduct. The judge made it $5 and
There is need of such an organization in
St. Louis. It will promote good feeling and
costs. Who'd play real melodrama in a
theater with tliat kind of patron?
friendliness among the people in all lines
Illinois Theater Changes.
of the film industry.
According to the plans discussed at an
Illinois News Lettet
Urbana, 111. — The Colonial theater,
informal meeting recently, the social side
which was closed for a week for reBy Frank
H. Madison,
623 S. Wabash
of the screen club will be given the most
dfcoration and installation of new equipAve.. Chicago.
consideration, and if the plans carry out
ment, reopened October 23 under the
successfully, club rooms will be fitted up
Two Weeks of Big Features.
management of R. R. Harmison. Mrs. J.
and maintained for the entertainment of
S.
McCullough
retains the ownership of
MASON CITY. III.— A. W. Ackerman.
the members and visitors.
the theater.
a local exhibitor, is going to put
on some big features after the manner of
Oregon, III. — Mr. and Mrs. Ralph CutChanges at World Film Offices.
the Lyceum house. He has selected the
ting have sold the Star theater to Edfollowing films and ^vill give them two
ward Coddington and his sister, Mae CodSt.
Louis,
Mo.
—
George
"U'.
Fuller,
who
has been managing the World Film offices
dington.
weeks
apart:
"The
Battle
Cry
of
Peace."
at 3626 Olive street, resigned his position
RushvIUe. 111. — A stock company will
"God's Country and the Woman," "Ne'er
last week to take charge of the Pathe exbe formed to rebuild the Princess theDo-Well." "The Light at Dusk," "The
change at Pittsburgh. Mr. Fuller left St.
ater, which was destroyed
by fire.
LawSingle
Decides."
Louis for Pittsburgh on the 23rd to asadmission
will
be
25
cents,
but
East St. Louis, 111. — Percy Knoebel has
sume his new duties.
season tickets are sold for $1.
taken
an
option
on
the
property
at 209Jack Weil, of Detroit, succeeded Mr.
213 Collinsville avenue with a view to
Fuller as manager of the exchange. St.
erecting
a
theater.
A
previous
option
Burr Swan and "Pinched" Patrons.
Louis is the "old home town" to Mr. Weil.
was held on the property by Frank R.
Pittsfleld. 111. — Burr Swan tried to book
He says it is coming back to the old
Tate, a theatrical man of St. Louis.
"The Alien" for his last Christmas show
"stamping grounds" to come here, and he
Mat toon, 111. — Loss of $150 was caused
but was unable to get it. He ran it
anticipates a great deal of pleasure in reOctober 11, giving but one show at 25
by a film fire at the "K" theater.
newing old acquaintances as well as makEast .^t. Louis, 111. — Darwin Karr, Escents
for
everybody.
He
thought
so
well
ing new ones. Mr. Fuller made a great
sanay star, appeared in person at the
many friends while in St. Louis, and his
of the picture he announced that if anyMajestic
theater.
leaving was the cause of much regret to
body was "pinched" for the admission
Freeport. 111. — The Princess theater rehis many friends.
price he would see that they got to view
the picture.
opened with "The Shadow
of Doubt."
Peoria, 111. — The moving picture operaA Midnight Matinee for Lew Fields.
tors' local held its annual ball at Eagle
Princess
Theater
Man
Embarrassed.
St. Louis, Mo. — Lew Fields, who has been
Hall. October
30.
playing in St. Louis in a musical comedy,
Quincy. HI. —The Princess theater was
Farmington, 111. — The Strand theater
was given an opportunity last week by
closed by action of the sheriff, the Unihas installed a new steel operating room
George Fuller, of the World Film, and
and new seats.
v tarsal company having obtained judgement for the sum of $1,300, claimed to be
William Sievers, of the New Grand CenQuincy, 111. — Loss of $500 was caused
tral theater, to see himself on the screen
due for the rental of films over a period
by a film fire at the Colonial theater on
of time in 1S15. The Mercantile bank is
North Sixth street.
in the Brady-made feature. "The Man Who
Stood Still." in which Mr. Fields was
Marseilles, 111. — The Board of Education
said to* handle a $6,000 mortgage on the
starred.
lias purchased a moving picture machine
place. By agreement between the film
The private showing took place after the
company and the bank, the theater was
which it has installed in the public
regular closing time at the Central theschools.
re-opened with John Heisler in charge
ater, and the guests comprised the entire
for the creditors. John Spanople was
Elgin. 111. — A home talent moving picLew Fields company, the dramatic editors
manager of the theater. Loss of money
ture. "The Wreckers." was produced here
on the various newspapers, the World corin another
theater venture
is said to be
to be shown at the Grand theater.
respondent and a number of film men of
the city. The Musical company enjoyed
the film very much, to judge by their vigBy
orous applause, and in the last reel, where
Fields has the baby in his arms, he made
a distinct liit with the selected audience.
We hope tliat the film is received as well
Farmers Attracted by Chance to See Projector
in Operation
and Become
Interested in the Picture Show.
everywhere it is shown a"s it was by the
little audience that sat up till one a. m.
to see it.
Frank
H. Madison.
623 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago.
By

A.

H.

Giebler,
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Profit in Theater Booth at a County Fair

Indiana Filmdom Notes
Special

to Moving
Picture
World
From
Indiana Trade News Service.
New Hartley Theater Opens.
INDIANA HARBOR, Ind. — The new Hartley theater was opened Friday night
with motion pictures and a vaudeville bill.
The theater is a cozy and most attractive
buTlding. and. if the opening crowds are
an indication, probably will become one
of
East Chicago's most popular photoplay
houses.
Shoots the Villain from His Seat.
Hanimnnd. Tnd. — Members of the Hammond police department discovered a real
up-to-date hero. la.st week, in John Sebastian, an East Chicago foreigner.
John was one of the many attending a
very thrilling motion picture melodrama,
Wednesday night, at the Lyric theater.
The villain was choking the heroine, and

ADRIAN. MICH.— Elwyn M. Simons,
manager of the New Family theater,
believes that his enterprise in having a
booth at the county fair was a satisfactory investment. In the matter of reaching the farmer, the plan is one of the
best that can be devised. Of course, the
exhibitor can always get in personal
touch with the rural patrons, but his
duties in conducting the house very often
interferes. By having a booth at the
fair, equipped with machines — the exhibitor would be surprised to know how many
persons have never had a close-up view
of a projector — he can get the farmer at
his leisure and get him really interested. "It always appealed to me." said Mr.
Simons, "that it would be a good idea to
do this for several years back, as it
would acquaint us with an entirely new
clientele, the farmer, which was somewhat difficult to get. However. I believe
the results of doing as I have this year
will more than pay for the efforts."

Exhibitor

Demonstrates

Safety

Pro-

Three Rivers. Mich. — Luther Warner,
jector. theater, purchased
owner of the Vaudette
a new projector equipped with automatic
safety devices. In order to fully advertise his progress to his patrons, he
placed it in the display window of the
Constantino Hydraulic Company. It was
connected, placed in operation and Manager Warner was on the scene.
Co-operation on Children's Films.
Grand Rapids. Mich.— Following an address to members of the Drama League
by Miss Maryresentative ofE.
of New
York, repthe Peck
National
Committee
on
Films for Toung People, the local league
adopted a resolution to aid the national
organization in its work. The resolution provided that the local president
appoint a committee to co-operate with
the managers of the local theaters.
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Opera House Sold.
Wniiamst.'ti.
Mtrli.— O. U. Ccnnott
has
sold the Wlllinmstoit
opera houso to H.
A. Thompson.
Fell in Darkened

Aisle.

Flint, Mich. — AV'hilc asceiidinR a darkened alslo In a local moving picture theater. Mrs. Amander Ruby. 76 years old,
tripped on a step and fell, suffering: a
fracture of one hip.
Neil Jackson Lengthens Lease.
Throe
Rivers.
Mich. — Man.-xc^er
Nell
Jackson of ttio Rex theater has taken another two-year lease on that house.
NEBRASKA STATE NOTES.
lU- Frank H. Maaison.
Mrs. Margaret Games Champions Films.
Hastingrs. Neb. — "Let me make the film.^
of this nation and I don't care who makes
the laws" was tlie plea of Mrs. Elizabeth Smith of Chadron. before the State
Federation of Women's Clubs in convention here. She wanted pictures regulated, but suggested the co-operative method. Mrs. Margaret Games of Lincoln,
championed the moving picture shows of
her city, and said that the Lincoln club
women had brought about remarkable
changes. The penny arcade in Lincoln,
slie said, was far more debasing than the
films.
Oakdale Picture Show Burns.
Oakdale, Neb. — The moving picture
show owned by Bo wen & Lawrence of
O'Neill. Nob., caught fire prior to its Initial performance. The films and equipment were destroyed and the interior
of the building was badly damaged. The
flre Is believed to have been caused by
electric wires.
Nebraska Joltings.
Alliance, Neb. — T. A. Busey, proprietor
of the Lyric theater of Sterling, secured
an option on the Imperial theater here
which
was operated
by H. A. Dubuque.
Kearney, Neb. — The restriction against
persons »inder twenty years of age,
wliich was made while an epidemic of
scarlet f«-ver was in progress, has been
removed by local officials and local moving picture houses have had an increase
of business.
Lincoln. Neb. — Word Tias been received
here that Mrs. Claire Lois Butler Lee,
who was one of tiie wintiers in the
Beauty and Brains Contest given by the
Photoplay Maerazine. has accepted a position witli the Essanay
company.

Miss
Farrar
Says of'Joan
of Arc"
Is BestSplendid
Tells Minneapolis
Correspondent
the World That
She Did Her
to Put Force
Into Her Interpretation of the Part.
Ity

John

L.

Joiiiisiun.

S14

I'rotUuo Kxili:tiiye, Minneapolis. Minn.
much as the Strand and the New Astor
are both showing "Romeo and Juliet." The
Strand, which has made elaborate preparations for the Metro feature with Bushman and Eayne, is larger than the New
Astor, which is displaying Fox's feature
with Theda Bara. and is naturally getting the larger crowds, but the Astor reports a capacity business also. The New
Garrick returns to the Paramount program Sunday, following a week's run of
"War's Women," and the Lyric is starting
the
withand"The
Chattel."
featuring E. H.week
Sothern
Peggy
Hyland.
The
Pantages, scheduled to open October 15,
has not as yet swung Its doors open.

ST. PAUL. MINN.— When Geraldlno
Farrar, Llna Cavallora and Luclen
Muratore arrived here last Friday with
the Ellis Grand Opera Co. moving picture
exchange men were the first lo greet them.
C. J. VerHalen, publicity manager of the
Minneapolis Paramount Exchange, greeted Miss Farrar and when siie was asked
about "Joan of Arc" by the World correspondent Miss Farrar stated that "the
story 'la a splendid one and she had done
her best to put force Into her interpretation of "Joan of Arc." " Being shown the
cut of the feature on the last issue of
the World, Miss Farrar smiled and asked
for a copy of the magazine.
It took all of the cleverness of Manager H. E. Friedman and J. E. Schwartzbein of Pa the and the World correspondent and a secretary. Sig. Brunacci, to
get statements from Mme. Cavaliera and
her husband because the latter did not
speak English and the former trio did
not speak French. However, smiles and
handshakes were plentiful and at length
with assistance a flattering statement was
made by the stars. "We enjoyed acting
for Pathe so much," said Mme. Cavalieri,
"and although my husband and I are
wedded to our opera work we certainly
will bo glad when we can devote some
more time to acting before the camera.
Moving pictures offer so wonderful a field;
one can feel so free and express so
much without a spoken word, and just
think of tlie many thousands who can
see your work at once in so many different cities. It's wonderful.'*
" 'The Shadow of Her Past" was much
to my liking," added Mr. Muratore, in
French, "for you know I am a painter
as well as a singer, and in the film I
actually worked on one of my figure
paintings." Following the opera on Friday evening in St. Paul, Manager James
Keough of the aiinneapolis Strand put on
a special showing of "The Shadow of Her
Past" for the benefit of Almo. Cavalieri
and her husband.
Snow
Falls and Fills Theaters.
Minneapolis, Minn. — Witli the first snowfall last week attendance figures for local
theaters took another jump skywards
and as it looks as if the ciiilly atmosphere
is here to stay a very cheery business for
the rest of the year seems imminent,
f 'onipetition is keen here tliis week inas-

What ''No
Children" Signs Did in Kenosha
Beatrice L. Welles Begins Campaign Against Certain Houses That

Commissioner

By

It is Claimed Let Children In, Notwithstanding.
Frank
H. Madison.
623 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

KENOSHA, WIS.— A fight upon the theaters which advertise pictures "For
adults only" and "no one under 21 years
admitted" has begun In Kenosha. The
movement was inaugurated by Mrs.
Beatrice Ives Welles, commissioner of the
school board from the second ward, and
she has the backing of the City Club
of Kenosha. Mrs. Welles was instructed to appear before the Common Council
and urge the necessity of an ordinance
to make impossible the projection of sensational pictures. At the meeting of the
school hoard it was said that some of
the Kenosha exhibitors had not adhered
to the announcement, and young boys
and girls had been permitted to see pictures which had been advertised "For
adults only." It Is said the local exhibitors wilt co-operate, as a number of
them are in accord with the fight made
by the Moving Picture World against the
disorderly white slave and other similar
pictures.

A Milwaukee Protest.
In Milwaukee, the Rev. Herbert Noonan,
S. J., president of the Marquette University. In an address before the Knights of
Columbus, said: "I wonder if those who
are responsible for films used in our
movie theaters can book nothing but
plays that deal with the underworld. Of
course, they tell us these plays have a
moral. This is true, but one does not
have to be a keen judge of human nature
to know that It is the lure of the senses.
Will Test Ill-Considered Ordinance.
Milwaukee. Wis. — A tost will be made
in the district court of the ordinance
which prohibits motion picture theater
proprietors from displaying pictures of
murderous attacks. Hugo Heller, an exhibitor at Third street and North avenue, who recently was arrested for violation of the measure, determined to fight
the case.

Is Local Admission Limit 20 Cents?
Minneapolis. — It seems as though the
public in St. Paul and Minneapolis will
not spend more than twenty cents for
moving pictures unless they are of "Civilization." "Birth of a Nation" or "Ramona" types, at least at this time. At the
•St. Paul Strand several big features have
been displayed to capacity at twenty cents
but "Purity" at fifteen and twenty-five
began rather poorly, but picked up
marvelously later. At the New GarMinneapolis.
Women" Both
at a
quarterrick.did
a very "War's
fair business.
"Purity" and "War's Women" are easily
worth twenty-five cents admission according to the writer, who has viewed them
both, but it appears that a majority of
the
with film
him. fans of the Twin Cities agree
Westcott Film Incorporates.
Minneapolis, Minn. — Westcott Film Corporation, with headquarters in Minneapolis, incorporates for $250,000. It is
In-ing backed by well known financial
men of the Northwest.
E. A. Westcott, for two years local manager of the Fox Film, is to be secretary
and general manager, to buy territorial
rights for all Northwestern states. The
company is organized and prepared to
handle anything on the open market, but
it is also incorporated to have its own
the.T,ters If necessary.
Film and Amusement Co. Fills Hurry
Call.
St, Paul, Minn. — James A, Morrison of
the Film & Amusement Company, Metropolitan Theater building, St. Paul, writes
to this
paper: where
"We the
haveexhibitors
at last aof real
film
exchange
our
city as well as those of Minneapolis can
notice.
get a program of features on a minute's
"It is the only exchange in St. Paul that
handles features exclusively, and I might
add proved a god send to the Starland
til eater last Monday evening, when they
had the misfortune of burning up some
2.000 feet of a serial they were showing.
After a hurried telephone call I had a
program In his theater ten minutes from
the time I received the call."
De Luxe Bowlers in the Lead.
Minneapolis. Minn. — At the end of the
first month the DeLuxe team is leading
the Film Men's Bowling league, with the
Mutuals second. Considerably ' strengthened, the Reel Fellows are gradually
creeping up and are expected to pull the
DeLuxe
Monday. five down when they clash on
Harry Rathner Back
from
Ince Visit.
Minneapolis, Minn. — Harry Rathner,
manager of the Supreme and Unity exchanges here, has returned from a visit
to Thos. H. Ince at Culver City. Cal. The
ITnity exchange has begun operations with
.1 very prosperous first week and ISIr.
Rathner
looks forward
to a rosy future.
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dustry, for he is planning a suburban theater, the location of which has not yet
been decided upon, and to which the equipment of the Maze will probably be taken.

Exhibitor in Kansas City Arrested for a Cigarette in a Theda Bara Film— Jury Finds
Him Innocent of Harm.
Universal Publicity Plans.
By Kansas
City News
Service, 206 Corn Belt Building Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo. — G. H. Bowles, pubThe house was crowded with the young
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Kansas exhibitors
licity
manager for the Kansas City branch
folks from noon until 5:30, and more than
are safe showing any picture that has
of the Universal Film and Supply Co., re6.000 of them saw "The Lights of New
the stamp of the state board of censors —
ports that he gradually taking over the
if they have no guilty knowledge of the
York" as the guests of the Electric.
handling of the entire midwest territory
film having been tampered with.
which is under the direction of Mr. CropThis precedent has been established by
per. This will include Kansas City, St.
Maze Theater to Go.
a case tried in the district court in Kansas
Louis. Oklahoma City. Omaha, and St. Joe,
and also four branches at Wichita, Kansas,
City, Kan., in which T. L. Ricksecker, of
Kansas City, Mo. — Bennie H. Allen, proRosedale, Kan., was the defendant. Mr.
prietor of tlie building in which is the
Fort Smith, Arkansas, Sioux Falls, South
Maze theater, is planning to convert the
Ricksecker had shown "The Trail of the
Dakota, and Cairo, 111. Some man in each
entire structure to hotel purposes in a few
exchange will be appointed to give a part
Tigress"; some of the local people complained that it had smoking in it, and
of his time to the publications sent by Mr.
months, giving the Sexton hotel a corner
that they believed the picture had not
Bowles. P. L. Ryan, head of the sales
entrance at Twelfth and Baltimore — and
been approved by the state board. The
department of the Universal Co., at Kansas
eliminating the Maze. Mr. Allen will, howParent-teachers association of Rosedale
City, is installing a publicity department.
ever, not abandon connection with the insucceeded in having proceedings brought
• against Ricksecker; and his trial occured
a short time ago. The wrangle over
whether there was much smoking in the
picture, resulted in the judge ordering the
Are Getting Popular — Entertainment Committee on the Job — "The Screen Club Rag"
film to be shown to the jury. At the same
a Song Hit, by G. H. Bowles.
time Miss Carrie Simpson, one of the
Kansas censors, who had been called as a
Orpheum gave some very good dancing.
Kansas
City,
Mo. — The
Kansas
City
witness by the state, viewed the picture.
A song was rendered by G. H. Bowles. It
Screen Club, which has been holding open
In it, Miss Theda Bara was shown in a
was of his own composition, was entitled
flash with a cigarette in her mouth, and
house every Friday night, recently in"The Screen Club Rag," and was received
for a second or so, the clouds of smoke
stituted an entertainment committee conwith enthusiasm. Messrs. Fazer and Dale,
were seen drifting over her shoulder, her
from the Empress theater, also gave some
sisting of Lester Scott, of the local Vitahead being turned away. Miss Simpson
graph, and D. O. Reese, and G. H. Bowles,
some good musical performances.
testified that apparently the picture was
Dancing and refreshments are always a
of the Universal. The committee has proas recommended by the board, and she
vided the entertainment for the past two
part of the weekly entertainment, and the
could suggest no changes, except possibly
new committee has been making such a
meetings, consisting of vaudeville from
a very short cut.
the Empress and the Orpheum theaters of
good showing in producing good enterThis testimony, and the views of the
tainment, that the attendance has doubled
the city, and some local talent. At the
jurors as to the amount of smoking shown
last weekly
meeting
Pat
Rooney
from
itself in the past few weeks.
and its probable demoralizing effect, had
some weight in the decision, which was
in favor of Ricksecker after only 10
minutes of deliberation. The court had
instructed the jurors that if they believed
There Have Been Many Arrests on Sunday Charges, buf No Convictions — Latest
the stamp of the board of censors was in
Victim a Manager of Theater in Mitchell.
its proper place on the film, and if they
believed that Ricksecker had no guilty
Fox corporation, asking f 3,000 damages
knowledge of any variation from the verager of the Gale theater, was arrestfor alleged breach of contract. He dedict of the board in the elimination, they
ed on charge of illegally operating hia
clares that on Aug. 26. 1915, he entered
must give a verdict for him. The fact
theater on Sunday. He pleaded not
into a contract for showing the Fox films
that the jurors did not disapprove of the
at
the
Empire theater here for a period
guilty
in
the
municipal
court
and
de
■
film when they saw it; and that they took
cided to stand trial. Prior to his arrest
of fifty-two weeks; that he paid as the
into consideration Miss Simpson's testifirst
installment
$140; that the company
an
ordinance
which
provided
that
a
th,*mony, helped them to their verdict, it is
ater would forfeit its license by showing
said.
had signified that a feature bill, "The
on Sunday
was repealed.
Two Orphans," starring Theda Bara,
Following his vindication, Mr. RickThis case is similar to many In South
would be released to him for October 8,
secker showed the picture in his theater,
Dakota and it is the rule that no con1915; that the plaintiff went to considhaving invited the objectors to view it
victions have been secured. If there has
erable expense to' advertise this attracagain. He invited them the next night.
been nothing objectionable In the pertion, which was to be a 15-cent protoo, to see "Madam X." which had been
formance or films the defendants have
gram, but the company cancelled their
passed by the board without a cut, and
been
acquitted.
The
number
of
arrests
contract on September 23. Murphy aska
which contained smoking.
have attracted considerable attention
The verdict is particularly welcome to
$50 for the amount he was out in adthroughout the state, and it is the convertising the feature, and $2,950 for loss
the exhibitors, since it relieves them of all
viction of the leading newspapers that
worry in case their films have the stamp
of profit, etc., for the remainder of the
the
people
are
in
favor
of
the
Sunday
o{i the end piece, showing the approval
shows. A special law prohibiting Sunof the board of censors or of the appeal
day amusements was passed by the legboard.
R. F. Crawford Representing the
islature. It was then referred to the
Mr. Ricksecker has fought the case at
Laemmle.
year.
people and approved by them by a maconsiderable expense, the fine of $25 posjority of something less than 300. Insible in case of conviction being a small
Des
Moines,
la.
— R. F. Crawford, manasmuch as the law was made when the
ager of the Aniuzu theater in Des Moines,
factor against the principle he was trymoving picture did not amount to much,
was recently added to the sales force of
ing to establish. A feature of this prinit is the consensus of opinion that a new
the Laemmle film service, and is now
ciple is that the censor board would do
test of sentiment should be had.
representing that company on the road.
well to inspect the pictures it orders elimMr. Crawford was at one time booker for
inations on, if there is to be any rethe General Film in Des Moines and Minsponsibility attached to anybody after the
New Shows and Changes in the Dakotas.
neapolis, and later with the Laemmle Film
film leaves Topeka.
Service here. He resigned to become an
Belfield. N. D. — Ed. Ziebarth has sold
a half interest in the Princess theater
exhibitor. Mrs. Crawford is managing the
to Colonel Hilke.
THE ELECTRIC BLAZES FORTH.
theater during the absence of Mr. Crawford.
Mitchell, S. D. — Roy Gilmore has purchased the Maynard theater.
Springfield's
New
Theater
Showed
to
Bismarck, N. D. — Manager Wolf of the
12,000 Persons the First Day.
Manager Lederman Entertains.
Grand will use vaudeville in connection
Springfield. Mo. — The new Electric thewith the Tuesday and Friday night proDes Moines, la. — D. B. Lederman, manater at Springfield, Mo., opened recently in
ager of the Laemmle Film Service, Des
a blaze of glory, with a total attendance
grams.
Moines, recently entertained the thirty
on the Sunday of 12,000. Henry Grubel of
Egan,
The to moving
picture theater has S.
beenD. —sold
P. R. Matson.
members of his force at his country home.
Grubel Bros.. Kansas City. Kan., was presThe gathering followed a week of night
Stanley, N. D. — Connor Brothers are
ent, and was delighted with the response
work, due to taking an invoice. The first
erecting a moving
picture theater here.
of the people of the city to his efforts to
event of the evening was a lunch, followed
Forbes, N. D. — A moving picture show
provide so sumptuous a picture playhas
been
opened
in
the
opera
house
here.
by "stunts" given by .various departments.
house. A few days later, an equally strikOne of the features of the evening was the
ing event occurred at the theater, when W.
singing of the Bluebird quartette, conB. Beckley, manager, made arrangements
Files Suit Against Fox Corporation.
with the superintendent of schools, and
sisting of Messrs.Mr.Peel,
Billings
and Stevenson.
and O'Hare,
Mrs. Lederman
Ft. Madison, la. — L, V. Murphy has filed
with the manager of a home for children,
entertained their guests with a series of
a suit in the district court against the
for all the children to attend the theater.

Kansas City Screen

Club's Friday Nights

South Dakota People Favor Sabbath Shows
M^
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fuiicy dunces. The latter part of the evening WHS spent In dancinf?. Mr. Lederman
Is of th« opinion that gatherings such as
this tond to increase the eniclency of his
force, and helps to increase the present
spirit of co-operation and friendship, both
as to the tirm and to the individual
worl<or^.
New
Iowa Theaters — A Swedish
Film.
Strawberry Point, la. — A. A. Beghun has
reslKned hta position as Instructor in
manual training? in the Montlcello schools
and has purchased the Lyrlo theater
Ihroueh B. A. Smith.
Ida Grove. la. — Tom Dugan purchased
a moving
picture theater here.
Little Rock, la. — J. W. Consell and son
Harry purchased the Gem theater from
John Claussen.
WashiHRton, la. — W. M. Qrlffln, for
three years operator at the Fox theater,
has purchased the Star theater from R.
J. Dlehl, who has been its owner and
manager. The new proprietor will enlarge the stage so that vaudeville acts
can be used and later will install a fourpiece orchestra. For the present Mra
Grlrtin will have charge of the musical
program.
Fort Dodge, la. — Eight reels of Swedish
pictures under the auspices
of Swedish
government were shown at the Lyric the
ater
under
the
auspices
of Adolphus
Chorus.
San Francisco Notes
A moving picture ontilt h;is been placed
in commission aboard the steamer Great
Northern, which plies out of this port.
The Masterpiece Film Attraction is the
name of a new concern recently incoropratod here with a capital of $20,000 by
E. Salomon. Jacob Samuels and Oscar
Samuels.
Louis Lurie, of the Rialto theater, has
returned from a business trip of several
weeks to New York and other Eeastern
cities.
The AH Star feature distributors are
finding such a demand for "Dante's Inthat a tine
display
been
preparedferno."and
the lobby
film will
be has
featured
strongly once again. It has been booked
at the Empire theater for a week's run.
Ed. Jones, for several years operator at
the Princess theater, is now with the "Intolerance" show at Columbia.
The Western Poster Company is now
handling the posters and advertising matter for the International.
Alfred Smith, of the Rex theater, Lakeview, Ore., the only moving picture theater
there, was a recent visitor.
Walter Preddy has furnished a moving
picture outfit to be installed on the U. S,
S. Yorktown, now off the coast of Mexico,
California Briefs.
San Juan, Cal. — C. Brixen has disposed
of his moving picture interests to E. P
Giacomazzu.
San Rafael. Cal. — Burglars entered the
office of the Lyric recently, and rifled the
cahs dramer. securing $1S0.
Sacramento. Cal. — The Fairyland has
been closed and is being converted into a
store.
Hanford. Cal. — B. E. Weaver and C. J.
Shelton, of San Francisco, have purchased
the Hanford opera house from C. Roberts,
who is to go to Oakland to become assistant manager of the Macdonough theater.
Kings City, Cal. — A. J. Goetz has reopened the Novelty and is showing Fox
features.
Atascadero, Cal. — The Colony holding
company Is erecting a temporary theater,
and plans to feature educational Alms.
Plans are being made for a theater to cost
$150,000. but this will not be built for a
year or more.
Monterey. Cal — J. N. Rice has taken
over the Star, and la conducting It as the
Rex. His new house, the Strand, will be
ready about the flrst of the year.
Dinuba. Cal. — Walter Evans is remodeling his moving picture house.
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Frisco Exchange Moves

Splendid Quarters in the Musical Building at 985 Market Street Have Been Occupied
by Manager H. E. Lotz for Pathe Local Office — Arrangements Favor Efficient
Work — Screenings at Any Old Time.
From
T. A. Church.
1507 North
Street, Berkeley, Cal.

SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.— The Pathe Exchange. Inc., located for the past two
years at C7 Turk street, has taken over
splendid quarters in the Musical building,
JIS5 Market street, the new home being on
the third floor of this big fireproof .structure, directly on Market street, the main
artery of the city, and overlookin,? Film
Row. as the lower part of Golden Gate
avenue is known. In its furnishings and
arrangement this new exchange nurks a
distinct advance, and It Is now to be
classed as one of the very finest of ltd
kind to be found on the Pacific Coast.
A total of six thousand square feet of
floor space is available In the new location, and the crowding of department,
formerly such a disadvantage, has been
done away with. The shipping and poster
departments are near the main entrance,
for the convenience of exhibitors, the offices being arranged along the front to
take advantage of the excellent lighting
facilities. AU of these offices are of the
open type, enabling visitors to know at a
glance whether the persons they desire to
see are in, and whether they are busy.
An Information desk, presided over by a
charming young lady, is located just within the reception room, off which Is the
manager's office and a projection room.
The latter has a capacity for fifty persons, and in addition to the usual furnishings there is a Wurlitzer player installed
to enable the showing of films with appropriate music.

Screenings Any Old Time.

This projection room is expected to play
an Important part in the booking of films
In the future. In speaking of this Manager H. E. Lotz said: "In the past we had
certain days for reviews, in common with
other exchanges, and If exhibitors did not
find it convenient to come at the appointed
time they did not get to see the pictures.
Our new policy Is service to the exhibitor,
as we realize that exhibitors are very busy
men, and in the future any picture will be
shown for any exhibitor at any time It is
convenient for him to come and see it."
Newspaper
Advertising
Increasing.
San Francisco. Cal. — One of the most
noticeable developments in the moving
picture business during the past few
weeks has been the decided increase in
the amount of newspaper advertising
space that is being used. This form of
advertising has never been taken up
strongly by local exhibitors, due In a
measure to the unusually high advertising rates prevailing here, as compared
with those of other Coast cities. For a
long time the bulk of the newspaper advertising was done by about three downtown houses, but with the advent of the
Rialto and the St. Francis theater, and
later the Savoy theater, in this field, there
has been a marked Increase in the number of houses using this form of publicity,
as well as an increase In the space. The
Market Street theater Is now a regular
advertiser, and the new Royal at California and Polk streets has also been
added to the list. With this increase in
advertising there has come some Increase
In the amount of reading matter allowed
in some of the daily papers, but not in the
proportion that might be expected, and
billboards are still being used by many
of the large houses to the exclusion of
newspapers.
Wamer Gets Rights to "The Crisis."
San Francisco. Cal. — J. L. Warner, manager of the Warner Film Attractions, 120
Golden Gate avenue, states that this concern has secured the California, Arizona
and Nevada
rights to "The Crisis," and

expects to be booking the production withtime.secured,
Rights intoaddition
"The Ordeal"
havein a short
also been
to six
two- reel releases based on Ella Wheeler
Wilcox's heavy,
poems.thisBookings
continue
film now on
being"Purity"
shown
In the suburban cities.
Exchange Adds Supplies.
San Francisco, Cal. — The Independent
Film Exchange, 122-124 Golden Gate avenue, owned by George Chamberlain, has
taken over the quarters at this address
formerly shared with the Union Film &
Supply Co., and has fitted up this space for
the carrying of a full line of theater supplies. This will not be an entirely new
venture on the part of Mr. Chamberlain
as he has carried a limited line of supplies, as well aa machines, in the past.
His stock win be much more complete
than ever, and this line Is expected to work
in well with his extensive film rental
business.
Atlas Man Visits Factory.
San Francisco, Cal. — R. R. Rehm, of the
local office of the Atlas Educational Film
Company, Is making a trip to the factory
at Chicago to look over some of the improvements being made in the Atlas projector and plans to be away about six
weeks. Several complete outfits have been
disposed of lately, among the.se being a
machine and metal booth for the high
school at Dos Palos. Cal., and another for
county.
the Modoc Union high school In Alturas
Fox Film Happenings.
San Francisco, Cal. — William J. Citron,
manager of the local office of the Fox
corporation, left a short time ago for New
York to attend the second annual meeting of branch managers.
Charles I. Luntz. who recently joined
the traveling force of this concern, has
returned from a trip through Nevada and
Northern California. He found business
quite good in most places, and was well
received by exhibitors. He will leave
shortly on a three week's trip through
the San Joaquin valley.
Harry Carney, who also joined the staff
of this firm a few weeks ago, has just
completed a trip through the southern
Coa.st territory as far south as San Luis
Obispo, and will soon go to Eureka and
the northern part of the State,
Film Man in Train Accident.
San Francisco, Cal.^Dick Taylor, Los
Angeles manager of the International, was
a passenger on the Lark, which was recently wrecked about one hundred miles
south of San Francisco. He was on his
way to this city on a business mission,
but escaped without Injury.
Censor Bans Nature Films.
Oakland. Cal. — Chief of Police Walter
J. Peterson has Issued the fiat to exhibitors that moving pictures made apparently for no other purpose than to
show nude figures will not be tolerated.
Not only has he issued this warning, but
he has stopped the exhibition of one, in
virtue of his position aa censor, declaring
that it was without redeeming feature.
H. H. Salllnger, who conducts the house
in which It was being shown, applied for
a restraining order to prevent the Interference of the censor, but this was refused
by Superior Judge W. H. Waste. Following
this
episode
the for
production,
"Purity,"
which was
booked
the Macdonough
theater, was shown to him at a private
review, and was passed, the Chief of Police
having been Impressed with it a artistic
qualities.
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Portland's T. & D. Theater Closes

ha<I made the show house very successful by holding children's matinees and
g-ivin^ special children's programs.

Portland,
Oregon's
Largest
Photoplay Theater, Quits— Turner & Dahnken PreHeard on Portland's Film Row.
to Make
Satisfactory
pare to Move
Equipment
to San F rancisco— Failure
F. A. Parin. who recently sold his inLease Arrangements at Expiration of Six Months' Option the Reason.
terest in the Savoy at Eugene, is scouting around for a new location. He was a
By Abraham Xelson. 601 Jo urnal Building, Portland, Ore.
visitor on the Row recently.
Chris Englemen. who used to run the
man and Beverly Bayne. These theaters
PORTLAND. Ore. — The T. & D. theater
Palace in Vancouver, Wash., was seen in
closed Us doors and moved from
were rivals in presenting the Lasky and
his
old haunts on Film Row. Chris is
Portland Oct. 21. Local film men were
Fox "Carmen" about a year ago.
out of the game now. but sajs he is
surpriseTl at the action of the California
not happy. Only one house is running
corporation. The T. & D. had been rapidly
Centralia Censors May Go.
in Vancouver for the reason that the solbuilding up a splendid patronage for its
Central! a. Wash. — The city council indiers have all gone to the border.
big show house. Patrons who heard the
tends to abolish llie censorship of motion
Reports come from Cor vail is that the
news a day or two before the closing
pictures. The city attorney is preparing
were equally surprised. They liked the
Sunday closing situation is getting exan ordinance that prohibits the showing
citing. The students at the Agricultural
T. & D., they said, after they had come
of objectionable films and it is apparent
College have entered the controversy, one
to know it; they liked the pictures and
that it is the intent of the council to give
of the theaters is said not to meet with
the way they were put on over there, they
authority to the chief of police to pass
their favor and 14 boys have been ducked
liked the way the employees theated them
on the merits of films.
and tliey liked th big organ.
because they attended the show. The college has 2.000 students. The city council
The reason for closing the house is that
Elite
Theater
Sold.
Turner & Dahnken were unable to make
is working on another theater ordinance.
Van D. Brink came to Portland rePortland. Ore. — The Elite theater, locatsatisfactory lease arrangements with the
ed on the Sandy boulevard, in the Rose
cently to arrange service for the Lyric,
Blodgett company, the owners of the
City park district, was Kold recently by
Princeville. Ore., with which he is again
building. Manager Leonhart stated that
connected.
He formerly owned the house.
E. H. Young
to J. E. Tanch.
Mr. Young
after operating the theater for six months.
Turner & Dahnken concluded that they
could not conduct the house profitably
under the conditions demanded by the
Blodgett company to renew the lease.
Fees for Picture
Shows
Raised After E xhibitor Wins Fia:ht for Sunday Opening
Turner & Dahnken have packed up approximately $50,000 worth of equipment
— Business Men Petition for No License Fee Policy.
to move to San Francisco. This included
business men of Dallas, to abolisii tlie
DALLA.S. Ore. — We reported last week
electric signs, curtains, machines, scenery,
licenses on picture theaters entirely. The
screens and organ. Three cars have been
an increase in the theater licenses here,
council turned down the petition. Anengaged to transport this material.
but did not have the figures to give. We
other license ordinance was proposed by
Manager Leonhart is the only one of the
have
them
now.
The
city
council
exacts
the
council.
This is still pending.
T. & D. staff who will be retained by the
$2.50 a day, $10 a week, $15 a month,
During the controversy the Orpheum
company and he will undoubtedly be
$30
a
quarter.
$60
for
six
months
and
was
closed
for
two weeks. When it replaceded in charge of one of the Califor$100 a year if paid in advance. The license
opened Oct. 17. it did excellent business.
nia theaters He has been an active memfees were raised to these amounts after
Mr.
Smith
believes
he has the public with
ber of the Oregon Motion Picture Men's
Manager O. C. Smith, of the Orpheum,
him. The Orpheum is considered by PortAssociation and his departure from Porthad
won
his
fight
for
Sunday
opening.
land road men to be one of the most upland is regretted by the film fraternity.
Prior to that time the license was $15
to-date theaters in the Willamette valley.
At the time of this writing no disposia quarter or $40 a year.
tion of the showhouse had been made by
Prior
to Mr. Smith's Sunday opening he
On October 16. after the passage of the
had to compete with the Chautauqua,
the Blodgett company, nor of the seats
new license ordinance. Manager Smith prewhich paid no license, showed pictures on
and furnishings controlled by Ackerman
sented to the city council a petition signed
& Harris.
Sunday and even received a guarantee of
by lt3 out of lOU of the representative
ll.oMD to come to Dallas.
More
Labor
Difficulties.
Portland, Ore. — Stage hands employed
for vaudeville and musical acts in connection with picture shows are giving
Manager of Small Seattle Picture House Talks of the Show Business — Says She
the Portland exhibitors some coTicern by
Needs More Posters and More Short Films.
demanding increased wages and more men
on the stage.
By S. J. Anderson, East Seattle, Wash.
H. C. Stevens, who manages the Casino
"Westf rns."
SEATTLE, Wash. — We were around the
and American theaters, and who uses a
other day among the five cent theaters
"And the shorter lengths go better than
small 30 minute act in connection with
down on First avenue near the wholesale
his show, and who employs one stage
district. None of the managers could be
the"Yes,
longer
hand in each house, was recently called
muchones?"
better. You see, people who
located, however, except Miss B. M. Studeupon by the union for an increase in
come here usually drop in to pass an hour
baker, of The Dream; but if the men who
or
less
while
they wait, and naturally they
wages of ?5 a week. Mr. Stevens says he
operate
the
neighboring
theaters
can
talk
is giving his stage hands all his busihad rather see one play through than to
business as ably as Miss Studebaker, we
ness permits. The picture men and the
come in at the first of a long feature and
intend to keep going until we have intervaudeville managers met Oct. 21 and it
have
to leave before the end. And right
viewed every one of them. The Dream is
here I want to say that the showing of
was agreed to stand together throughout
a clean looking house, both outside and in.
the controversy and a meeting with the
too
many
reels by this class of theater is
and the pictures are clean too. We found
union was scheduled for the near future.
killing the game, not only for the one
the manager right on the job at the box
office.
where the long feature is given, but for
the others as well. By the time a person
"Of course I am in the business only in
sits
of those
he doesn't
Peoples' Changes Policy.
a small way," she said. "This house seats
want through
to go toone
another
one shows
for a week,
and
only
327.
But.
comparatively
speaking,
I
Portland. Ore. — The People's theater hag
it's impossible for him to take in two or
stepped into the market for super-feaexpect my profits are almost as much as
three
in
an
evening
as
he
used
to
do
in
those
of
the
larger
houses
uptown
just
tures. Commencing with "Purity" a few
the days of short programs. The exhibitor
weeks ago, the new policy was put into
now. I spend nothing for music and adwho
runs
the
long
features
is
paying
more
vertising. The piano furnishes one and
effect. Following "Purity" came "The
for them than he can afford to for the adthe posters the other. We do need better
Common Law," which did excellent busimission he charges, and he is making it
posters, though, and more of them. Beness, then "Romeo and Juliet." No change
harder all the time for the others to get
is being made from the regular program.
cause we depend entirely on our fronts to
the short subjects. Universal. Mutual, and
Paramount
service being retained.
draw the crowds, we've got to have really
General are about the only companies that
Plans are being made to rejuvenate the
good posters if we expect to get the busiproduce short lengths now; and General
Pickford theater, also owned by the Peoness. People who come to these theaters
hasn't nearly the number of them it used
are no longer attracted by the overdrawn,
ple's Amusement Company. The manageto liandle. while Universal has just cut
overcolored sheets that once took their
ment is seriously considering giving the
down the number of its short releases.
theater a newer, shorter name.
eyes and their nickels. What they want
Mutual
is the only one putting out as
now are true pictures of the scenes in the
many
as it ever did. and they can't supply
the market.
play, and they like a variety; and that's
The Two "Romeos" Here.
what
the manufacturers
don't
with
the shorter
features that
we give
use.us With
Portland, Ore. — The People's and Majesa five-reel play we ought to have two go()d
tic theaters were rivals in presenting "RoNew Theater at Sprague.
six sheets, two good three sheets, and at
meo and Juliet" during the week of Oct
least more than one kind of one sheet, in22. The Majestic had the Pox version
Seattle, Wash.— Wilbur E. Moon, of Ritzwith Robert Hilliard and Thedo Bara in
ville. was in the city several days this
stead of just one of each."
"What kind of picture do you find most
the title roles and the People's featured
week attending to the equipping and furnishing of his new theater in Sprague.
The
the Metro production with Francis Bushpopular among your patrons?"

Theater License Situation in Dallas, Oreg.

Problems of Shopping District

Theater

November 11. 1916
new house will have tlie same niimo as
the Rex, which ho Is alrmii.ly uperating In
HUzville. The best equipment luis been
bought.
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Picture Theater Has Its Premier on October
16 — Has 750 Seats on
Floor, with 250 in a Spacious Balcony — F. H. Gow to Be the House
ager— Other Members of the Company — Crowds on Opening Night.
By E. C. Thomas,
S21 Kogera Bldg., Vancouver. B. C.

VANCOUVER.
B. C— suburban
The Broadway
ater, the finest
housetheIn
British Columbia, and situated at the corner of Broadway and Main street. Vancouver, was opened to the public on the
evening of October 16, and an immense
crowd was out for the initial sliow.

World Film Office Notes.
Seattle, Wash. — Hut^h Ueniiie, Xorlhwi-sl
manager for World Film, has gone down
to Portland to spend a few days.
A new salesman. R. Clint Montgomery.
has just been added to the World force.
He formerly traveled for Fox througli
Oregon and Idaho. Mr. Montgomery will
cover the territory in around Boise.

Takes Over Sun Photoplay Films.
Seattle. Wash.— "The Whirl of Ufe."'
featuring Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Castle,
"Marvelous Maciste." and "The Burglar
and the Lady," featuring James J. Corbett,
formerly controlled in the states of Washington. Oregon, Idaho, and Montana by the
Sun Photoplay Company, have been taken
over by the Reel Play Feature Film Company.
W. S. Quinby Changes Policy.
Seattle, Wash. — W. S. Quinby, manager
of the Liberty and Beli theaters. Bellingham. Wash., was in the city this week and
contractt^d for Vilagraph films.
British Columbia
Notes.
Calgary, Alberta. — Manager Belmont of
the Bijou theater, one of the livewire managers of this city, has lately installed a
very pretty fountain in the lobby of tlie
house, and has also fitted up an attractive
ladies' room, in charge of a colored maid.
Winnipeg. Man. — The Majestic theater,
formerly managed by M. Sherman, has
recently been taken over by M. J. Williamson, who also conducts the National and
Osbourne theaters, and has reopened after
a complete
renovation,
as the Imperial.
Vancouver,
— "W.
P. Nichols,
managing director B.of C.the
National
Amusement
Company, has taken out a building permit
for $5,000. covering alterations to the
Globe theater, and the improvements
called for are now under way.
Winnipeg, Man. — J. H. Boothe. manager
of the local Mutual branch, recently returned from a trip covering the territory
served by his exchange, and reports big
bookings on the new Mutual Star Series.
with Richard Bennet, Mary Miles Minter.
and other favorites.
Prince Rupert. B. C. — The Westholme
Opera House has just been taken over by
new interests, and will be in charge of
E. E. Stilwell, formerly manager of the
Majestic theater. Mr. Stilwell is a progressive exhibitor, and has been giving
consistently good programs here, using
Paramount and Mutual productions, including "The Girl and the Game."
Winnipeg. Man. — \. L. Johnson, manager of the Winnipeg ofhce of the General
Film, has ju.'^t returned from a trip to
New York, wher he conferred with the
heads of the organization.
Winnipeg. Man. — Manager E. J. Sullivan
of the Orpheum theater gave the use of
the house on a recent .Sunday afternoon,
when a concert was held for the benefit
of the National Institute for the Blind.
Musical selections were rendered by the
band of the 222d Battalion, and by various
individuals, and moving pictures of the
care and training of blinded soldiers and
sailors were shown.
Vancouver. B. C. — "Reel Life." the Gaumont educational film, has just made its
appearance in this territory. ;ind has attracted a great deal of favorable attention from exhibitors during the past week.
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Vancouver's Broadway Now Open

New
Hippodrome Theaters Book Pathe.
Seattle. Wash. — While In Seattle on a
lour of Inspection. Sam Harris, managlnia;
director of the Hippodrome theaters on
the Pacific Coast, operated by the Harris
and Ackerman Interests, closed a contract
with the Pathe Exchange, Inc.. to use
Pathe service exclusively for the full
week's aterschange
in tic
all Coast
the Hippodrome
in the Pact
States, andthe-In
Canada.

MOVING

Broadway

Theater, Vancouver.

The theater is owned by tlie Broadway
Theatre Company, Limited, formed by the
following leading film men: W. P. Nichols,
managing director of the National Amusement Co., Ltd., president; J. A. Schuberg,
general manager of the Province and Bijou
theaters in Winnipeg, vice-president; F.
H. Gow, former manager of the old Broadway theater, managing director and secretary-treasurer; W. P. Dewees, general
manager of the Rex Theatre Co., Ltd., director. These four men are interested
equally in the new enterprise, and all were
present at the opening, Mr. Schuberg having made a special trip from Winnipeg.
The old theater, one block from the new
house, has been closed.
The Broadway has a seating capacity of
one thousand, with 750 on the ground
floor and the remainder in a spacious
balcony. All seats are upholstered in
leather, and wide spaces have been provided between rows, so that patrons can
sit in comfort. Fifty-three box seats occupy the front of the balcony.
The interior is finished in white, with
the single exception of floral decorations
flanking the screen. A continuation of
the spacious lobby, 12 by 75 feet, exlends across the rear of the auditorium,
and is pleasingly decorated with potted
palms and photographs of various film
stars. Music is supplied by a large pipe
organ. The operating room is equipped
with two projection machines of latest
model, spotlight, compensarc. etc., and is
in charge of Ray R. Hanson and R. D.
Freeman. Pauline Frederick in "The
Moment Before" (Famous Players), was
the opening attraction, and It is planned
to use the Paramount program.
Mr. Gow is a popular and efficient hou.se
manager, and has the correct Idea regarding the conduct of a theater. Although
on the opening night his brother, W. A.

Main
Man-

Gow, had considerable dlfllculty In keeping an Impatient crowd outside the doors
until the first sliow was over, Mr. Gow
remarked to the World man: "Every minute wo delay the closing of the first show
Is
us money,
I wouldn't
allow
anycosting
overspeeding
on abutgood
picture under
any circumstances."
Sam
Whitehead
to Manage
Local
Standard.
Vancouver, B. C. — Sam W. Whitehead,
joint owner of the Canadian rights for
"The Spoilers," has just been appointed
manager of the Vancouver office of the
Standard Film Service, Limited, handling
the distribution of the Metro program in
Canada, and is now In charge of the entire
British Columbia territory, with headquarters in the Orpheum theater building
in this city. Abe Smith, formerly booker
at the Metro office in Montreal, has come
West to occupy a similar position in the
local branch.
Mr. Whitehead will continue to handle
"The Spoilers" in conjunction with the
Metro features, and the big Selig production will undoubtedly prove a valuable
asset. Out of his experience gained
through four trans-continental booking
trips. Mr. Whitehead counsels buyers of
Canadian rights for pictures to investigate carefully the license fees demanded
of traveling exhibitors before malting any
purchases, as the exhorbitant fees levied
in Manitoba. Saskatchewan and Alberta
are out of all reason, and throw an almost
unbearable burden on buyers of provincial
or Canadian rights. An example of this
was the payment exacted from the owners
of "Cabiria," who were forced to pay $874
before they were permitted to exhibit in
Manitoba.
Herbert Lubin of the Metro forces, who
has been in Vancouver for some weeks,
has left for Winnipeg, where he will confer with A. H. Sawyer, president of the
Standard Film Service.
Pythias Lodge Will Build Theater.
Trail. B. C. — N. M. Trafton of this city,
and head of the 0-Row-Na.v circuit of
theaters, has just announced that the local
Knights of Pythias Lodge, No. 23, of which
he is a member, has decided to build a
theater for moving pictures on a plot of
ground 75 by 100 feet, which is owned by
the lodge. The building is to cost $20,000,
and on completion will be leased to Mr.
Trafton, who will add it to his string of
houses.
Will Double Strand's Seating.
Winnipeg. Man. — The Strand theater has
closed for a period of two weeks, during
which extensive alterations will be made
in the house, involving the vacating of the
stores in the same building, and the use
of this space for theater purposes. The
seating capacity will be practically
doubled, new seats will be installed, the
lobby will be greatly enlarged, and countless electric light bulbs will be attached
to the exterior. ladies' rest room will
also be provided
on the mezzanine
fioor.
.'\fter the reopening an episode of the
Unity-Famous Players Film Service serial.
■"The Yellow Menace," will form part of
III.- l.iU L-ach week.
Dominion Theater as Picture House.
Winnipeg, Man. — The Dominion theater,
considerably clianged since its vacation by
the Permanent Players, has opened as a
picture house, and is now doing a heavy
business with Paramount pictures, which
have been secured for exclusive first run.
W. K. Lawrence Is general manager of the
manager.
enterprise, with Glen Campbell as house
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases for Wedis Ending November 11 and November 18
(For Extended

Table

of Current

Releases

See Pages

Creneral Film Company.

General Film Company.

Advance Releases.

Current Releases.
(Serial No.)
MONDAY.
SELIG — So Shall Te
VITAGRAPH — New

NOVEMBER

Sow

(Two

York

SELIG — The Selig-Trlbune
BIOGRAPH — The New
Reissue
No.
95)

Ed.

101».

Transit

Hat

NOVEMBER

(Two

tVEDNESDAV,

VIM

Safe

21376-77
21378

"The

Girl

8, 1916.

of the Dark

From

'Frisco")

Selig-Tribuni!

VIM — A Warm

21381

(Comedy)

Witch

THllRSD.tY.
SELIG — The

21379-80

COMEDY— Marked

KALEM— The

parts —

96)

"No

House

(Two

Funds"
(No.

9, 1916.

No.

(Topical)..

90,

ltl6

FRID.VY,

NOVEMBER

VIM— Hot

Dogs

Willie's

I Said,

4 of

Goes

(Three

NOVEMBER

the News
Salesman

14, 1916.

(Two
parts — Drama).
(Comedy).

TRIBSDAY,

Ques21387-88-S9
"Grant,

(CDmedy)

.

21391

parts-Dr.)

FRIDAY,

K.\LEM — The Rogues
(Drama).

. .21393-94-95

KALEM — The Lone Point Mystery
(No. 105 of "The
Hazards
of Helen"
Railroad
Series
(Drama)..
SELIG— When
Cupid
Slipped
(Comedy)

21396
21397

NOVEMBER

STAR

1«, IVIIi.
(Topical).

17,

li)IS.

FEATURE— Target

Pawn

of Dreams

(Two

(No. 5 of "Grant. Police Reporter")

VITAGR.\PH— The Luck of Jane (Comedy)
VIM — Good and Proper (Comedy).
SATURDAY,

21392

II, 1916.

NOVEMBER

SELIG — The Selig-Tribune No. 92, 1916
VIM— Mother's Child
(Comedy).

K.N'ICKERBOCKER
parts — Drama).

'.
NOVEMBER

1916.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 1.-,, 191(i.
ESSANAY— Canimated
Nooz
Pictorial
No. 20 (Cartoon-Com.).
■— A Scenic
on the same
reel.
Vl.M FEATURE COMEDY— His Wedding Promise
(Comedy).
KALEM — The
Mystery
of the Braft
Bound
Chest
(No, 16 of
"The Girl from 'Frisco")
(Two parts — Drama).
BIOGRAPH — Lord Chumley
(Three
parts — Drama)
(BiographReissue No. 98).

21386

21390
Birthday

(Comedy)

$.\TURD.\Y,
ESSANAY— What

(No'.

2138B

10, 1916.

KNICKERBOCKER
STAR
FEATURE — The
tion Mark (Three parts — Drama)
KALEM — The Man From
Yukon
Police
Reporter")
(Drama)

TUESDAY,

21383-84

NOVEMBER
(Comedy)

13.

14 of

parts — Dr.)....

Reception

VITAGRAPH — Weary

21382

.NOVEMBER

SELIG — Tlie Temptation
of Adam
(Three parts — Drama).
VITAGRAPH— The Second Story Ringer (Comedy).
SELI(3 — The Selig-Tribune No. 91, 1916 (Topical).
BIOGRAPH — Near to Earth (Drama)
(Biograph-Relssue No, 97).

ESSANAY — Not
in
KALEM — The New

7, 1916.

NOVEMBER

Proposition

FEATURE
(Comedy)

No.

MOND.VY,

21375

parts — Comedy)

(Biograph-Reissue

ESSANAY — A

21371-72
21373
21374

(Dr.) (Biosraph-

KALEM — A Desperate
Duel
(Comedy)
BIOGRAPH — The
Science
of Crime
(Two
Drama)

....

(Educ.)..

No. 89, 1916. (Topical) . .

York

TIIESD.W,
ESSANAY — Easy

6.

parts — Drama)

Rapid

922, 924, 926, 928.)

NOVEMBER

ESSANAY — His Moral Code
(Three
VITAGRAPH — The Man Who Went
(Broadway Star Feature).

1.S,

1916.

parts — Drama).
Sane (Three parts — Drama)

KALEM — The Runaway
Sleeper
(No. 106
Helen." Railroad Series)
(Drama).
SELI(3 — The
Girl Detective
(Drama).

of

the

"Hazards

of
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ttorlao of tha Plcturaa In Moat Caaaa ara PubUahad on a Llka labadula. Each Synopala la Headed bjr a Caat, tha Playara' Namaa Balnc In
Paranthaala.
Lay Out Your Entertainment From tha Information In tha Movlns Picture World and You WUl Not Go Wrong.
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases for Weeks Ending November 11 and''J4. November
18
9.'(.i. VJS.
(For Extended

Table

of Current

Releases

See Pages

Universal Film Mfg. Company.

'-_'

Mutual Film Corporation.

SerialNo..
SUNDAY, SOVEMBEB
G. 1»16.
REX — Her Vanished Touth (Drama)
BIG U^ — The Bandit's Wager (Comedy-Drama)
L.-KO — (Xo release this day).
SPECIAL
UNIVERSAL
Sorrow"

FOR

\VBBK

OF

NOVEMBER

SPECIAL — Liberty No.
(Two part — Draina)

13

01892
01893
5, 1910.

NOVEMBER

0189B
01897
01898
01899

NOVEMBER

parts —
Mag.)..

6, 1918.

D'ART— The
Ten
O'clock
Mystery
(Three
parts— Drama)
06149-M-a*
MUTUAL M.\STERP1CTURE DE LUXE — And the
Law Says? (American — Five parts — Drama)
No. 150)
.,.•.,
TUESD.tY',
G.\UMONT — Mutual
World

NOVEMBER
7, 1918.
Tours
(Travel)

WEDNESD.YY',

THURSDAY', NOVEMBER 9, 1918.
VICTO.R — No release this day.
REX— ^hie Mantle Qf Deceit (Two parts — Drama)..
POWERS-'A Pen Trip to Palestine (Cartoon-Educ.)

01903
01904

01900

FRID.\Y;,
NOVEMBER
16, 1818.
IMP — The Eel (Two parts — Drama)
—
REX — The Eyes of Lov^
(Drama).. t.
NESTOR — Sweedy the Janitor
(Comedy)
SPECIAL BIG U—Tlie Evidence
(Dramal

01906
01906
01907
01908

SATURDAY', NOVEMBER It, ^818.
BISON — The Quitter (Two parts — Drama)
I^\EMMLE — Xo release, tills day.
.lOKEB-^Ip Love With a- Fireman
(Comedy) ..;....

01910

Mll«

■'■.'"' ■ ;■ • SC»JM.V.. NOVEMBER
12. lBi8.
VICTOR'— AJiy Old DuRe'll Do (Comedy)
I.
LABMMLE^-Shado»:s, of Suspicion
( Drama)
L-KO — ^No release' tliis day.
SPEC1.\L
BIG
U^---The; Powder
Trail
CEwo
p^is—
Di-ama)
..
,

'01913

SPECIAI.
FOR
YVE^C;(]>'F
NOVEMBER
12. 1918.
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAI^— Xiberty IJo. 14. ".\ Modern
Joan of Arc"
(Two parts^— Drama)

01933

MONDAY',
NOVE^IBER
13. 1918.
FEiiilBiC^He-iJeiUage. of Hat:e,(Flve..j>Wts
— Drama)
.'..'...
NESTOR^Knights
of the Bath Tub
(Comedy)

NOVE>lBER

8,

1916.

MUTUAL
WEEKLY — No. 97 (Topical)
'...:.....''
G.\UMONT — See America
First. No. 61 (Scenic)
— Kartoorf Komics
(Cartoon-Comedy)....
THURSDAY', NOVEMBER 9, 1816.
MUTUAL — The False Clew (Two parts — Drama) ....
.\MERICAN — The Fight on the Dam
(DramaO.
MUTUAL
East

0915e-t«

, teisT

M.\STERPICTURE
DE
LUXE — East 'Is
(Turner — Five parts — Drama)
(No. 161)..
FBID.YY,

CUB — His

Blushing

NOVEMBER

Bri,de

ECL.MR — The

10, 1816.

(Comedy)....

S.^TURD.\Y'.
NOVEMBER
Unpardonable Sin (Two

01911
01912

Sl.\D.*V.
VOGUE — Picture

RED

01915
01916

>OVE.MRER

Pirates

GAUMOXT — Reel 'Life

(Two

No.

12. l»lli..

parts--Coroeay)

(Mutual

..... .

05161-62

Fijov" M^.^i. .

/..'.'

MONDAY,
MUTU-VL — His
Drama)
MUTUAL
ST.-Va

28

11, 1816.
parts — Dr.).

05163

1818.
-13, ■•'^■'■^■^'•-^'-^
'

NO.VE.^V^KR

Guardian

AnS^l,' / (Two
parts —
.'.:'■'
05164-65
PRODUCTION— O'eftk ...q!, -PieWpftt. v;
Ciso. 152) . !'T.\' '"
parts— DVama)
(American — Five

14, 1916.

'rt'ESD.YY.
NOY'EMBER
14. 1»1«.
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL — Honor Thy C^ountry (.Three'
parts — Drama)
-:
.....'... ..: . .., ■ , ' 0191;*
S.AUMONT-^'MuYual
Toui-s of the World
(Travel)..
AaCTOR — No
release
this day.
^
, - ,' ^
VICTOR— -A Case of Beans (Comedy)
(Spapial)'.'. . . ■; ; 0J9],8.' i
WEDNESD.W,
NOVEMBER
15, 1916.. "- .
LAEMMLE — Xo release this day.
'■■;•!,'
L-KO
—
A
Million
Dollar
Smash
(Two
parts—
UNIVERSAL
.\XIMATED
WEEKLY- No. 4*. Com.)"
(top.)
.
U — The Torment

(Drama)

(Special).....'

-.- ' ,'

THURSD.VY'.
IS. 1»16. .' '
REX — The
Diamond
Lure NOVEMBER
I Drama) ............;..
BIGU — Life's Maelstrom
(Two
parts — Drama)....
POWERS — Motor Mat and His Pliv (Carfoon-Com.) ■
— Ceylon
(Educational)
FRIDAY.
NO^TEMBER
17. 1916.
lilP — Guilty
(Two
parts — Drama)
REX — No
release
this day.
NESTOR — -\ Capable Lady
Cook
(Comedy)
BIG U — The Long Search
(Drama)
(Special)
S.*TVRD-\Y',
NOVEMBER
Son
of a Rebel
Chief

BISON — The
Drama)
L.\EMMLE — No release
this
JOKER — Their First Arrest

day.
(Comedy)

eBMS
Mlt4
0S1S4

01909

. '.J . ■ '. ■,. ■

BIG

05148-4J
0B148

8, 1918.

01901
01902

NOVEMBER

5, 1810.

FILM

GOLD SEAL — T.Jie Cry o£ Conscience
(Two parts —
........'.
L-KODrama)
— Xo release
this day.
UNIVERSAL
ANIMATED
WEEKLY — Number
45
(Topical)
SPECIAL VICTOR — A Romantic Romeo
(Comedy) . .

TUESDAY'.

MONO.W,.

01914

L-KO — Alice in Society (Three parts — Comedy)
VICTOR — No rele.ise this day.
SPECIAL IMP — The Voice Upstairs (Drama)

NOVEMBER

VOGUE — ^Bungling
BiU's
Bqw-Wow
(Two
Comedy)
GAUMONT— Reel Life No. 27 (lyfutual Film

"Strife and

MOXDAY,
NOVEBIBER
6, 1018.
RED FEATHER — The Place Beyond the Winds (Five
parts— Drama)
'
NESTOR— A Political
Trajnp
(Comedy)
TUESD.W. NOVEMBER 7. 1818.

TITEDNESD.IV,

Serial No.
SUNDAY'.

IS,
(Two

1916.
parts —

, ■. ,^J ,•. .WEDNESDAY,
01919
01920
01923i

NOY'EMBER

13, 1916.

MUAj.\r.'S\'BBKLY— Number
9)i (Topical
9AUMOXT — See .A.meriea
First Nc. 62. (Scenic).
— Kartoton
Komics
(Cartoon-Comedy) .
^

05166

05167
0516S
05168

0192a*
THURSDAY.
NOVEMBER
10. 1916.
01923
0192* ' FILM
D'.\RT — (Title to be announced
later) ... .05169-70-71-72
01924
MUTUAL
M.\STERPICTURE
DE LUXE — Immediate
Lee
(.American — Five Parts — Dr.) (No. 153)
01925
0192G
01927

FRID-YY'.

CUB — Her

Sun-Kissed

0192S
01929

NOVEMBER

S.VTUUD.VY,

ECL.\IR — The

Bad

17.

1916.

05173

(Comedy)

Hero

NOVEMBER

Samaritan

(Two

IS, 1916.

parts — Drama)

05174-75

Xovtnibcr 11, 191(,

I
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Immediately
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"The
greatest
collection
of
war pictures ever presented.**

"Intensely
interesting
and
well worth seeing.'*

The Only Neutral War Picture

$
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N. Y. WORLD, OCT. 9-16
THE N. Y. AMERICAN,
OCT. 9-16 SAYS
SAYS

N. Y. EVENING TELEGRAM
OCT. 10-16 SAYS
"By far the most remarkable
group of moving
pictures that
have ever been exhibited."
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Staries of the Films
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General Film Company
BIOGRAPH.
THE NEW YORK HAT (Reissue— Nov. 6) .—
The cast: The girl (Mary Pickford) ; the minister Lionel
(
Barrymore) ; the girls mother
(Kate Bruce) ; the girl's father (Charles H.
Mailes) ; villagers (Mae Marsh and Claire McDowell).
Before Mary's mother dies she gives to the
minister a small pasteboard box, requesting that
he open it in secret. At the parsonage he opens
the packet and finds that It contains a few bills
and numerous coins of various denominations.
The minister also finds a letter which reads :
"My Beloved Pastor: My husband worked me
to death, but I have managed to save a little
sum. Take it and from time to time buy my
daughter the bits of finery she has always been
denied.
Let no one know.
Mary Harding."
Some time after her mother's death Mary becomes dissatisfied with her small old black velvet hat. She summons up courage to ask her
austere father for a new hat, but is met with
an emphatic refusal. After further inspection
of herself in the glass. Mary decides to go out
without any hat. She passes two girls of the
village who receive her smiling face kindly
enough, but refuse to accept her society. At the
local millinery store there has just been received a bat from New York with the magnificent price of ten dollars attached. Mary is
gazing fondly on the beautiful creation when
the minister happens along. He and Mary admire the hat together, and after her departure,
remembering the bequest left by tbe mother, he
goes into the store to inspect the hat. The
ladies of the church within are aroused to a
high pitch of suppressed excitement. After
bidding him a polite departure, they at once
begin to speculate. Mary at home is dreaming
of the hat. when the minister enters with a
bandbox. He presents it to Mary with little
comment, and goes. Mary is greatly astonishrd
upon opening the box to find the object of her
desire.
The next Sunday morning Mary dons her new
acquisition and marches off to church. On the
way she passes and bows to other church-goers
in her innocent endeavor to display the hat.
but it is not until after church that the minister and Mary really are linked in a scandal.
On her way out of church she passes the three
ladies on the Church Board, the gossips at tbe
store who witnessed the purchase, who show
their disapproval. Later these three ladies meet
the father on his way from church and acquaint
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him with the facts of the case. He arrives
home before Mary. She enters guiltily, remembering the snubs received after church, and
bides her bat behind her. He demands that
she bring it forth, and in a tirade proceeds to
tear it to shreds. He leaves Mary hugging the
remains of the fond creation to herself, while
he goes forth to seek reparation from the minister.
When Mary realizes this she hastens after him
and meets the Church Board on the way to the
minister's to investigate the scandal. Mary intercepts them and arrives before them. In telling him she sinks on her knees before him and
he lifts her face the better to hear what she is
saying. The men and women of the board enter
and demand an explanation. The minister shows
them the request of the dead mother, and they
are about to retire with apologies, when the
father, having failed to find the minister at the
church, comes. He also is shown the letter, ami
perhaps sees his character in its true light for
a moment. The board departs, while the minister is suddenly filled with desire to assume
another
trust.
THE SCIENCE OF CRIME (Two Parts—
Nov. 7). — The cast: John Blackwell (Franklin
Ritchie) : Henry Jameston (William Russelll ;
Frederick Blackwell (George Morgan): Mrs.
Blackwell (Kate Bruce) ; Frederick Blackwell's
Sweetheart (Louise Vale) ; Mrs, Jameston (Isabel Rea) : Gangster (William Jefferson).
John Blackwell had a groat reputation as a
criminologist. A certain West had been terrorizing tbe district of late, hut the Ifttle evidence which was obtained was insufHoient to
convict him. However, upon the eloouent testimony of Blackwell. the gangster was sent up
for a term of live years. During that time John
Rlackwell's
son Fred
also risen
prominence and had
made had
a mark
as a tocriminal
lawyer. One of his theories seemed to be that
a type was marked for a criminal — that crime
came not so much by association as by heredity.
It was by this argument that he won his first
case.
Later, young Blackwell was also in the habit
of going on frequent slumming trips to study
criminology. On one of these occasions he was
seen by West, now released from prison, and.
mindful of the fact that young Blackwell was
the son of the man who sent him up, he sought
a chance for revenge. Com in q into the front
dance hall from the back saloon, he knocked
against one of the party and at the- same time
the lights were suddenly put out by another
member of the gang. Many shots were exchanged, but when the affair was over young
Blackwell was missing. West had taken him
to the headquarters of the gang. A blow on
the head had caused loss of memory. Although
the father. John Blackwell. put many detectives
on the case, he was unable to trace his son, who,
a changed man with loss of memory, now lived
as a crook. The case reached a crisis at the
annual Stedraan ball, given by Senator Stedman
on his return from Washington. Here he met
ihe very girl whom he had previously promised
to marry and robbed her of her necklace. She
was unable to recognize him on account of the
growth of bis beard.
The head of the police department asked John
Blackwell to take charge of the investigation
at^ainpt the burglars. In his den. West read the
.account of Blackwell's taking charge of the case.
He saw another chance for revenge. He wrote
the following
to and
Blackwell
"Begetat your
l."^li
Beverly
Place note
tonight
youse :can
burglar." Blackwell went to 132 Beverly Place
that night and the house was put in darkness
ready to receive the burglar. Young Blackwell
entered and was suddenly confronted by the
police. The lights were turned up and there
stood the father holding up his own son. yet
both quite unaware of the fact. In his den West
erloated over his revenge. At the trial the senior
Blackwell used the same arguments which young
Blackwell had used five years before in convicting the criminal under his first case, "He is a
marked type, not a criminal by association, but
by heredity." The surroundings, the face of the
man before him and the words brought the light
of reason to the young man's face. His memorv
was restored and son and father recoenized each
other. So tbe family was aaain united : but it
is doubtful if the noted experts on crime ever
used the argument that crime was a matter of
heredity, not asso"iPt*on.
again.

VITAGRAPH.
THE r.^ME THAT P.ATT.RD f Vov. n).— The
story tells of Mable and Willie, who are sweethearts. They quarrel. Each one nlans to make
the other jealous by appearing with other girls
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and other fellows respectively. Through unforeseen circumstances the plots of each go astray
and they giveness
finally
decide
to beg
one another's
and write
tender
letters.
They meetforat
the mail
bos! Of course, the letters are neyer
sent
!
THE HEART OP A FOOL (Broadway Star
Feature — Three parts— Xov. 4). The picture
tells a his
storyloveof for
a children,
man named
"Gash"
who,
through
attempts
entering
a burning building and loses his memory. He
and his mother are soon in stringent circumstances owing to his mental deficiency and he
continually hangs about the railroad station.
One day a Mrs. Meredith stops at his station
with a baby in her arms. She leaves the baby
with "Gash." while she crosses the road to the
dairy to get some
milk.
Unknown to "Gash" she is run over and
hastened to a hospital. Realizing that be is left
with the baby. "Gash" returns home and he and
his mother care for the child. The father, who
is a wealthy man, receives a letter from a blackhand stating that the child will be stolen during
the journey which his wife has undertaken unless
he sends a large amount of money.
He immediately sends detectives to find his
wife and baby who, he learns, never arrived in
Chicago. Through an accident the men and
father come across "Gash" and are soon led to
the baby. The mother is then found and a
happy
wherein "Gash's" queerness is reunion
overcomefollows,
by an operation.

VIM.

TWIN FLATS (Nov. 2).— Babe and Raymond,
two pals, and tenants in the Riverside Apartments, are both ruled by wives who insist on
their remaining home nights. The night of a
big poker game at the club, the pals, frame up
a scheme whereby, appearing to flirt with each
other's wives, a fight will follow and in the
melee, Babe and Raymond will beat it to the
club. The scheme works fine, for after the fake
fight is over an ambulance is summoned to
carry Raymond off to the hospital. On the way
to the hospital, Raymond makes a spectacular
escape from the ambulance and reaches the club
only to learn that Babe has not yet arrived.
Raymond with the assistance of the other
club members, masked as burglars, force an
entrance into Babe's fiat. Kate, Babe's husky
spouse, mistaking Raymond and his pals for
regular burglars, enters the combat, and routs
the entire crowd, reserving Raymond as her last
victim. During the confusion, Babe escapes and
arrives at the club, where he learns with consternation of the treatment meted out to his club
mates. Raymond has fared even worse thap
the others, and when Kate gets through with
him he surely is a fit subject for the hospital,
and this time he makes no objection to being
carried there, where he is bandaged and put into
has been a heavy
bed.Babe, ininthethecardmeantime,
winner
game and also has partaken
of innumerable liquid refreshments. When he
arrives at the apartment house he stumbles into
Raymond's flat. Mrs. Raymond, waiting well
armed for the return of her nubby, brings down
with full force on Babe's head the rolling pin
meant for Raymond's reception. Stunned and
battered. Babe is also carried to the hospital,
where be finds himself in the next bed to bis
IN THE RANKS {Nov. 3).— The cast: Pokes
(Robert Burns); Jabbs (Walter Stull); A
Deserter (Frank Hanson) ; Pokes* Sweetheart
(EtheJ Burton).
pal.
Realizing the peculiar attraction that soldiers'
uniforms seem to possess for all girls. Jabbs.
after being rejected by EthiM. in favor of Pokes,
decides to enlist in the army. In this case,
however, the exception seemed to be the rule,
for instead of admiring glances from Ethel,
Jabbs receives only laughter and sarcasm.
Later, Ethel has cause to regret her decision,
for Poke's coming to Ethel's lawn fete attired in
a soldiers uniform, which he has secured from
a deserter, becomes enamored of the danseuse
whom Ethel has engaged to entertain her
guests. Enraged at Pokes' perfidy, Ethel, to secure revenge, informs the soldiers who are seeking the real deserter that Pokes is the man
for whom they are searching. Pokes is led
back to the camp grounds despite his protests
that he is only wearing the uniform as a masquerade. At the camp he is brought before
Jabbs (who is now a general) and other officers
for trial, and Jabbs immediately sentences
Pokes to be shot. Pokes is led off by a firing
squad for execution but chance intervenes and
Pokes, making the most of his advantage, pulls
the bullets from the cartridges and makes a
dash for liberty.
A WARM RECEPTION (Nov. 9).— Just because Mrs. Price, known to her old associates
in Shanty Alley, as Kate, has suddenly acquired heaps of money, she decides that as a
suitor for the hand of her daughter, Florence,
Babe Is as welcome as a glass or poison. Babe
is in despair, but learning that Kate is planning a big reception in honor of Count Brokskl.
to whom she hopes to marry Florence. Babe has
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bis rrk'iiOs kldDap Kato and wiUi tbe belp of
Florenceandundreceives
tbo maid,
clothes
the drosses
guests. up In Kato's
Wbnt Bflbe docs to tho guests and tbe Count
In particular. Is a sbame, und altbougb tbo
money looks over-lovltlng to the Count, nevertheless tho wallops handed to bim by the supposed mother, takes away all tbe ardor of the
poor Count. Kate, meanwhile, is putting up tbe
battle of her life with tho kidnappers, but finally they subdue her and bind her securely.
Babe appears on tho scene, and after pretending a wonderful flght, succeeds in releasing
Kate, and bringing h^r borne. The grateful
mother decides that our hero, even if he is
fat and of humble birtb. is good enough for
ber as a son-in-law.

Dick Mason has been put out by hU father, a
rival contractor. Ho meots Dorothy as a working girl In the same boarding house. Maauers glviis him work, thluklug It is a good Joke
on hts rival. Esmond, growing bold, makea
auvances lu the ylrl and is frubtrated by Dick.
When U)e eld*:r Mason huds Ui6 sou 1& making
good he Invites bim to return home. Manners
and his daughter are dinner guests. When the
two clerks meet in these surroundings tbe girl
produces a note written tbe day beiore by Dick,
it reads; "l toid you I was going to marry you.
Weil, what 1 said, goes!" "i found your note,"
she says, and everything is all settled beiore
the fathers reveal lo tbe young persons their
true identities.

HOT DOGS (Nov. 10). — Nobody could ever
accuse Pokes of being afraid of bard work; he
Iik« It so well that he could sleep right alongside of it. The morning Mrs. Pokes receives
word that her husband has received an appointment as City Dog Catcher, snc loses no time
in routing her tired spouse from his downy
bed and rushes him over to the dog pound,
where Jabbs is waiting for bim. Jabbs instructs
Pokes in the gentle art of swinging the net on
all stray dogs and orders bim to go out and
make good.
In his anxiety to win tbe medal as champion
dog catcher. Pokes tries to capture every dog
be spies, no matter where they are or to whom
they belong. After getting into all kinds of
trouble because of his misplaced zeal, Pokes
decides to partake of a little liquid refreshment. Inside tbe cafe, bis attention is attracted by tbe free lunch. After devouring about
a ton of "hot dogs," Pokes is transformed into
a dog, and only after the strenuous action on
the part of Jabbs and Mrs. Pokes is tbe wouldbe dog catcher subdued and safely muzzled.

:SEL1G-TH1BUNE
NO.
S4 (Oct.
19j.
Los
Angeles,
Cal. — Mrs.
Shorpiess,
said
lo
be the oldest white woman in the United States
celebrates
her lOOlh birthday.
Pesaro. Italy.— This town lies in ruins as the
result of the great earthquake felt here on
September lU.
Hrownwood. Texas. — It has remained for tbe
Lone Star State in this country of champion
worshippers, to develop the champion goat roper of ttie world, who ropes, lurows, auu tits m
DVa seconds.
Uenver, Colo. — This picture proves that baseballs a national institution. Crowds here
watching the score board of the worlds series

ESSANAY.
EASY ED (Two parts— Nov. 71. — The cast:
Easy Ed (Harry Dunkinson) ; Imogene Hey
(Florence Oberle) ; Archibald Nastunlon (Royal
Douglas » : Elsio Allcusb
(Virginia
Bowker).
As the freight pulls In. Easy Ed clambers
down from his side-door Pullman and takes a
seat under the water tank. Feeling the need
of food be takes it away from an Italian and
Is chased by the whole gang. He clambers
up the fire escape of an exclusive hotel and
finds himself in tho room of Archibald Nasturtloo, who mistakes bim for his eccentric millionaire uncle, who goes about as a tramp. With
his sweetheart. Elsie Allcusb, Archibald takes
his uncle out to dine. Ed finds a hair in the
soup and goes hack to tbe kitchen to discover
Its origin. It belongs to the French chef and
a riot ensups. Tbf party haptens out to attend
a dance, where the real Uncle Ed appears.
The bobo uncle Is set upon by all the dancers
and In escaping, finds himself In the room of
Imogene Hey. spinster, who has determined to
become a vampire. She tests her amateur wiles
on tbe tramp until be screams for help. Leaping out of the window with the old maid vampire on bis trail. Easy Ed plunges into the lake
to escape. At this point the hobo wakes up
and finds the train crew has turned the water
pipe on him.
A SAFE PROPOSITION
(Nov. 8). — The cast:
The Burglar (Ben Turpinj ; the policeman (Victor Potel).
Ben Turpin decides to become a burclar. The
first thing is to find a place to rob. He notices
a householder installing a safe. The movers go
from the house to tie yard, back and forth as
the man's wife, who doesn't want the safe, drives
them out with bribes. Tbe man raises the tip
each time and the movers continue their trips
with increasine profits. At nightfall Turpin
and bis accomplice break into tbe house and
find the safe empty. This will never do. So
thev fill it with cigars, wines, tapestry and
everything else available. Then It becomes a
safe worthy of stealing. Victor Potel. the policeman, is frightened in the midst of his spooning with tbe maid, so the burglars get out of tbe
house with the safe. Before a squad of police
can capture them the ladv of tbe house comes
out and presents them with plenty of money
for removing the safe.
WHAT I SAID, GOES (Three parts— Nov 11)
— The cast: Dick Mason (Richard C. Trayers);
Dorothv Manners (Gertrude Glover) ; her father
(John : 'Cossar)
: Mason. (Vred
Sr. (Thomas
Commerfordl
Frank Esmond
Malatesta).
Shortly after the engagement of Dorothy
Manners to Frank Esmond, manager of her
father's contracting firm, is announced, she la
visited by a girl who warns her against the
man. Suspicious. Dorothy arranges to disappear, ostensibly on a visit to her aunt. Instead,
she sends her aunt a series of letters to be
sent her father, and obtains a position — disguised as much as possible — In her father's of'flce to observe Esmond. The manager Is puzzled. He Is certain she Is Dorothy, but he is
constantly receiving letters from her in another city.

SELIG.

games.
Madison, Wis. — The graceful dome on Main
Hall, L Diversity of NVisconsiu, is completely utstroyed
by fire.
Indianapolis, ind. — President Wilson, accompanied bv Mrs. Wilson and his staff, attends
the Centennial celebration.
Lascruces, N. M. — The boys of the Massachusetts, Ohio, Kentucky, New Mexico, and Tennessee militia, took part in a series of maneuvers between this place and El Paso, under
command of Brigadier General Morton.
New York, N. Y. — Our ambassador to Germany, Mr. Gerard, reaches home and is rumored
to be charged with personal communications
from the Kaiser to President Wilson regarding
peace proposals.
New York, N. Y. — Among the notables arriving in America is Lina Cavlllieri, the beautiful prima donna on her way to join tbe Chicago-Philadelphia Opera Company.
Chicago, III. — Many lives are imperiled and
more than a score of firemen are Injured in ^
tire which destroys a huge furniture plant here.
New York, N. Y. — Miss Nancy Power, the
prettiest
g'irl from
to arrive
on to
the fill
steamship
St.
Louis, comes
London
an engagement on the American staye, aiter selling $u,i;jU
worth of silk flags for the Red Cross on the
streets of London.
Washington, D. C. — The distinguished body
of experts appointed by the Secretary of War
as the ■"Machine Gun Board," meet for the
first time and are here seen examining the
Lewis gun, adopted almost universally by European nations.
SELIG-TRIBUNE NO. 85 (Oct. 23).
Washington, D. C — The new Japanese Ambassador, Aimaro Sato, pays bis first official call
on tbe Secretary of State.
Golden, Col. — In line with the policy of the
War Department to replace national guardsmen, ordered home, with an equivalent number from fetate mobolizatlon camps, the First
and Second Battalions leave here for San Antonio.
Bayonne, N. J. — Members of tbe fire department, armed deputies, and all available officers
are active here to prevent a continuance of tbe
rioting, bloodshed and looting which have occurred during tbe strike of Standard Oil employees.
Newport, R. I. — Society attends the circus
given by the "Jackles" of the United States
Naval Station for the benefit of the Naval
Aid Society.
London, England. — General Sir Sam Hughes
of Canada, as an interested spectator at a
baseball game between Canadians and Americans on tbe Queen's Club Grounds.
London, England. — Having received their final
training, these young Canadian boys leave
for the front to fight for "Old England."
Chicago. III. — Charles E. Hughes. Republican
nominee for President, tn route to Michigan,
stops here for an hour to confer with Republican rarty managers. Mrs. Hughes is seen at
h'T bii.^t-and'e side.
Niagara Falls, N. Y.— The "Maid of tbe
Mist," with a record of many thousands of
■rlp'^ without a mishap, finally meets with an
pcfitient to her machinery which puts her out
of commission foi' the balance of the sea-'on,
Chicago, III. — Using acetylene gas torches to
cut steel girders, saves four months" time In the
rte^ti uctlon of an old building to make room
f.>r a new r'lllroad terminus.
Chicago. 111.— Sidney Hatch, of the Mvstic
Athletic Club, breaks the record made In 1907
by Corey, for 91 miles from Milwaukee to Chicago, by four hours and twenty-three minutes.
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Philadelphia. Pa.— The submarine Holland
-No. V, first eucceeeful underwater craft eveconstructed, is cut to pieces with acetylene gas
before being taken to New York for exhibition
at the Bronx International Exposition.
SO SHALL YE REAP fThreo parU—
G)
— T-be cast: Francis Norton ( E. J. Nov
Brady);
Madeline, bis wife (Lillian Hamilton);
Robert
wife (Virginia Kirtley) ; Agnes Welton (Eugenie Forde).
lit/ r?M
*?«bynScenario
Atlair) by
; Mary
Robert's
Leo Norton.
D. Maloney
and
Leo Plerson.
Directed by
L. King
Madeline, wife of FrancisBurton
Norton, has all her
life been neglected, and on her death bed she is
nappy In anticipation of a sweet
from
misery and woe, for Francis Norton relief
has taken
Into their once happy home, another woman:
this fact unbeknown to Robert, their only
son.
and
his wife. ^l
Mary, mother's
enter his last
fath^^r-s
homo,
Robert
illness.
^J'fl^'^^
and
the
young^'J^
man Is^^^amazed
to see another woman
with the sudden death of his beloved mother
causes
Robert to^*^
become
wuh .h"""™^^^'
'\^^^''T^'s fact, together
prostrated
As he raves, his father urges the physician
to give him morphine and this is done A year
Robert, is happy in the anticipation of anproachmg
of
the wife the
Norton,
Rohpr';^'1o'''h^"^
motherhoMary
od. Her
husband,
meantime, comes to tbe awful realizatioin
n that
he Is bound with the shackles of the morphine
naoit. As time goes on. he Ha'rifices wife
home, happiness,
everything,
for the Insidious
Francis Norton has married the woman for
whom he had an infatuation. However, he, too
realizes ihe wages of sin when he finds this
of another man
in the arms
^o™a°
Morphine has exacted an awful toll, causing
a cnildless wife to become poverty stricken
and
a once loving husband to become a wanderer
One night a vision of what might have been
comes to Robert Norton as he sleeps under
the influence of dppe. With one mighty effort, he severs habit's cable
becomes a m«n
again. With his wife, againandcomes
happiness,
while the father, the cause of his downfall,
sinks into the dregs.
WHEN CUPID SLIPPED (Nov. U)— The
cast: Lizzie (Victoria Forde); her father
Chrisman) ; Hiram (Sid Jordan). Written (Pat
and
by Victoria Forde.
produced
Lizzie and Hiram, in love with one another
decide to elope. Lizzie's Pa does not favor the
union. The sheriff of tbe county receives
word
that a couple of "nuts" have escaped from
an asylum.
Lizzie and Hiram steal downstairs, clamber
into a buggy and drive away, seeking a minister.
Pa discovers their escape and starts In pursuit.
He. unfortunately, spies the "nutty" couple,
who are also driving along, and follows them,
but too late discovers that thev are strangers
to bim.
However, he places them In jail.
The sheriff has gone forth in search of the
two lunatics and mistakes Lizzie and Hiram
for them. He arrests the elopers, and places
them in jail as the supposed lunatics. There
Lizzie and Hiram meet Lizzies Pa. He escorts
Lizzie home and sets her to peeling potatoes.

KNICKERBOCKER
FEATURE.

STAR

THE QUBSTION MARK (Three Parts— Nov.
10). — George Harding, a farmer boy. driving
home from the mlnlster"s with his young bride,
is passed by a stranger who throws a bundle
into his rig. A moment later another rig. containing a young couple, rounds tbe bend in the
road and passes Harding in pursuit of the first
team. After the two teams have disappeared ^
Harding and his bride open the bundle and discover a tiny baby girl. When George arrives
home with his bride his mother is horror-struck
at the sight of the baby and refuses to acknowledge her son"s wife. George and his wife
leave for the city, taking tbe baby with them,
and a farmer who had seen the Incident, tells
George's parents about it. The old farmer
writes George, confessing his error and pleading with him to bring his wife home. George
chooses to locate in the city, where he opens
a theatrical supply shop.
lone? the adopted child, grows to young
womanhood and becomes an expert costumer
and wig maker. One day while at tbe seashore
lone ventures too far up tbe cliff. Harding. In
trying to rescue her, breaks his hip and becomes permanently Injured. lone undertakes to
row back to the resort. She Is caught in a
storm, breaks an oar. and Is about swamped
when Bert Alguire, the son of the rich Henry
Alguire, discovers her boat and rescues the
party, accompanying them back to the city.
Blalr. a noted crook, and Nell, his accomplice, plan to rob the Alguire home. Blalr
visits the Harding store for wigs and becomes
infatuated with lona. He buys a blonde wig
for Nell, who is later engaged as a nurse and
money.
companion to Algutre's Invalid wife in order
that she may locate the family Jewels and
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Bert Alguiro goes to the store for wlgi^ and
costumes to use in private theatricals, and iuduces lone to take part in his play. While
a rehearsal is in progress at the Alguire home.
Nell admits Blair disguised with wig and beard
bought oi lone. Blair succeeds in robbing the
i^afe, but is surjirised by Bert. A tight ensues
and Blair and Nell escape. lone tells of the
blonde wig and other goods sold to Blair. Bert
requet^ts his lather to keep the affair out of
the
officers' hands and let him and lone ferret
the case.
Among the papers stolen from the safe is a
clipping nineteen years old, in which Alguire
advertised for information concerning a kidnapped child, offering a reward, and stating the
baby had a heart-shaped birthmark under the
left arm. Blair finds the clipping. The next
day he takes the blonde wig back to lone to
dye. lone raises her arm and he discovers a
mark corresponding to the one mentioned in the
clipping. Concluding he has discovered the
lost child, he writes a letter to Mr, Alguire
asking if his offer of a reward made nineteen
years ago still holds good. Alguiro is about
to renew the offer when Bert again gets permission to work on the case.
During this time Bert and lone become engaged, the engagement being sanctioned by
both
lone's
foster parents
andis Bert's
parents,
lone is
unsuspicious
that she
other than
the
Harding's own child. Bert determines to visit
the locality where his little sister was kidnapped, lone is to disguise herself as an old
woman and sleuth Blair. While in the park
looking over papers and letters stolon from the
Alguire safe. Blair drops the cliping telling of
the kidnapped child. lone is watching, secures
the paper, hides it on her person and follows
Blair to his rooms. The officers are sent to
arrest Blair and Nell. Blair knocks both officers
down and escapes. A chase ensues. Nell takes
one direction and Blair another. He joins Nell
at the docks and then jumps into a small boat.
The ofllL'ers arrive and shoot, wounding Blair,
Nell endeavors to aid him when both fall overhoard and are drowned.
lone reads the clipping picked up in the park
and learns that the Alguires once lost- a child
with a birth-mark simitar to hers. She tells
Harding and his wife, who realize that she is
the daughter of the rich Alguires and that
she is engaged to marry her own brother,
lone is prostrated.
In the meantime Bert visits the locality of
the kidnapping and discovers that George
Harding adopted the child which came to him
so mysteriously and that he is engaged to his
own sister. He returns heavy hearted, and
tells his parents that lone is their long lost
daughter. lone and the Hardings are sent for.
The two young people are heartbroken. The
invalid mother, however, tells them that Bert
was taken from an orphanage by her shortly
after lone was stolen.

VIM FEATURE

COMEDY.

MARKED
is a
stock
broker, NO
but FTNOS'
business (Nov
is poorM and-Harry
he cannot
buy Rose the new automobile coat she wants.
He is sitting in the office worrying about last
month's in.
rent, The
whenstranger
a prosperous
is
ushered
gives anstranger
order for
ten thousand shares of General Munitions, preferred, and gives his check for ten thousand
dollars to cover the margins. Harry is so overjoyed at the order that he does not take the
precaution to ask the stranger who he is. He
'phones the order to another broker and gets
the stock. Then he 'phones Rose to come down
and get the coat.
They celebrate the occasion, and next morning Harry goes to the office hoping that more
pro.=perons strangers will come in. He is taken
aback when the first visitor is a hank runner
with the check marked "No funds." He starts
to "flirt" with a nice nickle-plated revolver
when he takes a look at the tape. "G, M." is
going up by quarters and halves and then some.
Harry does not know how to conceal his joy.
But in walks the prosperous stranger with a
demand for his stock and a check to cover the
entire amount. Harry shows him the other
check and the stranger explains that he forgot
that he no longer had an account there and
offers to go over to the bank and get the larger
check certified.
It looks very much as if Harry would have
to be satisfied with a buying commission only,
when in walked a couple of huskies who grab
the stranger and explain that he is an escaped
Innatic with a penchant for playing the market.
Clearly
the stock
a handsome
profit. is Harry's and he takes down

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
LAEMMLE.

THE EEIj (Two parts — Nov. HH. — The cast:
"Three-^ rnied Maggie" ( Betty Schade) ; Jack
Carter {Harrv Keenan) : ■"Eel" (Percy Challen.ger). Scenario by William Parker. Produced bv H. Millard.
A hatless man. in evening dress, breaks the
window
on the eighth floor of a down-town
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office building and dashes down the hre escape, followed by a policeman, who is firing
revolver
at him.
The fugitive escai)es.
"Three-Armed Maggie" is telling the "Eel"
an amusing episode of stealing a purse from
a society dowager, when the young man enters by wav of a secret door. He is Jack
Carter, a recent arrival in the criminal circles,
but whose dash has endeared him to the Eel.
Maggie is also a recent recruit and a love
interest has sprung up between them. i ne
Eel notes this and his fiendish jealousy is
aroused. Jack says that the police have just
raidcu the gambling establishment of "English
Joe," the Eels first lieutenant. In the raid
the police
kill "English
The Eel says
that
the chief
must dieJoe,"
and determines
to
get rid of Jack at the same time. He juggles
the ballot box so that when lots are drawn to
kill the chiet the job falls to Jack.
Maggie pleads with Jack not to carry out
the deed, but he is determined. Maggie makes
known to the chief over the telephone her
identity as a Secret Service worker. She
warns the chief of the death plot so that the
man she loves will not be a murderer. To her
surprise the chief laughs heartily and says he
is not afraid of any one of the name of Jack.
At midnight as the crooks are all gathered
in Eel's headquarters Jack leads a police raid
on the place. In the thrilling battle that ensues Jack urges Maggie to escape and try to
reform. She refuses to go. When all the
crooKS are subdued Jack urges the chief to
give Maggie a chance to reform. The chief
says :
"1 guess
don't
knowwith
eachStephen
other. Gray,
Miss
Ruth
Neal. you
shake
hands
the millionaire vice crusader, recently elected
a

District

Attorney."

SHADOWS OF SISPICION (Nov. 12).— The
cast: Henry Dixon ( L-ee HiHl, Oliver Dixon
(Maude George) ; Frank Bryce (Clyde Benson) ;
May Latham (Gertrude Astorl. Written by
Arthur Maude and Constance Crawley. Produced by Donald MacDonald.
Frank Bryce is infatuated with Olive Dixon
and endeavors in a subtle way to poison her
mind against her husband. Olive will not believe that her husband is unfaithful and spurns
Bryce's love. But Bryce takes her for a stroll
in the garden, and, coming to a small summer
house, she observes through the curtain a man
whom she supposes is her husband caressing a
woman whom she thinks must be May Latham.
Leaving a note for her husband, telling him
what she has seen, she goes to their winter
apartment, which has been closed, followed,
unknown to her, by Bryce.
She prepares to retire when there comes a
knock at her door. and. opening it, she is confronted by Bryce, who madly declares his love
for her. She repulses him, telling him that she
still loves her husband. Suddenly they hear a
knock at the door. She pushes him into the
bedroom
and
the her.
door to"
her husband, who
had opens
followed
He find
explains
that
the man whom she saw caressing her cousin
was her cousin's husband.
For the moment, in the joy of being reunited
she forgets the man in the bedroom, hut is
terrified when she thinks of him. Dixon declares that he could find her if he were blind,
and she places a bandage alwut his eyes, declaring she will put him to the test. And so it is
that wife
Bryceare makes
and
happy. his escape and the husband
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-Studied war game in preparedness plan, parade
in khaki to show military achievement. — New
York City. Sub-titles : In police uniform. As
soldiers again. Mayor Mitchel and Police
Commissioner Woods.
The machine gun squad.
College Has Birthday. — Historical pageant
marks the 200th anniversary of the establishing of Yale University in New Haven. Conn.
Giant "Baby ' Joins Navy. — Arizona, newest
and most formidable dreadnought, goes into
commission — ^Brooklyn Navy Yard, X. Y. Subtitles: Capi. John D. .McDonald. Powerful
14-inrh three-gun
turrets.
Monkey Lives Like Milliorffeire. — Pete Montebello travels first cabin across ocean, then lives
at higb-priced hotel.— New York City. Sub-titles :
Leaving his hotel for morning ride. Riverside i->rives
pleases him. Carries $5(i,(H)0 liii
insurunce
policy.
Cartoons by Hy Mayer.

BIG U.
"THE EVIDENCE" I Special Release— Nov.
10).— Bob is the head of a placer mine where
they get the gold out of the ground by troughing
great streams of water on the earth and then
sifting the earth that is washed down. In the
camp there is a girl who waits on the table, and
a cook who is all the time trying to force his
attentions on her. At one time Bob protects the
girl and in this way earns the undying hate of
the cook.
Then there comes about the camp a tramp,
who refuses to leave at Bob's command. They
have a fight on the hill, over where the streams
of water have been arranged to play against
the hill. In the struggle Bob is overcome and
is about to be thrown to a sure death, as some
one has turned on the water. But the girl sees
his plight and turns off the stream in time to
save him. They do not know who turned on
the water, but at last it is found to be the cook,
away.
as his finger print on the handle gives him

"THE POWDER TRAIL" (Special Release —
Nov. 12). — The cast: Captain Alverez (Francis
Ford) ; Senora Alverez (Grace Cunard) ; Lieut.
Jones ( Sherman Bainbridgel . ( W^ritten by
Grace Cunard.
Produced by Francis Ford.
Captain Alverez is the captain commanding
the Spanish forces that are stationed at Manila
at a certain fort that is essential to the Americans, who are invading the city. The captain
is a dissolute sort of man. and. in spite of the
fact that his wife is pretty, he prefers the company of the other officers and spends all hjs
time in gambling. One day the Senora gets
sick and calls the American army surgeon, who
is in camp near by. As yet there are no actual
hostilities between the armies. The doctor comes
and a mutual interest arises between the two.
Then comes the actual battle, and the captain,
fearful that his wife is going to give away
some secret to the enemy, locks her up in a
barn. There she finds a dead soldier and dresses
up in bis uniform. In the meanwhile the battle
has been raging and there is not much to choose
between the two armies. Lieut. Jones, although
with the medical corps, is fighting with the
troops, and they are in great dangor from the
battery that is commanded by Alverez. So the
Senora gets a barrel of powder and. making a
whole in it. rolls it toward the battery. Then
she lights the trail that the powder makes, and
the whole battery and her husband as well are
blown
to kingdom
come.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED
WEEKLY
NO. 49. fOct. 25).
One Dies Thirteen Hurt in Wreck. — 500 passengers saved by engineer who slows up train
before crash comes— Minneapolis,
Minn.
2.n0,00n Honor Slain Nurse, — Wholp province
join in demonstration at funeral of Red Cross
girl, killed on battle line — Aritzo, Italy.
The "Drys" in War. — Camels replace horses
and mules in transporting army over waterless desert.-^Somewhere in Turkey.
Throng to See Wrecked Zeppelin. — Crowds of
curious pleasure -seekers view warship of air,
"sunk" by gun fire.— London. England.
Stork Visits Lioness.— Christening three baby
lions in Central Park "Zoo." — New
York City.
25.000 Glorify Cheese. — Record throng makes
third annual "cheese" day pageant huge success,— Monroe, Wis. Sub-title : Handing out
welsh rarebits.
Dewey's Ship in Drydock. — The Olympia. famous flagship, at the battle of Manila Bav. is
given thorough overhauling. — Charleston, S. C.
Sub-title:
Air chippers cleaning off barnacles.
She Cheats Death Often. .Ruth I.^w, queen
of aviators, risks life at Fair. — Wichita. Kan.
Sub-titles: Looping the loop. Throws dimes to
newsies.
Champion stilt dancer.
President Given Rousing Welcome. — Tremendous demonstration given President Wilson as
be leads parade to reviewing stand. — Indianapolis. Ind.
Archers Show Skill. — Many compete with bow
and arrow at tournament when ancient sport
is revived. — Newton Center. Mass.
They're
Cops.
Not
Soldiers. — Police
who

"IN LOVE WITH JOKER.
A F1R»^MAN" (Nov. ID.—
The cast: Bill (William Franeyl- .jail iGail
Henr
Heine (Charles Conklin) ■ Lillian (Lillian Peacock) : Moranti iMilburn Morantl).
Written by Walter H. Newman. Produced hy
\\', W. Beaudine.
Bill is the head of the fire department and
boards at the house that is kept by Gail. They
are in love with each other, but Heine Interfere.s. Then there comes to town an actor by
the name of Moranti. He su'"'ests that they
give a play with all the local talent, and they
agree that it is a very good -Ian. But Heine is
not allowed to be in it and gets peeved.
On the night of the performance he decides
that be must break up the show, so he gets out
and rings the fire bell. The firemen in the play
all leave and the show has to stop until they
go to the false alarm. But then a little while
later the house that Gail runs actually takes
fire and Heine rings the bell for all be is worth,
but this time they all think that it is a joke
and do not come. The old house burns, and
when Gail finds it out she faints.

VICTOR.
"A ROAMING ROMEO" (Special Release — .
Xov S| ^-Nellie is of a romantic nature, and
when she hears the tenor at the concert sing
she thinks that she was mad'* for him. So she
starts to write a note, but as she begins there
comes a tramp singer in the street outside and
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she throw(« him a few coins in the paper oo
which the ailorluR note is written. Tbc man
thinks that she Is In lovo with him. und thv
next liny i-oniett as tho invitation Bpoclflos. The
other man also Kcts i\ noto and tho two of them
comu to her houttc.
When both of her lovers are in the house
she is ti-rrirtetl to hear her husband coraini;
home. She puts the two siiiRcrs in a wardrobe
ihat Is In the room and then trusts to liK-k
and her uiald. Her hut^band Ilnds the nu>D. ;ui<l
then thoy are so angry at the reception that
they receive that they beat up hubby and tlicn
depart.
•■ANY OLD DVKE 'ILL DO" (Nov. 12).—
Tho cast . Lord Dunraven (ICrnle Shields) ;
Tramp (Harry Depp) ; Mrs. Murfe (Countess
Du Cellol : Ellznbolh lYvotto Mitchell). Writton by U. A. Dillon. Produced by P. C. Hartlgan. Mrs. Murfe decides that she will give a
big party (or her daughter, Elizabeth, and invites only the elite of tho town. She learns
that Lord Dunraven Is visiting the Hermit Club,
so she decides to invito blm.
Lortl Dunraven. upon receipt of the invitation.
laughingly telle some of the club members that
it Is the title she is after. He malve» a wager
that bo will secure a tramp, dress him in his
cIothlnK.
himself
don tho
the tramp
tramp'sas attire.
and Mrs. hoMurfe
will will
accept
Lord
Dunraven.
He carries out his plan, and the tramp Is accepted as Lord Dtinraven, in spite of his crude
and uncouth manner. The real Lord Dunraven
watches outside the window, but not for long.
lor a policeman annexes him and hauls him off
to the police station, from which he frantically
phones some of tho club members. They think
it a good Joke an3 leave biirt there for a white.
He finally manages to escape from the jail
and bursts In upon the startled Mrs. Murfe and
her daughter and tells them what has happened.
much to their amazement and confusion.

IMP.
THE VOICE UPSTAIRS (Special Release—
Nov. *>. — Pierre is an anarchist who makes
bombs in a little cellar that the police have
never been able to tlnd. although they have tried
many limes, as Pierre is notorious. He is engaged to be married to Leah and the two are
very happy in their love. But one day he sees
her in the arms of another and thinks that she
has been untrue. When she finds out that he
is not going to marry her she is so incensed
that she tells the police where his den Is. Then
later she repents and goes to warn him of his
danger.
Just as Leah arrives the officers knock at the
door. Pierre is about to blow the whole place
to atoms with a bomb when he hears a child
playing upstairs and he cannot bear to kill
the innocent creature. So he allows himself to
be taken into tuslody. although It means certain
death.
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All The Players
of prominence lo any slxed picture can be
fural.bed ln»tantly-WIRE US YOUR WANTS
— If you fail to display the face of a popular
player who i« appearing at your house, you
arc overlooking an opportunity (or larger receipts. THE FACE OF A WELL-KNOWN
PLAYER prominently displayed will draw
more money than the mere announcement of
a name.

POWERS.
HIGH LIFE OX A FARM (Nov. 9).— This is
just a little film designed to show the progress
that farming has attained in the last century.
The methods of yesteryear are shown and beside
them are demonstrated the way that things are
done to-day. Interpolated in the film at appropriate points are some of the cartoons that have
made the name of Hy. Mayer synonomous with
mirth.

NESTOR.
A POLITICAL TRAMP (Nov. r.i.—The cast:
Pete (Eddie Lyons) ; Sandy (Lee Moran ) ;
Mayor (Fred Gamblel ; His Wife (Countess Du
Cello) ; .lane ( Prlscilla Dean) ; Gurgle (Marry
Xolan). Sf-enario by Charles J. Wilson, Jr.
Produced by L. W. Chaudet.
Pete and Sandy, fellow tramps, come across
the auto of Oscar Gurgle, the Prohibition candidate for Senator. Oscar is busy tr>'lng to set
votes and the two seize the opportunity to examine the machine and get in.
Pete accidentally starts it. and as neither on'knows how to stop it, ithey are finally halted
by a tree m the village, where they are greeted
by the Mayor and his committee. They take
Pete for Oscar Gurgle, the candidate, he bring
scheduled to give a talk on prohibition that
afternoon at the town hall.
Pete finds a card in the duster which Oscar
had left in the. machine, and, presenting the
card, impersonates the candidate, introdueinc
Sandy as his secretary. The Mayor takes them
to his home for luncheon and as they are about
to sit down to dinner a boy enters and announces that the crowd in the hall are becoming
Impatient, so Pete and Sandy are marched to
the hall for a speech.
In the meanwhile Oscar has discovered the
loss of his machine and arrives at the village
in thehe farmer's
he In
is the
Informed
that
himself buggy,
Is now where
lecturing
town
hall. He indigiiantly enters the hall, where he
presents his card, and Pete realizes the Jig Is up.

LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES
Size 22 X 28 inches, 75 cents each. Every
prominent
player.
FACSIMILE OIL PAINTINGS, all aires.
from $8 to $25 framed. Qootatioaj ailbmitted on any size, frameo or unframed.
THE SEMI- PHOTO POST CARDS, $3.50
PER
THODSAND.
of over 6Q0 i&ytrs.
The
list. indiBpeniable article for your mafnng
PHOTOGRAPHS, SIZE 8 x 10. of aU the
promineot players, 600 different names,
20c eacli.
LARGE PICTURES, HAND CQJLQRBD,
size 11 X 14, all the prominent (Jawrt, 8L00
per dozen; in ainmmam frames. Sic. each.
GRAVURE FOLDER, contaimag pictures of the proioinent players, iooLiuuDs
stars from the stage, $10,00 per thousand.
SINGLE COLUMN CUTS of every prominent player, 40c. eaoh.

KRAUS MFG. CO.
22M

Weat
12th

42nd Street, NEW
Floor Candler

YORK

BuUdlng

Send for Catalogue of over 600 players and
samples free. Write us, giving details of your
dull nights, and we will send you a remedy.
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SWKKOY
TIIIj:t Wallace
JAN'ITOR.
(Nov.
Ht».-Tho
c-uat;
Janitor
Hecry)
; HIb
Wtfo
I Bell. ■ Hennettl. Written by Harry WuUo,
l'nHhi(!C(l by Wallace Uccry,
Sweedy'rt wllc rcnionstratrjs with him bc-cuuft*when they married In- prornisfid her ji^wdn and
had u«.'Vor kIvcii th<-in to iM-r. So when Swrcdy
Hilda a necklace that belongs to the Ncwlywt'd^.
who arc In the apartnioul, he KivuK it to his
wile, liut then Mrs, Ncwlywcd bugs him to
Ilnd the noclflace. and be Is fo touched that he
regrots having given it to his wife. He tries
to get it back, but hi« wife guards It so carefully that ho has to steal It at night.
When Sweedy brings it back to Mrs. X. her
husband conie:^ in and com|>lications follow.
There la a discussion as to who is the owner
of tho necklace and It eutls In the police court.
Therci Swoedy hag to admit to his wife that tho
hecklacc Is not hers and she takes him homo
to cure.

BISON.
THE QU-ITTEll (Two TartK— Xov, 11). The
cast: Mavis (HobLrta Wilson); Kane (Charles
Pearley) ; Tommy Eversley ( Hayward Jack) ;
Isabel (Nan Christie) ; Martinez (T. D. Crittenden) ;Cllvo Livingstone (Harry Schenck) ; Betty
Livingstone ("Babo" Sidgwick). Scc-narlo by
Alice Von Samar. Proiluced by Burton Gi-orec
Kane Malloy has become a successful rancher
by dint of a hard struggle He c;imo from the
Kast a tenderfoot, and now he and his wift;.
.Mavis, are in comfortable ctrcumstauces. Mavis
never has been in sympathy with her husband.
She hates the ranch. t.he hates the desert, she
even hates him. because he compels her lo live
so far from luxuries. At last It becomes unbearable and she starts planning to leave it all
and return East to her Aunt Julia.
Just as the train Is pulling out she is much
surprised to find Kane there to bid her good-by.
Arrived in the East, she tries to forget all
the scatliinR remarks of her husband and thinks
to find enjoyment and happiness in the great
swirl of society. But everywhere she goes she
is reminded of her husband by the questions of
linr friends. One day she meets Isabel, a former
sweetheart of Kane's, and she is not a little perturbed some few days later when she finds that
Isabel has started for a visit to some neighbor
She allows
Tommy Eversley. a society fop. to
friends
of Kane's.
take her about, but it is not long before Tommy
oversteps bis bounds and then Mavis awakens
to the realization that this life that she longed
for so long, does not spell happiness for her.
When Mavis arrives at the station out home
the agent informs her that Martinez, a Mexican
laborer, who has been causing her husband considerable trouble, must be .^lomewhere in the
neighborhood. He lends Mavis a horse and she
starts for home. As she is riding through the
country she is quite startled to notice a man
crouching near the dam which her husband
constructed. She finds that it is Martinez, and
that he has lighted a fuse, intending to blow
up the dam. Frightened. Martinez leaves and
Mavis puts out the burning fuse. Mounting
lier horse, she starts in pursuit, intending to
capture him before he can do any further damage. She shoots his horse from under him and
the two exchange shots, in which both are
wounded, but Mavis has the upper hand and
compels band's
Martinez
to walk before her to her hushome.
Some time Liter she explains to her husband
what happened, and toils him that now she
realizes where her heart is, and that slie wants
to make good in his eyes.

L-KO.

ALICE IN SOCIETY (Threy Parts— Xov. 7).
The cast: Alice (Alice Howell) ; The Boss
f Fatty Voss).
Alice and another girl who work in a tailor
shop are much mistreated. They are not even
allowed to have enough to eat, as the Boss is
so greedy that it hurts him to see other people
happy. After dinner he makes Alice and her
friend go to work. But they rebel and try to
get the old man in an uncomfortable position.
This succeeds at fir.st, but in the end he gets
out of their <'lutches and begins to drive them
all the harder.
Alice is told that she must go out to drum up
some
done presenting
by ripping him
men'swith
pantsa
with trade.
a hook This
and isthen
card that says that very neat pressing and
mending
done hooks
at the Mr.
Boss"Astorbilt.
establishment.
In
this way is.\Iice
who goes
with her to the shop. Here he take.> off his
pants so that they can be mended and in them
the Boss finds an invitation to a ball that 7s
to be given that night addressed to a count.
This he takes. Then he decides to hold up the
wealthy man and throws him into the cellar.
There he has an instrument of torture rigged
up so that If the man doi-s not sign a check
for a million dollars he will be crushed by a
rock that Is hanging over his head,
Alice rescues him. and the grateful man Invites her and her companion to the hall. At the
affair Alice creates a sensation by a dance which
she performs.
The Boss arrives, disgtiised as
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a count. At last the time for the "eats" arrives, and the count sneaks upstairs to steal
the jewels. He gets them, but as he is leaving
the house the butler sees him and makes him
come in to dinner. It Is there that he is
unmasked, as Alice remembers the music of his
soup inhalation and exposes him. Then there
Is a great battle to see if they can catch the
crook. At last they do get him and the dinner
continues. At the end of the meal Mr. Astorbilt
says that he is going to announce his engagement and Alice is excited as she thinks she Is
going to be the lucky one. But the man says
that the other girl is the lucky one and Alice
is crestfallen. Sadly she goes home to her
Boss, cured of her high aspirations.

GOLD

SEAL.

THE CRY OF CONSCIENCE (Two Parts —
Nov. S). The cast: Betty (Vola Smith) ; Mart
Oliver (Ed. Brown) ; Rush Enderby (G. Raymond Nye) : Belden (Marc Robbins) ; Tot Belden (Charles Gunn) ; Toliver (E. P. Evers I .
Written by Olga Printzlau. Produced by C. S.
Elfelt.
Betty Oliver Is the little crippled daughter of
old Mort Oliver, a woodman. They are povertystricken and Oliver is continually hounded by a
brutal woodsman called Rush Enderby. Oliver
is compelled to part with the greater part of
his pay to keep Rush Enderby from reveaJing
something mysterious In the past. At the same
time Tot Belden. the dissolute son of Sheriff
Belden. In a neighboring district, is sent out as
deputy sheriff to hunt for a man called Mort
Oliver, who Is wanted in Carolina for murder
Tot goes on the mission and becomes lost In
Hell's Mountain.
Betty finds him unconscious in the woods and
cares for him. Her father Is away for a week.
Then she drags Tot into the cabin and here she
nurses him. When he regains consciousness
she gives him all the food her father left.
When able to get up she takes him to a little
gravetells
and him
shows
an Enderby
empty bird's
and
howhim
Rush
killed nest.
the
mate,
which
bruied. bird
She adds
"Anya man
man
as
would
killshe
a married
would: kill
as The
quick,young
wouldn't
he,
Mister
Tot?"
sheriff sets out to find the man
he is searching for and meets Rush Enderby in
the woods. Rush tells him that the man he
wants is Betty's father. Tot is crushed at this
and goes into the woods to think things over,
telling himself that he can not arrest the father
of the poor little crippled girl. That night
Rush attacks Betty in the cabin and her screams
as she defends herself with her crutch brings
Tot to her aid and a fight ensues. Dawn finds
the room spattered with blood and Tot and Rush
senseless, while Betty crouches outside trembling. Her father returns and finds them thus.
Rush is dying and confesses that he himself is
the murderer; that he killed the man in Carolina, and not Mort Oliver.
Mort Oliver is at last free and some time
later Betty's foot is cured and she finds happiness in the love of the young sheriff, who has
become a man through the regenerating effect
of her innocence and love.

REX.
THE MANTLE OF DECEIT (Two Parts— Nov.
9). — The cast: Grace (Claire Mersereau) ;
Ralph Benton (Stanley Walpole) ; Alice Benton
(Helen Slosson) ; Mrs. Benton (Nellie Slattery) -,
Albert Kruger (Joseph Granby).
Grace Is left almost penniless by the death
of her father. Her mother died years ago.
Before her father passes away he places her
in the guardianship of Albert Kruger, one of her
father's
friends.
It was
not and
long,asked
however,
before heoldshowed
his true
colors
that
he be more than her guardian as the price for
her support. Grace was hardly more than a
child and was frightened at this man who had
designs upon her. At the school where she went
there was a girl by the name of Alice Benton,
and the two soon became friends. Alice had a
big brother by the name of Ralph, and it was
not long before Grace and Ralph were on very
good terms and a love interest grew between
them.
Kruger, although he coveted Grace, did not
want to marry her. as she was penniless and
sought the hand of Alice. Her parents seemed
to favor the match, as they did not know the
man's
One attime
all
invited true
to acharacter.
house party
the they
home were
of the
Bentons. and there it was that Kruger showed
his colors. There was to be a masquerade ball
and he dressed as a devil. Just before It was
time to go down to tbe ball he entered Grace's
room and tried to force his attentions upon her.
She rebelled, but he said that if she made a
fuss he would call the rest and say that he had
been invited there.
Then Grace went in to see Alice and they had
the happy idea of changing costumes, as Ralph
had seen his sister, and they thoucht that that
would spoil the fun. At the ball Kruger began
to make very violent love to Alice, thinking that
she was Grace. She took it in good fun until
he became so forward that it was not longer
possible to mistake
his Intentions.
Then
she
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unmasked and the jig was up. But Kruger was
not to be foiled and as he was shown up he
tried to wreak his vengeance upon Grace and
said before the crowd that she had been his
mistress. This Ralph could not stand and he
threw the other out of the house. The picture
ended happily with the defeat of the Tlllain
and the marriage of Ralph and Grace.
THE EYES OF LOVE (Nov. 10).— The cast:
Martha (Leah Balrd) ; Mary (Agnes Vernon);
Robert (Jack Mulhall) . Scenario by M. B.
Havey.
Produced by Fred A. Keleey.
Mary and Robert are sweethearts and clever
musicians. Mary possessing a very good voice
and Robert ability as a performer on the violin.
Mary receives many oftera to join a certain
opera company, but refuses. Martha, her sister,
unknown to the others, is In love with Robert,
One day in saving the life of a child Robert
Is made blind for life. He offers to release
Mary from her promise, but Mary affirms that
she wants him just the same. Ere long, however, she changes her mind and takes up the
offer of the opera company. Martha, so great
Is her love, cannot endure the thought of
Robert's suffering, so she lets him believe that
she is Mary and so marries him.
One day as Mary is lunching in a cafe one
of the party suggests that she remain to hear
the blind violinist. Much to her amazement It
is Robert. She obtains his address from the
waiter and finds that Jt Is her old home. She
learns what has taken place, hut leaves the
fouple In their mutual bliss.

RED

FEATHER.

THE PLACE BEYOND THE WINDS (Five
Parts — Nov. 6). — The cast: Dick Travers
(Jack Mulhall) ; Friscllla Glenn (Dorothy Phillips) ;Jerry Jo (Lon Chaney) ; Anton Farwell
(Jos. De Grasse) ; Nathan Glenn (C. Norman
Hammond) ; Mrs. Glenn (Miss Youse) ; Dr.
Leydward (Mr. Powers); Joan Moss (Grace
Cariyle) ; Mrs. Travers (Countess Du Cello).
.\dapted for the Screen by Ida May Park. Produced by Joseph D Grasse.
Priscilla Glenn is a product of the woods, a
wild, impulsive, nature-loving child. Her father
is her antithesis, seeing none of the beauties
of nature, thinking women only creatures to be
browbeaten. Between her mother and herself
there existed a strong bond of love and understanding— understanding that they were companions in the same misery and unhappiness.
Priscilla had to fight for an education. At last,
through the efforts of Anton Farwell, the schoolmaster, Priscilla had the opportunity of beginning her education.
For a rest there came to the spot Mrs.
Travers and her crippled boy, Dick, and later
a specialist, Dr. Leydward, who was to eventually straighten the crooked limbs of the hoy.
Priscilla and Dick met and ?. romance between
the two was begun.
Jerry Jo. a half-breed, coveted the girl, and
lured her to a house on the hill where there
was a library. Although the girl was as sweet
and pure when she returned home the next day
her father sent her from his roof. Priscilla
went to her only friend, Anton Farwell, and together they started for a new country. For
Farwell was hiding from the world.
In the long ago he had loved Joan Moss, and
for the love of her killed the brother of Dr.
Leydward. Before Priscilla and Farwell had
gone far he received word that he must choose
the alternative of living buried in the woods
or in prison. So Priscilla went on to find her
way alone in the big city with the mission to
look for Joan. Priscilla devoted her life to the
care of the sick, and so once more she and
Dick Travers met — and worked hand in hand
for suffering humanity. It was thus that she
knew Dr. I^eydward and his daughter, Margaret, who was to wed Clyde Hunter.
One day as Priscilla was strolling in the park
she saw Jerry Jo, now a nondescript beggar.
Towards him she bore no malice, but a strong
desire to make life happier. On following Jerry
Jo to the tenement room he called home, some
of the inmates mistook her for an angel of
mercy for a dying woman, who was none other
than Joan. From her lips she learned that the
crippled child belonged to the affianced of
Margaret Leydward, and also secured Farwell's
exoneration.
She showed Leydward and Margaret the true
type of (he man the latter was about to marry.
Then she wandered back to ihe "place beyond
the wind" to find comfort and peace. She found
that her mother had died and her father had
been stricken blind and still refused to own
her as his own flesh and blood, and a second
time sent her from his home. And then, crushed
and wounded, she again found solace in her old
friend, Anton Farwell, who a short time previous had returned to his home. To Farwell she
told of the finding of Joan, but left with him his
ideal of her — ^of her trueness and worth of trust.
Priscilla returned once more to her little
sanctuary in the woods, where she had erected
her own altar to her own God — and where, too,
she first met Dick.
And there he found her.
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For roallilDR his lovo for her. ho hud followed
her to the "plnoo boyood the wind" und for n
aecoDd time, with his old vlolJo ho stiirted a
new spark In the lUo of tho one woman— thi>
one whom he would chi^rlsh and lo%e and protect H-s loiis as tlnir w.nt on

blB deoperate
attempt ho rldos forth to bold up
the
stage.
Dave, tho Bravo One, decides to loot tho very
housu of his sweetheart. The Sheriff, moaowhlle, under the watehful «yo of bis wife, ilnda
it Imposttiblo to got away and Join the lUtl*
gamu at tho Louk Horn. The attack made by
Neal cm the sta^o couch proves a failure as
tho driver and the f;uurd Are on him. He flecB
like a frlKhteuod rabbit and lukeM n-funo under the bed Id his room. Tho pusst-nKers' report the attempted robbery to the Sh.TllT and
ho is liberated from his wifo. Not Oodlng a
trace of the bandit, he retires to tho iJoqk
Horn
for a little Rume.
Have. arm<>d and with a sack- for the pluader,
now enters Betty's house and at the point of
a revoIviT font-s h< r to kiv(^ him her pocketbook. He proceeds to load tho sack with all
the valuables he can llnd. Betty's mother hears
the noise and running with the burglar iu forced
to hand over her rings. About this time Neal,
the Timid,
plans
to rob
Betty'sthe
bouse.
ing there, he
enters
through
windowSneakand
chasing mother into tho nnxt room runs Into tho
masked Dave. One burglar now chases the
other. Dave is victorious and Neal dives
through the window, Dave takes his loot, places
the
house.sack on the back porch, and re-enters the
The Sheriff meanwhile has lost at cards
and returning home sees the sack of loot. He
examines tt and Qnds Betty's pocketbook. He
extracts this ard hikes bat-k to the Ijong Horn
saloon. Dave now unmasks and tries to impress Betty with his bravery. She sees the
joke and demands her purse. Dave goes to
get
it,
finds
it's gone. Mother,
takes
his gunandand
aceomnanied
by Daveangry,
and Betty
sets forth to flod the thief.
Meanwhile, Neal, discouraged, has gone to
the Long Horn and in the game has cleaned
a big roll. The Sheriff on leaving meets
mother. Dave and Betty. He suddenly gets aa
Idea and goes back into the saloon. He promises Neal that if he will loan him enough
to
Betty's
moneyNeal
he agrees
will swear
Neal
was replace
the brave
robber.
and when

NATIONAL DRAMA CORP.
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CITY

CUB.
HIS BLUSHING BltlPE (Nov. 10),— The cast;
Tho boys t Nolan Lcaiy nnd Hurry Ham) ; tho
landlady (Stella Adams) ; the girl (BlUle
Khoiles) ; Kthel (Ethel Lynne) ; Constable
Ulbbs (Eddie Harry).
Nolan and Hurry are temporarily Unanclally
embarrassed, and Mrs. Prune, the landlady. Is
not a person to bo trifled with. Her keen nose
detects tho odor of the cooking which comes
In the boys' sultstove concealed
from the
fuso.
She oilbouneea
In and demands her money
by noon and the boys decide to puck their
clothes and quietly sneak. The landlady Is too
sharp for them nnd holds their belongings until
she gcU her money.
Homeless and friendless the boys go out to
face the world, and In search for work Nolan
meets his sweetheart. Blllle. and carrying her
parcels forgets to give her a bug of doughnuts.
This furnishes a feed for the two pals. They
discover an ad In the oaper thut the New
will give a week's board to
Honeymoon
Hotelfirst
married couple to arrive Saturday.
the
.May 25 This gives Nolan an idea and he Insists on Harry being the bride. Harry reluctantly consents and has to part wuh his best suit
of clothes for a bride's outfit.
Ethel a friend of Blllle. Is the stenographer
at the hotfl. and Invites Blllle down to the
openlog. BllMo accepts and leaves for Hotel
Honeymoon. The bride and groom arrive and
are welcomed as the first couple by the host
and shown to the bridal chamber. Cupid, however gets busy and the bride falls In love with
tho fair stenographer. By threats of disclosure
he forces the croom to loan him his suit of
his acquaintclothes, and Harry goes to further
ance with Ethel. He pretends to Ethel that he
Is a friend of the bride, and all is going smooth
until Blllle arrives with the news of the bride
that
being III. Harry hastens back and learnsbridal
Nolan, during his absence, has put on the
dress and attempted to go for a smoke. He
runs into Billlo and dashes back to his room,
causing Billie to think "she" has a fit.
The constable of the town gets a notice that
hotel crook, known as "Dolly, the
desperate
aDip."
a man who disguises as a woman, is likely
to come to the new Honeymoon Hotel, and he Is
crook. Dinner time aron the lookout for the Harry,
who is again the
rives and Nolan and
bride, go Into the cafe. The bride drinks
' copiously of beer and after an argument she
and her husband go into the lobby. Here their
the bride's
tho scramble
continues
scrapcomes
sees this and at
The Inconstable
off. and
wig
arrests the bride as "Dolly, the Dip.'
once
Blllle Identifies the boys, and Ethel, the stenographer. Is very pleased. The host of the hotel
forgives all If the tour will marry' and spend
their honeymoon In bis house.
NEARLY A HERO (Nov. 3).— Th« cast: The
Sheriff (Hurry Rattenberry) : Betty (Betry
Compson) : Ma (Stella Adams); The Timfd
One (Neal Burns); The Brave One (Dave
Morris.)
The town of Mosqulte is excited over the
exploits of a bandit, known as Terrible Pete.
The Sheriff of Mosquite has a daughter and a
loving wife, but his one weakness is cardsMany hours he spends In the Long Horn saloon,
playing poker with the boys. Betty, his daughter, a romantic girl, hears of the daring of
Terrible Pete, and vows to her two ardent
swains that the man who wins her must be as
brave and daring as this bandit. The boys accept this challenge and Neal, the Timid One.
and Dave, the Brave, decide to do and dare for
their fair lady. Neal procures a couple of tierce
looking guns and from a piece of black cloth
makes himself a mask.
Being now ready for
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the purse Is returned and Dave out-forced by
the Sheriff's statement. Neal sees visions of
future bliss as Betty gazes at him In hero
worship.
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A LASS OF THE LUMBERLANDS (No. 2,
"The Wreck in the Fog" — Two parts — Oct. 30).
— "Dollar" Holmes lays the foundation for and
then builds upon it the vast power and wealth
possible to one who dominates the great lumber
industry. Believing that his wife and infant
daughter have lost their lives in a river accident.
Holmes weds the daughter of Greer, president of
the AmalRamated, and a son is born to him. In
reality, the wife and child he drove from his
cabin in his humble days, have been rescued
and given a permanent home in a logger's cabin.
Twenty his
yearsuniversity
elapse. Holmes*
finished
schoolingson,
andStephen,
starts
home on the steamship Marathon. Helen has
developed into a Voung woman of beauty and
courage. The Marathon runs on a reef In a
log, and
panic-stricken,
leapsof overboard andStephen,
swims out
to sea instead
into
land. Helen, witnessing his plight from a high
cliff, but not knowing be Is her own father's
son. dives into the ocean and rescues him. In
appreciation the elder Holmes gives her a position in a station on his railroad.
Through that station he sends a teregram
ordering his camp foreman to buy the holdings of a small timberman and thereby ruin
a group of his neighbors. Helen goes to the
man's cabin
andto warns
him.
When Holm^-s'
emissaries
come
the cabin
he refuses
to sell,
and they shoot him to death. Then comes a
wild race by Holmes' men in an automobile and
Helen by locomotive and canoe, each Intent on
first reaching the recorder's office, miles away,
andThefiling
on the dead
man's
lands. a condemned
automobile
crashes
through
bridee and falls forty feet into a river. The occupants of the car swim to shore. On a high
trestle Helen's locomotive is stopped, and by
means of a rope sling she is lowered into a
canoe surface of a stream far below, and starts
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ECLAIR.
THE UNPARON'ABLE SIX i Two Parts— Nov.
Ill— The cast: Simon Brewtr (Hal Wilson);
Ruth (Edna Payne) : Herbert Sloane (Norbert
A. Myles) ; Grace Howard (Louise Hamilton).
Herbert Sloane meets Ruth Brewer and tbey
are photographed together on an old tin type.
Later the girl gives birth to a son. but Sloane
has left her. Five years after Sloane marries
Grace Howard, and they decide to adopt a
boy. They go to a home and there adopt
Frank. Sloane's own son. Ruth has passed
away and later her father dies and there is a
sale of his eCEects. Grace attends the sale and
there she is sbdwn the tin type taken years
before and is told the story connected with
it. She nurses her grief and determines to
bring the boy up so that when the time comes
his father can make amends to him. Frank
grows UP to be a splendid youth and falls in
love with a young girl ne.\t door. His father
objects to the boy, of questionable parentage
marrying the girl and then it is that Grace
produces the photograph.

MUTUAL

MASTERPICTURE.

.\XD THE LAW SAYS i American — Five Parts
—Nov. 6). — The cast: Lawrence Kirby (Richard Bennett); Dr. Cartmtll I George Periolat):
his
Morrison) CaroU).
; Kirby's son
(.Mandaughter
Forrest) (Adrienne
; Torry (William
Lawrence Kirby. a young law student, meets
the daughter of Dr. Cartmell and becomes infatuated with her. He, however, meets her
under an assumed name and he Is known under
an alias when he leaves to escape the responsibility of the child which is later born to the
young
girl.
Years later we see Kirby a judge. His own
son is arrested on circumstantial evidence and
accused of a murder of which he is innocent.
Kirby insists that circumstantial evidence is
sufficient to convict anyone and sentences bis
own son, unknov.'n to him, to the chair.
Dr. Cartmell is a staunch opponent of capital
punishment and believes that even after the victim had supposedly been electrocuted there is
a chance for them to be brought back to life.
Just as the lad is being dragged to the chair
his identity is revealed to Kirby. The lad Is
taken to the chair despite the judge's pleading,
and Dr. Cartmell declares that he can bring
him back to life. Within an hour the youth
is brought back to his mother's arms and
Judge
Kirby
with tear-fllled eyes stands
by.
EAST IS EAST (Turner— Five Parts — Nov.
9). — In the East London tenements lives out,
Alexandra Vickers. better known as "Viccy."
She is rough tongued. quick tempered, and generous as far as her slender means allow. Her
parents died when the girl was very young and
left her to shift for herself. Later she takes
up her abode with Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Smith
and their nephew, Albert Grummett. In the
month of August the family decides to go to
the hop fields and earn their living picking the
sticky vegetable from which is made the national beverage — beer.
About this time in America a wealthy contractor dies and leaves his immense fortune
to Victoria Alexandra Vicker.=;, the only daughter of his brother. A search \= made for the girl
and she is finally located in the hop fields. She
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REEL LIFE
Xo,brought
2.-, (Oct.
22t.— The great
industrial
changes
about
in Europe by
the war are shoisii in startling fashion in pictures
of
"French
Munition
Workers."
A second section of this issue contrasts Eastern
and
Western Barbecues In the United States. The
third Section shows the method of ferrying
fornia.
trains across the Sacramento River in CaliSEE AMERICA FIRST, NO. 59 (Hot Springs,
Va.) (October 25». — This release is devoted to
Hot Springs, Va. These pictures make plain to
one why society has chosen it for a playground.
The hotels, mountain drives, and springs have
prominent places in the release. On the same
reel is an animated cartoon by Harry Palmer.

MUTUAL.
MUTUAL WEEKLY
XQ. IHJ (Xov. 1).
Somewhere in France. — With the Light Infrantry men
at the front.
Xew York City. — New floating station house
for harbor i)olite. Squad "B" takes possession
of new
quarters
built by themselves.
Fresno, Cal. — Exploding 30 tons of dynamite;
oO,0€0 cubic yards of rock are moved with
giant blast.
New Haven, Conn. — The Yale Pageant. In
commemoration of the 200th anniversary of
the coming of Yale College to New Haven.
Newest New York Fashions — Photographed In
the Italian Gardens of the Hotel Biltmore.
(Gowns by Faibisy, Fifth avenue. New York.)
Subtitles: Emerald green velvet empire evening
gown, trimmed with brilliants and emeralds.
Dancing frock, orchid taffeta, opalesque bodice.
A rainy day coat.
Buffalo, N. Y. — Powerful magnets are used
to lift cargo of pig iron. Works more efficiently than men.
Oakland,
— Steamship
"Capto":
to water. Cal.
First
of fleet of
seven glides
ships Inis
christened.
New York
— One hurricane
of New York's
windy
corners.
WestCity.
Indian
blows at
70mile-an-hour
gait.
Provincetown. Mass. — American-made submarine for Spain has trial trip. The "Isaac
Paral" successfuU
is delivered
after
run.to the Spanish government
.Jersey City, N. .1. — Signal Corps welcomea
home. Boys of the First New Jersey Field
Company
return
from border
duty.
San Francisco, Cal. — The discovery of America re-enacted. Fifty thousand people witness
spectacular. aquatic event.
Riverside! Cal. — Mil'n: maids and diving girls
entertain visitors at Fair. Subtitle : From producer to consumer
direct.
Chicago, 111. — Northwestern defeats Chicago
10 to 0. Scores 6rst football vistory over Maroons in lo years.

Miscellaneous Subjects
GREATER
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THE LAST MAX (Five parts— Oct. 30). A
young army surgeon returning from furlough
finds his wife pretending to love another officer.
In realitv she is a butterfly of fashion flitting
from conquest to conquest for the pure excitement of the game,_ Realizing his wife's true
character he leaves' her in order that she may
get a divorce
marryat the
captivated. This and
he does,
the man
same she
timehasfalling

Help us in this*
nay to get close
to these people.
Give one
them
least
happyat
day in the year.
$2. 00 feeds a Family of Five
Send Donations to Commaoder Miss Booth
118 West Fourteenth Street. New York City
Wutero Dept.. Comm. EstiU, lOS N. Dearborn St.. Chicago

in love with a slip of a country girl who journeys to the tropics with him and becomes a
nurse. T\'hen he is called to quell an uprising
of natives he promises to marry her on his reArriving at the attacked post he finds his
turn.
former wife and her husband In dire peril. He
compels them to flee while he follows and finally
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is placed under the care of a Mrs. Carrington,
to become polished. After •'Viccy" leaves. Grummett. with five hundred pounds given him by
the girl, sets himself up in business and is
soon prosperous. Mrs. Carrington's son asks
"Viccy" to marry him, as he needs money to
pay his debts, and the girl accepts him. She
later sees Grummett. however, and after discovering that Carrington wants only her money
she goes back to Grummett, and East returns
to East.

VOGUE.
PICTURE PIR.\TES
(Two Parts — Nov. 12). —
The Picture Pirate (Larrj- Bowes) ; the Ne'erDo-Wells (Rube Miller, Ben Turpin) ; their
wives (Lillian Hamilton,
Rosie Rosee).
Rube's
and Ben's wives are waitresses.
An
art collector purchases
a rare picture and the
■picture pirate,'* representing himself as another collector, calls on the lirst collector. As
he is leaving the place Rube and Ben try to
pick his pockets, and admonishing them as
amateurs, he tells them to join in with him and
try to steal the picture. They take the art
collector's wife with them to the same cafe
wherein their wives are waitresses. Ben and
Rube leave her there and* hasten to her home
to steal a copy of the picture, the owner having
hidden the original. They also drink some poisoned whiskey left for them and fall into a fitLater the "picture pirate" pays Rube and Ben
for th« picture, thinking it is the original.
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-ivi-d ihfiu from ii itTrlbl.- falo. IK- thoo returns t» (h<> otbiT post, wberv ho clulmi) tiia
riilthrul f;irl who uwulus him. The dutipalr of
thv butt4>rlly comes when she realizes sho hn:*
jjluycU her samo
anil loat.
THK SCARLET KfNNKK iKplsoilv. No. <i,
"The Myalorious Motor Car" -Two Parts— Nov.
6). — ChrlstophtT Rao*-, trying out hl5 Scarlet
Runner In a swift run along the bench, comes
upon a group of Dshermi-ii ^aztng out at an
automobile \a the surf. Kucv nttuchos a line
anil huul.s It ashore. A i>olicuman arrives and
the HfTiilr is recordeil as muriler or sulcldo.
Hauling the car to the police station, Race
learns there ol another car which was found on
a country road and which is similar to tbtone he has hauled from the surf.
Christopher thinks nothing further of the
matter till the next dnj", when a representative of a newspaper calls on him offering him
inducements to clear up the mystery (or his
paper. Race accepts and starts liis investigations. He takes it for granted that the discovered cars are the same, and be traces its
course from the road to the beach. He finds
traces of a mysterious man, John Drown, and
also of a young girl who Is also looking for
John Hrown.
Christopher meets the latter while at a meal.
The man makes a dash and gets away io an
auto. Kace follows bim to London, notifies
iho police, and awaits developments. The girl
calls upoD blm. She Is quickly followed by
John Urown himself. The entire affair is cleared
up as evolving from a love spat between the
two, wherein brown faked an accident with his
car, thereby bringing the girl back to him.
Christopher gives up detective work as a bad
Job.

THE DEVILS PRIZE (Five parts— Nov. 6.)
The cast: Hugh Roland (Antonio Moreno) ; Adeline St. Clair (Naomi Childers) ; Arnold St.
Clair (Albert S. Howson); Myra Roland (Clio
Ayres) ; Emmy Roland (Mildred Platz) ; Mark
Siratton (Templar Saxe) ; John Baldwin (Lark
Taylor). Written and directed bv Marguerite
Hertach.
When It Is a question of "My Neighbor — or
Myself?" Arnold St- Clair always manages to
save bis own skin. He became wealthy through
his marriage to Adeline Stratton. Before his
marriage he dishonored Myra Roland who. unable to face her shame, married Hugh Roland,
a newspaper editor. She writes St. Clair a
letter telling blm of her marriage and the birth
of a child which, although his. will be believed
her husband's.
The Mark
note falls
Into who
the manages
hands of toAdeline's
uncle.
Stratton.
further
his own ends by it.s possession. The coal mines
which h(> owns are failing and be tells St.
Clair that he has decided to divide tjie owner-
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THE SCARLET RUNNER (Episode No. 7.
"The Red Whiskered Man" — Two Parts — Nov.
13). — Wealthy Peter Maritz commissions bis
nephew, Ean Van Courtlandl, to get for bim a
valuable diamond which has been cut and is in
Amsterdam. Tom Astley, a jewel thief, learns
of this and plans to have the stone. Van
Courtlantlt hires Race and his Scarlet Runner
on a pretext of making a pleasure tour of the
continent. He gets the stone, unknown, to
Race, (hen calls the trip off and returns to
England.
He Is to meet old Jacobs, a trusted servant.
and Miss Warren, each of whom will carry a
package similar to his own, one of which contains the diamond. Old Jacobs is cauglit and
drugged. AstJey takes his place, disguised, and
meets the others in England. They all set out
in Scarlet Runner. Astley arouses suspicions
by his actions, and Van. during a delay caused
by ibe disguised crook, hides bis package In the
car. They are held up by Astley's accomplices
clad as policemen and placed under arrest.
Race escapes and sends back genuine policemen to the rescue. Jle sjieeds to an address
which Von shouted as he ran away and which
he recognizes as that of Peter Maritz. The latter is suspicious when be finds that no message
is brought by Christopher. A search fails to
reveal the package he seeks. Van and Miss
Warren arrive and explain. Van produces the
package containing the diamond from Its hiding
place, and the affair ends happily for all, save
the unlucky
crooks.
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THE YELLOW MENACE (EpiEode No. 11—
"The Half Breed's Hatrf-d" — Two Parts — Not.
13). In this episode Manning decides to give
himself up to AH Singh, apimrcnlly resigned
to bis fate. In order to save his sister and his
sweetheart, but Hong Kong Harry, moved by his
desire for revenge, born of the fierce tortur©
inflicted on him by Ali Singh, again turns
traitor and leads the police to the arch-fiend's
den. A fight ensues, in which the police, Manning, Margaret Bronson, and May Manning are
weil-nigh overpowered, but finally succeed in
saving themselves and escape the clutches of
Ali Singh. All efforts, however, to capture
the Demon arc of no avail, as Ali Singh conescape. tinues to outwit his enemies and makes his

IVAN

FILM

PRODUCTIONS.

THE SEX LURE (Six parts — October) .—The
cast: The Boy I James Morrison) ; The Mother
(Louise Vale); The Girl (Prankie Mann); The
son.
Father (Donald Hall). Directed by Ivan AbramThe siory concerns a wealthy manufactur9r
who years after his wife has befriended and
helped an orjfhan girl and taken her into their
home lure.s him away and causes him to cast
aside his wife, pleading as an excuse the constant melancholy in which she is wrapped as the
result of the loss of their only cblld, a son, who,
they believe, was drowned, but whose disappearance was caused by the girl.
The son returns and meeting bis mother learns
of her separation from his father and its cause,
.'^gainst his own inclinations, to please his
mother
goes heto ishisalive.
father's
home
inform
the
latterhe that
There
be to
meets
the
woman who brought about his own disappearance
and his mother's woe. She becomes enamored of
him and he, realizing the fact, determines to
repay her in her own coin. He permits her to
make love to blm and thereby succeeds in releasing his father from the lure of sex and In
addition effects the reconciliation and reunion of
his parents.

AMERICAN

M
ship of them with tlie people — ^in other words, he
appoints a day wlu-n the workmen will be able
to Invest their hard-earned savings by purchasing shares. St. Clair dares not refuse bis aid
in this movement, but not quite trueiting hi!=
uncle he goes to his friend. Roland, and tc\h
him that he wants bim to get the credit for the

IVANS

We 4o PARTICULAR Work far PARTICULAR
Developing and Printing ONLY

EVANS

phitunthropli- movenu-nt and for him to push it
by means of his press.
Roland, trusting St. Clalr, and I'ntbuslUKtic
over the prosjiects for the poor, order** lils pup'-r
to laud th«* movement with the ri-sult that the
lalKirer.-i everywhere Invc'Sl their MavlngH. ituhi
eventually faces them. St. Claire seirn Mark
Stratton's devotion to Myra and reallzen that
.Myra may tell her husbantl of her pa^t. To
pn-vent this St. Claire naviH his skin by killing
Mark Stratton. This last niovo brings him into
the power of John Baldwin, brother of Myra.
and the childhood lover of Ailellne. for both he
and Adeline set- the murder. St. Claire, who Is
so in the habit of blaming others for his crime,
tells bis wife, Adeline, that lie saw .lohn Daldwin commit the murder. iJlsgusted witli tho
man whom she now sees in his true light. Adeline turns to Baldwin for consolation.
Accidentally Roland learns the truth about the
child be has believed his own, and, Insane with
anger, he rushes to St. Clalr, intending to kill
liim. He arrives at the house to llnd that the
licvil has claimed his prize. Adeline Is bending over the dead body of her husband, who died
of tear when the detectives learned the truth
about the murder. Still infuriated h.- returns
home and is greeted at the door by his little
daughter whose love has made his life worth
while, hut his fury is beyond control and be
reaches forth to choke the little girl, who cries
that her mother has fainted. Coming to his
senses be goes to his wife whom he had thrown
from him in anger when he learni-d the truth,
but the love that he has given her through tb*ir
married life conquers his hatred and he takes
her to his heart again.
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THE MAN WHO STOOD STILL. (Five parts
— Oct. 30).— Kraus' little jewelry shop on the
east side of New York is typical of that locality
thirty years ago, and while his competitors advance with the times, he stands still in the
simplicity of his kindly old soul, and devotes
more time to his domestic affairs than to his
business. In the rear of his small shop are the
few immaculate rooms presided over by Katie,
his motherly old housekeeper for many years,
who also tills the vacancy of mother for Marie,
the daughter of Kraus.
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THE HEIR TO THE HOORAH fLaskv— Five
Parts— Oct. 2*jV — The cast: Joe Lacy (Thomas
Meiehan) : Geraldine Kent f.\nita King): Mrs.
Kent, her mother (Edythe Chapmanl ; Bud
(Horace B. Carpenter); Bill (Charles Ogle) :
Mr. Marshall (Ernest Joy) ; Mrs. Marshall
( Joane Woodbury) .
The Hoorah, richest mine In California, has
made millionaires of its three bachelor owners. Joe. Bud, and Dill. It occurs to the two
latter men that this wealth, representing the
labor and sacrifices of many long years, must,
in the event of their death, revert to strangers.
They decide that Joe. the most eligible partner,
should marry and give them an heir. This Joe
refuses to do. However, Bud and Bill set
about
a suitable and
wife Joe,
for 'him.
Their
efforts toarefindunrewarded,
in disgust,
leaves town.
Geraldine Kent, daughter of a poor but aspiring society woman, accepts the invitation
of a friend to take a western trip. The mother,
of her own invitation, accompanies them. Arriving at the hotel, they discover Joe in an
undignified position on the floor plaving with
a youngster of five. The mother is shocked,
but when she learns that .Toe Is wealtbv, she
is attentive to him, and persuades Geraldine to
accept his proposal of marriage. Joe's lack of
polish is such a source of constant embarrassment to him and his wife that his suggestion
to Geraldine that they run away from it all
is gladly accepted. Discovered by her mother
just as they are about to leave, Joe is enlightened by Mrs. Kent's expression of her sorrow
at forcing Geraldine to marry such a boor
because they were so sadly in need of money.
Heartbroken, Joe gives fhem the money and departs.
At the end of a year, Geraldine sues for
divorce. Bud and Bill leave Hoorah City for a
trip to see Joe's baby. Not until Joe reads In
the paper an account of the divorce proceedings does h^ know that he has a son. He also
starts out to see the l?aby, and the three men
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meet. Both Bud and Bill claim the right to be
the natnesalve of what they consider a "partnership baby." but learning the little one is a
girl, they order at once baby wardrobes by the
carload. Joesponsibilityrealizes
the mother-in-law's
refor his unhappiness
and sends her
East by the first train. Geraldine has learned
that Joe's greatest desire was for a child, and
when he accuses her of marrying him for his
money, she meets it with a statement that he
married her for the baby. He suggests that
she take the money and he the baby, but as the
little one starts to cry, he is frightened, and
hands it to the mother. As they look at the
baby, and then at each other, they realize how
foolish they Tiave been, and Joe takes both
mother and child into his arms.

Kraus' a most
intimate
friend
neighbor
Spiegel,
kindred
soul, and
the and
father
of Fred.is
Both parents have planned for years the ultimate union of their children. Marie, however,
has other ideas on the subject, and has given
her heart to Frank MacFberson, a worthless
youngest "sport"
the son
father's
keencompetitor.andFrom
time oftohertime
a pinochle
at the home of one or the other is arranged by the two old Germans, as a pretext
to throw Marie and Fred in each other's company.
Fred's
attentions
to Marie
casions
mislead
the old folks,
who ondothese
not ocsee
that Fred's sincerity is not returned.
Marie's eighteenth birthday arrives, and in
honor of the event, Kraus closes up shop, and
with Marie, Katie and the Spiegels, journeys
to the Jersey shore for a picnic in the woods.
Frank follows them, and in the midst of their
gayety calls Marie to him. She slips away unseen, and tells him of the predicament that her
blind love for him has placed her In. Unsympathetic, he speaks of her delicate condition
as his "rotten luck." His craven mind nians
further deception, and she becomes the victim
of a mock marriage. Before leaving with
Frank she sends a boy back to the picnic with
a note to her father, telling of her intention.
Old Kraus* grief upon its receipt is pitiful, and
the holiday's joy is turned to sorrow.
No word comes from Marie and Kraus broods
over his loss until poverty and want confront
him. He is at last compelled to accept a position in the store of his former salesman and a
home with the Spiegels. Meanwhile. Marie and
Frank have traveled down a parallel scale until he leaves her with her baby and goes away.
Without support she is eventually dispossessed
from her squalid room, and, goins she knows
not where, encounters Fred, her father's choice.
He persuades her to come home with him,
where his sister Alice makes her comfortable.
The Spiegels now plan a reconciliation, and
by shrewd means bring father and daughter
back to each other's arms. MacPherson has
turned againi^t his son Frank, and is the means
of bringing him to an accounting. With bis
grandchild in his arms, Kraus' anger melts, and
the glances he detects between Fred and A.arle.
make him believe that his fondest hopes may
yet be realized.
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THE GATES OF EDEN (Columbia Pictures
Corp. — Five parts — Oct. 30). — The cast: Evelyn,
the mother, and Eve, her daughter (Viola
Dana) ; Joseph (Augustus Phillips) ; William
Bard (Robert Walker) : Rodney Drab (Edward
Earle) ; Eldress Sarah (Grace E. Stevens) ;
Huxley (Fred Jones) ; a Brother of the Shaker
Community (Harry Linson). Written and
directed by John H. Collins.
When Joseph Case's wife dies, he takes his
baby daughter, Evelyn, to the Shaker Community, where he liyes. His life there makes
irrevocable his vow to marry again, for the
Shakers do not believe in marriage. The theory
is all very well for Joseph, hut works havoc
in the lives of his daughter, Evelyn, and a
foundling brought up by the community, William Bard. William and Evelyn love each
other, but are not permitted to make their
union legal. Evelyn confesses to Joseph, who
has become Elder of the Shaker Community,
and who no longer considers himself her father,
but is simply the head of the community.
Evelyn is reprimanded, and Bard is flogged and
driven out of the gates of "Eden."
Five years later. Bard goes back to claim
Evelyn and her child. Evelyn has died, and
Elder Joseph, on seeing Bard, hides little Eve.
the child, and tells him she, too, is dead. Bard
leaves "Eden," swearing to be revenged on the
community. The vow occupies his thoughts to
the exclusion of almost everything else, and he
becomes known as "the man of hate." He
even changes his name, spelling it backwards,
Drab.
and is henceforth known not as Bard but as
He adops a son wbom he calls Rodney. Rodney is fond of wandering about in his racing
automobile. He meets with a slight accident
near the Shaker village. Going there for aid.
he sees Eve. Struck by her charm, he remains
in the Tillage, and the two young people fall
In love with each other. Drab, in the pursuance of his plan of revenge, has from time
to time loaned money freely to the Sbakers.
He has them so deeply in debt to hJm that they
can never pay him back, and the time is ripe
for the foreclosure of the mortgage. He writes
a scathing letter to Eld^r Joseph, telling him
of his decision. Joseph pleads for clemency,
but Drab is obdurate. When Rodney tells
Joseph that he is the foster son of William
Drab, the great financier, both he and Eve
believe that his coming there is only part of
Drab's scheme, and Eve tells him to ^o. '
Rodney on his return home asks bis foster
father for an explanation, and is told the old
story of broken hearts and vowed revenge.
Rodney is sorry his father cannot find room In
bis heart for forgiveness, and he goes back to
help Eve. Drab reveals his identity to Joseph
by means of a letter, which gives the reason
for his pitilessness. "I am the brokenhearted man you flogged from your gates," he
says, "Drab spells Bard turned to hate."
Rodney arrives in a storm, and the Elder
shuts the door in his face, whereupon Eve calls
him to task for not practicing the love and
kindness the Shakers are sworn to consider.
She shames him into admitting Rodney. Drab
comes to oust the Shakers from their Eden.
Joseph sends a messenger to ask that they be
allowed to leave peaceably, but Drab strikes the
messenger with a great snake-whip. As the
Shakers pass out of the gates with their cattle, horses and wagons he strikes them all with
the whip. Eve alone does not flinch at thetouch of Drab's whip. She takes his hand and
makes him come with her to see Joseph. He
refuses at -rst, but goes with her when he
sees the resemblance to ber mother.
Joseph
confesses
is Drab's
ter, and that
he has that
lied toEve
him.
Drab is daughdeeply
touched, and sends Rodney to bring back the
Shakers, promising to build them a bigger and
a better Eden. Joseph confesses that the
dying wish of tbe mother had been that Eve
on coming of age should be able to choose her
future mode of life. Both Joseph and Drab
leave her to her own decision. She calls for
her father, and he and Rodney take her away
to a home and happiness.
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lUwVRST INTEKNATIONAL. NKWS PICTUKIAL i\0. So (Oct. 2*).
New
City. — InHraving
the ilimgers
ol"
lurking York
subtnariuf.s
tla- Atlamlc
Oct-an, the
Holland Uut-r Rymlbum departs for Europe. The
Krunch Uuer Liidiyctte, carrying eighty Americans and armed lor defence, salts past the
Statue of Liberty en route for Bordeaux.
Palmdalo, Cal. — Hundreds of rabbits are
rounded ui) by hunters who pound the Mojave
Desert and trap the long-eared animals, killing:
them and taking them to Lios Angeles to be
sold for charity.
Boston. Mass. — Tho Fifth Massachusetts gets
back from the Mexican border and marches in
review
before Governor
McCall.
New Haven, Conn. — The 200th anniversary of
Yale Is celebrated with a gigantic historical
pageant in the Yale Bowl, showing the progrcsb
of the university since It was founded here by
EUhu Yale.
Montivideo, Uruguay. — Multi-millionaire Manuel Kios establishes a private zoo, costing him
one and a half million dollars, for the entertainment of his children and their little friends.
The zuo is flUed wlih rare specimens of animal
and bird life from all parts of the world.
Riverside. Cal. — Expert diving girls of Southern California compete in a fancy diving contest
here.
Chicago. III. — Charles Evans Hughes, Republican nominee for the Presidency, Is greeted by
a large crowd when his special train stops here
tor a brief stay.
On the Austro-Italian Front. — Three hundred
Italian prisoners and the Bag of their regiment
are captured by .A.ustrians. The prisoners are
marched over the mountains to the Austrian
headquarters.
Paris, France. — President Poincaire attends a
ceremony at which motor ambulances presented
to the French government by wealthy Amerlcan» are sprinkled with holy water and blessed
for their duties of mercy at the battlefront.
Media. Pa. — The Rose Tree Hunt Club holds
its fortieth annual sweepstake races here, attended by Pennsylvania society folk.
Footlights and Fashions. — Miss Ivy Sawyer,
leading lady of "Betty," a current Broadway
success, poses exclusively for the Hearst International News Pictorial in the latest gowns of
her own design.
Albany, N. Y. — President Wilson is Enthusiastically received here by a large crowd as he
proceeds westward on a speaking tour.
HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL NO. Sf> (Oct. 27).
Red Bank, N. J. — The Monmouth County
Club holds a drag hunt over the rough countrv
surrounding this city. The hounds and horses
take sensational jumps in which the riders
risk their necks.
Berlin, Germany. — Exclusive pictures by Nelson E. Edwards showing women doing men's
work in the streets of the German capital.
French women in conquered territory go into
the fields to work as harvest hands. General
Krause meets a fellow officer in a crowded
Berlin street.
Oakland, Cal. — The Hughes' Woman Special
ends its trans-continental journey here, ano
the women boosting the Republican presidential candidate are enthusiastically received by
Oakland and San Francisco crowds. The
women speakers address girl workers of the
Alameda
cotton mills.
New Y'ork.
Edison,
the big
notedElecInventor, is the— Thomas
guest of A.honor
at the
trical Show In the Grand Central Palace. Atop
the building In which the show Is held, a giant
searchlight illumines the surrounding buildings. A remarkable feat of night photography.
Season's Latest Fashions. — The most recent
creations of Lucille, Lady Dufl-Gordon, are
displayed by beautiful Lucille models in appropriate settings.
Shadow Lawn, N. J. — President Wilson receives Ambassador Gerard, who recpntly returned from Germany, and the two hold an Important conference at the Summer Wliite
House.
Buenos Aires. Argentine. — Palermo Race
Track on Sunday, attracts a throng of South
American society people, who watch a running
race for a purse of $40,000.
Elephant Butte Dam, Sierra County, N. M. —
The Elephant Butte Dam, one of the largest
irrigation projects in the world, which cost
$10.000.C»00. is dedicated here by the delegates
of the National Irrigation Congress. A. A.
Jones, who represents President Wilson, delivers the dedication
address.
Haverford. Pa — A Philadelphia team of girl
hockey players wins a hard-fought contest here
by a score of 7-2. the Phlladelphlans retaining
their
ot the Women's interClub title
Hockeyof champions
League.
New York City. — A new police patrol boat Is
launched Into the Hudson River, equipped for
water duty. The new precinct station, which
Is to be used as a headquarters for police
boats. Is moved to its wharf In the East River.
El Paso. Tex. — Part of a mountainside Is
blown down by a giant blast of dynamite,
which is set off to uncover ]00.000 tons of raw
cement.

HBionmge's
Entertainer
Here's a little machine, simple in its construction, and easy
of operation, for which there is
a place in every home.
It projects motion picture film
as perfectly in the home as is
possible in the average theater.
Light is provided by a baby
arc, supplied with current from
the ordinary electric light socket, controlled through a special
rheostat.
The baby arc develops 800
candlepower, with about six
amperes of current. The rheostat supplied is suitable for 110,
150 or 220 volts.
Pictures projected are about
6x8 feet in size, and splendid
results are possible with a
throw up to twenty-five feet.
Standard size film is used,
making every film exchange in
the country a constant source
of supply for subjects. Reel
boxes are of 1,000 feet capacity.
Set up and ready for use, the
machine measures 31 inches
long, 31 inches high, and 10
inches broad. The lamphouse
is 10 X 6. Weight of machine,
complete with arc and rheostat,
is 24 pounds. Packed for shipment, the weight is 55 pounds.

There is absolutely no fire risk —
"Safety
First" has been the watchword in construction.
Remember

the Price
is $50
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BEATRICE FAIRFAX (Episode No. 11— 'The
Wasos of Sill'— Two Parts — Oct. 10).— The caflt :
Jimmy liarlon (Harry Fox) ; Dealrice Fairfax
(Grace Liurling) ; Jano Hamlin (Betty Howe);
Clayton Boyd (Nlgol Barrle).
Jano Hamlln'8 father, a wealthy Inventor, has
Just died and the young woman 1b going over
hts private papers. She llnda a note addressed
to
which Into
readsthe: ocean.
"Open the
and drop
its her,
contents
iJo safe
not touch
tho
third button. Tho machine is loaded with
poison gas." She opens the safe and drawa
forth an Infernal machine. As she does so,
her fiance, Clayton Boyd, enters. He has a
handsome face, but It displays weakness of
character. They sit conversing In the dark
room far into tho night.
The scene changes and shows the interior of
a room occupied by a gang of anarchists. They
had tried to secure Hamlin's Invention before
hts death and now plot to steal it. One ot
their number, Sverdrup, Is delighted to commit crime. As Jane and hfr fiance are talking
in tho dark room, they see Sverdrup at the
window. As he jimmies it and enters, they
hide behind a couch. Covering the anarchist
with a revoler. Boyd compels him to throw up
his hands. Jane switches on the lights and
leaves the room to phone the police. When
she is gone, the anarchist offers Boyd §1.000
to free him and help him get the "only perfect
infernal machine." He accepts, allows tho
anarchist to escape and then throws himself
on the floor.
When Jane and the police arrive he feigns
unconsciousness and as he recovers, claims the
burglar beat him over the head- The police
doubt his story and leave in disgust. Jane is
greatly
troubled and writes to Beatrice Fairfax
for
advice.
Meantime. Boyd and the anarchist lay the
plot to secure the infernal machine. Boyd makes
up gains
as theentrance
ghost ofto Jane's
father.house
Thatand.
night
he
the Hamlin
as
the ghost, tells Jane to give his secret to the
man she loves.
Jane falls in a faint.
Beatrice and Jimmy visit ner the following
day. After Jane has told her story, Beatrice
agrees to spend the night with her. Jimmy
has been shadowing Boyd and late that night
follows him and the anarchist to the Hamlin
bouse. He sees them go to the roof through
an adjoining vacant house, sees Boyd disguise
himself as Hamlin, wind a sheet about himself,
and descend through the trap door to the Hamlin house. Sverdrup has been left on guard
and Jimmy overpowers him. Then, winding
a sheet about
himself,
Jimmy
descends,
tooBoyd appears before Jane and frightens her
almost to death. As he is talking to her. he
hears a noise behind him. He turns to confront another ghost — ^and almost collapses himself from fright. Jimmy drops his sheet and
covers Boyd with a revolver. But Sverdrup
has recovered and enters behind Jimmy. He
is about to deal him a blow over the head
when Beatrice, emerging from the room adjoining that of Jane, fires from the doorway and
drops the anarchist.
Jimmy then tears the sheet from Boyd and
strips from his lips his false moustache, revealing him in his true character. Two policemen
summoned by Jimmy take away the plotters and
Jane takes Jimmy and Beatitce to the library
to show them the Infernal machine. As they
are examining it, other members of the gang
surprise them, compel them to surrender the
infernal machine, and escape. As Beatrice
scolds Jimmy for his carelessness he explains:
"Don't worry.
I pressed the third button."
BEATRICE FAIRFAX (Episode No. 121 —
"Curiosity" — Two Parts — Oct. 23). — The cast :
Jimmy Barton (Harry Pox) ; Beatrice Fairfax
(Grace Darling) ; Henry Hanson (Nigei
Barriel ; Mrs. Hanson
(Evelyn Fariss).
Henry Hanson and his wife are newlyweds
and Mrs. Hanson is much perturbed because of
her inability to learn anything about her husband's business. At the close of a pleasant
evening together, he sends her to bed. No
sooner has she retired than he admit.=5 a disreputablecomes
looking
man.
curiosity
her and
she Mrs.
comesHanson's
downstairs
and overoverhears a part of the conversation between her
husband and his visitor. Among other things,
she hears her husband tell the man:
"You needn't fear me. I did two years in
Atlanta
prison returns
and escaped."
Mrs. Hanson
to her room, and writes
to Beatrice Fairfax. Beatrice receives the letter and decides to go to Mrs. Hanson. Jimmy,
the reporter, promises to call later.
The next scene shows the living room of the
criminal gang. The man who called on Hanson at his home enters with him and introduces
him to the chief as one who desires to join
the gang. He is put through a rigid examination. After he has proved his worth, he is told
that the big job the gang is pulling off Is to
place a bomb aboard an outgoing steamship,
which the gang has been hired to destroy.
An old hag is the housekeeper for the gang.
As they are leaving the house. Doyle, the leader,
complains of the littered condition of the placd
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and suggests she hire a woman to b«lp her
with the work. She hangt^ out a sign, bearine
the legend : 'Strong Woman Wanted."
The gang, with Hanson, is then shown riding through a country wood in a rough wagon.
In the bottom of the wagon is a long bo-\.
resembling a coffin. At a lonely spot, they meet
an undertaker's cart. The box is placed in a
long case, such as those In which coffins
are shipped, and then into the wagon. As
the gang completes its work, they see Beatrice
and Mrs. Hanson, who had followed the latter's
husband, peering through the bushes. They
had followed Hanson to tbe scene. Hanson
rushes to protect his wife, but is prevented by
Doyle. The two women are forced to go to
the house occupied by the gang, where they
are bound
and thrust into the cellar.
Meantime, Jtmmy, assigned by the city editor
to investigate the actions of the gang, has located their headquarters. Seeing the sign for
a strong woman wanted, he disguises himself
as a Swedish girl and secures the place. He
sees Beatrice and Mrs. Hanson hrought in and
thrust into the cellar. Jimmy releases them and
prepares for the fight which is to follow. Hanson, upstairs, is seated by a window, smoking.
Two men pass by the house. Hanson, nervously
throws his cigar through the window to the
sidewalk. One of the passing men picks it up
and they hurry away. The gang hears voices
in the cellar and attempts to descend. Jimmy
holds them off with a revolver. Then Doyle
throws a bundle of burning straw downstairs,
smoking out the prisoners. As they come up
the stairs a battle is fought, in which Hanson
joins Jimmy and the two women.
While the fight is in progress, the scene
changes again and shows the man who picked
up Hanson's cigar. He tears it apart and finds
a message inside. It instructs him to wireless
the steamship "Mandalay" to throw the cofDn
overboard, as it contains a powerful bomb, to
be discharged in midsea. Having performed
this service, the two men return to the house
of the gang, just in time to take part in the
tight and place the gangsters under arrest.
Then, for the first time, Hanson is disclosed as
the chief of the Secret Service. As he clasps
his wife
breast
: "Thereif
would
be to
no his
secrets
in he
the explains
Secret Service
we

told

them

to

our

wives."

BEATRICE FAIRFAX (Episode Xo. 1.'!— "The
Ringer"— Two Parts— Oct. 30).— The cast:
Jimmy Barton (Harry Fox) : Beatrice Fairfax
(Grace Darling) ; Cutie (Miss Cherrie) ; the
Dwarf
(Major Rice).
Whitestocking, a famous race horse, has mysteriously disappeared. Jimmy Barton ascertains of Bitney. the owner, that a thoroughly
reliable stable boy slept in the stall with
the door locked and the key in his pocket. He
was found doped and the horse gone. The only
opening to the stall except the door was an
opening over the manger too small to admit a
man.
About the time Jimmy is receiving this information. Beatrice Fairfax gets a letter from
Cutie, the fat lady in a country fair sideshow,
saying that her sweetheart, the dwarf, absented
himself from the show for three days and
would give her no explanation. She asks advice.
Beatrice shows the letter to Jimmy, who explains ahout the stolen race horse. They go
to the country fair and enter the freak tent.
Be^atrice talks with the fat lady^ who points
out
the dwarf.
Jimmy
goes over
to the
dwarf'sa
station
and talks
to him.
He sees
Wilder,
bookmaker, come in and slip a note to the
dwarf. The note reads : "Sam arrested for
shell game. We divvy after race." The dwarf
laughs in delight and tucks tne note in his
belt. Jimmy, under pretense of whispering a
joke to the dwarf, picks him up and filches
the note.
The scene changes to the main avenue of
the fair grounds, where Jimmy, disguised as a
fakir, startsfa shell game. He is arrested
and locked in the jail in a cell next to Sam.
As he is being thrust into the cell. Jimmy
steals the keys from the jailer, riam Is induced
to talk and tells Jimmy how the dwarf was
put and
through
"Whitestocking's
stall
doped the
the opening
stable boy.in Jimmy
lets himself out of jail, and hurries off to stop the
"Free-for-All" race. In the mean time. Beatrice
urged on by Cutie. asks the dwarf where he
was during his absence of three days. The
dwarf is frightened and runs to warn Wilder,
the bookmaker.
He finds him in another box
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stall. su4)eriuleuding the blacking of Whitestocking's legs, the name of the ringer being
Black Joe, as indicated by a ciigu on the door.
Wilder sends the dwarf back with directions
and he, returning to. Beatrice, says: 'If you'll
come with me, I'll tell you." Beatrice follows
the dwarf to the stable, where Wilder and his
stable boy seize her and bind her in the stall,
while the ringer is led out to the race.
Jimmy ascertains from Cutie where Beatrice
Went and follows. He is recognized by the constable who arrested him and is followed by
the crowd. At the* stable he breaks down the
door, overpowering the stable boy. who is on
guard and rescues Beatrice, He explains to
the constable and hurries oft to stop the race.
Too late, they are off. Black Joe, the ringer, in
the lead. Wilder and his confederates, who have
wagered immense sums on the ringer at staggering odds, are arrested and when the race is
over, Jimmy rushos to the judges stand and
protests the race. He proves his charge by
washing the stain from Whitestocking's ankles
and is applauded by the crowd.
Beatrice attempts to console the fat lady
while the detectives carry away the struggling
dwarf.
THE OCEAN WAIF (Golden Eagle— 5 Parts—
Nov. 2). — The cast: Ronald Roberts (Carlyle
Blaekwell) ; Millie (Doris Kenyon ) ; Hy Jessop
(William Morse) ; Sem (Fraunie Fraunholz) ;
Beatrice ( Lyn Donaldson).
Millie Jessop, is an ocean waif, who was
washed up by the waves and deposited at the
door of'Hy Jessop. a disreputable, drunken
fisherman on the Atlantic Coast. Millie grew
into beautiful womanhood as tne drudge of Hy
with no knowledge of her parentage and loved
and borprotected
only by Sem. a hunchback neighboy.
To her island home comes Ronald Roberts, in
a big splendid yacht. He is an author seeking
solitude to complete a novel. He rents a deserted mansion, supposed to be haunted, and
takes possession of it the day after Millie leaves
the hut of .lessop, following a beating he had
administered. She hides in' the attic of the
supposedly haunted house and furnished delightful comedy by assuming the role of the
ghost. Then Ronald discovers her and promptly
falls in love with her and she with him.
a cloud
appearscome
when
Ronald's
andRuta party
of friends
to visit
him, fiancee
Millie
realizes her position, discaras the fine raimant
in which she has arrayed herself and goes back
to
her rags
and her
the upon
fisherman's
hut.andJessop
attempts
to beat
her return
Sem
shoots through an open window and kills him.
Ronald arrives soon after in hunt of his sweetheart and is found bending over the prostrate
form of Hy and is accused or the murder. He
is tried and there is a wonderful court scene.
While the jury is out- and just as he is about to
be convicted. Sem appears and confesses and
then
escapes.
deserted
him inBeatrice.
his hourRonald's
of need.fiancee,
As hehadis
freed ashe his
takes
Millie
him
bride,
whileback
Semto isNew
left' York
behindwithto
face the consequences of his crime, a martyr to
his love for "The Ocean Waif."

Pathe Exchange,

Inc.

PAxHE
XEW^S
XO. So (Oct. 21).
Hammond. Ill- — Th« first armored steel car.
which undergoes a successful trial, is added to
the equipment of the United States Army.
Hoboken, N. J. — Flames leap high as the wellfilled stock of a large lumberyard feeds a ravaging fire which threatens to consume many adjoining houses. Sub-title : Buildings collapse
like toy structures.
Newark, N. J. — With several Civil War comrades of her deceased husband acting as a
guard of honor, the first widow's pension is
given to Mrs. Mary A. Lovejoy. Sub-title : Mrs.
Lovejoy is now over a hundred years old.
Athens. Greece. — King Constantine. whose
throne is seriously threatened as the turbulent
Balkan tangle, gradually draws Greece Into its
grasp, with the royal family.
On the Somme. — The war on the Western
Front has now settled down to a fierce artillery
duel and the belligerents compete in the number of shells they can hurl from their hidden
guns. Sub-titles : The hope of France — the
great 450 mm. gun. which relentlessly sends
its havoc-raising message into the enemy's lines.

Five Thousand
Ten Thousand
Fifteen Thouseuid
Twenty-five Thousand.
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

$1.25
2.50
3.75
5.50
7.50
10.00

November II. 191b
Every advance of the Allies nets many German
prisoners.
Are We Prepared for the International Trade
Hunt After the War'.'^An Animat<*d Cartoon by
A. D. Reed. Process patented by J. R. Bray,
August
2t;.
1916.11, 1914: November U, l!>15: February
New York City.— The value of military instruction is strikingly shown as three thousand
policemen, fresh from Government training
camp, march with true soldier bearing. Subtitles : The auto machine gun corps. Mayor
Mitchel and Comnjissioner Woods are proud of
this notable improvement in the police force.
Corbin, Ky. — ^"Teddy" — is he still to the great
crowds that greet Colonel Roosevelt on his
transcontinental trip in aid of the Republican
party. Sub-titles: Crowds also gather around
his train at Falmouth.
"Dee-lighted."
New York City. — Built in record-breaking
time, the powerful supertlreadnougbt Arizona, is
now read.v to
Sam's Navy
navy, Yard.
and is commissioned join
at the C^ncle
Brooklyn
Subtitles: The chief feature of the Arizona is the
double turret with three 14-inch guns naountel
in each. The Arizona is a sister ship of the
U. S. S. Pennsylvania. The National standard,
which this mighty ship shall sacredly guard, is
then raised. The battleship Maine passing out
to sea for target practice.
Mass i lion. Ohio.— A monster parade marks
the industrial celebration held by this prosperous little city. Sub-title: Governor Willis at-

tends.
PATHE NEWS NO. 8« (Oct. 25).
Brooklyn, N. Y. — The reward of their toil is at
last to be reaped and school children studying
the tasks of rural life eagerly harvest the crops
they planted. Subtitles : 1. A prize farmer.
2. One of the happiest moments in a boy's life.
New Haven, Conn. — In the presence of thirtyfive thousand graduates and friends, Yale celebrates the two hundredth anniversary of the
founding of the college in this city. Subtitle:
1. Hundreds participate in an allegorical pageant illustrating the history of the institution.
New York City.— Thomas A. Edison arrives to
visit the National Exposition of electrical devices and instruments which he made possible
as the master of this mysterious force.
L*i»s Cruces, New Mexico. — Eighteen thousand
National Guardsmen, comprising a large part of
the milUia now left on the border, engage in
battle practice. Subtitles : 1. Getting accustomed to trench fighting. 2. General Motion
and staff direct the troop movements. 3. Some
of the boys receive an outdoor sermon from the
village priest.
Paris, France.— Mrs. .W. K. Vanderbilt. the
noted American millionairess, devotes her time
lo aiding wounded Americans now fighting with
the Allies.
Salonica. Greece. — Russian troops are now
ready to
an active
partSubtitle:
in the Allies'
campaign totake
liberate
Serbia.
1. Soldiers
of the Entente powers are to be seen everywhere
on the streets of Salonica.
The Battle of the Somme. — The light field
guns are an important factor in the great artillery duel, and the Allies keep them in readiness for an attack after huge howitzers have
blasted an opening. Subtitles : 1. A battery
waiting for the order to advance. 2. Infantry
make their way to the front line through the
connecting trenches.
Styles
in Men's
Smart Clothes
forMost
Fall Advance
and Winter
(shown
by courtesy
of The
Stein-Bloeh Company, Rochester. N. Y.). — The
Ennyweather (Cravenette proofed) — An extremely stylish overcoat for rain or shine. The
Light-Weight Avebury — A coat combining jauntiness and dignity. The Dunmore — A smart
belted ulster for street or motor wear. The
Ormonde — Especially designed for the young
athletic figure.
Chicago. III.— Suffragettes are out in large
force to give a demonstration expressing their
political feelings when President Wilson arrives
in the Windy City. Subtitle: 1. Their banners
are torn in riots that follow the demonstration.
Los Angeles, Cal. — The Hay-Chamberlain Act
authorizing an increase in the National Guard
is meeting with hearty response and one coast
artillery corps of 900 men is quickly formed.
Subtitles: 1. The new recruits pledge their
country three years of active service and three
years of reserve. 2. The coast defense guns
which these men will learn to operate.
Boston, Mass. (Boston only). — Battery A oE
the Massachusetts crack corps of noted militiamen return from duty on the Mexican border.
Subtitle:
1. Learning
to be a soldier boy.

Tour own nKOlal Ticliet, any pHntlng, any colon, aocurately numbered; every roll tniarantecd. Coupon tlckeU for
PrlM Drftwlon. 6.000 $2.R0. Prompt ihlpmentt. Caah with
the order. Qet the samplet. Send disffram for R«Mrved
Seat Coupon Tickets, lerlsl or dated. Stock Cloketa 6.0M
to 23.000 flft€«D cenU per thoiu&Qd, 60.000 tan oenta, lOO.OM
Dine cents.

NATIONAL TICKET
Shaiaokin. Pa.
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Don't Lean
on Excuses
l)i.'caiise vour j)ioieciii.>n is not as good
as the bigger theatres. The most important consid^li^ii
eratioji in
e
h
t
jection
is
,
([uaHty of your
^
proligiii and the light depends on your electrical etiuipnient.
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Your Audiences
Are More Critical
than they usoil to be, and to till your theatre
you want to make the most out of every picture ymi show.
l-i|ui|> VMur pri_ijeetor w illi the

lens, and secure a maximum
liant illumination.
lor the smallest as well as the largest
theatre will provide more and better
light with the same or less current cost.
Its description and record of performances should interest you.
Send today for Bulletin 10923.

Wa§i]a£kdzic
MamifadtiirmA

Company.

WEEK

OR

MONTH

Equipped with Winfield-Kerner
No glare or shadows.

lights.

Superior Developing
and Printing
Expert and Efficient service.
Titles a Specialty.

CAMERAMEN
We Buy Undeveloped Negative
Subjects which

are novel — trick pictures—popular science — popular mechanics— microscopical, etc. Write for
particulars.

SUPERIOR FILMS COMPANY
A. BRACKETT,

See your Dealer, or write direct to

CROWN

OPTICAL
Rochester,

COMPANY
N.

Y.

Manager

Entire Tenth Floor
643 Olive Street, Los Angeles

RICHARDSON'S
MOTION

Finest indoor fire-proof studio on the
coast. Center of the business district.

ROBERT

The Marlux represents the highest development of the motion picture lens, and the perfection of its optical corrections and focusingmechanism enables your operator to bring out
the ftdl interest of every picture.

Si. Louis.Mai

STUDIO FOR RENT
DAY,

i steady, bri!-

PICTURE

HAND
BOOK
FOR MANAGERS and OPERATORS
'^2fT^

2. "Published by

-

^

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLT
RICHARDSON'S^ MOTION PICTURE
HAND BOOK is a carefully prepared guide
to perfect projection. ^^
It is an invaluable help to every single individual inthe trade who has to do with the
mechanical handling of motion picture film or
the management of a moving picture theatre.
There are over 680 Pages of Text and the
illustrations include detail diagrams of all the
leading makes of projection machines.^.^ F,. ,j
Substantially Bound in Red Cloth S4.00J

$ent Postpaid on Receipt of Price by

MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 17 Madison Ave. New VorK City
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 917 Schiller BIdg., Chicago, III.
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 305 Haas BIdg., Los Angeles, Cal.
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San Francisco, Cal. (San
Many beautiful floats are
water pageant depicting tlie
bus. Subtitle: 1. The float
and Queen of the Carnival.

Francisco only). —
entered in a gala
Landing of Columcarrying the King

THE SHIELDING SHADOW (Episode No. 6
"The Disappearing Shadow") (Two parts — Astra
—Nov. 5). The mercenary Bianca to her surprise finds her former calculating heart is capable ot holding an honest love. Ravengar, kept
a prisoner in her gambling house, Is the unwilling object of her affections. While d««p in
thought over a means of winning his love sht
has a visitation from the Shielding Shadow and
a message appears on the wall : "To win Ravtngar's love, lure a confession from Sebastian concerning a crime committed by him." Hopeful,
and her superstitious nature aroused by the
weird visitation, she entices Sebastian to a onely
shack where her men put him through a grilling
third degree.
Leontine, her suspicions fully aroused by Seclue and
him.
Two of thebastian's
menabsence,
on finds
guarda before
the follows
shack seize
her and block her Interference by locking her In
a Gypsy wagon nearby. Ravengar makes bis
timely appearance, overcomes the Gypsy set on
guard and enters the wagon. The door Is locked
on
them start
by two
Bianca's
who
fiendishly
the of
wagon
rollinglieutenants
down the steep
incline towards the cliff with its dizzy drop. In
the wagon Ravengar finds a sledge hammer and
working feverishly against the seconds between
their Instant death, breaks the door and jumps
with Leontine as it goes dashing to pieces on the
rocks below.
Bianca. on appearance,
being
informed
of Ravengar's
rerushes to
his prison
room, unloi-ks
the multi-bolted door and finds — Ravengar
calmly sitting there!
SCRATCH OF THE PEN (Pathe — Two parts
— Nov. 5). A criminal uses a forged check to
blackmail another crook. To escape prosecution
be uses a diabolical method to get him out of the
way. An Innocent man is sent to prison fur the
crime, but avenging justice pursues the wrongdoer, the dead returns alive and rights the deep
wrong.
LUKE-S PREPAREDNESS PREPARATION
(Rolin — Nov. oj. Luke begins his preparedness
campaign with musical notes deliberately unfriendly, and as "Colonel Earache," acoustic
rebel, he will raise a continual bombardment of
laughs.
FOWL AND GAME BIRDS (Pathe — Nov. 6).
An interesting reel showing the exquisite markings and iridescent colorings of our domestic and
wild feathered friends brought out in Pathscolor.
HISTORIC NEW ORLEANS (On same reel as
foregoing). This historic city was named alter
the Duke of Orleans. Besides being the second
largest cotton center in the world, it has many
spots of picturesque interest.

Triangle Film

Corp,

A CORNER IN COLLEENS (Ince— 5
Nov. o). The cast: Shamrock (Bessie
cale) : Richard Taylor (Charles Ray)
(Margery Wilson) ; Dan Allen (Roy
Annie
Pahy
(Aggie
Herring) ; Manus

parts—
Barris; Rose.
Nelll, ;
McCoy
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(Walter Perry); Daisy (Alice Taaffe) ; Hyacinth (Alice Lawrence) ; English Commander
(Charles French).
In a little cottage in Ireland lived a widow who
was the self-appointed guardian to four orphan
girls. The widow was poor, but was contented
and happy to be surrounded by tour of the prettiest girls in the country. Shammie, the eldest,
was an incurable Tomboy. The family struggled
along on little or nothing, without a thought or
care, until one day news reached them that tne
owner of the cottage, where they lived rent free,
was coming from America to claim his property.
The widow was up in arms, vowing to protect
her wards from any intruding foreigners. And
so when Richard Taylor arrived and saw Shammie and her sisters he thought It wiser to conceal his identity, especially after he had seen
Shammie. But the fact that he owned the property leaked out. and the girls resisted all his
overtures of friendship and Shammie was obdurate. The young conspirator did everything to
make
Richard
Taylor's
life unhappy, tormenting
him with
a hundred
tricks.

and when pressed for a reason, declares her
hatred for his business — a race-track man. In
explanation, she tells how her father, a horse
owner, was driven to ruin and suicide by betting.
He promises to quit the game if she will consent to marry him, and Lois gladly agrees.
He plans to make one big "killing" and retire;
so
he mortgages
horsesThe
to
Johnson
and bets his
theentire
money"string"
on Attaof Boy.
gambler concludes that Jim has something up
his sleeve and sends Lucille, his consort, to Mrs.
Tlrandon's boarding house to obtain the Information. Her efforts to infatuate Jim are unsuccessful, but she gets the tip on Atta Boy from
BUI Golden, a trainer, who has just been discharged by Jim. Johnson pays the tip heavily
and Jim stakes his all on the horse.
Atta Eoy runs a strong race, but goes lame In
tne home-stretch and loses. Johnson forecloeeB
on t^e horses. He is bitter against Atta Boy,
and when no one will bid on him at the Kale,
orders him to be shot. Lois pleads for him, and
Johnson
lets her have the horse on her promise
to pay $50.

About
thefaring
time when
lovewere
affairs were
worst Richard
all kinds Taylor's
of trouble
happening in Dubjin. There was a general uprising with street fighting and shooting. The
unrest spread to the little village where Richard
Taylor was having his own trouble with Shammie. There were meetings In the village and a
regiment was sent down from Dublin to keep
watch.
One night a secret meeting of the rebels was
held,
spite ofthethecuriosity
commanding
officer'sthat
order.
This soin piqued
of Shammie
she
determined to be present, and was enjoying herself immensely when the constabulary swooped
down and put the rebels to flight. Rushing away
frightened the dazed Shammie found herself at
the door of Richard Taylor's house. To save her
Taylor equips her with a suit of his old clothes
and attempts to pass her off as his secretary.
When the military break Into the house a freefor-all fight ensues. In which Richard Taylor
greatly distinguishes himself.
The good-natured colonel, divining the reason
of Taylor's determined resistance, orders the captured Shammie to be brought before him and,
with a wink, orders Taylor to be shot. This
brings Shammie to a realization of a certain
feeling that she has struggled to conceal, and
she pleads for the life of the condemned man
who owns her love. The colonel commutes Taylor's sentence on certain conditions, to which
Shammie agrees.

Jim quits the track and gets a job. AtU Uoy
is brought back to the bam and under the teaie"
nursing of Lois, recovers. The discharged
trainer happens to see Jim try out the horse
and reports to Johnson that the animal Is la
good order again. He still has the unsatisfied
claim of $50, and disregarding the verbal agreement with Lois, he has the sheriff take the horse
away. All try to scheme out some way to raise
money to satisfy the claim. Mrs. Brandon had
money put away for the last payment on the
house she Is buying and redeems
Atta Boy.
Lois goes to the barn and mourns In the empty
stall, when Atta Boy, who has broken away from
the gambler's stable, canters in and muzzles her
lovingly. She has a vision Atta Boy winning
another race and getting them out of all difficulties. She decides to overcome her scruples,
just once.
Johnson has a race "fixed" and Lois enters
Atta Boy in the same race, without knowledge cf
the "frame-up." It interferes with the gambler s plans and he seeks some way to compel
the withdrawal of Napier Boy. Learning that
the last i-ayment on the house Is overdue, he
ruvi up the claim and then threatens foreclosure
not "scratched." Lois Is intimiIs but
if the horse
dated at first,
resolves to pin her faith to
Atta Boy. At the last minute. Johnson learns
that the horse will run and he conspires with
several jockeys to "pocket" Atta Boy. Lois
overhears and tries to reach Jim in the betting
bets toto John"switch"
ring to
son's tell
horse. him
As noto women
are the
permitted
enter
the betting ring, she calls to him excitedly but
cannot tell whether he has heard her.
Atta Boy breaks the pocket and wms. Lois
collapses, fearing Jim has switched the bet; but
the latter had not understood the warning and
wun
race
trackremained
the winning horse,
on ver.
fore
the bet
^^^^^^^
the money won they save the house and quit the

ATTA BOY'S LAST RACE (Fine Arts— Five
parts— Nov. 5). The cast: Lois Brandon (uorothy Glsh); Jim Spencer (Keith Armour) ; Jarvis Johnson (Carl Stockdale) ; Lucille Stone
lAdele Clifton): Mrs. Brandon (Loyola O'Connor); Phil Strong (Fred H. Turner) ; Bill Golden (Tom Wilsonl ; Jockey (Joe Neery).
Jim Spencer owns a small "string" of horses
and is racing them at the Gilmont track. In
order to keep down expenses and to be near his
horses, be boards with Mrs. Brandon, near the
track. The "breadwinner" of the string is Atta
Boy and he keeps him apart from the others in
a barn back of the boarding house.
Lois, the daughter of Mrs. Brandon, has an
inherited affection for horses and likes Atta Boy
very much. She later falls in love with the
owner. Jim. and he proposes marriage. Despite
hf r confession of love for Jim, she rejects him.

The largest staff ^of experts in all
departments makes the MOVING
PICTURE WORLD the one paper in
the trade that fatly fiUs the requirements of every reader.

Nowadays Wise Mr. Exhibitor
Consults His Supply Man When
Projection
Difficulties
Arise
It ii through these consultations, held with hundreds of exhibitors, and the
out advantaknowledge we gained suggesting remedies which has worked
geously to our customers at little or no cost to them. That makes us proclaim
that we are foremost in the art of

|3F90JE:C~ri^lM
Piteco Condensers
Improve Your
Projection.
Ask about
them.

EIMGIIMEERIIMG

Consult Our Engineering Depzu-tment To-day
We Are Distributors for

NATIONAL

and

SILVER

TIP

CARBONS

We Equip
Motion
Picture Theatres
Completely.

Send for Prices

engineers
E EQUIPMENT CO. projection
E THEATR
TUR
PIC
NEW YORK
1604 BROADWAY, at 4»th Street
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NOTE

OUR NEWIRATES!

Remittances must accompany all orders as follows: One dollar per insertion for
copy containine twenty words or less. Five cents per word on copy containing over
twenty words.
Each word to be counted including names and addresses.

I bear the stricteat inveatigation.

TO ADVERTISERS:— The Publisher* expect that all statementH made in every Qdvortiaement »

ATTENTION.

EQUIPMENT

CONVICT SHIP -Success" Qlm. Wanted,
present address of J. C. Hearey, lecturer. Have
good business proposltloD. Coupe, 2748 Canal
St., Now Orleans. La.

SITUATIONS

WANTED.

DIRECTOR .\XD CAMER(\MAN at liberty.
creative ability and original ideas. G. 0., care
M. P. World. N. Y. City.
PHOTOPLAY WRIGHT, five years' literary
experience, seeks i)osiilon as editor or continuity man. Unusual adaptations, etc.. to
order. Apartment 2, 98 Momingside Ave., X.
Y. City.
OPERATOR AND WIFE, pianist and Seeburg
player, eiperlenced, reliable; Joint position;
South preferred. Best references. Reliable,
care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
MANAGER picture vaudeville theater. Capable, married,
sober. R.
BestC. references,
years'
experience.
Address
care M. P.10 World,
N. Y. City.
CAMERAMAN, with complete outfit, Including stills, all-round experience, now at liberty,
would like to locate with reliable concern. Moderate salary. Expert, care M. P. World, N. Y.
City.

HELP

WANTED.

SALESMEN wanted for advance slides of
players. Exchanges, supply dealers, film salesmen or private parties. No Investment required. Frank B. Howe, 6S22 Sunset, Los Angeles, Calif.
YOUNG MAN to assist manager ot 600-seat
theater in heart of N. T. City. Must be thoroughly familiar with the business, live wire.
State age, experience, record, references and
salary expected to begin. J. L., care M. P.
World, N. Y. City.

THEATERS
CASH FOR YOUR
successful moving
years of continuous
one million dollars'
changes and leases.
Broker, Est. 1S96.
Buffalo, N. Y.

THEATERS

WANTED.

MOVIE— I am a practical
picture broker. Seventeen
success. Selling upwards of
worth annually, sales, exLewis, the Moving Picture
Office, 578-SO Ellicolt Sq.,

FOR

SALE

OR

RENT.

TODAY Is the time to buy a movie. Why
not purchase now when the prices are low and
reap the harvest which comes during the fall,
winter and spring. Here is a beauty which can
be purchased for $1,500 or $2,000 down. Forty
miles from Buffalo in a town of about 8,000
habitants. Leading show house in town. Profits
$40 to $50 week year around. Price, $3,500.
Lewis, 580 Elllcott Square, Buffalo, N. Y. Send
for catalogue
FREE.
FOR LEASE — Fully equipped modern picture
theater, seating capacity 560. City 45,000. Immediate possession given. Star Theater, Elmira, N. Y.
FOR SALE — A new theater in city 70.000,
■with best equipment money can buy, on reasonable terms. Address Fogarty, care M. P.
World, N. Y. City.
A GOOD, BUSY moving picture show, admission. 10c. Run first-class features, stand the
closest investigation, capacity 350 chairs, in the
most prosperous manufacturing town of size in
the U. S. ;ticulars.population
."^O.OOO.Va.Write for parBox GOO, Hopewell,
FOR SALE OR RENT — One of the best paying moving picture theaters in eastern part of
Pennsylvania. City of over 100.000 populat!^.
theater is thoroughly up to date, seating 700,
with 10c. admission price afternoon and evening. Best reasons for selling. Only bona-flde
parties will be considered. Address J., care
M. P. World.
N. Y. City
SPLENDID CHANCE to purchase moving picture and vaudeville theater. (Brick building)
seats ROO, large stage, only house In town of
e,0OO Inhabitants. Fully equipped. Now In operation. Free £ Brannlgan, Tarrytown. N. T.

NOTICE

TO

FOR

SALE.

FOR SALE— One Power's Q.\ moving picture
machine in good running condition. Price
$135.00.
J. S. White, Wakefield, Va.
GUARANTEED REBUILT MACHINES— 1008
Motlograph, $60. 1913 Motlograph, $90. Power's No. 6A. $150. Edison type B, $75. 1011
Motlograph. $75. Simplex Motor Drive, $2r)0.
Edison Exhibition. $05. Power's No. 5G. ^66.
Going quick. Rush your order. Amusement
Supply Company, 300-2 Mailers BIdg., Chicago.
Illinois.
300 OPERA CHAIRS for sale, used three
months. Guaranteed same as new. 40c e&cb.
Color mahogany veneer. C. Jackson, Scenic
Theater, Bloomlngton, 111,
FOR SALE — One Power's QA picture machine,
one Simplex nineteen fourteen model picture
machine, one Fort Wayne Compensarc, six
Fourteen-lnch oscllatlng fans, one thirty-Inch
exhaust fan, 220 nice opera chairs. The above
material has only been used six months and is
in excellent condition. Write P. R, Parrish, P.
0. Box 417. Greensboro. N. C, for particulars.
OP'ERA CHAIRS — 3,000 slightly used, 40c.
up. Upholstered. $1.25. New opera, 95c. ; maple
folding. 40c. Atlas Seating Company, 10 East
43d St.. N. Y. City.
NEW GOLD SCREEN, 9x12, $25.00. sold on
trial. Free sample. Stretcher frame, $6.00.
Guaranteed satisfactory. Cox Scenic Co.,
Estherville,
la.
FOR SALE — Two 40 ampere type' No. 115.672
General Electric Mercury Arc Rectifiers complete with extra relays, hand regulators and
enclosed fuses. Full .50 amps. D. C. at arc
guaranteed. Price $125 each- Collins & Hill,
10 S. La Salle St., Chicago, III.
FOR S.A.LE — Slightly used Simplex projectors,
guaranteed perfect and good as new at reasonable ■prices.
Second-hand
Motlograph
In good
condition,
cheap.
Room 206,
14S2 Broadway,
N. Y. City.
BARG.\INS — Slightly used Simplex, Power's
and Motlograph machines. Lowest prices —
fullv guaranteed. Hallberg, 729 Seventh Ave.,
N. Y. City.
RICHARDSON SAYS — "Install 'Ambprlux'
Lens Filters." Don't hesitate to spend $3.50 to
protect your patrons from sight destroying eyestrain. W. D. Warner. Wyandotte BIdg., Columbus, Ohio.

CAMERAS,

ETC.,

FOR

SALE.

FOR SALE — One Williamson de Luxe camera
with side focusing attachment, fitted with
original Carl Zeiss lens. Focusing and dlaaram scale fitted to front of camera. Sunshade hood. Ten extra magazines. One Imported Williamson extension tripod with tilttop and panorama. Camera and magazine In
cases. Outfit new. J. P. McDonnell, 416 W.
21Gth St., N. Y. City.
SAL.E — Pathe camera, outside magazines, equipped with two cases, six magazines,
metal rails, two lenses, veedor counter, focusing tube, volute exterior shutter and other extras. Pathe camera enclosed magazines, six
magazines, veedor counter, metal rails, trick
attachment, two cases, two lenses. Universal
tripod and tilt, cost new $833.00, sell $5.50.00.
Universal Camera Company, 1007 Times BIdg.,
THE MOTION PICTURE CAMERA Clearing
House offers the biggest values possible In higheradp tested Cinematograph cameras. 1st : 150
ft. Vista, late model, equipped with Zeiss Tessar
F :;;.5 lens, S50 00 ; 2n(l : 100 ft. Ernemann M.
P. camera, equipped with Ernemann F:3.5 lens.
■^.50.00: 3rd: 400 ft. Urban Professional, regular and trick crank, focus direct through rear.
Two Volgtlander lens 70 M.M. and 90 M. M.. Interchangeable. $125.00. 4th: 400 ft. Pathe Cinematograph Heliar F :4.5 lens, $135.00. 5th: 200
ft. Ernemann Model A. regular and trick crank.
r^iPs Tessar lens. F :3.5, $1.35.00. Bth : 400 ft.
Ernpmann Professional Model B. Finest mechanism, all adjustments, equipped with Zeiss Tessar. F:3.5 lens. $225.00. 7th: 400 ft. Ernemann
Model B, same as above, equipped with 2" Ernemann F :3.5 lens, 3" Helomar F :3.5 lens and 4"

ADVERTISERS:— The Publishers

FOR

Dallmeycr Tclcphoto lens, complete, $275.00.
8th : The Davsco Professional, 200 ft. capacity,
Zeiss Tessar lens. Biggest value possible, $110.00.
Panoramic and tilting top tripods from $14.00
to $60.00. Write today. Information on any
camera cheerfully answered. David Stern Company, The National Camera Exchange, 1047 R.
Madison St.. Chicago, 111.
MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS and tripods
for sale and for rent. Cameramen furnished
anywhere. H. R. Hoover & Co., 229 West 42nd
St., N. Y. City.
CAMERAMEN'S
NOVELTIES—
Laboratory
outfits, special machinery,
photplay
directors
vlewQnders, flexible cranks, effect devices, static
preventers. All film work, repair. Eberbard
Schneider, 14th St. and Second Ave., N. Y. City.
N. Y. City.

FILMS

WANTED.

WANTED — "Quo V^dis" for school use; also
used 3, 6 reelers In good condition. State price,
etc., F. Szczepanik, 1945 Hunting Park Aye.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
OPEN BOOKING — Have you a special picture
to run on percentage or rent by the day? Capacity 350 chairs, population of town 25,000
Box 609, Hopewell,
Va.

people.

WANTED for export, used films In good condition. Especially series. State price, etc., to
P. Thomander, 145 West 45th St., N. Y. City.
WANTED — Undeveloped or developed negative, concerning coal mining. Pictures of mine
interior desired. State price on amount you
have in first letter. The David Davidson Studio,
57 Whitemarsh
St., Providence, R. I.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for film scrap, discarded reels of film and perforations. Ship to
and write The Nickelsburg Brothers Company,
Meadow St.. Newark, N. J. Checks mailed on
receipt of goods.

FILMS

FOR

SALE

OR RENT.

OVER SEAS BUYERS should communicate
with me, second-hand American pictures at European prices. Donald Campbell, 145 West 45th
St.. N. Y. City.
WE SPECIALIZE in used educational industrial, scientific and scenic films. Good subjects
at IV^c. per foot and up. We have what you
want. Send for our lists and terms. New York
Film Laboratories, Film Sales Dept., 145 West
45th St., N. Y. City.
ONE AND TWO-REEL subjects (Krlterlon
Brand), plenty posters, also features, first-class
condition, full lobby displays. Bargains. Queen
City Feature Film Co., 123i^ Opera PI., Cincinnati, Ohio.
SELLING OUT— Charlie Chaplin in "Ambition." 4 reels ; "Charlie's First Vacation," 3
reels. Practically new film. Lot of three-reel
features very cheap. Plenty of mounted and
unmounted posters. Yale Feature Film Co.,
3917 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
FOR S.\LE — Largest and finest stock of film
in this country, consisting of single reel comedies, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 reel features, totaling over
five thousand reels. Splendid paper. These
films are not old program releases. First come,
first served. Act Quick. This is also wonderful opportunity for foreign buyers. Chicago
Film Trading & Exporting Co., Shops BIdg.,
Chicago,
III.

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS
SALE.

FOR

PIPE ORGAN FOR SALE — Three-manual,
thirty-stop Karn-Warren pipe organ, with echo
organ, harp, chimes. Vox Humana, electric action and detached console. This organ has roll
attachment and would be just the thing for a
picture house. The owner, finding the organ too
powerful for his residence, is willing to dispose
of it at a great sacrifice, in order to make room
for a residence organ. For full Information,
specificatipn, price, etc., address Pipe Organ,
care M. P. World, Schiller BIdg.. Chicago. lU.
A RUDOLPH WURLITZER automatic pianoband orchestrion, S ft. by 0 ft, 6 diameter, 8 ft,
high, used five years, good as new; cost.
$5,100.00. sell for $2,000.00 cash. D. B., 491
State St., Bridgeport,
Conn.

expect tfeat all statements made in every advertisement will bear the strictest investigation.
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(Bluebird)
"Hazards of Helen" in Third Year
"Heart of a Hero. The"
(World)
■•Heir to the Hoorah, The"
(Lasky)
"Hidden
Valley"
(Pathel
Holah
to Head Local International
Honor
System,
The
"Honorable
Algy. The"
(Triangle)
Hungry
for American
Fictures
Ince. Ralph,
Leaves
Vitagraph
Internationa]
Adds
to Product
■Interrupted
Nuptials,
The"
(Unity)
Kulems
for November
Kansas
City Screen
Club's Friday Night. .
Kane Writes of Big Theaters
List of Current Film Release Dates.
022. 024. 926,
Local Idea vs. State Censorship in Kansas..

867
889
870
827
844
869
840
842
.S41
894
879
844
829
876
864
84.^
877
898
836

^3
880
886
841
872
80."?
844
892
858
872
855
856
S61
864
862
873
.872
892
843
833
874

Pacts
and
Comments
Famous Players End $100,000 Offer
Farnum.
Wiliam,
Returns to Screen
Farrar Says "Joan of Arc" is Splendid....
Fashion
Show
Popular
in Minnesota
Film Bicycling Sure to Bring Trouble
Film Men at the Border
Five New
Kalems
are Shown
Florence
Rose Fashion Show Films. The...
Fox. William, to Produce Comedies

825
866
874
897
SG4
887
830
843
871
874

"Man
from the Yukon.
The"
(Kalem)
Manufacturers'
Advance
Notes
Maritime Protest Against Deposit
"Masque
of Life. The"
(Signet)
Meeting of Miami Valley Exhibitors
Memphis
Inaugurates Children's Matinees..
"Microscope
Mvsterv,
The"
(Triangle) ....
.Mobile, Ala,. Exhibitor
Motion
Picture
Educator
Motion
Picture Exhibitor.
The
Motion
Picture
Photography
Music for the Picture
Musidora.
Juliet
Mutual
to Release "Charity?"
Myers. Carmel. New Griffith Protege
New
Gloria in the Field. A
New Jersey Candidate Opposes Censorship. .
New Orleans — Its Picture Business
.■ .
".\>w
Salesman,
The"
(Kalem)
News of Los Angeles and Vicinity
New York Has a Monkey
Dinner
"No Children"
Sign— What It Did In Kenosha
Notables
in General
Film
Notes of the Trade

"Gate
of beath. The"
Gaumont
Has Program

843
870

"Ocean
Ontario

"Daughter of the Gods"
at Fitt Theater. . 890
De Mille, Cecil, Heads
Morosco-Pallas
875
"Desperate
Duel.
A"Advance
(Kalem)
844
Detroiters Discuss
in Prices
895
"Devil's
Prize. The"
(Vitagraph)
846
Diamond Trade Mark in Sellg's
864
Eastern
Pennsylvania
Prospers
888
Enterprise Amusement
Co. to Build
890
Essanay's November Output Large
860
Exhibitor
Complains
of Betrayal
Stories. . S72

(Kalem)
of Singles

928
898

897
836
883

Waif. The"
f International)
S42
Ll'-ense Offlc-er Makes
Statement. . 894

TO ADVERTISERS
ASBESTOS
SrPPLIiES
Johns-Manville,
H. W.. Co

CARBOXS

Jones
Speer

AXD

& Cammack
Carbon
Co

CARBOX

CHAIR
AXD
SEATIXG
ERS.
Ameri-an
Seating Co
Steel Furniture Co

925

ACCCSSORIES.

910
931

MAMFACTUR-

ELECTRICAI,
A MECHANICAL
MENT.
Amusement
Supply
Co
CalehufC
Supply
Co
C fi C Electric Co
Erker
Eros
Fulton. E. E
Hallberg. J. H
Hertner Electric & Mfg. Co
Hommel. Ludwig & Co
Lucas Theater Supply Co
Picture Theater Equip. Co
Porter,
B. F
■Strelinger, Chas. A
Typhoon
Universal Fan
MotorCo Co '
"Wagner
Elec. Elec.
Mfg. &CoMfg. Co
Westinghouse

(

933
933
EQUIP930
911
931
927
909
I , . . 923
927
911
932
91S
930
912
912
911
917
923

FILM
EXCHANGES.
Bradenburgh. G. W
931
LENS
MANUF.\CTtJRER,
Crown
Optical Co
9l7
Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co
932
MANUFACTURERS
OF
MOVING
PICTl'RES.
Art Dramas,
Inc
790-1
Artcraft
Picture Corp
70G-7
Biograph
Co
902
Bluebird Photoplays, Inc
Colored Insert
Christie Films
802
Civilization Feature Co
793
Clara Kimball Young Film Corp
784
E £ R Jungle Film Co
910
Essanay Film Mfg. Co
779, 823
European Film Co
905

Fox Film Corp
,
787
Frohman
Amusement
Corp
788-0
Gaumont Co
810-11
General
Film Co
819
Grafton
Pub. Co
913
Harper
Film Co
792
Herbert Brenon
Film Co
785
International
Film Service
Colored Insert
Ivan Film Productions
812-13
Kalem
Co
824
Kleine. George
815
Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay Service
816-18
Knickerbocker
Star Features
.821
Masterpiece
Film Co
■. . . . 814
McClure
Pictures
799
Metro Picture Corp
.Colored Insert
Moss, B. S
794
Mutual Film Corp
^
Colored Insert
National Drama Corp
911
Norma Talmadge Film Co
786
Paramount
Pictures
Corp
803-806
Pathe Exchange, Inc
Colored Insert
Selig Polysocpe
Co
822
Sherman-EHiott
Co
795
Signal Film Corp
808-9
Thanhouser Film Corp
778
Triangle Film Corp
800-1
Unicorn Film Service
798
Universal
Film Mfg. Co
780-1
Vim Comedies
820, 903
Vogue Films. Inc
807
World
Film Corp
722-3
MISCELL.\NEOUS.
Automatic Ticket Selling & C. R. Co
911
Baltimore Operators' Ball
929
Bioscope.
The
932
Botanical
Decorating Co
933
Bulletin, The
930
Cinema
Camera
Club
913
Cine Mundial
933
Classified Advertisements
919
Corcoran.
A. J
910
Eastman Kodak Co
925
Erbograph Co
910
Evans Film Mfg. Co
913
F. I. L. M. Club of N. Y
934
General Chemical Co
932
Gunby Bros
930
II Trisco Al Clnematografo
930

Paramount Doings for Election Week...-^...
Parkway's
Briliant
Anniversary
t.
Pathe's
FrisLO Exchange
Moves
Pi'ters and Stedman
to Co-Star
Photoplays
Popular
in Guatemala
"Patria"
to be Released
December 4......
Photplaywright.
The
Picture
Theaters
Projected
"Place Beyond the Winds, The" (Universal).
Politicians, Does it Fay to Lend Theaters
to?
Portland's T. & D. Theater Closes
Poster Contest Under
Way
Problems
of Shopping
District Theater
Projection
Department

864
887
899
836
868
876
8.50
884
843

Real Color for "Frisco"
Real Thrills in Battle Pictures
Reviews
of Current
Productions
Roanoke. Beautiful Colored Theater in
"Romeo
and Juliet" ( Fox I

866
857
840
888
840

St. Louis to Have Screen Club
Selznick
Leases Great Biograph Studio....
'Sex Lure. The"
(Ivan)
"Shadows
and Sunshine"
( Pathe)
"Bon of Cain, The"
Kalem)
".Son of Erin. A" (Paramount)
"Soul of Kura San. The"
(Lasky)
South Dakota People Favor Sunday Shows.
Spoor Outlines
Essanay's
Activities
"Splendid
Openings"
"Spy and the Submarine, The"
(Unity)...
Sievers
Stories Buys
of the"Crisis"
Films for Missouri

896
871
841
8i2
843
845
846
89S
869
827
845
86"
906

891
900
874
900
851

Theater Booth at County Fair Paid
896
Theater
License
Situation
in Dallas
900
Three Fox Photoplays Set for November
876
Triangle
Program
844
Two Prize Winners on Selznick Program.. 857
Unicorn

Reports

Successful

Business

873

Vancouver's Broadwav Now Open
Visit to Bridgeport Picture Sliows

901
862

What's What on Universal
Program
White. Miss, to Have
New Serial
Will Tour
Forty
Companies
Word
About
Ourselves,
A

878
875
877
828

Yellow

Menace.

The"

(Unity)

Kinematograph
Weekly.
The
Kraus Mfg. Co
Marion. Louise M
Motion Picture Electricity
M. P. W. Circulation Coupon
M. P. Directory Co
Moore. Wm. .\
National
Ticket Co
Pacific Tank & Pipe Co
Preddy.
W. G
Richardson M. P. Handbook
Richardson. F. H
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co
Salvation
Army
Standard
Motion
Picture Co
Superior Films Co
Willis & Inglis
MOVING
PICTURE
CAMERAS.
Los Angeles M. P. Co
Stern, D
Universal
Camera
Co

845
933
909
932
929
930, 933
930
910
916
910
013
917
932
935
912
910
917
911
909
913
914

MUSIC AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
American Photoplaver Co
913
Berg. S. M
929
Seeburg.
J. P.. Piano Co
921
Sinn, Clarence E
912
Wangerin-Weickhardt
Co
929
POSTERS
.\ND
FRAMES.
Menger & Ring
910
ERS.
PROJECTION
MACHINE
MANUFACTURAmerican Standard M. P. Mch. Co
Ring Eros
Enterprise Optical Co
Motion Picture-Scope Co
Power, Nicholas. Co
Precision
Mch.
Co

912
915
927
925
936
92S

PROJECTION
SCREEN
MANUFACTURGenter. J. H., Co., Inc
930
Gold King Screen Co
930
Radium Gold Fibre Screen, Inc
913
THE.VTRICAL
ARCHITECTS.
Decorators' Supply Co

931

Novt-mlHT 11. I'^K)

There
is a
SEEBURG
at a
price
that you
want
to pay

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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There is no denying' the importance and protDtind influence that music
has on the screen. Every exhibitor, whether conduct ins;- a 200 or 1500seat house, realizes that appropriate music is invaluable to the presentation of moving' pictures. The various tone combinations in —

SEEBURG ORGANS

allnvvs the player to properly interpret
the action on the screen, thereby
SELF-PLAYING
° ORCHESTRAS
enhancin": the entertaining value of the photoplay.
.SEEBURG

INSTRUMENTS are built to meet the most exacting requirements, and have solved the music problem for hundreds of exhibitors
]Vliy not for yon Z

J. P. SEEBURGManufacturers
PIANO COMPANY
1004 Republic Bldg.,
BOSTON
162 Boylslon St.
MINNE^h-OLlS
^0 So. 8th St.

NEW
YORK
729 Seventh
Ave.
BEAUMONT.
TEXAS
792 Pearl St.

CHICAGO

ATLANTA
65

ST.
Princess

LOUIS
Theatre

SAN
Bldg.

N.

Pryor St.

FRANCISCO
52 Tutk St.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON GENERAL

FILM COMPANY

(For Daily Calendar of Program

General Film Company

Nov.

SB DAYS.
lloBAar — Blograph, Sells, Vltagraph.
T«e«dar
le m, — Blo^aph,

Eesanay.

Ka-

Wednesdar — Blosraph, EsBanay. Ealem. Vim Feature' Comedy.
TkviwdaT-— Selle, Vim.
rvMay— KaUi 1. Kml«k«r>oek«r. Ytm,
TitarrapkKalem,
Sells.
iBtmrday — Eesanay.
Vitasrraph.
BIOGRAPH.
Oct. 30 — The Goddess of Sagebrush Gulch
( Drama) ( Btograph — Reissue No.
93).
Nov. 1 — The Power of the Press (Three parts
— Drama)
(Biograph — Reissue
No.
Nov. 6 — The New York Hat (Drama)
(Biograph
— Reissue No. 95).
Not.
7 — The Science
of Crime
(Two
parts —
Drama )
( Biograph
Reissue
No.
96).
Nov. 13 — Near
to Earth
(Draiiia)
(Biograph
Reissue No. 97).
Nov. 15 — Lord
Chumley
(Tiiree
parts — Dr.)
(Biograph Reissue No. 98).
ESSANAT.

Nov.

1 — Canlmated Noos Pictorial No. 19 (Car^
toon — Comedy).

A Welcome

Releases See Pages

4 — The

Heart
of Virginia
Keep
(Three
parts — Drama).
Nov.
7— Easy Ed (Two
parts — Comedy).
Nov.
8 — ^A Safe Proposition
(Comedy).
Nov. 11 — What I Said Goes (Three parts — Dr.).
KALEM.
Oct. 17 — A Sauer Kraut Symphony
(Comedy).
Oct, 18— The Yellow Hand (No. 11 of the '"Girl
from 'Frisco") (Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 20 — The
Code
Letter
(No. 1 of "Grant.
Police Reporter")
(Drema).
Oct. 21 — Hazards of Helen Railroad Series No.
102. "A Daring Chance" (Drama).
Oct. 24 — The Bogus Booking Agents (Comedy).
Oct. 25 — The Harvest
of Gold (No. 12 of the
"Girl from
"Frisco" — Two
parts —
Drama).
Oct. 27 — The Missing Heiress (No. 2 of "Grant.
Police Reporter" — Drama).
Oct. 28— Hazards of Helen Railroad Series No.
103, "The Lost Messenger" (Dr.).
Oct. 31 — The Merry Motor Menders (Com.).
Nov.
1— The Son of Cain (No. 13 of the "Girl
from 'Frisco" — Two parts — Dr.).
Nov.
3— The Pencil Clue
fNo. 3 of "Grant.
Police Reporter" — Drama).
Xov.
4— "Hazards
of Helen"
Railroad
Series
No.
104.
"The
Gate
of Death"
(Drama).
Nov.
7 — A Desperate Duel (Comedy).
Nov.
8— The Witch of the Dark House (No. 14
of the Girl
from
Frisco)
(Two
parts — Drama).
Nov. 10 — The Man from Yukon ( No. 4 of Grant.
Police Reporter)
(Drama).
Nov. 11 — Hazards of Helen railroad series No.
105, "The Lone Point Mystery."
SETLIG.
Oct. 12— The cal).
Sellg-Trlbune No.
Oct 14— A

Oct. 17 — The Fable of "The Kittenish Superanns and the World Weary Snipes"
(Two parts — Comedy).
Oct. 18 — Dreamy Dud In the African War Zone
( Cartoon — Comedy) .
— A Scenic subject on the same reel.
Oct. 21 — Marooned
(Three
parts — drama).
Oct. 21 — Essanay-Chaplin Revue of 1916. arranged from "The Tramp." "His
New Job," "A Night Out" (Five
parts — Comedy).
Oct. 24 — Borrowed Sunshine
(Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 25 — Canlmated Nooz Pictorial No. 18 (Cartoon— Comedy ) .
— A scenic subject on the same reel.
Oct 28 — It Never Could Happen (Three parts —
Drama).
Oct. 31~The edy).
Beach Comber
(Two part* — Com-

PROGRAM

Mistake
Drama).

In

82, 1916 (Topi-

Rustlers

( Western—

Oct 16 — Only a Rose (Two parts — Drama).
— A Boomerang (Comedy).
Oct 16 — The cat).
Selig-Tribune, No. 83.
1916 (TopiOct 19 — The cal).
S el tg -Tribune. No. 84,
1916 (ToplOct. 21 — An Eventful Evening
(Comedy).
Oct. 23 — Out of the Shadows
(Two parts — Dr.).
Oct 23— The Selig-Tribune, No. 85, 1916 (Top.).
Oct 26 — The Selig-Tribune, No. 86, 191C (Top.).
Oct 28 — A Close Call (Drama).
Oct. 30 — Small Town Stuff (Three parts — Com.).
Oct. 30— The Selig-Tribune, No. 87, 1916 (Top.),
Nov.
2 — The Selig-Tribune, No. 88,1916 (Top.).
Nov.
5 — Tom's
Sacrifice (Drama).
Nov.
6 — So Shall Ye Reap (Two parts — Dr.).
Nov.
6— The ical).
Selig-Tribune No. 89. 1916 (Top-

902, 904.)
ical).
Nov.
9 — The Selig-Tribune No. 90. 1916
Nov. 11— When Cupid Slipped (Comedy).
VIM
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

FEATURE

(Top-

COMEDY.

11— Their
InstaHment
Furniture
(Gom.t.
18 — A Persistent
Wooing
(Comedy).
25 — Green Eyes (Comedy).
1 — Gertie's Garters
(Comedy).
8 — Marked No Fund
(Comedy).
15 — His Wedding Promise
(Comedy).

VIM.
Oct 26 — A Maid to Order (Comedy).
Oct 27 — The Frame-Up (Comedy).
Nov.
2— Twin Flats (Comedy).
Nov.
3 — In the Ranks
(Comedy).
Nov.
9 — A Warm Reception
(Comedy).
Nov. 10 — Hot Dogs (Comedy).
Nov. 16 — Mother's Child (Comedy).
Nov. 17 — Good and Proper (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH.
Oct. 20 — Strong Evidence
(Comedy).
Oct 21 — The Harbor of Happiness (Three part*
—Drama)
(Broadway SUr Feature).
Oct 23 — Trouble for Four (Comedy).
Oct 27— Betty's Affair (Comedy).
Oct. 30— The New Porter (Comedy).
Nov.
3— The Game that Failed (Comedy).
Not.
4 — The Heart of a Fool (Three parte—
Drama)
(Broadway Star Feature).
Not.
6 — New York Rapid Transit
(Comedy).
Not. 10— Weary WlUie-s
Birthday
(Comedy).
Not. 13— The Second Story Ringer
(Comedy).
Nov. 17 — The Luck of Jane (Comedy).
Nov. 18 — Theture).
Man Who Went Sane (Three parts
— Drama)
( Broadway
Star
Fea-

General Film Company Feature!
BROADWAY
Nov.

STAR

FEATURB8.

4 — The

Heart
of a Fool
Three parts — Drama).
Nov. 18 — The
Who
Went
Sane
Three parts — Drama).
KNICKERBOCKER

STAR

(Vitagraph
(Vitagraph —

FEATURES.

Oct 27 — The

Kid

Not.

Chorus
Girl and the
—parts
Drama)
.
— Drama).
3 — Jess of the Hill Country

(Two

Nov. 10— TheDrama).
Question
Prama).of
Nov. 17 — Tarcft

Visitor Each Week in Every Business Home
Pictures Are of Interest

Mark
Dreams

(Three
parte

(Three

parts— t

(Two

parts —

Where Moving

The Moving Picture World
Is Admirably Adapted to Carry Any Little
Message Which You May Wish to Send

Our Classified Advertisements at Five Cents Per Word
Will Produce Remarkable Results — One Dollar for Twenty Words or Less.
Send Copy, with remittance, to CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO., 17 Macfison Avenue, New York City

I
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HALLBERG

20th CENTURY

l\/IO"rOR-GE:NERA"rOIR
IS APPROVED BY ALL LEARNED JUDGES
PERFECT
PICTURE PROJECTION!
IT SATISFIES

THE

EXHIBITOR— IT
DIXWELL

IS APPRECIATED

BY

YOUR

OF
AUDIENCE

THEATRE
Highwood, New Haven, Conn., Aug. 18th, 1916.

.1. H. Hallberg.
Dear Sir: I want to say for your Motor Generator that I consiiler it the best investment
we ma<le when fitting up our house, and, in spite of the fact that it got terribly damaged in
the fire that we were so unfortunate to have, it is still turning out the same bright and thoroughly lighted picture that it has always produced.
Did you notice in an issue of the M. P. World that the Projection editor had made calls
on most of the houses in New Haven as a Rucst of the local M. P. Operators' Union and said
tliat wr put on an ABSOLUTELY PERFECT picture— and that he, as critical as he naturally
IS, could find no fault at all with our projection.
\N> attribute this faultless jpicture to the perfect white and strong light produced by
your HALLBERG MOTOR GENERATOR, as no machine, no matter how good, nor screen, no
matter hnw efficient, can produce the results without the good strong and steady white light
generated by your machine.
Respectfully,
WOOD & WHITMAN.

$239 and up.
Gives best light at lowest cost.
Ask
for Free Bulletin
No. 1.
Gasoline
Engine
Generators
save
2 3 on cost of power.
Free Bulletin No. 2.

I am distributor of all makes of moving picture machines and furnish everything complete for the theatre and
studio, new
and used apparatus.
Complete
stock of "SPEER"
and other carbons.
Send for Free Circulars
and Catalogues, but for Hallberg's
Big 100-page
Catalogue
send 25 cents.
Keep your moving picture machine in first class condition. Let me overhaul your mechanisms once a year.
Repair parts on rush or telegraph order shipped at once.
Send for prices on miniature Portable and Advertising
Projectors.
Send S2.50 for latest Operator's Book.
"MOTION PICTURE ELECTRICITY"

Send M.S4.00P. forHandbook
Richardson's

Send

$1.50 for Saver
Hallberg's
Carbon

J. H. HALLBERG,
^^l^^:::^'' 7th Avenue at 49th St., NEW YORK
Member National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, Inc.

Westinghouse
The Best Is None Too Good
if you wish to be successful in the moving picture game to-day.
Your patrons are paying for high class
photo plays and you cannot afford to disappoint them by showing flickering pic-

Westinghouse Motion Picture
Equipment
Our engineers will be glad to assist in

changes the alternating current into the
direct current you need to get the best
results from the film.

WESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRIC
East

the solution of your electrical problems.

& MANUFACTURING

Pittsburgh,

COMPANY

Pa.

473
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON UNIVERSAL

AND

MUTUAL

PROGRAMS

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 902, 904.)

Mutual Film Corp.

POWBRS.

Universal Film Mig. Co.
Nov.

2 — Sammle
Johnson
Minds
the
Bmby
( Comedy — Cartoon ) .
— Ceylon
( Educational ) .
Nov.
3 — Us Kids (Comedy).
Nov. 9 — High Life on a Farm with Hy Mayer
( Cartoon^Educatlonal ) .
Nov. 16 — Motor
toon).Mat and his Fliv (.Com. -Car-

ANIMATED
WBBKLT.
Nqv,
]— Number 44 (Topical).
Nov.
8— Number 45 (Topical).
Nov. 15 — Number
4G (Topical).
BIO U.
Daughter
of Dixie
(Two
parts —
Drama).
2 — Sea Mates
( Drama) .
3 — Starlight's
(Special
release) . Meeeage (Drama)
Not.
."i— The Bandit's
Wager
(Comedy — Dr.).
Not. 10 — The Evidence.
(Drama)
(Special R«-

—Ceylon

Oct. 29— A

Not.
Not.

NoT. 12 — The Powder Trail (Two parts — Dr.)
(Special release).
Nov. 15 — The Torment
(Drama)
(Special).
Nov. 16 — Life's Maelstrom
(Two
parts — Dr.).
Nov. 17— The Long Search
(Drama)
(Special).
BISON.
Oct. 2* — The Better Man
(Two pmrtfl — Dflian).
Not.
4 — For Love and Gold (Two part* — Dr.).
Not. 11— The Quitter, (Two parts — Drama).
Nov. IS— The Son of a Rebel Cbief (Two parts
— Drama).
(K)LD SBAL.
Oct. 17 — Tbe Wrath
of Cactus
Moore
(Three
p«rt8 — Drama).
Oct. 31— The Masked
Woman
(Three
parte —
Drama).
Nov.
8 — TheDrama).
Cry of Conscience,
(Two parta —
Nov. 14— Honor
Tliy
Drama).

Country

(Thre

parts —

IMP.
Oct. 22 — No release thta day.
Oct. 26 — (Special
release — title not d«otA»d).
Oct. 27— Through Solid Walls (Two pftrta — Dr.).
Not.
3 — Stumbling
(Two parts — Drama).
Nov.
5 — The Secret Cellar
(Two
parts — Dr.)
(Special release).
Not.
7 — The Voice Upstairs.
(Drama).
Not. 10 — The Eel (Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 17 — Guilty
(Two
parts — Drama).
Nov. IJ) — No release this day.
Nov. 19 — The Drama)
Thread (Special).
of Li'fe (Two
parts —
JOKEJR.
Cot. 28 — A Crooked
Mlxup
(Comedy).
Not.
4 — A Shadowed
Shadow
(Comedy).
Not. 11 — In Loto With a Fireman (Comedy).
Nov. is — Their First Arrest (Comedy).
LAEMMLE.
Oct. 18 — Through
Drama).Baby's Voice (Two parts —
Oct. 21 — No release this day.
Oct. 25— Lucille, the Waitress (Comedy) (Special Release).
Oct. 28— (No release this day).
Nov. 1 — The Midnight Toll (Drama) (Special
Release).
Nov.
2 — Her Wedding Day (Two parts — Dr.).
Nov
4— No release this day.
Not. 11 — No release this day.
Not. 12 — Shadows of Suspicion
(Drama).
Nov. 1.5 — No release tbis day.
Nov. IS — No release this day.
L-KO.
Oct. 22 — She Wanted a Ford (Comedy).
Oct. 25 — A Rural Romance (Two parts — Com.).
— An tional).
Alligator
Hunt
( Dltmar'"
EducaNov. 1— Terrors of a Turkish Bath (Two parts
— Comedy).
Nov. fi— No release this day.
Not. 7 — Alice In Society
(Three
parts— Comedy).
Nov. 8 — No release this day.
Not. 12 — No release this day.
Nov. 15 — A —Million
Dollar Smash (Two parts
Comedy).
Oct.
Oot.
Oot.
Not..
Not.
Nov.
Nov.

NESTOR.
20 — Pat's Pasting Ways (Comedy).
23 — The Bar Fly (Comedy).
30 — I.ovf and a Liar (Comedy).
6 — A Political Tramp (Comedy).
10 — Sweedy, The Janitor (Comedy).
l.S— Knights of the Bath Tub (Comedy).
47 — ^A Capable Lady Cook (Comedy).

(Educational).
RED

FEATHER.

Oct. U — Bftrrien of So«letT (Five Mrta — Dr.).
Get. 23 — The Bl&«k Bhoep of the Family (Five
parta — Drama) .
Oct. 30 — The iBle of Life (Five parta — Drama).
Not. « — The Place Beyond the Winds (PIto
parte — Drama).
Nov. 1."— TheDrama).
Heritage of Hate (Five partsRKX.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oot.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
.\ov.
Nov.
Nov.

13— No roUaee tkla day.
16 — No reteaM tkla Aaj.
30— The OoU BaoU (Drama).
2» — The MoTine Ftager (Drama).
3 — No reJeaae this day.
5 — Her Vanished Youth
(Drama).
9 — The Mantle
of Deceit
(Two
parta —
Society — Drama) .
9 — A Pen Trip to Palestine
(Educ).
10 — The Eyes of Love (Drama).
Ifi — -The Diamond
Lure (Drama).
17 — No release this day.
1^> — Lost in Babylon
(Drama).
VICTOR.

Oct. 17 — No release this day.
Oct. 22 — Main 4400 (Two parts — Comedy — Dr.).
Oct. 24 — Kitty from the City (Drama) (Special Release).
Got. 27 — A Plumber's Waterloo
(Comedy).
Got. 29 — The Burglar (Comedy).
Oct. 31 — Felix
on
the
Job
(Comedy)
(Special
Release).
Nov.
7 — No release this day.
Not.
9 — No release this day.
Nov. 12 — Any Old Duke'II Do (Comedy).
Nov. 14 — No release this day.
Nov. 14— A Case of Beans (Comedy) (SpeNov. 19 — Her Chance
UNIVERSAL

Oct.
Oct.

(Comedy).
SPECIAL

FEATURE.

cial).'
9 — Breaking Into Society (No. 9 of "Timothy Dobba. That's
Me" — Two
parts — .Comedy).
— Drama).
9 — Liberty No. 9, "Trapped,"
(Two parts

Oct. 12 — Behind Life's Stage (Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 16 — Fame
at Last (No. 10 of "Timothy
Comedy).
Dobbs.
That's
Me" — Two
parts —
Oct. 16 — Liberty No. 10, "The Human Targets"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 23— Liberty No. 11. "A Daughter of Mars"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 24 — Society Hypocrttes
(Three parts — Dr.).
Oct. 30— Liberty
12. "For the Flag"
(Two
parts —No.Drama).
Nov.

6 — Liberty
(Two
Nov. 13 — Liberty
Arc"
UNIVERSAL

No. 13 "Strife and Sorrow"
parts— Drama).
No
14, "A Modern
Joan of
(Two
parts — Drama).
(STATE

RIGHTS).

October — Idle Wives (Seven parts — Drama).

Bluebird Photoplay, Inc.
Oct, 23 — Love Never Dies (Five parta — Drama).
— Drama).
Oct. 30 — The End of the Rainbow
(Five parts
Nov.
(i— Gloriana
( Five parts— Drama).
Nov. 13 — A Stranger
from
Somewhere
(Five
parts^Drama).
Nov. 20 — The Measure of a. Man
(Five parts —
Drama).

* AMERICAN.
Oct.
9 — Citizens, All (Two parts — Drama).
Got. 16 — The Franchise (Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 23 — Professor Jeremey's Experiment
(Two
parts — Drama).
Nov.
9— The Fight on the Dam
(Drama).
BEAUTY.
Oct. 10— That Sharp Note (Comedy).
Oct. 31— The Last Thrust
((Comedy).
Oct. 31 — The Spartan
Spleen (Comedy).
Get
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oot.
Oot.
Get,
Oct.
Not.
Nov.

CUB.
13 — laooulatlng Hubby (C<Mnedy).
14 — "Aiose Primitive Days (Comedy).
14 — Their College Capers (Comedy).
2(V— He Wouldn't Tip (Comedy).
21 — That Doggone Baby (Conwdy).
21 — The Deacon's Widow
(Comedy).
27 — Lovers and Lunatics
(Comedy;.
28 — Dad's Masterpiece
(Comedy).
28 — When Clubs Were Trumps (Comedy).
3 — Nearly a Hero
(Comedy).
10 — His lilushing Bride (Comedy).

ECLAIR.
Not. 4 — The Drama).
Eternal Challenge (Two
Nov. 11 — TheDrama).
Unpardonable
— Drama).
FILM
Nov.

parts-

Sin (Two parts —

D-ART.

6 — The Ten O'clock Mystery

(Three parta

GAUMONT.
Oct. 11 — See America First, No. 57 (Scenic).
— Kartoon Komlcs (Cartoon — .Comedy).
azlne).
Oct. 15— Reel Life. No. 24 (Mutual Film MagOct. 18 —
—
Oct. 19 —
Oct. 22—

See America First, No. 58 (Scenic).
Kartoon Komlcs (Cartoon — .Comedy).
Stepping Westward
(Two pajia — Dr.).
Reelzine).
Life No. 25 (Mutual Film Maga-

Oct.

25 — See America First, No. 59 (Scenic).
— Kartoon
Komlcs
(Cartoon-Comedy).
Oct. 29— Reel azine).
Life, No. 26 (Mutual
Film MagNov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

1 — See America First No. 60 (Scenic).
— Kartoon
Komlcs
(Cartoon — Comedy).
5 — Reelazine).
Life No. 27 (Mutual Film Mag-

7—
S—
—
Nov. 12—

Mutual World Tours
(Travel).
See America First, No. 61 (Scenic).
Kartoon
( Cartoon-Comedy) .
azine). Komics
Reel Life, No. 28 (Mutual Film Mag-

MUTUAL.
Oct. 17 — The Drama).
Law
of Nature
(Three
parta —
Oct. 24 — The Folly of Fear (Two parts — Dr.).
Get. 26 — At Twelve O'clock (Two parta — Dr.).
Oct. 30 — Paying the Price (Two parts — Drama).
Nov.
9— The False Clew (Two parts — Dr.)
MUTUAL WEEKLY.
Oct. 11— Number 93 (Topical).
Oct. 18 — Number 94 (Topical).
Oct. 25 — Number 95 (Topical).
Nov.' 1— Number 96 (Topical).
Nov,
S — Number 97 'Topical).
MUTUAL
CHAPLIN.
Th*» Vaenbnnd (Two parts — Comedy).
r\n*- A M
(Two nnrts — <^om*»dy).
The Pawnshop
(Two parts — Comedy)>
MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
DE LUXE.
Oct. 19 — The
Voice of Love
(Amertcan — Five
parts — Drama)
(No. 145).
Oct. 2.T — The Undertow
(Amerifan — Five parts
— Drama)
(No. 146).
Nov
(1 — And tbe Law
Says'* (American — Five
parts — Drama)
(No. 150).
Nov.
O^Easl
Is East
(Turner— Five parts —
Drama)
(No. 151),
MUTUAL
STAR
PRODUCTIONS.
Oct. 26 — The Love Hermit (American — Five
parts — Drama)
(No. 147).
Oct. 30 — Faith (American — Five parta — Drama)
(No. 148).
Nov. 2 — The Pearl of Paradise (Five partsDrama)
(No. 149).
i^yiitufil Relensrs
cwitinu^d ov po(ie 926:)
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"T/ic plot may thicken hit
the pictui'e stays clear''
Because the basic product

■
I ■

is right, the clearest pictures
are on

Eastman Film
A blazing iiltnl

Look lor the identifying

— a sudden white spot on the
screen, rapidly widening with
curling, crumbling, smoking edges
— and your audience knows the
film is ablaze.

mark stenciled in the margin.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

"Will they, will you, also know
that your fire risk is localized
within the projection booth?
Assure the safety of your audience
and your theatre with a

Johns-Manville
Asbestos Booth

HERE

COMPANY,
N. Y.

IT IS!

WITH ARC LAMP
Total Weight Only 65 Pounds

Complete $172

Permanent and Semi -portable Booths,
for theatres, halls, schools and churches,
are strongly made of J-M Transite Asbestos Wood and angle iron. They are
easily installed, are highly fire-resistant
and insulate against electricity. Complete
ventilating system supplied if desired.
The Portable Booths, made of J-M Asbestos Cloth tented over an iron frame
and resting on an asbestos mat, can be
set up in 20 minutes.
Made by the makers of the Original

Asbestos Curtains
Write for J-M Booklet on Curtains and Booths.

H.W. Johns-Manville Co.
Executive Offices:

296 Madison Ave., New York
COVERS '
THE CONTINENT^

Branches

in all large cities

THE PORTOSCOPE
Equipped with standard carbon lamp and
25 sunpere rheostat is an ideal outRt for
TRAVELING EXHIBITORS
LECTURERS SMALL THEATRES
Standard Slides
Slandord Film
Sturdily built of the very best material, it tmbodies every essential feature of the large projectors. It is fully guaranteed for the
same length of time as any machine on the market. It will stand
knocking about. It will give the satisfactory results you expect and
your audience demands.
Many PORTOSCOPES have been in service for over a year without requiring a single part replaced. A stock machine we have
been using continuously for over a year in our projection room,
has not needed even a simple adjustment. A record never before
equalled by any machine of any type on the market.
I-ct US prrive to you llial THE PORTOSCOPE will uu-ri yr.iir r^viujreroents.
I.Ht IIS ahuw you how to §ave morn'.v, chmmntf butljn- jud loss of time trana[".irtinp heavy, cumbersome projeclinn ff|Uli>iiicnt.
Recommended and for tale by BEST dealers everywhere.

THE

MOTION
710

PICTURE-SCOPE

Sharpies

Building,

Chicago,

COMPANY
III.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

FEATURES

AND

MISCELLANEOUS

PROGRAMS

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 902. 904.)
iMutual Releases co7itinued from page 924.)
SIGNAL FILM CORPORATION.
Oct. 23 — A Lass of the Lumberlands.
No. 1,
"The Lumber Pirates" (Two parts —
Drama).
Oct. 30 — A Lass of the Lumberlands,
No. 2,
"The
Wreck
In the Fog"
(Two
parts — Drama).
THANHOUSER.
Oct. 13 — At the Edge
of the Aqueduct
(Two
partB — Drama).
VOGUEI.
Oct. 22 — Her Comedy).
Painted
Pedigree
(Two
parts—
Oct. 2»— He Comedy).
Died and He Didn't (Two parts5 — Bungling
Bill's Bow-Wow
(Two parts
— Comedy).

Nov

Nov. 12 — Picture

Pirates

(Two

ptrts — Com.).

Not. 13 — The Wager
(Five parts — Dr.).
Not. 27 — Sunbeam
(Five parts — Drama).
YORKE.
Not, 20 — Big Tremaine
(Five parts~Dr.).

Paramount Pictures Corp.
Oct.
OcL
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

BLACK
DIAMOND
COMEDIES.
16 — Bridget's Blunder
(Comedy).
30 — A Troublesome Trip (Comedy).
FAMOUS
PLAYERS.
2 — Seventeen
(Five
parts — Comedy-Dr.l.
2(V— Miss— Drama)
George . Washington
(Five parts
27 — Nanette
of the Wilds
(Five parts —
Drama).

LASKY.
Oct. 26 — The Heir to the Hoorah (Five parts —
Drama).
Oct. 30— The Soul of Kurl San (Five parte —
Drama).
Nov.
6 — Unprotected
(Five
parts — Drama).
Nov. 13 — The Plow Girl (Five parts — Drama).
Not. 16 — TheDrama).
Yevs of the Locust (Five parts —
PALLAS.
Oct. 9 — The Intrigue (Five parts — Drama).
Not.
9 — A Son of Erin (Five parts — Drama).
PARAMOUNT.
Nov. 30— Martyrdom
of Phillip
Strong
(Five
parts — Drama).
PARAMOUNT-BRAY CARTOONS.
Nov.
1— Greenland's
(Cartoon —
Comedy). Icy Mountains
Nov.
8 — Farmer
AI
Falfa
Sees
New
York
( Cartoon — Comedy) .
Nov. 15 — Colonel
Heeza
Liar Hobo
(Cartoon —
Comedy).
Nov. 22 — Bobby Bumps Queers the
toon— ^Comedy ) .

Choir

(Car-

PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES.
Oct. SO — Vesuvius in Eruption
(Scenic).
Nov.
6 — In Classic Greece
(Scenic).
Nov. 13 — In Modern Athens
(Scenic).

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
ASTRA.
Oct. 29 — The Shielding Shadow. No. 5, "Through
Bolted
DooFB"
(Two
parts— Dr.).
Nov. 5 — The Shielding Shadow No. 6 "The Disappearing Prisoners" (Two parts —
Drama).
Nov. 12 — The ShieMinp Shadow, Xo. 7. "The
Awakening"
(Two
parts — Dr.).

ARTCRAPT

Nov,

12 — Shadows and Sunshine
(Five parts —
Comedy — Drama) .
PATHE.
Oct. 29 — Florence Rose Fashions, No. 7, "Betty
Entertains
Guest''
(Fashions). an Out-of-Town
Moth and the Flame {Two parts —
Oct. 29 — The Drama).
Nov.
5 — Pearl of the Army No. 1 "The Traitor"
(Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 5— Scratch
Pen
(Two
parts —
Drama).of the
Nov.
Nov.

Metro Pictures Corporation.
COLUMBIA.
Oct. 30 — The Gates of Eden (Five parts — Dr.).
POPULAR
PLAYS
AND
PLAYERS.
Oct. 26 — The Iron Woman
(Five parts — Dr.).
Sov. 6 — Elxtravagance
(Five parts — Drama).
QUALITY.
Oct. 16 — In the Diplomatic Service (Five parts
— Drama).
October — Romeo
and
Juliet
(Five Parts — Dr.)
(Special Release).
ROLFE.
Oct. 23 — The Drama).
Brand of Cowardice (Five parts —

Feature

GOLD
ROOSTER
PLAYS.
Oct. 29 — The
Sultana
(Five
parta — ComedyDrama ) (Colored ) .
Drama).
Hidden
Valley
(Five
parts —
Nov. 5 — The

Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov,
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

Historic New Orleans
(Scenic).
5— Fowls
and Game Birds (Educational —
Colored).
12— Florence
Rose
Fashions,
No. 8, "A
Day
in New
York
with
Betty"
(Fashion).
12 — Baseball's Peerless Leader
(Two parts
— Drama)
(Reissue).
PATHE
NEWS.
28— Number 87, 1916 (Topical).
1— Number 88, 1916 (Topical).
4— Number 89, 1916 (Topical).
8— Number 90, 1916.
(Topical).
11— Number 01, 1916.
(Topical).
15 — Number 92, 1916 (Topical).
18— Number
93, 1916 (Topical).
ROLIN.
22 — Heinle and the Magic Man
(Comedy).
29 — Luke, the Chauffeur (Comedy).
edy).Preparedness Preparation (Com5 — Luke's
12— Luke — Gladiator
(Comedy).

Triangle Film Corporation.
FINE
ARTS.
Oct. 22 — Fifty-Plfty
(Five parts — Drama).
Oct. 29 — A Sister of Six (Five parts- Drama).
Nov.
5 — AttaDrama).
Boy's Last Race
( Five parts —
Nov. 12 — American
(Five
parts —
Drama). Aristocracy
INCE.
Oct. 22 — The Drama).
Vagabond
Drama). In
Oct. 29 — Somewhere
Nov.

5— A

Comer . In
Drama)

Prince

(Five

parts —

France

(Five

parts —

Colleens

(Five

parts —

Nov. 12 — ^Jim Grimsby's Boy

(Five parts — Dr.).

Unicom Film Service.
(Two parts —

Oct. 22 — The Drama).
Honor of the Tribe

(Two parts-

HIAWATHA.
(Three parts — Dram^).
GAYETY.
Oct. 17 — Wifle's Frame-Up (Comedy).
JOCKEY.
Oct. 17 — The Comedy).
Foolish
Romance
(Two

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

parts —

Oct.

5 — A Daring Mission
(Drama).
SUPRBMB.
2 — Pen and Sword (Two parts — Drama).
6 — The Guilty One (Two parts — Drama).
UTAH.
Oct. 21 — WhenDrama).
Hands
are Idle
(Two
parts —
Vengeance
(Drama).

of

Dan

McGrew

FILM

CO.

CONSOLIDATED

FILM CORPORATION.

Oct. 23 — The

Crimson
Stain Mystery,
No. 10,
"The
Tortured Soul" (Two parts —
Drama).

Oct. 30— The

11

Crimson
Stain Mystery,
No.
Two parts — Drama).
Crimson
Stain Mystery
No.
(Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 13 — The Crimson
Stain Mystery, • No.
(Two parts — Drama).

Nov.

6 — The

EXCLUSIVE
October — La Tosca
FOX
FILM

12
13

FEATURES
INC.
( Two
parts — Drama) .
CORPORATION.

Oct. 23 — Romeo and Juliet (Five parts — Dr.).
Nov.
6 — Sins of Her Parent (Five parts — Dr.).
Nov. i:i— The Mediator (Five parts — Drama).
Nov. 20 — Jealousy
(Five parts:— Drama).
PROHMAN

AMUSEMENT

CORP.

October — Thp Conqueet of r?anaan
(Drama).
November — The Witching Hour
(Drama).
GREATER

VITAGRAPH

(V-L-S-E. INC.).

Oct. 23— Scarlet Runner,
No. 4, "The
Drama).
Prince"
( Vltagraph — Two

HiddoD
parts—

Oct. 30 — Scarlet Runner. No. 5, "The Jacobean
—
Drama) .Vltagraph — Two
House"
parts —
Drama).
Oct. 30 — The
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Oct.
Oct.

Oct. 21 — The

CHRISTIE

Nov.

JUDY.
7— The Model
(Comedy).
16— The Lost Ring (Comedy).
— U. S. Fighting Craft (Educational).
19— Over the Hills (Comedy).
22 — Disposing
of a Lover
(Comedy).
LILY.
3— Thru the Wall (Drama).
8 — The Web
(Three parts — Drama).
PURITAN.
fi— The — Live
Corpse
(Comedy).
Drama).
19 — The Honor of the Gardells
(Two parts
SUNSET.

CORP.

Oct.
9 — HlB Wedding Night (Comedy).
Oct. 16 — The Making Over of Mother (Comedy).
Oct. 23 — He Loved the Ladies (Comedy).

Nov.

Oct. 18 — Pear

PICTURES

6 — Less Than the Dust (Mary Plckford —
Six parts — Drama).

Nov.

BUFFALO.
Oct. 16 — The Drama).
Slumbering Memory

Oct.
Oct.

Nov.

Releases

Last

Man

(Vltagraph — Five parts

6 — The Scarlet Runner, No. 6, "The Mysterious— Motor
Car"
(Vltagraph —
Two
parts
Drama).
6 — The
Devil's
Prize
(Vltagraph — Five
parts — Drama).
13 — The Scarlet Runner No. 7 "The Red
Whiskered
Man"
Vltagraph
( Two
parts — Drama).
13 — The Second Mrs. Tanqueray (Vltagraph
Five parts — Dramas .
20 — The Price of Power
(Vltagraph — Five
parts — Drama).
20 — The Drama).
Scarlet
Runner,
No.
8. "The
Glove and the King"
(Two parts —
27 — An Enemy to the King (Vltagraph —
Five parts — Drama ) .
27 — The Scarlet Runner, No. 9. "The Gold
Cigarette
Case"
( Vltagraph — Two
parts — Drama).
HERALD
FILM
— Drama).

October. — Prima

CORPORATION.

Donna's Husband

INTERNATIONAL

FILM

(Five parti

SERVICE,

INC.

Oct. 23 — Beatrice Fairfax No. 12 "CurloBlty"
( Two
parts — ^Drama) .
Oct. 24 — Hearst-International News Pictorial
No. ST.. 1916 (Topical).
Oct. 27 — Hearst-International News Pictorial No.
86. 1916. (Topical).
Oct. 30 — Beatrice Fairfax, No. 13, "The Ringer"
(Two
parts — Drama).
Oct. 31 — Hearst-International
■ 87. 1016 (Topical).News Pictorial No.
Nov. 2 — Hearst-lntemational News Pictorial
No. 88, 1916. (Topical).
Nov. 2 — The Ocean Waif (Golden EagleFive parts — Comedy-Drama).
Xov. 7 — Hearst-International News Pictorial,
No. S.9, imr. (Topical).
Nov. 7 — Beatrice Fairfax. No. 14, "The Hidden Menace" (Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 9 — Hearst-International News Pictorial,
No. 90, 1016 (Topical).

November
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It Isn't Too Late to Install
A TRANSVERTER

ANNOUNCE
the opening of their

IF your projection light is not
if your pictures are blurred,
if you're not getting your full
fall business, you still have time
ment up to date by instalHng the

new store at

Detroit, Mich.

Irani^rteK

To our old customers \vc say, "Our increased
buying facilities make it possible for us to give
the most for the least and that same good service
you have always had."
TO PROSPECTIVE

CUSTOMERS

•• 'TRY US," That's All We Ask"

Moving Picture Machines, Theatre
Equipment, Slides and Supplies
If you operate
remember
ERKER'S
(Read

or intend
FOR

to open

a theatre

EVERYTHING

that last line over again.)
WRITE FOR CATALOG

what it should be —
dim and flickering —
share of the immense
to bring your equip-

We are prepared
to make deliveries
in two or three
weeks' time. If you
order at once you
can have it installed
in time to get the
cream of the business in your section.
Write today for
September Bulletin,
which gives
information and
net

The Transverter is
a motor generator
and the most practical devico on the
market for producing a superior projection light. All
modern theatres, old
and new. are installing the Transverter because it insures a strong, brilliant, steady light
that is always under
perfect control of
the operator.

Erker^s
EXPERIENCE IS A DEAR TEACHER

prices. Company
The Hertner Electric & Mfg.

35 East Grand River
DETROIT.
MICH.
ST.

608 Olive St.
LOUIS,
MO.

1908 West 114th Street,

WHY

Cleveland,

Ohio

NOT PROFIT

"BY THE EXPERIENCE
OTHERS

OF

Mr. Carl Pearson says:
machine — had a
"I used a Late Model Motiograph and a —
disastrous fire and the
machine never was found, but the

All

Hand-driven
complete
$250.00
Motor-driven
complete
$285.00
wired

orders

shipped

promptly.

Motiograph can easily be placed in running condition.
"Me for the Motiograph hereafter ; experience has shown me that it
is made of the verv best material."

CAN YOU, who contemplate placing a new projector in your booth afford to take a
chance on a projector which i.s made of inferior material when the MOTIOGRAPH is
priced right, gives satisfactory results and is made of the very best grade of material?
Write for Literature.

THE^ ENTERPRISE?|OPTICAL
Western

574 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

MFG.

COMPANY

Oflfice : 833 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

FEATURES

AND

MISCELLANEOUS

(For Daily Calendar of Program
IVAN

FILM

SELZNICX

PRODUCTIONS.

October — Her Surrender

(Drama).

Sept. 11— Gloria's Romance No. 17. "The Telltale Envelope" (Two parts — Dr.).
Sept. 18— Gloria's Romance, No. IS. "The Bitter Truth" (Two parts — Drama).
Sei^t. 25 — Gloria's Romance, No. 19, "Her Vow
Fulfilled"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oet. 2 — The Country That God Forgot (Sellg—
Five parts — Drama).
Oct 16 — The Return of Eve (Eseanay — Ft-e
parts — Drama).
Ootoher — World Series Baseball Film (Sellg —
Topical).
Oct. 30— The Heart of the Hills (Edison— Five
parts — Drama).
Not. 6 — The Prince of Graustark (Essanay —
Five parts — Drama).
Not. 13 — The Cossack Whip (Edison — Five paru
— Drama) .

MORTIMER

THB

MOTION

( Essanay— Five parts

D.

Oct.— A Reunited Party

METCALFE.

FORUM.

SUNBEAM

MOTION

PICTURE

in Georgia

THERE'S
ASK

CORPORATION.

0— The Heart of a Hero (Five partsDrama I .
Xov. i:>^Bought
and Paid For ( Five partsDrama).
Nov. 20^-TheDrama).
Madness of Helen (Five partsXov. 27^— TheDrama)
Men She
Married (Five parts.

CALIFORNIA

MOTION

Xov. — The.'ram*
Woman.

Who

G.

ONE

PICTURE
Dared

UNITY

PUBLISHING

M.

California

IN YOUR

ELLIOTT,

INC.

(Sellg- Seven

SALES

parts — Dr.).

CORPORATION.

Oct. 16 — The Land Just Over Yonder (Six parts
Oct, 23— The YellQw Menace, No: 8, "The Time
Clock"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 30 — Tweedledum's
Comedy). Busy Night (Two parts —
Oct. 30 — The Yellow Menace, No. 9, "The Time
Clock Bomb" (Two parts — Drama).
Xov. 6— The Yellow Menace. No. 10, "A MesDrama).
sage from the Sky" (Two parts —
Drama).
Xov. 6 — Humanizing Mr. Wlnsby (Five parts —

parts —

CO.
(Ten

Crisis

Oct.
9 — Some Hero
(Comedy).
Oct. 16 — The Yellow Menace. No. 7, "Drops of
Blood"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 16 — A Scrambled
(Two parts —
—Comedy).
Drama). Honeymoon

CORP.

(Seven

parts-^

Xov. i:;— TheDrama).
Yellow Menace, Xo. 11, "The Half
Breed's Hatred" (Two parts —

BAYXES.

Xov. — Kitchener's. Great
Army
in the Battle
of the Somme
(Five parts — Dr.).'
, B. S. MOSS
MOTION
PICTURE
COR.

A SIMPLEX

THE

SHERMAN
October — The

States Right Features

Oct. — The Power of Evil

(Drama).

PIONEER
FEATURE
FILM
CORPORATION.
)'
902. 904.
OctoberThe Soul of a Child (Five parts— Dr.).

Xov.

Oct. — Argonauts
of
Drama).

Oct. 2 — Motion Picture Portrait Studies of
President Wilson and His Cabinet —
the U. S. Government In Action.

Oct. — Somewhere

— Drama).
MONARCH
PHOTO-PLAY
CO.. INC.
October — Common
Sense
Brackett
(Six part*

WORLD
PICTURES.
Drama).
Oct. 30^The — Mao
Who Stood StlU (Five parts

GRAFTON

(Two parts — Topical).
PICTURE

Releases See Pages
PICTURES.

October — The Price She Paid (Drama).
November — War Bridee (Herbert BrenoD — Dr,)..
Nov. — The Foolish Virgin
(Drama)..
N'ov.—Panthoa
( Drama) .

KLBINE-EDISON-SELICT-BSSANAY.

Nov. 20 — The— Drama
Chaperon
t.

PROGRAMS

(Drama).

Xov. 20 — TheDrama).
Yellow Menace. X"Oj 1-, "The
Aeroplane" Accidenl"-' (Two parts —
Xov. 27 —The
Yellow
Menace,
No.
13
(Two
parts — Drama I.

DISTRIBUTOR
COMMUNITY

BUILT FOR
MATCHLESS
PROJECTION
RUNNING
ECONOMY
and
LONG LIFE

NEAR

TO SHOW

YOU

YOU

1911

1916

FIVE YEARS
OF

SUPREMACY
1916
1911

Test it thoroughly and you will find it the
Projector that Fills Your Ideals
Weekly
Announcement
WEST POINT
MILITARY
ACADEMY
INSTALLED
SIMPLEX.

Send for Catalog "A" MEMBER

ThePrecisionMachine (o:Tnc.
317 East 34th: St - NewYork

NATIONAL
MOTION

ASSOCIATION
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G'S ries
ERal
Se
IncideBnt
All»flro Agitato— fiT ^vii. r«l use
Hurry
toi railro;iil mX'iii-9
Mlilerioso-for btinitan' f>T myst(>nr
Cavalry PAradft- fi-r mllliary •craea
StamprdP
lor wv-steni m.x'UO«
AoltatD
ti>[ anurr lUscussloo or riot
Galop
.h.im.'HTlsUo
AMogro Aoitalfr- for dl^Dutcs and exottement
Dramatic Tension— for subdued acUou
Andante P.ithetlque
FuHoio
[.I 11. .1 ,.c Sturm swncs
The Melody o( the Bell— nolst«r or cbuich aoeues
\A< Poppyland
i;ntdon or rectrllon scones
ilii Vaisp Caprice
Valso Lento
March
Bitarro
Andantf
Oramatlc— for Impondlna
dancer
Battle Aoltato
I '. •^crUillvv
Indian tntcrmcuo 'for ucutral sopues
(a) Indian Love Sons— -<-haraotertlstlc
,
ihi Indian Lament — fharacierisilc
Indian War Danco-for Ilgbt 8cvn«8
Mexlcana--i-liarart<Tlstlr
Huntlno Seen*— Alli'jtro Vtvace
MIsterloso Dramatico — for sudden or inipendins dansor
Andante
P at bet I a ue— for genejal use
Dramatic Andante^
for ^ii>i>res3(Kl rmotlons
Joyou» Allp^ro
Triumph or Victorj'
Hurry— f.ir k' li. fLil use
Storm
Furloso
M.-si-rlptlvc
PlKlcato
(Pfllto Ballftt)
■.
Wlitrrloso
lii ^on.ral ust
Pizzicato MIslerloso - for burslar? and stealUl
Grue«om« MUterloao -fur liifornal or wltcbes* scenes
Dramatic
Andante- -obaractertiatic
Hurry
fur riur>iilt and rares

SPECIAL
Small Orchestra

OFFER

20c.— Full Orchestra.

''arl Ki,f.K
Wallti' C. Simon
Adolf Minoi
J. E. Autliiio
Walter
C. Simon
Carl Klofurt
AUolI Miimt
J- E- Andlnii
J. K. AndLno
Itvm- IUtcc
Carl KiofiTt
Cliaclps K. Hfiln-it
Carl ICicrcrt
Carl Kiofcri
Walter C. Simon
Cliaa. K. MiTbiTl
Adolf Minot
Clias. K. lU-thtri
Cbasv K. HitIkti
Chas. K. Hprbi?rt
Chas. K. Ilorbort
Cbas. K. llcrborl
Rafllon Borch
Gastun l!ori-li
Gaston Bon.-li
Oaston Bnrcb
Gaatou HiTCli
Adolf >Uuot
Adolf Mlnot
Irciio Iti-rge
.1. E. Audino
Adolf Minot
Gastou Jtorrh
Irene Uurfiv
Adolf Minoi

(THE UNIT ORGAN)
are built-to-order instruments, wonderful
in musical flexibility; in short, GENUINE
MASTER PIPE ORGANS. No other instrument, or combination of instruments,
can compare with its marvelously effective
tones. Let us send you our descriptive
catalog.

Each NO.

30c.— Piano Solo only.

I2c.

S. M. BERG

Wangerin-Weigkhardt
iso.
• ■ • ■ 112-124 BURRELL STREET

MILWAUKEE

I Columbia Theatre Bldg., New York City

MOTION

Weickhardt Pipe Organs

PICTURE

. WISCONSIN

U.S.A.

Eastern Office, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City

Grand Danse

ELECTRICITY

Moving Picture

By J. H. HALLBERG

Operators'
Protective
Union

THIS WORK

COVERS

ELECTRICITY
ELECTRIC
SERVICE
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS
REFERENCE
TABLES,
ETC.
An up-to-date treatment of Moving Picture Theater
Electric Installation and Projection, by a practical,
experienced, electrical expert.
niuttrated and Sabttantiallj Bound. 280 Pagai.
$2.50 per Copy.

Postage Paid.

MOVING
PICTURE
17 Madison Avenue

WORLD
New York

Tendered
Delegates

A.

F.

of

to
L.

Convention

THE LYRIC, BALTIMORE, MD.
Wednesday, November 15th, 1916
Novelty Dances, Grand Electrical Effects, Cabaret and
Entertainment
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It's the screen without name or character that some
MIRROROID

Recommended
endorsed by
ROROID andINSTALLATIONS.

Installations to Date 9678

the President

of the NATIONAL

WORLD

dealers sell because it pays them better

LEAGUE
EXHIBITORS'>• LEAGUE

CENTER
THE

COMPANY,

WORLD'S

ADVANCED

OLDEST

AND

OF AMERICA
AMERICA
OF

(Mr. Lee A. Ochs)

Inc.

LARGEST

and

the 9678 MIR-

Samples— FREE

If your dealer cannot
supply you with
you any other screen is better, realize he
None are as good — naturally, none can
If you buy, you should insist upon that
we give with every MIRROROID screen
Think
it over.
Write

Test — Compare with any screen on earth — Use the brains God gave you
— and the evidence of your own eyes.
Price, 33 1/3 Cents 3 Square Foot, $3.00 a Square Yard, the world over.
Mirroroid has been tried, and proven THE SCREEN SUPREME.
Why
pay more for an unknown
product?

J. H.

11, 1916

The World Over, the World's Best Theatres

FREE— Get Our Large Demonstration

The

November

MIRROROID,
and tries to tell
is making a greater salei profit.
be better.
same Five-Year Guarantee that
installed.

Newburgh,

PROJECTION

PROJECTION

SCREEN

OF

N. Y.

MANUFACTURER

INTOLERANCE

D. W. GRIFFITH'S COLOSSAL SPECTACLE at the LIBERTV THEATRE, NEW YORK, Introduces NEW IDEAS in the ART
of PROJECTION. The WORLD'S BEST PROJECTORS are equipped with SPECIAL SPEED CONTROLS and TIME REGISTERING DEVICES so that the Musical Director has absolute control of the SPEED, tkereby SYNCHRONIZING the MUSIC
perfectly with the PICTURE. Perfect
For the Arc
WORLD'S
PROECTORS
TIME REGISTERING Devices ud
Control BEST
Rheostats,
consult the equippeil
Exclusive with
Distributor

B

B. F. PORTER,

1482 BROADWAY,

YOUR

IN CANADA

OOST

SALES

AT TIMES

YORK

and can't afford to pay cash, write us today and
we will help you out.

Buii-.i_E-riiM

"Canada's Premier Motion Picture Journal"
Sample Copy and Rates Free

Street

NEW

If You Need a New Machine

Use the

106 Richmond

SQUARE,

Our easy payment plan enables you to purchase any make machine at a small investment.
DON'T DELAY— GET BUSY— WRITE TODAY for full particulars.

VVEST TORONTO

Amusement Supply Company
GOLD
ARE
ARE
BEST

"^pT^.«„.

Dealers
in Motio^aph,
Simplex,
Powers,
Edison
and Standard
Machines, Transvertcrs, Motor Generators,
Rectifiers and every*
thing pertaining to the Moving Picture Theatres

KING

3rd Floor, Mailers Bldg.,

SCREENS

OOLD KING SCREEN

Cor. Madison Street & Wabash

CO.,ALTUS,OKL».

ILTIRSO

A Dependable Mailing List Service

PICTURE

DIRECTORY

Printing

Perfect

Developing

Negatives Developed . Ic ft. I

COMPANY

n rutk ATaaaa, Nav Yark
Phoae 3iV Ckalaea
tn AaUaad Blaak, Cklaa«a
Phoaa 1003 Kaadolpk
Addnning
MultigTapking
Printing
Typewriting

and
C*»

any

languag*

complete

Cards Freeper Tinting
foot Free
^*'
4c ft. '
Printing
Positive
Sillitidlli furiileed
hj odi ...
bltees rears' eipcnciee
Special prici la qautity nivi
GUNBY BROS^ Inc., 145 We.t 45th Street, New York City

jZiiiii >SJ^S^iSSfS^

SAVE

AL CINEMATOGRAFO

Th* Boat importaal Film Jounial ia Italy.
Published every Uondar at Rome. Excellent itafl,
•pecial bureau of inforniation. Correspondenti in all
parts of the world. Yearly subscription for foreign
countries : 13.00.
Buainaaa Offics;
Via Jal Triton* 1S3, Rom*. Italy

jkTM 70I irom 30 to 50% la poitiga, etc Keachei all or talectad
Uit of theitrei is mny territory. Uclad>, name of exhibitor al
wall al the theatra In addreii. A Uit of pabUrity mediami deilriai
BOtioo pictmra nava. UaafEliated aachangei lookiog for featarea.
■apply hoaaaa that are properly characterizad at aach, Prt>dwcera
vith addreia of ttndioa, laboratoriea and officea. Imformatloa la
adrance of theatraa beinc or to ke bailt.

MOTION

Ave., Chicago, III.

THEEVERY INTERES
T
ON
YEAR— AND BEGIN NOW

.00

$100

On account of the greatly increased cost of paper, engraving, erc, we have been compelled to make the single
copy price htteen ceiits. For the present direct subscription prices will remain the same.
This means a sannf
T."""will
9°"='"
^na to
eighty
c_entsthisyearly
direct
In addition you get your paper earlier,
it
pay you
fill out
blankonand
mail subscriptions.
at once with your
remittance.

ONE

YEAR

J3.00
$\JSO

SIX MONTHS
See title page for rates Canada and Foreign
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17 Madison Avenue, New

York

Cut

out

and mail
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&
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GENERATOR

For Motion Picture Arc Lamps
^~sy^

Delivers true direct current from altemntiriK lines.
PRODUCING STEADY WHITE LIGHT PROJECTION OF TRUE COLOR VALUE. WITHOUT
FLICKER OR FLARE.
It delivers IJ.OlW caiiiilc jjiiwcr on a standard sized
screen up lo IJO ft. throw, or 3 limes more liK^it than
is obtained from the alternating current arc for the
same current. It atso eliminates all current wasting
balancing and voltage reduction resistances, hence
will pay for itself in this saving alone. Built in
capacities sufTicieot to carry two machines during
dissolve, this is accomplished without a break.
Covering but 18x15 inches of floor space, it may
be installed in the booth under the direct control
of the operator. Running in ball bearings, it is quiet
and free from vibration.
Write for Bulletin MW.

C & C Electric & Mfg. Co.
Garwood,

G. W.

N. J.

ij-j

BRADENBURGH

802 Vine Street
N.VME.
For 55,000 a Year
SpalM) Orders
Tho Butterfly
From GuHer tO Footllflhts
Dancer and the King
Littlest Rebel
World. Flesh and the Pevll
The Chimes
An American Gentleman
Heart* United
One of Millions
Sapho
Last Days of Pompeii
Should a Woman Tell
Her Husband
David Garrlcic
Cupid
Versus
Woman's Rights
Goodness
Gracious

Philadelphia,

STAR.
LEXOTI
Louise Huff
5000
Cbas. Mason
5000
Barbara Tennant
7000
I^ait ^Vllen
5000
Cl'cH Spooner
5000
Oustin Famum
5000
Chas. Mason
5000
r.im Terriss
5000
Wm. Eonelll
5000
Wm. BonelU
5000
4000
Laura Sawyer
L. Borrelli
Massive Production
7000
Louise Jacotiinl
4000
Clara Kimball Young 400fl
2000
Clara Kimball Young 2000
Clara Kimball Youdk 1000
Clara Kimball Young
3000

COXDJTIOX.
Brand New
As New
Good
Good

Pa.
PRICE
200
S200

Good
Good
Good
As New
Brand New
Good
Good
Very Good
Good
Good Comic
Good

All the above are suprlied with one. three and six sheet posters and photos;
everything high-class. Single and two reel comedies. CbaiJlins and others at modi-rate i'ri''cs. Single commenials with posters at $3.00.
Write for Fall bart:aln list.

EXPERIENCE
IS THE

BEST

A SINGLE

TEACHER
TRIAL

Speer Carbons
IS ALL THE. EXPERIENCE

YOU NEED

THE RESULTS SECURE ORDERS

SPEER CARBON
DEPT.

CO.

"W

St. Mary's, Pa.
For Sale by Leading Motion Picture Supply Dealers,
Includins the Following
J.H. HALLBERG
- - . 727 7th Ave.. New York, N.V.
KLEINE OPTICAL CO. - - 166 .N. State St.. Chicago, III.
SOUTHERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO..
74 MarietU St., Atlanta. Ga. I8I5 Main Street Dallas. Tex.
E, E. PULTON CO.. 154 W. Lake St.. Chicago. III.
KANSAS CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO.
813 Walnut St.. Kansas City, lilo.
G. A. METCALPE
- 117 Golden Gate Ave.. San Francisco. C»l.

Ornamental
TKeatres
PLASTER
Theatres

RELIEF DECORATIONS
Deiigned

Everywhere

Sand for our IIK catalof. It contains forty
beautiful full-page illustrations — some in colon
—of theatres we have designed and decorated
It shows several styles of ticket booths, lighting
Bxtures and ornaments ; it will give you many
valuable ideas for decorating your new theatr*
or improving the looks of your present one.
Sand

u«

Sizes

of Thaatr*

THE DECORATORS

for

Spacial

SUPPLY

I
i

DatifBa

CX).

Archar Arenua and Lao Straat, CHICAGO, ILL.

■n:- .-.' Jl

!
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Engineer

Is your screen
result unsatisfactory ?
Is your projection current costing too much?
Are you planning a new theatre?
Are you contemplating the purchase of new Equipment?
Theatre plans examined and suggestions made as to
operating room location. Operating rooms planned,
etc., etc. Will personally visit theatres in New York
City or within 300 miles thereof.
Fees moderate.

i^^S^^kl^)
F. H. RICHARDSON (k^.^oVh^k.)
Room
1434, 22 E. 17th St, New York City

The best theatres in the country are
equipped with

Gundlach

For the fullest and latest news of the moving pictur*
industry in Great Britain and Europe.
For
men. authoritative articles by leading British technical

Projection Lenses

For brilliant
Sims, read

This is in recognition of their superior
illuminating power and perfect correction for a sharp, brilliant picture.

and

strictly

impartial

criticisms

of

all

THE BIOSCOPE
The L«adiDf British Trade JournB) with sn IntemaUonal Clrculattoa
AmericBD Correspondence hr W. Stephen Bush
of
''Movint Picture World"

85 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W,

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.

Specimen

on Application

808 So. Clinton Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

Peace Pictures
BuatUaUr C«l*n4
AIM

Ewopean

War

(Nntnl)

lUiutrated

FREE

PictaTM
Pmmtna

Ob ost otb t*BBtXT.

Terms
Moderate

LOUISE

AMmvulad
m of tow>.

hy VlsUalit, PUaltt,
iiuaic tor 4ucr>

O^nur,

Lu-

M. MARION

to all SOUTHERN
EXHIBITORS, if you
will cut this out and
mail to us with the name
of your
one year's subscription
to
theatre
1 OCi \-/V^Oirkl classies
t,
t, and
tf^e livelies
POQIfl
TIJIT
ate
y
most up-to-d
monthl humor paper
in existence, will be sent to you free
each month.
LUCAS

445 W. 23rd Street, New York
Phone 10306 Chelsea

THEATRE

SUPPLY

ATLANTA

HYDROQUINONE
GENERAL
NEW YORK

CHEMICAL

COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO

CO.
GEORGIA

THE

Xovember 11. 1916
Non-&reak
able and
Sanitary
STEEL
LOW
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Opera

Chairs

Rememher

We

Have

Always in Stock

Immediate

Service

111 ,<i.>: dittcront dosigns in Antique

Other designs ot unupholstcrcd and Upholstered Chairs in

50,000 CHAIRS

Price

Opera Chairs

immediat* atiipm*ot
OD many ttylei: Second Haod Cbsira;
out-ot-door lealiDg
Seed meaiuremcDti
lot FRBE SEATING
FLAN. Meatioo Ihia
paper.

Grand Rapidi, Mich.; New York. 150 Fifth Art

Mahogany and Circasian Walnut finishes, assuring you

Tba OrlsliiaJ and Laadlnf Movlns Ttclur*
JoumaJ lA Euiop«

of a satisfactory
selection.

The
Kinematograph
Weekly

General Offices
1010 Lrtlon Bldt.

STEEL

FURNITURE

CO.

The reliable Trade organ of Great
Britain ; covering the whole of the
British Film market, including the
American imported films. Read
by everyone in the industry. Specialist writers for Finance, Technical Matters. Legal, Musical,
Foreign Trading (correspondents
throughout the world) — and every
section devoted to the Kinematograph. Specimen copy on application to :—

TottenhuB

Street.

LoaHoo,

W.

days alter receipt of
specifications.

AMERICAN SEAM COAPM
FLORAL

THEATRE

Sales Offices
in
all Principal
Cities

DECORATIONS

Give Artistic Atmosphere. They delight your patrons
Artificial flowers are practically everlasting and
need no care — the effect is the same as natural
ones.
Our expert decorators
are at your service —
ready to give you ideas and estimates.

Write for beautifully colored catalogue — mailed free to you.
We quote absolutely the lowest prices ever offered on
reliable goods,

The Kinematograph Weekly, Ltd.
^11

unlimited numbers
furnished in 25 to 50

BOTANICAL DECORATING CO., Dept. 7, 208 W. Adams Street, Chicago, III.

Ens.

Manufacturers

of Artificial

Flowers and

Plants

MORE
than 5,000 exhibitors and film buyers
in Latin America receive our publication
monthly. Is it possible that you are not interested
in this new market ?

I=MWI©IIM.
A monthly publication, printed in
Spanisli and devoted exclusively to tt>e
interests of the moving picture industry throughout South America and
Spanish-speaking countries.

ADVERTISiNC

RATESr

$S« A PACE

CINE-MUNDIAL
17 Madison Avemie

New York

$4.80 A Big Saving Each Year $4.80
On account of the greatly increased cost of paper, engraving, etc., we have been compelled to make the single
copy price fifteen cents. For the present direct subscription prices will remain the same. This means a saving
of four dollars and eighty cents yearly on direct subscriptions.
In addition you get your paper earlier.
It will pay you to fill out this blank and mail at once
with your remittance.
ONE YEAR
SIX
MONTHS
See

title

MOVING

paye

»3.00
SIS*
for ratea

Canada

and

PICTURE

17 Madison

Avenue,

Foreign

WORLD
New

York

Cut out

_.,

and miii Theatr* .
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Reputable Exhibitors and Exchanges of New York City
Next Thursday evening, November 2nd, at eight o'clock) you are
requested to attend a meeting to be
held at Wurlitzer Hall, 1 13 West
40th Street, New York City.

tconnecthe
person with
Every
ed directly
motion picture exchange business, doing
business i n Greater
New York, New Jersey,
Connecticut, and New
York State including
Albany and Buffalo is
invited to meet with us.

We are going to put into operation a practical and feasible plan
that will eliminate and rid the industry, among others, of the following evils, that have been and are rampant in this territory:
Thievery and dishonest employees; inadequate express facilities
between upper New York State, Connecticut and Manhattan;
exhibitors holding over films without extra payment; exhibitors
returning films C.O.D. to the exchange to collect fancied damages, knowing the necessity of prompt delivery to the next customer; switching or railroading films between two and more
houses, illegally and without payment; films and features booked
and contracted and left lying on the shelf uncalled for and unpaid; written contracts violated and broken; due notice not given
on cancellations; enforced deductions from the face of invoices;
excessive credits and non-payment of accounts; bad checks; no
recourse against dead beats andfly-by-night exhibitors, or exhibitors who are judgment proof; no protection for legitimate exchanges against illegitimate exchanges and pirates, and for honest exhibitors against exchanges who are guilty of many crooked
deals against them.
We are also going to submit a
proposition
the undoubtedly
Exhibitors'
League that towill
bring their niembership up to
100% for New York and adjacent territory.
If you want honest and honorable dealings to be enforced in
the interdealings of the motion
picture industry, meet with us,
Mr. Exhibitor and Mr. Exchangeman.

F. I. L M. Club
-OF-

New York City
(Film Industries Local Managers
of New York)
ARTHUR

F.

BECK,

President

EDW. SAUNDERS. First Vice-President
H. H. BUXBAUM, Second Vice-President
W. E. RAYNOR. Secretary and Treasurer

November 11, 1916
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THE ELECTION
Of our registered trade mark is of signal importance to all progressive and ambitious
members of the motion picture industry.
This trade mark is the hall-mark of

Perfect Developing and Printing
the phrase we coined, others purloined, and we alone deserve.
This trade mark on a photoplay symbolizes the
judicious and proper combination of art, purpose and technical
perfection.

This trade mark on a contract is as good as a
government bond, and ratifies an agreement of mutual benefit.

This trade mark

represents fair and square deal-

ing and noteworthy achievement — a reputation solidly built,
firmly established and consistently maintained during the morethan six years we have devoted to the science of manufacturing
moving pictures.

Look For This Trade Mark
Insist upon it— Be guided by it— and you will never be disappointed.

"jsiliaiaij
There are reasons —
Come and see them.
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HOW"

POWER'S
CAMERAGRAPH

6B

SELECTED FOR THE
PROJECTION OF THE
WM. FOX PRODUCTION

A DAUGHTER
OF THE GODS
AT THE LYRIC THEATRE
NEW YORK CITY

WRITE

FOR CATALOG

G

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
NINETY GOLD STREET

?NEW YORK.

t

|B

Vol. 30, No. 7

November

18, 1916

Price 13 Cents

\

INDBX

'<^^e^«;B{ag-»:agfe-M'tge^ia?5^g>:i^aiHf^

H r nor f MAfJ

E'RS'
EXHI
UIDTO
CirBI
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Photograph by
Uttdarwood &• Underwood

SEVEN

DEI^DLY SINS

Will feature AnnMurdockHolbnDi^k Blinn
Nance 6neilLCharlcireWdlkei: H.RWarnei;
Qecige Le^uere and Shirley Mason.

M^'CLURE

PICTURES

November

18, 1016
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THE CRITICS SAY

"exceptionally ^ood
ESSANAY-CHAPLIN
and other fine things about
THE

FIRST

Revue of 1916

The Moving Picture World savs: "It is literally a CHAPLIN
RIOT.
You will LAUGH YOUR HEAD OFF."
The Motion Picture News says: "The three pictures from which
the 'Revue' is assembled are EXCELLENT. This, in addition to
the original 'business' introduced ought to make it a .SURE-FIRE
RELEASE."
The Dramatic Mirror says: "It tells a complete story, dovetailing without a break, making a UNIQUE COMEDY feature."
The Exhibitors' Herald savs: "It is a SUCCESS. EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD."
Motographv savs : "The arrangement should prove a delight.
It is PACKED wi'th COMEDY."
W. K. Hollander in the Chicago Daily News says: "It is Chaplin
from beginning to end in ever\- form of ludicrousness — one SOLID
MASS OF MIRTH. There is genuine humor throughout and it
actually forces one to laugh."
Robert McKnight in the Chicago Examiner savs : "There are
HEAPS of LAUGHTER in this revival."

SCREEN

TIME ONE HOUR, 17 MINUTES

GENERAL

FILM SERVICE

CEORGE

K.J^"vS^i«n

1333 Atgy\e

K. SPOOR.

PRES

DENT

St., Chicago

939
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S
'
E
L
G
EA
BLUE
A Thundering Drama
From

with

the Virile

EXTRAO

THEmanner.
world's Spectacles
greatest theme,
in the hugest
outdonestaged
by realistic
scenes
of the most thrilling and timely interest.
A magnificent and tremendous presentation of an
absorbing story of National Defense.
Beyond description because without precedent. A
box-office attraction unparalleled because it has the
universal appeal; the grip direct that clutches at the
heart of every American man, woman and child.
What other producers have attempted — only to stop
at silly mimic warfare, paper castles and ingenious
brain-storms.
"EAGLE'S WINGS" is a dignified yet fascinating
drama that will hold your audiences spellbound, and
send them from your theatre to tell their friends it is
the greatest world-drama ever told in pictures.

VINGS
NovenilHT

IS. U'ld

llll

A Thundering

MO\"lNG

I'lCTUKIi

Message

Fen of Rufus Steele

BIRD
^DINARY
SPECIAL Notice to AH BLUEBIRD Exhibitors:
The BLUEBIRD Exchanges have paid an enormous sum for the State Rights to this exceptional
picture. It is called "A BLUEBIRD Extraordinary,"
not merely to advertise it, but to give you due notice
that it is a Special Release.
You must expect to pay a good price for it because
it is so unusual that but for the action of the BLUEBIRD Exchanges it would have been State Righted.
Then you would have paid as much or more — and without the prestige of the BLUEBIRD name.
We suggest that you wire for a booking reservation
now. Remember, it is not on the BLUEBIRD Progremn.
Make your reservation now.
Special posters have been prepared. Unique and
distinctive paper, worthy of this great picture. There
is an extra special 24-sheet, a 6-sheet, two 3-sheets and
two 1 -sheets. Also a magnificent window card.
BOOK NOW.

VVOKLU

941
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RED
FEATHER

A Drama of Frenzied
Finance, Love & Adventure

PHOTO

PLTVYX

'ik^TttoAtJ^MHg
From the Story by

Charles Agnew

McLean

With BEN WILSON
and
FRANCELIA BILLINGTON
Directed
by
JACK CONWAY

Book through any UNIVERSAL

Exchange
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AGRrAT STAR
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PRODUCTION
DIRECTED
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ENTIRE COUNTRY SWEPT RY UNICORN
Huge Majorities In Every State Of The Union,
Landslide Probably Caused 'By Excellent Program,
Ike Schlank, Nel^ly-Eleded President Gil^es Intefbieiv*

New York
1 WILL HOLD TO EVERY PROMISE
Buckeyes Rise IRock-Bound
Holds Solid
To Banner
State Swept
MADE TO UNICORN EXHIBITORS'
{Special to the Banner)

New York, Nov 8
— Latest returns from
the entire State give
a sweeping victory to
Unicorn The candidate came down to
th^ Bronx with overwhelming majorities
from every exhibitor
everywhere
Albany, Nov 8 —
Unicorn completely
carried the Northern
part of New York
with Its big program
and record of promises performed

Central States
Roll Up Plurality
{Sfiecrai to the Banner)

Lincoln, Nebraska,
Nov 8. — Themiddle.
west state? experienced a landslide for
Unicorn and its ser
vice Indications are
that, as returns com:
infromexhibi
majority will
^ven heavier
first figures

.Speciat tothe Banner)
[Special to the Banner)

Cleveland. O., Nov
8 — T he Buckeye
state has enrolled under Unicorn's banner,
by a tremendous plurality The candidate
invaded fields supposed to be solidly devoted to the opposition, but in every
instance rolled up
substantial victories.

Augusta, Maine,
Nov. 8. — New Enhas experienced agland
landslide
for
Unicorn Everywhere
special Unicorn
nights are being given
and the candidate has
been received with
huge enthusiasm
Unicorn's conquest
of its opponents has
been overwhelming.

President Schlank Says The Unicorn
Platform Is To Be Religiously
Carried Out.

iFrom a Sta^ Correspondent o/ the Banner)

New York, Nov 8. — "I will hold to every
promise made to Unicorn exhibitors."
With these words President Ike Schlank,
of the Unicorn Film Service Corporation,
announced
his poll-

Illinois Votes Pennsylvania iEntire West
Is Solid Unit I Gives Victory
Big Majority
(Special to the Banner)

{Specutt to the Banner)

Chicago, 111 , Nov
8.— There was never

KSpectal tothe Banner)

Pi ttsbu rg. Pa ,
Nov 8. — A clean
sweep is the only way

any doubt in this and
neighboring states
but that candidate
Unicorn would
achieve a tremendous

to
describe
Unicorn's
victory
in this
terg
tory From on(
of the State

victory

other

Still the re-

San Francisco, Cal.,
Nov 8. — The entire
Pacific Coast has sue
cumbed

ss men
eirbrothers
Unicorn"
rest of the
they uij
KflBFe
Wl- I coun^-&thev
uni--<
Fit^a>-ian^ k V^^^'t^^ fj;€i«r.,.
concIuyiJ'XT T cfetfyi^e Jtl.er candi'J \i^ is whaCjyTjsJs for their favor

"Every

exhibitor

taking: the Unicorn
Service whether he
takes only three reels
a, week or the whole
program
one
reels of
of twentydramas,
comedies and Westerns, will get A square
"Uniforn Service
deal.
ERVICE in
the word im
ur interest in
corn exhibitors
does not cease the
instant the ink on the
contract is dry but
continues with all the
aid possible to be
rendered by oui
diesitwenty-eight
v brai

CEMEN~r
UNRD
OnO
NN
\TP
Z
EX ^'
IN ADY

o

SIGNinCANT
BIOJEBIDT)
PWOTOPLAX5

BLUCBIP.D
PWOTOPLrXXV^
PttESENT
AN
EXTRAORDINAniLY
THRILLING
DD.AMA OP
PATRIOT ITM.

>rAL6IEII)
A ScnCEN VERSION OC THE NOVEL * VVE AQt
[IQENCW^ CQOM TVIC ALL-STDDV WEEKLV MACA2IWE
SY COBCffT-U QAVIS d PCD.LEV PCODE 5MEEUAN

wiTM D.UDEDT JULIAN
ELLTi WALL. kINQSLEV
BENEDICT ZOE DZVE
6 A UUGE CA-TT OP
SUPPORTING PGQYCPS
DIRECTED
BV
DUPEDT JULIAN.
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significant BLUEBIRDS.

Concrete eX'

amples
of the BLUEBIRD
"The
Play's the
Thing."
Two BLUEBIRDS
thai mark policy
positiveofand
progressive
achievement
in the produ :tion of perfect photoplay entertainment.

"The
Man"
is significant
the
dramaMeasure
is based of
on aa big
human
story, writtenbecause
by that
American master-writer, Norman
Duncan.
Staged in the Big
Woods of California, it is vast and powerful, big \^ith a bigness that is ovei^\'helming.
Faithful realism has been attained by giving even the minor parts to actors of the very
first rank.

"The
Buglerfriendship
of Algiers"
a beautiful
of
patriotism,
and trueis love.
It is one exposition
of the most
significant pictures ever presented.
Its appeal is world wide.
In
sets, atmosphere, direction, photography: in that quality of charm which causes an
audience to lose itself in the fascination of the play. "The Bugler of Algiers" is supreme.

"The
Bugler
Algiers" was
for
a State
Rights of
proposition.
It madeoriginally
so strong intended
an appeal
to the BLUEBIRD executives that an enormous sum was paid for
the privilege of releasing it under the BLUEBIRD

brand. Remarkable as is its cast, in-

cluding as it does four full-fledged stars. "The Bugler of Algiers" is a notable example
of what can be accomplished under the BLUEBIRD policy of giving first importance to
the PLAY,

If you are so fortunate as to have a
BLUEBIRD contract you have only to wait until
these magnificent plays come to you. If you have not,
why not put yourself in line by an immediate communication with your
local BLUEBIRD Exchange, or

BLUEBIRD

Photoplays,
Executive Offices

1600 Broadway, New

York

(Inc.)
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PARAMOUNT
IS PATIENT
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("C"

with those Exhibitors who do not
use its program, remembering that
it required 600 years for Noah to
learn how to build an Ark.
FAMOUS PLAYERS • LASKY •
MOROSCO • AND • PALLAS
present the greatest stars, produce
the greatest plays, employ the newest
picture-effects. If a few Exhibitors
have overlooked all this, let them
remember that the ^American Public

■I
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aTs
Lfsh He
nley .
wesiernen who
finds frouble annoys
him and undertakes
ix> discourage lawlessness bybatt- ,1

PRESENTS

Ceoi^Vfelsh
A THRILLING PICTURIZATION OF A WORLD
FAMOUS BOOK
THE AUTHOR- ROY NORTON
THE DIRECTOR -OTIS TURNER
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WHAT IS
YOUR
VERDICT?
omparison is
now possible
between the William
Fox production of
"Romeo
and
Juliet'
with Theda Bara,
and Uial of another
producer who in-vited the parallel .
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I He Ivvo productions
.Ihave been divero
lo exhibilors aBd Ihe
box office "acid lesL' lo each —and
ied comment
applbur
criticism willill V
be appreciated byMr. William Fox,
President, Fox Film
Corporation - - ♦ ^
130
Wesl46^
Street
New ^rk
FOX FILM
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Thos. H. Ince's Million Dollar Spectacle

"CIVILIZATION"

the mightiest, most thrilling, truest and most beautiful
motion picture ever filmed

FOR BOOKINGS

APPLY

TO

The A. G. FONTANA PRODUCTIONS, Inc.
Main Of&ce:

907 Longacre Building, New York City

Philadelphia Office:

1225 Vine Street

MliTUAl NEWl
IivTke Myhial
WEEKLY NEWS
OF THE CoiKq
MUTUAL FILM
AND ITS 68' EXCHANGES
Ok CORPORATION
Wkfll/
NOVEMBER

Huge Success of New
Serial Shown By Big
Box-Office Receipts
AS.MASIIIXC stiii-fss was sciU't'd by
thr lirst <-ha[iU'r of "A Lass of the
Ltiiiilirrlaiuls," rcfciitly ri-U'nst'd rlinniyli
Mutual I'Xrliaii^'i's. Thcaln'S tlio t'«iuutry over playt-d this tlirillinj; now Ilek'n
Ihihiu's iirtHhu-tiun tn capacity business.
It sciTciI an even greater triumph than
(lid "The (lirl and the (Janie." In nno
bi^ «'ity luoiion picture fans stnod in
the rain fnr a half hour or more, waiting
for a chance to see the opening chapter.
Chapter two pn)Ve(I even more startling
than chapter nne and audiences went
away etilhusiastic over the during feats
they had wilm-ssed on the screen.
Helen
Holmes'
Daring.
Gritty Helen Hi (lines is amazing exhibitors by her daring. Nothing seems
too risky for her to attempt. She is
abs<dutely fearless. Whether swaying
in a frail birch-hark canoe suspended t>y
two slender ropes from a lofty railroad
trestle, or hanging on with one hand
white she peers from the cab of an engine going ninety miles an hour, she
seems equally cool. In "The Girl and
the <;ame" .she performed feats that
are !)eyond any other actress. But in
"A Lass of the Lnniberlands" she is oTitiloing all that has giMie l)efore. One
'.'■nsely dramatic scene follows another.
Helen foil.s the plotters of the lumber
trust only to find that she is enmeshed
in a new scheme to deprive her of rhe
liniberlands coveted by the all powerful
nctont.is. Grimly she battles on.
Thrills of Railroading.
Though the scenes of "A Lass of the
Lnmberlands" are laid in the big North
Woods, all the thrills of railroading
which made "The Girl and the Game"
popular are again in evidence. Helen
again appears in the role of a telegrapher. Again she takes wild rides in
the cab of a locomotive. Runaway trains
of logs, thrilling da.shes down the mountainside anfi tensi* moments at the telegraph key are all mingled with floating
lr)gs. lumber jams and problems of delivery at the sawmills. Off to a successful start. ".\ Lass of the Lumberlands"
is sure to develop headway as the story
unfolds. Bookings on this stupendous
chapter play can .still be made at the Mufnal tilm exchanges. Those who packed
their theatres with the previous Helen
Holnn's serial were quick to take advantage of this newer and greater film offering.
Th"' release date on the sequel to
"Theannounced.
Diamond From the Sky," will soon
he

fiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiifi

I Mutual Star Productions
i
For November
p
Week Beginning November 6th.
g Title.
Leads.
g And the Law Says
M
Richard Bennett
J East Is East
Florence Turner
p
Wcik Beginning November 13th,
1 Peck 0' Pickles
Kolb & Dill
m Immediate Lee
Borzage & Little
M
Week Beginning November 2uth.
M Lone Star
William Russell
p
Week Beginning November 27th.
g A Dream or Two Ago
I
Mary Miles Minter
M Miss Jackie
Margarita
Fischer

GAUMONT

TO

Through Mutual New
led "The Vampires"

9 CHAPTER

|M

la 1916

OFFER
Picture CalWhich
Is

THRILLER

Crimes of the most haffling sort, intrij^ues of the most complicated kind,
and detective skill of a surprising character, will be revealed when "The Vampires" is released by the Mutual Film
Corporation. (Jaumont is the producer of
this series of thrilling photoplays. "The
Vampires" is a brand new series of .stories, based on the operations of a hand
of powerful law breakers. There are
nine stories In all. Each is three reels
in length. November 24th is the date of
relea.se for the first story iif the new
series. "The Detective's Head" is the
title of the first installment of "The
Vampires." Every episode bristles with
sensational events. There are sliding
panels — traps in the floor — ingenious
torture chambers and all the other
unique elements that went to make the
"Fantomas" series so sensational. Bookings on "The Vampires" can now be made
at the Mutual film exchanges.

Kirkwood Newspaper Articles
■Tames Kirkwood. producer of the Mary
Miles Minter Series of Mutual Star I'md actions, is writing a series of arti<'les
for publication in newspapers all over
the rnuntry. They will be read by millions. AM these people will be anxious
to see the production staged by the
man whose articles they have been readin^'. Vhe exhil>itor who is running the
Mary Miles Minter Series ()f Mutual Star
Troductions is sure to cash in on this
interest of the fans.

Fourth Kolb & Dill
Mutual Star Production Now Ready
Two feature
pniduotiuns
widelyKiim
varied diameter
will be the otMutual
Cori)(»rati(Hi's tilTeriiiKS to the exhibitor
for the week <>( Xnveinlier Kith. The
Mutual Star I'rudui'iiiui is the fourth of
the Kolb ife L)ill Series and presents the
fanu>us vaudeville headliners in an entirely new atmosphere. Its title is "A
Peel; o' Pickles." The other is a Mutual
Masteri)ieture, live reels in len;;tb. featuring Frank Borzage and Anna Little.
It is a story of the West, with wild ridinp;, cow branding and typical scenes <it
ranch life. It is released under the title
"Immediate Lee."
"A Peck o' Pickles."
In "A Peck o' Pickles" the celebrated
Kolb & Dill appear in a thrilling five-act
Mutual Star Production that has as its
foundation the stage play of the same
name, popular a few years ago, which
was written by Frank Stammers. It affords the stars innumerable opportunities to display their ability, and the jiroduction, stage settings and costuming
are all in accord with the story. A lottery ticket numbered LSI ,313 and a keg
of sweet cider have not a little to do
with the plot of the drama, which includes many scenes of the period of
:.S00 in Washington. D, C. This is the
fourth of the Kolb & Dill Series of Mutual Star Productifms and can be
booked now iit any Mutual exchange. "A
Million for Mar.v," "Bluff" and "Three
Pals" are also available in the Kolb &
Dill .Serie.s.
"Immediate Lee."
The real West with its cowboys, its
cattle branding and grim .iustice are the
background for "Immediate Lee." the five
act JIutual Masterpictnre featuring Frank
Borzage and Anna Little. Such favorites
as .Tack Richardson. Chick Morrison and
others are in the supporting cast. BeuIjib, a girl of the dancehalls. loved by
Hurley, a brand-blotter, is the storm center of the story around whom revolves
the whole plot. It is one of the most
exciting and fascinating Westerns ever
released by Mutual or made b.v the American Film Company. Inc.. at its Santa
Barbara
studios.
BIG FEATURE COMING.
"Charity?" a seven-reel feature, will soon
be offered as a Mutual Special Feature.
This nniisuai production which was enacted under the direction of Frank Powell, and features Linda. (Jriflith, among
others, seems likely to rival for boxoffice merit the great Mutual Special
Feature

"Damaged

Goods"

americafI film COMPAriYjrIC
7>rerentr

nf^ Celebrated ftarr

KOLB S DILL
PECKOTICKLES
IN

^f^0dd^toTyoFRx\2J.l-ToymlTfeMve
Ad?. Iburik or a. Series ofMiibiadShr
R-oducHoiU'Ieaiun'n^I^Ib
andMI.
Released TAeH^IcofUhveznierlS^h,
Cbmii\.p:

'AMILLION FOR MARv'"
"6LUFF" ■THPEE PAL?"

'BUTTKj'irJDERVEST'
"DECENT DEUCES"

AMERICA^ FILM COMPANY.IHC,
'Prefenbr

ynefiirrinq 'Drama

IMMEDIATE LEE
*T-ecrt\jrlna

FRANK
BOR7ACE
^NDANNA
LITTLE
KVmd Phi^OeTkeWefl Wiik
Lcn^e, Ihie,Jea2oufyAndRe?nl>uhoii
Minaled In Tkrillin^ Jhccefrion.
A Pi-^e-Ach Drama Releared Tke
Week OfNo-^eztxherlS^K

MUTUAL STAR
S'
ONTED
UCSLYTIELEC
ODINOU
PR
UNAN
BY THE EXHIBITORS.

MARY

MILES

MINTER

SERIES

Youth's Endearing Charm
Dulcie's Adventure
Faith
Dream or Two Ago
The Innocence of Lisette
MARGARITA

FISCHER

RICHARD

BENNEIT

SERIES

Philip Holden— Waster
— And the Law Says
The Sable Blessing
The VaJley of Decision
SERIES

The Pearl of Paradise
Miss Jackie of the Navy
The Butterfly Girl
The Knight of Tarquizzi
Birds of Passage
The Light of Heaven
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Soulmates
The Highest Bid
The Strength of Donald
McKenzie
The Man Who Would Not Die
The Torch Bearer
The Love Hermit

FLORENCE

TURNER

SERIES

Far From the Madding Crowd
Doorsteps
A Welsh Singei
Grim Justice
East Is East
The First Settler's Story
KOLB & DILL SERIES
A Million For Mary
Three Pals
Bluff
A Peck C Pickles
Buttin' In Der Vest
Decent Deuces

ilAZjJJkA^M
Bookitii NOW At
68 MUTUAL EXCHANGES'!

MUTUAL

A lerier Of Nikc
Deleclive Aorier
TKrce Pkrlr E^ck.
BACH COMPLETE
»

-

Boohnd A/ov\^M
MUTUAL EXCHANCer

y

Nine Sensational, Exciting Mystery
Stories— Eacli Complete in Three Paris
FOLLOWING a tremendoasly successful run in France—
direct from Paris — comes this new and startling series ol
nine detective stories, each a complete feature in three reele.
"THE VAMPIRES" is a story of extraordinarily thrilUnft
dnunas produced by the Gaumont Company and released thm
tiie 68 Mutual Film Exchanges in Americ...
"THE VAMPIRES" are a powerful, secret bend of arch
criminals who terrorize Paris. In this gripping series of feeturee
ere depicted, in thrilling reality, the operations of this fiendiah
eociety. "THE VAMPIRES" comes to American Exhibitors
direct from its big success abroad. This new series assures yon
nine weeks of tremendous box-office receipts. A new thrp^
reel chapter will be released each week beginning November
23rd, thru the 68 Mutual Film Exchanges.

For bookings see your nearest
MUTUAL EXCHANGE-AT ONCE
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Biq Box-Office Receiplr EveA|wKere

Witk'ALA(rOF THE LUMBERLANDr*
DASHING, daring Helen Holmes has captured the public again! In "A Lass of the Lumberlands" she is scoring an even greater success than she did in "The
Girl and the Game. ' Turn-away business is being done by the theatres

presenting this feeirless film star in the spectacular chapter-play, "A Lass of the Lumberlands" — fifteen sensational feature chapters. New and exceptional thrills are making this
the most talked about picture of the year. You can pack YOUR Theatre by booking this
conazing new chapter-play TODAY.

W-AlrAII
kinqNO
Boo
MUTUAL EXCHANGEr.
^
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UNBIASED OPINION
From the BOX OFFICE angle
World Exhibitors Say:
LA

BOHEME— ALICE BRADY.
"Make more like it"
"Thoroughly
artistic."
"Big
success."
"Perfect
production."

WHAT

HAPPENED AT 22— FRANCES NELSON^
ARTHUR ASHLEY. "My first Brady-Made
its O. K."
"Keep up the good work."

THE

CRUCIAL TEST— KITTY GORDON. "A money
maker."
"Played it big and got big returns."

SALLY

IN OUR

ALLEY— CARLYLE

and MURIEL
"Parents approve.

and
and

OSTRICHE. "Unusually clean.']
Will repeat for special matinees."

A

PETTICOATS— ALICE BRADY. "Great picture." "Made big hit. The kind ot a production
want."
my patrons

WOMAN'S WAY— ETHEL CLAYTON and CARLYLE BLACKWELL. "A fine play and well liked.
Had
many
compliments."
"Big pulling power."

THE

RAIL RIDER— HOUSE PETERS. "A swell
picture. No criticism" "Patrons all spoke highly

of it."
HUSBAND
AND
WIFE— ETHEL
CLAYTON
and
HOLBROOK
BLINN.
"Very
strong"
"True
to
life." "A splendidly cast picture.
Received much

DARK SILENCE— CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG.
"Very excellent picture."
"Played capacity.
Want

THE

GILDED CAGE— ALICE BRADY. "Pleased my
return." immensely" "Settings and star's work of
audience
exceptional
merit."
"Big."
THE ALMIGHTY
DOLLAR— FRANCES NELSON
and E. K. LINCOLN. "Picture exceptional."
"Photography and settings great. Subway scene

BLACKWELL

PAYING THE PRICE— GAIL KANE. "A wonderful
production." "Let us have more just like it."
"Broke my Jiouse record."
MISS

THE

THE

very realistic."
VELVET PAW— HOUSE PETERS and GAIL
KANE. "Give us more productions of this class."
"Patrons liked every foot of it,"

FRIDAY THE 13th— ROBERT
picture Al " "Exceptional."

WARWICK.
"Extra fine"

"Whole

THE

REVOLT— FRANCES NELSON and ARTHUR
ASHLEY. "Packed house" "Told big story"
"Had real advertising possibility "

THE

HIDDEN
SCAR— ETHEL
CLAYTON
and
HOLBROOK BLINN. -The right kind of a drama
for big appeal."
"I want it for three days more'

THE

SCARLET OATH— GAIL KANE. "Simply great"
"Played to a capacity house
All well pleased "

THE

MAN WHO STOOD STILL— LEW FIELDS and
DORIS KENYON.
Has been repeatedly called
"The Music Master of the Screen." ".Acting

praise."

Coming
BOUGHT

AND

supreme."

PAID

FOR-AL1CE

THE

MADNESS
OF
HELEN— ETHEL
and CARLYLE BLACKWELL.

THE

HEART
OF
A
and Gail Kane.

THE

MEN
SHE
MARRIED— GAIL
KANE— Arthur
Ashley, Montagu Love and Muriel Ostriche.
" ^^"-^-^

HERO— ROBERT

CLAYTON
WARWICK

BRADY.

George Broadhiir.i's Great Play

ALL

MAN— ROBERT

THE

RISE

BROKEN
A WOMAN

OF

WARWICK

SU3AN— CLARA

CHAINS— ETHEL
LYLE BLACKWELL.
ALONE— ALICE

and MoUie
KIMBALL

CLAY'TON

King.
YOUNG.

and

CAR-

BRADY.

-.T7Tr.v«..-»^.^.e.M^:nBRnr-KB>.

WORLD
PICTURES BRADY-MADE
ARE OCCUPYING THE MOST
CONSPICUOUS PLACE IN MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTIONS TODAY
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CIVILIZATION
BREAKS ALL RECORDS
IN NEW YORK
PICTURE THEATRES
\A/HO
KJ S

OOOKED
I IMI

-r M

E

CIVILIZATION
FEATURE
NATHAN

COMPANY

HIRSCH,

PRESIDENT

130 W. 46th St., New York City
Phones

Bryant

9037-9038

Announces

'S
H. INCE
S. Photo
THO
$1,000,000
Spectacle

CIVILIZATION

WE ARE READY TO BOOK
EXHIBITORS IN GREATER
NEW YORK, LONG ISLAND
AND UPPER WESTCHESTER

•^^^^

^-rf

y-

/

/ /

^r

YORKE

FIIM CORPORAXIONT

HAROLD
LOCK WOOD
presenfs

and M AY

ALLISON
in

/

BIG TREMAINE

liom the. fionmisbook o£ Marie VAN VOSST

Released ozl ihe

METRO Prog^ram
November
20 ^A.

ClA metro wonderplay
of charm and power.
Direcjted hvReuxy Oiia

Without ExceptionPraiSedljy^Ae^itics
"A picture of universal appeal, that
the multitudes can appreciate * * *
will live forever as a classic masterpiece and a triumph of dramatic screen
construction." — Motion
Picture News.

"A great production * * Metro has
done the screen a distinct service." —
Moving Picture World.

"A picture that deserves to rank with
the classics." — Dramatic Mirror.
"For the first time in the history of
motion pictures Shakespeare has sucTelegraph. cessfully beeu immortalized." — ^^Moruiug

"All in the picture was wonderful." —
IJillboard.

'Not a dull moment." — N. Y. Tribune.

"The most prodigal film spectacle ever
seen." — N. Y. American.
"Like
a beautiful
dream." — Zit
N, Y. Evening Journal.

in

"A masterpiece." — Phila. Record.

and a 15iofe^j?tffof otherg
FrTanCIS
and

X.BUSHMAN

B E V E P^L'V'

METR.O

B ^

V N E

PICTURES rZ^COB^OBJ-TlON
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KLEM-EDISON-SEUG-ESSffiY
SERVICE
„
,^^,^^^
I

NOW

BOOKING!
Fascinating

VIOLA DANA
in EDISON'S

Marvel-Play

The Cossack Whip
By JAMES

OPPENHEIM

A Five-Part Drama of Romance and Revenge — Plotting Nihilists! The Imperial Ballet Behind the Scenes! Furious Cossack
Raids!
Already booked for showing in a long list of America's leading
theaters, headed by Marcus Loew's chain of New York houses.
Arrange NOW for your date with this box-office winner.

The Heart of the HiUs
EDISON'S
Five

Parts

with Mabel Trunnelle and Conway Tearle
"Well made and will afford strong entertainment." — Elaisdell, Moving Picture World.
"A good offering for any house." — Ray, The Billboard.
"No first-class house need doubt its success." — "E. S.," Dramatic Mirror.
"A good lead feature for the average programme." — Buckley, Motion Picture Mail.

Write or Wire Our Office Nearest You

KLEINE - EDISON - SELIG - ESS AN AY SERVICE
80 FIFTH

AVE., NEW

YORK,

and All Principal Cities
"^^os'
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KLElNE-EDISON-SEUGiSSffiY
SERVICE
iiiiiifi^^

GET TO IT!
Get to it ! Yep, the getting is good — mighty good ! Referring, of course, to the SeHg World's Series Baseball
Games of 1916 !
The Selig Company has exclusive rights to these motion
pictures — they are the only genuine scenes of the games
played by Brooklyn and Boston.
There's nothing to it but gladsome reports of fine and
dandy business. Exhibitors everywhere these pictures
are shown are gathering in the sheaves!
The World's Series Baseball games retain their interest,
and wise Exhibitors cash in on the wonderful publicity
accorded the World's Series in every newspaper.
Four reels of exciting action. Each and every play presented. All the stars of the ball field shown.
Ask your nearest Exchange
feature !

BOOK

TODAY

about this money-making

AND

CASH IN

KLEINE- EDISON - SELIG - ESSANAY SERVICE
Selig Polyscope Co., 58 Washington

St., Chicago, III.

Novenitx^r 18. 191()
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KLEINE-EDISON-SEUG-ESSANAY
EDNA MAYO

HENRY B. WALTHALL
with

ANTOINETTE

with

WALKER

EUGENE

is presented in

O'BRIEN

is presented in

T
a

T
"The
Sting of Victory"
Screen time 1 hour and 20 minutes
ESSANAY

E3

^^

"The Return of Eve"
Screen rime 1 hour and 23 minutes

FEATURES

"According to the Code"
"That Sort"
"Sherlock Holmes"
"The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row"
"Charlie Chaplin's Burlesque on Carmen'
"The Havoc"
"The Discard"
"Vultures of Society"
"The Misleading Lady"
"Captain Jinks of the Horse Marines"
"A Daughter of the City"
"The Alster Case"
"The Raven"
"The Crimson Wing"
"The Man Trail"
"The Blindness of Virtue"
"In the Palace of the King"
"The White Sister"
"The Slim Princess"
"Graustark"

1333 Argylc St , Chicago

te

ii,'M1S'n<
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SHERMAN-ELLIOTT,
H-A-SHERMAN.
PRESENTS

pres.

inc.

\A/^ n-se:lig*3

We0$isr
^^^Fey

WINSTON CHURCHILL
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FABLE

OF

The Big Heavy Man

^^^
CHAPTER

The Small fIflPPY Man
II.

^^X
I

TT ERE you are, young ladies," shouted Mr. Heavy Features, the big
I Impressive Man. "Here's one of the most magnificent motion pic
tures ever conceived.
Don't miss this. It combines all my knowl'
edge of art, poetry and music.
You never sa^w such ■wonderful acting; such
tense situations; such a tremendous climax.
Come right in and see Gladys
Sadeyes in 'The Cup of Misery.' "
"Aw Nix," said a Sweet Young Thing, "let's don't, they bury every
body in the last reel. Let's go down and see Bougless Bareshanks in 'Crazy
in New York.' "

The Wise Old Exhibitor watched this incident. "Whew," he exclaimed, "I-wonder if that isn't something for me to think about. I always
knew people would rather laugh than cr>'."
"You just bet that's something to think about," said Mr. Christie
Comedies, the Small Happy Man. "You wunt to put some fun in those
programs of yours. Let it be clean and jolly and kinda human. You'll be
surprised at the difference in your receipts at the end of the week.
"Come over to the Independent Exchange man — ne's all right. He'll
show you 'Some Kid,' my Open Market Release for November 20th. This
features Betty Compson and Neal Bums. Directed by Horace Davey. You
don't have to take it unless you like it, but you 'will Hke it. It's funny and
good.
Al. E. Christie saw to that."
Moral:
The irrong time to do the right
thing IS after somebody beats you to it.

Christie Film (b.

HEAD OPFICE AND STUDIOSr-iew -r-<=)re.K. <=.i=i=i<:iE
SUNSET BLVD.
OOWERST.
'^%'^y?^Si^s.%'^^ki?.i.V»%
•* U05AT AN<CiEl_
ES, C ALl FOR.NIA

PEARL°"heARMY

Announcing

PEARL

WHITE

^■'

n'M

THE
GREATEST
DRAWING
CARD IN MOTION PICTURES

In a new serial, unmasking America's
secret foes, directed by Edward Jose,
the director of "The Iron Claw."

ASTRA

fti:m CORPN

X

Featuring GRACE

DARMOND,
RALPH
and LEON BARY

KELLARD

Produced under the direction of
Louis J. Gasnier and Donald Mackenzie

:.^*r!6^f!C-l^^<<?^
•THE

SHIELDING

SHADOW

is a splendid serial— the best Pathe has put out
It IS different, it is
it Motion
is thrilling."
P. unique,
Kearney in
Picture Mail.

J'*

•It will probably establish an epoch in the producti
mystery serials, since it combines strong melodrama and on of
rapid
action with an almost impenetrable mystery
.... Without
doubt the best serial produced by Pathe and should
prove to
be one the most successful ever released."
E. Smaney in Dramatic Mirror.
"The serial question offers no unsolved problem
Pathe
The proven money makers they have handled in theto past
is
enough of an attribute to their ability to pick a winner
and
make it go. . . . The Shielding Shadow possesses thrilline
scenes in abundance."
P. Milne in Motion Picture News.
"The first four episodes convince
it is superior to
any serial thus far offered by Pathe s us that
They are sufficient in
every way to make The Shielding Shadow a huge success."
T. C. Kennedy in Motography.
Exhibitors can rely on these comments by expert reviewer
s.

Thii U the be»t aerial
ever produced.

^^^^^
.^^^^^k.

PRODUCED

ASTRA

Book it Now !
Comi,hle Puhl.ciiy

BY

FILMCORPN.

Jh£ke

cfmnnc Ca^ch
JKc Stage Favorite

in the five part Gold HocsterVla/^

'"Jhe World
and tJw Woman''
S'roduced hy C^/xn/iouser
^Released Mv. 19

Jl striking story of ike repeneratioK
. of a fallen, woman, through faitJv.
Jtecent and ffrt/\cominfFkcthe Gold. Xoosteryiays:
"rjieHiddenValley' ^Vtv StKrShadonsand. SunshiH/''.yti>y /Sa
•agltbrldOMdl)ientmaii'M>r.3il*.- "Divorce and.txe'Htntaji.'Dec.J^

Ztike - Oladiator

Ik one yearto atkescreeHy
comediaft vrevioustyUKkfWh/K

Harold Zloyd
Tta^won the distmctioft ofbeinff

one oftlte two hest comedy stars
of the day.

In one year

Jlplin
comedies lime been, ^tmxi

br

ExMbitors to be second tonone
vireal \/aliie.

ReaL merit in comedies is rare,
Mr. Exhibitor. ^Aslc our nearest
ExeJicptge to run, off several of
tkese'LuJie^comedies
recocfnize
real merit. ^ryou. You'll

J^athe

AN
ATTRACTION
that will bring mt
into the box office in a golden stream.
You
know Mrs. Castle's success as a dancer.
She is
just as wonderful on the screen.
Everyone will want to see this remarkable
woman in this remarkable serial, whose patriotic
theme is the nation's defense.
THE FIRST EPISODE
BE RELEASED
SOON.

OF

P.ATRIA WILL
NOW
BOOKING

I
fe

INTERNATIONAL
announces the
"Advenuire Series" of fi\-e and six reel
features, to be released each month.
First is "The Jockey of Death," a thrilling story of circus life.
Dare-devil performers engage in amazingacts'ot heroism.
Every scene so intensely interesting and every act so
daring that the spectators are held spell-bound.
The circus is always welcome.
This
picture has
all the "elements of the circus, plus a
clean,
\\holesome
story.

E-\tHA-\GES
ATLANTA
NEW
YORK
CITY
II.MAHA
146 Marietta St.
729 Seventh Ave.
BOSTON
14S Piedmont St.
HIT Harney St.
CHICAGO
FHILADELPHIA
20* So. Wabash Ave.
1335 Vine St.
CINCINNATI
PITTSBERGH
532 W,-iIniit St.
S04 FRANCISCO
Penn Ave.
CLEVELAND
.SAN
ToD Prospe.'t
KAN.SAS
CITYAve.. S. E.
1305 Walnut St.
LOS ANGELES
912 So. Olive St.

'^^^^^I^^^^^^^B

2S0 Golden Gate Ave.

ST. Loris

3313 Olive St.
WASHINGTON
712 lltll St.. N. W.

^^^^^^^^^^^1

.\GENCIKS
ALBANY
ECFFALO
39 Erie St.
DETROIT
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW ORLEANS
315 Carondolette St
INDIANAPOLIS
SALT LAKE
CITY
131 East Second Soutli St.

10^OTBIMMlIt

^~

EVERY

COMEDY

A FEATURE

Maintaining the Record of Tweedledum's Famous Release "A Near-Sighted 'Cyclist."

TWEEDLEDUM
"The Scream of the Screen"

IN A SIDE-SPLITTING
tt

COMEDY

Lend Me Your Wife
IN TWO

RELEASED
EAGLE

PRODUCED

BY

FILM

MFG.

Jacksonville,

REELS

OCT. 30th

CO.

BILLY DUNN

Fla.

Supervising Director
EXCLUSIVELY

DISTRIBUTED

BY

^^^BMH^^^
729 7th AVE..NEW YORK
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TRIANGLE
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF NOVEMBER 12

Wilfred Lucas and Constance
Talmadge in "THE

MICROSCOPE
RY"
STEARTS
MY
FINE

A photoplay that will grip and hold to the end.
There is mystery, humor, love, violence, retribution. The situations unfolded are an endless chain
of surprises and the climax leaves satisfaction.
Fine Arts will not often excel this production,
while Wilfred Lucas and Constance Talmadge leave
nothing to be desired in telling the story of "THE
MICROSCOPE MYSTERY."

Charles Ray, Supported by Margery
Wilson and Margaret Thompson in
"THE HONORABLE ALGY"
KAY-BEE
A King's ransom in jewels, a renegade English
Lord, another of a different stamp, who wins fortune
in America, but leaves his heart with little "Pat"
back in Old England ; these all combine in making
a story of appeal and intensity, a typical Triangle
Kay-Bee ; and the interest is but heightened by the
presence of Charles Ray, Margery Wilson and Margaret Thompson.

KEYSTONE

COMEDIES

There are Two, Brimming with Snap, Fun and
Cleanliness

November

18, 1916

November 18, 1916
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Keystone Comediei
are released exclusively by

TRIAHOLE FILM CORPORATION

-•»'.•■
■'.,*'

REAL ROMANCE!
t^^^
TERRIFIC TROGBDYf^^
BE/rUTlFUL MLEGORYfX
TREMENDOUS CIRClfS ' EXCITING SUSPENSE!
HEART THROBS'
LAUGHS !
,
TEARS .'
THIS ONB
/TBSOlMTeLY,
SPECraCLl' ^
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No Crazy Salaries!
Through! ^^ are the foolish salaries.
Gone!'*'* are the stage stars who
Used to Was.

WmljShemll
Pres.

G-HWiley
Vice Pres.

Gen.M^r.

Fired!'''' 2iXt the temperaments that
tack Wasteage onto picture costs.
' ' T>EC EASED ! FINISHED!
DONE!'' is the Day of the thousands-per-week Stage Star in OUR
pictures !
On this, the following leading manufacturers, composing the Art Dramas
program,^'
decided: have finally and solemnly
W. L. SHERRILL

FEATURE

CORP.

Wm. L. Sherrill, President.

U. S. AMUSEMENT

CORPORATION
Herbert Blache, President.

ERBO GRAPH

COMPANY
Ludwig G. B. Erb, President.

VAN DYKE

FILM PRODUCTION

CO.

G. H. Wiley, Vice-Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

Safe Features at Sane Rentals!*^

November IS, 1916
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Just Good Pictures!
Art Drama Pictures (a feature a week)
will be visualizations of the best books, plays
and original stories its producers can find.
The stars who will present these stories will
be the best. BUT THEY WILL NOT BE
WORN-OUT STAGE STARS— just screen
headliners WHOM EVERY ONE KNOWS !
The imiptv - thousand - a - week salaries
that WON'T BE PAID will be deducted
from YOUR rental bill! The ruinous pay
envelope will be charged in as YOUR
PROFIT
by the following Art Dramas
distributors:
Art Dramas Film Service, 729 Seventh Ave., New
York.
Electric Theatre Supply Co., 13th and Vine Streets,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Art Dramas Service, Mailers Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Art Dramas, Inc., 200 Pleasant Street Boston Mass.
Liberty Film Renting Co., 934 Penn Ave., Pitts- .
burg, Pa.
Art Dramas, Inc., 75 Broadway, Detroit, Mich.
Deluxe Film Lasky Corp., Humboldt Bldg., San
Francisco, Cal.
Delu.xe Film Lasky Corp., Los Angeles, Cal.
Distributors of Art Dramas pictures in Kansas City, Cincinnati, Atlanta, Dallas and Seattle will be announced shortly

First Release About November 27
^ '•«.■.<. .5*— -

m *£ ^^

.^ .^^

_/w\__
MONMOUTH

i

u
THE. GRBV

Supported btj

ELEVEN
HUNDRED

NEWSPAPERS
AND
A

GALAXY

OF

Phone
AtcHlu.wv

^

Nearest

Unicorn Exchange
For Bookings NOW
26 Branches Throughout the U.S.

Executive Office I26-30

W.^Oth

ST. N.Y.CITY

m\

MONMOUTH

SBiqU

Thr
ES*
SODing
EPIill
EACH ADVENTURE
A COMPLETE
STORY IN 2 REELS
ADAPTED FROM THE
PROFESSIONAL ADVENTURE6
OFJ/MMIE DALE APPEARING
IN PEOPLE '6 MAGAZINE
DIRECTED

BY

HARRY M^RAE WEBSTER

Produced
PAUO

Harrq M^Rae Webster President
Jules Burnstein
Gen.MQna(^er
Broke^w Building

New York

THE
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Smmil Silia Semc^^
More Straight Facts!
Kalem

Company,
NewYork,

N. Y.

T. F. McCullough, President San Francisco Exhibitors' League,
after running seven day features a week, has returned to varied
programme

on certain days of each week.

show your two-reel "THE

GIRL

FROM

He has arranged to

FRISCO"

and one-reel

"GRANT, POLICE REPORTER" series. He did not buy in the
dark but made us screen the pictures and show the posters. His
action proves that we delivered the goods.
General Film Company,
San Francisco, Cal.

Have Your Exchange Screen These Super-Features:
"The Rogue's

Pawn"

Thrilling "Grant. Police Reporter" Episode.
With GEORGE LARKIN and OLLIE KIRKBY.
Released

Friday,

Nov.

17th.

"The Mystery of the
Brass Bound Chest"

Gripping "Girl from Frisco" Episode.
With MARIN SAIS and TRUE BOARDMAN.
Released

"The New

Salesmen"

A Side-Splitting "Ham
Comedy."
With HAM, BUD, ETHEL TEARE
and HENRY MURDOCH
Released

Tuesday,

Nov.

I4tli.

Wednesday,

"The Runaway

Nov.

15th.

Sleeper"

An Exciting "Hazard of Helen" Episode.
With the Screen's Most Daring Actress,
HELEN
GIBSON.
Released Saturday, Nov. 18th.

One and Three Sheet Posters on All One Reel Releases; One, Three and Six Shee'.s on "The Girl From Frisco"

"THE SOCIAL PIRATES" ALSO PACKS HOUSES WITHOUT

KALEM
235 West

23rd Street

STEALING PROFITS

COMPANY
New

YorR

City

18, 1916

November
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(ilifs were received showing the deep interest which
the public take in everything that pertains to motion
pictures. The responses were particulary clear on the
<|iK-stion of clean pictures. Out of the fifty thousand
there were only a very few which were even ambiguous
' in ibis question.

A1'R(.).\UXENT religious denomination has recently
luld a convention and adojjted resolutions favoring
national censorship. This protest against the motion picture seems foumled rather on aberrations of taste
than on any distinctly moral grounds. Our clerical
■■t«r»4 •! iIm Oaaanl ?••! 0>M,

N<w Yatk Qtr, •• Suoad Qui

M>tl«r

J. P. CHALMERS. Founder.
Published Weekly by the

CHALMERS
J. P.
J. F.
E. J.
John

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

17 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY.
(Telephone, 3510 Madison Square)
Chalmers, Sr
President
Chalmers
Vice-President
Chalmers
Secretary and Treasurer
Wylie
General Manager

The office of the company is the address of the officers.
CHICAGO
OFFICE-Suite
917-919 Schiller Building. M West
Randolph
St.. Chicago. 111. Telephone, CeatrsI 509».
PACIFIC COAST OFFICE— Haas
Building, Seventh St. and Broadway.
Los Angeles. Cal.
Telephone, Broadway 4649.

SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and
Philippine Islands
$3.00 per year
Canada
3.50 per year
Foreign Countries (Postpaid)
4.00 per year
ChAQfca of addresa ihould give both old and new addresses ic full and
tea clearly written. Two weeks' time may be required to eflEect the
alteration.

friends protest against "distorted views of atTection."
Will they supply us with the only orthodox views of affection? We are also told that the screen shows "sug,i4estions of lust and license and details which combine
to develop a school of crime." We invite the reverend
gentlemen to furnish us with more specific information on
the subject. Will they be kind enough to produce a
single concrete instance where motion pictures have led
any human being to become a criminal? Just as soon as
they do that we will take up the "school of crime."

keynote of the reply by Governor Whitman
THE
to the film men's plea against censorship is well
worth dwelling upon. He abhors censorship, but
hopes that the industry will kill all agitation for censorship byits own conduct. The industry fully realizes
its responsibility. The trouble lies in the ease with
which the occasional outsider is enabled to besmirch
the screen. There have been prominent film companies whose skirts are not entirely clear on the question of doubtful pictures, but these instances have been

ADVERTISING
RATES.
Classified Advertising— One dollar for twenty words or less;
over twenty words, five cents per word.
Display .\dvertising Rates made known on application.

exceptional and as a rule the so-called "purple" picture issues from the hands of the outsider who' thinks
the screen affords him a chance to get rich in a hurry.

NOTE— Address all correspondence, remittances and subscriptions to
MOVING PICTURE WORLD. P. O. Box 226. Madison Square Station.
Ntw York, and not to individuals.

NOT

(Index to thi3 issue idll be found on page

1070.)

"CINE-MUNDIAL," the monthly Spanish edition of the Moving Piclure World. Is published at 17 Madison Avenue by the Chalmers Publishimg Company. It reaches the South American market. Yearly aubtcriptloo, tl.y). Advertising rates on application.

Saturday, November

18, 1916

Facts and Comments
SPEAKING of present business conditions an
experienced exchange man in a mediiim-sized
town in the East referred to an improvement in
the demand for single reels. This greater demand for
short lengths he thought was largely due to a decline
in the quality of features. "Slumps" in quality are unavoidable, but there are times when they last uncommonly long. An exhibitor, who had been getting poor
features for what he deemed an unconscionably long
time, complained to the exchange manager, and was
told that he must take the "bitter with the sweet."
"That's well enough," replied the exhibitor, "but I don't
want to be poisoned." *A good
* * storv and a true one.
THE
Ladies Home Companion, which takes an
active and intelligent interest in motion pictures
recently conducted a canvass, country-wide, in
scope to learn the views of its readers on motion pictures. The astonishing number of fifty thousand re-

a bad idea to keep the boys out of mischief
on election night by making them guests of the
motion picture. The papers report that the
Commissioner of Police is going to do this very thing
next Tuesday. It's, of course, none of our business,
but we respectfully suggest that no highly educational
or sterilized films be used on election eve for the entertainment of the adolescents who otherwise would be
engaged in hunting barrels for bonfires. In fact to
judge from our own recollections of the joy the young
savages find in celebrating election eve we feel that
the program ought to be made up of detective stories
and stories of wild adventure. We would make the
educational item homeopathic in size — at least for this
particular occasion.

*

*

*

WHEN
this issue meets the eyes of the readers of
The Movi.VG Picture \\'orld the great political
contests will have passed into history. One
thing is sure as far as we of the film world are
concerned : No matter which way the elections go we
have emasculated censorship agitation all over the
country. While two or three years ago it was by no
means easy to get a political candidate to commit himself on censorship, today these candidates are glad of
the chance. The counsel to the National -Association
states that his mail now is flooded with assurances
from candidates who are anxious to get on the anticensorial band-wagon. It looks as if the Crafts and
Chases will have a much harder road to travel hereafter.
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in the lower limbs— ihey travel along steadil
as directed from above. iNot even in the upper
body of actors and art directors. Not ui the
medulla oblongata of distributive forces. In the cerebrums of authors and general managers, or m the directorial cerebellum, the insidious microbe lies in wait tor
its victims. The exhibitor has grown wise. He no longer
wants only a flash on tlie billboard to bring people into
his theater— he must have good plays to make the visit
worth while and to establish that sort of good will which
causes a very large number of people to go to this or that

NOT

e of. its ozvn reputa'tion. He requires both
becaus
place
flash and
quality
Americans may not be as deeply and strongly imbued
with artistic appreciation as the people of older civilizations, but we are strongly inchned that way and learning
so fast that we crave the best that can be shown. There
is not the slightest doubt that we are being shown the
best actors who can qualify for the interpretation of
screen stories. The trouble is not with them — they play
up very close to the limitations of their opportunities,
but only a few of them are given that excess of opporlimelight, known as the "vehicle."
tunity, the intense
A "vehicle"
is a machine-made conveyance intended to
contain all the little tricks of this or that popular performer, and it usually has wheels. It will run along
fairly well for a short distance, but it is not very sohdly
built, and it soon begins to creak and jar the average
audience. In every mixed audience there are people who
do not like this or that star, who could tolerate him, or
even learn to hke him, in an interesting story, who become nauseated when he is spread all over the screen.
Now there are producers who have not suffered much
from Picturalysis — perhaps they have had it in mild form
and are immune — but they are very few in number, ^lost
of them are men who have been long in the business and
are established artistically and financially. Their path
to right judgment of what the screen exhibit should be
is a short and straight one cleared of embarrassments.
They have grasped the fact that this new medium is intended to replace language to a certain extent.
It takes many long centuries for a community to acquire a system of signs and words for the purposes of
communicating, recording and carrying on fhe processes
of thought. Language is principally an expresion of
thought, more or less intelligible. Are not moving pictures
designed for the expression of thought without dependence upon signs or utterance? In language the clear" ness and beauty of interpreting thought lies in the choice
of words and sentences and arrangement. That same
process is carried on to an extent in moving pictures
by author and director through the human interpreter,
the actor.
The actor elucidates and unfolds the story, rriaking
its meaning clear and forceful more or less according
to his personality and his intelligence. It is plain to the
stupidest audience of shockheads that the actor is of great
importance. Nothing is more obvious in moving pictures
than that we must have suitable interpreters of their
meaning. This epidemic of picturalysis in our infant
industry can only be cured by one or another form of
«nhghtenment. The interpretation of thought on the
screen is an art in itself. That far the half paralyzed
can see — beyond that it is obvious to all but themselves
that consideration must surely be given to the thought
to be interpreted.
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By Loms Reeves Harrison

Take the case of a producer afflicted with the epidemic,
Mr. Howe D'Zeno. D'Zeno has capitalized at a few
hundred thousands and made a contract with a big Distributing Company. In this agreement, or out of it, is
reference to the kind of story to be pictured. It must
not be a "costume play," and therefore not a military
romance. It must be a vital story of human life. The
most vital subjects all over the world at this moment
are deeply affected by the European War. What else
is more vital that provides dramatic material for tjie
photoplay ?
Loaded down with this restriction, Mr. D'Zeno proceeds to add to his burden. He contracts with a "star."
It is in his contract with the distributing company that
he must have one or more "stars," or he is compelled by
the demand for a billboard flash to bill a big name. He
now looks around for a story that is big enough for a fivereel presentation, that is vital, that is not of the war, that
follows no period but the present in costume. Where is
he to find it. Aside from a few clever writers especially
engaged by this or that concern to make adaptations and
vehicles, there are possibly a dozen authors, most of
them permitted to live on nothing a year.
No genuine author ever wrote a story to order. He may
adapt what he has written to screen purposes, but it is
impossible for him to create big and vital stories to be
delivered when wanted unless he has an ample private
income and writes for the love of it. Mr. D'Zeno is
obliged to search for a modern novel or stage play and
submit it to his "star." The thought must suit the interpreter, not the interpreter the thought. He ceases at
once to be an interpreter — he is the whole thought. At
least, he gets that impresion.
From the outset Mr. D'Zeno has given no consideration
to putting on w'hat is bright, new, entertaining or really
vital. He has imposed limitations on himself, and he
claims that the exhibitor imposes others. It makes little
difference whether the story is suited to screen presentation, whether it contains enough material to keep people
really interested through five reels and so greatly delight
them that they will come again and bring all their
friends. It must have a "big name." It may be stupid
from today's viewpoint ; it may be false to our latest
ideals ; it may represent nothing that people really care
about.
Mr. D'Zeno feels that he must adhere to convention,
and it is the rule just now to do so and so. He burdens
himself with limitations and attempts to carry all the
bigotries which have dulled screen presentation. Do not
blame him. There are others in his company with Infant
Picturalysis. He must suit them. He must make sure
to pay them dividends by doing as others do. He is only
half bright. The best paying concerns today are not
guided by past performance — they are progressive.
It may be all right for a man entering a purely commercial pursuit to take the attitude, "they gotta come to
me," but never where there is any art of expression
concerned. Those authors who are big enough and broad
enough mentally to compass all the difficulties of an
adequate expression of vital thought and feeling are
never responsive to that attitude. Onlv where the theater has thrown off the shackles is it reaching out powerfully to the people, and the same is true of printed fiction.
Absolute liberty, always within decency, is essential to
artistic production, but we are having an epidemic of
stupefying Bigotry and Howe D'Zeno.
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Give Us Your Opinion
liv W. SlErUliN
I'lUMl,
very glad indeed to give space to a
ARK
letter from a reader in a small Southern town
Here is the full text of the letter:
October 26th, 1916.
Ilditor Movins Picture World:
Xcw York, N. V.
Hear Sii — I should like to know through the colurniis of
your piihlicatioii what are the general views of the successlul exhibitors over the country and wiiat percentage of the
j^ross receipts sliould be spent for tilni service.
I think this
is a very important end of the business that has. so far as I
know, never yet been touched upon by your magazine, and at
no time has it loomed up with so much significance as at this
writing.
In tlie old days when the exhibitors were doing busiiiess
with one and two-reel subjects exclusively, and the prices
were based on so much per reel, the question didn't arise, but,
with these special star features now being released in the
market (at least one costing as high as $1(X) per day), there
should be some interchanging of ideas and views from the
different sections of the country on the part of successful
exhibitors as to what their business really can stand for.
A large theater, naturally, can pay more for a feature than
a small one. But I am not discussing the large tlicaters.
What 1 have in mind is the regulation moving picture house
with a seating capacity averaging from 400 to 600, and charging an admission price of, say 10c. If an exhibitor is paying out an average of 35 per cent of his gross receipts for
film service, and he finds that, on the day he puts in an extraordinary star feature at a large price of film rental, the
same ratio of 35 per cent will remain, it conclusively proves
that the feature is worth the money. .Another consideration
is, whether his business for the other days of the week would
drop off.
,
I think a little publicity on these ends with the suggested
exchange of views, same to be published in your columns,
will do a whole lot of good, and I sincerely hope you will
in this same light and extend your friendly offices in
see it
matter.
the
We have printed this letter in full because froin our
own knowledge we know that the same question \vhich
our friend has propounded is being asked by exhibitors
all over the country. There is little that we can add to
what our correspondent has set forth. We cheerfully
comply with his request to publish the letter because

WE

we bel'ieve, as he says, "that at no time has the subject
loomed up with so much significance as at this writing." We hope that our readers will take up the matter
for discussion in our columns. Again quoting the
believe that "there
friend we dong indeed
our interchangi
languagebe ofsome
should
of ideas and views from
the different exhibitors as to what their business can
reallv stand for."
* * *

The Prime Need of the Hour
By \V. Stephe.n- Bush.
best organizer in the world is stern necessity.
Make a plea to a body of men, telling them about
the advantages of organization, and they will
agree with you in theory, whether they will keep up
the work of organization after you are gone is quite
another question. The very moment, however, that
they are confronted with an actual danger they rally
and take concerted action.
Necessity is the real organizing force. More than
ever before in the history of filmdom is there need for
a strong exhibitors' organization. It is common knowledge that in many cities scarcely ten per cent, of the
exhibitors are making any money. The exhibllor who.
to-day, does more than make a livelihood for himself
is the exception. A very prominent owner of a chain
of excellent theaters with an investment of a quarter
of a million recently said he could not even get bank
interest on his capital.
,
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Unfair competition, petty exactions, and above all
things the constaiuly soaring cost of film service are,
generally speaking, responsible for this condition of
affairs. We know of towns where three exhibitors
might make a reasonable success, but where none are
doing any good, because one man in a frenzy of competition has tied up all the principal feature prograins.
His competitors arc just "existing," he himself barely
manages "to get by." If these three men were to get
together, talk over the situation, and divide the output
fairly among themselves, the chances are that they
would immediately cut down their film bills and exist
comfortably. There are cities where this is done and
wliere the exhibitors are a happy family, but they are
the exception when they might just as well be the rule.
When we except the big cities like New York, Chicago,
Boston, Philadelphia and others with a large transient
population it may be assumed as an axiom that each
community will spend so much and no more for amusements. It is quite possible to increase the box office
receipts on any particular night, but the w-eekly and
monthly receipts will run about the same. Here is a
basis for exhibitors to work on and get to a profitable
understanding among themselves.

To Our Friend and Reader the Exhibitor
neighor in oryour
IS THERE borhoodinanyyour
civic club
or any social
churchcommunity
or any educational institution or any library
association which is interested in motion pictures,
not as a spectacle, but as a factor and problem in
our daily lives? Have you, perhaps, been asked
to appear before them for a talk on the subject?
Do you feel that such societies and institutions are
ready to give a fair hearing to the motion picture
side of the problem? Is there censorship discussion or agitation in your town which might be
arrested by a strong plea on behalf of reason?
If such is the case the Moving Picture World
is ready to help you. If you are not too far from
New York we will send a competent member of
our stafif to give an entertaining talk on the origin
and the making of motion pictures, on the development of the screen, on its educational possibilities
diversified with humorous sidelights and ending
with an appea! for rational regulation in place of
drastic and arbitrary censorship The lecture may
be accompanied by or illustrated with pictures if
you will furnish the projection machine and the
pictures, or it may be given without any such accompaniment.
In either event the good resulting to the industry
in general and to the exhibitors in the respective
localities in particular is obvious. Such work will
promote a better understanding between exhibitors
and the public at large. It will show the public,
whether they are patrons of the screen or not, that
motion picture men are progressive and intelligent,
that they take a serious and enlightened view of
their vocation and that it is their desire to keep
pace with the best civic spirit in every community.
A letter to the Moving Picture World will bring
you all further information you may want to have.
We are willing and anxious to co-operate, but wish
to emphasize the fact that the present scope of this
service does not look beyond a reasonable distance
from New York.
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Governor Whitman Against Censorship By w, Stephen Bush
Governor Stigmatizes It as Abhorrent to American Spirit— Senatorial Candidate Calder
Decries Federal Censorship
for Governor Whitman and Senarranged
reception
Wm. M. Calder, at the Rialto Theater
atorial Candidate
for the morning of Oct. 31, failed of realization. As far
as the Rialto and its general director were concerned the
preparations were complete. General Rothapfel had his light
infantry consisting of a battalion of highly uniformed ushers,
in readiness for any military or spectacular action that might
A bugler was ready and eager
More than that.
be needed.
THE

Governor

Whitman

Receiving
Film
Men
hattan. New York.

at

Hotel

Man-

to salute the Governor, keeping in practice by frequent rehearsal in different parts of the theater. General Rothapfel
himself looked like the famous Hindenburg on the eve of one
of his celebrated drives.
The ceremonies were to begin at 10.30 A. M. The tremendous crowd which had been confidently expected was not
in evidence. There were probably a hundred persons in the
lobby, while a score or two of optimistic Americans had taken
seats in the orchestra. A good many of those present were
New York exhibitors; the exchange and manufacturing interests being mainly represented by Walter W. Irwin.
As the hour of eleven approached the situation remained
painfully obscure. Nobody seemed to know what the ceremonies were going to be. There was a hurried conference
between some prominent figures in the film world. Then
came the announcement made by Counsellor J. Robert Rubin, that "the size of the audience present did not warrant
the Governor in coming." Mr. Rubin added that the best
way might be for those present to fonr. themselves into a
committee and wait upon Governor Whitman and Mr. Calder
at the headquarters in the Hotel Manhattan. The Governor,
said Mr. Rubin, was quite willing to receive the film men and
talk to them on censorship.
Rarely was a suggestion carried out more swiftly than this
suggestion of Mr. Rubin. The strategic move was carried
out in less than half an hour and presently the film delegation stood before the Governor of the State and the Republican senatorial candidate. Headquarters in the Manhattan
are decidedly small and the delegation made a far better showing there than it would have made if distributed through the
Rialto theater.
Governor Whitman
Stigmatizes Censorship
as "Abhorrent."
The Governor and the senatorial candidate gave the film
men a pleasant and cordial greeting whereupon Mr. Irwin at
once plunged into his speech. He gracefully thanked the
Governor for his veto of the Cristman-Wheeler Bill. He emphasized the fact that the film men know that the Governor,
in the exercise of his veto power, simply did his duty as he
saw it and that therefore the expression gratitude would be
absolutely out of place.
Mr. Irwin then dwelt upon the vast-

ness of our industry and rapidly sketched the dangers of censorship. He declared that censorship was not only an infringment upon our liberties but would mean confiscation of
property.
The Governor responded to Mr. Irwin in a way which
highly pleased the film men. He denounced censorship as
abhorrent to American ideals and traditions. The keynote of
his address was easily perceived. He made it clear that in
his opinion the future of the industry and the very fate of
censorship depended on the way the film men themselves
would discharge their duties toward the public. The Governor's speech taken down verbatim was as follows:

The word censorship coDveys an Idea that is essentially inconsistent
with our ideas of American liberty. It la my firm belief that the best,
the only, safe^ard against possible abuses of the motion picture art
lies in public opinion and Is in the hands of the people, whose wholesome entertainment is the business In which you gentlemen are all
engaged.
Now the American public is wonderfully clean-minded and there is
no country In the world where the schools, the parents, the churches and
the press are so mighty In forming and maintaining a healthy condition of public morals. Public opinion, so influenced and directed, Is
and must be the ultimate power of censorship of motion pictures, and
it is not in reason to suppose that you leaders in this greatest amusement industry wHl undertake In any marked degree to affront that
public opinion.
As Governor of the State I refuse to bind myself with regard to future
possible legislation for the regulation of the films. It would be manifestly unwise and Improper for me to do that, and I know you do not
expect it of me. Conditions may arise that would make new restrictions
necessary. At present public sentiment in this State Is all for cleallness, wholesomeness and right living. I think this sentiment will increase rather than diminish, and i believe It Is your desire and Intention not only to cater to the pure and wholesome public desire for entertainment, but I know, as you certainly must know, that even your selfish material interests must deter you from anything objectionable in
your output of pictures.
•
Censorship is a big word with a wide meaning. Thus every policeman is, to a certain sense, a censor. If someone goes out in the street
Improperly clad — or unclad — the policeman quickly exercises his power
as censor, as the law requires him. Health departments censor the
health of cities. These forms of censorship are necessary services, for.
all, they
on of
expressed
public
for
aaftor
moment
think are
thatbased
a body
men like
you. opinion.
would ever1 couldn't
tolerate the
output of pictures that could spread moral disease, or affront public
decency by exposing vile pictures,
My attitude towards censorship now and in the past is known to all
of you. It is based on conditions as they were or are. But it is possible
that conditions may arise which would compel me to favor regulative
legislation. Certainly I believe that no board of three men should be
empowered to meddle with and legislate for an industry of such vital
importance in the educational, amusement and business affairs of this
State.

Mr. Calder followed Governor Whitman and declared himself unequivocally opposed to censorship of any variety and
Federal censorship in particular. He stated that all his instincts and inclinations were against it and that he did not
think any thing could occur to change his views. Like Governor Whitman, he em.phasized the responsibility of the film
men. "If," he said, "the men in whose hands the industry lies
conduct their business — if they continue to conduct it as they
have conducted it in the past, it is altogether likely that you
have nothing to worry about. Public opinion is the censor;
the only censor we recognize in this country."
SOL

LESSER

MAKES FIFTH
CONTINENT.

TRIP

ACROSS

In the interest of the All Star Features, Inc., and the big
possibilities for expansion which his eastern office has
brought forth, Sol Lesser is making his fifth trip across the
continent this year.
Stopping en route at his Denver and Chicago offices, he
will transact the necessary business incumbent on his purchase of the Clara Kimball Young franchise for the coast,
will confer with George K. Spoor. President of Essanay, regarding "The Little Girl Next Door," and then in Philadelphia in conjunction with Leon D. Netter, he will center his attention on the exploitation of "Purity."
Norma

Talmadge

and Joe Schenck Marry.

Norma Taldmage, who has made a considerable reputation
since joining the Triangle forces in Los Angeles, has become
the bride of Joseph M. Schenck, general manager of the Marcus Loew enterprises. The ceremony was performed quietly
at Stamford, Conn., one day last week. Following this
comes the announcement that Miss Talmadge will soon appear in "Panthea." directed by Allan Dwan and to be released by Selznick.
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Max Linder, Celebrated Comedian, Is Due
French Screen Star Expected to Arrive in New
York on November 7 — Brought to America
by the Essanay Company
MAX

I.IXDER. tlic pliotoplay comedian of international
reputation, is on his way to America with 46 trunks
full of clothes. He sailed from Cherbourg, France, on
Saturday, October 28. and is now dodging submarines on
his way to the United States.
He took a channel boat to
Livcpool, and from
there went to London, where he had a
conference with H. .-K.
Spoor, the European
representative for Essanay. On Tuesday,
October 31, he sailed
from Liverpool for
New York, where he
is expected to arrive
about November 7.
George K. Spoor,
president of Essajiay,
will meet Mr. Linder
in New York personally and take him to
the Essanay studios
in Chicago, where he
will start work immediately on a ne\v
line of comedies.
Mr. Linder probably is better known
on the continent than
in America, although
his comedies are well
known in the United
States, he having
en a leading photoplay comedian for
eleven years. his
comedies being released through the
Pathe company. Two
years ago he quit the
stage and offered
his entire personal
fortune and his services to the French
Government when the war broke out. He was a scout in both
the automobile and the aeroplane service, furnishing his own
machines. While on one of his aeroplane expeditions he was
seriously wounded, so seriously that he was reported as dead.
He was sent by the French Government to the military hospital at Contrexville and was there several months.
It was when at Contre-wille, not yet recovered from his
wounds, that President Spoor, of Essanay, opened up negotiations for his services. J^. A. Spoor, the European representative in London, visited Mr. Linder and made the proposition. Mr. Linder was loath to leave the service of the
army, but decided he could be of more use to his country in
furnishing money he could earn than by re-entering the service. He has pledged a large part of his salary to the cause.
"I wish my .American friends to understand, however,"
said he. "that I have no personal animosity toward any people. It is a great regret to me, as it is to every one in Europe, that such a stupendous war is in progress. I am. however, a Frenchman and my heart goes out to my country. I
know that even the nations opposing us now will recognize
the love of every individual for his own country and his duty
and necessity to fight for and aid her. While Germany is
now our enemy, I respect the German who battles for his
country, and I do not think that even the bitterness that war
engenders can make them feel otherwise for the Frenchman
who fights for his country."
Mr. Linder is the top-notcher in dandyism. In this country he probably will be known as a dude, .\fter leaving Contrexville he went to Switzerland for recuperation. He vvas
there a month and then went to Paris to equip hiinself with
a wardrobe.
How well he succeeded is told in his cablegram

to Mr. Spoor in which he stated he was leaving Cherbourg
with 4o trunks. Why Max mentioned the 46 trunks is not
explained. It sounds as though he either has a reckless disregard for cable tolls or else he is putting in his oar as a
good press agent for himself.
The popularity of Mr. Linder abroad is shown in the fact
that one company is negotiating with Mr. Spoor at the
present time for the release of all his films in England,
France, Germany and Russia. S. Hertzberg, who represents
a Chinese film organization with headquarters in Shanghai,
China, is now in Chicago negotiating for exclusive rights to
Linder films in China and Japan.
Max Linder has signed a one-year contract with Essanay,
holding an option on renewal for the same term. Each week
the ex-soldier will tnake more than General Joffre, commander-in-chief ofthe French army, does in a year.
Europe disliked to see its idol depart. The following
excerpts have been taken from "Le Film," a Paris motion
picture journal:
"Sympathetic Max has gone! Before he leaves Paris,
thinking of the famous engagement which he is entering into,
we wanted to ask him a few particulars as to what he was
going to do in Chicago. We found Max occupied with his
packing, in the midst of his hampers, baskets and portmanteaux in his swagger apartment on the Champs-de-Mars.
" 'I shall be working principally in Chicago,' he said, 'but
if my health will not permit me to reside there, the Essanay
company has very kindly promised to construct a studio in
anyBoth
placeBritish,
I may French,
choose.' German,
"
Russian and Italian journals have been filled with interviews with the famous warriorcomedian. The strange contrast between the bloody battlefields and the comedy cinema appeals to their romantic temperaments. Mr. Linder will select his own scripts from material obtained for him by Essanay. He will have the selection of his own comedy company. The creator of a billion
laughs will soon be at work creating a billion more.

Juanita Hansen Becomes Triangle Star
JUANITA HANSEN is the latest addition to the TriangleMack Sennett-Keystone studios. Miss Hansen signed
her contract Friday, the 13th of October, and declares
that unlucky days and dates mean nothing in her life. The
pretty golden haired, blue eyed Juanita received her first
comedy
der theexperience
direction unof
Mack Sennett and has
been engaged to appear
in a series of light
comedies. She has resided in Los Angeles
most of her life and entered the moving picture field about two
years ago. Her last
picture before coming
to the Keystone studio
was "The Secret of the
Submarine," a serial in
which she played the
leading role.
Miss Hansen will head
a company directed by
Harry \Villiams. the
well known song writer,
who received his initial
experience
in the ofscenario department
the
Keystone plant. Of
late Mr. Williams has
been co-directing with
William Campbell in
the company headed by
Juanita Hansen.
Chester
Conklin.
Playing across from
Miss Hansen in the light comedies will be Lew Cody, who
has been appearing in the Mabel Normand picture now
ncaring completion. Miss Hansen has had a most interesting and successful career in moving pictures and will no
doubt prove a decided attraction in future Triangle-Keystone
comedies.
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To Review Machine Patent Case
U. S. Supreme Court Will Examine Papers in the Action on
Latham Loop Infringement.
THE
United States Supreme Court has granted a writ of
certiorari upon the application of the Motion Picture
Patents Company bringing its case against the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, Universal Film Exchange of New York, and Prague Amusement Company up
from the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit.
This is one of the most important cases coming before the
court at this term. The Patents Company is the owner of a
patent for improvements in projecting machines, which includes "a novel means for moving a quantity of motion picture film having considerable bulk through a moving picture
machine, with an intermittent movement, in such manner as
not to expose the film to excessive strain and wear and tear,
and with a regular, uniform and accurate feed."
This company has licensed the Precision Machine Company, of New York, to manufacture and sell machines embodying one or more of its inventions, coupling with this the
restriction that each machine put out by the licensee should
be sold only "under the restriction and condition that such
exhibiting or projecting machines shall be used (1) solely
for exhibiting or projecting* motion pictures containing the
invention of reissued letters patent No. 12,192, leased by a
licensee of the licensor while it owns said patents, and (2)
upon other terms to be fixed by the licensor and complied
with by the user while the said machine is in use and while
the licensor owns said patents (which other terms shall only
be the payment of a royalty or rental to the licensor while
in use)."
The petitioner states that the sale and purchase of this
machine gives only the right to use it solely with moving pictures containing the invention referred to. It is alleged in
its brief filed with the court that the Prague Amusement
Company, since November 2, 1914, without the payment of
royalty, has been using a machine procured from the Precision Machine Company, in connection with "unlicensed"
film made by the Universal company.
On March 18, 1915, the petitioning company filed a bill of
complaint against the respondents in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York. The respondents at the trial of the case urged in defense the alleged illegality of the conditions of use imposed by the agreement between the Motion Picture Patents Company and the
Precision Machine Company. These contentions were upheld
by the court, and upon an appeal being taken, the Circuit
Court of Appeals affirmed the decree and denied an application for a rehearing.
The Motion Picture Patents Company contends "that consideration of these opinions shows that its contention as to
infringement is and has always been that the use of the Precision macliine by the Prague Amusement Company was an
unauthorized one and therefore an infringement of the patent,
because, in using said machine the Prague Amusement Company did not comply with the following conditions of use
imAbsed by petition upon users of machines, namely:
"License Condition No. 1.— That the machine should be
used only with motion pictures leased from a manufacturer
licensed by the petitioner; and
"License Condition No. 2. — That the user of the machine
should pay to petitioner a royalty or rental (to be fixed by
petitioner), while the machine was in use.
"That non-compliance by respondent, Prague Amusement
Company, with either condition, resulted, as petitioner claims,
in an unauthorized use of the machine, and therefore an inofits Appeals
patent." held both of these conditions to be
The Courtfringementof
unlawful and unenforceable, and as constituting no lawful
restriction upon the right of use of the machine purchased
from the Precision Machine Company.

Broadway Theater Changes Hands
Laemmle, Selznick and Brenon Take Over Big Picture House
at Broadway
and 41st Street — To Show
Big Features
IT HAS been officially announced that Carl Laemmle,
Louis J. Selznick and Herbert Brenon have jointly negotiated the lease of the Broadway theater at Broadway
and 41st Street, New York, and that they will take possession
almost immediately. The house will be devoted to the showing of large screen productions of the Universal and Selznick
companies.
The Broadway theater has been showing motion pictures
for some time.
For a while it was the New York home of
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the Paramount program. Later the Metro Company secured a regular showing of its productions at this house
which was under the management of Stanley V. Mastbaum
of Philadelphia. It was through Mr. Mastbaum that the present combination secured possession.
The first picture to appear at the Broadway under the new
management will be Herbert Brenon's production "War
Brides," in which Mme. Nazimova is featured. Following
the Brenon picture the Universal will put on the big feature
"20,000 Leagues Under the Sea," which is having such a sensational run in Chicago. This will probably be followed by
Selznick's production "The Foolish Virgin," in which Clara
Kimball Young is featured.

National Theater in Jersey City
A Big Opening Handsomest
Night Augures
Well House,
for Future of Jersey's
Picture
/nr^ HE greatest event in the motion picture history of
Eastern New Jersey, took place on the night of November 1. when the National Theater on Central avenue
was formally opened to the public. The splendid playhouse,
which had been under construction for some months, had
been the talk of the neighborhood. Long before the coming
of darkness, crowds began to appear in the neighborhood, and
by 8 o'clock the house, which has the comfortable seating
capacity of 1,400, was jammed to the doors. The special details of firemen and policemen assigned to duty for the opening night had their hands full all the evening. The lobby
was filled with testimonials to the projectors and owners 6\
the new theater and there was an unceasing stream of congratulants not only from the immediate neighborhood, but
from many people prominent in the social and political life of
Jersey City. The program consisted of a splendid variety
of motion pictures interspersed with songs and musical renditions, of which the organ recitals were a special feature.
Just before the feature was projected W. Stephen Bush, of
the staflf of the Moving Picture World, made a brief dedicatory address in the following words:

1

LADIES .A-ND GENTLEMEX :— In these days the opening of a big motion picture theater, like the one we are admiring tonight, is an event
of considerahle importance to the community in general and to the neighborhood in particular. It represents the confidence of my enterprising
young friend, but it represents far more than that. It illustrates better
than a thousand sermons or editorials the wonderful advance which has
been made by the motion picture. Compared to the little houses of five
and
»'\x years
ago. tothis
splendid
the Twentieth
Centuryin
Limited
compared
a canal
boat.structure
In point isoflike
equipment
and comfort,
lighting and in heating, in the art of projecting the picture in sharp,
clear outlines and with absolute steadiness, in its policy of courtesy to
patrons, in its rare musical features, it truly typifies the best there is In
motion picture houses not only in this country, but throughout the
world. I speak with some assurance on this subject, because I have seen
thousands of theaters, both here and abroad. I know you will ask no
further description from me when you are on all sides surrounded by
the things which I am supposed to describe.
There is one topic, however, on which I would like to say a few words
with your gracious Indulgence. I want to say something of the pictures
which you will see on this screen after you have made the National your
favorite theater. We- who know the young man who has built such
generous hopes upon your patronage, know him for one of the best
choosers of good, clean, suitable motion pictures. Now that means a
whole lot. Any one can open a motion picture house and show an occasional good picture, but it takes a man of keen judgment and one who
enjoys uncommon facilities of choice to provide a high average in your
entertainment. This not only costs money and lots of it, but
it takes infinite care and taste and experience. I assure you that the
owner of this house measures up to the best standards, and the highest
qualifications. He fully understand his responsibilities, and I want
to assure you that no film which you do not want your children to see
will ever be found on this screen. The first motto of this house will
be to entertain. We assume that when you come here to spend your
evening you are in search of genuine entertainment ; you want to forget
the cares of the day, the worries of busipess and all that grinding routine
that makes us forget there are stars above us. that there is a beautiful
world around us, and in the midst of the commonplace we always find
the heroic, the noble, some times the tragic and often the sweet and the
pathetic. Nor will we fail in our endeavor to give you the laughing
treatment. Laughter has been called the twin sister of Hope, we will
have a permanent home here for both sisters, 1 assure you.
I now dedicate this magnificent temple of amusement to you, my
friends and neighbors, to you and to your families. The future of the
National depends entirely upon the favor you may he pleased to show
us. The sweat of the architect, the toil of the musician, the art of
the picture-maker and all the zealous efforts of the management will
go for nothing unless you give us your approval and your continued
patronage. It is not in ourselves to achieve success, but we can at least
try to deserve it. That will be the motto and the guiding rule of the
National.

At the end of his remarks Mr. Bush introduced Con^ressinan James A. Hamel, who spoke words of congratulations
and encouragement, to be builders and owners of the National. The theater is under the personal supervision and
direction of L. F. Blumenthal.
George Fawcett, the well known actor is in Chicago, en
route to Los Angeles, Cal., where he will resume leading roles
for the Selig Company.
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The Picture Show Business in Trenton ByHanhrdc.judson
New Jersey' s Capital City Shows Interesting and
Somewhat Typical Development of
the Exhibiting Business
TUi: Lity ol 1 ri.-Mton has some llu.UUU populalion, and
while tlierc is a hcaltliy amount of business done there
one sees little of the rush and houm noticeable in many
of the New England towns in these War Bride times. There
are about twentytwo theaters devoted exclusively or largely
to moving pictures at present serving Trentonians and about
eleven of these are not far from the corner of liroad and
State streets, the business heart of the city. The picture
business in what ma\- be termed the neighborhoo^l districts
IS largely controlled by a combination known as the Hildinger
Enterprises, whose chief holders are Charles C. Hildinger,
I'hillip I'apier, Kussel H. Lament, George D. Bishop and
Fred. K. I'arker. These dilTerent interests have been drawn
together by community of business advantage. The combinatioti has given the city and its suburbs a much higher
class of theater and a much better class of picture on the
screen than tierce competition would, it is probable.
The houses which this group control are the Star, with 300
seats; the Strand, with 700 seats; the Princess theater, seating
700 and on the corner of M,ead street and Clinton avenue; the
I'ark theater, with t>50 seats, at 11-13 Pennington avenue; the
Garden, with 350 scats; the Majestic, seating 800; the New
Bijou, a line new house that cost $35,000 and seating 900, and
the Center Street opera house, with 650 seats. Beside these
the company has a theater in Doylestown. a village with
about 3,300 inhabitants, and a theater in LambertviUe, a somewhat larger nearby village. The Hildinger Enterprises have
no competition in the outskirt districts or in the two neighboring villages; but their downtown houses have to contend with vigorously conducted opposition, some of it combining vaudeville with pictures.
The advantages the combination has is chiefly in the buyii;g. .\s one would expect, the booking is done from the
head office at 135 Hanover street and the problem of getting
the most out of each film is helped by the fact that a family
living in the East End of a fairly spreadout community normally has little reason for travelingfi to the West End for its
amusement. When special features are to be shown an
extra nickel or dime is asked for admission; but the tendency
in all Trenton theaters is to ask ten cents admission to the
regular program. The house managers under these conditions are chiefly valuable on the score of their personality,
and the more important theaters are put in charge of men
who have made good in the smaller houses. For the programs Metro. Paramount, Pathe and other leading makers
are drawn upon. The company believes in big advertisable
features. "The more we spend for a picture, the more we
make of it" was the expression of the member of the firm
we interviewed. He also counted Trenton a good serial
town.
Among the opposition houses the State Street theater
comes first to mind. It is on East State street, only a few
doors from Broad and includes four acts of vaudeville with
first class features and other pictures. Triangle service is
advertised and posters in the lobby promise the Pickford
films. The prices asked are ten cents in the afternoons and
five, fifteen and twenty cents at night. The house manager
is H. Wahn. This house has profitably used "The Yellow
Menace" and "The Shielding Shadow."
.^Iso on State street and not far from the corner of Broad is
the St. Regis theater, of which W. J. Vernon is the manager.
It is an attractive looking house with 950 seats, makes good
music one of its drawing cards and does a good business.
Mr. Vernon is a pleasant man to meet and has clear-cut
ideas about the picture business. He is running a Paramount.
Fox, World Film. Metro and other of the good makes. They
are not necessarily first runs, but they are new. Very few
of the superfeatures are booked. It has been Mr. Vernon's
experience that a superfeature, at a high price, comes sometimes after a program feature that not only tells a better
story, but is apt to be better acted as a whole. The patrons
who have paid less to see the good film the night before fail
to see the profit in it and have a less ready opinion of the
exhibitor's showmanship. He thinks that for the good of
the business the manufacturers should tend rather to decrease the cost of pictures than increase it.

The Grand theater, four or five blocks south along Broad
street, has been a burlesque house, but during the week of
October 15 showed "Fighting for Verdun," which was lectured by Captain D. G. Hertz, an Englishman, who led a
company of a South Lancashire regiment until a few pieces
of sclirapnel disqualified him from the kind of work that
soldiers have to do in Europe these days. The Grand is
under
the management
of Charles
and is
to include
films in its regular
showsF'inberg
from now
on.planning
While
at this house we met R. K. Bartlett, formerly of the Stanley
Film agency, who is handling the picture, "Fighting for VerThe Trent theater, a legitimate house on Warren street,
a few steps iiorth of State, showed "The Fall of a Nation"
as an attraction for three days from October 16; but this
house is not directly in competition for the picture trade.
Taylor's Opera House, on South Broad street, advertises
vaudeville and bills a few pictures.
dun." interesting phase of the picture business in Trenton
One
is the automobile express service run on a co-operative basis
between Philadelphia and the local theaters.
Tlie local rates for theater licenses is S50 a year. In LambertviUe $100 is asked. Doylestown asks only $25 for the

year.
Adrienne Morrison Wins Recognition^
FOR \ersatility, for finish, for screen presence and charm,
.Adrienne Morrison, the brilliant wife of Richard Bennett, the popular Mutual actor, has won a distinctive
place for herself in the brief four months in which she played
in supporting casts with
her husband at the
An:erican studios at
Santa Barbara.
The charmingly sympathetic and subtly humorous role of the sister-in-law to the "Philip
Holden" of Mr. Bennett's characterization
in his first Mutual Star
Production which went
out recently, "Philip
Holden-Waster," which
Miss Morrison created,
is worthy of mention.
Her versatility, as
well as her dramatic
power is tried in
the strong
exceptionally
drama, "And the Law
Says," which will mark
her husband's second
appearance in Mutual
Star Productions, as
well as in "The Highest
Good," a picture in
which
later. she will appear

Adrienne MorrisorL

Mr. Bennett and his
wife and their two daughters returned to New York October
1-4, in time for the popular actor to commence rehearsals in
"Zack,"
in
New the
Yorkproduction
this winter.in which he will appear on the stage
THEATER

CHANGES

POLICY.

R. Wagner and James Wallingford have bought the Keith's
theater on Main street, Buffalo, from J. .\. Schuchert. This
theater was previously a five-cent house, seven nights a
week, and it is the intention of the new management to
run two ten-cent nights for the time being and will endeavor
to increase the price of admission to ten cents seven nights
a week.
CHANGE

IN SELIG

TITLE.

"So Shall Ye Reap" is the name of a Selig production to
be released Monday, November 6, in General Film Service,
The name has been changed from "As Ye Sow." The production, "So .Shall Ye Reap" is of unusual excellence, according to advance reviews.
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Play for Artcraft
M. Cohan to
George
Famous Author and Actor
Will Be Seen
in His Own
Popular Subjects.
FOLLOWING several years of absolute indifference to all
inducements, even those of the most flattering and subM, Cohan, one of America's
stantial
foremost figures
innature,
the George
theatrical world, has decided to enter
the motion picture field. The announcement is made by Artcraft Pictures Corporation on the eve of its first release, Mary
Pickford in "Less Than the Dust."
For several weeks Walter E. Greene, president of Artcraft,
has been promising that Mary Pickford would soon have a
famous companion in the Aircraft circle, whi^h he describes
as the foundation of a system to "handle the headliners in
motion pictures." Certainly Mr. Cohan is a headliner. The
new corporation is to be congratulated on the success of its
negotiations with Mr. Cohan and the motion picture industry
in general is fortunate in the acquisition of this popular
American.
Perhaps the most interesting feature of the preliminary
announcement of the formation of the George M. Cohan Film
Corporation is the statement that in addition to his services
as producer and player Mr. Cohan is to devote much of his
time to original writing for the screen. That, in itself, is a
matter of importance.
Work on the first production of the Cohan Corporation
will begin at once. Mr. Cohan will, of course, appear as the
star and the vehicle will be one of his most successful plays.
The selection will be made from the group which includes
"Little Johnny Jones," "Forty-five Minutes from Broadway,"
"The Governor's Son," "The Miracle Man," "The Yankee
Prince," "George Washington. Jr.," "The Talk of New York,"
"Seven Kevs of Baldpate." "Hit the Trail HoUiday," "The
Man.
others.Who Owns Broadway," "The Little Millionaire," and
As a writer of popular musical comedies and in more recent years of serious plays, Mr. Cohan has achieved a position
as a writer for the stage which is fully as lofty as the niche he
made for himself as an actor and producer. While his abilities as player and director are eagerly welcomed it is the
acquisition of his talents as author of virile American drama
that is of particular cause for gratification in the motion picture field. For some time he has quietly been absorbing the
atmosphere of the new amusement giant and making a close
study of its technique. When convinced that here was the
opportunity for a tremendous amount of work of the highest
order he began to consider seriously the offers which had
come to him. Artcraft was able to convince him it possessed
"the goods."
"Every one within the motion picture industry has a definite
conception of the great potency of Mr. Cohan as a popular
idol," said Mr. Greene. "Every motion picture exhibitor
throughout the United States is asked frequently why he
does not show pictures either written by Mr. Cohan or those
in which he appears. It is of course a matter of extreme
satisfaction to me and my associates that .\rtcraft can announce the Cohan pictures will be distributed through our exchanges. Itlooks like a busy year for Artcraft."
"WAR'S WOMEN" WIN
AGAINST
CENSORSHIP.
News has just come to Joseph Perl, the Eastern representative of the Pacific State Rights Company, at 547 West
147th street, of a sweeping victory which the company gained
ever the San Francisco and Los Angeles censorship, the
courts having decided that the company's picture. "War's
Women," was entirely fit for public exhibition and that the
censorial rulings to the contrary must be reversed. This
victory, Mr. Perl says, was largely due to the unremitting
efforts of Ferd Bloch, the president of the Pacific State
Rights Company.
SELIG CHICAGO STUDIOS TO OPEN.
The Selig studios. Chicago, will open next week. Al Green
will direct tiie production "The Princess of Patches." Gilson
Willets wrote the scenario version of the play. Many of the
exterior scenes will be filmed in Louisiana.
GERRARD DIRECTING "THE ORGAN GRINDER."
"The Organ Grinder." an Italian drama in two reels, is
under production at Universal City by Director Douglas Gerrard, who also plays the lead with Ruth Clifford and Al MacQuarrie in support.
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"Conquest of Canaan" Rights Selling
New

Lasky

Exchange Takes California Territory— Abrams,
Mastbaum and Greene Other Buyers.

HIR.AM .\BK.-\.\1S lias closed with the Frohman .Amusement Corporation for the rights to "The Conquest of
Canaan" in the California territory controlled by the
Lasky Pictures Corporation and covering California, Nevada,
.\rizona and New Mexico. Mr. .\brams, acting for his own
organization distributing through New England, secured the
New England rights and will give the picture immediate release. He acted as agent for the Lasky enterprise.
"The Conquest of Canaan" was the initial release of the
newly organized Lasky exchange at San Francisco and was
released by that concern November 2, Mark Lasky, who controls the new 'Frisco exchange, entered the film business
about three years ago, but gave up his offices in Philadelphia
when Paramount was formed.
Stanley Mastbaum has secured the Pennsylvania, Virginia,
Maryland, District of Columbia and Delaware territory for
"The Conquest of Canaan" and will issue it as the first important release through a new exchange recently opened.
Greene Photoplay Company of 729 Seventh Avenue, obtained New York and Northern New Jersey for "The Conquest of Canaan."-

Kenneth O'Hara. Regular Writer

among the younger publicity men who
PROMINENT
have achieved an unusual measure of success is Kenneth .^ O'Hara, of the Ince forces at Culver City. During the past two years as Coast publicity manager for the
ion Mr. O'Hara organNew York Motion Picture Corporat
ized the department of which he is head and directed its work
so astutely that the fame of these Triangle producers widened
perceptibly.
Having been a newspaper man, Mr. O Hara is not given
has a "nose for news,
to the constant use of superlatives, butand
puts the news in
his copy. Every picturesque incident that
took place
the Inceville
studio,inwhere
his
headquarters first were,
drew many interesting
recitals from
Mr.
O ' H a r a 's typewriter
and saw subsequent
publication in many
newspapers
andget magazines eager to
good
copy about moving
picture
incidents.is only
Mr. O'Hara
twenty-five years old,
yet is credited with being men
one in
of his
the branch
cleverest
of the industry. He is
a writer of clean-cut
English of magazine
quality. He was born
in Brooklyn and educated at Rockville
Center, L. I. He went
Kenneth Anthony O'Hara.
through Scton Hall, in South Orange, N. J., became a football star and won a gold medal for general proficiency. He
entered Brooklyn College Prep School and Bishop McDonnell presented him with his sheepskin and also a medal for
dramatic declamation. He studied at Fordham Law Schoot
for a year before he realized his was not a legal mind. He
got a job as a cub on the Brooklyn Eagle, being assigned to
scholastic sports. He became head of that department and
gained a reputation throughout scholastic circles in the East.
Mr. O'Hara then joined the staff of the Los .\ngeles Tribune and during the fourteen months following handled almost every department of the paper. In August, 1914,
Thomas H. Ince employed him to push the Kay-Bee, Broncho and Domino brands. It was rough traveling at first to
establish a press agenting bureau. Then came the Triangle
organization and O'Hara found himself face to face with
a big opportunity — and made good. He is popular with the
players and directors and newspaper representatives.
"LITTLE
ITALY"
ALMOST
COMPLETED.
Hohart Henley has about completed at Universal City a
five-reel drama. "Little Italy." in which he plays the featured
lead with Gertrude Selby.
The story is by Willard Mack.
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WRITE US EARLY AND OFTEN
THK
MOVING PICTURE WORLD carries the
most complete record of Exhibitors' News. This
departineiit aims at being the fullest and fairest
chronicle of all the important doings in the ranks of organized exhibitors. To keep the department as complete and as useful as it is now we request the secretaries of all organizations to favor us with reports of
all the news. Coming events in the ranks of the organized exhibitors are best advertised in this department of the Moving Picture World.

DISTRIBUTORS

AND

EXHIBITORS

A Protracted Meeting at THINGS."
Wurlitzer Hall Which
Debate But Got Small Results.

"DISCUSS
Heard Much

THROL'GH
columns
of The Moving
Pic-I.
ture World,the
an advertising
invitation had
been extended
by the F.
L. M. Club of New York City to "every person connected directly with the motion picture exchange business"
and to all exhibitors doing business in the Metropolitan District. The meeting was called by Arthur F. Beck, president
of the Film Club; Edward Saunders, first vice-president; H.
H. Buxbaum, second vice-president, and W. E. Raynor, secretary and treasurer. The call promised "to submit a proposition to the Exhibitors' League that will undoubtedly bring
their membership up to 100 per cent, efliciency for New York
and adjacent territory."
In response to the invitation about a dozen exchange men
and about a hundred exhibitors came to Wurlitzer Hall on
the night of Thursday, November 2. .\n:ong the exhibitors
were Lee .\. Ochs. president of the New York Local; John
Manheimer, president of the Brooklyn organization; John J.
Wittmann. president of the Bronx Local (Cinema Club), and
Dr. H. Charles Hespe, president of the Exhibitors' League
of the state of New Jersey.
Mr. Beck in the chair read the call and then outlined n
plan of cn-operation between exchanges and exhibitors, spoke
of the Hoy Collecting and Rating .\gency, which he said
would hereafter act as the arbiter of any difficulty between
exchanges and exhibitors. He said that a committee consisting oftwelve exchangement and eighteen exhibitors would
be formed to work in unison with the Hoy .\gency. "This
staternent at once precipitated a storm of dissent from the
exhibitors. Representing the three presidents of tlie Greater
City. Exhibitor Sanders, from Brooklyn, said there could be
no discussion of any co-operative plan until the Mutual Exchange had rescinded its order compelling exhibitors in and
around New York to pay the return express charges.
Mr. Beck countered by announcing that he considered the
question of return express charges closed and that he would
not under any circumstances consent to reopen it. He took
occasion to say that the campaign conducted by the exhibitors against his exchange had made no difference whatever
to him. "The sheriff," he said, "had not been at the doors
of the Mutual, in spite of the penalties inflicted upon me and
we propose to do business at the old stand for some time to
come. There is nothing to arbitrate as far as the express
charges are concerned."
Mr. Beck's statement was followed by a strong, murmur
of disapproval among the exhibitors and a dozen rose to their
feet at once. It was not long before the debate de.generated
into a wrangle. Exchangemen told of the troubles they had
with exhibitors, citing cases and giving a wealth of detail, to
which the exhibitors replied with great emphasis and with at
least equal enthusiasm. Mr. Shafcr of the World Filtr, Mr.
Tobias of the 46th Street Exchange and Edward Saunders
of the Metro, talking for the exchanges while Ochs, Wittmann, Manheimer. Charles Steiner, Charles Haring, Dr.
Hespe and many others took the exhibitors' side.

Though the chairman declared again and again that he
would not recede from the position of saddling the return
express charges on the exhibitors, that subject always came
back and easily occupied the centre of the stage. For almost
three hours the battle raged with no semblance of parliamentary or business procedure. The chairman insisted that
the presidents of the locals declare themselves on the proposition of the Hoy Agency and the Committee of Co-operation
and the presidents pointed out they had no authority to
bind their organizations without first calling a meeting and
consulting them. It looked as if the meeting was to be
wholly barren of any results whatever when after more discussion the chairman consented to have the future return
charge policy referred to arbitration. This came on top of
a statement by H. H. Buxbaum, of the General Film Company, who said he would personally reimburse exhibitors who
felt that their return express charges were an unjust burden.
This statement was loudly cheered and helped to create
a better atmosphere.
A motion was then made and carried that the three local
presidents and Dr. Hespe, of New Jersey, report the offers
of the F. I. L. M. Club to their respective organizations and
then get in touch with Chairman Beck in about two weeks
time. Even after adjournment excited groups on the sidewalk gave themselves up to the discussion of the return express charges quite reckless of the cold winds that began to
blow just before midnight.
SUBSTITUTE CENSORSHIP PROPOSITION.
Minneapolis Exhibitors Appeal to the Public — Have Plan for
a Board of Review.
A

JOINT meeting of officers of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' .\ssociation. Inc.. of the Northwest, and the
film exchange managers of Minneapolis, was held Monday, October 23. at the association headquarters. Bijou theater building. The following plan for trade regulation in lieu
of the present censorship board was adopted:

AN OPEN INVITATION TO THE PEOPLE OF MINNEAPOLIS.
Addressed especially to the municipal authorities, the churches, the
civic organizations and the Rreat army of motion picture fans.
Your theatre manager wiii furnish you at any and all times an o(Bciai blanit which you aro at liberty to fiil out with any complaint against
any film shown, or to he shown, at his respective theatre.
This in. turn is immediately handed to the Motion Picture Trade Film
Review Board of Minneapolis, or you can even send same direct to the
hoard.
Quick action is taken by a democratically organized, unbiased board
composed of men in keen competition in the following lines:
One slate's rights film exchange manager.
■ One regular releasing feature exchange manager.
One regular reicji.^Ing regular service exchange manager.
One exhibitors' supply house manager.
One local lllm producing manager.
One motion picture trade journal manager.
One representative appointed by the mayor.
And the nine active motion picture theatre proprietors forming the
ofilcers and executive board of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association. Inc.. of the .Vorthwest.
The various lines of the motion picture industry represented In the
per.>^onnel of the above-mentioned board of fifteen will positively Insure
the public against unclean pictures, as no favoritism toward any particular picture or theater could be manipulated.
With the cordial help of the general public the motion picture Industry feels perfectly able to run its own business to suit the public and
does not propose to have a self-constituted so-called film censor board
of busybodles to run the general public or the motion picture business.
Therefore, we ask your hearty co-operation, for, after all. you are the
best Judges and our board will act according to your desires.

President Gilosky appointed a grievance committee,
Messrs. C. H. Hitchcock. W. B. Watson. J. A. Keough, S.
Greene and F. W. Thayer, all of Minneapolis, and a legislative committee. Messrs. J. .-Vgnew. D. G, Rodgers. D. W.
Chamberlain of Minneapolis, M. L. Finkelstein, J. Friedman,
O. Rowe and H. Breilein, St. Paul. A motion was made
and seconded that the association insist that the operators'
union have an agent that can be reached at any time necessary. Secretary Goenig read off a list of new members and
told of his campaign for more. The association voted to
Monday.
hold its future meetings on Tuesday at noon, instead of on
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MICHIGAN EXHIBITORS' MEETING CALLED.
Secretary Moeller Wants Them in Detroit on Dec. 12 — President Ochs to Attend.
THE
Detroit office of the World is in receipt of a communication from A. J. Moeller. of Howell, secretary of
the Michigan State Branch of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America. This communication should be
read thoroughly because it is of importance. We would also
like to suggest that exhibitors bear in mind the date of December 12 and plan to be in Detroit to attend the annual
meeting. The Hotel Statler has already been decided upon
as headquarters.
The letter read as follows:

The article in the various trade journals relative to the $300 to
$1,000 State license, was undoubtedly noted by the majority of Michigan
eihibitors, and I regret to state the fact that I received three communications from interested exhibitors, asking for advice regarding same.
Think of it — three exhibitors out of more than 800 in the State of
Michigan cared enough about their business to inquire about it.
It seems to me that Michigan exhibitors are a lot of self-satisfied
individuals who care for nothing but the present, unconcerned about
the future, and absolutely unwilling to do anything except to kick about
the existing conditions and poor business.
Unwilling t* raise a hand or give support to the elimination of &
legislative measure that means their bread and butter.
Willing always to tell you what a poor business their competitor
did, and how he beat them to it. Caring apparently for nothing except
the dimes that come through the box office window.
What kind of exhibitors have we in the State of Michigan?
Wake up, men, to the realization of facts and to the issues that are
confronting you. Try to realize the fact that you are an individual
factor in this fourth the largest industry in the world today. If there
is an ounce of co-operation or an lota of progressiveness, make it known.
I challenge every one of you.
Our next meeting will be held at the Hotel Statler, Detroit, on
December 12. And I dare you to be there. National President Lee Ochs,
of New York, and our old friend and counselor, Fred Herrington, will
also be in attendance, and what will be put before you at this meeting
will be. to say the least, something that will surprise you not a little.
Make your preparations now and let your slogan be "Detroit on
December 12."

MADISON

SQUARE

GARDEN

BALL.

Organized Exhibitors of New York Are Making Big Efforts
to Make it "the Biggest Ever."
THFC Movie Ball, which will be held in Madison Square
Garden. Thanksgiving night, November 29, promises
to be the biggest social event of the season for the
members of the moving picture fraternity.
Last year between twenty and thirty thousand people attended and the doors had to be closed at 8:30 because of the
crowd. This year the jam promises to be greater than ever
and it is feared that it will be necessary to close the doors
earlier than last year.
.-Ml of the boxes with the exception of six have been sold
and over seventy applications have been received for those
that remain. Among the concerns which have bought boxes
and the number taken are the following: Metro, 26: Universal, 9;Pathe, 8; Vitagraph, 5: International, 3. From one
to three boxes have also been taken by the following: Essanay, Kalem, Brenon, Feature Film Company, Sherman
Elliott, V-L-S-E, Powers, Simplex and Unicorn.
The contract for decoration involving an e.xpenditure of
over $6,080 has been awarded to W. H. Masten Co., of this
city. During the evening six of the leading New York firnis
will conduct a fashion review of imported gowns which will
be shown on living models. One of the novelties this year
will be a cabaret which will be held in the basement from
the time the ball opens until closing. A colored band consisting of fifty-five pieces will provide the dance music, and
one of the new stunts will be the singing of the band members while the movie people and their friends dance the night
away.
Three prizes of $100, $50 and $25, respectively, have been
offered to the three manufacturers who provide the most
novel stunt for th evening's entertainment.
BROOKLYN
EXHIBITORS
TO
DANCE.
Committees Are Named to Make Arrangements for a Big
Affair on Eve of Washington's Birthday.
THE annual ball and reception of the .\ssociation of Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America. Brooklyn
Local, will be held on the eve of Washington's Birthday
at Stauch's at Coney Island. Brooklyn Local, which is one of
the strongest branches in the United States, is planning to
have at least 100 of the leading film stars present and to
make the occasion the greatest in the history of the organization.
Two bands have been engaged to furnish the dance and
concert music. The hall will be decorated from top to bottom and special arrangements will be made for automobile
parties. The committees are arranging many features in
which the film stars will have prominent parts.
The committees are:
Ball committee. William Hollander, chairman; Maurice
Goodman, treasurer.
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.■Arrangements committee, Louis Levine, chairman; Billy
Bland, J. C. Wesserbach, G. Gerhauser, H. Shapiro.
Printing, William Brandt, chairm.an; Michael Glynn, Julius
Caller, S. Barr.
Tickets, J. Foster, chairman; E. Fulmer, H. Schaeffer, S.
Rosenthal, H. Weingarten, Fred Huchner, J. Ensler.
Entertainment, R. Sanders, chairman; S. Lesselebaum, C.
Vreeland.
F. Martin, Gus Koenigswald, E. Dunning, S. I. Berman, J.' H.
Reception, H. C. Mooney, Ben Title. Louis Christian, E.
Salkm, I. W. Richards, Paul Thiele, Harry Harring, Manuel
Motta, S. Sonin, Harry Traub.
Publicity and program, H. C. Mooney, William Brandt,
Otto Lederer.
Badges, E. Stockheimer, S. Schwartz.
Ladies' reception committee, Mrs. Reitmeyer.
Floor committee, J. Sokoloff, chairman; William Eigalli, J.
Jenell, J. Bruno, S. Pellagrano, A. Flaum, Charles Cranidas,
E. Chrystmus, B. Zeitlen, M. Seger, D. Kerman, T. Gate, S.
Marcovitch, U. W. Lane, Louis Smith, D. J. Askin, H. Whitner.
Projection committee, M. Warshauer, chairman.
TEXAS AMUSEMENT
MEN
MEET.
Censorship and Sunday Opening Were Chief Questions of
Discussion — No Change in Organization.
CEXSORSHIi'
and Sunday
opening were motion
the livest picture
topics
discussed before
the Southwestern
exhibitors and theater managers at the convention
Wednesday, October 25, at the Hall of the Chamber of Commerce and Manufacturers' Association, Dallas. This meeting
tnarked the successful culmination of a state-wide organization campaign carried on by the organization known as the
Texas .Amusement Managers' .Association, composed of the
Dallas amusement institutions and their state affiliations.
The organization work has been done by Robert H. Campbell, executive secretary for the organization, and has been
in progress for the past three months.
Starting with an informal reception at the Oriental Hotel
in the morning, the session was continued with a lunch by
the film exchanges and supply houses. At this function
James B. Dugger, Vitagraph man, presided, and E. T. Peter,
of Little Rock, formerly of Dallas, was a guest of honor. At
1:30 o'clock a general conference was held in the auditorium
of the Chamber of Commerce and Manufacturers' -Association Building, where a program of addresses and discussion
was heard.
E. T. Peter spoke on "Co-operation and .Affi-liation"; Joseph
Phillips, Fort Worth, "The Theater and the Public." Mr.
Phillips called attention to the power of the screen when
he recited how Judge Harper, who had rendered an obnoxious decision, as a member of the Court of Criminal Appeals, was defeated by Judge Morrow before the last primaries. Harper read into the law a decision that all the employees, actors, stage employees, ticket sellers and takers,
ushers, as well as the manager was guilty of violation of the
Sunday law when they worked in a motion picture house
or theater on Sunday. Slides advocating the election of
Morrow, said Phillips, were run in picture shows all over
Texas and Harper was defeated by more than 4.000 votes.
James Hill. Dallas, "Theater and Censorship"; Robert H.
Campbell, "The Theater and the Sunday Law"; Lawrence
Stewart, "The Theater and the House Manager": S. G.
Howell, Motion Picture Journal, "The Theater and the
Press"; Eph Charninsky. "The Theater and Organization";
Mr. Clegg. Mutual Film Exchange manager. ".Action."
George M. Blackburn, vice-president of the Texas Theater
Managers' .Association, presided at the conference because
of the unavoidable absence of President E. H. Hulsey, who
was suddenly called out of the city.
.After adjournment the members went to the Fair, where
they spent the remainder of the day. .At night they were the
guests of the local theatrical managers, who divided the
delegates among themselves as individual hosts. All were
admitted free to the local theaters and plavhouses.
No attempt was made at reorganization of the present
slate body, and the officers will stand until the next convention, which will likely be held in Dallas the latter part of
January.
The officers now are E. H. Hulsey, president; George M.
Blackburn, vice-president and chairman executive committee;
Leon S. Gohlman. recording secretary; W. D. Nevills, treasurer; David Bernbaum. sergeant-at-arms. Members executive committee: George M. Blackburn, P. G. Cameron, E, H.
wall.
Hulsey, W. E. Weatherford, S. von Phul and Phil H. GreenFinance committee: S. von Phul, W. E. Weatherford
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\V. n. Ncvills.
lixc-cutivc secretary and ofRanizcr,
Robert
H. L'aiiipbcll.
Dallas will continue to be the headquarters for the association, as it is considered tlie leading anuiseiucnt city of
Texas.

What Constitutes a Guardian?
Law Governing Admission of Minors to M. P. Theater Contested in Court of Appeals at Albany — Section of Penal
Code Claimed to Be Class Legislation.
W. Stephen liush.
AC\S1l of extraordinary in:portance to the motion picture exhibitors, both in this State and throughout the
the country, will shortly be decided by the Court of
.■\ppeals at An)any. The case may be argued any day this
or next week. The title of the case is as follows; The People of the State of New York, respondent, against Jacob Van
lirink, Dcfendant-.\ppellant.
The appeal which brings the matter before tlie court of
last resort in this State, comes up on a decision of the Court
of Special Sessions in New York. The decision resulted in
a conviction of Mr. Van Brink on the charge of having admitted a minor under sixteen years of age to the Franklin
Theater, Lenox Avenue and 132nd Street. The Franklin
Theater is operated by Oestreicher and Van Brink. Mr. Oestrcicher is the vice president of the New Y'ork local organization and very well known in exhibiting circles.
The Facts in the Case.
On the third day of January of this year three boys entered the Franklin theater, one being admittedly under sixteen years, while the other two claimed to be over sixteen
years of age. .\n officer in plain clothes saw the boys enter
the theater, went after them and took them into custody. He
also arrested Mr. Van Brink and the doorman and immediately took them to the station house. Mr. Van Brink was
tried at the Special Sessions and convicted in spite of the
fact that the mother of two of the boys testified that sha had
permitted them to go to the theater and had put them in
charge of the boy whose age was admittedly over sixteen.
Sentence was suspended. Mr. Van Brink immediately took
an appeal to the .Appellate Division of the First Department,
where the conviction was affirmed unanimously, but without
an opinion.
The attorneys
thereupon obtained permission
to appeal of
to Mr.
the \'an
CourtBrink
of .Appeals.
Points
Raised
in Favor
of Exhibitors.
In his brief for the Court of Appeals counsel for the appellant raises some very interesting issues. He contends that
the following section of the Penal Code is unconstitutional:
"A person who admits or allows to remain in any moving picture performance or in any place of entertainment injurious
to health and morals any child, actually or apparently under
the age of sixteen years, unless accompanied by its parents
or guardian, unless such moving picture exhibition is given
under the auspices of any school or church or educational or
religious institution not operated for profit, is guilty of a misdemeanor." Counsel claims that the provision is unconstitutional because it is class legislation. The free and equal
benefit of the laws has been defined as follows:
It is intended that there should be no arbitrary deprivations
of life or liberty or arbitrary spoliation of property, but that
equal protection and security should be given to all under
like circumstances in the enjoyment of their personal and
civil rights; that all persons should be equally entitled to
pursue their happiness and acquire and enjoy property; that
they should have like access to the courts of the country for
the protection of their persons and property; that no impediments should be interposed to the pursuits of any one, except
as applied to the same pursuits by others under like circumstances; that no greater burden should be laid upon one
than are laid upon others in the same calling and condition
and that in the administration of criminal justice no different
or higher punishment should be imposed upon one than such
as is prescribed to all for like offenses." Another point made
by counsel for defendant is the definition of the word guardian as applied to the section of the Penal Code. Judge Gaynor gave an interpretation of this word in the following
manner:
"The word 'guardian' does not there mean a guardian appointed by the court. If children be sent or taken into the
theater by a person other than one of their parents or their
legal guardian — by their elder brother or sister or by a neighbor or friend for instance^he or she is their guardian for
the time being within the meaning of the said statute, if not
excluded in some way or for some reason by law. Courts
and police officials should not strain criminal statutes or try
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to be better in the administration of the law than the law
Mr. Oestreicher says that the decision of the Court of Apitself is."
peals if favorable to the contention of the appellant, will affect every motion picture theater in the State and render it
safe from arbitrary meddling by the authorities.
Counsel for Mr. \'an Brink are Goldstein and Goldstein.
TROY

EXHIBITORS

FIGHT

RETURN

CHARGES.

.\t a meeting of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
Troy and vicinity, held on the night of the 2nd of November,
at the League headquarters, 24 King Street, it was decided
unanimously that the Troy exhibitors will absolutely refuse
to pay express return charges on any films. Rather than do
that the members of the League declared they will cancel all
contracts with exchanges that insist upon return charges. la
a letter to the State Secretary, Thomas Howard, it is stated
by the Troy secretary, Benjamin Apple, that at present the
minimum charges of admission to any motion picture theater in Troy or vicinity is 10 cents.
INVESTIGATING

CHARGES

AGAINST

OCHS.

The Manhattan Local of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League is reported to have considered the charges made by
Fleischman & Goldreyer against Lee A. Ochs, president of
the National and State League, which were published in a
recent issue of Variety, to be of sufficient gravity to require
an investigation. The committee appointed at a meeting of
the Manhattan Local on Wednesday, November 1, consists
of the following members: Messrs. Ronheimer, Ascher, Ostreicher. Steuer, Needles, Anson, Samuelson, Glynn and
Trigger.
PRESIDENT

OCHS TO ADDRESS MARYLAND
EXHIBITORS.
Within the next two weeks a special meeting of the Maryland exhibitors is to be held at Baltimore in the Emerson
Hotel when matters of considerable importance will be discussed. President Ochs has been invited to attend and will
address the meeting on the importance of speedy and thorough state organization.

Smart Returns from Vacation
WILLL\M
G. SM.XRT, the technical expert who lately
severed his connections with the Biograph Company,
has just returned from his vacation.
Mr. Smart looks
fit, and announces he is ready to plunge back to work.
This

Mr.
been
Smart's
first vacahas
tion in nine years,
for the life of a
tech nical director
has never been
likened to a bed of
roses. In Mr.
Smart's case it has
meant one hard
work

day
other ever after
since anhe
first CO - operated
with D. W. Griflith
on the many Bioeraph subjects produced by that genius. Among these
was the wonderful

masterpiece "Judith
of
whichof
owedBethula,"
not a little
its success to Mr.
Smart's settings.
.■\mong other
prominent Biograph
directors besides
Griffith with whom
Mr. Smart
"worked"
were
James
Kirkwood, W. Christie
C a b a n n e, Frank
William G. Smart.

Powell,Eddie
MackDillon,
Sennett,
Lawrence Marston, Barry O'Neill, and many others. In
fact, while the Klaw & Erianger subjects were being produced he assisted nine directors at one time.
What Mr. Smart's plans are for the future is not known,
although it is not very likely that the motion nicture industrywill lose the orginator of attractive stage settings.
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Crosses Water for "Civilization"
William J. Hanley and J. Parker
Read,
Jr., to Negotiate

Rights in England, France and Spain.
W1LL1.\M J. HANLEV, well known in the theatrical
and motion ijicture business of Europe and .America
for the pai,t twenty years, will sail for Spain on November 6 as a special representative of "Civilization." Mr.
Hanley will stop at Barcelona and Madrid for the purpose of
disposing of the rights to "Civilization" in Spain and Portugal.
From Madrid, Mr. Hanley will go direct to Paris, where
he will arrange a special showing for the many Paris buyers
who have flooded the New York office with inquiries for the
rights to France. Then he will go to London and meet J.
Parker Read, Jr., general manager of the Harper Film Corporation, who will make a flying trip to London to negotiate
the British rights.
A social affair "has been arranged by Mr. Read. Mr. Hanley is to give a private exhibition of "Civilization" for the
Infanta Isabella at her palace in Madrid. Infanta Isabella
is the aunt of Alfonzo. King of Spain.
Selling South American Rights.
J. Parker Read, Sr.. who left New York some thirty days
ago to represent "Civilization" in Buenos Ayres, cabled
within forty eight hours after landing that he had sold the
rights to Brazil and Uruguay. He reported that bidding was
spirited and in consequence he was able to establish another
record.
J. C. Searcy, film magnate of the Republic of Panama,
made a special trip to New York to purchase the rights of
"Civilization" for Panama, Costa Ri.ca, and Jamaica. Immediately after the deal w^as closed. Mr. Searcy embarked for
his home port with five prints in his possession.
J. Parker Read, Jr., general manager of the Harper Film
Corporation, has just selected three special representatives
who will shortly leave for Cuba, Porto Rico, China, Japan,
the Philippine Islands and India to close negotiations that
have beencountries.
pending for the rights to "Civilization" in these
diflerent
The efficiency with which the sales campaign for "Civilization" has been handled establishes a record.

Says Business is Picking Up
Mutual Sales Manager Bennett So Concludes After Extended
Trip — Some Office Changes.
(( x BELIEVE the film business of the South and East is in
I the healthiest condition that I have seen in the last
two years." remarked Hunter Bennett, sales manager
for the Mutual Film Corporation, as he breezed back into the
Chicago home office to report to President John R. Freuler
of the Mutual last week.
"Exhibitors are building their business more solidly. They
are finding the public critical but ready to recognize and to
patronize good pictures. The really capable, hard working
exhibitors are forging ahead more rapidly today than ever
before. I believe. The reward of merit is now coming to
quality pictures and quality presentation. Certainly this
makes for Mutual prosperity. "In Atlanta, Georgia, Mr. Bennett conferred with Charles E.
Kessnich, exchange manager, in planning a number of important changes in operation to better service to the exhibitors of that territory.
At Philadelphia W. H. Rippard of the Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania Branch and C. K. Campbell, of the Harrisburg office,
met with the sales manager.
A number of minor changes and reassignments have been
tnade in the sales forces. Murry Beier of the New York
branch has been transferred to Philadelphia temporarily. The
Cincinnati offices will be moved into their new two-story
building at 112 North Seventh street on January 1. The
building has floor space of 8,000 square feet, a projection room
and splendid equipment.
Mr. Bennett announces some changes in the Mutual's sales
force, which numbers over 100 men, which have taken eflfect
the past few weeks.
John Hardin has been sent from Chicago to sell pictures
for the Mutual at Atlanta. George F. Law, an experienced
^ilni man from Winnipe_g. Canada, has been made assistant
manager of the Minneapolis branch, while R. C. Fox has been
added to the sales force of that city.
A. R. Patten, salesman, has been transferred from Spokane
to Los .Angelesj Louis Baxley and J. W. Potter have been
added to the Dallas, Texas, list of salesmen, and J. W. Critchfield has been changed from head booker to salesman at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
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At the Leading Picture Theaters
Programs for the Week of November 5 at New
Motion Picture Houses.

York's Best

Mary Pickford at the Strand.
THE

Strand theater presented Mary Pickford's first independent photo-dramatic production, "Less Than the
Dust," for the week of Nov. 5. "Less Than the Dust"
is an elaborate production. Its scenes are laid in India and
England. Miss Pickford playing the part of a castaway, a
girl of English birth who having been adopted by a Hindu
swordmaker, is reared among the natives of the lower caste.
Its story is full of realism and dramatic strength, with an
appealing love story in which the girl and an English officer
are the central figures. Miss Pickford and a company of unusual size appear in the various picturesque scenes.
Another chapter of Ditmar's "Living Book of Nature," a
zoological feature of rare interest, was shown, and a new
scenic study from India.
On the musical program Grace Hoffman and Jan Rubini
were the soloists.
Douglas Fairbanks at the Rialto.
Douglas Fairbanks in his latest and liveliest feature picture,
"American .\ristocracy," was presented at the Rialto. Yachts,
power boats, hydroaeroplanes, and even a government torpedo boat destroyer were among the requisites in turning out
the picture. .Anita Loos, who wrote the scenario for the Triangle Film Corporation, provides the agile Fairbanks with a
full complement of thrilling feats to accomplish, and at the
same time gives Jewel Carmen a fascinating role as the girl
for whom Fairbanks repeatedly risks his neck. Fairbanks
plays a young millionaire who has entered the United States
secret service for the fun of it, and the excitement of the
story is found in his uncovering a plot to make illegal shipments of munitions to Mexico.
The usual educational and topical numbers and a Keystone
comedy were on the program. Hans Kronold and Hilda
Goodwin furnished the musical features.
"Less Than the Dust" at the Broadway.
Mary Pickford in "Less Than the Dust." was the attraction at the Broadway theater the week of Nov. 6. This photoplay, written especially for Miss Pickford by Hector Turn.bull, is the first production in which the star appeared under
her own management. The East India environment of "Less
Than the Dust" is interesting and picturesque. One of the
scenes shows a street in an Indian city, with all the color
and ever changing views of an Eastern thoroughfare. Other
scenes are the British garrison, the great stone temple and
the pool of the sacred waters. -An effective picture is made
of a storm in the desert. The big scenes during the uprising
of the natives and their repulse by the troops are most effectively worked out. "Less Than the Dust" was the only
picture on the Broadway program.
Eighty-First Street Theater Bill.
At the Eighty-first Street theater, four Triangle pictures
were shown. Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday Dorothy
Gish in "Atta Boy's Last Race," and a Keystone comedy
were on the bill. Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
Bessie Barriscale and Charles Ray in "A Corner in Colleens"
and a Sennett-Keystone comedy comprised the picture
features.

Durant to Write for Kay-Bee
Scenario Editor with Wide Success in Authorship Will Have
His Office in New York.
HR.
DURANT, who for a year directed the scenario
department of the Famous Players Company, has re• cently been placed under contract by Thomas H.
Ince and will in future provide material exclusively for Triangle-Kay-Bee stars. Mr. Durant will not, however, join the
colony of Triangle editors and authors on the Coast. His
headquarters will be in the Longacre Building, New York.
Mr. Durant comes under the Triangle banner with a record
of striking achievem.ents. Previous to his connection with
the Famous Players he was for five years editor of the .AllStory Magazine. He has had five productions on the legitimate stage, is the author of over two hundred short stories
and novels, and has written more than sixty features for the
Biograph, Equitable, World. L^niversal. Famous Players and
Triangle-Fine Arts. In addition, Mr. Durant was for a number of years play reader for A. H. Woods, picking some
of the biggest winners that astute manager has produced.
He is the only modern American author to have a play accepted by the Theatre Antoine, of Paris.
His wide personal acquaintance among authors will undoubtedly aid him materially in selecting new material for
the Triangle program.
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France Increases Film Imports
Gets More Productions from United States and Italy to Replenish Home Supply Cut by War — Growing Demand
for American Pictures.
IN "Commerce Reports." U. S. Vice Consul Paul H. Cram^
Marseilles, France, says that Marseilles has about fifty
motion picture theaters, most of which are small. The
larger establishments have seating capacities of 800 to 1,100
persons each. The entrance fees in equivalent American
currency vary from 2.8 cents to 2J cents, the average being
about 5.7 cents. The present volume of business is as large,
if not larger, than that of 1912 and 1913.
The trade in motion picture machines and supplies is
largely in the hands of large Paris firms, which have estabIishe<l agencies throughout the provinces. Producers frequently exhibit their films in the Paris offices, which purchase, usually on a cash basis, the greater part of the production. These films are then exhibited to representatives of the
theaters. In this city the larger establishments, which usually
change their programs weekly, rent films which have not been
locally exhibited. The price per meter (3.28 feet) for such
filn-.s may vary from 0.2 franc ($0,038) to 2 francs ($0,386)
per week, the average being about 0.4 franc ($0,077). These
films are then rented to small theaters, which generally
change their programs twice a week. In such cases, the price
per
(3.28 feet)
for three
four days'
exhibition varies
from meter
0.05 franc
(.$0.0096)
to 0.08or franc
($0.0154).
Prior to the war the weekly production in France of new
films was estimated at 25,000 meters (82,020 feet) to 30,000
meters (98,425 feet), while at present probably it does not
exceed one-third of that amount. In consequence French
firms are importing films in larger quantities, particularly
from Italy and the United States. There is a large and growing demand for .\merican films in comic, sentimental, and
detective subjects. Those representing cowboy or frontier
life are less popular than formerly.
Two firms in Paris manufacture the greater proportion of
the French motion picture machines and supplies sold in this
region. Shortly after the commencement of the war prices
rose 25 per cent., and at present they are at least 40 per cent,
above the prices ruling early in 1914.
.•\merican firms should either send a competent agent to
Paris, with power to appoint subagents in the provinces, or
grant concessionary rights to large French concerns. The
latter method has already been used with considerable success in exploiting American films. If it is a question of selling not only American films but also machines and supplies,
together with the purchase of French films, the former
method, perhaps, would be preferable. Films should be
packed in tin boxes. Explanatory texts should be in French.
The French customs duties on machines and films are as follows, per 100 kilos (220 pounds) net weight. On exposed
films the general tariff is 165 francs ($31.84) while the minimum tariff is 110 francs ($21.23). On raw stock there is_ a
general tariff of 300 francs ($57.90) and a minimum tariff of
200 francs ($38.60). Projection machines are subject to a
general tariff of 150 francs ($28.95) and a minimum tariff of
100 francs ($19.30). .■\merican productions and projections
are subject to the general tariff.
SECOND
ANNIVERSARY
OF
THE
OLIVER
MOROSCO
PHOTOPLAY COMPANY.
November 9 marks the second anniversary of the Oliver
Morosco Photoplay Company. From its inception in the
motion picture industry this company took its place in the
first rank of feature producers and has continued on its
steady course, always striving to better its high standard
of product which it established from the beginning. To
what extent its efforts in this direction have succeeded is
evidenced by the fact that today the name of Morosco in
motion pictures holds the same prominent position for quality and pro.gressiveness as it does in the theatrical world.
.Among the most prominent stars who have been presented
on the screen by the Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company
are .Anna Held. Lcnore Ulrich. George Beban. Kathlyn Williams, Myrtle Stedman. Fritzi Scheff. Rita Jolivet, Vivian
Martin. Constance Collier. Lois Meredith. Elsie Janis. George
Fawcett. Cyril Maude, Blanche Ring. Charlotte Greenwood
and Sydney Grant and others of equal fame. Among Its releases are included such well known successes as "Pasquale."
"The Heart of Paula." "Peer Gynt," "Kilmeny." "Help
Wanted." "The Tongues of Men" and "The Code of Marcia
Gray." .\s a result of such plays on the screen the paraphrase. "A typical
cast." ofachieved
the "legit" has
also become
currentMorosco
in speaking
Moroscoin photoplays.
The

selection

of Cecil

B. De

Mille

to the

presidency

of
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the Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company, as announced recently, speaks well for the further advancement of this brand
of screen plays as well as the industry in general.

Spedon Returns to New York
Reports Gratifying Picture
Success inwith
"President
Middle
West. and His Cabinet"
SAMUEL Sl'EDON, alter a month in the states of Illinois,
Ohio and Indiana exploiting "President Wilson and His
Cabinet," returned to New York the last week in October. He reports a most successful trip. The thousand feet
of film, the product of the Macaulay laljoratories, was everywhere received with enthusiasm. Mr. Sj>cdon remarked had
it not been shown in the heat of a campaign it would have
been accepted as a most interesting educational picture. Prior
to the departure for home of the publicity man, on October
28, the subject had been shown in 200 theaters in Illinois, in
over 100 in Cleveland and the remainder of the state of Ohio,
and there had been 150 applications from Indiana. The
prints available were insufficient to fill the demand. In New
York City over 500 showings of the print were made.
Mr. Spedon said that on his arrival in Chicago he was particularly fortunate in being able to meet 200 exhibitors assembled in convention and a few days later to meet up with
another exhibitors' gathering in Cleveland. He added that
owing to the fact he had been obliged to establish exchange
headquarters in each state he felt as if he were in a fair way
to add to his knowledge of tlie film, industry some of the experience of an exchangeman.
In Indianapolis Mr. Spedon rented a store in Washington,
between Illinois and Pennsylvania streets. The whole space,
50 by 180, was fitted up for showing the Cabinet picture and
another single reel, "Peace, Prosperity and Preparedness,"
one more frankly partisan. The two, constituting a halfhour show, were exhibited to the public without charge from
II in the morning to the same hour in the evening. The attendance was most gratifying.
Mr. Spedon said the wide interest in the Cabinet picture
had been a source of keen satisfaction to the officials of the
Democratic National Committee. It had demonstrated to
them that national matters can be presented to the people
at large through the medium of motion pictures, that questions of taxation, of army and navy expendiures, for example,
can be so visualized on the screen that the public can be not
only deeply interested but instructed as well.
WARWICK WILL HAVE HIS OWN COMPANY.
Well-known Player's Subjects to Be Directed by Ralph Ince
and to Be Released in Selznick-Pictures.
a transaction between Lewis J. Selznick and
THROUGH
Harry Rapf, president of the Robert Warwick Film
Corporation, Robert Warwick has been added to the
roster of Selznick players. The late World Film actor will
be the first male star on the new program. He will appear in
about eight features a year. Two well-known novels are under consideration for the first subject in which he will be seen.
Ralph Ince. who recently left the Vitagraph Company to
produce pictures at the head of his own corporation, has
made special arrangements with Mr. Selznick and Mr. Rapf
to direct the first of the new Warwick features. Work will
begin immediately at the Biograph Studio, which has been
taken over by the Selznick Enterjjrises.

R. K. BARTLETT

OPENS

NEW

YORK

OFFICES.

.\fter two and a half years at the head of the Stanley Film
Agency, with headquarters at Stanley House, 8-9 Sherwood
street. Piccadilly Circus, London West. R. K. Bartlett has
temporarily discontinued his business in the British capital
and opened an office in New York. Here he will until further noticeMr.
exploit
the is
warnow
subject.
for Verdun,"
for which
Bartlett
selling"Fighting
slate rights,
and also
represent Western concerns. The English film man says the
tax on film imposed as a war m.easure has probably reduced
the importation of American subjects into Great Britain by
fully 50 per cent. Mr. Bartlett's office is in Room 915, Brokaw Building. Forty-second street and Broadway.
HER

DAY

OF

REST.

They had a Mabel Normand Day at the San Diego exposition, this week. Mabel went to the show, made two speeches,
wrote 2.873 autographs, posed with the mayor for a news
reel, had a flashlight taken at a banquet, and otherwise enjoyed a pleasant day's rest from studio work.
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28, all single men between the ages of 21 and 35 will be called
up soon after. This will affect the film trade here to a great
extent, much the same as it has done in England.

*

ANEW
exchange has been opened in Sydney by Crick
& Jones. They are securing Australian rights for fivereel features, and current releases are "Tom Browne's
Schooldays." from the Hepworth studios, and also a Barker
subject, "Trapped by the London Sharks."

*

*

*

The first four-reel picture ever produced in Australia was
made by John F. Gavin, who also played the leading part
in the production. The film, which was entitled "Thunderbolt," was a bush-ranging story. The average length of a
<!ramatic film was from 800 to 900 feet, while a comedy
was considered of unusual size if the end was not reached in
200 feet.
Everyone informed him that his venture was doomed to
failure, but Mr. Gavin persisted 'hat long features were
■what the people wanted, and the result of his persistance was
"Thunderbolt." This film was a success from the motnent
it was screened, and, seeing that feature films were destined
to be the great draw at picture theaters, and encouraged by
his initial success, Gavin went whole-heartedly into the business and in si.x months produced six more features which
were equally successful. These were "Keane of Kalgoorlie,"
"Assigned to His Wife," "The White Hope," "The Mark of
the Lash" and "Frank Gardiner, King of the Road."
Owing to the business of producing and renting the pictures to the exhibitors becoming too big for one person
to look after, Mr. Gavin decided to form the concern into
a company, and the result was the Australian Photoplay
Company. However, Gavin sold out his interests some time
later. He has since produced "The Martyrdom of Nurse
Cavell,*' which has broken all Australasian records, and is
now showing with great success in America and Canada.
Gavin is at present busy on a new production, "The Birth
of Australia." which he says will outshine anything he has
previously attempted.

*

*

*

Some of the programs at present being piesented in Melbourne and suburbs are, to say the least, startling. Unless
an exhibitor can show at least two five-reel features each
evening and support them with a few single-reel comedy
and dramatic subjects he is not given even the right to live.
For instance, the Palais de Danse, St. Kilda. screened the
following about a fortnight ago on one program: Marguerite
Clark in "The Prince and the Pauper." Mary Pickford in
"Esmeralda," Charles Chaplin in "The Floorwalker," Roscoe
Arbuckle and Mabel Normand in "He Did and He Didn't,"
and Lottie Pickford in a two-reel episode from "The Diamond from the Sky."
American showmen who think they give long programs
■wouldn't have a chance in Melbourne, I am afraid. In Sydney at present two houses are presenting a 12,000-foot program each evening, but a much shorter program is shown
continuously during the day. Two five-reelers and a comedy
is also getting into vogue for suburban shows.

*

*

*

"New York by Day and Night," Post Mason's travel picture, has had a week's run at the Crystal Palace, and proved
a great box office attraction. It is undoubtedly one of the
finest production of its kind shown here.

*

*

*

A new photoplay theater is shortly to be constructed in
Sydney on very elaborate lines. It is understood that the
Fraser Films, Ltd., are behind the venture. This firm at
present controls the Haymarket theater, the biggest show
in Sydney.

*

The New York
to be demolished
new underground
the second theater

*

*

theater, a comparatively new building, is
shortly, to make room for a station of the
railroad, now being constructed. This is
to sufifer under this scheme.

*

*

*

"The Birth of a Nation" Queensland tour has been given
up, owing, it is understood, to bad business. When the big
picture was first screened in Sydney the management advertised that it would not be shown at suburban theaters. In
spite of this, it is now being screened to big audiences
throughout the suburbs and is doing record business.

*

If conscription

is carried

*

*

by the referendum

on

October

*

*

-\Ifred Rolfe has severed his connection with Australasian
Films, Ltd., after a long period of service. He has just
completed a big industrial subject for this firm dealing with
practically every Australasian industry of note. Mr. Rolfe
has not yet announced any future plans.

»

*

*

."Vustralasian Films, Ltd., have decided not to produce any
dramatic films for the present, and are confining their efforts to the production of the weekly-news-reel, "The Australian Gazette."
* *
*
In connection with the Commonwealth Soldiers Repatriation Fund, the Premier of Western Australia proposes to
ment tax. state's proportion to £16,000 by means of an amuseraise that
The form that this will take has not yet been stated.

*

*

*

Australasian Films. Ltd., held a revival last week of Mary
Pickford's "Tess of the Storm Country," with great success.
This was the picture which made "Little Mary" so popular
here, and it was when originally shown here that the money
was subscribed for the silver loving cup presented to Miss
Pickford by the picture fans of Sydney. T. S. IMRIE.
Sydney, N. S. W., Australia, Sept. 21. 1916.

"Civilization" Sold for Metropolis
Nathan Hirsh, the Buyer, Pays Record Price — To Use Ten
Prints.
GRADUALLY
the territory
for "Civilization"
is being
disposed of. Greater
New York
has been acquired
by
Nathan Hirsh of 130 West Firty-sixth street. New
Y'ork, wlio has formed the Civilization Feature Company, for
the purpose of exploiting the picture in the territory of
greater New York, all of Long Island and the upper section
of Westchester County, as far as White Plains.
This is a big and lucrative field — one of the richest in the
country for picture exploitation. The price paid for the
rights
"six figures," but the exact amount will
not
be approached
divulged.
It is the intention of Mr. Hirsh to exploit "Civilization"
first in the larger motion picture theaters, in one and two
week stands, and then in houses of smaller seating capacity.
This will be the first time that a photoplay of the importance
and reputation of "Civilization" has been given to exhibitors
with 600-seat houses, and by which the exhibitor may obtain
the full benefit of the feature on a straight rental.
Ten print
"Civilization"
go with if
the necessary.
Greater NewNathan
Y'ork
rights,
and sof
more
will be released
Hirsh is well known to exhibitors as president of the Pioneer
Feature Film Corporation.
DIRECTOR
GREEN
MAKING
SELIG
RED
SEAL.
Al Green, the Selig director, is busily engaged in preparing for the production of the Selig Red Seal play, "The Princess of Patches," visualized from the play of the same name
by Gilson Willets. Mr. Green was summoned from the Pacfic
Coast studios by Mr. Selig especially to work on this production. He will be furnished with an all-star cast. Some of
the interior scenes, which will be most elaborate, will be
taken in the Chicago studios. Others will be taken in Mississippi and the Southern mountainous country, the players
being sent South to film scenes in the environment called for
in the story. Mr. Selig will provide Mr. Green with every
facility possible.
NEW
PICTURE
PAPER
FOR
"FANS."
Volume I. No. 1, of the Photoplay Magazine of Johnstown,
Pa., has just been received in the ofl^ce of the Moving Picture World. The new publication is not a trade paper, but
hopes to interest the rapidly growing motion picture public
in its home city, which already has four or five photoplay
tiieaters very much above the average in their general tone.
Byron Dean Bailey, son of the late E. H. Bailey, joint
owner, with Congressman Warren Worth Bailey, of the
Johnstown Democrat, a daily newspaper, is editor of the
new publication. Byron Dean Bailey was for a time in the
employ of the Equitable Motion Pictures Corporation, working out of their New York office.
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" The World and the Woman "

Five-Part Pathe Gold Rooster Play Presents Jeanne Eagels
In Original Story by Philip Lonergan.
Reviewed
by Margaret
I. MacDoiiald.
IN the construction of his story Philip I-.onergan has used as
his basic idea the dil!i<'ult part uf the yuunj? woman alone
in the city. While he does not impose the harrowing story
of her downfall, he shows us In a series of effective scenes
what is evidently the second stage of her career in an unwholesome atmosphere, where a friend of the man who caused her to
be an outcast, a man of wealth, and a lover of wine and women,
offers her what seems to be an avenue of escape.
The necessity of a competent maid at his country home brings
the woman in touch with nature and the people who live close
to it. The arrival of the proprietor with a bevy of his butterfly associates advances a situation in which the pretty maid
again falls into the clutches of a licentious man. After a struggle, which ends in the man having his face soundly slapped
while his friends look on and jeer, the woman rushes out into
the world- again, and eventually
becomes a faith healer.
The wisdom of this latter development may be questioned.
Miss Eagels with sufficient spirituality of expression to suggest the manifestation of divine influence, has not the forcefulness of personality which seems to be required for the
successful Impersonation of such a character. It is exceedingly
diflficult to make a story of this sort convincing.
The picture, which was made at the Thanhouser studios, has
been supplied with pleasing settings, many beautiful out-of-

OWN

STAFF

.^ophic treatment of the stumbling blocks which are bound to
come the way of the unsophisticated boy. is so remarkably
true that It must be enjoyed by all. William Sylvanus Baxter,
for such Is the name the novelist has applied to his youthful
hero, has reached the age where he scowls on all womankind, from his meddlesome little sister on. This condition of
affairs continues until the arrival on the scene of a trifling
young miss who steals his heart away and causes him to be
attacked by day dreams in which he himself poses as the redoubtable hero. The most amusing Incidents which take place
before his disillusionment are the wearing of his father's
dress suit on the wrong occasion, his decision that he has arrived at the shaving period, and his negotiation for a thousand-dollar automobile in which to elope with the pretty newcomer. And no less amusing is his suicidal attitude when on
his trial trip with the machine he smashes a wheel, and for
his pains faces a fifty-dollar damage fee or jail.
The production
is an excellent one. and may be classed as
one of the most enjoyable film comedies of the season.
An ex-

Scene
from
"Seventeen"
(Famous
Players).
cellent supporting cast consisting of Winifred Allen, Madge
Evans. Walter Hiers, Dick Lee. Richard Rosson, Julian Dillon,
Helen Lindroth, and Anthony Merlo appear in the picture.

" The Gates of Eden"

A Metro Feature in Which Part.
Violet Dana Takes the Leading
Sccne from "The World and the Woman" (Pathe).
door locations being used. Special mention is due the restaurant
sets, with glimpses of carharet performances, which have been
used early in the production.
In the supporting cast appear the names of Boyd Marshall,
Thomas A. Curran. Wayne Arey, Grace De Carlton. Carey Hastings and Ethelmary Oakland.

" Seventeen *'

Booth Tarkington's Celebrated Novel Meets With Excellent
Treatment in Adaptation by Famous Players Film Co.
Ileviewed
by Margaret 1. MacDonald.
THERE are at least three people beside Booth Tarklngton
who have done much toward making this production a
success. These are Harvey Thew, whose exceedingly
clever adaptation of the novel has been used; Robert G. Vlgnola,
director, who has lost no trick in exploiting the comedy possibilities of the story, and Jack Pickford, whose Impersonation
of the young hopeful of seventeen is inimitable. Louise Huff
in the feminine lead Is also pleasing: prettily dressed and
dainty. She makes the most of her opportunities, which are
of course fewer than those of what may be termed the title
role.
Tarkington's story is brimming over with wholesome humor.
The picture which he presents of the character of the boy of
seventeen with his Impossible ideas of life, and his unphllo-

Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.
THIS ^tory deals with the supposed fanatical zeal of the seet
known as The Shakers. According to the director of the
story, this sect ounlshes any member sinning against its
creed of celibacy by whipping, and on this theory rests the
whole plot.
A young Shaker falls In love with a young Shakeress and Is
cruelly punished for the consequent intimacy between himself
and the girl. He Is tied to a tree and his body Is bared to the
waist to receive a brutal whipping. The young Shaker, who Is
exiled from his sect after receiving this punishment, returns
after five years to marry the girl. He learns that the girl Is
dead. The Elder conceals the fact that a child had been born
to him. The Shaker thereupon becomes "a man of hate." as we
are Informed In one of the titles. He Is thirsting for revenge^
and in some way secures a mortgage on the Shakers' property.
The mortgage becomes due. and as the Shakers cannot pay It
foreclosure proceedings follow In the regular course of law, and
the whole community of Shakers is driven forth from their
home.
"The man of hate," who. appropriately enough, has changed
his name from Bard to Drab, uses a whip to exact a blow for a
blow. He has his revenge. At the last moment he discovers that
his daughter lives and for her sake he forgives the men who
had wronged him and the ending Is as happy as could be expected
after such a prolonged symphony in gray.
The acting of Violet Dana Is entitled to much praise: she had
a most difficult task and performed it well.
This young woman
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has evident talents and is manifestly capable of much better
work than she is able to show in this feature. Her support
was fair. There were many subtle touches of symbolism in the
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Rahda: Francis Joyner. as a derelict; Cesare Gravina, as Jawan
the patriot: and Russell Bassett, as Ahmed.
"Less Than the Dust" is adequately staged. The East Indian
atmosphere is amply established; large numbers are employed
in the "mob" scenes of soldiers and natives. The picture will
qualify as a big one, one worthy of the claims that have been
made for it, and of the star and her new company.

"The Price of Fame"

Vitagraph Five-Part Drama Features Marc MacDermott
a Dual Role, With Naomi Childers Opposite.
Reviewed
by George
Blaisdell.

Scene from

"The

Gates of Eden"

(Metro).

play, and some of the scenes were affectingr. Settings and photography are most satisfactory. The atmosphere of the play was
one of sustained gloom.

''Less Than the DusC
Artcraft Makes Its Debut with a Pickford Production, One
That Furnishes Excellent Dramatic Entertainment.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
ARTCRAFT'S bow to the photoplay public is a most happy
one. It provides in the first place an excellent story; in
the second place it brings back to the screen Mary Pickford, now for several months among the absentees. "Less Than
the Dust" is the title of the subject, and at the invitation showing at the Broadway theater on Thursday. November 2, the
picture ran approximately two hours — an indication that if the
picture is In seven reels it is in seven "strong" reels. The
story is "very much Pickford," but by no manner of means is
it "too much Pickford." The popular player dominates the
production, but she has fine support — from every department
that enters into the making of a picture.
Hector TurnbuU has written a script that under the interpretation and execution of Director John Emerson entertains
for the initial two thirds: the final third constitutes "Less Than
the Dust" a fine picture. There is a blending of drama and
comedy, of situations tender and humorous. Miss Pickford has
entered into her work with enthusiasm. Tou are made to feel
her heart is in it. Many occasions are furnished by the script
for the display of the varied Pickford individual touches. That
these latter exist would seem fully to be attested by the sustained popularity of the player.
David Powell, as Captain Townsend, the British army officer
on duty in India and interested in little Rahda, gives a per-

THE Vitagraph will release on November 13 "The Price of
Fame," a five-part drama featuring Marc MacDermott in
a dual role. The script is by Franklin P. Coates, the
direction by Charles Brabin. The story is of twin brothers —
William, successful but inclined to be unscrupulous: John,
not sucessful, but possessing a full share of integrity. In
ability the two seem to be well matched. William is in love
with Constance Preston, who does not appear particularly
enthusiastic when in his company. When William is taken
ill in the middle of his campaign for the Senate, it is deemed
politically expedient to induce John to take the stump in his
place. Likewise John, who for some years hitherto had been
estranged from William, is in order to conceal the incapacity
of William asked to call upon Constance. He does so against
his wishes. The manner of indifference changes. CJnstance becomes the lover. On the death of William she reveals the fact
that she has never been deceived for a moment.
Mr. MacDermott plays the two roles with his usual notable
skill and judgment. Naomi Childers. as Constance, finely draws
the role of the woman who as between two men of similar
outward characteristics finds In one nothing much, and in the
other the strongest possible attraction. One who has not for
some time seen Miss Childers on the screen cannot escape the

Scene from "The Price of Fame"
(Vitagraph).
\
feeling that she has improved greatly in her work. She has
cast aside the frigidity, the absence of animation. In "The
Price netic
of one.Fame"
is a real woman,
an attractive one, a magThe she
transformation
is marked.
Mary Maurice again is "Mother" Maurice — one of the sweetest, most lovable players on the screen. L. Rogers Lytton is
the "boss," the politician-capitalist who controls men and
things. It is a strong quartet, and they make the most of a
story that is entertaining, and at times dramatic. As to the
latter, this is especially true of the denouement, where Constance declares to John that from the first she was aware
of his identity.

"Love and Hat^'

A Five-Reel Melodrama

Scene from "Less Than the Dust" (Artcraft).
formance that is a distinct factor in itself. His work stamps
hime as an actor of the first rank. Others who figure prominently are Mario Majeroni.
as the swordmaker,
protector
of

in

by Fox, With Bertha Kalich m the
Leading Role.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
IT will be hard to tell any exhibitor just how much box office
value there is in this picture. "Love and Hate," by the Fox
company. Bertha Kalich has the lead in it and she and her
acting are worth something to begin with. As for the story,
by itself, it might be pleasing to a good many. I have seen the
same kind go remarkably well in a country theater. But if we
consider it for its art, it will weigh very light. It is one of
those melodramas in which one almost hears the producer
saying: "It doesn't matter at all how this story is going to be
arrived at; but we're going to arrive at it." This makes it very
painful for one who has to watch it getting under way, yet even
the critic is interested toward
the end.
Melodramas generally harp on one of two motives. The first
is romantic love and the other is not love at all. but is called
love in the sub-titles — it is the love of the villain who gets
the heroine in his power through some one she loves — in this
case it is her child, and makes her consent to "marry" him.
Bertha Kalich here plays a heroine who consents; but when she
has taken off her hat and gone into the back room, she finds
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M. revolver there and when the man (Stewart Holmes) cumes
leering In. she shouts him dead. He (alls with hts face beside
a devil's head carved on the leg of a table. This kind of stuff
Is bound to get over when a Bertha Kallch plays it. Tliere is a
part In most spectators that likes ti. and there la a part that
feels a little disgusted at It, and it depends on whether or not
the first part Is dominant as to whether ur not he will go to
see another picture that he expects will be Uke it. The putting
of this situation into a picture for its own sake and the making
of it the chief thing in a picture, is done for a commercial
reason, and one might almost add that it shows a belief that the
mtower
him.part of the average spectator Is the part that's dominant
The hero in this picture Is a weakly-played role. The other
two characters, viz., the villain and vlllalness, are ably portrayed.

"A Stranger from Somewhere"
Bluebird
Photoplay With Franklin
Farnum in a
Dual
Role — Released
November
13.
Keviewed
by Edward
Wcitzel.
THE new Bluebird five-reel picture, "A Stranger from Somewhere," demands considerable credulity on the part of
the spectator. This criticism applies to all plots containing dual roles, however, and, as they have been accepted
in all classes of fiction, it is quite within reason that the
latest Bluebird release will experience no difficulty in convincing its public that a pickpocket is able to disguise himself
so successfully as the hero, that the hero's sweetheart cannot tell them apart. Once safely past this important point, the
story lends itself to a number of interesting complications
during which Franklyn Farnum does some ingenious doubling.
The picture is on the comedy-drama order, and its only mission
is to entertain.
The hero of "A Stranger from Somewhere" is one Sam
Brockton, a millionaire from the West, who falls for the
badger game while on a trip to the city, but turns the tables
on the two crooks by handing them a fake roll of bills. The
two adventurers have learned that Sam has fallen in love
with a beautiful young girl, the daughter of a man of wealth
named Darling. The family are spending the summer in the
mountains, and the crooks have made the Darling town
house the scene of their badger operations.
Knowing that Miss Darling has given Brockton an Invitation
to call upon her at the summer resort, the swindlers see a
way to add to their bank account. A pickpocket known as
"Dippy" Lewis is a friend of theirs. He bears a remarkable resemblance to Brockton,
so he is given a suit of clothes like
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Two Kalems
"The Witch of the Dark House," an Episode of "The Girl
from Frisco" Series, and "The Lone Point Mystery,"
a "Hazard of Helen."
Reviewed
by Ben H. Grimm.
"The Witch of the Dark House."
fourteenth two-reel episode of Kobert Welles Ritchie's,
Girl From 'Frisco" series, titled "The Witch of the
House." a counterfeiter's den in a lonely house is the
point to which Barbara Brent's curiousity and adventurous spirit lead. But before the climax, in which the
couterfelting gang is brought to book, and the mystery of the
"haunted" house is unraveled, there take place during the
action of the story many exciting and tense occurrences. This
chapter Is fully up to the standard set in preceding episodes.
Some daredevil horseback riding is done by Hart Hoxie In this
IN the
"The
Dark
ultimate

Five-Reel

t..<^^

Scene from "The Witch of Dark House" (Kalem).
number, and further thrills are furnished by Marin Sals, who
plays the part of Barbara
Brent.
The element of mystery is not so well sustained in this release as in many preceding ones, but interest is not allowed
to lag in the slightest. The plot concerns a counterfeiting
gang who operate in the cellar of a house occupied by a
"witch." A secret service man is shot, and when his injury brings him to a ranch house, Barbara takes up the scent.
It is she who is instrumental
in their capture.
In the cast are Marin Sais. True Boardman, Frank Jonasson..
Ronald Bradbury, Hart Hoxie. and Edward Clisbee. Directed
by James
W. Home.
"The Lone Point Mystery."
There are quite a number of sensational and daring feats
performed by Helen Gibson in "The Lone Point Mystery," an
episode of the "Hazards of Helen" railroad series. She is bound
to the track in the path of an oncoming freight train, but manages to squeeze her body between the ties in such a manner
that the locomotive does not touch her. The train cuts the
rope and Helen grabs the brake beam of one of the cars, is
dragged along for a ways, but manages to get the engineer to
stop the train. Then the locomotive, with Helen on the pilot,
pursues an automobile- Helen makes a flying leap from the
locomotive pilot into the tonneau of the automobile. She captures the man who falsely tried to collect life insurance. The
reel is exciting, and the manner in which the scenes showing
Helen under the cars were photographed is to be commended.
The cast includes Helen Gibson. George Routh. G. A. Williams,
and P. S. Pembroke.
Directed by Walter Morton.

Scene from "A

Stranger from

Somewhere"

(Bluebird).

Sam's and sent to the mountains to make love to Sam's
charmer. Miss Darling accepts "Dippy" as the real Brockton,
but the pickpocket upsets the boat by relieving a number of
the guests of their valuables, and then being obliged to flee.
Another scheme of the crooks goes wrong. They have planned
to have their gang seize Brockton and confine him in a cellar,
but "Dippy" turns up at the wrong time and is mistaken for
Sam. The Westernfr goes to the mountains and meets with
ato cool
reception,love
"Dl_^py's"
not scene
havingtakes
been place
an aid
his doubles
affair. behavior
The closing
in
the town house of the Darlings, and Sam is able to give Miss
T)arling a satisfactory explanation, after a lively fight with
the whole band of crooks.
The production is excellent as to locations. Franklyn
Farnum makes the millionaire a likable chap, and plays the
pickpocket skilfully. Agnes Vernon, Helen Wright. Claire
MacDowell, Arthur Hoyt. and Barney Furey comprise the rest
of the cast. The picture was directed by Wm. Worthington
from a scenario written by Willie Wood.

On the International Program
"The Jockey of Death," Five-Reel Melodrama Made by the
Milano Film Company, and "The Ringer," Thirteenth
EpisodeReviewed
of the "Beatrice
by Edward Fairfax"
Weitzel. Series.
"The Jockey of Death."
THE five-reel melodrama made in Italy by the Milano Film
Company, which is now on the International program,
and which bears the sensational title of "The .Jockey of
Death," lives up to the expectations aroused by so promising
a name — if. as Abraham Lincoln once remarked, you like this
sort of thing. It belongs to the order of drama that once
flourished in the popular price theaters of this country, and
whose watchword was "Thrills — and plenty of "em." The
picture is a story of circus life, and a number of the standard
acts in that branch
of amusements
are utilized during the
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action which makes up in vigor what it lacks in probability.
The production by the Italian Company is often crude, some
times amusingly so. The leading characters are supposed to
be English, but the Italian company doesn't make them very
convincing, many of the members overacting with that delight in their efforts which is characteristic of the Latin
temperament. One of the minor slips Is in having the police
officers dress as London "Bobbies" and Italian Carabini in the
same scene. To thoroughly enjoy this picture it is necessary
to be a lover of the sensational for its own sake, and to put
the deed before the doer. From this point of view, "The
Jockey of Death" is good entertainment. The plot is conventional. The heiress of a titled English family is stolen
when a baby and turned over to a traveling showman by a
rascally cousin who has poisoned her father. The child is
given the training of an acrobat, and at eighteen is a tightrope walker in the circus. Henry Claremont. another relative
of the girl, gets on her track and obtains an engagement in
the same circus as a rider, his act giving the play its title.
The circus scenes take place in a hippodrome in Naples, an'l
there is no end of excitement. The villainous cousin arranges
with the girl's supposed father to have her put out of the way.
Young Claremont warns her while she is performing on the
tightrope, and they make their escape from the building at
the risk of their necks followed closely by their pursuers.
Then follows dives from bridges, the riding of a bicycle over
a river on a tightrope, a slide for life down a wire cable, and
other thrilling feats. The story ends happily, with Claremont
and his cousin in possession
of the English estate.
Two members of the cast deserve praise for their efforts.
In view of the fact that they are acrobats by orofession. the
nature of their histrionic endeavors are more than acceptable.
The persons referred to are Mile. Evelyn, as Elda the stolen
girl, and M. Arturo. as Henry Claremont.
"The Ringer."
The thirteenth episode of the "Beatrice Fairfax" series, "The
Ringer," has to do with the racetrack and the humors of the
sideshow. A famous race horse is stolen from his stable and
entered in a race as a ringer. A dwarf from a sideshow assists
in the theft of the horse, and Bontrice and Jimmy
undertak--
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heroine. Virginia Blaine. With the meeting of Virginia and
Robert Stafford the real interest begins. "Bought and Paid
For" is a play of one big scene. Upon this scene in the drama,
the climax of the third act. depends the success of the entire
play. It will also determine the popularity of the screen play.
At times, this lacks the sharpness of the older version, but the
strength of the Broadhurst denouement has been retained to
a commendable degree. The incidents leading up to this climax
are these: Virginia Blaine, a beautiful young girl of good
birth but slender fortune, makes a conquest of a millionaire
whose one fault is his fondness for liquor. The young man
is more than willing to overlook the difference in their positions and make Virginia his wife. He lavishes his wealth upon
her, and. except when he gives way to his failing, is all a wife
could ask.
When intoxicated Staflford's actions are such as to offend
Virginia: he assumes an air of ownership over her that wounds
her sensitive nature. One night he leaves her at the opera
and goes to a bachelor dinner. When he reaches home he
stumbles into the house, and so revolts Virginia by his caresses
that she cannot hide her disgust. Stafford then informs her
that she has no right to object, as he has bought and paid for
her — that she never would have married him if he had been
a poor man. Stung by the truth of this remark, although she
has since learned to love her husband dearly, the wife rushes
into her room and bolts the door. Mad with passion, Stafford
picks up a heavy andiron and breaks down the barrier. The
next morning he has no recollection of what has occurred, but
Virginia explains the meaning of the splintered door and leaves
her husband, after failing to secure a promise that he will
give up drinking for her sake.
The rest of the action shows
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Scene from "The Ringer" (International).
to trace the animal. The scenes shift from the sideshow to
the racetrack, and a lively rate of speed is kept up. The
way in which the villains are exposed and the horse restored
to his owner makes an entertaining two-reel picture. Grace
Darling and Harry Fox, assisted by several genuine "freaks,"
give a good account of the acting.

Virginia supporting herself as a shopgirl, until a brilliant
scheme of Jimmie
Gilly's,
her brother-in-law, brings about a
reconciliation
between
the Staffords.
The weight of the acting in the screen production is carried
by Alice Brady as Virginia and Montagu Love as Robert
Stafford. Mis.s Brad\- makes Virginia an attncttve young
woman and indicates the refinement and charm of her personality In the quieter scenes. She does not, however, sound the
full depths of the woman's nature in the big situation. The
task is one demanding wide experience and exceptional gifts
for dramatic express >n. Montagu Love is an earnest and at
most times a satisfactory Stafford. If there is any criticism
to apply to his performance it is that his suggestion of tenderness and affection for Virginia might have been more marked
when he was entirely himself. Prank Conlan acts Jimmie Gilly
in the right spirit, and Josephine Drake is a fairly good Fanny
Blaine.
The sub-titles are not always clear, unless one is familiar
with the stage play.

Triangle Program

Dramatically, the story lends itself readily to the requirements of the screen. The added material in the opening reel
Is hardly necessary.
It is devoted to the early history of the

"The Devil's Double," a Fine Five-Reel Triangle Kay-Bee,
by J. G. Hawks, with William S. Hart in the Best
Work He Has Ever Done, and "Haystacks and
Steeples," An Amusing Two-Reel Keystone,
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
"The Devil's Double."
lilr^ IE Devil's Double"
is one of those rare screen stories
X which deserve a very high rating because of the satisfying harmony and balance in all its parts.
Hats off to
the author
for fine conception
and construction,
to the director for admirable handling, and to Hart for his Intelligent
interpretation of an extremely difRcult role. This statute should
include all those responsible for artistry of background and
title setting.
"The Devil's Double" can be laid away after it
has run Its natural
course on the program
and taken out
again later on for a second
distribution.
The
rare
joy
moments in a critic's life are when he can accord deep and
heart-felt appreciation of good work done by those who are

i"

"Bought and Paid For"

Five-Reel Screen Version of the George W. Broadhurst Play
Produced by Peerless,
With Alice Brady and Montagu
Love Featured — World Film Corporation Release.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weltzel.
T3E Peerless screen version of George W, Broadhurst's successful stage play, "Bought and Paid For," with Alice
Brady and Montagu Love in the principal roles, is in
five reels. The production was directed by Harley Knoles. In
Its original form, the drama was one of the best acting plays
turned out in the last decade. Aside from its dramatic strength,
the vein of comedy running through it was one of the richest
in humor and originality ever seen on the American stage. The
sublime self-assurance and unfailing optismism of Jimmie Gllly
was a source of constant amusement all through the play. Director Knoles has retained but a small portion of this excellent
comedy.
It and
must not
be in
admitted,
however, that Gilly's laughs are
in the lines
the situations.
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trying to do their duty as sincerely ns he Is trylntir to do hla,
only he more rarely gets a kind word of recognition.
In first ncknowledffment of fine work In this play must
reference be made of an exceptional churucterlzation, that of
an artist truly temperamental. True Renins Is always temperamental, but not In the manner usually shown on the stago.
The creative artist in this story Is a singularly accurate
protralture of the creative artist in real life, not selfish, not
eKot 1st leal, but so absorbed in his work as to appear both
selHsh and egotistical. It Is characteristic of people born
with intensely vivid Imaginations to live In a world of their
own while creating and to exhibit impatience with whatever
Interferes with their Intense work.
All this Is clearly Indl-
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forced and helps to dispose of human Interest. It is all
beautifully pictured, but It Is as emotionless as a painted ship
on a painted sea. Margarita of lovely eyes and impassioned
face has the makings of a line actress, but she is such a
brimming tide of energy that she loses the powerful effects
of suppressed emotion. It Is not the woman who cries on the
screen who makes us aware of her grief, any more than the
man who laughs on the screen excites a laugh in the audience. The great patims of disappointed love can be Intensely
shown without a movement.
"East Is East."
"East Is East" Is very disappointing to those who appreciate
what Florence Turner can do wlien she has the opportunity.
The story is a wretched old affair of the kind barred In theaters of today, one depemient upon an eccentric will forcing
characters Into an unwilling relation. This situation has done
service so long that it is worn to a frazzle. It has gained
nothing in the picturing, and some of the subtitles are so raw
that they will get a laugh where the laugh was not intended.
Mi.ss Turner carries her role with her customary good taste
and fine appreciation of what is appropriate, with occasional
Hashes of intensity, but she is so obviously at a disadvantage
in a part where mental and emotional revelation are sacrificed
to meaningless action that she merely holds the eye through
her strong personality.
She deserves a better play.

Libertine'*
Six-Reel "The
Production
by the Triumph
Film Co.»
Starring John Mason and Alma Hanlon.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.
BY FAR the larger part of this feature visualizes the dream
of a young woman who is tempted to make a great
mistake, but who recovers her moral dignity Just before it is too late. Up to the point where the play turns into
a dream the action moved with dramatic swiftness, arousing
way.
the interest of the spectator and holding it every inch of the
A

Scene from "The Devil's Double" (Triangle).
cated by the author and strongly interpreted by Robert McKim. This striking characterization heightens the intense
mental revelations of Hart by contrast. Hart portrays the
ruffian gambler whose environment and training have provided an alligator-like insensibility. He is impervious to
the very things on which refined people set great store, but
there is an unsounded depth within which is finally reached,
as it usually is where a man has lost faith in humanity, by
the great power of womanly purity, probably the most convincing argument ever made on earth of God's presence
there.
Enidconsistently
Markey very
impersonates
the artist's
wife.Is
very
and tenderly
with a delicate
appreciation
of what
required in her role. Aside from these inspiring characterizations the whole story moves witli the grace and ease of high
craftsmanship, a strong and delightful contribution to the
best screen stories of the year.

Strong

Early in the feature three things impressed themselves on
me: An absolute fidelity to life, a total absence of high colors
and melodramatic exaggeration and splendid acting. John
Mason lived up to a great reputation and Alma Hanlon's work
abounded in artistic skill, force and magnetism. Indeed, the
entire cast deserves unstinted praise. The direction by Julius
Sieger and Joseph A. Goldin sliowed uncommon ability. Perhaps we are rushed into the dream too suddenly; most spectators, I fear, will be puzzled by the unexpected and unprepared tranEmutallon,
but the and
vividness
of the
"dream"'
them little
time to wonder,
they are
hurried
on toleaves
new
sensations, to constant surprises, to quite a number of shocks
and thrills. We all breathe a sigh of happy relief when the
libertine is balked of his prey and the dear little working
girl wakes from her dreadful imaginings to rush into her
mother's arms to precipitate herself a minute later into the
arms of her honest, hard-working sweetheart. There coulJ
not be a happier ending than an engagement party drinkipg

*'Haystacks and Steeples."
"Haystacks and Steeples" provides amusement In the usual
Keystone manner, but in relief to those of pure melodramatic
farce. A touch of naturalness not ordinarily observable in this
kind of release makes the action entirely possible and the
effect quite plausible. There Is a tendency toward higher comedy in these little stories which does not trangress in any
way. but which gives a little piquancy now and then to the
regulation thing.
The farce is more human that usual.

Mutual Program
"Pearl of Paradise," Featuring Margarita Fischer, and "East
Is East," Starring
Florence Turner.
Reviewed
by I-.ouis Reeves
Harrison.
"Pearl of Paradise."
tt r\EARL«
of Paradise"
is principally
distinguished
by an
I unusual artistry in the selection of exteriors, many of
which are chosen with exceptional taste and appreciation of the beautiful, appealing powerfully to the imagination, and general fine sense of appropriateness in the settings
and costumes. Miss Fischer is a natural beauty who seem« to
be fired with enthusiasm for her work. She gives herself
without stint to the role she enacts, that of an open-air girl
brought up on a sequestered island far removed from the
demoralising influences of the world most of us know. Innocent yet ardent, a fountain of boundless energy, who falls
madly In love with a man who is saved from a shipwreck,
more or less of a nonentity as far as characterization Is concerned.
Margarita is in constant activity throughout the story,
swimming, shooting, struggling in the hands of villains, exhibiting an abundance of physical strength In every movement, but there is failure to reveal that the beautiful young
creature has either a mind or a heart — the play Is mechanical, melodramatic and a concession to the demand that every
release shall contain a mortal combat, a fire, an explosion,
or other theatrical effect whether or not the natural course of
the story demands It or not. This causes the events to appear

Scene from "The Libertine" (Triumph).
sarsaparilla (or was it ginger ale?) to the health of the doTing
lovers.
Let the exhibitor be advised that there was a good deal of
absinthe before the sarsaparilla. The theme of the story
deals without exaggeration but with the utmost frankness
of the efforts of an old rounder to break down the scruples
and the decent impulses of a young girl. There was to ma
something satanic in the skill with which the net was woven.
Not only was nothing left to the imagination, but the imagination, it seemed to me, was at times overwhelmed. The lure
of wealth and luxury to the young girls of a big city, the
crafty designs and machinations of an old roue, the complete
moral disintegration
of womanhood
after the first false step
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are depicted with such amplitude of realistic detail as to Invite (perhaps) the attention of the censors.
I speak as one knowing the folly and narrowness of some
censors. Personally I feel that the scenes which might lead
to criticism are well connected with the story; indeed they
come as a natural development of the plot and of the charac*
terization in the play. The contrast between the sweet and
honest simplicity of plain folks and their clean Uvea, and the
false splendor, the fictitious happiness and hollow pretense of
a gay and fast life is drawn with incomparable skill and is
distinctly in favor of the old home.
The scenes in the underworld while always realistic are
never offensive. Some eliminations might be made in the
early part of the dream, though even here it must be said that
& powerful and legitimate dramatic purpose is served which
could not be attained better by any other means. The special
musical score by Charles Lutz greatly heightened the effectiveness of the play and was a very clever piece of work.
The Triumph Film Company is a new concern of which P. M.
Backer is the head.

"The Cossack Whip"

Viola Dana Featured in Acceptable Five-Reel Russian Revolutionist Picture, Produced by Edison, for Release
Through K-E-S-E.
Reviewed by Ben H. Grimm.
IT IS not often that a motion picture visually telling of
Russian revolutionists and of oppression by the Russian
police diverges from a rather tiresome sameness, but this
Is done to a considerable extent in "The Cossack Whip," a
five-reel picture produced by Thomas A. Edison, Inc.. for release through K-E-S-E. Good entertainment is furnished by
the five reels of this production, and the work of Viola Dana
in the leading role is flawless. She plays the part of the
youngest member of a Russian household, which is crashed by
the police, with a finesse of understanding and sympathy. As
the plot develops. Miss Dana's screen characterization develops with it. but so gradually an-1 so subtly does she chango
from a simple lass into a revengeful woman that the spectator is forced to feel for her.
The story has been superbly screened, and no little amount
of credit is due Director John Collins. Many unusual and
novel settings are seen in the film — especially the ballet
scenes. Photographically, the production is excellent, and it
is evident from a showing of the finished product that director
and company worked in harmony.
The players appearing in support of Miss Dana make the
story convincing. Richard Tucker pleases in the leading male
role. Frank Farrington does commendable work as the superintendent of police, and Sally Crute makes a lovable Mmc
Pojeska. Grace Williams, as the sister of the girl, and Bob
Walker,
as Alexis, both do good work.
Darya, the girl, keeps the scourge with which her sister
has been flogged to death. She swears to avenge her sister
and her father, and becomes a ballet dancer. She becomes
famous in I^ondon and. returning to Russia, is entt;rtained bv
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"Jimmy Dale, Alias The Grey Sear

Novelty Series in 16 Episodes — Each a Complete Story
of a "Grey Seal" Adventure.
ADMIRERS of E. K. Lincoln, Paul Panzer, Edna Hunter
and Doris Mitchell — and they are multitudinous — have a
brand new set of thrills In store for them at an early
date. The first of the "Jimmie Dale, Alias The Grey Seal"
series, made by ihe Monmouth Film Corporation, will be released November 27. 1916. and the succeeding episodoes will
appear weekly thereafter. The above mentioned quartet of
stars openly proclaim that "Jimmie Dale" enables each and
every one of them to display every atom of ability they possess. This is quite a statement for a star to make.
"Jimmie Dale, Alias The Grey Seal." la a story of New
York — not as writers of fiction would have the great metropolis— but New York as it really is. with its high spots and its
low spots. Joy is intermingled with misery; wealth and poverty rub elbows; respectability and vice — well, the line of
demarcation Is visible only as life itself is visible.
As the name implies, the stories concern themselves with
the adventures of Jimmie Dale, a popular young multi-millionaire, society and clubman. Jimmie is the son of a famous inventor of safes. He has inherited his father's mechanical gifts.
With It all, Jimmie has a romantic turn of eccentricity Being
very warmhearted, he takes the wrongs of others to heart,
and in his own way seeks to right them. In his attempt to
right the wrongs of others he is often forced to commit what
is generally considered crime. In short, he Is a combination
of Sherlock Holmes. Arsene Lupin and Robin Hood. He takes
his life in his hands by trailing a desperate criminal to his
lair; he forces his way into an office and cracks a safe with
equal daring; he stops at nothing that will save a deserving
human being a cruel injustice. His adventures are replete
with tense situations. He runs the gaunt of everything that
is romantic, exciting and gripping to the human eye, heart
and mind.

"'The Vampires'*
Episode One, "The
Detective's
Head,"Gaumont.
Will Reach the Screen
November
23 from
THE

first episode of Gaumont's long heralded "The Vampires" will reach the screen through Mutual November
23. This Is called "The Detective's Head." and is a complete story In three reels. Were the story of the voyage of
the film to America told in detail it would prove as entertaining as the most exciting chapter of this photoplay novel. Being the story of the great French crime trust, the pictures
were made in Paris and wherever throughout France the
mysterious bandits had operated. The film was sent to America
through the war zone, and narrowly escaped the celebrated
U-53, which was in its path ofC Nantucket. However, every
episode is safely in America now and will be released weekly.
The first episode is called "The Detective's Head." A detective sent from Paris to St. Clement to investigate a crime
supposed to be the work of the Vampires mysteriously disappears. His headless body Is found and Philip Guard — the hero
of the screen novel — undertakes to solve the puzzle of the
missing head". He is a reporter for a prominent Parisian daily,
and brings to his work a reportorlal nose for news and youthful enthusiasm. The part is played by Edmond Mathe, one if
the matinee idols of France.
Another important character destined to appear in the entire
novel is Normandln. a member of the outer circle of the Vampires, who joins Philip Guard in attempting to bring them to
justice. Through him a pleasing comedy element is introduced.
something spectators are coming more and more to appreciate
no matter how tense the drama.
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Still Searching tor Material
Famous

Players-Lasky Corporation Purchasing Scripts from
Well Known Authors.
« .
IN ACCORDANCE with the recent announcement that the
termination of the Famous Players Film Company's $100,000
scenario offer does not mean the cessation of the purchasing
activities of the various producers on the Paramount Program,
there comes the news of the purchase of several scripts from
well known authors by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
'
'^ Zellner.
Among these is "As Men Love." which was bought from Lois
The work of Miss Zellner is already well known to
Scene from "The Cossack Whip" (Edison).
the
motion picture public, as she is the author of "The Innocent
the chief of police. By a clever ruse slie gets him to put his
Lie," which was produced by the Famous Players some time
hands in the handcuffs which held her sister. She flogs him
ago.
with the whip used on her sister. The despot is killed by a
Two photoplays have been purchased from Paul West, wellbrother-revolutionist.
Icnown magazine welter, playwright, and scenarloist. They are,
"The Deliverance," and "Each to His Kind." From Charles
"Soul Bondage" is the title of a two-reel drama written by
Tenney Jackson there was purchased "Golden Fetters." and
Grace Lytton and prepared for the screen by Maie Havey of
"Making a Name" has been bought from Shirley Burns. Rosthe Universal staff which is under production by Director
well Dague has sold "The Turning Point" to Famous PlayersBurton George at Universal City. The story features Roberta
Lasky, making six scripts purchased by the producers since
Wilson supported by Charles Perley and Charles H. Mailes.
the termination of Famous Players' record-breaking offer.
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The Standard.
EVIUENTLY some managers think that It Is the amount of advcrtlslDg thoy do that counts. If they have an eight page program
they feel they ore doing more than with a program of only four
pagps. If they use a sixteen sheet they think It better advertising
than two eights. This is the wrong standard. The best advertising Is
not always the most plentiful. One man can do more with a cheap
news throwaway than another man can do with a sixteen page program
with coaled paper and a two color impression. It ia not what you do,
but what you do plus how you do It. You can get a si.xteen sheet and
stick it up in front of your bouse and make less money than you can
with eight one sheets put out in good locations around town. It Is
less troubie to hang the sixteen in front of the house, but the only
reason why you talce any trouble at all is that you want to make
money, go take a little more troubie and do it right. It is more trouble
to write a program than to paste one up, yet the paragraph it takes
you an hour to write may do you more good than four pages of gossip
of the players.
It is worth doing well if it is worth doing at all.

That Monticello House.
Several times we have asked for a picture of the Lyceum. Monticello. N'. Y.. and at last L. F. Gulmond has sent one In. This is the
house billed as '•Behind the cobble wall." and it was because of this
unique trade slogan that we wanted the print. Here it Is. Mr. Gulmond writes that the trees shown in an earlier photograph have been
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huilt a year previous.
As you look at the snap the theater now
stands to the right of the house.
The enclosed "Souvenir" I got
out my second year and show.s Heveral trees which I have since
cut down.
The large photo shows the front as it is today.
We
believe in electric advertising and I have two signs, one swung
over the center of street (eighty lamps),
reading "LYCEUM,"
and another weighing 1,200 pounds I bought recently from the
house at 31 Park Row. N. Y.. (27G lamps),
reading "PHOTOPLAYS." The small photo is of my deceased opposition.
How'd
you like to take your wife and youngsters in a dump like that?
He offered $5 for the best name and in "Motophotograms"
I
named no names but simply put in this paragraph : "Our suggestion for a name is 'Hole o" Cost' or 'Holocaust." depending upon
whether you feel humorous or serious."
He is said to have spent
nearly $4,000 and stayed open eight weeks.
The cut shows the opposition house.
It certainly Is unlovely.
Some
two or three years ago Mr. Guimond wrote that though he had the town
to himself
he was preparing
against opposition
by giving the best
without waiting for the other man to come along, and probably he'll
have the town to himself again for a while.
If.'; hard to see how anyone can drop $.")00 a week in a hole in the wall, but it was done antS

THE
LYCEUM
I I ■

cut down. The location was originally a residence estate and a mighty
pretty one. The theater was built on the lot and stands up rather
bleakly In a cut, though Mr. Gulmond explains that the ttucco is tinted
to tone It down. Monticello is a weli-llked summer resort and Mr. Guimond planned the house to suit the town and drew up the rough plan>himself.
He writes :
Building Is 60x110 feet, alleys in the basement and a complete lighting plant (Brush), in the sub-basement. This plant
i.s only used in emergency as we have a Transverter accommodating two arcs and it is some mechanism, believe me. Current
here is so miserable that the motor driving the Transverter
plays a regular concert, but you cannot detect the slightest variation in the D- C. current delivered. Nor is it possible to detect when the second arc is cut in. Brother Richardson eggea
tne onto the Transverter and I have mentioned him in my will.
The first six months we were open we staged fourteen big
productions, booked here by K. & E. and then quit di-sgusted.
Now our shows come in in a box and "go out the rame way."
We are spared the vagaries of temper-mental, tank-town hamfat^ and what money we get stays with us. With shows we would
?iplit a gross of perhaps $2.10 and then starve to death for a
week thereafter. Stage opening is 30xlS feet. Stage Is twentyfive feet deep by sixty wide, forty-two feet in the clear to the
grid, where we have $l,.j00 worth of perfectly useless ncencry
swung. Rent four or five times a year to aspiring amateurs and
that's about all we ever use scener>\ Have a complete stage
switchboard, including full dimmer equipment. 300 lights on
stage; wiring of entire building cost about Sl.SOO. Small snap
shows our place before I built and explains the peculiar location.
We have 220 feet fronting on Broadway and I simply used up
seventy-five of It for the theater. The cobble wall I had already

m^

stands an object lesson to others. Mr, Guimond writes that at least h«
has been able to get his bl-weekly program saddle-stltched and sends
one in to prove It. The sheet is still a pretty poor job typographically,
but the printer Is a friend of the town and you can't go Into one of
those country shops and spank the printer with his proof press roller.
If you do he goes out and tells all his friends how rude you were, and
forms a cabal against you. but this particular printer (ould be prosecuted under the Pure Food act for using the stuff he calls ink. The
object of printing ink is to print on one side of the paper only, and
only a Chinaman plans to use but one side of the paper and the celestials are improving. But even the handicai> Mr. Guimond makes the
eight pager work for him. for he can write in a ehatty. fluent style, and
he makes his stuff a message and not merely something with which to
fill in the spaces between advertisements. He takes all lie needs tierora
he sells space outside and he makes the sheet pay even for the high pric«
he has to pay for an inferior job. And you'll notice th.it Mr. Guimond
makes his place the amu.=ement center: not merely a theater, but a
place to go whatever you wish to do for amusement. This is not always
possible, but it pays where it can be done. If you want entertainment
you turn instinctively to the Lyceum and in.ike up your mind when vow
get there.

Something New.

Lately

a lot of houses have been working in with the local merchants on their discount schemes. Several give free admissions to th«
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first installment of a serial.
Now the Theater Louisiana. Baton Rouge,
La., has a new one on its admirable program.
It runs:
Get This Signed by The
Farrnbaeher
Dry Goods
Co.
On The Line Below
(rubber stamp will do), and it will be
Good
for 5c in Admission
at this Theatre — The
whole
program
must be presented.
We do not know just how the scheme is worked, but probably the
dry goods people want to get people into their store and pay a part of
the admission price, the house profiting to the extent of the remainder
through the new people brought in.

PICTURE
inviting.
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He has an odd slogan which

Best People in the Best Town

runs

18, 19U)

"The Best Shows

for the

In Texas."

To Save Envelopes,
Here Is another envelope saving scheme. This one is devised by
-Myn H. Barrett, of the Palace, Petersburg, Va. It will be seen that the
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address page is a part of the program, which is folded so that thi>comes outside. It is fastened with a cheap clip. The page next the
address is a general advertisement for the house and these two pages
show in the mail.
With the price of envelopes constantly rising, the

nuaB*tTirr, n. n^

THIS
sBivE Hit

Has Another.

A Catchline.
"We watch your car while you watch our show" is the substance
of an announcement by Frank Stanton that patrons of the Fenway.
Boston, can leave their cars with untroubled spirit. A slogan like that
will drive home the fact far better than the most elaborate but prosy
announcement. This is one of the real secrets of copy writing. Tell
your facts in a way to make them stick. A line like that will linger
where a formal announcement would be forgotten. National advertisers do not spend hundreds of dollars for a catchline just hei-ausb
they like to hear it. They get something that will be remembered
Mr. Stanton's line is the best we've seen in this connection. Mr. Stanton has also started a series of letters in his progranis on the Udell
scheme.

Several Ideas.
Creque and Webster are opening the old Lyric at Dunsmuir. Cal., a--^
the Strand. Their opening announcement is a four-page folder of
merit. The pages are 4^ by 5. cream paper and brown ink. The
front page carries but the single line "The Play's the thing. Shakespeare" in the upper two-thirds and a twelve-point "To the public"
and an eight-point announcement of sis lines in the lower third. It
gives a neat looking cover. On the second page is an explanation of
their aims and policy with side heads and the third page gives the
Celluloid Soliloquy with a four-frame piece of film. The back page
gives the initial program, showing the doors will swing open on "Hell's
Hinges." which is rather heated hardware. The anouncement is above
the average in preparation and completion and gets the house oQ to a
good start. A person seeing the announcement instinctively feels that
this will be the right sort of house, run the right sort of way, since
they evidently know how to do things well.

Won a Prize.
B. A. Cook, of the Quality Picture House, Wilmington. Vt., sends
along a print of the float that brought the house first priise in the
Labor Day parade. He says the film was light struck, but it looks to
us like the shadow of the 3-IO-pound man just in front of it. The
skinny man at the other end only runs 290, Mr. Cook ?ays. The men
are more unusual
than the float, but the picture shows what can bi-
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mailing proposition has become a serious matter and Exhibitors arc
rapidly turning to the self contained program. The paper clip seems
to be the favorite seal, but these are apt to come off in the mail, are
hard to handle when many programs are in one ' pack" or letters, because they give undue bulk at one point, and are not as satisfactory as
^
gummed seals which aro as cheap or cheaper
and
almost as easy to
^«vw»n
tv'^
affix. It will be noticed that in the cut theizssra
stamp
has been inked
out. It is against the strict letter of the law to photograph stamps .
a fact it might be well to remember.

Paramount Pittsburgh.

W"

The Lehigh-Orpheum management. South Bethlehem, Pa., has
taken on a third house, the Broad, to run with the Lehigh-Orpheum and
Lorenz. Good advertising
seems to pay.

J. S. King, of the publicity end of the Famous Players Film Service.
Pittsburgh, sends In some interesting samples. We do not know
whether these programs he sends are a local idea or part of the
general Paramount ser\*ice, but they print a four, eight or twelve-page
program to suit the exhibitor's bookings at inviting prices. The four
pagers, for instance, cost $3.50 a thousand, or 5(X> for $2 and $1.25 for
2u0. Eights cost $G a thousand and twelves $S.40, which is cheaper
than any local job can be printed. Printed envelopes of the proper
fize are $l.oO a thousand. The offer is limited to Paramount pictures
only, other than the back page, which will be left blank on request for
local printing. All programs carry a stock drawn design with the
name, town and showing period in a mortise. Each page is a plate with
the date and day added as is required. In ordering the exhibitor merely
indicates his bookings by title and date on a blank with numbered
lines and adds his underline, the quantity and bouse name. The exchange does the rest. Where Paramounts are not the full program the
intervening days are skipped. Mr. King also gets out a special pre^^s
notice for each release which he sends out to exhibitors to show them
how to bet press stuff in the papers free. They merely fill in the
blanks and send in better copy than any but a trained pressman can
write. Mr. King gets this up himself with the assistance of the pages
of the MOVING PICTURE WORLD. Another service is a set of advertisements that can be sent over to the printer as a guide. This is
leally more useful than a mat ready-set service. The Paramount
.-(heme is good, but it is good only when locally handled by a trained
iidvertising man who can add to the general stuff the special material
hi>^ locality requires, and this Mr. King seems to have done.

Small Town, But

.

Here Is a float that was gotten out for a parade in a fifteen hundred
town.
It is sent in by H. Burr Eldredge of the Majestic, intrim. N. H.

^^^^^^^^

done even in a small town to boom things and we take it that Wilmington is a small town even though it does grow large Inhabitants. Mr.
Cook shows a very pretty combination in his letterhead, a silk green on
It works very nicely.
brown paper.

Bettered.
Ross D. Rogers, ol the Ruby and Olympic, Plainview, Teias, sends in
a program altered to meet the suggestions recently made in this department. Itis a much better looking sheet, with one page for each
house, and the front page split in such a fashion that you know It Is a
dual program and which is which. Now we wish he would change the
back page and use that to tell how good the houses are. That means
more to the house than the facts that an artist has sketched Mae
Murray and that Dustin Farnum is a fisherman. He gets a very orderly
arrangement of program now with the dates in Italic, the titles in bold
face and the description in Roman.
It Is clear, easy to read and eye-

Mr. Eldredge's letter makes the matter plain and gives a set of directions that any exhibitor can follow. Many theaters have used submarine floats for this serial, but they havo nothing on this one.
Although I have read and enjoyed your department for a long
time, this is my first attempt to "butt in." to your columns.
Antrim
is a small town
of sont
l.-idii inliabitants. but we
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pridu oursolvee on prcsontInK »omo of the beet plcturw and feci
Tvaitonably certain that our projection will compare favorably
with that produced by other exhibitors In this lmmo«Ilnto vicinity.
1 am scndinK you a. photo of a "float" which I had In Ibo
parado hero on Town Knlr Day — Labor I>iiy. Tho Board of
Trade have held throo of these fairs and thry always attract a
largo crowd from nelubborlns towns. For our attraction that
ovcnlnK wo hud hooked the V-L-S-E production entitled "Tho
tloro of Submarino n-2," f^o we seized tho Roldcn opportunity
of advcrtlsiiif; It via the parade.
TakluK u "rnlversnl" (Ford) earns basis, wtt built on a framework of hoops and covered ll with red. whito and blue bunting,
tuklDR care to have the forward and rear shaped as nearly like
a submarine as i)osslble. The conning tower was surmounted by
a "periscope." for whteh a piece of eavespout did duly. An
obserratlon deck was built around the tower and painted red,
with flaRs on each end. The propeller or wheel on the extreme
rear end was mado of red, white and bluo feathers and kept
constantly turninR while tho car was in motion. On both sides
of the "submarine" we had S-ft. signs announcing "Hero of
Submarine D-li, Town Hall, To-night."
It Is hardly necessary to state that the float was a big hit,
wlnnlnR a first prize, and as an advertising stunt It worked to
perfection, securing for us the largest crowd In two years — and
tho picture was satisfactory, too !
Standing near the "submarine" is yours truly, and peering
out of the conning tower Is my brother. Cranston Eldredge, who
manipulated the "boat" around town, and to whom much of
the credit for the success of the undertaking is due.
The wheels were covered with white cardboard, painted with
red and blue circles.
'11-2" was painted in blue on fore and aft.

A Bluebird Theater.
An unuTtual opening announcement comes from the Dluebird. Orangeburg. S. C. It Is a sheet 7H by 8^ inches, plain white printed in black.
\t the lop Is the line "Attend the opening of the Bluebird theater. Friday
and Saturday, September 20 and 30." Below this is a rut for one ot the
openinK attractions, and to the right of this is a list of shows, each
running an hour and a quarter. Below this- Is a white space for the greeting, printed In by an addressograph and then a straight type announcement of the u^ua! Bluebird, 'The Play's the Thing." On the reverse
the sheet la divided into two parts, an announcement of the opening bill,
flanked by a list of officers and stockholders, and below some house
talk. It Is all plain, almost ostentatiously plain, yet It carries its message
simply and solidly. Two heralds back up the bare announcement. It
seems to have been done by a business man rather than a manager, but
It reads well and is in no way confusing, which is a common fault when
ornateness is aimed at. It is mailed out with the top of the front page
for the address, which explains the division of the sheet into halves.
It is generally a good plan to spend a little money on the opening announcnment. but we do not know but that this Is about as good. It
tells the facts and tells them well, and that always is the important part.

Bluebird Helps.
Five years ago this department was about the only regular and con!<tstent help In advertising the Exhibitor had at his command. To-day
nearly every concern gives some aid to its clients, and some of them
even go down to the newspaper office and put the ads in for them.
It Is a marvelous change, and to-day there is probably no business In
the country in which the retailer receives such ample help from the
wholeealer In direct and indirect manner. We have just been looking
over some Bluebird publicity sent in by M. H. Hoffman. Each week his
"merchandising department" sends to the exchanges an idea sheet which
each exchange, in turn, duplicates for the Bluebird Exhibitors In Its
territory, and mostly these are new stunts or at least new kinks to old
stunts. The salient advertising features are recited to suggest street
stunts with floats or pedestrians, and always there is some bit of matter
to he sent to the mailing list, and in the Universal Weekly one of the
Blaft gives some good suggestions for getting names. One of these Is
to send out the ushers in the morning to take off the names on letter
boxes. The nearby territory is portioned out. and each boy is given a
district to look after. The mailing list is valuable, if worked properly,
and in the cities the ushers can be made to help more than a little,
though wo think that the names thus gained should not be made permanent until tbey have been tested out. But mall matter, unless It Is
the regular program, which comes to be regarded as an old friend, should
be unusual In some manner, and the Bluebird alms to get something
different for each week. Mr. Hoffman has just gotten out a booklet for
salesmen on the stars and no-stars that should interest managers.
But the whole attitude of the Bluebird is summed up on a slip that Is
attached to one of the ideas sheets. It reads "Send a copy of the attached letter to every Bluebird Exhibitor. If you are doing what you
fthould do in rei^ard to teaching them the value of a mailing list, every
one of our productions should prove a money-maker for them." Note
that "for them" and not for us, for the up to date men know that to
help themselves they must first help the exhibitor to realize on his investment.

Carpenter

Gets a New

One.

George Editor Carpenter has found a brand new, home-grown stunt.
and says : ".\t the risk of getting a peevish retort from Gotham we arise
to ask. 'Did the Mailing List Contest originate in the east?' " So we did
get that goat, yes? Anyhow the Mailing List Contest seems to have
originated precisely where George Editor says it did. to wit — Moab, Utah.
which we take it la a pretty small town off the railroad with a full grown
thinking man running a picture theater. He is R. C. Clark, who runs
the Ides, and when George Editor, as editor for Real Reels, asked for
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fiome mailing lists for Paramount special service, he got one from Mr.
Clark that led him to write and ask the how, and this Is the reply :
You ask me how I conducted my mailing list contest. I will explain. Isimply advertised Id the local weekly paper that I would
give the Central School students a chance to get some free
tickets to the Ides, and gave for the tirst prize a ticket to tbe
show good for the entire school year; second prize, 20 tickets;
third prize 10 tickets, and the next Ave beat. 5 tickets each.
Conditions were the most complete list, that Is, beads of
families, and persons who lived at hotels, etc., so that there would
not be several person-) In tbe same family receiving the same
an noun cements.
Lists were to be arranged alphabetically and neatness would
also count, and a stated time was allowed.
I had about 75 students enter, and there was a great deal of
Interest shown, and I considered the contest a success.
1 find that If the children are given extra eonslderatlon and a
chanci- to win prizes tliat it has a very pood effect on the adults
(let that sink in, Mr. Exhibitor), also I have set apart the last
Saturday in every month as Widows" Xl^ht, when all widows
and their families are Invited free. My experience has been
that It has made friends of all of these widows, and they take
every chance to say a good word for the show. Also It Is true
in my case that these poor people are very good patrons when
they have money and spend all they can afford for tickets, so
I don't lose any way.
These stunts together with running a story of each feature
in the local paper have given me the best results.
It's a scheme so simple and so entirely practical that we can all
wonder now why we did not think of it first, and It Is as good for tbe
five thousand town as for tbe five hundred if you go through tbe Ileta
and merge them.
And then Carpenter adds :
If Moab can have a mailing list and believe in It, the pessimist in the 5,000 town should wake
up.
Summed up. the secret of Mr. Clark's success Is that he advertises— and in a hamlet like Moab everybody knows where the
Ides theater is.
Some exhibitors we could nam© would promptly retort, "If
everybody knows where the theater is what is the use of adWhen we hear a remark like that we feel like committing
mayhem.
vertising?"
And we'll bite off the other ear. Everyone knows where the theater
is, but the idea is not to stop there, but to keep them keeping on knowing that it is there and not only there but all "there." And advertising, steady, intelligent and persistent advertising is the only thing that
does it.
And the same issue of Real Reels has a report on the Fashion Show
from R. T. Hurtt, of the Huree, CaldweJl, Idaho, who says that his
first show was such a success that the next is already booked, and that
the men's furnishing bouses want to get in, too. And in its last analysis
the Fashion Show is merely some good advertising, some noise, and the
showing on living models of what the dry goods store generally puts
In its show windows — and the store pays you most of the extra cost
and you get all of the extra money.
And with a local cameraman George Editor has been making his own
motion cartoon announcements for tbe screen of the Paramount-Empress. Salt Lake.
That is going some.

Poetry.

It's been a long time since we let poetry creep Into this department,
but a jingle now and then helps programs
along, and we take thli
from the program of The Censor, Albion. Mich.
It works with most
two syllable words accented on the first syllable.
There was a dame in our town
And she was wondrous wise.
She read The Censor programs
through
Because they told no lies.

But

She knew 'twas worth the price,
And some she liked so very well
She came to see them twice.
Whene're they said a play was good
isn't "censor" an atrocious name for a picture theatre?

NEW

HELP

FOR

MANAGERS

Picture Theatre Advertising

n

■lEPES WIHTHROP SABGENT (Cudulgi ll Adiertlsiii lir Eitibilvi in Uie Mniit Pictiii W«Mj
TEXT BOOK AND A HAND BOOK, a compendium and a guide.
It tells all about advertising, about type and type-setting, printing and paper, how to run a house program, how to frame your
newspaper advertisemento, how to write form letters, posters or
throwaways, how to make your house an advertisement, how to
get matinee business, special schemes for hot weather and rainy
days. All practical because it tvaa helped others. It will help
you.
By mail, postpaid, $2.00.
Order from nearest office.

Moving Picture World,
Schiller Building
Chicago. 111.

17 Madison Ave., New York
Haas Building
Lob Angeles, Cal.
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INQUIRIES.
Questions concemmg photoplay writins addressed to this
department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
•tamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be
addressed to this department. Questions should be stated
cieariy and should be typewritten or written with pen and
Ink. Under no circumstances will manuscripts or synopses
be criticised, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.
A list of companies will be sent if the request is made to
tbe paper direct and not to this department, and a return
■tamped envelope is inclosed.
Self Criticism.
INVARIABLY the young writer wants to be helped and he feela that
he cannot be helped too much. He wants to have hie hands held
and his feet placed at every step. Without aid he feels that h**
cannot advance.
This is largely a mistake.
We know how it is, because we were there once. We spent about
four years floundering more or less in the dark. Possibly a year
of this could have be cut off througli competent aid, but looking back,
we are not sorry that aid was not forthcoming at that time. This
may be cold comfort to those just starting and who want to be successful at once. Words of advice such as these do not help to remove the
sting from a rejection slip, and we are not writing with tbe intention
of trying to take that sting out, and we do not believe that any part
of this story is going to be comforting or reassuring save, perhaps,
to the few. But it is comment that is based on twenty-five years of
experience, and If it does not soothe It may at least enlighten a little.
To begin with, every man and woman who starts in to write must;
positively must, go^through a certain apprenticeship. To some proficiency comes earlier than others, but there is always the period of
training, long or short, according to one's aptitude. This period cannot be shortened by so much as a single day by any outside aid whatever. Tou can be helped along certain lines, through personal tnstructlon or advice or the study and assimilation of text books, and
this aid win be helpful in the precise degree in which you are able
to assimilate and fully understand what you are told or read, hut
all of this Is absolutely without predjudlce to the statement above.
You may get all the help In the world and yet be required to gain a
certain mechanical proficiency, through practise, and this holds good
of any work, whether it be chopping wood or creating masterpieces.
An expert woodchopper may be able to give you practical hints, but
you must wield the axe until you learn the "feel" of It before you
can chop a tree down with the least effort. If you have It in you to
be a woodthopper you can become equally expert without assistance,
but it will take a little longer for experimenting. Suggestion can help
you, but there Is a certain amount of mechanical practice that cannot be done for you by another. And you'll probably be a better woodchooper or a better author If you learn In the hard school of experience.
Some day you MUST go over the bumps. If you are helped over
at the start they will come later on and hurt more because less
to be expected then. The real, practical knowledge comes from experience and not through expert aid. No doubt you know someone
who has studied painting, not in a school oi art but with a private
teacher. And you know that those fine landscapes that Mamie painted
when she had had only ten lessons are mostly the work of teacher
dear. She has to encourage Mamie and Mamie's mother by progress,
or the lessons will be discontinued. And after the lessons are concluded Mamie will spoil a lot of canvas and waste a lot of paint trying to do for herself the things the teacher did for her so well. She
has to waste just so much paint and spoil just so many yards of
canvas before she can paint, and so far as results are concerned, it
does not matter whether the spoiling is done before or after the
alleged graduation.
In precisely the same way, you must do your 'prentice work in
writing, and you cannot abridge the time. You must learn through your
own mistakes and not through the advice of others. You must work
past the point where you can see your faults for yourself. That ts
something that no one else can teach you. We gave up criticizing
manuscript for three reasons. The most Important, to be honest,
was that we could not charge enough for the time we had to spend
upon a script and do a decent job. The second reason was that we
found too many persons leaning up against us. The third was that
criticism is no real help at best.
Most criticism tells you that you should say "Sub-title" Instead of
"Leader," or "Leader" instead of "Sub-title." It all depends upon the
critic's point of view. He tells you you should not have used a closeup here, and that you should have used one there. It is nine tenths
form and one part plotting, because he can lay down general rules
of form, and there Is little to be said about only one plot. You can
be told that it Is old or that it. is not properly motivated, and you
can be told what motivation is. but that helps not at all. Until you
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go over all your plots and apply that same comment on motivation
to all of them, and not only see that they are wrongly motivated,
but xohy, the criticism is doing you no good. And it you have the right
sort of a text book you'll know about motivation, and If you have
the right sort of a brain you can study the motivation from your text
as well as from a criticism.
There is only one criticism you can profit from, and that Is your
own. It is foolish to say that you could correct your faults If someone told you. You cannot. You cannot correct your faults until you
yourself, unaided, can recognize them to be faults. To do that you
must write a certain number of stories that you may have the material to practise on. By that time you'll have a better idea of what
Is meant by motivation, suspense, struggle, and all the other components of plot. You'll know from experience and you will remember
because It was your own experience, because something in your own
head tells you that this Is to be avoided and that to be observed.
Once you get your groundwork of practise you'll find that others will
drop hints that are helpful because now you are able to understand
and assimilate them, but first you must learn to be your own critic.
You must do your own thinking. You cannot, no matter how long you
may work, accurately gauge the exact value of any of your own
stories, because you have a natural prejudice for your own work; for
that matter most authors of experience are apt to be afraid of storlei
they like too well. But you can, if you study, get to the point where
you can appraise, In a general way. the value of any particular story
you have written.
If a man with a broken leg starts in to walk with a crutch and dares
not try to walk unaided, he'll be a cripple for life, for presently bli
legs will become atrophied through disuse. Really intelligent and
painstaking criticism from others may be helpful to a certain degree,
for a time, but criticism Is no more than a crutch, and It Is unfortunate that most criticism Is followed by a "get a copy of our
book." or "we will revise this for $3.1^5," and that sort , of criticism le
worse than your own unaided effort.
A story must have a start and a definite object or aim, the attainment or loss of which Is the end of the story. It must have a
struggle or it will lack Interest, and It must have suspense or there
will be no doubt as to the outcome, and therefore no Interest In the
story. These are the essentials to any plot. These your plots must
have, if they have these requirements, the rest la merely a matttr
of practise and study, and this you must do. Study other plots. See
wherein they succeed or fall, and you may more quickly gain proficiency in criticizing your own, but before you can really write stories
you must know what stories are through personal dissection of your
own efforts. You cannot succeed upon the experience of others. You
must stand upon your own foundation. Start in right now and stop
yelling for help.

Columbia Opens.
The Photoplay Class of Columbia University opened with fifty
pupils on the roster, and the probabilities are that fifteen or twenty
more students will he added before the course gets fully under way.
Now lets all pull together and help Dr. Freeburg make the museum
an accomplished
fact.
Is Vachel
Lindsay
in the audience?

Writing for the Magazines.
with so many photoplay writers looking to other enterprises for a
means of augmenting their Incomes, Writing for the Magazines, by
J. Berg Esenweln, Is particularly timely. This is, so far as we know,
the first volume of its sort. Much has been said on the subject of
selling to magazines, but this is the first volume to give full information in orderly and definite form. Dr. Esenweln was for many years
editor for Llppincotfs and knows the ground thoroughly, and he tells
Just what the novice writers wants and needs to know about the
marketing of the various forms of magazine material. It la not so
much a book on how to write as It Is what to write, how to write It
and where to sell !t when It la written, and the various chapters
cover in detail each item of magazine material. To any one wanting
to try this broad field the book is worth many times its cost In the
prevention of errors alone. It is uniform In style with the other
volumes of the Writer's Library. (Writing for the Magazines, Homs
Correspdonce School, Springfield, Mass. Cloth, 260 pages plus XVI.
By mall $1.62.)

Wisdom.
Don't throw
up your job because
you've sold five scripts.
until you've sold fifty and by that time you'll have more sense.

The THIRD

Walt

Edition of

Technique of the Photoplay

IS NOW
READY
This is virtually a new book under the old title.
More than double the text and with an arrangement
especially adapting it for the student. The most
complete boo's ever written on the subject of scenario
or photoplay construction.
By Mail, Postpaid
Three Dollars
Addvess
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Manufacturers' Notice.

It Is nn csiableshed rule ot this department that no apparatus or
other Roods will bo endorsed or recommended editorially until thu
•icellence of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication It 1b impossible
to reply through tho department In less than two or three weeks. In
order to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps, (less
than actual cost) will receive carbon copy of the department reply,
by mall, without delay. Special replies by mall on matters which cannot bo replied to In the department, ono dollar.
Both tho first and second set of questions are now ready and printed
In neat booklet form, the second half being seventy -six In number.
Either booklet may b^^ had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps,
to the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps.
Every Live, progressive operation should get a copy of these questions.
You may bo surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot
of study.

Question No.
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would have to be very large, and for that reason would lose deflnltlOD
very fast, and would be very trying to the eyes of those In tho front
rows.

The Oratoragraph.
A new machine has recenty been Invented by George P. McDonnell,
chief engineer of the St. Louis Public Library, St. Louts. Mo. It Is
primarily designed to enable a lecturer who Is delivering a lecture
illustrated by motion pictures to keep his lecture In exact synchronism
with the action of the film. It may, however, also be used to keep
"talking pictures" In synchronism. It is, in effect, a reading machine
which Is, as far as the writer knows, entirely new, both In this
country and abroad. It Is described by the Inventor as "designed
to furnish better means of Introducing speech to motion pictures used
in photoplays, educational work, campaign speeches and lectures."
It operates
In synchronism
with the motion
picture machine, and by

163.

// thtrv urt llHi turns in the transformer primnry coil antl
twenty in the secmidard coil and the primary pulls amperes.
how may ampcrrs will we get at tho arcf

Roll of Honor on Question No. 152.
The Roll of Honor on Question ir>2 consists of Wilson Hays, Barton,
Md. : G. A. Yager, Anadarko, Okla. ; C. E. Linstruth, Carthage. N. Y. ;
D. A. Snyder.
Bangor.
Pa. ; F. F. Bell. Palestine, Texas.
The reply of Brother Hays covers the matter more completely than
does any other, therefore
I have selected his for publication.

Reply to Question No.

152.

By Wilson Hays, Barton, Md.
The Question :
What
would
you regard
as an extreme
practical
distance
from
screen to back row of seats ? Why ?
The Answer:
I would regard 200 feet as the extreme practical distance from
screen to back row of seats. In a house where this distance Is
necessary, however, a large picture would he required. In fact a
picture large enough to appear normal to a person 200 feet away
would appear gigantic to one forced to take a front seat, and if
made to suit the eye of the patron who is seated In the front of
the house, the picture will then be too small for that portion of
the audience in the- rear seats. Some managers seem to think this
can he remedied by extra hrllUant illumination, but that Is not the
fact. A small very brilliantly illuminated picture has a sort of
hypnotic effect on the rear seat patrons, while the ones in front
generally complain of flicker, particularly where the shutter cannot
be properly adjusted to meet the local conditions. Another thing
against extreme length of throw is that it Is a hard matter to
eliminate floor and other machine vibrations so that all movement
of the picture will be done away with on a long throw. This fault
of course Increases as the length of throw increases, whereas defects
In photography and perforation Increase with the size of the picture
only. Long distance projection is costly, both at the time of its
installation and afterwards, the only saving feature being that long
focal length lenses produce better results than do short focal length
lenses ; also as the throw is Increased the evil effect of projecting at
an angle is decreased.
All of which Is very good, except that I don't quite agree with the
natural conclusion one will reach from Brother Hays' statement that
bo regards 200 feet as the extreme. In my judgment 125 feet should
he regarded as the maximum, though it Is quite possible to project a
good picture at as much as 300 or even 400 feet, but that was not the
question. .\s a matter of fact, now that I come to think of It, Friend
Hays has mixed up two very separate propositions, and whereas he has
answered the question, he has put in a lot of extraneous matter regarding throw. It does not follow that because the distance to the rear row
of Epats is great, the throw is also long. I know of one house where the
back row of seats is 175 feet from the screen, but the lens Is only jO
feet therefrom. Taking everything into consideration, I believe that
after all. Brother Yager says a whole lot in very few words. Here is
his reply to Question 152.
1 would suggest that the extreme practical distance from the
screen to the back row of seats would be not over 125 feet, since with
anything above that you would lose the use ot the front seats as fast
as you would gain the back ones, owing to the fact that the picture

its use the claim is made that practical talking pictures are produced.
Certainly
this little device is a distinct improvement
over anything
we know
of, at least as applied to lecture films and things of that
kind.
Mr. McDonnell says;
In conjunction with this machine my camera prompting
process enables a motion picture to be taken of an actor speaking his lines, a candidate delivering his speech or a professor
giving his lecture, which, being previously prepared and reduced to writing, retain all the advantages of the careful
wording and logic necessary to make the same effective.
While the machine is projecting the picture to the screen
the "Oratoragraph"' is exposing the appropriate words to the
reader or orator, who merely reads the lines as the words
appear In the opening, the reader being, of course, out of sight
of the audience, preferably behind the screen. It is not at all
necessary that the orator see the pictures. He Is concerned
only with reading the matter, and Is necessarily always reading
In precise synchronism with the pictorial matter. He cannot
read either too fast or too slow, since the reading space absolutely controls, and there is no limit to the time or length of
the performance. In case more than one orator Is desired with
any picture, an additional reading machine is used tor each
additional character in the cast.
The Oratoragraph Is very simple In construction, weighing
approximately four pounds. It consists of an electrical escapement which advances a typewritten roll at a predetermined
speed. Electric wires connect the electric escapement on the
Oratoragraph with the projection machine, and at each revolution of the projection machine crank an electric circuit is
completed, and the Oratoragraph clicks off the woras suited
to the respective section of the picture being projected at the
time. This machine Is the result of more than eight years
of hard work, careful research and study by the Inventor, who
is thoroughly conversant with previous attempts to produce
talking machines and applying
speech to pictures.
If for any reason the reading matter Is not In synchronism
with the picture, it may be retarded or accelerated by opening
or closing switches on the base of the machine until synchronism is reestablished. The Oratoragraph Is especially designed
for public schools, universities, colleges and commercial houes.
This little lostrumeDt, as I said -In the beginning.
Is entirely new,
and I have no doubt will prove of very distinct benefll Id lectur*
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work. I must, however, take the same position that I took with the
Edison and other attempts at synchronizing the motion picture with
speech, viz., in a motion picture in order for the thing to be effective
the synchronizing must be absolutely perfect, and in this machine,
as in others, this item Is left in the hands of the operator. The
action in motion pictures is very rapid, being sixteen pictures to the
second, and as a matter of fact, if the synchronism be out even as
much as an % of a second it is plainly discernible to the audience.
The inventor say it is not necessary for the talker to see the picture, and then admits it is possible for the machine to get out of
time with the picture. Brother jlcDonnell, so far as theatrical motion
pictures be concerned those two statements don't fit together at all.
For lecture purposes I can commend your machine to careful consideration, but as applied to "talking pictures" for the theatre, honesty
compels me to voice the same objections I set forth the moment I saw
how Mr. Edison's machine was intended to work, concerning which
time vindicated my position. In my opinion there will never be an
effective mechanical synchronizing of either the phonograph or the
human voice with motion pictures which will he sufficiently perfect
to prove successful for regular theatrical work. So far as lectures
and educational work be concerned that is something else again, and
your machine may prove to be precisely the thing.

Condenser Breakage.
Guy

Albert, Vinton, Iowa, says :
This is my first letter to the department, and I come seeking
information.
I cannot keep a condenser whole for more than
20 minutes after striking the arc.
We use a Wotton Revolux.
pulling 35 amperes with a 50-volt arc.
Use a 6Vi-Ti4-inch condensers with the 7% in frontCannot get my arc more than
3 inches from hack condenser.
Is it the heat from arc that
breaks the lens?
If so, would a different length condenser etop
my
trcuble?
First, my brother, if you have a Handbook, I would recommend that
you turn to page 2G0, and read it and the following pages up to page
273 carefully.
But in case you haven't a copy of the Handbook I will
answer
you as completely
as space in the department
will allow.
. First, your arc ought not to be more than 3 inches from the condenser ; second, the trouble may
be caused
by : (a) lack of proper
ventilation
in lamphouse,
which
sets up unnecessarily
high interior
temperature ; ( b>
poor
condenser
holder
or improper
adjustment
thereof;
(c) improper ventilation of the condenser holder;
(d) what
you very evidently
need is one of the improved
types of condenser
holder described on pages 266 and 267 of the Handbook.
I would suggest that you have your supply dealer get you either a Preddy
or
Elbert condenser holder, which
will, I think, stop your trouble.
As
to the focal length of condensers, why I simply cannot enter into a
discussion
of that kind in the department,
because
in order to give
anything
like a comprehensive
understanding
of the prinriple
Involved. I would be obliged to consume
pages.
The thing for you to
do, and the only thing for you to do, is get a Handbook and study
"Matching Up the Lens System."
To give you some Idea of why I
cannot answer questions of that kind intelligently in the department,
this subject alone consumes
33 pages
of the Handbook,
with two
tables and more than a dozen illustrations ; whereas,
the subject of
lenses consumes more than 20 pages, with many illustrations and one
table.
And in any event I could not answer your question
intelligently from the data you have sent.
I would have to know the back
focus at which
the objective works ; also its diameter.
Now
please
don't jump to the conclusion that I am trying to induce you to buy
a Handbook simply in order to make a sale.
I want you to get the
Handbook because you NEED IT, and because I simply cannot, as I said
in the first place, give you any comprehensive
understanding
of the
underlying principles of the question you ask, without taking up literally the entire space for two or three weeks
of the department,
whereas it is fully and comprehensively treated in the Handbook.

He Is Right.
Texas
sends
and says :

in

a

check

for answers

to certain

questions

by

mail.

I get value received for a full year's subscription from every
copy of the World.
I would not be without it for many times
its price.
I also have the third edition of the Handbook, but
some of the drawings are to me quite complicated, therefore I
prefer to pay for advice rather than experiment at the expense
of the patrons of theater, and also most likely at my own expense.
The brother has precisely the right idea about not experimenting
at the expense of his patrons, and also at his own expense.
There
are altogether too many trying to save a little money that way.

From New Brunswick.
After asking that his name be suppressed, this correspondent writes:
Allow me to thank you, at this late date, for the personal
benefit derived from your lecture in St. John. I have only one
regret, viz.. that you did not have time to give us more of it
and that you could not see my work, for I was counting very
much on your criticism. Am enclosing postage for carbon copy
of reply. (Canadian postage stamps are of no value here. Canadian operators should enclose five cents, Canadian money, in
lieu of stamps. — Ed.) to the following questions: (a) Have
you ever received complaint that it is hard to fit repair parts
to Simplex machines? (b) Do the Gundlach people put out a
lens costing about §40 or §50, an3 would they allow price of
the lens that is part of the equipment of the machine In exchange for the higher priced one?
(c) Our throw is about 100
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feet, using 60 cycle, 110 volt A. C. My idea is that a suitable
picture under these conditions is about 17 feet, and that 70
amperes on a Mirroroide screen would be good illumination,
(d) What size meniscus-bi-convex condensers would I require,
and do you think I ought to have a Preddy mount for same?
(ej Have been using a motor drive on my present Job and
realize the benefits of same. My new employer does not favor
motor drives. What is your opinion on this matter? In closing, I want to thank you for what you have done for me In the
past, through the medium of our wonderful department in the
World,
(a) No. I have had no complaints of that kind. As a matter of fact
Simplex parts are very well made, and while they fit closely, there
should be no trouble in the matter of duplication. It must be remembered, however, that parts that fit closely must be wiped perfectly clean and thoroughly lubricated before they are inserted, otherwise they may stick. The framing cam, see 1U7 B, plate 4, page 522
of the Handbook, which carries the fly wheel and intermittent is particularly an example of this kind. It fits very, very close, must be
started in just right, and must be thoroughly cleaned and well lubricated before it is inserted. If any of these things are overlooked
you will certainlly have trouble in getting the framing cam In, but if
you go about it right you wont have any trouble at all. In this
connection I would call your attention to Instruction No. 8, page 516.
and Instruction No. 10, page 517 of the Handbook. I would also suggest to the brother that inasmuch as he is going to take charge of
mechanisms which evidently are new to him. he ought to get a
Handbook without delay and study up on the Simplex, (b) I don't
know. Would suggest that you write the Gundlach-Manhattan Optical
Company direct, addressing them at Rochester, N. Y. The Gundlach
people have, up to date, taken no pains to keep this department posted
as to their goods. (c) Sixteen foot is large enough, and for a 16foot picture, in order to set.'ure a brilliant illuminatton 1 would recommend between 70 and SO amperes A. C. I would, however, suggest
the installation of a current rectifying device, and the use of D. 0.
at the arc. In the long run it will pay your manager to do it. (d)
Try it out first, and if you find you break lenses get either a Preddy
or Elbert mount. .\s to the lens, I would refer you to Table 1, page
141 of the Handbook, with the suggestion that after lining up your
optical system and finding out what plano-convex you need, per the
table, you order a meniscus-bi-convex having the same E. F. (e)
The motor drive is a thing I opposed for a long time, but there Is
no iiBe in butting one's head against a stone wall. There are two
things in favor of the crank drive, and two things only, viz., th9
operator is compelled to stay beside his machine, where he belongs,
which, as experience has taught in thousands of cases, he simply won't
do when he has a motor drive, consequently he is more likely to
watch the screen closer and change his speed to suit the action of
the film by crank than he is by motor drive. On the other hand, the
motor drive gives a steadier, more uniform speed, it relieves the
operator of a lot of drudgery, and it is the modern way of doing
things: therefore, your manager might as well do as I did. viz., fall
in with the line of march of progress. I would suggest, however, that
if you get a motor drive you do not do as thousands of operators do
do and abuse it by wandering around the operating room when you
ought to be right there at your machine, with your eyes glued to the
screen; also that you keep your uand on the machine control lever
and use it as occasion demands.

A Criticism.
John

Solar,

Watertown,

N. T., writes:

Criticising friend Martin's article in the September 23 issue,
he compares his article with Mr. Armstrong's in the February
12 issue. The principal difference between the two is that
Armstrong understood the subject he was discussing, whereas
It seems that Martin does not. First, I will take up optical
center : A normal lens does not have an optical center. In
calculating a lens, measurements are made from the principal points. In viewing a lens from one side, the first principal point may be considered as the optical center, but If
we view it from the opposite side the other principal poltn
must be considered as the optical center. These principal
points do not coincide, therefore we cannot have one fixed
optical center. In a thin biconvex lens of which both surfaces have equal curvature, the principal point will not vary
much from the center of the lens. We can, however, have
a lens in which both principal points coincide, or, in other
words, a lens having a fixed optical center; but to have this
the lens must be a true sphere. Say we have a sphere with
2-inch radius, index of refraction 1.5. The focal length of
any surface would
he 4 inches, the thickness
reduced to an
t
equivalent
lens

air space

(4 inches)
4

1.5
have 4X4

. in which t is the thickness of the
u
and u the index of refraction
(1.5).
We then

;.66,

and

the

E.F.

of

two

surfaces

would

be

2.66 X 4

3, and the principal
points
4 + 4—2.66
4-^4—2.66
2 inches, the center of the 4-inch sphere, and as all points of
a sphere are equal, the principal points would always be at
the center of the sphere. Consequently in this abnormal
•lens we have an optical center. And it is the only shape in
which
the principal
points coincide.
Next I will take his piano combination, which he gives as
6% and 6-inch lenses.
The E.F. for these two lenses is 3.2

Novoinbcr

IS. 1*M<>

Till-:

M()\l\(i

Incties. Tb« first principal point for the flrsC K>us is .58 of
an loch from the piano surface. Ho glrcH the distance from
this turfaco to the arc aa 3 Inches, then 3 -<- .58 — 3.58, (lie
first conjugate distance. If we repreavnt ihta by U : then by
I
I
I
formulae
for conjugate
dUtance,
■
—
^
, In
F
U
V
which V equuls the second conjugate distance. Wo found F* to be
I
I
I
3.2, and U to be 3.58; then wehnvc
=
,
3.12
3.58
24.00
\' » 24.00 Inchvti. The sccontl principal point for the Hocond
condenser Is .07 of an Inch; then 24.0'.> — .07 = 23.42, the second conjugate distance from the surface of the Ions, whereas
Martin gave this as 14% inches. Martin should give bis figures for locating bis posltlonft.
And now let us consider the meniscus biconvex system :
The lirst prlmipal point is 1.375 inches from the first surface
to the rlRht within the combination. The back focus he gave
as 3 fnohes. tho same as in the first case. We then havt3 + 1-375 = 4.375. the first conjugate distance. The lenses in
this combination he gave as G^ and 7 inches, and the E.F.
for these is 3.37 inches, .\gain we represent 4.375 by V. and
111
3.37 by F; we have
==
; In this case V
3.37
4.375 13.53
equals 13.53 inches, and this minus the second principal point
for the second tens (.375) equals 12.15 inches. Martin gave
this distance as 16.5 inches, a greater distance then for the
piano combinatlOD. whereas it is much less, with a smaller
spot.
Hy simular angles, or proportion,
we have for the spot of
3.75 X 24.09
the
pinno
combination
3.75 : 3.5S : : X : 24.09
3.58
^ 2^2 inches.
For
the
meniscus
biconvex
set
we
have
13.53 X .375
.375 : 4.375 : : X : 13.53
= l.lfl inch at diameter
4.375
of spot for second
combination.
Telephoto Combination : This he shows as focusing a 1.5incTi spot 32.5 inches from the combination, which is absurd.
The positive power of the combination is two meniscus lenses
5.5 and 9-inch focal length. The E.F. of these two lenses is
3.41 inches. He gives the power of the negative lens as 2.14
inches. The negative power is greater than the positive, and
must prevail ; hence, the whole combination is negative, and
could not focus a real image. The focal point would be back
of the lenses, and virtual. The E.F. of the positive and
(—2.14 X (-(-3.41) — 7.2'J74
negative
powers
is
■
=
=
—2.14-1- (+3.41)
+1.27
(— 5.74). The result is a minus quantity, which indicates a
negative power. And the image is virtual and 5.74 inches
back of the lenses. This calculation is for illustration, and
is approximate only. I have not considered the separation or
thickness
of the lenses.
Martin should learn to calculate the E.F. of a combination
of positive and negative lenses before attempting to explain
the action of light through them, or designing a combination.
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Brother Solar seems to understand pretty thoroughly what he to
talking about, and poKsibly Friend Martin has taL-klcd >nm<' thing"
which bo should not have undertaken until he had given the matter
more thought and study. However, regardless of any errors Martin
may havo made, I am going to defend him by saying that hla articles
have brought out a groat many valuable points which in all human
probability ml.^ht have remained in biding for a long time if he
bad not shied his hat into the ring, i feci very grateful, and I am
Bure the fraternity at large is very grateful to both Martin and
Solar, as well as Grlffltbs and Armstrong for their very Intcrc-itlng
discussions on the lens matter. The worst trouble with Solar's articles Is that they are very dimcult for the layman to understand ; but
this. I presume, cannot be avoided. He certainly keeps the editor
touching the high spots alt right, and I guess it is that way with some
of the rest of you.

Improving An Old Lamp.
William Call, Moroni. Utah, sends In description of his method of
improving an old style lamp s^o that the bottom carbon may be moved
t^ideways. He suggest its publication In the department, and asks If
it is worth a patent.
Xo. Erotber Call, it would not pay you to patent it, and while I
thank you for the good intent in sending it In, stilt I am not going to
publish it, for two reasons. First, I cannot quite grasp your Idea
irom the description ; second, 1 don't believe in attempting to Improve an old style lamp. The moving picture business has become too
large to indulge in the tinkering up of old. more or less worn and
out of date equipment. The lamp which you might patch up in this
way will be used to project photoplays which cost many thousands
of dollars, and I thoroughly disagree with the idea of attempting to
save perhaps ten or fifteen dollars, or even fifty dollars for that matter, in a way which cannot help but be at the expense of perfect
projection, and therefore at the expense of costly photoplays.
Your intention. Friend Call, was all right, and I thank you for submitting the description, but I am nevertheless bound to take Issue
with the idea as per the foregoing.

Old Time Reader.
R. A. Root,
Jasper.
Ala., i^ends money
-'■ription.
and says
:

order for Handbook

and sub-

I have been a reader of the World almost ever since it began
publication; also I well remember the old Film Index. Have
been operating for the past seven or eight years, and enjoy
the projection department very much. I think no one gets too
old to learn, although there are still a great many operators
who think they know it all. But that type of man is usually
the one who does not really know much of anything; also he
he does not want to, or cannot learn. This is my first letter
to the department, as I have been pretty busy holding down
my job. And when you talk about big town projection in a
small town, why, this is the place, and I will put mine up
against any in Birmingham. Memphis or New Orleans. I say
this after having worked in some of the best houses In the
above named cities. I have been a member of Local 236,
I. A. T. S. E., Birmingham. Ala., for the past four years. 1
have been In two strikes, one in Birmingham and one In New
Orleans, and I am not hankering for any more, thank you, If
it can be avoided. With regard to Brother Howe's article.
September 9th issue, on "Slide Projection." why he certainly
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is right with regard to moisture
collecting Inside the slide.
When I get a new slide I put it on top of my Powers' Six A
lamphouse
for a matter of fifteen minutes before running It,
which heats it up and expels the moisture;
also It will not
crack so easily.
My experience has been that if I run a slide
without first drying it out the slide will crack nine times out
of ten if exposed to the light for any length of time; also the
glass farthest away from the arc breaks first. After drying
the slides out. I keep them in an ordinary cigar box I have
attached to my Power's Six A between the lamp and the bottom magazine.
This can only be done provided the lamphouse
is back the width of a cigar box.
I have two partitions in the
box and keep certain kinds of slides in each compartment,
therefore I know just where to get a slide, and am not all the
time knocking them off and breaking them; also the position
near the lamphouse keeps them dry.
AH of which
Is of interest.
The Handbook has gone forward and
the subscription has been entered.
Speaking of the Handbook, I was
amused
on my last trip.
An operator
in a certain town absolutely
Insisted that I go with him for a "drink." and along with us went, by
his invitation, four or five others.
The round
of drinks cost him
sixty cents.
He had hardly
paid the barkeep
when
he started in
10 explain to me that he needed a Handbook, but really had not been
able to spare the money yet. Tou are quite right. Brother Root, with
regard to the "know it alls."
There is a surprising number of them,
too.
But some of them who came to my lecture doubtless got a tremendous Jolt when I asked the assembled operators one or two perfectly simply, but highly important
questions,
and not one of them
could give an intelligent, or even halfway intelligent answer.
Really,
t have watched some of the "know it alls" get pretty red in the face,
and it tickled
me to a considerable extent.
I expect to be in Birmingham. New Orleans
and Memphis during
the winter
trip.
Hope
I shall have the pleasure
of meeting
you.
I agree with you that
strikes are not pleasant
things, tliough unfortunately
they are still
sometimes a necessary evil. The slide glass most distant from the light
cracks because it carries the emulsion.

New Theater.
A. C. Hartman, manager of the Omaha Film, Hachine and Supply
Company, has opened another theater In Dundee, i r-^strlcted residence
district of Omaha. This theater is a model -^u^iirban house, 30x114
feet in size. The construction is of brick and concrete. The lobby
28x30 feet, has a tile floor. Walls and ticket omc? are finished In
tapestry brick and stucco. The windows are of beaded glass and the
woodwork is mahogany finish. Seating capacity 410. Tiffany finished walls, varying from a brown to a light tan ceTiing, overlaid with
conventional designs in hand work, constitutes the inferior decoration.
Twenty-inch chairs, finished in French grey (wiJtod). are used, with
thirty-two inches knee room. The screen is a 12x16 Gold Fibre, recessed in a four-foot black shadow box. The llgnilng is ten 20-inch
baskets covered with gold silk and wistaria. There are twenty &ida
lights finished in similar fashion. There is at all times sufficient
Illumination in the auditorium to enable one to read a newspaper.
Both the Sturtevant and Vacuum Ventilation ■37;:eu3s are Installed.
changing the air completely every threee minut>s. There is a specially built Watson Picture Player. Baird projictor* are u^ed, tnking current througli a Hertner Electric transverto-. The remarkable
thing, however, is the amperage used. The dlstaj'-.o of projection is
97 feet with a 16-foot picture. A Marlux lens and a 6»^ and a 7^
Inch meniscus-bi-convex condenser are used. The upper (arbon is
%-inch cored with a %-inch solid below, the amperage varying between 15 and IS. The picture is pcfcctly ill-jm-mted.
The foregoing Is the description sent in. and. acc-^r'iing It at face
value, the theater must be a beauty. Howe^i,.!. v-bcreas I do not
for a moment doubt the possibility of illuminating a 16-foot picture
with 15 to IS amperes of current, still I most emphatically do doubt,
not only the probability but the possibility of securing what I would
call satisfactory illumination with that amomt of current. Youn
revolving shutter cuts approximately 50 per cen;. of the light, and
there is an unavoidable loss at the spot, so thit you are really telling
me that you get a good 16-foot picture witli ab lut the rqulvalent of
from 6 to 8 amperes effective light energy, whereas it take*; 15 to IS
amperes to produce really satisfactory stereopticon illarainatlon. with
almost no light loss at all. Sorry, old man, but I can't see IL
I expect to be in Omaha some time next spring, ami at that time I
certainly would like to see this particular thing.
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In Returning Screens.
The J. H. Center Company. Inc., Newburgh, N. Y., manufacturer of
the Mirroroid Screen, voices a very valid complaint, as follows:
We have received a few screens in the past year in which the
exhibitor claimed that spots or other faults had developed.
We
went to the trouble of either replacing their screen or offering
to treat the same to a new surface gratis.
Imagine our surprise, however, when
the exhibitor
returned the screen rolled
up, in some instances, on ordinary square furring strips.
In
some cases they were even uncrated. and if crated, carelessness
in making the shipping
crates caused
the total ruin of the
screen.
Also we have frequently
found that the screen was
packed
in such a manner
that great injury was done, and
this entirely through the carelessness of the exhibitor.
This is certainly a legitimate complaint.
To the best of my knowledge
and belief there is no make of metallic surface screen which will not,
in some
instances,
develop
faults.
Now
if the manufacturer,
under
his five-year guarantee, offers to make this good, he is doing his whole
and entire duty in the matter, and it certainly is up to the exhibitor to
see to it that the screen is properly rolled on a round, NOT SQUARE,
form and properlv crated, so no injury \cill occur to it in shipment
back to the factory.
THE
MIRROROID.
OR ANY
OTHER
SCREEN
COMPANY WOULD BE FULLY JUSTIFIED IN REFUSING
TO MAKE
ANY
ADJUSTMENT
WHATEVER
WHERE
THE
SCREEN
IS DAMAGED IN SHIPMENT
THROUGH
CARELESSNESS
ON
THE
PART
OF THE EXHIBITOR IN PACKING IT.
And while I am on the subject here is another thing: The hanging
of a modern metallic surface screen is not properly a job for the
stage carpenter. If it is left in the hands of such a one more than
likely the result will not be the best, and quite possibly it will be
highly unsatisfactory. Most, If not all, the recognized screen manufacturers either provide a frame or provide proper directions for
building a frame for hanging and stretching their screens. And if the
frame provided by the screen manufacturer is not used, then most
emphatically at least the directions for making the frame and mounting
the screen must be followed implicitly, otherwise the guarantee made
by the manufacturer would very naturally become null and void.
The Center Company sends a list of their intallations, giving name
and address of the theater, during the past two weeks. This list shows
fifteen screens to have been installed in theaters within fourteen days —
a very good record.
Most of them were good sized screens, too.

From Texas.
J. W. Erown, Big Springs. Texas, contributes the following:
Having followed the department for some time with considerable interest, especially as to the letters from operators. I
win try my hand at it. We have a modern, fireproof building,
seating 800. with balcony and small stage. Gold fibre screen
and a $10,000 "Fotoplayer" orchestra. The operating room is
10x15 feet, lined with black tin, and has a 16-inch vent
flue. We have a Motiograpli and a Powers' Sis A, both motor
driven ; also motor driven rewind. I run on a G. E. mercury
arc rectifier and warm up with a Fort Wayne compensarc,
using an automatic switch for the change-over. Will describe
the switch later if you wish, as it might be of some help to
other operators. I use a miniature base 110 volt, 4 C. P., globe
on each machine and over the rewind, which is all the light
I ever have while the performance is going on. Will put one
in each lamphouse later. As to the punch marks: It certainy is a shame the way some of the pictures are mutilated.
Is seems as if each operator who has handled them has
punched his own private mark, and some guy has the habit
of cutting holes, two or three to the reel, about an inch long
and nearly as wide.
In fact, the last three or four feet of
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each reel is ruined, and the operator who is careful of results
on the screen lias to leave out this part, or else treat his audience to a fireworks display at the end of each reel.
I have
found that an operator can, after running a picture the first
time, easily remember
where
to change-over,
and I do not
see why something can't be done to stop this practice of putting punch holes in.
Your Handbook
Is my "bible."
To be
perfect in any line of work, one must follow the teachings of
others and must accept all the advice he can get from one
who knows.
I have had my share of projection troubles, but
the Handbook and department have always helped me to remedy them. "The best" Is our motto, and although we have no
competition
we run the show as if we were fighting t&Xt a
dozen others.
In closing, I send best wishes for you and our
department.
All right. Brother
Brown,
we will be glad to examine
into tht
chronometer
balance
and cylinder
escapement
of that switch; shoot
it along.
As to the 4 C. P. globes, why I don't agree with that while
the show
Is running.
My system
is black walls in the operating
room, and no light at all except such as comes from the machine Itself, and I don't want any from the machine which
can possibly be
avoided.
The avoiding of the "fireworks"
is something of a proposition. Iam doing all I can to get action, but it is a slow process.
I
am particularly
well pleased with your statement that although
you
have no competition
you run the show as though
you were (l^htlng
half a dozen others.
That, my brothers, is the way to avoid c .upetition.
That is the mistake all too many small town men mak*'.
They
get careless, put on a rotten show, and then the first thing the/ knjw
there is competition.
They get busy then, and do what they should
have done in the first place, but it Is too late,
i would particularly
call attention to the sentence in question to all theater managers who
are Rimllarly
situated.
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Music for the Picture
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Conducted by CLARENCE
Musical

Setting

for "The

Devil's Prize.*'

Released
by Tho Greater
Vltagraph.
Musical Suggestions by S. M. Berg.

THIS "Musical Suggestion Cue Sheet" Is not designed to solve ever)
possible musical requirement of the film, but Is Intended as a
partial solution of the problem — what to play tor the picture. It
has proven to be of great assistance to the leader, not only by relieving
to a degree the tedium of rehearsals, but by assisting materially in
overcoming those conditions encountered when the Blm Is not available
until the hour of performance.
Musical Suggestion Cue Sheets can be obtained (free of charge) by
managers from their local exchange In advance of the date of release,
and a sufficient number should be secured to provide one for each member of the orchestra. This will afford to the progressive leader an
opportunity to acquaint himself with the general character of the
film drama he Is to portray with his orchestra.
Together with the suggested music at the title or descriptive cues
where It is to be played, the tempo or characteristic is given so that
Ihc U-adt-r can select or substitute any or all of the numbers from his
own library, thereby avoiding any financial outlay though still carrying
out the Interpretation.
The timing of the picture is based on a speed of 15 minutes to a
thousand feet. The time IndtcatfODS wilt help the leader to anticipate
the various cues which may consl.'^t of the printed sub-title (marked T>
or a described action (marked D). For instance: 38% T "The day
of the sale" Is a sub-tttle and is printed reading matter on the screen.
But C9 D. "When Arnold dies," Is a description of action.
Arnold St. Clair, brilliant and wealthy through his marriage to
Adeline Stratton, sacrifices everything to obtain his own ends. Forced
by his wife's uncle, ho persuades Hugh Rowland, a newspaper owner,
to boost some mining stock, which results in the poor miners losing
their Investmenls. In further scheming to cover his misdeeds, he
murders Mark Stratton, then trying to place the blame on another.
After a series of dramatic incidents, just as he Is about to be arrested,
deatb overtakes him..
The character of this picture is an Intensely dramatic modem Society
Drama. The music for this picture should be subdued at all times so
as to enhance the dramatic ^nd tense situations.
Note particularly : Piano only according to action at 6.
The required THEME to interpret this picture must be dramatic in
character, so Irenee Berge's ""Dramatic Andante No. 32" Is suggested.
Time schedule:
71 minutes (o reels — about 4,750 feet).
Time.
Jlf usic.
Sub-titles or descriptive cues.
0
Opening.
.loy of Youth — Raymond
( Moderate Intermezzo)
"'See what
Uncle Jonny — '
Dream Chimes — Wyatt
"It Is St. Clair and his—"
(Andante niuderalot
4H
■"Mark
Stratton.
Mrs.
St.
ds
call on the St.
Rowlanai
Cl rs— ■•
Clairs.
Dramatic Andanfe .\o. 32 — Bergp
Repeat:
THEME
( Piano
onlyaction)
according
to
"It's too late now
to be
sorry."
When
Emmy came.
("radio song— MacDowell
(Andante sonnolento)
"I've heard so much about
on
tt
s
1414
Mark
Stra
face
a
Reverie — MacDowell
wtighty
your — "—
(Andante)
T And determines to use this —
Ifl
19
Drpams
of
Love—
Liszt
T
"Are you sure you haven't — "
(Poco Allegro, con affeto)
T "How he love."? children.'*
T "You
know.
St. Clair, » ve
An-JantP Pathetique No. 23 —
25H
Borch
fallen — "
T "'So you've converted Strat27H
T ""See here, Stratton. If this
Dramatic Andante No. 24 — Borch
30H
ton."
D Adeline enters
child's room. On Wings of Love — Bendtx
(Andante sostcnuto)
deal— '•
31M
T St. Clair feels that he

T

—
Thecan't
booming
of the Westfield—
"Vou
backed out of this
, scheme."
The
day of the sale.

T
D
T

Westfield News— Panic —
When miners congregate.
"They'll believe 1 was — '•

T
T
41
42H

Joyous Allegro No. 2o — Borch
Repeat ; THEME.
Pizzicato No. 2S— Bergg
(Petite Ballet)
AI!e?ro Agitato No. 1— Kicfert

E. SINN

and d. M. BERG

45%
47^4
49

D
T
D

When miners leave office.
In the months that followed.
Stratton embraces Myra.

50^4
53

T
T

"You're afraid she'll tell."
"Watch
your
chance
to

00

T

."18

T

"Come,
Baldwin,
"ril
give
you

don't

put

your

last

58
C,\%
112

T
D
T

Stratton
."has just been murhance
cdered.
— "
giveBaldwin
"It was
who did it."
Clock-face— 10 :30.
"John, you can't push this

ti4H
tlG
);9

D
D
u

Rowland puts out lieht
When child wakes up
When Arnold
it— ■' dies.

70

D

."»7 T

When
Rowland
child
case."
71 T The End.
For Special Prices of
advertisement.

Kepcut :

.Mlsterioso Dramatico No.

above

22Borch
—

Andante Dramatic No. 15 — ■
Herbert
Dramatic Tension No. 9 — ^ndlno

Repeat : THEME,
Misterloso Dramatico No.

Dolorosa — Tobanl
(Moderate con expresslone)

embraces
the

THEME.

Can I (Andante
Forget? — De
con Koven
moto)

Repeat;
Musical

Z2 —
Borch

THEME.
Suggestions,

see

Berg's

Tempo,
By

S. M.

Berg.

Every musical composition is always marked in some form or other
with the speed at which It should be performed. When a composer writes
a number he has in mind the way he desires it to be rendered. Musicians, however, do not always give a serious thought to this problem, 01
note with sufficient care, the marked tempo.
The word Tempo is Italian. In German. Zeitmass, meaning rate of
speed, movement, time, measure or beat. A Tempo or Tempo Prima —
return to the original tempo; Tempo alia brcvc—^aU tempo; Tempo
comniod'i — at a convenient pace ; Tempo deboJe — weak beat; Tempo
/orfc— strong beat; Tempo gixisto — strict tempo; Tempo perdu(o^irregular, unsteady tempo; Tempo primo — as first tempo; Tempo tcmario —
triple time,
Tempo-mnrk. A word or phrase indicating the pace or speed of a
movement and thus establishing the absolute time-value of the notes —
Generally accepted tempo-marks were hardly known before the beginning
of the 17th century, and were u?ed sparingly until the 18th. — There
are 3 classes; iD indicating a steady rate of speed: (2| indicating
acceleration; (3) indicating a slackening of the pace.— They do not
in themselves indicate a fixed and positive rate of speed, but only the
general character of the movement; consequently, for the sake of precision, a metronome mark i*; often added to the tempo-mark. Furthermnrp. various qualifying words are added.
CLASS I.
(Indicating a steady rate of speed.)
Larghlssimo, Molto largo
LARGO
(broad, stately)
Largamente
Larghetto
Group I
General
GRAVE
fheavy. dragging)
Lento (slow)
f-Signiflcation
of terms is
Adagissimo
ADAGIO
(slow tranquil)
| SLOW
Adagietto

Group II
■"Si
gnification
General
Andantino
ANDANTE
(moving, going along)
PAST is
(Moderato)
of terms
Allegretto
Alleeramente
ALLEGRO
(brisk, lively), (conmoto, vivace) agitato, appassionato
PRESTO
(rapid), (con fuoco veloce)
Prestissimo
-^
CLASS II.
(Indicating acceleration.)
Accelerando (gradually accelerating)
Stringendo 1
.Affrettando > ^suddenly accelerating, usually with a crescendo)
Incalzando I
Doppio raovimento (twice as fast)
Plu mosso ) (a steady rate of speed, faster than preceding movemeni)
Veloce I
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CLASS III.
(Indicating a slackening in speed.)
Rallentando
Ritardando
Largando

")

Tardando Mgraduall.v
Slentando
Strascinando
J
Mcnomosso
Calando
. Deficiendo
Mancando
Morendo
Sminueudo
Smorzandp,

growing

slowpr)

) la sudden drop to a lower rale of speed)
(growing

slower and

softer)

Moving Picture
Tbis que.stion o[ Tempo is of more necessity to thealways
advocated
Player than to any other class of musician. 1 have
broadness of
the
in
allowed
be
should
in these columns that license
the action of
the interpretation of tempo, so as to carefully follow
suggested in
the picture But it is in the rendering of compositions
more care of
that
scenes
neutral
the
as
described
aptly
be
might
what should be taken.
,
tempo
nights
As an instance of carelessness on behalf of the leader, a few
leader
the
which
ago at a theater, the scene called tor a Misterloso
30 from
started to play It happened to be the Pizzicato Misterloso No.
Berg's Incidental Series, composed by Adolf Mlnot. The tempo-markleader,
The
Pizzicato.
being
course
of
Strings,
4.
2
Moderate
ing being
however took it at allegro, the consequences being that the strings
wore unable to play the number at such a rapid speed, so that the
whole desired effect of mystery was lost.
Take, for example, that well-known composition by Victor lleroert,
■■Badinage." Here is a composition which, under my impression, is a
test of any orchestras or director's ability, because so much can be
the composer's markings
following.
by carefully
to the composition
addedte
os
mp
. .
and
Characteristic numbers are another stumblin? block for musicians.
A Metronome is not a very expensive outlay, and a little study given to
one will doubly repay any musician in grasping by a momentary glance
the tempo markings on music, and he will also And that his ability to
read at first sight will be greatly improved.
Careful attention to marks of expression and tempo is but a further
requirement in the make-up of a musician, earnestly striving to interpret
the emotions of the fllm.

Increased Demand for Our Productions
Fully 60 Per Cent, of Productions Shown in Great Britain
Are of American Make — Higher Import Duties
Fail to Affect Market.

CONSUL C. M. HITCH, Nottingham, England, writes
in "Commerce Reports" that American photoplays are
popular throughout the United Kingdom. Fully 60 per
cent, of the pictures shown here are of American manufacture, and the demand appears to be steadily increasing. The
balance of the films shown appear to be chiefly British.
French and Italian.
The prices on films released for the open market — those
which may be shown at more than one place at the same
tiiTie — range from $30 per 1,000 feet for the first three days
of their release to $1.25 per 1.000 feet after they have been
in use for a few months. Those for which exclusive rights
to exhibit have been granted bring from $25 to $250 per
week, a fair average being $30 per 1,000 feet for three days.
There has been considerable a.gitation in the press in favor
of limiting film imports into this country. It was thought
for a time that the recent imposition of a customs duty of
two-thirds cent per foot on blank films, 2 cents per foot on
positive films, and 10 cents per foot on negative films would
have a tendency to lessen the imports, but so far there has
been no apparent diminution in the demand for foreigrv films.
Picture houses are well patronized in all sections of Great
Britain, although the average price of admission is somewhat higher than in the United States. The prices outside
of London generally range from 3d. (6 cents) to Is. (24
cents), with an additional war tax. which came into force
on May 15, 1916, and which varies according to tlie price of
admission. Where the admission exceeds 2d (4 cents), but
does not exceed 6d. (12 cents), the tax is Id. (2 cents).
Where it exceeds 6d. (12 cents), but docs not exceed 2s. 6d.
(60 cents), the tax is 2d (4 cents). This tax is always added
to the cost of the ticket, and is paid by the public.
American films are usually imported through Liverpool or
Southampton, and prices are quoted f. o. b. New York.The usual terms of sale, when American firms are selling to
agents in London, are cash against documents, with a discount varying from 2l4 to 10 per cent. The common terms
between^ English distributers and renters are cash against
weekly invoices. To secure a footing in this market it is
advisable to open a branch, or grant agency rights to some
established firm. .All the .American film companies doing*
business in Great Britain have recognized this requirement.
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As London is the chief distributing center, it would be advisable to establish a branch or agency there, for the amount
of business to be done in Nottingham and district would
liardly warrant the location of a general agency here.
The present demand appears to be chiefly for films produced from the stories of prominent writers, particularly onereel and two-reel dramas, with a leaning toward romance.
This is attributed to the fact that most of the picture liouses
throughout this country are a present patronized largely by
women and children, .\pparently there is a good opening
for the production of films illustrating .American cities and
life and reviews of current events, but there is no demand for
war dramas, nor is any expected for some time.

Honduras Theaters Show Foreign Films
But American

Subjects Are Popular — High Cost of Rental
Precludes Use of Our Pictures.

THERE
is not a playhouse for the spoken drama on the
north coast of Honduras, and in the Ceiba consular
district the only public amusements are motion picture
shows, of which there are two. one in Ceiba, the other in
Tela, says Consul Francis J. Dyer at Ceiba in "Commerce
Reports." The house in Ceiba gives three shows a week — ■
Thursday, Saturday and Sundays.
Both of these houses secure their films from Guatemala
City. The Ceiba theater presents from 5,000 to 8,000 feet
of film at each performance — French and Italian, and occasionally one from the United States; in the latter case usually
a "wild west" film with cowboys and Indians, always popular
with local audiences and provocative of boisterous applause.
•All comic and western films go well here. Tlie foreign films
are
frequently of the society-drama type, which are less
favored.
The Tivoli theater in Ceiba seats 1,000. The entire front
of
frame beer,
structure
occupied
"cantina,"
where
softthedrinks,
wines isand
liquorsbyarctheserved,
as well
as
sandwiches. On the first presentation of a film the admission prices are 1.25, 1 and 0.50 pesos, local currency, equivalent in United States gold to 51.25. 41 and 20.5 cents. On the
second presentation of a film tlie scale of admission is 1.
0.75 and 0.25 peso (41, 30.75 and 10.25 cents). When the
lower scale prevails the house is often filled to capacity.
Usually the show begins at 8 o'clock and lasts until 11,
\\ith an interinission, which gives an opportunity to visit the
"cantina," although drinks are served to patrons in their
scats. Outside several little carts dispense popcorn, which
meets with a ready sale, and the street venders also sell
native cakes and sweetmeats and "frescoes." or cool drinks,
consisting mostly of shaved ice and fruit syrup. The local
.■\merican population contributes but little to the attendance.
Expenses are comparatively heavy. Frequently the box
office receipts do not meet them, but the bar makes up the
deficiency. The cost of the filius is $18 .gold a night. The
proprietor (J. Figols) says that if he obtained his films from
the United States they would cost him $23 a night, but he
has had an offer from the Cuban office of an American concern to supply him with films for a period of three months
at 1 cents per foot. .A.s his contract for the Guatemala films
has six months to run, he has not been able to close with
this offer.
Dr. R. H. Wilson is lessee of the theater in Tela, which
seats 400 persons and does a .good business one night a week.
Formerly it gave four shows a week, but now it is open only
on Sundays. Like the Tivoli theater, in Ceiba, it is on the
Guatemala circuit, and therefore it has to use French and
Italian films, although the American films are more popular.
The price paid is $4 per 1,000 feet for 30 days.
Dr. Wilson has been in negotiation with the manager of
the cinematograph in San Pedro Sula for the use of that
theater's films, which are procured from the LTnited States,
but the best terms offered him, he says, are SO per cent, of
the gross receipts. The Tela theater presents 8.000 feet of
film at a performance which lasts an hour and a half, and
the admission price is 1, 0.50 and 0.25 peso (41. 20,5 and 10.25
cents). There is no duty on rented films.
"LUMBERLANDS" OPENS IN THE CHIEF CITIES.
In many of the best theaters of the large cities of the
country Helen Holmes' new fifteen chapter thrill picttire.
"A Lass of the Lumberlands," had its first chapter showing
Monday, October 23, and managers report it was given "a
critical and flattering reception." The Pantages Circuit of
vaudeville and moving picture houses opened its Minneapolis
theater Saturday, October 28, with "A Lass of the- Lumberlands."
This entertainment.
opening marks "the farthest East" movement
of
Pantages
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Motion Picture Educator
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IMPROVE

FILMS

by REV.
FOR

THE

W.

H. JACKSON
YOUNG.

for Stimulating Interest in This Important Subject
Steadily Growing.

THE
most hoi't'iiil note in tlu- present niovcnieiu for
l>cttcr films for younj; people is the practical and systematic manner in wiiich the work of stimulating interest
is
being
pursued.
a eliildren's
tlieater
has been astonishingly The
slow.yrowlii
.\s farofback
as 1909 we
tind
the Kalem Company trying lo form a precedent in tlie manufacture of fihns designed to meet a condition that was not
yet formally recognized.
In 1910 a western publication interested itself to the extent of soliciting and printing letters from children varying
in age from eleven to fifteen years. These letters were intensely interesting, and in almost every case a preference
was shown for the best that the market had to offer. Subjects that helpe<l them in their studies found favor; and the
boj'S, boy-like, did not forget to remind the reader of tiieir
devotion to Wild West pictures, .\bout the same time the
children's matinee was being advocated by staff writers of
tiic Moving Picture World. fo!h>\ving whicii the iiuestion of
the moving picture in the .school began lo stir itself.
Nineteen hundred and tliirteeu found the .\merican Museum of Safety rei|uesting the .\'e\v York exhibitors to give
afternoon exhil>ilions cif pictures bearing on the dangers of
the streets of the metropolis. In the same year Mrs. LaurM
Cogswell, known at the time as the "Moving Picture
Mother." advocated through the Children's Moving Picture
League au appropriation of ?12.000 a vear for the estalilishment of Saturday exhibitions for children, to be held in certain theaters and aduitoriums in Greater New York. The
first exhibition for children following this movement occurred in July. I9IJ The program started at 9 o'clock and
lasted until noon. Crippled children were adnn'tted free of
charge. It is also recorded that a couple ul clean vaudeville numbers were included in the program, which consisted
largely of pictures of a patriotic order, winding up with
a portrayal of Lincoln's Address at Gettysburg.
What is usually referred to as the conmiencement of the
present movement occurred in 1914 when the Parent-Teacher
League of Louisville. K5-.. busied itself with the subject and
succeeded in instituting a Saturday morning performance
for children at the Mary Anderson theater. In 1915 the
movement toward the establishment of the children's theater
as a more permanent thing spread rapidly, until at the present time the centers where the children's theater has become an established fact number in the neighborhood of
three hundred: and an increasing demand for inforrnation as
to how to make these exhibitions a success bears witness to
the fact that the exhibitor is alive to the situation.
The residuum of what has gone before can now be summed
up in the well organized effort which is being put forth by
the National Committee on Films for Young People (affiliated with the National Board of Review) in co-operation
with the Motion Picture Committee of the General Federation of Women's Clubs. The speaking tour throughout the
Middle West arranged by these organizations for Miss Mary
Gray Peck is proving eminently successful in that she has
aroused great enthusiasm in the subject of the better film
in those cities which she has visited.
On October 9 Miss Peck addressed the club women m the
Court House at Erie. Pa. On October 10 she delivered an
Club of Toledo.
address at a dinner o." the SocialtheWorkers'
Commerce Building. In
Ohio, and also at a meeting in
special chilfor
made
being
are
both cities arrangements
1.1,
dren's performances. At Grand Rapids. Mich.. Octoberwith
and
women
of
committee
a
with
Miss Peck conferred
known
made
be
will
which
of
result
exact
the
exhibitors,
the
at a later date. In the same city she addressed an audience
which filled the auditorium of the Ladies' Literary Club
house to the doors, and which included the Mayor and many

and MARGARET

I. MACDONALD

prominent women of tlie city. On October 16 she visited
^outh Bend, Ind., and at Indianapolis she conferred with a
committee of prominent women interested in a city-wide
iiiovement for better films. In Springfield. 111., she addressed
the women's clubs, and gave practical suggestions to women
interested in the use of selected films in central Illinois, and
on October 20 the Children's Section of the State Conference of Charities then being held at .^Iton, 111., claimed her
attention.
In addition to the work of Miss Peck, similar efforts are
being put forth by other members of these committees. Dr.
Cranston Brenton has addressed the women's clubs of Macon, Ga.; Miss Kate Oglebay has spoken on the subject of
better films
at Wheeling.
W. \'a.;
Miss atLouise
Connolly Miss
delivered an address
on the same
subject
Philadelphia.
Mary Newell Eaton addressed a meeting at Jackson, Mich.,
and Miss Millie Trumbull, of Portland, Ore., at Seaside, Ore.
. .\t the invitation of Mrs. Daniel Van Winker of the New
jersey Federation of Women's Clubs, Mr. Orrin G. Cocks,
advisory secretary of the National Board of Review, addressed alarge meeting of representative club u-omen of
New Jersey on October 17 in the parlors of the Y. W. C. A..
Newark, N. J. The subject chosen by Mr. Cocks was the
use of better pictures. Mr. Cocks' remarks were received
with enthusiasm by those present, who went away thoroughly
lonvinced that legal censorship by the state or by officials
at Washington was no solution of the problem of the use
of better pictures. .\U agreed that the weight of influence
of the New Jersey Federation should be thrown in favor of
the emphasis on better films, and films which were adapted
for entertainment for boys and girls.
Other addresses that are scheduled to be delivered in the
near future will be given by Dr. Cranston Brenton before
the City Club of Boston, and Miss Helen Duey, who speaks
before
vember. the Federation of AVomen's Clubs in Buffalo in NoAccording to present statistics and whispered rumors of
other developments of an interesting nature scheduled to
take place in the near future the problem of better films for
young people is nearer a solution than ever before.
MARGARET I. MACDONALD.
"THE CRISIS."
When a picture is founded upon a well known book, written
by a well and favorably known author, the foundation is laid
for a successful film. "The Crisis" is a widely known and
read book. To all who have read it the picture will come
with increased interest, an interest which will detract from
the value of the picture if the book has not been read. In
conjunction with other well known pictures along the line
of this same story this picture nnght almost be called "The
Saving
a Nation."
As anof addition
to pictures dealing with great events in
.American history, schools will welcome this film, which truthfully portrays the times from 1861 to 1865. and deals with
the problems of the South, as well as the rise and rule of the
great Lincoln. It might be suggested that this picture and
that of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" show distinctly two sides of a
great movement, both of which should be seen to broaden
the knowledge which the respective books convey. "The
Crisis" also gives an opportunity to study the political atmosphere of those days, and there are places where the student
can find occasion to parallel events with those of today.
A general review of this film havino' appeared in the Moving Picture W^orld it would seem more educative here to look
at the picture along lines more distinctly advantageous to the
student. .Antedating his debate with Douglass. Lincoln is
found in that semi-obscurity from which his famous debate
rescued him for all time. The presentation of his question
to Douglass is made an important event in the story and so
on through meetings of the cabinet, and being interviewed
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in the white house, a very careful study of his manner in
general is a commendable feature of the film.
Strong Southern characters are seen in Col. Carvel and
Judge Whipple, while the North is most characteristically
represented by young Brice, who eventually becomes a
leader, both in the army and in those paths which find favor
with the great President. The author of the book tells us
why he laid the foundation when and where he did. The
picture reveals the wisdom of this more than the book could
ever do. In this the picture is exceptional, in that it impicives the idea of the book by giving a larger life, introducing more realism, so that not only do the characters
stand out in greater promfnence and faithfulness, but the
people and problems of the times are borne in upon the
mind
student
with a power
greater
to
and ofa the
deeper
conception
of thosewhich
greatgives
events
whichtruth'
the
nation was called upon to solve.
The love story with Virginia Carvel as the central figure
affords an opportunity for an easy and pleasant way to introduce home, social and political customs as they were so
interwoven in the South of that time. The picture is full of
interest from beginning to end, there is not a lost moment
or a scene without its lesson, as a portrayal of life it is supreme and we have nothing yet which will give an immortal
purpose to the life of Lincoln than is found here.
"The Crisis" may be classified under many heads according to the object of the user, but it will without doubt be
always placed upon the educational columns, and that under
many classes; but, whether it be as a Lincoln picture, or as
illustrating the most important crisis in American history, or
whether it deals with North or South, slavery or the war, it
will be found always acceptable; as a story in which fiction
is founded upon, and interwoven with fact, it will interest first
and then thrill, it will always be successful. The credit for
producing this picture must not be withheld from the Selig
Polyscope Co., while the rights have been secured by Messrs.
Sherman Elliot Co., of Chicago.
W. H. J.\CKSON.
EDUCATIONALS

SEEN

IN

NEW

YORK.

Among educationals seen this week in New York are
"Striking Scenes from ."Kmerica's Big Workshops." This
seems to be the beginning of a series of pictures depicting
the leading industries and will prove interesting from any
standpoint. .\n addition to good scenics is "A Visit to
Honolulu." This is an unusually picturesque city abounding in good views of beauty as well as interest and will be
much admired.
"To the Rainbow," a trip to the Rainbow Falls, Northern
Washington, photographed by Jesse G. Sills, under the direction of Robert C. Bruce, shows a series of the world's
most varied and beautiful waterfalls. Extraordinary difficulties must have been encountered to secure these most
beautiful views and great credit is due to those who have
been so successful in doing so. while increasing one's knowledge of America they add to the rapidly growling list of
Picturesque pictures.
In two new pictures. "The Lash" and "Witchcraft." the
theme of intolerance is given a place in very similar ways
and in a manner justifying the theme of the larger picture
now so well know^n. Serving an educational purpose these
pictures will together bring before the public various instances of applied intolerance which cannot fail to bear fruit
m the condemnation of that spirit which has so long held
many otherwise worthy people under a prejudicial spell.
W. H. JACKSON.
NEW

IVAN

PUBLICITY

MAN.

L. Lawrence Baren, formerly publicity manager for the
"To-Day" Company, which had quite a run at 48th Street
theater, New York, about two years ago. and who has since
been connected with film companies in New York and Chicago, has become director of the publicity department for
the Ivan Film Productions, Inc. Mr. Baren has been connected with theatricals for the past twentv years, and has
directed the fortunes of such stars as Blanche Walsh. Bertha
Kalish, Jacob P. .'\dler and David Kessler. For the past
year he has had an independent exchange in Boston, Mass..
handling independent films.
HECTOR SARNO JOINS FOX.
Hector V. Sarno, has jointed the Fox forces and has been
assigned to a forthcoming production. Mr. Sarno was born
in Naples, and spent the first years of his adult life in the
Italian army. Before going into motion pictures he played in
stock with Novelli and other Italian stock companies.
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Prize Contest Decided
Eleven

Authors
Win
Awards
in Traveler-Atlas
Winner to Be Produced at Once.

Contest

WINNERS
in the prize script contest conducted by the
Boston Traveler in conjunction with the Atlas Film
Company,
of Boston, has been decided and eleven
authors have been made happy by prizes ranging from $500
to $25.
The list follows:
First—
Boston."Polly
$500.Pretend," by Eliot H. Robinsoo, 330 Tremont

Building.

Second
"Travers
or theCity.
Cipher
Code," by Theodore Sheldon. 40 Gramercy —Park,
New York
$250.
Third—
Dream Girl." by E. U Leavltt, 74 Bloomingdale street.
Chelsea.•The$100.
Fourth—
"Santa
Claus's
mit Road.
Natlck.
$.50.Little Joke," by Mrs. Thomas Jefferson, 5 SumFifth- ■Billy's Breakfast." by Miss Helen Minshal Young, 509 East
Seventy-seventh street. Xew York City.
§25.
Sixth
— "When
Dawn Came$25.Up." by Miss Clara M. Carraber, 9
Homes
avenue,theDorchester.
Seventh
— "The Pledge
of Love," by Antone Rose, 129 Division street.
New Bedford.
$25.
Eighth — "The Fleet One," by E. W. Bodge, Bar Mills, Me.
$25.
.Ninth
— "The
Shop $25.
Window Orgy." by Addle F. Norcross, 582 Newbury
street,
Boston.
Tenth— ing,
"The
Boston. Dread
$25. Spectre," by Eliot H. Robinson, .330 Tremont BuildEleventh— "In Her Father's Footsteps," by Mrs. Edward Pells, Windsor
$25.
Hills. Baltimore. Md.

Checks for the fifth to the eleventh prize have already
l>een sent and the winners of the first four prizes will receive their awards at the Movie Ball in the Boston Arena,
November 22. The judges were Winthrop Ames, of the
Little theater; Prof. Hugo Munsterberg, Salito Salino, of the
Traveler; Leon E. Dadmun, of the Atlas, and Epes Winthrop
Sargent. The prize script will be given early production at
Highlands.
the company's plant at Newton

PATHE WINS CASE AGAINST DEALER.
The suit of Pathe Exchange. Inc., against the A. F. T.
Corporation for the recovery of a complete set of "Who
Pays?" which was found in the possession of the defendant,
was tried before a jury in the Supreme Court in New York
County on the 16th and 17th of October. The defendant
claimed to have bought the films in good faith in ignorance
of the fact that they had been stolen. In fact, it contended
that it had been induced to buy them by a detective employed
by the Pathe Company, who represented that he was acting
for "a friend in Cuba" who wanted to buy. The judge instructed the jury that good faith was not an element in the
case. In fact, there was no evidence in any way suggesting
anything else than good faith on the part of the defendant.
Yet Pathe won. The moral is: be sure the man who offers
to sell is the owner of his goods.

GLOBE-TROTTER

TALKS

ON TRADE

PROSPECTS.

Charles H. Bancroft, for several years a resident of St.
Petersburg, Russia, and who has made several tours of the
vyorld. was a visitor at the Triangle-Ince studios in Culver
City last week. He is deeply interested in the moving picture
industry, and upon coming to Los Angeles for the winter
decided to visit the studio where he could meet personally
his favorite screen stars.
"I am certain," said Bancroft, "that the American motion
picture producers will reap a harvest, at the conclusion of the
European war, in every country on the continent. For that
matter Russia, Australia, New Zealand and practically all of
the foreign nations will patronize the American picture, as
they far exceed in point of excellence the European output."
UNIVERSAL

PLAYERS

IN

GRAND

CANYON.

Director Lynn Reynolds and his company of Universal
players have gone to the Grand Canyon, where at least ten
days will be spent filming scenes for Reynolds* own story.
"The Man with the Peanut Soul." George Hernandez, character actor in Reynolds' company, will play the feature lead,
with Myrtle Gonzalez in his support.
PARAMOUNT'S MANAGER IN NEW POSITION.
P. K. Johnson, former manager of the Syracuse branch of
the William L. Sherry Feature Film Co. of New York, distributors of Paramount pictures in that section, has accepted
aParamount
position asCincinati
assistantoffice.
to Manager
W. C. is
Bachmeyer
the
Mr. Johnson
well knownof" and
had a successful career as road man for Sherry.
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Spokes from the Hub
By Marion Howard.
in the Hub we liavc a motion picture liouse converted into a church on Sunday morning. It is our
ctfctc Fenway, managed by Frank Stanton. This theater, you know, is the one to show the skill of Mr. Kothapfel
of New Vork. Therefore the stage and its settings take high
rank, as well as the music kept up to the same standard for
which he set the pace. Mr. Stanton introduced an innovation recently in having a flock of pigeons, differing in color
and breed, fly from the wings to a rustic fence fronting the
pictured back drop. There they picked at bites of bread
crumbs and behaved remarkably well during the orchestral
number. There are no gaudy decorations about this stage,
simply a row of potted plants of gay hue just below the
border lights. The use of colored arc lights is cfTectively
managed, .'\bout that church? Well, it is used by the Second Universalist parish, the Rev. Stephen H. Roblin, pastor.
and distinguished for its choir, made up of four l>ig soloists.
Mr. Roblin does not exactly preach, but talks from the heart
in an informal manner. The organist, Harris Shaw, is enthusiastic over the fine organ at this theater. I happen to
know that nine-tenths of that congregation are attendants
at the picture houses and find much enjoyment. In passing.
let me say that the Fenway resumes its activity in the evening and gives excellent picture plays to a large following.
A marked feature of this theater is the air of hospitality
which confronts one on entering the lobby and foyer, where
a comely matron is on duty and a staff of well-trained ushers
gowned in white.
This also• prevails
« * on the balcony floor.
HERE

Pathe's two fine plays "The Shine Girl" and "The Light
That Failed" went strong here and were "repeated" at various theaters. It was the consensus of opinion that "Bob"
Edeson has done nothing quite so well as in the Kipling play.
At the Boston theater, showing it first, I saw scores of business men. to say nothing of many members of the Boston
Authors' Club, including one of its leaders, Nathan Haskell
Dole, a frequent visitor to picture houses and one of the most
critical of all the literary lights here. I was much amused
at the remarks of a chatterbo.x in front who deplored the
unhappy ending and said: "The idea of letting such a hero
diel" Her companion volunteered the statement that Kipling killed him, whereupon she remarked, "Nonsense, one
of those Arabs did." There• vou
* * arel
"Romeo and Juliet." with Bushman and Bayne, made no
end of a hit here, put on at the Globe theater, which is building up a growing patronage despite its location in a not overfascinating part of our busy thoroughfare named for George
Washington. It is under able management and some features of this house are in pleasant contrast to others. For
instance, the orchestra is on the floor, so that when the musicians move about they do not distract attention from the
picture as they do when on the stage. The screen is hung
low and there is no eyestrain experienced. The back set
pictures an Italian city at night with lighted windows. This
theater shows the Mary Pickford pictures first here, and we
have "Less Than the Dust" early in November. "The Return of Eve." was seen here, and we get Herbert Brenon's
"War Brides," a most interesting announcement in the Hub,
as the author. Marion Craig Wentworth, wrote the little play
and she hails from this village. Furthermore it was first put
on at Keiths under her direction. Mrs. Wentworth is a mernbcr of the Professional Women's Club, which gave quite an
affa'- in honor of Nazimova• now
* * in the pictures — happily.
It was not my intention to dismiss "Romeo and Juliet" so
summarily, neither is it my province to review any play in
these colunms. New York critics have ably voiced the sentimens of Hub devotees of this classic. L^nlike other cities,
we have no regular critics sent to see the best pictures, evidently, therefore, the floating public is unaware of the great
merits in this offering, but I venture to say that all who saw
it (on at three theaters), became walking advertisements, as
thev should. .\t the Modern we have another "Romeo and
Juliet" with Theda Bara as Juliet, put on. I hear, with much
lavishness.

• * *

.■\mong the best pictures with the Morosco brand seen here
is "The House of Lies." featuring Fdna Goodrich (Mrs. Nat
Goodwin No. 4) doing her best work. Much has been said
and favorably in print, about this play, but what we liked best
was the surprise ending, when the fair Fdna appeared in
bridal robes minus the scar. "Home." with Bessie Barriscale. proved quite the cleverest satire on snobbery ever seen
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our way, and reflected great credit on the Triangle director,
Raymond West. Here we had George Fisher, the Christus
in "Civilization," in a part dear to the young things in front —
the manly lover in modern dress. The story never lagged
once and a marked feature was
* • the• good titling.
When the Metros put on "Henry's Thanksgiving," as a
member of the Sunset Club 01 New York City 1 am going to
make up a party of women past sixty and take it in. Why.'
Because several of my sister members take part, as pictured
in recent issues of this publication. The Drews, for whon: it
was written, are enthusiastic over their new extras. The last
three Drew pictures have perpetrated the impossible word
"alright" despite private protests galore. Another picture by
these producers featuring Mabel Taliaferro had this
"Baloon."
* * *
Here are a few pictures seen of late to merit approval of
our patrons: "The Daughter of Macgregor," with the reliable
brand Famous Players; "Friday the 13th," ".■Vshes of Embers," strong in spots but weak elsewhere, though Pauline
Frederick and Earle Fo.xe make it a go; "Little Miss Happiness," charmingly human, a play for young and old to enjoy, a good Fox play showing up the village gossips, and
minus the sex stuff too common in their pictures; "The Combat," featuring .-Xnita Stewart, whom fans have a weakness
for; "The Wheel of the Law," with Emily Stevens after a
long absence from the screen. Here we had a look at Harry
Davenport and that dependable leading man Frank Mills, last
seen here in "The House of Mirrors," a Mutual picture with
Lillian Keir.ble and those dear kiddies; "Through the Wall,"
one of tlic best detective mystery plays offered us — better
even than Sherlock Holmes (some of our lawyers say). The
wreck scene in mid-ocean *was* some
thriller.
*
"The Eye of God" was put on at a suburban theater and so
I went again to see it, as it features Tyrone Power, whom
all Greater Boston saw in "Where Are My Children?" In
referring to this play earlier I inadvertently called it "The
Eye of the Night,"
strong one,
Triangle
andas bearing
resemblance
to the that
Universal
thoughplay
quite
good. no

« *

*

"The Quest of Life" ought to appeal to believers in mind
over matter such as C. S. teaches, for its lesson appears in
this picture very appealingly. Maurice and Florence Walton's dancing is not so familiar to us here as that of the
Castles, but I quite agree with the man behind us who said
"\'ernon hasn't anything on this chap." It was a good entertainment all through and the house applauded.

* * *

Two very strong offerings at the Park were "The Chattel,"
with Sothern and "Jaffery." At the Exeter I saw W. S. Hart
in "The Patriot" and commend this to all managers for its
lesson in patriotism and for the finished work of Hart and
that dear little chap. "The Unwelcome Mother," a Fox film
was seen at the Fenway, which is playing Fox and Paramount
pictures and giving us Mary Pickford matinees.

* * *

Among short subjects put on by Mrs. Ayer at her select
theater, the Exeter. "Blind Man's Bluff" and ".\shamed of
the Old Folks." with- Matt Moore and Jane Gail of the Universal, aroused enthusiasm owing to the fact that Mr. Moore
directed them and they play doubles not disclosed until the
end,
* * *
"The Yellow Girl," seen at the Globe, had one big unique
feature, though well acted. It was a futurist picture arranged by that clever artist Edgar Keller, who designed and
painted the sets and directed the costuming. It was not well
advertised, else my word for it all the artists in town would
have gone to see it.
* t *
Mary Pickford has left us after rehearsing her new play at
Marblebead,
a part
"The v/e
Heart
Hero"
filmed
by thewhere
WorldalsoFilm
and ofwhich
are ofto a see
herewasat
the Park, the home of first runs of that company. Miss
Pickford's manager for New England. Sam Bernfield, became a benedict Friday, the 27th, when he married dainty
Elizabeth Snyder of Somerville.
They will live in Cambridge.

* * *

The Film Club has a meeting Sunday. November 5. when
Mrs. Fiske. seen in "Vanity Fair": Donald Brian in "The
Smugglers," and Sir Bcerbohm Tree in "The Old Folks^ at
Home," are bidden as guests of honor as they are playing
here. A special program is being arranged by the club
president.
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Among the Picture Theaters
M
NEWS

AND

VIEWS

OF

PHOTOPLAY

CIRCLE THEATER, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Dedication of Imposing Photoplay House An Event in
Municipal Life of City — Patrons Mystified at Beauty of
Interior — Lounge on Mezzanine Floor Delightful in Its
Architecture and Decorations — Prominent Local Business
Men Identified With Enterprise — Auditorium Seats 3,000
—Structure Represents Investment of $200,000.
THE
circle was to the ancients the symbol of perfection.
Likewise to the modern Indianapolis moving piciture
theater goer the Circle, the latest and newest, as well
as the most imposing of the cluster of new theaters in Indianapolis, isperfection. It was the wonder of wonders in
Indianapolis when moving picture magnates dared build a
theater which for size, beauty and excellence of service rivals
the peer of '"legitimate" theaters as they are known here.
It was with a great display of orator}', doled out by the
best known of local orators, that the beautiful Circle threw
open its doors to the public in the latter part of August. It
was an event in the municipal life of the city and one deservin!?lv rrin-:inptnorated.
A c^o\^■d much too large to be ac-

HOUSES

EVERYWHERE

Efroymson is treasurer, and Ralph S. Norwood is secretary.
The board of directors consists of Arthur Strauss, A. G.
Gillingham, of Detroit; Maurice Cohen and Isadore Fieblemaii. Mark Gates, a theater man of long experience, was the
hrst manager, resigning to enter business for himself, and being succeeded by S. Barrett McCormick, formerly manager
of the Princes theater of Denver.
The theater is situated on the southeast sector of Monument Place, otherwise known as the circle. A brilliantly
lighted marquee of heavy copper juts out from the terra
cotta facade and is itself a compelling invitation to enter.
Above the marquee is a panel, crossing the theater building,
showing a Grecian pastoral scene. Above this is the Circle
clock, a huge timekeeper, thirty feet across the dial, and capable of adjustment to one-tenth of a second per month, despite
its size. The hands and numerals, as is also the border, artilluminated with electricity.
The lobby of the theater is one of its chief beauties. Lurid
lithographs are eliminated and in their stead are handsome
and life-like oil paintings, done by artists of ability. They
are set in gilt frames, draped in green. Handsomely lettered posters tell ol present and coming attractions. The
color scheme of the lobby is ivory and gold, the ceiling decorated in the Adam period, showing groupings of conventional
Grecian figures and other designs. The wainscoting is of
white marble
and ofthe
with "battleship" linoleum in squares
greyfloors
and covered
white.
Four double doors hung with curtains of deep rose silk
open from the lobby into the main promenade. These doors
can not be locked on the inside — one of the precautions
taken bv the management for the safety of Its patrons. The
main promenade swings in a semi-circle behind the seats of
the main floor and is as wide as many city streets. It is
covered with heavy carpet of deep rose.
The walls are of

Circle Theater, Indianapolis, Ind.
commodated tried to get into the big auditorium. The crowd
came sightseeing, for the venture of the owners of the theater
was a thing which had aroused the admiration of the citizens
of the city. They came, they saw, and were satisfied. They
are still coming. The house is sold out night after night in
advance and the two weeks of Centennial celebration saw
more seats sold than any other theater ever sold here in a
similar length of time.
The officers of the Circle Theater Company are well known
in the business life of the city, although their names have not
been prominent in the development of the moving picture
theater. A. L. Block, president of L. Strauss & Co^ clothiers,
is president of the Circle Theater Company; Robert Lieber, a
big figure in the business
world, is vice-president;
Meyer

Looking Across the Auditorium from the Mezzanine

Floor.

Caen stone in ashlar blocks. The ceiling is done in ivory.
Along
of
gilt. the walls are hung mirrors of quaint design and frames
The furniture is of mahogany, with upholstery of deep rose.
Sanitary drinking fountains and a telephone booth for use of
patrons are features. Patrons occupying the rear seats of
the theater are protected from draughts by a glass wall hung
with deep rose curtains. The office of the management opens
onto the promenade. A curved staircase divided by a mahogany rail with gilt posts leads to the lounge on the mezzanine
floor. The lounge is the showplace of the theater and rivals
those of the most luxurious hotel.

November IS, 1910
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On this floor lliirc is a wide oval balcony; in it arc wide
and riclily uplioUtered divans and deep lounging chairs of
llie same rich and coniforlahle material. Rose color prevails again with a back uround oi ivory and gold, .\round
the edge of the mezzanine rail are growinK plants and tall
laniiis ol varied colors. I'ictures hung in liiis beautiful gallery are one of the real wonders of the theater, They are
twenty in number and were lent to the Circle l)y one of the
stockholders. Mr. Licber. They are valued at $iO,UUO. Each
painting is individually lighted. The management plans to
obtain tlie loan of collections from time to lime. A Grecian
frieze graces the lop of the wall. To the right is the parlor
for women patrons, ivory walls are there, loo, and ivory
ceilings, ivory dressing table, writing desk and ivory inlaid
in other pieces of the splendid furnishings. At the opposite
end of the .oon: is the men's smoking room. It has green
wicker furniture, and is modern and complete.
The theater seats three thousand persons. l.SOU on each
floor. Some of the choicest of the seats are on the upper
floor, which merges into the gallery. Each step leading upward has its own light, carefully concealed beneath red glass,
which enables patrons coming in from the lighted streets to
walk without danger of a fall. A beautiful view of the auditorium is obtainable from the mezzanine floor. The ivory
and gold setting prevails on every side, broken litre and
there by panels with the prevailing Grecian designs, those on
the upper side of the bo.xcs being set in relief against a
back ground of pink that makes them stand out distinctly.
The boxes are hung with rose colored curtains and are
equipped with wicker chairs, with rose colored cushions.
Above each is a huge mirror, gilt framed and witli odd Greek

The Beautiful Lounge on the Mezzanine Floor of the Circle
Theater, Indianapolis, Ind.
figures on each side. A procession of Greek revelers wends
its way across the proscenium arch.
The illumination is unique in that not a single light is exposed to view. .Ml the lamps are concealed in semi-indirect
lighting li.xtures. l-'rom the center of the ceiling hangs a
magniticent chandelier of bronze and amber glass, while numerous small globes illuminate every corner of the theater.
Plenty of exits are provided along the sidewalks, both on
the upper and lower floors.
Each light is equipped with four sets of globes, one of
blue, one of amber, another of red, and one of white. The
lighting is designed to be changed in color with changing
scenes as they appear on the screen. There is nothing to obstruct the view of the patron in any part of the house.
The stage set shows an Italian garden with a flight of wide
steps leading to a terrace. On each side of the stage are large
gold urns filled with pink flowers and on each side of the
terrace is a fountain with running water, under the play of
multi-colorefl lights. Trees and trellises make up the back
ground for the set.
The screen when not in use is lowered beneath the stage
A regular stace crew is employed to manipulate the complicated machinery and switchboard used in the house. Underneath the stage there are dressing rooms lor the singers
and musical director. The "laundricd air" system is in use.
The incoming air is washed, dried and tempered before it
reaches the auditorium. The outgoing air ducts are set in the
ceiling and sidewalls and under each seat on the lower floor
The Circle employs a twenty-piece orchestra, clad in Bohemian uniforms, consisting of a rose colored jacket, black

trousers and a black tlowing tie. The orchestra is under the
direction of H. L. Spitalmy of Cleveland. Each program has
its special features. The best singers obtainable are em
ployed in the daily performances. The theater is equipped
also witli a pipe organ. There is a specially trained corps of
eighteen ushers under the direction of W. C. VVulff. An
emergency medicine chest is handy for tlieir use — and lhe>'
know what to do with it.
The theater opens its doors each day at 11 o'clock. They
remain open until U.JO at night, including Sunday. The price
of admission is lifteen cents for the lower floor seats; boxes,
loyes and mezzanine floor twentj'-five cents, and balcony and
gallery sections ten cents. These prices prevail at niglil
.Afternoon prices are ten and lifteen cents. It is estimated
that the Circle represents an investment of $200,000.
Among the guests of the theater at the opening night celebration were S. L. Kothapfel. managing director of the New
York Rialto; Morris and P.eii Cohen. Denver; C. J. Conhain of
Chicago: Harry Rubens of joliet. 111,; V.. Manrelbaum of
Cleveland; .A. J, Gillingham of Detroit; Oscar Mey.er oi
Chicago; W. C. Both of Chicago and H. J. Conhain of Chicago. All of these men are prominent in moving picture
affairs.
PRETTY

LOBBY

DECORATIONS.

The Alhambra. Milwaukee, and the New Garrick in Minneapolis Change Their Exterior Embellishments at Regular
Intervals — The
New
Majestic
in St. Paul Has
Recently Installed a Japanese Stage Setting.
DECOR.VTING the loliby with draperies, artistic trellis
work, potted and cut flowers, framed pictures and posters and the like is becoming more and more a matter of concern with iiuiving picture theater owners and managers. The word of mouth advertising which is created by
the use of such embellishments more than pays for the outlay necessary in installing them. When this means of beautifying the outside of the house is used moderately it is a
plan worthy of encouragement. The uninviting appearance
of the front of many a photoplay house which puts on an
excellent program is often the cause of keeping the box ofl^ce
receipts small.
.\s can be seen from the accompanying illustrations of
lobby decorations, the managers of these houses have exercsied care and good judgment in their effort to make the
lobbies of their theaters look as homelike as possible. The
embellishir.ents have been employed in such a manner that no
necessary space has been taken away from the patrons.
Which, of course, is one of the main points to be taken
into consideration in decorating the lobby — in fact, in any
other part of the house for tliat matter. .Another point is the
depth and width nf the lobby. Fortunately, the lobbies of
the theaters mentioned here are spacious enough to permit
of the use of decorations.
These theaters the Alhambra in Milwaukee. Wis., the New
Garrick in Minneapolis. Minn., and the New Majestic in St.
Paul. Minn., are as representative of the cities in which they
are located as the Strand Theater is of New York.
The manager of the -Alhambra. George Fischer, tells us
that the decorations in his lobby are changed every month
or six weeks. Mr. 'Fischer makes it a point to have the
decorations not only in the lobby, but on the ?tage, conform
with the different seasons of the year.
The decorations at

Lobby of Alhambra Theater. Milwaukee. Wis.
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the Alhambra now consist of flowers which bloom in the
fall, such as Golden Rod, Gladioilas, Asters, etc. During the
winter months the interior decorations of the Alhambra consist of heavy rose-colored plush draperies which, as soon as
the sprino days come, are removed and hung in their place
are draperies of pretty cretonne. The seats are covered
with white cloth, and the impression created by these hangings and coverings on a hot day is one of coolness. Even
the clothes of the attaches of the theater conform with the
oth uniseasons, for in winter all are dressed in dark broadc
forms, while in summer uniforms, shoes and stockings ot
white are used.
The Alhambra, which is one of the largest picture houses
in the Northwest, has a seating capacity of 2816. Music
is rendered by an orchestra of twelve pieces and a mammoth pipe organ. Paramount pictures form the greater part
of the program.s at this magnificent photoplay house.
The New Garrick Theater, which is probably the largest
exclusive photoplay house in the Twin Cities (Minneapolis

Lobby of New
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made in the New Garrick is the installation of a $7000 cgan.
This is in addition to a large orchestra which is j."rmanently en:ployed. The seating capacity is 800, and Mr.
Goldman has managed to earn for the theater by hard and
diligent work the distinction that it is one of the most popular in St. Paul. Like the other theaters mentioned in this
story, the New Garrick features Paramount pictures.

LOEWS

NEW

YORK

ROOF THEATER.

Opens Nightly at 8 P. M. and Runs Continually to 1 A. M. —
Seats 1,200 and Changes Program Daily.
ONE
of the most unique motion picture theaters in the
country is Loew's New York Roof, on top of his New
York theater, in the heart of New York, at 44th street
and Broadway. It is open only at night, with the show starting at eight o'clock, and remains open until 1 A. M. The
place is a converted dance hall, and, in spite of the fact that
very few changes were made in the interior when motion pictures were installed, it adapts itself ideally to the needs of
exhibiting photoplays. The program is changed daily. The
seating
arrangement
of the than
"aerial"
ideal.
The roof
is much wider
it is photoplay
deep, and theater
there isisplenty
of room on both sides of the seats, where comfortable big
lounges have been provided. Back of the orchestra ckairs,
along the entire width of the big hall, are boxes, uniquely
arranged with plenty of room, a promenade in front, between the boxes and the last row of the orchestra.
Behind the last row of orchestra seats is a row
of boxes, the ten chairs in which are so arranged
that thev can be grouped as the occupants of the
boxes wish. There are twenty boxes, making room for two
hundred persons. The orchestra seats an additional 1,000.
The main lounging space is to the left of the elevators as
one enters the roof theater. There is a space large enough
in which to dance. Smoking is permitted in all parts of the
theatre. To the left also are beautifully appointed women's
and men's retiring rooms.

Garrick Theater, Minneapolis, Minn.

and St. Paul), and which has a seating capacity of 2400,
changes its decorations in the lobby and in the interior four
times a year. G. V. Calvert, the manager, always strives to
have the decorations through the entire house the same.
That is to say, if the stage setting represents a Japanese garden scene, the decorations in the lobby and other parts of
the house would be on the Japanese order. Paramount pictures are shown at the New Garrick four days of the week.
An orchestra of ten renders an appropriate musical accompaniment to each picture on the program.
The orchestra is

Lobby of New Majestic Theater, St. Paul, Minn.

Interior of Loew's New York Roof Theater.
The decorations of the roof are most fascinating. Entering from the elevators the curtain faces one. Stretching far
to the left and right are softly lighted nooks, with a fountain
playing in each, with gorgeous lights playing on the water,
and a background for each, beautifully painted. In each
picturesque nook also a bird cage swings with a feathered
warbler in each, their songs mingling with the gentle splash
of the fountain and the music of the big orchestra.
Overhead the steel girders of the roof are concealed by
streamers of silver decorations, while huge silver globes hang
down, containing the lights. The silver scheme of decorations is carried out further in the trimmings of the nooks
on both sides of the curtain, in the frame of the curtain itself,
and in the decorations of the posts supporting the top of
the boxes.
One cold night in November, 1915, the roof theater was
opened for the first time. It had been extensively advertised,
but the public didn't seem to take to the idea at all. As they
lioufiht tickets the^- streamed into the New York theater, in
spite of the fact that a man in the lobby directed them toward
the elevators and the "aerial" theater. Even when the theater was jammed to capacity, patrons waited rather than to
go
on the
It than
was too
cold on
Broadway,
sounded
evenroof.
colder
the street
to them;
so the and
name"roof"
was

under the direction of Oscar Baum. In addition to this,
there is a three manuel. forty-two stop Kilgen pipe organ,
which is presided over by Julius K. Johnson. The New Garrick is operated by the Miles Theater Company, of which
D. L. Bell is president, and S. Blumenthal is secretary.
The New Majestic Theater, St. Paul. Minn., is one of the
six photoplay houses operated by Finkelstein & Ruben. It
is under the guidance of Bert Goldman, who has recently
installed a Japanese stage setting which cost in the neighborhood of $2000.
Another change which has recently been

changed to "Anne.x," but still they came slowly. The same
show was presented in both places, but patrons were skeptical.
Gradually, however, patronage increased, until during th^
summer the roof was crowded nightly when the theater
showed a falling off during the hot months. It is always cool
and comfortable on the roof in summer, with the sides all
open to the breezes, and well heated in winter.
The prices of admission to the New York theater are 10.
15 and 25 cents, and 25 cents to the roof, which includes either
boxes or orchestra chairs. A big symphony orchestra of
sixteen pieces furnishes music on the roof.
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Chicago News Letter
M
By

JAS. S. McQUADE

H. W. Hill Is Responsible for a Novel Innovation.
TH

!•", Xuvi'inber issue of Popular Mechanics lias devoted
considerable space to a descriptive article on a recent
invention of conducting an orchestra from the screen,
devised by Manager Hill, of Orchestra Hall, with the assistance of .\rthur Dunham.
While tlic regular moving picture programs were being
exhibited at Orchestra Hall last summer. Manager Hill concocted a scheme of photographing the musical conductor in
the act of ilirccting his orchestra. Following his idea, Mr.
Hill arranged for the filming of Arthur Dunham, director of
the famous Dunham symphony orchestra, as he was directing the rendition of William Tell and Mendelssohn's Spring
Song. The films were later projected on the screen in full
view of the orchestra, with the result that after a few rehearsals the musicians were able to follow Mr. Dunham's directions in picture form the same as if he were before them
in person, the only change from the usual practice being that
it was necessary for the musicians to shift their positions
so that they faced the screen instead of having their backs
to itAs an illustration of the merits of the simple invention, it
is explained that it makes possible the preservation of the
interpretation of our greatest musical directors, just as the
voices of the world's foremost singers are perpetuated by the
phonograph.
Furthermore, the invention makes it possible for small
orchestras anywhere to have the advantage of being directed
by our greatest directors.
Chicago Film Brevities.
Max Linder, the famous old Pathe comedian, who was recently engaged bv the Essanay Company, at a salary of
$260,000 a year, left France for this country on Oct. 28. According to information received from the oflices of the Essanay Company. Mr. Linder will arrive in New York on Monday. Nov. 6. where he will be met by George K. Spoor, who
is leaving this city for New York on Sunday. Upon his arrival in Chicago Mr. Linder will begin work at once on a
series of twelve two-reel comedies.

* * *

Sol L. Lesser, president of the Golden Gate Film Exchange
and the .Ml-Star Features Distributors, of San Francisco,
made a pleasant call at the World office during a stop-over in
this city on his way to New York. Mr. Lesser intends to
spend about a week in New York City looking over the film
market, and will return to California about Nov. 15.

* * *

.^aron J. Jones, oresident of the Central Film Corporation,
returned to this city from New York on Saturday. Oct. 28,
after an absence of two weeks. During his visit to New
York Mr. Jones closed a contract with the new Norma Talmadse Film Corporation, which provides for the rele.ise of
all Talmadge prod-;tions through the Central Film Corporation in the states of Illinois. Indiana, southern Wisconsin
and the wes.,:rn half of Kentucky. The first release will be
"Panthea," or "A Woman's
Sacrifice."
The next Clara Kimball Young picture to be released
through the Central Film Corporation will be "The Foolish
■Virgin." which will begin a run at the La Salle theater on
Nov. 20.

* * *

"Uncle Sam's Babies." the Woman's Club's infant welfare
film, was exhibited in private at the Woman's City clubrooms.
on Mondav, Oct. .10. The picture was produced under the
supervision of G. F. F.rnshaw. president of the Ernshaw
Knitting Co.. of this citv. and is intended to encourage larger
federal appropriations for infant welfare. The film has received the approbation of the members of the club, and will
be distributed bv them among the various women's clubs
throughout the United States.

* * *

The Elmcndorf Travel Talks are proving to be great bust-

nesr, siiuuilaiors, according to reports from exhibitors
throughout the country. The subject of the first release is
"Yellowstone Park," which is presented in moving pictures
of geysers in action and a number of colored slides portraying the beauties ol tlie park. The travel talks are being exploited in rather an unusual way, according to Dr. A. E.
Lowenthal, secretary and treasurer of the Elmendorf Bureau. In the first place, the co-operation of the schools and
churches is sought by the management far in advance of all
engagement dates. As the travel talks have decided educational value, it has been found that the school heads are
eager to co-operate in every way, and sometimes as many
as three and four performances are given during the day for
children only. Reports from Spoor's .•\cademy theater in
Waukegan, 111.; the Orpheum of Oshkosh. Wis., and the
Grand, of Green Bay, Wis., are all very favorable. The
management of the Elmendorf institution is prepared to rent
outright for one day any moving picture theater in towns
with populations over 6,000.

«

«

*

The Foreman's Club of the Pullman Car Co., of Pullman,
111., were guests at an entertainment given by the Rothacker
Film Manufacturing Co.. on Saturday. Oct. 28. The memlicrs of the club motored from Pullman to the Rothacker
plant, and spent the afternoon witnessing a demonstration
of how moving pictures are made. .^ number of scenes selected from some recent advertising films produced by the
Rothacker Company were shown to the members, and were
explained in detail by the vice-president of the company. N.
I. Baumer. One of the features of the entertainment was the
showing of a film illustrating the "safety first" methods employed by the Eastman Kodak Co.. of Rochester. All the
members of the Foreman's Club were filmed at the time of
their visit. Among those present were F. H. Hampton, C. T.
Bayn, F. N. Gunn and M. *E. *Arkills.
*
H. A. Sherman, of the firm of Sherman & Elliott, distributors of the Selig production, "The Crisis," left this city
for New York on Thursday. Nov. 2. Mr. Sherman intends to
return to Chicago m about 10 days, at which time he expects
to close negotiations with one of the Loop theaters for the
* * •of "The Crisis."
first public showing in Chicago
The Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of the Cincinnati
Chamber of Commerce, representing nearly 100 moving picOctober. 31. at W^eilert's Cafe,
on Tuesday.
metorganize
ture houses, to
and decided
a campaign for raising a portion of
used to prea subscription fund of $125,000. which will besecond
largest
serve the Cincinnati Zoological Gardens, the
have
exhibitors
reservation of its kind in .America. The
adopted a plan to run slides in their theater calling attention
to the campaign and urging contributions. They propose
also to have special performances and to collect money at
their theaters for the fund. The following committee has
been appointed to handle the matter: L. W. Foster, I. W.
McMahon. Charles Weigel, A. G. Hettesheimer. F. L. Emmert. and H. Serkwoich. The election of officers for the
leagiie will occur in December. A nominating committee has
been appointed to report at the November meeting, as follows: Herman Bley, Thomas Reilly, Charles W'eigel, Otto
Luedcking, and Otto Bieckman.
* * *

Frank Rutledge. who succeeded F. M. Brockell on October
•TO as manager of the Chicago Paramount exchange, has had
a varied career as a showman. He made his first appearance
as an actor with the famous Jacob Litt stock company, of
Minneapolis, plaving juvenile parts, and later became treas
nrer of the Bijnu Dream theater. Minneapolis, and actmg
manager of the Grand theater in St. Paul. Mr. Rutledge has
managed and owned several companies on the road. He first
entered the film business three years ago as manager of the
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Playhouse in Oak Park, III. Leaving that position he joined
the George Kleine forces as special representative in the
Middle West, and was later promoted to manager of the
Kleine exchange in Detroit. * * *
George Fawcett. the veteran actor who scored a big success
in the Selig productions "The Crisis" and 'The Country
That God Forgot," left Chicago last week for the Pacific
Coast, where he will again join the Selig company at Edendale as a leading man.

* * *

Thomas Meighan passed through this city Tuesday. October 31, on his waj' to New York, where he will appear opposite Pauline Frederick in a Famous Players production which
will be produced in the near future. Mr. Meighan stated that
he is still connected with the Lasky Feature Play Co., and is
just filling a temporary engagement with the Famous Players
Co., as arranged between that concern and the Lasky company.
* * *
E. M. Newman, with a series of five entirely new travel
talks, will begin his annual season in Chicago November 15
at Orchestra Hall. During five months spent in the Far East
Mr. Newman secured some fine pictures of little-known life
in the countries visited which he will reveal this year. Following is the series in the order in which they will be given:
"Japan Today," "The New China," "Peking," including a trip
through the imperial palace; "Korea" and "Hawaii," with a
stop-over at Manila.
* ♦ *
A special ladies' night meeting of the Chicago Reel Fellows*
Club was held at the Hotel Morrison on Thursday evening,
November 2. Unusual enthusiasm was in evidence over the
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Colonial Theater, Milledgeville, Ga.
Adams, Once an Operator, Now Part Owner of Profitable
Picture House — Also Established a Show of His Own —
His Wife Still an Invaluable Assistant — W. T. Hines,
Other Member of the Firm — Installs Soda Fountain in
Lobby — Releases Program Called "The Colonial Daily."
UNUSUAL for a town of 5,00U population, is the pretty
and thoroughly established motion picture theater located in Milledgeville, Ga. The development of this
staunch institution dates back to the period wlien the photoplay was in its infancy, and credit for its success and prestige
IS due to the far-sightedness and alert management of F. D,
Adams, and the co-operation of his wife, in keeping pace with
the advancement and refinement of the photoplay.
Beginning as a seven-dollar-a-week operator, in the employ
of what was at that time a mere "picture show," Mr. Adams
saw the possibilities in this broad field, and, with little capital,
but much enthusiasm and energy. supplen:ented by the practical assistance and encouragement of Mrs. Adams, he launched out into the sea of filmdom for himself, establishing a
second theatorium in Millegdeville.
His patrons, recognizing the superiority of the class of films
being projected in the new "picture show." soon manifested
their appreciation in a substantial manner, and ere long the
Star was taxed to its utmost seating capacity every day in
the week. Soon the old house where Mr. Adams began his
career closed its doors, leaving the "Star" alone in the field.
Then, realizing that the seating capacity of his theater was
utterly inadequate, Mr. Adams convinced his present business
partjHi, W. T. Ilitus, ,,f ilie Q^ossibility of establishing a payin^ l.n--nh-.^
Mi
Ih.- fortunately owned an ideally located

forthcoming Reel Fellows' Club reception and ball, which
will take place at the La Salle Hotel on November 10.

* * *

The Frank Powell production. "Charity," in seven reels,
shortly to be released by Mutual, will be submitted for the
approval of the Chicago ministers at a private showing next
week. Following that, a press review will be given at one of
the Loop theaters.
The entire fifth floor of the Consumers Building will be
given over to the publicity department of the Mutual Film
Corporation, beginning Monday, November 6, under the
management of Terry Ramsave.
* '* *
Omer F. Doud, long identified with the advertising and
publicity end of the moving picture industry, and until quite
recently in charge of the publicity department of the George
Kleine Company in New York, has organized a service bureau in this city for the purpose of supplying out-of-town
exhibitors and state rights buyers with any needed information. Mr. Doud will also submit original ideas for conducting publicity campaigns. He will leave for a visit to New
York within a few days, where he will endeavor to close with
some of the Independent Feature manufacturers for representation inthis territory.

* * *

Merle Smith, general branch manager of the Kleine-EdisonSelig-Essanay service, returned to this city on Monday, October 30, from a visit to the exchanges under his jurisdictiofi.
Mr. Smith has been spending some time inaugurating a special advertising service, which is given to all exhibitors booking the Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay service. Whenever a
contract is signed for service, representatives of the organization immediately get in touch with the exhibitor to show
him the best way to use newspaper cuts and publicity, and
also poster advertising to the best advantage.
PAUL C. HINZ.
KLIEGL BROTHERS
ISSUE
BULLETIN.
Kliegl Brothers of 240 West Fiftieth Street, New York,
have issued a bulletin descriptive of their Disappearing Footlights. These are designed for high schools, auditoriums,
halls, churches, theaters, etc. They are made up and furnished in complete finished sections, three to five feet in
length and may either be mitered to fit any curvature of the
stage or made in longer sections for straight footlights. They
can also be provided for a single or double row of lamps
with two or more color combinations.
The structural simplicity of these footlight units is noticeable. Each section as furnished consists of a top, frame and
door made of one-inch hardwood to match the flooring so
that for installing all that is required is to provide a space in
the floor of sufficient depth and width to receive the unit, and
the top of the footlights is inserted flush and floored in to
form a part of the stage floor.

Lobby of Colonial Theater, Milledgeville. Ga., Showing Soda
Fountain, Tables and Chairs.
and adaptable building, so together they formed a new firm
and built an elaborate little photoplay house, which represents
an investment of over $10,000.
the name
the "Colonial."
In The
the new
lobbytheater
of thiswas
new given
structure,
whichof extends
back 30
feet in the front of the building, they have installed a 12-foot
soda fountain and the entire entrance has been artistically
finished with plaster paris panel work. Eight opal top tables
with four nickel-plated chairs to each table are placed about
among the plams, ferns, and potted plants, which transform
the lobby into a palm garden, with the white and green color
motif predominating.
In ecjuipping the Colonial every modern and approved appliance for convenience, luxury, and safety was kept in mind.
The operating room forms an annex to the main building in
the rear, and is entirely fireproof, the equipment consisting
of two motor-driven Power's 6-A projection machines, motordriven re-winding equipment, and other conveniences for the
operator, J. A. McCann, a proficient man. In the auditorium
opera chairs for 350 persons are comfortably spaced on the
inclined floor, the audiences facing the front of the building.
Just beneath the screen is a $3,500 Seeburg electric photoplayer.
There being no newspaper in the town in which the advertising of the Colonial could be placed, and no convenient billhoards, the obstacle to bringing the program to the eyes of
the populace of Milledgeville was overcome by the establishment of what is known as the "Colonial Daily Program,"
which is printed in the form of a regular newspaper page.
It gives current news of local interest, and incidentally carries enough local advertising outside of a liberal space devoted to the program at the Colonial, to defray the expense
of the publication. This scheme has long since become an
institution of the town and the people look forward each
morning to their copy of "The Colonial Daily." Supplementing this advertising, the Colonial now owns eight 3-sheet and
four 24-sheet billboards. Mrs. Adams presides over the ticket
office.
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Company

WITH THE SIGNAL PLAYERS.
Now at Work at Local Studio Secures
Pictures of Train Wreck.

HARLEMAN

Realistic

UNDLR
llic direction of J. V. McGowan, the Helen
Holmes Company this week is making llie last scenes
at the Signal studios of the fifth episode of the serial
feature, "The Lass of the Lumherlands."
For these scenes more than 200 extra players were employed. This is one of the largest mobs of extras to havQ
worked at one tin\e at the Signal studios.
Director McGowan has built a set, an exact duplicate of a
portion of the main street of Merced Falls. The set was constructed by leclmical director Bert Gould, from photographs
of the original, made for that purpose while the company
was at work along the Yosemite Valley Railroad.
In order to save light in tlie making of exterior scenes at
night Director Paul C. Hurst has constructed a reflector for
the electric lights which increases their efficiency by thirtyfive per cent. The average studio light is arranged in such a
way that a large portion of the rays are thrown up over the
scene being staged. Hurst built a reflector of compo-board
which was painted white and covered with an aluminum
paint. This reflector works on horizontal hinges changing the
angle to reflect the light wherever desired. It is estimated
that by its use as much light can be thrown by three lights
as formerly was thrown by four.
By a peculiar coincidence the Signal Film Corporation
last week was able to secure motion pictures of a real railroad wreck which it intends to incorporate in this serial.
The company was at work near Verdugo Park when a
construction train on the Glendale and Montrose railway
plunged down grade at a speed of thirty-five miles an hour,
striking another work train and electric tractor and telescoping both trains.
The Signal Company was in the middle of a scene when
its attention was called to the runaway train. The cameraman caught the train before the crash came antl followed it
to the end.
UNIQUE ADVERTISING STUNT.
Angeles
Jewelers
Utilized
Miniature
Reproductions of Triangle Stars to Attract Attention to Their
Window
Display.
In one of the most important jewelry stores of Los
Angeles there has been recently a unique and effective display of the Triangle stars. These charming little figures
shown in the accompanying photograph were cut from heavily mounted photographs colored in oils, and with a little
strip of cardboard arranged easel fashion in the back so they
would stand upright.
This sample of skillful and attractive window dressing was
maintained for two weeks by Feagans & Company, and attracted a great deal of attention, as it is the first of its kind
that has been seen on the coast.
The photographs were made from the various plays in
which the Triangle stars appeared during the past few
months.
Conspicuous on the left will be noted in the upper row the
figure of Louise Glaum in her remarkable peacock dress
composed entirely of shimmering taffeta and real peacock
feathers for headdress and train. Below her is Bessie Barriscaie as she appeared in "Home." Other Triangle stars
can be readily recognized. Mabel Normand. Fay Tincher,
Clara Williams, Dorcas Matthews, and the whole list of
screen favorites.
The same studio has been making quite a specialty of
these, and it was the attention that they attracted in the photograph gallery that suggested the idea to the jeweler that
a complete collection of the popular Triangle stars would
make an excellent background for new designs in fall jewelry
How

Los

and CLARKE

IRVINE

with wliich to open the great autun:n shopping season that is
initiated by the fashion show week.
TheUWjsecond photograph shows how these figures were cut

Triangle Show

in Jewelry Window.

out with a sharp knife following the edges of the photgraphs,
and how it was mounted so as to stand upright. The delicate
effects of the oils and tinting and colors unfortunately is lost
in the reproduction.
HoUywoodsmen Trying to Stop Night Picture Making.
As association of Hollywood people have banded together
to endeavor to stop the picture men from making noises in
their city. They want the studio clatter stopped. Running
machinery, bright lights flaring incessantly; music and dancing; loud talk, yelling and bawling; shooting guns and burning red fire; incessant hammering and tapping are on the
list. Tiiey also object to the unsightly board fences and several other so-called menaces. They think that a fire could
start at any studio and completely wipe out the city. This
association wants the city to stop all this industry. Over a
hundred thousand dollars a week goes away when the noise
stops. Several business men say that if it were not for the
film people, Hollywood would be dead, and one man said
that the pictures have been the only salvation of every business in town. This association wants D. W. Griffith to tear
down the big "Intolerance" sets, which have stood for over a
year, without doing any harm to anyone. The set looks like
the World's Fair, and is the tallest structure in town. If the
people are not careful there will be a real migration of studio
workers.
LOS ANGELES FILM BREVITIES.
An action involving the title and right to the motion picture
production. "The Daughter of the Don," was filed in the
United States District Court Thursday, October 26, by the
Rand-McNally Company of Chicago, against the Monrovia
Feature Film Company, McClurg Francisco. Winfield Hogaboom and Henry Kabierske. The plaintiff alleges that "The
Dons of the Old Pueblo," which was printed and issued by
the plaintiff corporation, has been illegally appropriated for
motion picture purposes.
It is claimed that the book is the work of Percival J. Coonet, who sold the copyright to the Chicago firm in 1913 and
that in the following year the copyright was registered in the
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name of the Rand-McNally Company of Chicago. The
prayer of the petition is an injunction to prevent the exhibition of the films and for an accounting.

* * *

Charlie Chaplin, whose contract with the Mutual e.xpires in
January, we are informed, has been offered a renewal on the
old terms. But Chaplin, it is said, is holding to the idea of
being given more time for the production of his pictures,
claiming he cannot do his best on the present time limit.

* * *

John Em.erson, who lately finished Mary Pickford's picture,
"Less Than the Dust," at the Famous Players studio in New
York, has arrived in Los Angeles and will make Douglas
Fairbanks pictures for the Fine Arts Film Company.

* ♦ ♦

Henry Otto, formerly director with the .American Film
Company, Universal anci recently with the Yorke-Metro, has
joined the Pollard Picture Players in San Diego. Mr. Otto
severed his connections last week with the Metro, where he
directed Harold Lockwood and May Allison in the production
of their recent feature picture,
* * "Big
* Tremaine."
For quick time in constructing stages, the Lasky holds the
record. .\ stage 75 feet by 250 feet was built at the Lasky
studios in the record time of 12 hours. Last Saturday night
Director Reichcr finished "shooting" a heavy set built in the
Lasky Company's back yard. Immediatejy upon finishing
the set was struck, the ground leveled off and smoothed, and
at 6 o'clock Sunday morning a force of 150 carpenters and
other workmen appeared on the scene. Foundations were
laid, uprights put in and the majority of the flooring was put
down before 6 o'clock that evening. So well had the plans
been laid that not a moment's confusion occurred and there
was not a second's delay. The men went to their meals,
which were served on the grounds, in shifts. The stage is
now complete except for the iron diffuser supports which
win be in a few days. A new administration building will
shortly be erected at the Lasky studios, work on which is
expected to be started next week.

* * *

Jackie Saunders after an extended tour around the country
is back again at the Balboa studios. Miss Saunders visited
among other cities. Chicago, New York, Philadelphia, Washington, .Atlantic City, New Orleans. San Antonio. El Paso,
and Havana, Cuba. The popular Balboa girl received not
less than 103 invitations to appear at picture theaters during
her trip, but her engagements were such that she could only
accept about a dozen. When in El Paso, Miss Saunders, in
spite of the persuasions of her friends, went across the
border and ventured 10 miles into Old Mexico. She reports
the most heart-breaking poverty among the Mexicans and
claimed that most of the people were actually starving. Miss
Saunders was most courteously treated by the Mexican authorities, but she said the horror of poverty and suffering
all about her was beyond endurance to one who could not
help them at all.

* * *

Production is rapidly progressing on the Yorke-Metro
picturization of "Pidgin Island." There are approximately 35
acting parts in the photo dramatic version of Harold MacGrath's story, in addition to the stellar roles that are being
characterized by Harold Lockwood and May Allison. The
part of the heavy is being played by Lester Cuneo. who rendered an excellent performance in "Big Tremaine." the last
Yorke-Metro release. Prominently in the supporting cast
appear Lillian Hayward, Phillip Gastrock. Virginia Corbin,
Steve Barton, Y'ukio Aoymes, Elizah Zerr and Y'on Foune.
A thrilling police raid on an opium joint located in Chinatown was one of the exciting scenes filmed this week by Producer and General Manager Fred J. Balshofer. For the
raid, 50 members of the Los Angeles police force had been
secured, and a number of supernumeraries, including 25 real
types of the underworld. Harold Lockwood. in the part of
a secret service agent, put up a hand-to-hand fight with
this mob and after the big scene was over his clothes were
practically torn in ribbons. Three cameras were stationed
in different angles while the big fight scene was in action.

* * *

The Screamers are going to have another joy fest Saturday, this week at Cafe Nat Goodwin. Invitations have been
issued by Kenneth O'Hara, official dopester of Thomas H.
Ince enterprises, who is in charge of the arrangements, assisted bv .Arthur Statter. We have the solemn promise from
Mr. O'Hara that Peggy will not be executed during the
evening.
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Fred Kley, business manager of the Lasky studio, visited
the Morosco plant after the merger was put through. He
wanted to see Manager Eyton, and at the gate a young begoggled and be-putteed youth accosted him with: "Hey, there,
where are you going?" Fred answered: "Why, into the
yard," and the youth of the goggles came up in front of him
and said. "Well, if it's a job yer after you better see Mr.
Eyton about that." Kley took out his card case and handed
a slip of bristol to the boy and he nearly fainted from the
shock. In the next two minutes Fred was politely escorted
to the office of the general manager.
The Christie Brothers,
something new, have
put out postal cards
featuring Betty Compson and Billie Rhodes,
the two charming stars
of theirtures.comedy
feaHere is a new

ever alert and on the qui vive for

picture
of Billie
Rhodes, the charming
little comedy actress
who appears in many
of their releases. Business is very good with
this concern, which releases its own pictures.
R. S. Sturgeon is vacationing at Santa
Monica before accepting a position as director with some concern.
He has had several offers, but so far has not
decided to go to work.
He made some of the
Yitagraph's
bestWest,
pictures from the
Billie Rhodes.
including "The Chalice
of Courage," with Myrtle Gonzalez featured with William
Duncan, "Through the Wall," and many others.
Charles Christie, of the firm that bears his name, is on a
busmess trip to New York in the interests of his firm. MeanA\ Christie is busy at Hollywood producing their wellknown whilecomedies.

* * *

Big Bill Russell, his director Ted Sloman, and others of the
Russell players from the .American, are spending the weekend in Los Angeles and Riverside, taking the last few scenes
for "Lone Star," a Mutual feature.

* * *

Mabel Norrnand was this week chosen queen of the San
Diego Exposition and one whole day was given over in honor
of the charmJng girl of the screen who is loved by the millions. Mabel is busy on a big picture, but somehow found
time to accept the honors bestowed upon her.

* * *

Phillips Smalley. director and actor of the Universal company, was taken suddenly ill with pneumonia this week. Several physicians have been in constant attendance on him, but
he is still in a critical condition.

* »

*

Owing to the illness of Director Jacques Jaccard, Director
Henry McRae has taken over the production of the Universal
serial, "Liberty, a Daughter of the U. S. A.," featuring Marie
Emery.
Walcamp with Eddie Polo, Jack Holt, Neal Hart and Maude

* * *
His many friends at Universal City are delighted to receive mail advices from Marshall Stedman. that he is rapidly
regaining his health and expects to return to his desk and
resun;e Iiis duties as engaging director for the film company
November 15.
Stedman has worked steadily for over thirteen years without a vacation and he suffered a breakdown under the strain
of keeping many different picture companies supplied with
casts and each individual actor and actress in good humor.
Stedman's physician directed that he seek an entirely different atmosphere, so he went to Denver for a visit with his
father. He writes that the snow of Colorado has proven
wonderfully beneficial, but he is homesick for Southern California.

* * *

Director Lynn Reynolds of Universal City

and his company
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of players have reluriu'd from the Grand Canyon of the
Colorado, where they secured some wonderful scenes for his

"Garden of Allah" Is Great

feature.
"The Man With the Peanut Soul," featuring George
Hernandez.
Hereafter it will not be necessary to stain a number of the

Col. Selig Admits It and Director Campbell Says It's True —
Many Realistic Scenes.

stages at L'niversal City for special elaborate sets, as has
been the case in the past. H. H. Barter, head of the Technical Department, has devised a process whereby I lie painting
of the stages is eliminated, making then: alw;i\-> ready for
use. smooth as a ballroom floor and completeij
colored.
Barter is using an electric machine which sandpapers and
thoroughly scrapes the floors after which they are treated by
a secret process, giving an absolutely smooth and permanent
surface.
In addition, one of the large stages has been entirely covered with canvas which has been treated with parafline for
the wet weather. Under this covering a large number of
companies can work with the aid of mercury or carbon lights
during the heaviest rains and the properties and scenery will
remain dry. This stage will be used in addition to the two
electric light studios during inclement weather.

AC.^ST

of star players headed by Helen Ware, thousands of supernumeraries, several hundred Arabs, caravans of camels, and entire streets built of stone in exact
imitation of desert town^ of the Sahara, are but items in the
most massive motion picture spectacle the Selig Polyscope
Company
made, who
namely
"'rhe Garden
.\llah."
William ever
N. Selig,
supervised
all plansof for
the filming
of Robert Hitchens' novel, has stated that "The Garden of
-Mlah" is the very last word in motion picture production.
His

1d

* * *

Among visitors at Universal City this week were former
United States Senator Albert J. Beveridge, the noted
"hoosier," who is touring the United States in the interests
of Charles Evan Hughes. The Senator visited the film capital in company with John Francis Neylan, of San Francisco,
chairman of the State Board of Control and a party of politicians and newspaper men.

* • •

It's getting
to be and
quiteBroadway
a habit with
to drop
in the
theater
at Seventh
everyus week
to sec
the Palace
latest
Keystone or whatever feature may be advertised. Our enjoyment of an otherwise excellently projected picture is considerably marred by the simply unbearable musical noise executed on an organ or similar instrument by somebody trying
to play popular music. Quite a treat to the contrary is the
real splendid accompaniment at the Superba. another downtown house. This theater has an excellent 12-piece orchestra
which plays to the pictures in a really pleasing manner. The
musical program accompaning "The Light at Dusk," a Lubin
production presented at this theater a few weeks ago was
about as satisfactory as we have ever heard. It was a genuine pleasure to see this well produced and by Orrin Johnson's
superbly acted photoplay accompanied by truly appropriate
and well executed music.
MARIE

REICHARDT

IN METRO

PRODUCTION.

Prominent in the support of Julius Steger in "The Stolen
Triumph." a five-act Melro-Rolle feature now being produced
under the direction of David Thompson, is Marie Reichardt,
one of the best known character women of the legitimate
stage.
Miss Reichardt began her stage career in Europe as a
child and came to this country from Germany twenty-five
years ago to play ingenue roles at the Irving Place theater.
She remained with the stock company there for eighteen
years, playing every sort of role from maids to grande dames
and from girls to old women.
Her debut on the English speaking stage was with David
Warfield in "The Return of Peter Grimm," in which she had
an important character role. She remained in the support
of Mr. Warfield for four seasons and last year was with
Elsie Ferguson in "Margaret Schiller." In '"The Stolen Triumph," Miss Reichardt has a role which brings into play all
her talents for natural character portrayal.
NEW VICTORIA THEATER IN ELMHURST, N. Y.
Some time between the 10th and 15th of Xovember a new
theater will be opened in Elmhurst. N. Y.. by Samuel Sheer,
Jr. The house will be known as the Victoria. It will seat
between five and six hundred people and be furnished in the
very latest style. Mr. Sheer and his brotlier are now proprietors of Sheer's
Palace
both in Corona.
L. Hyperion
I. These and
are Sheer's
moderately
new theaters,
houses.
.-Ml three houses are of the same design.
GRACE WYNDEN-VAIL PARAMOUNT
PUBLICIST.
Grace Wynden-Vail was recently added to the publicity
department of the Southern Paramount Picture Company,
Atlanta, Georgia, distributors of Paramount Pictures in that
section. She is one of the best known publicity women in the
United States. She was born in Madison. Wisconsin, and
educated in the public schools in that city, and later, in the
State University of Wisconsin.
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Scene from "The Garden

ol Allah"

(Selig).

assertion is supported by Colin Campbell, the director, who
has
that artistic
"The Garden
best stated
and most
efforts. of Allah" represents his very
According to Mr. Campbell, there is not a scene and not
a subtitle in the Selig production that cannot be found in
Robert Hitchens' novel. From beginning to ending the wonderful atmosphere and plot is retained in every detail.
Helen Ware takes the role of "Domini," and Thomas Santschi enacts the part of "Boris." They are well supported
by a cast of players who include Al W. Filson and Eugenie
Besserer as Lord and Lady Rens; Harry Lonsdale as Father
Roubier; Cecil Holland as Hadj ; James Bradbury as the
Sand Diviner; Frank Clark as Father Beret; Will Machin as
Captain de Trevignac; Little Billy Jacobs as the Child; and
many others.
There are many wonderful lighting effects, many colorful
scenes, and the photography is said to be clear-cut and beautiful. .Among the more thrilling situations in the drama can
be named the desert sandstorm; the charge of the Bedouins
upon a defenseless caravan; the fight at night in the Street
of the Dancers; the meeting between Boris and Captain de
Trevignac; the forecast of the Sand Diviner, etc.
The scenes in the garden of .\llah proper are very beautiful,
for exclusive permission was granted the Selig Company to
film the gardens of Santa Barbara mission, which are startling in tlieir beauty and grandeur. The story of "The Garden
of Allah," it will be recalled, is a particularly strong one.
The novel is considered a classic and Mary Anderson scored
a triumph in a stage version of the novel before the screen
version was written by Gilson Willets, for the Selig Company.
Domini Enfilden. when her mother eloped and her father
died cursing religion, went to Beni-Mora. an oasis near the
.■\frican desert of Sahara in an endeavor to find peace — to
forget her many sorrows. There the woman of thirty-two
years meets a stranger — a man of mystery. Their friendship
finally ripens into love and they are married. Finally Domini
finds out who her husband really is. Then comes her sacrifice, a wonderful one. and the return of conscience to her
husband.
The
ensuing
scenes
are indeed
gripping.
Helen Ware is given every opportunity for strong emotional work and she is ably supported by Mr. Santschi. Their
love scenes together have been termed powerful in every respect.
"The Garden of Allah" will be released in ten reels, before
the first of the year. There will be a special musical score
and elaborate exploitation.
AITKEN GOES TO COAST.
H. E. .Aitken. Triangle president, has gone to the coast for
an extended stay, during which he will review the activities
of the Kay Bee. Fine Arts and Keystone studios in detail.
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" Stingaree " on Screen Again
E. W. Hornung to Write New Series of "Stingaree" Stories
for Kalem — True Boardman Again Featured.
JJ r>i TIXGAREE,"
^
outlaw whose
^^ most
popular
will again return to
English author who

True

Boardman

the picturesque
Australian
gentlemanscreened adventures proved one of the
motion
picture series ever produced,
Filmland.
E. W. Hornung, the famous
created "Stingaree" and "Raffles." has
hecn signed by the Kalem Company to write a
new series of fifteen
two-reel original stories
depicting the further adventures of his character creation.
Of equal importance
to exhibitors and picture
followers is the announcement by the Kalerr. Company that True
Boardman will again

..„ .
„
btingaree.

portray "Stingaree."
Boardman gained nationwide popularity by his
intepretation of the title
role in the original
series.
"This is the first time
that an
internationally
known
writer
of Mr.
Hornung's standing
has
undertaken
to
furnish
original stories for a

motion picture series," declared Mr. Wright, of the Kalem
Company, in commenting on the company's big announcement. "I feel that the facts speak for themselves and it
is not necessary for us to indulge in extravagant adjectives
to impress the importance of our achievement on picture
people. To exhibitors we know that it w-ill be suffithatthatis
willdsgetofanothe
they
cient to sav tothat
r s.'Stinga
we —feel
But ree'
letter
hundre
their
the answer
they will also appreciate the tremendous efforts which we had
to put forth to induce so prominent a writer to take one of
his most famous characters and write new stories of his adventures originally for motion pictures.
"Kalem makes this announcement as another evidence of
our policy of placing no limit on expense or effort in securing
the highest quality of material for our one and two-reel productions. The day of the hack writer has ended, the screen
must offer the w'ork of real authors, and it is to the best of
the literary field that Kalem has gone in search of its stories.
Our 'Girl from Frisco' series by Robert Welles Ritchie is an
example of the success that such a policy brings. The costly
'Grant. Police Reporter' stories, by the same author, give
further proof that Kalem's deeds match with its words. .\nd
now comes 'Stingaree' to cap the climax."
Kalem officials have been striving to put through plans
for another "Stingaree" series ever since the completion of
the original series of twelve two-act episodes, for the flood
of letters of praise from exhibitors that started during the
life of the series have continued without a let-up to the
present day. But long cable negotiations with London were
necessary before success finally crowned their efforts.
The difficult task confronting Kalem in inducing the prominent author to write a new series of "Stingaree" stories may
well he imagined. Mr. Hornung's plans for the coming year
had all been laid out and allowed no opportunity to take the
pen in hand again to weave new- adventures of the picturesque
Australian outlaw. In fact, the first cabled inauiries to Kalem's English representative, made at the conclusion of the
releases in this country, brought a reply that made the project
seem hopeless.
Then, a month ago, the following letter was received from
the English representative: " 'Stingaree' is now ready for
release in this country and we have just completed the advance showing of the pictures to buvers. We have also held
a special series of exhibitions for Mr. Hornung and a number of his prominent literarv friends, I now think we have
a ray of hope in seeking to have Mr. Hornun.g write new
stories. His enthusiasm over the picturizations of his stories
and especially the faithful portrayal of '.Stin.garee' given by
True Boardn^an is unljounded. I have promised another
showing for him next week of several of the episodes. If
anv one thins* nrevails on him to give us more stories of
'Stingaree' it will he the pictures themselves. I can't describe
his praise and enthusiasm."
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In the final moment it was the screen productions that
caused Mr. Hornung to lay aside his important plans to
lake up the further career of "Stingaree." The original
stories w-ere publisheil in short story and book form by Scribner's, but by the payment of a considerable price Kalem has
induced Mr. Hornung to take up the writing of the new plots
with the screen alone in mind.
" 'Stingaree' is probably the first motion picture series ever
Ijlanned the success of which was guaranteed from the start,"
continued Mr. Wright. "Why, we have only to secure the
first run bookings promised by those exhibitors who have
been urging us to produce more 'Stingaree' adventures to
have an assured success. This is an enviable position for the
motion picture manufacturer to be in, and we are taking
advantage of it by planning our productions on a more elaborate scale then ever before attempted. This certain success
enables us to face expenditures unflinchingly that w-ould ordinarily lie deemed too precarious by a picture manufacturer."
It was "Stingaree," written on his return from .'\ustralia,
where he had been engaged in newspaper work, that established E. W. Hornung in the front rank of the fiction workers. In many points similar to "Raffles," his other wellknown creation, "Stingaree" is a gentleman-outlaw, living
alone in the .\ustralian wilderness witli his picturesque companion, Howie, and meeting with the most entertaining adventures in exacting from mankind the justice that he feels
has been denied him.
True Boardman brought to the role of "Stingaree" the e.xperience gained by many years of prominence on the stage,
being especially widely known on the Pacific Coast. He
also became well known on the screen in western roles. But
following his work in the Hornung series his identity will
always be linked with "Stingaree." At present Boardman is
gaining new laurels in "The Girl from Frisco" series, in which
he divides the honors with Marin Sais. He is a daring horseback rider and an artist as a player, a combination that well
befitted him to earn the praise of the author of the stories
for his interpretation of the exacting role of "Stingaree."

Week's Work in Fox Studios
Nine Productions in the Making — Strong List of Star Players
in Various Casts.
NINE
different productions, five in the East and four
in the West, are being filmed now by William Fox's
large directorial staff. The stars acting in the New
Jersey studios are Theda Bara, June Caprice, Virginia Pearson,
\'aleska
and Gladys
Gladys Brockwell,
Coburn; across
the Walsh,
continent,
WilliamSuratt
Farnum,
George
and .\lan Hale and Gretchen Hartman, who will be featured
together in a forthcoming photoplay.
Miss Bara's picture, one of the most dramatic in which
she has yet appeared, will present an extraordinary capable
cast. Chief among her supporting players are Walter Law,
Kinar Linden. Glen White, John Webb Dillion and Alice
Gale, all of whom had prominent roles in William Fox's
picturization of "Romeo and Juliet."
\"aleska Suratt's photoplay, under the direction of Will S.
Davis, is proceeding rapidly. Herbert Heyes has the part
opposite the fashion plate of the screen. Others in the cast
are Claire Whitney, John Charles. Joseph Granby. Charles
Edwards and Oscar Nye. Mr. Charles and Mr. Edwards
are acting in their first William Fox film. Mr. Nye is the
assistant director with the Davis company.
"Jealousy." a recently completed Suratt screen play, is
released by William Fox on November 20.
William Sheer, remembered, among other things, for his
splendid portrayal of Skinny, the Rat, in Williarn Fox's "The
Regeneration." Mr. Sheer has a character part in the new
Gladys Coburn picture and will do several of the daring
stunts for which he has become noted.
Virginia Pearson is doing a film which deals in part with
prison life. One of the novel studio sets erected for it last
week
showed
girls'theworkshop
on Blackwell's
The
news has
comethefrom
West Coast
studios that Island.
.\lan Hale,
featured with Gretchen Hartman in an international pictureplay, w-as president of the 1912 Class of Osteopathy in Philadelphia. The versatile Hale was once a protege of Mike
Murphy, the famous athletic trainer, and later a protege of
Andreas Dippel.
Several well-known United States .Army officers and hundreds of privates, on duty along the Mexican border, appear in manv scenes of the Hale-Hartman photoplay.
Reed Heustis. publicity representative for the Fox Film
Corporation on the Pacific Coast, is the author of the scenario
which Frank Llovd has in work for Gladys Brockwell.
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Kolb and Dill Head Mutuals
Comedians
Appear
in "A Peck
o' Pickles" — Many
Other
Good Things on Program for Week of November 12.
Till;, iaiiuuis C(-)nictlians. Max M. Dill ami William C.
Kolb and Krank Uorzage with Anna Little, the headliners in live-part featm-es. top the Alutnal schedule for
the week of November \i. Both productions are from the
-Xinerican Studios. Ktilb anil Dili, who were noted on the
speaking staiic bciore their debut in motion pictures under
the Mutual banner, will appear in a live-reel Mutual Star Production, ".\ I'eck o" Pickles." This vehicle served the celebrated comedy duo in their most recent appearances on the
stage. This is the fourth Kolb and Dill production filmed by
the Mutual Company. It was directed l>y T. N. HelTron. The
supporting cast in ".\ Peck o' Pickles" includes May Cloy,
the dainty comedienne, Josephine Clark, Marie Van Tassel,
Purceil Jacobs and Frank Thompson. There are also several
companies of coast artillerymen in the battle scenes.
Frank Borzage and .\nna Little, a combination which
promises a mighty well acted and most interesting picture,
are starred in the tive-reel Mutual Master picture "Immediate
Lee." Both Borzage and .\nna Little have won laurels for
their splendid portrayals of Western characters. Borzage
directed his newest picture.
One of the notable characters appearing in "Immediate
Lee" is Old Jim. "Big Bill" Russell's Chinese cook. He has
proven himself to be a true comedian, in the part of the cook
for the cowboy's camp. Frank Borzage is cast as "Immediate
Lee," noted as a terrible gunman of .Arizona. In his early
years he is scarred for life in a fight with a gambler. He
vows vengeance, and at last his efforts are rewarded when he
is brought face to face with the gambler and his animosity
is satisfied, .\mong the noteworthy scenes in this production
are the big Western dance hall, turned into a church for the
marriage of "Immediate Lee" and his dance hall sweetheart,
great stockyard scenes and the vast -Arizona ranch. Jack
Richardson, noted for his "villainy." is the heavy villain.
Others in the cast are William Stowell and "Chick" Morrison.
.\ two-reel Mutual drama. "The Turn of the Wheel," will
be released on Monday. November 6. This is a story of love
and the "eternal triangle."
It is of the "sure fire" type.
The second release of "Tours .\round the W^orld." from
Gaumont. is scheduled for Tuesday of this week and there are
many beautiful bits of scenics shown in it. The cameraman
succeeded in getting some of the best .pictures of battlescarred countries ever filmed.
A four-reel Film D'.\rt production, chock full of thrilling
romance and splendid emotional characterizations by the well
chosen cast, will be released on Thursday.
"Her Sun Kissed Hero." a one-reel Cub Comedy featuring
Neal Burns and Betty Compson, is the mirth provoker scheduled for Friday. This is a most clever production and Burns,
as the love sick youth, and Betty Compson. as the cause of
his illness, do som.e very satisfying work.
Edna Payne, the dark-eyed beauty, and Norbert Myles,
the virile young Eclair star, are cast in the leading role
of the two-reel production "The Bad Samaritan," to be released on Saturday. Both of these stars do exceptionally
good work in this production. Edna Payne is cast as the
Nona Gunter. the ward of Leo Ballingcr's (Norbert Myles)
uncle, with whom young Ballinger is in love.
The Mutual Weekly, which has secured scenes of all important events happening the world over. "See America
First," the beautiful scenic, on the same reel with Kartoon
Komics and Reel Life, the one reel magazine film, are all
"up to the minute."
Paddy McQuire. that bungling, stumbling, but far from
grumbling comedian, supported by the regular comedy cast,
including .\rthur Moon. Gypsy .Abbott, the versatile darkhaired comedienne, and Margaret Tcmpleton. are cast in the
two-reelleased\"ogue
comedy,
Stolen,"production
to be reon Sunday.
The "Lost.
story Strayed
of this or
hilarious
deals with a disappearing thousand dollar bank note. This
note given to the broker's wife by her liusband is first stolen
by the butler, then thrown out in a tin can. Naturally the
can is tied to the end of a boy's kite string. Finally, after
many ludicrous situations the bill finds its way back into the
original owner's purse. Paddy McQuire takes the part of
the new butler, .\rthur Moon is the broker and Gypsy Abbott is happily cast as the receiver of the thousand dollar
note, or the broker's wife.
SELIG NEWS' FASHION DEPARTMENT.
The Scli" news weeklv has instituted a fashion department
showin- the latest creations from London, Paris and New
York City.

Brady Returns from West
Says Prosperity Is Everywhere and That Pictures Are Making Patrons for Spoken Play.
WILLI.AM .\. BK.AIJV, whose interests in both spoken
and silent drama arc more extensive than those of any
other amusement producer, has returned from a brief
tour of observation through the Middle West. These tours,
which arc undertaken whenever Mr. Brady can absent himself
for a short space from his two New York theaters and the
World Film Corporation, are designed to provide him with
first hand information regarding general conditions and their
bearing upon the public at playtinje.
"The prosperity which is evcryw^ierc," said Mr. Brady yesterday, "has become so well known that we may pass it over
as fully established for a considerable time to come. Of
course it has helped both the moving pictures and tlie theaters, but the matter that attracted my attention more than
any other during my recent trip was the unmistakable fact
that the theaters are helping the pictures and the pictures are
helping the theaters.
"F-ormerly we thought the movies were injuring the spoken
plays, and they probably were. But this condition has been
reversed, and tlie motion pictures are making playgoers.
Take foreigners, for illustration. In Detroit, Cleveland.
Pittsburgh, Chicago and other cities whose great industrial
development has attracted hosts of workmen unfamiliar with
our language, the pictures naturally were first to secure
great patronage. In due course a large percentage of these
seekers for recreation were drawn into the regular theaters. _
"Ask any of the 'regular' house managers who watch tlieir
business, in any of the cities I have named, and they will
tell you the foreign born element of their patronage is very
much larger than it w-as formerly. This was a readily perceptible condition to me as a spectator, and I took the pains
to go into it to some extent — sufficiently to convince me that
the pictures were primarily responsible for it.
"On the other hand, we know that practically all of the
patrons of the speaking stage are at least occasional visitors
to the picture houses. Here and there you will find an individual who scorns this form of entertainment, but not often.
"For the small places the pictures are a special boon. As
an example, neither 'The Whip' nor 'Life,' the two biggest
spectacular dramas ever staged, could be played excepting
in the very largest theaters, of which there are not many.
In the case of the former the country could not be half covered, while with the latter the stages large enough to hold
it were so far apart that a week must be lost between times,
and the play never was seen outside of the Manhattan Opera
House, New York; the .Auditorium. Chicago, and two or three
other theaters.
"At the present time the Paragon studio is just completmg
'The Whip,' which in fact is finished e-xcepting for the railwith
of!,' main
to be 'pulled
is about
I believe This,
road collision,
Is not the
however.
real railroad.
on awhich
real trains
scale
bigger
far
a
on
'Life,'
and
point. Both 'The Whip'
than they could have been built for any regular stage m_ the
world, will now be open to showing not alone in the cities
but eVerv tank town on earth.
"All this makes a sure thing of a prediction I made months
ago — that the one-nighters in the near future will derive their
amusements almost exclusively from the pictures.
"The screen drama will soon pass through another phase —
the educational phase— and the sooner the better. Modern
plays and stories of genuine worth are beginning to run low.
and if we cannot at some time before long interest the public
Collins.
in the great stories of Sir Walter Scott, Wilkie
Charles Reade and the other old masters, I do not know what

we are going to do."
PLANS
HERRINGTON
ORGANIZER
NATIONAL
WESTERN TRIP.
The Moving Picture World is in receipt of a letter from
former President Herrington. now national organizer. Mr.
Herrington says that within the next week or so he expects
to make a tour of some of the Western states. Full details
of his itinerary will be published later. Mr. Herrington
asks us to give this initial notice to prepare the exhibitor
and once more bring to his mind the absolute necessity of a
strong and nation-wide organization.
HOLUBAR

PRODUCING

"THE

MESSENGER

OF

Director Allen J. Holubar is producing at Universal City
"The Messenger of Peace" in one reel, with a cast including
PEACE."
Hazel Page and Jack MulBernoudy.
Janeplays
Vernon. also
.Agnes Holubar
the lead.
hall.
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Adam Leads Off for General Film
First

Man

in

Any
Land
Featured in Initial Subject for
Week of November 13-18.
IT is perhaps fitting that the first man in the world appears
in tlie first picture oflfered on the first day of General Film
Service for the week November 13-18 inclusive. "The
Temptation of .-^dam" in three parts, by Selig, will usher m
the program for that week. In this drama Kathlyn Williams
and Guy Oliver have the leading parts. "A Second Story
Ringer," a \''itagraph comedy in one part, will follow, and
then will come a reel of Selig-Tribune dealing with all the
important news of the wcn-ld. This will be followed by a
Biograph one-part drama, "Near to Earth," featuring Lionel
Barrymore.
A two-part Essanay drama "Not in the News," presenting
Marguerite Clayton and Sydney .Ainsworth, will be the first
picture thrown on the screen Tuesday. This will be followed
by Kalem's one-reel comedy, "The New Salesman," featuring Ham, Bud, Ethel Teare and Henry Murdoch.
For the following day an Essanay split reel of Canimated
Nooz Pictorial and a scenic will be first shown. Harry Myers
and Rosemary Theby will get the spot light in a Vim onereel comedy, "His Wedding Promise." "The Mystery of the
Brass Bound Chest," the fifteenth episode of "The Girl From
Frisco," will be screened then, and in this Marin Sais and
True Boardman have the titular roles. Biograph will close
the day Gish
with and
a three-part
drama, "Lord Chumley," presenting
Lillian
Henry Walthall.
Selig-Tribune with all big events will usher in the program for Thursday, sharing honors with a Vim one-reel
comedy, "Pipe Dreams," in which Kate Price and Babe Hardy
provide the fun.
A Knickerbocker Star Feature, a drama in two parts, "The
Target of Dreams," presenting Frank Mayo, will be the
first picture seen Friday. Then will come Kalem's "Grant,
Police Reporter," under the caption "The Rogue's Pawn,"
with George Larkin and Ollie Kirkby in the feature roles.
"The Luck of Jane," a Vitagraph one reel comedy, will be
next, followed by a Vim comedy of equal length, "Good
and Proper," presenting Pokes and Jabbs.
"His Moral Code," a three-part drama in which Lillian
Drew and E. H. Calvert have the leads, will usher in the
final day of the week. This will be followed by a Vitagraph
three-part drama featuring Donald Hall in "The Man Who
Went Sane." Then will be seen an episode of the Hazards
of Helen Series with venturesome Helen Gibson in some daring feats. The week's program will close with a Selig onepart Victoria
drama. "The
and
Forde. Girl Detective," presenting Robyn .\dair
JOHN H. COLLINS WINS NEW LAURELS.
John H. Collins, one of the youngest and most successful
motion picture men in the country, is winning new laurels
as the director for Mabel Taliaferro. Metro star, who now is
at work in the Rolfe studios on a play in which she appears
as an Irish lass in New York society.
'
Mr. Collins, because of his suave bearing, has won the
title of "the diplomatic director." Nothing ever flusters
him. Recently, when he was directing Viola Dana, the
Cooper-Hewitts suddenly failed, several important "props"
were lost, and everyone concerned in the production seemed
to be at sixes and sevens. Collins, instead of showing
anxiety, smiled broadly, stretched his arms as though bored,
sat down and said:
"There is one grand time for a rest, eh?" His good nature soon banished the "hoodoo" spirit that seemed to prevail and within a few minutes the production was proceeding
as smoothly as though nothing untoward had happened.
Mr. Collins has signed a long-time contract to produce
Metro wonderplays. He is only 23 years old, but before
he was out of his teens he was general stage manager for
seven directors in the Edison studio, where he supervised
the construction of more than 5,000 studio sets during the
two years he held that important position. He has written
more than 100 scenarios.
ORTH RETURNS TO NEW YORK.
George Orth, director of comedies, who completed several
one and two reel subjects for the .\tlas Film Company, of
Detroit, has returned to New York, and is considering several offers emanating from responsible film concerns, one of
which is said to come from the Crescent Film Company, of
Washington, D. C. who will release on the International Program. Jack Young, who helped to photograph the "Fall of a
Nation" will grind the camera for Director Orth.
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Simultaneous Showing for 'Crisis"

Sherman-Elliott Plans to Introduce Big Subject to Public in
Large Cities in Week of November 19.
SELIG'S
photoplay
"The Crisis,"
of
which thepretentious
selling rights
for the drama,
entire United
States and
Canada have been acquired by Sherman-Elliott, Inc.,
will be given simultaneous presentations in many of the most
important cities of the country according to plans which have
just been perfected for the various premiers.
The Sherman-Elliott Company has arranged with territorial buyers for the simultaneous openings of the ten-reel
feature in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago, New Orleans, Memphis, St. Louis and Jackson, Mississippi, as well
as in the principal cities of the East, possibly including New
York and Philadelphia and Boston on or about November
19 24. Each of these openings will be exploited "the Sherman way," exceptional facilities having been provided the exhibitor in the way of a most complete line of paper, photos,
heralds, lobby displays, and other advertising matter wTth
numerous selections to choose from.
In addition to these metropolitan or big town showings, a
number of the state right buyers contemplate sending out
road companies, a conservative estimate placing the number of "Crisis" prints actually in use by December 1 at fifty.
Territorial rights to "The Crisis" are being disposed of rapidly, practically all of the various sections of tlie United
States having been either sold or in negotiation.
The territories already disposed of or for which negotiations are being carried on follow: California, Nevada and
.\rizona, to Warner Film .\ttractions, San Francisco; Tennessee, Louisiana and Mississippi, to the States Rights Company,
Jackson, Miss.; New Jersey to the Master Photoplay Company, of Newark; Missouri to William Sievers, of St. Louis.
.\ deal is pending for the rights for Ohio and Michigan. A
combination of e.xhibitors is negotiating for New York state
and possibly New England territory and Pennsylvania.

Costello Came Back Strong
CH.\R,\CTER1ZED by his old time vim, dash, and fire,
Maurice Costello, the distinguished star in Consolidated
Film Corporation's masterful superserial, has made the
biggest hit of his entire film career. When Mr. Costello returned to the screen world last summer after an absence of
several months, there were son-.e who declared that his popularity had suffered by his absence, and that he would not be
the same drawing card again. But evidently these wiseacres
did not believe in the old adage that "absence makes the heart
grow fonder." When the announcement was made that Mr.
Costello was returning to the fold, he was deluged with letters
and telegrams of congratulationover
from countless fans all
the
world.
The first screen star
to be so designated,
Maurice Costello is
a most popular actor.
For seven years a great
Vitagraph asset, Mr.
Costello has acquired a
following of admirers
and well-wishers second to none. There is
not any doubt but what
the great success enjoyed by Consolidated
Film Corporation with
its first production,
"The Crimson Stain
Mystery," is due in a
great measure to Mr.
Costello, for from the
moment it was anMaurice Costello.
nounced that Mr. Costello was to star in "The Crimson Stain Mystery," contracts
began to pour into the main offices of Consolidated at 1482
Broadway, New York, even before exhibitors had seen a
screening of the first episode.
Mr. Costello's role in "The Crimson Stain Mystery," that
of Harold Stanley, a young newspaper owner, who has dedicated his entire efforts to the apprehension of the mysterious
Crimson Stain gang who are perpetrating atrocities, unhindered, in the great city, is precisely the sort of role which
has made Mr. Costello popular.
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Stars Scintillate for Universal
Program

(or the Week of November 13 Includes a List of
Popular Players.
Tilt roster of Lnivcrsal slar.-, who appear on the Big U
program for the week of Xovciubcr 13 includes sucii
well-known names as J. Warren Kerrigan, Roberta
U ilson, liddie Lyons, Lee Moran, Neva Gerber, Charles Ferity, Fritzi Brunette, Betty Schadc, Lloyd Whitlock, Murdock MacQuarrie, Edyth Sterling, Harry Carey, Edith
Johnston, Wallace Beery, Belle Bennet, William \. Mong,
Gale Henry, W illiani Francy. M. K. W ilson, I'.ditli Roberts,
Harry Carter. Lois Wilson, Lee Hill, Ben Wilson. Frances
Nelson. Alarie W alcamp. Jack Holt and Eddie Polo.
The feature of the week, of course, is "Liberty," the fourteenth two-reel episode of which, "A Modern Joan of Arc,"
will be released with Marie W'alcamp, Jack Holt and Eddie
Polo in the cast. This most timely of Universal serials, dealing witli events on the Mexican border, was written and
produced by Jacques Jaccard. Besides the principals, it includes N'eal Hart, Maud Emory, Bertram Grassby, G. Raymond Nye and L. M. Wells. The story of "Liberty," novelby H. Francisco
H. \'an Loan,
is running
the N. V.Salt
Evening
Mail. izedSan
Chronicle,
Boston in Traveler,
Lake
City Herald-Republican, Montreal Herald and in more than
300 large town newspapers throughout the country. Wright
Patterson, general manager of the Western Newspaper
Union, in a letter to the Universal Film Mfg. Co., said recently: "'Liberty' in its novelized form is the most popular
serial we have ever released."
On November 13 Roberta Wilson will appear in "The
Heritage of Hate." a five-reel Red Feather drama, written
by W^alter Woods, scenarioized by E. J. Clawson and produced by Burton George. William Quinn. Lillian Concord,
Eileen Sedgwick, .Alfred Wertz, Betty Schade. Paul Byron
and Betty Harte appear in support of Miss Wilson. On the
same date Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran co-star in "Knights
of the Bath Tub." a one-reel Nestor comedy, scenarioized
by Charles J. W'ilson from the story by Dorothy Barrett and
produced by L. \\\ Chaudet. Fred Gamble and Priscilla
Dean appear in support of the Nestor stars.
November 14 is the release date of "Honor Thy Country."
a Gold Seal three-reel patriotic drama, featuring Neva Gerber
and Charles Perley. There will no regular Victor release
this week, althou.gh a special Victor release, "A Case of
Beans."this
a comedy,
offset
omission. featuring Fritzi Brunette, will more than
■The L-Ko two-reel comedy. "A Million Dollar Smash."
will be released on November 15. together with No. 46 of the
Universal .\nimated Weekly. There will be no Laemmle
release on this date. Lucille Hutton plays the lead in the
L-Ko. On this date J. Warren Kerrigan plays the lead in
"The Torment," a Special Big U drama, with an unusual
theme.
Murdock MacQuarrie and Edyth Sterling are featured on
November 16 in "Life's Maelstrom," a Big U two-reel human
interest drama, written bv Murdock MacQuarrie and produced by Jay Hunt. Bud Chase. Harry Ham, G. A. Williams, W. L. Rodgers and Mrs. Jay Hunt appear in support
of the principals. On the same date Betty Schade and Lloyd
Whitlock co-star in "The Diamond Lure," a Rex drama,
written and produced by John McDermott. Rex Rosselli
plays an important role in the production. The Powers
split reel release of this date consists of "Motor Mat and His
Fliv." a comedy cartoon, and "Ceylon," another of the famous $250,000 Dr. Dorsey educationals.
On November 17 Harry Carey and Edith Johnston costar in "Guilty." a two-reel Imp slum drama, scenarioized
by William Parker from the story bv Ben Cohn and produced bv Henry McRae. E. N. Walleck, L. C. Shumway,
Peggy Coudray,'
principal
roles. Lee Hill and Marc Fenton enact the other
"Kewpie" Morgan appears in person on the same date in
the Nestor comedy. ".A Capable Lady Cook." written by
Harry Wuize and produced by Wallace Beery, who takes a
principal role with Belle Bennet. T. Moreno appears in support of the triumvirate of stars. There will be no Rex release on November 17: instead the Special Big U. "The
Long Search." an Indian and Western drama, will be put
on the program.
"The Son of a Rebel Chief." a two-reel Civil War drama,
written and produced by William V. Mong. will be released
on November 18. under the Bison brand. Mr. Mong takes
the principal part, supported by Nellie .Allen. Marc Fenton
and Harry Holden. On the same date Gale Henry and
William Franey co-star in "Their First Arrest." a Joker
comedy, produced bv W. W. Beaudine. from the story by
Smythe
.Addison.
Milburn
Moranti.
Charles
Conklin
and
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Lillian Peacock also appear in the picture.
There will be
no Lacnmile release on this date.
On Sunday, November 19, Millard K. Wilson and Edith
Roberts co-star in "Lost in Babylon," a Re.x drama written
by Harvey Gates and produced by Mr. Wilson. Malcolm
Blevine appears in support of the principals. On the same
date Harry Carter, Lois Wilson and Lee Hill appear in the
Victor comedy-drama, "Her Chance." which was written
by Constance Crawley and Arthur Maude. Wilbur Higby,
Velta White and Lillian Concord appear in support. "The
Thread of Life." a Special Imp two-reel melodrama written
by Joseph Gollomb and produced by Ben Wilson, also will
be released on this date. Frances Nelson appears with Mr.
Wilson. This feature contains a fire scene which should
make it of great interest to exhibitors and fans alike.

Jeanne Eagels — Thanhouser Star
J E.ANNE E.AGELS. Thanhouser star, who is soon to appear in "The
World and the Woman,"
a Pathe
Gold
Rooster play, made her first appearance on the stage in
Kansas City, her home city, as a member of the Woodward
Stock Company.
She was given her first speaking part when
she was twelve years old — which was not so very long ago.
Miss Eagels played in many stock companies and finally
attacked New York and captured a part in "Mind the Paint,"
with Billie Burke. After a successful season
with Miss Burke, Miss
Eagels became Julian
Eltinge's leading woman in "The Crinoline
Girl." Later she was
engaged to succeed Elsie Ferguson in "OutJoseph Brooks saw
Miss cast"
Eagels
in "Outin New York
and
immediately signed her
to cast."
a long time contract.
She was a tnember of
the all-star cast in "The
Great
and
soon is Pursuit"
to be featured
in
a
Broadway
production.
In "The World and
the Woman," Philip
Lonergan, the author,
has given Miss Eagels
a most diflficult part,
one of those so prized
by great actors who
love to "run the gamut
of human
Miss
Eagels emotions."
plays
a

Jeanne Eagels.

woman of the streets who, through the influence of a little
child, is spiritually reborn and becomes a faith healer.
The scenes taken on Broadway.
New
York, and in the
Adirondack mountains are especially fine.
ENID

BENNETT

IN STAR

PART.

Among this week's announcements from Culver City is the
interesting news that Enid Bennett, the new Kay Bee star,
has commenced work before the camera in the vehicle in
which she will make her Triangle debut. Under the direction of Charles Miller, this bright little luminary is now
giving daily care to her portrayal of a blind girl in Lenier
Eartlett's unusual drama of the mining country, and report
has it that she is creating a sensation among the studio folk
by her excellent work. Her supporting cast consists of Jack
C'ilbert. Charles K. French. Fanny Midglev. Will H. Bray.
Walt Whitman, J. Frank Burke and George Elwell.
HEYES

PLAYS

OPPOSITE

SURATT.

Vale.^ka Suratt's new production for William Fox. under
the direction of Will S. Davis, is progressing rapidly. Herbert
Heyes has the leading role opposite the fashion plate of the
screen. Others in the cast are Claire Whitney. John Charles.
Tosephv Granby. Charles Edwards and Oscar Nye. Mr. Nye
'is the assistant director of the Davis company, and acted before the camera for many months previous to his beginning
executive work.
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rtisement ^ ^ By s.j. Anderson
The Big Newspaper Adve
-Also a
A Costly Phase of Local CompetitionSuggested Remedy tor the Evil
IN a recent Sunday issue of the Seattle Times, of Seattle,
Wash., there appeared a full page advertisement of a
motion picture play at one of the local theaters. There
was a photograph of the star and about twelve words on the
the management evidently deall. Wliat
lhat'wa.sbring
page. pended
an unusual attendance wa,s the amount
upon to
e.xpected a large crowd, else
have
must
Tney
used.
of space
much money on one adsurely tney would not have spent so
picture fans paid no inore
motion
V Seattle
vertisement.et
occupied a modest little
had
it
if
tlian
"ad"
that
attention to
five or ten inches; because they are so used to half-page and
quarter-page announcements that a few inches or a half-page
more means nothing to them so far as the picture is conJ
cerned. , , . t
This statement is not merely theoretical. It is based upon
movie
some
the testimony of a number of Seattle people,
fans, others infrequent patrons of the theaters. When asked
if they went to the show referred to and why. some answered
that they went because they liked the star, others because
they liked the theater, or the service, or the music. Not one
of them mentioned the big newspaper advertisemnt. and when
it was brought to their attention some remembered seeing
an "ad" in the paper, but did not know just what size it was;
others remembered that it was a full page, but seemed not
the least impressed by it; while still others did not even remember having seen it.
• •
r
t.
There are advantages in this form of advertising for the
new theater in a town where it has not been used. The new
manager can "knock 'em dead" with it for a while. But
use? After
after his competitors are "onto it," what'shisthe
playmate with
that it is just like a little boy who, seeing
rivalry in buya big marble, buys a bigger one, whereupon a until
finally all
ing big marbles goes on between the two,
their money is spent, and both have such big ones that they
can't shoot them straight. Then along comes another youngster with a marble of sensible size who, by good shooting,
wins all the other two possess.
Seattle has gained a widespread reputation for big advertising. Film men in other parts of the country, when urging
exhibitors to advertise on a larger scale, will say, "Look at
what Seattle is doing!" Yet it is hardly probable that Seattle
exhibitors are going on with such an expensive advertising
program just to keep up this reputation. That would be a
flagrant case of the boys and the big marbles, and we have
greater respect for the exhibitors of that city than to suspect them of such childish ideas. Certainly one must search
for a more adequate reason for exhibitors and exchange men
joining in making gifts or from twenty-five to two hundred
and fifty dollars each week to the newspapers. Yes, the exchanges often have to help in this donation. The exhibitor
comes to him with this line of talk:
"Let me have this picture for a hundred less than the regular price, then I'll spend a hundred and fifty dollars toadveryour
tising it. That will be worth more than two hundred
business."
But the exchange men have awakened to the fact that it
is not worth even fifty dollars to their business, and most of
the exhibitors admit that their patronage is not affected in
proportion to the amount of soace used in newspaper advertising.
"But," explains one of the latter, "if one of us cuts down
his advertising space the papers will kill his show."
And therein lies the difficulty, which may not at first, perhaps, seem so clear; hut if one has read the reviews of photoplays in the Seattle Times or in either of the other Seattle
papers one understands. The shows at the houses where the
managers have advertised heavily are boosted all alike, while
those houses whose advertising space is small receive a sort
of half-hearted recommendation, and generally no niention
carries no "ad" in that
whatever is made of a theater that is
afraid that if he does
issue. The bigger Seattle exhibitor
not pay for a lot of space his show will be severely criticised,
or, more likely still and more deadly, it will not be mentioned
at all in the reviews.
Now we think in the first place that the exhibitors exaggerate the importance of these columns in the Seattle papers.
In other cities where the papers' reviews are really criticisms

the people often follow them in deciding what show to attend, but with such a review as the Seattle papers give that
can hardly be expected. Certainly it is not the case. Whether
or not Seattle exhibitors can hurt them, the w-ay out of this
difficulty for all of them is in co-operation, in getting together and agreeing on a certain number of inches — say,
three, five, or ten, or perhaps some of them would only want
one — for each theater to use daily. Let it be simply an announcement of the play, the producer and the star. If all
would enter this agreement, there would be nothing to fear
along this line from either papers or competitors, and most
of the thousands that exhibitors and e.xcliange managers are
now giving to the papers will go into their own pockets.
And if exhibitors in any other cities are contemplating following .Seattle's lead, let them call a halt before each of them
begins
spending from fifteen to thirty thousand a year on advertising.

Grace Valentine
C~>»
ui the
most
and
w R.\CE
popular\'ALENTIXE,
of the younger one
Metro
stars,
and ciiamiing
wliose latest
-* offering on the Metro program is "The Brand of Cowardice." with Lionel Barrj-more, was born in Indianapolis,
Ind. -\fter attending grammar and high school in that city
she appeared in amateur theatricals and conducted an orchestra ill a summer park near Greenfield. Ind. This, she considers, was her first professional
engagement.
After playing ingenue roles in a stock company in Indianapolis. Miss Valentine attracted the attention of a traveling
representative of Oliver
Morosco, who made
her an attractive offer
to go to Los .\ngeles.
There she played ingenue
in company,
the Moroscoleads
stock
and soon became the
pet of all Los Angeles.
Mr. Morosco then sent
Miss Valentine to Chicago at the head of a
company with a notable ed."
cast From
in "Help
Wantthat time
on
success attended her on
a big scale. She came
to Broadway as the
star of "Yosemite,"
Charles
A. which
'Taylor's
famous play,
had
a brief run at Daly's
Theater.
The next season Miss
Valentine was the understudy for Irene Fenwick, who was then
Grace Valentine.
playing "The Song of
Songs." She was then
starred
in "See
My
. , ,
■ r--^
Lawyer." and played a summer engagement in Atlantic City
Frank Mclntyre.
and Philadelphia in "Brother Masons," with
Miss Valentine made her debut on motion pictures in
"Black Fear," with Grace Elliston and Edward Brennan on
the Metro program. She made a decided hit in this feature
and Metro arranged for her to appear with Julius Steger in
"The Blindness of Love." Next she was starred with Lionel
Divorce," on the Metro program.
"Dorian's
in is
Barrymore
Snow.
real name
Her

OFFICE.
NEW MAN IN PARAMOUNT
with the Central
John R Simpson, Jr., formerly connected
Bink and Trust Company of Atlanta, Ga.. has .loined the
Southern Paramount Pictures Company, and w^iU act m the
capacity of manager in the Strand Film Company, which
handles the special features booked in that vicinity through
the Paramount Atlanta office. Mr. Simpson is well known
South, and has exceptional and marked ability tor his
in theposition.
new
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American Studio Activities
Numerous

Productions

Under
Plant.Way

at

the

Santa

Barbara

TIIKKK i>roductioiis arc uiulcrway at the American
studios. Director Jamcj Kirkwood is completing Mary
.\liles Minier's lourtli picture. W Dream or Two .•Xgo,"
and will lieyin nc.\t week on "Tlie Innocence of Lizettc."
The tormer story was written by Henry .\ll>ert I'liillips. the
scenario by .\rlluir H. Gooden. The supporting cast includes
Lizctte Thome, Gertrude Le Brandt, Wiltiani Carroll, Orral
Hun;phrey. Clarence Burton and John Gough. Principal
scenes are laid in Chinatown and tenement districts.
William Russell is at work on "Lone Star," in which he
plays an Indian role. The story was written by Kenneth B.
Clarke. Edward Sloman is the director. Charlotte Burton,
Harry \ on Meter and Ashton Dcarholt are in the supporting
cast. The company has just returned to the Hupa reservation where they made many of their scenes. This play gives
\\ illiam Kusscll the biggest opportunities of his life.
C. William Kolb and Ma.\ Dill, under the direction of
Thomas N. Heffron, are completing "Lonesome Town" and
will soon begin on "Beloved Rogues." "Lonesome Town"
is taken from one of their popular plays, put into scenario
form by .\1 Santell. The scenes are well set, and Kolb and
Dill are extremely amusing as tramps. In the cast are
Harvey Clarke, in excellent make-up as "Fresno I'hil," Henry
Edmondson, Charles F. Spencer, May Cloy and Eugenie
Forde.
The fourth Richard Rennet; picture, formerly titled "The
Highest Good," is in the cut.ing room. The title has been
changed to "The X'alley of Decision."
.■\t \ ogue studios. Rube Miller is directing his own productions, and Robin Williamson, recently acquired from Vim, is
directing Paddy McQuire and Ben Turpin, now playing together.
Rube Miller has just completed "Pure Hearts and Black
Hands."
Lillian llamiUon appears as ingenue lead in a very difficult
role.
She was hurt the other day, but is recovering.
Frederick Palmer, an old time newspaper man, is managing
editor of the scenario department, and Hugh Saxon and Al
Ray are assistant editors.
Robin !■-. Williamson is con;pleting a comedy by Mr.
Palmer not yet titled with McQuire and Turpin.
Direcior J. P. McGowan and his company of Signal Players have gone back to El Portal to finish filming exteriors of
"The Lass of the Lumbcrlands," after a brief visit in Los
Angeles. Rainy weather in the lumber country has seriously
interfered with work. McGowan brought his company to
Los .-\ngeles to save time by taking interiors while it was
impossible to work outdoors.
Paul C. Hurst will alternate with McGowan in directing the
Helen Holmes series picture.
The Pollard Picture Plays Con:pany has one of the finest
studios today. It is located at the San Diego E.xposition
Grounds with remarkable scenic facilities.
Director Harry Pollard has completed Margarita Fischer's
production "Miss Jackie of the Navy," and is preparing for
".•\ Xight at Tarquizzi." while Henry Ot.to is directing Miss
Fischer intentious
her production
third full
production
"The color.
Butterfly
a pre-is
of unusual
MissGirl,"
Fischer
supported by Jack Mower,
and j. (jordon Russell.

John Steppling, Joseph Harris

Nine Two-Week Pickford Showings
Ohio

and

Massachusetts
Head
Artcraft's
Honor
Roll
on
"Less Than the Dust."
SPRE.\DI\G out from New York City, where five theaters are this week presenting Mary Pickford's newest
production, "Less Than the Dust," .\rtcraft Pictures
Corporation points to a total of nearly eighty theaters which
have booked the new superior Mary Pickford pictures for
runs of from one to three weeks. In nine cities at least one
theater has arranged for engagements of two weeks each.
In others two theaters under the same management will have
"Less and
ThanMassachusetts
the Dust" and
successors
one week
Ohio
leaditstheir
sister states
in a apiece.
tie for
first honors, each having nine theaters on the honor roll.
The Strand, Broadway and .\cadcmy of Music in ManhatKeeney's
and that
the is
Century
in Brooklyn
set the houses
pace for
New tan.
York
State
followed
by the Gordon
in
Rochester, the Regent and Garden, the Strand in Syracuse
and the Strand in Buffalo. Worthy of comment is the fact
that there are nine Strand theaters on the Artcraft "big" list.
Both the La Salle and Bijou Dream in Chicago will run
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"Less Than the Dust" for two weeks. The otjier 14-day
houses are the Stdlnian, Cleveland; Majestic, DetroitStrand,
Denver;
Portland, Ore.; Coliseum',
San Francisco.
Portola, Columbia,
lie, and
Sea.

Thrillers on the Kalem List
George Larkin Provides
Dare-Devil Feats for November
leases with Plenty of Action in Other Issues.

Re-

DARi;-Di:\ 11. George Larkin. featured in the "Grant,
Police Reporter" series with UUie Kirkby, is now dividing attention m the Kalem list of releases with the
"Girl from Frisco" series presenting Marin Sais and True
Boardman in the leading roles. Kalem announces that two
late
releases in the newspaper series are now in
final November
shape.

"The Rogue's Pawn," fourth of the "Grant" episodes, is
scheduled for Friday,
November I7th, on the General Film
program. Ollie Kirkby is seen in this one reeler as the daughter of the police commissioner. She is the innocent tool of
Chitsworth, a well known gambler, and becomes trapped in
the gambling place when lire breaks out almost at the moment that the police are raiding it.
One of the thrilling scenes finds Larkin, in an elTort to
rescue Miss Kirby, swinging hand over hand across the telephone wires stretched between the roof tops. In mid-air,
the wires snap under his weight, and Larkin is catapulted
into the flaming building. Later. Ollie Kirkby slides down
a rope from the roof to the ground while Larkin makes his
escape by a seven-story leap to the fire net.
This "Grant" thriller is followed on the Kalem schedule
by "The House of Three Deuces," released Friday. November
24th. In this, the fifth episode of the one-reel series by
Robert Welles Ritchie, one of the sensational moments comes
when Larkin and Robert Ellis, the latter in the "heavy" role,
are seen struggling on a fire escape which collapses under
their weight. Larkin. by his work in this series, seems cerances.tain to eclipse his past record for dare-devil screen perform"The Girl from Frisco'" episodes released in mid-November
also contain their quota of thrills. "The Mystery of the Brass
Bound Chest," issued on Wednesday, November 15th, finds
Barbara Brent, portrayed by Marin Sais, enmeshed in the activities of an Armenian secret society. It is preceded in "The
Girl from Frisco" list by "The Witch of the Dark House,"
in which a counterfeiting gang is the center of the activity.
"Rival Fakers" and '''The New Salesmen" are tw'o novel
"Ham Comedies" found on the November acliedule. Ham,
Bud, Ethel Teare and Henry Murdoch are seen in the principal parts in these subjects. "Rival Fakers" finds Ethel and
Henry as rival sellers of a miraculous syrup, while Ham and
Bud as hotel bell-hops play an active part in their schemes.
Ham and Bud as salesmen in a department store furnish a
surplus of comedy for "The New Salesmen."
"The two-year-old "Hazard of Helen" series celebrates anniversary month with the release of "The Runaway Sleeper"
on Saturday,
November
18th, and "The
Forgotten
Tra''
Order" on Saturday. November 25th.

Fontana Opens Offices Here
Located in the Longacre Building with Joseph M. Gaites ^
Charge — Bookings for "Civilization" Coming Fast.
1.\ST week's aimuuncenient that A, G. Fontana had 3t
cured the rights to Thomas H. Ince's "Civilization" fov
^ the states of Pennsylvania, Ohio, Maryland, West Virginia and Delaware aroused no little interest among the e.x.»
hibitors of those states and the trade in general. To handle
this extensive territory the A. G. Fontana Productions Company has opened offices in the Longacre Building. Broadway and Forty-second street. New York, and Joseph M.
(iaitcs. well known as a theatrical promoter and motion picture man, has been engaged to handle the general business
of booking and distributing.
The territory covered by the Fontana deal is a rich one
for the state right man, and it is said that the mails are already burdened with requests for bookings from the numerj
ous enterprising exhibitors in the states named.
It is also announced that branch offices to facilitate the
work of distributing will be opened in Philadelphia (1225
more.
\'ine street), Pittsburg, Cleveland, Cincinnati and BaltiHiller & Wilk. the brokers who conducted the negotiations
which lead up to the consumation of this deal, feel immensely
pleased with the success of their planning.
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Essanay to Make Natutal Length Films

Several Exceptional Features Will Appear During the Next
Three Months.

President Spoor Announces Hereafter the Story Itself Will
Dictate Length of Subject.

DURING
the nine months that Bluebird Photoplays
have been distributed many exceptionally clever features have been numbered among their productions.
This fact has been demonstrated by the comments of the
trade press critics in advance showings, to be later confirmed
by public approval. There is assurance offered by the management that the next three months will disclose numerous
releases of an uncommon variety — pictures that will further
establish the Bluebird program in favor with exhibitors and
their public.
Two of these exceptional features are scheduled for the
last two weeks of November and upon "The Measure of a
Man" and "The Bugler of Algiers" the exploiters of Bluebird pride themselves. Entirely different in the nature of
their theme, they represent the leading spirit of different
elements of mankind. "The Measure of a Man" represents
the
pacifists
and "The Bugler of Algiers" voices the ideas
of the
militants.
J. Warren Kerrigan and Louise Lovely will be the featured players
"The
Measure
of ahave
Man"
be released
November
20. in
Both
of these
leaders
beento lone
stars in

THE Essanay Company has ceased to make photoplays by
reels. George K. Spoor, president, has inaugurated the
system of putting out photoplays according to the time
they take to run on the screen. In the future Essanay plays
will not be announced in reels or acts, but by their screen
time. .<Vs the average reel takes about sixteen and a half
minutes to be thrown on the screen at a normal rate of
speed, the exhibitor can readily judge the footage of the
picture if he cares to know. It is Mr. Spoor's idea that the
spectators at the theater care nothing about the number of
reels, but are anxious to know what is the length of time a
picture will run.
There is still another and more fundamental reason why
Mr. Spoor decided to disregard the reel lengths and to adopt
the system of screen time. "Since the advent of the feature
into the motion picture business the public has been differentiating between pictures by length rather than by quality,"
said Mr. Spoor. "There are short films that are just as much
entitled to the name of feature as the long ones. 1 have seen
three-reel photoplays which were as strong as any longer
feature and much stronger than many.
"It has been a question of cliopping down a story to make
it in two or three reels or padding it out for five or more
to make a feature out of it. Essanay will not do this. The
story will run for just what it is worth and no more. If the
plot can be carried out in three reels and a half it will run
that long and not longer. If it is necessary to carry a footage
of five thousand and five hundred feet or more it will get
that footage.

the earlier Bluebirds, who lately joined forces to portray
"The Social Buccaneer" for Bluebird. In the second feature in which they will unite their artistry, Kerrigan plays
a rugged type of hero who could preach the gospel and at
the same time hold his own in fistic argument. Miss Lovely
represents the belle of a lumber camp, who is the cause of
action during most of the excitement.
Norman Duncan wrote the story of "The Measure of a
Man" and Maude Grange prepared the scenario from which
Jack Conway directed the feature. The redwood forests of
California provide most of the locations, and in picturesque
scenes, among the giant trees, most of the action takes
place. Katherine Campbell, Ivor MacFadden, Marion Emmons, Harry Carter and Marc Robbins are in the supporting company. ,
On November 27 "The Bugler of .Algiers" will be released
with Ella Hall, Rupert Julian and Kingsley Benedict playing the three characters that practically dominate the action. Little Zoe Rae. who is featured in "Gloriana," the
current Bluebird, w-ill also play an important role. This
feature is depended upon by Bluebird to create more comment and awaken greater interest in the series than any feature they have ever released.
Robert H. Davis, editor of Munsey's Magazine, wrote the
story in collaboration with Perley Poore Sheehan, and under the title of "We .\rc French" it originated in the AllStory Magazine. It has now been done in book form by the
George Doran Company, under its original title. The screen
caption comes from a stirring incident which dominates the
picture and makes "The Bugler of Algiers" an especially appropriate title for the photoplay.
"The Sign of the Poppy," to be released December 4, is a
picture entirely different than either of its immediate predecessors. Hobarl Henley will play a "double" as the featured
one and Gertrude Selby will be leading w'oman in presenting the melodrama. This will be Mr. Henley's second appearance in Bluebirds, but the first time that he will be
featured. He played the juvenile role in "The Evil Women
Do," released several weeks ago. In the sunporting company will be Mina Cunard, Robert Clark, Garland Briden
and Wilber Higby. Charles Sw-ickard directed the production from J. Grubb .\lexander.

Greetings by Aeroplane from Chicago
George K. Spoor, Tom North and F. E. Kleinschmidt Send
Messages to World by Carlstrom's History-Making Machine.
AFTER a flight through the air at the record-making speed
of 110 miles an hour, three messages from Chicago were
delivered by Uncle Sam at the office of the Moving
Picture World on the morning of November 3. They were
conveyed by Victor Carlstrom in his sensational aeroplane
trip from Chicago to New York under the auspices of the
New York Times. The postcards were from George K.
Spoor, president of the Essanay Company: Tom North, wellknown theatrical and exchange man. and F. E. Kleinschmidt,
the photographer of big things, whether these be in the
Arctic or on the firing line in Europe.
The message from Mr. Spoor read: "Greetings by aeroplane from Essanay."
Mr. North, who for over a year had lived in Seattle, unconsciously reflected in his note his joy at his escape from the
newly declared dry belt of the Northw-est.

"The exhibitor and the public can judge its length by our
announcement of its screen time, the length of timt it takes
to project it. I think the sooner the manufacturers realize
the public is not entirely feature mad the better it will be
for the exhibitor's business and for the manufacturer. 1 believe exhibitors are anxious for the shorter stories of real
merit, and it is up to the manufacturer to supply them.
"In my opinion there is a large percentage of the public
that would welcome shorter photoplays. The motion picture
business was built up verj' largely on its informality. If a
man and his wife wanted an hour or a half hour's entertainment they would drop into a motion picture theater. If
they see the screen time of a play marked at thirty-six minutes, or whatever it is, they will drop in for that time.
"This does not mean that I am opposed to the five or more
reel feature, because 1 am not. Essanay will continue to get
out features of five thousand feet and more."

Play Bandits Were the Real Thing
Paul G. Melies Learns from C. C. Ezell of How
Were Separated from $40.

in 1911 Guests

visit of C. C. Ezell, formerly manager of the Dallas
branch of the General Film and now manager of the
-\tlanta branch, recalled an interesting incident of
early film days to Paul G. Melies, whose Knickerbocker
.Star Features and Vim Comedies are released on the General
Film program. Back in 1911 Mr. Ezell. who was assistant
manager of the Dallas branch, visited San Antonio, where
the Melies Company was producing its famous western
thrillers. He was accompanied by several exhibitors who
were interestedly watching the production of the pictures.
One of the scenes that was scheduled was the hold-up of an
old-fashioned stage coach and Mr. Melies invited Mr. Ezell
and the exhibitors to represent the passengers in the coach.
With a good deal of banter to and fro the visitors piled into
the coach, which went tearing down the road to where the
bandits were hidden and the stage coach was held up in
realistic fashion.
In fact, it was so realistic that the bandits went through
everybody's clothes and removed about $40 in small bills
and change, charged into town with the proceeds of the haul
and immediately proceeded to distribute it to various bartenders. And not until the other day did Mr. Melies learn
that it cost those men $40 to ha\'e their photographs taken
as "movie stars."
THE

LARIMER
BROS.
BUY
JACKSON
THEATER.
Mondav. November 6, marked the opening of the Jackson
theater, "Heber
.A.rk..
under the
the house
management
of
Uarimer
Brothers,Springs,
who have
purchased
from Clay
Callicott. The theater was thoroughly renovated before
it was opened.
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Paramount Program
Mae Murray and Fannie Ward Stars on Paramount Program
Week of November 13 — Other Interesting Features.
THE
heatitilul Mac Murray ami the versatile Famijc
Ward will lioKl sway on the I'araniouiU Program the
week 111' November 13, in the two feature productions
for that week, "The Plow Girl" and "The Years of the
Locust," respectively, both from the Lasky studios. "The
Plow Girl" is the first production Miss Murray has made
since she left the F.ast some weeks ago, after having appeared]
in the productions of the Famous Players. It is particularly
well suited for Miss Murray, and tlie advance showings have
proven that it is undoubtedly the best work she has ever
accomplished on the screen.
Xot since the time of "The Cheat" has Fannie Ward had
a production, in which her wonderful capabilities have beetj
given such sway as in "The Years of the Locust." She conclusively demonstrates that she is undoubtedly one of the
greatest emotional actresses appearing in photoplays.
Surrounding the program for the week of November 13,
Paramount will release four short reel features, the 40th
edition of the "Magazine-on-the-screen," the Paramount
Pictographs, in which the leading subjects are "Self Defense
Without Weapons," "People of the .Alaskan Wilderness,"
"Frenzied Frocks and Frills" and "Have You a Little Heifer
in Your Homer" The 41st of the scries of Weekly Trips
Around the World, conducted by Burton Holmes, in which
he takes his fellow tourists "In Modern Athens"; the funniest
Paramount-Bray cartoon that J. R. Bray has ever contributed
to the screen, in "Colonel Heeza Liar Hobo," and the fourth
Black Diamond single reel comedy, to be released by Paramount, called "A Villainous Pursuit."
Paramount Pictographs is particularly interesting in that,
the four subjects that are dwelt upon in this magazine-on-thescreen, this week, have never been seen on the screen before.
The leading subject shows that the art of "Self Defense Without Weapons" depends fundamentally upon your ability to
startle an assailant before he has the opportunity to do you
bodily harm. This method of defense has been brought to a
high standard of perfection in this country, and compares in
principle with the jiu jitsu practiced in Japan. The picture
shows a number of methods that can easily be used for a
variety of malicious actions perpetrated against any peaceful
citizens, this being so simple that they are very easily learned
from the screen showing. Simple enough, however, but extremely useful to everyone.
In this edition also of the magazine-on-the-screen, there
will be shown the second installment of Prof. George BurLank shows
Shattuck's
taken
a geological
Alaska
and
the pictures
conditions
thaton now
exist in tour
the of
Klondike
region, proving that the prevailing idea that the gold resources of Alaska have been entirely exhausted, is far from
the actual facts, and picturing in vivid details the unusually
hard methods that miners are compelled to undergo in mining
the precious minerals, and forcibly portrays the terrible
struggle for wealth for which some men endure every
imaginary hardship.
The secrets of the designing rooms of the Parisian modistes
are exposed in a series of pictures, posed exclusively for
Paramount Pictures by Mons. Cne, one of the foremost of
America's fashion artists, while a great deal of comedy is
obtained in another section in the picture, "Have You a Little
Heifer in Your Home?" which "back to the land" movement
contemplates the keeping of a cow in every home, thereby
having your individual milk supply fresh for all meals.
Burton Holmes, the world's greatest traveler, in his 41st
"Weekly Trips .\round the World," which is conducted for
Paramount, goes this week to "Modern Athens, which still
m.aintains its Olympian games and where much excitement
is to be found, a remainder of wonderful events in the days
when Greece was not only the most cultivated and artistic
city of the world, but was also famous for its athletes. The
picture shows a series of these games which are witnessed by
over 70,000 people, after which Mr. Holmes takes you to
witness the superb exhibition drill given by the Greek Gymnastic Societies, who by perpetuating the customs and athletic
spirit of their ancestors, establish and maintain in the younger
generation the manhood and incentive to clean living worthy
the memory of those valiant Greeks who fought and conquered at Marathon, twenty-five hundred years ago.
"Colonel Heeza Liar." the funniest of all the comedy cartoon characters that are being portrayed on the screen today,
has at last lost his home and happiness, and has been compelled to turn hobo. J. R. Bray, the creator of this character,
has injected into this animated cartoon, more real laughs than
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has ever been found in a single reel of this type before. To
say there is a laugh every second, would be describing this
I eel very meagcrly, for it is a continuous uproarious laughfest
from beginning to end.
Paramount's fourth single reel comedy will be "A Villainous Pursuit," a lilack Diamond comedy, produced by the
United States Picture Corporation, and having earned the
ieputation of making the whole nation "hold its sides for
laughter." These comedies have been creating a great deal
of favorable comment by exhibitors throughout the country,
and this one is particularly meritorious, in which there is a
great deal of comedy acting, a dash of heart interest, sufficient
comedy suspense to make it doubly interesting, and with that
ever ultimate justification that makes it an ideal release.
Special music has been prepared for the program pictures,
and Paramount is distributing to its exhibitors through its
exchanges, thousands of dollars' worth of accessories as advertising aids and exhibitors' helps to put this week's program
of pictures "across" in a way that is up to the standard set
lor Paramount Pictures during the past year.

Hanover Buys Biograph Prints
Film Company

Will Put on Market Five Hundred
Ranging in Age Back to 1910.

Subjects

THE
Hanover Film Company, under the management of
Captain Charles E. Kimball and Samuel Grant, 904
Columbia Theater Building, has acquired by purchase
all the library copies of the Biograph Company, including
the period from 1910 to date. This includes all lengths,
split reels, single reels, two reels, and one four-reel feature.
.-Utogether there are five hundred subjects and a half million feet of film. These will be disposed of on the principle
of first come first served.
The list contains the names of many famous single reel
subjects which used to be the exhibitors' joy when they were
first released and none of which have ever grown stale. One
thing which will make a good many of these single reels
possess uncommon interest is the nature of the cast. In
many cases these casts show the greatest moving picture
actors and actresses now enjoying fabulous salaries. The
revival of such names as Marion Leonard, Florence Lawrence
and Arthur Johnson will recall a thousand memories of oldtime moving picture skill. Mary Pickford, Lillian and
Dorothy Gish, Owen Moore and many others are seen in
minor roles when their art was new and their salaries small.
Some of these reissues have been shown recently and have
made good in every sense of the word.
Here are just a few of the names that will be remembered
by old time exhibitors as first class box office attractions.
"The Rose of Kentucky," "The Lucky Horseshoe," "The
Revenue Man and the Girl," "Through His Wife's Picture,"
"Their First Divorce Case," "Resourceful Lovers," "With the
.•Md of Phrenology," "Never Known to Smile." "The Winning
Punch," "No Place for Father," "Mrs. Casey's Gorilla,"
"Jinks' Vacation." "In the Elemental World." "Highbrow
Love," "Under the Shadow- of the Law." ".All on Account of
the Cheese." "The House of Silence," "The Borrowed Necklace," "The Broken Cross."

WILLIAM

SHEER,
OF
"THE
REGENERATION"
FAME, AGAIN
WITH
FOX.
William M. Sheer, actor, vaudevillian, jockey and casting
director, who did such notable work as Skinny, the rat, the
character lead in "The Regeneration," has rejoined the William Fo.x photoplayers.
Mr. Sheer is cast for a leading role in the Gladys Cobtirn
film now in work. It was Mr. Sheer who gained the plaudits
of thousands of movie fans by swinging hand over hand in
"The Regeneration" on a clothesline a hundred feet in the
air — and then hurdled downward bouncing off one line and
another as he fell.
Mr. Sheer will also be recalled for his feat in setting fire
to the excursion barge, Andrew M. Church, which William
Fo.x had purchased for destruction in the picture.
$25,000 THEATER

FOR

PRESCOTT.

The De Luxe Theater Company. Inc., of Prescott, .Ariz., is
building in that city a $25,000 photoplay house. The theater will be devoted exclusively to the exploitation of feature
pictures. The dimensions of the new house are 50 by 100
feet, and it will have a seating capacity of 1,000 persons.
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BY OUR MAN ABOUT TOWN
of the most frequently used terms in the great
ONE
political campaign just closed was "Watchful waiting,"
and singularly enough it was used by each of the two
great parties in the contest with equal diligence and confidence in impressing the voters. One used it in justification,
the other used it derisively. Few have attached to the phrase
anything other than political significance, yet its import is
almost without limitation. Nine-tenths of the people in the
United States believe that the term applies wholly to the
policy of the present national administration with regard
to the Mexican situation. That it applies to any other condition of affairs has probably never occurred to them. They
perhaps have never thought that the attitude of the neutral
countries of the world in connection with the great European
war has been one of "watchful waiting." The attitude of the
business interests of this country is the same, for it is of
vital importance to them to get some inkling of where they
will stand and what their future foreign policies and privileges are to be when the great war is ended. The middle
and poorer classes of this country are watchful waiters. They
are anxiously scanning the horizon for some hope of a
cessation in the sky-rocketing of commodities in price, and
just as anxiously waiting to see how long after the great
war is ended it will be used as an excuse for the maiiitenance
the hills. If
of the prices. "Watchful waiting" is as old as homestead
we
is an old form in a new dress. In the old
have seen it demonstrated by the old family cat as she patiently watched at a hole in the floor for the appearance of
the mouse.

*

*

*

As old as it is and as common as the new-formed phrase
has become during the great political campaign just closed
"Watchful Waiting" would be an excellent motto for the inotion picture industry to adopt. Every one connected with
every branch of the great industry should be inspired to
watchfully await any move on the part of those who are
continually scheming to hamper and injure their interests.

*

*

*

For the first time in the history of the motion picture industry those connected with it have this fall openly taken
an interest in State and National politics. A few years ago
the industry maintained a conservative stand and refused
to identify itself with politics in any form. Its position then
was as it is today, that the motion picture industry was and
is a perfectly legitimate business proposition and was not
dependent upon, and did not cater to, any political niovement. Its peculiar commercial conditions made it independent of even tarif? laws to an e.xtent that it did not feel
called upon to enter into politics. The great bulk of its
products were of American manufacture on .American stock.
At times the industry was sorely tried on account of duties
imposed upon certain chemicals which it was necessary to
import and duties imposed upon foreign films imported by
American agents. But these conditions were chiefly due to
the motion picture industry — the motion picture films — being
a new proposition for the Government, which for some time
was in a quandry as to how moving picture films should be
classified. In time the Government and motion picture interests got together and solved the problem amicably, so that
the latter continued its policy to conduct their business on a
purely commercial basis.
*
+
*
The entrance of the motion picture industry into the political arena was in no measure due to any dissatisfaction
with the Government, or its laws. The industry was forced
into the field for protection against groups of schemers who,
while parading as moralists and reformers, have been trying
to use every form of political device chiefly to further their
own interests. To accomplish this they have endeavored to
have passed every form of local, state and national law
imaginable, regardless of fairness, reason or justice. With a
horde of fanatical moralists and reformers in front the
grafters and political office seekers have put the motion
picture industry to an enormous expense of time and money
to fight schemes that were absolutely without merit.

*

*

*

The past few years have indeed been a period of watchful
waiting on the part of the motion picture people, and it is
gratifying that they at last became aroused to a duty they
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owed to themselves. They have been urged for some time
to stand up and fight their enemies with the same weapons
lised against them, and it is hoped that the counting of the
votes on November 7 will show that they have not been deaf
to the call. The churches, religious societies and reform
organizations have practically resolved themselves into political organizations in order to secure the selection of people
inimical to the interests of the motion picture industry.
For a long time they did it secretly, but latterly they became so openly aggressive that the more far-seeing people
Ml the motion picture ranks felt justified in calling the industry to fight fire with fire. The first call, it is believed,
has received a hearty response.

*

*

*

Perhaps those of the motion picture people who have
worked industriously in the first political campaign will not
realize all they have hoped to gain. None of them expected
to elect a motion picture legislature in each state, nor simillar bodies at Washington. Much less will be entirely satisfactory to them. There are some very intelligent and fairminded men in the motion picture industry. They know
that they have as much chance of securing complete control
of the law-making bodies of the country as the child who
cries to be given the moon has of getting it. But they do
know that there are enough sensible and thoughtful people
in the country who will stand by them when they ask for a
fair chance to fight radical and fanatical legislation. That is
all the motion picture people have asked for in the campaign just closed — a fighting
* *chance.*
The writer knows of some reformers who have severely
criticized the motion picture people for trying to induce the
respective candidates for President to commit themselves
on the censorship question. This is in keeping with most
of the views of a majority of reformers. They set examples
of action and those opposed to their ideas are condemned
for following them. It has not been unusual for candidates
for President to be urged to express themselves on the question of national prohibition, votes for women, and on the
subsidizing of certain industries. There is just as much involved in the question of censorship for motion pictures,
so far as constitutional rights are concerned, as there is in
the questions of national prohibition and woman suffrage.

*

*

*

The writer cannot recall that any of the candidates for
President turned the motion picture delegations down, or
committed themselves to the contrary; so the reformers have
no occasion for going into hysterics. Personally, the writer
does not think the overtures to the Presidential candidates
amounted to a hill of beans, aside from the effect it had
as a notice to the country that the motion picture peopTtf
were in the fight for equal rights. The true value of ante.<
election work of this character lies in its direction towards
candidates for the state and national bodies that frame the
laws. A President of the United States, or the Governor of
a state, may personally be unfavorably disposed towards a
certain measure, but if the state or national bodies adopt
r. measure in good faith and justifiably, it is doubtful that the
Executive will turn it down. So we may expect the situation to be when the censorship question comes up. If the
m.otion picture people have a fair chance and representation
to make good their claims and fail to do so, and those opposed tothe
"them
make people
a presentation
that istosound
in reason
and law,
picture
will be obliged
bow gracefully
to the inevitable, and they will. Past history will not justify
a similar prediction as to the conduct of the reform element.

*

*

*

Whatever the final results of the National election may
be, the motion picture people are confident that there will
be sent to the Legislatures, Senates and Congress enoiigh
intelligent and fair-minded people to see that the motion
picture people are given a fair opportunity to present their
claims and that no iniquitous measure will be allowed to go
unchallenged. In other words, they have hopes that in
the censorship battles the reformers are planning the watchful waiting will not be entirely upon the shoulders of the
motion picture industry as it has in the past.
MARSHALL STEDMAN VISITS DENVER.
H. O. Davis, Vice President of the Universal, has granted
Marshall Stedman, engaging director at_ Universal City,^ a
month's leave of absence, and Stedman is spending it with
his father, Captain E. M. Stedman, of the United States Navy,
retired. Captain Stedman lives in Denver, and with his son
will visit Apex, Col., where Marshall Stedman has mining
interests. It is Stedman's first vacation in thirteen years.
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BETTYS AFFAIR iViiagrapb). Oct. 2T.— A lomody reel in which an
old Idoa Is given a few unusual and humorous touches. The girl
Is In love with u man that her father doesn't like. Thi- father
wants his daughter to marry Ferdinand, but the hero puts a crimp in
that propDslilon by dressing as a cook and dealing out a dinner that
disgusts Ferdinand.
Everything turns out happily.
A CLOSE CALL. (Sellgl. Oct. 28.— Tom Mix and his supporting cast
offer some unusual and daring cowboy stunts In this one-reel Western.
There is not much to the story, but the action is enough to get it over.
A ranch foreman is attacked on his way to a bank by robbers. He pursues them, obtains his money and, through his bravery, wins the hand
of the ranchero's daughter. In the cast are Tom
Joe Ryan. Pat Chrlsman and Sid Jordan.

Mix. Victoria Fordo,

THE

SELIG-TRIBUNE. XO. 87, lOlG (Sellg), Oct. 30.— Hughes Woman's Special at San Francisco : Miss Maud Howe addresses ten thousand
people at San Diego ; troops from Mexican border arrive at Fort Sheridan. HI- ; British East Africa troops at Nairobi, about to enter German
territory: auto plunges Into river. Chicago; Rose Tree Fox Hunt Club
hold meet at Media. Pa. ; fashions in furs ; New Haven, Yale College
pageant.
THE MERRY MOTOR MENDERS (Kaleml. Oct. 31.— A number of the
Ham and Bud comedies that is not quite up to standard. The action is
rather slow. Henrj' Murdoch and Bthel Teare support Ham and Bud,
who become the owners of a garage, and resort to all sorts of tricks to
cause punctures to autolsts' tires. Reviewed in the issue of November 4,
page 60Ci.
CAXIMATED NOOZ PICTORIAL. NO. 10 (Essanay). Nov. 1.— Wallace
Carlson's animated cartoons burlesqueing news events are as humorous
as usual in this number. The drawings and the animation of them are
good. The reel contains 500 feet of beautiful scenic, showing Crater
Lake, Oregon, which body of water lies in the hollow base of a volcanic
cone.
GERTIES GARTERS (Vim^ Nov. 1.— This number of the Vim Feature
Comedies, in which Harry Myers and Rosemary Theby are featured, is
only average. The film is helped somewhat by a tew novel sets, and several rather humorous police station scenes. The story is not much, and
tells how. Harry gets in trouble, when a female crook, slips a, pair o£
pilfered, jewelled garter» in hia overcoat pocket:- His troubles commence
when his wife flnds tbem~ there.
THE SELlG-TRiBl"NE. NO. S8. 1916 (Selig) Nov. 2.— Submarine built
for Spain tested at Provincetown, Mass. ; members of famous French
Band inspect ruins of Zeppelin, London ; Miss Irene Kelynack is fleshand-blood Venus, New York ; Artist McCutcheon makes flight with Victor
Carlstrom. Chicago; with the French north of the Somme; ten thousand
greet Roosevelt
in Chicago.
THE PENCIL CLUE (Kalem>, Nov. 3.— In this episode of the "Grant,
Police Reporter" series. George Larkin indulges in a daring feat when
be Jumps from a canopy on a level with the first floor of an office building
into an automobile. A good fight between Mr. Larkin and Director Ellis,
who plays the villain, occurs in the automobile. The story tells on the
screen how Grant unravels the suspicious death of an aged lawyer. OUie
Klrkby plays opposite Mr. Larkin. A review was printed In the Issue of
November 4. page 690.
THE GATE OF DEATH (Kalem). Nov. 4.— Helen Gibson. In this number of the "Hazards of Helen" railroad series, slides down a constructioncamp chute in a small carrier and catapults over the top of a moving
freight train. Several good lighting scenes are contained in the reel. The
reel Is up to standard.
Review in the issue of November 11, page 843.

General Film Company Specials
IT NEVER COl'Li) HAPPE.N (Essana> i. (J. t. 'J- A quite entertaining three- reeler. The story is impossible, but thert; are a number of
lightening situations in which real humor is found, and, although the
picture becomes farclal at times, it is acceptable. A wealthy youth gets
a Job as butler and tries to escape the attentions of the daughter of his
employer- He falls out of a window and, while his injuries are healing,
becomes enamored of his nurse. He is accused of forgery, but his
father comes to his rescue. Included in the cast are Richard C. Travers,
John Cossar. Anna Mae Walthall. Thomas Commerford and Frances
Benedict.
SMALL TOWN STUFF (Selig), Oct. 30.— A three-reel character comedy belonging to the series of village life, written by Mabelle Justice,
this picture deals with the efforts of a faker to swindle the entire town.
He gets up a theatrical performance with local talent, and the show they
give is something awful to behold.
His attempt to make off with the
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r.-i-eipt^ is frustrahd by the sheriff. Some of Miss Justice's material
Is rather ancient but amu.sing.
The cast and production are excellent.
THE BEACHCOMBER Essanay). Oct. 31.— Harry Dunklnsoii la the
leading member of the cast in this two-reel comedy. He plays the part
of a lively travelling man who drops in at a seaside resort and wins
the hearts of all the ladles by claiming to be a great life saver. After
securing the position of lifeguard, it is discovered that he cannot swim
a stroke, and he makes a hasty exit from the place. The comedy Is entertaining, a number of pretty girls in Pacific coast bathing dresses
helping to attract the eye.
THE POWER OF THE PRESS (Biograph), Nov. 1.— A three-reel
Biograph reissue, featuring Lionel Barrymore and William Russell. The
film teems with old-fashioned melodrama, with the villain perse* uting
the heroine all the way through. The story follows the lines of old-time
melodrama, hut is, nevertheless, interesting. Vivian Prescott. William
Jefferson and A. C. Marston are also in the cast. A review was printed
on page 220 of the issue of October 14.
THE SON OF CAIN (Kalem). Nov. 1.— An absorbing two-reel number
of Robert Welles Ritchie's "The Girl from 'Frisco" series. Unfolded on
the screen is the mystery of a hermit beekeeper. Action is fast. Marin
Sals furnishes several thrills when she falls from a horse and rolls down
a cliffside. She Jumps from a moving train into a river, as does also
Ronald Bradbury. An exciting film. True Boardman, Frank Jonasson,
Edward CUsbee and Hart Hoxie are also in the cast. The picture was reviewed in the Issue of November 11, page 843.

Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
A STRANGER FROM SOMl!:\VHERE, Nov. l."!.— Franklyn Farnum is
the leading actor in this five-reel picture and plays a dual role, a Western millionaire and a pickpocket. The story has been written for entertaining purposes only, and its complications are more intricate than
real. The locations are excellent. A lively fight brings the picture to a
finish. An extended review is printed on another page of this Issue.

Greater Vitagraph V-L-S-E-Inc
THE DEVIL'S PRIZE ( Vitagraph-BIue Ribbon Feature). Nov. C—
A five-reel picture in which charactec delineation is uppermost. There is
little action, and the characters of Marguerita Bertsch'a story are most
all of them more or less repellaut-^ Aatonia Moreno and Naomi Childers .
are featured. The picture has dramatic strength, but the story is rather
vague at times. It tells of how the devil finally wins the man who was
always putting the blame for his many misdeeds on others. The picture was reviewed in the issue of November 11, page 846.
THE PRICE OF FAME (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E) , Nov. 13. — A good flvepart story, featuring Marc MacDermott. supported by Naomi CJhilders. L.
Rogers Lytton and Mary Maurice.
It is reviewed in another column.

International Film Service, Inc.
THE JOCKEY OF DEATH. Nov. 13.— Made in Italy by the Milano
Film Company, this five-reel picture is filled with sensational circus
feats. The story opens in England and follows the career of an heiress
who is stolen when a child and trained as an acrobat. There is no end
of brisk movement, and the scenes in an indoor circus are realistfc.
The picture is given a longer review on another page of this issue.

Mutual Film Corporation
MUTUAL WEEKLY. NO. 06 (Mutual). Nov. 1.— Interesting items of
this issue are the Y'ale pageant, New Haven, Conn. ; a new floating
station house for New York harbor police; at Buffalo. N. Y., powerful
magnets employed in lifting a cargo of pig iron ; the return of the
first New Jersey field company from the border, and at Chicago, Hi., the
Maroons defeated at football by Northwestern.
BUNGLING BILL'S BOW-WOW (Vogue), Nov. 5.— An unusually entertaining farce comedy In which a clever little dog plays a prominent
part. The plot of the story deals with the simple fact that a certain
young lady's father insists that, in order to win his consent to marriage
with his daughter, lier sweetheart must catch him a wampus. A toy dog,
mistaken for a wampus, is brought in, then .-jtolen, and the detective
employed leads a merry chase after the offenders. Children will enjoy
this comedy which contains no harmful element.
MUTUAL WORLD TOURS, NO. 1 (Gaumoot), Nov. ".—"In the Heart
of Egypt" Is the first subject of this excellent series. This opens with
scenes on the Nile at Assouan, following with the baths of Cleopatra, a
Kamenez-Podolsk, a Galician town, in war time, Philae, showing the
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temples of Isis and Hathor, the Assouan Dam completed Dec. 10, 1902,
and many interesting Egyptian types at their various occupatioDS. The
second part of the reel shows some interesting scenes in and about La
Rochelle, France, its harbor in the Bay nt Biscay, its whan-es, Its
fish market, and its fishing fleet on the bay in the moonlight. An unusually interestiog travel film.
SEE AMERICA FIRST, SO. 61 (Gaumont), Nov. S. — The beautiful
Columbia River is the subject of this film entitled "Oregon's Famous
River," seen from the Columbia River Highway. The views presented
ia this film are of unusual beauty and clearness of photography. Some
of the scenes it encompasses are Eagle Creek Bridge, catching the salmon in Eagle Creek. Eagle Point. Horse Tail Falls, the Devil's Punch
Bowl, beautiful Lo Tourell Falls, La Tourell Bridge, and the Falls Villa,
closing with a beautiful sunset scene. "Babbling Bess," a comic cartooD, completes the reel.
THE

FIGHT OX THE DAM (American), Nov. 9. — A western melodrama, featuring J. Warren Kerrigan. In the cast are also Jack Richardson and Pauline Bush. The production is of ordinary merit anu
visualizes a fight between the cowmen and a construction company who
were putting in a dam.
HIS BLUSHING BRIDE (Cub). Nov. 10. — A moderately entertaining
comedy, based on an oldtype of story in which two young men in distressing financial circumstances try to get a week's free board which
is offered the first bride and groom to take lodging at a certain new
hotel, by posing as bride and groom. Considerable comedy is extracted
from circumstances attending the makeup of the bride. The comedy
element of this picture is not overly strong.

Mutual Film Corporation Specials.
THE PE.\RL OF PAR.\DISE tMutual Star Production), Nov. 2. — A
six-part production, made by Harry Pollard. Margarita Fisher plays the
feminine lead in a pleasing manner. The picture is based on an adaptation of a novel by Andrew Soutar and deals with the experience of a
young man who was shipwrecked and thrown on an island in the South
Seas. The pretty, unsophisticated daughter of the only white inhabitant
falls in love with him and rescues him from the vengeance of the natives. A dream takes up several hundred feet of the film and draws
the picture out rather past its natural length. The production is on the
whole artistic, and will be pleasing to many audiences.
THE LASS OF THE Ll'MBERLANDS, NO. 3 (Signal). Nov. 6. —
'First Blood" is the title of this number of the serial which opens with
scenes in the Yosemite Valley with Helen and Little Bear paddling a
canoe down the river on their way to the recorder's office. After arriving in time to record the homestead ahead of Holmes' men, it Is discovered by them that Helen was not eighteen when she recorded it, and
a fight for supremacy ensues. A thrilling scene takes place when Helen
and Little Bear follow the trainload of logs in a locomotive and avert
an accident with an express train. A good number.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
PL0RE7XCE ROSE FASHIONS, NO. S (Pathe), Nov. 12.— "A Day in
New York With Betty" Is the title of this fashion review. The fashIon display is limited to ladies' frocks. Many of the gowns were pronounced "beauties" by competent authorities who were at the showing.
LUKE. THE GLADIATOR (Rolin). Nov. 12.— This one-reel comedy
is a broadlgauge burlesque on the Roman drama. The fun is frequent
and of good quality. The grotesque makeups and the general production
are handled with skill.

Pathe Exchange, Inc., Specials
THE SHIELDING SHADOW, NO. T (Astra), Nov. 12.— This chapter of
the Pathe serial is called "The Awakening." Most of the action takes
place in the air. a balloon ascension and a parachute jump by Leontine.
being the principal thrills. One Lamp Louie attempts to have the girl
destroyed by setting fire to the balloon after Leontine has accepted an invitation to take part in a balloon race, but Ravengar saves her life in a
sensational manner. The picture is reviewed at length on another page
of this issue.
SHADOWS AND SUNSHINE (Gold Rooster). Nov. 12.— Marie Osborne, the remarkable child actress, who is the creator of "Little Mary
Sunshine," is starred in this five-reel comedy. The work of this small
person is delightful, and the picture will please grownups and children
alike. A review of "Shadows and Sunshine" is printed in the present
issue.

Triangle Film Corporation.
AMERICAN ARISTOCRACY (Fine Arts), Nov. 12.— A nondescript vehicle for Mr. Douglas Fairbanks, in which he does some of his acrobatic
stunts and looks quite as cheerful as usual, but that is the full measure
of the release. Its acceptance will depend entirely upon his name and
personality.
JIM GTRIMSBY'S BOY (Ince), Nov. 12. — A very strong and interesting
story of primitive character with Frank Keenan at his best and Enid
Marfcey in a marked impersonation.

Universal Film Mfg. Company
SHADOWS OP SUSPICION (Laemmie), Nov. 12.— A dramatic number, by Arthur Maude and Constance Crawley, featuring Maude George.
Lee Hill and Clyde Benson.
This tells of a young married woman, made
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unreasonably jealous of her husband by a rival for her affections. The
situation in which she gets the rival out of the room while her husband
is blindfolded is original and pleasing. This is stronger than the average one reel number.
ANY OLD DUKE I'LL DO (Victor). Nov. 12.— Erine Shields and
Harry Depp play a nobleman and a tramp, who exchange places as the
result of a bet. The resulting comedy situations are quite funny and
bring several laughs.
KNIGHTS OF THE BATH TUB (Nestor). Nov. 13.— An amusing
comedy number, b yDorothy Barrett, featuring Eddie Lyons and Lee
Moran. Eddie, the son of a rich man, undertakes to learn the plumbing
trade at his father's bidding. The dinner party makes a laughable occasion, with Eddie under the table manipulating the fountain. An enjoyable light subject.
A CAPABLE LADY COOK (Nestor). Nov. 17. — This Is a nonsensical
subject, by Harry Wulze, featuring Wallace Beery as a "cook lady."
She hires out at an employment agency and is taken to the home of a
young married couple, where she falls in love with the ice man. The
humor is not very strong, though this will bring some laughter. It
closes with an auto chase.
THE DIAMOND LURE (Rex). Nov. 16.— This is the story of a
young gem collector, who calls at the home of his sweetheart and shows
her his jewels. The girl's father, who is financially short, yields to a
sudden temptation to steal a large diamond, but the young man discovers
the attempt. The situation is unfortunately practically all there is to
the story. It could have been used as an incident of a longer production, but standing alone it seems rather weak, particularly at the close.
Lloyd Whitlock, Betty Schade and Rex De Roselli are in the cast.
THEIR FIRST ARREST (loker). Nov. 18.— A character comedy of
the knockabout type, by Smythe Addison, featuring Gale Henry, Wm.
Franey and others. An old maid, a constable, a village belle and a
tramp thief appear. Several amateur sleuths try to catch the thief, but
their book rules prove of no avail. This contains funny moments and
makes quite an amusing offering in its way.
HER CHANCE (Victor). Nov. 19.— A society comedy, by Constance
Crawley and Arthur Maude, featuring Lois Wilson. Melta White. Lillian
Concord. Lee Hill. Wilbur Higby and Harry Carter. This presents the
familiar situation in which the noblcraan and his secretary exchange
places, and the poor relation wins the title, in spite of the old theme
the story is made Interesting by good settings and an attractive cast.
This is well above the average.

Universal Film Mfg. Co. Specials
THE HERITAGE OF HATE (Red Feather). Nov. 13.— A five-reel
number, by Walter Woods, featuring Wm. Quinn, Roberta Wilson. Betty
Schade and Paul Byron. The plot concerns a business man who sows
his wild oats both during his youth and in later years. His illegitimate
daughter, whom he does not know, becomes his stenographer and brings
about bis financial and social ruin. There is a good deal of theatricatism
In this production and certain scenes are lacking In conviction. It
contains strong plot material, but has not been handled effectively in
places.
A fair subject.
HONOR THY COUNTRY (Gold Seal), Nov. 14— A three-reel story
of a South American republic, featuring Edward Cecil. Joseph Gerard,
Rhea Haines. Neva Gerber and Chas. Perley. The girl and her fatherland in the republic and attend a ball given by the dictator. The
latter is a villainous fellow, who rules with an iron hand. He has
the girl's father thrown into prison and makes advances to her. Two
Americans, one with the regular army and the other a soldier of fortune, have a chance to show their colors. A well-rounded story, pleasing in setting and quite stirring in its sentiment.
An enjoyable offering.
A MILLION DOLLAR SMASH (L-KO), Nov. 15.— A two-reel ercentric
comedy, with the principal scenes located at a railroad station. The
girl's father is agent and her lover the telegraph operator. Two
crooks appear at the station and one of them makes love to the daughter.
The telegraph operator intervenes and is locked in the safe. The safe
is blown out of the station into a passing train. There is not much
humor in the opening situations. The runaway freight car furnishes
considerable excitement and these scenes are all well handled. The
number is one of average interest.
LIFE'S MAELSTROM (Big U). Nov. 16.— In this number Murdock
MacQuarrie appears as an old time actor. He faints after a production of Richelieu and loses his place. His daughter separates from her
husband, who has turned out to be a crook. She meets her father
long afterward by accident. This production has a rather ordinary plot.
The photography and settings are not of the best. It makes on the
whole only an average offering.
GUILTY (Imp). Nov. 17- — A two-reel number, featuring Charles Ogle
and Marie Weirman. This is the story of a young doctor, addicted to the
drug habit, who kills a man and throws the crime upon his friend. The
friend escapes from prison, is cleared later by a confession, and marries
the judge's daughter. This is conventional and contains considerable
unpleasantness, but succeeds in holding the interest throughout. It
makes a fair offering as a whole.
THE SON OF A REBEL CHIEF (Bison), Nov. 38.— A two-reel story
of civil war days, written by Wm. V, Mong. who also plays the leading
role. He is supported by Nellie Allen. Mark Fenton, Harry Holden
and Jane Harris. The opening scenes, depicting the old plantation and
freeing of the slaves, are interesting. The son of the family goes to
fight with the northern soldiers, and the chief episode is a tragic one
in which he shoots his own father while on sentry duty. The number
as a whole has no great novelty in plot, but is well up to the average.

World -Pictures.
BOUGHT
AND
PAID
FOR
(Peerless),
Nov. 13.— A five-reel screen
version of the successful stage play by George W. Broadhurst, this pic-
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ture contalDS a powerful climax.
Alico Brady and MontiiKu Love
the leading actors.
A longer review Is printed on anotbcr page.

PICTURE

Miscellaneous.

THE SKX
for the work
the cast arc
Henry. The
S4L

LUIIK (Ivan). Nov, 1. — A good drama, especially notable
of Louise Vale In tbo role of a wronged wife. Others in
Donald Hall, James Morrison. Frankle Mann and George
subject *was reviewed In the Issue of November II. on page

LESS THAN THE DUST (Artcraft). Nov. 6. — This strong production
marks Uie Introduction of Mary Plckford supported by her own company. The subject Is reviewed on another page.

Vivian Martin in **The Wax Model'
Pallas Studios at Work on G. Vere Tyler Subject for Paramount Program — Thomas
Holding
Appearing
Opposite Star.
CLOSELY fullowiiig the cumplL-tion of Vivian Martin's fortlicoming I'allas Pictures vehicle, "The Kifiht direction,"
whicli will be released on the Paramount Program in the
near future, the popular star commenced activities on her
newest production, "The Wax Model."
This story by the well known tictionist, G. Vera Tyler, created
considerable attention in "The Smart Set" about a year ago,
and offers an admirable subject for Miss Martin in the characterisation of petite Julie Davenant, the vivacious little
daughter of a Parisian dancer. The character also provides the
star with various opportunities to display her dramatic talent
in several tense scenes which call for unusual emotional ability
In contrast to the usual capricious nature of the flirtatious
Julie. Fourteen gowns are being used by Miss Martin in this
picture.
A feature of the new Martin photoplay is the unusual number of elaborate sets required by the story, the most pretentious of which is an immense view of the fashionable shop
of the Frenchman Hermineux with its mirror paneled walls,
rich furnishings, and large plate glass show cases containing
costly gowns. Another exceptional set representing a large
drawing room and conservatory occupies the entire floor space
of stag^c number two at the Pallas studios. Various artistic
scenic and lighting effects are also being staged.
Thomas Holding, who recently became affiliated with the
Pallas organization, and has gained much prominence in the
photoplay Miss
worldMartin
under inthetheFamous
appears
opposite
role ofPlayers'
Melvillebanner,
Ilchester,
the
handsome Englishman, who falls in love with Julie. Particular
care has been evidenced In selecting each member of the cast
which includes Helen Jerome Eddy, as Helen Ilchester, Pietro
Buzz!, as Hermineux. and Marlon Sievers, as Julie's mother.
The production is being staged under the chief direction of
E. Mason Hopper with James Van Trees in charge of the
camera work.

MARY

NASH

IN

PATHE'S

"ARMS

AND

First Release From Art Dramas

arv

THK MASQTK OF LIFK U'ount dr I'ipiiiio), October.— .\ seven-reel,
forelgn-iundu motion picturo melodrama full of tbrllls. Pete Montebello, a monkey, takets a Ifading part in tbe pfcture. Spectacular tire
scenes In a ilrcua and occuranccs on a cbimney-top. high above tbe
ground, furnish real excitement. The picturo should go well with
American audiences. A full review was printed on page $41 of the
Issue of November
11.

THE

WOMAN."
In "Arms and the Woman,"
the Gold Rooster Play for
Xovember 26th, Mary Nash is seen for the first time in a
Pathe picture. Miss Nash, who is now starring on Broadway
in "The Man Who Came Back." is recognized as being one
of the most talented leading women of the day. Under the
able direction of George Fitzmaurice, she proves herself to be
a screen star of unusual merit.
Miss Nash is an Albany girl, and though young in years, her
natural dramatic ability has been ripened by experience In some
of the best plays and with some of the best theatrical companies of recent years. She was leading woman with Andrew
Mack in "Arrah Na Pogue": she played the "girl" in "The Lure,"
and had the title role In "The Woman"; she was in "The Truant." and starred in "The Ohio Lady." She made her big hit
In "The City." She also played a season in repertoire with
Grace George at "The Playhouse."
"Arms
the "Woman"
a story of to-day,
tense andintimely. It isandbased
upon the ismanufacture
of munitions
this
country for the European nations at war, and tells of a young
Hungarian girl who emigrates to this country and through
the kindness of a wealthy manufacturer lifts herself out of
her sordid surroundings and becomes a talented, charming
woman. Falling in love with her benefactor, she marries him
and then comes to realize that his business is that of furnishing guns to the enemies of her country. Her brother Carl, a
man of anarchistic tendencies, is delegated by his countrymen
td kill his sister's husband. From then on the girl Is the prey
of conflicting emotions. How she finds herself at last and
wins happiness is most dramatically told.
Mr. Fitzmaurice has. as an Astra director, made a picture
which ranks well with his previous successes, "Via Wireless,"
"New York." "At Bay," and "The Test."
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High-Grade Productions at Moderate Rentals. Policy of New
Distributing Organization, to Commence Business
About November 27.
THK tirst release of tlu- now ly-fri^anizcd Art Dramas Company, which will distribute the productions of the Willlam L. Sherrill Feature Corp.. the U. S. Amusement
Corp.. the Erbograph Company and the Van Dyke Film Productions Corp.. has been announced for November 27. It is
understood, however, that this date is only tentative, and will
not be made absolute until the four producing campanies have
enough pictures completed to ensure the meeting of their
weekly release obligations.
The releasing arrangements in the New York territory have
been rather complicated; two well-known independent exchanges having met the requirements of Art Dramas in the
shape of deposits and guarantees, at the same time. Neither
wished to relinquish its claim to distribute the pictures. U
was finally adjusted, however, and the Art Dramas Service of
New York, at 729 Seventh avenue, will distribute the pictures.
One of the officials of the Art Dramas Company, in speaking
of their policy of making high-grade productions to be rented
at moderate
prices, said:
"I have been asked by several exhibitors whether we actually could make pictures of excellent quality, and still ask
less foremphatically.
them than theWeother
programs
do. My than
answerthat.
is 'Yes,'
most
intend
to go further
We
intend to give our exhibitors b<ttiT pictures than they get on
some of the other programs. And there is no reason why we
should not be able to do so."
The producers of Art Dramas have not undertaken to make
more pictures than they can do well. That means that every
production will be made carefully, and that sufficient time will
be given to the making of each one. There will be no pictures
on our program rushed out In a hurry whether it Is ready
or not. Every picture must measure up to our standard of
quality, and also to the standard of our distributors. We can
easily afford to do this, because of the two big savings that
we shall effect. For one, we shall employ no "stars" at prohibitive salaries. This does not mean, though, that our players will not be good. They will. But they will not get more
than they can earn, as is the case with a number of companies.
"Our other great saving will be made in our method of diBtribution. Eliminating the middleman, as we have done, we
have reduced the charge against a picture from 20 per cent,
to 35 per cent. This saving, together with our saving on the
player's salaries, will without a doubt, enable us to sell good
pictures at a price that will enable the exhibitor to make a
profit every time he shows an Art Dramas
production.

THE

MAKING

OF "THE

MASQUE

OF LIFE."

a picture
Masque
hasMaking
its costas inbigdeath
as wellas as"The
money.
Not of
onlyLifedid" usuallv
it take
seven months of strenuous directing to complete the spectacular offering, which is now being shown at the Park theater,
but twelve lives were lost in it, three of them human, five
horses and four full grown lions being burnt to death in tha
terrific fire which was one of many striking scenes. The story
of "The Masque of Life" is woven around a beautiful circus
girl who meets a young prince; a romance ensues, and through
the death of the youth's father and his ascension to the throne,
his love is lost to him. With extraordinary cleverness the
story is brought to a higher pitch as it advances. Starting
simply as a love story and first getting the characters firmly
set in the onlooker's mind, its plot progresses so tremendously
that it is fairly staggering, and in one part of the film the
suspense is so great that it has not been unusual for women
to scream or faint during the performance. Certaintly no producer has ever before gone to such lengths to create excitement— the capture of a real live baby by an extremely clever
chimpanzee actor was one of the features in the scenario.
According to the story the chimpanzee was to take a baby up a
.ISO-foot chimney — but of course they intended to use a dummy.
The chimpanzee, pursued by the crowds taking part in the
film ran up the chimney as per rehearsal, but he carried the
real baby with him. The fact that the director tried to comm't
suicide after the end of this day's work — even though the
baby's life was saved, at awful peril, is an example of the
energy put into the creation of this picture. It is released by
Signet Films. 220 West 42d street. New York.

IT'S NOT

A DULL

TALE.

"The World and the Woman," a Thanhouser-made Pathe
Gold Rooster play, starring Jeanne Eagels. is the story of a
woman of the streets, who becomes a faith healer. It has a
strong religious theme, but it is by no means a dull story. It
opens wtih a big cabaret scene, and Included In the five reels
are two really fine battles. In one Miss Eagels knocks out
Thomas A. Curran. In the other Boyd Marshall and Wayne
Arey wrestle desperately on the edge of a precipice. Other
exciting moments also are calculated to keep the spectators on
the edge of their seats.
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"THE
TEMPTATION
OF ADAM"
(Selig).
"The Temptation of Adam," produced by Al. Green, from the
story written by Louis V. Jefferson, and featuring Kathlyn
Williams, will be released in General Film service, on Monday,
November 13. "The Temptation of Adam," while in reality an
unusual feature production in every detail, will be released
through regular service, continuing Mr. Selig's policy.
The drama is the story of a woman loyal to her husband, but
the husband becomes a prisoner through the machinations of
his wicked partner.
The woman suspicions her husband's part-

FAMOUS
CAST
IN "KING
LEAR"
(Thanhouser).
Edwin Thanhuuser lias announced the cast tliat will support
Frederick Wards in the Thanhouser production of "King Lear,"
that will be released through the Pathe exchanges on December 17. Every effort was made by Mr. Thanhouser, Mr. Warde
and Ernest Warde, his son, who directed the production, to
make "King Lear" a notable Shakespearian event, and the cast
was selected with great care.
J. H. Gilmour. who plays the Earl of Kent, is a famous
Shakespearian actor whose early career — as did Mr. Warde's —
included engagements in Shakespearian productions of Edmund Booth and Lawrence
Barrett.
Ernest Warde. the director, is the "King's Fool," a part he
played with his father on the speaking stage.
These three men, lovers of Shakespeare, scholars who understood every detail of "King Lear," were the leaders in the task
of seeing that the Thanhouser production was just the sort
of a play Shakespeare himself would want it to be. They made
it Shakespeare's "King Lear," not a modern version of the
play.
The remainder of the cast Includes Ina Hammer as Goneril,
Wayne Arey as the Duke of Albany, Edith Diestal as Regan.
Charles Brooks as the Duke of Cornwall, Lorraine Huling as
("ni-delia, Boyd Marshall as the King of France, Hector Dion
as Edmund. Edwin Stanley as Edgar, and Robert Whittier as
Oswald.

HE MAKES

'EM.

Harry Watson, Jr., starred by George Klelne in his comedy
series "The Mishaps of Musty Suffer." is one of the few residents of New York who doesn't play the ukelele. Mr. Watson
makes them. His Long Island home is fitted with a cozy workshop, where the comedian spends his leisure hours making
musical instruments and fancy hooks for snaring unwary
bass. He has not yet tackled the manufacture of a grand
piano but has ambitions.
Scene from "The Temptation of Adam"
(Selig).
ner of being the real thief. She resolves to clear his name, and
in order to do so, she enacts the role of a worldly woman and
entices the crook through feminine wiles to finally confess his
crime.
There are many novel effects and gripping climaxes in this
drama. Kathlyn Williams, in the role of "Rose Addison," who
becomes a "vampire." so-called, in order to clear away the stain
from her husband's name, has unusual opportunities for emotional work. She is supported in the presentation of this play
by such stars as Guy Oliver, Eugenie Besserer, Vivian Reed and
Al. W. Filson.

"THE
THREAD
OF LIFE"
(Universal).
An unusually exciting Imp two-reel melodrama, "The Thread
of Life." will be released by the Universal on November 19.
Ben Wilson and Frances Nelson play the leads in the story,
which was written by Joseph Gollomb.
The cast includes the following characters: Dr. Carl Richard, Mayme Carter, Spider Carter and Lena Peyton.
In one of the scenes ,i h^us.? is burned
to the ground.
Ben

"THE SUNBEAM" (Metro).
The Metro wonder play, "The Sunbeam." with Mabel Taliaferro as star, will be released Nov. 27. Rolfe Photoplays, Inc.,
is the company producing this gem of motion picture art for
the Metro program. Edwin Carewe directed "The Sunbeam."
The photography was done by A. A. Cadwell.
"The Sunbeam" is Miss Taliaferro's first photoplay since her
successful feature. "The Dawn of Love." It is the joint product of Shannon Fife and June Mathis. who provided the
artist with that other brilliant photodrama, "God's Half Acre."
Mr. Fife writing the original story of "The Sunbeam," and
Miss Mathis adapting it for the screen.
The play is a beautiful one of love, poverty and riches. The
part of Prue Alason, "the sunbeam," is taken by Miss Taliaferro.
Prue lives with her old grandmother in a crowded tenement
district. Working with her in a candy factory, and living with
her and "Granny" in the tenement is Danny O'Maddigan. a
product of the reformatory. "Biff the Brute" and other characters of the underworld, who have known Danny in the reformatory, attempt to lure him from the path of honesty, and
it is due
right
path.to Prue's wholesome influence that he keeps to the

Miss Taliaferro, as Prue. is supported by a distinguished cast
including Gerald Griffin, the veteran "globe-trotting actor,"
who plays Rutherford; Raymond McKee. who plays Prue's
youthful sweetheart. Danny; Gladys Alexandria, a recruit from
the dramatic stage, formerly leading woman in "The Miracle
Man," and Mrs. Breyer, who plays Granny. Mrs. Breyer was for
ten years associated with Denman Thompson's "Old Homestead"
company. Underworld characters are played by Louis Wolheim, Eddie Reddway, and Daniel Bertona. "The Sunbeam"
has been given a lavish and careful production.

Scene from "The Thread of Life" (Universal).
Wilson (Dr. Rlchardt in disguise, attempts to chloroform a gana
of crooks. He steals up the steps of a house where they are
quartered, makes his way to the fire escape and, upon noticinar
that a lighted gas jet is close to a curtain, opens a switch,
which blows the curtain against the gas jet.
The house is on fire in a few minutes and the crooks escape,
leaving Dr. Richard's fiancee In the room. The Doctor carries
her out through the flames in a thrilling scene, which ends
when the timbers and beams of the burning house tumble to
the ground.
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* The Eagle's Wing'

Bluebird Production Extraordinary on National Preparedness for State Right Market.
EAHLY In Xovember. Uluchird Phutuplays, Inc.. will reU'ase a special issue, imlepemlt'iit of the regular proKrani. t.» be niarketod uloiif,' "State iij,'hf* plans by the
various Bluebird exchanges throughout the country. Because
of the particular nature nf the subject, Bluebird has determines! that "Th*- Katile's Wins"
would
not logically be-

DORO

from

"The

Eagle's

Wing"

(Bluebird

Extraordinary).

come a program feature, even if the expense involved in its
production would admit of considering the subject as a regular
release.
"The Eagle's
Wing" and
is a industrial
non-polltlcal,
strictly American
reflection of economical
preparedness
for military
emergency in time of sudden and unexpected attack by any
other nation. While the world war and its effect upon the
great nations involved was instrumental in prompting the production, there is no specific reference to any particular nation
as opposed to the United States — the subject is strictly neutral,
and absolutely pro-American.
The basis of the feature is an interesting love story, with
plot and inner-plot to complicate the situation and keep the
outcome in suspense. The main artery of interest is in the
Idea advanced by the foreman of a great industrial plant, that
every factory, mill and workshop in the country should be
canvassed with a view to ascertaining what each concern
could contribute in munitions or supplies for the army and
navy in time of war. This done the Government could proceed understandSngly to the discussion of any problem of international importance.
As a matter of fact the United States Government has done
just this. The Naval Consulting Board, an organization for
industrial preparedness, is doing exactly the things pictured
by Bluebird in its extraordinary release, "The Eagle's Wing."
It might be belter said that the photoplay is an exact illustration, in Us scientific details, of what the Naval Consulting
Board was organized and empowered to do. Thomas A.
Edison is Chairman of the Board, and the original membership
has been augmented by State organizations that feed directly
into the headquarters at Washington the information that
is thus gathered
throughout
the country.
Every manufacturing plant, factory, mill, foundry or shop
has been provided by the Naval Construction Board with
blanks upon which they are urged to give details that, when
tabulated, will show at a glance just what Uncle Sam may
expect his subjects to do for him in time of need through inco-operation.
Eagle's
Wing" gives pictorial
answer todustrial
a great
many "The
of these
questions.
Rufus Steele wrote the story that links industry with heart
interest. Maud Grange prepared the scenario, Robert Leonard
produced, and R. E. Irish photographed. Herbert Rawlinson
and Grace Carlyle lead a large company of players, and the
matters of scenic presentation has been elaborately provided
for. Considered among the average of best moving pictures,
"The Eagle's Wing" would be regarded as a corking fine picture— and when the industrial features are added a "Bluebird
extraordinary" results.
Mr. Steele spent months In arranging to take the photographs that reflect actual operations In the manufacture of
munitions, guns, shells, shrapnel, fuse, armor plate, castings,
and every element that enters into modern warfare as conducted by civilized nations. Lathes and wheels whirl before
one's eyes carrying steel and iron while the finished product
Is followed from its earliest stages until it is racked and
stacked ready for shipment. And the remarkable part of
most of the pictures comes in consideration of the fact that
everything is being done in mills and factories originally
built and operated for the peaceful pursuit of mercantile manufacture.

TO STAR

AS "OLIVER

TWIST."

The .Ic^ae L. Lasky P'eature Thty Co. aniKtunccs December
11th aa tlifc release date for its elaborate adaptation of Charles
Dicken.s' famous novel, "Oliver Twist," in which Marie Doro
Is starring. Not only is "Oliver Twlsl" one of the most successful and most popular works of England's greatest novelist,
but the fact that Miss Doro is to play the title role of this
Paramount Picture gains added signiHcance from the fact that
she scored one of the mo.st distinguished triumphs of her stage
career In tiie Liebler all-star presentation of the play during
the Dickens Centenary in 11*12.
Thougli Marie Doro Is the star of the production, an announcement emanating from any other source than that of the
l-ask>' Compiiny, whose casts are normally notable, would undoubtedly term the adaptation an "all -star" presentation, as
the names of such great stars as Hobart Bos worth, TuUy
Marshall, James Nelll, and Raymond Hatton are found among
the supporting cast. Bo.s worth will play the great role of
Bill Sykes. the morose, liard-headed. brutal animal. The Artful Dodger will be played by Raymond Hatton; James Nelll Is
Mr. Brownlow; Jack Sacker is Charles Bates; Robert McKenzie
is Fangs, and Elsie Jane Wilson is Nancy Sykes. Other equally
well known players . have been assigned to the other roles
which are dear to the hearts of all lovers of Dickens.
The adaptation of the novel was prepared by James Young,
who also directed the production for the Lasky Company.

SELIG'S

Scene
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"The Sheriff's Blunder," is the name of the Selig feature play
to be released in General Film service on Monday. November
20. The play features Tom Mix in a most unusual plot, a story
giving him opportunities for many hazardous exploits. "The
Sheriffs Blunder" also carries an unusual ending, something
that is noteworthy In this day and age, when the endings of
many film productions are stereotyped. Mr. Mix Is supported
by an all-star cast of Western players. On Saturday, November 25. "The Hedge of lleart's Desire," a one-reel drama of true
appeal, will be released in General Film service.
A very interesting release is announced for Monday, November 27, entitled "PoUowIng the Flag,'* a three-reel production,
"Following the Flag" Is a aeries of spectacular motion plcturea
of Uncle Sam's soldier boys in action on the Mexican border
and in old Mexico. Not only the infantry and artillery, but the
cavalry is shown in real and mimic warfare. A view of this
picture play will make the spectators proud of the United
States forces and will foster feelings of patriotism in the
hearts of everyone. "Following the Flag" will be released in
General Film Company's regular service.
"Mistakes Will Happen" is the title of an unusually excellent
one-reel comedy, scheduled for release in General Film Company's regular service on Saturday, December 2. There Is fun
in almost every inch of this film.
"HIS MORAL CODE"
(Essanay).
The constancy of woman, her sacrifices for love, frequently
make up the film plot, but it is rare that man is credited with
affection of equal intensity. Here, however, is a three-act
drama
in which
the man
gives up the woman
he loves^

Scene from "His Moral Code" (Essanay).
quitting her under a stain to make It the more easy — In
order to leave her free to marry a far wealthier man with
whom he believes she will find greater happiness. The play Is
replete with intense scenes, and the ending where the lovers
meet after years for a belated wedding has been well worked
out. The greater part of the story's setting Is in a hospital
and the scenes are true to type. Three well-known stars are
presented. Lillian Drew, E. H. Calvert and Edward Arnold
appearing as principals.

1038

THE
"THE

MEASURE

OF A MAN"

MOVING

(Bluebird).

J. Warren Kerrigan and Louise Lovely will he the leading
players in "The Measure of a Man." the Bluebird release for
Nov. 20. This will be the second appearance of these former
single stars of Bluebird in the same release. They were recently featured in "The Social Buccaneer," and tlie result was
so satisfactory that the Bluebird management decided to have
Mr. Kerrigan and Miss Lovely join in acting "The Measure of
a In
Man."
this feature director Jack Conway took his company to

PICTURE

WORLD

NINTH

EPISODE
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OF WEEK.
"YELLOW

MENACE"

THIS

The Unity Sales Corporation will release the ninth episode
of "The Yellow Menace" serial this week, under the title of
"The Crystal Globe." A new turn in the thrilling events of
this picture takes place in this episode, since the action revolves more around a battle of wits than actual hand-to-hand
conflicts and their murderous results which have characterized
many of the earlier episodes. This naturally adds increased
interest and sustains the attention of those who are following
the serial.
In this episode we see Ali Singh revealed in his role as
Master of Mysticism, to which he resorts with telling force,
Najla being his victim. Because of her anxiety for the aaci^ty
of Manning and his associates, Ali Singh believes that by applying his knowledge of the mysterious power of mystic isn>
he can force her to disclose the secret of Manning's new abode.
The treatment of this subject is handled in a very novel manner in this episode and its introduction is sure to appeal to
moving picture devotees.

SYMPHONY

ORGANS

INSTALLED.

The Signal Amusement Co.. of Chattanooga, Tenn., has recently Installed four Symphony Organs in different theaters,
namely, Bonita, Fine Arts, Alhambra and Theato, and a large
Symphony Electric $10,000 Organ in the Alcazar theater in
that city. The Symphony Player Co., of Covington, Ky., have
installed a large $8,000 Electric Organ in the Champion theater at Birmingham, Ala., operated by the Hury Amusement
Company, and one at Hopewell. Va., in a new picture house
njjorated by the Tri-City Amusement Company.

"YELLOW

Scene from "The Measure of a Man"

(Bluebird).

the redwood forests of California to get the proper exteriors
for the reason that incidents in a lumber camp comprise the
essence of the plot. With very few exceptions the settings
are all out-of-doors, and are accordingly attractive in the
natural picturesqueness
of California
scenery.
Norman Duncan wrote the story, and it has had considerable
circulation in published form. Maud Grange prepared the
scenario. Supporting Mr. Kerrigan and Miss Lovely will be
Katherine Campbell, Ivor MacFadden, and other members of
Jack Conway's
company.

*'MISS GEORGE

WASHINGTON"

POSTPONED.

"Miss George Washington," the story of a girl who could not
tell the truth, in whicli Marguerite Clark is to star, has been
designated by the Famous Players Film Company for release
on the Paramount Program November 20. Though originally

Scene from "Miss George Washington'* (Famous Players).
intended for the program in the latter part of October, when
work on the production was actually begun it was found that
several elaborate settings which had not been included in the
schedule would be required and the picture was necessarily
delayed.
This is the photoplay which marks the first appearance of
Marguerite Clark since her renewal of contract with the Famous Players, in the face of repeated reports that she was to desert the screen and return to the stage.

PAWN"

FOR

"RIDGELY

AND

REID."

Cleo Ridgely and Wallace Reid. the popular pair which have
won such great success in the Lasky productions. "The House of
the Golden Window.s." "The Selfish Woman," "The Love Mask."
and "The Golden Chance," are to be co-starred on the Paramount
program in "The Yellow Pawn," which is scheduled for release
on November 23. It is seldom that two stars who appear jointly
achieve such remarkable success as these two youthful players
have iX'on in the very short time that they have been appearing
together.
In the "Yellow Pawn," Mr. Reid plays the role of a young
artist, and Miss Ridgely is a girl, whom though in love with
the artist, marries a lawyer at the instance of her father
who represents himself as being penniless. Believing that Allen
Perry, a prosperous district attorney, will be an ideal match for
his daughter Kate, old Mr. Turner persuades the girl to marry
him, despite the fact that she has lost her heart to James
Weldon. a young artist whom she has met quite by accident.
Perry soon develops an insane jealousy of his wife, and she
is wretched. Weldon becomes famous, and Perry takes her
to the artist to have her portrait painted. Tom Weldon, an
impecunious brother of the artist, discovers that Kate and
James
are old friends, and sells the information
to Perry.

Scene from "The Yellow Pawn"

(Lasky).

,^.
„ wife's
con
any irregularity in his
fails to discover t.
Perry, however, duc
Weldon's servant. Sen Yat, catches Tom in the act of robbing
his master's desk and stabs him in the struggle which follows.
Circumstantial evidence points to the guilt of either Kate or
her sister Marian, and Perry determines to employ a ruse in
order to ascertain whether or not the artist is really in love
with his wife. Sure in his own mind that such is the case. Perry
is on the point of shooting
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rathe ts Issuing a series ct art poilraits that take rank
with the best that have over Ijeeii produced. Hamilton KIne.
the well known artist, Is palming the series which will include the best known stars appearing In Palhe productions.
It will bo remembered that a year ago. .\lonzo Kimball made
for I'athe a similar series which was much admired. The portraits were so beautiful, many of them being in nine and ten
colors, that exhibitors framed them and hung them In their
lobbies whore they were kept as being worthy of a permanent
place.
.\s Mr. King's services command a high price, and as the
lithographing is being done on very heavy coated paper, the
portraits will cost a large sum. but it Is confidently expected the results will warrant the extra expense. B. J.
O'Connor,
the Pathe
the supervision
of Mr.poster
Berst.man, is planning the scries under
The first portrait to be tlnished is one of Pearl White, star
of "Pearl of the .■Vrmy." the new serial to be released Decembt^r 3.

FOUR

SINGLE-REELS

A WEEK

FROM

GAUMONT.

Tht' second week that Gaumont releases four single-reels
through Mutual opens with ''Reel Life" Xo. 2S, Sunday, November 12. The leading subjects for this issue include pictures
of the routine life of our coast guards as well as their activities when a storm has wrecked a vessel near the shore. A
second section shows how the cost of living has advanced in
recent years. The diagrams are based upon government data.
The second single-reel of the week brings to the screen the
second number of the new release. "Tours Around the World."
November 11. These pictures of peoples and places under foreign flags are most timely. The third release, November 15,
shows Hot Springs, Ark., in the "See America First" series.
The fourth Gaumont single-reel is The Mutual Weekly.

PATHE'S

"LUKE"

COMEDIES
YEAR,

HAVE

SUCCESSFUL

The "Lonesome Luke" comedies on the Pathe program are
making an enviable reputation. It is only about a year ago
that the first one made. "Just Nuts." played to remarkable
business and established a record for repeat bookings. Harold
Lloyd, the star. "Snub" Pollard, his able assistant, and Bebe
Daniels, the charming sixteen year old ingenue, were at that
time unknown, but under the able direction of Hal Roach, of
the Rolin Company, they have developed into what many persons consider is the ablest comedy cast of the day. As to
Harold Lloyd, the exhibitors themselves call him one of the
two greatest comedians in the business.

WRITES

SCORE

FOR "LESS THAN

THE

Edward J. Howe has completed the elaborate
which Mary Pickford insisted should be a feature
the
Dust," the
production
by Art
hercraft
own
announced
for first
release
Novembermade
6 by

DUST."

musical score
of "Less Than
company Corand
Pictures
poration. Those who have heard Mr. Howe's music declare that
his "Less Than the Dust" composition is appropriate in every
detail to the mysticism and superstition of the far East, and
portrays beyond criticism the atmosphere of a small village of
modern India.

PATHE

NEWS

SHOWS

MEN^S

FASHIONS.

The Pathe Xews believes in being impartial, and in consequence the men have their innings in No. 88. Latest styles
in men's business and street clothing are shown in this number for the first time- Years ago tlie News started the fashions
film, but until now the subjects have always been taken from
the feminine wardrobe.

W\.<I1INi:TiiN. d. C. — Knlckerbnckcr Theater Company has
plans by Reginald W. Geare. 327 Woodward building,
for $150,000 theater and concert building at Eighteenth
street and Columbia road, to be known as Crandall's Knickerbocker. It will be a four-story reinforced concrete structure,
stone-trimmed, brick front: marquise over main entrance:
seating capacity. 1.800.
■n'ASHINGTON. D- C-— C. A. Barker. Curay building, has
the contract to build a one-story addition, 48 by 100 feet, to
a local moving picture house, to cost $7,000.
ORR.4NDO. FLA. — P. Philips is reported planning to or.jct
a $50,000 theater.
CHICAGO. ILL. — West End Amusement Company, W. E.
and James B. Heaney, managers, 2719 Logan boulevard, have
plans by H. L. N'ewhouse, 4630 Prairie avenue, for a two-story
theater and store building. 125 by 180 feet, to cost $250,000.
CHICAGO, ILL. — The Grand Oak theater at Thirty-ninth
street and Grand boulevard, has been acquired by Alfred Hamberger.
The house has seating capacity for 3,000 persons.
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HIGHLAND PAHK. ILL.— William Pearl has plans by W.
l>. Mann, 1D5 N. Clark street, for a two-atory moving pictur*
theater. 50 by 132 feet, to cost $12,000.
MILLARD, lA. — A number of improvements are being made
to the Opera House, owned and operated by Kress & Buchi-Ckcr.
SHANNON CITY, lA.— The Star theater has been purchased
by Willis Oaks.
WELLMAN, lA.— The Majestic theater has been taken over
by F. C- Schrocder.
GREENUP. KY.— Leslie F. Womack, Grayson. Ky.. has
contract to erect a one-story moving picture theater 26 the
by
SO feet, for C. F. Taylor, to cost $4,000.
O'NEILL.
NEB.—
The
Star
theater
has been leased by Jordan & Simonson.
PENNSGROVE, N. J— L. N. Cook and Joseph Workman have
plans by MolTett & Stewart, 30 North Third street, for a onestory moving picture theater, to cost $25,000.
BROOKLYN. N. Y.— Plans have been completed for a onestory addition to the theater and store building of the Dltmas Theater
Company,
32 Nassau
street. New Y'ork City.
FORT RECOVERY, O.— M. L. Wagner has plans by A. C De
Curtms, 603 Opera House block, Lima, O., for a one-story moving picture theater, 82 by 85 feet, to cost $6,000.
CLEVELAND. O. — Reubin Shapiro and Louis Flautu real estate brokei-s, 429 Society
.Savings building, contemplate
building a four-story movingforpicture
theater, lodge store and
oince structure, to cost $75,000.
CLEVELAND, O. — Extensive improvements have been made
to the Manhattan
theater, located on Superior
avenue.
COLUMBUS, O.— The De Luxe Theater Company, of Lima
O.. has leased the Northern theater at 584 North High street!
PORTSMOUTH, 0-— Architects De Voss
Donaldson 38
First National Bank building, are preparing &plans
for a twostnry
feet. moving picture theater and lodge building 22 by 135
CARRICK, PA. — M. Bluestone, grocer, Elizabeth and Lythle
streets, Pittsburgh, Pa., has plans by Edwin A. Roth, 303 Wabash building, Pittsburgh, Pa., tor a three-story moving picture theater and apartment building, 33 by 107 feet to cost
$15,000.
ERIE, PA. — H. V. and E. B. Ashby will shortly start work
on the construction of a three-story fireproof,
steel, brick and
tile moving picture theater at the northwest corner of Fifth
and State streets.
LANSFORD, PA. — P. P. Sharpe contemplates erecting a modern moving picture theater.
PITTSBURGH. PA. — Enterprise Amusement Company have
plans by Louis O. Broise, Highland buillding, for a two-story
moving picture theater and store building, 60 by 95 feet, to
cost $35,000.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. — The Lebanon Building & Loan Association has disposed of the moving picture theater at the
southeast corner of sixty-first and Vine streets, to Hettie E.
Bustard for a nominal sum, subject to a mortgage of $7,00ii.
The building occupies a lot 45 by 110 feet, and is assessed at
$12,500.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— James Egnal has taken title to the
moving picture theater at the southwest corner of Fifty-second street and Wyalusing avenue, for a nominal consideration, subject to a mortgage of $33,000. The structure is situated on a lot 100 by 151 feet and is assessed at $35,000.
TARENTUM, PA. — Extensive improvements have been made
to the Ni.xon theater. The house was recently taken over by
Jacob York and F. J. Nalley.
WOODL.VWX, PA. — Panopolis & Lambrus have purchased a
building site here, upon which they contemplate erecting a
modern
fireproof moving
picture theater.
GREENVILLE, S. C. — Dr. W- W. Dodson has acquired building on Laurens street, and is reported planning to convert it
into an opera house.
.^'trand.
ATHENS, TENN. — The old Palace theater recently taken over
by Manning & Wink, has been remodeled and renamed the
FAIRMONT, W. VA- — The Grand theater, owned by Charles
Miller, has been remodeled, the interior redecorated and a
new $4,000 pipe organ installed.
PORT ANGELES. WASH. — A new moving picture theater
has been opened
iiere by Hopkins
& Hallberg.
WANWATOSA. WIS.— Architect F. W. Andrae. 77 Cawker
building, .Milwaukee, Wis., is preparing plans for a two-story
moving picture theater, 100 by 100 feet, to be erected by a
corporation
now in process of organization.
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St John Manager Got Publicity
Gave Big Daily Newspaper a Full Page of Advertising and Took the First 1.000 of
Its Copies — These Were Given Away with a Very Noticeable Change on the
First Page that Boosted the Theater.
By F. F. Sully. 6S Lansdowne
Ave., St. John, N, B.
ST.ofJOHN,
N. B.— "Billy"
Smith,
manager
the Empress
theater
in West
St.
John, recently "pulled off" an advertising
feat that made the other moving picture
theater managers in this section "sit up
and take notice." "Billy" made arrangements with the management of the Evening Times-, the most widely read paper
in the city, for a full page ad with ihe
understanding that the first 1,000 copies
that came off the press were to be turned
over to him at once. The papers were delivered to Mr. Smiths* representatives,
fresh off the press, and rushed to a West
St. John printer's. Here another press
was all inked and waiting to give a finishing touch. The 1.000 copies were rushed
through and were on the street even before the newsboys with the copies from
the home office were on the streets. Across
the whole front page and just over the
news items of the 1.000 Times that were
distributed gratis in big red letters were
the words. "See the Grip of Evil" at thr;
Empress tonight." Newsboys were stationed at the exits of mills and factories
and handed out the papers to the working
people before the youngsters who wero
asking for their usuall price of a cent
a copy were on the field. The venture
proved a great success and more than
paid for itself that evening.
C. H. Pierce Visits.
St. John, N. B. — C. H. Pierce, a director
of the Paramount Pictures Corporation,
was a visitor in St. John this week, arriving with Mrs. Pierce on the Maritime Express at midday. Mr. Pierce is on a transcontinental tour for the purpose of studying conditions in the moving picture field
throughout tertained
thethe St.
continent.
"noon are
he enJohn menAt who
Interested In the business at a luncheon at
the Royal hotel. Another leader in moving picture circles, who was also a visitor
on the same day. was Joseph Partridge,
traveling general manager for the
V-L-S-E.
New Theater
Opens
in Newcastle.
Newcastle. N. B. — W. Richards, who
has had this field without opposition for
several years, and has played to capacity
houses in the Newcastle opera house for
Several months, now has as a competitor
J. B. Johnson, who has just opened the
New Empress, a snugly built little theater
with a seating capacity of 500. The theater was opened during the past week,
and is using the Mutual program, supplied
by the St. John exchange. Mr. Johnson is
by no means a newcomer in the business,
having been manager for some time of
"Happy Half Hour" theater, in Chatham,
N. B. Judging from the attendance at
both theaters since the field has become
competitive, there is enough business in
Newcastle for both to display the S. R. O.
signs every night.
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New Pictou House Early in December.
Pictou. N. B. — Solomon Soffe Is making
his debut into the moving picture and
theatrical field with the erection and opening of his new $25,000 theater on Main
street. The house, which has not yet been
named, is said to embody all the features
of a modern auditorium. The front of
the house is to be very elaborately des.gned. The interior appointments are to
provide every comfort and convenience for
the patrons. Mr. Soffe has closed negotiations with Jules H. Wolfe of St. John for
the complete Metro service. No date has
been set for the opening of the house, but
it will probably be ready by earTy December.
Rebuilding
Sussex
Opera
House.
Sussex, N. B. — Dr. ,T. J. Daley, formerly
in partnership with Charles F. Givan. who
recently opened the Lyric t heather, has
started to rebuild the opera house. Dr.
Daley and Mr. Givan ran this house succ.ssfuU', fcrseveriil years. Following the
f^re, which completely gutted the buildtn-jr.
they opened temporary quarters in t!i'*
Hippodrome. Mr. Givan withdrew from
the firm and opened the Lyric, which is
now doing a thriving business. Dr. Daley
will spend about $15,000 putting the new
building in condition. He will install
leather-backed chairs and the best of
equipment. Fox service features will be
shown. It is expected that the opera
house will be ready for occupancy by
Christmas.
Books
Three
Big Features.
St. John. N. B. — Fred G. Spencer, who
has the largest chain of theaters in this
section of the Dominion, has booked the
three big features. "Britain Prepared."
"The Battle Cry of Peace" and "The Battle
of the Somme," for his houses in Amherst.
N. E.S..L Truro. N. B., and Charlottetown.
P.
Worth a Passing Glance.
St. John. N. B. — Manager T. R. Marks of
the Specialty Film expects a heavy season
for the Gold Rooster plays, which are
to be shown in Canada for the first tim-i
iiii Nov. 13. Already there are numerous
demands for them. Two St. John houses
have applied.
St. John. N. B. — H. H. McCarthur, manager of the St. John Branch of the General
Film, has a long list of houses in the three
provinces to supply the two special features. "The Girl from "Frisco" and "Grant,
the Police Reporter." whicli are to be released in this section at an early date.
St. John, N. B. — Three hundred boys of
teen age from the three Maritime Provinces witnessed a screening of "Thomas
Jefferson Morgan, P. J. G.. during the boys'
conference recently held here, as guests
of the Imperial tlieater management. A
bpecial show for the boys and their lead-

ers was run at 5 p. m. The picture, which
is well put together and well acted advertising scheme of the Curtis Publishing
Ci mpany of Philadeuphia, sent home lessons of thrift and industry to the Canadian lads, for whose special benefit the
picture was brought here.
During the course of the conference
Rev. P. R. Hayward of Pairville. N. B.,
paid a tribute to the moving picture exhibitors of St. John. He said that mothers
I'nd fathers could well allow their boys
to attend the shows here without fear of
having them see anything that was vulvar rr suggestive.
IN MINNEAPOLIS.
"Purity" Does Big Week's Business.
St. Paul. Minn. — After drawing only a
fair house at the initial performance.
"Purity." featuring Audrey MuBson. wound
up a week of great success at the Strand
theater here, last Saturday. Manager
Maitland set the admission price at 15 and
25 cents, and the film, which met with favor
at the hands of the censors, press and
clergy, proved a valuable attraL-tion for the
lar^e "open" house.
Metro "Romeo and Juliet" a Hit.
Minneapolis. Minn. — The Strand theater
played the Metro "Romeo and Juliet" all
of last week to good houses at a quarter
admission. A fifteen-piece orchestra furnishing special music for the big production, and some attractive advertising did
much to make the feature a valuable one
from the box ofiice standpoint. High school
classes from St. Paul and Minneapolis,
studying Shakespeare, attended several
performances.
Young Features Doing Well.
St. Paul, Minn. — The popularity of Clara
Kin"l>'TlI Youns was evident at the Starland theater here last week. Miss Young's
appearance was In the World feature, "The
Dark Silence," and Manager Morton Nathan
was forced to use the S. R. O. sign several
times. Although none of the downtown
theaters have as yet booked "The Common
Law." Selznick's feature with Miss Young,
the houses that do seem assured some good
patronage. The Starland theater, located
on Wabasha and Eighth streets, is one of
the most beautiful theaters in the city,
seating about 650 people, and is one of
the best ventilated houses in the West.
Manager Nathan, by careful advertising
and appealing program has built up ah excellent business in the few months he has
been in charge.
Westcott Film Officers.
Minneapolis. Minn. — Manag'?r E. A.
Westcott of the newly or^^anized Westcott Film Corporation Film Exchange,
has returned from Chicago. The officers
of the new corporation are: R. Dougherty,
president: George Granstrom, vice-president, and Mr. Westcott, general manager.
Minneapolis, Minn. — The Na+ional Film
Co., 81S McKnight building, iiere, has secured state rights on the Kulee feature.
"The LTnborn." which has been played at
each of the Twin City Metropolitan theaters on two different occasions.

.\o\ ember 18, 1916
Nflnncnpolis. Minn. — George [Cassoii, avv111 represontativc North wos torn Motion
I'lcturr K(|iilpiiient I'o., htro. has returned
from a six weeks' trip throuirh the Dakotas anti Montana anU dec lures that he
tlnds business boomtnjr everywhere ho has
been.
SI. Paul, Minn. — The M'lno^ram Slide
Co., 694 De Soto, has secured a contract
to make an entire new series of "Civilization" slides and oil painted photo enlargements for the Supreme Feature Film
Co.. .Minneapolis, and will nererfter make
all slides for the Unity Features Corp..
also of the Flour City.
Minneapolis. Minn. — Manager Mendel
GotilU'b of the Favorite Feature Film Co.
Film Exchange, returned to his desk last
week after a short visit to New York.
Minneapolis, Minn. — Manager F. S.
Mo>cr of the Universal exchange has returned from Chicago, where he viewed
"Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the
Sea" and "Idle Wives," both of which
are wonderful pictures, he declares.
MORE KANSAS CITY NOTES.
Dale P. Hill Will Go to Oklahoma.
Kansas City. Mo. ^Richard Robertson.
manager of the World Film service in
Kansas City, Mo., reports that Dale P.
Hill, formerly booker in the Kansas City
office, will go to Oklahoma as the traveling representative of the Kansas City office. The placing of tlie Oklahoma territory under the jurisdiction of the Kansas
City became effective October tliirtieth.
Mrs. Julia Woodard will succeed Mr. Hill
as booker in Kansas City.
Maze Begins Big Features Policy.
Kansas Oily, ^ro. — W. i •. Clarice, propriflur and manager of the Maze on West
Twelfth street. Kansas City, Mo., belie\es
the best business is for big features, and
has changed the policy of his house to
that. He started "The Unwritten Law"
Sunday. October 29, advancing prices to
15 cents from 10 cents, and his house of
610 seating capacity was crowded from
•noon until nearly midnight. He opened
at 9 Sunday morning, but the early attendance was very light.

Bowles Sends "L" Out.
G. H. Bowles, publicity agent for the
Universal Film & Supply Co., of Kansas
City, recently put out a very neat little
advertising stunt for the feature production, "Liberty," in this territory. The advertisement was on "L" shaped cardboard, and on the one side was printed.
"Something on the square that comes from
"L." On the back of the cardboard at the
top of the "L" was printed "L" stands for
"Liberty."
and Below
here are
who do too.
this some
were exhibitors
ten small
testimonies by various exhibitors in the
territory.
Big Features Booked.
Kansas City, Mo. — The Rialto. at Twelfth
and Grand Ave., Kansas City, recently
booked the Universal Feature. "Shoes."
which will be shown the entire week beginning November 5. This five-reel picture has already been shown at a number of suburban theaters in Kansas City.
and at one downtown theater.
The Rialto. of Kansas City, Mo., recently
booked the eight reel feature "Ramona."
which will be shown the entire week beginning October 1. Thjs picture was shown
to a good crowd on the opening night,
despite the fact that the admission price
Is twenty-five cents.
The Metro Romeo and Juliet picture was
booked to the Strand theater, at Thirtysixth and Troost avenue, and will run the
entire week beginning November 5. K. A.
Finch, proprietof of the Strand, has made
arrangements to have a special twelve
piece orchestra for the entire week.
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Children's Matinee at Salt Lake.
Salt Luke City, Utah. — Manager George
K. Carpenter of the Paramount-Empresa
theater. has Inaugurated a weekly
"Children's Matinee" which Is given every
Saturday morning at his theater.
The innovation in motion picture affairs in Sail Lake has proved to be a
luige success and In his endeavor Mr.
Carpenter is assisted by the club women
of Salt Lake, who arranged with him ror
the performances.
When the (Irst matinee was given two
weeks ago it was necessary to call for
the services of every house attache and
several patrolmen to marshal the long
line of children who sought admission,
and by the time the performance began
the theater was jammed with laughing,
chattering
children.
Marguerite Clark in "The Prince and
the Pauper" was the first special bill for
the kids, and the second was "Hearts of
Men." The children's performance at the
Paramount-Empress is one of the most
[irogressive moves made in this city for
tiie entertainment of the little ones since
the motion pictures became a big part
of the social life of Salt Lake City.
Liberty Theater Reopens.
Salt Lake City, Utah. — After being
dark for several weeks, during which extensive renovation and re-decoratlon was
accomplished, the Liberty theater reopened Friday, October
27.
ON PACIFIC COAST.
San Francisco Notes.
It is estimated that no less than 10,000
persons have been turned away from the
Columbia during the first three weeks of
the showing of "Intolerance." The first
twenty presentations of the film were
viewed
by 32.573 persons.
The Empire theater on Market street
has installed a new front and lobby that
one.
is a material improvement over the former
Work on the Strand, at Ellis and Mason
street.'^, is prog'ressing rapidly, and this
house will be opened early in the spring.
Pictures of the recent Exposition
have
been one of the attractions of late at the .
Theater St. Francis.
Northern California News.
Eureka. Cal. — Joseph Turcio has fitted
up one of the older houses of this place,
and has opened it as the Portola theater.
South San Francisco. Cal. — The Royal
has changed hands and is now being conducted by Eschelbach & Taylor.
Salinas. Cal. — The White theater has
been reopened under the management of
R. F. Shinn.
Watsonville, Cal. — J. R. Wilson, formerly manager of the local T. & D. theater,
has been transferred to Reno. Nev., and
E. A. Miller, of the Reno house, has been
sent to Watsonville.
Fresno, Cal. — M. R. Parra is preparing
to erect a theater at an estimated cost of
$50,000,
Sacramento, Cal. — The Actography theater has been reopened by Mr. Morris, of
the Sequoia.
Oakland. Cal. — The Piedmont theater
has been sold to H. Schwatka.
Dunsmuir, Cal. — W. S. Webster, of
Woodland, has opened a theater here as
a link in a chain of houses planned for
this section.
Many Exhibitors
Visit City.
San Francisco. Cal. — A large number of
out-of-town exhibitors have been here of
late selecting theater supplies and arranging for winter service. The general report is that conditions are very favorable
for a heavy volume of business during
the next few months.
K. A. Adelberg, of the Liberty theater.
Marysville, made the trip to this city by
automobile.
P. W. Brubeck, of the Union theater of
Fort Bragg, Mendocino county, has been

here looking over service. Business hero
Is usually best during tho summer months,
m u nlumbering
I ty.
as
Is the mainstay of the comC. F. Unger, of Selma, mado the rounds
of tile local exchanges recently. Ho states
that the proximity of this town to Fresno,
and the cheap automobile transportation
service are factors which he has to consider in booking pictures.
Mr. and Mrs. N. 1. Throckmorton, of
Oak
lime Park,
ago. spent some time here a short
J. H. Knowlos. president and general
manager of the New York Amusement
Company of Sonora, Cal., spent several
days here recently.
IN BRITISH
COLUMBIA.
Local Operators Give Banquet.
Regina, Saslc. — A banquet was held rorently at a local cafe by the local members of the J. A. T. S. E. and Moving Picture Operator.s' Union, and about forty
were in attandance. The guests of honor
were H. L. Gage, manager of the Rex theatre; O. W. Powell, manager of the Regina
theater, and B, S. Courtney, head of the
Basil corporation, owners of the Canadian rights for "The Birth of a Nation.*
whichRegina.
was filling a week's engagement at
the
Speechmaking was indulged in. and a
large time was had by all, so to speak.
J. M. Maxwell Will Steer Publicity.
Vancouver. E. C. — James M. Maxwell has
returned from Colorado to take charge of
the publicity department of the National
Film Service, Limited (Triangle program),
Mr. Maxwell's headquarters will be at the
Rex theater, where Manager W. P. Dewees
keeps the bu.siness of the company going
smoothly, and where there has been fiitted
up the neatest and most compact little
film exchange it has ever been our pleasure
to see.
Mr. Maxwell was formerly in charge of
the photoplay department of the Vancouver Daily Province, and during that
time was the biggest and best picture department carried by any Canadian
paper.
Operator Made a Manager.
Victoria, B. C. — Operator Thoreau of the
Majestic theater is now also manager of
the house, having recently been placed in
charge by B. S. Heisterman, the proprietor
of the Majestic.
Patriotic Dance at the Gem,
Ladysmith. B. C— The ladies of the
T. O. D. E. recently gave a patriotic dance
at the Gem theater, the seats being removed for the occasion. Many people living in other nearby towns attended.
S. J. Hackney Runs Star.
Rossland, B. C. — E. J. Cann, who recently opened the Star theater, has given
up the house, which is now being conducted by S. J. Hackney,
the owner.

IN

PORTLAND,

OREGON.

Al. Bloom, new manager of the Reel Play
feature film company, is in Portland lookcity.
ing after his interests in and around that
Managerchange is Kerr
also of
in Metro's
PortlandNorthwest
spending ex-a
week
to the booking of Metro's
'■Romeo attending
and Juliet."
Visitors to the exchanges this week
were; A. H. Hilton. Grand theater, Lewiston. Idaho; W. C. Hopkins. Lincoln and
Dream theaters. Port Angeles: W. S.
Quinby, Liberty and Bell theaters, Bellingham;
H. T. Moore, Colonia, Tacoma.
Ralph Earle, Pathe cameraman. Mrs.
Earle and Dr. Abbott of Portland, were in
the city on a 10.000-mile automobile tour
of the northwestern national parks. Mi.
Earle is securing film topics for the Pathe
service. They have just spent three weeks
in Glacier National Park.
W. Potter, manager of the Universal
Film & Supply Company exchange, has just
returned from a trip into the wheat-growing sections of Montana.
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Pennsylvania Censor's Complaint

G. Fontana Productions. It will be marketed through the offices of Messrs. Newman and Marcue, 1225 Vine street. Philadelphia.

Dr. Oberholtzer Says That Pictures Are Mostly Bad — Claims That the Board Is
Frank D. Hill's New Improvements.
Fighting with Its Back to the Wall Against Efforts of Producers to Put Across
Reading. Pa. — Though there are twenImpossible Films.
i
ty-two motion picture theaters in this
city. Frank D. Hill of the Lyric theater,
By F. V. Armato. 144 No. Salford St., West
Philadelphia.
Pa.
is satisfied with his share of the business.
The Lyric is one of the handsomest of
PHILADELPHIA. PA.— Ellis Passon OherMarguerite's in
French, Pauline's in
American.
holtzer of the Pennsylvania State
local theaters. Mr. Hill believes in keepBoard of Censorship, embodied the fruits
ing his theater up to date, and has rePhiladelphia, Pa. — Oscar Morgan, pubof his observations as a member of that
cently completed quite extensive improvelicity manager of the local Parabugaboo of picture progress in a speech
ments. A very pretty stage setting is in
mount, had a rather clever inspiration
evidence, consisting of an artistic lattice
before the State Federation of Pennsylrecently, for which he has great hopes.
vania Women here on October 26th.
work
grille,
covered with creeping vines
It is his thought to introduce an original
Dr. Oberholtzer is quoted as follows;
and gay with artificial flowers. Small
design in millinery under the name of the
vari-colored
electric
lights are half con"The tendency of the moving picture
Marguerite Clark chapeau or the Pauline
cealed in the flowers and permit of a wide
Frederick hat. and have it offered for sale
today is toward the melodramatic," he
variety
of
beautiful
effects.
A large pipe
sai^. "and fully seventy-five per cent, of
at leading department stores and spethem are of this character, compared to a
organ, with many special attachments
cialty shops.
pitiful five per cent, that are educational.
and a three-piece orchestra, combine to
The remaining twenty per cent, are of the
furnish an excellent musical
program.
J. D. Cummings Narrowly Escaped
slap-stick comedy type.
Blindness.
Bluebird Advertising Campaign.
"There is a glut of pictures depicting
immorality, scenes of dens of vice, drunkPhiladelphia Pa. — J. D. Cummings. of
Philadelphia. Pa.— V. R. Carrick has
enness and other phases that have no
the Globe theater. 60th and Market
completed plans for an extensive adverplace in a public place of amusement. The
streets. West Philadelphia, recently retising campaign for Bluebird photoplays.
board of censors has a continual fight to
turned from the Medico-Chirurgical HosThe chief object of the campaign is to
prevent these pictures being shown. Even
pital, where he had been receiving treatco-operate
with the exhibitor and to prothe titles are often an insult to public
ment for an affection of the eyes. It is
mote new business for him.
morals, and on one occasion a film comThe
campaign
has been started In the
reported
that
he
narrow^ly
escaped
blindness
pany had to change a suggestive title
columns of The Philadelphia Evening
three times before it met our requireTelegraph
and
Evening
Ledger, supplements.
H
G. Fontana
Productions
Get Big
mented by advertising in the troUey cars,
"We are literally fighting all the time
Picture.
and
in
the
trains
of
the
elevated and
with our backs to the wall against the
subway systems. Throughout the state
efforts of film producers to put across imPhiladelphia, Pa. — "Civilization." Thomthe
campaign
has
begun
in
the Wilkespossible pictures. But we are in this fight
as Ince's latest photospectacle. has been
Barre Times-Leader, the Harrisburg Telereleased for Pennsylvania. Ohio. Delato Local
stay." men of prominence In the motion
Lrraph. the WiUiamsport Journal.
ware, Maryland and West Virginia by A.
picture industry, while privately expressing their surprise and chagrin that service
on the board should not have opened the
speaker's eyes to the real methods and
purposes of the producers, seemed inclined
H. A. Victor & Sons Have Opened Their Splendid Picture Theater— City Officials
tc think no special denial or answer to the
Attend the Premier She w — Interesting Details.
charges was necessary. It appeared to bo
ing tlie first half of the week. A double
the consensus of opinion that a statement
M'KEESPORT. PA. — The Victor theater
opened its doors here on Monday. Oct. 3,
page advertisement announced the openso manifestly exaggerated and unsupporting of the Victor in one of the McKeesintroducing to the public its handsome
ed by what public opinion knew to be the
port newspapers.
and commodious auditorium, with its
facts in the case could only recoil on its
maker, and that a few more such unwise
lavish display of rich and tasteful furstatements from the same source would
nishings, for the first time.
R. S. Vandergrift to Manage Serial Dept.
Its opening was honored by the presence
do more to awaken public consciousness to
Philadelphia, Pa. — Robt. S. Vandergrift
of Mayor Lysle and the city officials of
has joined the Mutual oflfice as manager
the manifest absurdity of cens'^rship than
of their serial department.
ilcKeesport. and. together with the splenmuch campaigning against "Breitingerdid and large attendance, witnessed the
ism."
ceremony of the christening of the Victor
"Grant, Police Reporter" Pleases.
by Mrs. Rae Nuance Victor.
Good
Business
With
Higher
Rate.
Philadelphia, Pa. — The first episode of
H. A. Victor & Sons, the owners, have
Ashland, Pa. — J. V. Schreck of the Tem"Grant, the Police Reporter." was shown
planned the arrangement of the chairs.
at the Family theater with considerable
ple theater here reports excellent business
eliminating any cause for dead seats.
with Paramount. Triangle. World and K.
satisfaction. C. L. Bradfield, the manThere are 600 seats and individual boxes
ager, is pleased with the future prospects
E. S. E. pictures. The theater was forfor which 20c. is charged. One of the
of
his new serial and positive that the
merly a five-cent house, but the admisnotable features is the handsome large
sion has been raised to ten cents, with
popularity of this serial will grow with
organ which was played to accompany the
each succeeding
chapter.
entire success, in spite of strong fiveVitagraph feature, "The Tarantula," durcent competition from another house. It
is Mr. Schreck's belief that any house
of ordinary size that shows a five or s!\
reel feature in addition to a serial at a
five-cent admission is headed to failure
full speed ahead. He is an ardent advoEagle
Hall,
Philadelphia,
Scene
of Brilliant Dance — Nets $2,000 — Some
of the
cate of attractive lobby display and beProminent People Among Those Present.'
cause small posters are becoming more
recently, was with the Austro-German
and more general he suggests that film
PHILADELPHIA, PA. — The mask moforces, on the French and Russian battle
companies should pay more attention to
tion picture party given by the employes
fronts, as official photographer for the
the one and three sheet sizes and endeavor
of the local theaters was a decided success
Teutons, is now making his headquarters
to make them more effective and attractto the extent of $2,000. Eagel's Hall,
here. He will go after local news picive.
where the affair w^as held on last Tuesday
tures for the Hearst-International News
night, was jammed full of masqueraders
Pictorial.
of
all
sorts.
Charlie
Chaplins
were
in
John F. Hays Improves the Brunswick.
droves, while Pierrettes and Harlequin
Philadelphia, Pa. — John F. Hays has reA. G. Steen Shows Billy West Comedies.
were much in evidence. Dancing, merrycently taken over the Brunswick theater.
Philadelphia. Pa. — A. G. Steel, of the
making and refreshments were freely inon Frankford avenue, in this city, and has
Philadelphia branch of the Unicorn, gave
dulged in. The prominent employes presmade extensive improvements to the
a private showing of the Billy West coment
were
S.
Kaplin,
Chas.
Boone.
R.
Madhouse. George S Miller, who actively coden, B. Katz. J. Carter and a delegation
edies to a number of exhibitors and newsoperated with Mr. Hays in the enterprise,
from Baltimore and Washington.
papermen, who expressed themselves as
has taken active charge of the house, and
Mr. and Mrs. Sausage led the grand
delighted with the pictures. Bookings
is meeting apparently with good results.
march,
followed
by
the
chorus
girls
who
of
these
comedies
w^ill be accepted on
The Tork Street Palace, which is under
November 6th.
are
now Gaiety
appearing
in "TheKitty
Breakers"
here
Mr. Hays" personal management, is
at the
theater.
Dougherty
doing capacity business nightly. Mr.
sang several songs and made a big hit.
New
Ardmore
Theater.
"The Ne'er
Rex Eea:;h"s
booked
Ardmore. Pa. — Hassinger and Ketterhas for
Hays
Do Well"
five days,
and it will be preNelson Edwards Now Local Cameraman.
ing, two live picture men, recently opened
sented at both his theaters. An orchestra
the doors of the attractive and up-toPhiladelphia.
Pa. — Nelson Edwards,
the
been added to the attrachas recently
date theater here to the suburbanites.
International
cameraman,
who,
until
tions at the Tork Street Palace.

McKeesport's Fine

Picture

Employees'

New

Picture

Theater

Ball a Big Succcess

NovomlKT

IS. l^*l;t

Lancaster's New Hippodrome.
I^nctister, Pa. — Ovor^o Krupa. pusident of the Hnmtlton anuisetnent company, has recently opened the new. modern and handsomely equipped Hippodrome theater. The architecture of the
house Is both novel and beautiful and
possesses much of the classic beauty of
a Grecian temple. Mr. Krupa takes a
most optimistic view of th*.- picture business and believes that present prosperous conditions will continue.
P. Glenn's "Crirason Stain" Campaign.
Philadelphia, Pa. — P. Glenn, having accomplished some remarkable results in
booking "The Yellow Menace" for the
Electric theater supply company, is starting- a whirlwind campaign on "The Crimson Stain" mystery, backed by splendid
local advertising in the Philadelphia
Evening Telegraph.
Five Kings in One Hand.
jfbiladelphia. Pa- — A casual visitor to
the Bellevue-St rat ford Hotel grill room
in Philadelphia one night last week.
would have been surprised if they had
known that around one of the tables cat
a group of some of the most powerful
motion picture magnates. Investigation
proved that it was only a social meeting,
although such a gathering would at most
times lead one to expect that a big deal
was being put over. In the group were
"William
Smith,
presidentParamount
of the Fa-in
mous E.
Players,
distributing
eight states, having offices in New York,
Philadelphia and Washington; Ix>uis J.
Selznick. Hiram Abram.<5, Carl Laemmleaml
Stanley V. Mastbaum. owner and operator of the biggest chain of high-class
motion picture houses In the country.
I. A. Farrah Heads Harrisburg Universal.
Harrisburg, Pa. — I. A, Farrah, formerly of the General Film, will manage the
new Harrisburg branch exchange for the
Universal Program to be distributed here.
This new branch was recently opened by
V. R. Carrlck as a distrlbutlnp point for
his Philadelphia ofllce. The exchange ia
located at No. 5 South 4th St.. Harrisburg.
Pa.
Buy West Allegheny Theater.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Wm. F. Boogar and
John S. Evans have taken over the West
Allegheny theater, previously owned by
B. Amsterdam. The transaction was made
on Monday, Oct. 3rd, the house being in
a very prosperous condition.
New Ticket Booth at the Logan.
Philadelphia. Pa. — The Logan theater,
located at 4900 North Broad street, has
recently installed a handsome new ticket
booth, which adds materially to the attractiveness of the entrance and lobby.
The management of the house take special pride in their children's matinec-s
held every Saturday morning. Special
educational and comedy features suitable
for juvenile eyes are shown and the kiddies join with gusto in the singing of
patriotic songs.
IN BUFFALO.
His Theater Not a Shoe Store.
Buffalo. N. Y. — Harold B. Franklin, general manager of the Lyric and Family theaters, Buffalo, humorously announced that
he wasn't advertising a "shoe sale" in hid
publicity of "Shoes." Franklin's later attractions were Bertha Kallsh in "Love and
Hate" and Theda Bara in "Romeo and
Juliet."
"Fall of a Nation" Fills Shea's.
Buffalo. N. Y. — Manager Moses of Shea's
Hippodrome. Buffalo, took care of capacity
business at his recent performances of
Thomas Dixon's "Fall of a Nation." The
accompanying music, written by Victor
Herbert, was flawlessly handled by the
Hippodrome's complete orchestra.
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Express Deliveries in Buffalo
Screen Club Discusses a Trying State of Affairs
Account of the Non-Delivery of Their Shows
a Larger Membership — The Coming
Screen
By J'jseph A. McGuire,
Z Lewis

— Houses Have Remained Dark on
— Screen Club to Make Effort for
Ball.
Block.
Buffalo, N. Y.

BUFFALO. N. Y., Nov. 1. — Increased Hyman has worked up the enthusiasm of
membership of the Buffalo Screen his little patrons is proven by the
Club is desired by that organization. This crowds at his matinees,
subject was discussed at a meeting in
Edward A. Lark a Bankrupt.
the clubrooms Monday evening, October
30. President Christoffers presided. A
Buffalo. N. Y.— Edward A. Lark. whu.
vigorous campaign will be conducted and
according to printed reports, is "a film
each member has agreed to bring a new
maker of Irondequoit, N. Y.," recently
member into the club. Messrs. Marsey
tiled a petition in bankruptcy in United
and Becker were appointed a committee
States District Court, Buffalo. His debts
to arrange for the Screen Club ball, to
amount
to $4,362 and
his assets
total
be held some time in January. Various
screen stars will be invited to be present
n rc5.
and the 1917 ball promises to eclipse the
Lobby for "Lass of the Lumberland."
successful one held last spring.
Buffalo, X. Y.— Miniature logs arranged
The club held open house on election
so
spelt placed
the name
"Helen
night. Returns were read and good feU
werethey
recently
in the
lobbyHolmes"
of the
lowship marked the evening. Among the
Linden moving picture theater, Buffalo,
visitors
were
performers
from
local
theby L. E. Barger, manager. Other touches
aters.
were added to the lobby so it had a forest
effect. The purpose was to attract attenDiscussion of Express Deliveries.
tion to the new serial, "The Lass of the
Members of the Screen Club, exchange
Lumberland," Mr. Barger showed the first
men and exhibitors alike are impressed
run of this production. He also obtained
with the situation in connection with the
the permission of the police captain and
unsatisfactory service offered by the
public school principal of his district to
various express companies operating In
give
a free matinee, at whicii the film was
and out of Buffalo. Some of the out-oftown exhibitors get their shows two or
enjoyed by SOO school children. A tworeel
comedy
was an extra attraction. Mr.
more days late, and their paper is often
Barger is a stickler in handling a crowd of
held up three days. Houses are often
children,
so
at the end of the show he
dark as a result of the delay, and the
irate exhibitors blame the exchange men
asked them to stand and sing "The Starfor the non-delivery.
Spangled Banner." While singing they
When the shows and paper ought to
left the theater without the slightest confusion. Those at the front of the house
be at the theaters they are sometimes
filed out first and each row departed in
lying comfortably at the express offlceJ.
their proper succession. Of course the SOO
In reply to criticisms regarding the dechildren advertised the show and the good
lay the express companies state that they
cannot get enough men to handle their
treatment they had received from the
goods. They state that the shortage of
manager, and in the evening the grownreliable labor is likely to continue
ups of the neighborhood crowded the Lin«^
den to witness the serial.
through the winter and no improvement
of present conditions Is in sight. The
"We are gradually working the Linden
words of the express managers are -n
into a ten-cent house," said Mr. Barger.
"Formerly we had a ten-cent performance
effect: "We agree to deliver your shows,
only one day a week, but now we have
but we do not agree to deliver on time."
four ten-cent days. On the other days
The exhibitors whose shows do not arrive promptly put the blame on the exthe admission is five cents."
change men for loss of patronage. The
exchange men In turn find that their
A Run for Their Money.
hands are tied in their efforts to recover
Buffalo, N. Y.— H. H. Ziems, manager of
on their losses through dilatory express
shipments.
the Happy Hour theater, Buffalo, a fivecent house,
"I wish to invite all the exhibitors of
feature
each offers
day. his patrons a different
this
territory
to
the
Mutual
office."
said
"I want to give my audiences a run for
President Christoffers of the Buffalo
their money," he said.
Screen Club, "so they can study this acute
express situation. I would like the exhibitors to go with me to the express
Jamestown's
"Movie"
Goes
Back.
offices and hear for themselves the reaJamestown. X. Y.— H. C. Sandstrom of
sons given by the express managers for
Warren, Pa., writes that he has given up
the delays, which mean a heavy loss to
the Movie theater, Jamestown. N. Y. He
both the exchanges and theaters. The
exhibitors will then realize the unusual
says the theater has reverted to its original owner.
handicaps under which we are operating.
They will also make the proper allowance for the delayed shows and realize
PRAIRIE STATE NOTES.
that all the exchanges in Buffalo are doIowa Theater Changes.
ing their level best to give their patrons
Washington, la.— W. M. Griffin, who
as prompt service as the present conditook over the Star theater, is now operattions will permit."
ing at the Garden theater.
Colo. Ia. — Fred C. Perry is erecting i
Manager Hyman Pleases Mothers.
motion picture theater here.
Buffalo, X. Y.--Edward L. Hyman, manMason City, la.— The Regent theater has
vaudeville
ager of the Xew Victoria theater, Bufa new policy of three acts of Thursdays
Sundays and
falo, is making a bid for the patronage
with changes on
with photoplays.
of children. Special attention is given to
their safety and enter ta,inment. Every
Clinton. Ia. — "The Birth of a Nation
Saturday afternoon, from 2 to 4:30
returned to the Clinton theater, November
o'clock, he gives a special matinee for
5, for a week.
Des Moines. Ia. — A home talent society
the youngsters. His efforts in this line
are endorsed by the parents and teachers
film, "Unto the Least of These." was shown
at the Auditorium for three days for the
of public school No. IS of his neighborhood, and the Mothers' League of this
benefit of the new Women's and Children's
city. Members of the League chaperone
Hospital.
the children at each performance. A
Davenport, Ta. — "The Birth of a Nation
special section is reserved for the kiddles
returned
to the Burtis theater for th»
and there are educational, comedy and
week
of Oct. 29.
drama reels for their benefit.
That Mr.
Marshalltown,
la. — The city physician
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Court Quashes ''Nation'' Injunction

Censor Board of Ohio Can Now Continue Banning "The Birth of a Nation" in the
State— Supreme Court Finds No Law by Which It Can Act in the Matter— No
Announcement from Epoch Company.
By Hubert Persons, 410 Standard Theater Building, Cleveland, O.
O.—
The fight
fight to
O.
— The
to permit
permit
Favors Standardization
of Film Laws,
the showing
showing of
of the
the motion
motion picture
the
picture Cleveland. O.— Director of Public Safety
play "The Birth of a Nation," in Ohio, has
B. Sprosty, of Cleveland, has offered his
been lost — for a time at least. The Suassistance in company with other public
preme Court on October 24 dismissed the
safety directors of the large cities
petition for an injunction against the
throughout the country in the plan of the
Ohio Board of Censors to prevent them
National Association of the Motion Picture
from interfering with the production of
Industry to standardize the fire protection
the play in theaters throughout the state.
laws of the country. The object is to
The court held that there is no law
provide greater safety for tlie patrons of
by which it can decide whether the order
motion picture and legitimate
theaters.
of the Board of Censors, restraining the
producers from showing the picture, is
A
Beautiful
New
Cleveland
House.
reasonable or unreasonable.
This action has the effect of a ruling
Cleveland, O. — One of the finest motion
defeating the producers, for the decision
pictures in Cleveland was opened on October 28, on the south side of the city.
leaves the power of the Board of Censors
unmodified. What action might be taken
The new house is called "The Jennings,"
in any possible effort to break down the
power of the board, in spite of this setback, was not immediately made known
by those fighting for the right to let the
people of Ohio see the play.
Rumored Plan of Men in The American

< LEVELAND.
CLEVELAND.
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and has a capacity of 1,000 persons. It is
located at West 14th street and Fairfield
bansky.
avenue,
and is owned
by Thomas
Ur-

Club Woman

Gives Pictures High Place.

Dayton, O. — Motion pictures played a
part in the twenty-first annual convention
of
the Ohio
Federation
of Women's
Clubs,
which
held its
convention
here beginning
October 17. Miss Bertelle M. Lyttle spoke
on the "Better Motion Picture Movement."
In her address she grouped the motion
picture theater with the pulpit, the state
and the press in forming
public opinion.
"Nobody is trying to reform the motion
picture business, but we want the very
best for the children and the younger
people," Miss Lyttle said, in presenting
the family program idea as worked out
in Cleveland.
"The exhibitors are not philanthropists,
but are willing to help the club women
to
promote
worth-whileto programs.
Don't
expect
the exhibitors
show the family
program unless you are willing to build
up audiences."

A Chain of 1,000 Picture Shows Proposed
Tobacco Company to Build Great Chain of
Interlocked Theaters Interests Cleveland.

Film Shows Steel Making.
Massillion, O. — The Columbia Film Company recently completed the taking of
pictures showing the entire process of
manufacturing steel by the open hearth
method. The pictures were taken at the
mills of the Central Steel Company at
Massillon, O.

Is a Player-Piano Unfair to Labor?

Cleveland. O. — Whether use of an automatic piano in a motion picture theater,
instead of hiring a union musician, constitutes unfairness to labor, is one of the
questions to be decided when a suit, filed
October 23 in the Cuyahoga county court
of common pleas, against three labor organizations, comes to trial.
Charles Papp and Joseph Maros, proprietors of the Milo theater, are asking
an injunction against the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees,
the Cleveland Federation of Labor and the
Musical 'Mutual Protective Association.
They allege their theater has been picketed as unfair to labor because Maros operates the motion picture machine and because an automatic piano furnishes the
music during the shows.

Suit Over

Tangle

in Dates.

Cleveland, O. — A mix-up occurred here
during the week of October 23 when two
motion picture theaters, for the first time
in Cleveland, sought to use the same photoplay feature. The upshot was an injunction suit, started a few days previously,
by the States Film Company against the
Alhambra theater.
The States Film Company own the Ohio
state rights to the Thomas H. Ince film
•'War's Women" and they brought suit in
the court of common pleas for an injunction restraining the Alhambra from running their picture.
Some time ago the Alhambra is said to
have contracted with the company to have
"War's Women" at any date to be decided upon later. The Alhambra management decided to run it the same week the
Orpheum theater — which is in the downtown section, while the Alhambra is in
the East End section — was running it.
So the States Film Company sued for the
return of the print of the photoplay.
Screeners to Hold Smoker Nov. 14.
Cleveland, O. — The Cleveland Screen
Club will hold a smoker for members at
the Elks' Club on Tuesday night, November 14. when a number of stars of the
legitimate stage will be invited to attend.

CLEVELAND, O. — A local newspaper has
published what is said to be the "inside"
story of the plan recently announced to
start a chain of 1,000 five-cent motion picture theaters throughout the United
States. The story has now been published
here that Cleveland and other Ohio towns
are to be included in the chain, which is
said to have the backing of several principals of the American Tobacco Company.
The story runs that the picture houses
are to accept United Cigar Store coupons
as adnii.ssifin tickets.
The value of the

coupons will average, it is estimated, two
cents against the admission price. It Is
said the corporation back of the unique
enterprise is capitalized at $25,000,000.
According to the storj'. the promoters
figure that each house will return a profit
of $5 a day, giving them a profit from all
the houses of $1,000 a day. But it is said
they will be satisfied with $2.50 daily
average profit. With 1.000 picture theaters to buy film for, the men behind the
deal think the manufacturers will cut
prices materially to get the solid business of the combine.

Opening of Youngstown 'sNew Strand Theater

Picked the Same Evening for Its Premiere as Did a Big Local Hotel That Occupies
the Same Building — Seats 1,000 Persons.
By

Kenneth

C. Crain,

610

First

YOUNGSTOWN, O. — The Strand. Youngstown's newest moving picture theater,
opened recently on the same evening as
the opening of the new Tod hotel, a
very handsome house, and the festive air
lent by the occasion resulted in big business for the opening night. The house
occupies the northeast wing of the hotel
building, and seats over 1,000 persons,
the arrangement of the seats being such
that there is a perfect view of the screen
from every one. The decoration is unusually rich, and the ventilation is a feature, the house being connected up with
the ventilating system of the hotel, by
means of which washed air is furnished.
Triangle films will be shown at the new
house, which was designed by architects
Knox & Elliott, who handled the hotel
building proper and who are also the
architects of the Hippodrome, Toungstown's largest theater.

Romeo and Juliet for Second Week.
Cincinnati. O. — So successful as a drawing card did the Metro production of
"Romeo and Juliet" prove, at the Walnut theater, that the management arranged for a second week, and the engagement was filled with the same large
houses that were noted during the first
week. This formed a record for the Walnut, as heretofore there has neither been
a run of two weeks for any picture in
that house, nor of any picture for as
much as one week at the prices received
for the Metro film, 25 cents for the lower
floor and 15 cents for the balcony. Following the secondinweek's
engagement,
first exhibition
Cincinnati
of one the
of
tlie new Mary Pickford Artcraft films,
"Less Than the Dust," wag scheduled for
the Walnut.

National

Films

Bank,

Stirring

Cincinnati,

Finish

O.

of Latonia

Race.

"A. O. — Realizing the high
Cincinnati.
value of a fair amount of sporting interest
in new films, Clarence Runey, of the Cincinnati Motion Picture Co., secured at
Latonia on the closing day of the fall
race meeting one of the best pictures
which he has been able to get of the
races. The hair-raising finish, the vi'inner
in
front
of the about
judges'hisstand,
floral
horseshoe
neck, with
and the
the
exhibition of the beautiful silver service
given as a trophy to the owner of the
winning horse, were all shown in the
picture, giving several hundred feet of
first-class stuff.
' "A

"As fine as
good as

1 white as
invariably
field Why do
other
papers
in
this
compare with the s tandard of
try toMOVING PICTURE WORLD?
the
snow.'
There's a reason.
Gang of Swindllers at ."
Work.
silk been active
Dayton, O. — The police
have
gold.'
in the investigation of reports that several men have been engaged in swindling
girls by representing themselves as connected with leading film concerns. A pair
recently arrested had been calling themselves representatives of the Triangle
Film Corporation, but a telephone call to
the Triangle office at Cincinnati showed
that this was not the case, and the arrests followed. It seems that the men
had been engaged in similar work in
other cities, and an effort is to be made
to break up the operations of the gang.

November

18. 19I(.
Tennessee

TllK
Topics.

Xa8hvllU'.--J. I". Masters. mnniiKur ol
Hit- Kllit*. Uowliny: Creeii. Ky.. whs In
t>u* city Ja8t week. luokinK over the local
liiduHtry.
Murfreesboro. — Oscar Altman. manager
of the l*rliu-ess. 1h still confined to a Nashville hospital with a severe attack of
Typhoid fever.
N'ashvllk*. — Five hundred books, each
. «>iituhilnR 24 five-cent coupons, were offiied at $1.1)0 trach last week, belnp pood
fur admission at both the Crystal and
Knickerbocker theaters. The entire supply was practically exhausted during the
two days' sale.
New Theaters and Changes in Nebraska
v)akdalf. Neb. — GoorKe liowoii and <;i'»yd
l^werence will open a movingr picture
sh<)w here.
Wayne, Xeb. — Jud^e James Britten has
let the contract to improve the Interior of
the opera house.
Omaha. Nob. — Manager Rachman of the
Grand theater has Installed a new projector and a new screen.
Ord. Neb. — Fred Bell has sold his moving picture theater here to E. B. Nalte of
Arcadia.
Omaha. Neb.^ — Al Christie comedies will
be distributed In this territory by F. A.
Van Hvisan, proprietor of the Western
Supply Co.
Toronto Trade Jottiiigs.
Toronto. Ont. — Trade shows are now
being held twice weekly in Toronto for
the Greater Vltagraph, under the direction
of W. C. Kookin, Canadian general manager for the "V." The private exhibitions
are staged on Tuesday and Thursdays at
the Victoria theater. Yonge street.
The first Clara Kimball Young release.
"The Common Law," was booked for the
new Regent theater, Toronto, for six days
starting November 6. This feature was
banned by the Ontario censors, but was
later passed by the Theatrical Board of
Appeal.
Toronto, Ont. — One print of the British
five-reel war picture, "The Battle of the
Somme," was shown in two Toronto theaters, the Globe and Rialto, during the entire week of October 23. after its first run
of one week at the new Regent. There were
55,000 paid admissions at the Regent for
the first run of the fighting views and the
two smaller houses, which are also located
in the downtown district, held big crowds.

Washington

< D. C.)
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Begin on Canadian Film Studio
Canadian National Features, Ltd., of Trenton. Ont.. Has Started Work on a ThreeStory Film Plant There— Jerry Shea Is the Company's President— Half of the
Company's Capital Stock Has Been Paid Up.
By W. M. Gladish. 1263 Gerrard Street. E.. Toronto, Ontario.
announcements, owing to a hitch in arTORONTO. ONT. — The Canadian National
rangements. Therefore, let It be known
Features. Ltd., one of the moving picthat the Toronto Mutual office Is still on the
ture producing companies organized in
eighth floor of 15 Wilton avenue, and. D.
Canada last spring, has started an
Cooper still has his shingle hanging at 96
apparently sincere move toward the
establishment of a picture industry
Bay street.
in the Dominion. The town of TrenThe Exchange
Managers'
Association
decided
to look for
club quarters
and has
the
ton. Ontario, has been chosen as the
address for the headquarters of the
manager of any exchange around town
company and work has been started on the
would be pleased to receive suggestions.
erection of a three-story studio in a local
park. The president of the concern is Jerry
Kicked Out of Canada.
Shea, ontoofand Shea's
Buffalo.Amusement Company. TorToronto. Ont. — Frank R. E. Woodward,
Half of the authorized capital of the comalias R. E. Taylor, who ran foul of the
pany, it is said, has been paid up. The comToronto police in connection with the propany will spend, it is announced, about $20,motion of a school for moving picture actiMiO immediately for Its plant, and forty
resses, was arraigned before Magistrate
persons will be employed at I'lO start.
Denison of the Toronto Police Court, to
It was the original intention to build the
answer to four charges of fraud. He was
studio at Kingston, Ontario, but negotiaordered deported and was told to return to
tions with the City Council of that place
his former home. Chicago. Woodward was
finally fell through.
formerly an officer of the 97th Overseas
Battalion of the Canadian Expeditionary
Heard at Local Lair.
Force, better known as the American LeToronto. Ont. — Mitchell Granby. Toronto
manager for the Fox Film, went to New
York to attend the recent Fox convention
gion. Toronto's
First Theater
Goes.
at the Hotel Biltmore. During his absence
Toronto. Ont. — The Toronto moving picthe Toronto headquarters were managed by
ture
field
has
just
lost
a
real
landmark.
Benjamin P. Rogers, assistant manager.
One of the oldest existing theaters, the
Charles Ramage. formerly the shipper at
Queen's Palace, has ceased to exist and
the Toronto office, has now gone on the
the owners have decided to change the
road for Fox.
premises into a store — the original nature
Fox's "Romeo and Juliet" was billed for
of
The Queen's
Palacestreet,
was
Loew's theater for the entire week of
the the
firstbuilding.
picture theater
on College
October 30.
one of Toronto's main thoroughfares, but
the
house
had
accommodations
for
only
ISO
Fire
people. The theater paid well for many
Woixldn't Bum
Stick;
Stick
years, but its management had changed
Wouldn't Beat Dog.
hands several times during the past year.
Toronto, Ont. — The props of the Mutual
Toronto office were packed up several
weeks ago. to be moved to new premises
New Managers at Beaver.
on Adelaide street. East. D. Cooper. Toronto representative of the K-E-S-E. pracToronto. Ont. — The names of the mantically took possession of the quarters at
agers
for the Beaver theater. Toronto, the
15 Wilton avenue, which were about to be
latest to come under the control of R. S.
vacated by the Mutual. In addition the
Marvin, also of this city, have been announced. Fred Brown will look after the
Toronto exchange managers' association
front of the house, while Bill Dineen is
took steps to acquire Cooper's office on Bay
street for use as club headquarters. Nothe
stage
and property manager. Brown
body has yet moved, however, in spite of
started with the Mutual' s Toronto exchange and then bought the Temple theater. Queen street. From this he went to
the Beaver. Dineen is a veteran road show
man and has become renowned as a theater decorator.
The Beaver is running a four-act vaudeville show, but the main attractions are
the pictures.

Office of Kleine, Edison,

Selig,

Essanay.

Local Theater Notes and Changes.
Erockville, Ont. — One of the largest picture theaters in Ontario, outside of Toronto, is the Brock theater, Brockville. It
has a seating capacity of 1,100. although
the population of the town is only 9.000. It
is
quitemeans
frequent
the per
housecent,
is filled
—
which
that that
twelve
of the
town is seeing the show.
Haileybury, Ont. — The Bijou theater,
Halleybury, has been remodeled and reopened by its owner, P. H. Jory.
Ashawa. Ont. — The Grand theater. Oshawa, has been re-opened by Miss Conlin.
Leamington. Ont. — H. W. Purcell has
taken
over the Lyric theater, at Leamington.
Ridgetown. Ont. — G. Fiaharty, formerly
of Detroit, has assumed control of the
.Star theater, Ridgetown.
Toronto.
Ont. — Thehouse,
People's
theater,
Toronto a downtown
is now
managed
by M. Morris, formerly manager of the
Bonlta theater, Toronto.
Goderich, Ont. — G. E. King, formerly
manager of the opera house. Orillia, has
purchased the Model theater at Goderich
from Mr. Wetmore.
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Lobby Made Like Juliet Balcony Set
Perace's Tudor Theater in New Orleans Has Particularly Effective Lobby Display
for Shakespearean Picture.
By N. E, Thatcher, Times-Piceyune, New Orleans, La.
pected to reap a suitable reward from
NEW
ORLEANS, LA.— The last full
both the Strand and the Princess theaweek in October was marked by the
ters,
the only ones in operation in the
exhibition in New Orleans photoplay thecity. His death came suddenly. He had
aters of number of special features
finished writing business letters to New
which again proves the contention that
Orleans exchange men and had gone to
the picture-loving public will pack the
the cemetery with Mrs. Woods to place
show houses when they have a producflowers upon the tomb of their deceased
tion that is worth while. The most predaughter. Returning to the automobile
tentious feature was the Metro Romeo
he was stricken and died before a hosand Juliet, shown in Pearce's Tudor thepital was reached. New Orleans exchange
ater. This show was released on October
men sent condolences and appropriate
22, and the original intention was to have
floral offerings.
exhibited on October 29, but the Fox
production of the same Shakespearean
subject was released on regular program
for October 22. and Manager Bugbee oi
Local World Film Manager.
the local Metro exchange, rearranged his
New Orleans, La. — Anna H. Sessions,
bookings so as to give the Pearce themanager of the World Film exchange
ater an even break. Then the war was
here, has just returned from a successon — a dignified war, as becomes exhibiful trip to Memphis, where she had been
tors who stand for the best in the busicalled to close
ness, but none the less earnest. From
some deals for
early in the afternoon the Tudor was
film service.
jammed with patrons and the laws werb
Miss Sessions
taxed to the limit in providing standing
has been makroom. This condition prevailed until late
at night.
ing a viable
mostrecorden-in
The Pearce interests conducted the enthis territory
tire exhibition in keeping with the high
since she took
character of the production. A liberal
over the manand comprehensive advertising campaign
agement of the
Worlds affairs
had prepared the people to expect a good
show. A special musical program was
last May. She
arranged
the exhibition
and "Jack"
enjoys the disClark, who forwatches
all the points
in the
tinction of bePearce offices, had turned the lobby of
ing the only wothe theater into a thing of beauty by
manchange
filmmanager
exproducing a replica of the famous balcony scene in native trailing vines and
in the entire
turned the entrance into a bower of
South, but her
beauty with palms and blooming plants.
chief concern as
From the pavement to the curtain, and
regards
back again, the atmosphere was ShakesAnna H. Sessions.
tion is to distincsecure
perean.
a position well
At the Empire theater the Fox version
toward
the
top
of
the
list
of
managers
of Romeo and Juliet was shown as a
who are showing results. And she has
regular program attraction. These simmuch to encourage her on that score.
ultaneous showings awakened close atWhen she took charge of the office, the
tention from the competent critics and
World was releasing two feature producstimulated the interest in the shows.
tions a week. Shortly after her appointment these releases were reduced to but
one a week, which was equivalent to cutWork to Begin on New Theater.
ting her sales opportunities squarely in
New Orleans, La. — The buildings on the
two. Notwithstanding this handicap, she
site of the new Liberty theater have been
resolutely went to work and soon had th^
weekly receipts of the office above the
razed and the lot is about ready for excavation to begin. Work is being pushed
minimum mark which had been set by
the home office. She systematized the
with all possible speed. Manager Boehringer has returned from a trip to New
work in the office; cut down the overhead expenses and Increased the efflYork, where he had been arranging features for his theaters under the control
.ciency of each member of the force and
of the Boehringer Amusement Company.
at the same time secured his loyalty ana
He was accompanied to New York by
esteem as well. She is a tireless and inArchitect A. Drennan, who is building the
telligent worker and measures her servLiberty, and who was under instructions
ice by no other standard save results.
to visit all of the most successful theShe has increased the office receipts over
aters and to incorporate into the finish$400 weekly up to the present, and her
ings of the Liberty every innovation that
efforts have not diminished. She has the
will add to the beauty or service of the
happy
faculty of making and retaining
new house.
friends among exhibitors and in business
circles, and her friends are all proud of
her success because
she deserves
it.
Exhibitor J. W. Woods Dies.
Meridian. Miss, — The death of John W.
Woods, which occurred on October 22.
New Jacobs Theater Coming Along.
was a distinct loss to the motion picture
McComb, Miss. — Work on the new Jaindustry in this section of the country.
cobs theater is progressing with despatch
He had done more to put the business
and it is expected that the house will be
of the exhibitor on a high plane than
ready for business by Dec. 15. Every
any other man in this city, and to his
necessary appliance to make this one of
untiring efforts is due the fact that this
the cosiest motion picture theaters in
is one of the best exhibition towns outthis section is being installed by Manager
J. E. Alford. The contract for 700 modside of the larger cities. "While Mr.
Woods was not directly identified with
ern opera chairs has just been awarded
the details of local exhibition, he was the
and the purchase of other fittings is bemoving spirit in the Tri-State Amuseing completed. It is the intention to
ment company and its recognized head.
provide stage room for some of the regHe had recently secured control of the
ular theatrical productions and occasionSugarman interests here and had anal shows of this character will be put
nounced that he was now in a position to
on, although the Jacobs is primarily a
give the people of Meridian such a mophotoplay house. McComb is a division
tion picture service as he considered they
point on the Illinois Central Railroad and
deserved, and at the same time he exmost convenient point for filling of open

dates
the long
to New in Orleans.

Jum.j

Jrom

Memphis

New House for Brookhaven.
Brookhaven, Miss.— Manager Grady Ford
is making contracts and arranging all
of the details for the erection of one of
the finest motion picture houses to be
found in any Southern city of like size
of Brookhaven, which has S.OOO population and is counted one of the smartest
cities in the Gulf States. The new theater is to have all of the modern features and is to be complete and substantial in every detail. It is far enough
along to predict Its completion close
around the New Tear.
The Crisis ' Commg
as Road
Show.
New Orleans. La. — The exhibition rights
to the visualization of Winston Churchill's novel, "The Crisis." have been purchased by Mississippi parties for the
states of Louisiana. Mississippi and Tennessee, and it is the intention to send
the ten-reeler en toure with all of the
theatrical adjuncts that characterize a
road show.
Local Film Progress.
New Orleans. La. — November is ushered
in with marked activity in film circles in the Crescent City. Not since
the inception of the motion picture has
there been so much interest of the tangible kind displayed in all quarters. With
the building of two new and up-to-theminute photoplay theaters in the most
populous and expensive business sections
of the city outside of Canal street, and
with men of affairs behind each project,
the motion picture situation here has
found an abiding place in real estate,
banking and speculative circles. Work
on the Strand theater is going forward
with all haste. The Sanger interests are
missing no detail to make their new
house attractive, and they are financed
sufficiently. Not a minute is allowed to
go to waste in the preparation for the
building of the new Liberty theater on
St. Charles street, and it is promised to
be quite the best place of amusement of
this sort that the people down here have
seen. Manager Boehringer of the Boehringer Amusement Company has just returned from another trip to New York
upon which he was accompanied by his
architect.
other day: A Doubting Thomas asked, the
"Mr. Boehringer, are you really going
to build as fine a theater as you claim in
I don't. ' I'm going to leave an awthe"IfLiberty?
ful hole in St. Charles street," was the
answer.
Already these two enterprises are producing a"realignment of the film service.
Exchange men are watching for advantageous contracts and the leading exhibitors are casting about for service to
their liking. It is anybody's race up to
the present time. Meanwhile the second
run exhibitors are getting some very
good shows at prices that enable them to
make more money than they thought was
in the world.
Newspaper Dines Exchange Men.
New Orleans. La. — A few days ago
Manager Thompson of the New Orleans
Item, gave a dinner to the exchange managers and laid before them a plan to induce the suburban exhibitors to become
more liberal and consistent theater advertisers. There are over sixty suburban picture shows in this city and few
of the managers allow themselves to be
annoyed with advertising unless they can
get It free and they pay no attention to
the quality. A few of them, however,
have built up exceptionally strong patronage by using intelligent publicity. It
was the purpose of the gathering to induce the exchange managers to stand
sponser for a system of newspaper advertising that had been evolved and which
would amount to an assessment on each
exchange. The matter was taken under
advisement
by the exchange
men.
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Atlanta News Let-er
By A. M. Beatty. 13 Copenhlll Avenue,
Atlanta. Ua.
Local Film Nears Completion.
ATLANTA, OA.— Under the direction of
Hubert Haatlnf^s Goodniuii, a number ot scenes linve been taken of the
Players' Club's film "The Fight on Stone
Mountain." Scenes now necessary to complete the picture Include Mrs. V. S. Ellis"
house and grounds, Mrs. R. F. Maddux's
grounds, showinK her pretty sunken garden, a tea dance at the Piedmont Driving Club, a view of the Georgian terrace.
Capital city dub, a block of traflic at
Five Points. State Capitol, road to Stone
mountain, and many scenes on Stone
mountain. Une important one will be the
place where BorRlum is working on his
monument to the Confederacy. Goodman
Is going to have a painted miniature
made and double exposed on the face
of the mountain, showing in an idealistic
manner
immortal
Lawlor, Borglum's
art director
of the work.
Scenic Hoey
Film
Company, who Is doing the technical work.
Is working on the miniature, and expects
to have it completed in two weeks. It is
a labor of love with Mr. Lawlor, who
Is familiar with Gutzon Borglum's idea
and will try to reproduce It with his own
brush.
Fayetteville*s New House to Open,
Fayetteville, N. C. — The new Strand at
Fayetteville, N. C, will open about November 15.

Empress
Important Suburban

MOX'ING

PICTUKK
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Competition in Juliets Pays Managers
In Louisville the Two Shakespearean Pictures as Rivals Stir Up
Among Local Patrons to Fill Both Houses.
Ohio Valley News
Service. HU4
LOUISV1LL.E,. Ky.— Booking and showing of two Illms. by two different houses.
of the same subject and at the same time
lias its advantages and disadvantages, according to local exhibitors. During the
rtrst half of the week of October 30
"Romeo and Juliet" were to be seen at
both the Mary vVnderson and Walnut theaters, the former being a Fox. while the
latter was a Metro production. Either
picture was good, and in many cases the
public took a shot at both, largely for
the i)urposo of drawing private conclusions and making comparisons. The run
at the Walnut lasted through Thursday,
while that of the Mary Anderson wound
up on Wednesday. In both cases the
houses handled excellent businesses. The
Mary Anderson sold all of its seats at ten
cents, while the Walnut featured its lower
floor at twenty cents. A little feeling was
to be seen in some of the newspaper advertising, but those on the inside were
of the opinion that this was designed to
attract interest, and also to make people
see both shows in order to find out if
one show was so much superior to the
other, as was claimed in both cases.
Tiiat the combined advertising attracts
far more interest, and has its beneficial
results is also claimed, the Mary Anderson
and Majestic having had among
the best

Theater at Nashville Sold

House Taken Over by Irvine Roberts of Local Supply Company— Will Continue Its High Class Policy.
By J. L. Ray,
lOH Stahlman
Building. Nashville. Tenn.
electric fountain placed inside the front
NASHVJLLE. Tenn.— The Empress theater, located at Twelfth and Woodland
door,
behind the musicians'
Softly directly
shaded incandescents
are placed pit.
in
streets, has been sold by Carson Bradford
to Irvine Roberts of the Roberts & Carter
the center of the fountain, around which
the water sprays, lending an artistic effect
Theater Film Supply Company. The Emto the front part of the auditorium. The
on; was
of the
suburban
houses,press isanc
thecity's
first leading
to be constructed
lobby has been made larger by cutting
outside tht central theater district. Mr.
ixway a partition wall adjoining a stairway leading up over the house, which not
Bradford
oi."" on?
'•ecently
acquired
the Strand,
of the
largecontrol
uptownof
f>n.'y furnished more room for the patrons'
houses, and for that reason found his time
use. but also provides additional space for
poster display.
would not permit the operation of the
Empress also. Mr. Roberts has been connected with the local film industry for a
Billy Arnold With Strand.
number of years, both as theater man and
Nashville, Tenn. — W. R. Arnold, known
supply agent, and is well known to local
in
theatric^.i
circles as Billy, has been
moving picture men.
ap.ointe''. by .\Tanager Carson Bradford
hp advertising an 1 publicity agent for the
Krech Changes
His Plans.
Strand theater, ^.^r. Arnold is an old
Nashville. Tenn. — John C. Krech. owner
newspaper man. ana !s also representativp
of the new theater on South Fifth ave«
f several theatrical trade papers. H'; iS
nue, has decided to convert his house into
well fitted for the work, and the Scrmd
an exclusive negro theater. As announced
may expect some high -class publicity
work through his affiliation.
in thehouse
November
4th issue of tothebeW'orld.
the
was constructed
used
jointly for white and colored patronage.
United Seeks Larger Quarters.
It was pointed out at the time that the
Memphis. Tenn. — The local branch of
plan hardly seemed feasible, in that both
United
Film Service has found it necessary
races would be seated on the same floor,
to lease more spacious quarters. On Noeven though the color line would be drawn
vtml»er
20th the Memphis offices will rethrough the middle. The new theater will
inove from 153 Union avenue to the new
be open in about two weeks, and will be
rddress.
C2 South Fourth street, where the
known as the Liberty.
building is at present being remodeled in
accordanc with their specifications.
Kaufman's
Trip South.
Memphis.
Tenn. —Big
Manager
A. H. Kauft
They Went
Right By.
man of the United made a flying trip lo
New Orleans during the last week In
X:ishville, Tenn. — Having learned from
October, and during the two days spent
pri:i!t experiences the danger to a thcat-rr
of an ovor enthusiastic bunch of collepre
In that city closed contracts with seventeen suburban houses for his Mutt and
i-Iude:its afiei a football victory. Manager
•Teff cartoons, besides the first run date
K«rry Sudekum proceeded to put this
Gn St. Charles street with the Lyceuin
knowledge into practical use by stationtheater. In addition to this the Fichtening -a !(juad of police reserves in front
berg enterprises, the largest exhibiting
of ihe I'llncess after the Vanderbilt-Vi"medium in the state, are using each reginia
game. It has been the custom of
lease ten days. United has also secured
the rah-rah crowd In past years to march
thro\igh
the theater district and storm tre
■Rudolph
Dirks'
Katzen
Jammer
cartoons,
and beginning November 15th will release
houpec one by one. with much resultant
one hubject each week.
ilamafee, but Manager Harry anticipated
f f uKve on this occasion. Conseqjan'.lv
Improvements
at Strand.
the r.'ghtshirt parade fileo placidly by the
Nashville, Tt^nn. — Included in the list of
wall cf bluecoats without so much I'S
recent Improvements at the Strand Is an
!>at:sing to look in.

Enough

Interest

Starks Buildin^r, Louisville, Ky.
runs ill their careers just one year ago
wliile botli theaters were showing "Carmen "productions. In that case, however,
both houses charged the same admission
price, that being one dime, and the public
paid its dime and took its choice. Placing
pictures on a competitive basis, where
plenty of good advertising is thrown In.
generally results in the public coming out
well.
Population
of Louisville
Grows,
Louisville, Ky. — ^Report.s, claimed to have
been circulated tlirough political activity,
and to the effect that people of Louisville were moving away from the city to
points in the Nortli and West where factories were busy with war orders, have
been proven false by statements issued by
the Louisville real estate board, which
has announced that instead of there being
a lot of vacant property in Louisville, the
census shows that there is less available
empty property than in some time. Including shacks and untenable property of
all kinds, there are but 2,308 empty buildings in the city, as against a usual average of 2.500. In addition small residence
building has been going along at a rapid
rate all summer and for the past two
years, and the population of Louisville toilay is probably larger than ever before.
Joe Goldberg Busy.
Louisville, Ky. — Joe Goldberg, manager
of the Big Feature Rights corporation, is
now working six men in ten states and
is getting good results. The company has
taken state rights on several good features during the past few months.
New Bowling Green Theater.
Bowling Green, Ky. — Manager Tom Masters, of the Crescent Amusement company's
interests,
has will
announcedBowling
that the Green
Nashville
company
erect a new theater in the spring, the
theater to have a seating capacity of 500
and to operate as a five-cent house. The
company recently gave up its Elite theater
and has reopened the Strand. The new
house if erected will take the place of
the Strand, giving the company two large
theaters in Bowling Green, the other being the Crescent, a ten-cent house.
-•^. A. Ogden Takes Over the Cozy.
Wi ichester, Ky. — F. A. Ogden, who for
severi;! months managed the Cozy theater
for a ^ocal syndicJte, recently resigned
as manager, but a day or two later purchased the business, which in the future
he will operate personally. In addition to
the Cozy Mr. Ogden has leased the Rex
theater, of Lancaster, and has closed a
deal with Hays Foster, of Stanford, Ky.,
for the Stanford opera house, which will
be converted into a moving picture theater.
Harry R. Miller to Open Horse Cave
Theater.
Horse Cave, Ky. — The Thomas opera
house has been leased by Mr. H. B. Thomas
to Harry R. Miller of Grand Haven, Mich.,
who will open the theater shrilly. Mr
Miller is preparing to show Paramount
pictures, minstrel shows, stock company
productions and some vaudeville. Admission prices will be held at ten cents.
Lancaster, Ky. — The Lancaster opera
house has been opened under the management of W. J. Romans, a live wire, who
expects to make a big showing.
Pikeville. Ky. — On account of small
patronage in the winter months the Star
theater of Mossy Bottom closed for the
season with the end of October and will
remain down until spring.
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Federation and Minor Operators
Illinois State Federation of Labor in Convention Adopts a Resolution Favoring
New State Law on Licensing Operators— Would Prohibit Men Under Age of
Twenty-one Being Left in Charge of Booths.
By Prank H. Madison. 623 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago. 111.
show will be opened in the opera house
.
At the convention of the
ILL
.
here.
linois State Federation of Labor
QUIN
IlCY
d
on was presente from movNorth Henderson, 111. — The moving pichere, a petiti
ing picture operators, local No. 2S8 of
ture theater has been closed here, b'.it
East St. Louis, asking for changes in the
special features will be given from time
g
s.
on
in
or
ti
to
time.
rd
at
lu
law rega
oper
A reso
inVermont. 111. — Edward Brown has leased
troduced by Delegate Weston of East St.
Louis providing for a state law requiring
the opera house here and will conduct :».
n
moving picture theater here.
examinatio to ent
determine fitness as a dconNiantic. 111. — A moving picture theater
dition preced to being permitte to
has been opened in the Hall building here.
operate a film machine in a theater and
that no person under the age of 21 years
East
St. Louis. III. — The Criteiion theater at Fourteenth and State streets is
be permitted to fill the position of such
under new management.
operator.
The resolution was favored.
In connection with the introduction of
the resolution, a delegate said that since
Among
Illinois Managers.
he had been in Quincy a fire had occurred
Springfield, III, — The Gaiety theater had
in the Colonial theater and the lives of
"Civilization"
for a six-day run
several hundred spectators had been in
Champaign. 111. — The Champaign High
danger. He said the blaze was caused by
Schol
has
booked
a series of semi-educaa youth operating the machine.
tional films and will use the proceeds of
the shows for paying for moving picture
equipment.
The Value of Popular Amusement.
Waukegan. 111. — Carl Muller. manager
Alton. III. — Moving pictures will save
and owner of the Elite theater, and Chas.
our present civilization from the destrucQuiggle, his brother-in-law and associat'-,,
tion that overwhelmed every civilization
left for Iowa to spend three or four weeks
of the past, according to Miss Mary Gray
hunting ducks.
Peck, who spoke before the state charities
Ottawa, 111. — Manager Lewis, of the
and correction here. "They provide," she
Gayety. had a 2,000-foot film of local news
made
said, "what every previous civilization has
rons. as a special attraction for his patlacked — namely, a means of relief, happiness and mental inspiration of the people
Rockford. 111. — The Grand theater will
at the bottom."
book a return date of "The Birth of a NaRev. G. C. Dunlop of Springfield advotion." It also will have winter dates for
cated motion pictures in the parish houses
"The Fall of a Nation" and "Civilzation. '
of the churches.
Strike of Musicians and Operators in
Peoria.
Peoria, 111. — Difficulties between the
musicians' and the stage hands' unions at
the Hippodrome theater here has resulted
in a strike. Louis Ellsworth, operator,
joined the strikers at the order of the
local operators" union. There ia said to be
no possibility of the strike extending to
other houses.
New
Illinois Incorporations.
Springfield. 111. — Secretary of State has
Issued certificates of incorporations to
the following:
Chateau Theater Co.. Chicago; capital,
$35,000; incorporators, Nathan Ascher,
Harry Ascher, Lewis P. Jacobson.
Civilization Film Co. of Cook County,
Chicago; capital. ?20,000: incorporators,
Joseph R. Burres. Edward Horschler, Seymour Koven.
Difficulty in Getting Shows for Children.
Upper Alton. 111. — According to a local
paper Mrs. W. A. Clark, manager of the
Ouatoga theater, has difficulty in securing
the programs which have been selected
by the Women's School Patrons' association for the Friday matinee for school
children.
Manager W. E. Boyington Dead.
Freeport, III. — William Ensign Boyington, 61 years old, for one and one-half
years manager of the Strand moving picture theater here, is dead. His wife and
three children survive.
New Theaters and Changes.
Anchor, III. — The Photo Pla theater has
discontinued its show.
Oakland. 111.— H. R. Barricklaw. a former
exhibitor here, has purchased the Grand
theater.
Creal Springs, 111, — A moving
picture
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Moline. 111. — Moliiie has a large Swedish
population, therefore the sixteen reels of
Swedish pictures, which were taken under
the instructions of the Swtdish government, proved a profitable attraction at the
Avoy theater.
Davis, 111. — Thirty-eight chiluren were
admitted to the local moving picture show
because they did not miss school for a
month.
Theater Changes in Michigan.
Battle Creek, Mich, — W. C. Dyer has
openedstreet.
a moving picture theater on West
Main
Laurium, Mich. — William Steffens, of
Hancock, has assumed the management of
the Lyric theater, succeeding Walter Sanders.
Holly, Mich. — James B. Starker has sold
the Gem theater to Charles Baird.
Iron River, Mich. — The New Caspian
theater has been opened.
Ironwood. Mich. — The Rex theater, which
was built last summer by Con Geary, will
be under the management of Chester
Kitzman. The new house has a seating
capacity of 700.
Menomonie,
"Aschers,"
the ne^v
theater
erectedMich.
here— by
Ascher Brothers
of Chicago opened with Clara KimbaJl
Young in "The Dark Silence." The house,
which seats 700. is thoroughly modern and
has a $3,000 pipe organ, at which Mr. Reger, regular organist in one of the Ascher's Chicago houses, presided.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Manager Kline of
the Majestic Gardens had a Hallow e'ea
night, surprising his patrons with witches,
jack
o' lanterns and other Hallowe'en decorations.
Manistee, Mich. — Manager Lauer of the
Lyric theater showed "Molly-Make Believe." for the benefit of the women of
the Congregational church.

Decatur's New Avon Theater to Open Soon
Thanksgiving Set for Premier of J. F. All man's Beautiful New Theater— A Few Interesting Notes About Its Decorations.
a tint of cream. The lighting system is
DECATUR, ILL. — J. F. Allman of the
indirect and is so arranged that all lights
new Avon theater will open the house
may be left burning while a picture ia
Thanksgiving evening with "The Fall of
being shown.
a Nation." Among the early attractions
The giant pipe organ will be another
booked by this house are "Sherloc*?
feature of the theater. It will be elecHolmes." "Secret Service." "An Enemy to
trically conti-oUed and will be located in
the King." "The Man of Mystery" and
three parts of the building. To the left
"The Chattel."
of
the
curtain
will be the great organ, to
The Avon has a beautiful white stone
the right the swell organ and in the exfront. Two seven-foot statues, gracefullv
treme rear the echo organ.
draped women in white cast, have arrived
and will be placed on the top of the building, surmounting the pillars at each side
A Marriage
on Theater's
Stage.
Lincoln. 111. — Allen Ganson and Mias
of the entrance. Directly over the curtain
Evelyn
Elliott,
both
of
Havana,
111., and
is a third statue, a woman in the nude, reboth members of the orchestra of the Star
clining at full length. On a parallel with
theater of this city, were married before
this figure extending completely around
an audience. The stage was decorated for
the theater figures of women's heads in
the event, and as they stood under a big
white are placed. Below, on another parwedding bell of electric lights, the clergyallel, lion heads circle the interior. The
eyes of the lions are green lights.
man,pronounced them man and wife.
A number of present were given them
The ceiling is finished in clouded blue.
The balcony and boxes are in white with
by Lincoln merchants.

South Dakota Appeal Against Sunday Law
Preparations Are On to Have Initiative Appeal Made
ical Sabbath Blue Laws.

to Revoke Present Puritan-

By Frank H. Madison. 623 S. Wabash Ave..
Chicago, 111.
controversy. It is not enforced for the
very simple reason that it is not backed
by public sentiment. Every effort made to
secure conviction for violation of this law
has resulted in failure. Jurors simply ignore the existence of the law and register
their opinion of_ whether the restriction
is right or wrong. Many people of good
moral and religious standing do not hesitate to attend a clean entertainment on
Sunday. They decide for themselves
whether any act is moral or immoral.

PIERRE. S. D. — It is not unlikely that a
petition will be Initiated to repeal the
puritanical Sunday law. which is causing
so much trouble for moving picture exhibitors and moving picture patrons in
South Dakota. It is hoped the legislature
will repeal the law without further action.
However, if the results cannot be obtained
in this manner there will be a referendum
by voters at the 1918 election.
The South Dakota law against Sundaytheaters has been a constant
source of

November IS. 1916
State University Film Service.
\ ornilllluii. S. D. — The JnlversUy oC
South nakotii has nddeil 1.> Its Held by
provldlnK^ an educatlonnl and Industrial
fllni service which is supplied to any
school,or commercial
club, woman's
town
re)li;ious organization.
This club,
film
service is without charge except that the
organlxatlon doing ihc exhibiting pays the
express.
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Minneapolisas Film Center

List of Local Exchanges Shows Thirty-eight Doing Business in Twin Cities — Minneapohs Claimed as Third Distributing
City in Country — St. Paul Has
Fortyseven Picture Shows — Minneapolis Has Ninety-one.
By John L. Johnston. 814 Produce Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn.
man, manager; zAith Feature Film Co.,
IXXEAPOLis. MINN— Checking over
the list of film companies In St. Paul
Inc., J. F. Cubberley, general manager; International Film Service. Inc., H. C. Anshows that there are now thirty-elglit doNew Theaters and Changes in Dakota.
dress, manager: World Film Corp., Mr.
ing business within the two cities, all but
four of them being in Minneapolis. The
Levy. manager; Klliott-Sherman Film
Fry burg-. X. D. — The Fry burp: local jf
Corp.. J. A. Brehancy. general manager.
list of exchanges, locations and managers
the Farmers' Union contemplates the erecfollows:
Other Minneapolis exchanges. — Fox Film
tion of an opera house.
In
the
Film
Exchange
Building:
—
MinneCorp.,
Jewelers' Exchange, S. N. Robinson,
Edgeley. N. D. — The Iris theater has
apolis Artcraft Picture Corp., Ben E. Drum,
been opened here.
manager; Kayancee Film Corp.. Jewelers'
manager;
Supreme
Feature
Film
Co..
Harry
Exchange.
D. H. Naylor. Jr., president; MuGarrison. N. D. — The opera house here
tual Film Corp., 22 North 6th street. W. H.
Rathner. manager; Unity Features Corp..
Is now under the management of K, LStafford, manager; Universal Film Corp.,
Harry Rathner, manager; Lochren Film
Voracher.
731 Hennepin avenue. F. S. Meyer, manCorp., William A. Lochren, president: WestRutland, N. D. — Strieker & Cameron have
cott Film Corp.. E. A. Westcott, manager;
ager; Bluebird Photoplays. Inc., 721 Hennepurchased the Olson Brothers' amusement
Federal Features Corp.. E. O. and S. Freedpin avenue. Harry Muir. manager; Branparlors.
don-Crandall
Co., Metropolitan theater, W.
man.
managers;
Friedman
Film
Corp..
BenWillow Lakes. S. D. — H. J. Sneider has
R. Brandon, manager; General Film Co.,
jamin Friedman, general manager; Tripurchased the moving picture show at th 3
Inc.,
909
Hennepin
avenue, C. C. Knapp,
angle Film Corp., Ralph Bradford, manplace.
manager; W. R. Frank. Vista theater.
ager; Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay exSt. Paul. — Raths-Seavolt Film Mfg. Co.,
change, Harry Graham, manager; Pyramid
Film Co., E. F. Meyers, producing director;
Iowa Theater Notes.
821 University avenue, O. X. Raths, manFavorite Features Film Corp., Mendel Gottager; Great West Film Co, Inc.. Merchants'
Burlington, la.- — The Grand opera house
lieb,
manager;
Selznick
Pictures
exchange.
Bank Building, W. F. Tobin. general manhas been sold to Mr. and Mrs. Martin
ager, J. G. Gilosky. president; M. E. T.
Phillip Lewis, manager; E. L, K. Film Co.,
Bruhl.
Benjamin Rosenberg, manager.
Film Co., Metropolitan theater, E. S. TunDyers ville, la. — The Nemo theater has
In the Produce Exchange Building,
stall, manager; Feature Film Co., 27 East
been opened by A. E. Bennett.
7th street. S. R. Thompson, manager.
Minneapolis. — Greater Vitagraph, W. K.
Center ville, la. — The Orpheum theater
Howard, manager; M. R. Dick Film Co., M.
Supply Houses, Minneapolis. — Rial to
has been sold to Ted Lane and Jacob RltTheater Supply Co., 733 Hennepin avenue,
R. Dick, manager; Harry Rowe Film Co,
ter.
S. A. Louis, manager; Northwestern M. P.
Harry Rowe, manager; Minnesota Metro
Equipment Co., Pantages theater, J. V.
Osage. la. — Katz & Gauss have leased
Corp., Otto N. Da vies, manager; Unicorn
the Sprague theater to Fred Birum, owner
Bryson. manager: Theater Equipment Co.,
Film Service, R, L. Hewitt, manager; Indeof the Lyric theater.
Film Exchange, J. G. Feinberg. manager;
pendent Film Corp., A. R. Nelson and J.
Mutual Film Corp., 22 North 6th street,
E. Moor, managers; Famous Players Star
Clarinda, la. — The Bon Ton theater has
W, H. Stafford, manager; Universal Film
been sold to Ira Cummlngs, of ShenanFeature Film Co., Bert Harnett, Sr.. mandoah.
Co., 721 Hennepin avenue; C. C. Knapp;
ager; Pathe Exchange.
Inc., H. E. FriedTwin City Film Renovating Co., Produce
Exchange, S. R. Dworsky, manager; St.
Paul Feature Film Co.. 27 East 7th street,
S. R. Thompson, manager.
The above list of exchanges well proves
Minneapolis' claim to be the third largest
film distributing city of the country. The
Has Just Completed "The Golden Goddess" and Technical Staff Has Returned to
the City — Is Looking About for Studio
Site.
Mill
reach
as far
WestCity
as exchanges"
Idaho, as territories
far east as
northern
the Lasky Co., Wallace D. Coburn and
ST. PAUL. MINN. — The Great West Film
Michigan, as far north as the Canadian
r.
M.
Giffen.
Westerners
with
ability
Co., here, has completed its first production,
border, and as far south as Missouri and
that Is well known. Miss Daw. it is said,
a flve-reeler, entitled "The Golden GodKansas. As a supply center. Minneapolis
dess," and with the return of the technical
has no equal west of Chicago. There are
has
displayed
some
rare
aciin:^
in
"The
force from Malta, Mont., this week, plans
Golden Goddess" and will take leading
five producing companies in the Twin
for the erection of a local studio will be
parts in the future five reelers to be comCities. St. Paul has forty-seven picture
menced at once. The Great West will
made. Several good locations lor studiob
theaters and Minneapolis ninety-one. The
release its features through one of the
have been ofEere.l th'i compaav
and reNew Garrick, Minneapolis, with a seating
six largest distributing companies of
capacity of 2.400. is the largest exclusive
the country, an official announcement of
picture theater in either St. Paul or Minnethis company being forthcoming shortly.
apolis. All of the Twin City theaters have
admission prices of five and ten cents; fifThe dies
Great
"West
plans
to
produce
comeand other short reel subjects as soon
teen, twenty and twenty-five cents being
as studios are completed ^ind scenario
charged only for mammoth productions.
contests have been begun in the states
of Montana and Minnesota for the purNorthwest Brevities.
pose of getting some stories to picturize.
Aitkin, Minn. — Manager J. C. Hey wood
"The Indians' Tale of Christ" will be thft
of the Moveum theater here has announced
Great West's second five reeler.
he will sell his theater in the near future
owing to ill health.
Pantages Minneapolis House Opens.
Havre. Mont. — C. W. Koerner has sold
Minneapolis. Minn. — The Pantages theahis Interest in the New Lyric theater here
ter, showing vaudeville and pictures, and
to
his partner. F. D. Needham.
expected to open October 15. was opened to
Crookston, Minn. — The new Bijou theathe public Sunday, October 29. The new
ter here opened last week with "The Mirtheater is a beautiful one. managed by H.
acle of Life" and a two-reel Chaplin comA. Cornell, formerly of Oakland. Cal., and
edy.Grand Rapids. Minn. — Jesse Madson of
the short-reel pictures the theater has
arranged for showing have been well
Hibbing. Minn., is building a new theater.
chosen. The theater is located at Seventh
The dimensions of the building, which
and Hennepin, one door from the Lyric.
will be strictly modern, are 25 by 125 feet.
Chippewa Falls. Wis.- — N. A. Anderson
New Palace to Open.
of Duluth, Minn., purchased the Victor
St. Paul. Minn. — The New Palace, the
theater here last week at a sheriff's sal>».
new Ruben & Finkelstein vaudeville and
The price paid is said to be $19,000.
picture theater at Seventh and Wabasha
Strawberry Point, la. — A. A. Berguhn
has bought out the interest of B. A. Smith
streets, will he opened to the public next
In
the Lyric theater.
Marjory Daw.
week if present plans carry. The nentheater, with a seating capacity of about
Clarinda, la. — Ira J. Cummings has
leased the Bon Ton theater here.
3.000, will be the largest vaudeville or
gardless
of which
one is accepted, the
Great West
picture theater In this territory. It Is the
assured
some
very
Ede-eley, N. D. — Shields & Weaver opened the new Isis theater here last week
seventh Twin City theater either erected
turesque
and handy
headquarters.
The
Great
West
is featuring
in its initial
or
controlled
by
Messrs.
Ruben
and
Finwith Clara Kimball Young In "The Dark
kelstein.
Silence." a World feature.
release Miss Marjorle Daw, formerly with
pic-

M

Great West Film Plans Local Studio
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Pictures
Significance of the
vestigator — It
Had to Travel
By Kansas

THE

Make
Moving Picture Busine
Brings to the Doors of
Far to Get— Influence
City News
Service, 206

KANSAS CITY, Mo.-*The significance of
the moving picture show has recently
been brought home to Kansas City most
emphatically, and many men who have
noticed the popularity for the first time,
are wondering what "the answer is."
Here's the way it happened.
Kansas City has been the home of the
American Royal Live Stock show for
nearly 20 years — a national event. Hundreds of Kansas Citians fondly hoped that
some day this show would be made a
great exposition that would attract the
whole world as the Royal now attracts
the pure bred beef cattle men. But the
dream of an exposition gets nowhere
now. And one man who has studied the
subject carefully, answers: "The moving picture." This man cannot be quoted
directly; but he is an official of one of
the great organizations, and he has by
special request made a study of the benefits to merchants and communities of expositions. He said:
Makes
Mankind
Bigger.
"There was a time when people had *o
go long distances to annual fairs to see the
developments in art, science and business
— and they took the trips because they
wanted to see other cities, the market
places, and the various scenes that help
them to understand what is going on in
the world.
■at's different now. The large majority
of people get exactly this touch with their
fellows, this insight into the movement of
the world, through the moving pictures.
And they get thrills there, which are far
beyond what they could get in actual experience on any excursions. They have
not the same need nor desire to travel or
to see big fairs that they had once.
"Of course there are other factors in
this situation too. Many agencies are
carrying information direct to the citizen
that takes the place of what he learns at
the fairs. The automobile is enabling the
farmer and small-town dweller to get
about more, and keep in closer touch with
progress.
"It is evident that the moving picture is
carrying information and a distinct message to hundreds of thousands more than
ever could attend the events. And so it
seems to me a duty devolves on the producers to fill the need that the people are
unconsciously allowing them to satisfy."
Visitors in the City.
Kansas City. Mo. — Jack Johnson, proprietor of the Echo theater at Great Bend,
spent two days in Kansas City visiting the
Universal Film & Supply Co. in Kansas
City. Mr. Johnson vras very enthusiastic
about the service he had been receiving.
R. C. Cropper, manager of the Universal
Film & Supply Co. in Kansas City, and P.
L. Ryan, who has charge of the sales promotion department, recently returned from
a weeks visit to St. Louis, where they made
a special effort in the promotion of sales.
They report a big business there.
J. R. Rider, proprietor of the Rex theater at Bevier. Missouri, spent two days
in Kansas City recently visiting the Kansas City exchanges.
Other recent visitors to the Kansas City
exchanges were: E. T. Burgan. Grant theater, Beloit, Kansas: Roy Heffner. Princess
theater, Nowata. Oklahoma: W. A. Millington, Crystal theater, Ottowa. Kansas; Forest Kerrens, Starr theater. Butler, Mo.:
A. E. Oelrich, Casino theater. McPherson.
Kansas: C. E. Neeswanger. Crystal theater,
Osburn. Mo.; Joe Fox, Holland theater.
Wichita, Kansas; D. F. Cook. LaHarpe.
Kansas; J. I. Wright, Rex theater, Bevier.
Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Holmes, Royal theater. Emporia, Kansas,
were in Kansas
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Bigger

ss Shown in a Report by Kansas City InModern Man What in Former Times He
on Expositions.
Corn Belt Building. Kansas City. Mo.
City recently taking the Grand Opera, and
visiting the various exchanges; Mr. Schaffer. Strand theater. Sedalia. Mo.; and Frank
Warren. Hippodrome theater. Eievenworth.
Plenty of Money and Good Weather.
Kansas City. Mo. — N, S. Quade. representative of the Unicorn, the Kansas City
territory including Oklahoma. Kans.is and
Missouri, reports good conditions in the
territory. Mr, Quade says people seem to
have plentj- of money and the weather has
been fine so that the motion picture houses
in the territory are enjoying a good business and full houses.
United to Add to Its Forces.
Kansas City, Mo. — Joe Levy, manager of
the United Film Service of Kansas
City,
reports that he expects to add two new
men to his sales forces in the near future.

A number of applications have already
been received, but none have been selected
J. E. Storey
Getting Lined up.
'
yet.
Kansas City, Mo. — J. E. Siorey. tlie new
manager of the K-L-S-E service in Kansas
City, reports that he is beginning to get
the office work lined up. and good results
are already beginning to promise a still
belter year's business. Many inquiries are
being turned in regarding the Selig baseball picture, which is the only detail film
on the market showing the worlds series.
Exhibitor T. E. Pusby Dies.
Wakito. Okla. — T. E. Pusby. proprietor
of the theater at Wakito. Oklahoma, died
recently after a short illness. George
Pasby. a brother to the diseased man, will
run the theater.
Present from Grateful Exhibitor.
Kansas City, .Mo. — F. L. Kiltz, manager
of the local Mutual, had a very pleasant
surprise a few days ago. A pair of his
very good customers, a man and his wife.
owners of a theater in Kansas City, recently presented him with a fine twelve
piece desk set, and a dozen solid silver
pens.

Swanson's
Theater Party for Old Folks
Salt Lake City Magnate Gives a Birthday Party to Neighbor People Over Seventy

Years and to Children.
Pickering,
Deseret News. Salt
Lake City.
Mr. Swanson was assisted by a corps of
SALT L.\KE CITY, UTAH.— William H.
young
women
ushers who were directed
Swanson, president of the Swanson
by Mrs. W. Mont. Ferry, wife of the
Circuit and owner of the American, Rex
mayor
of
Salt
Lake, and by a special
and Liberty theaters in Salt Lake City.
committee from the old folks organizahas again demonstrated his capacity as
tion.
Flowers
were
presented to every,
host. Wednesday, October 25, was Mr.
guest and a large flashlight photograph
Swanson's birthdaj' and, in celebration
was
taken
of
the
audience.
Professor J.
of the event, he and Mrs. Swanson enterJ. McClellan. organist at the famous
tained on that day the old folks and or"Mormon" Tabernacle, who is also orphans of this city and county at a speganist at the American theater, played
cial performance of "The Old Folks at
a program of old-time melodies, includHome" at the American theater.
ing several request numbers.
The plans of Mr. Swanson were heartThe musical program and the picture
ily entered into by the old folks central committee, an organization of this
were greatly enjoyed by the old folks
county which has in charge the welfare
and the orphans. The former occupied
the body cf the house and the latter
of the citizens more than 70 year's of
age and annually provides entertainwere seated in the balcony.
ments for them.
By

H.

W.

This committee sent out a circular letter to the old folks stating that Mr.
Swanson desired their presence at his
theater on the occasion of his birthday.
This communication was read from every
pulpit in the city last Sunday. The result was the largest audience of old folks
and children that ever attended a performance cf the sort in this city.

Old

Mr. Swanson has announced that he intends setting aside October 25 of each
year as a special day for the old folks
and orphans to attend the American as
his guests. If the property passes out
of his hands, he says, he intends to include a stipulation that the old folks
shall be entertained on October 25 as a
part of the transaction.

People, Neighbors of American

Theater, Invited Guests.

i
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This HALLBERG
20th CENTURY
Motor- Generator

$239 and up.
Civo bot light at lowest coit.
Aik for Free Bulletin
No. 1.
Gasoline
Engine
Generator*
save
2/3 on co»t of power.
Free Bulletin No. 2.

IS THE

10

RESULT

YEARS

OF

OF MORE

THAN

EXPERIENCE

In Designing, Constructing and Operating Electric Economizers
and Motor-Generators
for M.
Machines — It Is the Last Word in Perfect Projection Light — Is Recommended by All Users!
DONT

DELAY!

WRITE

ABOUT

IT NOW!

I am distributor of all makes of moTing picture machine* and furnish everything complete for the theatre and
• tudio, new
and used apparatus.
Complete
stock of "SPEER"
and other carbons.
Send for Free Circulars
and Catalogues, but for Hatlberg't
Big 100-page
Catalogue
send 25 cents.
Keep your moving picture machine in first class condition. Let me overhaul your mechanisms once a year.
Repair parts on rush or telegraph order shipped at once.
Send for prices on miniature Portable and Advertising Projectors.
Send $2^ for latest Op«ralor't Book.
-MOTION PICTURE ELECTRICITY"

Send

Send M.S4.00P. forHandbook
Richardson's

$1^ for Saver
Hallberg's
Carbon

J. H. HALLBERG,
'''.^::^z:X'' 7th Avenue at 49th St., NEW YORK
Member Nationttl Association of the Motion Picture Industry, Inc.

MOTIOGRAPH
BE PARTICULAR, EXAMINE THE SEEMINGLY LITTLE
THINGS ABOUT THE PROJECTOR YOU BUY.
It's the "little" things that make a projection machine give
perfect results.

$285.00 F. O. B. Chicago
Motor-drive Complete.

The Projector You Have Been Thinking About — Does it
have parts that received a special heat treatment and were
ground to insure accuracy? Can you remove the framing device in a second if necessary? Are the gears made of solid, high
grade, cold rolled steel?
Does it have, as the MOTIOGRAPH has, all these important
points of merit, an enviable reputation and an unequalled
record for endurance and economy?
This is a matter of vital importance to you.

MAKE

SURE.

Write for Literature.

THE

ENTERPRISE

574 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

OPTICAL

MFG.

COMPANY

Western Office: 833 Market St., San Francisco, CaL

November

Price

MOVING

and

CAST
IRON

STEEL

OPERA

i
Sole

Ei

ALL

Chicago
PBraCIPAL

Quality

CITIES

the U. S.

TANKS and RACKS

We

EVANS

RADIUM
GOLD
FIBRE
SCREEN, INC.

that
give
satisfaction
Write for Folder No. 14

220 W. 42d
New
York

Pacific Tank & Pipe Co.

means

do PARTICULAR
Work for PARTICULAR
Developing and Printing ONLY

FILM MANUFACTURING

416-418-420-422

ADVANCED

West

216th Street, New

PROJECTION

Street
City

"Ask the Exhibitor Who

Los Angeles— San Francisco, Gal

^^ ir ^^ iIM
'^ <^^

means

Audubon

Distributors iur

Corner Bridge and Whitehall Sts., New York

American Seating Company
Bldg.,

Manufacturers want me to send them patents on useful inventions. Send me at once
drawing and description of your invention
and I will give you an honest report as to
securing a patent and whether 1 can assist
you in selling the paieiu. Highest references. Established 25 years. Personal attention in all cases. WM. N. MOORE, Loan
and Trust Building, Washington.
D. C.

Jones & Cammack

CO.

CHAIRS

Lytton

PATENTS

STAR CARBONS

FURNITURE

Telephone — 6S51

DECORATIONS

BOTANICAL DECORATING
CO., Dept. 7, 208 W. Adams Street, Chicago, III.
Manufacturers of ArtiAcial Flowers and Plants

Grand Rapids. Mich. ; .N\ ,i V i,^, 1! i 1 1:1;.

OFFICES

THEATRE

Write for beautifully colored catalogue— mailed free to you.
We
quote
absolutely the lowest prices ever offered on
reliable
goods.

immediate shipment
on many styles; Second Hand Chairs:
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this
paper.

SALES

1081

WORLD

Give ArtUtic Atmosphere. They delight your patrons
Artificial flowers are practically everlasting and
need no care — the effect is the same as natural
ones.
Our expert
decorators
are at your service —
ready to give you ideas and estimates.

Opera Chairs

1010

PICTURE

FLORAL

Non=Break
able and
Sanitary
STEEL
LOW

THE
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Owns One."

Perfection

People

COMPANY

York

OF

City

INTOLERANCE

D. W. GRIFFITH'S COLOSSAL SPECTACLE at the LIBERTY THEATRE. NEW YORK, Introduces NEW IDEAS in the ART
of
PROJECTION.
WORLD'S
BEST Director
PROJECTORS
.re equipped
withtheSPECIAL
and TIME
TERINC
DEVICES The
so that
the Musical
has absolute
rontrol of
SPEED, SPEED
thereby CONTROLS
SYNCHRONIZING
the REGISMUSIC
perfectly with the PICTURE. For the WORLDS BEST PROJECTORS equipped with TIME REGISTERING Devices ud
Perfect Arc Control Rheostats, consult the Exclusive Distributor

B. F. PORTER,

1482 BROADWAY,

THE

SQUARE,

NEW

YORK

MORE than 5,000 exhibitors and film buyers
in Latin America receive our publication
monthly. Is it possible that you are not interestrd
in this new market ?

A monthly publication, printed in
Spanish and devoted exclusively to the
interests of the moving picture industry throughout South America and
Spanish-speaking countries

SAVE

AT TIMES

ADVERTISING

RATES.

tSO A PAGE

CINE-MUNDIAL
17 Madison Avenue

INTEREST

ON

EVERY YEAR— AND BEGIN NOW

New

$100

York

.00

On account of the greatly increased cost of paper, engraving, etc., we have been compelled to make the single
copy price fifteen cents. For the present direct subscription prices will remain the same. This means a saving
of four dollars and eighty cents yearly on direct subscriptions.
In addition you get your paper earlier.
It will pay you to fill out this blank and mail at once with your remittance.
ONE

YEAR

$3.00

SIX

MONTHS

J1.S0

See title page for rates Canada and Foreign

MOVING

PICTURE

17 Madison

Avenue,

WORLD
New

York

Cut out

TL

a.

and mail
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BARGAINS

IN MACHINES

Twenty-two machines slightly used, first class
condition, Simplex, Power's 6 A's, Power's 6's,
Edison B's, and Edison D's, low prices, quick
sales.
CHAS.
A. «iCALEHUFF, 1301 Race Street, Philadelphia

B

OOST

A NEW CHAIR
That Enables Everybody to
See and Be Comfortable
Can be changed from an adult's
chair to a child's chair by pressing
the catch and raising as illustrated.
Returns to adult's position and
locks just as easily.
It provides a child with a seat proportioned to his body, a foot rest
the right
and those
puts the
child's
eyes
on a height
line with
of adults,
enabling him to see without annoyance to others or discomfort to
The

himself.

Tilt

Furv/ar.l

SALES

Chair

offers theatre owners
something
for which
there is a real need.
Fortunately it is not
an extra expense but an ad'ded source of
profit because it —
Does away with the free kids.
Increases
the patronage
of children;
also
the adults who come with children.
Attracts patronage of adults who won't now
attend because of discomfort
of holding
children on their laps.
Attracts natronage from theatres not equipped
with roco chairs.
FOCO Chairs coat new only a few centt
more than ordinary chaira. Made in all aizcf
and finishes, both veneered and upholstered.
Old chairs can be converted into Foco Chain
at considerably lesa than the cost of new
chairs.
Write t<y booklet ahotoing reel of actual
chairs in use.

IN CANADA

Use the

ULLETIIM"

Canada's Premier IVIotion Picture Journal"
Sample Copy and Rates Free

106 West Richmond

All Eyes on a Line

Adjustable

YOUR

Street

TORONTO

DO YOU KNOW
That the LARGEST THEATRES in the country
buy from us on the EASY PAYMENT PLAN?
We will sell you any make M. P. Machine, Converters, Rectifiers, etc., on our EASY PAYMENT
PLAN ;GATE
prices
TODAY.the same as for cash. INVESTI-

Amusement

Supply

Company

Dealers in Motiograph, Simplex, Powers, Edison and Standard
Machines, Transverters, Motor Generators, Rectifiers and everything pertaining to the Moving Picture Theatres,

3rd Floor, Mailers Bldg,
Cor. Madison St. and Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

For the fullest and latest
industry
in Great
Britain
For authoritative
articles
men.
For
brilliant
films, read

and

strictly

news of the moving picture
and
Europe.
by leading British technical
impartial

criticisms

of

all

THE BIOSCOPE
The Leading British Trade Journal with an International Circulation
American Correspondence by W. Stephen Bush
of
"Moving Picture World"

85 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.
Specimen on Application

Family Opera Chair Organization
rt

Push Back '

317'N. 10th Street, St. Louis, Mo

FREE

to all SOUTHERN
EXHIBITORS, if you
will cut this out and
mail to us with the name of your

theatre — one year's subscription to
the liveliest,
1 nH. \^^OllVl
r^r^CIl^l classiest,
XUC
and
most up-to-date monthly humor paper
in existence, will be sent to you free
each month.

LUCAS
Uptolstered Chair la Childs
Position.

tJphelstered Position.
Chair In Adult's

THEATRE

SUPPLY

ATLANTA

CO.
GEORGIA
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GENERATOR

-.^zi^M*^:!:

For Motion Picture Arc Lamps
Delivers true direct current from alternating lines.
PRODUCING STEADY WHITE LIGHT PROJECTION OF TRUE COLOR VALUE. WITHOUT
FLICKER OR FLARE.
It delivers 12,000 candle power on a standard sized
screen up to 120 ft. throw, or 3 tiroes more light than
is obtained from the alternating current arc for the
same current. It also eliminates all current wasting
balancing and voltage reduction resistances, hence
will pay for itself in this saving alone. Built in
capacities sufHcient to carry two machines during
dissolve, this is accomplished without a break.
Covering but 18x15 inches of floor space, it may
be installed in the booth under the direct control
of the operator. Running in ball bearings, it is quiet
and free from vibration.
Write for Bulletin MW.

C & C Electric & Mfg. Co.
Garwood,

802 Vine Street

Philadelphia,
STAR.
Ixrnlse nufr
Chas. Mason
Barbara Tennant
Leah Allen
Cw-il Sptwner
DustiD Famum

For $5,000 a Year
From Gutter to Footllohti
Dancer and the King
Littlest Rebel

LENGTH6000

OroLcuneiitcil
TlieoLtres

Gentleman

CONDITION.
Brand New
As New

Pa.
PRICEJ2M

Plaster Relief Decorations

5000

Tom
Terrlas
Wm. BonelU
Wm. BonelU
Laura Sawyer
L. Borr^m
Massive Production
Ix»ulse Jacoblnl
Clara Kimball Toung
Clara Kimball Younf

Cuptd Versus Woman'! RIohti
Goodness Gracious

erate prlcea.

218

BRADENBURGH

G. W.

An American

N. J.

Theatres Designed Everywhere

5000
4000
7000
2000

As New
Brand New

150

Good
Very Good

40
120

Good
Good
Good Comlo

Writ* for Illnttratad Thaatr* Calalor S«4
Sixas of Tlieatr* for Special DosigBS

THE

80

Peace Pictures
War

(Neutral)

Illustrated

Poems

On our own
Terms
Mj
Oderate

Pictures

country.

-Accompanied by Violinist, Pianist. Operator.
Lantern, etc., for Theatres, Lyceums and Clubs, in or
out of town.
Music for dances.

CO.

1

EXPERIENCE
IS THE

Beautifully Colore<l
Also

European

SUPPLY

Archir Av*B(M anil L*e Str*«t
CHICAGO. lU-

Clara
Clara Kimball
KlmliaU Youns
Toung

supplied with one. three and six sheet posters and photos :
Slnsle and two reel comedJea. ChapUns and others
Single oommerclals with posters at »3.00.
Write for FaU bargain liaL
il mod-

DECORATORS

u

BEST

A SINGLE
OF

TEACHER
TRIAL

Speer Carbons
IS ALL
THE

THE

EXPERIENCE

RESULTS

SECURE

YOU

NEED

ORDERS

LOUISE M.MARION
445 W. 23rd Street, New York
Phone:

Complete

10306 Chelsea

Laboratory

and

Studio

Service

Moving Pictures Made To Order
Quality titles
Animated cartoons

Prompt

deliveries i

F acto^ description

faa'afafe-,

and quotations
promptly
sent
at your request

Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
1331-59 Diversey Parkway,
Chicago, U. S. A.

Trade Mark

SPEER CARBON

CO.

St. DEPT.
Mary's,
"W" Pa.
For Sale by Leading Motion Picture Supply Dealer*,
Including the Following
J.H. HALLBERG
. - . 727 7th Ave.. New York, N.Y.
KLEINE omCAL CO. - - 166 N. State St.. Chicago. lU.
SOUTHER.N THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO..
74 Maiietta St., Atlanta. Ga. 1815 Main Street, Dallas. Tex.
E. E PULTON CO.. 154 W. Lake St., Chicago. 111.
KANSAS CITY MACfflNE & SUPPLY CO.
813 Walnut St.. Kansas City, Mo.
G. A. METCALFE
- 117 Golden Gate Ave.. San Francisco. Cal.

c
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(For Daily Calendar of Program
FILM

SELZNICK

PRODUCTIONS.

Oct^bAc — Her Surreoiier

(Drmmft).

NoTember — Tbe Sex Lure

(Six parts — Drama).

Releases See Pages

WORLD

Nov. Q — TheDrama).
Heart of a Hero

OoL 30— Tbe

Heart of the HMIb
parta — Drama).

Not.

Prlnca of Graustark
F1t« parta — Drama).

• — The

(Edlaon—

Not. 20 — The

Chaperon
— Drama).

KORTIUER

D.

0«t.— A ReuDtted Party
MOTION

MOTION

.Nov. — The

PICTURE

In Georgia

CORPORATION.
(Drama).

ii

Woman

PICTURE

Who

Dared

EUROPEAN

FILM

GRAFTON

UNITY

(Seven

parts —

G.

( Five

PUBLISHING

M.

California

parts —

CO.
(Ten

parts —

B.

S.

MOSS

PICTURE

Nov. 13— The Yellow Menace, No. 11, "The Half
Drama).
Breed's Hatred" (Two parts —

COR.

EVERYTHING

Nov. 27— The Yellow Menace, No. 13. "The Sky
and
Dramathe). Submarine" (Two parts —
Dec. 4 — The Yellow Menace. No. 14, "The InDrama).
terrupted Nuptials" (Two parta —

STANDARD
PROJECTOR
NECESSARY

parts — Dr.).

CORPORATION.

Oct. 30 — The Yellow Menace. No. 9, "The Tims
Clock Bomb" (Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 6 — TheDrama).
Yellow Menace. No. 10. "A Message from the Sky" (Two parts —
Drama).
Nov. 6 — Humanizing Mr. Wlnsby (FIts parts —

Oct. — The Power of Evil (Drama).
Xovember — Boots and Saddles
(Drama).

THE

SALES

INC.

Nov. 20 — TheDrama).
Yellow Menace, No. 12, "The
Aeroplane Accident" (Two parts —

BAYNES.

MOTION

ELLIOTT,
(Sellg — Seven

Oct. 23— The Yellow Menace. No. 8, "The Tims
Clock"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 30— Tweedledum*
Comedy), Busy Night (Two parts-

CORP.

CO.

Crisis

Oct. 18 — The Yellow Menace, No. 7, "Drops ef
Blood"
(Two parte — Drama).
Comedy ) . Honeymoon (Two parts —
Oct. 16 — A Scrambled
— Drama).
Oct. 16 — The Land Just Over Yonder (8tx parts

Not. — Kitchener's
Great
Army
In the Battle
of the Somme
(Five parts — Dr.).

Under which the SIMPLEX
EMBRACES

MOTIO.V

Oct. — ArgonauUDrama).
of

FORUM.

October — The

States Right Features
CALIFORNIA

November — Fighting
Topical). for Verdun

Oct. 3— Motion Picture Portrait Studle* of
President WIIbod aad His Cabinet—
the U. S. Oovemmsnt Id Action.

Oct. — Somewhere

Nov. 20— TheDrama).
Madness of Helen (Five parte —
Nov. 27— TheDrama).
Men She Married (Five parts-

(Two part* — Topical).
PICTURE

SHERMAN
(Five parts —

parts

METCALFE.

PIONEER
FEATURE
FILM
CORPORATION.
October— The Soul of a Child (Five parts — Dr.).

Nov. 13 — Bought
and Paid For (Five partsDrama).

(Eaunay —

(Essanay— Five

— Drama).
MONARCH
PHOTO-PLAY
CO.. INC.
October — Common
Sense
Brackett
(Six
vavta

PICTURES.

to

Not. 13 — Tba— Costack
Drama). Whip (Editoo — F1t» parts

1056, 1058)

October — The Price She Paid (Drama).
November— War Brides (Herbert Brenoo — Dr.).
Nov.— The Foolish
Virgin
(Drama).
Nov. — Panthea
{ Drama) .

a — The CouDtry That Ood Forsot (Sellg —
Fivd parts — Drama).
OoC 16 — Tbe
Rfltum
of Eve
(Eaaanay — Fl e
parta — Drama).
Ootob«r — World
Series Baseball
Film
(Sellg—
Topical).

OoC

PROGRAMS

PICTURES.

KLEINE-EDISON-SELIG"-ErSSANAY,

SUNBEAM

November 18, 1916
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was initiated and has been maintained
TO PRODUCE

PERFECT

RESULTS

Send for Catalog "A"

Weekly Announcement
NEW SUN THEATRE
OMAHA, NEB.
SELECTS
SIMPLEX

ThePrecisionMachine (o.Tnc.
317 East 34th:St- Newlbrk

MEMBER
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY

THE
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It's the screen without name or character
f^=°

MIRROROID

Recommended
endorsed by
ROROID andINSTALLATIONS.

that some

InstaUations to Date 9678

the President of the NATIONAL

EXHIBITORS'

dealers sell because it pays them better

The World Over, the World's Best Theatres
LEAGUE

FREE— Get Our Large Demonstration
Test — Compare with any screen on earth — Use the brains God gave you
— and the evidence of your own eyes.
Price. 33 1/3 Cents a Square Foot, $3.00 a Square Yard, the world over.
Mirroroid has been tried, and proven THE SCREEN SUPREME.
Why pay more for an unknown product .'

The

J. H.

CENTER
THE

COMPANY,

WORUJ'S

Projection

OLDEST

AND

LARGEST

Q^S.y^khi)
F.H. RICHARDSON i^^^.y^khO
Room 1434, 22 E. 17lh St., New York City

OF AMERICA

(Mr. Lee A. Ochs) and the 967! MIR-

Samples—FREE

If your dealer cannot
supply you with
you any other screen is better, realize he
None are as good — naturally, none can
If you buy, you should insist upon that
we give with every MIRROROID screen
Think
it over.
Write

MIRROROID,
and tries to tell
is making a greater salei profit.
be better.
same Five-Year Guarantee that
installed.

Newburgh,

Inc.
PROJECTION

Engineer

Is your screen
result unsatisfactory?
Is your projection
current
costing too much?
Are you planning a new theatre?
Are you contemplating the purchase of new Equipment?
Theatre plans examined and suggestions made as to
operating room location. Operating rooms_ planned,
etc., etc. Will personally visit theatres in New York
City or within 300 miles thereof.
Fees moderate.

1077

WORLD

SCREEN

Perfect

N. Y.

MANUFACTURER

Printing

Developing TITLESand

NegatWes Delevoped. Ic ft.
Positive Printing ... 4c ft.

5c

any
language
complete

Cards Free

Tinting Free

per foot

SatiifsclliB lurailerd by tnr filteeo feari' eiyerieoee Speciil price vn qmnlity orders
GUNBY BROS.. Inc.. 145 West 45th Street, New York City

T^he Universal Camera
For Motion Photography
The

Wrlt« for niutrmted Ctmlon.
UNIVEKSAL
CAMEBA
CO.
lU

W.

jMkMI

8IV«..

j i.»" T»nnsi Blag.. Ntw Tork
I Mil UATke: 8L. Sftn Wnna»rn

CftlMQ.

Developing and Printing
Fireproof Laboratory
Expert and efficient service. Titles a specialty.
In the heart of the business section. Finest indoor studio on the coast, equipped with indirect
lighting, giving no glare or shadows. Rented by
the day, week or month.

Superior Films Company
ROBERT

A Dependable Mailing List Service
^ .vcs you from 30% to 50% in postage, etc. Reaches all or selected
'.-.'•i of theatres in any territory.
Includes name
of exhibitor as
u'l as the theatre in address. A list M publicity mediums desiring
::. tion picture news. Unaffiliated exchanges looking for features.
>-.pply houses that are properly characterized as such. Producers
..;:ii address of studios, laboratories and offices.
Information in
-.snce of theatres being or to be built.

MOTION

643 So. Olive

Street,

Los

Angeles.

PICTURE

DIRECTORY

80 Fifth Avenue,
New
York
42S Ashland Block, Chicago

A. BRACKETT, Manager
Entire Ilth Floor

Addressing

Multigraphing

COMPANY

Phone 3227 Chelsea
Phone 2003 Randolph

Prin ting

Typewriting

HYDROQUINONE
GENERAL
^fEW YORK

CHEMICAL

COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO

rOOl'YENTILATE'TYPHOONS
mm

1544- BWAY.WTYPHOON

FAN COMPANY

I

NEW YORK

CITY
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

FEATURES

AND

MISCELLANEOUS

PROGRAMS

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages
(Mutual Releasee continued from page 1074.)
SIGNAL FILM CORPORATION.
Oct. 30— A Lass of the Lumberlands,
No. 2.
"Th*;
Wreck
In the
Fog"
(Two
paru — Druma).
Nov.
6 — \ Lnss of ibe Lumbcrlands,
No. 3.
"First Blood" (Two parts — Drama).
VOGUE.
Oct. 2&— He Comedy
Died and) . He Didn't (Two parts—
Not

S — BuDgHng
Bill's Bow-Wow
(Two parts
— Comedy).
Not. 12 — Picture
Pirates
(Two
parts — Com.).
Nov. 19 — Lost Strayed or Stolen (Two parts^
Comedy ) .

I Metro Pictures Corporation,
COLUMBIA.
Oct. 30— The Gates or Eden (Five parts— Dr.).
POPULAR
PLAYS
AND
PLATERS.
Oct. 20 — The Iron Woman
(Five parts — Dr.).
Nov. 6 — Extravagance
(Five parts — Drama).
QUALITY.
Oct. 1ft — In the Diplomatic Service (Five parts
— Drama).
October — Romeo
and Juliet
(Five Parts — Dr.)
(Special Release).
ROLFE.
Oct. 23 — The Brand of Cowardice (Five parts —
Drama).
Nov. 13 — The Wager
(Five parts— Dr.).
Nov. 27 — Sunbeam
(Five parts — Drama).
YORKE.
Not. 20 — Big Tremaine
(Five parts — Dr.).

Nov.

PALLAS.
9 — The Intrigue (Five parts — Drama).
fi— A Son of Erin (Five parts— Drama).
PAR.\MOrNT.
Not. 30— Martyrdom
of Phillip Strong
(Five
parts — Drama).
PARAMOUNT-BRAY CARTOONS.
Not. 1 — Greenland's
Comedy). Icy Mountains (Cartoon —
Not. 8 — Farmer Al Falfa Sees New York
( Cartoon — Comedy > .
Nov. 15 — Colonel Heeza Liar Hobo (Cartoon^
Comedy).
Not. 22 — Bobby Bumps Queers the Choir (Cartoon— Comedy) .
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES.
Oct. SO — Vesuvius in Eruption
(Scenic).
Mot.
6 — In Classic Greece
(Scenic).
pjov. 13 — Tn Modem
Athens
(Scenic).
Nov. 20— BritiPh Egypt
(Srr-nic).
Nov. 27— The Real Streets of Cairo (Scenic).

Oct.
Not.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
ASTRA.
Not. 5— The Shielding Shadow No, 6 "The Dieappearing
Prisoners" (Two part*—
Drama).
Nov. 12 — The Shlelrline Shadow. No. 7. "The
Awakenin?"
CTwo
parts — Dr.).
Not. 19 — The Shleldlne Sh.^dow. No. 8, "The
Haunting Hand" ('Two parts — Dr.).
OOI'D
ROOSTER
PLAYS.
July 17— The Shadow of Her Past (Five parts
— Drama>.
Oet, 29 — Th^ SnUana fFlve parts — ComedjDrusa)
(Colored).

Valley

(Five

parts —

(Five parts —
Nov. 12 — Shadows and Sunshine
Comedy — Drama) .
Drama).and the Woman (Five parts
Nov. 19 — The— World
PATHE.
Oct. 29 — The Moth and the Flame (Two parts —
Drama).
Nov. 5^Scratch
Pen
( Two
parts —
Drama).ot the
Historic New Orleans
(Scenic).
5 — Fowls and Game Birds (Educational —
Colored).
12— Florence
Rose
Fashions,
No. 8, "A
Day
In New
York
with
Betty"
(Fashion).
12 — Baseballs Peerless Leader
(Two parts
— Drama)
(Reissue).
Nov. 10 — The Warning (Three parts — Drama).
City's Milk Supply (Industry).
Nov. 19 —— AHere
—Colored).
and There
in Spain
(Scenic —

Nov.
Nov,

PATHE
NEWS.
Nov. , 4 — Number 89. 1916 (Topical).
(Topical).
Nov. 8— Number 90. 1916.
Nov. 11— Number 91, 1916.
(Topical).
Nov.
15~Number
92, 1916 (Topical).
93, 1916
(Topical).
Nov. l<i— Number
Nov. 22— Number 94, 1916 (Topical).
Nov. 25— Number 95, 1916 (Topical).
ROLIN.
Oct. 29 — Luke, the Chauffeur (Comedy).
Nov.
edy).Preparedness Preparation (Com5 — Luke's
(Comedy).
Nov, 12 — Luke — Gladiator
Nov. 19 — Luke Patient Provider (Comedy).
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Feature

Triangle Film Corporation.
FINE

ARTCRAFT

Nov. 19 — The Drama).
Microscopic Mystery
INCE.
Oct. 29 — Somewhere
Drama). in
5— A

Comer . in
Drama)

(Five parts —

France

(Five

parts —

Colleens

(Five

parts —

Nov. 12 — Jim Grimsby's Boy (Five parts — Dr.).
Nov. 19 — The Drama).
Honorable
Algy
(Five
parts-

Unicom Film Service.
BUFFALO.
Drama).
Oct. 16 — The Slumbering Memory
Oct. 22 — The Honor of the Tribe
Drama).

(Two parts —
(Two parts —

HIAWATHA.
Oct. 18 — Fear (Three parts — Drama).
GAYETY.
Oct. 17 — Wlfle's Frame-Up (Comedy).
JOCKEY.
Oct. 17 — The Comedy).
Foolish
Romance
(Two
JUDY.
Oct.
7 — The Model
(Comedy).
Oct. 16 — The Lost Ring (Comedy).
— U. S. Fighting Craft (Educational).
parts —
Oct. 19 — Over the Hills (Comedy).
Oct. 22 — Disposing
of a Lover
(Comedy).
LILY.
3 — Thru the Wall (Drama).
Oct.
Oct. 8 — The Web
(Three parts — Drama).
Oct.
PURITAN.
6 — The Live Corpse
(Comedy).
Drama).of the Gardells
Oct. 19 — The — Honor
(Two parts
SUNSET,
Mission
(Drama).
SUPREME.
Pen and Sword
(Two parte — Drama>.
The Guilty One fTwo parrs — Drama).
UTAH.
Wh*'"Drama).
Hands
are Idle (Two
parts —
The
Vengeance
of
Dan
McGrew
(Drama).

fi— A
Oct.

2—
6—

Oct. 21—
Oct. 21 —

Daring

PICTURES

CORP.

CHRISTIE

FILM

CO.

Oct. 16 — The Making Over of Mother (Comedy).
Oct. 2;^ — He Loved the Ladies (Corned).
Nov. 13 — His Friend, the Elephant (Comedy).
CONSOLIDATED

FILM

CORPORATION.

Oct. 30 — The

Crimson
Stain Mystery,
Two parts — Drama).
Nov.
6 — The Crimson
Stain Mystery
(Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 13 — The Crimson
Stain Mystery,
(Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 20 — The Crimson
Stain
Mystery
(Two parts — Drama).
EXCLUSIVE
October — La Tosca
FOX
FILM

No.

11

No.

12

No.

13

No.

14

FEATURES
INC.
(Two
parts — Drama).
CORPORATION.

Oct. 23 — Romeo and Juliet (Five parts — Dr.).
Nov.
6 — Sins of Her Parent
(Five parts — Dr.).
.Nov. 1.3 — The Mediator (Five parts — Drama).
Nov. 20 — Jealousy
(Five parts — Drama).
AMUSEMENT

CORP.

October — The Conquest of Canaan
(Drama).
Drama).
November — The Witching Hour
(Seven parts —

ARTS.

Oct. 29 — A Sister of Six (Five parts- Drama).
Nov.
5 — AttaDrama).
Boy's Last Race
( Five parts —
Nov. 12 — American
(Five
parts — ■
Drama). .\ri6tocracy

Not.

Releases

6 — Less Than the Dust (Mary Plckford —
Six parts — Drama).

FROHMAN

Paramount Pictures Corp.
BLACK
DIAMOND
COMEDIESOct. 16 — Bridget's Blunder
(Comedy).
Oct. 30 — A Troublesome Trip (Comedy).
FAMOUS
PLAYERS.
Nov.
2 — Seventeen
(Five
parts — Comedy-Dr.).
Not. 20— Miss George Washington
(Five parts
— Drama).
Nov. 27 — Nanette
of the Wilds
(Five partsDrama).
LASKY.
Oct. 26 — The Heir to the Hoorah
(Five parts —
Drama).
Oct. 30— Tbe Soul of Kurl San (Five partsDrama).
Nov.
6 — Unprotected
f Five parts — Drama ) .
Not. 13 — The Plow Girl (Five parts — Drama).
Not. 16 — TheDrama).
Years of the Locust (Five parts —

5 — The Drama).
Hidden

GREATER

VITAGRAPH

(V-L-S-E, INC.).

Oct. 30 — Scarlet Runner, No. 5, "The Jacobean
—
Drama). Vltagraph — Two parts —
Drama).
House"
Oct. 30 — The Last Man

(Vltagraph — Five parts

Nov. 6 — The Scarlet Runner, No. 6, "The Mysterious
Car". (Vltagraph —
Two
parts
— Motor
Drama)
Nov. 6 — The Devil's Prize (Vltagraph — Five
parts — Drama).
Nov. 13 — The Scarlet Runner No. 7 "The Red
Whiskered Man" Vltagraph (Two
parts — Drama).
Nov. 13 — The Price of Fame (Vltagraph — Five
parts — Drama).
Nov. 20 — The Second Mrs. Tanqueray (Vltagraph— Five parts— Drama).
Nov. 20 — The
Scarlet Runner, No. 8. "The
Drama).
Glove and the King" ("Two parts —
Nov. 27 — An Enemy to the King (Vltagraph—
Five parts — Drama).
Nov. 27— The Scarlet Runner, No. 9, "The Gold
Cigarette Case" (Vltagraph — Two
parts — Drama).
HBTRALD
FILM CORPORATION.
— Drama).
October. — Prima Donna's Husband (Five parts
INTERNATIONAL

FILM

SERVICE.

INC.

Oct. 30 — Beatrice
No. 13, "The Ringer"
(Two Fairfax,
parts — Drama).
Oct. 31 — Hearst-International News Pictorial No.
S7. 1916 (Topical).
Not.
2 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial
No. 88. 1916. (Topical).
Nov.
2 — The
Ocean
Waif
(Golden
Eagle —
Five parts — Comedy-Drama 1 .
Nov.
<)— Beatrice
Fairfax.
No. 14. •The
Hidden Menace" (Two parts — Drama).
Nov.
7 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No. 89, 1916 (Topical).
Nev.
9 — Hearst-Tnternatlonal
News
Pictorial,
—
).
No.Drama
90, 1916
(Topical).
Nov. 13 — Beatrice
Fairfax.
No. l.") (Two
parts
Nov. 1.3 — The

Jockey
of Death
(Mllano — Five
parts — Drama) .
Nov. 14 — Hearst-Tntematlonal
News
Pictorial,
No. 91. 1916 (Topical).
Nov. 16 — Hearst-Intematlonal
News
Pictorial,
No. 92, 1916 (Topical).
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It Isn't Too Late to Install
A TRANSVERTER
IF your projection light is not what it should be —
if your pictures are blurred, dim and flickering —
if you're not getting your full share of the immense
fall business, you still have time to bring your equipment up to date by installing the

WORLD

t^A Lens That=
Pays Big Profits
The quality of your lens has a very direct effect on the
quantity of your profits. Get the utmost value from the
footage you pay for — give your patrons the sharp, clear,
interesting pictures they want — and your profit follows
naturally.

li'an;^rieK
We are prepared
to make deliveries
in two or three

The Transverter is
a motor generator
and the most practical device on the
market for producing a superior projection light. All
modern theatres, old
and new, are installing the Transverter because it insures a strong, brilliant, steady light
that is always under
perfect control of
the operator.

weeks' time. If you
order at once you
can have it installed
in time to get the
cream of the business in your section.
Write today for
September Bulletin,
which

gives information and net

prices.

The Hertner Electric & Mfg. Company
1908 West

114th Street,

Cleveland,

Ohio

omlis
i'[[ense
scl
^au
ction
Proje

are an investment certainly worth while — as has been
proved by every owner who has installed them.
Operators, too, will tell you that Bausch & Lomb
objectives and condensers give superior results with
lens troubles all cut out.

Edison and Nicholas Power machines are regularly
equipped with Bausch & Lomb Lenses. Your film exchange can get them for you.

Bausch
^ Ipmb Optical
(o.
S66 ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER. N.1&
New York
Washington Chicago San Francisco
Leading Am-erican Makera of Photographic and Ophthalmic
Lenses, Microscopes, Projection Lanterns (BaJopticons) and other
hiijh grade optical products.

WE ARE
CRANKS
On Good Service—and
WE HAVE THE
GOODS
If it's in the line of

Motion Picture Supplies
NOW-IT'S

UP TO YOU

to write our nearest ofbce for
THAT

CATALOG

Er^KER'S

35 East Grarid River
DETROIT
MICH.

608 Olive Street
ST. LOUIS, MO.

By J. H. HALLBERG

THIS WORK

COVERS

ELECTRICITY
ELECTRIC
SERVICE
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS
REFERENCE

TABLES,

ETC

An up-to-date treatment of Moving Picture Theater
Electric Installation and Projection, by a practical,
experienced, electrical expert.
Illustrated and Substantially Bound. 28# Pages.
$2.5# per Copj.
Postage Paid.

MOVING
PICTURE
1 7 Madison Avenue

WORLD
New York

THE
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON INIVKRSAL

AND

MITLAL

TROGRAMS

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages

Universal Film Mlg. Co.
ANIMATEI'
WEBitL.Y.
Not.
8— Number VI (Topical).
ttow. l.t — Number
-ifl (Topical).
Not. 22 — Number 4" (Topical).
BIG U.
Not.
B — Tbe Bandlfe
Wager
(Comedr — T>T.).
Not. 10— Tbe leaac).
Bvldenc*,
(Drama)
(Special ReNot. 12 — Tbe
Powder
Trail
(Two
part* — Dr.)
(Special release).
Not. 1R— Tbe Torment
(Drama)
(Special).
Not. IC — Life's Maelstrom
(Two
parta — Dr.).
Not. 17— Tbe Long Sraroh
(Drama)
(Special).
Not. 2S — No release this day.
Not. 23 — Accusing Evidence (Drama)
(Special).
Not. 2(J— The Heroine of San Juan (Two parts
— Drama)
(Special).
BISON.
Not.
4— For Lore and Gold (Two parta — Dr.).
Not. 11— Tbe Quitter, (Two part* — Drama).
Not. 18— The Snn of a Rebel Cblef (Two parts
— Drama).
Not. 25 — The Lost Lode (Two parts— Drama).
GOLD SEAL.
Oct. 81— The Masked
Woman
(Three
partsDrama).
Not.
S— TheDrama).
Cry of CoDBclenc*.
(Two partsNot, 14— Honor
Thy
Country
(Thre
partsDrama).
Not. 21 — The Woman
He Feared
(Three parts
— Drama).
IMP.

Mutual Film Corp.

Nov.
.1— Ub Kids (Comedy).
Not. 9— Hlch Life on a Farm with Hy Mayer
(Cartoon — Sdaoatlonal).
Nov. 1&— Motor
(Com. Cartoon).Mat and bis FUv
— Modernizing
Nov. 23 — Irma
in
Drama).

Ceylon
(Educational).
Wonderland (Comedy —

Nov. 26 — Sammy
Jobnsin
at tbe
Sea
Side
( Cartoon — Comedy ) .
— In and Around Ancient Japan
(Educational).
RED
FEATHER.
Oct. 2a— Tbe Black Sheep of the Family (Five
parts — Drama ) .
Oct. 30 — The Isle of Life (Five parts — Drama).
Not.
6— Tbe Place
Beyond
the Wlada
( Flye
parts — Drama).
.Nov. 13 — The Heritage
of Hate
(PlTe parts —
Drama).
— Drama).
Nov. 20 — The Devil's Bondwoman
(Five parts
RBTX.
OctOct.
Oct.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

15^No release this day.
20— The Gold Band (Drama).
20 — The Moving Finger (Drama).
3— No releaBe this day.
5 — Her Vanlehed Youth
(Drama).
9 — Tbe Mantle
of Deceit
(Two
parts —
Society — Drama).
9 — A Pen Trip to Palestine
(Educ).
10 — The Eyes of Love (Drama).
16 — The Diamond
Lure (Drama).
17 — No release this day.
]j — Lost In Babylon
(Drama).
26 — No release this day.
VICTOR.

Not.
3 — Stumbling
(Two parts — Drama).
Not. 5— The Secret Cellar (Two parts — Dr.)
(Special release).
Not.
7 — The Voice Upstairs.
(Drama).
Not. 10— Tbe Eel (Two parts— Drama).
Nov. 17 — Guilty
(Two
parts— Drama).
Nov. 10 — No release this day.
Not. 1&— The Thread of Life (Two partsDrama)
(Special).
Nov. 22— When He Came Ba^k (Drama.
Nov. 24 — Circumstantial
Guilt (Two parts —
Drama.)

Oct 24 — Kitty from the City (Drama) (Special Release).
Oct. 27 — A Plumber's Waterloo
(Comedy).
Oct. 29— The Burglar (Comedy).
Oct. 31— Felix
on the Job (Comedy) (Special
Release).

Not. 26— No

Nov. 19 — Her Chance (Comedy).
Nov. 21 — No release this day.
Nov. 21— Felix Gets In Wrong (Comedy)
(Special).
UNIVERSAL SCREEN MAGAZINE.

Snr.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct
Not.
Nov.
Nov
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

release

this day.

JOKETR.
A— A Shadowed
Sha<1ow
(Comedy).
11 — In Lot* With a Fireman
(Comedy).
I<t— Their First Arrest (Comedy).
25— A Janitor's
Vendetta
(Comedy).
LAEMMLE
28 — (No release this day).
1 — The Midnight
Toll
(Drama)
(Special
Release).
2— Her Wedding Day (Two parts— Dr.).
4— >Jo release this day.
11 — No release this day.
12 — Shadows of Suspicion
(Drama).
I.'*— No release this day.
I** — No release this day.
2.T— The Emerald
Pin
(Two
parts— Dr.).
2.T — No release this day.
23 — Her Message to Heaven
(Drama).
L-KO.

Oct. 23 — A Rural Romance (Two parts — Com.).
—An tional).
Alligator Hunt (Dltmar*! EducaNot. 1— Terrors of a Turkish Bath (Two parts
— Comedy).
Nov.
5 — No release this day.
Not. 7— Alice edy».
In Society (Three parts— ComNot.
8— No release this day.
Not. 12— No release this day.
Nov. 15— A Minion Dollar Smash (Two parts
— Comedy).
Nov. 22— Wbere Is My Wife? (Two parts —
Comedy).
Got.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

NESTOR.
SO— I..OV* ant) a Liar (Comedy).
«— a Political Tramp (Comedy).
10 — 8we«Jy, Tbe Janitor (Comedy).
l?t— KnlEhts of the Bath Tub (Comedy).
17 — A Capable
Lady Cook (Comedy).
20— How Do You Feel? (Comedy).
24 — Married
a Year
(Comedy).
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POWERS.

Nov.
7 — No release this day.
Nov.
9 — No release this day.
Nov. 12 — Any Old Duke'll Do (Comedy).
Nov. 14 — No release this day.
Nov. 14 — A cial).
Case of Beans (Comedy)

(Spe-

Oct. 12 — Behind Life's Stage (Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 16 — Fame
at Last (No. 10 of "Timothy
Dobhs,
That's
Me" — Two
parts —
Comedy).
Oct. 16 — Liberty No. 10, "The Human Targets"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 23— Liberty No. 11, "A Daughter of Mara"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 24 — Society Hypocrites
(Three parts — Dr.).
Oct. 30— Liberty No. 12. "For the Flag"
(Two
parts — Drama).
Not.
6 — Liberty
No. 13 "Strife and Sorrow"
(Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 13 — Liberty
No. 14, "A Modern
Joan of
Arc"
(Two
parts — Drama).
Nov. 14 — Honor
Thy
Country
(Three
parts —
Drama).
Nov. 20— Llbrrty No. 15. "The Flag of Truce"
(Two
parts — Drama).
UNIVERSAL
(STATE
RIGHTS).
October — idle Wives (Seven parts — Drama).

Bluebird Photoplay, Inc.
Rainbow

Nov. 11 — The Drama).
Unpardonable
Sin (Two
Nov. 18— The Drama).
Bad
Samaritan (Two
— Drama).
FILM
Nov.

(Five parts

Nov.
6 — Glorlana
(Five parts — Drama).
Nov. 13 — A Stranger
from
Somewhere
(Five
parts — Drama).
Nov. 20 — The Measure of a Man
(Five parts —
Drama).
Nov. 27 — The Drama).
Bugler of Algiers (Five parts —

parts —
parts —

D-ART.

6 — The Ten O'clock Mystery (Three partt

Nov. 16 — Title to be announced later.
GAUMONT.
Oct. 18— See America First. No. 58 (Scenic).
— Kartoon Komics (Cartoon — Comedy).
Oct. 19 — Stepping Westward
(Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 22 — Reel zine).
Life No. 25 (Mutual Film MagaOct.

25 — See America First, No. 59 (Scenic).
— Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon-Comedy).
Oct. 29— Reel azine).
Life, No. 26 (Mutual Film Mag-

Nov.

Nov. 24 — Number
1.
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE.
— Drama).
Oct.
9 — Liberty No. 9, "Trapped,"
(Two parts

Drama).
Oct. 30— The — End
of the

AMERICAN.
Oct.
9— Citizens, All (Two parte — Drama).
Oct. 16 — The Franchise (Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 23 — Professor Jeremey's
Experiment
(Tm
parts — Drama).
Nov.
&— The Fight on the Dam
(Drama).
BEAUTY.
OcL 1(^— That Sharp
Note (Comedy).
Oct. 81— Tbe Last Thrust
(Comedy).
Got. 31 — The Spartan Spleen
(Comsdy).
CUB.
Oct. 20— He Wouldn't Tip (Comedy).
Oct. 21— That Doggone Baby
(Comedy).
Oct. 21— Tbe Deacon's Widow (Comedy).
Oct. 27 — Lovers and Lunatics
(Comedy).
OcL 28 — Dad's Masterpiece
(Comedy).
Oct. 28 — When
Clubs Were Trumps
(Comedy^.
Nov.
3 — Nearly a Hero
(Comedy).
Nov. 10 — His Blushing Bride (Comedy).
Nov. 17 — Her Sun-Kissed
Hero
(Comedy),
ECLAIR.
Drama
)
.
Nov. 4 — The
Eternal
Challenge (Two
parts—

Nov.

1— See America First No. 60 (Scenic).
— Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon — Comedy).
azine).
5— Reel Life No. 27 (Mutual
Film Mag-

Nov.
Nov.

7—
8—
—
Nov. 12—

Mutual World Tours
(Travel).
See America First, No. 61 (Scenic).
Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon-Comedy).
Reel Life, No. 28 (Mutual Film Magazine).
Nov. 14 — Mutual
Tours of the World
(Travel).
Nov. 15— See America
First, No. C'J (Scenic).
— Kartoon
(Cartoon — Comedy).
azine). Komics
Nov. 19 — Reel Life No. 29 (Mutual Film MagMUTUAL.
Oct. 24 — The Folly of Fear (Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 26 — At Twelve
O'clock (Two parts— Dr.).
Oct. .30— The Frame-Up
(Two parts— Drama) .
Nov.
9 — A Mountain
Daisy (Two parts — Dr.).
Drama).
.Nov. 13 — His
Guardian
Angel
(Two
partsMUTUAL WEEKLY.
Oct. 18 — Number 94 (Topical).
Oct. 25 — Number 95 (Topical).
Nov.' 1— Number 96 (Topical).
Nov.
8 — -Number 07 (Topical).
Not. 15 — Number
98 (Topical),
MUTUAL
CHAPLIN.
Tbe Vagabond (Two part.s — Comedy).
Onp A. M- (Two parts — -Comedy).
The Pawnshop
(Two parts — Comedy).
MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
DE LUXB.
Oct. 23 — The Undertow
(American — Five parts
—Drama)
(No. 146).
Nov.
6 — And tbe Law Says?
(American — Five
parts — Drama)
(No. 150).
Nov. 9 — EastDrama)
Is East(No. (Turner
151). — Five parts —
Nov. 16 — Immediate Lee (American — Five parts
-Drama)
(No. 153).
MUTUAL
STAR
PRODUCTIONS.
Oct. 30 — Faith (American— Five parts — Drama)
(No. 148).
Nov.
2 — Tbe Drama)
Pearl of(No.Paradise
149). (Five parts —
Nov. 13 — Peck
o" Pickles(No.
(Araertcan
— Five parts
—Drama)
152).
(Mutual Releaaea continued on page 1076.)
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for sale

won'tkeepyour
friends. There

or rent

must be something back of it.
A fancy front
on a theatre will attract customers.

A first class complete moving picture
laboratory, consisting of perforating,
printing, positive and negative developing, washing, drying, assembling, inspection and projection rooms ; shipping department, vaults, offices, etc.

But steady patrons depend on the
quality of pictures you give them.
Good pictures require good light.

The plant is equipped with air conditioning and ventilating apparatus ;
developing and washing tanks are installed complete. The drying-room is
equipped with five 10-fcet drying
drums. In fact, the plant can be made
ready within 12 hours to turn out a half
million feet of film per week. Address
William V. Saxe, Stanchfield & Levy,
120 Broadway, New York.

is the best medium of good light
and steady patrons. Bulletin
10923.
T^SntyRlft^r. Manu£a<fhirmiG)mpany,
Saint Louis. Missouri

India,
Burma
a-^
Ceylon
Notice to All Cinema Showmen
We, the Undersigned, have received exclusive rights to exhibit and deal in general in the following films in INDIA, BURMA and CEYLON:
THE GIRL FROM
DIANA

FRISCO

1073

A serial film from Kalem Co.
From

the Varion Films Inc.

Notice is therefore given to all whomsoever it may concern that immediate proceedings will be taken against any person or persons found dealing or exhibiting
new or second copies of the said films in the said territories, on their entire account
and risk as to all cost and consequences; as also they will be held responsible for any
loss we may sustain through their dealings or efforts to deal or exhibit the same.

K. D. & BROTHERS.
Thia eotnmunication is published according to instructions from
THE HAWK FILM COMPANY, US W. 4Sth St., New York City
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON CKNKRAL

FILM

COMPANY

PR0C;RAM

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 1056, 1058)
Nov. IS — HisT>ramB).
Monti

Genera] Film Company
BKLEASB

DATS.

MuB^ay — Biograph. 8eltg. Vltagrapb.
Twesday — Biograph.
lem

fiaaao&y.

K»-

Wedaeadar — Biograph. Eaftanay. Kalem. Vim
Feature
Comedy.
TfcBraday— Sellg.
Vim.
▼HAar— KaUm.
vitarraok

KAlikarfeo«k«r.

■atarday — Kseanay.
Vltagraph.

Kalem.

Vim.
Sellg.

A Welcome

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

7— .\ Desperate Duel (Comedy).
8 — The Witch of the Dark House (No. 14
of the Girl
from
Frisco)
(Two
parts — Drama).
10 — The Man from Yukon (No. 4 of Grant,
Police Reporter)
(Drama).
11 — Hazards of Helen railroad series No.
lO.'i. "The Lone Point Mystery."
14 — The New Salesman
(Comedy).
lo — The Mystery of the Brass Bound Chest
(No. 15 of "The
Girl From
Frisco") (Two parts— Drama).
17 — The Rogues
Pawn
(No. 5 of "Grant,
Police Reporter")
(Drama).
18 — The Runaway Sleeper. No. 106 of the
"Hazards
of Helen"
Railroad
Series) (Drama).
SBLIO.

Oct. 19— The Sellg-Trlhune, No. 84. 1916 (Topical).
Oct. 21 — An Eventful Evening
(Comedy).
Oct. 23 — Out of the Shadows
(Two parts— Dr.).
Oct. 23— The Selig-Tribune, No. 85, 1916 (Top.).
Oct. 26— The Sellg-Trlbune, No. 86. 1916 (Top.).
Oct. 23— A Close Call (Drama).
Oct. 30— Small Town Stuff (Three parts— Com).
Oct. 30— The Selig-Trlbune, No. 87, 1916 (Top.).
Nov.
2— The Sellg-Trlbune, No. 88.1916 (Top.).
Nov.
5 — Tom's
Sacrifice (Drama).
Nov.
6— So Shall Ye Reap (Two parts- Dr.).
Nov. 6— Theical).
Selig-Trlbune No. 89. 1916 (TopNov. 9 — Theical).
Selig-Tribune No. 90. 1916 (TopNov, 11 — When Cupid Slipped (Comedy).
Drama).
Nov. i:j — The— Temptation
of Adam (Three parts
Nov. 1.3 — The Selig-Tribune No. 91, 1916 (Topical).
Nov. 16 — Theical).
Selig-Tribune No. 92, 1916 (TopNov. IS— The

Girl

Detective

VIM

parts —

Oct. 27— The Missing Heiress (No. 2 of "Grant.
Police ofReporter"
— Drama).Series No.
Oct. 28— Hazards
Helen Railroad
103. "The Lost Messenger" (Dr.).
Oct. 31 — The Merry Motor Menders (Com.).
Nov.
1— The Son of Cain (No. 13 of the "Girl
from 'Frisco" — Two parts — Dr.).
Nov.
3— The Pencil Clue
(No. 3 of "Grant,
Police Reporter" — Drama).
Nov.
4 — "Hazards
of Helen"
Railroad
Series
No.
104.
"The
Gate
of Death"
(Drama).
N'ov.
N'ov.

ESSANAY.
Oct. 21 — Essanay-Chaplln
Revue
of 1916. arranged from "The
Tramp,"
"His
New
Job." "A Night
Out"
(Five
parts — Comedy ) .
Oct. 24 — Borrowed Sunshine
(Two parts — Dr.).
Oct 25 — Canlmated Nooi Pictorial No. 18 (C*rtoon — Comedy).
— A scenic subject on the same reel.
Oct. 28 — It Never Could Happen (Three part* —
Drama).
Oct. 31 — The Beach Coml>er (Two parts — Comedy).
Nov. 1 — Canlmated Nooc Pictorial No. 19 (Cartoon— Comedy).
Nov. 4 — The Heart of Virginia Keep (Three
parts — Drama).
Nov.
7 — Easy Ed (Two
parts — Comedy).
Nov.
8— A Safe Proposition
(Comedy).
Nov. 11— What I Said Goes (Three parts — Dr.).
Nov. 14 — Not In the News (Two parts —
Drama).
Nov. 15 — Canlmated Nooz Pictorial No. 20
(Cartoon — Comedy) — A Scenic Subject on the same reel.

(Three

KALEM.
Oct. 24— The Bogus Booking Agents (Comedy).
Oct. 25 — The Harvest
of Gold
(No. 12 of the
"Girl
'Frisco" — Two
parts —
Drama).from

BIOGRAPH.
Nov. 6 — The New York Hat (Drama)
(Biograph
— Reissue No. 1*5).
Not.
7— The Science
of Crime
(Two
parts —
Drama)
(Biograph
Reissue
No.
96).
Not. 13 — Near
to Earth
(Drama)
(Biograph
Reissue No. 07).
Not. 15 — Lord
Chumley
(Three
parts — Dr.)
(Biograph Reissue No. 08).
Nov. 20— Fish (Comedy).
N*oT. 21 — Oil and Water
(Two
parts — Drama )
(Biograph— Reissue No. 09).

Code

FEATURE

COMEDY.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
.Nov.

U — Their
Installment
Furniture
(Com.).
18 — A PerslBtenl
Wooing
(Comedy).
25 — Green Eyes (Comedy),
1 — Gerties
Garters
(Comedy).
S— Marked No Funds (Comedy).
15 — His Wedding Promise
(Comedy).
VIM.

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

26 — A Maid to Order (Comedy).
27— The Frame-Up (Comedy).
2— Twin Flats (Comedy).
3 — In the Ranks
(Comedy).
9 — A Warm Reception (Comedy).
10 — Hot Dogs (Comedy).
10— Pipe Dreams
(Comedy).
17 — Good and Proper (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH.

Oct. 23 — Trouble for Four (Comedy).
Oct. 27— Betty's Affair (Comedy).
Oct. 30— The New Porter (Comedy).
Nov.
3— The Game that Failed (Comedy).
Not. 4 — The Heart of a Fool (Three partsDrama)
(Broadway Star Feature).
Nov.
0— New York Rapid Transit
(Comedy).
Nov. 10— Weary
Willie's Birthday
(Comedy).
Nov. 13 — The Second Story Ringer (Comedy),
Nov. 17 — The Luck of Jane (Comedy).
Nov. 18 — Theture).
Man Who Went Sane (Three parts
— Drama) (Broadway Star FeaNov. 20— The Fasters
(Comemdy).
,Nov. 24 — Justice A La Carte (Comedy).

General Film Company Features
BROADWAY
Nov.

STAR

FEATURES.

4 — The

Heart
of a Fool
Three parts — Drama).
Nov. 18 — The
Who
Went
Sane
Three parts — Drama).
KNICKERBOCKER

STAR

(Vltagraph —
(Vltagraph-

FEATURES.

Oct. 27— The

Chorus
Girl and the Kid (Three
— Drama).
—parts
Drama).
Nov.
3 — Jess of the Hill Country
(Two parts
Drama).
Nov. 10 — The Question
Mark (Three
parts— t
Prama).of
Nov. 17 — Target

Dreams

(Two

parts—

(Drama).
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note our new rates!

Remittances must accompany all orders as follows: One dollar per insertion for
copy containing twenty words or less. Five cents per word on copy containing over
twenty words.
Each word to be counted including names and addresses.

TO ADVERTISERS:— The Publishers expect that all statements made in every advertisement will bear the strictest investigation.

NOTICE

SITUATIONS

WANTED.

DIRECTOR^Experienced actor-director at
liberty shortly. No dreamer, but capable with
Will play small parts and assist dinew ideas.
rector until ability is proven. References.
Ability, care M. P. World. N. Y. City.
CAMERAMAN at liberty, equipped with finest
camera and lenses money can buy. Reliable
Cameraman, care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
REMARKABLE OPPORTUNITY— A manager,
very succesful. and his assistant, an expert
organist, Photoplayer or Wurlitzer operator,
music composer and improviser, are looking for
a change. Both men are now employed, are of
the best class and references, of serious mind
and complete business training and experience.
"We guarantee results but will only consider
flrst-class house. Will consider any part of the
U. S., but Pacific Coast preferred. Full particulars sent on request. Address H., care M. P.
World,
N. Y. City.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTOR invites offers.
Four years' experience. At present working on
five-reel features. Director, care M. P. World,
N. Y. City.

HELP

OPPORTUNITIES.

PARTNER WANTED— Investigate. An exceptional opportunity for a live wire manager
to buy an interest and manage a big combination picture and stock theater in a good show
town. Small cash payment down, balance easy
payments. Seating capacity seven hundred. City
population, ten thousand ; county, twenty-five
thousand. Larger investments demanding my
time and attention. Address H. R. J., Jr., care
M. P. World, N. Y. City.
WILL RENT OR SELL, for a moving picture
theater room sixty by one hudred and fifty,
Philipsburg, Pa. Population, four thousand, no
picture house in town. Address C. B. Gleckler,
Punxsutawney, Pa.

THEATERS

WANTED.

CASH FOR YOUR MOVIE — I am a practical
successful moving picture broker. Seventeen
years of continuous success. Selling upwards of
■ one million dollars' worth annually, sales, exchanges and leases. Lewis, the Moving Picture
Broker, Est. 1S96. Office, 57S-S0 EUicott Sq.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
WANTED, TO RENT, ONE DAY MONTHLY.
FIRST-CLASS PICTURE THEATER SEATING
OVER SIX HUNDRED IN CITIES OVER FIVE
THOUSAND. FOR CELEBRATED ELMENDORF
TRAVEL TALKS, WORLD'S GREATEST PICTURES WITH LECTURER, GIVEN UNDER
AUSPICES OF CHURCHES OF YOUR CITY.
STATE RENTAL AND FULL PARTICULARS.
WILL DRAW THE BEST PEOPLE OF YOUR
CITY TO YOUR THEATER. ELMENDORF
TRAVEL TALKS, INC., SCHILLER BLDG..
CHICAGO. ILL.

THEATERS

FOR SALE OR RENT.

FOR A QUICK SALE will sell at a sacrifice, a modern new theater and office building.
The prettiest building of its kind in Florida.
Unless you can raise ten thousand save stamps.
For full particulars, write B. D. Robinson, Sarasota, Florida.
FOR SALE — Picture show, best town Southern
Illinois, 500 seats, 13,000 population, brick
building. Everything bear inspection. A., care
M. P. World. N. Y. City.
FOR SALE — First-class moving picture theater, modernly equipped. Good location in the
city of Louisville. If interested, address E. D.
Bennett', U03
Ky.

Inter-Southern Bldg., Louisville,

SPLENDID CHANCE to purchase moving picture and vaudeville theater. (Brick building)
seats 800. large stage, only house in town of
'6.000 inhabitants. Fully equipped. Now in operation. Free & Brannigan, Tarrytown, N. Y.
NOTICE

FOR SALE — Slightly used Simplex projectors,
guaranteed perfect and good as new at reasonable prices. Second-hand Motiograph in good
condition, cheap. Room 206, 1182 Broadway.
N. Y. City.
BARGAINS — Slightly used Simplex,
Power's
and
Motiograph
machines. Lowest
prices —
fully guaranteed.
Hallberg, 729 Seventh Ave.,
N. Y. City.

EQUIPMENT

WANTED.

WANTED — Power's 6A motor driven moving
picture machine, with . inductor, slightly used,
must be cheap. Chas. F. Behr, Roosevelt, L. I..
N. Y.

WANTED.

A LARGE MANUFACTURER desires to get in
■touch with motion picture camera men in all
sections of the country at once. Write full details, witb evidence of high-class work. B.. care
M. P. World, N. Y. City.

BUSINESS

FOR SALE— A new theater in city 70,000,
with best equipment money can buy, on reasonable, terms. Address Fogarty, care M. P.
World, N. Y. City.
FOR SALE- Two 40 ampere type No. 115.672
General Electric Mercury Arc Rectifiers complete with extra relays, hand regulators and
enclosed fuses. Full 50 amps. D. C. at arc
guaranteed. Price $125 each. Collins & Hill,
10 S. La Salle St.. Chicago. 111.

EQUIPMENT

FOR

SALE.

".Ono OPERA CHAIRS. Steel and cast frames,
tlOc. up. All serviceable goods, cut prices on
nt-'W chairs. i> standard asbestos booths. Send
for weekly list of close outs and save half. J. P.
Redington, Scranton. Pa.
F3R SALE — One Edison Home KInetoscope
V h s 'veral film sub;ects and book of exchange
I oupons, §50 ; one model 2-E Victor portable
stereopticon electric equipment, $20: one Victor
"'nialoeraph projector, .'ftid. All of above shop
worn only. Only cash considered. F. E. Slocum,
4o; Main St.. Peoria, 111.
OPERA CHAIRS. .3,500 slightly used. 40c. up.
6011 upholstered Sl.OO each. New opera and
raaple folding at direct factory prices. Atlas
Seating Co., 10 East 43d St., N. Y. City.

CAMERAS,

ETC., FOR

SALE.

PROFESSIONAL CAMERAS, tripods, perforators, printers, developing outfits, rewinders, tessars, effect devices, novelties, experimental workshop, repair, expert film work, titles. Eberhard
Schneider. 14th St. & Second Ave., N. Y. City.
PRESTWICH,200 ft.. Carl Zeiss lens, 50 MM.
F :3.5, tripod with tilt and panorama. R. W.
Burke. 1616 So. M.. Tacoma, Wash.
PRBSTWICK MODEL 5. Precision Tripod
tilting and pamorama : two aluminum, two wood
magazines, cases complete. Tom Phillips. 5728
S. State St., Chicago, 111.
THE MOTION PICTURE CAMERA Clearing
House offers the biggest values possible in highgrade tested Cinematograph Cameras. Read this
list carefully, then act at once. 1st : 100 ft.
Ernemann M. P. Camera, equipped with Ernemann F :3.5 Anastigmat lens. S50.00. 2d : 100
ft. Ensign M. P. Camera, equipped with Zeiss
Tessar F :3.5 Anastigmat lens, carrying case
and tripod, complete §75.00. 3d: 150 ft. Vista
M. P. Camera, equipped with F :6 lens and extra
magazine, price §32.50. 4tb : 200 ft. Kinograph
De Luxe model, regular and trick crank, side
focusing device, direct finder, teakwood case,
equipped with Zeiss Tessar F :3.5 lens and 2
extra magazines, complete .?,S5.00. 5th : 200 ft.
Ernemann model A Professional M. P. Camera,
leather covered, regular and trick crank,
equipped with Ernemann F ;3.5 lens, price.
SllO.OO. Gth : 400 ft. capacity. Ernemann model
B Professional, finest mechanism, all adjustments, forward or reverse, trick crank, film
punch, magnifying focusing device, magnifying
direct finder, equipped witb Zeiss Tessar F :3.5
lens, price $225.00 7th : 400 ft. Pathe M. P.
Camera, Heliar F :4.5 lens, extra magazine,
genuine Pathe Freres movement, price $125.00.
Sth : 400 ft. Pathe Studio model, outside magazine, equipped with Genuine Carl Zeiss Tessar
P:3.5 lens, outside diaphragm adjustment and
dissolve, rear focusing device, film punch, regular and trick crank in back of camera, magnifying direct view finder, extra magazine and
Studio tripod. An ideal Studio outfit. Price
complete S:4rin.00- nth : 400 ft. capacitv Ernemann model B Professional,
finest mechanism.

all adjustments, forward or reverse, trick crank,
film punch, magnifying focusing device, magnifying direct finder, equipped witb 2" Ernemann F :3.5. 3" Helomar F :3.5, 4'' Dallmeyer
Telephoto F :4,5. with hand made panoram
and tilt tripod, complete $325.00. 10th : 200 ft.
capacity DAVSCO Professional Kino, the most
compact and efficient camera on the market,
aluminum magazines, very accurate movement,
Tessar F :3.5 lens, price .^llii.Ofi. Pancram
and lilting tripods at $14.00. $25.00. $35.00 and
$45.00. Detailed descriptions and specifications
on request. Telegraphic orders shipped as soon
as received. Motion picture camera users are
taking advantage of our excellent service and
exceptional values. Write or wire today. David
Stern Company. The National Camera Exchange, 1047 R Madison St., Chicago.
MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS and tripods
for sale and for rent. Cameramen furnished
anywhere. H. R. Hoover & Co., 229 West 42nd
St., """
N. Y. * City.
FILMS WA

NTED.

WANTED for export, used films in good condition. Especially series. State price, etc., to
F. Thomander, 145 West 4oth St., N. Y. City.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for film scrap, discarded reels of films and perforations. Ship to
and write The Nickelsburg Brothers Company,
Meadow St., Newark, N. J. Checks mailed on
receipt of goods.
WANTED — Four, five and six-reel features in
first-class shape, with or without paper, also
negatives. Federal Film Co.. 145 W. 45th St.,
N. Y. C.
WANTED — Films depicting Alaskan scenery,
hunting, mining, whaling; especially salmon Industries and fishing. Quote price and describe
fully. Address Leffingwell's Travel Talks, 931
Monadnock Block, Chicago,
111.
WANTED — Developed negatives of
and scientific subjects. Must be
State price, etc. Educational Films
of America, 729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.

FILMS

FOR

SALE

educational
exceptional.
Corporation
City.

OR RENT.

OVER SEAS BUYERS should communicate
with me, second-hand American pictures at European prices. Donald Campbell, 145 West 45th
St., N. Y. City.
WE SPECIALIZE In used educational, industrial, scientific and scenic films. Good subjects
at l^c. per foot and up. We have what you
want. Send for our lists and terms. New York
Film Laboratories, Film Sales Dept., 145 West
45th St., N. Y. City.
ONE AND TWO-REEL subjects (Kriterion
Brand), plenty posters, also features, first-class
condition, full lobby displays. Bargains. Queen
City Feature Film Co., 123^^ Opera PI., Cincinnati, Ohio.
FOR SALE — Largest and finest stock of film
in this country, consisting of single reel comedies, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6 reel features, totaling over
five thoilsand reels. Splendid paper. These
films are not old program releases. First come,
first served. Act Quick. This is also wonderful opportunity for foreign buyers. Chicago
Film Trading & Exporting Co., Shops Bldg.,
Chicago, 111.

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS
SALE.

FOR

PIPE ORGAN FOR SALE — Three-manual,
thirty-stop Karn-Warren pipe organ, with echo
organ, harp, chimes. Vox Humana, electric action and detached console. This organ has roll
attachment and would be just the thing for a
picture house. The owner, findine the organ too
powerful for his residence, is willing to dispose
of it at a great sacrifice, in order to make room
for a residence organ. For full information,
specification, price, etc., address Pipe Organ,
care M. P. World, Schiller Bldg., Chicago, 111.
A RUDOLPH WURLITZER automatic pianoband orchestrion, S ft. by 6 ft. 6 diameter, 8 ft.
high, used five years, good as new ; cost,
S5.100.0O. sell for $2,000.00 cash. D. B., 491
State St., Bridgeport, Conn.

TO ADVERTISERS:— The Publishers expect that all statements made in every advertisement will bear the strictest investiffation.
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on WllUnm. howowr. and bUa out a dan»> with
bltn. durliiK which »hv agrt'os to vlope with him
Just fur thi' run of the thlnR. William takm
the appointment s*)rioui*ly and gets a roadxtt^r
by tclllnK tho sali:4man that ho wants to ti^t
It out (or biH fnthor. Ml»s Pratt, moaDwhll)',
decldoM to flop** with Gt'orKi- Cooper In hiD rar.
When cover
they
reuoh the
they disthin Geonie
ha« minister's
forsotten house
tho llccnsu
and
their romance Ia shutiiT.Ki by the quarrel which
follows.
William, while baateuInK tn his new car to
keep the appointment rams a tr«« and wrecks
tho machine. RushlnK abend on foot, he arrives
at tho d>-sti;nated spot only to And May Parcher there with tho news of Xflsa Pratt's elopement. There Is nothlni; left for William but
suicide and he prepares to die at home by tho
fias method, plannint; to save his gooil name by
willing bli< dead body tn the dental college, the
proceeds to go to pay tor the damage to the
automobile. The thnelr arrival of May Parctaer
with lUty dollars, tollixled by the sale of her
pel pony, saves William from tho terrible conKequencett of his de.'tpair, and we find tn bis
gratitude to May for her devotion the seeds of
u new roiuanco.

INTERNATIONAL

FILM

SERVICE.

HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL. NO. ST (Oct Mi.
SOMEWHERE IN' FRANXE— German authorities distribute .-^oup to French families in public
kitchen. The German armies, operating In the
mountains, are compelled to move supplies from
one base to another by means of donkey trains.
General von Mackensen has become military
idol of the German people.
SHADOW I^VWX. N. J.— Wilson Day is celebrated here by 111.000 persons who make a pilgrimage to the summer White House to hear
the President speak and to see him shake hands
with women and children of New York's East
Side, who called to congratulate the Executive
on tho passage of the Child Labor Law.
PORT SHERIDAN. 111.— I'. S. troops just
hack from the Mexican border, mutiny when
compelled to sleep In tents where ehlll breezes
from Lake Mlchlsan cause discomfort. Secretary of War Baker arrives at the post to settle
with the mutineers.
FOOTLIGHTS AND FASHIONS— Miss Mary
Boland. o' "Hackflre." Lyceum Theatre, appears
in gowns of her own recent creation.
SALONIKI. Greece — Exclusive pictures by
Ariel L. Varces showing the British motorboat
patrol questioning Greek fishermen. British
wounded convalescing on board a hospital
lighter. .Mlied troops attend a solemn religious
service In the field. A field bakery turns out
hundreds of loaves of bread to feed the soldiers
of the allied forces.
ALBlQrERQl'E. X. M.— Col. Theodore Roosevelt, campaigning for the Republican presidential ticket. Is given a rousing reception here by
rough riders and rowbovs.
NEW YORK CITY— Nearly STvOO.OOO.OOO.OO in
gold is received in this country to pay for war
munitions. Exclusive pictures d.raonstrato the
methods of assaying this gold before it is accepted by American bankers.
THE
JOCKEY
OF
DEATH
Parts— Nov.
irit— The
cast :

( Mllano— Five
Elda
(Mite.

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Evelyn): Henry (M. Arturo). Director. M.
LInd.
Robert Thorne has Illegally seized an ancestral castlo and estate. Fifteen years later he
l« visited by Henry Clarcmont, a nephew of
the man he poisoned, a cousin of the little
countess whom Thorno has had abducted by a
gypsy circus manager, and co-heir with the
countess
to the estate.
Thorne, represented In the picture as "The
Masked Man.' succ«.-88fully plots to have Henry
fail over a cliff while riding horseback. Henry
Is not killed, and while recovering from his
Injuries discovers a noto which tells bim that
his uncle has been poisoned and that Thorne
la a usurper. With the aid of a trusted servant, he sots out to find the missing countcss
and restore the estate to her. They take with
them an ivory skeleton which Is the family
mascot.
As Henry and the servant s|t In their room
one a night
a Jockey's
caphead
fallsof from
the top
of
cupboard
onto tlio
tho skeleton.
This gives Henry an idea. He resolves to use
his ability as a horseman and do an act with
the big circuses tho country over, billing himself as "The Jockey of Death." Ho hoi)es to
encounter the gypsy circus manager and through
him find the countess.
Six months later, tlie girl, now grown to
womanhood. Is recognized by tho servant in the
person of a little high wire performer named
Elda then appearing on the same bill in the
circus with -'The Jockey." The gypsy circus
manager, under the assumed name of Frank, Is
posing as her father.
Henry communicates with Elda, who is closelv
guarded by the gypsies, and tells her that she Is
really a countess and his cousin. Frank prevents her escape, but one night, at the close
of her act, the Jockey lowers a rope to the
pedestal leading to her tight-rope. In view of
the audience, she climbs the rope to the dome
of the circus building and she and the jockey
then start on a wild flight. Frank has Informed
the police that the jockey is an international
spy. which, in reality, is the true role of the
gypsy.
The police Join in the chase.
In the flight, Elda and the jockey perform
many daring feats to escape. They dive from
a high railroad bridge, crawl onto a passing
barge over the propeller, scalp the trusses of
another bridge, and, as a thrilling clfma.\, ride
a bicycle on a wire across a wide river. They
finally get away and Inform the authorities of
the real plotters. The masked man encounters
the skeleton and Is frightened to death, and
Frank, the gypsy, is imprisoned as a spy. The
story ends with Elda and Henry taking possession of their estate.

CONSOLIDATED

FILM

CORP.

Tlir: CRIMSON STAI.V MYSTERY (Episode
No. 11 'The Tortured Soul"— Two parts - Oct.
.'tO). More and more as the Crimson Stain gang
perpetrate atrwitleg to the absolute discomfiture of the police. Dr. Montrose, considering
himself as the fundameotal cause, finds himself
tortured by a guilty conscience. Asleep or
awnke, there come to mock him visions of his
victims — the Crimson Stain gang. Angered by
Stanley's attacks in his newspaper, Parrish the
detective
complains
to Dr.
Montrose.
His

November

IS. 1916

method o( making his complaint creates susmind, and she resolves
thereafterpicion intoFlorence's
watch him.
Shortly after, Robert Clayton calls to take
Florence out for ii ride tn his now nutumobilc.
As he sits In tho library waiting for them to
return. Dr. Montrose is suddenly disturbed by
an Insidious thought. Something, perhaps it is
mental telepathy, whispers to him that all Is
not well with Florence. As he goes outside to
the porch he sees Clayton and Florence returning In their automobile. Suddenly a street
urchin dashes in front of tUo machine and is
knocked down. Tho child is brought Into the
house and Dr. Montrose finds his relief, after
an examination that tho boy is more scared
than hurt.
Later Dr. Montrose goes out for a walk. As
ho Is about to cross tho street a taxlcab whirls
by him und he sees In It Pierre La Rue. Tanner
and Kiel. Hailing a second taxi he gives chase.
They arrive before a notorious dance hall. Dr.
Montrose follows tho gangsters in and sees
them enter a private dining room.
For a long lime tho Doctor waits, and his
patience finally becoming exhausted, be breaks
down the door and enters. Pierro La Rue
Jumps out of tho window, and Dr. Montrose
shoving Tanner and Kiel aside chases after
him. Pierre Jumps into a taxlcab and Dr.
Montrose entering another gives chase. They
are joined by two policemen, and regardless
of tho speed laws, this procession lliea through
the streets.
Reaching the Montrose home in Riverdale,
Pierre flings some bills at bis driver and jumps
into the house colliding with Florence. Surprised, Florence screams. Pierre hesitates, and
just as he is about to make good his escape the
Doctor pounces upon him and tearing off his
disguise reveals a startling development in
"Tho Crimson
Stain Mystery."
The police are at the door. Perhaps It is a
desire on the Doctor's part to solve tho mystery
on his own account that prompts him to save
this man. Pushing him behind some furniture.
Dr. Montrose breaks a window, and as the police
enter points to it and says Pierre escaped that
way. After they are gone, the man disguised
as Pierre goes up stairs while the Doctor and
Florence
gaze at him fn astonishment.

UNITY

SALES

CORP.

THE YELLOW MENACE (Episode No. 12 —
"The Aeroplane Accident" — Two Ports^Nov.
20). — Seeing that Najla. beyond mercifully relieving his suffering, will have nothing more to
do with him, the half-breed becomes madly jealous of Manning
and the
rest All
of Najla's
cultured
friends,
and. though
hating
Singh with
all
his soul, he resolves to betray Manning and
Najla and warns Ali Singh of a plot which
would have meant the Demon's death. Manning and the military authorities. upon
learning that .\li Singh means to steal an
army plane with a stabilizing device, resolve
to It't him succeed, as he must surely break
his neck, owing to certain known defects in
the machine. Hong Kong Harry, however,
treacherously betrays this plan to AU Singh,
who manages to escape and save himself, though
two of his trusted helpers are dashed to pieces
as the aeroplane falls to the ground.
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In the sifting melting-pot ot life. William
looms brilliantly, a success, while John is deep
Id the discouraging shadows, a failure. Another span of fleeting years, and William attains
the summit of a meteoric career; he Is a candidate for the United States Senate. John
(under an assumed name so that his brother is
spared the relationship ot the black sheep)
holds a modest newspaper position in the same
city where William's campai^
is centered.
William falls sick and John, taking advantage of their resemblance, addresses an important meeting and sweeps the audience Into
frenzied enthusiasm. Sensing In John that
which she has always missed in William, the
latter's sweetheart confesses her love — thinking,
of course, that she is speaking to William.
Soon John finds himself facing the fact that be
loves his brother's sweetheart. Fate's law is
Heaven's justice — William is found dead hy
John — and what would have been his brother's
now becomes John's, as a reward to bis genius.
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SINS OP HER PARENT (Five Parts — Nov.
6). — The picture opens with the meeting between Richard Carver and Adrian Courtney In
an art gallery. Adrian Is standing before a portrait, whose subject resembles her so strikingly
that Richard comments on it. After they have
grown to know and love each other. Adrian confesses that the woman might have been her
mother, of whom she knows little. Carver. Sr..
will not sanction his son's marriage until he
learns who her mother is, so Richard goes In
search of her.
A clue brings him to Alaska, and he discovers
the woman is Valerie Marchmont. a worthless
daeee ball habitue. McNeil, the saloon owner,
does not like the growing friendship between
Valerie and Richard, so he provokes a quarrel
with the latter and shoots him. Shorty, a pal
of Richard's, telegraphs Adrian and Robert Carver of the accident, and the two arrive In
Alaska. The elder Carver recognizes Valerie as
the secret wife of one of his friends, Arthur
Heatherway, and knows that her maudlin condition has been brought on by neglect and
abuse from Heatherway. Carver gives his consent to Adrian's marriage with Richard.
Then the parly learns that Adrian has been
Imprisoned by McNeil in his cabin. They pursue and reach the place just as the girl is fighting offfollows.
McNeil's Valerie
attentions.
A hand-to-hand
combat
is wounded
fatally, but
with her last effort, she kills McNeil as he Is
overcoming Richard. Carver and his posse
leave the cabin, with Adrian weeping softly by
her deud mother, and Richard sitting by her
side, comforting her.
THE MEDIATOR (Five Parts—Nov. 13).— The
story concerns Lish Henley, an Arizona prospector, called the mediator, who shoots and
wounds Higgins. the village bully. Higgins
showed resentment when LJsh ordered sody-pop
at the bar. Lish learns of a town called Peaceful Hill. Cal.. and decides that it will be an
idea! home for him. En route to the place, he
encounters a mob of strikers at Keswick, a mining settlement, and is forced to knock Big Bill,
the leader, senseless.
Big Bill and his gang follow Lish to Peaceful
Hill and try to pay back the man for old scores.
Maggie, the waitress at the hotel where the
mediator stops, saves Lish by serving him a revolver on a platter just as the mob enters. In
the fight which ensues, the mediator trounces
the
and his
Lish's Maggie
victory
is thestriker
beginning
of agang
love again.
affair between
and himself.
Big Bill is enraged at having been beaten
twice by the mediator and attempts to get him
out of the way so that a shipment of rich ore
may be stolen from a mine next Henley's own.
Bill and his strong-arm crew capture Lish but
he escapes from them in the mountains and returns to camp by the short, if desperately dangerous, route of a log flume.
He arrives In time to thwart the robbers'
plans but is wounded In the combat which follows. Maggie nurses him back to health. The
bully's gang Is rounded up and the mediator
and his bride — Maggie, of course — find peace
with the world at Peaceful Hill.

WORLD

MOVING

PICTURES.

THE HEART OF A HERO (Five Parts—Nov.
6). — During the trying days for the Colonists
just before the declaration of war with England,
Nathan Hale, a splendid young man, conducts
a small school in New London, Conn. In the
midst of his school duties he finds time to fall
In Jove with one of his pupils. Alice Adams.
His affections are reciprocated.
Hale is distinctly revolutionary in his sentiments and urges his pupils on to enthusiasm
for the Colonies and love of Gporge Washington. Guy Fitzroy, a cousin of Alice and an unwelcome suitor for her hand, is an officer in the
British army, and is hated and feared for his
cruelty. Alice joins In the general dislike fo*
"him and spurns his proposal of marriage.
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Hale's schoolhouse Is seized by the Revolutionists for a meeting place, and Hale devotee
bis time to organizing a company from among
the volunteers and instructing them in the art
of war. After twelve monibs of privation and
hard fighting. Hale and his companions are almost exhausted, but they struggle on. For hie
splendid
work,andHale
is honored
withthan
a captain's
commission,
Alice
Is prouder
ever of
her soldier lover.
The crucial point in the war is reached and
the fate of the American nation depends upon
their obtaining intelligence of the methods of
the British. To do this, it is necessary for
some man to act as a spy, and at the risk ot
his lifesecrets.
go into Despite
the enemy's
learn
their
the quarters
plea otandColonel
Knowlton. Alice's guardian, for volunteers, none
of the soldfers respond, until Nathan Hale'a
voice
out, him
"I will
rushes
to her
lover rings
and begs
for go.'*
her Alice
sake to
desist,
but
Hale
camp. Is obdurate and he leaves for the British
In the British
quarters,
Hale's
Identity against
la unsuspected, until in
defending
a woman
a soldier's insult, he attracts to himself the attention of Fitzroy. Fitzroy has a vague recollection of having seen Beacon (as Hale now
calls himself) at some previous date and ha
finally remembers that this Is the schoolmaster
who had won his cousin's love and had spoken
harshly against the king. He feels sure that
Hale Is a spy and endeavors to get him drunk,
believing that then he would reveal hla Identity.
This plan fails, so he sends one of hla lieutenants to Alice's home with a note that Nathan
Hate Is wounded and wishes to see her before
he dies. He then accuses Hale of being a spy
and tells him that his sweetheart has been sent
for and that her recognition and surprise when
she faces him will convict him. Hale thinks
quickly and by a ruse manages to get word to
Alice to be on her guard. Alice pretends she
does not know Hale. Fitzroy Is taken somewhat .
aback but watches the couple from behind a
closed shutter. For a few moments Hale and
Alice talk guardedly. feeling themselves
watched, but at last unable to resist his love,
he seizes her In his arms.
Fitzroy calls "spy," and soldiers rush on the
scene. Overcoming those nearest, Hale seizes
Alice and dashes off on his horse. They are,
however, overtaken by the pursuing soldiers and
Hale Is brought back a prisoner while Alice
continues on to headquarters with the valuable
notes he had made. Hale is condemned as a
spy and sentenced to be hanged.
Through all his Imprisonment he bears himself with a manly nobility that wins for him
even the enemy's love. On the eve before the
execution Alice bids her beloved a last goodby.
.'^t sunrise Nathan Hale Is led to the scene of
the hanging. When asked If he has anything to
Fay for himself, he answers. "I only recret that
1 have but one life to give to my country," and
nobly ascends to his death.
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SEVENTEEN' (Famous Players— Five pflrta
— Nov. 2). — The cast: Lola Pratt (Louise
Huff) ; William Sylvanus Baxter (Tack Plckfordl : May Parcher (Winifred Allenl ; Jane
Baxter (Madge Evans 1 ; George Cooper (Walter Hlers) : Genesis (Dick Lee> ; Johnny Watson (Richard Rosson) ; Joe Bulllt (Julian Dillon! :Mrs. Baxter Helen Lindroth) ; Mr. Baxter
(Anthony Merlo). Directed by Robert G. Vlgnola.
William Sylvanus Baxter, who has reached
the age of seventeen, has deluded himself into
believing that he really ought to shave and has
renounced "women" for all time. But the arrival of Lola Pratt and her toy dng, Flopplt,
reduce him to the final stages of adoration and
Bubjucation.
Having becomes
become conscious
Miss Pratt's
ject slave. William
of abthe
defects of his small sister, Jane, aged ten. who
persists in trying to eat all the apple sauce
and bread In the world, who dresses too scantily
in hot weather to suit his rigorous code — and
who comports herself in a manner that is trying
to a young man In love.
William's first humiliation comes when he
encounters Miss Pratt and Floppit while assisting the hired man. Genesis, to carry home a
sr-cond-hand wash boiler. William flees In
horror. At the first party given hy his old,
and somewhat scorned friend. May Parcher,
in honor of Miss Pratt, William surreptiously
dons his father's dress suit In order to counteract the effect of George Cooper's handsome
new roadster, which seems to have greatly Impressed Miss Pratt. But he is doomed to humiliation by the arrival of Genesis who announceE, that Mr. Baxter, wants William to
bring his clothes back at once.
There is another party at the Parcher's In
anticipation of which Mrs. Baxter has bidden
her husband's dress clothes against the depredations of William. As a result, the youth
finds himself without suitable apparel to wear
and is only relieved by the relenting ot hla
mother.
Butishecompletely
arrives so filled.
late that
Pratt's
dance card
SheMiss
takes
pity
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fight for his country, but Jonn Is lllled with
npprohenHlon. Tht.y cease working on tin* little
liomo they had begun to build, but before
I'rauz leaves with the troops they are married.
As the brief honeymoon passes Joan becomes
nmrt' and more depressed by a senRo oi Impending with
tragedy, and
at length the
band leaves
his regiment.
One young
by one hustbo
other brothers are drafted Into the ranks, until
at last the bride, tbe sister and the mother are
left alone to weep and hope against fear for tbe
return of the loved ones. Then comes news
of a great battle, and with It Information that
Franz has b<eti klllrd. Joan. In her desperation, first thinks only of her bereavement, and
is determined to end her own life as well. But
the aged mother of the dead husband reminds
her of a new duty which confronts ber. A sewing basket tilled with baby garments in the making brings Joan back to a realization of ber responsibility to a child which will be bom,
fatherless. So she sadly takes up tbe thread of
her existence once more.
Meanwhile soldiers are falling by thousands
In the battles, and the military authorltlea conceive the Idea of compelling tbe young, unmarried women to marry soldiers on the eve o!
their departure for the war, so that In the years
to come there may be more soldiers to carry out
tbe Imperial Ideas of power. To Joan, in her
grief-burdened state, tbe idea Is revotlng. Her
old talents for leadership, developed in the
strike, come to the surface, and she goes among
the women, arguing against permitting themselves to be made victims and tools of the ruling

nrot llllnola Cavalry when they rotura from
thu border. Subtitle : Judge K. M. Laodls
dollvers the odlclal npcoch of welcomo.
Denver. Col. — CUUeos turn out In largo numbers to wvlcome Col. Roosovell wben be arrives
hero.
S*in DleRo. Cal.— (Los AnKoles and San FrnncIbco only I — Tbo members of the Womcna
Hugbea Trani-Conttncntal Special receive a
warm welcome wben tbuy arrive In the city.
Subtltlea : Many IbouRand orphans gather In
tbo exposition grounds to bear their addresses.
After the campaign oratory, the autlragettes
seize some Fair pigeons.
New York City.— Many dignitaries attend
services commemorating tbe one hundred and
fiftieth imniversary of tbe founding of tbe
chapel of St. Paul. Subtitle; Tbo Society of
the Sons of the Revolution participate In tbe
ceremonies.
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GLORI.\.\'A
6t.— The
cast:
Glorlana
<Zoe(Five
Rae) Parts—
; ber Nov.
mother
(Virginia
Foltz) ; Dr. Manning (Wm. Canfleld) : Mrs.
Manning (Clarissa Selwyn) ; Dlake Manning
(Gordon Grltntb); Miriam (Irene Hunt) ; her
mother (Mary Talbot t ; h.T father (John J.
Cook). Written and directed by E. Mason Hopper.
Glorlana, a child of the stage, supports her
mother while her father Is in the trenches
, 'somewhere in France."* One day while Glorlana ts giving her performance, a cable Is
handed to the mother Inrormlng ber that tbe
husband and father has been killed. The shock
is moresist. than
woman's
heart from
can tbe
reThere Isthe
a call
for>a weak
physician
audience. Dr. Manning Is the physician who
goe« to tbe aid of the stricken woman. Gtorlana's mother, fatally stricken, begs Dr. Manning to promise that he will see that the little
girl Is protected through life. Tbe doctor
promises and the woman explros. Turning from
the death scene. Dr. Manning discovers that his
little boy, whom be bad taken to tbe show, and
Glorlana have already become friends, and
wben the little boy adds his request that Glorlana may go home with them. Dr. Manning consents. The little girl is Qnally adopted by Dr.
Manning.
Mrs. Manning is not at all pleased wltb the
arrangement, althouKh Glorlnna's ways and
cleverness soon win the woman's heart. Mrs.
Manning is an aristocrat with a hobby for
charitable work, but in foreign countries. She
Is an ardent worker in the cause of suspenders
for FIJI Islanders, but fails to see the need of
aid and clothing for the poor of her own city.
Glorlana has taken much ronccrn in Mrs.
Manning's charity. The child has found plenty
of subjects for her charity, although her deeds
have all been in small measure because of her
limited means. But when, one day. she finds
an especially needy case, she sets about Qndlng
tbe
way.deskHerof course
is to robamount
Mrs. Manning's
writing
a considerable
of money
the woman had collected for her foreign charities.
When the robbery Is dlscoverpd and tbe servants are all called In and questioned or accused.
Glorlana Is moved to compassion. She explains
that the money has been stolen br a man who
has compellpd Glorlana, who witnessed tbe act,
to keep silent under pain of death. This story
sounds vf^ry well, as Glorlana rattles It off.
but in getting down to details the child becomes
entangled in her statements .infl Hnally confesses that she has herself stoKn the money
and Invented the burglar tale. Glorlana tells
that she has spent the monev In charity, basing
her act upon a remark Mrs. Mnnnlne had made
in a speech, and that she thouebt ilie poor who
surrounded her need help mor-^ than the foreieners. Mrs. Manning sees the licht and Glorlana has been the cause of an awakening for the
arlptoemtlc woman with her haughty theories
on charity.
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"WAR BRIDES (November Release) — The
cast: insonJoan
(N'azlmova)
: George
Hutch1: Frani
Chas. Brvant
) ; (Chas
Eric William
Bailey) ; Arno (Richard S. Banhelmess) ;
Amelia, their sister (Nila Mac^ ; their mother
(Gertrude Berkeley): the king (.Alexander K.
Shannon) : Lieutenant Hoffman (Robert Whitworth*: Captain Bragg <Xed Burton); Minna
tTheodora Warfleld) ; a financier (Cbas. Challles).
The story first shows the life of the peasants
of tbe mythical kingdom In which tlie scenes
take place. Tbe poor people bave been oppressed by a grasping owner of a factory, and
in a strike which ensues the workers are led by
Joan. Tbe workers win, and celebrate their
■ victory at a picnic, where Joan meets Franz,
a young farmer, one of four brothers, who live
wltb their widowed mother, and their sister,
Amelia. Franz and Joan become lovers and are
hetrolbed, when tbe shadow of war Is seen on
the horizon of the country.
Franz is eager to

November 18. 1916

WORLD
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This action brings Joan under tbe dlspleaapowers.
ure of the military authorities, and when she
persuades ber sister-in-law, Amelia, not to
become the war bride of the commander in the
village. Lieutenant Hoffman. Joan Is ordered
shot. Wben It is learned that she is to be a
mother, however, the order is rescinded, and
she Is sent to Jail.
In her cell Joan learns that the king is to
pass through the village, and working upon the
sympathies of the woman jailer she escapes and
spreads the news. Mourning has been forbidden by royal edict, but Joan persuades tbe women to disobey, and in deepest black they go
to meet tbe monarch, carrying their babes in
their arms, as a protest against the war. She
promises to deliver a message to the king that
may perhaps bring their loved ones back from
the trenches.
The king approaches, and the women go to
meet him. Without using violence the civil and
military authorities are unable to stem the tide
of distressed humanity, and as women are now
held immune from punishment for purposes of
state the women march on. As they near the
royal entourage the soldiers make a desperate
effort to stop them by threatening to shoot
their leader, Joan. But the fearless woman
darts to where the king Is watching the strange
scene and there delivers a message — her own
message. In her own way. typifying the revolt
of the women of the country against the oppression under which they have suffered.

GREATER

VITAGRAPH.

THE SCARLET RUNNER (Eplsodp No. 8—
•'The Glove and the Ring" — Two Parts — Nov.
20). — Christopher Race, in Italy, after bringing a party there In his car. Scarlet Runner,
meets and becomes quite intimate with the
Marchese Barla. a young man who has been
in love with a young woman, but who has been
turned down because of his falling health.
Since then, Barla has had no desire to live.
Christopher takes a liking to Barla and Is
amused by his story. He suggests that Barla
accompany him on part of the return trip.
knowing that the out-of-door life will benefit
him. The Marchese sees a chance to become fatally ill through exposure to the cold air and
accepts.
On the trip, Barla improves annoytngly, but
Race assures him that It is a mere flash of
life before the end. One evening on a mountainous road, they come across a cart drawn
by two ticles,horses
with anoring
driver.
ara glove and
amongWomen's
them, lead
them to suspect that murder has been committed. Thev follow the horses to a small
farmhouse. After being taken prisoners by the
farmers, Barla and Christopher explain their
position, and learn that tbe mysterious girl
was a shefriend
tbe farmer's
which
was aofpolitical
refugee. country, from
By m^ans of Scarlet Runner, they follow
and catch another anto bearing the girl and
her abductors. A rescue is effected after a
flght, Barla takes the girl and her father
home with him. the girl to pose as bis fiancee.
On his return to England. Christopher receives
a letter from the Marchese. saying that the glr!
wife,
is no longer posing as his fiancee — she la hla
THE PRICE OF FAME (Five parts — Nov.
]3). — The cast ; John Thatcher and , William
Thatcher (Marc Macdermott) ; Constance Preston (Naomi Chllders) ; Met^ (L. Rogers Lytton^ : Mr. Thatcher {Logan Paul) : Mrs. Thatcher (Mary Maurice) ; Butler (Mr. Quinn).
Written and directed by Charles J. Brabln.
They were twins, and the passing years had
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ECLAIR.
THE BAD SAMARITAN (Two parts — Nov.
18). — Tbe cast: File (Fred G. Hearn) ; Simon
Hibler. lawyer ( Hal. Wilson) : Leo Ballinger.
his nephew (Harry Schenck) ; Straw Hat (Llndsey J. Hall) ; Derby (Henry Alrlch) ; Jeff
Brandsford (Xorbert Myles) ; Nona Gunter,
Hibler's ward (Edna Payne).
Fite. a workingman, who has saved money to
send for his wife and daughter, falls in with
a couple of crooks. They decide to rob him.
but upon learning his story they decide not to.
Jeff Brandsford. cowboy and adventurer, has
lost all his money and falls in with Ballinger.
nephew of a rich man who will not advance him
money. Jeff saves Fite from hanging himself
and then he meets Ballinger and they decide to
help Fite out, he having tost all of his money.
Fite gets back his money and some time later,
after working hard, Ballinger returns to his
uncle's
where he claims Nona, his uncle's
ward, ashouse
bis wife.
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IMMEDIATE LEE (American— Five parts—
Nov. 13J. — The cast : Immediate Lee (Frank
Borzagoj ; Beulah (Anna LittleJ ; John Masters
(Chick Morrison) ; Kentucky Hurley (Jack
Richardson.
Immediate Lee. employed on the ranch owned
by one Masters, is discharged by the manager
through the influence of one of his men. who is
in tbe brand blotting game with Masters. Beulah. a dance-hall girl, has attracted the attention of Hurley, a brand blotter, but prefers
Lee. Hurley entraps Lee and cuts his mouth
open with a wide gash, which leaves a permanent scar. Lee vows vengeance and follows
the man all over the country. He at last meets
him face to face, but Hurley is saved by the
intercession of Beulah. He later is killed in a
fierce encounter. The brand blotters are discovered and punished by the aid of Immediate
Lee. and Beulah receives the reward of loyalty
and devotion
by becoming Lee's wife.
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ACCURACY
15 Sales
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— 900 to 4500 per
hour.
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work of three with the
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VOGUE.
LOST. STRAYED OR STOLEN (Two parts—
Nov. 19). — The cast: The butler (Ed Laurie) :
The broker (Arthur Moon) ; The new butler
(Paddy McQulre) : The new broker's wife
(Gypsy Abbott) ; The Chicken (Margaret Templeton).
This is all about a thousand-dollar bank note
that the broker presented to his wife. She
drops it. the butler picks it up and fearing
discovery hides it in a can, which he throws
into the alley. Later the can is tied to a dog's
tail, it comes off and is picked up by a motorist
and the bill drops onto the grass. A little boy
ties it onto the end of his kite, and the kite
breaks off and the bill is left dangling before
the eyes of Paddy, the new butler in the broker's house. The broker has been carrying on
a flirtation with a "chicken," so his wife gets
the new broker to dress up and take her out for
dinner.
wife's for
purse
here
she He
findshasit.theIt broker's
is the reason
her and
attacking the chicken, with '*hom her husband
is dining and then nestling in the broker's
arms.

Pathe Exchange,

Inc.

PATHE
NEWS.
XO. ST— (Oct. 2S).—
Long Branch, N. J. — James W. Gerard,
American Ambassador to Germany, visits President Wilson at Shadow Lawn to report personally the real possibilities of peace in Europe.
Provincetown, Mass. — A new Spanish submarine, built in American shipyards, undergoes
successful trials before being taken abroad.
Sub-titles : Submerging. The crew is made
up of Spanish
sailors.
New York City. — A new floating police station, the first of its kind to be used in the
country, is put in commission to aid In capluring river pirates. Sub-titles : All of the
police boats gather to greet their new companion. Commissioner Woods has also recruited a corps of Junior Police to aid him in
keeping the city's youngsters
from mischief.
The Courtship of Miss Vote. — (Magazine Section).— An Animated Cartoon by Leighton Eudd.
Akron, Ohio. — Tired of waiting until grow
folks offer to take them out for a ride in their
automobiles, little Bob Jones and his sweetheart decide to go autoing in their own car.
Sub-titles: "Gas twenty cents a gallon? Give
me a dime's worth for my car."
Younkers, N. Y. — Trouble between the strlkTHE
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ing carmen and traction companies is not yet
ended, and policemen guard each car as it la
put in operation after a lapse of seven weelcs.
Sub-titles : A dynamite explosion of suspicious
origin also occurs in the New Yorlt City subway,
tearing a big hole in the street.
EI Paso. Texas. — The Elephant Butte Uam,
the largest irrigation project in the world, is
formally dedicated by Mr. A. A. Jones, personal
representative of President Wilson. Sub-titles:
Eight hundred and sixty- two million gallons
of water are now stored in the huge dam, ready
to irrigate the southwestern
fields.
Hoboken. N. J. — Field Artillery regiments also
return from the border as the need for the
full force of the country's National Guard to
protect the boundary line gradually disappears. Sub-titles : Their wagons rumbling
through the streets make Hoboken resemble a
town on the European
battle fronts.
Barcelona, Spain. ^— Charitable women give an
outing to many orphaned children in their
care, who have lost parents and homes in the
remorseless struggle that grips the Old World.
Sub-title : Little do they realize tbe terrible effects of the war on their future career.
New Orleans. La. — (New Orleans only). — Mr.
- rtbur, a local inventor, tries out his new gun
camera, with which he is able to photograph
wild animals at a distance. Sub-title : A successful picture,
PATHE NEWS NO. 88 (Nov. 1).
New York City. — The Freshmen prove too
strong for the Sophomores of the City College
in their annual rush and they capture tbe mucht oveted flag. Subtitles : The Freshmen of New
York University, however, do not fare so sucto submit to a Hallowe'en
ducking by cessfully,
theand have
Sophomores.
Athens, Greece. — Immense crowds favoring
their country's entrance into the war on the
Entente Powers, hold a great demonstration at
the home of ex-Premier Venizelos. Subtitles:
Mr. Venizelos thanks his followers for their
warm support of his cause.
On the Eastern Front. — The Russians have
again taken the offensive in Galicia and large
numbers of new troops are ready for a supreme
effort to clear the enemy off their soil. Subtitles:
The regiment's priest blesses the troops before
they leave for the front. Endless lines of soldiers pass through the city of Nisco on their
way towards the advanced positions of the
Germans.
Most advanced styles in men's smart clothes
for fall and winter. — Subtitles : Correct formal
attire for morning and afternoon wear. Courtesy
of Stein-Bloch Company. A semi-formal overcoat showing the style influence of European
trench warfare. Another adaption of the army
overcoat for the young civilian. A belted back
model
for sport
or informal wear. Courtesy of
Stein-BIoch
Company.
Shellmound, Tenn. — Tourists make a trip
through the picturesque Great Smoky Mountains to explore the wonders of the famous
Nickajack Cave. Subtitles : The entrance of
the cave. Some of the formations of stalactites
and stalagmites which abound in this subterreanean cavern. A backwoodsman waiting patiently for stray game.
Albuquergue. N. M. — Many old-time members
of his famous Rough Rider Division welcome
Colonel Roosevelt when he invades the Southwest in the interests of the Republican campaign. Subtitles: His audience of ranchmen
and cowboys approves his statement that America should not be too proud to fight. He is
presented with bouquets by the Misses Louden,
lieroines of many Mexican raids. His popularity
in Chicago has not waned, as is evidenced by
the tumultuous reception accorded him by thousands of staunch admirers.
West Point. N. Y.— The Plebes of the United
States Military Academy are quick to learn the
Famous West Point marching step as they
drill in their field uniforms.
Salem. 111. — The closing days of the campaign are marked by great activity in both
parties and the Democrats recruit William
Jennings
Bryan : toThe
aid great
the President's
tion. Subtitles
orator still re-elecretains
his
former to
campaign
Empire
State's
delegation
Shadowvigor.
Lawn The
is the
largest
of
the season.
Washington, D. C. — Mrs. Belva Lockwood, the
noted international peace advocate who was the
only woman ever nominated for the Presidency,
celebrates
her eighty-sixth
birthday.
Fort Sheridan. III. — (Chicago only) — Several
thousand people from the Windy City participate in a rousing welcome to. the boys of the
CONDENSER
BREAKAGE
STOPPED
by using the Preddey Mount;
fits any lamp in a moment.
Very simple and rugged.
Pays
for itself In a week. Lasts forever. Get circular.
Positively
stops breaking.
Price $4. 50.
tjsed everywhere. Condenser exninnev back.
W,penses endf-d
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BpUcH lUfk, an ho bi-IIb tilM m-rvlceB for gold,
aud IJkid Scon. Thirv follown a roiuuiicf botwtM'n lilt' two us Bt'tty (hltikM tbut Hha Iovl-^
tho man
\Vlu>n Florlta t. !!» h»r mule tlint hor
lionor doinands that sbi- iiuirry Srott. the I'ouiit
la lurluUN. He asks au txi>luDatloD of Scott and
whpu thi' other refuses lo muko nood tho wrouK
tbut he has done, the (."ouui swears revenge.
Ono dny Thomas gets drunk nnd Insults Bome
natives. As a result he is put In prltton. Hetty
Is much worried when lur futlier does not return
and tells Scott of her f-ar.s. }Io declden that h.'
can KL't her father out and goes to the Count
to demand an explunutiun. The result Is that
the Count lets Thomas rq. but IniprlsoD!) Scott.
Ho hns the American oltlccr put Id the torture
room and whipped. While this is Koing on Dick
comes In and the Count In Kleo shows him tho
torture that Is going on in a. room below. It
so angers Dick to think that nn Aracrlcan cltllen should bo treated this way that be makes
Count
Scott's
the him
pointhold
of
athegun.
He sign
also has
wordreUase
sent toathavo
tbe boat so that he can make his escape, an<l
Slvcs him a note to give to Betty saying what
bo has done.
Dick Is captured and Seott forgets to give the
note to Betty until the boat Is about to sail.
She Is indignant at the thought that they are
Kolng away and leavini? our hero to his fate.
She goes to an American warship that is lyint;
In the harbor, and with the aid of tbe men that
tbey furnish goes to rescue Dick from tbe torture that tbey are putting him through. At last
she realizes that It is Dick whom sbe loves.

RED

MOVING

FILM

Bradley has become wealthy, and Is
happily with his wife and daughter,
Ellen is affianced to Richard Brockton.
ley is anxious for tbe marriage to take

living
Ellen.
Bradplace,

as he might need Brockton's Snancial aid. Bradley is carrying on his buslnes loosely and stakes
his all in a venture which will either mean ruin
or immense wealth
for him.
Orloaf, a hunchback, is Bradley's closest
friend. Roberta obtains a position as bis confidential swreiary and plans to ruin him. Before Bradley's secret commands can be carried out they are common knowledge, and so bis
plans are frustrated. A friendship ripens between Roberta and Orloaf. who lives at the same
apartment house, but he. being a cripple, tbinks
he cannot show his love — and she. being without a name, thinks love is not for her.
Bradley Is carrying on an affair with Christine, who does not know of bis married life.
Roberta discovers this and so tells Christine
about Mrs. Bradley and Ellen, and also telts her
that she is his daugbter. Christine seeks him
out at bis home during tbe progress of a big
ball. Christine causes quite a commotion and
in spite of Bradley's endeavor to make her keep
still she tells everything. -\t this moment the
wharfburned.
and tbe ship — all of Bradley's fortune — ■
are
Later Roberta and Orloaf nie^-t at tbe Mission, where Hoffman's picture of Christ is banging and Roberta realizes huw shallow and selfish Is the havoc she has wroueht. Orloaf tries
to cheer her. tries to bring nut the best that Is
In ber. but when she realizes wh;ii she has done
life holds no charms for her an«l sbe tries to
kill herself after writing a note to Orloaf telling him of ber love for him. This note he reads
and reseats and after reviving Roberta tells ber
of bis love.
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"ARGONAUTS OF CALIFORNIA"
OF '49Masterpiece
ThrillingDAYS
Historical
in 10 Reels
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RIGHTS
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Collection

the i>esi musii: <>i I his kimi
lished. Issued in Three
Series:

Scrambled Eggs for Freshmen. — Sophomorea
at Dental School wtlconn* new class in battle
of eggs. — Pliliadelphla,
Pa.
Villa Still Get-s Arms in U. S. — Machine guns
on jmy to murderous baniUt seized by Federal
Marshal. — Los
Angeles.
Cal.
Here's a Fine Job! — How'd you like to wriggle out of Htrait-jacket while banging by legs

Are You Tired
of playing

Safety FirMt — at Sea. — In new life-saving device, men. women and children dare dangerous
sea. — Sandy Hook. X. J.
Sub-title:
Overboard.
.Make Ilt'cruiting Record. — Takes only fifteen
days to enllBt l.CfOO men for coast artillery regiment.— Los Angeles. Cal. Sub-title: Col. Light
(left)
congratulated
on recruiting
speed.
Music for Lunch. — Guarde
Republicaine,
France's famous band, march to eat with Lord
Mayor. — London,
England.

In

Grafton Publishing Film Company
LOS
STATE

Moys Frolic. — l.OlK) students make
I'nlvt'rslty of Kentucky. — Lexington,

Sub-title:
"Who
said
eaU'.'"
Hatisonpf offer at Wholesale. — Women
join
farmers In annual round-up of rabbits that dcKtroy crops. — Palmdale, Cal, Sub-titles: One
of thi' vlctlniH.
To be sold for charity.

L. A. MOTION
PICTURE CO.

A

pub-

No. 1. No. Z and No. 3.
Piano (24 pages each), 58 cts. (or each series; 51.15 for any two; $1.70 (or all three.
Violin, 40 cts. each; 75 cts. for any two; $1.05
for all three. Cornet, 35 cts. each; 65 cts. any
two; 95 cts. all three. First and second series
parts for Cello, Flute. Clarinet, Trombone and Drums. Practical for Piano alone,
or in combination with any above instruments.
Discounts on orders for four or more parts.
Send for free sample pages.
Note new address.

air?~Chi«ago.
111.
Sub-titlp :
■Going
up."
Tempts Dfath Too Often. — Of the four airmen, who thriik'd thousands at San Francisco
Fair, Pettlrossl is third to be killed. ^La Plata,
Argentina. Sub-titles : With wife, before making flight at fair. Playing with death, he
loops-tue-loop five times. After a fall. Chas.
F. Niles, sole survivor, now in hospital after
fall in Japan.
World s Greatest Guns.— The Pennsylvania,
new U. S. sea terror, is now at first gun practice off Virginia. — Brooklyn Navy Yard, N. Y.
Sub-titles : Giant guns, three to each turret,
can fire in any direction. One salvo from
these monsters could level city, twenty miles
distant. View of mighty dreadnought from
her fighting
top.
Can't Go Fast Enough. — Fifty miles an hour
used to be fast, but it takes nearly 120 miles
now to win. — Sheepsbead Bay Speedway, N. Y.
Sub-titles: "Here he comes, there he goes."
Fighting
for the
lead.
Tbe
winner.
Hughes"
greet
Special
fromBoosters.
East on— Crowd
arrival at
Los Women's
Angeles,
Cartoons
Cal.

by Hy. Mayer.

Mutual Film Corporation

have
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Salvation
Armr.
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HER SU.\ KISSER HERO
(Xov. 17).— The
cast: The boys (Neal Burns and Harry Ham);
the peach (Betty Compson); the lifeguard
(Dave Morris).
Harry and Neal are financially hard pressed
and decide to spend the summer at tbe beach.
They gain employment as clerks at the Seabright Hotel. Days pass and still no pretty
girls tome to the hotel and the boys are getting discouraged. Finally one day a peach
arrives with her mother and at once the boys
attempt
to get in solid.
Neal succeeds in making a date with ber, and
she promises to meet him on the beach in the
afternoon. Here Neal's hopes are wrecked, for
the peach meets the sun-kissed hero of the
beach, the lifeguard, and immdiately she loses
interest in Neal. Harry, although he sees
no chance of winning tbe peach himself, is not
willing to resign in favor of the lifeguard. He
learns that the hero of the beach is married,
and going to his house tells his wife of bis
attentions to the fair sex on the beach. She,
accompanied by her four children, are very
indignant and go with Harry to see her husbands behavior for herself.
Arriving at the beach, Neal frames with an
old fisherman for a false rescue and shows up
the phoney lifeguard, who refuses to go after
the fisherman. Neal makes the rescue and at
once becomes the center of attraction for all
tbe girls.
Harry and the lifeguard's family arrive just
as a fitting climax to tbe day's happenings, and
while the disconsolate guard is taken away by
the wife and numerous progeny, Neal attempts
to force bis attention on Betty, whose interest Is now centered In the half-drowned Joe.
She exists with aim, leaving both her erstwhile
lovers
disconsolate.
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Bleep-druR. American doctor tries It on himself,
lilannlng to hlumber till enil of war. — ^Aritzo,
Italy. Suh-tttlo: Doctors making test on
ekht-nfth
day.

TITLES

English and Foreign
Economical

FEATHER.

THE HERITAGE OF H.VTK t Five Parts— Nov.
1.1>.— Tbe cast : Roberta \ Koberta Wilson) ;
Bradley (William Quinn): Mrs. Bradley (Lillian Concord) ; Ellen (Eileen Sedgwick > ; Richard Brockton (Alfred Wertz) : Christine (Betty
Schade) ; Orloaf (Paul Byron) : Myra (Betty
Hart). Scenario by E. J. Clawson. Produced
by Burton
George.
Bradley, who bad been living with Myra for
some time, w-as also making luve to Florence and
Anally won her consent to ihfir marriage. And
so In poverty and without a name Koberta was
born, and as sbe grew older she watched her
mother die from a broken heart. Within her
grew a desire for revenge upon the man who
was
death.her father and who bad caused her mother's
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MOVING

really in love with Manuel, In spite of his many
faults and in spite of the way in which he bad
treated her. So when she heard Manuel making
a bargain with Liberty to the effect that if she
would go north with him he would betray the
Mexicans and forsake the forces of the revolution, she at once told Alviera.
LIBERTY (Episode No. 13) — "Strife and Sorrow"— (Two parts^Nov. 6). — The episode opens
with Pedro recovering from the wounds that he
received from his automobile accident. He is
bathing them in a stream, while Liberty, who
has been recaptured, is riding towards Manuel's
shack. Lopez's men are reconnoltering and
Manuel and Theresa are eating in their shack.
At the ruins where Bob and his men are being
besieged he is ministering to their wounds when
a spy arrives with information about the whereabouts of Manuel. Liberty, realizing the danger
that Bob and his men are in, agrees to surrender
herself to Manuel if he will let Bob go. This
he agrees to do, and the two of them watch
the Americans go over the hill.
The spectacle of seeing Bob leave overcomes
Liberty her
and toshetheswoons
Manuel's
arms. He
carries
hut andin they
are followed
by
Theresa. Theresa is wild with jealousy, as she
still loves Manuel, in spite of the way that he
has mistreated her. She bursts into the hut and
threatens to shoot Liberty unless she is sent
away. This Manuel refuses to do, and the Mexican girl, in a fit of rage, shoots Manuel. Then
she turns the pistol on herself and ends her
misery.
When the Mexican soldiers enter the hut they
find Liberty standing over the two bodies holding
the smoking pistol in her hand, so she is arrested and taken to Chihuahua to be thrown
Into prison. In the meantime Lopez and his
troops have surrounded Major "Winston and his
men in the desert. The Americans are outnumbered fifty to one. but they put up a plucky
scrap. But the fight goes against them and
the major is wounded. A pit is dug and his
body hidden in it, in the hope that the Mexicans
will not find it. The episode closes as eight
American soldiers, the last of the major's detachment, are standing hack to back as Lopez
and his men draw upon them.
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THE TORMENT (Special release— Nov. 15).—
Before Jack Bronson's father dies he tells his
son the story of his life. It seems that in his
youth he had been rather wild out in a town in
the West and had contracted a disease which
he had transmitted to his son. The mother had
died of a broken heart. Jack forgives his father,
but is heartbroken himself, as it interferes with
his plans. He is engaged to be married to a
girl, yet he can hardly ask her to marry a man
who is damaged goods.
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SUPPLIES
LIBERTY (Episode No. 14 — "A Modern Joan
of Arc"~Two parts — Nov. 13).— At the ^lose oC
the thirteenth episode Liberty and Pedro had
been captured and were on their way to the
prison at Chihuahua. Out on the desert Major
Winston and his men are surrounded by a detachment of Mexicans, who outnumber them
about three to one, hut the Americans decide
that they will fight, as they know that they will
receive scant mercy at the hands of the bloodthirsty villains who are about them. But it Is
not long before numbers begin to tell, and, although the Americans put up a brave fight, they
are getting the worst of it.
All this time Bob and his men have been held
Imprisoned in the ruins on the hill. They have
been fighting to good advantage when the leaders
of the troops that are opposing them decide that
instead of wasting so many troops they will
starve them out. This is very disheartening, as
they have provender for only a few days left.
Then some one makes a great discovery. From
the hill it is possible to see the fight that the
major and bis men are having in trying to come
to their aid. They see the latter's men cut
down and realize that there is not much hope
of assistance.
At last the major himself is wounded. The
handful of his men who are left, feeling that
the game is up and wanting to save their commander, dig a hole and put the major Into it.
They then fix the hole up with bayonets and put
coats over so that he can breathe. When they
are finished they have made a safe retreat. The
remainder of the soldiers are then wiped out by
a charge that is led by Lopez in person.

PICTURE

At last he can stand it no longer and goes to
the doctor. The doctor confirms his worst fears
and tells him that it would be a crime to marry.
But when he tells his sweetheart all this she
laughs and says that she wants him anyway.
The picture ends with the somewhat dubious
happiness of the couple.
LIFE'S MAELSTROM (Two Parts— Nov. 16).—
The cast: John Barclay (Murdock MacQuarrie) ; Myra Barclay (Edythe Sterling) ; Wlllard
Wade (Bud Chase); Walter Reeves (Harry
Ham) ; Herbert Lampson ((3. A. Williams) ;
Fisherman (W. L. Rodgers) ; His Wife (Mrs.
Jay Hunt). Written by Murdock MacQuarrie.
Produced by Jay Hunt.
:Myra is the daughter of old John Barclay,
well known on the stage. A few years before
the opening of the story she had run away from
home with a man whom she had thought that
she loved. But after a few months she realized
that he did not really care for her. But it
was too late to go back, as she was too proud
to ask her father's forgiveness. One day the
police come after her husband and she finds
that the reason that he never stayed at home
was that he was a burglar by profession.
In the town where Barclay Is playing he la
taken sick, but acts in the performance, as there
is no one to take his place. This brings on a
serious Illness that causes the dishandment of
the company, as he is necessary to its existence.
In the meanwhile Myra has reached her last
resources. There is nothing left to pawn and
the landlord wants his rent. She is sick so she
cannot work, and there is nothing left for her
but the streets. She is picked up by a kindly
woman and taken to the hospital. But before
this has happened she has written to her father,
telling him of her plight and asking him to come
to her aid.
■WTien old Barclay has fully recovered from
his illness he sets out to help his daughter, but
finds that she has left her lodgings without
giving a new address. Wnile resting in his
rooming house, thinking of the best course to
follow he hears a typewriter hammering away
and finds that there is a young author writing
a play. Barclay, from the wealth of bis long
experience, gives him advice and gets a manager
to promise to put it on. So the two of them
go to a secluded spot by the seashore to revise
the play.
In the meantime Myra has been discharged
from the hospital, well but penniless. She does
not know what to do. but at last decides to. end
it all. She jumps from the top of a bridge, but
is rescued by some fisherfolk, who take care of
her. But she has lost her memory and cannot
remember anything that has happened. To this
place come old Barclay and his young friend.
When Myra sees her old father her memory
returns and there is a happy reunion. Then
later the news comes that Wade has been killed
in trying to escape and the family is happy in
the knowledge that the only cloud that was
hanging over them has been dispelled.
THE LONG SEARCH (Special releas^Nov.
17). — The long search ends out on the border
with the death of Starlight, an Indian girl. She
was stolen from her cradle by the Indians when
she was oflly a child and her brother, at the
deathbed of his mother, promised to look for
her until he found her, if it took the better part
of his life to accomplish his purpose. True to
his word, he goes to the border and enlists In
the army. One day after a raid on the camp of
some Indians they find an Indian girl who has
been wounded. When he bends down to comfort
her he finds to his surprise that it is his long
lost sister, whom he recognizes by the birth
mark on her arm. The long search is ended at
last as his sister dies in his arms.

GOLD

SEAL.

HONOR THY COUNTRY (Three Parts— Nov.
14).— The cast: Dick Sterrett (Edward Cecil);
Betty Thomas (Neva Gerber) ; Count Del Vaine
fJoseph W. Girard) ; Lieut. Scott (Charles
Perley) ; Florita (Rhea Haines) : Boyd Thomas
(Robert Emmons). Scenario by Alice Von Saxmar.
Produced by Ben Wilson.
Dick Sterrett Is the commander-in-chief of
the forces of Count Del Vaine in a little South
American republic. Lieutenant Scott is an
American naval officer on leave who has been
amusing himself with Florita, the niece of the
ruler. Dick tells Scott that it is dangerous to
trifle with the honor of the girl, but Scott scoffs
at the idea. Boyd Thomas, a wealthy American,
arrives with his daughter, Betty.
The girl de-
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gets
prrHllcameot.
Theuaablo
bucbIb
arouudJack's
ibo ublu
aod Jack la
to KHtbvr
Mcapo
without Jlscloitliig his liloDtUy. After varloua
difficulties with the fountalo. Id irblcta Jack's
rival, aa well as Spike blmseir gots a soaking.
Jack Is draggod forth, where explanatloDs follow aod Jack attoDda the party Id bis ovoralls,
while Spike makes himself solid with tha cook
and likewise eojora a good meal.
A CAPABLE 1*.\DY COOK (Not. 17).— The
cast: Hubby ("Kewple' MorgaD) : his wife
(Belle Bennett) ; Sweedy (Wallace Beery) ; Ice
man (T. Morono). Written by Harry Wulze ;
produced by Wallace Beery.
Hubby
bis wUe'a
cookingandand gets
bo
geea
to can't
the staod
employment
agency
Sweedy as a new cook. They arrive homo and
dlnDer Is about to b« 8er%-ed. Sweedy never
reaches the table. bowevt>r, for her foot slips
and the expected dinner flies away. Sweedy
then starts to clean house, but sooo gets In
wrong by raising clouds of dust.
Sweedy now starts to do more cooking, but
gets a note from tbo Icemun saying be will
meet her on the comer and go for a lark.
Sweedy takes the wife's now gown and goes to
keep the appointment. Hubby discovers the
note, thinks his wife Is false, follows and brings
Sweedy home, where. In the parlor, be protests
against such treatment and declares his love in
hot terms, which Is overheard by the wife. She
steps Id and the astonished husband discovers
his terrible mistake.
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iherv an- many shipmentB of gold that aro all
the time coming throuRh. One day they receive
word that there Is a hlg shlpmout coming. On
the
that is
"Nltro Ned'
and train
his gang,
whobringing
plan tothegetgeld
the Ismoney.
They
see tbo banlt messenger and are about to grab
the tola when ho geU oft at Kolto. The croolia
follow. The flret thing that Nod does Is to "get
In soft" with the daughter of the master. The
station master Is very well pleased, as he does
not llite Jlmmlu. Jlmmie is bounced and the
new man
takes bis place.

All The Players
of prominence in any sized picture can be furnished in»t«ntIy-WIRE US YOUR WANTS
— If you tail to displny the (ace of a popular
player who is appearing at your house, you
are overlookins an opportunity for larger receipts. THE FACE OF A WELL-KNOWN
PLAYER prominently displayed will draw
more money than the mere announcement of
a name.

The croolc now proceeds to get the combination of the safe by means of a looltlng glass.
Kinally tliey doLiii« to rob the safe, but Jimmie
Is on tbo Job and holds them up with a gun.
Then they loik the boy in the safe and plan to
take the whole thing. The express freight is
coming through that morning, so they plant a
lot of dynamite so as to blow the safe Into one
of tbo vacant cars.
The time fuse goes off at the right time and
the sate Is blown Into the car. They proceed
to side-track the car and finally separate It from
the rest of the train. But they fail to take
everything Into account. Soon the car Is running wild and they are powerless to stop It. It
gets to a town and goes through the streets,
much to tbo astonishment of the natives. But
the car cannot be stopped. It dashes over a
cllfl In a whirlwind finish. Jlmmie has just
enough strength left to climb out of the ruins
and capture the crooks and so gains the girl
whom he loves.

REX
THE DIAMOND LURE (Nov. 16).— The cast:
John Morgan (Rex RosclU) ; Lucille Morgan
(Betty Schode) : Frank Wilson (Lloyd Whltlock). Written and produced by John McDermott.
One day while Lucille Is riding through the
park she notices a couple of crooks climbing
Into a machine Just ahead of her and attai'k the owner namod Wilson. Sensing
that something is wrong, she follows them
through the street, and. picking up a couple of
cops, rescues him. Then she takes him to her
borne and he meets her father.
In the days that follow Lucille and Wilson
become fast friends and one night Lucille and
her father are Invited by Wilson to his home.
where be shows tbem a priceless diamond that
he has brought
from Egypt.
%\*biIo necklace
Lucille and
Wilson
are admiring
a beautiful
In
front of a mirror Morgan secrets the famous
diamond in the old-fashioned locket which Lucille had removed. Lucille sees this In the
mirror.
Wilson finds the diamond missing and gives
Morgan three minutes in which to return the
stone. Morgan Is frightened. Lucille quietly
opens the locket, takes out the diamond and
throws it on the floor. When the three minutes
are up Wilson rises to phone the police. His
feet touch something on the floor^it is the diamond— and he begs forgiveness for his rash accusation.
LOST IN BABYLON (Nov. 10).— The cast:
Alan Martin (Mildred K. Wilson) : Nathan Bush
« Malcolm Blevins) ; Katty Lee (Edith Roberts).
Written by Harvey Gates; produced by Millard
K. Wilson.
Katty's aspiring mother has decided that she
shall marry the wealthy bachelor, Nathan Bush,
but Katty is not over enthusiastic. Mrs. Lee
sends Katty to the city to study music for a
year, after which she is to return borne, marry
Bush and lead the village choir. But. arrived
in the city. Katty longs for the bright lights
and all their supposed Joy.
She makes the acquaintance of a young reporter. Alan Martin, and he ask^ to call, thinking that be will have a quiet ev.^nlng with the
little country girl. But he reckoned without his
ho.=it. for Katty had determined that she would
see the sights of the great city.
With the aid of a couple of eirls In the rooming houKo Katty gets "dolled" and Is such a
sight
almost
breath her
away.to
Alan that
turnsshebark
and takes
tries Alan's
:n persuade
tell him if she is without funds. At last they
become very good friends and on their honeymoon they Ko to see Nathan and the choir — go
to see and nothing more.

BISON.
THE SON OF A REBKL CHIEF (Two parts—
Nov. 18).— The cast: Will Dozier (William V.
Mong) ; Elsie Denlng (Nellie Allen) ; Colonel
Dozier (Marc Fenton) ; Old Wesley (Harry HolMong.
den ) . Written and produced by William, V.
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LIBERTY
(Episode
12— "For
Flag"last
—
Two
parts— Oct.
oO). — .Xo.
At the
close the
of the
episode Pedro was about to dash over the cliff
in the auto which he had commandeered. Liberty
was on the road trying to make her escape and
was hiding behind trees and attempting to take
every advantage she could to escape detection.
She thought that she was about to make her
e.scape when she heard the forces of the rebels
approaching. She made a good fight, like the
plucky girl that she was, but the odds were too
great and at last she was taken Into custody
and led back to the insurrecto camp.
Manuel was now in charge of the camp and
as he saw Liberty brought in he thought that at
last his thwarted desires were about to be realized. But Theresa was now In the camp and
was madly Jealous, as she had all aiong been
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Some time later Will is detailed with his comguard. pany in the vicinity of his former home. He
prevails upon his old mammy to give a dinner
for the Northern boys, but as they are making
ready for the feast the Colonel and some of his
troopers arrive. Will discovers his father and
compels him to allow him and his men to escape.
A few weeks after this Will is doing guard
duty and has with hlra the note given by his
father. He is attracted by a noise nearby and
discovers a Southern soldier making notes of
their encampment. He dislikes to shoot the man,
but remembers the message of bis father. He
orders the soldier to halt, and, when he starts
to run, fires. Will follows Into the underbrush,
where he discovers the man, dying — and also
that he has shot his father.
When the war Is over Will returns to his
home to Qnd Elsie and the faithful old servanct)
tending the grave of his father and mother, and
through the efforts of Old Wesley the two youns
people are brought together.

LARGE PICTURES. HAND COLORED,
size 11x14, ail the prominent players, $2.00
per dozen; in aluminum frames, 50c. each.
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Will Dozier and Elsie Denlng are sweethearts
and live in the South. Colonel Dozier, is a strong
sympathizer with the South, while Will, unknown to his father and sweetheart, favors the
cause of the Northern people, his mother's people. When the call comes Will Joins the Northern army and his father and Elsie are heartbroken. Will tries to see his father, but the
latter sends him a note telling him to do whatever his heart says is right. Colonel Dozier
frees the slaves on his plantation, closes the
house and goes to take up his commission with
the Southern army. One of the slaves, Old
Wesley, follows his master and acts as bis body

FACSIMILE OIL PAINTINGS, all sizes,
from $8 to $25 framed. Quotations submitted on any size, framed or unframed.

A MILLION r>OI.L\R SMA.'^M f Two parts—
Nov. 15). — Lucille Is the sweetheart of Jlmmle.
who is her father's assistant. Her father I.* the
station agent at Koko,
an Important
post, aa
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receipt and promises to get the money for
him. But later La Sage suggests that Hugb
help him marry his sister, Eleanor, When
Hugh hesitates. La Sage threatens to show
the IjOOupon,pound
receipt and
to Hugh's
ThereHugh consents,
La Sagecolonel.
is introduced
into the Butterworth home. Hugh confesses
all to Chumley and tells him that La Sage
wants to marry Eleanor. Blink Blunk. La Sages
former chum in prison, comes to Hugh's home
and is helping himself to several pieces of brica-brac when Lord Chumley discovers him. Relieving Blink Blunk of these articles. Chumley
learns that he knows La Sage. Chumley promises Blink Blunk money and protection to learn
La Sage:? hu-tory. When Chumley again meets
La Sage ht- threatens to expose him as an exconvict if he shows the receipt for 200 pounds
to Later,
Hugh's Hugh
colonel.leaves with his company for
South Africa. Chumley tells him to keep quiet
and serve his country — that he will raise the
missing SOO pounds due the widow. Chumley
sells his effects and secures lodgings opposite
the barracks, but he has lost the name and address of the widow and has much trouble in trying to locate her. During Chumley s ab-sence
La Sage tells Eleanor that Chumley has caused
Hugh to gamble away the McGregor fund. Inquiring from the slavey who takes care of his
apartment whether she knows Lieut. Butterworth, Chumley is informed that Eutterworth
gave her mother 200 pounds from the regiment.
Delighted that he has at last located the widow,
he pays her the missing money and secures a
receipt
for 1,000
At Hugh's threatening
home. La
Sage insists
on anpounds.
early marriage,
Eleanor that if she does not consent he will
expose Hugh to his colonel. Eleanor promises
to marry him if he will spare her brother, but
Lord Chumley returns in time to prevent this
sacrifice, bringing with him the widow, who
states that she received l.OOO pounds from Lieut.
Butterworth. La Sage denies this, and produces the receipt for 200 pounds, but Meg. the
widow's daughter, says "that was a wedding
present for Tommy and me." La Sage is taken
oft by detectives, and the last scene leaves
Eleanor in Lord Chumley's embrace.

Universal Film Mlg. Co.
JOKER.
THEIR FIRST ARREST (Nov. 1S>.— The
cast" Sam (William Franey ; Jake (Milburn
Morantii ; Sheriff (Charles Conklin) ; Widow
(Gale Henry); Helen (Lillian Peacock). Story
by Smythe Addison ; produced by W. W. Beaudine.
Sam and Jake have graduated from a correspondence detective school and are anxious to get
to work. Both are in love with Helen, the
sheriff's daughter, but the latter orders them
to leave his daughter alone. While they are
still at the house the sheriff gets a message
from a widow living near by that a burglar is
in the house, and Sam and Jake both scent a
field for action.
The sheriff sets out to capture the crook— and
the two detectives do the same. Meantime the
crook has ransacked the place and the widow is
cringing in terror in one of the rooms. When
the sheriff arrives she does not recognize him
in his makeup, and. mistaking him for the
crook, faints. The crook in an adjoining room
is as frightened as is she.
The widow revives and herself captures tne
crook whom Helen had taken into custody, but
released when Jake and Sam appeared with the
sheriff, whom they declared was the realtoburthe
glar. The widow now marches the crook
station, where the others are putting the sheriff
through the third degree as per the instruction
book. The sheriff removes bis disguise and he
happiand the widow decide that thev can find mother.
ness together, and so Helen wins a new
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VICTOR.
A CASE OF BEANS (Special Release— Nov.
14). — The cast: Mrs. Newlywed (Fritzie Brunette) ; Mr. Newlywed (Jack Prescott) ; the
grocer (Jack Bramall) ; the maid (Jane Bernoudy) ; the ice man (Tom Walshi. Written by
L. V. Jefferson ; produced by Robert Daly.
Mr. and Mrs. Newlywed are almost happy.
They would be really happy if the wife did not
neglect her husband for the sake of her friends.
Hubby gets angry and rebels at his diet of
beans. He fills the bean can with rocks for a
Wifey's friends give her their jewels to put
joke.
in the vault for them, and she hides them in the
bean can until she has time to go to the vault.
The servants find the jewels and think that the
couple are crooks. They set the police on their
trail and then the fun begins. The bride sets
out for the vault with the can of gravel. In
the end the husband is forced to eat the gravel,
so that that part of the jokt- does not turn out
quite as per expected. But the mystery is at
last cleared and the couple are made happy by
the experience.
HER CHANCE (Nov. 19).— The cast: Geoffri-y I Harry Carter) ; Henry (Lee Hill) ; James
Martin (Wilbur Higby) ; Mrs. Martin (Velta
While) : Amy (Lillian Concord) ; Frances (Lois
Wilson). Written by Constance Crawley and
Arthur Meade.
Frances is the poor relation In the household
of the Martins, who are wealthy Americans and
who have social ambitions for their daughter.
They invite Lord Geoffrey to spend the week-end
with them so that they daughter can "get him
on The
the guest
string."arrives and Geoffrey receives the
attention of Amy. while there seems to be a
mutual interest between Henry and Frances.
Frances has been turned out of her room to accommodate Henry and when she finds that she
has forgotten something she goes to his room to
get it. She is seen leaving and accused of
wrong-doing. Henry, however, knows that she
is innocent and gets her address to follow her.
At last Amy succeeds in her plans and becomes engaged to the nobleman. Then Henry
returns with Frances and says that she is Lady
Fairfax, as he is the real lord, Frances is
happyfindandthatAmyher flies
to her
mother's
armslord.
when
she
fiance
is only
a bogus

IMP.
GUILTY (Two Parts — Nov. 17).— The cast:
Ramon (Harry Carey) ; Copeland (E. N. Walleck) : Captain (L. C. Shumway) ; Nedra
(Peggy Coudray) ; Benton (Lee Hill) : Grace
(Edith Johnson); her uncle (Marc Fenton).
Scenario by William Parker ; produced by Henry
McRae.
Ramon Valentine, an author of socialistic tendencies, who is living in the slums to gather
material for a novel, finds himself under suspicion for murder. He has attempted to assist a
poor family who are threatened with eviction
by Copeland, a millionaire tenement house
owner. He gains the enmity of Barns, a detective, who comes to arrest him for the murder,
and only the confession of Joe Pagliano saves
Ramon
from being charged with Copeland's
death.
- Joe tells of murdering Copeland because he
turned a deaf ear to Joe's pleas that his baby
was starving and he could not pay his rent, and
then dies from wounds received in the battle
with Copeland. Ramon assists the Pagliano
family and beroraes
interested
in growing
Nedra, Joe's
eighteen-year-old
daughter.
This
love
is blasted by Jimmy, a slum boy. who has been
acting
as
Ramon's
ferret.
He
says
that
Nedra
is associated with a band of thieves.
Ramon goes that night to see for himsel f .
While
Nedra
is breaking
into a house Ramon

sees a girl being kidnapped.
He recognizes herl
as a girl whose lite he saved in an auto acci- 1
dent.
He battles with the kidnappers,
but is |
outnumbered.
They jmrsue Ramon and the harbor police engage in a running duel as the kidnapi)ers are fleeing with the girl in a motorhoat.
Ramon rescues the girl In the nick of lime. He
learns thai her uncle was attempting to do away
with her so as to come into her property.
Grace recalls Ramon's previous heroism in
saving her life, and it is evident that Ramon has
found some one who is going to become the heroine of his real life novel.
THE THREAD OF LIFE (Special ReleaseTwo Parts — Nov. 10).— The cast: Dr. Carl
Richard (Ben Wilson) ; Lena Peyton (Frances
Nelson). Written by Joseph GoUomb ; produced
Carter has been shot in a quarrel bety Mame
Ben W^ilson.
tween her brother and his pal over some spoils
and is taken to the hospital. There her life is
saved by Dr. Richards, and as he comes to attend her every day, she falls in love with him.
Bui the doctor is engaged to a nurse in the
ward and repulses ail the childish advances that
the little slum girl makes. This 50 angers her
that she gets her brother to promise that he will
put the nurse out of the way.
Mame has the nurse taken to a little house
in the woods, but she has misgivings and when
the doctor comes in she blurts out the whole
affair. He rushes to the scene of the attack
and arrives just in time to save Lena from perishing in the house, which the crooks have fired.
Mame is now happy, as she sees the man whom
Bhe loves happy, and the doctor is happy, as
Lena is soon to become Mrs. Dr. Richards.

POWERS.
MOTOR .MAT AND HIS FLIV (Cartoon Comedy— Nov. IS). — Motor Mat is a new creation
and he will not last very long at the speedy rate
that he is traveling. He buys a flivver from a
mail order contern and after it arrives by parcel post his troubles begin. He starts the thing
and then cannot stop it. He rides past the policeman and does a million things that he should
not do. and at last the motor gives out. But
this does not discourage him, and he gets a
little squirrel to be his engine. In order to
make the creature go. he hangs a little nut In
front of it. To reverse, he merely changes the
side on which the nut is hanging. The picture
ends, however, when he tumbles from a clitT,
and that is the end of his tale.
The second half of this film gives some more
of the incomparable scenery that Dr. Dorsey has
taken for the Universal program.

NESTOR.
KNIGHTS OF THE BATHTUB (Nov. 13).—
The cast: Jack Dawson (Eddie Lyons);
Thomas Dawson (Fred Gamble) ; Alice (Priscilla Dean » : Spike O'Brien (Lee Moran). Scenario by Charles J. Wilson ; produced by L. W.
Chaudet.
Jack returns from college and is told by his
father that he is going to start him in business
as his partner. Early the next morning Jack
reports for work and finds that he is to learn
the game from the ground up. and is accordingly
made apprentice to the boss plumber. While on
the first job he learns the art of loafing, and on
returning to the shop is called up by his girl,
who invites him to an afternoon reception. He
agrees to come, but Spike forces him to stick to
the job.
At the girl's home a miniature fountain,
which has been arranged on the dining room
table, fails to work, and the butler sends for the
plumber. Spike and Jack are assigned to the
job. Jack is compelled to crawl under the table,
while Spike turns the water on in the kitchen,
where he gets to flirting with the cook and for-
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Gato ^ooIl tutches her. At tho shrine In tho
niuunlalnH thi-y plight Iholr troth and Gato
Giuseppe.
nuirches homo to Introduce his wifc-to-bo to

General Film Company
ESSANAY.
NOT l\ TIU:: NKWS iTwo I'/.ns Nov U\.—
The cast: Kalth Marklutm iMarKuerlto Clayton) ; Elliot Dextvr
(Syiln.-y Aiiisworth).
Klllot Dextor and his iirothrr are released
from prison, tho former vowing to lead a
decent life, the latter determlnotl to mnkc society pay. Elliot rises rapli^llv in a bank, marries Kalth Markham. Sh*- Is told the secret
of his past. At forty -flvo ho finds himself
president of a bank. His brother has mntlnued
his life of crime. He discovers Elliot In his
exalted position and frightens Fatth into payInc him money for his silence. When she has
exhnusltMl her private account, to save her
husband worry, the brother breaks Into tbo
house to fnn-e her to give him money. In the
darkness Elliot shoots him as a. burglar. H«
Is exonerated, and the reporters never learn
the real story.
CANIMATISD NOOZ PICTORIAL. Xo. 19
(Nov. 15). — As usual the Canlmated Nooj Is
on the }ob when the thing happens and not
after It's all over. Thus, tlip earthquake in
Turkey Is filmed. The earrhs quiver was discovered to have been caused hy La Dellc Fatemma rehearsing her vau'levillo act. Wive«
oi policemen are shown taking the examination for places on the force. This consists
proving they are handier with their flsts than
their husbands. Travel pictures include a trip
through Sardine Canyon. Carl Kickoft shows
how to kirk a football. In the educational section. (")lh*T
aremnko^
shown.
Lak.^half
Tahoe.
California,
andfeatures
vicinity,
up the
reel
of scenic.

SELIG.
SKI.in-TRIBI'NE. No. St; (Oct. 20).
Brooklyn. N. Y. — The super-dreadnought
Arizona, one of the two most powreful battleships in the world. Is formally placed In commission.
Boston. Mass. — Battery A. First Massachusetts
Field Artillery, returns homo after a long
summer's grind on the border.
San Jose. Cal. — The canine aristocracy of
this section lead their owners on a parade of
Insprction at the annual dog show.
Albany. X. Y. — Holding a public reception
from an observation car. forms a strenuous part
of the Pre.-^ident'B brief visit in this city.
Chicago. 111. — Enthusiastic crowds greet the
President on his arrival here.
Oakland. Cal. — As a forerunner of the $50.OOO.WM) .shipbuilding boom whirh has hit this
city,
of the
".ooo-ton turbine ship
Capto theIs launching
made a gala
occasion.
New York. N. Y. — Prominent wnnion, headed
by Mrs. Amos Pinchot. open n Ffr>'t stumping
campaign
in behalf of Pre^i'l'iit \\'ilsnn.
Bridgeport. Conn. — Fighting the flames for
the benefit of sick and injured firemen, furnish
plenty of thrills to the Inmates of the Hotel
Ban Johnson.
SELIC, TRIBUNE.
No. ST (Oct. ;^01.—
New Haven, Conn, — In commtmeration of the
two hundredth anniversary of Xhf founding of
Yale College, a pageant Is helrl in which 0.000
men, women and children participate.
San Francisco, Cal. — The arrival of the
Hughes
Women's by
Special
this city
Is made
moro interesting
the In
Wilyon
women,
who
start counter demonstrations along the Hughes
line of march up Market street.
Chicago. III. — While retumiae: from charity
work, two men and two women met death with
tragic swiftness, when their auto leaped through
the open Twelfth street bridge, into the river,
thirty feet below,
San Diego, Cal. — Ten thousand per^ions hear
Miss Maud Howe deny the existence of any real
basis for the designation of the Hughes
women's train as a "billion dollar special."
Media
Pa.— The
Rose
Tree
Fox
Hunting

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS

(D
ta]
O
«
ai
a.

Club members bold their annual Autumn n)>H<i.
which affords many tense moments to the many
sodt'ty folk who crowded the grounds.
Fort Shcriden, III. — Shivering troopers, with
shivering mounts, fresh from the blistering atmosphere of Texas, are greeted with cold breezes
from off Lake Michigan on their arrival home.
Fashion in Furs.— These two t-xcellent examples of the furrier's art have Dame FashIon's seal oT approval
this season.
THE TEMITATION OF ADAM (Three Parts
—Nov. i;j). — The cast: Rose Addison( Kathlyn
Williams) ; Adam Cavanaugh (Guy Oliver) :
iiorothy Blaine (Eugenie Hesserer) ; Dony
(Vivian Ri«d); Homer Forrest (Charles West):
tho banker (Al. W. Pllson) ; J. J, Strong
(Frank
Clark),
Written by Louis V. Jefferson. Directed by
Al. Green.
Adam Cavanaugh becomes a theological student, and iK about ready to take orders when
he falls in love with Dorothy Blaine, and
marries hor. Dorothy, a splendid wife. Is ambitious for her Inhusband's
success.
helps
him to advance
the business
world, She
and Adam
comes to love money, and substitutes the worship of Mammon
for the worship of the Cross.
In time he bcconirs unscrupulous in a matter
in which Dolly,
he makes
daughter.
is readymoney.
to make Cavanaugh's
her social
debut, and Adam puts over a crooked deal to
make the money he ne«'ds for the occasion. In
order to do this, he ruins a business associate.
Honit-r Forrest, who has a beautiful and resourceful wife. Rose, Homer Forrest's wife,
learns the story of his financial wreck and
vows to wrt'ck vengeance and humiliation upon
fall.
the man who has led to her husband's downRose plays the siren, leads Cavanaugh away
from his wife, breaks up his home, and finally
causes him to confess with his own lips that
he was guilty of the crime for which her
husband had been incarcerated. When he makes
his confession, his wife, daughter and other
witnesses are in another room. A dictograph
is utilized, causing the man's words to be Plainly heard. .\?: ho is led away to prison, he
blames his wife because she taught him to worship money as against the worship of the
Cross.
THE GIRL DETECTIVE (Nov. 18) .—The
cast: Norman Kirkland (Robyn Adair); Otto
Taylor (Leo. D. Maloney) ; Robert Blake (E.
.T. Erady) : Mae Sayler (Eugenie Forde) ;
Rhoda Davis (Virginia Kirtley). Written by
Wm. Alfred Corey. Produced by Burton L.
King.
Norman Kirkland is paymaster of a large
mining company, and Otto Taylnr is his assistant. On pay day temptation comes to the assistant, and his temptation is too great to
be overcome. Taylor abstracts money, and
then to avoid what seems to be certain detection, puts the monev in the wrong coat, and
accuses Kirkland of theft. Taken to police
headquarters, Kirkland is searched and the
money Is found on his person.
Rhoda Davis, a detective, believing that all
is not as It should be, asks to be assigned to
the case. She secures the handkerchief in
which the money had been wrapped, and visits
several laundries in an endeavor to confirm her
theory. Finally shn finds the laundry mark
which shows the namp of Otto Taylor, and the
handkerchief is identified as hi-'^. Thus is the
real criminal
made
to cjnfess his crime.

BIOGRAPH.
NEAR TO EARTH (Nov. 1."). -The cast: The
husband (Lionel Barrymore) : ^he wife (Gertrude Bambrick); the husband's brother (Robert
Harron) ; Sandro
(Walter
Miller).
Two brothers, Gato and Giuseppe, run a
truck farm in tho West. Gato has become
tired of a bachelor's life, so seeks Marie, the
fishermaid. Marie, at the beach sees him coming down and beckons to him. He no sooner
reachos
her when
she runs away.
However.

Five Thousand
Ten Thousand
Fifteen Thousand
Twenty-five
Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

$1.25
2.50
3.75
5.50
7.50
10.00

Some time after Gato Is a settled married
man and a busy one. So absorbed la he In his
money-making that he falls to kiss Marie and
to show her other tokens of affection she seems
to long for and demand. Gato, though he may
soom to hi' inclined to be domineering, Intends
to hand over to Marie all the money he makes,
so that both he and she may return to Italy.
Mario, however, can only feel incensed at his
apparent neglect. Then Sandro. tho wanderer,
comos Into their life, obtains a Job as farm hand
on Gato's farm. Unconsciously, he feels the
unrest In Marie's heart and ho attempts to
take advantage of it on the way to work on
tho following day. She closes the door in his
face. Some days later Gato receives a big
price for his land from i»rospectors, who are
Sent out by a new raiiroail, which Is to pass
through that region. He concludes to wait until the doal is settled before surprising bis
wife with the good news. He sets out to
town with his friend Phlllppo to close the deal.
It Is then that Sandro asks Marie again to
go with him. At first she refuses half-heartedly. Then hi* threatens to throw himself over
the embankmont and end it all if she will not
leave, and he proves to her the truth of his
assertion by running ovpr to the cliffs. He l3
about to throw himself over the cliff when Marie
stops him and assents
to his demands.
Meanwhile. Gato In town, has received tho
money and has purchased much finery for his
wife, Giuseppe, the younger brother, finds tho
note which Marie has left : "Gato — You no
longer showconcludes
me love. to
I gofollow
with Sandro.—
Marie."
Giuseppe
and avenge
his
brother and bring back the weak and fickle
Marie. In the little shrine where Marie and
Gato plighted their troth and swore eternal
vows, he finds them. The sight of the shrina
is enough for Marie, for it brings back with
overwhelming force the sacred vows she had
sworn to Gato. Besides, Sandro has shown
his true character by compelling her to carry
the pack. She welcomes Giuseppe with outstret -bed arms, but her joy soon turns to terror
for the two men clinch in a desperate struggle
and soon Sandro was rolling down the rocky
embankment on the beach below. No harm,
however, came to Sandro, for picking himself
up, he walked off a sadder but wiser man.
Giuseppe took Marie home. Outside she
paused in fear. Gato had returned home, his
surprise complete. A new hat lav upon the
table. Bundles were strewn upon the floor, but
nowhere about could he find Marie. She slunk
down upon the steps, but at last Giuseppe prevailed upon her to enter. He pushed her gently
through the door, where she faced her lord.
After reading the note, which she had left, Gato
could think of only one explanation, "You have
ruined our lives forever," he cried. "There
can be no other way than death to wipe out
disgrace." In his rage he began to choke
her, but she. taking the stiletto from the table,
begged death by that rather than at his hands.
As the dagger descended, he suddenly let it fall,
for his strong love for his wife surged to the
surface. As his brother retired. Gato brought
forth the presents he had purchased her, and
told her of his luck.
LORD CHUMLEY (Three Parts— Nov. 15). —
The cast: Eleanor Butterworth fLiUian Gish) ;
Lord Chumley (Henrv Walthall): Lieut. Butterworth (Walter Miller) : Gasper La Sage
(Charles H, Mailes); Tommy Tucker (Gus. PIxleyl ; Me:?
McGregor
(Helen
Hart).
La Sage and Blink Blunk having served their
term in prison ar^ released, and some years later we find La Sage the proprietor of a gambling
house in London. Lieut. Butterworth invites
Lord Chumley to his father's country home for
the season. Chumley accepts the Invitation, for
he Is in love with Hugh's sister, Eleanor. Hugh
has been selected to deliver 1.000 pounds, collected for the widow McGregor. La Sage Is
aware of this, and meeting Hugh at the club,
entices him to his gambling place. Hero La
Sage and his friends drug Hugh and rob him
of ROO pounds.
The next morning, having recovered from the
effects of the drug. Hugh goes directly to the
home of the widow, and taking the money from
the envelope is surprised to find that there is
only 200 pounds. He delivers the 200 pounds
to her and receives a receipt for It. In desperation he appeals
to La Sage,, who
takes the

Tour nwn special Ticket, any rrlntlns. any colore, accurately mimt)ered: everv roll (njarantoed. Coupon tickets for
Prize DrawlnRS, 5.000 $2 50. Prompl shipments. Cash with
the order Get the aamrles. Rend diaRram for Resened
Scat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated. Stock tickets 5,000
to 25.000 fifteen cents per thousand, 50,000 ten cents. 100.000
nlna cents-

NATIONAL TICKET
Shamokin,
Pa.

CO.
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Important Announcement To Film Manufacturing Companies

Arctic Cky wa» bnilt for the acconunodadon of the Motion Picture Trade.
All Picture Companies invited to visit
Gty when desiring to make Western, Northwestern and Alaskan Pictures.
Buildings erected to suit any picture purpose fore
pany's desiring them.

Scenery unsurpassed.

For temu apply to,

AFTER twenty-five years' experience in the
"GREAT NORTHWEST" as guide, mail
carrier, and with trading' companies, and
six years' experience as technical director for a
number of the companies. Caribou Bill Cooper has
utilized his extensive knowledge of conditions and
keen conception of scenic eflfects and built an
"ARCTIC CITY" in a romantic gorge near Port
Henry, N. Y., on the shore of Lake Champlain.
It is beautiful for situation and resources, with
wonderful scenery of the Champlain Valley, magnificent mountain views, rivers and lakes, also
iron mines and furnaces. This spot is a genuine
boon to film companies desiring proper setting for
plays laid in the Northwest or Arctic regions, and
is also suited for western pictures as well.
Among its many advantages, we make special
mention that Mr. Cooper has the only real Alaskan
Huskie sledge dogs this side of the Rockies —
Inspection Invited.

CARIBOU

"CARIBOU"

BILL, Port Henry, N. Y.

thirty of these dogs trained to the business with
the real Alaskan Sledges. He also has a number
of western saddle horses educated to clifl:-jumping
or any other desired feats on land or water.
Arrangements have been made with all the local
merchants to carry all necessary clothing and supplies needed. Professional and extra people competent to take parts can be supplied if desired.
The following companies have tested this wonderful city and its surroundings ; some of them
have returned several times : Solax, Popular
Players. Vitagraph, Equitable, Edison, Peerless,
B. F. Rolfe, Metro, Famous Players, Fox, and
others.
Mr. Cooper has made arrangements for conveyances for local work and, taking advantage of
the nearby beauty spots, which abound in this
section. No locality can equal this for film companies. For the benefit of visiting companies there
have been extensive improvements since last year.

Only seven hours from New York on the D. & H R. R.
For further information, address:

BILL, PORT

HENRY, N. Y.
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Universal Film Mfg. Company.

1072, 1074, 1076, 1078.)

Mutual Film Corporation.
Serial No.

SVND.W.
.IIOVEMBER
12, l»ie.
VICTOR — Any Old Dukcll Do (Comedy)
LAEMMLE — Shadows
of Suspicion
(Drama)
L-KO — No release tills day.
SPECIAL
BIG
U — Tile Powder
Trail
(Two
partsDrama)
8PECI.4I,
FOR
WEEK
OF NOVEMBER
12, 101«.
UNIVERSAL.
SPECIAL — Liberty No. 14. "A Modern
Joan of Arc"
(Two parts — Drama)
HOXD.4Y,
NOVEMDER
IS, 1018.
RED FEATHER — The Heritage of Hate (Five parts
— Drama)
NESTOR — Knights of the Bath Tub (Comedy)
TCESD.VY.
NOVEMBER
14. 1010.
UNIVERSAL SPECIAI^Honor Thy Country
(Three
parts — Drama)
VICTOR — No release
this day.
VICTOR— A Case of Beans (Comedy)
(Special)

«1»17

NOVEMBER

06161
06161-62

NOVEMBER

Guardian

01919
01920
01921
01922
01923
01924
01924

Angel

13,

1916.

(Two

parts —

MUTUAL
STAR PRODUCTION— Peck o' Pickles
(American — Five
parts — Drama)
(No. 152)

GAUMONT — Mutual

OigH

NOVEMBER

Tours

of the

WEDNESDAY,

14,

World

lOIO.

(Travel)..

NOVEMBER

15, 1016.

MUTUAL
WEEKLY— Number
(is (Topical)
GAUMONT — See America
First No. 62 (Scenic)
— Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon-Comedy) ....

THURSD.\Y',

06166

NOVETMBGR

06167
05H8
06168

16, 1916.

MUTUAL — Film d'Art
(Three parts — Drama)
05169-70-71-72
MUTUAL MASTBRPICTURE
DE LUXE— Immediate
Lee (American — Five Parts — Dr.) (No. 153)....

91986
0192«
01927

10.

01929

Hero

SATURDAY,
ECLAIR — The

01930
01931
01932

NOVEMBER

Sun-Kissed

Bad

1016.

oei7s

NOVEMBER

Samaritan

SUND.4V,

17,

(Comedy)

(Two

18, 1016.

parts — Drama)

NOVEMBER

19,

0B174-7t

1916.

VOGUE. — Lost. Strayed Or Stolen (Two parts — Com.)
GAUMONT — Reel Life No. 29 (Mutual Film Mag.)..

06176-7T
06178

1016.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL — Liberty No. 15, "The Flag "t
Truce"
(Two
parts — Drama)
MOND.IY',
NOVEMBER
20, IS16.
FEATHER — The
Devil's
Bondwoman
(Five
parts — Drama)
NESTOR — How Do Tou Feel? (Comedy)
RED

TDESD.IY, NOVEMBER 21, 1916.
GOLD SEAL — The Woman
He Feared
(Three parts
—Drama)
VICTOR — No release this day.
VICTOR — Felix Gets in Wrong (Comedy — Special) . .
YVEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER
22, 1916.
IMP — When He Came Back
(Drama)
L-KO — Where Is My Wife? (Two part.s— Comedy) .. .
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY- No. 47 (Top).
THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER
23. 1916.
LAEMMLE — The Emerald Pin (Two parts — Drama).
BIG U — No release this day.
POWERS — Irma in Wonderland (Comedy-Drama) . . .
BIG U — Accusing Evidence
(Drama— Special)
PRID.VV,
NOVEMBER
24, 1916.
IMP — Circumstantial Guilt
iTwo parts — Drama)....
UNIVERSAL
SCREEN
MAGAZINE — Issue
1
NESTOR— Married a Year
(Comedy)
.S.VTITID.VY'. NOVEMBER
25, 1016.
BISON — The Lost Lode
(Two parts — Drama)
LAEMMLE — No release this day.
JOKER — ..\ Janitor's Vendetta
(Comedy)
LAEMMLE — Her Message to Heaven
(Drama)

FRIDAY,
CUB — Her

01981

Sl'.XDAV,
NOVEMBER
II). lOIfl.
REX— Lost in Babylon
(Drama)
IMP — No release this day.
VICTOR — Her Chance
(Comedy-Drama)
IMP — The Thread of Life (Two parts — Dr. — Special)
OF

MUTUAL — His
Drama)

TUESDAY,

SATl'RD.lY,
NOVEMBER
18, 1016.
BISON — The
Son
of a Rebel
Chief
(Two
parts —
Drama)
LAEMMLE — No release
this day.
JOKER — Their
First Arrest
(Comedy)

WEEK

MONDAY',

01916
0191«

FRID.\Y', NOVEMBER
17, ISIS.
MP — Guilty
(Two
parts — Drama)
REX — No
release
this day.
NESTOR— A Capable Lady
Cook
(Comedy)
BIG U — The Long Search
(Drama)
(Special)

FOR

Serial No.
SUNDAY', NOVEMBER
12, 1916.
VOGUE — Picture Pirates
(Two parts— Comedy)
OAUMONT — Reel Life No. 28 (Mutual Film Mag.)..

01913

01933

■WEDNESDAY.
NOVEMBER
15, 1918.
LAEMMLE — No release this day.
L-KO — A Million
Dollar Smash
(Two parts — Com.)
UNIVERSAL
ANIMATED
WEEKLY— No. 46 (top.)
BIG U— The Torment (Drama)
(Special)
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1916.
REX— The
Diamond
Lure
(Drama)
BIG U — Life's Maelstrom
(Two
parts — Drama)
POWERS — Motor Mat and His Fiiv (Cartoon-Com.)
— Modernizing
Ceylon
(Educational)

SPECIAL

01911
01912

MOND.W,
01952

01934
01936

01936

TUESDAY.
GAUMONT — Mutual
(Travel)

01937
01938
01939
01S40

NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER

Tours

01942
01943
01914
01945
01946
01947
01948
01949

1016.

AVEDNESDAY',

21,

'Round

the

NOVEMBER

06179-tO

1016.
World

22, 1916.

MUTUAL
WEEKLY — Number
99 (Topical)
GAUMONT— See America
First No. 63 (Scenic)....
— Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon-Comedy) . . .
THURSDAY,

01941

20,

MUTUAL — The False Clew (Two parts — Drama) ....
MUTUAL
MASTERPICTURE
DB
LUXE — No.
154
(Title to be announced later)

NOVEMBER

06182
06183
06183

23, 1916.

GAUMONT— The
Detective's
Head
(No.
1 of
the
"\'ampires")
(Three
parts— Drama)
05184-86-86
MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION — Lone Star (American— Five parts — Drama)
(No. 166)
FRIDAY,
CUB — Jerry's

Double

N0V»;MBER
Header

S.^TURD.IV,

24.

1016.

(Comedy)
NOVEMBER

MUTUAL — Title to be announced
later
NOVELTY — An A"tul Dodge
(Comedy)

06187
25,

1916.
06188
06189
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General Film Company.

1072, 1074, 1076, 1078.)

General Film Company.

Current Releases.

Advance Releases.
(Serial No.)

MDMIVl,

NOVEMIIKR

13,

MOND.w, .vovEMiiEit :;:(>, luio.

1910.

SELIG — The
Temptaiiun
of Adam
(Three
parts —
Drama)
21398-99-400
VIT.\GRArH — The Second Story Ringer (Comedy)..
21401
SEI.Ii; — The ScliK-Tribune
No. 91, 1916 (Topical)... 21402
BIi.";R.\PH — Near to Karth (Drama)
(Biograph-ReIssue No. 97)
21403
TUESD.VV,

NOVEMBER

ESS.VNAY — Not in the News
KAI.KM — The New Salesman
WED\ESD.1V.

NOVEMBER

VIM — Pipe Dream's

NOVBMBKK
No. 92. 1916

21404-05
21406

III, lOKI.
(Topical)

ESSANAY — Unto

FE.ATURE

NOVEMBER

XI, lUin.

(Two

parts — Drama).

Water

Bravery

(Two

parts — Drama)

NOVE.HBER

2",

(Biograph-

I»1G.

(Comedy).

COMEDY— Title

to be

announced

later.

K.XLEM — The Fight tor Paradise Valley
(No. 16 of
from
'Frisco")
(Two
parts — Drama).
THIRSD.VV, .\OVE.UBEH 23, I01«.
21414
21415

SELIC; — The Selig-Tribune
VIM— Mothers

NOVE.MBER

(Topical).

(Comedy).

WEDNESD.W,

VIM

93, 1910

the Least of These

K.A.LEM— Rival Fakers

ESS.VNAY — Some

No.

(Comedy).

l!IOGR.\PH — Oil and
Reissue No. 99).

15, lOlS.

Child

No.

94, 1916

the

"Girl

(Topical).

(Comedy).

IT, 1010.

K.NirKRRH<X"KER
ST.\R
FEATURE — Target
of
Dreams
(Two parts — Drama)...
K.VI.RM — The Rogue's Pawn (No. 5 of "Grant, Police
Reporter" — Drama)
VIT.VGR.VPH — The Luck of Jane
(Comedy)
VIM— ':.>.iil and Proper
(Comedy)
M.VTtlRDAV,

Selig-Trlbune

lilOGRAPH — Fish

TUESDAY,

(Comedy)

FRID.W,

SELIG — The

14, 1916.

(T»-o parts — Drama).
(Comedy)

ESS.\N.\T — Canlmated Nooz Pictorial No. 19 (Cartoon-Comedy)
Vm
FEATURE COMEDY— His Wedding Promise
(Comedy)
KALEM — The Mystery of the Brass Bound Chest (No.
15 of ■■Ttie Girl From 'Frisco'*) (Two parts — Dr.)
BTOGRAPH — Lord Chumley (Three parts — Drama)
c Biosr^iph-Reissue No. 9S)
2
THl'RSD.VV,
SELIG— The Sellg-Tribune

SELIC; — The Sheriff's Blunder (Two parts — Drama).
VITAGRAPH— The Fasters (Comedy).

NOVEMBER

21416-17
21418
21419
21420

l.S. MIDI.

ESSAN.W— His Moral Code (Three parts — Drama). .21421-22-23
Who
Went
Sane
(Three
VITAGR.XPH — The Man
irts — Drama) (Broadway Star Feature)
21424-25-26
K-VLEM — The
Runaway
Sleeper
(No.
106
of the
"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series)
(Drama)..
21427
SELIG— The Girl Detective (Drama) .
2H2S

FRID.W, NOVEMBER 24, 1111(1.
— Drama).
KNICKERBOCKER ST.\R FEATURE— Twin Souls

(Three parts

K.\LEM — The House of Three Deuces
(No. 6 of "Grant,
Reporter")
(Drama).
VITAGRAPH — Justice a La Carte (Comedy).
VIM — Money Made Men
(Comedy).

Polici

S.VTIRD.VV, NOVE.MBER 23, 1916.
ESSANAY — The Border Line (Three parts — Drama).
K.\LEM — The Forgotten Train Order (No.
of Helen" Railroad Series)
(Drama).
SELIG — Hedge of Hearts Desire (Comedy).

107

of the

"Hazards

COMPLETE AND ACCURATE LISTS of Regular Program and Feature Pictures Can Always Be Obtained from the Pages of the Moving Picture World. These are Published Two Weeks in Advance of Release Days to Enable Exhibitors to Arrange Their Coming Programs. The
Stories of the Pictures in Most Cases are Published on a Like Schedule. Each Synopsis is Headed by a Cast, the Players' Names
Parenthesis.
Lay Out Your Entertainment
From
the Information in the Moving Picture World and You Will Not Go Wrong.

THE

BOX

OFFICE

THE WAGES
IN THREE

PARTS

produced by
BIOGRAPH
COMPANY

Being in

FEATURE

OF SIN
RELEASED NOV.
through
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Only One William Shakespeare
Only
Only
Only
Only
Only

One
One
One
One
One

Sarah Bernhardt
Harry Lauder
Adelini Patti
Mary Pickford
Charlie Chaplin

Only One^Yes—Only One

MOVING

FOP.

THE

PICTURE PAPER

BUSY

THEATER

MANAGER.

Only one that gives complete Dependable Reviews and Short Helpful Comments by its own staff on all the film releases and feature
productions weekly.
Its departments on Advertising for Exhibitors and Projection are alone worth much
more than the small yearly suscription price.
We give more nevv^s than all others of Exhibitors' Organizations and activities all
over the states.
Our release dates and
program information
is complete and up to
date.
^
""

_
^^^ ^
"

17 Madison Ave., N. Y. City
SchHIer Bldg.

Haas Bldg.

Chicago, III.

Los Angeles, Cal.
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THE

New Manitoba Amusement Co.
Wlnnlpt'K, Mtin.^ — TUv Manltobii Aimiscment Company has Just beon formed, with
the folluwlnK nuinec) iis Incorporatora:
W. B. Lawrence. Mrs. Lawrence, Gordon
T. Howden. Walter Fogg, and Bruce Campbell.

Name in Letters of Flowers.
Vancouver, R C. — A delightful innovation has been used on several occasions
recently by Manager J. R. Muir. of the
Dominion theater. Instead of the usual
painted banner across the front of the
lobby, bearing the name of the star or the
play. Mr. Mulr has displayed the name of
the star in letters of flowers, supported
at top and bottom by a flower border.
The wire base for this benutiful form of
banPff
is vt-ry easily ci>iisti ucIlmI.

MOVING
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with

Diplomacy

Managers and Have Sincere Talk on the
Question of Wages — Robert Foster S peaks for the Local Union and Persuades
Owners that Increase in Pay Is Need ed.

Vancouver

Picture Operators Meet with

By E. C. Thomas. 821 Rogers
VANCOUVER, B. C— A meeting of importance to the movtii>? picture operators of this city was held recently at
the Rex theater, and attended by a majority of the local managers, as well as
by several members of Vancouver Local
No. 348, I-A-T-S-E. The conference was
held for to bring about certain changes
desired by the operators, including a
hitiher scale of waecs.

''Battle
of Somme" Banned
byEnoughVancouver
Fear That Western Canadian Citizens Haven't
Stomachs
to Enlist After

Seeing the Horrors of Real War.
to many hundred feet the Famous Players
VANCOUVER. B. C— "The Battle of the
ofDclals are unwilling to have the cuts
Somnu'."
British
epic
which has the
been oftlclal
acclaimed
as thefilm
greatest
made. If It becomes necessary, however,
war picture ever taken, has met the usual
this will be done, and the film exhibited
fate at the hands of the British Columbia
in its shortened form, as It Is considered
board of censors.
It has been condemned.
of too much interest to British Columbians
to forego the showing of it entirely. But
This remarkable picture, which is controlled in Canada by the Famous Players
apparently the real battle scenes. In which
Film Service, Ltd.. has been passed In
the Canadian public is so intensely inevery other province In the Dominion of
terested, will be lacking, and the pictures
Canada, and Is now being exhibited to
thus be changed so as to be as much as
capacity houses in all parts of the
possible like the scenes regularly shown
in the weeklies.
country. But notwithstanding the judgment of other boards in Canada as to the
Ben Soskln. manager of the Famous
advisability of showing the picture, and
Players exchange in Vancouver, has left
for Victoria to lay the matter before
the Judgment of the absolute leaders of
Premier Bowser, in an effort to bring
thought and action of the British Emabout a reconsideration of the matter.
pire, it remained for the British Columbia
censors to decide that the ftlHi did not
The distributing organization recently
constitute a suitable exhibition. Major
brought out a special number of the
Tlte and other local military officers were
Famous Players News In the form of an
called in to confirm the decisien of the
■"extra," and reproducing enthusiastic
comments on the film by dozens of British
censor, and did so — because. It Is claimed,
newspapers. King George V, by the way,
they feared the showing of the film might
Interfere with recruiting in this province.
said
the film,
shouldafter
see viewing
these pictures,
that"The
theypublic
may
The board has Indicated that the pichave some idea of what the army is doing,
ture will be passed provided certain excisions are made, but as these will amount
and wliat war means."

Radical Change in Censorship in Winnipeg
I*rovincial Treasurer Brown Wanted to K now Why Pictures Were So Poor — Managers Explain Censor Metho ds— These Will Be Changed,
that the remaining portions failed to tell
WINNIPEG. Man.— Through the intera story, and indicated that hereafter a
est taken in the moving picture Industry
picture which is not considered suitable
by Hon. Edward Brown, provincial treasfor presentation in Its entirety before
urer of Manitoba, a radical change is coming in the censoring of pictures submitted
children may be passed for exhibition before adults only. This is a ehange which
to the Saskatchewan board, which passes
affords distinct relief, and will mean the
on all productions slated for showing in
the two provinces.
passing of many pictures of types which
have heretofore been rendered almost unThe b<ard of censors has been too narintelligible by excessive cutting, or else
row in Its judgment, and was <yosely folrejected entirely. Mr. Brown also voiced
lowed by the appeal board, which, except
In a few instances, acted as a confirmathe opinion that the censor board was
tion board. Productions were rejected on
wasting a great deal of time and money
the slightest pretext, and conditions were
in examining films which had already
becoming intolerable. The matter came
been passed by the Ontario board of
censors. Any pictures which had l:>een
to the attention of Mr. Brown, and he immediately called a meeting of the exapproved in that province, he thought,
change managers, at which the ciuestlon
should be suitable for presentation In
was gone Into thoroughly. Mr. Brown
Manitoba and Saskatchewan, and he certainly is right.
Inquired why a better grade of pictures
was not being shown, and whether er
The headquarters of the Inter-provincIal
not the regulations of the new Public
board will be moved to the north wing
Amusements Act were working out to the
of the new parliament buildings, the
satisfaction of the picture men.
change probably being made about Nov. 1.
Two
new projection machines are being
What the Board Was Doing.
purchased by the government to accelerThe exchange managers stated that
ate the work of Inspection.
many pictures were entirely spoiled by
Pleased With Mr. Brown.
the numerous excisions, and also declared
that many fine productions were not even
A. L. Johnson, local manager for the
brought Into the province because of the
General Film, informs the World corresreputation for narrow-mindedness which
pondent that the exchange managers are
had been acquired by the censor board.
much pleased at the Interest which has
as the probability of rejection rendered It
been taken In the Industry by Mr. Brown,
Inadvisable to go to the expense of havand his application of a deep knowledge
ing the pictures sent to Winnipeg and
of fundamental principles in dealing with
censored.
the situation. It Is thought that aa a
Mr. Brown admitted that he had seen
result of his efforts a decided change for
the better will Immediately
ensue.
some
Alms which were ao badly cut up

Bldg., Vancouver, B. C.
Robert Foster, chief operator at the
Dominion theater, acted as spokesman for
the union men. and handled the matter in
a manner that won the approval of all
those present.
The former union scale called for a minimum of $15.00 per week, with an eiglithour day In the downtown houses, while
the minimum In suburban theaters was
fixed at $12.00. Many houses, however,
have paid considerably more than these
amounts. It was pointed out by Mr. Foster
that with living expenses here maintained at such a high level, a man with
a family would have difficulty In maintaining himself on $15.00 a week, and it
would be impossible for him to keep his
mind strictly on his work of operating.
There was no intention of calling a strike,
said Mr. Foster, or of using any such
methods of enforcing their requests, but
he put the matter in the simple light of
justice to the men. The theater managers were quick to appreciate this attitude, and the minimum scale was forthwith raised to $20.00 per week. All but
one of the large downtown houses have
agreed to this arrangement, and It la
thought that all will be included within
a few days. The minimum scale in suburban houses was raised to $16.00 per
week.
Another improvement in conditions is
involved in a change of the operators
working hours, calling not only for a
continuous shift, but shorter hours than
before. Heretofore, when the moving picture theaters were under the jurisdiction
of the city, two operators were required
in the booths, and the men worked on
"split shifts," each operator working part
of the afternoon and part of the evening.
Now, however, the provincial authorities
have decided to allow one man to handle
two machines, and as none of the houses
run for more than twelve hours a day,
the maximum time an operator will be required to be on duty will be six hours.
Some of the men will work only five hours
per day, or even less.
It is possible that slight changes will
be required in some of the operating
rooms, but nothing radical is contemplated. It Is considered likely that additional switches will be required, so that
the light can be instantly shut off from
the rewind bench.
Needless to say, the operators are greatly pleased over the new order of things,
and look forward to a still further improvement of conditions.
Operator Chosen to Sit on New Board.
Vancouver. B. C. — Robert Foster, operator in charge at the Dominion theater,
has been appointed a member of the new
provincial examining board for operators,
under the recent amendment to the Moving Pictures Act, and has already entered
upon his new duties, having left on a trip
to cover a number of western British
Columbia towns. The chief censor and
assistant censor Oswald are the other
members of the new board, and Mr. Oswald has also left the city for the purpose of conducting examinations. The
entire province will be covered before the
first of the year, while examinations for
operators In the Vancouver district will
be held at the board's new room In the
court house building In this city, where
an especially complete collection of projection apparatus has been assembled.
Mr. Foster Informed the World representative that the examinations to be held
would be real examinations, and that to
pass them a man would have to be a competent operator, with a knowledge extending beyond mere threading up and turning the crank.
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SPOKANE ITEMS.
Prosperity
and Plenty
Hereabouts.
Spokane, Wash.^ — Moving^ picture men
from outside towns of the Spokane country, who have visited the city recently,
report business good and that the wheat
and potato crops, good prices, activities in
the lumber mills and mines and other
sources of revenue, for workmen and farmers, have added greatly to their income.^.
J. E. Gregg:, proprietor of the Gregg theater. Coulee City, Wash., was a visitor at
the Pathe exchange and said; "Business
has been fine with me. The wheat crop has
been a great boom to business. I have from
100 to 200 persons at every show and my
prices are ten and twenty cents. I give
shows Tuesday, Friday and Sunday nights
with a Sunday matinee, and have the only
place in town. The farmers and others
from ten to twenty miles around come into
town in their automobiles to see the show
and bring their families with them. It is
a treat for the children as well as the
adults."
J. B. Gardner, of Sandpoint, Idaho, who
operates the Gem theater there, said:
"Business is good with me and the people
come from the surrounding sections to the
shows. The lumber mills are running
Steady, which aids business. The Charles
Chaplin comedies get the money."
E. M. Densmore. proprietor of the Gem
theater, in the Union Park section of
Spokane, said: "Everybody in my section
of the city has money and they come to the
show. There is wnrk for all who really
want work, and this results in good business for me every night and Sunday
matinee."
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Williamette Valley Feels Prosperity

Oregon's Exhibitors West of the Cascade Mountains Feel Real Business Impetus
Patrons Loosening Up — George Bligh Again Comes to Town With a Smile —
Road Men Report.
By Abraham
Nelson. 601 Jour nal Bldg., Portland. Oregon,
has his new theater about completed
It
PORTLAND. Oregon. — After many months
is called the Wigwam.
of just breakiuK even, the Williamette
M. G. Cooley. Silverton. has sold the Gem
valley exhibitors are again beginning to
theater to Earl Hartman. Mr. Cooley still
see the sunshine through the Oregon mist
owns the opera house.
and reports from the South are looking
"Kirk"
Comes
Back
Happy.
up. Several theater transfers, a new circuit and keen picture competition denote
A.
S.
Kirkpatrick,
traveling
representareturning prosperity to the territory south
tive for Mutual, spent the week end in
of Portland, which road men have heretoPortland after a successful trip through
fore dreaded to cover.
Southern Oregon and Coos Bav. He reports that A. F. Edwards of Gardiner,
At Salem
It's Fine.
Oregon, has a most excellent theater. AlSo said George Bligh. he of the gay
though the town is 200 miles from the
hued raiment and optimistic temperament.
state's metropolis and out of the usual line
George stayed away from Portland's Film
of travel, Mr. Edwards conducts his house
in big town style.
Row lor a long time because he couldn't
conscientiously live up to his reputation
Mr. Kirkpatrick reports that Frank Hull
for optimism, but the other day he came
has sold his theaters at Eagle Point and
back, diamonds, vest, smile and all. He
Central Point to H. L. Hall, who has also
reported big business on return engagepurchased the house at Talent. He will
ments of "Civilization" and "The Birth ot
operate the three theaters in a circuit.
a Nation," dandy crowds on "Purity" and
general good business on his regular proScarlet Fever Epidemic.
gram of Mutual master pictures.
Portland, Oregon. — W. E. Tebbetts. manGeorge Guthrie, who operates the Oreager of the Alhambra theater, reports that
gon at Salem, has done well on "Gloria's
a scarlet fever epidemic among the children in the southeast section of Portland
Baum Goes to State Line.
Romance."
has been playing havoc with the picture
Sol Baum, manager for Bluebirds, has
show patronage. Several .schools in the
been making personal calls on his patrons
district have been closed and 105 cases of
the malady are said to exist in that part
in Oregon. Washington and Idaho and recently completed a trip to Ashland and
of the city. The reopening of one of thg
return. He reports the Vining and the Lyric
schools indicates the passing of the epidemic, however.
theaters at the state line city to be enGathered Anions Spokane Exchanges.
joying prosperity under the able direction
A. H. Hilton of Lewis ton. IdMho. has
Gets New Organ.
sold the Grand theater and taken over the
of Mrs.sence Bergner
during and
her husband's
abin San Francisco
that the wail
Walla Walla, Wash. — A. W. Eielr hasTemple theater, there. He is having it
of
poor
business
that
road
men
have
hereInstalled a new photoplayer in the Bijou
entirely remodeled and is installing inditofore reported as coming from Southern
rect lights inside and putting a number
Grand theater. The instrument cost $12,Oregon exhibitors was entirely absent.
of lights outside. He went to Seattle for
000 and is the only one of its kind here.
The Eugene theater, at Eugene, is now
draperies and some other equipment. The
Manager Eiler does not hesitate to say it
operating under the direction of Wm.
is a dandy.
house seats about S50.
Alexander. This house is showing a few
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Anderson, who run
days of Hippodrome vaudeville, but dethe Bell theater. Palouse, Wash., motored
Why
Compete
in Costume
Plays?
pends on a well-known feature program
Portland, Oregon. — During the recent
into the city to visit R. T. Madden, of the
for its chief attraction. A. H. McDonald
Mutual exchange, and report business
showing of two versions of "Romeo and
of
the
Rex
is
successfully
meeting
hia
brisk.
Juliet" at two of the best theaters excompetitor with Pantages vaudeville and
hibitors commented on manufacturers'
Peter Arena of Whitefish, Mont., has just
a competing feature program. The way
persistence in making costume plays and
opened the Liberty theater in that place
both theaters are lavishing money on their
on the inadvisability of the duplication
shows indicates that the theater business
and reports business starting fine. L. J.
of such productions by competing manuShaw, formerly proprietor of the Rex, at
in Eugene has picked up considerably
facturers. Such a state of affairs does not
during the past month or two.
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, has taken the manget money for anybody, said one exhibitor,
agement of the Liberty for Mr. Arena.
At Oakland,
Oregon. Doc. H. H. Owens
stating further that if the stars were put
to work in two different, original, real
screen stories at one-tenth of the reputed
cost of the Shakespearean productions
they would have got money for everybody
concerned.
"Manufacturers must know that costume
Burning of the Princess Theater at Republic. Wash.. Has a Tragic Outcome — Operplays are passe," said the exhibitor in
ator*s Wife Visiting Booth Is Caught in Flames.
question.
"If they don't know it they are
By S. Clark Patchin, ElSll Eleventh Avenue. Spokane. Wash.
not in touch with the situation."
the fireproof box through a trap door into
SPOKANE, WASH. — A fire started in the
Censor
Under
Civil Service.
operating room of the Princess theater
the balcony of the theater.
Portland. Oregon. — The office of secreA brlpk fire immediately followed and
at Republic, Wash., on October 21. at 11
tary of the Portland censor board has been
P M. The wife of the operator. Mrs. B. F.
soon the wooden fixtures and buildings
ruled to come under municipal civil servwere burning fiercely.
Hibbard. was visitlng^ her husband and lost
ice. Mrs. E. B. Colwell, the secretary, has
her life in the burning building. The propMrs. Hibbard yelled "Fire," and the
been ordered to take on examination to
erty loss to buMdings burned, as a result
thirty persons in the audience were able
test her fitness for the job. The chances
of the jire in the theater, amounted to
to escape. Mr. Hibbard. calling on his wife
are she will keep it inasmuch as 40 points
to follow him, charged through the flames,
$15,000. of which only $500 was covered by
insurance.
(■ut of the possible 100 will be given f >r
believing his wife was obeying his command. Ho escaped, seriously burned, but
evpeiience, personal qualifications and edSome P£.the and other films were dethe
flames
overcame
her
and
the
fire
had
ucation. Mrs. Colwell has all the experistroyed by the fire. The fire destroyed
made such headway that her rescue was
enre there is in these parts in belns"
two adjoining buildings and for a time the
impossible.
entire business section was threatened and
cen.'-or secretary, because she has "held
Three small Hibbard children vrere left
office ever since the present censor ordithe Eagles Aerie building, across the street,
motherless.
nance went into effect. After a city powas slightly damaged.
sition has been placed under civil service
The Palace theater was owned by W. L.
The moving picture show was nearly
the incumbent cannot be retired except
Stedman and E. F. Keck, and was formerly
over when Mrs. Hibbard suggested to her
fcr cause shown.
known as the Republic opera house. Rehusband that the carbon would not last.
cently it was remodeled for a moving picMr. Hibbard was preparing to put in a new
ture show.
Lannon Reports Luck.
one when the red hot carbon dropped from
The operating room, asbestos-lined and
Portland. Oregon. — Jack Lannon. of tho
the vincers to the floor on which were
fireproof, was situated toward the front,
Greater Feature Films Co.. Seattle, visited
some unreeled films that the operator had
next the lodge rooms, and was approached
Portland for a few days and closed with
not stopped the performance to reel up.
by a stairway through a trap door.
the People's theater to run "Where Are
The films started to burn and were threatMr. Hibbard is in a prostrate condition,
My Children?" a week, starting Nov. 12.
ening the clothes of Mrs. Hibbard when the
with hands and face badly burned, at
He has state rights on Pavlowa and
husba.'^d kicked the burning material out of
Prank Keek's house.
"Where Are My Children?"

Picture Operator's

Wife Burned to Death
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Report on Municipal Government
San Francisco's City Government Recently Reported on by Bureau of Municipal
Research of New York— Says Many License Fees for Doing Business Are Too
Low— Light in Picture Theaters Discussed.
From
T. A. Church, 1507 North Street, Berkeley. Cii».
He will be succeeded as iiL-usuror of the
Is being
\N KUANCISCO. (.'ill. — A survey
board of trade by I*ouis Retchert.
manO niiule ot the nuinlcipul government of
of
Bureau
York
New
ager of the local branch of the Metro.
(he
by
Sun I'ninclsco
rey
preliminar
uiul
Research
MuMl.liml
Film Heads Meet.
porty are now beinK iasueil. Moving piclun- Interests are much interested In the
San Francisco. Cal. — Tirey U Ford was
Btatemont thai many of the exlstlnp
host recently at a luncheon at the Hotel
license fees are too low. many are graded
Stewart to members of the Animated Carlines of busiInequitably and not a few
toon Film corporation, sixteen persons
ness escape the payment of any license tax.
being present. Matters of Interest to
In case the recommendations uf the bureau
artists, cartoonists, and photographers
are carried out it is believed that marked
were discussed and views exchanged.
chanKes may be made in the license fees
Among those present were Frederick
by moving picture houses, and that
paid
mm exchanges may be called upon to pay
Burgh, president of the corporation; Eying ton Ford, secretary and treasurer; C.
H graduated tax.
E. Cleveland, superintendent, and Seth
The portion of the report of most inHeney. manager.
terest to exhibitors, however, is that given
over to the subject of •'commercialized
Peerless
Adds
New
Line.
causes.'" Among
Its contributing
vice and
other
things
the bureau recommended that
San Francisco. Cal. — The Peerless Film
portions of moving picture houses be set
Service.
100
Golden
Gate
avenue,
has arasldf for the use of unescorted women
ranged to release the "Katzenjammer
and children, and that the management of
Kids" in this territory, and now has a
these places be compelled to keep their
splendid line of comedies, including the
houses partially lighted. The report de"E. & R." Jungle Comedies, and the
clares that total darkness In theaters is
Christy Comedies. In order to keep its
maintained for commercial reasons and
film stoc'k in perfect condition a film
Is unnecessary.
cleaner has been installed.
Eastern Film Men Visit Coast.
Sin Francisco, Cal. — Andrew J. Cobe. of
N. w Vurk, spent a week In this city late
in ' uioher in the interests of the Unity
! ini. of which he Is vice-president
and
ri. r;ti manager.
A!. A. Levy, president of
.. (tincern. was also here and a thorough
canvass was made of the business situation in this territory.
This concern
recently released its first serial, "The Yellow Menace." and while Mr. Cobe made
arrangements for further releases, includin«
the "Tweedledum"
<nniedies. made by
F. rerez
of Ambrosia fanu.
Former Manager Tendered Luncheon.
San Francisco, Cal. — Tiie Film Exchange
lioard of Trade <»f San Francisco recently tendered a luncheon to H. W.
Oviatt at the Tail Zinkand cafe, the affair being attended by almost every member of the organization. Mr. Oviatt until
recently filled the position of manager for
the local branch of the I'athe exchange.
and was one of the founders of the Film
Kxchange Board of Trade, being its treasurer until his retirement from the local
field. At the luncheon he was presented
with a handsome umbrella by members of
the organization, the presentation speech
being made by X. K. Stout, of the Mutual.

Artcraft Enlarges Offices.
San Francisco. Cal. — The Artcraft corporation, which recently opened offices in
the Pacific building, has taken over two
adjoining rooms, and is now ready for its
first release. C. Mell Simmons, of the
local branch, has completed a highly successful trip through the territory south
of this city, while division manager Arthur
Kane has been meeting the many exhibitors who have called at the local office
to arrange
for service.
Breck Supply House Adds to Line.
San Francisco, Cal.^The Breck Photoplay Supply Co., 70 Turk street, has secured the exclusive agency in this territory for the new line of advance slides of
players put out b.v Frank B. Howe of L.os
Angeles. These slides are uniform in design, with a border representing the
proscenium arch of a theater surrounding the picture of the star, and a space
at the bottom for the names of coming attractions.
Paramount
in Small Towns.
San Francisco. Cal. — One of the most interesting developments of late in the work
of the local
Progressive
exchange
has

Delivering $48,500 Organ

to T. &
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been the manner in which theaters In some
of the smaller cities in this territory have
come over lo the Paramount standard.
Annmg those that have signed recently
for this service have been the lOniplre theater, Sunnyvale; the Palace. Pittsburg;
the Angeles tlieater, Angels Camp; Dreamland, Hi verba nk; Mission opera house,
Dinuba; Sunset. Fowler; Rex. CIovls. and
the A 1 pa ugh theater, Alpaugh. Some of
these houses are In towns of scarcely more
than 500 Inhabitants.
Film Man Off for South America.
San J''iari<-isco. Cal. — Sol L. Lesser, of the
All Star Feature, is preparing to investigate the South and Central American
mai-kets for film, and has sent C. Hendritjues on this mission. Mr. Hendriqueg exaway. pects to dispose of considerable film while
Young Production Well Received.
San Francisco, Cal.— "The Common
Law." featuring Clara Kimball Young,
lias proved such a success at the I'ortola
that it has been retained for a second
week. For the first time since assuming
charge of this house manager Eugene
Roth has advanced the admission price,
fifteen cents having been made the minimum for this production. Capacity houses
have been the rule for this production,
the incre^ised price for matinee performances having had no appreciable effect.
New Exchange Ready,
San Francisco. Cal. — The De Luxe Film
Lasky Corp. has succeeded the Lasky
Amusement Enterprises, and the De Luxe
Film Corp.. with offices in the Humboldt
bank building, and has taken over additional office space which is being fitted
up for film exchange purposes. This concern has secured the California rights to
the "Conquest of Canaan," and is arranging fur an elaborate trade showing at an
early date in the Theater St. Francis.
Immense Organ for Oakland House.
A Wurlitzer Hope-Jones Unit Orchestra
costing I4S.500 is being installed in the
new T. & D. theater at Eleventh and
Franklin streets, Oakland, Cal., which is
to be opened November 22. The delivery
of this instrument at the theater a short
time ago took the form of a parade, wagons bearing the sections being covered
with banners calling attention to the fact
that this instrument would be the larg^
est on the Pacific Coast and would be installed in the world's greatest photoplay
house, one with a seating capacity of
more than 3,600.
The largest pipes in this unit orchestra weigh as much as a ton and are installed in specially constructed concrete
cliambers above the proscenium arch. A
large force of workmen are ousy installing the instrument in order to have everything in readiness on the opening date.

D. Theater at Oakland. Californa.
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Seattle News Letter
By S. J. Anderson. East Seattle. Wash.
F. D. Cochran
Visits Seattle.
broth— F. D. Cochran,
WASH.
E.
SEATTL
er of R. H. Cochran, vice-president of
Universal, arrived in Seattle the other day
from China. Mr. Cochran has been two
years in the Orient establishing Universal
exchanges in Manila. Tokio. Singapore,
Bombay, and Rangoon, Burma. His trip
home is merely a furlough for himself and
Mrs. Cochran, for he expects to return
after a tew weeks visit. He paid the local
offices a visit and, after a ride through
the city, left for Portland. Prom there
he will go to San Francisco, Universal
City, and on to New York.
Mr. Cochran states that the Universal
films have a clean sweep in the Orient,
with no competitors of any moment to dispute tlieir supremacy, and the kind of
picture demanded by the exhibitors and the
people is not the society drama nor the
comedy, but the most sensational melodrama. Business conditions, he says, are
excellent.
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Talk in Colorado

Mothers' Congress in Denver Asks for Censorship— Proposes Running a Theater of
Its Own— Reopening of the "Nation" Film Suit and Powers of Denver's Excise
Officers— Pueblo Stirred by *'Purity."
By E. C. Day, Denver Tlmea, Denver, Col.
performances
morning
Saturday
giving
ceni ENVER. COLO.— Moving
picture
picture cenMoving
DENVER.
sorship
bobbed
up
from
different
for children only.
different
from
up
bobbed
sorship
"In the meantime,"
said Mrs. Ramsey,
angles in Colorado this week and as a
result the courts, public officials, film
in discussing the question with the correspondent of the Moving Picture World,
manufacturers, exhibitors and moving
"we are co-operating with those who are
picture devotees have all been given
willing to give us the best picture shows.
something to think of.
The mothers' congress has already made
Usual Cry for Censorship.
an investigation of the picture houses of
The combined convention of the moththe city and all the managers have exers' ciation
congress
assopressed their good will toward us."
startedand
the parent-teachers'
ball when the course
of a discns.sion relative to the proper
Trouble Over "Purity" in Pueblo.
The
question
of censorship was also
rearing of children, the usual cry for
raised in Pueblo out of the prevention by
censorship of moving pictures, was raised.
The Denver, through its attorney, recity authorities of the showing of "Purity," the Mutual production in which
opened the old suit filed by Elliott &
Audrey Munson is starred. The picture
Sherman to prevent the city from Interwas booked to run for one week in
fering with the showing of the "Birth of
Pueblo beginning October 25. The police
a Nation" in Denver. Elliott got a
Changes in Seattle Paramount.
stopped the show and Manager Ward C.
temporary restraining order when the
Robertson offered no opposition pending
Seattle, Wash. — Several new employes
original suit was brought and no further
have been added to his staff by Manager
a review of the production by a commitaction was taken until this week when
tee of citizens representing all walks of
Frank S. Fountain of the Paramount exthe city filed a supplemental answer.
life. This committee is to be composed
change, notable of which are G. G. Maxey
The temporary Injunction will be disas head of the merchandise department,
of
100
persons. If a majority of this
solved and the case tried on its merits.
who was formerly a road man for Pathe o(
body finds that the picture is Immoral,
In the New Charter?
thjs city, and Bernard Reuben has been
no attempt will be made to show It, but
Since the filing of the original suit the
promoted to the office of chief booker.
* If on the other hand they approve of
city charter has been amended with rethe production, it will be exhibited respect to the powers of and duties of the
Walla
Walla
Theater
Changes
Hands.
gardless of any attempt of the city comexcise officials. The city attorney conWalla Walla, Wash. — The Dime theater
mis ioners to stop it."
tends
that
the
new
charter
gives
the
has been purchased by W. H. McDonald
Manager Robertson has engaged Atmanager of safety and excise a right to
torney E. F. Chambers to represent the
and H. C. Tllley from the Crews amuse"issue,
revoke
and
suspend
theater
liment company. Messrs. McDonald and
theater in the controversy that Is threatened when the next attempt is made to
Tllley paid a visit to Seattle this week to
censes at his
discretion."'
If this
contention
is upheld by the
make the bookings for their theater, and
show the picture. Denver Is showing the
court the official will be able to stop any
signed a contract for Triangle films.
picture this week and other bookluES
entertainment that does not meet with
will make it unavailable for use in Puhis approval, through the revocation or
eblo for two weeks.
suspension of the license of any exhibiThe city commissioners stopped the extor who refuses to obey his mandate.
Mr. Exhibitor: — You will (et mer*
ef the city fede-ahibition on request
helpful information hj carefully readClub Women Want Own Theater.
tion of women's
clubs He admits that
ing one trade paper weekly than by
there is no city ordinance empowering
The upshot of the moving picture distkin\n\ing over three or four. The
such action, but used the power vested
cussion before the mothers' congress and
MOVING PICTURE WORLD i« the
charter to revoke theparent-teachers' convention may be the
In him by the city
erection
and
operation
in
Denver
of
a
ater licenses to enforce his mandate.
one paper you nee<L
theater by these organizations themselves. Mrs. W. R. Ramsey, president of
Wisconsin
News Letter
the Denver District of the Mothers' ConSeattle, Wash. — H. G. Rosebaum. Northgress, Is back of the move. It is planned
Chicago, 23III.S. Wabash An«^
west manager of Artcraft, has just reBy Frank H, Madison. 62
to have the state organization finance
turned from a trip covering the larger
the building of the theater and then to
towns in Montana, Idaho, and Eastern OreNew
Theaters
and Interesting
Items.
exhibit educational
films exclusively.
gon. He reports excellent business, adding
Pending the time when these plans can
Shauthat out of twenty towns he booked nineFred
—
take definite form the mothers have
WIS.
.
POINT
s
ENS
Clinton
and
Point,
Steven
of
rette,
STEV
teen. Montana, states Mr. Rosebaum. is
named committee
to wait upon local
Ostrowski, of Milwaukee, have purchased
at present the best state for the picture
exhibitors
and urge the adoption
of a
the equipment of the Ideal theater from
business
in the Northwest.
practice now
in use in other cities of
C. W. Rice and that house, which has been
closed for several weeks, will be operated
by them with Universal service.
Valley Junction, Wis. — J. F. Hackett has
sold his show to Mr. Hart of Elroy.
Evansville, Wis. — Albert Keesey, who
Local Union Plans a Big Time at the Second
Annual
Ball — Committee
Has
Been
recently leased the Grand theater from
Appointed to Plan for the Affair.
Marlin Wilder, closed that house because
of lack of business.
Denver, Col. — The Rocky Mountain
Marshall Stedman Guest of Honor.
Boyceville. Wis. — An opera house is unScreen Club is still on a quiet hunt for
der construction here.
Denver,
Colo.
—
Marshall
Stedman.
ena screen notable to lead the grand march
gaging director of the Universal company
Mauston. Wis. — When "The Birth of a
at its proposed ball. The organization's
in
California
and
the
husband
of
Myrtle
Nation"
is shown at the Armory. Nov. 13
efforts to land a star have thus far been
Stedman. Paramount star, was the guest
and 14. it will be under the auspices of
unsuccessful and In the meantime plans
of
honor
at
the
weekly
luncheon
of
the
are Indefinite.
D, Wisconsin National Guard.
Company
Rocky
Mountain
Screen Club. Thursday.
Milwaukee. Wis. — The Toy theater,
Denver, however, is to have a grand
Mr. Stedman is in Denver for a rest.
ball under the auspices of one branch of
which
has
been charging 15 cents admisThis is the first vacation that he has had
sion, has reduced its price to a dime.
the moving picture industry. It is the
In years.
Portage.
Wis. — Manager Eulberg of the
second annual ball of the Operators' Union. It is to be held Wednesday night,
Portage opera house has been making a
W. A. Calkins Joins Pathe.
November
29. the eve of Thanksgiving
number of changes in compliance with
Denver,
Colo. — W. A. Calkins,
former
the suggestion of fire department officials.
Last year the operators' ball was the
manager
of the
Bluebird
exchange
In
biggest event of its kind held in the
West Allis, Wis. — The Board of EducaDenver, has accepted a position as road
city. It was held in one of the city's
tion has purchased a moving picture maman for the Pathe company.
chine for the Washington school in the
largest dance halls, but this proved enfirst ward.
tirely inadequate to hold the crowd and
as a result the city auditorium has been
Stoughton, Wis. — Guelson & Bacon, local
L. J. Bartel Comes to Denver.
engaged
for the coming ball.
exhibitors, have announced that the adThe committee In charge of the affair
Denver. Colo. — L. J. Bartel, formerly of
mission for adults will be raised from five
the Universal staff in Des Moines, is now
to ten cents.
is: George Thomas, chairman; Oscar Olson, J. E. Dunn. Tom Melton, Herman
assistant
manager
of the Universal
exMilwaukee, Wis. — The Press Club of this
Brady, and James
Dooley.
change in Denver.
city had a private showing of "Purity."

Denver Operators to Dance Thanksgiving Eve
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C
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Business Is Fine
Every Exiiibitor
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with

playing the

ESSANAY-CHAPLIN
REVUE OF 1916
SCREEN
TIME
ONE
HOUR
AND SEVENTEEN MINUTES

DO NOT

BOOK ANY OF [THE MANY
TATIONS OF SO CALLED
"CHAPLIN

POOR IMIREVUES"

Play Fair With Your Patrons
GIVE THEM THE
1916, ARRANGED
THIS
IS
THE

40

ESSANAY-CHAPLIN
BY ESSANAY, AND
ONLY
GENUINE

GENERAL
FILM
OFFICES
AWAITING
YOUR

CO.

REVUE OF
NO OTHER
OFFERING

40

ORDER

Place It Right Now
SEOR&E

K. SPOOR.

PRESIDENT

1333 Argyle St., Chicago
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A Thundering Drama With a Thundering Message

A BLUEBIRD Extraordinary

A great world drama with an all-em bracing appeal. A stupendous and lavish
production based on a theme of nation w ide interest A thrilling and absorbi
ng
drama of action. A brilliant cast of pla yers presenting a story of National defense. Unusual, overwhelming in its big ness; masterly in realistic portrayal of
existing conditions. No paper castles or "movie" stunts. Genuine and sincere
in a
way that will grip the patriotic emotions o f every American.
One of the greatest

box-office attractions of the century.
YOU
theatre'! popularity and net you big profits.

N EED

IT.

It will get the crowds;

add to your

BLUEBIRD
1600

''5'^=-*

-a v^-^ os: -^c^^c-S-:

i

BROAI
^\-<l
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From the Virile Pen '^ of Rufus Steele

Not on the regular BLUEBIRD! Program
BLUEBIRD Elxhibitors will please take notice that "The Eagle's Wings" is not on
the regular BLUEBIRD Progrsun. Originally intended for a State Rights production, this magnificent drama made so strong an impression on its executives that
BLUEBIRD secured it at an enormous sum for BLUEBIRD Elxhibitors and others
who wanted a supreme box-office attraction. You must expect to pay good money
for this sure-fire winner, because it will mean capacity houses to you at every performance. Don't let your competitor get ahead of you. Wire or write for your booking
reservation now.
too late.

Special paper including magnificent 24 sheet. BOOK

Photoplays

WAY.

NEW

YORK

NOW,

before it is

(Inc.)
- . ^

• «.>L

*

' ■*•■■ • 5^v- ,^ J\> - ^«

Mi.'!'
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PHOTOPLAYX

PHOTOPLAYS

FEATHER
PHOTOPLAYX

RED
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FEATHER

FEATHER

PHOTOPLAVX

PHOTOPL-AYX

- '■■ -'''^

RED
FEATHER

RED
FEATHER

PHOTOPL7VYX

PHOTOPLAYX

^^m^^m
RED
FEATHER

"The Law andThe Lady"
s

With Ruth Stonehouse
and a Strong Cast

' -£"/M^^-'':j?
RED
FEATHER
PHOTOPLAYX

^^f-^^^n^MM

PHOTOPL'AYX

A Girl Detective's
Struggle Between
Love
and
Duty
Directed by

RED
FEATHER

RAYMOND

RED

WELLS

FEATHER

PHOTOPLAYX

PHOTOPLAYX

Book through any UNIVERSAL Exchange

RED
FEATHER
PHOTOPLAYX

RED
FEATHER

RED
FEATHER

PHOTOPLAYX

PHOTOPLAYX

RED
FEATHER i

RED
FEATHER

PHOTOPLAYX

PHOTOPLAYX

RED
FEATHER
PHOTOPLAYX

,-; — •..-^:~^,.T.r ■.'.y.-^--^ . ■ -

RED
FEATHER
PHOTOPLAYX

RED
FEATHER
PHOTOPLAYX
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Vho^

UNIVERSAL
SCREEN
MAGAZINE

coMeoY

The Newest Screen Novelty
^ Already proven the greatest drawing card of the season.

kAftTi

H A fascinating reel of subjects such as you see in the most
popular magazines. Covering a wide range of subjects in every
branch of human endeavor.
^ Those who wish to see these wonderful moving picture illustrations and learn from them how to do things will find plenty to
interest them. Those who wish to keep informed of the way
things are done — whether it is boring through solid rock — or the
latest thing in aviation or autos, or farm tractors; some
great

engineering feat in actual work; or such household subjects as cooking lessons,
dressmaking; late wrinkles for time-saving; sanitary appliances; beauty hints —
all areUNIVERSAL
shown in a SCREEN
fascinating
array, every week, in thia marvelous noveltyTHE
MAGAZINE.

On the Regular UNIVERSAL
tl It is released on the mighty Universal Program.
every second week.

Program
One full reel

U Other big things on the program are Universal Comedies^ —
Nestor, L-KO, and Joker — the very best comedies in the screen
world.
^ You don't have to pay a big price for special features, no matter what kind you think you need. For instance, November 27, the
Universal will release, on the regular Universal Program, a series
of views of Alaska, that any other producer would charge you big
money for.
IT Then there's that marvel of marvels, the Universal Animated
Weekly. All the world's news first on the screen. Of one- twond three-reel pictures, you find only the best and always the
best on the mighty Universal Program. Book now through any
of the 73 Universal Exchanges, or from the UNIVERSAL FILM
MFG. CO., Carl Laemmlc, Pres., "The Largest Film Manufacturing
Concern in the L'^niverse," 1600 Broadway, New York.
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TRIANGLE
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF NOVEMBER 19

WILLIAM

S. HART

??

IN

"The Devil's
Double
KAY-BEE
Another Hart picture ! Another gripping, soul-stirring
drama of the great open spaces, the country of men and
deeds.
With William S. Hart as "Bowie" Blake, gambler and
devil incarnate, there is not one moment free from suspense and breath-taking excitement.
Comes to him purity and innocence, an artist's wife,
and then — "Bowie" Blake tells you!

LILLIAN

GISH

IN

"The Children
Pay"
FINE ARTS
An indictment of the latter day divorce system. A stirring, smashing photoplay with the dominant note — justice
for the children — ringing out with clarion clearness. The
parents satisfy their own desires and "THE CHILDREN
One of the strongest parts Lillian Gish has had in her
career
PAY." of successes.

KEYSTONE

Two

as usual.

COMEDIES

The mere announcement

is enough.

25, 1916

November 25, 1916
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LILLIAN GISH l!2
THE CHILDREN PAY
FINE ARTS

-t;.
I

>

M
"THE

i ^j'

CHILDREN

PAY," the latest TriangleFine Arts production,
throws before your eye a
picture intense in its appeal. The home divided
— What will become of
the children?

"THE CHILDREN PAY"— It is a situation that simply will not be
downed— and Lillian Gish will tell you why!
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Too IjtefoT rrgular imertion :
PUYERS FllM CO.
15 CONSOUDATED
207 S. VT.kuIi in., CBICAGO.
■ z WAITER BAIER
'V

tcJ floor M.-fa.iu* Bias.. MIIWACEEB.

III.
WIS.

[AL. E. Christie started making Eood comedies
eight years ago- He was and Is still a pioneer —
a leader. Christie Comedies are better than ev-r
— they will continue to be betur.l

Where to Get CHRISTIE COMEDIES
PEERLESS FILM EXCHANGE
100Gold»G.icA.e.

9

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
PEERLESS FILM EXCHANGE

fai

1

224 losAimeleslixrsimeiiiBu.ldint

8

SUPERIOR FEATURES

Prodace EickmSr Bulldim:

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
"^ '"'"Film
PHOENIX Feature
bostEXCHANGE
on, MASS.
CONSOLIDATED
EXCHANGE

Feature Film
i746c.„i,s,.

DENVER, COLO.

DETROIT, MICH.

9 SUPERIOR FEATURES for OHIO
and KENTUCKY

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
ZENITH FEATURE FILM CO.

*J

71 Grlsoold Si.

in OUEEN FEATURES FILM CO.
■"
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
310 Nebr.,k.
n WESTERN FILM
CO. Si.
SIOUX CITY, IOWA

19 WESTERN SUPPLY CO.
I^

DALLAS, TEXAS

FAMOUS PLAYERS Film Service
LTD.

12 Qoee. St. E«.i

TORONTO, CANADA

N.iloi.l Bulldiix

OMAHA,

ALLIANCE FILM CO.
190SS Commerce Si.

7iGH.„„idSi.

DETROIT, MICH.

NEBRASKA

0 CO-OPERATIVE Film EXCHANGE
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
\A CO-OPERATIVE Film EXCHANGE
It"
WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND

OpenF,atuni:g
Market
Release for November 27th, " TRAMP Diriction
- TRAMP
BILLIE RHODES. H.4RRY H.4M and EDDIE B/IRRY.
of AL.

- TRAMP "

E. CHRISTIE.

Christie Film (b.

HEAD OFPICE AND STUDIOSSUNSET BLVD. AT 0OWER.ST.
UOS ANQEUES, <;aL1FOR.NIA

-«--^-^-

A DRTVMA
RlOn«rM

or PAT —
CLORiriED

7x
BLUEBI
ORDINACXY
BLUEBIAD

A PEnrECT
PHOTO
PLAV ENTEnTAIMMENT
A BLIIEBIRP,OP COURSE

AD

E^-roff^

(NOT ON TME
OROOI^-AKt

f TUPEMDOUr WORLD DRilr
MA
rOR
TME
MILLION*^.

■

BLUEBIRD

ATMRILLINO

PHOTOPL7WX
DATIMn

'"' BUGUk
A XCREEM VERTION

OF

PRESENT

PATIXIOTiyivl

AbCilEH^.

Or THE NaVEL"VVE ARE
FRENCH" FROM THE AUlrfrOWY WEEKLY HACAZINE BY ROBERT H.DAVirCPERLEY POOMB
fHEEHAN. MifirU RUPEIIT ^UUiAH, El.t.1%
MAI.I.,KINCXI.eY BENEDir- ^OE. t\y\E.
C A HUGE CAfT OP rUPPORTIMO PL'AYERr

O'

^J

^i^s^

A BLUEBIRD

EXTRAORDINARY.

3ildA3L

iiir-f

» THUNDBRIMC DR3(%MA WITH
ATHUNDERIHC
MEt/S/ytClEV
PROM THB VIRILE PEN OP RUPIIf
rTEELB.

V

V

A i*TORV

OP NATIONAL
DEPEMXe, PREfENTED BY A BRILLIANT CArT

■

THE BLUEBIRD Pkotoplay *'Tlie Eagle's Wings" is one of those rare proauctions that cannot be adequately aescrioea. It is too Dig; oasea on too great
a theme ; its hundreds of scenes cover too -wide a range and its appeal to the emotions is too strong to he presented understandingly in -w^ords alone.
The story is
based OQ the idea of National Defence. No tawdry costume play is this; no trick photography or mimic warfare.
For the so-called spectacular, there has been substituted a gripping realism that i« universal in its appeal. "The
Eagles Wings" is not on the BLUEBIRD Program. It is a special release, and but for the fact that BLUEBIRD
(Inc.) paid a huge sum for it. it would have been State Righted, it presents an unique and -wonderful op-^ortunity
to all Exhibitors.

Since the first announcement of that marvelous drama of patriotism ^^The Bugle*
or Algiers, hundreds or thousands or copies of the story have heen distributed to
soldiers m the trenches, because regardless of nationality, it is one of the world s
greatest stories of patriotism. The same qualities which have given the book a phenomenal sale are the strong
points in this unusual play. The many announcements made in the Saturday Evening Post have created a demand
for this superb picture which means capacity houses to you. Book now through your local BLUEBIRD Exchange, or

BLUEBIRD
1600 BROADWAY

PHOTOPLAYS.

EXECUTIVE

OFFICES

(Inc.)
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Paramount Ethics
TN the development of our business
-*- — today the vastest and most important ofits kind in America — we
have also found time to help our
Exhibitors develop theirs.
Nor would it be fair if Paramount
claimed this virtue solely as its own.
It is also the reflection of the
methods of the four producers [of
Paramount Pictures :
FAMOUS
PLAYERS
LASKY
MOROSCO
PALLAS

L-/

^aramourit^i(^re^(araoratio4iNEW YORK. N.Y.
FOUR EIGHTY FIVt

L-'

F rFTH A'- t>Tj'E

V—'

"mm^

a/ FORT> FinST

ST
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VBTit

*/

>

%
if!*)

Pwtunf-.f}

rv

ii

i^iJXJi

l^ .

ej
»

>

f^r

Paramount Pictures oj the Week
RELEASED

fit

THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER

16th

JESSE L. LASKY
PRESENTS

FANNIE

WARD
IN

THE

YEARS
{ADAPTED

OF

THE

LOCUST

from the Story by Albert Payson Terhune
PRODUCED

BY

Jesse l. Lasky Feature play Co.
JESSE L. LASKY
President
Canadian

ARTHUR S. FRIEND
CECIL B. DeMILLE
Treasurer
General Director
Distributors, Famous Players Film Service. Limited
Calgary,
Toronto and Manireal

Released h\

Q>ara
<y

E
POUR EIOKTY
FIVE

NEW

[ar/iordttcn'
' ac PQRTYFIRST

YORK.

N.Y.

S^
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SELZNICK#PICTURES
NOW

PLAYING AT
THe
BROADWAY
THCATRE.
As A Two Dollar A^h^adion
AMD

"T0RMIN6 THEM AWAY"

HERBERT,
6REN0NS
NAZIMOVAi
WAR BRIDES
Ouerwhelmin^ Production

IN

By Marion Craig Weni-worth
PRESS AND PUBLIC omiE
INACCLAINING THIS
THE n05T SOUL STIRRING
"neART
EV£RIRTEReST'DRAMA
SCRECNED

AM

^_

ABSOLUTE

KWocKocrr

LEWIS J.5LLZMICK-S0LE
DISTRIBUTOR
ne.\M
VOR.K
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SEL7NICK#PICTURES

} ROBERT ,
WARWICK
ManciqeiTisnt

of Harry

Rcxp^

WILL /^AKE WIS FIRST
APPEARAfNCE AS A
SELZNICK-PICTURES STAR
IN AM ADAPTATION OF
THE FAMOUS DETECTIU6
ROMANCE
4i

If

THE ARCYLE CmE
BY

Aarvcy

J.O'Higgins and Harriet Ford

mentWillTm's
Arrange
SpecialPhoto
By
Sensarional
-Drama
Be
Produced Under J^^z Direction
0/ America's Renowned

RALPH

LEWISJSEL2NICK-S0LE
NEVN
YORK

DISTRIBUTOR

^

THE
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SELZNICK^PICTURES

AM

y

HAS COnPLETEO
HeR SECOND

u

5eLZWICK-PiaOI\E

THE
FOOUSH
VIRGIN
3o THOMAS
•^

DIXON

AOTHOROF

"The BIRTttOFA

rJATION"

rf"

'^" I hfwjt josT Revieweo This piCTU($e
AMD PROrJOUNCe
IT GReATEB THAr>»
"THE connorj law: Twe storv is iNTENse.
THE ACTING SOPeCB
AOJO THE
OIReCTlON SmPLY BEVOND CRITICISM."
^^

Le.wts J. SeLZNiCK.
PROooceo
oiNoeR.
the
OlR-eCTIOM
OF

ACBCR.T

CAPeC«.Af»(

F0(2, R-eueAlTe in DececoeeR

^
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BELZNICK^PICTURES
Joseph M.5chenck
Presents
/

/

TRANSCONTINENTAL
FAVORITE

pmim
IN

7^©

By

■^

£\onc

kt-on

Hoff

e

IN WfllCft THIS Y00N6 AND
CHARMING SCREEN 5TAT5
V3ILL PLAV

THE GREATeST ROLE
IN H6a CAREER
Directed By

ALLAn

DWAM

LEWIS J.StL7NICK
Mew-S0LE
YORK DISTRIBUTOR

*'

.i*

Produced by

ASTRA
FILM
CORPN

The Star

PEARL

WHITE

The Director

EDWARD

JOSE

of the unparalleled success, "The Iron Claw," are the star and director of 'PEARL OF THE ARMY," a new serial, unmasking
Americas
for you ! secret foes. It's a combination that gets the money
Advertised
'Everywhere^^^^^^Cnm^ht^Pulilic/ti/
Booifets.
RELEASED
»■■■■■■■■
DECEMBER

3

^

Truly Wonderful Cast is that in this Fifteen Chapter Wonder Serial!

GRACE DARMOND — A heroine so fearless, so charming and appealing that she will
captivate your audiences.
RALPH KELLARD — The hero, a truly great artist, so daring and masterful that he has
set a new standard for heroes of the screen.

LEON BARY— Formerly Sarah Eemhardt's leading man.
become famous from the first episode.

So clever that he vidll

This is the serial that is so good that following the Pathe policy of charging what a film is
worth we have doubled prices on it.
And it's so very good it -will more than double your business.
Produced under the Direction of

Louis J. Gasnier and Donald Mackenzie

V

Complete PuWicky

Booklets.

ASTRA FILM CORPN

JhtKe
y^-fwtiier qreoct
Btimaurice picturt

yWaryMxslv

in ike iwe party
Gold Tiooster Plo^

^rmS

and.

theWomaK

Intensely dramaticexceedingy^ well
acted.

TroducedhjQstra

yJieleased

Jbu26

Jlecentand ^thajtwmg Gold Jtoosten
'TheHidden-yalley" ,Aby. Stiv-'Shcudours anxi. Simshitv^^^or. iQ&v
'The liOrld andi the. hi)?ricin.'^of. IQtfi —Divorce ounjoi tfve. m>ma:ri'Dec5rd.

Jhtke

(F

.Mr
9eTC
FbrenceJbseFcMons

One reel - twice a Ttumtlv
The best J^etvdMc fashions and thai means
the country jr best, brought to your theatre
in, pictures of real heauty and charm,.
Certain to please the women, and yet the
men. aU tike them, too .

.Ask our nearest Exckan^ about thetn^.
lb
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releas
on any program
1916MOVEMDER1916
SUN MON TVE WED THU FRI

5
12
19
26

SAT

WORLD PICTURES BRADy-HADE
ROBERT WARWICK -„ u i t u i„ The Heart eta Hero
OAIL KANE
ALICE WtM.n'heuihtf^Paidfor
ETHEL CLAYTON "The Madnest

CARLYLE BLACKWELlin of Helen'

GAIL KANE inJheMenfheMarriei

*6he Month of Thanksgiving

NovLiubir 25. 1916
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SHE GREW UP
WITH THE
MOTION PICTURE

i IB
S III

I mil

III

I ii„

^

}

1 1} «

lilli

ki;!ftjLjJL

SBe Vn-:
Ei

Mm

nt in the
mov
at tor
EVER
y, eme
ld'sgrehis
every great
worY
epoch in art and industry, has
had its individual who, better than
anything else, has represented it.
Napoleon was the great light that
burned in an age of social chaos; Benjamin Franklin was the great mind
that mixed common sense and fiery
patriotism in the Revolutionary days;
Andrew Carnegie was the genius of
steel. When science and art combined
to perfect the motion picture — that
delicate mechanism by which animation was given to shadows — it was a
little girl who opened the hearts of millions by the spark of genius and love
expressed on the screen. That little
girl was

MARY

PICKFORD

She is known universally as the
"World's Sweetheart." And as tho
great art of motion pictures grew, expanded and developed until it encircled the globe, wherever motion pic-

60,000 people saw this first Artcraft^
J*ickford Picture inGreaterNewYork_
alone — thousands more were' denied T
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tures went "Little Mary" went too.
She is the spirit of the silent drama;
the soul that breathes on the shadow
screen. And now comes a crowning
effort, Mary Pickford's own contribution, produced by her own company,
and publicly presented through Artcraft Pictures Corporation, the wonderful film.
u

WORLD

LESS THAN
THE DUST

A story about India, about its marvellous mysticism, its traditions, its
sun-lit skies, wastes of sand and its
struggle against the white man's rule.
This great human story, through
which a sprite of a girl moves in absorbing situations, has been publicly
shown for the first time beginning
November 5th

ARTCRAFT
PICTURES

CORPORATION

729 SEVENTH AVE,
NEW YORK

Eighty -one Theatres in the U. S.
showed this picture for six days
tr more the first week!

f^j

rrs BIG !
^
^j

«
\^

Wis ROMANTIC!
IT'S THRILUNO;
ITS DIFFEREMT!

9>
THE

m
MM

^

Success

> I

^vT» *^ WL..K«»iB

m
s/*

m

i
BOX

>Iaan

SuccE^r
MMUCTHEffimE
NEW^bmCiry.
2^\
tri

i
^

.;i^

■■'#i

■M^

-I

I was ever considered one, but I do
want to go on record as saying that
"The Sex Lure" Is a most beautifully
told story, and the most Interesting^
one I have witnessed In many moons.
For every one In the production Is
an artist and an actor, and Ivan
Abramson has dug deep Into the soul
of each one of them and brought out
the necessary talents to depict eaehi
ijart the way the author Intended.
<
Every point In the motion picture!
Industry haa been covered by this
wizard, Abramson. In this picture. |
To tell the atory would only spoil It
for those whp are going to see it on
the release date, which Js next week.
It Is home stuff — true stuff — nothing exaggerated. There Is thrill after
thrill. You have everythingmurder, kidnapping, deceit, wrecking
of a horiTe. factory life, poverty ajid
riches. It's a picture you can't aflford
to mlaa. It's a picture you h^ve got
to see.
a picture that will hold)
.you
every It'sminute.
If you wjnt to see the picture at
4, and you had to catch the 4:45 train,*
you would
miss themy train
to see
finish.
I missed
dinner,
and'theI
want to go on recora as saying that
If that's a sample of Ivan Abramson's '
work wo are going to hear a whole
By *'ZrT."
Yesterday tiiera was a private lot more of Ivan Abramaoo, and It
won't
be long.
showing of a six-reel feature entitled
_J
"The Sex Lure," produced by Ivan
s j'Atjrameon.
genius In
the d4rectlng
W motion the
pictures.
There
may be

[STII
LUREGINGOF"SE)(
OP

other directors" who produce one hunred lo qvo hundred thousand dollar
roducllons, but when It cornea to
puttingthatan costs
artistica finesse
anrall Into a pic
manufacture
and
make - something
that costs six thousand look like fifty
jthousam
Isr the time ability
tell;
; Most any one can do a great deal
with a great deai.
But how great
can a director make a thing with a
ismall amount of money'
j I have seen many, many piotiir«a^
but I don't pretend to be a critic. In.
fact, far be It froin nre to tliink that

V
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"The Vampires"—
New Gaumont Series
Coming November 23
ON

TIHUSnAY. NiivelilluT if. tln> Mulual Film ('uriimution will reloasf the
t'.rsi t'pisodf uf "*riie Vampires." This is
llie new UaiiniKiit series of ilelei'tivo-m.v.slery lules whieh siircee4ls Ihe famous
"Kuntoinas" series. The series eoiisists of
nine episoih*s. Kaeh episode is three reels
In lent:(!i. Karh story is complete in itself.
I'aris and its environs are the location of
most of the tales. Each episotle is
eramined with a<tlon — thrlU.s — in.vstery !
A Real Thriller.
The honse of (Jnuniont is famous for its
"series" productions, (lamnont flirectors
are noted for Ihe thrills and sensations
they can devise and execute. .\U(liences all
over the world have heeti amazc<l at the
daring deeds performed by (iaumont players. The "Kantomas" series of myster.vdelective stories made money for every
theatre which hookeil it. "The Vampires"
is conceded to he even stronger — •
even more sensational — even more surprising and interest-compelling. The
theatres showing this new series of sensational three reel plays are sure to
he packed at every performance. There is
a bit of curiosity and love of the weird
and unusual in every man. woman and
child. By showing "The Vampires" an.v
exhibitor can appeal to this latent love of
the bizarre, rrotils are sure to result.
Nine Three Reel Chapters.
"The Vampires" is released as nine epi.sodes, each three reels in length. The
first episode of "The Vampires" is entitled "The Detective's Head." It is released on November 23. Bookings are now
being taken at Mutual film exchanges.
Prompt action is necessary if you are to
.secure this new series for Vdt'K theatre.

"Charity?" a Special Offering

The Mutual Film Corporation is soon to
release as a special feature de luxe.
"I'harity?" a seven reel subject produced
by p'rank Powell. "Charity?" is an expose of modern social conditions. It
makes its appeal in behalf of common justice and fairness. It features Linda A.
fJriltilh, wife of David W. Griffith, and
known to film fans the world over as "The
Biograph C,irl." Supporting her in the
picture appear such favorites as Creighton
Hale. Shclilon Lewis and others. "Charity?" seems likely to rival for box-ftffice
value Ihe great Mutual feature "Damaged
(JoimIs." It will be available on and after
November 27 at all Mutual Kxchaiiges.
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f Mutual Star Productions I
I
For November I
H
I

Week Be^nning November 6th.
TUlf.
Leads.
And the Law Says
Richard
Bennett
East Is East
Florence Turner
VA'eek Beginning November 13th.
Peck O' Pickles
Kolb A. Dill
Immediate Lee. . . .Borzage A Little
Week Beginning November 20th.
Lone Star
William Russell
Week Beginning November 27th.
A Dream or Two Ago
Mary Miles Minter
Miss Jackie of the Navy
Margarita Fischer

^
1
B
I
|
M
|
m
p
B
j
B
|
I
I
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William Russell As
An Indian Chief
In "Lone Star"
Another of the William Russell Series

of Mutual Star Productions is the Mutual

feature oJTering this week. "Lone Star"
is its title. It is five reels in length. It
features this popular favorite in the role
of an Indian chief. As a boy he sees his
mother die because the Indian medicineman is unable to drive out the "evil spirits" with which he alleges she is possessed.
Shortly afterward he sees a white physician at work and nuirvels at the difference
in treatment. He resolves to become a
physician himself. After becoming an interne at an Eastern hospital he meets and
falls in love with a beautiful white girl.
The girl's father, however, spurns the
Indian suitor, rebuking him for daring
to love a white girl. Later Lone Star
strips the mn.>ik fnun so-called "white civilization" and decides to return to his own
people. The girl he loved is taken ill.
Lone Star's surgicjil skill alone can save
her life. The father appeals to him for
aid. Forgetting the tatmts that have been
heaped upon him. Lone .Star ministers to
her. Then, stoicall.v, he packs his grip
and departs for the tepees of his tribe.
This unusual picture can bow be booked
at any Mutual film exchange.

Signal Chapterplay a Hit
"A Lass of the Lumberlands." the great
new Helen Holmes chapter-play, is growing in popularity with each new release.
Chapter four is crammed with thrills. An
automobile accident, and a daring crawl by
Helen Holmes from window to window of
a speeding train are but a few of the
thrills in this chapter.

Sequel to "Diamond
From the Sky" Is Now
Ready for Release
THE long awaited .$10,0tX).t)0 sequel to
"The Diamond From the Sky" is now
read.v. Kvery motiou picture exhibitor
knows what a tremendous success the famous serial attained. The triumph scored
by this production is a uiatter of history.
And now the sequel — an entirely new story
which bids fair to score an even greater
triumph — is ready for release. Writers in
ever.v state in the union, almost in every
town in the United States, trietl for Ihe
$10,(X)0.00 prize offered for the best suggestion for a .sequel to the original tale.
Thou.sands of iminuscripts were sent in.
Months were spent in going over them.
Finally the best one was chosen. The
trained scciuirio staff of the American
Film Company. Inc., prepared a working
script from the prize suggestion. Work
of production was then inuuediately begun. Now the production is finished. On
Monda.v, November 27, the first installment of the sequel will be released. The
sequel is in four chapters, each two reels
in length. Each chapter is a big feature
olfering in itself. The four chapters form
a tremendously powerful box-office magnet for four weeks.
Old Favorites All There.
All the old fav(u-ites of "The Diamond
Fnun the Sk.v" are again in the cast. One
after aiuither tlieatre patrons will recognize old friends on the screen. Again they
will behold .\rthur Stanley anil Esther.
Again they will see William Russell as
Blair Stanley, the scapegrace, and Charlotte Burton as his beautiful accomplice in
crime. Once more they will laugh at William Tedmarsh as Quabba, the hunchback, and his almost human monkey.
Quaint Orral Humphreys, as Smythe, the
English solicitor, will appear again, along
with all the other almost forgotten characters who made the original story so tremendous a success. It will be a sort of
family reunion after a long .separation.
But don't imagine that the sequel to "The
Diamond From the Sky" depends upon its
predecessor for its popularity. The sequel
is even stronger, more powerful, more sensational and more thrilling than was the
tale which it concludes.
The Prize Winner.
The name and identity of the winner of
the .?1(1,(KX) prize will be disclo.sed only in
the films. This feature alone will attract
thousands to the theatre showing the picture— for there is scarcely a community in
the oountr.v that hasn't someone in its
midst who tried for the prize. Bookings
on this great sequel to "The I>iani<tnd
From the Sky" are now being taken at all
Mutual film exchanges.

i&#/!£it-&
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wiuiam russell
lone'"staa
AMERICAN nUI COMRAMY,INC.,Aw»/(^

A

gripping

Indian

story.

So-called

modem dvilization is weighed in the balance with Indian honor and loyalty. Most of the
• are laid in a big city where man's inhumanity
^ .„an decide* the savage hero to return to his
own people.

This unit of the William Russell Series
of Mutual Star Productions is filled with
dramatic situations. It was
studios of the American
Santa Barbara, California.
20th through the 68 Mutual

superbly produced at the
Film Company, Inc., at
Released week of Nov.
Exchanges.

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION

9rQfiudf

CHARLIE CHAPLIH
BEHIND THE SCREEN
Seventh of the Mutual-Chaplin Specials,
the only authorized list of productions made

under the $670,000 contract. Released Nov. 13th
through the 68 Mutual Exchange!. Now playing: "The
Floorwalker," "The Fireman," "The Vagabond,"
"One A. M.," "The Count" and "The Pawnihop."

Beware of pirated picture*, dupes, reprints of old subjects released as new, etc.
be

Violatort of Mutual copyright privileget will
extent of the Uw. Don't be
prosecuted to the fulle.tonly
original Mutual-Chaplint.
Get the
hoodwinked!

IMOTHER FINDS
HUSBAND OEftD:
KILLSBABi
iFearsOrphanapfor
[jjiren! Ends Lives
Gas; Lies Down to Die.
JRAGEBY IN BEPYN.

\ne:*lln«L ». ftkd bcwi ««»« t^
■vrf-y o-^- r.>.i'i!i toffiiiher In t?io .feU:
.] fallen t»-al«eii.'|>^e «fterit«on- njaW
ijjf. ^tid Mr»v Percr'
a MBlcr ojE the Vr(d«. "

O

..,bn„u^/ U,. hu.»«n^ l^
Wd»..d,
bellevt4. dkd a natural
Th« titw Mrs, JlcNsli S(*nlor
>••: a iij l.-«*n Ul lor i»everal ]r«ar». 1unknovn In CKlc.aiQ. ftltbougb
years ehe b»«\betfu
Uvli^ig
, ;aii new8(*»Jfr,
l^at *il» poor I slHtep In €antR ICni*. Cal
: anow«<l-b;ru to work c^ly »«««'- l^^u^htPr
|ti<«^. ftntf h« <»«a irei4U6aUy cod- i .^^ ^^
acd lo tm\ .or lon*- sp^Hji,
^^ „pj^-,
LETTEBS

BABE

SUTTERISO.

*«. lUil

RESENTED

A $EN9ATI0NAL
EXPOfE'OF CHARITY
AND CHILD-WELFARE!

SEVEN BIG ACTS!
by the Mutual Film Corporation as a

discussion and a preachment in Motion Pictures on a subject of

WkereDoesTke
Money Co?

fee CHARITY?

National importance. It throws the calcium on those who hide behind
the mask of charity. It exposes graft. It shows how Greed and Corruption
feed on "CHARITY." Its story is told in the newspapers every day. As
powerful as "Damaged Goods." As sensational as "Inspiration." A big subject presented in a fearless manner. Seven acts. Produced by Frank Powell
Productions. Inc. Available at all Mutual Exchanges on and after Nov. 27th.

BOOKINGS
Booked OnJ^

$10022 PerDoy

Through The 68£kchangef,
Of The MUTUAL FILM CORFOmOT/.
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Whose Nose?

Whose Mouth?

Mutual Film Corporation
Announces
THE.
TO

Four Big
Chapters!

Release Date
Nov. 27th
Announcement
of Winner
In The Films!
Stars:
William Russell
Charlotte Burton
Rhea Mitchell
William Tedmarsh
Orral Humphrey

s 10,000.00

MILLIONS have been waiting for the Sequel
to the famous serial — "The Dianiond
hrom the Sky." And now it's ready for
release. On Monday, November 27lh. the first
chapter of the $10,000 Sequel will be shown for
the first time in theatres all over the United
States, This is the Sequel to the most successful
serial yet released. This is the film that has been
made from the $10,000 prize suggestion. The
Sequel is stronger — more powerful — more sensational han was the original production. Itis in
four chapters, each two reels in length. Each
chapter is a big feature in itself. The four chapters insure tremendous box office receipts for
four continuous weeks.
"The Diamond From the Sky" was itself a
$10,000 prize story. It ran in fiction form in
newspapers all over the country. Millions of
people saw it. Hundreds and hundreds of
theatres played to capacity business with it as
an attraction. A prize of $10,000 was offered
for the best Sequel to "The Diamond From the
SUy." People in every state in the Union tried
for that prize. Thousands and thousands of
manuscripts were written. Months were necessary
to read over all the suggestions offered. Finally
the prize winning suggestion was chosen. The
trained scenario staff of the American Film
Company. Inc.. then set about preparing the
working script of the production. This finished.

the task of (ilmini: was begun. And now it is
completed. On Monday. November 27th. the
first chapter of the prize-winnmg Sequel will be
released.
All the old favorites of the original production are again in the cast. Arthur and Blair
Stanley— Esther and Vivian Marston — Quabba.
the hunchback and Smythe, the quaint English
solicitor, are all acam to be shown on the
screen. Popular William Russell — beautiful
Charlotte Burton — talented William Tedmarsh —
funny Orral Humphreys, are all in the cast again
together with many new players. The Sequel
is an entirely new story. It is tremendously
thrilling, powerfully dramatic, superbly photographed and enacted by the very best cast obtainable. Itwill pack even more theatres than
did the film production which it completes — the
original "Diamond From the Sky."
Thousands are going to visit the theatres
showing the Sequel to see the winner of the
$10,000. for the films alone will disclose the
name and identity of the Sequel's author. Bookings are now being taken on the Sequel to "The
Diamond From the Sky" at all Mutual film exchanges. Be the first in your vicinity to show
it. Don't overlook this wonderful opportunity.
Don't wait. Wire, write or call at the nearest
Mutual Exchange TODAYI

Produced hj Anaerican Film Co. , Inc.

The Sequel to The Diamond From the Sky
Booking Now — at 68 Mutual Exchanges!
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'Prefentr C^
GAUHONT

ACTION
— thrills — mystery! They are
all in this new and startling series (if detectivemystery tales. "The Vampires" is a series of nine
exciting stories each complete in itself — each three reels in

length. Rele.ised weekly beginning Nov. 23rd through the 6J
Mutual Exchanges. A bold and daring reporter of a Parisian news,
paper sets out to expose the most astounding set of criminals evei
banded together. His life is endangered again and again. Clevet
plots are foiled by equally clever craft. Relentlessly he pursues the
band to the bitter end.
Eventually virtue triumphs.

This series of Gaumont-

^.^

fW^

made detective tales is now
booking

at all Mutual film exchanges. Prepare now to "hold
'em out" for nine continuous
weeks. Book "The Vampires"
TODAY!

-^^

^Ga&n)oi)tS
W

.^-■:../

Booking NOW At eaMuhial Exchanger
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risk of life and limb — breath-taking "stunts"
RECKLESS
— dare-devil feats that require nerve and fearlessness, are making this
production the most talked-about picture of the season. Audiences are held spell-bound.
Nothing is
Helen Holmes and her supporting company are breaking all previous records.
Never before was there such a serial as this.
too foo'ha'dy for them to attempt.

Ike New Arid rpecbacvleu- Ckapler-Piay
"^
"'i" HELEN HOLMEf
"A Lass showing
of the Lumberlands"
is setting
standards
production.
Theatres
it are packed to the
doors. new^
The game
fight ofina photoplay
lone girl again^
a mighty
lumber trust is being followed by thousands. You can pack ijour theatre with this chapter-p'ay — fifteen
chapters — each two reels in length. Capacity business for fifteen weeks. Don't ^valt! Don t delay!
Write or wire your nearest Mutual Exchange toJav'

BookmqNOW'AbAII
MUTUAL EXCHANGED
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SEE AMERICA

FIRST

Ketutes dtotnall the World
in&iuinontSingle-Jleelsr
As an exhibitor, what YOU want to know is NEWS of
new pictures — to decide what pictures will make you
money. Did it ever occur to you that NEWS is also what
all the world wants? Each of us is curious to know
what others are doing, where they live, and how.
These four Gaumont single-reels supply such information
in its most pleasing form.
Figure it out for yourself:
MUTUAL WEEKLY— News of the world AS IT HAPPENS.
REEL LIFE — Magazine news and reviews of the world.
(TOURS AROUND THE WORLD— News and views of foreign lands.
(SEE AMERICA FIRST— Views of the good, old U. S. A.
GAUMONT KARTOON KOMICS— Fun for young and old.

And dnit ^j^ Oatim«ntKartoonK»mics
?(^Cni)ODt^

6aan)0Dt Co*
FLUSHING.

N. Y.

%&mi)t
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MUTUAL PICTURES

<^IDil}ioiit
— presents VOGUE'S
dynamic
trio of laugkmakers— Paddy McQuire,Gyt)sy Abbott and ArtKur
Moon — in a story and situations
tbat set ne'W
records ror snaf>J)y comedy. Book tnis tworeel VOGUE
early, and feature
it on
your {urogram.
Directed by Robin Williamson;
Released Nov. 19tli

"Uf) tlie Flue'

— IS a unique VOGUE
production, giving Rube Aliller and
Lillian Hamilton unlimited f)OSSibilities in a travestied melodrama based on a "black band ' t)lot. Two
a powerful VOGUE Comedy bit!

reels of laugbs —

Directed ty Rule Miller: Released Nov. 26tli
Siapstich with a Reaton

Make Money witli VOGUES!
Establish VOGUE

Comedies as a regular j>art of your

{)rogram. They are J)o()ular witn tne J)eoJ)le —
wonderful crowd Jjullers.
Book tliem today —

At Any
ogue T^^'l
rilms,

V

ana

Mutual Excbange

1 Santa Monica
BlvJ.. at Gowcr Street, Loa Aaftele; C«l.
inc. StuJio
G«wraioffic«i
6235 broadw
ay. Chicago, illinoib

T
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Supetpicmt<9S
CAPITAL STOOKLJs 0,000,000
'
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W.^.HODKIN^ON.

President

FfiEDERIGKLGOLLINSlVPl^
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0,000.000

Established for ttie purpose of encouragJind,
financinc^.and distributing mohon pictures of c^uali^.
efficienl^ manacied.honeslly sdd.nationally advertised

lb provide sound

Manatfemeni:

To provide sound

Backinjt:

To provide sound

Distyjbution -

The monei)

Thprren who
fcunded

Well check
this one

behind
M«^CIure's

Paramount'

this week!

Vilh QXperienCPd men in command.with adequate
monei) in tViebank.and with national distribution absolutely
duaranteed.SuperpicruresJnc.is prepared to release:

Supeifiicfures
backed bij national
Publicitij:

Superpic(^ur«s
ofunusualfSrmand
Oualitij:

Superpic^ui<?s

featUrinp unusual

Stars:

Well check
this one
this week'

Thfword Super^pictUfc? is fully protected and will be
used only on actual Superpictures of known value to
ffie Exhibitor and the public

W.V.HODKINSON.
HOLLAND

President

FREDERICK

LCOLLINS.VR^

RAYMOND EAVLEY
S.DUELL ^ecrefart^
Executive Offices in New York
Address to bp

announced fhis wpek

Treasurer

EUGENE WALTER'S ^^i°^S.-r

Direction of HORKHEIMER

BROS.

CAN BE BOOKED
WHO

FROM THESE EXCHANGES
RELEASE ONE

BIG NEW MOSS

FEATURE

ARKANSAS
lnt«r-8ute Film Service.
Waco. Texfta
CONNECTICUT
KriterioD Co. of Boston.
BostOQ, Mass.

DAKOTA (North and South)
Sherman & Elliot. 814 Produce
Ex. BIdg., MlnneapoliB.
Minn.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Kritericn
r.f Boston,
Boston,Co, Mass.

Federal Film Corp.. Omaha, and
Kansas City. Mo.

NEW
MASSACHUSETTS

R.

Federal FUm Corp., Omaha, and
Kansas City. Mo.

DIST.
OF
COLUMBIA
Electric Theatre Supply Co.,
PhUadelphla. Pa.

KENTUCKY
Standard Film Service Co., Cleveland, Cincinnati. Detroit,
Escanaba

Standard Film Service Co.. Cleve
land, Cincinnati.
Detroit.
Escanaba

LOUISIANA

MARYLAND
INDIANA
Linicb & Schaefer

Electric Theatre
Suppb*
Philadelphia, Pa.

What
Would
You
Do If You Found
That the Woman You
Love Had Married a
Thief and a Gambler?

JERSEY

RHODE

Federal

NEBRASKA
Film Corp.. Omaha,
Kansas City. Mo.

and

ISLAND

(Northern)

A. Bldg.,
Clark, Newark.
Proctor's
N. J. Palace

NEW JERSEY (Southern)
Electric Theatre Supply Co..
Philadelphia, Pa.

VERMONT
Kriterion Co. of Bostoo,
Boston, Mass.

OHIO
Standard Film Service Co., Cleve-

VIRGINIA
Electric Theatre
Supply Co.,
Philadelphia. Pa.
AUSTRALIA
and
NEW ZEALAND
Coopcrattvo FUm Exchange

OKLAHOMA
Inter-Ptate
Film
Service
Waco,
Texas

ILLINOIS
JODes. Ltnick & Schaefer. 110 So.
SUte
St-, Chicago,
111.
Jonee.

each month

PENNSYLVANIA
(Eastern)
ElectricPhiladelphia.
Theatre
Supply
Pa, C'l. .

GREAT
BRITAIN
and
THE CONTINENT
KlaetopTaph
Film Co..
London, England

This Is But One Tense,
Curiosity-Arousing
Situation in a Picture
Full Romance
of "Pep" and

BARQLrZ
ABLE
ITts
The IN
esen
prIM
MABEL
mLlATE«RO
in SKannon. Fixe 's

SUNBEAM
gAMETRO
wonder play m5 Acfs
produced for
ROLFE PKoioplays Ixlc

by Ed-Avin Careive.

rOR

loo^^mvs
Tlie lOO Per Cent
4

Jkr

Jt^

ttii'^

GRAM
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eacoiusy
l

That terriWe form oFenvy that
makes a woman destroy her
own happiness and that oP
others, ^— ' shown in tlie —

WILLIAM FOX

i

Photo ^play

lEALOUSY
VALE SKA
SURAT
Written and
Will.
S.Davis.
"byDirected

TOX FILM CORPORATION
mm

i
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AS m:rmA channeng
m THE GEEAX

PATEtCTEC PMOTO-^PLAY SERIAL

WKOSE
THEA'UE
THE AMEMCPM
WRITTEN EY
U5«!£y!CS. VANCE,

^O'W

IS THE Pfe©TECt[QN
OF" ^
HQA\E WWQNi [M\/Ag[QN
S>V W^B^l^nl^
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GET YOUR SHARE of the
fi'om these

FIVE SURE-FIRE WINNERS

Beauty
a.nd
Decided Novelty

Circus folk declare "The Jockey of Death" is
as fascinating
as "the greatest show on earth."
Ministers of the Gospel say "The Flower of
Faith" is one of the best sermons ever preached
and the sweetest story ever told.
Reviewers
"The features.
Ocean Waif" as
the
daintiest characterize
of comedv-drama

Fashion experts enthusiastically assert thai the latest
modes were never before so uniquely presented as in
"The Adventures of Dorothy Dare."
Newspaper
men say "Beatrice
Fairfax"
has all the

INTERN

The 5ucce^^ful
(Serial of Newspaper (f
Life. Introducirvfi

Harry
and
Grace Fox
Darling

excitement
and mystery
that surrounds
newspaper people.
You can't ask for better endorsements
sure-fire winners.

AT

ION

the

lives

of these

Ah.

o'
five

PERFORMANCES, NOT PROMISES.
An ounce of performance is worth
tons of promises — as some of you kriow
to your cost.
Why not adopt the WISE policy and
let Unicorn performance accomplish for
your box-offices what all the highfaluting flap-doodle in the world can't
do; — namely: —
Bring the money and prestige into
your* theatre?
THINK THIS OVER.
THEN WRITE,
WIRE OR 'PHONE.
N. B. PUT
"THE GRAY
ON YOUR BUSINESS.

SEAL

OF SUCCESS"

IHE BIGGEST THING ON
<♦■::«•«

•uccmii pfi.ii siiivici
^!fo ^ WEiT
E 1-&HT

TWENTY

EXH

FORTY-/IXTH
/TREET,
J^j^SQU^EtOUT T+4B

RRAf^CMES,

I B IT

1436 Welton

Denver.

NEW YOrI:^^

<IOUNTf=ty

EXHIBIT

St

Colo.

o°tobor 3o,i9i6,

Unicorn Film Se^^ lc« Corporation,
130 West 4Gth St.
New York, N,
Cenlle[7ien:
Attention Mr. Coldfrap
We take pleasure In advising that «« are in reoelpt
of a letter from one of our customers, namely Mr. A. R.
Moore, of Eustis. Nebraska, reading in part as roLlovs:
••After using filma from three different
Exohanges. I find that none have proved
as successful ai Unicorn, for quality and
service; and last but not least, as money
getters.'' (Signed) A. R. Moore,
•hlch again proves the Unicorn brand of films, as this is
only one of the many letters ■« have received from the
different exhibitors in our territory, and right now we
have numerous requests for our new program which will put
In its appearance very shortly.
Yours very truly,
UNICORN FILM SERVICE COPPORATION.

FROM \. Y. MORNING TELEGRAPH:
The Inference is Obvious — Unicorn I
An Unsatisfied Demand for Short Film Plays is
One of the Trade's Problems.

A serious situation in the motion picture business seems to
have arisen in THE GROWING SCAkCITY OF SHORTI,K NGTH FILMS. Producers who have in mind only the exploitation ofstars an<i the possibilities of luetropolltan pioductions are by way of forgetting the, many thonsands of binall
town houses which cannot afford— by reason of ^mall seating
capacity and limited attendance — to pay for great features,
great iiiinies and celebrated productions. The same is true of
many of the small neighborhood picture theatres where small
■prices accompany a general desire for variety.
The short film, like the short story or the small painting, has
its own advantages On tire regular stage, the stars of the
drama are seldom within the reach of the small houses or the
patrons of vaudeville. These facts make plain the neetl and
the commendability of the short film for the 5,000 to 7 000 lesser
picture houses which cannot afford the great features or the
star performers, for the simple reason that Iheir theatres are to
small and their accustomed scale of prices is to low to permit
thera to offer the longer and more famous nttractions.
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AT LAST!!
j^OV Photo Play With a State Rights Propo/ition
€tiat m^eans xnor^ySr the Bayer and profits for
the Exhibitors.
C

~~7/ie Best KnoWn

Character in th^ Fiction, of all Nations,

ROBINJ'ON

CKUrOE

C T^riend of millions With millions g^y^riends. ^
Steps out q/^the past into the present in a supero
^ part Photo PiaYttii* rights of wl/xich. axz now available.
C^'g- mos{ aitrac^ive pivposnion ever offerea.

HENRY W. JAVAGE
r^^ as a producer^ numbers o^moneymaking plays
stands at the head g^his profession, lie is knoA\7ft as
one of the Wiiards of the theatrical World.
Giving, Without jtint, his resources,
experience and aided by the master^
ftd direction, of the peerless"
*
^

G«°i^g«MARI01sL

he has produced the mert dependable
profit making play that has ever
been offered to the states right:
purcliaser.

^X
I1

A HERO

'% KNOV^N

OF CENTI/RIES.
IN ALL LANGUAGES

TD THE UNI<C>LD MILLIONS

^

ODINT'ON
R
CRUrOE
. ' comes to you picturized in a ulAolei-oiiie dr&m& far the old and youno:. Uhis is not a.
childs play, yet it is one fti&t grow^n ups Will not let fhemselVes or the children miss !.".!

,|i THIS 15 A BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION DEQIXE.
ACTQUICKJJYl
■^
CERTAINTIES ARE NOT DAILY OCCURENCES 1!!

|l' ^ &H.M. WAmEl?-DistTi6utors 7Z9 SEVEMTH^'^E. N£Vi^K)I^K_CITY'
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KLEINE-EDISON-SELIG-ESSANAY
SERVICE
GEORGE

KLEINE
Miss

Presents

uillieBuih
Supported by HENRY KOLKER
A Motion Picture Novel by Mr >nd Mri RUPERT

HUGHES

es —stage
ful elabora
scttinRS — gwonder
percostumte
story—
amazin
fect photography— the most beautiful and captivating of all the screen
e."
's Romanc
slars, Burke
inting
are allisfound
"Gloria
es everyBillie
audienc
fascina
where by her work in this 20-chapter photoplay. Exhibitors the country over proclaim this masterly film novel the greatest
box-office magnet of the year. It tells a
logical story. It features a famous star.
It is clean. It is wholesome. It attracts
the best people in every community. It
lifts the theatre running it above the. ordinary class of motion picture houses Oct
in touch today
with the nearest Kleineor write
exchange,
EdisonSelig-Essanay
AN

George

Kleine

80 Fifth Avenue
New YorkX;ity
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-ESSAM
-SEUGijiiiimmmss
fiUM-EWSON
SERVICE
I
Selig Stars Who Shine in

KLEINE-EDISON-SELIG-ESSANAY SERVICE
Kathlyn Williams
Eugenie Besserer
Otis Harlan
Fritzi Brunette

Grace Darmond
Harry Mestayer
Thomas Santschi
George Fawcett

Tyrone Power
Edith Johnson
Vivian Reed
Guy Oliver

Selig Red Seal Plays in

KLEINE-EDISON-SELIG-ESSANAY SERVICE
The Rosary
The Millionaire Baby
The Circular Staircase Sweet Alyssum
No Greater Love
Unto Those Who Sin
Valiants of Virginia The Prince Chap

A Texas Steer
Thou Shalt Not Covet
Into The Primitive
Country That God Forgot

Book Now Through Exchanges

KLEINE-EDISON-SELIG-ESSANAY SERVICE
Selig Polyscope Company
Chicago,

Illinois

Novoml.cr 25. 1'I16

THE

MONINT,

l^irrURR

■:'.1i'!?K
WORLD

ittmfe'o

KLEINEEDISON-SELIG-ESSANAY

The fascinating story of the love of a
young American
for an heiress, her
wooing by a count and the filial triumph
of the American.
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Bewitching

VIOLA DANA
in EDISON'S

Marvel

Play

The COSSACK
WHIP
A Powerful Story of Russian Life, Pictured in Exciting Scenes by an Exceptionally
Brilliant Cast.
"The work of Miss Dana is flawless . . .the
story hasPicture
been World.
superbly screened."— Grimm, in
Moving

Book this super-feature, which is already
breaking records in a long list of leading
theaters,
headedhouses.
by Marcus Loew's chain
of
New York
Screen Time, One Hour
Minutes.

and Thirty

EDISON'S

The Heart of theHills
With Mabel Trunnelie and Conway Tearle
"Well made and will afford strong entertainment." — Blaisdell, Moving Picture World.
"A good offering for any house."— Ray, The Billboard.
"No first-class
Dramatic
Mirror. house need doubt its success." — "E. S.,"
"A goodMotion
lead Picture
feature Mail.
for the average programme." —
Buckley,
"Mabel Trunnelie attractive throughout. . . . Well
staged."— Ellonhead,
Motion Picture News.

Screen Time, One Hour and Thirtythree Minutes.

jT^K
/

Write or Wire Our Office Nearest You

KLEINE - EDISON - SELIG - ESS ANAY
80 FIFTH

AVE., NEW

YORK,

.i

SERVICE

and All Principal Cities

W
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BLACK

CAT

FEATURES ARE FIT
FOR ALL THEATRES

NOW

?

READY!

Run them every Tuesday. The Greatest Drawing
Card of the year, with special Black Cat advertising.
They'll be the talk of the nation. Here's the first four :

\

"THE EGG"— DEC. 5.
Screen Time 32 Minutes.

"AS IN A LOOKING

GLASS"— DEC. 12.

Screen Time 33 Minutes.

"THE LITTLE
BROWN MOLE"— DEC. 19.
Screen Time 31 Minutes.
"THE GIRL Screen
GOD MADE
FOR JONES"— DEC. 26.
Time 33 Minutes.

GENERAL

FILM SERVICE

i

,4
1333 Argyle St., Chicago

"V»n

TNTiCii-

NovcnilH-r 25. 1916
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Soimil Sllin Semce.
A 100 REEL PICTURE
Written by Exhibitors
Every Reel a complete story—no padding
M
te

Here are twenty chapters: —
1.
2.
3.
4.

Using General
Film Service Cities

Theatres
Showing Pictures

Cities

.New York
Boston
Scranlon
Buffalo

632
49
29
72

315
33
17
43

H.
12.
13.
14.

Theatres
Showing Pictures

Chicago
Salt Lake City
Inflianapolis
St. Louis

Using General
Film Service

474
11
70
124

201
8
37
61

5. Springf'd, Mass. 11
6. .\e\vark. N. J.
70
7. Martford. Conn. 10

6
55
6

15. .\tlanta
16. Memphis
17. Niagara Falls

19
14
10

11
9
6

8. Denver
39
9. .\. Haven. Conn. 21
10 R.K-hestcr
34

28
16
20

18. Waterb'y, Conn, 10
19. Wilkes-Barre
15
20. Milwaukee
65

6
9
31

Foputation

of cities listed, 12.04r»,0:;i

( To be cont'ntied — 80 cities to cotne)

You know Mr. Exhibitor how many Exchanges compete for your business

THESE FIGURES PROVE THAT
THEATRE
PATRONS
PREFER

I,
m
I
si

SMrdSkSeim
assuring

QUALITY

VARIETY

GENERAL
^

CONSISTENCY

FILM COMPANY,

440 FOURTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

Inc.
^
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Soio^ol JUiit Semce.
IS
MARRIAGE
SACRED
This Question Touches
Every Home!
It is of Vital Interest
To Every Man, Woman
and Child!
/

Watch for Essanay's
Great New Series

/

Each of these heart grip-

"Unto the Least of These"
SCREEN TIME
33 MINUTES
featuring

'/

/

OTHER ESSANAY RELEASES

MARY V. McALISTER
and JOHN COSSAR
Rf/eaud A'oii. 21.
"Some Bravery"

ping stories is complete
in itself, but all bearing

. SCREEN

on this all importanttopic.

DON'T

MISS

ONE!

SCREEN TIME

\1 \

BEN TURPIN
Rsleased Nov. 22.
"The Border Line"
jSCREEN

appronmately

33 MINUTES

TIME 18 MINUTES
featuring

TIME
48 MINUTES
featuring

NELL CRAIG and
EDWARD ARNOLD
Rekuiid Xo-.: 35

1333 Argyle St., Chicago

25, 1916

November 25, 1916

Till-

M(i\l.\(i

IMC'ITKl'

\V(M<I.n

SamolJ^SimceS
i

VERY LATEST FASHIONS
THE SELIG-TRIBUNE, THE WORLD'S
GREATEST NEWS FILM, HAS INSTITUTED A DEPARTMENT OF FASHIONS.
THE
NEW

iM

LATEST

CREATIONS

FROM

YORK AND PARIS WILL BE REGULARLY PRESENTED.

VIVIAN REED, THE GIRL-WITH-THEMILLION-DOLLAR-SMILE, WILL POSE
FOR THE SELIG-TRIBUNE, RELEASED
EVERY MONDAY AND THURSDAY IN
GENERAL FILM SERVICE.
BOOK "FOLLOWING THE FLAG" AND
"MISTAKES WILL HAPPEN," RELEASED IN GENERAL FILM SERVICE
THE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 27TH.

SELIG POLYSCOPE

M

CHICAGO,

ILL.

CO.
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Smmil Jiini Smno.
L-JJ,-,..

^'f Iff

- '■■"'- ^j-- -^ ' ' ■ ■■ ^-^^-f- —

...

. J. J.

^--- ^t..^-.

Ruad Every Word!
3ble llour Cfj^ater
Jf ort Wamt, Unbianal
Kalem Company,
New York City.
Gentlemen:
I put "The Girl From Friaoo" on my dullest night —
Saturday. This is a great downtown city on Saturday and it
seemed impossible to draw patrons to my house on that night.
But "The Girl From Frisco" certainly pulled them out last ^
Saturday and I am assured of twenty-five good Saturdays. I
have run almost every serial and series of pictures produced
in the past two years in my theater and I can frankly say
that I received more persoaal comnents from my people on
your series than all the others combined. The exhibitor who
does not run this aeries Is sure a dead one.
I also use "Ham and Bud" and the "Hazards of Helen"
pictures; in fact, my programaa would not be complete without
them.
Yours sincerely,
:J
Theodore Beiersdorf er.

Try These On Your Dullest Night:
"The
Fight
for Paradise
Valley"
Marin
Sais and True
Boardman
in an
episode of

"Rival
Ham,

"Grant, Police Reporter"

Nov. 22nd.

Released

Fakers"

Bud,

George Larkin and Ollie Kirkby in an
episode of

"The Girl from Frisco"

Released Wednesday,

"The House of Three Deuces"

Ethel Teare
and Henrj'
doch in a one-reel comedy.
Released Tuesday, Nov. 21st.

Mur-

Friday, Nov. 24th.

"The Forgotten Train Order"
Daring

Helen
Gibson
in a one-reel
"Hazard
of Helen"
Released Saturday, Nov. 25t]l.

Four-color One and Three Sheet Posters on One Reel Releases; One, Thee and Six Sheets on
"The Girl From Frisco"
"THE SOCIAL PIRATES"
Ask your General Film office

MAKES DULL NIGHTS WINNERS FOR FIFTEEN
about the new proposition and special advertising
on

KALEM

i

235 West

^;:

23rd Street

WEEKS
this series.

COMPANY
New

YorK

City

November
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.igainst us — but heresy or not, it's a fact, is it not?
.\gain, take the case of Latin America. Direct dealing
from New York has brought about wonderful changes
in that market which we persist in neglecting. South
.America has been converted and enlightened as to tfie
quality of American-made films by Americans going to
Buenos Aires and exploiting their pictures there and in
Peru, Chili, Bolivia and Uruguay. The foreign market
is more valuable to the American producer than it ever
was before. Let him not give it away or sell it for a
mess of pottage.

* * *

■■>cra4 •! ika G«a«nl r«it OSo^

Naw Ysrk Qlr, •• Seooad Qail Msttar

J. P. CHALMERS, Founder.
Published Weekly by the

CHALMERS
J. P.
J. F.
E. J.
John

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

17 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY.
(Telephone, 3510 Madison Square)
Ch«lmers, Sr
Pretident
Chalmers
Vice-President
Chalmers
Secretary and Treasurer
Wylie
General Manager

The office of the company ii the address of the officers.
CHICAGO
OFFICE-Suite
917-919 Schiller Building. 64 West
Randolph
St., Chicago. 111. Telephone, Central 5099.
PACIFIC COAST OFFICE— Haas Building, Seventh St. and Broadway,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone,
Broadway
4649.

SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and
Philippine Islands
$3.00 per year
Canada
3.50 per year
Foreign Countries (Postpaid)
4.00 per year
Changes of address should give both old and new addresses in full and
^ clearly written. Two weeks' time may be required to effect the
alteration.

ADVERTISING
RATES.
Classified Advertising— One dollar for twenty words or less;
over twenty words, five cents per word.
D1SP1.AY .Advertising Rates made known on application.
NOTE — Addrass all correspondence, remittances and subscriptions to
»IO\aNG PICTURE WORLD. P. O. Box 226. Madison Square Station,
Naw York, and not to individuals.
(Index to this issue trill be found on page 1234.)
"CINE-MUNDIAL," the monthly Spanish edition of the Moving Picture World, is published at 17 Madison Avenue by the Chalmers Publisbtag Canpany. It reaches the South American market. Yearly subscription, 11.50. Advertising rates on application.
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Facts and Comments
OUR

recent article showing the triumph of American-made pictures in Italy has once more, and in
a very striking manner, called attention to the
possibilities of e.xport. Does it not seem strange that
we know how to make the best pictures in the world,
but cannot distribute them to the producer's best advantage? We are speaking of the foreign market, of course,
although the domestic problem needs a lot of solving, too.
We regret to say this, but it's so fearfully true that we
cannot resist. Most American producers either know
nothing or care nothing about foreign markets. Take the
case of Italy, where, up to very recent times, there was
but one American company that had any considerable
sales. Do you imagine that these new pictures, or rather
these new companies, would have got into Italv if there
had not been a direct deal between Italy and the United
States ^vithout looking to an intermediary in London?
This may be heresy, and our esteemed British contemporary may issue another edict of excommunication

IN a large Southern city the power of the screen was
successfully demonstrated in a greatly increased registration of voters. To get the voters to register is
often harder than getting them to the polls. The exhibitors in the city we have in mind urged registration from
the screen. No man has a greater respect for the screen
than we have, and we are used to scrutinize closely any
use of it other than that of showing pictures. To admonish voters to register is performing a civic duty and has
nothing to do with partisanship. Hence we were glad
to learn that the oldest politician does not remember a
bigger registration than this year's, when the slides on
the screen helped along. Incidentally, the politicians
were very much impressed with the power of the screen,
and that, we are sure, will never do any harm.

Moving Picture World wishes to record its
THE
appreciation of the letter and the spirit of a resolution passed recently at the convention of The Motion Picture E.xhibitors League of the Maritime Provinces of Canada in Halifax. The resolution is to this
effect: "Resolved that this convention express to The
Moving Picture World its special thanks for the great
service it is rendering to the cause of the organized exhibitor." We take this occasion to assure all our friends
and readers that we are endeavoring to make this publication the most helpful, the most accurate and most interesting paper for exhibitors throughout the country.
Every indication that we are succeeding along this line
is extremely gratifying to us.
WRITING
from Colorado, a friend and reader
of the Moving Picture World says that "the
motion picture industry in our state . . .
is probably more free from opposition and adverse
legislation than it is in any other state. This fact may
be responsible for there being no exhibitors organization in Colorado." Very probably. As a rule we preach
organization to deaf ears until Necessity goes into
confinement and brings forth Invention.

ANY

effort to refer the character and quality of motion pictures to the great forum of public opinion
is a step in the right direction. From a friend and
reader in Cleveland we learn that hereafter the patrons
of one of the biggest theaters in that city "on leaving the
theater are to be handed a card on which will appear the
following questions : 'How did you like the picture as
a whole, the story and the star and the photography?
What did you particularly like about it ? What was your
principal dislike?'" These popular tests will be made
once a week. The management has offered a prize of one
hundred dollars for the best criticism. There is no art
more quickly responsive to popular demand and popular
taste and the Cleveland way is a good way of getting a
valuable record.
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ES si S ® % Louis Reeves Harrison

no other subject are men so decided in their
conclusions ; on none so widely-varying opinions,
and, therefore, so few correct ones, as on the
intelligence of an average audience at the picture show.
There are all kinds of off-hand estimates among men
engaged in the branches of production, distribution and
exhibition of moving pictures. Summed up, they
amount to nothing definite. The opinion of each man
is about as broad as his own particular knowledge of
human nature, and very few men are reasonably well
acquainted with themselves, to say nothing of being qualified to state definitely what others think and feel.
Laying aside all prejudice against the millions who
spend their money to see a story visualized on the screen
— they comprise all classes — the first step in getting at
the truth lies in self-examination. Take your own case.
You are quite intimately acquainted with certain very
decided merits of your own, which are very little appreciated, when not wholly unsuspected by your own dear
circle of friends. Among them all — they may number a
handful or several hundreds — how many of them really
understand you?
Are you, too, fit to judge them?
A is a friend of yours who is succeeding, perhaps
through a combination of ability and good luck, in a
business where your friend Z is barely holding his own.
Z comes to you with a so-called bit of friendly information, which is merely a misconstruction of something A
has said about you injurious to your business, your family or your aspirations. A denies saying anything of the
sort, but he is too proud to apologize for what he has
not done, and you cherish a secret resentment against
him.

Why take an aloof attitude? Why mount a little
pedestal of primitive egotism and look down on human
nature? You will not do this if you are a man of high
intellectuality well seasoned with common sense. Intellectuality may enable you to perceive much that other
men barely see, but it is not impossible that you lack
common sense if you cannot draw conclusions that are
not self-evident from those that are. There are millions
of persons of very limited acquirements who have a fund
of native good sense, whereas it is not conspicuously
infrequent for us to meet with a lack of it in persons
of great learning.
Common sense teaches us that there is a wide difiference in the activity of comprehension in a mixed audience. Some have a quick grasp upon all that is shown.
Others lack swift perceptions where the mind alone is
addressed. A few are highly intellectual. The great
mass is not so. On this account a proposition stated in
language easily comprehended by a few is not so readily
understood by the many. But we are not stating a
proposition in language. We are picturing a phase of
human life which is addressed largely to the emotions.
Let a skilled writer put forth in the best terms at his
command that a certain law handed down from past
generations and still in force is so unsuited to people of
today that it should be discarded as worthless. A few
will read and understand the essay. Now apply that
law to a phase of life in the pictured story with high
emotional power, create a drama of great intensity from
human nature and experience — it can be presented to
millions of limited intellectuality, yet reach their intelli-

You ought to know that success excites envy in pitiful human nature, that a covert attack is always the
weapon of a weakling; only the brave and strong make
their critical remarks to your face, and A should be
given the benefit of the doubt in view of his denial. If
you cannot see through the motive behind covert personal detraction, what right have you to pronounce the
motives and character of people you do not know, the
larger proportion of whom you have not even seen?
We must take a broad view, rather than a narrow
one, of human nature. Normal men and women are
merely composites of good and bad characteristics, good
or bad according to the etliical codes of their respective
communities — I am not speaking of decadents — and they
are very nearly related in the matter of impulse and sentiment. So far as impulse and sentiment are concerned,
almost any big audience of normal human beings comes
close to being a unit. It is only when we come to consider the intellectual control of impulse and sentiment
that we arrive at a genuine differentiation of human
character.
The average human being in mature life lacks time to
study. He thinks in the terms of his business, his family
life, the latest news and the sports and games. He is
rarely engaged in studying nature, history, science and
literature. Admitting this to be a fact, does it mean
that he is incapable of understanding almost any subject
clearly and beautifully presented to his attention at the
picture show? You are probably one of us, just an
average man — do you find the screen exhibits entirely
too good for one of your mental capacity? It makes no
difiference if you have a few more dollars and comb
your hair_ oftener than the rest of us — are you not one
of the millions vourself?

Do we not stumble on this question of intellectuality,
gence.
which relates very largely to intellectual perception of
what is presented to the mind from a purely intellectual
point of view and usually in language? A very sensible
mixed audience may not be at all intellectual. Should
we not give consideration to the medium and the method
of presenting an idea? That same unintellectual audieasily
aft'ected toby human
what is
shown on may
the
screenenceinmayabestory
addressed
sensibilities,

ON

be e.xtremely susceptible to the impression made by an
idea, and thus a great truth may permeate common intelligence.
^Ve know that common intelligence often revolts
against mere preachment, that it often remains unconvinced by argument, but it is hardly safe to assume on
that account that it does not exist. Is it not more true
that the interesting picture story, with its profound impression upon human sensibility, with its subtle approach
to the mind through the emotions, is bound eventually
to prove itself to be the golden medium through which
truth travels from its source to our capacity for receiving it?
The great mass of common people is not always right,
but that is far from meaning that those sarne people are
unwilling to be set right. The fact that they are often
wrong goes far to show that they are susceptible to such
influences as poor moving pictures exert. It would be
disheartening to think that these same people were so
L'cking in intelligence as to be incapable of understanding the truth when it is rightly presented to them. To
give them what is false to our finest ideals will less
imply a lack of intelligence on their part in the present
and the future than a lack of intelligence upon the part
of those controlling production.
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The Paralysis of Common Sense
By VV. Stephen

Bush.

very short notice I could name to you more
tlian a score of cases where exhibitors are slowly
ruining themselves by paying inflated prices under
the mistaken impression that they nni!>l kill olT their competition. Inone instance two houses in a small suburban
town are running this race of death. One of the houses
ON
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hut the man had been prominent in organization work.
There are too many e.xchange men who have no conception of their responsibilities and no particular qualifications for it. They are given great power, in many
cases the power of life and death, as far as the exhibitors' business is concerned. This power, instead of
sobering them, fills them with an exaggerated sense of
their own personal importance.
On whom, after all, must the blame for these intolerable conditions be laid but at the door of the exhibitors
themselves? Their indifference, their bidding against
each other for service, their unwillingness to get together and act in common wherever there are common
interests, are to blame. If they were properly organized
they would not have to worry about service. If they
realized that a little temporary advantage over a fellowexhibitor will in the end weaken their own power of
resistance to aggressions and arbitrary rulings there
would be far more happiness and withal far more prosperity in the exhibiting family. The remedy for all
these evils is simple. It is organization. It is the practical application of this remedy which seems so difficult.
From its earliest days the Moving Picture World has
urged the exhibitors to organize, because there is strength
and prosperity in organization, and a strong and prosperous e.xhibitor is the foundation of all our prosperity.
There is nothing mysterious about this, nor yet anything
unpractical. There are well-organized cities and towns
today where competition has been regulated by counsels
of common sense and where the distressing fear of cancellation is unknown. Therefore, we say once more :
Get together and organize !

paid eighty-three
dollars
for one
cents
admission for
matinees
andday's
five service,
and ten with
centsfive
at
night, seating cajjacity nine hundred, and a six-hundredseat theater right across the street. In another instance
an c-xhibitor paid forty-two dollars for a picture for
which his competition had been paying twenty-five. Bidding against each other for service, the exhibitors naturally create fictitious and inflated values. Sooner or
later the crushing impost tells its tale, and one of the
bidders goes to the wall — only to be followed a little
later by another man who thinks that he can make two
theaters pay where only one paid be for.-.
Nor are the ruinous prices the worst feature of the
situation. The worst part of it is the demoralization
of the exhibiting business in every section where this
paralysis of common sense sets in. We all know, c^f
course, of the dangers of surfeiting, boring and disgusting the public with a show of ten or twelve reels. I
have found that wherever this fatal fever of competition
arises it proves itself contagious, and on more than one
occasion towns and cities have suffered from bad attacks, starting with a race of death between e.xhibitor
and exhibitor.
The next evidence of demoralization in such a state
* * *
of affairs is the nightmare of losing the service on which
you have taught yourself to depend, and which possibly
By W. Stephen Bush.
you have been at pains and at expense to advertise. Take
a territory where the exhibitors are weak and unorgan0\"EK
developing
thebusiness
popularity
of producer
stars is and
bad
business.
It is bad
for the
ized, or where they are furiously fighting each other —
stability of service comes to a tragic end. A wise exequally bad business for the exhibitor. It makes
the whole industry depend on highly variable and at
change man, to be sure, views such conditions with regret and seeks to help the warring exhibitors to a better
times wholly false standards of value. If we ever get to
understanding of their situation. He will warn them
the point where the whole industry revolves like a huge
against the follies of excessive and unfair competition.
satellite about a dozen or two of stars and near-stars and
I have known exchange men fair and honest enough ■ quasi-stars we will all suffer.
to warn intended competitors and even to recommend
The star has its proper place in the motion picture
a cheaper service. I know of at least one e.xchaiige
firmament. Charging extravagant prices just on the
which has built up a national reputation on such a basis
popularity of one star will lead to disaster if the success
of fair and reasonable dealing.
of the play is made dependent entirely upon the star.
Alas, all exchange men are not wise, and of late the
Herein lies the gravest danger. Trusting to the star, the
producer is apt to forget that a story is as necessary as
other kind seems to have been decidedly in the foreground. There are altogether too many exchange men
the star itself. Nothing is less permanent than the fame
who look upon disunion and disorganization in the exof a motion picture star. There comes a decline inevitably. The history of the motion picture here and
hibitors' ranks as a special opportunity to display their
abroad is full of stars that have declined more or less
generalship, and what in common parlance is called their
rapidly. We might recite a score of instances of vanished
"g>'PP'ng" ability. They look upon the exhibitor not
as the man on whose prosperity depends their own; if stellar glory. The decline may come at any moment and
the star in its descent may drag down the producer and.
you tell them that the exhibitor is the most important
the e.xhibitor.
factor in the industrv they will give you the laugh.
They know him as the hunter knows his game and in
There are old Biographs made some six or seven years
ago in which appear half a dozen artists who then drew
no other way. To their way of thinking there is no
a very modest salary. The same artists now draw more
closed season, and every method of hunting is legitimate,
if it is successful. Their conversation with the exhibitor
than ten times as much money. Whom has the great
change benefited most ? Is the producer making more
is mostly limited to such remarks as "I have to charge
money? Is the exhibitor getting an adequate profit? In
you thirty dollars more because .Smith is after the service" and "I don't care — I have got your deposit." I other words, has the great increase in expenditure brought
know of one case where an exhibitor was told that, other
a proportionately greater increase in profits to all concerned ?
things being equal, they preferred to deal with his comThese questions are constantly discussed bv exhibitors
petitor because his competitor had never publicly spoken
against the advance deposit system and he had. In an"where exhibitors most do congregate." From what we
other case a man was called up at three in the morning
can learn the majority are by no means pleased with an
exclusive
star svstem.
and threatened with cancellation.
No reason was given.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
was made last week of the organization of Superpictures, Incorporated, a sales and distribution concern, with a capital of $9,000,000. The
company is chartered under the laws of Delaware. The
stock is divided into $6,000,000 7 per cent, preferred and
$3,000,000 common. The company is controlled by men
prominent in the formation of Paramount Pictures Corporation and by the owners of McClure Publications. A nationwide advertising and publicity campaign is contemplated.
William \V. Hodkinson, president of the Progressive Motion Pictures Corporation — which in several western cities
distributes the Paramount program — and up to last June
president of Paramount, is the president of the new company. Frederick L. Collins, president McClure Publications,
is vice-president. Holland S. Duell, of the law firm of Duell,
Warfield & Duell, is secretary. The treasurer is Raymond
Pawley. formerly treasurer of Paramount and also formerly
president of the Famous Players Film Service of New Jersey. Mr. Hodkinson and Mr. Pawley are still members of
the board of directors of Paramount. The former will be
the active manager of the new enterprise. He has always
stood for the best things in motion pictures, and this fact
will with those in the know in the picture business serve
as a guarantee of the high standard and aims of Superpictures.
In a formal statement issued by Superpictures the announcement ismade that within ten days the company will
be in active control of one of the three largest distributing
organizations in the country, but that as a matter of policy
the name of the organization in question is withheld for the
present. This led to the belief on the part of many who
have been acquainted with recent gossip that it was confirmatory of the reported absorption of Triangle by McClure[s, and, of course, by Superpictures. The fact that an
associate of Mr. Hodkinson refused to confirm the report
rather than to enter a denial of it added to the belief that
such a transaction was in course of negotiation.
The statement authorized by Superpictures is as follows:
"Superpictures, Inc.. as the name implies, is formed to
encourage, finance and distribute motion pictures of quality.
It aims to standardize the motion picture distributing business through the maintenance of high quality in its own
productions and methods and through the ownership of
stock in other distributing concerns. To this end. Superpictures is acouiring a substantial interest in the Paramount
Pictures Corporation, the Progressive Motion Picture Company and the Famous Players Film Company, and, within
ten days, will be in active control of one of the three largest
distributing organizations in the country. The name of the
latter organization is withheld at this time as a matter of
policy.
Mr. Collins and Mr. Duell, who own a controlling interest
in_ McClure's
MagazineInc.,
andthe other
McClure
Publications,
bring
to Superpictures,
publicity
connection
and the
financial strength essential to the highest success in this
field.
"Superpictures' first release will be a series of seven pictures produced under the auspices of the McClure Publications and starring Nance O'Neill, H. B. Warner, Ann Murdock, Holbrook Blinn. Charlotte Walker and other stars
of equal magnitude. This series will be accompanied by a
powerful advertising campaign in the important newspapers
and magazines throughout the country, designed to establish
in the public mind the name and significance of the word
'Superpictures.*
"Superpictures, Inc., will not confine its activities to the
output of any one producer or group of producers, but will
pick and choose from the product of the best studios those
productions which measure up to its standards. These and
only these will be called Superpictures. To this end. Superpictures has set aside a large proportion of its capital for
the financing of unusual pictures which, in the present condition of film production, might not otherwise reach the
public. It is not the purpose of Superpictures to produce
pictures, but rather to see that such productions as it stamps
with its trademark are efficiently managed, honestly sold
and adequately financed.
"Duell, Warfield and Duell. who represent Mr. Collins
and the McClure interests in the suit that is now pending
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Hodkinson to Head Superpictures
Associated With Former Paramount Chief are
Raymond Pawley and Frederick J. Collins
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against certain stockholders of the Paramount Pictures Corporation to compel delivery of stock under an option agreement of June 13, 1916, state that the incorporation of the new
company, in which Mr. Collins is interested, has no eflfect
on the present litigation, except as it indicates the probable
ultimate possession of the Paramount stock in case the action is successful. Mr. Collins' option covers all of the stock
of the corporation and the purchase price is $12,000,000.
Examinations before trial in this suit are now being held
prior to an earlyMr.
settlement
in the Statement.
courts."
Zukor Issues
When asked if he had anything to say in regard to the
announcement issued by Superpictures to the effect that that
organization is acquiring a substantial interest in the Famous
Players Film Company, Adolph Zukor, president of the
Famous Players Film Company and of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, made the following statement:
"None of the officers of Superpictures has ever held any
office or any stock nor is Superpictures now acquiring any
interest in the Famous Players Film Company. All the
stock of the Famous Players Film Company is owned by
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation."
Hiram Abrams. president of Paramount Pictures Corporation, when shown the statement issued by W. W. Hodkinson
r^ative to his new affiliations in the motion picture industry,
stated that any interest acquired by Superpictures, Inc., in
Paramount Pictures Corporation could in no event be
greater and would absolutely be limited to the stock owned
by Mr. Hodkinson and Raymond Pawley. directors of the
corporation, and their associates. Their holdings, it was declared, would not in any manner affect the present control
of Paramount Pictures Corporation and its present policy of
distributing the productions of Famous Players, Lasky,
Morosco and Pallas Pictures.
When Mr. .Abrams was asked to make a statement as to
the suit of Mr. Collins against the Paramount Pictures Corporation, to enforce an alleged option on its stock, he said
that that was a matter for the courts to decide and that he
had no comments to make.

Christie Film Company
A

Series

of Two-Reel

Comedies to Be
Organization.

Released

by

This

Christie Film Comthe from
CHRISTIE,
CH.
pany, who arrived manager
in New of
York
Los .Angeles on
• November 3, announces that his organization will
start releasing a new series of two-reel comedies next month.
These releases will be made weekly, and Mr. Christie expresses the fullest confidence in the merits of the pictures.
Al E. Christie, the well-known producer and head of the
firm, has secured the old studio at Los Angeles where he
started making comedies for the Universal, and the new
series will be produced there. This studio, by the way, was
the first to be built in the hub of film production.
The company from which the casts will be chosen will
be made up of Betty Compson, Billie Rhodes, Eddie Barry,
Neal Burns, Harry Ham, Harry Battenberry, Ethel Lynne,
Jane Waller and Stella Adams, who have given such a good
account of themselves in the Christie one-reel comedies.
The new series will be released through the Independent
exchanges. Mr. Christie states that F. J. Hawkins is no
longer connected with his organization.

GENERAL

FILM CHANGES

BRANCH

MANAGERS.

R. M. Simril has been placed in charge of General Film
Company's Jacksonville branch, succeeding H. T. Tucker,
who has been assigned to the managership of the Atlanta
office, succeeding C. C. Ezell there. Mr. Ezell has been
transferred to Dallas as successor to D. Prince, who has
been named as manager of the Detroit branch, succeeding
E. M. Ames, resigned. Effective November 13, P. J. Swift
will assume the managership of General Film Company's
branch at Charlotte, N. C, taking the place of William Conn,
who has resigned.
William Tedmarsh, the American-Mutual

actor, resumes the

role of "Quabba," the gypsy, which he played in the Mutual's
ten thousand dollar serial, ''The Diamond From the Sky," for,
the
sequel to this installment story which is soon to be released.
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The Motion Picture Exhibitor
A.

mira

MARYLAND

WRITE US EARLY AND OFTEN
THE
MOVING PICTURE WORLD carries the
most complete record of Exhibitors' News. This
department aims at being the fullest and fairest
chronicle of all the important doings in the ranks of organized exhibitors. To keep the department as complete and as useful as it is now we request the secretaries of all organizations to favor us with reports of
all the news. Coming events in the ranks of the organized exhibitors are best advertised in this department of the Moving Picture World.
TO

ORGANIZE

FRISCO

EXHIBITORS.

Judge Tugwell Talks to Trade on Important Subject — Effort
May Bear Fruit.
AM.'\SS meeting of exhibitors in the San Francisco Bay
region was held in the spacious exhibition hall of the
.\merican Photoplayer Company at Golden Gate avenue and Jones street, San Francisco, on the morning of November 3, to discuss plans for the formation of a State and
local organization. Judge A. P. Tugwell, the representative
of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry
in the Far West, was present and outlined in detail the work
of this organization, the problems with which it has to cope,
and the plans for future development. He stated that while
the trade in the East was well organized, the West was
backward, and that a part of his work was to arouse interest
in the need for organization. He pleaded for immediate
action on the part of San Francisco exhibitors and so impressively did he present the cause of organized effort that
it was decided on the spot to call another meeting within a
week to carry out the plans outlined. As soon as this is done
a state organization will be effected, with a nucleus of three
locals, and a campaign for membership commenced. Judge
Tugwell stated that it was the plan to make this city the
headquarters, on account of its importance and central location, for the Pacific Coast division of the National Association.
Earlier in the week Judge Tugwell was the guest of the
Film Exchange Board of Trade of San Francisco at a
luncheon at the Tait-Zinkand Cafe, about thirty film men being present to meet him, and told of the work of the organization from the standpoint of the manufacturer and distributor. He also attended a meeting of this organization in the
Board rooms and discussed with members the proposition of
affiliating with the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry. As some exchanges are already members,
through their affiliations, this proposition could not be acted
upon at once and it is unsettled whether local exchange interests will join as a body or as individual firms, if it is
decided to affiliate.
BOOSTING

MICHIGAN

CONVENTION.

A. J. Moeller, of Howell, secretary of the Michigan State
Branch Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, calling attention to the Michigan convention says: "You and I
can accomplisli nothing as individuals and it behooves both of
us in order to derive benefits that can be obtained through
co-operation, to assist one another. Now, then, be reasonable
just once. Do not say what you have done, but rather, I will
help to accomplish something. Crawl out of your shell and
expand. Put some of your energy and brains in motion —
declare yourself. If there is one spark of interest in you, do
not smother it, but let it burn. Throw away your hammer,
buy a horn and make your slogan, 'Detroit December 12.' "

MEETING

POSTPONED.

Big Attendance Is Confidently Expected for Meeting to Be
Held at Baltimore, November 26.
THE
meeting of Maryland exhibitors, which had been
called for November 5 at the Hotel Emerson in Baltimore, W'as canceled at the last moment owing to unforeseen complications. The meeting had been called by Thom.as
Goldberg of the Goldberg theater in the Walbrook section
after consulting with a large number of Baltimore exhibitors.
A conference was held later at which a number of exhibitors attended, among them L. A. De Hoff, manager of the
New theater; F. A. Hornig, L. Schlichter, Joseph Brody and
Thomas Goldberg. It was felt that Maryland and especially
Baltimore was in urgent need of an exhibitors' organization
and that no time should be lost in getting together. After
an informal discussion it v.'as decided to call another meeting
to take place on .Sunday, November 26, at the Hotel Emerson
at three o'clock p. m. A list of all the theaters in the state
of Maryland was furnished to National President Ochs, with
a request to issue the call for the meeting from National'
Headquarters.
The exhibitors present at the informal conference pledged
themselves to make the meeting on the 26th of November a
success numerically and in every way. The meeting will be
addressed by W. Stephen Bush and probably by the National
President, Mr. Ochs.
MINNEAPOLIS LOCAL GAINS MEMBERS.
Twelve new members were taken into the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' Corporation of the Northwest at last Tuesday's
meeting. All of the new members are prominent in the
activities of the industry in the Northwtst and Secretary
Koenig of the association has hopes of getting as many more
willing workers into the association by the time the next session is held, November 14. No meeting was held November
7 because of election, but on next Tuesday exhibitors wilt
discuss m.atters of importance at a luncheon at the Hotel
West, at noon. The members admitted to the association
last week were: N. C. Jensen. Opera House. Mora, Minn.;
L. A. Haghmd. Lyric, Swea City, Iowa; Joseph Bauer, Dixie,
Westbrook, Minn.: A. J. Zuercher, Opera House, Melrose^
Minn.; Messrs. O'Malley and Christian, Palace, St. Paul,.
Minn.; Joseph Friedman, Strand, St. Paul, Minn.; Jacob Barnet, Crystal, Minneapolis, Minn.; L. E. Joppa, Opera House,.
Dallas, Wis.; P. J. Bibb, Grand, Walker, Minn.; H. B.
Smoots. Milo, Little Falls, Minn., and F. F. Baumbach, Idle
Hour, Bryant, S. D.
.\ letter from Mayor W. G. Nye was read at the meeting.
The executive withdrew his request for a list of film features
every week from Minneapolis exchanges. The matter of
shares of stock for members of the_association was brought
up by D. G. Rodgers and discussed at length. A m.otion was
made and seconded that Secretary Koenig be provided with
an assistant. .\ committee composed of L. V. Calvert, D. G.
Rodgers and Thomas J. Hamlin, was appointed to present toMayor Nye the exhibitors' ideas regarding censorship by a
committee
of exhibitors,
exchangemen
and newspapermen.
NORTH
CAROLINA
CONVENTION.
The next convention of the North Carolina State Association is to be held in Charlotte, N. C, Dec. 19. 20 and 2L
Local members of the organization have already held a meeting and from tentative arrangements this convention will very
easily be the biggest and most successful one so far. The Selwyn Hotel has been selected as headquarters and some one
or two well known screen stars are to be invited.
North Carolina will be remembered as having been responsible in several instances for suppressing unwise and unjusti
legislation anent the film industry.
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BALL.

General Manager

Grant Reports Hearty Co-operation from
New York Film Men.
PHOTOPLAY patrons in Eastern Massachusetts are on
their toes awaiting the annual "Movie Ball," under the
auspices of the Massachusetts branch of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League of America. Wednesday, November 22, is the date and the Boston Arena, which on previous years has housed "New England's greatest indoor
event,"- is the place. Samuel Grant is the general manager
of the coming show, and he is bringing to the function the
experience he has g;ained on past similar occasions — and he
has had a lot of it. He is dividing his time between the
Boston and New York offices of the committee. The former location is the headquarters of the league's executive
committee, 127 Pleasant street. The general manager's
quarters in New York are in Room 904, Columbia Theater
Building, 701 Seventh avenue.
Mr. Grant has received assurances from New York film
men of their hearty support, which is an indication of the
rank held by the Boston moving picture men as managers of
annual balls. There is every reason to believe the exodus
from New York of film men and players that has marked
previous occasions will be equaled on November 22. Present
at the ball will be former Governor David I- Walsh, a great
favorite in the motion picture industry and the present Bay
State executive.
Among the players who will attend will be Doris Grey, of
the Thanhouser company, who last year was chosen by a
committee in attendance at the ball as the prettiest girl and
was given a position by Thanhouser. That she will get a
hearty reception from her fellow-townsmen goes without
saying. Her presence will add interest to a similar contest
to be conducted this year by the Atlas Film Company of
Boston, of which Leon Dadmun is president.
Mr. Grant has been promised a large attendance of players.
Among those already positively pledged are Anita Stewart,
Alice Joyce, Lillian Walker, Marc MacDermott. Harry
Morey and Master Bobby Connolly of the Vitagraph; Grace
Darling, International; Flo LaBadie and Doris Grey, Thanhouser; Dorothy Arnold and Jack Sherrill, Frohman; June
Caprice and Stewart Holmes, Fox; Lucille Lee Stewart and
Huntley Gordon, Ralph Ince; Zena Keefe, Frankie Mann
and James Morrison, Ivan; Margaret Gale and Eric Mayne.
"Yellow
Menace";
Paul Panzer and George Fawcett.
BOOSTING THE BOY SCOUTS.
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THEATERS.

Programs for the Week
November
12 at New
Motionof Picture
Houses.

York's Best

"The Plow Girl" at the Strand.
MA.RY riesMURR.A.Y
"ThethePlow
a play
carthe audience infrom
SouthGirl,"
-African
veldtwhich
to drawing rooms of fashionable London society, was seen at
the Strand theater during the week of November 12. The
plot deals with the adventures of Margot, a little girl who is
the family drudge of a dissipated South African farmer, who
sells her to an innkeeper. The play is from the original story
by Edward Morris, adapted for the screen by Charles Sarver.
Jesse L. Lasky is the producer. .Another chapter of Ditmar's
"Living Book of Nature," was shown; also a new comedy,
travel and scenic studies and the Strand Topical Review. The
Steindel Instrumental Trio, composed of Max Steindel,
'cellist; Ferdinand Steindel, pianist and Alben Steindel. violinist, were heard in a classical program. Grace Hoffman,
the coloratura soprano, was the soloist.
W, S. Hart at the Rialto.
Spectacular
pictures
grand
fleet in motion
the North
Sea,
program at The Rialto. These
Government and were taken

of .-Kdmiral
Sir John
Jellicoe's
were
the added
features
of the
films are owned by the British
under the personal supervision

of Charles L'rban, perfector of the Kinemacolor process.
They show actual sea fighting, with the firing of tremendous
broadsides, launching of torpedoes, submerging of submarines
and other authentic activities of the squadron which is maintaining Britain's supremacy at sea.
\Vm. S. Hart, in "The Devil's Double," was the dramatic
star of the bill, and Charlie Chaplin in "Behind the Screen,"
was the comedy feature. Mr. Rothapfel's "Literary Digest
of the Screen" showed the latest news in picture form, and
the usual educational feature was on the program. The soloists were Jeanne Maubourg and Elsa Diemer.
"War Brides" at the Broadway.
"War Brides,"
the transferred
Marion Craig
VVentworth
drama
which
Herbert
Brenon has
to the
screen with
Nazimova
in the leading role, began an unlimited engagement at the
Broadway theater, Sunday evening, November 12. The play
made a profound impression on the speaking stage and will
repeat this success on the screen. Nazimova gives a powerful portrayal of Joan, the woman whose husband is killed in
battle and who tries to offset the war brides decree with her

Alameda County, Calif.,toExhibitors
Go "Fifty-Fifty" on Plan
Raise Fund.

cry of "No more children for war." The cast and the production make this picture one of unusual merit.

This self-explanatory letter has been sent to all exhibitors
in Alameda County, Calif., asking co-operation in a plan to
lend support to that movement:

Eighty-First Street Theater Bill.
.A.t the Eighty-First Street theater for the entire week,
Douglas Fairbanks, in his latest satire, "American Aristocracy," and a Mack Bennett comedy were shown. On Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday a later Keystone comedy
was placed on the bill.

Gentlemen : The men behind the Boy Scout Movement in Alameda
County believe that every home should be stimulated to take an intelligent and active interest in the welfare of the Boy Scouts. To that end
a plan is suggested wliich ought to benefit financially the proprietors of
motion picture houses and give them valuable publicity.
It is proposed that November 23, or November 29, be extensively advertised as Boy Scout Day, for the purpose of raising money for the Boy
Scout organization. Tickets of admission, good at any motion picture
house in Alameda County, entering into the agreement, will be printed
for that day, having on the reverse side the names of the theatres Inviting the patronage.
These tickets will be sold by school children. Boy Scouts, Mothers"
Clubs, fraternal and commercial
organizations.
-The profits from tickets thus sold will be divided on a percentage basis,
50 per cent to the proprietor and 50 per cent to the Scout Committee
selling the tickets. The money taken in at the box ofl^ce will be divided
on per
a 60 cent,
per cent,
40 per
cent, basis, 60 per cent, to the "house" and
40
to theand
Scout
Committee.
This, we believe, is combining good business with a movement which
aims to make "The Boy Scout of today the effclent man of tomorrow."
What is your decision?
Very truly yours.
H. L. BE.\CH, President. WILLI.A.M F. KRAHN, Secretary of the Motion
Picture League of Alameda County.

THOMAS
MEIGHAN
ARRIVES
IN NEW
YORK.
Thomas Meighan, well known Lasky player, has arrived in
New York from Hollywood, Cal.. and will now be permanently stationed at the Famous Players studio in the east.
The transfer of Mr. Meighan is, of course, made possible by
the merger of the two producing companies on the Paramount program.
This is the first time that Meighan has been east since he
played the role of the attorney for the_ defense in "On Trial"
before joining the Lasky Company..
MACDONALD
DIRECTING "THE
BEST
MAN."
Director Donald MacDonald
of Universal City has under
production a two-reel drama entitled "The Best Man."
The
cast consists of Lee Hill, Lois Wilson, Nellie .\llen, Charles
Dorian and A. E. Witting.

REGARDING "A TRIP THRU CHINA."
H. H. McPike, a stockholder in the China Cinema Company, sends a protest to the Moving Picture World regardmg an item published to the effect that Sol Lesser had sethe California
rights for "A Trip Thru China." This
is what cured he
says;
"Mr. Lesser has not and never did have any interest or
connection whatever with the picture 'A Trip Thru China.'
The California rights, and all other rights, are still retained
by the China Cinema Company and Mr. B. Brodsky, of 332
Pine street, San Francisco. Mr. Brodsky is now booking
the picture to play in the principal cities of .\menca and
Canada, and you can readily see that such a notice as you
have published in your issue of November 4, though no
doubt innocently done by you and through some false representation made to you, will necessarily cause confusion and
embarrassment to the real owners of 'A Trip Thru China,'
and we hope that you will, in fairness, give proper correction
to the misstatement."
LOU

ROGERS

RESIGNS.

Lou Rogers, for seven years contract manager and Canadian manager for the Fox Corporation, has announced his
resignation. Mr. Rogers leaves his present employ with the
hearty good wishes of Mr. Fox. He is well known to exhibitors all through the country and the announcement of his resignation will come as a great surprise. In speaking to a
representative of the Moving Picture World, Mr. Rogers
said that his plans for the present are indefinite, but that he
may have interesting news for the trade in the near future.
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Bronx Exhibitors Hold Fourth Annual Ball ® ® ®
This Year's Function Brings Big Crowds —
Prominent Photoplayers Present — Grand
Marcfi Led by Violet Mersereau
and Carlyle Blackwell
Tlili entertainment and ball hcUl under the auspices of
the Cinema Exiiibitors' Association, which is Bronx
Local No. 1 of the M. P. E. L. of A., at Hunts Point
Palace, Southern Boulevard and 163rd street, Bronx, New
York, on Monday evening, Noven:ber 6 (Election Eve) can
undoubtedly be recorded as the social event in moving picture circles in that borough for this year. This is the fourth
annual affair of this kind to be bestowed upon the populace
of the Bronx by the Cinema Association, and it was held in
the same hall as the three previous ones.
The throng was slightly bigger than that of last year. A
conservative estimate places the number at 3,700, and that
all enjoyed themselves cannot be denied. The number of
prominent photoplayers present exceeded those present at
past affairs given by the Cinema Association, and of course
the more of these shining lights at an affair of this kind the
higher the spirit of the occasion rises. There were also
several persons prominently identified with the business
staffs of the different film' companies on hand to add to the
hilarity. And increasing the m.erriment of the guests were
the remarks by several well known local politicians expressing confidence in their election to their respective offices and extending an invitation to all to call upon them in
their new
quarters.
There was a surprise in store for the merry makers when
the Universal picture entitled "The Girl Who Would Not
Tell" had been projected. Simultaneously with the ending
of the picture a band of nine pieces, which was stationed
near the sereau.
entrance
to the hall,
struck
up andaround
led \'iolet
Merwho was featured
in the
picture,
the guests
who were seated on chairs on the ball room floor. Miss
Mersereau was recognized immediately and vigorously applauded. She was escorted in her march by H. H. Van Loan,
of the Universal's publicity department. She then mounted
the stage and after a formal introduction by Adolph Bauernfreund, trustee of the Cinema Association, Miss Mersereau
made a short address in which she thanked all for the kind
appreciation of her work and wished all a most enjoyable
time. After the entertainment was over Miss Mersereau
could be seen tripping the light fantastic with other stars of
filmdom.
Rose Tapley, one of the \itagraph stars, after a short
poetic recitation, told of her contemplated trip throughout
the country. She was greeted with prolonged cheering, for
Miss Tapley is a favorite with Bronx audiences.
Wally Van needed no introduction. As Official Announcer
Bauernfreund walked upon the stage with Wally to perform
his duty of introducing the young idol of picture fans, some
one shouted "Oh you Cutey!" That was enough for Bauernfreund. He left the stage to "Cutey." who. as soon as he
began to speak, was extended a roaring welcome. "Cutey"
stood there for a few minutes smiling broadly. When the
noise had quieted down a bit he expressed his appreciation of
the reception given him. and then left the stage to Official
Announcer Bauernfreund. who brought before the footlights
in this order, Carlyle Blackwell, of World Pictures, and
Huntley Gordon (Luciel Lee Stewart's director), both of
whom gave short speeches which were well received.
By this time Bauernfreund had to relinquish his "job" as
official announcer, for his voice was going back on him. Not
because of any illness, but because of the lung power that
was necessary to carry the voice above the hum to the back
of the hall. So Henry Cole, vice-president of the Cinema
Association, was delegated to introduce the rest of the entertainers. In stentorian tones he announced the hero of
"The Crimson Stain Mystery." Maurice Costello. There was
a spontaneous outburst of cheering, and when quietness was
restored. Maurice recited with considerable dramatic expression "Down by the Rio Grande." When he had finished he
was given another ovation. .Ml of which attests, of course,
to the popularity of Mr. Costello with Bronxites.
Luciel Lee Stewart, the dainty and petite little star who
is now being featured
in the Ralph W. Tnce productions

slunyed that she has a very sweet and charming voice by
singing "Somewhere a Voice is Calling." Her actions were
very graceful and the demonstration was applauded. William Shea and Nell Shipn-.an, luminaries in the Vitagraph
hrmament, were also much in evidence all the evening.
Little Emma Gorman, a child picture actress, contributed
a most enjoyable little sketch to the entertainment program.
She recited very effecti\'cly a short piece on how a director
works and the expenses attached to the wardrobe of a picture actress. Miss Gorman was brought to the ball by Herman Pollak. treasurer of the Cinema .Association and manager of the Webster theater, Bronx, where the child actress
appeared before coming to the affair. Mr. Pollak was running a picture
entitled "The Soul of a Child," in which Miss
Gorman
was featured.
"Dainty Ruth," a child of no more than six years, added
to the enjoyment. She is a little Bronxite and was "discovered" by Henry Cole. Mr. Cole in introducing the little
girl said that she will soon appear in Thanhouser productions. Her act which consisted of songs and dances took
well. She is a blithesome little miss, and judging from the
way she carried herself, it seems pretty safe to conjecture that
she will quickly become a twinkling little star in picturedom
should she become connected with a picture concern. Mr.
Cole said that he was particularly happy over his "find."
The motion picture part of the program was made up of
subjects from the studios of Vitagraph, Vim, Keystone and
L'niversal not 3'et released. ".Hash and Havoc," a comedy
by the Vitagraph elicited a volume of hearty laughs. So did
the Vim comedy, "Pipe Dreams." The Triangle subject,
"The Waiters' Ball," was a mirthful comedy and put the
audience into raptures of delight.
The grand march, which was started shortly after midnight, was led by Violet Mersereau and Caryle Blackwell, followed by John J. Wittman, president of the Cinema
Association, and Mrs Wittman. The ballroom floor was
transformed into a whirlpool of gaiety when the grand
march was over, and the dancing continued until the daybreak appeared in the horizon.
Among persons well known in the trade who could be
seen on the ballroom floor were Joseph Brandt and Paul Gulick, of the Universal Company; Victor Johnson, of Vitagraph, Sam Spedon, S. M. Berg, Sam Trigger and George
Balsdon, manager New York branch of Greater Vitagraph.
A neat program of thirty- six pages was given out by the
-Association. It was printed on good coated stock paper and
bound in heavy green paper. It contained large half tones of
a number of photoplayers and the officers of the club. Its advertising pages were well patronized by the trade.
ESSANAY TO USE TITLE "MUSTY SUFFER."
Here is some good news for the thousands of photoplay
fans to whom the nam.e "Musty Suffer," made famous in
Kleine comedies by Harry Watson, Jr., has come to mean
huge cargoes of slapstick joy. Special arrangements have
been made between George Kleine and George K. Spoor,
president of the Essanay Film Mfg. Co.. by which the generic
title. "The Mishaps of Musty Suffer," will continue to be used
to cover a new series of Watson comedies to be made by
Essanay. Mr. Kleine has given express permission to the
Essanay Co. to employ the name in connection with Essanay
Watson comedies.
Two series of "Musty Suffer" comedies, each consisting
of ten one-reel productions, have already been leased under
the Kleine standard through the Kleine Edison-Selig-Essanay Service. It is understood that the new Essanay
"Musty" films will also appear on the Kleine-Edison-SeligEssanay program. A number of side-splitting scenarios have
been prepared for Mr. Watson's use, and a company of experienced laugh-makers assembled to support the star
Work on the forthcoming series has already been begun.
MR.

KONOFSKY,

WRITE.

Relatives of J. Konofsky. who was connected with the motion picture inejustry in Philadelphia in 1907 and 1908. are anxious to hear from him. Mr. Konofsky has recently been active in motion picture enterprises in China and if this notice
meets his eye he is requested to write to Jack Konofsky, 451
Grand street. New York City.
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Max Under Is Now With Us
. Famous

French Comedian Arrives After Stormy Voyage and
Makes Quick Jump for Essanay Studio.
MAX
LINDER arrived in New York on the morning of
November 7. At the French Line Pier to meet the
screen player who was the first to attain distinction in
the comedy field was George K. Spoor, president of the Essanay Company. While the Espagne, three days overdue, was
being warped into her dock Mr. Spoor was asked how long
the latest Essanay acquisition would remain in New York.
The Chicago manufacturer replied he was going to try to get
him started for Chicago that afternoon, Mr. Spoor adding
he had been in town since Monday awaiting the arrival of
the steamer.
Mr. Linder, through his secretary, Albert Petitmaitre, told

' aBiscay
Worldtheman
he had had
had collided
rather awith
rough
trip. In the
Bay and
of
Espange
an unknown
vessel
a serious accident had been narrowly averted. For a hundred
feet amidships, on the port side, the French liner showed the
marks of the bow of the unknown vessel, which disappeared
without sending out any signals. All the passengers had been
stationed by their lifeboats while the officers investigated the
extent of the damage, which fortunately proved immaterial;
fortunately especially because the seas were running so high
small boats would have had slim chance. Head winds were
encountered throughout the trip.
Mr. Linder in manner is as serious as one might expect
liim to be jovial. His bearing cxemplifier what we read of
the Frenchman of today and reflects the determination and
•sense of responsibility of a nation under stress. Mr. Linder
las contributed his "bit" to the French cause. It is said he
-purposely has limited his contract to twelve months so that in
-case he is again called he may be free to return to his country.
At the outbreak of the war the player entered the artillery
•division of the army. He was severely wounded in the left
shoulder, the injury entailing three operations. After a period
of two and a half months in hospital he went to Italy and
made personal appeals to the Italian nation to enter the war
on the side of the allies. For his work there he was thanked
■by Prime Minister Salandra. Later, in Switzerland, where he
went to recuperate, he engaged in the m.aking of a few pictiires. Mr. Petitmaitre said Mr. Linder weighed less than
ninety pounds when he left the hospital, but the secretary
added the player had picked up to his normal weight, seemingly about 135 pounds.
Mr. Linder will immediately enter upon the making of
^remedies. Four scripts awaited his arrival at the Essanay
studio. In the direction of these he will have the assistance
•of Leo White, at one time associated with Chaplin in the
making of Essanay comedies.
The appearance of Mr. Linder in American-made pictures
•will be awaited with deep interest by those of the photoplay
public who remember his exceptional work in the French
Pathe Company. To the newer followers of the screen he
■may perhaps be described as an athletic or even acrobatic
Sidney Drew. Before he entered the army he was known the
-world over as the best-dressed man on the screen. Incidentally itmight be added that judging from the amount of bag^gage he brought along he has intentions of sustaining that
reputation. He likewise is known as a man without fear. His
courage has been demonstrated on numberless occasions.
"Here's welcome and good luck to Max Linder."

Mutual After Chaplin Film Pirates
Has

Started

a

Campaign
of Civil and
Against
Fakirs.

Criminal

Actions

ACAMP.AIGN
of damage
suits and criminal
prosecutions agamst film pirates operating with fake Chaplin
pictures has been ordered by President John R. Freuler. of the Mutual Film Comporation.
A special "protection fund" of formidable proportions was
•set aside for the purpose when the Chaplin project was
■launched. \ staff of detectives and legal aids has been organized for operations under the direction of Samuel M
Field, general counsel of the Mutual.
Attempts to steal Chaplin prints from a number of the
Mutual s sixty-eight exchanges in the United States and
Canada have led to discoveries that will come to light in the
form of raids and action in the criminal courts.
A recent raid in a southern citv recovered several stolen
Chaphn reels. Meanwhile indictments for grand larcey have
been returned against three men. who will be taken into custody on warrants now in the hands of special detectives, if the
■fugitives can be overtaken.
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"I suppose this thievery will continue," remarked Mr,
Freuler, "until we put two or three of these fellows into
prison. That we will most certainly do. The bold and astonishing daring of the thieves, crooks and grafters upon
the fam.e of Chaplinis beyond belief. Exhibitors are being
offered pictures of Chaplin made up of ancient junk, stolen,
"duped" and assembled together by various devious and unlawful methods. Such pictures are of no value to the exhibitor and any showing of them is a damage to the reputation of Mr. Chaplin.
"The old Chaplin pictures are no more representative of
the Chaplin art of today than the nickeldeon of 1905 is representative ofthe modern theater. We are spending $670,000
for Mr. Chaplin's services, and a good many thousands more
to put out the pictures. We have a good deal ready to spend
in prosecutions to protect our investment, and our customers.
This statement is not a threat — it is a sincere promise."

Winston With Sunbeam
CHARLES

L. WINSTON,
of
ciated with the Keith publicity
a resident of New York.
He
charge of the publicity department
Picture Corporation.
It is another

Boston,
formerlv
assodepartment there, is now
comes here to assume
of the Sunbeam Motion
demonstration of youth
being served, as Mr.
Winston has not yet
reached the quarter of
a century mark in years.
While in Boston he
had charge of the publicity atTheater
Keith's
National
and later
became m.anager of
the Boston Theater,
which two houses by
the way are the largest
in New England. Mr.
Winston was recognized as Boston's premier publicity promoter and while enjoying
that honor, was enby Presidentto
Wilbur gaged
Dunham
come to New York for
Sunbeam.
June Caprice, now

one of William Fox's
stars,
"put over"
by Mr. was
Winston.
For
it was he who took her
to the opening of the
Braves' new baseball
park in Boston, and
Charles L. Winston.
presented her to the
45,000 fans present
as
"Mary Pickford." This little stunt netted several pages of
publicity
Lawson. for Miss Caprice, who was then known as Helen
Many other stunts are attributed to Mr. Winston's fertile
and vivid imagination and it is expected that he will take
good care of the Sunbeam stars, while he is here. At present he is busy letting the public know that Ty Cobb is making a six-part feature called "Somewhere in Georgia," which
is slated for release in the near future. He is a product of the
Boston Post, on which paper he served for five years as a
reporter.
PARAMOUNT'S NEW TRAVELING MEN.
Charles H. Powell, formerly connected with the Cincinnati
office of Paramount, has been appointed special traveling representative of the Famous Players Film Service, Inc., of
Pittsburgh, distributors of Paramount pictures in that district. Henry P. Zapp, formerly connected with the Casino
Feature Film Company, of Detroit, Mich., was recently appointed special traveling representative of the Famous Players Film Service, Inc., of Pittsburgh, distributors of Paramount
Pictures. Mr. Zapp has a wide acquaintance in the
film industry.
LE MOYNE IN "THE PRINCESS OF PATCHES."
Charles LeMoyne has arrived in Chicago from the Selig
studios, at Los Angeles. Cal.
He will enact an important role
in "The Princess of Patches" to be produced by Director Al •

Green.

• '■
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Richardson Still Rolling Around asasisisigsi
Latest Self-Conducted Tour Included Trenton,
Philadelphia, Lancaster and Reading —
Gets Good Reception at all Points
OS

SL'ND.W. October 29. just to keep myself in practice
and my blood in circulation, I gave my two-wheeled
steed a drink oi gasoline and pomted her nose toward
Trenton, N. J., in response to a request by Local Union No.
359 that I then and there appear and deliver a lecture on projection. Arrangements had been made to continue the trip
to Philadelphia, Lancaster, Reading and Easlon, Pa., in each
of which cities 1 was to give the men a talking to on projection.
At Trenton the boys were waiting to accompany me to the
New Bijou theater, Chestnut and South Clinton streets, the
use of which house had been donated by the management for
the occasion. But the best laid plans of mice and men oft
gang aglee, or so it is said, and certainly they did this time,
since we missed each other and I proceeded in solitary grandeur to the theater, where several of the men had already
gathered. The time of the lecture was set for two o'clock.
The committee afterwards swore by the Beard of the Prophet
they had kept close watch, but I had come in so fast that I
was invisible. The Trenton operators were mostly all present, but while a few of the managers turned out, their attendance was far from satisfactory, notwithstanding the fact
that lecture was of the most vital interest and importance to
every single one of them. The trouble is, Mr. Manager does
not realize the importance of the matter until it is all over,
and then it is. of course, too late. I talked for two hours, and
found my audience close and apparently appreciative listeners.
Brother Walter G. Murray, secretary Philadelphia Local
Union No. 307, under the auspices of which I was to speak
in that city at 8 p. m. the same evening, had come up to
Trenton by train to hear the lecture and ride back with me
on the Go-Devil, occupying the chicken roost, of course.
Shortly after leaving Trenton darkness threw her mantle over
earth, and when we attempted to "light up" it was discovered
that the tail light had gone bluey — was out of commission.
Traffic was heavy on that portion of the Lincoln Highway at
that hour of that particular day, and the tail lightless vehicle
stood an excellent chance of being stood on its head and
bumped clear off the map by some ambitious speed merchant.
Brother Murray, however, is of an inventive turn of mind —
also he was behind and would get the full effect of the aforesaid bump, if it came. He ruminated for a moment on this
fact, then pulled out a full case of cigarettes, lit one, mounted
the chicken roost, gave several vigorous preliminary pufis,
held the Sweet Caporal behind his back, fire end to the rear,
and said: "Proceed," which I did. How many cigarettes
Murray consumed in the next thirty miles deponent sayeth
not. But we were not bumped, and arrived at the Home of
the Liberty Bell right side up with care in ample time for
dinner and the lecture.
After dinner we w'ent over to the Ridge Avenue theater.
the use of which had been given by the management for the
occasion, where a representative, though not-so-large-as-itought-to-have-been audience was gathered to listen to the
gospel of better projection. .\s is usually the case, particularly in the larger cities, a considerable num.ber of the men,
usually the managers, not realizing the value and importance
of the lecture to them, failed to appear. This is also in part
due to the fact that the very ones standing sponsor for the
affair, the local union in this case often do not themselves
grasp the full significance of the occasion, and take as energetic steps as they might take to secure a full attendance of
all concerned.
In this instance the staging of the lecture was due to the enterprise of Walter G. Murray, secretary of the local, who, I
believe, assumed most of the responsibility and did practically all the work.
The Philadelphia meeting was, however, everything considered, satisfactory, and one of the first questions asked after
the lecture closed fit usually is the first question asked) was:
"How soon can you come back?" In fact, some of the men
wanted me to double back on my return trip from Lancaster,
which I only escaped by promising to return later.
In the audience was Mrs. Sidney K. Stanley, wife of her
operator husband, who was also present: Mrs. Jack Greenberg. Mrs. H. B. Johns, and the future Mrs. Louis Krouse.

Louis Krouse is business agent of Philadelphia local No. 307.
It is said he is an excellent business agent, but 1 really did
not know he was such an expert picker. The future Mrs.
Krouse is a strictly de luxe edition — the real article, as it were.
Congratulations, Brother Krouse. May the future of yourself and the Mrs. Krouse-to-be be (illed with sunshine.
Frank Rembusch, of Mirror screen fame, was there. Incidentally he was k]nd enough to speak very highly of your
humble servant's e'flforts at lecturing. I talked for two hours
and to my surprise even the ladies expressed themselves as
having been deeply interested.
I am dictating this after my return to New York and before
me lies a letter from Brother Murray, in which he says: "The
consensus of opinion among the exhibitors and operators
present is that the lecture, although not as liighly attended
as it should have been, was a great success. Brother VVilliam
Hamilton, who accompanied us on our tour of dissipation
after the lecture, has appointed himself a committee of one
to take up the work of education here in Philadelphia."
From Philadelphia to Lancaster is less than a hundred
miles and was covered in record time. .■Xs we drew near Lancaster a car was seen standing beside the road and three men
stood on tiptoe in the middle of the road in an endeavor
to see how high they could raise one hand, while with the
other they wig-wagged frantic signals to stop. They proved
to be Brothers C. Patterson, Walter Martin and W. R. Suter,
camped beside the roadway awaiting our coming. I followed
them to Lancaster, though Nancy Hanks, the go-devil, strenuously objects to eating automobile dust.
I have already, some time ago, described Lancaster's three
leading theaters, particularly the magnificent Hamilton owned
by the Hamilton Amusement Company. I want again to
say that in all my travels I have never seen a more pleasing
general result, taking the picture on the screen in conjunction with the auditorium lighting than I saw in the Ham.iltpn
theater, Lancaster, Pa. This time I only visited the Penn
theater, A. H. Gatland, manager and owner; George Kamm
and W. R. Suter, operators, and the Scenic, R. .\. Barton and
Robert Robinson, owners; W. R. Dean and C. W. Martin,
operators, all of whom it was my privilege to meet
.\t dinner I was the guest of Mr. Krupa, general manager
of the Hamilton .Amusement Company, and his charming
wife, Mrs. Krupa. Good fellows — both of them, and real
managers as well. I enjoyed the hour thus spent very much
indeed.
At midnight every moving picture machine operator and
manager in Lancaster foregathered in the rooms of the T.
M. A., where a nice dinner was served, after which the editor spoke for two hours to a very attentive audience. Those
present were: George M. Krupa, manager Hamilton Amusement Company and Hippodrome theater; John S. Workman
and S. E. Moore, operators, Hamilton theater: A. H. Gatland,
manager Penn theater; George J. Kamm. and W. R. Suter,
operators Penn theater; R. A. Barton and Robert Robinson,
proprietors Scenic theater; Warren R. Dean and C. Walter
Martin, operators Scenic theater; Oscar J. Cramer and Cecil
Patterson, operators. Hippodrome; Chas. C. Smith, operator,
Lancaster theater; Clarence J. Trayer and J. Rodney Good,
operators Grand theater; William Snyder, manager Grand;
Edgar N. Hoover, operator Colonial theater; William E.
Powell, manager Star Theater. Columbia, Pa.; Chas. B.
Shultz, operator,
Family
theater.
From Lancaster to Reading. Pa., is less than forty miles,
but a heavy fog and m.iles of roadway covered with nice,
freshly crushed stone made it seem twice that far.
At Reading Ben Zerr, past president Exhibitors' League of
Pennsylvania, awaited my coming, but due to a blunder on
the part of the hotel cleric we missed connection. After an
hour's wait for Brother Zerr, who all the while was seated in
the hotel lobby industriously engaged in waiting for me, I
took a stroll up broad Penn avenue, and soon was shaking
hands with Thomas Harford, chief operator for Carr and
Schad. who own four of Reading's best theaters. Brother
Harford introduced me to Mr. Schad. who promptly sent for
his chou-chou wagon to take me "over the mountain." While
waiting for the gasoline buggy, I inspected the Arcadia, one
of the Carr and Schad houses. It has an excellent lobby, approximately 30.X 75 feet, divided lengthwise in its center by a
row of arches which form the entrance and exit aisles. "The
house seats about 1.000. all on one fioor, except for thirteen
boxes in a narrow balcony in the rear. All seats, including
the boxes, are 10 cents.
The ceiling of the auditorium
is
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slightly arched. The picture is deeply bordered in black and
not too large. The lighting of the picture is good and the
speed approximately correct. Harry Cedar was at the machines.
I visited several Reading houses, as will be related further on. and in no instance did I find anything to complain
of in the projection. The light was invariably brilliant, and
the speed was correct, and the latter is something I have been
unable to say for any other city I have visited. There have
been cases of individual theaters running at proper speed, but
in no city except Reading have I visited any considerable
number of houses without being compelled to criticise that
item.
Ben Zerr was responsible for my visit to Reading. Brother
Zerr is ah earnest, energetic and thoroughly likeable man;
also he is a corking good exhibitor. During the afternoon,
under his guidance, I visited the Grand theater, of which W.
C. Kantner is manager and owner. This house is up one and
a half floors above the street. It has a 14-foot black-bordered
screen, and a brilliant projection light. The speed of projection left nothing to be desired. George Webster is operator. Frank D. Hill is manager of the Lyric, and 'tis said
(and after meeting Mr. Hill I firmly believe it), he is a
prince of good fellows. He is one of those men who believe that a smile goes considerably further than a grouch,
and he patterns his life after that theory. The Lyric seats
l.OSO, and has a 19-foot picture. The light and the speed
of projection were excellent, but the picture is too large.
Brother Hill will do well to reduce its size. Winfield Steele
is operator, and Friend Steele bears the reputation of being
a progressive and thoroughly excellent operator.
At the Princess, one of the Carr & Schad houses, the picture was bright, the speed was right, and the only criticism
was a white light showing beside the screen. The Pictureland. George Bennethum manager, is a long narrow house.
In the center is a four-foot aisle, and on one side of the
aisle is a bank of four chairs and on the other a bank of
three chairs. Nevertheless the house is so long that it seats
more than 300. The picture entirely filled the end of the
room, except, of course, it did not come down to the floor.
I found only one thing to severely criticise in all Reading
operating rooms, viz., too much light and light walls. Paint
those walls black, gentlemen, and cut out the light. In one
house I found the very limit in observation ports. This
operating room had observation ports round in form and exactly 4 inches in diam.eter. The wall was about 16 inches
thick at that. Imagine it if you can. In order to see the
picture the operator was actually compelled to glue his nose
right up to the wall and squint through with one eye. The
manager agreed to have the opening cut larger at once, and
I hope he has done it.
At 11 o'clock practically every operator and manager in
Reading climbed aboard deep sea going automobiles and we
motored out into the darkness around the mountain to a
roadhouse where a really excellent banquet was served, after
which the editor preached the gospel of better projection
until 3 a. m.. only to find that quite a number complained that
we did not talk long enough. The affair was very thoroughly
enjoyed by all the participants.
Taken altogether Reading, so far as motion pictures are
concerned, has to be classed among the progressives.
Three p. m. next afternoon found me shaking hands with C.
D. Buss, of the Third Street theater. Easton, Pa., and 3.30
saw me in bed doctoring what might be termed a peach of a
headache. At 11 p. m., however, I had succeeded in chasing
Mr. Headache into the tall timber, and at the Third Street
theater met a very genuine surprise. The management of
that house certainly is the liveliest kind of a live wire. I had
written Mr. Buss offering to lecture in Easton. and the management of the Third Street theater certainly had gotten extremely busy, for within its walls that evening was gathered
not only every manager and operator in the city of Easton.
but a representation from South Bethlehem, AUentown, Bangor, Penn Argyle, Pa., and Belvidere, N. J.
Those present were: C. D. Buss, Third Street theater,
Easton, Pa.; Leroy Meeker, Easton. Pa.; Ravm.ond Henry,
South Bethlehem. Pa.; Earl Roberts, Third Street theater,
Easton, Pa.; Daniel Constantino. Third Street theater, Easton, Pa.; Albert Arnold, Strand theater. Easton. Pa.; Le Roy
W. Middlecamp, Strand theater. Easton, Pa.; D. O. Atkinson. Berwick theater, Easton. Pa.; W. B. Bisbing, Berwick
theater, Easton, Pa.; Joseph Carman, Jewel theater, Easton,
Pa.; Boyd C. Cunningham, manager Philadelphia Branch Artcraft Pictiires Corporation, who came over from AUentown
to be present: H. W. Herberger, manager, Lehigh Orpheum
theater. So. Bethlehem. Pa.; H. R. Lynn, operator, Lehigh
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Orpheum, So. Bethlehem, Pa.; R. I. Osterstock, operator^
Lorenz theater, Bethlehem, Pa.; T. W. Heiberger, Broad
theater, Bethlehem, Pa.; D. E. Knorr, Pergola theater, Allentown, Pa.; L. F. Heiberger, Lorenz theater, Bethlehem, Pa.;
C. B. Wanamaker, AUentown, Pa.; Elmer L. Stamets, Jewel
theater, Easton, Pa.; S. A. Seifert, Colonial theater, Easton,
Pa.; J. Fred Osterstock, manager. Colonial theater, EaSton,
Pa.; J. L. Sletor, Able Opera House, Easton, Pa; Edward H.
Houck, assistant manager. Colonial theater, Easton, Pa.; Edward M. Black, Alble Opera House, Easton, Pa.; Chas. A.
Bryfogle, operator. Regent theater, AUentown, Pa.; George
J. Zboyoosky, manager. Palace theater. So. Bethlehem, Pa.;
F. S. Emmett, proprietor. Regent theater, AUentown, Pa.;
Wilson F. Ritterm, Diana theater. So Bethlehem, Pa.; Robert
P. Tibott, Diana theater. So. Bethlehem, Pa.; Chas. M. Morley, Easton Express, Easton. Pa.; George Snyder, Easton,
Pa.; I. Khorn, manager, Star theater, Easton, Pa.; W. F.
Pascoe, manager. Circle theater, Easton, Pa.; Stewart L. Burk,
Pastime theater, Easton, Pa.; Michael A. Carman, Star theater, Easton Pa.; Meyer Zimmerman, Pastime theater. South
Bethlehem, Pa.; Paul A. Wentzel, Diana theater. South Bethlehem. Pa.; E. O. Garrington, manager. Palace theater, Penn
.-Krgyle, Pa.; William W. Eyer, manager, Broadway theater,
Bangor, Pa.; Dean A. Snyder, operator, Broadway theater,
Bangor, Pa.; A. B. Widener, manager. Opera House, Belvidere, N. J.; Paul E. Widener, operator. Opera House, Belvidere,
J.; Joseph W. Fisher, operator. Opera House, Belvidere, N.N J.
The meeting was a thoroughly successful one. The audience was both appreciative and very attentive, afterwards expressing itself as highly pleased with results.
It will be observed that AUentown, Pa., had a good representation, notwithstanding the fact that car service stopped at
midnight and it was therefore necessary to come by automobile— rather expensive. I had written two theater managers in .-Mlcntown. suggesting a meeting there, but had received no response. As I passed through Allentown I
stopped and asked one of them the reason for his silence.
He said. "I found it impossible to get the men together and
therefore did not do anything," all of which may be very true,
but in view of the representation which came to Easton it
looks rather "queer."
F. H. RICHARDSON.

First Showing of "War Brides."

Herbert Brenon's Screen Version of Marion Craig Wcntworth's Play, with Nazimova as the Star, Makes a Highly
Successful Debut at the Broadway Theater, New York.
By Edward Weitzel.

12. Herbert Brenon's screen
SUND.W
Brides." the remarkable one-act play
of "War .November
version evening.
by Marion Craig Wentworth in which Nazimova, the
distinguished Russian actress, made a notable impression on
the spoken stage, was given its first public showing at the
Broadway theater. New York, with the creator of Joan, the
woman who leads the rebellion against the rearing of children for war, in her original part. With this attraction as
its sole screen feature, the management of the Broadway
theater passes into the hands of the Lewis J. Selznick-Carl
Laemmle-Herbert Brenon combination. "War Brides," which
has been put on a for a run, is the first Brenon contribution
to Selznick Pictures.
The audience which attended the premiere was a representative one. It contained such well-known members of
the city's artistic and social life as Mr. and Mrs. O. H. Harriman. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Clark, Mr. and Mrs. W. R.
Hearst and party, Mr. and Mrs. Alexander B. Moore (Lillian
Russell), Mrs. Aimee Crocker Gouraud, Mr. Daniel Frohman,
Mr. George M. Cohan, Mr. William A. Brady. Messrs. J. J.
and
Shubert, and
Mr. Mr.
Ad'olph
Zuker.
Mr. Jessie
Lasky,
Mr.
Cecil Lee
B. DeMille
Frank
Keenan.
The new
picture
received an enthusiastic reception. .\t the end of the showing
an insistent demand brought Herbert Brenon onto the stage.
Mr. Brenon's remarks were brief, but heartfelt, as he thanked
the audience and referred to the assistance given him by
Nazimova and others connected with the production. A review of "War Brides" will appear in the next issue of this
publication.
"THE

MAINSPRING"

TO
BE
RELEASED
VERSAL.

BY

UNI-

The Universal has scheduled for release as a Red Feather
for. the week of November 27 "The Mainspring." a story by
Charles Agnew McLean, directed by Jack Conway and featuring Ben Wilson with Francelia Billington.
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Universal'
s Juvenile
Program
a New
Department
Whereby
the Demand

Establishes

PICTURE

Read Talks of Foreign Rights
for

Children's Program May Be Satisfied.
IN RESPl>.\.SE to the diiiuind lor programs suitable to
the needs ol the children's performance, created by tlie
combined efforts of the Women's Clubs, Parent-Teachers' Associations, etc., throughout the country, the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company liave established a Juvenile
Program Bureau, 'I'his Program Pureau has arranged thirteen separate programs of four to six reels each. These programs can be booked singly each week from the Universal
exchanges for dcn:onstrating purposes, or booked for the
course, the latter being the most economical method by a
difference of $10.00 on tlie course. The prices of the programs range as follows:
Four reels, one time, $8.00; 13 weeks (1 day a week only)
$100.00.
Five reels, one time, $10.00; 13 weeks (1 day a week only)
$120.00
Six reels, one time. $12.00; 13 weeks (1 day a week only)
$140.00.
In patronizing the Universal Juvenile Program service a
minimum of four reels must be booked, and expressage must
be paid both ways by the renter outside of New York. The
contents of programs 1. 2. 3 and 4 as quoted below will serve
to enlighten the reader as to the constructional quality of tiie
course:
NUMBER

ONE.

1067 — Uncle Sam
At Work
(No. 1)
Patriotic (Powers)
...Reels
1
"Where Uncle Sam Makes His Laws
and Keeps His Relics."
Robinson
Crusoe
Adventure
(Pison)
... ."5
CC— Gorges of the Bourne
(Dauphine) .... Travel
Vz
CC — The Life of the Salamander
.Nature
Vz
NUMBEU
TWO.
1084 — Uncle Sam At Work
(No. 2)
Patriotic
(Powers)
... 1
"How Uncle Sam Gets His Coin"....
CC — \ Trip Through
Dalecarlia. Sweden .. Travel
'.
CC — The Life of a Frog
Nature
^
CC —— The
(Powers) l"
1386
GlobeHenanpup
Trotting with the Unlv.Tsal Pen Juv. Comedy
Artist
in Palestine
Travel Car. (Victor).. 1
CC — Rice Industry in the I'nited Stales. ... Industry
(Victor)
.... 1
NUMBER THREE
1101— Uncle Sam At Work
(No. 3)
Patriotic (Powers)
... 1
Are We Prepared:*
HS4 — —Corporal
Billy's
Come-Back
Boy
Story
(Big
U.)...
2
With — Thomas
.lefferson and Antri rn Short.
CC — Rome, the Eti-rnal City (No. 1)
Travel-History
1
1516 — Prof. Wiseguy's Trip to tlie Moon. .. Wonder
Cartoon
V*
CC — The Wizard of the Animals
Nature
^
NUMBER
FOUR.
1119— Uncle Sam At Work
(No. 4)
Patriotic
(Powers)
... 1
Uncle Sam's
Proteges at Work
and at Play.
Snow
White
Pairv Tale (Powers) . . .3
1497— Mr. Fuller Pep — He Breaks
for the
Beach
Comedy
Cartoon
%
CC — Pygmies of the Zoo
Nature
%

Circulars announcing this course of pictures for the entertainment of the children and the family group are being sent
to the women's clubs and to exhibitors throughout the country. These circulars also suggest plans by which the financial problem, including a systematic sale of tickets, may be
solved. Application for these circulars may be made, and
further information concerning this pioneer move may be
had at the offices of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, 1600 Broadway. New York City.
M. I. MACDONALD.
CLOWN

LEAVES

CIRCUS TO
FORCES.

JOIN
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KEYSTONE

The lure of the pictures gets 'em all. The latest recruit to
leave other fields, where success had already been won, for
the camera stage, is Jack Harris, for more than ten years one
of the clowns with the Sells-Floto circus. When Director
Walter Wright, of the Triangle-Keystone forces, was making
some special pictures at the circus, Harris did some work
before the lens. He became greatly interested. He followed
the Mack Sennett players back to thir own lot, and watched
them do stunts.
Result — one perfectly good clown has deserted the sawdust, and the big top. to aid in the production of Keystone
comedies. .\nd the first picture which he has aided in making is called "Her Circus Knight."
MARGARET
MILNE
JOINS
VAN
DYKE
CO.
Margaret Milne, a sister of Peter Milne, the well-known
motion picture reviewer, has been added to the cast of the
first picture that the Van Dyke Company is producing for
the .\rt Dramas Program. This is the first time that Miss
Milne has worked in pictures hut she has already had considerable experience on the legitimate stage.

General

Manager

of Harper Corporation Says Show Your
Buyer the Goods.
IF in a foreign country you would sell a big film for a big
price don't leave the transaction to the untender mercies
of llie mails, but send a man to that country with the film
under his arm. That i.s the declaration of J. Parker Read,
Jr., general manager of the Harper Film Corporation, which
is the name of the concern exploiting Thomas H. Ince's
"Civilization."
"I have given up expecting men to pay large sums of money
for a tilm they have never seen." said Mr. Read the other
day in his office in the Times Building. "I am working out a
different stunt. 1 am sending a man very soon to London,
Paris. Madrid
and Lisbon
to show
'Civilization.'
less
than a month In
I intend
to follow him and
take part in closing
out deals which I am
ronfident he will have
well under way by
the time I arrive. The
subject has been
slightly altered so
that by no possibility
will it run counter to
the
popular pulse in
visiting.
the nations we intend
"We have recently
executed a contract in
this office which in a
large measure helped
to open our eyes as
to the possibilities of
a big eign
subject
forcountriesinwhen
those subjects could
i)e shown directly to
the intending buyer or
buyers. \ man came
in here from Argentina. My observation
of the South American
market,
gained in the
J. Parker Read, Jr.
course of five visits
there, is that ordinarily subjects sell at so much a foot, perhaps eight cents would be an average figure. My first price
of a figure for Argentina was $30,000. My visitor offered
$2,000. believing apparently he was making a big offer. We
went into statistics — got down to brass tacks — we talked of
theaters and population. When we got through the contract
was for $20,000. My father, who recently went to Brazil, has
sold that country and Uruguay for the same sum. These
things were accomplished by adopting the identical business
methods with other countries that we use here — by giving
the buyer a chance to see and examine your goods. I firmly
believe that by following out this principle in my coming
visit across the water we are going to reap some real profits,
perhaps a record. I think we can build up a line of steady
customers
productions."
Mr. Readabroad
spoke for
of Ince
the custom
of selling film rights for
Great Britain "and her colonies," as if the latter factor constituted but a minor part of the deal. He expressed the conviction that in the colonies were to be found territory that
heretofore had been much undervalued. He believed them
worthy of careful investigation. .\s an illustration he said
he was sending a man to .Australia to look into the possibilities there. Another representative would be sent to India
and China and still another to Cuba and Porto Rico. Speaking of India, Mr. Read said he had been given to understand
that in that country 80.000,000 out of the total population
were interested in theatrical amusem.ents, "Even if the
actual total be but 25 per cent, of this." he said, "it affords a
good working basis. Yet a wise buyer will nonchalantly refer
to the 'colonies' as having a relation to the British Isles as
of perhaps 10 per cent. It does not sound good to me. The
same is true of France and her colonies."
AUTO RACE FOR UNIVERSAL CUP.
OflScials of the Universal, including Carl Laemmie, Pat
Powers. R. H. Cochrane and Joe Brandt, have engaged a private car in the special train which will leave the Pennsylvania Station at 6 a. m. Thanksgiving Day for Pittsburgh,
where, at the new $1,000,000 Uniontown Speedway, the most
famous automobile drivers in .America will compete for the
solid silver $3,000 trophy donated by the Universal to thewinner of the 112-mile feature event.
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Screeners to Dance on November 18

Alec Lorimore Goes to Australia
Weil-Known

Film Man Will Represent the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation in the Antipodes.
Famous Players-Lasky Corporiation has engaged
THE
Alec Lorimore as its special representative to Australia and he will sail for Sydney about December 1.
Mr.' Lorimore is one of the best-known figures in the motion
picture industry and is recognized as one of the ablest of
the men in the field. His successful efforts in behalf of
"Civilization" are still fresh in the minds of everyone in the
trade. The selection of Mr. Lorimore for this important
work is especially happy because of his English origin, which
will permit him to meet the Australian film men with an
understanding denied the average American.
The sendinjr of Mr. Lorimore to Australia by no means
marks the introduction
of Famous Players
and Lasky subjects to
the antipodes, as they
have long held a foremost rank in the
amusement field in the
island continent, being
distributed by the Australian Film Company,
Ltd., under joint arrangement entered
into by the producers
for the distribution of
their features everywhere except in the
United States, where
they are handled exclusively by the Paramount Picture Corporation.
Though the present
system of distribution
has proven highly successful, itis felt by the
Alec Lorimore.
producers that the
sending of a special
representative to Australia will give a persona! touch to the
business relations of the producers and distributors which
thousands of miles of intervening ocean have rendered impossible.
Under the auspices of the Australian company Mr. Lorimore will make a complete survey of Australia, New Zealand
and Tasmania, meeting as many exhibitors as possible and
carrying to them the personal greeting of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, of which he is the first emissary to
make the great journey to Australia since the form.ation of
tile company.
It is a little more than four years since Mr. Lorimore entered the American film business. English by birth, his
earlier associations were of a strictly commercial nature.
He is still under forty years of age, but had the advantage
of starting his business career in the Bank of England— the
leading institution of its kind in the world. After a successful career in England, Mr. Lorimore gratified a desire for
tiavehng, and located for a time in Canada. Mr. Lorimore
then accepted an offer to undertake the publicity and advertising departments in the Gaumont Company in New York.
This was a step to the general sales agency for America and
Canada for the same company, and this again led to Mr.
Lorimore becoming assistant to the general manager.
Mr. Lorimore cut, titled and edited films for the Gaumont
Company with great success; he also supervised productions,
printing, etc. The experience he thus gained in the business
side of the motion picture industry led to his being appointed
to an important organizing post with William Fox.
Mr. Lorimore next became President of the National
Movement Motion Picture Bureau, a concern which handled
the well-known Boy Scout picture that created so much interest in the United States last year. When Thomas H.
Ince came to New York in Tune with "Civilization" and
wished to enlarge his staflf by including in it a man of organizing ability, he selected Mr. Lorimore from many ap'
plicants. •.; •• TOM MIX AT LOS ANGELES.
Tom Mix. the Selig cowboy star, and his company have been
transferred from Newhall, Cal., to the Selig studios at Los
Angeles. Mr. Mix at present is engaged in directing a Western drama, "Twisted Trails.!'
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Annual Affair of the Four
Film Men's
Club Promises to Equal Its
Predecessors.
ARR.\NGEMENTS for the fifth annual reception and
ball of the Screen Club, which will be held at the
Hotel -•\5tor on the evening of Saturday, November
18, are in full swing. Jule Burnstein, chairman of the committee on sale of boxes, reported on November 10 that
twenty-two allotments already had been made. King Baggot
will be chairman of the floor committee and Frank Carroll
will head the reception committee. Oscar Lund will have
the direction of the grand march, which is scheduled to begin at 1I;30 o'clock. Mr. Lund has designed one formation
among others which will represent the initials of the names
of the club's three presidents, B. K. and Q., King Baggot,
James Kirkwood and the present incumbent, Billy Quirk.
Twenty. five m.embers of the club are now rehearsing the
movement, so that it may be put over without a hitch on the
big night. The music will be provided by the Astor's great
organ and its concert orchestra.
The grand march will be led by President Quirk and a
leading motion picture actress, not yet named. The evolutions of the dancers will be to the music of a march composed by Mrs. Billy Quirk, which will be dedicated to the
woman selected to lead with the president. The march ha%
been played several times at the Strand and at the Palace.
The electrical effects will be under the supervision of Club
Treasurer Will C. Smith, of the Nicholas Power Company,
who on four previous occasions has so markedly contributed
to the pictorial side of Screen Club balls.
The annual affairs of the Screeners, which for the two preceding years also have been held at the Astor, easily rank as
one of the best functions in which the film industry is concerned. At the close of the ball two years ago Daniel Frohman was led to remark that he had never known anything in
tile amusement world which would approach it.
Among the bo.xholders are Carl Laemm.le, P. A. Powers,
the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, Bluebird
Photoplays, William .A. Brady, Barry O'Neil, Billy Quirk,
Monmouth Film Company, E. K. Lincoln, Edwin Carewe,
World
Film Corporation,
C. Smith,Herbert
C. A. ("Doc")
Willat, Adam
Kessel, Jr., J. Will
V. Ritchie,
Brenon,
Nicholas Power, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, Vitagraph, Herbert Blache, Fox Film. Corporation, and Paul
Scardon and Harry Morey. Two boxes will be reserved
for the convenience of the representatives of the daily and
trade press.

New International Branch Managers
Charles

S.

Goetz

Goes
to the Cleveland
Office and J. S.
Applegate to Kansas City.
THE International announces the appointment of Charles
S. Goetz as manager of the recently established Cleveland oflSce and J. S. Applegate for its Kansas City
branch. Mr. Goetz goes to the International with a wide
experience in marketing films. He began his career with
Warner's Features as a salesman with Cleveland as headquarters, but was soon prom.oted to be branch manager at
New Orleans and a little later was made division manager,
having charge of the whole southern territory. From Warner's he went with the World Film Corporation as District
manager of the Middle West, with Cleveland again as his
headquarters. Within si.x months he was made sales manager of all branches with headquarters in New York. He resigned to go with William Fox and opened the Pittsburgh
and Cleveland branches, and then became connected with
the Gene
Gauntier Studio. A year later he joined the Bluebird Company.
Mr. Applegate's experience in the film field has not been sr>
extensive, but he has been successful. He entered the business a little over a year ago when he became a salesman for
Pathe in the Des Moines office. He was only five months on
the road before being raised to the position of manager of
the Denver office, from which he resigned to take his present
position.
TO

EXPLOIT

OUR

INDUSTRIAL

RESOURCES.

.•\n appropriation of $5,000 has been set aside for the -installation of a bigger and more complete library at the Triangle Kay-Bee studios in Culver City. There always has
been a research department at the disposal of the Ince authors and directors, but the general expansion of the literary
staff has necessitated a comm.ensurate expansion of the bookshelves. Miss Florence Vincent h?s been appointed librarian.
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By JAS. S. McQUADE
NATIONAL

ASSOCIATION

IN

CHICAGO.

Organization of a Chicago Executive Division of the National Association of the Moving Picture Industry Now
Under Way — Similar Divisions to Be Established in Other
Important Centers.
AT a meeting held in the offices of John R. Freuler, president of the Mutual Film Corporation, Friday afternoon, Navemher 3, Frederick H. Elliott. e.\ecutive secretary of the National .Association of the Motion Picture
Industry, who had come on from New York lor the purpose,
outlined the plans and paved the way for the formation of a
Chicago executive division of the parent body.
Fifty representatives of the National body were present,
and to them Mr. Elliott explained the purposes of the National .Association, suggesting that the formation of a Chicago council, or executive division, was for the purpose of
avoiding any possible objection that might be raised by the
fact that the parent association was a New York body and
controlled by New Y'orkers. He also explained that similar
councils or executive committees would be established in the
principal centers of the country, and that a meeting similar
to the one held in Chicago would be called in Los Angeles
by Judge .\. P. Tugwell about the same time.
It was proposed that in the Chicago executive division the
various subdivisions of the National Association should be
maintained, and that all applications for memberships in the
National .Association from this territory should first be
passed upon by the Chicago committee and the result of their
deliberations forwarded to the legal department of the parent
body. It was also proposed that a transportation conimittee
be appointed to work out transportation problems in this
territory, and that the decisions of the committee should be
forwarded to the main transportation committee in New
York to receive official sanction.
Mr. Freuler, who was elected chairman of the organization meeting by acclamation, then discussed the advisability
of organization and the aims of the Chicago advisory committee. He dwelt on the importance of the thorough representation of every branch of the industry and of having as
large a membership as possible. He maintained that it would
be necessary to comprise within the organization a majority
of those interested in the industry, in order to make the
efforts of the Chicago executive division have full effect.
In line with this declaration of policy. Mr. Freuler appointed a temporary advisory committee, composed of the
following members: Watterson R. Rothacker, M. A. Choynski, Donald T. Bell. I. \'an Ronkel and John Bowman, who
represented, respectively. Classes I, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in the industry, as designated in the by-laws of the parent body.
L, H. Frank was appointed temporary secretary.
After a general discussion of the plans on the requirements
for eligibility to membership, it was announced by Mr.
Freuler that the next meeting of the temporary advisory
committee would be held in his office, at 3 o'clock, Wednesday afternoon, November 8.
.At the opening of the Wednesday meeting, Mr. Van Ronkel moved that Mr. Freuler be made permanent chairman
of the temporary advisory committee, which was carried by
acclamation. Mr. Bowman then nominated Mr. Frank as
permanent secretary, which was also carried unanimously.
Mr. Freuler drew attention to the fact that he had received
a check fo'r $150, and brought up the'questioh of the advisabjlity of electing a treasurer, as the organization had none
at the time. Mr. Van Ronkel suggested that for the present
the chairman should receive all moneys and have his secretary, or some one appointed by him, attend to such matters.
The chairman then stated that the first business that
should be considered was the defining of the purposes of the
temporary advisory committee. After considerable disfciis.sibii, during which many points were covered, it was concltided that the purpose and membership should be governed
as provided
for in the by-laws^ — article 1, section 2, para-

yraph 5, of the parent body. .A few changes were then made
in the by-laws, and it was decided that the by-laws as maintained by Mr. Freuler and Mr. Bell be recommended at the
next meeting for adoption.
Mr. Rothacker moved that a copy of the memorandum be
made and submitted to the executive secretary of the National Association before final action was taken by the Chicago body. This motion was carried, and it was ordered
that copies of the by-laws be made and sent to members of
the advisory committee.
The date of the next meeting was not fixed at the time
of adjournment.
Infringers on "The Spoilers" Enjoined.
Judge Reid, Judge of the District Court of the United
States for the Northern District of Iowa, Cedar Rapids division, sitting at Dubuque, la., Friday, November 3, after
hearing arguments for two days, directed the attorneys to
prepare an order enjoining the Gate City FeiTure Film Corporation from further exhibiting "The Spoilers" in the States,
of Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas.
Cooney & Verhoeven, of Chicago, together with Trewin^
Simmons & Trewin, of Cedar Rapids, represented the complainant, the Selig Polyscope Company, and Henry Rickel,
W. J. Barngrover and Rickel & Dennis represented the de-;
fendant.
The suit was originally brought by the Selig Polyscope
Company on the Sth of July, 1916, in Cedar Rapids, la., and
claimed that the rights which Martin & Estes had and whicl^
they claimed were assigned to the defendant corporation
had expired December 31, 1915, and that the people who
were now attempting to exhibit the picture had no right to
do so. Owing to court matters it was impossible to bring
the motion for a preliminary injunction un before the present
time, and Judge Reid consented to hear the same in Dubuque,
where the above order for injunction was directed.
Chicago Film Brevities.
Harry .A. Sherman, of Sherman-Elliott, Inc., arrived in
(he city Wednesday, November 8, from New York City, and
announced that the Masterpiece Film Corporation had purchased State rights to "The Crisis" for Missouri, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, West Virginia and
the District of Columbia. The consideration for exclusive
rights to this territory, Mr. Sherman states, was $100,000.
H. P. Wolfburg, who was affiliated with the General Film
Co. for the past seven years, will have charge of booking"
"The Crisis" for the Masterpiece Film Corporation. The
plan proposed is to book the big superfilm at all first-class
theaters after the methods of a high-class road show.
Mr. Sherman's visit had chiefly to do with a business conference with William
N. Selig.
He was very enthusiastic
over the outlook for "The * Crisis."
* •
•An invitation exhibition of "Charity," the seven-reel feature made by the Frank Powell Company for the program
of the Mutual Film Corporation, with Linda Griffith and
Sheldon Lewis in the leading roles, was given at the Ziegfeld theater at 10 o'clock Friday morning, November 10,
invitations for which were sent out by John R. Freuler,
president of the Mutual Film Corporation. As is known,'
this film subject deals with charity and child welfare. Bishop
Samuel- Fallows, of the Methodist Episcopal Church, delivered an address, and a special musical program was offered
for thfe occasion.

« »

*

J. V. Hogan, manager of the Beverly theater, Janesville,
Wis., was seen one day last week at the George Kleineoffices, Chicago, where he was arranging for a program of
the 'Kleitie-Edisdn-Selig-Essanay service. The Beverly is
owned by the Janesville .Amusement Co., and 10 cents ad-'
mission is charged for five-reel features and a single-reeJ
comedy. Satisfactory business is the rule at the Beverlyr
Mr. Hdgari managed the Colonial theater at Oshkosh fol^
several years,' artd I fnet him there some time ago at a con-
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vention of the Wisconsin exhibitors, when the late M. A.
Neff was national president of the M. P. E. L. of America.

* ♦ *

H. J. Wienold, manager of the Rosewood theater, 1823
Montrose avenue, this city, called at our office last week
and subscribed for the World. The Rosewood is owned by
Miss Regitz and seats 1,000 people. The program consists
of World, Metro and other features, and an admission of 10
cents is charged. Mr. Wienold stated that "Ramona" has
been booked at the Rosewood for a date some time in December at an admission of 25 cents. Mr. Wienold reported
^ood business.
* * *
Herman Bland, operator at the Waverly theater, Harrison
and Halsted streets, this city, was a visitor last week, and
subscribed for the Moving Picture World. Prior to his connection with the Waverly theater, Mr. Bland was operator
zt the Playhouse theater, 1846 W. Madison street, for eight
years. The Waverly seats 700 people and charges 10 cents
admission for programs of Fox, Bluebird, Gold Rooster and
other makes. Samuel Abrams is the owner.
+ * *
The Chicago Political Equality League will hold a bazaar
in the Elizabethan Room of the Congress Hotel, Saturday,
November 18. One of the features announced is a "gallery
of moving picture stars," which will contain autographed
photographs of all the prominent picture players in the country. Miss Virna Harman Walker will be manager of the
moving picture booth.

* * *

While on my recent vacation I called at the Detroit office
of the Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay service, in the Peter
Smith Building, and was very pleasantly received by Louis
Nathan, manager; G. E. Applegate, assistant manager, and
Mr. Marshall, city and traveling representative. This office
force was decidedly buoyant over the popularity in their
territory of the above-named service, and excellent business
was reported. "The Return of Eve," which was shown two
days at the Drury Lane theater while I was in Detroit, was
very well received, and Manager Smith told me that he had
been highly complimented on the merits of the picture. It
■was shown to crowded houses, which are nearly always the
rule at the Drury Lane. Fifteen cents admission is charged
at all times throughout the entire house, and it is Mr. Smith's
intention to raise the price *to * 25 *cents in a few weeks.
Harry Weiss, general manager of the Central Film Corporation, announces that he will require still larger quarters
to handle the Clara Kimball Young produ-t in the States of
Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin and Kentucky.
Mr. Weiss states that he is now negotiating with several
Chicago theaters for seven-day runs of the Clara Kimball
Young product in a restricted territory. Owners of the better class of theaters i.i Chicago are gradually finding that
longer runs and high-class pictures bring the best results.
Very favorable reports from all parts of his territory are
received by Mr. Weiss. Good business is the general rule,
and, notwithstanding the depression that naturally comes
with a presidential election, houses have shown to good attendance. Infact, all indications point to the greatest prosperity that exhibitors have yet known in this territory, Mr.
Weiss says. In many instances moving picture theaters
show an increase of from 25 to 50 per cent over the corresponding period last year.
The following changes have been made in the Central
Film Corporation's staflf: Sidney J. Goldman, roadman, has
been made special representative
; William Weiss has been
added to the sales force, to succeed Mr. Goldman, and will
look after Indiana and Kentucky business, and Phil Dunas
has been made traveling representative in Wisconsin and
Illinois.

* * ♦

Harry E. Aitken, president of the Triangle Film Corporation, made a brief stop-over in Chicago last week on his
■way to the Coast.
* * *

Frank Powell, of the Frank Powell Productions, Inc., New
York, and a well-known director, was in Chicago Saturday,
November 4. He was accompanied bv his attorney, Arthur
Butler Graham. Mr. Powell made the seven-reel "Charity"
feature, which will be shown on the Mutual program in the
near future.

* * *

Jones, Linick & Schaefer have announced that they have
secured a lease on property at Lawrence avenue and Broad^rn^'n^?'^ The
^l^' theater
'°'' ^^^ will
erection
of a theater that will cost
$500,000.
be known
as the Broadway tha
TnAU
^°-^,^
°^
which
will
seat
2,900
and the balcony
1,000.
Elevators and dressing room people
shower baths will be
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features of the new structure, it is given out. Work on
Broadway will begin at once, and it is expected that
theater will be completed about July, 1917. This will be
first of six houses that will be built in the near future
the Jones, Linick & Schaefer firm.

the
the
the
by

* * *

The recent annual outing of the junior and senior students
of Valparaiso University, Ind., was devoted to an inspection
of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company's plant,
1339-1351 Diversey Parkway, tliis city. The students were
shown every detail of moving picture manufacturing during
their visit. Every department was visited and the different
processes were thoroughly explained by Vice President N. J.
Baumer, who also showed the students a three-reel industrial picture which illustrated sections from different moving
picture advertising campaign successfully handled by the
Rothacker company. The students, who were in charge of
Dean R. C. Yeoman, enjoyed their experience hugely, and a
vote of thanks and a Valparaiso flag were given Vice President Baumer. In January another trip will be made by the
students, when they will have the privilege of actually seeing
a photoplay in production.

* * *

Miss Marguerite Clark will be seen in "Miss George
Washington" (Famous Players), to be released through
Paramount, November 20.
Grace Wynden-Vail was recently added to the publicity
department of the Paramount Picture Co. in Atlanta, Ga.
She writes for various magazines under the nom-de-plume

ti- ♦ *

of "Sally Ann."
A new fireproof film box has been invented by E. A.
Rupert, manager of a picture theater in Aberdeen, Wash.
The invention has been patented and will be placed on the
market about the first of the year. It is announced that this
film box will have the indorsement of every fire chief in the
United States and Canada, as it is claimed that it absolutely
piotects films from accidental ignition or explosion.
+

+

*

Vivian Reed, the Selig star from Los Angeles, arrived in
the city last week to take a prominent part in "The Princess
of Patches," which will be produced in part at the Chicago
Selig studios and in the southland. Miss Reed is known as
"the girl with the million-dollar smile." a title gained by
reason of her face adorning numerous high-class art calendars before she appeared in moving pictures.

* * *

Robert H. Kelly, assistant director to Al Green, now engaged in the production of "The Princess of Patches," in the
Chicago Selig studios, is known in sporting circles as "Rawhide" Kelly. Before Mr. Kelly ventured to appear before
the camera he promoted numerous pugilistic combats and
managed many fighters in various parts of the world. It is
claimed that Mr. Kelly organized the first boxing club in
New Orleans, but that we leave to sporting editors to decide.
Mr. Kelly earned a fortune in the fighting game and lost it
in mining ventures. He has had considerable experience in
the making of moving pictures and has worked with several
of the larger companies. He has been with the Selig company for some time.
Charles LeMoyne arrived recently in Chicago from the
Selig Los Angeles studios and will work under the direction
of Al Green in "The Princess of Patches." Mr. LeMoyne
headed the LeMoyne stock company which toured the Pacific Coast for years.

* * *

The following programs have been announced at the prominent downtown theaters in Chicago for the ensuing year:
Studebaker — "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea"
(Universal) enters its fifth week and is still showing to capacity houses.
Ziegfeld — Alice Brady in "Bought and Paid For" (World)
and Earle Williams in the Vitagraph serial, "The Scarlet
La Salle — Second and last week of Mary Pickford in "Less
Runner."
Than
the Dust" (Artcraft). This production will end its run
on November 19, and will be followed by "The Masque of
Life" (Signet Film Co.), which features Rita Jolivet.
Colonial— "The Birth of a Nation" (D. W. Griffith) will
close its successful run of seven weeks on Saturday evening,
November 18. It will be succeeded shortly at the same house
by Griffith's "Intolerance." * * *
Max Linder, the great French photoplay comedian, accompanied by George K. Spoor, president of the Essanay Film
Manufacturing Co., arrived in Chicago from New York, by
the Twentieth Century, Friday morning, November 10.
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Conducted by EPES
From

WINTHROP

the Stillman.

EVIDENTLY the Sllllnuin is not gnlng to stop advertising just
because It Is open now. The house is putting Cleveland on the
picture map. and C. L. Madden, tn charge of the advertising campaign. Is (indlng something new almost every day. For one thing the
Stillman does not bolievo In paper that gives all but a strip to the
attraction. It Is the show at the Stillman that is important. Most
houses use the regular twenty-eight sheets and merely strip the paper
with the house name, or at best put It on a hejuleil board. The Stillman
uses the smaller sheets from the nianufaclurer ami works tlu-sc Into its

SARGENT

take things at face valuation. If that valuation is proper, and a brief
description of tho song with perhaps some comment on the composer
and singer will make that song a distinct feature of the program Instead
of merely a filler. This is a point where even the larger houses oftoa
fall to make good.
Special advertising has the same distinction. A card lor tho Common
Law is a double post-card of heavy white stock. It is printed in a
sage green and black with "Remember Valerie Weal?" and tho monogram on the address side and a larger monogram on tho buck. It is
bordered with twelve-point bonier. Inside tho top half Is given to the
feature and the lower part to the other attractions. The card has an
odd sealing arrangement, doing away with the usual paper clip.
Even so .'^mall a thing (apiiarenlly) as the stationery supplied in the
rest room and lounge Is carefully looked after and the etirds. paper
and envelopes are of a grade that the most fashionable patrons are
accustomed to use In their own homes and better than many possess.
A neat design In one corner of the card and on the flap of the envelope
is the only advertising. The newspaper advertising is worth more space
than one Issue can afford, so must go over. It will be worth waiting
for since It is done by on expert, and Mr. Madden explains about the
different styles and sizes. If Mr. Maddon"s good nature and postage
Flamps hold out we arc going to give you a lot of good tips from
Cleveland.

Misleading.
The Liberty. De Pue. III., gt ts out a rather misleading throwaway In
which "The Birth of a Nation" is made to attract attention for a smaller
play with the same people. This is not a good plan, as a rule. Unless
people read clearly they are apt to feel that they have been fooled, even
when the management can point to the added words.
Often it reacts,

SEE THE

own design. The cut shows a manugraph for E. H. Sothern. Only the
Vilagraph tbree-shvei is used. The rest is hand work, and tho result Is
a bill (or the Stillman theater that tells the attraction but tells It as a
Stillman attraction. It Is a nlco distinction, but a prodtablo one. In
passing, note the house monogram. Mr. Madden writes that It Is
proving a real asset. A design is an asset to any house, but comparatively few managements realize how important an aid It Is. Mr.
Madden even puts it od th,. boiu-^.- il.ket us Is shown
htr..
There are

STILLMAN THEAM ^^Matinee
iCl«^

Matinee

Evening

^Th

»\3

yOrchcslrjSeai

Evening

Lower Mez.-amn
orOTC^est^^i->or

Tbtt tickci (004 (or purcbase price on any dale. ;

CO

w

eight dlfTcrent forms of tickets used for different locations, but all are
of tho same gmeral design, the color being distinctive. All carry the
line "This ticket good for purchase price on any date." This is just
another effort to make everything about the Stillman characteristic. It
Is a contract to tho "Good this date only." Note, too, that this ticket is
good fur different locations in the afternoon and evening.
Two thousand window and tack cards are used each week, carrying
tho bouse name, the design, the title and the prices. There are also
two hundred cars with signs on the dashboard, the cost being ten cents
pfr day per car. A complement is a post-card with the same general
Idea of the house name above a panel, the panel broken at the top by
the monogram. Bt-low is the program for the week. Each attraction is
followed by the showing times. With but one program for the week
the titles and other matter can be well displayed In the space.
Two programs are used, one of four pages for the upper floors and
an eight-pager for the orchestra, though it is probable that the eight
will presently be used for the entire house. The front design Is a
Fimple design of stripes crossed by two strips, the upper carrying the
inevitable monogram. Sometimes it is printed in one color and sometimes in black and tint. Inside the center pages are devoted to the
program, and on the eight there are four pages of house talk. In the
program some space is given to descriptive matter of the overture and
songs, as well as to the film subjects, to emphasize the fact that these
Audiences are apt to
are part of the program and not interruptions.

BIRTH OF
A NATION
STARS

LIBERTY -To-Night
When D. W. Griffith made "THE BIRTH OF A NATION" he
chose the best Actors io America^ only those whose as;ability was
worthy of a part in the worlds greatest photoplay such

RALPH LEWIS
ROBT. HARRON

MAE MARSH
MARY ALDEN

and when some r^a! teature is announced or a real star is called ui.
the recipient will see the big name, suppose it another cheat, and drop
the sheet. On this bill, for that matter, Gloria is announced, and many
will question Miss Burke's appearance. Two other bills are better
done, and these are probably more representative, but the printer
should be talked to with a view to getting better results with typeFor
line reads
think in
of it
— Three
briUian
stars."
Thenexample
below one
the double
three names
are "Just
staggered
three
lines.
To get
the
proper alignment a smaller type is used than would be the case were
all three set in a larger face one under the other and with proper space
between, while "Three brilliant stars" should get a larger display faca
for it is the keynote of the program. It pays to study the value of the
various lines, deciding just which will pull the hardest, and then talk
It over with the printer and get him to play those lines up right. He
is not a showman, but a printer. If he knows his business that is
enough. You tell him the part you are supposed to contribute, or else
you
content
with a Job Inthat
is merely
goodhe typesetting.
fight must
him. be Get
him interested
seeing
how well
can get your Don't
own
ideas over.

Too

Late! !

It's so seldom that we have the chance to do so, that we rejoice in
this opportunity to throw a rock at H. W. Heiberger, of the Lehigh
Orpheum. Suuth Bethlehem, Pa. He writes to tell us of the Fashion
Show. They worked with a local department store and models Imported from New York, but George Editor Carpenter recently told about
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tbe scheme and we swiped It from him, and he said he got it from San
Francisco. But no matter where it came from, it's a fine scheme to
make your own headiiner that costs nothing. You just show the local
store's new styles on living models. They pay the models, and supply the styles, and then help you to advertise, as well.
Something else Is a schedule oC the football eleven of the Lehigh
University and that is done on a small vest pocket card with no other
advertising than the announcement that for the game with Yale a
direct wire will be run to the theatre to give the progress of the
game. All of the collegians and their friends will carry the cards and
think of the theatre, and think all the more because they do not have
to wade through a mass of advertising to find the dates.

With Pictures.
The Orpheum. Chambersburg, Pa., recently got out the clever idea
here shown, though of course in the reproduction the front page shows
on the right, which is wrong. Inside the house program is given on
one page and house chat on, the other. We would prefer to reverse the
order shown and give the program on three and the chat on two.
The

I ORPHEUM

BILL
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speaks, and its sincerity is of far greater value than fine writing.
People expect the circus agent to use all of the dictionary, but tney
do not believe what he says. It Is when a man speaks honestly and
naturally that he gains the most credence. This is a point that too
few realize. It is not fine writing, but simple and direct writing fhat
strikes closest to home. The cards also carried a list of coming attractions, but this is the essential part:
We want the people of Murphysboro to know that we greatly
appreciate and value their good will and patronage. We want
them to feel that they have an interest in this theater, that
it Is theirs to use and enjoy, and that we are always glad to
hear their suggestions and friendly criticisms.
We endeavor to show only the best pictures obtainable.
We have tried to make the theatre pleasant for everybody. We
have a ladies' dressing room on the right as you walk out. It
has every convenience, including sanitary paper towels, lavator>' and mirrors. If you come in dirty or dustry from an auto
ride, don't fail to take advantage of It.
If you have company, entertain them here. Use our telephone. Make yourselves at home. This theatre and Ks conveniences are at your service.
That means something when you read It. Note particularly the
emphasis given the conveniences afforded by the wash rooms to motorists and the general ser\-ice idea in the past paragraph. That means
as much If not more than a five reel feature, for it Is something that is
always at the disposal of the patron.

For the Program.
L. F. Guimond, of the Lyceum, Monticello, N. Y., had an extra good
bill lately and ho wrote a running story to cover the two weeks.
His leader is decidedly clever and with a little alteration can be
worked to fit any house with an exceptionally good program. It is set
with a scare head and reads :

CONVICTION

SECURED

AGAINST
GUILTYTHE
• LYCEUM

MANAGEMENT.

Accused of Having Booked a Program for the Forthcoming Two
Weeks of Such Uniform Excellence That Theatregoers
Cannot Afford to Miss a Single Evening — District Attorney Demands an Occasional
Poor Feature.
program is four pages, 6 by i> inches, light lemon stock and printed
in red and green. The design is clever and well done. Orpheum Bill
should become locally famous. We wonder if the Blanchards who run
the house are our old friends from Sunbury? IE it is, they've been
away a long time.

An Invitation.
R. L. McLean, of the Capitol, Frankfort. Ky., did the wedding invitation stunt for a recent Fine Arts and writes that it paid. He went
to no little trouble to get it out just right, with heavy stock, well
printed shaded type that deceived for the moment and held attention
until it gained interest in itself, then it was read through. The text
runs :
Mr. D. W. Griffith requests the honor of your presence at the
marriage of Molly O (Mae Marsh), to Mr. Larry O'Dea
(Robert Harron), on Saturday, the twenty-third of September, nineteen and sixteen, at two and seven p. m., at the Capitol Theatre.
Frankfort, Ky.
Admission 5 and 10 cents.
We do not know whether Mr. McLean carried cigars or a club, but
he persuaded the printer to use a new and fashionable
face instead
of Old English.
The invitations were all individually addressed
and
not merely sent out blind.
He even did so well that he refrained from
using some of the other three pages for other advertising because he
wanted to make it look like an invitation and knew what invitations
looked like.

No Retirement.
The Third Street, Easton, did not explain that sale offer we recently
commented upon, but an Eastonian happened in the other day and
explained that it was a move to meet a blue sky stock selling proposition that had been brought into town in the dark of the moon. They
are keeping right on and are going to still further enlarge the house
to seat about 2,000 people, which is going a bit. They did push back the
rear wall once.

Stock.
The Highway theatre, Brooklyn, is using a ready-print program with
the double middle for its own.
The rest of the eight pager is all stock.
Including a page and a half of national advertising. Not far away
is another house with its own four pager and it was doing so well
with the advertising last spring that it ran all through the summer with
local stuff instead of program, because the house was closed but the
stores were open and wanted to advertise. This stock program is better than the average in that it gives the house two pages and those
two of the best.

Simple But Good.
George W. Newsome, of the Tiiford, Murphysboro, 111., sends In a
souvenir card he gave out. It is a portrait card in color with the
back blank and here he offers a simple appeal to the patron. There Is
no flourish, no fanfare, just a simple greeting that carries a lot more
weight than would a more pretentious brag.
It is written as a man

Practically No Defense Is Offered and Defendant Is Sentenced to
Capacity Business for Twelve Days.
Coincident with the publication of the program to be given at
the Lyceum theater for the next two weeks comes the announcement that the management of that theater has been accused,
tried, convicted and sentenced In the Court of General Public,
Judge I. M. A. Fann presiding, for having secured a series of
pictures for the next two weeks which will practically force
Monticello residents to be away from home every evening. It
was held that the Lyceum should book an occasional poor subject
and thus afford an opportunity to Its patrons to stay home and
catch up with the fashion magazine and war news.
The well-known attorney I. C. M. Awl appeared as plaintiff
and presented a strong case. As soon as the jury was empanelled Mr. Awl stated that he did not intend to call any witnesses
as the facts in the case were general knowledge and indisputable
evidence.
The gist of his masterly indictment was as follows:
"While any normally constituted human in the average community expects to attend two or three motion picture shows each
week and would consider it a direct deprivation were this
privilege withheld. It has nevertheless been the custom for
everyone to exercise tbe power of selection In the singling out of
these nights of attendance. But we are now facing a condltloi
where this prerogative Is actually denied us because we are
being confronted with twelve programs of such uniform excellence that the temptation to attend them all is irresistible.
"I have studied this case carefully and have decided that the
best evidence I can offer to secure a conviction is a resume of
the Lyceum program for the period named and after analyzing
this program I shall be content to rest my case, feeling certain
that tbe jury will have no difficulty in agreeing that the charge
is well founded."
Continuing the fiction of a summing up, the supposed attorney takes
up the program day by day to show the enormity of the offense, hammering home the fact that there is no let up for the entire two weeks.
It 1b cleverly done because kept in character throughout.

A Good Starter.
S. A. Xippas, of the TrI-City Amusement Co., issued Invitations to i
musical when he launched the Marcello at Hopewell, W. Va., recently.
The invitation is a still paper 6 by 10 inches folded two and a half :
that is the third section comes but halfway over Its opposite when the
folder is closed. One page gives the invitation and the other shows a
hand-tinted photograph in a printed frame, loose mounted. It would
have been more effective had similar portraits of photo stars been
used Instead of an ideal face and the Kraus and other companies have
these on sale. The invitation was accompanied by an admission card
to give quite a swagger air to the function. It's a good way to give a
house the proper start. It gets the right people in their ^rst. The
others will follow. This is particularly true of the south. It pays to
spend a little extra time and money on the opening announcement, as
Mr. Xippas seems to know.
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Too General.
Tbe Pbotoplay World, a publication printed In Chicago, l8 being gottoQ out, apparently, for tbo u^o of houtie mnnngcrs who cannot get out
their own organ. Tho sample aent In gives the program oC tbe Lyric,
IVlphos. Ind, Tbo Issue Is a slxtcen-pftge sheot, about 5 by 8 Inches,
white stock and blue Ink. The bouse gets only tbo back page. This
Is useful for a manngetDent that wants to sidestep trouble, for It Is a
well edited sheet of photoplay d<-ws and press stuff, but In a six-day
program, only one feature, a serial, is mentioned In the body of the
sheet. It Is a good thing to Interest patrons In plays and players gcDermlly, but It Is better still to get their interest in your bouse, Its advaDtnges and comforts and tho films that will be seen on the house's
screen. We like better that form of ready-made program that has
pick-up program pages to fit any house program, and we like even
more tho all home-edited organ that can be given an Intimate touch
that no strange editor can ever give. A general organ must, perforce,
be general. The house organ is valuable only in that precise degree
In which tbo editor is able to establish an intimacy with his reader.
We never met George Editor Carpenter or Tom North, but wo feel that
we know them and we take a personal Interest in their doings because
ihetr house organs are so well done. It Is tho same with h. J. Scott
and others. .\nd it works with the patron In the same way. Use your
sheet to advertise your house, to get in touch with your patrons rather
than to advertise some one else's lilms.
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roqulretl police control. Tho performances are given every Saturday
morning and fifty members of the league servo as chaperones, scattering through the auditorium and proservlng order.
A small folder 2Mi by 3Vj Is printed in rod with "For Men Only."
Inside tbe third page carries the Paramount trade-mark and the fourth
urges :
Don't fail to take your wife, Mother, Sister or Children to the
Paramount Empress theater.
Safe, Sane and Satisfactory.
This Is printed in hpavy type, save for the concluding slogan, and
with tbe rule border. It stands out so you cannot well overlook It. It Is
just a variant to the "I dare you to take this home to your wife," but
it is a good piece of work.
Wo would be ashamed if we bad to admit that after all the nice things
wo have said about him he did not do good newspaper work, but we
do not have to be asbamed.
The two advertisements
shown
in tbe

(?huCi4ic^yAccUxLckJ^

Two Programs.
W. E. L. Reeger, of ML Carmel, Pa., sends in two programs for comment. He runs three houses, but ha sends programs from but two.
One, for the Theatorium, is a Hennegan cover with tbe layout recently
commented upon. The printer has used an ink that spreads a little
and looks too black and forbidding. It is a veritable typographical
frown. Blackness is a good quality in pasted paper, but not for program work and we think that some of the women patrons will fear
to soil their light gloves handling tho inky looking sheet. There Is
too much ink In the fountains and several days after it came from
the press the job still smears under slight pressure. The printer should
be scolded. Sometimes when they cannot get a good impression the
printer will increase his ink and paint instead of print. It Is a sloppy
plan and it hurts the house — which is the innocent bystander — because
people shun tbe programs.
In contrast the other job la a plain white paper well printed and
well set for tbe greater part, with a neat border and small but distinct type. It Is only a four by six, but it makes a better impression
and, with a good average of patrons should draw more money because it is something that patrons will handle and read.
It may not wholly be the printer's fault. It may be that he was
stuck for the right sort of ink to use in a hurry and bad to do the
best he could with what he bad on hand, but he can, at least, be persuaded to use a lighter body type. It will be clearer, prettier and
more - legible. Mere blackness does not bring display and full face
should be reserved for emphasis and not used as a body type. It pays
to work In with the printer and even to try to educate him, If necessary.
If Mr. Reeger will take the Valentine job over to tbe other man, be'll
probably get the idea and save some ink.

George

Editor, Manager.

It has taken a long time to coax George Editor Carpenter to show
what be has been doing as the manager of the Paramount Empress,
Salt Lake City. With Real Reels all are familiar, but he was almost
secretive about his doings as house manager — for he has been living
a double life for a long time now. One of his latest is the Children's
Matinee. Of course be turned to the societies for help on this. He
could run a kid matinee with one hand while he wrote editorials for

reproduction do not show well what be is doing, but they will suggest
something of his style. We like particularly the bordered advertisement, which fairly sticks up from the page. In tbe other the cut is
depended upon to gain the attention. The former seems to be a stock
Paramount frame. If it Is, it should interest Paramount exhibitors, for
although it is only three nines it gets a better display than would the
average four tens. The larger advertisement is four nines. And wherever there is mention of pictures in the paper, the theater gets the best
of it with well-written stuff. Now that we have induced George Editor
to break his managerial silence, we hope he keeps on coming. He
knows how and can help others than the Notable Features clients.

Patriotic.
The American, Idaho Falls. Idaho, gets out a 6 by 9 program with
the front in red and blue, which makes the tri-color on the white stock.
Inside the imprint is In blue on white. It is a monthly, and with three
changes a week gives each change a full page, mostly original text.
The foreign advertising is confined to three cover pages and does not
intrude on the house matter ; a good arrangement In a program of this
size. It would be better to make the twelve-page insert a sixteen and
run some house stuff, as well. This would help enough to pay for the
extra cost, though one or two pages might be laid off in additional foreign advertising, if tbe town can stand it. Apart from this lack, It Is
neat and business-like clear through.

Hustling.
Either the Denver branch of the Kleine company Is more alert than
tbe rest or It Is less stingy with its postage stamps. It was this exchange that recently contributed the hunting license, and now they
offer a flyer for the Sellg baseball picture of the World Series games.
All exchanges probably advertise this feature, but tbe Denver end borrowed a cut from one of the local papers, a baseball cartoon that flta
Into the scheme of things, and gets a better display than the rest withIt does pay to stay awake.
out the expense of having a drawing made.

NEW

HELP

FOR

MANAGERS

Picture Theatre Advertising
Bi EPES WIMTHROP

^
Heal Reels with the other, but be knows tbe value of getting others
Interested and he got the co-operation of the Home and School league.
Two thousand tickets were sold in twenty minutes at the first of these
and a lot of kiddies were turned away, with tbe result that seata will
be sold In advance hereafter in the hope of avoiding the crush thai

SARGENT (Coilicln il Adorllslii fn EiblbllKi In Ibi Mnli| Plcliri WhMj

TEXT BOOK AND A HAND BOOK, a compendium and a guide.
It tells all about advertising, about type and type-setting, printing and paper, how to run a hou^e program, how to frame your
newspaper advertisements, how to write form letters, posters or
throwaways, how to make your house an advertisement, how to
get matinee business, special schemes for hot weather and rainy
days. All practical because it has helped others. It will help
you.
By mail, postpaid, $2.00.
Order from nearest office.

Moving Picture World,
Schiller Building
Chicago, 111.

17

Madison Ave.,

New York
Haas Building
Lo6 Angelea. Cal.
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Conducted by EPES WINTHROP SARGENT
INQUIRIES.
Qvcstions concerning photoplay writinc addressed to this
department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should b«
addressed to this department. Questions should be stated
dearly and should be typewritten or written with pen and
lok. Under no circumstances will manuscripts or synopoea
be criticised, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.
A list of companies will be sent if the request is made to
tbe paper direct and not to this department, and a return
stamped envelope is inclosed.
Looks Bad, But —

SUPPOSE that you had sat in front of your typewriter and had
thought and thought until you had an idea that looked something
like this:
Rose wants a diamond ring, and Harry swears that he is too
poor to buy her one. Only the munitions makers are coining
cash, and he is selling books gotten out by the peace society.
Then Rose shows up with a ring and Harry gets jealous, but she
assures him that it is only paste and that she paid three
dollars for it. Harry falls for it, but one afternoon he sees
her slip a man on the street some money. Another day she is ■
seen pleading with him. Harry gets more suspicious than ever.
The next morning he takes the ring from the dresser before she
Is up, and when she asks about it, he says he has not seen it.
To quiet her he gets her another paste ring that costs only
$2.50. He takes the ring to a jeweler and finds that it is worth
about $150. Then he gets a gun and goes after the wrecker
of his home. The wrecker pleads for his life and explains that
he sells diamonds on tbe instalment plan and that Rose pays
him $2 a week, and to avoid Harry seeing she meets him on the
street corner every Friday afternoon. There is $68 to go.
Harry feels pretty cheap — and business has been good lately.
The next Friday afternoon Rose turns up with the $2, for she
must keep up the instalments or be found out. Harry steps up
and takes the $2, looks at the ring and throws it away. Then
he hands her the real ring as a fine for his suspicions.
And then suppose that a couple of months later you picked up a copy
of The Moving Picture World for October 14, and on page 289 saw a
story like this :
A GRAIN OF SUSPICION (Oct. 4.)— Mrs. Love (Rosemary
Theby) sees a bargain in real estate and decides to surprise her
hubby (Harry Myers) by purchasing it and paying for it with
her own money. The real estate man calls regularly to collect
his payments and upon several of these occasions he is seen by
hubby, who, not knowing who he is, gets jealous. He decides
not to say anything about it to his wife, who decides to say
nothing to her husband until the lot is paid for. Tbe continued
visits of the real estate man annoys hubby and he decides to
put a detective on the case. The detective gets working ; he goes
to the office of the real estate man and obtains a good look at
him ; he then decides to spy around the bouse. He sees the collector call for his regular instalment and notifies hubby that
the mouse is in the trap. He enters the house and arrests the
real estate man, much to the surprise of his wife. Hubby comes
In and when he is acquainted with the facts in the case he
pleads for forgiveness.
Wifey forgives him.
Wouldn't you think that there had been something happening, and
wouldn't you look up your record to see if your script had been sent
Harry Myers, and if you found it had not, wouldn't you think that
someone you had sent it to had stolen the story and sent it for sale
elsewhere?
To be sure you would.
The first story was written by the editor of this department on August
15. The starting point was de Maupassanfs "The Necklace." Reversing
the original, gave a real stone supposed to be paste instead of paste
taken for genuine. To motivate this the instalment scheme was developed. It made a fair synopsis, hut it was not sent out. and so there
was no possible way in which Mr. Myers or any other person could
have had the slightest knowledge of the story. He never saw the
story until his own release had been announced and we sent it to him
asking for his data. There was in no way. shape, or fashion, the slightest
chance for anyone to have stolen the idea, and yet the Myers story
camo remarkably close to our own. He used real estate instead of a
ring, and bad slightly less plot, but for all practical purposes the
stories were identical, though there was not the slightest possibility
that he could have had even an inkling of our story. Even the names
are the same, but this is because we use those names for all our stories,
following Lloyd Lonergan's scheme of always having the same names
to avoid confusion.
It will be noted that this story was written August 15. The story made
In Jacksonby Mr. Myers was received by him in June from a writer
ville, and was one of two stories by the same author taken by him.
She had no possible chance of seeing the story we wrote, even It wo
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let our unsold stuff He around loose, and she wrote hers a couple of
months before we got the idea.
Considerable space is given to this incident, not because it is in the
least unusual, for not a week passes that there does not occur at least
one case of duplication, but in this instant we can say with absolute
positiveness that there was not the slightest chance for suspicion.
Keep it in mind the next time you think your story was stolen and be
less eager to charge theft.

Foredoomed.

Here is an extract from a recent letter to the New York Sun.
The
writer says :
In the beginning I want to say that I am not a disappointed
scenario
writer.
In my short literary career I have written
two motion picture plays which I prophesied would be rejected.
I mailed them to a few producers and my prophecy came true
with amazing promptness.
No, he Is not a disappointed scenario author.
He is merely a disappointed ass. He writes
two — count
"em — two stories, "knowing"
they will be rejected, and then they were.
Surely they were.
Two
isn't a starter even for a real fiction writer, and moreover he went at
his task listlessly because he "knew" they were going to be returned.
Go at the sales end in the right spirit and after due examination.

From the Shelf.
In studying the market, remember that many companies are "saving" money by releasing stuff from the shelf; subjects made a year
or so ago and put aside then as not being good enough to release.
Now they are releasing them at the very time they should be putting
out only the best and most modern stuff. It is their own funeral, but
note the fact and do not accept the present releases as typical of
present needs.

Keep

Posted.

Knowing where to send stories is as much, if not more, as knowing
what to send, You cannot market intelligently unless you keep In
touch with affairs. And no one can keep in touch for you. One man
may tell you that the Blank is not buying stuff. This may be because he sells them nothing, though he knows that he is sending In
good stories. Another man may have the inside track because he
sends just what is wanted, and be will declare that Blank is
buying.
He cannot'
tell just
whatmaterial,
it is that
are buying,
he
has found
that they
buy his
and they
he found
it out but
by
experimenting. The papers cannot give a list of wants, because
these are so constantly changing. They can annouce new markets
or tell of the closing of old ones, but they cannot say that the
Blank now wants five-reel dramas with a seashore local, because
the Elank editor may have bought a dozen the week before, and
so be out of the market for these at the moment. On the other
hand if It is repeatedly said that the Dash company has announced
that it is not in the market, it is absurd to send them scripts, and
yet just the other day a correspondent wrote of sending to a company that has not purchased a script in more than two years except by special arrangement.

Do

It Anyhow.

Seeking the light, a correspondent asks if it is not a waste of
time to prepare a continuity, knowing that the director will not
follow the author's sequence of scenes. It is not a waste of time.
It is a waste of opportunity not to. It is to be presumed that an
author wants to stay around for a time. Even If the director does
not use his continuity, the author needs to develop the story by
Even where comscenes to gain his own knowledge of photoplay.
panies advertise that they will accept only the synopsis, it will pay
to write the continuity for practise. It Is the only way in which
photoplay construction and development can be learned, and time
is never" wasted that is used to make you more proficient in your
business. You cannot "see" your story in the synopsis. You must
make a continuity before you can know yourself what you have
of time when the author's conIt is only a matter
in the plot. be
demanded. Be prepared for the coming of that
time.
tinuity will
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Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON
Manufacturer's Notice.
[T Is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or other
goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the excellence of such articles has been demonstrated
to Its editor.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication It Is Impossible to
reply throuRh tho department in less than two or three weeks. In
order to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps, (less
than aetual cost) will receive carbon copy of department reply, by mail,
without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot be
replied to in the department, one dollar.
Both the first and second set of questions are now ready and printed
In neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-six In number.
Either booklet may be had by remitting 2o cents, money or stamps.
to the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadifcn stamps.
Every live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions.
You may be surprised at the number of them you cannot answer without
a lot of study.

Question No. 164.
What advantage is there in the auto-transformer as against
the straight Hco-coil tratisformcrT

Roll of Honor on Question No. 154.
The Roll of Honor on Question ir)4 consists of the following: M. M.
Moon. Sherman. Texas; Wilson Hays. Barton, Md.; W, B. Allen, Ei^monton. Canada: F. F. Bell. Palestine. Texas; G. A. Yager, Anadarko,
Okia, : J. H. Marchand, Baton Rouge, La.
I have selected the reply of Brother Moon for publication as being
the most complete of any.

Reply to Question

No.

154.

By M. M. Moon, Sherman, Texas.
The Question :
What is for and against a large picture — say above 17 feet?
The Answer :
There are. in my opinion, very few things to be said in favor of the
large picture. The size of toe picture, within certain limits, usually
depends upon local conditions, such as the width, length and helghth of
the auditorium.
A picture of goodly size Is more desirable In a large auditorium, especially when the screen is located on a large stage, because a small
picture seems to be out of proportion. Another advantage of the large
picture is that those sitting In the rrar seats will be able to clearly
see the faces of the actors, which is importP.nt since in the silent drama
very much often depends upon the facial expression, the glance of an
eye or some movement of the feature, which may change the whole
meaning of the etory.
And now I will endeavor to set forth some things against a large
picture. Every defect in the photography, every movement of the film
and every scratch mark and jump is increased In size in direct proportion to that of the picture. The light strength must be rapidly
Increased if the brilliancy of the large picture is to equal that of the
small one. You will therefor© see that a large picture Is either costly
Id current consumption, or (here must be a sacrifice In brilliancy. A
large picture will cause excessive eye strain to those seated near It. a
short throw will cause elongation of tho faces and figures and a distortion of the picture. A picture should always look natural, and when
a large picture Is used the action and actors are out of proportion, thus
making for unnaturalness.

Important Notice.
Change in Trip Itinerary.
It has finally been decided that the time of leaving on the southern.
western and northern trip will be delayed until March 1st, which date
Is now officially set.
The reason for the second delay lies In the fact that there have been
so many demands for extra stops that the trip has lengthened beyontl
our expectations, so far as the item of time be conrerned. It has developed that it may be necessary to go as far north as Calgary and
Edmonton. Alberta, and If departure Is made in .January, as orlelnally
planner!. I VHI arrive up in that country Just at the very worst time of
the year, when there would more than likely be snow blockades, or at
least very disai;reeable weather. I could stand the disagreeable end of
it. but the snow blo<-kades would be very bad indeed, as they would disarrange the whole remaining Itinerary, and cause an endless amount of
trouble.

For these reasons it has been finally decided that I will leave New
York March let. This, so far as the south be concerned, will result
about as follows, with tho understanding that the dates given arc not
exact, because not all the stops are not yet definitely decided upon:
Richmond. Va., March Ist; Raleigh, N. C. March 2nd ; Durham, N. C,
March 3rd ; Charlotte. N. C, March 4th, Charleston, S. C, March 5th ;
Savannah, Ga., March Gth ; Miami. Fla.. March 8th ; Tampa, Fla..
March 0th; Macon. Ga.. March 11th; Atlanta. Ga.. March 12th ; Chattanooga. Tenn.. March 13th: Knoxville. Tenn., March 14th; Cincinnati. O..
March 15th; Louisville. Ky., March IGth ; Evansville. Ind.. March 17th;
Nashville, Tenn., March 19th; Montgomery, Ala., March 20th: MoblU,
Ala., March 21st ; New Orleans, La.. March 22nd ; Jackson. Miss.. March
23rd; Memphis. Tenn.. March 24th; Little Rock. Ark.. March 26th.
This will put us into Fort Worth. Tex., about April 5th.
Noio don't 7nak€ the mistake of supposing these dates are final, because they are o^ily approximate. The exact date unll be given each
city at least fifteen days in advance. That I will start on the trip March
1st. however, is definitely settled, and nothing will change that except
things beyond human control.

From Illinois.
H. W. Burkltt, Morrison. III., sends in 40 cents for the two question
booklets, answers "The Problem," August 12th Issue, and says;
I have the second and third editions of the Handbook; also
I read the department. If It were not for them projection certainly would be up against a bad state of affairs. My hand
books are not for sale at any price, and I don't see how I
could get along without the department. The department and
the Handbooks are what makes my Job a real job. Recently
I paid a visit to Freeport (Presumably Illinois. Ed.) where I
found projection to be on the up-grade. The best theater. The
Strand, puts on a good picture, though they have the keystone
effect, with its inevitable accompaniment of distortion. The
screen sets in a sort of frame, and the frame is light colored,
which does not set off the picture properly, and makes
It look out of frame at the top. The operator, I was told, receives $21.00 per week, and apparently he was on the job
though he might correct these two faults. (Don't be too sure
about that, Brother Burkltt, possibly, yes, even probably the
manager would not allow him to do the things necessary to
correct the two defects named. Ed.) The theater just across
the street from the Strand, the Superba I think it Is. puts
on a good picture, but at least during the time I was in the
theater the operator was decidedly careless about framing,
and with regard to his light. The picture Itself Is steady and
clear. I have just finished a month's job, making .a "flasher"
and "chaser" for our new sign. It works like a charm. Will
send in a photograph of it later, as I would like to have your
opinion with regard to it. Then too I have a feather In my
cap. although I am still and always will be working for a
better picture. In that visitors from the Tri-Cities tell the boss
our picture Is as good, or even better than any they have
seen in Rock Island. Davenport, or Moline. Perhaps they are
not good judges, but nevertheless it sounded good to me. particularly In view of the fact that I am using GO cycle, single
phase A. C. pulling fiO amperes through a Bell & Howell compensarc. And now right at the tall end of this communication
I want to wish you all the success you deserve, which is a
"heap," for your wonderful work In the Handbook and for the
excellence
and popularity
of our department.
I have not published your reply to "The Problem. Brother Burkltt,
because of the fact it was almost identical with one already published. Ishall he glad to have the photographs and description of the
■-flasher" and "chaser." As to your remarks with regard to the theater across the street from the Strand In Freeport, they ought to be
a lesson to the operator In that house. One cannot afford to be careless for a single moment, because we never can tell at what particular
time some one Is going to be among the audience whom It will not be
well to have witness any faults In the projection.
Of course It may be that this particular operator Is obliged to rewind film, thread the other machine and do other stunts while projecting the picture, and if he has, that to some extent would act as an
excuse for the faults mentioned, and would put the matter up to th«
manager of the house.
With regard to your projection. If you are putting on that kind of
picture with GO amperes A. C. quite evidently you understand your
business, because I am told there is some very good projection In
Davenport. Rock Island, and Moline. I will visit those cities some time
next spring — I hope at any rate, and perhaps at that time you may
be able to come over and attend the lecture.
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Chicago Again.
Word comes from the Windy City that theaters are being injured by
explosions, and that this is probably due to the war which has for a
long time past been waged between Local Union 110 and the I. B. E.
W. Union of operators. We would be loth to credit any such report,
but for the fact that this is not the first time Chicago theaters have
been wrecked and there is no manner of question but that the outrages were committed by "strong arm" committees.
Now this department is absolutely and unalterably opposed to
methods of this kind. In the first place, as we have before pointed
out, they are cowardly. It is not a verj' brave act to sneak around
in the dead of night and wreck a theater, or place a dynamite bomb
against its walls. The act. however, becomes peculiarly and particularly reprehensible when it is the result, as it is claimed is the
case now, of a warfare between two unions, with which battle the
manager is in no wise concerned, provided he pays the highest union
scale for his class of work.
This department is, as its editor has literally hundreds of times
said, a firm believer in organization. This department has been the
direct means of forming quite a considerable number of locals, all of
which, according to letters received and on file from the International
officers, are doing well. More than this, union organizers have admitted, in writing, to the editor of this department that the organization of the operators has been made from 50 to 75 per cent, easier
and more effective by reason of the work of this department. It
favors the International Association of Theatrical Stage Employes
because the operators are organized thereunder, and are, as a general
proposition, doing perhaps as well, or perhaps even better than they
would have done had they originally been taken under the wing of
the I. B. E. W. More than that, inasmuch as the I. A. T. S. B. took
up cudgels for the operator at a time when they were very weak,
and at a time when the financial returns were far, far below the expenditures, and has brought the organization of the operator to a point
where they are now financially self sustaining, it would be acting the
part of rank ingratitude to even for one moment consider switching
over to the I B. E. W. at this late date. If, later on, after the I. A.
T. S. E. has been repaid the money it has put into the organization
of the operator, the operator thinks he will be better off In an independent international of his own. why that will he something else
again. At this time, however, no such thing ought to be even considered, and most certainly the I. B. E. W. has absolutely no claim
whatsoever to the operator, nor can the operator consistently change
to that organization. Therefore such Chicago operators as have affiliated with the I. B.B. W. have done a thing which is distinctly and
decidedly wrong, from any and every point of view.
I can, of course, smypathize to some extent with them, in view of the
fact that the Chicago operators local leadership has been such as to
bring distinct discredit upon the Chicago operators as a whole, and
to bring about a feeling of resentment on the part of many Chicago
men. I have never, however, believed in getting outside of a house In
order to clean it's interior. I am a firm believer In cleaning house from
the inside, and would earnestly advise those Chicago men who have
affiliated with the I. B. E. W. to get into the I. A. where they belong,
and conduct their warfare against the things they object to from the
inside. But, however that may be. there certainly cannot be any possible excuse for dragging the Chicago manager into what amounts to
a fight amongst Chicago operators themselves.

Not Good.
J. Hartzen, Minneapolis. Minn., gives the editor a good, warm roast
with regard to the projection in one of our leading New York theaters. He says,, in part: "I don't see where you get off at to brag
about projection in New York, when one of your leading theaters gives
projection which we up here would consider as being of no particular
credit to a nickelodon."
Brother Hartzen you cannot look back through the projection department and find where I have ever bragged about New York projection or ever recommended the projection in the house you speak of.
as a matter of fact I don't recommend it; more than that I consider
It decidedly punk, even though the house be one of the finest in New
York City.
You must remember that it requires something more than a fine
orchestra, comfortable seats, and a fine building to put a good picture
on the screen. For one thing the house in question races the film, and
there are other faults as well. And anyhow you should not land on
me. You should have taken the matter up with the manager of the
theater, though according to my own experience that is all the good it
would have done you. He would probably simply have told you that
you didn't know anything, and that would be the sum and substance
of your accomplishment.

Constant Reader.
South Carolina, says :
Although this is my first letter I have been a constant reader
of the department for years. My primary object in writing Is
to order one of the new Handbooks, for which find money order
enclosed. I do, however, wish to say a feTf words with regard
to speed. Why is it so many managers seem to think it necessary to shoot a reel through the machine in seven, eight, or nine
minutes, thus absolutely ruining the screen result? I have
visited other cities, and always try to drop in and see the pictures, for I feel if they have a better screen result than I, I
may get some suggestion which will be of value to me in my
work. On the other hand if my own picture Is the best it
makes me feel good. I am genuinely sorry to say, however, in
the majority
of cases I have always
found
fault with the
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speed. I thoroughly agree with you and the producers who
say all their time and trouble go for naught when some operator shoots the picture through like a comet. Nothins makes
me more angry than to see that particular performance,
which I am glad to say is something which never occurs in
my house. I have trained the operator myself, and the pictures here are projected correctly. We could not afford, in
this small town, to employ a first class fan. therefore I was
obliged to train one. and I am proud of my job, because I have
had many sincere compliments from traveling film men, managers, and others who see pictures in larger cities and are
therefore in position to judge. When 1 took charge of this
house. The Temple, it was in had shape, but I have rebuilt Its
reputation on the quality of my pictures and on the quality
of projection. I have myself had something like four years'
actual experience in operating, and am thoroughly acquainted
with the fact that the picture is the real heart of the whole
theater. In the year I have been here I have had but one complaint of over-speeding, and that from a lady who mistook a
scene with fast tempo for over-speeding. I have derived a great
deal of knowledge from the third edition of the Handbook
and the department is a continual source of information. Just
now I am having a little trouble in getting a clear screen, and
want some advice. Projectors are Simplex with a 5^^ inch
objective, one 6V> and one7^{> inch condenser, projecting a 10 foot
6 Inch picture at 70 feet, pulling 40 amperes of 110 volt current
through a Fort Wayne compensarc. I get a dark line across the
screen unless I freeze the carbons. Have consulted the table, and
find my lens system to be correct ; also have tried altering the
distance of the condenser from the film. When I use 60 amperes
and carry a large spot the line almost disappears, though you
can detect it by adjusting the carbons a little. In closing.
I would like to know what is the nearest point at which you
will lecture on your southern trip, as I wish to be present unless the distance Is prohibitive. I also wish to extend you a
most cordial invitation to visit Hartsville and see "The
Temple." although I know that is probably out of the question.
Brother Cobb I think your principal trouble lies in the fact that
your lamp has not sufficient angle. The dark line across the screen
probably shows the division between the light from the two craters.
Try giving your lamp more angle, and if you are using 40 amperes, also
after you have angled the lamp more, try using V^ inch cored carbon
below with a % inch cored above. I am not going to say that will
work well, but try it. If the angling of the lamp does not remedy
your difficulty — but we wlli cross that stream when we come to It. I
think it wiil. I have given your letter space because It is a chatty,
interesting communication, and, coming from a smalt town man who
Is delivering the goods, it will or should be of interest to other small
town men. As to why theater managers over-speed the picture — well
it is a question I do not think any one can answer. Certainly the manager who does It could not give an intelligent reply himself, or rather
could not give a reply which one could not tear to pieces by applying just a little argumentlve reasoning to it. This department has
always condemned over-speeding the film, and so long as I am at Its
head It will always continue to do so.
As the plans now are It Is my expectation to lecture in Columbia,
Charleston, and Savannah; also probably in Charlotte, N. C, though
Charleston and Savannah are the only ones of the four places definitely
settled upon as yet. From the map I should say that Charlotte and
Columbia would be about the same distance from you. and I think
it is practically certain I will lecture in one of those places, if not in
both.

Adjusting the Powers Intermittent.
John

Collins,

St.

Louis,

Mo.,

writes:

Will you kindly give me directions for adjusting the Powers
intermittent movement? It seems to be a simple enough proposition, but I don't get the right results.
If you have the third edition of the Handbook. Brother Collins, turn
to Plate 2, Page 496, and loosen screws 723 and 743. which hold the
right and left hand eccentric bushings. In the face of the bushing
next the oil well you will find a hole designed to receive the end of
a small steel punch or a heavy wire nail. The right hand hushing
is turned by means of a screw-driver slot in its end. The revolving
of the bushings tightens or loosens the cross pins against the cam.
Revolving clockwise as you face the fly wheel tightens: the opposite,
of course, loosens, but bear in mind the fact that you nixist revolve each
bushing precisely the sajtie amount, or you will get your intermittent
sprocket out of level, and thus throw the strain all on one side of the
sprocket holes and sprocket teeth, which will be very bad for both
film and sprocket teeth. Adjustment of the intermittent should only
be made while the machine is in motion, but it should be done very
carefully, because otherwise you are liable to bring it up with a jerk,
locking the whol«. intermittent tightly, and do a great deal of damage,
pven to the possibility of breaking off one of the pins of the cross.
The intermittent should preferably be adjusted while the machine is
warm, ihat is to say. after it has projected a picture.
In this connection, let vie warn operators not to fill the Powers
intermittent oil casinrj vHth oil ^l•hile the marhijie is running, because
if you do, the intermittent is apt to suck the oil up so that you will
fill the whole casing practically full, or at least get a great deal more
in than you should, and when the machine stops the surplus oil will
leak out around the bushings. The tendency of operators- to put oil
in the Powers intermittent while the machine is running Is responsible
for a great deal of oily film. Never put oil in the P&icers intermitte^it
casing except when the mOAyhine is standing still.
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He is Kidding Me.
From Vtctorln. U. l',. comes a Iciu-r. iituulii-d lo whii-h H a cUpplnR
ot an ndvorilsom-nt of "Rlcharclsoirs llutiilbook of Coinplito Insiructloas
IQ All Bruiichis of Crochet. TaUlng and Killt-t Work." Th» good
brotber. who signs himself "An Old Grinder." says he Is glkd to «•
that wo bavo won promotion. Ho wishes mc success In my now lln« ot
•ndeavor.
No. brother O. G . I have not gono Into the crochctlnR business yet.
The nearest I have como to It Is trying to unravel somo of the crocheted
arguments put up by the various writers on IlKht rays and th« l*'ns
system.

Transformer Trouble.
R. E. WJcker, Pinohurst. N. C, says :
Wo have been uslns 133 cycle, 2L'0-voU current
through
a
Fort Wayne compeusarc, but have had (iO-cyclc thrust upon us
and now the componsarc gives me more Juice than I can handle.
Am going to put some resistance In the primary and try that.
We have a 5 K.W.. IlO-voIt D.C. generator
(Mncoln),
which
Is part oC a r»r»0-volt-110-volt motor generator set. on tho base
of which
1 wish to ulaco a 220- volt, GO-cyclo
motor
direct
connected.
I am assured by one concern that I can cut In field
refllstance. step down the voltage to 60 volts and get 2.7 K.W.
without danger of overheating the armature ; also 1 am assured
with equal sincerity by another
concern
that the armature
would not only heat but burn up.
What really would happen?
If I cannot do this then I shall bavo to use the regular Powers
rhoostat. In which case would a 4-H.P. motor pull my arc alone?
I could not tell you exactly what would
happen,
sinc4> that might
depend upon the tyiie of construction of the generator, but if you cut
In sutDcient
field resistance
to compel
any generator
wound
for 110
Tolts to operate at 60 volts I do not think there is any doubt but that
you would havo trouble.
In any event you certainly would not get an
efficient
operation.
In other words,
the efficiency
of the generator
would be reduced to such a very low point that it would, in all human
probability pay you better to get a new GO or 70 volt generator.
As
to tho 4-H.P. motor
pulling your arc alone:
assumine you run the
generator at 110 volts and use 40 amperes,
why that would be 4,400
watts, which, divided by 746, gives almost 6 H.P., not counting the loss
In tho machine
Itself, which
would
amount
to probably
1^
H.P.
Therefore you will readily see that a 4-H.P. motor would not do. unless
you were going to use considerably less than 40 amperes.
With regard
to the transformer
delivering
too much
juice, why
put in %-inch
carbons, and If the transformer does not heat to exceed 40 degrees C.
or 72 degrees Fahr. above the surrounding air. you will be ail right.
As a matter of fact, after you get accustomed
to it you won't have
any trouble handling the arc, and while it will cost somewhat more
you will get a much more brilliant picture.
If you are projecting, say.
a I(J-foot picture in an auditorium
illuminated
in accordance
with
modern practice, you ought to have at least 70 amperes A.C. at the arc,
Hnd Sit would be still better.

An Old Timer.
H. S. Klink, Canton. Ohio, one of the old-time correspondents of the
department, who has been back in the back end of his hole, with the
entrance plugged up, for quite some considerable time, comes forward
with the following :
Well, friend.
thing from me,
value to some
signal designed
almost empty,

It is a long time since you have received anybut at last here Is one which might be of some
one. It certainly has helped me. It is a little
to tell when the reel in the upper magazine Is
and thus give the operator time to light his
second machine and get
his light steady for the next
reel. I have been using It
for approximately a year,
and it Is never necessary to
open the top magazine
while the machine is running, as it is set to ring
a buzzer about 150 feet
from the end of the film. I
am using two of the latest
models Motiograph machines, and certainly have a
world of praise for them.
They do just what the
makers say they will do —
produce a rock steady,
flickerless picture.
Explanation of sketch. A —
Half-inch brass tube; B —
Plunger; C — Contact guide
pin ; D — Insulated contact :
H^Fibre roller; F— safety
^5. A
for contact
guide
pin
C ;
''"uroH o
G— Magazine; H— Reel.
Tube .\ has a plot cut from notch F to contact screw D,
which forms a guide for pin C. When magazine is empty you
raise the plunger to the top and fasten pin C in slot F, which
holds It from falling down. Then when you put another reel in
you release the plunger which allows the fibre roller to run on
the film, and as tho reel empties the plunger continues moving down until pin C makes contact on screw I>. then by closing
tho circuit and ringing a buzzer which Is connected to it, one
wire being connected to screw D. which is insulated from the
tube, and the other wire you can ground to any part of the
machine.
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Glad to hear from you again. Brother Kllnk. Devices of this kind
havn been illustrated in the department several times, though not
lately : qulto possibly yours Is better than tho others anyhow. And
now don't forget that the latch string Is hanging out. waving around
In the breezo and inviting you to uso the department any old time you
feel like It. Wo don't care to havo our friends absent for a couple of
years at a clip. Nope, we don't like It at all.

All Signed Up.

No. 330, Fort
Local Union
Press Committee,
C. M. Fox, chairman
Worth, Texas, says:
All theaters in Fort Worth, with the exception of the IsIb,
have slKned our contracts, as havo also all the Cleburne theaters, and everything
is going very harmoniously
for Local
330, with tho be«t wage scale In thy state, and the eight-hour
day in effect.
Ail the men are working and there Is some extra
work
occasionally.
With
tho exception
of tho above
named
theater, we are 100 per cent, strong, and we have hopes that
the Isls will bo with us In tho not distant future.
We havt
Sunday shows for the present, but it is a very feverish proposition ; also it is very uncertain,
as two of the proprietors
have been fined pretty strong In the Tarrant County
Criminal
Court.
Only one has thus far escaped, he having been acquitted
by the jury.
This is about all of any interest, except that mil
of the boys of 330 are a wide-awake, progressive bunch, who
are trying to better themselves and their local union.
All of which is good.
I am glad to know the Fort Worth men are
progressive, and expect to have the pleasure of forming their acquaintance next winter.
As to closing the Sunday shows, why It Is an Idiotic
proposition.
There
are so many
dear souls who
want
the laboring
man to work
like a slave all week and then deny him the privilege
of going to a show on the one day he has to go. I am a firm believer
in the Sunday show, with proper provision made, of course, for a sixday week for the theatrical employes,
including the operator.

Prosperity for the South.

R. T. Megibbeo, Cleveland, Miss., has ordered a new Minusa screen
for his theater, which latter he has enlarged so that the seating capacity
will mo 342.
He says :
Our people are getting good prices for cotton, which
business
for everybody
In the South.
All I lacked in
an up-to-date house was the screen.
I looked over one
Minusas
at the Princess
while In Memphis
recently,

means
having
of the
and it

certainly is some screen.
I won't be satisfied until I get one
like it. The house Is 38 feet wide, but Is only 16 feet high;
the throw is 75 feet. The screen frame measures 11x14 feet.
We are very glad to know that the Southland is to have her share
of prosperity.
Certainly
good prices for cotton means good times In
the South.
I presume
the gentleman's
enthusiasm
for the Minusa
screen will cause deep anger and chagrin at the office of the Minusa
Cine Products
Company,
St. Louis — not.
But let me caution you to
follow instructions of the manufacturer to the last detail In Installing
the screen.

Up for Manslaughter.

W. B. Allen. Edmonton, Canada, sends In reply to question 154. and
writes :
I never miss reading
about your trips to different places.
It is very Interesting.
I only wish you could get as far inland
as Edmonton,
but suppose
that would
be very expensive.
Should you, however, manage to visit up, just let us know and
we certainly will make you feel at home.
The town is In very
real need of a few "Richardson
talks."
It would
wake
up
some of those "know-it-alls." and possibly show them their need
for study.
If, however,
you have a weak
heart, or anything
like that, just let us know, for there are one or two "operating
rooms" (?)
I would not like to show any one who Is subject to
heart failure, lest they have me
up for manslaughter.
In
closing I wish both yourself and the dfi)artraent all manner
of success ; also I trust the Handbook is enjoying a good sale.
Yes. Brother Allen, the sale of the Handbook
Is very satisfactory.
But I would like to see the book in the hands of every operator and
manager in the United
States and Canada,
because
there is not one
of them who could not profit for more than four dollars' worth from Its
study.
Why,
it is no uncommon
thing for me to refer to it myself
when memory refuses to recall certain things in sufllcient detail.
I wish Edmonton were not so far out of the way. I would like to
visit your city, but, as you say, it would be pretty expensive, and I
am afraid for that reason it Is out of the question.

Two-Headed
From

Idea.

Missouri
comes
the following:
In September, IGth Inst., page 182S. I see an argument concerning the one and three thousand foot reel, in which It is said
that in changing over from one macTiine to the other most
theaters burn both arcs for a period of time, which consumes
considerable additional current and carbon. Now it strikes me
this can be obviated by mounting one lamphouse directly in front
of the center of the screen, making the same stationary, then
mounting two mechanisms on a sliding way so they can be
shifted in front of the condenser, or shifted away from in front
of it, the idea being to slide one machine out and the other
In, in changing reels. This would save one lamphouse and one
motor; also the shifting could be made with but slight flicker
on the screen, which has the further advantage that the lens
is always directly in line with the center of the screen. And
now I would like to say a word with regard to question 145.
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I think an operator who cannot stand for the four or five hours
he works has hut little ambition, and takes but very little interest in his business. Xo man working at any kind of a machine can do good work sitting down. I. myself, stand ten
hours a day. and hope that some day I will be admitted to the
St. Louis Union, get the chance to build my own operating room
and show the best projection in that city.
I publish the brother's idea with regard to shifting the mechanisms
rather as a curiosity. It could, of course, be done, provided the sjiding
ways be absolutely mechanically perfect, but on a long throw the least
variation would cause trouble; also there would be something considerable more than a "slight flicker" on the screen when changing over.
I do not regard the scheme as having practical value.
As to the brother's comment on standing up, why let me tell you, that
I could not and would not stand up ten hours, or even six hours under
any circumstances. Some men can stand up for even fifteen hours
without seemingly experiencing any considerable fatigue, while other
men are literally worn out if compelled to be on their feet continuously
for even as much as four hours. I am one of the latter. At the end
of four hours I would not be able to project a decent picture, or do
anything else in a creditable manner.
If it is true that no man can do good work sitting down at a machine, then why do the operatives of high speed sewing machina? work
seated? Why do locomotive engineers work seated? Why do watchmakers when operating lathes, etc.. always work seated, and so on
through a long list of machine operatives, who do their work sitting.
and do it well, too?

From New Brunswick.
A. J Mason. St. John, N. B., says':
Regarding our trip to Halifax. N. S., September 16, 1916.
the invitation to which you no doubt remember, as it was
■extended to all of us, including yourself and daughter, while
■we were being cradled on the broad oosom of the St. John
(the staunch tug boat acting as the cradle), during your recent
visit here. Well, we gathered a goodly number of exchange
men, exhibitors, and operators, and, believe me, we did not
sleep much going. The fun was too swift for Morpheus to even
get a look in. At Turro, eighty miles from Halifax. A. A.
Fielding, manager Princess theater, met your scribe, who left
the bunch and took his first ride on a Go-Devil, which same
was pointed in the direction of Qrolher Fielding's home.
After breakfast I saw and covered more territory in the three
hours I remained than I did on the train in the same length
of time. I must admit that go-devlling is quite some considerable fun, and Fielding has a dandy Indian, of which
he makes good use. After this experience. Fielding and I took
the next train to Halifax, where we arrived in time to get
to the Board of Trade's rooms for the meeting of exhibitors,
■exchange men and motion picture operators. Of course, it was
really an exhibitors" meeting, and some very live and lively
■questions were thrashed out. operators and exchange men
being excluded from a portion of the meeting. On Saturday
evening we visited the theaters, and I must say, business was
very good indeed, though some of the theaters have a new bill
starting Saturday, which helped some. On the whole I think
the Halifax theaters enjoy better business than we do in
-St. John. (Saturday night is not a good night to judge by.
You
would opinion
have toofsee
"on the off nights
as well
to form
an
intelligent
thatit proposition.
Ed.) Most
of the
Halifax
theaters, however, carry more vaudeville program than do the
St. John houses.
There is one thing in Halifax, however, with which I cannot agree, viz : the size of the picture. They seem to run to
big screens over there. One theater in particular had a picture which I am sure must have been 18 feet, with a throw
•of not over 50 or 60. It looked very poor, and of course was
not as sharp as it would have been had it been reduced to 12 or
14 feet : also it lacked brilliancy. I was told the people liked
a big picture. In fact, that was the excuse given for the size.
Now Brother Richardson I don't want the Halifax boys to
think I am a knocker, but I am bound to say that projection
in Halifax is not up to the standard. This was the almost
universal consensus of opinion among exchange men, visiting
operators and managers. I do not think, however, this is by
any manner of means altogether the fault of Halifax operators.
It seems to be at least partly due to the fact that not all the
houses have up-to-date projection apparatus (though some have.
to the very general use of A.C.), and to the large picture. No
■operator can produce first class resulu with alternating curment. rent, a large picture and antiquated or worn projection equipNow they may come back at me and say Mason is himself
projecting an IS-foot picture, which is true, but the screen
as 20 or 25 feet from the front row of seats, and the back row
ss 130 feet away, whereas in Halifax these conditions do not
exist.
The Nova Scotia operators were in Halifax to take their
examination on the 15lh, and most of the boys had to go home
to allow the managers to attend the convention. The examination, Iunderstand, consisted of about seventy questions, mostly
electrical, all written, and I heard they were to be reviewed
by the electrical engineer of some college or school, I forget
which. I told Mr. Wall, the examiner, that this was not giving
the operator a fair chance, since the electrical engineer is not
a practical moving picture machine operator, and therefore
not competent to judge the operator's ability. In response
this Mr. Wall told me that operators who displayed no knowledgeto
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at all would not secure a permit, but others who might improve with a little study would be given a permit and be reexamined later. Those who pass will, of course, receive their
license. Well at any rate, I will give -Nova Scotia credit for
giving a better examination, so far as electrical work be concerned, than New Brunswick. The board in New Brunswick
is in a position to go farther with examination, but they don't
though
I trust that will be changed before long.
On Sunday w© enjoyed a fine sail on the North West Arm
and in the Harbor, the day being seemingly made for the occasion. We had lots of fun on board, as well as some speeches.
and I can tell you I am but expressing the sentiments of them
all, when I say we missed your smiling countenance, as well as
that of your charming daughter. We trust, however, to have
the pleasure of a return visit from you in the not distant
future. Every manager and operator who attended our gathering at St. John said the only disappointing part of the program was that your lecture was too short.
A, A. Fielding has a verj- fine theater in Turro, and has arranged a device for operating two motor-driven heads on one
stand with one lamp-house. Fred Betts. of the Lyric, St. John,
who is an expert mechanic. Is building the attathment. and intends to forward a description to the department.
I will be glad to have it. Brother Mason, though I have discouraged that particular proposition within the two past weeks. I am.
nevertheless, always willing to back water if It can be shown I am In
the wrong. I am sorry indeed that I could not be with you in Halifax,
but trust that some time in the future I may again have the pleasure of
meeting the Maritime Province men. because it is but simply a statement of fact to say that they are a whole-souled bunch of men, whose
friendship I value very highly. You failed to tell me. Friend MasoD,
what the operators did with regard to organization.

From

the United States Navy.

J, O. Husband,
U. S. S. Monocacy,
writes from Chungking,
China,
as follows :
You no doubt will be surprised to hear from an old crank
twister, if I can call myself that, away out in this God forsaken country. But 1 am getting my copy of the good old
Moving
Picture
World
now, and want
to let you know
how
greatly 1 appreciate the department for the good it is doing.
It sure is making
the boys sit up and take notice.
1 was
reading
of your coming
trip through
the south, particularly
to New
Orleans.
I certainly
would
like to hear you, as I
know
it would
benefit me greatly.
I would
particularly
like
to see your light ray dope.
However,
I will be out of luck,
as my
enlistment
don't expire .until March,
which
I guess
will be too late.
I certainly
hope
the operators
in New
Orleans receive you in better spirit than some I have read of.
I sent in a letter some weeks ago, which was for you. as I
had lost my copy of the World.
I stated in this letter my
experience as an operator which was two years. That period
gave me just enough to make me want to learn more.
I am
going to send for the "bible"
(Handbook)
when
I arrive in
Shanghai,
which
will be some time next month.
One cannot
secure a money order at this place.
Well, pop, I will close.
Here is luck to you, and may you have a long and happy
Ufe.
Yes, Brother Husband,
I sympathize with you all right, all right.
I certainly
would
not like to be penned
up on a battle ship away
out there.
The good, old U. S. A. suita me pretty reasonably
well.
Sorry
you cannot
be in New
Orleans,
but I guess
there is no
question
as to the cordiality of my reception
in that city.
I suppose from your letter you intend to get back into the game
when
your enlistment
is out.
Well
the latch string is always
out for
good men.
As to my reception, why it is usually most cordial and
very enthusiastic.
The unpleasant
incidents
you speak
of are very
few and far between.
Yes, you will be too late as I will be in New
Orleans in the latter part of January.
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Conducted by CLARENCE
Musical Suggestion for "The Devil's Double."

E.:i7 SINN
30 Vj

Ri'Ioastd by TrlanBle Film Corp.
Compiled by S. M. BiTg.

THIS -'Musical SusKcstlon Cue Sheet" is Dot designed to solve every
possible musical requirement of the film, but is intended as a partial
solution of the probltm — what to play for the picture. It has
proven to tw of great assistance to the leader, not only by relieving to a
degree the tedium ot rehearsals, but by assisting materially in overcomins thosie conditions encountered when the film is not available until the
hour of performance.
Musical Suggestion Cue Sheets can be obtained (free of charge)
by managers from their local exchange in advance of the date of release.
This will afford to the progressive leader an opportunity to acquaint himself with the general character of the Rim drama he is to portray with
bis orchc^stra.
Together with the suggested music at the title or descriptive cues
where it is to be played, the tempo or characteristic is given so that the
leader can select or substitute any or all of the numbers from his own
library, thereby avoiding any financial outlay though still carrying out
the interpretation.
The timing of the picture is based on a speed ot 15 minutes to a
thousand feet. The time indications will help the leader to anticipate
the various cues which may consist of the printed sub-title (marlted T)
or a described action (marked D). For instance: '22\^ T "Sir. my
husband is very ill' is a sub-title and is printed reading matter on
the screen.
But ISH D "At end of song" is a description of action.
Van Dyke Tarleion. an erratic artist. lacking. a model with satanic
qualities, leaves for the West with bis beautiful wife Naomi. In Tophet. a "tough" border town, he meets "Bowie" Blake, a one-time outlaw,
whom he recognizes as just the man for his painting. Through the
persuasive efTorts of Naomi, whom Blake has learned to love, he becomes her husbands model, but. taunted by the insulting words of
Van Dyke to his wife, leaves them. Later, regretting his action, he
returns in lime to save Naomi from the hands of bandits who have already killed her husband, and the picture closes with the future uplifting of "Bowie ' Blake.
The character of this picture is a strong dramatic offering, where
hea^-y. subdued music will be found necessary for the interpretation.
The THEME selected. "Dramatic Tension No. 9" — Andino. will be
found to have the characteristics depicting the regeneration of a bad
man by the love of a good woman.
Note particularly : Horses' hoofs' effects throughout picture. Short
flash of dancing in a Western border dance hall at 7\^ ; organ only
according to action (direct cue) of "Uive's Old Sweet Song" at 15;
shots at itJS. ^'^ and a'hi : Are effects at 44 ViTime schedule:
68 minutes
(5 reels — i.TAiJ feet).
Music.
r»me.
Sub-title* or descriptive cues.
Pastel-Menuet— Paradis
O
D Opening.
(Allegro giocoso)
2^4
T Naomi Tarleton. the patient
3H

D

When

7

T

7>^

T

8»4
iCi

T
T

II
11%

T
T

"Then take your work with
a
,
Later. orTtophet h the Arizonncin—g
(Shocue.n"e. flas
of da
)
ys
"
"Bowie
Blake,
faro deal.
An enemy
er— "
"Lucifer in the flesh—"
That afternoon.

14

T

"I

15

T

In

18 ',-1

D
T

23%

T

25
■25%
26^
29
32'-i

T
T
T

T

maid enters studio—

must

have

you

King Manfred (Prelude —
(Lento)
Reinecke
Popular Dancing Waltz
Galop No. T — Minot
Dramatic Tension No. 0 —
(THEME)
Andino
Andante Pathetique No. 10Berge
—

for my

the days that followed.
(Direct
work.'- cue.)
(Organ only, according to
action.)
At end of song.

Love's
Old Sweet
Song— Molley
(Andante
con moto)
Andante Dramatic No. 15

"Sir. my husband
la very
a
The three thlng that come
"
"Your III.presence binders my

Repeat: THEME

Within
the week.
work."
"This
is where we settle — "
(Shot.)
"I reckon
tbi.<t here LuclAfter a few weeks.
fei^"

Told at Twilight— Huerler
(Moderato cantabtle)

Agitato No. &— Kisfert

T
T

The surge of blind anger.
"Come
in. Naomi : that Is

Repeat:

"Girl, girl, let me take you

Misterioso

T

Sinister
spirits
of theand
— his
"Red Dog"
Cleason
pal. (Shots.)
"I'll cut you cyards for her

Allegro Agitato No. S — Andino

T

"I'm

D

When Bowie enters cabin.
(Fire effects.)
An hour later.

T
40
44 Mr
42

T
T

43

T

53%
50
521,
47
57 li
V5

T

55

T
T
T
D

60%
5814
63U

D

G3

T
T

64

T

T
T

T
08
67

and S. M. BERG

T

THEME.
Dramatico No.

22 —
Borch

.-Vllegro Agitato No. 1 — Kiefert

a skunk to leave that

When

Hurry No. 26 — Minot
Serenade — Drdla
(Allegretto con espressio)

the pink rose of dawn

"She's jest like a child — "
Days that followed.
The
by the—
WhenBattle.
Naomi Fired
sees snake.
(Shot.)
Whenmi. Bowie picks up Nao-

Coqu e t te — A ren sky
(Allegretto, tempo rubato)

"What am I doing here? — "
"If you come any nearer — "

Borch
Berge
Dramatic Andante No. 32 —

"Come dayto supper.
Bowie —his"
The
that
takes
wonder —
(Stage coach.)
"Some
day,
ma'am,
I'm
"We
got work
to do, li'I
.
e
Th End
comin' " —

Repeat:
THEME.
Hurry No. 2 — Simon
Dramatic Andante No. 24 —

Stampede No. 5 — Simon
Repeat : Love's Old Sweet Song
Repeat:

THEME

hawse — "

Music Must Be Subordinated to the Picture.
By

S. M.

Berg.

At the Broadway Theater on October 19. there was presented a special
showing of the Metro Pictures Corporation's production of "Romeo and
.luliet." Accompanying the picture was a Musical Setting of which I
had the honor of synchronizing, and Irecee Berge co-operated with me
in the arranging. For this occasion the Broadway Theatre Orchestra,
under the direction of Mr. James (Jimmie) Bradford, was considerably
augmented, and the film, together with its musical setting, was exhibited
to the press and invited guests.
A few days elapsed and at a private showing of a feature picture I
encountered a well-known press representative who when 1 asked him
"what he thought of 'Romeoand Juliet' " replied, "a wonderful picture. ' My further interrogation was "what about the music." and
brought forth the reply. "Really. I didn't notice it." As the words
passed this jovial person's lips he suddenly realized he was talking to
the man who had been responsible (or the musical setting, and possibly some apologetic phrase was forming in his mind when I replied :
"Many kind words of appreciation have been made upon the musical
interpretation of 'Romeo and Juliet.' but it is left to you to unconsciously express the highest form of appreciation yet given it."
Music must and should be subordinated to the picture. Patrons go
to a moving picture theater to see pictures. Music is the addition to
the picture which turns 'silent drama" into "speaking drama." It can
and must interpret every emotion, just like the gifted orator plays upon
the heartstrings of his audience and moves them from laughter to
tears, so should the music intensify and brighten the changing emotions of the screen action. Musicians and managers must realize that
the greatest compliment that can be paid a performance in a theater is
to hear the departing audience express themselves on the beauties of the
picture, entirely forgetting the merits of the music presented.
What percentage of an audience will speak of the projection If it is
perfect? But if it is bad, they will complain. They justifiably demand
service which covers every adjunct in the theatre presented with the film
Visit an art gallery and you will possibly notice a crowd standing In
silent admiration in front of some artist's masterpiece. Notice the
frame which surrounds the picture. It is almost a certainty that much
care and thought has been exhibited in the selection of a harmonious
design to enshrine the masterpiece. It lends beauty and finish to the
painting, but no one admirer gives thought to the purpose of the frame.
In the new wave that is spreading over the country for better musical
Interpretation for the motion picture, a great deal of care should be
taken to sufflcienily curb the enthusiasm and to judiciously restrain the
music that shall appropriately Interpret the film.
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Conducted by REV. W. H. JACKSON
THREE

EDUCATIONALS.

"Deschutes
Driftwood,"
"Mazamas
and the Three
Sisters"
and "Hans,
Henri and the Neophyte" Are
Highly Entertaining.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.
latest releases of the Educational Films CorporaTHE
plainly
show that the producer, Robert C. Bruce,
tion
has learned a good deal since he began taking scenic
pictures. In the matter of direction and assembling his work
had always commanded attention, the latest releases show
distinct improvement in photography and cleverness in the
choice and elaboration
of the subjects. The
two reels devoted to
"Mazamas and the
Three
Sisters" ofshow
the adventures
the
"Mazamus," a club of
mountaineers which
held its annual encampment in .\ugust, 1916, in
Three Sisters Country
in the Cascade Mouivtains m Oregon at an
elevation of 6,200 feet.
The reels are rich in
lively incidents, humorous situations and
scenic beauty.
.\s in all his other
work Mr. Bruce has
been particularly happy
in his titling, which
shows a vein of subtle
but striking humor that
"gets" over in nine
cases out of ten. Equally successful is the reel.
"Hans. Henri and the
Neophyte." which gives
the producer a grand
opportimity for daring
ventures and funny titles. Hans and Henri,
we are told, are two
"Mazamas and the Three Sisters"
(Educational Film Corp.).
accredited Swiss guides
who, owing to scarcity
ol tourists in their native land, have come over here to
pursue their calling in the mountains of Oregon. This picture was taken at an elevation of over eleven thousand feet.
The comedy gem of the trio is "Deschutes Driftwood."
which Mr. Bruce tells us is a "scenic picture from a hobo's
point of view." The scenes were obtained in the Deschutes
Canyon of Central Oregon, the leading man from the County
Tail in Portland. It has many laughable incidents, adding
life to the purely scenic parts.
THE "STEREO-VITA" LECTURE.
Beseler Educational Film Co. Supplying Manuscript Lecture
with Combination Motion Picture and Lantern Slide Program.
THE
Ecselcr Educational Film Co., which for the past
six months has represented what in the past was the
educational department of the General Film Co., and
which is headed by N. R. Delorme, formerly in charge of
that department with the General Film Co., is adopting a
novel method of supplying illustrated lectures. These lectures on various subjects, such as "Modern New York." "San
Francisco and the Yosemite Vallev." "The United States
Navy," "The Development of the U. S.," "Palestine," "Anthracite Coal," "Florence and Venice," are accompanied by
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and MARGARET

I. MACDONALD

from fifty to one hundred colored slides, and one or two
reels of motion pictures, as the case may require, at a nominal rental fee.
This "Stereo-Vita" lecture service, as it is called, will no
doubt meet with considerable favor, especially where the
services of a regular lecturer are not easily procurable.
M. I. MacD.
GAUMONT CONTRIBUTING TO EDUCATIONALS.
Mutual World Tours Makes Initial Appearance with Interesting Subject Matter.
DURING the past year and a half the Gauniont company has been one of the largest contributors to the
educational film market. During that time it has
placed before the public three valuable series of educational
films. The first of these, commencing in September, 1915.
was entitled "See America First," and has been released at
weekly intervals since that time, covering the beauty spots
and points of historic interest in America, including the
chief manufactories, often with detailed illustrations common to those particular cities on which the camera was
focused.
The second series, known as "Reel Life," the magazine in
film, issued its opening number in May, 1916. This is also a
i.eekly release, and discusses topics of general interest, such
as "How Paris Sewers .\re Cleaned and Purified," "How
Gold Is Mined in Southern Oregon," "Our Grandmother's
Method of Handling Wool," "Odd .\niinals of the Border,"
etc.
The third Gaumont series, similar to the first mentioned,
is a travel series, which made its initial appearance on November 7. It plans to provide oictures of niaces and people
under foreign flags, and is entitled "Mutual Tours Around
the
World."contains
Its onenin"
tinted
throughout,
views ofnumber,
unusual which
interest isin finely
the Assouan
district of the River Nile, including the Assouan Dam, which
w-as completed December 10, 1902. Characteristic Egyptian
types at their various occupations of shoemaking, decorating
pottery, barbering, water carrying, etc.. add to the interest
of the reel. Scenes in and about the Galician town of Kamenez-Podolsk form the central portion of the reel, while La
Rochelle, France, with its wharves, fish market, fishing fleet
and other scenes of interest about this picturesque town,
occupy
the closing footage of an entertaining and instructive
reel.
The Gaumont company is to be congratulated on the valuable part it is playing in the weekly supply of educational

film.

M. I. MacD.
PRACTICAL

METHODS

As Adopted by the Los Angeles County Bureau of Visual
Education.
THE
Los Angeles County Bureau of Visual Education
is adopting a practical method of acquainting the
schools in that vicinity with the best means of obtaining films suitable for purposes of visual instruction and
entertainment. This method does not point to the free distribution course, which, by the way. acts much in the capacity of a nail in the cofiin of a more extensive production of
educational films. On the contrary, it aims at placing the
schools in a position to help themselves by putting them
in touch with moving picture exchanges in Los Angeles
where films of the desired quality may be had.
For this and other purposes a bulletin is distributed among
the Los Angeles schools which gives the necessary information as to the cost of installation of projection machines,
operation of said machines, reference books and underwriters' regulations, .\dvice as to safety precautions
schools using moving pictures is also included, as well for
as
a directory of firms handling projection machines, supplies
and slides.
In addition to this, lists of recommended
films
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arc given and llic I.os Angeles exchanges at wliich they may
be procured; and in cacli case the address and telephone
number of each firm or eNclian^c is recorded. In this bulletin is reflected the "better tilnis for young people" movement, for we lind also listed a number of lilms referred to
as being of special interest to children. The bulletin contains much material evidence of the time and thought that
has been expended on its preparation by the bureau.
There is much to be commended in this method of procedure as an aid to the educator and a stimulus to the manufacturer. A copy of this bulletin may be had by ajiplication to the office of the County Superintendent of Schools,
Suite 700, Hall of Records, Los Angeles, Cal.

Essanay Special Features
Will Produce a "Black Cat" Brand of Stories and a Twe.vePart Series for General Film.
GKOKliK

K. Sl'OOK. president of Essanay, has just announced two special lines of features to be produced by
that company. One will be known by the brand name
of the "Black Cat" features and the other will be a series of
stories under the general title of "Is Marriage Sacred?"
Mr. Spoor has purchased the rights to 100 special stories
which are being put into photoplay form and released through
the General Film Company as "Black Cat" features. Each
story is complete in itself, bearing no relation to the other
stories on the program except that all will have the same distinctive style. Each one of these features will carry a thrilling plot and intense dramatic interest. The screen time of
these features will be approximately 33 minutes each.
They will be released every Tuesday beginning with December 5. Mr. Spoor has announced the first four of these
features to appear in December as follows: "The Egg," released December 5; "As In a Looking Glass," released December 12; "The Little Brown Mole," released December 19,
and "The Girl God Made for Jones," released December 26.
There are two very strong reasons why Mr. Spoor decided
to place a distinct brand on these photoplays. The first naturally evolves from the fact that the stories were purchased
from the Black Cat magazine, which carries a distinctive style.
His other reason is to aid both the salesmen and the exhibitors: the salesmen to present to the exhibitors a special
brand of photoplays: the exhibitor to announce to his patrons
every Tuesday, or whatever other day he chooses to elect, a
special series of photoplays.
Mr. Spoor is planning and in fact has already started a
special line of advertising on these features. The "Black
Cat" will appear in all advertising; it will appear on the paper: and the exhibitor will be able to hang out a "Black
Cat" cutout on the night the feature appears in his theater.
This will enable him to announce to his patrons when the
"Black Cat" features are to be shown. It is believed by Essanay that these features possess exceptional merit and that
when the first few are viewed by the public there will be constant demand for them. In this way the exhibitor is aided in
securing patronage by the cumulative effect of his weekly announcements.
Outside of the fact that the series of stories on "Is Marriage
Sacred?" appeal to Mr. Spoor as exceptionally attractive, the
same ground of reasoning lead him to announce this series.
There are twelve photoplays in this series, each of these
also complete in itself, carrying a separate title, but bearing
on the subject "Is Marriage Sacred?" The first release will
be December 16. through the General Film Company, and
will be released each Saturday thereafter until completed.
Another series of stories under a general title will be announcd after these are finished. The screen time will be approximately 33minutes.
This series touches the home of every individual and is of
deep interest to every man, woman and child. They are not
being produced as problem plays, but bear such an intimate
relation to the home and to the present day marriage laws
and customs that they will be of interest to all.
While dealing with this delicate subject, Essanay announces
that every photoplay is clean and wholesome and morally uplifting. Their first object is to entertain, to give fascinating
entertainment, hut at the same time leaving the spectator with
a feeling of the cleanliness and beauty of life rightly lived.
Essanay stars will appear in all these productions.

BELMAR

BACK WITH
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Fox Men in Convention
District, Branch

Managers and Department
Hotel Biltmore.

Heads Meet at

ANNOUNCEMENT
of new policies in the production
and release of photoplays by the Fox Film Corporation was the outstanding feature of the second annual
convention of the Willian-. Fox district and branch managers
and departniLnt representatives which was held at the Hotel
Biltmore, New York, Saturday, Sunday and Monday, Oct.
28, 29 and 30.
William Fox, president of the Fox Film Corporation, was
present at every session and in person announced the policies
which will be inaugurated immediately after the first of the
year: W. R. Shechan, general manager of the corporation,
presided.
.\n innovation which had been previously announced but
vvliicli was definitely outlined by Mr. Fox was the release of
comedies of which one two-reeler a week will be given to the
public, beginning in January. To prove his contention that
only the best in comedy will be released by the company.
Mr. Fox took the entire convention to the .\cademy of
Music Sunday afternoon where the first of the new pictures
was shown to the audience witliout previous announcement.
The manner in which it was received by the large house convinced the delegates that Mr. Fox was right.
A second Fox production that the delegates received enthusiastically was ".\ Daughter of the Gods," which they saw
at the Lyric Theater Sunday night. Wednesday morning
tlie delegates were shown the newest big Fo.x production.
"The Honor System," at the .Academy of Music. This picture
has not yet been released.
Ernest Reed, of London, England, general representative
for Mr. Fox in Europe, addressed the convention Tuesday.
He told of the great success of Fo.x productions in the British
Isles and declared that Britain offers a practically unlimited
field for Fo.x features. Glowing reports were read from
representatives
in Continental Europe, .\ustraiasia and South
America.
Following are those who were present at the convention:
District managers — Harry Leonhardt, Western; Paul C.
Mooney, Central; C. L. Worthington. Eastern. Branch
m.anagers — O. P. Hall, .i^tlanta; Harry P. Campbell, Boston;
J. E. O'Toole, Chicago: Joseph Kaliski, Cleveland; Harvey
B. Day, Cincinnati; George C. Reid, Dallas; N. D. Thompson,
Detroit: .Albert \V. Eden, Denver; E. H. Wachter, Kansas
City: Field Carmichael, Los -Angeles: S. N. Robinson, Minneapolis: J.D. Evans, New Orleans; Jack Levy, New York;
Lester Sturm, Om.aha; George Dembow. Philadelphia; C. W.
Eckhardt, Pittsburgh; W. J. Citron. San Francisco; E. R.
Redlich. Seattle; Joe Levy, St. Louis; G. R. Jermain, Syracuse: C. F. Senning. Washington; Mitchell Granby, Toronto;
Maurice West, Montreal: Richard Wernick, New Haven:
Nat Beier, Newark.
Home Office — Herman Robbins, assistant to Mr. Sheehan:
Lewis S. Levin, assistant to Mr. Sheehan; Edward Waldo,
auditor; Ewan Justice, publicity department; H. J. Roberts,
development department: M. J. Horn, assistant to Mr. Robbins: Geor.ge Buck, requisition department; Fred W. Lange.
foreign department; Morris Greenberger, contract department: Sam Shapin. booking department; Thomas W. Brady.
New York exchange: G. A. Gray, publicity department; J. P.
Durham, publicity department; -\- B. Bernd, publicity department: G. B. Spiero. publicity department; Sol Wurtzel, secretary to Mr. Fox; Ernest Reed. London. England.

TRIANGLE.

Henrv Belmar is back with the Triangle-Ince forces and
has a character role in the new detective play by C. Gardner
■^ullivan. in which Wm. Desmond is the star and Regmald
Barker the director.

George

Fitzmaurice and William Courtenay
an Astra Scenario.

Discussing
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announcement by Royal Proclamation last week
that the importation of manufactures of bone, horn,
ivory and celluloid into this country is to be prohibited
occasioned certain uneasiness in the trade until a statement
specifically excluding moving picture films from the scope
of the order was issued b" the Board of Trade.

* * *

Larry Trimble, Florence Turner's director, has returned
from the U. S. A., as has Roscoe C. Spurin, of the new renting firm of Roscoe's E.xclusives. Mr. Trimble intends to
return almost immediately to the States with Miss Turner
to make there during the winter a series of pictures especially suitable for the .\merican market, but will return to
England next spring. Mr. Spurin, who has secured the
agencies in Great Britain for the output of the Frohman
Corporation and the new Al Christie concern, has taken
office premises in Motograph House, Upper St. Martin's
I.ane, London. Three well-known personalities in the London trade who are at present on their way to the United
States are Frarrk Brockliss, the Lubin Company's agent:
J. Taylor, of the Clarion Film Co., Manchester (agent for
certain of the World Film Productions), and Mr. Davidson,
who operates an exchange in Wardour street and mainly
specializes in home-made subjects.

* * *

Readers of the "World" will regret to learn of the death
in India through sunstroke of Gerald F. Mayd, who previous
to his joining the British army acted for a time as Paris
correspondent of the Moving Picture World under the nomde-plume of "John Cher."
*

*

+

The British Association for the .Advancement of Science
at its recent annual conference formally recognized the
moving picture as a scientific tutor. From observations
made at the conference the association is evidently keen
upon acquiring a complete list of all educational films in
circulation, with the name of the manufacturer or renter,
possibly with some idea in view of compiling a comprehensive catalogue for the use of educational institutions in the
country of all scenic, industrial, scientific and natural history
films available. From si.x exchanges only have such lists
been obtained, but there must be many other sources from
which educational subjects could be procured. Three years
ago we were promised a boom in educational films, encouraged by the release by Pathe at that time of complete programs of educational subjects. The departure was, however, an extremely short-lived one. and from that day onward the educational film has been gradually elbowed clean
out of the program. With rare exceptions the only new
educational pictures — not including topicals — appearing on
the market today are the short travelogues, and most of
these have to be elaborately titled to tempt the purchaser. "With the exception of an occasional booking from
high-class theaters you simply cannot give them away." said
a Wardour street renter. "As an instance of the drug they
are on the market, T might mention that I have turned down
new unprinted negatives of educational subjects when offered at five cents per foot," he remarked.

»

*

*

• The recent offer by Kodak Ltd. of a special rebate in the
price of positive stock to customers using Eastman stock to
an amount not less than ninety per cent of their total consumption has been withdrawn.

* * *

Ivy Close, who migrated a few months ago to America to
work with the Kalem company, is now back in London, engaged to appear with Broadwest Films.

»

*

*

The American Company and the Charles Urban Trading
Company have effected an exchange in premises. The American Company with its own exchange is now housed in
Urbanora House, adjoining the Selig building in Wardour
street, while the Charles Urban Trading Company has moved
to the old American premises at the Oxford street end of
the same thoroughfare.

* * *

The Trans-Atlantic Film Co. fUniversall has this week
made an important departure from its customary policy by
disposing to the Gaumont exchange upon an exclusive basis
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the output of the L-KO, Nestor, Victor and Imp comedies.
J. D. Tippett, the managing director of the Trans-Atlantic
company, has hitherto been a most enthusiastic supporter of
the open market sale to each and any renting exchange of
his company's productions, multiple reel features alone being
excepted. .All the Universal serials have been disposed of
on this basis in addition to the one, two and occasionally
three reel subjects of the above-named brands. It is the
Gaumont
company's
intention to book these two-reel comedies in series
of twelve.
Amongst exhibitors a controversy is proceeding on the
subject of booking exclusive films in numbers, or as it is
termed over here "block booking." The following resolution unanimously passed by one of the district branches of
the Exhibitors' Association reveals one local aspect of the
qv.estion: "This association recommends its members to
withhold from the system of block bookinc. such system being detrimental to the trade, as it foists upon the exhibitor
goods not suitable to his house, probably resulting in loss
of business, in addition to which it will lead to the controlling of the subjects to be exhibited by other than the exhibitor who is the real judge of what he wants." In fairness
to the exchanges it should be stated that there is quite a
large number of exhibitors in the countrv in favor of "block
booking." I have one exhibitor in particular in mind who,
of his own accord, booked sixty films of one make on a
single contract.
J. B. SUTCLIFFE.
EXPANDING

UNIVERSAL
UNDER
PLANS,

SEA

PICTURE

Encouraged by the success of "Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under the Sea," the new super feature picture filmed
at the bottom of the ocean, now attracting capacity audiences to the Studebaker Theatre in Chicago, The Universal
Film Manufacturing Company has decided to organize a
number of companies to present the picture in the principal
cities of the country. .Arrangements have already been
made to open at the Savoy Theatre in San Francisco, November 26, and at the Lyric Theatre in Minneapolis at about
the same time. It is quite likely that by the first of the year
at least a dozen companies will be operating in as many
cities. The unusual character of this picture has created the
widest interest.

KEENAN

TO RETURN

TO STAGE.

Frank Keenan. for two years on the Pacific coast, where
he has appeared in L^niversal and Triangle pictures, has returned to New York to complete arrangements for a change
in his plans. His contract with the Triangle company has
expired, and he will not renew it. He has several dramatic
plays which he has read and accepted during the past two
years, and he nlans first to arrange for the production of one
of these, after which he will act again before the films, but
only in the East.
"I am hungry for a sight of New York," Mr. Keenan telegraphed his New York representative, "and it will be a long
while before I again sign a contract which will keep me
away from the dramatic stage of New York for so long a

METRO
STRENGTHENS
SCENARIO
STAFF.
period."
Following out its policy of developing motion pictures to
the highest artistic degree and at the same time meeting
popular demands for photoplays, the Metro Pictures Corporation is taking steps to place on its staff the most brilliant
scenario writers in the profession. Only recently three
writers of prominence were added to the Metro forces, and
negotiations are under way for securing several more. The
three are Miss Katherine Kavanaugh. Charles A. Logue and
Joseph
studios. F. Poland. They now are at work in the Rolfe

"A QUIET AFTERNOON"— KID PICTURE.
"-A Quiet Afternoon." a one-reel comedy, starring Elaine
Ivans, and written and directed by James Beecroft, will soon
be shown to the press. This picture was made with the
idea of pleasing the kids, and is full of fun and wholesome
humor. In this laughmaker the introduction of the Diplodocus, a creature of the paleozic era, gives one an insight into
the habits of this creature, that has hitherto been overlooked.
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lion.a \'isit to tlie Sydney
nn

branch of the

Fox

Film

Corpora-

* • *
"Tile Birth of a Nation" is having a revival season at two
of the Williamson-Waddington theaters in his city, the
Strand and the Glaciarium. Popular prices are being
charged, anil full houses are the rule as a result.
THE
Federated Showman's Union at the last meeting
decided unanimously to raise prices to a minimum of
sixpence. This move lias been caused i>y the increase
in running expenses and also the bip rental required for
programs at present. Most of the sul>urban shows have
at least two tivc-reelers on■» their
* * programs.
Frederick Shipman is at present conducting a revival
season of "Neptune's Daughter," and it is proving very
successful. The film had a week's run at the Crystal Palace
and is not beinii rented out to suburban shows by the
Associated Exchanges. Mr. Shipman has been conlining
his eHforts recently to the legitimate stage, and "Neptune's
Daughter"
some
time. is his first venture in the picture business for

• * *

The new taxation has been made public bv the Government. It includes an amusement tax of a half-penny on
three-penny tickets, a penny on si.x-penny tickets and a
penny
on every additional sixpence.
By this means the (iovernment hopes to raise the sum of
£2,000,000 ($10,000,000) during the coming year.

♦ * *

It is rumored that a new exchange is to be opened in Sydney very soon, which, it is said, will offer a new brand of
features that have not been seen in Australia before.

♦ * *

George Barnes, of Melbourne, has produced a multiple
reel subject entitled "The Life of Adam Lindsay Gordon,"
which, as the name denotes, is the life story of the famous
Australian poet. Hugh McCrae. author, artist, poet and
actor, takes the part of Gordon very creditably.
Barnes is one of the latest theatrical men to break into
tie pictures. He only recently returned from the United
States, where he became impressed with the opportunities of
the business, and decided to have a cut at it as soon as he
returned.
Now that he has given it a trial, he is confident of success

* * *

Three new picture theaters are to be built in the Melbourne suburbs. The actual building cost of these shows
will be over £30,000 exclusive of the cost of the sites.

«

* *

Melbourne claims to have the finest picture theater center
of any Australian city. This is in Bourke street, where.
within a two-hundred yards' radius, are Hoyts, Paramount,
Melba, Brittania, Gaiety, Victoria, Empire and the Star, the
latter being nearly a new house. There are rumors at present of no less than three sites having been secured in Bourke
street for other picture theaters.

«• *

«

The Williamson-Waddin'jton firm has secured the rights
for the "Mysterious of Myra" serial, and the first episode will
be released on October 2 at four of their theaters simultaneously.

* * *

Having established their organization in Sydney. Crick
and Jones are now stretching out to the field offered by NewZealand, and are sending a representative there to look
after their interests.
"We are just starting to feel our way," said Mr. Jones,
"and believe that the New Zealand showmen will give us
their Iiearty support in connection with our endeavors to
establish the manufacturing end of the business here."
Crick and Jones are handling the Australian production.
"TheDominion.
Mutiny of the Bounty," which was nearly all taken in
the

* * *

The Gem theater. North Sydney, N. S. W., opened last
week, is peculiar in one way — the operator is the only maU
employee. The manager, or rather '.he manageress, is a
woman, as are all the ushers. The ' -chestra is also composed entirely of women.

• » *

Fraser Films, Ltd., from this week, arc releasing two features weekly, one Bluebird and one Red Feather photoplay.
In the past this firm only released one feature weekly.

• * *

Winfield R. Sheehan arrived by the "Ventura" this week

* * *

Triangle Plays are still upholding the fine standard of excellence found in their first subjects.
The
last program,
including
"The
Little Schoolnia'am"
and "Hell's Hinges," is a very good combination.

«

* *

The .\ustralian Photoplay Magazine, which published its
first issue last month, is tlie only moving picture trade publication in .Australia. It is not wholly a trade paper, however, being also of interest to the public. .At present the
magazine is running a series of articles of great interest to
exhibitors everywhere. These articles are entitled "Showmanship," and are written by T. H. Eslick, perhaps the
greatest live-wire showman .Australia has ever seen. He
controls an amusement park known as the White City and
also several other ventures.
The inpublication,
now'here.
is issued monthly, fills a great
v.aiit
the picture which
business

* * *

The censorship bear has started to growl in Victoria again.
In reply to a question in the House of Representatives last
week, the Minister of Customs (Mr. Tudor) stated that the
military censorship of films had only recently been assumed
by tile Navy Department, and it was necessarily carried out
in each State capital.
Censors had been instructed that where the least doubt
might exist as to whether a film was to be passed or not, the
picture was to be sent to Melbourne for reference to the
Chief Censor.
The possibilities of German influence being organized to
produce films designed to weaken the solidaritv of the .■Mbes, and to be prejudicial to recruiting, had been considered,
and the necessary steps taken to prevent the exhibition of
such films.
T. S. IMRIE.
Sydney, N. S. W., .-Vustralia, Sept. 28. \9\t.
RUTLEDGE

SUCCEEDS BROCKELL
MANAGER.

AS PARAMOUNT

Frank Rutledge, a well known theatrical and motion picture man, one of the best known showmen in the middle
west, has been appointed manager of the Famous Players
Film Co., Inc.. Chicago, 111., to succeed F. M. Brockell. Mr.
Rutledge entered the film industry three years ago as manager of the Playhouse at Oak Park, 111. From there he
joined Kleine as special representative in the larger cities
in the m.iddle west and was promoted to manager of their
Detroit exchange and later became manager of the Artcraft
Exchange in Detroit. The last position he held but a short
while before joining the Paramount forces.
G. A. Ranshaw, formerly with the Casino Feature Film
Company, has been appointed assistant to Mr. Leist, assistant manager of the Chicago exchange, and H. P. Zappe, also
of the Casino Feature Film Company has been appointed
special traveling representative of Paramount's
office.

Pittsburgh

JEWEL
CARMEN
JOINS
WILLIAM
FOX
FORCES.
Jewel Carmen, one of the prettiest and most capable
actresses in moving pictures, who has been playing opposite
Douglas Fairbanks, has joined the William Fo.x forces.
Miss Carir.en is probably remembered best for her excellent
work in "Manhattan Madness." one of Mr. Fairbanks' most
recent photo-plays. She made her debut in the silent drama
only four years ago, when she was still in her 'teens.
Miss Carmen is a native of Danville. Kentucky — the state
which has furnished so many of William Fox's best photoplayers.
She will appear in Pacific Coast productions.
TO BUILD CORSICAN VILLAGE FOR METRO PLAY.
On the shores of Long Island, not many miles from the
heart of Manhattan, a Corsican village soon will appear. It
is a setting for scenes in a vendetta play in which will appear
Madame Petrova. the Metro star. Director Burton L. King
of the Popular Plays and Players studios, accompanied by assistant director Edward James, has selected an ideal site
which commands a wide sweep of sea.
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Among the Picture Theaters
^
NEWS

AND

VIEWS

OF

PHOTOPLAY

Regent Theater, Philadelphia, Pa.
Appointments and Furnishings of Renovated Photoplay
House Are Striking — Ushers Dressed in Military Costumes— Has Bulletin Announcing Time Each Picture Is
Shown — Managed by Lionel H. Keene, an Experienced
Showman.
THAT a large seating capacity is not imperative in order
to show the best pictures profitably has been forcibly
demonstrated in the case of the Regent theater, at No.
1530-32 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa. The house occupies
a unique position among successful Philadelphia photoplay
houses because of its small seating capacity and its aristocratic patronage. Everything about the house, appointments,
furnishings, service, music and features shown, is designed
to appeal especially to persons of cultivated taste who are
accustomed to and can appreciate delicacy and distinction.
Abundant proof of the merit of such a policy is evident in
the success of this house.
It was built for Alexander R. Boyd and opened under the
management of Frank Buhler, who first initiated the house
to motion pictures. It is now controlled b}^ the Stanley Company which operates many theaters in Philadelphia, notably

HOUSES

EVERYWHERE

lator outlets. The lighting system is entirely indirect, a
?:eries of inverted lights hanging from the ceiling, permitting
a tempered radiance when desired. The lights usually employed are concealed at the top of the walls and disseminate,
either soft, amber, blue or red tints, which with the silver,
blue and grey mural decorations make possible some very
beautiful combinations. A rich blue carpet runs down the
aisles and heavy velvet curtains screen all openings.
One of the chief uses of the curtains is to protect patrons
from, draughts, and a series of the draperies extends entirely
across the rear of the house suspended from brass rods
slightly above the level of the Circassian walnut and cordovan
leather opera chairs with which the house is equipped.
Rest and retiring rooms for men and women are provided
and
In the women's
room puff
a dressing
tablekept
and scrupulously
writing deskneat.
are provided,
a powder
or any
other little toilet accessory may be secured from the matron
in attendance.
During the month of August the house was closed and extensive improvements were made at a cost of several thousand
dollars. For beauty of decorations and lavishness of furnishings, the house since its reopening, Septernber 4, has
been an object lesson to m.ore conservative exhibitors.
Lionel H. Keene. the manager of the house, is well fitted
to control the destinies of a place of its character. Born in
London, much of his life was spent in Baltimore. Maryland.

Interior of Regent Theater, Philadelphia, Pa.
Regent

Theater,

Philadelphia,

Pa.

the Stanley, a much larger and equally well appointed house,
located a few doors from the Regent. Despite the presence
of the larger house, the intimate appeal of the Regent has
enabled it to create and hold a loyal and numerous clientele.
The building occupies a lot 60 feet in front by 140 feet in
depth and is entirely fireproof in construction, thoroughly
modern, and delightfully artistic in design. The front is of
white tile brick and the marquee is finished in bronze green,
making a highly effective contrast. A large electric sign, also
in white and green, inscribed "Regent Photoplays," makes an
attractive show at night and is so proportioned as to be
graceful and readable by day.
An ultra-modern idea in billing is also in evidence in bronze
frames at the entrance which have announcements of current
attractions painted in oils on glass doors, which can be plainly
seen in the daytime and become transparent by night when
illuminated with electric lights and reflectors. Loose poster
sheets are entirely done away with and only a few brass
frames are called into play to advertise the showings.
The auditorium has a high ceiling, containing eight venti-

He is a keen and experienced showman, whose activities have
brought him in touch with many phases of the profession. In
1910 Mr. Keene was advance agent for Sothern and Marlowe
m "Romeo and Juliet," and he successfully managed the
Baltimore Auditorium and the Auditorium Stock Company
m Baltimore.
Mr. Keene has been notably careful in the selection of his
staflf. He especially prides himself on the natty military
costumes, of light blue with gold braid topped by jaunty polo
caps, worn by the ushers. The fine discipline which he exacts
and the courteous treatment extended to patrons by all the
attaches of the house have been important factors in Mr.
Keene's success. A bulletin announcing the exact time when
each picture is shown, enables each employee to give this
often requested information promptly, and -this is only one
of
many schemes for efficient service inaugurated by Mr.
Keene.
The matter of perfect projection has also been carefully
thought out. The pictures are thrown on a gold-fibre screen,
12 by 16 feet, over which can be drawn a red velvet curtain.
Two Simplex motor driven projection machines are operated
by Rupert Scheiblein and George
Gamble.
The projection
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room is iip-to-datc and has automatic tire shutters, wliich
were invented by Mr. Scheiblein.
Mr. Keene has a pre-release program of Metro and World
productions which are run for three days each. Admission
is 15 cents in the afternoon and 25 cents for evening performances. I'crformanccs beain at 11 A. XI. and run continuously
until 11 r. M.
Music is an important feature. The equipment includes
not only an improved Kimball organ, but a seven piece orchestra. The musical programs arc chosen especially to suit
a band of this size, and are notably attractive, especially in
avoiding elaborate orchestrations unsuitcd to a small orchestra. Orchestra and organ under Mr. Kecne's plan have grown
wonderously popular. The theater has. in short, an ideal atmosphere for a strictly first class house, and as to results,
Mr. Keene reports capacity business every night.

Knickerbocker Theater, Washington, D. C.
Structure Which Will Contain Photoplay Palace Will Also
Include a Concert Symphony and Lecture Hall — Institution Peculiarly Suited to Need of Neighborhood — H. M.
Crandall, Local Picture Magnate, Associated with Enterprise.
has been broken at 18th street and Columbia
GROUND
road. Northwest, Washington, D. C, for a new motion
picture theater, to be known
as the Knickerbocker,
which will represent an investment when completed of nearly
$225,000.
This house is to be built and operated along lines
unique to Washington by the Knickerbocker Theater Corn-

Architect's
Wash
Drawing
of Knickerbocker
Theater,
Washington, D. C, Now in Course of Erection.
pany at the head of which are Harry M. Crandall, moving
picture magnate of the District of Columbia, who already
operates Crandall's, the Apollo, the Savoy and Avenue Grand
theaters. Barry Buikley, who is interested in a number of
big deals in this city and is at the head of the Hy Art Masterplays Company; George T. Smallwood and Fred S. Swindell.
The new theater is to be erected on ground that represents one of the most valuable plots in the northwest section
of the city. It is at the intersection of two main car lines
and is right in the heart of the most fashionable part of
Washington. It is the ultra fashionable neighborhood and
there are many thousands of residents there who can be
counted upon to patronize a place of amusement of this type.
The deed transferring the tract upon which the theater is
to stand was recorded last week in the name of Harry M.
Crandall. There are three lots having an area of 16,277
square feet with frontages of 140 feet on Columbia Road and
173 feet on Eighteenth street. The price paid for this property
is said to have been in the neighborhood of $60,000.
The plans for the structure were drawn by Reginald Wyckliffc Geare, architect, who has evolved some novel features
which will make the Knickerbocker diflerent from any other
enterprise heretofore contemplated in the National capital.
There is said to be great need for a structure such as this in
the neighborhood in which it is to be erected, and to meet this
need the plans have been extended to include, in addition to
the motion picture theater, a concert symphony and lecture
hall. lu.xurious parlors and lounges. Primarily it is to be
a moving picture theater of the highest possible type, but
those interested in this new project state that the construction of a building in this section which can be utilized for
the many important events such as symphony concerts,
lecture courses by well known travelers, vocal and instrumental concerts, and other entertainers, is the logical development of the trend of amusement in Washington.
It will take at least six months to complete the construction of this theater, and there will be expended in the construction work alone upwards of $150,000.
The building is
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to be four stories high and of reinforced concrete construction, with a front of stone-trimmed brick.
The main foyer will cover practically the entire frontage
on the Eighteenth Street side. The remaining space not so
utilized will be given over to a store, which will have its entrance on the corner. There will be exits on both streets
and a marquise will be placed over the main entrance. The
lobbies and foyers are to be large enough to accommodate
the entire seating capacity of the theater.
Seats are to be provided lor 1,800 persons and these are
to be of new design, being larger and more. comfortable, according to the designer. The auditorium is to be in the
shape of an elongated triangle, generally following the shape
of the lot, which is to be entirely occupied. The stage is to
be at the apex of this triangle, and the arrangement, according to the architect, lends itself admirably to the purpose
for wliich it is designed, as an unobstructed view of the stage
can be had from every part of the auditorium. The long
balcony will have a vaulted ceiling at the end of the gallery,
being a large circular room provided with a great fireplace. A number of mezzanine bo.xes are to be located across
the front of the balcony, and loggias in the long gallery
promenade will overhang the auditorium and give space for
other boxes. In the rear of the auditorium will be a retiring and rest room for women and, on the opposite side, a
smoking room for men. Directly above the retiring room
will be a Japanese tea room and lounge. This latter is also
to communicate with the auditorium. The tea rooms, lounges,
promenades and other like places, are to be provided for teas,
dances and receptions in the afternoons, and enough attendants are to be furnished by the management for all such affairs. Harry M. Crandall, who is to personally conduct the
Knickerbocker, states that he is going to endeavor to secure
the best travel lectures, the big symphony concerts, and starcourse concerts for the afternoons. There will be an orchestra of fifteen pieces to furnish music during the two
shows to be given each evening. This is to be made up of the
most talented musicians obtainable, who will give a fifteenminute concert preceding each show.
The auditorium is to be lighted by a new system of the
semi-direct, self-diffusing type, said to be entirely new for
threater lighting, by means of which any desired light effect
can be obtained in an instant, varying from a full sunlight
effect to subdued moonlight, or the darkness of dawn. The
fixtures have been specially designed for the building, as
have the seats, hangings, and other furnishings, all of which
are to be carried out in a color scheme of gold, ivory, and
old rose. The color scheme of the women's retiring room
is to be blue and gold, and the balcony promenade is to be
in lavender and ivory, with upholstery and hangings in lavender velour. The specially designed ventilating plant is
calculated to change the air in the theater at least once
in every fifteen minutes, and the fresh air is to be warmed
in winter and ice-cooled in summer.

Arbor Theater, Albany, N. Y.
The Arbor Theater in North Swan street, Albany, N. Y.,
is one of the biggest theaters in that city devoted exclusively
to high class motion picture plays. The building is the
property of James A. Dolan and William F. Reilly. The interior of the theater is 110 feet long and 60 feet wide and has
a seating capacity of 1.000 persons. The rows of seats have
been placed thirty-two inches apart.

Arbor Theater, Albany, N. Y.
The interior of the theater is beautifully finished in light
and dark brown. At each side of the screen is a beautifully
painted arbor scene. .\ modern ventilating system is installed and fresh air is continuously pumped into the theater.
The indirect lighting system has been installed. The building
is built of brick and concrete. Nine exits have been provided
for. A $5,000 Wurlitzer Electric Orchestra is used. The
theater is under the management of William H. Buck.
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Parkway Theatre, Baltimore, Md.
Architectural Beauty of New

Photoplay House Exquisite —

Structure Fitted with "Royal Box" for Ceremonial Occasions or for Special Parties — Gives Successful Matinee
for Children on Saturday Mornings.
FROM
across the seas came the idea for the architectural
beauty of the latest addition to Baltimore's picture
playhouses, the Parkway theater. About three years
ago an associate of H. W. Webb, president of the Parkway
Theater Company, Baltimore, was visiting England. He
was so impressed with the architecture of the West End
Cinema theater, London, that he secured plans and photographs of the structure, which he forwarded to Mr. Webb,
who incorporated the idea in the Parkway. The location
of the Parkway, it is on North avenue, a door or so fron:
Charles street, can be compared to Forty-second street and
Broadway.
New York City.
Within walking distance of the most exclusive residential

Parkway
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necessary entertainment for the ear, while the eye is engrossed by the scenes projected from an. invisible operating
room to a screen of radium gold fibre.
One of the most elaborate features of the interior embellishments isthe main ceiling. From the large, ornamental dome is suspended a strikingly ornamental sunburst. .\11 of the lighting is indirect. There is no glare.
The matter of ventilation has been taken care of with the
skill and thoroughness that marks the other details. So
"fresh" is the air at all times in every part of the theater
that potted flowers and plants are kept growing around the
orchestra pit, on the stage and at other points.
One of the most successful of the Parkway's innovations
is the weekly matinee for children on Saturday mornings.
Some said it couldn't be done, that the idea of a special
performance for children only was impracticable and would
prove unprofitable. But, shortly after the theater was
opened the plan was tried out. Only carefully selected programs of travel, educational and comedy films were presented. With a suddenness that was surprising the idea
took hold of the community, and mothers began sending
their children to the performances in much the spirit that
they sent them to school or to the music teacher's.
The pictures presented at the Parkway are seen and
approved by the n-.anagement before it goes before the eyes

Theater, Baltimore, Md.
Interior of Parkway Theater, Baltimore, Md.

sections, the Parkway has drawn for its clientele upon the
cream of Baltimore's population. Its promoters intended
that it should be a high-class theater. Starting with the
physical appearance of the theater itself, no stone has been
left unturned to maintain an air of dignity and exclusiveness.
That is why there can be seen among the audiences men and
women of prominence in the city's industrial activities. A
distinctive feature of this picture playhouse, both from an
interior and exterior point of view, is its chasteness of design.
There is nothing garish, nothing to smite the senses with a
feeling of the bizarre. Everything is in good taste, down
to the smallest detail. The front of the house is after the
Italian Renaissance design. It is in simple, dignified light
gray terra cotta, with an admixture of light and dark texture
brick, the whole giving a charming effect.
Inside the theater might be called egg-shaped, after the
lines of its London contemporary, a plan which works out
practically in that it presents the screen without distortion
to the occupant of every seat in the house, no matter where
located. The auditorium is reached through a handsome
marble lobby, with marble stairs leading from each side to a
lirge lounge and tea room. The lobby as well as the rest of
the interior is designed after the fashion of the Louis XIV
period. Hanging lamps, reproductions of chandeliers at Versailles and Fontainbleu, add to the charm of the tasteful
decorations. The tea room is finished in a delicate French
gray, with beautiful old rose hangings, much after the
style of the cozy salle or lounge of the aristocratic theaters
of Paris, Vienna and London.
On each side of the interior there is a commodious "royal
box," for use on occasions of ceremony or for special
parties. Below are a dozen roomy loges, from,
which the
stage can be seen to excellent advantage. Besides these
loges, the first floor contains 800 large, deep-cushioned
chairs, upholstered in the prevailing old rose tint with a
velour finish, making the seating capacity of the house 1,100
persons.
A $15,000 organ and a large orchestra supply the

of the patrons. The programs are run on schedule, and this
schedule is advertised so that one may time one's arrival at
the theater to accord with the showing of the particular
film or films which one desires to see. .-V weekly program
heralding coming attractions is mailed to 5,000 selected
names. If one wants information as to price of seats, time
of performances and so on, there is a special telephone information department to answer such inquiries promptly and
courteously. .•\utomobiIes of patrons are checked and
.guarded by a special officer. Lashers and attendants are well
trained and polite. Prices range from 10 cents to 50 cents.
.\11 screen announcements are made in trick film. The
theater's own camera man is ever on the alert for local happenings of interest, and within 24 hours after they have
occurred big news events of local interest are shown in the
screen's Topical Review.
Under the active management of Bernard Depkin, Jr., a
young man with progressive ideas and the ability to put them
into execution, the patronage is growing steadily. Mr.
Depkin believes that there is somethin.g n:ore to a motion
picture playhouse than a projecting machine, a screen and
tawdry color effects in decoration. To the men who made
ihe Parkway possible the proper presentation of film productions isas aesthetic an undertaking as is the productions
of the most expensive offering of the so-called legitimate
stage. And that the public agrees with this professional
point of view is evidenced by the steady clip-clip of the ticket
machine in the box oflice out front at every performance.
OLINGER PURCHASES TOY THEATER.
G. B. Olingcr, of Milwaukee. Wis., owner of the .\nierican
Theater, Third street, that city, has taken over the Toy
theater in Milwaukee. Mr. dinger will spend $5,000 in remodeling the Toy. isThe
adm-issi'"n
Walter
Hildebrand
to be
manager.price will be 10 cents.
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INTERNATIONAL PLAYERS ON WAY TO COAST.
Mrs. Vernon Castle and Company Will Film Five Episodes
of "Patria" in Vicinity of Los Angeles.
MK.^. \ I'KXON CA.STl.H. tlic famous dancer an<l star
of the Intonialioiial Film Service, is on her way to Los
Aiiiieles to appear in five episodes of "Patria" to be
lilmed here.
Lotii.s Joseph \ance, author of "Patria." accompanied by
Mrs. Vance arrived here this week in advance of Mrs. Castle
and her company to prepare for the filming of the "western stuff."
Five episodes of the photoplay will be made here. The
other episodes have already been filmed at Ithaca. N.JY. But
because of the varied scenery in and around Los .\ngeles. some
of which is typical of Me.xican border scenes, the International Film Service decided to transport the "Patria" company to this region.
Most of the scenes to be taken here will be exteriors,
which will include a number of battle scenes to be taken in
and around San Gabriel Canyon. The company also will be
taken to the desert for some "locations."
Jacques Jaccard. fornierlv of Universal, and director of
"The Diamond From the Sky." "Liberty." and other serials.
has been en,c;agcd to direct the Western scenes for "Patria."
Mr. Vance, who has been associated with the International
Film Service for several months, is in general charge of
"Patria" here on the Coast.
.\mong those accompanying Mrs. Castle to Los .Angeles
are Milton Sills and Warner Oland. They expect to be here
until nearly Christmas.
DIRECTORS' BALL.
Motion Picture Directors' Association Will Hold Second Annual Affair on Thanksgiving Night.
The Motion Picture Directors' .Association will give its second annual ball in the Hotel .Mexandria on Thanksgiving
night. The affair will be in the form of a buffet-dansant.
This event promises to outdo the one held last year, and that
memorable affair was a huge success.
.■Xlready invitations are being prepared, and the outlook is
favorable for a record attendance of those prominent in the
industry.
.\t eight o'clock the concert will start in the ballroom. By
nine o'clock the guests will arrive, and an hour later the ball
commences. It will last until the merrymakers tire. Music'
will be by a concert band and an orchestra. There will be no
"grand
or showing off: no shop talk and every person willmarch"
be merry.
ANOTHER
NEW
CLUB.
Los .\ngelcs has been devoid of clubs for over a year. Now
it has two thriving organizations. The newest is the Hollywood Photoplayers' Club.
Coirposed of other men than those who were in the other
club, this organization has secured the Shrine .Auditorium
for Thanksgiving Eve and will give a Movie Ball for the public. There will be many actors and actresses present to greet
their admirers.
.Already studio people have signed application l)lanks and
made
out checks
to cover reports,
initiation.
purpose
tin'swhich
ball,
the executive
committee
is toThe
raise
funds of
with
to rent a suitable club house, furnish it and get it into running order. It will be in Hollywood.
.An executive meeting was held at the headquarters Thursday night at which were present, according to the report of
.Arthur Shirley and Harrv Hoskins, Al Christie, Francis
Ford, Neil Burns. Eddie Polo. Henry Bergman, Ralph Merollo, Charles P. Stallings and Rufus Bowden. an attorney.
Headquarters, we are informed, has been established at
6411 Hollywood Boulevard. Eighty per cent, of the ball
profits will go for a clubhouse.
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MORE SCHOOLS INSTALL PROJECTION MACHINES.
.A motion picture projecting machine for use in the electrically equipped grammar schools of Orange county was
purchased by County School Superintendent U. V. Klitcliell.
Films exclusively
and slides furnished
by the State
universitie's
Insecured
for the machine.
These
films and will
slides
are said to be a great help in the study of geography, history and other studies of a like nature and they can be secured for a small sum.
.All of the high schools of the county are equipped with
machines of this kind and have jiroven to be a great success.
Superintendent Mitchell reports that the use of such machines
in Los .Angeles has grown to such an extent that it was necessary for the board of education of that 'city to secure the
services of a man who does nothing else but look after the
machines.
HELEN HOLMES BUYS PULLMAN.
Helen Holmes is the first screen star we know of to own
her own private car. with dressing room attached.
J. P. McGowan. of the Signal Film Corporation, this week
purchased a modern Pullman sleeper, con'.plete in every detail for use in the production of features. So many of the
scenes are staged in passenger coaches that it was decided
it would be a saving of time and money to own their own
coach. The car was purchased and delivered early this week.
It is now on the company's siding at Signal, where it is
undergoing alterations to make it conform more closely to
the demands of production.
The finish of the woodwork has been dulled to prevent all
possibility of catching a reflection of the cameraman at work
and permanent Winfield-Kerners have been installed in place
of the custon:ary incandescent lights. -A drawing room is
also being fitted for Miss Holmes' dressing room, to be used
when the company is at work in the car away from the studio.
It is Mr. McGowan's intention to use the car not only for
picture purposes but as a private car for the company when
making trips to secure exteriors in other parts of the .State.
It can be coupled on to a train and dropped at any siding
leaving the company comfortably housed during their stay.
Los Angeles Film Brevities.
Doris Schroeder. who for the past several years has been
connected with the X'ilagraph Company as scenario editor
and publicitv writer, has accepted a good position with the
.American Film Co. and has moved to the studios at Santa
Barbara where she will be engaged in doing scenario writing.
Los .Angeles film people hate to see her go, but wish her well
just the same.
* * *
We paid a visit this week to the Superior Film Company
anfl had a little chat with General Manaijer Robert .A. Brackets The .Superior Company has a studio occupying the entire tenth floor of the Knickerbocker Building, right in the
heart of the downtown district. This is perhaps the finest
indoor fireproof studio on the coast and is equipped with
Winfield-Kerner lights. The Superior Film Company rents
their studio by the day. week or month and a number of
feature film, companies are taking advantage of the unusual
facilities and conveniences of a downtown studio. Mr. Brackett's concern also makes a specialtv of developing and printing and the manufacturing of novel and attractive titles. Mr.
Brackett also states that he is in the market for undeveloped
negatives and will buy trick pictures, popular sciences, microscopical and other out of the ordinary subjects. The company is located at 643 Olive
* .Street.
* ♦
We are informed that Wray Physioc. the former Biograph
director, has organized a feature film company with the backing of SlOO.nOO and will take over the old Biograph studio
in Los .Angeles. He is to start production within a short time
on two-reel comedy dramas and five-reel features.
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have also been told that Roscoe Arbuckle will leave

Mack Sennett's organization when his contract expires on
January 1, and start a comedy con-.pany of his own. According to rumors Mr. Arbuckle has secured as backing the theatrical brothers, Joseph and Nicholas Schenck, of New York
City. Al St. John, another Keystone player, is also expected
to join this company and other members of the cast including a leading woman is now being selected by Mr. Ar':)ucl?le.
"Fatty" will play the male *lead
* and
* direct the pictures.
Henry studios
"Pathe"forLehrnian
is nowthefilming
comedies at the
Christie
release under
Fox banner.

* * *

Louis J. Cody, leading man for Mabel Normand, has been
borrowed by Mack Sennett for some comedy pictures. He
will return to Mabel Normand's studio when his services are
required.

»

Harry S. Kerr,
business manager
appointed to take
Normand Feature

•

•

for two years assistant to George Stout,
of the Keystone Film Company, has been
charge of the business end of the Mabel
Film Company.

* * *

Donald Crisp has been appointed director for George Beban in his new Morosco picture. Frank E. Garbutt will be
assistant director.

* * *

Paul G. Dowling has been appointed publicity representative of the Horsley studios. Mr. Dowling paid a visit to the
office of the Moving Picture World this week, and stated
that production had been started again at the Horsley
studios. Two companies are now operating at the Horsley
plant and within a short time other companies will start
producing.

* ♦ *

Thomas Ricketts, who produced "Damaged Goods" and
"Purity" for the American Film Co., is now directing Crane
Wilbur in a series of six feature plays of five reels each.

* * *

Captain Jack Bonavita is back from Coney Island, where he
had charge of the Bostock animals in a summer engagement.
During the summer the captain kept the animals in a system
of training in preparation for their appearance in Horsley
jungle pictures soon to be released. The first story is a five
reeler dealing with life in London and South .\frica and was
written by .^Ivin J. Neitz, who has written and produced a
number of pictures for the Horsley productions.

* * *

Art .^cord, the former American cowboy, the hero of
Charles E. Van Loan's Buck Parvin's stories, has joined the
Fox Company and will soon appear in a Western picture to
be made in New Jersey.

* * *

Polly Moran, the Keystone comedian, was painfully hurt
when her horse fell with her in Griffith Park. Her right
arm w-as broken and her side wrenched and she suffered injuries inligaments in her ankle. It is feared that she will be
confined to the hospital for several weeks.

* * *

In honor of the return of Thomas H. Ince from New York.
E. A. Featherstone, Los Angeles clubman and sportsman,
tendered a "duck dinner." this week, to the producer, his di
rectors and several others, associated with the Ince Triangle
studios. The banquet was served in the English Room of
the Los Angeles Athletic Club and is declared to have been
one of the liveliest gatherings ever held at that institution.
Ince was called upon to sneak, and he replied in a few words
of thanks to Host Featherstone for his warm hospitality.
These present in addition to Ince and Featherstone. were
Business Manager E. H. Allen, Directors Ravmond B. West.
Reginald Barker. Charles Miller. Walter Edwards, William
S. Hart, Actors William Desmond and Charles Rav. Emoloyment Superintendent William Eley. .Assistant Director Harry
Elwell, Location Manager R. C. Moore. Albert Cowles, tl.e
author. David M. Hartford and Publicity Manager Kenneth
A. O'Hara. Featherstone is remembered for having conducted an Ince excursion recently to Catalina Island, aboard
his private yacht.

* * *

.Alfred Vosburgh has been engaged by Thomas H. Ince to
aopear in support of Enid Bennett In the production in which
she is now apncarlng under the direction of Charles Miller, at
the Culver City studios, Vosburgh was a member of the
Ince forces several years ago and scored a number of suc-
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cesses in two-reel productions. Since severing his first association with the organization, he has been playing the supporting roles in various other companies.

* *

*

Director Reginald Barker has left for Pincrest with a company of thirty Ince players to film som.e scenes for the new
detective drama by C. Gardner Sullivan featuring William
Desmond. Those who are making the trip include Margaret
Thompson, J. Barney Sherry, Robert McKim, Will H. Bray
and Henry Belmar. The company will be away about a
week.

* * *

Again has Myrtle Stedman, Pallas and Morosco star, obliged
for charity. This time she sang for the Belgian Relief fund
before a large gathering in Central Park, Los Angeles. The
affair
was way.
termed "The Foreign Market" and was a success
in every

* * *
News from Long Beach says that Ernest E. Gagnen, m.anager of the Empress theater there, will erect a $150,000 theater to seat 1,200 persons, and to equal the best theaters in
the West for furnishings and equipment. He is now working
steadily to complete arrangements for the building of this
fine house, which he hopes to open shortly after the first oi
the year.

* * *

The Lasky firm has been granted a license to build a theater at 6248 Selma avenue at a cost of $3,000.

* * *

Fred Miller, a Fo.x exhibitor in this city, is rebuilding and
adding to Miller's theater on Main street. The improvements
will cost $5,000. Evidently he believes in plenty of room, and
he surely needs it for his house is always crowded with satis* * the* products
.
fied patrons who come to see
of the great Fox
studios.
Messrs. Studebaker and Gates of San Dimas have leased
the Work Building at Lordsburg and will remodel it for a
new moving picture theater which will open some time in
November.

* * *

The Dixon theater in \'entura has Installed a new Power
Si.x-A projector besides other new equipmeitt. Theater men
hereabouts
preparing for the winter season which commences thisare
month.

* * *

John Green is building a fine structure at Fifty-fourth
Street and Sixth -Avenue. The total cost of the building is
over seven thousand dollars. It will be opened as soon as
completed, as a moving picture theater. It will be the finest
in that district when opened.

* * *

Oscar C. .Apfel. one of the directors for William Fox on
the coast, has severed his connections with the firm. Mr.
.\pfel has completed his tenth picture and will take a long
rest. Meanwhile he is considering several offers which have
reached him from New York, One is a proposition to do
South
.An-.erican pictures; while another would hold him in
Los .Angeles.

* * *

Ulysses S. Davis has been engaged by David Horsley to
produce the first of a series of pictures in which the Bostock
animals will be featured. Work on the first picture in the
new series, a five-reeler. Is to start at once. The story is one
in wbirh are introduced South .African natives, wild animal
catchers, diamond merchants and Scotland Yard detectives.
Director Davis' last picture under the Horsley management
was "The Soul Cycle," nroduced the first of this year. Davis
is also well known as the director of various successful Vitagraph features.
* * *
Lottie Case, of Rolln Comedies, who was injured last week
when she fell from a window at the studio, is now able to sit
un. She is still in the hospital suffering from slight internal
injuries.
* * »
Thomas Meighan is now on his way to New York, He left
the Lasky studio this week accompanied by .Alan Hale and
wife. .Another star fn depart for the east coast was Frank
Keenan, who finished his pricture with Thomas H. Ince.

* * *

Dave Hartford has left the Tnce studio and has been en.gaged by the Morosco Company to work in Pallas and Morosco features. William D. Taylor has closed a deal with
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\\ illiaii: Fox whereby he will liiiish one more picture for the
Morosco Company and then go to the Fox studio to produce
filatures.

* * *

Dustin Farnum returned this week from a hunt up country.
The happy Morosco star brought home the biggest bag of
ducks made in the district where he shot. As a result he
passed around enough game to make Thanksgiving dinner
for the whole studio.

* * *

Marjory Ellison ran a rusty nail into the sole of her foot
and is laid up for a few weeks.

* • *

.\ novel and realistic night scene was filmed by Fred J.
Balshofcr this week at the Yorke Metro Studios for the production of "Pidgin Island."
The picture was staged in the elaborate Chinatown set recently completed at the Yorke Studios.
Four hundred well trained supernunieries took part in the
scenes which were "shot" by the light of fifty Kliegl lamps
and a myriad of flares. Producer Balshofer was assisted in
handling the mobs by his star, Harold Lockwood, Lester
Cuneo, Jay Hunt and Charles
* * P. * Stallings.
The most recent addition to the Harold Lockwood May
-\llison supporting cast now engaged in the picturization of
Harold MacGrath's "Pidgin Island" is Doc Pomeroy Cannon, who was last seen on the Paramount program with
Dustin Farnum in "The Parson of Panamint." He played
the part of Prince of Worstenburg in "The Fall of a Nation" and characterized the role of the heavy in the forthcoming ten-reel Fox production "The Honor System." A
day previous to his starting at the Yorke-Metro Studio, Doc
Cannon completed a prominent part with Constance Talmadge and Wilfred Lucas in "The Microscopic Mystery,"
staged at the Triangle Fine Arts Studio. In "Pidgin Island"
he plays "Smead," father of Lester Cuneo, the brains of a
smuggling outfit, that are causing secret service officer Cranford, (the part being portrayed by Harold Lockwood,) many
sleepless nights.

* * *

Promise of a lively row between the property owners in
Hollywood who claim that their property is being injured
by the activities of the moving picture industries, and the
film companies and their supporters developed again this
week when the Western .\venue and Griffith Park Improvement .\ssociation filed with the council a protest signed by
two thousand citizens.
The protestants ask that the film-makers be regulated to
eliminate night noises and inflammable properties, high board
fences and other objectionable features.
The picture officials were quick to resent the protest as
an attack upon the greatest industry in Hollywood and, in
fact, in the entire city and announced that they would fight.
The council referred the question to the Public Welfare
Committee, which fixed the date of the public hearing of the
protest for November 13.

* * *

Little Mary MacLaren, the young Bluebird star featured
by Lois Wehcr, will appear one night in person at the Garrick theater this week to give the audience a little talk on
"Idle Wives." Miss MacLaren gained considerable popuWanted.larity here in her recent photoplays ".Shoes" and "Home

» * ♦

Eillic Ritchie, diminutive comedian, has signed with Henry
(Pathe')

* * the Fox banner.
Lehrnian to appear* under

Director Otis Turner and his company of Fox players, including George W'alsh, I.aura Dean. Ann Luther, Herschel
Mayall. William Burress, William Clifford and Hector Sarno.
are at present in Balboa filming water stuff for a thrilling
story of mystery and adventure. They will be gone for a
number of weeks. Mr. Turner was a recent guest of honor
at a South Coast Yacht Club dinner the night before the sailing of a race in which a William Fox silver loving cup was
offered as a prize. The cameras the next day made some
wonderful shots of the racing craft under full sail despite a
heavy gale.
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United States cavalry stationed on the border at LI Paso
took part in this picture and in one of the scenes three hundred people were used for a ballroom set. The cast includes Alan Hale, Grctchen Hartmann, Edwin Cecil, Frances
Burnham and Willard Louis.

* * •

The Walter Reed comedy company has started its third
picture for Fox with Charles ."irling, the featured com.edian.
The cast includes ."Vmy Jerome, Annette DeFoy, Frank AlexM. O'Connor,
Lee Morris, Martin Kinney, Bill
Weber ander,
and Harry
other
stars.

* * *

Phillip Smalley, Universal director who was taken seriously
ill with pneumonia last week, is now out of danger and
rapidly improving.

* * *

George Gebhart has joined the forces of the Universal
Company at Universal City, and now is playing heavies in the
company directed by Douglas Gerrard.
Gebhart is one of the pioneers of the motion picture industry, having started as early as 1900 and was with D. W.
(iriffith in the old Biograph days. Later he was associated
with the Nestor Company, the Pathe Company, and at one
time had charge of the Ramo Company in New York. He
was sent to the Pacific Coast by the New York Motion Picture Company and played lead^ with the original Bison Company remaining with that concern for three years. Gebhart
also for a time was with the Lasky Company. For a short
period
ville. he returned to the legitimate-stage, appearing in vaude-

»

* *

.\t the Christie Studios a comedy entitled, "Some Kid" was
completed last week. The story w-as written by Ellis O.
Tones, directed by Horace Davy and supervised by Al E.
Christie. The cast includes Neal Burns, Betty Compson,
Dave Morris and Stella .\dams.
The picture will be released by the Christie Film Company
on Nov. 20. Another funny Christie comedy scheduled for
Nov.
is entitled
"Tramp, Tramp, Tramp," featuring Neal
Burns 27and
Billie Rhodes.

* * *

Last week while taking balloon scenes for an L-KO comedy
fature entitled "The Balloon Bandits," featuring Alice
How-ell, the balloon with Miss Howell in it broke away from
its hangar and Miss Howell had an involuntarily joy ride
for half a dozen miles. Fortunately Miss Howell managed
to lower the balloon and she was rescued by some kindly
farmers.

* * *

Headed by Charles Murray, the Keystone Film Company's
baseball nine will play a one-inning ball game at the "Chance
Day" game Sunday afternoon this week. All of the star
cornedians of the Keystone studio will play on the two teams,
one team called "The Never Sweats" and the _other "The
Slim Summerville will pitch for the Never Sweats, while
Meathounds."
Ford Sterling will do the hurling
« * * for the Meathounds.
Film stars participated this week in the .A-utomobile and
Flower Shows and Friday. November 3. was set aside as
"Movie Day" at the .\utomobile Show. .\ great number of
the film stars came in their own cars and made their headquarters in the booth of the car under whose banner they
.sailed. Several of the booths had been cleared for dancing
and
everything
arranged to make the flicker artists feel at
home.

* * *

Frank Lloyd with William Farnum. Vivian Rich. Charles
Clary and a number of Fox players have gone to Sacramento
to film scenes for a coming* Fo.x
* * feature nroduction.

A series of children's Saturday matinees is being inaugurated at various picture theaters in this city by Helen Kimhall, secretary of the Children's Theater Society of Pasadena.
The .Mvarado Theater at the corner of .■Mvarado and Seventh
Streets will house such a performance Saturday afternoon
this week at 2 o'clock. The youngsters first at the theater,
to the number of 100 will be awarded prizes. Wherefore, it
is likely there w'on't be much tardiness.
The program includes the following pictures; "Rip Van
Winkle." a comedy entitled ".\ Miniature Circus." "For the
Love of Marv Ellen," a Civil War storv entitled "The Seventh
Son," and "The Deer Slayer." adapted from James Fenimore
Cooper. .\s an added attraction the two trained bears, Bessie
and Erowmie. will be present and perform.

Director Richard Stanton and his company of players,
after much delay owing to inclement weather, comoleted this
week at the Hollywood studios, the final scenes of a feature
play dealing with the Mexican situation.
Seven troops of

Director Rupert Julian is engaged at Universal Citv filming ill five reels Charles Dickens' story. "A Christm.as Carol."
whicli was prepared for the screen by E. T. Clawson. Tulian
pla3'S "Scrooge" and is supported by a notable cast including

* * *

* * *
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Llairc McDowell, Francclia Billington, Agnes \ ernon. Harry
Carter, Lydia Veamans Titus and many other of the Universal slock company.

*

»

*

After having been laid up for six weeks with torn ligaments
as the result of a film fight our friend Herbert Rawlinson
has returned to work at Universal City and is being featured
in Director Charles Swickard's production of "The Scarlet
Crystal," written by J. Grubb Alexander, .•\mong the other
members of the cast are Edith Johnson, Dorothy Davenport
and Gertrude Astor.
This picture was snapped of Herb a couple of weeks ago
when the popular Universal player made a trip around Uni-

Dorothy Davenport Condoling with Rawlinson.
versal City in a wheel chair. The little lady is Dorothy Davenport who is inquiring how her leading man is getting along.

* * *

.After having worked loyally and well at Universal City
for many months the "big chance" has come to Betty Schade
and she is playing the featured lead in "The Reward of the
Faithless" under the direction of Re.x Ingram.
This is a five-reel production and Miss Schade has a difficult part in a Russian atmosphere. She has been given a
strong supporting cast, including Claire Du Brey and Wedgwood Nowell. It was originally intended that Cleo Madison
play the leading role, but her services were transferred to
another director before the commencement of the production.

Universal Engages New Directors
Captain

Peacocke

and Ruth
Ann
Baldwin,
Both
Scenario
Writers, to Build Picture.
Two new directors have been added to the producing force
at Universal City. Ruth .^nn Baldwin. \vho came to the Universal as a scenario writer, and has successfully served as the
writer of many of the Universal's productions, collaborator
with K. Phillips Oppenheim in one of its serials, screen edi
tor at Universal City, and assistant director to Lynn Reynolds, has been made a full director, and given charge of a
company. Her first production is called "^'Mother." "and is
a two-reel story written by l.ynn Reynolds. Her cast includes Dorothy Davenport. Charles Cu'mmings, Mary Talbot
and George Pearce. The second is "Bred in the Purple."
story by John Fleming Wilson, with George Pearce an 1
Elizabeth Janes.
The other is Captain Leslie T. Peacocke. a former scenario
writer for the Universal, and for other large companies. It
has always been Captain Peacocke's ambition to direct, and he
has been given charge of a company a: Universal City to
write and produce his own comedies. His first production
will be entitled "The Wonderful Tooth." with a cast inchidini;
.Alida Hayman. Peggy Custer. .Al McKinnon. Eugene Walsh
and Walter Belasco. His ne.xt production will be "Winning a
Mother." and in it will appear Eugene Walsh. W'illiam Musgrave and Liane Carrera. daughter of .\nna Held. He will
then produce "Oh You Honeymoon."
JOHNNY
MINES WITH
WORLD
FILM.
Johnny Hines, one of the youngest of the film comedians
will appear in the principal male characters of the entire series
of Mane Dressier cotnedjes arranged for by the World Film
Corporation.
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Fox Entertains the Press
Enjoyable

Affair in Jungle
Room of Healy's to Celebrate
Success of "A Daughter of the Uods."
OX
THE night of November 8 in the jungle room of
Healy's restaurant, about three score of newspapermen
foregathered in response to an invitation issued to them
by William Fo.x, the president of the Fo.x Film Corporation.
In the justified exuberance of his job over the phenomenal
success of the wondrous film play, "A Daughter of the Gods"
Mr. Fox had invited the representatives of all the press —
the motion picture journals and the daily newspapers — to sit
around his hospitable board and celebrate. .-K very pleasant
and enjoyable time resulted. .As a host, Mr. Fo.x rivaled his
reputations ao a producer who does things in the best way
possible regardless of expense. The dinner was voted an unqualified success, but no greater than the vaudeville entertainment which had been provided.
.Alter the feast had been celebrated with prolonged enthusiasm Winfield K. Sheehan. general manager, who sat at Mr.
I'ox's right hand, acted as toastmaster and unloosed such
oratory as could be found around the festive tables. The
lis. of speakers was as follows: W. Stephen Bush. Martin
Green, W. .A. (Bill) Johnston of the New Vork World. W. A.
Johnston, "Wurra-Wurra" McLoughlin, Tom Powers. George
McManus. Stuart Holmes. Kenneth Court. Louis Poss, Harry
ISurke, Kelsey .Allen, William
Fox and Ernest Reed.
.Among the notables present were: Messrs. Brock Pem.ber
ton. \'ictor Watson. Wesley Hamer, Lawrence Reamer, Louis
\'. De Foe. Frank T. Pope. Robert G. Welsh. Charles Sawyer. Bide Dudley, P. J. Smith. Ernst Schmitz, Leslie Mason.
Otto Harrass, Fred Beecroft, W. .A. Johnston, H. E. Gowcr.
W. M. Oestreicher, Karl Kitchen, Tom Powers, Fire Commissioner .Adamson. L. L. Palmer, .Arthur Brown. Charles
Brown. D. S. Perrin. Gerald C. Dufly, Eugene B. Brewster,
W. W. McLoughlin. Ben Davis. Fred .Austin , Ray Long, W.
A. lohnston (N. V. World), Martin Green. W. Stephen Bush.
H. Weil, R. E. Lewis, K. C. Beaton. Herbert Roth. M. P.
Krachi. .Albert .A. Sanders, Charles Condon. .Arthur Ungar
E. C. Ranck. F. F. Schrader. Charlie Sutherland. George McManus, Rudolph Block. Frank O'Mallev. Harry Burke, K
Kelcey .Allen, H. C. Tudson, Tames Milligan and James L.
HofT.
The Fox Company was represented by William Fox, W.
R. Sheehan, E. Justice, Ernest Reed and others.

Ethel Grandin Scores
Petite Ingenue of "The ofCrimson
Stain Mystery" Makes Hit
Her Career.
WITHOUT
a doubt one of the big successes made
in the motion picture field this year is that scored by
Ethel Grandin, the diminutive ingenue featured with
Maurice Costello. the star in "The Crimson Stain Mystery,"
by Consolidated Filn:
Corporation. .At .titrate it is the biggest Im
of Miss Grandin's rn
tire film career. I'l
sides being her f)r..t
picture under the Cniisolidated's standard, it
is also her first serial.
In this remark.a!iksixteen episode photoplay. Mi'ssof
Grandin,
the role
Florencein
Montrose, daughter of
the scientist whose discovery is responsible
for theconditions,
great city's
chaotic
las
been accorded the
greatest histrionic opportunity of her entire
career. The role of
the motherless daughter calls for some exceptionally fine acting, and it is only to the
Ethel Grandin.
credit of Miss Grandin
to say that she has risen ably to her part.
From all over the world Miss Grandin has received ex
pressions of delight and appreciation of her w-ork in "The
Crimson Stain Mystery." Her remarkable interpretation of
the heroine in this super-photoplay has won for her a great
following of admirers, in addition to the enviable number
that already worship at her shrine.
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Art Dramas Combination Active
Its

Several
Producing
Companies
Engaging
Directors
Leading Players — Some Good Names m the List.

and

PRONOL'NCIil)
apparent
the studiosas ofthat
all
of the producersactivity
of theis Art
Dramasat Program,
company is makinji ready for its first release, which is
scheduled lor the beginning of December. Although all of
the producers have maintained suitable companies heretofore.
the new Art Dramas arrangement, which calls for the release of one feature each week, has made it necessary for
them to add considerably to their acting and directing forces.
1 he field is being sur\eyed very carefully, and a number ui
people who have made good with other companies have already been engaged.
Frank Crane, who has produced many successful feature
pictures
for other
companies,
been
theWorld
L'. .S.
.\musement
Corporation.
Mr. has
Crane
has obtained
been withby the
Kilni Corporation lor the past two years. He will undertake
the direction of Jean Sothern, who was discovered not lon,u
ago on the vaudeville stage by William Ko.x, who featured
her in a number of his pictures. Perhaps her best rememis "The
Two Orphans,"
in which she
shared bered
incFox Production
stellar honors
with Theda
Bara.
The Van Dyke Film Production Company has engaged
George Terwilliger, wiio has also made a number of highly
successful pictures. Mr. Terwilliger's first active employment
in the picture business was his engagement as scenario editor
of the Reliance Company, where he remained for a year. He
then went with the Lubin Company, where he both wrote and
produced features for over three years. He is also the author
of the picture which he is directing at the Van Dyke studios.
which has not yet received its final name.
The star of the Van Dyke production which Mr. Terwilliger is directing is Gertrude McCoy. Miss McCoy, is. of
course, one of the best-known screen actresses, and has a
large following throughout the country. She started her
motion picture career with the Edison Company, and soon
achieved stardom by her marked ability. She remained with
the Edison Company for five and a half years, through many
changes of executive management.
Ralph Dean, who has been with the Frohman Amusement
Corporation for the past two years, and who has had a great
deal to do with the general excellence of that company's
pictures, will direct the productions of the William L. Sherrill Feature Corporation. Mr. Dean is a pupil of the Frohman school, which has graduated so many notable artists to
the screen. In addition to Mr. Dean, the Sherrill company
has under consideration the services of Mabelle Trunnelle.
Dorothy Bernard, Florence Deshar, Elinor Woodruff, Jack
Sherrill, and many other notable performers, whose work has
stood out in the past.
The Erbograph Company has not yet made an announcement of the people it has engaged for its .\rt Drama productions, but it is known that several prominent people are
under consideration. .\ definite statement will probably be
forthcoming in the course of the next few days.

Review Chiefs and Advertising Men Confer
Take

Up

Question
of Objectionable
Publicity — Committee
Appointed to Consider Matter.
AT
a recent meeting of the .\ssociated Motion Picture
.\dvertisers. Inc., a conference was held with a committee representing the National Board of Review for
the purpose of discussing the present character of publicity
matter being issued to exhibitors by the manufacturers. .Addresses on behalf of the board were made by Dr. Cranston
Brenton, chairman of the general committee of the board;
Dr. Orlando F. Lewis, general secretary of the Prison Association of New York; Clarence A. Perry, associate director
department of recreation. Russell Sage Foundation; W.
Frank Persons, director of the Charity Organization Society,
and W. D. McGuire. Jr.. executive secretary of the board.
Mr. McGuire pointed out that the board was in receipt of
many strong letters from all over the country protesting
against the nature of the advertising that accompanies some
of the pictures. He suggested that, in justice to the industry
at large, these complaints should be taken up and given
serious consideration hy those whci had authority to change
conditions for the better. Mr. McGuire admitted that the
question was one that might be considered as out of the ordinary jurisdiction of the board, hut it had been decided to
ask for the conference on account of the large interests involved.
Arthur James, chairman of the publicity men's organization, pointed out that possibly the cause of the complaints
to a large extent in the choice by directors of the
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situations they saw fit to photograph with a still camera,
thereby restricting the publicity men in their supply of material for posters.
The result of the conference was the appointment by
(. hairman James of a committee to take up the whole question with the National .-Kssociation of the Motion Picture
industry and to make recommendations as to what they
considered necessary in the way of changes in the type of
I'ublicity matter. The committee named was Paul Gulick,
i'. .\. Parsons and l-.. Lanning Masters.

Soldiers Get Films by Aeroplane
J. E. Madsen, of El Paso, Describes How Uncle Sam's Boys
in Mexico Get Quick Service.
motion picture lilms are transported by airship
HOW
across country a distance of 21)0 miles is described in a
letter received from J. E. Madsen, manager of the
Peerless Feature Film Company, of El Paso. Texas. The

Peerless

furnishes

pictures

Chaplain

l'"r

tin-

Randolph's

*.ililkr-i

of

liicle

.'^anl

Audience.

"somewhere in Mexico," and what they mean to the men so
far from home territory and so completely shut off from the
amusements commonly available to most men and women
may easily be imagined. From El Paso the films are shipped
by express to Columbus. N. M. From there they are forwarded by auto truck train to the first post, situated at Colonia Dublan, Mexico, .-\fter being exhibited here they are
sent on by aeroplane to El \'alle, 200 miles away.
The exhibitions at Colonia Dublan are under the supervision of Chaplain John M. Moose, of the Seventh Cavalry.
Here five thousand men are entertained. Chaplain John .\.
in chief"
is the "exhibitor
Sixth toInfantry,
Randolph,
at
El \alle ofandthecaters
4.000 soldiers.
Chaplain Randolph,
in a letter to Mr. Madsen. says General Pershing and Colonel
.\llaire. the camp commander have expressed a willingness
to do everything
possible
further
the comfort and entertainment of the men
underto their
command.
Mr. Madsen says Simplex machines are used at each place
and the soldiers generate their own electricity. The screen
is hung on the wall of an adobe shack, and the men sit around,
on the ground to see the show. "Imagine three to five thousand men sitting around as shown in the inclosed p»st card,"
he adds. ".\t El \'alle one day the operator. Corporal H. E.
Prussner. broke the main driving gear in the machine,
and next n-.orning sent it by airship 200 miles to Colonia
Dublan. wdiere the army has an electric shop. There the part
was welded and returned 200 miles the same day. That night
he show was given and no loss of time was occasioned.
PROTEST AGAINST BONUS FOR SERIALS.
On November 3 the Theater Managers and Motion Picture
Exhiliitors' .Association of St. Louis, held a re.gular meeting
at the .Assembly Rooms. 400 Benoist Building. The question
of prepayment for serials came up for discussion. Several
members dwelt on the injustice of compelling the exhibitor
to tie himself up on a serial before he could know how the
serial was going to take. .\ motion was made and carried
unanimously, to the effect that hereafter the members of the
.Association will not pay for serials in advance or deposit
anv bonus money. The members, however, declared their
willingness to pay C. O. D. if need be. The oflRcers of the
organizations are: Edward Pohlmann, President; Frederick
Wehrenherg, Vice-President; Tilly Schwartz. Financial Secretary: Frank L. Root, Secretary: J. W. Price. Treasurer:
C. Bermeitinger, Sergeant-at-.\rms. The executive committee consists ofGeorge
Joseph Meyer.
Mogler,John
W. Yockey,
O. Reves.~TChrist
Young,
M Whitman,
George Coloves,
Fre<lerick Hoelzer.
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American Pictures in Japan
But Due to High Rate Few of Our Better Productions Are
Shown — Tendency Developing to Exhibit Serials Popular
in United States.
Kobe consular district has between fifty and sixty
THE
motion picture theaters, according to U. S. \ ice Consul
E. R. Dickover, Kobe, writing in ■■Commerce Reports."
Their supplies are obtained from two exchanges — the Tennen
Shoku Katsudo Shashin Kabushiki Kaisha (Natural Color
Moving Picture Corporation), with the head office at Suyeyoshibashi 3 chrome, Shinsai-bashi, Nishi-iru, Osaka, and the
Nippon Katsudo Shashin Kabushiki Kaisha (Japanese Moving Picture Corporation), with the head office at Kamimakicho, Nihonbashi-ku, Tokyo. These tw^o firms import all the
foreign films used in this district, and control the sale of films
manufactured in Japan. They also import and sell the projectors and other instruments used in exhibiting movmg pictures.
There are no low-price, continuous performance motion
picture theaters in this district. Ordinarily only one performance of 6 to 8 reels, lasting about three hours, is given each
day. The prices of admission vary from 5 to 30 cents, depending upon the seats taken. Some of the theaters show a
complete program of Japanese films and other a complete
program of foreign films, but the great m.ajority of the houses
combine the two classes in about equal proportions. The
theaters which cater to the laboring class make a specialty of
native films, while those patronized by the better class of
Japanese and by foreigners exhibit either a combination of
foreign and domestic films or only foreign films. The program is changed every week or ten days.
Most of the foreign photoplays are French, Italian, or English dramas or American comedies. Very few of the better
grade of .American plays have been seen here. The exchanges explain this fact by stating that European films are
cheaper, and that they can not afford to pay the high rates
charged for the Japanese rights to good .\merican plays. A
tendency to exhibit the serial adventure films so popular in
.\merica has developed recently, however.
Detective plays with plenty of hidden staircases, airships
in action, "slap-stick" comedies, and plays of adventure with
many "thrills" are demanded. The "sob plays" also are well
patronized by the Japanese women. Society and problem
plays are not in demand.
American exporters will not be likely to succeed in any attem.pts they may make to sell films direct to the theaters.
The motion picture houses are usually controlled by the film
exchanges, and they must take the films that are given them.
The fact that titles, subtitles, leaders, and inserts in the foreign films are printed in English results in a demand for
translations and explanations of the action. These are made
by men in the exchanges, and are read by a sort of lecturer
who, standing beside the screen, translates the action as the
play proceeds. It would be impossible for each small theater to employ a m.an conversant with English and with foreign customs to interpret each play.
The films manufactured in this district are not likely to find
appreciative audiences in America. The photography is often
poor and the action is slow, on account of long intervals
during which the actors converse. Films produced in Japan
under foreign supervision, however, probably would prove acceptable, as the beautiful scenery and many charming costumes of the Japanese could be utilized to great advantage.
As the exchanges do not stick to any one film service, but
buy their films all over the world, it would not pay to advertise heavily in the local papers for the sake of the one or
two films that m.ight be sold each month. Advertising posters for use in front of the theaters are of little value, as the
exchanges furnish with the films hand-painted posters in the
Japanese language. Photographs of the actors and of scenes
in the play are used to some extent. No projectors or other
supplies for the exhibition of motion pictures are produced in
this district.
The import duty on developed film is $3.10 per pound, including the inner packing. The duty on moving picture projectors and on moving picture cameras is 50 per cent, ad
valorem.
WORLD RELEASES "DOUBLING UP."
The two days' showing of Alice Brady in "Bought and Paid
For" at the New York theater, where one day for each photoplay is the rarely broken rule, was so successful that Mr.
Loew is in treaty with the World-Brady interests for several
repetitions of the experim.ent. It is quite possible that all the
World
the
Newreleases
York. hereafter may "double up" in this manner at
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To Exploit Our Industrial Resources
Commerce

Bureau Planning to Show in South America Pictures of Economic Development of United States.

ARR.^NGEMENTS are being made by the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce to exhibit in South
America a number of selected films showing t3'pical
.American manufacturing processes, welfare work in industrial institutions, and other details of economic life in this
country. In recent years South .\mericans have become better and better acquainted with the facilities of the United
States for furnishing them manufactured products, but it is
felt that many of them are yet only slightly acquainted with
the industrial development of this country. It is to further
education along these lines that the Bureau proposes to
make use of these motion picture film.s.
The commercial attaches in South .America will have charge
of the exhibition of these pictures, making arrangements to
have them shown in the motion picture houses of their respective localities. The films will be obtained from the Bureau of Commercial Economics, an unofficial organization
with headquarters in Washington, D. C, which has on hand
a large number of films showing various phases of American
industry. According to present arrangements between this
Bureau and the Bureau of Commercial Economics, the latter
is to supply the films which it thinks will be most educative
and most interesting, and this Bureau will inspect them and
perhaps m.ake a further selection and send the films which it
thinks most desirable to the commercial attaches.
It is hoped that the exhibition of these pictures will be introductory to a much more extended campaign by which
.American manufacturers may have their films displayed for
advertising purposes. Plans for an arrangement by which
this can be effected are being formed, but no definite announcement can be made until further advices are received from
the commercial attaches.

Spain Films the Story of Columbus
A Great Feature Said to Possess Uncommon Spectacular and
Historic Merit Soon to Be Seen Here.
THE
latest news from the foreign film market is unique
and exceptionally interesting. Spain has produced a big
feature of exceptional merit and of uncommon historic
value. The feature is one which Spain, of all countries in the
world, has the best right and the best opportunity to make:
The Story of Christopher Columbus.
This feature, from, what we can learn from our Spanish
edition, Cine-Mundial, possesses extraordinary points of interest. While the prime movers in the enterprise were private parties, it is said that the Government of Spain has lent
its aid not onlj' with a substantial subsidy, but with providing
facilities for making the picture historically accurate in every
detail. The owner of the film is Charles Jean Drossner and
the director is Gerard Bourgeois. The project has from the
start enlisted the enthusiastic co-operation of the best
scholars and historians in Spain, who w^ere all an,xious to do
their share toward making the production as fine as possible.
In point of costumes the production, it is claimed, is without
a flaw. Spain is a country which changes but little and which
has preserved its medieval atmosphere. Hence the new
production will make it possible for the student of history to
follow the whole epochal event at the very places and in the
very
acted. surroundings in which its -various phases are first enThe production will arrive in New York in the course of
the next few weeks and a showing to the most prominent
men in the film world will be given soon after its arrival.

DORIS KENYON

ENGAGED

FOR "THE TRAVELING

The Famous Players Film Company has engaged Doris
SALESMAN."
Kenyon to play opposite Frank Mclntyre in an adaptation of
the latter's celebrated stage success, "The Traveling Salesman." which is scheduled for appearance on the Paramount
program on December 18. Miss Kenyon has been engaged
before the motion picture camera at various studios, her
work attracting the attention of the Famous Players and so
impressing them that she was engaged for an important role
in
the Mclntyre production despite her comparative inexperience.
KELSEY
FILMING "BLOOD
MONEY."
With Harry Carey and Louise Lovely as his featured players. Director F. A. Kelscy is filming a two-reel Western
dram.a, "Blood Money," at Universal City, Carey enacts the
role of a bad man.
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General Film Suggestions
Offers a Series of Mighty Good Program Pictures for Week
of November 20.
THK
Siieriti's lilundcr." a Iwo-pan drama produced in
Sclig's studios leaturing Tom Mix and Victoria Korde
will be the tirst picture screened on General Film Service program for the week November 20-25 inclusive. Tom
Mix is the Simon pure cowboy actor and "The Sheriff's
Blunder" it is said alTords hin; an excellent vehicle for displaying his undoubted knowledge of Western life on the
plains. This will be followed by a Vitagraph one reel comedy, with Mary Anderson in the titular role, entitled "The
Pasters." Selig-Tribune will then feature pictorially all the
big news of the world and the day's program will he brought
to a close with "Fisli," a one-act Biograph comedy in which
Bert Williams, widely known as a top liner in vaudeville and
also as a star of the Ziegfeld Follies, is featured.
.\n Essanay two-part drair.a, "Unto the Least of These,"
with Mary Mc.-Mister and John Cossar in the titular roles will
be the lirst picture shown Tuesday, November 25. This will
be succeeded by "Rival Fakers," a Kalem one-act comedy
presenting "Ham," "Eud." Ethel Teare, and Henry Murdoch.
"Oil and Water," a two-part Biograph drama in which
Blanche Sweet and Henry Walthall are starred will be the
final picture of that day.
Ben Turpin. Essanay's comedian, will be featured in the
first picture shown Wednesday, November 22, a one-act comedy entitled "Some Bravery." Harry Myers and Rosemary
Theby will get the lime light ne.xt in a Vim one part comedy,
"The Good Stenographer." Then will come the 16th episode
of Kalem's "The Girl from 'Frisco," entitled "The Fight for
Paradise Valley." Marin Sais and True Boardman are featured in this two-act drama.
Selig-Tribune and a Vim comedy presenting Babe Hardy
and Kate Price will be Thursday's offerings. The comedy is
entitled "Mother's Child."
"Twin Souls." a Knickerbocker Star Feature drama in three
parts will be the first picture shown Friday, November 24,
with R. Henry Gray and Lillian West in the stellar roles.
■This will be followed by Kalem's "The House of Three
Deuces," the sixth adventure of "Grants Police Reporter,"
presenting George Larkin and Ollie Kirkby. Then will come
a Vitagraph one-act comedy, "Justice a la Carte," with Huntley Gordon providing the fun. A Vim comedy in one act,
"Money Maid Men," featuring "Pokes" and "Jabbs," will
close the program for the day.
.\n Essanay three-part drama, "The Border Line," presenting Nell Craig and Edward .Arnold, will be the first picture
flashed on the screen Saturday, November 25. This will be
followed by an episode of the "Hazards of Helen Series,"
"The Forgotten 'Train Order," in which Kalem's venturesome girl, Helen Gibson, supplies some daring feats. The
week's program will be brought to a close with a Selig oneact drama, "Hedge of Heart's Desire," presenting Virginia
Kirtley and Robyn Adair.

"The Crisis" is Selling Rapidly

Remarkable

Record Made by the Sherman-Elliott Concern
in the Disposition of Territory.

Forty-one state rights to \\"illiam N. Selig's pretentious
photodrama, "The Crisis," have been disposed of by ShermanElliott, Inc., which controls the selling rights for the entire
United States and Canada. Practically all sections of the
country have been sold and deals are pending for the disposal of New York and New England, which will complete
the entire sale of "The Crisis." This is a remarkable record
in the sale of territorial rights. No other big production has
ever been sold in so short a space of time.
Among the buyers are; Warner Film Attractions, San
Francisco, California, who have acquired the rights for California, .Arizona and Nevada and are ready for booking. A
syndicate of well known middle western film men have purchased Ohio, Indiana. West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware
and District of Columbia; the name of the leasing firm to
be announced later. The State Rights Company, of Jackson, Mississippi, have purchased Mississippi, Tennessee and
Louisiana. 'The Master Photo Play Attractions of Newark
for New Jersey. William Sievers, Grand Central Theater
Co., of St. Louis and Missouri.
A big combination of exhibitors who control theaters over
the East are negotiating for the rights for New York, and
the same combination may include the New England territory. ."V well known film corporation of ."Vtlant?^ Ga.. have
contracted for a group of southern states which include Alabama, Georgia, Florida, North and South Carolina.
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Arrangements have been made for a simultaneous showing of "'rhc Crisis" on or about November 19 in St. Louis,
Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, as well as other principal
cities of the East, possibly including New York City.

Mutual Promotes Sullivan
President Freuler Raises Serial Man to Position of Assistant
General Manager.
R.'VPID developments and increasing volume of business
has moved President John R. Freuler, of the Mutual
Film Corporation to make important increases in his
executive staff and a reassignment of the home office activities. D. J. Sullivan, who for the last two years has been in
charge of the serials
department, has been
made assistant general
manager of the Mutual.
This means, in effect,
that Mr. Sullivan will
extend his supervision
of the merchandising
of serials to cover the
entire Mutual output.
J. C.
assistant toGraham,
the president,
will be thus enabled to
devote a larger portion
of his time to the matters pertaining to production, the alignment
and contracting of
stars for special productions and related
matters. This phase of
the Mutual's activity
has recently been making increasing demands
upon the time and attention of the
home
new arrangement Mr.
""^^ ='=''^- Under the
J. Sulli
Graham Dennis
will divide
his time van.
between New
York, Chicago and
the Pacific Coast producing centers.
Incident to the readjustment to take care of the Mutual's
greater business the publicity department, under Terry Ramsaye, is being assigned to larger quarters on the fifth floor
of the Consumer's Building in Chicago, where the Mutual
now occupies practically three floors. The staff of "Reel
Life," the Mutual's magazine house organ, and the publicity
staff have been considerably augmented to handle the increasing publicity load.
"The increases in the home office staff, including the reapportionment ofduties incident to the promotion of Mr.
Sullivan and reassignment of Mr. Graham." remarked Mr.
Freuler, "come because the heavier demands upon us require
m.ore specialization, more sharply defined departmental lines.
"Both of my able lieutenants have their specialties and
plenty to do. This is a part of our effort to do our utmost
for our product and our customers.
"It is the distinct and special purpose of the Mutual Film
Corporation to render to the exhibitor 'service beyond the
films'tion
allincreases
the time.
As our industry
andthe
competithe exhibitor
more andprogresses
more needs
fullest
possible co-operation from the distributor.
"In the Mutual Film Corporation with all of its important
connections and resources I am. seeking to give the exhibitor
all possible aid in realizing the utmost from the high earning
power of the productions which w^e put into his house. Every
move for Mutual efficiency is a move for theater efficiency."
HAL ROACH OF ROLIN MARRIED.
Director General Hal Roach of The Rolin Company has returned from his honeymoon trip with his bride who was
Margaret Nichols, one of his players. Mrs. Roach was
formerly featured in Balboa productions on the Pathe program and in going over to the Rolin forces is a Pathe player
still. In addition to real talent she has youth and notably
good looks.
DE HAVEN IN "HIS NIGHT OUT."
Carter De Haven is directing and playing the lead in "His
Night Out" which is being made in one-reel at Universal City.
Flora Parker De Haven plays opposite him in the comedy, the
cast of which also includes Eileen Sedg^vick, Jessie Arnold
and Millard K. Wilson.
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Metro Forecast
Announcement

of Program for Fall and Early Winter — Many
Productions Under Way.

a final conference between Richard A.
FOLLOWING
Rowland, president of Metro Pictures Corporation, B.
A. Rolfe, general manager of Rolfe Photoplays, Inc.;
Robert North, of the Popular Plays and Players; \V. Christy
Cabanne, of the Quality Studios, and Maxwell Karger, general manager of the Metro-Rolfe and Metro-Columbia
studios, Metro's plans for the late Fall and early Winter season have just been announced.
These plans embrace the offering of a serial believed to be
the most pretentious ever shown in motion pictures, with
Francis X. Bushman and Beverlj'- Bayne as co-stars, and a
long list of screen plays of the highest type.
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne are at work, as
co-stars, on the fourteen episode serial, which promises to be
one of the greatest triumphs of their screen career. W.
Christy Cabanne is directing the production, with the assistance of Eugene Thurston. The original story of the serial
is from the pen of Mme. Fred, de Gresac, and has been
adapted for the use of Mr. Bushman and Miss Bayne by
Mr. Cabanne. Helen Dunbar will have a part of strength and
sympathy. Others in the cast of the diflferent episodes are
Edw-ard Connolly, Mrs. Balfour, Belle Bruce, Charles Ripley
and Charles Fang. Fang plays the Chinese valet to Mr.
Bushman.
Mme. Petrova has collaborated with Mrs. L. Case Russell,
who wrote "The Black Butterfly," soon to be released, in a
new five-act photoplay which presents the most striking contrast to any of the productions in which she has recently
appeared. The scenes are laid in Corsica, and the title of the
play will be a single Corsican word, which will be given on
the screen both in the original and in the English translation. The play is frankly elemental in its appeal. The star
chose it as a change from the feminist productions in which
she has been seen. Burton L. King is directing the play at
the Popular Plays and Players' studio, with Edward James
assisting.
Edmund Lawrence is completing work on the Anna Steese
Richardson play, "A Man's Woman." The star has finished
her work in this production with Mr. Lawrence as director,
and it only remains for him to take the scenes in which she
is not required and cut and assemble the film. Mahlon
Hamilton. J. W. Hartman. H. Cooper Cliffe and other well
kown players are in her support.
Emmy Wehlen-soon will begin work in a picturization of
Ella Wheeler
Wilcox's
of the
under
the direction
of S.poem.
Rankin"The
Drew,Belle
at the
RolfeSeason,"
studio.
This will be Mr. Drew's first picture under the Metro banner,
but with four members of his_ family in the same studio —
Ethel Barrymore, Lionel Barrymore and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Drew — he should feel at home. Miss Wehlen has completed
her work at the Popular Plays and Players' studio in the
Aaron Hoffman feature, "\'anity." The dainty star has a part
exactly to her liking in "The Belle of the Season."John W. Noble, having returned from a hunting trip, made
after he had directed Ethel Barrymore in "The Awakening
of Helena Richie." will commence the direction of the new
Metro star, Frances Nelson, in a play based on another Ella
Wheeler Wilcox poem.. "A Reverie in a Station House."
Miss Nelson is one of the most beautiful and popular of the
younger screen stars.
Mabel Taliaferro is busy with a new production, "Jerry
of the Emerald Isle," under the direction of John H. Collins.
Mr. Collins is intensely interested in the quaint Irish atmosphere of the play, considering it especially suitable to Miss
Taliaferro's personality, and the feature promises to be one
of extraordinary interest, under his direction. Robert Walker
plays opposite the star. Miss Taliaferro's next picture will
be a five-part photoplay written by Katherine Kavanaugh,
author
success. of "The Wheel of the Law," Emily Stevens' great
Viola Dana is the star in "Threads of Fate" now in production. This is a Metro-Columbia feature. Eugene Newland is directing this picture, which, written by Richard
Barry, has been adapted for the screen by June Mathis.
Miss Dana is supported by Robert Whittier, .\ugustus
Phillips, Helen Strickland. Richard Tucker, Nellie Grant.
Fred Jones and other notable people. The play is said to be
well suited to the talents of this favorite star, whose latest
picture,
of always
Eden." be
is representative
order of "The
work Gates
that can
expected of her.of the high
.\n early release will be "The Stolen Triumph," a MetroRolfe feature production
starring Julius Steger.
This star
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has not been seen on the Metro program since "The Blindness of Love." The present story has been arranged by
Mr. Steger and by Maxwell Karger. An unusually strong
supporting cast lias been chosen to support Mr. Steger, including Clara Whipple, Clara Blandick, Harry Burkhardt,
Marie Reichardt, Stanhope Wheatcroft and Master Maury
Steurat.
Lionel Barrymore will next be seen in "The End of the
Tour," a romance of the one-night-stands, written originally
by Earle Mitchell, and dramatized for the screen by George
D. Baker. Mr. Baker is the director of the production.
"The End of the Tour" combines comedy and pathos, and
its clim.ax is a genuine sensation. In the story two stranded
actors decide to recoup their fortunes by teaching the firemen of a Volunteer Hose Company how to act. Incidentally,
they become well acquainted w^ith the townspeople, prominent among whom are Col. Jessup and his fair daughter
Grace.
Lionel idol.
Barrymore
"Buddy,"
man
and matinee
Frank plays
Currier,
Ethel ex-leading
Dayton, Kate
Blancke, Charles Eldridge and other favorite players are
in the cast, which includes a charming new discovery, Mary
Taylor, no less a person than the wife of the playwright and
film editor, Charles A. Taylor. Although she is known on
the stage, this will be her advent in the screen drama.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew have been enjoying a well deserved rest. Out on the Pacific coast, Harold Lockwood and
Maj'^ Allison are working hard to complete the production of
"Pidgin Island," a picturization of Haroid MacGrath's famous novel. They are under the direction of Fred J. Balshofer, who has also made the screen version. Lillian Hayward, William Ephe, Lester Cuneo and other well-known
favorites are included in the cast, which is of practically uniform excellence. The many lovers of MacGrath's masterpiece will be delighted to know that the book has been carefully followed in the screen version, and that picturesque
spots along the Pacific coast have been chosen to form a setting for the photoplay. Jay Hunt is assisting Mr. Balshofer in the production.

Vosburgh Joins Ince Forces
ALFRED
VOSBURGH
has been engaged
by Thomas
H. Ince to play opposite Enid Bennett in Triangle-KayBeenectionproductions.
Vosburgh'shaving
secondbeencon-a
with the moving This
spiritis Mr.
of Inceville,
a member of the old
Kay-Bee and Broncho
companies.
Before the formation
of the came
triangle,
beassociatedhe with
another studio, but has
now returned to his
first allegiance, to be
featured in conjunction
nett. little Miss Benwith
Mr.
gained his Vosburgh
first knowledge
in
the com.oany
of
of acting
as a "super"
Robert B. ' Mantell.
Later on, while appearing as a butler in a
stage production, the
leading man failed to
put in an appearance,
and he was asked to do
the part, which he continued in for the following four seasons.
.-Mthough Mr. Vosburgh did creditable work in "Barriers Burned Away," "The
Deep Purple," "The Idler." and other successes of the spoken
drama, he says that his best work has been done for the screen
under Mr. Ince's direction.
Alfred Vosburgh.

WILLIAM

RUSSELL

IS

RE-SIGNED

BY

AMERICAN.

William Russell, the popular Mutual star, whose work in
"The Diamond from the .Sky" and in such five-reel productions as "Soul Mates," "The Man Who Would Not Die,"
"The Man from Manhattan" and "The Torch Bearer" have
given him a unique place in the film world, has been put
under new contract by S. S. Hutchinson, president of the
American Film Company, for the ensuing year and will continue to be seen in Mutual Star productions.
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Universal Screen Magazine
Will Make Its Kirst Appearance With the Week
— Novel
Idea.

PICTURE

prodiKedon bythisFrancis
release
date.
of Nov. 20

Tlll'^ Universal program for the week of November 20
IS noteworthy tn that it contains the first issue of the
"Universal Screen Magazine," which will be released on
November J4. This magazine will treat of new inventions,
microscopic and astronomical photography, phases of sociological and civic betterment work and m general of subjects
which cannot be strictly classihed as "news" for the Animated Weekly. In other words, the Universal Screen Magazine will be a supplement to the Animated Weekly just as
the Sunday Magazine section of the daily newspaper supplements and elaborates upon the news of the day.
Un November 20 the Universal will release "The Devil's
liondwoman," a tive-reel Red Feather drama written by
\\ illie Woods, scenarioized by Maie Havey and produced by
Lloydard L'arleton.
Davenport,
Johnson,
RichMorris. AdeleDorothy
Farrington,
WilliamEniury
Canheld
and Miriam
Shelby appear in the picture. On the same day Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran will offer to comic relief in the Nestor comedy, "flow Do Vou Feel?" which was sceenarioized by Walter Newman from the story by Robert McGowan and produced by L. Chaudet. Fred Gamble and Priscilla Dean play
the principal roles in the pictures.
"1 he Woman He Feared," a three reel society drama featuring Viola Sn;ith, will be released on November 21 under
the Gold Seal brand. This startling feature was produced by
Harry Millarde from the story by E. M. Ingleton. Franklyn
Fariium, \\ illiam Cantield, Clarissa Selwyn and Adele Farrington play the principal roles. The Special \'ictor comedy,
"Feli.K Gets In Wrong," featuring Edith Roberts, will be
released on the same date. The story of the play by Frank
Orniston was scenarioized by Calder Johnstone and produced by Frank Ormston. George Feli.x, Frank Staple, Margaret Whistler, George Odell, Viola Lind also play important
parts.
There will be no Victor release this week.
Betty Schade and Charles Cummings are featured on November 22 in the Imp drama, "W"hen He Came Back," which
was written by Joseph Le Brandt and produced by John McDermott. Malcolm Blevins appears in support of the principals. Un the same day Billie Ritchie raises particular Ned
in "Where Is My Wife?" an L-Ko two reel comedy and No.
47 of the Universal .\nimated Weekly will be released.
"The Emerald Pin." a Laemmle two-reel drama scenarioized by Maie Havey from the story by E. Magnus Ingleton
and produced by Burton George will be released on November 23 with Roberta Wilson, Eileen Sedgwick, Gretchen
Lcderer, Charles Perley. Louise Owen and Myrtle Gillette in
the principal roles. On the same date the Powers juvenile
release, "Irma In Wonderland," written and produced by
Lule Warrenton, will be released with Irma Sorter. Dorothy
Clark. Linnie Gee, Bennie Suslow, Gerald Ward and George
Hupp in the leading juvenile roles. On November 23 ".\ccusing Evidence," a Special Big U mountain drama featuring
l.on Chancy, Pauline Bush and Murdock MacQuarrie also
will be released.
On November 24 the Imp two-reel mystery drama, "Circumstantial Guilt." scenarioized by Maie Havey from the
story by George Suprenant and produced by George Cochrane will be released. Jack Nelson and Burton Law will
plav the principal roles supported by Grace Bonyng, Charles
Cummings, Fred Montague and Dan Duffy. On this date
Number (_)ne of the Universal Screen Magazine will be issued,
together with the Nestor comedy, "Married a Year," fea
turing Ed. Sedgwick an'd Betty Schade. "Married a Year"
was written by Calder Johnstone and produced by John
McDermott.
"The Lost Lode." a two-reel mining drama featuring Edith
Johnstone and Edward Hearn will be released under the
Bison brand on November 25. This thriller was scenarioized by William Parker from the story by J. B. Ricem and
produced by Henry McRac. E. N. Wallack and L. C. Shumway also play important roles in it. On the same date Gale
llcnry and William Francy co-star in the Joker comedy,
".\ Janitor's \'endetta," written by Harry Wuize and produced by W. W. Beaudine. Lillian Peacock. Charles Conklin and Milburn Moranti also play important parts in the
production.
There will be no Laemmle release on this date.
On November 26 a split reel Powers containing ".Sammy
Johnson at the Sea Side." a comic cartoon, and "In and
Around .\ncient Japan as Seen by Dr. Dorsey." an eduralional split reel will be released. .\ Big U special. "The
Heroine
of San
two-reel
Francis Ford
and Juan."
Grace aCunard
alsomilitary
will be drama
releasedfeaturing
on this
date.
This special release was written by Grace Cunard and
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There will be no Re.x nor In-.p

During the week of November 20 "The Flag of Truce," the
fifteenth episode of the Universal special serial, "Liberty,"
featuring Marie Walcamp, Jack liolt and Eddie Polo will be
released. Neal Harl, Maud Emory, Bertram Grassby, L. M.
Wells and li. Raymond Nye also play important parts in this
most popular of Universal serials.

Mutual Picture of Indian Life
William Russell Leads ofin November
"Lone Star"20. on Program for Week
Wll.l.l.VM KISSLLL ill a strong tale of Indian life on
the Nebraska reservation heads the releases of the
.Mutual F'llm Corporation for the week of Novembel
20. The title of the live reel Mutual Star production in which
Kussell is starred is "Lone Star." Russell plays the title
role, that of an uncivilized Indian, who becomes one of the
country's
most
celebrated
surgeons.
This production gives Russell a great opportunity to do
some excellent work and it is quite remote from any type ever
portrayed by him heretofore. His transition from an uncouth,
hot-tempered and uncivilized savage to the highly polished
surgeon is not one acquired in a day, but is steady and
Russell is called upon to do some very clever work to show
this transition.
The story of "Lone Star" is by Kenneth Clarke and this in
itself speaks a lot for the success of the production. It was
dir.ected by Edward Sloman of the American Film Company
In this story the white man's civilization appeals to Lone
Star, who becomes part of it. He becomes an outcast of the
Indians for seeking the white man's civilization and is scorned
by the whites because he is an Indian. Russell feeling that
this role was one of the best opportunities of his career and
that the character of Lone Star was well suited to his type
has made the most of it.
Charlotte Burton as the millionaire's daughter, Harry Von
Meter, Alfred Ferguson and Ashton Dearholt support Russell in "Lone Star."
"The False Clew," a two-reel Mutual drama will be released
on November 20. Dorothy Davenport is starred in this production. Itis the story of the murder of a girl's father being
placed at the door of her lover, who was not approved by'
the murdered man. The maid tells of a quarrel which had
ensued between the two men and later the young man is
arrested. He is cleared by the story told by the butler. The
butler relates of how the girl had been brought up by him
and his wife, after the death of her mother and they had
been
the tells
onlywho
onesthetoreal
know
of the was.
girl's secret marriage.
He then
murdered
"The Detective's Head," the first chapter of the great
Gaumont photonovel, "The Vampire," will be released on
November 2i. This is in three reels and contains thrills
galore. "The Vampires," shown both in England and France,
has been one of the most successful serials ever put out. It
followswidethe popularity.
"Fantomas" picture and bids fair for eclipsing
their
This first chapter tells of the murder of Detective Durtal
by the "vampires," a band of criminals operating, in Paris.
Durtal had sworn to run down the crime trust and this was
their answer. The head of the murdered man is missing. No
one knows who the X'ampires are, but do know that they
commit the most dastardly deeds. .-Xftcr the discovery of
the dead man. Philip (iuard. a young newspaper reporter
starts out to find the clues which will lead to the arrest of
the Vampires.
George Ovey, in a very clever one-reel comedy, "Jerry's
Double Header." in which he not only captures a hold-up
man, and gets a big reward, but is made the hero of the hour
and wins the girl of his dreams, is released on November 24.
".■\n .-Vrtful Dodger," a one-reel comedy featuring Bill Parsons and containing a whole raft of laughs, is scheduled for
November 25, in connection with a one-reel drama, title to
be announced later.
For November 26. Rube Miller and Lillian Hamilton,
famous for their comic actions with the \"ogue Company,
will appear in "Lip the Flue." a two-reel \'ogue production.
.\ laugh a minute in store for everyone seeing this comedy, in
which after many hair-raising incidents, a bomb is thrown
out of a window, which lands on a big chimney, causing the
chin-ney to fall to the earth. Everyone in the cast is rained
upon with thousands of bricks.
There arc four one-reel sccnics to be released this week. •
The second of the "Tours .Vround the World. ' "Reel Life,"
"See America First." on the .same reel with "Kartoon Komics" and the "Mutual Weekly."
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Paramount Picture Plays
Marguerite Clark Makes Her First Appearance Under Her
New Contract Week of Novsmber 20 — Cleo Ridgely
and Wallace Reid on the Program.
THE

first straight farce in which Marguerite Clark, Famous Players star in Paramount Pictures, has appeared
on the screen, will be "Miss George Washington,"
which in connection with the Lasky production of "The
Yellow Pawn" in which Cleo Ridgely and Wallace Reid costar, formulate the two features on the Paramount Program
for the week of November 20. Both features are of an exceptionally high class quality, and surrounding the features for
the week will be the forty-first edition of the magazine-onthe-screen, the Paramount Pictographs; the forty-second
weekly "Trips Around the World" with Burton Holmes,
which he has been conducting personally for Paramount,
this %veek going to British Egypt, and the Paramount-Bray
Cartoon from the pen of Earl Hurd, "Bobby Bumps at the
Circus."
The appearance of Marguerite Clark on the program for
this week marks her return to the screen for an indefinite
period of time, the announcement of which dispels all doubt
concerning this screen favorite's decision of remaining on
the screen despite repeated rumors that she would return
to thecould
stage.
George
a story
of a girl
who
not "Miss
tell the
truth,Washington"
and is filled iswith
a whirlwind
of complications reaped by a single lie, and which will discourage anybody from hereafter departing from the truth.
She is supported in this production by a cast of the following players: Frank Losee, Niles Welch. Florence Marten,
Joseph
Maud Turner Gordon, "Billy" Watson and
Herbert Gleason,
Prior.
"The Yellow Pawn" is conceded to be the most attractive
photoplay that has ever been given to Cleo Ridgely and Wallace Reid for their portrayal on the Paramount Program.
In an automobile accident the heroine is compelled to accept the hospitality of James Nelson, an artist, played by
Wallace Reid, and which becomes a case of "love at first
sight." The production is done in a high class, artistic style,
for which all Lasky productions have become famous. There
are a number of thrilling incidents and complications that
surround the two leads, which show the inner workings in
a new guise of the modern district attorney's offices. The
stars are surrounded by the following cast of players: William Conklin, Tom Forman, Olive Golden, C. H. Geldert,
George Webb and Mr. Kuja.
The magazine-on-the-screen, the Paramount Pictographs
for this week, contain four feature subjects, all of which are
unique and especially attractive in themselves. The first is
the third installment of the pictures secured by Dr. George
Burbank Shatluck, Professor of Geology in Vassar College,
which show some unusually unique and interesting scenes
along a number of waterways of Alaska, and takes a cruise
along the "inside passage" of the water route from Vancouver to the .\laskan shipping district at Juneau. During
this trip wonderful icebergs are seen and beautiful wild
scenery is shown from the deck of the boat, which is always
a source of wonder, visualizing what wonderful charm. there
is to be found in the great silence of the Arctic land.
Another section shows submarine gardens, which is one
of the greatest novelties and most remarkable achievements
in motion picture photography, a series of pictures made possible by the perfection of the submarine camera, and taken
at the bottom of the sea, ten miles off the coast of Florida,
picturing coral reefs and sea growths, and bringing into play
a wonderful amount of action through the struggle which
ensues between a diver and a huge "rattle snake of the deep."
In the series of pictures. "Health First," the contribution
for this week gives the latest cure for the fat, in which there
is shown the various ingenious devices recently invented to
eliminate excessive avoirdupois from, people who are too lazy
to walk or take exercise, while comedy is injected into the
reel in the Plastique contribution of Ashley Miller, in which
he shows how Sir Isaac Newton discovered the law of gravitation.
The Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures, which is
the forty-second of the series of "Trips .ground the World."
conducted personally by Mr. Holmes, takes the travelers to
British Egypt, and in doing so takes them back to the very
beginning of human history, as British Egypt, of which Cairo
is the center of governmental control, is the neutral ground
between the up-to-date today and the far-remote mysterious
^yesterday of the human race. In this trip in Cairo there are
to be seen citizens of every race under the sun. One hundred and one interesting sights are shown to the journevers
in their tour to the great Nile Bridge, where the novel traffic
of this country is wonderfully interesting.
Every little nook
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and corner of British Egypt is shown, together with all its
intimate comparisons of thousands of years before.
The Paramount-Bray carton for this week comes from the
pen of Earl Hurd, and takes Bobby Bumps, his clever character, to the circus. The antics through which Bobby is
compelled to go until he excites .sufficient interest in his
father's mind to give him enough cash to get into the "tented
city" are humorous in the extreme. This single reel is one
of the funniest that has ever been released by Paramount.
Special attractive lithographs, cuts and other exhibitor's
aids are distributed by Paramount with each of their feature
pictures on the Program, and their "little features" in all the
Paramount exchanges, the exhibitor's aids department are
doing everything in their power to have all Paramount Pictures presented in a better manner for a better public in a better class theater. The distribution of the free accessories for
exhibitors is being continued weekly through the exhibitor's
aids department, and are having a marked effect upon the
high calibre of their advertising and publicity.

New

Getting
"Stingaree'
' Home —
Hornung
StoriesReady
Will BeforDirected
by James
Strong Cast Being Selected.

K

.CLEM'S New York offices are humming with preparations for the new series of stories of "Stingaree," by
E. W. Hornung, the famous creator of "Raffles." The
first four stories for the new series arrived in the mails from
England last week and already the work of preparing them
for production is well under way.
The enthusiasm, of Kalem's executives over the successor
to one of their most popular series of productions has taken
new bounds since the receipt of the initial stories. The
plots of Mr. Hornung give every evidence that the second
edition of the adventures of the Australian bushranger will
have all the points of popular appeal that caused the original
stories to score so pronounced a_hit. "Stingaree" is once
more the debonair, devil-may-care gentleman-outlaw, a
Robin Hood in modern and picturesque settings. A reading
of the first stories to be received would indicate that the new
series will contain even more action and tense drama than
the first edition.
The second edition of "Stingaree" is probably the first motion picture to pass a censor in story form, but in this case
it is Great Britain's War Censor who has O.K'd the plots.
That a sense of humor — or of appreciation of a good story —
is not lacking in even a despotic mail censor is shown by a
pencilled notation across the corner of the first story. It
read: "Hope to see this story on the cinema screen soon —
Censor." This approval by the august censor is taken as a
good omen by Kalem.
As the first step in the production plans the company announced last week that James W. Home will be in charge
of the staging of the new "Stingaree." This is another assurance that the new series will be up to the mark of the
original productions since Director Home held the reins in
staging those two reelers. The "Girl from Frisco" series
from the pen of Robert Welles Ritchie is also an evidence of
the ability of Director Home to stage series productions that
maintain the interest steadily week after week. It was found
necessary to increase the latter series from fifteen to
twenty-five episodes.
A strong supporting cast is being formed to appear with
True Boardman, who will once more be seen in the title role
of "Stingaree." The next few weeks will bring full announcement of the other players to be seen in the series and
further plans for the productions. It has been definitely decided that the series will consist of fifteen episodes, each
of two reel length. Following the plan that Kalem has developed in this special field, each of the two-reel releases
will tell a separate story, with the central character carried
throughout.
Within the past week two well known publishing houses
have been in communication with Kalem to learn what arrangements had been made for the publication of Mr, Hornung's stories. The announcement that an author of Mr.
Hornung's international reputation had consented to write a
series of fifteen stories around one of his best known characters especially for the screen, seems to have created a flurry
in literary circles.
CULLEN LANDIS, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR.
Cullen Landis. ei,ghteen years old, has graduated from the
actor clan at Balboa studio to he a full-fledged assistant director. He is attached to the staff of Director Sherwood MacDonald, who is directing Jackie Saunders.
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Chicago Reel Fellows' Club

The Second Annual Reception and Ball. Held in the Gold
Room of the Hotel La Salle, Friday, Nov. 10, a Notable
Success.
THE

second annual reception and ball of the Reel FelClub ofRoom,
Chicago
held at the floor.
Hotel The
La Salle.
in the lows'
Gold
on was
the nineteenth
Red
Room on the same floor served as an ante-room and an
Italian garden, where cafe service was rendered until a late
hour.

It was about 10 o'clock before the large dancing hall was
fully tilled, and new arrivals up to midnight continued to
tax its capacity. It was about that hour when Richard C.
Travers, vice-president of the club, introduced the moving
picture stars who graced the occasion by their presence.
Among these were Miss Marguerite Clayton and Miss June
Walker, of the Essanay Csmpany: Miss Dolores Casinelli,
of the Emerald Motion Picture Co., and Patrick Calhoun,
Harry Dunkinson and other members of the Essanay Company.
There was high expectation that Max Linder. who arrived in town early on Friday, Nov. 10. from France, would
put in an appearance, but the following telegraphic message from George K. Spoor, president of Essanay, which
was read by Mr. Travers. dissipated the hope:
Mr. )tnx Ltnder extends bis best wishes and compliments to the Reel
Fellows Club. He desires me to say that his fourteen-day journey
from Contreville. France, to our city, makes it necessary for him to
go into immediate rest. and. therefore, regrets be cannot participate In
the frolic of the Reel Fellows' Club this time. Please accept my regrets
also.

It was well after midnight when the grand march took
place. It was led by Miss Marguerite Clayton and Richard
1\. Xehls. president of the Reel Fellows' Club, who were
followed in succession by Miss Dolores Casinelli and F. J.
Flaherty, vice-president of the club; Miss June Walker and
Patrick Calhoun. Mr. and Mrs. William J. Sweeney, Miss
Fva Campbell and Wallace Carlson, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Dunkinson, etc.
After the grand march a bevy of nattily dressed young
ladies served as newspaper girls, offering for sale a special
photoplay edition of the Chicago Evening Post, gotten up
by Mrs. Lawrence and Mr. B. C. Coffey, of the staff of that
paper, in aid of the Reel Fellows' ball. It is needless to say
that many sales were made, and that all prices were asked
and received, pennies being scoffed at.
After this dancing was resumed and in the intervals a
long, varied and exceptionally talented program of musical,
vaudeville and other numbers was offered. Chief among the
novelties was the Harry James Louisville Jug Band, the
members of which played musical numbers on the mouths
of stone whiskey jugs.
During the intervals the following dramatic celebrities
were also introduced: John Barrymore and his leading lady.
Bertha Mann, of "Justice." from Power's theater: Emily
Stevens, of "The Unchastened Woman," from the Princess,
and
from forty-five
the Illinoismembers
theater. of the "Alone at Last" company,
Music was furnished by a tango orchestra of six pieces,
furnished for the occasion by Carl Laemmle. of Universal
and Bluebird, and the Hotel LaSalle orchestra of ten pieces.
The members of the club who were unremitting in their
labors to make the event a great and worthy success were:
Richard C. Travers and M. G. Watkins, of the executive
committee; E. B. Lockwood, of the committee on arrangements, and G. V. Booth, of the committee on advertising.
These men were well nigh exhausted when the ball came
to an end about 4 o'clock Saturday morning.
Among those present in the large and fine assemblage
were: Mr. and Mrs. John R. Freuler, Mrs. S. S. Hutchinson,
Miss Loraine Freuler and Miss Anita Lasche; Mr. and Mrs.
.Mfred Hamburger. Mr. and Mrs. Donald J. Bell, Mr. and
Mrs. R. R. Nehls. Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Flaherty, Mr. and Mrs.
I Lesserman. Mr. and Mrs. .\. P. Miller, Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
Sweeney. Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Watkins. Mr. and Mrs. Eli
Van Ronkel. Mr. and Mrs. Louis Noto. Mr. and Mrs. Ed.
Hellinger. Mr. and Mrs. Ed. T. Mooney, Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Aldous. Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Cohn. Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Ziebarth, Mr. and Mrs. George Berg. Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Hildreth.
and W.
Mrs.L. W.Jones.
L. Coon,
Dr. and
GuyWatterman.
'Churchill.
Mr. andMr.Mrs.
Mr. and
Mrs. Mrs.
A. L.
Mr. and Mrs. John E. O'Toole. Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Whelan.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Proctor. Mr. and Mrs. Tack Leavert«n.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hamm. Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Wild,
F Walter Wild and G. K. Wild. Mrs. W. Rautman and Miss
Isabel Rautman, Misses Jeanette and Bessie Pohn, Miss R.
Telser, Messrs.
Watlerson
R. Rothacker,
I. Van
Ronkel,
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J.
Ritchie.
C. H.A. Miller,
Herman
E. F.
Lessner,\'.Lee
Mitchell,
E. Curtis.
Dr. J. Rosenblum,
J. McDermott,
William
L. Pohn, S. Simon and John Weiss.

Screen Club Gives House Warming
The

Beautiful New Clubhouse on Forty-fifth Street Appropriately Dedicated to Good Fellowship and to Art.
0.\ Saturday evening, November 11. the Screen Club
gave the first party in the splendid new quarters at
114 West Forty-fifth street. The beefsteak, chops and
beer were good, but the occasion will I)e remembered for
the tlow of soul. We sat near the window of the grillroom,
which is on the level with the street, and through the halfopen window we heard a passer say: "Uh, no, that's the
Screen Club." Perhaps the inquirer thought it was a footpracticelistening
game. out.
It doesn't
matter.
were
to be ball
inside
If at times
thereWewere
rivalsatisfied
songs
and rival cheers, there was also a rivalry in good fellowship
more and more till there was no other though but that it was
good to be there.
Though at first those near the kitchen thought it fun to
keep those near the windows from geting anything to eat or
drink, it was taken in good spirit. The cheers, songs, good
stories and especially the wise and helpful speech of Wilton
Lackaye welded the party into a union of comrade spirits
and made it good to be there.
To begin with, the meeting desolved itself into an ovation
for President Billy Quirk. President Billy handled the
gathering splendidly, steering it through pleasant places and
sunlit coves where the waves rippled to cheering songs.
Ilugene Sanger was the first guest called upon to speak.
He said among other things that the camera has made the
actor express repose, .''vfter Mr. Sanger, Ed. Carew was
called
upon,
J. Gleason.
W'ilton
next and
gaveandthethen
bestJ.talk
of an evening
thatLackaye
had no was
flat
places at all. He praised the Screen Club as a place where
artists after dumb gesticulations could meet and talk. He
thouglit that the club should be a sort of clearing house for
ideas and said that if it was right for the manufacturer to
combine, it was the part of wisdom for the actor to sit at
the feet of business and take a page out of its wisdom. He
called the club a place for mutual confidences, and said that
a club should be better than its separate individuals.
Rockcliffe Fellowes was the next to respond and then
Wilfred North. Following him Harry Benbam sang — it
was to order — "O Promise Me," and followed it by a selection of his own in which all joined in the chorus, "It Is Always Fair Weather." Paul Scardon had a few words and
.\lan Hale told several brand new and very amusing stories
to which James Lackaye added two that were as fresh and
.\lbert Roccardi. who was in the hospital with a badly
good.
injured arm, was remembered by a rising toast and a telegram from "Silent Bill" Haddock was read and applauded.
Harry McRae Webster gave a short talk and John Race
spoke
on the
and the
the initiation
need to fee
increase
dues from
$12 club'5
a year finances
to $20 and
from the
$30
to $50. John Ramp in his speech said that unionism rationally done was just as essential to the performer as to
the manager, but that nothing should be done impulsively,
and concluded with the statement that whenever performers
present grievances to the managers in the right way they
will meet with consideration. Herbert Pryor recalled some
of the old days six or seven years ago and President Quirk
called for "Olde Lang Syne."
KLEVER COMEDIES TO PRESENT VICTOR MOORE.
The Klever Pictures, Inc.. with offices in the Candler
Building. New York, announces that it has made arrangements with Victor Moore by which the well-known player
will appear in a series of one-reel comedies under that company's direction.
RELEASE

DATE

SET

FOR

LA BADIE

PLAY.

December 3 has been set as the release date for "Divorce
and the Daughter." Florence LaBadie's next ThanhouserMade Pathe Gold Rooster play. The story is by Agnes C.
Johnston.
Frederic Sullivan is the director.
PICTURE MAN ELECTED A J. P.
Joseph Byron Totten, the local studio director, at one time
with the Essanay, now with Nat Goodwin Co.. was elected
Justice of the Peace for the Town of Voluntown. Conn., at
the last election, held November 7.
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Paramount for Next Four Months
List Presents a Stellar and Dramatic Array, the Greatest in
Paramount's and Feature History.
TOTAL of thirty-four Paramount productions are
given in the schedule which will be distributed during the months of November, December, January and
February. Announcements such as these on prior occasions
were made by Paramount for only one month in advance,
but by reason of the consolidations that have been effected
by Famous Players. Lasky, ilorosco and Pallas, during the
past two months, they are now enabled to offer their exhibitors the subjects of their forthcoming releases three and four
months in advance.
During this period Marguerite Clark will make three screen
appearances and Pauline Frederick two. These two stars
recently renewed their contracts with the Famous Players.
The other stars who will appear on the program during these
four months are Mae Murray, Fannie Ward, Irene Fen wick,
Louise Huff, Owen Moore, Jack Pickford, Blanche Sweet.

A

Dustin Farnum, Cleo Ridgely, Wallace Reid, Lenore L'lrich,
Marie Doro, Lou-Tellegen, Frank Mclntyre, \ ivian Martin,
Kathlyn William, Thomas Holding, House Peters. Myrtle
Stedman, George Beban, Sessue Hayakawa, and Theodore
Roberts. Of these stars, those who will be added to the list
and who make their debut in Paramount Pictures during the
period are Irene Fcnwick and Frank Mclntyre.
Next to the long list of stars Paramount points to the
exceptional list of productions that are to be presented during this period. Beginning with "Seventeen," Booth Tarkington's novel, the first week in November, and ending with
"The Consul" by Paul West, the last week in February, the
intervening weeks are filled with the best producing material
that was obtainable.
Probably the most noteworthy offering to be presented will
be that of "Oliver Twist," a particularly elaborate adaptation of Charles Dickens" immortal work, a Lasky production
in which Marie Doro will play the title role supported by an
all-star cast. A second stage success that will permit another popular Paramount star to repeat her oral triumph on
the screen, will be "Snow While," in which Marguerite Clark
appeared in the title role under the management of Winthrop
Ames, before Miss Clark made her screen debut. "Miss
George Washington." an original story and "Racketty Packetty House," by Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett, another
famed dramatic success, are the two additional productions
that will be contributed to this list with Marguerite Clark
in the stellar parts. Pauline Frederick will be seen in "Nan
ette of the Wilds," an unusual character drama, and "The
Painted Woman," from the pen of Frederick Arnold Kummer.
The latter production is promised to be the most elaborate
that Famous Players have ever made with Miss Frederick.
Among the other productions that are contained in the list
are the "Martyrdom of Philip Strong," "L^nprotected." "A
Son of Erin," "The Plow Girl," "The Years of the Locust."
"The Yellow Pawn," "Princess Zim-Zim." "The Road to
Love," "The Victoria Cross," "The Traveling Salesman."
"The Right Direction." "The Redeeming Love," "Betty to the
Rescue." "The Evil Eye," "Great Expectations," "The Deliverance." "Tiie Happiness of Three Women," "Lost and
W'on," "The Show Down." "His Sweetheart," "The Turni-ng
Point," "The Conflict," "Each to His Kind." "The Black
Wolf," "The Wax Model," "Winning of Sally Temple," and
"The Consul."
The writers, authors and playwrights who have contributed to this list of productions are among the foremost in the
world and include such names as Booth Tarkington. Charles
Dickens, Edward Sheldon, Blanche Dougan Cole, Paul Potter, James Forbes. Julia Crawford Ivers. L. V. Jefferson.
Beatrice DeMille. Leighton Osmun, Hector Turnbull. Paul
West. Albert Payson Terhune. Rennold Wolf, Owen Coyne,
Frederick Arnold Kum.mer, Roswell Dague, Jean Barry more, G. Vere Tyler. Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett. Rupert
Sargent Holland. Rev. Charles M. Sheldon, and William
Mack.
Here is the complete list:
Froducer.
Titles.
Stars.
2 Lasky
The Heir to the Hoorah Meigban and King
fi Lasky
The Soul of Kura San Havakawa
& Stertman
0 Pallas
A Son of Erin
Dustin
Farnum
1^. Lasky
rnprotected
Blanche
Sweet
10 Lasky
Thp Years of the Locust Fannie Ward
20 PamouF: Players The Heir Apparent Mae Murray
2.^, Lasky
The Yellow Pawn
Ridgely
and Reid
2T Famous Players
f'harlotte Corday
Pauline
Frederick
30 Famous Players Atartyrdom
of Philip
.
Strong
All Star Cast
4 Famous Players Princess Zim-Zim
Irene Fenwick & Owen
Moore
Dec. I Morosco
The Road to Love
Lenore Ulrlch

Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Xov.
Nov.
Nov.
„
Dec.
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Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

H
14
IS
21
25
28
1
4
8
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Lasky
Lasky
Famous Players
Pallas
Famous Players
Morost-o
Lasky
Lasky
Famous Players

Oliver Twist
Victoria Cross
Traveling
Salesman
The Right Direction
Snow White
The Redeeming Love
Eetty to the Rescue
The Evil Eye
Great
Expectations

Marie Doro
Lou-Tellegen
Frank Mclntyre
Vivian
Martin
Marguerite
Clark
Kathlyn
Williams
Fannie
Ward
HuEE
Blanche
Sweet
Jack
Pickford - Louise

Jan. 11 Lasky
Jan. li> Famous Players
Jan. 18 Morosco

The Deliverance Mae Murray
The Painted Woman
Pauline
Frederick
The Happiness of Three
Women
House
StedmanPeters - Myrtle

Jan. 22
Jan. 25

Lost and Won
The Show
Down

Marie
Keid Doro
Cleo Ridgely - Wallace

Jan. 29 Pallas
Feb.
1 Famous Playt'rs

His
The

George
Beban
Ireiif
MooreFenwick-Owen

Feb. 5 Mo^o^-co
Feb. 8 Lasky
Feb. 12 Lasky
Feb. 15 Pallas
Feb. 1!) Famous Players

The ConBi.t
Each to His Kind
The Black Wolf
The Wax
Model
Racketty
Packetty
House
Winning of Sally
Temple
The Consul

Lasky
Lasky

Feb. 22

Lasky

Feb. 2fi

Lasky

Sweetheart
Turning
Point

Lenore
Ulrich
Sessue Hayakawa
Lou-Tellegen
Vivian Martin
Marguerite

Clark

Fannie Ward
Theodore
Roberts

I'Jaborate and extensive exhibitors' aids have been planned
for each of these productions by Paramount, and it is announced that it will be the endeavor of each of the exclianges
distributing these features to have these productions presented in the manner appropriate with their merit and importance.
Paramount has established in each of its branch offices,
Exhibitors* Aid Departments and recently distributed to
these exchanges for their exhibitors, $200,000 worth of accessories to follow out the idea of presenting "better pictures
in better theaters for a better public," and to link up the
name of Paramount with every theater presenting the productions of Famous Players, Lasky, Morosco and Pallas.
Special publicity, newspaper mat services, one. three, six and
twenty-four sheets are also distributed in connection with
these productions.

Kathryn Adams — Thanhouser Leading Woman
KATHRVX
.XD-AMS, Thanhoustr leading woman, who is
an adventuring young widow in "Divorce and the
Daughter." Florence La Badie's next Pathe Gold
Rooster play, is an example of an actress who can play with
equal facility sw^eet girls and vampires.
Miss Adams has specialized in parts where she was called
upon to wreck men's lives, but so successful
has she been in
other characterizations
that when
Ernest
Warde wanted an actress to play Olivia, the
oldest daughter of "The
Vicar of Wakefielji" in
the Thanhouser feature that Frederick
Warde is now making,
he chose Miss Adams
for the part.
St. Louis was Kathryn Adam's birthplace.
She show-ed talent for
singing
and after
after
several years
of study,
joined
"Louisiana
Lou." a musical comedy. This engagement
w*as followed by one in
"Hop o' My Thumb."
She went to New York,
determined upon an
operatic
Several of her career.
friends were
motion picture _ actresses and she decided
to try the films. She was immediately successful. She was
with Tom Terris in "The Pursuing Shadow" and went to
Metro to play "The Lady That's Known as Lou" in "Tlie
Shooting of Dan McGrew." After engagements with World,
Fox and Famous Players she became a member of the Thanhouser Stock Company and has been at the New Rochelle
studios for more than a year.
Kathryn Adams.

Miss Adams was the wife who almost went astray in "The
Shine Girl" and has a strong vampire role in "Divorce and
the Daughter." Mr. Thanhouser believes that Mi^s Adams'
"Olivia" in "The \'icar of Wakefield" will be the finest thing
she has ever done.
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EXCLUSIVELY

BY OUR

Fourteenth "Fairfax'* Episode
Latest Episode of International's Newspaper Series Is Titled
"The Hidden Menace."
Reviewed by Ueii H. Griiiiin.
4 SIUKDER mystery and its solution by Jinimle Barton and
j,"\ Beatrice Fairfax furnish the theme of "The Hidden Menace." fourteenth two-reel episode in the Beatrice Fairfax
series, released by the International Film Service. In this
number the element of mystery has been injected into the
story with interesting result. Harry Fox is seen as Jimmie
Hart on. the reporter, and Grace Darling as Beatrice Fairfax.
The cast also includes Alice Masters and Nigel Barrie.
As usual, a letter to Beatrice Fairfax is the means by which
things start. Jimmie gets an assignment to cover the mysterious death of a broker, and Beatrice shows him a letter lihe ha?
received fromBy a clever
girl. The
"dead man
of theresources
girl's leg^^l
guardians.
detective
work was
and one
daring
the

OWN

STAFF

liuRsell from tills : lituation. and Norma and he are inari'led.
Later on Dundnre k ets Hal! in his power and has him eonvlctI li of falfir entries 111 till- books of the bank.
While Hall is

reporter
that theshegirl's
other guardian
beenthat
tr>'ni?
to make learns
her believe
is insane.
Jimmie has
finds
the
broker was killed by the fvimes of poison gas emanating
from

1
Scene
from
"Extravagance"
(Metro).
serving his sentence his wife is forced to earn her own living.
She takes to writing moving picture scenarios, is well paid
for her efforts, and invents a picture plot which is tlie means
innocence.
of The
establishing
husband's
scenes of hersocial
life in "Extravagance" are well done,
and have the proper air of go od breeding. Mme. Petrova has
not the slightest difficulty in making the most of her opportuiiilies as Norma.
She look: beautiful and wears a number
of stunning
gowns.
H. Coop^ er Cliffe. Mahlon Hamilton and
Arthur
Hoops
comprise . hei* principal support.
The picture
was directed by Burton
F. K

In
Scene from "The
Hidden
Menace"
(International).
a little black ba^: which th*- second ;;uardian lavised i" l»e
placed in the oflice of the murdered man. The fourteenth
episode of the newspaper series is an interestiTig one — althou;:Ii
.several minor illngicalities are found.

Mme.

'The Madness of Helen'*

Five-Reel
Mystery
Play Produced
by Paragon,
Clayton Does Skillful Work in Dual Role.
Reviewed liy Edwnrd
Weitzel.

Ethel

E.MMETT
CAMPBKLL
HALL is the author of "The Madness
of Helen." a five-reel- Paraxon
picture released by the
World
Film Corporation.
The story is fantastic, an air
of mystery pervading it that is a strong reminder of the "Jane

''Extravagance*
Petrova. the Star of a Five-Reel
Screendrama.
duced by Popular Plays and Players.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.

Pro

TIIK
fi\c-reel
screendrama
"Extravagance.
'* written
h\
Aaron
Hoffman
and released
on the Metro
program,
might well he expected to point a moral, when the tltliis taken into consideration. The theme is an excellent one,
and the story op* ns with every promise of being carried nut
in an interesting manner. The plr>t is ton Ittosely woven, however, an<I moves with too slow a pace. The big scenes are
retarded by an over-supply of incidents, and the tense moments are not handled with skill. Tiie setting of the scenes
and the individual efforts of the company, on the other hand,
are all that could be desired.
Norma Russell, the part played by Mine. Petrova, is the
daughter of a man whose motto Is "Oive me the luxuries of
life and I can get along without
the necessities."
Norma has not been brought up to deny herself anything,
and her extravagance forces her father to borrow money from
Howard fnindore. a banker, who is in love with the girl.
Franklin Hall, a young business man. is also an admirer of
hers, and Norma returns his affection. Dundore is not an
honorable man and he attempts to secure Norma bj- means
pf a note that her father has forged.
Franklin Hall saves Mr.

Scene from "The

Madness

of Helen"

(World).

Kyre" sr-hnol ..f fKtK'ii. TliL- leaiisMi Uial is Ih-night rssfntial

to the modern drama rinds no place in Mr. Hall's screen play,
but the interest of his romantic plot keeps a firm hold on the
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spectator right up to the last foot of film. All the elements
of the high-pressure love story, helped out by an engaging
mystery and an unrestricted use of the laws of chance, have
been utilized in the making of the picture. To the lovers of
this class of scenario writing '•The Madness of Helen" will
prove an unalloyed delight. They will readily forgive the free
hand with which the "happy ending" is used, including the
^ease
all theto sinners
make
their Commandment,
peace with their"
wives with
after which
attempting
break the
Seventh
Travers Vale directed the production. The locations and the
strongly contrasting types to be found in the picture are consistent with the demands of the plot. The seashore views are
particularly effective, except in one set, where a painted
backing is used. Ethel Clayton in the dual role of Virginia
and Helen Carlton acts with her customary earnestness and
easy command of her art. Miss Clayton keeps the personalities
of the two sisters distinct, and invests them both with the
grace of refined and beautiful womanhood. Carlyle Blackwell
is an excellent representative of the novelist, and Earl Schenck.
Jack Drumier, Charles Duncan. Stanhope Wheatcroft and Mildred Cheshire are well-chosen members of the cast.

Gladys

WORLD
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Chaperon*'
The Play by Marion "The
Fairfax,
Filmed by Essanay, with Edna
Mayo, Eugene O'Brien and Sydney Ainsworth in the
Cast — Directed by Arthur Bertheiet.
Re^'iewed by James S. McQuade.
IN "THE ican CHAPBROX"
we have
interesting
story of ofAmerlife, with incidents
thatan whet
the interest
the
spectators up to the close.
And the atmosphere is clean,
notwithstanding that the heroine is the victim of a brief, un-

''Sins of Her Parent"

Brockwell
Gives
Exceptional
Impersonations
in
Double Role in Five-Part Fox Production.
Reviewed
by Margaret
I. MacDonald.
WHILE
this production, based on a story by Thomas Forman. of Alaskan setting, may not he one that might be
placed on a selected list for exhibition before children,
still it is an excellent one of its kind. Stories that savor of
the abandonment and lawlessness of the Alaskan dance hall of
pioneer days have more or less of a fascination for the ordinary individual; and in the one in question the pictured contrast betw^een the mother, a prostitute of the mining camp,
and the pure and beautiful daughter who had in ignorance of
the fact that her mother lived, been educated and supported by
her illy gotten wages, is most effective.
The story of the play is a cleverly constructed one. It pictures an artist in quest of local color stumbling across the
dance hall /avorite and paying her to pose for his picture of
' The Madonna of the North." The exhibition of the painting
in a Boston art gallery awakens the idea in the mind of the
daughter that perhaps after all her mother may be alive. The
further development of the story sends her Southern lover to
Alaska to search for the mother of his sweetheart, from which
a situation arises in which the young man is shot by the
keeper of the dance hall. The appearance of the daughter on
the scene about the same time affords an intensely dramatic
situation which ends in shooting of both the mother and
keeper of the dance hall.
The production has been cleverly directed by Frank Lloyd,
and Gladys Brockwell is to be especially commended for her
interpretation of the characters of the two women exactly
similar in face, form and feature, but each the result of the
conditions and environment into which it has been her lot to
be cast.
Some good photographic and illuminative effects are present

Scene from "The Chaperon** (Essanay).
happy marriage, due largely to the ambition of her mother, who
has an especial fondness for foreign titles.
It is almost needless to state that the mother. Mrs. Hemingway, is a wealthy widow or that Madge, her daughter, has a
dowry that attracts the devoted attention of Count Van Tuyle.
a gentleman and an officer from across the water, who sues for
the hand of Madge through the propitious mediumship (if I
may coin the word) of her mother. It is, however, more interesting to write that a handsome young American, Jira Ogden.
loves Madge for her beautiful self alone, and that he leaves
a clear way for the Count by giving up his suit for her hand
and heart, because he is a penniless American who fears that
he may be considered a fortune hunter. All of this fine, lofty
pride of young Ogden is shattered in the end when Madge,
after a brief six months of married life in Europe, flees her
husband and returns alone to the maternal roof. Her titled
husband, who pursues her to America, makes the way easy for
his rival by declaring that he will not contest his wife's divorce
suit if sufficiently provided with, balm from the Hemingway
gold chest. This is gladly and generously done by the now disillusionized mother of Madge.
The entrance of the Coombs family in the story furnishes
considerable mirth to the spectator. Here, through a network
of circumstances. Madge becomes the chaperon of the four
pretty Coombs girls, during an enforced absence of their
parents. When Mr. and Mrs. Coombs return they find that
fach of their daughters has become engaged, while Madge herself is under a cloud through an innocent escapade, in which
no less a personage than young Jim Ogden figures prominently.
Edna
Mayo's
MadgeIsland,
is a typical
American
all times.
The
scene
on Hog
where Madge
and girl
Jimat Ogden
are
marooned for a night by the wrecking of their canoe, will
amuse without offending the nicest sense of propriety. Eugene
O'Brien is a most worthy opposite, in the part of Jim Ogden.
and the Count Van Tuyle of Sydney Ainsworth will impress
everyone as a fine creation.
Frankie Raymond makes a strong character part of Mrs.
Hemingway, while John Cossar and Marion Skinner cannot fail
to win favor as Mr. and Mrs. Coombs.
The release
date is Nov. 20, through the Kleine-Edison-SeligEssanay
service.

"Without a Soul"

Scene
from
"Sins of Her
Parent"
(Fox).
in the picture. The supporting cast, which is an excellent
one. consists of William Clifford, Carl von Schiller, who plav.s
opposite to Gladys Brockwell; George Webb, Herschell Mayall
and Jim Farley.

Director W. W. Eeaudine is directing the Universal Joker
company in a one-reel comedy, "Two Doors and a Nut." The
leads are played by Gale Henry and William Franey supported
by C. Conklin and M. Moranti.

Clara Kimball Young Picture in Five Reels Reissued by the
World Film Company — New Illuminated Subtitles
Help It Much.
Reviewed
by Hanford C. Judson.
AN actress could hardly ask for a better chance for picturing contrasted characters than Clara Kimball Young has
in this a World
Film reissue,
a Soul."
This story
is in itself
sensation.
In it we"Without
are shown
the death
of a
young woman who had been of the most charitable and lovable
disposition. Her father, a scientist, has discovered an electric
ray that will recall the departed life and. after an accident, he
applies it on her. As she lies on the operating table we see
the shadow of misty Death hovering over her, and as she
gathers back into her body the tide of life her soul departs.
She is alive, but as she had been wholly unselfish before, she is
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wholly a selfish voluptuary now. Hhe has beconio a woman
without a soul.
Thia second pari Is the real picture. The portion of her Ufo
that was saintly was made Itttle of. The spectator doesn't believe In It; he sees it as artificial and unconvincing;. Hut :t
Is soon past, and the convincing part of the story is being enacted before him with astonishing realism. She now takes up
with the lover who In her former life she had desplbed. She
leads him a merry dance for hla money, but she fools him.
Her eye has looked upon the shapely figure of a liveaaver at
Atlantic City and she slips out of her room to meet him at
night, her face subtlUy changing to show that her mind looks
forward to the meeting. We catch a glimpse of the two standing on the dark satids with lips pressed tightly together.
The other lover suspects, but as he has been cut off by hi.s
rich father on aciVJ""! of hl-s fa.-^t life, slie is tlinuiKh with hitii
and has another rich man to elope with already chosen. Hor
heart Is not strong and a doctor has told her she will soon die.
She comes back to her father to have her life recalled a secon.l
time and dies in his office; but he will not again use the new
discovery to bring her back; he destroys his machinery. Thi.'j
picture will almost surely make a tremendous hit. It Is unusual and very artistic.
It was formerly called "Lola."

On the Pathe Program
"Arms and the Woman." a Five-Reel Gold Rooster Feature,
and "The
Haunting Hand," Eighth Episode of "The
Shieldingby Shadow"
Reviewed
Edward Serial.
Weitzel.

WORLD
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"The Haunting Hand."
Episode Eighth of "The Shielding Shadow" follows the experiences of Leontine and Uavcnger after their escape from
the burning balloon. The incidents in this installment of the
serial include the destruction of a light-house by lightning,
and a hair-raising struggle on a lofty girder, in which One
Lamp ment
Louie
is hurled
to his death
by Sebastian.
of events
is maintained
throughout
the twoQuick
reels,moveand
Grace Uormond, Ralph Kellard and Leon Bary do their customary good work.

''Jimmy Dale— Alias The Grey Sear
New

Serial Presented by Unicorn Film Service Corporation
Contains Rapid and Interesting Action.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THE
first three episodes of another new serial made by
the Monmouth Film Co. have all the ear-marks of
commercial success. The story of the film, baaed on
"The Adventures of Jimmy Dale," by Frank L. Packard, appearing in The People's Magazine, has that thrilling, impossible quality, with the morbidness attendant on crime themes
that the public seem to like. It will be released in sixteen
two-part episodes, and features four well-known and popular
players, namely, E. K. Lincoln, Edna Hunter. Paul Panzer, and
Doris Mitchell. Its first episode is entitled "The Grey Seal,"
and undertakes to present the characters of the story first in
importance, clearly outlining that of Jimmy Dale, who is the
sjn of a millionaire, and who, under some mysterious, unknown

"Arms and the Woman."
THE scenario of "Arms and the Woman," the Pathe five-reel
Gold Rooster photoplay, was written by Ouida Bergere,
and ranks among the most effective of her contributions
to the screen. The story is dramatic, and deals with a subject that la of vital importance at the present time — the manufacture in this country of war munitions for the Allies. Added
to this, it has variety of scene, a strong human interest, vigorous action and a wide diversity of skilfully drawn characters.
Rnzika, a young Hungarian girl who comes to this country, is
the heroine. She eventually becomes the wife of a wealthy
manufacturer,
the president of a great steel works, and the

"Jimmy

Scene from "Arms

and the Woman"

(Pathe).

■"clash" between the pair is caused by the woman's horror of
the death and destruction wrought by the products of her
husband's plant. Her brother is instrumental in the burning of
the buildings, after wounding the manufacturer. As the husband and wife watch the flames destroy the plant, the wounded
man gives utterance to a sentiment that does more credit to his
love for his wife than to his political convictions and love for
humanity: realizing that the one barrier between them has
been destroyed, he smiles, contented, and remarks, "It is
better so."
The production demands a special paragraph of praise. Starting with the opening scenes on shipboard and embracing the
views of the steel works, the European battlefields and the
flashes of life at the two extremes of the social ladder, the
settings are always impressive, a number of them being actual
reproductions of the present war, and the making of great guns.
Mary Nash is featured in the cast as the young Hungarian
girl. She acts with fervor and deep feeling, and succeeds in
indicating the Slav temperament with much skill. Lumsden
Hare gives a well-rounded impersonation of David Fravoe. and
H. Cooper Cliffe is excellent as Capt. Halllday. Robert Broderick contributes a powerful characterization of the brutal
Marcus, and Rosalind Ivan Is beautifully human and sympathetic as his wife. The actor who plays the brother of Rozlka
also deserves unqualified commendation. The picture was
directed by George Fitzraaurlce.

Dale — Alias The Grey Seal" (.Unicorn).

influence, follows the profession of breaking safes, leaving
behind him an identification in the shape of a diamond-shaped
gray seal. The proceeds of his escapades are always donated
anonymously to some charitable purpose. A parallel thread
of the story brings to light the plot of one Henry La Salle
who with a party of organized criminals plans to murder his
neice.
fortune. Marie La Salle, in order to obtain possession of her
"The Stolen Rubies." which is the title of the second episode.
finds a means of bringing Marie and Jimmy Dale together,
when Marie takes refuge from her pursuers in the home of a
wealthy society matron. Jimmy is further urged by the mysterious influence which signs itself "Toscin," and later finds
himself aiding a victim of one Perly. a gambler whose double
personality is revealed when he is brought to bay in his own
den,
and rightful
the rubies
stolenby byJimmy.
Perly's victim are mailed back
to their
owners
"The Counterfeit Five." the third episode in which Jimmy,
now in love with Marie, is about to depart from his old methods
of life for the second time, when he again receives a summons
from "Tocsin," This time he is enjoined to go to the aid of
one Sammy Mathews, an employee of the United States Currency Engraving Bureau, who is in the clutches of the "Crime
Gang" of which Henry La Salle is the head. A thrilling fight
with the police is the result, when Jimmy barely escapes
capture.

"The Dollar and the Law"
In Co-operation With American Bankers' Association Vitagraph Produces Thrift Picture That Is Good.
Reviewed
by George
Rlaisdel!.
THE

Vitagraph company in its five-part feature "The Dollar
and the Woman"
proves that a subject may take on the
characteristics of a propaganda and at the same time be a
most interesting
subject.
In order to accomplish
this, however, it has selected a topic which
with varying
frequency
enters the thoughts
of nearly every man and woman — that
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of thrift. To make stronger the lesson heavy emphasis has
been laid upon the dangers of investing in schemes which
outlay. So deftly
promise more than 6 per cent, returns on the runs
and holds ot
has the subject been treated that the story
picture ought
the
feeling
a
have
may
itself and by itself. You
to aid in increasing the deposits in savings banks, but until
you see a trailer to the effect that the story was produced in
co-operation with the savings banks section of the American
Association that phase of it does not obviously obBankers'
Ijillian Walker has a good role and plays it well— ^lat of hea
Believing her father to be as poor as
daughter of a miser.

Scene from "The Dollar and the Law" (Vitagraph).
claims to be, she becomes an apostle of thiift sensibly so, not
extravagantly. We are given an opportunity to see Miss
Walker in a role outside of comedy — one of drama and of
tragedy. For tragedy enters into "The Dollar and the Law" —
grewsome. realistic. There is a long cast employed in the
portrayal of the story, which is Irvin Cobb's. Wilfred North
directed. Among the principals are Edward Elkas. Thomas R.
Mills, Walter McGrail. Arnold Storrer and Mrs. Maurice.
One of the interesting features of the picture is the showing
of the "making of the dollar." Miss Walker as Lola Brandt
is taken through the Treasury Department and to her is explained the process of manufacture and the distribution to the
banks. Probably this is the first time a banknote has been
shown on the screen without the exhjbitioii being considered
as coming within the prohibitions of the statute. This phase
of the story well may be denominated educational.
The picture is well acted and contains strong situations, some
of the more notable being those connected with tlie murder of
the miser and the uncovering of the man guilty of the crime.

*'The Vamphes'*
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from'
"parson"foridea,
circumstances
drag him
ever back
to thethevocation
which
he was evidently
intended.
On
his arrival he appears on the scene of a funeral of the
drunken father of a beautiful young girl with whom he afterward falls in love, and is persuaded to handle the funeral
ceremony. His unconscious influence over the lumbermen
forces him into the position of pastor of the flock, his first
sermon being preached from an improvised pulpit in the
shape of an old tree stump.
^
The arrival of the old bishop from the east on the scene,
following an appeal from the lumbermen to have their "parson"

Scene from "The Measure of a Man"

(Bluebird).

enrobed with power to do tlieir "marryin'." a double wedding
takes
place,
one ofof whicli
parson's
A fine
selection
types is
hasthebeen
found own.
for this production,
in support of a cast consisting of Katharine Campbell. Ivor
MacFadden, Marion Emmons, Harry Carter, and Marc Robins,
in addition to J. Warren Kerrigan, and Louise Lovely.

Two New Kalems
"The Mystery of the Brass Bound
Reviewed' by

Ben

Chest" and "The Rogue's
H.

Grimm.

"The Mystery of the Brass Bound Chest."
THE
fifteenth episode of Kalem's
"The Girl From
'Frisco"
series,
by Robert
Welles
Ritchie,
titled "The Mystery
of the Brass Bound
Chest
" compels
interest throughout
Pawn."
its two reels by means of a well-sustained element of mystery.
Audiences whu like melodrama will like this tunni.. i especially.

New Gaumont
Serial Now Ready for Release — Shifting of
Release from Earlier Date Caused by Delay in Obtaining the Films from France.
.■\ppeaiing in our issue of .September 16th. pa^e ISUt. is a
review of the first two episodes of this excellent serial which
was made at the Paris Gaumont studios. This review, which
appeared much earlier than was necessary, is none the less
complimentary to the splendid results accomplished by both
players and director. "The Vampires" is based on a weird,
thrilling, and altogether absorbing story, and will find a larg'piipularity among lovers of we'1-produced melodrama. The
unanticipated delay in its date of release was caused by difficulties attending its transportation
to America
from France.
Universal Director Paton is working on the third episode ol
"The Voice On The Wire." a criminologist photoplay prepare-.!
especially for Uon Wilsun. Neva Gerber plays ojjposite. The
film version was prepare:! by J. Grubb Alexander.

*'The Measure of a Man"
Five-Part

Bluebird
Fectures Louise Lovely and .1. Warren
Kerrigen in Pleasing Western Subject.
Ueviewed
by Margaret
I. MacDonald.
WITH
the exception of a few trivial faults. "The Measuru
of a Man" will pass muster as a production that can be
recommended to the exhibitor and to the public as a
l»r(iduction of wholesome quality. There is evident considerable
padding, and a tendency toward revelation through sub-title,
all of which is more or less compensated for by the excellent
moral of the story, and the charming setting of the picture
among the California redwoods.
The story treats of circumstances relating to the expulsion
from a school of divinity of a young student. John Fairmeadow
by name, whose indiscreet actions have saddened and horrified
the professors and directors of the school. Fate brings him
to California, where
in spite of his efforts to break away

Scene from "The Mystery of the Brass Bound Chest" (Kalem)
Several exciting fights are seen during the running of the film.
The inspiration for the scenario was taken by the author from
the actual existence some time ago of a secret society of
Armenians, who were banded together to fight for freedom
from Turkish
persecution.
In the picture the author has elaborated upon the idea and
blended it with the West of today. The plot hinges on the
mysterious contents of a brass-bound chest purcliased by Barbara Brent (Marin Sais). Possession of the chest leads to the
murder of the dealer who sold it and to the capture by th^
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band of John Wallace (True Boardman). Barbara, by clever
work. Is able to get into the secret order's rooms Just in time
to save Wallace from death in a dagger duel. It develops
that the chest contained the names of the "Sacred Hundred"
who were banded
together to fight for freedom.
Besides the two mentioned, there are in the cast Frank
Jonasson, Ronald Bradbury, Edward Clisbec and Karl Formes,
Jr. Uirecied by James W, Home.
Released November 15.
"The Rogue's Pawn."
George Larkin performs two unusually daring feats in "Tlie
Rogue's Tawn," an episode of the "t-lrant, Police Reporter,"
series. l>uring the screen telling of the story he swings from
a broken telephone wire into the window of a burning building and later jumps from the fourth floor of the building into a
life net. Excitement is kept at a higli pitcli by fast action
during the course of a Are in a gambling house, which the
reporter has entered after climbing up the back of the building
In order to rescue the daughter of the police commissioner, who
has been lured to the house by a ruse.
There set- m to be no limits to the daring of Mr. Larltln,
and in tliis number he takes chances on his life or iimb several
times. None of the power to excite through these stunts has
been lost in the pliotographing of them. In the cast with
Mr. Larkin are Ollie Kirkby, Director Robert Ellis, G. Chire.
Arthur
McKey and Mary Taylor Ross. For
release Albertson.
November W*illiam
17.

Two Triangle Features
*'The Children Pay," Five-Reel Fine-Arts by Frank E. Woods,
Featuring Lillian Gish and "Bawbs O'Blue Ridge," FiveReel Ince by Monte M. Katt_erjohn, Starring
Bessie Barriscale.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
FRANK E. WOODS has given us a new aiid attractive
kind of judge In "The Children Pay," a personality so
mercifully just as to be in advance of his profession,
not of his time. Woods writes a true screen story and writes
It as most editors of magazines prefer, "from the fullness of
experience." with a Rupert Hughes tendency to score the
little domestic hypocricies of provincial society life. He has
seen wliat he is writing about, is picturing from actual experience and personal observation, all quite as consistently and
cleverly as Rupert Hughes does in print. There is a refreshing relief in the characterization of Mr. Woods, his people
are people we seem to know, and his love of children, his
deep sympathy with their lieart aches, makes him pre-eminently their representative in screen story.

Scene from "The Children Pay"
(Triangle).
I share his love of children and appreciate his tender
conception of what is due them from parents, but the subject
is one to be considered from many viewpoints, according to
the peculiarities of each individual case. "The Children
Pay" relates to the mental sufferings of two little girls of
loveless parents. It Is first solved by the old judicial method,
giving one child to each parent, only intensifying the misery
of the girls by separation. It is eventually solved by giving
the eldest to a live young man in marriage with custody of
the younger, a novel ending of an unusual story. Lillian Gish
is attractive in a new comedy role and her support Is flawless.
The entire play Is fresh, original and consistent in treatment.
Bawbs of Blue Ridge.
Bessie Barriscale loves to climb a tree and let us know
that she is one of those rare members of her sex who can
boast of a symmetrical figure, nicely proportioned in every
detail. We all knew that she was a charming actress some
time ago without any tree-climbing, leg-splashing episodes.
but, just as every young girl wants to wear a black velvet
gown with a Princess train, so every attractive young actres.«i
longs to play a Cinderella role, wherein she may rise from
the depths
through
the intervention
of a passing
Prince

PICTURE
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Charming. Given a poor young girl In rags, more or less
persecuted, and a city chap of Impressionable nature, the
scene and incidents are of small consideration. The story
is always a sweet one, only that brand of marmalade needs
a tang of bitter originality to give it llavor.
Oh, those theatrical rags'. Tatters beyond the wildest stretch
of good-natured tolerance are they. Miss Barriscale wears
them low-necked, short-sleeved, with a skirt brief enough to
make even callous Broadway stop and look. Though continually exposed to the fury of the elements, she manages to
keep as snow-white as any mountain girl ever shown on the
screen. Scorching winds and blazing sun have no effect on
her skin of lily and apple-blossoms. She is of the particular
brand of cave girl now being shown at the Century Theater
by Dillingham and Zlegfeld, to music by Victor Herbert and
Irving Berlin. By the aid of a dozen or two "you-alls" in the
sub-titles and some Los Angeles wildwood, we are given a
vivid impression that wo are really seeing a Cinderella of
the Blue Ridge mountains of Virginia, some such vivid impression as we get of a forest from a theater back drop and
wings. Still, Bessie manages to be very winning, and the
story will please.

''Immediate Lee''
An

Interesting

Five-Reel
American
Featuring Anna Little
and Frank Borzage.
Reviewed
bj" Louis Reeves
Harrison,
THE
personality
of Frank
Borzage
is strong enough
to
make
the role of a gunman
interesting
whether
he be
hero or villain, an intense personality, quite capable of
asserting
itself in minor roles.
It carries the story of "Immediate Lee" by main
force, but there is a lack of other

Scene from "Immediate Lee" (Mutual).
characterization in contrast and relief. Anna Little is a screen
actress capable of carrying the lead herself, but she is here
given small opportunity, to the disadvantage of the story. The
audience is not very deeply concerned about what sort of
revenge Immediate Lee intends to take on the man who has
disfigured him for life. That is an issue, to be sure, but
sympathy has been enlisted for the dance hall girl who has
made a brave attempt to go straight.
In such a tremendous conversion of character, such as Miss
Little is called upon to enact, there should be shown a dramatic
inner struggle, a clash between impulse to return to the
life she has been living and aspiration to improve. A weak
girl too suddenly becomes a strong and pure one. not altogether consistent with human nature, and there is lost opportunity to picture lier brave struggle without distracting from
the movements of the vengeful hero. The director depends
too much upon motion and not enough upon emotion. The
situations are strongly and naturally pictured from an exterior
point of view, with scarcely a glimpse of what is passing in
the mind and hearts of the principal characters. The story
is well liandled so far as the scenes and action are concerned,
but such plays in the future would be benefited with more
striking contrast and deeper analysis of human nature.

"Crosby's Rest Cure"

The Drews Entertain in Wholesome Comedy with Amusing
Plot — An Excellent Sample of Metro-Drew Comedies,
Reviewed
by Margaret
I. MacDonald.
IT IS indeed refreshing after the myriads
of farce and slapstick comedies to come across one brand at least that
makes
for fun without
vulgarity.
Legitimate
comedy,
well presented,
is always
a delight.
On the other hand, one
becomes nauseated with that low type of comedy that too frequently appears on the screen.
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The story of "Crosby's Rest Cure." which features Mr. and
and nicely environed, proMrs. Sidney Drew, wellMr.groomed
Crosby, in the face of a startling
ceeds to show us how
wife with perfect quiet in
his
surround
to
situation, managed
favorites in society,
order that she might rest. The Crosby's,
trying social duties.
escape
to
America
South
for
sail
decide to
A remark politely dropped by Mrs. Crosby brings a hurried
to accompany
friends
numerous
her
of
decision on the part
Crosby bribes
them; whereupon on the day of departure Mr. insuring
them
boat,
the
miss
they
the chauffeur to see that
at least a month of quiet in their own home.

Five Christie Comedies
A Quartet of One-Reel Subjects and One Two-Reel LaughProducer Directed by Al E. Christie.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
names of the four one-reel comedies produced by the
THE
Christie Film Company, and directed by Al E. Christie,
"The Sea
Tramp!"
Tramp!
"Tramp!
Kid,"
are "Some
the two-reel picand "A Brass Button Romance."
Nymphs."
Two
ture having been given the title of "Bride and Gloom."

PICTURE

Scene from "Tramp! Tramp!

Tramp!"

(Christie).
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manner in which he has staged the various Instalments, and
Fred L. Granville, the photographer, has obtained brilliant
pictorial effects throughout. Marie Walcamp and Eddie Polo,
who head the cast, have exceeded the daring performances
for which they were already noted.
The instalments cited about picture a clash between American and Mexican troops. The invaders are seen digging
trenches, behind which they are surrounded by a host of armed
Mexicans. It is a battle to the death and practically all of the
American command is wiped out before the appearance of the
"Gray Ghost," an armored automobile, which eventually routs
the foe. The commanding officer. Major Winston, suffers a,
wound and is buried alive by his men, with proper provision
for air. He recovers later and makes his way out of his premature grave.
While the story of "Liberty' 'is full of exciting thrills, it at
no time greatly strains the credulity of the observer. So
strong is the general atmosphere of the production that it continually impresses one as an accurate picture of life along the
border. It lends a real understanding to unfortunate conditions existing there and the numbers may be followed with
profit by citizens of this country.

New

companies are employed in the making of these comedies, Billi°
Rhodes. Eddie Barry and Harry Ham heading one of the casts,
and Betty Compson, Neal Burns and Dave Morris the other. In
"Bride and Gloom" Billie Rhodes, Harry Ham, Eddie Barry.
Ethel
Lynne,
"Wallercomedies
and Stella
Adams
the parts.
The chief
meritJane
of these
is the
spiritplay
of youth
that
pervades them. The plots are in no way remarkable for their
humor or cleverness. "Some Kid" being founded upon the mistake of a book-loving young wife, who carries oft a colored
baby in mistake for her own while engrossed in the latest
novel; "Tramp! Tramp! Tramp!" explains the adventures of
two hoboes who are mistaken for college boys in disguise:
"The Sea Nymphs"
tells of hethehas
pleasant
an elderlyof
gentleman,
who imagines
drunk dream
of the offountain
youth and made a deep impression on a group of Pacific coast
bathing girls; "A Brass Button Romance" is a burlesque on the
familiar criminal drama, and "Bride and Gloom" relates to a
pair of Newlyweds who are separated on their wedding night.
None of this material is strikingly original, but it has been
handled skillfully by the producer. Brisk action is to be found
all through the five comedies, and the casts work with unabated
zeal. The exterior and indoor settings are also well chosen,
but the chief asset of the pictures is the youth and comeliness
of Betty Compson and Billie Rhodes and the other young
women employed in the Christie products.
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Thanhouser's Tenth Gold Rooster

Releasing Plan at New Rochelle Studios Has Proved to
Be Great Success.

WHEX
Frederick
Warde onin December
"King Lear"
released
through
the Pathe
exchanges
17, isEdwin
Thanhouser
will have issued his tenth Thanhouser-Made Pathe Gold
Rooster play under the Thanhouser Film Corporation's new arrangement with Pathe whereby Thanhouser releases two features a month.
Mr. Thanhouser is highly gratified with the success of the
new plan whereby he concentrates his whole organization upon
the manufacture of only ten reels a month. He has found that
the market never is bad for a good picture, and the big demand
for Thanhouser features, which increases with every release,
has proved that he is delivering what the public seeks.
Florence La Badie's popularity is such that in order to meet
the demands made by exhibitors, Mr. Thanhouser has seen to
it that five of his first ten release were Florence La Badie features. The first Thanhouser-Pathe release was "The Fugitive."
by Philip Lonergan. one of the most successful of the ten.
The others of the Florence La Badie series were "The Fear
of Poverty." by Agnes C. Johnston, "Saint, Devil and Woman,"
and "The Pillory," both by Philip Lonergan. and "Divorce and
the Daughter," a December release, by Miss Johnston. All of
Miss La Badie's features are directed by Frederic Sullivan.
Gladys Hulette's two plays. "The Shine Girl" and "Prudence,
the Pirate," by Agnes C. Johnston, met with immediate success,
placing Miss Hulette promptly among the few fully entitled to
the biggest letters the electric signs can carry. Both plays
have been highly praised for their ingeniousness and for their
wholesomeness. Miss Hulette's personality has distant charm
and no other actress has been so successful as she in portraying lovable little girls.
The Thanhouser-Pathe program has been as varied in subject as it has been even in quality." Besides the Florence La
Badie and Gladys Hulette features. Mr. Thanhouser has presented
ValkyrienWarde,
(Baroness
Dewitz)
in "Hidden
directed
by Ernest
a story
of a white
goddess Valley,"
and a tribe

''Liberty"

of South African idol worshippers, and Jeanne Eagels in "The
World and the Woman," directed by Eugene Moore, a powerful
drama with faith healing as its theme.
These two stories, far out of the beaten track, have been
hailed with delight by grateful exhibtors, who always are looking for something new.
Frederick Warde's "King Lear" is the most pretentious offering of the first ten Thanhouser-Made Pathe Gold Rooster plays.
The production is a massive one. and the adaptation clings consistently to Shakespeare's play. The cast has been carefully
chosen, and every detail was watched by both the star and
Ernest Warde. his son, who directed the feature.
Frederick Warde is a Shakespearian authority, and he took
infinite pains so that the production would satisfy the most
critical admirers of the immortal bard, as well as entertain with
its wonderfully human story the moving picture patron who
knows little of Shakespeare,

Serial Is Proving
Itself a Startlingly
Realistic
Drama of Warfare Along Mexican Border.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
INSTEAD of a slackening interest, which is sometimes felt
in a long serial photoplay, "Liberty" has exceded all
promises and is now sweeping its wav into the hearts of
observers. Nothing has been done in the way of thrilling warfare and adventure to overshadow this production. Its thrills
are the genuine outgrowth of a well-sustained plot and each
instalment, with its vivid pictures of conditions on the Mexican border, raises rather than lowers the high standard of the
serial.
thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth episodes are
wonderful,The indeed.
Wm. B. Pearson, the author, has turned out a story that
grows in fascination and affords the producing
a
legitimate basis for fresh action as events proceed. company
The director. Jacques Jaccard. is entitled to great credit for the splendid

Picture.
An interesting Argosy
picture Films'
will be Frost
released
by the Argosy Films,
Inc., very shortly, when it introduces its first production, a
high -class five-reel comedy-burlesque, entitled "Where D'ye
Get That
Sallie's Blighted Career," featuring Edna
Aug
in theStuff,
title orrole.
The Argosy Films, Inc., was recently formed for the purpose of making and releasing on a State rights basis highclass feature comedies and dramas, and H. J. Shepard has been
appointed general manager of the company, whose executive
offices are at 1600 Broadway. New York City.
"WTiere D'ye Get That Stuff? or Sallie's Blighted Career" is a
highly amusing melange. Its dialog was written by H. C.
Witwer, one of the most famous humorists in the country,
many of his stories appearing in the Saturday Evening Post,
and by C. H. Van Loan, who is recognized as one of the most
prolific writers in the film world.
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Selig Strives for Quality
Incurs an

Expense of Fifty Thousand
Dollars to Bring
a
Production Up to the Mark.
FIGURATIVELY spi-akirm'. I tussr*! fifty thiHisand tloUars
out of the window tt-rfntlv," siittod William N, SellR In
the course of a recent interview. "A seven-reel production hnd been in the course of niakinK; I had received UalterIns reports as to the merits of the drama, reports that j;ave
me very hl^h hopes. The tilm was completed and I viewed it.
I was disappointed. The story was a pood one. the photography
was pood, there wa3 a very capable cast of players, several
stars. In fact — but there was somet hinge missinp which, to
my mind, put this production below the par of Selip Red Seal
Plays. I ordered the picture remade. That order cost me
fifty thousand dollars in cash.
"As I stated when the formation of the Kleine-Edison-SelipEssanay service was announced. I propose to release only dramas of the highest class in that nrpanization. I propose to
observe no special release date. The author of the proposed
play, the director and the players are to have all the time
necessary. There will be no hurry, no rush to complete a
picture in time for a certain release date. And, above all. the
production must be unusual, must have merit like, for instance, "The Country That God Forpot." "The Rosary," or
"Into the Primitive," or "Thou Shalt Not Covet." No matter
what the expense incurred, or the time incurred on a production, if it does not measure up to the standard I have set.
that production goes into the discard.
"And there can be no more excuses on the part of authors
and directors that they 'were hurried." I am giving all the
time wished for. and if, in plenty of time and with plenty of
money, my producers cannot turn out high-class comedies
and dramas, well, others will be summoned.
"The Selig company is now releasing a number of Red Seal
Plays through KleineEdison-Selig-Essanay Service, and all of
them are proving popular. These productions include 'The
Carpet from Bagdad.' with Kathlyn Williams; 'The Millionaire
Baby.' with Grace Darmond; "The Circular Staircase.' with
Eugenie Besserer; 'A Black Sheep,' with Otis Harlan: "The
Prince Chap.' with Marshall Neilan; 'The Country That God
Forgot.' with Tom Santschi and George Fawcett. These and
other Selig Red Seal Plays are, according to reports, increasing in popularity.
"There has been a cry to raise the standard in motion
picture production. I believe that all the film manufacturers.
those of responsibility, are doing their utmost to raise and
maintain the art. Productions totaling hundreds of thousands
of dollars are being discarded yearly by a number of manufacturers who have believed these productions are not up to
the standard of their regular releases. The Selig company is
not releasing features by routine. There may be one release
yearly or two dozen; it all depends on the quality."

Whafs in a Name?
Harper Film Corporation Now Means Much — Often Confused With Harper Publishing Co.
TRI'E
greatness
is snniettnies
sl..>\v
in manifesting
itself.
Nobody
had ever
heard of the
Harper
Flm Corporation
a hundred days ago. Now it looms large in the eye of
the motion picture business of the entire world, for the Harper
Film Corporation is the body controlling the great I nee film
spectacle, "Civilization." Of this corporation Thos. H. Ince
is the president, and his associates are some of the best known
men in the motion picture business.
"Harper" is Ince's middle name, it is the "H" of Thos. H. Ince.
The reasons for Its selection as the distinguishing title of
the company controlling the primary rights and destinies of
"Civilization"
are therefore
plain.
Confusion sometimes arises in the public mind between
the names of the Harper Film Corporation, and the Harper
Publishing Company, identified with the well known and oldtime magazines, but of coiirse. there is no connection, business
Or otherwise,
between
the two enterprises.

"A

BATHTUB

ELOPEMENT"

(Unity).

"A Bath Tub Elopement" is the title of the next Tweedledum
release to come from the Unity Sales Corporation this week.
In this amusing one-reel comedy Tweedledum decides to go
on a lark with another man's wife, leaving his own to sit
lonesomely at home. But like many another adventurer, who
plans to stray away from his owfi fireside. Tweedledum proceeds to get Into trouble.
The wife goes out on a still hunt for her erring partner and
catches him with the third member of the triangle. Tweedledum and the woman naturally try to elude the pursuing wife,
and finally take refuge in a bath tub which they find floating
on the water, and the last we see of them they are in midocean. Just how long Tweedledum can dodge the wrath of
the wife in this manner
is left entirely to our imagination.

"THE

EASIEST

WAY"

FOR

MISS YOUNG.

Following his policy of backing the popularity of his stars
with pictures adapted from the most successful novels and
plays obtainable at any price. Lewis J. Selznick this week
bought for Clara Kimball Young the motion picture rights to
"The Easiest Way," the drama by Eugene Walter, originally
produced by David Belasco with Frances Starr.
This play was
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uiiiversallj' conceded to be the strongest .\merican drama of
the century, and as originally presented ran eighteen months
continuously on Broadway. "The Easiest Way" will be presented as Miss Young's fourth Selanick picture. Albert Capellanl, director general of the Clara Kimball Young Film Corporation, and producer of "The Common Law" and "The
Foolish Virgin," will take charge of the production.

Still Winging High
Bluebird's Program Continuesness.
to Show Class and AttractiveBUTEBIRD is piling up good things for the exhibitor and
there is promise that the closing weeks of the program's
first year will disclose a series of releases that will surpass
In attractiveness any of the very popular productions that so
early established Bluebird in favor with the exhibitor and
his public. Three December releases are ready for announcbment, two of them scheduled and the third only awaiting a
definite caption.
"The Price of Silence" will introduce Dorothy Phillips to
the Bluebird flock on Doc. U. Frank Whitson, Jay Belasco,
Lon Chaney and Jack Mulhall will all have roles of prominence
in her support. Joseph Do Grasse (the director who brought
out Louise Lovely) worked from Ida May Park's scenerio in
producing W. Carey Wonderly's story, originally printed in a
popular magazine. "The Price of Silence" is a problem play,
ingenuously worked out and climaxing in a thrilling surprise.
"The Sign of the Poppy" on Dec. 4th will introduce Hobart
Henley to the program with Gertrude Selby as his leading lady.
In this feature Henley plays a dual role, the two characters
keeping him on the screen almost unintermittently. The plot
deals with a baffling mystery that remains undisclosed until
the final scene. J. Grubb Alexander wrote the scenario and
Charles Swickard, new among Bluebird's stage managers,
directed the production.
Cleo Madison will be the leading player in what will probably be Bluebird's Dec. IS release, the working title of
which is now "Black Orchids." Rex Ingram wrote and directed
the feature, his second presentation, with Miss Madison, in the
Bluebird series, "The Chalice of Sorrow." tlie first IngramMadison production, recalled by exhibitors as among the best
of recent Bluebirds. Francis McDonald and Wedgewood Nowell
will be Miss Madison's chief supporters
in "Black Orchids."
"The Eagle's Wrings" must be considered among coming
Bluebirds, although it is not be be associated with the program.
This will be made a special release, distributed by Bluebird
exchanges along State right lines. Industrial preparedness is
the theme of "The Eagle's Wings." and. as its title would imply,
it is a patriotic, all- American release inspiring loyalty and
love of Old Glory.
Rufus Steele, who created "Hop. the Devil's Brew." for Bluebird, provided this new and important feature, and in taking
many of the scenes in munition plants and Government preserves had the co-operation of the authorities. The Naval
Consulting Board, through its organization for industrial preparednes , is now collecting data from manufacturers seeking
definite information on what Uncle Sam may expect in the
way of co-operation in time of need. "The Eagle's Wings"
illustrates the results that may be attained along these lines.

UNICORN

GETS

"JIMMY

DALE."

President Ike Schlank, of the Unicorn Film Service Corporation, announces that his concern has acquired the rights of
"Jimmy Dale. Alias 'The Gray Seal.'" by Frank Packard, the
celebrated author of the "Miracle Man." which in dramatic
form was one of the biggest successes ever seen on Broadway,
and which is still playing to crowded houses all over the
country. This serial, which was produced by the Monmouth
Film Company, is in sixteen chapters, and will be backed up by
an extensive newspaper campaign, this story appearing in
twelve hundred of the most prominent newspapers of the
cauntry.

GOOD

BUSINESS

FOR IVAN

AT BOSTON.

Frank Willis, manager of the Ivan Exchange, 23 Piedmont
street, Boston, Mass., reports a wonderful increase in business
in the city of culture and throughout New England generally.
He writes that the latest releases of Ivan Film Productions.
Inc.. such as "Her Surrender," "Forbidden Fruit," "The Faded
Flower" and "The Sex Lure" have taxed the working force of
his office and it is contemplated by the home office to increase
the space by seeking larger quarters within the near future.
"I am satisfied." writes Willis, "that Ivan films have become
vogue and the by-word in every home throughout New England.

NEW

EXCHANGE

FOR TEXAS.

D. J. Byars. formerly interested in the Central Feature
Company of Waco, and W. H. McCullough, president of the
Central Exchange Texas National Bank, have organized a
new film exchange, which will be known as the Central Film
Service Corporation. This company will operate in the states
of Texas. Oklahoma. Louisiana and Arkansas, with headquarters at the Preatorian Building in Waco. The Central
Feature Service will become the exclusive distributors of all
Moss productions in the states of Texas. Oklahoma, Louisiana
and Arkansas.
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Brady on Preparedness
Points Out the Advantages of Producing Pictures Far Ahead
of Release Date.
WILLIAM A. BRADY, director general of the World Film
Corporation, was questioned a day or so ago regarding
the advantages derived by his company from having its
photoplays in readiness a full half year in advance.
"The benefits are many and of great importance," said Mr.
Brady. "Some of these have been mentioned already, but one
of the most vital is that the plan enables us to eliminate
possible defects in a picture before its release.
"For example, some time ago at a private view I found that
one of our pictures dated for release four or five weeks ahead
could be materially improved by certain changes which suggested themselves during the run-off, and I immediately set it
back for two months, moving another play up to take its
place. Then one evening I went to work with the director of
the imperfect picture, and by three o'clock in the morning we
bad it in such shape that when it was finally issued the success
w^as very great.
"If we had not been in a position to hold this play back. It
might have been received with disfavor, or at least severely
criticized, whereas the comments were very cordial indeed.
You see, we are in a position to go over our pictures again
and again, examining them from every conceivable angle, and
not alone that but to let enough time elapse between these
examinations
to give us clear minds.
"The late Dion Boucicault, who was both proficient and
prolific in writing for the stage, once told me that as soon as
be finished a manuscript he locked it in a drawer and busied
bimself with something else for a full month, so that when
he took up his play again he was able to perceive defects
\phich he almost surely would have overlooked while in the
spirit of his work.
"The Boucicault system applies perfectly to the preparation
of motion pictures, for one carelessly made or unsatisfactory
production does more damage to its sponsors than can be
undone by three or four exceptionally good ones.
"The improvement which has been very generally noted in
World pictures and which is responsible for the great increase
In our business, is not due to the overshadowing genius of
any individual, but to the constant, patient, and intelligent
application of those who make the pictures and the others who
sell them. Regarded from all points of view. I believe the
World concern at this time is as close to one hundred per cent
efficient as any other organization of its magnitude can be.
"I will add that the policy of completing our productions
months in advance has worked out so well that it will be
continued and probably amplified in the future. We are
already working on no less than six additions to the list that
was published about a month
ago."

"Grant" Runs Indefinitely
Overwhelming

Success
of Newspaper
Series Causes
Announcement from Kalem Company.
EXHIBITORS wlio have been inquiring as to the number of
episodes that would be seen in the "Grant. Police Reporter," series are answered this week by the announcement of the Kalem Company that the dare-devil series featuring George Larkin and OUie Kirkby will be run indefinitely.
This decision follows the complete tabulation of reports from
all over the country on the first five episodes. These reports
from exchange managers show that the one-reel series is running neck and neck with "The Girl From "Frisco" in the race
for popularity and indicate an overwhelming success.
"We know that it is a revolutionary step to announce that a
series will be released indefinitely," declared Mr. Wright, of
the Kalem Company, "but the record of bookings is so phenomenal and the reports from exhibitors showing the series so
enthusiastic that it is the only move left us. I would hesitate
In the face of this success to set a limit on the life of 'Grant.'
Much as we expected when we announced that we would
present stars like George Larkin and Ollie Kirkby and an
author oT the prominence of Robert Welles Ritchie in a onereel series, we have been literally swept off our feet."
While the Kalem executives were announcing their plans
for the indefinite continuance of the once-a-week series. Daredevil CSeorge Larkin, star of the newspaper series, was busily
making his own plans at the Jacksonville studio. In the second
week of the work on the "Grant" series Larkin was injured
In making a leap from a window to a speeding automobile and
found it necessary to lay idle for several days while his ankles
were recovering. On his return to the studio Larkin stated
that he was out to make a record of not missing a day of work
on the rest of the series. With the bruises and sprains that
come with each thrill this is by no means an easy task, as is
shown by the following letter received from the star last week.
"The ankles are still weak," he said, "and even ordinary
\FaIking is far from a pleasant pastime. But we went through
with the ship stunts for "The Wizard's Plot' today as per
schedule. I believe you will agree with us that we got some
very sensational scenes on the ship. The leap from the moving
sailboat to the rope ladder of the liner was very tricky and
should show up well. When I jumped from the liner to the
boat I missed the latter by a few inches and got a fine drenching. The wind was also blowing about forty-five milea an
hour up in the rigging, making it difficult to gauge the distances properly."
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Warwick
''The Argyle
Detective
Dramain Bought
by Harry Case'*
Rapf for Popular
Star's Initial Offering.
ROBERT WARWICK, the latest of the Selznick-Pictures
stars, began work this week on the first of his productions under the new management, an adaptation of "The
Argyle Case." the play by Harvey J. O'Higgins and Harriet
Ford in which Robert Hilliard starred so successfully in New
York and throughout the country a few seasons ago. The
rights were purchased by Harry Rapf, president of the Robert
Warwick Film Corporation. The play was one of the most
successful detective romances ever staged and unquestionably
offers the athletic and talented Mr. Warwick the greatest
opportunity of his screen career. Ralph Ince is directing the
production.
"The Argyle Case" is a real detective story. The authors
had the advantage of the services of no less an authority on
the science of modern detection than William J. Burns, the
internationally famous investigator. The story involves counterfeiters and the use of the dictagraph and has a strong love
interest as well. As Asche Kayton. the role in which Mr.
Hilliard appeared, Mr. Warwick will be called upon to perform many feats of daring and physical strength of the sort
that has made Douglas Fairbanks such a successful film star,
as well as to display an uncanny cleverness in outwitting the
most skillful band of counterfeiters in America.
Famous

UNUSUAL

TITLES

ADORN

"WITCHING

HOUR."

Through an arrangement entered into this week, whereby
William L. Sherrill. head of the Frohman Amusement Corporation, is to have the distinction of presenting for the first time
a number of highly elaborate titles will be inserted into the
film production of that concern's latest production, "The WitchHour." and will be seen shortly when that film is given its
tradeing display.
The titles are unlike, in a great many ways, anything heretofore displayed in a screen production and serve well their
purpose in this instance of maintaining the dignity of the
story throughout.
"The Witching Hour." therefore, will serve two purposes.
It will bring to light, according to all reports, the first powerful
seven-reel dramatic feature in which there is absolutely no
resort to the extra-sensational.
Throughout the seven parts, dramatic action is the entire
theme. Not in any one instance does the sensational obtaiiK
But there is not an instant where the spectator will not be
refreshed by a powerful dramatic situation, a tremendous
emotional climax or series of counter plots, so closely interwoven as to make the play more than a strong story — a mighty
dramatic document.
"The Witching Hour" is being assembled now and will be
ready for display about November 14th. A trade showing will
be held, in all probability at the Strand Theater during one
morning of that week.

MARGUERITE

CLARK
AGAIN TO
"SNOW WHITE."

STAR

IN

One of the film events of the year will be the presentation
by the Famous Players Film Company of Marguerite Clark in
an
adaptation of
of which
"Snow she
White,"
the aGrimm
fairysensation
tale in the
dramatization
created
veritable
on
the stage. In accordance with its annual custom of making
some special recognition of the Christmas holiday season in its
release schedule, the Famous Players Company has set Christmas Day as the date for the appearance of the picture on the
Paramount
Program.
It was under the personal direction of Winthrop Ames that
Miss Clark starred in the stage version of "Snow White," and
it is therefore of particular interest to note that Mr. Ames has
consented to give his personal assistance and advice in the
converting of the play into a motion picture. Mr. Ames is
going to supply the Famous Players with the original costumes
which were used in the stage presentation. As these costumes
were especially commended for their appropriateness and
beauty at the time, they will undoubtedly form an effective
part
in theat beauty
of thetheater,
production.
When Clark
"Snow was
White"
was
produced
the Little
Marguerite
declared
by critics to have been an ideal Princess, her personal charm
making her immeasurably attractive in addition to the delightfully useful little character which she portrayed with
such vivacity.

MUTUAL

SUBJECTS

LOST.

C. M, Brown. Mutual Exchange Manager, of Memphis, Tenn.,
writes: "On Oct. 19th we shipped four reels to a party giving
us the name of R. A. Jackson at McRea, Ark. On Oct, 20th
we shipped four more reels. Neither shipment has been returned to us. nor can we ascertain the present whereabouts
of R. A. Jackson. The titles and numbers of the reels are:
4593-4-5 — Mustang. 'Snow Stuff"; 4413-14 — Mustang. 'Wild Jim's
Reformer"; 4491 — Beauty, 'Battle of Cupidovitch*; 4412 — Vogue.
'Sammy"s Doughful Romance"; 4451 — Beauty, 'Cats, Cash and
"If Book.*
you can find space in your publication to mention .this
Cook
together
with request that any exchange or exhibitor hearing
of R. A. Jackson communicate with us by wire, we will appreciate the favor."
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Comments on the Films
/gallBHIBlllllllllllli
EXCLUSIVELY

General Film

BY

Company

TWIN*
Nov. :.'.— Portly
Babechief
Hardyfunmakers
and Katt'inPrice,
also FLATS
blosscd iVimJ.
with avoirdupois,
are the
this
reel. It Is a Kood knockabout comedy number. The means Plump
and his pal tnkv to gvi out of their flats to the club are funny. Only
Raymond gets away, ami he brings several of his pals around to Plump's
flat. They arc routed by Kate, the wife, but buhby gets away and comes
home with a bank roll, won at poker.
IN THE RANKS (Vim), Nov. 3.— Pokes and Jabbs (Robert Burns and
Walter Stull) arc seen in this comedy reel. The reel is not as lively
as some of the recent Pokes and Jabbs numbtr.^, but embraces a number
of laughs. Pokes and Jabbs both take a chance at soldiering this time,
and a little knockabout work gets over. To lap tbe climax Pokes is
shot from a cannon and is seen catapulting through the air. Others than
Pokes and Jabbs in the cast are Ethel Burton and Frank Hanson.
THE GAME THAT FAILED (Vitagraph). Nov. 3.— True love never
runs smooth, and it runs humorously rough in this reel. The comedy
Is lacking In slapstick and the trials and tribulations of the four sweethearts lead to numerous funny situations.
This reel is up to average.
TOM'S SACRIFICE (Sellg), Nov. 4.— Exciting feats of horsemansliip
on the part of Tom Mix and his supporting cast make this an acceptable
Western. Cowboy stunts, rather than stor>', are relied upon to hold
Interest in the reel. Tom Miller, an easterner, makes good as a cowboy,
and wins the love of the ranch owner's daughter over a rival. Tom
Mix, Victoria Forde, Sid Jordan. Joe Ryan, Joe Simpkins and Howard
Farreil are in the cast.
THE NEW YORK HAT (Biograph), Nov. C— Mary Pickford is featured in this one-reel reissue. The film was directed by David W.
Griffith, and Is one of the best one-reelers that tbe old Biograph company turned out. It is a film that will please any audience. A full review was printed In the issue of October 14, page 220.
THE SELIG-TRIBUNE. NO. 8». liHG (Selig), Nov. C— First rivet
driven into keel of V. S. S. California at San Francisco; Mrs. Belva
Lockwood, suffragist, celebrates 6Stb birthday ; Monmouth County society turns out for drag bunt. Red Bank, N. J. ; difficult road building
In mountains, Walker Valley. Tenn. ; Harvard beats Cornell at football,
Cambridge: fashions in furs ; Deutschland arrives at New London ;
society flocks to "Denishawn," Los Angeles; thousands hear President
Wilson at Shadow Lawn.
NEW YORK RAPID TRANSIT (Vitagraph), Nov. 6.— An interesting
reel showing the construction of the New York subway. A human interest story is cleverly worked into the reel. Tbe film will prove especially interesting to those who wonder how New York's five million people
get about tbe city.
A DESPERATE DUEL (Kalem). Nov, 7. — An average number of the
Ham and Bud comedies. Ham and Bud, rivals for the hand of Ethel,
are both Incensed at the arrival of a new suitor — a Frenchman, insults lead to a duel between Ham and tbe Frenchman, and it is here
that a certain amount of fast knockabout work gets over. There is also
some comedy when Ham goes to the hospital. Ham and Bud are
assisted by Ethel Teare.
A SAFE PROPOSITION (Essanay). Nov. S— Ben Turpio and Victor
Potel make this number quite a good comedy. A lot of humorous trouble
Is met with in getting a safe into a household, and when a burglar
comes to burgle be finds the safe empty. He fills it so that it will be
worth stealing.
Ben Turpln is the burglar; Victor Potel the policeman.
MARKED "NO FUNDS' (Vim), Nov. S.— This number of the Vim
Feature Comedies, featuring Harry Myers and Rosemary Tbeby, is
an Improvement over several of their recent releases. There is a more
humorous story, well worked out by Mr. Myers and Miss Theby, and the
usual novel setting?. Friend wife wants a new coat and Harry believes he can get It when a stranger enters his brokerage office and
buys a large amount of stock. His check Is worthless, though, and
Harry thinks It is all off. when he finds that the stock is going up by
leaps and bounds.
THE SELIG-TRIBUNE, NO. 90, 1916 (Selig), Nov. 9.— San Francisco's
old Hall of Records torn down; Pekinese dogs; thousands of letters in
Dead Letter Office. Washington ; militiamen on border kept in condition by hikes and exercises : celebrate 2.'iOth annoversary of St. Paul's
Chapel, New York ; Catherine Stimson, IS, teaches aviation, Mobile, Ala. :
High School girls in whaleboat race, Oakland. Cal. : German prisoners
in prison camps. France ; million-dollar dam at Lake Keecherlees, Washington, nearing completion.
A WARM RECEPTION (Vim). Nov. 9.— The old comedy idea of the
mother who wants her daughter to marry a count is used in this
reel.
Babe Hardy is seen as the favored suitor of the daughter.
Kate

OUR

OWN

STAFF

Prlic 1h the mother and Raymond McKee the count. It is the fart
knockabout work of these three that lends what comedy there fs to the
film. It is the Count who gets the warm reception, being recelTed
by Babe masquerading as the mother.
THE MAN FROM YUKON (Kalem), Nov. 10.— The fourth episode In
the "Grant. Police Reporter" series by Robert Welles Ritchie. George
Lurkin furnishes a sensation in this reel when he descends to the pavement from the sixth floor of a building by means of a rope used to hoist
a tar bucket to the roof. The picture was reviewed in the issue of November 11, page S42. In the cast are George Larkin, OHie Kirkby, Director Robert Ellis and William McKey.
HOT DOGS (Vim). Nov. 10.— Pokes and Jabbs (Robert Bums and
Walter Stull) get across considerable knockabout comedy in this reel.
Pokes is taught the gentle art of dog catching by Jabs. Pokes gets
into trouble over some of his catches.
The action is quite fast.
THE LONE POINT MYSTERY (Kalem). Nov. 11.— Helen Gibsoa
does an extra number of daredevil stunts in this number of the "Hastards of Helen." We see her dragged under the truck of a freight car,
jumping from the pilot of a locomotive into a speeding automobile and
doing several other stunts. A review was printed in the issue of Noreoabcr IS. page 999.

General Film Company Specials
JESS OF THE HILL COUNTRY (Knickerbocker Star Feature), Not.
2. — Margaret Nicholas is featured in this two-reel drama. The film is an
acceptable short-length subject, and embraces plenty of heart interest. It
tells the story of a girl of the hill country who marries a wealthy man
from the city. He deserts her, but later returns, and is met by her brother.
The girl and the man are reconciled.
Tbe picture holds interest.
THE HEART OF VIRGINIA KEEP (Essanay), Nov. 4.— A three-reel
drama whose saving grace is its element of romance. The story is fairly
strong, and is well interpreted by Marguerite Clayton. John Cossar. Edward Arnold and Thomas Commerford. A girl determines to obtain evidence to clear her father, who is accused of a murder committed twentyfive years ago. Her work brings her in touch with a reporter, who is a
millionaire's son. A strong attachment develops between the two, and
after they have proven the father innocent they find that he has been
pardoned.
The romance is culminated.
THE HEART OF A FOOL (Vitagraph), Nov. 4.— A rather impossible
three-reel motion picture drama telling of a mentally weak man. Details
of production are not all that they might be. Tbe man holds a baby for
a woman and she meets with an accident. He brings the baby home. The
baby is found by its father and detectives, as is the mother. The man's
memory is restored through an operation paid for by the baby's father,
SO SHALL YE REAP (Selig), Nov. C— A two-reel drama of ordinary
worth, with one or two rather appealing situations. The film tells on the
screen of a man who becomes addicted to the use of morphine and who,
through a vision, battles with and overcomes the habit. The cast fs
composed of E. J. Brady. Lillian Hamilton. Robyn Adair. Virginia Kirtley and Eugene Forde.
Produced by Burton L. King.
THE SCIENCE OP CRIME (Biograph). Nov. 7.— A two-reel reissne
that, according to a review printed on page 378 of the issue of October
21, "'although it has for its basic idea a rather old theme, compares favorably with some of the short-length subjects of more modern production."
Tbe film tells a story of the underworld. In the cast are William Jefferson. Franklin Ritchie. Louise Vail and George Morgan.
EASY ED (Essanay), Nov. 7. — A two-reel comedy with several lively
spots. Harry Dunkinson is featured in the role of a tramp. There is
nothing much to the story— all the comedy In the film is gotten over
through well-known knockabout methods. The number is a fairly good
comedy, in the cast are Harry Dunkinson, Florence Oberle and Virginia Bowker.
THE WITCH OF THE DARK HOUSE (Kalem). Nov. 8.— No. 14 of Robert
Welles Ritrhie's ■"The Girl from 'Frisco" series. Marin Sais furnishes
several thrills in this number, and Hart Hoxie does some exceptional
horseback riding. The release is fully up to standard. The story telle
of tbe solution of the myster>' of a "haunted" house which proves to be
a counterfeiters' den. A review was printed in the issue of November
18, page 999.
WHAT I SAID G"3ES (Essanay) . Nov. 11.— A three-reel drama with sereral pleasing touches of comedy. Richard C. Travers and Gertrude Glover
are featured. The story has several good situation.*?, although at times
it seems rather improbable. It tells of a girl who. posing as a worker
learns something about the man she Is engaged to. Everything ends
happily, however, when the fathers of the two young people arc broaght
together, and when what the youth said, goes. In the cast are also seea
John Cossar. Thomas Commerford and Fred Malatesta.

THE
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Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
THE MEASURE OF A MAX, Nov. 20.— A five-part production, ieaturing J. Warren Kerrigan and Louise Lovely. The story ot the picture
is set among the California redwoods, which adds a special charm. The
picture deals with the career of a young man who, for his profligate
habits, is expelled from the school of divinity at which he is a student.
Fate leads him to the West, where he is forced, by circumstances, to
adopt the very vocation from which he has striven to break away. An
entertaining picture, whose faults lie principally in the fact that it is
and is inclined to illustrate by sub-titles. A review will
slightly
be
foundpadded,
elsewhere.

Fox Film Corporation
SINS OF HKR PARENT, Xov. G.— An unusually interesting story of
Alaskan dance ball life lias been used as a basis of this five-part production in wbicb Gladys Brockwell has been starred in a double role. The
story of tbe film was written by Thomas Forman and directed by Frank
Lloyd, with a supporting cast consisting of Carl von Schiller. Hershel
Mayall, George Webb. Jim Farley and William Clifford. A full review
of tbe production will be found elsewhere.
THE MEDIATOR (Fox). Nov. 13.— George Walsh is featured in this
five-reel picturization of the book by Roy Norton. Mr. Walsh portrays
the character of a man who wants peace and who is willing to fight for
it. Plenty of gun play and fist fighting are seen in the film. There is an
amount of subtle humor running through the picture. A review will be
printed next week.

Greater Vitagraph V-L-S-E, Inc.
WALLS AND WALLOPS (Vitagraph), Nov. 13. — Hughie Mack. William Shea and Palsy De Forrest keep the comedy ball rolling through this
one-reel farce. Lawrence Semon is the author and producer of the
picture, which is full of strenuous action and a burlesque police force.
Aside from a humorous impersonation, Miss De Forrest throws in breakneck stunts that would do credit to the two Helens — Gibson and Holmes.
THE GLOVE AND THE RING (Vitagraph). Nov. 20. — Episode 8 of the
"Scarlet Runner." It is an Italian adventure and the hero rescues a
Russian political tugetive from the hands of a group of political bandits.
For longer notice see issue of October 7, 1916, of this paper.

International Film Service, Inc.
HEARST-IXTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL. NO. 88. 1916. Nov.
3. — Keel of U. S. S. California laid at Mare Island Navy Yard ; submarine
built here for Spain tested, Provincetown, Mass. ; machine lifts whole
coal car, Hoboken, N. J. ; youth makes daring slide into water, Los
Angeles, Cal, ; fashions de luxe; work of the American Ambulance
Corps, near Neuilly, France; motorcycle squad at preparedness camp,
Pittsburgh; Roosevelt cheered on western trip, Denver; wealthy men
donate automobiles, London ; eight girls in swimming contest, San Francisco ; merchant submarine Deutschland arrives at New London.
HEARST-INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. S9, 1916.—
President Wilson given ovation in New York; Aviator Victor Carlstrom
leaves Chicago; William Penn Highway is dedicated, Bethlehem, Pa.;
footlights and fashions ; four thousand freight cars loaded on steamer
for France, Philadelphia ; wheat harvest near Spokane, Wash, ; Hall of
Records, San Francisco, wrecked ; Alaskan dogs used in ambulance work
in Vosges mountains.
HEARST-INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 90, 1916, Nov. 10,
— Ten-ton telescope base moved up Mount Wilson, Pasadena. Cal. ; Miss
Cecelia Wright makes aero flight at Mineola ; incendiary fire destroys railroad bridge, Del Rio. Texas; Catholic University students hold tug of war,
Washington. D. C. ; footlights and fashions; with the French army;
Sir Earnest Shackleton arrives at New Orleans ; police drag river for
bodies of victims of Boston's trolley car tragedy; President Wilson casts
vote at Princeton ; Chicago women vote — other election pictures.

Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay.
THE COSSACK WHIP (Edison), Nov. 13. — Viola Dana is featured in
this five-reel Russian Revolutionist picture. Good entertainment is furnished by the production, whose story is a little different than usual
Nihilist plots. Details of production are excellent, and many artistic and
novel settings are embraced in the five reels. The supporting cast to Miss
Dana work well. A full review was printed on page 1002 of the issue of
November 18.
THE CHAPERON (Essanay), Nov. 20, — Reviewed by James S. McQuade
in the issue of Nov. 25. A very interesting photodrama of Amerioa'31
life, in which Edna Mayo and Eugene O'Brien appear to excellent advantage. Other fine roles are well sustained by Sydney Ainsworth, John
Cossar, Frankie Raymond and Marion Skinner. Photography and settings
are admirable.

Metro Pictures Corporation.
EXTRAVAGANCE (Popular Plays and Players) Nov, 6.— Mme. Petrova is tbe star of this five-reel picture, which deals largely with social
life. The reproduction of well-bred society is one of the best features of
the screen play, and Mme. Petrova and her support give it the benefit of
excellent acting. The plot is only fair. The picture is reviewed at length
on another page of this issue.
CROSBY'S REST CURE (Drew). Nov.
Metro-Drew comedies, featuring Mr. snd
Crosby decides to take Mrs. Crosby on
rest from her society duties.
Following

15.— An excellent number of the
Mrs. Sidney Drew, in which Mr.
a trip to South America for a
a remark dropped by Mrs. Drew
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in an unguarded moment, all of her friends believe that she wants them
to accompany her, and straight way proceed to do so. Mr. Crobsy, summing up the situation, bribes the chauffeur to see that they miss the boat,
and so they stay at home to rest, while their troublesome friends journey
to South America.

Mutual Film Corporation
MUTUAL WEEKLY, NO. 97 (Mutual), Nov. S.— Interesting items of
this number are scenes showing the Allies firing big guns at the Turkish
fortifications, Mrs. Belva Lockwood, the only woman ever nominated for
President of the United States, celebrating her SGth birthday ; auto races
at Sheepshead Bay, and New York's handcuff king bursting his shackles
in mid air,
REEL LIFE, NO. 28 (Gaumont), Nov, 12. — Several subjects are entertainingly and instructively pictured in this number. The U. S. Coast
Guard is seen in action ; animated drawings show something of the tremendous raise in the price of food stuffs. Vivid scenes are also shown
from the recent aerial flight from Chicago to New York,
HER SUN-KISSED HERO (Cub). Nov. 17. — A comedy number, featuring Betty Compson, Neal Burns, Harry Ham and Dave Morris The latter
_ plays the part of a life guard. He cannot swim and is tbe father of a
large family, yet the girls think him a hero. In the end he is exposed
as a base deceiver. This plot has been rendered conventional by frequent use. It is fairly entertaining as presented in this number.
MUTUAL TOURS AROUND THE WORLD (Gaumont). Nov, 14,— This
number takes the visitor on an entertaining screen trip to Archangel,
Russia's arctic seaport, to Amsterdam, capital of the Netherlands and
to Rouen, a city In Normandy, The views are splendidly pictured and
give some interesting contrasts in architecture.
A good scenic number,
REEL LIFE, NO. 27 (Gaumont), Nov. 5.— Excellent views of the coffee
industry in Brazil, showing the planting and rearing of trees, crop gathering, washing, drying and various other processes, lead this entertaining number. Clearing land of stumps by machinery and dynamite follows. Illustrations of the new safety suit for persons forced to leave
vessels at sea, and trench warfare against mosquitoes in New Jersey
follow. The reels closes with pictures of the new pushmobiles in action.

Mutual Film Corporation Specials.
THE ETERNAL CHALLENGE (Eclair). Nov. 4.— A two-reel nunfber,
by Rev. C. J. Harris, featuring Helen Aubrey. Edna Payne and Norbert
A. Myles. The story concerns a wealthy young man who insists upon
marrying an actress when his mother has social aspirations for him. After
the marriage the mother practically disowns him, but her heart softens
when he presents her with a grandchild. In spite of the familiar plot
material, this runs along entertainingly and has quite an effective close.
EAST IS EAST (Mutual Masterpicture de Luxe — Turner), Nov. 9. — A
very enjoyable number, in five reels, featuring Florence Turner and
Henry Edwards. They start out as two English street waifs and each
rises in the world. The girl inherits a fortune and the youth uses a
loan from her as a means of building up a business. In the end tbe girl
leaves her fine social life and goes back to her old pal, who has made
himself quite her equal in every way. The upward striving of these
two, from their early days in the hopfields, is full of human interest. The
scenes are pleasing throughout. This is not a dramatic subject, but none
the less interesting because of that. The character work is natural and
convincing.
A MOUNTAIN DAISY (Mutual), Nov. 9.— A moderately entertaining
two-part production in which a mountain girl, jilted by a trifler from the
city, marries a man who has been true to her, and borrows a five-yearold child upon bearing that the former is coming through that territory
with his bride. The girl and her husband succeed in exposing to the man's
wife his former actions, adding to the shame of it by pretending that she
was married at the time that he flirted with her.
PICTURE PIRATES (Vogue), Nov. 12.— A two-reel subject, featuring
Rube Miller and Ben Turpin as two indigent married men of crooked
tendencies. They enter into a scheme to steal some paintings and meet
with numerous adventures. The action is in burlesque style and does not
get up much humor. Some of the knockabout scenes are fairly amusifag,
but as a whole the number is not strong.
BEHIND THE SCREEN (Mutual Chaplin), Nov. 1.3.— While this Chaplin effort will doubtless evoke much laughter from a certain class of audience, it is not one to be strongly recommended. There is throughout a distinct vein of vulgarity which is unnecessary, even in slapstick comedy.
A great deal of comedy is intended to be extracted from a pie slinging
episode which occurs during the rehearsal of a couple of scenes in a moving picture studio. The funniest part of the comedy occurs during the
manipulation of a trap door in one of the scenes by Chaplin. All |d£
the action takes place in a moving picture studio.
IMMEDIATE LEE (Mutual Masterpicture de Luxe— American). Nov. 16.
— A pleasing five-part western number featuring Anna Little and Frank
Borzage. Jack Richardson also appears in the cast as the villain of the
play- One very unpleasant incident that would have been better to have
been omitted is the slashing open both sides of Immediate Lee's mouth
with a knife. The deed done in revenge by one. Hurley, of the "Bar L"
ranch, forms one of the main lines of action in the story. The scene of
the wedding, when Immediate Lee marries the reformed dance hall girl
in the saloon which has been fitted up in tbe guise of a chapel for the
occafion, is very amusing.
THE VAMPIRES. NO. 1 (Gaumont), Nov. 23.— The first of the nine
episodes of this interesting seriol is entitled "The Detective's Head," and
is brimming with mystery and thrill. The serial is based on the effort
of the star reporter of a PaVis newspaper to solve the mystery of the
dreadful
vampires of the streets of Paris. A view of this number will be
found
elsewhere.
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Pathe Exchange, Inc.
A CITY'S MILK SI 1'1'I.Y iTtitlie). Nov. UL— A detailed ftccount ot how
a city's milk supply Is derived ntul proparetl for delivery. Vlcwfl of the
cows are followed by tho milking process, preceded by tho eleunslns
of the cow. The pasteurliatlou of tho milk, the bottUnK. etc., Is nicely Illustrated herein. On tho eamo reel with "Horo and There lu Spain."
HERB A-ND THERE IN SPAIN (Pathe). Nov. 10.— On the fiamo lecl
with "A City's Milk Supply." this subject presents many Interesting views
and historic spots In old Spain. The film is colored, but not always
artistically. The value of the subjeet lies In the splendid views It presents.
Ll'KE. PATIENT PROVIDER (Rolln), Nov. 19.— Ono of tho most
amusing of the Lonesome Luke comedies. The situation which Indirectly
brings about the comedy Is the misfortune of a certain doctor, who. because he has had no patients for months. Is obliged to dismiss his pretty
nurse. Luke then steps into the breach and volunteers, with the aid of
his flivver, to supply patients. Children as well as adults will enjoy this
comedy.

Pathe Exchange, Inc., Specials
THB SHIELDING SHADOW. NO. S (A^tra), Nov. I'J.— 'The Haunting Hand" Is the title of this episode. Some interesting action takes
place in this number. The scenes in the home of Sebastian, where OneLamp Louie, from fear of the haunting hand, prevents the marriage of
Blanca and Sebastian, are intense. Leontlne, who, with Ravengar, has
been shipwrecked and thrown on the lighthouse island, and is believed by
Sebastian to be dead, suddenly reappears in her home, terrorizing Sebastian and upsetting all his plans. The destruction of the lighthouse by
Hghtnlng is not altogether convincing, but is, at the same time, rather a
clever piece of miniaturo work.
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Btonographor. Tho latter dresses as a hoy and Is rc-employcd by tho
wife. Amusing complications follow, the action being of the rapld-flre,
burlesque type.
This Is well up to tho Joker standard ot comedies.

Universal Film Mfg. Co. Specials
STUIFK AND SOItUOW (Spc'lal miv.TSiil ) , Nov. 0.- No. 13 of the
"Liberty" series. An exciting number In which tho serial reaches a
high climax of Interest. Liberty goes to tho cabin of Manuel and
offers herself to him, If he will release tho man under siege In the
desert ruins. Manuel plans to trick her, and she battles with him In
hand-to-hand fashion. Theresa, jealous, shoots Manuel and then herself. Trenches are being dug by the American troops for open warfare
as the number closes.
A MODERN JOAN OF ARC (Special Universal), Nov. 13.— No. 14 of
tho "Liberty" series. The first reel opens with Liberty and Pedro
being taken as prisoners to Chlhauhau. A battle scene of intense interest has been staged by Director Jaccard. Major Winston is wounded and
burled alive by his men, with proper ventilation. The whole command
is then wiped out before an armored auto comes and routs the foe.
Major Winston in time digs out of his premature grave and views the
dead bodies of his command, a dramatic moment indeed. All of this
action is highly commendable and brilliantly pictured.
LIBERTY'S HONOR (Special Universal), Nov. 14.— No. 15 of the
"Liberty" series. This deals almost entirely with tho dramatic experiences of Liberty and Pedro as prisoners In Chlhauhau. The iatter
escapes from his cell after some vigorous hand-to-hand conflicts with
the guard and others. He finds Lopez trying to profit by the death ot
Manuel. Liberty is released from prison, with n promise of freedom.
She goes with Lopez to a large restaurant. Here Pedro finds Lopez
in the act of attacking Liberty.
Their escape is a thrilling one.

THE WORLD AND THE WOMAN (Gold Rooster Play), Nov. 19.— A
flvo-part production, featuring Jeanne Eagels. The story of the picture
was written by Philip Lonergan. and treats of the difiBculty of the path oE
tho young woman alone In the world, with a peculiar development which
presents the woman at a later date In the guise of a faith healer. The
story Is not altogether convincing, but is pleasing in many respects.
The production has been beautifully set, and has been enacted by a competent cast. A full review will be found in our issue of Nov. IS.

THB THREAD OF LIFE (Imp), Nov. 19.— A two-reel number of
fair strength. The two operation scenes at the beginning have a rather
depressing effect. Later the story becomes more interesting, showing
the restoration of the thief's sister, her jealousy of the nurse and subsequent effort to have the latter put out of tbe way. The hero doctor,
portrayed by Ben Wilson, saves the girl from the burning house In
which she lies helplessly bound. The story would be more entertaining
if it had a less sordid note.
The cast and photography are pleasing.

THE WARNING (Pathe). Nov. 19. — A three-part drama with Creighton
Hale In the masculine lead. The warning takes the form of a dream
In which the wayward son of a clergyman lives through a series of
crimes committed by him in his dreams, and the punishment sin must
surely bring. The dream is rather long, but the moral taught is an excellent one. The production was made by the Wbartons.

THE DEVIL'S BONDSWOMAN (Red Feather), Nov. ■20.— This fivereel subject, written by Willis Woods and Fred Myton, features Emory
Johnson, Dorothy Davenport, Adele Farrington. Richard Morris and
Wm. Canfield. It has an allegorical opening, showing the conflicting
attributes of the hero and his mate as they arrive on earth for their
mortal career. There is a good deal of over-acting all through this subject and too many visions and close-ups are shown, the latter giving
artificial effect. The story itself is interesting and might have been
stronger if given a strictly modern setting. The device of having the
devil appear in the guise of an ordinary man has been frequently employed before. The number combines weakjiess and strength,
THE WOMAN HE FEARED (Gold Seal), Nov. 21.— A three-reel
number, by E. M. Ingleton. featuring Franklyn Farnum, Clarissa Selwynne, Vola Smith and others. This is a strong subject, with several
dramatic moments. The hero is a young newspaper man, who recovers
from the drink habit by a strong effort. His aunt is a woman who has
been cast off by the father of the girl he loves. The aunt encourages
the match, as a matter of revenge, and at the wedding feast pours

Signal Film Corporation
A LASS OF THE LUMBERLANDS. XO. 4, Nov. 1.?.— "A Deed of
Daring" Is the title of this thrilling chapter of the serial in which Helen
makes a daring jump from a moving train into an automobile, and finally
gains her purpose of replacing a stolen box back on the train where it
rides to its destination, thereby winning a point at issue with regard to
the shipping of logs over the railroad controlled by Holmes.

Triangle Film Corporation.
HAYSTACKS AND STEEPLES (Triangle-Keystone), Oct. 1.— An amusing comedy of a little higher class in some respects than the regular
Keystone farce.
THE MICROSCOPE MYSTERY (Fine-Arts). Nov. 19.— A detective
story of the higher class, containing some delightful characterization
and a truly scientific detection of an unsuspected criminal. Wilfred
Lucas In an attractive role.
THE HONORABLE ALGY" (Ince), Nov. 19.— An entertaining story
of great ingenuity and bright characterization. Well suited to Christmas presentation.

Universal Film Mfg. Company
LOST IN BAYLON (Rex), Nov. lO.—The story of a simple country
girl, who comes to New York, by Harvey Gates. She meets a reporter
and. wishing him to think her a city girl, makes up and smokes a cigarette. He soon convinces her tbat it is her simplicity he admires. Edith
Roberts, Malcolm Blevins and Millard K. Wilson appear. This has a
good idea in it and holds the interest welt.
HOW DO YOU FEEL? (Nestor). Nov. 20.— A comedy number, by
Robert T. Gowan, featuring Lee Moran. Eddie Lyons and others. A
doctor mixes up letters to two patients and the young man is mistakingly informed that he has only six days to live. The undertaker,
portrayed by Lee Moran, furnishes much of the amusement. Although
slightly grewsome. this is well handled and gets a number of laughs.
IRMA IN WONDERLAND (Powers). Nov. 23.— A juvenile number,
written and produced by Lule Warrenton. The school scenes are well
put on and amusing. There is hardly enough story to hold the interest
strongly, though tho appeal is good in the settings,
MARRIED A YEAR (Nestor). Nov. 24. — A domestic comedy, by Calder
Johnstone, featuring Ed. Sedgwick and Betty Schade. The husband
worries over his wife's extravagances and she thinks he is flirtatious.
Their dreams result in bringing about a better understanding.
This is not entirely clear in construction, which detracts from the story
value somewhat.
It makes a fair offering.
JANITOR'S VENDETTA (Joker), Nov. 25.— A character comedy, featuring Wm. Franey, Gale Henry. Chas. Conklfn and Lillian Peacock.
plot concerns a jealous wife who discharges her husband's gfrl
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WHERE IS MY WIFE? (L.K.). Nov. 22.— A comic number, featuring
Billy Ritchie as proprietor of the St. Vitus Hotel, This is full of funny
antics, some of them of the rougher sort, but none extremely offensive.
Billy flirts with a man's wife and endeavors to assist her in obtaining
her bath. There Is a general mix-up, a chase and considerable shooting.
THE EMERALD PIN (Laemmle), Nov. 23.— A pleasing two-reel offering, written by E. M. Singleton, featuring Roberta Wilson. Gretchen
Lederer, Eileen Sedgwick, Chas. Perley and Louise Owen. A grandmother, seeing her granddaughter is being enticed into a fast social
set. with bridge as its chief recreation, tells the girl the story of her
own experiences, which center about an emerald brooch. The characterizations are pleasing and the construction good. The production
is well above the average.
CIRCUMSTANTIAL GUILT (Imp), Nov. 24.— A two-reel number,
written by George Suprenenant. featuring Jack Nelson and Burton
Law. This opens with a court scene, in which an Italian fruit peddler
is being tried for murder. One man on the jury hangs out for acquittal.
His story to the other jurors is followed by a dramatic confession tha^t
he himself committed the crime. This situation has been employed so
often that the denouement will be obvious to many observers^ At the
same time the story Is well constructed, hag good suspense and is)
strongly
presented.
THE LOST LODE (Bison), Nov. 25. — A two-reel mining story, featuring E. N. Wailack, Edith Johnson, Edward A. Hearn and L. C.
Shumway. This has unusually picturesque and attractive locations.
It tells of the rivalry of two men over the daughter of a mine owner.
There is an effort at villainy, which is frustrated by the girl. This
makes a first rate mining story. There Is good suspense in the closing
scenes.

World Pictures.
THE MADNESS OF HELEN ( Paragon ) , Nov, 20,— This five-reel
screen play is a highly romantic mystery story in which twin sisters,
played by Ethel Clayton, are the principal characters. Scenes along
tbo seashore and in a fishing village are well produced. The scenario
was written by Emmett Campbell Hall, and directed by Travers Vale.
A longer review Is printed on another page of this issue.
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VAMPIRES."

Serial advertising having" become somewhat stereotyped, it
has remained for the Mutual Film Corporation to blaze a new
trail for the new French detective photo-novel, "The Vampires." produced by the Gaumont Company. Novelty is always
a valuable aid in advertising a motion picture, and the possibilities for unusual methods are found in every episode of "The
Vampires." The story deals with the arch criminals of Paris
who commit many of their depredations while dressed in sinister costumes of black tights, black shirts and black hoods.
The effectiveness of the costume for advertising purposes has
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"HER

NEW

YORK"

FOLLOWS

"LEAR."

Gladys Hulette's Thanhouser-Pathe feature, "The Shjne Girl"
and "Prudence, the Pirate," have met with such unqualified
praise that exhibitors are clamoring for more of the same.
Miss Hulette's next release will be "Her New Tork," a play by
Agnes C. Johnston, author of Miss Hulette's other Gold Rooster
plays.
"Her New Tork" probably will be the next ThanhouserPathe release after Frederick Warde in "King Lear." Supporting Miss Hulette in "Her New York" are Riley Chamberlin,
Carey Hastings, Williams Parke. Jr., Robert Vaughn anO
Ethyle Cooke.

IVAN'S

COMING

PRODUCTION.

Ivan Abramson, the energetic director-gcLeral of the Tvan
Film Productions, has for some time been secretly negotiating
for the construction of a big. new, special release, which will
create a sensation in filmdom. The name of the new photodrama is "Enlighten Thy Daughter." and it will be produced
at a cost equal to the expense of several former releases. To
this end he has engaged a selected cast of star screen players,
such as Katherine Kaelred, Marie Shotwell. Zena Keefe. Louise
Horner, Frank Sheridan. James Morrison, Arthur Donaldson.
and others.
"THE SCAPEGRACE"
(Universal).
"The Scapegrace" is the title of a two-reel Southern drama
being filmed at Universal City under the direction of George
Cochrane. The leading roles are j)layed by Molly Malone and
Jack Nelson with a strong^ cast of players in their support.
Harvey Gates of the Universal staff wrote the story.

METRO'S
Scene from "The Vampires" (Gaumont).
led the Mutual to stock all its branches with such suits, which
the exhibitor may obtain for advertising purposes.
Another novel manner by which the exhibitor can advertise
the series to his patrons is with "The Vampire" newspaper.
Since the relentless foe of the arch criminals is a newspaper
reporter, it was decided to publish a newspaper of their nefarious activities. These are of four pages, illustrated with
pictures of powerful scenes from the photo-novel, and destined for distribution by the exhibitor either in the lobby of
the theater or else in the territory from which he draws his
patronage. It is the plan of the advertising department of the
Mutual to have these tabloid newspapers distributed by men
ivearing the Vampire costume.

BEULAH

"BIG TREMAINE"

RELEASED

NOV. 20,

The Metro-Torke adaptation of Marie Van Vorst's stirring
novel, "Big Tremaine." will be released on Nov. 20. This great
drama, with Harold Lockwood and May Allison as the stars,
and which was picturized and directed by Henry Otto, is one
of the strongest film offerings of the season.
It is a play that is filled with powerful situations. Through
It run the elements of love, money and politics. In the love
element there are two divisions. The chiel of these portrays
the tender emotions
of a strong and honorable
man wlio is

BURNS, A CHIP OF OLD BLOCK.

Triangle's famous band of child players at the Fine Arts
studio have many and varied accomplishments. In fact, it is
rare that any demand comes up that one or other of the octette cannot fill. The brothers Franklin, directors for' the
band, claim it has never been stumped yet, and are especially
proud of the latest feat.
The scene was for "Sister of Six," which stars Bessie Love.
One of the children had to ride at breakneak speed to catch
the "Pony Express." It had to be the real thing, inat ride,
■with a wiry and fiery little western pony, and the directors
were worried. Would they dare trust any of the children in
so dangerous an enterprise?
Of course every one of the eight begged to do it. What was
danger to these adventurous tots? But there was one candidate who really qualified.
That was Eeulah
Burns, aged six.
Perhaps it is a case of heredity. Beulah's father is Fred
Burns, who is one of the famous Burns brothers, who grew up
in the cow countries of the West — real cowboys since they
were old enough to handle a lariat. Fred Burns is in charge
of the stock at the Fine Arts studios, and between times he
plays cowboy parts quite modestly and unoflScially. He is one
of the most conspicuous members of the band of sure-enough
plainsmen who have drifted to Los Angeles since most of the
hard riding of the West began to be done for the screen.
And small Beulah is a chip from the old block. She has been
in the saddle since she was old enough to sit up without having^ a hand at her back, and she can ride almost anything that
is live horseflesh. She is fearless, like her father, and this wild
ride is an event of the picture, thrilling as the latter is
throughout.

Scene from "Big Tremaine"

(Metro).

deceived by a fickle woman and is betrayed by his own brother.
The
love. other element reveals a tremendous struggle of mother
Mr. Lockwood takes the part of "Big Tremaine" and Mias
Allison is Isobel Malvern. Supporting them are Lester Cuneo
as Redmond Malvern; Albert Ellis as Judge Tremaine: Lillian
Hayward as Mrs. Tremaine: William Ephe as David Tremaine:
Andrew Arbuckle as Samuel Leavitt: Josephine Rice as Mammy: Virginia
as John Nolan.Southern as Julia Cameron, and William De Vaull
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FAMOUS

Tho late Charles Dlcki-ns seems destined to enjoy as proat
a popularity upon the screen us he did in typo. Following tho
announcement that the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company would make an adaptation of "Oliver Twist." with Mario
Doro In the stellar role, there comes the news that Lasky's ally
on the I'aramount Program, the Famous Players Film Company,
will co-star Louise Huff and Jack Pickford in an adaptation of
"Great Expectations." The latter novel has. like "Oliver Twist,"
been drjimatized and presented on the stage, W. S. Gilbert bavins: adapted It from the novel, the play being presented for
the first time at the Court theater in 1S71.
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"THE BORDER LINE" (Essanay).
gowns
and elaborate
sct^nes offortheIt "bright
areGorgeous
essentially
prominent
In this feature,
has to dolights"
with
the mulcting of millionaires by a very clever coterie of blackmailers. Nell Craig, as "the lure" to lead the victims Into the
clutches of the crooks, has spent hours with her dressmakers in
the selection of her beautiful costumes, and appears at her
best. In the finale she falls in love with one of her victims,
repudiates her accomplices and precipitates a spectacular raid

"THE ROAD TO LOVE" (Morosco).
As its next Lenore t'lrich subject on the Paramount Program.
the Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company announces "The Road
to Love." a story of Algeria, by Blanche Dougan Cole, adapted
to the screen by Gardner Hunting. In this production the popular star of the screen and stage appears as Hafsa, the daughter of an Arabian chief, who loves a young American against
the wishes of her father. Her love is reciprocated, but her
sweetheart is captured by her angry father and sent away to
be sold as a slave. The unfolding of the story displays many
■dramatic situations in which Miss Ulrich is called upon to put
forth her best histrionic efforts.
Various artistic effects have been secured in the elaborate
Arabian settings of the story and sunset desert scenes. Both In
j>oints of dramatic effort and stagecraft. "The Road to Love" is
undoubtedly the greatest production In which Lenore Ulrich has
been seen on the screen to date.
Scott Sidney, whose success as a director of prominence needs
mo retelling, produced "The Road to Love" with the assistance
Scene from "The Border Line"

(Essanay).

by detectives on the crooks* den. Edward Arnold gives a vivid"
portrayal of the masculine role. Screen time, forty-eight
minutes.
Santschi on Vacation.
Thomas Santschi, who played the male lead in "The Garden
of Allah," is enjoying a brief vacation before beginning work
in a new Selig feature.

"THE

SHERIFF'S

BLUNDER"

'''J

(Selig).

"The Sheriff's Blunder" is an unusual Western drama exploiting Tox Mix. the cowboy star, and released by the Selig
Company in General Film regular service on Monday, November 20. The story has to do with a bank messenger who is
given a large sum of money. Mexican bandits stop the stage,
but Whitcomb, the bank messenger, escapes with the money.
When the messenger fails to appear in town, the sheriff and
posse go in search of him. A man answering to the identity
of the bank messenger is captured by the sheriff. About to
be executed as a thief he is given an opportunity to tell his
story.
Brt*-r)v )i*> rlaims that it wfl« his twin brother who was the

M

from

"The

Road

to

Love"

(Morosco).
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Allen, Alfred Vosburgh, Henschel Mayall. Joe Massey and Alfred Longworth. The photoplay will be released on the Paramount Program early next month.

"A MESSAGE

TO GARCIA"

FILMED.

George Kleine announces the coming of Edison"? film version
■of "A Message to Garcia" through the K! eine- Edison -SeligEssanay Service week of December 11th. The photoplay Is
based on the preachment of that name by Elbert Hubbard,
the famous American writer and philosopher, who lost his
life in the sinking of the I^usitania. The picture story is said
to have adhered closely to the spirit of the widely read bit
of literature upon which it was founded.
The exterior scenes of "A Message to Garcia" were made in
Cuba, where a company of Edison players, headed by Mabel
Trunnelle and Robert Conness, spent several months under the
direction of Richard Ridgeley.

^f^^E^

i
Scene

from

im

"The

Sheriff's

Blunder"

(Selig).

bank messenger, and that he. the man who was captured, was
en route to the deathbed of his sweetheart. His story stira
the sympathies of the sheriff and the man is released. Later
the kind-hearted ofllcer finds that the man he permitted to
escape was the notorious cattle rustler and crook, who capitalized on the story of a twin brother and a dying sweetheart.
Tom Mix provides thrills in this picture, and there are some
beautiful scenic effects.

^

Scene

-of an expert technical force including James Van Trees, who
supervised the photography. The majority of the scenes were
taken In the desert and one of the thrills of the subject Is a
severe sandstorm in which the players were caught while the
photoplay was being produced. The storm was photographed
and embodied in the story. Street scenes of Algerian towns
have been carefully duplicated and a small fortune was expended in the staging of SIdi Malik's garden.
In the chief supporting character to Miss Ulrich is Colin
Chase, whose splendid work in recent Pallas productions
prompted the producers to secure his future services under a
long term contract. LucHe Ward, whose notable characterization of the old colored mammy in Vivian Martin's recent Pallas
release.
"Her Father's
appears Estelle
in the
role of Leila
Sadiya. Son."
Otherswill
in be
theremembered,
large cast include
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THE
"THE

VICTORIA

CROSS"

MOVING

(LASKY).

The lease
Jesse
L,. Laskyi4th
Feature
Play toCompany's
for December
will come
the screenParamount
flanked byre-a
remarkable array of names. The picture itself is an adaptation of Paul Potter's celebrated play, "The Victoria Cross,'
which has been tremendously successful on the stage and represents only one of many well-known plays by this distinguished
author.
The great Lou-Tellegen is the star, and among the supporting cast there appear the names of at least two players who
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WORLD

STANDARD

EXCHANGE
TO
PICTURES.

HANDLE

MOSS

The Standard Film Service Company, the largest independent
exchange operating in the states of Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky, has contracted with the B. S. Moss Motion Picture Corporation whereby they will become exclusive distributors in
their territory of the Moss program.
Moss films will be distributed from the Cincinnati, Cleveland
and Detroit offices of the Standard to the exhibitors in the
three states in which this company operates.
"The Salamander," the sensational adaptation of the famous
novel of the same name by Owen Johnson, which has never
been exploited in Ohio, Michigan and Kentuck5^ will inaugurate
the advent of the Moss program in this territory and will be
followed in Ohio and Kentucky by "The Power of Evil" and
"Boots and Saddles." In Michigan "One Day" has never showed
at any theater and will be released simultaneously with "The
Salamander" and then will be followed by the regular program of one feature each month.

KATHLYN

WILLIAMS

IN

"REDEEMING

LOVE,"

The production of Kathlyn Williams' initial subject for the
Oliver ilorosco Photoplay Company, "Redeeming Love," is now
rapidly nearing completion and will be released on the Paramount Program the end of next month. It is confidently expected by both the producers and the star that tliis subject
will disclose her greatest work upon the screen. It is also^
stated that the thrilling automobile accident recently staged
for the Kathlyn Williams film has turned out to be one of the
most spectacular scenes ever portrayed on the screen. Work
on Miss Williams' second Morosco production will commence
November 18.

PATHE
Scene from "The Victoria

Cross"

(Lasky).

are stars in their own right — Cleo Ridgelj'. who has been costarring successfully with Wallace Reid, and Sessue Hayakawa,
the celebrated Japanese star who recently appeared in "The
Soul of Kura-San." Mabel Van Buren and Ernest Joy are two
other well-known names that appear in the cast. The production was staged under the direction of Edward J. Le Saint.
The events of the story are based largely upon actual historic
occurrences during the famous Indian Mutiny of 1S57. It is a
thrilling tale, full of action, and has been very effectively
staged in the hill country of California which is so ideally
suited to serve as an "Indian" background.

"JEALOUSY"

(Fox).

Valeska Suratt, the screen's supreme siren, literally scintillates in "Jealousy," her latest starring vehicle, which William
Fox will release on November 20. Miss Suratt herself is authority for the statement that her costumes in this new
photodrama exceed in number and in splendor even the gorgeous creations which helped make notable "A Soul of Broadway" and "The Straight Way," her two previous Fox pictures.
There are many beautiful interior settings. The drawingroom in the home of Anna Baxter (Miss Suratt), which is
fitted out with luxurious Oriental furnishings, and is done
throughout in a rich black and white, cost several thousands
of dollars to erect.
Walter Law, the recently acquired William Fox actor, gains
new prestige by his excellent portrayal of the character which
he impersonates. Other members of the supporting cast are
Charline Mayfield (Lincoln's grandniece). Curtis Benton. Joseph
Granby and George M. Adams. Seven years ago Granby and
Benton acted together in a sketch written by the latter.
Director Will S. Davis screened the photoplay, his eighth
for Fox Films.
Mr. Davis is also the author of the scenario.
Miss Suratt plays the role of Anne Baxter, a woman without
heart or emotions, who wrecks the lives of two men. She
marries Peter Martin (Walter Law), whom she does not love.
Roland Carney (Curtis Benton), the man she really loves,
could not support her in the luxury to which she was acctistomed.

MARGARITA

FISCHER IN BIRTH
PICTURE.

NEWS

SCORES

AGAIN.

On November 1st the German submarine merchantman
"Deutschland" surprised the country by slipping into New
London harbor and tieing up to a pier. At six o'clock the
same day the Pathe News was showing in Broadway theaters
genuine pictures of the event, a Pathe cameraman having had
the enterprise to overcome all difficulty and film the vessel and
her captain. Special messengers and the greatest speed i"
manufacture enabled the News to make a clean "beat."

EDISON'S

"THE

COSSACK

WHIP."

Russia, the land of mystery and intrigue, furnishes the backfor Edison's
feature success,
"The scene
Cossack
Whip,"
in whichground Viola
Dana latest
is starred.
As the first
flashes
on
the screen a long line of prisoners is seen winding across
the snow-covered Russian steppes toward Siberia. A band of
Revolutionists attacks the Cossack guard, and in the confusion
a number of prisoners escape. Turov, Prefect of Police, orders
the whole district raided that he may capture and punish the
perpetrators of the attack.
Among the victims is Katerina Sasha. but her young sister
Darya escapes
Over her
dead of
sister's
body,gripping
Darya
swears
revenge,theandraiders.
then follows
a story
unusual
force, telling how D^rya, having become a favorite dancer of

CONTROL

Harry Pollard, head of the Pollard Picture Plays Company, which was organized to produce photodramas starring
Margarita Fischer for the Mutual Film Corporation, has purchased what he considers the greatest scenario ever written
on the theme of birth control, and will produce it with Miss
Fischer in the leading role. The name of the new picture
which Mr. Pollard will produce is "The Devil's Assistant." It
was written by J. Edward Hungerford, the well-known writer,
whose name is a guarantee of excellence in the literary as well
as the photodrama world, and is pronounced by Director Pollard
as
read.the most startling and most convincing plot he has ever
"The Devil's Assistant" will take the place of "The Light of
Heaven" in the releasing schedule of the six Fischer pictures
already announced and is dated for appearance in December.

Scene from "The Cossack Whip"

(Edison).

the Imperial Ballet, brings the brutal Turov to her feet and
accomplishes her revenge; and how, a little later, she flees
Russia and makes her way to America with the man she loves.
The course of the story, which is released November 13th
through the Kleine- Edison -Selig-Essanay Service, is replete
with exciting and beautiful scenes, picturing vividly the plottings of the Revolutionists, the voluptuous life of the Imperial
Ballet behind the scenes, the luxury of the ruling classes in
Russia and furious Cossack raids.
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"A LASS OF THE LUMBERLANDS" V. (Signal).
Helen Holmes' new serliil story aiul lier nu.st pretentious
ami sensational, "A Lass of the Lunibt-ilands." beln^ IHmed by
the Sipnal for tlistrlbution by the Mutual Film Corporation. In
Hs fifth chapter released November 13, develops a speed of
IncUWnt that at moments takes the breath away. As a background t'> the thrills Is the picturesuuely beautiful bly-woods
forest and f.-nt lasting are scenes of roujj:h Western life in a
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Scene from "A Lass of the Lumberlands"

i. r

4;,;
(Mutual).

lumber camp town. Through the chapter leap incidents of
surprising courage and physical daring.
The Interstate Commerce Commission has declared "Dollar"
Holmes' Railroad a common carrier, and he has to transport
his rival's logs to mill. He blows up the boilers of the mill
to prevent the milling of his rival's timber, pulls oft a crooked
mayoralty election to make his plot good — and gets up against
the daring and resource of Helen Holmes, whom he has tried
to have murdered, when she calls in a troop of cavalry to stop
a rifle and pistol battle.
The action of the lieutenant of the cavalry, after the battle
has been stopped by his troopers, leaves the audience in suspense until Chapter VI as to whether Holmes or Helen and
her friends have won out for the moment.

"A MESSAGE FROM THE SKY" (Unity).
The Unit\- Sales ("orp'.'ration will Tel^ase this week the
Tenth episode of "The Yellow Menace." under the title of "A
Message From the Sky." In this episode we see introduced
some very striking aviation scenes which not only add an
impressive novelty to the picture but stamps it as being thoroughly up-to-date in every particular.
Sato, one of All Singh's Japanese helpers, applies for lessons
in the Government aviation corps and, while presumably a
novice, is really an expert in the handling of the machines.
He manages to arrange a flight alone to prove the progress he
is making In his lessons and succeeds in stealing a fine new
monoplane. In his flight he passes over Errol Manning's
garden and drops a message, stating that Margaret Bronson
and May Manning have been captured and are held by Ali
Singh. Their release from torture is promised if Manning
will give himself up to Alt Singh.
In this episode also Hong Kong Harry Is lashed almost to
death for his disloyalty In interfering with the torture meted
out to the beautiful Najla. As a balm to his tortured body
and wounded spirits Najla again braves the wrath of the ArchDemon and takes care of Hong Kong Harry, dressing his
wounds and ministering to his comforts. These scenes depleting the torture of Hong Kong Harry are in striking contrast with the attractiveness of the aviation scenes and are
so reeled as to surely make the audience forget that after all
It is only a picture and not real life.

PATHE

FASHION

FILMS

INTEREST

WOMEN.

Thf eichth r'-Ica-se of Tathe's Florfuce Tln.se Fashion I'ilm.s.
which are proving very popular, is entitled ".\ Day in New
York With Betty." It is released on November 12. In It,
Betty's out-of-town guest sees the great metropolis from the
viewpoint of a dyed-in-the-wool New Yorker. And where is
the girl, young or old. who does not long to visit New York?
The best theaters everywhere report great success with
these pictures, and It Is clear that audiences will be very much
Interested in this release, showing as it does, a morning musical,
a luncheon at the Rltz, a trip to a specialty shop and a dinner
party for six, followed by a box at the theater. The clothes
are beautiful and each character wears the absolutely correct
costume for the particular scene In which he or she appears.
Florence ReuttI is as charming as ever In the role of Betty,
the heroine.

WORLD

"THE
BUGLER
OK ALGIERS"
(Bluebird),
Bluebird promises an excepllun;tlly good feature in the
i-elease for Nov, 27, captioned "The Bugler of Algiers." There
are many points of interest t" exhibitors In this feature, with
a promise of better than usual box-ofllce results. In the first
place Ella
Hall,returns
one ofto the
of Bluebird's
featured players,
the most
seriespopular
after three
months rest.
•Miss Hall will be featured with Rupert Julian, who directed
the production, and Kingsley Benedict. These three players
will divide the honors in the first act with little Zoe Rae. who
was lately featured in "Gloria n a," a Bluebird that won favor
from the critics, when recently reviewed. Robert H. Davis,
editor of Munsey's Magazine, In collaboration with Perley
I'ore Sheehan, wrote the story, "We Are French," from which
"The Bugler of Algiers" was created. An Incident of vital
import to the plot gives the screen version its title. Add to
these advertising features the fact that patriotism and loyalty to flag and country in the Inspiration, "The Bugler of
.Vlgiers" will carry uncommon Interest to th<' public thai
makes for the welfare of the exhibitor. In these itiartlal times,
any subject that deals in a neutral way with the European
conflict holds abiding interest with the masses, and "The
Hugler of Algiers" fills all these requirements.

FAIRBANKS

TO

DO

"BLAZE

DERRINGER."

The I>oUE:las Fairbanks feature to follow the Triangle production of "The iMatrimaniac." which is nearing completion,
will be a screen version of Eugene P. Lyle's novel, "Blaze
Derringer." to be done under the direction of John Emerson.
Miss Anita Loos and Mr. Emerson are now putting the finishing touches on the scenario of the story, which should make
an unusually strong Fairbanks plot. It is said that "Doug" will
be given full opportunity to utilize his well-known strength
and agility amid remarkably picturesque settings.
The tale is that of a young American who goes to a Central
American republic of imaginary location in the company of a
couple of notorious jail-breakers to get the deposed president
out of jail.
"Blaze" is the son of a wealthy father who has sent him
out Into the world with a certain allowance which he has
succeeded In scattering on the four winds of irresponsibility —
hence his eagerness to join forces with the jail-birds to get
the reward of $100,000 which the incarcerated president has
offered any one who will effect his release.
The manner in which this ambitious undertaking is carried
out furnishes the novel thrills in what is said to be a sure-flre
Fairbanks drama.

POLICE

ANNALS

FURNISH

KALEM

PLOT.

Director Robert Ellis, of the Kalem staff, is at work on a
story that finds its basis in a page from the annals of the
Xew Y'ork
police at
department.
of Side,
the number
of
crimes
committed
a house onBecause
the East
the street
number of which was 222, it became known to the police reporters and detectives as "The House of Three Deuces." Robert
Welles Ritchie has taken this title for an episode of "Grant.
Police Reporter," which tells the story of one of the mysterious
crimes occurlng there.
George Larkin, the dare-devil star of this series, in "The
House of Three Deuces," engages in a struggle on a fire
escape with Robert Ellis, and at the height of the fight the
rickety landing suddenly collapses. Ollie Kirkby contributes
a remarkable bit of acting as an Italian girl. The cast also
includes Arthur Albertson, William McKey, G. Chira and Mary
Taylor Ross.
"The House of Three Deuces" is scheduled for release by
Kalem on the General Film program on Friday, November 24th.

"THE END OF THE TRAIL" TO BE NOVELIZED.

Last Friday afternoon, Wm. Fox, President of the Fox Film
Corporation, gave a private showing, in the firms' projection
looms, of Maibelle Heikes Justice's successful photodrama,
"The End of the Trail," featuring William Farnum and
Gladys Rockwell. Reversing the usual order of things, one of
the
Fifth
Publishers
selected Miss
strong
drama
of Avenue
the northwest
for has
novelization
and Justice's
has approached
her for the book rights. Barbara Yechton, the well-known
novelist and author of many popular successes is writing the
book version, as Miss Justice is unable to write the story
owing to press of dramatic work, so that the special running
of the film was made for Miss Yechton who saw the screen
portrayal for the first time. Miss Yechton, Miss Justite and
several invited friends were present. Miss Yechton was enthusiastic over the story and the splendid cast in their work
on the screen, and pronounced the whole most inspiring to ths
touch of her pen.

IVAN

ENTERS

NEW

TERRITORY.

Harry Samwick. of the New York and Xew .Jersey Exchange
of the Merit Film Corporation, 126 West 4 6th street, NewYork City, announces that the latest Ivan special. "The Sex
Lure," has tended to install the Ivan Productions in favor with
other high class releases by the fact that he has just booked
this photoplay de luxe on the B. F. Keith's Circuit, the Proctor's Circuit, the Marcus Loew Circuit, the B. S. Moss Circuit,
and all the other leading theaters throughout the two states,
the opening date of which is November 13.
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Robinson Crusoe for Grown-Ups.
Henry

W.

Savage Produces a Five-Part Photoplay on Famous Adventures for Adult Minds — Will Be
State-righted.
AN announcement of unusual interest to states-rights buyers
has been made
by Henry
\V. Savage,
the famous
play
producer, who recently completed the five-part photoplay,
"Robinson
Crusoe."
States rights to "Robinson
Crusoe"
are
now available and in this picture that carries with it a uni-
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WORLD

CARLSTROM

BRINGS

FILM

FOR

GAUMONT.

The remarkable flight of Victor Carlstrom from Chicago to
New York had one interesting sidelight that brings the motion
picture industry into the record. Pictures of the aviator were
taken at the Chicago aviation field, then sealed in a container
and marked for delivery to the Gaumont Motion Picture Company, New York. The pictures were taken by the Chicago
cameraman of this company for its news reel, the Mutual
Weekly.
Carlstrom made the small package fast to his 200 horsepower military biplane. In this fashion the film picturing the
scenes attendant upon his departure were brought to New
York. At the terminus of the flight a Mutual cameraman
waited. He caught all the ceremonies attendant upon the arrival of the airman, received the film taken in Chicago, and
hurried with his precious records to the Gaumont Laboratoriesat Flushing. Here they were developed for immediate showing on Broadway.
Inasmuch as the Weekly will be able to handle only part of
the pictures recording the flight of Victor Carlstrom from
Chicago to New York, the Gaumont Company has decided to
show the flight in greater detail in its fllm magazine, "Reel
Life." Under the title of "Aero-Mail Service" it will be released in "Reel Life" No. 28, November 12.

IVAN

MAKES

FURTHER

STRIDES.

The Western Film Exchange, of 180 Golden Gate avenue,
San Francisco. Cal., has just signed contracts with the Ivan
Film Productions, Inc.. to distribute the photoplays manufactured by this concern throughout the States of California.
Nevada and Arizona. The exhibitors of these states, who have
been clamoring in the past for Ivan films, will now liave the
opportunity
of obtaining promptly the release of these pictures.

Scene from "Robinson Crusoe
versal appeal. Mr. Savage has enriched the motion picture art
greatly.
Selecting a hero centuries old, one that is known to millions
of al! nations and ages. Mr. Savage has, through the masterly
direction of George Marion, given the story a treatment that
takes it out of the distinctly juvenile realm and has made it
a story for the old as well as the young.
The only deviations made from the book were made where
greater strength and picturesqueness were added to the story.
The picture has been given a lavish expenditure of money and
brains and the results brand it distinctly another Savage success. Mr. Marion's
superb
direction Crusoe
is evident
his screen
adaptation
of Robinson
will throughout
make some and
of
our latter day heroes look to their laurels.
The release of Robinson Crusoe is being handled as a statesrights proposition solely. This must be of interest to buyers
of this class, as pictures with universal appeal, wherein the
stories have not been mutilated by censors, are still rare. Little
need be said about the story, as all of us know it.
But some of the scenes that have been but word pictures to
us are screened with a richness and a charm that taxes one
to describe. The picturesque tropics are here in all their
richness and lure. The daring and bloodthirsty pirates that
charmed us in our youth now do deeds of violence that thrill
us in our maturity.
The cannibal feast, the slave market, the tropical storms and
the wreck of the sailing vessel all stand out so vividly that
the success of Robinson Crusoe is assured. The scenes mentioned and many others approach the colossal and give to this
picture play a distinction that is rare.
To have selected a hero that is known to millions and yet
has been seen before by none shows the judgment that has
made the name of Henry W. Savage a synonym of success.
The grownups will thank him as ardently as the youngsters.
It is a family picture in the real sense of the word.
No stint was shown in the production. A ship was built
especially for the story and its destruction accomplished
with all the terror that one can imagine. Juan Fernandez
Island, on the sands of which Robinson Crusoe finds the footprint, was never more alluring and fearful than the locations
selected by Mr. Marion for his scenes.
The cannibal feasts and the haunts of these bloodthirsty
beings are superbly pictured. The photographv is so perfect
that it does not occur to the viewer that these are pictures
and not life itself. The motion picture art and motion picture
morals are much richer for Mr. Savage's selection.
The states-rights will be marketed by A. & H. M. Warner,
No. 729 Seventh Avenue, New York, an arrangement havingof
been made by them and Mr. Savage.

STANDARD

EXCHANGE

GETS

MOSS

FILMS.

The Standard Film Service Company, the largest independent
exchange operating in the states of Ohio. Michigan and Kentucky, has contracted with the B. S. Moss Motion Picture
Corporation whereby they will become exclusive distributors
in their territory of the Moss program. Moss films will be distributed from the Cincinnati. Cleveland and Detroit offices of
the Standard to exhibitors in the three states in which this
company operates.

"SOME ADHERE IN GEORGIA" (Sunbeam).
After four solid weeks of consistent day and night work,
Ty Cobb, the famous baseball player, has completed his sixpart "mellerdrammer," "Somewhere in Georgia," for the Sunbeam Motion Picture Corporation, and has departed for his
home in Georgia. The great Ty, when he arrives home, will
see for the first time a little stranger, whom Mrs. Ty has been
teaching
word ago.
"papa" to, and who arrived at the Cobb
home two the
months
Before leaving. Ty made it known that he would tell the
new arrival all about studio work, with a view to presenting
her to President Wilbur Dunham about the year 1930 to play
a leading part for Sunbeam.
But to get back to the picture. Little Elsie MacLeod plays
the lead with Cobb, as the daughter of a banker "Somewhere
in Georgia." She finds herself in love with the great ball
player, who is employed by her father as a bank clerk. But
the cashier of the bank also has designs on Elsie's heart and
Cobb
competitor
the girl's
hand.home team,
Beingfindswellhimself
known a for
his ball for
playing
with the
Ty is watched by a scout from the Detroit Baseball Club, and
is finally offered a chance in the big league. He accepts, and
while away learns that the cashier is to marry his sweetheart.
He starts for home, but is detained by a gang of thugs employed bj the cashier to intercept his trip home.
After a

Scene from ''Somewhere

in Georgia"

(Sunbeam).

real fight and one that cost the participants many a bruise,
Cobb finally gets started for home.
He arrives in time to play in the last game with the home
team and his wonderful work wins the championship. A
little more love-making and the great Ty wins back his sweetheartCommenting on the battle with the thugs, Cobb stated thai
he wished President Dunham had engaged some American
League umpires to battle with him. He stated that he would
have felt more at home, and probably could have made the
battle even more realistic than it was.
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Tho outslandlnK announcement of the week ot November 11
upon the Gauniont program of releases through Mutual is the
first episode of "The Vampires, or the Arch Criminals o(
Paris." This is a complete story In itself, as are the eight
n-blch follow, entitled "The Detective's Head." Each episode
Is complete in three reels. The photo-novel is a liigh class
example of the best style of French detective screen nction.
"Reel Life." No. 29. released Nov. 19. has "Catching Fish
for Market." taken on the Massachusetts coast; "How Zinc
is Produced." pictures of a great Franco-Belgian plant before
the war; "Growing Tea in the United States." an infant Inand "Up-to-date Fashions," illusCalifornia,
dustry
of South
trating
how a gown
is made by draping it upon a model in
Its successive stages of manufacture. This Is a new screen
departure.
. "Tours Around the World," Number 3. released Nov. 21,
takes spectators to the picturesque- capital of Egypt. Calr.i
and to .\ntwerp. the great port of Belgium, showing it as it
looked before it came temporarily under German rule. The
third picture is one crowded out of the previous issue, the
gorges of the Vesuble river, a mountain torrent of the Marltime Alps.
"See -America First." No. 63, released Nov. 22. has beautiful
pictures of the locks and rapids at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.
Dividing the reel with it is an animated Gaumont Kartoon
Komic. "What's a Home Without a Dog?" by Harry Palmer.
The fourth single-reel of the week is The Mutual Weekly.

PHAX

COMPANY

TO HANDLE

"RACE

SUICIDE."

Phax Pictures Company, with offices at suite 903, Candler
Building, 220 West 42d street, is a newcomer of note to the
motion picture field during' the past week. Presided over by
motion picture men with practical experience, the company
has been organized for the express purpose of exploiting the
better grade motion picture productions along advanced ideas
of presentation. The field of operations of the Phax Company
for the present will be confined to the Middle Atlantic Coast
states.
For the initial presentation of the company, the exclusive
rights to the six-part photo- problem play, "Race Suicide."
have been purchased for the territory of Greater New York,
Xew York State and N'ew Jersey, from Joseph W. Farnham,
Samuel CumminRS. a newspaper man of wide experience and
a film man. par excellence, who has been remarkably successful in the presentation of "Wars' Women" and a number
of other features, is to be in direct charge of the booking of
"Race Suicide." and with him will be associated Nat Spitzer
and Charlie Feature Abrams.

'•FOLLOWING

THE

FLAG"

(Selig.)

The Sells company on Monday, November 27, will release
a very unusual subject through General Film Service. The
production will be entitled "Following the Flag." This feature consists of three reels of exciting and instructive army
activities.
"Following
the Mexico
Flag" presents
Pershing's
crossing
the border into
in pursuit
of Villa.column
It shows
the
transportation of troops from the various States to the Mexican
borderland: it tells the story of the gravitation of National
Guardsmen into real for-sure soldiers of Uncle Sam: it presents
the soldiers at mess; while engaged on long "hikes": in fact.
the production shows almost every detail of the making of
Uncle Sam's soldiers.
While "FoUowins the Flag" Is in every respect a feature
picture-play, it will be released in regular service. The production will add class to any program, for it Is not only
timely, but educational.

COST

MONEY

TO

REVAMP

"MASQUE

OF LIFE."

J. L. Kempner. of Signet Films, who is releasing "The
Masque
Life." a the
big seven-reel
spectacular
has madeof such
sensational
box office
success novelty
at the which
Park
Theater, first saw the picture when he was in London last
summer and realized what tremendous possibilities it had in
the American market after it was remade to suit conditions
over here. At that time the film was named "The Circus of
Death," and it made, in its original Italian form, an unparalleled success all through the United Kingdom. At that
time it was ten reels in length, but Mr. Kempner, realizing
what drastic changes would have to be made in it before
release here, made arrangements for so improving it that it
would stand the criticism of the most exacting audiences in
America.
Mr. Kempner says that it has cost several thousand dollars
to fix up the film for the American presentation and his views
on the Italian producing situation In relation to the American
market are interesting and worthy of noting to those concerned in the importation
of foreign films.

SEQUEL

TO "DIAMOND

FROM

THE

SKY."

A four chapter sequel to "The Diamond from the Sky," the
big sixty-reel photonovel of 1914-15. is announced by the
Mutual Film Corporation. The first chapte- of the htquel will
be available to exhibitors on and after November 27. Each
chapter is in two parts. The sequel, a most spectacular con-
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tinuation and culmination of "The Diamond." contains a promise of attaining the same remarkable distribution.
The cast of tho sequel Includes William Russell. Charlotte
Burton and William Tedmarsh, in work which rivals their
admittedly important successes in "The Diamond from the
A carefully planned advertising campaign is about to be
launched by the Mutual both for the purpose of calling the
motion picture exhibitors' attention to the production, and for
the purpose of aiding him in realizing in profits on its box
office
Sky. " value.

UNICORN'S

"BILLY

WEST"

COMEDIES

POPULAR.

The Billy West series of comedy pictures which la being
produced by the Unicorn Film Service Corporation has. according to Ike Schlank, president of the concern, taken the
entire country by storm. It is stated by Mr. Schlank that the
Marcus Loew's circuit has booked the entire series of 1€ episodes following the premier showing at the New York theater
On the 16th of November. Mr. I^oew was so mucii impressed
with the merits of the Billy West series that he decided to
make it the feature attraction in the opening of his new theater, "The York," at 116th street and Seventh avenue. The
first of the Billy West series, which were directed by Kdwin
McKim, is entitled "His Married Life," and shows this newest
of comedians enduring the trials and tribulations of a newlywed. Billy West, the star of the series, who is famous from
his achievements in vaudeville, is supported by Ethelyn Gibson, Howard Messmore and a company of equally well-known
players.

TRIUMPH

PRODUCTION

SELLS

READILY,

Julius Steger, president of the Triumph Film Corporation,
announces^ the sale of the six-part photoplay entitled "The
Libertine." with John Mason and Alma Hanlon to the Masterpiece Film Attractions and the All Star Features Distributors
(Sol L. Lesser and Leon D. Netter. managers), for the following territories: Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, Virginia, West Virginia, Delaware. Maryland, District of Columbia, Illinois. California, Nevada, Arizona, Colorado. Utah.
Wyoming. New Mexico, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana
and Indiana: to the Mommoth Film Corporation (F. E. Backer,
president), for the territories of New York. New Jersey and
New England; to the Favorite Feature Film Corporation <M,
Gottlieb, manager), for Minnesota. Wisconsin, North and Sooth
Dakota and Iowa.
The southern territories and Missouri. Kansas and Nebraska
will be exploited for the Triumph Film Corporation by N. R.
Greatliouse. which leaves only Michigan unsold. Negotiations
are no'w pending for the last named territories as well as
Canada and the foreign rights. The prices paid for the above
mentioned territories have established records in the filna
trade.

"THE

LIGHT

THAT

FAILED"
BUSINESS.

DOING

FINK

The managers of the various Pathe exchanges report heavy
bookings on "The Light That Failed," the first Kiplmg boofc
to be filmed. Exhibitors have readily recognized the advertising value of the picture not only because of the KippUng
name, but also because of the splendid cast, which includes
Robert Edeson, Jose Collins, Claude Fleming and Lillian
Tucker.

JEANNE

EAGELS

GIVES

FINE

PEFORMANCE.

"The World and the Woman." the Pathe Gold Rooster release
for November 13. is a message of hope to those crushed by the
burdens of life, an inspiration to the discouraged. Jeanne
Eagels as the fallen woman who finds redemption throngh
the love of a little child, gains self-respect and accomplished
much good among those around her. is always convincing and
plays her part with proper balance and judgment.

GAITES

NEGOTIATING FOR
TERRITORY.

SOUTHERN

Joseph M. Gaites, managing director of the A. G. Fontana
Productions. Inc., owners of the rights to Thos. H. IncCs
"Civilization" in Ohio. Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware and
West Virginia, is negotiating with J. Parker Read. Jr.. for
the rights to the solid South. Including Texas. Mr. Gaites has
planned a sweeping publicity campaign for the States his company controls, and expects to reap a veritable harvest, with
the great spectacle.

FASHIONS

IN GAUMONT'S

"REEL

LIFE.'*

Recogniziner the women speutators at motion pictu:*> theaters
are adept enoueh to copy fashions from the screen when the
model is built uT> steo by step, the Gaumont Company begins
in "Reel life." No. 29. released Nov. 19, a series of pfcturea
of hiw a fashionable gnwn is made. The method is to place
a model on a stnnd anf' have the designer build the gown npou
her. In this n'anner the sp'^ctators will be able to see e^ery
part of thp gown from the formation to the final touch of ornamentation.
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The Universal Nestor company, working under the direction
of Louis Chaudet. is filming a one-reel comedy, "If I'd Only
Married." at Universal City. The featured leads are played by
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran with Priscilla Dean in their
support.
• •
*
XEW line of advance slides of photoplayers. differing" somewhat from any previous slides, has been announced by
Frank B. Howe of Los Angeles.
Jennie Lee, the rotund matron of the Triangle-Fine Arts
forces, is back at work in "The Children Pay," new Lillian
Gish feature which had been held up by her illness.

•

*

«

Director Joseph De Grasse nearly has completed at Universal
City
a five-reel
"The with
Piper'sMaude
Price,"
featuring
Dorothy
Phillips production,
and Lon Chaney
George.
De
Grasse has not announced the title of his next production.
A thrilling fire scene, the burning of a sanitorium in the
hills, forms one of the big moments in "The Truant Soul,"
Henry B. Walthall's next Essanay feature. Mr. Walthall, who
played several scenes in the midst of the blaze, escaped with
slight burns about the hands, while Mary Charleson, his leading woman, was compelled to become the target of a fire hose
when her dress became ablaze. The scenes were taken at night.
a building being constructed in a woods outside Chicago. City
firemen were on tlie scene ready for action, and found plenty of
opportunities to help.
• * *
Seena Owen has been off the Triangle-Fine Arts payroll for
several months, but she's going back to work again as soon as
an addition to the household, a baby daughter who "arrived a
few days ago, can spare her mother. Miss Owen is in private
life the wife of Director Geo. Walsh, of the Fox forces.
Alice Brady in "A Woman Alone" will be a World Film Corporation Christmas present to the public, having its release on
December
25.
Director Jacques Jaccard. of Universal City, has under production the thirteenth episode of "Liberty. A Daughter of U. S. A,."
featuring Mari^ Walcamp with Jack Holt and Eddie Polp.
"Enemies of Society," Florence La Badie's newest Thanhouser picture, a story of modern prison conditions, is being
made at the Thanhouser studios for release on the Pathe program. Frederick Sullivan is the director .and Charles W.
Hoffman the camera man. Miss La Eadie will be supported by
H. E. Herbert, Ethyle Cooke, Harris Gordon, Sam Niblack.
Arthur Bauer, and Gene La Motte.

•

*

•

Alfred Vosburgh is to be leading man for Enid Bennett.
Ince's New York "find." in her first Triangle picture now undei
way. He was in some of the earliest Kay-Bee and Bronchc
dramas made at Ineeville.

•

•

«

Charlotte Walker, the new Thanhouser star, has started -work
on "Mary Lawson's Secret," Lloyd Lonergan's play, under the
direction of John B. O'Brien. The picture will be photographed
by H. B. Harris, who has been Mr. O'Brien's camera man for
fi%'e years.
Among those in the cast supporting Miss Walker will be
Robert Vaughn, J. H. Gilmour, and Harris Gordon.

•

*

*

Jackie Saunders is back at work at Balboa studio under the
direction of Sherwood MacDonald. who directed the guldentopped wonder in "The Grip
• of• Evil."
*
"Mines and Matrimony" is the title of a one-reel comedy
being filmed
by Director
W^. played
Beaudine
Universal
Joker
company.
The leadsW. are
by of
GaletheHenry
and
William Franey, supported• by «M. Moranti
and C. Conklin.
»
President H. M. Horkheimer. of Balboa studio, has gone to
Xew York on a business mission that will keep him in the
East several weeks.

POCAHONTAS.
ARIZ.— Guy Gamel.
proprietor
theater, is reported
to have the contract
modern moving picture theater.

of the Gem
to erect a

MERTDEN. CONN.— Arthur Neveu has plans by Clarence C.
Palmer. 18J Church street, Xew Britain, Conn., for extensive
alterations to his moving picture theater.
WASHIXGTOX. D. C. — P. T. Moore, owner of the Garden
theater, at 423-429 Xinth street, will erect a moving picture
theater on Xinth street, with seating capacity for 3.500 persons. The interior will be finished in a most up-to-date manner, including pillars and pilasters of Carrara marble and red
silk side walls; number of loggia boxes will be surmounted
by mezzanine stalls; site and building represented to cost
$500,000; pipe organ $15,000. Also erect fireproof building in
rear for office, to be used as a film exchange. Architect, Appleton P. Clark. Jr., 706 Equitable building.
AUGUSTA. GA. — Real Estate Development Company has let
contract to A. J. Martin to erect theater and store building on
Broad street; fireproof; 6G by 141 feet; height from fioor to
ceiling, 52 feet; reinforced concrete and brick construction;
composition roof; concrete floors; steam heal; electric lights;
stage, 66 by 32 feet; seating capacity. 1,450; cost, $35,000; equipment, seating, etc., $17,000 additional.
CHICAGO. ILL. — Woodlawn Amusement Company has plans
by C. W. and George L. Rapp. 69 West Washington street, for
a two-story theater. 114 by 118 feet, with wing 24 by 125 feetCHICAGO, ILL. — Charles Abrahms. 3408 Ogden avenue, has
plans by Albert Anis, 155 North Clark street, for a two-story
theater, store and apartment building, 75 by 140 by 126 feet.
HOISIXGTOX, KAN. — Bert Olson has plans by W. E. Hulse &
Co.. Hutchinson. Kan., for a two-story theater and hotel building, 75 by 150 feet, to cost $40,000.
BOSTOX. MASS. — Orient Heights Amusement Company has
plans by Edward P. Torrell. 44 Bromfield street, for a $100,000
theater, store and lodge building.

Gail Kane is the marrying lady in "The Men She Married," a
World Film picture for release late in Xovember. Others interested in working out the connubial conundrum are Arthur
Ashley, Montagu Love, and Muriel Ostriche.

BOSTOX, MASS. — Roxbury Theater Co., Inc., 2170 Washington street, Roxbury district, has started work upon the construction of a $5,000 moving picture theater.
ST. LOUIS. MO. — Knights of Columbus, John T. Nugent, secretary, 3549 Olive street, plan to erect a $20,000 theater and
hotel building.

Ruth Ann Baldwin is directing Dorothy Davenport, C. Cummings, Peggy Custer, and George Pearce in a one-reel drama,
"Mother."
versal City. Practically all of the work is being done at Uni-

RED BAXK, N. J. — Quakenbush & Leona, Inc.. 36 Hudson
avenue, have the contract to erect a one-story moving picture
theater. 50 by 150 feet, for the Coast Amusement Company, lo
cost $20,000.

•

*

Bobbie Kidd, chiid equestrienne
daughter of Jim Kidd. noted bronco
"Buttons." through several hundred
Keystone comedy. "The Circus
• Girl."
•

•

of the Sells-Floto circus,
buster, rides her cow pony,
feet of the new Triangle-

«

"The Meanest Man on Earth" is under production at Universal
City by Director William V. Mong. who plays the leading role
with Irene Hunt opposite. Zoe Rae. the clever child actress,
also
a bigreels.
part in the production. The photoplay is being
made has
in two

•

♦

•

Young Henry Hull, who contributed so much to the success of
"The Man Who Came Back." at the Playhouse, is now working
in his second picture play at the Peerless studio in Fort Lee.

•

*

•

Director Henry King has begun work on the third of the
Little Mary Sunshine plays which Balboa is producing for
Pathe.

NEW YORK, N. T. — Manhattan Avenue Theater Corporation.
Leo Sobel. president. 215 Audubon avenue, have plans by Irving Margon, 370 East 149th street, for alterations to their
moving picture house.
WESTFIELD. N. T. — C. J. Carlson has plans by Freeburg &
Fidler, Chadakoin building, Jamestown, N. T.. for a two-story
theater and store building. 60 by 136 feet, to cost $35,000.
WIXSTOX-SALEM. X. C. — Paramount Theater Company has
plans by Gilbert C. Humphreys, for a building to replace present structure: ten stories high; seating capacity, 1,700; stage.
32 feet; stores on ground floor; offices on five upper floors;
elevator, etc.
UTICA. O. — Samuel Albedt is having plans prepared for a
two-story moving picture theater and apartment building, 26
by 120 feet, to cost $7,000.
XEWKIRK. OKLA. — J. W. Spohn plans to erect a modern
moving picture hoUse here.
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The Best Investment in the Trade
All the successful and progressive
EXHIBITORS

in every State and in the Cana-

dian Provinces realize the unapproachable \alue of the MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.

It is not an experiment.

It has proven its

worth to every exhibitor for the past nine years. It has been the champion of the
exhibitor at all times. It has led in the fijjht against Censorship and in the cause of
Organization Among Exhibitors.

We can safely doubt if there would be
any
Exhibitors'
League today if it had not been
for this paper.
Many leading exhibitors throughout the country
will tell you they also doubt it. We

still believe the need for organ-

ization in the ranks of exhibitors is greater than ever and intend to do all we can to
advance this cause.

Its policies and leadership in all matters
pertaining to the welfare of exhibitors and of the
whole industry have been safe and sane. It fought to a standstill the
proposed cigarette coupon scheme.
It has steadily fought against
the drug and white slave and similar films that can bring only injury to the trade.

Its original departments on Advertising
for Exhibitors, Independent

Reviews and Com-

ments, Projection, etc., by the best posted writers in the country have

been imitated and copied but never equalled.

Exhibitors everywhere

realize the value and practical help of every issue and do not give a moment's consideration to the slight additional cost of far less than a single weekly admission.

If not already a subscriber, send your
check today and join our large and increasing
list of more than satisfied readers. Many exhibitors have repeatedly
found the information in a single issue worth many times the price
of a whole year's subscription.

Do it now!

The Best Investment in the Trade
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William Fox's New Newark

CORRESPONDENTS

Venture
Is Ready to

Terminal Theater at Park Place, Near the Public Service Terminal,
Open — Second Fox Theater in Newark.
By Jacob J. Kalter, Newark Correspondent.
NEWARK, N. J. — Everything is in readiness for the opening of the new Fox
theater in this city. The house has gone
through extensive alterations and Improvements, and will probably be opened
to the public on November 13. The new
Fox house will be named the Terminal
theater, due to its proximity to the new
public service terminal on Park Place.
The theater was formerly known as the
Park Place theater, and was for many
years the home of Proctor vaudeville.
William Fox leased the theater from
the Lawyers' Building Company. The
property has a frontage on Park Place of
twenty-five feet, and a depth of approximately 165 feet, coming out on the Canal
street side where it has a frontage of
100 feet. It is in a section of the city
which has recently had many developments. The new terminal, the Hudson
tubes, and the Robert Treat hotel have
done much to bring this section of Newark
into prominence.
Although it was originally intended to
utilize the house for a vaudeville and moving picture house, only high-class photoplays will be shown according to the billboards. This is the second theater in
Newark operated by Mr. Fox. The other
is the Carlton theater, situated at Market
and Halsey streets, under the management
of Louis P. DeWolfe. The new Terminal
theater will in all probability follow the
style of the Carlton and exhibit first-class
pictures. The program will be changed
three times a week.
American Commercial Incorporated.
Newark, N. J. — The American Commercial Film Company has been incorporated
here for the purpose of presenting moving picture films. The resident agent is
David Lesnik, 73S Broad street. The company has an authorized capital of $25,000.
The incorporators are Lynn S. Card, Samuel Bratter and Louis Lyon.
Urges New Montclair Theater.
Monclair. N. J. — By the close verdict of
17 to 16. following an informal debate,
the Montclair Heights Community Club
went on record as favoring the establishment of a proposed moving picture theater in Upper Montclair. If the town commissioners decide to grant a new license,
the theater will be built at Valley road
and Lorraine avenue. The application has
been made by a New York concern, which
intends erecting a building to house the
proposed theater and ten stores. The cost
will be 5140,000.
New Red Bank Theater.
Red Bank, N. J. — A company of Asbury
Park men has leased the property
the
northeast corner of Broad street andat Linden place as a site for a theater. The
Tiames of the lessees and the terms of the
lease have not yet been made public.
The
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the projection
department
will be under
the supervision of David McCracken.

new theater will take up all of the lot,
and will be a story and a half high. The
building will be constructed of tile and
stucco, at a cost of between $20,000 and
$25,000. The theater will have a seating
capacity of 1,000 persons, all on one floor.

State League Ball in January.
Newark. N. J. — Secretary Bornstein of
the State League of Motion Picture Exhibitors, announces that the first annual
ball of the association will be held during January at the Armory. Many stars
of filmdom have already signified their
int^ention of appearing, and prospects are
exceedingly bright for a most successful
affair.

First Pickford Picture.
Newark. X. J, — Under the contract made
between Frank A. Keeney and the Artcraft Pictures Corporation, the first of the
new Mary Pickford pictures, "Less Than
the Dust." was shown at Keeney's Newark house during the week of November 6.

Incorporation in Sussex.
Sussex, N. J. — The Crescent Theater
Company, with registered office at this
place, has been incorporated with an authorized capital of $50,000. The concern
will operate amusement enterprises. The
incorporators are D. S. Goble. C. Smith
and E. T. Goble.

Olympic Theater Reopened.
Newark, N. J. — The Olympia theater, at
South Orange avenue and Norfolk street,
has been reopened by I. Itzkowitz. who
also operates the New Amsterdam theater
on Sixteenth avenue. The initial attraction was Olga Petrova in the "Soul Mar-

Pickford Film Appoints Agent.
Newark, N. J. — The Pickford Film Corporation of New York has appointed William Dowd as resident agent, with offices
in the Essex building, Beaver and Clinton
streets.

"Dot" Contest at Loew's.
ket."
Newark, N. J. — Loew's Newark theater,
99 Springfield avenue, has just finished a
very successful "Who Will Be Dot?" contest. Much interest was manifested by
the patrons of the house, which is under
the management of Eugene Meyers. The
picture was exhibited during the week
of November 6, and on November 9 the
entire company appeared in person on
the stage.
Plaza Theater Improved.
Newark, N. J. — A permit has been filed
with the building department for the alterations to the brick theater, known as
the Plaza theater, at 400 Springfield avenue. The Metropolitan Realty Company,
owners of the building, expect to spend
$2,000 in the process of improvements and
alterations.

"Romeo and Juliet" Here.
Newark. N. J.— Messrs. George W. Jacobs
and William B. Putnam, managers of the
Paramount theater, have leased the Lyceum, atop the Proctor's Palace, for the
purpose of presenting Metro's version of
"Romeo and Juliet." Francis X. Bushman and Miss Beverly Bayne. who star in
the production, appeared personally at the
theater November l.
New Lincoln Changes Hands.
Newark. N. J.— The New Lincoln theater.
402 Belleville avenue, has been brought
under control of Samuel Singer and
Charles Jamison. The house has been undergoing various improvements, and has
been re-christened "The Little Strand."
Samuel Singer, who has had considerable
experience in the exhibiting ranks, will
be the active manager of the house while

"Civilization" at City.
Newark, N. J. — After making a run of
three consecutive weeks at the Strand
theater here, Ince's spectacle "Civilization" returned to the city for a two days'
run at the City theater. Seventh and
Orange streets. This picture has had an
exceedingly successful run in this city.

Pine Tree State Letter
From

John

P. Flanagan,
117 Park
Ave., Bangor,
Maine.

View

Metro May Open Bangor Branch.
BANGOR,
— Bangor
now has
four
moving Me.
picture
exchanges.
General,
Universal. Mutual and Pathe. The Unicorn agency has been withdrawn, and
business of that company is now handled
from its Boston office. It is understood
that Metro is contemplating opening a
branch in Bangor.
Ernest LeBlanc, shipper in the office of
the Mutual Film Co. in Bangor, has returned from Larede, Texas, where he has
been on duty all summer with the Second
Maine regiment. His office associates are
glad that he didn't have to face Mexican
bullets, and that he lives to resume his
work with the exchange.
Maine Theater Notes and Changes.
Troy, Me. — The Dream theater has just
been opened here.
Presque Isle, Me. — B. Nadeau, who recently bought the Strand theater, has
closed it, and has just opened up the
Golden Horseshoe moving picture tiouse,
using Mutual service. Mr. Nadeau has
been engaged in the plumbing business.
The Golden Horseshoe will seat about 500,
and is a brand new building, erected by
and for Mr. Nadeau.
Bangor. Me. — The Park theater is now
using V-L-S-E, World
and Metro service.
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Recruits for Open Booking.
Baltimore, MJ. — Tho inaiiagors of the
New fickwick. the tJroat Wlzurd, and New
and IMcturu tlarden thetiturs, lucated on
North lluwurti unU West Lexington
sirtets. hiive now embraced the open
hooking plan and have no contracts. It
l8 understood from a reliable source that
ihey insist on a private screening o( all
pictures wtilch are to be sliown at their
thi-aters.

Plague Ban Lifted.
Baltimore, Aid. — Lung and patiently
have the Baltimore exhibitors waited for
the ri^ht of way signal from the Health
Uepartnient in regard to tho infantile
paralysis ban. so that they could proceed
us usual. So they were gratified to learn
on Tuesday, October 31st, that Dr. John
D. Blake, the Health Conunissioner, had
sent out an order rcniovliig the quarantine
against children under 13 and later placed
at !) years of age congregating in the.acrs and other places. The ban was
lifted at 6 p. m. on the above date, and In
Issuing the proclamation Dr. Blake said
that great care should be exercised by the
parents of children to prevent them from
courting
danger.
Regarding
Sign
Privilege.
Baltiiiioie, Md. — A blanket revocation oE
all minor privileges which are now held in
the City of Baltimore will be issued by
the Board of Estimates to become effective December 31st, and new permits will
be granted only by the making of applications by those enjoying special privileges. Mayor Preston made this announcement on Wednesday. tJctober 2ath,
and said that for every sign and other
obstruction beyond the building line an
annual ctiargc would be tixed. A corps
of 12 men is now making a survey of the
city, and it is estimated that between
92uu,000 and $300,000 will be added to the
City Treasury.
Harry Woods at Strand Helm.
Baltimore, Md. — Harry Woods, formerly
resident manager of the Hippodrome theater, has now taken over the management
of the Strand. 404-6 N. Howard street,
and with his coming, many changes have
taken place in this house. Edward Kosenstein, formerly at the Strand and Helm,
who was operated on at a hospital on
Monday, October 30th, will when he recovers, resume his theatrical business in
Philadelphia. Fisher's symphony orchestra will render selections. New lighting effect has been installed, and the exterior as well as the interior present a
refreshing appearance with the potted
plants lestefully arranged.
Oakland Theaters Entertain.
Oakland, Md. — Through the courtesy of
Thos. J. C. Little, owner and manager of
the Maryland theater in this city, a reception was tendered to the Corn and Po■ tato prize winners, who reached here on
Monday afternoon, November 6. The affair was heartily enjoyed by all and later
In the day they enjoyed the moving picture
performance at the Empire theater, where
they had been invited by the management,
which had also arranged other features
lor their enjoyment.
J. J. Hartlove Gets State Rights in
"Unwritten Law."
Baltimore, Md. — The state rights In
Maryland for '"The Unwritten Law," a picture in seven reels featuring Beairiz
Michelena, has been secured by J. J. Hartlove, who formerly managed the Crescent
theater, 1110-12 South Charles street. He
is now very
busy hustling around.
New

Honor

for G. L. Wonders.

BaUimore. .\id. — As a new honor which
has been conferred upon him, Guy L.
Wonders, manager of the Wilson theater,
416 East Baltimore street, has been appointed a member of the fire prevention
regulation committee of which Jesse L.
Lasky is at the head.
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Baltimore's

at the Federation

Annual
I'.y J.
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Convention

Operators' Ball to Take
Place on November
Theater— L A. T. S. A. at the Convention.
M.

:?hollman.

1902

Mt.

B.\LTIMORE. Ma. — The morning of November 13th will see the opening here
in the roof garden of the Garden theater
on West Lexington street of the American Federation of Labor. The convention
will continue for two weeks. N. B. Morgan, an operator at the Xew theater, and
a prominent member of the Union, has
been rushed these days, as he is on the
arrangement committee of the Baltimore
Federation of Labor, and will attend the
convention as a delegate from the Operators' Union, Local ISl from Baltimore.
This committee has in charge all the
arrangements for the big convention,
which is a gathering of the supreme labor
body of the country. Moving picture machine operators from all over the country
will attend as -delegates from their various Locals. It is expected that the event
will be particularly interesting as there
win probably be some legislating enacted
which will affect that branch of the organization.
The annual Operator's ball will take
place at the Lyric theater on Wednesday
night, November 15th. to which all the
visiting delegates to the convention will
be invited. For this 3,000 invitations have
been sent out. Several screen stars have
been invited. As a feature a cabaret show
will be given, and players from the vaudeville houses will be borrowed for the occasion. Among the big men who will attend the affair from the I. A. T. S. E. will
be Charles C. Shea, president; Oscar
Scheck, 1st vice-president; Michael Carney,
secretary, and Messrs. Canavan and Series.
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"Maryland,
My Maryland,"
and
the audience gave them a mighty sendoff.
Then, on Monday afternoon and evening, November 6. Mr. Bushman and Miss
Bayne were present at the theater again
and addressed
tho patrons
of the house.

W. F. Ballinger Leaves

General.

Baltimore, Md. — W. F. Ballinger. who
for Ave years has been associated with tho
General
Film
In
this
city,
gradually

W.

F, BalUnger.

worked his way from a minor capacity to
the position as manager of the exchange,
has resigned to go with the International.
He will work from the Washington
offlce

Private View of "Romeo and Juliet."
Baltimore, Md. — One of the biggest
events which has lately taken place in
Baltimore in the way of private screenings, -was arranged for by Manager L. A.
Dc-Hoff, of the New theater. 210 West
Lexington street,
and held at this
house on Sunday
night, November
5th. when
the
wonderful Metro
production
of
■Romeo and Juliet"
was shown. The big
feature of the event
was the presence of
Miss Eayne and Mr.
Bushman at the theater during the performance. The admittance was by
card only, and Mana g e r DeHoff extended 2,000 invitations to the most
:»rominent people,
and the officials of
u n i v e rs i t ies and
city
I
attend ofthetheevent.
colleges
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ to
*
.\ full symphony or/
I., A. DeHolT.
chestra under the
direction
of Prof. Cupero furnished the
music. The invitations wei-e printed In
Old English and a Shakespearean atmosphere pervaded all. Arrangements were
also made with Miss Bayne and Mr. Bushman by Mr. DeHoff to allow him to present them in their Romeo and Juliet
costumes to the audience one night during the week of November 6th while
this picture is being shown.
The house was packed to standing room
only. National airs were rendered and a
soloist rendered two beautiful airs. Then
at 8.45 there appeared in the foyer, framed
with the marble soft lights, beautiful Beverly Bayne. escorted by her co-star Mr.
Bushman, Wm. Lucas escorted Miss Bayne
to the box, which was beautifully decorated with palms, chrysanthemums, roses
nd carnations, while the orchestra played

probably

handling the North Carolina territory. The loss of Mr. Ballinger will be
felt keenly in Baltimore as he Is generally liked and esteemed by all exhibitors,
who w^ish him success. There is a rumor
current that J. J. Payette, who has recently been connected with the Hy-Art
Film Company of Washington, and who
about a year ago was associated with the
General Film in this city, will take charge
of the Baltimore exchange. Mr. Payette
is well known in this territory. A. J.
Nelson, manager of the Washington General Film exchange, cames over to this
city on special business on Wednesday,
Nov. 1st, the import of which was not
made public.

Hippodrome Entertains.
Baltimore, Md. — Last week, on Wednesday and Thursday nights. Geo. A. McDermltt, manager of Loew's Hippodrome theater, on Eutaw street, at Baltimore, played
the host in a very commendable way. He
had as his guests the members of the
Grand Army of tho Republic from all over
the state of Maryland and the inmates
of the Confederate Home at Pikes ville.
The inmates of the home were brought to
the theater in automobiles.
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Admissions

Philadelphia Theaters Begin to Feel the Inevitable Necessity and Ask Higher Prices
for Seats— Stanley, Overbrook, Belmont and Jumbo Theaters Have Made a
Beginning and May Continue.
144 North Salford St., Thiladelphia, Pa.
By F. V. Armato,
R. Boyd, of the Jumbo theater. Front
e tennoticeabl
A
—
Pa.
.
PHILADELPHIA
and Girard avenue, has also increased
dency toward higher admission prices
in this locality has been exemplified by
prices from five to ten cents.
four Philadelphia theaters this past week.
To begin with, the Stanley management
J. A. Koerpel Makes
Films.Good With Brady
took occasion to increase the prices of
admission to 35 cents, during the engagePhiladelphia.
Pa.
— J. A. Koerpel. since
ment of "Less Than the Dust," and it is
his arrival from New York, as the new
understood that these prices will prevail
manager
of
the
new
Brady productions,
hereafter at the house. It has never been
has proven himself the master of the situthe policy of Stanley V. Masterbaum to
ation
by
the
excellent
results he has
raise prices, no matter how unusual the
achieved during his few months in Philaattraction, so it may be taken for granted
delphia.
The
proof
of
it
has
been in the
that the increase will be permanent.
large collection of contracts which have
The spectacular popularity of "Less
been
signed
up.
Than the Dust" at the Stanley has made
Mr. Koerpel is a thorough film man.
easy the task of P. Cunningham, who is
booking it for the local territory. He
having had a considerable amount of experience in the motion picture business.
reports that it has already been booked
His motto for the trade is service; not
by practically all the first class Philadelphia theaters.
the regular service which is u.'^ually offered, but that real honest-to goodness
The Belmont theater, at 52d and Market
kind which usually associates itself with
street, has raised its top price of admisthe word success.
sion to 20 cents. The new scale was established with the showing of Metro's
elaborate production of "Romeo and Juliet," which played to enormous business.
Walter Jacobs, the manager of the house,
plans to book only productions of the
best grade and to offer them for one
week stands.
The Overbrook theater, which is under
the management of Albert Brown, is another local house which has also increased its prices, in this instance from
five to ten cents. A handsome Unit Orchestra recently installed has, in Mr.
Brown's opinion, been effective in helping
to reconcile patrons to the added charge.

Great Northern to Reopen.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Many improvements
are being made at the Great Northern
theater, Broad street and Erie avenue.
The house, which has been closed all
summer, will reopen on November 20th.
It will be under the management of the
Stanley Company. Stanley V. Mastbaum
thinks so well of the appearance of the
rejuvenated house that he recently entertained the dramatic editors of the local
newspapers at luncheon and afterwards
took them on a tour of inspection to look
at the house.

Stanley
Exhibitors' Association Formed
Object Is Mutual Benefit and to Encourage Social Spirit of Its Members— J. P. McCready Is President — Other Officers.
most prominent film producers in the
country. Among the latter will be Lewis
J. Selznick, Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky,
Daniel Prohman. William A. Brady. Herbert Brenon. Richard A. Rowland and
others of prominence.
Representatives ot the dramatic and mo
tion picture departments of the various
newspapers and trade journals ot this and
other cities will also be round tiie festive
board and the feast of good things. There
will also be a most interesting and educational dissertation on the needs and demands of the industry presented by men
who are qualified to speak with a degree
of wisdom on the subject. It is confidently expected that the outcome of this banquet will be reflected in the future defrllowing: President, Jos. McCready; vicevelopment of the motion picture enterpresident, Frank Buehler; secretary, Chas.
prise throughout the country and that the
Segal: treasurer. Jack Delmar.
deductions to be made from the suggesMeetings for the transaction of business
tions by the speakers will prove of ineswill be held every first Wednesday of the
timable benefit to both the producer and
month, at which matters of vital interest
the exhibitor.
to the exhibitors and film distributors will
be discussed at length and oome invaluTwo Leagues and Two Booking Offices.
able advice proffered ■which will go a long
Philadelphia can now boast of having
way towards cementing the interests of
two exhibitors' organizations, the Stanley
all concerned.
Exhibitors' Association and the Motion
The membership of the organization is
Picture Exhibitors' League of Philadellimited to the theaters -feecJiing their
phia. The first at present have a memproductions through the Stanley Booking
pership of 85 theaters, all of which are
Company.
charging 10 cents admission or more, and
The election of officers will take place
the latter report a membership of 90 theaon the morning of Wednesday, December
ters which include the 5 and lO-cent
6, and in the evening of the same day Mr.
houses. The league also announce that
they also possess a booking office In
Stanley V. Mastbaum will tender a banquet to the members of the association at
charge of C. Goodwin, who is the secretary
the Bellevue Stratford, which will be atand treasurer of the organization. Aptended not only by the representatives of
parently we have two organized minds
with but a single thought.
the trade in this city, but by some of the
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. — The Stanley Exhibitors' Association was duly formed and
an election of officers made, at a special
meeting held on Wednesday, November 8.
at the Stanley Booking Company's offices.
It is reported that the purpose of the
new organization is for the mutual benefit
and protection of its SO odd members.
Besides the fraternal and social spirit,
which is to be a prominent feature at the
special gatherings, an interchange of ideas
which will be of value to the owners and
managers of the high class theaters reprepresented, is intended and a topic of discussion will be the uplift of the motion
picture business in general.
At a for
meeting
heldterm
the resulted
nomination
officers
the first
in the">f
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"American Aristocracy" Scores.
Philadelphia, Pa, — "American Aristocracy." Douglas Fairbanks' latest Triangle
production, played to excellent business
at the Arcadia last week. At times a line
half a block long was seen In front of
the theater. Herbert Givens. the local
Triangle representative, announces the
booking of "American Aristocracy," at the
Alhambra, Leader. Cedar, Coliseum and
Park.
To Build $100,000 Theater.
Bethlehem, Pa. — A new |100,000 theater
will shortly be added to the attractions
of this place. Plans have already been
drawn and it is asserted that the new
house will cost fully the amount named.
It will be under the management of H.
W. and H, L. Heilberger, who operate the
Lehigh
Orpheum theater of South Bethleliem.
Operator Disappears.
Philadelphia. Pa. — Ike Porguess, one of
the motion picture operators of the Franklin theater, 3d and Fitzwater street, was
located last week in the Philadelthia hospital by his mother, who has been making
frantic efforts to gain some trace of him
since his mysterious disappearance more
than a week ago. Porguess, who is nineteen years of age. has been in poor health
and it is stated that he is suffering from
a nervous breakdown.
S. Spiers a Daddy.
Philadelphia, Pa. — S. Spiers, of the Century tlieater. is receiving congratulations
on the birth of a little daughter. He has
been an exhibitor for ten years, but considers the baby the best feature he has
ever produced, for human, interest.
Building
New
1,800 Seat House.
Pottsville, Pa. — E. D. Brown, who is
meeting with considerable success with
his Victor theater, has a new 1,800-seat
house undergoing construction here. This
theater will be the finest and most up-todate picture theater in Pottsville.
Jack Delmar Takes
Park
Theater,
Philadelphia, Pa. — Jack Delmar, the progressive manager of the Jefferson, has
taken over the Park theater at 33d and
Dauphin street, which will come under
bis direct supervision.
Carl Hess's
New
Organ.
Philadelphia. Pa. — Carl Hess has recently installed a beautiful Kimball organ at the Lehigh Palace, The new organ has been the means of inaugurating
a ten cents admission.
APITAL CITY NOTES.
Masonic Auditorium Improvements.
Washington, D. C. — The contractors in
seeking to remodel the Masonic Auditorium, struck several snags, and the completion of the work has necessarily been
greatly delayed. But when the last stonesmith, tinsmith, and decorator gets out of
the way, Manager Stine will have a very
attractive lobby, a large entrance, and a
stage decoration that will set off his
screen to better advantage. The size of
the entrance will be doubled as a result
of the various changes being made, and
this same can be said of the lobby. The
feature of the latter will be the panels
set in the walls for poster board purposes.
It is the intention of the management to
do away with the use of frames or form^
of loose paper advertising.
The screen has been moved back nearly
four feet to a point beyond the proscenium
arch so that better projection may be
obtained. The lighting system is being
changed to a new direct-indirect type, and
on the front of the building a twenty-foot
flasher is to be placed. The Auditorium
has a total seating capacity of 1.100, but
of these 400 seats are available for use
only for lectures and other like entertainment purposes. There are, however.
700 all-vision seats.
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Made a Rewindcr from Old Fan.
WashlnKton, D. C — A novel use has been
ninde of an obsolete electric fan at the
Internaiioniil Film ExchunKC where John
Huppman, who Is In charKe of the
shipping; department, has ullltzed It to
operate a rewlnder. He took the fan, removed the blades and cleaned up the
mechanism. The motor is an enclosed
one. and so was passed by the fire marshaTs office as belnp safe. He then took
a two-inch wheel which he attached to
the motor, and a five -inch wheel from a
sewlnK machine was attached to the rewinder, and a bell was slipped over the
two. The connection with the motor is
from the socket in the Inspection board.
This is a double socket and the UrIU used
by the inspector is still available. This
is a very in&enious way to use a wornout fan, and it saves a great deal of arm
work when reels are being cleaned.
Frank Spurrier and Friends Take Trip.
Washington, D. C. — Frank B. Spurrier,
manager of the Vitagraph V-L-S-E exchange, accompanied by Samuel Rlumenthal. S. J. Mayer, and Lester E. Gooding.
employees of the exchange, went to Philadelphia last week in his automobile for
a joint meeting with the members of the
Vitagraph exchange in that city.
The trip was a very delightful one and
anything but monotonous, being punctuated here and there by punctures and engine trouble. The automobile is a perfectly good Mitchell; something must have
been wrong with the chauffer. Just a few
miles the other side of Baltimore they had
to get out and push the car up a hill, for
the engine refused to work. On the return trip they were delayed for an hour
because of the extent of Mr. Blumenthal's
appetite. He is about six feet two in his
stocking feet, and requires an enormous
amount of fodder in order to keep going.
They had telegraphed ahead to Havre de
Gras and a miniature banquet was held in
lieu of breakfast. This is the first time
the car has been run for any distance
witli.nn Ml-. Spurrier havini;^ tu pny a fine.
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Washington Exchanges Organize

But Four
Exchange Managers' Association Has Been Formed in Capital City—AU
Local Distributors Have joined— j. H. Butner Is President and E. G. Evans Is
Secretary— Other Officers.
\iy Clarence L. Ltntz, 622 Riggs Building. Washington. D. C.
matter
with the fire marshal
and other
orA permanent
C— managers
WASHINGTON. ganizationD.of the
of the
District ottlcials interested with a view to
moving picture film exchanges in Washsecuring the extension of the effective
ington was completed last week at the
date of the regulations and also to consecond dinner-meeting held in the private
fer with the builders and architects whom
dining room of the National Press Club.
it has been reported contemplate erecting
a film exchange building In this city.
The Kxchange Managers" Association, as
it 1^ to be Itnown, starts out with a memSom"^ little attention was also given
bership that includes all but four of the
to the subject of suppression of certain
heads of the film exchanges here. J. H.
photoplays in the District of Columbia
and also to the plans fostered by the
Itutni-r was selected as president; L. M.
nay has been chosen vice-president; E.
Federation of Women's Clubs for free
matinees for the children.
G. Evans will be the secretary and treasThe Washington correspondent of the
urer; Sidney B. Lust has been chosen as
the red ouli table sorgcant-at-arms, while
Moving I'icture World was elected an
Fritz M. Wathnc will head the executive
honorary member of the association, and
given thanks for having brought the exci.inniitt-'^-.
change managers together. he being
credited with the formation of the new
Appoint Committee
on the Fire Regulations.
organization.
Aside from the time required in perAmong those present were J. H. Butner,
fecting the organization of this associaCarl F. Senning. Frank B. Spurrier, R.
tion tlie evening was pretty well devoted
Berger. George R. Mayo, N. H. Spitzer.
to a discussion of the proposed fire reguFritz B. Wathne. Sidney B. Lust. D. F.
lations which were subjected to a conO'Donnell, L. M. Day. E. G. Evans. C. R.
siderable amount of criticism on the part
Milliman, and Nelson.
of those present l>y reason of the requirements with respect to the handling, examChanges at Empire Theater.
ining and repairing of films. There are
Washington. D. C — H. E. Tracey. for
many things in the regulations that will
two
years
manager of the Lyric theater,
prove very burdensome to the exchange
on Fourteenth street, northwest, and who
managers and are highly unnecessary in
assumed
the
management of the Savoy
their opinion.
when it was erected, and retaining that
There was no comment made as to the
position
for
two
years until the house
physical requirements of the building
changed hands, is now in charge of the
which tlie regulations proscribe as being
destinies
of
the
Empire
theater, on H
in conformity with the ideas of the fire
street, northeast, operated by the Federal
marshal, the exchange managers believing
that such as tliis was entirely up to the
Amusement Company, of which Charles
Linkins is the leading spirit. Mr. Tracey
architect, builder, and owner of the procontemplates making a large number of
posed building. A committee consisting of
changes including the installation of an
Frank
B.
Spurrier,
chairman;
D.
F.
O'Donnell. L. M. Day. E. G. Evans, and George
entirely new and modern system of lighting, the placing of runners in the aisles,
n, Ma\'o.
was
apju'i nt-^'l to take
up the
and providing the attaches of the house
with tuxedos.

Tom Moore Wants to Build New Exchange
Must Find Eight Exchanges to Take Leases for Three Years — States His Arguments
— There Are Three Other Concerns in the Field.
Washington, D. C. — Tom Moore, motion
picture theater magnate of Washington,
has agreed to put up a six story exchange
building to conform with the new fire
regulations. It will have a frontage of
fifty-one feet and a depth of one hundred
feet, each floor to be divided in two parts
with a space of 2.550 square feet.. The
average rental price for each floor would'
be about $250. This arrangement would
accomodate twelve tenants, but there are
three companies known to want but a
third of a floor each. To bring about such
a distribution of space on one or more
floors would require a change in the proposed regulations because of the difference in the placing of the vaults.
Plans for the building, which would
be located at 418-410 8th street, northwest, have been prepared by B. Stanley
Simmons, architect, and show space in the
basement for two large lockers and two
toilets. On the left of the entrance is to
be a large exhibiting room, and opposite
is the library. In the center is the stairway leading to the upper floors and the
elevators. The left front of the basement
is to be occupied by the boiler room, in
the center there will be a lift, and on the
right side will be the express office and
another lift. On the first floor will be
space for two exchanges, a long corridor,
and telephone
and telegraph
offices.
In staling his position to the Moving
Picture World correspondent, Mr. Moore
said that he simply wants eigiit of the
exchanges to sign leases for a three-year
term, and he will take his chances with
the others, and that he already has prom-
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ises from six exclianges. "I am ready
with the money and have the ground on
which to erect a film exchange building,"
said Mr. Moore, "and I will start operations as soon as the necessary number
of exchanges are willing to comply with
my requirements of a three-year lease.
There are one or two willing to take a
five-year lease, but the others prefer and
seem to be holding out for a one or twoyear lease. This would not be possible
for the reason that I would only be able
to get $20,000 out of the proposition which
will cost me $120,000, and I would then
have on my hands a building only good
for the one purpose. There are no real
estate men who would be willing to take
so great a chance as this, in fact, they
would probably demand a five-year lease.
I believe it would be to the advantage of
the different companies if they would take
the longer lease for the reason that the
property value is increasing each year,
and this would mean at the expiration of
their lease they would have to pay a
There rental."
are three other Individuals and
higher
concerns having similar plans in mind,
and it is said that one of these is going to
erect such a building and have it ready
for occupancy within three months without demanding any agreement from the
exchangemen other than a promise to use
all possible influence to have their companies take space therein. These various
conferences will continue for some time
until a definite arrangement can be entered Into.

Manager Henry Martin Dies,
Washington, D. C. — There was a hush
along Ninth street last week when the
attaches of the theaters and exchanges
learned of the death of one, Henry Martin,
Friday
night, Nov. 3, from a complication
of
diseases.
It was on the preceding Friday night
that Mr. Martin was stricken while on
duty at the Strand theater. He had not
been in the best of health for some time,
and was unable to successfully fight
against the fatal illness and he lingered
only a week.
Mr. Martin was a native of Washington
and is thirty-five years old. For the past
five years he has been in the employ of
his brother-in-law, Fayette Tom Moore,
owner of a string of theaters in this city.
He worked his way up to the position of
assistant manager at the Garden theater,
and last January he was transferred to a
similar position at the Strand, although
being used as utility manager when the
occasion arose.
His death is made all the more sad, it
is said, because of the near approach of
what was to have been his wedding day;
he was to have been married to a Washin gtnn young lady soon after the first
of the coming year.
Mr. Martin was a very pleasant chap
and well liked by all who knew him.

FarcesHy-Art Company
N. H. Spitzer Joins
Washington, D. C. — X. H. Spitzer is the
latest addition to the moving picture
forces of the National Capital, for Mr.
Spitzer has allied himself with the HyArt Masterplays Company, which Is
located In the Barrister building. Mr.
Spitzer got his start some four or more
years ago in Kansas City, Mo., when he
secured a position with Warner Bros, as
a salesman.
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Selznick Takes Pittsburgh Lease
Head of Selznick-Pictures Leases Grand Opera House on Fifth Avenue for Number
of Years— Will Be Devoted to Big Productions— Charles F, Schwerin, Local
Selznick Manager, Will Be in Charge.
From Pittsburgh News Service, 6016 Jen kins Arcade, Pittsburgh, Pa.
in
Artcraft
Pittsburgh
the
resenting
imPa.—
I ITTSBURGH, Pa.
— One of the most imPITTSBURGH
his headquarters
O.. making
Cleveland.
exhibiting
local exhibiting
the local
in the
dealsdeals in
portant portant
at the Hotel Statler.
field for some time has just been consummated whereby Lewis J. Selznick,
head of the producing and distributing
Geo. W. Fuller Heads Local Pathe.
company bearing his name, leases for a
Pittsburgh,
Pa. — Manager
George
W.
term of years the Grand opera house, on
Fuller
was recently appointed to head the
Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh. This theater
Pittsburgh Pathe Exchange and is rapidly
is amonx the largest and finest in the enputting
into effect his ideas of service
tire rountry devoted to pictures and is
and is rounding into shape a selling force
owned by the Harry Davis interests. It
of
which
he may
well feel proud.
Mr.
was for many years the leading house
Fuller was formerly manager of the World
of legitimate productions and vaudeville,
World
Film
Exbut was converted into a moving picture
theater about two years ago, and since
I Louis.
< hange Mo., at where
St.
that time has set a high standard in this
field.
1 he earnedviable an reputation
enMr. Selznick visited Pittsburgh several
weeks ago to open negotiations for the
I in the trade. Prior
1 to his connection
house. Later Mr, Davis, accompanied by
with
the
World
Mr. Harris, also of the Harry Davis inI Film,
Mr.
Fuller
terests, went to New York City to close
was
for
about
the deal, which it is said has been pendfour years
geneing for some time. The new management
announces that the Grand will be devoted
ral agency manexclusively to big productions capable of
view of Reviews.
j ager for
the Reholding the public interest for long inHe jame to Pittsdefinite runs and at prices advanced somewhat over those now the rule.
Ib u r g h
several
All the big Selznick pictures, as well
weeks ago to take
as certain important productions of other
charge
of
the
companies, are to be presented. Among
Pathe
office, sucthe first attractions at the Grand will be
I ceeding Thomas S.
the two Clara Kimball Young features.
Bradley, transferred
who has
'i been
"The Common Law" and "The Foolish Virto
one
of
the
gin." These will be followed by NaziWestern
offices
of
Geo. \V. Fuller.
mova in "War Brides": "The Price She
the company.
Mr.
Paid," from the novel of David Graham
Fuller has already made numerous friends
Phillips; "The Easiest Way," by Eugene
Walters, and "Panthea," featuring Norma
here and the results being obtained
inTalmage.
dicate that his success is assured.
While all arrangements have been completed for taking over the Grand, it is
Fred Salinger Succeeds Levison.
likely that the actual change will not
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Fred Salinger has been
take place for about two weeks or ten
appointed manager of the Pittsburgh ofdays. According to present plans, the
fices of the World Film, succeeding Leo
theater will be under the able manageF. Levison, whose resignation took effect
ment of the local manager of the Selznick
November 4. Mr. Levison has accepted
interests, Charles F. Schwerin. who is
the managership of the Philadelphia and
also head of the Pittsburgh office of the
Newark offices of the Supreme Feature
Clara Kimball Young pictures. The enFilm Service. He is followed by the best
trance of Mr. Selznick into the exhibiting
wishes of his host of friends in Pittsbusiness in this city is of particular inburgh. Mr. Salinger has been connected
terest, in that he began his business career here and is well and favorably known
with the W^orld Film for some time, coming here from New York, and is recogamong Pittsburghers.
nized as a film man of wide experience.
Local Artcraft
Offices Open.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — The Artcraft Pictures
Corporation recently lias opened its Pittsburgh office on the sixth floor of the handsome new Seltzer film building, 12th
street and Liberty avenue, Pittsburgh, in
charge of Samuel Plame, one of the bestknown of the younger film men of this
city. Mr. Plame was formerly a member
of the Paramount organization for several
years, recently being connected with the
Pittsburgh branch of that company.
While only one release, the Mary Pickford feature, "Less Than the Dust," is being handled thus far by the exchange, the
initial triumph of that production augurs
well for its permanent success.
The Regent theater, the finest of the
Rowland & Clark chain of houses, started
a two weeks' run November 6 on "Less
Than the Dust," at 25 cents admission,
and is drawing capacity audiences daily.
Next the picture will be shown at the
Garden theater, Northside, for an entire
week.
The Pittsburgh branch of the Artcraft
covers western Pennsylvania, eastern
Ohio and West Virginia. L. W, Kniskern,
formerly press agent with the Famous
Players, has become assistant manager
of the new office. H, S. Lighter, formerly
publicity manager for the Chicago office of the Paramount, is at present rep-

J. Howard
Pittsburgh.

Morgan Goes to General.
Pa. — The
General
Film
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Company has added to its road staff J.
Howard Morgan, a widely-known exhibitor
and film man. who will travel out of the
Pittsburgh office. Mr. Morgan owns the
Cornell and Morgan Grand theaters, at
Auburn, N. Y., and his experience in the
exhibiting end of the business partly accounts for liis big success as salesman.

The Doris to Be Remodeled.
Wilkinsburg. Pa. — The Doris theater,
Wilkinsburg, Pa., is to be remodeled and
enlarged in the early Spring. A plot of
ground has been purchased adjoining the
Doris and plans for the improvement are
being prepared by a local architect. The
capacity of the house will be doubled.
To Improve the Olympic Theater.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — The Olympic theater,
31S Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh, is about to
undergo an improvement that will add
greatly to the appearance and capacity of
the house. The Olympic is one of the
leading downtown theaters and does a
thrivng business at all times. The proprietor is Peter Antonopolis, a prominent
exhibitor and a well-known figure In
local organization work, being a director
of the Pittsburgh Screen Club. Mr. Antonopolis states that he will embody the
latest and best ideas in the changes he
is about to make and intends to set a
hi^h mark in every respect. Architect
Charles Bickel has been retained to draw
up plans for the addition.
Federal Theater

Goes.

Pittsburgh, Pa. — The Federal theater, at
the corner of Lacock and Federal streets,
Northside, Pittsburgh, is being razed to
make way for a new building to be used
as a store. The Federal was one of the
oldest
on theit Northside.
the pasthouses
few years
has changed "^Vithinhands
several times and recently has bee.i dark.
The passing of the Federal was due to
the sharp competition of three other upto-date picture theaters within the same
block.
West Park's New Theater.
West Park. Pa. — Keller Sc Artritt have
recently opened an attractive new picture
house at West Park, a thrivng suburb of
Pittsburgh, Pa, It is known as the Palace theater and is the first to invade the
district with high-class photoplays. The
house is modern throughout, having a
nicely arranged auditorium with 300 seats.
Red Feather and other features are shown
daily and the admission price is 10 cents.
Exhibitors
are invited to send news
items to our nearest correspondent.

Enterprise Amusement House Named Rialto
Rowland

& Clark Suit to Restrain the Use of the Name "New Regent" Gets Favorable Decision — House Had Been Called the Camereaphone.

PITTSBURGH, Pa. — An opinion has been
handed down in the Pittsburgh courts
restraining the Enterprise Amusement
Company from using the name "New Regent" theater to designate its house at
1600 Fifth avenue, formerly the Cameraphone. The Rowland & Clark Theaters is
thereby rendered a favorable verdict in
their injunction suit, which has been
watched with much interest by moving
picture exhibitors of this city. Judge
Carnahan's decision is regarded as most
important by the trade and is expected
to result in eliminating the duplication
of names of picture houses in large centers.
When the Enterprise Amusement Company purchased the Cameraphone several
months ago they changed the name to
the New Regent. The Rowland & Clark
Theatres objected to the use of the titlt^,
as it was regarded as an infringement on
that of their handsome
hous»
at Penn

and Highland avenues, the Regent. Failing in their request to the Enterprise
Amusement Company to secure another
name, they took the matter to court.
The case was contested bitterly, with
the result that a permanent injunction
has been granted, prohibiting the defendant from using the name "New Regent."
and also placing the costs on the defendant. The name of the theater has been
changed by the Enterprise Amusement
Company to the Rialto.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Manager Peter Demaa
of the Minerva theater, 319 Fifth avenue. Pittsburgh, has installed a handsome
512,000 pipe organ, one of the largest in
the city. The Famous Players special
production, "The Alien," featuring George
Beban, was booked for the occasion and
is to be shown several days. The Minerva
is a first- run Paramount house and enjoys much popularity.
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Tragic Accident in Olean

Peter
Barnowski
Buys
Luna.
Eriic'kenrlilKC. I'a. — J. A. Huliimfl lias
sold his L.una theater, at Ilrackeni iilge,
Pa., to Poter Barnowski. a well-known exhibtor rtf this section. The I^una is an j-ttracilve house seating about 300 and la the
only one in the town. Mr. Barnowski was
in t'ittsburfih recently.

Exhibitor John Barnes and Mrs. Barnes, of Olean, N. Y., Are Killed When Train
Crashes Over Their Automobile — Strong Personality of Mr. Barnes Had Made
Many Friends for Him— His Clean Theater.

Takes Over Cooper Opera House.
Union City. Pa. — The Cooper opera house.
Union City. Pa., was recently taken over
by U. ^V. Ingraham. a prominent business
man. who has Instituted a policy of feature pictures and road shows. The theater
was remodeled and considerable up-to-date
equipment installed by the new owner,
who has made it one of the most attra'-tiv*" h'-n*-'? (n its I.i.alitv

BUFFALO. N. Y.— Buffalo film men received with profound refrret the news
that Mr. and Mrs. John Barnes, of Olean,
N. Y.. were instantly killed In an automobile
accident Friday evening. Mr. Barnes was
manaKer of the Grand moving picture theater of Olean. The accident occurred at
S o'clock In the evening a mile west of
Friendsihip, N. Y.
Their motor
car was

Good
Many

Business

'Jy

in

Joseph

St.

A.

McGutre,

5 Lewis

John

Soldiers Present in the City Keep Theaters Well Filled — Filming Local Athletic Events — New Shows Opened and New Houses Building in the Province —
Other Items of Local Interest.
By F. F. Sully. 68 Lansdowne Avenue.
St. John, N. B.
were recent visitors in St. John, where
ST. JOHN, N. B. — The record-breaking
business that the St. John picture
they purchased a rotary converter.
houses are now enjoying Is accounted for
in no small measure by the presence o?
Torrie & Winters Open the Grand.
three battalions of the King's troops,
Moncton, N. B. — Torrie and Winters, forquartered in the city indefinitely. At presmerly proprietors of the Grand opera
ent the 165 th French Arcadians, from
house, have re-opened it. contracting for a
Montreal,
the 180th
mixed feature program and vaudeville.
from Toronto,
and Sportsmen's
the 222nd Battalion
Battalion
The same firm is also running the Emfrom Winnipeg, give 3,000 additional patrons to the St. John exhibitors. It is
tures. press, showing Paramount and Fox feaeasily seen at any of the performances
that the men In khaki make up a good
Will Withhold Some Big Features.
percentage of the audiences. Box parties
by the officers lend a distinctly military
St. John, N. B. — On account of the resolution recently passed by the Maritime
air to the picture houses. St. John might
well be called a garrisoned city with the
Provinces Exhibitors" League against the
deposit system, the Monarch and Artcraft
three battalions and the 9th Siege Battery
Film Companies have decided not to bring
to protect it. A hearty spirit of co-operathe Clara Kimball Young and the Mary
tion prevails between the military men
and the exhibitors. Theaters are thrown
Pickford subjects into the provinces. The
companies claim they cannot do business
open to the public for recruiting meetings
unless their goods are sold with a deposit.
and other patriotic purposes. The manSome of the Clara Kimball Young subagement of the Imperial gave the 180th
Battalion the free use of tlie auditorium
jects, including "The Common Law," had
been advertised in this territory.
after the regular show one evening recently, and over $750 was realized from the
exhibtion given by the 169 champion athOpen Theater in Sydney.
letes who are members of the unit. Tom
Sydney. N. S. — After a period of several
Longboat and others almost as prominent
months, during which the doors of Alexare wearing the uniforms of the ISOth.
andria Hall were closed, R. J. McAdam
The opera house was given over to a Sunand
Ed. Lynn have again opened the auday mass meeting for men. at which Rev.
ditorium and have booked some of the
J. D. Morrow, chaplain of the 180th, was
leading Paramount features for the early
the speaker. The fact that St. John is a
weeks.
winter port, and one of the most easily
accessible cities on the Canadian coast is
New Theater to Open in Mid-Winter.
partly responsible for the large number of
New Glasgow, N. S. — Announcement has
troops being quartered in the city. Needbeen made here that the new $100,000
less to say. that other industries besides
moving picture theater, owned by Warren
the moving pictures have been benefited
Smith, and in the process of construction
thereby.
for the past several months, will be ready
for business by the middle of January.
Local Camera Gets Athletic Events.
The theater, when completed, will be one
St. John. N. E. — Manager Charles Kerr,
of
the largest and most up-to-date houses
of the Mutual exchange, was alive to the
in the provinces.
possibilities offered by the presence of
the famous Sportsmen's Battalion In the
Famous Players Changes.
city, and at a recent athletic meet, in
St. John, N. B. — Bert Silverstein, forwhich one of the St. John exchange manmerly
of the Toronto office of the Famous
agers ran against the fleetest of the solPlayers, has been placed on the staff of
diers. Mr. Kerr had his camera man film
the
St.
John exchange and will go on
a few hundred feet. The next day other
the road from here. Mitchell Bernstein,
pictures were taken of the unit on its
also
a
former
member of the Toronto
way to church In a body. These exposures,
staff, has been placed in charge as resitogether with some that were taken before the battalion left Toronto, will be
dent manager, succeeding Lewis Rosenfeld, who will go to Toronto to take
combined to make a "180th Special" that
charge of the Monarch and Artcraft disis sure to prove popular In the provinces
tribution.
of Ontario and New Brunswick, and even
oihcr sections of Canada.
May Lease Local Theater.
C. H. Seymour Leaves Bijou Theater.
St. John. N. B. — J. M. Franklin, manager of the Strand theater in Halifax, was
Woodstock. X. B. — Charles H. Seymour,
a recent visitor in St. John, negotiatwho has been affiliated with George Gibing with R. H. Dockrill relative to taking
son in the Bijou theater, has withdrawn
his interests and is now devoting his sole
a five-year lease on the St, John opera
attention to his theater in Houlton,
house, succeeding Fred G. Spencer, who is
to build a large house here in the spring.
Maine. Mr. Gibson has taken over the
>rr. Franklin intends to run vaudeville
Bijou, with C. A. Seymour as manager,
and a few feature pictures.
and is newly equipping the interior.
Both

Block,

Buffalo,

N. Y.

struck by Erie train No. 8. They did not
see thechinetrain
approaching
their were
mawas wrecked.
Theirandbodies
impaled on the pilot of the engine.
Mr, and Mrs. Barnes attended the last
ball of the Buffalo Screen Club, and had
signified their Intention to be present at
the next function of that organization.
Mr. Barnes always aimed at perfection
in the management of his house, and
very rarely fell short of this mark.
"If you rub your handkerchief over any
seat in my theater and pick up the slightest bit was
of dirt,
I will givethat
you Mr.
$10."Barnes
This
a statement
frequently repeated to his patrons. On
account of the perfect cleanliness of hia
house he never had to pay over the
money. This was one of the many instances that proved his thoroughness as a
manager. He was also a stickler for good
order, and years ago rowdies had learned
that they would have to leave ail their
boisterous conduct outside his theater. He
was a man of powerful physique and although his nature was gentle, he always
had the will and the way to prevent the
infraction of any of his rules. Checks
and letter, mailed by Mr. Barnes a few
hours before the accident, were received
at
a local film exchange shortly after the
tragedy.
At the Cozy Comer Theater.
Buffalo, N. Y. — August Aichinger has a
thriving moving picture theater, the Cosy
Corner, at Genesee street and Fillmore
avenue, Buffalo. This is a five and ten
cent house, which he has conducted for
the past five months.
"I give my patrons plenty of serials and
features, and they get a good run for their
money." said Mr. Aichinger.
The proprietor is ably assisted by hia
son, John Aichinger, and his daughter.
Miss Frances Aichinger. The young
woman is booker at the Cozy Corner.
They have i good line on the moving picture wants of their patrons.
Buffalo Exchange Men Busy.
Basil Brady. Buffalo manager of the International, recently visited Ithaca, N. T.,
where he booked the first run of "Patria"
at the Star theater, that city. This serial,
in which Mrs. Vernon Castle is starring,
was produced by Wharton Bros., of Ithaca.
Mr. Brady also visited McVoy and Hanning, of Auburn, with whom he booked
"The Flower of Faith." and "The Ocean
Waif." This firm conducts the Cornell
and Morgan moving picture theaters of
Auburn.
Al Becker, of the Becker Film Exchange, Buffalo, was so busy election
night that he didn't have time for shouting or horn -blowing. He supplied appropriate films for the crowds in front of
local newspaper offices, and at clubs and
other amusement places where many assembled to hear the election returns.
Rochester's Picadilly to Open.
Rochester. X. Y. — The new Picadilly of
Rochester, one of the largest and finest
moving picture theaters in the country,
will open its doors to the public for the
first time on November 25th. Many leaders
in the film industry, newspaper men,
prominent city officials and others will be
Manager
formance. Seeley's guests at the initial perRegent
Theater
Changes
Hands.
Elmira, N. Y. — The Regent
Entertainment Co.. of which G. H. Tooker is resident manager, has taken over the Regent
theater. Elmira.
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s Has ''Cleaner Film" Movement
Memphi
Civic Organizations Hold Joint Meeting and Discuss Advantages of Better PicturesAppoint Committee to Look Into Matter.

Building, Nashville. Tenn.
1014 Stahlman
By J. L. Ray,
tention, a new theater will be erected at
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — A decided impetus
once in Memphis to handle his attractions,
was accorded the movement for
at an estimated cost of $700,000. The
cleaner and more uplifting- pictures in
new house will be constructed along preMemphis at the meeting: held last week
tentious lines, and will embody all the
under the auspices of the Ninteenth
latest
improvements known in modern
Century Club. Representatives of the Retheatrical architecture. Full details will
tail Merchants' Association, Y. M. I., T.
be given out at a later date.
M. C. A., and other leading organizations
were present and expressed their approval
of the proposed reform. The committee apKnickerbocker's Interior Ads.
pointed by the Nineteenth Century Club to
Nashville, Tenn. — To advertise the comadvance the movement, of which Mrs. M.
ing production featuring Clara Kimball
G. liieberman is chairman, emphasized the
Young, Manager Wassman. of the Knickerfact that the club was striving not only
boclver, has placed over all the interior
for the display of children's films in Memside-wall lights a number of glass cases,
phis, but pictures in which the elements of
lighted from within, with the wording
morbidness and uncleanliness are elimin"See Clara Kimball Young in the Comated.
mon Law." The publicity thus afforded
Bishop Thos. F. Gailer, of the Episcopal
has already aroused considerable interest
Church, attended the conference, and adin the Selznick picture.
mitted that he had not attended more than
half a dozen picture shows in his life.
He remarlced that their interpretation of
The Bijou Entertains.
life, in some instances, was fantastic, and
Knoxville, Tenn. — Dick Tant. ex-newsthat while trashy films tend to corrupt the
paper boy, but now a successful theatrical
minds of an audience, he likewise exmanager, recently entertained the carriers
pressed his opinion that a very high eduof the Knoxville papers with a theater
cational value was contained in moving
party at the Bijou, local vaudeville and
pictures. Henry C. Loeb. president of the
picture house. Seven reels of Triangle
service were shown, in addition to the
Retail Dealers'
Association,
extended
invitations to the committee to send
usual vaudeville
program.
speakers to future meetings.
One motion picture theater in the city
Birmingham
Sunday Case.
has offered to show Saturday afternoons
and nights a program selected by the
Birmingham, Ala. — The city moving picture ordinance, regulating the Sunday
Nineteenth Century Club committee as
opening of photoplay houses, went out of
long as the patronage justifies it.
existence with the injunction, according to
the authorities, and a new ordinance will
Queen Advances Prices.
be necessary before any referendum elecKnoxville. Tenn. — With the advent of
tion can be held. October 1st was the date
the so-called super-attractions, produced
set by the old ordinance for the election,
at a cost greatly in excess of that incident
and it being impossible to change the date
in the old ordinance, a new petition and
to the prodpction of ordinary motion picordinance will be required.
tures, the management of the Queen theater, in order to maintain the high standard which has so long been identified
Something New for Birmingham.
with this leading Knoxville house, has increased the schedule of admission prices
Birmingham. Ala.^The presentation of a
first
run feature simultaneously at two
to the evening performances. The new
prices are, adults 15 cents, .children 10
theaters in the uptown district is an innovation for this city, but such was the
cents; matinees, 10 and 15 cents, respectively. The new rates more nearly concase with Metro's Shakespearian subject.
form to the average admission prices
■•Romeo and Juliet." This picture was first
charge in other Tennessee cities, and the
booked at the Trianon theater, but. owing
public has responded readily to the into the unlooked-for patronage, and the increase.
ability to fulfil the public demand for
seats, the management promptly secured
another copy of the print and placed it on
New Nashville Film Company.
exhibition at the Rialto. one of the largest
Nashville, Tenn. — The Dixie Film Comhouses in the city. Hundreds were turned
pany has been organized and chartered
away at the Trianon before it was decided
to manufacture and sell moving pictures.
to lease an additional house. Few pictures
Its offices are located at 217 Fifth avenue,
anywhere have received the reception acnorth. The incorporators are James Calcorded this production by the Birmingham
nay. Halsey H, Tower, B. Forrest XJhl, and
public.
Noted educators, ministers and citLaura Page Uhl. Mr. Calnay, a New York
izens in all walks of life have declared
man, is president of the company, and
it
one
of
the offerings.
screen's best and most prestates that one five-part subject will be retentious
leased each month. Work on the first picture is well under way, and will be ready
for release on December 1st, under the
Louisville News Letter
title of "God's Greatest Creation." Arrangements have been made with a New
By Ohio Valley News Service, 1404 Starks
Building, Louisville. Ky.
York distributing company to handle the
output of the Dixie studios.
Insurance
Controversy — Theater
Had
Been Enlarged.

Hartman's Lincoln Closes.

Nashville. Tenn. — The Lincoln theater.
"William
negro Tliis
picture
house,
has again Hartman's
closed its doors.
house
has
made several valiant attempts to stay in
the running, but competition has been
largely responsible for the fact that it
cannot be operated on a paying basis, and
it may remain closed permanently.
Loew to Open Memphis House.
Memphis. Tenn. — RIarcus Loew, theatrical magnate, has been in the South for a
number of days looking over plans for
opening a number of vaudeville and picture houses. According to Mr. Loew's in-

LEXINGTON, Ky.— The Berryman Realty
Co.. and the Security Trust Co.. acting
for the J. B. Haggin estate, has filed suit
against thirteen insurance companies for
a balance of $•1,279 alleged to be due on
appraised damages in connection witli the
fire at the Ben Ali theater last January.
The controversy grew out of the claim of
soT^ne of the Delaware companies that
their policies covered only the building on
Main street, which is now the entrance to
the theater. The court is asked to require an adjustment between these and
the other defendant companies, and a reap ortionment of the loss, if necessary,
to make up the deficit.
The suit grew
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entirely out of the fact that the theater
was enlarged after the original policies
in some instances were written, and while
the company was fully insured on the
entire building it is a court matter to
figure out the pro rata loss among the various underwriters.

Had 'Em Page Charlie Chaplin.

Louisville.— An unusual publicity affair
for Charles Chaplin was handled in Louisville. Saturday, November 11. when Chaplin was paged through all of the hotel
lobbies, cabarets, etc. Manager Percy L.
Smith, of the Louisville Mutual office, gave
out information to the press that Chaplin
was expected in Louisville, he having an
affair of the heart with a Kentuclcy belle,
and the newspapers fell for the publicity
in great shape. While the whole thingwas a hoax it drew a great deal of aitention to the performer, not only through
the hotels and cabarets, but through the
thousands who were reached through the
press which carried the articles.

"Lass of Lumberlands" Screened.
Louisville. — J. G. Conner, a repre.se ntative of the Mutual, was recently in Louisville, where he made a special screening
at the Strand of the serial, "Lass of the
Lumberland." The picture was later
booked for the Mary Anderson theater,
where it is to start on November 19. Incidentally the lumber interests are taking
interest in this picture, some of the lumber trade journals having run items to the
effect that the film, produced on the Calitention. fornia coast, was well worth their at-

E. W. Dozier Gets the Princess Theater.
Madisonville,
Ky. — E.has
W'. closed
Dozier, a manager of the Garrick,
deal
whereby he becomes owner of the Princess
theater, which will be operated as "The
Garrick II." The new house will be used
for matinees only during the week, but
with features on Saturday night.
Maysville. Ky. — Attorneys representing
the creditors of the bankrupt Gem theater,
have arranged to resume operations on
Thanksgiving, and to run until sold. The
house will be under the direction of
Trustee Walsh.

NOTES
FROM WISCONSIN.
G. B. dinger Takes Over Toy Theater.
Milwaukee, Wis. — G. B. Olinger, owner

of the American theater, has taken over
the Toy theater which he will operate as
a straight ten cent moving picture house.
He plans to expend $5,000 in remodeling
the front and lobby, and redecorating the
interior.
Walter Hildebrand, who has been manager at the Butterfly theater for the last
the Toy.
year,
has resigned, and will take 'charge of
Thomas A, Lee. who until recently has
been manager of the Toy. has gone to
Fon-du-Lac where he becomes manager of
the Henry Boyle theater, succeeding
Frank G .Raymond, who has become manager of the Hippodrome at Peoria, 111. The
policy under
Lee's management
will and
be
vaudeville
Thursday,
Friday, Saturday,
Sunday, with feature photoplays the rest
of the time. Among the film attractions
will be the Artcraft's service — "Where Are
My Children." and "Purity."

B. C. Johnson to Represent General.

Milwaukee, Wis. — B. C. Johnson has accepted a position as state representative
for th General
Film Company.
New Picture Theater in Wheeler.
Wheeler. Wis, — The Woodman
hall here
has been remodeled, and will be used as a
moving picture theater, giving shows once
a week.
Glen Hensel is local manager.
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Wallace Walthall Goes to K. E. S. E.
ATLANTA. Oa. — Wallace Walthall.
brother of Henry Walthall, the screen
star, has severed his connections as representative of the V-L-S-E (Atlanta ortice).
and become special representative for the
newly formed Klein - Edlson-Selle-Essanay amalpamalion.
Mr. Walthall Is a film expert of wide
experience, and has been a prominent
factor in Atlanta film activities for years.
His territory will embrace Georgia. Alabama, and Tennessee.
Manager Greening FuU Week.
Atlanta. Ga. — Manager Groening. of the
Grand. Atlanta, which opened Monday
under its policy of Loew vaudeville and
pictures, handled
the opening
week's
announcement so splendidly
that the
theater
played to capacity all the week.
J. R. MacEachron
Made Assistant
J. R, MacEachron.
Jr., has been made
assistant manager
of the Colonial
Film
Corporation, Atlanta.
Notes of Interest.
O. P. Hall. Fox Film manager, is in New
Tork on a business trip.
Charles Kessnick, manager of Mutual
Film Company, is on a business trip
through the Carollnas.
H. W. Lamb, of the Colonial Film Corporation, left for New York and Chicago
the last of this week.
C. R. Seelye. Sales Manager for Pathe
Company, was an Atlanta visitor this
week.
Visitors from Macon.
Atlanta, Ga. — Troup Howard, owner, and
Ralph DeBruler. manager of Capitol theater, in Macon. Ga.. were Atlanta visitors
on Saturday, October 2S. While here
contracts were signed for film service
at th._- new i_*aipit"l.
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Ball on November 15

Johnny Ray and Others Are Preparing for the Big Annual Dance in Gray's Armory
— prizes Have Been Offered.
By
Herbert
Persons.
Standard
Theater liuilding, Cleveland. Ohio.
CLEVELAND. O. — The second annual
motion picture ball to be held in Cleveland was at Gray's Armory on November
15. The program included a masquerade,
with prizes for the best costumes, the best
dancers, and the best scenario writers.
Motion picture stars from New York and
Chicago -were in attendance.
Director John Harvey and his three recently picked Cleveland beauties, who are
to appear in the Florida production of
"Carma," were present. Carmen Sylva, the
girl who won a local newspaper contest
as Theda Bara in "Carmen," postponed her
trip to Chicago to act in a scene at the
ball showing how motion pictures are
made. Miss Sylva is another Cleveland
girl who is making progress on the screen.
The ball was planned by Johnny Ray,
the comedian, who has been appearing in
several productions here; M. J. McGinty.
former city director of sports; and Charles
Paige and Charles Allen, the latter a local
automobile man. motion picture actor, and
late player with Johnny Ray. Ray has
given a prize of $100 for the best tworeel scenario submitted at the ball, and
a prize of $50 for the best costume.
Five East End Houses Raise Admission.
Cleveland, O. — -By mutual agreement the
owners of five motion picture theaters in
the East End of this city raised their admission prices November 4. The prices
are now fifteen and twenty-five cents,
instead of ten and twenty cents, and are
charged on Sundays only. The houses
which took action are the Doan, Savoy,
Crown.
Home,
and ilanhattan.
Dolls Represent Film Stars.
Cleveland. O. — Practically all the favorites of the motion picture world have been
reprtsc-nted by dolls for the annual Christ-

Two Avondale, O., Picture Theaters Combine
F. Joseph Lamping. I. W. McMahan and Charles Schaengold Form Company to Run
the Arcade and the Forest Theaters for Five Years.
By Kenneth
C. Crain. 610 First National
Bank Building. Cincinnati. Ohio.
when crowds are out late are by no means
CINCINNATI. O.— A big deal involving
a novelty.
two of the principal houses in the
Avondale section has been announced, including the interests of Messrs. F. Joseph
Organize Film Publicity Bureau.
Lamping. L W. McMahan and Charles
Cincinnati. O. — An organized publicity
Schaengold. These gentlemen, for some
campaign on behalf of moving pictures
years well known in the moving picture
will be conducted by exchange men in this
business, control the Arcade and Forest
territory, it was decided at a meeting held
theatres. Mr. Lamping owning the Arat the Hotel Gibson by the film men. and
cade, while Messrs. Schaengold and McH. Serkowich. secretary of the Motion PicMahan lease the Forest from him. Under
ture Exhibitors' League, has been placed
the arrangement just perfected a new
in charge of the work. This, by the way,
company is to be formed for the operaindicates sufficiently that it is not to be
tion of the two houses, of which Mr.
a matter of controversy as between exSchaengold will be president. Mr. Mcas Mr.
Serkowich's
Mahan. vice-president and general manfine workchangesonand exhibitors,
behalf of the
League
is well
ager, and Mr. Lamping, secretary and
known. It is rather intended to see that
treasurer. The deal is for five years,
the public is kept informed on the subunder the contract. As a matter of fact,
ject of the progress of pictures from an
the past has proved that there is plenty
impartial angleof business for both houses in the section
where they are located, and the new comLeague May Help Local Zoo.
pany should have considerable prosperity.
Cincinnati. O. — As representative of a
large and important body of business men,
Midnight Shows on Election Night.
whose influence is earnestly desired, F.
L. Emmert. president of the Cincinnati
Cincinnati. O. — An Innovation which
proved to be a signal success, and which
Motion
Picture
Exhibitors'
has
been made
a member
of the League,
Commission
indicates the strides which have been
made by the moving picture theater In
on the Preservation of the Zoological
Gardens. A movement is under foot to
the past four years, was the holding of
raise a fund to make the famous Cinmidnight shows on election night at the
Strand, Walnut, and Family theaters.
cinnati Zoo a public institution, large conManager Libson decided that the crowds
ditional subscriptions for that purpose
which are always on the streets late on
having been offered, and Mr. Emmert declares that the exhibitors will do their
election night, interested In hearing the
share. Assisting him in the work on beoutcome of the contests before going to
bed. warranted the move, and the suchalf of the League are. Secretary H. L.
cess of the venture proved that he was
Serkowich. Attorney A. P. Foster, L W.
^IcMahan, and Charles Weigel.
right.
Such performances held on nights

mas bersale
at 17
St. and
Joseph's
orphanage.
Novem15. « 16,
18. They
were donated
by motion picture theaters throughout the
city at the request of the committee In
charge of the novelty and doU booth. The
dolls are being sold for the benefit of the
orphans.
Alan Forrest Takes His Bride Home.
Cleveland. O. — Alan Forrest, not long
ago a bank clerk in Cleveland, has come
back home to "confess" to his parents that
he not only has found success in the motion picture field, but also found a wife
there. Forrest, who used to be plain Alan
Fisher, came here on his honeymoon with
Mrs. Fisher, who was Miss Anna Little,
of the American Film Studio in California.
They are visiting Mr. Fisher's — that is
to say Mr. Forrest's — parents, Mr. and Mrs.
L. A. Fisher, of Lake wood, a suburb of
Cleveland, He is twenty-six years old.
and has been playing leading roles with
Mary Miles Minter.
Court
May O.Yet
View final
"Nation"
Columbus.
— The
entry Film.
of the
Ohio Supreme Court in the case of "The
Birth of a Nation," which was filed October
26. makes no reference as in the original
statement given out that there was no
law in Ohio under which the record in the
case could be certified to the court for
observation.
The decision of the court, upholding the
Ohio Board of Censors' banning of the
photoplay in this state, therefore does not
prevent exhibitors in the future from appealing to the court from the decision of
the censors. The question as to whether
the court should view the photoplay is
still unsettled.
The producers of "The Birth of a Nation," acting on this fact, filed a motion
for a rehearing of the case, November 1,
on the grounds that the record was insuflicient.
Midnight Matinees at the Mall.
Cleveland. O. — !Midnight matinees will
be among the novelties which Cleveland
motion picture patrons will be introduced
to with the opening this month of the new
Mall Duplex theater, in the downtown section. There will be a midnight show
every Saturday night, starting at 11 o'clock
andTheending
12:15 too'clock.
JIall at
is said
be one of the few
duplex theaters in the world, and the only
one with one auditorium above the other,
each with an entrance on a different street.
The entrance to the lower auditorium will
be from Superior avenue, while the upper
one will be accessible from Euclid avenue,
which is fifteen feet hierher than Superior.
New Jennings Theater Opens.
Cleveland, O. — Another new motion picture theater opened in Cleveland on
October 25, It is the Jennings, the newest
and largest house in the South Side section.
Its owner, Thomas Urbansky, erected a
costly building of pressed brick, with a
front of Colonial pillars, with unusually
attrative decorations. The theater is set
thirty feet back from the sidewalk on a
residential street, and will be improved
next spring with a lawn and a summer
theater effect. A large crowd attended
the opening.
Theaters Showing Children's Matinees.
<_'leveland, O. — Chiklren's matinees are
being featured at several local theaters.
Among others, the Alhambra. the Wind-AMeer, and the Monarch theaters have been
arranging weekly matinees, showing pictures that have a particular appeal to the
little folk.
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May Amend Amusement Tax Law
Present Toronto Method of Collecting the Tax on Amusement Patrons Is Too Cumbersome and Exhibitors Understand That the Provincial Governmenet Is About
to Make Important Changes in the Law.
By w. .M. Gl^dish. 1263 Gerrard Street. E. Toronto, Ontario.
TORONTO, Ont. — Announcement was
made in the daily press recently that
the Provincial authorities had decided to
exempt soldiers in uniform from paying
the amusement war tax when patronizing
picture theaters. Immediately after the
publication oL this report, however, Hon.
T. W. McGarry, provincial treasurer, made
a denial in which he intimated that the
Government had not considered such a
move, although requests had been received
from various people.
Toronto theater managers have been
given to understand, at the same time,
that the Government is arranging to
amend the Amusement Tax Law to enable
the theaters to avoid the use of special
tax tickets in collecting the levy from
patrons. The work involved in the sale
and distribution of the tax tickets is gigantic, and the theaters will probably be
required, some time in the future, to pay
a percentage of box office receipts each
day for this tax in place of handling
tickets. This alternative is allowed un■der certain conditions under the present
statute, but the arrangement is more or
less cumbersome, it is declared.
Changed Appearance of "U" Bulletin.
Toronto, Ont. — W. A. Bach, advertising
and publicity manager for the Canadian
Universal,
out dress.
his "Bulletin"
in a new has
and brought
attractive
Several
new departments have been added to the
house organ and trade reports from all
sections of the Dominion are now printed
in its columns as well as advance notices
of all Bluebird, Red Feather, and other
releases. The circulation of the Bulletin
has reached the 2,000 mark, which means
that nearly every theater in Canada is on
the mailing list.
Managers' Second Annual Ball.
Toronto, Ont. — The Ontario Moving Picture Exhibitors' Protective Association is
polishing the floor, figuratively speaking,
for its second annual film ball which will
be held early during the coming winter.
The officers are already at work on the
details. This time every exchange will
lend a hand, and each will be encouraged
to bring a star to Toronto for the eventful occasion. Arrangements may be made
for a film ball in Montreal either the night
before or after the Toronto shine, so that
the players can appear at the Eastern
citj- as well.
The local film interests have ceased to
worry about the bi-lingual sub-title question in Quebec.
Regent
Theater
Staff Reorganized.
Toronto, Ont. — There has been a reorganization in the management of
Toronto's new half-million dollar film
house, the Regent theater. Leon Brick,
originally on the cards as the house manager, resigned to accept a similar post
in Philadelphia. He has been succeeded
by Roland Roberts of Toronto. The backstage manager is John Henderson, while
the new musical director Is John Arthur,
formerly orchestra leader of Loew's
Winter Garden, Toronto. The concert
organ is now being played by Dr. Harvey
Robb, a Toronto musician of considerable
renown. V. T. Pegg has also become
treasurer of the theater. There are now
sixty employes in the Regent, of whom
thirteen are members of the symphony
orchestra.
One of the recent moves at the Regent
was the adoption of the plan for a change
in pictures twice each week instead of
tri-weekly. The programs are made up
of features from Famous Players, Metro,
■Clara Kimball Young, and Artcraft, while
the comedies
are chosen
from Christie,

Sidney
VogueNews,
or "Vim.
news
weeklies Drew.
are Pathe
EnglishThe
Gazette.
English Topical or Gaumont.
The Regent was opened on Friday night.
August 25th.
L. E. Ouimet Begins Extensive Tour.
Toronto, Ont. — After conferring with
James Travis, manager of the Toronto
Pathe branch, for a couple of days, L. E.
Ouimet. Canadian general manager for
the Pathe, left this city on November 4th
for an extensive
tour of the Canadian
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West. Ouimet left with the intention of
combing the prairie and Pacific Provinces
for ideas which would help Pathe extension in the West. This is practically
the first transcontinental trip for Ouimet
and he will be on the rails for six weeks.
Jules Levine Goes to Winnipeg.
Toronto, Ont. — Jules Levine, who has
been occupying a roost in the Canadian
Bluebird headquarters in Toronto for the
past few months, has been shifted to
Winnipeg, where he will have charge of
Bluebird arrangements.
Managers to Enjoy Social Evenings.
Toronto, Ont. — The members of the
Torontodecided
Exchange
Association
have
that Managers'
even a manager
can
take a night off. The organization has,
therefore, hit upon the plan of holding a
social evening which will include an eating feature, and a few comedies.

by

Good Roads

Easy Access to Villages and Towns Makes Good Patrons of the Farmers — A Good
l^oads Campaign in Michigan,

B

By Frank H. Madison, 623 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago.
seven acts of vaudeville instead of five,
using a policy similar to that of the Great
Northern Hippodrome in Chicago.

ATTLEvent ofCREEK,
Mich.—
"With
the adthe popular
priced
automobile,
the rural resident has become more and
more a factor in the business of the moving picture exhibitor. There are few
farmers who are not within a short run
of some picture house, provided the roads
are good. Therefore the wise exliibitor
allies himself with any movement for the
improvement of highways. A campaign
for good roads in this locality is now under way. It is being encouraged by local
show men who are running slides and
lending support. The theaters interested
are the Bijou. Garden, Strand. Majestic,
and Rex.

Lansing (Mich.) Theater to Be Rebuilt.
Lansing, Mich. — Manager J. M. Neal, of
the Theatorium, on North Washington
avenue, has let the contract for $40,000
worth of improvements. This means a
practically new theater. The frame work
will be of steel and the front of tile and
terra cotta. The Theatorium was able to
operate for some time after construction
had been started.
New House in Owosso.
Owosso, Mich. — The Temple theater is
being dismantled and the material is being used in the new theater which Fred
Patterson
is erecting just east of the
Temple.
IN ILLINOIS.
Peoria Operators* Ball a Success.
PEORIA, ILL. — Charles Davidson. George
Pape, and Henry Woodrow were members of the committee on arrangement
that successfully conducted the annual
ball of the local operators' union.
New Companies Incorporated.
Springfield, 111. — Articles of incorporation have been issued to the following:
Oceanic Film Corporation. Chicago; capital, $20,000; incorporators. Samuel M.
Field, John R. Freuler, N. M. Donnelly.
Fort Dearborn Photoplays. Inc., Chicago;
capital stock increased from $5,000 to
$150,000.
Jarrett Amusement Company, Alton;
capital. $7,500: incorporators. Harry E.
Jarrett, Clement A. Jarrett. John T.
Slugett, Jr.

Labor Troubles Films.
Cause Dropping of
Peoria, 111. — Following labor troubles at
the Hippodrome theater In this
Vernon C. Seaver of Chicago, head of city,
the
company which operates the house, issued
a statement that he contemplated discontinuing the use of pictures and using

R. W. Riggs Buys Theater.
Quincy, 111. — Rudolph W. Riggs, son of
Harvey Riggs of the Mercantile Bank,
which held the mortgage on the Princess
theater, purchased that house at a sheriff's
sale. Affairs have been somewhat complicated, it being necessary to hold three
sales in a single day. One mortgage was
held by the Universal Film Service for
rental due from John Spanople, former
owner of the theater. Another mortgage
was on an extra machine. The third
against the theater equipment, was held by
the bank. All of these have been secured,
and Riggs will be personally in charge.

Pullman Theater Sold.
Springfield, 111. — The property of the
Jones Bros, railroad moving picture shows
here, sold at a forced sale at the court
house, was purchased by Frank McGowar.
a wool and hide dealer of this city, for
about $1,000. Several valuable film were
among the assets.
New Theaters and Changes in Illinois.
Bloomington. 111. — John Daley has sold
the Colonial theater on North Main street
to Harry Stewart of Heyworth, and will
go to St. Louis where he will devote his
time to an automobile insurance company
which he recently organized.
Kansas, 111. — Jess Osborne, of Brockton,
has purchased a moving picture theater
here.
Normal. 111. — A Mr. David, of Kankakee,
has been making arrangements to open
aater.
moving picture theater in the building
formerly occupied by the Amusu theMattoon, 111. — Joseph A. Custer has purchased the Majestic theater and will make
a number of improvements to that house.
Wayne City, 111. — Dr. Pitner. of Fairfields, ha^ opened a moving picture theater in Schumann's
hall in this city.
Casey. III. — Phil Peters has purchased
the Orpheum theater.
Vandalia, 111. — Bert Myers has purchased
the interest of his brother, Harry Myers,
in the Dixie theater, the latter now being
sole owner. The brothers have successfully operated this house since the death
of their father a year ago.

DAKOTA

NOTES.

Milnor, N. D. — The Shubert theater has
been closed because of lack of business.
Sioux Falls. S. D. — A film fire at the
Princess theater destroyed the machine
and badly damaged
the operating room.
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Escanaba a Film Center.
Kscnnaba. Mich., is rapidly being PUt on
the map by the film exchanges, the advantase of this small town being that
It is the terminal for taking care of
exhibitors in the northern part of the
state. For the past year the Mutual.
Universal and Metro have handled the
upper peninsula from exchanges located
at Escanaba. I*ast week the Standard
Film Service opened ofTices at the Strand
Theater building, with George R. Kepple In charge, and Alfred Lebensberger.
of Cleveland, as his assistant. The four
exchanges there have formed an organization known as the "The Film Exchange
Co-operative Association." It is formed
to eliminate many flagrant abuses which
are not only nuisances, but obstacles, in
the path of promoting a better, closer
and higher business understanding between the exhibitor and the exchange.
H. W. Bracket, manager of the Escanaba
Universal exchange, was elected secretary
of the organization.
A Friend Drops in On Us.
Detroit. Mich. — "The Moving Picture
World is my Bible," said L. G". Peltier.
proprietor of the Bijou theater. Mt. Clamens, who was a visitor at the World office last week. "I wovild not think of
booking a picture until I had looked
through the World and read the criticism. I always find them fair and of
great assistance to me in making up my
schedule. I just would not think of
being in business unless I got my World."
''■til again. Brother Peltier.
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Detroit Needs Central Exchange
Present CityReel Club, of Detroit. An Exchange Man's Organization, Discusses
Ordinance on Film Exchange Buildings— Hope Expressed that an Adequate
Film Building Can Be Erected.

of DeKeel Club
Mich.^TIi
DKTROIT.troit,
comprising eexchange
managers,
IieUl meetings on Nov. 1 and 3 and most
important matters were taken up. Most
important of all was further discussion
regarding a proposition to have erected in
Detroit a building devoted exclusively to
lllm exchanges. Several realty companies
have gone so far as to guarantee the erection of a film building, providing they can
lu- assured of leasing the space. Almost
to a member, the exchange managers are
in hearty accord with the plan, because
it would greatly facilitate business with
the exhibitors. As it is now. an exhibitor
is running to all sections of the city to
take up matters with the different exchanges. The new way would save much
time and prove better all around. We
hope to see the film building a reality before another six months.
One of the reasons why a film building
is necessary is due to the present city ordinance, which is very drastic in its requirements for film exchanges. Most of
the exchanges will be compelled to leave
their present quarters should the city authorities decide to rigidly enforce the ordinance.
Here's hoping the film building goes up
soon.

Low Prices for Features in Detroit
Visiting Exhibitor Astonished at the Low Cost of Film in This Locality as Compared with Chicago — Peculiarities of the Business.
It is not the first time that an out-ofDETROIT. MICH— The writer was very
town exhibitor has remarked that Detroit
much interested In an Interview he had
was paying little for its first-run fealast week with a moving picture extures. Of course, conditions vary in difhibitor of Chicago who had stopped off at
ferent cities, and often what one theater
Detroit en route to eastern points. The
can afford to pay in a big city another
cannot. There are certain towns in MichW'orld correspondent accompanied him to
igan that to the outsider would seem
some of our leading playhouses, and he
like excellent moving picture cities, but
received correct information as to what
some
of the very best features even at
some of them were paying for their feature films.
cut prices have failed to be box-office attractions. There is no reason available
This Chicago exhibitor expressed great
as to why the condition exists — but it does
surprise when he heard the figures and
nevertheless. The city of Detroit is exstated that the prices for first-run featremely prosperous in the moving picture
tures were considerably more in Chicago
industry. There have been few changes
and in other large cities that he had been
in the ownership of theaters during the
investigating. For Instance, he said, no
past six months; most of the houses are
exchange would think of leasing a feamaking good money on the investment.
ture of consequence to a downtown theaIt is being proven more and more that
ter or a large theater in the outskirts,
showmanship counts for something in the
first run. for less than $100 per day, and
that It was not an uncommon thing to
moving picture business, and that no
man can make his theater successful unget as high as $1,000 for a first-run, and
he stays right with it and watches
$100 per day for second and third runs
r-very lessangle.
in the outskirts.

Michigan Will Soon Be a Dry State
Saloons Will Close by May, 1917— It Is Expected that the Lack of Saloons Will Be
of Material Help to the Picture Business.
DETROIT, MICH.— Michigan has gone
dry by a big majority, according to the
vote on Tuesday. November 7. It means
that saloons will pass out of business
after May 1. 1917, and that the breweries
will shut down absolutely by May. 1918.
It is not the desire of the writer to discuss the wet and dry situation, but insofar as it will affect the moving picture
business, a few remarks may be worth
while. For the past four Sundays the saloons have been shut tight, owing to the
order of the new police commissioner In
Detroit and the administration. The result has been that the moving picture
theaters did more business than ever on
Sunday.
The writer asked one of the leading
outskirt exhibitors what he thought the
effect of "no saloons" would mean to the
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picture industry and he said: "While I
voted the wet ticket and urged it among
my friends, I am inclined to believe that
it will operate advantageously to the picture industry. Naturally, it will keep
more money at home and more money
and men out of saloons. These same people will have to find recreation elsewhere, and some of them are sure to find
It in the motion picture theaters. Then,
again, hundreds of women will have a
little more spending money, and this will
mean additional business for motion picture theaters. The dry situation will
help the suburban theaters, but it may
hurt the business of the downtown theaters, as not as many people will be going
to the cafes and cabaret places, and there
will be less "night life" In Detroit. For
the smaller theaters it unquestionably will
be a trade stimulant."

Big "U" Closes Saginaw Office.
Saginaw, Mich. — The Saginaw. Mich., office of tlie Universal has been closed and
hereafter all film for that section will be
shipped from Detroit. However. F. A,
Coleman, former manager of this office,
will continue to look after the exhibitors
in that particular territory, and will spend
more time personally with them than ever
before.
F. D. Bcardsley Takes Over
Sault. Mich. — F. D. Beardsley
over the Star theater at Sault
Mich. He now operates the
that city. This gives him two
manage and book.

the Star.
has taken
Ste. Marie,
Temple in
houses to

Local Notes of Interest.
Dennis A'aines has taken back the Venetian theater at Cold water, Mich. He
formerly
owned
it.
Col. W. S. Butterfield. of Battle Creek,
Llpp & Cross of that city, and Lew Barnes^
of Kalamazoo, were recent visitors In
Detroit.
Detroit Notes.
The Duplex theater. Detroit, has once
more changed managements. This time
George
Weeks
is for
the the
"man
behind."
He
plans W.a new
policy
Duplex
and
a new organization.
James M. Menter is now the manager
and lessee of the Forest theater. Forest
and Woodward avenues.
Bert Graham is now assistant to M. S.
Bailey, manager of the Detroit Universal
exchange. Bert has been in the film business for the past ten years, and for many
years was an exhibitor.
Robertrepresentative
Cotton, of New
York. for
Is nowspecial
at Detroit
the
World.
Joe Woods has left the John H. Kunsky
organization, after ten years. He has
managed the Empress and Garden theaters during that time. He plans to engage in another line of business. L. H.
Gardner will in the future direct the
policy
both houses, while Al Smith willbe his ofassistant.
Lew

W. Foster, formerly special representative out of the Triangle office In
Detroit, has been transferred to Cincinnati.
D. N. Miller, of the Muskegon -Gardentheater, is planning to enlarge his house
to 1.200 seats. In this same town of Muskegon Paul Schlossman is erecting two
new moving picture theaters.
Detroit now has a real F-I-L-M Club
and meetings are being held weekly. The
officers are George Trask, president; M.
S. Bailey, vice-president, and J. O. Brooks,
secretary. It will be conducted along the
same lines as similar clubs in Chicago
and New York.
D. Leo Dennison, general manager of
the Famous Players Film Service, Inc.»
who spent Nov. 6 and 7 in Detroit, announced that George Renshaw and H. V.
Zapp, formerly with the Casino Feature
Film Co. at Detroit, were now workinf
out of the Chicago office of Paramount;
that Norman Shields has been transferred
from Chicago to Detroit and that Neil
Klngsley, manager of the Pittsburgh exchange, was suffering from blood poisoning of one foot. Mr. Dennison left Nov.
11 for New York, to attend an important
conference.
W. C. Mellinson. of the Princess theater,
Benton Harbor. Mich., is planning to leave
about December 1 for Florida, where he
will spend the winter. Upon his return
in the spring he will enlarge the Princess to 1,000 seats.
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Jerome Abrams in St. Louis.
St Louis, Mo. — Jerome Abrams, special
representative oC Bluebird Photoplays,
(or a two weeks' stay.
Inc., is in St. Louis
Sevkind-hearted man. city,
Mr. Abcams is a when
he visited the
eral months ago,
we reported the matter, and for some
unknown reason said that "Ambrose
Abrams was in town. We don't know
no earthly reawhy we did it. There isJerome
should be
son why a man named
get his saints
he
Did
.
Ambrose
called
mixed?) On the other hand, there is o£a
course no particular harm in calling
man Ambrose: ifs a pretty good name,
and the combination of Ambrose Abrams
does not sound bad when considered from
a standpoint of alliteration, but it wasn t
the gentleman's name, and we expected to
from Jerry,
"bawling out" merely
get an awfulgood
said
scout, and
but he's a
"It's all right." Mrs. Abrams is accomThe
panying 'her husband on his trip.
couple are stopping at the Plaza hotel, and
Mrs. Abrams, who was once a resident
of St. Louis, is renewing many old-time
associations and acquaintances. Mr.
Abrams said he is very much pleased with
the record Bluebirds are making in the
is only a dupliSt. Louis territory, but it on
all over the
cation of what is going
country.
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Minusa Screen Gives World RoomMan
at the Factory-Twro

He Calls for a News Item and Is Taken into the Dining
Kinds of Bread, Pumpernickel and Oh, Lots of Thmgs.
By A. H. Giebler, 236 Vanol Building. St. Louis, Mo.
we had expressed our admiration and
C T. LOUIS, MO.— When a correspondent and
wonder at it all. Brown came up, too.c
his ear and
b girds a' pencil behind
hand and led us to the culinand
trusting
our
pocket
his
in
paper
of
slips a pad
ary department, and from thence to tho
starts out on a hunt for news, he never
It
into.
run
to
going
is
dining:
room!
he
what
knows
Sure! A real dining room right there
may be a big story, and it may not. Most
in the factory, where the employees and
few of
often it is not. But we'll bet that ot
office
force have their lunch every day.
the
the correspondents on the staff
There was a big table — and — well, to get
World often run into what we did this
down
to
cases — it looked like a barbecue!
week. A dinner.
The factory hands were excluded (we
Of course correspondents do get fed
suspect
because
the example
"bosses" ofdidn
mean the orwant to itsetwasthem
the bad
see l
now and then, but we don't dinner
with a
ing us eat).
"scoffing," we mean
n-e-r. dinary
capital
D-I-N and a loud accent on thi
There was baked ham, two kinds of
bread, olives of a deep purplish cast in
We can go up on Film Row f.ny day.
color and asparagus cooked in butter
sauce that we sopped our bread in, and
Thompson's One-arm resstand around
taurant and look hungry and tighten our
could almost have made a meal on alone,
belt a few times, and somebody either
and pumpernickel, which really make.-^
Joe Levy or Harry Wolfberg or Sid
three kinds of bread, doesn't it, if you call
Baker will come along and say "Come on
pumpernickel the staff of life, and potato
beans."
the at
you tothat
stake mean
I'll don't
in.We
salad,
and —allbutthere,
what'sandtheNat
use?and Ed and
all. Any live
It was
correspondent that knows the business of
Bill and ourself, gorged and filled our
corresponding can put that over any time;
systems with about the finest little feed
Big "U" Sales Representatives Meet.
if he couldn't he wouldn't last very long.
ever cooked up. and finished up with good
A meeting ot the sales representatives
What we mean is a bang, red-hot dinner
old-fashioned molasses cake, baked right
in
week
last
held
of the Universal was
there in the factory kitchen, and a wedg?
the exchange at 2116 Locust street. H. C.
Thatthe is "flxin's."
what we run into this week,
with
of pie that had been cut four ways to the
presided
Cropper, special representative,
and of all places — in a screen factory!"
at the meeting. According to Barney
Here's how it came about. We called
plate.
from
After the feast we went over the facfilms
of
Rosenthal, the business
up Nat Brown of the Minusa screens, and
tory some more and saw screens in the
was talked over and diswas talking to him about the Screen
all standpoints
making,
enough of them, it ssemed. to
cussed with the view ot improving the
Club and he says:
equip every theater in the country, but
service and bringing the exhibitor in
"When are you coming up ■ here to see
Ed Anderson said they were only a few
closer touch with Universal products. H.
our new factory?" And w'e said, "Oh, I'm
rush orders they were getting our,
■W. Talbot, manager of the Cairo branch
awful
busy," and he come
back
with,
A Minusa screen is fearfully and wonof the Universal, also attended the meet"We'll feed you
" and we Interruptel
ing.
derfully made. We had no idea there wag
with, "Oh, I ain't got nothing to do, I'll
so much of it. It has to go through five
or
six
processes
before it even begins to
come
right
away."
When we got up on 29th and Morgan
Planning for "Crisis."
look like a screeri. and then it is swung
St. Sievers
Louis, Mo. — William Sievers, manstreet we looked over the landscape and
ager of the New Grand Central theatre,
up to the ceiling and fixed some more and
didn't locate anything very proniising In
then flopped down on rollers and rolled
who owns the Missouri rights to "The
the restaurant line. It began to look lik.3
Crisis." is having films made of the many
and pounded and goodness knows what all
the
expected
feast
was
going
to
be
hanihistorical points in and about St. Louis
done
to it, and given a bath to see if it is
and, country style, in some little neighthat are described in the novel. Great
officially waterproof — and even then it Is
borhood "eats" house.
not
done;
but when the final fixings are
local interest is being taken in "The
But wait! When we got in the office
Crisis" because of the fact that all of
put to it it looks like a big glistening
and talked to Ed Anderson a while and
the principal action of the story occurred
sheet
of
dull
silver. It- is some screen
in this city, and additional interest is was conducted through the factory, which
factory, that Minusa plant is!
is about the last word in factories,
felt because of the fact that St. Louis is
equipped with every little thing and every
the home town of tlie autlior. Winston
big thing for the manufacture of screens.
Churchill.
B. F. Lyon Pleased With St. Louis Office.
St. Louis. Mo. — B. F. Lyon, district
manager of the International, making i
coast to coast tour of the exchanges, ia
in St. Louis this week, instructing the
sales force and completing plans for the
Peter Kaler, Who Has Managed the Royal. Takes Over the Theater of the W. H.
coming release of the new patriotic serial
Elliott Estate — Will Follow Vigorous Picture Policy.
"Patria," featuring Mrs. Vernon Castle.
culated to make patrons satisfied with his
Mr. Lyon expressed himself as being well
show.
negotiaBusiness
—
Ind.
CASTLE,
NEW
pleased with the work the St. Louis
tions were completed last week by
branch is doing, especially on Golden
which the ownership of the Alcazar theNew
Fort
Wayna
Amusement
Co.
Eagle
features, which have become popud fromwho
been to
transferre
the for
H.
"W. the
Elliottater has
estate
Peter Kaler,
lar to the extent that Manager E. W.
Fort Wayne, Ind. — The Rialto Amusement Company has filed incorporation
last five years has successfully managed
Dustin has been compelled to order an
papers with the secretary of state to
the Royal motion picture theater on East
extra print of each release to take cai e
Broad street.
engage in the motion picture business.
of the bookings. Mr. Lyon will go to
The deal is the most important theater
The capital stock is announced as $10,000.
Kansas City from St. Louis, to superintransaction in New Castle for several
The incorporators are A. H. Nokes, F. L.
tend the opening of a new branch there.
Nokes, and M. C. Nokes.
years, and mfeans a new era for the New
Castle theater. The theater will be thorJoe Levy Back at His Desk.
oughly rejuvenated, and partly refurnished
Jacob Schmitt Buys the Calhoun.
and redecorated. A glass canopy will be
St. Louis, Mo. — Joe Levy, manager of
Fort Wayne. Ind. — Jacob Schmitt has
built in front of the house extending to the
the Fox exchange. 3632 Olive street, has
bought the Calhoun theater, a motion picture house, at Leith and Calhoun streets.
edge of the sidewalk. With a view of
just returned from a business- trip io
New York, where he was in consultation
giving the entrance a more cheerful appearance, myriads of lights will be liunsT
with the Fox interests. Joe, who is noted
Star in Van Buren Reopens.
along the edge of the canopy. A large pipe
for his exuberent and effervescent spirit,
Vaji Buren, Ind. — After having been
which has earned him the nickname of
closed for the last few weeks while reorgan will be installed inside the theater.
pairs were being made, the Star theater
"Live Wire Levy," came back charged to
Mr, Kaler says that in addition to the
the gills with enthusiasm.
was opened again last Saturday night.
Earl Calvin, the proprietor, announces that
motion pictures he expects to have vaudeSt.
ville about three times a week. He added
he has booked several large feature films.
E. E. Erickson
Resigns.
that he intends to continue operating the
Louis,
Mo. — E. E. Erickson.
city
Royal, showing the same brand of high
South Bend, Ind. — Installation of a moclass pictures that he has shown since
salesman for the World Film in St. Louig,
tion picture machine and celebration of
starting here five years ago. Mr. Kaler
has resigned his position and has gone to
the seventh anniversary of the building
Detroit, where he will Join the Patho
of its present home on South Main street,
was the owner of the first real up-to-date
motion picture house in the city, and his
marked the services in the First Christian
forces under the management of George
church.
W.
Fuller.
business methods have always been cal-

New Castle, Ind., Alcazar Theater Sold
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Artcra
Moriarty Building Chosen for the New Headquarters — C. P. Wreath Is the Manager,
i;y

Kiiiisas

City

News

Assisted by G. W. Tinsley.
Service, 20C Corn ISclt i^iiiUliiiK,

KANSAS City. Mo. — .\ branch of the Artcraft riclures Corporation has recuiuly been opened in Kansas City, Mo.
Headquarters for the new branch are in
ihe Moriarty bullding^ at Twenty-second
and Grand avenue, and the company will
occupy one half of the second tloor. The
Kansain City company will handle Mary
Pickford releases and George M. Cohan
productions, and the manager is to be P.
C. Wreath, who started in the picture
busineijs In Kansas City eight years ago
In the Old Yale exchange. He was connected with the General Film later, and
then spent two years with the Kansas City
Feature
Film Co.
It would be hard to name a single exhibitor in the Kansas City territory whom
Mr. Wreath does not know, and has not
had dealings with. The company will
have a very large territory which covers
a group of states including Kansas. Missouri. Oklahoma, Iowa, and Nebraska. Mr
Wreath says that he has been surprised
at the good start the new company is
having. G. W. Tinsley. who formerly sold
Paramount pictures in the Kansas City
territory, is the assistant manager of the
company. The company is located just
two blocks from the Union Station, and
Mr. Wreath expects to catch the exhibitors
coming and going.
Two High Trump Cards.
Kansas City. Mo. — Here's a pair to
draw to: Evidently the cutter was running wild when this hand was dealt. C.
S. Edwards. Jr., manager of the Kansas
City exchange of Pathe. wears the light

Howard Jameyson and C. S. Edwards, Jr.
suit; he's a live one if there ever was
such a thing — jolly, enthusiastic, full of
ginger, and capable of imparting that
qurtllty — always solicitous that everybod>

Kiins;is City. Mo.

is pushing ahead and getting the best
service, willing to work his head off to
make things go better and smoother for
everybody concerned. Howard Jameyson
is a youth after his own heart. Howard
was formerly a correspondent for the
World:insisting
he used onto acamp
Mr. finally
Edwards'
oflflce
job, In
until
his
perseverance was rewarded. The job Just
had to drop. And he has made good. He
was recently appointed assistant manager.
J. E. Storey Walking With Mrs. Storey.
Kansas City, Mo. — J. E, Storey, manager
of the Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay office
at Kansas City, Is
one of the solid,
consistent, advancing
type of exchange
manager.
He hasn't
been
a manager
very
long, but
his traveler
experience as a
and assistant in the
V-L-S-E office under
E. R. Pearson revealed his capability. He was there
two years, and when
a man was sought
to succeed A. C. Melvin, who had manthe Kleins City,
officeaged
at Kansas
Mr. Storey was
picked, for reasons
that may easily be
imagined — ■ even
though Mr. Pearson
may have been sorry
to see him go. The
J. E. Storey.
picture shows a v6ry
characteristic pose of Mr. Storey. And
it is here publicly proclaimed that the
lady he is walking with and whose identity is excluded is Mr. Storey's wife. Not
being a moving picture actor. It is obvious that he would not have his picture
taken with a lady not hia wife.
Fine New Theater at Kearney.
Kearney, Neb. — X strictly modern $25,000
dollar theater is being built at Kearney,
Xf braska. The new theater will have a
-eating capacity of five hundred, and will
lie finished about the fifteenth of NovemliHi". Paul H. Hopper, proprietor of the
theater will Install a $3,000 equipment, and
will i>pen with a Paramount
feature.
Kansas City, Mo. — S. G. Sladdin, general
representative of the Consolidated Film
t'orporation. was in Kansas City recentl>".

New Centre Theater May Open by Dec. 2
Samuel

Zucker

Chosen to Run the

New

House

Ex-

Features of Note Hereabouts.

on Troost Avenue

and

Fifteenth

Street, Kansas City — Admission Will Be Ten Cents.
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — A new $25,000 mo- a four page sheet to be called "The Unity
tion picture theater is under construction News." The object of the sheet is to keep
at Fifteenth and Troost avenue, Kansas the exhibitors in the territory in touch
City, Mo., which is to be called the New
H'ith the released policies, players, etc.
Centre theater.
It will be managed
by
Samuel Zucker, who is thoroughly acB. W. Blowitz Joins Unity Film.
quainted with the business. The New
Centre theater is one of several houses
Kansas
— B. W'. theater
Blowitz,in formerly ownerCity.
of theMo.Electric
Kanoperated by the New Centre Theatre Co.
sas City. Kansas, and more recently
It will have a seating capacity of 1.600.
iraveler
for
the
Kansas
City
Feature
Film
The admission will be ten cents, and the
Co., has been added to the forces of the
best productions will be shown. A pipe
organ and an orchestra will add to the
^'nity Film Corporation
of Kansas
City.
attraction of the theater, and the grand
opening Is expected to be the second of
C. O. Baker Buys Gem Theater.
December,
Erie. Kan. — C. O. Baker recently bought
the Gem theater, of Erie, and has just
assumed the management of it. The
'The Unity News."
former owners of the Gem have bought
Kansas City, Mo. — G. B. Howe, manager
the Gordon theater, of Kansas City. Kanof the Unity Film Corporation, of Kansas
City, recently published the first issue of
sas, and recntly began operating it.

ST. I'AL'I,. .Minn, — The two "Romeo and
Julift " features lield the boards at the
Strand and New Majestic theaters here
last week. The Strand showed the IVIetro
feature the entire week for a dime, and
the Majestic ran the Fox film the first
half of the week for a dime. Both theaters did a big business.
St. Paul. Minn. — Manager Morton
Nathan, of the Starland theater here, put
on a special show for the benefit of delegates to the state educational convention
here, last Saturday morning. "The Light
That Failed." Pathe feature, was the attraction, and it was well received by the
large audience of teachers.
Minneapolis. Minn. — Both the Strand,
Minneapolis, and Strand. St. Paul, theaters
that will run "Less Than the Dust." Mary
Piclcford's first Artcraft release, have
posted many elaborate twenty-four and
sixteen sheets to advertise the feature.
L, O. Moss Is Pathe Roadman.
Minneapolis. Minn. — Manager H. E.
Friedman, of the Pathe exchange here,
has secured L. O. Moss, a roadman from
the Chicago Pathe offices, to cover the
Dakota territory for the Mill City exchange.
E. E. Levin Managing Kayancee Film.
E. E. Levin, former manager of the
Commercial Fiim Co. here, has become
manager of the Kayancee Film Corp. In
the Jewelers'
Exchange
building.
Has Features to Sell,
M. K. Dick, desiring to devote his entire
time to his "End of the World" road
shows, is offering several two, three and
five-reel features for sale.
Frederickson With Elliott-Sherman.
F. C. Frederickson, late of the Vitagraph, has joined the Elliott-Sherman
forces, and is looking after bookings for
■Ramona."
William Koenig, Fighter.
Minneapolis, Minn. — The present year has
been the most successful the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' Association, Inc.. of the Northwest has ever had. Co-operation Is one reason for this, but one big reason also is that
the secretary, William Koenig. manager of
the Gayety and Bijou theaters. Minneapolis.
IS a fighter. Mr. Koenig reins
took last
hold
the
May,of and
every day since
has been "on the
job," devising new
ways to get new
members, convincing exhibitors as
to the merit of
such an organizaf

^^
"Tjfc

tion
as body
the Northwest
and
"plugging"
ways. With the
return of cold
weather
Mr.
Koenig's untiring
efforts are beginning to bear fruit
and It is expected
that by spring the

ciation will beassoone
I Northwest
of the strongest
divisions of the
I national 1 e a g ue.
Mr. Koenig has
William Koenig.
been intrical
thebusiness
theaalIn
Minneapolis for eight years, is secretary
for the Twinand
Citynorthwestern
theatrical managers'
association,
manager
for the Northwest Theater Co. He has
been very successful as an arbitrator, doing much to bring to termination squabbles between stage employees and operators and theater owners.
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Texas Court Upholds Censor Law
Case Against Xydias Amusement Company Unfavorably Decided— Right of the
City of Houston to Censor Pictures Is Upheld— Case Has Been Watched for
Over a Year— A Test Case.
By C. A. Walker. 614 Milam St., Houston. Texas.
Association on Oct. 25 were E. J. Lamkin.
HOUSTON. Tex. — The long-fought legal
controversy carried on against the
of the Savoy and Colonial theaters. GreenCity of Houston by A. J. Xydias of the
ville; E. V. Richards, Jr., Saenger Amusement Co.. Shreveport. La.; L. M. Ridout,
Xydias Amusement Company, Houston,
Star theater, Denison; Andrew Zuccaro,
Texas, has at last been settled; and the
Hippodrome theater. Fort Worth; Wm.
final decision is widespread and sweeping.
Batsell, Jr.. King and Queen theaters,
Sherman; J, E. Patrick, Star theater,
On October 4th. the Supreme Court of the
State of Texas refused a writ of error in
Winnsboro; Peter Jecker. Princess theater. Victoria; J. S. Phillips, Odeon theater,
the case of Xydias Amusement Co. against
Fort Worth; Henry Oscar, Calvert; Jack
The City of Houston et al. The plaintiffs sued out a writ of error of injunction
Lilly, Hippodrome theater, Commerce; Jno.
on November 4th, 1915, in the Fifty-Fifth
Snively, Princess theater, Paris; Tom Binion. Hoo Hoo theater, Lufkin; J. E. Martin.
District Court, to enjoin the City of Houston, its commissioners, the members of the
Lyric theater, Mt. Pleasant; A. O. Hamilcensor board, and its secretary, Mrs. Frank
ton, Dalhart; Grant & Sheppard. Ruby theater, Plainview: Mack Murphy, Opera
Vaughn, from prosecuting the plaintiffs
for exhibiting motion pictures at their
House, Sweetwater; J. B. Clayton. Monogram theater. Childress; J. Dillon, Healy
places of business in Houston without first
theater. Fort Worth; J. E. Newman,
obtaining a permit from the board of
censors.
Crystal theater, Greenville: B. C. Bell,
Dixie theater, Galveston: P. C. Crown,
A temporary restraining order was
Crown theater. Houston; J. E. Wallace,
granted by Judge Masterson, but on final
Majestic theater, Austin; R. C. Brown, Van
hearing the restraining order was dissolved and the injunction was denied. The
Alstyne; J. J. Hegman, Crescent theater.
Temple; J. M, Robb. Lyric theater. Big
case was taken to the Court of Civil ApSprings ; B. Bell, Gem theater. Palestine ;
peals at Galveston, and the judgement of
the district court was aflfirmed. and by
J, A. Lemke. Crystal theater, Waco; LeRoy
their recent action the Supreme Court
Bickel, Rex theater. Waco; J. B. Powell.
affirms these judgements.
Elk theater, Marshall: J- I- Carter, Crystal
This hard-fought case has been brought
theater, Pittsburg. An account of this important meeting was printed last week, see
before meetings of exhibitors in Texas, and
at one time was taken before the New
page 992.
York Film Board of Trade. All motion
picturedom was interested in the outcome
Film News
Over Texas.
of the legal tangle, for if the decision had
John D. Jones, formerly of the Crystal
been otherwise, it would have brought
theater, Greenville, and latterly with the
about sweeping changes in the censorship
Grand opera house, Amarillo, is now road
question in other Texas cities — notably,
man for the Mutual Film Corporation of
Dallas, Fort Worth, Waco. etc.
Dallas.
The legal right of censorship was not
During
the Amusement
so strongly attacked as was the right for
ing in Dallas.
J. A. Lemke.Managers*
of Waco,meetand
a censor body to say "You must have a
B. C. Bell, Palestine, met for the first time.
permit before you can show any picture,
There's nothing singular about two exno matter whether it will be passed or
hibitors meeting for the first time; but in
this men
case are
there's
something
unusual.
not."
Exhibitors commenting upon the SuBoth
the two
oldest customers
preme Court decision seem to think that
of the Universal — Mr. Bell just one day
they may now expect a much more rigid
ahead of Mr. Lemke in running Universal
censorship than previously, and are acfilm. They have used the "Big U" prodcordingly "laying in wait" for the trouble
uct for the past six years, and have
makers.
many tales to relate.
H.
N. Jorgenson has had his Best theExhibitors Who Attended T. A. M.
ater of Dallas, repaired and is back beAssociation Meeting.
hind the money-box with his smiling
Among those present at the meeting in
countenance. The Best was recently damaged
by fire to quite an extent.
Dallas of the Texas Amusement Managers'

Jackson

Meeting

That

Failed

Mississippi Exhibitors Dissatisfied But Fail to Get Together with New
change Managers at a Recent Meeting.
By X. E. Thatcher.
3801 Canal St.. New
Orleans, La.
T ACKSON, MISS.— For a long time the
J exhibitors of Mississippi have strenuously objected to the prevailing system
of requiring, on the part of film exchange
managers, a cash deposit upon program
film service. The exhibitors hold that it
is just a subterfuge to secure workini?
capital for the producers and that in the
aggregate it ties up a large amount of
money without interest, which they could
use in their own business as well as the
manufacturer can use it in his own. To
the charge that the small exhibitor cannot be trusted they point out that there
is not much dependence to be put in the
practices of the exchanges. Their service
can be and frequently is canceled at the
whim of the exchanges; methods of carriage are arbitrary; excessive charges are
Imposed and a few other things against
the peace and dignity of the patient exhibitor are among the enumerations set
down as the basis of a vigorous complaint.

Orleans Ex-

The Mississippi exhibitors have for a
long time been considering the advisability of taking concerted action against
the alleged iniquities that have been
practiced against them and this attitude
resulted in the calling of a state meeting
to be held at Jackson on Thursday, Oct.
26. At the head of the movement were
such prominent exhibitors as Gene Clark,
of the Baker-Grand theater. Natchez,
Miss.; Manager Eisenberg. of the Greenville Amusement Co., Greenville, Miss.; P.
E. Schilling, of the Greenwood theater, of
Greenwood; F. D. Wooten. of the Remo
theater, Coldwater. Miss., ancv others.
They were all at Jackson for the meeting.
Manager Eisenberg had a large number
of proxies in his pocket, each one of them
to be used as a protest against the system that contemplated the reliable exhibitor being held responsible against the
loss which the exchanges might incur
through the fly-by-night exhibitor.
Thai
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the importance of the meeting was in no
wise underestimated by the New Orleans
exchange men, who serve the Mississippi
exhibitors, was evidenced by the fact that
every available representative of the New
Orleans film exchanges was enlisted to go
to Jackson to be prepared for any eventuality if a real battle should develop. The
New Orleans contingent included Mrs,
Anna H. Sessions, manager of the World
exchan^^:
A! G, Shear, of the ConsoH-

New
Orleans
Exchange
Managers.
Left to Right — Al. G. Shear.. Consolidated: Anna H. Sessions. World. K. ABugbee. Metro; H. F. Wilks. Paramount;
T. A. Taylor, Maray Pickford Corp.; D. S.
James of Natchez, Miss., and Mrs. Al. G.
Shear.
dated; Karl E. Bugbee. of the Metro; H.
F. Wilkes. Paramount; J. E. Ragland, K.
E. S. E.; Mrs. Al G. Shear. Thomas F.
McTyer,
of Atlanta,
representing
the Barr,
Artcrafts Picture
Corporation;
M. F.
Bluebird representative; R. E. Barron,
road man for the K. E. S. E., and others.
In point of numbers the exchange contingent had the best of it. From the
standpoint of courage they were fortunate in escaping a showdown. Both sides
as a matter of fact were timid, if not to
say apprehensive. The meeting was
called in the Majestic theater and the exchange men adopted the force of numbers
tactics in the threatened warfare. -It
worked assertion
and once about
againvictory
Napoleon's
known
being wellwith
the man who had the heaviest artillery
failed to secure a practical demonstration. The exhibitors were afraid to press
their claims, so far as the evidence goea,
and the exchange men are thanking their
lucky stars that the exhibitors did not
force the fight. The situation remains unchanged.
ON PACIFIC COAST.
Walter Stern Makes Trip North.
San Francisco. Cal. — Walter L. Stern,
with G. A. Metcalfe, left a short time ago
for Seattle. Wash., where he will remain
for two or three months. A branch was
established there a few months ago and
he will make a stay there to become acquainted with conditions in the Northwest.
New Owner for Oakland House.
Oakland, Cal. — The Oakland Photoplay,
on Broadway, conducted for several years
by the Turner & Dahnken circuit, is
opened late in November. The house is
to be renovated throughout, new seats installed, a fine organ added and other
changes and betterments made. It will
be opened about the middle of December
as a family motion picture house, with
fine music strongly featured. Mr. Kehrlein conducts the Kinema theater at
Fresno, one of the finest houses in the
interior of the state, and is recognized
as being a highly successful exhibitor.
C. R. Seelye Expected Soon.
San Francisco, Cal. — C. R. Seelye. business manager of the Pathe Exchange, Inc..
is expected to visit the Pacific Coast at
an early date, probably in December.
H. C. Drum, traveling representative of
the firm, arrived recently on a trip of inspection and will remain for some time.
The staff has been enlarged lately by the
addition of O. B. Smith, a well-known business man of this city.

THE
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Sol L. Lesser, of the Golden Gate exchange and the All Star Feature, Is at
present
making^ another short trip to NewYork.
Thf Ocean View theater has been repaired and redecorated and is being conducted again under the management of
Vivian Preston.
M. J. Samuels, vice-president of the
American Photo Player Co.. with headquarters at New York, recently spent two
weeks at the local factory.
The De Luxe Film Lasky Corporation
has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $75,600 by M. C. Hlckey, J. Brownstone and L. H. Brownstone.

California Briefs.
Los Gates, Cal. — Marshall Black has
taken a lease on a new theater and will
open the house some time in November.
George A. Metcalfe of San Francisco is
installing the equipment.
Red Bluff. Cal.— The High School has
purchased a moving picture machine and
will show films regularly.
Belmont. Cal. — The Belmont Military
Academy has purchased moving picture
equipment.
Hanford. Cal. — The Universal theater is
being enlarged and the seating capacity
will be increased by 200 seats.
Corcoran. Cal. — R. A. Neeb is erectin^r
a moving picture theater 50 by SO feet in
size.
Richmond. Cal. — The Western Carbon
Company has been reorganized and will
resume the manufacture of carbons at an
early date.
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The Film Week in California
San Francisco Office of the Mutual Will
Open Another Branch — Items About
Film Business and Personctls.

Attend Nine O'Clock
Picture
With Program Specially Chosen
for Women
and Show
Children.
By

E-

C.

Day.

Denver

Move to New Building — International to
Notable People — Notes About the Local

By T. A. Church, 1507 North Street,
Berkeley. California.
Porlola theater has booked the first of the
releases featuring Richard Bennett.

SAN FRANCISCO. Cal.— The Mutual Film
Corporation has completed arrangements for securing space in a splendid onestory fireproof building now In course of
erection at Golden Gate avenue and Leavenworth street and plans to be In the new
home some time In February. The present
quarters on Turk street have proved to be
inadequate for some time, but until recently it was impossible for Manager X.
K. Stout to secure better ones. The new
exchange will be 30 by 100 feet in size,
with a full basement, and will be equipped
in the most approved manner, with a projection room and the latest devices for
the handling of films.
S. S. Hutchinson, of the American Film
Company, and J. R. Crone, studio manager
of the Vogue Film Company, were recent
visitors here and inspected plans for the
new exchange. Thomas R. Smith, auditor
of the Mutual corporation, was also here a
short time ago on a tour of inspection.
Mr. and Mrs. Stout made a short trip to
Los Angeles recently, where Mr. Stout attended a meeting: of Mutual managers.
Business is described as being excellent
and the first of the Margarita Fischer
series, "The Pearl of Paradise," has been
booked
for the Empress
theater.
The

Denver Women Sponsor Morning Matinee
Nine Hundred
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Times,
Denver,
Colorado.
was
not
the
first
that some of the boys
DENVER'S
first by
picture
morning
matinee
have been on, and decidedly it is not the
was staged
Charles
R. Gilmour.
last, but all voted it the best.
manager of the Pathe exchange, with the
Denver being a prohibition state, it
co-operation of Brown and Megahan,
owners of the Rialto. It was held as a
probably Is not necessary to mention that
the moving picture skate was not one of
result of the agitation by clubwoman,
the ordinary kind conducted by John
mothers, teaches, and others for special
Barleycorn. The skate of ye olden days
programs that would be of interest to
women and children.
may have been alright in its place, but in
its palmiest days it never had anything
"Shadows and Sunshine," a recent Pathe
feature release, was the attraction, and
on the Rocky Mountain Screen Club skate,
which was conducted by John R, Crabb,
Manager Gilmour sent out invitations to
owner of the Broadway roller skating
the Denver Womans' Club, the mothers'
rink, last Friday.
congress,
and theasparent
teachers'
associThe skate was the first of a series of
ation as bodies
well as
to individual
winter stunts planned by the Screen Club
members of these and other women's
for the entertainment of its mebers and
organizations. Close to 1,000 responded,
their families and friends. Several hunand each was unstinted in her praise of
dred men. women, and children attended
the picture and the plan.
the event, and each had the time of his
The leaders in the movement for special
life.
morning matinees cited the experiment
In addition to roller skating, the guests
as proof conclusive that it would be a
danced and made merry in other ways,
whooping success for any exhibitor who
while professional entertainers supplied
took it up. They argue that if upwards of
music and songs. Refreshments were
900 women turn out at 9 o'clock in the
served
morning, the attraction must be one that
the
club.by the wives of the members of
is associated with a matter that is very
close to their hearts. They declare that
the outpouring of women to the Pathe
Important Theater Changes.
entertainment, indicates that the number
Denver. Colo. — Frank Frewen, former
that would attend the regular Saturday
owner of the Rex and the 17th Avenue
morning matinee would be three or four
times as large with the children, and
theaters, has taken over the Royal theater in South Denver.
little brothers and sisters of these women
Whitewood, Colo. — Coen and Weltz have
also present.
opened a new theater at Whitewood South
Dakota. It is called the Comet, and Is said
Manager Marquard's Midnight Matinees.
to be one of the prettiest in the district.
Longmont, Colo. — C. E. Marquard, owner
Torrington. "Wyo. — J. C. McDonald has
of the Isls theater at Longmount, put on
opened a new theater at Torrington, Wyo.
The show house has accommodations for
a midnight matinee on Hallowe'en night.
It "went over" so well that the innova500 people, and will be known as the
tion was repeated on election night with
Lyric.
even greater success. Now its an institution that has come to stay in Longmont for special occasions.
C. E. Carpenter Joins Pathe.
C. E. Carpenter has been added to the
Screen Club Goes on a Skate.
list of road men working out of tJie Denver office of Pathe. He hag been engaged
Colo.wives
— Denver's
moving picture
menDenver,
and their
and sweethearts
went
in commercial lines for several years in
this territory.
K>n a big "Skate" last Friday night.
It

Error About "A Trip Thru* China."
San Francisco, Calif. — A paragrraph In
the November 4 issue of this paper credited Mr. Sol Lesser with buying the California state rights to "A Trip Through
China." We find that this was an error.
and that Mr. Leaser's film was "A Trip
Through the Flowery Kingdom." a sixreel production. On the other nand. thj
ten-reel picture, "A Trip Thru China." we
are informed by Mr. H. H. McPike. is
owned by China Cinema Company and
Mr. B. Brodsky. of 332 Pine st'-eet. San
Francisco, who have still retained the
California rights and all other rights. Mr.
Brodsky is now booking to play in the
principal cities of America and Canada.
International Branching Out.
San Francisco. Cal. — Fred Locher, of Los
Angeles, spent several days at the local
offices of the International Film Service
recently, getting details preliminary to
opening an office at Seattle, Wash. The
branch to be opened shortly will be the
eleventh in the United States and will
serve Washington, Oregon, Montana and
Northern Idaho. Agencies will be established at Portland, Spokane and Butte.
L. M. Hyslop, formerly shipper at the local
office, will be booker at the new branch,
the place made vacant here being filled
by
Fred Blote. formerly with the Pathe
Exchange.
Manager H. L. Knappen of the local
branch states that the serial "Patria" has
been booked for the Imperial theater,
commencing December 1. This will be the
first serial ever shown at this house, which
has hitherto confined Its bookings almost
exclusively to the Paramount program.
The San Francisco branch is making an
enviable record in the volume of business
being turned in. being third out of ten
exchanges, almost all of which serve a
much more populous territory, and Manager Knappen states that In his opinion
effective
publicity Is what is turning tha
trick.
Marion H. Kohn Back.
San Francisco, Cal. — After a stay of several weeks in New York. Marion H. Kohn,
manager of the Consolidated corporation!
has returned with a number of feature
productions. He has already succeeded
In booking "The Ordeal" over the entire
Hippodrome circuit in California and the
Northwest. Plans are being made to open
a new branch at 81S South Olive street.
Los Angeles, within a short time, and
other parts of the Coast will be given
attention later. Morris Epstein is in
charge of the local branch.
To Buy State Rights.
San Francisco. Cal. — Charles Klopot. formerly of Los Angeles, but who opened
an exchange at 120 Golden Gate avenue
a short time ago, now has this in good
working order and is arranging for the
purchase of California rights for a number of features. Mr. Klopot was one of
the first to engage in the film business
in the southern part of the state and has
an enviable acquaintance among the trade.
Supply Business Good.
Francisco,
Cal. — The Breck
company reports an excellent
demand
for
machines
and supplies, the shipping department having been very busy of late.
San
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State Rights Pictures Are Many
Oregon Theaters Being Worked with Independent Features — State Rights Men
Travel and Play on Percentage Basis — Too Many Percentage Shows Hurt Business, Say the Established Exchanges.
By Abraham
Nelson.
Journal
Building, Portland, Oregon.
PORTLAND. Ore. — This state and the entire Pacific Northwest is playing more
independent features than ever before.
Companies of "Civilization," "Ramona."
"The Birth of a Nation," "Purity." and
others are playing in Oregon's theaters
sometimes on percentage of fifty-fifty or
forty-sixty.
While the established exchanges admit
that the state rights pictures are a small
competition, they are not worrying about
those shows that play percentage. They
claim that the percentage craze will soon
be overdone and that the exhibitors will
realize that it does not pay in the long
run to play pictures on that basis unless
they are sure the product is a real super•feature.
Dopesters claim the percentage-playing
hurts the exhibitor in this way: It is somewhat of a gambling proposition, and the
exhibitors nearly always raise their prices
to 25 cents for percentage playing pictures. The present inflow of percentageplaying pictures has caused a constant
rise and fall in the admission price, which,
some theater men claim, has dissatisfied
many patrons who are reluctant to pay the
increase. The business is hurt as a consequence.
Very few of Portland's theaters play
shows on percentage. It is the out of
town houses that "fall." so to speak. A
picture man from the interior of the state
visiting Portland recently told of the condition. He said the fault lay with the exhibitors who would rather take a chance
on a percentage than pay a flat rate.
Also said a well known valley exhibitor
on the subject: "I am always in the market
for state rights features just as I am in
the market for features handled by established exchanges, but I always pay a
flat rental and never play percentage. I
know my patronage well enough to realize
how much I can pay for a film. I do not
raise my admission price unless the feature is extraordinary and that is not a
half a dozen times a year. That is fair
to my patrons who know my house to give
a staple show at a staple price. I tell
the man who owns a film the price I can
afford to pay, and he can take it or leave
it. I make the playing of a picture a
straight business proposition and not a
gamble, and I find that system gets me the
most money in the long run."
Chapter of Serial Condemned.
Portland, Ore. — Chapter seven of "The
Crimson Stain" was condemned by a viewer
of the Portland censor board, Monday
morning. Oct. 30. The picture was to go
on at Pantages theater that afternoon. The
censor board's offlcial record showed the
condemnation to have been made by a
viewer and that no appeal was taken to
the censor board of seven members.
The official record failed to disclose the
reason for the condemnation, but it is said
that the showing of snakes in some of
the scenes was objectionable to the viewer
and caused the rejection. Pantages theater had shown the six preceeding episodes
as a prelude to its regular vaudeville
shows.
One City Council Is Fair.
Washougal, "Wash. — Differing from the
usual run of city councils in small towns,
the commissioners here have "shot square"
with the picture showman in the Sunday
amusement issue. The overly zealous reformers first tried to close the picture
show on Sunday nights. They failed to
accomplish this so they went as far as to
book acts in the churches to compete with
the show. A negro act was one of the
amusements
booked.
The
admission

charged
was 35 cents, and they did business.
Now the city theater license is $25 a
year, which the churches did not pay. The
council demanded this fee of them as well
as of the picture show, and now the
churches have laid off on theatricals and
gone back to pie socials and suppers. J.
S. Short owns the theater liere. (One
sometimes wonders how far some business-like churches will fall.)
Popularity of Single Reels Forecasted.
Portland. Ore. — The owner of one of
I*ort land's foremost theaters invited the
writer to sit with him to view a recent
single reel release. When the viewing was
over, the exhibitor said, "There's a lot to
that little one-reeler." Although the picture was a drama, he said there was aa
much difference between it and the usual
five -reel subject as between a five-reeler
and a comedy. It was just one reel of
straight action without close-ups, fades
or padding, and it was as refreshing as a
comedy. The exhibitor booked the picture.
This was the flrst local indication that
the one reel drama is coming back to its
own that has come to the attention of the
writer.
Congratulations, Whitey.
Portland. Ore. — C. P. Merwin. representative in Oregon territory for Greater Vitagraph, has the greatest feature in the
world. "Whitey" admits it and no one
dares deny. He recently became the father
of a ten pound baby girl. He has named
her Virginia Ruth, has mapped out a
career for her as a moving picture star,
and this is her first press notice.
Mr'. Jlerwin reports a successful business getting trip through Eastern and
Central Oregon, and states that the show
business in that territory is looking
up.
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Pathe Prepares for Fall Business.
Portland. Ore. — Things are lively around
the local Pathe exchange these days. Manager B. J. Sperry is busy exploiting the
new standard Gold Rooster features, and
is getting ready for the new serial, "Pearl
vf the Army." "The Shine Girl" opened
recently at the Hippodrome.
This Tale Is True.
Portland, Ore.^ — Across the street from
the Pickford theater is one of the city's
largest jewelry stores. The Pickford has
been remodeled, putting in a new ventilating system and doing a lot of painting.
The outside of the building was to have
been painted a bright orange. The first
coat was applied and the jeweler across
the street complained that the bright
orange color reflected to the diamonds in
the show windows, killing the luster, and
was altogether harmful to the business.
So the Pickford changed its color to a
pleasing blue.
The Pickford is offering a cash prize for
a new name since the Artcraft releases of
the little star are to play in another theater, and hundreds of suggestions have
been received.
A Baby Contest.
Portland,
— The
People's
theater
is
conducting aOre.
baby
contest
as a part
of its
exploitation of "M'here Are My Children?"
to show Nov. 12. The contest is being conducted in conjunction with the Evening
Telegram, and $50 in prizes are up.
Close to Pick Apples.
Portland, Ore. — Word has come from
Hood river and The Dalles that help has
been scarce at the famous orchards to
harvest the apple crop, and that the theater managers and operators of the two
towns have joined the other business men
in working on the crop to get it picked
on time. The theaters have consequently
been closed during the daytime.
C. A. Dakin. of the Gem theater. Hood
river, put in all his time for several weeks
superintending the packing and shipping
of apples, leaving Mrs. Dakin to manage
the theater, which she did ably.

Davenport, la.. Ad Club and Lurid Posters
Sensational and Glaring Posters Discussed at a Recent Meeting — The Matter Turned
Over to a Vigilance Committee.
By Frank H. Madison, 623 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
single reel programs with entertainments
DAVENPORT, la. — An attack upon the
made up of multiple reel subjects. Each
sensational moving picture poster has
been made from a new quarter. The
of these variety programs is to contain
Davenport Advertising Club believes that
a Burton Holmes travelog, a Paramountregulations of this sort of publicity is
Bray cartoon, and a subject from the General Film program.
within its province. More than that, the
club has interested itself in the indecent
motion picture. At a recent meeting of
New Film Company in Sioux City.
the advertising organization, the subject
Sioux City. la. — The Globe Film Corporof sensational pictures and glaring posters
ation has filed articles of incorporation in
were discussed at length. The matter
the county recorder's office. The firm will
was turned over to the vigilance comdo
a
general film business. The officers
mittee with power to act. Every well
are J. C. Duncan, president; M. W. Dunorganized advertising club in America has
can, vice-president, and E. A. Burgess,
secretary.
a vigilance committee, which works to
prevent all untruthful and injurious
classes of publicity.
The Davenport committee also has been
Benefit Shows for Worthy Objects.
given instructions to co-operate with the
Lone Tree, la. — "The Spoilers" was
officers of the Davenport Women's club
shown at Fisher's opera house for the
and other local organizations that have
ciation.
benefit of the high school athletic assoopenly protested against the sensational
manner in which motion pictures purCedar Falls, la. — The playground asporting to be something of questionable
sociation did not meet the expenses this
taste have been exploited.
summer, and Manager Erickson of the
Empress theater secured "Silks and
Saturday Matinees in Des Moines.
Satins,"
with Marguerite Clark, for a benefit performance.
Des Moines, la. — The regular output of
some of the well known companies has
Theater Notes of Interest
been drawn upon by the City Union of
strawberry Point. la. — A. A. Begohn,
Mothers' Clubs in arranging its Saturday
morning program for children at the
new proprietor of the Lyric, closed that
Garden theater beginning November H.
house for ten days for remodeling and reA commendable plan is that of alternating
decorating, and the installation of a new
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venttlutInK system
and a new screen.
Uavenport, la. — Morton Eichman, formerly connected with the Orpheum theater
In Grand Haplds, Mich., and tho Grand
theater in Lebanon. Ind.. has taken over
the inanaKenient of the Strand ttieuter at
Fourth and Brady streets.
Early, la. — Contract for the erection of
an opera house here has been awarded
to W. J. Gordon
of Sac City. la.
IN BRITISH
COLUMBIA.
Kelowna Opera
House Bums.
Kelowna, B. C. — A disastrous Are which
broke out shortly before daylight here
destroyed many buildings, including the
Kelowna opera house. Mrs. Raymer. the
owner and family had a narrow escape,
being forced to Ilee over adjoining roofs.
The loss on the theater, which includes
much scenery and moving picture equipment, was quite he ivy.
"The Common Law" Does Well.
Winnipeg. Man — The first pre-release
showinj;^ in Canada of the Selznick production of "The Common Law." with Clara
Kimball Young, which is being distributed
by the Monarch Film Co., Ltd.. a subsidiary
of the Famous Players service, took place
recently at the Dominion theater, where
the film ran for an entire week. Instead
of the customary four shows a day, with
an intermission during the' dinner hour.
the Dominion ran the picture continuously.
Manager
Benefit.
Edmonton, Hazza's
Alberta. —Patriotic
During the
whole
of a recent week the ladies of the local
chapter of Daughters of the Empire were
in nominal charge of the Empress theater,
Manager John Hazza having entered Into
an arrangement whereby the order was to
be given a percentage of the week's receipts, for patriotic purposes. The members canvassed the city thoroughly, and
sold a large number of tickets. Special
musical numbers were played at each performance by the Empress orchestra, under
Earle C. Hill.
Standard Gets "Crimson Stain."
"Winnipeg, Man. — The Standard Film
Service has secured "The Crimson Stain
Mystery" for Canada.
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Unfair Competition by Churches
Provincial Treasurer Brown, of Winnipeg, and Local Moving Picture Men Discuss
the Free License Churches Have of Putting on Big Professional Shows — If Necessary the Amusement Act May Be Amended.
Ky

E. C. Thomas.

S21

Rogers

WINNIPEG, Man. — A question which was
taken up at the recent conference between Hon. Edward Brown, provincial
treasurer, and the moving picture men of
the city was the matter of shows which
have been put on by some of the local
churches. Big professional performances
had been staged, said the exhibitors, and
the fact that these institutions paid no
license made the competition manifestly
unfair.
Mr. Brown stated that the spirit of the
new Public Amusement Act did not
countenance competition of this kind from
the churches, and promised to have the
matter investigated. He indicated that If
it is considered necessary the Act might
be amended so as to make a continuance
of present conditions impossible. He
thought, however, that the churches were
acting under a misapprehension, and that
when their attention was called to the
matter the exhibitors would have no
further cause for complaint.
Standard Film Service Rumors.
Vancouver, B. C. — Herbert Lubin of the
Standard Film Service. Ltd., the Canadian
Metro distributors, has returned after a
flying trip to Calgary and Winnipeg. In
the latter city he met A. H, Sawyer, general manager of the Standard, who had
come to Winnipeg from the East for the
conference.
There are mysterious rumors of big
doings in the Metro camp, and from what
has been accomplished within the past
few months, almost anything is liable to
happen. When seen by the World representative, Mr. Lubin was reticent as to the
details of the meeting, but indicated that
the Standard would make an important
announcement in the near future. A few
days after arriving in Vancouver from the

Spokane
Women Want to Help Censor Shows
Commissioner McBrown Chilly Toward Request of Local Women to Have Part in
Censorship — Says There Is None in Spokane.
Uy .s. Clark Patchin, E. ISll Eleventh Ave.. Spolvune.
Wash.
SPOKANE. Wash. — That the censorship
Stilwell Theaters
Pay Dividend.
committee of the Spokane Federation
The Stilwell Theaters Company, which
of Women's Organizations expects to take
controls the Class A, Casino, and Rex thea hand In the regulations of entertainaters. Spokane, Wash., have been operatment offered by Spokane theaters was ining for one month, and have paid 3 per
dicated in its report at the last meeting
cent, dividend on the outstanding stock.
of the federation.
C. E. Stilwell and B. W. Copeland are
A letter suggesting that the women be
elated over the success of the venture.
permitted to help In maintaining a high
moral standard in the performance given
The reserved seat sale for the election
here was drafted and is to be sent to the
night performance at the Liberty theater
various theater managers at once. Perwas heavy. An elaborate program was
mission to send this letter was extended
worked out for the occasion, and holders
to the committee by a vote of the federof reserved seats were privileged to come
ation this afternoon.
and
go as they liked between 6:30 p. m.
The effort of the committee to be recogand 2 a. m. or later, according to the
nized as a censoring agent by Commisvolume
of the returns and the desire of
sioner McBroom met with opposition when
the holders to hear them.
the women took the matter up with him.
He took the stand that there is no censor
in Spokane, but that any individual may
take the Initiative in reporting offensive
Spokane
Picture
Hits.
theatrical entertainment and invoke the
The first Fox film that has been seen
ordinance governing improper stage or
in Spokane for several months was shown
film programs.
at the Class A theater, when June Caprice
appeared in "The Ragged Princess."
"The Rainbow Princess." with Ann PenFilms to Show Washington Scenes.
nington in the title role, proved a great
success for the Clemmer.
Spokane, Wash. — Recently the Pathe
A Metro film featuring William Nigh
Fr»rres and the National Highways Association have advised Frank W. Gilbert,
and Irene Howley In "Life's Shadows."
of Spokane, secretary of the National
was shown at the Casino.
Parks Highway Association, of extensive
Jack Pickford and Fritzl Brunette applans for providing thousands of feet of
peared in "The Conflict" at the Lyric.
films to be shown throughout the country.
"The Yellow Menace" film serial has
started at the Best theater. It will be
The Pathe organization has already
started its work.
shown Friday and Saturday of each week.

Bldi,'., Vancouver. B. C.
Winnipeg conference Mr. Lubin received
an urgent telegram from M. J. Williamson,
of the Imperial, National and Oabourne
theaters, who has just contracted for exclusive Metro service at these houses, asking Mr. Lubin to come East and take
charge of a publicity campaign. Mr.
Lubin accordingly left at once. "In keeping with our policy of helping the exhibitor," he said, "one of our main Ideas
has been 'Pictures Plus Publicity,' and that
idea
is
a
proven
In furtherance success."
of plans which are being
developed, Sam W. Whitehead, who was
slated as manager of the Metro office in
Vancouver, has been shifted to San Francisco, and is expected to return to Montreal
about the first of the year.
A. E. Smith, who came from the Montreal
office to take charge of the booking department in Vancouver, has been promoted to the position of manager here,
and now has everything running smoothly.
Mr. Smith is a live film man who acts like
a handy person to have around the place,
and should make an efficient head of the
local office.
"Somme" Picture Honored in Winnipeg.
Winnipeg, Man. — A private showing of
the British otficial film. "The Battle of the
Somme," was given following the regular
performance at the Dominion theater on
a recent evening, and a large number of
people prominently connected with war
relief work and with the government were
present. Hon. Edward Brown, who as provincial treasurer is the highest censorship
authority in Manitoba, was present with
a large party, and all were intensely interested in the picture.
Mr. Brown
with
LloydgoGeorge's
decision
that agreed
the film
should
to the
world without any alteration or deletion.
An incident of the private showing was a
break in the film at a critical moment,
which prevented a few feet of the picture being shown. Mr. Brown afterward
inquired if this happened by accident or
design, and expressed the desire of all
present, including the ladies of his party,
that everything be shown. Any attempt
to edit this film, he said, would be sacrilegious.
The picture has been booked by the
Dominion for a full week, and will be
shown from 11 a. m. to 11 p. m. every day.
Prices will be 15, 25, 35. and 50 cents.
Local Manager Pays Small Fine.
Winnipeg, Man. — The local office of the
Universal ran afoul of the censors recently, through the renting of an uncensored film to the Monarch theater. The
picture was "The Code of His Ancestors."
Although there was some talk of prosecuting the Monarch management, Chief
Inspector Garland decided that the entire
blame rested with the exchange, and the
local manager was accordingly ordered to
pay a small fine.
"The
New
Governor's"
Big Week.
Vancouver, B. C. — "The New Governor."
the Fox corporation's film version of "The
Niggar." was rejected when submitted to
the British Columbia censors recently by
ilanager E. R. Fauser, of the Dominion
Exclusives, Limited, Western Canadian
distributors of the Fox program. Mr.
Fauser, however, deleted about six hundred feet of matter which had displeased
the censoring board, and resubmitted the
picture, which was then passed. Manager Hector Quagllottl, of the Colonial
theater, kept the film for a full week, and
did very heavy business.
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases for Weeks Ending November 25 and December 2
(.For Extended Table of Current

Releases See Pages

1236,

General Film Company.

General Film Company.

Advance Releases.

Current Releases.
(Serial No.)
MOXDAV,
SELIG — The
VITAGRAPH
SELI(3 — The
BIOGRAPH—

XOVEJIBEB

NOVEMBER

TUESDAY,

NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER

SELI(3 — The Selig-Tribune No. 94, 1916
VIM — Mother's
Child (Comedy)
FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER

21440
21441-42

(Topical) .

21443
21444

WEDNESDAY,

SELI(3 — The Selig-Tribune
VIM — The Prize Winner
FRIDAY,

24, 1016.
Souls
6 of

21445-46-47
2144S
21449
21450

NOVEMBER

Produced by

30, 1916.

No. 96. 1916
(Comedy).

(Topical).
-Butts
1816.
1,

DECEMBER

SATURDAY,

DECEMBER

Casey-Crook
, Police

Re-

2, 1916.

ESSANAT — The Final Fraud (Three parts — Drama).
KALEM — The Trial Run (No. 108 of the "Hazards of Helen"
Railroad Series) (Drama).
SELIG — Mistakes Will Happen
(Western — Drama).
the Pages of the Moving PicTheir Coming Programs. The
the Players* Names Being in
Not Go Wrong.

WILLIAMS
of the Ziegfeld
presented

Follies
in

FISH

Biograph Company

29, 1816.

NOVEMBER

COMPLETE AND ACCURATE LISTS of Regular Program and Feature Pictures Can Always Be Obtained from
ture World. These are Published Two Weeks in Advance of Release Days to Enable Exhibitors to Arrange
Stories of the Pictures in Most Cases are Published on a Like Schedule. Each Synopsis is Headed by a Cast,
Parenthesis.
Lay Out Your Entertainment From the Information in the Moving Picture World and You Will

BERT

(Bio-

28, 1816.

KNICKERBOCKER
STAR
FBATURE(Three parts — Drama).
KALEM — The Wizard's
Plot
(No. 7
porter")
(Drama).
VIT-\GR.\PH— (Title to be announced later).
VIM — (Title to be announced later).

25, 1»10.

ESSANAT — The Border Line (Three parts — Drama) .21451-52-53
KALEM — The Forgotten Train Order (No. 107 of the
"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series) (Dr.)
21454
SELIG — Hedge of Heart's Desire (Drama)
21455

NOVEMBER

(Com.)

ESSANAT
— Dreamy
Dud Joyriding
with
Princess Zlim (Cartoon-Comedy).
— A scenic on the same reel.
VIM FEATURE COMEDY — (Title to be announced later).
KALEM — Border Wolves
(No. 17 of the "Girl from
Frisco")
(Two parts — Drama).
BIOGRAPH — The Wages of Sin (Three parts — Dr.ims).
THURSDAY,

23, 1»16.

KNICKERBOCKER
STAR
FEATURE — Twin
(Three
parts — Drama)
KALEM — The House
of Three
Deuces
(No.
"Grant, Police Reporter")
(Drama)
-VITAGRAPH — Justice a la Carte (Comedy)
VIM — Money Maid Men (Comedy)
SATURDAY,

21439

27. 1916.

ESSANAT — A Tin Soldier (Two parts — Comedy).
KALEM — Dudes for a Day (Comedy)..

21437-38

22, 1910.

ESSANAT— Some
Bravery
(Comedy)
"VIM FEATURE COMEDY — The Good Stenograph r
(Comedy)
KALEM — The Fight for Paradise Valley (No. 16 of
the "Girl From "Frisco") (Two parts — Drama)..
THVRSDAV,

21434-35
21436

NOVEBIBER

SELIG — Following
the Flag (Two
parts Drama).
VITAGRAPH — Taking
the Honey
Out of Honeymoon
SELIG — The Selig-Tribune No. 95, 1916 (Topical).
BIOGRAPH — The Influence
of the Unknown
(Drama)
graph Reissue No. 100).

21, 1016.

ESSANAT — Unto the Least of These (Two partsDrama)
KALBM — Rival Fakers
(Comedy)
BIOGRAPH — Oil and Water
(Two
parts — Drama)
(Biograph Reissue No. 99)
WEDXESDAV,

MOND.VY,

1»16.

Sheriffs Blunder
(Two parts — Drama) 21429-30
— The Pasters
(Comedy)
21431
Selig-Tribune, No. 93, 1916 (Topical)... 21432
Fish
(Comedy)
21433
TUESD.iy,

1238, 1240, 1242.)

One R.eel Coroedy

Released Nov. 20
Through
General Film
Service
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases for Weeks Ending November 25 and December 2
(For Extended Table of Current Releases See Pages 1236. 1238. 1240, 1242.)

Mutual Film Corporation.

Universal Film Mfg. Company.
SUNDAY,
NOVEMBER
19,
REX — Lost in Bab.vlon (Drama)
IMP — No release this day.
VICTOR — Her Ctiance (Comedy-Drama)... -Special)
IMP — Tlie Thread of Life (Two parts — Dr.-

SUNDAY',
01931
01932

SPECI.41.
FOR
^\'EEK
OF
KOVEMBER
19, 1916.
UNIVERSAL SPBCI.4L — Liberty No. 15, "The Flag of
Truce"
(Two parts — Drama)
01952
MO.ND.W,
NOVEMBER
20, 1918.
RED
FEATHER — The
Devil's
Bondwoman
(Five
parts — Drama)
01934
NESTOR — How Do Tou Peel? (Comedy)
01936
TUESDAV, TTOVEMBER
21, 1916.
GOLD SEAL — The Woman
He Feared
(Three parts
0193f;
— Drama)
VICTOR — No release this day.
01937
VICTOR — Felix Gets In Wrong (Comedy — Special) . .
WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 22, 1916.
01938
IMP — When He Came Back (Drama)
01939
L-KO — Where Is Mv Wife? (Two parts — Comedy)...
01940
UNIVERSAL A^'IMATED WEEKLY— No. 47 (Top.) .
THURSD.IiY',
NOVEMBER
23, 1916.
LAEMMLE — The Emerald Pin (Two parts — Drama).
BIG U — No release this day.
01942
POWERS — Irma in Wonderland (Comedy-Drama) . . .
01943
BIG U — Accusing Evidence
(Drama — Special)
FRID.\Y',
NOVEMBER
24, 1916.
01944
IMP — Circumstantial Guilt (Two parts — Drama) ....
01945
UNIVERSAL
SCREEN
MAGAZINE— Issue 1
01946
NESTOR — Married a Tear (Comedy)
S.VTURDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1916.
BISON — The Lost Lode (Two parts — Drama)
L.\E1IMLE — No release this day.
01948
JOKER — A Janitor's Vendetta
(Comedy)
LAEMMLE — Her Message to Heaven (Drama)....
01949
Sl'NDAV,
NOVEMBER
26, 1918.
REX — No release this day.
IMP — No release this day.
POWERS — Sammy Johnsin at the .Sea Side (Comedy-Cartoon)
POWERS — In and Around Ancient Japan (Educational)
BIG Drama)
L' — The (Special)
Heroine of San Juan (Two parts —

FRIDAY', DECEMBER 1, 1016.
IMP — The Mansard Mystery
(Two parts — Drama) .
REX — No release this day.
L-KO — Tattle Tale Alice (Comedy)
BI(3 r — The Circle of Death (Drama)
(Special)
SATURD.IY'. DECEMBER 2, 1916.
BISON — The Greater Power
(Two parts — Dr.)
LAEM.MLE — No release this day.
JOKER — Scrappily Married
(Comedy)
L.\EMMLR — \ Designing "Woman (Drama)
(Special)

NOVEMBER

No.)

19. 1010.

VOGUE — With or Without
(Two
parts — Com.)...
GAUMONT— Reel Life No. 29 (Mutual Film Mag.) .
MONDAY,

KOVEMBER

MUTUAl.. — Mismated
(Two
parts — Drama)
MUTUAL
MASTERPICTURE
DE
LUXE — No.
(Title to be announced later)
TUESDAY,
G.\UMONT — Mutual
3 (Travel)

Tours

NOVEMBER
'Round

-WEDNESDAY,

21,
the

1016.

World.

NOVEMBER

01959
01960
01960

019P
01961

No.

22, 1916.

MUTUAL
WEEKLY — Number
99 (Topical)
GAUMO.MT— See America First No. 63 (Scenic)...
— Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon-Comedy) . .
TBURSDAY,

NOVEMBER

CUB

(Title

to

.SUNDAY'.

MOND.IY.
MUTUAL
Drama)— When

NOVEMBER

28,

1918.
05188
06189

11)16.
05192
05190-91

NOVEMBER

the Tide Turned

(Two

MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION — A Dream
Ago (Five parts — Drama) (No. 156)

parts —
or Two

TUESD-VY',
NOVEMBER
2S, 1918.
Mutual Tours Around the World. No. 4

WEDNESD.4Y',
NOVEMBER
29, 1016.
MUTUAL WEEKLY — Number 100 (Topical)
G-AUMONT — See .America First. No. 64 (Scenic)....
— Kartoon Komics
(Cartoon-(bomedy) . . ..
THURSD.tY', NOVEMBER
31), 1»1«.
MUTUAL — (Title to be announced later)
.\MERICAN — (Title to be announced later)
.MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION— Miss Jackie (Five
parts — Drama)
(No. 157)
FRID.IY, DECEMBER
CLTB — (Title

05186
05184-85

FRIDAY',
NOVEMBER
24, 1016.
be announced
later).

VOGUE — Up the Flue (Two parts— Comedy)
GAUMONT — Reel Life, No. 30 (Mutual Film Mag.) .
1916.

GAUMONT
(Travel)

05182
05183
05183

23, 1916.

.AMERICAN — The Star Bucks
(Two
parts — Dr.)...
A.MERICAN — Calamity
Ann Guardian
(Drama)....
GAUMONT — The Detective's Head (No. 1 of the
"Vampires"
(Three
parts — Drama)
MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION — Lone Star (American— Five parts — Drama)
(No. 155)

01950
01951
01950

05176-77
05178

20, 1916.

SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
2S,
ML'TUAL — Within
the Lines
(Drama).
NOVELTY — An A'-'ful Dodge (Comedy).

SPECI.\I,
FOR
WEEK
OF NOVEMBER
26, I01«.
L'NIVERS.-U.
SPECIAL — Liberty,
No.
16. "Court
Martialed"
(Two
parts — Drama)
01971
MONDAY',
NOVEMBER
27, 1916.
BED
FEATHER — The. Mainspring
(Five
parts —
Drama)
01953
NESTOR — The White Turkey (Comedy)
01964
TrESDAV.
NOVEMBER
2S, 1916.
GOLD SEAL — Should She Have Told? (Three partsDrama)
VICTOR — No release this day.
WEDNESD.VY,
NOVEMBER
29, 1916.
LAEMMLE- The Last of the Morgans
(Two parts—
Drama)
01956
01957
L-KO — Eat and Grow Hungry
(Comedy)
'JNIVERSAL
ANIM.\TED
WEEKLY — Number
(Topical)
THrRSD.\Y', NOVEMBER 30, 1916.
VICTOR — No release this day.
BIG V — The Mother Call (Drama)
POWERS — The Fascinating Model (Comedv)
POWERS— At the Top of the World — Alaska (Educational)
IMP — The Heel of the Law (Two parts — Drama)
(Special)

'Serial

(Serial Xo.)

to

be

announced

05196
05197
05197

05200
05198-99

1, 1916.

later)

01964

S.4TURD.4Y,
01966
01967

DECEMBER

2. 1016.

AMERICAN — The Capture of Rattlesnake Ike
(Reissue)
MUTL'AL — (Title to be announced later)

(Dr.)

05202
05203

N'ovcnilicr 2?. U'ld
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PRESIDENT WILSON
CONSULTING

J. H. HALLBE.RG
ON

PROJECTION
m a
ionW. isK. fro
rep
THIS
enrod
film tak
byuct
Mr.
Whipple of the "Universal Animated
Weekly" during a recent call upon
the President at Shadow Lawn, N. J.,
by representatives of the National
Association of the Motion Picture
Industry.
Reproduced
Universal

by courtesy
of
Film
Mfg.
Co.

Look how interested the President is in receiving an answer to a question on projection he has put to Mr. Hallberg! You, Mr. Exhibitor, for financial as well as for educational reasons should be doubly interested in consulting with Hallberg on all matters of
projection and the electrical and mechanical equipment of your theatre. Hallberg
numbers the largest and best class of theatres in the country amongst his regular customers. Why? Because Hallberg knows by experience what is the best for you. The
wise man consults with the best authority — thereby securing the best results for what in
the end amounts to the least money.

NOW YOUR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO
The Hallberg 20th Century Motor-Generator
which is in a class by itself and which has been pronounced by all
users to be the most efficient and satisfactory device for changing
Alternating into Direct Current, and improves your projection to
the greatest possible extent.
Distributor of alt makes of moving picture machines and furnish everything complete for
the theatre and studio, new and used apparatus.
Complete stock of "SPEER" and other carbons.
Send for Free Circulars and Catalogues, but for Hallberg's Big 100-page Catalogue send
25 cents.

$239

and up

Keep your moving picture machine in first class condition. Let me overhaul your mechanisms once a year.
Repair parts on rush or telegraph order shipped at once.
Send for prices on miniature Portable and Advertising Projectors.

Gives best light at lowest cost.
Ask
for Free
Bulletin
No.
1.
Gasoline
Engine
Generators
save
2 3 on cost
of power.
Free
BuU
letin No. 2.

Send
Book.

J. H. HALLBERG,

The House of Quality
Established 1904

Member

(2.S0 for latest
"MOTION

Operator's
PICTURE

Send

$4.00P. for
Richardson's
M.
Handbook.

Send Carbon
iLSO for Saver
Hallberg's

ELECTRICITY."

7th Avenue at 49th St., NEW YORK

National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, Inc.
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gation of her own that brings on a stirring
train of events when she finds herself In the
hands of the counterfeiters and menaced by the
dread "Witch of the Dark House." It is only
after a thrilling series of scenes that Wallace
is successful in effecting her rescue, and Joyce
and his gang are brought to justice.

General Film Company
KALEM.
THE MERRY MOTOR MENDERS (Oct. 31).
—The cast: Ham (Lloyd V. Hamilton) ; Bud
(Bud Duncan) ; Count De Nutte (Henry Murdoch) ; His bride (Ethel Teare).
Ham and Bud are seen as the proprietors
or a wayside garage. Business is slow in coming so they use all sorts of expedients from
tacks to dynamite to force Opportunity to
knock. The knock doesn't come but the phone
bell rings and the Count De Xutte and his
bride enter the action in their broken down
car. Ham arouses the jealousy of the Count by
bis attentions to the bride with results that
bring on a whirlwind finish.
THE SON OF CAIN (No. 13 of "The Girl
from "Frisco" — Two Parts — Nov. 1). — The cast ■
Barbara Brent (Marin Sais) ; John Wallace
<True Boardman) : Ace Brent (Frank Jonasson)
"The Son
of Cain"Clisbee)
(Ronald
Bradbury)
The :hermit
(Edward
; The
Sheriff ;
(Hart Hoxie).
Directed by James
W. Home.
Barbara and John Wallace set out to solve
the mystery surrounding the killing of the
old hermit bee keeper. They discover that
the hermit was possessed of large amounts of
gold coin which he secreted by placing them
ip the center of moulds of beeswax. They
notice that slight traces of the wax remain
on the edges of the coins even after much
polishing, and warn the merchants of the
frontier town to watch for a man spending
gold coin with the tell-tale wax on it.
That afternoon Wallace finds "the son of
Cain" at the local saloon, but in the bitter fight
that follows the guilty man escapes to the
stagecoach outside, and sets out in flight. Barbara pursues on horseback and a gruelling
chase is on. The stage coach plunges over a
terrifying precipice, but the fugitive leaps to
safety In the nick of time. Reaching the railroad tracks he captures a train, but Barbara by
a daring leap from horseback gets aboard the
last coach. >
With the train tearing along at great speed
there is a stirring revolver duel between the
guilty man and Barbara, atop the train. Coming to a drawbridge the fugitive leaps to the
water, with Barbara closely following. Before
he can continue his flight after reaching land
Barbara has the murderer covered with her
revolver and be is soon brought to justice.
THE PENCIL CLVE (No. 3 of "Grant, Police
Reporter" — Nov. 3). — The cast: Tommy Grant.
of The Chronicle (George Larkin) : Myrtle, the
stenographer (OUie Kirkby) : John Goss (Robert
Ellis) : Mansfield, city editor (William McKeyl ;
Police Commissioner Brophy (G. Chira) ; Detective Cadogan (Arthur Albertson). Directed
by Robert Ellis.
Lawyer White, of the firm of ^STiite £ Goss,
is the victim of a fiendish plan, dying as the
result of a pencil so powerfully poisoned that
when be moistened it In the course of bis
■writing the effeat was instantaneous. The
mystery of his death is a baffling one, but
Tommy Grant, with the aid of Myrtle, the stenographer in Lawyer Goss" office, succeeds in
solving it and placing the blame on the
shoulders
of Goi^s.
The latter suspects
Myrtle
and attacks her

SAVE

just as Grant and Detective Cadogan arrive to
arrest him. Goss gains the upper hand and
succeeds in escaping down the stairs, locking
the door of bis office on his pursuers. Grant
rushes to the window just in time to see Goss
leaping into the auto that Cadogan and Grant
had arrived in. Without hesitating Grant
leaps to the window ledge and through the air
landing in the auto as it whizzes by. There is
a struggle between the two in the car. Grant
finally emerging victorious.
THE GATE OP DEATH (No. 1(M ot the
•'Hazards of Helen" — Nov 4t. — The cast: The
operator at Lone Point (Helen Gibson) : Paymaster Benton (P. S. Pembroke) : Superintendent Purdy (G. A. Williams) ; The crook
(George
Routh).
Helen succeeds in frustrating an attempt to
rob the construction camp paymaster, and
escapes with the money-bag, the crooks in
close pursuit. Apparently all is lost when
Helen comes to the edge of the precipice, but
a huge four hundred foot chute that has been
built as a delivery short cut down the
mountain side to the railroad tracks offers a
hazardous chance.
Leaping on the little truck Helen starts the
perilous slide down the chute just as her pursuers overtake her. Half way down the slide
she is startled by the sight ot the express speeding along the tracks below — and certain death
under the wheels of the train stares at her.
But she clings to the truck, and as the bottom
of the slide is reached burls herself into the
air. barely clearing the top of the freight train,
and landing in a huddled heap on the far
bank.
A DESPERATE DUEL (Nov. 7).— The cast:
Ham (Lloyd V. Hamilton) ; Bud (Bud Duncan) :Flossie (Ethel Teare).
Ham and Bud are jealous rivals for the
hand of Flossie and are having their own
time squabbling when a foreign element Is
introduced by the arrival of a Count on whom
the fair Flossie looks with favor. One encounter after another leads to a duel between
Ham and the Count that is a scream. Ham
wins, but the fickle Flossie bestows her sympathy on the wounded Count. A broken heart
sends Ham to the hospital for a whirlwind
finish.
THE WITCH OF THE DARK HOUSE (No.
14 of "The Girl from "Frisco" — Two Parts —
Nov. 8). — The cast: Barbara Brent (Marin
Sais) ; John Wallace (True Boardman) : Ace
Brent (Frank Jonasson i ; Joyce (Donald Bradbury); Boyle (Hart Hoxie); Simpson. a
rancher (Edward Clisbee). Directed by James
W. Home.
Joyce is leader of a band of counterfeiters
who are working in the cellar of a shack on
the mountain-side. "The Witch of the Dark
House"
apparently
the only
occupant
the
house,is which
the dwellers
of the
mountainof
declare is haunted. Boyle, a Secret Service
operative, comes upon the gang, but in the
battle that follows is severely wounded before
he makes bis escape. He is found unconscious and taken to the home of Simpson, a
rancher.
There Barbara's curiosity is aroused over the
identity of the wounded stranger and his mission in the mountains.
She starts an investi-

THE

INTEREST

EVERY

YEAR— AND

THE MAX FROM YUKON (No. 4 of "Grant,
Police
Nov. 10).— The
cast: Larkin)
Tommy ;
Grant, Reporter"
of The — Chronicle
(George
Helen, "The Mouse" (Ollie Kirkby) ; Porcupine Peterson (William McKey); Paper-Collar
Joe (Robert
Ellis).
Directed
by Robert
Ellis.
Porcupine Peterson, of Dawson. Alaska, is
in New York with a surplus of green-backs
and anxious to "do the town." He falls into
the clutches of Helen. "The Mouse," and her
wire-tapping gang and refuses to heed the
warnings of Tommy Grant, who had [previously earned his friendship.
Tommy enlists the aid of his friend Detective Cadogan, and /bey set about the capture
of the wire-tappers. Their plans are successful, but in the closing scenes It becomes necesGrant story
to slide
down to
a the
painter's
from sary
a forseventh
window
groundrope
In
order to Intercept the fleeing conspirators.
THE LONE POINT MYSTERY (No. 105 of
"The Hazards of Helen" Nov. 11).— The cast:
Operator at Lone Point (Helen Gibson) ; Arnold
(George Routh) : Dick Benton (P. S. Pemliams). broke) ; The railroad president (G. A. WilArnold schemes to defraud the Insurance
company by disappearing under circumstances
that point to his death. He hides in a shack
near Lone Point while awaiting the collecof bis SIOO.OOO policy by his brother. By
shrewd deductions Helen succeeds in learning
his identity and frustrating his plot. She
prevents his escape finally by a daring lea^
from the pilot of a speeding engine to his
auto when a turn in the road forces the fleeing
man to cross the tracks directly In front of the
locomotive.
SELIG- TRIBUNE SELIG.
NO. SS (Nov. 2).
New York, N. Y. — Miss Irene Kelynack, of
Crestwood. New York, whose figure experts declare is an exact flesh and blood replica, two
points excepted, of the Venus de Mllo.
London. England. — While on a visit to England, the members of the famous French band
of the Garde Republlque. inspect the remnants
of the Zeppelin which was brought down at
Potter's Bar.
Chicago. 111.— "Teddy! Teddy! Teddy!" from
ten thousand throats greeted ex-President
Roosevelt when the whirlwind booster for
campaign.
Hughes arrives for the "big smash" ot ,the
Provlncetown, Mass. — The new submarine,
Isaac Peral. constructed in the United States
for the
tests
off Spanish
this port.Government, has her official
With the French. North of the River Somme.
— These huge guns are being used effectively to
clear the way for the infantry. Note the way the
projectiles and powder are brought to the
Chicago.
III.— in
Johnfront
T. McCutcbeon.
famous cartoonist
seat, makes the
a flight
guns.
with Victor Carlstrom. who will attempt to
carry mail from Chicago to New York by
aeroplane without
a stop, in ten hours.
SELIG-TRIBUNE NO. 89 (Nov. 6).
San Francisco. Cal.— With impressive ceremonies participated in by national, state and
local officials, the first rivet is driven into the
California.
keel
of the new superdreadnaught U. „ S. , ,3.
Red Bank. N. J.— Monmouth County Society
turns out to follow the aniseed trail at the
Drag Hunt at Colts Neck.
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WashlDKton. D. C. — Mrs. Belva Lockwoocl,
iiomiDHtt^ In ISSi In San Francisco bjr tbe
Woman's Equal Rights parly for President of
the Ignited States, celobralcs her olghty-sixth
birthday and her forty-third year as a lawyer
In tho District of Columbia.
Walker Valley. Tenn. — Work on the new
Dixie Highway, which when completed will run
from Chicago to Miami, Fia., proceeds under
difficulty.
Cambridge. Mass. — Harvard defeats Cornell by
a score of 23 to 0.
Fashions In Furs. — Excellent examples of the
furrier's provalart
have Damo Fashion's seal of apthis season.
Newundersea
London, merchantman
Conn. — OfBcer Deutschland,
! She's In again!
The
Captain Koonig commanding, after diving under
tbe British fleet in the English channel, arrives
quietly in this port and ties up.
THE SHERIFF'S BLUN'DER (Two parts—
Nov. 20). — The cast: Hal Whitcomb and Steve
Whitcomb (Tom Mix) : Mary Turner (Victoria
Forde) ; Sheriff Randall (Sid Jordan). Written
and produced by Tom Mix.
Hal Whitcomb. a new bank messenger, Is
given a large sum of money for delivery, by
way of the stage coach route. As the stage
goes alone, Whitcomb discovers the Mexican
bandits on the trail of tbe money. He induces
the stage driver to give him the money, and he
©scapes on horseback, while the stage is overtaken and the driver held up by the Mexicans.
Tbe driver reaches the town with the news
of the hold-up, and is surprised that Hal has
not yet appeared with the bank funds, which
he was to save- Later. Hal. under suspicion of
stealing this money, is captured by the sheriff
and posse. Just as he is about to be summarily executed. Hal Whitcomb Is allowed to
tell a story.
He tells of a twin brother, named Steve, and
that it was Steve who really took the money
He says that he. when captured, was on his
way back home in another country, in response
to a letter from his sweetheart, who is dying.
The sheriff's heart is touched : he believes the
man's
andoffice
releases
him. a When
arrives story
at his
he finds
letter the
fromsheriff
offloera In an adjoining county, telling the sheriff
to beware of one Hal Whitcomb, a notorious cattle
rustler and outlaw, who tells a plausible storj"
of a dying sweetheart and a twin brother. Then
it is that tbe sheriff realizes that he has been
deceived.
HEDGE OF HEARTS DESIRE (Nov. 25).—
The cast: Betty Chester (Virginia Kirtley) ;
Mrs. Chester tEuEenie Forde) : Arthur (E. J.
Brady) : Peggy McCann (Lillian Hamilton) :
Denny ( Robyn Adair) . Written by Marc E.
Jones.
Produced by Burton L. King.
Arthur, a ne'er-do-well, receives a letter from
his father stating that no more funds will be
sent to the son who has disgraced the family
name. Arthur reads in a paper of Betty Chester's entrance into society. He tells the saloon
keeper that he once knew the Chesters in the
old days, and that if he had sufficient money he
coutd win the girl. The saloon keeper furnishes
tbe funds and Arthur sues for Betty's hand,
A hedge separates
the Chesters'
home
from

If your newsdealer cannot or will not
supply you every week with
a copy of Ukii paper^ send your
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cannot
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the home of Peggy McCann, who has a sweetheart named Denny. Betty appreciates the sincere love tbe two have for each other, for
she questions the sincerity of her own suitor.
Ono day la a brawl Arthur kills a man and
endeavors to fasten the blame upon Denny. He
also. In the struggle that ensues, accidentally
shoots and seriously wounds Peggy McCann.
Bftty then discovers the true caliber of the man
who seeks to wed her ; she leads a search for
him and is instrumental in bringing retribution.

BIOGRAPH.
FISH I Reissue— Nov. 20) —After laboring
for a couple of hours digging a "mess" of
worms for the afternoon fishing trip, Bert
Williams returns home for his flshing-pole only
to find there is a big load of wood to be cut.
Why the
should
he cut
wood are
whenthere
old to"Pappy"
and
younger
brothers
do it.
So while they are all working and "Mammy"
is busy with the wash, Bert sneaks off with his
pole and worms down to the fishing-hole.
Scarcely has he "charmed" a worm and
baited the hook when he pulls up a "tenpounder" and thinking it Is a good day's catch
starts home. As he goes along, he sees a house
on top of a big hill and starts toward it with
the hope of selling the fish for the Sunday dinner. The proprietor tells Bert he does not
want his fish and after a long argument sends
the dog after him. It does not take William
long to go down the hill. When he reaches
the bottom he looks up for a last look and sees
the man of the house calling him back. Hopes
now run high in his chest for selling the fish —
but after laboriously climbing the hill again,
the proprietor tells him that he does not want
any fish next Sunday either. In the meantime the
Bert's house.
mother She
has missed
him,home
and and
tracesto
him to
leads him
the wood-pile.
OIL AND WATER (Reissue — Two Parts —
Nov. 21).— The cast: Mile Genova (Blanche
Sweeti ; the idealist (Henry Walthall) ; his
friend (Walter
( Lionel Miller).
Barrymore) ; the idealist's
brother
His friends had always called him "the
idealist." He was occupied in writing a set
of books on the arts and sciences of history.
His brother had taken up the ministry. There
was a new sensation for the public in the city.
Mile. Genova had been engaged by the management of the Olympic theater in a series of
classical dances In which she had made great
success in European cities. The idealist went
with his friends to see the act. It was a dance
of much meaning to him and seemed to follow
exactly his own interpretation of life.
It was called "The Dance of the Fleeting
Hours" and was laid in Greece In Us youth.
Mile. Genova as Venus, the goddess of love,
symbolized all that life and love had meant to
him. Then came Jupiter, the Crod of Earth,
holding aloft the Rpses of Happiness. The
mortals bound their allegiance to him. but unobserved by them the sands of time ran on ;
but mortals are mortals the world over, and
on they danced for the impossible, while Time,
the silent reaper, shadows their excesses. Then
old age creeps upon them and the reaper reaps
his fruitful harvest of death and ashes. This
conception was the young Idealist's own Idea
of life and he could not help but feel that the
actress playing the leading part must be in
full sympathy with her interpretation.
After the performance when he was introduced to this lady at the cafe, he proceeded to
tell her of bis feelings and a proposal followed. She was taken to his quiet home as
his wife.
Some years later tbe fact of mixing oil and
water was learned. The actress, repressed by
her surroundings, began to feel the need of her
old e-Tcltement. The goddess was no longer
present in the actress lady. She became the
actress lady In everything she did. At last she
began to revive her old associates and they excited her old desires by telling her of the latest
dance. She indulges In a few stray cigarettes
and wine with them. The husband entering at
this time, sees that he can no longer hold her
in thp lifp that she has been living. His ideal
of the goddess that had been was completely
shattered. After the friends had gone, he told
her such people could no longer come into
his bouse. A quarrel ensued, in which the
woman told him that she must go back to tbe
life that was hers, but in justice to him she
would surrender all claims to her child.
Shortly after this she departed with her
maid. Once more she became the fickle public's favorite. She was no longer Venus, the
Goddess of Love, but the leading lady in a
comic opera, doing the latest song sensation.
The goddess of the years before was forgotten.
Her old friends and associations were revived
tompletely and one night after the performance
39 they started out for their usual dinner at
the cafe, the automobile failed to put In an
appearance and they decided to walk.
In the
at theIn home,
her of
child's
nurse
had meantime,
left the child
the care
her
father. He. still the Idealist, occupied with
his writing, lost track of the child, and slip-

ping from bis embrace, she wandered out of
the bouse Into the night. Here she was found
by the actress and her friends as she was on
her way to the cafe. She brought the child
home. While the father, alarmed at the child's
departure, was seeking everywhere for her, he
camo upon the two in the drawing-room. Even
now ho was willing to take her back again and
give hor another chance to be goddess of his
dreams and a fitting mother to his child, but
her only answer was, "My ways are not your
ways."
Its own Thus,
element.oil and water each returned to

ESSANAY.
HIS MORAL CODE (Three Parts— Nov. 18,.
— The cast : Estelle Bland (Lillian Drew) ;
George Elwjng (E. H. Calvert); Dr. Armstrong
(Edward Arnold).
Estelle Bland, a nurse, is engaged to Dr.
Armstrong, an interne. George Ewing, a
wealthy idler is injured and comes under Estelle's care. He falls in love with her. He
pictures to Armstrong what he can do for the
girl as against tbe struggle she must experience
as
young
and and
the leaves
doctor for
In
his a love
for physician's
her, gives wife,
her up
the west- Thinking he has left her, tbe girl
marries Ewing. Thinking he has left her, the
proves himself unworthy and in revulsion, Estelle divorces him, returning to her old position at the hospital. Armstrong has establlsoed
himself as a physician of standing in the
west. On a visit he finds his former love,
and takes her with him on his return.
UNTO THE LEAST OF THESE (Two Parts
— Nov. 21) . — The cast : Helen Brown (Mary
V. McAlister) ; her mother (Frankie Raymond) ;her father (John Cossar).
Little Helen's father is at work on an Invention, which he expects to make him wealthy.
He requires funds. Tbe child befriends an old
man, a miser, and on his deathbed he sends his
accumulation of money to her. With the funds
the father develops his invention and attains
the wealth he expected. Then neglect by her
parents, who have many social obligations,
strikes woe into the heart of the child, who
finds herself constantly under the guard of a
governess, while all her little plajrmates of
the days before the money come continue to
enjoy themselves with their childish games.
Her parents, as so many others, are unaware
of the misery into which they have plunged
their little girl by their neglect.
SOME BRAVERY
(Nov. 22).— The cast: The
brave bell-hop (Ben Turpin).
The bell-hop gets a job In an eccentric family hotel, where every guest seems to have a
penchant for ice water. Amid numerous other .
experiences, he manages to saturate everyone
with ice water. Then a fire breaks out and the
hell-bop sees his chance to deliver bis water
in wholesale lots to tbe guests with a hose. Instead of winning their indignation, however,
he is acclaimed a hero.
THE BORDER LINE (Three Parts— Nov.
25). — The cast: Jeanne Dolbert (Nell Craig);
Dick Grant
(Edward Arnold).
Jeanne Dolbert Is a member of a group of
blackmailers. Her accomplices pick out Dick
Grant, a reckless son of a wealthy family, for
their victim. The girl enters bis home employed as a maid and the youth succumbs to
her charms. She tricks him into a rendezvous
and her accomplices, posing as detectives, give
him the alternative of being arre^^d or marrying her, expecting him to offer a large bribe.
To their surprise he marries her. This proves
to the glr! that his love is genuine and she
resolves to give up the old life and be his wife.

VIM.
PIPE DREAMS (Nov. 16).~The cast: Maggie (Kate Price); Babe (Babe Hardy); Maid
(Edna Reynolds);
Butler (Joe Cohan).
Kate, the prize kitchen mechanic of the Goldros home, has always envied the fair maids
she has seen promenading the avenue, and
resolves that, no matter what the cost be. she,
herself, is some day going to enjoy the life of
a society leader. Babe, the driver of one of
the
city's
has day dreams
of the
life garbage
he wouldcarts,
like also
to lead.
In the park one day Kate, adorned in her
best, encounters Babe, also attired In his Sunday best. The two entertain each other with
stories of the thrills and bores of the lives
they pretend to lead, greatly to the delight of
tbe other. When the Goldrox are away for a
day, Kate seizes the golden opportunity to indulge in the joys of living the life of the social
grand dame of her dreams. With the help of
the family servants she invited Babe to the
house, where she proceeds
to entertain him.
Babe Is greatlv impressed and the affair is
progressing rapidly, but on the following morning. Babe, dressed In his overalls, drives up
to the back of the house to empty tbe garbage
cans. He meets Kate coming out of the kitchen
with the scraps of the morning meal, and each
learns of the deception
of the other.
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GOOD AND PROPER (Nov. 17). — The cast:
Pokes (Robert
Burns) ; Jabbs (Walt-er StuII).
Pokes and Jabbs. two rare sports, become
euamored of Mile. Zee-Bra, the dashing comedienne appearing at one of the local theaters,
and invite her out to supper after the show.
When Mile. Zee-Bra appears at the stage entrance, the two sports are there with flowers
and candy, but Jabbs, with fiendish skill,
double crosses his pal. and after getting in solid
with the actress himself leaves Pokes to pay
for the taxi wbile he enters the cafe with the
girl.
Pokes, however, disguises himself as the
waiter, enters the private room where Jabbs
and the Mile, are dining, and proceeds to wreak
vengeance upon his false friend. While Pokes
and Jabbs are trying to arrange a plan whereby
one of them can be eliminated. leaving the field
open to the other, the husband of the actress
appears at the cafe and demands an explanation. Mile, tearfully begs her husband to spare
the two cringing sports, but the husband is
obdurate
and refuses to show them
mercy.
However, at length he consents to spare one
of them, but they themselves must decide who
will be the unfortunate one. Pouring a vial
(which all think contains poison) into the coffee,
the husband orders Pokes and Jabbs to cboose
between the cups. Pokes loses, and, in a frenzy
of fear, after drinking the fatal dose, implores
Jabbs to save him from death. This Jabbs
tries to do to the best of his ability, and the
punching which Jabbs hands to Pokes according
to his ideas of resuscitation makes Pokes regret that any such person as Mile. Zee-Bra
ever crossed his path.
MOTHER'S CHILD ( Xov. 23). — The cast:
Babe {Babe Hardy) ; his mother (Kate Price) ;
Tom (Joe .Cohan) ; Florence (Florence McLoQgblin).
Babe, the pride of Cheestown and his mother's
darling, arrives at Tidewater College at the
opening of the school term. Babe's idea of a
good time is a volume of the Iliad and a bag
of peanuts. But after he has laid eyes on
Florence, the prize peach of the Co-Eds, he
desert.s his book long enough to start a mild
flirtation with her. This is directly in violation of tho rules issued by the upper classmen to govern the conduct of the freshmen.
Babe pays no heed to the rules, and thereby incurs the hostility of Tom, the Sophomore
leader, who orders Babe to be subjected to the
hardest of initiation and hazing stunts. However, after Babe has bad a few rough stunts
pulled off on him, his mother comes to visit
her darling boy and, seeing the way he has
been treated, decides to take a hand in the
hazing game herself. Disguising herself, she
lays in wait for the sophomores, and when
they
visit Babe's
room for
purpose ofof their
bazing him,
they receive
thethe
.surprise
lives.
MOXEY MAID MEX (Xov. 24).— Both Pokes
and Jabbs, clerks in Grabem's counting rooms,
are in love with Ethel, the stenographer. Grabem. himself, becomes enamored of the pretty
stenographer, much to the disgust of his two
clerks, who realize the difference between their
lowly wages and the great wealth of their employer. Jabbs determines that if it is money
and ability to buy expensive gifts that prevents him from winning Ethel's love, then he
will,
in
some manner, secure the necessary
riches.
Late one night, while Ethel is out to dinner
with Grabeni, Pokes is working over his books
in the counting room. Suddenly he is startled
by a sound from the private office. Rushing inside he is confronted with a masked burglar,
who, at the point of a gun. orders Pokes to
help him open the vault. Against his will
Pokes is forced to assist the crook, hut once
the vault is opened. Pokes pushes the burglar
inside the vault and locks the door. Pokes
calls for help, and Grabem. Ethel and thewatchman rush into the office. At first they
think that Pokes is the crook, and are about to
arrest him. when he begs them to listen to his
explanations.
Telling Grabem to open the vault. Pokes
drags the almost suffocated crook into the office, where, upon unmasking him, the group is
shocked to see that the masked burglar is
Jabbs. Overjoyed at Pokes' honesty and
bravery. Grabem thrusts a huge sum of money
upon his bewildered clerk, and Ethel, not to
be outdone in generosity, coyly tells Pokes that
now she is willing to be bis forever, but. after
a few seconds of thought Pokes chooses which
— ah ! that is the question.

VIM FEATURE

COMEDY.

HIS WEPDIXG PROMISE fXov. 15).— Harriet married Sidney only on the condition that
he promised never to smoke. Sidney remains
faithful to his pledge for many months. Harry's
struggle to refrain from smoking is watched
by his stenographer and clerk. A messenger
boy smoking a cigarette delivers a telegram
and Sidney orders him from the office before
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he is tempted to snatch the cigarette from him.
a friend
forDick,
their
class, ofisSidney's
invited and
to one-time
the housemodel
for
dinner. He. however, is not the model he once
was; he is now a real sporty traveling salesman for a cigarette company. Finally. Sidney
solves the difficulty. He is still the perfect
husband, but does not mean to allow Harriet
to rule him in all things. He has rented a
room where he spends an hour each day transacting bis business and incidentally smoking to
his heart's
content,
his traced
happiness
is shortlived, for Jesse
Walshbuthas
him and
tells
the wife what he suspects. Here the real
trouble begins hut Sidney is not deprived of his
cigarette. Harriet also is a little inclined to
take a "puff " to satisfy her husband.
THE GOOD STEXOGRAPHER (Nov. 22).—
Mrs.
Love isupon
jealous
of Mr.
and insists
taking
her Love's
place. stenographer
Hubby does
not like
to
refuse
his
wife's
request
and decides, after she is installed as his
stenographer,
to get rid of her some way, as the discharged
stenographer is a great help to him in business.
A friend of Love's schemes to help him. Ho
telephones to Love's office and starts a flirtation with the stenographer (Love's wife). Wifey
is indignant and tells Love of the incident upon
his return. He informs her that he lost a good
customer on account of her impertinence. She
goes to explain to the customer, who tells her
that he never phoned. She then realizes she
was tricked and decides hubby shall pay the
penalty. She quits the job when she is assured
of a lot of pretty things.

KNICKERBOCKER
FEATURE.

STAR

TARGET OF DREAMS (Three Parts- Xov.
IT). — The poet, a genius who would have been
proclaimed a marvel had be lived in ISOO, finds
lftl.~> civilization cold and unappreciative. The
publishers will not even look at his work. Behind in his room rent, the poet's landlady
speaks her mind. "Scribbling verses won't feed
you or pay rent," she declares. "Go out and
got work." Knowing that he must live and despairing of recognition as a "scribbler of
verse." the poet becomes a hook agent. One
hour is sufficient to demonstrate to his gentle,
kindly nature that a book agent is not a welcome visitor. Discouraged, the poet throws his
prospectus away and gets a job as a laborer on
an excavation work. One of the laborers is
hurt. The poet helps carry the injured man
to bis poverty-stricken home.
Pay day comes. With his salary in his pocket
the poet's first act is to visit (he injured man's
shack. Finding hunger and misery tliere, the
poet gives his week's wages to the laborer's
wife. ''rtTien the poet returns to his room and
has no money to pay his rent, the landlady
turns him out. keeping his small possessions
as securitv. He manages, however, to rescue
the manuscript of bis epic drama. "Helen of
Troy." That night he sleeps in the park. Next
day he loses his job because he became lost
in his manuscript when he should have been at
work.
Sitting on a park bencli, the poet makes
friends with Helen Hayes, little daughter of
John Hayes, a publisher. Helen's nurse was
busy flirting with the park policeman and the
little girl wanderer! away. The poet shows
Helen the title of bis drama, "Helen of Troy,"
and the child remembers it because that is her
name. The nurse drags Helen away from the
seedy-looking poet. Later, the poet is arrested by the park policeman on a charge of
vagrancy. While talking to Helen the poet had
left his precious manuscript on the park bench.
He is asronized when he discovers his loss at
the station house. "Ten days on the chain
gang," says the magistrate.
Jean Day. attractive Vassar College graduate,
who is visiting Helen's mother, finds the manuscript on the park bench and becomes enthused
over the worth of the drama, Tbe, author's
name, however, is not on the script. Jean
makes Hayes read the drama, and he. too, hecomes enthused. Helen sees the script in her
fathet^'s hand. "Why that belongs to the poor
man," says Helen.
A week passes. Hayes has advertised in vain
for the author of the drama. Then Helen
sees and recognizes the poet in a chain gang
working on the streets. Jean tries her influence
with the magistrate and the poet is released.
At Hayes' office tbe poet is treated to a surprise, "We don't usually fool with verse"
says Hayes, "but this is so good that we will
publish it." Tbe poet tries to thank the publisher, but the latter turns to .Tean and says.
"Thank her. she is responsible for your good
luck." In the course of time the poet, now
prosperous, does thank Jean to such good purpose that she becomes Mrs. Poet.
TWIN SOULS (Three Parts— Nov, 241.— The
cast : Woodford Harding, Bad Lonie and \hdul Hamil (R. Henr5' Grey) : Athalie Manners
(Lillian West) ; Mrs. Manners (Mollie McConnell) ; Horace
Xaddison
(Chas.
Dudlev).

November 25, 1916
Athalie Manners believes in reincarnation
and Twin Souls. Woodford Harding, the Beau
Brummcl of the town. Bad Lonie, a gunman,
and Abdul Hamit all look identically alike.
She runs into Bad Lonie while doing settlement
work and is carried, a prisoner, to a vacant
house. Later, Harding rescues her from a fire
in the house. Inasmuch as she has recognized
Bad Louie's type as tbe Twin Soul, she is quite
confused
but later marries Harding.
Later, in Cairo, she meets Abdul Ham id and
is convinced he is the man. She runs away
with him, but when she regrets th(* act and
tries to return to her husband, he forcibly abducts her. Later she escapes. Of course there
is the fight between Hamid and her husband
and she returns to Harding quite cured.

Universal FilmMlg. Co.
A JAXITOR'S VEXDETTA I Xov. 25).— The
cast: Bill (William
Franeyi : Gale (Gale
JOKER.
Henry): Lilly (Lillian Peacock): Wop (Charles
Conklint; Guy (Milburn Moranti). Written by
Harry
Wulz.
Produced
by W. W. Eeaudine.
Bill hires a pretty stenographer, but Mrs.
Bill comes in and finds that the "steno" is
not doing just what she is paid for. She demands that the poor girl be fired and a man
hired. But Lilly plans to get even and dresses
up as a man to get the job. Then in her
male attire she carries on a flirtation with
Gale until Bill gets jealous. But when he
finds that the young man is none other than
his old stenographer he decides to elope. But
Gale is on the lookout and follows on a wheel.
She catches up to the auto that is carrying
the lovers away and when Lilly sees ber she
jumps out. Then Bill gets a glimpse and he is
so perturbed that he wrecks the car.

UNIVERSAL.
rXIVERSAL SCREEN MAGAZINE (No. 1—
X*ov. 24t. — Tbe first "article" in the first issue
of the Universal Screen Magazine shows a new
machine for tunneling through solid rock without any kind of a blast. The contrivance consists of a surface of hammers that deliver
14.(KiO seven-ton blows per minute at the rock
and so eats it away.
Next the campaign the government is conducting against the ticks that each year kill
.$i;UKH).(X)0 worth of cattle. The cattle are
ginb baths in an antiseptic solution.
Beauty hints are next on the bill of fare.
In this case they ought to be valuable as they
are posed for by one of the beauties of the
stage. Catherine Calvert. The proper way to
use cold cream,
powder,
etc.. are all shown.
Next some wonderful views of a beetle that
is causing great damage in the vineyards of
the country are shown. This is the bug that
' is eating up the grape crop every year. And
then something entirely new is shown — animated sculpture, which
closes the picture.

UNIVERSAL.

AXIMATED WEEKLY,
XO. 45 (Xov. S).
Girl Athletes Clash. — Society folk show skill
with sticks in annual field hockey game —
Haverford,
Pa.
Subtitle : Tbe teams.
IIU Bishops in Procession. — Church Dignitaries march to Moolah Temple at convention of
Episcopalians — St. Louis, Mo. Subtitle: Where
they met.
Back from the Border. — Crack troopers of 1st
Cavalry return from service on Mexican line —
Chicago. 111. Subtitles: Sth Infantry (colored) returns. Judge K. M. Landts welcomes
soldiers.
Joy for Autoists. — State opens new S-mile
section of William Penn Highway^ — Easton, Pa.
eubtitles : Governor Brumbaugh (left) and
Mayor Kneller cut barrier. Governor wields
shovel.
Girl christens highway.
Here's an Easy Job !— Hanging by neck, six
stories in air, handcuff King frees himself of
manacles — New York City.
Subtitle:
Going up.
State Seizes His Home.— Under law that
Japanese may not own real estate. California
seeks to confiscate Harada's house— Los Angeles.
Cal. Subtitles : Harada's restaurant. "The
law will not let us become Americans."
Starting Air Race. — Balloons that fought for
honors in big International Race — Muskogee,
Okla. Subtitle : John Berry, oldest air pilot,
and Miss June Davis.
Football Giants Meet. — Crimson crushes Cornell in first big battle of season, 2.3-0 — Stadium,
Cambridge,
Mass.
Subtitle:
The kick-off.
Western Battalions off to War.—Throngs
cbeer Canadians from Coast, reviewed on way
to front — Ottawa. Canada. Subtitle: Sir Sam
Hughes"
farewell address.
Fight Where Pyramids Stand. — Australians
guarding Suez Canal reviewed in sbadow of
monuments built 6,(XHt years ago — Desert near
Cairo, Egypt. Subtitles : Camp in an Oasis.
Bugle call for inspection.
Marching in sani.
Bred in Old Kentucky.— Piff, Jr., Blue Grass
horse, wins Latonia Cup in closing race season— Latonia, Ky.
Subtitles:
Leaving the pad-
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docks. At iho barrier. In Ihe stretvh. The
winniT.
T. R. StIU GoU "enK—ThronRH rIvo Uoosovelt
MitbuAlastlo RFpetlnB n» ho arrlvos — Chicago.
111.
Subtitle:
Dce-llKhiid !
IT-Merch«ntranirs S.-coml Trip.— Dcutsrhland.
oludlnK for« by divini; vmdor son. returns to
V. S. with $U>.0<X>.iHMt ciirKO — New London.
Conn.
Subtitle : Cap. Ko^'ulg's smile.
New York to Chicago Flight. — Cnrlstrom, who
attomptji to nmke non-stop aerial flight of 1,000
miles. Is forcMl to land t*lce. but resumes
Journey later. Anally arriving at Governor's
Island. N. Y. Subtitle : Relating bis cxperlcnec to General
Wood.
Cartoons by Hy. Mayer.

BIG U.
ACCrSING EVIDENCE (Special release—
Nov. 2;{>. — Lon is a member of the Northwest
Mounted and is in love with a little girl of
the woods. He is accused of a breach of
duty and rather than have the morale of the
corps suffer he submits to the false evidence.
Later he is vindicated.
THE HEROINE OF SAX JTAX (Special Release— Two parts — Nov. 26). — Francis is a
young lieutenant in the American army that
is invading Cuba, and Grace is a Cuban girl
who is in love with him. Together they plot
so that the American troops can be saved
from the ambush that has been planned for
them by the Spaniards. The plan succeeds
and the Americans win (he day.

NESTOR.
HOW DO YOU FEEL" (Nov. 20).— The cast:
Eddie (Eddie Lyons) ; Lee (Lee Moran ) : Dr.
Dopum (Fred Gamble); Miss Dean ( Priscilla
Deani. Scenario by Walter Xewman. Produced hy L. Chaudet.
Eddie imagines that be is ill. so he consults
Dr. Dopum, the sam* time Boggs. who is really
III. does so. The physician promises to mail
them the result of the consultation, but Eddie
receives the one meant for Boggs, and Boggs
the one meant for Eddie.
Eddie is surprised to learn that he only haa
six more days to live and bemoans the fact
be has no funds with which to have a last gay
time. He drops the note, which is pir-ked up
by Lee, whose business it is to procure cadavers
for a nearby medical college. He persuades
Eddie to sell him hi? body and pays him in
advance. Meantime Boggs, elated to find that
there is nothing wrong with him. endeavors
to
ried.follow the doctor's advice and get marAt the beach Lee follows Eddie about, ever
reminding him of the six days. Eddie rescues
Miss Dean from the unwelcome attentions of
Boggs and they fall in love. It happens that
Dr. Dopum also visits the beach, and so Eddie
discovers the error. But his nemesis — the
funereal Lee — is not to be put off and demands the body, dead or alive. But he is persuaded to pursue instead the unhappy Boggs.
leaving Eddie and Miss Dean to their happiness.
MARRIED A YEAR (Nov. 24>.— The cast:
The husband ( Bd Sedgwick); the wife (Betty
Schadei. Written by Calder Johnstone. Produned by .John McDerraott.
They have been married a year and one
night the hubbv had to stay at the office. On
the way home he reads an article in the paper
that tells of the evils of the modem wife, and
the wife at borne reads of the evils of the
modern husband. Each dreams of what the
other is doing in the time that the one Is supposed to be at the office and the other is supposed to be at home. The dreams are so terrible that when the two of them awake they
make resolutions to trust each other and a
second honeymoon begins.

L-KO.
WHERE IS MY WIFE"* (Two Parts— Nov.
22). — BilUe is the proprietor of a hotel, but
his wife Is the one who does most of the propiietlng. RIlie i.s a modest little fellow and
Is well content to do the entertaining of the
house. He ifl active about the place, showing every one how to perform their Jobs, but
he really shines at serving the ladles.
One of these delicate creations arrives and
Billie is all attention. But his wife says
"No." and the ambitious lad is forced to
sojurn under the desk. There he finds a way
to get In a word or two by poking his head
out from the bottom. He makes a little rendezvous with the lady without his wife learning of It. Then when the lady rines for soap
he writes his love on the bar and rovers It
so that the sentiments are not apparent until
the bar Is used.
Then follow a series of mistakes that were
most unfortunate, as they put the attentions of
Blllle In the wrong light. He sent a little note
to the lady of bis love br means of a fan.
But the darn thing blew too far and the note
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came Into th« hands of her husband. Then
there followed a. great mlx-up, as the doors of
thf two rooms that the manager and the lady
had were chungrd. The huwband went after
Blllle. and. strange to say, he found him in
the most I'mbarrasslng of positions. Then there
was n chase In which BlUlf barely escaped the
wrath of the other, and It all ended when
Blllle fell Into a bathtub and was carried about
the streets In the rear of an auto.

POWERS.
IRMA IN WONDERLAND (Nov. 23).— The
cast: Irma (Irma Sorter); Dorothy (Dorothy
Clark) ; Teacher (Linnie Gee) ; Bennie (Bennie Suslow) ; Gerald (Gerald Ward) ; George
(George Hupp). Written and produced by
Lule Warrenton.
Irma is waiting for her escort to take her to
a party when she falls asleep and has the most
terrible dream. She dreams that she Is a poor
little girl in the country and has to do all the
chores. She gets into all kinds of trouble
helping the other children and finally falls in
the brook. But just as she is bewailing her
fate her mother wakes her and says that Bennie has come to take her to the party. The
dream is over and Irma is glad that it was
only a dream.
SAMMIE JOHXSIX AT THE SEASIDE
(Split Reel — Nov. 26). — Sammie Johnsin is a
character that is not new to the admirers of
the comedy cartoons of the films. He has appeared off and on on the Universal program
and now he is performing some of his comic
antics at the seashore. He almost gets
drowned and then plays the hero, but in the
end he is happy as all the heroes of the films
and those in real life ought to be.
The other half of the film is the continuation
of Dr. Dorsey's series about Japan. Some of
the fine old ruins are shown and after seeing
them it is not hard to believe that Japan had
a civilization that antedated that of the Occident by many years.

VICTOR.
FELIX GETS IN WRONG (Special Release— Xov. 21).— The cast: Felix (George
Felix) ; Mr. Dubray (Frank Staples) : Mrs.
Dubray (Margaret Whistler) : Butler (George
OdelU ; Maid (Viola Lind ) ; Edith (Edith
Roberts). Scenario by Calder Johnstone. Produced by Frank Ormston.
Felix, who is sent to visit some friends, is
mistaken for the new 'butler. He gets into all
kinds of trouble, but at last catches some crooks
and is taken into the confidence of the family.

RED

FEATHER.

THE DEVIL'S BONDWOMAN (Five Parts—
Nov. ^0).— The cast : Beverly Hope (Dorothy
Davenport) ; Mason Van Horton (Emory Johnson) ; Prince Vandloup (Richard Morris) ;
Doria Manners (Adele Farrington) ; John Manners (William Canfield) ; Aunt Barbara (Miriam
Shelby ) . Scenario by Maie Havey. Produced
by Lloyd Carleton.
Mason Van Horton, a young millionaire In
good society, owns the Van Horton Bank In the
tenement district, but has so little care for
business that the bank — and the hundreds of
poor workers who have entrusted their hardearned savings to it — is on the verge of ruin.
John Manners is responsible for this condition of affairs, for he has business ability
and has taken advantage of Mason at every
turn. His wife, Doria. has social aspirations
and is a typical vampire. She does her best
to ensnare Mason, and he is easily charmed,
until be meets Beverly Hope, who has come to
visit her Aunt
Barbara.
Doria is infatuated with Prince Vandloup.
One night after a party at the Manners home
Mason goes to Doria's apartment, where she is
waiting to receive him. But as he starts towards her the face of Beverly comes before
him and he rushes madly from the room,
passing Manners on bis way out. Doria tells
her husband that Mason has forced bis way
to her room, and that she has had to fight for
her honor. Manners is angry enough to kill
Mason, but slie begs him to ruin him instead.
Manners dws not take long to accomplish
this feat. Beverly promises to marry Mason
and helps hlni In every way. Doria gives a
reception to which she Invites Mason. He goes,
intending to have a talk with Manners. One
of the women whose earnings have been lost
in the hank ai)pears. but Doria orders her from
the house. Instead the woman slips unnoticed
to Doria's room and stabs herself. Later while
all the guests are assembled at dinner. Doria
is startled by a drop of blood which falls from
the celling, causing much
consternation.
Mason talks with Manners In the library and
the two are advised of what has happened.
Manners goes to the woman upstairs, and as
he is returning to the library overhears his
wife and the Prince making love. He denounces
her and tells the astonished guests that she is
the one who really is responsible for tbe fail-
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ure of the bank and the ruination of Mason.
He now realizes that she has lied about Mason.
The Prince, after trying to be»mlrrh the
charactt-r of Beverly by reporting that be saw
lier coming from Mason's apartment late at
night, takes Doria away with him. His form
changes to that of the Devil and she knows
that she Is in his power.

GOLD

SEAL.

THE WOMAN HE FEARED (Three Parts—
Xov. 14 ) .—The cast : John Gray ( Pranklyn
Farnum) ; Henry Clive (William Canfield) ;
May Clive (Vola Smith) ; Claire (Clarissa Selwyn) ; Myrtle Andrews (Adele Farrington) .
Story by E. M. Ingleton. Produced by Harry
Millarde.
, .,
Henry Clive. a wealthy widower, placed his
small daughter. May. in a convent when she
was a mere child, and now that her education
is completed takes her home. Clive. alone, has
amused himself according to his fancy, but
now that his daughter has come to live with
him he decides to reform. So he informs
Claire, his mistress, that their relations can
continue no longer. Piqued, sbe plans revengeHer nephew, John Gray, is a drunkard. When
he loses his position on a newspaper because
of this, she sends him to a sanatorium, where
his cure is eventually consummated, and she
promises to make him her heir and draws up
her will acoordingly. Through her he meets
an artist. Myrtle Andrews, who has received a
commission
from Clive to paint May's picture.
May makes the acquaintance of Gray and
soon the two are friends. Claire, who has been
watching the little love god at work, tells her
regenerated nephew that she will provide him
with ample funds for a wedding if he can win
May. but he must keep secret the fact that she
is his aunt. ^Vhile not understanding the reason for the stipulation. Gray agrees.
The wedding takes place. To tbe wedding
breakfast comes Claire with her friend tbe
artist. Steathlly she exchanees her glass of
champagne for his of ginger ale. Gray becomes Intoxicated and shames the woman he
married and her father, and Claire tells Clive
that because he once spurned her that now she
is avenged and also discloses the fact that
Gray is her nephew. Clive orders Gray returned to his apartments, whither Claire followswhat
withfrom
liquors,
and whenstupor
be recovers
bis drunken
tempts somehim
further.
May. meantime, has decided that her place
belongs beside him. As sbe arrives Gray, somewhat awakened to what his aunt Is endeavoring to do. berates her and orders her from tbe
house. Claire, returning to ber own home,
intends striking Gray from her will, hut ere
she can do this an attack of heart failure ends
her life. So Gray and his wife are free to
live out their lives in peace.

UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL
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LIBERTY
No.20i.—
l.'i— Tbe
'"Thecast:
FlagLibof
Truce"—
Two (Episode
Parts — Nov.
erty Horton (Marie Walcamp) : Pedro (Eddie
Polo) ; Capt. Bob Rutledge (Jack Holt) ; Major
Winston (Neal Hart) : Theresa (Maud Emory) :
Manuel Leon (Bertram Grassby) : Jose Leon
(L. M. Wells); Pancho Lopez (G. Raymond
Nye).
Written and produced by Henry MeRae.
Pedro and Liberty are now in tbe prison.
Pedro is sitting In his cell and outside are two
guards talking of the torture that they are
going to put Pedro through. They have been
drinking rather heavily and pay no attention
to their nrisoner. Pedro finds that the door Is
open. He takes advantage of this discovery
and lunges against it. The guards turn on bim
and he grabs one about the lees and upsets
him and the other he throws against the table.
He Is about to eseape when a number of other
guards arrive and he is taken to the torture
room. As one of the guards i^ found to be
dead and the other badly wounded the men who
bave hold of him want to subject bim to tbe
severest tortures
In the meantime Liberty has found a Ijit of
masonry loose in the wall of her cell and by
working manages to make It large enough to
crawl through. She gets Into an underground
chamber, where sbe finds a pool of water and
a number of skeletons. The walls are covered
with sllme and dirt and there can be heard
the sound of dripping water. To add to the
horror of the place there are all kinds of rats
and vermin swarming about. Set-lng no way
of escaping here, she turns to eo ba^k when
she finds to ber horror that the whole has been
closed, and that she is a prisoner in tbe
dungeon.

LAEMMLE..
THE cast
EMERALD
PIN and
(Two
Parts— Xov.(Rob2.*?).
—The
: Kathleen
Grandmother
erta Wilson) : Kitty (Eileen Sedgwick) ; Mrs.
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Dexter (Gretcben Lederer) ; Alvin Randolph
(Charles Pearley) ; Rose (Louise Owen) :
Roses Cousin ( Myrtle Gillette) . Scenario by
Maie Havey.
Produced by Burton George.
Kitty lives with her grandmother. One day
a Mrs. Dexter, who belongs to the smart set.
invites Kitty to a bridge party. EJre the party
is over, however, the grandmother arrives and
takes a rather rebellious Kitty home, and then
she tells the story of her own life.
Long ago, when grandmother was a young
girl she had a sweetheart, Alvin, and he finally
asked her to become his wife. Kathleen was
happy and confided the news to her best friend.
Rose, who was herself in love with Alvin. Her
jealousy caused her to plot.
Alvin requests Kathleen not to gamble ; Rose
learns of this and invites Kathleen to a party,
where she has secured the aid of her cousin to
make Kathleen play. At first Kathleen wins,
but later she loses all the time and in order
to pay her gambling debts borrows money from
Rose until the sum mounts.
Then Alvin presents Kathleen with a beautiful emerald pin. Rose tells Kathleen that
unless she pays the sum borrowed immediately
that she will go to Alvin fur the money. This
alarms Kathleen and at the suggestion of Rose
she pawns the pin. Then Rose suggests that
they go to Kathleen's home to view the presents—and the wonderful emerald pin. Kathleen with a quivering heart accompanies them.
But meantime the maid, who was an accomplice of a band of crooks, had admitted one of
the gang and taken all the presents. This
foils
plan, but
so long
AlvIn
lived Rose's
did Kathleen
darenever
to wear
the asemerald
pin which she later secured from the pawnshop. Kitty promises never to gamble, and the
grandmother feels that she has accomplished
some good by disclosing her secret.
HER MESSAGE TO HEAVEN (Special Release— Nov. 25). — This is the story of a little
girl who has been told by the pastor that heaven
Is a real place and she so firmly believes this
that she calls up and asks to speak to heaven.
But by accident she overhears a dire plot,
which, by her efforts, is frustrated.

IMP.
WHEN HE CAME BACK (Nov. 22).— The
cast: "Spike" Dugan (Malcolm Blevlns) ; Dan
Moran (Charles Cummings) ; Nellie Moran
(Betty Schade). Written by Joseph Le Brandt.
Produced
by John
McDermott.
"Spike" has been sent to prison by the evidence of Dan and has sworn to have revenge.
One day Dan reads that he has been released
and is terrified. At the time he Is sick and
Nellie goes to the druggist's for some medicine. The medicine Is poisonous, so that when
he hears "Spike" coming Dan pours some of It
Into a glass of whisiiey to cheat "Spike" of his
revenge. But when "Spike" arrives he sees the
whiskey and, thinking to drink to the other's
health, he take^ the draught and is killed before the officers, whom Nellie has brought, can
arrest him.
CIRCUMSTANTIAL GUILT (Two Parts— Nov.
24).— The cast: Fillmore (Jack Nelson): Antonio (Burton Law) ; Mary (Grace Bonyng) ;
Hartman (Charles Cummings): Evans (Fred
Montague) ; Casey (Dan DuflfyV Scenario by
Maie Havey.
Produced by George Cochrane.
Antonio, a poor Italian fruit peddler, is on
trial for the murder of Hartman. In spite of
his protestations of innocence and his story
of the finding of the gun hurled into hJs fruit
stand, tbe consensus of opinion is that he is
guilty.
The jury retires, and after being out for a
considerable time all but one. Fillmore, are in
favor of conviction. He stoutly adheres to his
opinion and seems to be laboring under some
strain. One of the jurors pleads with him to
give In. as he Is very anxious to get home to
his wife, who is seriously ill, and still Fillmore holds out. At last he can seem to stand
the strain no longer and calling for attention
tells bis stor?' r
Hla sister, Mary, a sweet. Innocent girl, had
been betrayed by Hartman and had drowned
herself. Over her dead body Fillmore had
vowed vengeance. He had followed Hartman
to the city, and then one evening saw him entering a cafe. Knowing that he would return
home some time, he waited for him outside
until midnight, and then, as Hartman emerged
and started walking down the street, he shot
him and hurled the gun into the wagon of Antonio.
The confession made, Fillmore falls dead
and Antonio Is cleared of the accusation.

BISON.
THE LOST LODE (Two Parts — Nov. 25>. —
The cast: John Stepton (E. N. Wallack) ;
Gloria (Edith Johnson) ; Tom Higgins (Edward A. Heam) ; Edgar Collins (L. C. Shumway). Scenario by William Parker. Produced
by Henry McRae.
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John Stepton, owner of a once prosperous
mine, finds himself on the verge of bankruptcy
and is on the point of selling out to Graham, a
chap who is picking up all the mines in the
district. Edgar Collins, a young mining engineer, whom Stepton has engaged to trace
a lost iode of the mine, tells him that he thinks
be has discovered the lode which leads under
Gloria mountain.
This spoils the sale.
Tom Higgins has been Stepton's assistant
and is In love with Stepton's daughter, Gloria,
who does not favor his suit, as her heart already belongs to Collins. One of the drillers
has discovered a new vein and disclosed the
place to Higgins. who tells him to keep his
knowledge to himself and they will buy the
mine from Stepton and then work it themselves.
Collins forms the plan of blasting the mountain and makes all preparations. Higgins and
the driller decide to frustrate this by cutting
the wires just as Collins is ready to press the
button and then when he goes to Investigate
tbe wires will be put in contact and he will
lose his life.
One of the men who is working for Collins is
assaulted
by one Isof the
Higgins'
what
he thinks
dead men,
body who
down rolls
tbe
mountain-side, but the man revives and manages to phone Gloria what has happened. She
Is away, but returns on her yacht and swims
ashore. Higgins and his men tamper with the
wires and pull the lever, causing the explosion,
but Collins is not Injured. The picture ends
happily as the lost lode has been found.

Mutual Film Corporation
MUTUAL-CHAPLIN.
BEHIND THE SCREEN (Two Parts— Nov.
13) . — Set down in the midst of a thoroughly
equipped motion picture studio, with the real
director tearing his hair and shouting through
his megaphone, with dramas and comedies
under way, pretty actresses being picked, settings being put up and torn down — there Is unlimited opportunity for the wild destruction that
follows in Charlie's wake. As an under stage
carpenter, he goes about his work of knocking
over cameras, setting up columns, getting in
bad with the director, and doing everj-thing
that he shouldn't do with the pathetic seriousness that makes his work so peculiarly human.
Every one picks on him. Big Campbell, the
laxy head carpenter, makes him wait on him
like a slave; the director catches him every
time he sits down to draw a breath after his
vigorous labors and thinks that be is loafing :
even the stage properties that he Is handling
fall on him. However. Edna, an awkward
country girl, the butt of ridicule of the other
applicants for work, who manages to disguise
herself In the overalls and cap cast off by a
striking carpenter, understands him and Is
kind.

AMERICAN.
THE FIGHT ON THE DAM (Nov. 9).— Ed
Newton, a young engineer, encounters many
diflBcultles in the construction of the new dam.
Bill Dolan, one of the wealthiest cattle men
in the district. Is especially against the building of the dam and does all in his power to
prevent the engineer from completing it.
Dolan's
daughter
in love with
each meets
other. Newton and they fall
Later the surveying Is completed and the
dam is built. The cattlemen attack the engineer and his party but find that violence is to
no avail. Ed and his sweetheart go over the
dam and one of the cattlemen, who is In love
with the girl, attacks the engineer in the tower.
There a struggle ensues and Newton finally
grasps his assailant around the waist and hurls
him over the railing. Turning to the girl he
clasps her in his arms.

ECLAIR.
THE ETERNAL CHALLENGE fTwo parts
— Nov. 4), — The cast: Madam Danfers (Helen
Aubrey) ; Radford, her son (Norbert Myles) :
a society butterfly (Rea Martin) ; the actress
(Edna Payne).
Madam Danfers discovers that her overindulged son, Radford, is in love with a dancer.
The girl is really a good girl who is struggling against poverty and temptation and is
deeply In love with Radford. Madam Danfers
invites Llla, the actress and some society girls
to the house in order to show Radford the
difference between "ladies and LADIES."
At the luncheon Radford introduces Lila as
his wife and Madam orders them to leave the
house and they set up housekeeping in a tenement. Later a child is born to Lila, but even
this does not soften her mother-in-law. Radford takes his son to his mother and the babe
is dressed In the baptism robes of Radford.
Madam comes to her best and takes Radford,
his wife and son Into her house.

SIGNAL

FILM

CORP.

A LASS OF THE LUMBERLANDS (Episode
No. 3 — Two Parts- "First Blood" — Nov. 6).—
Chapter II of this serial closes with Helen and
Little Bear, the Indian fireman on "Dollar"
Holmes' logging railroad, paddling down stream
in a canoe to the recorder's office to beat
Holmes* agents (who are racing them In an
automobile, but have met with a spectacular
accident) in filing on the homestead lands of
Dawson, whom Holmes' men have murdered In
his cabin. The two canoers guide the frail
craft by dextrous strokes through the rapids
of a boulder-strewn river in tbe famed Yosemite Valley of Northern California. They
make a safe landing, and strike out afoot for
the recorder's office.
In the meantime Holmes' men escape death
when their automobile crashes through the
rail of a bridge and falls sixty feet Into a
river by swimming to the bank. They arrive
at the recorder's ofllce a few minutes after
Helen has filed on the coveted land. Coveted
particularly by both sides because its title
carries with it the exclusive right to float logs
to mill from a timber area owned in part by
Holmes corporation and in part by small holders, among whom are Helen and a number of
her friends.
Through the taking up of a friendly subscription to buy Helen a birthday present It Is
discovered by Holmes' men that she was a few
days under eighteen years old — the legal age —
when she filed on the lands of the murdered
homesteader, and Holmes and his son Stephen
(Helen's half-brother, but though neither
knows it) on the strength of that fact procure
a nullification of her filing and record a new
filing
in Holmes'
name.
To offset
the loss
of their log-floating right
Helen and her friends decide to use Holmes'
railroad to transport their logs to mill. The
logs are loaded. Holmes arrives upon the scene
and announces that his road is not a common
carrier ness.
and
will not
a rival's busiHe orders
the transport
engine uncoupled
from
the log train, and departs. The uncoupled and
loaded flat-cars are shoved onto a down-grade
and sent whirling of their own momentum to
the mill.
Meantime Holmes' wife has taken a train to
meet her husband, at his direction — and there
is a wild race with a locomotive with Helen at
the throttle to overtake and pass the runaway
cars and throw a switch to prevent a fatal
collision between the passenger and the freight.
The race succeeds, there is a wild flst-flght
between the small timber holders and employes
of Holmes, tbe log train eventually reaches the
mill, and the logs are unloaded. Helen wires
Holmes tauntingly: "Logs at mill. First

A LASS OF THE LUMBERLANDS (No. 4—
Two Parts— Nov. 13). — In . order to force the
blood."
only railroad in their district to transport
logs of small-holder
rivals
"Dollar"
Holmes'
timber
trust to mill,
the ofsmall
holders
and
Helen Holmes as railroad station agent frame
a conspiracy to have the road declared by the
Interstate Commerce Commission a common
carrier.to This
tells
the story of Helen's
efforts
carrychapter
out this
conspiracy.
An agent of the road not familiar with
Holmes' announcement that it is not a common carrier and will not handle rivals' business, accepts a package billed beyond the California state tine — into Utah. Its delivery at
destination will constitute the road a common
carrier. Holmes' men find out about tbls conspiracy immediately after the package has been
accepted by the agent, and Holmes Is furious.
He orders his men to see that the consignment is held up. Helen learns of this plan and
undertakes to frustrate it.
She leaps on the platform of a flying train,
tries the door, finds It locked, and in one of
the most spectacular scenes ever shown on the
screen climbs by hand-holds from window ledge
to window ledge until she reaches the platform
of tbe expres car where the package Is — and
gains entrance to tbe car just as one of
Holmes' men holds up the express agent and
tosses the package into a Holmes automobile
that is racing alongside the train.
Helen doesn't hesitate a moment. She leapB
after the precious parcel — and lands in the
auto. The men driving it overpower her and
throw ber out Into the road. She Is stunned
senseles by the fall, but recovers consciousnees
in time to start the package once more on Its
out-of-the-state
journey.
Holmes's son Stephen — Helen's half-brother
by her father's second and illegal marriage,
though none of the persons involved knows that
relationship exists between any of them — acta
as his father's agent in trying to stop the shipment of the package, and he does not scruple
to resort
out success.to pistol-point argument, but with-
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MUTUAL.
HIS GUARDIAN ANOEL. (Two Parts — Nov.
13). — The cast: Rodney [Jraillcy (Eugene Palleto) : Mabel Saunders (Katbryno Vaugbn) ;
David Saunders, her father (W. K. Bralnbrldge) : "01s BlU" Stevens (Harry S. Grlffltta).
David Saunders, a big contractor and manipulator. Is Interested In the construction of a railroad Id Dorthwestern Montana. The rival line
is being pushed through by a rival company an-l
the success of either line depends on which one
crosses
flrst.Mabel
Bradley's
son
Rodney, nwhocertain
Is In divide
love with
Saunders.
dausbter of David Saunders. Is sent by the rival
company to see that their Hoe Is pushed throui;h
first. "HIk Bill" Stevans, a regular roughneck.
Is sent out by Saunders and told lo push the
line through regardless of expense. Mabel learns
that her father Is plotting against Rodney, so
she follows him Into the great west and hovers
over him. She saves bis life for him and later.
even though Rodney Is successful, Saunders forgives him and siimtions his marriage to Mable.

CUB.
JERRVS DOUBLE HEADER (Nov. 24).—
The cast: Jerry (George Ovey): Hold-up Man
(George George) ; Father (M. J. McCarty);
Mother i.lelen Gllmore) ; Daughter (Claire
Alexander).
Jerry
Is "In sobad"
sweetheart's
and
mother,
he with
rides his
concealed
In a father
trunk
on the back of the family automobile In which
mother, father and daughter are taking a spin.
The patrons of the roadhouse take refuge in a
box and a barrel as a robher holds them up.
The landlord of the place hides behind the
counter, leaving the situation In the hands oi
the desperate character. The automobile party
approaches. The desperado holds up the party,
but seeing the daughter, he takes them under
his protection, while Jerry peers out of the
trunk at the proceedings. The hold-up man
escorts the frightened family Into the roadhouse, shooting as be goes, commanding the
hysterical landlord to dance, firing at the
waiter and taking a shot at Jerry, who follows
them In.
As Jerry hurries out of the roadhouse he
conceives the Idea of using a racing automobile which has Just driven up. He enters the
restaurant quietly, ties a lariat around the
feet of the hold-up man. who Is dragged out
by the racer. But the bandit, after he has
been dragRed down the road, Is left rubbing
bis bead dazedly when the lariat runs afoul
of a tree. He recovers just In time to hold
up the automobile party which has by this time
followed from the Inn. On seeing the bandit
Jerry hastily concludes his conversation with
the girl and gets Into the trunk.
The family, with the bandit still accompanying them, enter the residence. Wben
father phones for the police, the bad man
shoots the telephone from his hands, Jerry
now g>?ts inside and fells the bandit with a
blow over the head. Mother and daughter enter a bedroom and father is Just knocking there
for odmitttanre when he sees that the bandit
has recovered and Is entering the hallway.
Father escapes at the other side of the hall
while the bandit raps on the bedroom door.
The mother opens the door and falls Into the
bandit's
arms.
She screams
and atruns.
"Wlille
mother gets
a shotgun
and fires
the bandit.
Jerry sneaks in again and fells the desperado
with holds
a vase.
Jerry
takes the
bandit's
and
him up
as mother
shoots
again. guns
Two
officers now enter and find that the features
of the captive correspond with those of the
picture on the notice of reward. As the po, llcemen march the bandit off the scene. Jerry
is hailed as the hero of the hour and gets
the daughter with her father's ble=sing.

MUTUAL

STAR

PRODUCTION.

PECK 0' PiCKLES (American— Five Parts —
Nov. 1.1).— The cast: Rudolph Schlilz (C. William Kolb) : Louise, his dauehter (May Cloyi:
Adolph
Bu^ch
I Max
M. Dill*: pprgeant
Todd
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(Prank Thompson); Caroline Pickett (Marie
Van ineTassel):
(JosephClark) ; Jed.Lutle.
town Busch's
sheriff daughter
(Burdell Jacobs);
Bobble Bennett (Alan Forrest). Directed by J.
.v. HeCfron.
Rudolph Schlltz Is the village shoemaker and
Adolph Busch, the leading grocer, and butcher
Rudolph has a daughter named Louise, who Is
pretty. Adolph's
daughter,
Is not
attractive as Louise.
BobbieLutle,
Bennett
Is so
a romantic Boston boy. Jed Prouty Is the village
■constable." who is in love with Lutie. Caroline Pickett is slightly Infatuated
with Bubch.
Rudolph rips the sole of a shoe and finds
therein an old lottery ticket No. 131313. The
prize Is $131,313. Bausch Is persuaded to buy
a ten per cent. Interest for $10 In the ticket
that had Its drawing two years ago and their
hopes soar as they contemplate tbe dents they
will put In this old world when they win the
dough.
Lutle reads Laura Jean LIbby and obtains
an Inspiration thereby. While packing eggs
she writes her initial "L" on the shell, tells
how lonesome she Is and sends It forth. Bobble
gets the egg and Lutle gets a letter requesting
a photograph. Afraid to put her own picture
In tbe mall. Lutle slips In a picture of Louise
and signs It Louise. Return mall brings a
picture of Bobble, and Labor Day brings Bobble himself pining for the real thing in girls.
From this innocent Incident the stor>" grows
until it Involves all the characters in ridiculous
situations.
.Actuated by high moral Impulses. Caroline
stirs the town to frenzy on the subject of drink
and gambling, the lottery^ ticket forming the
rhlcf charge in the latter complaint. Later on
Caroline gets intoxicated from imbibing sweet
elder which the frolicsome Bobby adulterated
with "medicine water" abstracted from a black
bottle carried by Buscb, The cider becomes
fashionable and all patronize It. The result is
a most wonderful souse, ending in a deep sleep
and a vivid dream In which all the village
characters tread backward over the trail of
time and appear In curious antics in the city
of Washington. D. C. In the year 1860, before
the war.
After scenes typical of that period time two
Germans become the target of the rebel army
and are blown thousands of miles through
space, landing in the heart of 1960. in the exciting reign of King Theadore the First. After
funny incidents, the final act brings the scene
once more lo Walpole, Mass.. where the two
jolly Germans awaken to find a great triple
wedding planned and to realize that their mysterious peregrination was due to the Influence
of the stuff that made Milwaukee famous. They
agree to destroy all tbe liquor In Walpole.
LONE STAR ( American — Five Parts — Nov.
23i. — Tbe cast: Lone Star (William Russell):
Helen Mattes (Charlotte Burton) ; John Mattes
(Harry Von Meteri : Jim Harper (Alfred Ferguson) Jefferson
:
Mattes (Ashton Dearholt).
Lone Star, an Indian lad of superior intelligence, marvels at the efficacy of the white man's
medical methods. He later goes East to secure
an education and release his tribe from the
practices of the medicine man. After a medical
course in college Lone Star goes to New York
and here becomes a noted surgeon. He mecl<i
Helen Mattes, the daughter of a rich New Yorker, and falls in love with the girl. Her father
objects to his daughter mating with an Indian
and he brings Helen to the same conclusion.
A short time after the girl has told Lone Star
that she can never marry him he saves her life
by a very delicate operation. Then, disgusted
with so-called "high society." he returns to the
Indian village and there sets about to give them
the benefit of his education.

VOGUE.
UP THE FLUE (Two parts— Nov. 26). — The
cast: The Oil Magnate (Larrv Bowes); the
Magnates daughter (Lillian Hamilton) ; the
rhlef bombmaker (Harry Hucklns); the
bombmaker's daughter (Florence Rosee) ; one
of the Bad Ones ^Owen Evansl; the Worst of
Them
All (Ruhe Miller) ; the Hired Man (Roy
.McOay).
McCray. assistant to the oil magnate and In
love with the oil magnate's daughter, on seeing a suspicious character hanging around the
oil fields, follows him. Lillian, the daughter,
goes with him. Rube Miller Is the worst of
the buncb of bomhmakers and he spies Lillian
and Mr-Cray, The latter Is locked In the bolter
and a hot flre started under him. He Is rescued just in time by Lillian. Later she Is
?een by the bombmaker's daughter and her
fate Is sealed. She Is tied to a post with
a bomb set under her ready to go off at a
certain time. The girl Is rescued just In
time. The sputterlnu bomb Is thrown out of
the window and brines to earth a huge smoke''tack. Everyone Is buried In the debris. McCray appeals to the magnate for his daught*='r's hand and as he Is refused crowns himself with one of the many thousand bricks
and falls back into a fade-out.

MUTUAL.
MUTUAL WEEKLY NO. 1*7 (Nov. 8).
With tbe Allies In the Orient. — Ammunition
brought down in ships Is loaded on a miniature
railroad and rushed to the first-line artillery.
Subtitles: Big cannons at Scdd-ul-Bahr boml>arding Turkish fortifications. One shot with
these big guns demolishes entire bulldlnga Instantly. A wrecked Turkish mortar.
Washington, D. C. — Mrs. Belva Lockwood
celebrates 86th birthday. The first and only
woman to be nominated for the Presidency of
the United States.
New London, Conn. — The "Deutschland"
reaches this port at end of second successful
voyage. German U- freighter carries cargo of
rare chemicals and drugs.
Sheepshead Bay Speedway, N. Y.— Aitkin
•wins Harkness trophy. Average speed 107 mitea
an hour.
San Francisco, Cal. — Famous landmark la
destroyed. Old Hall of Records, which weathered the 1:K)() earthquake and fire, falls under the
hand of wreckers. Subtitle : The new City
Hall.
New York City.— Fashion Show for Charity
at the Rltz-Carlton. The Militia of Mercy presents "Le Carnaval des Modes " for benefit of
little victims of infantile paralysis. (Gowns
by J. M. Gidding & Co., Fifth Ave.. N. Y. City.)
Subtitles: Suit of green velour, trimmed with
Lapin, the new fashion fur of the season.
(Courtesy of J, M. Gidding & Co., Fifth Ave.,
New York.) Sport Suit. Rose color wool Jersey trimmed with natural opossum. Taupe
velvet tan with embroidery. Afternoon suit of
Tete De Negre. Muff cuffs of Kolinsky. Picture hat of tulle with spray of Paradise.
Unique evening hat of Georgette Crepe with
French blue ribbon and flowers.
Washington, D. C. — New head piece for Uncle
Sam's soldiers. Combination helmet and trench
digger is a new war invention.
Oakland. Cal. — Smart set holds fete for
charity. Society maids open Bazaar for benefit of the baby hospital.
New York City. — Handcuff King frees self
in midair.
Spectacular feat amuses thousands
Mare Island, Cal.— Keel is laid for Battleship
"California." Work on mightiest naval unit
is started.
New York City.— President Wilson
up
whirlwind campaign here. Speaks at winds
luncheon
given by business men. Subtitle: "Begorra
I'm for Wilson, too."
New York City.— Carlstrom completes Chicago
to New York flight with U. S. mail. Wins
new
non-stop record. 700,000 people along course
witness progress of flight. Subtitle: The start
in Chicago. Mutual Weekly cameraman hands
film of start to Carlstrom to be delivered at end
of journey in New York. The finish of the
flight at Governor's Island, N. Y. City The
film is delivered in fastest time ever made by
any man between the two cities.

MLTUAL
WEEKLY
NO. OS (Nov. 15)
W th the French at Combles.— The terrific
artillery
bombardment leveled and wrecked
every standing thing in its line of flre. Subtitles :All the survivors were made prisoners
Being searched, even to their shoes.
The
barbed-wire detention camps are a haven
of rest and contentment.
Washington, D- C— Not a blaze. The Canbath.
gets its annual
itol Building
Wellesly. Mass.— College girls In annual aport
carnival. Refreshments were served — just like
cricket.
tea at English
Washington. D. C.—U. S. Postofflce Department adopts automatic mail tying machine
Saves 50 per cent, of labor and twine Invented by Mr. B. H. Eunn.
New York City —Candidate Hughes votes
early.
Gets ballot No. 13.
Princeton. N. J.— President Wilson motors
from Shadow Lawn to vote here.
Boston. Mass, — Scores drowned as trolley
plunges through open draw bridge. Crowded
car sinks in 25 feet of water and only few
escapes.
Washington, D. C— "Petticoat for a Dime"
fraud
order stops $10,000 In dimes.
letters containing dimes are opened at200.000
dead
letter office and returned
to senders.
Boston. Mass. — Norfolk Hunt Club holds annual fox chase.
St. Louis. Mo. — Mississippi River steamboat.
"Cape
valuable Girardeau,
cargo. " goes down. Divers recover
Los Angeles, Cal. — Soldier boys return from
border duty. Bronzed troopers, hardened by
camp flre. return home self reliant and springy
as race horses.
Chicago. Ill, — First book printed on western
hemisphere Is presented to Newberry Library
here.
In 1576.The book was printed by Pedro Ochar'o
Easton. Fa. — Penn highway Is dedicated.
New eoncrete road formally opened by Gov.
Brumbaugh of Pennsylvania, and Gov. Fielder
of New Jersey.
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has developed from the boys' push-is
The Au oped
mobiles As this new method of locomotion
the attention of cartoonists
Tst now engaging
and the
iaudeville artists, screen comedians
development will prove ver>
its
public,
general
entertaining.
,..
t-avin"
savm^
A fourth section shows ?■ , ^^w life thermos
<:uit which utilizes the principle of the person
botle Not only does the shipwrecked
is a «,ineS oy bis usual warmth, but there
his lunch, mak
partment in which he carries
.
ing his outing a veritable excursion
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MUTUAL TOURS AROUND THE Englan
d and
1 (Nov 7).— In the pictures of
Holland and
Germanv, of Southern France or su^eed
ed In has
man
camera
the
SwTzerland.
atmosphere of the locaimess
catching the real
nirtured and the costumes of the peasant
reproduced
Sr Salicia are no less /'-^ith fullythe Viennese
than are the ravishing costumes ot
ted by war or
erand dames, apparently unaffec
crowd
ball
famme or the gay army and nawus munitions
enormo
at VladWostocU where the
army
n
Russia
the
for
Europe
PXDorts from
for transd until recently line.
beenoverhandle
Sve
the Trans-Siberian
sbinmtnt
in the
Amongst the places of interest shownRochelle
first re^Sse of Mutual Tours are: La
town
Prance scenes In the harbor, the ancient
^
s, and tlie wharves
haU and other building
heart
the
to
France
from
The scenes change
the
nf olden Egypt, where we are shown
Dam^Sne of the world's greatest feats
and
Assouan
nf eneineering. the famous River Nile you
ts. From Egypt
Cleopatra^ Baths Cataractown
midst of
arc taken to a Galician views in oftheKamenetz.
fhP war zone. Here
fortress
rnflnl?k are portrayed, scenes ot the
types.
^nd also man"^ of the native Galician
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SEE AMETRICA FIRST XO. 61 {Nov. 8) .—
The success of -'Along the Columbia River m
Number 5J
Gaumonfs "See America First"this
beauurui
is responsible for a return to
stream nine weeks later. These different views
fam"Oregon's
called
are
of the same country
up intious River." The pictures are bound
River Highway.
mately with the Columbia
Among the pictures for which spectators who
highhave made the trip over the celebrated
way will look eagerly are Cascade Rapids. Eagle
Punch Bowl. CatchCreek Bridge, the Devil's
ing Salmon in Eagle Creek, Eagle Point. Horse
Tail Falls. Waukeena Falls, Latourell tails and
Beacon
Rock.
is an animated
er.
to the scenic
. ,,
, cartoon
Palm
Harry
by Attached
historically
The Columbia River is noted both from
it
and for the salmon which is taken
This famous river was discovered in l.X. by
Clark
and
Captain Gray. In ISlH the Lewis
Expedition reached the mouth of the Columbia
River and opened up the great fur producing
region of the country.
MUTUAL TOURS AROUND THE WORLD. No
•1 (Xov 14) — First comes the ancient French
the
town of La Rochelle. The pictures show and
harbor, the quays, the fishing fleet as it sails
at sea and the town hall built in 1006.
The second section shows the Nile at Assouan.
Here is located the wonderful dam which is one
1 he
of the world's greatest engineeringthefeats.
cataracts
granite formation responsible for
fs shown, as well as the great mass of masonry
water (or better diswhich now holds back theseason.
A view shows
tribution during the dry
the water rising to cover the Isle of Philae upon
which are the ruins of the beautiful temples of
Hathor. There are pictures also of naisis and
tive industries.
The third section of the reel takes one into
the war zones before peace had fled. It shows
pictures of the ancient Galician town of Kamenez-Podolsk. The streets, the t>azaar the
fortress and the moeque pre-empted by the lurKS
provide quaint picin the seventeenth century, our
own. The native
tures of a life remote from
of the refugees
idea
an
one
-give
type shows
who fled into this Country before the Russian
advance.

ES (Episode One, '"The DeTHE VAMPIR
tective's Head"— Three Parts— Nov. 23).— The
cast- Philip Guard, cub reporter (Edmund
Matlie) ■ Mrs. Guard, his mother (Florence
'^imon) ; Normandin (Marcel Levesque) ; Baron
Mortense and Doctor Nox (Eugene Eyme).
The terrible crimes of a mysterious band ot
law-breakers nicknamed the Vampires have
made all France fear these desperate men. No
one has been able to discover who they are.
\ young reporter on Mondial, a newspaper,
Philip Guard, has been receiving anonymous
notes in a feminine handwriting. He is publishing what clues he has found when Detective Durlal's headless body is found at St.
Clement. The officer had been sent there to
follow a Vampire clue, and his death is a warnGuard asks his paPhilip
band.
ing
per tofrom
sendthe him
to St.
Clement. ^
Philip's mother tells him that near at. Clement lives an old friend of his father's. Dr. Nox.
She fears for her son's life and makes him
Nox's aprotecDr. there
seekmeets
willand
Mrs.
promisetion.that
He doeshe so,
Simpson, an American woman, who is thinking
disis
Philip
chateau.
of buying Dr. Nox's
tressed the first night to find that a picture
hides an empty space in the wall which Incould
the
be used to conceal a bulky package.
pocket of his dressing robe he also finds a
message from the Vampires, warning not to
seek further clues.
The next morning Mrs. Simpson discovers
that during the night she has been robbed of
both jewels and money. Philip discovers that
her jeweled cigarette case has been placed in
his pocket. He hurries to the authorities with
latest news of the Vampires, and is followed by
Mrs. Simpson and Dr. Nox. who accuse him of
the theft. His accusers are detained in a room
at police headquarters while Philip returns to
the chateau with the magistrate to investigate.
In the hidden closet behind the picture is
found a box containing the head of Detective
Durtal It had been put there only a few hours
for, when Philip
y. discovered
previous,
^ ,
^ the^ place,
_
it was empt
Philip returns with the magistrate to hnd
that Mrs. Simpson left a note acknowledging
that he was a Vampire, and that six months
previously the band had murdered the real Dr.
Nox. The newspaper reporter hurriedly reto Paris,
feeling the next developments.
will beturns in
the city.
The Vampires discover that Philip Guard is
from Marfa Koulearning of their movements She
discloses her
tiloff. a Russian dancer.
identity to Philip, who hastens to meet her. At
the same time, in her dressing room at the
theater, she receives a visit from a friend.
Baron Mortense. The Baron gives her a ring,
accidentally scratching her with one of its
sharp points as he places, It on her finger.
He
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then
goes toto dance,
his boxbutto falls
watchdead
her on
dance.
Marfa
attempts
the stage.
Philip, who has met Baron Mortense in the
dancer's dressing room, immediately suspects
him of being a Vampire. He does not wait to
see what happens to Marfa. knowing that the
Vampires have finished her. He follows her
executioner, the man who is the grand Vampire, The band is too sharp for him. In turn
he is followed and captured. The decree of the
judge of the Vampires is that he is to be
killed at dawn.
The man left to guard Philip is Normandin,
a Vamr^ire working for the Mondial. He recalls how Philip has helped him and decides to
liberate him. When the judge returns. Philip
and Normandin bind him and cover his face.
They then escape. It is their aim to capture ais
many of the band as possible. Under their
leadership the police surround the cellar In
which the execution is to take place. Before
the Vampires can uncover the face of the bound
and gagged man. they bear the police breaking
in. As they make their escape through the
underground passage, they determine that Philip
shall not be rescued. They shoot the bound
man. not knowing that it is their own comrade they are executing.

Miscellaneous Subjects
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THE CKIMSOX STAIN MYSTERY (Episode
.No. I-. -The Restless Spirit "—Two parts— Nov.
b).— While in his laboratory one day experimenting in the hope of discovering some element
to counteract the activities of Pierre La
Rue
and his gang of super-criminals. Dr. Montrose
IS interrupted by Pierre La Rue. who demands
the drug. The doctor refuses, and puts La
Rue out. The doctor then takes an oath to exterminate the gang and. pocketing a gun, follows Pierre La Rue. Dr. Montrose trails
Pierre
to Tanner's apartment, where, after a brief
wait, his vigilance is rewarded by the sight of
Pierre. Tanner and Kiel coming out of the
house.
The three gangsters drive off. Dr. Montrose
follows. Presently they reach a notorius dance
hall. Dr. Montrose, following the gangsters in.
sees them entering a private room. He seats
himself near the door. A moment later a waiter
carrying a tray of drinks to the gangsters, stops
at the doctor's table and during the instant
that his back is turned, the doctor drugs the
glasses. A moment afterward the gangsters
come out of the room and as they pass him. Dr.
Montrose looks inside to see whether or not
they emptied their glasses. Tanner catches
him at it. Following stealthily. Tanner draws
his pistol and with the butt end stretches the
doctor senseless to the floor.
When the doctor comes to he finds he is bound
hand and foot in a chair and a gag in his
mouth. Tanner puts on him a black mask
which covers the doctor from head to foot.
Tanner has no sooner done this than Pierre
enters carrying Florence. Just then Kiel bursts
into the room saying that Clayton and three
policemen are at the door. Pierre drops Florence and dashes out into the hall, followed by
his henchmen. Florence released, sees her
father's pistol on the floflr and as the door opens
she fires blindly, the bullet striking Robert
Clayton. Realizing her mistake. Florence
faints. Pierre comes hurtling back into the
room and, picking up one of the drugged glasses
forces its contents
down
Florence's
throat.
Gagged and bound. Dr. Montrose struggles
to tell Pierre that the whiskey is poi'^oned, but
Florence drains the glass and slips out of
Pierre's arms to the floor. In the midst ol it
all some one screams "Police!" Tanner and
Kiel cut the doctor's bonds and make good
their escape. The doctor drops on his knees
beside Clayton and Florence, ami picks up the
gun just as the police break into the room, finding him in this compromising situation. And
then like a thunder bolt out of a clear sky a
startling revelation
is made.
THE CRIMSON STAIN MYSTERY (Episode
No. 13, "The Despoiling Brutes" — Two parts —
Nov. 13). — Baffled at every turn in their attempts to be revenged upon Harold Stanley for
his unyielding efforts to bring them to justice.
Pierre La Rue, the master criminal, and his
gang become seriously concerned with their
future. Vanya Tosca learns accidentally that
Florence Montrose, daughter of Doctor Montrose, discoverer of the element which is responsible for the Crimson Stain Gang, is going
for a ride in the park. Accordingly Pierre La
Rue lays elaborate plans for her destruction.
The
gang is increased by a new member, a
cripple.
That afternoon as Florence and her father
jog along in the park, Florence suddenly catches
sight of an automobile speeding toward them.
She recognizes the occupants as members of
the Crimson Stain Gang, and she and her father
spur their horses on, hoping to escape, but the
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niachlni' overbaulB theai and tho CrlmtioD Stuln
UaiiK kidnap
Flort>nt-e.
1Iie Kung tiiki- Florviu-f lo an old slinck by
the rivt-r. \VhlU> Kivl and Tanner wauli Flor4'n<.-f. the crliiplo runs out on nn errnnd, anil
oni-e he l» outside, ho reveals the surprlsinK
fact that ho Is not n cripple after all. The
cripple hurries to u telephone booth, culls up
tho Montrose home uud talks to Robert Clayton,
the nrttst, Clayton and Doctor Motitrost- hurry
out to Klon-nee s rescue.
After telephunlni;, the cripple gets a motor
boat from the eanK's cache, and s-peeds back
10 the shaek. Kiel and Tanner put P'lorence
In the boat and they start off down tUo river.
Doctor Montrose ami Clayton come up just as
the boat backs away from the shore. They
hurry to the bridge. They wait until the boat
with Klorenie as fapttve comes alonp. Thou
a rope is tied to the bridge, and the end lowered. Clayton climbs down the rope hand over
hand, the cripple unseen by tbe rest of the
gang, unties Florence's bonds. Kiel, seetns Tlorence free. Jumps for her ; Florence knocks blin
overboard. Tanner jumps to stop Florence. .lust
as the boat comes up to him. Clayton, dangliny
in mtil-alr. reaches out and. grasping Florence.
lifts ber from the deck of the boat.
Tanner hits
grasps
Florence
waist.
Clayton
Tanner
and the'round
latter,the
loosening
bis hold, drops into iht- water. Once more have
Pierre La Rue and the Crimson Stain Gang
been foiled In their efforts to wreck destruction upon the house of Montrose. That night
as Florence is recounting her adventures to
her father. Robert Clayton and Harold Stanley,
she expresses keen curiosity at tbe identity
of the cripple who had cut her bonds and thus
enabled her to maki- good her escape from the
clutches of the murderous gang. Everybody is
curious but Stanley, who smiles as if he knew
a whole lot more than be would tell.
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JIMMV I'ALE. AL1.\.< THE GREY SEAL.'
THE (;KKV seal (Episodf No. 1 -Two parts).
— Htnry La Salle, uncle of Marie Ua Salle, plots
with Travers. a lawyer, to gain control oi
Marie's fortune. While this is going on. .limmy
Dale, a wealthy young bachelor, who has taken
to all manners of erratic crimes, plans to rob
the safe of Goldweather \- Frost, the fashionable Jewelers. Henr)* La Salle organizes a band
of unscrupulous society bluckraaik-rs and crooks
into "The Crime Club." •The Crime Club" decides that Marie must die in order that her
uncle may obtain her fortune. Jimmy succeeds
in robbing the jewelers' safe, and escapes wilb
Ills booty despite the efforts of the police to arrest him. As always, he leaves as a mark that
it is his work. "The Grey
■cracked door of the safe.

Seal" upon

the

JIMMY DALE, ALIAS "THE GREY SEAL"
— (Episode Xo. 2, "The Stolen Rubles" — Two
parts), — Marie, having learned of the plot
against her life, has left tbe home of her unclf
and has taken refuge with a society niatron.\t
reception ofat the
tbe society
latter's man,
home,meets
Jimmy,
bis acharacter
Mariein
and falls in love with her. He is half determined to abandon his exciting secret life,
but Is urged on by a note from a mysterious
Influence, which signs itself "Tocsin." He is
persuaded to go to the aid of a victim of Perly.
a gambler. The victim has been persuaded by
Perly tirst to gamble away his money, and then
to steal some priceless rubies, Jimmy breaks
into Perly's den, and at the point of tbe pistol
compels Perly to hand back the rubies. They
are then mailed to their rightful owners, and
Perly's dupe is set upon the right path by the
persuasion of Jimmy Dale, who thus once more
shows that his depredations while they may
have had variances with the laws of society.
still work for good in the end."
JIMMY DALE. ALIAS 'THE GREY SEAL"—
1 Episode N'o. :{. "The Counterfeit Five"— Two
parts). — The love affair between Jimmy Dale
and Marie I,a Salle ripened Into their engagement, and .limmy is again anxious to abandon
his wild
adventures
when
another
summons
WATCH
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Manufacturers want me to send them patents on useful inventions. Send me at once
drawing and description of your invention
and 1 will give you an honest report as to
securing a patent and whether I can assist
you in selling the patetii. Highest references. Established JS VLLirs. Personal attention in Jill cases. WM, N. MOORE. Loan
and Trust Building. Waahingtop.
P. C.
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comes from the myetertoun "Tocsin" ; this tlmo
the
InforniH
him by
that a "The
helpmcRsage
Is (-uRiTly
wanted
man Grey
who Seal's'*
Is tho
nolo support of an iiWiMl mother, and who Is
beliiK victimized by a band of crooks. Jimmy
dei'lucs to Ro to the rescue. He discovers that
Sammy Mathews, a uickly employee of tho
United States Currency KngravlUK Hureau, has
been charged with stealinK a damaged flvc-doilar
engravinK plate, and tbat the supposed secret
serviee man has extorted $5,000 from Mrs.
Mathews, Sammy's mother, under the threat ot
sending Sammy to prison.
Jimmy learnw that tbe alleged government detective Is a member of a gang of crooks, who
disguised himself as a secret Si*rvice man for
hlackniailing |>urposeB. Single-liaiideil Jimmy
Invades the underground di-n in which the gang
makes its headquarters, and a light ensues. In
the meantime some mysterious information has
•reached the police headquarters lo the effect
that "The Grey Seal" can t)c captured at the
headquarters of the gang. The police break In
while tbe tight is at its height, but by a clever
trick Jimmy succeeds in escaping both the jjolice and the crooks. He leaves behind him, however, the now
mark
"The baffled
Grey Seal,''
and the
policefamous
.officials
are ofmore
than
ever in their efforts to capture the elusive
"Gray Seal."
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EXTR.\VAGAXCE (Popular Plays and Players— Five parts — Xov. r,i. — The cast: Norma
Russell (Mme. Petrova) : Court land Russell
(H. Cooper Cliffe) ; Franklin Hall (Mablon
Hamilton): Howard Dundore (Arthur Hoopst:
Horace Scott (J. W. Hartman); Robert
Mackay (Edward Martindel) ; Butler (Tom
Cameron). Scenario written by Wallace G.
Clifton.
Directed by Burton
L. Ping.
Extravagance has always marked the lives of
Xorma Russell and her father, Courtland Russell. As a consequence, debt overtakes them,
and Russell is forced to borrow a large sum
of money from Howard Dundore, the hanker.
Even this hint of coming trouble does not
cause them to economize, and soon Russell
has to ask Dundore for an extension of his
note.
This the banker refuses to do dnless the
note is accompanied by the signature of a depobiior of the bank. Russell forges the name
of Robert Mackay.
one ofknows
the bank's
depositors.
Dundore
the wealthiest
name Is
forged, but instructs his confidential man,
Horace Scott, to pay tbe note and subtract it
from his private account. He then accuses
Russell, and to save her father from the consequences of his forgery Xorma is obliged to
consent to marry Dundore. She cables her
lover, Franklin Hall, a business man, who ha9
gone to South America lo look after a rubber
investment,
that she cannot
marry
him.
Hall returns at once, pays back the amount
of the note, thereby beggaring himself, and
marries Xorma. Dundore pretends to be
friendly to the young couple, tells Hall he
knows his investment has gone badly, and
offers him a position in the bank, which Hall
accepts. Dundore then seizes the opportunity
to have Hall's accounts falsified in order to
make it appear that he has stolen large sums
of
money.
to callmakes
at thelove
Hall's
home,
and He
on continues
one occasion
to
Xorma. Hall comes in unexpectedly, the men
come lo blows, and Dundore accuses Hall of
hPV'iig' taken money from the bank. He is
arretted, brought to trial and sentenced to
five years" imprisonment. The only man who
could have testified in his behalf, Horace
Scott, has been given money by Dundore, with
orders to leave the city.
Norma feels that her husband's trouble is ;a
judgment upon herself for her extravagancy,
since he has always gratified her every wish.
Left without means by his imprisonment she
turns her talents to scenario writing, at which
she is immensely successful. Her father, who
has been ousted from
his elubs for non-pay-
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ment of dues, and who lives in a little apartment with his daughter, secures work as a
motion
picture actor.
One evening when they are returning trom
the studio in the motor car of the director,
they see an old man run down by another
car. Norma takes the injured man home.
his
When he regains consciousness days later
mind is a blank. During his ravings Norma
has knowlgleans enough to suspect that he crime,
and
edge of her husband's supposed
tries in every way to bring back his memory.
the prison
to
him
takes
She
fall.
All efforts
him
recognizes
Hall
to see her husband, and
not recognize the husas Scott, but he does upon
an idea, and with
band. Norma decides
the aid of her director carries it out.
She writes a scenario embodying tie tacts
in the case of her husband's false accusation,
and has it acted tor the screen. Then shea
invites Dundore to see her latest picture at
special showing, and has Scott present. the
its action
picture is called "The Banker." As the
audiprogresses there Is a shout from
torium. Scott jumps to his feet wildly exit
claiming :"That's the way he didme 1do Hall
was not to blame. Dundore made escapes. It.He
In the ensuing excitement Dundore
engages a spehurried to the railroad station,
cial and leaves the city, but fate follows hiin.
and he is killed when his engine crashes Into
rea line of "dead" freight cars. Hall is
leased on the testimony of Scott, whose memory has been brought back hy Norma s plan,
and Norma and her husband begin lite happily
once more both she and her lather having
learned a ' bitter lesson on the tolly of extravagance.

BIO TREMAINE (Yorka Film Corp— Five
Parts— Nov :;0).— The cast: John Tremaine.
Malvern (May
Jr (Harold Lockwood) ; Isobel(Lester
Cuneo) .
Allison) ■ Redmond Malvern
Judge 'Tremaine (Albert Ellisl ; Mrs. Tremaine
la™
(^IJ
e
Tremain
David
:
I
Hayward
(Lillian
Ephe) ; Samuel Leavitt (Andrew Arbuckle) .
Julia Cameron (VirMammy (Josephine Rice) :Nolan
CWilliam De
ginia southern) ; John
(3tto.
-n-ritten and produced by Henry
Vaull).
The Tremaines are one of the first families
plantation.
of Virginia and owners of a large
John Tremaine. the younger son, has fallen in
visitlove with Julia Cameron of Boston, who is bankon. Malvern, the
ing on a nearby dplantati
er has entruste John with a large sum of
to a Richmond bank. Bemoney to be delivered errand
John stops at his
fore starting on his
the
home to prepare for the trip. Upon of entering
his brother
Krounds he sees Julia in the arms
David. Broken hearted at Julias deception,to
John decides that after delivering the money
the bank he will never return to his home.
One evening, seven years later. John walks
up to his old home to find it in a dilapidated
front
condition and a "For Sale" notice on tothe
Leavitt.
gate He removes the sign and goes surprise
the lamily attorney, who expresses explanationat
Johns return. John asks for an
money to
and is told that upon delivery of the was
found
the Richmond bank seven years ago it
and nis
to be several thousand dollars short, for
only
room
left
home
his
to
not returning
the money-.
that he had taken
one conclusion; that
the shock of his supposed
He also learns
theft killed his father, and that his brother died
only a month prior to his return. John instructs
the attorney to lift all mortgages and indebtedness against his mother's homestead and present
the deeds to her. He goes home, only to hndluea
scant welcome from his mother, whose entire
David.
has been wrapped up in her other son.that
his
She will not accept the property, feeling
fortune was founded on theft and that the act
deShe
them.
between
ot his youth is a barrier
cides to leave the old homestead, but rememhrances of old times make it impossible and John
implores her to remain.
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Tremaine brings the plantation from ruin and
desolation to a prosperous condition, remodels
and refuraishes the home, and in time wins the
love and confidence of his mother. Malvern, the
banker, has one daughter. Isobel. While out
riding one afternoon she falls from her horse
and John carries her home. The doctors find
she Is suffering only from a slight shock. Malvern in his excitement and recalling the occurrences of years before, accusing John of being a thief as well as a coward, forbids him to
come to his home again.
Julia. David's widow, comes to Tremaine for
her David's two sons.
the holidays, bringing with estate
is in a depleted
John learns that David's
indebtcondition. He takes up all outstanding
and the cbildren.
Julia
for
edness and provides
bis unuertakHis energy and directness in all
ings has won him the rt&pect and confidence of
of "Big Tretitlehim
and also
all his neighbors
maine." A committee
waitstheupon
and urges
him to accept the nomination for Congress, but
he declines it.
Isobel recovers quickly trom her injuries, ana
upon subsequent meetings with John finds that
her interest in him is awakened. She is intensely interested in all matters pertaining to Virginia, and learns that John is the people's choice
for John's
works
in secret
Isobel the
for Congress. Leavitt.
nomination.
attorney,
informs
John
that a body of people are on their way to urge
him to accept the nomination for Congress. Just
as the enthusiastic crowd, headed by Uobel. arrives at the gate Malvern comes in and tells
John that if be accepts the nomination he will
denounce him as a thief. Julia comes forward
with the statement, "It is a lie; John was not
the thief!" and hands the banker David's coqfession sUting that David stole the money from
the bag while John was changing clothes fo*the trip to Richmond seven years ago. Malvern
withdraws all opposition to John, and John gots
forth to receive the welcome of his neighbors
and claim lsot>el.
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A STRANGER FROM SOMEWHERE (FiveParts— Nov. 13)-— The cast: Sam Brockton and
"Dippy" Lewis ( Frankly n Farnum) ; Agnes
Darling (Agnes Vernon) ; Mrs. D. G. Darling
(Helen Wright) : Olga Veloskl (Claire MacDowell) ; Daniel Darling (Arthur Hoyt) ; Howard Dana ( Barney Furey ) . Scenario written
by Willis Wood.
Directed by Wm. Worthlngton,
Howard Dana and his partner* In adventures.
Olga Veloskl, discover that Sam Brockton, millionaire from the West, has arrived in town
and they arrange to fleece him. They plan an
old confidence game and locate the scene In one
of the residences of wealth, knowing that the
occupants of "Millionaire's Row" are spending the summer at various resorts. Agnes Darling and her father come to town for a day or
two from their summer home in the mountains.
Mr. Darling's automobile breaks down and as
Brockton passes, he offers his services to help
make repairs. In this way he discovers that
Agnes is a charming girl and falls in love.
The incident has been observed by Olga ind
her accomplice and when the repaired automobile drives
Olgathat
attracts
attention.
She away,
tells him
If he Brockton's
will come
to her home the next day sbe will introduce
him to Agnes, who Is supposed to call at Olga's
residence. Olga and her accomplice manage to
avoid the caretaker in the house they have selected for their work. At the appointed time
Brockton arrives and through an old confidence game he is robbed.
The scene of the robbery happens to be the
town residence of the Darlings. Just as the
trick is being turned, Mr. Darling and Agnes
arrive at their home. Upon entering the house,
the Darlings are amazed to find that the house
has been entered. They come upon Brockton,
who
is so frank
and
interesting
in his ex-
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planation that he ingratiates himself with
Agnes and her father, and they invite him to
their country home. The two sharpers escape
and join another member of the confidence
gang
a crook known
as "Dippy"
Lewis.between
When
Olga — observes
a striking
resemblance
"Dippy" and Brockton, she decides to use the
crook to an advantage.
Olga overheard the invitation Brockton had
received
fromhim.
the Darlings
to resemble
She sendsandhimdresses
to the"Dippy"
mountains and he Is received by the Darlings.
"Dippy's" criminal instincts lead him to commit several robberies among the hotel guests,
and when Brockton arrives he finds himself
under suspicion. He is puzzled at Miss Darling's conduct toward him. Olga has directed
members of her gang to chloroform Brockton
and dispose of him in a cellar, that he. may
not by any mischance reach the mountains before "Dippy" Lewis arrives there. The striking resemblance between the two mislead the
toughs and they chloroform "Dippy" and confine him in a cellar.
Agnes is perplexed at the strange transition
in Brockton's manner, for he really Is of a
gentlemanly
strong contrast
to "Dippy,"
whom the pirltype
had inpreviously
mistaken
for him.
The Darling family decide to return to the city
and invite Brockton to call upon them there.
Olga hears of this and plans to have "Dippy"
again impersonate Brockton. When Olga attemps to locate "Dippy," she discovers that he
is a prisoner. Before she can have him released, Brockton makes his visit to the Darlings, a fact of which Olga is not aware. Thus
it is that she goes on with h^r plans, sends
"Dippy" to call at the Darling home and there
the two men meet and settle matters.
THE MEASURE OP A MAX (Five parts—
N'ov. 20). — The cast: Pattie Batch (Louise
Lovely) : Jenny Hendy (Katbirlne Campbell) ;
John Fairmeadow i Warren Kerrigan); Billy
I Ivor MacFaflden) ; Donnie (Marion Emmons);
Jack Flack (Harry Carter) ; Tom Hendy (Marc
Robblns). Scenario written by Maud Grange.
Directed
by Jack Conway.
John Fairmeadow has been expelled from a
theological seminary because of his evident unfitness for the ministry. He goes West, and
finally winds up In a lumber camp. Pattie, the
pet of the woodsmen. Is praying that a parson
be sent to pronounce the burial service for her
father, who has been killed by a falling tree.
Fairmeadow's clerical appearance makes his arrival seemingly providential, for Pattie declares when she beholds him that her prayers
have been answered, and thus Fairmeadow is
compelled to conduct the burial service and
thereafter pose as a parson. Having gone to
the woods to fight out his own battles, Fairmeadow gains help for himself in helping othThe "parson's" reputation as an exhorter has
ers.
traveled to a nearby camp and he is urged to
go there and conduct revival services. Jack
Flack, the "boss" of the neighboring camp, objects to Fairmeadow's activities and undertakes
to physically expel him from the community.
In this encounter Flack comes off second best,
and Fairmeadow's record is enhanced. Plack
is living with a girl he has enticed from the
camp where Fairmeadow makes his headquarters.
girl isher
moved
by Fairmeadow's
sermons toThisleave
environments
and return
home.
She leaves her baby where Fairmeadow will
come son"
upon
and carries
when the
takes it
it in
In the
his woods,
arms and
it to"parhis
home camp, she follows. Going direct to Pattie's home. Fairmeadow is arranging for the
care of the child when its mother is discovered,
by Pattie looking in at the window. Thus
mother and child are reunited and Fairmeadow
and Pattie
go with her Is toeffected.
her father's home,
where
a reconciliation
Comes
Flack
to the camp
to find the girl
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and bave voogeance upon tbo "paraon. " Omor tbo converui Knlrmcadow has mado kill:*
Floflt In a IlKbt. and the "paraon'" wltnenaeb
tbul tbo dofd wa3 couimllled In nolf doferist-.
Whllo Kttlrmcadow bus bpen at tbo neiKhborlns
caiup, bltt couRrcKntloii haw built blm a cburcb
and cabin to \i\c lu. and soon otter his return
tbo "pantou" l3 colled upou to pertonu a niarrlugo. Then It Is that be mukea clear his stamlIng : that bo has studied lor the ministry but
has never been ordained.
When one of tht; lumbermen leaves the woods
10 Tl»ll ht8 mother, he rocs to Ftilrmeadowa
father, who Is a Ilisbop, nnd explains bow mutters stand with bis sod. Tbo Ulsbop huhtcns to
the lumber camp, ordains his son and pvrforms
two marrlaKes. In one of which Kalrmeadow
makes
Puttie bis wife.

GREATER

VITAGRAPH.

THE SCARLET Rl'.NNKR (Episode No. H.
■■Tho Gold Cigarette Ca-se"— Two Parts— Nov.
;i7). — Christopher Race, returning from a trip
Into the country, i^tops at an old castle with
the Intention of looking over the ruins. As he
rtAcht'S the front of the plac*f, a girl, leaning
from a tower, attracts his attention. The girl
throws something down which proves Co }e a
gold cigarette case. She Is then roughly dragged from tho window. Race Gnds an old hag,
who Is tho caretaker, and she shows him about
the place. lie Is unable to find any trace of
the girl except by one hairpin on a window
ledge. He returns that night to search further.
having put up at a nearby inn, and is attacked
and wounded on the arm.
The next morning be receives a surprise
when he sees the man whose photo Is in the
cigarette case at the inn with another. Race
displays the case and the men come to his
table. Talk follows which reveals the (act that
the young fellow, Maurice Naylor, is searching
for the girl, his fiancee, to whom he gave the
case. The latter contains a slip of paper bearing some letters which are the combination of
a safe, in which are some valuable bonds — the
girl's
— left
Her
uncle, fortune
in whose
care her
she by
Is. her
has parents.
tried to force
the combination from her. When she became
engaged to Naylor. the uncle took her away.
Naylor has traced her to that locality by a letter he received from her. but he does not know
tho house'sbe is in.
As Christopher saw her being taken in an
auto from the castle the previous evening, he
knows she Is there no longer. A letter comes
while they talk saying that Race may learn
something of the girl if he will call at a certain house that evening. The man with Naylor. Fergus O'Brien, a detective, scents a trap.
It is arranged that Race shall go that evening,
while the others will follow and see what h^pens. Christopher goes to the house and is atUcked. After a fierce fight, the girl is rescued.
her uncle and his accomplices are captured,
and all ends happily.
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All The Players
of prominence in any sized picture can be furnished instantly— WIRE US YOUR WANTS
— If you fail to display the face of a popular
player who is appearing at your bouse, you
are overlooking an opportunity for larger receipts. THE FACE OF A WELL-KNOWN
PLAYER prominently displayed will draw
more money than the mere announcement of
a name.

our
hero's house.
the rokof servant
and is The
made husband
to sufferplays
all sorts
of
Indignities when uncle comes to look things over.
Things go on merrily enough for a time until
uncle stumbles into the ser\-ants room and discovers the husband and wife together. To prevent family scandal, the deceivers have to confess that it was a trick. But uncle was not
allowed to escape with his fortune so easily, as
Tweedledum sets about to find another partner
to share his blessings. This he does before the
time limit expires and everything is satisfactorily arranged.
THE
YELLOW
MENACE
(Episode
No. l.*!-^
"The
Spy and the Submarine" — Two
Parts
Nov. 27).— By appealing to the vanity of Howard Smlthson. who is the Inventor of a remarkable air-lock for submarine use. All Singh
in the garb of a citizen of Europe, laying
aside for the time being his Oriental make-up
succeeds in boarding the submarine, accompanied by two of his associates. Together they
overpower
Smithson
and k-ave him
for dpad

intending to learn the secret of tho air-lock
Invention. Smlthson, however. Is not killed.
hut ri'vlves. Hmashen the air-lock. csctiptUR
himself whllo the submarine sinks. All Singh,
howuver. Is sav-d through the d(.-votlon of lits
nii'D, wbo >ihoot him through
a torpedo tube.
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LESS THAN THE DUST (Seven Parts—
Nov. 0).— The cast; Radha (Mary Pick ford ) ;
Captain Richard Townsend (David Powell) ;
Captain Bradsbaw (Frank Losee) ; Mrs. Uradshaw (Mary Alden) ; Kamlan (Mario Majeronl) ;
Jawnn (Cesaro Gravlna) ; a derelict ( Francis
Joyner) ; Ahmed (Russell Bassett) ; Bhesstle
I Walter Morgan) ; a gossip (Merclta Esinoiidej. Wrlttt-n by Hector Turnbull. Directed by John
Emerson.
At the opening of the story a rebellion,
caused by a dispute over the sacred rights of
the Hindoos and their abuse by the provincial
government. Is in progre-ss the natives and soldiers of the British garrison being In conflict.
Radha ha^ been adopted by a sword maker.
During the warfare she metis Captain Richard
Townsend of the local garrison. She Is Impressed by him. In a later scene when Radha,
in her playful and Innocent way, falls Into the
sacred waters of \he pool at tho temple, she Is
charged with desecration and Is attacked by
an infuriated mob of fanatical natives. Captain
Townsend arrives on the scene and saves her.
Mrs. Bradshaw, the wife of a fellow officer
of Townsend's,
has learns
fallen ofIn his
lovefriendliness
with the latter and when she
(or
Radha, she resents it and shows her dislike
at all times. During a severe fight between
soldiers and native the girl saves the life of
the captain when he falls wounded in the held.
During the rebellion the foster father of Radha
Is thrown into prison and before she can get
his release Captain Townsend is sent to Engwounds.land on a furlough to recuperate from his
TTien It is that Radha organizes a rescuing
party and attempts to get her father out of
prison. She is about to be killed when her
father reveals the fact that the girl is not his
daughter but is the child of an English officer,
who, becoming addicted to drugs, dropped to
the level of a social derelict, Radha knowing
the officer has shown him great sympathy,
ncvfr being aware of the relationship.
This derelict is the grandson of a wealthy
Englishman. Radha is sent to England to see
him and al.so to find Captain Townsend. It
develops that Townsend is a nephew of the
same old gentleman who died before the girl
reaches England. He has left his fortune to
Townsend. Arriving at the estate Radha is
surprised to find her captain there. She tells
him of her foster fathers plight and the officer
uses his influence to get his release. The little
girl remains in England and is sent to school.
Gradually the fondness for each other grows
into a love and Townsend and Radha are married.
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LETNDledum ME
(November)
.—Tweedhas an YOL'R
uncle WIFE
who wants
to bestow
a fortune upon him, but not until be is married.
This condition does not exactly please our hero,
so he endeavors to deceive his uncle by making
an arrangement with bis friend to "lend me your
wife"lowfor
time. and
Amusing
situations
when atheshort
husband
wife come
to livefolin
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LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES
Size 22x28 inches, 75 cents each.
inent player.

Every prom-

FACSIMILE OIL PAINTINGS, all sizes,
from $8 to $25 framed. Quotations submitted on any size, framed or unframed.
THE SEMI-PHOTO POST CARDS, $3.50
PER THOUSAND, of over 600 players.
The
list. indispensable article for your mailing
PHOTOGRAPHS, size 8x10, of all the
prominent players, 600 different names,
20c. each.
LARGE PICTURES. HAND COLORED,
size 11x14, all the prominent players, $2.00
per dozen; in aluminum frames, 50c. each.
GRAVTIRE FOLDER, containing pictures of the prominent players, incluaing
stars from the stage, $10.00 per thousand.
SINGLE COLUMN CUTS of every prominent player, 40c. each.
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Send for Catalogue of over 600 players and
samples free. Write us, giving details of your
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THE CHAPERON ( Essanay— Five Parts—
Nov. 20|. — The cast: Madge Hemmingway
(Edna Mayo) : Jim Ogden (Eugene O'Brien) ;
Count Van Tuyle (Sydney Ainswortb) ; Mrs.
HemmingT^'ay Frankle Raymond) : Richard
Coombs (John Cossar) ; Mrs Coombs (Marion
Skinner).
Directed by Arthur Berthelet.
.Ilm Ogden, secretly engaged to Madge Hemmingway, wealthy heiress, becomes sensitive
over his lack of money and breaks the engagement. In a moment of pique she marries Count
Van Tuyle. After six months she returns from
EJurope, minus her husband. Trying to forget
herRichard
error, she
goes tois the
Coombs
thecountrj'.
nearest neighbor of
Madge's aunt, and he finds it necessary for his
wife and himself to hasten to the city. A chaperon is needed immediately for their four daughtfrs. By necessity they are forced to take
Madge, who is still the runaway Countess Van
Tuyle.
.lim Ogden Is on a canoe trip through the
lakes and stops at the Coombs' camp. This Is
(hi- crowning embarrassment for thr- chaperon.
Cp to the timu the cook, butlnr and chauffeur
have quit and each one of the girls has opened
a summer flirtation.
However, Ogden persuades Madge to take a
canoo ride. Their craft strikes a rock and tho
two are marooned on a little barren Island.
-Meanwhile the Count has followed his wife to
/\merlca and with Madge's mother arrives at
fti'-- --rsmp.
p.f>''"T>ii'^e' ■'ii';-;'i''ir.'i°, hf copf uP the

MENGER & RING, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS OF
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lake the next morning and finds his wife witb
Ogden. Madge escapes in his boat and leaves
the two men to figbt it out.
Mrs. Coombs returns to find her four daughters engaged, the chaperon a sorry sight after
her night on the lake and half of her servants
gone. However, Mrs. Hemmingway solves
everything aud promises that she will elfect
a settlement with the Count .to enahle her
daughter to marry
Ogden.
TFIE COSSACK WHIP ( Edison— Five Parts
— Nov. 131.— The cast: Darya (Viola Danal;
Katerina (Grace Williams) ; Alexis (Boh Wallier) ; Turov (Frank Farrington) ; Sergius
(Richard Tucker) ; Mme. Popjeska (Sally
Crute).
A long line of prisoners winds over the snowcovered Russian steppes toward the train which
is to carry the unfortunates to Siberia. A band
of revolutionists, bent on freeing their brothers from the living death, attack the Cossack
guard and in the excitement several prisoners
escape. Turov. Prefect of Police, learns of the
attack and orders the whole district raided that
he may punish the perpetrators
of the attack.
In their crude home live Sasha and his
daughters, Darya and Katerina. Suddenly the
still air is shattered with the blood-curdling
yells of the raiding Cossacks. Little Darya is
quickly hidden, hut Sasha and Katerina are
led before Turov. The father is sent to Siberia. Soon afterward Katerina. robbed of life
and honor, creeps back to the little settlement
to die. carrying with her the Cossack knout
with which she has been flogged.
Over her sister's body, Darya swears revenge
and keeps the Cossacks whip as a reminder of
her vow. Then follows a story of action and
power, telling how Darya becomes the favorite
dancer of the Imperial Ballet; how she brings
the bloodthirsty Turov to her feet and finally
a'_'Complishes her revenge ; how. at last, she
listens to the pleadings of Sergius, a revolutionist and master of the ballet, and how the
two of them make their way out of Russiu and
across the ocean to the great land of liberty
and opportunity.
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HEARST IXTERNATIOXAL NEWS PICTORIAL. XO. S.S (Nov. 2).
San Francisco, Cal.— Keel of the dreadnaught
California is laid at the Mare Island Navy Yard,
a large crowd attending the ceremony. U. S.
Senator James D. Phelan taps the steel with a
silver hammer, denoting that it is officially accepted.
Provincetown, Mass. — While, according to authorities on naval affairs, the United States is
in great need of war subfnarines, sea-going diving boqts are being built in the United States for
foreign nations. The Isaac Peral, one of the
most
efficient submarines
ever built, is com-
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JEALOUSY (Five Parts— Nov. 20).— Carney marries Agnes Maynard and soon forgets
his old sorrow. Anne, tired of her mock wedded life, attempts to make Roland jealous of
his wife. She induces Carney to visit the home
nf Randolph Parsons. There Roland finds his
wife, but a sudden twist of affairs results in his
discovering that Agnes
is innocent.
Anne tries new tactics now. She knows that
Carney has been losing steadily in the stock
■market, through her husband's efforts to ruin
the man his wife loves. Anne finds a memorandum on Martin's desk: "Corner B. H. R.
Stock."
She gives this information
to (Tarney.
He is overjoyed and grasps the tip eagerly.
Martin, however, learns of what Anne has done,
and reverses his tactics. The result is that
Carney is ruined completely. In his rage, he
thinks that Anne has tricked him purposely,
and he goes to her, furious. While he is there,
she sees Martin
returning.
She thinks she has an opportunity for revenge. She tears her clothing and lets down
her hair. Then she turns out the lights and
screams. Martin enters. Anne shrieks that
Carney had been attacking her.
Martin smiles and takes out the B. H. R.
memorandum.
"T know your game," he says. "Go." he
tells Carney, "you are ruined. You have been
punished
enough."
Martin bids his wife good-bye. and informs
her that he is going to leave her. Anne falls
senseless to the floor.
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pleted and tested here preparatory to leaving
lor Europe, where she will become part Of the
Spanish
navy.
Hoboken, X. J. — A monster machine operates
\\>'Tti. lifting whole car-loads of coal oft the
irarks. h<-iuling them high into the air and
■ luiuping them. .
Los Angeles. Cal. — George Nooyan. a young
iithlete. narrowly escapes death in a thrilling
slide ou a wire strung 273 feet in the air. He
ralmly goes back and makes a successful slide.
Season's Latest Fashions.— New styles in headdress, creations of Lucile. Lady Duff-Gordon, are
shown
by attractive Lucile models.
San Francisco. Cal.^Eight girls enter a
swimming contest across the Golden Gate, and
Miss Wally Mahn wins.
Pittsburgh. Pa, — An unusually efficient motorcytle squad is part of the Preparedness Camp
near here. The motorcyclists perform remarkable stunts witb their machines, one of their
achievements being a rapid ascent of a 45 per
cent, grade hill.
Denver. Col. ^Colonel Theodore Roosevelt,
touring the country in the interest of the Republican national ticket, lifts his hat to the
cheering
ern city. multitude that meets him in this westLondon. — Hundreds of wealthy Londoners donate their automobiles to the military authorities and many women volunteer their services
as drivers.
Near Neuilly. France. — American ambulances
carry wounded from the fighting line to the
American hospital at Xeuilly, the Americans
being under flre from German guns most of the
journey. Unloading of the wounded is supervised by Lieutenant E. B. Hayden of Boston and
Sergeant
M. O'Connor.
New London,
Conn. — ^Deutschland, the first
submarine merchant liner to cross the Atlantic,
makes its second successful voyage to America.
The Deutschland is tied up alongside the German liner Willehad while preparations are made
to unload her cargo which is valued at $10,UOO.OOO.
HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL No. 89 — (Nov. 7).
New York City. — President Wilson, accompanied by Mrs,
Wilson,to arrives
in' bis
New campaign
York on
board the
Mayflower,
wind up
for re-election at a monster meeting in Madi.s-a
Square Garden.
Chicago, 111. — Victor Carlstrora, the aviator,
leaves Chicago on a non-stop flight to New York,
a distance of fiOO miles. He carried bags of mail
and his trip may result in the establishment of
a regular aerial mail route between the two
cities.
Bethlehem, Pa.— The William Penn Highway,
just completed, is formally dedicated. Governor
Brumbaugh of Pennsylvania is Chief Master of
Ceremonies.
Footlights and Fashions. — Miss Juliette Day.
star of "Up-Stairs and Down," at the Court
theater. New York, poses exclusively for the
Hearst International News Pictorial in the latest
gowns of her own creation.
Philadelphia. Pa.— More than 4.000 steel
freight cars are loaded on board the British
freighter Doonholm to be transported to France.
.Near Spokane, Washington. ^Final work in the
harvesting of winter wheat is on in the gigantic
lields of this state. Thirty horses draw an enormous reaper
the rolling,
A giant
motorovertractor
mows, outdoor
threshes wor'nroom.
and bags
the grain.
San Francisco. Cal. — The Hall of Records, last
of the ruins left by the big San Francisco fire,
is wrecked. The giant steel dome, weighing n20
tons, is pulled down after it resists for several
days the efforts of the wreckers.
In the Snow-Capped Vosges Mountains. — Alaskan dogs, emissaries of mercy, provide the power
for drawing ambulance sleds between the first
line mountain trenches and the hospital base.
Exclusive French war pictures depict the hardships endured by the fighting men of France on
the battle
tainousline
country.in the high altitude of the mounHEARSTTORIAL, NO.INTERNATIONAL
NEWS PIC00 (Nov. 0).
Pasadena, Cal. — A ten ton steel frame for
a telescope on top of Mount Wilson, is carried
up the mountain side on a powerful truck.
Near the summit the truck slips off the mountain roadway and the frame narrowly misses
going over a precipice.
Mineola. L. I.— Miss Cecelia Wright, a daring woman flyer, drives her plane at a dizzy
height inrecord.
an effort to exceed the government's
altitude
OUR
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Del Rio, Texas. — Fire of Incendiary origin
destroys a railroad bridge near tbe Mexican
border shortly before two trains carrying
Georgia National Guardi^men are due to pass
that way.
Washington, D. C. — Students of the Catholic
I'nlversliy
stage arc
a unique
which
the hero
freshmen
ducked tug-of-war
into a smallIn
lake.
FootllRhls and Fashions. — Miss Violet Heming, of "The Flame." at the -Hth Street theater.
Xt'W York City, appears exclusively for the
Hearst International News Pictorial In the
latest gowns designed by herself.
On the Somme Front.— An armored train
hurls giant shells into the German trenches
many miles away. Exclusive pictures obtained
by offlcial cameramen with the French army.
New Orleans. I^.— Sir Ernest Shackleton, just
bai-k from an Antarctic exploration trip, arrives in the United States with Captain Worsley. of the Exploration ship. ■"Endurance."
Boston. Mass. — 15 persons are killed when
a street car plunges through an open draw into
the river. The police drag the stream to recover the bodies. The car of Death is removed from the water after the bodies of the
victims floated down the stream.
Thi> National Election. Princeton, N. J. —
President Wilson Is cheered by several hundred
students when he appears to cast his ballot
in his home precinct.
Chicago. 111. — Woman vote for president here
for the first time. Their influence on Illinois
aids in piling up a tremendous plurality in
that state for Charles E. Hughes.
New York City.— An election night crowd of ,
more than 000.000 persons swarms the streets
where a mad multitude creates a Bedlam of
noise as returns flash on outdoor screens showing the result of balloting all over tbe United
Stales. The result of the election is in doubt
many hours after the polls are closed. Hughes'
supporters claim his victory, while Democratic
leaders insist that President Wilson is reelected.
BEATRICE FAIRFAX i Episode No. 14 — "The
Hidden Menace —Two Parts— Nov. (J. J— The
cast : .limmy Barton (Harry Fox) ; Beatrice
Fairfax (Grace Uarlingl ; Alice (Alice Masters) ;
David Holmes
(Nigel Barrie).
Beatrice Fairfax receives a letter from Alice
Masters, an heiress and orphan, saying that she
has become engaged to the man of her choice.
David Holmes, but that her guardian, Mr. Harvey, objects and has forbidden her sweetheart
to call upon her. She says that her other
guardian. Mr. Wells, sympathizes with her and
has promised to demand an accounting from
Har^-ey. Alice also says that her mother died
insane and recently she has begun to have delusions of the strangest kind, which greatly disturb and frighten her.
While Beatrice is thinking of Alice and her
trouble. .Jimmy Barton is given an assignment to
investigate the death of a Wail Street broker
named Wells. On his way out, Jimmy stops to
tell Beatrice of his assignment. She is struck
by tho sameness of names and hands Jimmy
.Alice's letter. He advises Beatrice to call upon
Alice, promising to join her there.
At Wells' office, he finds a policeman questioning the chief clerk, who declares that Wells saw
no one that morning except Mr. Harvey, his cotruslFf. Harvey carried a black bag. He remained only a few minutes, leaving the bag in
the privatefidential
afflco.
An hour
servant called
for later
the Harvey's
bag, and conthe
broker was found dying, the bag on the fioor
near by. There was a Queer odor and the Servant quicklv opened the window and went away
with the bag. Jimmy finds a small key on the
floor, but nothing else.
In the meantime, Beatrice arrives at the Harvey mansion. Harvey Informs her that .Mice
is insane, but Beatrice is convinced otherwise
and promises to spend the night with the girl.
Jimmy hurries to the Harvey residence, but is
refused admission. He goe-s on a tour of inspection around the house and discovers an open
window on a low balcony. He enters and finds
himself in a large bedroom. On the table he sees
a black bag and concludes that it is the one
Harvey carried into Wells" office. A noise at
the door compels him to hide to prevent discovery by Harvev's servant, who comes in and
puts the bag in a closet, filled with all kinds of
strange and fantastic costumes, parts of stuffed
animals and reptiles. The servant takes a huge
stuffed band from the closet, locks the door,
puts the kev in bis pocket and goes away.
Jimmy tries to pick the lock of the closet
door but is interrupted and hides under the bed
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Pathe Exchange, Inc.
PATHE XE'WS, NO. 80 (Nov. 4).
Mare Island, Cal. — -Thousands arrive on the
U. S. S. Oregon from San Francisco to witness the laying of the keel of the mighty
superdreadnought California at the navy yard.
Subtitles : Tbe first rivets are hammered by
Mayor Roney of Vallejo and Mayor Grussell of
Napa, andtheIJnited
D." Phelan
inspects
work States
of theSenator
amateurJ. mechanics.
The drydock in which thirty-two thousand ton
warship will be built.
Toledo. Ohio.— Another step in civilization's
effort to master the deep is made with the invention of a (living armor in which man can
stroll along the bottom at a depth of four hundred feet. Subtitles : The diver has a telephone to communicate with the people above.
The suit weighs 370 pounds and resembles the
armor of the knights of yore.
New York City. — Three ambulances for use
in transporting victims of the recent epidemic
of infantile paralysis to hospitals for treatment
are put in commission by the Militia of Mercy.
Subtitle : Little Ellen Anderson, herself a
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Chicago. HI. — Victor Carlstrom, the noted
long-distance aviator, stars on an aerial journey to New York in an attempt to break the
world's non-stop flight record. Subtitles : He
arrives
at one
Governor's
Newwhere
York,he having made
stop at Island'
Erie, Pa.,
established the American record of 4.o2 miles,
and the completing the trip. Describing his experience to Major-General A. Wood.
The Pen Is Mightier than tbe Swird. — (Magazine section.) Animated cartoon by L. M.
Glackens.
Process patented by J. R. Bray.
Now York City. — The President, accompanied
by Mrfl. Wilson, comes from his private yauht
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LIS Harvey ifnters with the closet door key
which he places on the table. Harvey becomes
angy over two lelpgrams which he reads and
throws th^^-ni on the Hoor within reach of
Jimmy. Jimmy llnds the telegrams are from
broker^, tlemanding more margins. Harvey
falls asleep. Jimmy takes the black bag and
hurries to the police Rtation. He shows tbe
key to the captain and Insertiog it In tho lock
of the bag turns It around and around as if
winding u]) a toy. There is a buzzing inside
the bag and all draw back in alarm. Jimmy,
unconcerned, takes out his watch. At the end
of an hour tho bag suddenly opens and a puff
of vapor is sent up. All are alTecled by the
fumes. Jimmy demands Harvey's arrest. The
police captain explains that there is no evidence that the bag is the same as the one
raken into.Wells' offlcL-. "We must have more
evidence," ne says, and Jimmy agrees to get it.
He secures a '■devil suit," and with a deU'ctive gets into Harvey's bedroom. Jimmy
puts on the devil suit and with the black bag
hides behind the curtains. Harvey comes in
and from the closet takes a large stuffed snake
which he fastens on his arm and goes out Into
the hall. Jimmy and the detective follow and
see him hide behind curtains on one side of
the stairs. As Alice comes up, Harvey thrusts
the snake out from the curtains and Alice
screams. Jimmy in the devil suit and waving
the black bag runs in and drags Harvey
through tbe curtains. He tries to escape but
is caught by the detective. Harvey asks if lie
can be arrested for playing a practical joke on
iiis ward. Jimmy, still arrayed in the devil
suit, holds up the bag and leads the way to
Harvey's bedroom, all following him.
The detective handcuffs Harvey to the bedpost. Alice. Beatrice and David look on wonrleringly. Jimmy looks at his watch and calls
attention to the fact that it is exactly nine
o'clock. He takes the key from his pocket and
makes a pretense of winding the bag. Then he
sets his watch against the bag with the dial
facing Harvey, and directs everyone to leave
the room. At five minutes to ten. Harvey
screams for help and Jimmy and the others
burst into the room. Harvey is shaking and
afraid. He confesses that he has speculated
with Alice's money, and that when Wells demanded an accounting he fixed up the bag with
a secret but powerful poison gas and left it in
the broker's office timed to open of itself in an
hour and do its deadly work. Jimmy takes
down the confession and makes Harvey sign it.
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Mayflower to wind up h!s campaign for reelection In the largest city of the Union. Subtitle : Cosmopolitan New York displays great
enthusiasm for the Nation's chief executive.
Washington. D. C. — Thousands of exceptionally
fine blooms are exhibited at the Annual Chr>-Banthemum Show of the United States Departzneot of Agriculture. Subtitle: "Queen Mary,"
■one
of the year's finest. Is the prize bloom of
the show.
New London . Conn. — The German merchant
submarine Deutschland, which arrives In
America for the second time in four months,
marking a sensational epoch in maritime affairs.
Subtitles : The submarine is hidden by the interned liner WlUebad and high pontoon fences
In the berth that had been prepared for the
Bremen. Bags of mail for the German Ambassador are taken for shipment to Washington. Captain Paul Koenig. who piloted the submarine on both trips across the Atlantic, with
hie lieutenants and Paul Kilken. American
agent of the undersea line. The heroic crew of
the Deutschland.
PATHE NEWS. NO. 90 (Nov. 8).
Mineola, L. I. — A new aeroplane wireless telegraph, capable of communicating messages
within a radius of 100 miles, is tested for use
by the United Slates Navy. Subtitles: A small
torpedo- shaped generator, mounted on the upper plane and driven by the propeller of the
machine, supplies the necessary electric current. The sending and receiving apparatus is
placed
Dr. Demessages
Forest.
Inventornear
of the
the operator's
instrument,seat.
receiving
from the aviator.
Oakland. Cal. — Grammar school girls give a
fine exhibition of their rowing ability in their
annual fall regatta on Lake Merritt. Subtitle:
The winners.
St. Thomas. D. W. I. — Ships are overturned
and others washed ashore in a terrific hurricane that sweeps the Danish West Indies, soon
to become the properly of the United States.
Subtitles : Steel structures are bent and twisted
like toys. Numerous cocoanut trees are also
blown down.
Montreal, Canada. — Sir Sam Hughes. Minister
of Militia, reviews three thousand troops, who
are about to leave for service in Prance, on the
Canadian drill grounds at Champ de Mars.
Subtitles : The sturdy Highlanders are ready
to join their famous clansmen at the Front.
They give three cheers for Allies and victory.
The government is also training young college
boys for reserve.
Paris, France. — Many new automobile ambulances are presented by the Rumanian Government to her valiant Allies, the armies of
France. Subtitles : In the presence of President Poincaire the autos are blessed for their
eacred duty.
Salonica. Greece. — The Allied fleet protecting
their troops on Greek soil, give a spectacular
demonstration of their invincible strength to
warn enemy powers of their resolute determination. Subtitles : The numerous guns, belching forth their deadly messages of dame and
steel, are the mightiest in the world. Shells
exploding very_ close to the target testify to
the accurate aim of the Allied gunners.
Men's smart clothes for fall and winter. —
Magazine Section. — Shown by oourtesy of the
Stein-Bloch Company. Subtitles : The fall
dress and Tu.xedo Le dornier cri in formal
evening wear. A distinctive overcoat for formal wear. A model copied widely by the exclusive London tailors. An ultra-stylish overcoat with close-fitting body and gracefully
flaring skirt.
Washington, D. C. — The Capitol receives its
annual bath before the winter session of Congress convenes.
San Francisco, Cal. — The revival of the
American flag on the Pacific Is now assured
as the new steamer Venezuela, the second ship
to resume the Oriental run. starts on its maiden
voyage.
Subtitles : Off for the Orient.
Aldershot. England f Philadelphia. Washington and Indianapolis only). — Before leaving for
the front the Royal Engineers are given a
taste of actual warfare conditions to better
prepare them to meet their stubborn foe. Subtitles: Beating oft an infantry attack with
hand bombs. Exploding a mine in the enemy's trenches.
THE SHIELDING SHADOW (No. 8. "The
Haunting Hand" — Astra — Two Parts — Nov. 19).
— One Lamp Louie, sent by Sebastian to conBrm a rumor that Leontine and her preserver.
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Ravengar, having escaped from a burning balloon at sea. are sheltered In a lighthouse, arrives in the midst of a terrific storm. A holt
of lightning demolishes the lighthouse and
Louie, escaping with some minor injuries, returns to Sebastian with the welcome news that
Ravengar and Leontine have perished in the
ruins.
Sebastian hastens preparations for his marriage with Bianca, Queen of the Underworld,
whose charms he has succumbed to. The night
of the wedding Louie has a visitation from the
Shielding Shadow, the weird visitor threatening
his life if he does not prevent the marriage.
Terrified by the uncanny threat, be sets out to
obey its
commands.
At When
Bianca's
gambling
bouse
he seeks
Sebastian.
Bianca
learns
of his mission she sets her men on him and in
the Hidden House a battle takes place. Wounded and unable to cope with their numbers.
Louie manages to escape to the root, Sebastian
in pursuit. They struggle on a girder and Louie
Is thrown to his death from the dizzy height.
Sebastian, weak from his gruesome experience, staggers home where another shock
awaits him. Seated comfortably in a chair before the fire he discovers — his wife. How did
Leontine escape?
THE WORLD AND THE WOMAN— (Gold
Rooster — Five parts — Nov. 19). — The cast: The
Woman (Jeanne Eagels) ; The Man (Boyd Marshall) :James Palmer (Thomas A. Curran) ; Jim
Rollins (Wayne Arey) ; His Wife (Grace De
Carlton) ; Anna Graham (Carey Hastings) ;
"Sunny"
(Ethelmary Oakland).
A gay dinner party took place In one of
Broadway's showiest restaurants. The host was
a bachelor oE wealth, and his guests Included
men of his own station in life, and young girls
caught in the whirlpool of gayety. The bachelor
told the young girls that the keeper of his
mountain lodge had advised him by letter that
she requires the services of a maid, and he offered the proposition to the girls, but they refused. A face then appeared at the window of
the restaurant. It was the face of a woman
who had been cast aside. The girls told their
host to offer the job to her. Being In a mood
to take the advice, he hurried from the restaurant, overtook the derelict and brought her back
with him. The woman was starving and accepted the position in the mountain. Her past
life was recalled to her that very night, for one
of the guests in the restaurant was the man
who had made her what she was.
In the Adirondack Mountains the woman
found life quiet, but a chance acquaintanceship
with a family In the valley marked another
change in her life. The family (a man, his
wife and little daughter) took a liking to the
maid and induced her to attend services at the
village church. The weeks passed, and then the
owner of the lodge arrived from the city with
a number of his friends. Instead of the forlorn outcast whom he had sent to the mountains
he found an attractive woman, but one who
would not listen to his advances. Angered by
her attitude, her employer tried to force his
Intentions upon her. She then left the lodge
and went to the home of the little family, where
she was welcomed.
Some days later the little daughter was accidentally injured. The doctor declared that her
spine was broken and, despite all his efforts, the
child steadily sank until her life was despaired
of. The outcast prayed for Divine help, and as
she prayed It seemed to her that she was told
to heal the child. Strengthened and transfigured
by her religious devotion, she accomplished what
the doctor had failed to do.
soon became
and
wasTheas woman's
effective power
with other
invalids known
as it was
with her first patient, while at the mountain
lodge its worldly owner laughed cynically as he
thought how these respectable, narrow-minded
people reverenced a woman whom they would
despise if they knew her past. From the citv
the man came who had blighted her life. His
friend at the mountain lodge had written him
about
the soon
woman's
career. andHe honor
came her.
to
sneer, but
learnednew
to respect
But one day the woman failed for the first
time. A mountaineer brought his wife, a cripple
for several years, to be cured. Th« owner of
the lodge threatened that be would reveal the
outcast's past life. Realizing that he would
keep bis peared.
word,
While the
the woman's
assembled great
peoplefaith
weredisapstill
discussing the failure of their idol, her former
employer told them what this woman had been
before she came among them, and they recoiled
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from her in horror, all of them except the
man who had been her first enemy and had now
become her friend. He asked her to marry
him and she refused, going out into the world
alone. The old bitterness did not return to
her and she prayed for guidance. It seemed to
her that she was told to make the cure which
she bad failed to achieve, and she set out for
the mountaineer's
cabin.
The mountaineer's wife had been crippled by a
racing automobile and that day the owner of
the mountain lodge told her husband the name
of the man who had driven the car. It was
the man who had asked the outcast to marry
him. The mountaineer decoyed the guilty man
Into the mountains, and there a fight took place
between the two men. The man from the City
was no match for the mountaineer and he was
about to be hurled Into the chasm when he
beheld a sight which caused him to forget his
vengeance forever. His wife was walking down
the mountain path towards him. And with her
was the healer, the woman who had failed. Realization came to him as his wife told him of tha
great cure, and he thanked the woman whom
he had misjudged. Happiness has come to the
outcast as the wife of the man who made an
outcast.
ARMS AND THE WOMAN (Gold RoosterFive parts — Nov. 2G) . — Rozika, a young Hungariantogirl,
gifted with
voice,
emi-a
grates
America
with ahergolden
brother
Carl,
ne'er-do-well. Her street singing attracts the
ear of David Trevor, president of a great steel
works engaged in manufacturing guns for European warfare. Trevor advances money to have
Rozika's voice cultivated by a master and in
a short time It wins ber tame. Her gratitude
developes into a deep love and eventually Trevor
marries her.
Halllday, commissioned by his government to
order war munitions, arrives at the Trevor
household and for the first time Rozika realizes
the nature of her husband's business. Her
patriotic Hungarian heart forsees the deetttution and misery in store for her country and
she pleads with Trevor to stop the manufacture
of the death-dealing munitions. Her brother
Carl, who has killed a man In a brawl, has returned to his country and joined an anarchistic
brotherhood, who send him to blow up the
Trevor
works.
Rosika. torn between a love for her husband
and her country, tries to prevent Carl from
carrying out the plans of the Brotherhood by
tricking him and locking him in a closet. Gun
in hand he breaks through the door as Trevor
enters the room. Carl wounds him. but not
mortally. Shortly afterward an explosion occurs. While the room is lit by the glare from
the flames of the burning factory, Trevor, held
in the arms that really bear the brunt of war,
says through a contented smile: "My dear, it is
better so — it is better so."

Triangle Film Corp.
.\MERICAN ARISTOCR.\0Y (Fine Arts — Five
Parts — Nov. 12.) — The cast: Cassius Lee (Douglas Fairbanks) ; Leander Hick (Charles de
Lima) ; Miss Hick (Jewel Carmen) : Percy Horton (Albert Parker) ; Delgado (Arthur Ortiego).
Directed by Lloyd Ingraham.
Leander Hick is anxious that his daughter
should marry Percy Horton, a wealthy manufacturer, who has dealt extensively in war munitions and who has secretly sold to the Mexican
government despite a government prohibition
forbidding it. Horton Is a mollycoddle and in
no way measures up to Miss Hick's Ideas of
the
man she
wants
to marry, ofHorton's
business
is the
manufacture
malted legitimate
milk. One
day Miss Hick declares to a number of girl
friends with whom she is riding in her machine,
that the first real man she sees, she intends to
kiss. As the machine rounds a corner. Miss
Hick sees in the roadway a beautiful specimen of
young manhood. He is unknown to her. In reality be is Cassius Lee, the son of an old aristocratic family with unlimited wealth. Lee has
volunteered his services as a secret service agent
to the government.
The unexpected osculation over with, Miss
Hick jumps back into the car and speeds away.
The young man decides he will know the girl
and proceeds to haunt all the hotels. There is
to be a ball that night at the best hotel In the
nlace and the young man attends. So does
Miss Hick, accompanied by her father and Percy
Horton. While young Lee, who chances to he
attired exactly the same as Percy Horton, Is
standing on the edge of the crowd, trying to
pick out the girl of the afternoon,
a Mexican
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Exhibitors of Maryland
A Special Meeting has been called by the President of the National
Organization for Sunday, November 26th, at the Hotel Emerson, in
the City of Baltimore. The hour is three o'clock in the afternoon.
It seems to be the prevailing opinion among exhibitors in Baltimore
and throughout the state that

Organization is the Prime Need
of the Hour
All exhibitors in Maryland are therefore urged to attend and make
the new organization an instrument of good and a material advantage
to themselves. The Moving Picture World, admittedly the best friend
of the organized exhibitor, is printing this call at the request of a number of prominent exhibitors in the City of Baltimore.

s^ Did It Ever Occur To You
That the Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co. has done more for
the exhibitor by furnishing a machine for his booth at a
great saving than any other similar company in existence ?
If you did not know this, we wish to impress upon you that
the above is a fact.
We fear no competition when it comes to cost
of up-keep and simplicity of machine, nor is complentiful when considering exactness of
petition
, . '^
^
machine.

The MOTIOGRAPH is not intended to merely
produce an excellent picture for a short time but
for
to give unexcelled projection
^^ continue
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The MOTIOGRAPH is in a class by itself.
With a combination of accuracy — simplicity—
and the comvice
economy-ser
..•1
1, • and
•,. , satisfaction,
, »,^^T^^^ .T,T,
parat.vely small initial cost, the MOTIOGRAPH
IS the biggest buy today.
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,
buyer.
The performance of this machine with exceedmglylmv cost of up-keep and extremely long life
are thing's that every exhibitor should take into
consideration.
Just 'give our dealer
demonstrate its superior qualities. a chance to
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spy who is disguised as a hotel porter, slips up
beside him and mistaking bim for Horton. puts
awhen
note he
in his
hand. Lee's
suspicions
aroused
discovers
the note
to be are
a message

ciled to bis daughter, and says he is sorry for
his words regarding her mother. The sheriiT
takes
Bill's
bands,shy,
andandas turns
she looks
his
eyes she
becomes
to herinto
father,
who says
the sheriff:
"Youngtime
feller,
better
cometo around
some other
whenyoushe»j

directing Horton to ship 20,00 rounds o£ munitions the next day. The note contained the information that the yacht would be in waiting.
Late that night. Lee steals into the Horton
factory and a hasty examination reveals the fact
that the malted milk cans really contain gun
powder. He is set upon by hired guards of
Horton and beaten, locked and tied in the cage
of an elevator. He finally makes his escape.
The next morning. Lee, having notified the government officials that he is on the trail of one of
the gang he has been on the lookout for, starts
in pursuit of the yacht. Xo tug being available,
he uses a hydroplane ; leaps from that to a speed
boat and just as a United States torpedo boat
destroyer comes up and takes a hand in the
case, overhauls the yacht in a powerful speed
boat. The undoing of Horton is complete and
the girl — of course, she marries the real man
she has chanced upon so accidentally.
JIM GRIMSBY'S BOY (Ince — Five Parts — Nov.
12.) — The cast; Jim Grimsby (Frank Keenan) ;
■■Bill" Grimsby (Enid Markey) : Waldo ^\Tiittier (Robert McKim) ; Mrs. Grimsby t Fanny
Midgley)
doctorby IJ.
P. Lockney)
(Rupert). ; the
Directed
Reginald
Barker.; "Pard"
Jim Grimsby is a grouchy mountaineer of the
gold-country.
He married
eighteen
years
previously for the * purpose
of rearing
a son
to whom
he could teach his own peculiar ways, and who
siBould become his boon companion. His wife
died, leaving him with a girl-baby, which completely soured his spirits. He named the child
Bill, and brought her up as a boy. Bill is beginning to be useful around the house, and tries
her best to win her father's love. She is arouseJ
one day to her charm througn the illustrations
of pretty girls in a magazine, and tries to arrange her hair according to the pictures. She
also makes a crude skirt. Her father shows
opposition, but her spirit of defiance, inherited
from him. startles Grimsby, who desists in his
attempt to cut off her hair.
Grimsby reads in the Goldville Weekly Nugget of Waldo Whittier. the new sheriff from the
East, and is seized with a desire to defy this
college boy sheriff. Bill informs her father of
her intention to go to the county seat to
school, and asks for a bag of gold to buy proper
clothes. Her father refuses, and accuses her of
murdering her mother by being born. She
swears never to speak to him again until he admils he is sorry, and they live in silence.
Sheriff Whittier and a deputy ride past the
cabin one day with a prisoner, and inquire the
road to Goldville. Bill gives him the directions
and tells him she wishes to go to school. He tells
her she needs no money to go to school, but Just
some new clothes, and rides away. The next
morning Bill starts for Goldville, but is intercepted by her father and returns to the hut.
Grimsby prepares to go to Goldville, and Bill
is afraid of the outcome. She vainly tries to
prevent his going. He holds up the Casino dance
hall and tacks a taunting threat to the sheriff
on a pillar. Then he returns home. The sheriff
returns to Goldville an hour later, hears of the
hold-up and reads the notice, whereupon he
sets out alone for the mountaineer's hut. Arriving, he enters Grimsby's room by the window
and beard
is confronted
by and
Bill's
leveled
has
him coming
rushes
in torifle.
save She
her
father.
Grimsby realizes his mistake, becomes recon-
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ain't so dern excited. You can't tell which way
she
jest his
now."
Whittier departs
and might
Grimsbyjump
caresses
daughter.
THE MICROSCOPE MYSTERY (Fine ArtsFive Parts — Nov- lit.) — The cast: Doc. Arnold
(Wilfred Lucas) ; Ira Dayton (P. A. Turneri :
.iessie Dayton (Constance Talmadge) ; Dr. Horatio Bell ( Pomeroy Cannon) : Dr. Bell's a.'ssistants
(Fred Warren and James O'Shea) ; "Drowsy"
(Jack Sealock) : Hilda, the Dayton s hire4 girl
(Winnifred
; Jud.
the ; Dayton's
halfwitted hiredWestover)
man (Monte
Blue)
Mrs. Simpson.
Jessies aunt (Kate Bruce). Directed by Paul
Powell.
"Drowsy," Doc. Arnold's office boy, awakens
long enough now and then to inform occasional
stray patients: "No, the Doc ain't in; he don't
come here much!" Doc Arnold is indeed busy
elsewhere — bug-hunting, not microbes nor bacilli,
but insects. The Dayton family retire from the
farm and move "in town." Father Dayton sick
with every symptom of every disease he can hear
of : Hilda, the handsome hired help, who sighs
for the admiration of men : silly Jud, the halfwitted man of all work ; and, last and best of
the family. Jessie Dayton, the daughter, who
lives only to collect postage stamps — until she
meets
Doc Dayton
Arnold, rushes
the other
Father
with "bug."
his symptoms to
Doc Arnold, and is told that he should eat less
and exercise more. The "sick" man goes in a
ragetown
to Dr.
great "specialist."
justoncome
to
withBellan the
imposing
staff, to prey
the
■'hicks." The hypochondriac is welcomed and
"taken in." Jessie and her aunt depart for the
Chautauqua, and Doc Arnold follows, more ardently than ever he followed the rarest butterfly.
In her absence Dr. Bell takes up his residence
in the Dayton house "to save the life of the very
sick" (and very rich) owner, who almost dies
under his ministrations. The great specialist is
not too busy to find time to caress the chin of
handsome Hilda, the hired help.
Jessie returns just in time to hear her father
cry: "The scoundrel robbed me and has left me
to die." The great specialist having just induced
him to sign a check for a very large sum. Jessie
snatches a revolver, and crying that she will kill
the man who has robbed and almost murdered
her father, through malpractice, rushes after the
doctor, and. on the porch struggles with him
for the possession of the note.
Doc Arnold and Mrs. Simpson, who have followed Jessie to the house, arrive just in time to
hear the shot and to find Jessie beside the dead
quack doctor and the still smoking revolver
which lies on the floor. She says that she did
not kill him. At the inquest Doc Aronld with
his bug-hunting microscope identifies the user
of the gun as someone afflicted with tuberculosis,
and the crime is thus fastened upon half-witte<l
Jud, who has killed the "specialist" through
jealousy
of Bell's
betrayal of Hilda with
whom Judbecause
himself
is in love.
THE HONORABLE ALGY (Ince — Five Parts —
Nov. 19.) — The cast: The Honorable Algy
(Charles Ray) : Grace Dryker (Margaret Thompson) :Lord Rockmore (Howard Hickman) ; Patricia (Margery Wilson);
Lon Bassett
(Albert

Cody) : Bud Harvey (Jerome Storm) ; James
Dryker (Charles French) ; Mrs. Dryker (Louise
Brownell) ; the Marquis of Monteith (Thomas S.
Guise) : Belle Delmore I Katherine Kirkwood) :
the Vicar of Hadleigh (Walt Whitman). Directed by Raymond B. West.
Algernon, the youngest of four sons, is sent
to America to contract a good marriage and
bring money into the family, in order to save the
estate of his father, the Marquis of Monteith.
A fortnight later he starts, after bidding farewell to his sweetheart, Patricia Leslie, the Viirar's
daughter. On board ship he meets Lord Rockmore, who has a bad name. Rockmore is accompanying Dryker, a millionaire, and bis wife
and daughter to New York- Algernon is introduced to the Drj-kers. They have placed
for safe-keeping, considerable jewelry in the
purser's safe, including a rope of pearls, valued
at sixty thousand pounds. Dryker has been followed since purchasing the pearls by Bud Harvey,
a shrtiwd crook, who sees the purser returning
with the tray, collides with him and drops, unseen, a pill into the glass. The purser drops
asleep, and Harvey secures his keys and steals
the Dryker
jewels.
The robbery is discovered on the following day,
and Harvey, knowing his cabin will be searcehd.
tief- the jewels in his handkerchief, which he
attaches to a string, and drops them down one
of the ventilating funnels on the upper deck,
Alger*non, sitting in his room, sees the handkerchief come swinging down through the ventilator,
reaches up and unties it, and drops back in
amazement when he sees the jewels. He decides
to keep them, and hides them in his tobacco
pouch underneath the tobacco. Harvey reaches
New
York with the jewels, undiscovered.
Rockmore and Algernon put up at the same
hotel.
published
in the
soiie(y Rockmore's
columns, andpicture
Belle is
Delmore,
a dancer,
with whom he used to be thick in London. learns
of his arrival and intentions with regard to
Miss Drj-ker, and swears that she will send his
letters and a statement to the Dryker girl. Algernon decides not to keep the jewels, and puts
them in a box, which he mails to Miss Dryker.
Rockmore plans to intercept the package of letters, and watches the letter carrier, and just before the package is delivered, rings the bell of
the Dryker residence, and is talking to the butler
when the postman delivers a package, which he
steals without the knowledge of the butler. Algernon arrives a few minutes later, and discovers
that Ro.kmore has evidently taken the package,
whereupon he bundles Grace and her father into
a machine and tells the chauffeur to drive to
the hotel.
They arrive in time to capture Rockmore, and
recover the jewels. Algernon tells Grace Dryker
of their rotten luck back home, of Patricia and
of the family council. He asks her what he
should do, and she suggests that he go to work.
He has never thought of this solution, but it
appeals to him, and he is eventually employed
as a broker's
with a tidy salary. He ventures his all inclerk
speculation.
When Christmas comes, he Is invited to the
Dryker house, and after all receive their presents. Miss Dryker and his employer, who is engaged to Grace, announce the last present is
for Algernon. His present is Patricia. His employer whispers
the "spec"
a big success
and Monteith
Hallthatis safe.
He isispushed
toward
Pat, and the curtains drop together and Algernon
hears
Grace
crying
in
her
lover's
arms
and
knew that they were tears of happiness for him.
He gathers

Pat into his arms.
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SITUATIONS

POWERS tJA motor driven machine, must
be in good condition and cheap for cash. Address. J. M. Alexander. 0.18 Gladstone Ave..
Ottawa.
Can.iila

WANTED.

.■\T UIltKKTV inaiiuKtr. will lomluot business
on a busliu-ss basis. Kcrercnct- Rivfii iukI expected. Location In wtsltTn Michisan prtferroti.
Iluslness. care .M. P. World. N. Y. City.
\V.\.NTED position with pu-turc or vaudeville
theater by manuKt-r with six successful years"
experience. Familiar all dotails : booking, advcrtlsinK. slRn painting. Results assured. W.
A. Landon. Hitckotlstown. N. J.
ORGANIST desires position in high grade
moving picture theater. Trained especially for
motion picture work. Excellent interpreter of
photoplays.
E., care M. P. World. N. Y. City.
EXPERT MA.NAGEK. booker, operator. Nine
Years' experience. Money maker and saver.
Great results at low expense. Success, care M.
p. World. N. Y. City.

EQUIPMENT

C.\MERAM.\N — Own outtit. Five years" experience. Interior, exterior. Have scenario
ready. Referenve. go anywhere. Apt. 41, 3115
Broadway, N. Y. Ciiy.

HELP

WANTED.

WA:^TED— By high >.lass up-to-dute photoplay house in large city in the middle West, a
competent manager. One that can point to a
successful career will only bo considered. Good
proposition to the right man. All communications contideutial. Address stating experience
had. P. P. H.. care M. P. World. X. Y. City.
LIVE WIRE MANAGER, thoroughly experienced, wanted to open and conduct a beautiful
high class eighteen hundred seat house now being completed. Must be clever advertiser. References reQulri'd. good salaiy. Address H. E.. care
M. P. World, N. Y. City.
AGENTS to sell best cartoon advertising films.
Theaters make money running these entertaining films. Ray, :i'Jti Fifth Ave.. N. Y. City.

THEATERS

WANTED.

CASH FOR YOUR MOVIE — I am a practical
- successful moving picture broker. Seventeen
years of continuous success. Selling upwards of
one million dollars' worth annually, sales, exchanges and leases. Levis, the Moving Picture
Broker, Est. 1896. OfDce. 578-SO Elllcott Sq.,
Buffalo. N. y.

THEATERS

FOR SALE OR RENT.

MOTIO.X flCTrUE HOIPE fuly .-iiuipped,
doing good business, only bouse in town. Seats
four hundred, population thirty-five hundred.
Must sell, good reasons. Lyceum Theater,
^lonlconiiTv,
Pa.
SPLENDID CHANCE to purchase moving picture and vaudeville theater. (Brick building)
seats 800, large stage, only house In town of
6.000 Inhabitants. Fully equipped. Now In operation. Free & Brannlgan, Tarrytown. N. Y.
FOR SALE — A new theater in city 70.000.
with best equipment money can buy, on reasonable, terms. Address Fogarty, care M. P.
World, .N. Y. City.
FOR SALE two theaters, fully equipped, two
machines each, one plcturt^s only, other vaudeville and pictures. Address Rankins. Grand
Haven, Mich.
TWO photoplay bouses in one town, combined seating capacity one thousand. Five and
• ■' c-nta -'d-nission. Capable of making from
$120 to $1W) week. net. Will sacrifice this $10.000 bargain for SG.OOO. Easy terms. Lewis,
Moving Picture Broker, 5-80 EUIcott Square.
Buffalo. N. Y.
Or will sell one.
PHOTOPLAY and vaudeville house, one of
the magn>ficent show houses of Buffalo. Seating and standing capacity over eleven hundred. Admission five and ten cents, vaudeville
nights
fifteen
cents.
Valuable
70 chairs
x 10": ;
solid brick
building
; large
stage :lot
opera
everything modern and up-to-date. Expenses
do not exceed §2."»0 week. Price complete as it
stands $<;7..")00, would consider exchange. What
have you to offer? Agents and owners communicate with Lewis. SSO Ellicott Square.
BufTalo. N. Y.

EQUIPMENT

WANTED.

WANTED — Power's 6A motor driven moving
picture machine, witli Inductor, slightly used,
must be cheap. Chas. F. Behr, Roosevelt, L*. I.,
N. Y.
WANTED six 10 Inch A. C. electric oscillating fans, second-hand. In perfect condition.
Wm. Lieb. Jeffersonvlle. N. T.

NOTICE

TO

FOR

SALE.

OPERA C1L\1RS— 3.000 slightly used, GOO
upholstered nOi-. up. New opera and maple
folding at factory prices. Atlas Seating Co..
10 E. 4.'!d St., N. Y. City.
3,000 OPERA CHAIRS, steel and cast frames,
GOc. up. All serviceable goods, cue prices on
new chairs. 6 standard asbestos booths. Send
tor weekly list of close outs and save half. J. P.
K^dington. SL-ranton. Pa.
FOR SALE — One Edison Home Kinetoscope
V .. ? vt-rai iilm subjects and. book of exchange
coupons, $50 ; one model li-E Victor portable
stereoptlcon electric equipment, $20; one Victor
wilmatograph projector, $i!0. All of above shop
worn only. Only cash considered. F. E. Slocum,
...» . M:iin :?t.. Feorla, III.
FOR SALE fixtures and paraphernalia formerly used by moving picture business. No
reasonable offer refused. Same can be seen
by appointment. Edw. J. Murpliy Co.. Fuller
Bldg., Cor Main and Bridge Sts., Springfield,
Mass.
FOR SALE Sturtevant mushroom ventilating
system, in perfect working order, suitable for
six hundred seat moving picture theater. Address Geo. C. Warner, Columbia, S. C.
GUARANTEED REBUILT MACHINES— 1918
Motiograph, «60 ; 1911 Motiograph. $75 ; 1013
Motiograph. $90 : Simplex motor drive. $'-'.'50 ;
Power's 6A, $150 : Edison Exhibition, S'i-^ ;
Edison type
$75; order.
Power's Amusement
No. 5, $05. Supply
Going
quick.
Rush B, your
Co.. ;;00-2 Mailers Bldg., Chicago. 111.
FOR SALEI — Two 40 ampere type No. 115.G72
General Electric Mercury Arc Rectifiers complete with extra relays, hand regulators and
enclosed fuses. Full 50 amps. D. C. at arc
guaranteed. Price $125 each. Collins & Hill,
10 S. La Salle St.. Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE — Slightly used Simplex projectors,
guaranteed perfect and good as new at reasonable prices. Second-hand Motiograph in good
condition, cheap. Room 206, 1482 Broadway,
N. Y. City.
BARGAINS — Slightly used Simplex. Power's
and Motiograph machines. Lowest prices —
fully guaranteed. Hallberg, 720 Seventh Ave.,
N. Y. City.

CAMERAS,

ETC., FOR

SALE.

DAVID STERN COMPANY. The Motion
Picture Camera Clearing House, offers the
biggest values possible in high grade
tested Cinematograph Cameras. Read this
list carefully, then act at once. 1st: 100 ft.
Ernemann M, P. Camera, equipped with Ernemann F :3.5 Anastlgmat lens, $50.00. 2d : 100
ft. Ensign M. P. Camera, equipped with Zeiss
Tessar F :3.5 Anastlgmat lens, carrying case
and tripod, complete $75.00. 3d: 150 ft. Vista
M. P. Camera, equipped with F :G lens and extra
magazine, price $.32,50. 4th : 200 ft. Kinograph
De Luxe model, regular and trick crank, side
focusing device, direct finder, teakwood case,
equipped with Zeiss Tessar F:3.5 lens and 2
extra magazines, complete $85.00. 5th: 200 ft.
Ernemann model A Professional M. P. Camera,
leather covered, regular and trick crank,
equipped with Ernemann F :3.5 lens, price.
$110.00. 6th : 400 ft. capacity, Ernemann model
B Professional, finest mechanism, all adjustments, forward or reverse, trick crank, film
punch, magnifying focusing device, magnifying
direct finder, equipped with Zeiss Tessar F :3,5
lens, price $225.00 7th: 400 ft. Pathe M. P.
Camera. Hellar F :4.5 lens, extra magazine,
genuine Pathe Freres movement, price $125.00.
Sth : 400 ft. Pathe Studio model, outside magazine, equipped with Genuine Carl Zeiss Tessar
F:3.5 lens, outside diaphragm adjustment and
dissolve, rear focusing device, film punch, regular and trick crank In back of camera, magnifying direct view finder, extra magazine and
Studio tripod. An Ideal Studio outfit. Price
complete $450.00. 9th : 400 ft. capacity Ernemann model B Professional, finest mechanism,
all adjustments, forward or reverse, trick crank,
film punch, magnifying focusing device, magnifying direct finder, equipped with 2" Ernemann F:3.5. 3" Helomar F :.'^.5. 4'' Dallmeyer
Telephoto F :4.5. with hand made panoram
and tilt tripod, complete $325.00. 10th : 200 ft.
capacity DAVSCO Professional Kino, the moat
compact
and efBclent camera
on the market.

ADVERTISERS:— The Publisher*

expect

that all ttatem

aluminum magazines, very accurate movement,
Tessar F :3.5 lens, price $110.0». Panoram
and tilting tripods at $14.00, $25.00, $35.00 and
$45.00. Detailed descriptions and specifications
on request. Telegraphic orders shipped as soon
as received. Motion picture camera users are
taking advantage of our excellent service and
exceptional values. Write or wire today. David
Stern Company. The National Camera Exchange, 1047 R Madison
St.. Chicago,
III.
f'KOFESSlONAL CAMERAS, tripods, perforators, printers, developing outfits, rewlnders, teesars, effect devices, novelties, experimental work(', r'l'iiir. expert film work, titles. Eberbard
Schneider, 14th St. & Second Ave., N. Y. City.
MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS and trlpoda
for sale and for rent. Cameramen furnished
anywhere. H. R. Hoover & Co., 229 West 42nd
St., N. Y. City.
GUARANTEED CAMERAS low priced, all
with F :3.5 lenses. Kinegraphs $60. Pittman
$9(J,
Y.
City.Projectors $35. Ray, 326 Fifth Ave.. N.
RACK AND PIN developing outfit. Six
racks, eight developing, tinting trays. Complete $50.00 C. O. D. Ten dollars deposit. Box
1155, Tampa,
Fla.

FILMS

WANTED.

WANTED Billy Sunday film entitled "Billy
Sunday in Action." will pay highest prices,
apply W. M... care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
WANTED for export, used films In good condition. Especially series. State price, etc., to
F, Thomander. 145 West 45th St., N, Y. City.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for film scrap, discarded reels of films and perforations. Ship to
and write The Nickelsburg Brothers Company,
Meadow St., Newark, N. J. Checks mailed oa
receipt of goods.
WANTED — Four, five and six-reel features In
first-class shape, with or withoMt paper, also
negatives.
Federal Film Co.. 145 W. 45th St,
N.
Y. C.
WANTED — Films depicting Alaskan scenery.
hunting, mining, whaling; especially salmon Industries and fishing. Quote prico and describe
fully. Address
Travel Talks, 931
Monadnock
Block,Lefflngwell's
Chicago,
111.
WANTED — Developed negatives of
and scientific subjects. Muet be
State price, etc. Educational Films
of America, 729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.

FILMS

FOR

SALE

educational
exceptional.
Corporation
City.

OR RENT.

PAUL J. RAINEYS African Hunt, six reels,
world's greatest animal picture, in very fine
condition, plenty of advertising matter. Bargain. Queen City Feature Film Exchange,
123I2 Opera Place. Cincinnati, Ohio.
OVER SEAS BUYERS should communicate
with me, second-hand American pictures at European prices. Donald Campbell. 145 West 45th
St., N, Y. City.
WE SPECIALIZE In used educational, industrial, scientific and scenic films. Good subjects
at I'/^c. per foot and up. We have what you
want. Send for our lists and terms. New York
Film Laboratories, Film Sales Dept., 145 West
45th St., N, Y. City.
ONE AND TWO-REEL subjects (Krlterlon
Brand), plenty posters, also features, flrst-clasfl
condition, full lobby displays. Bargains. Queen
City Feature Film Co., 123».4 Opera PL, Cincinnati. Ohio.

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS
SALE.

FOR

PIPE ORGAN FOR SALE — Three-manual,
thirty-stop Karn-Warren pipe organ, with echo
organ, harp, chimes. Vox Humana, electric action and detached console. This organ has roll
attachment and would be just the thing for a
picture house. The owner, findlne the organ too
powerful for his residence, is willing to dlspoae
of It at a great sacrifice, in order to make room
for a residence organ. For full information,
specification, price, etc.. addrass Pipe Organ
care M. P. World. Schiller Bldg., Chicago, 111.
A RUDOLPH WURLITZER automatic pianoband orchestrion. 8 ft. by 6 ft. 6 diameter, 8 ft.
high, used five years, good as new ; co«t
$."..lit<MMi, sell for .^I'lMtO.itO rash.

State St., Bridgeport, Conn.

I)

B

401

MISCELLANEOUS.
MANUSCRIPTS— Revised, copied, and advice
given as to placing.
Address
L. W. Wilson,
Box 49.", Santa Barbara.
Cal.
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Ills
iColored Insert
1228
1102
1095-98
Colored
Insert
1100
11.33
1123
1113
1108-09
1116-17
1103
1092-93
1122
1088-91
1135, 1215
1115
1124
1104-05

HISOELLANBOUS.
Automatic Ticket Selling & C. R. Co
Bioscope. The
Botanical
Decorating
Co
Bulletin, The
Cinema Camera Club
Cine Mundial
Classified
Advertisements
Corcoran, A. J
Eastman Kodak Co
Erbograph
Co
Eyans
Film Mfg. Co
Exhibitors
of Marvland
General Chemical Co
Gunby
Bros
II Tirso Al Cinematosrafo
Kinematocraph
Weekly. The
Kraus
Mfg. Co
Motion Picture ElectHcity

1225
1243
1245
1245
1225
1235
1233
1228
1241
1229
1245
1231
1244
1239
1239
1229
1227
1243

M. P. W. Circulation Coupon
M. P. Directory Co
Moore, Wm.
N
National
Ticket Co
Pacific Tank & Pipe Co
Richardson.
F. H
Rothacker Film Mfs. Co
Bichardson M. P. Handbook
Salvation .\rmy Xmas Dinner
Standard Motion Picture Co
Studio M. P. World
Superior
Films
Co
Water
Color Co
Willis & Inglis

1218. 1226
1239
1225
1230
1227
1239
1247
1246
1229
1229
1229
1239
1235
1225

MOVING
PICTURE
CAMERAS.
Los Angeles
M. P. Co
Universal Camera Co

1223
1228

MUSIC
& MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS.
American
Photoplayer
Co
B. F. Consumers
Supply Co
Berg. S. M
Seeburg. J. P., Piano Co
Sinn. Clarence
E
Wangerin-Weickhardt

1225
1244
1244
1227
1245
1237

POSTERS
AND
FRAMES,
Menger & Ring
1227
ERS.
PROJECTION
MACHINE
MANUFACTURAmerican Standard M. P. Moll. Co...
Enterprise
Optical
Co
Motion Picture-Scope Co
Power.
Nicholas.
Co
Precision
Mch.
Co

1227
1231
1243
1248
1242

PROJECTION
SCREEN
MANFACTUftERS.
Center. J. H., Co.. Inc
1245
Gold Kine Screen Co
1243
Minusa Cine Products
Co
1243
Radium Gold Fibre Screen, Inc
1228
THEATRICAL
ARCHITECTS.
Decorators'
Supply
Co

1239
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TO EXHIBITORS

For a limited time, we will be able to supply you with
exquisite Rotogravure portraits of the 80 most popular
players known to the motion picture world. These attractive pictures are handsome enough to frame
and may be used to increase your box office profits by distributing them as souvenirs to patrons, or
for the purpose of carrying your weekly program printed on the back.

READ
Lucille Lee Stewr.rt
Lillian Gtsh
Brssic Barriscale
Francis X. Bushman
Huntly Gordon
Dorothy
Kelly
Blanche Swcrt
Marguerite Clark
Jackie Saunders
Virsinia rcarson
Pearl White
Carlyle Blackwell
Cleo Ridgcly
Ruth Roland
Douglas Fairbanks
Louise Glaum
Ormi Hawley
Alice Joyce
Edwin August

THE
WONDERFUL
I.cnorc Ulrich
Clara Kimball Vuung
Mabel Norraand
Norma Talmadge
Harold Lockwood
Anita Stewart
Charles Richman
Vivian Martin
Pauline Frederick
Kathlyn
Williams
Edna Mayo
Mary Miles Minter
Munele Ostriche
Myrtle Stedman
Annette
Kcllerman
Mae Busch
Billie Burke
Mrs. Sidney Drew
Ethel Clayton
Anita King

These magnificent pictures
famous Rotogravure Process.

LIST OF NAMES
: J. Warren Kerrigan
John Barrymore
May
Allison
Beverly
Bayne
Frank Morgan
Leah
Baird
Mae Murray

Marguerite Courtot
Douglas Fairbanks
Dorothy Gish
Viola Dana
Earlc Williams
Lillian Brady
Walker
Alice

Mary
Bessie Pickford
Eyton

Dustin Farnum
Virginia Nordcn
Theda Bara
Helen Holmes

Mary Fuller
Charles Chaplin
Kitty Gordon
WallaceMoore
R-^id
Owen
King Baggot

Peggy
Frances Hyland
Nelson
Edna Goodrich
Beatriz Michelena
William S. Hart
Mme. Pelrova
Sidney King
Drew
Mollie
Fannie Ward

are 4x8 inches in size printed
on
They may be purch ased in assorted

high
lots

gra de
for

Fay Tincher
Valli
Valli
Jewell Hunt
Jane
Grey
Marie Doro
H. B. Walthall

-calendered
thousand.

s

paper

uper
THE STAR IS THE MAGNET THAT DRAWS THE
CROWDS
YOUR THEATRE
$5.00

Therefore, place your order now for portraits of your patrons'
An Unusual Souvenir for Movie Balls.
per
SALESMEN
WANTED

WATER
Wc

are

specialists

COLOR

by

the

TO

favorite players.

CO., 263 Ninth Ave., New York

in the printing of Heralds, Booklets. Postcards,
Programs
and
interest to Exhibitors.
Write us your requirements.

other

advertising

material

of

^'Just Crying for American Films^^

This is the way a foreign film buyer put the case a few days ago. Even in some of the
European countries our American films are steadily gaining favor in competition with
the production of the home manufacturers in their own countries.

#ta®ML
is the onK- Spanish film paper that is popularizing American films in all the South American and Spanish speaking countries. The old prejudices against American films-are rapidly dying on account of the undeniable excellence of most of the recent big American
productions. Even if not quite ready to handle this export business, now is the time
to popularize your trade brand.
THE RATE ON EACH MONTHLY ISSUE IS VERY REASONABLE.
FORMS ON THE DECEMBER ISSUE CLOSE NOV. 24TH.
Write to-day.

CHALMERS

PUBLISHING

CO.,

17 Madison Avenue, New York City

{Publishers of Moving Picture

World)

THE
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON GENERAL

FILM

COMPANY

PROGRAM

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages

General Film Company
BBLE^&SE

DATS.

MonAar — Blograph. Sells. Vitaeraph.
TKe«d«7 — Blograph.
lem

Essaoay.

Ka-

Wedneadar — Blograph, Essanay, Kalem. VUn
Feature Comedy.
Tksrsdar — Sellg.
Vim
■^Itarr-aDk
latvrday — Esaanay.
Vitagraph.

Salem.

Seltg.

Nov. 13— Near to Earth (Drama)
Reissue No. 97).

(Blograpb

Nov. 15 — Lord

Chumley
(Three
parts — Dr.)
(Blograph Reissue No. 98).
(Comedy).
and Water
(Two parts — Drama)
(Blograph — Reissue No. 90).
Nov. 27 — The
Influence
of
ihe
Vnknown
(Drama)
(Biograph - Reissue
No.
100).

KoT. 2<V-Fish
Kov. 21 — Oil

Not. 29— The Wages of Sin (Three parts— Dr.).
ESSANAT.
Oct. 28— It Never Could Happen
Drama).
Oct. 31— The edy).
Beach Comb^

(Three part*—

(Two parts — Com-

Nov.

1 — Canlmated Nooi Pictorial No. 19 (Cartoon— Comedy ) .
tjQv. 4 — The Heart of Virginia Keep (Three
parts — Drama).
Nov.
7 — Easy Ed (Two parts — Comedy).
Nov.
8 — A Safe Proposition
(Comedy).
Nov. 11 — What I Said Goes (Three parts — Dr.).
Nov. 14 — Not In the News (Two parts —
Drama )Nov. 15 — Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 20
(Cartoon — Comedy) — A Scenic Subject on the ^ame reel.
Nov. 18 — His Moral Code (Three parts —
Drama).
Nov. 21 — UntoDrama).
the Least of These (Two parts —
Nov. 22 — Some
Bravery
(Comedy).
Nov. 25 — The Border
Line (Three
parts — Dr. i .

A Welcome

I

-■T^r-^-^ ■jg-i.j^^^^nnwwi

pmi^i^Bssy- .znE;/*r~T

KALEM.
Oct. 31— The Merry
Motor
Menders
(Com.).
Nov. 1— The Son of Cain (No. 13 of the "Girl
from 'Frisco" — Two parts — Dr.).
Nov. 3 — The Pencil Clue (No. 3 of "Grant.
Police Reporter" — Drama).
Nov. 4— "Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series
No.
104. "The Gate of Death"
(Drama).
N'ov.
7 — A Desperate Duel (Comedy).
\'ov. 8 — The Wftch of the Dark House (No. 14
of the Girl from Frisco) (Two
parts — Drama).
Nov. 10 — The Man from Yukon (No. 4 of Grant.
Police Reporter)
(Drama).
Nov. 11 — Hazards of Helen railroad series No.
10.". "The Lone Point Mystery."
Nov. 1-f — The New Salesman
(Comedy).
Nov. 15 — The Mystery of the Brass Bound Chest
(No. 15 of "The Girl From Frisco") (Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 17 — The Rogues Pawn (No. 5 of "Grant,
Police Reporter")
(Drama).
Nov. 18— The Runaway Sleeper, No. 106 of the
"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series) (Drama>.
Nov. 21 — Rival Fakers
(Comedy).
Nov. 22 — The Fight for Paradise Valley (No.
IG of 'The Girl from 'Frisco ')
(Two
parts — Drama ) .
Nov. 24 — The House of Three Deuces (No. 6
of "Grant, Police Reporter")
(Dr.).
Nov. 24 — The Forgotten Train Order (No. 107
of theroad "Hazards
of
Helen"
RailSi?rie?i (Drama).

svuo.

Oct. 26— The Sellg-Trlbune, No. 86. 1916 (Top.).
Oct 28 — A Close Call (Drama).
Oct. 30 — Small Town Stuff (Three parts — Com.).
Oct. 30— The Selig-Tribune, No. 87, 1916 (Top.).
Xov.
2— The Sellg-Tribune. No. 88.1916 (Top.).
Nov.
5 — Tom's
Sacrifice (Drama).
Nov.
fl— So Shall Ye Reap (Two parts — Dr.).
XoT. 6— Theical).
Selig-Tribune No. S9, 1916 (TopNov. I^— Theical).
Selig-Tribune No. 90, 1916 (Top.Vov. 11 — When Cupid Slipped (Comedy).
Drama).
Nov. 13 — The— Temptation
of Adam (Three parts
Nov. 13— The Selig-Tribune
No. 91, 1916 (Topical .)
Nov. 16— Theical).
Selig-Trlbane No. 92, 1916 (TopNov. IS — The Girl Detective
(Drama).
Nov. 20 — TheDrama).
Sheriffs Blunder (Two

parts —

Xov. 20— The Selig-Tribune No. 93, 1916
(Topical).
Xov. 2-^1— The Selig-Tribune No. 94. 1916
(Topical).
Xov. 2.". — Ht'dge of Heart's Desire (Comedy).

1214. 1216.)
VIM

FE.4TURE

COMEDY.

Oct.
Oct.
Xov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

18 — A Persistent
Wooing
(Comedy).
25 — Green Eyes (Comedy).
1 — Gerties
Garters
(Comedy).
8 — Marked No Funds (Comedy).
Lt — His Wedding Promise
(Comedy).
22 — The Good Stenographer
(Comedy).

Nov.
Xov.
Xov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Xov.
.Xov.

2—
3—
9—
10 —
16 —
17 —
2;t —
24—

VIM.
Twin Flats (Comedy).
In the Ranks
( Comedy ) .
A Warm Reception
(Comedy).
Hot Dogs (Comedy).
Pipe Dreams (Comedy).
Good and Proper (Comedy).
Mother's
Child
IComedy).
Money Maid Men (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH.

Oct. 27—
Oct. 30—
Nov.
3—
Not. 4 —

Betty's Affair (Comedy).
The New Porter (Comedy).
The Game that Failed (Comedy).
^The Heart of a Fool (Three parta —
Drama)
(Broadway Star Feature).
6— New York Rapid Transit (Comedy).
10— Weary Willies Birthday
(Comedy).
13 — The Second Story Ringer (Comedy).
17 — The Luck of Jane (Comedy).
18 — The Man W^ho Went Sane (Three parts
ture).
— Drama) (Broadway Star Fea-

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Xov. 20 — The Pasters
(Comemdy).
Xov. 24 — .lustice A La Carte (Comedy).
Xov. 27 — Taking the Honey Out of Honeymoon
(Comedy).

General Film Company Feature!
BROADWAY
STAR
FEATURES.
4 — The Heart
of a Fool
(Vitagraph —
Three parts — Drama).
.Xov. 18 — The
Who
Went
Sane
(Vitagraph —
Three parts — Drama).

Nov,

Not.

KNICKERBOCKER
STAR FEATURES.
— Drama).
3 — Jess of the Hill Country
(Two parta

Not. 10 — TheDrama).
Question

Mark

Not. 17 — Target
Prama).of

Dreams

Xov. 24 — Twin

(Three

Visitor Each Week in Every Business Home
Pictures Are of Interest

Souls

(Three
(Two

part^^
parts — ■

parts — Drama).

Where Moving

The Moving Picture World
Is Admirably Adapted to Carry Any Little
Message Which You May Wish to Send

Our Classified Advertisements at Five Cents Per Word
Will Produce Remarkable

Results — One Dollar for Twenty

Send Copy, with remittance, to CHALMERS

PUBLISHING

Words

or Less.

CO., 17 Madison Avenue, New York City

THE
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12,57

^

Get the Full Value
Of Your Pictures
liy n>ing the lens that gives
steady illumination.

LET THIS MOTOR RUN YOUR
MOVING
PICTURE
MACHINE
It is easv to equip vour hand-driven machine
with the FIDELITY 'MOTOR.
PRICES
DIRECT CURRENT
ALTERNATING
CURRENT
no Volts

$12.00
MECHANISM
Edison
Simplex
Power's
Motiograph

no

Volts,

60

a maximum

projection lenses are built on mechanically correct principles. In every detail of their construction you can see the high "Marlux"
quality.
Mechanically correct in design, the Marlux
gives most satisfactory results in actual use.
bringmg out the full value of every picture by
ri strong, steady illumination.
There is no rotation of the lens in focusing,
and consequently the image on the screen
always remains perfectly steady.

Cycles

$14.00

ATTACHMENT
$2.50
7.00
7.50
10.00

TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER

See your Dealer or write direct to

WRITE TODAY FOR
LARGE SUPPLY CATALOG

CROWN

Grand
ELRKELR'35SE.Detroit,

608 Olive
St. Louis, Mo.

OPTICAL

COMPANY

Rochester, N. Y.
River
Mich.

The

Unit Organ
is the ideal Pipe Organ for theaters.
It is a whole orchestra in itself. It can
express anything in response to a
skilled touch. Organ music lends itself
with singular adaptability to an accompaniment of motion pictures, but
you, Mr, Exhibitor, must bear in mind
that popular musical judgment is quick
to discriminate between the grandeur
and wonderful effectiveness of refined
pipe organ tones and the cheap, commonplace drone and blare of the average
theater organ. If you are ready to
equip your theater with an organ do not
fail to have the WEICKHARDT
UNIT ORGAN demonstrated to you.
Investigate its merits and your choice
will be gratifyingly easy.
CATALOG

The

U

IM

I T

sfyns'-,
ON

112-124 BuRRELL

MILWAUKEE.

0F70A.ril
EASTERN

of

REQUEST

UP IM

Street

WISCONSIN.

The

U.S,A.

OFFICE: 729 Seventh Ave., NEW YORK CITY

I TT

C9RG.AIM
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON UNIVERSAL

AND

MUTUAL

(For Daily Calendar of Program

Universal Film Mlg. Co.
ANIMATED
WEEHCLY.
Nov. 15 — Number
4ti (Topical).
Nov. 22 — Number 47 (Topical).
j^OY. 29— Number 4S (Topical).
BIG U.
parts— Dr.)
Trail (Two
Powder
(Special release).
15 — The Torment
(Drama)
(Special).
16— Life's Maelstrom
(Two
parts— Dr.).
17 — The Long Search
(Drama)
(Special).
23 — No release this day.
23 — Accusing Evidence (Drama)
(Special).
26 — The Heroine of San Juan (Two parts
— Drama)
( Special ) .
Nov. 30— The Mother Call (Drama).
Dec.
1 — The Circle of Death (Drama) (Special).

Not.
Not
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Not
Not.

is — The

Not. 11— The
Not. 18— The—
Not. 2S — The
Uec.
2 — The

BISON.
Quitter, (Two parts — Drama).
Son
of a Rebel Chief (Two parts
Drama).
Lost Lode (Two parts— Drama).
Greater Power
(Two parts — Dr.).
GOLD

SEAL.

Not.

8 — The^Drama).
Cry o( Conscience,
(Two partsNot. 14 — Honor
Thy Country
(Thre
parts —
Drama).
Nov. 21— The Woman
He Feared
(Three parU
— Drama).
Not. 28 — Should
She Have Told (Three partsDrama).
IMP.

Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

10 — ^The Bel (Two parts — Drama).
17 — Guilty
(Two
parts— Drama).
19 — No release this day.
19— The
Thread
of Life
(Two
parts —
Drama)
(Special) .
22 — When He Came Back (Drama.
24 — Circumstantial
G^illt
(Two
parts —
Drama.)
2ft — No release this day.
30 — The Heel of the Law (Two parts — Dr.).
1 — The Mansard
Mystery
(Two
parts —
Drama).
3— The Wall of Flame (Drama).

JOKER.
Not. 11 — In Lots With a Fireman
(Comedy).
Nov. 18 — Their First Arrest (Comedy).
Nov. 2^ — A Janitor's
Vendetta
(Comedy).
Dec.
2 — Scrappily Married
(Comedy).
LAEMMLE.
No release this day.
No release this day.
Shadows of Suspicion
(Drama).
No release this day.
No release this day.
The Emerald
Pin (Two
parts — Dr.).
No release this day.
Her Message to Heaven
(Drama).
The— Last
of the Morgans (Two parts
Drama).
2 — No release this day.
2— A
Designing
Woman
(Drama —
Nov. 29 — Eat Speciall.
and Grow Hungry
(Comedy).
L-KO.

Not.
Nov.
Not.
Nov,
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Not.
Dec.
Dec

4—
11 —
12 —
15 —
LS —
23 —
25 —
2.T —
29 —

Not.

7--Allce edyInj. Society
(Three
parts — ComNot.
8 — No release this day.
Not. 12 — No release this day.
Not. 15 — A —Million
Dollar Sniash
(Two
parts
Comedy).
Not. 22 — Where
Ts My
Wife?
(Two
Comedyl.
Dec. 1 — Tattle Tale Alice (Comedy).
Dec. 3 — No release this day.
parts —
NESTOR.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.

6—
10 —
13—
17 —
20 —
24 —
27 —

a Political Tramp (Comedy).
gweedy. The Janitor (Comedy).
Knights of the Bath Tub (Comedy).
A Cat>able Lady Cook (Comedy).
How Do You Feel? (Comedy).
Married
a Year
(Comedy).
The White Turkey (Comedy).

PROGRAMS

Releas es See Pages 1214, 1216.)

Mutual Film Corp.

POWERS.

toon).Mat
Nov. 16 — Motor

and

his

Fliv

(Com. -Car-

— Modernizing Ceylon
(Educational).
Nov. 23 — IrmaDrama).
in
Wonderland
(Comedy —
Nov. 26 — Sammy
Johnsin
at
the
Sea
Side
( Cartoon — Comedy ) .
— In and Around Ancient Japan
(Educational).
Nov. 30 — The Fascinating Model
(Comedy).
— At the Top
of the
World — Alaska
(Educational).
Dec.
3 — Sammie
Johnsin's
Love Affair (Comedy-Cartoon).
— Ancient India (Educational).
RED
FEATHER.
Oct. 30 — The Isle of Life (Five parts — Drama).
Not. 6 — The Place
Beyond
the Winds
(Five
parts — Drama) .
-VOT.
13 — The Drama).
Heritage
of Hate
(Five partsNot. 20 — The — Drama).
Devil's Bondwoman
(Five parts
Nov. 27 — The

Mainspring
(FIto
REX.

parts — Dr.).

Oct. 29 — The Moving Finger (Drama).
Not. 3 — No release tills day.
Not.
5 — Her Vanished Youth
(Drama).
Not. 9 — The Mantle
of Deceit
(Two
partsSociety — Drama) .
Not, 9 — A Pen Trip to Palestine
(Educ).
Not.
Nov. 10 — The Eyes of Love (Drama).
16 — The Diamond
Lure (Drama).
Nov, 17 — No release this day.
Ij — Lost in Babylon
(Drama).
Not
Not. 26 — No release this day.
Dec.
1 — No release this day.
VICTOR.
Oct. 31— FelixRelease).
on the Job (Comedy)
(Special
Nov.
7 — No release this day.
Nov.
9 — No release this day.
Not. 12— Any Old Duke'll Do (Comedy).
Not. 14 — No release this day.
Nov. 14 — A Case
of Beans
(Comedy)
(Special).
Nov. 19 — Her Chance (Comedy).
Nov. 21 — No release this day.
Nov. 21 — Felix
Gets
In
Wrong
Not. 2S — No (Special).
release this day.
Not. 30 — No release this day.
Dec.
3— JustDrama).
Her Luck
(Two
UNIVERSAL SCREEN
Not. 24 — Number 1.
UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

(Comedy)

parts— Comedy-

MAGAZINE.
FEATURE.

Oct. 12 — Behind Life's Stage (Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 16 — Fame
at Last (No. 10 of "Timothy
Comedy),
Dobbs,
That's
Me" — Two
parta —
Oct. 16 — Liberty No. 10. •'The Human
Targets"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 23 — Liberty No. 11, "A Daughter of Mars"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 24 — Society Hypocrites (Three parta — Dr.).
Oct. 30— i-lberty No. 12, "For the Flag"
(Two
parts — Drama) .
Not.
C— Liberty
No. 13 "Strife and Sorrow"
(Two parts — Drama).
Not. 13 — Liberty
No. 14, "A Modem
Joan of
Arc"
(Two
parts — Drama).
Nov. 20 — Liberty No. 15, "The Flag of Truce"
(Two
parts — Drama).
N"ov. 27 — Liberty
No.
16, "Court
Martialled'"
(Two parts — Drama).
UNIVERSAL
(STATE
RIGHTS).
October — Idle WItcs (SeTen parts — Drama).

Bluebird Photoplay, Inc.
Not.
6— Gloriana
(Five parts — Drama).
Nov. 13— A Stranger
from
Somewhere
(FItb
parts — Drama).
Nov. 20 — TheDrama).
Measure of a Man
(Five parts —
Not. 27 — The Drnraa).
Bugler
Dec.

of

Algiers

4 — The Drama).
Sign of the Poppy

(Five

parts —

(Five parts —

AMERICAN.
Oct.
9 — Citizens, All (Two parts — Dnuraa).
Oct, 16 — The Franchise (Two parts — DrasftftVOct. 23 — Professor Jeremey's Experlmeat
(Two
parts — Drama ) .
Nov.
9— The Fight on the Dam
(DnuDJii.
BEAUTY.
Oct. 10 — That Sharp Note (Comedy).
OcL 31— The Last Thrust
(Comedy).
Oct. 31 — The Spartan
Spleen
(Comedy).
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Not.
Nov.
Not.
Not.

21— That DoggoneCUB.
Baby
(Comedy).
21 — The Deacon's Widow (Comedy).
27 — Lovers and Lunatics
(Comedy).
2S — Dad's Masterpiece
(Comedy).
28 — When Clubs Were Trumps (Comedy).
3 — Nearly a Hero
(Comedy).
10 — His Blushing Bride (Comedy).
17 — Her Sun-Kissed
Hero
(Comedy).
24 — Title to be announced later.
ECLAIR.
Not. 4 — The Drama).
Eternal
Challenge
(Tw«
Not. 11 — The Drama).
Unpardonable
Sin
Not. 18 — The Drama).
Bad
Samaritan
Nov.

— Drama).
FILM
D-ART.
6 — The Ten O'clock Mystery

(Twe
(Two
(Tfcrce ;

GAUMONT.
Oct
25 — See America First, No. 59 (Scenic).
parts —
— Kartoon
Komlcs
(Cartoon-Comedy).
azine).
Oct. 29— Reel Life, No. 26 (Mutual Film MagNov.
1— See America First No. 60 (Scealt).
— Kartoon
Komice
(Cartoon— <;oBft64y).
5— Reelazine).
Life No. 27 (Mutual Film Mag^o^
(TraTel).
Nov. 7 — Mutual World Tours
Nov. 8 — See America First, No. 61 (Scenic).
— Kartoon
Komics
( Cartoon-Comedy).
Not. 12— Reel
azine).
Lite, No. 28 (Mutual Film MagNov.
14 — Mutual Tours of the World
(Travel).
Nov. 15 — See America First, No. 62 (Scenic).
Nov.
— Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon — Comedy).
19— Reelazine).
Life No. 29 (Mutual
Film MagNov. 22 — See America First, No. 63 (Scenic).
— Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon-Comedy).
Not. 23 — Vampires.
No. 1, "The
Detective's
Head"
(Three parts — Drama),
Not. 2&— Reelzine).
Life. No. 30 (Mutual Film MagaMUTUAL.
Oct. 26 — At Twelve O'clock (Two parts — Dr.).
Oct. 30 — The Frame-Up
(Two parts — Drama).
Nov.
9 — A Mountain Daisy (Two parts — Dr.).
Nov. 13 — His
Guardian
(Two
parts —
Drama). Angel
Nov. 16 — Film d'Art (Three parts^Drama).
Nov. 20 — Mismated
(Two parts — Drama).
— Within the Lines (Drama).
MUTUAL WEEKLY.
Oct. 25 — Number 95 (Topical).
Not.' 1— Number 96 (Topical).
Nov.
H — Number P7 (Topical).
Not. 1F> — Number
98 (Topical).
Nov. 22— Number 99 (Topical).
MUTUAL
CHAPLIN.
One A. M. (Two parts — Comedy).
The Pawnshop
(Two parts — Comedy).
edy).
Nov. 13 — Behind the Screen
(Two parts — ComMUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
DE LUXE.
Not.
6— And the Law
Says?
(American — FIto
parts — Drama ) ( No. 150) .
Not. 9 — East Is East (Turner — Five parts —
Drama)
(No. 151).
Nov.
16 — Immediate Lee (American — Five parts
— Drama)
(No. 153).
MUTUAL
STAR
PRODUCTIONS.
Not.
(Five partsNot. 2 — The Pearl of Paradise
Drama)
(No. 149).
o' Pickles(No.
(American
— FItb parts
Not. 13 — Peck
— Drama)
152).
23 — LoneDrama)
Star (No.
(American
155). — Five parts —
NOVELTY.
Not. 25 — An Artful Dodge
(Comedy).
(M^utuaZ Releases cotitinued on po^e 1240.)
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WORTH

CINEMATOGRAFO

The most important
Film Journal in Italy.
Published every Monday at Rome. Excellent staff,
special bureau of information. Correspondents in all
parts of the world. Yearly subscription for foreign
countries: $3.00.
Buatnes* Office: Via del Tritone 183, Rome, Italy.
any

Perfect

Developing

NegatiTes Delevoped. Ic ft.
Positive Printiiig ... 4c ft.

TITLES

and

any
lanrua^e
complete

5c

foot Free
Cards Free per TintinE

(jtkEjcHM turiittrd ij tm litten jt»n' ciperiuc*

GUNBY

Printing

in

ipteitt ptkt w taaatity mien

BROS., Inc.. US Wett 45th Street, New York City

A Dependable Mailing List Service
SiTC* you from 30% to 50% in postaec, etc Reaches all or selected
list of theatres in any territory. Includes name of exhibitor as
well as the theatre in address. A list of publicity mediums desiring
motion picture news. Unaffiliated exchanges tookinff for features.
Supply nouses that are properly characterized as such. Producers
with address of studios, laooratories and offices. Information in
adriQcc
of theatres being or to be built.
W74.

MOTION

PICTURE

DIRECTORY

Addr€t*ing

COMPANY

Phone 3227 Chelsea
Phone 2003 Randolph

M Fifth AvcDue,
New York
4ZS Ashland Block. Chicago

Multigraphing

Projection

Print in g

Type writ ing

Engineer

Is your screen result unsatisfactory?
Is your projection
current costing
too much?
Are you planning a new theatre?
Are you contemplating the purchase of new Equipment?
Theatre plans examined and suggestions made as to
operating room location. Operating rooms planned,
etc., etc. Will personally visit theatres in New York
City or within 300 miles thereof.
Fees moderate.

(/n°oHv'W"^) F. H. RICHARDSON
Room

1434, 22 E. 17th Su New

(^^^..^kh^)

York C!ty

Developing and Printing
Fireproof

Laboratory

Expert and efficient service. Titles a specialty.
In the heart of the business section. Finest indoor studio on the coast, equipped with indirect
lighting-, giving no glare or shadows. Rented by
the day, week or month.

Superior Films Company
ROBERT

643

So.

A. BRACKETT, Manager
Entire IMb Floar

Olive

Street,

Los

Ornameiital
Theatres

Angeles.

It Is Our Aim
"To Strve the Entire Motion Picture Induttry"

For This Reason We Enjoy the Confidence of
Our Readers — and, For This Reason
?:::lt°ufd^Ad''v"u^.:'r„'t the moving picture world

PLASTER
Theatres

RELIEF DECORATIONS
Desisned

Everywhere

Sand for our ItlC cmtalog. It contains forty
beautiful full-page illustrations — some in colors
— of theatres we have designed and decorated.
It shows several styles of ticket booths, lighting
fixtures and ornaments; it will give you muiy
valuable ideas for decorating your new theatre
or improving the looks of your present one.
Sand

a*

Six**

of Thaatr*

THE DECORATORS
Arehar Avanaa

ud

for

SpaeUl

I
I

DaaigBS

SUPPLY

Laa Straal. CHICAGO,

CO.
ILL.

I
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ox

FEATURES

AND

MISCELLANEOUS

(For Daily Calendar of Program
{Mutual Rclenxcs! ronlinued from pane 1238-1
SIGNAL FILM CORPORATION.
Nov.
6 — A Lass of the LumberlandE,
No. 3,
"First Blood" (Two parts — Drama).
Xov. 13 — A Lass of the Lumberlands.
No. 4
(Two parts — Drama).
VOGUE.
Nov
5 — Bungling
Bill's Bow-Wow
(Two parts
— Comedy).
Nov. 12 — Picture
Pirates
(Two
parts — Com.).
Nov. 19 — Lost, Strayed or Stolen (Two parts —
Comedy).
Nov. 26 — Up the Plue (Comedy).

Metro Pictures Corporation,
COLUMBIA.
Oct 30 — The Gates of Eden (Five parte — Dr.).
POPULAR
PLAYS
AND
PLAYERS.
Oct. 26 — The Iron Woman
(Five parts — Dr.).
Vov. fl— ETtravaeance
(Five part.*; — Drama).
Dec.
4 — The L.rchid Lady (Five part? — Drama i
QUALITY.
Oct. lA — In —theDrama)
Diplomatic
Service (Five parts
.
October — Romeo
and Juliet (Five Parts — Dr.)
(Special Release).
ROLFE.
Nov. 13 — The "Wager
(Five parts — Dr.).
Nov. 27 — Sunbeam
(Five parts — Drama).
YORKE.
Nov. 20 — Big Tremaine
(Five parts — Dr.).

Nov. 27 — Nanette
of the Wilds
(Five parts —
Drama).
Dec.
4 — Princes?
Zim-Zim
(Five parts — Dr.).
LASKY.
Oct. 30 — The Sou! of Kurl San (Five parts —
Drama).
Nov,
6 — Unprotected
(Five
parts — Drama).
Nov. 13 — The Plow Girl (Five parts — Drama).
Nov. 16 — The Years of the Locust (Five parts —
Drama).
Dec. 11 — Oliver Twist
(Five parts — Drama).
PALLAS.
Not.
• — A Son of Erin (Five parts — Drama).
PARAMOUNT.
Nov. 30 — Martyrdom ^f
Phillip Strong
(Five
parts — Drama).
PARAMOUNT-BRAY CARTOONS.
Xov.
0 — Farmer
Al Falfa,
Prune
Plantation
( Cartoon — Comedy ) .
Nov IG — Colonel
Heeza
Liar Hobo
(Cartoon —
Comedy ) .
Nov. 23 — Bobby Bumps Queers the Choir (Cartoon— Comedy).
Nov. 30 — What
Happened
to Willie ( CartoonComedy).
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES.
Nov.
6 — In Classic Greece
(Scenic).
Nov. 1.3 — In Modem
Athens
(Scenic).
Nov. 20 — British Egypt
(Scenic).
Nov. 27 — The Real Streets of Cairo (Scenic).

Pathe Exchange,
Inc.
ASTRA.
Nov. 12 — The

Shielding
Shadow,
No. 7. "The
Awakening"
(Two
parts — Dr.) .
Shielding
Shadow,
No. 8, "The
Haunting Hand" (Two parts — Dr.).
Nov. 26 — The Shielding
Shadow.
No. 9, -Thi
Captive"
(Two
parts
—Incorrigible
Drama).

Nov. 19 — The

GOLD
ROOSTER
PLAYS.
July 17 — The—Drama).
Shadow of Her Past (Five parts
Oct. 29 — The
Sultana
(Plve parts — ComedyDrama)
(Colored).
Not.
G — The Drama).
Hidden
Valley
(Plve
parts —
Nov. 12— Shadows and Sunshine
Comedy — Drama) .

(Five parts-

Releases See Pages 1214,

— Drama).
Nov. 10 — The World and the Woman
Nov. 2t3 — Arms
and the Woman
Drama).
PATHE.
Nov.
5 — Fowls
and ) Game
Birds
Colored
.

(Five parts

(Five

parts —

Nov. 26 — Rods of Wrath
(Three parts — Dr.).
Nov. 2<V— Florence
Rose Fashions
No. 9, "The
Beginning
Season"
(Fashion). of the Social
PATHE
NEWS.
Nov. 11 — Number 91. 1916.
(Topical).
Nov. 15 — Number 92, 1916 (Topical).
\ov. lR~Number
93, 1916 (Topical).
Nov. 22— Number 94, 1016 (Topical).
Nov. 2-5— Number 95. 1916 (Topical).
Nov. 29 — Number 9rt, lUlf. (Topical).
Dec.
2 — Xumb*T 07. 1'.*]*'. (Topical)
ROLI.V.
edy).Preparedness Preparation (ComNov.
5 — Luke's
Nov. 12 — Luke — Gladiator
(Comedy).
Nov. 19 — Luke Patient Provider (Comedy).
Nov. 26 — Luke's
Newsie
Knockout
(Comedy).

Triangle Film Corporation.
FINE
5 — AttaDrama).
Boy's

ARTS.
Last

Race
(Five parte —
Nov. 12 — American
(Five
parts —
Drama). Aristocracy
Nov.
19 — The Drama).
Microscopic Mystery (Five parts —
Xov. 26 -The
ChildrenINCE.
Pay fFive parts— Dr.).
Xov,
5 — A Drama).
Comer
In Colleens
(Five parts —
Nov. 12 — Jim Grimsby's Boy (Five parts — Dr.).
Nov. 19 — The
Honorable
Algy
(Five
parts —
Drama >.
26 — Th.e Devil's Double (Five parts— Dr.).
KEYSTONE.
Sept.
24 — His Busted Trust (Two parts — Com.).
Sevt. 24 — A Calico Vampire (Two parts — Com.).
Oct. 1 — Haystacks
parts —
Comedy),and Steeples ( Two
1 — The Com.).
Lady

Drummer

yTwo

parts —

Unicom Film Service.
BUFFALO.
X)ct. :iO— The Rose of the Prairie (Drama).
Nov.
4 — The BrandGAYETY.
of the Sagebrush
(Dr.).
Xov.

3— Father WasHIPPO.
Right

(Comedy).

Oct. 3(» — Dan
Daly's Nightmare
(Comedy).
Nov.
2 — Billy Forgot
( Comedy) .
JOCKEY.
Oct. 31 — Love anci Kerosene
(Comedy).
JUDY.
Oct. 19— Over the Hills (Comedy).
Oct. 22 — DlRDOBing
of a Lover
(Comedy).
Nov.
] — Married
Misery
(Comedy).
Nov.
4— His Disjointed
Honeymoon
(Comedy).
PURIT.\N.
Oct. .?0— Heart of the Flame
(Drama).
Xov.
1 — Naked Souls
(Drama).
RANCHO.
Oct. .>1 — The Echo of France (Drama).
Nov.
2— The Trail of the Rattlesnake
(Two
parts — Drama) .
SUNSET.
Xov.
4 — The Strength of the Conscience (Dr.)
SUPREME,
nrt. ft— ThP GulitT One fTwo partu — Drama).
X*ov,
~i— Life's
Stepping Stones (Three parts^
Drama).
U.XICORX.
Nov.

3 — Mayor's Wife

(Two parts — Drama).

UTAH.

Dan
Vengeance
of
(Drama).
1— '.Waih Tpxan
Skif>s (Drama)

Oct. 21 — The

(Educational —

Nov. 19 — The Warning (Three parts — Drama).
Nov. 19— A City's
Milk Supply
(Industry).
— Here— Colored).
and There
in Spain
(Scenic —

Not.

1216.)

Xov.

Nov. 12 — Florence
Rose
Fashions,
No. 8, "A
Day
In New
York
with
Betty"
(Fashion).
Nov. 12 — Baseball's
Leader
(Two parts
— Drama) Peerless
( Reissue).

Paramount Pictures Corp.
BLACK
DIAMOND
COMEDIES.
Oct. 30 — A Troublesome
Trip (Comedy).
Nov. 1? — .^ Villainous
Pursuit
i Comedy I .
FAMOUS
PLAYERS.
Nov. 20— Miss— Drama)
George . Washington
(Five parts

PROGRAMS

Feature
ARTCRAFT
Xov.

HcOrew

Releases
PICTURES

CORP.

6— Less Than the Dust (Mary Plckford —
Sevtn parts — Drama).
CHRISTIE
FILM
CO.

Oct. 16 — The Making Over of Mother (Comady).
Oct. 2.3 — He Loved the Ladies (Comedy).
Nov. 13 — His Friend, the Elephant (Comedy).
CONSOLIDATED
Nov.

FILM

CORPORATION.

6 — The

Crimson
Stain Mystery
No.
(Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 13 — The Crimson
Stain Mystery,
No.
(Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 20— The Crimson
Stain
Mystery
No.
(Two parts — Drama).
Xov. 2" — The Crimson
Stain
Mystery,
No.
(Two parfs^Drama).
EXCLUSIVE
FEATURES
INC.
October — La Tosca
FOX
FILM

U
13
14
15

(Two
parts — Drama) .
CORPORATION.

Oct. 23— Romeo and Juliet (Five parts — Dr.).
Xov.
6 — Sins of Her Parent (Five parts — Dr.).
Xov. 13 — The Mediator (Five parts — Drama).
Nov. 20 — Jealousy
(Five parts — Drama).
PROHMAN
AMUSEMENT
CORP.
Of-tober — Tb«> CoDQuest of Canaan
(Drama).
Drama).
November — The Witching Hour
(Seven parts —
GRE.'VTER VITAGRAPH (V-L-S-E, INC.).
Nov.
6 — The Scarlet Runner, No. 6. "The Mysterious
Car"
(Vltagraph— .,
Two parts
— Motor
Drama).
Nov.
6 — The
Devil's
Prize
(Vltagraph — Plve
parts — Drama ) .
Nov. 13 — The Scarlet Runner No. 7 "The Red
Whiskered
Man"
Vltagraph
( Twe
parts — Dranla ) .
Nov. 13— The Price of Fame
(Vltagraph — Five
parts — Drama).
Nov. 20 — The Dollar and the Law (Vltagraph —
Five parts — Drama).
Nov. 20 — The
Scarlet
Runner,
No.
8. "The
Drama).
Glove and the King" (Two parts —
Nov. 27 — An Enemy
to the King (Vltagraph —
Five parts — Drama).
Nov. 27 — The Scarlet Runner, No. 9. "The Gold
Cigarette
Case"
(Vltagraph — Two
parts — Dramas.
Dec.
4 — Rose
of the South
( Vitagraph — Five
parts — Drama).
Dec.
4 — The Scarlet Runner, No, 10, "The Lost
Girl"
( Vitagraph — Five
partsDrama).
HERALD
FILM
CORPORATION.
— Drama).
October. — Prima Donna's Husband
(Five

jiarts

INTERNATIONAL
FILM
SERVICE.
INC.
Not.
2 — The
Ocean
Waif
((}old«a
Baglo—
Five parts — Comedy-Drama).
Nov.
6 — Beatrice
Fairfax,
No. 14, "Tne Hidden Menace" (Two parts — Drama).
Nov.
7 — Hearst-Intematlonal
News
Pictorial,
No. 89, 1916 (Topical).
Nov.
9 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
—No.Drama).
90. 1916 (Topical).
Not. 13 — Beatrice Fairfax,
No. 15 (Two parts
Xov. 13 — The
Jockey
of Death
(Mllano — Five
parts — Drama) .
Nov. 14 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No. 91. 1916 (Topical).
Not. 16 — Hearst-TntematlonBl
News
Pictorial,
No.
92. 1916
(Topical).
— Drama)
.
Xov. 20 — Beatrice
Fairfax, No. 16 (Two
parts
Nov. 21 — Hearst-International
News
No. 03. 1016 (Topical).
Nov. 23 — Hearst-International
News
No. 94, 1916 (Topical).

Pictorial,
Pictorial,

November

23, 1916
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Mr. Operator!
The Projection
Is the

IT

Most
Important
of Your
Theatre

CAN

BE
Bv

Part

IMPROVED
Vs

Speer Carbons
A Sample Order Will Demonstrate

CO.

"W"

St. Mary's,Picture
Pa.

For Sale by Leading Motion
Including the
I.H. HALLBERG
.
KLEI.NB OPTICAL CO.
-

WORLD
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It Isn't Too Late to Install
A TRANSVERTER
IF your projection light is not
if your pictures arc blurred,
if you're not getting your full
fall business, you still have time
ment up to date by installing the

what it should be —
dim and flickering —
share of the immense
to bring your equip-

IransV^rteK

This Fact

SPEER CARBON
DEPT.

PICTURE

Supply Dealers.
Following
727 7th Ave.. New York. N.Y.
166 N. Sute St.. Chicago. lU.

SOUTHERN"
EQUIPMENT
74 MariettaTHEATRE
St.. Atlanta.
Ga. 1815 CO..
Main Street, Dallas. Tei.

E. E. PULTON CO.. 154 W. Lake St.. Chicago. III.
KANSAS CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO.
813 Walnut St., Kansas City. Mo.
0. A. METCALFE
■ 117 Golden Gate Ave.. San Francisco. Cal.

The Transverter is
a motor generator
and the most practical device on the
market for producing a superior projection light. All
modern theatres, old
and new, are installing the Transverter because it insures a strong, brilliant, steady light
that is always under
perfect control of
the operator.

The Hertner Electric
1908 West 114th Street,

We are prepared
to make deli^^eries
in two or three
weeks' time. If you
order at once you
can have it installed
in time to get the
cream of the business in your section.
Write today for
September Bulletin,
which gives information and net

Mfg. Company
prices.
Clevelauid,

'TpHE speed and quality of the
sensitive emulsion, the strength
and toughness of the base, the consistent excellence covering a long
period of years, the marked dependability— these are the qualities that
have made it desirable, for your interests and our own, to place the
identifying stencil mark
((

EASTMAN"
on the margin of our film.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

The best theatres in the cotintry are
equipped with

Gundlach

Projection Lenses
This is in recognition of their superior
illuminating power and perfect correction for a sharp, brilliant picture.

COMPANY
N. Y.

Gundlach-Maahattan Optical Co.
M8 So. CNnton Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

Ohio
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

FEATURES

(For Daily Calendar
IVAN

FILM

(Six parts — Drama).

klbjine-bdison-selig-e:ssanay.
( Sellg —

Oct. 30— The Heart of the Hills (Edison— ve
parts — Drama) .
Not. 8 — The Prince of Oraustark (Essanay—
Five p^rts — Drama).
Not. 13 — The— Cossack
Drama). Whip (Eldlson — Five parts
Nov. 20 — The— Drama).
Chaperon
MORTIMER

(Essanay — Five parts
MBTCALFB.

FILM

SUNBEAM

MOTION

PICTURES.

Nov. 27— TheDrama).
Men She Married (Five partsDec.

4— All Man

States Right Features
CALIFORNIA

MOTION

Nov. — TheOraaut.
Woman

Who

GRAPTON

CORPORATION.
(Seven

PICTURE

PICTURE
Dared
FILM

parts — ^Dr.).

CORPORATION.

Oct. — Somewhere lo Georgia (Drama).
SEL2NICK PICTURES.
November — War Brides (Herbert Bren*n — Dr.).
Nov. — The Foolish Virgin
(Drama).
Not. — Panthea
( Drama) .

(Five

PUBLISHING

M.

parts —

CO.

Oct. — Argonauts
of . California
Drama)
Q.

CORP.

(Seven

parts —

CO.
(Ten

parts —

S.

MOSS

MOTION

PICTURE

SALES

CORPORATION.

Oct. 23— The Yellow Menace, No. 8, "The Time
Clock" (Two parts — Drama).
Comedy), Busy Night (Two parta —
Oct. 30— Tweedledum's
Oct. 30 — The Yellow Menace, No. 9, "The Time
Clock Bomb" (Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 6 — TheDrama).
Yellow Menace, No. 10. "A Message from the Sky" (Two parts —
Drama).
Nov. 6 — Humanizing Mr. Wtnsby (Ftve parts —
Nov. 13 — The Yellow Menace, No. 11, "The Half
Drama)
Breed's. Hatred" (Two part»—

BAYNES.

Nov. — Kitchener's
Great
Army
In the Battle
of the Somme
(Five parts — Dr.).
B.

UNITY

Oct. 16 — The Yellow Menace, No. 7, "Dn^i sf
Blood" (Two parts — Drama).
Comedy). Honeymoon {Two part»—
Oct. 16 — A Scrambled
— Drama).
Oct. 16 — The Land Just Over Yonder (Biz porti

(Five parts — Drama).

November — Fighting
for Verdun
Topical).

Oct. 2— Motion Picture Portrait Studies of
President Wilson and His Cabinet —
the U. S. Government In Action.
Nov. — The Masque of Life

PROGRAMS

Releas es See Pages

EUROPEAN

D.

Oct.— A Reunited Party (Two part* — Topical).
THE MOTION
PICTURE
FORUM.

SIGNET

of Program

WORLD

October — Her Surrender (Drama).

October — World Series Baeeball Film
Topical ) .

MISCELLANEOUS

1214, 1216.)
PIONEER
FEATURE
FILM
CORPORATION.
October— The Soul ot a Child (Five parta — Dr.).
Nov. 13 — Bought
and Paid For (Five partsDrama).
SHERMAN
ELLIOTT.
INC.
Nov. 20— TheDrama).
Madness of Helen (Five parts —
October— The Crisis (Sellg— Seven parta — Dr.).

PRODUCTIONS.

NoTember — The Sex Lure

AND

COR.

Nov. 20 — TheDrama).
Yellow Menace, No. 12, "The
AeroplaDe Accident" ( Two yarta —

Oct. — The Power of Evil (Drama).
November — Boots and Saddles
(Drama).

Nov. 27— The Yellow Menace, No. 13, '"The Sky
and the Submarine" (Two partsDrama).

MONARCH
PHOTO-PLAY
CO.. INC.
— Drama).
October — Common
Sense
Brackett
( SU
part'

Dec. 4— The Drama).
Yellow Menace, No. 14, "The Interrupted Nuptials" (Two parts —

WE TAKE GREAT PRIDE IN ANNOUNCING THAT THE FOLLOWING
FILM MANUFACTURERS ARE EQUIPPED WITH FROM ONE TO NINE

SIMPLEX

PROJECTORS
American Film Laboratories
Biograph Co.
Equitable Motion Picture Corp.
Essanay Co.
Fox Film Corp.
Metro Pictures Corp.
National Drama Film Corp.
Paragon Films, Inc.
Pathe Freres
Thanhouser Film Corp.
Unicom Film Service Corp.
Wark Producing Co.

Artcraft Pictures Corp.
Clara Kimball Young Film Corp.
Erbograph Co.
Famous Players Film Co.
Thos. H. Ince Studios
Mutual Film Corp.
New York Motion Picture Corp.
Paramount Pictures Corp.
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Triangle Film Corp.
Universal Film Mfg. Co.
World Film Corp.
and many
REPRESENTING

90%

OF

THE

others
FILM

MANUFACTURERS.

ThePrecisionMachine (o:Tnc.
317 East 34th; St- NewYork

NovenibiT

TIIF,

25, 1916

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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PERFECT SMALL PROJECTOR

EVER BUILT"

—So wrltea Geo. 11. Clough,
of Galveston, Texas.
"FulfUlfl an Ideal of a rootlon picture projoctor on sclcntlflc principles, but still caallT
portable and simple to operate"—writes L. J, Burrud of

G. W.

BRADENBURGH

802 Vine Street
NAME
For $S.000

EI Paso Chamber
umrco.

a Year

Th« euttwHy
From Gutter to Footllnhti
DMicsr and the Klag
Lrrtlert Rebel
World. rie«h and the Oevtl
The Chlmei
Ab American Gentleman
Heart! United
On* of Mlllloni
S«L»ho
Lwt Day* ot Pompeii
Should a Woman Tell
Hw Huiband
Divid Garrlcfc
Cuold
VcmjiQrmoloua
Woman'* Right*
Ooodnei*

Philadelphia, I'RICH.
Pa.

LENOTU.
STAKSOOO
Loulse Huff
7000
Cbaa. Maaon
9000
Barbara Tennact
L«ab Allen
5000
5000
Cedl Spooner
5000
Dustln PaiDum
5000
Cbas. Mason
5000
Tom
Tarrlaa
50«>
^Vm. Bonelll
Wm- BoneUl
6000
-1000
■2000
Laura Sawyer
4000
L- BorrelU
4000
7000
Massive Production
Louise Jacobin!
Clara Kimball Toun^ 2000
Clara Kimball Voung
Clara Kimball Youhk 1000
Clara Kimball Youhk

CONDITION.
Brand Now
Aa New
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Aj New
Brand New
Good
Good
VeiT Good
Good
Good
Good
Good Comlo
Good

200
S200

All tbo alraTO are supplied with one. three and six sheet posters and photos ;
ererrUiUK hlgb-class. Single and two reel comedies, ChapUns and others at moderat« rri»s.
Sln^e commercials with posters at $3.00.
Write for Fall bargain list

GOLD

ARE
APE
BEST

^/?EV^

Every day we
Ilk.: Itiese about

GOLD

-^--..L
SCREENS

KING

KING

SCREEN

of Comget littert

THE PORTOSCOPE
A portable stimdard motion picture
projector — price complete, $135.00
A machine built into an asbestos lined carrying case,
no larger than an ordinary suit case, and weighing
but 35 pounds.
In two minutes, the machine can
be made ready for operation. Sets
on any table. Equipped with
cither 1000 C.P. incandescent, arc
or calcium lieht. TAKES ANY
STANDARD FILM. Gives a brilliant, flickerless picture.

PRACTICAL, SAFE
DURABLE

l.

THE

PORTOSCOPE is a thoroughly
proven over
machine,
suc-a
cessful
use for
a yearinand

half by cerns.
America's
largest
conEvery essential
of good
projection is embodied.

MOTION
560

JOIN THE LIVEST DEALERS — HANDLE
THE
PORTOSCOPE.
The big money makers in the
business have recognized in THE
PORTOSCOPE the machine they
have been looking for. It i* making enthusiastically good everywhere. Write for catalog, and
full particulars of our proposition
to you.

PICTURE-SCOPE
West

Washington

COMPANY

Street, Chicago,

111.

V

CO.,ALTUS,OKLA.

For the fullest and latest news of the moTing ptctare
industry in Great Britain and Europe.
For authoritative articles by leading British technical
men.
For brilliant
films, read

and

strictly

impartial

criticisms

of

all

THE BIOSCOPE
The Leading British Trade Journal with an International CircuIatloB
American Correspondence by W. Stephen Bush
•f

By J. H. HALLBERG

THIS WORK

"Moving Picture World"

85 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.
Specimen on Application

COVERS

ELECTRICITY
ELECTRIC

SERVICE

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS
REFERENCE

TABLES,

ETC

An up-to-date treatment of Moving Picture Theater
Electric Installation and Projection, by a practical,
experienced, electrical expert.
IIIa«lrated aad SnbttaatiaUy Bound. 2M PagM.
$ZJi par Copy.
Pottago Paid.

MOVING
PICTURE
17 Madison Avenue

WORLD
New York

"SCREEN

LIGHT THAT NEVER

FAILS"

7^e ORIGINAL GOLD FIBRE SCREEN -Perfected.

^MiNUSfl Cine Products Company.!
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HYDROQUINONE
GENERAL
^fEW YORK

HILL

MOTOR

CHEMICAL

COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA

GENERATOR

CHICAGO

Make Your House Popular

For Motion Picture Arc Lamps
Delivers true direct current From alternating lines.
PRODUCING STEADY WHITE LIGHT PROJECTION OF TRUE COLOR VALUE, WITHOUT
FLICKER OR FLARE.
It delivers 12,000 candle power on a standard sized
screen up to 120 ft. tbrow, or 3 times more light than
is obtained from the alternating current arc for the
same current. It also eliminates all current wasting
balancing and voltage reduction resistances, hence
will pay for itself in this saving alone. Built in
capacities sufKcient to carry two machines during
dissolve, this is accomplished without a break.
Covering but 18x15 inches of floor space, it may
be installed in the booth under the direct control
of the operator. Running in ball bearings, it is quiet
and free frora vibration.
Write for Bulletin MW.

By a perfectly projected picture. You cannot do
this with an old junky machine. Write us today.
We will sell you a new machine of any make on
our EASY PAYMENT PLAN. You would be
surprised at the number of Theatres throughout
the country that are purchasing from us in that
way.
Why don't you investigate today.

C & C Electric & Mfg. Co.

3rd Floor, Mailers Eldg.
Cor. Madison Street & Wabash Ave., Chicago, lU.

Garwood,

ADVANCED

N. J.

Amusement

Supply Company

Dealers
in Motiograph,
Simplex,
Power's,
Edison
and Standard
Machines, Transverters,
Motor
Generators, Rectifiers and everything pertaining to the Moving Picture Theatres

213

PROJECTION

OF

INTOLERANCE

D. W. GRIFFITH'S COLOSSAL SPECTACLE nt the LIBERTY THEATRE. NEW YORK. Introduce. NEW IDEAS in the ART
of PROJECTION. The WORLD'S BEST PROJECTORS are equipped with SPECIAL SPEED CONTROLS and TIME REGISTERING DEVICES bo that the Musical Director has absolute rontrol of the SPEED, therehy SYNCHRONIZING the MUSIC
perfecUy with the PICTURE. Perfect
For the Arc
WORLD'S
PROJECTORS
TIME REGISTERING Devices and
Cootrol BEST
Rheostats,
consult the equipped
Exclusive with
Distril}utor

B. F. PORTER,

1482 BROADWAY,

AT TIMES

SQUARE,

NEW

YORK

Music Roll PRICES SMASH
JUST THE

THING

IN

INCIDENTAL MUSIC
Have

You

Tried

"BERG'S
INCIDENTAL
SERIES?"
Consists of 37 NUMBERS, including Hurries, Agitates,
Misterios
Dramatiques,
Pathetiques,
Galops,
Indian
Intermezzos,
Orientales,
etc.
SPECIAL OFFER— EACH
NUMBER
Small Orchestra— 20c. Full Orchestra— 30c. Piano Solo— 12c.

Moving-pi~ture theatre managers cut S5c. to 60c.
on the dollar from their expense for player-piano
music; get quicker delivery; choose from wider
selection (over 2500 titles in classic, standard,
popular pieces).
Already nearly 200 managers buy exclusively direct
from us. Arrangement of our rolls celebrated;
every one is full-score (no excerpts). Materials
are highest quality, and exceptionally durable.

104-Page Catalog FREE
Shows how to get truly deairable (88-iiote only) plsyermuaic at genuine bargain prices. Delivery preuald on $2
orders.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Write TODAY.

S. M. BERG
Columbia Theatre

Building,

New

York

B. F.H,
Station

City

Consumers

Supply Co.
BUFFALO,

N. Y.

1iiiiiiiiiiiii{iiiiiiiiiiiiinii:iii

rOOL^YENTILATE'TYPHOONS
W

154-4- BWAY.WtYPHOON

FAN COMPANY

I

NEW YORK

CITY

Till-:

Novoiulur 25, lO'f
Non-Break
able and
Sanitary
STEEL

MOVING

When

riCTURE

You

WORLD

Want

Opera

124.S

Chairs

Remember

We

Have

50,000 CHAIRS

LOW
Price
Opera

Chairs

itiHiu'diale slupiiient
on many styles' Second Hand Chairs;
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
tor FREE SE.\TING
PLAN. Mention this
paper.

STEEL

FURNITURE

Always in Stock

Immediate Service

in six different de.s ij; n s in Antique

Otfier designs of unupholstcred and Upholstered Chairs in
unlimited numbers
furnished in 25 to 50

Miihogany and Circasian Walnut finishes, assuring you
of a satisfactory
selection.

CO.

Grand Rapids, Mich.; New York, 150 Fiith Ave.

Are You Tired

days after receipt of
specifications.

of playing waltzes and popular songs for all
your pictures? Try "bringing out" the dramatic scenes with
dramatic
music.
The

Orpheum

Collection

General Office
lOIO Lytlon BIdg
CHICAGO

contains the best music of this kind published. Issued in Three
Series:

:■ ArtERira SEMC

[DAPANY

Sales Offices
I
all Principal
Cities

No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3.

FLORAL

Piano (24 pages each). 58 cts. for each series: $1.15 for any two; $1.70 for all three.
Violin, -10 cts. each; 75 cts. for any two; $1.05
(or all three. Cornet, 35 cts. each; 65 cts. any
two; 95 cts. all three. First and second series
have parts for Cello, Flute. Clarinet, Trom
bone and Drums. Practical for Piano alone.
or in combination with any above instruments.
Discounts on orders for four or more parts.
Send for free sample pages. Note new address.

W^T'

BOTANICAL DECORATING CO.. Dept. 7, 208 W. Adams Street, Chicago, III.
Manufacturers

It's the screen without name or character that some
t^^

MIRROROID

Installations to Date 9678

the President of the NATIONAL

EXHIBITORS'

J. H.

CENTER
THE

BARGAINS
Twenty-two

COMPANY,

WORLD'S

OLDEST

AND

LARGEST

IN MACHINES

machines ^Jightly used, first class

condition, Simplex, Power's 6 A's, Power's 6's,
Edison
B's, and Edison D's, low prices, quick
sales.
CHAS.

A.

CALEHUFF,

Quality

1301 Race Sireel, Phibdelphb

Audubon

Flowers

and

Plants

dealers sell because it pays them better
LEAGUE

OF AMERICA

(Mr. Lee A. Ochs) and the 9678 MIR-

Samples—FREE

If your dealer cannot
supply you with
you any other screen is better, realize he
None are as good — naturally, none can
If you buy, you should insist upon that
we give with every MIRROROID screen
Think
it over.
Write

Inc.

MIRROROID,
and tries to tell
is making a greater salea profit.
be better.
same Five-Year Guarantee that
installed.

Newburgh,

PROJECTION

SCREEN

B

COST

YOUR

SALES

IN CANADA

"BLJL.L-EIT'IIM"
"Canada's Premier Motion Picture Journal"
Sample Copy and Rates Fre«

106 West Richmond

means
People

do PARTICULAR Work for PARTICULAR
Developing and Printing ONLY

FILM MANUFACTURING

416-418-420-422 Weat 216th Street, New

N. Y.

MANUFACTURER

Use the

^^ VANS
ir ^^ ■ ^^ ^9

meansWe
EVANS

Telephone — SSSl

of Artificial

The World Over, the World's Best Theatres

FREE— Get Our Large Demonstration
Test — Compare with any screen on earth — Use the brains God gave you
— and the evidence of your own eyes.
Price, 33 1/3 Cents a Square Foot. $3.00 a Square Yard, the world over.
Mirroroid
has been tried, and proven THE SCREEN
SUPREME.
Why pay more for an unknown
product?

The

DECORATIONS

Write for beautifully colored catalogue — mailed free to you.
We quote absolutely the lowest prices ever offered on
reliable goods.

CLARENCE E. SINN
liO Grace Street
Chicaso, 111.

Recommended
endorsed by
ROROID andINSTALLATIONS.

THEATRE

Give Artistic Atmosphere. They delight your patrons
Artificial flowers are practically everlasting and
need
ones. no care — the effect is the same as natural
Our expert decorators are at your service —
ready to give you ideas and estimates.

Street

Perfection

COMPANY

York City

TORONTO
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Westinghouse
The Best Is None Too Good
if vou wish to be successful in the moving- picture game to-day.
Your patrons are paying for high class
photo plays and you cannot afford to disappoint them by showing flickering pic-

Westinghouse Motion Picture
Equipment
Our engineers will be glad to assist in

changes the alternating current into the
direct current you need to get the best
results from the film.

WESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRIC
East

the solution of your electrical problems.

& MANUFACTURING

Pittsburgh,

COMPANY

Pa.

473

Project Your Pictures
with the Aid of

Motion

F.

Published

H.

RICHARDSON'S

Picture Handbooli

by THE

CHALMERS

PUBLISHING

CO.

The Third Big Edition, now selling, answers almost every conceivable
question which has to do with the electrical and mechanical side
of the Presentation of Pictures.
If] Every Operator's Booth
It is as Essential as the Projecting^ Machine
In Every Manager's Office —
It is as Necessary as the Cash Till
Substantially Bound

THE

CHALMERS

in Red Cloth, $4.00.

PUBLISHING

Postage Paid

CO., 17 Madison

Ave., New

York

November 25, 1916
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"What's
in
a
Name?"
WelH^It All Depends Upon The Name!
In my case, I have a
lot of pride in my name — not |

for reasons of euphony or braggadocio, i

but because it is definitely associated with a big, »
clean, successful, reputable and growing business. A ft-

In this particular instance, itis identified with
the intention and abiht\" to completely

and efficienth' serve the Motion

I would

Picture Trade.

have

you

consider this trade mark my
signet — the symbol of my promise to give
to your developing and printing — to the production ofjyourphotoplaj — the same honest,intelligent
and sincere attention it would have if mine alone.

And, I always take very good
care of what's mine!

■aWIBWW,-':! 7 3 r. , i f«Hjai:i<ia'»
There are reasons —
Come and see them.

THE
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^

•SIXTEEN YEARS OF KNOWING

HOW

n^' \\

A PROJECTION MACHINE
INiFERMITTENT MOVEMENT
CAN

RADICAL

ADVANCE

BE

NO

7^-1

I J INTERMITTENT"
ACHIEVEMENT

BETTER

THAN

ITS

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
THAT
HAS
PLACED

IS THE MEMORABLE

POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH
IN ITS PRESENT

Perfect Projection
intermittent movement
Fig. 1 is a ihemtom
strength and durability

PREEMINENT

POSITION

of motion pictures n>ade possible by the only basicly different rotary
in over 300 yeiu's, applicable to use in projection machines.
view of the Movement complete. Its very appearance bespeetks the
which distinguish it above all other movements.

Fig. - shows a frontal view of the important elements. At Point A will be seen the unique
shape of the/ driving ceim by which maximum speed is obtained in changing from one picture to
another, with minimum wear on the film.

The Whole Combines for Steady, Fllckerless Pictures
Catalogue G gives full details

j^

Bl

GOLD STREET
YORK H
NYf '
ASPOWERCNEWOMPA
NICHOL

NINETY

Vol. 30. No. 9

December 2, 1916

Price 15 Cents
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Photograph
by MaXzeiie

WZUME

PICTURES

will soon announce
fhe release dat^s far
ff

SEVEN DEF^DLY SINS

THb:

December 2, 19l0

MOVING

PICTLKK

WORLD

Here's the Way They Turn Out
for

the

ESSANAY-CHAPLIN
REVUE
OF 1916
Use Your Watch When Booking
Essanay Attractions
SCREEN

TIME

1 HOUR,

17 MINUTES

Your best assurance of success is the success of others. Read
what the}' say:
"The Essanay-Chaplin Revue of 1916 is making a BIG HIT at our Market St. Theatre. Sunday, the opening day, we played to a capacity business and on Monday we
had one of our largest days, which assures us another big week. We are very anxious
to get

a line on your next

release."

^^^^^^,^
^^^^^_ Co.,
Manager Popular ^Amusement
San Francisco, Cat.

"Receipts for the day I played the Essanay-Chaplin Revue of 1916 surpassed any
previous day's business since the opening of the theatre. Kindly advise me of open
dates so I may arrange for another booking as early as possible."
CH.iRLES R. BLACK,
Manager Aihamhra Theatre,
Wilkes Barre, Pa.

GENERAL

FILM
eiORSE

1333

Argyle

K. SPOOR.

Street.

SER\'1CE
PRCS

DENT

Chicago
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BLUEBIRD
A Thundering Drama with
From the virile pen

The grandest box office attraction released this season. A wonder play based on the stirring theme of National Defense.
A play that will grip your audiences; that will stir the blood
of every American man, woman and child.
■
Not a propaganda, or a lecture or a sermon, but a realistic portrayal of existing conditions so unusual, so stupendous in
conception, and so lavish in production as to put to shame
the so-called spectacular, mimic warfare pictures that attempt to stampede Exhibitors with wordy advertising.

BOOK

NOW— through your local

BLUEBIRD

EXECUTIVE

1600 BROADWAYF

Deccmlier 2. \<i\t.

THi-

MoxTXi;

inrrrRF

worid

Extraordinary
a Thundering Message
of Rufus Steele

SPECIAL

NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS: This BLUEBIRD extraordinary was originally intended for a
State Rights Picture. It made so strong an impression on BLUEBIRD executives that they paid an
enormous sum for it, so that it could be released to
BLUEBIRD exhibitors and others.
It is not on the regular BLUEBIRD Program, and you
must expect to pay a good price for it, because it is
a picture that will pack your house at every performance. Special posters, including a 24-sheet.

iLUEBIRD

Exchange, or

PHOTOPLAYS
3F-F-ICES

tfEW

YORK

(Inc.)
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Till'

MdX'ixr,
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ricTiRi-: woKi.n

PROOF*J'A*re

Big Serial Money Witli The
UNIVERSAL Serial Glorious

Exhibitors say it is the greatest of all
Serials and — IT GETS THE MONEY

READ

"LIBERTY is a splendid serial in every detailhas exceptionally good drawing power." — Ennpire Theatre, Sunnyvale,
California.
"LIBERTY

is

a

very

exciting

serial

and

is

proving
a very
good
drawing
card
for us.** —
Wigwam Theatre Company, Reno, Nevada,
"LIBERTY
the best serial I h;ave ever run — the best I have ever seen.
People
think it great.
I had one-third more business on LIBERTY day than any other week
day." — Maze
Theatre,
Stockton, Cal.
"LIBERTY is going fine and is one fine picture — everybody
Theatre,
Mason
City,
Iowa.

seems

to like it." — Star

"LIBERTY is full of the best action I have ever seen. 1 can always bank on a good
night
for LIBERTY."— Grand
Theatre,
Santa
Cruz, Cal.
"LIBERTY is going big in Western Canadian Territory. In Calgary, LIBERTY is
more popular than any serial ever shown there with one possible exception." — D. G.
Walkley, Manager,
Western
Canada, Canadian
Universal
Film Company.
"I am having such unusual good attendance on LIBERTY nights, I feel I must tell
you of same. My 600 seats are not nearly enough to accommodate the crowds. That
is going some in a suburban House four miles from the city. It is just the thing to
grip the pulse of the public who are so much interested in the affairs on our Mexican
border." — Echo
Theatre,
Portland,
Ore.
"LIBERTY is one of the best serials I ever ran. In spite of bad ^veather and strong
competition LIBERTY kept increasing box office receipts. Ran lOlh episode to the
best business yet, showing
Theatre, Frcewater, Ore.

that it is gaining at that stage of the picture." — Silver Star

"LIBERTY draws big crowd
House, Tipton,
Iowa.

here and

every

one

You cion't have
to wonder
about
^^^^^^^
"LIBERTY."
Here
Is proof ever
that
^L_^P
.^^^
.^^h.
It the
popular
^H^K
^^^
^^^
filmed.
Further
that is ■
m ■
■ ■
■
GETTING MORE MONEY for Ex^k^B ^^^ ^^^
hibitors than anything
they have
^^^^^
^^^
^^^
ever shown.
You can take these men at their word. They are In
Write or wire for full information immediately to your nearest

rauch pleased."— Hardacrc

^1
IM-^T ^
Wt^
Vm
^
^
business
Universal

^^^^
^M
H^*
.^^^
^
^
H^MH B
^^^^L
^L
M-^
M ^H
■
■
mM^M
■
^^H ^^^
^V^V
^^
^^^
^
^
to make money the same as you.
Exchange, or
Carl Laer
1600 Broadway.

' Thv Lamest

Film Atanufaciuriag

Concern

Opera

In the Universe"

New

York
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READY
ARGOSY

FOR BOOKING
NOW IN NEW YORK
STATE ONLY
FILMS (Inc.) PRESENT

TNE CELEBRWTED

sm
Produced Under the Personal Direction of

LOIS WEBER & PHILLIPS SMALLEY
Producers of such big successes as "Where Are My Childreu."
"Hypocrites," "Scandal" and others. "The Stielow Case," as produced
by the Smalleys. stands without a peer in the entire world of film
productions. Without question we say that the portrayal of the characters in this production has never been equalled in the films or on the
legitimate stage. It is a masterpiece from any and every angle it is
viewed.
Write or wire for bookings direct to the

ARG
OSYDNA/A-Y
F-||_IN/IS
.)
I 600
NE\A/ (IIMO
YORK

THE

n.r.inl..r 2. U'U)
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SELZNICK^PICTURES

CMEA
KIMBML
\OUNG

HiRBEecr
**y
PRESENTS

IN

^
iBmBRIDES
pWAa
THOMAS

DIXON

AUTHOR-

MARION BY CRAIG
WENTWORTH

OF

THiBlRTHoFA NATION
ALBEFLT

NOW PLAYING AN UNLIMITE9»
ENGAGEMENT AT THE
BROADWAY THEATRE

CAPELLANI

DIRECTOR

GENERAL

JOSEPH M.
SCHENCK

HARRY

RAPF

PRESENTS

PRESENTS

MORMA

\^

IN
(by arrangement

:g^^ADGE

BY

*PANTHEA"
MURCKTONBi'
DIRECTED

ALLAN
LtWIS

HARVEY J. O'HIGGINS
HARRIET FORD AND
WILLIAM J.BURNS

HOFFE

DIRECTED

BY

RALPH

DWAN

J. SELZNICK

^^^^^^^

with KLAW Sr erlan&er)

—

SOLE

BY

W. INCE

DISTRIBUTOR^
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I have rights to
enter jour state!
But it is necessar/ fhat
I have a. sporvsor .
E>r ceniii-rics 1 Kave been, kn-owti.
to yoiJi ancL coixtvtless millionsNow fkat 1 am real , my
states ri^Kts are for saie -

i^

o

iia 3
31 r
'

' '«' ' ''jjL^^M

'. <• -^^^^^^^^^^^^H

I AlVI

I

I

and in. tke tnaster play in 5 parts, I take you witk me to rne
tropic zones, and sttatv^e lands .My adVpnturous life Kzvs been, tlie
joy of all aics .Kow visualised J cKarm all aaes still.

HENRY

W. SAVAGE

wko'5 craiismsnship has given to tli« spoken, dtdtna. many
money coining production-s kas added me to his large
family of successes
The wide awake states riffkts bttuers will act quickly and tkrou^Kme
Georg^e (VfariOtl tUe master director of Savage successes directed
my re-creation and kis art and skill kas given me the appeal that l<nows
no age . I am a picture for all ! I AM A BOX OFFICE noNEY MAKER

J'Nitve tenths of wisdom is Wing wise in time " Be wise! Be timely! Besuccess^ull
^~WARNEI{BROS,

Disirihu^rs-JZQ-SEVfNTHAVE-NeyyyorkGty.

'^

'fjm

^

in-^

•a*

M'.

I>.V

mm

•if

TtfTIT/
ttt
PRE«KT UOB7«mi*.MENLEYwiTM
"THE
in
CERTnUDE 5EI£BY
A

SIGN OF THE POPPY.

A nOHANTIC DRAHA OP OMENTAL VENGEANCE
TIHE-TUC PRESENT. PLACE-USA.
DIRECTED
BT
CMAS. JWICKARO
»«:/

PNOTOPUKirl

IIHCI

ITS star plays prove the soundness of tke BLUEBIRD policy
of "Tke Plays Tke Tkin^," wkile its star players and frequently an all star cast proves tkat in empkasizing tke importance
of tke Play — notkin^ is left undone to make eack BLUEBIRD
a perfect pkotoplay entertainment.
In "Tke Sign of Tke Poppy, tke drama kegins witk tke introduction ofstrongly contrasted ckaracters — a kandsome and wealtky
young couple returning from a joyous koneymoon — and tke young
man s fatker, living in deadly fear of an impending peril.
"Tke Sign of Tke Poppy is tke deatk sign of a Ckinese Tong
■u'kick seeks to wreak vengence on tke aged man for an old time
enmity. Moving swiftly in kreatkless suspense, tke plot develops
intensely dramatic situations and closes witk an unexpected climax.
Ten million readers of tke Saturday Evening Post are keing told
tke inspiring facts akout BLUEBIRD pkotoplays every -week
in BLUEBIRD advertisements. BLUEBIRD exkikitors all
over tkis country are reaping tke kenefit in constantly increasing
attendance. Get your skare of tkis profitakle kusiness ky kooking
BLUEBIRD Pkotoplays tkrougk your local BLUEBIRD Exckange, or
BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS, (Inc.)
1600 BROADWAY

EXECUTIVE

OFFICES

NEW

YORK

'm Z^e/easecf on /he

MZTRO Program
December 4ih

POPULAR
PLAVS&PlAYERSiNd
eseriiis
pr
MME

PETROVA
BLACK BUTTERFLY
A Five Acf

Meiro wondcrplay
oi rAre Leauiy ajcxd
/> supreme poiver
/(
direcieci l>y

f! Burton L King.
Scenajrio
hy^
Wallace
C CliBon
From oirn
L. Case
Russell's
siory

m\

K|(»Xii??>.V.Sy;>>j^^^

^^c*-aSBox Office ^^//o^ *
Nove
mm^^m

mbcj^i^sDeceinber

Heleascd in the following order
The Gaies of Eden.
Viola. Da. no.
Mme,r ava.g'a.rLce
Peiro^ra.
Exl
TK e wr
wager
StGverts
Emily
Bi^
Tremaine
Harold Lockwoodaiid May Allison
TKe
SurLbeam
Mahel TaliaFGrro
The Black, Butterfly
Mme Pg± r o \ra.
The Awakening of Helena RicKie
Eihel Barry mo re

Earold Pidg
lock^in.
wood Tsla
and r\dNayAllison

ORPO
ct'WWl'E
vi
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FAMOUS

PLAYERS

MOROSCO
• AND
Make
PARAMOUNT

PALLAS

SKunYt ■
ramo
PaLA

one producing company but four;
one star, but nearly a hundred ;
one good picture occasionally,
but two consistently good pictures
every week ;

u

Not a selling plan that throws an Exhibitor into a free-for-all scramble
with other nearby exhibitors, but
an exclusive territory feature;
Not a lack-wit program of meagre
merit, but one rich in novelty, in
technical picture-making, in
drama —
Not a selfish service, but one that only
the mightiest picture organization
would dare to grant
Close to five thousand Paramount Exhibitors
would gladly sign this if we asked them to.
■^ FOUO tJCHTY FIVE LX FtFTHAVENUE V_-' at FORTTFIUST ST
^oramouritf^PictureA-CS'jioratiofiNEW YORK. N.Y
miiiniii,iiuiiuiiiuiiii;i!i[iiifM
•»«««^.»w.«>»:^«»«>.<w.»ir.(ii»j.».«iir.«r.i^«».«».^».w».»<v'w.^(».%»«»»»,!i«*.^^^

fitliSitg.iSiilESii^H
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Paramount Pictures of the Week
RELEASED

MONDAY,

DANIEL

NOVEMBER

20th

FROHMAN

PRESENTS

MARGUERITE

CLARK

IN

MISS

GEORGE

WASHINGTON

The story of a girl who couldn't tell the truth
PRODUCED BY

FAMOUS

PLAYERS
ADOLPH

ZUKOR,

FILM CO.

President

Canadian Distrilmtors, Fomouj eXayert FMm Bervice, Umitet
- Calgary, Toronto and Montreal

Qfara

LX

FOUR EIGHTY FIVE

LX

, ^icture4-(^jiordUofi._.^
FIFTHAVEHUE

NEW YORK.

^.^

M.Y.

d/FORTY

FIRST ST

December 2, 1916
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PARAMOUNT
ANNOUNCES

Victor Moore
//; One Reel

" Klever KomeJies"

"We will show Paramount patrons laughs
derived from hilariously funny situations
and the humor of everyday happenings. A
touch of pathos and a story of heart interest puts 'Klever Komedies' far ahead of
any laugh producers on the market."

A Real Laugh! A Reel of Fun!
Mr. Moore has surrounded himself with an
unusual cast of legitimate comedy players.
First Re/ ease, Dec. 4th

"THE

BEST

MAN"

THE

MOVING

„„,.w^.l* ^

m
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MARY
PICKFORD
IN

"LESS THAN THE DUST"

^.\. - -.

iffi^Hniifl

^

^

^

^

LWERY
box-office
"""^ in Filmerica knows
that there is only one
Mary, but who ever
thought that she had
supernatural powers ?
To explain : Let us
give an excerpt from a
letter we just received
from an exhibitor who
ran "Less Than
the
Dust" for one week :
This
Artcraft-Pickford Picture has done
more than give us the
biggest week in our his-
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MARY
PICKFORD
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"LESS THAN THE DUST"

WORLD

tory-it has brouirht to
our house the best people
of our town — hundreds
of faces that were new to
us~indeed, folks who we
know attended pictures
for the first time.
You may beg and
implore and pray for
this character of audience, but only Mary can
bring it to you— Mary,
that vvizardrous little
being who seems to
exercise a strange influence between the
public and the boxoffice.
Artcraft has broken
all booking records with
its first Pickford picture— exhibitors are
breaking all receipt records.
Don't ivrite for particulars— becausemaybe
ing.
your competitor is ivir-

ARTCRAFT
PICTURES
CORPORATION
729 SEVENTH AVE.,
NEW YORK
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clean,

catchy,

captivatinj

CHRISTIE COMEDIES
"THE SEA
NYMPHS"

is the Newest Christie Comedy
released on the

OPEN MARKET
December 4th
A new (Hristie (omedif is released
each week thru foremost independent exchanges of United States
and Canada. Write or wire for
bookings on these monep-makers

Neal Bums and
the Sea Nymphs

Christie film Co.
HEAD

OPFICE AND STUDIOSr-iE\A/ -r-^ra-K. ^F=[=i^g5"
ou,l-c,t^q
t-owc^^.^E
.
OOWEIiST
BLVD.
LOSAT ANQELES.
CAL\f=OR.NIA

SUNSET

MimULNEWX
WEEKLY

''Wkal> Coinq FILM
Ok CORPORATION
livTke NuhiaP'
AND ITS 68 EXCHANGES

NEWS OF THE MUTUAL

DECEMBER

Notables In Uplift
Work Enthusiastic
Over "Charity?"
n/^HARirY?." the seveii-iei-1 IViitm-e
V< production, produced under the direction of Frank I'owell. was given its
tirst public stiowiug on Noveiniier 10. The
Zeisrfeld Tlieatre on Micliigaii Avenue.
Chicago, was tlie .scene of tlie screening.
whidi was an invitation affair. Tlie auditttriuni was literally iiaciied witli leaders
in social-uplift work, heads of various settlements, and child welfare leagues. Besides these there was a goodl.v sprinkling of the clergy, reviewers from the
trade press and others. When the last
.scene faded on the screen, the vast audience, roused to enthusiasm over the
powerful arraignment of ill-conrUicted
charity institutions, broke into applau.se
which lasted for several minutes.
Bishop Fallows Speaks.
Ere the picture began on the screen.
Bishop Samuel Fallows, one of Chicago's
foremost church dignataries. addressed
the audience. He pointed out the necesslt.v of properly caring fftr the little ones,
bereft of father and mother. He suggested that the picture which was soon
to be shown might do m^ire to awaken
the public to the needs of properly conducted charit.v institutions than tliousanils of appeals by word of month
alone. Present and interested in the mission of the film were such other notables
as Esther Falkenstein of the Esther
F'alkens ein Settlement: .Judge and Mrs.
Thomas F. Scully: Miss Sophoni.sba
Brecken.idge and Miss ^lary McDftwell
of the T niversity Settlement : Mrs. Merman Wallstedt of the Child's Welfare Association of Philadelphia; Mrs. Corwin
Hughitt
of the Child's
Welfare Department of Cincinnati,
and numerous
others.
A Plea for Social Justice.
The pictured story, wonflerfully enacted and superbly photogcaphe(l. itroved
a most powerful plea for social .iustice.
It stars Linda A. fJritlith. the famous 'Biograph <;irl." supported by a <"ompany that
includes Creighton Hale. Shelilon I.ewis.
Elizabeth Burbridge. Veta Searl ami others. President Freuler of the Muttial Film
Corporation confidently expects it will
prove as great a drawing card as have
■damaged Goods." and "The Miracle of
Life." Ask for "Charity?" at your nearest Mutual film exchange.
Thrills Continue.
The latest installment
of the Helen
Holmes picture. "A Lass of the Lumberlands." is even more
sensational
than
•hose which have gone before.

2, 1916
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I Mutual Star Productions |
I
For November |
M
Week Be^nning November 6th.
g Title.
Leads.
B And the Law Says
H
Richard Bennett
I East Is East
Florence Turner
=
"Week Beginning Novemlier 13th.
i Peck O' Pickles
Kolb 4 Dill
I Immediate Lee. . . Borzage & Little
M
Week Beginning N'o\ember Ituth.
I Lone Star
William Russell

^
■
S
g
|
g
|
g
p
S

g A Week
N'n\eriiber 27tli. M
§
B
Dream Beginning
or Two Ago
■
Mary Miles Minter =
H Miss Jackie of the Navy
p
m
Margarita Fischer M

Pilllillllllllillllllllllllllilllllllllllllllillilllllllllilllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllillilllllllllin^

Who Is Author of
"Diamond Sequel?"

Who is the author of the sequel to
"The Diamond From the Sky"? Thousands and thousands of people are wondering. The only possible way in which
they can find the answer to the question
is by seeing the films. Exhibitors showing the sequel to "The Diamond From
the Sky" can profit by this overpowering
curiosity on the part of the public. Bookings can now be made at any of the 68
Mutual film exchanges."

Mary Miles Minter
Appears This Week In
"Dream or Two Ago"
(< J\
\ riUEAM
l)Kweek.
TWO It AG(J
is released this
is the" fourth
of the Mary Miles Minter Series of Mutual Star Productions. It is the third to
be produred under the direction of
.Tames Kirkwood. It is a five-act story
contrasting life in the underworld with
that in the homes of luxury and wealth.
Mary Miles Minter is charming, whether
as a beggar girl in rags and tatters, oias a delnitante in a millionaire's palace.
The supporting company is well balanced and made up of players of note.
The stage settings are exceptional. The
photography is crystal clear. The story
is absorbingly interesting.
^
Directed by James Kirkwood,
.Tames Kirkwood. who formerly directed the pictures in which Mary Pickford appeared, is demonstrating with
each new Minter release that he is a re"'
artist. Dainty Mary Miles Minter is
proving as adept under his instruction,
as did his former star. In fact, she is
rising to dramatic heights little short of
marvelous. Each new release of the series is winning her thousands of new admirers. Theatres showing the Mary Miles
Minter productions are finding them greater and greater attractions as new units in
the series are issued. Bookings on the Mary
Miles Minter Series can now be made at
any of the GS Mutual film exchanges.

Margarita Fischer Has Thrilling
Adventures in " Miss
Jackie of the Navy.'
to perform more than one embarrassing
The second of the Margarita FLscher
Series is now ready. "Miss Jackie of the
Xavy" is its title. It Is released the
week of November 27. It was made by
the Pollard Pictnn> Plays Company. It
tells a thrilling story of a society girl's
adventures alioard a battleship. Before
she gets safely back to her palatial mansifm she has some queer experiences in
the Tropics. Miss Fischer is at her very
best in this unusual five-act ph^)todrama.
Life Aboard a Battleship,
Life aboard one of Uncle Sam's largest
battleships is depicted in detail. In fact,
when Miss Jackie, the society-girl heroine
of the stor.v. ventures abttard the warship, disguised as a little Jack tar. she
finds life on the bounding wave to be
<'(miposed of an infinite number of details of which she had never dreamed.
Miss .Tackle finds herself put to work as
a common sailor by a burly boatswain.
Unaware that she is a girl, lie orders her

task. But .she gamely carries on the
masquerade — for she had vowed to win
the attention of no less a personage
than Captain Crowne himself.
Scenes in the Tropics.
Not all rtf the scenes are taken aboard
ship by any means. The latter part of
the story finds the cruiser anchored off
an island in the Tropics, and a landing
part.v ashore mixed up in some thrilling
atlventures. Miss Jackie is a member of
the shore part.v and finally proves herself
a heroine b.v rescuing them all from
death at the hands of the natives.
Eventually her disguise is penetrated and
Captain Cro^'ne finds her such a bewitching little creature that he compels
her to enlist for life as his mate. Margarita Fischer is simply stunning as Miss
Jackie. Bookings on the Fischer Series
ran
be made at the nearest Mutual film
exchange.

MaiyMilesMinter
IN

<4

ADreamOr
TWoA^o

^%

%

ASbry ContrAjtinHife InTKe
Underworld WitkTKe Luxury^
Af\d Ma^t\ificer\ce OF Tkat In
TheHomefOFTKeRicK. Five
Actf . Director Jamer Kirkwood.
Second of the Maz)^ Mi/ef
MmterSerier of Mutual Skr
Ptodxidioivi. ReieaSedWeek
offlaOemherZTV^
"rOUTM'S ENDEARING CHARM"
Conat\^:
"DUlCIE'SADVENTURE-rAlTH'
"THE INNOCENCE Of LKEUE"
zrd oV.vf.

fiOVi^ BOOKll^G AT 38
MUTUAL EXCHMCES"

.ii^%-:

POLLAW) PICTURE PLAYf CO.,
trefcntr
ts^

Haij^arib Fischer
IN

Miss Jackie
oFtke Navy
TkcTKrilliK^Tale Of A $^iely
C\r\'r Adventure Aboard A
Batllefkip And InTkeTropid?
Rve Act/:

/ -

I
/iE^

j^^Vj.-"

Directed B^ Harry Pollard.

Second of the Moj^ila
Hscher Series ofMubialSlar
IPiodacHoni! ReleaS'ed We«k
lhwma)>in£m. PEARL OF PARADISe'
"THE BUTTERFLY CIRl"
'THE OEVlte ASSISTANT"
"A KNIOHT AT TARQUIZZI '
"BIRDS OF PASSAGE"
BOOKitJcs rJoW Area
MUTUAL £XCHAf<JCES.

r>

1

t

'M

AinericaT Gieaieil Drawing Cardi!
favorites are
'S inforemost
s.
AMERICA
featured
Mutual screen
Star Production
^ Theatres the country over have voted
them real business builders. The "Series
Idea'* results in steady, continued patronage
—pleased audiences— big box-office receipts.
The Mutual Star Productions listed below
are in five or six lacts (each. Bookings can
be made at any of the sixty-eight Mutual
Film Exchanges.

MARY

MILES MINTER

RICHARD

in

BENNETT

in

Youth's Endearing Charm
Dulcie's Adventure
Faith
A Dream or Two Ago
The Innocence of Lizette

Phillip Holden- Waster
—And the Law Says
The Sable Blessing
The Valley of Decision
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NOW-

THEfiaOOO^EOUEL
to

FOUR

i^.^-f^

CHAPTERS
And

now

SEQUEL

RELEASED

NOV. 27iy

we announce the Ten Thousand Dollar

to The Diamond from the Sky— the SEQUEL

that

follows this famous serial. $10,000.00 was offered for the suggestion
upon which this SEQUEL is based. Now the winner has beeji selected.
The winner is announced only in the films. The SEQUEL will be released November 27th in four supreme chapters— a new two-reel chapter each week for
four weeks. Millions of people who saw The Diamond from the Sky are awaiting
this SEQUEL. Thousands submitted suggestions. Consequently BIG patronage is
assured Exhibitors. The SEQUEL to 1 he Diamond from the Sky was produced by
the American Film Co.. Inc.. at its Santa Barbara Studios; the
cast includes William Russell. Charlotte Burton, Rhea Mitchell
and all the old favorites. It is a supreme achievement— more
dramatic and more sensational than the original Hundreds of
ne\v'spapers will carry the story. To book this big box-of lice
attraction wire, write or see your nearest MUTUAL EXCHANGE a( onct.

BOOKING NOW-a^a//
MUTUAL EXCHANGES
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INITIAL fHOWiNCArZIEGFELD THEATRE]
HARTLEf CHICAGO PREff AND PUBLIC]

nr* comenlo her in p«r.
s quaniHlcfi trom Crelghton HAIp
V*ta
SaArl. <.he lalttr f'roaucer
l-oTelVs rec«n»' -flna
Fre:*dlng the* fho-wing Bis*op
Samuel Fillowa ei^> a ehori jddrcs*
coinmonduig ttie Mutual fri^a&e U"- hi<
■ uditpre. prom)n«nt amorg nhoirf
w»re the Mlsees SophufjlFb^ Breckei-'
ridce. Kaif Adams. Mary E .Mcl>owel1 Mary Eariclme and >So&dame<
3olin D Shoop. Gertrud«i Hove Ivaafis
Brit '
ton. Orace
Wjlbur
Trout
alijj e " Brit-'j

Bc^M*Kn»<jW tnTKfChicdaoEwmirUT

"Truly the acting of Linda Griffith
^vho wrote the scenario and plays
the woman's lead, is strikingly adept."
"One of the most
powerful exposes
of improper uses
of charity funds
w^hich has ever
been staged."

Rob fiee\ In Tk« Chi'coao American
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A ^NIATIONAL EXPOSE OF
CHARITY and CHILD WELFARE
"Charity? isJennie
wonderful.
should
be shown
E. Laarence,It Supt.
Phyllis
Wheatly everywhere."
Home for Girls.
"From my ten years' experience in the Juvenile Courts of
Cook County as one of the Probation officers, I deem
'Charity?' destined to become one of the greatest factors
along the lines
Joanna brought
Sno^vden out."
Porter, Probation Officer, Juvenile Court.
"This is a very true story. I know and appreciate the
ser*dmentsMrs.pictured
in 'Charity?'."
Bertha Hensley,
Pres. Phyllis Wheatlev Home for Girls.

AVAILABLE N0V.27ih
5EVEN

BIG ACTT

/Porrmq LINDA A* GRIFFITH
Booki»\c)r^lOO^ADay
AT ALL MUTUAL EJOHAJligig^H
rff^l;
ft Piw M Lr DiAiAriJI Dm%Ai#>^i/\m rtl!

Frank PowdlProducHonf ||

-,

-

"CHARiry.,

THE rA»T

'^nffla.
Ml ;

x-nls

.>"i^-./S;,?j"

■"■ ""» OC soM (

Mmtll
'"""id d» for u,, ' k" ""* "**.

itttttiti
" »Te li. Bui r,r.y,.r
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Praised By All the Critics
Here's what tbey say of the first chapter:
'Indicationscontinued
point to
a really The
original
and
entertaining
photoplay.
unusualness
of the film's locale, the intenseness of the plot, and
the popularity and daring of Helen Holmes, certo make
serial
sure winner." —
WilliamtainlyC.oughtEsty
in Novthis4th
issuea of
MOTION PICTURE NEWS.

"Tlie
story
an
excellent opening
start. The chapter
big timber gives
countrythe
of the
North-

west is the scene of action, £in authentic picture
of the Vast lumber industry being shown. The
human interest of the drama is compelling and conits of
surroundings."
— EdwardWORLD.
Weitzel
in Nov. sistent
4th withissue
MOVING PICTURE
'*Tlie initial chapter of the nevsr serial is excel ent1. 1 has a great amount of action, fine settings
in the Western lumberlands, and a story which
promises to develop Into one of the best of its kind
so far shown on the screen" — Willard C. Benson
in Nov. 4th issue of EXHIBITORS HERALD.

Here's what they say of the later ones:
"The second and third chapters bring in all
the thrills foreshadowed by the first with more
thrown in for good measure. The big moments are
not only gripping, but are the logical developments
of a genuiue story. Helen Hclmes is peppier than
ever." — William C. E^ty
in Nov, PICTUflE
1 1 issue of NEWS.
MOTION

"The shipwreck scenes are impressive, an
actual shipwreck having been used. Miss Holmes'
likable personality and knowledge of the art of acting
serve her in good stead. Leo Maloney has a congenial
role and a number of the scenes in these later chapters are of great pictorial beauty. — Edward Weitzel
in Nov. 4th issue of MOVING PICTURE WOIUX>.

"The second chapter of this dramatic serial

is powerful in story and its dramatic situations are
well done. In this production every thrill — and there

are plenty of them — is strictly in the main plot. Not alone
should the story itself prove a virrthy attraction in any
theatre, but the scenic beauty of the Western forests 13
really an educational feature." Willard C. Benson in Nov.
11th issue of
EXHIBITORS HERALD

In one single chapter of this amazing new Helen Holmes serial —
"A Lass of the Lumberlands" — the following thrills cein be seen: A Boiler
Explosion — Election Day in a Lumbercamp — The Riot at the Polling Places — Two
Rival Gangs in a Pistol Fight — A Perilous Hand-over-hand Climb Along Telegraph
W ires — The Burning of the City Hall — The Arrival of the Cavalry. Standing room
is at a premium in the theatres running this chapter-play. Boom business at YOUR
theatre. Book this spectacular chapter-play TODAY, Fifteen chapters — a new tworeel chapter each week.

NOW
mm

Booking At All 68 Mutual Film Exchanges
i m

^
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All the delic^hts of Travel in
GAUMONT Sin^le-Iieels
Seeing the world is a universal desire satisfied for stay-at-homes by the'Gaumont
Company with its four remarkable single- reel weekly releases through Mutual.
Spectators find them as entertaining as good photodramas. Take, for example, the reels for
the week of November 26.
MOUNT

HOOD— visited by more people than

any 'other 'cloud-capped peak in America.
America First" Series.

SWISS ALPS via THE ST. GOTHARD

In "See

TUNNEL

— The most magnificent scenery in Europe and a bird's
eye view of one of the world's greatest engineering feats.
In "Tours Around the World" Scries.

CACAO

TREES IN BRAZIL— Gathering and

treating the beans from which Cocoa is made.
"Reel Life" Series.

THE

MUTUAL

WEEKLY

In

— News of all the

world FIRST on the screen. You see what you read on
the front page of your newspaper. Exhibitors write
that they could not do without The Mutual Weekly.

HUMOR— "Haystack Horace, a Knight of the Road," a unique Gaumont
viding fun for young and old. On same reel with Mount Hood.

Shadowgraph

pro-

Dfccinlxr 2, 191(.

THE

MONINT,

PICTLRE

WORLD
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CAPIIAIj STOGKLsJS 0,000,000
V.^HODKINSQN Pr«slden^
FnEIXEmGKLGQLLINS.VIV«5:
HOLLAND S-DUELLSVci^an^
RAS?MDND

licil-ij

tal
Capi-

m#nf
Han-
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TRIANGLE
DISTRiBUTINe

V CORPORATION

v:

IN answer to many inquiries, H. E. Altken. President of ttie
Triangle Film Corporation, and W. W. Hodklnson. President ol Supcrpfctures. Ine^ announce ttie formation of the
Triangle Distributing Corpocatlon, to be owned jointly by
their two companies.
The purpose of the new organization Is to operate the
twenty-two Triangle Exchanges and to handle exclusively In
the Llnllcd States the Triangle-Flne Arts, Kay Bee and Keystone
productions, together w ith lilms released by Superpiclures. Inc.
Messrs. Aitken. Kesscl and Baumann will continue their
activities with the Triangle Film Corporation and the producing companies: and Mr. Hodklnson, as President and General
Manager of the new company, and Mr. Raymond Pawley, as
Treasurer, will be In charge ol the distributing organization,
with headquarters at 1459 Broadway, New York.

W

1459

V V

Broadwau

New Ybrk

1277
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JOHN MASON AND
ALMA
HANLON

(jNE of the best pictures ever screened.
Will create a furore amongst
state rights buyers.
A trim that will pack a theatre not only for
a day, but for a week.— Motion Picture News.

J^EPICTED with absolute fidelity to life, arousing the interest of
the spectator to the highest pitch and holding it every inch of the
way.— Moving Picture World.
5TRONG
and gripping story of modern life. A surprise finish
comes like a breith of June roses, bringing close to the hearts of the
audience a powerful and timely moral.
New York Evening Journal.
^VERY man, woman and child in this creit land of ours should

see " The Libertine."
It leaves a lasting impression— and a commendable one.— New York Star.
JOHN MASON has never 'one anything better, and Alma Hanlon
was beautifully effective.
The kind of a picture to attract capacity
houses.- New York Tribune.
^

THEME which will prove valuable to the exhibitor, and is sure
to satisfy audiences by its many fine features. -New York Dramatic
Mirror.
p^ STRONG
anywhere.

and vital picture with a punch that will put it over
It teaches a great moral lesson.— Naw York Review.

gOUND to command the patronage of lovers -of the film world.
— New York Dramatic News.
^/ILL

attract the picture fan.— Variety.

^DMIRABLY
graphy.

setting forth a vital moral lesson.— Chicago Moto-

^REATHLESS

attention from start to finish.— New York Times.

J^EMARK ABLY absorbing and wholesome dramatic entertainment.
Should make a lot of money for the exhibitor.— New York Clipper.
Forceful drama.
Great
^URE
fire audience
appeal anywhere,
human lesson.— Wia's.
PRINTS BY CRYSTAL

FILM CO.. N, Y.

/A€ durden ^ sAame.alone ,

THE TRIUMPH PILM
OF THE SIX PART

New York,
New Jersey and
New England
States

MAMMOTH

FILM

CORP.,

729 Seventh Ave.,
New York.
F. E. BACKER,

President

Pennsylvania,
Ohio,

California,
Nevada,

Indiana,

Arizona,

Kentucky, Virginia,
West Virginia
Delaware,
Maryland,
District of Columbia
and Illinois
MASTERPIECE FILM
ATTRACTIONS
1325 Vine St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Leon

CORP. AN
PHOTOf

D. Netter and

Sol L. Lesser

Colorado, Utah,
Wyoming and
New Mexico
ALL STAR FEATURES
DISTRIBUTORS
SOL L. LESSER,

President

Seui Francisco, Los Angeles,
Denver.

NOUNCES THE SALE
>LAY FROM
LIFE

\^

I

^

i

DIRECTION OF
JUUUS STEGER & JOSEPH A.GOLDEN
Minnesota,

Washington,

Wisconsin,
North Dakota,
South Dakota and

FEATURE
FILM CORP.

M.

GOTTLIEB,

Film

Exchsmge

Idaho and
Montana

Iowa

FAVORITE

Oregon,

Manager

BIdg.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

DE LUXE

FEATURE
FILM CO

M. ROSENBERG,

STILL

OPEN

Southern
States
and the
States of
Missouri,
Kansas and Nebraska
and the State of
Michigan,
also Canada and
Foreign Rights

Manager

1216 Third Ave.,
Seattle, Wash.

Apply
to FILM
TRIUMPH
CORPORATION

JULIUS

STEGER.

President

Longacre Building, New York

THE

SERIAL

SUPR

■'..SIXTEEN SMASHING TWO-REEL EPISODES BACKED UP BYA MAMMOTH
ADVERTISING DRIVE '^npjHE NOVELIZED VERSION of m STORY IN 1200 NEWSPAPERS.

&Y PRANK L.PACKARD author of GEO. M.COHANS biggest success

MIRACLE MAN"

LINCOLN • EDNATHE
HUNTER • PAUL PANZEQ.- DOQIS MITCHELL
EXCLUSIVELY DISTRIBUTED BY UNICODN
PRODUCED
BV

READ

WHAT

THEY

SAY

IReviewed hy MaR
QaRET

By

I. McDONALD
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^ELLA 0. PA
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ALSO NOW BOOKING
BIltY WtSrC0MEOIES"ON[JW0,ANDTHPEE
DRAMAS, THE
AND WESTERNS
WITH W PRAIRIE TANG.
EXECUTIVE OrnCES • I26~D0 WEST FOPTY-SIXTH 5T. NY
TWENTY- EIGHT

BRANCHES

IN

EVERY

PRINCIPAL

CITY.
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INTERNATIONAL

W^iff
Simplicity and human afpefll are me
keynote* of tlie Inicrnationars Gnlden
Eagle Feature,

"The

Ocean

Waif."

Doris Kenyon imd
Carlyle Blackwcil
are in the principal rolrs. Nuitiwr Ii.ig
ever had brttcr opportiiinitiej. Both
take full advantage ot <}iem.

Jockey
Death
Vou remember the ju\' with which you always greet the
comhig ot the circus.

"THE

JOCKEY

OF DEATH"

is a story of the circus, with all the thriJls and dare-devil
acts that bring the audience to its feet. In addition, there's
a charming love story.

AfJEXCIES
EXCHANGES
NEW
YORK
CITY
ATLANTA
ALBANY
U6 .Marietta St.
68 State St.
729 Seventh Ave.
ROSTON
OMAHA
RfFFALO
118 Tiedmont St
1417 Harney .St.
39 Eric St.
rHILADKLrillA
cnirAno
f-INTINNATI
1;U7 .Su. WabasU Ave.
DETROIT
1335 Vine .St.
71 Grisvvold St.
riTTsp.rRGn
532 Wajiii.t St.
'new
ORLEANS
MINNEAPOLIS
iT.ErEr.ANn
1j04 I'eun Ave.
606 Produce Each. BIdg.
750 I'ro^pett Ave.
SAN FRANCISrO
Golden Gate .\<
IvAXSA.S
CITYS. E. ST280 T.OUIS
315 Carondolette St.
1305 Walnut St.
3313 Olive St.
INDIANAPOLIS
rOS AXGEr.ES
SEATTLE
Aevv L.vric Theatre BWi,-.
ai2 So. Olive St.
mikTliiril
WASHINGTON
SALT LAKE CITY
131 Ka.^t Se.nnd South St
712 11th St.. N. W.

ernon
^

tr'L.

I
\

I
MRS.

CASTLE

is

today theinbestAmerica.
known
woman
Her beauty, her
grace, her charm, and
particularly herdividualityin-have
broughtviableherdistinction.
this enAs a dancer she has

fINTERNATIOt
l^f

no peer. As a motion
picture
actress she
as wonderful
as isa
dancer. Everyone
will want to see this
famous woman in
the most talked or
picture of the hour
— "Patria," the
serial supreme.

in PATRIA
i
^^m Pv

^H^Hr^^mm^H
■ :»T<.rw'ar.l>

>

f

TJ

^

N

^

at^Hi

4^

"PATRIA" is a
phiitoplav serial that
visualizes Americanism.
Thrilling in its presentation, it brings
voii face to face with
the problems that
confronted our torefathers — for which
they bled and died.
Wonderful in its
development, farreaching in its influence, it teaches the
lesson of preparedness and patriotism
as thev ha\'e never
before been taught.

W
^Bm

•i^'

^/:'

As a motion picture,
it is supreme.

INTERNATIONAL

tui-e Cocktails"
Pic
v
ioi
Mot
Tkose Famous Animated Cditoons
(Alternating Weeklx) Now AppoAr Rog^ularlj

INTERNATIONAL SPLIT REEL
"Bringing Up
Bv George MacManus

The Original

Father"
" Katzenjammer

"Jerry on the
By Walt Hoban

Kids"
"Krazy
Kat"
By George Herriman
\THER-e's
no
L EXCITEMENT

I
I

"
FIVE HUNDREDJob
FEET
SCREAMINGOF LAUGHS
Accompanied each week
by an equal amount of
the famous Curtis Scenics
or an educational fihn.

■Win.-..

HEARST

INTERNATIONAL

NEWS

PICTORIAL

iVo/ a filler but a one reel feature that is an essential partof everv
exhibitor's program.
The only news reel carryino-

Full Reports in Pictures

from

ALL

the Battle Fronts

Famous Broadway stage stars pose exclusively in fashions for
the Hearst International News Pictorial.

INTERNATIONAL

.

-

729 Seventh Ave., New York City

SPatJw
)J(ie ^tarofthe money makers
DfieJ^eriU oT^Pauline
OfieBxplaUs oF Elaine
and. OKeJrofvCtaw —

SPearl White
istltestar of^

SPearl of the Army
sJPa^ies newest serial,

^.y

and she is supported by an
all star cast -Jialpli KeUard,
Theodore Friehus and Ji(arie
Wayne -a vjonderfiil cast
jHL
storyl2>es;
unmasking
secret
scen<x.Tiosj\.ryver~LCCc's
^y Geor-ge
3. Seitz,, the serial Td-riq, atcCJvOTof^Pathe's grecLtest stax:esses.
'Directed, hv EcivucLr-cL Jose, X>i-rectrrrofahe.JrorvClaM'".
Trociux:£ci iry

^st

rcu

JJdverttsecL everywhero
SVsa catribinjation uneguaUed,
Mr.Echibitor. Oetyour booking
now!

y^Released Dec. 3

.''^'■•.'Vity.^i.'i'.-ij^.r*!-:

)omaf^ letters have T^eett
received front aUparUofthe
country requesting infbrnh'
at ion as tv the mysterious
'"shielding s7iadopv'''in

mmhmlSkfil

that
that
upon
only

it is T^rewifh announced
the inystery is hased
scientific tact, known
to a few advanced scientists, and vi^id he revealed
in the last episode.

d>roducedhyA.S'tra
under the direction oP
CouisJOasnierandBonaMAiackenzi^

announcing

Florence La Badie
Divorce
and
the
Daughter
Ofiis -five part Gold Jljojter Play tears the
hv a drama, oftke da.yi>

n^ornance from, the "Soul Ablate "dtnci driuey a.
tejso/L fvome in. cl dramatic story incst ably
-preseKted.

J^oduced hy DfwLnfiotisey'
CReleased T>ec.^rd.
GA.rrerct ^6ldiJioosierJ*la.ys: "VhetOorld, ayid the tJo-nLo-rv" Aby. 19,
!Arms and, the Li/orruxn.' /VoY 26 , 'C7fi-e CftaJle.n.ae' Dec. /O.

me!
^fiey all like
Conesonie jQ/ke

ABLE OPERA

HOUSE

PBNNaVL.>4*NtA

ORPHEUM

Vauocvii_lx

I Cl_AS>

THEATRE
ATTMACnONB

viLMsn a viNcCiNT. i

HOME

OF=T"ICE. SUtTE I 20. 1402 BROAD\VAY.
Xaetsa,

Fa,,

N. Y. CITY
Sept.

23, 1916.

Hr. H. U. Oaboro.
Paths Xxeh«a<fl,
122S VlDfl St., FMladalpMa,

P*.

Dear Mr, Oabora:
lo raply to your fafor of Sept. 2Iat, I sb glad to
adTtea rou that tha "Looaaoma Lulce' comellea ara giving
•zcallant aatlafaotlon to patrona of our vaudeTllla theatre.
they run oonalBtently good,
one-reel

and

era

coffledlas that wa have been uolng

ona of the few
that really held

the audleaca lo their aeats to aae them.
Vltb beet vlehea for their aucceee,
iqura very

I aa
truly.

-

^

> ,

\ V ^'V

Produced byJtoLir^
i^v^

noccnibcr 2. 1916
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Announcement
World Film Corporation announces
that the Canadian Rights on World
Pictures Brady-Made are now held by

i^egal Jf ilms, Himiteli.
Canadian exhibitors are to be congratulated upon the opportunity now
afforded them to secure immediately
regular World Service and regular
releases of

OTorlb SJictures
All correspondence about World
Pictures Brady-Made for exhibition in
the Dominion of Canada should be
addressed to
REGAL FILMS, LIMITED,
No. 9 East Wellington St.,
TORONTO,
ONT.
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TRIANGLE
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF NOVEMBER 26
DOROTHY

GISH

IN

"ChildrenFINEofARTSthe Feud"
A Story of the Mountains and their people.

Here are simplicity, intrigue, passion and violence welded
together into a powerful play of red-blooded American
life, with not a moment free from suspense and rapidfire happenings.

Clara Williams and William Desmond
IN

"The KAY-BEE
Criminal"
A new Triangle star in a role especially-

conceived for her. The story — a girl born outside the
social pale, in her native Italy; thrown into the maelstrom of New York, and beset with the evils of a great
city. Enters a man who changes things. There are
smiles and tears; but then, good salt water hurts no
one — and it's a soul-stirring play done in a big way.

KEYSTONE

COMEDIES

Two — Filled to the brim with wholesome, rollicking fun.

December 2, 1916
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Clara Williams & William Desmond
i^ THE CRIMINAL
Triangle =
Kay-Bee

Here is a new
Triangle star and
you'll
be glad she has
arrived. She tells you of
Italy and New York and she is at once fiery and tender and
fine and big in the telling.

^
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Sf.tH'. (A)ile\fWAGON

TO A STAR?

It vniy be good policy to "hitch your wagon to a star," but you
uKiy find that in so doing you will soon have no wagon left !
It is far better to attach your theatre to a program of strong,
entertaining features, where the tremendous salaries of the "stars"
are eliminated, and which is sold t(i you minus the big profit of the
central exchange.
Art Dramas is that program. It will satisfy your patrons because
Art Dramas pictures are good. It will satisfy you because it will
make money for you.
'

Art Dramas are all that the name implies.
They are artistic
in conception, and dramatically perfect in execution.

THE

DISTRIBUTORS

NEW
YORK
Modern
Feature
729 7th Avenue.

Photoplays,

CH.\S. H. STREl.MER,

Inc.

Manager.

OF ART DRAAIAS
DETROIT
Tri-State Film Exchange,
59 Connecticut Avenue

ARE:
Inc.

.-1. W. liL.I.NK.MtVER. uiaiiafer.

BOSTON
Art Dramas, Inc., of New England
205 Pleasant Avenue

CINCINNATI
Tri-State Film Exchange,

EDW.

CLEX'ELAND
Tri-State Film Exchange, Inc.
SAN FRANCISCO
De Luxe Lasky Film Corp.
Humboldt
Building

A. GULDEN.

Managt-r.

PITTSBURGH
Liberty Film Renting Co.
934 Penn .Avenue
M.WER

SILVER.M- \X. Manager.

PHILADELPHIA
Electric Theatre Supply Company
13th and Vine Streets
H.^RRY

SCHVVABLE,

Manager.

CHICAGO
Art Dramas
Service, Inc.
207 South Wabash .Avenue
R. (). PROr-JR,

.Manager.

FRANK

MARK

SMITH, Manager.

Inc.

M. I.EItHTLR, Manager.

LOS ANGELES
De Lu-xe Lasky Film Corp.
NEW ORLEANS
Boehringer Amusement Co., Inc.
DALLAS
Boehringer Amusement Co., Inc.

EXECUTIVE orncES

TIIF.
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^dxhxt Blaefie- &e^ea§

C/ke,Pre§.- &eu.11i^r:

ART DRAMAS TAKES GREAT PRIDE IN PRESENTING
TO THE INDUSTRY ITS FIRST THREE PRODUCTIONS
GERTRUDE

McCOY

in "THE

LASH

OF DES-

TINY" supported by an excellent cast, including Bruce
McRae, Helen Green, Arthur Housman, and Mabel
Scott.
An unusual story, embodying a number of strong situations that
give Miss McCoy splendid opportunity to display her versatility.
A new treatment ot the theme of the country girl who comes
to the city, plays the game, wins, loses, and finally wins again.
Selected to be the First Art Drama.
Directed
by George
Terwilliger.
Produced by the Van Dyke Film Production Co.
Released December 14.

JE.\N SOTHERX

in "WHOSO

TAKETH

A WIFE"

A remarkable answer to Hall Caine's "The Woman Thou Gavest
Me," picturized from the novel of the same name, written by
J. Wesley Harmon. A big, virile story of the problem that confronts a girl who marries a man she does not care for, and who
later meets the man she loves.
A special photoplay edition of the book now being prepared,
to be illustrated with still pictures from the Art Dramas production. To be advertised everywhere by the local book-seller in
conjunction with the showing of the picture.
Directed
by Frank
Crane.
Produced by tbe U. S. Amusement
Corporation.
Released
December
21.

DOROTHY BERNARD
in
"THE R.\INBOW," with
Robert Conness and Jack
Sherill.
"The Rainbow" was one of the big
hits of the legitimate stage, having had
a run of over a year at the Liberty
Theatre. New York City, with Ruth
Chatterton and Henry Miller in the
leading roles. An intensely powerful
story, it tells of the separation of a
father from his daughter because of his
estrangement from his wife, and how he sees his child for the first time in fifteen years, and
then for only one day, and the curious chain of circumstances
that finally re-unites the family.
Play by A. E. THOMAS.
Produced

by

the

WILLIAM

L.

SHERRILL

Released December 28.

116 WEST

39' ST.

Directed by RALPH
FEATURE

CORP.

DEAN.
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COIN
I^MUCHEU
DAPTID FUOM THE PBOf£»IONAl AOVENTUBlj

Of JIM MIE DALE
av FRANK L.PACKARD

/A

APPEARING

IN PEOPLED MAOAZINE

tArtling :
IBKBK

BOOK

UNICORN EXCi
28 BRANCHED THBOUGHOUr
THE UNITED ^TATE>

EXECUTIVE

OFFICE
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EMAHU Tljia;
HUl MNIER
SUPPORTED

BY

TWELVE HUNDRED NEW)R4PER^
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY AND
A GALAXY OF WORID f=AMOW JTAR5

DIRECTED BY HARRV

M^RAE MBff ER

MEimENTURifli^
/TORV

COMF»I.ETE

^

■

PRODUCED

xixa
lARRY

H^RAE

BROKA^V

WEB>TER

BUILDIN^i

VWVi

Pr*^jid^n4^
^ NEW

VORK

CItV
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KIIINE-EDISON-SEUG-ESSfflY
l££^i£L=^iiiimnifffi^

SELIG

OFFERS

KATHLYN WILLIAMS
and TYRONE POWER
INB

"Thou Shalt
Not CoveV
A Selig Red Seal Play written by
JAMES OLIVER CUR WOOD and
presenting the supreme temptation of
man and how he overcame evil. Wonderful spectacular effects including' a
shipwreck at sea.

' Thou Shalt Not Covet Thy

Neighbor's Wife."

,A
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Band of Counterfeiters
Captured by a Girl
Be

sure to Book

"THE BREAKER"
A photoplay of great dramatic intensity,
quick action and deep emotional feeling — •
powerful, gripping. Taken from the story
of Arthur Stringer in The Saturday Evening Post. Interpreted with great force
and truth to life by

BRYANT WASHBURN
and Nell Craig
Directed by Fred E. Wright
Released December 4
SCREEN

TIME

1 HOUR

George

BeJTirTita.

1333 ARGYLE

AND

23 AIINUTES

K. Spoor,] President

STREET.

CHICAGO

ij/v."p".tm
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SERVICE

READ WHAT THE CRITICS SAY OF
"The Prince of Graustark"
"The Prince uf Graustark possesses strong interest and the characters are happily cast."
THE MOVING PICl URE WORLD
"The Prince of Graustark is romantic comedy which will appeal
strongly.
The suspense is cleverly maintained."
THE DRA MA TIC MIRROR
"Humor, a deal of suspense, and plenty of action characterize The
Prince of Graustark."
THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS

"The Return of Eve is a great production.
You have not said
enough about it. Feature it big. A money getter."
ED. C. PA ULL,

OTHER

The Gus Sun Booking Agency, Springfield, Ohio

ESSANAY

"Graustark"
"According to the Code"
"Sherlock Holmes"
"Charlie Chaplin's

'The Sting of Victory"
"That Sort"
The Little Shepherd
of Bargain Row"
'The Havoc"
'Vultures of Society"
'Captain Jinks
of the Horse Marines"
'The Alster Case"
'The Crimson Wing"
'The Blindness of \'irtue"
'The White Sister"

"The Discard"Burlesque on Carmen"
"The Misleading Lady"
■•A Daughter of the City"
"The Raven"
"The Man Trail"
"In the Palace of the King"
"The Slim Princess"

r;eortte

1333

FEATURES

ARGYLE

K. Spoor. Presidt-nt

STREET,

CHICAGO

TajLDi

Bee. V. & P»t. 1007
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FEATURES ARE FIT
FOR ALL THEATRES

NOW

READY!

Run them every Tuesday. The Greatest Drawing
Card of the year, with special Black Cat advertising.
They'll be the talk of the nation. Here's the first four :

"THE EGG"— DEC. 5.
Screen Time 32 Minutes.

"AS IN A Screen
LOOKING
Time

GLASS"— DEC. 12.

33 Minutes.

"THE LITTLE
BROWN MOLE"— DEC. 19.
Screen Time 31 Minutes.
"THE GIRL GOD MADE FOR JONES"— DEC. 26.
Screen Time 33 Minutes.

GENERAL

FILM SERVICE

December

2, 1916
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Smmil Sim Sema.
IS MARRIAGE
SACRED?
featuring

Marguerite Clayton and Edward Arnold
This is a flaming banner that none can escape. It touches in some way the
life of every individual. It is an irresistible drawing card, wholesome blit
impelling.
Written by Charles Mortimer Peck.

OTHER ESSANAY
RELEASES

THIS NEW, GREAT
SERIES OF FEATURES

♦The Tin Soldier"

begins December 16 and will be
released each Saturday — each
complete in itself. Here are the
first five:

By Charles Hojrt

Released November 28
SCREEN TIME 32 MINUTES

**The Burning Band"
"Dancing With Folly"
"Wife In Sunshine"
"The Sinful Marriage"
"When the Man Speaks'
SCREEN

TIME

approximately

33 MINUTES

"Dreamy

Released November 29
SCREEN TIME 18 MINUTES

V

"The Final Fraud"

bryant"washburn
Gertrude
Glover and Ernest Maupain
Released December 2
SCREEN TIME 48 MINUTES

•«^)f7fMM

u\

Dud

Joy Riding with Princess Zlim
with Long Beach, Cal., scenic

aBBaPMW*i.ini-ii:ii

1333 ArgyU St.. Chicajo
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YeSy Ws Unanitnous !
For several weeks we have shown you letters from exhibitors praising
Kalem productions. But we would need this page and many others every
week for a year to give you a percentage of the letters received every month.
Exhibitors don't write letters unless box office receipts prompt them — if box
office receipts mean anything to you profit by the experience of these
exhibitors from all sections :
" 'Grant, Police Reporter,' is the greatest set of sensations I have ever run;
keep up the good work." — Princess Theater, Haniiltun, Ontario, Canada.
"Monday we bucked Chaplin, Pavlowa, a revived meeting, and various other
attractions with 'Grant, Police Reporter,' 'The Girl from Frisco,' and 'The
Hazards of Helen' and still we packed them in." — Lyric Theater, Chico, California.
"We ran 'Stingaree' last Winter and did capacity every Sunday. We certainly have some drawing card on Sundays now with 'The Girl from Frisco,'
Helen Gibson, and Ham and Bud — we pack them to the curb." — Hippodrome
Theater. .Springfield, Ohio.
"Reserve the second run on 'The Girl from Frisco'! We would thank you
to keep it out of any other theater here until after we have repeated on ourselves."— Strand
Theater,
Flint. Michitjan.
"Competition is getting keen, so book me Kalems whenever available, comedies, dramas and ALL their releases." — Star Theater, Reedley. California.

They're Talking of These Pictures:
"Border Wolves"

"The Wizard's Plot"

AWith
Spectacular
"Girl and
from True
Frisco"
Episode.
Marin Sais
Boardman.
Released Wednesday,
Nov. 29th.

A Thrilling "Grant, Police Reporter"
Episode.
With OUie Kirkby
and George Larkin.
Released Friday, Dec. 1st.

'I

"Dudes for a Day"

"The Trial Run"

Ham, Bud, Ethel Teare and Henry Murdoch.
In a One-Reel
Laugh-Fest.

Helen Gibson, the most daring actress.
In a "Hazard of Helen."

Released

Tuesday,

Nov.

28th.

Released

Saturday,

Four-color 1 and 3 sheets on one reelers; 1, 3 and 6 sheets on "The Girl from
YOUR

2nd.

Frisco."

EXCHANGE MANAGER HAS SOME BIG NEWS ABOUT "THE SOCIAL PIRATES:
There's new spectacular advertising and a special proposition that will Interest you,— Ask about Itl

KALEM
235 West 23rd Street
^

Dec.

COMPANY
New

YorR

City
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regularity. We know that exhibitors do not like this sort
of advertising at all, and if it is kept up much longer even
ihe ordinary spectator will* be* able
* "to see through it."

■■l«r<4 •! Ik* OMaral r«it OSoc. Na» York Qty. >• Sccoad QaM

Msttw

J. P. CHALMERS, Founder.
Published Weekly by the

CHALMERS
J. P.
J. F.
E. J.
John

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

17 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY.
(Telephone, 3510 Madison Square)
Chalmers, Sr
Pretident
Chalmers
Vice-President
Chalmers
Secretary and Treasurer
Wylie
General Manager

The office of the company if the address of the officers.
CHICAGO
OFFICE— Suite 917.919 Schiller Building, M West
Randolph
St., Chicago, HI. Telephone, Central 5099.
FACIFIC COAST OFFICE— Haas Building. Seventh St. and Broadway,
Los Angeles,
Cal.
Telephone.
Broadway
M>i9.

SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and
Philippine Islands
$3.00 per year
Canada
3.50 per year
Foreign Countries (Postpaid)
4.00 per year
Changes of address should give both old and new addresses in full and
k* clearly written. Two weeks' time may be required to effect the
alttration.

ADVERTISING
RATES.
Classified Advertising— One dollar for twenty words or less;
over twenty words, five cents per word.
Display Advertising Rates made known on application.
NOTE — Addreii all correspondence, remittancei and iubscriptioDi to
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, P. O. Box 226. Madison Square Station.
Ntw York, and not to individuals.
(Index to this issue icill be found on page 1.3SS.)
••CINE-MUNDIAL," the monthly Spanish edition of the Movin» PictMTC World, it published at 17 Madison Avenue by the Chalmers PablishIB( Company. It reaches the South American market. Yearly subtcriptftoa, tl.SO. Advertiainc rates on application.

Saturday, December 2, 1916

Facts and Comments
THE

question of whether to use the screen for advertising or not is raging in the British press. The
riuestion is of undiminished interest and importance
to exhibitors everywhere. We beheve that our American
exhibitors are overwhehningly opposed to using the motion picture house for advertising commercial goods. A
writer in The Bioscope advocates advertising on the screen
and puts up this somewhat specious argument :
While I grant that the picture house is a place of entertainment today. I maintain it does not follow that it will
remain so tomorrow. It might become a great center of
education. One might visualize ideas in it; use it as a means
of circulating news; it has already been employed for the
purpose of displaying fashions, and it is obvious that in course
of time it must be pressed into the service of the advertiser.
Exhibitors unanimously, it seems, disagree with the
writer. As one of them puts it : Purely commercial advertising would be "absolutely and definitely fatal to the
interests of a good-class house." While we are on the
subject we might say that there is a subtle method of
advertising, from which our screen is by no means free.
Watchful exhibitors have noticed that in certain films certain articles of commerce are advertised with considerable

E\'ER since
outbreak
the European
war com-in
plaints the
have come
from ofEngland
of an increase
juvenile crime. No doubt a similar increase has
been noticed in other belligerent countries. There is
nothing new in this phenomenon. It has been thus in
every great war. The youthful imagination is always
more highly developed than the moral sense. Consequently when a young mind is fired with tales of murder
and adventure a little thing like the criminal code is not
permitted to stand in the way of glorious achievement.
Now the motio npictures are blamed for this state. There
is talk of a special censorship. If any demoralization has
taken place it is the result of war and not the result of
motion pictures. Our editors on this side of the water
have almost stopped attributing all juvenile crime to the
screen. They begin to appreciate the absurdity of such a
claim.

* *

*

APROPOS of the disputed question as to who showed
the first motion picture a little quotation from the
columns of our British contemporary. The Kinematograph and Lantern Weekly, may be interesting. According to a paragraph in a recent issue of this paper the
first motion picture exhibition was presented to the British public as early as April 19th, 1711. The press agent
of the show had this to say of the performance: "The
figures which are above one hundred and move their
heads, legs, arms and fingers so exactly to what they
perform and setting one foot before the other like living
creatures, that it justly deserves to be esteemed the greatest wonder of the age." The show was called : "Mr.
Penkethman's Wonderful Invention, Called the Pantheon :
Or the Temple of the Heathen Gods." The performance
lasted from 10 in the morning till 10 at night and the
price of admission was something like forty cents.

* *

*

A

COMMITTEE
of excited citizens, recently engaged in the campaign to promote the chances of
a favored candidate, took occasion to denounce
the motion picture men because some pictures had been
made and shown exalting the
of the candidate
to whom the aforesaid citizens were opposed. One of
the excited throng went so far as to speak of the "prostitution of the screen." Tut, tut. brother! Are the
papers opposing your candidate prostituting the power
of the press? If you do not like to see the other fellow's
record told in flattering terms on the screen, stop worrying and get a motion picture made which shows conclusively that your man is the real savior of the people.
Tust keep within the libel laws and then go as far as vou
like.

* *

*

EVIDENCES of a successful invasion of the LatinAmerican market by our producers are multiplying. The real facts of the Latin-American
film market have been brought to close view by recent
developments. The most encouraging sign of all is
the tact and the good sense displayed by some at least
of our exporters. They are no longer afraid to send
the best quality to this market. .•X story is current in
film circles of a big feature film for which the producers
received twice what they had intended to ask for the
Latin-American
' There is a vast field for an
intelligent servicerights.
which will improve
projection. In
this work which is of course bound to redound to the
benefit of the whole American movement Cine-Mundial
with its projection department in Spanish is rendering
valuable service.
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By Louis Reeves Harrison

TO all the picture shows you can ; study all the
"Give it to me," says the Boss. "I'll return it to you
stories exhibited on the screen and try to enumerate
in a week." He puts the scenario in his brief case, along
with a lot of others, and the editor goes back to his
those which are not mere repetitions of what has
sanctum. At the end of four weeks he gently reminds
been done. How few have freshness, originality, vitality,
convincingness, or even a fragment of that sure insight the Boss of the Gem. "You never gave it to me," declares the Boss indignantly. A search is made, and, sure
into human nature which is one of the few signs of ability
to tell an interesting story ! Try to name a five-reel fea- enough, there it is in the brief case. "Give it to the Star,"
ture that is brimming with personal and dramatic interest, says the Boss. "See what she thinks of it— I am too
or one in which these are interwoven with what deeply
busy just now. And remember" — with aweful significoncerns us as living beings. Where is one portraying
cance— "we are under contract with that lady." The
editor slinks away with a wan and hopeless expression on
the real American girl, the recognizable product of Amerhis face.
parentage
ican
and environment ?
We have had stories intended to picture local condi"I like the play," says the Star very sweetly after
tions in this or that part of the country, but they are
glancing languidly over the script, "only I would like to
mostly retrospective. They deal with phases of life rememhave some of that man's role cut down — and — and couldn't
bered by their authors, conditions long since vanished, or you work in some business for my pet dog? — lie — he is
with purely theatrical and therefore conventional ideas the cutest little thing!" The Editor again reports to the
Boss and is told to see what the Director has to say. The
•of what might be or might hax^e been. There are touches
Director thinks it would be a good story if told in an
■of realism now and then, especially where the story deals
with that part of our social world which is squalid and
entirely different way. He is in favorof Good Old Melorevolting, and even an occasional indictment of present
drama— it always makes a hit — and a .Sunset Effect at the
civilization, but the life most of us know remains almost
end.
Back again to the Chief.
unpictured.
The Boss thinks the Star is right. It would be bright
Particularly in vehicles for stars, written to order by and chipper to introduce some animals, some little kittens,
the plot wrestlers, do we look upon creatures rarely to or a lot of chickens feeding, or a drove of sheep on the
be found out of the studios, where heroes and heroines
hillside. Make her a Shepherdess. She can wear poor
clothes in the first act and the best in our wardrobe room
act with weary childishness and lack of common sense.
To the verge of nausea we are shown the American
toward the last. But why not make it a Comedy — all
heiress who is encouraged by an ambitious mama to people love a good Comedy. The Editor announces faintmarry an English Lord or a French Count only to discover
there and
seemsa to
be some
dift'erenceis of
opinion
on
in the end that be is a villain or a tonsorial artist. Who
thatly that
subject,
grand
Consultation
called
behind
closed doors to reconcile varying opinions. When the
selects such stuff and permits it to be visualized over and
composite result is announced the Editor is caught in an
over again ? Why play with such puppets at all ?
attempt to jump out of the window and end his miserable
Many of the larger motion picture producers have
existence.
scenario departments with one or more "Editors" in
It is not to be wondered at that such a condition exists.
-charge. These gentlemen do not lead lives of unclouded
joy. The career of an editor depends largely upon his The system is faulty, but it is not an easy one to replace.
A common sense view, one wholly imprejudiced. points
success or failure in judging wliat will suit manv and
diverse interests. Left untrammeled he would pick out to some form of final selection by capable single judgment.
stories best calculated to interest a mi.xed audience if he The ordinary mind is only equipped to pronounce upon the
could. But he has to keep in mind that there is only a ordinary. It requires a special fitness, natural good taste
combined with a comprehensive grasp of what is needed
limited amount of money to be expended and that almost
exclusively for material suited to the policy of his or- to suit a great audience being constantly educated and to
ganization.
send the organization ahead of its rivals in the matter of
original production.
Above the editor are some gentlemen whose ambition
is to get the most for their money, who are closely scanThe new, the extraordinary, whatever makes for progress, can not be rightly gauged by people whose thoughts
ning the commercial side of the whole proposition. Even
are almost entirely occupied with their respective branches
when he is personally convinced that a storv will succeed
of production. Any story that gets easily by the Boss,
artistically and commercially he has to consult them, and
there is the director to be considered, and the star has to the Star, the Director and all others, is apt to be very
lie pleased. After he has eliminated many hundreds of ordinary. It is almost bound to be commonplace. The
ideal staff is a very small one in full charge of an editor
five-reel scripts containing one reel of material, some more
who is made and held responsible. The best place to reof unpleasant theme, some others unoriginal and manv
cruit such men is from successful newspaper men who
more of narrow appeal he finds a gem.
have felt the public pulse with intelligence.
At last a Gem! What is a Gem? It is well written
and well constructed. It is filled with all that is bright,
\\'hen tlie Editor has discovered a Gem, the best possible consultation that could take place would be limited
new and attractive concerning a vital motif of large appeal
by an author who has observed high standards of tech- to Editor. Producer and Author. This gives the creator
of the story a chance to throw light upon points not made
nique and is leaping high hurdles toward fame. Wwh
clear in his scenario. It affords a chance for him to conjoy in his heart over his discoverv- the editor announces
that he has found something bound to make a hit if
sider and reply to criticism, and the story may be changed
visualized with skill. There is no explosion in it. no fire. to the advantage of all concerned through a better underno train wreck, yet. in spite of these defects, it has decided
standing of what is required, what can be done and how.
merit. The editor, his face radiant with expectation,
By the older system small doubt exists that many a strong,
manages to secure an interview with the Boss and anattractive and well-designed screen story has been read to
death.
nounces that he has at last found a great story.
GO
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What Practical Exhibitors Say ® @ sj m By w. Stephen bush
text of an exhibitor's
WUEX
letter recfiitly
showing wetheprinted
problemllieof cost of service and
its relation to box otHce receipts we invited other
exhibitors to give us their opinions. We did not have to
wait long. The sul)ject is one of absorbing interest to
exhibitors. The quick response that has come to us shows
once more the intimate and sympathetic relationship
which has always existed between the Moving Picture
WoKLD and the exhibitors.
One of our correspondents says that "a continuance of
present methods of lilni renting means niination for the
exhibitor." "We," continues this particular letter, "are
not at all interested in w hat salary is being paid the 'star'
and what the production costs, as both of these extravagant items are often caused by waste and gross mismanagement on the part of the manufacturer. The
salient fact remains the same: 'How much can we afford
to pay per day for llhn service ?' Let me cite tw o examples
from personal connection located at two different points
outside of New York City. Both arc large sized theatres
not orilinary picture houses. At one we play some vaudeville acts and a prominent film service, the latter being
the main drawing power. We formerly paid $100 per
day for this service, holding the first run for the town.
It drew- well and pulled in the money at the bo.\ office,
but we felt the price was excessive and after carefully
surveying the field, came to the conclusion that no one
else in the locality would be likely to pay anything like as
much, so served notice on the film people to cancel the
contract or take a fifty per cent, cut, which they accepted.
A serial of a big 'star' was submitted us a short time
ago for this same house at a figure per day which we
felt to be excessive and we turned it down, even though
we would have been glad to have it at a fair price. No
one else took it and they later offered it at half the first
figure but we declined to accept. Is it any wonder we
look on the film manufacturers as bluffers and now try
and make our own scale of prices?"
Here is the experience of an exhibitor with a highpriced feature shown at an increase in admission :
"Recently," says this exhibitor who signs himself "One
of the pioneers," "we had a big feature and advanced our
prices five cents extra throughout. The feature with a
few extra one reel subjects cost $81 for the day and the
gross receipts were $380 or a ratio of about 21 per cent,
for service. On a corresponding day a week later with
an old cheap feature and regular admission prices the
gross ran $220 and service cost $20, ratio being 1 1 per cent.
At first glance this looks like a big saving, but turn it
around and we find that while we spent $61 more we took
in $167 more. On the other hand I think that the advance in price the week before hurt the second week and
was a direct cause of the big difference in receipts. * * *
I find by experience that changing of prices is a fatal
mistake."
All of which is mighty useful and itvstructive reading.
One or two sentences more and we shall finish with this
letter which we would very much like to print in full if
only space would permit. Here is the sensible conclusion
of our friend : "Personally I am making money, but I have
brains enough to know that unless the film industry is soon
put on a good foundation that the means I now have of
making money will be taken from me. We must see all
branches of the industry prosperous or see one end drown
the other. I am not pessimistic. I believe in the future of
the business and am investing accordingly. I believe vour
paper to be the best missionary to start the reforms."

We thank our friend for his good opinion and hasten
to add that we agitate the question solely with a view to
bencliting the entire iiulustry. The troubles of the exhibitor are or ought to be the troubles of the exchange
men and producer as well.
We feel that our readers will approve our giving considerable space to more communications on this vital sub-

ject. Read what an "old showman" has to say. He says
that he finds "conditions impossible of profit in film exhibiting as at present conducted."
We quote literally :
If a ir.an opens a theater and docs business, others think he
IS making a fortune, and opposition starts. To offset this opposition you spend more money on your service; the other
fellow (joes you one better. The exchange protects no one;
It is a case of "get in all the money they can and play
against the other." I do not tliink exclusive franchises one
good things, as an undesirable exhibitor can then tie uparea
city or a neighborhood and ruin it by conducting his house
poorly. But there should be some sort of working arrangement or so-called gentleman's agreement, whereby an exhibitor can be protected from ruinous opposition.
Theatrical people protect the managers of theaters and
have always co-operated along the right lines, and the vaudeville and burlesque people give franchises for protection — certainly the picture people should do the same. In the old days
there was money in the business, but not now. Service is
costing too much for the receipts. If you increase the admission price, you drive people out. Ten cents is the right picture admission. Five cents is out of the question as the
15 cents,
And towhe'n
now conducted.
houses
time tovaudeville
smallraise
the you
the people over
driving
you are are
house. I recall the days when the galleries of the high-priced
theaters over the country had long lines waiting to get in,
admissions then being 25 cents. They raised it to SO cents
and they hopped over to the Keith booked houses in the same
towns. Likewise, the 50 cent admission crowds waiting to
get in at 7.30 on the main floor, where a few rows on first floor
and in the balcony were held unreserved for them. They
raised them to $1.00, and drove those people over to the
vaudeville houses; and now they are giving away tickets and
selling cut-rate tickets and doing all sorts of stunts to get
those same people back, but it's too late!
The picture people are making the same mistake. Hold to
10 cents and make the service fit to that admission price.
Why
have the correspondents
the trade journals
part ofnotintermediary
to bring the of
neighboring
exhibitorsact tothe'a
friendly understanding as to what they should allow in the
way of appropriation for film service, and stick to it. There
are enough features to outfit three houses with a daily change
of programme in a neighborhood, and there is no neighborhood that can support more than three houses, if that many.
A 10c. neighborhood house, showing evenings only, can
only depend on a house-and-a-half per night on the outside,
and in most cases, but one house. If the exchange would
furnish posters free, pay express charges and relieve the
house of all other charges for "stills" and heralds. I figure
that an exhibitor can pay $100 per week where he does a
gross business of about $300 a week, and still make good
money. In a larger house doing twice the business, with expenses doubled, he can pay double for the service. The practice of renting film to large theaters should be abolished, as
they can pay an amount of rental that the regulation exhibitor
cannot pay except at a loss, and at the figure, make enormous
profits. They should he put in such theaters on a percentage
only with a minimum guarantee. The wished-for reform
should come from two ends — exhibitors to come to understandings locally among themselves, and the manufacturers
to get in closer touch with their customers. Speaking solely
from the exhibitor's standpoint, I w-ant to add that there have
been too many lawyers mixing up in the business and telling
exhibitors how to run their business. It's a showman's business and let showmen run it, not lawyers.
If the evils here complained of are to be remedied the
exhibitors must get together. They must show ability
to define their standpoint to get clear on their needs and
then enlist the co-operation of exchange and producer.
Time and again we have pointed out the folly of exchanges
in getting exhibitors to pay inflated values by making
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competitors outbid each other for service. A wise exchangeman knows that there is no real and permanent
profit for him in such conditions. He will try to heal the
trouble instead of seeking to inflame it. The best remedy
after all is organization among exhibitors, but even organization will fail of results if there is a lack of proper, intelligent and enlightened leadership.

A Warning Against Misrepresentation
have reached us from many sources to
RUMORS
the effect that the name of W. Stephen Bush, an
old member of the staff of the Moving Picture
World, has been used to solicit advertising for a new
trade publication. Representations have been made to
a number of advertisers that Mr. Bush was to be the
editor of this new paper. Such representations are entirely unwarranted and have been made without the
knowledge and without the consent of Mr. Bush.
We take this occasion to say that the Moving Picture
\\oRLD does not question the legal or the moral right of
any one to start a new publication. The Mo\tng Picture World does not fear competition conducted on fair
lines, but we do most strenuously object to unfair
methods and the unauthorized use of the name of Mr.
Bush amounts to just that. While ordinarily we pay no
attention to the nimors idly and constantly floating on
the surface of the industry- we feel that we owe it to the
trade in general and to advertisers in particular to set
the proper facts before them, and to guard them against
unscrupulous misrepresentation.
All such statements in connection with this new publication made in regard to Mr. Bush or any other member of the regular staff of the Moving Picture World
are knowingly false and can only be made with intent
to mislead and deceive. We make this announcement in
justice to our patrons and also in justice to the staff of
the Moving Picture World, who are loyal as well as
able conser\ators of its interests. It is this spirit of
loyalty as well as ability on the part of every member of
our staff that has been such a potent factor in whatever
measure of success we have attained, and this fact is appreciated by the management of this paper to a far
greater extent than can be realized by our friends and
readers.

Another Damage Suit
Several Plaintiffs Sue Motion Picture Patents Company cind
Others for Damages Aggregating $18,000,000.
SUITS to recover triple damages aggregating over $18,000,000 from the Motion Picture Patents Company.
General Film Company and other corporate and individual defendants, were filed in the United States District
Court
on November
17.
The plaintiffs in the suits are George Melies Company, the
Chicago Film E.^change, the Standard Film Exchange, the
Colorado Film Exchange, Miles Bros., Inc.. Eugene Cline and
Samuel Si-hiller. Thev allege that the defendants have
formed an illegal combination in restraint of trade and commerce in the distribution and exhibition of motion picture
films in violation of the provisions of the Sherman AntiTrust Law.
The specific damages claimed bv the resepctive complainants are as follows: Miles Bros., Inc., $2,325,000; the Chicago Film Exchange. $1,004,874; George Melies Company,
$908,000;; Eugene Cline. $950,000; the Colorado Film Exchange. $500,000: the Standard Film Exchange, $247,500:
Samuel Schiller, $149,000. Each of the complainants asks
that the damages be tripled under the provisions of the
Sherman Act.
The suits again raise the question of whether or not the
film industry is subject to the provisions of the Sherman law
which has been construed by the courts generally as applicable only to business enterprises engaged in the manufacture
and sale of necessities of life and not to amusements, such
as vaudeville, grand opera and horse racing.
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Activity ofN. A. M. P. I.
REPRESENTATI\ES of the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry have recently returned
to New York after attending the convention of the
New York Federation of Women's Clubs in Rochester. The
executive secretary conferred with the new officers of the
Federation, while the publicity director also took part in
various conferences and addressed the committee on industrial and social affairs.
On passing through Rochester the executive secretary
was interviewed by representatives of local newspapers and
gave out a statement concerning the purposes and the progress of the new organization. The Rochester Times quotes
Mr. Elliott at length on the activities of the Association
and on how auspicious the present time is for a full expression of opinion on the many angles of the complex film
industry by any civic body or any one who is sufficiently
interested in the subject.
More

Advisory Committees.

Following the announcement that appeared in last week's
issue of the effort of Judge A. P. Tugwell to organize exhibitors in California, we learn that he has addressed a
meeting in Los Angeles in regard to the formation of an
advisory committee in California of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry. All the producing companies
in the vicinity were represented. A strong committee on the
coast along the lines of the Chicago Advisory Committee is
being urged and Judge Tugwell is now taking up the question with the exchange men, supply dealers and others interested. It is expected that news of the actual organization of this committee will be presented to the board of
directors at their meeting in New
York on November 29.
Executive Secretary Elliott is also arranging a meeting
of exchange men, supply and equipment dealers and film
trade representatives in Boston with a view to forming another Advisory Committee there to take care of all New
England activities. This meeting will probably take place
within the next ten days.
At a meeting to be held in Chicago shortly rules and
regulations governing the new body will be submitted, a
draft having been forwarded to National Headquarters in
New York.
N. A. M. P. I. Directors to Meet.
The Board of Directors of the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry will meet in the New York
offices, 805-6 Times Building, November 29 to consider a
very large number of subjects which have been called to its
attention by the executive committee. The meeting will
bring to New York big motion picture men from every part
of the country.
Judge A^ P. Tugwell will make the trip from Los Angeles
especially to attend the meeting; Charles E. Phillips, a
Milwaukee exhibitor; Peter J. Joup, an exhibitor from Detroit; Thomas Furniss of Duluth, Maurice A. Choynski of
Chicago, Frank A. Rembusch, from Shelbyville. Ind.; Fred
J. Herrington. Pittsburgh, Pa. The other members of the
board are in New York.
ANOTHER

KNOCK-OUT FOR JOHNSON-WILLARD
FIGHT FILMS.
In a decision on file in the United States Circuit Court of
Appeals. Judge Ward has finally decided that the Pantomimic
Corporation cannot exhibit films of the Johnson- Willard
fight in this country.
The Appellate Court decided that the films which were reproduced from secondary negatives produced by setting up a
motion picture camera on American soil this side of the
Canadian border are under the ban of the statutes which
forbids the importation of the original films.
Unless the film corporation decides to carry the case to
the Supreme Court the effort to exhibit the fight films will
have to be abandoned.
UNIVERSAL UNCOVERS ALLEGED FILM THIEVES.
Through the efforts of the legal department of the Univesal Film Manufacturing Company Aaron Beyer, a shipping
clerk at the Twenty-third Street Exchange, New York city,
has been arrested and is now awaiting trial for the theft
of a number of reels of the "Peg o' My Heart" serial. Following up clues said to have been given by Beyer Huge
Mainthal. who conducts the Apollo Feature Film Company
at 145 West Forty-fifth street. New York, was later apprehended and gave information which led to the recovery
of films valued at $3,000. The investigation is being con
tinued.
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Ben B. Hampton Heads General Film Company a a
Director of Distributing Company Is Elevated to
Presidency Pending Annual Election
in January.
BEN B. H.-\.\irTON is now installed in the chair of the
president of the General Film Company at its headquarters in -l-IO Fourth avenue. Mr. Hampton was
chosen at a meeting of the directors of the distributing company held on Monday, November 13, succeeding George
Kleine. Mr. Kleine had held the olVice since his election
on January 19 last. It has been more than an open secret
among his intimates for some time that the retiring executive
was exceedingly anxious to give way to another, owing to
rapidly increasing private interests. Several meetings of
the board of directors have been held to take up the matter of
a successor to Mr. Kleine.
It has been understood that the head of the Kleine-Essanay-Selig-Edison exchanges expressed to his associates in
the General the opinion that the job of president of their corporation was one requiring the whole time of an active man,
that in justice to the General and the companies composing
it such a man should be found. The same conviction was
expressed by those executives of the contributing organizations who were asked to take up the duties of president. The election of Mr. Hampton to serve until the annual election in the middle of January next indicates that the
belief of Mr. Kleine has been concurred in by his fellow directors.
When a Word man called at the executive offices of the
General Film Company a couple of days after the election
he found in the new president a tall, active man of strong
personality, one of the sort you enjoy meeting — frank, speaking a language that may be understood by all men, and mentally alert. He will be liked by film men.
"I really don't see what there can be for me to say to the
readers of the Moving Picture World," said President Hampton. "The directors of the General Film Company have seen
fit to put me here until the annual election eight weeks
hence, and you may be sure I am mighty glad of the opportunity to do what I can to further the interests of this fine old
organization. Since the stockholders honored me by electing me a m.ember of the board of directors several weeks
aeo I have taken part in various conferences looking to new
plans in the affairs of the company. When it became necessary to choose some one to fill until the annual election in
January the place which Mr. Kleine announced he would be
compelled to relinquish and the directors offered me the position ad interim, I welcomed the opportunity to assist in developing the new plans. I am confident the officers, directors and stockholders will work together so effectively that
when a new administration is chosen in January it will
find the old General prepared for the biggest year in its whole
history.
"Mr. Kleine has consented to serve on the executive committee, so that during my tenure of office I will have the
constant and active counsel of himself and Mr. Marion of the
Kalem company."
"Do you personally 'like' pictures — do you enjoy sitting in
a theater and looking at the screen as a spectator?" the
World man asked Mr. Hampton.
"Why, I have been a newspaper man and a dramatic
critic," was the reply. "No man with a journalistic type of
mind could fail to be interested in pictures. If he wasn't
he could not be a journalist. I think a man likes pictures
as he likes books. It has got along to the point where we
can't livesentialswithout
pictures. They constitute one of the esof our civilization.
"The only question is whether pictures are good, and by
good pictures I don't necessarily mean they m.ust be long
and enormously expensive productions or even that they must
cost $5 a negative foot. The shorter subjects may be just
as valuable as the big ones if they are faithfully made.
There is a field for short stuff as well as for the long stuff.
There are lots of opportunities for the men who make good
short pictures. The distributors and the consumers are seeking these subjects.
"There is today, as there has been in the past, much
shifting and changing going on in the industry. We are
going to try to meet the desires of the photoplay public and
the exhibitors.
Those manufacturers in the General Film

group i have talked to arc very, very anxious to spend money
and brains in making good pictures. I declare 1 didn't realize until I got closely in touch with them the amount of
zeal and intelligence these men are putting into pictures.
They wanted me to take a shot at the presidency job and I
am going to try it.
"1 believe the General has the biggest foundation in the
world for a film distributing company. Everything about the
General has been clean; it may have been conservative, but
it has avoided the bad, it has clung to the good."
Hampton Has "The Barrier."
When Mr. Hampton was asked in reference to a published
statement that Rex Beach would be one of the best box office
names to be added to the roster of the General Film he replied
that the item had not been brought to his attention. He said
Mr. Beach was under contract to him, but that nothing had
yet been settled as to the future in the way of the author's
motion
picture activities.
"Mr. Beach's 'The Barrer.' a most expensive production,
has been completed, and I have the negative stowed away,"
said Mr. Hampton. "My friends assure me it is a most remarkable picture. They say that, mind you, I don't. But
considering the story and the money put into its making it
ought to be a big subject."

The Temple — A Pantheon of Pictures
Plans Completed for a New Moving Picture Palace on Broadway— Rothapfel to be Manager.
ANEW
moving picture theater is to be erected on the
southeast corner of Broadway and Forty-ninth street,
at an estimated cost of over one million dollars for the
land and building. This latest addition to New York's amusement palaces will be named The Temple, and the architect's
plans call for an expenditure of $350,000. The Russell B.
Smith Company, of 305 Madison avenue, drew the plans and
will have charge of the construction, which will be started
the first of next March. The doors of the building are
scheduledto be thrown open to the public on the seventeenth
of ne.xt November. The head of the operating company is
G. M. Heckscher, and David Harvey, of the Russell B. Smith
organization, is the authority for the statement that the theater will be ready on the date specified.
The way,'Temple
will present
a most
imposing
front on
with a facade
of white
marble
and bronze
and Broadeight
stately columns adding to its effectiveness, the architecture
being pure Grecian. Standing on a plot of ground one hundred feet in width and running back one hundred and fortyeight feet to Seventh avenue, the Temple will have a lobby
across the entire front. The seating capacity is limited to
2.300, thus insuring ample space for the extra wide opera
chairs with which the theater will be supplied. Although intended solely as a moving picture theater — the entire building
wmU be devoted to that purpose — The Temple has been detime.
signed so that a regular stage may be added at any future
The program at the new theater will present the best in
moving pictures, also several novel features of the highest
type, according to Mr. Harvey. The representative of the
Russell B. Smith Company is also the authority for the statement that the rumor that Samuel L. Rothapfel is to be the
manager of The Temple is founded on fact. .'\n interview
with Mr. Rothapfel failed to corroborate the rumor.
DAWLEY TO DIRECT "SNOW WHITE."
When Marguerite Clark begins the actual work on the adaptation of "Snow White" in which she is to be starred by the
Famous Players Film Company on the Paramount Program
Christmas Day, she will be under the direction of J. Searle
Dawley. under whose auspices she has already starred in
"Little Lady Eileen," "Molly Make-Believe," "Still Waters"
and other big successes in which she has appeared within the
>TWENTIETH
ear.

CENTURY
GETS
LIFE PHOTO
FILM
SUBJECTS.
The Twentieth Century Film Company, of 220 West 42d
street. New York, announces that it has bought outright
from the Life Photo Film Corporation the negatives of these
productions: "The Grey Hound." "The Ordeal." "Unbroken
Road," "The Modern Magdalen," "Captain Swift," "Curious
Conduct," "The Avalanche," and "Springtime."
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WRITE US EARLY AND OFTEN
THE
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
carries the
most complete record of Exhibitors' News. This
department aims at being the fullest and fairest
chronicle of all the important doings in the ranks of organized exhibitors. To keep the department as complete and as useful as it is now we request the secretaries of all organizations to favor us with reports of
all the news. Coming events in the ranks of the organized exhibitors are best advertised in this department of the Moving Picture World.

STORMY

SCENES AT OCHS HEARING.

Many Sharp Passages Between League President and Lawyer
Keppler in Variety Charge Inquiry.
STORMY
scenes marked the proceedings of the Saturday session of the committee of Manhattan local exhibitors examining the allegations against Lee .\. Ochs,
president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, printed
in yariety and signed by Fleischman & Goldreyer, Bronx
exhibitors. Mr. Ochs was in attendance, and for probably
half of the four-and-a-half-hour session was in the witness
chair. The Exhibitors' Trade Review, a publication announced for appearance in the latter part of November and
of which Mr. Ochs is president, figured extensively in the
discussion. Tobias A. Keppler, counsel for Fleischman &
Goldreyer, made a demand for the stock list subscription
books of the new company, declaring he was not satisfied
that on the record there appeared no name of any one connected with a film company.
Mr. Keppler's demand was that the books be produced
immediately, not several days hence, suggesting that no
great time was required to create a new set of books. He
insisted the exhibitors of the country would not be satisfied that the names of no representatives of manufacturers
appeared on the books unless the books were that day submitted to the committee. Mr. Blumenthal, the secretary
and treasurer of the Exhibitors' Trade Review, as well as
Mr. Ochs, at first refused to permit the examination of the
books, but after considerable discussion Charles M. Rosen,
who announced that he was a member of the law firm representing Mr. Ochs, said that the books, which were in his
office, would be forthcoming. As the talk waxed and the
afternoon waned Mr. Rosen pointed out many reasons why
the books would not be available that afternoon. The member of the firm who personally represented Mr. Ochs was
playing golf and the office was closed. Mr. Keppler suggested his opponent had a key and could gain access to the
building and offered to hire a taxicab and employ a detective
to guard the books while away from their place of keeping.
The committee, of which Messrs. Trigger, Steiner. Anson,
Ascher, Needle, Oestricher and Samuelson were present, at
first seemed disposed to agree with the view of Mr. Trigger
that it was a matter for the National League to determine.
Then a motion was made by Mr. Anson and seconded by two
of the members that Mr. Blumenthal be asked to produce the
stock subscription lists. It was just after this motion was
presented that Mr. Ochs, who had during the session engaged in several sharp colloquies with Mr. Keppler, declared with much heat:
"I want to go on record right here. I have sacrificed
everything for the exhibitors. I have gone to the expense
of founding a trade paper for the Exhibitors' League. It
would not have been put across unless I had done it — that is,
together with Blumenthal. For you gentlemen, pals of mine,
to insist and allow an attorney to insist and insinuate that
I am crooked is unspeakable. There is going to be published in the first issue of the Exhibitors' Trade Review a
sworn
statement of ownership.
I am not under cover, as

other trade papers are who refuse to give subscription lists.
Ours is run honestly, and the Exhibitors' Trade Review will
live where others will die.
"How dare you men even charge or even insinuate that
Ochs and Blumenthal are crooks? I want to say if you
don't stop where you are I am through forever."
"I am the maker of this motion," said Mr. Anson. "Mr.
Ochs is the
man here
I'd where
accuse the
in any
or form,
but a
situation
has last
arisen
issueshape
has been
beclouded
all along the line. If things are as said we will take the aflidavit of Mr. Blumenthal."
"I say, produce the books now," declared Mr. Keppler.
"This is your psychological opportunity. It you don't do it
nowIt was
you finally
are done."
agreed to show the books to the committee
at the next meeting, on Tuesday, November 21.
At the opening of the session Mr. Keppler asked for a
stipulation by both sides that there would be no suits for
slander or libel growing out of the testimony and that witnesses should in this respect be accorded the same protection as in a court. The lawyer said this action was essential in order to secure the attendance of certain witnesses.
Mr. Ochs refused to consent to the suggestion. Mr. Keppler
said his clients felt the action would stiHe the investigation.
The president also said, in response to a demand by a committeeman, that he had no desire to be attended by counsel
and that he would conduct his own case. Later, however,
when Mr. Keppler was asking questions about the Exhibitors' Trade Review, it developed Mr. Rosen had entered the
room. The lawyer at first advised Mr. Ochs not to answer
questions appertaining to his newspaper venture.
A long discussion followed the attempt of Mr. Keppler to
read into the record the draft of the reply of Fleischman
& Goldreyer to the charges against them. As the E.xhibitor's Trade Review was mentioned in this, as was revealed
when Mr. Keppler read it, there was opposition to receiving the answer. Mr. Trigger here declared that phase of the
controversy was a national, not a local matter.
"I was present in a body of men of honor and repute from
twenty-five states when the matter of this paper was brought
before them," he said. "The question had been pending for
months, and after due deliberation the national organization
came to the conclusion that it was a good thing for the organization. Ithink the matter has nothing to do with the
committee."
"We have been charged with improper conduct
bers ofmitteethis
organization,"
saidtheMr.attitude
Keppler.
is going
to adhere to
that "If
we
freedom, why the whole object of this investigation

as memthe
havecomno
is going

to defeat itself. This is not a narrow, little question. Don't
take a narrow gauge view of it. My clients feel that if certain abuses have grown up that will prove to be a cancer
on the organization they must be rooted out and met with
frankness and candor."
"If the gentleman feels the Exhibitors* Trade Review is so
important,
Mr.
Ochs. why doesn't he try to get it into court?" asked
"I'll make an offer to Mr. Ochs right now," declared Mr.
Keppler spiritedly. "A libel suit can be preferred. If Mr.
Ochs will serve us today, Saturday, we will serve an answer
Monday and we will consent to go to trial Wednesday morning. If Mr. Ochs wants to get a trial we'll go Wednesday
There was a commotion in the room, in the midst of which
morning."
the chairman declared the remarks out of order.
Mr. Ochs said the hearing must be confined to the six
specific charges in the article in question. "This is the way
we
willtheconduct
this ofinvestigation,"
he said.
am Review,
willing
to let
exhibitors
the country know
about"I the
but it must go before the National League.
"We are not attempting to escape a single word in that
letter," said Mr. Kenpler, "but we can't meet our charges
unless we can put in our defense.
Mr. Ochs* refusal to ac-
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ccpt our aiiswor docs not place liim in the HkIu before the
exhibitors such as an open discussion would place him."
"I court investigation." replied Mr. Ochs.
The examination oi Mr. Ochs proceeded. The president
said he had been a member of the local IcaRuu four years,
lie told of his connection for eight months with the Play■.;ocrs Film Company, which produced "Cavalleria" and "The
Great Diamond
Robbery."
He said he had no Rnancial interest, that he acted
as treasurer.
could
you be treasurer without being a stockholder?''
the"How
lawyer
inquired.
"When I was treasurer our treasurer was out of town and
I had power of attorney."
Q. — Were you ever interested in the Unity Film Corporation? A.— No, sir.
Q. — You did recommend "The Yellow Menace"?
A. — Yes.
Q.— Ever a stockholder in Popular Plays and Players?
A. — No. sir.
Q. — Ever had any business interests of any kind with the
Metro?
A. — No.
Q.— Positive?
A.— No.
Q. — You traveled through the state of New York and
asked exhibitors to book their films? A. — No.
Q. — Did you ever state you were responsible for 75 per
cent, of their business?
A. — No, sir.
Q. — In your two Bronx theaters you keep your various
contracts?
A. — Yes.
Q. — You will let the committee see them?
A. — Yes.
Q. — Did you go to Pathe and ask them for the service that
Fleischman & Goldreyer had? .A. — Simply asked them for
.-crvice.
Ochs Produces Many Letters.
At this point Mr. Ochs produced many letters and started
to read one of them.
"VVc will not have any letter reading here," declared Mr.
Keppler.
will anything
object to toanythismancommittee
reading aheletter.
If a
man
wants "We
to say
will come
here and say it.
"Why, if you had a clear conscience, was it necessary for
you to go to these men and commit them to writing if you
bad done nothing that feared the light of day?"
"The reason I went to these men was that at the next
meeting of the National League I had to show proofs," replied Mr. Ochs.
Q. — Your idea was to get these letters so as to subpoena
these men and pin them down?
A. — No, no, sir; no.
Q. — Did you know that a letter never can be evidence?
A. — I am not a lawyer.
In answer to a ouestion if he hadn't been paying expressage on a number of services Mr. Ochs said he had on Triangle and Paramount, .\sked why he didn't cancel these he
replied that that system had been in vogue since the companies had been in business. Mr. Keppler then took up
Philadelphia matters.
Q. — You went to Philadelphia to break up the control that
Mr. Mastbaum had upon the independent exhibitors because
he controlled a large number of houses? A. — I looked after
the exhibitors' league.
Q. — Did you go as national president?
A. — Yes.
Q. — Mr. Mastbaum and his associates control so many
theaters they can get about everything that is worth while?
A. — I believe that's so.
Mr. Keppler here brought out the visit of Lewis J. Selznick
and Herbert Brenon to Philadelphia.
"Mr. .Selznick had offered to go over to Philadelphia and
give preference to the Philadelphia league," said Mr. Ochs.
0. — Don't you know these visits resulted in a combination
between Mr. Mastbaum and Mr. Selznick?
A. — Yes.
Q. — If you felt it necessary to go over to Philadelphia to
relieve them of Mastbaum why not try to relieve them of
Mastbaum and Selznick?
.■X. — Right.
Q. — You are the man who brought that about? A. — You're
a liar. It was not my efforts at all.
Q. — Do you own any stock in the Selznick corporation?
A.— No.
Q. — You have received no compensation, directly or indirectly, from Selznick for going to Philadelphia?
A. — No.
Q. — Did he pay your expenses?
A. — The National League.
Q. — You are the president of the Motion Picture Review,
Incorporated — who are the other officers? A. — Blumenthal
is secretary and treasurer. Merritt Crawford vice-president.
Q. — Mr. Crawford worked with Metro? A. — He did something.
There followed a series of questions designed to reveal
the apportionment of the stock among the various factors. It was apparently indicated there were 1,500 shares
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of preferred stock at $10 a share and 4,500 shares of common stock of no par value, that the common stock only i&
invested with voting power, and that of the stock one-third
is apportioned to the promoters and one-third to the league.
Q. Of this common stock is there a voting trust? A. Yes.
Q. So that all this common stock would be controlled bywlio? A. The league and the workers.
Q. The league stock and the workers' stock is tied up five
years, tied up so four men can vote in it? .\. Two mere
representing the league and two the workers, Mr. Blumenthal and myself and Mr. Crawford and Leslie Mason.
Q. You four gentlemen cast the votes and have the controlling vote for that stock.
That is correct?
A. Yes.
"The exhibitors that invest only have one vote for eacli
ten shares they buy. but you gentlemen having a majority"
can always outvote them," remarked Mr. Keppler.
Q. Didn't you issue a prospectus that one-third was issued
to workers and one-third to the league? If that prospectus
is correct timatelythat
yes. common stock will not be paid for? A. UlQ. -Vs a matter of fact, two-thirds?
business.

A. None

of your

"It Mr.
is the
business of the exhibitors of the United States,"
said
Keppler.
Q. Two-thirds of the common and voting stock is commonly known in high finance as water?
A. No, sir,
had.
Q. No money has been paid for it? A. Didn't say there
Q. You did say one-third of the stock goes to the workers,.
and you are one of the workers? A. Yes, and one of the
financiers, to the tune of $15,000.
Q. You have put up $15,000 in cash in this paper?

A. Yes>

Q. Isn't it a fact if the corporation gets money, you get
that money back?
A. Yes.
Q. Then your money is a loan?
.\t this point Mr. Rosen interrupted and advised Mr.
Ochs not to talk further about the Exhibitors' Trade ReviewMr. Rosen insisted the matter should be aired in private by
the committee.
Mr. Keppler claimed the Review should be the property
of the organization. He wanted to know whether
Mr. Ochs put in $15,000 or a film company put it in.
"Will you put up the stock subscription books?" he went
on. "We defy you to produce them before they can be tampered with. We will show that it is film money that is promoting this magazine and that the exhibitors haven't a
chance. It behooves Mr. Ochs to produce those books. Mr.
Ochs answered every question about Mastbaum and Selznick,.
about film concerns, about preferences shown to him by dealers. Mr. Ochs has proceeded up to the vital point, but just
when we get to the part that will show the serious issues
at stake — the life of the organization is at stake — he stops. I
want to say our object is not to break up the organization.
We are trying to prevent being thrown out of the organization.
"L^nfortunately a large burden has fallen upon my clients.
They are compelled to fight this battle alone. At the best it
should be fought inside the organization. We have been
publicly charged with having done things that are vile, we
have been charged with not being fit to associate with decent men. If Mr. Ochs stops now, I think he will be in a
worse position."
"I feel that questions regarding the Trade Review should
cease," said Mr. Rosen. "Mr. Keppler would have us believe
something mysterious is afloat. He would have people believe that it is filled with watered stock. If the exhibitors
are satisfied it is up to them. It is not fair to the exhibitors
to let the charge go out that there is watered common stock
in that company.
"In the first issue of the paper there will be a sworn statement thatOchs.
there is not a film concern interested in the stock,"
said Mr.
"I call upon this committee and ask them to
Ochs to produce that record," said Mr. Keppler.
are on the table. Put up or shut up. I appeal
mittee to produce the books — not ten minutes

compel Mr.
"Our cards
to the comfrom now^

can clear up the situation," said Mr. Blumenthal. "The
but"I now."
only thing they want to bring out is that the books may
be changed. .\s secretary and treasurer I will make affidavit
that no book will be touched."
"I know as one of the executive members of this organization— I have absolutely no more to do with it except as a
member of the executive board — but I do know where the
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money was raised and when it was raised," declared Mr.
Trigger. "I know it was raised in a bank and raised legitimately."
COMMITTEE DECIDES TO OPEN DOORS.
Chairman Trigger Invites Press Representatives and Is Sustained by Fellow-Members.
THE second meeting of the committee of the Manhattan
branch of the Exhibitors' League appointed to investigate the charges published in Variety against Lee A.
Ochs, was held Tuesday, November 14. Present were Messrs.
Fleischman and Goldreyer and their counsel, Tobias A. Keppler.
Mr. Ochs was absent.
Those composing the committee are Samuel H. Trigger,
chairman; Charles Steiner, secretary; M. Oestricher, S.
Rhonheimer. Michael Glynn, A. B. Samuelson, Sidney Ascher,
Morris Needle and Grant Anson. The committee represented
the selection of four members by Mr. Ochs and four by
Fleischman and Goldreyer.
These eight selected the ninth.
When the meeting opened it developed through a question
raised by Mr. Steiner, that there was objection to the presence of representatives of the trade press. "What was the
idea of sending out notices to the press?" asked Mr. Steiner.
"At our first meeting it was decided to have the proceedings
kept secret. We are not going to find any one guilty or bring
in a verdict.
We are just to formulate a statement of facts."
"Rumors were afloat that this committee would not be a
fair body to conduct this investigation." replied Mr. Trigger.
"It has been alleged that on the committee were too many
friends of Mr. Ochs. I thought the cleanest way would be to
have the members of the press here to see for themselves
that we were to be absolutely clean in this matter, that the
investigating committee had nothing to fear on either side.
The committee was not appointed by the organization, but
the eight men representing the organization chose a chairman between them."
Secretary Steiner moved that the newspapers be excluded
from the hearing and that the secretary be instructed to draw
up a statement of the proceedings and send it to the newspapers. The motion was seconded by Mr. Rhonheimer.
During the discussion on the motion. Chairman Trigger inquired if the counsel for Fleischman and Goldreyer had any
objection to the presence of reporters.
"We

want an open meeting." said Mr. Keppler. "We believe this is a matter that deserves the greatest publicity."
Mr. Ascher expressed the opinion that a prepared statement would save the reporters considerable labor and spare
them the necessity of sitting around and listening to very dry
questioning on the part of the committee. He believed that
much publicity would add to the differences now existing between the parties at odds. He pointed out that while at the
first meeting it had been agreed that the greatest secrecy
should surround the proceedings at the same time if the principals had no objection to publicity he could not see why the
committee should be averse to it.
'"We have a number of serious matters which we would
like to include in our charges which we believe to be prejudicial to the League and to exhibitors generally," said Mr..
Keppler. "We would like to add to the charges already before the committee. We respectfully submit that the deliberations of this comm.ittee will be subject to suspicion if the
proceedings are not made public. The readers of the newspapers can determine the situation in their own minds."
The vote on the question to exclude resulted in a tie. Then
before this situation was resolved it was pointed out that it
would be necessary to rescind the action of the first session
making the meetings secret before the committee could admit
reporters. This action was taken. Chairman Trigger casting
the deciding vote.
Mr. Steiner asked that a note be included in the minutes
to the effect that the notice of the meeting sent to the press
by the chairman was without the knowledge of the members
of the committee.
"Before this committee finally gets down to business I
don't think it would be out of place to have a preliminary idea
as to whether any of the members of the committee have any
financial interests in common with the parties in the controversy so that unconsciously their judgment will be biased.
We have no objection to any member of this committee, but
we submit if on it there are any who have any interest in the
business of Mr. Ochs they would hardly be in a position to
do justice. Do any of you gentlemen have any stock in the
Exhibitors* Trade Review?"
There was denial all around of any such ownership. One
member said the question was out of order.
"Suppose we
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do have shares in it? What of it?" he said.
"I haven't taken
any and 1 don't know as I will," said another member.
"You ask if Fleischman and Goldreyer wrote the article in
question," said Mr. Keppler in reply to a committeeman.
"You know that we have been sued for a little think like
$100,000 for libel, and for legal reasons we decline to answer
the question. But for the purposes of this proceeding we
assume the liability of that article.
"Before proceeding with the hearing of these charges 1
submit that we have done all that can be done today," continued Mr. Keppler. "We would not care to be placed in
the position of taking advantage of Mr. Ochs' absence. In
addition to that, we didn't intend to prefer charges before this
organization. If we had intended to we would have included
a number of other things. We would ask permission to prefer form.al written charges which we think should be brought
to the attention of the association. We ask further time in
which to serve further charges and for a record on which to
According to the instructions of the League we are here to
investigate charges printed in Variety and also to investigate
the
charges made by Thomas Howard, against Fleischman and
proceed."
Goldreyer
for publishing
that is
article,"
said Mr. I Steiner.
think anything
outside of that
new business.
think, too,"I
our instructions are to go ahead with what wehave."
want to limit ourselves to what is before us," added
Mr."We
Samuelson.
"We w^ant you to feel that we have been fair," said Mr.
Keppler. "We want you to feel that it is not a case between
Ochs and Fleischman and Goldreyer, but that the questions
here under consideration affect every exhibitor in the United
States. We want to justify our conduct and the issue should
be met with honesty and frankness on both sides. We want
to be able to prove our justification by other matters. We
want a fair opportunity to meet these charges."
"I believe Fleischman and Goldreyer should be permitted to
put in any supplemental charges which tend to bear out their
case," said Mr. Ascher. after a discussion between Messrs.
Trigger, Ascher and Howard. "I move that Fleischman and
Goldreyer be permitted to submit any further matter to back
up the charges bearing on the case."
"The whole of the organization is involved," suggested Mr.
Trigger
response
to inMr.the Steiner's
complaint as to the
methods in
being
followed
investigation.
"We don't intend to indulge in any technicalities at all,"
said Mr. Keppler, in answer to a committeeman who had
called attention to the presence of lawyers. "The only reason
I am here is the fact that my clients have been sued for a
hundred thousand dollars. I am here to protect their legal
rights. While they don't take very seriously the hundredthousand-dollar suit, still they want to meet the issue. If
we are right it is a matter that affects exhibitors all over the
country. If we are wrong it is a wrong that the president
of the National League should rest under any cloud. We
want everybody to feel that the best interests of the industry
will be served if everyone addresses the situation with frankness and candor."
"Either
both of the parties should be represented by counsel or neither of them," said one of the members.
"I think Mr. Ochs would not object to the proceeding,"
said Chairman Trigger. "He told me that he was perfectly
sincere, that he relied absolutely on this committee, and he
was not afraid of anything. What this committee said he
was willing to abide by. Mr. Ochs was acquainted with the
fact
that was
a lawyer
was to be
present."
There
a discussion
between
Mr. Blumenthal and Mr.
Ascher in regard to the witnesses to be called.
"We refuse to answer any questions in the absence of
Ochs," said Mr. Keppler emphatically. "I will advise my
clients to answer no questions. I respectfully submit it will
be highly improper to do anything. If I may be permitted,
I move that no further proceedings be taken until Mr. Ochs
and his counsel can be present."
"I can make a statement that will put this committee in a
constructive spirit." said Mr. Keppler later, following a general discussion of the difficulties likely to ensue with a lawyer
on each side of the case. "This court bugaboo is nonsense.
There is no desire on my part to make a court proceedings
of this. The only way to conduct an investigation is to bring
the parties before the people who are to decide the issue. It
is not what a man says, but how he says it.
"Long experience has demonstrated that if you want to
arrive at the truth of a matter you will have to bring a person before his judges. Any other method would develop this
hearing into a biased, star chamber proceeding.
It was decided to adjourn until the morning of the Saturday following and that Mr. Ochs be notified to be present
with his counsel.
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BROOKLYN
EXHIBITORS
ASK
QUESTIONS.
Call on President of National League to Describe Plan and
Scope of Exhibitor's Trade Review.
SEV'liNI'V-Kl\'£ inoinbers of the Brooklyn Exhibitors'
League gathered in the Triangle Theater, in that borough, at 11 o'clocVc on the evening of Saturday. November 18, for a special meeting. One of the matters brought
to the attention ot the exhibitors was a resolution asknig
for information as to the scope and plan of the Exhibitor's
Trade Review. The measure was presented by Executive
Secretary William Brandt and was passed unanimously, following a discussion of the points involved.
The meeting also unanimously approved the action of Commissioner Bell in prohibiting in New York City the showing of five pictures. Upon the suggestion of Lewis J. Selznick a committee was appointed to look into the advisability
of creating a reserve fund, based upon the seating capacity
of the respective houses, as a substitute for the present
deposit system.
In the discussion following the introduction of Mr. Brandt's
resolution it was brought out that there was not a person in
the room who had any first hand knowledge of the projected
paper. Mr. Brandt said the only information he had been
able to obtain was of the rumor description, and he believed
members had a right to know particulars. The resolution
is as follows:
Wheri^as. Information has come to tbis local that a trade paper is
about to be published in New York City, under tbe title of The Exhibitors' Trade Review, according to the advance notices, primarily
Intended : for
America
and the benefit of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
Whereas, we. tbe Brooklyn local, being an integral part of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, are without any knowledge concerning the executive, Qnanclal or business policy of this proposed new trade paper ; therefore
Be it resolved. That we. the Brooklyn local. New York City Branch
No. 3. in meeting assembled, go on record as requesting a complete
report from the National President on the scope and plan of the executive, financial and business policy of the proposed trade paper ; and
Be it further resolved. That information regarding the benefits to
the organization to be derived from such a trade paper be obtained
from the National
President ; and
Be it further resolved. That this local go on record as withholding
its indorsement until the above facts have been made public to the
members or this local.

NEW
Question of Return

YORK

EXHIBITORS

Express Charges
Settlement.

WIN.

In Way

of Amicable

THE difficulties heretofore existing between the organized
exhibitors of New York and New Jersey and the F. I.
L. M. Club consisting of local exchange managers, have
been happily adjusted to the satisfaction of all parties. Several conferences had been held between A. M. Beck, E.
Saunders and William Raynor executives of the F. I. L. M.
Club on the one hand and L. F. Blumenthal representing
the organized exhibitors on the other. The burning question was that of the return express charges. After much
discussion it was agreed to let the matter of the return
express charges stand as it was before the formation of the
F. I. L. M. Club.
On January i a new arrangement will be arrived at as the
result of further arbitration between the parties interested.
It is generally understood, however, that after the first of
the New Year the return express charges problem will be
decided by individual agreements between exhibitors and
exchangemen. It is felt by both parties to the dispute that
the future looks brighter now for all amicable settlements
of any differences that may arise hereafter. A big meeting
of exhibitors has been called for Friday, November 24, when
the question of return express charges will be presented
for final action by the organization as a whole. The meeting
will be held at three o'clock in the afternon at League Headquarters and all exhibitors are invited to attend whether they
belong
to the league or not.
ORGANIZER

HERRINGTON

IN MICHIGAN.

Fred Herrington. orgatiizer for tlie National .\ssociation
of Motion Picture exhibitors, was in Detroit this week and is
going to spend three or four weeks helping the Michigan
state association. His work will be to show exhibitors the
great benefit to be derived by affiliating with the state organization. Incidentally, he will boost the coming state convention, December 12, at the Hotel Statler. Detroit. With Lee
Ochs. national president, as the principal speaker, the state
annual meeting is certain to be well attended and successful
from every angle.
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PLANNING
Committee to Select

AN
OHIO
CONVENTION.
Date and Place for State Meeting —
Cleveland Favored.

CLEVELAND
is likely to be liost to a state convention
of motion picture men in tlie near future. .At a meeting
of the Ohio State Branch of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of .-Vmerica held in Cleveland, November
M, plans for a state convention were discussed and a special
committee is to be named to complete arrangements. The
convention is deemed necessary because of the desire
of La Motte Smith, of Alliance, state president and
Frank Beverstock of Mansfield, state vice president to
resign in order to give their entire time to private business.
Both asked that they be permitted to resign, in letters to
the state organization several days ago.
Benjamin J. Sawyer, president of the Northeastern Ohio
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, referred the matter
to the national body and as a result, Fred J. Herrington
national organizer, was at the meeting November 14. Herrington advised holding a state convention to elect successors to Smith and Beverstock and on his advice, .-Vcting State
President Henry J. Lustig, was empowered to name a convention committee. This committee will select the place
and date of the convention subject to approval by the state
organization. It is regarded as likely that the gathering will
be held in Cleveland.

Hei-rington also sounded a note of warning to the local
exhibitors, telling them that unless their organization was
strengthened there was grave danger of further adverse
legislation in Ohio. Local exhibitors say they have reason
to believe certain interests contemplate making the Ohio
censor laws more stringent.
"I think the outlook for the growth of the League in
Ohio is good," Herrington said, "but I believe if the
League does not grow many of its members will be exterminated by adverse legislation."
Herringtoii left Cleveland for a trip through Michigan
on organization work.
NEW

YORK

F. I. L. M. CLUB

MEETING.

.•\ large and enthusiastic Film Club meeting was held Friday, November 10. The membership committee recommended
for admittance several new members, also announced applications from many others. Among them, were those from film
centers outside New York City. Every member present expressed his gratification at the many benefits alreatly derived
from the club.
C. B. Hoy, president of the Hoy Reporting Service, reported the adjustment of many disputes between exchanges
and exhibitors, and recommended that the exhibitors in question be accorded the same confidence as they enjoyed before
the dispute. He also submitted a list of exhibitors who by
their unfair practices, should not be entitled to any credit
consideration until they improve their business methods.
Exchanges are organizing F. I. L. M. clubs in many exchange centers. Mr. Hoy is arranging with a number of them
for his service. .A letter was written by his company to all
exhibitors in this state, inviting them to submit any grievances
they had against exchanges to his office and their interests
would be protected, without any expense whatever.
CINCINNATI
EXCHANGES
ORGANIZE.
The Associated Film Exchange of the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce is a new organization formed November
10, at the Chamber of Commerce, by the film exchange men
of the city. The object is to secure the co-operation of the
exhibitors, who are already organized in the Chamber, and
the public, in order to popularize the motion picture, and
also to co-operate with one another in order to advance
the best interests of the exchanges. The organization meeting was w-ell attended, being one of the best ever held by
film exchange managers in Cincinnati. The managers expressed themselves as confident that under guidance of the
Chamber of Commerce the motion picture exhibitors and
the public can co-operate with them to the mutual benefit of
all concerned.
Following are the officers elected at the last organization meeting: President, H. A. Buge, of the George Kleine
exchange; vice-president, I. W. McMahan, of the McMahan
and Jackson: treasurer, C. E. Holah, Internationa! Film Service: secretary, H. Serkowich. of the Chamber of Commerce.
C. E. Holah, chairman: L. W. Greenstein, of the Standard
Film Service, and W. S. Wessling, of the Pathe Exchange,
were appointed to draw up rules and regulations: Harry L.
Crear, of the General Film Co.; W. C. Bachmeyer, of the
Famous Players: H. J. Wessel, of the Film Service Co.; C.
C. Kite, of the Triangle Film Co., and Clarence Runey of
the Cincinnati Motion Picture Co.
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National Board Has Annual Meeting
General Committee Attends the Function at Hotel Astor and
Listens to Many Speeches.

National Board of Review held its annual luncheon
THE
on Saturday, November 18. in the East Ball Room of
Hotel Aston This luncheon is given to the members
of the General Reviewing Committee, consisting of many
earnest, unselfish young and old workers, men and women.
In addition to the members of this committee, consisting
of more than a hundred persons, a number of guests had
also been invited. Among the latter were M. A. Moskowiz,
who is connected with the Municipal Civil Service Bureau;
Campbell McCullough. of the Triangle Film Corporation;
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew, authors and actors of the famous Drew comedies; Rabbi Silverman, W. N. Seabury, of the
N. .\. P. I., and W. Stephen Bush of the staff of The Moving
Picture World.
Dr. Cranston Brenton, the chairman of the National Board,
acted as master of ceremonies and made the various speakers
get up and answer to their respective topics. Mr. Moskowiz,
the first speaker, paid a high tribute to the founders of the
National Board and spoke of the good will of the city administration toward the work of the board. His remark that
the city officials stood ready at all times to co-operate with
the National Board were greeted with emphatic expressions
of approval. Tlie next speaker was Mr. Drew, who spoke
of his feelings when confronted by the camera. He entertained the company by a lively description of his own feelings when he first faced the camera. "Nothing is quite so
bad as a bad actor," he said, "and the camera proves the old
axiom." There were insistent demands for Mrs. Drew, who
finally arose and declared that her invitation had been too
sudden to enable her to make such an address as she would
like to make. She spoke of the joy she took out of the work
in which she and her husband were engaged and declared
that she had but one regret, i. e., the shortness of the days,
which consisted of but twenty-four hours each. Mr. Seabury
followed witli the topic, "How to Reconcile Commercial .Aspirations with Ethical Standards." He denied that there was
any conflict between the two. More than ever in the history
of our country he said do the public e.xpect good ethical
standards in business and the business men of the country as
a body had no idea of reverting to low ethical standards.
This he claimed was entirely true of the men in the motion
picture business.
Campbell McCullough gave a most instructive and entertaining talk full of wit and wisdom. He suggested a widening of the board's scope of work. The decisions and standards of the board he thought ought to be communicated to
the general public. "The newspapers of the country," he
explained, "I feel will be entirely willing to co-operate in
any plan for advertising the decisions of your board. The
public indeed will be grateful to know of your approval or
■disapproval before they go in the motion picture theater. If
you will get in touch with the press of the country you will
find that the press is m.ost anxious to co-operate with you."
Mr. McCullough predicted that in the immediate future the
producer will find out how profitable it is to cater to the
tastes and demands of the "family group." "A picture that
cannot be shown to the family group is rarely fit for public
■exhibition." This sentiment was heartily applauded. Rabbi
Silverman spoke of the need of entertainment rather than
education for the great masses of the people whose minds
and bodies are absorbed by the grind of their daily toil and
whose right to entertainm.ent should never be questioned.
Mr. Bush talked on the relation of the board to the indus■try. He said that the industry as a whole thoroughly appreciated the work of the National Board. He knew that
both producers and exhibitors were thoroughly agreed as
to its usefulness, its impartiality, its desire to serve the public no less than the industry. "The Board," he continued,
"is entitled to the gratitude not only of the industry, but to
the gratitude of the American public, because no influence
has operated more effectively against the establishment of
legalized censorship than this Board of Review. Censorship
is not only an attack upon the motion picture men, but a
dangerous move against .'\mcrican institutions, which abhor
the very word of censorship." The speaker drew an amusing picture of the suspicion with which legislators both in
Washington and elsewhere regarded the work of the board.
These legislators were convinced that large sacks of gold
were periodically handed over to the board to be distributed
among the chief conspirators. He spoke of the fight m.ade
by Dr. Brenton, Mr. Maguire and Dr. Cocks, and described
how on many occasions these gentlemen appeared before hostile and bitterly prejudiced committees and by their evident
sincerity and common sense made converts of their hearers.
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At Leading Picture Theaters
Programs for the Week
November
19 at New
Motion of Picture
Houses.

York's Best

"Miss
George Washington"
at the Strand.
M.ARGUERITE CLARK in a Famous Players producWashington"
the
star tion
forentitled
the "Miss
week George
of November
19 at thewas
Strand.
This picture is tlie first straight farce in which she has
appeared on the screen. One little fib, told by Miss Clark,
starts an avalanche of deception in order to conceal the
first breach of faith. The producers have given the piece
elaborate settings and a well-balanced supporting cast, including Frank Losee, Niles Welch, Florence Marten, Joseph
Gleason, Maude Turner Gordon, "Billy" Watson and Herbert Prior. Other films of interest shown were "To the
Shrine of the American Gladiator," "An Eruption of Mount
X'esuvius," a Burton Holmes masterpiece; another chapter
of Ditmar's "Living Book of Nature;" a Hughcy Mack com^j
view.
edy entitled "Hash and Havoc" and the Strand Topical ReFrank
Keenan at the Rialto.
"The Sin Ye Do," with Frank Keenan starred and Howard
Hickman and Margery Wilson in the supporting cast, was
the dramatic feature of the bill at the Rialto. Mr. Keenan
plays the part of an eminent lawyer, respected for his mental attainments, but regarded with suspicion as to his morals.
A friend of his is killed by a girl he had attempted to wrong
and the eminent attorney is about to prosecute her when
he discovers her to be his own daughter.
Senor Enzo Rozano, James Price and Miss Amparita Farrar were the soloists. The usual topical digest and comedy
picture completed the program.
"War Brides" at the Broadway.
The eight-reel screen version of "War lirides." in which
Nazimova plays the leading role, continues at the Broadway. In many respects it is the most powerful photoplay
now on view. The acting and the production are of the
best.
Eighty-first Street Theater Bill.
.At the Eighty-first Street Theater four pictures were
shown. O.n Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday Charles Ray
was seen in "The Honorable Algy." A Keystone comedy
was also on the bill. Thursday, Friday, .Saturday and Sunday Frank Keenan, in "Jim Grimsby's Boy," and a Mack
Sennctt comedy were the picture features.
TO ADAPT "THE CHEAT" AS AN OPERA.
For the first time in the history of the motion picture
industry an original photoplay is to serve as the basis of an
opera. This is "The Cheat," which was written by Hector
TurnbuU and produced by the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play
Company, with Fannie Ward as the star. It was released
f,n the Paramount program last December and made a
distinct sensation in this country and abroad.
So great was the success of the photoplay in Paris that it
attracted the attention of Camille Erlanger, the well known
composer, with whose name is associated such successful
operas as "Aphrodite," "Le Juif Polonais" and ''La Sorc'ere," which has played one hundred times at the celebrated
Theatre de I'Opera Cnmique. one of the greatest theaters in
Europe.
"THE
CELEBRATED
STIELOW
CASE"
(Argosy).
.Argosy Films, Inc., has builded a six-reel photoplay upon
the circumstances surrounding the case of Charles F. Stielow, who has been convicted of the murder of a farmer and
his wife in Orleans county. New York, and is now on reprieve awaiting a new hearing of his case by Governor
Whitman. The picture was written and produced by Lois
Weber and is said to relate the evidence brought out at the
trial of Stielow without prejudice to either side of the case.
This case has received considerable attention from the
press of the country and is replete with highly dramatic
situations.
UNIVERSAL TO PRODUCE
HOWARD'S WORKS.
The LTniversal has entered into an arrangement with '^
George Bronson Howard, the noted author, whereby they ,
acquire the rights to the larger proportion of this popular
author's works which are adapted to filming. Several of his
popular stories are already under production at Universal
City. One is to be made into a series, as its original publication as a serial lends itself to this form, of production. This
was the Yorke Norroy series of detective stories. John McDermott, director, has already started one of these stories,
and the title of the first chapter will be "The Adventure of ]
the Last Cigarette."
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Screeners' Ball Brilliant As Ever
Grand March Led by President Quirk and Norma Talmadgc

FLORENCE

TURNER

RETURNS

TO NEW

YORK.

Miss Florence Turner, one of the first known and never-tobe-forgotten motion picture stars, who has been in England for the past few vcars, producing pictures under the
name of Turner Films, Ltd., returned to New York on
Sunday, November 12, on the steamship New York, accompanied by her manag:er and director, Larry Trimble. As
previously announced in these columns Miss Turner will continue the production of Turner Films in this country. ■ These
pictures are now being released on the Mutual program.
MARY

PICKFORD'S

SECOND SUBJECT, "THE PRIDE
OF THE CLAN."
The incomparable Mary whose first production by her own
company, "Less Than the Dust," has just been released by
Artcraft Picture Corporation, is completing under the direction of Maurice Tourneur, an elaborate feature entitled, "The
Pride of the Clan." It will be released through .\rtcraft,
"The Pride of the Clan" gives Miss Pickford another national role to add to the several she already has created.

TRADE SHOWING OF "THE WITCHING HOUR."
The Frohman .\mnsement Corporation will give a showing
of .Augustus Thomas' famous play, "The Witching Hour,"
at the Strand theater Wednesday mornin,g, November 22nd,
at 10 o'clock sharp, to which the trade is invited. Invitations are being sent out. but a card will admit anyone interested.
FARNUM

SIGNS

UNIVERSAL

CONTRACT.

Vice President H. O. Davis, of the I'niversal Film Manufacturing Company has been so pleased with the work of
Franklyn Farnum before the camera that he has given the
actor a long-time contract to appear in leading roles of Universal pictures.
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Popularity of Pictures Growing in Colon
Another

a Pretty Spectacle.
TIllC Screen Club held its fifth annual reception and ball
ill the Hotel Astor on the evening of Saturday, November 18. It was the equal of its two immediate predecessors innumbers, in gayety and in all that goes to make
• he yearly function of the Screeners a real top-notch event
in tilindom. Present were many manufacturers and distributors, and of directors and players there were almost
all of those in the East. Daniel Frohman arrived well
before the time set for the beginning of the grand march,
and the big parade started promptly at midnight.
.\mong the lilm men noticed were .\d Kessel, Carl
Laenimle. Richard A. Rowland, Lewis J. Sclznick. P. A.
Powers. Ingvald C. Ocs, .\dolph Zukor, Winfield R. Sheehan, H. M. Ilorkheimer, Samuel Grant of Boston, Mark
Dintenfass, Harry Sherman of Chicago. Fred Levy, Joe
Engel, Herbert Brenon, J. C. Graham, J. V. Ritchie, A. C.
("Doc") Willat. R. \V. Horn, Julius Stern, George Kann,
J. Parker. Jr.. M. H. Hoflfman, E. T. Peter and Dave Reed
of Dallas. Carl i*ierce and .-\lec Lorrimore.
There were many prominent stage players, too, among the
throng. Wilton Lackaye was one of these, and so. also, was
Ethel Barrymore, who was not to be denied a place in the
grand march. Albert Capellani was one of the interested
spectators. Mary Pickford was present a good share of
the evening.
So, too, was Clara Kimball Young.
The march was directed by Oscar Lund, who had his
hands full marslialling and guiding the large number wlio
participated in the spectacle. His chief aid was Alan Hale.
and there were a score of others who had assisted Mr. Lund
in working out the rather intricate evolutions. The first
formation was a gigantic B. in honor of the club's first president. King Baggot. The second was a Q, and President
Billy, as in the case of his predecessor, w'as called out in
the midle of the floor to receive the applause of the assemblage. The last was the S C monogram of the club. Treasurer Will C. Smith supervised the electrical arrangements.
and there were many novel effects in the colored lights
thrown on the dance floor. J. H. Gerhardt was treasurer
of the ball committee.
The clubhouse at 117 West Forty-fifth street was thrown
open to the women friends of the members, and there was
a throng present in the early hours following the dance.
The house was as usual open to the feminine friends of
members all during the day following the ball.

WORLD

Theater
Being Built to Satisfy Demand
King of Entertainment— Will Seat 1,000.

for This

MOTION
pictures are so popular in Colon that another
theater seating 1-,0U0 persons has r^'cently been opened
in addition to the two large ones in operation here for
jears, says U. S. Consul Julius D. Dreher, Colon, Panama in
"Commerce Reports." These theaters, which receive the better class of popular lilms from the United States, do a good
business every evening in the week. Most of the films
brought to Colon are used also at the two forts near the city
(Fort Sherman, at Toro I'oint, and Fort Randolph, at Margarita Point) at both of which motion pictures are shown
every evening; on the U. S. S. Charleston, the mother ship
for the submarines stationed here, four evenings a week; and
at Gatun, 7 miles south of Colon, three evenings a week. A
few weeks ago "The Birth of a Nation" was given in the Y.
M. C. ,'\. clubhouse in Cristobal and at many other places
in the Canal Zone. Li spite of the rather high prices for
tickets this picture drew large houses. At the Cristobal
clubhouse films are shown three evenings a week.
In the Province of Bocas del Toro. in this consular district,
there are four picture halls — two at Bocas del Toro, and one
each at .Mmirante and (iuabito. It is announced that the
Guabito Banking & Mercantile Company, recently organized
with a capital stock of $100,000. is about to replace the old
halls in .''Vlmirante and Guabito with new theater buildings
to cost about $5,000 each.

WILLIAM

BURNSTEIN
HANDLING "JIMMY DALE"
SERIAL.
William Burnstein, brother of Jules Burnstein, vice-president and general manager of the Monmouth Film Corporation, has joined the ranks of the Unicorn Film Service Corporation to handle the Monmouth's sixteen episode serial,
"Jimmie Dale, alias The Gray Seal," which is being released
tiirough the country through the LTnicorn.
Previous to joining the Unicorn Service, Mr. Burnstein
w-as associated proniinently with the Fox Film Corporation,
also with the Triangle Film Corporation. He is a film man
of wide experience and great popularity in the trade.
"THE

BATTLE

OF THE
SOMME,"
SHOWING
IN
THREE HOUSES.
Owing to the success that attended the production of the
"Battle of the Somme," at the .Astor theater. New York, on
Sunday,
November
12, theand
Shubert's
give the
pictures at the
same theater
also at decided
the 44thto Street
theater,
on Sunday, November 19. In addition, plans were made
for showing the films at the Princess theater, daily, for two
weeks, beginning with November 15th. This will be remembered as the first time for a film to be shown at three great
New York theaters, simultaneously.
SELIG VICTORY PROTECTS FRIEDMAN.
Benjamin Friedman of the Friedman Film Corporation,
of Minneapolis. Minn., calls attention to the fact that the
injunction granted to William L. Selig in his action against
the Gate City Feature Film Corporation to prevent that
corporation
from Missouri
exhibitingand"The
Spoilers"
in the
state?
of
Iowa. Nebraska.
Kansas,
has the
added
effect
of protecting the exclusive rights owned by the Friedman
Company to show "The Snoilers" in the territory named.
BUYS 3,000,000 FEET OF FILM,
There is in transit from San Francisco at this time a carload of old motion pictures, 3.000 reels. This carload has
been l>ought by Joe Miles and E. H. Manheimer, of New
"N'ork.
The lot
comprises
an assortment
of of
old picture
picture film
stories
and is said
to be
one of the
biggest sales
on
record.
The freight alone on the invoice is $800.
COMMISSIONER BELL BANS FIVE PICTURES.
Commissioner Bell of the license bureau of New York
City has sent a letter to all exhibitors in the five boroughs
serving notice that the exhibition of any one of five named
pictures will be cause for summary revoka! of license. The
subjects are "The Sex Lure." "It May Be Your Daughter."
"War's Women," "Protect Your Daughter," and "Twilight

Sleep."
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By JAS. S. McQUADE
LAEMMLE'S

CHICAGO
PARENT
BURNED.

EXCHANGE

Laemmle Exchange at 205-207 W. Washington
THE
Street, this city, was destroyed by fire Wednesday
morning, November 15.
I. L. Lesserman, manager of the exchange, states that the
fireseven
took men
place was
about
A. M..
when
the ascertain,
night forceit
of
at 4.50
work.o'clock
As near
as he
could
started in the inspection room. By 6 o'clock the entire fourstory building, the second and third floors of which were
occupied by the Laemmle Exchange, was entirely gutted.
The fire department had everything under control at that
hour, and had prevented the fire from spreading to the adjoining buildings.
Manager Lesserman placed the number of reels lost at
about one thousand. These included new releases up to
date. All the new films which were just released in the city,
had been returned to the exchange shortly before the fire,
which greatly increased the loss. The damage will reach
$50,000 or over, including the value of the films burned and
the expensive new fixtures which had been installed only a
short time before.
Temporary offices were immediately established at 172 W.
Washington street, this being the shipping department of
the Bluebird Photoplays. Inc. Mr. Lesserman was found
there at an early hour, and assured me that every customer,
both in the city and country, would be taken care of. In this
he will be largely aided by the Anti-Trust Film Company's
branch of L^^niversal. He also stated that the New York
office had assured him immediately after the fire, that the
greater number of the films destroyed would be duplicated
at once.
Manager Lesserman rushed to the fire from his home immediately on being notified, and, assisted by his staff, succeeded in saving nearly all of the books and records. He
could not furnish any information regarding the insurance
on the exchange and its contents, nor was he able at the
time to define future plans concerning a new exchange office.
Edward Gehring, a clerk on the night force, was badly
burned, and was taken to the Iroquois Hospital for treatment. The other men of the force had fled to the street,
when Mr. Gehring remembered that the door of a vault in
which valuable films were stored, had been left open. He
rushed back to close it, but on reaching the second floor a
terrific explosion took place, blowing out windows and scattering glass in all directions. An unidentified man who was
passing on the street at the time, was struck by a ladder
which was blown out of a window by this explosion, and injured on the head.
Car! Laemmle and Maurice Fleckles arrived in the city
from the New York office on the Twentieth Century Thursday morning, and immediately co-operated with Mr. Lesserman in seeking a new location for the exchange. On Friday
morning, November 17, it was given out that, most probably, the old office of the General Film Company, at 17-19
Wabash Avenue, will be secured. This is a fine location, being centrally situated, and the building is modern.
Unfair Criticism of Moving Pictures.
The unfair criticism of moving pictures at the recent general convention of the Episcopal Church at St. Louis showed
a remarkable departure from the accustomed conservative attitude of that body. The following editorial by the Chicago
Examiner on the action of the convention is both fair and
timely:
The General Convention t)f the Episcopal Church, in its recent session at St. Louis, passed a resolution favoring a national censorship of
moving pictures. The resolution recites that a number of the moving
pictures contain "suggestions of lust and license and details ■which comhine to develop a school of crime."
The statement is rather too strong. There are faults in the movies,
of course. So there are in sermons. Tliere must be many sermons
preached each tceek that are rank heresy, from an orthodox point of
view. But we hear no on^ proposing a censorship of sermons.

The morality of the motion pictures Is certainly not inferior to that of
the speaking stage. In fact, no motion picture would dare exhibit
some scenes that are put on the stage. Yet nobody tallts of censorship
of plays.
The explanation is that the moving picture is new. and the conservative mind is always averse to what is new. EJven those who are not
ultra-conservative are more critical of new things than of old, and complain of faults in the new, while paying no attention to exactly similar
faults in the old.
This trait explains why the motion pictures are so readily criticised
for faults which pass without notice in spoken plays, books, magazines
and newspapers.
The best thing to do with the motion pictures is to let them alone,
while time, experience and public taste perfect their useful and entertaining features and eliminate their crude and unsatisfactory features.
They should have exactly the same freedom that the press has. ^or
exactly the same reasons.

Chicago Film Brevities.
The "Kitty Kelly" photoplay column in the Chicago Tribune has been discontinued, owing to the merging of the Sunday and daily departn:ents devoted to moving pictures, which
has led to the assignment of the owner of the well known
nom de plume to another departm.ent of the great daily.
We shall miss "Kitty Kelly," and the "we" is not used editorially, for her daily column was widely read by people interested in moving pictures, including both the public and
those connected with the moving picture business in the city.
.\s a rule "Kitty Kelly's" criticisms have been concise, fair
and helpful, and her column also included live current news
of happenings in the business, and of prominent stars and
othersininher
the new
photoplay
"We" her
all with
wish the
"Kitty
Kelly"
well
work, ranks.
and speed
assurance
that in breaking the field of photoplay criticism for "the
world's greatest newspaper"* she
* was
* a right worthy pioneer.

Max Glucksmann, one of the largest and most important
individual operators in the moving picture business in the
Argentine Republic, with headquarters at Buenos Aires, has
been in Chicago for the past week, accompanied by his American representative, Frederick H. Knocke. Both gentlemenhave been busily engaged in looking over the film output
here, including films of all lengths, with the object of contracting for the South American rights for those selected.
No announcement has as yet been made by them as to the
result of their investigations, but most likely something
definite will appear in my *next
* letter.
*
G. F. Manning has been transferred from the Paramount
office, Detroit, to the Chicago office of that company to succeed Charles Leist, as assistant manager. H. Norman Shields
has also been transferred from the Detroit office to Chicago,
to take charge of the poster department.

* * *

Alfred Hamburger has booked "Less Than the Dust," which
had a fine run for two weeks at the La Salle theater, at the
local offices of the Artcraft Pictures Corporation for a first
neighborhood-theater showing on his circuit. On the South
Side it has been booked for the Twentieth Century, and on
the North Side for the Pine Grove. He has also booked
"Romeo and Juliet" (Metro) for the Twentieth Century
theater, for a showing during the current week. Mr. Hamburger's policy for the admittance of children at his newest
theater, the Grand Oak, Grand Boulevard and Thirty-ninth
street, is meeting with great favor. Children are admitted to
this theater for five cents always, though the adm.ission for
adults is 10 and 15 cents, according to the importance of the
film subject. It will be advantageous to know that the Grand
Oak is now one of the most profitable theaters on the Hamburger circuit.

* * ♦

It is announced that one of the proscenium boxes in the
Grand Opera House, Pittsburgh, has been named for Alice
Bradyhouse.
by a popular vote of the moving picture patrons of
that

* * *

F. M. Brockell, for several years the successful and popular
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manager of Famous Players in Chicago, has been appointed
manager of the Central Film Co. to succeed H. A. Spanuth,
who has resigned to take charge
* « •of his own enterprise.

came on to see a private presentation.
He was enthusiastic
over what he called a wonderful picture.

Victor Moore, the well known comedian, who made a hit
second only to that of Fay Templcton in George Cohan's
"Forty-tive Minutes from Broadway," at the Colonial theatre here, several years ago, will be seen in "The Hest Man,"
which will be released through the Chicago Paramount office, December 4.

Word has been received from the Selig studios at Los Angles that Colin Can:pbell has started on the production of
another big Selig picture drama that may run 10 reels or
more. A strong cast has been engaged for the production,
and will be annuunced later. The photoplay was written by
Gilson Willets, and the story is timely with a universal appeal. The title for the present is being withheld for obvious
reasons.

* «

*

The first of the Newman Travel Talks at Orchestra Hall
for the season of 1916-17. was given Wednesday evening,
November 15. The travel talks have been subdivided into
three courses, exactly alike, A, B, and C. Course A will be
given on five successive Wednesday evenings, at 8:15; course
B on five successive Friday evenings, at 8:15, and course C on
five successive Saturdays, at matinees. The travel talks are
comprised of "Japan Today," "The New China," "Peking,"
"Korea." and "Hawaii and Manila." Judging from the popularity of "Japan Today," on Wednesday evening last, the
courses should prove exceedingly popular.

* * *

"The Birth of a Nation" was to have been exhibited at the
Strand theater, Evanston, 111., for the week beginning December 4. but a delegation representing 5.000 negro residents
of that city called upon Mayor Parsons in protest. Fearing
a racial outbreak, the Mayor showed the white feather and
prohibited the showing of the big spectacle.

* * *

Howard Herrick, of New York City, publicity director of
Griffith's "Intolerance," is now in Chicago preparing for the
opening of "Intolerance" at the Colonial theater, the first
presentation of which will *be * given
* Tuesday, November 28.
David Wark Griffith arrived in Chicago fron; the Pacific
Coast Sunday, November 12. and stopped over until Tuesday, when he departed for New York. While here he interested himself in the coming presentation of "Intolerance."
"The Birth of a Nation" will be continued for the current
week, closing Saturday, November
* * * 25.
C. Gardner Sullivan, the well known author of numerous
Ince photoplays, made a brief stop-over in Chicago Thursday, November 16, on his way from Los Angeles to New
York.

* «

*

Lee Ochs, national president of the Motion Picture Exhibiweek. tors* League of America, spent a few days in the city last

* * *

Saul Goodfriend has succeeded Ned Holmes as manager
of the Studebaker theater. He is well known in theatrical
circles, having been business manager of several important
companies, with star features.

* * *

Geraldine Farrar and her husband Lou-Tellegen, were
guests of the Studebaker Monday evening. November 13,
where they enjoyed the great novelties of "Twenty Thousand
Under
Sea." Thiswhen
tribute
moving pictures isLeagues
all the
more theremarkable
it isto recorded
that
the night in question marked the opening of the opera season in Chicago, one of the most important events of the year
in society and operatic circles.

* • *

Albert H. Woods, the well known dramatic showman of
New York, has arranged for the building of a new theater
at the northwest corner of Dearborn and Randolph streets,
in the heart of the "White Way" of Chicago. The playhouse will be located in a ten-story structure and office building that will cost $600,000. A ninety-nine years' lease on
the propertv was secured, beginning May 1, 1917, at a
rental
of $50'.000of athe
year
for the
five year's,
$55,000
for
the remainder
term.
The first
Marshall
Field and
estate
bought
the two sites from the former owners for a consideration of
SI. 057. 500. The new playhouse, which has not yet been
named, will seat 1.100 people. Mr. Woods has announced
that he will give the He to talk of theatrical hard times, owing
to the incursions of moving pictures.

* *

«

Miss Vivian Reed, the Selig star, will appear in Number 93
of the Selig-Tribune. giving poses in afternoon and evening
gowns of the latest importations. The beauty of these fashion pictures will be enhanced
* •by * fine settings.
Sol L. Lesser, of San Francisco, arrived in Chicago Tuesday, Nov. 14. He had heard so many good reports concerning the big Selig feature, "The Garden of Allah," that he

* •

•

"The Brand of Cain," a Selig feature that will be released
through the General Film Company's service Monday, December 4,has such artists as Kathlyn Williams, Harry Lonsdale and Wheeler Oakman in the cast. It will be remembered
that these players starred in "The Ne'cr-Do-Well." Indeed,
many of the scenes for the production were filmed when
"The Ne'er-Do-Well" company was on the way to the Papama Canal Zone. The Selig Polyscope Co. has issued a beautiful and expensive one-sheet poster of Miss Kathlyn Williams for the production. This poster is in five colors and
carries no advertising lettering. It is on heavy plate paper,
and no extra charge will be made for it to those booking tlie
film. For others who do not book "The Brand of Cain," the
posters will be sold at 50 cents each. It is a splendid likeness of Miss Williams and was sketched from life by the
artist. It will make an artistic decoration for any theater
when becomingly framed.

* * *

The following programs have been announced at the prominent downtown theaters in Chicago for the ensuing week;
Studebaker — "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea"
(Universal).
Well filled houses are still the rule.
Ziegfeld — "The Price of Fame" (Vitagraph), featuring
Marc McDermott and Naomi Childers, and "The Glove and
the Ring," a chapter from Vitagraph's serial, "The Scarlet
La Salle — Rita Jolivet and Hamilton Revelle in "The MasRunner."
que of Life" (Signet Film Co.), succeeding "Less Than the
Dust" (.Artcraft).
Colonial — The run of "The Birth of a Nation" has been
extended one week, and will end on Saturday, November 25,
instead of November 18, as formerly announced. Griffith's
"Intolerance" will open its *run« on* Tuesday, November 28.
H. A. Spanuth has resigned as manager of the Central
Film Corporation, which is owned and controlled by Jones,
Linick & Schaefer and Nathan Ascher. He has done so iir
order to promote the interests of a new producing and distributing company, which he announces has been incorporated for $2,000,000, the stockholders and promoters of which
are Chicago business men. The company will be known as
the Commonw^ealth Film Co., and Mr. Spanuth will leave for
New York in the near future to open an eastern office there.
Mr. Spanuth has been connected with Jones, Linick &
Schaefer as manager of the Central Film Corporation for
the past three years, and, in fact, opened up that exchange
for the firm. He is also well known as one of the organizers
of the F. I. L. M. Club in Chicago, which stands for the Film
Industrial Local Managers, of which he is the secretary.
This organization has already been copied in New York City,
and much good has been done the distributing business
through it.

* *

*

Theodore Wharton, of Wharton, Inc.. made a brief stopover in this city Thursday, November 16, on his way from
New York to Los Angeles, where he will complete the last
episode of the "Patria" serial with Mrs. Vernon Castle, for
the International Film Service, Inc. Mr. Wharton's brother,
Leopold, will assist him in the production. After completing
this
serial Mr. W^harton will pay Honolulu a visit and take a
vacation.

* *

*

Louis A. J. Geleng, a cameraman well known in Chicago,
and residing until recently at the Screen Club, New York,
made a call at the World office on Friday. November 17. Mr.
Geleng has been operating in southern Illinois recently, securing moving picture survey work for the W. H. Shott
Bonding House, of Wall Street, New York. In the vicinity
of Benton. Marion. Johnson, El Dorado and Hector. 111.. Mr.
Geleng photographed the land through which a new interurban railroad will pass. The films are 5,000 feet in length.
"TRUNKS AND TROUBLE." A JOKER PICTURE.
The Uni\ersal Joker Company featurin'.^: Gale Henry and
WilliamtheFraney.
is filming
"Trunks
and Trouble" in one reel,
under
direction
of W. W.
Beaudine.
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Brodsky, Manager of Cinema Company, Limited, Arrives at
Coast With
Interesting
Chinese
Pictures.
MOST interesting ligure in the film world, is in Los
A
Angeles. His name is B. Brodsky, and for the past
ten years he has lived and traveled in China. He is
the general manager of the Cinema Company, Limited, with
offices in Hong Kong. His travelogue, one of the most fascinating Oriental pictures ever made, will be e.xhibited next
week at the Majestic tlieater on Broadway.
Mr. Brodsky, besides managing two m.otion picture plants,
one in Hong Kong and the other in Shanghai, also owns
eight picture theaters in China.
He says that making pictures in China, with native players, is an exceedingly interesting occupation, and many
were his mishaps and adventures when he began his work
ten years ago, when that country had not even seen a picture. He opened the first picture show house in the southern metropolis. Hong Kong, about eight years ago, showing American made films.
He says: "I had to hire my audiences in those days. Every
Celestial is skeptical, and wants pay for all he does, he
wants to be shown. For several days I paid them to see
my show. Crowds gathered outside and soon they began
clamoring for admittance, and before long the business had
started."
Mr. Brodsky continued, "My two companies are made up
of Chinese players, and the pictures filmed are all historical.
The orientals like American slap-stick comedies, but they
would not stand for seeing a Chinaman making a fool of himself. -Also realism is demanded by these fans. When we
have a hanging in a picture, we are forced to hire a man from
theTheprison,
w-hoCharlie
is under
sentence
death."
Chinese
Chaplin
is a ofChinaman,
Mr. Brodsky
says, by the name of Chan, who is a clever acrobat, and
the onh- Chinese slap-stick comedian in pictures as most
Chinese won't stand for doing this sort of thing at all. He
receivesrefuse
$12 to
a month,
but it's so much money the other
actors
believe it.
"Our methods of getting our actors to work are most
entertaining at times," continued Mr. Brodsky. "When we
want a Chinese portrayer of various characters to put
over a certain piece of business, we have to make him do it
by methods unknown to any other such profession. When
we want him to register fear, or grief, we sometimes have
to whip him. If we desire to show cheerfulness, we buy him
a new hat or something, then
he goes
to work with a will.
EXCITING
SCENES
FOR
SIXTH
EPISODE
"A LASS
OF THE
LUMBERLANDS"
AT
THE
SIGNAL
STUDIOS.
Some genuine thrillers were filmed this week at-the Signal
studios in the production of the si.xth episode of "-A Lass
of the Lumberlands."
Among other things, a box car was shunted over an embankment and totally wrecked. The location used was the
fill opposite
Three
were
focused the
on company's
the car as studio
it camestation.
down the
track.cameras
S. A.
Sues, who was stationed at the base of the embankment with
his camera, remained at his post until the car was within
twelve feet and coming straight towards him. He had expected itto go by on one side, but it jumped the track several feet before it reached the derailing switch. He cranked
until it appeared suicidal to remain longer. Then, throwing the machine to his shoulder, he stepped out of the way
just in tim.e to keep from being struck.
Helen Homes, the charming Lass of the Lumberlands, performed one of the most hazardous stunts in the filming of
this episode that has ever fallen to her lot.
-According to the scenario she was forced" to climb to the
crossarm of a telegraph pole and from there leap to the
top of a caboose as it passedj her at twenty-five miles an
hour.
Several times she has t^een called upon to drop from

and
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a bridge to a train passing beneath her. But this is simple
compared with balancing upon a crossarm and then leaping out from the pole far enough to light on the passing
train. Not only did she have to make the jump once, but
the better to "put over" the scene, it was later decided to
have her do it twice. The first time, the camera caught it
from the ground; the second, the camera was stationed on
top of the caboose and caught the jump from that position.
The first episode of ".A Lass of the Lumberlands" is being presented this week at the Pantages theater. On Monday a box party of Signal players including Helen Holmes,
Thomas Lingham, Charles Wells, Katherine Goodrich, Leo
Maloney and others attended the premiere presentation.
When the picture was over Manager Carl Walker of the
Pantages theater turned the spot on the Signal box and in a
few well chosen words introduced the heroine of the serial.
Miss Helen Holmes, to the appreciative audience. Miss
Holmes graciously responded.
SENNETT DOES A WESTERN THRILLER.
Gambling
Dens of Wild and Wooly West Portrayed at
Sennett-Key stone-Triangle Studios.
Every Keystone picture of late had a thrilling climax,
usually in some great set which was specially constructed
for the picture. This week the carpenters and mechanics
were busy on a set representing a gam.bling den of the west.
The locale of the place where thousands and thousands of
dollars transfer pocketbooks, is Coyote, Montana.
For these scenes over fifty extras are used, all perfect
types of the rough and uncouth westerner. Mack Swain
is featured in this set as the grizzled sheriff who enters the
place and rescues the pretty heroine and piles of money in
short order. Then he rides his horse up the stairs, then
a cut shows him on the balcony, peering down the steps,
and seeing himself pursued by mobsmen, he forces his horse
to leap from the balcony, through the twenty feet of space,
into the river below. This bit of realistic thrill was done
in the Keystone plant.
WOODLEY

THEATER
TO
HOLD
ELABORATE
CHRISTMAS CAMPAIGN.
The Woodley theater has announced tempting Christmas
Gift Campaign for Boys and Girls, nineteen years of age
and under, in which the prizes range from a 4-passenger
roadster down to a $10 gold piece.
Every boy and girl who makes a cash report each week of
the campaign and fails to win a prize will be paid five per
cent commission on the total amount of money turned in by
them.
First of the grand prizes will be the 4-passenger
Roadster, in addition to which the winner will have first
choice between a $250.00 Edison Diamond Disc Phonograph
and a $250.00 Pathescope. The third grand prize is to be a
S250.00 Racer, and in addition
a $20.00 gold piece.
The district prizes will num.ber thirty-five, the territory
being divided into five districts, in each of which five special
prizes will be given. These prizes will be first a $250.00'
racer; second, a $45.00 bicycle; third, a $22.50 Eastman kodak
3A; fourth, an annual pass to the Woodley theater, loge
seat, value $15.60; and fifth, $10.00 in gold. All prizes will
be on display at 840 South Broadway, Woodley Theater
Building, campaign headquarters.
The gift campaign w-ill be carried on by votes — free vote
coupons being given with admissions to the Woodley theater
during the period of the campaign. Nomination coupons
good for 5,000 votes each may be obtained at once.
SCREAM CLUB HOLDS SESSION.
Members of the Scream Club held an interesting meeting
in the Town and Country club house on the summit of
Mount \\'ashington on Saturday night. November 11. The
hosts were Don Meaney, publicity and booking man, and H^

i
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I'. Kcclar. assistant to Kcnnaih Anthony O'Hara, Ince studio
publicity n:anagcr.
There were over seventy-five members and guests present
at this, the third of the fall entertainments. A dinner served,
followed by dancing and a lively program. The Scream
Club has become quite a club, and enjoys the distinction of
having no regular meetings, no othcers. no dues, no bothersome details, just a meeting held semi-occasionally.
Los Angeles Film Brevities.
James Young has coniijletcil one of the newest Lasky
pictures, "Oliver Twist," and itere is his
a snapshot
of him. Doro,
At
left is Marie
in the title role. The
picture was shot under
the eucalyptus trees
near the Lasky plant.
Un Saturday evening
Miss Doro entertained
at her cozy Hollywood
home. Rock Cranny^
Elliott Dexter, her husband, assisted her. Wallace Reid did a turn on
his violin and Charlie
Chaplin was there to
dance with Wallie in a
funny version of the
spring song, also Douglas Fairbanks warbled.

* * *

Don Meaney, publicity man and booking
agent, this week made
a record for himself by
placing thirty players in
James Young and Marie Doro.
big parts at different
studios, and also supplying players for casts at nearly every studio in the film capital. To look into his offices one can well realize that the
irstwhile Essanay publicist is now a full-fledged manager.

* *

*

Will ^f. Ritchey, chief of the scenario department of Balboa studio, has gone to New York where he will finish the
remaining episodes of the Balboa serial. "The Neglected
Wife," which is now in production for Pathe. Mr. Ritchey
will remain in New York until the serial is photographed.

* *

»

P. J. Lynch, business manager of the American Film Company's studios in Santa Barbara, has resigned. Mr. Lynch
has been connected with the American for the past three
years.
J. R. Crone has been appointed his successor.

* *

*

With a program arranged especially for the edification of
the little folks, AI Malaikah temple will give a Kiddies
Karnival at Shrine auditorium Friday this week. To entertain the small guests juvenile stars of pictureland will appear
on the elaborate program of entertainment.
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Two other stories written by Mrs. Ingleton are in course
of production. One is three-reel comedy drama, entitled
"Heart Strings," which is being directed by Allen Holubar.
Francelia Billington plays the leading role and the Universal's vampire actress, Maude George, also has a strong
part. Ruth ,\nn Baldwin is directing the other Ingleton
story,
a society
drama called
"Retribution." This is in two
reels and
Cleo Madison
is *enacting
• * the principal role.
A massive Hacienda setting of larger proportions than
was that used in "Lieutenant Danny, U. S. A.," is being
erected this week on one of the stages at the Ince-Triangle
studios at Culver City, for the production of the new Triangle Kay-Bee play by J. G. Hawks in which Thomas H>
Ince will present VVilliam S. Hart as star. The set is being
constructed under the supervision of Art Director Robert
Brunton, and when completed will occupy practically the
entire floor space of the stage. The cast appearing in support of Hart in this play consists of Mary Maclvor, Joseph J.
Dowling, Fanny Midgly, Will H. Bray, Thomas Kurihara,
Darra Foss and Mary jane Irving.

* * •

It is rather an unusual thing for a theatrical magnate and
the producer
of man
a bighimself.
film play
"Ramona"
to take the
the
part
of an extra
But asthis
really happened
other day at Universal City.
The magnate in question was William H. Clune, owner of
Clune's auditorium and Clune's Broadway, two of the leading theaters of Los .\ngeles. Clune was visiting the photoplay city with a party of friends. Lois Weber was engaged
in filming the scenes connected with a fire in an athletic clul>
and required a large number of well dressed men for one
of the scenes. Spying Clune, Miss Weber called out to him^
"Just the kind of a man I need — please come into the picture andand
bringtheyour
friendsof along."
Clune
members
his party did so, and each waspresented with a $3.00 ticket for their work as an "extra.""
Clune said, "I am going to have mine framed — I'll point
proudly to it some day when
a real leading man."
* •I become
*
Having been withdrawn from the Nestor Comedy company
where she played with Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran under
the direction of Louis Chaudet, Priscilla Dean has been selected as leading lady for Harry Carey, who is co-directing
with F. A. Kelsey.
Miss Dean is considered an ideal type to play in western
drama and she already has commenced work in her newrole. Edith Roberts succeeds Miss Dean as leading lady for
the Nestor Company.

* *

*

Helen Starr, scenario writer and actress has joined the
forces of the Universal Company at Universal City. Miss
Starr was formerly a newspaper woman and also has appeared upon the speaking stage. For the past year she has.
I)een editor of Universal's
Eastern
scenario
department-

* • *

Among the attractive features scheduled for tonight is the
appearance of little Lena Baskette in a fancy dance programmed as .\nna Pavlowa, Jr." Frank Caraffy will appear
in sketches from James Whitcomb Riley, and seven beautiful girls will give a burlesque of "Romeo and Juliet." They
arc
Gertrude
Schram,
PeggyGertrude
Custer, Short.
Olive
Barnes,
MarianGriffith,
Ziegler.\'iolet
Merriam
Meredith,
The star feature of the evening will be Charlie Chaplin
as leader of .\l Malaikah band.
In addition to these numbers there will be many others,
all presented under the direction of Chester W. Thompson,
chairman of the entertainment committee, and F. B. Silverwood, potentate.

* * •

Director Lynn Reynolds has completed his five reel
versal feature, "The Man With a Peanut Soul," which
tures George Hernandez. The other members of the
nold's
including
in the
portingcompany,
cast. Most
of theMyrtle
scenesGonzalez,
for this play
photoplay

UnifeaReysupwere

taken ni the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, under the direct supervision of H. O. Davis.

* *

*

Director Rex Ingram of Universal City has completed a
five reel Russian story. "The Reward of the Faithless," written by E. Magnus Ingleton, Scenario Editress of the Pacific
Coast Studios of the Universal Company, and in a few days
will start work on another five reel story by her entitled
"'The numerous
Woman Without
Soul." It is an underworld story
with
thrilling asituations/

Eugene B. Lewis Welcoming Helen Starr and Edna Rowell
Schley, to Universal City.
.Accompanied by Edna Rowell Schley, a writer. Miss Starr
traveled from New York to Universal City by automobile.
Miss Starr will play in the pictures as well as write for
them. Her stories in New York have appeared in Collier's
Weekly, Harper's, and other leading magazines. She has
sold photoplays to all the large producing companies.
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List

of Subjects in the Offering
of Nov. 27.

December

2, 1916

The First Four A rt Dramas

General Film Program
Interesting

WORLD

for the Week

Newest
Program
Offers as Its Initial Releases
a "Photo
Adaptation of a Broadway Success, an Original Scenario,
and Picturizations of Two Well Known Novels.

first picture released
4t-f-vOLLOWING THE FLAG," fortheweek
of November 27H on General Film program
-*■ December 2nd, inclusive, is a three-reeler of considdifferent states
the
erable interest. The National Guards of
are shown entering Mc.Mlen Mission and other cities near
the border. It gives close-ups of the cavalry, infantry and
artillery and depicts life as lived by the men on the border.
Out of Honeymoon,"
Honey .\nderson
the Mary
aVitagraph
one-act offers
comedy"Taking
in which
is featured.
Then comes the ever-interesting Selig-Tribune, showing pictorially all the big events of the day, followed by a one-reel
drama reissued by Biograph, "The Influence of the Unknown," in which Mae Marsh and Henry Walthall have the
leading parts.
On the following day George Beane supplies the fun in
Essanay's two-reel comedy, "A Tin Soldier." "Dudes for
a Day," a one-reel Kaleni production, with an all-star comedy cast, including "Ham," "Bud." Ethel Teare and Henry
Murdoch, shown at their best, will then be screened.
An Essanay cartoon, "Dreamy Dud Joyriding with Princess Zlim," and a split-reel scenic will be the first picture
Wednesday, November 29th. The comedy pair, Harry Myers
and Rosemary Theby. are seen in a Vim one-reel comedy.
"Hubby's Chicken." This will be followed by "Border
Wolves," the seventeenth episode of Kalem's "The Girl
From 'Frisco," in which Marin Sais and True Boardman
share honors. Irene Howley is starred in a Biograph threereel drama (reissue), "The Wages of Sin," which rounds out
the program for that day.
Selig-Tribune. showing all the big news of the world, and
a Vim one-reel comedy, "The Prize Winners," with Babe
Hardy and Billie Ruge featured, will be Thursday's offering.
A Knickerbocker star feature. "Butts Casey — Crook," a
drama in two parts, featuring Frank Mayo, will be the first
picture flashed on the screen Friday, the 1st of December.
The seventh adventure of Kalem's "Grant. Police Reporter,"
entitled "The Wizard's Plot," starring George Larkin and
OIlie Kirkby, will follow. "Then will be seen a Vitagraph
one-reel comedy, "Have You Heard .^bout Lillie?" and a
Vim comedy of the same length, featuring "Pokes" and
"Jabs" in ".Ambitious Ethel," will close Friday's program.
Two of Essanay's big stars, Bryant Washburn and Gertrude Glover, are featured in the first picture shown Saturday, "The Final Fraud." a three-reel drama. Vitagraph's
Broadway feature. "Our Other Lives," a drama of three
reels, in which .-\dele Kelly and Raymond Walburn have
the titular roles, will precede "The Trial Run." an episode
of Kalem's "Hazards of Helen" Series, in which daring
Helen Gibson is featured. The program for the day and
week will close with Selig's one-reel drama. "Mistakes Will
Happen." in w-hich Tom Mix. the cowboy actor, is featured.

Inc., the company that was
DRAMAS,
ART
formed to distribute the productions of the
recently
William L. Sherrill Feature Corporation, the U. S.
.Amusement Corporation, the Van Dyke Feature Production
Company, the Erbograph Company, has announced its releases beginning with the middle of December, and extending
through to the middle of February of next year.
The first picture that will be released by the new organization will be a production from the studios of the Van
Dyke Feature Production Company. The feature will be
called "The Lash of Destiny," and was written and directed
by George Terwilliger. It is described as a drama of more
than usual intensity, embodying a number of strong situations. Gertrude McCoy, who has the leading role, is said
to have done some remarkable work in the picture. The
lelease date is set for the 14th of December.

PATHE'S
SERIAL
PUBLICITY
PLAN
BIG SUCCESS.
"One of the best features ever offered to a newspaper in
connection with motion pictures," is the way the publishf".of one of the biggest newspapers in the United States describes the series of lessons in scenario writing prepared by
Pathe in connection with "The Shielding Shadow." the
Woncier-serial. These scenario lessons by George B. Seitz,
author of the photoplay, were published in more than two
hundred of the leading newspapers throughout the country.
The scenario lessons as presented in the newspapers were
condensed from the real working scenarios from which the
.\stra Film Corporation produced "The Shielding Shadow '
serial. The technical phrases were retained and at the end
each week was published a technical dictionary. In introductory notes the newspapers encouraged their readers to
first study the scenarios, then see the play presented on
the screen and go home and try to write their own scenarios.
Many scenarios were submitted in response to this invitation. A number of the newspapers publishing these scenarios have started scenario contests of their own, offering
cash prizes for the best scenario submitted for the fin?l
episode of "The Shielding Shadow."

New

"WHO'LL
BE SUE," CAUSING TROUBLE.
The Pedley & Burch Theatrical Company of Owensboro,
Ky., advise the Moving Picture World in a letter, dated
November 18, that they are having some trouble with the
Universal Advertisers, who have been putting on "Who'll Be
Sue" contests in Southern Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky.
They claim that the promoters have not been living up to
their contracts with exhibitors, themselves among the number. The contracting, they say, was done by J. L. Shrode.

A week after the release of "The Lash of Destiny," during
the Christmas holidays, "Whoso Taketh a Wife — " a powerful novel, will be picturized and released under the same
name. The story is by Lester Putnam, and is an answer to
Hall Caine's "The Woman Thou Gavest Me."
"Whoso Taketh a Wife — " is being produced under the
direction of Frank Crane, Jean Sothern, the little beauty
who already has so many screen triumphs to her credit,
will play the leading part in the picture. The production
will be released under the U. S. Amusement Corporation
brand.
The third of the Art Dramas will be a picturization of a
well known Broadway success, "The Rainbow." It was
in this play several years ago that Ruth Chatterton, now
playing in "Come Out of the Kitchen." first was starred.
Playing opposite her in the Broadway production was Henry
Miller. In the picture version of the play Dorothy Bernard
will play the part created by Miss Chatterton. while Jack
Sherrill will portray the male lead. It is a curious coincidence that while Miss Bernard was the star of the Belascc
stock company in Washington she also played the sami:
role. Because of her familiarity with the part. Miss Bernard will undoubtedly be able to give a very interesting
performance. The story was deservedly popular on the
legitimate stage and will surely repeat its success on the
screen.
The Erbograph Company will contribute the fourth release to the Art Dramas program, a picturization of 'The
Swinging Gates." a novel of mystery and thrill. The book
appeared serially several years ago in a magazine, and
proved to he very popular. It is said to lend itself very
well to picturization.

Superpictures in Triangle Exchanges
Distributing
Company
Formed
With
Hodkinson
as
President and General Manager.
OFFICIAL announcement was made on the afternoon of
Saturday, November 18, to the eiifect that H. E. Aitken,
president of the Triangle Film Corporation, and W. W.
Hodkinson, president of Superpictures, Inc.. had agreed upon
the formation of a new company to be called tlie Triangle
Distributing Corporation, which is to be jointly owned by
the companies. Triangle and Superpictures. Continuing the
announcement says:
"The purpose of the new organization is to operate the
twenty-two Triangle exchanges and to handle exclusively
in the United States the Triangle-Fine Arts. Kay Bee and
Keystone productions, together with the films released by
Superpictures, Inc.
"Messrs. Aitken, Kessel and Baumann will continue their
activities with the Triangle Film Corporation and the producing companies, and Mr. Hodkinson, as president and general manager of the new company, and Raymond Pawley, as
treasurer, will be in charge of the distributing organization,
with headquarters at 1459 Broadway, New York."
This new deal is a new- twist to the plan put forth by the
Triangle Film Corporation a few weeks ago by which it proposed to sell a substantial interest in its several exchanges
to parties residing in or familiar with the trade in the territory which each branch exchange served. The Triangle
people had not proceeded far with that plan when they were
approached by Mr. Hodkinson with a proposition to buy that
interest in each exchange which was to be disposed of, in
one block instead of piecemeal. This proposition was finally
accepted by the Triangle interests and the Triangle Distributing Corporation resulted.
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Conducted by EPES

WINTHROP

Showmanship.
LATELY wc have been hanging around the prosperous town In
Maine where we go when we get tired of the town. It is a
place, too, where we can study the conditions in the smaller
places. Three houses share the business of perhaps 15,000 people and
mostly they Just sit and wait for It to come In. Three advertisements
adorn the local paper. Each says that there will be certain Qlms
shown. Also announcement is made that the prices aro Hve and ten
cents. That Is all save that the most ambitious bouse adds that Boston
is paying as much as a quarter for the same show. That Is as close
to argument as the three of them get. There is no announcement of
time ot showing, though there Is a considerable transient population
»hat might not be supposed to know these details. But one house. In
particular, can be used as an answer to the question as to why so many
managers (all. The bouse has changed hands since our last visit. It is
now being run by a man who previously conducted a candy store across
the street. The house has a frontage of about twenty-Ove feet, of which
four feel are occupied by the entrance to the upper floor, used as a
restaurant. The lobby proper Is about ten feet wide, or perhaps a
trifle less. It Is divided into two parts by a pop-corn machine that
take^ about two-fifths of the space, leaving barely room for a fat man
to enter. On either side the auditorium runs up into what was probably the show windows of the original store, but now these are curtained
off. One side is the candy store and the other is given over to the
peanut roaster, an annex to the latter being placed in front of the
pop-corn machine when the house Is open. Four one sheets in brass
frames advertise the attractions. If you peer behind the pop-corn
machine you can see the box office and so be assured that this is a
tbeator. It looks to the stranger far more like a badly planned candy
store. At night there is a rim of 16 candle lamps about a banner for
the serial, but no projecting sign or other device to catch the stranger
up the street.
One recent attraction was Shoes. Now If there ever was a vital.
and
gripping picture— for the first lour reels— it is that same Shoes,
managers all over the country have done wonders with It. It is not
innumerable
to
itself
only a good picture, but it is one that lends
and Thursunusual advertising stunts. The picture showed Wednesday
on a
day and Wednesday morning. Two three sheets were pasted
paper as
the
from
Apart
away.
two
or
block
a
lot
board m a vacant
reading
strips
two Hennegan
were
from the litbosraphers
It came

SARGENT

shoes and we rei)roducc a photograph of the Majestic. Grand Junction,
Colorado, showing how Charles Decker dressed his front. He was just
launching Peg O' the Ring, and so he advertised that he would admit
children to the matinee of the first instalment if they brought a pair
of old shoes. This got out a big crowd for the first instalment of the
serial, gave him his decorative material free, and probably roused parentlal interest as well. He writes that he jammed them in. The Majestic is not in a large town, but it is a large house and the house
was packed at all shows. Half the time— and more than half the time,
the trouble is not with the pictures but with the methods of the exhibitors. One man did not advertise and did a small business. The
other cleaned up. One man spoiled his front to let in a candy store.
If you'll look at the picture of the Majestic you will see two regular
store fronts. The one on the left was formerly given to the Universal
exchange. Now it is a waiting room for patrons. One man Is a manager and the other merely runs a house. In which class arc you? It
Is as easy to be one as the other with all the help you get.

A Lobby.
Here is our idea of a nice-looking lobby.
It is the Princess, Pocatello,
Idaho, and operated by Arrhlbald and Carrothers.
There is nothing to

prevent the spui-tamr irom enti/ring. He does not bav>.- to hur<lle fa-.=el
frames, three-sheet boards or the like. He Just walks up to the box
office from any point, puts down his money and enters a wide doDT.
Only two loose frames are employed, and these could be replaced by
others just large enough to contain the photographs and narrow enough
to be securely fastened to the posts. That card just below the word
"Paramount" over the box office window tells the hour of the next
performance. It doesn't pay to keep your lobby cluttered up. Make it
easy for a person to reach the box office. Keep most of your paper on
boards away from the house, and have your lobby display where It
cannot blow over or be knocked down. Look this picture over and then
see what you can do with your own lobby if you have a shallow one.

Good Work.
It Is pleasant to note the efforts of the Pennsylvania exhibitors to
educate the public as to Censorship. The Rowland and Clark theaters
have done splendid work in this line, and now the Third Street theater,
Easton, and the Leblgh-Orphcum. South Bethlehem, are In line. L«t
public opinion and not opinionated men and women keep evil pictures
out of the theater.
It can be done.
"Wednesday" and "Thursday." The name of the house was nowhere
shown. Presumably everyone was supposed to know that the crude
boards belonged to this house and not to one of the others. Wednesday
there was also a reading notice In the local paper. U started off with
the "Why do you deal at one store" argument and ran Into thp briefest
sort of a comment on the play. As a result the first showing Wednesday
was 10 about half a bouse, and the house does not seat a full 3uw.
With all the chance In the world for a leglUmate clean-up, with the
best picture in town the week we were there, nothing whatever was
done out of the routine. Prcs«'nMy the manager will be dropping his
picture theater annex and spend the rest of his life declaring that there
Is no money In pictures. There is not. the way he runs things, and
pull busiyet It does not require expert knowlpdge to do something topicture,
and
ness. The Bluebird sends out a lot of suggestions on each
pains
considerable
to
goes
It
Shoes
as
ones
good
especially
such
with
been
to tell Just how to work the campaign. In this department have
shown a lot of Ideas. One exhibitor. In the Southwest, got the merehants to come In with him on a double-page advertisement of which
Many have dressed the lobby with old
he paid only a small fraction.

Neatly Done.
The Grand, Bay City, Texas, sends In an announcement slip they got
out for .Moh Aoe, mailing It out under first-class postage. They anticipate comment by explaining that full Information as to stars, etc., w»b
made public through the papers, program and on slides. The slip la a
four-page light card 'iVt by r>\tj Inches, a slightly mottled brown stock,
but so slightly marked as not to he annoying. Only the outside pages
are printed, one side reading :
Doubtless God could h:ivc made a better berry than the strawberry, but doubtless God didn't.
Izaak Walton.
Doubtless man could make better pictures than Triangle, but
doubtless man hasn't, and isn't likely to.
See them Friday at the Grand and be convinced.

On the other side is an invitation to witness Aloh Aoe on a specifled
night. The printing is in black. A deep blue would have also been
good as would a dark red, hut the black stands up best. It is simple,
The samft talk about the best on a cheap .stock
neat and convincing.
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with cbeap printing would
not have carried half the conviction that
this hetter than "just good" does.
The management writes :
We do these things right along, but do not overdo them, and
they never fail to bring results.
But we change the style and
idea of the folder in nearly every instance.
The same
folder, no matter how good, would
soon lose Its effect.
We would like to get a permanent place on the mailing list.

PICTURE

Udells.
Here are a couple of Dave Udell's paneled advertisements, both two-tens.
Both are for the Crystal theater. Paxton,
111., though the Majestic is

Changed Again,

EVERY

October
NANCE

l.Mli.
O'NEILL

-THE IRON WOMAN"
By Margaret De Land.
MONDAY
Oclnbcr loth
DOROTHY DALTON
wtiS Howard Hickman

M:-; Dcland'5 5tf>ry of a woman who
lo^cs tiff femininity in her efforts to inaV:e
an iron works pay better than it did under her htisband*s direction affords an
ideal role for Nance O'Neill. In none of
her former plays — The Sorceress. The
Kreulzcr Sonata, A Woman's Past or
Souls in Bondage — has the star reached
(luitc
the dramatic heights achieved in
this play
Full of exciting scenes and thrilling
moments, possessing a sensational climax
'■The Jungle Child" is a play well constructed, well handled and well interpreted. The story, by Monte Katterjohn.
tells of a Spanish beauty raised in the

This is a slightly new form to most program
way to get much in little, and others than
costs. Inside there Is an editorial page, and
We think that so far as real pull goes this
as well as the larger issue of last spring.
from rule to rule is 4% Inches, the regular

editors, but it is a handy
Mr. Wilby feel the paper
one given to brisk notes.
four-pager will do almost
In the original the space
five by eight page.

Wise Crowd.
L. W. Carroll, of the Lyric, Lancaster. N. H., has a wise audience.
He has to charge extra for good stuff to make them believe that it is
good.
He writes :
Have not sent in any work for criticism for some time, and
think I must need it by this time.
The enclosed letter on the Three Godfathers was a typewritten
(not carbon copy) sent to a selected list of about I'K) names.
Our mailing list, besides a general list, contains a separate
doctors, lawyers, railroad men, bankers and business list. Thus
a picture that may appeal to a certain class is easily exploited.
For the Exposition's First Romance, a 101 Ranch picture I
dressed a boy in cowboy suit and gave him a bugle, then placed
him on a horse with a drape reading: "101 Ranch To-night."
He appeared on the principal streets during the day and was in
front of the theater during the early part of the evening. In
spite of a pouring rain we did a capacity business.
You will notice that our prices for the Bluebird are 10 and
25 cents. I have to charge this to get the crowd. They do not
believe our shows are good unless we charge extra prices. Recently we ran the Alien, with Geo. Beban, and advertised it as
a special attraction for only 5 and 10 cents. We did not take
in enough to pay for the reels. I advise others to try this, but
be sure your program is worth it.
We would rather pay a quarter to see a good Bluebird than a dime to
see a feature of doubtful merit and paternity. We caught one the
other night up In Maine that was a dead steal of thirteen cents out of
the fifteen we paid for a seat. It was an ex-gambler's idea of how an
old vaudeville player would act if she were a member of the French
aristocracy.
It was a wild and fearful thing.
One" of the Bluebird heralds has pinned to it a letterhead of the house,
and upon this in typewriting is "Dear Patron ; We guarantee this attraction. Carroll and Donnell." That means something. It means that
they are going to stand by their statement that the picture is worth a
quarter to see, and we do not think they had to return any money, at
that. It costs some time to type a hundred noteheads. but it clinches
results. There is little Lo criticize in Mr. Carroll's adverusing. It is
equipwell laid out. and the compositor does the best he can with the
ment of a small-town printing office. Evidently Mr. Carroll stands in
with the compositor and gives him the idea of how he wants the job
done. The write-ups arc better because here type arrangement does not
He picks up the good talking points and tells them interestingly.
count.
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Wilby Resumed,
R. B. Wilby. of the Strand Amusement Co,, has resumed publication
of his program for the theaters in Montgomery. Ala. The new Stramco
Post is a four-pager, due to the high cost of paper, but it works on all
four pages. The main point is to get the program before the reader,
and this Mr. Wilby does very nicely in a new form that is shown here.

DIME

COMRIBUTION
To Your Miod

CRYSTAL

Pretty easy for Gloria exhibitors with Billie Burke -a front-page news
feature all over the country.

2, 1916

Mr. Carroll may think he needs criticism, but he has guessed wrong on
this. He is keeping up to his mark, and a little better than that.

The Bluebird
publicity department
now issues a four-page
printed
sheet, blank on the reverse side, giving enough publicity material for
a campaign in any city.
This is about all a manager
needs to get
results with, plus his pictorial paper, and yet many maangers do not
even take the trouble to clip and send out, though the four pages are
printed as an eight, with blank backs to make it still more easy.

Velvet.

December

WORLD
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Crystal TheatrR
TONIGHT
THEDA THEDA
BARA
BARA
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Wbo ll MiijuJitcd. la

"The Devil's Daughter."

King Btggol iDd ■ SocUl Slivr

"MYSTERrES

OF MYRA"— Comiog

CHILDREN'S MATINEE
Snutd.y.iJp. a
"Beauty and the Beast"
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the big noise with Dave. He does not always ring the bell, but he does
it so often that his advertising is watched just to see what he will do
next, and that is a good frame of mind for the patrons to be in. Between Dave and his printer the advertising is always above par.

Paramount Publicity.
It is perhaps a coincidence that shortly after we commented on the
fact that exhibitors were asked to pay for the cuts and other matter
used in advertising brands the Paramount Company announced its free
material, but at any rate it no longer charges for newspaper cuts,
trade-mark cuts, slides and other helps including its series of frames for
mortise advertising and top and bottom pieces, some of which can be
worked with standard brass rule. That is also an improvement we
suggested. At any rate this material is all free and now is catalogued
in a loose leaf cover that will permit additions or substitutions to be
made with ease. As conditions now are the Paramount is giving its
exhibitors the fullest possible aid. not alone in the quantity and diversity
of material, but in excellence of design. IE you are a Paramounter and
have not the new Paramount Advertising Aids, devil your exchange until
you get it. You are losing money without it. It gives a complete outfit
that will supply any exhibitor, no matter what his needs, and the stuff
is all practical and well planned.

A Pickford Brochure.
Wallace M. Powers has gotten out a book, by Wells Hawks, How to
to Handle Mary Pickford Pictures, that is decidedly interesting. It
outlines a general scheme of policy, promising definite campaigns for
each release as it is made. Its general aim is to teach the lesson that
quiet courtesy and a quiet house make the best environment for the
Pickford pictures. It does for most others, for that matter, and we
think that Mr. Hawks might have laid even more stress upon this
point. These Pickford pictures will bring to the house a class of patrons
above the average. If they are greeted with a calliope they will be lost
to the management. That is about what the book means boiled down,
and in that is the essence of progressive management. Don't make
vour appeal solely to those who want knockabout comedies and thrillers.
Play for the better class and you can charge them more for seats. Mr.
Hawks has been a bit too careful, perhaps, of managerial feelings, so
we'll say it for him. Wtat he means is that you cannot advertise
Artcraft pictures with a brass band and a ballyhoo. You must suit the
atmosphere of the house to the dignity of the subject. Peanuts and
Pickfords do not blend well. Subdue the peanut crushers and make tue
from
house habitable to the more refined patrons and you'll get money
comboth of them. On his side Mr. Hawks promises on behalf of the
disharmony,
in
and
distinctive
he
will
pany that the publicity matter
tinctive paper, newspaper instead of press agent ^^uff. and special
book'et
little
inter^ting
an
is
It
subjects.
schemes that will match the
speaks of rea
and it is the third booklet in less than a month that
press agent
are
numbered.
It really looks as though the days of the -'bunk"
service.
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Read This.

mott of tho t«xt well
proportion of foreign
display of the house,
newspaper man. which
matter.

ETen if It does toko up a lot of 8.-.a«. we nro RnlnR to print this
page
from tho VltuRraph Clonsmnn. the orsan of Ibe Knnsas City
Vltagrnph
Mchanct-. We .In not know whctti.r It was written by L.
J.
Scott
or
E. R. Pearson, but ft Is somothlnR that should bo cut out and
framed
and hung on the waU wh^re you can see It dally. Do somciblng more
than a man who runs a picture houso. Bo part of the town The
story runs :

Make your house tho center of all that Is happening In town. Make
It the place where things happen. Just because you run a picture
theater it docs not follow that you should limit yourself to the showing
of pictures.
Be somebody.

Definitions.
Arthur G. Stolte. manager of the Palace, Vinton. Iowa, hands the
pl-tures a wallop in all Innoccatc when he remarks in his uou.:c procram that :
"Freckle?"
Is a flrat-class show, not a picture attraction.
And be bad the Birth of a Nation the same week, at that! But Mr.
Stolte gets out an unusually readable program and a well-arranged
one — all except the program itself. This Is a series of display advertisements. In a program the list of current attractions should be the
easiest thing to read In the entire Issue, but in this program. It would
be better to run something on the lines of the theater Lousiana program on the back page and. if desired carry the display advertising on
the inside pages.
Apart from this the make-up is unusually good, and

chosen and above tho average. There is a larg*
advertising, but it does not Interfere with tb«
and so Is permissible. Mr. Stolte Is a former
probably accounts for the quality of his reading

A New One.
Louis Rosenzwelg. of the Victoria, Greenfield, Mass.. sends
In the
Initial issue of a now program and asks for comments on It. Inasmuch
as he seems to have studied tho forms In the department before he
the Issue on the press, he probably knows there is not much to put
bo
offered in the way of suggestion. It Is a four-pager with a nicely
drawn front page design, the program on the inside pagcH and trade
advertising on the back. He might, with profit, condense those back
page ads and take half of the space for a short and pointed house talk
Apart from that there seems to be little that need be done. One thousand are printed for a 12,000 town, which will probably cover the house
clientele.

It has been sometime since we took an inside Inspection of ourselves
Lot's look this time to discover Just how we stand with resard to
community.
the
Do they like us or not?
Have they come to realize that the Motion Picture Industry tokos
iU
bat off to no other?
Do they consult with us every time they want to put on a Home
Talent Show or a town splurge, or do they merely say. "Oh. he runs
the
movie show." and pass on by?
Do you know there are Innumerable reasons why the theater man
should be the town's most representative citizen?
The first, lookini; at the matter from a commercial standpoint Is that
It Is good advertising for him to keep in the public eye. The dollar end,
alone, should be reason enough.
Another Just as strong a reason, but slightly more ethical Is because
he can become a wonderful factor In bettering his town.
His theater Is the Mecca toward which every kid looks with longing
eyes. They will work for hours to earn the necessary admission fee.
They arc the strongest boosters he has. Consequently he should be a
friend to every one of them and take them into consideration when
selecting his programs.
The next portion of his clientele to cater to Is really the court of last
appeal, the mothers, sisters, wives and daughters. If they do not come
he Is doomed. .Although for their benefit it is necessary to conduct a
refined up-to-date house and show the finest photoplays, that is not
enough. It Is easily possible to Increase their respect and therefore
their patronage by co-operating with them on benefits, little plays, and
church affairs by either, donating a per cent, of tise proceeds or assisting
them in their advertising campaigns. Whatever is done along that line
win be returned a hundred fold.
One way of adding tone to a theater and at the same time interesting
ladles, who may not be regular patrons, is to arrange with local merchants for Fashion Shows, Musical Concerts and Special Demonstrations.
These ideals have been worked successfully, and you may rest assured
as to their value. They will appeal to the merchants who will grasp
at the chance to pay you a reasonable rental for your house for an
afternoon.
On the 2Sth of each month the new Victor records are released.
Rent your house to the Victrola man and have him issue tasty little
Invitations to all his customers and prospects. You will find that ninety
per cent, of the invitations are accepted and taken advantage of by the
very best people in town. The loading milliner should use your house
spring and fall to introduce the new styles. Young girls who are customers of hers will no doubt be elated at the opportunity to act as
models.
This applies also to the store which handles suits and gowns.
When the Electric Light Company gives Its season's demonstrations
of heaters, cookers, fans, and so forth, arrange to handle this in the
same manner. The hardware demonstrations can also be included In
this plan. Instead of forcing the ladies to stand or be cooped up in
crowded quarters, they are enabled to be seated, enjoy themselves and
are therefore In a much better frame of mind to absorb the best points
of the demonstration.
This method furthermore elevates the demonstration above the plane
of advertising and makes it an entertainment.
By suggesting these ideas to the merchants you force them to realize
that you represent "To-morrow" in their community instead of "Yesterday."
Having gotten this far it is an easy matter, by Joining the Commercial Club and any other important local bodies to take your place on
the platform Instead of in the back row. You are considered the man
with ideas because your advertising is constantly before them. You
have at least a portion of the day which you can devote to local affairs
If necessary. Then doesn't It logically follow that you should be the
man to have an important part In arranging all conventions, celebrations and local affairs which come up?
Man, man, right now Is the time for us to place this industry at the
head of things. Opportunity calls and If you have not already done so,
answer "present" to-day.
It Is the best and cheapest advertising in the world.
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Another Contest.
Misspelled word contests have long since lost their popularity as
Inducements to the reader to wade through the advertising A dozen
prizes are given to the persons who first complete their search of the
advertising columns of Saxe's Weekly, Milwaukee, This clip will give
the details :
In each of the following advertisements, Alhambra, West Side
Dye Works, Tegtmeyer. Fischer. Sinnsheimer. Hoeffler, Blatz
Hotel. Vaughan Atlantic. Kuhll, Peterson. Chas. Herr and
Frank Saxe's Restaurants there is one or more missing letters
(a misspelled word). These letters assembled form the name of
the star whose photograph you will get. The name selected for
this week you all know well. She will soon be seen at the Alhambra in her latest picture. "Who is it?" In your answers
you must give the misspelled words, also each missing letter,
and the name of the advertisement in which they were found.
For example :
Alhambra
West Side Dye Works
F'ischer
Tegtmeyer

(M)
(A)
(R)
(Y)

Alha-bra.
Rep-irlng
Fu-niture.
Jewelr-.

Hoeffler
Sinnsheimer
Frank Saxe
Alhambra
Blatz Hotel
Kubli
Peterson

(P)
Phonogra-hs.
(I ) Sc-entific.
(C) Lun-hes.
(K)
Frederic-.
(O)
Dec-rating.
(F)
Ca-e.
(R)
Photog-apher.
Vaughan
(D) Laun-ry.
In framing the terms of your contest be careful to observe the post
office rulings and avoid lotteries. The program must be free and easily
obtainable, and the announcement of the prizes must be equally free.
You cannot announce them in the house or require the winners to attend
a performance in order to receive the prize in public. The weekly Is a
pretentious twelve-pager, about the size of the Paramount magazine.

Written Postcards.
The Star, Easton, Pa., is using post-cards of its front for advertising.
On the message side is :
Dear
: This is the theater I attend nearly every evening.
The pictures shown are swell, and the music is simply grand.
They recently installed a $5,000 photoplayer that's wonderful.
You should hear it.
Teaser advertising of this sort works well only when it is done well.
This is done on some duplicating machine that does not give a good
impression and looks more like the menu of a cheap restaurant than a
hand-written card. With a little care a printer can get a good imltatiOB
of handwriting from a cut. It would be worth the additional expense.
The house also uses a small four-page program, not elaborate but well
printed. It would pay to condense the program into the middle pages
and take the back page for house talk.

A

NEW

HELP

FOR

MANAGERS

Picture Theatre Advertising

a

>)EPES WINTHROP

SSBGENT (CuilijGlot al AdinlUlii far Eiblbilari In Uie Mavlai Piiroia WatIO

TEXT BOOK AND A HAND BOOK, a compendium and a guld«.
It tells all about advertising, about type and lype-settlng. printing and paper, how to run a house program, how to frame your
newspaper advertisements, how to write form letters, posters or
throwaways, how to make your house an advertisement, how to
get matinee business, special schemes for hot weather and rainy
days. All practical because it has helped others. It will help
you.
By mail, postpaid, $2.00.
Order from nearest office.

Moving Picture World,
Schiller Building
Chicago. Ill,

17

Madison Ave.,

New

York

Haa^ Building
Lob A_Lig»le». Cal.
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screen.
It was over-developed through a sense of the theatric rather
than through a knowledge of the dramatic.
It la precisely this the author needs to acquire in studying — to sense
the difference between the theatric and the dramatic. Study to gain
a sure knowledge of what is best, and let your knowledge guide you.
You may not need, then, to make many changes, but you will know
how if you have to.

Conducted by EPES WINTHROP SARGENT
INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this
department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressefl and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be
addressed to this department. Questions should be stated
clearly and should be typewritten or written with pen and
ink. Under no circumstances will manuscripts or synopses
be criticised, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.
A list of companies will be sent if the request is made to
the paper direct and not to this department, and a return
stamped envelope is inclosed.
Learning to Criticise.
EVIDENTLY many authors have trouble In changing their plots,
but few put it as clearly as a western correspondent. She writes
that even in her high school days her plots came to her entire and
not as parts of an Idea. She lets the plot ripen for detail, but she finds
that if she makes any attempt to alter or improve, her work becomes
Btilted and unreal. She has read that success !s possible only where
plots are given their fullest development, and writes to know if this
trait will prevent her eventual success.
Unless she learns to make over and build up her plots. It la probable
that she will never reach her fullest development, nor will any other
writer, for first thoughts are seldom best. Few students have the
trick of thinking whole plots. They think of a suggestion, which they
gradually build into an Idea, and this plot development becomes second
nature because it is the way they learned. This writer for years thought
entire plots and still does think more complete plots than plot ideas,
but realizing the need, we have trained the critical faculty as applied
to personal production, and so can most anyone who makes a serious
study.
But until this is attained it will be fata] to attempt to reconstruct
ones own plots. To work these over will serve only to render them
stiff and unreal. Construction must be studied apart from the original
work for a time, at any rate, tor the earlier stories will be spoiled
If they are used for study material and many of the plots should sell
on the strength of their spontanlety. The plot with vigor and swing
even though a bit crude, will sell better than the same Idea carefully
and laboriously built up. The workmanship will show on these, and the
visible effort will spoil the swerve and dash of the plot movement. Afterward, when skill has been gained, it will be possible to do building up
without letting the effort be perceived by the audience.
The best way to study plot construction Is to study the work of others.
Take the stories of the films each week. Go over such as are fully
told. Analyse them. See wherein they are weak or wherein lies their
strngth. Smprove the poor ones. Seek to Improve the better. This
cannot be done — as yet — with the author's own work, any more than a
medical student can gain proficiency through the dissection of his own
anatomy. It Is necessary to study the work of others to gain a
knowledge of plot construction. Take a story you see on the screen
and try to work U over. Do the same with fiction stories. Take
the stuff apart, put It together again, or put part of it back and supply
the rest.
The object ot the study is to Improve the understanding ot plot and
situation. Even this, In time, will become more or less Instinctive and
your full-grown Inspirations will present themselves In their most
perfect form, and you will be able, then, to see that It is the most
perfect form.
It Is this appreciation of the value of situation and plot factor that
makes the real author as against the plot mechanic. It must become
of the mental habit to appraise situation and construction. Then
a part with
the utmost care to build up.
work
Probably most readers of this department have seen the Bluebird
"Shoes." For four reels this story proves what most authors know,
is, in one
that heart" Interest alone can make a good story. "Shoes" story
of a
sense, a white slave story, but only technically. It is the
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even the rigid morala suggestion of palpable evil, little or nothing that because
it Is the story
ist can find even to the slightest degree offensive,
of the girl, rather than the recital of her fall. The fall Is seemingly
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comes home, and there is the silent confession of the lifted skirt that
way
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Is
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that
knows
mother
The
shoes.
new
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shows
she could have obuined them. She knows and she underIn which
stands and she draws her daughter to her.
If the story ended there, it would be one of the most powerful dramas
of the photoplay. But with the evident Intention of strengthening the
story the author goes on and on, almost interminably. The mother sees
what'might have been. She sees the daughter engaged to a fine young
mechanic: she sees her the belle of a social event; and finally, to smash
home the contrast, the father comes home, jubilant over the fact that
at last he has a job— a day too late. In theory this last reel drives
feet
bome the lesson. In actuality It kills the effect with a thousand
would
of anti-climax. The story is too strong to need driving home. It
the
have been better to have left all this to the Imagination and off

Ease Off.
We've always been rather sorry for the late King Solomon. He
was the wisest man of his time, but he had innumerable wives and
therefore, presumably, innumerable children to ask questions that
even he could not answer. Now and then we get Just one that keeps
us thinking for weeks. For example George C. Shafer innocently asks,
"Do you write your story to suit the Editor, the director, the actor,
or the company's bank account?" Just like that he asks it. The
answer Is that If the company uses the star system you write to
suit all four at one and the same time, otherwise the actor has no
voice. The story must make a good showing at a reasonably small
expense, It must first attract the Editor and then please the director,
and it must suit the star, if there are stars. Mr. Shafer suggests bis
own remedy when he adds the alternative, "or do you just run
chances and write your own ideas to suit yourself?" That scheme
works if you can hold out long enough for a good story will always
find a market in the end, though it may take a long time to sell It
The better scheme Is to write to please the supposed tastes of some
company and make the script over if it has to be sent somewhere else.

Personal Contact.
A New York Inquirer wishes to know if it is permissible to take
stories to the editor. He explains he would like to see the inside
of a studio, and that this might create the opportunity. Judging
from ihs correspondence he is far from being a boob, and it Is to b«
supposed that If he did get into an editorial office he would not make
a nuisance of himself in any way. but he has to suffer from the faults
of the boobs, because the boobs do storm the editorial offices without
waiting to take advice, and the editor knows that in most cases he 1b
going to be bored and have his time wasted, and the office boy shoos
the authors from the door.
The editor Is not interested In you, but in your scripts. When the
scrips have gained his interest, It is quite probable that If you ar¥
close by he will ask you down some time for a chat, but until you
can prove your merit through your work don't even walk on the
same side of the street. Then when you do get your chance It will b*
unspoiled.
In the same way. if you send stuff in by mall, do not send along
lengthy, chatty letters. Wait until you have either sold some stories
to him or until he has turned back so many good but unsuitable
scripts that he Is moved to write and tell you just what he does want.
And even then make your letters Interesting rather than lengthy.
It will all come in time. If you can deliver the goods, but the way to
deliver the goods is by mail and not by hand.

Sticking.
Lately an author wrote that he knew the Drews were not buying
because they had turned down five of his stories and he had sent only
the best of his work. It brought a smile because the first sale wc
made to the Drews was on the twenty-fifth synopsis sent them and some
of the twenty-five were better than the one taken — better for somebody, but not for Mr. Drew who knows Just what he wants and will
take nothing else. If It will cheer any faint heart up we don't mind
admitting that to sell five stories to Mr. Drew we had to write
seventy-nine synopses. We have seventy-four left, about fifty of
which we shall presently sell elsewhere, tor they are good stories,
but we know that when Mr. Drew does see a story he wants he knows
It. so w« don't mind getting eight or ten back In a bunch. It's all
part of the game. It Is not always cheering after five years of eighty
per cent, of sales to one company, but we figure out that we have
made five sales and have been encouraged to write a lot more good
ones, besides having had the pleasure of seeing five really artistic
productions after a mad career of slapstick with our name tied to It.
Instead of worrying about the story that doesn't sell, go write another
that may stand a better chance. It lakes less time, no more thought
or energy, and is more remunerative.

The THIRD

Edition of

Technique of the Photoplay

IS NOW
READY
This is virtually a new book under the old title.
More than double the text and with an arrangement
especially adapting it for the student. The most
complete book ever written on the subject of scenario
or photoplay construction.
Three Dollars
By Mail, Postpaid
Address
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Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON
Manufacturers' Notice.
IT IS an established rulo of tbts departmont that no apparatus or
other goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the
excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to Its editor.

Important Notice.
OwlnR to the mass of nnatter awaiting publication It Is Impossible to
reply through the department In less than two or three weeks. In
order to kIvo prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps, (less
than actual cost) will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by
mall, without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot
bo replied to In the department, one dollar.
Both the first and second set of questions are now ready and printed
Id neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-six in number.
Either booklet may be had by remitting 2o cents, money or stamps,
to the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps.
Every live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions.
You may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a
lot of study.
Question
No. 165.
// you brou(;ht your carbons together, they would only spark,
and your fuses and resistance devices arc in good condition,
what would be the trouble?

Roll of Honor on Question No. 155.
The Roll of Honor on Question 15.^ consists of F. N. Irwin. Lufkln,
Texas ; F. F. Bell, Palestine, Texas ; C. E. Linstruth, Carthage, N. Y. ;
G. A. Yager. Anadarko, Okla. : J. H. Marcbard. Baton Rouge, La.
I have selected the reply of Brother Irvin as best covering the subject.

Reply to Question No. 155.
By F. N. Irvin, Lufkln. Texas.
The Question :
Should size of picture have Anything to do with distance from front
row of seats to screen, and why?
The Answer :
The size of picture has a very great deal to do with the distance from
the screen to the front row of seats. The larger the picture the
greater the distance should be from the front row of seats to the screen.
for the following reasons. One very serious evil attending the imperfect
projection of pictures is eye strain, and one of the principal causes of
this is failure on the part of theater managers to understand the problem presented when it comes to fixing the distance of the front row of
seals from the screen of their theater. In brief, the problem is simply
this. Beginning with a minimum of 15 feet from the front row of
seats to the 10-foot wide picture, that distance should be increased as
sire of the picture Is increased, until with the l&-foot picture the front
row of seats Is at least 20 feet from the screen, and even a greater
distance than this Is better. With a picture larger than 16 feet this
distance must still be materially Increased.
The reason for this Is that the eye reads the picture practically the
same as It reads a printed page, and when seated too close to a large
screen is compelled to move around over considerable distance, and do
It Ter>- rapidly if the action of the film Is to be followed In any adequate
way. This very naturally sets up eye strain. In addition to this,
whereas one can sit within 15 feet of the 10-foot picture without
noticing any serious out-of-focus effect, if one attempts to sit within
15 feet of the 15-foot picture the out-of-focus effect will be very pronounced, and lack of sharpness always causes heavy eye strain.
At say a distance of 75 feet an 18-foot picture will look perfectly
sharp, and the eye follows Us action with perfect ease, but when one
goes up within 15 feet of the same picture one finds it very difficult to
follow the action of the film, and also Gnds a very decided out-of-focus
etfect. If I were projecting a picture larger than 18 feet I would want
at least 25 feet between the front row of seats and the screen.

Jenkins Again.

While in Washington, D. C. I, of course, paid a visit to C. Francis
Jenkins at the office of the Graphoscope Company on Eleventh street.
Brother Jenkins is always pulling some new stunt on us. Recenlty he
called a meeting which resulted in the formation of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, which it is expected will. In the near future.
contain in its official roster the names of many of the best men In
(he Industry, and very likely have its official home on Fifth avenue.

New York City, though the latter, Is of course, a subject for legitimate
speculation.
.\nothcr new stunt that Jenkins has Just sprung on an unsuspecting
film world is the "Graphoscope." a sew standard projecting machine
built along novel lines. In the first place this projector has no
upper magazlue. The reel
of :ilm is placed in the
alongside
of the right
reel, ""
lower magazine,
which takes up the film ;
and. by tne way, the rewinding is done in ttu^
same magazine, slowl}.
and
the local
whichthusrequire
the 'a reas
winding of the film in a
lire-proof magazine are
complied
with.
The rewind works
beautifully,
the only criticism being
that it is impossible to
examine the film while
It Is being rewound. Of
course, this can be overcome by the operator if
he has marked
it "examine,"* by opening
!li>
door until the marks
come through.
The Graphoscope is
only
It hasmade
no motor-driven.
crank, there- ^-'^
fore operators of the
Graphoscope can never
be called "crank twistOne novel feature of
the Graphoscope is that
the
projection
is
at
right angles, the projecting lens setting right beside the aperture
instead of in front of it. The picture is reflected Into the lens with
a periscope prism.
A three-winged shutter is used which is on the shaft
ers,"
which drives the intermovement,possibly
therefore,mittent
it cannot
get out of time by injury
or worn parts. The upand lower sprockets
are perconnected
by and
driven by a bar which
is in the form of a triangle with an idler at
the apex.
In Fig. 1 we have a
side ism
view
of themagazine.
mechanand lower
The motor shows through
the glass door which
closes around and encloses the mechanism.
The long semi-upright
lever handle -is a framing lever. The upper
horizontal handle is the
one which opens the gate
towards
you.it, the handle
by pulling
The machine certainly
projects a good picture.
The loss through reflecting prism would, I
think, not be serious, being the same as that lost
by reflection from the
surface of a lens. We
will no doubt have more
to say about this machine after It comes Into general use and the
letters of commendation, if any begin to arrive.
Fig. 2 is a view of the reverse side of the mechanism, the lower
large pulley being the take-up pulley. These two views give a very
excellent Idea of the construction of the mechanism. One thing I
forgot to mention, however, and that Is that by the removal of three
readily accessible
screws
the whole
intermittent
movement
may
be
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taken out and replaced with a new one. This operation may be completed in less than two minutes and which will not in any way interfere
with the operation of the rest of the machine. By this I mean you
can replace the intermittent with a new one without any adjustment
of any kind whatsoever being necessary — not even set the shutter.
The lamp house and lamp is the standard design of tamp, and
capable of carrying 40 amperes. There are other novel features in
connection with the machine but these will, as I have Intimated, be
dealt with from time to time.

WUl it Pay?
Many exhibitors have asked for our advice In a projection engineering
capacity, whether or not the installation of the D.C. to D.C. motor generator set will pay where the supply is 110 volts. I believe this particular
proposition ought to be taken up in the department for the heneSt of all
concerned. A D.C. to D.C. motor generator set is a very excellent proposition where the voltage supply Is 220, but where It Is 110, it takes close
figuring to show any financial gain through the installation of such a
Bet. Taking 50 amperes of 110 volt current, through a rheostat requires
5,500 watts of energy, which, at eight cents per K.W., (a fair medium
figure) means 44 cents per hour of operation. Now with a D.C. to D.C.
motor generator set. delivering 50 amperes to a 50-volt arc. we would
only have 2,500 watts, or 2^ K.W. of energy absorbed at the arc. But
to this we must add the difference between the energy delivered at the
arc and that taken from the line, or, in other words, the difference between 100 per cent, and the actual efficiency of the machine.
There are very few motor generator sets which can show an over-all
efficiency higher than 66. or at the very most G8 per cent., even when
they are in the very best of condition. I venture the assertion that
nine motor generator sets out of ten which have been run. under
ordinary operating conditions, for a period of six months, will show
considerable less than a 65 per cent, efficiency. Taking G5 per cent,
however, as the figure, we would .have 35 per cent, lost in the machine.
In other words, the energy taken from the line would be 2,500 watts,
plus the 35 per cent. loss, or a total of. in round number, 3.S00 watts.
On the face of it this shows a saving of say 2 K.W., or 16 cents per
hour of operation. But from this must be subtracted: (A) increased cost
of operation of a machine of this kind as against the rheostat; (b) the
arc produced by a generator of this type, while not hard to handle,
still is not as stable as the arc having the cushion of a rheostat, which is
breaking down over half the line voltage; (c) the depreciation of a
machine costing between four cr five hundred dollars; (d) the fact that
under unintelligent care the efficiency of the machine will probably not
be anything like the figure quoted.
There, that I believe is a fair statement of the case. It has nothing
whatever to do with A.C. to D.C. generator sets, the installation of
which by all means I advise ; also it has nothing whatever to do with
the installation of D.C. to D.C. motor generator sets where the voltage
is considerably above 110.
If any manufacturer of D.C. to D.C. motor generator sets feels that
this article is in any way unjust, I shall be glad to have him set
forth, in cold figures, percentages and arguments, such facts as he
may believe to be correct, which are in favor of the 110 volt D.C. to
D.C. motor generator set.

New Screen.
The J. H. Center Company, manufacturer of the Firroroid Screen,
has sent in samples of a new screen surface they propose to put out,
calling our particular attention to the weight and flexibility of the
basic material. It is put out with the usual five year guarantee with
which the Gsnter Company covers all its product. The surface may
be had either plain metallic, silver fiesh tint, or gold tint. The surface
is a light matte, such as is produced by the surface of heavy cloth, and
ought to produce very good results. The material certainly Is flexible.
The company asks an opinion from me, but that it is impossible to
give simply from looking at a surface. The material, as I before said,
is certainly flexible. Of course, it is well known that I have always
disagreed with the idea of yellow in a screen surface. I have not In the
slightest degree changed my opinion in that respect, but. as the Center
Company very aptly says, some theater managers demand a yellow surface, and as long as that is a fact, screen manufacturers must, perforce,
put out a yellow surface to meet the demand.
The Geuler Company has their new coating machine perfected, and
I am informed it is delivering the goods. This will enable the company to put out as many as twenty fifteen-foot screens per day, which
certainly ought to be sufficient to take care of all the business that can
be expected to come Newburg way.

Open Letter to the Underwriters.
Mr. Sweetland. secretary Electrical Committee, Nat. Fire Protection
Ass'n., 141 Milk street, Eoston. Mass. Dear Sir: — While in Lancaster,
Pa., it was my privilege to inspect the remarkably up-to-date operating
room of the Hamilton theater, and there I saw absolutely the first
sane and sensible installation of a fire shutter system I have yet viewed.
It consisted of the very thing this department has recommended for
years, viz : A film fuse link installed in the master-cord which holds
the shutter, the same being located immediately above the upper magazine where the flame would immediately come into a contact with it,
and thus instantly and automatically drop the port shutters.
I was, however, informed that Mr. Charles O'Neil, the Lancaster
underwriter inspector, objected to this installation, and insisted upon
the installing of link fuses. I immediately wrote to Mr. O'Neil, who
seems to have, without acknowledging its receipt, referred the letter to
the Underwriters' Association of the Middle Department at Philadelphia,
which body replies as follows:
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Mr. F. H. Richardson, Editor. Projection Department. Moving
Picture World. New York City.
Dear Sir :— Our Mr. Charles O'Neil. inspector at Lancaster,
Pa., has handed to us your letter to him. dated September
23, relative to the use of sections of inflammable picture fllms
In lieu of approved link fuses for the support and operation
In event of emergency of the lids of the booth openings. In
approaching this subject we might say that, with all due respect
to your personal experiences and opinions, we are not as yet
fully convinced that any medium which flames in operation
is a good proposition for protection of the booth and contents.
We rather think that this is an example of "using the hair
of the dog to cure the bite." We might even say that although
we do not have laboratory facilities, that we have pursued some
experiments along the lines you mention, the results of which
only serve to still further emphasize the question in our
minds that a change, such as you recommend,
is inadvisable.
You doubtless know that the rules relating to the installation and operation of motion picture equipments have only
been developed after serious thought on the part of a committee
appointed for such purpose, and these said rules are a composite of their presentations, and the sense of the meeting
of the National Fire Protection Association at which they were
adopted. We would state further that the proper method of
Inaugurating any changes in said rules would be to address
a communication to the committee, whose secretary is Ralph
Sweetland,
141 Milk street, Boston. Mass.
In closing, we desire to thank you for your exhaustive and
thoughtful handling of this subject, and if it can be shown that
the use of piecfs of film is superior to the use of fuse links, this
association will accept with alacrity any promulgation to that
effect by the proper authorities.
Very truly yours, LOUIS
WIEDERHOLD,
JR., Secretary.
Now I am not blaming Inspector O'Neil, nor am I blaming the Underwriters' Association of the Middle Department. As they very aptly
say, the authority comes from 141 Milk street, Boston, and I suppose
nothing Is left to the discretion of the local official, or the Philadelphia
Association.
I would like, however, to call your attention to the following propositions, viz. : First, it is a well known fact that with modern fireproof operating rooms there is to all intents and purposes absolutely no
danger whatsoever to the audience from a film fire as such, meaning by
this there is no danger from the actual fire itself. The dan<ier conies
from the PANIC, AND PANIC INEVITABLY RESULTS FROM THE
AUDIENCE CATCHING SIGHT OF EITHER SMOKE OR FLAME^ OR
BOTH. It happens about thusly : A film catches fire at the aperture,
or at the rewinding table ; the port fire shutters do not drop instantly.
The first instinct of the audience when the picture goes off the screen,
is to turn and look directly at the operating room. Smoke appean
through one of the port holes, whereupon some cheerful Idiot yells "fire,"
and that settles it I The audience promptly makes a concerted rush
for exits, and in the process more or less of it piles up In a heap.
Result : Serious injury, or death, perhaps to many. The question
of "protection of booth and contents" does not enter the question at
all
Now let us examine Into this matter. WHY DOES MR. CHEERFUL
IDIOT SEE SMOKE OR FIRE? ANSWER ME THAT QUESTION
MESSRS. 141 MILK STREET. Lay aside your fine spun theories for a
moment, get down to brass tacks, and ANSWER THAT QUESTION.
Isn't it because (a) the fire shutters don't drop quickly enough; (b)
because there was no adequate means provided for the escape of the
smoke and gases? You cannot very well say no to those two propositions,
can you, gentlemen of 141 Milk street?
Well let me tcH you that th^ projection department of the Moving
Picture World has been calling your attention to that proposition for the
past six years, and lias been continuwisly pointing out to you the very
simple remedy. Also it is all set forth in detail and illustrated by
drawings on Page 222 to 230 of the third edition of the "Motion Picture
Handbook for Managers and Operators."
I quote from page 226:
The whole proposition is to place the fuse link (film) where
a fire, either at the film box, the rewind table, or either machine
will INSTANTLY strike one of them, thus severing the mastercord and dropping all the shutters before there is any smoke or
flame i^isiblc, to the audience. Incidentally, however, it is exceedingly important that the bottom stop upon which the
shutters fall be heavily padded with shredded asbestos, since if
the shutters fall on anything hard they will make an awful
clatter and direct the attention of the audience straight to the
operating
room — the very last thing to be desired.
The plan I advocate, and have for years past advocated, is to place
short fuse links, two or three inches long, in the master-cord to which
all shutters are attached at various points. There should be one over
and not more than 12 inches from the rewind, or one over and not more
than 12 inches from the lilm box, and one either directly over the aperture or the upper magazine or both, of each machine.
AS A PRACTICAL OPERATOR. WHO SPENT FOUR YEARS
TWISTING A CRANK, I MAKE THE U.'^QUALIFIED ASSERTION
THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO DANGER OP ANY KIND WHATSOEVER IN THIS
SORT
OF INSTALLATION.
In order to prevent panic It is absolutely necessary that the fire
shutters be dropped within two or three seconds of the starting
of the fire.
THERE IS NOT A METAL FUSE SHUTTER SYSTEM ON EARTH
WHICH WILL DO THAT. Nothing but quick-burning celluloid, or its
equivalent, will accomplish that particular thing. It is. however, absolutely necessary that, in addition to this, ADEQUATE MEANS BE
PROVIDED FOR TAKING AWAY THE SMOKE, and this, as I have
for six years insisted, calls for the installation of an ADEQUATE
VENT
FLUB.
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And DOW let us Bee what tbe Milk street guDtlcmen, who take caro or
Ibv BAfety of tlie audiencu. liuvu done. Fir»t : 1 cun take you Into literally
tbousaiids of optTutloK rooms wbero tbo only port sbuttcr fuse conulsts of a slDglc ui> tal ruse link LOCATED ANVWHEKB FROM THKBE
TO SIX FEtrr AWAY FROM ANY FROUAbLI:: SEAT OF FIRE, and
very ffw of thini aro within less than two fcvl. Sui:h an installation is absolutely Idiotic. It spells crass stupidity, and yet these utterly
fooilsb installations arc approved by the L'Dderwrltors, who object to a
(use link InstuHutlon. proiiounoln»; It dangerous. I CHALLENGE
A.ND DEFY ANY COMMITTEE TO PROVE 13Y ACTUAL Ol'ERATINO ROOM TESTS THAT A FUSE LINK INSTALUVTION IS IN ANY
DEGREE WHATSOEVER DANGEROUS. I also cballengo and defy
any Luderwrlter.s' comnilttye to prove to this deparlnu-nt that the pre9i*nt
nv(.ruge fuse link shutter Installation will drop the shutters before the
lire has gotten well under headway.
In addition to this, until the projection department of the Moving
Picture World, six years ago. began Insisting. Insisting and Instisting,
that an operating room without a proper vent flue to the open air was
unsafe and unhealthy, there was practically no provision for carrying
away the smoke in case of 111m Qre, and this state of affairs continued
for years, and ALL TUROCGH THOSE YEAHS RECEIVED THE
Al^fROVAL OF THE HOARD OF IXDERWRITERS, or at least they
entered no protest. It was the projection department of the Moving
I'l. ture World called nttt^ntton to the danger of such a proposition, both from the point of view of health and panic risk, and brought
about tbe Installation of vent flues. I do not think any one in any
degree posted on the course of evects will dispute this proposition.
I am giving space to this matter because it is one of the utmost Importance. Metal fuses don't act quickly enough ; also they are seldom
or never properly installed. Fuse link fuses properly installed act
almost irifitontli/. and in conjuitction w^ith an adequate vent Que afford
a real safeguard against panic, therefore, suppose we come down out
of tbe clouds of theory and adopt a role of common sense.
The Underwriters* committee which has handled these matters is no
doubt composed of very estimable gentlemen, but I do not believe it has
on its membership one single practical moving picture machine operator,
and if It has not, and has not consulted with recognized authorities ou
operating room practice, thea no matter how well Intentioned the
committee may be, its action would be very similar to the appointment of
a committee of attorneys to devise a block system for the handling of
railroad trains, or a committeG of architects or civil engineers to teach
locomotive engineers how to handle the water in their boilers.
This department has a great deal of respect for the good work the
Uoard of Underwriters has performed, but Insofar as moving picture
operating rooms be concerned. Its work, uptodate. has not been any
particular credit to it. and this, I think, is because of the fact that
it has undertaken to promulgate rules without calling into consultation
praclcal. competent orojection men.

With

Regard

to Screens.

It recently came to the attention of the editor of this department
that a certain prominent screen manufacturer voiced very strenuous
objections to our course with regard to screens. Really, I was not in the
least offended by this report, because I was perfectly well aware that
It was the view held by one or two of the screen men by reason of the
fact that I have not fallen in with their Ideas, regardless of whether
I thought them right or thought them wrong. As a matter of fact. I am
In position to prove that this same manufacturer has made the following
statement: "It Is only rea.'^onable and right that we should adopt more
sensible policies in selling .screens. Everybody is knocking the other
fellow until the exhibitor thinks we are all a bunch of crooks. The
statements in our advertising are the same old circus stuff that has
been put over for the last ten years. If we would tell the truth about
everything it would not he long before we would all get more money
and more orders." With all of lohic/i (tie editor of this department
moat thoroufftily and hfartity agrees.
And now let us, for a moment, examine into the chronometer balance
and cylinder escapement of this whole screen proposition. I think a little bit of light and air won't hurt the matter. There is. beyond any
question of a doubt, just two things to be considered in deciding whether
It will or will not pay to install a metallic surface or a mirror screen.
The first and BIG consideration is the Item of brilliancy. I have said
that, in my opinion, there Is nothing which gives a more artistic projection than a fine grade white muslin, white plaster or properly applied
white calcimine. But, on the other hand, the metallic surface screen.
or the mirror screen, glve.s a result which is not very far behind, and
THE SAME BKILLIAXCV MAY BE OBTAINED WITH A GR"EAT DEAL
LESS CI'RRENT CONSI'.MPTION WHERE THE METALLIC SURFACE
OR MIRROR SCREEN
IS USED.
The position of this deportment is, and alxcans has been, that it cannot
play any favorites amonti screen or otiicr manufacturers. We max/
sometimes make ynifitakct. but the absolute honest endeavor of this department is to favor only sueh things as seem to merit favor by superior excellence in quality.
There is Just now considerable talk about a combination of certain
screen manufacturers. The Simpson Solar screen has already been purchased by the MInusa Company. I. for one. would welcome a combination which would put one metallic surface combining all the good
points of the various screens on the market. And let me tell you right
here and now that ALL the various leading metallic surface screens
I have cxamint^d and tested have good points.
As to the exhibitor, why, as a general proposition, he is the goat. He
Is the man wbo plays the role of sucker. I am sometimes tempted to
think that If some slick conversation artist started out with a black
and white striped screen surface he would succeed In finding exhibitors
who would buy them and absolutely rave over the results. First it Is a
red screen, then a green one, and so on, through almost the entire
chromatic ILst of colors, and each exhibitor who buys a new freak surface
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praises It to the skies.
Verily Imagination works a wonderfully prominent part in the affairs ot mankind.

Montreal Exchanges.
Sraltli Falls wrlti'S n» follows:
I think It Is time that some one raised a vigorous kick
with regard to the way Montreal exchanges— the Paiho Exchange in particular — Is sending out film. As a rule patches
are very poorly cemented, without the emulsion first being
properly changes
scraped
Representatives
of In
the condition
' Montrealasex-It
claim theyoff.
cannot
keep the film
should be since more damage is done to the lllm in the city
of Montreal than In all the rest of the Provinces put together.
This, they claim. Is due to the fact that the majority of
theaters are controlled by those who are far more Interested
In the cheapness of the operator than In bis ability. I look
after all the film bookings for our theater, and don't fail to
register a few good kicks when I think it will do any good.
As a rule, however. I get the above excuse. The General
and the Fox Film Companies seem to keep their films In
the best condition of any. with the Mutual next on the list.
I follow with much Interest the various trips you take.
With regard to your trip through Quebec, and New Brunswick
I certainly believe your description of the roads is correct.
I am a Harley-Davidson rider myself, and can sympathize
with you. particularly with regard to rear tire trouble on
such roads.
And now I would like to ask a question.
We have a Wagner
;tj ampere rotary converter,
and are experiencing the following trouble : Switchboard
fuses on the A. C. line to transformer get hot, and at about the fifth hour of running
will
be burnt until the fibre of the fuse (ferule) will he black,
and will loosen on the brass part.
It has done this on a
40, .'^O and 60 ampere
fuse.
Current
Is 110 volt, 60 cycle
for which the transformer and converter Is O. K. The transformer does not heat and the machine
runs fine, giving a
steady, pure light ; also the wires keep cool.
Should
D. C.
and A. C. wires run in the same conduit?
With
regard
to the Montreal
exchanges,
it Is not the first complaint of this kind I have had, and it will be up to them to mend
iheir ways or we shall be compelled to take the matter up with the
various headquarters here in New York City.
The sending out of film
in bad condition is unfair to all concerned.
If Montreal operators art
incompetent, or if their equipment is such that the film is unduly damaged, a strict rule made by all exchanges to charge for the damage
would put a stop to it. because Mr. Manager would soon find that paying for film damage is more expensive than the employment of a real
operator and the keeping of the projection machines in good condition.
The trouble you speak of. it seems to me. is due to heat caused by
poor contact between
the fuse and its contacts;
Moral ; Clean the
contacts thoroughly and tighten them, though probably after so much
heating
it will be necessary
to install a new fuse block.
As to A.
C. and D. C. wires in same conduit, I have no underwriter's code
handy, but do not believe it would be permissible. Under certain conditions. Ithink an inductive effect might be set up which would affect the
D. C. circuit.

My Policy.

Ralph W. Martin. Los Angeles. Cal.. sends the following letter:
I have been making
further investigations
of the aperture
lens, using a distance of 20 inches from condenser to aperture.
This makes
conditions
very much
better, and I think it Is
almost
a foregone
conclusion
that the simple,
uncorrected
aperture
lens, as shown
in issue of September
30. is a
practical stunt.
I, however,
realize your policy with regard
to tbe Sabo Company,
and maybe
it is lucky after all that
I was not as clear in my explanation of the published article
as I later made
It in my reply to Solar's objections.
Meanwhile I will say nothing further on this point, but will await
developments.
In the first place I would
like to say to Brother
Martin, and all
others interested, that I have no "policy"
with regard
to the Sabo
Company or any other company except to deal with their proposition
absolutely,
wholly
and entirely on its own
merit.
I have favored
the new Sabo lens wholly and entirely because it seems to me after looking this whole matter over, examining hundreds of drawings and also
reams
of manuscript
arguments
that the aperture
lens carried
in
the same mount with the objective offers the only practical solution
ot this whole proposition.
My reasons
for coming to this conclusion
is, first : that any attempt
to correct the condenser
lens sets up
apparently
impractical
complications
in the lens Itself : second : any
attempt to design a condenser which
will give the effect of distance
between the condenser and the film without it actuality is impractical
by reason of the necessary
form of the lenses involved, which
I do
not believe could be made
to stand the heat of the arc without
excessive breakage : third : any attempt to use an aperture
in fixed
position must, it seems to me, fail because
of the fact that such a
lens must Inevitably effect the E. F. of the objective, and since any
given obje<;tive may.
under
different local
conditions
work
at very
jifferent distances
from
the aperture,
and therefore
from
a Hxea
position
aperture
lens, and each distance
would
set up an entire
different E. F. for the objective, the whole thing becomes Impractical —
or so It seems to this Editorial Editor.
It now looks to me as if the very best results can only be obtained by building each optical system to fit local conditions, but
that under all ordinary conditions we are goins to be able to obtain
a very satisfactorily result with from IS to 20 Inches, or even less
than that in some
instances, between the condenser and the aperture
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and the . three combination objective, the back lens of which will
serve the purpose of an aperture lens, and to a considerable extent
parallel the light ray. And this is exactly what the Sabo lens does.
The greatest trouble with this whole proposition lies in the fact that
the majority of operators and managers have no adequate understanding of the tremendous loss of light involved In the use of the
present inefficient lens system. / ventiire the assertion that loith the
knowledge this department has brought to light during the past year
imt into practice, four theaters out of every five could cut their
GVpense for projection light by at least one-third, and I am not sure
I>ut they could cut it right square in two in a majority of cases.

Handbook Worth Two Hundred Dollars.
The
following
comment
of any

letter
kind,

is self-explanatory
except to remark

Balch

and I think requires
no
that if the book 1b worth

«& McDonald

Of.neral

Contractors
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Pope. First, whereas some of the better class exchanges doubtless
might be induced to do It, a great many of them just simply
would not. Some exchanges don't seem to be willing to do much of
anything except take in the money. Second : it is a question whether
the exchange change-over sheet would be such that the average operator would be able to understand it, and third, having once made out
a sheet they would not change it. although anywhere from ten to
twenty feet of the tail end of the film might he gone. But the
really big objection is that it would be an awful job to reach all
the exchanges in any effective way — a bigger job than the Editor of
this department cares to undertake. We would, however, suggest
to exchange managers that the putting out of such a sheet, while ot
an Ideal plan, is at least in a considerable degree practical, and certainly would stop at least some of the punching of film.
1 repeat, however, that the really practical thing is to incorporate

the chajige-over sign in the negative itself. Now, Brother Pope, don't
get insulted because I cannot agree wholly with your plan. Your suggestion was made in good faith, and I therefore thank you for having
made it. I do not think, however, you stopped to consider all the
difficulties involved
in this particular
matter.

Up to Susquehanna.
MOVnw PICTURE-HORLD;
17 KADISDrrAVElUE.
KBU YORK.

E(icu>sn) roTTvrrti. feid p.o.ohdeb fob ts.oo.
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A Difficult Problem.
Ever since visiting the Maritime Provinces, I have been thinking over
the situation from the organization point of view, and it seems to
present a reasonably difficult problem, insofar as the operator be concerned.
Aside from Halifax and St. John there are no towns employing sufficient men to form a local. Monclon has three, four or maybe five,
operators — certainly not more, and that is the only town outside of
Halifax and St. John in which there are even that number.
There is no manner of question, however, but there should be some
■form of organization to which all the men can belong, and I am
inclined to think the only practical method would be to form two
locals, or perhaps three, viz. : one in Halifax, to which all Nova
Scotia men can belong, and one in St. John, and one in Moncton. in
which event all the men in southern New Brunswick can belong in the
St. John local, and all in northern New Brunswick in Moncton. Of
course there is Fredricton, but as I understand it there are only three
or four operators in that city.
Let it be understood that this is merely a rough — a very rough Idea.
The point is that the great number of operators are scattered, one
or two in a town, and it they are to reap the generally admitteil benefit
of organization some plan of this kind will unquestionably have to
be adopted. Just how the business of such a local would Be conducted
1 cannot say, but some scheme might possibly he evolved which would
fit the conditions at least reasonably well.
I would welcome discussion of this matter, in the department, by
Maritime Provinces operators. You men are better acquainted with
the local situation and possibilities than I can possibly be. This
article is by no means intended as an attempt to butt in your affairs,
but merely to start discussion as to the best way the peculiar situation
can be handled to best advantage.
I understand the Exhibitors' Organization has been perfected, and
I am glad of it. I hope it will prosper and become a power for the
good of the industry in that territory. I also believe the operators
should perfect some method for building up an organization, because
the benefits of organization are many, and, rightly handled, the detriments are none.

C. F. Furkey writes from Susquehanna, Pa., as follows:
I am an operator and believe I know good projection when 1
see it. I therefore would like to see you shake this burg up
good and plenty.
The place they call the "Opera House" runs
feature
pictures
on Thursdays,
and intends
to run Emily
Stevens in '"The Soul of a Woman."
Say, Richardson, you just
ought to see the "projection."
They run five reels in approximately fifty-five minutes, and the screen looks like a rainbow.
As a matter of fact there are times when you cannot see the
picture at all, but they keep right on turning the crank just
the same.
Susquehanna is a town of 6,000 Inhabitants and I
don't believe a theater ought to be allowed to get away with that
kind oE projection.
You are entirely at liberty to use my name,
and to put it right at the top in red letters if you wish to. I
have been a reader of the department for three years, and must
say it has helped me a great deal.
I intend to get the third
edition of the Handbook just as soon as I land a job.
Now
don't any of you fellows holler "sour grapes," because I gave
up my position to serve on the Border, and have just returned.
Well, Susquehanna, it is up to you. no matter if It is a small town.
If the charges contained herein are true, the fact that the oity is a
small one offers absolutely no exoitse for projecting the pictures in any
Such way.
Even If you cannot afford to use plenty of current, that is
no reason why you cannot use weak
current
and get a fairly good
picture, provided your operator "knows how," and even if you cannot
afford a really first class operator, the Handbook will at least teach
you how to remedy the conditions described.
It is quite possible to
put on a very good, though by no means a briliant, 1'2 foot picture
with 2u amperes D. C, and many, many
hundreds of small theaters
are doing it. It is also possible to put on at least a passably fair picture
with 4U amperes A. C, and hundreds of small theaters are doing that
stunt too.
The editor of this department conducts a projection engineering business, and for a very reasonable fee will supplement the
work of the Handbook and undertake to at least very greatly improve
the projection
in cases of this kind, provided
the operator
possesses
ordinary
intelligence.
There
really is no excuse
for such work.
It
constitutes not only an outrage against the public, which pays its good
money to look at a show, not a rank imitation of one.
It also constitutes an outrage upon the moving picture industry
itself.
1 TAKE
THE
POSITION THAT
NO THEATER
MANAGER
HAS
THE
MORAL
RIGHT
TO DELIBERATELY
RENDER
ABORTIVE
THE
EFFORTS
OF THE
PRODUCER
BY FAILURE
TO PROJECT
THEIR
PRODUCTIONS AT LEAST
IN A FAIRLY
ACCEPTABLE
MANNER.
PROVIDINGSARYTHOSE
THINGS.
I.VCLUDING
SUFFICIE.N'T
CURRENT
TO HIGH CLASS
PROJECTION.
THE
KNOWLEDGE
ISNECESNOW
AVAILABLE, AND THERE IS NO VALID EXCUSE FOR SUCH WORK
AS BROTHER
FURKEY
DESCRIBES,
Of course if Susquehanna can
show that the charge made is not true, why we will be glad to withdraw everything we have said, in so far as it applies to Susquehanna
tbeaters.

MOTION

For Managers and Operators

Impractical.
R.

W. Pope, Hasbrouck Heights,
N. J., says :
Have been much interested in your discussion concerning
the change-over signal. Have tried Brother Eave's scheme
qX preparing a cue sheet, October 7th issue, and have found,
as you say. it works all right for the second show, but does
not help the first any. Now might I suggest that the film
exchanges themselves prepare these cue sheets for all multiple
reel features, and send them along with the reels, the operator
to return same. This would eliminate all necessity for punching the films. The exchanges ought to be willing to do this
because they are the ones who objected to the punching of
film : also it would not be as expensive to prepare these cards
is it would be to put a change-over sign on the film Itself.
Could you take the matter up with the exchanges? I think they
would be willing to do it, but it needs someone with Influence
to take the matter up.
I am afraid it Is Impractical
for more
than one reason
Brother

hardson's
RicPICTURE
HANDBOOK

Over

700 pages

and

over 300 illustrations help to mak*

•

book that will he a lasting monument to its author's knoirledge, ability and diligence. No such work on Projection hm»
ever before been attempted, nor likely to be for many yean
to come.
Price is $4.00 per copy, postpaid.
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in Picture Business ^y ^ J- R^n^busch

Prominent Indiana Exhibitor Expounds
his
Views Upon Some of the Present Day Evils
of the Motion Picture Trade
AKTKI.E I.
Are We in Pursuit of Commercial Gain or of an Ideal?
11' CHARITY "covereth a multitude of sins," then surely
the use of economy in all branches of the motion picture
business would cover a multitude of financial evils that
affect the whole motion picture industry at the present time.
We who are active in any branch of this industry are primarily interested in the making of money out of the business
rather than chasing moonbeams; therefore, when experience
and statistics of other lines of enterprises prove that the
financial success of all business enterprises depends largely_
on the strict practice of econon:y along the right lines, and
as everything else at the present seems to fail fo bring prosperity to the exhibitor, we may well turn to the study of
economical questions to keep us from further depreciation
or ruin.
The principal drawback to the practice of economy is our
lack of any general standard, status, or basis on which the
manufacturer and exhibitor can run his business and be reasonably sure of a profit. And until we have some definite
system of calculating the true economical basis of this business, we will be at the mercy of all enemies to motion picture
progress from within and without.
Recently an exhibitor asked me this question, "Is this
picture thing a commercial enterprise or the striving for
an ideal?" If we base our answer on the general methods
followed by both exhibitor and manufacturer in conducting
this business, then either we are working to accomplish some
great ideal, or trusting to win on gambler's luck rather than
for everyday bread and butter, for when we compare this
business With other businesses, we must agree that the cornmercial end of if is turned completely around and going in
the wrong direction.
Instead of manufacturers and exhibitors decreasing their
overhead, they are constantly increasing the expense of running their business. Instead of a more flexible plan of manufacturing, distributing and purchasing tilms, our contracts
and systems _of trade become more arbitrary every month.
Instead of a lower cost of making film the trend is higher
and higher, and film rental necessarily goes up with the wave.
Instead of an opportunity to exploit and vary the programme
so the exhibitor may meet his particular condiljon in his
locality, he is burdened by less freedom of deciding such
questions day by day.
,
,
,
In short, investments, manufacturing, distribution, exhibiting— everything in this whole industry is creeping higher
and higher except the gross box office receipts, which remain
at the old level, or perhaps grow less.
Unfortunately, the motion picture business has a tendency
to go to extremes. It seems the conservative middle of the
road route has little or no place in our plans or work. We
invariably go from one extreme to the other, .^nd yet, the
true basis of success in this business financially, esthetically
and everv way would be a well balanced distribution of all
the elements in this business working together for the common good on a strong oconnmical basis.
Economy in Making Pictures.
the maiiuThe first step in economy must lie taken by now
lavish
facturers of film, because they have been and are
and extravagant, even reckless in their expenditures toward
«verv item that goes into producing a picture.
Tlie present chaotic conditions were prophesied several
vears ago at a han(|uct given by the Vitagraph Company to
>'isiting exhibitors at their plant, with John Bunny as Toast
master, and Mr. J. Stuart Rlackton the Speaker or Prophet.
Reviewing the wonderful progress of the industy up to
that time. Mr. Blackton feared that the time would come when
this business would overreach itself. He spoke of the enormous sums of money then being spent on film production
of
fon-.pared with the cost of production at the inception
the business. The cost of the first picture made by that
title
The
$2.S.
was
time
that
before
company sixteen vears
of the picture was "The Burglar on the Roof. One of the
partners turned the crank of the camera, the other played
■burglar and a friend allowed them the use of the roof free of
charge.

Today the producing companies tell you that a film production has so very much virtue because they arc spending so
and so many hundreds of thousands of dollars to produce
each production.
This is another case of going to extremes.
Twenty-five dollar pictures are out of reason, but so are
half a million dollar productions unnecessary to produce good
program and impossible to support by the exhibitor. Good
pictures ir.ay be produced for very much less money. Many
one thousand and ten thousand dollar productions were
money-getters for both the manufacturer and exhibitor, and
can be again. In fact, will have to be, because the exhibitor finds it impossible to meet the high cost of film rental
caused by the high cost of producing.
The cost of film production should be based on the question of what an exhibitor can afford to pay and make a
profit, and not on "all the traffic will bear," and let me say
here, with emphasis, when the exhibitor is no longer in
the profit-sharing column this whole industry is booked for
a reverse. The exhibitor pays for every penny that goes
toward making, renting or showing a picture and everything
else connected with the industry, and as he is not making
money at present, n-.uch of the overhead will have to be cut
down.
Before me is an advertisement in which a great automobile manufacturer states that by his system, organization
and great facilities he can give you a better car for less
money. You will notice in the film market this proposition
is the very reverse. When I asked a film agent why they
did not go to the exhibitor with a like argument in their
canvass for business he answered. "I don't deny what you
say is good, sound business sense, but if you tried to sell
film, by telling the exhibitor tiiat you were going to give him
good service for less money, he would probably turn you
down." Personally. I doubt this statement, but if it is so,
then the exhibitor is hanging himself by his own hands.
Economy in Distributing Pictures.
Four years ago a great film company was supplying Chicago and vicinity from three branch offices. This same business has since been divided up until thirty offices do not
supply as many theaters with film as three offices did then.
Anyone can readily see this means a. great increase in
the overhead of the motion picture, and at the sam.e time
an increase in trouble, worry and expense to the exhibitor
in filling his program.
The remedy is not easy to apply. The exhibitor might
book films direct from the manufacturer. A body of exhibitors could book collectively. Several manufacturers could
distribute films together. Either plan would help, or some
other plan might be suggested, but certainly something
should be done to relieve this overhead, which would incidentally relieve some of the burden which the exhibitor
carries.
Economy in High Salaries Paid to Stars.
The public and some exhibitors believe that the high
salaries of stars, of which so much is said, is paid out in
"stage money." but as one of the big manufacturers recently
said, "The sad part of it is we are giving these salaries away
in
money and don't
seemup tothe
be salary
able to ofhelp
ourselves."
Onerealmanufacturer
will bid
a player
and
take him or her from the other manufacturer; to cover up,
he asks the exhibitor for a large advance deposit and high
film rental. Too often, in order to keep his fellow film
exhibitor from getting the picture, the exhibitor pays the
price and in the end neither the manufacturer nor the
exhibitor profits thereby, but the star, who has no investment, no worry, no care, takes all the profits the business
can make.
Now-, when the conservative film manufacturer sees a
newcomer get away with that proposition, he will say. "If
this film manufacturer can do that so can I." And so it
goes from worse to worse, and w-ill continue unless exhibitor
and manufacturer get together and place certain limits to
the expense and overhead of this industry, based on the best
experience of the best minds we have.
My strong antagonism to the advance deposit system, is
based upon the extravagance it incurs. It is a case of "come
easy,
go easy,"
especially
you arecash
spending
another
money.
I am in
favor of ifstrictly
basis for
film body's
rental,
with every film paid for before it leaves the exchange, or a
discount for cash, if paid for ten days in advance before it
is used.
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Conducted by REV. W. H. JACKSON
"BY THEIR
FRUITS YE SHALL
KNOW THEM."
THIS is the greatest and safest of all possible tests which
(,we say it reverently) can be applied by God or man, it
is the test in the world, it is the test in the church. Recently a great religious denomination in solemn conclave assembled found time to pass resolutions reflecting upon the
moving pictures, condemning them for the evil effects upon
the young people generally, with occasional criminal results
in particular. We are willing to apply the same test herein
to the moving picture as generally applied in the world at
large, or to the church in particular. Taking it for granted
that various religious critics are correct in their criticisms
let us look for the only proofs which can justify thetr. and so
apply the "By their fruits ye shall know them" test.
Several millions of young people see the moving pictures
each w-eck of, say, six days, this being an established fact, the
education which they receive must be prejudicial to their
best interests and so must be in evidence. Let us look for
this evidence. Is there an increase of juvenile crime or even
of juvenile delinquency? Are the truant schools and similar
institutions being overcrowded by a sudden increase for
cause? Are the public schools less effective, or are the
church schools injured in any way? If so, we are ready for
the proofs, so far none have appeared, the criticisms are
made, but no facts and figures are forthcoming; where are
the evil fruits of the evils of the pictures? The critics will
help us by pointing them out.
One of this class of critics once called for the abolition of
Santa Claus and so despoil the children's Christmas, claiming as a reason that the children were taught deception thereby: when challenged to point out any number of people
who could put any blame upon the fiction of Santa Claus for
any downfall, or even enough to become derelict to truth,
the critic failed to "make good," and so the children still
enjoy this merry personality. It is to be hoped they always
will. In like manner let the proofs of the evil effects of the
pictures be presented. If our critics are correct, judging from
the large numbers — nay, the tremendous numbers — of young
people daily viewing the pictures, the country ought to be a
veritable school of crime. Is it so, or what are the true conditions? To begin with, the liquor interests are bitterly complaining that their future customers (the young people) are
being taken away from them -by the thousands and blame
the pictures for this loss of their prospective trade. The
district attorneys of the large cities tell us that thanks to the
pictures the groups of idlers with their resultant mischief
have largely decreased, and the courts do not have so large a
number of young men delinquents as formerly. These two
conditions are but samples of what can be produced along
all lines of previous tendencies to error or crime of antepicture days. The only exception which can and must always
he made is in the case of the already prepared evil mind,
which seeks occasion to use any and all opportunities to do
his eyl w'ork. It would therefore appear that judging the
moving picture by its fruits, the millions of young people of
the country are better off now than formerly, they are more
cheaply and thoroughly entertained, the entertainment is not
only of a more interesting character, but it is often instructive. The librarians tell us that as a result of what they see
in the picture houses great numbers of young people turn
to them for the reading which the pictures have prompted.
School teachers tell us that they find the children who attend the picture places are usuallv a more well informed class
than those who do not attend. Manufacturers find that they
can give instruction to and obtain better results from their
young men by using the pictures and by encouraging their
attendance at picture exhibitions. The more we delve into the
use and value of the pictures we find the same results, everywhere and everywhcn. It has now become possible to invoke
the word of clergymen as to the value of the pictures, both in
their work, and in their experience, and they, too, declare for
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their positive good. All this is without touching upon the
full value of the educational pictures, if we use these we can
go to almost any length in proof of the good of the picture,
but, without going into this larger field we are content to
stop here, and to say, "By their fruits ye shall know them."
-Against the old cry that the moving pictures are hurting the
attendance at church, a correspondent points out that this
conclusion is based upon a false reasoning. To get a right proportion of the respective attendance it must be remembered
that a picture house is open to four or five times as many exhil>itions as the church is opened for services; with this proportion inview, a canvass in a large city has shown that the
attendance at church and Sunday school does not suffer by
comparison and that in the aggregate, the church still retains its long run of popularity with all classes of people; it
is also pointed out that the days wherein the pictures could
hurt the churches have passed, and that in the future the
church
and the picture will come closer together and be of
mutual help.
In the leading and best theaters now. the educational pictures are given a permanent place: this is one cause of a
successful program. It is this idea of making them a per-,
manent part of the program that is bringing good results, the
people get used to them, and expect them: they give a tone
to the exhibitiiin and lift it up generally. .\t the present time
there is more opportunity than ever for introducing them,
w'e have a splendid and prolonged series of near war pictures
which are attracting thousands in Xcw York, the Topicals are
just now full of increasing interest, the Travel and Scenic
series are becoming more appreciated, while The Living
Book, which is really the beautiful unfoldings of pleasing
natural history studies, is giving daily more satisfaction.
This class of program is also lifting the picture bouse above
the heads of those who are crying for censorship: it will not
be very long before these people are bankrupt for the very
lack of something to censor; on the contrary there will soon
be nothing but praise for the m.oving pictures if they follow
this lead and make the picture houses a place of culture as
well as of,entertainment: that there is a "great future
up before the whole trade, the results above referred
ample proof the pioneer work has been done, the trail
W.
A NEW

MAGAZINE

looming
to give
is plain.
H. I.

IN FILM.

A new magazine in film, the first release of which is scheduled for the week of November 20. is being issued by the
LTniversal Film Manufacturing Company, will be known as the
Universal Screen Magazine, and will be released fortnightly.
The contents of the first issue come under the following
headings; "New Inventions." which introduces a machine
that tuimels through rock, eliminating the necessity of blasting: "Friends of Dumb -\nimals." illustrating a crusade that
is being waged by the U. S. Bureau of Animal Industry
against "Ticks." insects that shorten the lives of cattle by
sucking their blood; "Beauty Hints." showing how a woman
can avoid having wrinkles without the aid of a doctor: "Studying Nature." consisting of close studies of a beetle that preys
on vineyards; and ".\nim.ated Sculpture," which is an animated cartoon fashioned in clay, entitled "The Butterfly and
theThe
Flutterfly."
cartoon of clay work is worthy special mention as
being a new and interesting departure in cartoon work. .A
Texas sculptor, who is introduced to us as Willie Hopkins, is
the inventor of the new idea, and demonstrates remarkable
skill in the fashioning of these cartoons both as regards
basic idea and sculptural work.
The second issue of this magazine in film introduces another series of interesting subjects, the most remarkable
among them being the production of anti-toxin serum. The
details of inoculation and extraction, using a horse as the sub-
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jcct, arc thoroughly ilhistratcd. Other subjects presented in
this nunil>cr show an electrically equipped kitchen, with the
various labor saving devices under operation, a uselul housekeeping and sleeping device for use in an autoir.obile in a
cross-country tour, and Animated Sculpture, presenting an
up-to-date clay cartoon based on the recent eigbt-hour day
railroad controversy.
NEW FILM FOR ANTI-TUBERCULOSIS CAMPAIGN.
Films Play Large Part in the Diffusion of Knowledge Concerning the Dread Disease.
IT M.W not be generally known that the National Association lor the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis conducts
a moving picture service for purposes of propaganda. Some
time ago the Edison Company niacle a series of si.x moving
pictures on this subject, four of which have been preserved
and arc being circulated in the interests of anti tuberculosis
campaign, the negatives of the other two having been destroyed by tire. These films are entitled respectively, '"Hope,"
"The Price of Human Lives, "The Ten:ple of Moloch," and
"The Lone Game." These arc being rented by the National
.\ssociation for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis, not
to moving picture theaters, but to anti-tuberculosis associations, sanitoria, open-air schools, and anti-tuberculosis
agencies. Y. M. C. A.'s and churches are also allowed the
privilege of using the films when the limited supply permits.
The latest addition to the anti-tuberculosis propaganda
films is a two-reel production entitled "The Great Truth." It
was made for the National Association for the Study and Pre
vention of Tuberculosis by the Plimpton Epic Pictures. Inc..
and will have a general circulation through the Health Departments of each state. .\n effort will be made to have it
exhibited in theaters, schools and churches all over the country. The purchase of copies of this film are already in conten:plation by the Ohio Educational Exhibits Association of
Columbus. Ohio, the Department of Public Welfare, Cleveland. Ohio, the General Chemical Co. of New York, and
many other organizations.
"The Great Truth" emphasizes the fact that tuberculosis
is not inherited, but is communicated onlj' by contact. The
scenario for the picture was written by Elise Williamson
Phifer, and carries a story of considerable interest while
demonstrating methods of prevention. This film will be exhibited in the interests of the Red Cross for six weeks preceding the holiday season.
In addition to the exhibition of anti-tuberculosis films and
slides in the ordinarv channels, we find that in Louisiana
Dr. Oscar Dowling travels through the country with a twocar train equipped with a projector and storage batteries for
the supply of electricity where other electric connections are
not available. During his travels Dr. Dowling takes time to
photograph material evidences of unsanitary conditions which
he frequently comes across, transferrin? these photographs
to lantern slides for purposes of fuller demonstration. In
Florida the same inethod is pursued by Dr. Jos. Y. Porter.
Florida's state health officer. Frequently a screen is erected
near the railroad upon which the pictures are projected fom
the train.
In \'ermont
State Board
of Health
employs machine
a coveredin
wagon
drawn the
by horses,
carrying
a generating
addition to a projector. The anti-tuberculosis associations of
Maryland and Wisconsin employ automobiles for the same
purpose, also equipped with generator and projector, and in
North Carolina the same method is followed by the State
Board of Health. It is said that in the mountain region of
North Carolina the moving picture is still such a novelty
that the inhabitants have been known to travel as far as
twenty miles to these exhibitions.
INVENTOR
EBERHARD
SCHNEIDER
RECEIVES
PATENT OF INTEREST TO EDUCATORS.
The rapifl camera as a European product has been used in
various instances in scientific analysis. .\s an American product we believe it has yet to he placed on the market: yet. the
time when it will be a necessary adjunct to the producer of
the educational moving picture is close at hand, if it has not
already arrived, judging from the latest developments in the
educational field. A patent for such a moving picture camera
has recently been rceived from the United States Patent
Office by EI)erhard Schneider of the German-.^merican Cinematograph Co.. of 219 Second -Avenue. New York City, .^s
an actual product it has developed no farther than the obtaining of the patent, and is awaiting an opening up of the
educational market that will give such a camera sufficient
commercial value.
Eberhard
Schneider came
to .\mcrica from the town of
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l£ssen, Germany, some twenty years ago. He was an employee at the Krupp munition works; and while .■\mcrica
fostered his lirst inventive ctTorts in the n;oving picture field,
his first knowledge of the moving picture was gained at the
Krupp works. Here with a crudely modeled moving picture
camera through which a film IJ4 inches in width was run by
continuous n:olion, pictures were taken of the operation of
guns, shells in combustion, etc.
The patent granted Mr. Schneider covers a moving picture
camera through which the film moves by elliptical motion in
place of the intermittent motion common to the ordinary
moving picture camera, making it capable of two hundred
exposures to the second without injury to tlie film, which
would be a natural result should such a speed be attempted
by the usual method of intermittent motion.
In addition to this the camera possesses an air wheel
which blows against the sprocket wheel, eliminating static, a
nuisance which the camera man tries to avoid, and which is
the outcome of a condition caused by the friction of the film
against the sprocket wheel.
EDUCATIONAL
ESTABLISHES

FILMS
MORE

CORPORATION OF AMERICA
ADEQUATE FILM SERVICE.

As an aid toward the heretofore discouraging task of locating educational films of the class required, the reader will
no doubt be glad to learn that the Educational Films Corporation of America, of which E. W. Hammons is the executive head, has now exchange connection with considerable
territory in various parts of the United States and Canada.
In addition to the library of films previously controlled by
this corporation, some fifty or so additional subjects, including rnany of scenic, scientific, zoological, industrial, topical
and literary value, have been purchased during the past year.
.'\mong the number are noticed such films as "Hiawatha."
"The Life of William Shakespeare," "Turpentine and Rosin
Industry." "Structure of a Fertile Egg," ".\ Trip Through
the Canadian Rockies." "Oliver Twist," "The Petrified Forests of .Arizona." "The Hot Springs and Geysers of New
Zealand." "Cain and .Abel" and "Life in the Aquarium."
The exchange connections recently established by the
Educational Films Corporation of .America are located in Detroit. Mich.: San Francisco, Cal.: Pittsburgh, Pa.; Minneapolis, Minn.; Dallas. Tex., and Philadelphia,
Pa.
ITEMS

OF

INTEREST.

An encouraging bit of news concerning the growth of interest in the educational picture comes from Mrs. Katherine
F. Carter, who recently returned to New York after an extended visit to the west coast. Mrs. Carter states that public
interest in the educational picture has developed to such an
extent through the cities of the west that exhibitors in some
sections have found their audiences dissatisfied unless a portion of each program is composed of educational subjects.
During her visit to the west considerable of her attention
was focused on existing conditions in the moving picture
field. Her estimate of the situation is that there is a revulsion of feeling against the unfit type of film, and a strong
inclination of taste toward the better class program.

* * *

The News Scimitar, of Memphis. Tenn., contains on the
editorial page of a recent issue a tribute to the moving picture. It states that "The educational value of the moving picture is becoming more widely and better understood as people
have an opportunity to experiment with it." It claims for it
"a method of imparting accurate information that is speedy,
effective, and easily received." It goes still further in saying
that "Students, young and old, are from Missouri, and are
asking to be shown." and that "The simplest, easiest and
cheapest way to show them is by employing high-class films."
WHARTON

TAKES

FIRST

VACATION

IN

11 YEARS.

Theodore Wharton, of Whartons. Inc.. who has been personally directing the International's photoplay. "Beatrice
Fairfax." left last week for California and Honolulu on the
first vacation he has taken in eleven years. He was accompanied by Mrs. Wharton.
Before sailing for the islands in the mid-Pacific, Mr. Wharton stopped at Los .Angeles, where his brother. Leo Wharton,
is in charge of the company making the films for the International's new preparedness serial. "Patria." in which Mrs.
Vernon Castle is starred. Mr. Wharton expects to be gone
about two months.
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Danish West Indies, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Dutch West Indies, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, the Philippines, Salvador, Uruguay,
Venezuela.

* * ♦

A

PROPOSAL is before the London Chamber of Commerce for the immediate formation of a moving picture
trade department. At a meeting convened last week
to discuss the proposal, about a dozen manufacturing and
distributing agencies signified their intention of supporting a
special department of the Chamber for the promotion of the
industry's interests. Another meeting at which definite plans
will be laid will be held in the course of a day or two and I
understand that the first question for the attention of the
department will be censorship. The London Chamber of
Commerce is unquestionably at the head of organized industrial associations in this country and in matters affecting
legislation exercises a powerful influence. It is allied with
similar bodies in every large town throughout the United
Kingdom. With such questions as censorship, modification
of Amusement Tax and the new import and export restrictions demanding urgent attention, there is probably much
more to be said in favor of the trade becoming identified with
a body of accredited status than forming a new association
upon its own account.

* *

*

The Film Company of Ireland is making notable headway.
The first comedy subject, "The Miser's Gift," first saw the
light of the arc lamp last week and is described as being worthy of comparison with the best English films. None of the
half dozen subjects produced by this Hibernian enterprise
have yet been shown to the trade in London.

* *

*

.A number of important manufacturers of photographic
apparatus have banded themselves together into an incorporated enterprise named the British Photographic Manufacturing Association, Limited. The objects of the association are
the consolidation of British photographic trade interests and
the joint development and exploitation of home manufactured articles. The undertaking has no registered capital and
is limited at present to £500 on its liabilities. The first
members are W. F. Butcher (photographic manufacturer and
film exchange); E. W. Houghton (photographic manufacturer); G. M. Bishop (photographic manufacturer); \V. S.
Hobson (lens manufacturer): E. B. Cook (photographic
chemical manufacturer); J. Hill (photographic film, plate and
paper manufacturer): J. A. Sinclair (photographic manufacturer); T. Illingworth (photographic plate and paper manufacturer), and Austin Edwards (film manufacturer). Two
of the above are manufacturers of motion picture film stock
and the association has power to add to its membership.

* * *

The Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association in conjunction
with the Musicians' Union and the National Orchestral Association, two principal trade societies for professional musicians, have drawn up a definite schedule of hours and wages
for musicians engaged at motion picture theaters in the London area, which by mutual consent are to remain in force
until the termination of the war. Under the agreement musicians in orchestras consisting of six performers or more will
in future receive a minimum weekly wage of £3 ($14.40) in
the case of continuous exhibitions with not more than nine
hours of playing per day or £2 2s. ($10.08) in the case of
evening exhibitions of not more than five hours playing per
evening. For orchestras consisting of five performers or less
the wages for the same hours will be for a continuous show
£2 lis ($12.24) and for evening shows £1 16s ($8.64). The
rates are to include one rehearsal per week of not more than
two and one half hours. Extra rehearsals and matinees are to
be charged for on the scale of one twelfth of the performer's
weekly salary for each. The above does not apply to the
provinces.
* * *
.American film exporters would do well to watch the different announcements made by the Foreign Trade Department of the British Foreign Office regulating exports and
imports, both to this country and colonies. While not affecting North America, another recent order requires additional
certificates for all goods coming to this country and certain
colonies from many South and Central .American states. The
additional certificate is a certificate of interest, a document
certifj'ing that no enemy person has any interest in the goods
to be shipped and they will be issued to shippers at British
Consular offices. The countries prescribed in the order are
Argentine. Bolivia. Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Costa Rica, Cuba,

Apart from our present censorship trials and vicissitudes
in England it looks as though Ireland will want to establish
its own censorship of moving pictures. The Public Health
Committee of Dublin Corporation is of the opinion that all
films shown in the city should bear the mark of a Dublin
censor, particularly in case they should have occasion to be
dissatisfied with the London censor. An exhibitor friend
who volunteered this information asks if the rumored retirenient of D. W. Griffith is the outcome of this newest declaration of independence.

»

*

*

A Wesleyan Methodist meeting hall in London opened the
other day by the Lord Mayor, has been built like a motion
picture theater with tip-up seating, a projector and screen.
J. B. SUTCLIFFE.
AMERICAN FILMS POPULAR IN COSTA RICA.
U. S. Vice Consul .\lbert B. Pullen, Port Limon, writes in
Commerce Reports that "Teatro .Arrasty" is the only motion picture theater in the Port Limon district. It seats 800
and charges an admission fee of 30 cents, the performance
lasting two hours. The films usually shown are features of
five or six reels, all types of pictures being in favor — dramatic, scenic, comic, etc. The theater rents the pictures from
"Teatro Variedades" in San Jose, the rental charge ranging
from $4 to $20 per film.
Although .■\merican films are the most popular, those from
France, Italy, Spain, Denmark and England are also shown.
Among the American feature films recently seen were "The
Yellow Passport," "As in a Looking Glass," "Evidence,"
"The Mark of a Dollar," and "The Adventures of Kathleen."
The duty on all films is 4.2 cents a pound.
AMERICAN FILMS FORGING AHEAD IN DENMARK.
There are some 200 picture theaters in the Kingdom of
Denmark, with an average seating capacity of 150 each, according to U. S. Vice Consul Axel Permin, Copenhagen. Admission fees range from 25 to 60 ore ($0,067 to $0,161); the
performance lasts about an hour. Dramas and comedies
usually make up the programs, very few scenic reels being
shown. Heretofore Danish films have been most favored,
but of late the American film is forging ahead. All wellknown .American brands are shown here.
There are only four concerns buying films in Denmark and
these have their headquarters in Copenhagen. The motion
picture theaters rent the films from these four firms. The
price usually paid for films by importers average about 90 ore
per meter, or $0,073 per foot. The duty on new and used
films imported into Denmark is 70 ore per kilo, or $8.51 per
100 pounds.
DAUGHTER OF EBERHARD SCHNEIDER MARRIES.
On November 1 Margaret Irmgard Schneider, daughter of
Eberhard Schneider of the German-American Cinematogaph
Co.. and Victor Milner, were quietly married at the home of
the bride's parents, 219 Second avenue. New York City. Out
of respect to prevailing conditions in the Fatherland, and on
account of the fact that near relatives of the family have been
lost or wounded in the war. the usual wedding festivities were
dispensed with.
Mr. and Mrs. Milner left on a honeymoon trip which took
them to Chicago, thence to Los Angeles, San Francisco, San
Diego and other points in the west and south. They will return to New York by steamer.
ACKER WRITES BIG FEATURE.
Edward Acker, the photoplaywright, has written an unusual
multiple-reel story, which has been accepted for the Feature
Film Corporation by Carroll Fleming, the director-general.
The them.e is said to be one of world-wide human interest,
and the subject is slated for an early and elaborate production.
BROOKLYN
PROJECTION
ASSOCIATION
BALL.
The Brooklyn Projection .Association, incorporated last
February, announce a carnival and ball to be held on New
Year's Eve. The membership includes operators, managers
and employees of moving picture theaters in Brooklyn. Fuller
announcement will appear later.
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Among the Picture Theaters
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AND

VIEWS

OF

PHOTOPLAY

Savoy Theater, Washington. D. C.
Now

PICTURE

Most

Beautiful
Structure
in tlie District — Seating
Capacity Increased to More Than 1,400.

AFTER two inonlhs' work on iir.provciueius. representing
an expenditure of several thousands of dollars, Crandall's Savoy Theater, at Fourteenth street and Columbia road. Northwest. Washington, D. C. has emerged from
a network of scaffolding ai>d painters' ladders, the most artistic motion picture theater in the District of Columbia.
Radi-

rncjg,

HOUSES

EVERYWHERE

M,

expense in seeing to it that these blended. It is done in the
Moorish, or East Indian type. 'There is a marquise of metal
and glass running the lull length of the front and from the
building line to the curb, suspended by ornamental chains.
This, with the woodwork, is hnished in verde antique, with
all high lights done in vermilion.
There are three double entrances leading into a lobby,
the beauty of which is hard to describe. The coloring of
the ceiling is wonderful, with cloud effects that take in many
hues. The floor is laid in mosaic blocks with a huge "S" for
"Savoy" and a lyre in the center panel. The walls to a
height of several feet are of Irish Conamara marble and
there is a dado of green marble. The walls above the base are
of a greenish yellow Caen stone. There are three double entrance-exits to the auditorium and above, stretching across
the entire front, is the operators' bootli. The lobby side of
this is ornamented with a series of mirrors, which give depth
to the lobby. The electric fixtures are very handsome and
massive.
The interior of the theatre is equally pleasing. As one enters the auitorium his attention is immediately directed to
the stage at the back of which is a curtain upon which there
is painted a scene representing an Italian garden looking
down the walk toward a fountain. Masses of artificial flowers
bank the front of the stage. The arch above is highly ornamented in hliip, ivory ,and French gray.
On each side of the

Savoy Theater, Washington,

D. C.

have been made, and so elaborate are the decorcal changes
ations of both interior and exterior, even old patrons have
found it difficult to believe that so magical a change was possible.
The most striking change of all is the addition of a balcony,
increasing the seating capacity of the house to something more
than 1.-400. To accomplisli thi^. it was necessary to raise the

Interior View of Savoy Theater, Washington, D. C.
velvet.
stage is the representation of a box with curtains of heavy red

Lobby of the Savoy Theater, Washington,
roof of the theater and make other very extensive alterations
in the structure itself; the rebuilding of the front, the changing of the roof lines, etc.
The front is beautiful really because of the simplicity of
the design.
The colors are rich, and Mr. Crandall spared no

The side walls have a base of marble. That part above the
base is toned in various colors, there being noticed ivory, purple and French gray. The ceiling has been tinted a light buff,
with old gold scrolls and sky blue centers.
.^t the rear of the theater is a balcony seating three hundred persons. The seats, of the opera type, are done in Circassian walnut, the ironwork being in French gray and the
end pieces having the letter "S" in gold. Plenty of room has
been left between the rows of seats and these, as well as those
in the auitorium, are all "vision" seats. The balcony is
reached from either side of the house by a wide stairway.
The lighting effects of the house arc very pleasing. The
wall brackets have ornamental shades of leaves and flowers.
The center lights are of a semi-indirect type, the bowls being
suspended from the ceiling by massive brass chains. Before
the showing of the photoplay, the curtain is raised, leaving
for projection a new s?reen. Between each exhibition the
orchestra renders concert music, which is proving quite a
hit with the Savoy patrons. The projection is also excellent
machines. Simplex motor driven, have been infor two stallednew
in the booth.
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Theater St. Francis, San Francisco
Design of Facade of Latest Photoplay House Here An Innovation— Concrete Front Beautified by Illuminated
Stained Glass Work — Sidewalk In Front of Main Entrance Is Done In Tile of Artistic Pattern — Interior
Decorations Pleasing — Admission Prices 15 and 20 Cents
— Charles Rosenthal, Jr., Manager of House.
UNDER
the most favorable auspices the Theater St.
Francis, Geary street, near Powell, San Francisco, Cal.,
which has been in course of construction for almost a
year, was opened to the public on the evening of October 20.
This jiouse, named for the patron saint of the city, and located
opposite the Hotel St. Francis, is an exceedingly interesting
one, for not only is it unique in its construction and furnishings, but it is blazing a way in a new district for amusement enterprises. It was designed and built especially for
moving pictures, and in many respects presents a wide departure from usual theater construction.
N. L. Josey, who

Theater St. Francis, San Francisco, Cal.

of

Theater
St. Francis,
Showing
Floral
Received on Opening Day.

WORLD
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which will always be of the highest class. The doors are
fitted with neat glass panels, each with a photograph of a
leading film star.
The interior of the house shows the work of the designer
to even better advantage than the exterior, as far as new
ideas are concerned. The arrangement is the reverse of the
common practice of theater design, the screen being in the
front of tile house, and patrons are enabled to reach their
seats without being confused by the light from the picture.
Tliere is no center aisle, thus eliminating to a large degree the
annoyance to which those seated are so often subjected by
newcomers. The balcony is reached by two stairs, which are
really continuations of the two side aisles. On the mezzanine
floors are located the rest rooms for men and women, each furnished in handsome fashion and here a marble fountain plays
where it can be seen from, below. At regular intervals along
the aisles concealed lights are placed to guide the steps of
patrons.
The interior decoration of the house follows the art nouveau mode and bright and discordant colors have been eliminated. Instead there are soft hues of mauve, blue and green,
with an occasional touch of orange. The indirect lighting
fixtures harmonize in design and color with the decorations
and are unusually effective. The seating facilities are out of
the ordinary, mahogany and leather curved back chairs modeled after the office type having been installed at an expense
of about ten dollars each.
Music is made a feature of the new theater and a splendid double orchestra under the leadership of Barnat Jaulus
and Sydney Polak has been installed. The prices are 15
cents for the entire house on matinees and 20 cents for evening performances with loge seats priced at 30 cents. First
run Paramount pictures are used, the opening attraction having
Paulinea travelogue
Frederick in
Embers."
In addi-A
tion a been
comedy,
and"Ashes
a news ofpictorial
is given.
complete change of program is made once a week, Monday
being the day of change.
The operating room contains two Power's 6B cameragraphs
and a dissolving stereopticon, the projection being in charge
of W. F. Rhea. A unique system of magnetic control has
been installed, with automatic "dousers" to minimize the
danger of fire. The house is 137 feet deep, but a perfect view
is obtained from all the seats, whether close or near.
The house is in charge of Charles Rosenthal, Jr., who has
had wide experience in this capacity, and the programs selected by him are designed to conform with the tastes of a
discriminating class of theater-goers. The house is located
on the edge of the shopping district and is surrounded by
some of tlie leading hotels and apartment houses of the city.

designed the theater, cast all precedent to the winds and
then proceeded to plan a house after his own ideas. The result is somewhat startling in several ways, but the innovations
are none the less effective.
The building is of fireproof construction throughout, reinforced concrete being the material used. The feature of the
exterior is a facade of photographers' glass, surrounded by a
decorative border of stained glass, the whole set in a concrete front adorned with Art Nouveau modelings. From the
rear colored effects can be produced, showers of butterflies
and flowers, storm scenes or gorgeous tints, suggestive of the
picture being shown on the screen inside, the idea being a
development of the illumination of the doine of the Palace of
Horticulture at the recent exposition. The sidewalk, which
is covered by a beautiful marquis, is laid in two-toned tiles, in

Lobby

PICTURE

Bouquets

a pleasing geometric pattern and at once attracts the attention of the passer-by. The lobby has ticket booths at each
side, with space for a limited amount of advertising m.atter.

Rialto Theater, Baltimore, Md.
Linden Company Operates Another Magnificent Photoplay
House — An Illuminated Rectilinear Dome Representing
the Sky and Showing Wavery Clouds Is One of Electrical Features — It Extends Across Auditorium — Beautiful Rest Rooms for Men and Women — Ventilation Chairs
Used.
Rialto theater, which is located on North avenue at
THE
Linden, Baltimore, Md., and which opened its doors to
the public on Saturday, June 24, is essentially a residential house and caters to a high-class of patrons. The
Linden Company, which operates this theater, has as its
president Myer Fox, who is also president of the Mt. Royal
Amusement Company, which operates the Mt. Royal theater.
This is Mr. Fox's second venture in the moving picture theater line and it was taken due to the fact that the Mt. Royal
theater has proved such a success under the able management of A. B. Price, who is assisting Mr. Fox, who is acting
as managing director of the Rialto. The Linden Company
spared neither labor, time, nor money in its efforts to make
the Rialto what it is termed, "The Theater Beautiful."
On the opening night a pleasant surprise was given the
immense crowd which thronged the doors, in the shape of an
artistically arranged souvenir program in the form of a booklet, measuring Ayi by 6 inches. This booklet was bound in
a light green, heavy paper and contained 16 pages, giving a
talk by the management to the patrons on the construction,
the motion picture in general, the program to be used and
the time of performances. The officers of the Linden Company are: Myer Fox. president; Robert Fox, vice-president:
Louis Fox, secretary, and Edwin R. Downes, treasurer.
The time of performances is continuous from 2 to 11 p. ni.,
except on Saturdays, when the exhibitions Degin at 1 p. m.
The admission price is ten cents. The program consists of
the pictures of the Paramount. Metro, World and Mutual
of brick and
The building is constructed
film companies.
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slcel with the exception of the roof, and measures 40 by ISO
icet. The entire cost for the ground and the construction
was $75,000.
Tlic cMirior design of the Rinlto is a typical Itahan
Renaissance and while the impression it givis is of sturdincss,
strengtli and lasting (lualitics, still this is blended with what
is beautiful in this style of architecture. The structure is
built of tapestry brick and terra cotta. Directly in the center
of the building is located a huge archway of paneled glass
and from the center of this, just above the three pairs of niahoguuy. plale glass doors, hangs a bronze and glass marquee
on the inner side of which are located 50 iiuaiulcsccnt lights.
M night this theater presents the appearance of a spark of
radium on an indi..;o velvet background, blazing out light
from the three 1,000 watt nitrogen lights, two of which are
located on the corners of the marquee and the other placed
just over the center portion of the cornice, -\ brass threesheet holder has been placed on each side of the main entrance, while at the extreme edge of each side other one-sheet
brass frames are located.
.\s one enters the lobby, the impression is that you have
gained admission to the palace of some wealthy oriental
prince. .Ml the marvelous efTccts here are gained through
the use of marble, kahnstone and gold. The diffused glow of
the indirect lighting pleases the eye, the nerves are rested.
The space taken up by the lobby measures 21 by 20 feet, the
floor of which is tile and marble worked in a clean cut design. The substantial pilasters and walls are built of Italian

Rialto Theater,

Baltimore,

Md.

Pavanaza and Tavanel marble and the cornices of wliich are
decorated in gold. The walls run up into a kind of half dome
or archway effect, and kahnstone trimmed with a gold design forms the basis of its construction. Directly from thj
center of this ceiling hangs an indirect dome light of kahnstone trimmed with crold which, when the suffused glow of
its rays shoot up into the ceiling and return to mingle with
the natural colors of the marble, cause a gorgeous mingling
of exquisite hues.
To the left, directly as you enter, a small broiize, grilled
window of unique design faces the lobby. Behind this is
located the ticket office, which measures 4 by 8 feet, from
which tickets are dispensed from an automatic ticket seller
and an attractive cashier. The entrance to the main auditorium isgained through a double mahogany, plate glass door
while on each side a double door of the same size and material is used for the exits. On the right, directly opposite
to the ticket window is situated a solid mahogany door which
leads to the office of the manacer. .\I1 three of the plate
glass doors are hung with figured, old rose, silk curtains.
Old rose and ivory is the keynote for the color scheme of
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the interior decorations, while gold is used extensively for
the trimming effects. Large panels of old rose silk damask,
with a unique border moulding of ivory and gold decorate the
walls, while at the top there is mounted a cornice of ivory
designed in the style of the old Italian Renaissance. Just
inside the center entrance to the main auditorium is placed
a permanent screen to shield the interior, when it is darkened, from glow from the foyer. This screen is laced on the
inside with a covering of old rose velvet. The space allotted
for standing room is 30 feet square and a heavy balustrade
of mahogany and marble has been erected just back of the
last row of seats. From this balustrade there extends on
each side to the exit doors heavy brass railings.
Five hundred persons can be comfortably seated in the
Rialto. Modern ventilated panel chairs have been installed
which measure 19 inches. These chairs have been arranged
so that there is a row of nine in the center, while on each side
of this is an aisle of 4 feet and banked ne.xt to the walls on
each side is a row of four seats. The orchestra pit allows
spacious accommodations for a six piece orchestra and a
baby grand piano. It is located just under the screen and
measures 0 by 18 feet. A heavy balustrade of ivory and mahogany encloses it.
The screen is made of gold fibre and measures 12 by 16
feet. It is enclosed in a large tastefully ornamented frame
of ivory, black and gold. Located centrally at the top of this
frame there rests a large ornament enclosing an illuminated
clock. The throw from the operating room to the screen is
116 feet. Besides the orchestra accommodations, the Rialto
is equipped with a Kimball organ, the console of which is located just to the right of the screen near the first row of
seats. The organ chamber is located just_ behind the screen.
I*"rom where the organist sits, the screen is plainly visible.
The Rialto is the only theater in Baltimore which has the
floors covered with paratex mastic flooring. This is understood to be the latest covering for floors, as it has the same
properties that cork or rubber has in deadening the sound,
and is sanitary. This is also the only theater in Baltimore
where the cove lighting system has been carried out as extensively as it is possible. The results are extremely gratifying to the eye. The lights have been so arranged that when
the full power is turned on, by the aid of the long rectilinear
dome, which runs the entire length of the auditorium, a glow
of even, restful light which is bright and translucent suffuses
the room. This dome is decorated so as to represent the
vault of the sky on a bright day with large billowy clouds
floating through the firmament. Six hundred lamps, equipped
with X-ray reflectors, have been placed so as to accomplish
this effect, while there are fourteen border lights around the
dome.
The ventilation is superb as there are located in the building eight syphonage. 30 inch ventilators, each having a 36inch motor driven exhaust fan placed directly over it. Seven
of these ventilators are located in the main auditorium and
one is situated in the lobby. An additional ventilator has
also been installed for the operator's room, fourteen latest
make. 16-inch oscillating fans have been placed on the walls
of the auditorium, seven on each side.
The heating facilities are a combination of direct and indirect low pressure steam. Four radiators are located on
each side of the auditorium with outlets over the dado caps.
These radiators have been placed in addition to the direct
heating system of which there are two radiators near the entrance of this section of the building, one in each exit at the
rear, a large one placed in the center of the lobby and one
placed in each front e.xit.
.'Ml that is modern and efficient in machine appliances has
been supplied for the splendid operator's room with which
the Linden Company has equipped this theater. This room
is located on the second floor, directly over the lobby, and
measures 10 by 20 feet and is absolutely as fireproof as
modern architectural construction can make it. The walls
are of solid concrete, while metal clad doors protect the entrance. Tw'o of the latest Simplex motor driven projection
machines have been installed and in addition to this the room
is equipped with a motor rewinder, a mercury arc rectifier
and two arc controllers. This theater also has an elaborate
layout of magnet control switches by means of which the
operator can control the lights of the entire house.
Just back of the ticket office on the main floor is located
the handsomely appointed rest room for women, while directly over this, on the second floor, a rest room for men is
situated. To the right of the operator's room is located a
director's room, where meetings are held by the officers of
the company. This room has also been arranged with an
open window facing: the main auditorium so that it can be
used as a sort of balcony for any of the friends of the members of the company who wish to w-atch the pictures.
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Longacre Wiseacres and Other Things
Stories More Necessary Than High Priced Stars and Beautiful Lithographs.
By Willard Bradley.
CERT.-\IN wise Broadway gentlemen, who pretend to
have a monopoly on the latest ins-and outs ot the Land
U' Make-Believe, seem to think that our own beloved
motion picture is on its last legs. Their proof-positiv.e, they
will tell you, is the fact that a certain motpgraphic triumvirate has been burning the midnight oil in a supreme effort
to procure a remedy — a panacea, in fact — that would tend to
cure their manifold money-ills, and place them, once again,
on Easy Street.
These self-same Solomonlike gentlemen will also tell you
that the actors, actresses, directors and even some of the
cameramen of this gigantic concern are drawing down more
money every Saturday night than are the officials of the
corporation themselves. They .'\RE. But that does not
prove
— to the
those
"in theof know."
Someanything
time ago,
officials
this particular corporation
of which I write, became afflicted with that new and incurable disease called "sudden riches," and began to dabble in
Wall Street. Instead of soaring to Himalayan heights,
stocks tobogganed to the bottom. As a direct result, these
money-mad olficials became as poor as the proverbial church
mouse. They found it requisite to "soak" their Rolls Royces
and ride home in a surface car — just like regular folks.
However, it is true that many of the smaller companies are
beginning
to crack
the strain.
"star evil" is who
the
cause. Many
actors under
and actorines
of The
my acquaintance
never "pulled down" more than two hundred a week on
Broadway are now extorting four figures per week just for
making faces at a Bell-Howell. Others, who were never
nearer stardom than "leads" in some ten-twenty-thirty "stock"
house in the tall grass, when asked to take a flyer in the
"m.ovies" (confound that word!) become full-fledged "stars"
over night. Some even become comets, tails and all — if you
get what I mean. Which reminds me: Every circus Indian
becomes a chieftain as soon as he leaves the reservation.
Once upon a time when picture producers did not pay their
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Lowering Duty on Films to Brazil
Heavy Oiled or Tarred Paper Proves a Valuable Substitute
for Tin Containers — Customs Rate Based on
Entire Weight of Package.
THE

American Consul General at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
has called attention to a saving on customs duties now
being made by some American film companies sending
films to Brazil through a change in the type ot packing used,
a heavy oiled or tarred paper being substituted for the tin
case ordinarily employed as the immediate container for
.\n:erican nlms, says L. S. Consul General L. J. Kenna, Valparaso,
Chile,saving
in a late
of ' Commerce
Reports."
.\ similar
couldissue
be made
on the duties
on films imported into Chile. The duty on positive film is 6 pesos gold
per kilo "legal" (inclusive of wrappings or of weight of immediate container), equal to $0.y9J bnited Stales currency
per pound. .-Xs the tin container for a film will weigh appro,ximately a pound, the saving on duty by substituting tor it
a wrapping of heavy oiled or tarred paper would be approximately $1 for each hln:. There would be no objection to having the bo.x or case in which a number of films are shipped
lead or zinc-lined, and no additional duties would be incurred
provided the lead or zinc lining were fastened to the outer
bo.x or case in such a manner as to make it part of that case.
The duty on posters and advertising matter in general is 1
peso gold per kilo gross weight, equal to $0,165 United States
currency per pound. It is improbable that in a country presenting so small a market for films as Chile posters and adeconomy. vertising matter could be printed locally with an appreciable

Bob Doman Crosses the Briny — Maybe
ROBERT S. DOMAX of the Universal fair.ily left for
Paris on the Espagne of the French Line on Saturday,
November 11. Mr. Doman will contribute to the columns
of the Moving Picture World on film topics and also will represent a number of
.American newspapers
as correspondent
— ifgeta
"U-boat"
doesn't
him.
After studying law
at St. Louis University
Doman joined the
staff of the New York
Evening Sun in 1909,
for which paper he
covered many important assignments. Early
in 1913 he started a

puppets a railroad president's salary, the producers made
money. And the exhibitors made money. The industry can
only last just as long as the exhibitors can show profit. To
the exhibitor, a new "star" means boosted rental. Boosted
rental means small profits. Small profits grow smaller, .^nd
then, perhaps, the prediction of the Longacre wiseacres may
come true!
Most assuredly we need "stars." But this is no reason
why we should have to watch the stiffened motions of some
venerable gentleman of many years and wrinkles, who, perhaps, was a favorite
our of
grandfather's
day. Fifty-five year
old ingenues
are quitein out
tune, too.
Between serial and series pictures, and the abominable
"reissues," the owner of the small theater — the spine of the
industry — is fairly driven mad. Today, the junkiest negatives
imaginable — produced some six or seven years ago — are being
taken down from shelves that are lambrequined with dust,
and. after being printed and tendered new and gaudy "paper,"
are foisted upon an unwary and unsuspecting public. Many
a director and "star" has blushed for shame recalling
memories of his "work" of the old days — the amateurish days.
A trip to the neighborhood nickelodeon wherein "reissues"
are shown will depict to you just why he or she blushes!
High-priced "stars" and beautiful lithographs cannot take
the place of stories. People do not go to the theater to see
Ima Soandso and Lloyd Whatshisname show how fittingly
they can wear "store clothes." They go to be amused,
educated, enthralled, thrilled or what you will. Those who
enjoy Ima and Lloyd should subscribe for the fashion magazine and the Paris edition of the New York Herald.
If the industry is sick, the only remedy is stories — good
stories. Let those producers who cannot obtain good stories
quit producing. Few tears will be shed at their departure.
And when they go, let them take with them the giddy, lackadaisical ingenue and the pink-eared "leading man." We
want men with brains — men with original ideas. The story
first — and then the puppet.
Again the wise chappies of Longacre Square. Allow me to
quote one of them — in his own words: '"The moving picture
business is in a crucial, chaotic state." IT IS. A bat could
see that. But that does not imply that the business is on its
last legs. Does it?
In conclusion let m.e answer my know-it-all acquaintances.
The industry is in a crucial, chaotic state. The producers
have been forcibly thrust into the red crucible of competition. Few of them will survive the gaff. Those that do will
live.

movingment for
picture
suppleThe Evening
Sun which marked the
first recognition given
the industry in the New
York
non-theatrical
In 1914 he became
associate editor of
"Reel Life" and "The
press.
Mutual
Weekly"
and
later Girl
in the
same
3'ear was associated
with Philip Mindil in
the general publicity business in the Times Building.
Robert S. Doman.

Upon completing the publicity campaign for E. S. Curtis*
film. "In the Land of the Headhunters." which was presented
at the Knickerbocker theater, Doman came to the Universal
with which organization he has since been connected. Mr.
Doman represented the N. Y. Morning Telegraph on the
Ford Peace Trip to the neutral countries of Europe last year.
BENOIT

COMES

EAST.

Georges Benoit, one of the most capable camera men in
motion picture work, who has been with director R. A. Walsh,
has been transferred to the William Fox Eastern studios.
Mr. Benoit was responsible, in a large measure, for the photography in "The Honor System." the great human photoplay
which William Fox w'ill soon release.
Benoit was born in Paris in 1883. and at the age of sixteen
became one of the four members of the Gaumont Company's
first producing staff. Since then, he has done photosjraphic
work for one moving picture company or another. He spent
two years in Europe and Africa making scenic productions.
He has been with William Fox since 1915.
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Invading South America
New Corporation, Formed to Exploit LatinAmerica, Has Made Big Contract With
American Firms.
Tllli Viinkcc imasion ul the Latin-American lihn market
shows unmistakable signs of growing serious. It may
lieiore long develop into a rush as to a Xcw Eldorado.
The latest or one of tlie latest efforts to win Latin-.\iTierican
territory for the .\merican-made tilni is that of the South
\nicrican Film Service Corporation, an organization whose
"tHces are located in the Godfrey building. Mr. Grossman
was found by a representative of The Moving Picture World,
busily engaged with preparations for the first step in the invasion.
"We have," said Mr. Grossman, "eighty-one theaters in
Buenos .\ires practically under our control. Let me show
you some of these theaters."
The speaker brought forth a bulky album containing pictures of many excellent screen theaters in Buenos Aires,
their seating capacities ranging from 300 to 2,000.
"You will notice," continued Mr. Grossman, "that many of
these theaters compare favorably with the best of our own.
Now it is a remarkable fact that most if not all of these
theaters are pay-ing extravagent sums for service. The money
they pay for service is mucli higher than we pay here for the
best; in fact, in many cases the service consumes more than
fifty per cent, of the gross receipts. In return for these extravagant prices the exhibitors receive a service which is of
the worst. We will try very hard to remedy this evil by relucing the cost of film and improving, at the same time, the
lualily of the service. We have now contracted with the
.Metro for handling their output in South .\merica. We have
guaranteecl an annual film purchase and will buy a minimum
of $100,000 a year from the Metro. In addition to this we are
well ic|iiip|icd with a supply of independent features.
Instead

Burnstein Reports Great Trip
Says

"Jimmie Dane, Alias The Grey Seal," Creates
Among Exhibitors at Trade Showings.

Furore

JL'LI-S agerBURXSTEIX.
and general
man-of
of the Monmouth vice-president
Film Corporation,
producers
"Jimmie Dale, alias The Grey Seal," has returned from
a flying trip through the East and Middle West. Jules is a
very happy man these days, for his was a triumphant trip.
From all parts of the country, wherever a trade showing was
held, comes most enthusiastic reports, and better still, the
exhibitors are booking this novelty
series as fast as the Unicorn Exchange men can write the contracts.
"Truly, this trip was a surprise and a revelation to me —
gratifyingly so," said Mr. Burnstein, on his return. "Among
the cities where we held 'trade
showings' were Boston, Buffalo,
Cleveland Pittsburgh, Detroit,
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis,
St. Louis. Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Kansas City and Omaha. These showings were arranged for us by the various
newspapers allied with us. As
a matter of fact, these screenings were intended to be what
one might practically call 'trade
showings,' as our suggestion to
the newspapers had been that
they
notify only a few of their
Jules Burnstein.
local exhibitors to attend the
screening, merely for the purpose of getting a concensus of
opinion.
We got it in the shape of bookings.
"The funniest incident in all my experience took place in
one of these cities. The showing in that city was held in the
most important downtown theater. According to the manager, that house had never booked a series or a serial of any
kind.
Furthermore, they would not book such a production
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^ m & m m ^ By w. Stephen bush
of gomg down to South America to look for an outlet of our
filmssupply.
we have created the demand before looking around for
the
"No," replied Mr. Grossman, "we will not depend for our
supply on any European manufacturer. This is going to be an
all-.\merican concern. We mean to introduce and popularize
tlie American film in Latin-.\merica. We do not think the
task will be impossible, we have made some progress even
now. People down tlierc are getting tired of the Italian film,
which is dropping into ruts. We want to be of service to the
Latin-.American exhibitor, and for that reason we have opened
a special department in connection with our exchange in
Buenos Aires. The object of this department is to improve
projection. Projection in Latin-America is surely still in its
infancy. We have two expert American operators, who will
volunteer their services to any exhibitor in need of a first
class picture on the screen. Besides. 1 have hired a capable
young man who is an expert on the handling of films and will
be on totheobtrude
stafif of this
our service,
special service
department.
want
but I believe
it will We
attaindon't
all
the usefulness we claim for it, because we are going to
approach our Latin-,-\merican friends w-ith courtesy and
diplomacy. I am sorry to say that these two qualities so indispensable in doing business with Latin-Americans, have
been absolutely ignored by many Americans.
"On the twenty-fifth of this month the president of our
company, Mr. Bartelme. will leave for Buenos Aires with
about half a million feet of film. He will be accompanied
by the film expert I have mentioned. The latter will have
supplies with him that will last four months at least. I want
to add that in addition to L^niversal and Metro we have
closed contracts with Vim Comedies. 'The Crimson Stain,'
Hans and Fritz Comedies, Mutt and Jeff cartoons. Buenos
-\ires will be our headquarters and we propose to centre our
activities there for a while at least. Our plans, however, are
big enough to extend our field to every part of South and
Central .America. That will come later on. We believe that
this is the psychological moment to enter the Latin-American
film market."
because their patronage is of the transient type, which would
not be interested in anything but a complete story; whereI informedstory.
him that
episode
of 'Jimmie
was a uponcomplete
Still each
he was
skeptical
regardingDale'
the
value of 'Jimmie Dale' to his house. .At this time, another
exhibitor chirped up with the information that he had come
to see "Jimmie Dale' because he thought it was a serial, as his
patrons were of the neighborhood kind, and would be interested only in a serial with a suspensive interest.
"I thereupon sug,gested that they see the picture for themselves and decide. "The upshot of it all is that Mr. Downtown
Theater Manager has booked it for a full week's run, and
Mr. Neighborhood Exhibitor enthusiastically proclaims it
just the very thing that he wanted, only more so, because
the suspensive interest was there and at the same time he
could really announce it as a two-reel feature. I am indeed
satisfied with the manner in which 'Jimmie Dale' was greeted."
SHADOWGRAPH
IS NOVELTY FROM GAUMONT.
The policy of the Gaumont Company is to release an occasional novelty. This brings to the screen, Nov. 24, a
Shadowgraph entitled "Haystack Horace, or .-^ Knight of the
Road." It was written and produced by Harry Palmer who
animated the Gaumont Kartoon Komics, and replaces one
of these animated funnygraphs on the reel w-ith "See America
First." No. 64. A good cast of pantomimists supply the fun
in silhouette. Among the players are Jack Bell, \yell known
for his impersonation of animals. He duplicates in shadowland his success as Tige in "Buster Brown." Another animal
he visualizes in "Haystack Horace" is a lion. Miss Hope
Leslie has the leading feminine role. The comedy is mainly
in the hands of Tom Ward as Haystack Horace. Another
member of the Shadowgraph Compaiiy is Joe Lasher, who has
appeared in many Gaumont productions.
JULIANRupert
DIRECTING
"A CHRISTMAS
CAROL." City
Director
Julian is busily
engaged at Universal
filming in five reels Charles Dickens' story, ".\ Christmas
Carol." which was prepared for the screen by E. J. Clawson.
Julian plavs "Scrooge." and is supported by a cast including
Claire McDowell. Francelia Billington, Agnes Vernon, Harry
Carter, Lvdia Yeamons Titus.
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Mary Pick ford in Dangerous Accident
Property

Ship Founders With Miss Pickford Aboard, Players and Cameraman Washed
Overboard.
PICKFORD and her players, as well as thousands
MARV
of spectators on shore were given an unexpected thrill
when an old boat w-ith the famous star at the helm,
foundered off the shores at Marblehead. Mass., Sunday, November 12. .\t first the "fans" on shore who were viewing

Mary Pickford on Old Fishing Schooner, Before it Was
Taken Out to Sea.
the staging of several scenes on board the old fishing
schooner "Eddie Miner." thought the affair was part of Miss
Pickford's new photoplay, but when they saw the cameraman
and his machine, together with several players, washed overboard and Miss Pickford clinging to the helm waist-high in
the water, they realized that the accident was genuine and
that the lives of the players were in danger. Pandemonium
reigned on shore and many boats set out to rescue the members of Miss Pickford's company.
In accordance with the scenario of Miss Pickford's new
photoplay, a Scotch subject, entitled 'The Reeds of the Clan,"
to be released by the Artcraft Pictures Corporation, the popular idol of the screen set out to sea at the helm of the old
fishing schooner. Two tugs towed the boat out about a
quarter of a mile and then set it adrift.
Director Tourneur and several other members of the company were in the cabin, out of the camera's range, when the
boat suddenly listed toward the bow and rapidly settled in
the water. Before the players realized that the old boat had
sprunk a leak, the waves were washing over the sides taking
the cameraman and several mem.bers of the cast with them.
Miss Pickford was clinging to the helm waist-high in the
water when a big wave washed her forward. Director Tourneur, who had just come out of the cabin, fought his way toward Miss Pickford and brought her back to the mast to
which both were clinging when they were finally rescued by
motor boats.
The Pickford company has been working on its second
subject for the past five weeks and quaint towns were built
among the rocky shores for the story of the Scotch fisher
lass. Thousands of spectators journeyed to the locations
daily to watch the famous girl at her work and when Miss
Pickford was brought ashore after her exciting experience,
the few policemen present found it impossible to handle the
eager crowd that witnessed the affair. Miss Pickford has
just returned to New York and after a few days' rest to recover from the shock, will resume work on her new production at her Fort Lee studios.
SIDNEY GARRETT ARRIVES.
After an association with Altc Lorimore in the Canadian
film, business. Sidney Garrett has recently arrived in New
York from Montreal. Mr. Garrett's experience has so far been
Canadian, but he is to be permanently located in New York
City, and has in hand several important picture propositions.
His commercial experience in Great Britain and the United
States fits him to occupy an important executive position in
the film industry. He is young, being onlv .^1 years of age.
and has a knowledge of the intricacies of the business, which
is a credit to himself and his mentor, Mr. Lorimore. Mr.
Garrett'sBuilding.
present address is care of "Civilization," Suite 1401.
Times
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Federation for Better Films
Nationwide

Organization
Proposed
to Promote
Action on Motion Picture Matters.

Concerted

THE
National Committee on Films for Young People,
held its regular meeting on Thursday, November 9, at
the roon:s of the Civic Club. The Secretary reported
that a number of addresses had been given during the month,
or were soon to be delivered, in which the question of selected pictures was discussed. Among those already given
w-ere the addresses of Mrs. Trumbull, of the National .Advisory Committee, at Seaside, Oregon, Mr. Brenton, before the
Georgia Federation at Macon, Miss Oglebay before the West
Virginia Federation at Wheeling, Miss Eaton of Grand
Rapids before the Michigan Federation at Jackson, Miss Connolly before the Pennsylvania Federation at Philadelphia,
Mr. Covin in BrooJ<lyn, Mr. Cocks before the Federation for
Child Study, the Civics Division of the N. J. Federation at
Newark, and a group of social workers at Elizabeth, .\mong
those contemplated were addresses by Mr. Sherwood at
Bellows Falls, Vermont, Mr. Persons and Mr. McGuire in
Washington, Miss Duey before the Buffalo Federation, Mr.
Brenton in Providence and Boston, Mr. Cocks in Albany,
Norwalk, Jersey City and possibly Mr. Collier before a
group gathered by the Women's City Club at the Vanderbilt
Hotel.
Mr. Perry presented a preliminary report purporting to
consider the advisability of the formation of a Federation for
Better Films. The Committee discussed at length the questions involved in the formation of such a Federation. It was
voted that the Federation for Better Films be formed. Almost immediately it was suggested that the preliminary report of the sub-committee be referred back to them for the
consideration of policy, methods, finance, the budget and relationships, both to the National Committee and the National
Board.
The following points were pretty well agreed upon: That
the Federation at present should be loose; that it should be
handled by the National Committee; that it should strive to
bind together and assist local movements; that it should
codify and circulate facts and suggestions in the form of
bulletins, and that a large degree of local initiative and autonomy should he preserved.
The sub-committee was requested to present a m.ore complete report at the next meeting. At the suggestion of the
Chairman,
Mr. Bush
was added
to this committee.
A report was made regarding the coming New York State
Federation of Women's Clubs at Rochester and after some
discussion it was decided that the subject of arrangements
be left in the hands of Miss Duey, Mrs. Ackerman and the
Secretary.
The question was raised as to the possibility and advisability of recom.mending to individuals especially fine films. This
involved questions of policy which could be settled only by
the National Board of Review. After some discussion it was
decided that Mrs. Price should present this m.atter to the
Executive Committee of the National Board and that the
Executive Committee be requested to invite Mr. Bush to discuss the questions involved.
A suggestion was made and embodied in a motion that all
family group lists issued by the committee do hereafter in
the case of features carrv references to reviews printed in
the Moving Picture World.

KALEM

PLAYERS

IN STAGE PLAY.

George Larkin and Ollie Kirkby and their fellow members
of the Jacksonville Kalem Company will return to the speaking stage for a "one night stand" on Thanksgiving eve in St.
Augustine, Florida. The Kalemites have consented to appear at a monster benefit performance for the Catholic
Church there in charge of Father Connally. The players are
now busily rehearsing in a sketch, "A Night at the Movies."
George Larkin. who lists among his varied accomplfshments that of being a professional dancer, has arranged to
give as a specialty an exhibition w-altz w-ith Miss Kirkby.
Among the others who will be seen in the sketch are Director Robert Ellis, William McKev. Mary Taylor Ross, Strom
Boyd, Fred Schierbaum, O. A. Zangrelli and T. Justin Dow.
POPPE MANAGES HORSLEY PUBLICITY.
The publicity and advertising departments of the David
Horsley interests are now in charge of Harry H. Poppe. who
left New York recently for Mr. Horsley's Los Angeles
studios to take up his new duties. _ Mr. Poppe was with Mr.
Horsley before in the same capacity. Recently he was associated with Chester Beecroft in the New York oflfice of
the -American Film Company.
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Attractive Bluebirds
Subjects

Offered

for

the Holiday
Season
Have
Special
Application.
BLUUHIKD has done its holiday selecting early and is at
hand with the announcement of a special Christmas
feature, as well as a list of attractions with which it
will, practically, complete its first year of usefulness. But
one more feature remains to be scheduled and that will be No.
52 in the siries. The week of January 15 will start Bluebird's second year.
The Christmas and New Year's attractions will be "The
Shriveled Soul." a Lynn Reynolds presentation, and "Flowers
of Doom." a Ke.x Ingram production, respectively. For the
week before Christmas timeliness will mark the bill, when "A
Christmas
Carol" will
be the title
of theBluebird
release is
to the
oppose
call of Christmas
shopping.
In tliis
first the
to

announce a (."liristmas feature of particular appropriateness.
December 4 will have Hobart Henley, in "The Sign of the
Poppy," this tine young actor then making his first appearance
in the Bluebird series. December 11, Dorothy Phillips will
be seen in the first of a number of features she will lead as
a Bluebird star — "The Price of Silence," an attraction founded
on \\'.ularCarey
W'ondcrly'sJoseph
story, De
publish
last directed
summer and
in a King
popfiction magazine.
Grasse
D. Ciray photographed. Miss Phillips will have as her princisupporters,
Lon pal
Chancy
andV'ola
Jack .Smith,
Mulhall.Evelyn Selbie, Frank Whitson,
".\ Christmas Carol." December 18. was directed by Rupert
Julian, from K. J. Clawson's adaption of the famous Dicken's
story. Mr. Julian will play Scrooge; .\gnes Vernon will be
Caroline, and Francelia Billington will be Scrooge's sweetheart. John Cook, Mrs. Titus, Harry Carter, Wadsworth
Harris, Tom Figee and Dick Le Strange will play the other
characters. In adapting the story, the scenes begin with a
revelation of Scrooge's early days, which Charles Dickens
failed to delve into — and thus will photoplays again improve
upon the original.
"The Shriveled Soul," written and directed by Lynn Reynolds, will be the Christmas week attraction, George Hernandez, Val Paul and Myrtle Gonzales appearing in the featured
roles. Frederick Montague, Jack Curtis, Edward J. Brady,
Harvey Griffith and Francis Lee will be the others. Exhibitors who recall other Lynn Reynolds productions, in the Bluebird flock, will know what to expect — "The Secret of the
Swamp," "The Girl of Lost Lake," and "The End of the Rainbow" are some of the plays that have made Mr. Reynolds
popular with the "fans."
"Flowers of Doom." week of January 1, will be a Rex
Ingram production with Cleo Madison featured. Wedgewood Nowell and Francis McDonald will be her chief supporters. Miss Madison's recent appearance in "The Chalice
of Sorrow" will indicate to exhibitors the artistic expectations
this new Ingram-Madison Bluebird is sure to realize.
While "The Eagle's Wings" is not listed on the Bluebird
program, "It's a Bluebird" just the same — and an extraordinary feature. Bluebird exchange managers have taken charge
of the feature, circulating it on State right lines and in every
section of the country it is now being pre-released. The
regular release date will be December 4. This is an "industrial preparedness" feature, written and supervised by Rufus
Steele,
who presented "Hop, the Devil's Brew" among earlier
Bluebirds.
Scenes taken in government arsenals, and in munition plants
now operating on European war orders make this feature
exceptional among five-reelers. There is an e.xact replica
of the Mexican raid at Columbus, N. M., when the greasers
"started something;" sets duplicating the United States Senate chamber and the House of Representatives, with Congress in session: and more than two reels of pictures showing the manufacture of munitions, and how- the shells and
shrapnel are manipulated in actual use.
"The Eagle's Wings" is a non-political, purely patriotic
exposition of what captains of industry will be able to do
toward helping Uncle Sam in time of sudden stress or unexpected assault from foreign sources.
"MASQUE OF LIFE" IN CHICAGO.
Fully demonstrating itself in New York as a box office success. "The Masque of Life" will begin an indefinite run at the
La .Salle theater, Chicago, where film men of the Middle West
will have a chance to see it. J. L. Kempner. of Signet Films,
220 W'est 42d street. New York, is the distributor. An elaborate advertising campaign, with all sorts of unique advertising
display cuts, full line of unusual publicity stories, will assure
exhibitors of having plenty of good material to bring in the
crowds at advanced prices.
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Urban Colorfilms
Charming

Glimpses
Review

Into

the Richest
the World.

by

W.

ColorfUm

Stephen

Library in

Bush.

jj /\
« PRIVATE
Exhibition
of Urban-Color"
was given
on
the night of
November
16 in the projection
roora
■^ *■ of the Wurlitzer Building. Ne/er was there i
greater variety and a wider range of pictures on the screen.
There were scenes from the Edison-McCIure production
"The Seven Great .Sins," there were beautiful pictures of
precious stones, the finest exhibit in that branch consisting
of a view of the Imperial Crown of England, there were
animated portraits, there was meat as natural as any that
ever attracted passerby to a butcher shop, there were the
natural colors of claret in the process of being mixed with
water, there were peaches, apples, pomegranates, oranges,
cigars, and other "still life." The humor was provided by
"dog studies" which pleased the audience hugely.
Studies of animal life, indeed, formed no small part of the
exhibition, life under the water being especially interesting.
Beauty, pathos and humor were found in happy admixture
in such short scenes as the doings of the stately and almost
stilted flamingo and that great .Arctic comedian, our old
friend the penguin. Scenic subjects followed and were presently varied with pictures of military displays taken in various European countries, most of them before the great war,
some of them evidently since the war. There was a series of
"Floral Studies" including a few examples of speed magnification as for instance, "The Opening of a Bud to the full
blossom." Perhaps the most remarkable examples of colored
photography in connection with the drama were the scenes
from "Oedipus Rex" which had been taken at the Urban
studio in Nizza.
The piece de resistance was the wonderful reproduction of
.Admiral Jellicos's Grand Fleet in the North Sea. To photograph and to transfer in natural colors to the screen the
belching flames of a broadside seems impossible until one
sees it done on the screen. Nothing made a more profound
impression on the audience than these flashes of lightning
from the cannon's mouth. They produced a sense of realization which it is difticult to describe. ."Mtogether the exhibition was highly successful. The pictures we were told in
a note printed on the program were "selected for the purpos.e of demonstrating the applicability of the Urban color
process to all classes of subjects. The demonstration left
nothmg to be desired.

Thanhouser December Releases
Florence La Badie and Frederick Warde
Features.

in Two

Important

FLORENCE
LA BADIE
and the
Daughter,"
and Frederick
Warde inin"Divorce
a splendid
production
of
Shakespeare's "King Lear," are the features that the
Thanhouser I'llm Corporation will release through Pathe in
December. "Divorce and the Daughter" is a play by Agnes
C. Johnston, based upon the ideas of "free" marriage advanced
by the modernists. Miss La Badie plays a girl whose parents
find that the old, tried and true marriage is a failure. Seeking happiness, she turns to a man who preaches of the "marriage" advanced by his cult.
finds, almost too late,
the old way is best. The story She
is a strong arraignment of that
the
so-called "advanced thinkers," who would disrupt the home
by their unwholesome ideas of "freedom." Frederic Sullivan
directed "Divorce and the Daughter," which is to be released
on December 3. Miss La Badie is supported by Edwin
Stanley, J. H. Gilmour, Kathryn .^dams, Sam Niblack, Zenaide
Williams, Ethelmary Oakland and .\rthur Le Vien.
Shakespeare's "King Lear" is to be issued to exhibitors on
December 17. Frederick Warde, the star, is so widely known
throughout the United States that Thanhouser, Pathe and Mr.
Warde himself have been besieged with inquiries regarding
the release date of this production.
Edwin Thanhouser, Frederick Warde, and Ernest Warde,
his son, who directed the feature, have taken infinite pains in
making "King Lear" and it tells with splendor and sympathy
the story of the trials of Shakespeare's famous old monarch.
The adaptation, by Philip Lonergan, follows the original play
in every detail so that no critic ever will be able to say that
any part of it "isn't Shakespeare." The cast was carefully
selected and Frederick Warde, himself an authority upon
Shakespeare, helped Ernest Warde in staging the drama.
Frederick Warde makes the character of the much abused
King an object of great sympathy, and the production as a
whole is one that will appeal to every class of patron.
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Artcraft Wants Master-Directors
President Greene Outlines Novel Policy of Company
Allows
the Director
the Greatest
Opportunity
Present
His Best Efforts.

Which
to

IT HAS

just been learned that the Artcraft Pictures Corporation isready to negotiate for the services of the very
best directors in the industry for its producing organizaaccordance with
from thetions. Inconventional
in itsArtcraft's
endeavor progressive
to improve departures
conditions
which in turn will tend to improve the general quality of the
present photoplay standard, a statement by Walter E. Greene,
president of the concern, discloses a novel policy that will
greatly benefit its directors, as follows;
"The Artcraft Pictures Corporation is ready to negotiate
with the very best directors in the industry. Of course, we
can only consider the master-directors in the business and
will afford them the greatest opportunity to present their
very best efforts.
"The directing end of the Artcraft Pictures will be given
particular attention, and the Mary Pickford Company, the
Geo. M. Cohan Company and other producing units of this
organization to be announced in the near future, will proceed along lines that present progressive departures from
present studio rules and regulations. In fact, as far as the
director is concerned, these "rules and regulations" are just
what the .\rtcraft producers will avoid.
"When we announce that our subjects are produced by the
director, we mean just that. The Mary Pickford Film Company, for instance, does not hand its director a script at the
eleventh hour while he is still working on the last subject,
stipulate a time when the new production is to be finished, or
handicap him with other limitations as evidenced in the average studio. Our producer is given the story four weeks in
advance of the date on which the actual production will
commence. He is given more than sufficient time to fully
study his forthcoming subject, and to lay his plans. His
creative capabilities are given wide play and he is allowed
ample time to figure out and test the practicability of his
ideas. It is felt that through this system many great producers will develop. Not only will this benefit the industry
in general, but it will more than repay the producers of Artcraft Pictures for their liberal policy in this direction, which
at this time might not perhaps appear strictly 'business-like.'
motion
picture
be "The
treated
as such.
The industry
talented represents
artist does annotartsitand
downshould
and
paint a wonderful idea in a specified time. His time is his
own and he proceeds in his w-ork accordingly. There is. no
one to tell him how much paint he should use nor how long
he should work on his subject. He thinks, plans, makes tests
and when his work results in a masterpiece he is more than
repaid for any apparent waste. Of course the director could
hardly proceed along the lines of the average artist, but at
the same time he should be allowed to work with much the
same feeling as the artist who is ambitious to turn out a
masterpiece. He should be allowed to create and improve his
handiwork and should be allowed to finish it properly before he is asked to commence actual work on a new subject.
"In connection with the final work of the director, this to
my mind is of chief import. Although it is readily apparent,
few seem to realize that the great director is to the photoplay
what the great editor is to the newspaper. The scenario
writer may be a wonder, every player in the cast may be an
artist, the cameraman may be an expert, the laboratory may
be efficient, but it is up to the director to not only get the
best efforts out of each department, but — after they have been
obtained, to put them together so that each will appear to
best advantage in just the same manner, as the editor who
pets the best work out of the various mem.bers of his staff and
then places it before the public in the most effective manner.
"While it is our desire to give each director the greatest
possible scope in order to achieve the best results, at the
same time, we do not intend to allow this to effect the efficiency of our organizations. Miss Pickford, herself, has
advanced and is practicing a system which, while affording
each director ample time to fully study, produce and prepare a
subject for public presentation, prevents any waste of time or
idleness of the plants. In place of waiting for the director to
cut and assemble his subject before starting on another, Miss
Pickford alternates directors, thus allowing the producer
rnuch more than the necessary tim.e for the final work on
his production. In accordance with this idea Director Emerson was giving proper time and attention to the ultimate
work on 'Less Than the Dust.' while Director Tourneur
commenced activities on "The Pride of the Clan," which is
the next Mary Pickford production to be released by Artcraft.
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"In addition to encouraging the productive genius of the
directors of its producing units, Artcraft will at all times act
as the great intermediary between the man who produces the
subject and the man who presents it to the public. We will,
through an efficient system now being completed, keep in
constant touch with the public and will have our metaphorical
finger on the pulse of public desire. We will give the exhibitor only what his patrons want. Our producers, through
Artcraft. will be in direct touch with the man who pays to
see our produce — and the man who thus pays out his money
will not only view the kind of entertainment that pleases him,
but will have the opportunity of seeing the very best efforts
of such master-directors as Maurice Tourneur and John Em-

Five Dollar Admissions
erson."
"Civilization" Inaugurates Them at Remarkable
Buenos Aires,

Premiere in

tt /"^ IVILIZATION," the Ince spectacle, has started on a
I career in the South American republics, quite as tri^■"^umphant as that which distinguished it on Broadway,
Xew York. J. Parker Read, Jr., general manager of the
Harper Film Corporation, exploiting the picture from the
Times Building, New York, has received the following cablefrom the Sr.
company's
representative in South America, J.
ParkergramRead,
:
"Civilization
house
seats five dollars. Am

packed,
wild enthusiasm,
all
pushing sales; buyers insist on

ownership films end five years."
"Civilization" thus ranks as the first spectacle to attract a
five-dollar audience on the American continent.
The seating
capacity of .Arturo Cairo's theater at Buenos .Aires is over
2.400.
On Sunday
night, November
12, when
the picture
opened there, this audience each paid $5 in Argentine money,
which is approximately $2.50 in United States currency.
Even
at the equivalent this w-ould be the highest price ever paid by
people to see a motion picture spectacle.
From Argentine the picture proceeds to the other South
.\merican
republics.
MUTUAL'S
PRODUCING
Miss Doris Schroeder. forn:erly
.Sturgeon. Yitagraph Director of
added to the staff of .\merican
Barbara.

STAFF
ENLARGED.
general assistant to Rollin
the West Coast, has been
scenario writers at Santa

Marie Frances Kierman. the popular child player, has become a member of the Pollard PictuYe Plays Company, and is
working with Margarita Fischer ori her third Mutual Production, "The Butterfly Girl."
Miss Delia Pringle, for many years a star on the legitimate
stage, is also supporting Miss Fischer in this picture, which
is being produced under the direction of Henry Otto, another
recent addition to the Pollard forces.
.\ third addition has recently been made to the Pollard
Picture Plays Company, Jack B. Timms, formerly connected with the editorial department of the Los Angeles
Times, has been engaged as secretary and assistant to Henry
Otto. W^'alter Lundin. the w-ell known cameraman,
accepted a contract from Harry Pollard.
WAR

PHOTOGRAPHER
THOMPSON
COMPANY.

has also

FORMS

Brought into being for the purpose of handling w'ar and
topical films, and with a record of one real success already
to its credit, the Donald C. Thompson Film Co., Inc., has
entered the New York market and opened a splendid suite
of offices on the tw-enty-first floor of the Times Building. The
capitalization of the new concern is $15,000, and the officers
are: President. Captain Donald C. Thompson; vice-president,
Theodore Miller; treasurer. Florence Ann Harper. The general sales manager and director of publicity is Captain Edwin
Bower Hesser, of the Hesser Publicity Bureau, Montreal.
"War .As It Really Is" will be released on a state rights
basis, and Leslie's Weekly, prominently featured on all lithographs, are giving it their backing, in connection with the
syndicate of daily papers with which they co-operate. The
proposition is one which is to be handled directly in connection with newspapers in every large city.
HARRY CAREY LEAD IN "HIS FRIEND."
With Harry Carey playing the featured lead supported by
Priscilla Dean, leading lady, and a number of the cowboys,
Director F. A. Kelsey is filming in two reels "His Friend." a
westernversaldrama.
Most of the scenes are being taken at UniCity.
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Paramount Managers Meet
Heads
of Eastern
Exchanges
Hold
Important
Conference
With Department Heads of the Organization and Plan
Many Exhibitor Helps.
THIjI ycncral ni.maijcrs. publicity and advertising directors of all the liastern Paramount exchanges, together
with the executive departmental heads of I'aramount
Pictures Corporation, the Famous Players Kilm Company,
the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company, the Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company and Pallas I'icturcs. held an important meeting last week at Paramount's oftice, 485 Fifth
avenue. New York, at which was discussed methods and
means of extending the service rendered by Paramount and
the producing companies making Paramount Pictures, to
their exhibitors. The visiting managers were the guests
of .-^dolph Zukor, president of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation.
The meeting was confined principally to the discussion
and the making of definite plans for the future extension of
a larger, better and more elaborate lobby display in all theaters showing Paramount pictures, and the interchange of
opinion'^ and ideas regarding the kind, form and manner of
producing and distributing new accessories, lithographs, photographic stills, music, announcement films, publicity, cuts,
mats and other materials. A number of definite ideas were
accepted and will be put into immediate effect.
Those who attended the conference were Adolph Zukor,
president of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation; Hiram
Abrams, president of the Paramount Pictures Corporation;
Jesse L. I.asky, president of the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play
Company; .\rthur Friend, treasurer of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation; Kenneth Hodkinson, general manager of
Paramoimt Pictures Corporation: Benjamin P. Schulberg,
director of publicity of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation:
John C. Flinn. publicity director of the Lasky Feature Play
Company; Carl H. Pierce, special representative of the four
producing companies and Paramount Pictures Corporation;
Gabriel C Hess, general counsel of Paramount Pictures Corporation: D. Leo Dennison, special representative for James
Steele, treasurer of Paramount, in the Pittsburgh, Chicago,
Detroit and Cincinnati exchanges: Harry Asher, manager of
the Famous Players Film Company of Sew England: Whitman Bennett, business manager of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation: William E. Smith, president of the Famous
Players Exchange of Philadelphia: William O'Haran Hurst,
editor of the Paramount Pictographs: Charles C. Burr, advertising manager of Paramount; W. F. Seymour, manager of
the New York office of the Famous Players Exchange of
Philadelphia; O. F. Bower, manager of the Famous Players
Exchange, of Philadelphia.
Harry I. Day, editor of Picture Progress and Paramount
Progress; Oscar Morgan, director of advertising and publicity of the Famous Players Exchange of Philadelphia; Frank
Oilman, publicity director of the New York office of the
Famous Players Exchange, of Philadelphia; George Mann,
manager of the Famous Players Exchange of Washington,
D. C. ; Charles E. Moj-er, director of publicity of Paran:ount
Pictures Corporation; Julian M. Solomon, JrJ., office manager of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation; J. Albert
Thorn, purchasing agent of Paramount: Eugene J. Zukor,
of the Famous Players- Lasky Corporation; S. J. Stoughton,
manager of the William L. Sherry Feature Film Company
of New York: George K. Robinson, director of p ublicity and
advertising of the Famous Players Film Company of New
England; Vincent Trotta. artist for Paramount and William
Walker Hines. of the sales promotion department of Paramount.
The meeting was entirely informal and discussions were
entered into by all the members present. Many of the excellent advertising and publicity aids that have recently been
distributed to the Paramount exhibitors were decided to be
continued, but many additional business stimulators for exhibitors were decided upon, all of which will be standardized
and of a caliber that will be up to the standard of the productions of Famous Players. Lasky. Morosco and Pallas Pictures. These new ideas which will be placed on the market
during the latter part of the year will be utterly different from
anything of its kind that has ever been distributed in the motion picture industry and all of which will decidedly add to
the attractiveness and standard of Paramount theaters.
.^ spirit of sinccrest co-operation between producer, distributor, exchanges and exhibitors, was the keynote of the
meeting and the purpose was primarily to provide additional
materials for the man who is ambitious to have a letter, more
attractive and more profitable theater.
One of the most important announcements was made by
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Mr. Zukor and Mr. Lasky, when they stated that they were
particularly desirous of having the personal opinions of all
exchange managers each week, upon the productions of the
Paramount program, in connection with the criticism blanks
that are returned to Paramount by all exhibitors, and that
they should go back to their territories and tell every exhibitor that the productions that the majority want, are the productions that will be given them in the future and that all
that is
send
in necessary
the reports.is for them to feel the public's pulse and
Practically all the managers of the exchanges and the departmental heads of the producing companies and Paramount
had reports in writing with their suggestions attached which
were submitted to Mr. Zukor, Mr, .^bran-.s and Mr. Lasky,
which were acted upon and the suggestions will be reduced
to actualities in the near future. .Xfter the meeting those who
attended were entertained at dinner at the Hotel .A.Stor by
President Zukor. of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
President Hiram Abrams, of Paramount being the guest of
honor.

Masterpiece Film Corporation
Organization

Formed by H. P. Wolfberg. of St. Louis, to
Handle State Rights Pictures.
AN
ORG.\NIZ.\TION known as the Masterpiece Film
Corporation has been formed in Missouri, with H. P.
Wolfberg. former manager of the General Film Company's offices in St. Louis, as vice-president and general manager. Features of the bigger kind and only those big enough
to be considered in the masterpiece class will be handled by
the new concern.
the company's
plans and
inclu'l^
the.\ccording
exhibition toas Mr.
well \\'olfberg,
as the distribution
of features
^^e
scope of their activities,
while confined to the
East, at present, will
soon be made to take
in the entire countrj'.
State rights
"The
Crisis"
has beenforbought
for a strip of territory
extending from Indiana
to the .Atlantic Coast,
taking in Indiana, Ohio.
Pennsylvania. \'irginia.
West X'irginia, Maryland, The District of
Columbia, Delaware
and New Jersey.
"The Crisis" will be
handled on the Road
Show

plan, four companies will be put on
the road to play all of
the large towns and
cities in the territory.
The companies will
carry sixteen piece orchestras with full effects, heavy publicity
H. P. Wolfberg.
will be used to exploit
the feature and top
prices will be charged for admission. Temporary headquarters for the new concern will be established in Philadelphia.
Mr. Wolfberg has been connected with the General Film
Company for a period of seven years, and when he resigned
to take up his new work was the oldest employe, in point
of length of service, holding an executive position with the
organization. He started in with the Geo. K. Spoor Branch
of the General in Chicago, rose to be manager of the Chicago
Exchange, was transferred to Milwaukee, where he served in
the sam.e capacity and then went to St. Louis, to assume
the management of that office.
STANLEY
TODD
WRITES
OF MOTION
PICTURES.
The Wells-Fargo Messenger, the monthly publication of
the big express company indicated in the title, in its November issue prints a leading article on the activities of motion picture manufacturers and distributors. The story,
which covers three pages and is illustrated, is from the pen
of Stanley W. Todd, a former Brooklyn Eagle man and now
connected w-ith Wells-Fargo. Mr. Todd made a trip to the
coast during the past summ.cr and many of the facts revealed in the interesting and informing article were gathered
during the trip. He has long been interested in motion pictures, being the author of a goodly number of scenarios.
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Batting Out the "Big U's"

Universal Program for the Week of November 27 Includes
"The Mainspring," Red Feather Five-Reel Feature.
the Universal Program for the week of XoLEADING
vember 27 is the five-reel Red Feather feature production "The Mainspring," with Ben Wilson in the leading male role. The play was scenarioized from a stirring story
by Charles Agncw McLean, the editor in chief or rather the
supervising editor of all the Street and Smith publications,
by William Parker, and the direction by Jack Conway leaves
nothing to be desired in any respect. In the supporting cast
appear such well known names as Francelia Billington,
Thomas Jefferson, Marc Robbins, C. Benson and R. Whituker.
"The Mainspring" grips from start to iinish and contains
among other features a wonderfully staged shipwreck that is
uncanny in the accuracy of its detail.
Sharing the position at the top of the program is the sixteenth episode of the serial "Liberty." In this the stirring
events of this master serial are continued and the story is
brought just a little nearer to the close although aa.yet there
is not the slightest indication as to what the end will be.
Marie Walcamp, the featured star, in the part of Liberty
Horton continues the sterling work that has marked her performance so far. Owing to the illness of Jacques Jaccard,
"Liberty" is now being directed by Henry McRae who will
continue with the direction until the close as Jaccard will
not be able to finish the film. Among the actors who support
Miss Walcamp are Xeal Hart, L. M. Wells. Jack Holt, Eddie
Polo and G. Raymond \ye.
On November 27 besides the Red Feather already mentioned there will be released under the Nestor Brand a
Thanksgiving Special called "The White Turkey," featuring
Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran and Priscilla Dean. This production which was written by Bess Meredyth and produced by
L. W. Chaudet. illustrates the policy of the Universal to oe
always timely in the choice of subjects for the program.
The Gold Seal three-reel drama to be released on Tuesday. November 28, is entitled "Should She Have Told." an
underworld drama. This tense photoplay was written as well
as produced by Director John McDermott and tells an interesting story in a straightforward way that leaves the
spectator in doubt as to the final outcome until the last foot
of film. The players are Edward Hear, Ruth Clifford and
George Beranger.
Wednesday. November 29 is the release date of "The Last
of the Morgan's." a Laemmle two-reel feature directed by
William V. Mong. The play was scenarioized by Mr Mong
from the story of Constance Crawley and .\rthur Maude and
serves to present Mong himself in a character part. IJthers
in the cast are Nellie .-Mien, Harry Holden and Wm. Carlock. On the same date there will also be released a one
reel L-Ko comedy called "Eat and Grow Hungry," featuring
Phil Dunham, .-^.s usual this Wednesday is also the release
date for the Universal .Animated Weekly with its topics of
the day told in an interesting manner.
The Thursday Victor will be omitted on November 30, but
the loss will be more than made up for by the excellence of
the Big U which will be another Thanksgiving Special entitled "The Mother Call," starring Dorothy Davenport. The
itory of this one-reler was written by Universal Director
Lynn Reynolds and produced by Ruth Ann Baldwin, a newCorner to the Universal staff. In support of Miss Davenport.
In this appropriate play, are Mary Talbot, Charles Cummings
•nd George Pearce. Under the Powers Brand on this date
there will appear a comedy called "The Fascinating Model."
featuring Ed Sedgwick and Belle Bennett with lay Belasco
fa the supporting cast. In the same reel will be a short piece
of Educational film called ".\t the Top of the World." showing the beauties of Alaskan scenery. On this date there will
«lso be released a two reel Special Imp drama of the underworld with King Baggot and Jane Gail in the leading roles,
entitled. "The Heel of the Law."
"The Mansard Mystery" is two-reel mvsterv drama w'hich
will be released as an Imp a on
Fridav. December 1. The
scenario
by HarveyJones
Gatesandof the
the'direction
Universalis staff
from
the story was
by Sylvester
bv Stuart
Paton. This is the first Paton production to appear on the
program since the completion of the great under water feature, "20.000 Leagues Under the Sea."
cast Neva
Gerber is featured and the supporting castIn isthe
a strong one
including Howard Crampton, William Quinn. Joseph Girard
and Wadsworth Harris. There will be no Re'x released on
this date but the L-Ko will be an excellent one-reeler entitled "Tattle Tale .■\lice." starring .\lice
in the title
role_. This is well up to the unusually highHowell
standard that the
L-Ko company strives to maintain.
As a special feature on the above mentioned date there will
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be released a Special Big U, an Indian drama entitled "The
Circle of Death," featuring Mona Darkfeather the Indian
actress.
The feature for Saturday, December 2, is a two reel Bison
drama entitled "The Greater Power." The cast is an exceedingly strong one including as it does Harry S. Griffith,
Katherine Griffith, .-Mice Beice, Ernest Van Pelt and Ervin
Denecke. The Laemmle on tliis date is to be omitted but
the Joker will be released as usual and will be "Scrappily
Married" written by Harry Wuize and produced by Universal
Director \V. \\'. Beaudine. The featured players are Gale
Henry, with her inimitable antics and William Franey. A
novel plot gives these two great opportunities to make merry
as well as showing the rest of the Jokers, Charles Conklin,
Lillian Peacock and Milburn Moranti, to good advantage.
There also appears on this date the Special Laemmle called
"A Designing W'oman," featuring W'illiam Shay and Vivian
Prescott in the leading role.
On Sunday. December 3, there will be released the tworeel feature "Just Her Luck," directed by Donald MacDonald
from the story by Constance Crawley and Arthur Maude.
This is a charming little play half humorous and half serious
that ends happily but leaves the spectator in doubt until the
last moment. The featured players are Irene Hunt and Lee
Hill and the others in the cast are Mina Cunard, Lydia Veamons Titus. Peggy Coudray and Helen Wright. The Powers
split reel with a comedy cartoon entitled "Sammie Johnsin's Love .\ffair," and .\ncient India as seen by Dr. Dorsey,
will also be released on this date. The Special Imp drama
entitled "The Wall of Flame," featuring Wallace Reid and
Pauline Bush, closes the program for the week.

From Fox Studios
Forecast of Forthcoming

Releases Reveals a Number
teresting Subjects.

of In-

STU.-\RT HOLMES will be starred alone for the first
time in a notable photoplay now in work in the Fort
Lee studios. The picture will really be a genuinely
masterful screen play, with a plot never before used in the
silent drama. Mr. Holmes will enact the role of a man entirely unvillainous, and decidedly heroic because he is a
"human" man. Opposite Mr. Holmes will be Mary Martin,
who appeared in "Daredevil Kate." "The Broken Law," "The
Wonderful .Adventure." and "The Eternal Sapho." The direction is in charge of Carl Harbaugh who played for William
Fo.x in "The Regeneration," "Carmen" and "The
Serpent."
Within a short time, Gladys Coburn will make her debut in
the world of films in a William Fox feature production.
.\fter seeing the excellence of Miss Coburn's dramatic work,
Mr. Fo.x had no hesitancj' in starring her in what will be her
first motion picture.
For November 27, before the release of the Coburn photoplay. June Caprice's fourth film is announced. It is titled
"The Mischief Maker." and the rollicking, cheery nature of the
production makes it an ideal photoplay for the Thanksgiving
season. In the cast with Miss Caprice are Harry Benham,
John Reinhard, Margaret Fielding. Inez Marcel. Minnie
Milne. Tom Brooke and Nellie Slattery.
In the release for next week (November 20), "Jealousy."
which stars Valeska Suratt, there is a drawing-room interior
of amazing beauty for a studio "set." It is unquestionably
one of the most expensive room settings erected within the
last year for any regular five-reel production.
Jewel Carmen, lately associated with Douglas Fairbanks
in photoplays, who has just joined the W'illiam Fox screen
forces, has been assigned to a leading part in a new production which director R. A. Walsh is making on the West
Coast. This is Director Walsh's first picture since he completed "The
Honor who
System."
George
Benoit.
has been chief cameraman for the
W^alsh company', has been transferred to William Fox's Eastern studios. Mr. Benoit has a wide reputation among technical men in the movies, as one of the most capable in the
profession.
-He has been in motion picture work since 1899, and with
W^illiam Fox since 1915.
RAWLINSON

RETURNS

TO

WORK.

After having been laid up for six weeks with torn ligaments as the result of a film fisht. Herbert Rawlinson has
returned to work at Universal City and is being featured in
Director Charles Swickard's production of "The Scarlet
Srystal," written by J. Grubb .\lexander, .^mong the other
members of the cast are Edith Johnson, Dorothy Davenport
and Gertrude .iVstor.
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MILES MINTER in a five-reel Mutual Star Production, "A Dream or Two Ago" ironi the An.erican
Studios and Margarita Fischer in a five-reel Mutual
Star Production, "Miss Jackie of the Navy," from the Pollard
studios, head the Mutual schedule for the week of November 27.
"A Dream or Two Ago," is from the pen of Henry Arthur
Phillips, and was scenarioized by Arthur H. Gooden. This
vehicle gives the lovable little Mary Miles Minter a great
opportunity to display her charming mannerisms, and she
docs some exceptionally good work in it.
Supporting "Lovely Alary" are Lizette Thome, Gertrude
Le ijrandt, William Carroll, Orral Humphrey and little Dodo
Newton, who does some very appealing work in the part of
Millicent, at the age of six years. The production was directed by James Kirkwood and is from the .\merican studios.
The .Margarita Fischer production "Miss Jackie of the
Navy," from the Pollard studios, is most and thoroughly enjoyable. Miss Fischer portrays a new role in her latest
vehicle, that of a lovely girl who masks as a sailor boy and
her characterization is wonderfully good. Harry Pollard is
responsible for the direction of the production and is to be
congratulated for the great success he has achieved.
Miss Fischer is given an opportunity in this subject to display her lighthearted and sparkling personality and lends to
the production an airiness which fairly radiates from the
screen. There are many little humorous situations in this
story of the little sailor lad and at the same time there is
gripping interest interwoven throughout.
On Alonday, Noven;ber 27. "When the Tide Turned," a
two-reel Mutual drama featuring Lillian Hamilton and Frederick Church, is scheduled for release. Both of these Mutual
Stars have proven their ability to inject heart interest into
dramas and this production is a very good sample of their
work.
"Tours Around the World," the one-reel Gaumont scenic,
which contain." beautiful and interesting scenes from warridden countries of Europe, will be released on November 28.
On Wednesday, November 29, "Mutual Weekly" which
never fails to film all of the happening of interest, both in this
country and Europe, "See .\merica First," an interesting
travel picture showing the noted and beautiful spots in
America and "Kartoon Komics" on the same reel, will be
released.
A single reel American comedy, featuring Louise Lester
and a two-reel Mutual drama are to be released on Thursday,
November 30.
Friday, December 1. will have as its release a one-reel Cub
Comedy, featuring that ever-!aughable comedian, George
Ovey, supported by the regular Comedy Cub cast.
J. Warren Kerrigan will appear in an .American drama in
one
reelcast
entitled
of Rattlesnake
Kerrigan
is well
in this"The
storyCapture
of the Wild
West and Ike."
the production
is full of thrilling action. This production is scheduled for
Saturday, December 2, in addition to which is a one-reel comedy, title to be announced later.
Paddy McQuire, who is always stumbling his way into
more comedy situations than anyone could possibly imagine
in the short space of time it takes him to stumble in "The
Wicked City," and Gaumont's magazine reel "Reel Life," are
scheduled for Sunday, December 3.
ANITA

LOOS

WRITES

THE

TITLES.

Anita Loos of the Triangle-Fine .\rts scenario department,
will henceforth write the sub-titles for all screen plays in
which Douglas Fairbanks is starred. This arrangement has
been made at the special request of Fairbanks himself, who
is convinced that the drawing power of the features in which
he appears can be greatly afJected, favorably or otherwise, by
the amount of ingenuity or commonplaceness evinced by the
writer of the captions.
"Time and again," says Fairbanks. "I have sat through
plays by Miss Loos and have heard the audience applaud
her sub-titles as heartily as the liveliest scenes. There have
even been cases I could mention where her comments outshone the scenes themselves. This has convinced me of the
great value of the kind of work she does.
Miss Loos has written more than fifty successful starring
vehicles, among which the Fine Arts productions "The Social Secretary," "Stranded," "His Picture in the Papers."
"American Aristocracy," and a forthcoming release, "The
Wharf Rat," would reflect credit on any writer.
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E. Henry Grey

Mutual Leaders
Mary Miles Minter and Margarita Fischer Head the List of
Stars on Program for Week of November 27.

WORLD

E

HENRY GREV, who plays the leading male role in
"Boots and Saddles," picturized in five big reels, from
•
Walter's gripping
B. S. Moss
Motion Eugene
Picture Corporation,
is one play,
of the by
few the
.American
born
actors that ever qualified for the German speaking stage. A
native of California, Grey went abroad with his parents as a
child. There he was educated in private schools, where he
gained such command of German that he was able to speak
it like a native. .\s a
result, he was able to
do classic drama in the
foreign language.
Coming back to this
country, he went into
comic opera. Mr. Grey
inherited his mimetic
talents, as he comes
from a long line of artists. For several years
he was one of the forem.ost juvenile leads in
stock circles. Then he
went into a number ot
big productions. His
initialforeappearance
bethe camera was
made in G. M. Anderson's company, whose
leading man Mr. Grey
was for several seasons.
"I like 'Heavies' and

good leads." said E.
Henry Grey, in speaking of his work recently at the B. S. Moss
Studio. "The greatest
pleasure I know of is
to step with experienced people who can
troupe in a big scene.
There's an e-xhilaration
E. Henry Grey.
to the work that one
can't imagine, if he
does not know what acting is, from the actors standpoint."
-Mthough he prefers to do "heavies." Mr. Grey is not limited to "dirty-work-in-the-gulch" acting, .■^s an evidence of
his adaptability, it needs only to be cited that he played the
Christ in the recent Balboa production of "St. Elmo." which
was so favorably received everywhere, and did it sympathetically, too. The genuine actor can fluctuate fron: the hero to
the villain, as well as from grave to gay. This fact is brought
out by the work of E. Henry Grey.
AMERICAN WANTS SCRIPTS.
The .\merican Film Con:pany is in the market for
scenarios. "We want great big compelling stories written
especially for our stars," said R. R. Nehls, manager of the
.American and the other producing companies, \'ogue and
Signal, with which S. S. Hutchinson, president of the American is associated, at the Chicago plant of the American the
other day. We want scenarios for Mary Miles Minter, we
want scripts for William Russell, we want dramas for Helen
Holmes, filled with opportunity for her own peculiar kind of
dare-devil playing.
"Our demand for com.edies is small, since we have a large
scenario staff to prepare material for Rube Miller. Paddy
McQuire and Ben Turpin at the Vogue studios. But that
should not discourage authors with good scripts. Every one
is always ready to snatch up anything that is really good."
JOSEPH
KAUFMAN
DIRECTING
M'INTYRE.
Contrary to the erroneous report that he was directing
Pauline Frederick in "Nanette of the Wilds," Joseph Kaufman is presiding over Frank Mclntyre's screen debut in the
Famous Players adaptation of that well-known star's stage
success "The Traveline Salesman." Mr. Kaufman originally
intended to direct the Frederick production, but after he had
worked several days in preparing the script and determining
upon locations, it was found expedient to place him in charge
of "The Traveling Salesman," as Mclntyre found himself at
liberty to begin work on the adaptation sooner than he expected. The photoplay adaptation of "The Traveling Salesman" will be released on the Paramount Program December 18th.
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New Essanay Stock Company
Organized to Produce a Twelve-Part
Sacred," Released
by General
Announcements.

Series, "Is Marriage
Film. — Other

GEORGE
K. SPOOR, president of Essanay, has just
formed a new Essanay stock company, the members of
which will play together continuously in a set of features jilanned by Essanaj'. There will be twelve members
to this stock company, ail chosen from among Essanay's
best players to take the principal roles. Other players will
be selected needed.
from Essanay's corp of actors to take minor parts
whenever
It is Mr. Spoor's idea to form a definite company whose
members arc familiar with each others work so that they
will play more harmoniously together and form a more perfect and unified organization. Marguerite Clayton and Edward .Arnold have been chosen to play the two leading parts
in the series. This plan will also give the exhibitors, not
only a definite idea of the subject being produced, but an op^ portunity to rely regularly on announcing certain players
who will become known to the public as playing together.
It is Mr. Spoor's aim to make these players, already well
known individually, familiar to the public as an all-star stock
company. It is his belief that this will not only materially
aid in the making of better productions, but that it gives
the e.xhibitor something definite upon which to advertise
his photoplays and attract the crowds to his theater.
The first of the series in which this stock company will
appear is a set o7"twelve stories bearing on the subject "Is
Marriage Sacred"? These twelve stories are in no way connected except that they bear on this main topic. Each play
will have its own title and be entirely distinct. This is distinctively aseries of stories and in no way a serial. Although
it is believed that the spectator who sees one of these photo
plays will wish to see all of them, yet the interest in one is
in no way dependent on the other. The first series has been
written by Charles Mortimer Peck and is being directed by
E. H. Calvert.
This series is being announced as short features and will
carry an approximate screen time of 33 minutes each. They
will be released each Saturday beginning December 16,
through the General Film Service. The first release is "The
Burning Band," the second on December 23. is "Dancing
with Folly," the third on December 30, is "Wife in Sunshine." the fourth on January 6, is "The Sinful Marriage,"
the fifth on January 13, is "When the Man Speaks." The
others in the series will be announced shortly. These stories
touch the lives of all the people. There is not a man, woman
or child in which this does not in som.e way affect. "The subject is a flaming banner of impelling interest. It touches a
problem in every home.
While bearing on one of the deepest problems of the present day. the relation of husband and wife and children, the
marriage and divorce situation, every play will be clean and
wholesome and morally uplifting. It is planned to continue
the work of this stock company after the series is completed
in still other features, holding the members as a unit continuously.
On K-E-S-E Program.
A program change of importance to exhibitors has just
been announced by George K. Spoor, president of Essanay, Not only does the announcement advance on the
Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay Service program a widely advertised feature, but it indicates an increased production of
multiple reel picture from Essanay.
"The Breakers" will be offered two weeks earlier than
formerly announced. This will make it available on December 4. Bryant Washburn and Nell Craig appear in the featured roles with Ernest Maupain heading the support, Fred
E. Wright directed the picture. It was taken from .Arthur
Stringer's thrilling story in the Saturday Evening Post.
To take the place formerly occupied by "The Breaker" on
December 18, an intensely interesting international storv,
"The Phantom Buccaneer" will be offered. This is taken
from a famous book, "Another Man's Shoes," by Victor
Bridges. Richard C. Travers and Gertrude Glover will appear
in the leading roles. J. Charles Haydon is directing the play.
"The Truant Soul," Henry B. Walthall's superfeature
maintains its original date, December 23. The picture is
now in the process of assembling and will be ready for trade
showing early in December. Marv Charleston takes the
feminine lead in support of Mr. Walthall and Patrick Calhoun as the heavy. Harry Beaumont directed the piece,
which is designed for a screen time of approximately two
hours.
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Kalem's Reporter O.K'd

Newspaper

Men Approve "Grant, Police Reporter" at Private Exhibition.
A
GATHERING of New York police reporters last week
placed an enthusiastic O. K. on "Grant, Police Reporter," the one-reel Kalem series featuring DareDevil George Larkin and Ollie Kirkby. The press representatives were the guests of Robert Welles Ritchie, author of
the series, at a private exhibition of four of the episodes in
the Kalem projection room. Mr. Ritchie, before becoming
prominent as a writer of fiction, was well known on the staffs
of the New York Sun and the New York World.
"Grant is a sure-enough reporter in appearance and actions," said F. H. Denny, of the Newsfeatures Syndicate, in
expressing the opinion of the gathering. "Your printed
newspaper inserts and handling of the newspaper office scenes
are the best that I have ever seen on the screen. Newspaper men usually get a good laugh when they see a picture
director's idea of what a reporter looks like and a bigger
laugh at the near-city editors and local rooms. Kalem appears to be the first company to discover that there are such
things as a morgue room, rewrite men, and so on. There's
only one thing wrong — you'll have to show me the reporter
who will do the dare-devil stunts that you put up to Grant
in each story. I'll resign my job tomorrow if they call on me
to risk my neck and bones in that reckless way."
The newspaper men were particularly pleased when they
saw tliat each episode of the series was based on real happenings in New York newspaper records. Most of those
present had themselves worked on the different cases used as
the basis of the film plots. The episodes presented at the
private exhibition included "The Rogue's Pawn," "The
House of Three Deuces," "The Wizard's Plot," and "The
Trunk
Mystery."
George
Larkin brought praise from the newspaper audience by his thrilling hand-over hand climb on a telephone
wire which suddenly snaps and catapaults him through the air
in "The Rogue's Pawn," while Ollie Kirkby came in for her
share of admiration by her pluck in allowing herself to be
let down on a rope from the roof of a seven-story building
to the ground. The title "The House of Three Deuces" was
greeted with recognition for the reporters were all familiar
with the East Side tenement known by this nickname which
figured in so many crimes about five years ago. The thrill
in this episode was furnished by Larkin's struggle with
Robert Ellis on a rickety fire escape which suddenly collapses under their weight.
Robert Welles Ritchie is most enthusiastic over the manner in which Kalem has staged his stories. "No matter how
thrilling or entertaining the pictures are," he declares, "I
would have felt disappointed had you not made them true
to newspaper life. But I am glad to say that not a detail of
realism has been overlooked. Kalem has gone the limit
in assuring absolute realism in these one-reel stories just as
it did for the two-reel Girl From Frisco" adventures.
Among those present at the showing were Fred Sullivan,
L. H. Hall, Redfield Ingalls. Frank Malloy. F. H. Denny,
William Clark, and James McGrath. The gathering included men from the World, Herald, City News Association,
Sun and Journal.
LED
NEWARK
OPERATORS' BALL.
Mollie King, winsome little star of the Pathe-Astra film
forces, led the grand march at the reception and dance tendered by the Local 244, L A. T. S. E. of the Moving Picture
Operators' L^nion on Friday, November 17, at Kreuger's Audichestra. torium. Newark. N. J. Music was furnished by Voos' orMiss King is a great favorite with the "fans" in Jersey,
and her selection to lead the grand march comes as a well
earned compliment to the hard working little girl, who made
a great personal hit in musical comedy and with the World
Film. After appearing in a picture with Robert Warwick,
Miss King will be seen in "Kick-In" and a serial for Pathe.
This marks Miss King's initial appearance at a public function of this kind and every nook and corner in Newark was
utilized to herald the coming of Miss King in their midst.
JEWEL CARMEN GETS ROLE.
Jewel Carmen. lately associated with Douglas Fairbanks in
photoplays, who has just joined the W'illiam Fox screen
forces, has been assigned to a leading part in a new production which director R. A. Walsh is making on the Pacific
Coast. This is Director Walsh's first picture since he completed "The Honor System.."
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Good Year for Gold Rooster
Popular Pathe Brand Makes Kine Record — Much Good Material Promised.
0\ tiold
I'.H aRooster
year agoprogram
it was would
announced
by Patlie
that adapted
on tlic
be placed
features
Irom the best plays only, with stars of national reputation in the casts, and with the ablest direction procurable.
That this was no mere itlle statement is shown by mention
of some of the titles and stars of the Gold Rooster Plays of
the past year: Florence Reed in "At Bay." "New York" and
".\ Woman's Law": Bruce McRae and Gail Kane in "Via
W ireless"; Pearl Wliite and Bruce McRae in "Hazel Kirke";
lidwin .\rden in "The Beloved N'aKabond"; Dorothy Donnelly in "Madame X." and Robert lulcson in "Big Jim Garrily."
con:plete
realbestars
in various
Gold
RoosterThe
plays
is too list
longof to
givenfeatured
here, but
it embraces
>ome of the most famous in the land.
The authors represented during this year of achievement include Richard Harding Davis. Paul Armstrong and Winchell
Smith. William J. Locke. Henry C. Rowland. George Barr
McCutcheon, Henry Kitchell Webster and Samuel Merwin,
John Mclntire, Alfred Sutro, Richard Dehan, Mrs. Maravene
Thompson. Clyde Fitch. Rudyard Kipling, W. J. Hurlburt,
Rupert Hughes. Alexander Bisson, George Scarborough, and
Owen Davis, a most noteworthy list.
The directors include George Fitzmaurice. William Parke,
Edward Jose, Donald Mackenzie, George Marion, Frederic
Sullivan, Eugene Moore, Henry King. Sherwood MacDonald,
Ernest Warde and Herbert Blachc, men whose names count
for much in the motion picture business.
That exhibitors thoroughly appreciate the great effort that
is being put forth by Pathe to give then: absolutely hrst class
features is proven by the numerous letters of commendation
received from exhibitors w-ho are showing Gold Rooster plays.
Not content with the large business already being done on
Gold Rooster plays, Mr. Berst is exerting every effort to
make them even better, and in this he has tiie hearty co-operation of Louis J. Gasnier. president of tlie .'Vstra; Edwin
Thanhouser. president of the Thanhouser Film Corporation;
H. M. Horkheimer. president of Balboa, and W. E. Shallenberger, president of the .Arrow, these four companies making the Gold Rooster Features.
In forthcoming .Astra productions will be seen among
others. William Courtney, Mary Nash, MoUie King, Montague
Love, LooDcr Cliffe and Lumsden Hare. Every theatre goer
will appreciate the value of these names.
In Thanhouser productions in addition to Gladys Hulette
and Florence La Badie, will appear Charlotte Walker, Jeanne
Ea,gels, Frederick Warde, and Victor Serrano, stars of Broadway reputation. Baby Marie Osborne, now known as "Little
Mary Sunshine." the phenomenally successful baby star, will
be presented by Balboa in a number of super-excellent features.
On November 26 will be released "Arms and the Woman,"
starring Mary Nash, a picture produced by George Fitz maurice. admittedly one of the greatest directors in the business. Rarely has a picture received such commendatory
notices from the reviewers as this. Five solid reels of continuous action, marked by superb acting, and sumptuous sets
is the universal verdict on this picture. Pathe is proud of it
and confident it will do big business.
On December 3 Florence La Badie will be presented in
"Divorce and the Daughter," a play by Agnes Johnston, author of the very successful "The Shine Girl" and "Prudence
the
The much
way the
divorce question is handled in this
play Pirate."
will excite
comment.
On December 10 will be released an A. H. Woods play
adapted for the screen. "The Challenge." directed by Donald
Mackenzie, and featuring Charles Gotthold. Montague Love
and Helen Chadwick. Helen Chadwick is a "find" of Mr.
Gasnier's and is rapidly developing into a real star. Messrs.
Gotthold and Love are well known actors and the play is full
of thrill and dramatic action.
On December 17 Frederick Warde, the famous Shakesperian
actor, will be seen in "King Lear." Mr. Warde has a large
following all over the country, and is seen at his best in
"King Lear." in which he appeared in practically all the cities
and towns of .America during a period of ten years. His acting in this Thanhouser production is described as superb.
On December 31 Little Mary Sunshine will be seen again,
this time in "Joy and the Dragon." a piece which gives her
ample opportunity to display the winsome baby charms which
have captivated the country, and made her almost a household word. These Sunshine pictures have been hailed everywhere as something new and refreshing and have played
many return dates in the best theatres.
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On January 7 Thanhouser will present "A Modern Monte
Crislo," with Victor Serrano, the well known star, in the
lead. The story is dramatic, adventurous and novel and will
lind a wide appeal.
Un January U comes "Kick In," the fan:ous A. H. Woods
stage success, which played to plienomenal business. George
Fitzmaurice produced the picture for Astra, and in it is
starred William Courtney, who is supported by a stellar cast
including
Mollie
\\'illa. The
has an
action which
neverKing
lets and
downSuzanne
for a moment,
and story
the suspense
is well sustained until the very end. "Kick In" will be one
of the great pictures of 1917.
On the 2Ist and 28lh of the month will follow in the order named, Valkyrien in "The Image Maker of Thebes" and
Baby Sunshine in another picture, yet to be named. The first
has a most unusual story, dealing as it docs with previous
existence and a love that lasts through the centuries. It
strikes a new note and one that will be appreciated.
With these and other productions now under way, Pathe
feels that exhibitors may well look forward to a series of
Gold Rooster Plays that will rank second to none on the
m.arket.

Will C. Smith
IN the final analj'sis projection is undoubtedly the most important factor in the exhibition of motion pictures, and
yet but little is known by anyone except exhibitors and
operators regarding the work of those who daily contribute
to the success of the motion picture theater. There are but
few who arc eligible to qualify as projection experts, one of
the most prominent among them being W'dl C. Smith. Mr.
Smith is essentially a projection engineer, and has through
his extensive road experience with traveling shows, his
supervision of many of the most important projection machinery installations,
his years sociation
of withclose
asNicholas
Power, as well as a
most thorough research
of the art of projection
along scientific lines,
attained such an eminence in this work that
to-day exhibitors and
operators consider him
an authority who may
be consulted with the
utmost confidence on
any and every matter
pertaining to the projection of motion pictures.
Mr. Smith has recently compiled a booklet entitled "Hints to
Operators," in which he
explains in a helpful
manner a great many
projection problems
that daily beset the
"man behind the machine," and in which he
also expounds in great
detail the theories regarding the upkeep of
all apparatus pertaining to motion picture
projection. This booklet is considered inWill C. Smith.
valuable by every operator, and so great has been the demand for it that several
large editions have been exhausted.
Mr. Smith established the record for long distance projection in May, 1915, when he installed two Power's cameragraphs in Madison Square Garden, New York City, and obtained a perfect picture thirty-four feet wide at a throw of
three hundred feet. As assistant general manager of the
Nicholas Power Company. Mr. Smith has. in addition to other
important branches of work, direct supervision of the service
department of that company which covers installation, maintenance, etc., of the projection machines. Though of a somewhat retiring and quiet personality, always avoiding publicity,
Mr. Smith is. nevertheless, very popular throughout the motion picture industry as a whole, this beinir evidenced by his
recent election to the treasurership of the Screen Club of New
York City, of which organization he has been a member for
several years.
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Exceptional Paramount Program
Pauline Frederick Chief Star for Week

of November

27. — AU-

Star Cast in "Martyrdom of Philip Strong." — Single Reel
Features Exceptional.
CANADIAN woods will serve as a backgroimd for the
thrilling photoplay "Nanette of the Wilds," a Paramount
Picture produced by Famous Players, in which Pauline
Frederick will be starred and hold sway on the Paramount
Program, for the week of November 27. The other feature
for this week will be "The Martyrdom of Philip Strong,"
which is founded on the works of the Reverend Charles M.
Sheldon "In His Steps," and "The Crucifixion of Philip
This week marks the return of Pauline Frederick to the
Strong."
screen under her new contract recently signed with the Famous Players, and it will be the first time that she has been
seen since her exceptional production of "Ashes of Embers."
"Nanette of the Wilds" is a tale of the celebrated North West
Mounted Police, written by Willard Mack, the well known
author and actor who plays opposite Miss Frederick, the production having been made under the direction of Joseph
Kaufman. The role of Nanette is one of the most difficult
that Miss Frederick has ever been required to play, it being
that of a girl of the wilds, uncouth, unkept, dressed in rags
with her hair streaming, lacking all the little feminine touches
and adornments which are so dear to the heart of every girl,
and upon which so many of them rely for a large measure of
their personal attractiveness. In addition to Mr. Mack,
those who appear in support of Miss Frederick are, Charles
Brand. Frank Joyner, Wallace M. Dudley, Macey Harlan,
Daniel Pennell, Jean Stewart and Robert Courville.
The adaptation for the screen of Rev. Charles M. Sheldon's
two famous books, to be featured under the name of "The
Martyrdom of Philip Strong" was made especially for Paramount with an all star cast, directed by Richard Ridgely and
tells the story of Philip Strong, a rising young pastor of a
fashionable ^Iiurch, who symbolizes the spirit of Christ on
this earth and addresses his fellowmen "Man you are a living
lie," which phrase he suddenly realizes the force of, while
surrounded by luxury and lionized by a wealthy congregation. The character of Philip Strong is portrayed by Robert
Conners. who is supported by the following all-star cast:
Mabel Trunnelle. Janet Dawley, Bigelow Cooper, Helen
Strickland, Frank Lyons, William Wadsworth, Herbert Prior,
Olive Wright, Edith Wriglit and Brad Sutton.
Surrounding the Paran:ount Program for the week of November 27, are four "little features;" the 42nd edition of the
magazine on-the-screen. the Paramount Pictographs; the
43rd of the series of the "Weeklyn Trips Around the World,"
personally conducted by Burton Holmes, the world's greatest
traveler, in which he gives intimate scenes of the "Real
Streets of Cairo," a Paramount-Bray cartoon from, the pen
of L. M. Glacksens, entitled "What Happened to Willie," and
the Paramount-Black Diamond Comedy, "Their Counterfeit
Vacation."
Four very interesting subjects are treated in the Paramount
Pictographs. the "magazine-on-the-screen" this week, the
leading subject being the war pictures secured exclusively i-&r
Paramount by Donald C. Thompson, the most successful of
war photographers, who recently returned to this country
with the most intimate views of the "war of nations." The
first of this series will he released this week, in which there
will be close-up views of the Battle of the Somme, fighting
in the trenches, a charge of the London Scotties, and the
charge of the French Dragomen, during which there is shown
a backgrovud of "curtain fire," pictures of bombs bursting
in the very face of the camera, blowing thousands of men to
their death.
Another interesting subject in the Pictographs, "the magazine-on-the-scre n," isshown in "Wh}' the .-^pple Tree is
Crooked." and picturing how trees are grafted, and mothered,
from the time of their youth in the modern nursery. There
is also a section showing that in Nature's garden there are
enemies more vicious than those in the world of m.en, the
principal victims being the valuable shade trees in America,
which are pestered each year by insect depredations. The
closing feature is the picturing of the manner in which New
York and other large cities in the United States are kept supplied with water adequate to meet the demands of drinkers
and those who take daily baths.
Burton Holmes in his travels this week, takes his audience
to the "Real Streets of Cairo," where one has nothing to do
but use his eyes, for everywhere something new appears.
These streets are full of striking types, queer conveyances,
dancing girls and merchants, arch dukes from Russia and
millionaires
from. Pittsburgh,
all moving
along
like
the
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changes of a kaleidoscope. A visit is made to the Liuiversity
of Mosque of L'Azar, where some 7,000 young men are taught
along the ancient lines of traditions based upon the principles of the Koran, their young minds filled with ideas and
methods as ancient and out of date, as the picturesque buildings in which they are gathered together to be "miseducated."
L. M. Glackens, one of the foremost of the animated cartoonists in the country today, contributes for this week, his
most interesting cartoon, "What Happend to Willie," which
is a screaming success from start to finish, and tells the story
of son-.e of the interesting complications that come to poor
little Willie and the clever devices which he uses to squirm
out of them. "Their Counterfeit Vacation" is the Black Diamond Comedy for this week, which is filled with a rapid-fire
of comedy situations of unique continuity, injected with a
great variety of trick photography, telling a story of a Swede
and his pal who find ?1, 000,000 in counterfeit money and proceed to have the vacation of their lives.

Lesser Begins Operations in the East
In Association With Leon D. Netter, Establishes New Offices
and Makes Big Purchases of States-Rights Features.
IN LINE with the announcement that Sol Lesser, in association with Leon D. Netter had begun activity in the
East, to take care of the ever increasing expansion and
volume of business, which their recent purchases entailed,
comes the news of the buying of other big features apd the
opening of a buying office in New York, and branch offices in
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati and one to be opened in
Chicago, to handle the business of eleven western states.
Of the latest acquisitions which Lesser and Netter have
taken over, is the contract with the Triumph Film Corporation, which gives the Masterpiece Film Corporation control
of
twenty-four
states inbytheJules
Union
on and
"TheJoseph
Libertine,"
six reel feature directed
Steger
Golden,a
featuring John Mason and .\lm.a Hanlon.
Moreover, in conference with Lewis J. Selznick, Lesser has
negotiated the purchase of "War Brides," directed by Herbert Brenon, featuring Nazimova, for his western coast territory. This is the second deal, which Lesser consummated
with the Selznick Enterprises, this being prompted to a good
degree by the success being achieved with the Clara Kimball
Young pictures, which Lesser also purchased for the coast
some time ago, and which are being booked at advanced
prices
and interest
longer runs
played.
''
Of vital
to thewherever
exhibitors
who have been eagerly
desirous of booking "Purity," the rights of which are controlled by The Masterpiece Film Co., for New Jersey, is the
fact that the Newark Board of Censors have passed this film
after a delay of more than six weeks.

Max binder Ready for Camera
French Laughmaker

Will Produce One Comedy
the Next Year.

a Month for

M.\Xat Essanay,
LINDER, where
Europe's
screen
comedian,oneis
he foremost
is prepared
to produce
comedy a month for one year. An unlimited amount
of excellent material has been gathered by President Spoor
for Mr. Linder. From this the comedian is selecting that
which is best adapted to his style of mirthmaking. Studio
facilities have been especially* prepared, one whole studio of
Essanay
's big
been ofallotted
America
will plant
see a having
new brand
fun withhim..Max Linder. An
artist born, he depends on his art as a comedian rather than
on his strength as a wielder of slapsticks or liis aim as a
twirler of custard pie. He has brought to Essanay the latest
Parisian sartorial designs.
For his support Mr. Linder has asked for and will obtain
the most beautiful young woman on the American screen. Mr.
Spoor has promised as much, and already Essanay has begun
its search of photoplay studios for the necessary bevy of
beauties.
Max Linder will produce twelve of his comedies for Essanay. His contract provides for one each month, .^t the end
of the year, it is stipulated, this contract may be renewed
at his option.
G. VERE
TYLER
WRITES
NOVEL.
G. Vere Tyler, author of a number of photoplays, including
"The Wax Model," a big forthcoming feature of the Param.ount program starring Vivian Martin, has written a novel
entitled "The Superlative Masculine." It is published complete in the December number of The Smart Set, and said to
contain unusual screen possibilities.
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Reviews of Current Productions
J
EXCLUSIVELY

BY OUR

"The Man She Married"
Gail

Kane

the Star of a Five-Reel
Peerless
ProductionReleased by World Film Corporation.
H.-viiwi'd by Edward
Wcltzel.
THK live reel Peerless production. "The Man She Married"
was adapted from a story by Harold Vickers. It is
dramatically elTcctlve. Starting with the marriage of the
heroine to a sharper who is after her money and who robs
and deserts her. the events are carried along to the big situation where the woman, now the wife of a worthy man. goes to
the rooms of her former husband In order to save her stepdaughter from becoming another of his victims. Although far
from novel, having received in the last forty year.-s the endorsement of a number of prominent French dramatists, the
situation has lost none of its ability to score. The preceding
threads of the plot are woven into the authoi's design with
skill, and the result is a story that is theatric, but maintains

Scene

from

"The

Man

She

Married"

OWN

STAFF

peace— he even fights for it. .\lthough pleasing or the whole.
.Mr. Walsh does not always rise to the possibilities of his role.
.Uianlta Hansen is seer in support of the hero.
The action of the story is melodramatic in the extreme,
and dui-ing the running of the five
plenty of gun-play
;.nd fist-fighting takes place. There reels
ai-e quite a number of
subtly humorous situations, aided considerably by piquant
sub-titles. At times the spectator is more or less bewildered
in an effort to follow the story, because continuity Is not all
that could be asked. This is compensated for in a consider,
able degree, however, by the exteriors, which, photographed
in the Siena Mountains, lend a convincing background to tho
action.
-Action Is slow for the first two reels, these being used to
register the character of the man whose personality and physical ability to fight for peace dominate the story proper. This
is gotten to when the "Mediator"
to Peaceful Valley in
search of the estranged wife and goes
daughter of a man he has
wounded in the cause of peace. Before he gets there he is
instrumental in slopping a riot at a mine, thereby earning
the enmity of the leader of a lawless gang. Further fights
with guns and fists follow, with the "Mediator" always victorious. He helps work a mining claim for the woman and her
daughter, and falls in love with the latter. He saves her from
the son of the leader of the lawless crowd. The husband of
the woman he came in search for quits his wicked ways because of Ihf ■"M.-<liatnr"s " philosophy,
iin.l Jecon.i liation takes

(World).

a firm hold on the interest of tlie spectator from first to last
reel. To the observer who cares to look beneath the surface
and deduce a moral lesson from Mr. Vickers" work, one
thought, at least, must be impressed upon him; the ease with
which the handsome scoundrels who prey upon women accomplish their ends. Another and more significant fact is the
bringing home to the heroine the consequences of not telling
the
man
who really won her love the truth about her past
life.
Oail Kane, in the character of Beatrice Raymond, the young
heiress who is tricked by a mock marriage, is an excellent
selection for the part, she Indicates the confiding nature of
the woman, and makes her course of action consistent throughout. She also meets the demands upon her e.Tiotional powers
with an adequate response. Arthur Ashley's performance of
Ralph Semple is a smooth piece of forceful acting of a gentleman who looks upon the world as his own individual oyster.
Montagu Love gives a thoroughly satisfactory impersonation
of the likeable Jerry Trainer, and Muriel Oestriche is the lightheaded but good-hearted Edith Trainer to the life. Louise M
Bates makes a fair Ada Semple. Travers Vale's direction of
the picture sustains his well-known reputation for competent
work.

"The Mediator"
George Walsh Featured in Five-Reel Visualization of Novel —
Produced by William Fox.
Reviewed by Ben H. Orimm.
FROM the book of the same name by Roy Norton, the "Willlam Fox forces have screened, in five reels. "The Mediator." George "Walsh is featured
in the picture, whose
locale is the "wild and woolly" West of gunplay and primitive
passions.
Tn the name
part. Mr. Walsh
is called upon for a
portrayal of a character who would go to any length to secure

Scene from "The Mediator" (Fox)

place. The hero marries the girl, and to the wedding oath
clause.
of "love, honor and obey," asks the preacher to add a peace
Others in the cast than the two mentioned are James
Lee Willard. Pearl Elmore and Sedley Brown. Directed Marcus,
by Otis
Turner.

"The Great Truth"
Plimpton
Epic Pictures, Inc., Makes Propaganda
Film for
National Association for the Study and Prevention
of
Tuberculosis.
Reviewed by Ma tarct I. MacDonald.
THE film
GREAT
to beCross
exhibited
holiday
in theTRUTH."
interests which
of theis Red
Seal as
anda general
educational campaigns of the National Association for
the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis, was made by the
Plimpton Epic Pictures, Inc. The production, which is in two
parts, teaches with considerable force some important facts
concerning the prevention of the dread disease known most
commonly as consumption. We learn through this film that
hunchback is caused by tuberculosis of the spine: and most
important of all that tuberculosis is not inherited, but is communicated only by contact. "We are also shown that where
tenement
rooms
are excluded
from the sunlight, the most
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favored one, even though it be the parlor, should be used for
sleeping purposes, providing there is plenty of fresh air.
The scenario for "The Great Truth" was written by Elise
Williamson Phifer. The story takes the form of a drama, with
a hunchback and his wilful nephew as the chief characters.
Its plot pivots about a difference of opinion between the uncle
and
nephew
on the question
nephew's
the
old man
contending
that as of
an the
offshoot
of amarrying,
consumptive
family, he has no right to marry and propagate the curse. The
discussion of the subject is then carried out to a logical explanation of the real truth.
This production will be exhibited throughout the country in
theaters, schools, churches,
etc.. for propaganda
purposes.

"The Sunbeam"
Five-Part Metro Production of Delightfully Wholesome Type
Features Mabel Taliaferro.
Reviewed
by Margaret
I. MacDonald.
THE Rolfe Photoplays, Inc., are responsible for one of those
clean types of picture plays that we are always glad to
see on the screen. There are at least thirty children
appearing in this picture with Mabel Taliaferro, and a large
supporting cast consisting of Raymond McKee, Gerald Griffin.
David Thampson, Helen Alexandria, Lillian Shaffner, Al Lee.
Mrs, Breyer. Warner Anderson, Louis Wolheim. Eddie Reddway, and Daniel Bertona.
As a basis for the production Sannon Fife's story has been
scenarioized by June Mathis. Edwin Carewe as the director
of the production has handled the theme delicately, never
losing sight of the purity of purpose which it displays.
The story introduces us first into the home of Prue Mason,
employee in a candy factory, and known as "The Sunbeam,"
who lives with her grandmother and a reformed crook, named
Danny O'Maddigan, a product of the reformatory. Across the
hall from Prue lives a widow woman with her little boy, who
has been left to the mercy of the world by a .hardened fatherin-law. Her inability to pay her rent opens a situation
through which Danny is arrested and sent back to prison for
stealing a ten dollar bill from hi^ employer for the purpose
cf carrying out previous plans for the celebration of
"Grammy's" seventy-fifth birthday. These plans had bee'i
disturbed by Prue's taking upon herself the responsibility of
paying
halfstory
of herdevelops
friend's little
rent with
the the
celebration
money.
As the
Bobby,
grandson
of the
candy manufacturer, and son of the woman across the hall,
ts knocked down by his grandfather's automobile, an incident
which marks the opening up of the old man*s heart. The
child is taken to his home, and cared for. Later his playm.ites. some
thirty in number,
along with his mother
and
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Pathe Releases
"Divorce and the Daughter." Two-Reel Gold Rooster Play
Featuring Florence La Badie; "The Vanishing Mantle,"
No. 10 of "The Shielding Shadow" Serial, and "The
Old Fogy," a Three-Reel Comedy-Drama.
Ke\iewed by Edward Wi-itzel.
"Divorce and the Daughter."
THEPathe
theme
"Divorce
the Daughter,"
five-reelis
Gold ofRooster
Playand
featuring
Florence the
La Badie,
handled with excellent effect. A young girl's ideals are
shattered by the conduct of her father, who decides to give his
wife grounds for divorce in order that he may wed another
woman. The entire family narrowly escape moral shipwreck.
but his daughter's danger brings the man to his senses. Save
for one extraneous incident — the introduction of the betrayed
maiden — the material employed in telling the story is well
adapted to its purpose.
The opening scenes show the beauty

I
Scene from "Divorce and the Daughter" (Pathe).
of congenial home life, and the dramatic qualities of the remaining reels are thrown upon the screen in strong relief
Florence La Badie is earnest and capable as the heroine, and
J. H. Gilmour is equal to all demands as the father. The uniformly competent cast also contains the names of Sam Niblack.
Edwin Stanley. Zevaide Williams, Ethelmary Oakland, and
.\rthur Le Vien. The picture was made by Thanhouser and is
well produced.
"The Vanishing Mantle."
The tenth episode of "The Shielding Shadow" has as neat an
exhibition of the "Black Art" as ever lead to the burning of a
witch during the dark ages. To see a woman at the critical
moment of a serious situation wrap a black mantle about her
form and then vanish, mantle and all, into the air is to behold
a modern miracle. This is one of the thrills in "The Vanishing
Mantle": another is a realistic fire scene.

"The Old Fogy"
Xell Craig is a prominent member of the cast in this threereel comedy-drama which uses circus life as a background.
The old fogy is an aged bookkeeper whose youthful sweetheart runs away in the early days with the ring-master of a
circus. She comes into his life again and nearly causes his
ruin. The story is fairly interesting, and the circus scenes
have been skilfully reproduced.

Lasky Shows Two Subjects
Scene from "The

Sunbeam"

(Metro).

Prue are summoned to the rich man's house to play with
Bobby, all of which affords room for an abundance of interesting action, not unmingled with comedy.
While the construction of the story might evoke criticism
from a professional standpoint, it cannot be denied that it
makes an unusually pleasing picture.
Two More *'Tweedledum" Comedies.
Fernandez Perez (Tweedledum), has completed two more
pictures of the Tweedledum series of comedies at the Jacksonville, Fla.. studios of the Eagle Film Company. "Tweedledum in Burlesque"
and most
"The Near-sighted
are
the titles
of the two
recent films. Motorpedist"
In the former
Tweedledum falls in love with the star of a burlesque organization and follows her fortunes to numerous misfortunes of
his own as a general roustabout carried by the company.
In the latter he duplicates, though in an entirely different
manner, many of the "stunts" which made his "Xear-Sighted
Cyclist" one of the most famous
of European
comedies.

In

"The
Plow
Girl" Mae
Murray
Is Featured in a Good
Picture — Fannie Ward Shines in "The Years of the
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.

"The Plow Girl."
Locust."
THE
Lasky company will release on November 13 "The
Plow Girl." a drama in which Mae Murray is featured.
The story has strong situations, the sort that are described as "actor-proof." The picture goes over in spite of the
fact that the young woman whose names stands at the top of
the list fails to impress the spectator. It goes over and goes
over well because of the plot and also of the excellent supporting cast. There are moments that carry a distinct thrill.
Those where the young lawyer comes upon the South African
farmer exhausted,
horsewhipping
the young
girl thatman,
he "owns"
has
fallen
and the
seizing because
the whip,sheturns
the tables and lashes the big fellow into the handles of the
implement and away on the next furrow are some of these.
It is a situation that ought to go far to upsetting the poise of
any house.
Then, too. there are moments, especially near the
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close of tho play, that markedly move. Fine ending. Indct-.l.
does "The Plow Olrl" have.
Charlfs Sarver has prepared the photoplay from the story
by Edward Morris. Hobert Leonard is the director, and he has
done hfs work well. He has staged hla exteriors in an Interestlns country, and to add to the pictorial effect he has employed preat Mocks of sheep — always KOing far to arouse the
enthusiasm of the urbanite. He did overemphasize the lustfulneits of the bartender who "bought" for the price of a rum
bill the girl brought up by Varley.
Theodore Roberts Is Varley. the brutal, drunken South
African farmer, who after slaying the parents of the child.
Margot. took her Into his near home. Mr. Roberts gives a
powerful portrayal, one that stands out. Elliott Dexter is the
young lawyer who is sent to South Africa to find an heiress of
Lady Brentwood, portrayed by Edythe Chapman. Mr. Dexter
plays hia part with marked skill; Miss Chapman, as the lonelv
grandmother, appeals strongly to the sympathies — from first to
last. William Elmer is a realistic Kregler. the lustful bartender. It Is a strong characterization.
"The Plow Girl" is a good picture.
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man. Although at first unsuspicious, he is given reason to
believe that all is not right with the girl's uncle. Ho follows
him down a well and finds a smugglers' cave. He is overpowered by the gang and bound. A letter to Beatrice Fairfax
from the niece brings Jimmie and Beatrice on the Job — Jimmie
in the guise of a peddler. Jimmie puts a "spymograph" on the
wrist of the uncle and it registers "high." He follows the
uncle into the well, meantime informing Beatrice. She notifies
the Revenue oflficers. Jimmie gets Into the cave and cuts the
revenue
officer's bonds.
The gang
follow Jimmie.
and the

"The Years of the Locust."
Fannie Ward shines as always in "The Years of the Locust."
the Lasky release of November 16. Like the preceding release
of this company for the same week, there is an atmosphere
of South Africa, and much attention has been given to the
staging of the scenes laid in that far-oflC country. The script
was adapted by Harvey F. Thew, a recent acquisition of the
Lasky scenario department, from the tale of Albert Payson
Terhune. Mr. Thew gives us an interesting and smoothly told
Btory. There was a cutting-room slip noted in the print shown
to the reviewers, but undoubtedly this was corrected before
the exhibition copies were shipped.
Miss Ward portrays the role of a woman who marries not
only a man she does not love, but fails to marry one for whom

Scene
from
•fficer gets away by
The smugglers are
answer to Beatrice's
united.

j n :i 1 ) .

■"Wrist Wd
way of another passage leading to the sea.
rounded up by the officers who came in
call, and the niece and the officer are re-

" War Brides "
Eight-Reel
Screen
Version
of Marion
Craig Wentworth's
Play Contains Many Tense Moments and a Powerful
Climax — Herbert Brenon and Nazimova Leading
Factors in the Success of the Picture.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
JUDGED solely by its greatest dramatic moments. "War
Brides." the eight- reel screen version of Marion Craig
Wentworth's one act play, reaches a tragic height never
liefore attained by a moving picture. Marred by an opening
tliat is both incongruous and commonplace and hampered by
slow development durins the first four reels, it then starts
X-' Kather force and. although
the final situation is retarded

Scene from "The Years of the Locust" (Lasky).
she has a reciprocated affection. Roth, the husband, is a
swindler. He escapes the hand of the law and is reported
drowned. Lorraine marries Mead and with him goes to South
Africa. There she is found by the husband, who after blackmailing her is killed when he attempts highway robbery of the
husband conveying a big diamond to Kimberley. That's the
shell of the story, but in its working out there is much of
serious drama. Miss Ward's interpretation is marked by a fine
perception of tlie possibilities of the situations both gray and
of lighter hue.
Walter Long is Roth, the well-dressed husband whose innate
brutality comes to the surface with undeviating regularity.
Jack Dean
is Mead,
second
O^le is Mead's
mine
manager.
Thistheshort
cast husband.
is a good Charles
one.

Fifteenth ''Fairfax" Episode
"Wrist Watches," Title of Series.
Latest Episode of International's
Reviewed by Ben H. Grimm.
IX THE
fifteenth episode of the International
Film Service's
"Beatrice
Fairfax"
newspaper
series.
titled "Wrist
Watches." Jimmie Barton, the reporter, and Beatrice Fairfax not only unite two lovers, but unearth and bring to Justice
a banQ of smugglers. The story of this episode is more straight
narrative than drama. There is little mystery or doubt as to
the outcome, but there Is interest nevertheless. Harry Fox and
Grace Darling are again seen in the leading parts. They are
supported in this two-reel number by Nigel Barrie and Evelyn
Fariss.
A U. S. Revenue Service man is at Smith's Harbor sleuthing
for smugglers.
He becomes enamoured of the niece of a fisher-

Scene from "War Brides"
(Selznick).
unnecessarily and is open to further criticism, the climax
which marks the end of the drama is probably the most powerful ever seen on the screen. After a plethora of endings where
the lovers entwine their arms about each other and rofl up
their eyes to slow music, it is a positive relief to be given a
finish that has all the electric effectiveness of a hash of lightning. Such moments are rare upon the spoken stage; they are
rarer still upon the screen.
"War Brides" Is a tragedy.
In strength of theme it may be
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classed with the greatest dramas of all times. In certain portions of the screen play the possibilities of the theme have
been fully realized. Its story sounds the deepest depths of
human suffering, and the acting of N'azimova and the supporting company brings out to the full the intensity of every
poignant emotion that is felt by the devoted women whose
hearts are torn by the relentless liand of war. In arranging
the story for the screen, Herbert Brenon has taken the play,
with its one act and simple cottage interior, and elaborated
plot and setting so that the action embraces a battle scene
and the equally absorbing moments which mark the preparation
and the aftermath connected with the harvest of death.
Throughout the eight reels, there are evidences of the care
and skill of the director, every device that money and experience could employ has been used in making the picture,
beautiful photographic effects are of frequent occurance, but its
most potent appeal is the bitter cry of suffering womanhood
that rings through it and strikes on the heart of the spectator.
The screen, though it have no tongue — to paraphrase the line
fnom Hamlet — speaks with most miraculous organ!
Many of the reading and thinking public of this country are
familiar with the theme of the picture. The spoken play was
first published in a leading magazine and, later, Nazimova used
it as a starring vehicle in vaudeville. Its scenes are laid in
a hypothetical country, and its characters have the idealism
and mysticism of the Russian peasant whose mind has been
awakened. Realism and symbolism go hand in hand through
the play, and only a very strong story could triumph over so
many repeats of scene. The Joan of Nazimova, in her fierce rese-ntment of the war brides decree and her out- spoken determination that she and her sex in general shall rear no more
children to become food for cannon, belongs to the band of
social firebrands that have been exiled, imprisoned or executed
in the cause of Nihilism. For a brief space, it resolves itself
into an unmistakable piece of Woman's Suffrage propaganda.
Objection has been raised to the almost revolting realism of
the episode where Joan pictures to herself her fear that the
women of her family will become the victims of an assault
at the hands of the invaders. Director Brenon has spared but
few of the details, and is vindicated on truthful, if not on
artistic grounds. The actions and facial contortions of the
aoldiers are those of fiends, not human beings, but. the scene
does not actually take place — except in the over-wrought imagination of the fear-tortured Joan. Under such conditions it is
not a distortion of fact at least. To return to the climax and
the stricture that it is retarded and is open to further criticism;
from the moment that Joan first sights the automobile of the
king until she has gathered her hordes of followers, returned
to the cottage for her revolver and stopped the car of the
Kuhsr upon the highway, the lapse of time is so long that the
royal motor car would have been miles beyond the horizon
before her plans were half completed. This prolonging of
the situation almost results in an anticlimax, but when the king
and; Joan do meet, the impact strikes fire. From then on until
the woman makes good her threat not to bear her child unless
tiie king promises there shall be no more war. and her lifeIfess form, selfslain, is held aloft before the eyes of tlie horrified
monarch by the arms of the frenzied women who have sworn
to resort to the same desperate means, the movement sweeps
the beholder along with overwhelming force. A striking contrast of emotions is invoked during a scene in a church
crowded with wounded and dying soldiers, while a number of
recruits hurry gayly up the main aisle with the laughing girls
who are to become war brides.
To Nazimova and her associates belongs the credit of a fine
artistic achievement in the acting of the play — a masterly control of the emotions and their expression by means of the
silent drama. The Russian actress" one flaw is in giving too
freely of her inward fire. A woman of her intellectual and
ftistrionic breadth rreed but sit in judgment upon her own
work to correct the faults incidental to a first attempt. She
will study the impersonation that Gertrude Berkeley gives
of the mother — an example of screen acting that for beauty,
truth and quiet force has never been excelled — and the way
for her to tread will be made clear. Nila Mac is an appealing
bit of womanhood as Amelia, of fine moral texture and grateful
to the eye. Charles Hutchinson, Charles Bryant. William Bailey
and Richard S. Barthelmess as the four brothers of Amelia, who
are killed in battle, justify their mother's pride in them. Alex.
K. Shannon. Robert Whitworth. Ned Burton, Theodore Warfield and Charles Chailies are the remaining members of the
carefully balanced cast.
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worn threadbare.
It contributes neither to suspense nor does
it arouse human sympathy.
By most delicate means, showing that her long training has
done her good. Mistress Dorothy evolves a dainty and delightful characterization. Her feminine submissiveness, her dependence, her childishness, her falterings, all are portrayed
with keen intelligence on her part and that of her director.
If it is largely in the direction, she is certainly responsive to
the right sort of handling and could be far more effective in
a modern play. The other roles are all well taken. The men
are admirable
and the settings carefully chosen.
The play's

1^
1^ vj^fi mS^l^^tx

i
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Scene from 'Children of the Feud" (Triangle).
whole fault lies in itself. Oh for a story that has some of the
sweetness and courtesy of old Virginia life, of the Virginia
girl, one of the most charming and intelligent in the whole
worldl
Instead of that we are given whiskey stills and feuds.

"The Main Spring'
Ben Wilson

Featured in Universal
Offering Adapted from
Story by Charles Agnew McLean.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.

THIS five-reel subject tells an entertaining story of the
street
gives Ben
opportunity
playproduction
"a double
role ofand
interest.
The Wilson
strongest
scenes into the
are found in- the fourth and fifth reels. The storm at sea and
struggle abroad the motor launch are very realistic. The later
events, on the stock exchange, while similar to many others,
are exciting and well handled.
The last two reels bring the story up to a strong finish and

ren of the Feud''

"Child
A Five-Reel Fine
Arts Subject, Featuring Dorothy Gish in
a Delightful
Characterization.
Reviewed
by Louis Reeves
Harrison.
and the children who are usually assoDOROTHY ciatedGISH
with her in screen stories are now plunged into
a two-reel feud amplified to five reels. It is a pity that
a story of the mountains of Virginia and Kentucky cannot be
■written without a whisky still and wholesale murder. Dorothy
Gish proves that it can. Her acting in "Children of the Feud"
is so good that it seems a pity to lose sight of the results of
ber exquisite characterization for the sake of worn-out melodrama. Interest centers entirely upon the mountain girl's selfabnegating appreciation that she is not fit to mate with the
cultivated man in the valley, irrespective of whether any
shooting goes on or not. Deferred vengeance is an old device

Scene from "The Main Spring" (Universal).
atone in considerable measure for the slow, mechanical start.
The observer has a feel that in the opening reels a certain
amount of the story interest has been lost in adaptation. But
little effort has been made to infuse any dramatic action into
the production for fully three reels, despite the plot complexities and opportunities offered.
The cast is a large one and generally pleasing. Mr. Wilson
appears as Ashmore. a young newspaper man. who is mistaken
for the son of a dying financial magnate. Larry, the real son,
is kidnapped and Ashmore agrees upon request to impersonate
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him and thu« save the Craven fortune. This he succeeds In doing as the story progresses. The girl In the case !s portrayed
agreeably by Krancella Billlngton. and others In the cast are
Wilbur
Hlgby,
Edward
Brady.
Marc
Robbing
and Thomas
Jefferson

'A Pair of Bluebirds*
Patriotism the Theme
of "The
Eagle's Wings" and "The
Bugler of Algiers." Two Five-Reel Photoplays Ready
for Early Release.
Reviewed
b\ Eilward
W'citzel.
j4»1-» HK EAGLES
WINGS"
is not on the regular Bluebird
\_ program.
This flve-reel photoplay Is the work of Rufus
Steele, who wrote the story and supervised
the production. It is called "a patriotic appeal for industrial preparedness," and the claim Is made for it that it shows the tirat

Scene from '"The Eagle's Wing"

(Bluebird).

authentic pictures of munition factories in operation. Its preparedness appeal is made with force and clearness, and it
strongly emphasizes the fact that it takes the labor of five
industrial workers to keep one soldier in the field. The interior views of the different government factories, showing the
manufacture of cannon, shells and cartridges, are full of interest- Although the ni.ijn purpose of "The Eagle's Wings"
Is to arouse the feelings of patriotism and the story it tells
is oftly a means to an end. there is a fairly successful attempt
to carry a love interest through it and to follow the lines of
a well-balanced screen drama. The Villa raid on Columbus,
N. M.. is made a part of the action and the exciting scenes of
that now famous night attack are vividly reproduced. Congress also is the scene of a number of the leading incidents in
the picture.
Taken as a whole, "The Eagle's Wings," although not so
ambitious an effort as some of the former "preparedness"'
dramas, accomplishes its mission with credit to itself, and will
receive a substantial amount of popular endorsement. Rodney
Ronous. Herbert Rawlinson. Charles Hill Mailes, Grace Carlyle
and Viola Smith are the principals in a satisfactory cast.
"The Bugler of Algiers."
A tale in the All Story Magazine, by Robert H. Davis and
Perley Poore Sheehan. was the inspiration for "The Bugler of
Algiers.' the five-reel Bluebird photoplay, featuring Ella Hall.
Rupert Julian and Kingsley Benedict. The picture is a gem.
It tells the history of two French soldiers, the brother and
sweetheart of Gabriel le Picard, who is separated from them
by (he fortunes of war, and the lovers do not meet again for
many years. Gabrielle's brother, who performed a brave deed
when a younp soldier, ig lying dead, and his comrade goes in
Anatole's place to receive the old bugler's decoration. The
story is thoroughly French in spirit and breathes the French
love of country and devotion to duty. The director has s»icceed«-d in preserving this spirit with commendable fidelity and
excellent artistic result. There are scones of battle upon the
sand of Africa, that have the requisite amount of thrill; other
scenes of life in a French village, that have the proper atmosphere, and still others, authentic scenes of official life in
Paris, before the Great War. Rupert Julian, who had the
production in charge, exhibits an accurate knowledge of his
subject and a fine scene of its .dramatic possibilities. The picture is full of healthy sentiment and Itolds the interest in spite
of the simplicity and narrative form of the plot. The acting
of the three principals leaves nothing to be disired, and the
rest of the cast make an equally favorable impression.
The ditflcult role of Benjamin Wright, in the Metro-Rolfe
screen version of the Margaret Deland novel. "The Awakening
of Helen-i Richie," with Ethel Barrymore as star, has been
entrusted to Frank Mont;;omery.
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*'An Enemy to the King'*
Vitagraph
Produces
Six-Reel Screen
Version of an E. H.
Southern Stage Success, With the Celebrated Actor in
His Original Role of Ernanton De Launay.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzol.
IX CONNECTION with "An Enemy to the King," the six-reel
Blue Ribbon Feature picture which the Vitagraph-V-L-S-E,
Inc. has made from the romantic drama written by Robert
H. Stephens and produced by E. H. Sothern some twenty years
ago, It Is pertinent to observe that a good motif, like a good
deed,Stephens
will bear
repeating
The plot
the
drama
hangs "in
upona naughty
the actionworlu."
of a young
womanof
who conceives tiiat the hero of the story is her bitter enemy,
and consents to lure him into the hands of his real enemies
and ends by falling in love with the gentleman. Excellent
material for a drama and used to great advantage sixty years
ago by the English playwright, Tom Taylor, in a piece called
"Plot and Passion," and also utilized by the French dramatist,
Victorien
"Fedora," one
the earliest
of "his
works
written forSardou,
Sarah inBernhardt.
Withof such
a brilliant
ancestor?
at its back, it is a pleasant duty to record that "An Enemy to
the King' is worthy its lineage. Laid in the romantic, if somewhat hazardous, period when Henry III was seated on the
throne of France and Henry uf Navarre was championing the
cause of the Hugenots. theie are intrigues and counter inthe pursuit of
of bloodhounds,
human beings'an by
menprisoner
with instincts
and the trigues,
compassion
aged
chained
to the wall of a dark dungeon, the sweep of plumed hats before highborn damsels, processions of horsemen, the wide interiors of ancient castles, the rush-strewn fioors of wayside
inns, and. at the finish, the flash of swords and the skilful play
of thrust and parry, with the villain done for and the lovers in
each other's arms.
In adapting this wealth of material to the screen, the form
and color of the time have been carefully and truthfully retained. There is much fine achievement all through the production, but the action is set at too slow a pace. The need ofquick movement is felt at frequent intervals, and a decided acceleration of its tempo would greatly improve the picture.
E. H. Sothern as the hero Ernanton de Launay, experiences
no difficulty in repeating the unqualified success he made in
former days. He wears his helmet and sword with the ease
and grace of long practice, and endows the gallant young
French noble with a fine chivalry and an engaging display of
manly vigor and depth of feeling. Edith Storey is tiie heroine,
Julie De Varion. It can hardly be called a congenial role for
her. There is a want of vivacity and its accompaning facial
expression, and too great a limitation of moods. Neither does
she appear to advantage in what is known technically as a
costume part. Miss Storey has an enviable record of screen triumphs to her credit, but her Julie De Varion will not be added
to the list. John Robertson, Frederick Lewis and Brinsley
shaw are a trio of well-schooled actors, that gave life and
verity to their several inipfTsnTi.i t ii-ns
n^Linil r.iir]<stone is

Scene from "An Enemy to the King
(^Vitagraph;.
repeating his unctious realization of Tripault. a part originated
by him. and Mildred Planning is a competent Jeanotte. The
production was directed by Frederic Thomson.

"The Mischief Maker," With June Caprice Anncimced.
On November 27. William Pox will release .Tune Caprice's
fourth photoplay, under title of "The Mischief JIaker." a rollick,
ing picturization of a madcap's deviltry. The whole production buhbles over with the Thank.*5giving spirit, and is an ideal
release for the holiday season. In the cast with Miss Caprice
are Harry Benham. John T>eiph-»rd. Msirrraret Fielding. Inez
Marcel. Minnie Milne. Tom Brooke and Nellie Slattery.
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Two Kalems
''The Fight for Paradise Valley" and "The House
Deuces." Installments of the Serials.
Keviewed
b> Ben H. Grimm.

of Three

"The Fight for Paradise Valley."
THERE
is as much
story crammed
into the two reels of
"The Fieht for Paradise
Valley." sixteenth
episode of
Kalem's "The Girl From 'Frisco'* series as there is to be
found in many pictures of much longer length.
And Interest
is kept up throughout by fast action and exciting occurrences.

Scene from
Tiie \-\g\\x for Paradise Valley"
(Kalem).
This nuniL't-i .:^ .i W^.^ti-rn' ui" liic type that should please
almost any motion picture audience. In the film are found
several good scenes of irrigation projects, and photography and
backgrounds are better than in many preceding episodes.
Marin Sals is again seen as Barbara Brent. This time Barbara undertakes to superintend the building of an irrigation
system in Paradise Valley for her father. Many obstacles are
met with, among them being the mysterious man who causes
many accidents to happen. After the spectator learns the
identity of this man— learns that he is the tool of the Water
Trust — several good rifle fighting scenes are shown. A run
on the bank operated by Barbara's father is also well staged.
"With Miss Sais are seen True Boardman. Frank Jonasson. Ronald Bradbury, Edward Clisbee and Hart Hoxie.
"The House of Three Deuces."
Robert Welles Ritchie, author of the stories for Kalem's
"Grant. Police Reporter." series, has taken a section of New
history as a nucleus for his scenario of "The House
policeDeuces."
York
with successful result. Although the story
of Three
is founded on the famous "barrel murder" of some years ago.
the author has woven into his plot a stunt which is thrillingly
performed by George Larkin, as the reporter. Mr. Larkin,
having trailed the murderer to his lair, battles with him on
an unstable fire escape. The landing of the fire escape breaks.
leaving the reporter swinging in the air, suspended on a rung
of the fire escape ladder. This is a daring and dangerous feat.
and shows up well on the screen.
The reel holds interest through Its story and the stunt of
Mr. Larkin. Director Robert Ellis plays a strong part- Ollie
Kirkby is also seen in support of Mr. Larkin. Others in the
cast are Arthur Albertson and William McKey.

Valeska

Suratt

in

a

"Jealousy"

Five-Reel
Melodrama
Produced
by
William
Fox.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
THERE is no question concerning the commercial value of
"Jealousy." the five-reel melodrama produced by William
Fox, with Valeska Suratt as the star. Numerous bodies
of spectators will give it a hearty welcome and delight in the
vigorous method of its portrayal. The story Is consistently
commonplace, but put together with a keen eye for the "punch"
at the finish. It follows the career of a young woman who
marries for money and then proceeds to make life somewhat
difficult for the man she claim to really loove. and also for his
wife. Her jealousy is of the unreasoning kind that puts her
beyond all human sympathy, but ample justice is handed the
lady when her energetic husband drags her down the stairs
and bundles her. neck and crop, out of the front door.
For the admirers of this grade of drama, Valeska Suratt*3
acting of the leading character will be appreciated most in the
strong scenes. The actress does not spare herself physically;
neither does she withhold any of the denotements of the evil
passion which brings about the downfall of Anne Baxter. Even
her dressing of the part is made to enhance this quality.
Walter Law, Charlie Mayfield, Curtis Benton, Joseph Granby
and George McAdams do their work well. The scenario was
written and directed by Will Davis.
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''Miss George Washington''

Clark Is Featured in a Most Amusing Comedy
Produced by the Famous Players.
life viewed
b\- George
Blaisdell.
IX the
its Famous
release Players
of November
George AVashington."
company20.has"Miss
a delightfully
polite comedy, one that should cause in any house a steady ripple of
mirth. Marguerite Clark sustains the name role, and she carries it with a girlishness and an abandon that mark the production as one out of the usual. In school girl roles Miss
Clark is at her best, and so she is here.
Berenice Summers, pupil at a young woman's academy, gets
a medal because the Truth Society is convinced she is a remarkable exemplar of what a veracious girl should be. Berealsohonors
given with
the title
"Miss inGeorge
"Washington."
wearsnice isthe
her of
tongue
her cheek
and a wink She
in
her expressive eye. One fabrication, one fib. leads to another,
and then to an interminable train of successors. Complications multiply, and there is a comic twist to them all. For the
portrayal of light screen comedy Miss Clark has had no
medium which provides so fine an opportunity for the bringing out of her art in its charm, its ingenuousness.
Playing opposite Miss Clark is Niles Welch, a youngster who
puts over a performance that would do credit to one of more
years. He plays the part to the life. In the strong supporting
cast are Pranlt Losee and Herbert Prior, as diplomats; Plor-

Scene from "Miss

George Washington"

(Famous

Players).

ence Marten, in the role of the friend of Miss George Washington; and "Billy" Watson as Miss Perkins, a prim head of
the girls" school.
The picture is finely staged and directed by J. Searle Dawley. It is an unusually attractive release: it ought to smash
to smithereens the worst case of blues.
Scenic Photographer Goes to Orient.
C. J. Hubbell, one of the foremost scenic photographers
in the country, sailed from San Francisco last week on
an extended tour of the Orient, where he will make moving
pictures for the Hearst
International
News
Pictorial.
Mr. Hubbell will visit Honolulu. Japan and China. In all
of these countries, he will penetrate the interior, securing
pictures of places that have never before been Fhown on the
screen. Pictures will be made of Pali Mountain in Honolulu, of the wonderful chrysanthemum gardens of Japan, the
celebrated Fijiyama Mountain. Picture Island, declared to
be one of the most beautiful spots on earth, and scenes of
the copper mines, the mausoleums and temples of former
rulers of Japan and the Sacred Bridge of Tokio. There will
be pictures from Korea and Manchuria, as well as from the
mysterious cities of the interior of China, many of which
have never before been visited by a white man.
The negatives will be forwarded by Mr. Hubbell as fast
as they are taken and will soon be shown in the Hearst
International
News
Pictorial.

An Obviously Good

"The
Wager"
Attraction With

Emily Stevens in the
Leading Role.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.
THIS feature contains in great abundance the one thing exhibitors prize most — entertainment.
It is one of those
clever and exciting stories that make
the time seem
short because
they keep up the suspense and provide a very
satisfactory climax. Such film plays it would be foolish to put
under the microscope
of dramatic criticism; we forgive what
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Itttio ImprobnbUlties there may be for the sake of the lively
story.
The direction of the feature ts excellent throughout and the
netlMK^ equally ao. Emily Stevens was fitted to her task to the
l:i.tt dftaU and she put all her uiuiuesttoin'd talent iiitu the
performance. She was easily the star, but It must be added
that her supporting cast Is flawless. The types were all well
chosen. The situation offered considerable possibilities for
humorous sidellehts and these were utilized to the limit both

Scene from "The Wager"

(Metro).

in the action and in the titles. Indeed, the titles call for special
praise. There is nothing: that appeals more forcibly to the
average audience than "adventure," and adventure is the keynote of the play. Unstinted praise is due to the settings, both
interior and exterior. It is evident that much good taste and
unusual technical knowledge played a gratifying part In the
creation of the atmosphere of the often widely differing milieu.

Paramount Gets Klever Komedies
Victor

Moore

Is the Star and the First Release
Will Be
December 4.
CONTRACTS were completed during the past week by which
Paramount Pictures Corporation will release exclusively,
in connection with their other "little features." the productions of Klever Pictures. Inc.. known as "Klever Komedies,"
in which Victor Moore, the well-known comedian, will be the
star. These comedies will be released bi-weekly, alternating
with the single reel. Black Diamond comedies, which have been
distributed by Paramount during the past two months.
Victor Moore, who has had a particularly enviable career,
both on the stage and the screen, has been keenly interested In
single reel comedies for the past two years. When he obtained
his release a few months ago from the Lasky Feature Play
Company, in whose productions he had appeared for Paramount, he immediately set out to organize a company to produce single reel comedies, and his affiliations were naturally
with those concerns who w^ere than negotiating to release
through Paramount
There are few comedians who have held sway on the boards
and on the screen as long as Mr. Moore. His first appearance
on the screen was In "Snobs." and later as "Chimmle Fadden"
and "Chimntie Fadden Out West." The first release, "The Best
Man," will be given to the public on December 4. and will be
followed every two weeks by a new subject. Mr. Moore has
surrounded himself with an excellent cast of legitimate comedy
players and will he assisted in the direction of these comedies
by Harry Jackson.
"One-Round O'Brien" Litigation Settled.
The litigation which tied up the famous "One Round O'Brien'
shortly after its release has been finally settled, and through
the co-operation of Charles H. Van Loan, arthor and owner of
"The Supreme Bumper's Decree." Street & Smith, the publishers, and the Popular Magazine, In which publication Van Loan's
story appeared, the Biograph Company have again secured the
rights to release this funny comedy.
The comedy idea In this subject is the funniest ever produced
in film. It treats with a supposed "champion" In a western
mining town who meets all comers and offers to pay a reward
to anyone who stays one round with him. To enable him to
dispose of all his challenges In the stipulated length of time.
he places his accomplice behind the scene In the theater with
instructions to use a mallet on his opponent whenever he backs
him to curtain. Then the fun begins. To describe the comedy
beyond that point would simply mean a continuous series of
laughs.
It has not been definitely decided how this subject will be
released — full particulars will be announced later.
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Cub Comedies Improved
Mr. Horsley Says That the New Series Is Better Than Any
Yet Made.
FRATURE one-reel comedies Is the term David Horsley applies to a new series of Cub Comedies, presenting George
Oveyf which he will distribute through the Mutual exwhich is changes
to every
be Friday,
released beginning
November with
24. "Jerry's Double-Header.**
"Cub Comedies of the past have been highly popular because
of their lilgh standard of merit. But in the new series exhibitors will have them even better than heretofore," said Mr.
Horsley. "We have devoted more time and money to produce
a one-reel Cub Comedy than is oftt^n expended in making a
picture of much greater length. I am satisfied that exhibitors
will be interested in this announcement and that the venture
will be profitable to all conerned."
The Cub Comedy company has been working all summer at
Mr. Horsley's studio in Los Angeles, and now has a number
of pictures ready for release. Due to the fact that the company was so far ahead in releases there was no occasion to
rush a picture through to meet a release date and the result
is George
highly Ovey
favorable
the company's
is the to featured
player inproduct.
all of the releases to be
made in this series, the direction of which is in charge of
Milton H. Fahrney.
Seven Reels from Gaumont Week of Nov. 26.
Prom the Gaumont Laboratories and Studios motion picture
theaters will receive, through Mutual, the week of Nov. 26.
.seven reels, the second episode of "The Vampires" and four
single reels. The week's instalment of the photo-novel Is entitled "The Red Notebook," released Nov. 30. It deals with the
efforts of the reporter- hero to decipher the secret code In
which the Vampires have set down in the red notebook some
of the secrets of the band.
"Reel Life," the Mutual Magazine in Film, released Nov. 26,
will
Cacoa" One
In
Brazilcontain
Is the four
first.interesting
From the sections.
cacao bean"Gathering
cocoa is made.
of the seasons fashionable dances, "Taps," is demonstrated next
by G. Hepburn Wilson, supreme master of the dancing organization known as the Inner Circle. The third section describes
the life and haunts of the scallop, the delicious sea food that is
so little known away from the Atlantic coast. The fourth section is a series of charts showing the various kinds of accidents
in 100.000 accidents reported to insurance companies.
"Tours Around the World." No. 4, released Nov. 2S, will be
devoted entirely to "A Trip Through the Swiss Alps via the St.
Gothard Tunnel." The pictures are so remarkable and the
photography so effective that it was decided not to divide the
reel with any other subject.
Upon the Gaumont split-reel are the two highly entertaining
subjects. "See America First," No. 64, takes spectator to Mount
Hood, the highest peak in Oregon. It Is a wonderful adventure
among the glaciers and snow fields of the most-visited snowcapped mountain in America. In place of the customary Gaumont Kartoon Komic which ordinarily divides the reel with the
scenic Kartoonist. Harry Palmer this time offers a Shadowgraph
novelty entitled "Haystack Horace, or a Knight of the Road." It
is a humorous silhouette offering.
"The Stolen Triumph" on Metro Program.
For the first time in many months Julius Steger is to be
seen again on the screen. Announcement has just been made
by Metro that "The Stolen Triumph," with Mr. Steger as star,
will be released as a Metro-Rolfe feature on Dec. 11. Mr.
Steger's last screen appearance was in "The Blindness of Love."
"The Stolen Triumph" is a play that is filled with powerful
dramatic situations. The scenario was written by Mr. Steger
and that master of motion picture craft. Maxwell Karger,
general manager of the Rolfe and Columbia studios. David
Thompson
directed the play.
This new Metro-Rolfe production deals with a struggling
young playwright who is robbed of his masterpiece. Mr,
Steger, as Edwin Rowley, the playwright, has a part well
fitted to his talents.
"Yellow Menace" Bookings Increased.
Since taking charge of the New York Exchange, distributing
"The Yellow Menace," Messrs. Merrill & Harwell have increased
the bookings on this popular serial over thirty per cent, in the
past two weeks. Careful count of the theaters showing serials
in the metropolitan district shows that "The Yellow Menace" is
running second. At the present rate of increase, the new managers of the Unity Exchange hope to catch up with their leading rival within a very short time.
Beginning next week, the Unity Service Corporation will
offer to exhibitors other features, the first of which will be
"The Lottery Man." This popular comedy-drama has not been
released in this territory up to this time and bids fair to prove
a popular release. Its vogue as a Broadway attraction Is sure
to bring to the screen version a large number of old friends.
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WHEN
Cl'PID SLIPPED (Selig). Nov. 11.— Victoria Forde wrote,
produced and plays the lead in this one-reel comedy. There is
an amount of rural comedy to be found in the film. Action is
quite fast. The story is of the trials of Hiram and Lizzie, who, eloping,
are mistaken for a pair of lunatics. They are placed in jail and Lizzie's
father mistakes the lunatics for the eloping couple. Others than Miss
Forde in the cast are Pat Chrisman and Sid Jordan.
NEAR TO EARTH (Biograph). Nov. 13.— A one-reel reissue produced
a few years ago by David W. Griffith. The reel ranks with the best onereelers of today. The simplicity of the story — ao Italian romance — is
given added charm by excellent photography and some quite beautiful
locations. Id the cast are Gertrude Bambrick. Walter Miller, Robert
Harron and Lionel Barrymore.
THE SELIG-TRIBCNE. NO. <tl. 1016 (Seligl, Nov. l.".— Extension of
■William Penn Highway opened. Easton. Pa. ; "Vic" Grove operates boat
with aeroplane motor, Macon. Mo. : Sir Ernest Shackelton reaches New
Orleans ; Pennsylvania National Guard artillerymen in artillery drill.
El Paso; Capitol Building washed, Washington; Field Day at Wellesley
brings out many girl athletes; fashions in furs; Republican torchlight
parade. New York ; U. S. Department of Agriculture opens annual
chrysanthemum
show.
THE NEW SALESMEN (Kalem). Nov. 14.- Ham. Bud. E:thel Teare
and Henry Murdoch show up to fairly good comedy advantage in this
number of the Ham comedies. Ham and Bud get jobs as salesman in a
department store where Henry is the detective. Of course, they both
fall for Ethel, a shoplifter, and the detectives goes on their trail.
CANIMATED NOOZ PICTORIAL, NO. 19 (Essanayl, Nov. 15.— A
split-reel offering embracing cartoon burlesque on news events and
a scenic. The "News" section is devoted to an earthquake in Turkey,
wives of policemen training for their husbands' jobs and other features.
The flve-hundred-foot scenic shows Lake Tahoe, California, a most beautiful spot
HIS WEDDING PROMISE (Vim), Nov. 15.— Quite an amount of
subtle humor is found in this number of the Vim Feature Comedies,
featuring Harry Myers and Rosemary Theby. At no time will the spectator laugh out loud, but all through the running of the reel he will
chuckle, especially if he, like Mr. Love, promised his wife that he would
not smoke. That promise made Mr. Love leads almost to a domestic
rupture in the Love household, but in the end Friend Husband's cigarette is lit by wifie.
PIPE DREAMS (Vim), Nov. 16.— Kate Price and Babe Hardy keep
things moving in this comedy reel. Kate is seen as a cook who has
social ambitions, and Babe is seen as the driver of a garbage cart who
would like to step high too. They meet when dressed in their best and
each tries to make the other believe that they are the real goods. A
moderately good comedy number. Also in the cast are Edna Reynolds
and Joe Cohan.
THE ROGUE'S PAWN (Kaleml. Nov. IT. — An episode of the "Grant.
Police Reporter" series, in which George Larkin performs two unusually
daring feats. He swings from a broken telephone wire into the window
of a burning building and later jumps from the fourth floor of the building into a life net. Other thrills occur, also. Oillie Kirkby and Director
Robert Ellis are also in the cast. Reviewed in the issue of November
25. page 1183.
GOOD AND PROPER (Vim), Nov.
comedy reel with Pokes and Jabbs
rivals for the favors of an actress.
to dine with him. Pokes disguises as
rapidly when the actress's husband
whirlwind fight.

17. — A moderately fast knockabout
(Robert Burns and Waiter Stull)
Jabbs manage-=^ to get the actress
the waiter, and things start going
appears. The reel closes with a

THE RUNAWAY SLEEPER (Kalem). Nov. IS. — Helen Gibson's stunt
in this number of the "Hazards of Helen" series is a flying leap from
a speeding automobile to a fast-moving train. She proves herself
capable, too, when she catches a rope flung from the locomotive to
the car. With the aid of the rope the car, the brakes of which are out
of order, and in which is riding the daughter of a wealthy man. is
stopped after having been set loose by two tramps. With Helen Gibson
on the screen are seen B. A. Williams. George Routh and P. S. Pembroke.
RIVAL F.-VKERS (Kalem). Nov. 21. — Ham. Bud. Ethel Teare and
Henrv Murdoch share about equal honors in making this reel a quite
humorous comedy. There is plenty of action and a number of laughs.
Ham and Bud are seen as bell hops in a hotel where rival demonstrators
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slop. The difference in size of Ham and Bud is responsible for several
funny scenes when the rival demonstrators show the crowd their powers
of their respective syrups.

General Film Company Specials
THE QUESTION MARK (Knickerbocker Star Feature). Nov. 10.— A
rather old idea with several new twists has been used in the making of
this three-reel drama. The film runs along at an even rate of interest,
and has Its moments of suspense. The story concerns a girl whose
identity is not known. She falls in love with a rich youth who, at first,
appears to be her own brother. It turns out, however, that the two
are not brother and sister, and everything ends happily Dorothy Davenport is featured. Supporting her are Fred Whitman, C. U. Baker,
Gladys Wilder, Maud Wycherly and William Reed.
THE TEMPTATION OF ADAM (Selig), Nov. 1.^.— So much plot material has been crowded into this three-reel drama that its strength is
somewhat weakened thereby, because at times it confuses. On the
whole, however, it is an acceptable short-length offering, well played
by a cast headed by Kathlyn Williams. The story tells bow a man
was tempted to, and did, steal through the extravagance of his wife, and
of how a confession was finally wormed from him. Several highly dramatic situations occur during the action. Supporting Miss Williams are
Guy Oliver, Eugenie Besserer, Charles West, Vivian Reed, .W Filson and
Frank Clark.
NOT IN THE NEWS (Essanay), Nov. 14.^A two-reel drama of ordinary strength. Marguerite Clayton shows up to good advantage, as
does also Sydney Ainsworth. The film tells the story of two brothers,
convicts, one of whom decides to go straight. He marrits a society girl
and her husband's brother makes her pay for his silence as to her husband's past. When the bad brother breaks into the house he is discovered by the elder brother and shot. The police are told that the intruder was a burglar.
LORD CHfMLEY (Biograph), Nov. 15. — Henry Walthall is the leading player in this three-reel picturization of the play of the some name
in which E. H. Sothern made such a success. The story has been
screened with only fair results, and is rather slow in spots. The cast
does efficient work, however. On the screen are seen Lillian Gish,
Charles H. Mailes. Mary Alden and Walter Miller,
THE MYSTERY OF THE BRASS BOUND CHEST (Kalem), Nov. 15.
— This, the fifteenth, episode of "The Girl from "Frisco" series, "compels
interest throughout its two reels by a well-sustained element of mystery," according to a review printed in the issue ef November 25, page
1182. Marin Sals, True Boardman and the other members who have
appeared in preceding episodes, are seen. The story is of a secret order
of Armenians and of their disbandment by the girl and her companioEs.

Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
THE BUGLER OF ALGIERS (Nov. 27).— The scenes of this five-reel
photoplay embraces France and Algiers. It is a patriotic story of two
French soldiers and has been admirably transferred to the screen. It
is reviewed at length on another page of this issue.

Fox Film Corporation
LOVE AND HATE (Fox). Oct. 29. — A melodrama with Bertha Kalich
in a role of a terribly oppressed heroine. The part is most effectively
acted and for the right exhibitor it ought to be a very desirable
offering. For a longer review see page 99S, issue of November 18, 1916,
of this paper.

Greater Vitagraph V-L-S-E, Inc.
THE GOLD CIGARETTE C.\SE (Vitagraph), Nov. 27. — Episode 0 of
■'The Scarlet Runner." The adventure is set in England and the hero
reunited two lovers by rescuing a girl from the clutches of a hardhearted uncle. For a longer notice see the issue of October 7, 1016.
of this paper.
.\N ENEMY TO THE KING (Vitagraph), Nov. 27. — A six-reel screen
version of one of E. H. Sothern's early successes, this picture is an
excellent reproduction of the romantic period when Henry III was king
of France. The plot contains an interesting love story, and E. H.
Sothern is seen in his old part. The picture is reviewed at length in
this issue.
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International Film Service, Inc.
WRIST WAT(.'IiK:i tlntiTiiatlooal ) , Nov. I.t. FlfU't-nth episode of
the ■Beatrice Kairtux ' mwsiiaiur t-irua. Jlmiuie Harton i Hurry Kox)
aDd Bi-atrlcti Fairfax (Gruio Darling) unite two lovers and UDoartb a
gang of aiuuKgUTH. Tbis uumbtT follows the general lines of iireteding
r«leaseit. Xlgel Uarrie and Evelyn FurUs arc also lu Ibe cast. On
Another page of this number a review can be found.
HEARST-INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL. NO. 91. 1916. Nov.
14.— U. S. S. Arizona leaves Brooklyn Navy Yard on trial trip ; Harvard
defeats Princeton, Cambridge. Muss.; President and Mrs. Wilson attend
Sayre christening, Wllliaiustown. Mass.; mountains of hay built for
horses of cavalrymen at border. San Antonio; footlights and fashions;
Canadian troops about Co depart for Europe presented with colors,
Toronto; largest locomotive In world pushes freight over Pennsylvania
mountains, Susquehanna, Pa. ; with the French army In the region of
the Somnie ; "Joe" Boquel, uvlator. falls to death, Sau Diego. Cal. ; Are
destroys mansion of F. W. Woolworth. Glen Cove, L. I.
HEARST-INTEKNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL. NO. 92, 11)16, Nov.
17.— Members of California Signal Corps return from border duty ;
Silver Fox farm at Northport, L. 1. ; Secretary Joseph P. Tumulty at
desk ; Mrs. N'enustlauo Carranza and family visit United States —
Pranclsi'O Villas family at dinner, San Antonio; fashions de luxe; Governor Hiram Johnson, of California, elected to Senate, Sao Francisco ;
steers trained to perform, South Urookfleld, Mass. ; art dancers enjoy
freedom of big estate, Lexington, Muss. ; Dr. Karl Graves, "spy," arrested. Washington, D. C. ; in battle-scarred Verdun.

Metro Pictures Corporation.
THE GATES OF EDEN (Columbia). Oct. 3— A rather gloomy
subject in which Viola Dana is featured. The work of the star is something that should be well commended. Interest in tbis film will be
lessened by the morbid atmosphere sustained throughout. A more extended review appears in a previous issue.
THE SUNBEAM (Rolfe). Nov. 27.— Five-part production, featuring
Mabel Taliaferro. Tbis picture is unusually wholesome in type, and of
more than the average interest. In it more than thirty children appear
as visitors of little Bobby Rutherford when be is a convalescent patient
Id the home of bis rich grandfather. Mabel Taliaferro playing the role
of Pru Mason, "The Sunbeam," does pleasing work. A full, review of
the production will be found elsewhere.
FREE SPEECH (Metro-Drew Comedy). November.— This Drew com«dy is immense. Its fun is created by the efforts of a wife to break her
husband of swearing. Every time he swears he promises to put money
in his wife's moneybox. The scheme works beautifully and reaches a
grand climax with the arrival of the wife's mother. The manner in
which the tables are turned by the husband brings a big laughing
-climax. Also — It Is played by the Drews, Epes Wlnthrop Sargent
wrote the scenario.

Mutual Film Corporation
MUTUAL. WEEKLY. NO. 1»S (Mutual). Nov. 15.— Interesting items
-of this issue are scenes with the French at Combles, showing the effects
of the terrific bombardment, the Capitol getting Its annual bath, demonstration of the new automatic mall tying machine, the first book printed
OQ the western hemisphere, and the dedication of the Penn highway.
REEL LIFE, NO. 2Q (Gaumont). Nov. 19. — A number of diversified
Interest, showing how zinc is prepared for the market, catching lish in
large nets, tea raising in South Carolina and how gowns are draped to
the Qgure in fashion shops.
MUTUAL
TOURS
AROUND
THE
WORLD,
NO. 3 (Gaumont), Nov.
21. — This number contains views of Cairo, Egypt, showing the citadel,
a mosque, public fountain and natives on the streets. Interesting
views are also shown along the region of the Maritime Alps and in
Belgium before the war.

THE BAD S.\MAUITAN fElair). Nov. 18— A moderately entertaining two-part westf-rn drama, featuring Edna Payne and Norbert Myles.
The story Is. morally speaking, a good one. and shows how a weakwilled man on his way home to his wife and child with three hundred
dollars in his pocket, gambles it all away. A cowboy sees the man
about to commit suicide and saves the situation by getting a friend of
his to obtain a position on a rancW with three hundred dollars down on
his salary. This Is straightway given to the unfortunate man, who
goes on his way rejoicing. Other developments also enter Into the
Interest of the picture.
WITH OR WITHOUT (Vogue). Nov. 19.— A two-part comedy that
can not be recommended. The moral trend of this comedy is altogether
unwhole-somc and vulgar. It burlesques an unhappy relation between
■husband and wife, showing an absolute disregard on the part of both
for the marriage relation.
In short, the subject Is handled coarsely.
UP THE FLUE (Vogue), Nov. 20.— This Is a two-part spectacular
farce comedy of a harmless and fairly entertaining type. It concerns
the movements of a gang of bomb makers who, in trying to extract
money from an oil magnate by threatening letters, get In a mix-up
with the lover of the oil man's daughter. A tall chimney Is wrecked,
and various other spectacular Incidents take place In the course of the
picture.
THE
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Paramount Pictures Corporation
THE PLOW GIRL (Laskyi, Nov. i:?.— This is a strong picture, as Is
pointed out in a review In another column. While the work of Mae
.Murray doe.s not stand out, that of her supporting cast does. Among
the principals are Theodore Roberts, in remarkable characterization and
make-up;
Elliott Dexter, Edythe Chai)man and William Elmer.
THE YEARS OF THE LOCUST (Lasky), Nov. 16.— Fannio Ward
finely plays a strongly dramatic role in this story, a part of which Is
laid in a South African atmosphere. She is well supported by Walter
Long, Jack Dean and Charles Ogle. The subject is reviewed in another
column.
MISS GEORGE WASHINGTON ( Famout Playersl, Nov. 20.— An unusual and a delightful comedy featuring Margarete Clark, supported
by Niles Welch, Frank Losee, Herbert Prior and Florence Marten. It is
reviewed
in another column.

Pathe Exchange, Inc., Specials
ARMS AND THE-: WOMAN (Pathei. Nov. JO— A five-reel Gold
Rooster drama, directed by George Fitzmaurice, the leading role in
"Arms and the Woman" is played by Mary Nash. Play, cast and
production are all of a high order of merit. The picture is given a
longer review on another page of this issue.

Signal Film Corporation
THE BURNED RECORD (Signal), Nov. 21.— No. 0 of '"The Lass of
the Lumberlands." Helen Holmes and company in this number present
a small town election of rather timely interest. The result is very close
and it is necessary to call In the militia to prevent a general war. The
returns from one of the logging camps are declared false, but the number closes with Blake, the dishonest candidate, claiming the election.
There Is a fire scene. In which all the records are burned. The number
has no particularly big moments, but runs along entertainingly and has
good action.

Triangle Film Corporation.
THE CHILDREN PAY (Fine Arts). Nov. ::«.- An interesting problem
story by Frank E. Woods, with some fine characterization. Lillian
Gish in the leading role.
THE DEVIL'S DOUBLE (Kay-Bee), Nov. 26.— A powerful story of
mental struggle between wrong impulse and right motive in a primitive
character. William S. Hart is the leading role, with strong support
from Enid Markey and Robert McKim.
THE CRIMINAL (Ince), Dec. 2. — A rather gloomy and long-drawnout story of an ignorant Italian girl of strong maternal instincts, in
which there is neither compensation nor relief.

Unity Sales Corporation
THE

YELLOW MENACE. NO. IS. Nov. 27.— "The Spy and the Submarine" is the name of this episode which concerns All Singh's entry
Into the submarine disguised in European clothing. Smithson. after
being attacked by All Singh's confederates, smashes the air-lock and
escapes, leaving the others to their fate. All Singh causes bis companion to shoot him to safety through a torpedo tube.

Universal Film Mfg. Company

Mutual Film Corporation Specials.

WHEN

by Karl L. Cooll.lgf. featuring Fred Church. Lillian Hamilton, Malcolm
Blevlns and others. This Is a story of two generations. Fred Church
playing both father and son. The youth grows up and Is sent to purchase oil lands In the place where his father formerly lived. His
mother, who had run away with another, recognizes the boy. after her
present husband tries to rob him. The construction lu not strong and
the subjivt as a whole is ordinary in type.

'iiihioft

ANIMATED WEEKLY. NO. 45 (Universal). Nov. 8.— Athletic events,
parade of Episcopal bishops, troops returning from the border. Canadians starting for Europe, and many other scenes are included in tbis
interesting
number.
THE WHITE TURKEY (Nestor), Nov. 27.— A good holiday number,
featuring Priscilla Dean, Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran. The girl's white
turkey becomes lost and the rival lovers pretend to find it, each offering a laughable substitute. The decorative effects and rural scenes
are attractive.
THE MOTHER CALL (Big U). Nov. 30.— A holiday number, by Lynn
Reynolds, featuring May Talbot. George Pearce. Chas. Cumroings and
Dorothy Davenport. Tbis is a simple story of the heart Interest type,
in which a mother prepares a turkey dinner for her children, who
have been away In the city for years. They (all to arrive at first, and
she places their photographs at each plate. Later they appear. A nice
little offering.

Universal Film Mfg. Co. Specials
THE MAIN SPRING (R;5 Feather). Nov. 27.— This five-reel number Is based on a story by Chas. Agnew McLean. It gets a rather
slow, mechanical start, hut pulls up strongly In the fourth and fifth
reels. The storm scene In mldocean and the scenes In the slock exchange are exciting and well done. Ben Wilson plays two roles. Ashninr. nnd the son of a rich brnkfr
The fnrTiiiT t.ikfs; rhe latter'^ place
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in order to save the fortune of the Craven family. Francelia Billington
plays the girl. The cast also includes Wilbur Higby, Edward Brady,
Marc Robblns and Thomas JeEferson. The number leaves a pleasing impression in spite of its slow start.
COURT MARTIALED (Special Universal), Nov. 27.— No. 16 of the
"Liberty" series. This installment pictures the fortune of Liberty and
Pedro at the hands of the bandits. Later, the girl Qnds herself in a
room filled with skeletons and snakes. These scenes are all realistic in
the extreme, but entirely in keeping with the stor>'- Judicious cuttihg
will render them passable and effective. Major Winston is found on the
desert by Capt. Rutledge and his men.
A strong number.
SHOULD SHE HAVE TOLD (Gold Seal). Nov. 2S. — A three-reel number, by John McDermott. featuring George Beranger, Ruth Clifford
and Edward Hearn. This is the tale of two brothers, one of whom marries a pretty girl and introduces her to the members of the rough
gang aof criminal
which he lite
is aaremember.
The girl's
to save being
her liusband
from
dramatically
shown,efforts
the scenes
capably
handled. The later part of the story continues the interest well, the girl
marrying the good brother after the first one is sent up. This is much
stronger than the average offering dealing with underworld types. The
action is good.
THE LAST OF THE MORGANS (Laemmle). Nov. 29.— A two-reel
story of the old South, by Constance Crawley and Arthur Maude. Wm.
V. Mong and Harry M. Holden play the leading roles. The story concerns an old veteran who returns to his former home, long after the
war. No one is there but his old slave. The place is sold under the
hammer, and restored to the old veteran when the negro turns up some
buried jewels. This is rather entertaining in its way, though not at
all dramatic.
It makes an average offering of the old-fashioned type.
THE MANSARD MYSTERY (Imp). Dec. 1.— A pleasing two-reel number, by Sylvester Jones, featuring Howard Crampton, Francis MacDonald. Neva Gerber and Wadsworth Harris. Colonel Mansard succumbs to poison at the dinner table, in the presence of his son, his
ward, a visiting count and the butler. Suspicion points various ways
and is finally directed toward the proper individual. The solution Is
plausible and the number, as a whole, makes a good offering of the type.
THE GREATER POWER (Bison). Dec. 2. — A two-reel western number, by Willis Y. Robards. This centers about a gang of cattle rustlers.
a newly elected sheriff and rivalry between his deputies over a girl. The
treatment is rather conventional and there is considerable overacting,
particularly where gun play is featured. The latter part of the story
is the strongest and the sheriff's efforts to redeem a man makes a good
motive.
The number is about of average strength.

World Pictures.
THE MEN SHE MARRIED (Peerless), Nov. 27. — Gale King Is the
star of this five-reel Peerless production, wliich follows the difficult
path of a young heiress who is tricked into a mock marriage. The
action leads up to a big situation. The picture is well acted. A longer
review is printed on another page of this issue.

SELIG'S GENERAL

FILM RELEASES.

For the first two weeks in December, the Selig Polyscope
Company announces a series of very unusual pictureplay features. William N. Selig following- out his policy of providing
good pulling subjects in shorter length productions announces
"The Brand of Cain" for release in General Film Company's
regular service on Monday, December 4. This feature play
is presented by the world-famous "Ne'er-Do- Well" cast, including Kathlyn Williams. Wheeler Oakman, Harry Lonsdale,
Sidney Smith and Frank Clark. Many of the scenes at sea were
filmed enroute to the Panama
Canal Zone.
In connection with "The Brand of Cain," the Selig Company
is to issue, without extra cost to exhibitors, a beautiful onesheet poster of Miss Kathlyn Williams the star in the Selig
production. This poster is of heavy plate paper, and Miss
William's head was sketched from life by a famous artist. The
poster is in five colors.
On Monday. December 11, thft Selig three-reel feature,
"Twisted Trails," will be released in regular service of the
General Film Company. An all-star cast will be presented
including dashing Tom Mix, Bessie Eyton. Eugenie Besserer,
Al W. Filson. Will Machin and others. Tom Mix presents a
thrilling feat. Astride a horse he dashes over a narrow footlog that spans a deep chasm. A misstep by the horse and the
rider would have plunged hundreds of feet onto the rocks far
below.
"The Purchase Price" is a Selig one-reel drama released
Saturday. December 9. and "The Road to Fame" is a stirring
pictureplay released Saturday. December 16.

"JEALOUSY"

RELEASED

NOVEMBER

20.

William Pox released "Jealousy," starring Valeska Suratt, on
November 20. This is Miss Suratt's third Pot production. The
supporting cast includes Walter Law. Charline Mayfleld (Lincoln's grandniece), Curtis Benton, Joseph Granby and George
M. Adams.
Will S. Davis wrote the story and directed the picture, his
eighth for William Fox. Mr. Davis is a Philadelphian, who
began playing juveniles at sixteen with a stock company, and
soon graduated into stage directorships for the Frolinaans.
Klaw and Erlanger, George M. Cohan and ether well-known
producers.
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Five Big Plays for Screen
Famous

Players-Lasky
Corporation
Acquires
Right
to
Notable Stage Successes.
A MOST
important
acQuisition
of material
for the motion
picture screen
was
made
recently
when
the Famous
Players-Lasky
Corporation
purchased
the rights to five
big stage successes, written by such well-known
authors
as
Augustus Thomas. A. E. W. Mason, Gene Stratton Porter, Frederic Arnold Kummer, Harvey O'Higgins and Harriet Ford.
The list includes "Freckles," which was adopted for the
stage by Neil Twomey from the tremendously successful book
of the same name by Gene Stratton Porter; "The Dummy"
will be remembered by thousands as one of the great Broadway successes of two seasons ago, when it created a positive
sensation. It is the joint worlc of Harvey O'Higgins and Harriet Ford, two of the most successful collaborators among contemporary playwrights; A. E. W. Mason's play. "The Witness
for the Defense." in which Ethel Barry more starred at the
Empire theater in New Tork, in 1911, is another to be added to
the list. The action of the play transpires in India and in
England, an effect which is much more obtained with realism
in the motion picture than it can be done on the stage; "Mrs.
Leffingwell's
Boots,"
by Augustus
the fourth
to be added to
the list.
It was a Thomas,
distinct is
success
when play
first
produced in 1905 and has been presented moat successfully on
many occasions since that time; Frederick Arnold Kummer.
author of many successful photoplays, is the writer of "The
Painted Woman." which was produced at the Playhouse in
1913. The action of the play transpires in semi-tropical settings, a fact which again places the camera at an advantage
over the stage as the production will be actually filmed in the
South.

JANE

GREY

IN "WHEN

MY

SHIP COMES

IN."

Because of the marked success she made in the International's Golden Eagle Feature, "The Flower of Faith." Jane
Grey has been engaged by the International to appear in
"When My Ship Comes In," which will be released as a Golden
Eagle Feature.
The latest of the Golden Eagle Features is from the novel of
the same name by Gouverneur Morris, which achieved such
prominence when it appeared aa a serial recently in Hearst's
Magazine.
The photoplay is being made by the A. H. Jacobs Photoplays,
Inc., Mr. Jacobs having also made "The Flower of Faith."
In "When My Ship Comes In." Miss Grey will assume the
character of Silver Sands, which has much in common with
that of Ruth Judson, the lovable and faithful heroine so successfully impersonated by Miss Grey in "The Flower of Faith."
The International has selected an all-star cast to support
Miss Grey in this charming story of Gouverneur Morris.
Among the number are William J. Kelly, the popular leading
man who is known from the Atlantic to the Pacific as the
creator of a large number of roles; Nigel Barrie. long prominent as a legitimate actor and for his work on the screen particularly in several of the recent episodes of the International's
photoplay
series.
"Beatrice
Fairfax";
Elevina,
talented young
California
legitimate
and Eleanor
screen actress
whoa
has a large series of successes to her credit on the Pacific
Coast: Walter P. Richardson, Edith Campbell Walker, Ruth
Chester, Morgan Jones and Robert E. Lee Hill.

WHAT

PIONEER

FEATURE

FILM

IS DOING.

The Pioneer Feature Film Corporation, 126 West 46th street.
New York City, has acquired the Greater New York and northern New Jersey rights to "The Human Orchid." featuring the
fascinating and popular screen artists, Walter Miller and Irva
Ross. It is a five part drama of unexcelled quality and sustaining interest, portraying throughout the feverish desires and
follies of modern life. "The Human Orchid" is now ready for
release and booking dates are being contracted for.
The third E. Gorman feature, entitled "The Little Mother.'
is nearing its completion and will be released In December
under the "Pioneer" banner. Nathan Hirsh, president of the
Pioneer Feature Film Corporation, is elated by the excellence
atttained in this picture by the popular juvenile star. It is a
powerful, dramatic story which strikes the keynote of Intense
emotion and provides baby Gorman with a vehicle suitable for
the advantageous display of her precocious histrionic talent.
In view of the great favor enjoyed by the preceding Gorman
pictures bookings for "The Little Mother" will be eagerly
sought by exhibitors. The picture is in five reels.
Mr. Hirsh, who recently acquired the rights to Thomas Ince's
magnificent photoplay, "Civilization," for Greater New York,
has just extended hia rights to the entire state.

TRIANGLE

DECEMBER

9TH RELEASES.

Bessie Barriscale, Mae Marsh and Robert Harron are the
stars of the Triangle feature releases for the week of December
9. Bessie Barriscale appears in a Kay-Bee production of life
among the remote districts of the Southern mountains entitled. "Bawbs o" Blue Ridge." written for her by Monte M.
Katterjohn, and directed by Charles Miller. Mae Marsh and
Robert Harron are co-starred in a Fine-Arts play named "The
Withey.
Wharf Rat," written by Anita Loos and directed by Chester
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Manufacturers' Advance Notes

"THE VANISHING MANTLE" (Pathe).
Ravenuar. whose mystic powers have enabled Leontine to
escape
Blanca's
bonda^'e.further
is turned
over histo life.
her men
that she can do nothing
to save
But realizing
again he
vanishes before the very eyes of his chagrined and amazed
captors.
Meanwhile. T-eontine, who has miraculously escaped from
Blanca's gamtilinyr house by means of an under water sluiceway,
haslfii? til the police u !u 1 1- litr wet and bedraggled appearance

Scene from "The Vanishing Mantle" (Pathe).
coupled with her apparentlj* wild storj make the officers skeptical as to her
sanity.
husband, replies
Se'baatian,
to.
who Quickly
sizing
up theHer
situation,
with Isa phoned
crafty lie
that she is mentally unbalanced and to hold her until he
arrives. He then phones to Bianca to dress as a nurse and with
her men hasten to the spot and claim. Leontine as her escaped
patient.
Again she is made a prisoner, and Ravengar who has rushed
to her assistance is also made a captive. To save her ha gives
up liis closely guarded mystic treasure — "The Vanishing
Mantle." \\'ith a sudden movement as though throwing a
mantle
I..eon tine's
she disappears into thin air. A
vanishingover
mantle!
How head
is it possible?

ALICE

BRADY

AS RUSSIAN

McCLURE

WILL

FEATURE
CLIFFORD
BRUCE
IN
"PASSION."
"The Sin of Passion," in the film drama of that name, sixth
play of the McClure series, "Seven Deadly Sins," will be Clifford
Bruce, selected for the role because of his extraordinary
masculine qualities and splendid physique. Mr. Bruce plays
the role of Leonidas. "the perfect physical specimen," champion
swimmer, champion wrestler, and champion in the art of attracting young girls.
The story of "Passion" has to do with the fascination the
giant Leonidas exercises over a beautiful and refined young
girl, and with her endeavors to free herself from an influence
which her better self tells her will result in degradation. In
l..eonidas, Clifford Bruce has undoubtedly one of the most
dramatic parts in his notable career as a stage and film star.
There are several tremendous scenes in the drama. The
setting of one of the episodes is in Madison Square Garden,
where Leonidas appears as "The Masked Marvel," and before
the eyes of the captivated girl (played by Shirley Mason) wins
the wrestling championship of the world. Another scene
shows the club-liouse and grounds of a noted athletic club, the
members of which belong to the millionaire class. Leonidas
craftily uses his association with these gay young bloods to
strengthen his hold on the little girl, who is too willing to
believe that her connection with him will lead to social success.
In the end, Leonidas meets his Waterloo, and there comes a
pathetic scene in which the modern Samson stands revealed
to the young girl as a pigmy of moral purpose. Fortunately
George Le Guere comes in the role of her true knight to show
her the noble side of love, and the play ends with Passion defeated. Chivalry and Virtue triumphant.
"IGNORANCE" (Private).
"Ignorance," a morality picture in six -reels written by
Anthony P. Kelly, has ju.st been completed under the direction of J. A. Fitzgerald for The Private Feature Film Mfg. Co.,
of Cleveland.
Earl Metcalfe, former Lubin star and director, plays the
leading role, that of a fearless and upright District Attorney.
Strong
in the supporting
cast of "Ignorance"
are Eleanor

DANCER.

In tion
Alice
the \^"orld
Film Corporashe willBrady's
appear next
as a picture
Russianfordancer.
The mother
of this
character
was
also
a
dancer*
in
the
royal
ballet
St. Petersburg, and had a love affair with a grand duke,at which
created a scandal of such magnitude that by order of the Czar
the woman w^as banished from his dominion.
The woman's little daughter therefore had royal blood in
her veins, but this wa.s kept secret and she grew up to be a
great exponent of the art of Terpsichore, and the rage of
Paris and other cities of Continental Europe.
But the Russian government had kept a watchful eye upon
the beautiful girl through whose lithe figure coursed the lifeblood of its reigning family, and one night she was kidnapped
and spirited away, plunging into a series of adventures of the
most startling and novel nature.
Some of the events occur behind the scenes where great
ballets are being rehearsed and produced, and in order to insure complete realism, director general William A. Brady has
engaged Alexis Kosloff to direct these episodes and also appear
in them. This will not be a matter of any considerable difficulty to Mr. Kosloff, inasmuch as he will have for his working staff the entire troupe of real Russian dancers with which
he has long been identified.
This is one of the most important special engagements ever
made in the motion picture business for the purpose of perfecting a small number of incidents. Engaging a great Russian
ballet for a single performance in a theater or opera house is
regarded as a rather costly matter, but Mr. Brady's pursuit
of realistic effects for World pictures is not to be halted by
figures.

Scene from "Ignorance"
Black as the girl who becomes the victim because of her
Ignorance of the social evil, Ethel Tully as the society girl
and Arthur W. Mathews is the leader of the underworld Mr
Fitzgerald also plays the role of "Red. the Peddler," described
by the author as "the meanest and lowest thing on God's
earth."
_green
Without
incorporating any offensive or indecent scenes in
■Ignorance," the author has written an absorbing and thrilling
plot around the
need of insistent watchfulness in the home of
every young girl.
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"THE
SIGN OF THE
POPPY"
(Bluebird).
Hobart Henley will be introduced to the Bluebird program
Dec. 4. in J. Grubb Alexander's hystermy play, "The Sign of the
Poppy."" At the same time Gertrude Selby. his leading lady, will
be seen for the first time as a Bluebirder. Harry Maquire was
the -photographer, and Charles Swickard directed the production.
Henley will play in this feature a dual role, each character
being of such importance that the actor is on the screen prac-

FOLLOWING THE FLAG" (Selig).
"Following the Flag" is a Selig three-reel Diamond Special,
released
Monday.
November 2Tth, in General Film Comisany's
regular service.
The country was patriotically stirred when President Wilson
ordered Uncle Sam's land forces to the Mexican border. These
forces included not only the regular army, but the National
guardsmen
of the various states.
When Pershing and his column crossed the border and penetrated into Mexico in search of Villa, there was not a man.
woman or child in this country who was not proud of the
courage displayed by this indomitable little force, which
entered the desert plains of Mexico after a blood-thirsty bandit.
"Following the Flag" is a motion picture lesson in the
cause of preparedness, and is worthy of presentation in any
theater in America. The film shows tiie soldi. rs arriving on
the Mexican border, the training of guardsmen to become
seasoned veterans, hikes and other maneuvers, mountain
batteries, machinegun batteries and heavy artillery in action;
cavalry maneuvers, and the negro survivors of the 10th Regiment, which was almost annihilated by the Mexicans, is shown
turned over to United States forces on the International bridge
at El Paso. Beautiful photography and many scenes along
the border not heretofore presented, make "following the Flag"
a very entertaining production.

"PATRIA"

Scene from "The Sign of the Poppy" (Bluebird).
tically all the time, impersonating one of twin brothers who
dominate the plot. Mina Cunard. Wilber Higby. Robert Clark
and Garland Bridcn will be in Mr. Henley's support.
Some of the locations disclose sections of San .Francisco's
Chinatown. There are many sensational episodes that deepen
the "mystery" element of the story and the interest is sustained
in several counter threads that intensify the love element and
make the "happy ending" all the more satisfactory when it is
attained.

"FARMER
AL FALFA'S
BLIND
PIG"
(Paramount).
Paul Terry has contributed another exceeding;ly funny animated cartoon which the public will undoubtedly stamp with
its enthusiastic approval, for "Farmer Al Falfa's Blind Pig."
a Paramount-Bray Cartoon which will be released by Paramount Pictures Corporation on December 7, is one of the most
screemingly funny cartoon comedies that has ever been conceived.
Having heard so much of the white ribbon wave which is
sweeping o'er the country, the old bewhiskered farmer quits
the soil and turns his attention to the disreputable enterprise
of making "redeye." He locates his distillery in a little cave
far on the back of a ridge on a rocky range, hidden from
both the inclement weather and the eyes of the law. His
little dog Fido is his only accomplice and together they thrive.
Pido keeps watch while the old man works, and also delivers
the liquor to their various customers who lie in wait along
the rugged passes.
Upon one of these trips Fido is discovered bj* "Eagleyed
Pete." the revenue officer, and let it be known that "Eagleyed
Pete" is one tough bird, who shoots to kill. The Federal ofllcer commands the dog to halt, and just as he is about to examine the contents of Pido's load, the dog spots his star and
with one big yelp is off in a cloud of dust. The Federal officer
follows and soon trails Pido to his master's dive. Al Falfa.
seeing them coming, grabs his gun and the battle is on — but
leave it to Al to get out of a tight place!
"INCORRIGIBLE CAPTIVE"
(Pathe).
The ninth episode of Pathe's Wonder Serial. "The Shielding
Shadow." is entitled "The Incorrigible Captive." It is announced for release on November 26 and deals with the appearances and disappearances of Ravengar. the mysterious.
Leon tine is imprisoned by Sebastian in Bianca's gambling
house. Again the mysterious Ravenger laughs at his shackles
— comes to her aid and shows her the secret stairs to an underground sluiceway.
Bianca discovers her trying to escape and when Leontine is
half-way out. turns on the electric switch controlling the
sluicegates, and Leontine is caxight in a watery trap.
The Shielding Shadow protects her. The switch is clicked
back by an unseen hand and from the dungeon below she
shoots through the sluiceway to the river and swims to safety.
Exhibitors throughout the countrj- report great success with
"The Shielding Shadow." It is being booked by a number of
the best theaters. Two high-class houses in Detroit that have
heretofore never run serials, have contracted for "The Shielding Shadow." These theaters are the Liberty and the Knickerbocker.
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WORLD

TO BE PRIVATELY

SHOWN.

"Patria." the great preparedness serial of the International,
in whicli Mrs. Vernon Castle is the star, is practically ready
lor the public. Two showings of the first three episodes of
■Patria" will be held next week. The first will be in the grand
liallroom of the Ritz-Carlton Hotel on Monday evening, November 20. This is being arranged for the members of the
literary, art and dramatic professions of the city, the members of the army and navy, aeronautic and similar defense
organizations, for the personal friends of Mrs. Castle, and for
theThepress.
showing at the Ritz will be the most pretentious ever
given a motion picture. An augmented orchestra under the
direction of Professor Armand Vecsey, of the Ritz-Carlton, will
furnish the music which has been especially written and arranged by Professor Vecsey.
Many notables in public and private life, government and
city officials, and others particularly interested in national
defense,
the the
themestar,
uponwillwhich
"Patria"in isperson
based, aswillwill
attend.
Mrs.
Castle,
be present
also
Milton Sills, her leading man, and Warner Oland, who has one
of the principal roles.
The second showing will be held on Tuesday morning,
November 21, at 9:30 o'clock, in the Strand theater, and will
he primarily for exhibitors and the press.
THIRD
VAMPIRE
EPISODE,
"THE
GHOST"
(Gaumont.)
With the appearance December 7 of the third episode of "The
Vampires." a startling chapter called "The Ghost" in this remarkable Gaumont photo-novel, a character who dominates the
story for four episodes makes his appearances. This is Enrique
Moreno, skilfully played by the French matinee idol, Jacques
Hermann. Mr. Hermann has the role of a thief who attempts
to operate in opposition to the organized Crime Trust of the

Scene

from

*'The

Vampires"

(Gaumont).

arch criminals of Paris known as The Vampires. The daring
ingenuity he displays is a tribute not o ly to his own ability
as an actor but also to the directing genius of the photo-novel,
Louis Feuillade. who both wrote and directed the production.
"The Ghost" tells of the appearance of Enrique Moreno in a
flat next that used by the Vampires. A safe in his apartment
which has a panel at the back easily removable by the Vampire, discloses to the band that in Moreno they have a rival.
The lone bandit begins to be a power in Paris just at a time
when the Vampires are planning to rob a bank messenger.

December
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On the Kalem List
Border

Troubles
Theme
of Coming
"Frisco"
Episode —
Thrills in "Grant" and "Hazards" Series.
THK
Mfxknn
border troubles furnish a lively background
for the action of "Border Wolves." a coming episode of
Kalem's "Girl from Frisco" series scheduled for release
on the General Film programme on Wednesday. iNovember 29.
director James Home, a company of nine players and a tech-

WORLD

ter Ethel. In "Jailbirds" Ham and Bud make a pair of laughable. If not capable. Jailers, with Murdoch their most bothersome prisoner, and Ethel Teare, the adventuress, who seeks to
effect Henry's escupe.
A surplus of thrills is given to the Kalem programme by the
coming "Grant. Police Reporter." and "Hazards of Helen" episode. "The Trial Run" is the "Hazard" scheduled for release
first in December, being issued on Saturday, December 2. Helen
Gibson contributes a dare-devil feat to this one-reeler by her
leap from a speeding automobile to a runaway freight train.
In "The Forgotten Train Order," released on the preceding
.Saturday, Helen overtakes a speeding train on a motorcycle
which she runs within inches of the train before leaping to the
hand-rail.
"The Wizard's Plot" and "The Trunk Mystery" are two episodes of the "Grant, Police Reporter." series issued on the first
two Fridays of November. Daring feats aboard a ship are
features of the first-mentioned offering with George Larkin,
Ollie Kirkby and Robert Ellis taking the reckless chances.
Included In the support in the two episodes are Mary Taylor
KOss. William McKey, G. Chira, Arthur Albertson, Harry Gordon and many others.

PALLAS'

"RIGHT

DIRECTION."

"The Right Direction." in which Vivian Martin sets out to
■motor" from New York to California with a baby carriage,
has been completed by the Pallas Pictures Company and will
be released on the Paramount
Program
December
21.
The

Scene

from

"The

Wizard's

Plot"

(Kalem).

nical staff of seven were forced to make a trip of over eight
hundred miles to the Southern California border to secure the
exact locations necessary for this episode. A Mexican rebel
army of three hundred plays an important part in the action.
"llexican rebels are not at all averse to acting in motion
pictures." wrote Director Home to the Kalem officials in describing his work on "Border Wolves." "But by the time you
have greased the officers and met all the demands of the men
they cost considerably more than plain every day extras. They
also eat up a lot of film, for each of the officers demanded
plenty of close-ups when they noticed us bringing Marin Sais
and True Boardman up to the earner.^. They tried to show me
that I hey were real actors, but I won't have the nerve to
come down again after they discover that all these close-ups
have been 'cut out* of the picture when released."
"Border Wolves" is preceded on the release schedule for "The
Girl from Frisco" by the issuance on November 32 of "The
Fight for Paradise Valley." The vast irrigation projects of
Southern California are the theme of this episode of the
Kalem series by Robert Welles Ritchie. Director Home secured some photographic gems in filming the billion dollar
Los Angeles Aqueduct which is made the background of the
action of the thrilling story in which Marin Sais and True
Boardman wage a bitter battle with the "Water Trust" which
attempts to prevent their successful completion of the irrigation project. A run on a desert town's bank and some realistically staged battle scenes are features of the offering.
Ham is on hand in the list of coming Kalem's with two good
one-reel comedies. "Dudes for a Diy." released on Tuesday,
November 28. and "Jailbirds," issued on Tuesday. December 5.
In both of these laugh-makers the star is supported by Bud,
Ethel Teare and Henry Murdoch. In the former Ham and Bud
are engaged by a clothes dealer to parade in evening dress as
walking advertisements. When they escape the dealer's watchful eye they become real dudes and have some exciting adventures with a newly-rich bricklayer and his pretty daugh-

Scene from "The Right Direction (Pallas).
supporting cast is an exceptionally strong one, which includes
the ever-popular Herbert Standing, Colin Chase, Alfred Hollingsworth
and Billy Mason.

SELIG ATHLETIC

SERIES

POPULAR.

The Selig Athletic Feature film series, released through
Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay Service, is being booked in all
the large feature theaters in the United States and Canada.
It is reported that the Athletic series has proven such a
success that arrangements are under way for a similar series.
The Selig Athletic feature films are proving of particular
interest to combination vaudeville and picture theaters. Among
the latest to book this series is the Shaffer Brothers vaudeville theaters, Chicago. These theaters, the Crown, Star and
Victoria are among the largest and most popular in Chicago.
The first reel of the Athletic series so pleased at these theaters that plans were immediately completed to show each one
of the ten of the series for an entire week in each house.

Scenes from "The Land Just Over Yonder" (Unity).
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OF THE SOMME IN PARAMOUNT
PICTOGRAPHS.

The first installment of the remarkable war pictures secured
by Donald C. Thompson, pictorial war correspondent for Pictographs and Leslie's Weekly, will be presented in an early
edition of the Paramount Pictographs. The scenes included in
the first reel are of even a more thrilling nature than those
which liave already been presented in motion pictures, and
show more actual fighting which took place in the great spring
drive of the Entente Allies, and what will always be known
in history as the Battle of the Somme.
These pictures show the miles of violent trench fighting and
"curtain of fire"' which was sustained for hours at a time, to
prepare for infantry attacks, which finally turned the tide of
battle, and which may have been the crucial moment in the
world war, starting with thousands of siege artillery pieces of
large
caliber,
among
themenemy,
the famous
French
120*s. from
paintedtheir
so
as
to be
invisible
to the
belching
out death
concealed emplacements. In the front ranks where trenches
are within forty yards of the enemy, the low range fire Is
eupplemented by a timely duel with trench bombs, carrying
thousands of pieces of jagged shrapnel, so timed as to burst directly within the enemy's lines.
Every foot of this picture is actual war, such as has never
been presented on the screen in America, and is built up in
such a manner as to give the whole story of a successful onslaught of a magnificently equipped array of the most modern
type. Finally the battle is brought to close range with the
actual capture and return of the prisoners.
"THE MISCHIEF MAKER" (Fox).
The spirit of mischief runs rampant through the soul of
Effie ilarchand, the character whom June Caprice portrays
so delightfully in "The Mischief Maker." her newest photoplay of gladsomeness for the William Fox Films. The picture
will be released on November 27.
Hary Benham has the role opposite Miss Caprice. Mr. Benham has been in the silent drama for six years, during most
of which time the villain of the cast, John Reinhard, has
"still pursued him." Benham and Reinhard have been seen
together in many photoplays in which the latter always has
done the pursuing,
but the former always
triumphs.
Mr. Reinhard, like Benham, has had a long career in
musical comedy. He had leading parts in "About Town,"
"The Girl Behind the Counter," "Algeria," "Miss Innocence"
and "Madame
Sherry."
The author of the story for this new Caprice picture is
Alfred Solman, who has written more than a score of popular
songs, including "If I Had a Thousand Lives to Live," "Mine."
"Why Did You Make Me Care," and the old-time favorite,
"The Bird on Nellie's Hat."
It is worthy of note that the statue which plays an important
role in the photoplay was actually posed for by the persons
it is supposed to represent. The head was made from a cast
of June Caprice's head, and the body was moulded complete
in a cast posed by Margaret Fielding.
"WHERE DO YOU GET THAT STUFF?" (Argosy).
That the public is always willing to accept something new
and original was proved a few days ago, when the first public
showing of "Where D'ye Get That Stuff?" was tried out on the
audience of the Stanley thater. The audience soon caught the
atmosphere of the picture, and before the first reel was ended
the entire house was giggling and weezing, and finally roaring
at this funniest of funny productions.
The success of "Where D'ye Get That Stuff?" lies not so
much in the action — which is humorous enough to get it over —
but in the extremely funny dialogue, which was written by
that joint team of "World renowned manipulators of Webster's dictionary," H. C. Wit war and H. H. Van Loan, and
they have given the public a rare treat.
H. J. Shepard. of the Argosy Films, Inc.. advises that thev
intend making "Where D'ye Get That Stuff?" a universal
slogan, and a number of prominent newspaper cartoonists have
agreed to feature a series of cartoons based upon tliis title.
"Where D'ye Get That Stuff?" will be the first production to
be released through the Argosy Company on the state right
basis.

BURLAND

THEATER

BOOKS "THE LIBERTINE"
SEVEN DAYS.

FOR

In answer to many inquiries regarding the release of "The
Libertine," a photoplay in six reels, recently produced by
Julius Stegei; and Joseph A. Golden, F. E. Backer, president
of The Mammoth Film Corporation, through which the picture
is being handled in New Tork, New Jersey and the New England States, has made the announcement that "The Libertine"
will be shown at the Burland theater, Bronx, during the seven
days beginning November
26.
At a recent showing before experts, this picture was pronounced one of the most remarkable vehicles ever employed
by John Mason, and the work of Alma Hanlon and a score of
other prominent screen artists brought forth the highest
praise. In a word, it is predicted to be a "sensation," as its
plot carries a tremendous moral lesson and abounds in situations true to life.

MOSS
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FILMS

THROUGH

QUALITY

OF PITTSBURGH

The Quality Film Service of Pittsburgh have completed arrangements with the B. S. Moss Motion Picture Corporation,
whereby they will become the exclusive distributors of the
one-a-month Moss Feature Program in Western Pennsylvania
and Western Virginia. H. A. Lande, manager of the Quality,
plans to launch this program for his territory by releasing on
the first of December "The Power of Evil," an original screen
play, written by the famous playwright George Bronson Howard, which has met with great success wherever it has played.
This will be followed by "Boots and Saddles," a screen version
of Eugene Walter's great play scheduled for release on the 15th
of Demember and on the first of the New Year, the Quality
will release a Moss feature with Marie Empress as the principal figure.

"THE JOCKEY NOVEMBER
OF DEATH" 15. TO BE SHOWN
"The Jockey of Death," the first of the International's
Adventure Series, will be released throughout the country
on next Wednesday. "The Jockey of Death" is one of the
most thrilling and interesting feature photoplays ever presented. It is a story of circus life, but it also tells in a
clean, wholesome way a beautiful romance in which a little
circus rider, who is in reality a countess, is restored to
her ancestral estate, of which she has been deprived by
an unscrupulous
relative.
The principal roles in "The Jockey of Death," are portrayed by Mile. Evelyn and M. Arturo. both of whom before
their entrance into motion pictures were members of one
of the most famous circuses in the world.

GAUMONT

COMPANY

SPECIALIZING
REELS.

IN

SINGLE

The Gaumont Company is gradual] \ building up a list of
single -reel releases that will result in a film library of remarkable excellence. The subjects are both scenic and pictorial narrations of various industries, processes and customs.
There is also a due appreciation of the demand for humor on
the screen. This is satisfied by the Gaumont Kartoon Komics,
animated for the screen by Harry Palmer, and by the Gaumont
Shadowgraphs, also devised and directed by Mr. Palmer. The
three series of travel, interest and magazine character are "See
America First," "Tours Around the World" and "Reel Life." In
addition there is the Gaumont screen newspaper. The Mutual
Weekly.
"THE FINAL FRAUD" (Essanay).
A love story grows out of a clever plot to frustrate the operations of a coterie of desperadoes in this photoplay. A supposed member of the gang falls in love with the daughter
of one of its intended victims. The crooks are arrested in a
spectacular raid. It then develops that the younger man instead of being a crook, is in fact a secret service agent who
has assumed that disguise to round up the criminals. Bryant
Washburn is seen as the pseudo crook and Gertrude Glover as
the girl. Ernest Maupain is the chief desperado, and John
Cossar the victim. It is a well worked out plot with many
tense situations and constructed for a screen time of 48
minutes.

GIANT

GUNS

AT VERDUN

IN HEARST

PICTORIAL.

The Hearst International News Pictorial has just received
some remarkable motion pictures, which show the fighting
at Verdun and on the Somme fronts. One of the most wonderful of these pictures is an armored train, upon which is
vividly portrayed the manner in which the giant shells are
placed In the big gun. All of the action is revealed from
the time the shell starts on its way to the mouth of the
gun until the explosion sends it on its mission of death and
destruction. This is the first time that these guns have
been shown
in action.

"MASQUE

OF LIFE" IN CHICAGO.

"The Masque of Life" will be played for a:n indefinite run at
the La Salle theater, Chicago, starting on November 20th, according to an announcement by A. B. Jones, of Jones, Linick &
Schaeffer, who arrived in New Tork City early Friday morning,
November 10, and completed his contract with J. L. Kempner,
who is releasing the film. Mr. Jones' firm is considered the
leading buyers of states-rights for the middle west and their
theaters in the Loop district of Chicago are greatly sought
after.

LESSER

ACQUIRES

"CIVILIZATION"

FOR

COAST.

The All Star Picture Distributors, Inc., of San Francisco, of
whicii Sol Lesser is the presiding genius, has shown its astuteness once more. They have acquired state rights for Thos. H.
Ince's spectacle, "Civilization." for California, Arizona, New
Mexico. The deal was effected last week. Mr. Lesser has returned to the coast to make arrangements for the booking of
the picture. There were several bidders for this piece of territory the allotment
of which
leaves byvery
little left.
transaction
was, as usual,
supervised
J. Parker
Read, The"
Jr.,
general manager of the Harper Film Corporation.

December 2. 1916
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REELS.

A plck-up man known as Peter Taducc. and nicknamed "MidnlKlit No. 5." accepted a two-reel episode of the "Scarlet Runner No. 7." entitled "The Red Whiskered Man," from our office
for delivery to the Markm theater. 2416 South Halsted street,
Chk-aKo, and claims that ho left his wapon unguarded In the
rear of the City Hall Square building, at which time the said
episode of the "Scarlet Runner" was stolen from the wagon.
Any exhibitor who has any knowledge as to the whereabouts
of this subject will not only confer a favor upon the VitagraphV-L-S-E Inc.. but will assist In bringing about a better condition as regards the receipt and delivery of films. The Exhibitors' League should take the item up to the extent of bringing
about the prosecution of any one guilty of auch a misdemeanor. SYDNEY E. ABEL. Branch Manager,
Vltngraph-V-L-S-E. Inc.

elaborate
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production,

which

•

Is to

•

be

•

released

early

in

De-

"Sailing al Four" Is the title of a one-reel comedy being
made by tlie Universal Nestor company working under tho
direction of Louis Chaudet. Eddie Lyons plays the featured
lead with Edith Roberts in his support. Lee Moran is ill and
not in the cast.

M

R

OBERT
WARWICK
and
Mollie
King
in "Al: Man."
World-Brady picture, will reach the public December

a
4.

r)irector Joseph De Grasse Is filming at Universal City "The
Wrong Side of Paradise," featuring Dorothy Phillips and Lon
Chaney. This is a story dealing with the Barbary Coast in
San Francisco during its palmy days and was written by
Harvey Gates of the Universal staff.

«

•

•

Enid Bennett, new Triangle-Kay Bee star, is playing a blind
girl in her first picture, now under way at Culver City. Lanier
Bartlett, new Ince author, wrote the scenario.

•

•

•

"The Reward of the Faithless" nearly has been finished by
Director Rex Ingram of Universal City as a five-reel feature.
The lead is played by Betty Schade. supported by Claire
DuBrey. Wedgwood Nowell, William Dyer and other Universal
players.
• • •
The title of the play Florence La Badie is now making at the
Thanhouser studios has been changed from "Enemies of Soto "The GirlFrederic
Who Wanted
The story is by
Philip ciety"
Lonergan.
Sullivan to isLive."
the director.

•

•

•

Director Henry McRae has finished the fifteenth episode of
the Universal serial. "Liberty, a Daughter of the U. S. A.,"
featuring Marie Walcamp with Jack Holt and Eddie Polo.

•

«

•

C. Gardner Sullivan, head of the Triangle-Kay Bee scenario
department, is due in New York, having left the Culver City
studios several days ago. He will remain in the east for
several weeks, collecting data for new plays.

•

•

•

Director William V. Mong is filming a two-reel photoplay at
Universal City entitled "Fighting Joe's Christmas." the leads
of which are played by Mong and Maude Emery.

•

•

*

Gladys Hulette will be supported in "Her New York." a
Thanhouser-Pathe release scheduled for January, by William
Parke, Jr.. Riley Chamberlin. Carey Hastings, Robert Vaughn
and Ethyle Cooke.

•

•

•

Director Jack Conway of Universal City has about completed the five-reel feature production. "Mary Keep Your Feet
Still," with Ella Hall in the leading role. She is supported by
Marcia Moore. Margaret Whistler and a number of the Universal children.

•

•

«

Edward Elkas, who has been associated with the Vltagraph
people for the past two and a half years, has Just added his
name to the long list of Metro-Rolfe Screen favorites. Mr.
Elkas soon will be seen In "The Belle of the Season," which Is
being produced under the direction of S. Rankin Drew, with
Emmy Wehlen
in the leading role.
Captain Leslie T. Peacocke is producing at Universal City a
two-reel comedy entitled "Baby Doll's Christmas," Eileen
Sedgwick and Fred Church, the leads, are supported by Yvette
^^itehell.
Thelma Salter, child actress, has a part almost equal in
Importance to that of the star, in a new Triangle play from
the typewriter of C. Gardner Sullivan, which has Frank
Kec-nan in the leading role.
• • •
Director Stuart Paton at Universal City. is working on the
fourth chapter of "The Voice on the Wire," a mysterious criminologist serial in which Ben Wilson plays the leading role
with Neva Gerber
opposite.

«

•

•

The World Film Corporation's play made from the spoken
drama. "The New South." has been re-named "Broken Chains."
Ethel Clayton
and Carlyle Black well are the stars in this

ONTGOMERY.
ALA. — Strand
Amusement
Company
has
iVX
'^^ *^^ contract to Jeffers Brothers to erect a two-story
theater building. 42 by 100 feet; brick and stucco; clas.sic front; tile and marble vestibule; to cost $15,000.
CLE.\RWATER. FLA.— Star Theater Company. Paul Majewskl
proprietor, will erect a $3,000 moving picture house, with seating capacity for 400 persons.
LEMONT, ILL. — Nelson & Llndeman have opened a new moving picture house here, with seating capacity of 400.
FORT WAYNE. IXD. — The Orpheum theater is now being"
operated by the Bankers' & Merchants' Theater Co.
FRANKFORT. IND— The interior of the Star theater, operated by the Star Theater Company, has been redecorated. A
new projecting machine has also been added to the equipment.
ROCKVTLLE, IND. — The opera house has been leased by
Trapp & Spray and renamed the Rox theater.
CEDAR FALLS, lA. — The Grand theater, recently acquired byEdward Madigan, has been remodeled and the interior redecorated.
NEW HAMPTON, lA.— The Idle Hour theater has been remodeled and the interior redecorated.
SHELDON. lA. — The Strand theater has been taken over by
R. G. Slater.
PADUCAH, KY. — Extensive Improvements have been made to
the Star theater.
SHREVEPORT. LA. — The Majestic theater has been thoroughly overhauled and new equipment Installed.
BELFAST. ME. — The opera house is now being conducted by
William
Williamson,
of Augusta.
L.\KE CITY. MINN. — The Grand theater has been purchased
by Leon Sinclair.
ST. LOUIS. MO. — Extensive improvements have been made tothe Cinderella theater, located at the corner of Iowa and Sherokee streets, and the seating capacity increased.
LEBANON, N. H. — The Lyric theater has been taken over by
Fred Cranlin.
EAST ORANGE. N. J.— A. N. Mesaers. 225 N. 18th street. Is
having plans by John E. Kleist, 515 Seventh avenue, New York,
for a $4,000 moving picture house.
GIBBSTOWN. N. J. — S. L. Duncan, Paulsboro. N. J., has the
contract to erect a one-story moving picture theater, 46 by 110
feet, for Chris Grotsinger, to cost $8,000.
FAR ROCKAWAY, L. I., N. Y.— Columbia theater, 2S2 Central
a.venue, reported planning to make extensive alterations to
present structure.
MALONE, N. Y. — Hardy & Meehan contemplate making extensive alterations and building a one and one-half story addition
to their theater building, to cost about $10,000.
LYNN, N. C. — Peter Parker has opened a new moving picture theater here.
PORTLAND. ORE. — The Globe theater, recently taken over
by Louis Gerlinger, has been remodeled and redecorated.
GREENSVILLE. PA. — The Mercer Square theater is now being operated by the Schatz-Muntz Amusement Company.
MEMPHIS, TENN. — Marcus Loew, of New York City, is reported to plan the erection of a vaudeville theater, to coFt_,$700.000. E. A. Schiller is also reported as being interested In the
p.oject.
NASHVILLE. TENN. — The Peerless Amusement Company has
leased the Strand theater.
POST,
TEXAS. — H. F. Lloyd is having plans prepared by R.
feet.
E. Gilmore for a one-story moving picture theater, 40 by 100

Machines Bought, Sold and Exchanged
Highest

Prices

pard

for

all

equipment.

Powers Vo. 5. S-15; Simplex Mechanism i:,\-..- v.-n-<. ?iriO: rr.wera Adjustable BheoStat (Eood as new), S12: Best Import.-d r. nLn^;. r~ $| each; Domestic Condensers.
65 c csch: Carbons, pt?r hundred. ?<",: Arc r,irh.-.n^, [>-^r mo riair. $10.
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MutuaVs New Exchange in St. John, K B.
Manager Charles H. Kerr Has Enviable Record
as Film
Man
in
Some Interesting Details of His New
Quarters.
By

P.

L.

Sully,

68

Lansdowne

ST.

JOHN. N. B. — The newly renovated
offices of the Mutual Film Corporation
are new said to be th© best in the city.
A gradual growth of St. John as a moving
picture center has resulted in expansion
by all the companies doing business here,
and not least among these has been the
Mutual company, which, from the standpoint of service of its attaches is the
oldest in the city. The present quarters
of the company on Waterloo street, adJoining the Gem theater, comprise the
entire floor space of the second and third
stories of a large building. The second
floor is devoted to the business offices,
and exhibitors' waiting room. In addition to this there is a fireproof cabinet
for the housing of all films.
On the third floor the company boasts
of the best projection room in St. John.
Here a representative of the New Brunswick Board of Censors sits two afternoons a week. The lithographing and
shipping
departments
adjoin.
Charles H. Kerr, the present manager
of the office, has been stationed in St.
John as a representative of the trade
longer than any other moving picture
executive. He began his career some nine
years ago with L. E. Ouimet. who then
controlled the Ouimete scope. E. Auguar
was manager and Mr, Kerr assistant manager of the exchange which was operated
above the old "Biograph" on Charlotte
street. A. year or so later Mr. Ouimet
sold out to the Kinetograph. Mr. Kerr
remained with the company in the same
capacity. Following this the Gaumont
<;ompany assumed control, and moved from
the old quarters on Charlotte street to
the present location.
Mr. Kerr was then

Ave.,

St. John.

the

Province —

N. E.

assistant manager, and A. R. Macbeth
manager. About six years ago Mr. Macbeth resigned, and Mr. Kerr after three
years' experience as assistant manager
was given entire charge of the exchange.
Two years later the Mutual corporation
bought out the Gaumont agency, and Mr,
Kerr through four changes in management remained at his post and his chosen
work. The office force at that time was
but three. Now it numbers ten. Business has been more than doubled, and
within the past few weeks the working
space of the agency has likewise been
doubled. With Mr. Kerr, as assistant manager is R. D. McKay, formerly with the
Warner Feature Company. During the
decade that he has been affiliated with the
moving picture industry in this city, Mr.
Kerr has seen scores come and go, while
he himself has weathered all storms and
changes of management. His son, Roy,
has charge of the shipping department
and is as fond of the business that has
given him bread and butter for the past
ten 5ears as Mr. Kerr himself. In addition to those who are seen in the picture
Miss McGowan, bookkeeper, and Miss
Ethel Rae, stenographer, are members of
the office staff.
As New Year's Gift to New Glasgow.
New Glasgow, N. S. — N. W. Mason, proprietor of the Academy of Music for the
past five years is investing $80,000 in a
fine new auditorium, to be ready for
business soon after New Tear's. The new
theater, which is not yet named, is located
at Provost and Archimedes streets, and
will seat about 1.200.
Mr. Mason, promi-

nent in theatrical circles for many years
has brought such stars as Robert Mantell
to Nova Scotian audiences. Exhibitors
and moving picture men in general are
watching New Glasgow with interest.
Warren Smith is also constructing a large
theater for moving pictures that is to be
opened about the same time as Mr.
Mason's.
They say competition is likely
to
be lively.
In Higher Admission on North Shore.
Chatham, N. B. — North Shore exhibitors
recently organized in a move to raise the
admission price from ten to fifteen cents
on evenings that Taramount features are
shown. This affects the houses in Chatham, Bathurst
"At and Campbellton, N, B.
Solomon Soffe to Open Theater.
Pictou, N. B. — Solomon Soffe, who is
soon to open a new theater here was
a recent visitor in St, John, getting acquainted with the exchange men and making purchases for the new house. Mr,
Soffe bought a Powers 6B machine from
the Mutual agency, and hag madeWhy
arrangefeatures.ments for Mutual service as well as Metro
'
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H.

silk."St. George
Trifts to Manager
Rold.'
Theater.

St. George. N. B.— T. J. O'Neill has
severed his connection with the Broadway theater and turned the management
over to Fred H. Trifts of St. John. Mr.
O'Neill has resumed his interests in the
dry goods business. Mr. Trifts. who controls the Gem in St. John is changing
the policy of the house from pictures
alone to pictures and three acts of vaudeton. ville, with bookings out of Loew's, BosFred Coughlan to Take the Gayety.
St. John. N. B. — The Gayety theater.
Carleton. which has changed hands several times during the past few years, is
now. it is said, about to transfer from
the management of William Smith, who
lan.
also controls the Empress, to Fred Cough-

Mutual

Film

Exchange,

St. John,

New

Brunswick.

M. J. Franklin to Lease Opera House.
St. John, N. B. — It is understood from
good authority that M. J. Franklin, manager of the Strand theater, Halifax, has
closed negotiations with R. H. Dockrill,
owner of the St. John opera house, for a
lease to become effective March 1st. Mr.
Franklin, it is said, will renovate the
interior of the opera house, install new
seats, have new scenery painted, and add
several new features to the general equipment of the building.
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Baltimore News Letter
By

J. .M. SheUman.
1902 Mt. Royal
race, Baltimore. Md.

Ter-

S. L. Wonders
Leaves the Walbrook.
BALTIMOKE. MD. — It has come aa
quite a surprise that Solon L.. Wonders has resigned his position as manager
of thj Walbrook theater on North avenue at Rosedale street. Mr. Wonders. It
is understood will take a brief rest before accepting another position, and
while doing so, will visit relatives in
Cleveland. He is well liked In Baltimore
and has had wide experience in the managlner of theaters in this and other cities.
Hull Theater Will Enlarge.
Baltimore. Mil.— Tlie Hull theater, ai
1444 Hull street, will take on a new lease
of life In a short time, as James Goeller.
the owner, intends to build a one-story
addition of brick to this house. Mr. Goeller states that he expects to spend about
13.000 on the improvements.
Colonial Shows Films.
Baltimore, Md.— The Colonial theater on
Eutaw street, which is now used to present plays with colored artists, also runs
three acts of vaudeville and moving pictures as an added attraction for its colored patrons. The General Film is furnishing them with two and three-reel subjects for their programs.
American Ambulance Benefit.
Baltimore. Md. — On Friday night, November 24. the war films entitled "Our
American Boys in the European War,"
showing the Americans now serving in
the French trenches, will be shown at
Albaugh's theater on North Charles
street. The affair is being held under
the auspices of some of the most prominent society leaders of Baltimore and is
for the benefit of the American Ambulance Corps. Programs and caramels
will be sold by pretty misses, and members of Battery A will act as ushers.
Parents* League as Censors.
Baltimore.now
Md. —has
Thea Parents'
League of
Baltimore
censor committee
whose duty it is to pass on the theatrical
productions and moving pictures that may
be recommended as permissible for children to see, which come to this city. Last
week the regular Saturday morning special was
children's
matinee at the Parkway
theater
mentioned.
N. B. Morgan Honored.
Baltimore. Md. — N. Basil Morgan, a
prominent member of the Operators* tJnton, Local 181. has had a prominent part
to play for the past two weeks acting as
messenger to the American Federation of
Labor Convention, which Is now being
held in this city. Mr. Morgan worked
hard for the convention and deserved the
honor bestowed upon him.
Mutual Business Brisk.
Baltimore. Md. — Business seems to be
rushing at the Mutual exchange in this
city and. according to the statement of
O. D. Weems, the manager, they are
busy. "The series In which Margarita
Fisher and Mary Miles Minter are very
popular with the exhibitors," stated Mr.
Weems. "and the Great Wizard and Wilson theaters have both booked the first
of Miss Fishers series. 'The Pearl of
Paradise.' "
Somerset Theater Dark.
Philadelphia, Pa. — The Somerset theater, which was recently offered at Sheriffs
Sale, failed to find a purchaser. It is now
closed and will remain in an attorney's
hands, apparently for some time.
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Week's Philadelphia

Happenings

Charlie Chaplin's "Behind t!ie Screen" at the Stanley, Arcadia, Victoria and Locust
— Expecting Alice Brady on a Visit — Many Interesting Notes from Local Filmdom and Prominent Picture Men.
/
From

F.

V.

Armato,

H4

N.

Salford

PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Charlie Chaplin
has had something of a vogue here
during the last week, even for him, and
numerous central and suburban theaters
liave given pleasure to their audiences
and profit to their managements by
showing his latest comedy, "Behind the
Screen." which in the parlance of the
profession has "gone over big." At the
Stanley, whicli in a sense sets the photoplay fashions of the town, the new Chaplin picture was a decided hit the first
three days of the week, shown in conjunction with Fannie Ward's feature,
"The Years of the Locust. "' The Arcadia,
which enjoyed a week of enormous financial success, played "Behind the Screen"
In conjunction with "The Prince of
Graustark" every day. The Victoria In
addition to showing Bessie Barriscale In
"A Corner in Colleens," showed the comedy the first three days of the week and
repeated it to record houses on Saturday.
"Behind the Screen" also was shown at
the Locust for two days, at the Germantown for two days, at the Alhambra for
three days, and the Fairmount, the Jefferson and several other local houses of
equal prominence booked It for early
runs with unvarying success. Charlie's
big feet find ample place to rest in the
city of Brotherly Love.
Alice Brady Coming.
Philadelphia. Pa.— "Bought and Paid
For." starring Alice Brady, has been
booked at the Belmont theater, 52nd and
Market streets, for the week of November 20. Arrangements are now being
completed to tender Miss Brady a royal
reception upon her visit to this theater
when she arrives on Thursday. Nov. 23.
Painful Tragedy in Film Row.
Philadelphia. Pa. — Herbert Effinger, of
the Leader, was stalled in his Buick down
in film row one day last week and received a surprising number of "helpful"
suggestions from various luminaries of
the local exchanges, including G. Ames,
J. Clark. H. Scott and Wm. Smith. "G.
A." thought his shutter was loose, John
Metro Clark said his carburetor was out
of focus. Messrs. Scott and Smith brazenly inquired why. "even if Herbert was delayed, 'Musty Suffer?*"
"Stick to It," Says Pierce.
Philadelphia, Pa.— J. W. Pierce, formerly
assistant manager of the local Mutual exchange, has joined the Pathe forces in
the same capacity. His success in film
affairs he attributes in great part to the
habit of never missing a chance to secure
a customer. A case in point is that of
Jack Gold, of the Family theater in Harrisburg, who came to Mr. Pierce's office
one hot day and sank into a chair. When
he attempted to arise he found himself
held by some particularly sticky fly paper.
Mr. Pierce made a steady customer right
there, for while Mr. Gold's nether garments were in the hands of the cleaner.
Mr. Pierce's suave conversation convinced
him that no one else could so well supply
his needs. "Stick To It" Is Mr. Pierce's
motto whether he admits It or not.
An Interesting
Camden
Theater.
Camden, N. J. — James F. McClellan. proprietor of the Forest Hill theater, at Haddon and Kaighn avenues, states that he
is meeting with good business at lO-cent
admissions. He is running three serials.
"The Yellow Menace,"
"The Scarlet Run-

St.,

West

Philadelphia.

ner" and "The Shielding Shadow." In addition to a special feature releases. About
the first of the year Mr. McClellan will
instal a handsome organ as It is his aim
to keep pace with the latest developments.
It is interesting to note that he allots
fifty per cent, of his gross receipts to
purchase pictures, and that large productions form ninety per cent, of his programs. The most remarkable thing In
connection with this house is that it is
not situated in a thickly populated section, but draws it's public from those who
must travel many blocks to reach It.
Qiialitv pays In Camden
as elsewhere.
John H. Weber Takes Attractive Offer.
Philadelphia. Pa. — John H. Weber accepted a tempting offer last week and
sold his Park theater to the owners of the
Jefferson. Though the Park was Mr.
Weber's first venture in th6 picture business it proved a good investment. He
built the house at a cost of $80,000, and
always did a flourishing business. His
recent presentations consisted of Paramount, Triangle and other high grade
pictures. His patrons were chiefly of
residents of the neighborhood in which
the house was located, and he took care
to see that they received uniformly
courteous treatment. He also did not
neglect to cater to transient trade- The
situation of the house, directly at one of
the principal entrances to Fairmount Park
made an attractive lobby display effective in drawing casual visitors, and as
Mr. Weber also advertised in the daily
papers and the trolley cars he left few
stones unturned.
During the winter months Mr. Weber
states that he will probably take the
management of another high class theater to keep in touch with the latest
events of filmdom, and in the spring he
plans to build another house of his own.
An automobile of the favorite "flivver"
type will enable him to enjoy a little relaxation in the shape of a motor trip
now and then.
Great Northern in Ivory and Old Rose.
Philadelphia. Pa. — The Great Northern
theater, at Broad street and Erie avenue,
will reopen on Saturday, November 25th,
after having undergone extensive alter
atlons and improvements at a cost of
between $40,000 and $50,000. The theater
was closed all summer, and has undergone a complete change under the supervision of Henon and Boyle, architects,
and the J. B. Barbarita Company, of
Philadelphia and Pittsburg, decorators.
Reproductions of Louis XVI mural designs and furnishings have been adhered
to throughout. Ivory, old rose and gold
is the color scheme of the auditorium. A
well nigh perfect indirect lighting system
displays the coloring to advantage. The
projection booth is hidden and the necessary openings are well concealed. The
exit of the booth is on the outside of the
building thus insuring the operators from
annoying interruptions, and by isolating
the machines and electrical equipment
decreasing the danger of lire.
Harry Ertel, an experienced film man,
who formerly managed several downtown
houses, is the new manager and is at present busy with the details of the construction work.
More Fortunate Than Some.
Philadelphia. Pa. — Albert Brown, of the
Overbrook theater, is diligently engaged
in collecting election bets. Mr. Brown.
It may be inferred, is a Wilson man.
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Boosting Children's Matinees

Washington, D. C. Film Men Putting Shoulder to the Wheel with Women's Clubs
to Give Shows Especially Adapted to Children — What the Women's Clubs Are
Trying to Accomplish.
Clarence
L. Linz,
622 Riggs
Building, Washington, D. C.

WASHINGTOX, D. C— Another of the
conferences between the exchange
managers and the Motion Picture Committee of the Federation of Women's
Clubs looking
to "cleaner
for
children,
was held
at the pictures"
Hotel Ebbitt
last week. As a result of the campaign
of the Federation ten of the city's theaters have signified their willingness to
give matinees for the benefit of the children each Friday afternoon for the period of one month, for which there is no
charge for admission. On their part thft
exchange managers have agreed to furnish the films necessary for these matinees.
This meeting was the most interesting
of any had thus far. Superintendent ol
Schools Thurston advanced a plan for
determining by votes in the schools what
the children want. J. H. Butner, president of the recently- formed Managers'
Association, declared he was behind the
movement so long as it does not attempt
censorship or disparagement of theaters
where the special matinees are not
given. Dr. William B. Herbst. of the
Circle theater, was among the first of
the exhibitors to signify his approval
of the plan by offering the use of his
theater for the four matinees. W. A.
Marceron. of the Dumbarton theater, and
R. H. Campbell, of the Olympic theater,
have also promised to do all possible to
aid in this cause. The Motion Picture
Operators' Union has oflfered the free
services of men to operate the projection machines at the special matinees.
The theaters where these matinees are
to be given are the Circle, Dumbarton.
Empire, Home. Carolina, Lyric, Meader's,
Olympic. Victoria and the Howard theater for colored children.
What Clubs Want to Do.
The movement is being backed by
Mrs. John Jacob Locher, chairman of the
Women's Committee. In speaking of the
plan Mrs. Locher says that "the films are
to be selected not so much along educational lines, although where that class
of film will be attractive to a juvenile
audience, it will be shown, together with
clean comedy and wholesome stories. Entertaining and amusing programs are to
be the feature, however, in an effort to
win the children from the questionable
and pernicious subjects they have In
many instances acquired a taste for.
"The men interested in the motion picture industry claim that 'motion pictures are made, and always will be made.
to meet the demand of the public." If
this be true, then it is time the rightthinking majority of our public demonstrate conclusively to the producers that
we do want, and will have, clean pictures.
"When we realize that we are injuring the little ones of this generation by
allowing pictures of crime and the lower
world in all its phases to be thrown on
the screen for their eyes to see. and their
minds to interpret as best they may,"
contiuued Mrs. Locher. "no futher appeal should be necessary to arouse every
American citizen to the true importance
of the question.
"On the other hand, if w^e are to 'cooperate,' as the resolution adopted by
the general federation stated, we must
not forget that the motion picture industry is one of the biggest commercial
enterprises in the country today; that
millions of dollars are invested in it,
and that we are indebted to the men,
the pioneers of the business, who have
risked
fortunes
in the development
of

one of the greatest discoveries of the
age: that through their efforts such excellence has been reached in the production of films that we are now able
to use the motion picture in every
branch of education and we are bigger
and troader as a nation in our knowledge
of the world through the agency of the
screen; that they have placed within the
reach of every one an amusement which
can be made the greatest asset of our
land in educating and making good,
]o>'al American
citizens.
Demonstrating Value of Good Film.
"But wt- must demonstrate
practically

Taxes

for
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Vaults

to the men of this great commercial enterprise that we will do as we would be
done by. The public who want clean
films must take the place of the public
that will only go where they are fed on
sensationalism, in which crime, the life
of the underworld and the triangular
situation are featured.
"We must constitute ourselves a board
of recommendation. This means the public; every good picture we see we
would tell our neighbor to see; it will
only be a short time before the managers will begin to feel the influence of
this movement, and when they understand that the public want clean, wholesome pictures that is the only kind that
will be shown. It is a fair readjustment
of existing conditions.
"In order to bring about this change
we must have the co-operation of the
public; not their good will, but their active support; not for a month, but for
a year. By that time our films will be
as clean and well selected as the books
'in the siielves in our public library."

Under

Sidewalks

Which
Must
Be Filled
Washington, D. C, Exchanges and Theat ers Get Blanks
Out and Sent to Police Captains of Precinct.
the street, alley or sidewalk; number of
WASHINGTON*. D. C. — Exchange mansquare feet of vault space, and any othagers and exhibitors of Washington have
er information the writer can furnish.
had distributed among them by the ofThe printed oath to be signed by a nofice of the Assessor of the District blank
tary public reads that the person giving
forms to be filled out by them giving inthis information "being duly swirn, deposes and says that the statements given
formation upon which can be based taxes
on vaults under the sidewalks. In the
above are true to the best of his knowledge and belief, and that he has had an
District Appropriation Bill for the fiscal
actual measurement made of the dimenyear ending June 30, 191.. which became
sions of said vault space and that the
a law on September 1 last, is a provision
number of square feet in said vault space
authorizing and directing the District
Commissioners to assess and collect rent
given above is based on actual measurefrom all users of space occupied under
At the time this measure ivas pending
sidewalks and streets in the District of
in Congress there was a great deal of
Columbia, when such space is occupied
adverse comment, the men connected
or used in connection with the business
of such users.
with the motion picture industry, and all
ment."
other interests, felt this to be an impoTo carry out the provisions of this law.
sition in view of the fact that the vaults
each user of space as above described is
under the sidewalks, used for the stordirected to fill out a schedule which is
to be returned to the police captain of
age of merchandise, coal, and other commodities and materials and as a recepthe precinct in which the vault is lotacle for heavy machinery, was as much
cated. The captains of the precincts are
a part of the building as the cellar Itthen to forward the returns to the asself, and that a tax was already paid on
sessor through the police department.
it because of the value of the building
The schedule, which must be filled out
being enhanced by the additional space.
under oath, requires the insertion of the
Congress, on its part, overruled the obname of the user of the vault space, adjection and the provision for the tax
dress, number of square and lot. inforstood as originally proposed.
mation as to whether the space is under

Manager
Spurrier's
System
of Handling
Out-of-Town Exhibitors
Can Now Order
for Several
Shows in AdvancePaper
and Save
on the Carriage — Lightens Labor All Around.
tofore has been quite expensive in the
WASHINGTON,
D. C. — Manager
Frank
use of bill heads, envelopes, postage and
B. Spurrier, of the local Vitagraph
exclerical labor. The exhibitor in sending
change, has recently installed a novel
in his order to the office attaches his
check, and this in itself lightens the
system for the handling of paper which
work of the bookkeeper and means the
seems to be proving quite popular with
elimination of small balances on the
the exhibitors in the territory as well
books
for paper, which invariably causes
as with the employees of the exchange,
correspondence.
and his office has had the co-operation of
In ordering for several shows in adthe exhibitors because of the way the
vance, as the exhibitor usually does, the
business
has been facilitated.
loss of paper In transit is reduced to a
The out-of-town exhibitor especially
minimum since the packages are more
likes this new manner of handling paper,
bulky than when but one show is moved
inasmuch as he can order posters for as
at the one time. In this way the shipmany shows in advance of exhibition as
ping clerk of the exchange is given an
he may desire, and have the advertising
advantage,
for he can ship paper for the
matter come in one shipment. In this
several
shows all at the one time, whereway he saves on expressage. which heretofore has been quite an item with the
as under the old system each show's advertising meant a separate shipment.
theaters. It must be understood that the
When there is a shortage of paper and
exhibitor fills out the order for paper
the shipping clerk is unable to comhimself. The blank is complete in itpletely fill the order he notifies the bookself, outlining every piece of paper that
keeping department, which in its turn
may be wanted by the exhibitor and inissues a credit memorandum to cover the
formation regarding it.
shortage
and the money so involved can
For the exchange, this means the elimbe applied by the exhibitor
on adverination of advance
billing, which
here-
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tUlnR mattor for other shows or for ihc
niniH tht'niHelvea, If he so desires.
E. R. Haas Assisting S. B. Lust.
Washington. D. C. — K. It. Hans, who
has bftn with the World Film Company
for some little time, traveling: through
this territory, has sevend his connection
with that org^anlxatlon tu become assistant to Sidney B. L.ust In the handling:
of the L.ouls J. Selznlok productions. In
addition to looklnK after the work In
the office. Mr. Hans will travel through
the territory in the Interest of these
films. Miss K. M. Gibney. formerly secretary of the liy Art Masterplays Company, and at one time connected with
the General Film, hag also entered the
employ of Mr. L.ust for work in connection with the Selznlck pictures.
Changes at Local Metro.
WashlnKton. D. C. — Quite a number of
changes have been made at tlie Metro
exchange since the appointment of Abe
Dresner as- m.insKer and assistant to Ij.
M. Day. president and general manager;
and by the way. Air. Dresden has been
appointed treasurer of the corporation.
One of the most Important things that
Mr. Dresner has done has been to supplant the girls In the inspection department with experienced union motion picture operators, he finding them far more
satisfactory
and capable.
Another change in the Metro offices Is
the addition of Harry Cohen as salesman, succeeding Roscoe B. Dayton. Mr.
Dayton was vice-president and secretary.
He had no previous experience in the
business and did not find it quite to his
liking and withdrew to enter another
line.
Since the local Metro exchange has extended its activities to include the booking of travelogues, comedies, features,
and the "Crimson Stain Mystery" serial.
President Day has found their quarters
far too small for the business now coming to them. The floor space has been
distributed and redistributed, shelves
have been put up in eT«ry available section of the place, until now there can be
no new distribution and no more shelves.
A change must be made in the near future, although probably nothing will be
done until the matter of the new film
exchange building is finally settled.
C. O. Moss Returns to Pathe.
Washington. D. C. — C. O. Moss, who for
some few months has been managing the
Charlotte. N. C, exchange of the Unicorn
Film Service, has severed his connection
with that concern and has re-entered
the employ of the Pathe company. Mr.
Moss has been assigned to his old territory and will start out within a very
few days to greet his old friends among
the exhibitors. And Moss has a lot of
friends who are glad to see hira traveling under the Gold Rooster banner again.
SMOKY CITY NOTES.
McDonald Opera House Prospers.
McDonald. Pa. — The Opera House, McDonald, which changed its policy from
road shows to moving pictures recently,
has been re-opened after undergoing an
extensive remodeling process. With the
appearance of the theater most inviting
and Its offerings of a high order, capacity audiences are being cared for
daily.
R. B. Gallagher with Metro.
Pittsburgh. Pa. — R. B. Gallagher has
taken charge of the film Inspection department of the Pittsburgh Metro offices, succeeding C. A. Weaver, who was
recently transferred to the Chicago
branch.
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Pittsburgh's

Past

Week

George P. Jacobs Takes Charge of Masterpiece Attractions — Changes in Local
Famous Players and Pathe Exchanges — New Houses and Reopenings — State
Censors and Posters.
From Pittsburgh News Service, 6016 Jenkins Arcade, Pittsburgh, Pa.

PITTSBURGH,
PA.— George
P. Jacobs
formerly
a representative
of
the
World
Film in Pittsburgh,
for the past
year, has resigned to take charge of the
Masterpiece
Film
attract! ons In
Western
PennsylI vania
and
West
'Virginia.
Offices
liave been established in building,
the Seltzer film
L. i b e rty avenue
and
12th
street.
Mr. Jacobs
broke
busi^ ^ I into theness film
four years
^
ago with the NotV ed Players
comm pany.
He
then

^

,^jr ^
-'■J^^ ^M
X
^^H
^^^ ^^^^1
Geo. P. Jacobs.

joined
the
Life
*'hoto
Film
and
later came to this
won a host
of
has
he
where
(^ity.
friends. He is said
to be the youngest
manager in the
film business,
Dillard,
Mrs. S. P.
formerly with the
Consolidated. Atlanta.
. .
and recently
with
the World office Ga.,
in Pittsbur
gh, is
Mr. Jacobs' secretary. Among the Masterpiece subjects now meeting with much
success in this territory are "Purity "
'•Neptune's Daughter," and "The Liber-

tine."
New Additions to Local Famous Players
Pittsburgh. Pa- — The Famous Players
service has recently added to its force
Henry P Zapp, as special traveling representative out of the Pittsburgh branch.
Mr. Zapp was formerly connected with
the Casino Feature Film Company, Detroit, Mich., and is widely known in the
trade. C. H. Powell, formerly connected
with the Cincinnati office of the Famous
Players, has been appointed special traveling representative cf the same company in
the Pittsburgh district. L. W. Loranger,
who was recently appointed special traveling representative out of the local Famous Players office, Is now publicity manKing.
ager of the exchange. He succeeds J S

Lewiston's National to Open.
Lewiston. Pa. — The new National theater, Lewiston, Pa., is rapidly nearing completion and the management has announced that its opening will take place
about December 15. Henry Whitehouse
is owner of the theater, which gives promise of being one of the handsomest and
best equipped In Its locality. The seating
capacity will be 800. Only the best film
productions will be shown at the National,
as Mr. Whitehouse Is desirous of maintaining as excellent a standard in his attractions as he has set In the erection of
his theater.
Pathe Forces Re-organized.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — The re-organization of
the forces of the Pittsburgh Pathe exchange under Manager George W. Fuller
is about completed, several important additions having been made during the past
few weeks. H. S. Morrison, formerly traveling out of the Pathe branch at Minneapolis. Minn., has been transferred to this
city. J. R. Grier. formerly connected with
the Cleveland branch of the Triangle film.

has Joined the road forces of the Pittsburgh Pathe. E. E. Errlckson, formerly
associated with Manager Fuller at the
World Film offices in St. Louis, Mo., is
another valuable acquisition here. In o der to sec VI re the highest possible efficiency in the shipping department, Manager Fuller has placed In charge Edward
Phillips, formerly head shipper at the
General exchange at 23d street. New York.
Cameraman C. V. Burton has just been
assigned to this office by Pathe to look
after the news happenings In the Pitt::burgh territory.
State Censors Now See Paper.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Pittsburgh exchange
men and exhibitors are aroused over a
new order of the Pennsylvania Board of
Censors by which all paper issued in connection with moving picture films must
be submitted to them for approval. Heretofore the censors have demanded paper
for inspection in certain instances, but,
according to the latest ruling, the posters
and other advertising matter must accompany the film that is to be censored.
Until the paper has been thus submitted
it is understood that a certificate of approval will not be issued for the film.
The trade in this city is strongly In
fayor of a movement to enjoin the censors
from enforcing this sweeping order and
it is likely that exchangemen throughout
the state will test its legality. It Is believed that this gross discrimination
against the advertisement of films will
not be upheld by the courts.
Thos. Thompson Heads Nixon Theater.
Tarentum. Pa. — The management of the
Nixon theater, Tarentum, has been assumed recently by Thomas Thompson,
formerly manager of the Columbia theater. Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh. Mr.
Thompson is one of the most able men
in the exhibiting field, and indications are
that he will meet with much success In
his new connection. The Nixon is a 1,500-seat house and is now doing a thriving business. The attractiveness of the
Nixon has been greatly enhanced by the
improvements made recently and highsively.
class feature pictures are shown excluFort Pitt Film Sold.
Pittsburgh. Pa. — The plant of the Fort
Pitt Film Company, in the Cameraphone
building. Pittsburgh, was taken over recently by the Spencer Film Studios. The
new concern Is engaged principally In
commercial film work, being one of the
leaders in this line here.
The Garrick Reopened.
Glassport, Pa. — The Garrick theater,
Glassport, has been remodeled and openea
under new management. The house was
taken over recently by the owners of the
building in which It is located. Much upto-date equipment has been Installed, Including two Simplex projection machines.
New decorations and other improvements
make the Garrick very attractive throughout.
Elmer A. Calhoun Joins Fox.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Elmer A, Calhoon,
formerly traveling representative out of
the Pittsburgh ofiice of the General Film,
has become connected with the local office of the Fox exchange.
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Buffalo Ball Committee Is Named

the star. Howard Brink, representative
of the Sherry offices. Buffalo, is working
out of Syi-acuse this week.

Ball Will Be Held in the Elmwood Music Hall and the Date Set Is Monday, January 29— Committees Named to Look After the Special Arrangements Assure
a Record-Breaking Success for the Affair.
By Joseph
A. McGuire,
6 Lewis
Block,
Buffalo, N. Y.

J. M. Sitterly in Syracuse.
Syracuse, N, Y. — A representative in the
Syracuse territory is J. M. Sitterly, of the
Popular
Film, Buffalo.

BUFFAXO, N. Y. — The second annual ball
of the Buffalo Screen Club will be held
at the Elmwood Music Hall. Monday evening, January 29. The date was fixed at a
meeting of the club Monday evening. A
high mark was set by the ball last spring,
but the coming event promises to break
all former records. The names of film
favorites who will come will be announced
later.
The decorations will be on an elaborate
scale. The music will be complete and
costly. A reception committee will greet
the guests and look after their comforts.
The following members are in charge of
the ball:
Decoration committee, Messrs. Marsey,
chairman, Hofmeiater, Hopkins and
Becker.
Entertainment committee, Messrs. Christoffers, chairman, Mosier, Bitterly, Taylor,
Mack, Leonard,
Brady and Cohen.
Patronesses committee, Messrs. Brandon
and Penn.
Program committee, Messrs. Mack,
chairman, Becker, Hughes. Brink and
Brady.
Publicity committee. B. Taylor, chairman, C. A. Taylor, Messrs. Willats, McGrath and Penn.
Music
committee.
Messrs.
Hofmeister.
chairman,
and Marsey.
Ticket-committee, Messrs. Taylor, chairman. Savage, Morgan, Brandon. Sitterly.
Siegel. Hofmeister and Brink,
Reception committee, Messrs. Chrlstoffers, chairman. Hopkins, Sitterly, Brandon,
Mack, Brink. Mosier, C. Taylor, Hall, C. A.
Taylor, Willats. Becker, Savage, Morgan,
Leonard and Lorence.
Refreshment committee, board of governors of the club, and C. H. Christoffers.
President Christoffers presided at the
meeting of the club. It was decided to
have an entertainment, including dancing,
music and refreshments, at the clubrooms
Thanksgiving evening. The program will
be in charge of Harry Marsey, chairman,
and Messrs. Taylor, Brink. Penn and
Becker. The following were elected new
members of the club. Herbert Griffin.
representing the Nicholas Power Co., and
G. H. Penn and H. Lorence, Mutual.
Ten Per Cent. Off On Advance Payment
On Serial.
Buffalo. N. Y. — Manager James K. Morgan of the local branch of the Pathe. Mr.
Morgan allows a discount of ten per cent,
for advance payment on any entire serial
of that company.
"More than thirty exhibitors have taken
advantage of our offer," said Mr. Morgan,
"and the plan is being enthusiastically received. These exhibitors are living up to
one of the basic principles of business,
that of discounting a bill and thereby saving money. Knowing that they are dealing with a reputable firm and that our
serials will be profit makers for fifteen
to twenty weeks, they are willing to pay
in advance."
Jack Siegel Becomes Pathe Roadman.
Buffalo, N. Y.— Jack Siegel has been appointed traveling representative of the
Pathe, Buffalo. He is covering the Southern territory.
H. E. Coffey Heads Victor Film.
Buffalo. N. Y. — H, E. Coffey was recently
appointed Buffalo manager of the Victor
Film Service, handling Universal films. He
came here from Washington, where he
represented special features. He was
formerly manager of the Universal office
in Cincinnati. Mr. Coffey is an agressive
campaigner after business.
He will make

personal calls on many of the leading exhibitors of his territory.
F. S. Hopkins Becomes Chief Bluebird.
Buffalo, N. Y.— F. S. Hopkins, former
manager of the Victor for seven years,
has taken over the management of the
Buffalo branch of the Bluebird. Mr. Hopkins is held in high esteem by the exhibitors of New York, and his friends are
wishing him every success in his new position. His assistant is F. M. Zimmerman,
who was associated with Mr. |Iopkins
while with the Victor Service. Mr. Zimmerman will be road representative of
the Bluebird plays. He has many
acquaintances among the exhibitors. Mr.
Hopkins has booked first run with the
Regent theater, Rochester.
New Picadilly's Opening Offerings.
Rochester, N. Y. — Daniel J. Savage, manager of the William L. Sherry office,
Buffalo, recently visited W. H. Seeley,
managing director and secretary of the
new Picadilly theater, Rochester, which
opens November 24. Paramount programs
will be featured at the Picadilly. The
opening picture will be "Miss George
Washington."
with Marguerite
Clark as

"Fall of a Nation" at New Victoria.
Buffalo, N. Y. — An orchestra augmented
to fifteen pieces was one of the attractions
at the recent showing of "The Fall of a
Nation" at the New Victoria theater, Buffalo. Edward L. Hyman, manager, supervised the decoration of the theater in connection with this film. The entire house
emphasized the spirit of preparedness.
"This was the first time the picture was
shown in Buffalo at our prices, and we did
a wonderful business," said Mr. Hyman.
"We are getting fine results from our
mailing list, which now exceeds 5,000. In
a few weeks we will play Mary Plckford
in the first of her productions, 'Less Than
Dust.* Another attraction will be Sir
Forbes Robertson's success, 'The Light
That Failed,' by Rudyard Kipling. We areco-operating with the Buffalo high schools,
on this picture, and have arr?.nged for a
special matinee for the students. This,
picture will be played at the Victoria first
in Buffalo."
Buffalo Picture Playhouse Directory Co.
The Buffalo Picture Playhouse Directory
Co. has been organized in this city with
a capital of $5,000. The directors are Victor F. Vieregg, Ira M. Mosher, Ferry R.
Cant and Edward
Regester.

Complain of Careless Shipping
Southern Exchanges Suffer Losses from Mismated Features — Part of a Five-Reeler
Comes Back and Part Is Sent Off Some Other Place.
By J. L. Ray. 1014 Stahlman Bldg., Nashville, Tenn.
operated by one company, maintain exN.A.SHVILLE, TENN.— A question which
is becoming more acute each week,
clusive shipping departments, errors of
this kind manage to occur with almost
and which is proving a heavy burden upon the exchanges, is that of mismated
the same degree of frequency as experienced with the small town showmen. To
reels arriving as feature shows. Considerable complaint has been received
quote
a
prominentwould
excliange
"If
within tlie past few weeks with regard
the exhibitors
give manager:
this matter
their close personal supervision, and not
to the careless handling of multiple-reels
by employees ha\ing charge of shipments
leave this important phase of the business
to the exchanges. For instance, many exto irresponsible usher and door-boy, a
hibitors offer a program consisting of
large part of the trouble would be preone five-reel feature, with a one-reel filler, usually a comedy or travelogue. Quite
\'ented."
often the exhibitor finds it necessary to
Southern Exhibitors Thriving.
ship the five-reeler to one point, and the
Chattanooga, Tenn. — According to
single reel to another, and one ChattaManager Arthur S. Dickinson, of the
nooga exchange reports that three times
Southern Metro, the exhibitors of the
within one week the comedy has been
South
are forecasting prosperous timea
shipped with four reels of the feature,
for the winter season. "There are very
and the remaining section of the mulfew exhibitors in this territory who comtiple forwarded to another destination.
This entailed a heavy loss upon the explain of hard times," declared Mr. Dickinson recently. "With the Increase In
change in question, which, however, was
the price of cotton, all of the Southern
not alone in this respect.
exhibitors are looking forward to good
It has been pointed out by the exchange men that the shipping instructimes this winter."
tions are plainly given with each shipment, and there seems to be no reason
Ethridge Does Not Run Strand.
why a multiple feature should be split up
Chattanooga, Tenn. — An erroneous Imin this manner. An exhibitor receiving
pression has gained wide circulation rea mixed shipment of this kind is at a
cently to the effect that D. S. Ethridge of
complete disadvantage, so far as running
Chattanooga has taken over the Strand
a program for that day is concerned, unat 240 Main street. Mr. Ethridge has sufless, possibl.v, the exchange is located in
fered considerable annoyance as a rethe same city, which is rarely the case
sult of the confusion and requests that
in matters of this kind. Regardless of
the matter be made clear. The property
who is to blame, the exchange invariably
alone figured in the transfer, which propgets the worst of the argument, and
erty was disposed of by Messrs. E. R.
much friction between the exhibitors and
and J. W. Lawless to D. S. Ethridge for
exchangemen could be eliminated merely
the sum of $15,000. Mr. Ethridge is in
by more care being exercised on the part
no way connected with the operation of
of the theater managers themselves, in
the Strand theater, that house continuing
giving these matters their personal atto operate under the same management
tention.
as heretofore.
It is important that shipments be properly billed, in the first place, and secondly, that all parts of each picture be packed
"The Common Law" Scores Heavily.
Nashville.
Tenn. — True
to
predictogether. While many of the larger theaters, and especially chains of theaters
tions. Clara Kimball Young in "The Com-
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men Liiw" prove J a trump card at
Knickerbocker durinc; it9 four-day
Twenty -five cents for any seat In
house was the admlsston charged on
occasion.

Iho
run.
tho
this

Noith Carolina Letter
Hy

Cluroiivo
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Charles H. Arrington Weds.
ROOKY MOUNT. N. C— rh.is. H. ArrlnKton. the younger of tlu> Arlington
brothers, owners and managers of tho
Alamo and Orand. is receiving the conKratulations of his many friends here as
well as nienihers of the trade throughout
the territory, on his marriage to Miss
Annie Barrett, of Wilson, N. C. on November 4. The happy bridegroom Is one of
the best known exhibitors In this section.
Although only twenty- three years old
he has had a ilvo years' experience in tho
moving picture business- With hia brother
John, he is devising plans for the enlargement of the Grand theater so as to
give It about 1,500 seats.
New Theater at Enfield.
Enfield. X. C. — Britt and Whitaker, who
are operating the Grand theater here, are
erecting a new building which will be
equipped in the most approved manner,
and it is expected will be ready for occupancy on or about December 1. Altogether seating accommodations will be
provided for about 450 patrons. The house
Is being so constructed as to make possible the demolition of a store occupying
a part of the building so that an additional 200 seats may be obtained.
Hurrying Work on Strand.
Fayettesville, X. C- — Wui k is being
rushed on the Strand theater being built
here by Mr. Drake that it may be ready
for occupancy before the end of this
month. This is a very handsome house
equipped with very attractive lobby and
balcony, which, as well as the auditorium.
Is elaborately decorated and outfitted.
Edenton Bell's Becomes the Alkrama.
Edenton. N'. C. — A. Kramer, of Elizabeth City, X'^. C, has taken over the inof H. Bell inthis
Bell's
operaandhouse.
He has terestsremodeled
theater
has
renamed it the Alkrama, wnich name is
the same as that applied to his house !n
Elizabeth City. With their long experience it is to be expected that Mr. Kramer
and his son will make this new venture as
successful as their other.
Marx S. Nathan Opens New Exchange.
Wilmineton. X. C. — The Great Atlantic
Feature Film Company is the latest addition to the field here. Marx S. Nathan,
who was at one time employed as a traveling representative of the Vitagraph V-LS-E, and later in a similar capacity with
the George Klein e Company, is manager
of this organization, and has taken offices
In the Murchison Bank Building. Charlie
Chaplin releases are being handled exclusively, and Mr. Xathan has been successful in placing them in the best houses
In the two Carolinas. He announces that
special slides and special paper, both
mounted and unmounted, are carried.
R. A. Davis Joins Mutual,
Durham, X. C. — R. A. Davis, formerly
manager of the Strand theater here, has
Joined the forces of the Mutual Film Corporation at Charlotte. N. C. He has been
succeeded in the management of the
Strand by J. F. Goodrich, its former manager, who has been away from the theater during the Incumbency of Mr. Davis.
F. A. Abbott to Manage Lynchburg
Theater,
Ashevillp. X. C. — F. A. Abbott, formerly
manager of the Strand theater In this iXy.
has gone to Lynchburg, Va., where he has
assumed the management of the Bnidway theater.
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Musicians Unfair to Small Shows
Louisville Musicians Union No, 11 Declares Unfair Ail Local Theaters Except Five
That Employ Musicians at the Union Scale — Theaters Without Orchestras Stigmatized by Labor
Paper Article.
<iliio \'alley News Service, Correspondents, 1 lOl
LOUISVILLE. Ky.— On account of differences of opinion between members of
the local musicians union and the operators of the Ideal theater, the musicians
arc opposing not only the Ideal theater,
but every theater in Louisville with which
tho Broadway Amusement Enterprises
have any connection, these theaters nine
In numbei- are as follows: Alamo, Walnut, Rex, Baxter, Preston, West Broadway, East Broadway, Ideal and Crown.
In a recent article appearing in the
New Erji, a labor trades paper of Louisville, under the heading, "The Ideal Theater Refuses towas
Employ
Union Musicians,"
the following
stated:
"There are picture shows innumerable
in Louisville, some of them fair to Musicians' Local No. 11. and some of them
unfair — unfair because they refuse to employ members of the American Federation
of Musicians or pay the scale demanded
by them. Owing to this fact the Ideal
theater has been declared unfair by the
United Trades and Labor Assembly, and
the musicians ask the moral support of
all union sympathizers and friends. Elsewhere in this paper we produce a card
issued by the musicians which specified
the Ideal theater as refusing to recognize
union musicians.
"The Moving picture theaters that employ musicians and comply with the requirements of Local No. 11, are the Mary
Anderson, Orpheum, Strand. Norman and
Casino. Union men and their friends will
please bear this Jn mind when patronizing picture
This
articleshows."
is highly unfair to a large
number of small theaters in the city,
which do not maintain orchestras, and
which use automatic Instruments, or merely employe a piano player. Out of a total
of nearly thirty moving picture houses
in the city, the labor organizations and
their followers are asked to attend but
five theaters, naming these as union
musician employers, and making no comment on the large number of small theaters which are not opposing the union
further than that they do not employ
musicians at all.
Press L. Hamilton Dies.
Louisville. Ky. — Press L. Hamilton, 48
years old, one of the best known theatrical men in Louisville and the South,
died at the Jewish hospital, Louisville,
after an illness of several weeks. Mr.
Hamilton for many years was connected
with Macauley's theater, having had
charge of the box office for twenty-five
>ears. He was also well known at the
local race tracks where he also had
charge of the ticket gates during the
active racing season. The old house had
just been remodeled, and Mr. Hamilton
was enthusiastic over this change, there
not having been any real improvements
made in the theater for many years prior
to this fall.
Thomas Barnett in Town.
Louisville, Ky. — Thomas Barnett, formerly connected with some of the Switow
theaters on the Northslde of the river,
who has been in charge of the Garrick
at Madison ville for three years, is back
in Louisville, where he is looking for a
location for a new house. Mr. Bametfs
lease on the Garrick recently expired, and
the house was taken over by R. W. Dozier,
who also took over the Princess which
Mr. Barnett sold a few months ago to
William Hays.

Starks

Bldg.,

Louisville.

Ky.

Lee Goldberg Pleased
Shows. With Children's
Louisville, Ky. — Lee Goldberg, manager
of the Mary Anderson theater, returned
tho early part of last week from Cincinnati, where he looked up some film service for the local house. Mr. Goldberg is
much pleased with the way in which tho
new Universal Children's program is taking at the Mary Anderson. On Wednesday. November 15, the first two episodes
of "The Lass of the Lumberland." featuring Helen Holmes, were shown; and
"The Dollar and the Law," a Vitagraph
picture, featuring Lillian Walker, has also
been booked. The local bankers are behind this picture, and are preparing to
give it strong support as an object lesson
on saving money.
Louisville News Notes.
A. C. Farrel, manager of the Central
Film Service Co.. made a trip to Columbia,
Ky., and other Central Kentucky points
last week, getting good results.
]M. Switow. head of the Switow Amusement Co., of Louisville, and also of the
Phoenix Amusement Co., of Lexington,
made a trip to Lexington last week to
visit the Strand theater.

TO EXHIBITORS
If you are doing
something
new
and interesting
at your theatr*
let
our correspondent knew about it. It
may help others and help you as well.
Helpfully yours,
THE
MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD.
Kentucky

News

Notes.

Bowling Green. Ky. — The Elite theater,
formerly the Strand, was reopened to the
public on November 14, after having been
idle for months.
Paintsville, Ky. — The Stafford theater
has just announced that it will give two
shows a week, on Thursdays and Saturdays.
Campbells ville, Ky. — Work has about
been completed on the new Alhambra theater. Wilson Offut, of Lebanon, handled
the decorations which are carried out in
Rose and Old Ivory.
Middlesboro, Ky. — A third moving picture theater has been arranged for here,
J. A. Thompson having just made preparations to remodel a building on Third
street for this purpose.
LaCenter. Ky. — The Globe theater raised
prices to ten cents during the showing of
"The Garden of Lies," featuring Jano
Cowl.
Paris, Ky. — Due to delay in receiving its
equipment the Columbia theater postponed its opening, which was to have
been held on Saturday. November
11.
Georgetown, Ky. — A. B. Barkley, man
ager of the Opera House, has announced
that higher class features will be shown
every Thursday and Saturday, and thit
.^Tictrs on these two days will be ten and
fifteen cents, instead of five and ten cents.
Auburn, Ky. — T. J. Vick, operator of
the Vick Hotel, has opened a new moving
:;icture theater, planning to give shows
on Tuesdays and Saturdays.
Owensboro, Ky. — The Queen theater
management is well pleased with the way
in which the new serial. "The Shielding
Shadow. " is taking at that house.
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Cincinnati Exchanges Organize

luri inadvisable. However, Mr. Riley says
the success of the first week decided him
i>> double the run, and he was able to
secure the picture, fortunately. A full
orchestra has been used to render the
Victor Herbert music written for the picture, thus securing some telling effects.

Chooses
Tentative
Officers —
Meeting Under Auspices of Chamber of Commerce
by a Regular
Election — CommitDrafting of the By-Laws Will Be Foil owed
tees on Organization Have Been Ap pointed.
Libson Pleased by Feature Hits.
Ey Kenneth C. Grain. 610 1st Nat. Bank, Cincinnati.
Cincinnati. O. — Manager I. Libson expresses himself as highly pleased over the
pictures of that nature regularly, and the
CINCINNATI, O. — As a result of a meetsuccess which has so far greeted his fine
gift of the projecting machine was one reing held under the auspices of the
trio of houses, the Strand, the Family and
sult. Programs for children will be shown
Chamber of Commerce, film exchange men
the Walnut, and has recently been able to
every Saturday afternoon, and for adults
of Cincinnati have formed a tentative
land some powerful attractions for the
every Saturday evening.
organization, under the name of the AssoWalnut, which, on account of its location,
ciated Film Exchanges of Cincinnati, with
finds
it hardest to pull the big crowds.
H. A. Buge. of the George Kleine exchange,
Two Week Run of Dixon Feature.
However, Mr. Libson has found that when
as temporary president, I. W. McMahan,
the attractions are there the crowds come,
Cincinnati,
O.
—
Manager
Riley,
of
the
of McMahan & Jackson, vice president; C.
Colonial, reports large and enthusiastic
proving
this inand
the Juliet"
two weeks'
run two
of
E. Holah. of the International Film SerFox's "Romeo
and the
houses at the run of "The Fall of a Navice, treasurer, and H. Serkowich, of the
weeks of the first new Pick ford release,
tion," which was shown at the Colonial
Chamber of Commerce,
secretary.
for two consecutive weeks, beginning
"Less Than the Dust." All of the Mary
All of the offices are temporary, and
Picltford releases will be seen at the WalSunday, November 5. The original intenwill remain so until a permanent organization was to run the picture for one week
nut, as well as those of the Clara Kimball
tion is formed, as it will be following the
only, as the high price, 25 cents, and the
Young organization, and Mr. Libson bedrafting of by-laws and an election under
lieves the Walnut, as well as his other
fact
that
more
than
a
week's
run
of
a
film
them. The meeting at which the assotwo houses, will have the biggest season
at one house is distinctly unusual in Cinciation was formed was attended by a concinnati, were thought
to make
a longer
siderable majority of the film men of
Cincinati. and there was virtually no dissent to the objects of the organization,
which are to advance the cause of good
pictures with the public.
Committees on membership and on rules
yet.
and regulations were appointed, and
Four Instances of Simultaneous Duplicate
Shows
in One
Week — Messenger Boys
another meeting will be held at an early
Carry the Films Back and Forth.
date, at which time the permanent organization is to be formed, and it is hoped to
By W. M. Gladish. 1263 Gerrard
St. E., Toronto, Ontario.
have every film man in Cincinnati present.
The Park theater has been one of the bestTORONTO,
Ont.
—
A
double-header
form
of film presentation was witnessed in
International Office On Walnut St.
known and largest film houses in Toronto's
Toronto in four distinct instances durWest End. while the Astor forms a subCincinnati. O. — C. E. Holah. of the new
ing the week of November 13. In three
stantial addition to the string which
cases
the
films
of
one
feature
were
International Film Company's service
will now be controlled by Mr. Alexander,
branch, is enthusiastic over his new
screened in two different houses while in
.lack Harris, formerly manager of the Park
connection, and while he is not yet in a
theater, has left the city.
the fourth place two different sets of
position to announce some of the good
reels were used in two nearby theaters.
things which he says the company has in
"The Blind Girl of Portici" was exhibited
Projection Machine Missing.
practically simultaneously in the Rial to
store for the future, he says that "Jaffrey."
the film dramatization of the famous Wiland Globe theaters, and the one set of
Toronto. Ont.— The moving picture proliam J. Locke novel, is to set a high mark.
jection macliine, owned by the Toronto Refilms
of the
Somme"
This release is to he shown privately to
were forming
screened "The
in theBattle
Garden
theater
and
cruiting League, has vanished. This malocal exhibitors at an early date at the
the Playhouse, both of which are situchine was widely used for almost a year
exchange's new quarters on Walnut street,
in
various
portions of the city in recruitated
on
College
street.
Metro's
"The
where the Famous Players exchange was
Eternal
ing activities for the Canadian Expediformerly located. The International will
was alsoQuestion."
shown at starring
the GlobeOlgaandPetrova,
Rialto
tionary
Force. It was frequently set up
have both the second and third floors, and
theaters during the last three days of the
on a motor truck or wagon for a streetthe space available is ample for all purweek, the one print being used in both
corner
show,
while it was used in a numposes.
ber of auditoriums and other buildings for
places. The Mutual-Chaplin comedy. "Behind the Screen." was released simultanethe screening of war views and other subjects. Now the machine is missing and
League Nominating Committee Named.
ously in the Strand
and being
Loew's
Street theater,
two prints
used Yonge
here.
the league officials. have not the slightest
Cincinnati. O. — The nominating comidea as to its whereabouts.
With the exception of the Chaplin remittee of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
leases, the arrangements for the exhibitLeague is wrestling with the selection of
ing of these features necessitated the
two full tickets to be voted on at the
Richard Bennett Visits Local Metro.
employment
of messengers to carry the
December meeting, and the members will
reels from one theater to another and
have a regular campaign. Messrs. Thomas
Toronto. Ont. — While filling a week's enback.
The
Globe
and
Rialto
are
located
gagement at a Toronto legitimate theater.
Riley. Herman Bley, Charles Weigel, Otto
in the downtown district, about three
Luedeking and Otto Dieckman are on the
Richard Bennett, the film star, took adblocks apart, and particular care had to
committee.
vantage of his presence here to pay several
visits to the Toronto Mutual branch where
be taken to insure a quick delivery service
between these two houses from 9:30 a. m.
he met C. B. Price, Canadian general-manTakes Lease on Site for Theater.
to 11 p. m. each day of the entire week.
ager for the Mutual, Mr. Barrett, the
Toronto Mutual representative and other
Telephones at these two theaters were
Youngstown, O. — The Federal Holding
Co.. organized recently for the purpose of
also employed to guard against possible
local film folks. An after-theater party
erecting a fine moving picture house, has
delays, and the time schedules were fixed
was held in the Mutual offices late one
evening.
to dovetail each other.
taken a 50-year lease on property at the
northeast corner of West Federal and
In the case of the Garden and PlayHazel streets, at an annual rental of ?30,house, the reels of "The Battle of the
J. A. Davidson Becomes Roadman
for
000, indicating its intention of going ahead
Somme" were sent back and forth over
Mutual.
the intervening distance of two hundred
with its plans. The company is capitalToronto, Ont. — J. A. Davidson, formerly
ized at $200,000. and is backed by C. W.
yards between the two houses immediately
Deibel. L. J. Campbell, R. C. Steese, A. E.
after each reel had been screened. The
with the Mutual and V-L-S-E, has returned to his first love in order to become
Adams and others. The tract leased will
war views make up a five-reel feature,
roadman in Ontario for the Mutual Star
afford a splendid site for an up-to-date
while "The Dumb Girl of Portici" is in
Productions.
house, such as the company intends to
eight reels. No difficulties were experibuild. The lease dates from April 10. 1917,
enced in the double screening of either
of these or the Petrova film.
and the work of construction will proE. Bissell Becomes
City Salesman for
Vitagraph.
bably not begin until then.
Toronto exhibitors generally took considerable interest in the double-header
Toronto. Ont. — R. O. Caveness, city salesarrangements, and the double billing of a
Gives Projector to Public Library.
man for the Greater Vitagraph since the
special attraction will undoubtedly beyoungstown, O. — Henry H. Stambaugh
opening of the Vitagraph offices in Toronto
come a popular practice, judging by the
has presented to the public library a piceight
months ago by W. C. Gookin. has
attention aroused.
ture-projecting machine of the latest
been recalled to the New York headmodel, and plans are under way for a
quarters of the company. E. Bissell, formBuys Aster and Park Theaters.
erly manager of the Strand theater. Camp
systematic course of classic and educaToronto, Ont. — A big move in Toronto
tional films during the winter. The popuBorden, and recently appointed cashier of
picture circles has been the acquiring of
larity with which the Shakespeare films
the local Vitagraph offices, has been apthe Park and As tor theaters by W. J.
shown during Shakespeare week were repointed city traveler In succession to
Alexander,
owner
of the Doric theater.
ceived gave birth to the idea of showing
Caveness.

Double-Header

Film

Shows

in

Toronto

Ueccmlnr

THE

2. 1916

L. H. Wtitroua. Muiitreal manuKer fur the
Greater Vitasraph. recently spent three
day» here to confer with the (_'anatliitii ^;cneriil manager,
Mr. Gookln.

Clara Kimball Young Features Notes.
Toronto, ont. — I. Soskln, formeily at the
Si. John. N. B., and Vancouver branches of
the Famous Players, has been liistalletl Jit
Toronto as the nianaKer of the Monarch
Film Corporation. In which cai)aclt>- he
will look after the distribution of Clara
Kimball Young features throughout
Canada. Louis Rosenfeld, formerly manuKer of the Famous Players' branch at St.
John, has been transfered to Toronto to
urran^e bookings of C. K. Y. releases in
the local territory. M. S. Bernstein, traveling representative of the Famous Players
at Toronto, has been sent to manage the
F. P. branch at St. John, where he form
eriy represented Metro.

Local Theater

Notes.

' 'oiling wood. (int. — The Lyric theater.
in this city, has btsen purchased by Lee
and Houghton
of Colling wood.
OriUia, Ont. — The King theater, Orillia.
has been sold by \V. ^Vescott to J. Welch <»f
that place.

Daniel

V. Picker a Detroit Visitor.

I'aiiit'l V. Picker, proprietor of the
Burlatul. Spooner, iiailto and Miners
Kighth Avenue theaters. New York and
Brooklyn, was a recent visitor in Detroit.
gelling theater pointers. He was favorably impressed with the amphitheater
construction of the Majestic, and he has
decided ti» use this method of sealing in
some
new cities.
houses he* will shortly build
In eastern

Theater Equipment Houses Busy.
Detroit. Mich. — Ray J. Branch, proprietor of the Enterprise Theater Equipment Co.. 40y Peter Smith building. Detroit, reports a big business on Hertner
transverlers and Motiograph projection
machines. C. A. AVeddige. of the Michigan
Motion Picture Supply Co., and L. J.
(jardiner. of the Detroit Theatre K<iuipnient Co.. report a big business on Powers
lection machines.

Film Club Files Articles.
Detroit. .Mich. — Tlie Film Industry Local
Managers' .Vssticlation of Detroit., otherwise known as the Film cluli. has filed
articles of association with the secretary •
of state at Lansing. Mich. The association is for non-profit.

Guy J. Trask Resigns.

Detroit. Jlich- — C.uy J. Trask, for Ihe
l>ast two years manager of the Mutual
exchange. 97 Woodward avenue. Detroit.
has resigned, same taking effect Nov. 18.
Xo announcement has been made as to
his future plans. Mr. Trask came to Detroit from Cincinnati. The Detroit office
of the Mutual was known to have been
doing the largest business of any office in
the country.

Central Exchange

PICTURE
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WORLD

vs. Open

Booking

Paramount Publicity Man Returns from Trip Through State of Michigan and Tells
World Man What Exhibitors Have Been Saying to Him on the Question of
Booking Picture Shows.
Ity Jacob

Smith, rjii.'t Free

Press

DETUiUT. .Mich. — As open booking vs.
progratu booking Is a very important
subject at present, anything on the matter
is certain to be of interest. The World
correspondent dropped in at the Paramount office. 27,s East Jefferson avenue,
Detroit, and met Will M. Elliott, publicity
manager, who had just returned from an
extended trip through the state. "1 talked
with exhibitors, large and small, In the
smallest and the largest cities, and I
found a big sentiment against open booking," remarked Mr. Elliott.
"The reason which most of the exhibitors gave me foi- favoring the program
booking was that they had been successful with tliat policy and they could not
see the necessity for changing to independent booking. Another argument
was that the pictures being put out on
the open booking policy are no better,
and in many instances, not as good as
those on the regular programs. I am not
speaking particularly of Paramount, but
I refer to all of the producing companies
releasing features on the regular program.
"I believe all tliis talk about independent bookings has been misjudged. No
exhibitor is more independent than when
he is associated with the leading programs and can feel assured of getting the
very best pictures that money can produce. Another thing, how much time can
the average small tlieater. away from the
big cities, spend in booking independent
releases. He would be worse off than
ever -f he tried the independent policy.
I can't for the life of me see where the
exhibitors can see any advantage in the
open booking policy as compared to
projiram booking."

Programs and Open Booking in Detroit.

Detroit. Mich. — How t)ie first-run situation st:iTids in I.»etroit at the present time:
Regent theater. Paramount; Majestic theater. Triangle; Duplex theater, Metro;
Liberty theater, open booking; ^Vashington. Greater Vitagraph. World and open
booking, and Broadway-Strand, Fox and
Selznick productions.

New

Theater

to Be

Called

the

Dawn.

Detroit, Mich. — J. Neb is, proprietor of
tin- Library theater. Gratiot avenue. Detroit, will shortly open a brand new house
at Gratiot and Iro<iuoise streets, which
is to be known as the Dawn theater. It
will seat about 1,200. Mr. Nebis has always gone on the assumption that nothing was too good for the Library theater.
He made a success of the Library, although his predecessors failed with the
same house.

Pullding. Detroit,
ally taking a back
grade pi'oduction.

Mich.
seat for

the

better

M. H. Hoffman Says, "We Never Had
As Mich.
Big —a M.FallII. Business."
Detroit.
Hoffman, general
manager of exclianges for the Universal
and Bluebird, was in Detroit. Saturday.
October 28. "Business is going along
splendidly in all sections of the country.
and we never had as big a fall business
as this year. This is certain to be a
wonderful year for the moving picture industry and for exhibitors who are progres ive. 1also find that as the years
go by a better class of men are going
into the business, and they are doing
things in a businesslike way. There has
been a wonderful improvement in the
grade of exhibitors." Mr. Hoffman, by the
way, spent a few days with his mother,
who is a resident of Detroit.

Will

Enlarge

the Rosedale.

iietroit. Mich— William F. Klatt. proprietor of the Rosedale theater, Detroit,
announces that the Rosedale theater, 2394
Woodward avenue, is to be materially
enlarged. At present the seating capacity
is 1.100; the new plans call for a seating
capacity of 2,000. most of which will be
on the main floor. It will make the
Rosedale the largest photoplay house in
Detroit's north end. Mr. Klatt also announces an increase in the admission
prices at the Rosedale from 10 to 15 cents
on Sundays and holidays to 15 cents
straight. Evening and matinee prices
during the week will remain
unchanged.

Will

Remodel

the

Theatorium,

Detroit. .Mich. — ^.J. M. N'eal. manager and
owner of the Theatorium. North Washington avenue. Lansing, has let the contract
for the entire remodeling of his playhouse. The cost will be $40,000. The
framework of the new building will be
of steel and the blueprints show a most
handsome front, of tile and terra cotta.
New foundations will be laid and the new
playhouse so constructed that all adjacent walls may be removed without affecting the new structure. It will be
ready in 70 days. The Theatorium, however, will be able to continue business
while some of the preliminary work is
being done.

Saginaw's Palace Changes Policy.

Saginaw^ Mich. — Mortimer Hoffman, general manager of the Palace theater in
Saginaw, writes the World that the policy of that theater will be changed to
musical comedy and pictures, instead of a
straight picture policy. W. V. Newkirk
is the house manager at the Palace.

Coming.

Detroit, ilich. There isn't the least
doubt any more that Detroit will have a
film building. The realty company planning to erect such a building has completed its plans and specifications, which
are now being submitted to the exchange
managers for approval. The plans call
for a ten-story structure, absolutely fireproof. Every exchange, with the exception of three, have agreed to take space
In this new l)ui1ding.

Michigan Theater Changes.
Williamston.
taken over the
tion pictures.
Ovid. Mich. —
new owners of

MOVING

Mich.^H, A. Thompson has
(ipera House here for moBeatler & Waltz are the
the Pastime theater, Ovid.

High

Class

Films

or Sensations.

Detroit, Mich. — Many exhibitors are
under the impression that sensational
film is the only kind that will get them
the money. This is not always correct.
Wesley Schram. who operates the Bijou
in Detroit, and ICdgar Kirchner, who manages the Family, both on Afonroe avenue.
for many months thought they had to
give their particular clientele film of a
sensational character. Personally, they
were opposed to such film. One day they
decided to experiment with better grade
features. To make a long story short, today these theaters are showing the highclass film in preference to the sensational
kind, and they are doing an increased
business that 1.*^ steadily growing larger.
Today
the sensational
film is gradu-

Grand Circus Pays a Creditors* Dividend

Detruit. Mich. — .\ dividend of five per
cent has been sent by the receivers in
bankruptcy of the Grand Circus theater.
301 Woodward avenue. Detroit, to the
creditors. It is the first dividend paid
since the bankruptcy was filed. Tha
Grand Circus is now under the management of the Woodward Theater Co.

A New 2,000-Seat House.

Detroit, Mich. — Wadlow & Wilkinson,
proprietors of the Virginia Park theater,
Detroit, have purchased the property adJoining and will immediately erect thereon a new theater seating 2.000. C. Howard,
Dime Bank
Building, is the architect.
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a Beauty

December 2, 1916
was the prediction of the board of directors of the incorporated Court Theater Company. The company had hope.i
to have the theater open earlier, but a.s
witli all improvements, it takes longer
to get the work done than first expected.
Owing to the unusual amount of building
and remodeling in Auburn the last few
months, the company has had difficulty in
obtaining labor.

Renovated Picture Theater a Marvel of Comfort and Attractiveness — Has a Rich
and Restful Colored Interior— Concert
Orchestra
of Twelve
Pieces
Furnished
Music for the Premier Night.
By Indlai.a Trade News Service, S61 State Life Building. Indianapolis,
Ind.
Workmen are rapidly changing the inFORT WAYNE. Ind. — The Strand, Fort
terior
into
a
place
of
real
beauty.
A new
Wayne's marvel theater, in all its exNew Montmorence Theater.
lighting and ventilating system will be
quisite comfort and transcendent beauty,
Montmorcnce, Ind. — G. M. Shoemaker, of
the big features of the remodeling. The
was opened last Sunday, and the occasion
Otterbein,
has opened a moving picture
theater will not be opened for several
afforded thousands of devotes of the film
show in the vacant brick storeroom in
weeks.
drama their first glimpse of the transChestnut street. The theater will be
formation that has been effected within
opened twice each week. Wednesday and
the four walls of the old Empress theSaturday nights.
Improving Pruett Theater.
ater, at tlie corner of Wayne and Clinton
Rockville. Ind, — John Pruett. proprietor
streets.
of
the
Pruett
theater,
is
building
a
large
Screening
Room
Under the Alhambra.
Every line of the drab, dull uninviting
addi^-on to the reur of the theater. Mr.
Interior of the old Empress has been efIndianapolis, Ind. — Tliis city is the posPruett says the patronage of the theater
faced with the result that the Strand is
sessor of one of tlie smallest of photoplay
has increased so rapidly that he is forced
now regarded without a peer in any city
houses. It is situated in the basement of
to have more room to accommodate the
the size of Fort Wayne in the entire
the
Alhambra
theater, and has a seating
crowds.
United States
capacity of twenty
persons.
Tiie new theater, according to Edwin
Tlie heavy draperies, the rich yielding
Booth and Thomas Moss, managers of the
carpets that cover ever inch of the floor
Roy Whitesell to Manage the Cozy.
of the auditorium, the soft glow of the
Alhambra, is for showing the newest reRockville. Ind. — Roy Whitesell has asleases. The films are screened, and the
hidden lights that peep through the
sumed management of the Cozy theater
bowers baking the walls, the massive
managers point out to their representafor
J.
T.
Joiinson.
the
owner,
who
has
tives, about to cover the district, the good
chandeliers and restful old ivory color
gone to Terre Haute, where he will open
scheme followed throughout the lobby and
or bad points about the pictures. The
a shoe store.
auditorium, give a feeling of complete
theater's hours are from 9 to 12 in the
morning, and from 4:30 to 6:30 in the
enjoyment as one enters this new home
afternoon. By a special arrangement with
of the film drama. That much abused
Court Theater Now Ready.
the managers, pictures mpy also be shown
abbreviation, "comfy," best describes one's
need 10:30 at night. Th-i new theater is
after
feeling when entering the Strand for the
Auburn, Ind, — That Auburn's new playhouse, tlie Court theater, will be thrown
first time.
prnving very popular and fills a long felt
open to the public sometime
ttiis week
In ;i Edition to a special feature bill,
the Strand concert orchestra of twelve
pieces conducted by Samuel M. Malanes,
cornetist and for several seasons first
soloist with Sousa. furnished an elaborate
musical program for the opening. The
Gate City Feature Film Restrained from SI
showing Beach Feature — Claim That Connew theater is owned by the Rialto
tract With Selig Has Expired.
Amusement
Company,
of Fort Wayne.
By Frank H. Madison, 623 S.
, Wabash Ave., Chicago.
into this field by renting the Hipp theater
A. N. Nokes Buys Ft. Wayne Theater.
DUBUQUE. la. — An Injunction was
and showing the picture there for seven
Fort Wayne. Ind. — A N. Nokes, presi■granted by Judge Reed of the United
days.
dent of the Rialto Amusement Company,
States Court of the Northern District of
the organization that will operate the
Iowa against the Gate City Feature Film
new Strand theater on the site of the old
Nebraska Theater Notes.
Co., restraining that company from showEmpress, has purchased the Elmer
Beatrice, Neb. — AV. B. Gilbert has sold
ing "The Spoilers" in Iowa. The injuncLeonard home on Berry street, near
tion was asked by the Selig Company of
the Gilbert theater to Mrs. Emma J. Hapke
Broadway. The consideration \vas $11,000.
Chicago, declaring that it liad leased the
of Hanover, Kans. Mrs. Hapke has a son
Iowa rights for the film to the Gate City
Mr. Nokes will move his family to Fort
who is an exhibitor at Hanover, but as
company, but that the contract expired
Wayne soon.
Hal Kelly has a five year lease on the
Dec. 31, 1915. The Selig Company further
Gilbert
it Is not likely there will be a
declared that the Iowa concern had been
change here soon.
Col. Hoover Takes Over Star Theater.
showing the picture in this state since
Wayne. Neb. — J- E. Hostettler has inUnion City. Ind. — Col. E. L. Hoover has
the expiration of the contract.
stalled a new pipe organ and is featuring
purchased the Star theater from Edward
organ recitals.
Fonts and Pearle Turner, who have been
New
Iowa
Theater.
Omaha, Neb. — The Suburban theater has
operating the house for the last few years,
installed a new pipe organ, and is featurand will assume active charge in the next
Hancock. la. — O. C. Dennis, of Omaha,
ing organ recitals.
has opened a moving picture show in the
few days. Col Hoover, who has moved
opera house.
to Union City from his farm along the
New Dakota Theaters and Changes.
Sioux City, la. — The remodeled Model
Mississinewa River, says he will continue
theater has opened, using five reels of picWilliston. X. D. — The Northwestern
the theater along the same policy as It
tures and vaudeville.
Theater Co. has been incorporated. Caphas been run in the past. The Star TheWapello, la. — Roy Cooper has purchased
ital. $10,000. Incorporators: J. Walker
ater Corporation was organized about six
a moving picture theater here.
McGuiness, R. L. Welliver. Kate Welliver,
years ago and has been a success finanall of Williston.
cially.
New Exchange In Omaha.
Edgeley. N. D. — Shells & Weaver have
opened the Iris theater.
Omaha, Neb. — The Fontenelle Feature
Star at Van Buren Sold.
Grand Forlcs. N. D. — Gus Meyers, manFilm Company has been formed here by
Van Buren. Ind. — The Star theater, Van
ager of the Metropolitan theater for the
Max Wintroube and Paul LeMarquard to
Buren's popular motion picture house, has
last eighteen years, is taking a vacation
distribute features in this territory. One
been sold by Wilson Grove, of Bluff ton.
of several months, which he and Mrs.
of
the
attractions
which
they
will
exploit
to Mrs. Emma Leverich, of Van Buren.
Me>'ers will spend in California.
is "War's
Women."
They
introduced
it
The consideration
was not made
public.

Iowa Injunction Won by Selig for ''Spoilers"

Grand Theater Changes Hands.
Kokomo, Ind. — The Grand theater in
North Main street has been sold to Walter
Dolan. of Upland. Mrs. Alice Sweeney,
who owned the house, is said to have
secured eighty-one acres of farm land
near Upland and a cash consideration for
the property. Mr. Dolan announces that
he will continue the same excellent service
that has characterized the Grand under
Mrs. Sweeney's management.
Newcastle Theater to Be the Kaler.
Newcastle, Ind. — The Alcazar theater, recently purchased by Peter Kaler. will
Mnceforth be known as the Kaler theater.

Quincy, III, Board Limits School Benefits
Board of Education Will Permit Not More
Than
One
Benefit
Picture
Show
in
Each
School
Term for Any
School.
By Frank H. Madison, 623 S. Wabash Ave..
Chicago,
New Companies In Illinois.
QUINCY, 111.
—
The
Quincy
Board
of
Education has placed a restriction upon
Springfield, 111. — Articles of incorporathe number of benefit performances which
tion have been issued to the following:
moving picture theaters may give for the
Illiscope Motion Picture Corp., Rockschool children in the course of a term.
ford; capital, $350,000; incorporators. WilThe subject was discussed at a meeting
Frost. liam E. Clode, Edwin J. Hurley. R. H.
of the Board, and as it was believed that
Home Theater Co., Danville; capital,
the practice might speedily become an
$10,000: incorporators, Ralph B. Holmes,
abuse It w^aa decided to have ^ach school
John H. Harrison, Clint Tilton.
have one benefit a yeq,f. *

December

ill

2. 1916

Illinois Theater Changes.
Qulncy. 111. — Floyd Lee has sold tho
Colonial theater on Sixth street, between
Matne and Hampshire streets, to L. A.
Merest, of this city. The Colonial recently was damaged by flro and slnco nas
been closed. The new owner has ha.l
plans drawn
for Its remodeling.
Waukegan. HI. — S. Hey man has resigned as manager of the Harrison theater, and is succeeded by John McConnell,
former circulation manager of the
Waukegan
Uaxette.
Personals and Business Notes.
Beardsiown. Ill— Man;ii;er Uoodell, of
the Princess theater, conducted a popular
young ladies voting contest to exploit the
serial "Liberty." The winner rode as
Liberty on a float in a parade and In addition received a cash prize.
Galesburg, III. — The Elite theater has
Installed an automatic ticket selling machine, the first in the city.
Peoria. HI- — Leander C. Noble, manager
of the Princess theater, mourns the death
of his week-old son. Leo Carlton Noble.
Rockford. 111. — "Less Than the Dust,"
the first Artcraft release, was so well received at a mid-week engagement at the
Palace theater that it was returned for
the Sunday
attraction.
Galesburg^, 111. — The Parent-Teachers'
association, of Galesburg. will be given a
benefit performance every week at We.st
theater. In addition Manager West is
giving
special
children's show from 4:00
to 6:30 aevery
Saturday.
Mr. Exhibitor: — You will get more
helpful information by carefully reading one trade paper weekly than by
gkimming over three or four. The
MOVING PICTURE WORLD is th«
one paper you need.
Visitors in Minneapolis.
Thomas Saxe, Milwaukee and Minneapolis exhibitor: A. M. Eisner, DeLuxe
Film Co., Chicago; J. B. Learner, Empress
and Strand. Eveleth, Minn: Thurlow Bergen, New York City; Pat itooney. Universal star; H. O. Mugridge, Moveum, Aitkin.
Minn; W. B. Crosby, opera house, Willmar,
Minn.; A. J. Dix, exhibitor. Mitchell, S. D.;
Manager Bell, Bijou. Akeley, Minn.; J. E.
Peterson. Viking, International Falls,
Minn.: C. J. Woodmansee, Ruby, New Ulm
Minn.; Manager Burke, Majestic. Ellsworth, Minn.
New

Theaters

in the

Northwest.

- 1 alia. Mont. — The new 1-yric theater
ii»fre was opened to the public last week.
Sturgeon Bay, Wis. — Arthur Bell has
taken over the lease on the Crystal theater.
Willow Lake. S. D. — H. J. Sniederman
has purchased the picture theater here.
Millville, Minn. — M. E. Wadley and
Arthur Schleicher are president and secretary of a company formed here to
open a picture theater in the near future.
Herman, Minn. — E. Bjorge and Rolla
Frank have leased the local picture house.
Kiester. Minn. — The New Princess theater here was opened to the public last
week.
Lewiston. Minn. — J. J. Litcher bought
the opera house here at auction early this
week.
Garrison, N. D. — E. L. Voracher has
taken over the management of the opera
house here.
Flax ton, N. D. — Harry Mohr, of Bow
Bells, contemplates running pictures twice
weekly in the Flaxton opera house in the
near future.
Ida Grove, la. — Harry and Madeline
Dugan have purchased the Princess theater here, and will open the same to the
public next week.
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A Change Among Mill City Exchange Men
Fred S. Meyer Resigns from Minneapolis Universal
and Is Succeeded
by J. F.
Cubberlcy
Whom
P. A. Carey
Succeeds.
By John L. Johnston,
S14 Produce
Ex cliange Building.
Alinneapolis.
to be presented at the Starland theater
MINNEAPOLIS. Minn. — A big surprise
Nov. 26, 27, 28 and 29. Mr. Bergen visited
was sprung in Mill City film exchange
circles last week when Fred S. Meyer reseveral theaters showing "A Woman's
signed as manager of the Minneapolis
Fight" (Pathe) In which he also starred.
Unlvorsal-I-rfiemmle exchange, 721 Hennepin avenue, and was succeeded by Jesse
Changes at Greater Vitagraph.
P. Cubberley, who resigned ns general
Minneapolis. Minn. — Three additions to
manager of the Zenith Feature Film Co.,
Inc., 606 Produce Exchange. Mr. Meyer,
the
Vitagraph's
madeGreater
last week.
C. L. sales
Booth force
has were
been
well known and well liked by the Northsecured to handle Twin City bookings.
west territory', has gone to New York
H.
P.
Johnson
succeeds
George
W.
Malone
City, and although before leaving he made
as Northern Minnesota roadman, and C.
no statement to that effect, it is believed
J. Howard, brother of Manager Howard,
he went East in search of good features
has been secured to cover Northern Wisto be put on the state rights basis. Mr.
consin and the Michigan peninsula. ManCuberley, who was one of the organizer3
ager W. K. Howard, of the Vitagraph, reof the Zenith, and has done much to make
ports an increasing business and demand
that company a big success, has been sucfor Moreno. Storey, Stewart, and Sothern
ceded by Patrick Howard Carey. Mr.
Carey was for some time an exhibitor In
releases especially brisk. "The Devils'
Prize," and "The Price of Fame" have
two different Minnesota towns, and bebeen* booked In the New Astor, Minnegan in the exchange business as shipping
clerk. His rise to the post of manager
lias been rapid, his energy, patience and
apolis.
ability strongly asserted. Mr. Cubberley
Among Twin City Exchanges.
and Mr. Carey assumed their new duties
Minneapolis, Minn, — H. C. Andress, manMonday, November 6.
ager of the International exchange. Produce Exchange building, spent five days in
A. M. Eisner Visits De Luxe Exchange.
visiting exhibitors of Southern Minnesota
last week. Mr. Andress made several
Minneapolis. Minn. — Manager J. A. Bashman, of the De Luxe Film Co. exchange,
bookings
on films
"Jaffery,"
and weekly
while "Beatrice
away andFairfax"
found
which is opening offices in the Film Exseveral requests for films awaiting his
change building here, was visited by A.
M. Eisner, manager of the Chicago headreturn.
Minneapolis, Minn. — Gilbert M. Tyler,
quarters, last week. Mr. Bachman states
that he has received numerous requests
who led the United States in booking "The
Strange
resigned
for bookings on "Purity," and ads that
from theCase
roadof Mary
staff Page,"
of the has
Minneapolis
six Minneapolis theaters have bid for the
General exchange.
first run of the feature.
Minneapolis. Minn. — C. J. Ver Halen,
publicity manager. Paramount exchange,
New Palace Theater Open.
visited several out of town exhibitors the
St. Paul, Minn. — Ruben & Finkelstein s
last two days of last week.
New Palace theater here was opened to
Minneapolis, Minn. — Henry P. Greene,
the public Nov. 20. Vaudeville will be
one of the Twin Cities' foremost exhibswitched from the New Princess to the
itors, has booked Pathe Gold Rooster feaNew Palace, and on Nov. 25 the New
houses. tures and a serial for several of his
Princess will begin as an exclusive picture theater. First run Fox and VitaMinneapolis, Minn. — S. N. Robinson,
manager of the local Fox exchange.
graph and other features have been contracted for. Bert Goldman is manager
Jewelers' Exchange building, has returned
of the New Princess.
from the international convention of Fox
exchange managers at New York. hxr.
A. A. Hixon Goes On the Road.
Robinson is loud in his praise of "The
A. A. Hixon. of the Minneapolis Metro
Daughter of tlie Gods" and "Tht Honor
exchange, has gone out on the road, coverMinneapolis, Minn. — Ben Rosenberg,
ing Northern Minnesota.
jovial manager of the E. L. K. Film Co. exchange, has returned from Chicago, vvhere
R. C. Fox and M. E. Maxwell Touring
System."
he secured a big feature, the name of
"Ramona."
which he will not announce until a later
R. C. Fox and M. E. Maxwell have joined
date.
the Elliott-Sherman
forces, and are now
touring the territory with "Ramona."
Northwest Brevities.
O'Brien-Brothers Wedding.
S. T. O'Brien, roadman for the UniversalLaemmle exchange, Minneapolis, was married to Miss Jessie Brothers,
of Minneapolis, last Saturday.
Closed

Sunday
Ord'nance
in Granite
Falls.
Granite Falls, Minn. — A new ordinance
prohibiting the showing of films on Sunday wont into effect here Nov. 12. Womei. s
clubs and would-be censors are believed to
have caused the passing of the ordinance.
Thurlow Bergen in St. Paul.
St. Paul, Minn. — Thurlow Bergen. Pathe
and Unity film star, spent all of last week
here, and was the guest of Manager Morton Nathan, of the Starland theater, the
first few days, and visited various theaters of the Twin Cities under the auspices of the Minneapolis Pathe exchange
later on. Mr. Bergen, formerly director
of the Shubert Stock Co. here, is visiting
his wife. Elsie Esmond, leading lady of
the Shubert Stock Co. now. and who
played opposite him in "The Lottery Man"

Winner, S. D. — The "finishing touches"
are being put on the new picture theater
here.
Stevens Point, Wis. — Fred Shaurette will
soon reopen the Ideal theater.
Dillon. Mont. — The new $50,000 picture
theater here is rapidly nearing completion
and will probably be opened the first week
of December.
Minot. N. D. — The Shubert theater here
has been closed.
Shelly. Minn. — Messrs. Englestad, H. G.
Magrund, Hanson and Mauri tson have
opened a picture theater here.
Little Falls, Minn. — H. B. Smoots, manager of the Milo here, has leased the Victor theater here.
Peterson, Minn. — C. K. Sundby has resigned as manager of the local opera
house.
Oelwein. la. — Fire almost wrecked the
Princess theater here recently.
Jewell, la. — G. H. Peterson contemplates
erecting a new picture theater.
Dyersville, la. — A. E. Bennett has
bought the Nemo theater here.
Colo. la. — F. C. Perry Is erecting a picture theater here.
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Tandy Interests Get Triangle
Ernst Boehringer Nearly Had the Brand in His Safe, but Tandy Interests, Already
Controlling Paramount and World Film Locally. Get the Triangle — Boeringer
Keeps His First Runs in New Orleans.
By N. E. Thatcher.
2S01 Canal St., New
Orleans. La.
Manager Boehringer decided to relinquish
NEW
ORLEANS. LA. — Another shift has
his claim to the service, in the exchange
been made in the Triangle situation
as it affects New Orleans and adjacent
sense, for the territory which he had purchased. On November 5 he left for New
territory. A few weeks ag:o the announceYork to make the official transfer of his
ment was made that Ernest Boehringer has
interests as they stood at that time and
secured control of the franchise and also a
the report which announced tlie acquisihalf interest in all of the film for Louisition of the Triangle service for the eleven
ana, Mississippi, Arkansas and portions of
Southern states by the Tandy interests
other territory. The retainer fee passed
and the actual cash for the consummation
wasWith
marked
"official."
the acquisition
of the Triangle.
of the deal was in hand upon the specified
Mr. Tandy finds himself in control of
date. There were conditions to the sale
three
feature
releases
that
are considered
which Manager Boehringer insisted should
be observed and which were in the process
among the best in this section — the World,
Paramount
and
Triangle.
He has been
of adjustment.
eminently successful with the first two
Meanwhile C. E. Tandy and his as.^o.md
it
is
naturally
predicted
that he will
ciates. of Atlanta, who control the eleven
Southern states for the distribution of
apply the same business methods to the
Triangle features when he actively begins
the Paramount and the World films, contheir distribution. It is stated that Mantinued to bid for the Triangle franchise.
ager Boehringer will continue to control
An alignment was effected with the Welsh
the first-run Triangle features in New
interests at Atlanta and the Hulsey interests in Texas, both of which had been
Orleans and that they will remain a feature in the Triansrio theater.
interested
in the Boehrinf^rer
deal,
and

P. A. Blankenship Joins Boehringer Interests
Has Been Put in Charge of the Columbia

Theater and Has Made It Not Only Distinguished but Popular,
cess of the exhibition was unquestioned
NEW ORLEANS. La.— An affiliation
that is regarded of more than ordinary
The S. R. O. sign was frequently in evimoment in local motion picture circles
dence and the audiences were pleased
is that of P. A. Blankenship with the
with their reception and with the picture.
Manager Blankensliip had removed the
Boehringer Amusement company. He. for
gaudy trappings which for so long had
the time being, is in charge of the Colummarked the character of the house, and
bia theater which Manager Boehringer
replaced them with potted plants, palms
has converted into a first-class house and
installed first
and judiciously selected and properly
run features of
framed lithographs and portraits. The
the best class.
effect was immediate upon the patrons
The Columbia
and they set their approval upon the enterprise. The new manager is an adept
has been practically rebuilt and
in the art of motion picture exhibition.
all of its former
He served his apprenticeship of several
years with the Pearce interests and tried
griminess ha?
been removedlo learn something about the business
It is one of the
every day.
Then he took over the Isis.
most attractive
Recently he disposed of his Isis interof the smaller
ests and was not long in forming an
of the Canal
alliance with the Boehringer interests and
street theaters
was
placed
in charge of the Columbia
and
Manager
pending the completion of the new LiberBlankenship has
ty theater when it is the intention to
put it on the
place him in charge of the house manageroad to as great
ment. It is hardly likely that a better
popularity a s
selection could have been made for ManManager Boehager Blankenship has that rare quality
ringer has gainof being able to make and retain friends
ed for the Triand to have people seek him out in ordfer
angle theater
to cultivate his friendship. He is quiet
which he took
BlnnketiNhip.
P.
and unassuming, but he is never asleep
over when its
on the job and there is nothing with
atmosphere was about as commonplace
relation to the conduct of a first-class
as has been that of the Columbia. The
theater with which he is not familiar.
initial high-class feature to be exhibited
He is always on time, neat, without conon regular program in the Columbia was
ceit and always obliging, which, it is subMary Pickford in the new Artci-aft pro- sired.
mitted are characteristics much to be deduction.
j
__. -Lggg Than the Dust."
The suc-

Change for Better in Local Showmanship

New Orleans Audiences Are Easy-Going and Not Critical, but Theaters
Are Beginning to Feel the Need of Improvement.
NEW ORLEANS, La.— C. R. Seelye.
Mr. Seelye w^as not slow to express his
business manager for Pathe. Inc.. spent
surprise at the equinamit
y with which
several days during the first of the month
the photoplay patrons of the city accept
the miserable service that is offered by
in New Orleans to study conditions. First
some of the theaters in the suburban
of course, he went over the field with
districts. The fact is that Canal street
local manager Raoul Junet with an eye
only to the Pathe interests but, finding
is not one glittering array of bewitchinpbeauty when it comes to the picture
them in good shape, he soon branches out
shows, but some of those in the outskirts
to the broader contemplation of the general field and his deductions in this direcof the city are absolutely depressing Yet
tion naturally become of general interest.
the people flock to them and happily make

excuses for their primative appointments,
for there is not a more careless, pleasureloving people in the world than those in
New Orleans.
Nevertheless Mr. Seelye sees a marked
change coming and in a way his vision
of the future of the New Orleans picture
field is already taking tangible shape. The
very evident unrest of the people has
caused a general brushing up. Improvements in the physical condition of all of
the houses is the rule, and the house that
presents the best front is the house that
is getting the best patronage.
Exhibitors and exchange men did everything in their power to make the stay
nf Mr. Seelye a pleasant one and one of
the most enjoyable events of his visit was
a short cruise as the guest of J. Eugene
I'earce. of the Josiah Pearce & Sons syndicate, in the latter'a trim yacht. Spitfire
III. In the party were S. T. Stephens,
manager of the Mutual exchange; Karl A.
Hug bee. manager of the Metro; Manager Raoul Junet of the Pa; he exchange
and N. E. Thatcher, photoplay editor oZ
the Times-Picayune. A short visit was
made to the elaborate club house of the
.Southern
Yacht ClubJlr.
andSeeyle
a mostwasdelight-'
ful trip followed.
quite
complimentary in the expiession of his
opinion concerning the conduct of the
Pathe business in this territory and manager Junet is now trying out new inventions in efficiency.
Charles

Burkes

and

Miss

Edna

Duffy

New i.)rl<;atKs, La.Wed.
— For over five years
fliaries Burkes has been one of the
trusted huse managers in the employ
of the Josiah Pearce & Sons Amusement
Syndicate. The greater part of this time
he has presided over the immediate affairs
of the Trianon theater. Henceforth,
however, he is to have another house
over which he is to preside and in this
house there will be but one person to
please. That person was formerly Miss
Edna Duffy, but is now being proudly
introduced as Mrs. Burkes, by the proud
manager of the Trianon. In order that
the event might properly be remembered.
the employes of the Pearce houses
clubbed together and presented the happy
pair with a chest of silver and another
of linen. The presentation was in the
nature of a surprise. Mrs. J, Eugene
Pearce quietly slipped down to the Pearce
business office and garnished the beautiful gifts witli flowers and other attractive decorations while " "Gene" lent his
artistic influence to the operation. Then
the managers of the eight local Pearce
houses filed in and the bride and groom
were summoned. Their surprise was only
equalled by their appreciation of the beautiful gifts and the event was the occasion
ship.
of a most enjoyable hour of comradeCameraman Weigle Locates Here.
New Orleans, La. — E. F. Woigle. cameraman for the Selig-Tribune news service
has taken up permanent residence in New
Orleans and is preparing to put on some
special news features for the Selig-Tribune weekly. He believes he has discovered a fertile field for his operations
for there are many points of interest and
many odd industrial enterprises in this
city which will have a distinct news
value when
properly
presented.
Heard Along Film Row.
NEW ORLEANS, La.— Manager T. O.
Tuttle of the General Film company exchange has returned from Houston where
had been sent to straighten out some
■he
•ompany.
■jf the kinks in the Texas business for the
Manager J. E. Evans, of the local Fox
exchange has returned from New York
where he was called to take part in a
conference of all of the Fox exchange
managers. Manager Evans is highly
elated with the success of his trip and is
busy at putting some of the new trade
plans received at the conference, into
practical execution.
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A. Melucnn, of the Vlclory AmusenjeiU
conipimy. of Lulcht-r. Im.. and Alex.
Blooiiu^iiHtetn, of the *.:rand thi-atcr at
nonaldsonvlUe were anion k the vial tors
to thi* New Orleans exchunKes thU wi'»>k.

NOTES
I!v Frank

FROM

WISCONSIN.

\l. Mailtson. C2;{ S Wabash Ave.,
Chl.-aKo.

Brewery Workers' Secretary Gets Censor
MlLWAl'KKE. WisJob.— I*i*tl Schaeft-r. »erretary of the Hrewery Workeis' Union,
has been appointed by Mayor Hoan as a
member of the citlBens* board of inovlnK
picture censorship. He auiH-eeded John
J. Mandley. J. S. Grauman also has been
appointed to succeed H. K. Fischer as the
exhibitors'
representative
on the coniluissidii.
Worth a Passing Glance.
Waupaca. Wis. — "Capiuin Courtesy" was
shown at the I^yrlc theater under the auspices of the hi^b school.
Milwaukee. Wis. — The locnl Taramount
prt>Krain was transferred from the Alhambra theater to the Princess the weeU
of Nov. 12. when Managrer George Fischer
lnnu>;urated the Artcrafts" service with
•Xess Than the I>ust." The orchestra
was increased to twenty tive pieces for
the engaKcment
of the Pick ford picture.
Chippewa Falls, Wis. — R. Hoch. of Duluth. has recently acquired the Victor the
ater. and has been planning to remodel
the building:.
Hiawatha. Kan. — Roy Sweetland, Sixth
street theater. Hiawatha, is co operating
with the mothers and teachers' dub of that
place by selecting and running such subjects as they recommend. One of the first
pictures run under this arrangement was
the "Eternal City." and another was the
"Life of .-^h.ike.si.e.iro."

MOVING
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Now for the Kansas Censor Law
New

Legislature Has Many Members Wl lo Either Favor the Killing of the State
Censorship Law or Want It Radically Changed — An Extended
Discussion
of
the Matter Is Sure to Follow Opening.

Ky Kansas
Oity News
Si'ivii-i'. 20*) Corn Helt IJuildln^. Kansas City. Mi
Rose Tapley Coming.
Ti.il'l'-KA, Kan. — Kxhlbltors of Kansas
ffcl that the recent election has put
The Vltagraph exrliangc of Kansas City,
thi*m in a much better position than ever
is sending letters to all of its exliibitors
before, with reference to the censorship
in the territory notifying them at the
law. tlovernor Capper, who has been recoming of Miss Rose Tapley under the
elected. Is so widely recognized as fair
auspices of the Vitagraph. A number of
and Jusl. that the exhibitors had absoreplies have been received asking to liavc
lutely no complaint against him. Indeed,
.Miss Tapley come to their town and give
he has rather been considered the best
talks.
Miss Tapley will speak at all the
possible man to help the exhibitors in
women's exchange clubs in Kansas t,Mty.
their troubles. Superintendent of Instrucbesides a number of other clubs and high
tion Ross, head of the censorship departschools.
ment, was also re-elected — and it is well
known that Ross has frequently made the
statement that he Is merely doing his best
Frank Smith Gets the O. K.
to enforce the censorship law as the lawPaola, Kan. — Frank Smith, proprietor
makers had given it to him.
of the Empress theater. I'aola. recently
The crux of the situation lies in the
purchased the O. K. theater of the same
fact that in nearly every district, canditown, which gives him possession of the
dates for the legislature were put on
two shows in the town. Mr. Smitli will
record as to their position on censorship;
lun one of the theaters, and hig wife will
and in a very large number of districts,
run
the other.
the legislators elected were those who
favor a change in the state law. Some of
them favor abolishing censorship altoBusiness Notes of Interest.
gether; others fovor a radical modificaR. C. CrupptT. manager of the Universal
tion of the law, others the placing of the
Film and Supply Co.. of Kansas City, and
censorship elsewliere than In the departdistrict manager of the Midwest territory,
ment of education.
together with P. L*. Ryan, salesmanager
There will surely be an extended disof the company, recently returned from
ivission of the law at the next session of
Oklahoma City, wliere they have been Inthe legislature, and almost surely a change
stituting a new sales promotion plan for
of some kind. What this change ■will be,
publicity and advertising. This plan is
may depend somewhat on the activity of
now effective in the entire territory and
the exhibitors in recommending what they
is proving a big success.
want. And the associations, it is said,
J. W. Morgan, manager of the Unicorn
will not bo asleep when it coihes to makFilm Corporation exchange, at Kansas
ing suggestions. They have a legislaCity, reports that the new serial. A. K.
lui-e fav..r.(l..Iy .lisposerl t<> ]isl,--n.
Lincoln in Jimmie Dale, alias the "Grey
Seal,"
will be ready for release December
4.

/. S. Applegate Opens International Branch

Leases Third Floor of Building at Thirteenth and Walnut
Streets. Kansas City —
Official Opening
Nov. 27 — Local Forces.
Cleveland, and Oklahoma City, was in
KANSAS
CITY. Mo. — The International
Kansas City helping to get the Kansas
branch recently opened In Kansas City, at
City branch
started.
Thirteenth
and Walnut
streets, will be
managed
by J. S. Applegate,
formerly
manager of the Pathe exchange at Denver,
Colorado.
The
F. L. Newman
Supervising Butterfly
Theater.
c om p a n y
has
leased the entire
F.
L.
Newman,
proprietor
of the Royal
third floor of the
and Regent theaters of Kansas City, Is
building,
some
now
supervising
the
Butterfly
theater at
rive thousand feet.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
but will sublet a
part of it to soni.
other exchan^'
Take Over Theater at Slater, Mo.
The official open
Kansas City. Mo. — Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Ing for business
.Tenkins. formerly proprietors of the St.
will be November
.John and Highland theaters of Kansas
twenty - seventh,
City, have recently leased the Auditorium
but booking is altheater at Slater, Mo., w^hich is owned
ready beginning to
by a stock company. The theater has a
come in by mail.
The St. Louis
seating capacity of six hundred. As a result of their luck with Blue bird features
offlce was too far
in Kansas City, Mr. Jenkins has booked
away from the
a contract for Bluebird features at the
great southwest-Auditorium.
ern country to
take care of It
ade<iuately and so
G. W. Hinton Joins UniversaL
the company
es- J. S. Applegate.
Kansas City, Mo. — G. W, Hinton, formtablished the Kan
erly with tiie World Film at Denver and
sas City branch. The new exchange will
at Cincinnati recently joined the salc3be equipped compb-tely. It will handle
force of the local Universal. He has just
" Mysteries of Mira" series. Split-reel
finished his first trip to the territory and
cartoons, the "Beatrice Fairfax" serial.
has been very successful.
Golden Eagle features, and Hearst News
[>lctures.
Two road men will handle the territory
Ted Morris Loses Young Son.
for the present, and W. R. Clarkson, formerly booker for the General Film and the
Kansas City. Mo. — Ted Morris, traveling
representative for the Universal, recently
Paramount exchange of Kansas Cfty, will
suffered the loss of one of his two boys,
he the booker for the International Filr;
who died from diphtheria, and the other
Service. B. J. Lyon, district manager of
boy is now recovering from the same
the company, who has recently estabdisease.
lished branches at Cincinnati,
Seattle,

Walter Quade, traveling representative
■ ■f the Unicorn Film Corporation, while in
Kansas City recently reported that the
"Billy West" series is going well in the
territory including Iowa and Nebraska.
Kansas City, Mo. — H. G. Gill, manager
of the Motion Picture Supply House, reports that he has Increased his mailing
list for lishes
the
"Dope
Sheet." which
he pub-is
to two
thousand.
The sheet
meeting with the approval of the exhibitors.
Screen Club Doings.
Kansas City, Mo. — Tlie Kansas City
Screen Club is already practically self
supporting, and the plans for further
facilities for members will, it is believed,
provide an income that will enable the
club to do much constructive work for the
benefit of the industry. The club rooms
are popular, not only as a meeting place
during the day, but in the evenings when
the ladies are present.
The club gave a dance and received
bulletins of the election returns on election night. A large crowd was there to
spend the evening.
Recent Visitors in Kansas City.
Recent visitors to the Kansas City exchanges were: Stanley Chambers, of the
Palace theater, Wichita. Kans. ; Don
Powell, of tlie Colonial theater. Witchita.
Kan.; Lee Gunnison, of the Crystal theater. Atchison. Kan.; Herbert Thatcher, of
the Strand theater, Salina, Kan.; Chris
Smith, of the Golden Bell theater, Ellsworth, Kan.: Abe Frank el. Casino theater. Des Moines. la.; Robert Welsh, of the
Orpheum theater, .\tchison, Kan.; E. F.
Feeney. Cozy theater, Okmulgee. Okla. :
T. K. Frldoritz. of the Opera House. Hays.
Kan.: .T. T. Miiler. of Cameron. Mo.; T. J.
Tindale. Elite theater. Tola. Kan.; Miss
Anna McLaughlin. Grand theater, Nevada.
Mo.; and Mrs. Howard, of the Lyric theater. Salisbury. Mo.
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Improves

Southwest Texas Had Been Feeling Something of a Slump, But Is Picking Up
Splendidly — Exchanges Report Thirty Per Cent. More Customers and a Fifty
Per Cent. Better Business Than Ten Weeks Ago.
From

C.

A.

Walker,

614

Milam

St.,

Houston,

Texas.

DALLAS. TEXAS. — All over Southeast
Texas there is a noticeable improvement in conditions among the exhibitors.
Ten weeks ago "many theaters in the
smaller towns were closing down alto*
gether, and those running every night,
dropping to two and three nights a week.
Every day one hears of a house that
within the past week or two has been
closed, opening up again; and in many
instances the towns where the exhibitor
has been running only part-time, is now
running
and being
a lo'.
of them every
Sundaysweek-day
also, thenight
business
so good. Film exchanges report almost
30 per cent, more customers on their
books now than three months ago ; and
say that bu.-jiness is at least fifty per
cent, better.

Rumor is whispering many things that
are "going to happen" because of the
suddenness of Mr. Reed's second trip.
One exchange man said "Something's going to happen
quick — but it hasn't yet."

Central, New Exchange, at Waco.
"Waco, Texas. — The Central Film Service Corporation has opened offices at
Waco, Texas, composed of D. J. Byara,
formerly in the Central Feature Film Co.,
at Waco, and W. H. McCullough, president of the Central Texas Exchange National Bank at Waco. The company will
operate in Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas and
Oklahoma, with headquarters at Waco,
Texas.
The concern has made contracts with
B. S. Moss Motion Picture Corp., for all
Moss productions in the territory; and
are now busy exploiting their initial
Moss production, which is "One Day."
never before handled in the Southwest.
It is rumored that the Central will also
handle the productions of another prominent manufacturer within a short time.

W. G. Underwood Taken Sick.
Dallas, Texas. — W. G. Underwood, manager of the Fathe exchange. Dallas, was
taken ill November 8, and after a hasty
examination his physician ordered him to
prepare for at least a month in bed, as
he was
completely
"run down."
was
gotten
to the Pathe
company Word
and
Mr. C. A. Meade, former manager of the
V-L-S-E in Dallas, and recently with
Pathe in Atlanta, was transferred to take
charge of the Dallas office until Mr. Underwood was fully recovered.

Exhibitor J. N. Stewart.
Dallas, Texas. — J. N. Stewart, owner of
the Dreamland theater. Denton, Texas,
and partner of E. O. Kirkland in the
Roseland theater. Dallas, died Kovember
7. after a brief illness. Mr. Stewart,
formerly in a mercantile business, started his exhibiting career last year, when
he purchased the Dreamland at Denton
from Mr. Kirkland; and he built up an
excellent business with this house and
was well liked by the people of Denton,
for giving a clean, wholesome show. Mr,
Stewart leaves a widow, two boys and a
daughter.
Manager C. C. Ezell Coming to Dallas.
Dallas. Texas. — Claude C. Ezell, formerly manager of the General at Dallas,
and recently at the head of that company's exchange in Atlanta. Ga.. has been
transferred to Dallas, succeeding Dave
Prince, who was sent to Detroit for the
General. Mr. Ezell has been in New
York, in conference with heads of the
organization, and a booming reception is
planned for him when he returns to Dallas. He is one of the most popular exchangemen ever in Dallas, and is well
liked by his competitors as well as exhibitors.
President Dave

Reed

York.

Called to New

Dallas. Texas.— Dave Reed, president of
the Metro Pictures Corp. of Texas, at
Dallas, returned from an extended trip
to New York on November 9, and was
greeting fellow eschangemen when a
wire was received from the New York
office of the Metro, asking him to "take
the first train for New York."
Old Dame
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Made Quite a Record Already.
Dallas, Texas. — F. J. Boyer. head of
the Southern Cabiria Company in Dallas,
is the proud owner of a new Overland
automobile. Mr. Boyer says he. the new
car
print of "The
Law"as
will and
starta traveling
over Unwritten
the territory
soon as he learns to drive "all right."
He's evidently learning rapidly — one lamp
post, the rear of his garage, a policeman's coat-tail and a yellow houn' dog
is the sum total so far.

as the Lincoln, operated by J. S. Washington, colored.
Bremond, Texas. — Ed. Muret has leased
his Rosary theater at Bremond, Texas, to
Jas. Turner.
Brazoria, Texas. — Another South Texas
theater to reopen after several weeks of
darkness,
Brazoria. Is Hopkins Bros.' theater at
Blessing, Texas. — The Cozy theater at
Blessing, operated by George W. Baker,
has been reopened after making several
improvements.
Maramaros, Mexico. — At Maramaros.
Mexico, across the border from Brownsville, A. W. Barthel has leased his light
plant from his theater to the city authorities, because of the failure of the
local plant to produce electric current —
this condition caused him to close his
theater for the past several months. He
has reopened the theater as the Matamaros city government has installed a
new electric plant capable of taking care
of the electric consumers. The theater is
the Germania. and is getting a good business since reopening.
Nederland, Texas. — A new theater, recently opened, is the Key West theater
at Nederland.
Aransas Pass, Texas. — E. Warren has
purchased the Acme theater at Aransas
Pass.
Mission, Texas. — T. A. Humason has
sold
his Lyric theater at Mission to E. J.
Richards.
Texas
Business
Notes
of Interest.
The Consolidated Film & Supply Co..
Houston, have installed a projection room
for their customers.
Miss Lucille Watson, formerly with the
Mutual, Coquille. World and Pathe at
New Orleans, is now stenographer at the
Consolidated"s
exchange
in Houston.

IN DENVER,
J. W. Cotter Now Mutual Roadman.
Houston, Texas. — J. W. Cotter, formerly
Joplin, Mo., manager of the Western
film exchange, and connected with the
Universal and other concerns in the Middle West, is the new road man in the
Southeast Texas territory for the Mutual,
with headquarters at the Mutual exchange in Houston.
Theater Changes in Texas.
Seadrift, Texas. — R. H. Beirman has
purchased the equipment for a picture
house from E. J. Fitzpatrick and has
opened a new house at Seadrift.
Refugio, Texas. — W. R. Glass, at Refugio, has thrown open the doors of his
ne^v Majestic
theater.
Sinton, Texas. — The Isis theater at Sinton, closed for some weeks, has been reopened by J. V. Swinney.
Ellinger, Texas. — Another house to reopen after being dark for some time is
the Majestic at Ellinger. operated by
Chas. Meyer.
Galveston, Texas. — The Rex theater at
Galveston has been sold by the Bell Enterprises to M. Forest and J. F. McFarland.
Moulton, Texas. — Fred Marbarger has
sold his theater at Moulton to A. F.
Kountzebue: and his house at Shiner to
L. E. Richter.
Henderson. Texas. — The Star theater at
Henderson, formerly operated by Mrs. W.
E. Young, is now in the hands of Sterling Brothers, formerly of the Texas Fire
Prevention Bureau at Houston, who purchased the theater from Mrs. Young.
Beaumont. Texas. — J. I. Pittman. for
several years an exhibitor at Beaumont,
has bought the Crystal, a modern house,
from J. C- Christopher. .
Berclair. Texas. — Arra Bros., who have
been operating a show at Tivoli, have
opened a new house at Berclair, Texas,
seating 250.
Marlin. Texas. — A new negro theater
has been opened at Marlin, Texas, known

COLORADO.

By E. C. Day. Denver
Times.
Charles R. Gilmour Local Park Head.
Denver. Colo. — Charles R. Gilmour. manager of the Pathe exchange in Denver,
who succeeded J. S. Applegate, is not new
to this territory. He is one of the best
known exchange managers in the Rocky
mountain region, and his appointment is
a popular one with the trade.
He is a native of Colorado, and served
his apprenticeship in the moving picture
industry in this
city. Up to a
few months ago
he had been
connected with
the World Film
Corporation. He
served this company as branch
exchange manager at Salt
Lake. Denver,
and Minneapolis.
^ recent visit
*-*"
"^^^
V ^
■^^^^ ^"^^^^W
^'^ New York he
^^ft ^^It. '^^^^^r opened
negotia^^^
^^_^^^^
with
the
company
Pathe
^^^^^^^^
^^^L
to
^^^^L ^^^^^^B
^^^^^^^^
manager
in the
West.
He
was
the
^^^^H
^K
^^^^C,^^^L
R. Gllmonr.
making
a trip
over the Denver
territory in this capacity when he received a wire ordering him to the Denver
office to assume the duties of manager,
Gilmour is of the youngest managers
in the business.

MORE

SEATTLE

NOTES.

(See page 1370.)
Seattle Exchange Managers Make Trips.
Seattle. Wash. — Last week seemed to
be one of globe trotting for most of the
exchange managers in Seattle.
Mike Rosenberg, of the De Luxe company, made a quick trip to San Fran-
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Cisco, and while there entered Into a transact Ion with Sol Lesser, of the AU-Slar
Feature Distributors, for "The Libertine."
a forthcoming
John Mason
feature.
C. R. Coulter, owner of Coulter's Attractions, has just returned from New
York, where he bought several big features, the names of which will be announced later.
H. G. Rosebaum, manager of Artcraft.
returned the first of the week from a
trip through Western Oregon, making the
larger towns. Every one of those towns,
he says, are now assured of seeing Mary
Pick ford pictures.
E. S. Coates. manager of Fox's Seattle
office. Is Just back from a trip through
eastern and central Washington. Mr.
Coates says that, with potatoes high and
still climbing, the farmers are getting
ready to make a lot of money in that
section and that Fox business has already
beuun to feel the reaction.
W. A. Mead, traveling representative for
Triangle out of Seattle, recently returned
from a two weeks' tour of Eastern Washington, where he reports contracts closed
for Triangle pictures In nearly every
town visited.
New Assistant Manager for Artcraft.
Seattle Wash. — Manager Roseblum of
the Seattle Artcraft office announces the
engagement of an assistant manager to
help him out with his volume of work.
The new man is Guy Navarre, recent graduate of the University of Washington Law
School.
Unity's Vice-President in Seattle.
Seattle. Wash. — .\ndrew J. Cobe, vicepresident and general manager of the
Unity Sales Corporation spent several
days in Seattle this week. We had a
nice little talk with Mr. Cobe about the
motion picture I usiness. and among other
things he tolu us that he had just arranged with the Reel Play Feature Film
Company to handle for Seattle all productions of his company, and that a similar arrangement with the De LuxeLasky
Corporation in Portland completed the
list of cities in all parts of the United
States from which Unity pictures were distributed.
Interesting Visitors in Seattle This
Week.
Seattle, Wash. — Nell Clark Keller, who
with her husband. Edgar Keller, played
the parts of Madame Croissett and Jean
Croissett in "God's Country and The Woman," route
culled at tothe
office en
NewSeattle
York Vitagraph
from Los
Angeles.
W. L. Stern, business manager of the
G. A. Metcalfe Company arrived in this
city the latter part of the week for an
indefinite stay here.
John W Drum. Coast division manager
for World, and H. B. Dobbs. road man
for World, are making things interesting
around the Seattle World office this week.
Chehalis. Wash. — A new theater has
opened in the new town of Onalaska, 16
miles by stage from here. The house seats
250. and is operated by a local timber
company. The patrons are mostly loggers
and business is reported good.
North Uend. Ore. — Geo. Hegle has sold
his theater.
California
Briefs.
Oakland. Cal. — Emll Kehrlein & Sony,
who have taken a lease on the Oakland
Photo theater, will change the name to
the Kinema when this house is opened by
them In December.
Dlnuba. Cal. — The DInuba theater wag
destroyed by fire on Nov. 3.
Lindsay. Cal. — The building formerly
occupied by the Rink theater has been remodeled and reopened as the Empress
theater. Contracts have been signed for
Bluebird, Paramount. Triangle and Metro
pictures, which will be offered at 5 and
10 c«nt«.
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Frisco License Fees Abolished
City Attorney Long
Old License Fee
May Call for a
From

Finds
of $25
Fee of
T. A.

That New Ordinance Superceding Censorship Abolishes
the Quarter Paid by Picture Theaters — New Measure
Some Kind.
Church,
1507 North
Street, Berkeley,
Cal.
the convention of branch managers at
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.— According to an
New York In time to cast his vote and is
opinion rendered by City Attorney
very enthusiastic over the forthcoming
Percy V. Long moving picture theaters
offerings of the concern he represents,
win hereafter not be required to pay a
and Its new policies. Charles I. Luntz
license fee of $25 a quarter. This opinion
was rendered to the Tax Collector, who
and Harry Carney, traveling representawanted to know If the recently enacted
tives of the firm, came In from the road
ordinance by which the Board of Censors
to meet Mr. Citron and have gone out
was abolished also repealed the prior
again.
license fee ordinance passed in 1909. The
City Attorney held that the new act
specifically repeals all sections of the old
Empress
Books
Libertine.'*manSan
Francisco.
Cal. —"The
Sid Grauman.
ordinance which are Inconsistent with it.
ager of the Empress theater, has booked
This will make it unnecessary for the pro"The Libertine" for the week of Nov. 19.
prietors of moving picture theaters to
and is now following the policy of offerobtain a police permit and pay a license
ing a stellar moving picture production
fee. The present ordinance provides mereeach week as a part of his vaudeville bill,
ly that the police have authority to prefeeling that this is essential. Sol L. Lesser
vent the showing of pictures of an imrecently secured rights for about one-half
moral nature.
the United States for this picture, and ii;
The new ordinance was adopted solely
offering
it in California, Arizona, and Nefor the purpose of getting rid of censorvada through the All-Star Feature Disship, and the ruling of the City Attorney
tributors, Inc.
came as a surprise to exhibitors. But
little complaint has ever been made here
Mrs. Vernon Castle May Appear.
in regard to the local license fee, and It
is considered likely that the Board of
San Francisco. Cal. — Mrs. Vernon Castle
Supervisors will pass a measure calling
Is coming to California, where a portion of
for the payment of a fee of some kind,
"Patria" is to be filmed, and an attempt is
possibly on a graduated
scale.
being made to secure her presence at the
Imperial theater when the first showing
of this serial is made in December at this
Fred Frisk Buys Out Partners.
exclusive house. Manager Knappen of the
San Francisco. Cal. — Fred Frisk has purInternational is hopeful that an arrangechased the interests of his former associment of this effect can be made. This
ates in the United theater exchange.
concern has booked the third of Its featPacific building, and is now the sole owner.
ure
releases, "The Ocean Waif." over the
Among the recent sales made through the
entire Turner & Dahnken circuit.
medium of this office has been that of the
Modesto theater. Modesto. Cal., whereby
Rialto Plans Theda Bara Week.
the interests of A. A. Richards have been
taken over by Alabert & Berand; the
San Francisco, Cal. — The management
Poppy, on Sixteenth street, San Francisco,
of the Rialto theater announces a novelty
transferred from Mr, Coffee to Mr, Bolt,
for the week of November 12, when the
and the Park on East Twelfth street, Oakseven days and nights will be given over
land, which has been sold to a company
to the presentation of productions in which
recently organized to conduct a chain of
Theda Bara is the star. Each day there
theaters, air. Frisk Is also representing
will be a change, the following being the
Mrs. Emma J. Whitman, who has invented
program in the proper order: "Sin," "A
and patented a hat holding device for theFool There Was." "The Clemenceau Case."
ater chairs, and who Intends to place this
*'The Devil's Daughter." "Kreutzer Sonon the market shortly.
ata." "Carmen" and "The Galley Slave."
Magner Sells Kellermann Production.
San Francisco. Cal. — Xat A. Magner has
disposed of the California. Arizona and
Nevada rights to "Neptune's Daughter,"
featuring Annette Kellermann to Sol Lesser for the amount originally paid by him to
the Universal. Mr. Magner recently went
East in company with S. Hertzberg. of
the -Apollo theater. Shanghai, China, whom
he represents in this country, and returned
after a short stay In New York to meet
Arthur Zeihm, who conducts a large theater at Manila. Mr. Zeihm has since left
for New Y'ork. but will return shortly.
Mr. Magner does a very large export business, and this If showing a steady Increase.
Fox Film Exchange to Move.
San Francisco. Cal, — Arranp-ements have
been completed for the erection of a fine
building on Golden Gate avenue, just beyond Leavenworth street, to be occupied
exclusively by the Fox corporation. The
location is one block from the present
quarters, and just beyond the site chosen
by the Mutual for Its new home. Work
has already been started on the building,
and as there is tut little excavating to bo
done, it is believed that the structure will
be completed some time in February. The
building will be of fireproof construction,
with a frontage of forty feet, and will
have a basement and mezzanine fioor.
with the most modern facilities for the
handling of film and advertising matter.
Manager William Citron returned from

"Intolerance" Engagement Extended.
San Francisco. Cal-— Owing to the unprecedented demand to see "Intolerance"
arrangements have been made for rerouting other attractions and this production will be shown for two weeks longer.
It is still necessary to secure seats in
advance and the picture is shown to capacity houses at all performances.
San Francisco Notes.
J. J. Unger, district manager for Metro,
is making a business trip to Seattle.
J. R. Saul has secured a lot on Clement
street, in the Richmond District, and plans
to erect a moving picture theater with a
seating capacity of 1,800.
A number of changes have been made in
the plans for the California theater on
Market street since construction work
started and it is now planned to have the
Fourth street side finished to conform
with the Market street frontage.
William P. Muir. manager of a moving picture house at 1264 Jackson street,
passed
away recently under mysterious
circumstances.
The Savoy theater has been closed, owing to trouble in regard to the lease.
Herman Wobber. general manager of
the Progressive Company, fs making a trip
of inspection to the southern part of thp
State.
Merced.
Cal. — The
Lyric
theater
has
been reopened by Mike Athene, of Fresno,
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Repealed

O.

Wogg

"Purity."
Working
Montana

With

Portland. Ore.— O. Wogg. formerly roadman for the Standard Feature Film Co.,
Sunday Closing Statute Enacted in 1864 Repealed — Vote in Portland Overwhelmed
is
working Montana with "Purity"
for now
M. Rosenberg.
Adverse Voting in Agricultural Neighborhoo.ds — Power of the Screen a TellPortland. Ore. — The Pastime theater.
ing Factor in the Election.
Pendleton, and the Baker at Baker, Ore.,
are reported to nave installed new photoMcMinnville, Ore. — F, A. Watrous sold
PORTLAND, Ore. — Oregon's Blue Law is
players, operators to handle them comthe Star theater to C. L. Dagg. Mr.
no more. Section 2125, Lord's Oregon
ing from San Francisco.
Watrous liad owned the theater for
Laws, which prohibits "keeping open any
several years- Mr. Dagg formerly roanstore, shop, grocery, bowling alley, billiPortland,
Ore., Visitors.
aged the Emma theater. Payette. Idaho.
ard room, etc.. for the purpose of labor
Portland, f >ie — .\mong the visitors on
or traffic, or any place of amusement
Astoria, Ore. — The Columbia theater has
Film Row were S. Danz. Star. Astoria,
been purchased by Verd Wilson from D.
(ihe.-'ters excepted) on the first day of
Bart Bertleson. with Clemmer. Seattle,
H. Welch. Mr. Welch has signed up for
the w^ek. commonly called Sunday.' was
Universal service.
R W. Bertleson. road man for K-L-S-E.
wipod from the statute books by a schHusrh
Renny. World. Geo, P. Endert.
;<';iniial majority. The victory of the
Baker. Ore. — L. Pefferie has reopened
"Irtriiter Features,
Seattle.
liberals over the kill-joys was decisive,
the Baker opera house.
and before midnight of the election day
the outcome of the vote was clearly apparc^nt.
The repeal of the measure was most
favored in Portland and vicinity. Slaity
Oregon Election Has Demonstrated the Political Power of the Picture Screens —
of the small towns in the Willamctt '
Vote-Power of the Screen Should be Carefully Guarded.
vall**y v<^led that the law should stiy,
caiididati: unless yuu uie actually supPORTLAND. Ore. — The election dt-montilt the overwlielming vote in the state's
strated to the motion picture men of Oreporting him and his policies," he said.
nctrop-'^iis counteracted the votes cast ir>.
gon
the
value
of
the
screen
to
educate
"The moving picture is a more effective
the small towns and farming community's.
way of spreading political propoganda
the
people
on
political
measures.
The
reAlthoMgh
enacted notoriety
in 1864. Oregon's
Blue
election of Judge Gatens to the Circuit
Law
first attained
a few months
than the newspaper. L'se it like a newspaper uses its power. Take sides with
ft nch was undoubtedly due to the fact
air.- AUitn it was resurrected and enforced
the man who is one your side. Support
that he had the support of the Portland
against a small grocer who had always
the
man
because he is your man and not
motion
picture
theaters,
and
that
moving
kept his store open. His arrest resulted in
because he pays you to run his film. In
litigation and injunctions, and many
pictures of the judge in characteristic acfact,
it
is
not advisable to take pay for
people then for the first time became
tion were shown in the city's ahow houses.
running any political film. Make it a
It is anticipated that next election poliaware of the existence of the law.
matter
of
policy
and not one of money.
ticians will be coniing to exhibitors askThe motion picture industry in Oregon
ing them to run moving pictures of candiwas interested in the law for the reas>>n
The
screen
is the
exhibitors'
weapon
against
adverse
and
ruinous legislation.
dates for pay. A prominent picture man
tbJ-.f: while it excepts theaters from :ts
Do not throw your weapon away by runwarns exhibitors against so doing.
ororation. there is no decision her^ that
■"N'/ver sh"W a moving
piolure •:•{ any
niriiT i'"IitiCiHl pi'-tures for mone\'a motion picture show is a theater. The
exhibitors anticipated that if the law
were not repealed, the Sunday closing taction would immediately test the issjo.

Use Power

of the

Screen

Intelligently

People of Eugene, Ore., and Sunday Closing

Will Home Rule Not Apply?
The legal question now arises: Will the
Oregon Home Rule amendment permit
municipalities to pass local laws closing theaters on Sunday? Judge Coke indicated in a recent Eugene decision tli^t
where there was no Sunday closing provided by state statute, local laws would
govern atersand
demand in
thata Eugene's
theclose Sundays
manner noted
in another article on this page. The
Oregon Home Rule amendment
provides*
"The legal voters of every city and
town are hereby granted power to enact
and amend their municipal charters, subject to the constitution and criminal laws
of the State of Oregon."
Screens Are Effective.
The Sunday closing law was repealed
largely through the eflEorts of the Independent Retailers' Association working
in conjunction with the Oregon Motion
Picture Men's Association. An extensive
campaign was carried on by means of
slides and the work of the motion picture
men is conceded to have played the most
Important part in the victory.
Oregon
Theater
Changes.
Rainier. — Palmer and Hoyle have opened
the Majestic theater here. Mr. Hoyle
formerly managed the Hoyle Musical
Comedy Company in Portland, which
played a long engagement at the Nickelodeon last year.
Sheridan. — E. M. McGann has sold the
Grand to E. E. Lewis.
Silverton. — M. G. Cooley has taken back
the Gem. reported as sold last week,
Portland. — The Derby, Kenton, reopened
Nov. 5, chased
by theNeil
O'Hare, who recently purbuilding.
Roseburg.
— "Woods
WoodsThese
are men
preparing to reopen
the and
Palace.
formerly conducted a theater at Cottage
Grove, and A. H. Woods was piano player
at Hood river at one time.

Judge Coke of the Trial Court Says That Sunday Shows Are Now Up to the People of the Locality — Law's
Constitutionality.
ing the injunction, the judge took the
EUGENE. Ore. — The Progressive .\museview that inasmuch as theaters were exment Company, of which A. H. McDonald.
empted from the state Sunday closing
Rex theater, is the leading spirit, relaw, there was no state law applying to
cently sought to enjoin the city of Eugene
theaters. Concluding his decision. th*v
judge said: "The entire question of
from enforcing
Sundayhereclosing'
law
;)gainst
theaters. its
Theaters
are closed
whether theaters may be opened and
i;nder a city charter adopted before the
operated on Sunday was and is a question
enactment of the Oregon Sunday closing
exclusively for the consideration of the
law exempting theaters. After the
people of Eugene, unless the ordinance
is unconstitutional, and I regard this as
passage of the state law. known as Seca question for the Supreme Court of the
tion 2125, the Eugene charter was reenacted carrying the original Sunday closstate,
than the
court." contends
Mr, rather
McDonald,
of trial
the Rex.
ing provisions.
The Progressive Amusement Company
that Judge Cokes decision will have a
far-reaching effect unless it is reversed
contended that the provisions of the original charter were made void by the enby the Supreme Court. Although the state
Sunday closing law has been repealed,
actment of Section 2125. and the the reenacted charter had no more effect than
the fight will have to be carried up on
constitutional grounds, namely, that it is
the original one, and further that the rediscrimination for cities to close theaters
enacted charter conferred a greater power
with respect to Sunday closing than the
and permit other businesses to remain
open. Mr. McDonald and his attorneys
state itself had. and that the local provision was unconstitutional.
believe they will be on the winning side
Judsre Coke did not rule on the big point
if an appeal is had. So far Mr. McHon^ld
has bi'Tne the expense alone.
in issue, viz: the constitutioTiality.
Den>"-

New Supply Store to Open in Seattle
Glen W. Waring and W. H. Fink Are Starting
Gut in the Supply
Business — Will
Have Temporary Store at 1014 Third Avenue.
By S. J, Ander.son,
Benvenuto.
East Seattle. Wash.
the year he has been here he has made
SEATTLE. WASH. — Glenn L. AVarin.LT.
manager of the G. A. iletcalfe supply
a long list of friends for himself among
store here, tells us that he is getting
the exhibitors of the Northwest and has
ready to go into business for himself.
acquired
ness man.an enviable reputation as a busiW. H. Flnck of this city will be his
partner, and the new supply house will
Mr, Finck was formerly associated with
the banking and mining businesses in
operate under the name of "Waring and
this city. He is a native son of Seattle,
Mr. Waring has been in the supply
a former student in the University of
business
for
about
seven
years,
having
Washington law school, and a National
Pinck. ■
Guard Officer. His wide popularity is
been ■with the firm of George Breck in
San Francisco for six years. He left
sure to be an effective asset in his new
Breck to go with G. A, Metcalfe, and
business
venture.
after two or three months with that firm
The new store will open within the
in San Francisco he came to Seattle to
next week or ten days at the temporary
open up the Metcalfe branch here. During
address of 1014 Third avenue.
As soon as
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Strand at Winnipeg

1371

Reopens

"Mezzanine Dc Luxe" With Especially Luxurious Chairs Is One of Its New Features— Will Be for Ladies and Children and Ladies With Escorts— House as
"Lightest Spot on Main Street."
By E. C. Thomas, 821 Rogers Bldg., Vancouver B. C.
\XT IXNIPEG. MAX.— The Strand theater.
Herbert Lubin, Slinger of Type.
»" entirely remodeled in the three
Winnipeg;, Man. — Under the guiding
weeks durlnp which it was closed, reopenhand of Herbert Lubin of the Standard
ed on Nov. 6 to capacity houses. A proFilm Service, the smashing Metro publicdigious amount of work has been accomity campaign in behalf of M. J. Williamplished in the theater, under the personal
son's National and Imperial theaters has
supervision of James Lailey. of Lailey &
begun. The Motion Picture Department
Menzies, who held the contract.
of the Winnipeg Tribune on a recent
The seating- capacity has been increased
to about 1,500. and new opera chairs have
Saturday contained a one and one -half
page ad. setting forth the attractions for
been installed throughout. The balcony
the following week at the National, and
is hencefortli to be designated "mezzanthe remaining half page was also deine de luxe," and here especially luxurious
voted to Metro publicity, in the form of
chairs have been provided, as this section
reading notices. In addition to all this
has been set aside exclusively for ladies
Glen W. Waring.
and children, and ladies with escorts. At
there was a further half-page giving th*
the rear of the balcony is a spacious
bill at the Imperial theater, and stLI!
with a complete
line of projection
mamore readers scattered about. (When S^
lounge room, which is designed as a waitchines, supplies, motor
grenerators.
and
Lubin, Esq., starts to sling type, no ona
ing room for balcony patrons, especially
else on this side of the line can l£ee(»
during inclement weather. Connecting
within sight of liis flying coat tails. As
with this Is the ladies' room, with tables
and easy chairs.
a publicity promoter he is in a claas
The entire house is now a blaze of
by himself.)
light, inside and out, and amply deserves
its appellation of "the lightest spot on
The Imperial Made Quite a Beauty.
Main Street." In the auditorium have been
installed lights with a combined power of
Winnipeg. Man. — The newly-opened Iisperial theater, formerly known as th©
26.000 watts, while an additional 15,000
watts have been used in decorating the
Majestic, has been vastly Improved by
exterior.
the alterations made recently. The auditorium has been decorated in cream and
The stage Is equipped with entirely new
scenery, drop curtains and hangings, and
gold, while the seats are finished in silthe rodecoration of the interior has been
ver-gray. In the foyer old ivory and
carried out In old rose, ivory and gold.
gold are the predominating colors, with
This work was done by J. E. Dolen. who
handsome draperies of old rose. Here
also had charge of the decorating of the
also have been added new rugs and mir<:»rpheum and Pantages theaters. A new
rors. A large ladies' room has been
ventilating plant has been installed, with
fitted up, and a new ventilating and heatan exhaust capacity of 7,000 cubic feet per
ing system installed. A four-piece orminute.
chestra is used.
E. P. Seamans contlues as manager of
the Strand, with N. Chambers as assistant
W. H. Finck.
manager. The house Is the principal CanVancouver Expects a Better Censor
adian unit in the Allardt circuit, controlled
Vancouver, B. C. — The moving picture
general theater equipme{^t.
A repair deby
L.
F.
Allardt,
of
Chicago.
In
addition
interests recently came to the rescue of
partment will also be installed.
to the Strand in Winnipeg, other houses
the Vancouver City Liberal Association,
have lately been secured In Port Arthur.
which found itself financially crippled
Fort William. Saskatoon, Regina, Moose
following the recent election which reInternational to Open Office in Seattle.
.law. Weyburn and Brandon. In associasulted in a Liberal landslide. There extion with C, P. Walker of this city and
isted a defiicit of about $2,000, to relieve
Seattle, Wash. — L. M. Hyslop is here
Barney Groves of Regina.
which various local exhibitors and all
from the San Francisco office of the InVaudeville and moving pictures will be
the Vancouver film exchanges except one,
ternational to open a branch. The locution has not been decided upon, but F. W.
each contributed
$50.
shown at the Strand, and the "Yellow
Locker will be manager, while Mr. Hyslop
Menace" serial will be featured. PerThe counting of the overseas soldiers'
formances are continuous, with matinee
will have chargre of the booking end of
votes
gave
Premier
Bowser a seat in the
prices at 5 and 10 cents, and 10 and 20
the business. Tlie exchange will open
next Legislature, but the five other memcents after 6 p. m.
within a couple uf weeks.
berg from Vancouver will be Liberals,
and the entire house will be overwhelmigly Liberal. It is generally thought at
this time that a new censor will be appointed, and it is persistently rumored
that the mantle will fall on a veteran
Site in Victoria, B. C. Has Been
Chosen — Proposal to Spend $10,000 at Once on
Vancouver exhibitor who has only reImprovements
and $100,000 in Three Years.
cently retired from active participation
in the management
of a theater.
VICTORIA. B. C. — Considerable progress
revert to the Hudson's Bay Company.
Should the Hudson's Bay Company turn
has been made in regard to the establishdown the proposal of the citizens' comment of a moving picture studio in thi.->
Pickford Production
mittt^e another site will be chosen at once,
tions.Blanks Asks QuescUy, and the Dominion Educational Films,
as several were inspected during Mr. NelLimited, now located in Vancouver, is willVancouver. B. C. — Local exhibitors
ing to commence operations at once if the
son's recent visit to this city.
have recently received application blanks
citizens will give them a site. The comfor the new Mary Pickford productions,
mittee of business men recently chosen
which
are being handled
in Canada
by
"Ashes of Embers" Censored Out."
has already selected such a site, and the
the new-formed Monarch Film Co., Ltd.
Vancouver, B. C. — The Famous Players
property has been inspected and approved
a subsidiary of the Famous Players,
subject, "Ashes of Embers," with Pauline
by J. Arthur Nelson, manager of the
with I. Soskin as general sales manager.
Frederick, booked for showing at the
company. The land in question is situated
Very detailed information is required
near the Gorge, and at present belongs
Globe theater here, and ext«-nsively av*from exhibitors applying for the service,
vertlsed,
was
rejected
by
the
Erltlfh
Colto the Hudson's Bay Company, to whom a
including seating capacity, amount now
umbia censors. It was f'lind itnpo-^sible
definite offer and agreement have been
spent on advertising, additional amount
to so cut the film as to meot IIkj iipproval
forwarded, for approval or rejection.
which would be spent on the Pickford
of the censors, so the B. S. Moss producThe proposal is that the film company
subjects, exact location of the house,
tion. "The Salamander." the Canadian
shall expende the sum of $10,000 In imrights for which are controlled by the
prices charged, etc. Een Soskin. manproving the property, and pay out in actFamous Players, was thrown into the
ual cash In conectlon with the business
ager, of the Famous office in Vancouver,
breach.
states that all contracts will he made
$100,000 within the next three years. If
The officials of the National Amusement
direct with the head office of the comthis Is done the title to the property 'h
pany in Toronto. The Monarch will also
to be handed to them free of all charges.
Compaijy were especially disappointed at
this rejection, as Pauline Frederick is a
handle the new Clara Kimball Young reShould the company fail to fulfill the proleases.
visions of the agreement the land would
very heavy drawing card here.

Studio

for Dominion

Educational Films
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases

for W^ks Ending December 2 and December 9

(For Extended Table of Current

Releases See Pages

IJ90, 1392. 1394, l.?96. )

General Film Company.

General Film Company.

Advance Releases.

Current Releases.
(Serial No.)
MOND.\T,
XOVE.MBER
27, 1010.
SELIG — Following: the Flag (Three parts— Dr.) .... iI456-57-5S
VITAORAPH— Taking
the Honey
Out of Honey21459
i
moon (Comedy)
SELI(3 — The Selig-Tribune No. So. 1916 (Topleal) . .
21460
BIOGRAPH— The
Influence
of
the
Unknown
(Drama)
(Blograph-Reissue No. 100)
21461
TUESD.W, !VOVE-MUER 28, 1016.
ESSAN.\T — A Tin Soldier (Two parts — Comedy).
KALE.M — Dudes for a Day (Comedy)

21464
21462-63

MOND-W.

nECE.MnER

4, 1016.

.SELIG — The Brand of Cain (Three parts — Drama).
VITAGRAPH— Where Is Your Friend?
(Comedy).
(Educational).
■— Swedish Model Farm
SELIG — The Selig-Trlbune No. 97, 1916 (Topical).
(Biograph-Reissue).
(Comedy)
B10GR.\PH — My Baby
TUESDAY, DECEMBER
5, lOKi.
ESSANAY — The Egg (Two parts — Comedy).
K.VLEM — Jailbirds (Comedy).

WEDXESDAY,
.VOVEMBER
20, l»ie.
ESSANAY — Dreamy
Dud Joyriding
with Princess
Zlim (Cartoon)
21465
21463
— A Scenic subject on the same reel
VIM FEATURE
COMEDY— Hubbv's Chicken
(Com21466
edy)
KALEM— Border Wolves (No. 17 of the "Girl Prom
21467-6S
Frisco")
(Two
parts — Drama)
BIOGR.^PH— The
Wages
of Sin
(Three
partsDrama)
(Biograph-Reisaue
No.- 101)
21469-70-71

VIM FEATURE
COMEDY — Title not reported.
KALEM— The
Poisoned
Dart
(No.
IS of the
'Frisco' Series) (Two parts — Drama).

THl'RSD.W,
SELIG — The Selig-Trlbune
VIM— The Prize Winners

SELIG — The Selig-Trlbune No. 98, 1916
VIM — Title not reported.

NOVEMBER
No. 96, 1916
(Comedy)

SO, 1010.
(Topical).

PRID.tV,
DECEMBER
1, 1010.
KNICKERBOCKER
ST.\R FEATURE— Butts Casey,
Crook
(Two
parts — Drama)
KALEM— The Wizard's Plot (No. 7 of "Grant, Police Reporter") (Drama)
VIT.\GRAPH— Have
You
Heard
About
Llllle?
(Comedy)
. . . .'
VIM— Ambitious Ethel (Comedy)

BIOGRAPH — A Bit of Human
(Biograph-Reissue).
WEDNESDAY,

.KNICKERBOCKER

SATURDAY,
DECEMBER
2, 1010,
ESSANAY— The Final Fraud (Three parts — Drama). 21479-80-81
VIT.4GRAPH — Our Other Lives (Three partsDrama)
(Broadway
Star Feature)
214S2-83-8I
K-\LEM — The Trial Run (No. lOS of the "Hazards
of Helen"
Railroad
Series) (Drama)
214S5
SELIG — Mistakes
Will Happen
(Drama)
21486

parts — Drama)

U, 1010.

(Comedy).

DECEMBER

"Girl

Prom

7, 1010.
(Topical).

PRID.W,
DECEMBER
S, 1016.
STAR
FEATURE—

KALEM — The

21477
21478

(Two

DECEMBER

ESS.\NAY — A Waiting Game

THURSD.IY,
21473
21472

Driftwood

Trunk
Mystery
(No.
porter") (Drama).
V1T.\GR.\PH— His Wife's Allowance
\"IM — Title not reported.

8 of

"Grant.

Police

Re-

(Comedy).

s.VTVRDiiY, d<e:ce.mber 0, lOie.
ESSANAY — A Failure at Fifty

(Three parts — Comedy-Drama).

K.\LEM — The Lineman's
Peril (No. 109
Helen"
Railroad
Series) (Drama).
.SELIG — The Purchase
Price (Drama).

COMPLETE AND ACCURATE LISTS of Regular Program and Feature Pictures Can Always Bo Obtained from
ture World. These are Published Two Weeks in Advance of Release Days to Enable Exhibitors to Arrange
Stories of the Pictures in Most Cases are Published on a Like Schedule. Each Synopsis is Headed by a Cast,
Parenthesis.
Lay Out Your Entertainment From the Information in the Moving Picture World and You Will

of

the

"Hazards

the Pages ot the Moving PicTheir Coming Programs. The
the Players' Names Being in
Not Go Wrong.

ONE ROUND O'BRIEN
Directed by Mack

From the story

The Supreme Bumpfaer's Degree
fay Charles H. Van Loan
which appeared in
Popular Magazine

of

Sennett

Release particulars later.
Refer all inquiries to
BIOGRAPH COMPANY
796 East 176th Street
New York City. N. Y.
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases for Weeks Ending December 2 and December 9
(For Extended

Table

of Current

Releases

Universal Film Mfg. Company.

01960
01950

THURSD-\Y,

01951

SPECIAL
UNIVERSAL
Martialed"

FOR
WEEK
OP
NOVEMBER
26, 18te.
SPECIAL — Liberty,
No.
16,
"Court
01971
(Two
parts — Drama)
MONDAY,
NOVEMBER
27, 1916.
RED
FEATHER — The
Mainspring
(Five
parts —
Drama )
01963
01964
NESTOR — The White Turkey
(Comedy)
TCESD.W,
NOVEMBER
28, 1916.
GOLD SEAL— Should She Have Told? (Three partsDrama)
VICTOR — No release this day.
WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER
29, 1916.
LAEMMLE — The Last of the Morgans (Two parts —
Drama)
01957
L-KO — Eat and Grow
Hungry
(Comedy)
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED
WEEKLY — Number 48
019B8
(Topical)
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1916.
VICTOR — No release
this day.
BIG U — The Mother Call (Drama)
POWERS — The Fascinating Model
(Comedy)
POWERS — At the Top of the World — Alaska (Educational)
IMP — The Heel of the Law (Two parts^Drama)
(Special)

01959
01960
01960

*1963
01964

01966
01967

VICTOR — Just
Drama)
POWERS — Sammie Johnsin's Love Affair (ComedyCartoon)
— Ancient India
(Educational)
L-KO — No release this day.
IMP — The Wall of Flame
(Drama)
(Special)
WEEK

OP

DECEMBER

DECEMBER

Serial No.)

7,

01976
01977
0197S

1916.

01979

VICTOR — The Shadow (Two parts — Comedy-Drama)
— Raccoons
(Educational)
BIG U — No release this day.
POWERS — No release this day.
BIG U — Seeds of Jealousy (Drama (Special)
FRID.IY,

DECEMBER

01979

8. 1916.

01981
01982
01983

IMP — The Call of the Unborn (Two parts — Drama).
UNIVERSAL
SCREEN
MAGAZINE — Number
2
NESTOR — Oh. You Honeymooner
(Comedy)
S.VTURDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1916.
BISON — The Good Woman
(Two parts — Drama) .
LAEMMLE — No release this day.
JOKER — The
Tramp
Chef
(Comedy)
REX — A Story from
Life (Drama)
(Special) . . . .

01985
01986

Mutual Film Corporation.
SUNDAY.

NOVEMBER

26,

1816.

VOGUE — Up the Flue
(Two parts— Comedy)
G.\UMONT— Reel Life. No. 30 (Mutual Film Mag.).
MONOAY,

SrND.W.
DECEMBER 3, 1916.
Her Luck (Two parts — Comedy-

FOR

«, 19111.

05192
05190-91

01961

FRID.^Y,
DECEMBER
1, 1916.
IMP — The Mansard Mystery
(Two parts — Drama) . .
REX — No release this day.
L-KO— Tattle Tale Alice (Comedy)
BIG.TJ — The Circle of Death (Drama)
(Special)
-Dr.)..
S.tTt'RD.W,
DECEMBER
;. 1916.
BISON — The
Greater
Power
(Two
partsLAEMMLE — No release
this day.
JOKER — Scrappily Married
(Comedy)
LAEMMLE — A Designing Woman (Drama)
(Special)

SPECIAI,

1390,
1392. 1394. 1396.)
WED.NESDAV,
DECE.MBER

LAEMMLE — No release this day.
(
L-KO — The High
Diver's Curse
(Two
parts — Co;
edy)
UNIVERSAL
ANIMATED
WEEKLY — Number
49
(Topical)
LAEMMLE— The
Children
Shall
Pay
(Drama)
(Special)
. .,

(Serial No.)
SUND.W,
NOVEMBER
26, l»ie.
REX — No release this day.
IMP — No release
this day.
POWERS — Sammy Johnsin at the Sea Side (Comedy-Cartoon)
POWERS — In and Around Ancient Japan (Educational)
BIG U — The Heroine of San Juan (Two parts —
Drama)
(Special)

See Pages

01968

NOVEMBER

GAUMONT
(Travel)

3. 1916.

UNIVERSAL SPECI.'VL — Liberty No. 17 "A Trail of
Blood"
(Two
parts — Drama)
MONDAY,
DECEMBER
4, ISKi.
RED
FEATHER — Kinkaid— Gambler
(Five
partsDrama)
NESTOR — Pass
the Pl-unes
(Comedy)

WEDNESDAY,

Tt;ESD.\Y,
DECEMBER
r,, 1916.
GOLD
SEAI -Ashes
(Three parts — Drama)
.. . .
VICTOR — No release this day.
VICTOR — His Golden
Hour
(Comedy)
(Special) . .

NOVEMBER

29,

4

1916.

MUTUAL WEEKLY — Number
100 (Topical)
G.\UMONT — See America First. No. 64 (Scenic) ....
— Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon-Comedy)....
NOVEMBER

to

FRIDAY, DECE.MBER
be announced
later)

05197
05196
05197

30, 1916.

MUTU.\L — (Title to be announced later)
.AMERICAN — (Title to be announced later)
MUTUAL
STAR
PRODUCTION— Miss
Jackie
parts — Drama)
(No. 157)
CUB — (Title

01972
01973

1916.

TUESDAY.
NOVEMBER
28, 1916.
Mutual Tours Around the World. No.

THURSD.4Y,
01969
01969

27,

MUTUAL — When the Tide Turned (Two parts —
DraTna)
MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION— A Dream or Two
Ago (Five parts — Drama)
(No. 156)

05198-99
06200
(Five

1, 1916.

SATVRD.W,
DECEMBER
2, 1916.
AMERICAN — The Capture of Rattlesnake Ike (Dr.)
(Reissue)
MUTUAL — (Title to be announced later)
SUNDAY,

01974

VOGUE — The
Wicked
City
0AU:M0NT — Reel Life, No.

DECEMBER

05202
05203

3, 1916.

(Two
parts— Comedy) . .
31 (Film
Magazine)

05206
05204-05

rii97'>
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Kitchener's Great Army
IN

THE BATTLE
Df me 5DIVIIVIE
(The Only Official War Picture Ever Shown in America)

RECORD:
2 Weeks
OPENED
NrkV

3

yS [ Absolute Capacity

.QT^^o
1*?

.< 15
"

™e STRAND

I

\Jt\-

Broadway

PRINCESS f;stZ.

19 ) 44th ST. =',rsr/..
THE

ONLY

MOTION

PICTURE

EVER

SHOWN

IN

LEGITIMATE
BROADWAY
THEATRES
SIMULTANEOUSLY

Mr. Lee Shubert knew that this great Picture would pack his Broadway Theatres.
It has done it. You know that it will pack your theatre.

GET IN TOUCH
G. McL.

BAYNES,

PATRIOT

Suite 705,

FILM

WITH

ME

729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
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a letter came, telling them that the young
revenue officer bad left the service and wouid
never return to molest them.

BIOGRAPH.

General Film Company

THE INFLUENCE OP THE UNKNOWN
(Reissue — Nov. 27).— The cast.— The Girl (Mae
Marsh) ; her Sweetheart (Robert Harron):
Revenue
Officer (Henry
Walthall).
He was a young man and out of work. The
baby was about to come and he was In despair. He took a position with the revenue
officers who were about to leave to suppress
the manufacture of illicit whiskey. Down In
the Kentucky hills they were sent on the trail
of the moonshiners. They seemed a hard band
to capture. The young officer hit upon a plan
which would gain admittance Into their hard
and secret natures. He posed as a hunted
moonshiner and the other officers were on the
trail. They pursued him to the cabin of the
old leader and then across the valle" to another cabin where dwelt the old man and the
girl. The girl was impressed by his story
and agreed to save him from the officers. She
hid him in the cabin and the officers went
their way leaving the young man a spy.
On the old father's return, he believed the
young man's story and when the other moonshiners, a father and his young son In love
with the young girl, came in, they consented
that he should join the gang. Soon he was
at work on the still with them. But down
in the valley the officers called to him. The
moonshiners heard and covering up their still
with the brushes which they use for this
purpose, they compelled him to be blindfolded
and led away from the territory. He asked
for one moment to be alone and was given
a little freedom. He had arranged with the
officers that a certain tree should act as their
post-office. The girl who had climbed a tree
nearby saw one of the officers come to the
appointed tree and leave a note behind. Her
curiosity overcame her and she went to the
tree and took out the note and read: "Your
wife sends this and longs to see you now the
baby has come. The chief says now Is the
time to strike the moonshiners." A photograph of the baby was also enclosed. The
horrible truth dawned upon the girl — the man
was a spy, yet the baby in her young mother
heart aroused her sympathy and her heart
went out to the man.
From a distance she watched him approach
the tree, take out the letter, which she had
placed back, and return to the shack. The
other members of the gang, however, bad become suspicious and coming Into the shack
they declared that the man was a spy and
demanded that he be searched. In the next
room, however, he heard them and escaped
through an open window. He was pursued,
brought back and tied. They decided to wait
a few days and then make away with him.
The girl, wholeft
hadalone
kept In
the the
copycabin
of the
baby's
photograph,
with
the
man while her boy lover paraded outside,
looked at the picture of the baby. Again her
sympathies were aroused. She thought of the
little baby and the mother waiting at home.
She went into the nest room and let the man
go. There was another chase over the mountains, but this time the man got away by
hiding In a clump of bushes. The girl tried
to explain that she did it for the baby, but
naturally the moonshiners could not understand. Perhaps they understood
better when

ESSANAY.
A TIN SOLDIER (Two Paris— Nov. 28).—
The cast: Mr. Bridge (George Beane) ; Mrs.
Bridge (Florence Oberle) ; '-Rats" Bridge
(Bruce Kent); Miss DiUj Dally (Florence
Barr).
Mrs. Bridge, making preparations for the
mask ball, is not in sympathy with her husband's predicament.
He istosuffering
severe toothache.
Dragged
the ball with
in bisa
costume of a soldier he escapes early and,
leaving the uniform at home, goes to a dentist.
"Rats" Bridge dons his father's uniform and
goes to the ball. Miss Dilly Dally, a coquette
of considerable weight, resumes her attentions
to the supposed Bridge, Sr., and starts a riot.
Mrs. Bridge discovers the deception but It
doesn't
make her
moreoutkindly
her apouae.
She feel
dragsanyhim
of thetoward
dentist's chair at the early morning hour and leaving the tooth behind hurries him home. "If a
fat woman comes here chase her until she
evaporates," Bridge orders his son. Mrs.
Bridge's second cousin, somewhat fat, arrives
for a visit and "Rats" promptly locks her In
an ash pit. But all's swell that ends swell and
Bridge gets rid of his aching tooth, his affinity
and his other troubles.
DREAMY DUD JOYRIDING WITH PRINCESS ZLIM (Nov. 29).— Dreamy Dud finds
himself in Africa, the reluctant escort of Princess Zllm, the ebony lady of pronounced pulchritude. She invites him to take a ride In the
Royal Jitney Bus and after cranking the elephant's tall, they climb aboard. Gasoline la
taken on for the elephant and after drinking it
he becomes unsteady and engages in various
fights with other animals, making it extremely
hard for the Princess to make love to Dreamy
Dud. The resultant adventures give Dud a
thrilling time, but be soon wakes up to find
his mother calling him.
Half a reel of Apache Trail, and the beautiful scenery of the adjoining locality make up
the rest of this offering.
THE FINAL FRAUD (Three Parts — Dec. 2).
— The cast: Richard Denton (Bryant Washburn) :Marie Weston (Gertrude Glover) ; Louis
Le Strange (Ernest Maupain) ; Henry Weston
(John Cossar).
Dick Denton, a young man of uncertain
Identity, wins the love of Marie Weston. Notwithstanding that Denton refuses to give an
account of himself, her father, a millionaire,
finally consents to their marriage. Weston Is
entrapped by Le Strange, the chief of a coterie
of International blackmailers. Led to the
crooks'also.
den. Weston
he finds
apparently
crook,
tells Denton,
his daughter
and for-a
bids the marriage. She is heartbroken. However, when Dick and the blackmailers are arrested finally in a spectacular raid, Marie goes
to him at the prison. She tells Dick she will
marry him if he will promise to reform. It
Is then that the chief of the federal secret
service enters and congratulates Dick. For instead of being a crook, Denton is in realltv a
secret service agent who had disguised himself
in order to round up the blackmailers.

SAVE

THE WAGES OF SIN (Reissue— Three Parts
—Nov. 20).— The cast.— Barbara Dale (Irene
Howley) ; Rev. George Brand (Walter Miller) ;
Stephen Marley (Franklin Ritchie); Lieutenant Wentworth (William Jefferson); Rose Dean
(Frances Nelson;; Ruth Hope
(Violet Horner).
Sentenced to a term in prison for stealing
money to save her baby's life, Ruth Marley
comes out to find the world against her. Ill
and destitute, forsaken by the good-for-nothing
Stephen Marley, whom she married in the belief that the man she really loves has committed a great wrong, Ruth sends for her foster-father, Mr. Dean, and his daughter. Rose.
They take her home, where she Is denounced as
a thief
by
Lieutenant
ance, whom she
robbed. Wentworth, Ruth's fiDespite the fact that she has given the alarm
that prevented her husband and his pal from
robbing the house, she Is turned out. Juliana,
an actress, takes her in. Stephen and Ned,
hiding in a basement, are found by Barbara
Dale, a girl whom Marley first betrayed and
then forced to accuse the Reverend George Brand,
Ruth's former lover, as the guilty man. Barbara discloses the hiding place to Ruth, who
confronts Stephen and threatens to denounce
him if he will not clear George Brand's name.
He Is beating her when George and a policeman enter. A confession follows, and Ned,
in panic, fires a shot which finds its mark
In Stephen. Ruth and her lover are married
and she Is reconciled with the Dean
family.

THE

INTEREST

EVERY

YEAR— AND

KNICKERBOCKER
FEATURE.

BUTTS CASEY, CROOK (Two Parts— Dec.
1). — Butts Casey, crook, Is summoned to the
police station and questioned by Chief of Police
Curren about a robbery that took place the
night before In which a watchman was stabbed.
Third degree methods are used with the knife
that had been found on the scene. Butts rises
and calmly says, "Curren, you haven't anyon me, out
and unmolested.
never will. So long." And
Butts thing
walks
Then a new element comes into the life of
Butts. Ruth West, stenographer in a factory
office, and her crippled mother, move Into the
tenementRuth
flatfrom
adjoining
Butts' room.
Butts
rescues
the attentions
of a gang
of
young toughs, and they become acquainted.
Harry Allen, Ruth's sweetheart, who is employed by the factory where she works, has
been ordered out on the road for a montli's
trip. Therefore. Butts knows nothing of Harry,
and Ruth Is silent on the subject because she
never dreams that Butts is falling In love with
Butts, however. Is hard hit. He puts away
her. burglar tools and gets a job on a construchis
tion gang. Chief Curren Is amazed when he
leams that Butts has gone to work. Meanwhile,
in another city. Harry has fallen into the hands
of Bert and Olga Lang, card eharpers. When
Harry finally quits the game, Lang holds his I.
O. U. for $2,000.
At a holiday picnic Butts tells Ruth of his
love. The girl Is surprised. She tells him that
she is engaged to Harry. Butts takes the blow
like a and
man,resolving
promising
always toto continue
be Ruth's
friend,
to himself
on
the straight path.
Harry returns, trailed by the Langs and the
fatal I. O.to U.Ruth.
Harry's
manager
coldness
Oneworried
day Butts
findsseems
her
crying after she had seen Harry had spoken
to Olga. Butts starts an investigation and trails
Olga. In a cheap cafe. Butts overhears Olga
telling Lang that Harry will "get the money
from
the office tonight
and meet
us here."

ON

BEGIN

STAR

$100:22

NOW

On account of the greatly increased cost of paper, engraving, etc., we have been compelled to make the tingle
eopy price fifteen cents. For the present direct subscription prices will remain the same. This means a savins
of four dollars and eighty cents yearly on direct subscriptions.
In addition you get your paper earlier.
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Butts, ularmed, fearful for Harry, hurries from
tbe cafo.
Harry, threatened by tbe Langs, who say they
will tell tbe factory bosa about the I. 0. U.,
has Anally, Id doapcratlon. gone to tho office to
rifle iho manager's desk, knowing that there is
money In one of tho drawors. Uutts gets hla
revolver and tools and hurries \o tho offlre,
where he Hods Harry breaklni; open tbo drawer.
For the sake of the girl, butts saves Harry
from actual theft and so nrrangi's the trial
that It points plainly to Butts Casey as the
Intruder. Then Butts takes up tbe I. O. U.
with his own mom-y and gives it to Harry and
Ruth as a wedding present, making Harry
promlso that he will not transgress again.
Butts, again brought before Chief Curren. acknowledges he Is caught this time. As Butts Is
led to Jail, the chief puzzles over the strange
case, of which he has seen only the outward
•^Igns,

VIM.
THE PRIZE WIN-NBRS (Nov. 30).— When
Babe and Billy are released from the county
Jail where they were serving sentences for
chicken stealing, they resolve that In tbe future
they will work honestly for a living. However, they are not wonders at keeping their
minds on work, for the first job they secure
Is that of inspectors of tbe beer at a local
brewery. All that they know of inspecting
beer Is to sample It, and after they have sampled it for a fewso,hours,
they couldn't
even boss
see
the buildings,
of course,
when the
romes around, they lose their positions.
The question of food now beset the Babe and
Billy, so to east' their famished stomachs they
enter radeLady
Kate's
house Finding
where atheir
big way
masqueball is In
progress.
Into
the cloak rooms they steal everything that they
see. but once having secured the sliver and
other trinkets, they discover that their exit is
blocked by the servants, who insist on mistaking them for guests. Forced into tbe ball
room, they are seen by Lady Kate, who immediately gives to them the prize for being the
best masqued persons Ln tbe .room.
After basking for a few moments In the
sunny smiles of Lady Kate, Babe decides that
honesty is the best policy, so he catches the unwilling Billy and forces him to give up all the
stolen jewelry. Babe leaves It on the table for
Lady Kate, and with his disgruntled pal leaves
the bouse before their deception Is discovered.

Large
Studio
For Sale
or Rent
Well located, with
all equipment for
Winter work.
Will rent for reasonable price or
sell on easy terms.
Address Studio,
Moving Picture World.
17 Madison

Ave.,

New

York
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City
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SELIG.
SELia-TRlBUNE
NO. 00 (Nov. 9).
New York, N. y.— Allen Anderson, a victim
of Infantile paralysis, christens a new Militia
of Mercy
ambulance.
Washington, D. C.— This enterprising young
inventor perfucts a now steel helmet which
may be used to dig trenches.
.
Washington, D. C. — Thousands of women are
victimized by a chain letter scheme whereby
they wore promised a petticoat for ten cents
for writing live copies of a letter to be mailed
to otbur women.
Mobile, Ala. — Catherine Stlnson, 18, conducts
an aviation school and gives fundamental InstruL'tlunti to several of her society pupils.
Nw York, N. Y. — In celebration of the 250th
annivor«ary
of St. Sons
Paul'sof Chapel.
Trinity Parish, 250 ministers.
the Revolution,
and
members of the Soulety of Cincinnati, participate in the ceremonies. The rafters in this
old church were hewn from the forests of
Manhattan, ten years before the Declaration
of ' Independence.
San Franiisco, Cal. — Erected In 1876 at a
cost of $2,(XK).0*H>, tho old Hall of Records
Is raised.
El Paso, Tex. — Uncle Sam's soldiers on t^je
border are kept fit for lighting by setting
up exercises
and other maneuvers.
Somewhere in France. — German prisoners ot
war and the prison camps behind the French
lines.
New York, N. Y.— It costs $6,000 to get a
"look in" OD the kennels of Pekinese dogs.
Oakland, Cal. — High school girls of this city
enjoy the rather strenuous sport of whaleboat racing.
Lake Keechelus, Wash. — This new government dam costing over $1,000,000 and taking
two years to build Is rapidly nearing completion.
SELIG-TRIBUNE NO. 01 (Nov. 13).
Macon. Mo. — Skipper Grove navigates the
Chariton River In an air-propelled boat
equipped with an engine taken from a wrecked
aeroplane.
Washington, D. C. — After all the mud slinging in the recent Presidential campaign, ts
it any wonder that tbe Capitol Is washed
down?
El Paso, Tex. — Pennsylvania National Guard
Artillerymen give a splendid exhibition of the
training they have acquired on the border
when the State's Field Batteries get Into action.
Easton. Pa. — The New York extensions of
the William Penn Highway from Reading, Pa.,
to New York City is formally opened by Governor Brumbaugh.
Wellesley, Mass. — Field Day at Wellesley
College brings out scores of shapely Misses,
who play hockey, baseball and participate in
archery
contests.
New Orleans, La. — Captain Sir Ernest
Shackelton. the Antarctic explorer, arrives
here.
New York, N. Y.— One feature of the 1916
Presidential campaign was tbe revival of the
old-fashioned torch light procession.
Washington, D. C— The United States Department of Agriculture opens its annual
Chrysanthemum show.
Latest Fashions In fur are presented by
pretty models.
FOLLOWING THE FLAG (Three parts—
Nov. 27). — The country was patriotically
stirred when President Wilson ordered Uncle
Sam's land forces to tbe Mexican border. These
forces Included not only the regular army,
so-called, but the National guards of the various states.
When Pershing and his column crossed the
border and penetrated Mexico In search of
Villa, there was not a man, woman or child
in this country who was not proud of tho
courage displayed by this indomitable little
force, which entered alone the deserts of
Mexico after a blood-thirsty bandit.
To see how quickly the National Guardsmen
become real soldiers; to see these troopers on
long and dusty hikes ; to see the artillery and
cavalry maneuvers; to see the life In the en. ampments. the soldiers at mess, etc., are not
only entertaining
but Instructive
details.
The difficulties encountered by Pershing and
his cavalrymen, the long lines of communication necessary to supply the Pershing forces
with munitions, and provide them with supplies are but details of tbe scenes afield and
in camp of Uncle Sam's army. Lessons of
patriotism are instilled, and the cause of preparednes Is fostered.
MISTAKE.S WILL HAPPEN (Dec. 2).— Tbe
cast: Tom Warner (Tom Mix); Vicky Mason
(Victoria Forde): Sneaky Eill (Pat Chrlsman) ;
the Plif-riff fSid Jordan). Written and produced by Tom Mix.
Tom Warner and Vicky Mason are to be
married, .but Tom forgets the marriage license
and starts for town after it. While Tom stops
at a creek for a drink. Sneaky
Bill, a horse

thief, takes Tom's
fro^^h hor»o and leaven the
horse he has been riding.
A posse searching for Sneaky Bill sees Tom
on the
stolen
horse of
andTom,
Jailsandblm.
Vicky's
father goes
In search
seeing
Sneaky
Bill on Tom's horse, gives chase. Bill Jump*
from the stolen horse into an automobile,
which Qnally blows up. Vicky and her father
re.scuo Tom from Jail, and while Sneaky BIU
takes Tom's place In the cell, the wedding
ceremony begins.

Universal FilmMig. Co.
POWERS.

THE FASCIN.VTING MU1-»EL (Spilt Keel Release— Nov. 30).— The cast: Billy (Ed Sedgwick) ;his wife (Violet Eddy) ; a husband (Jay
Belasco) ; his wife (Belle Bennett). Written by
Harry Wulze.
Produced by Roy Clements.
Billy Is a ladles' tailor who is blessed with
a very jealous wife. Jay Is a husband of tbe
type that considers their wives as mere serv
ants. He refuses to allow his wife to buy any
new clothes and is a tyrant in his home.
Jay's wife gets an Idea and goes to work as
a model at the tailor's establishment to get a
new dress. The tailor is very much taken with
her and they go home to have a fitting. There
the hubby comes In and there are a great many
complications. In the end, however, the Jealous
wife and the stingy husband are both cured
and the picture ends happily.
The second half of tbe picture Is a series of
views of Alaska, In which much of the beautiful scenery is shown, as well as the way that
the natives live. The natives are shown at
their sports and dances and also In one of their
primitive hunts.
SAMMIE JOHNSIN'S LOVE AFFAIR (Split
Reel Rt'lease — Dec. 3). — Sammie has a terrible
time. He is In love with a little pickaniny,
but she docs not return his sentiments. He buys
her all sorts of candy and other goodies, but
in tbe end, after taking all these things, she
turns him down In favor of the other fellow.
So Sammie vows that never again will he fall
for the fair sex.
ANCIENT INDIA AS SEEN BY DR. UORSEY
(Same Reel) . — Shows some of the rains that
prove what a wonderful civilization they had in
those days. Some of the structures that are
shown could not be constructed today with all
the wonderful engineering contrivances that we
have at our command.

BIG U.
THE MOTHER CALL (Special Release— Nov.
30).— The cast: Mother (Mary Talbot); John
(Charles Cummlngs) ; Mary (Dorothy Davenport) ;Doctor (George Pearce). Story by Lynn
Reynolds.
Produced by Ruth A. Baldwin.
Mary Page's two children, John and Mary,
have given their attention to making a success,
rather than to their mother. Her letters stir
their sympathies, yet the two always seem to
find some reason for remaining away from
home and proaches
mother.
she invites Ashermother's
children birthday
to come apto
see her.
John instructs his secretary to write that
he will be unable to come home, and Mary
sends a card saying that some social event
will claim her. But through some prank of
chance the letters were not delivered until
the evening of the birthday. Pate brings Mary
and John together at lunch time. Each thinks
the other is going home and they decide to
break
all engagements
and surprise
mother.
Meanwhile with the dinner prepared and
table arranged, mother sits down to the table
with only the pictures of her children before
her. But at last the mother's heart can bear
the loneliness no longer — In spite of herself
the tears will come. Suddenly tiie sound of an
auto Is heard and the children rush in and
make up to the dear old mother for all the
heart hunger
which
had been hers.
THE CIRCLE OF DEATH (Special ReleaseDec. 1). — Mona Is a little Indian girl who Is
friendly to the settlers. When some of the
whitetionmen
infringe
reservarights they
go ononthethe
warIndians'
path, but
Mona
warms the whites in time so that CQey can
escape.

NESTOR.
THE WHITE TURKEY (Nov. 27).— The cast:
Ivce (Lee Moran); Priscllla (Priscllla Dean) ;
Eddie (Eddie Lyons); Father (Fred Gamble).
Written by Bess Meredyth. Produced by L. W.
Chaudet.
Lee and Eddie are both In love with Priscllla, who has been feeding a white turkey for
many weeks in preparation for the Thanksgiving feast. Lee and Eddie also bring tnelr
offerings. WTien Priscllla attempts to remove
the turkey's head she feels so sorrv for the
bird that It makes
its escape.
Both the boys search In vain for the white
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turkey and have many ludicrous mlsbaps. At
last one of the boys secures a white chicken
and the other whitewashes a turkey and take
them to Priscilla. only to be turned out of
the house by her irate father.
As they emerge from the house both spy
the white turkey feeding in the yard and take
up its pursuit. Both get hold of It and take
it to Priscillo. who prepares
it for tbe feast.

LAEMMLE.
THE LAST OF THE MORGANS (Two parts
— Nov. 29). — The cast: Col. Morgan (William
V. Mong); Peter (Harry Holden) ; the Wife
(Nellie Allen) : Frank (Billy Human) ;
"Smooth" McGuire (Wm. C. Carlock). Scenario and production by William V. Mong.
Colonel Morgan, the last of the Morgans, has
finally come to the end of his resources and
is compelled to sell his old homestead. On
the day before the sale he Tisits the grave
of his wife and before his vision pass the many
happy events of their married life. Wbile be
is dreaming the real estate man brings some
prospective purchasers to see the place. Morgan cannot stand this invasion of the spot
so sacred to him and orders them from the
premises.
The nest day the place is sold and Morgan
is forced to leave. His colored servants feel
this keenly, and old Peter tells Morgan that
Jf only he could find the jewels which Mrs.
Morgan had hidden when the Northern army
invaded the town it would enable him to repurchase the old plantation.
Meantime, with the money obtained from
the
sale.
Morgan
goes man,
to the
city. the
"Smooth"*
McGuire, a confidence
notices
roll of
money and with a confederate of his frames
up a deal to sell Morgan a street car. They
show the old man many passengers riding on
the cars and point out that it would be a
lucrative investment. Old Morgan buys the
car, but soon learns that he had simply given
his money to the stranger- A kindly policeman gives him sufficient money to return to
the old homestead.
Old Peter, while ploughing the fields, has
discovered the jewels and with the money obtained from tbe sale of them Colonel Morgan
is enabled to buy back the old plantation, although the present owners are loathe to part
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with it and only do so when Peter threatens
to establish a colored church on the adjoining
plantation.
A DESIGXING WOMAN (Special ReleaseDec. 2). — The cast : Pastor Jones (William
Shay); Freda Leary (Jane Fernley); Margaret
(^^ian
Freda Prescott).
is a nurse in a hospital at the front
when Margaret is brought tn. She is said
to be dead, so Freda, who has a past, takes
her place and goes to America. But Margaret recovers and goes to expose Freda.
There are many complications, but at last
Freda finds happiness in the love of Pastor
Jones.

L-KO.
EAT AND GROW HUNGRY (Nov. 29).—
This is the sad tale of a poor husband who
is the janitor in a boarding house. His wife
runs the house and gives the star boaxder all
tbe good things to eat so that :ill he can get
is a little pea soup, in sheer desperation
he plans a scheme. He riers up a string so
that he can pull things off the dumb-waiter
as they go up to his rival. In this way he
is at last satisfied.
TATTLE-TALE
ALICE
(Dec. 1).— Alice is
the tattle-tale of the whole village. So when
a real opera singer comes to town she has
a great deal to do. There are two of the men
in the town who are smitten with the onera
singer and first one and then the other gets
into a compromising situation with her. Alice
relts on both of them and in the end she
gets the proper deserts for such conduct. There
is a motor
boat race and then a ducking.

IMP.
THE HEEL OF THE LAW (Special Release
— Two parts — Nov. 30). — The cast: Officer
Benton (King Baggot) ; his sweetheart (Jane
Gail).
Benton is promoted to the position of lieutenant of the vice squad for his exceptional
services. He tries to break up the vice trust
that is flourishing, but encounters strong opposition. At last he is about to succeed when
fbey frame a bribe on him. But his sweetheart has overheard the plot and takes it
down on a" dictaphone so that she is able to
prove bis innocence when the marked bills are
found on him.
TH^: MANSARD MYSTERY (Two part.-'--D.'C.
1). — Tbe cast: Geo. Etherbridge (Francis McDonald ): Col. Mansard (Howard Crampton) ;
Count Des Auteils (Wadsworth Harris) ; Brina
(Neva Gerber) : Butler (William Qulnn); Dr
Ballard (Joseph Girard). Scenario by Harvey
Gates.
Produced by Stuart Paton.
On the a evening
the Colonel's
marriage The
he
attends
dinner ofgiven
in his honor.
next morning at the breakfast table be Is
laughed at by his ward, Brina. and nephew.
George Etherbridge. who has just returned
from Europe, because he does not seem to relish the dishes set before him. But their laughter turns into fear when the Colonel falls
unconscious and thev are not able to revive
him.
Dr. Ballard Is sent for and he declares that
the Colonel has been poisoned. While the Colonel is conscious Count des Auteils, who has
been paying court to Brina, is seen to hend
over him and whisper something in his ear.
Then the Count repairs to the bathroom and a
short time later he rushes forth, highly insulfd because one of the servants ha*? De-^n
spying
upon him.
The Count
wants to leave the house, but
George and the doctor smooth matters over.
As they are in the hall they encounter the
butler, who has been spying upon the Count.
He
declares that the Colonel's tooth-brush is
missing.
The Colonel's fiancee arrives and voices her
opinion that some one bad poisoned the Colonel to prevent their marriage— some one whfwould be deprived of their inheritance should
the marriage be performed.
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The doctor administers a stimulant to the
Colonel, who responds, and with great ettort
orders the Count held. He is not a count at
all, but a chap from India, who has come
to revenge an ancient wrong done his mother
by the Colonel.
The Count had poisoned the Colonel's toothbrush.
THE
Dec. 3)
in love
owner.

WALL OP FLAME (Special Release. — Wallace is a fire inspector who is
with the daughter of a wealthy factory
The latter says that the match is impossible, as Wallace is Incorruptible and insists that he make his factory fireproof. Then
the building catches fire with the daughter in
it. Wallace rescues her and then her father
consents to the match.

SCRAPPILY MARRIED (Dec. 2>.— The cast:
Dr. Keen (WilliamJOKER.
Franey) ; his wife (Gale
Henry); Maid (Lillian Peacock) : her lover.
Bill (Charles Conklin) ; Cop (Milburn Moranti). Written by Harry Wulze. Produced by
W. W. Beaudine.
It is all a bad mistake because Bill calls to
see the maid. Tbe maid is the servant m
the home of the terrible doctor, and Bill la
just naturally afraid of the doctor. So he
leaves a note to the maid to that effect, and
it is found by the master of the house. This
makes the old man angry, as he thinks that
it is his wife whom Bill has come to see.
Bill escapes, but is hurt in getting away.
So they take him to the hospital and tiier-^ he
is operated upon by the doctor himself. With
fiendish glee he goes to it. But Bill manages
to escape from this delicate situation and at
last the whole affair is cleared when the old
man finds that Bill is attentive to the maid
and not to his wife.

GOLD

SEAL.

SHOULD SHE HAVE TOLD? (Three Parts—
Nov. 2S). — The fast : John Randall ( Edward
Hearn) ; Ed Randall (George Beranger) ; Mary
(Ruth Clifford). Written and produced by John
McDermott.
Of the brothers, John and Ed Randall, the one
employs bis spare time in studying law, while
the other seeks low companionship and drink.
Before long the ways of the two are so far
apart that Ed decides to leave his brother a?sume another name, go to a distant city, and
there live as he pleases.
Soon he becomes the leader of one of the
most notorious bands of crooks in the vicinity.
Then he meets Mary, a little flower gijl. whom
he befriends, anti ere long she has become his
bride. She remonstrates with him. tries to persuade him to give up his evil companions, but
he will not listen to her. On the night of their
wedding he receives a note calling him for a
big "job." He starts to leave, but Mary, reading
the note, knocks him unconscious and for a time
prevents his going, but later he leaves. She follows and the whole gang are apprehended and
arrested. Ed is sent to prison. b«t Mary is rethe district
attorney's wife takes
her into leased
herand home
as her daughter.
Soon after the attorney brings John home with
him, and the two meet and love. Mary, hiding
her past from her lover, marries him and for
some time everything goes happily in the iittle
household, until John discovers that their son,
Roy. is reading bad books and smoking.
One day while Mary and Roy are playing ball,
it rolls away to a park bench upon which is
seated Ed. just recently released from prison.
He recognizes Mary and later extorts money
from her as the price of his silence. The time
comes when she has no more money for aim,
and then he kidnaps Roy, intending to make
him a member of his gang, which Roy is willing
to do. Mary rescues him from the den. but Ed,
awakening and finding the boy gone, follows to
Mary's home, where there is a scene between
the three. John returns home as Ed and the boy
hide behind a curtain, but Roy calls and John
comes back into the room. A fight takes place
and
a ray offor
light
falling
upon Ed'sit face,
it possible
John
to discover
is hismakes
own
brother. Ed begs forgiveness, tells John that
he had come to rob the house and had bt^'^o ;irevented by Mary — so her secret remains with her.
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LIIIKRTY (Kpt!<ode No. 10— Two PartM— Nu%.
27).— The cast : Lihtriy Uorlon (Muru- Walc&mp) ; Major Wlnslon < Nt-Ml H;irfi ; Joso 1-eon
(L. M. Wollst ; Capl. Bob Kuth-ilKo iJaik Holt) ;
Pedro (Eildlo Polo); PantHo Lopez (G. RaymoDd Nye).
This episode opens with the Major crawling
out or his improvlftcd grave, where he finds ibe
bodle!) of hl8 (loud men. He Is horror stricken as
he sees the ravuK^s of death that are strewn
about him. His wound» pain him so that ho can
scarcely walk. Ho takes a canteen from one
of the botUes. and after quencblOR his thirst
he starts out, alone on the desert, to find clvlUza.
(ion.
In the meantime Jack and his band of men
bavo decided that they will not go back to the
States until they have found Liberty. So they
start out 111 the direction of the Leon Hacienda
to loaro what news they can. Marie Is stilt In
the subterranean chamber. She has not bad
anything to drink for more than two days, and
the thirst is terrible.
In the torture ihambcr Eddie is faring scarcely any better. They have tortured him so that
the spark of life has almost soue out. At last
he faints from utter exhaustion and they take
his limp body and put It through an aperture.
The door snaps back and his body is swallowed
up In the black. In the dungeon Liberty is about
to yield and drink some of the water when tb^'
body of a man i^'ome^ down the chute. It is
Eddie. Liberty drag.-^ him out of the water, and
so saves him from drowning.
In the meanwhile Major Winston is wandering
on the tlei^ert. He has no more water and is
almost dying of thirst. In a frantic effort to
hnd water he digs into the sand. The buzza.dh
are hovering near in the hope that his body wili
soon be theirs. Finally he falls exhausted unu
there he Is found by Bob.

VICTOR.
JIST HER LLCK l Two Parts— Dec. 3).— The
east: Miriam, ( Irene Hunt > ; Jack Gardner (Lee
llilli: Miriams Father (A. E. Witting); Ger.ildine Gardner (Nina Cunard) : Mrs. Vandervilt (Lydla Titus) ; Mrs. Dupont (Helen
Wrieht) ; Gladys Fi-rrls {Peggy Coudray).
Miriam and Jack arc lovers who have a slight
quarrel, and Jack goes to the city without leaving any address. Later Miriam decides she will
go to the city also, but finds that she has little
money. To one of the girls in the apartment
house where she takes up her abode she gives
practically all her funds when ths latter appeals
to her for help. So Miriam decides to pawn hL-r
ring 80 as to be able to procure a hat and cloak
so she can makt> a presentable appearance when
she answers the advertisement for an understudy.
It so happens that the star, Geraldine Gardner, playing at on*r of the opera houses, becomes
tempermental one morning and orders her maid
to get rid of a beautiful cloak and hat. The
maid takes them to the pawn shop and Miriam
exchanges the ring for them.
Arrived at the opera house, Miriam is so busy
tr>'ing to comfort a girl who did not secure thf
position that she forfeits her turn and the other
girl secures the place. On her way home some
crooks attempt to kidnap her. thinking that she
Is the celebrated Geraldine, but -Miriam is rescued by a policeman, and, finding the singer's
address in the pocket of the cloak, takes her to
theWhen
singer's
apartments.
Geraldine
returns she Is astonished at
Miriam's presence, and the next morning, after
hearing her story, gives Miriam the position of
maid. While Geraldine Is absent at rehearsal
Jack calls upon Miriam. Geraldine and her
friend, Mrs. Vandervelt. return sooner than
Miriam expected, and she makes Jack leave.
Later Mrs. Vandervelt discovers Jack's hat.
which he left behind in his hurry, and Geraldine
dismisses Miriam. She sees Jack and tells him
that he had better tell hLs sister the truth, but
Geraldine will not believe him.
Returning to her apartments. Miriam finds
that they have burned during her absence antl
she has lost all her possessions. She leaves and
falls exhausted in the park, where she is seen
by Jack and taken to the hospital. Jack secures a minister and they are at last married.

RED

FEATHER.

SPRINGAshmore
(Five Parts—
Nov. Craren
27).—
TheTHEcastMAIN'
: Lawrence
and Larry
(Ben Wilson) ; Jesse Craven (W. J. Hlgby) :
Richard Creelman (Henry Holland) ; Edith
Craven (Francella Billington) : William Ramsdale (C. Benson): Shackleton
(R. Wblttaker) ;
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NruL-1 Katnuui (Marc Kobbiui}) : Janii-H Sharp
I Thomas
Jofferfion) ; Jenrlss
(B. J. Brad/);
Hfrnice (Mrs. Maurice). Si-vnarlo by William
i'arkor.
I'roduci-d by Jack Conway.
Jesse Craven, the great liuuucler, is ill. but Is
no clost-ly guarded that the public can obtain no
ilt^talls. Lawrence Ashmore, a young reporter*
i^ detailed by bis paper to obtain an interview. Ljirry Cravon, Jes.se's son, is expected on©
morning', and the chauffeur mistakes Ashmore
iiir bini. fJut when Edith, Jesse's nleee, and
Kicliarii i_'r.jclman. Jesse's Irlynd, see Ashmore
they r._aii/..j that he is not Larry and hold him a
prisoner, fearing that he may be a reporter.
Lurry has been kidnapped by the orders of
siiackleton, who is the conUdential man — also
ilic former seeretary to Craven -to Karnum and
Sharp, two brokers who are bt-nt upon the ruin
of Craven and the thousands of stockholders
who have niiru.-^ted their Investments to him.
Creelman
Ramsdale,
latter
Cravt;n'sIf
broker,
offer and
Ashmore
a largethesum
of money
ho will pose as I.,arry, and be agrees. He and
Edith become friends. Farnum and Sharp,
thinking tht-y have Larry safe, raaulpulate the
stock iuarki_i and things are looking rather
Serious (or the Craven interests.
In order to carry out their bluff further, It
Is planned that It shall be reported that Larry —
In reality Ashmore — and a party will take a
yachting cruise. Ashmore and the party leave
on the trip, and Shackleton, who has secured the
t^ervices o£ a chauEteur of the Craven's, kidnaps
Ashmore, having cntieed him from hl.^i own yacht
by a ruse, and takes him on board tht-ir vessel.
A storm comes up and the boat springs a leak.
All are forced to jump overboard. Ashmore
reaches the shore more dead tban alive,
Edith and the others think that A^ihmore has
deserted them at the crisis. Ramsdale and
Creelman decide to give their entire fortunes to
trying to save Craven interests. Craven is
better, but Larry has control of his account, and
he is helpless. Ashmore hails a passing car to
take him back to the Craven place. He rushes
to the stock exchange and turns the tide against
the conspirators.
The Craven fortune is saved.
Farnum threatens to have Ashmore arresid for
impersonating a member of the stock t^xebange.
Ashmore defies him and tells him that he is the
>on of the man whom Faraum ruined, and that
he possesses evidence which will send bis enemy
to jail. Farnum sees himself defeated at every
turn.
In the meantime Larry has caught Bercice
trying to drug him and has managed to -.■-sc.ipe
from her apartment. He hurries to the Craven's
and is recognized at once as (he real Larry
Craven. He arrives just in time to pr*fvent the
iibooting of Ashmore by Farnum. Ashmore is
presented to Larry as the man who saveil the
Craven fortune. Larry sees that Edith anl he
are ip love and offers him the po-:ition of inanascr of the Craven interests, which Ashmore
accepts. Soon after Edith accepts him ;is her
life partner.

UNIVERSAL.
AXLMATED
WEEKLY,
NO. 46 (Nov. 1;5).
GTiris Swim Hard Race. — Mermaids dare swift
tides and currents of Golden Gate — San Francisco. Subtitle: Cups for the winners.
A Palace of Corn. — 500 farmers compete for
prizes at annual corn show — Bloomington, 111.
Auto Owners and War. — General reviews parade of moior volunteers — London, England.
Sub-title : Major General Lloyd addressing
women chauffeurs.
Church Shelters Battle Flags. — llGth Ontario
Battalion deposits its colors in famous Westminister Abby — London, England.
Moslems Feast and Pray. — Followers of Mohamet gather in mosque at Eid festival —
Woking. England. Subtitles: Prayers before
food.
'Glad to meet you."
The feast.
$:iO,fM)i),fjOU Here. — Steel kings of nation gather
for annual session — St. Louis, Mo. Subtitle:
Judge E. H. Gary (with soft hat on) in center.
Latest Fashions. — Fur trimmed dresses in
vogue for the winter — Courtesy Brill Abrahams
Whero Kiddies Can Play. — Celebrate 5th anniCo.
versary of city's first park for children — Phila-
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delphia, Pa. Subtitles: Gov. Brumbaugh steals
a kiss.
Awkward, but willing.
Uncle Sam's Prize Posies. — U. S. Department
of Agriculture gives its annual cbrysanthemum
show — Washington. D. C. Subtitle: "Queen
Mary."
the prize winner.
"Fighting
9th"
Back from
Border.from
— Cityservice
welcomes famous
regiment
on return
on Mexican border.
Whom Did They Vote for? — Rivals for presidency shown on way to and from polling places.
Subtitles: Es-GoT. Hughes voted in (New
York) laundry on ballot No. 13. President Wilson leaving Princeton
(N. J.) polls.
Washing the Capitol's Face. — Fire department
gives home of Congress its annual bath —
Washington.
D. C.

MOVING
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For Perfect Laboratory Results
INSTALL
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54 Drown In Wreck. — Trolley car's plunge
through open drawbridge fatal for many — Boston, Mass. Subtitles : Scene of fatal leap. Car
was mausoleum for many.
Wreckers at work.
Crack Shot of the Navy.-:— Crew of Battleship
New York is presented with cup from National
Defense Society for the best marksmanship —
Brooklyn Navy Yard, N. Y. Sub-title: Off for
speed trials.
Carioons by Hy Mayer.

Mutual Film Corporation
GAUMONT.
THE VAMPIRES (Episode Two— -The Red
Notebook"
— Three
Parts — Mathe)
Nov. 30.)
The Guard
cast :
Philip
Guard.
(Edmond
; —Mrs.
(Florence Simonl) ; Normandln (Marcel Levesque); Irma Vep and Amie Goff (Juliet Musldora) ; Great Julot (Eugene Ayme).
When Philip Guard and the police broke Into
the cellar where the Vampires had planned to
execute him. the mysterious bandits fled through
an underground passage. However, one of them
dropped a red notebook which contained a mere
jumble of letters. Guard, a wide-awake newspaper man, finally deciphered it. and from its
pages learned many of the secrets of the Vampires. Upon finding that the book had come
into the reporter's
planned
to get itpossession,
back. A the
spydesperate
was setmento
watch him. but Philip escaped from his home unnoticed and made his way to a cafe In the slums
where the band often met.
At the cafe, Guard was surprised to find that
a pretty woman who sang there, Irma Vep. appeared to be in league with the Vampires. The
Grand Vampire, or as he was known. The Great
Julot. soon led his followers Into an inner, secret
room. Here the reporter was unable to follow
them. Returning home, he was overtaken by ibe
breaking of day and knew that it would be
hard to escape the spy. Fortunately, he remembered that the chimney in his room was very
large, and down this he climbed to escape ooservation. No sooner was he In his room than
a brick about which a note was tied came
crashing down the chimney. It said: "A friend
who knows the house is watched is waiting
above for you to make a signal in the chimney,
as he must pay you a short visit." Philip
burned a newspaper In the fireplace as a signal.
Soon Normandin
crawled
out of the chimney.
Normandin
the same
Vampires'
scheme
to do warned
him harmPhilip
and of
at the
time
recover the red notebook. He gave Philip a
fountain pen filled with a deadly poison, which
he had stolen from the Grand Vampire. No
sooner had Normandin disappeared! up the
chimney than a ring of the bell announced the
arrival of Amie Goff. a new maid. Mrs. Guard
found nothing unusual about her. but Philip,
instinctively suspected the pretty young woman.
He kept wondering where he had seen her flashing eyes before.
When Amie had been observed by Philip trying to drug him, he knew that she was a Vampire. The girl thought that she had administered
a sleeping potion. Word came for Mrs. Guard
that her brother had been dangerously injured.
Despite the lateness of the hour she set out
to go to him. Philip was unable to accompany
her, but he pressed upon her the poison pen
which
he had received
from Normandin.
Mrs. Guard had been tricked. Her brother had
not been injured. She found herself in the
clutches of the Vampires. A mute. Father Silence, was left to guard her and extort from her
a letter to her son telling him to come to her.
Mrs. Guard stabbed Father Silence with the
poisoned pen, and made her escape from the den.
She hastened home to find that Amie Goff had
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that
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Pacific Tank & Pipe Co.
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All The Players
of prominence in any sized picture can be furnished instantly— WIRE US YOUR WANTS
—If you fail to display the face of a popular
player who is appearing at your house, you
are overlooking an opportunity for larger receipts. THE FACE OF A WELL-KNOWN
PLAYER prominently displayed will draw
more money than the mere announcement of
a name.

LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES
Size 22x28 inches. 75 cents each.
inent player.

Every prom-

FACSIMILE OIL PAINTINGS. aU sizes.
from S8 to $25 framed.
Quotations
submitted on any size, framed or unframed.
THE SEMI- PHOTO POST CARDS, $3.50
PER THOUSAND, of over 600 players.
list. indispensable article for your mailinff
The
PHOTOGRAPHS, size 8x10, of all the
prominent players, 600 different names,
20c. each.
LARGE PICTURES. HAND COLORED,
size 11x14, all the prominent players, $2.00
per dozen; in aluminunn frames, 50c. each.
GRAVURE FOLDER, containing pictures of the prominent players, including
stars from the stage, $10.00 per thousand.
SINGLE COLUMN CUTS of every prominent player, 40c. each.

KRAUS MFG. CO.

PATENTS
Manufacturers want me to send them patents on useful inventions. Send me at once
drawing _ and description of your invention
and I will give you an honest report as to
•ecuring a patent and whether I can assist
you in selling the patent. Highest referenccB. Establiahed 25 years. Personal attention in all cases. WM. N. MOORE. Loan
and Trust Building, Washington.
D. C.
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Send for Catalogue of over 600 players and
samples free. Write us, giving details of your
dull nights, and we will send you a remedy.

admitted a Vampire to search for the red notebook. Philip had shot him. as he thought, and
then hurried for the police. I'pon his return
they bad vanished, and when bis revolver was
examined it was found that the Vampires bad
substituted blank cartridges for those which he
had himself placed in the chambers.
The Great Julot, the Vampire admitted by
the maid, who was herself Irma Vep, hastened
with the girl to the den of Father Silence in the
hope of finding Mrs. Guard there. What they
found was the dead body of their comrade. The
Vampires swore a mighty oath to continue their
efforts to kill PblUp Guard.

VOGUE.
THE WICKED CITY (Two Parts— Dec. 3).—
The cast: The proprietor (Ben Turpin) ; Hie
sweetheart waitress (Gypsy Abbottj : The cook
(Paddy McQulre) ; The wife i Margaret Templeton) ; The drummer (Arthur Moon).
Ben, proprietor of a small town restaraunt and
In love with his waitress, presents her with an
engagement ring. About this time the waitress
goes to the city to buy her trousseau. The cook
receives word that a fortune awaits him in the
city, and he and his wife leave. When the
waitress arrives she finds that her aunt Is not
in town so puts up at the Cbargealot Hotel. A
drummer also decides to stop at the same place,
but bis room is given by mistake to the waitress.
The cook and bis wife get the rooms adjoining
the waitress', and that night after the proprietor
of the restaraunt who has sold his restaraunt
and who has come to the botel. arrives there,
and things happen that sure keep everyone
Jumping, and finally a wild chase ensues, which
results in the drummer and waitress bungling
Into the home of a preacher, where they are
married.

AMERICAN.
CALAMITY ANNE, GUARDIAN (Nov. 23).—
The cast: Calamity Anne (Louise Leater) ; The
ranger (J. Warren Kerrigan) ; The girl (Jesselyn Van Trump) ; Her brother (Marshall
Nellan) ; The villain (Jack Richardson).
During the raid on an emigrant train the girl
and her brother, the only survivors, are attacked
by the villain, who kidnaps the girl and takes
her to the camp of Calamity Anne, who takes a
liking to the girl who becomes her guardian
angel. The girl's brother Is killed and a ranger
takes the locket containing the girl's picture
from his neck and recognizes the girl in
Calamity Anne's camp. Later Calamity Anne
holds the villain and bis band at bay, and the
girl and the ranger make their escape. The
girl and the ranger come to the spot where the
girl's brother Is buried, and here she aska the
ranger If he Is going to leave her there alone.
His answer Is to take her Into his arms.
•
THE STARBUCKS {Two Parts— Nov. 23).—
The cast; Jasper Starbuck (Ople Read); Mrs.
Jasper Starbuck (Mrs. C. S. Smith) : Lou Starbuck, their daughter (Miss Logan) ; Jim Starbuck, their nephew (William Lee).
At the home of Jasper Starbuck. in the Tennessee mountains, arrives Tom Elliott, his aunt
aud father. Tom and Lou. Starbuck's daughter,
learn to love each other w'hlle Jim Starbuck
and Tom's aunt fall In love. Later Starbuck Is
brought before Judge Elliott, having been arrested by a suitor of Lou's for making Illicit
whiskey. Judge Elliott gives Starbuck his freedom and he Is congratulated by his family and
friends who have come to the city to witness the
trial.
THE CAPTURE OF RATTESNAKE IKE(Dec. 2). — The cast: Jack Stevens (J. Warren
Kerrigan) ; Elsie Elliott (Pauline Bush) ; Rattlesnake Ike (Jack Richardson).
Jack Stevens, a young Eastener, is spending
his vacation on a ranch owned by Mrs. Elliott, a
widow whose daughter. Elsie, Is hi? constant
companion.
Jacka sign
is carrying
cowboy's
pay
to them While
he sees
offeringthe$5,000
for
the capture of one Rattlesnake Ike. Through
agunstrange
coincidence
Jack
finds
the
desperado's
and with the aid of this captures him, I rings
him to town and receives the reward. Elsie i.^
much pleased at this exploit and agrees to become Mrs. Jack Stevens.

CUB.

JERRY'S
WAY : (Dec.
The
cast:
Jerry WINNING
(George Ovey)
Hank 1).—
((Jeorge
aeorge) : The Girl (Claire Alexander) : The
Landlady (Helen Gilmore) ; The Father (M. J.
HIGHEST

GRADE

Developing and Printing
FILM TITLES
We snsr&ntee all work, give nrompt dellfery, &t lowest
prices. Can fomlah Expert Camera Man on short notice.
STANDARD MOTION PICTURE COMPANY
R. 1620, 5 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago
Phone:
lUndolph 6692

THE
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M-Curty).
Directed by Milton H. Fahrney.
lu this picture Jorry bns a fertous duty to
perrorm, that of rosculng his girl from a "porfi-ttly horrid" boarding house wliero bt-r father
bus taken her. Trut> to his chanictor, Jerry
causes mix-upa lu which the luiidlady, the
father, the pollcemaa and Uaok tlguro prominently.
The flrst difficulty Into which Jerry projects himself Is a luclee with the police In
which the lattor get the worst eud of a garden
hose encounter. Jerry escapes and disguises
himself as a woman. In this garb he goe« to
rcscuo the girl. Ho cannot resist tho temptation to have a little fun out of the cop, the
boarder, and tho father, who are misled by his
costume
love neglecting
to hlra. But
fooling onandthemake
Job and
the Jerry's
serious
business in hand Qnally gets him Into trouble
and at tho end he suffers for bis pranks.

MUTUAL.
MISMATED (Two Parts— .Nov. 20).— The cast:
The Girl (Relnu Valdez) ; Her betbrotbed (Dick
Le Strange) : Ills rival (Harry Schenck).
Flo Is forced to marry a man she hates. Her
real lover still holds an affectionate part in her
heart, and she Is unhappy with her husband.
In a Ilttlp play given In the flsblng town, Flo
takes the leading i»nrt. The theme of the play
Is a reconstruction of the happenings of her dally
life. The husband U cross and unbearable, and
the lover pays secret visits to the heart-sick wife.
Finally the husband Is suved from drowning by
the lover. When he revives he thanks the young
man and forgives bis wife for all of her past.
andLater
she Flo's
pleads lover
with Isheractually
busbnndwrecked
to get atintosea,a
boat and save him from a watery grave. This
the husband does, but It results in his death.
Before he dies he realizes that he has been cruel
to his wife, asks her forgiveness, and dies blessing she and her lover.
■WHEN THE TIDE TURNED (Two Parts—
Nov. 27). — The cast: Fred (Frederick Church t :
Lillian (Lillian Hamilton) ; Mai (Malcolm
Blevlns). in After Years — Lillian (Carolyn
Hlgby) ; Fred. Jr. (Frederick Church).
The woman's husband Is jealous of her former
suitor, Mai Blevins, and decides he can stand It
no longer. He sends their only child, a boy.
to bis brother. Some few days later be is
brought to her dead, and it Is not long before the
woman marries Mai.
Years later, the woman, whose husband 1?
owner of a western hotel, is surprised to see a
young man resembling her first husband come to
the hotel. He registers under a strange iiarae
however, and does not make known his identity.
Mai learning that the young man has a '^nm oi
money on his person decides to gee It from him.
His wife learns of the plot and protests to him,
for which she is locked in her room. Lat*T
the
life, woman
that he Unds,
is her after
son. saving the young man's
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using many readers of "The
Very
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Brush Electric
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A DREAM OR TWO AGO (Five Parts— Nov
27 ) . — The cast : Mllllcent Hawthorne ( Mary
Miles Mlnter) : Mllllcent (at the age of six)
(Dodo Newton) : her mother (Llzette Thornel ;
her father (Clarence Burton) ; Humpy (John
Cough): Kraft, manager of cafe (Orral Humphrey).
Mllllcent Hawthrone, the petted and pampered
sii-year-old daughter of a wealthy New York
family, becomes estranged from her nurse,
during a panic In a Jewelry shop, and Is found
by Mother Gumph, the leader of the crooks of
the underworld. The little girl Is brought up
to he a "stool" and becomes a match girl.
At day she remembers nothing of her old life,
having been injured in the panic. But at night
she continually dreams of her beautiful home
and her mother's fond love. Later Mllllcent hecomes a cabaret perfcrmer. She is trapped by
the manager of the cafe and In the struggle
that ensues she dropsi a purse which Identifies
her as the daughter of the owner of the cafe.
She Is returned to her home and after an operation regains her memory.
MISS JACKIE OF THE NAVY (Five parts—
Nov. 30). — The cast: Jackie Holbrook (Margarita Fischer) ; Captain Robert Crowne (Jack
Mower);
Bill Blount
(J. Gordon Russell).
Miss Jackie Holbrook Is the daughter of
wealthy
Callfornlans.
She Is noted for her

Lighting Sets
We want everyone to know
something about the best and
most dependable Electric Generating Set ever placed upon
the market — the only one that
makes a perfect light.
We now make these Lighting
Sets in sizes 2 to 10 kilowatts,
both Direct - Connected and
Belted.
Send for catalogue
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frolicsome nature, and Is tho faTored of all
but Captain Robert Crowno, U. S. A., wbosa
stilp is anchored oft Coronado awaiting furtber
nrdiTS. Jacklf tlu-cldLS to mukt: ''rowu*' fall
In love with her, and bor opportunity conies
when sbe bvars of a nfw sailor going to ship
with Crowne to the Isle of Vergaola, to quoll
a native uprising. The girl dons sailor clothes
and sails with tho sblp. She Is the butt oi
iiig Dill Blount's Jokes and Jeers because of
liiT effiiiitnacy, and causes the others on board
much laugbtcr. When they arrive at Vcrganla
Bhc la ono of those chosen to go Into the interior and Is the one that saves Crowne'a life.
Her Identity Is dlscovert-d to the delight of the
sailors, and Crowno asks her to marry blm
Immediately.

MUTUAL.
MUTUAL WEEKLY NO. 99 (Nov. 22).
New
Haven,
Conn. — Fun
at
Yale-Brown
game.
The "Wblffenpoofs"
caricature campaign
Issues between
halves.
Washington. D. C— Cardinals at Jubilee.
Glbbona and Farley attend Dominican Celebration here.
New York City.— Toto. the Hippodrome
clown, bet on Hughes. He agreed to wheel
one of the pretty chorus girls down Fifth avenue. Subtitle : Another election bet paid.
Young couple
emulate "Paul and Virginia" on
crowded
Broadway.
Tacoma, Wash. — A new tractor attachment.
Will turn any Ford car into a useful farm
implement.
Paris,
France. —ofLatest
In Children's
Hats
(Courtesy
Cora styles
Malson).
Subtitles:
Paris fashions. Projected in natural colors.
A tabloid visit to St. Louis, the Metropolis of
Missouri. Across the Merchants Bridge and
along the Levee.
Washington, D. C. — Dr. Karl Armgaard
Graves, alleged international spy. On trial for
attempting to dispose of letters of value to
German
Embassy.
New York City. — Heroic statue of "Electricity" is placed atop new telephone-Telegraph
building. It is made of bronze. Is 24 feet high
and weigh? 16 tons.
San Francisco, Cal. — Sir Ernest Shackleton
arrives here en route to the Antartlc to save
his companions marooned on Ross Island.
Toledo, Ohio. — Midnight blaze causes $100,000
loss. threatens
Tramps' entire
eampflre
which
city. starts conflagration
On the Border. — How the soldier boys cast
their ballots for the Presidential
candidates.
San Diego. Cal. — Daring aviator drops to
death. .loe Bocquel, In spectacular spiral flight,
falls 2,000 feet.
Anchorage. Alaska. — Far North celebrates
election. This little Alaskan village commemorates President Wilson's re-election.
Glen Cove,
N. Y. —country
Millionaire's
summer
burns.
Beautiful
residence
of F.home
W.
Woolworth. the flve-and-ten-eent store king,
goes up In flames. Sub-title : Mr. Woolworth is
an interested spectator.

Miscellaneous Subjects
FOX

FILM

CORP.

THE MISCHIEF MAKER (5 Farts. Nov. 27).
— Eflle Marchand is so full of fun that she keeps
Auntie Marchand sitting up nights worrying
about her pranks. When the girl finally refuses
to notice the photograph of the man her aunt
has selected for her — Effle's — husband, the old
lady
decidedschool.
Effle must
to Madame does
Briand's
boarding
Suchgo procedure
not
dampen
Effle's ardor
In the least.
When the art Instructor. Jules Gerard, asks
that Effle come to his home and pose for him,
she never though of hesitating. It meant another lark. The only objection comes from May
Mupree, who had posed for the flgure, and who
does not wish Jules to take another model.
Neither Madame Erland nor the other girls
know of EflSe's latest prank. One day, in visiting Jules, Effle meets Al. his friend. It Is a
case of love at flrst sight — that Is all. May
continues to get Incensed about Effle's visits
to Jules' studios. In a flnal outburst of exasperation, she tells Madame Briand that the
other girl has been po=;Ing for the figure at
the artist's home. Jules. Jealous of Al, says
that May Is telling the truth.
Effle Is expelled.
As she leaves the building.

MENGER & RING, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS OF
Poster and Lobby
Frames
3»«-e W. Display
ad St.. NEW YORK
Phooe:

Bryant 6621-22
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THE

she sees Al again, and he calls her by the endearing term of '*Moonsprlte"r— the name which
first won her heart. The result is inevitable.
Aunt Marchand receives a telegram saying that
Eflie had married the finest man in the world.
She is wrathful until she, meets Al. Then comes
forgiveness.

BLUEBIRD

PHOTOPLAYS,

VITAGRAPH.

THE DOLLAR A\D THE LAW (Five parts
— Nov. 'JO).— The cast.— Lola Brandt (Lillian
Walker) ; Amost Brandt fEdward Elkas) ;
Georgp Gray (Walter McGrail) ; Richard Denton (Th-oma«! R. Mills); A. L. Jenkins f Arnold
Storrer) ; Cora (Josephine Earle) : Tommy
Connolly
(Victor Normanl : Rose
(Vera Xor-

PICTURE

man) ; Mrs. Connolly (Mra. Ashley) ; Mahltable King (Mrs. Maurice); Mlcha Conle
I Harry Fisher) ; Mrs. Adams (Mrs. West) ;
Butler (Hugh Wynn). Directed by Wilfred
.\orth.
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Are You Tired
of playing waltzes and popular songs for all
your pictures?
Try "bringing
out"
matic scenes with
dramatic
music. the draThe

Orpheum

Collection

contains the best music of this kind published. Issued in Three
Series:
No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3.
Piano (24 pages each), 58 cts. for each series; $1.15 for any two; $1.70 for all three.
Violin, 40 cts. each; 75 cts. for any two; $1.05
for all three. Cornet, 35 cts. each; 65 cts. any
two; 95 cts. all three. First and second series
have parts for Cello, Flute, Clarinet, Trombone and Drums. Practical for Piano alone,
or in combination with any above instruments.
Discounts on orders for four or more parts.
Send for free sample pages. Note new address.
CLARENCE E. SINN
1103 Grace Street
Chicago, 111.
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THE BUGLER OF ALGIEIiS (Five Parts—
Nov. 27).— The cast: Gabrielie (Ella Hall);
Anatole Picard (Kingsley Benedict): Pierre
Dupont (Rupert Julian). Scenario by B. J.
Clawson.
Produced by Rupert Julian.
In a little town in France live the orphan,
Gabrielie Picard. and her brother, Anatole. She
has been a mother to the boy since their own
mother died and they are devoted to each
other. A friend of the two Is Pierre Dupont.
who is in love with Gabrielie. When the call
comes to fight for France, the two men join
the colors. Gabrielie promises Pierre that if
he will watch out for her brother that she will
marry him upon his return.
In the field, Anatole becomes the bugler of
the regiment and during one of the skirmshes
he and Pierre become separated from the main
division of the army and with them. Peppy,
the drummer boy. who dies. So it is that the
report comes to the village that the two men
are dead. Later the invading army reaches
the village. They enter the cottage of Gabrielie
and order her to serve them with drinks, which
she does, but when they order her to drink a
toast against France, she throws the liquor in
the officer's face.
Years elapse and Anatole and Pierre return
to
the village.
of Gabrielle's
whereabouts,
as No
she one
was knows
last seen
when the
invading army entered the village. Their
search is fruitless. At last they settle down In
the rebuilt cottage. But never does Pierre
lose an opportunity to recount the valor of
Anatole when the commander of the foe ordered him to give the bugle call for retreat
with the promise that he would be spared and
instead Anatole had given the call to charge.
Thus the enemy was routed.
Dissard, an officer of the French Government,
is at the head of a committee to bestow honors
upon those who have done brave deeds. It so
happens that the reception which he has planned
for a certain officer will have to be abandoned.
owing
to the
hero's
unless
can
find some
other
one death,
to take
his Dissard
place. The
records are searcTied and it is decided to decorate Anatole Picard. Accordingly he is sent
for.
Pierre and Anatole decide to march to Paris
In spite of the protest of the villagers, but just
as they are at the gates of Paris, Anatole becomes so weak that he cannot go further and
dies
a peasant's
cabin. Pierre
goestheon Presialone
and inreceives
the decoration
from
dent and makes a speech which wins the hearts
of his audience. He tells them of Gabrielie
and the part she had had in making a hero of
Anatole, the spectators thinking that Pierre is
Anatole. Much to his surprise. Gabrielie, now
an old woman, enters the banquet room and the
two are united.
On their way back to the village, she asks
where her brother is and Pierre promises to
take her to him. They go to the little peasant
cabin where Pierre left Anatole enshrouded in
the flag of France. Then Pierre decorates the
body with the cross which he received for
Anatole ; as he never intended keeping the
honor for himself.

GREATER

MOVING
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Lola Brandt, upon her graduation from high
school, enters college. She Is not encouraged
in her ambitions by her father, who Is a miser,
so she finally decides to work her way through
without his aid. George Gray and Richard
Denton are suitors for her hand, and although
Denton is Ear more wealthy, Lola shows a
marked preference for George, and before she
is through
college they are engaged.
Meanwhile a company has been organized
and urges the people to place their earnings in
a twenty per cent, investment. Many foolishly do this. Denton becomes a member of
the firm and, with the president, he continues
to exploit the fraudulent scheme. Amos
Brandt, Lola's miserly father, makes her a
present of a dollar bill, as a reward for working her way through college. One night Denton's business is investigated by the postal
authorities, and in order to save himself from
the penitenitary it becomes necessary for him
to raise .$10,ihiO. While at a nearby cafe he
learns of old Brandt's wealth and determines
to use this means out of his difficulties.
While he is visiting at the house that evening a thunder shower comes up and makes
it necessary for him to remain there through
the night. Coming upon the miser when he
is counting his hoard, he learns the secret
hiding place, and late that night, when he believes all to be sleeping, he descends to the
library. Just as he is about to extract the
money,
Brandt theappears,
and is akilled.
struggle
sues in which
old miser
In enthe
morning when the old butler, who discovers
the body, is accused of the murder. Denton
believes himself freed of all complications and
returns to his office, where he is arrested by
the postal authorities.
The dollar bill which was given to Lola falls
into the hands of George Gray, and he finds
upon its face the initials which her father
had placed there (proving it to be the same
bill ) and a bloody flnger-prlnt. Lola and
George rush to the authorities with the bill
and the finger-mark thereon is found to agree
with that found on a wine decanter the night
of the murder. This evidence points to Denton, and, placed under the third degree, he
confesses his guilt. Lola, now wealthy
throughceeds toher
years into
of hoarding,
put father's
the money
circulation proby
depositing it in the savings bank, and George
is able to claim the bride who has waited so
long.
THE SCARLET RUNNER (Episode No. 10—
"The Lost Girl" — Two Parts— Dec. 4). — Christopher Race receives a letter from a Mr. Brown
saying lie would like to hire Scarlet Runner
for a month's trip, provided it meets with his
approval. Race sets out to make a record trip,
but on the way he meets Paul Western, who
is making a trip in his balloon, Christopher
through sheer love of adventure is persuaded
to forego his mission and goes with Western
instead. They land near a large house in time
to see a man apparently committing suicide.
The balloon breaks loose and flies upward, but
not before they liave seen a lovely girl on the
roof of the house who implores them to take
try to descend but find themher away.
selves overThey
the water. They are forced to
drift until they reach land again. Then they
go to where they left Scarlet Runner and the
search for the girl and the house starts. They
find both in an unexpected way and they arrive in time to present important evidence to
the coroner's jury, clearing the girl of a charge
of murder. Paul has fallen in love with the
girl almost at first sight, and the feeling seems
to be reciprocated. Thus does Scarlet Runner
win another bride, but not for its gallant
owner.
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m:AKST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL NO. ill) Nov. 14).
New York City— U. S. S. Arizona leaves tho
Brooklyn Navy Yard for her ilrat trial trip
at seu Pictures show tho Arizona passing under tho bridges down
the East River.
Cambridge, Mass.^Harvard and Princeton
meet In tho first bU custom game of tho
1910 football season. Harvard winning by tho
close score of 3 to 0.
Wintamstown, Mass. — Pri'sldent and Mrs.
Woodrow Wilson attend tho chrl-stcning of
little Eleanor Axson Sayre. granddaughter of
tho President.
San Antonio, Tex. — Preparations are niado
(or tho .National Ouard for the cold winter
on the border. Mountains of hay which will
(ei'd the i-attle and horses are erected; winter clothing is dealt out to the Guardsmen
and hrewood in large quantities is chopped
and stacked.
Koollishts and Fashions. — Miss Florence
Shirley, star of "Ills Majesty, Bunker Bean,*
Aster tht-ater. New York City, poses exclusively
for tho Hearst International News Pictorial
In gowns of her own design.
Toronto, Can. — LUoutenant-Governor Hendrie
of the Province of Ontario, presents the colors
to the ll>Sth Battalion, which Is about to leave
for the European
front.
Susquehanna. Pa. — The largest locomotive In
Che world Is taxed to its utmost efforts to push
heavily-loaded freight trains over the mountains of Pennsylvania.
With the French Army (in the region of the
Somme). — Giant l!40-millinietre guns are unlimbercd for action. These guns fire shells into
the German lines twelve miles away.
San UieKO. Cul. — While San Diego Exposition thrones look on, Joe Bocquel, "Devil of
the Air," plunges 7i)0 feet to his death.
L. 1. — burns
$50O.(H'O
country
of Glen
F. W. t'ovi'.
Woolworlh
to tho
groundmansion
while
society crowds
watch.
BEATRICE FAIRFAX (Episode No. lo—
"Wrist Watches"— Two Parts— Nov. 1.^) . — The
cast : Jimmy Barton (Harry Fox) : Beatrice
Fairfax (Grace Darling): Dorothy Dane (Evelyn Fariss) : Clinton Harding
(Nigel Barrie).
Clinton Harding of the U. S. Revenue Service, sleuthing for smugglers at Smith Harbor,
falls in love with Dorothy Dane, the niece of
Donald Dane, of whose occupation as a smuggler Harding in vinaware. He tells Dorothy of
bis love and when he bids her good night at
her cottage inadvertently leaves his gun. Hp
is stopping at the village hotel and late tiM'
night goes to the cottage for his sun whlcli
he finds against a tree near the old well, just
where he left It. He is about to return wten
he sees Dane and two fishermen slide down tho
well rope. Harding hides his gun in the bushes
and follows them. At the bottom he comes upon
a large cave which extends through the cliff
to the sea. He sees Dane and his helpers
taking cargo from a small boat at the cave's
opening, but before he can get u am/ with his
Information he Is discovered by the smugglers
and overpowered.
Two days later Beatrice Fairfax received a
letter from Dorothy saying that her sweetheart
has mysteriously disappeared. .\t the same time
Jimmy Barton, a rfportt-r on th.- ■-.ime pni-i'
with Beatrice, who has been on the trail of ;i
smuRgling story, leams that Harding has not
been heard from by his chief in two days. The
fact that both disappearances occurred at Smith
Harbor leads the reporter to connect the two.
He advises Beatrice to pay a visit to Dorothy
and without taking Beatrice into the secret goes
down to Smith Harbor himself disguised as a
peddler.
While Beatrice Is talking to Dorothv. Jimmy
as the peddler appears and arouses Dorothy's
interest by a display of wrist watches.
Dane
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THE Sl'NBEAM (Rolfe Photoplays. Inc.—
Five Parts— Nov. 27). — The cast: Prue Mason,
"The Sunbeam" (Mabel Taliaferro): Danny
O'Maddigan ( Raymond McKee) ; Stephen
Rutherford (Gerald Griffin) ; Stephen Rutherford, Jr. (David Thompson): Ellen Rutherford
(Helen Alexander) : Mrs. Helen Van Tuyl (Lillian Shaffner) ; I.rfiuncelot Van Tuyl f Al Lee) ;
Granny (Mrs. Breyer) ; Bobby Rutherford
(Warner .\nderson) ; Biff the Brute (Louis
WoMioim); Ike the Rat (Eddie Reddway) :
llogaii the Mush ( Daniel Bertona). Scenario
I'arewe.
written by June Mathis. Directed by Edwin
Prue Mason, who is employed in Stephen
Rutherford's candy factory, is known as "Sunbeam" because of her happy spirit. Prue lives
with her old grandmother. With them is
Danny (J'Maddigan,
product
the lives
refofm-a
atory.
Across the ahall
from ofPrue
young widow. Ellen Rutherford, with her little son Bobby, To Prue Ellen confesses that
that she is the daughter-in-law of the wealthy
Rutherford. When his son married beneath
his station the old man disinherited him. and
when the son died the young wife struggled
along as best she could to support herself and
her baby. Out of work, she sends a letter
ro Rutherford appealing for aid. He refuses
it, and he
lliethrows
rose that
from hehiscannot
son's
grave
intoshetheencloses
fire. But
forget Prue's reminder that "a rose is a mesWhensage from
PrueHeaven."
and Danny reach home they find
Granny just waking. It Is her seventy-fifth
birthday, and she has dreamed that she haa
i\ birthday cake with aeventy-live candles on
it. Pruo and Danny make up their minds that
she must have that cake, and they combine
their savings to get it for her. Prue goes
over to see Ellen, and finds that she Is about
to be dispossessed for not paying the rent.
Prue gives her tho money, and goes back to
Danny to tell him tbpy cannot buy tho cake.
Danny, angry and disappointed, leaves the
house and meets the gang, who try to induce
him tn "crack" Rutherford's safe for them.
He refuses, but later goes to the safe alono
iind extracts from it a ten-dollar bill to pay
for Granny's party.
Hearing a noise. Danny hurries away, leaving the safe open. The gang comes and rifles
it. The "job" is traced to Danny, and he is
arrested. He tries to escape, but Prue prevents htm. saying "You must take your medicine like a man.
I shall be waiting for you."
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coming up i.-^ induced to put on what he thlnkn
Ih u watch, but which is in reality a syiuoKraph. "That won't tell." he says. "No. "
Jimmy replies. "It tells secrets. I can sell
it cheAp because I buy from smugglers." Tho
hand on tho dial of the Instrument attached to
Dane's wrist rises to "high" and Jimmy Is
olnted. As he Is going away he stumbles over
Harding's shotgun und observes tho Initials
G. H. carved on the stock. Ho looks down the
well and mentally connects it with Harding's
disappearance.
Quickly hiding bis pack Jimmy writes a note
telling Beatrice to summon the revenue officers
and creeping to the edge of tho cliff drops It at
Beatrice's feet as she is returning to tho vlllago from her visit to Dorothy. Jimmy then
returns to the well and lowers himself by means
of tho rope. He finds the cave at tho bottom
and sees Harding bound in one corner. Ho
crawls to him unobserved by tho smugglers and
cuts Ills bonds, returning to tho well opening,
whore he shouts, "Didn't I toll you that watch
told secrets?" As tho smugglers rush for him
Jimmy climbs up tho rope, and Harding running tho other way escapes by diving into the
sea. Tho revenue officers arrive In time to
arrest the smugHlors and the lovtrs iiri- made
happy
in their reunion.
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A roMe-bUf<li Pruo has given ISlIcn blooms, and
I'rue takes the first blOHKOm and puts it Id
a vase on Rutherford's desk. Ho knocks It
over angrily, and calling Burke, the old bookkevpor, asks where It came from. Burke tolls
hlui the young lady who placed it there said
It was a message from Heaven. Rutherford
throws tho rose Into the wasto-baskct, but
later picks it up again. The rose seems to
work Rutherford's reformation. He sends for
Prue, kisses her and raises the old bookkeeper's salary.
Soon a after,
automobtlo
knocks
down
child Rutherford's
in the street.
It Is his
own
grandchild. He takes Bobby homo and givea
him ev0ty care. Bobby haa toy.s without number, and when he Is lonely his little friends
of the tenement house are brought In to play
with him. The Helping Handera, under tho
leadership of Mrs. Van Tuyl (who has an ambition to become Mrs. Rutherford) have been
invited to dinner. Rutherford has not told
tho butler who his guests are, but only the
number of them, so when the children come
he ushers them all into the dining room to
partake of the elaborate feast that has been
prepared. The Helping Handers come later,
find the dinner eaten, and leave in high dudgeon. Mrs. Van Tuyl suddenly abandoning her
ambition to become Mrs. Rutherford. A storm
comes up and the children are all put to bed
on mattresses on the floor. Prue acting as
"little mother."
Rutherford realizes that it is the love of
little children he has needed all these years.
The moment is auspicious, and Prue brings the
young mother to him. Ellen and Bobby remain under his roof. Prue steals over to
the window and cannot keep the tears from
falling.
Rutherford
"All her
Prue
has Ellen
been tells
a sunbeam
to ;others,
but life
no
one has
thought
of her."
Rutherford
tells
Prue ever
he will
be needing
her Danny
very
badly at the factory, and he believes he has
influence enough
to get him free.
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( Lasky— Five Parts— Nov
13)THE
—ThePLOW
cast:(IIRL
Margot (Mao Murray): John
; Jamts Varley (TheoDexter)
(Elliott
Stoddard
dore Roberts); Lord Percy (Charles Gerard);
Lady Brentwood (Edythe Chapman) ; M. Pantanl
(Horace B. Carpenter) : Kreglor (Lillian Leighton)
; John
Stoddard's
mother (William
Lady
Rrcntwood
is constantly
longing Elmer).
for her
grandchild of whom no trace has been found
since her parents perished in South Africa. -She
tells Lord Percy, a titled fortune-hunter and distant relative, that if ho will find her granddaughter, ho may marry her and share the estate.
He Imparts this news to Pantani, his friend and
conmlontlal agent, and they make arrangements
to send John Stoddard, a struggling attorney. Into
South Africa to find the heiress— or a substitute.
.Margot. a delicate little girl, Is Iho family
drudge of John Varley, a drunken South African
farmer. She is forced to work in the fields. Varley sells her to Krogler, for forty pounds, the
amount of his indebtedness. Krogler goes to
.Morgofs room at night and she flees. She is overtaken by Kreglor and her screams are heard by
Stoddard, who rescues her. Stoddard has previously whippod Varley with the lash which he
(Varley) was wielding upon Margot. and he now
takes the girl to his own cabin. Lord Percy instructs him to present Margot to Lady Brentwood
as the lost grandchild and Stoddard makes Varley
and Krogler sign a receipt tor forty pounds,
the price he pays for Margot's release.
Lady Brentwood's cordial reception wins the
girl's love and a wonderful transformation takes
place in Margot, now Alice. Stoddard and Alice
decide to make known to Lady Brentwood their
deception, and as the girl i,s telling tho old lady
she is an impostor. Varley enters and states
that she belongs to him.
Lady Brentwood leads
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and his jealousy when he discovers her trying t»
be affectionate to Trafton. Meanwhile Trafton
and Alice are becoming interested In each other
and the betrayal of this fact leads to still deeper
complications. Finally. In order to save her
host and hostess from dying of apoplexy,
ik-renice persuades her three friends to tell the
truth, and decides to forfeit all claims to the
truth medal which has helped her over many
serious difflcuttles In the past.

the way to the art gallery and takes them to her
daughter's
portrait,
Margot.that
who this
is dressed
in
ati old gown
she telling
has found,
is her
mother, who in the picture is wearing the same
gown. V'arley then confesses that he took Margot
from her dying mother's arms. Stoddard, conscience-stricken athis part in the deception, is
reminded by Margot that he bought her, and
quickly takes her into his arms.
THE YEARS OF THE LOCUST { Lasky— Five
Parts— Nov. 16). — The cast: Lorraine Roth
(Fannie Ward); Aaron Roth, her husband
(Walter Long) ; Direk Mead (Jack Dean) ;
Williams, Roth's secretary (H. M. Best); McKenzle, Mead's mine manager
(Charles Ogle).
Aaron Roth and his wife, Lorraine, are unhappily married. Roth deals in fake oil and
mining stocks, and by enthusiastic promises
sells the worthless stock to the poor and needy
widows and orphans. Finally the federal government takes a hand and investigates these
worthless companies, and Roth is compelled to
flee to escape prison.
Before
Lorraine's
marriage
to Roth,
she had
and
Direk
Mead
were deeply
in love,
but Mead
very little money, and Lorraine finally married
Roth. Mead goes to South Africa and soon becomes the head of a big diamond mining company. He returns to New York just as Roth l.s
on the verge of exposure. Roth tries to Induce
Lorraine to get Mead to Invest in his stocks,
but this she refuses to do. Roth stows away
on a vessel and just as he is approaching the
southern coast of Africa, he jumps overboard
and swims to the shore. It is reported that he
has committed suicide. Lorraine sells all of
her possessions and goes to live in a cheap
hoarding house, where she is found by Mead.
When they hear that Roth is dead, they marry
andRoth
go to
South Africa.
has Mead's
drifted home
to thein mining
district, grown
a heavy beard, and has made a fair living. He
recognizes Lcrraine, and discloses his Identity.
She is panic-stricken and starts to leave Mead
and return alone to America. A big diamond
has been found and Mead, fearful of keeping
it around the camp, starts to take It to Klmberley. Roth and other tough characters hear
this and plan to intercept him. Lorraine learns
of Roth's plan, notifies the police and the mine
manager, and they start to the rescue. In a
fight over the diamond. Roth Is killed, and Lorraine returns to Mead without having to tell
him of the reappearance of her husband.
MISS GEORGE WASHINGTON (Famous
Players — Five Parts — Nov. 20).— The cast:
Berenice Somers (Marguerite Clark) ; iudge
Altwold (Frank Losee) ; Cleverly Trafton (Niles
Welch) ; Alice Altwold (Florence Marten) ; Paul
Carroll (.Joseph Gl(?ason) ; Mrs. Altwold (Maude
Turner
Gordon)
Miss Perkins(Herbert
("Billy"Prior).
Watson) ; Col.
J. P. ; Worthington
Directed by J. Searle Dawley.
Berenice Somers, a pupil at Miss Perkins'
School for Young Ladles, so Impreesee the
George Washington Truth Society with her truthfulness that she is presented with a medal for
her veracity. As a matter of fact, she is
a frightful little fibber, as her school friend
Alice Altwold can testify. Berenice Is engaged
to Paul Carroll, who Is not known to any of the
Altwold family except Alice. Carroll Invites the
two girls to meet him and go to a matinee. They
accept, Berenice telling Miss Perkins that they
are going to the Marblend Hotel to meet "Mr.
and Mrs. Gardner." But Miss Perkins accompanies them to the hotel and they are forced to
pass Carroll in the lobby without recogrnlzlng
him, and finally flee into Room 72 In a blind
effort to dodge Miss Perkins.
But Room 72 is occupied by Cleverly Trafton
a young diplomat who Is about to be sent abroad
on a secret mission. Astounded at the sudden
arrival of two strange girls in his room, Trafton
is told of their predicament. A few moments
later, Mr. and Mrs. Altwold encounter Miss
Perkins In the lobby of the hotel and are told of
their daughter's presence in the "Gardner"
apartment. Rushing upstairs to find her, they
■discover her in the presence of Trafton and
Berenice. The latter promptly Introduces herself and the stranger as Mr. and Mrs. Gardner
in order to save the situation.
Alice is taken home by her parents and
Berenice accompanies them. Trafton's diplomatic
complications forces him to consult Mr. Altwold,
who Is an international lawyer, and he goes tr.
his home. Berenice, meanwhile, has accounted
for the absence of her "husband" by saying that
he has been called abroad suddenly. When
Trafton arrives at the Altwood home there U a
scene, but he declares that his real name is
Gardner, the name Trafton being used In secret
diplomatic work. When it comes time for them
to retire, Berenice and Trafton are frightfully
ranbarrassed by the efforts of their hostess to
tlace them in the same room. After many complications. Berenice succeeds in getting Into
Alice's room for the night, and Trafton retires
on a balcony.
Matters are still further complicated by the
arrival of Carroll, who is engaged to Berenice
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A PATH TUB ELOPEMENT (Nov.)— Tweedledum decides to go on a lark with another man's
wife, having his own to sit lonesomely at home.
But like many another adventurer, who plans
to stray away from his own fireside. Tweedledum
proteods to get Into trouble.
The wife goes out on a still hunt for her
erring partner and catches him with the third
member of the triangle. Tweedledum and the
woman naturally try to elude the pursuing wife
and finally take refuge in a bath tub, which they
lind floating on the water. The last we see of
them, they are in mid-ocean. Just how long
Tweedledum can dodge the wrath of the wife In
this manner Is left entirely to our imagination.

i-.irgf sums ui money, tlie Ucsl
artists available, and the most pnrticular care may produce a truly
artistic film.
But its success or failure depends
largely on the way it is projected.
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THE YELLOW MEN.\CE (Episode No. 14 —
"The Interrupted Nuptials" — Two Parts — Dec.
-i). — It will be remembered that one of All
Singh's victims was Maxwell Judson, who Invented the formula for quadrlnolite, the highest known , explosive. After his death the Invention came Into the possession of Captain
Cook, his nephew, who, being warned by
Errol Manning, turns over the formula to
Police Captain Kemp for safe keeping.
Thinking that Captain still has the formula in his possession and determined by all
means lowers
to lasso
getCook
possession
It, All window
Singh's and
folfrom a ofbedroom
drag him to the top of a high building. He
Is subjected to terrible torture at the hands of
AH Singh, but is saved by one of Hong Kong
Harry's erratic changes of mind.
Najla Is again brought under the spell of
her uucle's baleful Influence and Is made the
innocent means of Introducing a bomb to Errol
Manning's house. But for the quick work of
Willard Bronson. who detects the presence of
the bomb In time to get rid of it. both the
house and those who were caught In It at the
time would have been doomed to certain destruction.
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TRAMP. TRAMP, TRAMP (Nov. 27).— The
cast : The tramps (Eddie Barry and George
French) : the girl (Billle Rhodes) ; the boys
(Harry Ham and Frank Schroeder) ; Mr. Morton (Harry Rattenberry ) . Scenario written by
H. B. Hagenah.
Produced by Al. E. Christie.
Harry and Frank have been promised $1,000
by Mr. Morton, retired theatrical manager and
their guardian, upon completion of their dramatic course. Mr. Morton receives a note saying the boys will arrive next day In a disguise
which he and his niece, Blllie, are challenged to
penetrate.
Upall Knight and Gud Knight are touring by
freight and alight in Mr. Morton's town to eat.
After funny misadventures with dogs and Irate
housewives, Upall vows that he will go to no
more back doors. He tries Mr. Norton's front
door and he and Gud Knight are mistaken for
the boys In makeup
and welcomed.
Meantime Harry and Frank arrive In town,
while the tramps make the best use of their
cordial reception, and joyfully receive the thousand dollars tendered by* Mr. Morton. Their
weird manipulations of the food considerably
alters the wall paper pattern, but Mr. Morton
and BMlie. who Is in love with one of the boys,
areThe
tolerant
their sent
"acting."
trampsof are
upstairs to dress and
there pack up everything In sight for the final
getaway. Harry and Frank, donning false
beards, come to the door and get the "cold
shoulder." When they remove the disguise Mr.
Morton''s first thought Is of the thousand dollars
he gave the tramps, and he calls the police.
The Knights escape, but they are so closely
pursued by the boys and the police that they
have to "Impress" a flivver. This meets with
an accident and they are caught. The boys get
the money and the tramps sixty days. Even In
jail. Upall Knight is not cast down, but only
awaits his release to try some more front doors.
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BOUGHT AND PAID FOR (Five Parts— Nov.
1.^). — Virginia Blaine, on the death of her mother,
is thrown on her own resources with no one except a married sister to turn to for help. She
secures a position as telephone operator at a
club and here attracts the attention of Robert
Stafford, a self-made millionaire. When he sees
that Virginia Is not to be won by dinners and
jewels, he falls In love and courts her. Virginia
Is attracted to this man of the world, so different
from the uncouth Gilley. her sister's husband, but
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b«:aL!io of thl8 dlfTcrenco. Ihe wide guK between
their ijoclul positions, and most of all, Ix>ciluhc
of Siiirford'8 lovo of drluk. nho (eurn to marry
btm. However, his ploas lltially win her nod tiho
marries him. She receives every luxury that she
could t'xpoct. and. he evon tukes the happy-golucky Juaies Gilluy, her bothor-in-law, into his
office. paylnK hlin a salary entirely out of pro*
portion to his ublllty. Liut In splto of all these
attentions, a growln); spirit of discontent gnaws
at ber heart strings. She loves her husband, for
he Is Invariably jitteotivo and affectionate. But
of inte ho hfl^^ siicinimbel to a habit of drlnklnK
to excefls. and at such time he has given evidence of a growing disposition to degrade ber.
One evening Mr. Statlord come» home Intoxicated. Ho Is pleasant until his wife refuses to
drink to a toast which ho desires to propose to
her. The beast In him Is aroused and ho attempts to compel her to do his bidding. When
this falls he asserts his legal authority as husband to compel her to obey him. This she rclects with the assertion that the husband who
would claim such authority confesses that he
no longer possesses the only authority which exists in marriage— the moral one. He taunts
her with the charge that he has bought and paid
for her and therefore she must do what pleases
him. Her Qner instincts rebel at this Insult and
she decides to leave him. On the' following morning when he is sober she makes known her determination. He is repent.int and beseech(^s her for
pardon. She tells her husband that she will remain with him under one condition and tlmt is
he must stop drinking. He denies her right to
make this demand. She asserts ber right to make*
the demand and leaves him with the vow that
she will never return to him until he has sent
for her or come for her. an act which will be a
confession that he will comply with her demand.
Three months later Mrs. Stafford has obtained
a humble position as saleslady at a modest salary*,
and, together with her sister and brother-in-law.
is living In a humble apartment. She is constantly importuned to return to her husband, but
she refuses every plea. James, her brother-inlaw, resorts to a little deception to bring the
husband and wife together. He sends for Mr.
Stafford, and leaves him under the Impression
that Mrs. Stafford has sent for him.
In the meantime Mrs. Stafford comes from her
day's toil thoroughly exhausted. Just as she
goes to her own room to change her clothes and
rest. Mr. Stafford enters, and when she returns
to the living room again and sees her husband
there she falls into his arms. She professes her
deep love for bim. especially because of the sacrifice he has made In coming to her unbidden, and
be. Immediately perceiving the ruse that has
been practiced upon them both, though he does
not reveal his discovery, tells her how he had
fought the battle and how she had won, for he
now could promise her that he will never drink
again, that he will make himself worthy of her.
She, too. discovers the deception which has been
practiced to bring them together, but the plea of
her husband Is so earnest, and his admission that
as she did not send for him she had therefore
really won the victory. Is so convincing that she
forgets and forgives him and returns to him.
THE MADNESS OF HELEN (Five parts—
Nov. 20) . — Dane Ashley, a successful young
author. Is informed that he has inherited an
old estate In a small village, and being tired
of his work and life In the city, be decides to
go down and stay on the place for a brief rest.
One Day Dane is amazed to find a crowd of
boys and girls pelting a young girl. He rescues the girl and would punish her tormenters. hut she begs him to let the matter drop
and hurriedly disappears through the door In
the stone wall which separates his house from
the one next to It. Much impressed with his
young neighbor, Dane makes inquiries about
her and learns that she Is a Miss Virginia
Carlton and that nothing Is known concerning
her except that she la crazy. Disbelieving the
rumors little
as to
Virginia's
Insanity.
Dane uses
clever
ruses
to further
his acquaintance,
and the friendship so strangely begun, soon
develops Into love. Although Virginia cannot
conceal her love for him, she tells him their
friendship must cease — that there is a wall of
shame and misery between them which prevents their ever being anything to each other.
Dane thinks he has guessed her secret when he
liears a baby at play on her side of the wall —
he believes she has been the victim of an
unwise and too great love, but when he Is
with Virginia her purity and Innocence totally
contradict
this theory.
One night he Is startled to see a face, which
he Is sure Is Virginia's, but which is lit up by
a wild and Impish gleam, peering In at his
window. When he reaches the window he sees
the girl fleeing over the high stone wall. A
few nights later be meets her on the road.
She gives no sign of recognition, but leads him
on. Dane cannot understand — his heart sick
at the thought that the purc-souled Virginia
whom he loves could act thus wantonly : but
the next day, when he meets Virginia, she Is
again the sweet simple girl, and he becomes
convinced that It must be during moments of
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installing my latest product

HALLBERG
20th CENTURY
MOTOR
GENERATOR

It saves from 25% to 85% on
electric bill over rheostat and
gives the Best Light.
Insist upon a Hallberg Motor
Generator. Don't let anyone talk
you
ment.out of your own better judgI stand back of my goods and
guarantee results.
I am distributor for all makes
moving picture machines.

Send for Free Circulars and Catalogues, but
for Hallberg's Big 100-Page Catalogue, send
25 Cents.
I EQUIP THEATRES COMPLETELY AND
CARRY "SPEER" AND OTHER MAKE CARBONS AND SUPPLIES.
Send $2.50 for latest
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Book.
ELECTRICITY"
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7th Ave. at 49tli Street
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temporary
Innanlty
that she makes
her doo
lurnul excuTHlons.
Nightly the girl Is scon In tho Ttltago, a beatitlful evil Hplrit lurlnK men from tholr Oresldca, to rt^>iidcr them mad with strange passions and unrulfllled desires, for she always
fscapcs from her victims. At last Virginia can
restrain her tecUngs no longer and she tella
Dnno that she wants him to hear her story
and to help her. Two years before, her twin
sister, Helen, had fiilN-n in love wUh a young
naval surgoon, and when their father had
sternly forbidden her ever to see him again,
the impulsive girl left homo and went to the
surgeon's hotel. There she lived with him an
bis wife for two weeks, until he was suddenly
called away to foreign waters. Returning to
her father's home. Helen was injured In an
automobile wreck and her minrl shattered. The
father died of the "bock, and Virginia, realising her sister's condition, had rented the house
in Dane
tho country.
Here Helen's
child wasto know
born.
Is overwhelmed
with happiness
that tho girl he loves is neither insane nor the
mother of the child he had supposed hers. He
(ells Virginia -he will locate ber sister and
lirlng her back. He sends bis friend, Dr. Rob.-rt Haskell, to Virginia to aid her. Virginia
d'^nounces Dr. Haskell tor his treachery to her
slstt-r, and before he can reply, Dane brings Id
the unconscious Helen, whom he found wandering about the streets. Dr. Haskell works over
tbe wounded girt, and while they await anxiously the result of his operation, he explains
to Virginia that she Is doing both her sister
and herself grave Injustice. He tells the
astonished girl that he and Helen were married on the day she left her father's home, and
that ever since his return from the foreign
parts he had been searching vainly for his
wife.
Cradually life and memory return to Helen
and she throws her arms about ber husband's
neck as Virginia and Dane look on.

TRIANGLE

FILM

CORP.

THE DEVIL'S DOUBLE (Ince — Five parts —
Nov. 26).— The cast.— "Bowie" Blake (William
S. Hart) ; Naomi Tarleton (Enid Markey) ;
Van Dyke. Tarleton
(Robert McKim).
Van Dyke Tarleton Is an artist. He Is absorbed body and soul in his latest creation,
"Lucifer, Son of the Morning," but lacks a
model to depict the brooding evil, the smoldering, sardonic sin that he has visualized in th«
spirit's face. Naomi Tarleton. his wife, Is a
beautiful
and gentle creature.
Tarleton has an attack which necessitates
a sojourn in the desert, and he, with his wife,
arrive in Tophet, an Arizona border town.
where "Bowie Blake," bad man, witnesses their
arrival. Tarleton recognizes In Blake a Lucifer come
In the
flesh, His
and demand
Insists that
"Bowie" behis model.
Is refused.
Later Elake becomes enthralled when he sees
Naomi. Tarleton witnesses the meeting from
a window and determines that his wife shall
accomplish what he has failed to do. He senda
her to the gambler, telling her to beg Blake
to come. She does this, and Blake becomes
the model. Tarleton Insults his wife continually in Blake's presence to prevent the brooding evil, sardonic hardness, and the grim deadllnesa In the eyes and face of his model from
disappearing. One day Tarleton faints at the
canvas and the doctor advises that he b*
taken to the mountains. The three find an
ideal camp, and tbe painting goes on, Tarleton
insulting his wife more and more, until Blake
decides to leave them, as he can stand It no
more. He hesitates on the road, not willing
to leave Naomi alone with Tarleton, and eventually returns totwo
find outlaws,
that "Red"
Jose Ramirez,
haveGleaaon
killed and
th«
painter and are drawing cards to see who shall
possess the woman. He kills them both, and
takes Naomi to a cave farther In the mountains.
Through
Injury.
Blake
treatsan her
as a Naomi
child, loses
until her*
her mind.
mind
becomes clear. He then tells her that he Intends to have her as his own. Naomi exerts
her influence, and he fights his battle, and
wins over himself, upon which he agrees to
take her back to town.
They stand where the trail leads to the desert town. She holds her hand out to him:
"What can I say?" she cries plaintively ;
"what Is there for you and me to say to each
other?" Bowie remarks: "I'm sayin' just this — •
some day I'm comln' after you." She looka
at him and answers softly: "Yes. I think you
will do that — but I make no promise — there
are things to be done — that time and striving
will do — It Is In your hands. Bowie." "That's
all I ask," he answers. "I'm takln' that
THE CHILDREN PAY (Fine Arts — Five
parts— Nov. 26).— The cast.— Milllcent (Lillian
chance."
GIsh): Jean, her sister (Violet Wilkle) ; Horace Craig (Keith Armour); Theodore Alnsley,
the girl's father (Ralph Lewis) : Elinor Alnsley their mother
(Loyola
O'Connor) ; Edltha.
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their step-mother (Alma Ruebens) ; Susan
(Jennie Lee): Signor Zucca, an impressario
(Robert Officer
Lohmeyer)';
Mason Directed
(Carl Stockdale);
(TomJudge
Wilson).
by
Lloyd Ingraham.
Millicent and her littte sister, Jean, are the
subjects of much gossip in a small town. The
two girls with an old nurse and one servant
live alone in the "House of Mystery," and
have no intercourse with their neighbors. Horace Craig, a law student, who has come to
temporarily fill the place of schoolmaster, seei
the mischievous girls while they are playing
pranks upon the minister. He asks who they
are and is told as much about them as any
one in town knows. It is reported that the
parents have been divorced and so the invillagers.nocent girls are shunned by the "righteous"
Craig decides it is his duty to see that the
girls come to school. He goes to their home
and when he states his errand Susan, their
governess,
she hasone
alway~
been their informs
teacher.him
In that
the village
day
he interrupts a hght between Millicent and Jean
and a crowd of village children, and takes the
girls home. He is invited in by Susan and
Is shown the school room and Millicent's work
shop. Unusual for a girl, she has a reallv
remarkable bent for mechanics and proudly
displays
the results of her skill.
An officer from the city arrives with an
order from court that the children be returned to the city. They refuse to go. but
he captures little Jean and takes her away
in his machine. Millicent is frantic and when
Crais comes tells him the story of their family tragedy. Craig explains to Millicent that
she will have to obey the summons and oftert>
to help them if he can. Jean arrives in town
and
is taken
to herhe father's
home.
secured
his divorce,
is married
againHaving
to 3
young societv woman. The officer shows an
order that they must appear the following
morning to have the court decide what disposition shall be made of the girls.
The next day in court Millicent is given
to the father and Jean to the mother. M a
reception Millicent overhears gossip concpining her father and mother and their iieglect
of
their
girls.toThis
Jean's
dosition
forcibly
her brings
and shelittle
Itaves
at once
and goes to' the mother's home. She i^ocr
up to Jean's room and says she has come to
take her away. They hurriedly escape. WTiHe
Millicent
has at
beentheatneglect
her father's
house
has wondered
of Craig,
for she
she
does not know that he has called upon her
and been told that she was not at home. He
supposes that riches has turned her head.
The father and mother miss the girls and
locate them at Susan's. In the morning a
deputy sheriff arrives and the three are ordered to court. There Craig, having been admitted to the bar. suddenly appears and assumes their defense. He pictures the condition of the children and win? the judge's sympathy, who remarks that if the older girl were
married he could give her custody of Jean.
Craig asks a minute private conference with
his clients and taking them into an ante-room
proposes that Millicent marry him. Jean and
Susan urge her to accept and her own heart
prompts
her to where
say yes.
all retur-j
to
the
courtroom
CraigThey
announces
to the
court that he is to marry the older ;;irl immediately. The judge gives them the custody
of little Jean and their troubles are at an eud.
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SO. 91 (Nov. 11).
New London, Conn. — Count von Bemstorff,
German Ambassador to the United States, and
his wife arrive to congratulate Captain Koentg
on the achievement of the Deutschland. Subtitle: A welcome reunion.
Medfield, Mass. — EStclusive New England society people take part in the equestrian games
of the Norfolk Hunt Club in celebration of
Farmers' Day. Subtitles : The club's famous
hunting pack.
Some of the fair entries.
Altoona, Pa. — Sixty steel cars are smashed
to pieces when a runaway freight train crashes
into several stalled locomotives, killing seven
and injuring scores. Subtitle : The cars are
so tightly telescoped that acetylene torches are
used to cut them apart.
Aldershot, England. — Before leaving for the
front the Royal Engineers are given a taste
of actual warfare conditions to better prepare
them to meet their stubborn foe. Subtitles :
Beating off an infantry attack with hand
bombs. Exploding
a mine
in theAustralian
enemy's
trenches.
A regiment
of trained
volunteers starts on its journey to "somewhere" in France.
On the Somme. — The eye- of the Allied armies.
the French aerial squadron which directs the
great to
offensive
by weak
scouting
over the
lines
learn its
positions:
One enemy's
of the
aerial heroes who has brought down six German machines.
Somewhere in America (Magazine section).—
.An animated cartoon by John C. Terry — process patented by J. R. Bray.
Mt. Wilson, Cal. — The task of climbing the
steep and tortuous Mt. Wilson grade with a
ten-ton load of casting for the huge telescope
of the Carnegie Observatory encounters many
difdculties. Subtitles : At one point the car
with its heavy load almost careens over the
precipitous side. The Observatory, which will
be one of the largest in the world when completed.
Chicago, III. — Illinois women vote for the
first time in a Presidential election, and even
aged Inmates of the Hospital for Incurables
turn out to share in this great honor. Subtitle: Losers of election bets are now facing
the merry music of the winners.
Now York City. — The great superdreadnougbt
Arizona, recently put in commission at the
Brooklyn Navy Yard, leaves on her maiden
voyage to undergo trial tests. Subtitle: The
:^'J,000-ton warship, passing out under the
shadow of New York's skyscrapers.
PATHE NEWS. NO. 92 (Nov. 15) :
Cambridge, Mass. — Forty thousand graduates
and their friends crowd the Harvard Stadium
to see the first big game of the season between
the Crimson Eleven and the Princeton Tigers.
Sub-title: First play marks the game. Harvard
winning by the close score of 3-0.
Cuero. Texas. — Southwestern farmers are
busy preparing their flocks of turkeys for the
Thanksgiving celebration of our National prosperity. Subtitle : A 5S-pound specimen, intended for the President's table. Pheasants are
also in popular demand for the Thanksgiving
feast.

Ottawa, Canaddw — The Right Houorablft
Duke of Devonshire, successor to the Duke of
Connaught as Governor-(3eneral of the Dominion of Canada, arrives to take up his new
duties. Subtitle : The Duke with his family
and staff.
Self-Defense. — How a woman can protect herself when attacked by using several simple
jiu-jitsu tricks. Subtitles : A common attack
is to seize the victim by the throat. Grasp the
assailant's wrist with one hand and force the
elbow upward with the other. Then place
your leg across your assailant and throw him
forward. This requires very little force. The
complete throw — note speed and dexterity are
most important factors. To hold the assailant
down — place your leg across the body, thus
holding his free arm, and then bend bis other
arm over your knee. Another simple way of
preventing this attack is to grasp wrist with
both hands, pulling arm over shoulder. Throw
body forward, twisting wrist at the same time.
When
from upbehind,
grip down,
assailant's
elbows, attacked
forcing one
and other
and
throw body forward with a side twist. A striking example of the value of such knowledge :
Drute force cannot overcome the science of
these quick movements.
Moser, Russia. — Peasants in unconquered
Polish regions are a great aid to the Russian
armies by helping them dig their net-work of
trenches
to withstand
the German
assault.
On the Western Front. — TTie Allied munition
factories are rapidly meeting their demands
and the supply of shells to the fighting legions
at the front is now regular and continuous.
Subtitles : The larger shells are pointed so
as to pierce the thick concrete fortifttations of
the Teutons. Space on the Somme battle front
is very valuable and in many places huge guns
are but a few feet apart. Exploded shells are
carefully saved to provide the precious metals
for additional munitions. Captured German
prisoners passing through first line French
trenches to the rear.
Rhlnecliff. N. Y. — President Wilson appears
hale and happy that the nation has so nobly
approved his policies as Chief Executive as be
makes bis first public appi.-arance after re-election. Subtitle : Crowds cheer him on his Journey to the home of his daughter, Mrs. Prances B. Sayre. to attend the christening ceremonies of bis grandchild.
New York City. — The crack gunners of the
U.S.S. New York, champions of the Atlantic
squadron, are presented with a prize for their
remarkable record in recent battle practice.
Subtitle : The great superdreadnaught. one of
Uncle Sam's mightiest war vessels.
Bakersfield. Cal. — (San Francisco and Los
Angeles only) — Five thousand school children
take part in a monster parade at the opening
of the Kern County Pair.
San Antonio. Texas. — ( Dallas only) . — The
.\rab patrol of the Atzafar Temple join the
.\ncient and Accepted Order Nobles of the
Mystic Shrine.
Boston, Mass. — (Boston only). — The Aero
Club of New England presents the first hydroaeroplane to the National Guard of Massachusetts. Subtitle : Governor McCall receives the
Kift for the state.

Your Projection Difficulties Solved
We Equip Motion
Picture Theatres
Completely

We Have Suggested Little Remedies to Hundreds of Exhibitors, Managers and Operators — We Do It for 10 Hours a Day Every Day — and It
Is Through These Consultations euid the Benefits Our Customers Have
Derived from Them That We Have Established the Reputation as
Foremost in the Art of
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ENGINEERING

Pileco Condensers
Per Set

Write — Wire — Phone — Today To Our Eaginterbig Department for Oar Free Advice.
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FOR
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llassiiied Advertisements

NOTICE

NOTE OUR new rates!

Remittances must accompany all orders as follows: One dollar per insertion for
copy containing twenty words or less. Five cents per word on copy containing over
twenty words.
Each word to be counted including names and addresses.
TO ADVERTISERS:— The Publi«h«r« expect that all statements made in every advertisement will bear the strictest investigation.

ATTENTION.
WANTED— Whereabouts* B. W. Haynes, travellDg with moviDg picture feature and Unaphone. Last heard of In Georgia and West Virginia, important^nottfy J. L. Barr, Mansfield. Ohio.

SITUATIONS

WANTED.

MR. STATES RIGHTS MAN— Do you want
me with ten years' eipiTlence as theater owner
and manager In the West? To take your stuff
on the road? I am now working. What have
youT Any kind of references. M. care M. P.
World. N. Y. City.
OPERATOR, electrician, repair man. wants
position. Experienced all makes projectors.
Can give best reference. M. Owen Field, Genoral Delivery, Danville. Va.
CAMERAMAN*, with fine camera, best of reference. Go anywhere. B., 21^40 Boulevard.
Jersey City. X. J. Phone Jersey City 1213.

BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES.

OPPORTINITY if offered young man of
means
six months'
expedition
in tropics.
To
one to
whoJoin
is well
recommended
and can
invest
small part of expenses, travel, sport, adventure and a slice of huge proQts assured. P.,
care. M. P. World, N. Y. City.
MOTION PICTURE STUDIO for rent by
month or for longer period. Modem in
respect with Cooper-Hewitt lights, large
space. Address F. B.. care M. P. World.
City.

THEATERS

week,
every
floor
N. T.

WANTED.

CASH FOR YOUR MOVIE— I am a practical
successful moving picture broker. Seventeen
years of continuous success. Selling upwards of
one million dollars' worth aDnually, sales, exchanges and leases. Lewis, the Moving Picture
Broker. Est. 1S96, Office. 57S-S0 Ellicott Sq..
Buffalo, X. T.

THEATERS

FOR

SALE

OR

RENT.

BEAl'TlFl'L photoplay theater, town two
Ihousand. No competition, best equipment. Bargain price, two thousand dollars. It's no morgue
and no gold mine. Good business proposition.
Ed. Caldwell. Danville. lod.
ARE YOU capable of faandHng a vaudeville
house in town of about fifty thousand? Admission ten, twenty, thirty and fifty cents. Seating capacity one thousand four hundred. Open
six days a week, matinee and evening. Receipts for past week as follows : Monday. §154 :
Tuesday. $105.50: Wednesday, $2S4.40 ; Thursday. $l.'j.>.20; Friday, $255.30: Saturday. S346.S0.
This theater is capable of earning twenty-five
thousand to thirty thousand dollars per annum.
The price Is not thirty thousand dollars, but sixteen thousand dollars. Will accept less for
cash.
Lewis, 5S0 Ellicott Sq., Buffalo, N. Y.
PHOTOPI^A.Y HOUSE in the heart of the busy
section of Buffalo. Open seven days a week, five
cents admission. Seating and standing capacity
ever seven hundred, favorable lease. Two new
machines.
Simplex
and eighty
RA Power's.
less than one
hundred
dollars, Expenses
receipts
two hundred fifty dollars to three hundred dollars per week. Positively worth eight thousand
dollars. If sold within the next ten days will
accept six thousand five hundred dollars. Three
thousand five hundred dollars down. Levis, 5S0
Ellicott Sq., Buffalo, N. T.
FOR SALE — Movie theater, city of twelve
thousand, fully equipped, and doing excellent
business, capacity nine hundred. Has large
stage and equipped for vaudeville. Good reasons for selling. Strictest investlcalion. Address M. T., care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
FOR SALE? — Theater sealing nine hundred,
pood money maker. Present owner wishes to retire. Connecticut city. If interested get busy,
hound to sell quick. Address Quick, care M, P.
World. N. Y. City.

NOTICE
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ADVERTISERS :-The PablLher.

SPLENDID CHANCE to purchase moving picture house, first-class equipment. Seating capacity 500, town 15.00(» inhabitants, W. Virginia, only two theaters in town. Good reason
for selling. For further information, write
Jas. Steliotee, 49 Public Sq., Wllkes-Barre, Pa.
SPLE.VDID CHANCE to purchase moving picture and vaudeville theater. (Brick building)
seats SOO. large stage, only house In town of
tJ.OOO Inhabitants. Fully equipped. Now in operarion.
Free & Branolgan, Tarrytown. N. Y.
FOR SALE— A new theater in city 70,000.
with best equipment money can buy. on reasonuble terms. Address Fogarty, care M. P.
World, N. Y. City.

EQUIPMENT

FOR

SALE.

TWO POWER'S GA's, Power's motors, speed
controllers, complete ; elegant condition ; ship
privilege examination. Mirrorold screen cheap.
Box 36S, Canton.
Ohio.
N'O. 6 POWER'S MACHINE, first-class condition, two sets of lenses. Also Johns-Manvllle
asbestos booth. No rheostat. Rare opportunity
to purchase a good outfit cheap, only two hundred fifty dollars. W. D. Bockowski, Mgr., Mahoney City, Pa.
HAVE TWO POWER'S 6 B machines In original boxes with Power's seals unbroken which I
purchased to open my new theater. Never
opened. Will dispose of them cheap. Write
quick. A. N. Cunnings, Coal and Rebecca Sts..
Wilklnsburg, Pa.
FOR SALE — One Power's GA machine, nearly
new. $150 cash. With motor drive, A. C. or D.
C, $175. Two Simplex machines guaranteed
first class condition. $ISr> each. With motor
drive. $225 each. Webster Electric Co., 719
Ninth St.. N. W., Washington. D. C.
WANTED^One exclusive theater in each community to install "Amberlux" lens filters. Price,
Including business getting slide, S3.o0- W. D.
Warner, Wyandotte Bldg., Columbus, Ohio,
OPERA

CHAIRS— 3.000 slightly used, 600 upholstered 50c. up. New opera and maple folding at factory prices. Atlas Seating Co.. 10
E. 43d St.. N. Y. City.
3,000 OPERA CHAIRS, steel and cast frames.
60c. up. All serviceable goods, cut prices on
new chairs. 6 standard asbestos booths. Send
for weekly list of close outs and save half. J. P.
Redington,
Scranton,
Pa.
FOR SALE — Slightly used Simplex projectors,
guaranteed perfect and good as new at reasonable prices. Second-hand Motiograph in good
condition, cheap. Room 206, 1482 Broadway
N. Y. City.
BARGTAINS— Slightly used Simplex, Power's
and Motoiograph machines. Lowest prices —
fully guaranteed. Hallberg, 729 Seventh Ave..
N. Y. City.

CAMERAS,

ETC.. FOR

SALE.

PATFiE PROFESSIONAL, studio model, 6
magazines, two carrying cases. Heliar or
Krauss Zeiss lens optional. Metal fittings
throughout. Focusing tube, Veeder counter. B.
& L. diaphragm. Adjustable frame line. Goerz
4x magnifier. Other extras. Price six hundred
dollars. M. W. Hall, 220 West 42d St., N. Y.
City.
Bryant S1S3.
DAVID STERN COMPANY, The Motion Picture Camera Clearing House, offers the biggest
values possible in high grade tested Cinematograph Cameras. Read this list carefully, then
act at once. 1st: 100 ft. Ernemann M. P.
Camera, equlpiied with Ernemann F :3.5 Anastlgmat lens, $50.00. 2d : 100 ft. EMsIgn M. P.
Camera, equipped with Zeiss Tessar F :3.5 Anastlgmat lens, carrying case and tripod, complete,
$75.00. 3d : 1.50 ft. Vista M. P. Camera, equipped with F :e lens and extra magazine, price
S32..V). 4th : 200 ft. Klnopraph De Luxe model,
regular and trick crank, side focusing device, direct finder, teakwood case, equipped with Zeiss
Tessar F :.1.5 lens and 2 extra magazines, complete. $^-..00. .-ith: 200 ft. Ernemann model A
Professional M. P. Camera, leather covered, regular and trick crank, equipped with Ernemann
F :X^ lens, price. $110,000. 6th : 400 ft. capacity,
Ernemann model B Professional, finest mechanism, all adjustments, forward or reverse, trick
crank, film punch, magnifying focusing device.

expect

magnifying direct finder, equipped with Zeiss
Tessar F :3.j lens, price $2:!5.00. 7th: 400 ft.
Pathe M. P. Camera. Heliar F ;4.5 lens, extra
magazine, genuine Pathe Feres movement, price
§125.00, Sth : 400 ft. Pathe Studio model, outside magazine, equipped with Genuine Carl
Zeiss Tessar F :3.5 lens, outside diaphragm adpunch, regular and trick crank in back of camjustment and dissolve, rear focusing device, film
era, magnifying direct view finder, extra magazine and Studio tripod. .\n ideal Studio outfit.
Price complete $1."jO.OO. ;»th : 400 ft, capacity
Ernemann model B Professional, finest mechanism, all adjustments, forward or reverse, trick
crank, film punch, magnifying focusing device,
magnifying direct finder, equipped with 2" Ernemann F :3.5. 3" Helomar F :3.5, 4" Dallmeyer
Telephoto F :4.5, with hand made panoram and
tilt
tripod,
complete
$3L'.'i.00. 10th:
ft.
capacity DAVSCO
Professional
Kino, the200most
compact and efficient camera on the market,
aluminum magazines, very accurate movement.
Tessar F :3.5 lens, price $110.00. Panoram and
tilling tripods at $14.00, $25.00, $35.00 and
$45.00. Detailed descriptions and specifications
on request. Telegraphic orders shipped as soon
as received. Motion picture camera users are
taking advantage of our excellent service and
exceptional values. Write or wire today. David
Stern Company. The National Camera Exchange,
1017 R Madison St, Chicago, 111.
PROFESSIONAL CAMERAS, tripods, perforators, printers, developing outfits, rewinders.
lessars. effects devices, novelties, experimental
workshop, repair, expert film work, titles. Eberbard Schneider, 14th St., & Second Ave., N.
Y. City.
FOR "Hoovercine" cameras and tripods;
future cash deliveries only, address H. R.
Hoover £ Co., 220 West 42d St., N. Y. City.

FILMS

WANTED.

W,\XTED — Billy Sunday film entitled "Billy
Sunday in Action." will pav highest prices.
Apply W. M.. care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
WANTED for export, used films in good condition. Especially series. State price, etc.. to
F. Thomander, 145 West 45th St., N. Y. City.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for film scrap, discarded reels of films and perforations. Ship to
and write The Nickelsburg Brothers Company.
Meadow St., Newark, N. J. Checks mailed on
receipt of goods.
WANTED — Four, five and six-reel features In
first-class shape, with or without paper, also
negatives.
N.
Y. City. Federal Film Co., 145 W. 45th St..
WANTED — Developed negatives of
and scientific subjects. Must be
State price, etc. Educational Films
of .\merica. 720 Seventh Ave., N. Y.

FILMS

FOR

SALE

educational
exceptional.
Corporation
City.

OR RENT.

FOR SALE — Three reel "Struggle European
War." with posters, 3^^ cent toot ; portable
asbestos booth, all good condition, reasonable
price. R. A. X>esarius, 1349 North Maine Ave.,
Scranton,
Pa.
PAUL J. RAINEYS African Hunt, six reels,
world's greatest animal picture. In very fine
condition, plenty of advertising matter. Bargain. Queen City Feature Film Exchange, 123^
Opera Place, Cincinnati, Ohio.
0\t;r SEAS BUYERS should communicate
with me, second-hand American pictures at EJuropean prices. Donald Campbell, 145 West 45th
St., X. Y. City.
ONE AND TWO-REEL subjects (Kriterlon
Brand), plenty posters, also features, first-class
condition, full lobby displays. Bargains. Queen
City Feature Film Co., 12Zx^ Opera PI.. Cincinnati, Ohio.

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS
SALE.

FOR

FOR SALE — Wurlitzer piano orchestra, style
"K." less than $2,000. Cost $4,500. Good condition. Easy terms.
Star. Binghamton.
N. Y.
A RUDOLPH WURLITZER automatic pianoband orchestrion, 8 ft. by 6 ft. 6 diameter. 8 ft.
high, used five years, good as new : cost.
$5,100.00, sell for $2,000.00 cash. D. B. 401
State St.. Bridgeport.
Conn.

that all .talements made in every adverti.e«ent ,^11 bear the strictest Inveatigatio-.
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WE TAKE GREAT PRIDE IN ANNOUNCING THAT THE FOLLOWING
FILM MANUFACTURERS ARE EQUIPPED WITH FROM ONE TO NINE

PROJECTORS
Artcraft Pictures Corp.
Clara Kimball Young Film Corp.
Erbograph Co.
Famous Players Film Co.
Thos. H. Ince Studios
Mutual Film Corp.
New York Motion Picture Corp.
Paramount Pictures Corp.
Popular
Players
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Triangle Film Corp.
Universal Film Mfg. Co.
World Film Corp.
and many

REPRESENTING

90%

OF

THE

American Film Laboratories
Biograph Co.
Eclipse Film Laboratory
Equitable Motion Picture Corp.
Essanay Co.
Fox Film Corp.
Metro Pictures Corp.
National Drama Film Corp.
Paragon Films, Inc.
Pathe Freres
Thanhouser Film Corp.
Unicom Film Service Corp.
Wark Producing Co.

others
FILM

MANUFACTURERS.

ThePrecision
MACHmE"(o:TNc.
317 East 34th:
St- NewYork

^'Just Crying for American Filnis^^

This is the way a foreign fihn buyer put the case a few days ago. Even in some of the
European countries our American films are steadily gaining favor in competition with
the production of the home manufacturers in their own countries.

#i¥lfIE)ML
is the only Spanish film paper that is popularizing American films in all the South American and Spanish speaking countries. The old prejudices against American films are rapidly dying on account of the undeniable excellence of most of the recent big American
productions. Even if not quite ready to handle this export business, now is the time
to popularize your trade brand.
THE RATE ON EACH MONTHLY ISSUE IS VERY REASONABLE.
FORMS ON THE DECEMBER ISSUE CLOSE NOV. 24TH.
Write to-day.

CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO.,

17 Madison Avenue, New York City

(Publishers of Moving Picture World)
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General Film Company
RBI^BASB

Nov.
Nov.

DATS.

MonAay — Blograpb.
TvevdsT — Blogrraph.
lem.

Easanay.

Nov.

Ka-

m«a7— KalaM. Kal«karfeoak«r.
Tttarrapk
■atarday — Besanay.
Vltaffraph.

Nov.

Bells, VitaffrapiL

V^edaeadar — Blograpta, Esaanay.
lem. Vim Feature Comedy.
Tkmraday — Sellff, Vim.

Kalem,

Nov.
Nov.

Ka-

TIk,

Nov.
Nov.

Bells.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Nov. IS— Near
to Earth
(Drama)
Reissue No. 97).

(Blograph

Nov. 15 — Lord

Chumley
(Tliree
parts — Dr.)
(Blograph Reissue No. 98).
Nov. 20 — Fish (Comedy).
Nov. 21 — Oil and Water
(Two parts— Drama)
(Blograph — Reissue No. 99).
Nov. 27 — The
Influence
of
the
Unknown
(Drama)
(Blograph - Reissue
No.
100).

Nov. 29 — The Wages of Sin (Three parts — Dr.)
(Biograpli Reissue No. 101).
Nov.

Nov. 15 —
Nov. 18 —
Nov. 21 —
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

22 —
25 —
28 —
29 —
—

Dec.

ESSANAY.
Heart
of Virginia
Keep
(Three
parts — Drama ) .
Easy Ed (Two
parts — Comedy).
A Safe Proposition
(Comedy).
What I Said Goes (Three parta— Dr.).
Not
In
the
News
(Two
parts —
Drama! .
Canimated
Nooz
Pictorial
No.
20
(Cartoon — Comedy) — A Scenic Suhject on the same reel.
His
Moral
Code
(Three
parts —
Drama).
Unto the Least of These (Two parts —
Drama).
Some
Bravery
(Comedy).
The Border Line (Three parts — Dr.).
A Tin Soldier (Two parts — Comedy).
Dreamy Dud Joyriding With Princess
Zlim (Cartoon — Comedy).
A scenic subject on the same reel.

4 — The

Nov,
7—
Nov.
8—
Nov. 11 —
Nov. 14 —

2— The

1

List of Current Film Release Dates

Final

Fraud

(Three

parts— Dr. K

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

KALEM.
7 — A Desperate Duel (Comedy).
8 — The Witch of the Dark House (No. 14
of the Girl from Frisco) ( Two
parts — Drama).
10 — The Man from Yukon (No. 4 of Grant.
Police Reporter)
(Drama).
11 — Hazards of Helen railroad series No.
Lone Point
Mystery."
14 — ThelOo.
New"The
Salesman
(Comedy).
15 — The Mystery of the Brass Bound Chest
(No. 15 of "The Girl From Frisco") (Two parts — Drama).
17 — The Rogues Pawn (No. 5 of "Grant,
Police Reporter")
(Drama).
18 — The Runaway Sleeper. No. 106 of the
"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series) (Drama).
21 — Rival Fakers
(Comedy).
22 — The Fight for Paradise Valley (No.
16 of "The Girl from "Frisco")
(Two
parts — Drama) .
24 — The House of Three Deuces (No. 6
of "Grant. Police Reporter")
(Dr.).
24 — The Forgotten Train Order (No. 107
of the "Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series ) ( Drama ) .
28 — Dudes for a Day (Comedy).
29 — Border
Wolves
(No. 17 of the "Girl
From "Frisco")
(Two parts — Dr.).
1 — The Wizard's Plot (No. 7 of "Grant,
Police Reporter")
(Drama).
2— The Trial Run (No. 107 of the "Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series)

( Drama) .

SELTO.
Xov.
2 — The Sellg-Trlbune. No. 88,1916 (Top.).
.Nov.
5— Tom's
Sacrifice (Drama).
Nov.
6 — So Shall Ye Reap (Two parts — Dr.).
ical).
Nov. 6— The Sellg-Trlbune No. 8D, 1916 (TopNov. 9— Theical).
Sellg-Trlbune No. 90. 1916 (TopNov. 11 — When Cupid Slipped (Comedy).
Drama).
Nov. 13 — The— Temptation
of Adam (Three parts

VIM

Nov. 18 — The Girl Detective
(Drama).
Nov. 20 — TheDrama).
Sheriffs Blunder (Two parts —
Nov. 20— The Selig-Trlbune No. 93, 1916
(Topical).
Nov. 23— The Selig-Trlbune No. 94, 1916
(Topical).
Nov. 2o — Hedge of Heart's Desire (Comedy).
Nov. 27 — Following the Flag (Three parts —
Drama).
Nov. 27— The Selig-Tribune No. 95, 1916 (Top.).
Nov. 30— Tbe Selig-Tribune No. 96, 1916 (Top.).
Dec.
2 — Mistakes Will Happen
f Drama).

FEATURE

COMEIDT.

Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
.Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

25 — Green Eyes (Comedy).
1 — Gertie's Garters
(Comedy).
8 — Marked No Funds (Comedy).
I.') — His Wedding Promise
(Comedy).
22 — The Good Stenographer
(Comedy).
20 — Hubby's Chicken
t Comedy).

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
-Nov.
-Nov.
Nov.

VIM.
9 — A Warm Reception
(Comedy)
10 — Hot Dogs (Comedy).
16 — Pipe Dreams
(Comedy)
17 — Good and Proper (Comedy).
23 — Mother's
Child
(Comedy).
24 — Money Maid Men (Comedy).
30 — The Prize Winners (Comedy).

Dec.

1 — Ambitious Ethel

Dec.

1 — Have You Heard About Little? (Com.).
VITAGRAPH.

(Comedy).

Oct. 30— The New Porter (Comedy).
Nov.
3 — The Game that Failed (Comedy).
Not. 4 — The Heart of a Fool (Three parte —
Drama)
(Broadway Star Feature).
Nov.
6 — New York Rapid Transit
(Comedy).
Nov. 10 — Weary Willie's Birthday
(Comedy).
Nov. 13 — The Second Story Ringer (Comedy).
Nov. 17 — The Luck of Jane (Comedy).
Nov. 18 — Theture).
Man Who Went Sane (Three parts
— Drama) ( Broadway Star FeaNov. 20 — The Fasters
(Comemdy).
Nov. 24 — Justice A La Carte (Comedy).
Nov. 27 — Taking the Honey Out of Honeymoon
(Comedy).

General Film Company Feature*

Nov. 13— Theical).
Sellg-Trlbune No. 91. 1916 (TopNov. 16— Theical).
Sellg-Trlbune No. 92, 1916 (Top-

1374.)

BROADWAY
Nov.

STAR

FEATURES.

4 — The

Heart
of a Fool
Three parts — Drama).
Nov. 18 — The
Who
Went
Sane
Three parts — Drama).
KNICKERBOCKER
Drama).
Nov. 10 — The
Question

Prama of) .
Nov. 17 — Target
Nov. 24 — Twin
Dec,
1 — Butts

A Welcome Visitor Each Week in Every Business Home
- ^c,,.
Pictures Are of Interest

(Vltagraph —
(Vltagraph —

STAR

FEATURE.

Mark

(Three

parts—.

(Two

parts —

Dreams

Souls (Three
Casey— Crook

parts — Drama).
(Two parts— Dr.).

Where Moving

The Moving Picture World
Is Admirably Adapted to Carry Any Little
Message Which You May Wish to Send

Our Classified Advertisements at Five Cents Per Word
Will Produce Remarkable Results — One Dollar for Twenty Words or Less.
Send Copy, with remittance, to CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO., 17 Madison Avenue, New York City

'
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Screencraft
or

The Making

of a Photoplay

By Louis Reeves

Harrison

Has Just Come From the Presses
A scholarly examination of the new art of writing for the picture screen
which points the way for better results thoroughly and logically through dethe day. ductions In' one of the ablest and most widely experienced screen authors of
This latest addition to the list of Chalmers Publishing Company books dealing with the motion picture art has already received the unqualified endorsement of some of the foremost men in the industry and will be found invaluable by photoplay writers who are making a serious study of their work.
It is a University Education on the Subject!
Artistically Bound in Cloth.
Price $2.00 the Copy, Postpaid
Published by

—The Chalmers Publishing Co.—
(Publishers of the

Schiller Bldg.,
Chicago, 111.
Order Direct From

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD)

1 7 Madison Ave.,
New York City

Haas Bldg.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

Our Nearest Office or Through Your Local Bookseller

Exhibitors of Maryland
A Special Meeting has been called by the President of the National
Organization for Sunday, November 26th, at the Hotel Emerson, in
the City of Baltimore. The hour is three o'clock in the afternoon.
It seems to be the prevailing opinion among exhibitors in Baltimore
and throughout the state that

Organization is the Prime Need
of the Hour
All exhibitors in Maryland are therefore urged to attend and make
the new organization an instrument of good and a material advantage
to themselves. The Moving Picture World, admittedly the best friend
of the organized exhibitor, is printing this call at the request of a number of prominent exhibitors in the City of Baltimore.
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AND

MUTUAL

PROGRAMS

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 1372, 1374.)

Universal Film Mlg. Co.
ANIMATED
WEEKLY.
Not. 22— Number 47 iToplcah.
Nov. 29— Number 48 (Topical).
Dec. 6— Number 49 (Topical).
BIG U.
Nov. 16— Life's MaelBtrom
(Two
parU— Dr.).
Nov 17- The Long Search
(Special).
(Drama)
Nov, 23 — No release this day.
Nov. 23 — Accusing Evidence (Drama)
(Special).
Nov. 26— The Heroine ot San Juan (Two parts
-Drama)
(Special).
Nov 30— The Mother Call (Drama).
Dec. 1 — The Circle of Death (Drama) (Special).
Dec. 7 — (No release this day).
Dec. 7— Seeds of Jealousy (Drama)
(Special).
BISON.
18— The— Son
of a Rebel Chlet (Two parts
Drama).
Nov. 25 — The Lost Lode (Two parts— Drama).
Dec. 2 — The Greater Power (Two parU — Dr.).
Dec. 9 — The Good Woman
(Two parts — Dr.).
GOLD

SEAL.

Thy Country (Thre partsNot. 14— Honor
Drama).
Nov. 21— The— Woman
Drama). He Feared (Three parts
Nov. 28— Should She Have Told (Three partsDrama).
Dec. 5 — Ashes (Three parts— Drama).
IMP.
Not. 19— The Thread of Life (Two partsDrama)
(Special).
Nov. 22 — When He Came Back (Drama.
Nov. 24— Circumstantial
Guilt (Two partsDrama.)
Nov. 26 — No release this day.
Nov. 30 — The Heel of the Law (Two parts — Dr.).
Dec. 1— The Draina).
Mansard Mystery (Two parte —
Dec
3— The Wall of Flame (Drama).
-Dec 8— The Call of the Unborn (Two part&—
Drama).
Dec 10 — (No release this day).
.Dec. 10 — Bubbles (Drama)
(Special).
JOKER.
Nov. 1ft— Their First Arrest (Comedy).
Nov. 25 — A Janitor's
VendetU
(Comedy).
Dec
2— Scrapplly Married (Comedy).
Dec
9— The Tramp Chef (Comedy).
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

15 —
18 —
23 —
25 —
25 —
29 —

Dec

2—

Dec
Dec.

6—
6—

Dec.

9—

LAEMMLE.
No release this day.
No release this day.
The Emerald Pin (Two parta — Dr.).
No release this day.
Her Message to Heaven (Drama).
The Last of the Morgans (Two parts
— Drama).
A
Designing
Woman
(Drama —
Special).
(No release this day).
The
Children
Shall
Pay
(Drama)
(Special).
(No release this day).
L.-KO.

LNOT. 8— No release this day.
Not. 12 — No release this day.
Nov. 15 — A Million Dollar Smash
(Two
parta
— Comedy).
Nov. 22 — Where
Is My
Wife?
(Two
parts —
Comedy).
Nov. 29 — Eat and Grow Hungry
(Comedy).
Dec. 1 — Tattle Tale Alice (Comedy).
Dec
3 — No release this day.
Dec.
6 — The High Divers Curse Two parts —
Comedy) .
Nov.
)i70T.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec
Dec.

13 —
17 —
20—
24 —
27 —
4—
8—

NESTOR.
Knights of the Bath Tub (Comedy).
A Capable Lady Cook (Comedy).
How Do You Feel* (Comedy).
Married
a Year
(Comedy).
The White Turkey (Comedy).
Pass the Prunes (Comedy).
Oh You Honeymoon
(Comedy).

Mutual Film Corp.

POWERS.

Not. 26— Sammy
Johosin
at
the
Sea
Side
( Cartoon — Comedy ) .
— In and Around Ancient Japan (Educational).
Nov. 30 — The Fascinating Model
(Comedy).
— At the Top
of the
World— Alaska
(Educational).
Dec.
3 — Sammle
Johnsln's
Love Affair (Comedy-Cartoon).
— Ancient India (Educational).
Dec.
7-^(No release this day).
Dec 10 — The Trials of a Movie
Cartoonist
(Comedy-Cartoon).
— Superstitious Ceylon
(Educational).
RED
Nov.

FEATHER.

6 — The

Place
Beyond
the Winds
(Five
parts — Drama) .
Nov. 13— The Heritage
of Hate
(Five parts —
Drama).
Nov. 20 — The — Drama
Devil's 1 . Bondwoman
(Five parta
Nov. 27 — The Mainspring
Dec.
4 — Kinkaid, Gambler

(Five parts — Dr.).
(Five parts — Dr.)

REX.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec
Dec.
Dec.

10 —
16 —
17 —
iJ
—
26—
1—
9—
10—

The Eyes of Love (Drama).
The Diamond
Lure (Drama).
No release this day.
Lost
in
Babylon
No release this day.(Drama).'
No release this day.
A Story from Life (Drama)
(Special).
The Penalty of Treason (Drama).
VICTOR.

Nov. 14 — Nd release this day.
Nov. 14— A cial).
Case
of Beans
(Comedy)
(SpeNov. 19 — Her Chance (Comedy).
Nov. 21 — No release this day.
Nov. 21- Felix
Gets
In
Wrong
(C^omedy)
Not. 28 — No (Special).
release this day.
Nov. 30 — No release this day.
Dec
3 — Just Her Luck
(Two parts — ComedyDrama).
Dec. 5 — (No release this day).
Dec.
5— His Golden Hour (Comedy)
(Special).
Dec
7 — The Drama).
Shadow
(Two
parts — Comedy —
— Racoons
(Educatlonel).
UNIVERSAL
Nov. 24 — Number
Dec.
8 — Number
UNIVERSAL

SCREEN

MAGAZINE.

1,
2.
SPECIAL

FEATURE.

Oct 16 — Liberty No. 10. "The Human Targets"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 23 — Liberty No. 11, "A Daughter of Ma»B"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 24 — Society Hypocrttes (Three parts — Dr.).
Oct. 30— Liberty No. 12, "For the Flag"" (Two
parts — Drama) .
Not.
6 — Liberty
No. IS "Strtfe and Sorrow"
(Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 13 — Liberty
No. 14, "A Modem
Joan of
Arc"
(Two
parts — Drama).
Nov. 20 — Liberty No. 15, '"The Flag of Truce"
(Two
parts — Drama).
Nov. 27— Liberty
No. 16. "Court
Martlalled"'
(Two parts — Drama).
Dec.
4 — Liberty
No. 17, "A Trail of Blood"
{Two parts — Drama).
UNIVERSAL
(STATE
RIGHTS).
October — Idle Wives (Seven parts — Drama).

Bluebird Photoplay, Inc.
Nov. 13 — A
Nov. 20 —
Nov. 27 —
Dec.

4—

Dec. 11 —

Stranger
from
Somewhere
(Five
parts — Drama).
The Measure of a Man (Five parts —
Drama).
The Drama)
Bugler . of Algiers (Five parts —
The Sign of the Poppy
(Five parts —
Drama).
ThePrlceof Silence (Five parts — Dr.).

AMERICAN.
Nov.
fl— The FlEht on the Dam
(Drama).
Nov. 23— The (Reissue).
Star Bucks (Two parts — Drama)
Nov. 23 — Calamity
Ann
Guardian
(Comedy)
(Reissue).
Dec.
2 — The Capture of Rattlesnake Ike (Dr.)
(Reissue).
BEAUTY.
Oct. 10 — That Sharp Note (Comedy),
Oct. 31— The Last Thrust
(Comedy).
Oct. 31 — The Spartan Spleen
(Comedy).
CUB.
Oct. 28— When Clubs Were Trumps (Comedy).
Nov.
3 — Nearly a Hero
(Comedy).
Nov. 10 — His BluBhlng Bride (Comedy).
Nov. IT — Her Sun-Kissed
Hero
(Comedy).
ECLAIR.
Nov. 4 — The Drama).
Eternal
Challenge (Two
parts —
Nov. 11 — The Drama).
Unpardonable
Sin (Two
Drama).
Nov. IS — The
Bad
Samaritan (Two

Nov.

FILM
D-ART.
— Drama).
6 — The Ten O'clock Mystery

parts —
parts —

(Three parte

GAUMONT.
azine).
Nov. 12— Reel Life, No. 28 (Mutual

Film Mag-

Nov. 14 — Mutual Tours of the World
(Travel).
Nov. 15 — See America First, No. 62 (Scenic).
— Kartoon
Komlcs
(Cartoon — Comedy).
azine).
Nov. 19— Reel Life No. 29 (Mutual Film MagNov. 21 — Mutual
Tours Around the World, No.
3 (Travel).
Nov. 22 — See America First, No. 63 (Scenic).
— Kartoon
Komlcs
(Cartoon-Comedy).
Nov. 23 — Vampires,
No. 1, "The
Detective's
Head"
(Three parts — Drama).
Nov. 26 — Reel Life, No. 30 (Mutual Film Magazine).
Nov. 28 — Mutual Tours Around the World, No.
4 (Travel).
Nov. 29 — See zine).
America Firet, No. 64 (Scenic).
— Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon-Comedy).
Dec.
3 — Reel Life, No. 31 (Mutual Film MagaNov. 13 — His
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

16 —
20 —
25 —
27 —

Nov.
8—
Nov. 15 —
Nov. 22—
Nov. 29—

MUTUAL.
Guardian
Drama). Angel

(Two

parts —

Film d'Art (Three parts — Drama).
MIsmated
(Two parts — Drama).
Within
the Lines
(Drama).
WhenDrama).
the Tide Turned
(Two parts —
MUTUAL WEEKLY.
Number 97 (Topical).
Number 98 (Topical).
Number 99 (Topical).
Number 1(K) (Topical).

, MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION.
Nov. 27 — A Dream
or Two Ago
(Five parts —
Drama)
(No. 156).
^ov. 30 — Miss Jackie of tbe Navy
(Five parts
— Drama)
(No. 157).
MUTUAL
CHAPLIN.
One A. M. (Two parts — Comedy).
edy).
The Pawnshop
(Two parts—Comedy).
Nov. 13 — Behind the Screen
(Two parts— C!omMUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
DE LUXK.
Nov. 9— East Is East
(Turner — Five parts —
Drama)
(No. 151).
Nov. 16 — Immediate Lee (American — Five parts
— Drama)
(No. 153).
MUTUAL
STAR
PRODUCTIONS.
Nov. 13 — Peck— Drama)
o' Pickles(No.
(.American
152). — Five parts
Nov. 23 — Lone
Star
( American — Five parts —
Drama)
(No. 155).
NOVELTY.
Nov. 25 — An Artful Dodge
(Comedy).
(Mutual Releases oontinaed on page 1394.)
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In Local News Gathering
The MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Is in a Class by Itself
THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD is the
only journal in the industry making a specialty
of local news of exhibitors and exchangemenEvery week it carries an average of fifteen pages of
up-to-date record of the happenings among the
film men all over the United States and Canada —
of a social as well as of a business description.
In "Trade News of the Week" the Moving Picture World
g^ves the hve exhibitor a sidelight on conditions among his
contemporaries in other showmanship fields; it keeps the keen
exchangeman and his subordinates in touch with the personality
and doings of their competitors in other distributing groups as
well as informed of the progress of their confreres, those
working under the same general orders that come to the
branch office. Over ten thousand dollars annually is expended
to keep this department "up to the scratch."
The Moving Picture World in this one section covers the news
of the men engaged in the distribution and exhibition of motion
pictures from the Atlantic to the Pacific and north of the Rio
Grande.
No other trade journal attempts to devote the space and
the effort to this important department of motion picture publication news gathering as is to be found every week in the
Moving Picture World.

And

^^ Trade
News
of
the
Week"
is but one of
informing divisions of ttiis journal maintained
for tlte motion picture industry.

many

Let the Mail Man bring the Moving Picture World to your door
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

FEATLTRES

AND

MISCELLANEOUS

PROGRAMS

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 1372,
iMUrtual Releases continued frcmi page 1392.)
SIGNAL, FILM CORPORATION.
Nov. 13 — A Lass of the Lumberlands,
No. 4,
•'A Deed of Daring"
tTwo parts —
Drama).
Nov. 20 — A Lass of the Lumberlands,
No. 5
(Two parts — Drama).
VOGUE.
Nov. 12 — Picture
Pirates
(Two
parts — Com.).
Nov. 19 — With or Without
(Two parts— Com.).
Nov. 26 — Up the Flue (Comedy).
Dec.
3— The Wicked
City (Two parts— Com.).

Metro Pictures Corporation.
COLUMBIA.
Oct. 30— The Gates of Edea (Five parts — Dr.).
POPULAR
PLAYS
AND
PLAYERS.
Sov. 6 — Extravagance
(Five parts — Drama).
Dec.
4 — The orchid Lady (Five parts — Drama)
QUALITt.
October — Romeo
and
Juliet
(Five Parts — Dr.)
(Special Release).
ROLFE.
Nov. 27 — Sunbeam
(Five parts — Drama).
Dec. 11— The Drama).
Stolen
Triumph
(Five • parts —
Dec. IS — The Awakening of Helena Richie (Five
parts — Drama).
YORKE.
Not. 20 — Big Tremalne
(Five parts — Dr.).

Paramount Pictures Corp.
BLACK DIAMOND COMEDIES.
Nov. 13 — A Villainous
Pursuit
(Comedy).
Nov. 27 — Their Counterfeit Vacation
(Comedy).
FAMOUS
PLAYERS.
Nov. 27— Nanette
of the Wilds
(Five parts —
Dramas.
Dec.
4 — A Coney Island Princess (Five parts —
Drama).
Dec. 18 — Traveling Salesman (Five parts — Dr.).
Not. 13 — The Plow LA
GirlSKY'.
(Five parts — Drama).
Nov. 16 — The Years of the Locust (Five parts —
Drama).
Dec. 11 — Oliver Twist
(Five parts — Drama).
Dec. 14 — Victoria Cross (Five parts — Drama).
MOROSCO.
Dec.
7 — The Road to Love (Five parts — Dr.).
PALLAS.
Not.
8 — A Son of Erin (Five parts — Drama).
PARAMOUNT.
Nov. 80— Martyrdom
of Phillip Strong
(Five
parts — Drama).
PARAMOUNT-BRAY CARTOONS.
Nov 16 — Colonel Heeza Liar Hobo (Cartoon —
Comedy).
Nov. 23 — Bobby Bumps Queers the Choir (Cartoon— Comedy ) .
Nov. 30— What Happened to Willie (CartoonComedy).
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMESNov. 20— British Egypt (Scenic).
Nov. 27 — The Real Streets of Cairo (Scenic).
Dec. 4 — The Lower Nile (Scenic).
Dec. 11 — The Upper Nile (Scenic).

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
ASTRA.
Shielding
Shadow.
No. 8,
Haunting Hand" (Two parts —
Nov. 26 — The Shielding
Shadow.
No. 9,
Captive"
(Two
—Incorrigible
Drama).

Nov. 19 — The

Dec.

Shielding
Shadow.
No. 10,
Disappearing
Mantle"
(Two
—
Drama).
Dec.
3 — Pearl
of the
Army.
No.
1,
Traitor" (Two parts — Drama).
GOLD
ROOSTER
PLAYS.
July 17 — The — Shadow
Drama). of Her Past (Five
Not.

3— The

"The
Dr.).
"The
parts

6— The
Hidden
Valley
Drama).
Nov. 12 — Shadows and Sunshine
Comedy — Drama ) .

(Five
(Five

"The
parts
"The
parts

partsparts —

Nov. 19— The — World
Drama).and the Woman

( Five parts

and the Woman
(Five parts —
Nov. 26 — ArmsDrama).
— Drama).
3— Divorce
and the Daughter (Five parts
Dec.
PATHE.
.Nov. 19 — The Warning (Three parts — Drama).
Nov. 19_A City's Milk Supply (Industry).
— Here—Colored).
and Tbere
in Spain
(Scenic —
Nov. 26 — The Ri'surre'tion
(Three
parts — Dr.).
Nov.
26 — Florence
Rose Fashions
No. 9. "The
Beginning
of the Social
Season"
(Fashion).
Dec.
Old Fogy (Three parts — Drama).
Dec. 33—— The
Life of Our Saviour
(Seven
parts^ —
Drama)
(Colored).
3 — How Matches Are Made (Industrial).
— The Island of Kyuschu,
Southernmost
Japan (Scenic) (Colored).
Nov.
Number PATHE
94, l'.H6NEW'S.
(Topical).
Nov. 22—
25 — Number 95. 1916 (Topical).
Nov. 29 — Number 9(1. 1016 (Topical).
Dec. 2— Number 97, 1916 (Topical)
Dec. 6— Number 9S, 1!)16 (Topical).
Dec. 0— Number 09, 1016 (Topical).
ROLIN.
Nov. 12— Luke — Gladiator
(Comedy).
Nov. 19 — Luke Patient Provider (Comedy).
Nov. 26 — Luke's
Newsie
Knockout
(Comedy).
Dec. 3 — Luke's Movie Muddle (Comedy).

Triangle Film Corporation.
Nov. 12 —
.Nov.
19 —
Nov.
—
Dec. 26
2—

FINE ARTS.
Drama). Aristocracy
American

( Five

parts —

The Drama)
Microscopic
Mystery (Five parts —
.
The Children
Pay (Five parts— Dr.).
Drama).of the Feud
Children
(Five parts-

INCE.
— Jim Grimsby's Boy (Five parts — Dr.).
Nov. 12
Nov.
19— The Drama).
Honorable
Algy
( Five
parts —
Nov. 26 — The Devil's Double (Five parts — Dr.).
2
—
The
Criminal
(Five
parts—
Drama).
Dec.
KEYSTONE.
Sept, 24 — His Busted Trust (Two parts — Com.).
Sept.
Oct. 24 — A Calico Vampire (Two parts — Com.).
1 — Haystacks
(Two
parts —
Comedy).and Steeples
1 — The Com.).
Lady
Drummer
vTwo
parts —

Unicom Film Service.
BUFFALO.
Oct. 30 — The Rose of the Prairie (Drama).
Nov.
4 — The Brand of the Sagebrush
(Dr.).
GAYETY.
Nov.
3 — Fathe
Was Right (Comedy).
HIPPO.
Oct. 30 — Dan
Daly's Nightmare
(Comedy).
Nov.
2 — Billy Forgot
(Comedy).
JOCKEY.
Oct. 31 — Love and Kerosene
(Comedy).
JUDY.
Oct. 19 — Over the Hills (Comedy).
Oct. 22 — Dl*tposIng
of a Lover
(Comedy).
Nov.
1 — Married Misery
(Comedy).
Nov.
4 — His Disjointed Honeymoon
(Comedy).
PURITAN.
Oct. 30 — Heart of the Flame
(Drama).
Nov.
1 — Naked Souls (Drama).
RANCHO.
Oct. 31 — The Echo of France (Drama).
Not.
2 — The Trail of the Rattlesnake
(Two
parts — Drama).
SUNSET.
Oct.
4— The Strength of the Conscience (Dr.)
Nov,
SUPREME.
<^Tbp Gulltv One rxwo parto — Drama).
Nov.
-Life's
Stepping
Stones (Three partsDrama).
UNICORN.
Nov.
3 — Mayor's Wife (Two parts — Drama).

1374.)
UTAH.
of
Vengeance
of
Dan
McGrew
(Drama).
1— "Neath Texan Skies (Drama).

Oct. 21 — The
Nov.

Feature
ARTCRAFT

Releases
PICTURES

CORP.

Nov.

6 — Less Than the Dust (Mary PlckfordSeven parts — Drama).
CHRISTIE
FILM
CO.
Nov. l.S — His Friend, the Elephant (Comedy).
Nov. 20— Some Kid (Comedy).
Nov. 27 — Tramp, Tramp, Tramp
(Comedy).
Nov.

CONSOLIDATED FILM CORPORATION.
6— The Crimson
Stain Mystery
No. 12,
Drama).
"The
Restless Spirit" (Two parts-

Nov. 13 — The Crimson Stain Mystery, No. 13,
"The Despoiling Brutes" (Two
parts — Drama).
.N'ov. 20 — The Crimson Stale Mystery No. 14
(Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 27 — The Crimson Stain Mystery, No. 15
(Two parts — Drama).
EXCLUSIVE
FEATURES
INC.
October — -La Tosca
(Two
parts — Drama).
FOX
FILM
CORPORATION.
Ott. 23 — Romeo and Juliet (Five parts — Dr.).
Nov.
6 — Sins of Her Parent (Five parts — Dr.).
Nov. 13 — The Mediator (Five parts — Drama).
-Nov. 20 — Jealousy
(Five parts — Drama).
FROHMAN
AMUSEMENT
CORP.
October — The Conquest of ranaan
(Drama).
Drama).
November — The Witching Hour
(Seven parts —
GRE.\TER
VITAGRAPH
(V-L-S-E,
INC.).
Nov. 13 — The Scarlet Runner No. 7 "The Red
Whiskered
Man"
Vltagraph
(Two
parts — Drama).
■Nov. 13 — The Price of Fame
(Vltagraph — Five
parts — Drama).
Nov. 20 — The Dollar and the Law (VJtagraph —
Five parts — Drama).
Nov. 20 — The
Scarlet
Runner,
No.
8, "The
Drama).and the King" (Two parts —
Glove
Nov. 27 — An Enemy to the King (Vltagraph —
Five parts — Drama) .
Nov. 27 — The Scarlet Runner, No. 9. "The Gold
Cigarette
Case"
( Vltagraph — Two
DramaSouth
I.
Dec.
4 — Roseparts
of — the
(Vltagraph — Fire
parts — Drama ) .
Dec.
4 — The Scarlet Runner. No. 10. "The Lost
Girl"
(Vltagraph — Five
parts —
Drama).
Dec. 11 — The Scarlet Runner, No. 11, "The Missing Chapter" (Two parts — Drama).
Dec. 11 — The Enemy
(Five parts — Drama).
HERALD
FILM CORPORATION.
— Drama).
October. — Prima
Donna's Husband
(Five

parts

INTERNATIONAL
FILM
SERVICE
INC.
Nov.
7 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No. 89, 1916 (Topical).
Nov.
9 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
— Drama).
No.
90, 1916 (Topical).
Nov. 13 — Beatrice Fairfax, No. 15 (Two parts
Nov. 13 — The

Jockey of Death
(Mllano^Flve
parts — Drama) .
Nov. 14 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No. 91, 1016 (Topical).
Nov. 16 — Hearst- International
News
Pictorial,
No. Drama).
92. lOlfi (Topical).
—
Nov. 20 — Beatrice
Fairfax, No. 16 (Two parts
Nov. 21 — Hearst-International
News
No. 93. 1016 (Topical).
Nov. 23 — Hearst-International
News
No. 04. 1916 (Topical).
Nov. 28 — Hearst-International
News
No. On. 1910 (Topical).
Nov. 30 — Hearst-International
News
No. 96, 1916 (Topical).

Pictorial,
Pictorial,
Pictorial,
Pictorial,
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cess=House That
tea
P=S
esdy ToSucThe
Com
Shows Clear Pictures
riic crowds follow the novi-ltics— that is true.
Hut they stick to the houses that show the clear,
vivid pictures week after week, when the passing
interest of novelty is gone.

period of years, the marked dependability—these are the qualities that
have made it desirable, for your interests and our own, to place the
identifying stencil mark
((

AN'*
EAon StheTM
margin of our

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER.

film.

COMPANY
N. Y.

l>
omses
i"n '[[en
^a
tio
jeccl
Prous

put the film story on the screen with brilliant
illumination and sharp definition to the extreme
corners.
of footage.They bring out all there is in every bit
With a Bausch & Lomb equipment yours will
be the house with the steady patronage — and
your operator will be contented.
Edison and Nicholas Power Machines are regul;irly equipped with these lenses — and you can
t;rt them throufjli any film exchansfe.

Bausch
^ Ipmb OP^'cal
(o.
566 ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER, tir&
New York
Washington
Chicago
San Francisco
Lcadimj American MnkPTS of Photoaropliic an/1 Ophthahtiic Lenses.
Microscopes. Projection Lanterns < Balopticonst , arui other hiqhi/rnth' optical productf!.

By J. H. HALLBERG

THIS WORK

COVERS

ELECTRICITY
ELECTRIC
SERVICE
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS
REFERENCE
TABLES,
ETC
An ap-to-date treatment of Moving Picture Theater
Electric Installation and Projection, by a practical,
experienced, electrical expert.
nfautratad and SubstantiaUj Bound. ZM Pac**.
tlSt per Copy.
Pottaca Paid.

MOVING
PICTURE
17 Madison Avenue

WORLD
New York

More Light — Less Current
That is the advantage of direct over alternating
current.
White light, more patrons, more profits.
That's the Wagner White Light Converter.
Send for Bulletin 10923.

Ma nil fa <5turini G>mpany.

St. Louis, Mo.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

IVAN

(For Daily Calendar
PRODUCTIONS.

FILM

November — ^The Sex Lure (Six parts — Drama).
Dec.
1 — Enlighten Thy Daughter (Five parts —
Drama).

Not.

FEATIIRES

Dec. 11 — A
THE

.\'ov. 19 — The Drama).
Madness

FORUM.

FILM

C0RP0R.4TI0N.

SUNBEAM

MOTION

Oct. — Somewhere

(Seven

PICTURE

In Geor^a

parts — Dr.).

CORPOBATION-

(Drama).

1374.")
PIONEER
FEATURE
FILM
CORPORATION.
October— The Soul of a Child (Five parts — Dr.).
SHERMAN
October— The
l"Nir\'

Crisis
SALES

ELLIOTT,

INC.

(Selig— Seven

parts — Dr.).

CORPORATION.

Oct. '60 — Tweedledum'B
Comedy). Busy Night (Two parta —

(SoTen parts —

December — The Passion Flower (Drama).
EUROPEAN
FILM CO.
November — Fighting
for Verdun
( Five parts —
Topical).

Not. 13 — The Yellow Menace. No. 11, "The Half
Breed's
Drama). Hatred" (Two parta—

Who

GRAFTON

G.

Dared

CORPORA-

PUBLISHING

Oct. — Argonauts
of
Drama).
M.

California

CO.
( Ten

parts —

S.

MOSS

MOTION

PICTURE

Nov.

Drama).
6 — Humanizing

Mr. Wlnsby (Five parts —

Not. 20 — The Yellow Menace, No. 12, "The
Drama).
Aeroplane
Accident" ( Two parta —
Not. 27 — The Yellow Menace, No. 13, "The Sky
Drama).
and
the Submarine"
(Tw« parts —

BATNES.

Nov. — Kitchener's
Great
Army
in the Battle
of the Somme
(Five parts^Dr.).
B.

SIGNET

(Five parts —

MOTION'TION.PICTURE

Nov. — The Woman

Oct. 2 — Motion Picture Portrait Studies of
President Wilson and His Cabinet —
the U. S. Government in Action.

Nov.— The Masque of Life

(Five parts —

Married

D

Oct. 30— The Yellow Menace, No. 0. "The Time
Clock Bomb" (Two parts — Drama).
\ov.
6— TheDrama).
Yellow Menace. No. 10. "A Me«sage from the Sky"
(Two parts —

CALIFORNIA

( Essanay — Five parts —

SELZXICK PICTURES.
November — War Brides (Herbert Brenon — Dr.).
Not. — The Foolish Virgin
(Drama).
Nov.— Panthea
( Drama) .
December — The .A.rgyle Case (Drama).

of Helen

States Right Features

(Essanay — Five parts

PICTURE

1372,

Dec.
3 — All Man
(Five parts — Drama).
Dec. 10— The Rise of Susan
(Five parts— Dr.).

Message to Garcia (Edison — Five
pa rts — Drama ) .
MOTION

PROGRAMS

of Program Releases See Pages
WORLD PICTURES.

Not. i3— The— Cossack
Drama). Whip (Edison— Five parts

Dec. 4 — The Breaker
Drama).

MISCELLANEOUS

Nov. 26 — The Drama).
Men She

KLEINE-EDISON-SEJLTG-ESSAN'AY.
6 — The Prince of Graustark
(Essanay—
Five parts — Drama).

Not. 20 — The— Drama).
Chaperon

AND

COR.

Dec- 4 — The Yellow Menace, No. 14, "The Interrupted Nuptials" (Two parts —
Drama).
— Drama).
Dec 11 — The Yellow Menace, No. 15 (Two parts

Oct.— The Power of Evil (Drama).
NoTember — Boots and Saddles
( Drama ) .
MONARCH
PHOTO-PLAT
CO.. INC.
— Drama).Sense
October— Common
Brackett
(Six
part*

A. & H. M. WARNER.
November — Robinson
Crusoe (Five parts — Dr.).
ESSANAY.

r^

-vt^A^P

H

^HE EXHI
R IS ON
BITTO
MO
JOGR

^s^ ov

Every Live, Wide-Awake Exhibitor is placing the MOTIOGRAPH in his booth because
it has been proven to him that it is the most satisfactory, reliable and economical projecting machine on the market today.

PRICES

THE

$250.00 for Hand-Driven Equipment.
\ $285.00 for Motor-Driven Equipment.

ENTERPRISE

OPTICAL

MFG.

COMPANY

574 W. RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
Western Office: 833 Market Street, San Francisco, CaL
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You Don't

MOVING

Need

TICKET SELLERS or TICKETS
For Your Motion Picture Theatre!

t^^

Use Our New

f%

Automatic
Register

^^^^A

Especially devised to fill
the daily needs of Motion
Picture Theatres. Parks
and Fairs.

This
Wonderful
Device will Save
You Hundreds of
Dollars EachYear
— and
Money
Saved
Is Money
Earned !
Write
Today
for
Illustrated Circular
and List of Prices

'wM^^^lHr
^^^mti^^^^^^^w
K^^^^BV
■I

^B

1Ho^K^^^^B
hJh

iffir^^^^H^

WORLD

Now
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Booking Exclusively With
Further Interference

SELIG'S

TH

DE LUXE

No

EDITION

New Prints

E S
P0

12 REELS

Now Completely
Told in 12,000
Feet of Film.

Great
Alaskan^Story
Rex Beach's

IL
£R

bBa^^^^Km

JOHNSTOWN
AUTOMATIC
REGISTER &

^^^^^^^^^^^I^H
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1
^HHI^HIi^^^H
^^^^^^^^^^^|H
^■■^^^H^^HH

Manufacturing Co.
JOHNSTOWN,

^^^K^7^^

PICTURE

PA.

S

Missouri,
Nebraska,
Iowa,
Kansas,
Minnesota, South Dakota, North Dakota,
Montana.
Write or Wire for Immediate

Engagements.

Infringers on "The Spoilers^ Enjoined.
Judge Reid, Judge of the District Court of the United
States for the Northern District of Iowa, Cedar Rapids
division, sitting at Dubuque, la., Friday, November 3,
after hearing arguments for two days, directed the
attorneys to prepare an order enjoining the Gate City
Feature Film Corporation from further exhibiting
"The Spoilers"
in the States of Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas.

LET THIS MOTOR RUN YOUR
MOVING
PICTURE
MACHINE
It is easy to equip your hand-driven machine
with the FIDELITY MOTOR.
PRICES
DIRECT CURRENT
ALTERNATING
CURRENT
111 Volta
no Volts. M Cyclea

$12.00
MECHANISM
Edison
Simplex
Power's
Motiograph

$14.00

ATTACHMENT
$2.50
7.00
7.50
10.00

TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER
WRITE TOD.W FOR
LAKGE SUPPLY CATALOG
Grand River
BLRKE^R'35SE.Detroit,
Mich.

608 Olive
St. Louis, Mo.

Cooncy & Verhoeven, of Chicago, together with Trewin. Simmons & Trewin, of Cedar Rapids, represented
the complainant, the Selig Polyscope Company, and
Henry Rickel, W. J. Barngrover and Rickel & Dennis
represented
the defendant.
The suit was originally brought by the Selig Polyscope Company on the 5th of July, 1916, in Cedar
Rapids, la., and claimed that the rights which Martin
& Estes had and which they claimed were assigned to
the defendant corporation had expired December 31,
1913, and that the people who were now attempting to
exhibit the picture had no right to do so. Owing to
court matters it was impossible to bring the motion
for a preliminary injunction up before the present
time, and Judge Reid consented to hear the same in
Dubuque, where the above order for injunction was
directed. — Moving Picture World, Nov. 25, 1916.

A victory for the Selig-Polyscope Co.,
protected our rights and gives us
exclusive control of above territory.

FRIEDMAN FILM CORPORATION
[300-02 Film Exchange BIdg.
MINNEAPOLIS,
MINNESOTA
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"The
tlieatre features good films, but I don't go
there often
because it's so hard on my eyes." How often this
remark
is heard.
Don't let this be said of your theatre. It's unnecessary.
You can project pictures with such clear, steady smoothness
that your audience will be unconscious that light is used at
all. Projections can be made to appear so real as to be
actually restful to the eyes. This result can be obtained by
the use of a

lran;^rteK

1908 West

Hertner

The Universal Camera
For Motion

Photography

Writ* for niutrfttMl OaUlosv*
Tlie UNIVERSAL CAMERA CO.
iu w. jukMi BIX., Ckiww

B

( IMT TUm

This will be a big
year in the moving
picture business. Install the equipment
that will enable you
to get your full share
of this business.
Write for further details
at once. You lose money
every day you do without
a "Transverter. Easily installed in any theatre. It
means
crowds, and
incre.isedlarger
popularity,

OOST YOUR

SALES IN CANADA
Use the

"BUI-L-CrilM''
"Canada's Premlor Motion Picture Journal"
Sample Copy and Rates Free

Electric

&

in exclusive patronage?
he marshalled tlie three
ing success — a quality
quality appointment:s and

^

71l|tnlr.> ^1

*- —

114th Street,

TORONTO

Because, years ago,
guardsmen [of lastestablishment with
quality service. Our

4-Page Program De Luxe

-*,'

is designed for the picture house de luxe —
your
theatre.
A inside
full week's
may bepicture
inserted
in its two
pages. program
Printed
in three colors, it comes in a series of twelve
artistic designs — twelve things of beauty
and service.
And you can make it

Write today.

Mfg.

Street

Why Does Marshall Field Control the Field

greater profits.
Don't delay.

BIOi.. Mi

Itn Usrket St. Su

106 West Richmond

Suffice to say, new
and remodeled theatres everywhere are
installing Transverters, because they
can't be fully equipped
without them. The
Transverter is a compact, simple, motor
generator that meets
every requirement for
a steady, brilliant,
easily controlled light
for artistic projection.
Guaranteed to give
satisfaction, or money
refunded.

The
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WORLD

Easily Pay for Itself

Co.

by sdlini; advcnisiiie space on llic back cover. We guarantee territurial protection. Be the tiriit served and the first
to sene this classy patronage builder. Send for samples now,

Cleveland, Ohio

CAHILL-IGOE COMPANY \!l'%Z'S:^Si:!'Z'.ri^^^ii'Il

Developing and Printing

RICHARDSON'S
HAND BOOK
MOTION

Fireproof Laboratory

PICTURE

FOR MANAGERSi'and
Published by':

OPERATORS
""'■-■

'

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

RICHARDSON'S MOTION PICTURE
HAND BOOK is a carefully prepared guide
to perfect projection.
It is an invaluable help to every single individual inthe trade who has to do with the
mechanical handling of motion picture film or
the management of a moving picture theatre.
There are over 680 Pages of Text and the
illustrations include detail diagrams of all the
leading makes of projection machines.'
Substantially Bound

In R«d Cloth $4.00

Expert and efficient service. Titles a specialty.
In the heart of the business section. Finest indoor studio on the coast, equipped with indirect
lighting, giving no glare or shadows. Rented by
the day, week or month.

Superior Films Company
ROBERT

A. BRACKETT, Manager
Entire lOth Floor

643 So. Olive

'SCREEN

Street,

Los

LIGHT THAT NEVER

Angeles.

FAILS"

'

Sent Postpaid on Receipt of Price by '

MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 17 Madison Ave., New Y on City
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 917 Schiller BIdg., Chicago, IH
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 305 Haas BIdg., Los Angeles, CI

Tffe miGINAL GOLD FIBRE SCREEN -Perfected.

,ZiMlNUSflClNEPROPUCTS COMPANY,
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GENERATOR

For Motion Picture Arc Lamps

•J^r '

Deliver* true direct current from altematuit lina*.
PRODUCING STEADY WHITE LIGHT PROJECTION OF TRUE COLOR VALUE. WITHOUT
FLICKER
OR FLARE.
It delivers 12.000 candle power on a standard sized
screen up to 120 ft. throw, or 3 times more light than
it obtained from the alternating current arc for the
same current. It also eliminates all current wasting
balancing and voltage reduction resistances, hence
will pay (or itself in this saving alone. Built in
capacities sufficient to carry two machines during
dissolve, this is accomplished without a break.
Covering but 18x15 inches of floor space, it may
be installed in the booth under the aircct control
of the operator. Running io ball bearings, it is quiet
and free from vibration.
Write for Bulletin MW.

C & C Electric & Mfg. Co.
Garwood,

N. J.

jis

Oi^ncmieiitcil
Theatres

For the fullest and latest news of the moving picture
industry in Great Britain and Europe.
For authoritative articles by leading British technical
men.
For brilliant and strictly impartial
criticisms
of all
films, read

THE BIOSCOPE

Plaster Relief Decorations
Theatres Detigned Everywber*
Writ* for lUnttratad Thaalr* CaUloc Sumt u
Siza* of Theatr* for Special DatitBi

The Leading British Trade Journal with aji International Circulation
American Correspondence hy W. Stephen Bush

THE

DECORATORS
SUPPLY
Archv Atoiim and Lao Itfaal
OBCxao, nj-

of
"Moving Picture
World"

85 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.

CO.

Specimen on Application

Stereopticon

Peace Pictures
European War

(Neutral)

New
and
Terms
_ _ _
Moderate

Pictures

Stereopticon
Lectures
Poems
presented
by
L. M. Marion.

Accompanied by violinist, pianist, operator, lantern,
etc. (when desired) for theatres, lyceums and clubs
near New York City.
Music for dances.

LOUISE M. MARION
445 W. 23rd St., New York
Phone, 10396 Chelsea

I do not lecture on
or sell motion pictures.

G. W.

BRADENBURGH

802 Vine Street
X.OCE
Sealed Orders
The Butterfly
From GuHer to Footllghti
Rebecca,
the Jewen
Nell Gwynne
World.
Flesh and the Devil

Philadelphia,
STAR
Chas. Mason
Barbara Tennant
Leah Allen
Ali Star

LENGTH
700B
50U0
5000
6000

Laura Sawder
Chas. Mason
L. Borrelll
SaphoAmerican Gentleman
An
Wm.
Bonolli
The Marked Woman
Barbara Tennant
One of Millions
Laura Saw-jcr
In the Name of Prince of Peace
Laura San-j-r
In the Land of the Head Hunters All Star
Hearts United
Wm.
BonelU

5000
5000
*000
5000
5000
5O00
^000
6O0O
4000

CONDITION
As New
Good
Good
Good
Oood
Good
As New
Good
Good
Good War
Good War
As
BrandNewNew

All •!!<? ab-ivc suppUed with one. three and six ?heet posters and photos.
iwn aiij thre<" rti-l subjects from $3.00 per rtrel up.
WriU' To fall bargain

Pa.
PRICE
100

100
100
$200
100
80
80
75
100
100
80
list.
Slnsle
SO
60

HYDROQUINONE
GENERAL
NEW YORK

CHEMICAL

COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO

THE
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PROJECTION

OF

INTOLERANCE

D W. GRIFFITH'S COLOSSAL SPECTACLE at tht LIBERTV THEATRE. NEW YORK, Introduces NEW IDEAS in the ART
of PROJECTION. Tbe WORLD'S BEST PROJECTORS »re equipped with SPECIAL SPEED CONTROLS and TIME REGISTERING DEVICES eo that the Musical Director ha» absolute control of the SPEED, thereby SYNCHRONIZING the MUSIC
oeriectly with the PICTURE. Perfect
For the Arc
WORLD'S
PROJECTORS
TIME REGISTERING Devices and
Control BEST
Rheostats,
consult the equipped
Exclusive with
Distributor

B. F. PORTER,

Quality

and

5c

Positive Printiiig ... 4c ft.

e

SatbfttttM [uriBttrd ij ov ttfteea yean' eiitfieaee

Printing
any
langaiag«

per Tinting
foot Free

Sh^'iI f kc m qunlitT mioi

IN MACHINES

A. CALEHUFF,

If You Need a New Machine
and can't afford to pay cash, write us today and
we will help you out.
Our easy payment plan enables you to purchase any make machine at a small investment.
DON'T DELAY— GET BUSY— WRITE TODAY for full particulars.

TER
ERRY
TA
NV
RO
CO
CONVERTER

FOR REAL
SUN-LIT
PICTURES

Amusement Supply Company

PREFECT REEL DISSOLVINO
Tbe rolUffe
of Uie
phaao
converter
la "UABTTN"
m&Uit&Ljied poljcoostAHt. so th&l th« ttArtliig of tfae
•ecoQd arc doea cot dUturt) tb« Debt
glren by the flnt. m&klii£ the 01msolving of the reela aa iliiiple u If
the ana were operated In a Dlrea
Current district. Our emergency panel
doea away with expenalTe eompeoaarot and ottta the wiring and tnatallaUoD coat In half.
rtnte for further Information,

NORTHWESTERN

ELECTRIC

W. Adama

1010 Brokaw

St., Chicago

Dealers
in Motiograph,
Simplex^
Powers,
Edison
and Standard
Machines, Transvertera,
Motor Generators,
Rectifiers and everything pertaining to tfae Moving Picture Theatres

3rd Floor, Mailers Bldg.,
Cor. Madison Street & Wabash Ave., Chicago, IlL

CO.

Bide-, New

In answering advertisements, please mention The
Moving Picture World

York

It's the screen without name or character that some
I^-

MIRROROID

InstaUations to Date 9678

Reconnnendeduid
endorsed by the President of the NATIONAL
ROROID
INSTALLATIONS.

Engineer

(^°S,y^^)
F.H. RICHARDSON (^^^^^kh,)
Room 1434, 22 E. 17th St., New York City

1301 Race Street, PhiUeipfaia

\I\
1/
111
1V
TN1^^
RT
MA

■9^

Perfection

Is your screen
result unsatisfactory?
Is your projection
current costing
too much?
Are you planning a new theatre?
Are you contemplating the purchase of new Equipment?
Theatre plans examined and suggestions made as to
operating room location. Operating rooms planned.
etc., etc. Will personally visit theatres in New York
City or within 300 miles thereof.
Fees moderate.

Inc., 145 West 45th Street. New York City

BARGAINS

€i

YORK

COMPANY

Projection

complete

Twenty-two machines slightly used, first class
condition, Simplex, Power's 6A's, Power's 6's,
Edison B's, and Edison D's, low prices, qtrick
sales.
CHAS.

means
People

FILM MANUFACTURING

Developing

BROS^

NEW

do PARTICULAR Work for PARTICULAR
Developing and Printing ONLY

Negatives Delevoped. Ic h

GUNBY

SQUARE,

416-418-420-422 West 216th Street, New York City

Audubon

Perfect

AT TIMES

^mm ir ^^ IM
■ ^^ 4^9

meansWe
EVANS

Tclcpbooe — SS81

1482 BROADWAY,

EXHIBITORS'

dealers sell because it pays them better

The World Over, the Worid's Best Theatres
LEAGUE

FREE— Get Our Large Demonstration

OF AMERICA

(Mr. Lee A. Ochs) and the 9«7« MIR-

Samples—FREE

Test — Compare with any screen on earth — U-se the brains God gave yon
— and the evidence of your own eyes.
Price, 33 1/3 Cents a Square Foot, S3.00 a Square Yard, the world over.

It your dealer cannot supply you with MIRROROID,
and tries to tell
you any other screen is better, realize he is making a greater sales profit.
-^'""^ "' =s K"""* — naturally, none can be better.

Why
pay more
for an
unknown
product?
^rroroid
has been
tried,
and proven
THE SCREEN SUPREME.

Think
it over.
Write
lV'|,Ve'"w'i'th''e"very''MII^cJROlfi°scJeen
fns^lllei''"'''" '"'"'""

The

J. H.

CENTER
THE

WORLD'S

COMPANY,

OLDEST

AND

LARGEST

Inc.

PROJECTION

Newburgh,

SCREEN

MANUFACTURER

COOL'YENTILATE>TYPHOONS
m§

1544- BWAY.WTYPHOON

FAN COMPANY

I

NEW YORK

'""

N. Y.

CITY

December
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CRAFTSMAN QUALITY FABRIKOID
is the star material for upholstering theatre
seats.

SEEN

The durability of this handsome leather substitute combined with moderate cost make FABRIKOID preferable to real leather. Years of continuous service has demonstrated its wearing qualities and lasting comfort.
FABRIKOID comes in all grains and colors which
good taste and service demands. It can be cleaned
with soap and water without injury.

In Comfort
FROM

\

PICTURE

<f^U PDNT>{v
^dBRIKQity

Adopt CILMn^SMAN QUALITY FABRIKOID
as your standard upholstery material. Give youi
patrons comfort and satisfaction as well as the
highest guarantee of the sanitary qualities of your
house.

Upholstered Seats

Samples

on request.

Send

for yours

today

Du Pont Fabrikoid Co.
WILMINGTON,

OPERA

Non=Break
able and
Sanitary
STEEL

CHAIRS

American Seating Company
1010 Lytton BIdg., Chicago

LOW
Price
Opera

DEL.

BALKS

OFFICES

I>'

ALL
PRINCIPAL
;;jjij.n.l.l..;yfl

CITIBS

Chairs

ADJUSTABLE
OPERA
CHAIR
Can
be changed
irom
adult's
chair
to
child's chairWrite
by pressing
catch and raising.
for booklet
Family Opera Chair
St. Louis, Mo.

FURNITURE

CO.

ONT.

RADIUM
GOLD
FIBRE
SCREEN, INC.
220 W. 4Zd Street
New York City
"Ask the Exhibitor Who Owns One."

Get

immediate shipment
on many styles- Second Hand Chairs;
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this
paper.

STEEL

TORONTO,

The Department
Store
acquainted
with "FULCO**

MOVING•<»■ EQUIPMENT
PICTURE
trade
MACWWES
•»■ SUPPLIES
Out catalog covers the Ene from A-Z
E. E. FULTON COMPANY
152 W. Lake St.

CHICAGO, lU.

In answering advertisements, please mention The Moving Picture World

Grand Ripids, Mich.; Nc-.vYork, 150 Fifth Ave.

$4.80 A Big Saving Each Year $4.80
On account of the greatly increased cost of paper, engraving, etc., we have been compelled to make the single
copy price fifteen cents. For the present direct subscription prices will remain the same. This means a saving
of four dollars and eighty cents yearly on direct subscriptions.
In addition you get your paper earlier.
It will pay you to fill out this blank and mail at once with your remittance.
ONE YEAR
SIX MONTHS
Sec

title pace

MOVING

$3.08
$1 J«
for

rates

Canada

PICTURE

and

Foreign

WORLD

17 Madison Avenue, New York

Cut out

_,

and mail Theatre.
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Alice Brady, Pearl White, Anita Stewart, Earle Williams,
Francis X. Bushman,

Beverly Bayne, Violet Mersereau,

Florence Reed, Grace Darling, Florence La Badie, E. K.
Lincoln, Maurice Costello and most of the other prominent
Screen Artists will positively appear at the

Movie Ball
Wednesday,

Thanksgiving Eve

Madison Square Garden
New York City

November 29, 1916
Contest for Girls to Enter Movies
$300.00 in Prizes to the Persons
Putting
on Most
Novel
Stunts

Tickets $ 1

A A
=

Headquarters:
218 West 42nd St.
Bryant 3210

December

THE

2, 1916
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evolution we adTHROUGHvanced — by
advancing we
were able to fulfill our hopes,
our aims, our ideals — to consummate
an idea that is winning unparalleled
success.

1403

and affords inspiration for our present day's work.

been
caps
overcome handi
; the
new have
machinery
EARLY
now works smoothly; our employees are skilled and masterly in
their work and the progress we are
making is noteworthy.

EVER pressing onward to higher
levels, the qualitv of SPEER
PROJECTOR
CARBON
advances— the fact is attested by many
thousands of pleased operators.

nce
ng —— experie
is believi
SEEI
is NG
the best
teacher
operators
CTOR
must try SPEER PROJE
CARBONS to appreciate all that we
have said. The unprecedented success we have won cannot be described in words ; it must be seen,
experienced and tested.

^HE best is not sufficient — Fine
much.

WORLD

must be Re-fined — Two years'
e.xperience
has
taught
us

CARPRO
SPEER
zation of a
BONS, the JEC
realiTOR
h
great idea ; thoug unchanged
in essential principles, are being refined— polished — cultured, if you
please.

mustmistdand skept
the pessi
to who
say ic
woul
be shown— "Try SPEER
PROJECTOR CARBONS." The
trial will place you in the ranks of
our pleased customers. To the many
friends we already have, we might
add: Our developments will continue without end, as we feel a carbon can not be perfected too highly
for the demand of the exhibitor and
WE

standards for Light
HIGHER
Producing Qualities — The
Life of the Carbon — Exterior
Appearance, etc., have been set and
these must ever be developed and
advanced.
\0 improve the quality of
SPEER PROJECTOR CARBONS has ever been our aim

operator.

"The Carbons That Are Guaranteed''
FOR SALE
J. H. Hallberg. 727 Seventh Ave.,

BY THE

FOLLOWING

New York. N. Y,

Kleine Optical Co., 166 N. State St., Chicago, HI.
Southern
Theatre
Equipment
Co.. 74 Marietta
Atlanta, Ga.; 1815 Main St., Dallas. Tex.
Sole Canadian

St.,

Distributors

The Perkins Electric Co., 322 Craig St. W., Montreal.
Canada

DISTRIBUTORS

E. E. Fulton Co., 1S4 W. Lake St., Chicago, III.
Kansas City Machine & Supply Co., 813 Walnut St.,
Kansas City, Mo.
G. A. Metcalfe, 117 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
Sole Export Representatives
Interocean Film Corporation, 220 W. 42d St., New
York. N. Y.

Speer Carbon
ST. MARY'S,

f

Co.

PENNA.
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"Sixteen Years of Knowing How"

POWER'S
J^

THE

CONSTRUCTED

MACHINE

THAT

HAS

RADICALLY ADVANCED THE ART OF
MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION.

IN
EVERY
DETAIL
FOR DURABILITY AND
EFFICIENCY.

CAMERAGRAPH
REGARDING

No. 6B

DURABILITY

THERE ARE QUITE A NUMBER OF POWER'S CAMERAGRAPHS THAT HAVE STOOD UP THROUGH TEN YEARS
OF ACTIVE
SERVICE
AND
THAT
ARE
STILL
BEING
OPERATED WITH EXCELLENT RESULTS.

Just

one

of the many reeisons why Power's Camerayraph
is used by the great majority of exhibitors
throughout America
Catalog G Mailed Upon Request

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
NINETY

GOLD

STREET

NEW YORK CITY .

M

fe

)

Vol. 30, No. 10

December 9, 1916

THE- FII/M
INDEX

Price 13 Cents

BITORS'
EXHI
eUIDE'

i^:i^^^y^yy//// ?///////! 1 1 1 T I n'\'\\\ \ \\^\\\\\•^V\\NxXSy^^:^^ys«
Scene from "Jerry's Big Doings" (Cub).

<^///////////hin \\\\\ I w \\\\\\\\\\^^^$^
|i>Tait,^Js^^;to-?(g&"»
'< ■7^&^^'T«qro7!agsiB5^^d-'^-r,^^^^^
w^!KK»■;^«:^■^:.:-:»^;^«^Jal^.K.aB^^.K.»^:^::v:u^:■::vH^-:v:^^■v:^'■^:■::;K.v,"■JV^J^

Post Office Box 226
Madison Square Station

NEW YORK

17 Madison Avenue
Telephone

Madison Square JS 10
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DEADLY

SINS

n n^w thing in ^ilms
a series of seven
five- reel f^eatUres
each compiefe in itselr

M^CLURE

PICTURES
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"Liberty"

Serial Is Proving
Itself a Startlingly
Realistic
Drama of Warfare Along Mexican Border.
Reviewed by Robert) C. McElravy.

INSTEAD of a slackening^ interest, which is sometimes felt
in a long serial photoplay, "Liberty" has exceded all
promises and is now sweeping its way into the hearts of
observers. Nothing has been done in the way of thrilling warfare and adventure to overshadow this production. Its thrills
are the genuine outgrowth of a well-sustained plot, and each
Instalment, with Its vivid pictures of conditions on the Mexican border, raises rather than lowers the high standard of the
serial. The thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth episodes are
rsvonderful. Indeed.

More Evidence:

"'LIBERTY' is the best drawing feature I have had up to date. The business increases with every episode and
the capacity of the house is taxed on
'Liberty' night." — Savoy Theatre, Spring6eld. III.
"'LIBERTY' takes well with the public and in their opinion it is a splendid serial, well acted and staged, and
w^ith the punch produced as the natural sequence of preceding events, and without a lot of preliminary posing by
the 'stars' in the play." — The Lyric Theatre, Marysville, Cal.
" 'LIBERTY' has proven one of the biggest money-getters I have ever handled in the serial line, and my patronage
on the days on which I run it proves conclusively that the public agree with me in declaring it the finest and best
serial ever produced by any company." — The Globe Amusement Co., McKeesport, Pa.
"'LIBERTY' is turning out to be the best serial my house has ever had. 'LIBERTY' is proving to be Simply
Great." — Bijou Theatre, Fresno, Cal.
"My good business on 'LIBERTY/ Saturday nights, is my saving grace. It is a smashing business. 'LIBERTY'
a good money-getter." — Star Theatre, Madrid,
Iowa.

is
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The UNIVERSAL Serial
Glorious Is Getting More
Money for Exhibitors than any
other Serial Ever Produced

Further Proof:

"Only

trouble we have
ERTY* is our capacity is
connnodate the crowds on
— Olympic
Theatre, Cedar
ever produced and a money-getter.
I have advised other

had with 'LIBtoo small to acepisode nights."
Rapids, Iowa.
exhibitors about

"'LIBERTY'
is one of the best serials
it."— Nicollet Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
"'LIBERTY'
has some pep and I am doing good business with same.
Patrons say it is the best serial I have
I am a booster for 'LIBERTY.' "—Rex Theatre, Chisholm, Minn.
ever run.
"'LIBERTY' is going fine with me.
Book me for your next serial." — H. C. Whiltmann, Muscatine, Iowa.
"'LIBERTY'
always
brings double
crowds.
We are always sure of good business 'LIBERTY' night, whether it
Iowa.
Theatre, Ottumwa,
or not."— Orpheum
storms
" 'LIBERTY'
will grow
to cap anything
that has gone before it, barring
none." — Cozy Theatre,
Cresco,
Iowa.
"We have shown almost every serial to date.
'LIBERTY' is doing more business for us than all previous serials."
—Navarro Theatre, Los Angeles, California.
" 'LIBERTY' is O. K.
I wish there were 40 episodes.
Average to date over GOO sold tickets.
Played last night to
700. Pretty good for small town and run-down theatre." — Fairfield Theatre, Fairfield, Iowa.
"'LIBERTY' is full of thrills and that is what our patrons like. It has been a winner for us." — Princess Theatre,
Boone, Iowa.
.
,„ , .
i -wl
■ «■
"'LIBERTY'
is good and well received. — Lincoln
Ibeatre, Jetterson, Iowa.
"'LIBERTY* takes very well with my audiences." — Arlington Theatre, Tracy, Cal.

BOOK
" 'LIBERTY'
"'LIBERTY'
Los

NOW

AND

MAKE

is O. K. — going big. A money-maker for us." — Princess
all O. K. Great!
Best aerial ever run in this theatre

"'LIBERTY'
is a great serial — second episode business doubled.
Angeles, Cal.

by the EXPERIENCE of these Men:
You can profit
never had so good an opportunity to make the big

Exhibitors
money on a serial as they have with "LIBERTY." You aren't
taking chances with this wonder serial. Here on this page we
have shown you what Exhibitors and the public think of
"LIBERTY," and WHAT IS MORE, we have PROVEN to
for YOU. Write
you that "LIBERTY" will MAKEnow MONEY
to any of the 73 Universal
or wire for booking reservation
Exchanges, or

turing Co.
Manufac
FilmLAEMMLE,
Universal CARL
President
"The Largest Film Manufacturing

1600 BROADWAY,

Concern in the Universe"

NEW

YORK

MONEY

Theatre, Santa Anna, Cal.
in six years." — Metropolitan

Theatre,

Los

*Nuf sed." — New Central and Butterfly Theatre,

The Timeliest of all Serials.
Sensational - Thrilling - Patriotic
Scenes laid along the Mexican
Border.
FEATURING

MARIE WALC AMP
EDDIE POLO
JACK HOLT
with hundreds

in

the

supporting

cast
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J. G. BLYSTONE
DIRECTOR-GENERAL— L-KO KOMEDIES

Creators of the Greatest Co
Director- General of L-KO Komedies, is the
Rl-\rc+r^r»£i
CZ
man tliat has been described as "The Man
^^J»'-^*A'.*.
with a million comedy ideas." Mr. Blystone's versatility in the producing of film
comedies is amazing. The best answer to his brilliance in the Komedy field are
the endless number of L-KO productions that have brought instantaneous popularity, prestige and packed houses to thousands of Exhibitors the world over.
Here appended is but a partial list of Mr. Blystone's successes:— "PIRATES OF
THE AIR"— "HOW STARS ARE MADE '—"GERTIE'S JOY RIDE"— "ALICE IN
SOCIETY"— "WHERE IS MY WIFE?" "A MID-AIR MIXUP"— "UNHAND ME,
VILLAIN"— "TILLIE'S TERRIBLE TUMBLE"— "GABY'S GASOLINE GLIDE"—
"CROOKED FROM THE START"— "HIGH DIVER'S CURSE"— "MURDERED
BY MISTAKE." And many others, all convulsion producers and supreme in the
Komedy field. WATCH for the tremendous Komedy Smash COMING with Alice
Howell, directed by Mr. Blystone.
IVTr

T

L-KO KOMEDY
JULIUS STERN,

KOMPANY
President

Uecembtr <i. 19l(i

MOVING
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"- AUCE HOWELL
L-KO

STAR

and the Funniest Woman

on Earth

medy Sensations of All Time
of
wledged ofbyliveMillio
Movie
Fans and
and ackno
Thousands
wirens Ex^^^^^^^l^^
hibitors the world over to be "THE FUNNIEST WOM.\iN THAT EVER APPEARED
IN FILM COMEDIES,— ANYWHERE, ANY TIME"— is the woman who plays the
lead in L-KO Komedies— Miss Howell's work in "ALICE IN SOCIETY" was one
of the most convulsing performances ever shown on any screen. No description
necessary. The picture on the screen and the shekels in Exhibitors' tills — the one
and ONLY answer. Alice Howell and her work in L-KO Komedies under the personal direction of Mr. Blystone have made both herself and L-KO Komedies
famous throughout the entire world. WATCH FOR L-KO EXTR.\ORDINARY
SPECI.\L COMING SOON LOOK FOR THE BIG ANNOUNCEMENT IN THE
TRADE PAPERS.
Miss

Alice

Howell

HOLLYWOOD,
Eastern Offices, IGOO B'way, New York

CAL.
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A Thundering Drama
With a Thundering Message
A magnificent and awe-inspiring picture of National
Defense. A tremendous photo-drama with a great
patriotic appeal. A photo-play triumph that will thrill
every American man, woman and child.
"The Eagle's Wings" is a stupendous box office attraction that portrays
existing conditions in realistic detail, rather than through so-called spectacles of mimic warfare and imposible visualizations. This epoch-making drama will pack your house at every performance.
Remember,
it is a BLUEBIRD Extraordinarv— NOT on the regular BLUEBIRD Program. Book through your local BLUEBIRD
Exchange, or

BLUE.BIRD
Executive

1600 Broadway
^ -^-^^fe^ar.
f-ii.-.&'jsjji;
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VnHGS
A BLUEBIRD Extraordinary
From the Virile Pen of RUFUS STEELE
BLUEBIRD

Exhibitors will please take notice that

"The Eagle's Wings" is not on the regular BLUEBIRD Program. Originally intended for a State
Rights production, this magnificent drama
made so
strong an impression that BLUEBIRD secured it at an enormous sum
for BLUEBIRD and other Exhibitors. You must expect to pay good
money for this, because it will mean capacity houses to you. Special
paper, including magnificent 24 sheet. BOOK NOW before it is too
late.

Photo
Offices

New

York

Plays (inc.)
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Mixed Blood
Written by Willard Mack, famous
Broadway Actor and Playwright

Featuring
^Claire
McDowell,
Geo.lBeranger
& Ray Stewart
Directed by Charles Swickard

RED
FEATHER
PHOTO PLAYX

Book
through any
imiVERSAL Exchange

BLUEBIRD

PHOTODimVS
PRESENT
^& TUE DK»MA OC A WOMAN WHO TRUSTED HAND THE
PaiCE
SWE
PAID.-^

THE PRICE oc SIIIENCC
VVITW DOROTHY
PROM

PUILLIP5 C LON CHANEY.

THE STORY BY W.CAREY WONDERLV.
DIPLECTED BY J05EPH DE GIIA5.SE

„

<, '^

PMOTOPUIVI

UNUSUAL

IIMO

in story, treatment and plot development the

BLUEBIRD
PLotoplay. "Tke Price of Silence," is convincing evidence of tke merit of tte widely-knowTi BLUEBIRD
policy of "Tne Play s Tne
1 ning.
Realizing the importance of good acting in tne production of an
even performance, tne stars — Dorotny Pnulips and a brilliant
supporting cast ■were chosen because of their suitability to portray
the characters perfectly. Thus you get a STAR
play and
STAR Players as well.
The plot of the drama deals -with the life of a young -woman who
bears the burden of the tragic romance of her early years. It is
vivid, human, appealing, wholesome and inspiring. Staged -v^ith
convincing realism it is a perfect achievement of the silent drama.
Every week BLUEBIRD advertisements in the Saturday Evening Post carry the story of BLUEBIRJD photoplays to ten
million readers, the cream of the moving picture patronage of the
nation. i ou can share profitably in this tremendous publicity by
showing BLUEBIRDS m your theatre. Book through your
local BLUEBIRD Exchange, or
BLUEBIRD
PHOTOPLAYS.
(Inc.)
1600 BROADWAY
EXECUnVE OFFICES
NEW

YORK

Dniiiil.rr W. IQlh

IHF.
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YOU'LL ATTRACT THE ENWE
B\

FAMILY

I;\1IIBIT1NG

I HRISTIE COMEDIES are produced for the exhil'itor whose success depends upon
the patronage of every member of the American family, from Bobbie to Bridget.
Because Christie Comedies are clean, because they have sensible plots, and because they
are really funny, they succeed in getting the laugh from all without offending QTig. If
you are seeking to attract the " entire family " of movie goers — people who \vant good,
enjoyable comedy without the bad after-taste, start booking Christie Comedies at once.
A new Christie Comedy is released
dependent exchanges each week.

Tl le latest

thru

in-

is

"MISS BILLY BUTTONS"
Featuring

BILLIE RHODES
and

HARRY

HAM

Released on the Open Market Dec. 11th.
Get in touch with the nearest Christie
Comedy exchange at once and be shown
this and other Christie Comedies. It
\\\\\ mean money to you.

Christie Fittn Co
HEAD OFPICE AND STUDIOSSUNSET DLVD. AT OOWEIiST.
LOS ANQELES. CALIFORNIA
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This great picture, made by HERBEFA
money getter of its day and smashd

I Have Pui

Understanding as 1 did, ilie tremendous success ,
Exhibitors in every part of the world had with
"ABSINTHE" and realizing the even greater possibilities of this big winner now during the War,
showing the city of Paris, surrounding territory, I
lighting trenches, artillery action, etc., I made the!
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO. an offer for negative and complete territorial rights. It was accepted
and now
"ABSINTHE" belongs to Yours Truly,
KING
BAGGOT.
Exhibitors who have played it certainly need no
information as to the Box Office value of "ABSINTHE." Itproved a whale of a winner and one
of the biggest money getters that ever came down
the line.
Those who have still to book it can rest their
faith in the facts that HERBERT BRENON directed "ABSINTHE" while Leah Baird and Myself played the leads. Herbert Brenon produced
Neptune's Daughter," "War Brides," "A Daughter of the InGods,"
and other huge successes.
"ABSINTHE" we show the famous spots of
Paris, including such places as Montmarte, Tuileries,
Arch de Triomphe, Grande Boulevarde, and many
other famous spots.
I have spent a young fortune working it up,
serting new titles, new scenes, etc., so that it now
outclasses
the original picture completely.
"ABSINTHE" as I have it prepared is a tremendous production.

"A hsiKt h9^ inil J i\«w dress will b« wHhoul quexfi

THE
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RENON,
LEAH
BAIRD
and MYSELF in Paris was
II Box Office Records.
It's even better today, that's why

the biggest

ihased It Outright
compared ti.i many of the State Rights propositions now on the market "ABSINTHE"
l"'nis
up of
Hkethousands
a house afire.
You into
don't
to gamble
on "ABSINTHE."
drawn
hundreds
of dollars
the have
box offices
of th(jusands
of theatres Itallhasover
the
w ' irld and is now ready to draw more money than it ever did. I own the picture, complete
.^tate Rights and will make interesting terms to State Right Buyers for quick action.

STATE

RIGHTS

NOW

SELLING

— And you can bet your sweet life that it won't be forty-eight hours after this ad appears
when I will be swamped with inquiries because "ABSINTHE" is too well known for its
tremendous power to draw capacity houses to go begging.
liXTRA SPECIAL — I paid a tidy sum to one of the brainiest advertising Experts in the business
to git out my advertising folders for State Rights Buyers.
THESE WILL BE GIVEN FREE TO ALL
STATE RIGHTS BUYERS, and I want to tell you, you've never seen adv. matter with the "kick" in it like
mint-.
Write, wire, phone or call for terms, territory, information, etc.
Address me
personally — tth floor — 1600 Broadway, New York City.

P.S.

For a limited time 1 will arrange to appear in
person in the large theatres for State Rights
Buyers who buy "ABSINTHE," More information on this "APPEARANCE IN PER4DN" on
application.
Write or wire me today.

lwiilB|iiiii||||M
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TRIANGLE
WILLIAM

DESMOND

^7^^ DOROTHY

DALTON

IN

"A Gamble in Souls"
KAY

BEE

A virile, powerful story of the wilderness.
There is the smash and
whirl and rush of the sea, breath-taking shipwreck, and the primal
battle of two souls with God the only Watcher. Love spreads over
the land and sea and sky and everything comes true.
The
author has built up a remarkable series of situations in
which the interest is held in suspense to the end.

Mae Marsh and Robert Harron
IN

"The Wharf Rat"
FINE

ARTS

All of Mae Marsh's alluring qualities, her cleverness and humanness are combined in this, her
first attempt at playing the boy.
She disguises herself in boy's clothing to shield
her grandpa from the long arm of the
law and the story built around this
situation
is one
of continued
action, suspense and real live
people

KEYSTONE
COMEDIES
Two

half miles of —
just laughs.

<sg>

■*

9. 191 G

THE
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TRIANGLE
MACK SENNETT-KEYSTONE

P'red Atdce
Tr-iang/e-Xeystone

ft^rry Ooo/Cer
Triangle -Keystone\

Comedies

Keystone

exclusively b^

dre releaxed

Triangle Film
-Wlfl

Roscoe ArbucKle
■««vw
I7r-iang]e-Heystone\

Corporation
^w
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EXHIBITOR!!

IfuouF^ithful/u

follow our directions we iv/Z/ulJAR/VNTEEMa/

^ JIMNIE DALE
ALIAS TH"

^

mil fill your t/jeatre on if our
poorest nigttt!

WRITE US FOR DIRECTIONS!

^outnoulhlFttm
ffiorjjoration
L

SMMNG
EACH EPISODE
A COMPLETE
ADVENTURE
IN
2. REELS

THRILLING
EPISODES
EACH /ADVENTURE
A COMPLETE
r^TORYIN

ADAPTED FROM THE
PROFESSIONAL ADVENTURES OF

JIMMIt

DALE

By frank

L. PACKARD

2 REEL*,

APPEARING IN PEOPUli MAGAZINE

suppoRTEc

av

ELEVEN
HUNDRED
NEWSPAPERS
CA5TOF5TAR5
AND

BOOK
WITH

UNICORN

HARRY M^RAE WEBSTER/™../

A

NOW

NEAREST

EXCHANGE

2a BRANCHES THROUGHOUT THE U.S.
EXECUTIVE 0FFICE-I26-3O S^. 4-6th ST.,N.Y.CITY
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iNCCUPONATIlif

the States RighfeBuiier
had to take a Chance with a Picture
The Chanceelement doesn't enter
into the purchase of State Pights io

ROBINSON
CRUSOE
V
V

i

TUE PEA50N5

POD THIS ADC:

1. The worldwide popularity of theBooli
2. The pre-eminence of the Producer
3. The perfect direction of ihePlaij
4. The unequalled allradiveites^ of the
Propoiitiqn,

t
V

SAVAGE?

WITH THE SAME ZEAL THAT PERFECTED UIS STAGE PRODIKTIONS.
UAS MADE THIS MASTER PICTURE. IT IS ANOTHERSAVAGE SUCCESS.
ITiSAPWYfORTHE 6R0WN UPS iNoTUECROWKCUPSOFANY ANDAIKOMMUNUIES.

^
^^

\

HCNRVW

%

>- 'ife

GIVE YOUR BOX OFFICE A CHANCE ! ^
DO THIS WITHOUT TAKING CHANCES!
f

WARNER BROS. Dl$TRlBUT0R$7^9 SntNTU AVL NYXlTY.
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3hihe
leasing money ^youi

/

3liere was never anything attenipted
in
advertising
that''''teaser"
aroused
Sulfas much
interest
campaigns
as will be aroused by the advance
campaign cnv

S^earl of the Army
3 he wkde country will he
about it. Air. Fxtiibitor7~
"Dtvo great newspapers in every
large city wiU carry hig adver tisentents to help you, get buson Pathe's next seriaZ
which inessstars

CPearl White
J ne greatest drawing card
in motion jjictures',
"Jour patrons
will want into this
see America's
secret
foes unmasked
great
patriotic serial.

9^roduced by A^TCi
un^ler the directiorv of^
JSdwardJbse.

u\jeleased Dec. ^

When hiq newspapers run editorials
based on

iad
sion^ow
impres
Mdingor theS^f
can Judge
UiieyouSfi
it 's making on the whole country!
When
bo\. at

IIUGHES'

"SHIELDmG

SHADOW

In ODC of the most popular moviDg picture aerials DOW nmainp, there is a mysterious something or somebody that steps in jtifit at the cru
rial moment whon the heroine or herft is endanyored and savea the prospective yictira from an
awful fate.
This mysterious something is a Ebadowy ehape,
vague as to general ootllne but working with a
Very real and vigorous pair of hands. At the end
of evorv week's ep^'odo there flashes out on the
screen '"'WHO IS TIU: SHIELDING SHADOWt"
The incongruity botwepn the dim, indefinite fignrc and the muscular efficiency of its hands is
onr of the things that makes the film go. It is

Qcda thetier.-->
Tor
)he Imagin
U the whol4
by tr&vellDE \
The t
we're
If theId allll
way of pr^

Several
t:
"Problbltl|
giT machlDf^

ronnoaaeetle:
Honorable
No better portraj-al of the national political sitgreat.
uation couJd be given. Always hovering about help tt.
the path of Judge Hughes there is a dim, shadowy
form, vague almost to invisibility but with big,
Btrcng, gripping hands When dangers threaten,
■when there are obstacles in the way, then these
bands get bxisy.
"WHO IS THE SHIELDING SHADOW I"
It is not difficult to guess. GaggCDbeim, Perkins, llorgan, Rockefeller, Whitney, Archbold
end JViik arc some of the names in the composite
personality whose hands alone are so conspicuously busy handing out money, pulling the wires
and in general employing every device to pot
President Wilson out and Judge Hughes in.
Take any name associated with special privilege, exploitation of the government and the degradation oflabor and it will surely not be found
in the list of those who are supporting Woodrow
Wilson. The men who bear these names hate him.
If for no other reason than thu character of the
enemies he has made. Mr. Wilson will receive the
undivided support of the great mass of the American people.

a\

Tho bef
BOnHare,
la a ^
ver poflta
lain In
Tarlabj

before
Yam I
sUllbous
thi9 to r
Take this idea of Hughes' shielding shadow to KentQi^
aa bis h
the polls with you next Tuesday. Those gripping Old Do
hands had their hold on you and your govern- why'
ment at one time. Are you will again to offer
them your Ihroatf
NATURAL

CURIOSITY.

n workiQs in Baltimot^^^n \.hf-_
s he rvcvh-rd his jtAyT

J^roduced
by uAstrOi
xcTxxier ihe direct ioro oP
Louis' 'J. Gasnier anci Donald jMjackeTviie

A . ff. Wbods presents

'JA hePatheChGoldalJester
leng
e
Play

in. five parts, with a remarkable
rnrt headed- l>/&

Charles Oottkcld

Montague jGove and
Helen Ckadwickj)
On ike sixxge it played Id
hig businefS.Ara photoplay it will do bigger
business-.

J^oduced hy AStra
under the direction oi^
Vonald Mackenzie
J^leasedVec.lO

A
^
1
/

/

i^^^^^^^K'

^^^^H

f

^

r <
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Ik''*' ' '^H^^^^^^^^^^Ie

f
?V"

, y^
/ I
/ /
; '

Charles OoUhold
J-'or years with Henry Milter
in "J/ie Great- Divicfe'/ also
fortnerly u/ith- Jdhfv Dreu^
and- Blanche J^***^.

1

Jlecentand ivrthjcoming Qold J^ooster J^layif:

'Ohe World and- the Wonuzn-' /Vov. 19; 'Arms and the Woniatv /Voy2e
'Divorce and ihe Daughter- " Dec. 3rd .

Tde nwstfcDHOus, 6te most successful exhibitors in the country show

ufi£ JhtheA^wf
twice a week hecause they imdL
its service unequalled^ its guality
always thehest. Mo other pictures
are so sure of pleasing every ouidience.
Every Broadway theatre
except two shows theJ>afhe
J/ewsl

M'^ ■"■;*■■

Released,
on iKe

METRO
DecemLer 11.
w-»

B'*.;/*'^ barolfe

'>*' JULIUS
^ STEG
fi
in. ER
t ^e STOLEN
TRIUMPH
IxLC SuLlinae sioiyr of
anaeni
ira^ic aonje
disappoiniinlo a.

METRO

wonderplay iiL^Acis
by Maxwell
direciedKargfer
hy
David Thompson.
— ■ --''■-■■'^■■- af^r

PO
PICTOPES

•^— *•'•--'■

XKe Wonders
of all Ihc World in

^^

METRO
TRAYELOCS
compleiixig
Supreme Feaivire
axula.

SuLlirae Coiuedy

100c"B^.^rMETR0
PROGRAM
■for

100c?.SDAYS
ai the iheairc Lojk: office
^ %

f^

Mrs Vernon Castle
P
ATRIA
THE
SERIAL
SUPREME
in

4

PATRIA
Has for its theme the protection
of the American Home from
invasion; for its star the best
known woman in America

VtsA^monCastlr

l:\

'^''■^'■'g^j- ^V ^W-^

rS^vf^t>5'

%

7>F'

>$ff'!i0.

^V I'

f0xl

* %

mi^..
: " ;

pAIRIA was gi\Ln the most remarkable reception ever accorded a motion
picture at the private showing in the Grand Ball Room of the RitzCarlton, Xew York, last Monday night. After the Grand Ball Room had
heen filled to overflowing, a thousand prominent New Yorkers patientlv
waited for aluKist two hours until the conclusion of the first performance.
Then the (irand Ball Room
was tilled again and a second performance
given.
Patria was shown to more than i,ooo exhibitors of the Metropolitan district of Xew
York
in the Strand Theatre
Tuesday
morning.
These three different audiences, the most critical and exacting, acclaimed
' Patria's" success with riotous applause.
No motion picture ever had such a reception.

T N T F R

\

A T T O N A T

Motion Picture

Cocktails

The Original KatzenjammerMd:
Bringing Up Father

Jerry on the Job
' razy Kat
These Famous

Animated Cartoons

(Alternating Weekly)
sJow Appearing
Regularly
*'
in
the

INTERNAIIONAL
SPLIT
REEL
EXCHANGES
ATLANTA
116. Marietta

St.

DO.STON
148- Piedmont St.
CHICAGO

I AM
KRA71ER
THAN

207 So. Wabasb Ave.
CINCINNATI CLEVELAND
532 Walnut St. 750 Prospect Ave.. S. !■:.
KANSAS
CITY
LOS ANGELES
1305 Walnut St.
912 'So. Olive St.
OMAHA
.NEW TOEK CITY
729 Seveutii Ave.
1417 Harney St.
PHILADELPHIA
riTTSBrP.GH

;
SAX
SEATTLE

S04 I'enu Ave.
FRANCISCO
-280 Golden Gate Ave.
.
1214'4

Tbird

Ave.

1335

Vine

St.

ST. LOriS
3313 Olive St.
WASHINGTON
713 lltb St.. N. W.

AGEXCIES
ALBANY
BUFFALO
DETROIT
K8 State St39 Erie St.
71 Griswol'1 St.
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW OELEANS
INDIANAPOLIS
tiue Produve Kxeb. Itldg. 315 Carondoletle St. New Lyric Tbeaue Bldg.
SALT LAKE
CITY
131 East Second South St.

.Hearsts International News Pictorial

t/io World's Greatest Topical Revie\v
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PARAMOUNT
((

il

is an ungenerousLUCK"
term often applied to
us for having- done the right thing, at
the right time, in the right way — and
continuing to do it !
There are carpers who still believe
that Washington was "lucky," that
Robert Fulton was "lucky," that Orville
Wright was "lucky," that Marconi was
"lucky."
Strange, how the favorable winds
are always on the side of the best
navigators !
//

Paramount does not recognize luck. It
does recognize its Good Fortune in having these four producers make its program:

FAMOUS PLAYERS : LASKY
MOROSCO : AND : PALLAS
Qfammount^idlireS-C^aoratUui'

^

FOUR EJdHTY FIVE

L-'

NEW

FIFTHAVEKUE

YORK,

X

N.Y

- at FORTYFmST

ST
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Paramount Pictures of the Week \\
RELEASED

MONDAY,

DANIEL

NOVEMBER

27th

FROHMAN

PRESENTS

PAULINE

FREDERICK
IN

NANETTE

OF

THE

WILDS

A stirring romance of the Northwest mounted pohce — and a girl
PRODUCED

FAiMOUS

BY

PLAYERS
ADOLPH

ZUKOR,

FILM CO.

President

Canadian Disfri&ufors, Pamoiw Player* ¥KXm Service, Limited
Calgary, Toronto and Montreal

^arcunomityPlctiweS'Carjmratiofi-

l-X

FOUR EIGHTY FIVE

L-^

NEW

FIFTH AVENUE

YORK.

V^-^ ^/ FORTY FinSI ST

M.Y.

mm^m
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pidufes^

BbACK

DIAMOND

HIS IVORY
BLACK

DOME

DIAMOND

COMEDY

Released by Paramount
Monday, October 30th
Produced by

UNITED

STATES
MOTION
CORPORATION
WILKES-BARRE,

PICTURE

PA.

J. O. WALSH, Pres.
F. W. HERMANN,
D. L. HART, Treas.

Vice-Pres.

Released by

Q>a4-amoufit^ictureA^(^p4irdtim'

\y

rOUtt €IOHTV

FIVE

LX

NEW

f ffTMAVENUE

YORK.

V*.^ at PCRTYFtttSt

N.Y.
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Paramount
announces

Victor Moore
The Premier Comedian of the Screen and Stage

Why Not Two Stars at
One Performance
Mr. Moore's screen successes include "Chimmie Fadden," "Snobs,"
"The Clown," — Some of the best
drawing features on the Paramount
Program.

S

Now for the first time
released in one reel

Klever Komedies
December 4th

"THE

BEST MAN"

Screaming Situations
Riots
of Laughter

2 hink of the best man showing up
at your wedding in clothes borrowed from an undertaker.
Produced by

KLEVER

PICTURES,

220 West 42d Street

New

Inc.

York City

Released through

<^

FOLR EIGHTY FIVE

VJ

NEW

FIFTHAVENUE

YORK.

V—' a/ FORTY FIRST ST

N.Y.

THE
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"TONAL

QUALITY

15

is not solely a musical term — it may also
be applied to the high character of
people who are somehow dragged from
their fire-places when a Mary Pickford
picture is shown m their town.
It is pictures such as these that Artcraft will submit from time to time — never
the commonplace star in a threadbare
story;
always the "rare catch" in a play
of excellence.
ARTCRAFT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

1 1 1 mm

729 SE\"EXTH A\EXUE,

.\E\A' YORK

iil

Watch for interesting Artcraft announcements to
be made soon — interesting for Exhibitors as well
as for producers.

December 9, 1916
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PICKFORD

blazes the way for a new era for the one day
exhibitor — the small house that daily
changes its feature attraction. Better to
present the great photoplay "Less Than
the Dust" two days to capacity audiences
than two mediocre features one day each.

II III
III8I

mil
ami

No picture theatre really reflects the
desires of its patrons that does not present
Mary Pickford's Artcraft productions.
ARTCRAFT

PICTURES

CORPORATION
729' SE\EXrH

.WKXUE,

XEW

^'ORK

Compare your matinee receipts when you play Mary
Pickford productions with your box-office returns when
you present ordinary features.
The women and chil
dren know!
So do wise exhibitors.

"/*- U * i .*■■•

59 OUT OF 94
Smashes All Records in St. Louis
Out of a Possible 94 Theatres
59 Are Showing This Serial

m

to "Money" Houses

THE PROOF
NOT ONE CANCELLATION!

EXCLUSr.'ELY tiSTRIEUTED

B\

^[fflp^mpa|||b^8gBaBB
729 7thAVE.NEW YORK

iiHHl!
LAV6HS
MEAN AND
MONEY

YOVR

bO
X-OFFICE
LAVGHS LOUDEST
OF ALL
WHEN YOV
PLAY THE

BILLY WEST
TWO

REELS

EACH AND

MS

COMEDIES

PACKED WITH RIOTOUS YELLS

PiritRelease-^HIS REAL
MARRIEDSCREAMS
LIFE" Jecond
Pplease^BOMW
OF THE
SCREEN and BOARDERS"

iiiiiiiirimn

•« •* ■
■

■■■■■■■■■■■-■■■■■■
-TLJ C Kl
AKirN
■ !■■
•■"■■■■
AND
TMEi
:::::::::::::::::::
■'■*■■■■■■■•■.■■••■••■--«--•--N
--.---___.«•.««,,.._,,,

:::::::: j^^ greatest

serial of them all =--•;:::

iij^inMIE DALE ALIAS THE GREYSEATiii
l. Packard
By framk BASED
ON STORIES

:::

man"
of "the miracle •
IN"THEauthor
PEOPUE.S MAGAilNE"
_

:: :
«■>

SIXTEEN HEART-5TIPRING
EPISODES
-EVERY THRILL
imaginable

•
'!

IN
I200
NOVELIZED

NEWSPAPERS
VERSION
APPEARS

■ ■
(
'm ..

E.K.
EDNA
PAUL
DORIS

LINCOLN
HUNTER,
PANZER.
MITCHELL

Jinnit

DAlfS llFt WAS llVtO UNDCR INSTRUCTIONS. THt SOURCE WAS A MYSTERY, ABSOLUTE. 61IND. UNSOLVAftLE. AND JIMMIE WAS A MAM OF INOCPERDeHT CHARACTER. OF
INDEKflOEMT WUITH, YET HE OBCYCD. AND THERE WERE THREE REASONS ^ FlRiT,

PRODUCED

JIMMie WAS INTERESTED; SECOND. THAT JIMMlE. WAS IH A PECULIARY DELICATE SITUATrOHi AND. THIRD, THAT JIMM1E BELIEVED THAT ENDS JUSTIFY MEANS.
YES. PERHAPS
THERE WAS
A FOURTH
REASON,
ALSO.- ?

:::
i= E
:::
:::

BY THE

THAT

EXCLUSIVELY

UNICORN
EXECUTIVE
"'"

■

FILM
OFFICES

TWENTY

- E.IGHT

GTotpot^ation-

DISTRIBUTED

SERVICE
- I26-30
BRANCHES

WEST

BY

CORPORATION
46th

TMROUGMOUT

ST., NEW
THE

U.S.

YORK

CITY

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■ffwwnggnnna

;^
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lirmN-Sel

lyWrutoaChurchill

For Bookings Apply.
GREATER NEW
and NEW YORK

YORK
STATE

INDIANA
KENTUCKY
ALABAMA
GEORGIA
FLORIDA
NORTH CAROLINA
SOUTH CAROLINA
NEW JERSEY
MISSOURI
PENNSYLVANIA
OHIO
WEST VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA
MARYLAND
DELAWARE
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
MICHIGAN

NEW

Dispatch Film Corp.
729 7 th Avenue, New York
H. M. Warner, Pres.
Big Feature Corp.
Louisville, Ky.
Fred Levy, Pres.

Master Photo Attractions
Newark, N. J.
Grand Central Theatre Co.
St. Louis, Mo.
Wm. Sievers, Pres.
Masterpiece Film Co.
St. Louis, Mo.
H. P. Wolfberg, Gen. Mgr.
Executive Office
announced later.
Madison Film Corp.
Detroit, Mich.
J. H. Kunsky, Pres.

MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE
LOUISIANA

States Right Co.
Jackson, Miss.

CALIFORNIA
ARIZONA and NEVADA

Warner Film Attractions
San Francisco, Cal.

YORK

SHERIVIAN.
H. A. SHERMAN,

R
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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-TERRI-rORIAL-

=

RIOMTS

FOR

*l.%!fe'ASrt.--.

^

ffSylltf

n^
^^
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AIVIERIOAIM

STORY

For Bookings Apply:
ILLINOIS
WISCONSIN
MINNESOTA
NORTH
SOUTH
IOWA

~

^^

^

[^WmsTon.Chitrchilt

=

=

1
^

DAKOTA
DAKOTA

NEBRASKA
WYOMING
TEXAS

SHERMANELLIOTT CO.
CHICAGO,
H. A. SHERMAN,

ILL.

STATES >

T
LLIOT
CHICAGO, ILL.

=

President

OREGON
WASHINGTON
MONTANA
COLORADO
ENGLAND

=
=

KANSAS
OKLAHOMA
NEW MEXICO
UTAH

NEW

=

^

Sherman Releasing Co.,
Boston, Mass.

OO.

^^

MINNEAPOLIS

z^

=
IMEZXT
BIO
F-EATTUIRE
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BROADWAY

Aug

STAR

"Where D'ye
Get That Stuff?"
WITH

DIALOGUE

BY

liest Humorist

''' """of All
'"''Writers
— rrnlr'
The^ Funniest
V antwer
LiOan
screen
I ^^^
\r^^
Ho
H.. n.C. Wi

Every one who has seen this remarkable comedy-burlesque is asking:
"Where DID you get that stuff?" At the big downtown Stanley, catering
to Broadway patrons, this picture was a knockout. It set everyone to talking. They want to know why a big FIVE-REEL comedy with a hundred
punches has never been released before.
Uptown, at the neighborhood NORTH STAR Theatre, 2,000 people sat
glued to their seats while the mirth and revelry and laughter amounted to
almost a riot.
That's what we are offering you Mr. States Rights Buyer — A novelty
that has proven its box office value. You are not only getting a big, fine
5-reel production, a complete entertainment, but you have EDNA AUG.
famous musical comedy star; Witwer and Van Loan, the funniest guys in
the business ; an all-star cast of individual star comedians ; interpolated
novelties that put this picture in a class by itself.
Read what the manager of the North Star Theatre says in the box below.
He said a lot more, but this is all we have room for.
This is YOUR chance to clean up. Send all
communications to

Argosy
Filmso-)

1600 Broadway. New York
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"SNOW-WHITE"
The FIRST charming picturization of Peter Grimm's
PARTS :

FAIRY TALE CLASSIC

IN FOUR

Feature this i)icture and pack y<n\r liouse to the doors.

Mr. Exhibitor — Have you realized the demand for cliihlren's
pictures — real children's pictures — the kind that makes them
applaud throughout the performance — the kind that makes
them look forward to visiting" your theatre again ?
Mr. States Rights Buyer — We have so much confidence in the
money-making power of "Snow White" for you, and the Exhihitor, that we will not sell it outright, Init will release it to
reputable states rights buyers on a percentage basis.
CLOSKD
TI'RRITORY
Western Supply Co., Omaha, Neb. ; NEBRASKA, IOWA.
Zenith Feature Film Co., Minneapolis. Minnesota : WISCONSIN,
Eskay-Harris Feature Film Co., 126 West 46th St., Xt-u Wnk
Harry Grossman. 729 7th .\ve., New York City: GREATER

How

N. & S. DAKOTA.

City: NEW JERSEY.
NEW YORK.

About Your Territory?

For States Rights — On Percentage — Write or Wire

Educational Films G3RPORAnoN
729rUVENUE

NEW YORK, NX

9, 1916
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145.5

r

\mk% J^CCDiPCDiMED
£/. :tf. Q)x\z:f

(/tee'Pre?-9m'mg^^^'jJ!'|,

CERTIFIED!
The quality and drawing power of
An Dramas pictures is certified by
the names of their distributors.
These exchanges were selected to
distribute Art Dramas pictures from a
list of applicants that included almost
every high grade exchange in the
country.
The first Art Dramas picture, "The
Lash of Destiny, " featuring Gertrude
McCoy, will be released December
14th. Ask the exchange in your
territory about it.

Distributors of Art Dramas Pictures:
NEW

YORK and NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
Modern
Feature
Phuluplays,
Ine.,
/J9 Seventh .Avenue, New Vcrk City
Chas. H. .Slreimer, Mcr.
NEW ENGLAND STATES
Art Dramas, Inc., ot N^-'w England,
205 Pleasant
Avenue,
Boston
Edw. A. Golden, Mgr,

SOUTHERN
NEW JERSEY. EASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA. MARYLAND. DELAWARE.
VIRGINIA
and DISTRICT
OF
COLUMBIA
Electric Theatre Supply Co.,
13th and Vine Streets. Philadelphia, Pa.
Harry Schwallic. Mfr.
WEST

VIRGINIA
and WESTERN
PENNSYLVANIA
Liberty film Renting Co.,
934 Penn Avenue,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Mayer
Silverman,
Mgr.

MICHIGAN
Tri-State Film Exchange, Inc.,
59 Connecticut
Avenue,
Detroit, Mich.
A. W. Blankmcycr,
Mgr.
NORTHERN OHIO
Tri-State Film Exchange. Inc.,
Sincere Bldg., Cleveland, O.

SOUTHERN

OHIO and KENTUCKY

Tri-State Cincinnati,
Film Exchange,
O.

Inc.,

ILLINOIS,
INDIANA
and
SOUTHERN
WISCONSIN
Art Dramas
Service, Inc.,
207 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.
R. O. Proctor, Mgr.
NORTHERN

CALIFORNIA

and NEVADA

De Luxe l-'ilm La sky Corporation,
Humboldt Bldg,, San Francisco, Cal.
Mark M. Leicliter, Mgr.
SOUTHERN
De

Luxe

CALIFORNIA,
ARIZONA
NEW MEXICO
Film Lasky Corporation,
Los Angeles, Cal.

TEXAS and OKLAHOMA
Rocbringtr
Amusement
Company,
Dnitas, Tex.
Knist Boiliringcr. M^t.
LOUISIANA and ARKANSAS
Boeh ringer Amusement
Company,
New f)rleans. La.
Ernst Bocli ringer, Mgr.

EXECUTIVE OPriCES- 116 WE5T39"5T.

and
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WILLIAM

L. SHERRILL
Presents

s

trijE Hitcfjmg Hour
(7 PARTS)

C. AUBREY

B

MARIE

With
SMITH

SHOTWELL

JACK SHERRILL
ROBERT

An adaptation from the astounding stage success, written
by

AUGUSTUS

THOMAS

Directed by GEORGE
The
most
photo-drama

S

CONNESS

intense
ever

IRVING
and
virile
produced.

It will command the attention of the World.

Released
as an Extraordinary
Production on States Rights Basis
Jfrotman ^musiement Corporation
18 E. 4 1 St Street, New York City, N. Y.

j^^^E

Ji^

m^Mimm

December 9. 1916

TIIR

MOMNG

riCrrKI-.

WORLD

^^^^^^^Sl^^^i^lKS^

Cl)e Bail? papers sap:
"'The Witching- Hour' as a play, was a remarkable success, but the screen goes the play one better. No matter
where you see it advertised to be played, GO." — "Zit," in the
Evening Journal.
"It will undoubtedly be a big success." — New York Tribune.
"The film play sweeps along by force of a story adroitly
told. 'The Witching Hour' has genuine grip." — Smith, Evening Mail.
"A smashing hit. 'The Witching Hour' is one of the finest
bits of screening ever done anywhere." — Jolo, in Variety.

Released
as an Extraordinary
Production on States Rights Basis

Jfrotman ^musfement Corporation
18 E. 41st Street, New York City, N. Y.

KgB7][^^^^^K^^KB^][^BH71
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BELZNICK#PICTURES
READY FOR
GENERAL
RELEASE

HERBERT
SUPREME.

scree:n
achievelment

FOR

JANUARY
RELEASE

CUIU
MNBUl
YOUMG

IN HER. SECOND
SELZNICK PICTURE

NAZIHOYA
ii

//J

WAR BRIDES "

ay Makion

CrtAia V/sNTWOHrM

THOMAS
"the

BIRTM

By

DIXON

of

/K. MA.TION''

ALBERT CAPELLANI

VACCLAIMED UNANIMOUSLY BY THE
CRITICS AS THE MOST DRAMATIC
FILM OFFERING EVER PRODUCED
Now ON ITS THIRD WEEK AS A
TWO-DOLLAR ATTRACTION AT
THE BROADWAY THEATRE,NEWYOR»V^

DIRECTOR

GENERAL

No MATTER WHAT BU5mE55 you
DO WITH THE^COMMON UW/OU CAN
DOUBLE IT WITH THI5 FEATURE--^
FOR

FEBRUARY

mm
mm. WARWICK
TRIUNIRH

YEAR'S

cA NEW

DIRECTED

JOSEPH

BY

M.5CHENCK

IN THE NOTED
DRAMATIC SUCCESS

PAMTHEA'
BY MONCKTON
DIRECTED

ALLAN

^

STOay

HOFFE

THE FAMOUS
IN
DETtCTIVe.
DRAMA

(by ARRMeEMENT

WITH /iLAW C^ERLAflQER)

WRITTEN

BY

BY

DWAN

OF RUSSIAN

INTRIGUE,

A WOMAN'i SACRIFICE AND HER.
VENGEANCE UPON HER BETRAVER^

[LEWIS

HARRY
RAPF
PRESENTS

J. SELZNICK-

HARVEy J.O'HI66IM5,
HARRIETBY F0RD-"Wn.J.BURN5
DIRECTED

RALPH W.INCE
The sort of picture
everyone is looking for

v5'QZ£: D/STR/BUT0FLJ\
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BOOKING-

Played to

CAPACITY

FOR

Everywhere

Greater New York "JL° New York State
THE

FILM

SENSATION

OF THE

AGE

RACE
SUICIDE

CLEVELAND

"RACESyiCIDElI
MAJESIIC THEATRE
FINAL PEREORNIME
Thrilling Sex Drama Again
Booked by Public Request.
Crowds Are Being
Turned Away
ATLANTA

IN
SIX SMASHING

X
0^

Wonderful Film Is Received in
Mlanta by Crowds WaitBIRMINGHAMing for Room
AGE
HERALD.

EARL
METCALFE

■'Race Suicide" Draws

A production par-excellence, with the necessary
thrills, punches and wallops to make it a box office
magnet of the highest merit, backed up with advertising matter, paper, lobby display, etc., which carry
an undeniable pulling power.

— Wire With Best Proposition —

West

42nd

Tel. 8440 Bryant

St., New

The Largest Crowds of
Year to Grand Theater
NEW

York

ORLEANS

ITEM.

"Race Suicide" draws
Capacity Crowds.
NEW

Phax Pictures Company
Suite 903, 220

GEORGIAN.

"ICESyiCLlllEIlT
PHOTOPLH, IT Efiii

PARTS

FEATURING

ORMI
HAWLEY

LEADER.

YORK

EVENING

MAIL

"RACE SUICIDE"
IS BIG SUCCESS
NEW

"RACE

YORK

TELEGRAPH.

SUICIDE" DRAV/S
CONSISTENT BOO
iaWG
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1KLEINE-EDISON-SEUGESSffiY
SERVICE
Siiiiiiiifis^

Fsn

SELIG

OFFERS

GRACE DARMOND
IN

"The House of
a Thousand

Writtea by

Meredith Nicholson

Candles"

A Selig Red Seal Play Dealing With Love and
Hate, With Mystery, Adventure, Secret Passageways and Hidden Gold. Five Reels of Thrills. How

Aged Squire Glenarm, Who Lives in "The House
of a Thousand Candles," Brought Serious Purpose
to His Beloved Nephew.
[OTHER

GRACE

DARMOND

FEATURES

"The Millionaire Baby" "A Black Sheep" "A Texas Steer"
BOOK

NOW!

Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay Service
SELIG POLYSCOPE

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

^^^^^^3^

f)
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KLEINE-EDISON-SELIG-ESSANAY
SERVICE

-

"The Breaker"
By Arthur Stringer
Directed by Fred E. Wright

A thrilling drama of a counterfeiting
band; a girl's love for an innocent
man in the toils of the police; how she
captures
the "coin men" and frees her
sweetheart.
SCREEN TIME: 1 HOUR AND 23 MINUTES i

^
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KLEINE-EDISON-SELIGESSANAY
'Sjl:

V"

■".fkvniiniiih'M'iikti^kmikiiiii^^^

READ WHAT THE CRITICS SAY OF
"The Prince of Graustark"
"The Prince of Graustark possesses strong interest and the characters are happily cast."
THE MOVING PI CI URE WORLD
"The Prince of Graustark is romantic comedy which will appeal
strongly.
The suspense is cleverly maintained."
THE DRAMATIC MIRROR
"Humor, a deal of suspense, and plenty of action characterize The
Prince of Graustark."
THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS

"The Return of Eve is a great production.
You have not said
enough about it. Feature it big. A money getter."
ED. C. PAVLL,

OTHER

The Gus Sun Booking Agency, Springfield, Ohio

ESSANAY

"The Sting of Victory"
"That Sort"
"The Little Shepherd

FEATURES
"Graustark"
"According to the Code"
"Sherlock Holmes"
"Charlie Chaplin's

of Bargain Row"
"The Havoc"
"Vultures of Society"
"Captain Jinks
of the Horse Marines"
"The Alster Case"
"The Crimson Wing"
"The Blindness of Virtue"
"The White Sister"

"The Discard"Burlesque on Carmen"
"The Misleading Lady"
"A Daughter of the City"
"The Raven"
"The Man Trail"
"In the Palace of the King"
"The Slim Princess"

6EOR6E

K. SPOOR

^

PRESIDENT

Georfie K, Spoor, President

1333

ARGYLE

STREET,

CHICAGO
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Smatd SUiti Smnc^
IS MARRIAGE
SACRED?
Presenting

ES$ANAY'S NEW STOCK CQMPANY
Marguerite Clayton
Edward Arnold
Lillian Drew
Sydney Ainsworth
Thomas Commerford
By Charles Mortimer Peck

•

^ ,

Directed by E. H. Calvert

This is an unusually striking series of photoplays on marriage and divorce; the infelicities of mismated couples,
the joys of real love; vt'holesome, clean. This subject will
grip every individual for it touches real life. Begins
December 16. Released every Saturday. Here are the
first five.
BOOK THEM NOW.

"THE BURNING BAND"
"DANCING WITH FOLLY"
"WIFE IN SUNSHINE"
"THE SINFUL MARRIAGE"
"WHEN THE MAN SPEAKS"
SCREEN

TIME

APPROXIMATELY

1333 Av^tyU 5».. Chicago

^

33 MINUTES

DccfiiilHr 9. If 1(.

Tii;: M(i\-

Sm£ral Jiliii SemoTF'

S ti L 1 Ci

"TWISTED

Presents

TRAILS"
A

Drama of the
Western
Frontier !
Mix rides a

An All-Star
cast, including Tom Mix,
Bessie Eyton,

horse across
a foot-log,

Al. W. Filson,

b r i d g ing a

Eugenie Besserer, Will

chasm! See
the Night
Riders! The

Machin, and
other leaders!

fight n the
storm!

"TWISTED
TRAILS"
IN REGULAR SERVICE
^
1^

ILAx.

Thrilling

SELIG POLYSCOPE
CHICAGO, ILL.

CO.
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Soimil JUnt Sefwo:
The

One

Reeler

That

Is Out-Drawing Five Reelers —

Supreme in Quality, Punch and Patron-Pulling Power.

GRANT

Police Reporter
Kalem's Super-Series
A Sure-Fire Feature Attraction on Any Progreunme
in Any House.

Unrivalled In Sensational Thrills — Stirring Stories —
Splendid Staging and Superb Acting by Proven Stars.

See the Next Episode To-day:
-ifA

The Trunk Mystery
Released
Friday, Dec. 8th.
A baffling murder mystery, with gripping action culminating in breath-taking
dare-devil exploits.

W

By Robert Welles Ritchie
Featuring George Larkin and Ollie Kirkby

OTHER

KALEM

SUPER

FEATURES

from Frisco '
DART " " GirlEpisode
'hazard oi
THE POISONED
Released Wednesday, Dec. 6th.

"THE

'"*
S PERIL
LINE
ReleasedMAN'
Saturday,
Dec. 9th.
"JAILBIRDS"
Released

IfS

Tuesday,

tonli'^TDec.

5th.

Kelem's Klassy Four Color One and Three Sheet Lithographs on all One Reelers; One, Three and Six Sheets on
*'The Girl From Frisco"

KALEM
«

Helen"

235 West 23rd Street

COMPANY
New

YorK

City

9, 1916
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closest possible
txliibilor.

touch

with

* *

Entered .u :;-.: u.--.,l:,i'

l' ■■ ' '•:;.. . N. -> V..rV I. lO. ,,s Si-.-'iul Lljss Matter

J. P. CHALMERS,
Founder.
Published Weekly by the

Chalmers
J. P.
J. F.
K. J.
John

publishing Company

17 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY.
(.Tfleplioiie. .^510 Madison Square)
Chalmers, Sr
President
Chalmers
Vice-President
Chalmers
Secretary and Treasurer
Wylie
General Manager

The office of the company
CHICAGO
OFFICE— Suite 917-919
St., Chicago.
111. Telephone,
P.\CIFIC CO.^ST OFFICE-IIaas
Los .Angeles. Cal.
Telephone.

is the address of tile olliccrs.
Schiller Building, 64 West
Randolph
Central 5099.
Building. Seventh St. and Broadway.
Broadway 4W9.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
United States, Mexico. Hawaii. Porto Rico and
Philippine
Islands
$3.00 per year
Canada
3.50 per year
Foreign
Countries
(Postpaid)
4.00 per year
Changes of address should give both old and new addresses in full and
be clearly written. Two weeks' time may be required to effect the
alteration.
.

ADVERTISING

RATES.

Classified .\dvertisinc — One dollar for twenty words or less;
over twenty words, five cents per word.
DispL.w .-Kdvertisinc R.\tf.s made known on application.
NOTE — Address all correspondence, remittances and subscriptions to
MOVING PICTLRE WORLD. P. O. Box .'26. Madison Square Station.
New York, and not 1o individuals.

(Index to t\i8 issue will tte found on page

lo-M. )

•■CINE-MVNDIAL." the monthly Spanish edition of the Moving Picture World, is published at 17 Madison Avenue by the Chalmers Publishing Company. It reaches the South .American market. Yearly subscription, $1.50. .\dverjisinjj rates on appHc.ition.
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Facts and Comments
ONE
of the most interesting questions the future
must decide is the growth of the twelve-reel feature
and its relationship both to the public and to the
industry. Special multiple reel features taking the part
of regular dramatic attractions are now a familiar thing
in most of the big cities. In New York three or four are
having continuous runs. It seems, too, that by far the
most of these huge features have made money. We do
not think they draw patrons away from the regular motion
picture theater; on the contrary, they enhance the prestige
of the motion picture. The most magnificent of all the
screen possibilities can best be realized in these big features, for which special scores can be written, and on the
presentation of which the best exhibiting skill can demonstrate its mettle.

*

WE

CALL

♦

*

special attention to the symposium of exhibitors' opinions on the relation of the cost of
film service to the box office. No more timely
and vital topic has been discussed in many a day. Every
letter is full of good ideas, some of which we earnestly
hope will bear fruit. Incidentally, we may call attention
to the fact that the Moving Picture World is in the

the daily

problems of the

*

TIIICRE are lots of men and women reformers who
tall upon an objectionable picture and make it the
basis of a general attack on all motion pictures.
Of course there are objectionable pictures, but compared
lo the total output they are today almost a negligible
tjuantity. A movement is on foot among disinterested
jicrsons unconnected with the industry in any commercial
way to compile a list of specially fine pictures to whom
the exhibitor may point as a fairer sample of the motion
picture art and of screen ethics. The plan has its difficulties. It is, we believe, perfectly feasible. It surely
looks like the best remedy against one-sided and wholesale condemnation.

* *

*

SAID one prominent exhibitor to the writer the other
day : "I think we are still a good ways from really
good and clever titles. There are some companies —
not many — that keep their titles distinctly above the average. On the other hand, there are too many that obviously do not strive after perfection in titles. After all, every
title is an interruption which too often turns out to be
needless and then becomes an intrusion, if not an obtrusion. In nine cases out of ten the presumption ought
to be against a title — at least in all pictures that are
exceptionally good. When a picture depends too much
on the titles it reminds me of a man walking on crutches."
All of which is heartily indorsed here, and nil of which
shows what an observant lot the exhibitors are.

* *

AT

*

THE recent luncheon of the National Board of
Review one of the most gratifying features was

the hearty recognition of the Board's services by
one of the prominent city officials present. In giving the
Board the assurance of co-operation this city official has
only followed an example set by many other cities. The
licensing
the policeconsiderable
authorities faith
'of many
have
come and
to entertain
in the localities
findings
of the Board, and in many cases these findings have been
upheld in the courts. The position of the Board ts stronger
today than ever it was, and deservedly so.

* *

*

JUST

a curious item we have stumbled on in our editorial correspondence. A theater owner had been
making ends meet on a ten-cent admission. He wanted to do better than that and reduced the price to a nickel.
Strangely enough, his business fell off immediately. It
is a fact that quality films in nickel houses rarely pay.
The exceptions prove the rule.

* *

*

THE
editor of a well-known magazine resents the
idea of motion picture exhibitors charging more
than a nickel. He thinks that the motion picture
theater ought to fulfill its mission to the masses, which
he thinks can only be done on the basis of five cents. The
only trouble witli this theory is the increased cost of film
service. As things stand now the wonder to us is that
so many five-cent houses still manage to exist. Then
think of the difference in quality between 1906 and 1916
BUYERS
for foreign markets are no longer making London their* exclusive
headquarters. Not
* '*
only Latin-America but Australia as well is
buying right here in New York. Why not? LatinAmerica is learning more about us than it ever knew
before and feels more kindly toward us and our films.
The next steamer leaving for Buenos Aires carries an
unusually large quantity of American films. Indeed
there is not a steamer that has left for Latin-American
ports of late that has not had on board either American
film men or American films or both ; mostly both.
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Tales of Woe m m m® ® m m
THE

most difficult stories to write are those which

do justice to our ow'n times. This fact is one very
generally ignored in motion picture production.
Many a producer who feels a sort of mystical veneration
for old e.xamples of literature and the drama, even when
they contain no universal appeal, when they pertain merely
to conditions which no longer exist, is deeply impressed
with their value in modern composition, whereas the best
material thev furnish is. with certain illustrious exceptions,
only fit for the foundations of the modern structure.
Contrast the volumes of learned and literary criticism
on the classics with the frankly malicious and enviously
slighting remarks passed on any work of art that dares
to be new. "Enlighten the world and ye shall be crucified!" t)f course, all that is new is not meritorious, but
gems and refuse are shoveled into the same production
hopper with a weakness of discrimination that shows a
lack of artistry in selection and of good common business
sense in distribution. Now and then, in the mass of stuff
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By Louis Reeves Harrison

If it is true that exhibitors demand that the screen story
shall bear the name of .some celebrated author, what other
resource has the producer than the eternal half-measure
of adaptation? The adptation must come very largely
from foreign authors of days gone by. They were sincere in their day. Tho.se who believe with Aristotle that
tragedy is the crowning achievement of the human intellect wrote inat dark
measuresshow.
and not
for it
an isevening's
entertainment
the picture
Hence
that we
have so much of death, disaster and misery in the big
stories submitted for the pleasure of common people.
Tales of Woe! Tales of Woe! What a relief in the
vaudeville show when the lights are turned up and the
people in front are not called upon to watch the villainous
stock broker plan the ruin of the heroine's husband or
father, or the ravings of a half-sane murderer! The
gloomy tales of deferred vengeance, the weary recitals of
foreign oppression, the hideous workings of a criminal
brain — they may do for an occasional heavy dish, but a
steady diet of that sort of stuff' will deprive the picture
exhibitions
of the relief that people seek in an evening's
entertainment.
What kind of stories best suit the people? Says the

show-n on the screen, gems of the purest ray serene shine
out for a few months of exhibition and then are consigned
to oblivion.
The adaptation is a half-way measure, and who ever
heard of a half-way measure succeeding to any large
degree? It is true that many of the great novels and
plays of the past are still interesting — we have sifted out
the best examples — but we have had practically all of
them on the screen. Are we to have them over and over
again next year? Are we to have three liundred and

by another editor, "Too long. Unpleasant theme. Unoriginal idea. Something already done, .Ajjpealing to too

sixty-five more days of "In the Cjloaniing?" Nearly all of
these old masterpieces are tragic, suited to grand opera,
perhaps, but rather depressing for those wdio go to the
picture show.

.small an audience." He defines what the people do not
want as almost exactly what is being given to moving
picture audiences under the Big Name policy.
The average adaptation from some old foreign work.

A very large number of the so-called "strong" stories
from foreign sources relate to a form of oppression born
in the idea of monarchial rule. We revolted against that
kind of tyranny over a century ago and threw it off forever. While w-e are glad to help those in revolt today,
those aspiring souls who would rid themselves of princes
and prelates, the particular form of oppression from
which they suffer is not so near to our hearts as the cry
for greater justice to humanity, greater generosity to its
erring members, which comes from our midst.
We are here to govern ourselves and to prove that we
can do it in a manner which shall be a departure from the
obsolete one-man rule of a self -elected Emperor. Our
problems are here, not in Europe. If w'e must have unpleasant pictures to act as a tonic in our easygoing life,
why not utilize great lessons of the past by bringing the
scene of action to our own country or so present the theme
that its modern application will be of value? Tragedy
would then involve either an inner struggle or a vain conflict of great souls against greed, against inhumanity,
against ignorance, against all that obstructs enlightenment
and happiness.
Shall we deal with existence as we find it? Shall we

when it is not a modernization, is "something already
done," is an "unoriginal idea," is only suited to the few
who care for that sort of thing, "appealing to too small
an audience," and it usually has "an unpleasant theme."
Very few of the ancient tragedies are suited to the growing intelligence and hopeful aspirations of our people.
Just as we are self-perfecting individuals, just as we are
constantly e.xpanding our social life, so we should look to
the creative impulses of our people and our time for larger
and finer truth in stories told or visualized.
There is an abundance of creative impulse among our
writers. That is proven by the finest examples shown
on the screen — they grow out of fundamental sincerity
on the part of authors and producers. Some of the best
photoplays are rich in their appeal to our sense of the
beautiful. Others conduce to the upbuilding of social
health through ridiculing whatever is false, hypocritical
and pretentious. Others bring out of the pain of bitter
experience some bright and cheering joy. Others evoke
laughter by picturing our common stupidities and weaknesses. We may probe disease to heal it. but not merely
to exhibit the morbid.

try to do justice to the times in which we live? "No!"
says the Big Distributor. Why not? "Because." he insists, "the exhibitor refuses to buy a photoplay not based
on the w'ork of some big author." Big authors of today
refuse to sell great copyright works at current rates in
sufficient quantity to provide one release a month. Producers are forced to turn to old stories in order to comply
with such actions. Old stories can not, as a rule, do justice
to the times in w-hich w'e are living. Such an exaction
carries its own condemnation.

editor of Century, "The most acceptable material comes
from the man writing out of the fullness of his experience." Such is the view differently expressed by many
other editors wdio have their fingers on the public pul.se.
What is not suited to a large mixed audience is defined

The play should be the symbol of our content and discontent, of our thwarted hopes and new aspirations, its
color and design, its lights and shadows, of ourselves, our
sympathies, our thoughts, our very souls. A few ancient
lights still burn like fixed stars, but this does not mean
that we should forever rake over ashes of the past for our
glowing embers. Live author and live producer must
come into a finer harmony of relation, the success of one
intermingled with the success of the other, before we can
show exponents of the older arts tliat we combine, rather
than reflect, them all.

DcocinlHr >'. l"'l(i
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Keep Upof usthe
take lime to lliiiiU of the niigluy

H(J\\ iiiau\
change uliidi has conic over the piihhc atlituditoward tlic motion picture wirhin the past two or
three years? Do we reahze how many churches and
schools have inslalletl motion picture machines? Scarcely
anv convention or conference of civic societies passses
hut the motion picture is made a jjrominent item on tlie
calendar of discussion.
Time was when the motion picture screen needed a
public defender, as it were. Conventions of clergymen,
meetings of educators and similar bodies just denounced
the motion picture and let it go at that. It never even
occurred to them that there might he two sides to this
(|ueslion and that they never had heard but one. A fewgood "denouncers" appeared and poured the vials of their
moral wrath upon the screen and all its works and there
followed a set of resolutions either written directly or

inspired by tlie same "denouncers." In the endless chain
of "denouncers" the newspapers at one time formed an
important link. How our dear friends the reporters,
aided and abetted by the dear editors, used to love tracing
all Jxinds of juvenile crime to the wicked moving pictures !
.According to the accepted formula the youthful offender
simply blamed a motion picture for his incursion into the
field of crime, whereupon he received full absolution.
With what fine scorn these editors then rejected the
notion that in the \ ery near future they themselves would
have a motion picture department in their papers !
Today not only does the American public know that
there is another side, but it begins to favor this other
side. The fanaticism of the Crafts and the Chases has
overshot itself: truth had been repressed too vehemently
and too long and the natural reaction in such cases was
bound to come. It is here now. Prejudice has not disappeared entirely, but much of the prejudice is of the
wilful variety and is therefore incurable. The prejudice
which was born of ignorance has been almost entirely
dissipated.
For this profound and welcome change many factors
are entitled to credit, and surely there is enough glory
to go around. Every producer who has honestly striven
to make good pictures has been a factor. The motion
picture journals have been factors. The various organizations intlie industry have been factors. The Naional Board of Review has helped considerably.
Of all the factors, however, it seems to me none has
been more etTective than the example set bv the exhibitor.
The public, after all, forms its opinions from the motion
picture theaters which it patronizes. Here is the true
source of the deep change that has come over the attitude
of the public toward the motion picture. No ordinary
theatrical manager, indeed no manager of any amusement
enterprise, is as close to the public as the exhibitor of
motion jiictures. The successful motion picture exhibitor
knows his patrons and his patrons know him. They
meet him almost every night of the week. These jiatrons
are just and careful critics and observers. They can tell
w hen a man is in love with his calling and gives them a line
clean entertainment. To them the exhibitor represents
the motion picture. They know nothing about problems
of production and distribution. Thev do know what the
manager of their favorite theater is doing. They judge
both the artistic and the ethical standards of the whole
industry by the impressions they derive through him. In
nine cases out of ten the occasional waves of public indignation against the abuse of the screen are directly traceable to some short-sighted exhibitor, who has failed to

Stephen bush

realize the importance and the- dignity of liis calling and
whose level of showmanship is of the dime-museum vathe
his lobby a and
man who
the house
cancer
advertising
he were up"
as if"dresses
exterior riety.ofItis his
—
fihii
e
questionabl
cure, the man who chases after every
in short, the incompetent exhibitor— who is responsil)lc
for more than half the agitation against the motion picture. When the public of a large Western city recently
ro.se in indignant protest against the exhibition of certain
very few- hut
pictures the fault was admittedly that of a houses
in the
very unscrupulous men who kei)t their
busiest thoroughfare of the town. The decent exhibitors,
very nnuh in the majority, of course, made common cause
with the .Mayor and the police and the blot on the screen
was removed in .short order.
The good name of the motion picture is very largely in
the hands of the exhibitor.

Co-operation

In Theory and Practice

Bv \V. Stephen Bush.

CO-OPERATION is one of the most beautiful words
in the whole dictionary, but it must be made practical to be of any value. Take, for instance, the
([uestion of co-operation between exchange manager and
exhibitor. Recently a meeting was held in this city avowedlv for the purpose of such co-operation. Before the
meeting had progressed very far one after another of the
exchange managers arose and voiced loud lamentations
over bad accounts. A disinterested outsider not having
read the call for the harmony meeting and not knowing
what it was about was bound to draw the conclusion that
the exhibitors present were a specially bad lot of delinquent debtors and sadly in need of a scathing denunciation. Iattended the tneeting and expected any moment
that an appeal would be made to the exhibitors present
to pay the bad accounts of the exchanges present.
Now history tells us that as far back as the Phoenicians
there were bad accounts. Records of bad accounts are
said to have been found in the ruins of Herculanenm
and among the cuneiform inscriptions of .\ssyria. The
present indications are that bad accounts will continue
to occur in the future: even we ourselves are not whollv
exempt from bad accounts. To condemn exhibitors as
a class for occasional bad accounts is worse than absurd ;
it is positively harmful. In Cleveland, to mention but one
example, they do these things much better. There a certificate of membership in the league is regarded as an
evidence of good credit in the exchange. If there were
a disposition to work with the exhibitor the same condition
might prevail here in New York.
Talking about bad accounts, I make bold to say that
some of them are directly traceable to the door of the
exchange. Where an exchange capitalizes the bitterness
between competing exhibitors and the film service far
beyond its sound intrinsic value what can be expected ?
.\n unsoimd policy produces unsound conditions. The
exchange manager w'ho thinks it good business to get exhibitors bidding against each other must know that such
competition spells ruin to at least one of the competitors
and may result in spoiling the business for that particular
section for some time to come. Bad accounts are apt to
grow out of just such a condition.
Granting that there are bad accounts, does that mean
that all exhibitors are to be treated with suspicion? On
the subscription lists of the Moving Pictl're World are
thousands of exhibitors who have substantial investments,
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wliu have built up a reputation for prompt payment of
their bills, who in any other hne of business would be
given generous credit. For the sake of an occasional
shirker the decent exhibitor is treated as if he was a
probable "dead-beat." What would happen if business
were conducted generally on such lines? The Moving
Picture World has many advertisers who have been
w'ith us from the beginning and in whose financial strength
and integrity we have an absolute faith. ( )n the other
hand, we have had undesirable advertisers w-ho defaulted
on their bills. What would our old friends think of us
if we insisted on advance payments because some unreliable concern had failed to pay what it owed to us?
The same logic applies to the distributing business. What
reason and justice is there in treating an old. well-established theater on the same footing as a new beginner of
whom nothing is known? Cases are painfully numerous
of high-class and thoroughly responsible exhibitors whose
show was held up for the sake of a few dollars alleged
to be due to the exchange. Quite often investigation
proved that the amount claimed against the exhibitors was
incorrect.
To sum up : Co-operation is nothing but an empty
word if it is not carried out in practice.

Let Well Enough Alone

By W. Stephen Bush.
TilF Appellate Division, which comprises the third,
fourth and fifth judicial districts of the State, has,
by a divided court, sustained the contention that
Sunday exhibitions of motion pictures are contrary to
law, being in violation of Section 265 of the Penal Code
of the State of New- York. A considerable portion of
the northern section and the western tier of the state will
be alTected by this decision. To be specific, the decision
will or may have an effect on Sunday exhibition of motion
pictures in the following counties : Third Judicial District : Counties of Columbia, Sullivan, Ulster. Greene,
Albany, Rensselaer, Schoharie; Fourth Judicial District:
Counties of Warren, Saratoga, W'ashington, Essex,
Franklin, St. Lawrence, Clinton, Montgomery, Hamilton,
Fulton and Schenectady ; Fifth Judicial District : Counties
of Otsego, Delaware, Madison, Chenango, Broome, Tioga,
Tompkins, Chemung, Cortlandt and Schuyler. Then
only cities of any size lying in territory described arc Albany, Troy, Schenectady, Plattsburgh, Ithaca, Elmira, and
Binghamton. The rest of the district is overwhelmingly
rural in character.
The decision will have no effect whatever in the First
and Second judicial departments, in which Greater New
York and the New York portion of the Metropolitan District are located. The authorities in Greater New York
have in the past been entirely guided by the decision in
the case of the People against Hemleb, of which more
extended mention will be found in the news columns of
this week's issue of the Moving Picture World. The
Supreme Court of both judicial districts has followed the
rule laid down in the Hemleb case, i. e., that Sunday exhibitions of motion pictures are not illegal. The police
authorities have been guided by this same decision, and
so has the Corporation Counsel. It is altogether unlikely
that there will be any departure from the doctrine laid
down in the Hemleb case, and it behooves us motion picture men to keep perfectly cool in the face of the present
situation, in which only alarmists will see any genuine
danger.
It is anomalous that there should be two such sharply
conflicting decisions on the same subject, for there is no
doubt of the irreconcilable difference in the interpretation
of the law laid down in the Second and the Third Department. However, that is not for us to worry about.
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The greatest tactical mistake, in our judgment, would
be to carry this matter to the Court of Appeals. Far
better lo bear the ills we know than fly to others, etc.

Exhibitors' Views

What

the Men on the Firing Line Have to Say on a Vital
Subject.
The great and practical question of the relationship between "The Increased Cost of Film and The Box Office"
is arousing tremendous interest in exhibiting ranks. We
print in addition to the extracts from splendid and illuminating letters we published in the last issue the following letters from cxliibitors:
New York City. Nov. 15, 1918.
Movlog Picture World :
GcnUemen : These figures may Interest other exhibitors as per
invited views on film rental statistics of last week's World. Open propram- j-reel features with extra one reels to fill up.

Per cent
Cost of service
Gross for week
Net gross
for service
t21i)
?13(i2.00
?11.4.'i
16%
120
970.00
8.50
12%%
As will be seen by figures we reduced the per cent of film cost the
second week 3Vj% or $1K) in cash and reduced our receipts $392. Conditions of weather and other things wore about the same so it clearly
shows you cannot slip over cheap service and still bold the business.
I am going to try some expensive features and will send In 13gurea
again later on.
c. E. 0.
Brooklyn. November, 1916.
Editor Moving Picture World :
Dear Sir — I gladly avail myself of opportunity of sending in views
as to what should be paid for flln^ service in proportion to gross receipts as invited
page I98.'>
of current
issue average
of World.
On
a weekly
businessby ofletter
aboutou $450,
figure
on paying
of $25
a day for service which amounts to a little under 40% of gross. But
it is too much. It allows a very small margin of profit. Open booking
I think is bad, yet 1 see no way out of it.
I don't want one or two reel subjects, I must have good five-reel
features and a variety of them as well. What I require I cannot
get from any one exciiange. I hope to see a combine of some of the
big ones so It will be possible to book all from one ofllce and at the
right price, as could be done five years ago with the one reelers. If
such a combine comes and takes advantage of their strength to boost
prices 1 get out of business.
I believe good features can be run in a neighborhood house for two
days,
but ILet
won't
them until
it Is give
made me
worth
while a Inweek
a way
of
price.
the try
combine
mentioned
threemy shows
to
run two days' each, me to pick one for the Sunday show to be selected
from the three and give me a flat figure of $1'J5 a week, and I can make
good money and so can the Exchange.
BROOKLYN.

There is food for thought and more than that in every one
of these letters. The information contained in these communications ought to be plain, practical value to both producer and exhibitor. We will be glad to have more letters
on the same subject.

Fox Disavows Attack on President
Says Management

of Pitt Theater, Pittsburgh, Acted Without Authorization from Him.

IN

ANNOUNCING
the forthcoming
showing
of "The
Honor System," ^V. Patch, manager of the Pitt theater,
Pittsburgh, in his house program has made a vicious attack upon President Wilson.
William Fox, president of the Fox Film Corporation,
owners of "The Honor System," both regrets and resents
this entirely unwarranted act of Mr. Patch. Mr. Fox wishes
it to be understood most definitely that the management of
the Pitt theater has acted with absolutely no authorization
from the Fox Film Corporation, and that the photoplay in
no way reflects upon the President.
Mr. Fox is sending this statement to the trade throughout
the United States:
"Without the knowledge or sanction of Fox Film Corporation, W.

Patch, Manager of the Pitt Theater, Pittsburgh, has attacked President
Wilson in connection with an announcement of the photoplay production. 'The Honor System.'
"The attack originated with the management of the Pitt Theater, and
we take this means of notifying the public that the conduct and policy
of
tile
President
are in onno the
wayplay.
connected with 'The Honor System,' nor
have they
any bearing
"Fox Film Corporation, owners of 'The Honor System." regret that
this attack was published by the Pitt Theater in their house program.
We consider the announcement unjust, improper and unpatriotic. No
act or policy of the President is reflected upon in any scene of 'The
Honor System'."
FOX
FILM
CORPORATION.
Pittsburgh, Nov. 27. 1916.
Willam Pox, President.

YALE BOSS BACK IN PICTURES.
The many tliousands of admirers of Yale Boss will be glad
lo hear tfiat he is returning to the screen. As a boy he
earned wide popularity among film patrons by his cleverness and his engaging personality. At the height of his
success he withdrew to complete his education. Having done
this, he has returned and will be featured in "The Halfa thrilling football play now being produced by the
Edison back,"Company.

n.c.inlxT
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Sunday Shows Illegal ? 9 m m & m
Decision in Case of Albany Exhibitor in Conflict
With Former Rulings Made by Appellate
Division in Second Department — Legality
of Sunday Shows Uniformly Maintained in This Jurisdiction — No
Action Contemplated Here
THE
Appcllaie IJivisimi of the Third Ucpnrtmcnt of
the Slate of New York has handed down a decision on
the legality or rather the illegality of motion picture
exhibition on Sunday. The decision was rendered upon an
appeal taken by Leroy H. Bender of Albany, an exhibitor,
who had been arrested for violating Section 265 of the
Penal Code, prohibiting Sunday exhibitons. Hcndcr was
dischartred on a writ of habeas corpus sued out before Justice itorshauser of Poughkeepsic. Justice Morshauser
based his decision on the well-known case of the People v.
Hcmlrb, reported in 127 App. Div. 356. in which the Appellate Division of the Second Department held on the 29th of
June. 1908. that Section 265. relative to the prohibition of
Sunday shows, did not apply to exhibitions of motion pictures. This decision written by the late Justice Gaynor and
cojicurred in by a majority of the court has since been followed at .Special Term and in various decisions of the Appellate Division in other departments. The law. as interpreted by Justice Gaynor. has likewise been followed by
numerous corporation attorneys in opinions presented by
them to the municipal authorities in various localities.
The other prominent case in which the question of the
legality of Sunday pictures came up in a collateral and indirect way was the case of the People ex. rel. Woldon Kiely
vs. Lent, which went to the Court of Appeals and is reported in New York Court of Appeals reports. Vol. 215.
page 626. The chief issue in that case was the qticstion of
whether the Common Council of the City of Yonkers had
the right to override the laws of the State as interpreted by
the courts.
In that case the Court of Appeals affirming the decision
of the Appellate Division declared that "the Legislature
alone can determine how Sunday shall be kept." Many
lawyers believe that this amounted to a tacit approval of
the doctrine laid down by justice Gaynor in the Hemlcb
case, others hold that such an interpretation is strained and
that the Court of Appeals did not touch upon the legality
of Sunday exhibition of motion pictures, directly or indirectly.
Strange Conflict of Decisions.
In the recent case of Bender decided by the Appellate Division of the Third Department the Court renders an opinion whose reasoning sharply conflicts with the logic of the
Hemleb case. The decision in the Bender case comes from
a divided bench as did the decision in the Hemleb case. In
the Bender case four of the Justices sustain the view that
motion picture exhibitions are unlawful on Sunday while
the fifth justice adheres to the interpretation of the late
Justice Gaynor. The opinion in the Bender case reviews
the circumstances of appellant's arrest and refers to his contention that he should be discharged because the phrase in
the statute, "or other public sports, exercises, or shows,'
does not apply to indoor performances. Regarding this the
opinion says:
"The words 'or other public sports, exercises, or shows'
are presumed to have been used by the Legislature in their
ordinary and familiar sense and meaning and are to be so
understood and construed. Acts relating to the observance
of the Sabbath are remedial statutes, and are to be construed
liberally in respect to the mischiefs sought to be remedied.
"Thedidvital
question tomean
be decided
appeal
is;
What
the Legislature
when it upon
wrote this
into the
statute
relating to the observance of Sunday, following the prohibition against shooting, hunting, fishing, horse racing, gaming,
the words, 'or other public sports, exercises or shows'? Did
it intend to prohibit exhibitions in the nature of the ordinary
moving picture show? It would seem clear that the answer
to that question must be in the affirmative."
The opinion also states that the trend of recent legislation has been to protect, so far as possible, the right of employees to rest on .Sunday, and that no good reason is apparent for denying that privilege to the thousands of employees of moving picture theaters in the State.
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Authority in Greater New York Unlikely to Change Present
Conditions.
.\ rci>re>cntativc of 'Ihc Moving Picture World communicated with the Corporation Counsel of the City of New York
to learn whether the Law Ucpartmcnt of the city intended
to take any notice of the Bender decision and whether any
action was contemplated. The attorney in charge of the
office declared that no official notice had been received. Rven
if such notice were received, he felt safe in saying that the
Corporation Counsel would not do anything of his own initiative. He said his client was the City of New York and
he did not propose to act until he heard from his client.
The attorney said he had read the decision in the Bender
case and felt that it was in direct conflict with the interpretation which the court arrived at in the Hemleb case.
Further than this he did not care to commit himself.
Interviews with lawyers who have had some experience in
the fight for and against Sunday closing without exception
adhered to the belief that the decision in the Third Department would not be permitted to affect conditions in the City
of New York. Said one of them, speaking to a representative of The Movinj^ Picture World; "The law as laid down
by Judge Gaynor in the Hemlcb case has been followed at
Special Term in at last three cases which occurred in the
limits of the Greater City. The one case in which the whole
question was thoroughly discussed and in which Judge Gaynor's decision was strictly followed was that of the William
Fox Amusement Company. plaintiflF, against George B. McClellan, a Mayor of the City of New York, et al.. decided
at a Special Term of the Supreme Court held in Kings
County. In that case it was held by Justice Blackmar that
'a decision of a question of law by the Appellate Division
should control a judge at Special Term. The Appellate
Division having held that a moving picture show is not a
public show within the meaning of those words as used in
Section 265 of the Penal Code, a Special Term should be
controlled by such decision. The indoor exhibitions and
performances prohibited by Section 277 of the Penal Code,
so far as it is now in force, does not include moving picture
shows. The Legislature has not seen fit to prohil>it generally all secular business and employment on Sunday, but
only those specified acts determined by serious interruptions
of the repose and religious liberty of the community."

Baltimore Operators Dance
Hold Seventh Annual Ball at Lyric Theater — Distinguished
Guests Present.
OX

THE eve of November 15, Local Union No. 181,
Baltimore, Maryland, together with friends in the city

and as many from outside as could "make it" tripped
the the
lightstage
fantastic
the where
wee sma'
anentplace,
the twa.
On
of the till
Lyric,
the hours
affair took
was
a huge, illuminated American flag, which was enthusiastically saluted by the assemblage when the band struck up "The
Star
The Spangled
dance wasBanner."
the seventh annual ball given by the Baltimore Union, and is said to have eclipsed any of its predecessors, both in
point of good
"stunts"
pulled and
off, distinguished
magnificence
of decorations,
attendance,
timedness
guests, among whom were Secretary of Labor Wilson and
Samuel Gompers, president American Federation of Labor,
together with other American Federation of Labor officials.
(The American Federation of Labor convention was in session in Baltimore at the time.) Aside from these were
Business Agent Louis Krause, Secretary Murray of the
Philadelphia Operators' Union, B. A. Spellbring, president
Washington Moving Picture Operators' Union; C. A. Cana^
van, president Detroit Moving Picture Operators' Union;
F. G. Dolliver, president San Francisco Moving Picture Operators' Union; Charles Shay, International president I. A.
T. S. E. and .M. P. M. O.; McDonald, of the Detroit Moving Picture Operators' Union, and I. G. Sherman, of the
Hudson County, N. J., local were there. Bunji Souki, Tokio,
Japan, and Mrs. Helen Goslin. of London, England, were
among the guests, together with other foreigners identified
with labor questions.
The Lyric was packed to its utmost capacity, and it goes
without saying that everybody had a rip-roaring good time,
went home tired, but happy, heartily indorsing the sentiment: Long live the Baltimore men and the Baltimore Union.
Rah, rah, rah I Whee, whee, whee.
Zing, bim, bam, bum, who are we?
Hah, hah, hah; that's it, son.
Local Union one eight one I
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Seventy -five Hundred Attend Boston Ball
Former Governor Walsh Star Speaker at the
Banquet Following Bay State Exhibitor^
Annual Function
Picture Exhibitors'
of the Motion branch,
ballMassachusetts
fourthof annual
THELeague
America,
was held at
the Boston Arena, the same great structure where have
been held the two previous exhibitor functions, on Wednesday, November 22. Seventy-five hundred persons attended,
and there was abundant room for them. The Arena stands
on a plot 420 by 240 feet, and nearly all of this area is in
the Auditorium. Practically all of the local exchanges and
supply
houses
were
represented
among
the
boxholders.
Threescore persons
went over to the Massachusetts capital from
New York City. It was
the annual pilgrimage.
In the party were P. A.
Powers of the Universal company and Mr.
Chadwick of the Ivan
company, and many exchange men and players. One of the events
of the evening was the
selection of one girl
from among 150 contestants for a position
with the Atlas Film
Corporation. This was
won by Beatrice Roberts, a Winthrop high
school girl. At t1ie
close of the ball, about
2 o'clock. 225 exhibitors
and film men and their
guests sat down to a
banquet in Horticultural Hall.
Nearly
all
of
the
New
York
contingent
Beatrice Roberts.
arrived
at the
Back
-

»>

■

T

,

S^y station at 6 o'clock

rhlr?.ri"'"#-i",,""' P"'^c'Samuel
"''"■'='■ H.
^^^"Trigger,
'" 'Chargerepresenting
of Captain
th.
M^ E.K.mbal,
the
New
York Statewere
exhibitors; J. K Berger and Earl
Gul.ck. of the International; George Balsdon, of
the Greater
Vitagraph; M H Hoffman and H. H. Van Loan,
of the
Universal; and Bob" Taylor and Harry McRae
Webster,
of the Unicorn-Monmouth. The players and their
companies were:

Sherman-Elliott, "The Crisis"-George
Fawcett.
vIT-t"^ ^^ A^l^f
,^'^"'^"- "'""'"y Morey, Alice Joyce,
J }'-''■
Rose Tapley and Adele De Garde
zlnTxJ^u'^^

^'^'^' ■''""" Morrison, Frankie Mann

Or^i^Hariey^*"""'
^*""'
Holmes,
Harry
Benham
Universal — Violet Mersere
au
International— Grace Darling and Ethel Fariss.
Thanhouser— Flo La Badie and Ethvl Cooke.

and
and

' ^^"^ Hunter, Doris Mitchell and
BiHyWesr
Unity— Margaret Gale and Eric Mayne.
Onirk
fn/r^^" T^^^^A ^^'^s .represented
by President
Billy
T^^^n
n
President King Baggot, Wallie Van and also
'^Th7M ^'.°"" ""t^I P'*y'"« ^' "^^ Hollis Street theater in
Jn.-c.^^""/
There, was a police detail of seventy men
trolmen.
■„A

\ was

four plainclothes
the largest patrol

was in change.'" ""'" ^"^''"^-

men' and fifty-five" paever sent out for an

^^P*^'"

Thomas

F. Good

elerl^'^n" ,hl?''f^" ''M'°°!<^d ^f'er the comfort of the trav•"'"= ^^ival at the Grand
^r ""'
central
,tJlfl there
Centraf station
was""'
no ^^
incident
to mar. ^t Providence a committee of five, consisting of President
Ernest

PhimnrlT??"V^""'"\^^- "^"'d °f 'he World Film. C. H

and Dr CnU ^"^
^''^'"^ °f '^e Eastern
and_Di^GoIden
of "-^''^o"^"'
the Bostmi ^"^""^^
Photoplay,
met the delega-

tion. At the station in Boston, Vice Presidents R. W.
Drown and M. J. Lydon and fifteen others welcomed the
New Yorkers and took good care to avoid a crush such as
that which marked the arrival of the year before.
The doors of the Arena were opened at 7 o'clock and
the arrivals continued until midnight. Samuel Grant, who
has managed the two preceding Arena balls, was again general manager. Assisting him were Harrv F. Campbell of
the Fox Film exchange as floor director and Exhibitor E. R.
Gregory as floor manager. E. J. Farrell of the Pathe Exchange was announcer, and was right at home on the job.
.A squad of police escorted the players to their boxes,
and the guardians of the peace were necessary to make a
way through the throng. Mayor Curley was late in arriving, and so, too, was former Governor Walsh. The latter
was obliged to leave for another engagement, but returned
in time to take his place as chief guest of honor at the banquet, which began at 2 o'clock. The mayor made a plea,
when presented on the platform in the center of the arena,
for contributions to the Christm;.s charity fun-' being conducted by the Boston .\merican. Professor Hueo Munsterberg of Harvard was a guest at the Universal box.
The grand march started at 11 o'clock and was led by the
mayor. At its conclusion came what proved to be the feature of the evening, the selection of a winner out of the
hundred and a half of entrants of all types. Some one
remarked he never knew there were so many blondes in the
world. Surely they predominated. The committee to make
a choice that proved full of difficulties and which consumed
more than an hour's time was made uo of Harry Morey of
the Vitagraph, Miss Esther Harney and Miss Minnie Mulry
of the Boston Traveler. Jack Conlev of Washington, Captain Kimball. F. J. Mclsaac and George Blaisdell of the
Moving Picture World.
During all the time the committee was culling the candidates and reducing the number to be considered the great
throng remained standing about and seated in the .\rena.
Some of the entrants had their partisans present in numbers,
who would break into applause when a favorite was brought
forward into the thinning lines. The choice was finally
reduced to one of three. The decision was given to Beatrice
Roberts, a tall girl of striking fieure, who had all through
the session been the favorite of a majority of the film men
who had crowded in behind the committee. The two remaining who received honorable mention were Alice Noak
and Lillian White. Miss Roberts is a bit under seventeen
years of age and a sophomore at the Winthrop hish school.
The box holders were A. G. Pearson, Somerville; R. M.
Kane, Spencer; M. J. Lydon, Dorchester;- P. F. Lydon.
South Boston: H. I. Wasserman, Roxbury: E. H. Horstmann: F. J. Howard; International Film Company: World
Film Corporation; Union Film Company; United Booking
Office; Leon Dadmun: .Atlas Film Corporation; Vitagraph
Company; Northeast Universal Film Exchange; George
Kleine .^ttractions; Federal Feature Film Company; Globe
Feature Film Company; Eastern Feature Film Exchange:
Fox Film Corporation; Pathe Exchange, Inc.; Supreme Feature Film Company; Kriterion Company of Boston; Ivan
Film Productions; Unicorn Film Service, Inc.: Mutual Film
Corporation; Boston Photo Play Company: Famous Players
Film Co.; Sunbeam Motion Picture Company: Clarence
Mixer, Somerville: Miss Chace, Unicorn Film Service; Fred
J. Ruisseau: Mr. Rogers, Colonial Theatre. Brockton; "Civilization"; R. W. Drown. Boston; Samuel Grant, Boston;
A, E. Lord, Lynn; Miss Lola May, Dover, N. H.; N. L.
Demara. Lawrence; Glover Ware, Beverly; Nicholas Power
Company:
Miller,
Lynn.American Seating Company, Boston; H. E.
MR. WALSH

STAR

SPEAKER

AT BANQUET.

Former Governor David I. Walsh was greeted with prolonged applause when Ernest H. Horstmann. president of
the Massachusetts exhibitors, who officiated as toastmaster,
presented him to the diners. It was a fine demonstration
of the fact that the recent chief executive of the Bay State
is first in the hearts of the moving picture men.
"I want to congratulate Massachusetts business and the
members of this organization unon the success of this night's
event." said Mr. Walsh. "You have demonstrated that the
'Movie Ball' is still the great social function of Boston and
New_ England. I want, however, to serve notice to the
moving picture establishments of the country that if they
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wish to hold their business in Huston and New Iini^land they
have got to produce more of their stars on these occasions.
The public of Massachusetts and Boston are not quite satisfied with seeing upon the screen the men and women who
depict so successfully, so artistically and so beautifully human
life. They expect and demand that once a year they appear
here in the flesh, here at the Movie Hall in Boston. So
please take notice that tliis organization is as strong and
as powerful as the railroad organization that got the Adamson law through Congress (laughter and applause), and unless some of you managers come across you will notice the
result in the door receipts in the next 365 days.
"I want to express the appreciation I have and that the
community has and tliat this organization has for the presence of the men and women who at great sacrifice have
come this long distance to he with us. My friends, this
organization is not working for itself. It is working for the
promotion, the advancement, of this business, and it ought
to have and must have the co-operation of every agency.
It must meet and must fight in this state hostile legislation,
and unless it has back of it the real beneficiaries the fight
will be in vain.
"That ought to be sufficient to indicate that this event
should he made, for the sake of the business of the community, the one great social event of the community, and
there
is no -reason
why itit will
should*
not be.
must continue
so, and
continue
to It
be issoalready,
with theit
co-operation of New York and elsewhere. So I charge and
ask you to come to Boston once a year and aid and boom
the moving picture business.
".'\ll the
will not do
ance here
welfare of

bilDioards we may cover within the ne.xt year
the business that will be promoted by the appearin this city of the stars nor in furthering the
the business itself. We are grateful for this appearance. Iwant again to congratulate the management
upon the success of this occasion. This organization, therefore, is to be encouraged and supported by this community
and by all those who have cast their lot in this profession
and have spent their money to promote and advance it. We
thank every man and woman who has come so far to make
Ibis occasion successful.
"I want to thank the management with honoring me with
such an attractive partner (applause for Flo La Badie). and
who has helped to make this occasion a success. Governors
may come and governors may go. but I think I am ?oing
to maintain against them all one title and one toast: 'Dave
Walsh is alwavs going to be the Movie Governor of Massachusetts.' (Prolonged cheering.)
"Even if I don't take a job I can still be with the boys
and help them out atid advance the work in this movement.
I am very glad I have had the pleasure. I know no better
citizens, no more loval friends, than the bovs In this business, and 1 know them all. I hone that the people who
are here from New York will go back to their homes more
enthusiastic than ever about the men who are engaged in
this business in Boston and New England. We want to
see you all here next year. We promise not only to repeal
this performance but to give you a still better time."
When there came a subsidence in the cheering a motion
was made and carried that Mr. Walsh be elected a member
of the Motion Picture Exhibitors League of .America, Massachusetts branch.
Other speakers were Billy Quirk, president of the Screen
Club: Samuel H. Trigger of New York, King Baggot, Representative George E. Curran, Marion Howard Brazier,
Rose Tapley and George Blaisdell.
Mr. Trigger broueht greetings from the exhibitors of
New York State and from the national organization. "I
want to assure you that we desire the friendship to be
closer." he •aid. "We desire that the friendship between
the manufacturer, exchange man and exhibitor be closer
than heretofore. We want that friendship to be so strong
that no person on the outside can break it." Mr. Trigger
closed by inviting all present to attend the New York ball.
The officers of the 1916 executive committee of the ball
were Samuel Grant, chairman, who has untiringly disregarded the sun in the time he has devoted to the function;
If. I. Wasserman, secretary: I. E. Tones, fmancial secretary:
II. A. Gillman. treasurer: A. F. Washburn, assistant treasurer: Joseph Di Pesa, press representative; Denis Shea,
assistant press representative. Mr. Grant was especially
strong in praise of his press department. He said it had
been remarkably efficient. Mrs. Frank T. Howard was chairman of the
ladies'Mrs.
reception
committee,
Marlon
Howard
Brazier.
Rrackett
and Mrs. assisted
Frost ofbythe
Film
Club; Mrs. A. E. Lord. Mrs, R. W. Drown
son of the Dadmun company.

and Miss Harri-
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Berst Reviews

Year

Says "Ninetccn-Sixteen" Has Established the Pathe Policy —
Large Plans for "Nineteen-Seventeen."
NlNliTEKN sixteen has been a year of great accomplishments for the House of Pathe. A successful onea-week program of Gold Rooster features was inaugurated and more successful serials and series were released than have ever before been put out by any company.
Hut it is with even greater pride that J. A. Berst, vicepresident and general manager, surveys the situation for the
new year, for already plans h,ivc been completed for all
releases well into the summer of Iyi7.
Probably the most notable achievement of the old year has
been the steady and rapid growth of the program. Seven
reels were being released a week when Mr. Berst accepted
the call to return to the management of the Pathe Company.
Today the weekly program consists of sixteen reels ot
<|uality pictures. It is expected that I'athc's program, now
generally considered one of the strongest and most varied
in the industry, \vill be further strengthened as a result of
important negotiations now under way.
Of utmost importance, in the eyes of Mr. Berst, is the
new sales or.ganization that has been built up by C. R. Seelye,
business manager, trained to serve the needs of the exhibitor
to the fullest possible extent. Every week has seen a material increase in the business of all of the thirty branches,
and Mr. Berst is confident that 1917 will even surpass the
success of this great year In Pathe's history in America.
"Many extravagant claims are being made these days about
the best pictures, the best sales organization, etc.," says Mr.
Berst. "Pathe makes no claims. But we do consider It
significant that within the past few months some of the
largest producing companies have approached us with propositions to handle their pictures. Several of these propositions
are now under consideration."
Mr. Berst's views of the I9I7 situation are of unusual interest because of his long connection witli the motion picture industry and his deep Insight into all of Its branches.
"Everywhere,'' says Mr. Berst, "we hear talk about the
uncertainty of the future. Companies come and go. We
have combinations and dissolutions. New distributing organizations are formed and unformed. There are signs of
unrest.
"But Pathe has builded on the solid rock of most careful
organization and ample financial resources, and we stand
secure. We are committed to a definite, fixed policy of
quality pictures at prices that assure a fair profit to exhibitors. We have no fear.
"With the great number of features now on the market
we have been greatly gratified with the success of our onea-wcek Gold Rooster program, which now includes six distinct series of features, assuring a wide variety. In a few
short months
Gri'.d Rooster
featuresandhave
been firmly
established
In the
the minds
of the public
exhibitors
as a
dependable program of strong stories, powerful casts and
high-class production. These features are now being produced by .Astra, Thanhouser, .Arrow and Balboa. We have
some ambitious plans for the new year, which will be announced in a short time, I consider some of our new features, such as 'Her New York,* 'Arms and" the Woman' and
'The Hunting of the Hawk,' among the greatest pictures that
have ever been produced.
"It is now generally recognized that in the serial field
Pathe
stands supreme.
Our S5. 000. 000 serial program
for
1916 was a big success for Pathe and for the exhibitors.
Our
1917 program will be a greater success. Two new serials
for 1917 have been completed — 'The Neglected Wife.' founded
on the famous stories of Mabel Herbert Urner, and 'The
Double (iross,' the famous mystery story by Gilson Willet.
'Pearl of the .Army,' our new military serial, released December 3, is also included in the 1917 serial program. We have
two other serials in course of production and we are negotiating for the other two serials that will complete the 1917
program
serials." and publicity departments have
.All of oftheseven
advertising
been greatly strengthened by Mr. Berst and exhibitors have
expressed great satisfaction with the service.
PICKFORD

PLAYERS

RETURN

TO

MARBLEHEAD.

-\fter two week's activities at the Fort Lee studios. Mary
PIckford
and her supporting
cast In "The
the Clan,"
the
forthcoming
.Artcraft release,
have Pride
again ofreturned
to
Marblehead, Mass., to retake several exteriors as a result of
the recent accident which befell the con-.pany when the old
fishing schoonr sunk on which a scene was being taken. Two
cameras were lost in the wreck together with many feet o(
film containing several important sceiies.
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K A, M. P. I. Acts on Important Matters ® a ®
Questions Concerning Film Transportation and
Fire Prevention to be Considered at Length —
Committees Now Working Out Details
A

MEETING has been called for December of the Committee on Transportation appointed by the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry. The
committee consists of William L. Sherrill. Frohman Amusement Corporation; J. Stuart Blackton, Vitagraph Company
of America; George Brophy, Oklahoma City; M. A. Corey,
J. G. Graham. Chicago. Ills.; Whitman Bennett, New York;
J. J. Eisenberg, Mississippi. Mo.; Alfred Hamberger, Chicago, Ills.; Mr. Hanlon, New York; Peter J. Jeup, Detroit,
Mich.; Aaron J. Jones, Chicago; Mr. MarkowitZ. William
Oldknow. Atlanta. Ga.; Mr. Pierson, Kansas City; Davis
Reed. Dallas. Texas; E. M. Saunders. New York; Arthur S.
Sawyer, Samuel H. Trigger, New York: .-K. P. Tugwell, Sari
Francisco, Cal., and John Ward, New York.
Several specific cases of trouble with transportation com-,
panics will be up for discussion and the form of procedure
with a view to securin.g not only improved rates but also
better conditions will be discussed.
The problems at issue include a complaint from one company over the holding up of C. O. D. shipments of film
for six or ei.ght weeks, with resultant losses at both ends
of the line, the question of discrimination in the matter of
annoying small "excess" charges for checking film cases
as baggage and the New York City ordinances against carrying perfectly protected film in the subway and elsewhere.
The plan of the committee is both to take uo the specific
questions and settle ihem and to get the National Association's power organized to correct the discrimination and
overcharges now in vogue.
It would be impossible for this work to be completed iri
time to be submitted to the meeting of the Board of Directors, on Wednesday, Nov. 29th. even if the transportation
committee should meet before that date. It was therefore
decided to hold the committee meeting afterwards, and then
to continue its work so that its results might be ready to
submit to the Directors at the December board meeting.
Fire Prevention Committee.
The National .Association has appointed a committee for
the adoption of rules of fire prevention for motion picture
studios, exchanges and theaters. The plan is to make these
regulations the basis of state and city fire laws. While of
course the proposed rules will not be drawn up at this session it is e.xpected that exceptionally important information
will be brought out. The committee of which Jesse D.
Lasky is chairman is to meet shortly at the offices of the
Association.
Charles M. Biscay. Chairman of the Executive Committee
of the Fire Prevention Regulation and Insurance Committee
will present a plan for getting together a vast mass of information to aid in its work. Throueh the National Board
of Fire Underwriters and similar organizations, the committee will have access to the official figures of the companies, showing the total losses paid by the insurance companies to motion picture exhibitors, manufacturers and exchanges, and also the total of the premiums received in corresnonding periods. These figures will give a very plain
indication of just how fair or unfair the present insurance
rates are.
The committee can also get full information on existing
fire prevention regulation and laws from all over the country, as a basis from which to work on plans for standardization. Mr. Biscay says that the National .Association will
have the united suoport of all the insurance companies and
of the national bodies of that business. The insurance companies will be only too slad to have a great national body
to which it can bring its sugeestions and point out the
hazards of the film industry. The committee consists of
the following members: J. E. Brulatonr. Eastman Films.
New York; William L. Sherrill. President of Frohman
.^musement Corporation; Samuel H. Trigger. Tremont
Theater. New York; Louis L. Levine. Regent Theater.
Brooklyn: .Mfred Hamberger. Chicago, Illinois: A. S. Le
Vine, Iroquois, New York: Maurice Chovnski, M. P. E. L.
Chicago: Judge .\. P. Tugwell. Los Angeles; Thomas Fnrniss, Duluth. Minn.; A. D. Flintom, Manager Kansas City

Paramount Pictures Company, Kansas City; D. A. Lynch,
of Atlanta. Ga., and Ashville. N. C; Ernest H. Horstmann.
Boston. Mass.; Stanley Mastbaum, Philadelphia; Guy Wonders, Baltimore. Maryland; G. W. Deming. John A. Eckert
Company; J. H. Hallberg, New York; Charles Martyne
Biscay. Sec'y and Treas. of the Insurance Press: \. C. Carruthers. Second Vice-President of the Safety Engineering
Society, New York; J. F. Skerrett, General Manager Nicholas Power Company, New York: J. F. .Ancona, Eastman
Kodak Co., Rochester, New York; William Sistrom, Universal Film Mfg. Co., New York.
One of the most important and interesting contributions
to the information of the committee will come from J. F.
Ancona. the expert of the Eastman Kodak Co.: which Is
an active member of the National .Association and has been
working, largely through Mr. .Ancona. on the basic principles
of fire prevention regulations in the productive distribution
and exhibiting phases of the motion picture business. Mr.
.Ancona is a member of the sub-committee on Laboratories.
These sub-committees appointed by Charles M. Biscay.
Chairman of the Executive Committee, which will report t(f
the general committee on Tuesday morning, are made up
as follows:
Theaters. Sam'l H. Trigger. Judge A. P. Tugwell. J. K.
Skerrett. L. L. Levine.
Studios. William L. Sherrill. .A. S. LeVine, .Arthur James.
Laboratories, William Sistrom, J. H. Brulatonr, J. P.
.Ancona.
Film Exchanges, William Sistrom. J. M. Brulatour, J. F.
Skerrett.
Transportation. J. F. Skerrett. J. E. Brulatour. Judge A. P.
Tuewell.
The imoortance of the work of establishing fire prevention regulations and securing their adoption by members of
the National Association nnd as citv ordinances over tfie
entire coi'"try. is evidenced bv manv interesting figures, and
by the willingness of insurance cnninanies to reduce rates
where similar fire prevention work has been done.
NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION
EMBLEM.
The new eml>leni of the National .Association of the Motion Picture Industry, adopted at the last meeting of the
executive committee, is about to get into active circulation.
Three sizes of cuts have been made
of it. and are to be furnished free to
members of the National .Association
and at the luncheon Thursday of the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers a resolution was passed unanimously approving the use of the
emblem wherever possible. The .Associated Motion Picture .Advertisers
include in its membership the advertising and publicity men of most
of the big companies, and these men
plan to use the emblem wherever
possible in advertising, on letterheads and especially on posters. They will also take up for discussion with the heads of
their companies the use of the emblem as part of the leaders
on the films produced by their companies, where in advertising, the use of the emblem tends to become confused witR
the trade-marks of the companies, they will use. instead, a
line reading "Member of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry."
N. A. M.- P. I. APPEALS TO PRESS.
A special meeting of the executive committee of the National .Association was held immediately upon the news of
the decision in the Third Department affecting Sunday exhibitions of motion pictures. There were present William
A. Brady. Walter \\'. Irwin, .Adolph Zukor, Benjamin B.
Hampton. W. L. Sherrill. Louis L. Levine. Lee A. Ochs,
William M. Seabury: Counsel. John R. Miller. A resolution
was passed to send to every newspaper in the state an
appeal to favor Sundav exhibitions. The appeal was sent
by
wire and
signed by both the E.xhibitors' League and the
National
Association.
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WRITE US EARLY AND OFTEN
THE
MOVING I'lCTURE WORLD carries the
most complete record oi Exhibitors' News. This
department aims at being the fullest and fairest
chronicle of all the important doings in the ranks oi organized exhibitors, lo keep the department as complete and as useful as it is now we request the secretaries of all organizations to favor us with reports of
all the news. Coming events in the ranks of the organized exhibitors are best ?.dvertised in this department of the Moving Picture World.
DESPITE the absence of some committeemen who had
been informed that the meeting was scheduled for 2
o clock in the afternoon, a liieetniK was called to order
shortly after 11 o'clock A. M. on Friday, November 24, of
the committee of the Manhattan branch of the Exhibitors'
League appointed to inveslisate the charges against Lee A.
Ochs, president of the Motion Picture E.xhibitors' League.
Tobias A. Keppler, counsel for Fleischman & Goldreyer,
prosecuting the charges against Mr. Ochs, protested that
the meeting scheduled for Tuesday, November 21, was summarily postponed by Chairman Samuel H. Trigger, without
notice to him or to Messrs. Fleischman and Goldreyer, anu
without notice to several members of the committee who appeared at the headquarters of the Manhattan local, at No.
218 West Forty-second street, in the belief that a meeting
was to be held. The postponement of the meeting scheduled
for Tuesday resulted in a request by Mr. Keppler to the
members present for an investigation as to the reason.
Mr. Keppler, in protesting against the postponement on
Tuesday, read into the record:
"I vigorously protest against this adjournment, because i
made it very clear and emphatic at the meeting held Saturday that if there was a long adjournment the whole purpose of the investigation would be defeated.
"I defied Mr. Ochs to produce the stock certificate book
stubs and the stock ledger, which I contended proved that
a tilm interest subsidized the E.xhibitors' Trade Review, and
that it was therefore n^t to the advantage of the exhibitors
or to the organization. Mr. Ochs and his attorney, Mr.
Rosenthal, faithfully promised to produce the books today
at 11 o'clock. Neither Mr. Ochs nor his attorney is present,
nor are the books here, and we therefore demand an investigation of why this meeting was adjourned in the manner
it has been and without notice to us. and w-hy the books
have not been produced: and we request that this investigation be made as speedily as possible."
A representative of the Moving Picture World was told
on Tuesday by Thomas Howard, secretary of the State
League, that the meetinc had been postponed because of
the absence of Mr. Blumenthal. Mr. Howard said that Mr.
Blumenthal was in Detroit.
It developed during the course of Friday's meeting that
Mr. Trigger had sent telegrams to the eight members of
the Executive Board, inquiring their opinions as to whether
or not the local branch could have the certificate books
and stock ledger of the Exhibitors Trade Review brought
before them. Seven of the ei»ht members of the Executive
Board answered that the local could not demand the books.
The eighth — William Eisenberg of Greenville. Miss. — gave it
as his opinion that the local could demand the books.
Mr. Keppler claimed he was not informed that a meeting
was in progress on Friday until about 12 :.30. When he arrived
before the committee he demanded an explanation as to
why the meeting scheduled for Tuesday had been summarily
postponed. Mr. Trigger said that it was because one os
two of the members of the committee could not be present.
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Following remarks by Mr. Keppler anent the matter of
the stock books being taken up bclore the Executive Board,
Chairman Trigger took issue with the lawyer and said that
he was trying to blacken the character of the members of
the Executive Board. Mr. Keppler amplihed his statements
as to the members of the E.xecutive Board, insisting on his
right to explain that inasmuch as he knew nothing of the
men he could not blacken them — that he could not disparage
thcni by a request that he be allowed to go before them
before the stock book question was finally settled. Later
Mr. Trigger apologized.
"Since these meetings started,"said Mr. Keppler, "I have
been asked to form another exhibitors' association. I have
refused
to consider
such byproposition."
A resolution
was any
passed
the committee to the effect
that no ofticer or member be allowed to postpone a meeting
without the sanction of the committee and that no ofticer
or member act on his own initiative in matters affecting
the committee as a whole.
An objection by Mr. Och's attorney to further questioning
of his client by ilr. Keppler resulted in the latter's insistence that he would not waive tliat right — that to do so
would defeat the whole object of the investigation.
A motion by Mr. Steiner that the sending of the telegrams
to the members of the Executive Board b; endorsed by the
committee was seconded, but withdrawn before a vote had
been asked.
Mr. Ascher stated to the committee that he felt it was
the duty of the members to forget by whom they had been
appointed and that they should do their duty open-mindedly
and conscientiously. He remarked that the interests of the
league were paramount and that above the question as to
the guilt or innocence of any party were the interests of
all the exhibitors.
In order to give Mr. Keppler a chance to take up with
the E.xecutive Board the question of the stock books at
their meeting this week the meeting of the committee was
adjourned until Friday, De'cember 1.

HUDSON CO. EXHIBITORS EAT AND MAKE MERRY
Second Annual Banquet in Berkely Hall Splendidly Attended
Listens to Many Invited Guests.

Hudsonof
of night
League
Picture
Motion
THECounty,
on the
annual banquet
held itsExhibitors'
N. T.,
November 22 at the rooms of the Berkely Club, Palisade and Jackson avenues. Jersey City. The affair, which
proved eminently successful, began shortly before midnight
with a highly acceptable dinner. Many exchangemen had
been invited: there were some operators, too, but the exhibitors, of course, were in the great majority.
After the dinner had been thoroughly enjoyed the state
president of New Jersey, Dr. H. Charles Hespe, greeted
the company present which in all numbered close to a hundred. He briefly reviewed the history of organization in
the state of New Jersey. Much he said remained to be done.
He spoke of the need of immediate organization in New
Jersey. 'There were, he said, geographical difficulties in the
way, but unremitting efforts would result in a good and active organization. After this short introduction Dr. Hespe
welcomed the invited guests of the evening. He then called
upon W. Stephen Bush, of the Moving Picture World, for
a few remarks. Mr. Bush declared that his championship
of the exhibitors' cause was dictated bv the deep conviction
that a prosperous exhibitor must always be the sound
foundation of the prosperity of all the other branches of tho
industry. The revenue of both distributor and producer
must come from the exhibitor, hence the need of making it
possible for the exhibitor to grow and prosper.
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National President Ochs was called on for a speech and
he recited his adventures in Philadelphia in connection with
an effort to improve conditions there. Next Frank H. Richardson, the projection editor of the Moving Picture W^orld,
was asked to speak on his favorite topic. He declared that
the time was too short as it would take him an hour and a
quarter to get started. "Seriously speaking," said Mr. Richardson, "this matter of projection is getting more important
all the time. Pay your operators good wages and then hold
them strictly responsible for good projection." Mr. Richardson's many sallies at the expense of himself, his story-telling
powers and his vibrant sincerity made him the star speaker
of the night
It was close to 3 a. m. when the formal adjournment was
announced.

JOYOUS GATHERING

OF THE TROY CLANS.

The Three Organizations in the Capital District Have Their
Annual Celebration and Talk of Stronger Union.
THE
Alotion Picture Exhibitors League of Troy and
vicinity, of which Mr. Levy of Waterford is the active
popular president, held a very successful banquet on the
night of November 22, at Troy. The success of the affair
reflected great credit on the committee on arrangements
which consisted of the following exhibitors: J. Rosenthal,
F. Fischer, and Benjamin Apple. Not only was Troy
and vicinity generously represented but there were exhibitors from Albany, Schenectady, Watervliet, Cohoes, Waterford, Mechanicville, Schuylerville and Hoosick Falls.
A number of exchange men had been invited and many
responded, among them Jermain who, with Mr. Fitzer,
represents the Fo.x Film Company at Syracuse; V. L. S. E.
was represented by Messrs. Hartich and Frayne, Pathe by
the genial Mr. Epstein and his staff, Mr. Zamia and Mr.
Gentile; Triangle was represented by Mr. Bendell; International Film Co. by Mr. Spector, World Film by Mr.
Walder, Universal by Mr. Charles and the Mutual by
Holderman and Lawlor.
Turkey and trimmings were the piece de resistance of the
generous menu which was thoroughly enjoyed by all. An
informal discussion followed and the recent decision of the
-Appellate Division in the Third Department regarding the
Sunday question formed the main topic. All the speakers
expressed the idea that a closer amalgamation of the Albany,
Troy and Schenectady locals would put the exhibitors in a'
stronger position to meet the future. The following exhibitors were appointed as a committee to meet and formulate plans for a joint meeting of the three locals: Albany,
Buck, Roberts and Powers; Schenectady, Freed, Zeiser and
Bergstrom; Troy, Barhydt, Meffron and Apple.
When the situation developed the "lighter vein," Mr.
Buettner took up the duties of toastmaster and performed
them in his usual entertaining fashion.
The exchangemen and exhibitors talked over their little
differences and nothing but the best feeling was exhibited
on both sides. At present every house in Troy is charging
ten cents and there was much talk of doing away with matinee prices and charging ten cents everywhere after 1 P. M.
NORTHWEST EXHIBITORS' MEETING.
Hold Session in Minneapolis and Are Addressed by National
President Ochs.
LEE A. OCHS, of New York City, president of Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League of America, was the chief
speaker at the largest fathering of members of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Corporation of the Northwest since
May at the West Hotel, November 14.
The meeting, which followed a luncheon, was called for the
purpose of distributing shares of stock in the corporation
amongst the exhibitors, to discuss censorship, Sunday closing,
increased ta.xation, return expressage and the deposit system.
Mr. Och's spoke at length upon return expressage and told
of the w;ay in which New York exhibitors successfully fought
agairist it. He urged the Northwest exhibitors to do likewise,
providing the exchanges would not "play fair," and condemned the advance deposit system with a few forceful expressions.
Mr. Ochs told the exhibitors of the untiring efforts of
Thomas Furniss of Duluth, Minn., in representing the West
at executive board meetings of the League and National Association of the industry in the East, and thanked the Minnesotans for their support at election time at Chicago last July.
He complimented the members upon the spirit they are showing and urged them to do their utmost to get new members
into the corporation.
Thirty-two members of the corporation paid up their dues
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at last week's session, and each member in attendance received one share of stock in the corporation, upon motion
of David G. Rodgers. President J. G. Gilosky of the Northwest Corporation, Oliver A. Rowe, Blue Mouse, St. Paul;
Thomas Furniss, Rex, Duluth, Minn.; Joseph Cohen, Minneapolis, and Thomas Foster, Star, Stanley, Wis., gave short
talks following Mr. Och's address. Mrs. Henrietta Starkcy,
manager opera house, LeSeuer, Minn., was the only woman
in attendance.
Among those present at the meeting were Lee Ochs,
Thomas Furniss, James G. Gilosky, T. L. Hays, William
Koenig, Thomas J. Hamlin, D. G. Rodgers, C. E. Van Duzee,
Frank Nemec, H. P. Greene, J. B. Reisman, L. V. Calvert,
M. A. Hoppenrath, A. G. Zinn, W. H. Koch, Bert Goldman,
H. J. Andres, J. Roshko. S. H. Kahn. C. R. Fish, C. H. Hitchcock, Al. G. Kells, J. Barnet, A. Engler, N. V. Mitchell, W. A.
Lochren. Ellsworth Cameron. A. A. Kaplin, D. W. Chamberlain. P. E. Hays, Sprague Greene. F. S. O'Malley, Morton
Nathan, C. C. Campbell, H. G. McLaskey, J. G. Shonka, O. A.
Lee, S. G. Lebedoff, R. J. Howen, T. Foster, J. L. Maitland,
Joseph Friedman, J. A. Keough, Mrs. H. A. Starkey, F. W.
Thayer, J. W. Cohen, H. J. Breilein and W. B. Watson.
William A. Lochren, president Lochren Film Corporation.
had moving pictures taken of those who attended the meeting
following the conclusion of business.
NEW JERSEY LEAGUE BALL.
At a meeting of the New Jersey State branch of the Exhibitors' League, held November 17, it was decided to hold
the first annual ball of the New Jersey Exhibitors' League on
Thursday, February 1, 1917, at the Kreuger Auditorium,
Newark.
The following committee was selected to take charge: J. G.
Crawford, of the Crawford Theater, Newark, Chairman;
Phillips Bomstein, of the Criterion Theater, Newark, Treasurer. Special arrangements was made with F. E. Samuels to
act as Secretary and manage the affair.
This is the first ball ever held in New Jersey under the
auspices of the Exhibitors' League which was only recently
granted a charter. It is the intention of the League to make
this ball one of the biggest events in the history of Jersey.
This was not determined upon until after a careful canvass of
the industry, who gave it their hearty endorsement.

Laws on Minors Upheld
Court of Appeals Affirms Legislative Right to Exclude
Minors Under Sixteen from Theaters Without Guardian.
THE Court of Appeals has sustained the contention of
the District Attorney in the case of The People vs.
Brink. A full report of this case which involved the
legality of the statute affecting the admission of children
into motion picture theaters was printed exclusively in a
recent issue of the Moving Picture World.
Counsel for Van Brink contended that the statute affecting the admission of children to motion picture theaters was
unconstitutional because it was class legislation. The latter
claim was based upon that provision of the law which permitted minors under the aG:e of si.xteen to attend unaccompanied by parent or guardian all performances held under
the auspices of religious and educational institutions.
M. Oestreicher, the vice-president of the New York Local,
who is a partner of Mr. Van Brink talking to a representative of the Moving Picture World said that both he and
his partner were seriously considering an appeal to the
L'nited States Supreme Court. He added that this attorneys
had assured him he had more than a fighting chance in
that tribunal. The matter will in all probability be brouglit
to the attention of the M. P. E. L. A. and their aid in carrying the matter further may be asked on the ground that
the decision if favorable would materially help every exhibitor in the State of New York.
CALDER JOHNSTONE IN TOWN.
Calder Johnstone, first secretary of the Screen Club, but
now of the scenario staff of Balboa studios. Long Beach.
Calif., has been in New York for several days shaking hands
with old friends.
He will soon return to the coast.
BEYFUSS

WITH

SELZNICK.

--Mexander Beyfuss. one time peneral manager of the California Motion Picture Company, is now occupying a position close to Lewis J. Selznick in the New York offices of
the Selznick pictures.
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Takes

Phil
Lang'
to with
Coast
Him — Wants
Department
Scenario Goes
the Kalem
to Be Closer to the Players.

TllK Kalem Company announced this week that the
scenario department of that organization would in the
future be conducted from the main studio at Glcndale,
numCalifornia. Phil Lans, scenario editor of Kakni for aPacilic
ber of vears, left New York last Saturday for the
Coast studio and will immediately establish the scenario
headquarters there. Accompanying Mr. Lans: is Frank
writer who has
scenario
Clark, the well known
Howard
for some oftime
member
the been
Kalem '
r
staff.
The journey for Mr.
Lang is the first step in
Kalem's plan to center
the scenario activities
of the company in close
touch and co-operation
with the producers. Increased efficiency and a
maintenance of high
quality productions arc
expected to result from
the move. But the announcement isalso said
lo mark the first step
in a series of revolutionary moves, chief of
which is to be the establishment of a new
kind
ment. of scenario departPlans for this departure have been maturing for many months
and are now about to
be set in operation.
Kalem terms its new
project "a contributing
author
department."
Co-operating
with Mr.
Lang in providing the
stories for Kalem productions will be a group
Phil Lang.
of prominent authors,
including in its list
some of the best known fiction writers of this country and
England. Thus, instead of turning to hack scenario writers
or staff men for its plots, Kalem will turn to this group of
well known magazine contributors and novelists, just as a
magazine editor does to his scattered contributors. Each
of the writers will be selected as a recognized specialist in
the diflfercnt types of stories to be produced.
Recent announcements of coming Kalem productions have
shown that the formation of this "contributing author department" has been under \>ay for some time. Robert Welles
Ritchie and E. VV. Hornung are the first to be numbered in
the Kalem list. Further announcements, promised for the
near future, will contain the names of other prominent authors who will supply the stories for coming Kalem screen
productions. At three points on his journey to the Pacific
Coast Mr. Lang will stop over for conferences with well
known writers of fiction whose names may be expected to
be announced soon on the Kalem "contributing author" list.
Phil Lang, who will direct the work of the new department, is recognized as one of the most valued scenario
executives in the motion picture field. With a newspaper
and theatrical training that well befitted him for the work,
Mr. Lang entered the screen ranks some years ago with the
Kalem organization. Equipped with a thorough knowledge
of film production he is credited with contributing much to
the development of the present day technique of screen
writing. To Mr. Lang is due in large measure the "perfect
continuity" of Kalem productions, which have been recognized by film men as a model in this respect. In co-operating with prominent writers of fiction and bringing them to a
realization of the peculiar demands of the screen Mr. Lang
has been unusually successful.
Not the least important benefit to follow from the transferring of Mr. Lang and Mr. Clark to California will be the.
advantage of working in close touch and co-operation with
the producers. "The Girl from Frisco," "The Hazards of
Helen" and the "Ham Comedies" are pictures at present
being staged at Kalem's Glendale and Hollywood studios,
while the new "Stingaree" series will also be produced at

the Coast plant. With Mr. Lang and Mi ,l:.rk on the
ground and familiar wilh the locations and facilities at the
lummand of the producers the work of the contributing
;uithors may be directed in channels much more valuable.
"This is only the first of a series of surprises that Kalem
that company. "Wc
Wright,
to offer,"
has
believe
we havedeclared
for someMr.time
been of
showing the way in the
notsecuring of real stories for motion pictures. Andin this
one and
withstanding the fact that we arc specializing
two reelcrs.
"The signing of Robert Welles Ritchie and L. W. Hornung and the transferring of Mr. Lang to California forces
us to announce our plans for the 'contributing author department.' In a few weeks we will announce further names.
Cut it is sufficient to say that our 'contributing author department' will be modeled after the plan of the big magazines which secure the services of specialists in various lines
as 'contributing editors.' No limit will be placed on expense
in securing the services of authors whom we want. We are
doing this to prove to exhibitors that a feature is a feature,
no matter what the length, that it is qualiy and drawing
uower that count and not footage."

Complete Plans for Under
George K. Spoor, of Essanay, Has Made All Arrangements
for the Famous Comedian.

for Max Linder
practically completed
been the
have into
PLANS
to launch
production of his first comedy at
Essanay. One of the big studios at the Essanay plant
has been set aside exclusively for his use. A company is
Ijeing formed solely as his support. A competent staff of
scenic artists, wardrobe designers and property men have
been secured for him.
Max will be "king" on this floor.
Before the month is ended, probably, Linder will be enacting his comical escapades before an American camera. Max,
once started, is a speedy
worker, according to
his past achievements,
and exhibitors should
be enabled soon afterward to give their patrons definite announcements of his first Essanay photoplay.
As yet no title has
been selected for this
production. Max and
Mr. Spoor have applied the past two
weeks to the selection
and "dressing up" of
the scenario, and the
arrangement of details
for its p i c t u r i zation.
Hundreds of other scenarios have been scrutinized for future material.
In Linder, American
will
photoplay
find
a newpatrons
brand of
merriment. He does
not resort to the slapstick comedy as a funMax Linder and G. K. Spoor.
producer. He is seen
as a dapper young
"darling of the ladies,"
.
,
.,
,,
In either case, Max
who is as often pursued as pursuing.
finds the path of trus love to be replete with troubles.
Since his arrival at Essanay's Chicago studios, Max has
and magazines. He
proven "good copy" for the newspapers 112
times within the
has been interviewed, by actual count.
two weeks; and he has posed in every manner of costume
that number. of 1.photo■. 1.
and position for more than twicegraphs.
Max likes Americans and American customs, now that he
super-fan at motion picis acquainted with them. He is adelight
and amazement at
ture theaters, and has expressed
of this counachievements
Ihe variety, daring and dramatic
try's photoplayers. He was taken on a tour of inspectioij
none he had
that
declared
of Essanay's plant and afterward
seen in Europe could equal it.
.^nd Linder likes especially American girls. .American
women are more trulv fitted to comedy than those of Europe," he asserted. "Their buoyancy makes thera naturally
adapted to mirth-producing. America has given the world
some of the most wonderful photoplay actresses I have
ever seen."
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COMING

at a time when the country is especially imbued with the spirit of nationalism and patriotism, and
when every city and village has been stirred with the
departure or return of troops, every city has had its training
camp, the announcement made by the Mutual Film Corporation that a series of six single-reel subjects, entitled
"Uncle Sam's Defenders," and embracing all the steps in the
making of a finished soldier from the every day citizen and
important scenes from the operations of the United States
Kavy, will be given to the public weeivly, commencing December 8, will be of special interest and importance to the
exhibitor and to the public
The first chapter of this series, "From Civilian to Soldier,"
will be released by the Mutual Film Corporation on Friday,
December 8, 1916. This chapter deals with the citizens' encampment at Plattsburg, \ew York, showing them receiving
instructions in military work and tactics.
Chapter two, "Our Boys at the Border," to be released on
Friday, December 15, shows the routine followed by the
regular army boys on the Mexican border and is full of excellent artillery an^ target practice; the infantry in a sham
battle and the machine-gun squads are shown in action.
Chapter tliree, to be released Friday, December 22, entitled "A Jack
in the Making,"
shows Naval
some wonderful
extensive
views 'Tar
of Newport
and Annapolis
Academy.
"Afloat and Ashore," the fourth chapter, to be released on
Friday, December 29, is comprised of scenes aboard the
battleship "Texas," some excellent scenes of coaling and
provisioning ships and the rougher side of the sailor's life.
Chapter five, "Scouts of the Sea and the Sky," scheduled to
appear on Friday, January S, contains details in connection
with torpedo boats and torpedo boat destroyers.
The last chapter of this patriotic series, entitled "Bulldogs of the Deep," opens with scenes aboard the mine layer,
"The San Francisco," and a floating machine shop which accompanies the ship and makes repairs.

"Patria" Has Great Reception
First

Episodes
of the at International's
Serial Draws
Attendance
Invitation
Presentations.

Large

TO

a throng numbering more tlian nine liundrcd — men
and women of the first distinction in all walks of life —
Mrs. Vernon Castle made her bow in the International

Film Service's new serial, "Patria," in the grand ballroom
of the Ritz-Carlton on the night of Monday. November 20.
Probably no motion picture has ever before been given its
premiere showing before a gathering of such social prominence, and the affair took on the aspect of a night at the
opera rather than the showing of a film. So many guests
took advantage of the opportunity to view the first three
chapters
of "Patria" that it was necessary to run the seven
reels twice.
Those who packed the ballroom to over-flowing were
sincere and generous in their applause. When the popular
Mrs. Castle was seen in the first introductory scenes of the
film an ovation was given that lasted for several minutes.
And the appreciation of the picture became greater as the
plot unfolded on the field of white, set at one end of the
ballroom, whose delicately tinted walls and rich silken
hangings have looked down on New York's most representative social affairs. From a flag-draped booth came the
light-beams that limmed on the screen the story by Louis
Joseph Vance, transferred to visual telling through the
medium of the motion picture by the Whartons, Inc.
But all the applause that had been given before was
drowned to stillness when Mrs. Castle was presented in
person by .\rthur Brisbane, editor of the New York Evening
Journal. Mrs. Castle was overwhelmed and could scarcely
make her way through the appreciative admirers.
Representatives of society, wealth, art, literature and motion pictures were present in over-flow-ing abundance.
Among those who attended were: Mr. and Mrs. Willian Randolph Heart and their guests, Mrs. Vernon Castle, Mr. and
Mrs. Oliver Harriman, Dr. and Mrs. Preston P. Satterthwaite, Mr. and Mrs. Russell Colt. Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood
Aldrich. Mr. and Mrs. Julian M. Gerard. Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Brisbane. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert B. Swope, Mrs. John
H. Clews. Mrs. Lawrence Grossmith, Mrs. Foote, William
Rhinelander Stewart. Jr.. Henry Carrington and James Blair,
James W. Gerard, the .^mbassadoi to Germany, and Mrs.
Gerard and Mrs. Herman Oelrichs. Mr. and Mrs. Grisw-old
A. Thompson, Mrs. Roland D. .Mien. Miss Marion Tiflfany,
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. V. Hoppin. Mrs. William H. Force, Mr.
and Mrs. .'Alexander D. B. Pratt, Mrs. J. Gordon Douglas,
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Mrs. William F. Whitehouse, Mrs. Lowerv Gillet, Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Nixon, Miss Margaret Overton, Mr. and Mrs.
DeLancey Coster, Mr. and Mrs. Laurence B. EUiman,
Schuyler Parsons and his son, Schuyler Parsons, Jr.; Mr.
and Mrs. Austin Gray, Mrs. Jules Bache, Mrs. Harold L.
Richard, Mrs. John Lowe, Mrs. Henry L. Burnett, Louis
VN'iley, Jules \ atable, Mrs. Anson VV. Burchard, Mr. and
Mrs. R. A. C. Smith and their daughter, Mrs. Cyril P. Dugmore, J. Searie Barclay and Dr. Boiling Lee, Miss Katherine
Laurence, E. Clarence Jones, Mrs. O. H. P. Belmont, Perry
Belmont, Ogden Mills, Spencer Eddy, George Leary, Dr.
J. Frutard, Martin W. Littleton, Judge Clarence J. Shearn,
Ben Ali Haggin and Irving Brokaw.
Following the private showing at the Ritz-Carlton, the
first
threeat chapters
of the
serialMore
were than
shown
'Tuesday
morning
the Strand
theater.
1,000on exhibitors
assembled at the theater — men not only from the Metropolitan district, but also from Philadelphia, Washington, Boston, Hartford, Springfield and Pittsburgh.
The full symphony orchestra that had played at the RitzCarlton. under the direction of Professor Vecsey, furnished
the incidental music, which has been especially arranged for
"Patria" by Professor \'ecsey and Robert Hood Bowers.
The serial was afforded an enthusiastic greeting by the
exhibitors and applause was frequent. Prior to the presentation of the picture a splendid musical program was rendered on the wonderful Strand theater pipe organ.

Revised

Kingof Baggot
in "Absinthe"
Version
This Early
Universal
Success
Released in Amplified Form.

to

Be

KING BAGGOT has purchased from the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company the negative and the complete
territorial rights to ".\bsinthe," the picture in which
he made one of his earliest and greatest triumphs, and it will
shortly be released. "Absinthe" was produced
by Herbert
Brenon, director of "A
of the
"Daughter
War Brides,
" Gods,"
" Neptune's Daughter," and
other film masterpieces.
Every scene was taken in
Paris and shows many of
the most important spots
in the French capital,
such as the Tuilleries,
.\ r c h e de Triumphe,
Grand Opera House and
scores of other famous
places. The introductory
scenes show a sweeping
panorama of the city.
"Absinthe" was one of
the best of the early pictures and, in its day,
simply poured money into the coffers of thousands of exhibitors' box
offices. The entire production is being revamped, new scenes being made and new titles
inserted. The revised version will contain actual
King Baggot.
scenes from the present
war. The French trenches, artillery in action and the armies
on the march will be shown.
In this picture. King Baggot considers that he has done
his greatest piece of acting. French and German actors
assisted in making the production, the only Americans in the
cast being Baggot and Leah Baird. As sole owner of "Absinthe," Mr. Baggot will handle the new version and control
all the States' rights sales. He will also appear in person
at the opening performances in the largest theaters throughout the United States. The force of his personality and the
wide publicity that he enjoys should make his personal appearance of great value to the exhibitors. The fact that "Absinthe" was first made when the w-orld was at peace is explained in the opening titles of the picture.
"CIVILIZATION" IN PORTO RICO.
The Harper Film Corporation has appointed Mor.gan
Robertson its representative in Porto Rico, for the purpose
of there handling "Civilization," the Thomas H. Ince
spectacle. Mr. Robertson will arrive in Porto Rico on December 10.
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Pathe Plans Big Campaign
Advertising Scheme for "Pearl of the Army" Said to Be the
Biggest Yet Proposed — Has Many Features.
THE
nation-wide advertising campaign on Pathe's great
military-mystery serial, "Pearl of the Army," will be
the largest yet instituted. The campaign on "The
Shielding Shadow" set a new mark, but that on the Pearl
White production will surpass it in the introduction of a
number of original business builders of a special nature. The
list of advertising matter decided upon and now announced
for the tirst time includes a very handsome advance twenty-

Twenty-tour Sheet on "Pearl of the Army."
lour sheet, showing; Pearl White as the American Joan of
Arc.
This paper will build business for exhibitors.
Another new idea instituted for the first time on "Pearl
of the Army" is the Pathe art portrait. It is a beautiful reproduction in nine or ten colors of the work of the famous
artist Hamilton King, printed on handsome stock in onesheet size. The Pathe art portrait is not a poster, but is
designed to grace the most luxurious lobby. It gives theater
managers a chance to dress their fronts in a new and original
manner in every way in keeping with the production.
The importance of the art portrait in the eyes of J. A.
Berst, vice-president and general manager of the Pathe Exchange, isevidenced by the fact that he has given this painstaking campaign his direct supervision. There should be an
enormous demand for these art portraits, because they mark
a distinct advance in the quality of advertising matter. They
are the nearest approach to original pastel drawings as have
yet been offered to exhibitors.
Stores attract business by means of their windows. They
pay high salaries to experts who do nothing but attend to
window display. Exhibitors should use their lobbies in the
same way. Pathe art portraits have been created with a view
to giving wide-awake exhibitors an opportunity to do so.
The other distinctive advertising matter now ready for exhibitors is as follows: One, three and six-sheets on each
episode, a set of slides (three to a set), two-color heralds
on each episode, canvas banner, advance, a colored photographic lobby display (twelve photographs to a set), a
water mark for stationery and a novelty of great originality.
This last is a "dolly" cut-out of Pearl White, showing a
complete selection of dresses, hats, shoes, etc., with which
to dress the figure. The garments are taken from the Florence Rose Fashion Films and are therefore authentic in every
detail. Such a novelty will undoubtedly cause a great deal
of comment among the women and children.
"One of the best features ever ofifered to a newspaper in
connection with motion pictures" is the way the publisher
of one of the biggest newspapers of the United States described the series of lessons in scenario writing prepared by
Pathe in connection with "Pearly of the Army."
"There is scarcely a man, woman or child who goes to
motion pictures who has not at some time tried to write or
imagined he would like to write a story for pictures," says
Mr. Berst. "It is this universal interest in the art of photoplay writing that is responsible for the big success of our
plan.
"These scenario lessons as presented in the newspapers
are condensed from the real working scenarios from which
the Astra Film Corporation produced the military serial.
The technical phrases are retained and at the end of each
one is published a technical dictionary."
In introductory notes the newspapers encourage their readers to first study the scenarios, then see the play presented
on the screen, go home and try to write their own scenario.
This offers an opportunity for the newspaper and the exhibitor to present prizes for the best scenarios submitted.
More than two hundred papers published scenario lessons in
conjunction with "The Shielding Shadow," and the number
will probably be greatly exceeded on "Pearl of the Army."
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Here is another new idea which will be instituted on the
Pearl VVhite serial — novelettes of each episode about nuie
hundred words in length. I'hese stories will be published
under a Iwo-colunin lieading once a week, witli a single or
double-column illustration.
These brief stories are prepared in addition to the complete novel in hlteen installments, each inslalliiient about
lorly-hve hundred words in length, wruien by Uuy VV. McConnell, the celebrated author who lurnisiied the uasic idea
from which (jeorge B. bictz, who wrote "Ihe Iron Claw"
and "The Shielding Shadow," made the scenarios.
The newspaper advertising campaign is without doubt the
greatest Pathe has ever put out. it will be characterized
by an advance "teiser ' campaign so daring and so unique
that particulars cannot be given in advance. This campaign
will stir up interest in "Pearl of the Army" from coast to
coast. Copy will be run in the two leading newspapers of
all the large cities.
The copy is striking, both in display and wording. There
are several four-column and hvc-coluinn displays, illustrated
with thrilling moments from the picture. A page ot special
display advertisements, based on this copy and written with
the needs of the exhibitor in mind, has been prepared by
Pathe and will be furnished to newspapers tlirough the Western Newspaper Union. The one and two-column ads leave
prominent space for the name of the theaters and are, in
many instances, reproductions of the larger copy. All, of
course, are prepared by experts, of whose advice exhibitors
are thus enabled to take advantage by getting the newspaper
in which they wish to use the plates to obtain them from
the Western Newspaper Union. Another new idea which
Pathe will introduce in connection with "Pearl of the Army"
is a series of cartoons drawn by the famous artist, Merle
Johnson,
in inimitable
Puck is so manner
well known.
cartoons arewhose
drawn work
in the
which These
has made
Mr. Johnson famous.
They are
With the magic name of Pearl
ing cast, and such an advertising
lieves that "Pearl of the Army"
cess.
UNIVERSAL

two columns in width.
White, an ail-star supportcampaign as this, Pathe bewill prove its greatest suc-

ANIMATED

CLAIMS

BEAT.

Another "beat" has been scored by the Universal Animated
Weekly over all other motion picture news films. Within
three hours from the minute Ruth Law arrived at Governors
Island, on her record-breaking air flight from Chicago to New
York, moving pictures of the landing of Miss Law were
shown at the Strand and Rialto theaters. Universal Weekly
cameramen were waiting all night at Governors Island, so
they would be sure not to miss the arrival of the daring little
air-woman, who has been hailed "Queen of the Air." As
soon as the cry of "Here she comes" greeted the ears of the
waiting throng the cameras began clicking and every single
detail of her landing, as well as a fine close-up picture of
Miss Law, were caught by the Universal cameramen.
The precious him was carried post haste to the offices of
the Universal laboratories, where it was printed and developed in record time. It was ready for the leading theaters
several hours before the nearest competitor.
CHRISTIE PLAYERS AT CHILDREN'S BENEFIT.
A sketch entitled "The Seminary Mixup," which was written by Mr. Christie and played by members of his studio,
was offered recently for the benefit of the Children's Hospital of Los Angeles. The sketch gave opportunity to Billie
Rhodes and Ncal Burns for special song and dance numbers
and to Jane Waller for demonstration of her expert Ukalele
accompaniment. The cast comprised the principal members
of Mr. Christie's studio, including Billie Rhodes, Neal Burns,
Betty Compson. Ethel Lynn, Eddie Barry. Harry Ham,
Frank O'Neil, Stella Adams, Jane Waller, George French
and Harry Rattenberry. Harry Ham, Christie Comedy lead,
was eulogized by the Los Angeles dailies last week on his
performance with the Amateur Players at the Gamut Clubhouse.
NEW STAR FOR IVAN.
Ivan Film Productions, Inc., has added another star to
its roster in the charming personage of Katherine Kaelred.
Her first work will be in the new extraordinary special feature which has taken Director General Ivan Abramson months
to make, "Enliehten Thy Daughter," in which she will be
co-star with Frank Sheridan and James Morrison. Miss
Kaelred will be remembered as the original vampire with
Robert Hilliard in the still successful drama, "\ Fool There
Was," which was first produced in the year 1909.
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Four Selznick Companies Busy
Four

Subjects

Now

About
Completed — All
Kelease.

for

Early

FOUR producing companies are at work in three studios
on Selznick-Picture productions for release in December
and January. The success that followed the presentation of the first Selznick-Fictures (Clara Kimball Young in
"The Common Law" and Herbert Brenon's production, Mazimova mark
into the
"Warfore.Brides") has brought Selznick's new tradeThe third Selznick-Picture will present Clara Kimball
Young in an adaptation of Thomas Uixon's powerful novel,
"The Foolish Virgm." Albert Capellani, director general of
the Clara Kimball Young Film Corporation and producer
of "The Common Law," finished the final scenes of Miss
Young's second picture this week. It will probably be released in seven reels and will be ready for its private exhibition soon. In the cast will be seen Conway Tearle, who
made such a decided success as Miss Young's leading man
in "The Common Law," and Paul Capellani, who has been
seen in powerful characterizations in a number of Miss
Young's preatest pictures.
The Selznick-Pictures' offering to follow "The Foolish
Virgin" will be, according to the present plans, Joseph M.
Schenck's presentation of Norma Talmadge in a film version
of
a drama
by Monckton
Miss Talmadge
has "Panthea,"
been working
for several
weeks onHoft'e.
this production
under
the direction of Allan Dwan at one of the Willett studios,
Fort Lee, N. J., and the reports indicate that the picture will
be finished by ne.xt week.
Herbert Brenon is nearing the completion of his second
Selznick-Pitcures offering, a powerful drama of Italian life
in the Middle Ages, entitled, "Lucretia Borgia," from Victor
Hugo's famous drama, at his studio on Hudson Heights,
N. J. Miss Florence Reed becomes a Selznick-Pictures star
in this production, which for lavishness of settings as well
as for its dramatic quality is said to be a worthy successor
to "War Brides."
It will be ready for release in January.
Robert Warwick, who recently left the World Film Corporation to organize his own producing company, of which
Harry Rapf is president, is well under way with his first
Selznick-Picture, an adaptation of "The Argyle Case." This
was the play by Harvey J. U'Higgins, Harriet Ford and the
noted detective, William J. Burns, in which Robert Hilliard
starred with brilliant success a few seasons ago. "The Warwick company is working at the Biograph studio and is expected to complete the picture in time for its release late in
January.
Miss Young has begun on the third of her new productions, afilm version of the novel, "The Price She Paid," by
David Graham Phillips. For this picture Charles Giblyn,
formerly with Triangle, was engaged as director in order
that Miss Young's time should be continuously occupied and
her output of features increased. By the time Mr. Giblyn
has completed "The Price She Paid," Director General Albert
Capellani will not only have finished "The Foolish Virgin"
but will have the scenic settings for Miss Young's fourth
picture, "The Easiest Way," the famous Eugene Walter play
recently secured by Mr. Selznick.

Horsley Studios Busy Again
Ovey and Wilbur Companies at Work and Other Companies
Being Organized.
ACTIVITIES at the David Horsley studios in Los Angeles are again assuming the proportions which characterized the place last summer. During the early fall
operations were temporarily curtailed while a readjustment
of policy was being made. Now that this state of transition
is a matter of the past, renewed energy is being exerted to
carry out the nroducing policy of "Bigger and better things,"
so that announcements concerning new releases will have
more than ordinary interest attached to them.
At this time two companies are at work and others will
begin operations within a short time. Plans for these new
companies are on the same big scale as those under which
the two present organizations are working. Full details as
to the type of plays they will produce, the scope on which
these plays will be built, the names of the stars appearing
in them and other information will be given later.
The two companies now engaged in making pictures are
the Cub Comedy Company, headed by George Ovey, and a
feature company, led by Crane Wilbur.
The comedy organization is making a series of one-reel
subjects, under the direction of Milton Fahrney. The first
number of the series is "Kerry's Double Header," which was
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released November 24 through the Mutual. It is expected
that the pictures of this series will create a new epoch in onereel comedy production, since in this day of features and
consequent scarcity of one-reel comedies Mr. Horsley has
seen fit to spend more money in their production than ever
before and at the same time more money than many multiple-reel subjects cost. Furthermore, he is alloting his comedy company more time to make a picture, even though all
phases of production are carefully mapped out before the
first scene is taken. All of this action is due to Mr. Horsley's
desire to make not only one-reel comedies but one-reel features, a class of picture he believes exhibitors will cordially
welcome.
Crane Wilbur and his co-workers are making a series of
eight five-reel feature subjects which will be titled under
the general heading of "The Morals of Men." The series is
now half completed. Each of the eight subjects will be distinct, of course, though a morality theme is used for all.
"The Painted Lie" and "Unlucky Jim" are titles of two of
the pictures already made. No release dates have been set,
but announcement to this effect will be made a little later on.
The Wilbur series, like the Ovey comedies, will be more
than a collection of ordinary pictures. The vehicles were a
long time in preparation, Mr. Wilbur himself being the
author, and careful and elaborate production is being given
them. Thomas Ricketts, a director of many years' experience
and reputation, is directing. Mr. Wilbur's supporting cast,
including Mas Gaston and Harris Ingraham, is more than
adequate.
With the "Bigger and better things" policy in effect, these
new David Horsley productions will doubtless be awaited
with interest.

Sally Cnite in Edison Feature
of the chief reasons for the extraordinary success
ONE
of the Edison feature, "The Cossack Whip," which stars
Viola Dana and is now booking through the KleineEdison-Selig-Essanay Service, lies in the strength of Miss
Dana's
all-star supporting
cast.
The
Edison
management
'
lins to employ
permitted
Director feature
Colplayersin this
evenproduction,
for the
"bits"
which has been hailed as
"the most brilliantly act-

lii^

Prominent
the
ed feature of among
the season."
stars and nearly-stars to
whose work this praise
is due is Sally Crute, feature in many Edison
productions, who plays
the role of Madame Pojeska,
of the premiere
Imperial danseuse
Russian
Ballet. In this latest
Kleine-Edison success.
As the care-free, temperamental dancer, Miss
Crute has a part for
which she is eminently
fitted, and, in several
strong scenes which offer her opportunities for
emotional acting, does

what a number of reSally Crute.
viewers have characterized as the best work of
her career.
Miss Crute hails from far below the Mason and Dixon line
and has all the sunny liveliness of the typical Southern girl.
In addition to her moving picture work, she has appeared
in a number of stage successes, including "The Rosary," "The
Climbers," "Three Twins," "The Deep Purple," "Within the
Law," "Brewster's Millions" and "Officer 666.'"
CLAIRE ALEXANDER ILL.
Claire Alexander, leading woman for George Ovey in Cub
Comedies, was taken suddenly ill on Saturday, November 18,
and was immediately removed to a Los Angeles hospital.
During her absence the feminine leads in Cub Comedies \yill
be played
by the
MissCubGoldie
who was over
Ovey's
leading
woman
when
brandColwell,
was originated
a year
ago.
Upon Miss Alexander's recovery and return Miss Colwell
will be cast for important parts in another brand of David
Horsley productions.
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Fox Film Comedies
New

Series of Two-Keel
Subjects
Announced
by William
Kox — Available to All Exhibiiors.
WlLLlAiM 10\ announces the release oi one two-reel
comedy eacli week bejiinning January 1, 1917. This
is the lirst important production policy change to be
announced lor the coming year. It means that the Fo.x
Film Corporation which has heretofore produced and released only weekly live-reel dramatic photo plays is now
to release in addition a weekly two-reel comedy feature.
"Ko-xtilm
the newon pictures
have Fox
beenprogram
christened.
They are Comedies,"
not to be released
the regular
but
are available to any e.Khibitor anywhere.
Several months ago reports of Mr. Fox's comedy plans
gained circulation throughout the motion picture world. No
word concerning the project was forthcoming from the executive offices, however, and at Los Angeles, Cal., the work
proceeded steadily. Screen comedians of known ability
were gathered together, six producing companies were organized and the hlming of comedies was begun.
The work has progressed quietly. No news regarding
the production of Foxtilm comedies has been given to the
public, but now the product is completed and ready for the
screen.
Up to the present, fifteen two-reel comedies have been
completed. All these will not be given to the public, however. By means of a careful process of elimination, only
the best will find tlieir way to the screen. Mr. Fox has
gone about his new project in such a manner as to enable
him to select for the forthcoming fifty-two releases only
those comedies which convince him they are sure-fire laugh
producers. Mr. Fox is too wise and experienced a producer
to go into the market with mediocre comedies. He knows
that in order to fill the need he seeks to fill he must offer
the best. Already Foxfilm comedies represent an investment of considerably over half a million dollars. This
financial outlay will be increased if necessary in order to
meet the requirements Mr. Fox has specified for the new
venture.
The staff of comedy directors includes Charles Parrott,
Walter C. Reed and Harry Edwards. In the list of players
are such well known comedians as Hank Mann, Charles
Arling, Martin Kinney, Frank Alexander, Joe Lee, Lee
Morris, Harry M. O'Connor, William Hauber, "Smiling
Billy" Mason, .•\nna Luther, Carmen Phillips, Amy Jerome,
Annette De Foe, Caroline Rankin and Elsie Greeson.
The first release is entitled "Social Pirates." It was directed by Mr. Reed. The featured comedian is Charles
.■\rling and foremost in the big supporting cast are Amy
Jerome and .Annette De Foe. The chief assistant comedians
are Lee Morris, Bill Hauber, Martin Kinney and Frank Rice.
An early release will feature Anna Luther who has already
won fame as a h'ox dramatic star. Following soon afterwards will be something new in screen comedies — a burIcscjue of a well known photoplay which has gained much
fame on the Fox program. The featured players in this
release will be Hank Mann and Carmen Phillips. These
are examples of the two-reel Foxfilm comedies William Fox
will release as a New Year's gift for photoplay lovers.
"Comedies have become a necessary part of every motion
picture exhibitor's program and are eagerly booked by
vaudeville houses as well," said Mr. Fox. "The exhibitor
must offer a comedy to round out his program properly.
His patrons demand the best, and good comedies are the
most difficult things to obtain in the motion picture market
today.
"The development of motion picture production has been
practically all along the lines of five-reel features or even

Hank

Mann.

Amy

Jerome.
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larger. Comedy production has been allowed to go in the
best way it can. in presenting Foxfilm comedies we have
selected nothing but the best of all our companies have
produced. Nothing but the highest quality will be released.
We will make the best comedies on the market, or we will
stop making them altogether. Although tlie comedies wilf
be produced, released and advertised independent of the
regular dramatic productions, they will be handled by the
branch offices of the Foxfilm Corporation all over the
Foxfilm comedies will be released in the United States
and Canada January 1, 1917. The release date for Europe
and Australia has been set as March 1.
world."

Sherman Breaks All Selling Records

Completes Sale of Entire United States and Canada in Six
Weeks — Warner Gets New York.
H.\RRY .v. SHERM.AN, President of Sherman-Elliott
Company, owners of Selig's production, "The Crisis,"
has completed the sale of all territory in the United
States. The last deals were completed on November the
ZAlh, whereby H. M. Warner purchased the State of New
York, including New York City, for $50,000, and a group of
well known eastern film men organized the Sherman Releasing Company of Boston, for the exploitation of this
production in the New England states.
Fred W. Levy, President of Big Feature Rights Corporation of Louisville, Kentucky, purchased Indiana, Kentucky,
Alabama, Georgia, Florida, North and South Carolina rights.
Mr. Levy will open at the Mary Anderson theater in Louisville, Kentucky, the week of December 24; and about the
same time in the leading theater in Indianapolis. In both
places Mr. Levy contemplates big stage settings, an orchestra of twenty-five and a vocalist, also other novelties
in the presentation of the Selig drama. He intends sending
three companies through the South and the Atlantic Coast
states he owns.
Mr. Warner announces that
a Broadway theater beginning
ber, and shortly after that date
to the larger cities in the state

he will open "The Crisis" in
the second week of Decemwill send out two companies
of New York.

It has been just si.x weeks since Mr. Sherman's New York
organization started negotiations for the sale of state rights
for "The Crisis," and the fact that he has completed sales
totaling half a million dollars and disposing of every stat»
right in the Union for this production speaks volumes for
itself.
Sherman will start showing "The Crisis" in his western
territory on December 24, opening at Minneapolis, Chicago, Milwaukee & Denver. This will make si.xteen road
companies showing photoplay productions in the largest
theaters in the west — eight "Birth of a Nation" companies;
four "Ramona" companies and four "Crisis" companies.
MARYLAND

MOVIE

CLUB

TO

GIVE

BALL.

The Maryland Movie club has its hands full for the coming year. At the last meeting of that organization of picture men of Baltimore, Md., the question of the third annual
ball was discussed. It is proposed to hold this event in the
largest and best hall in Baltimore during the first part of
January, and there will be a strong effort to make it the
biggest and best ever held. A strong committee has been
appointed and a liberal appropriation for decorations and
entertainment has been made.
The club is growing rapidly and the members are beginning to talk about new quarters as the oresent rooms are
becoming crowded. The annual election of officers will follow immediately after the ball.

Cain, en Phillips.

Anna Luther.

Charles Arling.
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Metro's
Christmas December
Serial25,
Great
Secret," to Be Released

NEW
The
delay
weeks

Feature

Bushman

and Bayne.

Will

METRO
PICTURES CORl'ORATlUN announces that,
on December 25, it will release simultaneously through
all its exchanges the hrst episode of "Ihe Great Secret," the 14-episode dramatic serial in which Francis X*
Bushman and Miss Beverly Bayne are starred.
ihe hrst episode ot '"The Great Secret" will be released in
three reels. The remaining thirteen chapters will each be
two reels long. Ihe opening episode consists of two full
reels of highly dramatic action preceded by a prologue
which is little more than hall a reel in length. In this prologue all the characters are clearly identihed and their motives fully set forth.
"The Great Secret" is presented by the Quality Pictures
Corporation and produced by the Serial I'roducing Company. It will be released exclusively tnrough the Aietro exchanges in the United States, Canada and Great Britain.
VV. Christy Cabanne, for several years chief of staff to D.
W. Grimth and Mr. Grifhth's sole directing assistant in "The
Birth 01 a Nation" and "Intolerance" is directing Mr. Bushman and Miss Bayne.
'ihe author of "ihe Great Secret" is Madame Fred De
Gressac, whose story won in competition with 1/0 men
writers of more than considerable fame. Mme. De Gressac
is the author of a dozen of the best known stage successes
of klaw & Erlanger, yet "The Great Secret" is her hrst motion picture plot.
"Tne Great Secret" is being produced at the Quality
Studios, at o45 West 43d street. New York City. These
studios have been rented for the exclusive use of Mr. Bushman, Miss Bayne, Mr. Cabanne and the Serial Producing
Company, and have been entirely renovated. All of the business angles of the production are under the personal charge
of Mr. biinon I-leisher. For once, a good business man and
a good director are working in the completest harmony.
Chief of staff to Mr. Cabanne is R. J. Huntington, whom Mr.
Cabanne brought on with him from the Pacihc Coast. Eugene Thurston is assistant director to Mr. Cabanne and
William Filldew, the famous cameraman of the Fine Arts
studios, the knight of the crank for "The Great Secret."
Mr. Bushman plays the role of William Strong and Miss
Bayne the part of Beverly Clark, the supporting cast proceeds: Edward J. Connelly is Dr. Zulph, the first lieutenant
of The Great Master, which role is filled by F. R. Stanton,
Miss Helen Dunbar, who is one of the victims of The Great
Master's power, is a trained nurse attending John Clark, the
multi-millionaire uncle of Beverly. William Calhoun plays
a free lance detective who is of great aid- to Mr. Bushman,
as William Strong; Lillian Sullivan is a splendid female detective in Calhoun's employ. Other notables in the cast are
Miss Belle Bruce, Miss Dorothy Haydel, who plays the part
of Strong's fiancee in the early part of the story; Mrs. Sue
Balfour, Beverly's mother, and Mrs. Mathilde Brundage.
Charles Fang, a real Chinaman and an actor of unusual
ability, plays valet to Strong. Thomas Blake is a sort of
underworld emperor; Charles Ripley is one of his henchmen, and the famous "Tammy" Young is a clever stoolpigeon.
The first episode of "The Great Secret" is graced by the
appearance of eight of the best known American lightweight
pugilists: "Kid" Broad, "Jack" Goodman, "Bert" Keyes,
"Spike" Robinson, "Jim" Quinn, "Ed" Kelly, "Paddy" Sullivan and Monte Attell. .\11 eight of them have a fight with
Bushman in the first episode that will probably rank as
the greatest screen fight ever seen.
INCE

AT

WORK

ON

NEW
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LIGHT
STUDIO
FOR
TRIANGLE-FINE ARTS.
unseasonable fog and rain that caused vexation and
to so many directors on the coast during the past three
will have no more terrors for the producers of Triangle-Fine Arts plays. Taking a lesson from recent experiences in filming scenes outdoors between showers, the management has been prompted to build a very large lightstudio. The south stage, the largest on the "lot," is to be
converted into an enclosed studio, and an elaborate battery
of mercury lights and improved appliances will be installed.
Four extra large sets can be built in the new studio at one
time, and combined with the old quarters there is every reason to believe that the accommodations will prove ample
for all the work likely to be undertaken.
MITCHELL LEICHTER LEAVES FOR COAST.
Mitchell Leichter, one of the pioneer film distributors of
the East, has leit New York for San Francisco, where he
will join the Pacific Coast executive forces ot the Lasky
De Luxe Film organization. Mr. Leichter is well known as
an amusement promoter and concessionaire, and was especially active during the Panama-Pacihc International Exposition. He controlled several important privileges on the
Zone.
At the conclusion of the Exposition Mr. Leichter came
East and successfully promoted a tour through the Middle
West and East of the Gold Medal winners of the Exposition
DEATH

OF JACK

LONDON.

Jack London, the author of many stirring tales, died suddenly at his ranch at Glen Ellen, near Santa Rosa, Cal., on
November 22, from uraemic poisoning. Thougli best known
for his stories London was a contributor to the screen
drama. His "Sea Wolf" was made by the Bosworth Film
Company and the principal part was played by Hobart Bosworth. The Bosworth company was formed for the purpose of producing motion pictures from London stories, but
the deal with London later fell through. "John Barleycorn"
was another of London's stories to be filmed. It created a
considerable controversy.
CALEHUFF

MOVES.

-The Calehuff Motion Picture Supply Company of Philadelphia, which has been doing business at 1301 Race Street
for several years, announces that its new home address is
1233 Vine Street, where a large ground floor store has been
leased. Growth of business necessitated the change of
location. Charles A. Calehuflf has been in the motion picture
supply business for many years and has been very successful through the manner in which he has treated his patrons.
His business is a shining example of the motto "It pays to
GOLDFISH

IN NEW

COMPANY.

please."
Capitalized at $3,000,000, the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, of New York, has received a charter of incorporation.
Incorporation papers filed at Albany contain the names of
Samuel Goldfish and M. M. and E. Selwyn. The offices of
the corporation are at No. 1451 Broadway.

SPECTACLE.

Thomas H. Ince, producer of "Civilization," is at present
hard at work on a new big spectacle. Promises are made that
the new picture will even surpass "Civilization." Little information regarding the new film is forthcoming from Mr.
Ince or from the offices of the Harper Film Corporation,
which is exploiting "Civilization," except that the forthcoming production will have a vitally human theme; that it will be
sensational and exciting, and that it will be played by a cast
of well-known stars.
Mr. Ince began work on the new spectacle before "Civilization" was entirely' completed, and it is already well under
way. Work has progressed to such an extent that the approximatemusic
date of the
first show-ing
already known,
and that the
for film's
the picture
is partlyis written.
"It has a big theme," stated an official of the Harper Corporation, "and will undoubtedly be a great success. It will
please exhibitors and make money for them."

Night Scene in Front New York Roof Entrance at Initial
Screening B. S. Moss' "Boots and Saddles.'
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Chicago News Letter

M

By JAS. S. McQUADE
ROW

OVER

ALLEGED

SALE

OF MOTOGRAPHY.

RUMOR

was strong in trade circles, in the city, on Thursday morning', November 23, that Motography had been
purchased i>y tlie proposed new trade publication, the
Exhibitors' Trade Review.
It was at first announced that Lee Ochs. of New York, and
Thomas Furniss, of Duluth. had called on Ed. J. Mock, editor
of Motography, Tuesday. November 21. at his office in the
Monadnock Biiildintr. and that preliminary arrangements
were made for the sale of the paper, said arrangements being
completed later the same day by Louis Blumenthal. of New
York City.
Later. Thursday, it went the rounds that the deal was off.
but no reasons were eiven for the change of mind. Attempts
were made at this oftice to eet in contact with Mr. Mock by
phone and otherwise, but without avail. Late Thursday evening. Nat S. Stronge. business manager of the Electricity
Magazine Corporation, was seen. This cornoration publishes,
in addit'on to Motography. Electrical Vehicles and the Telephone Engineer.
^^^. Stronge made known to me that Mr. Mock had sold
Motocranhy to Mr. Ochs on Tuesdav. November 21, and that
the deal had been closed through Mr. Blumenthal the same
day.
"Mr. Mock owns 50 per cent, of the stock of the Electricity
Magazine
Corporation."
said ofMr.
deal was
closed
without
the consent
the Stronge.
other two"The
stockholders.
These stockholders are the estate of the deceased B. C.
Sammons. of Chicago, who at the time of his death was vicepresident of the Corn Exchange Bank. Chicago, and John
Crocker, a rrulti-milltonaire of Maroa, III. The executors of
the Sammons estate and Mr. Crocker, nersonallv. will ao^
pear in court Friday morning, November 24, to quash the sale
of Motography."
Mr. Stronge informed me that he had resigned his position
as business manager of the corporation in order to oppose
the sale of Motogranhv. He also stated that Motography
had been sold for $15,000 in notes, oayable at the end of one.
two and three years, respectively, from the date of the transaction.
I acain tried to get Mr. Mock hv phone, both at his office
and his residence on Friday morning, before writing this, in
order to get his statement on the matter, but again failed to
get connection.
Later I was informed by Mr. Stronee that Mr. Mock had
wired the officers of the proposed exhibitor.-i' trade paper that
he had been enjoined by the other stockholders from selling
Motography.
Chicago Reel Fellows Meet.
of the Reel
Fellows' evening,
Club of November
Chicago was23, held
at The
the meeting
Hotel Morrison,
Thursday
the
chief object of which was to hear the reports of the recent
ball committees.
Quite a large membership filled the banquet hall, and the
date of the annual election was changed from March to December, in order that the officers can take office at the first
meeting of each year. A nominating committee was apappointed which drew up three slates for the members to
choose from, at the election on the third Friday of December,
this year. There are three tickets in the field, the progrssive,
the members and the radical, the members of each party
voting for their choice for each office.
The resignation of W. R. Rothacker as a member of the
present Board of Governors, was accepted, and Don J. Bell
w^as elected to fill the unexpired term.
While the returns have not all been brought in as yet, the
profits of the second annual reception and ball, it was
figured, would be about $100. That o-reater orofits were not
forthcoming is attributable to the fact that the public was
afraid of the location of the ball, believing that it was a full
dress affair.

Chicago Film Brevities.
James Young, the former husband of Clara Kimball Young,
has been added to the directing staff of the Essanay Film
Manufacturing Co. He will assume his duties Monday, November 27. when he will engage in the direction of the first
Essanay picture in which Max Linder will appear.

* * «

I. L. Lesserman and his office force moved into the new
quarters selected for the Laemmle Exchange at 17-19 S.
Wabash avenue, on Saturday, November 18. The entire floor
space occupied by the General Film Company's branch office
for several years — about 10.000 square feet — has been taken,
and business at the time of writing has resumed almost its
normal condition. Everything is running smoothly and
patrons are being served as formerly. Edward Gehring. a
clerk, w-ho was badly, but not seriously, injured in the burning of the old office, is already out of the hospital and will
soon occupy his former position.

* « *

Charles T. Meegan, formerly advertising manager of the
General Film Co.. ha<; been appointed advertising manager of
the Kleine-Fdison-Selig-Essanav service. This change went
into eflfect Monday. November 20. Mr. Meegan carre on to
Chicago Saturday. November I'', in connert'on with his new
duties, and returned to New York the following Thursday.

* * *

The next meeting of the temporary advisory committee of
the Chicago center of the National .Association of the >fotion
Picture Industry will be held December 6 in the office of
John R. Freuler, president of the Mutual Film Corporation.

* * *

Bert M. Moran. connected with the Minneapolis branch
office of Geortre Kleine. p^id this city a visit last week. He
left Saturday.
IS for a of
fiveCanada.
weeks' inrltMincr
tn'n throi'"-h
the
western
sectionNovember
of the Dominion
British
Columbia. He is trnveline in the int^ere<:ts of "Gloria's Romance" and of the Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanav
service.
* * *
John G. Hruby. owner of the Dolton theater, Dolton. Til..
and the American theater, Harvey. 111., was a caller at the
World office last week, and renewed hi<; subscription. Mr.
Hruby leased the .American theater la^t Fehruarv. Tt has a
seating capacity of 400 and cbnrre^ 10 rents ndmi*;sion for
programs of the V. L. S. F... WorM Mi'tnal. Bluebird Gold
Rooster and other makes. Tt is Mr. Hruby*s intenti'^n to
enlarge the theater in the near future to a capacity of 800.

* * *

Wallie Decker, who hns been pubiliritv representative of
Paramnunt's Ch''~3p'n office for some time rir><:t. ha<: reii'Vned
his
that stay.
position. "Wallie" was something of a live wire during

* * *

A trade showing of "Modern Mother Goose," by Fort
Dearborn Photoplays. Inc., this city, was given in the private
exhibition rooms of the Universal Film Co., at 109 N. Dearborn street, Wednesday morning, November 22. The picture,
which is in five reels, delighted those present, who pronounced it a beautiful play for children. A feature of the
production lies in the fact that it is enacted by children under
thirteen years of age. The principal exterior scenes were
taken on the campus of the Chicago University and in Washington and Lincoln Parks. The principal interior scene is
laid in the Elizabethan Room of the Congress Hotel. This
is the first picture of its kind made by this company, which
will make a specialty of childrens' pictures under the motto,
"Clean plays only." Mathew C. von Betz directed the picture
and wrote the prologue, which takes up the first reel. The
actor who plays the giant is the only made adult in the fairy
tale.

«

* *

Gilbert P. Hamilton, who made his home in Chicago several years ago when he was superintendent of the Essanay
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plant, was seen in the Hotel Sherman one day last week.
He was here in the interests of his latest production, "Are
Passions Inherited?" (seven reels), which he directed some
time ago in Los Angeles and on the Crow Indian reservation.
Dorothea ("Dot") Farley adapted this photoplay from Jack
Wolf's newspaper story, "The Big Western Hat," and also
appears in the principal role. Mr. Hamilton informed m.e that
the rights were recently sold for New York State and South
America. A and H. M. Warner, of New York, with offices
in the Godfrey Building, are handling the picture. The printing and technical work of the films are being done in the
plant of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Co.

Donald, Macey Harlan, Daniel Pennell, Jean Stewart and
Robert Conville. The scenes are all laid in the Canadian
North and West and the play was produced by the Famous
Players Film Company.
The second official and authentic series of motion pictures
of the European war, obtained by special arrangement with
Charles Urban, representative of the British Government,
were also shown. Another interesting picture was the Stampede, taken at a Western Countv Fair, and showing wild
horseroping.
racing, pony express races, bull dogging, trick riding
and

The Central Film Company and the Central Film Corporation, two separate organizations controlled by Tones, Linick
& Schaefer and Nathan Ascher, were recently combined under
one charter, and will hereafter be known as the Lewis J.
Selznick Productions, Inc., of Chicago. The former headquarters at 110 S. State street, will be maintained. The new
corporation names Louis J. Selznick, Tones, Linick & Schaefer, and Nathan Ascher as officers, and Harry Weiss and F. M.
Brockell as managing directors.

"An Enemy to the King" at the Rialto.
E. H. Sothern, in a film version of "An Enemy to the
King." were the featured attraction at The Rialto. The
picture was taken after Mr. Sothern had accustomed himself
to the difference between acting on the stage and acting
before the camera and for that reason it is a distinct advance
over the first of his pictures offered to the public. The
regular Triangle program of releases at The Rialto was
suspended for a week in order to permit the Sothern picture to be shown. "An Enemy to the King" is a sumptuously costumed production from the Vitagraph Studios. It
gives the star a role with which he is perfectly familiar and
affords him an opportunity for the display of his well known
skill as a fencer. Edith Storey, the Vitagraph star, plays
opposite him in the role of Julie De Varion.

* * *

* * *

"Twenty
Thousand
Sea" hasin been
booked
on the
LublinerLeagues
& TrinzUnder
circuit the
of theaters
this
city, and will be seen at the Hyde Park theater, owned by
A. M. Gollos, on December 4. 5, 6 and 7. The booking of the
the big Universal novelty and spectacle is in charge of I. Van
Ronkel. manager of the Chicago office of the Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.

»

*

*

Active work has been started on Selig's "The Princess of
Patches," which is founded on the well known stage play by
Mark Swan. Director Al. Green left for the State of Mississippi last week, where plantation and other scenes called
for in the photoplay will be taken. Accompanying him were:
Vivian Reed, Maude Baker. Charles LeMoyne, Clara Lambert,
Roy Southerland, Frank Weed and about 20 others. Director
Green and the company, after finishing the southern scenes,
will
to made.
Selig's Chicago studios, where the interior
scenesreturn
will be

* * *

The following programs have been announced at the
prominent downtown theaters in Chicago for the ensuing
week:
Studebaker — "Twenty Thousand Leagues LTnder the Sea"
will close an ei^ht-weeks' run on December 3, and will be
followed on the 5th by Nazimova in "War Brides." Herbert
Brenon will come on from New York for the opening.
Ziegfeld — Lillian Walker in "The Dollar and the Law"
(Vitagraph) and "The Scarlet Runner."
La Salle — "The Masque of Life" (Si.gnet) will be continued
for another week, ending its three weeks' run on December 3.
It will be followed bv "Idle Wives" (Universal), produced by
Lois Weber and Phillips Smalley.
Colonial November
— "Intolerance"
(D. W. Griffith) opens Tuesday
evening,
28.

Viva Stratton, Carl Rogier and Irene Stolofsky were the
soloists.

"War Brides" at the Broadway.
Nazimova in the powerful eight-reel screen version of
"War Brides" is still the attraction at the Broadway. The
picture is evidently on for an extended run.
Eighty-first Street Theater Bill.
At the Eighty-first Street Theater four pictures were
shown: Mondav, Tuesday and Wednesday, AA^ilfred Lucas
was seen in "The Miscroscope Mystery," and a Keystone
comedy was also included in the program. Thursday. Friday, Saturday and Sunday William S. Hart in "The Devil's
Double," and a Mack Sennett production were on the bill.

Louis T. Rogers Forms Company
Will Specialize in Big Productions and in Purchase of State
Rights for New York.
LOUIS T. ROGERS, for many years the Fox contract
man and Canadian expert who recently resigned from
the Fox Film Corporation, has established a business
of his own in starting a company which will engage in the
buying and selling of state right productions for the state
of New
York.
Mr. Rogers
is located
at 218 West
42nd

* * *

Ascher Brothers will open their new house, the Lane Court
theater, at Center street and Lane Court, this city, Saturday
evening, November 25. The theater sea'.s 1,000 on the main
floor, and is strictly modern. This is the tenth theater on
the Ascher circuit, the 10 houses having an entire seating
capacity for 12,000 people.

* * *

Lubliner & Trinz have added the West End theater, at
Cicero and West End avenues, to their circuit of houses in
Chicago. The house seats 1,500 people, and an orchestra of
10 pieces and a pipe organ play the accompanying music for
the pictures. This makes the seventh house on the Lubliner
& Trinz circuit.

At the Leading Picture Theaters
Programs for the Week of November 26 at New York's Best
Motion Picture Houses.
Pauline Frederick at the Strand.
AT

THE Strand Theater Pauline Frederick was seen in
a new photo-drama entitled "Nanette of the Wilds,"
a story of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, by
William Mack. Miss Frederick portrays the role of Nanette,
the daughter of a Canadian liquor smuggler who is operating in defiance of the Mounted Police. Williard Mack himself plays the role of O'Brian of the Mounted Police. Others
in the cast are: Charles Brant, Frank Joyner, Wallace Mac-

Lotus T. Rogers.

Street
in whichthe
building'
he
occupies
third
floor. This floor is devoted to the activities of
the Rogson Company of
which Mr. Rogers is
president. He has just
concluded a contract
with L. J. Selznick
whereby he is to handle
all Selznick productions
for the State of New
York for a period of five
years. He has also
closed a deal with J. L.
Kempner purchasing on
behalf of Marcus Loew
the New York State
rights of the feature
known as "The Mask of
Life," produced by the
Si.gnet Film Company.
Mr. Rogers who is a
young man and full of
nervous energy feels
sure that the company
he has formed will be a
success. He has formed
plans for the production
of special features. The
first production will be

, winch
, • . has
.
, a Broadway
„
based on
widely known
play
had
success.
Mr.a Rogers
eventually expects to produce a minimum of one big feature a
°
month.
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By
SANTA
American

BARBARA

G. P. VON

HARLEMAN

and CLARKE
TO

NEWS.

Film Company Cuts Down Production — Farewell
Dinner to P. G. Lynch.

FROM
Santa I-larbara comes word tliis week that tlie
American Film Company is inaugurating a policy of
retrenchment and that a great number of employees
have been laid off, this is not a great surprise as conditions
are the same in Los Angeles: a number of film companies
having cut down their producin.e: force to less than half to
what it was six months ago. The company is now only
operating three companies at the present time, but we are informed that the fourth company may be started shortly.
Not long ago nine companies were at work under the Flying A banner.
H. E. .-Kitken, president of the Triangle Film Corporation,
and a party of friends and associates visited Santa Barbara
Sunday this week and called at the .American studios. The
very same day Mr. Hutchinson and Studio Manager J. R.
Crone left for Los .\ngeles and there was considerable
speculation in Santa Barbara whether the chief of the Triangle Film Corporation and president of the .\merican Film
Company had met and if there was a possibility of a merger
of the -\merican Company with the Triangle interests.
.\ farewell dinner to P. G. Lynch, who recently resigned
as studio manager
of the .American
Film Company,
was
given at the .Arlington
Hotel on Tuesday this
week. Practically all
th' employees of the
Flying A plant were
present at the banquet
and everyone took the
opportunity to give
testimony to the high
esteem in which Mr.
Lynch is held by the
moving picture people
in Santa Barbara.
The clima.x of a most
successful evening was
reached when, in behalf of those present.
Director James Kirkwood presented Mr.
Lvnch with a handsome thin model gold
watch suitably engraved. A chain, the
gift of the guarantee
actors and actresses,
was also presented and
P. 0. Lynch.
a letter was read from
the extra people who
took the opportunity to wish Mr. Lynch every success in
his new field.
During the evening a handsome bouquet of flowers was
sent to Mrs. Lynch bv the men at the banquet and later a
note of thanks from her was read. R. S. Stebbins, assistant manager at the local plant, who leaves with Mr. Lynch,
was presented with a pair of gold cufT links.
Among those present were: Edward M. Langley, James
Kirkwood, Clifford Howard, Al Heimri, George Wight. Edward Sloman. W. G. Dowlan. Kenneth B. Clarke, William
Russell, C. William Kolb, Jack Halloway. Max Dill. Al
Santell, Franklin Ritchie, George Periolat, Ashton Dearhod,
Harvey Clark, Harry Von Meter. William Carrol. Charles
Newton. Clarence Burton. Reaves Eason. Sid .Mgiers. Paul
Drinkwitz. Art Howard. W. A. Hall. Leslie Alderson, William Vaughn. Ira Morgan. Wm. Gilmore Beymer, John S.
Seltz. Carl Widen, Thomas Middleton, John Brown and
Joseph Cam

DANCE

IRVINE
ON

THANKSGIVING

EVE.

Many

of the Stars of Filmdom Will Appear at the Hollywood Photoplayers' Ball.
Stars of tlie screen will vie with one another for individual
popularity at Shrine auditorium on Thanksgiving eve, when
the first
grand ball of the Hollywood Photoplayers' Club
will
be given.
Arthur Shirley, director general of the affair, stated this
week that two of filmdom's most prominent luminaries will
be chosen to lead the grand march, and that the event will
go down in Los .\ngeles history as the most pretentious ever
staged.
A few of the players who have signfied their intention of
occupying boxes are: William Farnum, Ruth Roland, Mabel
Normand, Mack Sennett, Fay Tincher, Francis Ford and
Grace Cunard, J. Warren Kerrigan. Dustin Farnum, Douglas
Fairbanks, Winifred Kingstofi, Herbert Standing and Mrs.
Standing, Charles F. Eyton and Kathlyn Williams (Mrs.
Eytoii), Thomas H. Ince, Dorothy Dalton, Louise Glaum.
Charlie Chaplin, Harold Lockwood, May Allison, Lewis J.
Cody, Tom Santchi, Roscoe Arbuckle, Crane Wilbur, Edna
Purviance and Herbert Rawlinson.
The primary object of the ball is to raise funds with which
to furnish a clubhouse for the photoplayers. It is planned
to make the quarters the most attractive of its kind in the
west.
The Hollywood photoplayers' Club, though only in its infancy, already has a pledged membership of 300, with almost
as many more applications on the waiting list.
The officers are: Francis Ford, president: Arthur Shirley
and Dr. E. Bytell, vice-presidents: Walter E. Fowler, treasurer and attorney, and Harry E. Hoskins, secretary.
Temporary headquarters have been established at 6411
Hollywood Boulevard.
Ince Actor Danced to Death.
While dancing with Ninita Garcia, George Elwell, the young
actor of the Triangle-Ince studios, dropped dead in a prize
waltz contest at Ocean Park, California, on the evening of
November 1.1. They were competing for a silver loving cup
when he collapsed. A physician was summoned, but said
that death had been instantaneous with heart failure as the
cause.
Elwell was only twenty-one years old. and had only recently returned from the Mexican border, where he had enlisted in the seventh California infantry. He received an
honorable discharge from the service on account of physical
disability at that time, and had only very recently resumed
his studio activities.
He secured favorable attention by his work in "The
Raiders"
and other Triangle productions before being called
to the border.
Fairbanks and Chaplin Do a Turn Together.
The ultimate in comedy has been attained. Douglas Fairbanks and Charlie Chaplin are in pictures together.
This is no tale of broken contracts or shattered hearts of
producers. It all came about as a perfectly legitimate part
of a day's work and the two highest salaried fim makers are
still safely wedded to their respective arts.
Fairbanks was enacting a scene of "The Matrimaniac"
across the street from Chaplin's studio. Charlie was cutting
capers
in front
of the
Triangle-Fine'
Arts star.
Telling
his camera
director and
to spied
wait atheminute,
Chaplin
rushed into the street In his grotesque make-up and sat
down on the curb to watch Fairbanks.
"Now

make

me

laugh. Doug," he said. "I'll be your

Fairbanks entered into the spirit of the occasion and soon
audience,"
he and Chaplin were romping together, imconsciously reel-
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ing off a skit that it would take nearly all the money in the
motion picture business to buy.
Although the Triangle-Fine Arts cameraman continued
cranking his machine, the hard-hearted director ordered the
scene deleted as entirely irrelevant to the story in hand.
Both Fairbanks and Chaplin, however, insisted on having
prints developed to add to their private collections.
Leave Again for Yosemite Valley.
Paul C. Hurst, associate director at the Signal studios, this
week left Los Angeles with a portion of the Helen Holmes
feature company for a trip to El Portal in the Yosemite
V'alley, where he is to make a number of exterior scenes in
the production of the eighth and ninth chapters of "A Lass
of the Lumberlands."
The company left Los Angeles early in the week and will
probably be gone ten days, during which time they will secure more of the unusual woods scenes that have aroused
such
favorable
in the the
cha'pters
of the serial
thus Mr.
far
released.
Thosecomment
who made
trip include,
besides
Hurst, Helen Holmes, Leo D. Maloney. William Brunton,
William Behrens, Charles Wells, Clyde Roe, technical director and a corps of stage carpenters and propertymen.
Robert Phelan is to officiate behind the camera.
DuringJ. this
portion of
thework
company's
absence.
General
P. McGowan
is at
on interior
scenes Director
for the
same two episodes at the studio. With him are working
Thomas C. Lingham, Katherine Goodrich and the remaining
minor actors of the cast.
This trip of the company to the mountains will probably
be their last until snow flies. With the completion of the
ninth episode, they will be far enough ahead so that they
may continue on interiors for subsequent chapters. Then
when the first severe snow falls in the valley, they will leave
in a body for El Portal for their last trip. The scenes made
at this time will be practically the last in the serial.
Two Film Men Killed in Grand Prize Race.
This year was a disastrous one at the Santa Monica races,
when Lewis Jackson, chauffeur for Grace Cunard and Francis
Ford, lost control of his car while doing a hundred-miles-anhour on a dangerous curve, and crashed into four trees.
Jackson was instantly killed. His mechanic, John Ghianda,
escaped by "stepping out of" the machine before it was torn
to pieces. After the flying piece of steel and wood hit the
first tree, it crashed into L. B. Jenkins, cameraman of the
Keystone Film Company, killing him. and demolishing his
camera, which he had been grinding until the impact. A
woman running a soda stand was killed. A spectator standing beyond the camerair.an was also killed. Grace Cunard
and Francis Ford and company were in a box at the grandstand when the wreck occurred and did not learn of the
death of their champion until some time later. Miss Cunard
was nearly prostrated over the accident. The whole company, which was making a picture around the races, stopped
work and went home after the terrible news reached them.
Los Angeles Film
Director John Emerson, Douglas
rector Jack Scott and sixteen Fine
Diego last week to begin work on
exposition grounds.

»

»

Brevities.
Fairbanks, Assistant DiArts players went to San
a big production on the

*

The Monrovia Feature Film Company, which has been
operating at Monrovia for two years ,nnd produced the tenreel
"The Daughter of the Don," is planning to
move photoplay.
to San Diego.

*

•

*

Moving pictures of the Vanderbilt Cup Race at Santa
Monica, Thursday this week was shown the same night at
the Symphony theater. Many of the film stars attended the
exciting speed event. Louise Glaum, the popular Ince
actress presented the winner of the race, Dario Resta, an
arm full of chrysanthemums.

*

*

*

Jack Mower, leading man cf the Pollard Motion Picture
Company, is nursing a couple of broken ribs this week from
a realistic fighting scene in "Miss Jackie of the Navy," the
present feature now being produced by the Pollard players
for the Mutual Film Corporation on the exposition grounds
at San Diego.
* *
•
Norma Talmadge. now Mrs. Schenck. and friend husband,
Joseph Schenck, who were recentlv married in New York,
will spend a belated honej'moon in Los Angeles during the
Christmas holidays. Thev will be the guests of Mrs. Talmadge and Constance Talmadge.
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Seena Owen, who in real life is Mrs. George Walsh, her
husband being the handsome hero of Fox films, is the happy
mother of a baby girl. Mr. Walsh and his friends celebrated
the great occasion and the barkeeper at the Alexandria is
doing as well as could be expected.

«

*

*

Well-known screen artists will make merry in the cause
of charity in a ministrel-vaudeville show next Sunday evening at the Walker theater, \o. 732 South Grand avenue, to
be followed by a dance in Lincoln Hall, situated in the
same building. The entertainment will be under the direction of the B'nai B'rith Lodge, and will be in charge of
Harry McCoy, the comedian of the Keystone Film Company.
A sketch written by Mr. McCoy in which he and Jane
Waller will appear; a political jollification with Joseph Callahan characterizine "men of yesterday and today"; a minstrel
show along new lines with Guy \Voodvvard, Lee Mooser,
Lena Rogers, Arthur Brick and Mazie Cartman are the leading attractions.

«

*

*

Dustin Farnum has been out bagging quail this week. The
popular screen star and B. H. Dyas, the sporting goods
dealer, made a trip to Corona. Farnum bagged his first double and is correspondingly proud of Kis performance.

*

James Campbell,
pert horsemanship,
studios, where as a
to employ his skill

♦

*

known throughout the west for his exthis week joined the forces at the Signal
stock player, he will have an opportunity
to good advantage.

*

*

*

Mrs. William C. De Mille, wife of the Lasky director, received a telegram on the morning of the 14th notifying her
of the death of her brother, Henry George, Jr., son of the
great single taxer. Owing to the great distance from Washington Mrs. De Mille did not attend the funeral.

«

♦

*

John Partington, manager of the Imperial theater, of San
Francisco, and his wife, started from that city last week for
a three day's tour in the Yosemite Yalley, but hearing of the
heavy snow in the country, drove into Los Angeles and are
now spending a few days as the guest of .^nita King, the
Lasky star. Mr. Partington royally entertained Lasky stars
whenever they visited his city. On Monday night this week
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Reid gave a party in honor to the San
Francisco exhibitor and his charming wife. Among those
present were: Mr. and Mrs. Hal Reid, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Pallette. Mr. and Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa, Miss Anita King,
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Mason, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth McGaffey
and others.

*

«

*

Owing to ill health Cleo Ridgely, the Lasky star, has been
granted a vacation until January 1.
Hobart Bosworth, who was injured in a fall last week, is
once more about the studio and will be able to resume work
within a few days.

>

•

*

Judging by the treatment accorded Harold Lockwood, May
.•\llison and Producer Fred J. Balshofer, in Monterey, California, where is now being filmed the exterior scenes of
Harold MacGrath's "Pidgin Island." one might think that
these three Yorke-Metro celebrities were candidates for
president of the United States. The two daily papers, the
Cypress and the .'\merican, have been carrying daily interviews with Lockwood-Allison and Balshofer. The Del
Monte Hotel gave an elaborate dinner in their honor, the
local Monterey theater arranged a special program in celebration of their arrival. The Chief of Police escorted them
on a tour of the Executive buildings, and the Carmel Colony,
where a majority of our famous paintings are completed,
were hosts to them at an informal tea. A group of the
artists from the Carmel Colony, witnessed several scenes of
Lockwood-Allison in "Pidgin Island" rehearsed and staged
by Producer Fred J. Balshofer.

*

*

*

After J. Warren Kerrigan withdrev/ from Lois Weber's
Universal feature production, "The Mysterious Mrs. Misslewhite," Harrison Ford, Broadway actor, was engaged to
play
filmed.with Mary MacLaren in the picture which is being reFord has had a notable legitimate stage career and he
played featured roles with Robert Edeson and also with May
Mannering in "Glorious Betsy," during its New York run.
He played the lead in "Excuse Me" and also appeared in a
photoplay version of this comedy. He was in two productions with W. H. Crane, and has played in eastern stock.
Later Ford appeared with Louis Mann in "The Bubble," and
also had a leading role in the New York run of "Rolling
Stones."

I
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Conducted by EPES WINTHROP
Newspaper

Work.

EXAMPLE is better than precept, and how a thlnR Is done Is a
lot more helpful than how It should be done. We believe that
motion picture exhibitors Id the comparatively few years the
pictures have been running have shown more examples of really good
work than the managers of dramatic attractions have shown In double
and perhaps lrll)le that length of time. There Is a reason for this
In the smallness of the admission price which requires that the
house be Intensively handled If results are to be gained. Through the
good will of exhibitors this department has reproduced the best of
this work, but this Is the Qrst time we bare bad the chance to go
OTer the actual campaign of a trained advertising man in newspaper
work, and we believe that even the managers of the smaller houses
will be interested in the matter that follows, though It Is the campaign of the Stillman theatre, of Cleveland. This means a big house
in a city, with a capacity and admission prices that permit a larger
adTertlslng appropriation than most houses enjoy. All of the advertisements are prepared and placed by C. L. Madden, of the Fuller &
Smith Advertising Agency. Mr. Madden is an advertising expert who
has familiarized himself with the picture theatre business, and not
a picture theatre man who learned to do advertising, wherein this
matter Is different from most of that appearing
la this department.
In the first place note these two
advertisements. Both are run in the
same Issue of the same evening
paper. This paper accepts advertisements of theaters In Its classi^^5 W
From 11 *. m. to 11 D- m.
fied pages, and most of the houses
use these pages, since the rate
is cheaper than the theatrical advertising. We do not know Just
inD«lr«
"TheDefrrre.
Chattel"
how the rates compare, but on an
•olol^:
Baritone: «nd
average It should be from two
Matt Ball. SoDnno — Both of Ui«
Chlenso Cnnd Ocer* Co.
to two and a half times cheaper
to go Into the classified pages,
Keritone i-vmwli— Hack Swain.
Watlntcs.
Uezzinlne. Ijc; OrchMlr*. 1
and on some sheets the disproEicolS»:
I-""-. ;Sc; r««rT«l. SOc
portion is even greater. One
New York paper, for example,
charges ten cents a line for classified stuff and fifty cents for
'«SV
STILLMAN THEATRE
theatrical advertising. So the
Stillman takes twenty-eight lines
E. «JH.'SOTHERN
in the classified space. But
."f^
ICll^'Iflfd) on p.tge !l
Cleveland is a large place with
a transient population. The traveler, when he is looking for amusement, looks for the theatrical adTertlslng. so the smaller advertisement (just large enough to let in
the cut) is run in the theater column. It is only eight lines, but It
gets the house where the traveler can see. Another paper, which
does not Ipt theatrical advertisements run in the classified section

Stillman
^
E.H.SOTHERN

gets

.1 t'.vi-i- iik'Ij

SARGENT

These house talks, straightforward, characteristic and convincing, do
more real good for a house than the praising of the current bill. We
show but two of a number of examples. The Stillman is a stltl-new
theater and the education of the theater-going public Is Important.
The morning papers get four
Inches against two Inches In the
afternoon papers. The family
appointments are more apt to
be made in the morning, and
Wm.S.Hart
the
woman shopper looks over
E. H. Sotfaern
the morning paper before starting downtown. These appear in
the theatrical column, the panel
ads. are given the run of the
paper or are specified for the
woman's page. local news or
some other place where It will
most likely reach the class of
patron at which it Is aimed.
This is another point in expert advertising.
The advertising
Is not merely dumped into the
pages.
It is put where It will do the most good
^ecified position

STILLMAN
THEATRE STILLMAN'
THEATRE

generally costs a little more, but it is worth it If It la needed." other
wise "run of paper" is ordered and the advertisement can be printed
anywhere that pleases the make-up
man.
One advertisement
in the
batch sent supplements the afternoon stuff and gets three Inches "run
of paper."
It catches the reader who purposely avoids the theatrical
column
as not being interested.
The theater ads. are dodged
when
up bobs this estray, and Interest Is gained despite the conscIouB effort
to avoid it.

,m1-. 'Tr I'^.-in.-ni

In addition to this straight tho.it rlcal advt'rti-in:: ihr- hou^e uaeb
some very well-done panels five Inches dcf-p and two columns wide.
There is always mention of the current attractirm, but it is the t^tillman theater that Is being advertised for the greater part. The one
on the left, dealing largely with the bill, was run on Monday. The
other was a Saturday advertisement and Is directed to the seat
reservation scheme with after-mention of the remaining performances
of that week's program. Monday It is more Important to advertise tht
bill that will run that week. On Saturday the large advertisements
will take care of the coming program and house talk will pay better.

Mr. Madden does not put this forward as
an ideal make-up for a Sunday announcement. He says "This is what I call a horrible example of hurry-up work, but it does
show up because the make-up man can't
bury It." It is a two eights and somewhere
Bessie Love
hereabouts you'll fir.d a reproduction of a
— and the Kifldie*
half-page in which this advertisement Is
used. Just below you wil I see part of a
negative cut ; one with black ground ana
white letters. In theory this Is still more
prominent and It is — in theory, but white on
black requires large letters, and the blacK
Real Concot-Mtuic
cut merely announces Romeo and Juliet
where Mr. Madden tells all about h Is proJafc R Rufiwi M A* ort>a
gram In the same amount of space and gets
practically the same attention; Indeed we are
inclined to believe that the Stillman will be
seen first. Compare It with the other advertisements on the sheet and see how It
stands out. That hand-drawn note to the
left has nothing to do with the matter
There was an advertisement on the other side — one of the run-ofpaper pane! ads. Two other Saturday and Sunday ads are also shown
here. One is 7»4 Inches across three columns, and the other Is 1%
over two. Both of them are kept from associating with other advertising on the same page, not alone by border, but by white space, as
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well, to make assurance doubly sure. Notice in the half-page reproduction how the Keith advertisement runs to the column rules. It is
forbidding to the eye, and only the big lines get much attention. Unless those can hold you. the entire advertisement is lost. Mr. Madden
uses smaller type, but it is inviting and eye-catching. He has more
words to his space, but they do not appear to be so many because they

STILLMAN
THEATRE
Clara Kimball Young
in -Tlif Common
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the time table. Instead of the formal time table he now follows each
title with the hours of playing, so that the information is directly below
the subject the reader has become interested in. This is a better
scheme than the formal table, even though it does entail a little more
work.

Moving

the Girl.

The Garden theater, Detroit, planned to run the Little Girl Next
Door, a slaver play, the entire week recently, and had to quit after the
second day and go back to the regular program. Decent people will not
attend, and the others stay away when they learn that the stuff is not
as superheated as they have been led to expect. Profit by their experience and keep off the stuff.

That Fashion Show.
Mary Ball, Soprano
25-Piece Orchestra
R U SpiUln]!. Conductor

James H. Rogers Tod);

An exhibitor reports that he tried every big dry goods store in town
and could not hook up with one for a fashion show as each store
wanted to give Its own and get the crowd to the store. To effect tWs
they gave out souvenirs to each patron. That's easy to beat. Point
out that a theater show means more than a store show, and then offer
to have printed up coupons good for a soiivenir if presented at the
stort- the following day. That will hock the show up to the store and
get the people over to the store in a buymg mood after they have seen
the fashions.

Three in One.

are not cio\\d'-il. .More tban that, it is all characteristic, as much a
trade-mark as the house monogram, In a couple of months the
Cleveland newspaper readers will know the Stillman advertising as far
as they can see the paper.
As a brief resume here is the campaign. Four-Inch advertisements
In the morning papers and two Inches In the afternoon editions, six
days a week, with from fifteen to twenty or more inches on Saturday
or Sunday. Special advertisements specifically not In the theatrical
column to catch the unwary, all-open composition with the house monogram always and the name of the house and name of attraction In the
upper half of fhe advertisement. The only exception to this last rule
In some thirty advertisements is that one in which the reserved seats
are the real feature of the advertisement, and here the rule holds
good still, for the feature comes to the top. Look back a moment
to that half page. You'll notice that the Stillman and not Selzolck
offers Miss Young.
The Standard wastes space advertising Fox.

An
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Acrostic.
Tarleton Winchester, of Pathe's,
sends in a throwaway gotten out
by the Temple, Buffalo, which
forms an acrostic for "The Shielding Shadow." It Is reproduced
here for the benefit of those who
have this serial and as well for
those who wish to go to the trouble
of getting up similar lines for
some other attraction. The Temple
management has saved the Stain
exhibitors the trouble, by getting
out this sheet, which is 6 by 12
inches in the original, common
news stock. Anything of this sort
takes well. It plays on the curiosity of the recipient. It Is Just
a handbill and he starts to throw
it down. But he sees it Is an
acrostic. Then he has to read
down to see what It is. and by that
time he will read across to see
how well the maker did his job. Of
course It is possible to speak learnedly of the psychology of advertising, but it Is even more simple
to speak everyday talk and say
that anything that will appeal to
the curiosity will gain attention In
the degree in which it appeals.
That Is why there is so much stuff
that is good for once and not more
frequently. The degree of curiosity
Is not as great the second time.

Writing Hymns.
All the time we've been wondering where Jimquln was, the Los
Angeles hustler has been sore because we
kidded some of his poetry.
To prove himself a poet he has written a song, or rather completeA
one. started in the trenches by his brother, Charles Henry Quinn, who
sent It to him when his regiment was ordered to the front line and
his chances of coming back and finishing the job seemed to be rather
slim. Jimquln writes that it is being sung by "regular" singers, and
the novelty alone should carry it along. But beyond that, the song
has merit and timeliness. It is published by the Ballenger Company, Los Angeles.

Stitching.
Walter H. Brooks, of the Auditorium. Coatesvllle, Pa., is now wlrestltching his program instead of using the six-page folder form. This
is partly because he is now using an eight-pager.
Another change Is in

Joe E. Tabor, of the Majestic, Belvidere, 111., sends In a half-page
advertisement that serves as an anniversary advertisement, a general
advertisement and to tell the week's program. The layout is simple, but
effective, the boxing, with space between serving to keep the various
sections apart. Study this advertisement carefully and you will see Tnao
^
that It has too much copy for a half page. Were It set with rules
boxing off it would be too heavy, but by boxing each detail by itself
instead of letting the rule join others, the effect Is that of a series of
detached advertisements, each of which Is observed separately and not

EIGHTH ANNIVERSARY of M'AjESTicTmAfRE
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•
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■«
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as a whole. As a single advertisement cut up with rule It would be
repellant to the eye. With these individual panels It 1 ooks well and
will be read. The TlxYiikM''
Intelligent use of rule Is often half the trick. Sometimes It is even more.

That Matinee Musicale.
J. Ernest Tompkins, who used to sing on the stage, is now managing
the Princess. Colorado Springs. Colorado. He Is running a series of
matinee muslcales on Friday afternoons, five numl)ers and a feature
picture, the music running about half an hour. It Is all furnished by
the theater orchestra with Mr. Tompkins as soloist, and they are making
business. Anything that is novel will draw for a time at any rate, and
will last If it is good. And the closer it comes to a social function, the
better It serves as a matinee attraction. We think that almost any
house can get up a musicale with home talent and make money with it.
A special program, small, but good, is a part of the scheme.

Punched

Tickets.

John J. Farren, of the Victoria, Rochester, N. Y., sends in a free
ticket he recently sent out. One ticket was sent in the regular house
ticket envelope and was stencil cut "special" across the stub. This
beats the usual specially printed ticket, but If the seat coupon is really
good for a special reserved seat, many might fear to come with friends
because they would be separated from them. Additional advertising
was carried on the face of the envelope which announced the bill for
the latter half of the week. Now and then some Monday tickets to a
judiciously compiled list, and for an attraction known to be better than
usual, will bring personal advertising of a sort that cannot be purchased, but be certain that you have a feature and not a bloomer. In
this case Mr. Farren had Douglas Fairbanks in Manhattan Madness.

Good Slogan.
"You get so much and pay so little" is the house slogan of the Cross
Street. Somerville, Mass. That says a lot ; much more, in fact, than
the statement that Boston people pay more to see the same subjects.
The house uses a single-sheet program 4% by 9. yellow paper printed
in red and green. Red and black would be better on yellow, and we are
inclined to think that it Is more or less of a waste to run the second
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color. Tbu bin is plala and readable and the second color does not
produce a result commeoaurate wUb Its cost. In plannlDK Bmall paper
It Is well to proportion cost to results produced, and It Is seldom tbat
a second Impression pays even on larger work uulesH It is desired to
«mpbaslio some gala occasion.

Frank O. Andrt-WH, who Is beiomlnK known to the readers of this
publication through his Hrtlcles on pliasoa of exhibiting, Is going to put
some of his theories Into practice in Washington, N. J., where he stays
when ho cannot (Ind an excuse for visiting New York. He is going Into
It on tho InHtallment plan by running Saturday nlgbt shows In o local
house. He starts lu with an announcement In tho local paper, explaining that ho takes the personal tone ho docs since the town is so small
that he knows most of the residents. His initial announcement Is three
end a half inches across two columns and it reads:

Perhaps the Solution.
The Columbia tbcater, Attlcboro. Mass., lately advertised that owing
to Iho fact thot the current attraction was a vampire play a special
program would bo offered for the children. The vamp was showD at
3:30 and the special program at four, the evening offering the vampire
lady once more. Most of the kiddles como In the afternoon. And with a
special bill as good as tho feature, but of a sort better planned for
children. It would seem that all objections are met. The kiddle feature
was not of a recent release dale, but the youngsters do not cnre so that
It Is new to them and still In good shape. It was not art essentially
child story, being a Bill Hart western. This house has lately Inaugurated a four-page program and is doing very nicely with It.

ANNOUNCEMENT:
If I correctly sense public sentiment In Washington, there Is a
demand for a higher grade of moving pictures, particularly
dramas, than has heretofore been show In any of the local
theaters. Acting under this belief. I have leased the Broad
Street Theater for a series of Saturday night shows. Tho
service I have selected is the famous Triangle service, unmost costly. questionably the highest brand produced, certainly by far the

Real Lobby Work.

I have every confidence that an Intelligent public will quickly
appreciate these pictures and welcome their introduction In
Washington. No circus methods will be employed In advertising these attractions. The enterprise deserves encouragement —
a visit or two to this theater as a test — after which the pictures should draw purely on merit.
Because of the cost of this superior service, I am obliged to
fix the admission at fifteen cents to adults and ten cents to
children, which is tho regulation charge everywhere tor Triangle
pictures. However, there will be six reels of drama and two of
comedy — the latter being tho famous Keystone brand. So you
see the extra five-cent charge is accounted for not only in
quality, but in quantity.
On the opening, Saturday night — October 14 — I will show
Frank Keenan in a strong Southern play entitled "The Coward."
The comedy is "A Favorite Fool," with the famous stage comedian, Eddie Foy, In the leading role.
Comedy starts at seven o'clock sharp; drama at 7:30. Come
at either hour.
Second show starts at nine.

Ralph Ruffner, of the Liberty. Spokane, reci-ntly woke up long enough
to ship us a photograph of a recent lobby display and then probably
went back to his bunk for another six months so far as sending stuff
out la concerned. Ho Is a most Irritating sort of person. He does a
lot of real things every week, but he Is too lazy to shoot them along.
He had the Trlnngl*-, the Thoroughbred, the other day and thought It
would be something of a novelty to show a horse to a public accustomed
to automobiles, so he hired a horse from a harness shop instead of the

FRANK

O.

ANDREWS.

He is also distributing a four-page folder on almost much the same
lines, but more ample in statement, and announces that he Is not
going to advertise heavily, but trust to the intelligence of his fellow
townsmen. His campaign is unusual, but it seems to be well planned.
He is an old newspaper man, well known, and his statements and
promises carry weight. It will be a campaign of personality plus
pictures of merit and it will be interesting
to watch
the outcome.

Where
are

Is Mr. Wall?

It's about time that S. E. Wall got busy with his pen and ink. W«
getting lonesome
for a letter.

Checking the Passes.
tivery stable, dubbed her Miss Mtnta. dolled her all up and set her in
the lobby. He says solemnly that even the policeman and the street
sweeper came to see. He adds that he doesn't know if it helped business
any as he Is full all the time, but also adds that it is the house and not
the management that is full. We know that. Washington went dry
some time ago. Just in passing, that's an all around pretty lobby, don't
yott think?

H. W. Heiherger, of the Lehigh Orpheum, South Bethlehem. Pa., usee
a check form of pass which he credits to the Lyceum, Clovia. N. M.
He has them printed up on "safety" paper, the same as a regular
check, and they pay to the person named "one and no more admissions,"
the "no more," being set as the cents are written on a regular check,
as a fraction. The check is payable in "Current Funs" and guaranteed
by the Board of Censors. U is a joyous thing to get a pass, but these
make pleasure perfect.

Getting Better.
The Film Forecast, the organ of the Rowland and Clark theaters,
Pittsburgh, is getting better each issue. It is only a matter of time
when M. J. C. Kornblum will have the printer doing what he should.
One good feature of the new issue is the added space that "Komy's
Comer" gets. It goes around the corner now and onto another page.
One of his late paragraphs runs :
Our friends the Censors got in some of their fine work both
OD "The Wheel of the Law" and "Anton, the Terrible." If we
could get a motion picture of the curlicues of their way of reckoning, there would be a line of lace xianufacturers a block long
waiting to buy the rights for a crazy quilt lace pattern.
It would drive a lace-maker crazy, but it would be a fine thing to
put on the back of t>ank notes instead of the geometrical lathe patterns.
It would defy the counterfeiter.
What Is most needed now is a more definite division of program and
letter press.

Good Work.

Performances de Luxe.
The Regent, Philadelphia, offers something novel in its time table.
The times ot performances are given and some of these are starred.
The program explains that those with an asterisk are "performances de
luxe" with full orchestra, while the others are "intermediate" and the
music is supplied by the grand organ. It is one of the little refinements that marks careful management.
People can know what to expect.
We wish the Strand. New York, would do something of the sort.
The way they switch from organ to orchestra and back again Is unnerving. There seems to be neither rhyme nor reason.

A

Parents Must Sign.

HELP

FOR

MANAGERS

Picture Theatre Advertising
■)EPEt WIKTHROP SASQENT (Coidieln ,1 AdiBtlslii for EihiblUri lo Ut Mnlii PIctiri WaMj

The Mutual booklet for A Lass of the Lumberlands, their new serial.
Is a pretty piece of printing and shows how well purple and buff work
in combination.
More than that. It gives the exhibitor plenty of material
for advance work without overloading.

H. A. Chenoweth. of the Opera House. Westfleld, Mass., offered free
admission to the children at a matinee if they presented a signed permission from their parents. The signing bad to be done on the card he
supplied. It may have been done to circumvent some local law about
admitting minors, but can you Imagine any better way of gaining the
attention of (he parents for the night show? Probably he had this in
mind, for Just below the permit is the line "Better come down to-night
and see (or yourself.

NEW

^

TEXT BOOK AND A HAND BOOK, a Compendium and a guide.
It tells all about advertising, about type and type-setting, printing and paper, how to run a house program, how to frame your
newspaper advertisements, how to write form letters, posters or
throwaways. how to make your house an advertisement, how to
get matinee business, special schemes for hot weather and rainy
days. All practical because it ^^as helped others. It will help
you.
By mail, postpaid, $2.00.
Order from nearest office.

Moving Picture World,
Schiller Building
Chicago, III.

17 Madison Ave.,

New York

H&as Building
Loe Angeles, CsL
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That Atlas Contest.

The Photoplaywright
Conducted by EPES WINTHROP

SARGENT

INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this
department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be
addressed to this department. Questions should be stated
clearly and should be typewritten or written with pen and
ink. Under no circumstances will manuscripts or synopses
be criticised, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.
A list of companies will be sent if the request is made to
the paper direct and not to this department, and a return
■tamped envelope is inclosed.
Building Up.
BECAUSE you are able to add two and two and get a result of
four, do not think that enough. Progress until you can add
two and two to two and get six. In other words, do not be
content to have "enough" plot for five reels. Get all the plot you can
crowd into five reels for a five reel story : not merely enough to go
bumping
along.
This perhaps is at variance with the teachings of some studios.
Dr. R. Ralston Reed, for example, was recently the guest of the
Lasky studio in Los Angeles; the trip being the prize he won in the
Columbia contest. There he was told that his five reel play contained
enough plot for twelve reels : not the play that is going to be blamed
on him on the screen, but the one he really wrote. "What we really
want," explained Mr. De Mille, in substance, "is about three reels
of storj- and two reels in which to develop the action properly." As
an example he mentioned the Drew comedies, which have slight but
perfectly developed stories.
At other studios he was told that this was all wrong, that there
must be more dependence placed upon movement than psychology.
Both are right and both are wrong according to viewpoint. Stories
must be framed to please varying tastes, and magazine readers who
affect Scribner's do not admire Adventure and vice versa, yet both
classes must be served. But plot is not necessarily action, and the
plot must be Intensified to the limit If It Is to stand Us best chance
of acceptance, so do not be content with a good enougH plot, but
strengthen and develop It to the utmost, even though you may Bubsequently be forced to condense it to get the length. Half, and more
than half, of the stories sent out are faulty and do not sell merely
because the author stopped the moment he got enough instead of
keeping on until he got his best.

Wickes on Song Writing.
Song writing seems to have an almost fatal fascination for the
average man or woman, and more of the innocent fall victims to the
wiles of the fake publisher than become prey to the fake photoplay
schemes, and the pseudo literary agent who advertises for story writers
and newspaper correspondents. This is largely, perhaps, because of the
large returns from hits, bKt in part to the inherent tendency of emotion
to express Itself in song. In writing the Popular Song E. M. Wickes
has given us a very good book on the subject. It is practical, optimistic, but not unduly so, and gives the reader a clear and unbiased
survey of the field from which he may deduce his individual chances as
well as telling what should be done and how this is to be accomplished.
It belongs in that comparatively small class of text books that are
helpful because they teach instead of merely laying down the law. If
It is possible for the reader to write songs, this book will supply the
inspiration and instruction he lacks. Mr. Wickes' style is simple, direct
and pleasing. Perhaps it is best described as "human." It is a book
that has a real reason for being and forms a valuable addition to the
Writer's Library. (Writing the Popular Song, E. M. Wickes, Writer's
Library, Home Correspondence School, Springfield, Mass., 181 pages
plus XIII.
$1.35 by mail.)

Although we do not like script contests, we think that the AtlasBoston Transcript contest differed from most in that it was fairly conducted and with a view to getting the best material. As a matter of
fact there was but one play that was really worth the money paid and
this was given the first prize by practically all the judges. The rest
of the opinions varied markedly, but eight of our first ten nominations
were In the eleven prize winners, and two of those not scored by us
were given awards because to others they appealed as effective though
the ideas were old. But the contest proves again our point that if
honestly handled they are not worth the expense save in advertising.
Thirty scripts went to the final round and twenty-nine of these were
clearly not of prize calibre.

Too Close.
A few weeks ago Marc Edmund Jones lost his clothes and his library
and even his beloved phonograph. .\ sheriff came and took them ; not
because Jones doesn't pay his bills, but because the man he was boarding with was being sued for divorce by his wife and she attached all
the furniture. The Jones shirts were taken along with the rest of the
stuff while he was hunting an express wagon, and they could not locate
the moving van or his ex-host's wife for several weeks. And it was so
close to home that it never occurred to Jones to make it into a comedy.
He just told it up and down the street as a good story, and probably
there are three or four versions in the studios right now. It was too
close to home. He lacked perspective. Some script writers are the
other way about. They write so close that they write of things that
interest only themselves. If you can average between Jones and the
other fellows you'll be about wright. If you do comedy let it be intrinsically funny. It is not funny merely because you took part In it

One

No Inquest.
There will be no inquest club this season. The response was too emalJ
to make it worth while trying to build up the affair, and so the idea
has been dropped.
We are sorry for the sake of those who did wish
to come in, but they were not numerous enough.

Advice.
You will find that, as a rule, the person most willing to give advice
is generally the one least qualified to give good advice. It is the mao
who does not know who is usually the most eager to tell what he think*
he knows. Do not be in too much of a hurry to take advice and convince yourself that the advice is good before you act upon it.

The THIRD

A Brain Polisher.
Several readers have requested something along the lines of the "German money" idea, saying that they get help from working over such
things. Suppose we work it on these lines : Dora has discovered Jim
because of his intemperate habits. He drinks all the more and commits
a crime for which he serves a term in prison. When he gets out he
learns that she has married Tom. He gets drunk, and while in that
condition comes to her house to kill her. Write one or more scenes
commencing with his arrival at the house, showing how she gets out of
the situation. Be brief and dramatic. If you will send in your scenes
with a return envelope, your development will be criticized and returned
to you. The right is reserved to publish one or more of the solutions.
'Unlike the "German money," there is no catch to this one. It is merely
a test of your inventiveness. To make it more interesting we'll bar
these solutions in advance :
She shows him her baby.
He sees a picture of themselves
mementos of the past.

taken

Phase of Synopsis.

Recently a producing manager wrote us that our synopses were too
short.
He wanted more detail.
In part he said:
One fault I find with your synopses is that they are too brief.
It would be better if you injected more business into your
synopses and thus get them fuller. We really don't care for a
working script, as our director prefers to prepare his own plots.
We send only a two or three hundred word synopsis because we are
not trying to sell on synopsis. We tell what the story is about and
offer to send the plot of action if the story interests the director. Here
is one director who wants greater detail of action, and yet who does
not want a working script. What does he want? The working script
would give him the business in detail. Then, if he wanted to make his
own plot, he could do so with the fullest information that the author
could give him. That is where the synopsis only scheme falls short.
The director never gets the full value out of the stuff he buys because
he refuses the author's full aid. The position is Inconsistent. If he Is
able to develop the bare idea, what does he need of action? If he needs
the action, why not take it all and improve that to suit his own Ideas
if he absolutely must muss things up?
We do not offer synopses in the usual sense of the term. It Is easy,
but it is slovenly. But because we offer scripts to companies of varying
needs from polite comedy to slapstick, we do offer a sketch of the basic
idea and develop the script to suit. This is not something that the
average free lance can do, but the free lance should not offer merely a
suggestion. It doesn't pay in the long run, and we know several writers
who will be in a pretty pickle presently when full scripts are again
demanded.

long
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or other
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Projection Department
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Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON

Manufacturers' Notice.
It Is an e3tablesb«d
rule of this Ut-partmcnt that no apparatus or
other goods will be endor.-itd or recommendeff
editorially until the
excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to Us editor.
Important Notice.
Owing to the masi< of matter awaiting publication It Is Impossible to
reply through the dopartment in less than two or three weeks. In
order to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps, (less
than actual cost) will receive carbon copy of tho department reply, by
mail, without delay. Special replies by mall on matters which cannot
be replied to in the department, ono dollar.
Both thy first and second set of questions are now ready and printed
In neat booltlet form, the second half being seventy-six In number.
Either booklet may be had by remitting 2o cents, money or stamps,
to the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps.
Every live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions.
You may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a
lot of study.

Important.
New York Operators' Notice.

^

Moving Picture Machine Operators' Local Tnion No. 306. I. A. T.
S. E.. is the body with which all operators of Greater New York
should be affiliated. For years past that organization has sought to
better the working conditions of New York men, and at the present
time It numbers approximately 65 per cent, of the operators of Greater
New York within its membership.
This, however, is not satisfactory, and the union now proposes enterIng upon a vigorous campaign of organization.
In order to furnish opportunity for non-members to meet and hear
arguments advanced as to why they should join with their fellow
workmen, and the setting forth of advantages to be derived through
afflllation. the union has arranged for a series of meetings to be held
at 12 o'clock midnight on every Thursday
In December,
as follows i
December
7. Broadway Casino. 790 Broadway.
Brooklyn.
N. Y.
December 14. St. Louis Hall. 443 Atlantic avenue.
Brooklyn,
N. Y.
December 28. Cortland Casino. 585 to 507 Cortland avenue Bronx
New York.

December 21. Parkway Palace. 110th street and Fifth avenue. Manhattan.

These meetings have been arranged as conveniently as possible to
the end that all operators may attend them. Admission to the meetings Is only to be gained hy showing a New York operators license
card.
Regardlcsa of what you -may think, feci or sap, it iri7I be well worth
jfour while to invest an hour and a half of ywtr time in attendiruj any
or all of these meetings to which you are hereby extended a cordial
Invitation by Local No. ."lOG. The editor will be present and. among
others, will address you on the
benefits of organization. You incur
no obligation
to join because you attend.
Question

No. 166.

la there any way to tell which arm ia (/rounded trithout taking
the lamp apartr
Roll of Honor on Question No. 156.
The Roll of Honor on Question 1.^0 is : C. E. LInstnith Carthage
N. Y. : F. F. Bell. Palestine. Texas : F. N. Irvin. Lufkln. Texas.
I have selected the reply of Brother Llnstruth as best suited to the
needs of publication.

Reply to Question No. 156.
By C. E. Llnstruth,
Carthage,
N. Y.
The Question :
What ought to be the height of screen above floor of stage, or above
main floor of auditorium
where there is no stage?
The Answer:
The height of the screen above the stage floor or above the floor of
the auditorium will depend upon many things. First: On the ordinary
sUge if the screen is hung well down stage, it Is best to have it quite
near the floor, say 3 feet above, which will permit of a good black
border all around. If the screen Is well up stage, say on the back wall.
It must be high enough so that those In the front row of seats can see
the bottom of the picture without difficulty, and must not be so high
that the top of the picture cannot be seen from the back gallery seat"!.
These* heights will vary according
to the height of stage, slope of

floor and height of balcony, as well as the position of the screen on
the stage and the nearness of the front row of seats.
fn a theater having no stage, but with a middle aisle, the screen must
be high enough so that the light ray will clear the heads of the people
as they pass In and out along the aisle. I believe in the majority of
ca.ses this will require at least C feet above tho floor, where the auditorium floor has the ordinary slope. I believe a picture having 6 feet
between its lower edge and the floor would allow everybody to see
the bottom of the picture, but In considering all this we must also not
overlook the fact that the picture should be gotten as nearly as possible in line, up and down, with the lens; this latter point is of very
great importance.
[This is a fairly good reply, but there are one or two points which
have been overlooked, viz. : the nearer the picture can be brought to
the stage floor without obstructing the view thereof the better, because it is more nearly imitating actual stage conditions where the
real thing is on. So far as the black border be concerned, it is not
important that it extend under the picture if the stage floor in front
of the picture be painted black : that is to say, the bottom edge of
the black border is not important. Another thing: Where there Is no
stage, but merely a blank front wall, IE we place the picture too high
there is always a tendency to make it appear as though we were
actually looking at a picture on the wall, and this has some effect In
illusion of real life.]
desirable
the highly
destroying

Speed Merchant,
p. Young, Samla, Ont., says:
Some one has been heaving rocks, and one lit pretty close to
In the department, October 21st Issue, I notice an article
me.
I would like to
concerning my work at the Crescent Theatre.
explain a few things which will prove to you that the writer
was not such a wise guy after all. though he has me advertised
as a speed merchant, and says that my picture jumps a lot.
The Crescent Theatre is a very pretty house, both outside and
in. It is not of the "store room" type, but is built as a theatre
Its
from the ground up. and is up to date in every respect.
seating capacity is 498, and it has but one floor.
It is equipped
with the best money can buy, even to an automatic ticket machine in the box office. In the operating room are two Powers
Six A motor-driven machines, which project their perfect picture on a Satin Gold Fibre screen, width 14 feet 10 inches.
Distance from lens to center of screen 78 feet 6 inches ; size of
machine aperture
11-16x29-32.
I pull 36 to 40 ampers
D. C.
generator
motor
by a Fairbanks-Morse
at the arc. delivered
set. but we are forced to dispose of this, owing to a change from
In place of this we will have
60 to 25 in cycle of the current.
a Fort Wayne generator set and double lamp control.
Now I
will tell about the jump the critic saw.
I changed the intermittent sprocket on one machine for a new one and when putting the sprocket on the shaft I noticed It slipped on much too
easily.
I was certain at the time there would be trouble, but
under the conditions was obliged to take a chance, and that was
the cause of the slight jump in the picture, which was taken
out the next morning.
I run my machines at a speed ranging
from 60 to 70 feet of film a minute, and thus get the best possible picture with what
I have to do with.
My picture Is
steady, clear, and of sharp focus ; also there is absolutely no
Jump, except such as may be due to Imperfections in film perforations. am
I
now on my eleventh year operating, and can
produce the goods.
All of which is set forth in justice to Brother Young.
I am more
and more coming to the conclusion that the publication of comments
on projection is not a very good policy, except where they contain my
own observations.
Almost always there is a dispute over It. and I am
in
However,
not in position to know who is right or who Is wrong.
justice to Friend Young, he certainly talks like a man who knows Lis
of the
inclined to credit his version
business, and I am therefore
matter.

Censor Spectacle.
.1. Frank Moore, Dover, N. H., sends in his idea of a pair of spectacles to be worn at moving picture shows. He says: "Let every one
be his or her own censor. If they do not wish to see a nice Vampire,
or Kellermann picture, let them pull down the blinds at the objectionable
part. How convenient ! Instead of cutting out portions of the film
which others wish to see. when that part comes along, blng I down with
the blinds; count ten, blng! up with the blinds. AM serene. Thev are
cheaper than Censorship Boards, and are more satisfactory. Iclaentally protest Federal censorship. Stick up for your rights. I neve'- did
believe In a few men or women telling everybody else in the country
what they ought to see and what they ought not to see.
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Optical Dope.

The three cornered argument between Martin. Solar and Grlfflths
mines
has piled things in on me so fast that it has really gotten
Into a bit of a muddle, and I guess we will have to some extent
the
between
disputes
the
of
"begin over again." But regardless
brothers, there is no manner of question but we are advancing, and
this
In
derive
will
industry
picture
motion
the
which
the benefit
matter will be most largely due to the credit of the three gentlemea
Brother Solar sent In a long, highly technical article deallog
named.

C0»H>^

with lens construction ; also he criticised Martin pretty strongly on
certain points. I sent this whole matter to Brother Martin, with
Solar's consent, and since Friend Solar's criticisms have been referred to in print, I think it is due Martin that the present letter
be published.
Here it is;
In reply to your letter of the Lloth Inst., and the enclosed
matter by Friend Solar. . . . when I started to read his article I thought I was going to get an awful rap for what I
didn't know about focal lengths, principal points, air spaces,
the action of positive and negative lenses, etc. I have, however, failed to discover that he touches upon any real principles
that I do not already understand ; moreover, 1 have also
actually used, these same principles in the design work of
the new forms of condensers already sent In. (As yet not published.— Ed. ) I have slowly developed and classified the results already obtained, and the time Is approaching for the
discovery of a practical condenser of improved design which
will greatly surpass the performance of the types now in
use. Now when I started this work of design I realized that
a condenser was not required to give results of line definition
of Image ag is an objective lens, therefore I discarded the
tedious algebraic formulas which Solar gives, and substituted,
so far as possible, the equivalent and more wieldy trigonometric and graphical methods, which are the proper thing
for the work of primary design. Solar's highly detailed
formulas are no doubt necessary for the calculation of a
Petzval objective, such as he shows, but if he would apply
his formulas to any of my condenser designs I don't think
the practical difference in final results would amount to much,
provided I have not made any serious numerical errors In my
own calculations.
Referring to my article of Sept. 23, it was Intended for
general information — merely to show the possibility of further
developing the regular form of condenser. I paid no attention
to nodal points, or other refinements apart from the purpose
of the article. But Solar says I don't understand the position of conjugate points for combinations of lenses. Well,
I'll bet I do. though it is quite true that my methods In this
particular are not those generally used. With regard to my
article of Sept. 30. I concede Solar to be correct in claiming that the diameter of the aperture lens, as I show it.
will not effect the aberrations, provided its focus and other
conditions remain the same. I was a little tangled there with
the idea of reducing aberration by stopping down the lens
with a diaphragm. But. on the other hand, I most emphatically
do contend that the aperture lens, as I there show It, will
produce less aberration in the screen image in proportion
as it is placed closer to the film, and vice versa. When the
lens is placed close to the film, each point of the film is
acted upon by only a very small portion of the lens, and this
small portion having only a slight range of aberration, consequently the definition of the virtual image will suffer little.
But if the lens (uncorrected) is placed as much as an inch
forward of the film, the cone of light which diverges forward
from a point on the film will he intercepted by a larger area
of the lens, thus comprising a greater range of aberration,
which In turn must Injure the definition of the virtual image.
I believe it is of very great importance to make this point
clear, so I illustrate It by a drawing which also gives the
experiment for verifying the theory. This is also of much
practical interest because it may prove the possibility of
using a simple uncorrected aperture lens in conjunction with any
regular form of objective. I don't know just how the Sabo
lens deals with this item, but of course If the aperture
factor is duly corrected within itself the above difficulty is
largely overcome. But whatever may be the performance
of the Sabo lens, I feel pretty sure that its usefulness must
be much handicapped by the present short distance from
condensers to aperture.
I am working on the new condenser
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designed to increase the efficiency of the aperture lens In this
very respect. It Is bound to come, and In the end all things
will be perfect because It Is the "order of the function."
"Would'st thou possess thy heritage, essay,
By use to render it thy own !
What
we employ
not but impedes
our way,
That which the hour creates, that can It use alone!"
An Interesting Question.
B. L. Corwell, Sour Lake, Texas, comes In with the following Interesting query. He says :
What would be the effect on screen If one places two slides
precisely alike in each of the carriers of a dissolving stereoptlcon. projecting both to the screen at the same time?
Will
the picture on the screen stand out in relief by the blending of
the two slides, or will it simply make a brighter and clearer
picture?
This is rather an interesting question, although It is entirely theoretical, because 1 don't believe it would be practical. In actual work, to
get slides to register perfectly with each other on the screen.
Never
having seen this particular stunt tried I really do not know Just what
would happen, but I should Imagine that if the slides were perfectly
registered with each other the effect would be to bring out the high
lights very strongly, and to make a very beautiful projection.
It would
not amount to the same thing as doubling the amperage on one slide, but
I should
think would
have the approximate
effect of Increasing
the
amperage on one slide by about two-thirds.
However,
there may be
other effects.
I don't know.
On the other band, if tbe slides were just a tiny bit out of register
there might be to some extent the stereoscopic effect. Then again It
might simply serve to blur the image. I don't know. It would, however, be an interesting experiment for operators to make, provided it
is possible to secure two slides exactly alike in all particulars, and
further provided a dissolving stereopttcon is available. I would like
to hear reports on this particular stunt, not that I think Is has any
practical value, but merely as an Interesting experiment.

From Paducah.
For more than a year Local Union No. 281, I. A. T. S. E., Paducah,
Ky., h^ been endeavoring to get the City Electrical Inspector te
approve the passage of an ordinance requiring all motion picture
operators to be at least 21 years of age, and their assistants not
less than 18.
At last, however, the local has been successful, and the Board
of City Commissioners has passed the ordinance. This department
is thoroughly in accord with the limits therein set. except that we
believe 19 would have been better for the assistant, which would give
him a two years' apprenticeship.
Congratulations to Local 281.

Theater Man's Paradise.

R. H. Fulton, vice-president and secretary of the B. E. Fulton Company, Chicago, 111., send in the following;
A few weeks ago It was my privilege to spend an extremely
enjoyable week end with the boys of Camp 133, near Hammond.
Ind., through the courtesy and kindness of my esteemed friend
Bayless Cosner of Local 133 I. A., Hammond. Ind. The camp
is the result of a very commendable idea, originating with
Friend Cosner, to establish a recreation spot where the boys
could put in what spare time they had in the open air. and
taste the joys of camp life. The camp location, as may be
seen from the photograph, is Ideal, as is also the manner In
which the whole thing is managed. Order and cleanliness
everywhere prevail, and there is never an occurrence to mar
the joy of anyone. The camp has proved to be a very popular
place, and many of the town people, including the biggest
exhibitors, pitch their tents there at week ends, and join the

boys in all the sports and games.
I spent one of the happiest
days of my life at Camp 133, returning home filled with enthusiasm for the idea, and with added
admiration
for my
friend Cosner,
whose
big hearted
thoughtfulness
made
the
camp
and its joys possible for the hoys in his territory.
The photograph certainly shows that the camp is a beautiful place.
It also, if you look closely, shows there is fishing.
Notice the fish
poles sticking out from the side of the picture, evidently being held by
some disciple of Isaac Walton seated on the bridge from whence the
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p lotuKrapb was appurnitly taken. 1 1 Is a good Idea all ritftit, all
right. A properly conducted camp of this kind not only makes for better
bealtb. but It Is u muob cleaner, better way of cpendlnK a vacation
than loullng around town trying to nee bow many tall, foamy ones
you can absorb in n KiviMi nniount of time.

Stick to the Truth.
Josepb
L. Aaron, secretary Local Union
No. 302. Calgary, Alberta,
says :
In looking over tbo department, October Mtb Issue, I notice
a report from one Pnul Daron, Coleman. Albcrtii (population
300) In which he makes certain statements with regard to Alberta needing a waking and shaking up. He also complains of
lack of organization In this Province. Now Brother Richardson,
1 shall not wasto much of your space, hut I would like to advise
the aforementioned gentleman to stick a little more closely to
the truth. There are only two cities of any size In this Province, viz : Calgary and Edmonton, and In both these cities the
operators are tborouglhy organized ; also the locals have working agreements with all the theatres In the cities named. In
Calgary we have a membership of about thirty. The scale Is
Si'.' per week of six days, six hours per day. The thealrea are
open twelve hours per day, and employ two operators In each
house. Most of the theatres have motor generator sets or mercury arc rectttiers, and Powers Six A or Six IJ projectors. At
the theatre where I am employed, the Grand, one of. the best
bouses in the Dominion of Canada, wo have two of the latest
types Simplex. You therefore see so far as the equipment and
organization in this city be concerned there Is no need of any
waking or shaking up. As for results on the screen, I think
we can very well hold our own with the operator from Coleman,
Alta. We have a projection inspector appointed by the local
whose duty it is to visit the operating room and theatres of this
city and report on the condition of apparatus, as well as Inspect
the work of the operator on the screen. We are also arranging
a system of lines for operators who are caught running pictures
out of frame, poor light, excessive flicker, etc. The majority
of our men are a studious lot. They all have your Handbook ;
also they read the projection department. Moreover they are
at all times trying to improve their work. You will also find
that Calgary and Edmonton have been represented on the Roll
of Honor quite a few times.
In conclusion. I would like to ask If It wouM De possible for
you to visit Calgary when you make your trip north? I notice
you will be In Vancouver and go from there to Spokane. Now
I think you can make the trip via Calgary with no Increase In
the fare, and I can guarantee a 100 per cent turnout of the operators working in the city, as well as most or tne managers.
There are also five exchanges here, and I think a little talk to
some of them would do no barm.
I would
like to Inform the small town operators that our
local is at all times open to men who are really operators, who
can satisfy our examining
board of that fact, and who are
working wltbin the radius of our jurisdiction.
It strikes me that this is among the best letters 1 have received from
a union secretary up to date.
It is clear, concise and to the point.
Moreover. It does not overlook anything, and I would particularly call
the attention
of the Alberta
small town
operators
to that sentence
which offers them membership.
The mere fact that operators are organized Is by no manner of means a proof they don't need a "waking
up and shaking up." becausf, while I am sorry to say it. it is a fact
that there is occasionally a well organized city which is hugely nonprogres ive in everything except the one item — organization.
This, however, according to Brother Aaron, is not the case in Calgary, since he
says that the men are studious, and most emphatically the putting out
of an Inspector and a proposal to fine operators who dont deliver the
goods on the screen shows
anything
in the world but lack of progress Iven ess.
I believe the correspondent from Coleman. Brother Baron, was perfectly sincere in what he said, but very likely he has not had the opportunity of judging conditions in the larger cities of the Province by
personal observation.
As to the visit, why In order to reach Calgary I would either have to
make a special trip from Spokane, or go up around by the northern
route, in which event I would miss North Yakima. I will, however.
look further into the matter, and see what can he done, because it
would be a genuine pleasure to be able to meet with the Calgarv men.

Can't Be Did.
W.

B. SproulO, East Boston, Mass., writes:
Have taken and have enjoyed the Moving Picture World for
a matter
of six or seven years ; also have your Handbook.
Would
like to have your advice on screens.
We seat 1,800,
one thousand on the first floor and eight hundred in the balcony.
The bouse Is about 80 feet wide, with four aisles and fortytwo seats across.
In a smaller house we had a mirroroid screen
and had the best picture in town,
I want to put in one of the
same, but am at a loss to decide on sliver white, flesh white.
or pale gold.
In the other house we bad a silver white, but I
am told the flesh or pale gold will bring out the colors better,
and give more depth to the pictures : also show a different color
between the actor's face and snow white shirt or collars.
Our
throw is about 102 feet, and the picture 12 x 16, or near that.
I am sorry. Brother Sproule, but to take up a question of this kind
Id the department would Inevitably cause hard feeling, by reason of the
fact that I would have to favor one particular surface screen surface
and thus, at least by implication, condemn others. Questions of this kind
are not a proper subject to be discussed in the projection department of
the Moving
Picture World.
They
properly
come
under the head of
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projection engineering service, and as a projection engineer (see my
advertisement In another part of the paper) I will be glad to answer
you for a moderate fi-e, and the answer will not conBlHt of hot air
either. I will not only give my decision In matters of thin kind, but
will tell you upon what It Is bused.

A Unique Installation.

We take pleasure in UlUKtratlng the unique Inhtallatlon in use by
tho North Carolina State Board of Health, which same has already
been referred to In this department several times.
This picture represents tho State Board giving a show and lecture
In tho open air at a school house. The screen Is stretched on the wall
of the building and of course the standing capacity is unlimited.
Cur-

rent is supplied by the engine-generator sel, mounted on the automobile
truck shown. The machine is an Edison Model B, but since this picture
was taken a Power's machine has been installed.
The Board is accomplishing a great deal of good with this outfit,
its
example is well worthy of study by the Boards of Health in other States.

Richardson Operating Room.
H. S. Tamen,
Yankton, South Dakota, says :
I have been in the game a little more than nine years, yet
this is my first "bust into" the projection department.
But to
come right down to brass tacks, how can one really get away
with it if he had not the Handbook
and did not thoroughly
read the World?
Trouble?
Of course I am having trouble or
I would not be writing you, but it is not in the operating room.
Incidentally, I have been running the present theater for the
past five years, but since it has been sold to a retired farmer,
who insists that the rent will be doubled May 1, 1917, at which
time my lease expires, naturally
I have hunted
around
for
something better, the hunt finally terminating in the purchase
of a plot of ground do x loO feet in the best location In the
town.
Now what I wish to do is to erect a theater especially
adapted to motion picture work, at a cost not exceeding 52.5,000.
And that is where you come
in, for I want you not only to
furnish me with a "Richardson
Operating
Room,"
but also to
refer me to some capable architect on theater construction.
I
have my own ideas about design but need someone to dope out
acoustics, materia!
and harmony.
You have had on your staff
an architect, Edward
B. Kinsila, who edited under
"Modern
Theater
Construction,"
whom
I judge to be an expert along
these
lines.
Now
I want
you to plan the operating
room.
and to refer me to some capable arcbitect, with whom you can
get along, to get up the specifications on the building.
The
architect's fees will be taken care of in the usual way, but the
fees for the plans and specifications
of the operating
room
will be a matter between you and I, with which the contractor
will have nothing whatever to do.
i have referred
your letter, Brother
Tamen,
to Mr. Kinslla, who
certainly is thorougbly competent to take care of theater construction
with the single exception of the operating room, and I have yet to find
that architect, no matter how capable, who understands the needs of
practical projection
sufficiently well to locate and plan an operating
room which
is not open to more
or less severe criticism — generally
more.
I will be glad to comply with Friend Tamen's request, and If
he follows my plans, he will have an operating room which, I venture
the assertion, will challenge criticism, though,
of course, the matter
of its location may be something which I cannot entirely control.

The

Gold

Screen.

There is considerable more than appears on the surface when one
comes to consider the "gold surface screen." I have actually had
exhibitors tell me that the yellow color in their screen was Imparte^.
by means of pure gold, to which I could only reply "pure piffle." Gold,
gentlemen. Is §20.00 per ounce, and how many ounces of the precious
metal do you think It would take to produce the gold color on a
sixteen-foot screen? • Also. I venture the assertion that if applied to
a screen surface it would make a totally different color from the metal
which Is used in producing the yellow surface. There Is no such
thing as a screen surface made of gold, or colored with gold, and I
would like to hear arguments from screen manufacturers who claim
they have a bronze powder which will not oxidize, and therefore turn
gradually darker. Mind you I am not saying you haven't got it, but
if you have
be very glad to have proof — NO i" hot air, but
PROOF
of thatI would
fact.
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Excellent Contract.
Local Union 321, I. A.. Tampa, Florida, sends in copy of its contract
for examination and criticism. So far as tbe wage scale be concerned
It runs from SloOO a week for a four-hour evening show to ^i^O.OO and
$15.00 for a thirteen-hour continuous. The least wage asked is for an
assistant at $13,00 per week on a ten-hour a day show, the chief in
this case to receive ?1S.00. And this I certainly must criticize. I
really don't see how a man is going to exist on $13.00 a week, wltu
the present skyrocketing of living expenses. It seems to me that fifteen
dollars ought to have been conceded by managers as an absolute and
very reasonable minimum. Supper relief is overtime, and only in cases
of emergency will the operator be allowed to work the supper hour.
Provision is made that where an operator Is to be removed he shall
be given two weeks' notice, the penalty being the payment to him
of two weeks' wages. This it seems to me is a little bit stiff. One
week's notice should, I think, be sufficient, because it is never pleasant
for a manager to work with a man after he is given notice of discharge, and seven days ought to be time enough to enable an operator
to search for another position.
Section No. 12 is a pretty broad clause. It reads : "All operators
will be given one half of their working day off each week, provided
they cause no extra expense to the manager."
It seems to me there is a pretty big knothole In that particular provision, because there are a great many ways in which an operator can.
through lack of knowledge, as well as through carelessness, "cause
extra expense." Oi. the whole, however, the contract is a very good
one. It certainly contaiit nothing which the manager can by anj
stretch of the imaginatio-i
call unreasonable.
The Tampa Union is a live wire — very much so. and I trust it win
experience no difficulty in securing the signature of all Tampa managers.

Nova Scotia Operators.
A. A. MacDonald. Halifax, N. S.. sends in a most excellent group
picture of Nova Scotia operators, taken when they met In Halifax to
receive examination and license. He writes: The questions asked us
were very simple, and I regard tbe examination as a just one. We
took the opportunity thus presented and formed an association called
the Operators and Stage Employes Association of Nova Scotia. Nearly
all tbe operators are falling in line, and we confidentiv expect In the
near future that everj' one of them will become a member. And now
for a question. What carbons are being used now? The Diamond
carbon, which I spoke of in my last letter, costs -45 cents each, and
are hard to get even at that price. I was much disappointed I was
unable to get to St. John to hear your talk, but it was impossible.
As to carbons, why the Speer and the National are both being very
largely used in this country. Just what the prices are at this time I
do not know, though I suppose I should keep track of that matter a
little more closely. You can procure these carbons from the Picture
Theater Equipment Company, or J. H. Hallberg. New York City, whose
addresses may be had from their advertisements in another portion
of the paper. Possibly you may be able to get them from the large
supply dealers in Montreal, or wherever you get your supplies.
The picture is an excellent one and I believe it will be very generally
admitted that Nova Scotia operators, as exemplified by the photograph,
are an excellent appearing group of men. When I first looked at the
picture, which came before the letter did. I thought a mistake had been
made and some one bad sent me a photograph of the Canadian Bankers' Association.
Counting from either end of the front row. the sixth
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man is A. E. Wall, Chief of the Nova
acts as cliief examiner of operators.
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of Censors,

who

Theater Magnificent.
While in the city of Cleveland it was my privilege to meet Mr. E.
Mandelbaum. president and general manager of the n,-w Stillman
theater, and Mr. H. H. Llehtig. house manager and treasurer, who.
with evident and pardonable pride, showed me through the Stillman
theater— Cleveland's "Theater Magnificent." It is difficult to find
words to adequately describe the beauties and completeness of the
to be over-enthusiastic.
appearing
without
Stillman
One enters the theater through au arched lobby 25 feet wide and 8.>
feet in length, the walls of which are decorated In panelled mirrors.
At the right is the box office, beyond which one enters an inner lobby.
25 feet wide by approximately 20 feet in length, opening on the right
of which is the reception room, where both ladles and gentlenun will
find a check-room with maid in attendance; also very classy stationery bearing the Imprint of the theater.
Entering into the theater proper one is both pleased and astonished
at the unique treatment accorded the front wall of the foyer. I have
not seen anything similar to it and. so far as I know, the plan i&
original with the Stillman.
Described briefly as possible, the foyer extends the full width (S5
feet) of the theater, has an arched, panelled celling, the panels of
which contain suitable decorations in plastic relief. The front of the
foyer curves inward over the rear seats of the auditorium In the
center, and up something like 12 feet, is a floor, protected at Its
outer edge by on ornamental railing. Inside this railing is a space
approximately 10 feet wide, curved inward in the center. This is
called the mezzanine promenade, and on this promenade are ornamental chairs, palms and plants of various kinds, as well as writing
tables and stationery. Opening off the right side of the circle of
the promenade Is the women's rest and retiring room, and off the left
side Is cidedly
the pleasing.
men's retiring room. The whole effect is unique and deThe theater seats 1.806. It has a main floor and a balcony. On the
underside of the balcony are perhaps twenty lights, set !n recesses
of the ceiling and covered with dark bluish-green opalescent glass. At
the right and left of the foyer wall a broad stair mounts upward. The
carpeting of the theater was especially woven for the Stillman. It is
of dark green and black of pleading pattern. The chair covers were
also made especially for the theatt^r. The pattern is wide green and
black strips.
The general effect is thoroughly satisfying.
The picture Itself is IS feet wide, and the screen is bordered with
about 2 feet of black velvet on all sides. The orchestra of thirty
pieces occupies the space on the stage immediately under the picture.
In addition there is a huge pipe organ. Tbe music is in charge ol
Mr. H. L. Spltalny.
At the back of the seats on tbe main foyer are loges which contain eight chairs each. These seats are 50_ cents, the regular seats
selling at 15. 25 and 50 cents in the evening, with a reduction for matJnees. The 50-cent seats are those Immediately in front of the loges.
They extend about half way down the length of the auditorium, and
are divided from the front, 25-cent seats by a cross aisle 5 feet in
width. At the front of the balcony is another set of .^0-cent per seat
loges. and at the rear or top of the balcony a third row of loges Is
found. In which smoking Is permitted. Seats In the smoking loges are
25 cents.
I am told they are very well patronized.
The ceiling of the main auditorium Is slightly arched ; it Is of the
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"receding" type. This moaQs that It Is level for a distance then drops
down tbro« or four feet, thtn runs level aRnln and then down. In
other words. It Is arrunRrd In steps. This has tho effect of giving a
better balfinced effect In height from all parts of tho house,
Tho ventilating systrni Is very complete Indeed. It consists of a
buf;e Intake fan located Id tho basement, with suction fans nhovo the
main celling.
The projection room ha« tho usual fault of being lorated so high
that there Is iho Inevitable distortion of the picture, but fortunately
the throw is a long one, thereforo tho ofTect not very bad. Tho rcully
regretable feature of this Is that the operating room could easily
have been located between the girders of the balcony, where It would
bave hern entirely possible to have absolutely perfect projection. Th«
room itself Is very good, except for Its location. The observation
ports are of fairly amr>Ie slr.e ; the ventilation leaves notlilnc to be desired. The rheostats are placed on a shelf up near the ceiling, and In
fact there Is but llttlo to criticise, except that the upper half of tho
room Is dead white, but that could easily be remedied by a nice llttlo
pot of black paint. The projection department is In charge of Cedrlc
-Glelchman and Don Canady, both of whom are, I believe, thoroughly
-capable men.
I would recommend to thoir careful consideration, however, tho
tableji contained In N'ovember ■! Issue of the projection department.
Tho ores of the two Simplex machines are handled by arc controllers.
In fact, the projection equipment Is very complete, and Is a distinct
•credit to even so excellent a theator as the Stlllman.

Who Runs the Show?
A phase of the motion picture Industry as applied to theater practice
'bos recently been brought to my attention, and Is of such huge Importance that I feel it justifies attention by this department.
The charge la made, particularly In many of the large theaters In the
larger cities where the music is under the direction of a man who
-poses as a second edition of John Phillip Sousa. that the musical director Is demanding of the operator that ho run his picture in synchronism with the music. Instead of having the music synchronize with the
picture. In other words, the director by this act deliberately declares
that the proper rendition of the music Is of greater importance than
■the proper rendition of the picture. So aciite has the situation become
In some of tho larger theaters in various cities that high-class operators have resigned their position rather than mar their work in order
'to accommodate the musical end of things.
The mere fact of the musician making an absurd demand of this kind
■would not cut any particular figure, but unfortunately in many cases
■the theater manager, presumably through fear of losing his musical
-director, backs him up and turns down
the operator.
Now I would like to ask you, Mr. Manager, one or two pointed questions: First. IVftaf is it the audience por/s a7i admission to pour theater
for: to hear a musical concert or to see a photoplay, or photoplays f
Put In another way : What Is the main reason the audience patronizes
your box ofDce? Second: Granting that the music is of large Importance, which Is of the GREATER importance to your theater, the picture or the music? In other words, if for any reason you had to do
without one or the other, which would it be. Methinks I hear you say,
why the music of course, because that is about the only answer you
•could consistently make. Third: Granting the proposition that It is
not always possible to synchronize the picture and the music without
some injury to one or the other, don't you think it would be better
•that such Injury as might be absolutely necessary by suffered by the
music, rather than by the picture on the screen? THINK THIS MATTER OVER, MR. MANAGER, AND THINK IT OVER DEEPLY AND
WELL.
I ran Into one Instance of this kind in my late visit to Cleveland,
Ohio. There was a miniature war on in one of the Quest theaters In
that part of the country between the operating department and the
musical department. The musician was demanding of the operator that
be run his picture to suit the music, a demand which was. in my judgment, absolutely ridiculous on the face of it, because the picture Is the
paramount thing in any theater. Of course the operating department
should not work any unnecessary hardship on the music, or cause the
-music to suffer unnecessarily. /( is of the very hiijhcst importanee
that the musical department and the operating department of any the■ater icork in harmony and close accord, to the end that the least possible injury be tcorked both to the picture and the music.
The theater in question has a high class operator; also it has a
'bigh class musical director. Now, I believe tho difference, from the
manager's point of view, lies right here. The musician, as I have often
pointed out, lets absolutely no opportunity pass of impressing upon
the theater manager and upon the public the fact that he Is an ARTIST.
The operator, on the other hand, does not take any pains at all to Impress upon either the theater manager or the public that fact that he,
too, Is an artist, since in bis hands lie the rendition of photoplays costing many thousands of dollars. This being the situation, the manager
■wrongly, but very naturally thinks : "Oh. well. I can get a good operator most anywhere, but a good musician — why, he is an artist and
hard to get."
I would advise the manager of the theater in question to call his
musical director and chief operator together in conference in his office,
and tell them point blank that the picture is the paramount issue, and
where there is injury to he worked to the projection or to the music,
the music is the one which must suffer, and that unless this point be
conceded it will be absolutely necessary to secure a musical director
who will concede It. I would then tell the chief operator that It is up
to him to accommodate the music wherever it Is possible to do so without Injury to the projection, and that unless he does so it will be absolutely necessary to secure a chief operator who will. This amounts,
in effect, to telling the two men they absolutely must work in harmony,
but It is telling that particular thing in a way there can't be any
misunderstanding of the issue.
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Th« theater manager should always romembcr the fact that the picture comes tlrst, and tho music next, and that although both are, as I
have said, of large lmi)ortance. tho music must perforce bo tho "goaf
when
U Is iiece.ssary that there be any goat.

Light Trouble.

MlnnonpoIIs, Minn., has the following trouble:
My curtain Illumination Is not as bright as It used to be,
although nothing nt all has been chani,'ed. The lenses arc the
same; also they are kept scrupulously clean. In fact, I clean
my condensers every day and tho outer surface of the objective
as well, using a solution of one-half wood alcohol and one-half
water, as per directions given in the Handbook and department.
Once every sixty days I take tho objective apart and clean Its
Interior, setting the same on top of the rheostat, with the
arc burning, before reassemblinK, In order to get It perfectly
dry and avoid any possible generation of moisture on the Interior of tho lens. Notwithstanding these various things tho
Illumination Is decidedly Inferior to what It was six months
ago. or so it scenia to mo. What do you think is the answer?
The supply Is 110 volt through a rheostat.
There are several things. Minneapolis, which might account for
diminution in the screen brilliancy. First and foremost it is quite
within tho range of possibility that your screen surface Itself is considerably darker than it was six months ago. If It Is a calcimine
screen it may need re-coating, and most emphatically if it has not
been coated within six months it does need it. If it is a metallic surface screen, possibly it is darkening with age; also If you had a
black border on tho screen six months ago, and for any reason have
removed it. that would have the effect of very largely diminishing the
brilliancy of your picture.
It Is possible the auditorium has more light than it did six months
ago, or that the character of the auditorium lighting has been changed.
It is also possible you are using colored side lights, and that the
coloring on the globes has deteriorated, thus sending more white light
into the auditorium; or possibly it is a combination of all these various things. So much for the auditorium end of It.
It is quite possible the resistance in your rheostat has become considerably higher than it was six months ago. It is also possible that
your wire connections have not been cleaned periodically, as they
should be, and that these connections have developed increased resistance. Once every week the wire connections, especially those at
the rheostat and lamp, should be taken apart and thoroughly cleaned.
-They may look all right, but copper oxidizes under the action of heat
and a thin, almost invisible scale forms, which has high resistance. It
Is also within the range of possibility that your asbestos wire is not
quite the size it was, supposed to be, and was slightly overloaded In
the beginning in consequence of which it developed heat. Under this
condition the asbestos wire might, to a certain extent, deteriorate
throughout its entire length, thus increa.sing its resistance and reducing
the amperage at the arc. It is also possible that the carbon arms
themselves have, through continued use, developed considerable resistance, or that the inside of your carbon arms has become rough and
pitted and is not giving a clean, close electrical contact with the carbon that It ought to give. It is also quite possible and, moreover
highly probable, that your carbons themselves are not as good as they
were six months ago. I assume that you trim off the burned ends of
the asbestos covered wires inside the lamphouse periodically, as you
cei^ainly should.
So far as the deterioration of wires and increase in resistance be
concerned, it is always advisable that there be a reliable ammeter in
the operating room. An ammeter gives the operator a chance to check
up on things of this kind, as I have time and again pointed out. It
will. If properly used, more than pay for itself in a comparatively
short time.

MOTION
*

hardson's
RicPICTURE
HANDBOOK

For Managers and Operators

Over 700 pages and over 300 illustrations help to mak« a
book that will be a lasting monument to its author's knoirledge» ability and diligence. No such work on Projection has
ever before been attempted, nor likely to be for many year*
to come.
Price is $4.00 per copy, postpaid.
Address All Orders and Remittances to Nearest Office
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17 Madison Avenue, New York Haas
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Motion Picture Educator
M
Conducted
SOME
Industrial and

SHORT

by REV.

W. H. JACKSON

EDUCATIONALS.

Travel Subjects of Particular
Pathe and Mutual Programs.

Interest from

"How Matches Are Made."
THIS instructive industrial subject will appear shortly on
the Pathe program. It constitutes a half reel, and
shares honors with a beautiful colored scenic entitled
"The Island of Kyushu in Southermost Japan." The manufacture of matches thoroughly illustrated shows us the logs
being conveyed to the factory, where they are cut into blocks,
which are then sawed into thin veneers. The veneers are
cut into match lengths, after which they are sulphured and
dried, and packed in boxes. The making of the match boxes
is also shown.
"The Island of Kyushu in Southermost Japan."
A rather highly colored film with exceedingly beautiful
photographic effects, which constitutes the last half of the
Pathe subject "How Matches Are Made." In this picture
we see the inhabitants traveling about with pack trains, and
our attention is drawn briefly to the agricultural possibilities
of the island. A passing glimpse of the sacred statues is followed by delightful views of picturesque lakes, mountains,
rivers, and waterfalls.
"Mutual Tours Around the World."
The second and third issues of this new Gaumont travel
series contain some intensely interesting matter. Amsterdam, Holland; Rouen, France: and Archangel, Russia, were
thoroughly covered in the second issue, which will be found
especially interesting as a study in Dutch, French and Russian types of architecture. The third issue opens with a
panoramic view of Cairo, the capital of modern Egypt, followed by views in the ancient and modern portions of the
city, including Opera Square, Citadel of El-Kala erected in
the Eleventh Century, the mosque of Saida Zeneb, one of the
old gates, Muski, a narrow street in the Egyptian quarters,
mule drivers, and Arab types. The second subject on this
reel takes us on a delightful trip through the gorges of the
Vesubie river. The third shows Antwerp, Belgium's
commercial center before the war. These views were chief
evidently taken before the war. They introduce us to -Antwerp's
harbor and shipping facilities, to her cathedral where hung
three of Rubens' the Flemish painter's masterpieces, which
have been removed since the war, her principal thoroughfare, her dog market, and her corporation houses w here
business men congregate to discuss matters of common interest.
"Reel Life No. 29."
This issue of the Mutual magazine in film gives as its
opening subject "How Zinc is Produced." The Franco-Belgian zinc works at Mortague-du-Xord, have been
by
way of illustration. We are shown how the zinc isused
carried
to the distilling rooms, and placed in retorts made of fire clay
W'hich have been first heated in
furnaces. They are then
placed back in the furnaces, the gas
fumes of the zinc are fired
and when the process of distillation has completed its work'
the molten zinc is emptied into bar molds, from which the
zmc bars are afterward
taken and weighed
for shipping.

"Catching Fish for the Market" on the Massachusetts Coast.
This is another instructive article of the magazine in film
It explains and illustrates how long nets are strung
buoys
how the trap set in a heart shape is led up to bv an toentrance
called a gate through which the fish pass after following
along the barrier nets set to direct them. We then see the
nets full of struggling fish being hauled in. The unloadin.'
from the vessels, and weighing for the market, is followed
by a close view of the gray fish, which has been found bv the

and MARGARET
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L'nited States Bureau of 1-isheries to have good food value,
and the grading of mackerel.
"Growing Tea in the United States."
This is one of the closing subjects, and shows the picking
of the tea on a tea plantation in South Carolina, and also
the interior of the factory where the tea leaves are rolled by
a special machine, after which the rolls are broken by hand,
and the tea leaves placed on tables for drying, where they
are left for twenty-four hours.
The closing subject consists of a brief collection of fashions
designed and executed by Chas. F. Presley.
M. I. MacDONALD.
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Interviews with leading niem.bers of various moving picture manufacturing companies have revealed the fact that the
manufacturers as a whole regard the educational market from
a rather hopeless viewpoint. This is largely due to a failure
on the part of the educator to comprehend the situation of
the manufacturer in the matter, and also to the failure of the
educator to meet the manufacturer on a practical basis.
Previous to the general recognition of the moving picture
as an educator, the m.anufacturer with little encouragement
and less compensation gathered together libraries of educational films of all kinds, which the exchange man failed to
push, and the exhibitor apparently did not require. Educators not awake to the vast educational possibilities of the
moving picture gave little or no encouragement to the manufacturer, allof which resulted in what might in a broad sense
he termed a wanton waste of valuable materials. Hundreds
of prints were allowed to remain in the vaults undergoing a
process of deterioriation through which unused film is
a possible 15 to"
sold for
eventually
bound
20
centsto apass,
reel and
for were
the silver,
gelatine,
celluloid
and other
elements contained in the film. These reels of old film today
are selling at an increase of from 40 to 50 cents per reel on
their former price, for the sake of the combustible material
contained in the film, and which is now used in the making
of shells for the European war. The bare cost of the manufacture of one of these reels is $40. not counting the labor
It IS therefore evident that the manufacturer has done his
share and been a cheerful loser in the game, for it is certain
that the manufacture of educational films still goes on
In spite of the hopeless attitude of the manufacturer toward
present conditions in the educational market, the fact remains
that the day when the moving picture will be looked upon
as a necessity of the classroom is not so far distant .-^s before said, the chief hindrance
the market's development is
the failure of the educator toto meet
the manufacturer on a
basis of mutual understanding, and we are sorrv to have to
state that among the thousands of educational negatives
available few are suited to the school curriculum. The Pathe
J-reres claim to have som.e two thousand educational negau^^Vt^"
Company is similarlv well supplied the
Univ-ersal Gaumont
Film Manufacturing Companv claim in the
neighborhood of six hundred: the education
al stock of the
Edison Company, which was largely depleted bv fire, numbers at the present time somewhere in the neighborhood of
two hundred negatives. Geo. Kleine and Charles Urban have
also been large contributors to the number of available negatives, and yet am.ong this vast number of scenic, industrial
topical, scientific and other negatives, there are lamentabl
y
tew
that could be brought into use in connection with school
Studies.

Mr. L. W. McChesney. of the Edison Company, who
unthat
the only
method
fw f^
7"^practical
''"?'^ °f
'!'<' situation
expresses
the asbelief
of covering
it. as far
the
school question is concerned, would be found in
a carefully
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supervised moving picture illustration of text books. A hindrance to this method of procedure, Mr. iMcChesney points
out, would be due to the lack of a universal text book. While
certain states are using a certain text book on a given subject, other states are using some other, a fact which would
make impracticable the application of any set course of illustrations on that particular subject. He also states, on behalf
of the Edison Company, and he believes that the same is
true of most of the other manufacturing companies, that they
arc willing at any time to reproduce any educational picture
for whicii they have the negative, and for which there is a
special demand, providing they can be assured of the cooperation of the exchanges in handling it.
The Universal Film Manufacturing Company have already
shown themselves more than willing to be of service in the
field, by otfering to make up programs picked from among
their stock of negatives, for any Board of Education or
Educational Group that has a dozen or more schools in which
are installed moving picture apparatus approved by the local
fire authorities.
These schools must contract to show these programs for
twelve consecutive weeks, or more, at a rental fee of $10 a
reel, or $100 for a five-reel program service for the same
period, to which must be added the expressage if the distance
from the central exchange exceeds fifty miles. While realizing
that their stock as it stands is not suited to the requirements
of the school curriculum, still they have hereby shown a
willingness to aid the educator in covering the situation as it
stands.
The developments which are taking place, many of which
are proceeding under near-sighted and clumsy arrangements,
and developments reported about to take place, point at a
turn in the educational market which, by the majority, is unanticipated. M. I. MacDONALD.
MEDICAL FILMS.
Partial List of an Interesting Collection Now Held in the
Paris Vaults of the Pathe Company.
The following list of medical films which have been made
at the Pathe Paris manufactory under the supervision of Dr.
Comandon, an eminent Paris physician, has as yet not been
released in America, and forms only a small part of a collection of scientific films, the negatives of which are stored away
in the Pathe vaults, which have not been circulated, or presented at any time in America. This list is reproduced here
merely as an eye-opener as to the class and extent of such
resources of which many of us stand in ignorance.
circulation
Trypanosoma of ofBlood
Lewis (Tadpole's Tail)
Fllarla l>oa
Vinegar
Eels
Amoeboid
Movements
of a Leucocyte
Splrochaete
of Fowls
Platelets or Blood Dust
Cbeese-mltes
Diatoms
Some
Infusoria
■'006"*
versusand Splrochaeta
Pallida
The Heart
its Active Functions
The Blood of Oviparous Creatures
Some Parasites from Intestines of a Frog
Spermatozoa
Cyclops
Amoeba
Agglutination of Spirochaetes of Fowls
Spirochaetes of Stagnant Watef
Stentors
Circulation of Blood (Lung of Frog)
Trypanosoma of Bruce
Embryo
Fllarla of the Frog
Cyprls
Development of the scarls Parasite
Movement of Protoplasm In Canadian Elode
Splrochaete
of Vincent
Action of Water on Blood
Ciliated Infusoria
Fresh water hydras
The waep
Mechanism of Phagocytosis
(one copy on band)
Cholera
Bacillus
Human
Blood
Trypanosoma of the Frog
Leichmann
Bodies
Radiography
in Practice
Splrochaeta
Pallida
Microbe
of Relapsing
Fever
Human
Corpuscles
forming
Rouleaux
Process of obtaining the digestive Juices
Development ofof Pollen
the Sea-Urchin's
Eggs
Germination
Daphnla
Operation for the removal of an Ahdomlnal Cyst
Leprosy
(the scourge of the East)
Intestinal Organisms of Mice (Copy on hand— one)
Growth and Decay of the Teeth
Votlcella —
Parasites from the Intestines of a Frog (Balandldium)
Embryo Forms
Tsolated Heart of a Rahbit (one copy on band)

Approximate
length In ft.
180
284
274
218
140
300
234
310
612
296
840
500
284
235
330
165
325
284
286
220
520
184
264
305
450
280
120
250
300
346
692
400
230
270
253
330
428
2&4
560
100
450
769
163
310
374
270
314
1 .000
155
790
3fVI
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Survival of a Fragment of Heart and Spleen Tissue
Myxomycetcs
iDdlroet-Dlvision of tbe Red Corpuscles of tbe Triton
Typhus
BaclUus
Drop of water seon under the microscope
MicroclDematography
Tuberculosis

&00
155
460
225
880
450
500

BRITAIN'S GRAND FLEET.
British Admiralty Pictures of the Grand Fleet in the North
Sea are now on exhibition in New York, the first series being
shown at the Strand theater. This fleet is the greatest ever
assembled and presents a most majestic and formidable array. The great "Iron Duke" and the "Queen Eli:iabeth" are
the leaders of the great Dreadnaughts class and are veritable
monsters of the deep. In appearance they appear more formidable than the American vessels, also heavily armored,
whether this is so is not for the lay mind to decide.
This great portion of the fleet as seen in this series is only
a part of the vast navy protecting the eastern coast of England, but it is the fighting power of the whole, which numbers
many hundreds of vessels of all classes. As a lesson on a
nations navy and defences this film will be helpful, we have
become somewhat familiar with America's big ships so that
these of the greatest navy ever built will give an opportunity
to the Young .A,merican to see and know what the old world
can do. The fast sailing battle cruisers seem very ponderous
with their heavy smoke stacks and bulky sides and bulwarks,
the knowledge of these differences for comparisons sake
make every one on the alert to know how they acquit themselves in the day of battle. Judging by the numbers of people constantly thronging to see these pictures and those of
the Somme battlefields, there can be little doubt that a desire
for knowledge is fully equal to any curiosity otherwise manifested, surely the educationally inclined will find more than
a passing interest here, the governmental and naval authorities are showing more than an ordinary interest in them and
express the opinion that they should be seen by everyone.
W. H. J.
TOPICALLY TAUGHT.
Geography is taking on a new interest as a result of the
remaking of many parts of the old world during the present
course of events. Topical pictures of today are the best
teachers of geography. The Antipodes in Egypt is certainly
a bringing together of "the ends of the earth." This explains
a picture of the "Anzacs" (Australian and New Zealand
Troops) encamped under the shadow of the Pyramids. Never
before have school children been able to see "History in the
Making" as now. The remaking of the Balkans will be of
vital importance to all nations and their schools; therefore
the meeting of Five Nations' Troops upon the streets of
Athens is also of importance. How armies are organized
and built up, how they prepare for action, as also the munitions preparations and the growing science of aviation and
other branches of national knowledge are daily being taught
in the topicals of the present day; never were they more interesting, never were they more instructive and more valuable; surely they are among the most up-to-date pictures an
exhibitor can show, they are among the best for all to see,
especially the young scholars, as future learning will be easy
after these and many others of the same class have been
seen. Let it also be remembered that this valuable series is
a constant one, appearing without any break and should be
used accordingly.
INTERESTING

ITEMS.

A moving picture production w-hich promises to be of general and educational interest is being arranged for by a number of prominent women in Toronto. Canada, headed by Mrs.
A. J. Small. The title of the picture will be "What Women
Are Doing," the principal roles to be carried by a cast of
local players. The picture will probably be made in two
parts, and while it will be fictional in style will show what
the women of Toronto are doing in war time. Views will
be taken of women at work in munition factories, at Red
Cross events, knitting bees, recruiting meetings, etc. The
picture will be publicly screened when finished.

* * *

In Springfield, III., which was one of the first cities in the
Middle West to adopt the moving picture as a part of school
and church work, was about to make the Ridgely grade
school the fifth moving picture auditorium of this class in
the city, when the building was burned to the ground. There
had already been installed in the building a Power 6A projection machine, a Fort Wayne compensarc, a large underwriters booth, and a Minusa screen. Weekly educational
programs, balanced
with clean comedies
and dramas were
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about to be given.
The loss was covered by insurance and
the school will be rebuilt at once.

* * *

During her travels through the state of Kansas. Miss Mary
Gray Peck, who has been touring the Middle States in the
interests of the Ijetter films movement, had ample and sufficient reasonis to
the moving
western
melodrama
notbelieve
all an that
illusion.
The trainpicture's
on which
Miss
Peck was traveling was held up by a masked man, who, with
gun persuasion succeeded in extracting $100 from the Pullman passengers. Miss Peck, who has delivered a number of
addresses in Iowa and Kansas, has met with encouragement
wherever she spoke, and has given several interviews to the
newspapers in that section. From Kansas she goes to St.
Louis, Mo., from there to Louisville, Ky.. and then East to
Pittsburgh.
EDISON'S
LOCK-REEL
PROGRAM.
In response to the better films movement the Edison Company is about to issue a lock-reel program of films suitable
for the family group. Much time and thought has been spent
on the preparation of these programs which will contain pictures based on stirring stories of adventure by standard authors, clean comedies and some fairy stories and cducationals.
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The educational film and the fairy story, we understand will
be in the minority. Original stories of modern adventure
will also be a feature of these programs, the first of which
will be released before the beginning of the New Year.
These programs which will contain ordinarily five reels
will be issued weekly, and will be available through thirtyfive exchanges throughout the country. Just what will be
the source of distribution is not yet known, principally owing
to the fact that a thorough investigation of the exchanges
is being made by the Edison Company for proof of their
dependability and thorough co-operation.
THEY

BELIEVE

IN PICTURES.

The Central Brotherhood connected with the Central
Methodist Church at Morris Street, Yonkers, N. Y., recently
held a meeting at the Social Hall in the basement of the
church. It was "Moving Picture Night," The Brotherhood
had installed a motion picture m.achine and treated the members to a number of most interesting reels, most of them of
an educational nature. W. Stephen Bush, of the stafif of the
Moving Picture World, had been invited to address the audience on the subject of motion pictures and gave a short talk.
After the show there were refreshments and everybod'y had
a good time.

Christmas Cheer in Decorations sj ® @ ByHanfordc.judson
Holiday Greens of Pine, Holly With Its Red
Berries and Ideas for Sparkling Lights
Are Now in Order
WE

HAVE over commercialized Christmas. Every dry
goods store and butcher shop are on the job to
stimulate our holiday spending. They push the calendar so far ahead that we grow tired of Christmas long
before it comes. But the holiday remains, and it is the
joUiest day of the year for the world's big, youthful majority. We look for something better at Christmas; we want
to forget whatever worries us and to have a good time, and
the wreaths and the red bells and the twinkling lights remind us of cheer. They have been associated with the

color, and, perhaps, a suggestion of perfume. She and the
flower together are a delight more than either would be
alone. So should a theater's decorations be. If they are
cheap, made of paper with gaudy red and green wreaths
and cardboard bells, the ipanager seems to be doing it
merely because his competitors are and he thinks he has to,
while he hates the expense. If the decorations are too
elaborate and expensive, it looks as though ho were trying

•world's beliefs and joys for so many hundred years that
all new and fresh delights find them appropriate and all
memories of pleasant times find shining through them, as
it were, a welcome, kindred light.
In designing special decorations for a theater one of the
first things to remember is that the feelings of the patron
in the house are affected by them in a subtle way. He has
been seeing greens for weeks, therefore it is better to work
out some original design and color scheme that will impress
him as new.
He knows that this decoration
business has

Foyer of Columbia Theater.
to get ahead of his competitor in the next block. But if he
does his brightening because he likes to do it and does it

Holiday Decorations, Columbia Theater, Portland.

been commercialized, so don't let anything suggest to him
that the management of the house is doing it for any other
reason than because it is appropriate to the season. The
theater itself has a personality. Let it wear its decorations
as a lady would a rose. Maybe she is .going to meet some
one she likes. She certainly doesn't wear the flower for
its sake, nor, if she is wise, does she put a great bell of
flowers on the top of her head. While she is wearing it, it
is a part of her.
She doesn't want a flower, but a touch of

carefully,
his it.
theater will be a courtier for the patron's favor
and will get
Manager Myrick last year, at the Columbia theater, in
Portland, Ore., got up some special Christmas decoration
that attracted much favorable notice in his neighborhood.
The Columbia was decidedly a house of Christmas cheer.
Two pictures of what he accomplished are shown herewith.
Besides decorations of holly and mistletoe throughout the
theater. Manager Myrick arranged his electrical effects so
that after each show two Christmas trees on the stage
were illuminated to the delight of the young folks and a
"Merry Xmas" flashed out on the drop curtain. Slides of
biblical subjects were shown with organ accompaniment
during intermissions.

■WHEATCROFT REJOINS FOX FORCES.
Stanhope Wheatcroft has rejoined the William Fox forces.
The last Fox photoplay in which he appeared was "Under
Two Flags." Mr. Wheatcroft also plaved in "The Little
Gypsy," "East Lynne" and "Sins of Men."
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This Banker Likes Pictures
David H, Beeclicr of Minneapolis, Gives His Views on Motion
Pictures as an Entertainment and an Investment.
IN AN attempt to keep in touch with sonic oi the things
tliat arc
iiiakiiii;
ihc greatest
strides iii received
tlic world's
ress. 1 read
carcliilly
all the literature
Iromprogone
of the largest hanking institutions in New York — the Harriman National Bank. .\ year or so ago 1 was much impressed
by a letter Irom the ahove bank which was addressed to alt
the bankers of this country pertaining to the motion picture
industry, in which they called attention to the fact that this
business, which was practically new, had taken hfth place in
the industries of the world.
As an investment banker who owns and has interests in
twenty three banks in tile great Northwest. I am forced to
adiuit that the art of the unspoken drama in its present stage
of development surely
heads the list in actual
achievements. It must
be admitted that our
greatest stars of the
legitimate stage cannot draw from the
wells of emotion so effectively as the stars
present in a high-clais
cinema
production.
I became very much
interested in the motion picture industry.
A short time afterwards Ihad the opportunity of investing
some capital with one
of the largest exhibiting companies in the
West. My experience
has been that no safer
investment is ofTered
the public or a banker
than the motion picture industry, providing
your investment is in
the hands of a man or
an organization that is
David H. Beecher.
capable.
My
experience to
date has been most pleasant as well as profitable. In my
first year of association with the motion picture industry, my
investment ran close to $100,000. Since then I have invested
several times that amount. I say it is a most pleasant and
profitable association as my first investment was returned to
me inside of three months and since that time, which covers
fourteen or fifteen months, I have been in receipt of a handsome check each week from the organization which handles
my surplus capital.
For clean entertainment and as an educational possibility,
there is nothing to equal the motion picture and I feel sure
that the next ten years will show you the real things. This
is the opinion of a novice who knows practically nothing
about the business — a sixty-year-old boy, who has had to
work out his own salvation behind a bank counter in the
Northwest. For the best part of my life I was too poor to
travel all over the earth to see all the wonderful things. Now
they are brought and laid before us in such beauty and profusion as to almost stagger one, and at a price that I can
take my wife and family to see and enjoy thoroughly.
Times have certainly changed in my short span of life.
Just think of it! The tired clerk or the business man can
get a high-class evening's entertainment — a real classic — to
his taste for possibly 10 cents, 25 cents and for SO cents and
$1 can see some of the greatest productions, such as "The
Birth of a Nation," "Intolerance," "Ramona." and "The
Crisis,"
which theater.
I fortunately
was City.
permitted to view recently
at
the Strand
New York
I see a steady demand for better and cleaner pictures and
it is surely to come when master producers and great showmen get together and both endeavor to elevate the morals
and the quality of the productions. This will certainly be
appreciated by all those who are responsible for the success
of this great art — the people.
JOSEPH

F. LEE

HAS

A NEW

FEATURE.

Joseph F. Lee. one of the best known State's right buyers,
has a brand new feature for review. It's a six-pound boy, and
the feature and producer are doing well.
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Robert Walker, Metro Player
RULiKKT
mighty
an old
brought forth

W.M.KKK, uf the Melru forces, says it is a
tougli job for a young man to play the part of
one in motion iiictures. This declaration was
by the fact that Mr. Walker is seen as a young

and an old man iii the Metro production, "The Gates of Hdcn,"
in which Viola Dana is starring. In this play he acquits himself with great credit in each role.
He first appears as William Hard, a foundling brought up
in a Shaker community. Bard is driven out of "The Gates
of Eden." because he falls in love with Eve (Viola Dana),
the daughter of Elder
Joseph. The young man
changes his name to
Urab, piles up a fortune
and next is seen as a
person well advanced in
"If an actor is old,"
years.
says the
Walker,
can
play
part of "he
a young
man without difficulty.
But if he is young it is
mighty hard to express
the emotions of an old
man. theI psychology
don't knowof
what
this
is, but is
it's 28
a fact.
Walker
years
old. His grandparents
on both sides were ministers. He was born in
Bethlehem, Pa., came
to New York at the age
of six and was educated
at the Horace Mann
High School. He went
Robert Walker.
on the stage through
the urgings of his
uncles, Robert and Harry Hilliard. At first he was in musical
comedy. Then he appeared with Robert Hilliard in "A Fool
There Was." In motion pictues he was seen with Alice
Joyce under the Kalem banner, then with Edison and finally
with Metro, where he has done his greatest work.
PARAMOUNT FOLK GET MARRIED.
The culmination of a delightful romance that had its inception in the Famous Players Film Service, Inc.. of Chicago,
III., distributors in that section of Paramount Pictures came
last week when O. W. Kappelman, who has been the booker
in the exchange was married to Miss Hazel Dorothy Columb,
who was formerly in charge of the switchboard in the e.xchange office. The couple were married by the Rev. Herbert
L. Willett, at the Hotel Sherman, and after an elaborate wedding reception they started on a wedding trip through the
East. While in New York they were the guests of some of
their Paramount friends. They will return to Chicago shortly,
where they will reside in their newly furnished home.

GRACE DARLING

TO APPEAR

IN CANADA.

The International has sold the Canadian rights to the
serial "Beatrice Fairfax," starring Harry Fox and Grace
Darling, to the Famous Players Film Service, Ltd., of Toronto. Arrangements have been made by the International to
send Grace Darling, who assumes the role of Beatrice Fairfax, on a tour of the principal cities of Canada to appear in
person at the first offering of "Beatrice Fairfax." She will
leave about December 5, remaining: a week in Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal. Because of the- fact that Miss Darling
began her career as a newspaper writer, she will be a guest
of
the
them. newspapers of the Canadian cities during her stay in

MRS. WALTER BALDWIN INJURED.
Mrs. Walter Baldwin, formerly Pearl Melville, well-known
as leading lady with the Baldwin companies in New Orleans.
Duluth, and other places, is seriously ill here as the result of
burns she suffered from her dress catching fire while she was
lighting a gas stove. Mrs. Baldwin is a sister of Rose Melville, better known as "Sis" Hopkins, who has been called
from her New York home to the bedside of her sister. Mr.
Baldwinpanies inissixnow
generalstates.
manager
Midwest

of the "Civilization" com-
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BRIAN and Stewart Baird of the Sybil Company, playing here, will be guests of honor at the next
meeting of the Film Club Sunday evening, Dec. 3, at
the Brunswick. Both, you know, have appeared on the screen.
Other players in town will be invited, like .Arnold Daly. .A
special program has been arranged by the president and her
committee. Just at this writing we are interested in the
"Movie" ball on Wednesday, the 22d, alreadv mentioned in
these columns. The president and two members, Mr§. Florence LaP. Brakett, and Mrs. Anna Spencer Frost are on the
ball committee and will meet the stars in the bo.xes and later
at the banquet, in Horticultural Hall. Mme. Bernhardt has
been the star heroine of the hour here and was met socially.
She put in an arduous week and seemed none the worse for
it on leaving late Saturday night.
DONALD

All are enthusiastic over "The Prince of Graustark," especially with Bryant Washburn in a congenial role most
picturesque. This is considered the best Essanay picture
seen here in a long time, and it was good to see such support as given by Sydney Ainsworth, John Cossar and Ernest
Maupain "game to the last." A clever bit not mentioned by
the reviewers was the introduction of the marriage scene
from "Graustark" with Bushman and Bayne leaving the altar.
This brought us nearer the young Prince and disclosed to the
unenlightened that he was their son. Strikes me the book
was well followed. A large audience of notable quality applauded this picture put on by Mrs. Ayer at her Back Bay
theater. Preceding it were some new International short
reels, one of them an idiotic effort to be funny at the expense of women, who not in a thousand years would appear
thus. It was not even listed as a caricature and offended
many there. I have a keen sense of humor, but at this time
when women in other lands are showing patriotism by doing
the work of men who are at the front, it would seem that
more respect might be shown their sex. The bad taste in
the mouth was partly removed by the picture following this
by the same company, Yosemite in its grandeur, and it was
wonderfully well photographed. To those of us who have
explored that wonderland in California it seemed incredible
that a cameraman could get so near the falls and complete
such a masterpiece in scenic beauty. The utmost pleasure
was aroused and unusual applause followed the picture
which ought to be shown in schools everywhere. Nowhere
in all Europe do you find anything approaching this Valley
and we ought to be grateful indeed to the screen for bringing to us so much natural beauty all our very own.
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picture all too soon and somehow seemed unfitted to play
such a naughty role. On the same program at the Fenway,
we had little Mary's hubby — Owen Moore — in "The Kiss,"
but it did not make any lasting impression somehow, and
the thrills were not new. Gus Weinberg did a neat bit as
the old grandfather gone daft. My neighbor — a man — said
"some cinch for Owen, wonder if Marv minds." Mary Pickford has departed from our rock bound coast and returned
to New York.
* * *
We had a repeat of "The Two Orphans" at the Fenway
and it went over well, the story being so familiar to many.
It gave us an opportunity also to see Herbert Brenon play
Pierre and to note his directorship. I had not seen this Fox
offering earlier and greatly enjoyed the fine team work, especially that of Theda Bara and William Shay. These are
good to put on annually as the play was, last generation.
.About all Salem came to the Hub to see "Witchcraft," done
by the Lasky Players with piquant and dependable Fannie
Ward and her hubby "Jack" Dean, so many seasons her
leading man on the speaking stage and the only American
in the f.rst company she brought over from London in "The
New Lady Bantock" and other plays. The costumes furnished a delight so accurate in detail. "The Sultana," that
beautifully colored Pathe offering, delighted immense audiences at the Boston theater, where "The Yellow Menace" is
going strong.
• * *
What a wonderful child the Universal have in Zow Rae
whom we saw Sunday evening at the Exeter theater in
"Through Baby's Voice," a cleverly constructed play in two
parts, which might have been named "A Little Child Shall
Lead Them." It was thoroughly human and had a good
lesson for young married folks in front. Douglass Gerrard
and Edna Maison u-ere the parents, but next to Little Zoe,
the best bits were in the hands of the old lawyer and his
confederate, the judge. Why on earth these plays are not
shown week-days as well as Sundays, is something beyond
me to understand. It is a kid play and we rarelv see youngsters at the playhouse Sunday evenings. Let me commend
this offering to all managers running short reels. I note
that another play with this dear little child is released —
"Gloriana," with the additional little star Gordon Griffith, in
it. Such plays are of interest to adults everywhere. George
-Ade fables and Hy Meyer animated cartoons are going
strong here and are refreshing in their novelty.

♦ * *

The Drews have given us two good pictures of late, the
last one "Free Speech," was one long laugh. It was refreshing to note that their title editor has gotten 'round to the
proper spelling and use of "all right." In their plays we
get pure comedy minus vulgarity and awful, slapstick inflicted on us in some theaters and which cater only to the
ill bred and ignorant who might go off and flock by themselves at a theater built for such.

* * *

Douglas Fairbanks, being a local favorite, his name draws
well, as illustrated the other night when "Manhattan Madness" called out a large audience at the Exeter Street theater and this means much when one knows the seating capacity of that house, once a place of worship. This lively play.
with its surprise denouement, gave delight, and a bet was
made back of me that Mack Sennett directed the chase
scene, but his companion was quick enough to note .Allan
Dwan's name on the first title, so he won out. It was some
scene, even for clever "Doug" to get away with, minus
broken neck. "Say, but that girl is a peach!" was the remark to cross the aisle from a group of Harvard students,
but alas, Jewell Carmen could not hear it. I wonder how
•she will fit in with the Fox forces. This reminds me to comStraight
a very enthuse
good offering
full of
color, ment
buton "The
alas we,
over Way,"
here, cannot
over Valeska
Suratt with her bizarre manner of dressing and the hideous
way she wears her hair. You cannot get awav from it at
all, as her personality is far from compelling. In this play
she is over dressed and one wonders where Mary Madison
acquired all those jewels. Herbert Heyes, who has ever
done ^notably good work (recalled here in "Under Two
Flags") certainly deserved better in an opposite player (opposite in her case means just that). What a contrast Claire
Whitney was to her! My companion and many others see a
striking resemblance to George Fisher of "Civilization"
fame, for she has the same expression in her eyes and I'd
like to see them together.
Miss Whitney went out of the

We wonder if the Mayor of the Hub will permit "The
Easiest Way" to be pictured here when the spoken version
was barred. We sincerly hope not, because as put on by
Clara Kimball Young we feel that it will not offend. This
censorship is very tiresome to devotees of the drama (spoken
or pictured) and does not voice public sentiment a little bit.
The World Film Corporation loses a very popular man in
"Bob" Warwick, who delighted thousands here of late in
"The Heart of a Hero" well done in all details. Large parties came to the Hub to see it from Lexington and Marblehead, where several scenes were taken last summer. We
regretted that they did not get a clear picture of the Nathan
Hale statue, minus the tall buildings in New York, as it is
one of the finest statues in all .America, the hands alone
VvOrth going a long way to see. It was given the city by
the New York Sons of the Revolution, which, in turn,
bought and restored Hale's little red school house in Connecticut, where it stands as an object lesson. This they did
not show as illustrating the thought of this generation, but
maybe I am too sentimental for directors. Along this line
I suggested
picture
be of
shown
Jeanne on
d'Arc
of the
newest
statuethatin a New
York
that inheroine
Riverside
Drive, made by a young woman sculptor, a part of the foundation made of stones brought over here from France and
from the prison where she was incarcerated. I learn that
the director found himself "unable to do so" and I wonder
why.
It should be a matter of local pride to show it.
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Among the Picture Theaters
Ji

Grand Theater, Estherville, Iowa

F. H. Graaf Erects $75,000 Photoplay House Seating 1,066 in
Town with Only 4,500 Inhabitants — Has Explicit
Faith in Stability of Industry.
A
MAN
who Ins explicit faith in the stability
of the
moving picture industry and one who believes that it
will always continue to strive for better conditions is
F. H. Graaf of Estherville, Iowa, who has recently opened a
moving picture theater there known as the Grand and which

Lobby of Grand Theater, Estherville, Iowa.
cost $75,000 to erect. The fact that Estherville has about
4,500 inhabitants and that the Grand cost so much money is
worthy of consideration. It is evidence — and positive evidence at that, too — that Mr. Graaf's belief is actual and not
mere words. It is the only moving picture theater costing
such a large sum to be built in so small a place as Estherville that has come to our notice. Mr. Graaf's conviction that
the industry is here to stay is based upon his five years of
experience in it. He is one of the pioneer exhibitors in the
State of Iowa, and it was he who opened the first moving

Interior of the Grana

The auditorium is provided with nine exits. The ornamental
plaster decorations are of the most modern design, and the
statuary work under the boxes are particularly pleasing. The
painting decorations arc in several colors and blend harmoniously with other embellishments, giving the interior a restful appearance. The aisles throughout the house have been
laid with thick red velvet carpet, which matches with the
general color scheme. The Grand is equipped with a complete vacuum cleaning system, and within easy access and
placed in convenient locations are a number of hose reels for
fire protection.
The stage is large and commodious, being 30 by SO feet.
It is fully and adequately fitted with the latest equipment,
which includes an asbestos curtain, a velvet drop, and a
number of different scenes. The proscenium is 24 feet high
and 30 feet wide. The orchestra location is in front of the
stage, and it is marked off by stout brass railings. Under the
stage is the keyboard of the big Wurlitzer pipe organ. The
Grand is well ventilated, and fitted with all up-to-date appointments and apparatus.
The doors in the lobby leading into the auditorium are
done in art glass set in copper. The ticket booth has also
Ijeen made of the same material. Pieces of art glass to the
amount of 6,336 have been used in the lobby. .Ml electrical
wiring is placed in conduits. Lights in the house are controlled either from the stage, ticket booth, or operating room.
The walls of the lobby are made of Pacanazzo marble, while
the artistic panels which have been inserted in the wall add
to the dignity of the lobby and are made of brown marble. The floor is laid in Cerome tile in charming design, and
tlie color of it blends nicely into the general order of lobby
decorations. J. E. Nason of Minneapolis, Minn., was the
architect.
The operating room which is sufficiently big is absolutely
fireproof in its construction. It is furnished with the latest
apparatus, among which are two Power's 6 B projectors and
a Hallberg Economizer. A gold fiber screen is used, and the
chairsing are
of a special design made by the Wisconsin SeatCompany.
Mr. Graaf is picking the best pictures obtainable. At the
present time the Grand shows releases of the Metro, World,
Vitagraph, Triangle, etc. Serial pictures are also booked, and
"The Crimson Stain Mystery," made by the Consolidated
Film Corporation started the first of October. The usual admission prices are 10 cents for the balcony and 15 cents for
the orchestra. It is Mr. Graaf's intention to show "The
Birth of a Nation," "Civilization," "Intolerance," "A Daughter of the Gods." the Metro production of "Romeo and
Juliet." and the like in the near future, and the admission
prices when these are exhibited will be raised.

i neater, Estherville, Iowa.

picture theater in Estherville. That was five years ago. He
is progressive and enterprising and a diligent reader of the
Moving Picture World.
The size of the Grand is 44 by 124 feet, and it has a seating capacity of 1.066 persons. Of this amount 400 seats are
in the balcony, and 66 in the eight boxes. From any seat
in the house an undistorted view of the picture can be had.

Twin Theaters — Cabrillo and Plaza, San Diego, Cal.
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Portland's Suburban Photoplay Theaters

Views and Stories on Some of the Progressive Outlying Picture Houses — Five and Ten Cents Are the Usual
Prices of Admission.

PORTLAND, OREGON, is well supplied with motion
picture theaters and the accompanNing photographs
and stones are on a few of the houses in the Hast Side
suburbs. Witn a populaiion of jlSU.UOO, Portland has approximately 50 motion picture theaters with seating capacities
ranging from 2U(J to 1.500, the majority of the suburban
houses being located on the East Side. The city ordinance
requires fireproof construction for all theater buildings and
even in the suburbs this rule has been rigidly followed, with
the result that Portland's suburban theaters have been built
as substantially as those in the downtown section of that
city. Fire inspections are conducted quarterly by the City
Fire Marshal, and Portland has yet to have its first serious
film fire.
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The Crystal Theater, Portland, Oregon
Opened Four Years Ago, This Photoplay House Has Been a
Money-Making Proposition.
THE
Crystal Theater, located in tile Piedmont district
of Portland, has been a money-maker for the Peoples
.Amusement Company since its erection about four
years ago. It also is one of the theaters tliat has weathered
the motion picture theater boom in Portland a few years ago
and has prospered

wluri,'

tlni-.'

snrri Miii'IiiiL; 1ki\ r rliised.

The price of admission generally received in the suburban
houses is ten cents, but a few houses are charging five. The
standard program is si.x reels.

Gay Theater, Portland, Oregon
By

Tactful
Working

Business
Methods
Manager
Phelps
Gets
the
Class and the More Moneyed People to His
House at Different Times.
THE
Gay Theater was built and opened in 1912, in the
height of Portland's motion picture theater boom, when
keen competition demanded first class buildings and
superior equipment. That this theater is still a success is
due to the foresight of its builders and the good judgment
of the present manager.
The Gay Theater is situated on Mississippi Avenue, on
Portland's East Side, and is managed by H. C. Phelps, who
has conducted it for the past three years. Mr. Phelps is an
old road showman, and he has made the Gay one of the most

Crystal Theater, Portland, Ore.
The building is of fireproof construction. The auditorium;
seats 400, all on the lower floor, and like the other theaters
of the Peoples Amusement Company, is equipped in a firstclass manner throughout. The projection is furnished by
tW'O motor-driven E.^ison machines installed in up-to-date
quarters.
Several managers have guided the destinies of the Crystal.
Henry Harcke, who was manager up to a few weeks ago,
and who was a very successful man, has gone East and left
the future of this popular amusement place in the hands of
Mrs. W. .-^shworth. Al Sather was a popular manager there,
too, and his singing was one of the big features on the Crystal prograir. Through co-operation with the schools in the
neighborhood and community boosting, Sather did a good
business in the house.
.\ word or two of Mr. Harcke's schemes will not be amiss.
With the coming of the jitney bus a year or so ago, it became but a ten-minute ride from the neighborhood of the
Crystal
to downtown
Portland's shows
downtown.
Harcke
brought
the
regular
out to So
the Mr.
Crystal
and kept
the
patrons at his theater. He used three acts of vaudeville on
.Monday and Saturday in addition to the best pictures he
could get. Mixed programs are good drawing cards at the
Crystal and Mr. Harcke laid much stress on the music selected for the picture and personally handled the instruments
in the pit. He was formerly pianist at the Empress in Portland and in opera.

Brooklyn Theater, Portland, Oregon
—titf'---^^'<^',im
■ Gay Theater, Portland, Ore.

successful theaters in Portland. The house was built by
Van
bcoy and Hauck and was opened by S. S. Range, an
picture man who has at different times owned someoldof time
the
best theaters in the United States. Range sold to W
Warren, but was forced to take the theater back at the endS
of SIX nrionths He then opened it as a five-cent house and
soon sold to Mr. Phelps and L. Henderson. Mr. Henderson
retired from the partnership after one month.
Since Mr. Phelps took over the theater the price of admission has been five cents, except on 'Wednesday and Sunday,
when a dime is charged and
feature pictures and vaudeville
are combined for the show. By having the ten cent nights
Manager Phelps says he gets the people who will not attend
a five cent show. The Gay is patronized by people of the
working class who live in one part of its territory and by
the
more well-to-do people who live in another part By tactful management and selection of programs, Mr. Phelps has
had no trouble to hold both classes of people.
The building is of reinforced concrete, fitted with five
hundred opera chairs, and handsomely decorated The projection ISfurnished by two Power machines.

Interior Finished in Bungalow Effect — Was Built in 1911—
Managed by E. L. Mclntyre.
THE
Brooklyn theater. Milwaukee Avenue and Car!
Street, Portland, Ore., was opened in 1911 by the
Northwest Amusement Company during the boom days
of suburban theaters. At that time the Brooklyn Amusement
Company

controlled the BrookUti, Powell \'alle\-. "Wru-jdlawn,

Brooklyn Theater, Portland, Ore.
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Kenton and I'ortsmoulh theaters. Its ofliccrs were W. T.
Norton, an old time hlni man; W. S. Wessling, now manager
for I'atlie in Cincinnati, and B. J. Sperry, now Tathe manager in i'ortland. The Northwest Amusement Company
operated the Brooklyn about a year.
The huilding occupied t)y the Brooklyn is of concrete and
was built for a theater by its present owner, F. G. Urfer. The
seatin>^ capacity of the house is in the neighborliood of 300.
The interior is finished in a bungalow etTecl, the operating
room apparently being set on heavy beams. This room is
larger than is usually found in suburban theaters and is built
to accommodate two machines.
The Brooklyn has had many owners since it was sold by
the Northwest Amusement Company, but none has met with
greater success there than K. L. Alclntyre, who now conducts
the house. Mr. Mclnlyre does his own operating and puts
on a first-class picture, while Mrs. Mclntyre docs the hand-tohand work at the door. The Mclntyres have kept away from
sensational pictures since they have taken over the theater
and have succeeded in getting the more reliable and better
class of theatergoers to patronize the Brooklyn.
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and two theaters, now closed, sought to cut into its business.
Mr. Dawson had two boys who sang and played, who, with
suitable programs, kept the business at the Victoria.
Mr. Dawson sold the house to Bock and Gellcrman, who ran
it six months and who then sold it to Martin B. Donovan.
Mr. Donovan sold it to J. B. Washtock about two years ago
and Mr. Washtock has operated it with continued success.
Mr. and Mrs. Washtock divide the honors for the successful
managenu-tit of the h<iuse. Mrs Washtock greets the patrons
with a clu-rrlul >iiiiK- m tlu i.i\<r v. iiik- her husband sees to

Alhambra Theater, Portland, Ore,
Bigger Part of Cost of Erecting This House Was Spent in
Obtaining Comfort for Patrons.
THK
Alhambra theater, at 4Mth and Hawthorne Avenue,
Portland. Ore., is one of the most pretentious of Portland's East Side theaters. An observer looking at the entrance would hardly believe so, but W. E. Tebbetts. the present owner, designed the house in such a manner as to put
most of tlie cost into picture perfection and auditorium
beauty and comfort for his patrons rather than a "flashy"
front. Being built in 19M. Manager Tebbetts considered the
present-day idea of preparing for tomorrow's conditions as
well as today's, and the result is that people come from all
sections of the southeast part of Portland to attend the Alhambra.
The auiI!toriun. is 60 by 90 feet in size with an extra high
coiliii"
The seatinp- capacity is 500.
The theater is heated

Victoria

Theater,

Portland.

it that the projection and pictures are kept up to Victoria
standard. Gold Rooster and Paramount features form a large
part
program.
Two building
Power's seating
machinesabout
are 400.
used. It is
The of \ the
ictoria
is a brick
equipped with comfortable opera chairs, plush curtains, etc.

The Empire Theater, Portland, Ore.
Patrons

Composed
of Many
Nationalities,
But
Manager
KoUross' Programs Please All.
THE
Empire Theater, located at Grand and Hawthorne
Avenues, Portland, is confronted with the difficult task
of pleasing many classes of people and several nationalities. Manager W. Kollross has met these difficulties successfully, as is evidenced by the fact that he has conducted the
theater several years and is comparatively satisfied. South
of the theater is a district inhabited by many Italians; north
of it lives a mixed class of people and a few blocks to the
west is the I)ridge that crosses the river to the downtown
district wliere the big theaters cut into the trade of the closein suburban houses.
"It is a hard proposition
to please them
all," says Mr.
Kollross. "Italians want Italian war pictures. Germans want

Alhambra

Theater, Portland, Ore.

by ho. water and is provided with a modern ventilating
plant Projection is furnished by Power 6A equipment with
a mercury arc rectifier. The projection room is 8 by 15 feet
in size.
Mr. Tebl>etts attributes '-'s success at the Alhambra to the
use of the best programs ..uainable and to the modern conveniences that are installed in his theater. He pays particular
attention to the musical interpretation of his pictures. The
program at the Alhambra is changed four times a week. Mr.
Tebbetts is a pioneer East Side exhibitor and was one of the
first to realize that downtown cninpetition could be successfully met l)y showing the best pictures on the market. He
formerly owned the Empire and the Idle Hour and managed
the New Grand for a year until the .\lhambra was built. Each
theater Mr. Tebbetts conducted has been highly successful.

Victoria Theater, Portland, Ore,

Empire Theater, Portland, Ore.

of Manager Washtock
Profitable Picture

and His Wife Repaid in
House.

German war pictures, and neither kind of war pictures make
any special hit with the Americans, If I could get audiences
that were all Italian, all German or all .American. I would

Till', risitlents of the \ernon
proud of the Victoria theater
because it has remained open
neighborhood have quit. Opened
when the boom was on in Vernon,
good patronage that competitors

district in Portland are
at I7th and Alberta streets.
when other theaters in the
in 1911 by Edwin Dawson,
the Victoria enjoyed such
soon came to the district

know what to do.
I find Italians are good picturegoers."
The Empire was built in 1910 and opened by M. F. Fenton. After being sold several times it was acquired by W. W.
Tebbetts. now manager of the Alhambra. who built up a good
business there. Mr. Tebbetts sold to Mr. Kollross. The
building is of concrete and was built for a theater.

Hard Work
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"The Vampires"
Third

and

Fourth
Episodes
of Gaumont's
New
Serial
Thrilling and Full of Action.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THE
professional
manner
in which
"The
Vampires"
is
being produced, the unusual types presented, and the vein
of comedy
intermingled
with the thrillng kind of melodrama which the serial
represents,
by Normandin.
former
vampire
and by later vocation
an undertaker,
places it as
one of the best serials on the market.

"The Ghost."
In this episode the vampires after securing a position for
Irma Vep in a Paris bank, the president of the bank is waylaid, thrown from the train and left a corpse where he is
afterward found by Enrique Moreno, a bandit and competitor
of the vampires, and by means of a forged message purported
to be from the president, Irma Vep gets away
with a large
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work of Charles Urban, who spent four weeks on board Iron
Duke, Admiral Jellicoe's
and was given every
opportunity to secure these flagship,
remarkable views at short range
Huge battleships in action, torpedoboat destroyers
running
full speed through a rough sea, and submarines preparing at
dive beneath the water, are among the interesting eventsto
•''^u'"
aboard
big warships
also shown in detail
The ■«■'''''
films are
the the
property
of the is
British
Government and
were taken by Charles Urban at the request of the Admiralty
The pictures of the Mesopotamia campaign are also the property
of the British Government. They make clear the reasons for
the failure of the relief expedition sent to aid the British
troops at Kut-el-Amara, and illustrate the
conditions
against which the expedition were forced to terrible
battle.

'•The Breaker"

Arthur
Stringer's
Filmed
by
Washburn, Nell Story
Craig and Ernest
— Adapted and Directed by
Reviewed by James S.

Essanay,
Bryant
Maupain inWith
the Cast
Fred E. Wright.
McQuade.

one of astonishment that five reels of film had been unfolded in regulation time— about 75 minutes — without
licing conscious of the passing of that period The great
interest created by the filmed story had left my mind immune to the measuring of heart beats, and at the close I was
..nee more convinced that a visualized story is often
more
l.owerful than the printed prototype.
That is Just what "The Breaker,'' by Essanay, is— a visualized story: for it is neither photodrama nor photoplay It is
l.ased on the story of that name, which appeared in The Satur.lay Evening Post, under the authorship of Arthur Stringer
and the Essanay director, Fred E. Wright, has told it unusually well on the screen. I was so greatly interested myself
'hat 1 am confident th^ appeal of the story will be wide

Scene from "The Vampires" (Gauraont).
sum of money. A gruesome and thrilling part of the episode
occurs in the scenes which take place in the apartment of
Irma Vep, which is connected to that of the bandit by means
of a safe. In this safe the corpse is placed bv the bandit
while he poses as the bank president. Philip Guard concealed
sees what passes and in another thrilling scene accomplishes
the arrest of Moreno.
"The Dead Man's Escape."
Enrique Moreno finding himself facing trial for the murder
of Metadier in this fourth episode, has considerable to do
with making it an interesting performance. Determined to
evade trial he swallows a drug which puts him in a trance
\t
tne prison morgue where he is placed in the belief that he
Phi?."''! he recovers, and overpowering the guard escapes
Philip
Guard, reporter, also passed through a thrilling experience, -"'hen he is jerked from his window by means of a
wire
lasso by the vampires, placed
in a large covered costumer's
basket,
is rolled
over a by
cliff.
He
escapes
kidnappedandagain
death
a"d
is
and rescued
Normandin
Both episodes are intensely interesting and teem
thrilling action, and will appear on the Mutual program with
December
14, respectively.
7, and December

British War Films
Thrilling Views of Sir John Jellicoe's Grand Fleet
in Action
During the North Sea Naval Battle; Also. Movine
Pictures of the British Troops Campaignmg
in Mesopotamia.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
AUTHENTIC
and thrilling pictures of Sir John Jellicoe'a
the now famous North Sea
a"""s moving
h^tfi '"l"'™'
nJjr, battle,
naval
and interesting
of the British
troops campaigning in Mesopotamia, have scenes
been shown recently
at the Rialto Theater, New York Cit.v. The
pictures are the

1^'

Scene

M^

M#,.

from "The

Breaker"

^

(Essanay).

John Widder (Bryant Washburn) and Alice Treadwell (Nell
Craig) chance to room in the same cheap boarding house
which the hard-working Mrs. Peeney is landlady and dragonof
\\idder is a weak brother, who finds it hard to eke out a
living for himself and his sole companion, a
bird by
selling water filters: Alice is so unsuccessful canarv
in selling pictures drawn by her that she is in dire danger of being turned
out of her room baggageless. For story purposes,
neither
-■iiice nor John know each other at the outset
One day John Widder calls at the house of a dangerous
counterfeiter, Piazzia (Ernest Maupain) to sell his filtersand, knowing that detectives are watching the house
induces him to carry away a suit case and keep it Piazzia
in his
room for a short time. This case is filled with counterfeit
bills, John finds out later, and is in constant fear
of its being
"^iiiB
A few days
afterwards
Mrs. essi
Feeney orders
poss
in his
Alice Treadwell
discovered
on.
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from the boardiiiK housnc bccuuse of the unpaid rent, and,
learning of It, John rhun^es ono of the uounterfelt bills and
tends her the needed money.
Through an old friend, who is a member of the detective
force. Alice is engaged to trace the whereubouts of the counterfeit money made by IMaczlu and his confederate, and is
promised a reward oC two thousand dollars. John, who has
learned to love her, confesses that he liad passed a counterfeit bill In order to lend her the money needed for her rent.
and. at her reiiuest. shows the suitcase und tells her the story.
Alice immediately accompanies him to a railroad station where
the suitcase is checked.
That niKht the Keeney boarding house 'Is raided, and
Plazzia's confederate, who had secretly entered John Wldder's
room at the same time to gain poscssion of the suit case,
is arrested. The posse Is much discom tiled to tind that the
suitcase is missing; but Alice appears on the scene and
gives the ortlcer in charge the check for that important piece
of baggage. Being winner of the $2,000 offered for its
recovery she requests $20 on account, and with this she
accompanies John to the shop where he had ctianged tht.^
counterfeit
bill, and it is recovered and destroyed.
Bryant Washburn, as the almost down-and-out John Widder.
commands the sympathy of the spectator at all times, and
Ernest Maupaln's Piazzia adds another fine characterization
to I he credUable list already his. Nell Craig's Alice Tread well
affords all that the part calls for. Mrs. Feeney and Piazzia's
confederate are two good character parts in the care of capable
people, whose names do not appear in the cast furnislied me.
The release will be made December 4. through the KleineGdison-Sellg-Essanay service.
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A generous portion uf the credit for this result should
be given to C. Aubrey Smith, the force whose personality
and the earnestness and skill of wliose acting go far In
achieving this result. On the other hand, much of the beauty
and delicate charm surrounding the romance In the life of
Justice Prentice, which Russ Why thai indicated with such
consummate art when a member of the original cast, is
lost in the screen version. I^ewls Sealy, who plays the part
in the present production, is dignified and attentive, but the
soul of the man that the author drew and the fragrance of
the spray of the mignonette that has sweetened his days, are
lacking.
Marie ShotwcU is sympathetic and capable as Helen Whipple.
and Robert Conness is a wise selection for tlie role of Frank
Hardmuth. Freeman Barnes, William Melville, Robert Ayerton.
Helen Arnold and Etta De GrofC all aid materially in the play's
success. Jack Sherrill is not equal to the part of Clay Whipple.
Liberality and good taste mark the mounting of the production.

"The Yellow Pawn"
Tense Situation and
Dramatic
Surprises
Mark
Five-Reel
Drama Produced by Lasky for Paramount — Cleo Ridgley
and Wallace
Reid Featured.
Reviewed by Ben. H. Grimm.
CONSISTENTLY leading up through a series of tense situations to a climax that holds the spectator's every iota of
attention captive with expectation and curiosity as to the
outcome, "The Yellow Pawn," a flvc-reel photodrama from the
studios of Jesse U Lasky, is an unusually
strong offering.

"The Witching Hour"
Six-Reel
Screen
Version
of Augustus
Thomas'
Successful
Stage Drama
Skillfully Produced by the Frohman
Amusement
Corporation — C. Aubrey
Smith
in John Mason's Original Role.
nevit.'w.(l
by Kdward
Weitzel.
THE
scenario
Witciiint;
the screen
version
of wliich has for
been"The
produced
by Hour,"
the Froliman
Amusement
Corporation, was made by Anthony Kelly. He has done his
work well. The spirit and, to a large extent, the form of
the Augustus Thomas play has been retained, without sacrificing any of the freedom of treatment demanded by the
exigencies of the screen. A few minor faults, in which the
director must take his share of the blame, mar the picture.
The episode where Denning goads young Whipple into striking
him down with the paperknife to escape the cat's eye is too
long drawn out, and the closing scenes when the boy and
his sweetheart go after Aardmiith are rather difficult to
accept and smack tno much of rnmmon. everyday melodrama.
Howe\er,
with th.- scales s" largely
in favor ol the merits

Sceen from "The Witching Hour" (Frohman).
of the photoplay these brief errors will weigh but slightly
against the general verdict. George Irving, who directed
the production, has reached a high average for the entire
picture.
There is no question about the worth of the theme in
"The Witching Hour." and its power to hold the spectator.
In the light of the play's stage success, it is interesting to
recall that it was refused by a number of the foremost
managers in this country and in England, on the ground
that the public would not be attracted by a drama founded
upon mental telepathy, and the author was forced to become
his own backer before his work was acted *)n the stage.
The process by which one being is able to project his own
thoughts or desires into the mind of another person solely
by telepathic Influence, is used with telling effect throughout
the Thomas story; and, in some respects, the screen demonstrates superiority over the older medium in conveying the
points of the plot.

Scene from "The
Yellow
Pawn"
(Lasky).
Cleo Ridgley and Wallace Reid are the featured players, and
both acquit themselves in a manner that leaves no doubt as
to their ability to grasp and to convey, through the medium
of the screen, a dramatic situation. And the story by Frederick
Arnold Kummer, adapted for the screen by Margaret Turnbull, abounds with dramatic situations and surprises. At no
time during the running of the five reels is the spectator able
to guess what the next play in the game with human pawns
will be.
The picture shows, too, the length to which prosecuting officials are willing to go to wring a confession from the accused: but in this case the "third degree" proves a boomerang.
We are logically brought up to the point where a successful
artist is accused of murdering his cousin. The cousin has
been stabbed by a Japanese servant when the former tries to
the married
artist's strong
box. attorney,
The artistso isthat
in her
love sister
with
asteal
girl from
who has
the district
would be cared for. The two had met once, separated for
several years, and had met again at a studio party. Each
loves the other, but the wife is loyal to her vows, and comes
to the artist's studio to tell him to cease his attentions because
of her husband's jealousy — this on the night of the murder,
but before the crime had been committed. Believing that
either his wife or sister-in-law had been in the artist's rooms
the night of the murder, the district attorney plans a "third
degree." The two women are put in an ante-room. The district attorney is concealed on a balcony. The artist is just
about to shoot himself rather than reveal the woman's name
when the wife rushes out and frustrates him. Seeing this,
the district attorney is made wild with jealousy, and is just
about to shoot the artist when stabbed by the servant, who
confesses the other crime. These scenes are brought out
forcefully and logically.
The supporting cast to the two leads handle well the parts
assigned. William Conklin is the district attorney, Mr. Kuwa
the servant, Tom Forman the assistant district attorney, Irene
Aldwin the wife's sister, George Webb the cousin, and C. H.
Geldert, the girls" father. Some of the lightings are especially
good, as are the exteriors.
Directed by George H. Melford.
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Pathe Pictures
First Three
Episodes
of "Pearl
of the Army,"
the New
Serial Starring Pearl White, and "The Great Sacrifice,"
No. 11 of "The
Shielding
Shadow"— The Latest
Pathe Serial a Plea for Preparedness.
Reviewed
by Edward Weitzel.
"Pearl of the Army."
OPENING with several arresting bits of propaganda for
national
preparedness,
"PearlWhite
of theis Army,"
Pathe serial
in which Pearl
starred, the
losesnew
no
time, once the start is made, in getting into the story. The
first three episodes are called "The Traitor," "Found Guilty."
and
"Theof Silent
Menace."
part who
played
by Miss Whitein
is that
a modern
Joan The
of Arc.
is instrumental
saving her country from the dangers incited by a foreign
foe. The scenes are laid in the United States, at the present
time, and the hero is an army officer who is caught in a trap
by the secret agents of another power and branded as a
traitor. Frankly melodramatic in treatment, the first three
episodes of "Pearl of the Army" are filled with strenuous
action on the part of all concerned. The murder of a foreign
ambassador:
court"
marshal
and a the
drumming
disgraced pfficera out
of the
service;
railroad
wreck,of inthewhich
the officer is supposed to lose his life; a fight between the
heroine and an unknown man; a plunge from a high cliff into
the water, and a mystery that is bound to keep the interest
at concert pitch, are some of the main incidents of the story.
Stolen plans of the fortifications at the Panama Canal also
play an important part in the plot.
From the foregoing statement it will easily be seen that
the new Pathe serial is built along the lines w^hich insure
the success of preceding pictures of the same class, produced
by this company. The workmanship in all branches of its
manufacture is up to the Pathe standard. Pearl White and
her support take hold of their task in the right spirit, and
sustain the action at the proper pace. Ralph Kellard. Theodore
Friebus, W. T. Carle ton and Marie Wayne are prominent
names connected with the cast.
"The Great Sacrifice,"
The eleventh episode of "The Shielding Shadow"
lack of thrills.
There have been marvelous
escapes

has no
of the
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dent. In fact, the picture contains all the elements of the
neatly turned machine-made melodrama, including a realistic
railroad collision. Variety of scene and incident is also to be
found in the story, and several of the characters possess an
agreeable sense of humor. This quality applies especially to
the heroine, who has an engaging way of eating sweetmeats
wlien she does not feel any particular interest in a proposal
of marriage. "All Man" belongs to respectable middle- class
melodrama, and has but one object in life — to interest that
large body of moving picture devotees who ask only to be
entertained. With this fact in view, the performance given by
Robert Warwick of Jim Blake, the hero, is quite in the
proper key.
His impersonation
is wholly a \\ ni k nf art. the
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Scene from "All Man" (World).
art of taking advantage of every opportunity to show his
ability to ride and to shoot, to make love and to fight and indr.lge his liking for theatric displays.
Mollie King makes a distinct characterization of Alice Maynard. and endows that young woman with the proper amount
of real feeling whenever the situation demanded that she be
serious. Gerda Holmes plays the jealous sister capitally, and
other well-acted parts are contributed by Louis Grisel, Charles
Duncan. Alec B. Francis, George McQuarrie, Johnny Hines and
Henry
West.

A

"A Rose of the South"

Meritorious Blue Ribbon Vitagraph Feature in Which
Notable Cast Provides Splendid Entertainment.
Reviewed
by W. Stephen
Bush.

a

A\'ERY
pretty
feature:
of charm anddeparts
pathos from
and love
with an
ending
whichfullcourageously
the
conventional idea that just before the drop of the curtain
they "get
and live
ever itafter."
not asa
gloomy
or married
sombre ending
by happily
any means,
is true It's
to life
life
is lived in usreality.
That's
why it is convincing; that's why
it reconciles
with the
story.
The cast is a roster of good names:
Charles Kent, Mary
Maurice,
Antonio
Moreno
and Peggy
Hyland.
All of them

Scene from "The Great Sacrifice" (Pathe).
good and the bad folk during the progress of the serial, but
it is doubtful' if even the ingenuity of the author of "The
Shielding Shadow" can find a way of rescuing the two men
that take refuge in an opening in a huge cliff and are still
there when it is blown up with dynamite. It is a startling
bit of business, to say the least. The great saciifice is made
by Bianca. who loses her life in an effort to save Ravengar
from being blown to pieces. A flying leap from the roof of
a house into a distant tree and a breakneck fall, made by
Leontine's husband, starts the two reels off with a rush

"All Man''

Peerless Production of Five-Reel Western Melodrama Written by WiUard Mack, and Released by World Film
Corporation.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
ROBERT WARWICK and MoUlie King are the stars in "All
Man." a five-reel melodrama of Western life, produced by
Peerless and released by World Film Corporation. Willard Mack is the author of the story. The hero is a voung
New Yorker with nothing to do but spend money. His father
ships him to Montana, and young Blake's experiences in the
cow country work the usual transformation. He thrashes
the bully, saves the life of the heroine, and puts through a
deal that shows he is smart enough to beat a railroad presi-

Scene from "A Rose of the South** (Vitagraph).
quite evidently were in love with their parts and gave the
best that was in them, which is considerable. The feature
is in narrative rather than dramatic form, a gentleman of the
old school dating back to ante-bellum days wanders into the
room which he had occupied more than a generation ago.
He finds two youngsters living in it such as he and his friend
were years before. When he explains the re^ison for his
coming the two young students listen with sympathetic atten-
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tlon. Th« old man ettlln their Hllention to a bullet hole In the
door and thla leads up tu the Hlory which dealH with the days
of the Civil War. The story then bc^lMH to run In well worn
chunnelH. but the Interest never lags entirely. The splendid
acting of the prlnelpuls, the lovely setting^s. the scenes In and
about the colleKe hold the spectator's attention to the end.
There are at least two original ideas In the pUiy. of minor
Importance to be sure, but very acceptable to the audience.
Some of the titles are excellent, some are superhuous. The
last title Is an obvious anti-climax and had better be omitted.

Five-Reel
Drama
Hubbard's

"A Message to Garcia"

Produced by Edison
Founded
on Elbert
Preachment — Mabel Tninnelle and
Robert Conness Featured.
ilevlewed by Ben H. Urinim.
VISUALIZED in five reels from Elbert Hubbard's preachment of the same name, "A Message to Garcia," produced
by the Thomas Bdison studios for release by K-E-S-E. is
only an average oflfering. The film never reaches the heights
attained by the author, nor is the screened message as striking
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tempted to follow Christ's teachings to the letter; Herbert
Prior is Intense in the role of a derelict, and William Wadaworth Is a very human saloon keeper. It is like attending* a
reunion to see these highly capable members of an old organization nicely grouped once more, but there are others who are
not so well cast. It Is not his fault that Blgelow Cooper docB
not measure up to the ideal Christ. It is the result of a mistaken conception.
Those who have studied the personality of Christ from all
logical viewpoints agree that he was a tall and powerful man.
Whether or not the Archo Volumne may be believed, he was
taller than the average. He is here made shorter than the
leading character, and an artistic loss Is the result. He falls
to be as impressive as he should in the reincarnation. Aa to
teaching a lesson in a story, there was never a great drama
without a purpose. The art Is in getting that purpose over
through other means than preachment. The principal faults
of this release lie. first, in making the purpose too obvious,
second, in not making the Christ physically more impressive.
and third, in subordinating^ spiritual effects to the material.
The sum total of value is not only liigh, however, but It la of
great promise.

'*The Deep Purple''
Five-Reel Paragon Screen Version of the Paul Armstrong
and Wilson
Mizner
Stage Success.
Starring
Clara
Kimball Young — Released by the World
Film Corporation.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.

Scene from "A Message to Garcia" (Edison j.
or as convincing a one as is the written essay. The production's saving grace is an abundance of excellent and true-tothe-story exterior scenes, photographed in Cuba. Mabel Trunnelle and Robert Conness are seen in the leading roles. More
plot material and more action would have helped considerably
and would have aided the picture without detracting from the
author's main purpose^the driving home of the fact that the
world nee-ls more men who can "carry a message to Garcia."*
The author had as his inspiration the turbulent times in
Cuba preceding the Spanish -American war. Garcia is the
leader of the insurgents ai?ainst Spanish oppression and cruelty.
In the film the U. S. S. Maine is blown up by one of the men
who have suffered at the Spaniard's hands. This causes the
crisis preceding the war. Dolores (Miss Trunnelle). a Cuban
girl whose father is executed, kills the commandant when he
forces his attentions on her. She tells Garcia (Charles Sutton).
Of the many men who are called. Lieutenant Rowan (Mr. Conness) is chosen to carry a message to Garcia. A woman spy
tries to eCEect his arrest when near Havana, but the lieutenant
escapes and swims to shore. He overpowers a Spanish soldier,
and in the stolen uniform comes upon Dolores. They set out
for Garcia's hiding place in the mountains. Dolores becomes
tired and Lieutenant Rowan continues on his journey. Once
more the girl kills a Spanish officer. The girl and the lieutenant get together again and. a short distance from Garcia.
the lieutenant Is made a prisoner, but freed by the girl. Near
Garcia's
housesoldiers
they are
ambushed
by soldiers.
keeps
firing at the
to make
them believe
Rowan Dolores
is still there.
He
gone country.
on to Garcia's house, and the girl sacrifices her
life has
for her
In addition to the exteriors photographed in Cuba there are
some good ones taken at Fort Myer. Richard Rldgely directed.
Others In the cast than those named are Helen Strickland,
Herbert Prior. Robert Kegerreis, Bradley Sutton. Paul Everton.
Ray Fairchild and Bigelow Cooper,

"TheParamount,
Martyrdom
of Philip
Strong"
Featuring
Mabel
Trunnelle

Five-Reel

and
Robert Conness,
Reviewed
by Louis Reeves
Harrison.
IT IS quite like reviewing
one of the best Edison releases
to sit at a presentation of this picture.
The fine selective
taste of Richard Ridgelv is at once in evidence and persists
throughout the beautiful settings; Mabel Trunnelle is at her
best so far as appearance is concerned; Robert Conness gives
a highly intelligent interpretation of the clergyman who at-

THE first statement to be made relative to the five-reel
Paragon screen version of "The Deep Purple" is the
agreeable information that, leaving out the question of
lineaee and taking the picture solely on its own merits, it
constitutes an excellent grade of entertainment. Tlie maker
of the scenario has started out to furnish Clara Kimball Young
with an adetiuate starring vehicle, and not to transfer, as
nearly as possible, the Armstrong-Mizner drama to the screen.
Prom this angle of the matter he has executed his task with
skill. Discarding the material in the play that would in any
way hamper the object he had in view, the adapter has built
up a logically developed screen drama that opens quietly in
the
home of
how the
clergj'man's
daughter
wasa country
lured toclergyman,
the city, shows
fell among
thieves
and is
re.«-cued by a handsome young hero, who is seen at the end of
the last reel bending over her as she plays the organ in her
father's church. The steady increase of interest and dramatic
tension is dexterously maintained up to the end of the fourth
reel; the last thousand feet brings the story to a pleasant and
easily anticipated finish.
Comparison
between
the original work and the photoplay
brings out the several interesting features.
"The Deep Pur-

Scene from "The Deep Purple" (World).
pie" as first written was a remarkable study in criminology.
Although provided with an adequate story, it was its keen
study of character, the variety and authenticity of its underworld types, that gave the play its vogue; in the screen drama
the story comes first and the fate of the heroine takes precedence over everything else. Two parts that are mere shadows
of their former selves are Frisco Kate and the Westerner "who
killed his man." In the play they were drawn with great
power and were acted with consummate art by Ada Dwyer
and Emmet Corrigan. The one member of the original cast
to be found in the photoplay is W. J. Ferguson, who repeats his
inimitable
of "pop."
The entireperformance
cast is a good
one. Clara Kimball Young plays
Doris
the clergyman's
To Milton
an actress
charm Moore,
and ability
the task is daughter.
not difficult.
Sills. ofE. her
H.
Kimball, Crawford Kent, Fred Truesdale. Grace Ayleswortb
and Mrs. E. M. Kimball are others who assist In the plcture'o
success.
The direction of James Young Is high grade.
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The illustrated sub-titles used in the picture are of doubtful
value. The time taken in deciphering: their meaning interferes
with the steady movement of the story.

Two Kalems
"Border Wolves," An Episode of "The Girl From 'Frisco"
Series, and "The Wizard's Plot," a Number of the
"Grant, Police Reporter" Series.
Reviewed
by Ben H. Grimm.
seventeenth two-reel episode of Kalem's "The Girl
THE
from "Frisco" series by Robert Welles Ritchie, titled
"Border Wolves," is an exciting Western and an altogether
acceptable offering of its type. Fast action marks the two
reels, and there is found in the film an abundance of that power
to excite that is so well liked by persons who want melodramatic thrills and plenty of them. The screened story has
as its locale the border line between Mexico and the United
States, and it shows raids by the bandits on the surrounding
territory. The story of this film concerns itself with the
intrigues of a bandit chieftain who kidnaps Barbara, her father
and John Wallace.
Marin Sais and True Boardman are again seen in the leads.
As
Barbara
John which
they accompany
ranch
at theandborder
he intendsBarbara's
to buy. father
They toarea
kidnapped by Mexican bandits and held for ransom. Barbara
manages to get out of the chief tan's house, and. disguised
as a Mexican woman, tries to make her escape. She is cornered
but later aided by Wallace, who has gone to town for the
ransom money. The bandit band is routed by the cowboys.
During the course of the fighting several good scenes are
registered.
In the cast with Miss Sais and Mr. Boardman are
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the Barbary
Coast in San Francisco.
He has attempted
her
regeneration, while she has mocked at his futile prayers.
There is an abundance of incident on the way to the isolation
of these two iieople, most realistic, but the toy ship, used to
indicate that the vessel on which they liappen to be sailing
for Australia at the same time, goes down, is in poor accord
with the rest of the shipwreck business. There are plenty of
incidents in the island life of these two, but the effects of
their mutual conversion, he to a more generous view of humanity, .she to a finer reverence
for her maker, are lacking

Scene from "A Gaming in Souls" (Triangle).
in strength most of the time from an absence of other psychology than that provided by the actors themselves. We are
not made to know convincingly what mental changes she
passes through, nor given a clear view of his own. The director is an artist — his selective taste makes that apparent —
tion. his future advance in the art should be toward soul revelabut

"The Sign of the Poppy'
.^..S>*4iiJ^

Five-Part
Bluebird
Presents
Hobart
Henley
and Gertrude
Selby in Thrilling Melodrama of Double Identity.
Reviewed
by Margaret
I. MacDonald.
HAD this five-part melodrama been handled in a less artistic
manner, its appeal from a point of story interest would
have lost considerable of its present force. The story
written by J. Grubb Alexander has a cleverly designed plot
with excellent melodramatic situations, and has been produced
with evident care by Charles Swickard. One of the noticeably
good points about the production lies in the fact that scenes
containing unpleasant pictures, such as Hop Li-'s opium den,
appear only in flashes, and under half light.
Hobart Henley and Gertrude Selby have the principal roles,

'f'

Scene from "Border Wolves"

(Kalem).

Frank Jonasson, Ronald Bradbury, Josephine West. Hart Hoxie,
Jack Rahm and Edward Clisbee. Directed by James W.
Home.
"The Wizard's Plot."
This episode of the "Grant, Police Reporter" series is
practically all action and makes a good one-reel offering.
George Larkin and Director Robert Ellis get across several
thrills during the course of the action. The big thrill in
this reel is when Mr. Larkin, swinging on a broken rope
ladder high up in a ship's rigging, plunges over the ship's
side into the sea, in pursuit of an anarchist. Much fighting
takes place on the ship and in amongst the sliip's rigging,
also near the top of the mast. The story is interesting, and
tells of an anarchist masking as a mechanical chess player.
The reporter makes the "wizard" show his hand, and it is
in pursuit of him that the exciting moments come. In the
cast Ollie Kirkby is also seen. Others are Harry Gordon and
William McKey.

"A Gamble in Souls*'
Five-Reel Triangle Kay-Bee, Featuring Dorothy Dalton and
WUliam Desmond.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
OF INTERESTING theme, that involving the approach ot
two decidedly opposite characters in the crucible of a
leveling experience, and handled with a fine conception
of what appeals to the eye in the matter of picturesque beauty,
"A Gamble
Souls"in has
in addition
of attractiveinpersonality
Dorothy
Dalton two
and interpreters
William Desmond.
But the intimate relation of a full-blooded man and a woman
of light morality cast away on a desert island is quite as replete with peril to the producer as to the people of the story.
The man is a fanatical clergyman of manly appearance and
lofty aims, the girl a healthy and alluring young lady from
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Scene from "The Sign of the Poppy" (Bluebird).
Hobart Henley playing with considerable skill the double role
of twin sons of Jerry Marston, a man who had made millions
in business with China. One of the twins stolen by one Hop
Li when an Infant is brought up under the curse of opium in
revenge for a wrong done him by the child's father. Grown
to amanhood
he learns
to hate
ruined the
him,police
and
in
mad moment
murders
him. the
In man
tryingwho'
to escape
he happens across his brother, throws him from his automobile

~f
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and exchanKos clothiiiK. A pecuUtir situation arises when the
man whom young Mrs. MaiHton bflievt's to bo hor husband
enters her homo chungfd and bcHtial In attitude. Pursued
by the police ho la arrested, and taken to prison, from whence
he later eaeapes, returns to the Alvin homo and flres a shot
which hurls a broken vaao against tlie head of the real Alvln
Mars ton. who has In the meantime been found wandering
aimlessly about, and been brought home by friends. The
blow causes his memory to return, and rushing outside he
Ilnds his brother dying from his own liand. The story which
Is gasped at intervals from the dying man's lipa reveals to
Alvln Mars ton the ri'Iatlonshlp of which lie was previously
ignorant, and the terrible story of his brother's life.
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of his hands onto the floor. Then she steps aside so that he
can rise and pick up what she had rudely snatched from him.
It Is good stuff, but out of character. Tactlessness In the plotmaking Is shown by the not unexpected yet sudden way the
eventual love story Is opened. This love interest la crudely developfd and erudeneas Is a heavy burden for romance to bear.
May .Allison plays the hemtne and Harold I.ockwo'id the hero.
Lester Cunoo, as a snulhern
^-entlemati, fatlier of the heroine.

"Kinkaid, Gambler"

Five-Reel Red Feather Production, by Raymond Wells, Tells
Picturesque Story of Border Country.
Reviewed by Robert C. McKlravy.
THE author and director. Raymond Wells, hag managed in
thia fl\'e-reol story of the Mexican border to tell a com
pelling story without
resorting
to any very jrrent dramatic efforts. In fact there is but little excitement on the surface of things, until the last reel. At the same time here is a

Scene from "Big Tremaine" (Metro).
is convincing and by far the best character in the picture.
Lillian Hayward
plays the
motherVirginia
of "BigSouthern
Tremaine"
and to
fs
undoubtedly
an excellent
actress.
is good
look on, but is too self-conscious to be a really acceptable character actress. Josephine Rice plays as n mammy.

''The Mischief Maker"'

Scene from "Kinkaid, Gambler" (Red Feather).
pronounced interest in the production as it unfolds from the
very first, due to the unique character of the girl detective.
Ruth Stonehoouse appears in the detective role. As Nelli-i
Gleason she gives the part a certain naive ingenuousness, calculated to deceive the most hardened and suspicious criminal.
In the opening scenes, just as proof of her ability, she brings
to justice one Lefty Frank, who has done a "jewel" job on
Fifth avenue. The girl lands him In a simple way by going to
a wine room and throwing herself in his path. Miss Stonehouse
Is very pleasing in this part, which affords quite a character
study In its way.
The main part of the story concerns the girl's pursuit vf
Klnkaid. a badly wanted fellow, who has fled across the Mexican line and is running a gambling casino. Her round-up of
this Individual, and the way in which she falls in love with
him. makes an entertaining narrative. R. A. Cavin is strong
in the gambler's role. The Mexican scenes are picturesque and
full of atmosphere.

Five-Reel Boarding School Comedy in Which June Caprice
Plays the Lead— Produced by Fox Film Corporation.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
PRETTY girls in bunches and in all styles and materials
of pajamas romp and giggle through many of the scenes
in "The Mischief Maker." a five-reel comedy produced
l.y the Fox Film Corporation, with June Caprice as a particularly irrepressible specimen of the high-spirited boarding school
Miss. Dramatic interest with a dash of paprika is given the
plot through the efforts of a handsome sculptor to make love
to his young lady pupils, and his success in persuading one of
them to pose in the altogether. The heroine consents to have
her head used as a model for that important feature of the
supplied the full
of having
statue, aiii] is pr'MnptI>' accused

**Big Tremaine''
Marie
Van
Vorst's Story Picturized
for Metro
by Yorke
Players — Story Interests — Shows Lack of Artistic TactReviewed by Hanford C. Judson,
IN

CASTING accounts for this picture, "Big Tremaine." from
the story of Marie Van Vorst, and made
by the Yorke
Players
for the Metro program,
we find that the story,
especially after the middle of the third I'eel, is both new and
interesting.
.\s produced it gets along pretty fast although it
Is not free from uninteresting close-ups. There are a pleasing
number of .artistic scenes, such .is the heroine seated by the
Are or an evening picture of a lighted room seen from outside
through the glass of a window.
That it Is not made convincing
is. perhaps, largely because there Is little feeling for character
In the players. This story Is not player-proof.
The average spectator is not a keen Judge of acting. He
and she want pleasing leads and want the characters to be
fair, but they want most of all the story — self-consciousness In
good looking leads Is not an unforgivable drawback. The chief
burden that this picture bends under is lack of artistic tact.
This tactlessness is more of a hindrance in the sidelights than
in the action. Here we find it occasionally in both. As an instance of the former, the heroine comes dancing down stairs
in a happy mood. Her father is seated reading the paper. She
joyously takes the handle of her riding whip and sweeps It out

Scene from "The Mischief Maker" (Fox).
figure. She is expelled from school, but the hero is equal to
the occasion. He breaks into the studio, reduces the offendingstatue to a shapeless mass and is only prevented from performing a like operation on the sculptor by the timely arrival
of a man-servant, and is rewarded with the hand of the lad,?
at the finish. Save for on brief instant, the incident is handled
discreetly, most of the action being taken up with the harmless pranks of the boarding school girls, who indulge In the
usual midnight
feasts, pajama
parties and tricks upon the
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prim maiden
lady teachers with which this order of story Is
always plentifully supplied.
The picture is well produced and very well acted. June
Caprice and her companions In mischief enter into the spirit
of the story with zest, and the male contingent of the cast is
competent.

First Three ''Patrid* Episodes
Mrs. Vernon Castle Featured in International Film Service's
New Serial — Theme is Patriotism and Preparedness.
Reviewed by Ben H. Grimm.
WITH
the timely theme of Americanism blended interestingly with the issue of preparedness; with Mrs. Vernon
Castle the featured player, and with a story by Louis
Joseph Vance. "Patria." a new serial motion picture, produced
by the Whartons. Inc.. for the International Film Service,
gives, through
a view of the first three episodes, indications

Scene from "Patria" (International).
that it will be well received by audiences who have an appetite
for melodrama. This appetite will be satisfied if the audiences
are willing to forego the seasoning of logicality in their melodramatic food. Undoubtedly the name of Mrs. Castle will
bring patrons to your house, but as a motion picture actress
she does not rank nearly so high as she does as a dancer.
Women spectators, however, will be interested in the clothes
she wears. The leading male player in the serial is Milton
Sills. Others in the cast are Warner Oland. George Majeroni
and Allan Murnane.
The first chapter of the serial is in three reels, succeeding
episodes in two. The initial number is titled "The Last of the
Fighting Channings." In it Patria (Mrs. Castle) is introduced
as the last of a long line of American fighters. At Newport
she meets Captain Parr, of the U. S. Secret Service, who is on
the trail of Baron Huroki and Juan De Lima, representing a
Mexican-Japanese alliance against the United States. The
Channing estate own the largest munitions manufacturing
plant in the country, but refuse to sell to anyone but the
government. The Japanese and the Mexican endeavor to prevent Patria and Captain Parr from reaching New York, when
Patria gets an urgent telephone message. Here several thrills
are furnished. We see a motorboat blown up and an exciting
race between a racing automobile and a train. The automobile, containing Patria and Captain Parr, crashes through
railroad gates and escapes destruction by the train by a matter
of inches. Meanwhile, in New York, the trustee of the Channing estate has been murdered by Japanese spies in tlie secret
vault under the house, which contains $100,000,000 in gold.
The second episode is titled "Treasure." It shows the arrival at the New York house of Patria and Captain Parr.
They find the trustee of the estate dead. A letter informs
them that Patria is heiress to the gold, which is a fund for
National defense. By a secret passage through the fireplace
they reach the vault. Baron Huroki and his followers enter
the house, but not before the butler has closed the fireplace.
The butler Is killed and to cover the crime the plotters set
fire to the house. Patria and Captain Parr are locked in the
vault. They discover a secret passage behind a picture that
leads them out under the sidewalk. They are seen by one of
the plotters. Captain Parr summons other Secret Service
men. An attachment has sprung up between Patria and
Captain Parr.
Here the second chapter ends.
"Winged Millions" is the title of the third release. The
Secret Service men are forced to cut their way back into the
vault by means of an acetylene torch. They find that the
treasure is gone. It has been carried away by the plotter*
through the house next door. Captain Parr investigates and
Is followed
by Patria.
She crosses the roof of her partly
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burned house and is captured in tlie house next door. She
frustrates an attempt to blow the house up by shooting away
the lighted end of a fuse. Parr has followed the van in which
the money has been carried away. Tlie gold is loaded aboard
a Japanese steamer. He surreptitiously climbs aboard just as
the boat sails. The steamer is held up by fog. and Parr manages to get a message to Patria. He is overpowered by the
crew, and. bound, is put in the hold. Patria reaches the ship
in her motorboat, having notified the Secret Service men. She
is set upon by the crew, but dives into the water and reaches
her motorboat just in time to escape. The fog lifts and Patria
sights a U. S. revenue cutter. She hurries to it and the
cutter takes up the chase. A shot is sent across the steamer's
bows and the Japanese open her sea cocks. Parr is rescued
by the crew of the cutter, and Huroki and his followers escape
to Ihe shore.

to Chapters
*'The Diamond
From
the Sky''
First Sequel
of the Four
Promised in
the Sequel
to Popular
Serial Well Staged and Entertaining.
Reviewed by Margaret MacDonalJ.
THE title of the first of the four chapters of tht sequel to
"The Diamond from the Sky" is entitled "Fate and
Death." In its opening scenes it introduces us to Arthur
and Esther Stanley in their Virginia home, having at last become possessors of the illustrious diamond. A litLIf^ son has
come to them in the meantime to add to their happiness, and
they
are
-mond withabout
them. to start on a journey abroad, taking the diaQuabba. the gypsy, plays an important part in this chapter,
which is well made and entertaining. It falls to the faithful
gypsy's lot to be at hand when the train on which the Stanleys
are traveling is wrecked, and the Stanleys are among the
killed. The little son. surviving, is picked up by De Vaux.
robbed of the diamond which hung about his neck and is carried to an institution where the injured have be?n taken. The
gypsy,
keeping when
an eyehe onthrows
De Vaux's
movements,
follows
to the moment
the child
from a LlifC
into him
the
water below. The close of the chapter leaves us in suspense,
wondering whether the child really drowns or is rescued by
the gypsy.
Nov. 27 is the date set for the release of the first chapter.
The sequel promises to be quite as Interesting as the serial
which ran on the Mutual program something like a year ago.
GAUMONT

DECEMBER

RELEASES.

The Gaumont Company has announced its releases for the
first two weeks in December. There will be two installments of
the Mutual photo-novel, "The Vampires." The first will be the
third episode. "The Ghost." released Dec. 7. A week later, Dec.
14, "The Dead Man's Escape," will be issued. Each episode is
complete in three acts. There are nine episodes in "The Vampires," the final one not being released until Jan. 18
The first of the single- reel releases is "Reel Life." No. 31,
Dec. 3. It will contain pictures of a passenger-carrying aeroplane. "Modish Coiffures" dressed by a Fifth avenue hairdresser, the prune industry in California, and how to dance the
Biltmore waltz, one of the season's new dances.
"Tours Around the World." No. 5, released Dec. 5. will take
spectators for a visit to Venice. Senegal, France's West Africa
colony, and Jersey, the largest of Britain's Channel Islands.
The New river, a mountain stream in West Virginia, is pictured in "See America First." No, 65, released Dec. 6. On the
same reel
animated whimsicality, "Our Fathers," by CartoonistisHarryanPalmer.
The
fourth
Gaumont
single-reel of the week is The Mutual
Weekly.
The second week in December opens with "Reel Life." No. 32.
This release of Dec. 10 shows the olive industry in California,
how to preserve the teeth to insure good health, how turpentine is made from waste timber, and how to dance the Two
Two, a novelty dance..
"Tours Around the World," No. 6, released Dec. 12, show the
Nile river. Carcassonne, a feudal town of France, and Lake
Lucerne, Switzerland.
"See America First," No. 66, released Dec. 13, shows Pasadena, Cal.. known as the "city of roses." On the same reel Is
a Gaumont Kartoon Komic. animated, by Harry Palmer.
The fourth single-reel of the week is The Mutual Weekly.

SELIG'S ATHLETICS

MAKING

RECORDS.

That Selig's film record of the 1916 World's Championship
Baseball Games is "delivering the goods" in the territories
served by George Kleine's twenty-three distributing offlces
in the United States and Canada, is made strikingly patent
by the fact that before the feature had been in service three
weeks it was necessary to print a second edition of posters,
the original supply having been completely exhausted in that
time. The demand for the baseball pictures eclipsed even the
estimates of the manufacturer and distributors, and several
of the Kleine offices were forced to call for additional prints in
order to fill applications for dates. Exhibitors who have
played the feature report record business in their houses on
the days when it was shown.
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General Film Company
THE GIRL DBTKCTIVE (Sellg). Nov. IS.— A mediocre one-reel
drama, evidently made some time ago. The story tella on the Bcrocn
of a youth who steals money from a payroll, and to avoid detection, puts tho money In his superior's coat. The paymaster Is accused
of the crime, but through the clever work of a girl detective, Is freed
of the charge. In the cast are Robyu Adair, Eugenie Forde, Leo D.
Maloney and Virginia Klrtley.
FISH (Blograph). Nov. '20. — Bert Williams, the famous comedian, Is
seen In this reissued comedy reel. This blackface artist gets across
numerous laughs In this number. In the picture Bert goes fishing instead of chopping wood. He lands a ten pounder and, despite his efforts
to sellto the
Is unsuccessful. The reel closes with Bert being led
back
the I'lsh.
woodpile.
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short-length feature. It tells the story of a nurse In love with an In' tcrne. A wealthy patient, also in love with the nurse, tells the young
man of how much better off the girl would be with him, and the young
doctor sacrifices himself for the girl. The marriage proves a failure, but
things are adjusted happily several years later. The cast Is composed
of Lillian Drew, E. H. Calvert and Edward Arnold.
THE SHERIFF'S BLUNDER (Selig), Nov. 20.— Tom Mix is again
seen in this three-reel Western indulging in exciting stunts of horsemanship. It Is his riding and the riding of other members of the cast
that make the picture acceptable. The climax is rather surprising
and unusual. .\n outlaw, caught by the sheriff's posse, tells the sheriff
that it is his twin brother who stole the money and that he (the
captured man) is the outlaw's twin brother on his way to see bis dying
sweetheart. The sheriff releases him and learns that he really is the
outlaw.
With Tom Mis in the cast are Victoria Forde and Sid Jordan.

SELIG-TRIBUNE, NO. 93, 1910 (Selig). Nov. 20.— Men of U. S. S.
New York presented with cup for markmanship. New York ; woman
chauffeur operates commercial auto, Philadelphia; new steamship service
between United States and Honolulu established. San Francisco; crippled
children given auto outing, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Vivian Reed, Sellg star,
posee for fashion section ; Harvard defeats Princeton. Cambridge, Mass. ;
cross-country season used In with six-mile run. Long Island City, N. Y. ;
peeps behind scenes of opera house during rehearsal of ballet. Chicago;
U. S. S. Arizona leaves Brooklyn Navy Yard to join Atlantic fleet.
SOME BRAVERY (Essanay). Nov. 22.— A fair comedy reel with Ben
Turpin as a bell-hop. All the guests want ice water, and In delivering
the water the bell-hop manages to get it outside as well as inside of
the guests. The action Is quite fast and the reel finishes with a fire,
during the course of which the bell-hop uses the hose to deliver water.
He is commended by the guests for this.
THE GOOD STENOGRAPHER (Vim). Nov. 23.— The story of this
number of the Vim Features Comedies does not give Harry Myers and
Rosemary Theby opportunities to get across much comedy. It tells of
a Jealous wife becoming her husband's stenographer, and of how he
made her quit the job. The usual novel settings of Mr. Myers help
somewhat.

THE FIGHT FOR PARADISE VALLETV (Kalem), Nov. 22.— No. 16
of Robert Welles Ritchie's "The Girl From 'Frisco*' series. A review
printed on page 134t> of the Issue of December 2 states that "this number is a Western of the type that should please almost any motion
picture audience. Several good scenes of irrigation projects are seen
In the film, and there also take place several gun fights.

THE SELIG-TRIBUNE, NO. 04, 1916 (Selig). Nov. 23.— Racing auto
hits touring car. New Orleans ; University of Pennsylvania students
give football team send-off. Philadelphia: Mrs. W. C. Tyler, who will
sit In electoral college. Los Angeles ; High School girls in hockey game,
Brooklyn, N. Y. ; girls sell pennants In good roads campaign. Oakland.
Cal ; Boy Scouts demonstrating first aid methods; latest fashions; winter
racing season at TIa Juana, Mexico, be.gins ; Ruth Law In military
biplane. Chicago; Santa Clara defeats Stanford at Rugby, San Francisco; freak election bet. New Orleans; scenes of the militiamen at
border. EI Paso.

TWIN SOULS (Knockerbocker Star Feature), Nov. 24 — A rather
absurd three-reel drama in which R. Henry Grey is featured, and In
which he plays three characters. There are several good double-exposure
scenes. The story concerns a girl who believes In reincarnation and
"twin souls." She marries a respectable man, is abducted by her husband's twin soul in the person of Bad Lonie, and later, in Egypt, runs
away with a third man who she believes to be the real soul of her
husband. Her husband fights the Egyptian and they are reconciled. -In
the cast are also seen Lillian West, Mollie McConnell and Charles
Dudley.

MOTHERS CHILD (Vim). Nov. 23.— A quite fast knockabout comedy
reel, with Babe Hardy and Kate Price the leaders. Babe goes to college
and falls for one of the co-eds. This brings him before the upper
classmen, who haze him considerable, but the tables are turned when
mother gets on the job and, disguised, gives the classmen some of their
own medicine.
Also in the cast are Joe Cohan and Florence McLaughlin.
THE HOUSE OF THREE DEUCES (Kalem), Nov. 24.— The thrill in
this number of the "Grant, Police Reporter*' series comes when George
Larkln and Director Robert Ellis engage in a fight on a weak fire
escape. The Bre escape collapses, and Mr. Larkln is left swinging In
the air, suspended on the fire escape ladder — a dare-devil feat. The
story tells of the solution of a mysterious murder. Reviewed in the Issue
of December 2, page 1346.
THE FORGOTTEN TRAIN ORDER (Kalem), Nov. 25.— An episode of
the '"Hazards of Helen" railroad series. Helen Gibson, In this reel. Is
seen racing on a motorcycle with and beating a train and later using
the same means of overtaking the speeding train and causing the engineer to take a siding. This prevents a collision between two trains,
which, through a forgotten order, would otherwise have collided. The
reel Is up to tbe standard of the series. Besides Miss Gibson there are
seen on the screen P. S. Pembroke, G. A. Williams and George Routb.
HEDGE OF HEART'S DESIRE (Sellg), Nov. 25— This reel was evidently made some time ago, and shows it. The acting is unconvincing
and broad. The story concerns an unscrupulous youth who pays court to
an heiress. Next to the heiress lives a girl in a squalid house who has a
true sweetheart. The adventurer kills a man and later, In a struggle.
Injures Peggy. The heiress follows him and shoots him. In the cast
are Virginia Kirtley, Robyn Adair, Eugenie Forde, E. J, Brady and
Lillian Hamilton.

General Film Company Specials
HIS MORAL CODE (Essanay), Nov. 18.— There Is sufficient materials
in this three-reel drama to hold interest.
Tbe film Is an acceptable

OIL .AND WATER (Biograph), Nov. 21.— Blanche Sweet, Henry Walthall, Lionel Barrymore and Walter Miller are seen In this two-reel
reissue. The picture tells of an idealist who marries an actress whom
he believes symbolizes his idea of life. But "oil and water'* do not
mix. and the actress goes back to her old life. She is led to her husband by her child. The husband is willing to take his wife back, but "oil
and water" return to their own element.
UNTO THE LEAST OF THESE (Essanay), Nov. 21.— A two-reel
drama with enough heart interest to make It a good short-laugh subject. The work of Mary V. McAlister, a little girl, is especially pleasing.
With her in the cast are Frankie Raymond and John Cossar. The story
tells of a poor family made rich when, through the little girl's kindness
to an old miser, they inherit his wealth. Subsequently the child is neglected because of social activities of the parents.

Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
THE EAGLE'S WINGS, December. — This five-reel screen drama In
a plea for preparedness. The subjert is handled with force and the
picture is entertaining. Villa raid Is one of the dramatic Incidents.
A longer review Is printed on another page of this issue.
THE SIGN OF THE POPPY, Dec. 4.— A live-part melodrama, the
story of which was written by J. Grubb Alexander. It concerns the
vengeance of a chinaman on an American. He steals one of the twin
sons of the American, rears him an opium fiend, and afterwards loses
his life at the hand of the younger man. Hobart Henley plays a
double role very cleverly In this picture, while Gertrude Selby plays
charmingly the feminine lead. A full review of the story appears
elsewhere.

Fox Film Corporation
THE MISCHIEF MAKER (Fox), Nov. 27.— This five-reel photoplay
was written to suit the personality of June Caprice and succeeds in Its
mission. It is filled with scenes from boarding school life, and the plot
is made up chiefly of Incidents of a comedy nature. An extended review is printed on another page of this Issue.

Greater Vitagraph V-L-S-E, Inc.
THE SCARLET RUNNER, NO. 10 (Vitagraph), Dec. 4.— An unusually
interesting number of this serial, entitled "The Lost Girl," In which
Christopher Race takes a flight in his friend Paul Western's balloon for
the purpose of rescuing Western's sweetheart. They witness from
the balloon a weird scene In the home of the young woman's uncle with
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whom she is imprisoned, and arrive at court via the Scarlet Runner in
time to prove themselves the best of witnesses and to prove the girl's
innocence of the charge of murder laid against her.

International Film Service, Inc.
HEARST-IXTERXATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 1916, Nov.
24. — Making Christmas toys. Winchendon. Mass. ; Congressman Blakley,
of Pennsylvania, flies (n aeroplane to Washington from Philadelphia ;
thousands of Thanksgiving turkeys being raised at Calesico. Gal. ; largest
chair, replica of Executive chair, to be shipped to Philadelphia ; herd of
deer in wooded spot near Fort Sam Houston, Texas : girls sell pennants
for better roads, Oakland, Cal. ; fashion section ; Rutt Law sleeps on
hotel roof, Chicago; ex-slaves and former owners meet in convention at
Washington ; Dario Resta wins Vanderbllt cup at Santa Monica, Cal.

Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay
THE BREAKER (Essanay). Dec. 4.— A visualized story of exceptional
Interest, well directed and photographed. Bryant Washburn, Nell Cratg
and Ernest Maupain do meritorious work in the leading parts. The appeal of this Essanay feature should be wide. An extended review appears in this issue.

Metro Pictures Corporation
BIG TREMAIXE {Yorke), Nov. 20.— This five-reel picture, made by
the Yorke Players, tells a story that is worth looking at, but is produced in a rather tactless way. The acting is not much above fair. For
a longer review see elsewhere in this issue.
THE FLIRT, November. — A one-reel farce, made by Billy Quirk, that
is full of farcical action and the funny faces one expects and looks for
In this kind of Keystone-like picture. It is an acceptable lightener for
a program.

Mutual Film Corporation
MUTUAL WEEKLY. XO. 99 (Mutual), Nov. 22.— Interesting items of
this issue are a new tractor attachment that will turn a Ford car into
a useful farm implement ; Sir Ernest Shackleton arriving in San
Francisco en route to the Antarctic to save his companions marooned
on Ross Island ; President Wilson's re-election being celebrated at
Anchorage. Alaska ; the destruction by fire of the home of F. W. Woolworth at Glen Cove, N, Y. ; and the elevation and placing of the heroic
statueYork
of "Electricity"
atop the new Telephone and Telegraph building.
New
City.
AN ARTFUL DODGER (Novelty), Nov. 25.— One of the kind of farce
comedies that it would be well to suppress. In so far as the male representation in the picture is concerned it is a drunken brawl from beginning to end. introducing also an indecent feminine element. In some
instances where indecent suggestion would liave failed to carry, in the
action of the picture, the sub-titles have been made to convey It. The
story of the film concerns the struggle of a man to avoid being served
with papers in divorce suit which is being brought against him by his
wife because he has stayed out all night carousing at a stag party,
where, according to the subtitle, "'every stag must have his doe."
REEL LIFE, XO. 30 (Gaumont). Nov. 26.— This issue of Reel Life contains articles on "Gathering Cocoa." showing the harvesting of the
cocoa, the opening of the buds and extracting of the bean, the transportation of the beans by pack saddle on oxen, the fermenting, drying and
hauling to the nearest depot for shipment ; "Monkey Tricks," a short
study showing a monkey playing a piano, a violin, and doing various
other amusing tricks ; fashions designed by Chas. Presley and posed by
Loris Melford, and a detailed illustration of how scallops are caught
and prepared for the market.
MUTUAL TOURS AROl'XD THE WORLD, NO. 4 (Gaumont). Nov.
2S. — This number is devoted entirely to a beautifully pictured trip
through the Swiss Alps, extending from Gramosina Falls to the village
of Amsteg. Special drawings guide the observer through tlie maze of
gorges, tunnels and picturesque scenes. The subject makes a strong
travel number.
SEE AMERICA FIRST, NO. 64 (Gaumont), Nov. 29.— In this number
an interesting illustration of mountain climbing in Oregon with the
summit of Mount Hood as the objective point appears. The ascent and
descent of the mountain amid fields of eternal snow and ice are thrillingly depicted. The reel closes with an entertaining silhouette entitled
"Haystack Horace."

Mutual Film Corporation Specials
THE STARBUCKS t American). Nov. 23.— This is a reissue of a twopart adaptation of the Opie Read's play of the same name, which was
made in 1912 and released under the title of "The Tennessee Judge."
Opie Read is featured in this production, and, it may be added, his work
holds its own beside the picture work of today. His support, however,
is somewhat amateurish in action. The play itself is interesting in
theme, and would stand repetition on a larger scale.
LONE STAR (Mutual Star Production), Nov. 23. — An excellent fivepart drama, featuring William Russell as a young Indian whose ambitions led him to enter as a student at a medical college to learn thearts of the white medicine man. He is remarkably successful, and
finally, after revealing many of the shortcomings of the white man, he Is
rewarded by being acclaimed worthy of the daughter of a wealthy white
man. The plot is interesting, and the picture is well made. Charlotte Burton plays the feminine lead.
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SEQUEL TO "THE DIAMOND FROM THE SKY" (American), Nov.
27. — "Fate and Death" is the title of this first of the four chapters of
which the sequel consists. In it we meet again the same faces and
same characters as in the serial of something like a year ago. The
Stanleys and their little boy are passengers on a train that is wrecked,
and the child is the only survivor of the family. The gypsy sees De
Vaux pick the child up, steal the diamond that hangs about his neck,
carry him to an institution, where the injured are being cared for,
and later throw the child from a cliff into the water. We are then left
in suspense pending the appearance of the next chapter. An excellent
beginning.

Paramount Pictures Corporation
NANETTE OF THE WILDS (Famous Players), Nov. 27.— One of the
dullest plays in which Pauline Frederick has ever appeared, merely a
dragging and attenuated story affording her scant opportunity.
THE MARTYRDOM OF PHILIP STRONG (Paramount). Nov. 30.—
A story of impressive theme, gathering together some of the best players of a former organization. Admirably interpreted by them as a rule
and capable of holding an audience in spite of the too obvious lesson
conveyed.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
LUKE'S MODEL MOVIE (Rolin), Dec. 3.— A very funny burlesque on
the way in which moving picture theaters are conducted, this one-reel
comedy will secure any amount of laughs.

Pathe Exchange, Inc., Specials
PEARL OF THE ARMY (Astraj, Dec. 3. — The first three installments
of the new Pathe serial, in which Pearl White Is starred, give the picture an excellent start. As the title implies, the serial deals with army
life, the secret agents of a foreign government being implicated in an
attempt to steal the plans of the fortifications at the Panama Canal.
There is something doing nearly all the time. An extended review Is
printed on another page of this issue.
DIVORCE AXD THE DAUGHTER (Gold Rooster). Dec. 3.— There is
good moral foundation to this five-reel photoplay in which Florence La
Badle has the leading part. The atmosphere and Incidents are excellent and the picture has been well produced. It is reviewed at length
on another page of this issue.

Triangle Film Corporation
THE WHARF RAT (Fine Arts), Dec. 9.— A rather weak attempt at
Cinderella class of story, with Mae Marsh ineffectual in the guise of
atheboy.
BAWBS 0" BLUE RIDGE (Ince). Dec. 9. — A Cinderella story of modern times, with Bessie Barrlseale In the leading role.

Unity Sales Corporation
THE

YELLOW MEXACE. NO. 14, Dec. 4.— Episode fourteen is entitled "The Interrupted Nuptials" and treats of how, after the kidnapping of Najla, which takes place in the thirteenth episode, she is
terrorized in the home of Ali Singh into consenting to marriage with
Hong Kong Harry. When AH Singh is at the point of performing the
last rites of the marriage ceremony the house is attacked and the carrying out of All Singh's plan is frustrated.

Universal Film Mfg. Company
ANIMATED WEEKLY, XO. 47 (Universal), Xov. 23.— Entertainments for the benefit of wounded soldiers by the ETngHsh royalty leads
this number. Numerous other war sidelights are pictured and numerous American scenes are also included.
EAT AND GROW HUNGRY (L,-KO), Nov. 29). — A comic number, picturing the exploits of a janitor and one other man, both of eccentric
types. They both lose their trousers in the course of the action, which
is rough in character throughout, though quite laughable at times.
This is a little too broad for particular houses.
SCRAPPILY MARRIED (Joker). Dec. 2. — A character comedy, by
Harry Wulze, featuring Chas. Conklin, Lillian Peacock, Wm. Franey
and Gale Henry. The married man becomes jealous of the young man
who calls to see the maid, not understanding the object of his attentions.
He seeks revenge on the operating table and a wild chase follows. This
has no particular novelty In plot, but some of the small business la
laughable.
It makes an average offering of the type.
PASS THE PRUNES (Nestor), Dec. 4.— A comedy number, by Bess
Meredyth. featuring Lee Moran, Eddie Lyons and Priscilla Dean. The
scenes take place on a health farm and are uproariously funny. A
pleasing liglit subject, with laughs strung all the way through it.
HIS GOLDEN HOUR (Victor), Dec. 5.— Ed Sedgwick accounts for a
few laughs In this burlesque, otherwise it might be difficult to find an
excuse for the picture's presentation. The situations are too hackneyed
even for a comedy of this description, and most of the attempts at
humor are foolish without being funny.
OH, Y'OU HONEYMOON (Nestor), Dec. 8. — A
Capt. L. T. Peacocke. picturing the experience
couple. They meet with all sorts of tricks played
finally arrive at a small hotel, where the groom is
dinner and the bride has further troubles. Slightly
pleasing.

one-reel comedy, by
of a young married
by their friends, and
entertained at a wine
risque, but generally
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THE TRAMl' i'llKK (.Jokcri. l»«-i-. :•.— Win. Knin- y aiul Oluis. Coiikllii
appear Id (blK iiuuibtr att two hobot'ii. They wake up hi a baystack
■Oil so out tn soan-b tor food. Oiio laQils la Jail aiul tbu otber Is forced
to cbop wood by a bacbi'lor maid, at tho point of a gun. Tbis lacks
any dellnlto plot, but satbors itomu smiles In tho cci-ontrk comedy work.

Itluy bus many excellent features. Tho story is novel and strong in motive, mental telepathy playing an important part In the plot. C- Aubrey
Smith has tho leading role. Tho picture Is reviewed at length on another
page of this issue.

Powell to Produce for Mutual

Universal Film Mfg. Co. Specials
OriLTV iUiiii), No\. 17. — A iwo-ii-^'l bluin ^Ull■>, l.y Hvn Cohn
and Wra. ParktT. Harry Cart-y. EMIlb Jobnson, Lw HIM. Marc Fcntou
and Hvcior 8ariio nro featuroti, Tho plot sbows the murder of a tcnomenl owner, who has eaunctl tho ejection of an Italian and bis famlljr.
The hero is a young novelist, who falls In love with the murdered man's
daushtor. Thin Is familiar In thenio and possesses no great novelty.
Some of the nietodranm la good, though not exceptional. A number of
about Avernfte strenitth.
Jl'ST HI-TK LL'CK (Victor), Dec. 3.— A two-reel comedy-drama, by
Arthur Maude and Constance Crowley, featuring Irene Hunt, Lee Hill
and Mtna Cunard. This pictures the adventures of a girl who leaves
homo because ber father Interferes in her love affair. She has a numoer of experiences, both difficult and amusing, but comes out happily in
the end. There are some original and enjoyable situations in tbis. It
makes an acceptable offering of the type.
KINKAID. GAMBLER (Red Feather), Dec. 4. — A picturesque and
satisfying story, with its beginnings in New York and leading to the
Mexican border line. Ruth Stonehouse plays the part of a girl detective, who worms her way into the hearts of criminals and brings
them to Justice. She succeeds in landing Kinkald, but his story so
affects her tliat she releases him again and follows him back to Mexico.
The manner of this is very entertaining, though little drama takes place,
except Id the first and last reels. R. A. Cavin is strong in the leading
male part, but the strong feature is the work of the "flapper" detective.
Raymond Wells wrote and directed the production.
THE TRAIL OF BLOOD (Special Universal), Dec. 4.— No. 17 of the
"Liberty" series. This number is devoted to the further struggles of
Liberty and Pedro in their efforts to escape from the old Spanish prison.
They manago to get out of the poison pool and Pedro finds a loose stone
which promises a way out. They follow this lead and think they have
made good in their escape, when they drop back to the cell again.
They do manage to get away later, after being tortured in a room with
movable wails.
A stirring, characteristic number.
ASHES (Gold Seal), Dec. 5.— A three-reel number, by Robert F. Hill,
featuring Claire Mesereau, Stanley Walpole, Helen Slosson and Joseph
Granby. The story concerns a pretty ser\-ant girl, whose father dies in
the Klondike, leaving her fortune in charge of his young partner. The
latter comes to New York and finds the girl. He prevents three persons,
a man and two women, from obtaining the fortune under false pretenses.
This is not developed with any special strength, but has good, entertaining story value.
A HIGH DIVER'S CURSE (L-KO), Dec. 6.— A two-reel comic number, featuring Dan Russell and Fatty Voss. Dan is scene shifter at a
theater and Fatty the strong man. Some burlesque vaudeville and a
three-part drama bring out many laughs. This is clean and lively and
winds up with a hilarious chase.
SEEDS OF REDEMPTION' (Big U), Dec. 7.— A two-reel subject, by
Robert F. Hill, featuring Claire Mesereau, Stanley Walpole, Johnnie
Walker and Marguerite Strasselle. The relationship of characters Is
vague at the beginning, but when this clears up the story is very entertaining. Achild mistakes a string of pearls for garden seeds and Is
disappointed because they do not grow. In the meantime the maid Is
suspected of theft. The settings are attractive and the cast pleasing.
The number is a good one in spite of some faults In construction.
THE SHADOW (Victor). Dec. 7.— A two-reel number, featuring Alan
J. Holubar, Harry Carter. Neva Gerber and Helen Wright. In the opening scenes a detective is seen shadowing a crook at a reception. Jewels
disappear rapidly, but there is not much conviction In this part of the
story. The observer is not entirely surprised when It turns out that
the thief Is only a club man carrying out a wager. The subject Is one
of fair strength.
THE CALL OP THE UNBORN (Imp), Dec. 8.~A two-reel number, by
Millard K. Wilson, featuring the author, Edith Roberts, Lillian Concord
and Malcolm Blcvlns. This is a story of simple elements, picturing the
way in which two Italian musicians get their matrimonial affairs entangled. Tho coming of a child to one of the wives restores the happiness of all conierned. This has no special dramatic strength and is
made entertaining largely by the work of the four principals. An average number.
THE GOOD WOMAN (Bison). Dec. 9.— A two-reel subject by Wm. V.
Mong, who plays the leading role, a silk hat gambler of the early Westem days. Nellie Allen appears as the "only good woman" In the camp.
The atmosphere is good and the action Interesting, though brutal In
several scenes. The episode pictured Is powerful in Its way, but will
offend sensitive observers in certain scenes.

World Pictures
ALL MAN (Peerless). Dec. 4.— Robert Warwick and MolUc King are
tho stars In this flve-reel western drama, written by WlUard Mack.
The story is full of action and contains considerable comedy. A railroad wreck Is one of tho sensational features. A longer review la
printed on another page of this Issue.
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of the successful suge play by Augustus Thomas, tbis photo-
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Will Have Studio at College Point— John R. Freuler to Be
President of New Company.

POWELL, has pl:icea under contract for a series of pictures Marjorie Rambiau. star of ■■Cheating Cheaters." current at the Eltinge theater. New York, and Nance O'Nell,
one of the most gifted stage and screen stars in this country.
These stars will each be presented in a series of feature pictures produced under
Mr. Powell's direction
by the Frank Powell
Producing Corporation,
of which John R. Freuler, president of the
Mutual Film Corporation, is president, and
Frank Powell. vicepresident and director
The pictures made by
general.
Mr. Powell will be distributed through the
Mutual Film Corporation, but the Frank
Powell Producing Corwill be a distinctporation
organization
and
maintain the offices In
the Times Building, now
occupied by Frank
Powell Productlone, Inc..
which concern the
Frank Powell Producing Corporation has
taken over.
Miss O'Nell will first
be presented in a plcturization of "Mrs. Balfame." the widely read
Marjorie Rambeau.
novel by Gertrude Atherton, and the first of
Mrs. Atherton's novels which this
to be picturlzed. Following "Mrs.
allowed
famous
Balfame."author
Miss has
O'Neil
will be presented by Mr. Powell in a
series of screen adaptations
of novels by famous
authors.
Miss Rambeau, who makes her screen debut under Mr.
Powell's direction, will first be seen In a plcturization of "The
Greater Woman," a play by Algernon Boyesen. whose plays
have been
very languages.
successful in Europe, where they have been
acted
in several
FRANK

The studio of the Frank Powell Producing Corporation will
be at College Point. Long Island. Mr. Powell has leased tor a
of purchase, Donnelly's Grove
with the option
of years, comprising
term pavilions,
and
In all fourteen acres of ground on
the water front at College Point. This property, which has
long been used as a summer resort, lends itself readily for
adaptation as a motion picture studio. The building to be used
as the studio proper has a working floor space of 16.000 square
feet and will be one of the largest buildings devoted exclusively
to the making of motion pictures in the vicinity of New York.
In addition there are on the property several smaller buildings
which win be utilized as carpenter shops, printing and developing plants and the like. In the fourteen acres surrounding the
main building are a bathing beach, a football field, baseball
diamond and other accessories to a summer outing place which
will be utilized at various times. A large force of men are now
at work installing lights and other equipment necessary to
furnish complete In every detail a modern studio of the best
type.
Associated with Mr. Powell will be the same staff that surrounded him with Frank Powell Productions. Inc.

"JIMMIE

DALE"

BOOKING

HEAVILY.

It is announced by Ike Schlank, president of the Unicorn Film
Service Corporation, that tlie Monmouth Film Corporation
series, "Jimmie Dale," alias "The Grey Seal," Is being booked
heavily throughout the country through Unicorn channels. The
recent tour of the United States made by Vice-President and
General Manager Jules Burnstein of the Monmouth concern
series, which
"Jimmie
produced ofsplendid
consists
sixteen results.
episodes The
of two
reels Dale"
each, is a radically
different serial from the ordinary variety, inasmuch as It deals
with the adventures of a young millionaire bachelor who Is
urged to all sorts of bizarre crimes against society by a mysterious guiding voice known as "Le Tocsin." E. K. Lincoln,
Edna Hunter, Paul Panzer and Doris Mitchell enact the prinroles in "Jimmie
Dale."
It iscipal
reported
by Mr. Burnstein
that 1.200 leading newspapers
of the country will carry the novelized version of "Jimmie
Dale." which was written by Frank L. Packard, author of "The
Miracle Man,"
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Manufacturers' Advance Notes
Bennett in Strong Subject

Popular

WORLD

Mutual

Star

Heads
List of
December 4.

Players

for

Week

of

FOR the week beginning December 4. the Mutual Corporation
offers as its five-reel Mutual Star Production "The Valley
of Decision." a human interest drama featuring the noted
star. Richard Bennett. This is without a doubt the most
Intense dramatic production that Bennett has ever appeared in.
The story of "The Valley of Decison" deals with the undisputed fact that the highest good in life is parenthood. This
is a high moral city play with an allegorical prelude in which
young manhood, love and the child are shown to excel even
wealth, ambition,
fame or power.
This production is beautiful in botli story and photography
and Mr. Bennett is supported by an able cast including Adrienne
Morrison (Mrs. Richard Bennett), Blanche Hanson and George
Periolat.
On Monday, December 4, a two-reel drama, "The Turn ':{
the Wheel." featuring Dorothy Davenport, is scheduled for
release. This is a strong story telling of the love of Arnold
Grey, a secret service agent, for Alice, the daughter of Major
Harper. The major and his daughter reaching the end of their
resources are treated rather cooly by their friends. Grey
proposes to the girl, but she, thinking the proposal is more
out of charity than love, refuses him. Later she and her father
take a room in a tenement. After many odd situations she (a
brought to realize that Grey really loves her and he takes h-ir
and her father home again.
"Mutual Tours Around the World" is scheduled for December
5. This reel takes you through the St. Gotbard tunnel of the
Swiss Alps.
"His Uncle's Ward." a two-reel comedy featuring Sydne>
Masou in conjunction with a one-reel drama, title unannounced.
are scheduled for Thursday. December 7.
"Uncle Sam's Defenders." a one-reel subject dealing with the
making of a citizen into a soldier, will be released on Friday.
December 8. This reel shows the Rookies encampment at
Plattsburg. New York, the business men on the day they
received their uniforms and left for the camp. It also shows
the mobilizing of militia at Van Cortland t Park. New York,
the motor squad and engineering corps building a platoon
bridge and the New York troops taking the oath of allegiance.
The last part of the reel shows the making of an army recruit:
His applying for entrance to the army, his examination, his
being sworn in. and after fifteen days the marked improvement
in his military tactics.
On Saturday. December 9. "Admirers Three." a one-reel
comedy, featuring Ruth Shepley. is scheduled for release.
Paddy McQuire and Ben Turpin in "Shot in the Fracas," a
two-reel Vogue comedy, full of laughs and the ever comic
actions of these well -known comedians will be released on
Sunday, December 20.

Three one-reel scenics and magazine reels from the Gaumont
Company's studios, will be released by the Mutual Film Corporation the same week. Mutual Weekly. Number 101. containing the latest and most important news in the world, and
■■See America First," the split-reel scenic, picturing leading
and interesting American spots, and Harry Palmer's "Kartoon
Komics" will be released on Wednesday. December 6. "Reel
Life," showing pictures of the olive industry, will appear on
Sunday. December 10.
"THE VIXEN" (Fox).
If ever there was a hardened, heartless love pirate, a woman
to whom truth was always repugnant; to whom lying was a
constant delight. Elsie Drummond, whose role Theda Bara
enacts with her usual skill and fervor, was she. The zest
which the famous William Fox star plays the part, proves
unqestionably that for screen purposes, she is certainly the
world's wickedest woman.
This photoplay, portraying the wiles of a fascinating woman,
is released on December 4 by Mr. Fox. under the particularly
appropriate
title, "The Vixen."
Director
J. Gordon Edwards
filmed the production.
Chief among
the supporting
cast are
Herbert Heyes, who played Bertie Cecil, the leading male
1 ole in "Under Two Flags," William Fox's remarkable picturizatlon of Ouida's novel; A. H. Van Buren. one of America's best
known actors in slock, and Mary Martin, who has scored
sucesses in each of her many pictureplays.
George Clarke, the Admiral Drummond of this newest Fox
feature, has had the distinction of acting before two Kings
of England and two Presidents of United States. At the
Garrick Theater in London, he appeared before King Edward
and Queen Alexandra and King George and Queen Mary;
in America, before Presidents Taft and Wilson. It is worthy of
note that the scenes in the Drummond home were snapped
in a six-room set erected in William Fox's Fort Lee studios.
"The Vixen" is the first photodrama in which Mary Martin
has had an unmarried part, although she has been In many
films.

NEW

SELIG FEATURES

STARTED.

Director Colin Campbell has begun the production of an
eight-reel feature drama at the Los Angeles studios of the
Selig Company. Gilson Willets is the author of the play and
the theme centers about the inner workings of a perfectly
organized syndicate of criminals, whose members live in
luxury and move in the highest social circles while preying
upon their wealthy victims. While the story is sensational
there is a strong vein of love interest running through it.
Every role, no matter how small, is in the hands of an actor
of known and unquestioned ability, and the cast includes
such stars as Fritzi Brunette. Edward Coxen. Vivian Rich,
Bessie Eyton. Tom Santschi. Eugenie Besserer, Jack Richardson, Harry Lonsdale, Frank Clark. Al. Filson and others.

Field Battery of Camera Operators maintained by the Roth acker Film Company, Reading from Left to Right:
Birch, B. S Grennelle, Wesley Smith, Frank Kirchner,
T. H. Miller, W. B. Klingensmith, E. G. Linden.
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The Week at Fox Studios
New

ARGOSY

Photoplays Started and Others Completed at Eastern
and Western Plants.

TW'Ci ii'-w i>hnti»pl;iys wore completed last week in William
Fox's Kasit-rii studios, by June Caprice and VirKinia Pearson. On the West Coast, Gladys BrockweU has flnished
her work for director Frank l^loyd and has commenced on
another production with Richard Stanton. Mr. Stanton filmed
"The
Beast,Alan
" andHale.
directed the picture featuring Grelchen Hartman and
Under the direction of James Vincent. Virginia Pearson has
already started on her seventh William Fox photodrama.
Valeska Suratt's sixth feature was put In work by Kenean
Buel. who made all the Pearson subjects for Mr. Fox except
"A Tortured Heart."
June Caprice is also before the camera, after a brief respite.
Playing opposite her is Frank Morgan, formerly with the
Vltagraph Company, whom William Fox has just engaged.
Others in the cast will be Grace Stevens. Stanhope Wheatcroft.
Margaret Prenderga.^t and Tom Brooke. Miss Florence Auer.
author of many motion picture scenarios, wrote the 'script.
A small part In the Caprice subject goes to Flick, a beautiful
yellow angora cat which a New (Orleans fan sent to the
William Fox star, with the request that it be used in a
photoplay,
if possible.
Flick will have to give an exceptionally fine performance
tx> outdo that of Don. George Walsh's dog. who sets a new
mark for canine intelligence in the movies, in "The Island
of Desire." This is Mr. Walsh's newest starring vehicle, a
story of romance resulting from exciting adventures in a
South Sea pearl hunt. The picture moves as rapidly as any
production released this year, and the cast. plot, photography,
acting and direction are all superb. Besides Mr. Walsh, the
photoplay has Anna Luther. Margaret Gibson, Herschel Mayall.
William Burress. Willard Louis. Hector Sarno and Samuel
Searles. Otis Turner screened it. Miss Gibson, who has had
leads for many companies, makes her first appearance in Fox
films.
release 18.
date of "The Island of Desire" has been set
forTheDecember
Theda Bara in "The Vixen," on December 4. is William Fox's
first December photoplay. "The Vixen" marks Miss Bara's
return to the vampire role for which she is famed. As Elsie
Drummond, she had the part of a woman wholly without
conscience. The supporting cast includes A. H. Van Buren.
Herbert Heyes, Mary Martin, George Clarke and Carl Gerard.
Miss Martin has the role of an unmarried woman for the first
time in her long movie career.
Following "The Vixen." William Fox announces Gladys
Coburn in "The Battle of Life." for the week of December 11.
"The Battle of Life" 'is a forceful pliotodrama of present day
conditions. Art Acord will be seen opposite Miss Coburn.
Others in the cast are William Sheer. Frank Evans. Richard
Neill, Alex Shannon and Violet de Riccari, all of whom have
done excellent work in William Fox productions.

BRIEF

STORIES

OF

TRIANGLE
RELEASES.

DECEMBER

17TH

Frank Keenan with Marger.\ Wilson and Douglas Fairbanks
are the stars of the Triangle feature releases for the week
of December 17th. Frank Keenan and Miss Wilson appear in
a Kay Bee production of modern city life entitled "The Sin
Ye Do." written by John Lynch and directed by Walter
Edwards. Douglas Fairbanks is starred in a Fine Arts play
called "The Matrimaniac." written by Octavius Roy Cohen
and Anita Loos and directed by Paul Pow*eil. Constance
Talmadge will appear in his support.
"The Sin Te Do" concerns itself with the entangled lives
of Barret Steele, a brilliant la^nyer with a well-earned
reputation for doubtful morals. Dace Whit lock, his boom
companion, who also lives for the mere gratification of his
selfish desires: Alice Ward, a beautiful ^nd inexperienced
stenographer in Whitlock's employ, and the mother of Alice,
who is really Barret Steel's deserted wife.
As "The Matrimaniac" Douglas Fairljanks will be seen in
a comedy that gives him many unusual opportunities to
exploit his aptitude for rapidfire action and laughter- provoking
situations.
The story opens with an elopement.

PATHE'S
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WORLD
FILMS

SHOW

UP GOOD.

Stuff'.'" a
Git That
l>ye .\rgosy
of "Where
showings
test film
From two
five-reel
feature
burlesque
from the
Films, Inc.,
are seen indications that the picture Is going to be one of the
best laugh producers of the season. The showings met with
spontaneous outbursts of laughter at a presentation in a neighborhood house, and when presented In a theater In the shadow
of Broadway. The celluloid nightmare was written by W. C.
Witwer, whose stories in the Saturday Evening Post and other
magazines have amused thousands, and H. H. Van Loan, who
is recognized as one of the greatest humorists in the film world.
The picture was first shown at the Stanley theater, on
Seventh avenue, near Forty-second street. It was received with
enthusiasm, and hearty laughter was heard throughout the
running of the film. Then it was projected at the North Star
theater. Fifth avenue and 106th street, where is was acclaimed
by the management as "the funniest picture ever seen."
"Where D'ye Get That Stuff" was produced entirely with the
object of creating laughs, and it is a distinct departure from
the hackneyed slapstick, pie-throwing, funny- walk type of
comedy. This is the first of the Argosy comedies, and indicates
that there are to follow a new departure — a welcome departure— in comedies of feature length.

"JERRY S BIG DOINGS"

(Cub).

Swift moving artinn is the characteristic feature of the third
of the new series of Cub Comedies, featuring George Ovey,
which David Horsley is releasing through the Mutual. The
subject is called "Jerry's Big Doings." and the laughable action begins with the first scene and continues throughout without cessation until the final fade-out.
The principal figure in the story is Jerry, played by Georgo
Ovey. who. penniless and hungry, is in the throes of despair.
His spirits rise with his luck, though, for he finds a pocketbook filled with money, but his prosperity is sliort- lived, as
two policemen who have been watching him relieve him of the
discovery. The action is good enough for laughs through the
entire time the picture is run, but. being founded on a lot of
original business, the fun will be all the more compelling.
The scenes atop the telegraph pole are particularly laughable.
The whole Cub Comedy company, including George George,
John McCarty. Tom Riley. Arthur Mund, Ray Lincoln, Arthur
Jackson. Claire Alexander and Helen Gilmore, assists George
Ovey. Milton Fahrney did the directing. The release date is
set for Friday, December 8.

"A FAILURE

AT FIFTY"— ESSANAY.

The world is filled with failures and their plight is naught
but tragic. Driven down by misfortune, with all youthful
ambitions wrecked on the rocks of life's battle, there are
thousands of these deserving fathers of families in every city
and town of our country. In this play, however, the downand-out comes back — after reaching the half -century mark —
makes a comfortable fortune and has the final laugh on those
who drove him down. Throughout the picture the simple
tastes of the old man, who even in the days of his greatest
wealth is so unconscious of his success that he contents himself w^ith his favorite smoking
tobacco, makes
for humor.

CHALLENGE."

In "The Ch^Uonm-" Pa the releises another A. H. Woods
stage success *'.hlch has bcjn adapted into a highly dramatic
Gold Rooster Play. The original production with Bates Post
as the star ran for an entire season and played all the large
cities of the country, Edward Charles Carpenter, the author
of "The Cinderella Alan," wrote it.
Donald Mai kenzie. of Astra, who directed the picture selected
an excellent cast which includes Charles Go tt hold. Montague
Love and Helen Chadwick. Messrs. Gotthold and Love are
well-known on the speaking stage. Miss Chadwick is a
"find" of Mr. Gasnier's, a.id makes her professional debut in
this picture. She is very yo>ing but her work is most promising. She Is very attractive in appearance, and as the
unsophisticated and artless littl*^ "Western girl, nro.=ents a
most appealing figure. "The Challenge" is full of out-of-doors
atmosphere, primitive passions and sensational incidents. The
scenario was written by Bertram Millhauser. The release
date is December 10.

Scene from "A Failure at Fifty" (Essanay).
Thomas Commerford, the Essanay veteran, has, in this play,
what he may consider his greatest part. The love interest
is handled by Alice McChesney and Royal Douglas. Many of
the scenes are laid in a factory where the character lead is
superintendent. Such elements true to life as the holding of
slop watches on the men are pictured. This play should have
an appeal anywhere, but an especial one to patrons in any
manufacturing city. Screen Time on this play is approximately 48 minutes.
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Universal Excellence
That's the Keynote of ofthe
Program 4. Subjects for the Week
December
EXCELLENCE marks the program of the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company for the week of December 4.
Excellence in story; excellence in cast and excellence in
productions. From the feature down to the one-act comedy
every release fits in its proper niche, and rounds out one of the
best balanced programs ever offered by the Universal.
Topping the list of releases is the Red Feather five-act
feature production, "The Law and the Lady," in which dashing Ruth Stonehouse is the star. The story is by Raymond
Wells and the scenario from the virile pen of Fred My ton.
This feature was produced under the direction of Raymond
Wells and will be presented to the public on December 4.
"The Law and the Lady" is a photodrama of unusual power,
which moves from the beginning with force and rapidity to
one of the most thrilling climaxes ever seen in a film drama.
The work of the star alone would make this a great picture.
Cast in the role which affords here many opportunities for
tense emotional expression, she rises to great heights and
gives a really splendid performance. In the supporting cast
are such well-known screen artists as Raymond Whittaker,
R. A. Cavin, Noble Johnson, Cleo Loring. Harry Griffith and
others.
An important release on the program is the seventeenth
episode of the serial "Liberty," which brings this thrilling
and interesting patriotic photoplay nearer its end. The situations in this week's episode are ingenius and exciting. Marie
Walcamp in the stellar role continues her remarkable acting
and the other members of the cast which include Eddie Polo,
Jack Holt, Neal Hart, L. M. Wells and G. Raymond Nye give
rare exhibitions
of screen acting.
On December 4 there will be released beside the Red Feather
feature a screamingly funny Nestor comedy entitled "Pass
the Prunes," with Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran and Priscilla Dean
as the chief funmakers. This comedy which was written by
Bess Meredyth and L. W. Chaudet, marks a new type of
one-act
comedies.
"Ashes," a three-act human interest drama, written and
produced by Robert F. Hill, is the release for Tuesday, December 5. Claire Mersereau has the leading role in this pleasing
drama of everyday life. She is supported by Joseph Granby,
Fred Hearn, Stanley Walpole, Nellie Slattery, Helen Slosaon
and pther noted players.
On the same date the Victor comedy. "His Golden Hour,"
written by Henry Wulze and produced by Roy Clements, will
appear. In the cast are Ed Sedgwick, Belle Bennett, Walter
Belasco and Harry
Mann.
The Universal Animated Weekly with its live, wide-awake,
right-up-to-the-minute picturization of important events, will
be released on Wednesday, December 7. On the same day
will appear the Special Laemmle drama. "The Children Shall
Pay," with Lois Weber and Phillips Smalley. This Is a vital
story of domestic life witli a moral that all should follow. Another release on this day is the two-act L-Ko comedy, "The
High
role. Diver's Curse," with Dan Russell in the leading comedy
Thursday, December 7, the Victor two-act mystery drama,
"The Shadow," and the big Indian drama, "Seeds of Jealousy,"
are released. The former is a powerful drama from the stor>'
of E. B. Lewis, and scenario of E. Mangus Ingleton. directed
by Allen Holubar, who also plays opposite Neva Gerber. Others
in the cast are: Harry Carter, Olive Adair. Helen Wright and
William Cantfield. Tlie latter is an Indian drama, enacted by
full-blooded Indian screen artists, headed by Mona Darkfeather, recognized as the greatest actress of her race.
The second issue of the Universal Screen Magazine makes
its appearance on Friday. December 8. This is a program
feature which promises to be exceedingly popular, as it performs the unusual function of combining entertainment with
instruction. On the same day will be released "The Call of
the Unborn." an Imp two-act drama "written and produced by
M. K. Wilson, who plays the leading role opposite Edith Roberts. Under the Nestor brand on this day will appear a
one-act comedy, "Oh. You Honeymoon," written and produced by Capt. Leslie T. Peacocke, with Alida Hayman and
William
Wayne
in the chief roles of building laughs.
"The Good Woman," a Bison two-act Western drama of
novel plot and stirring climax, written and produced by William V. Mong, will be released Saturday, December 9. This is
an exceptionally strong release. In the case are William
V. Mong, Nellie Allen, Harry M. Holden, George Pearce, Frank
Whiston and Annabella Mourese. "The Story From Life," a
one-act drama, with Jane Gail and Matt Moore, and the
Joker comedy, "The Tramp Chef," with Gale Henry and William Franey, appear on the same day.
The feature release for Sunday is the Rex two-act drama,
"The Penalty of Treason." a story of military life written
by Helen Jones, scenarioized by Male Harvey and produced by
Douglas Gerrard. Prominent in the case are Ruth Clifford,
Douglas Gerrard, George Gebhardt and Dave Kershow. "The
Trials of a Movie Cartoonist" and "Superstitious Ceylon." as
seen by Dr. Dorsey, and educational split reel and special Imp
drama, "Bubbles." produced by Herbert Brenon, complete thla
extraordinary
program.

WORLD
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ART DRAMAS CHIEF'S PLEASED WITH OUTLOOK.
Announce Applications for Distributing Franchises Received
from Practically Every Independent Exchange.
COXFIRMATION of the Art Dramas theory of film distribution is seen by the officials of that company in the great
number of applications for the territorial rights that
have been received by them. Despite the fact that the advertising matter of the company carries the names nf the distributors who are to handle Art Dramas pictures, wires and telegrams are still pouring in.
The plan of operation of Art Dramas contemplates the elimination of the profits of the central exchange inasmuch as the
company is owned directly by its producing factors. By reason
of this also it is expected that Art Dramas features will be of
a higher quality than is customary in the ordinary five-reel
program pictures.
Speaking of the progress of the new organization since Its
inception a few months ago. one of the officials of the company
said: "In all my experience as a manufacturer and distributor
of motion pictures I have never seen such unanimity of opinion
among the exchange men as exists in the case of the Art
Dramas proposition. As is well known, the greater part of the
territory for the disttribution of our pictures was sold before
any public announcement was made concerning the formation
of the company. The few states that had not been sold before
the announcement were quickly purchased. As a result of the
wide latitude which rested with us for our choice of distributors, we have secured as our representatives in the various
territories a group of men whom we consider to be the foremost exchange people in the country.
"Evidently the names of our producers and their past records
of successful picturemaking were strong enough to sell our
product even before we had announced the names of our featured players and stories.
"Since the announcement of our first four releases, our exchange representatives have advised us of the^reat number of
inquiries and advance bookings they have received from the
exhibitors in their territories. Our first release, 'The Lash of
Destiny,' featuring Gertrude McCoy, was manufactured by the
Van Dyke Film Corporation. The release date of this production has been set for December 14. On the week following the
L'nited Slates Amusement Corporation production, 'Whoso Flndeth a Wife,' featuring Jean Sothern, will be released.
"In addition to a strong story picturized from a well-known
novel which was written in answer to Hall Caine'g 'The
Woman Thou Gavest Me,' this production will carry with it
the advantage of a national publicity campaign inaugurated
by the McCauley Company, who published the original book.

LUCAS
IN "JIM
BLUDSO."
Wilfred WILFRED
Lucas will make
his next
appearance
on the Triangle
program In a Fine Arts version odf "Jim Bludso," one of the
most famous of the Pike Countj- ballads by John Hay. It was
this picturesque poem that first attracted widespread attention
to the great American diplomat and secretary of Lincoln — long
before he had dreamed that he would some day rank as our
albest modern secretary of state.
This will be the first feature that Lucas has attempted since
the completion of "The Microscope Mystery." Following that
production he was laid up for about two weeks with an attack
of pneumonia, and has only recently recovered his accustomed
vigor. It is expected that "Jim Bludso" will test his stamina
to the limit, as the story is a swiftly moving series of events
in the life of a two-fisted steamboat engineer on the Mississippi
River. As all readers of the John Haj' classic will recall, the
climax represents the burning of the big passenger steamer,
"The Prairie Belle."
In order to secure the essential realism for this effect the
Fine Arts Company has purchased the largest side-wheel river
steamer obtainable at a cost of several thousands of dollars,
and will proceed to burn it to the water's edge for the delectation of Triangle patrons.
Lucas will direct his own production, assisted by Tod Browning. Olga Grey will take the lead in his support.
"The Brand of Cain."
"The Brand of Cain" is the title of a very meritorious drama
released
in General
Company's
on Monday, December
4th. Film
It was
directed regular
by Colinservice
Campbell
and
features an all-star cast, including Kathlyn Williams, Wheeler
Oakman and Harry Lonsdale.
The story has to do with the gold fields and the sea. A remittance man plunges into reckless dissipation in a mining
camp: is discovered by a fellow countryman, who later makes
the remittance man his partner in the working of a mining
claim. How the remittance man, succumbing again to the
temptation of alchol. takes the life of his friend and then
endeavors to cover up his crime is just one episode in a very
exciting story. The remittance man cannot forget the betrayal
of friendship and his conscience gives him no rest. Finally
retribution comes to him in a most unusual, way.
Colin Campbell has put some of his most artistic efforts into
the production of this drama, which. Indeed, is a worthy release. Beautiful one-sheets in five colors of Kathlyn Williams,
together with three and six-sheets, are issued with "The
Brand of Cain."
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Thanhouser' s Plans for New Year
Has

Contracted

for

Two
Five-Reel
Features
for Pathe
Exchange Service.
HAVING completed nil the features that are to be released
in 1916 through the Pathe exchanges, Edwin Thanhouser
already has laid most Important plans for his productions
for the year 1917,
Mr. Thanhouser will close the year with two of the finest
pictures ever turned out of the New RochcUe studio, features
equal to any that have been produced by any manufacturer.
Florence La Badle In "Divorce and the Daughter" has been
unanimously praised by the critics. Frederick Warde In "King
Lear." the second Thanhouser-Pathe December release. Is expected to set a new standard
for Shakespearian
productions.
Mr. Thanhouser has contracted to release two five-reel features a month through Pathe and he promises that the
twenty-four releases in 1917 will be of a quality even better
than that of the Than house r-made Pathe Gold Rooster plays
now in the hands of the exchanges.
January will see Gladys Hulette in "Her New York." and
Valkyrien In "The Image Maker." from the Thanhouser studios.
"Her New York" Is by Agnes C. Johnston and is expected to be
an even
greater
success thanMiss
"The Hulette
Shine Girl,"
which Johnston.
brought
such
fame
to Thanhouser,
and Miss
"The Image Maker" is a unique story of reincarnation in which
■V*alkyrien
is a persecuted
Egyptian
soul Harris
is reborn in modern
times. Eugene
Moore maid
Is thewhose
director.
Gordon Is the leading man. It contains thrilling scenes and
beautiful settings. The tale is told In an out of the ordinary
fashion.
GreyLloyd
and Lonergan,
"Wayne Arey
"Her to
Beloved
Enemy,"
a Doris
story by
willin serve
introduce
these from
two
stars, who are new to the Pathe program. Ernest Warde
directed the play, which is a virile drama of today.
Mr. Lonergan also is the author of "A Modern Monte Cristo,"
in which Vincent Serrano, famous as leading man In "Arizona," Is starred. Mr. Lonergan has put into both these scripts
the sort of action and humor and sympathy that the moving
picture patron demands. Famous as the author of "The Million Dollar Mystery," he knows how to build an absorbing
story, and both "Her Beloved Enemy" and "A Modern Monte
Cristo" are examples of his best work.
Florence La Badie has appeared upon the Thanhouser-Pathe
list of releases more often than any other star. There is a
constant demand for Florence La Badle features and that demand will be supplied. Miss La Badle is just finishing "The
Girl Who Wanted to Live," a story of prison reform, by
Philip Lonergan, and within a few weeks will begin upon
another play by Miss Johnston.
Gladys Hulette's "Her New York" will be followed by another
story by Miss Johnston, especially suited to Miss Hulette, in
which she will be supported by a notable cast, including Doris
Grey and Wayne Arey. In this picture Miss Hulette will
play a waif who has to support two little sisters and a smaller
brother.
Charlotte Walker is now engaged in making "Mary Lawson's Secret," from a scenario by Lloyd Lonergan. John B.
O'Brien is directing Miss Walker. Mr. Thanhouser expects the
combination of Miss Walker, Mr. O'Brien and Mr. Lonergan
to produce that much sought rarity, a perfect picture.
Frederick Warde is now engaged under the direction of
Ernest Warde, his son, in producing a film version of "The
Vicar of W^akefield," that Mr. Thanhouser promises will outdo
In every particular Mr. Warde's extremely successful "Silas
Marner."
Mr. Warde will take many months in the making and Goldsmith's lively story will be told faithfully in all its humor and
in all its sympathy. The incident of the green spectacles, remembered by every reader of "The Vicar." as well as the
tragedy
of the burning of the Vicar's home, will be related In
the photoplay.
Mr. Thanhouser expects to engage other eminent stars for
other productions and will continue to concentrate his organization upon the making of exceptionally fine features.

SHADOWGRAPH

NOVELTIES
GAUMONT.

PROMISED

WORLD

BY

Recognizing that novelty gives added zest to any split
reel, the Gatimont Company has announced that it will at
intervals replace its Gaumont Kartoon Komic by a Gaumont
Shadowgraph. This will be upon the weekly reel which also
contains the scenic series "See America First." The first of
the Shadowgraphs were released some time ago. a burlesque
melodrama in black and white written by Rea Irwin and
directed by Harry Palmer. Mr, Palmer, who animates the
Gaumont Kartoon Komlcs, has both written and directed the
Shadowgraph which reaches the screen November 29. This
is called "Haystack Horace, a Knight of the Road."
Haystack Horace is a Weary Willie. He falls asleep and
dreams a wonderful dream of a statuesque beauty who dwells
in some etherial realm protected by an honest- to-goodness
Hon. The dream effect permits the author-director to Introduce
a number of unusual situations which would not be plausible
were the exploits of the tramp supposed to be real. Among
the players in this silhouette story are Jack Bell. Miss Hope
Leslie. Tom Ward and Joe Lasher.

BLACK
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BUTTERFLY"

(Metro).

"The Black Buttertly," the new Metro-Popular Plays and
Players production, dealing with love and the war in Europe,
in which Mme. Petrova is the star, will be released Dec. 4.
In "The Black Butterfly" Mme. Petrova has one of the most
superb screen plays in which she has appeared. Burton L.
King directed the play, which was written by L. Case Russell
and adapted for the screen by Wallace C. Clifton.
Unusual photography marks this five-act M*_-tro wonderplay.

Scene from "The Black Butterfly"

(Metro).

Cameraman Andre Barlatier has achieved some excellent light
effects, and in one scene has made a remarkable double exdaughter.posure of Mme. Petrova as "the black butterfly" and as her
Rural Russia, peasant France, gayest Paris and the battle
trenches of Europe are shown in this gripping photodrama.
which gives Mme. Petrova an unparalleled opportunity for her
unusual talents. As simple village girl, as the favorite of
Paris music-halls and toast of the cafes, as a carefully brought
up child of the convent, and as Red Cross nurse, Mme. Petrova
runs the whole gamut of delineation of character. To say that
she is more than equal to all her opportunities is superfluous.
Mme. Petrova's supporting cast is a strong one, including
Mahlon Hamilton, Edward Brennan, Roy Pilcher, Evelyn Dumo.
John Hopkins. Violet Reed. Count Lewenhaupt, Morgan Jones,
Anthony Merlo and Norman Kaiser.

TWELFTH

EPISODE

OF "THE

YELLOW

MENACE."

Under the title of "The Aeroplane Accident," Unity v.'ill
release the Twelfth Episode of "The Yellow Menace." this
week. In this episode especially spectacular aeroplane scenes
are shown and the excitement of the audience will be keyed
to a high pitch.
Mingled with the aeroplane scenes and working through ♦he
entire episode, as a motive, the hatred and treachery of Hong
Kong Harry is shown in its most violent form. The halfbreed becomes madly jealous of Errol Manning and the rest
of Najla's cultured friends and, although hating Ali Singh with
all his soul, he resolves to betray Manning and Najla and warns
Ali
death.Singh of a plot which would have meant the Demon's
Manning and the miltary authorities have learned that
Ali Singh plans to steal an army plane which is equipped with
a stabilizing device, but they resolve to let him succeed with
his scheme because he must surely bring about his own
destruction, owing to certain known defects in the machine.
Hong Kong Harry, however, treacherously betrays this plan
to Ali Singh, who manages to escape and save himself although
two of his trusted helpers are dashed to pieces as the aeroplane falls to the ground.
The destruction of the machine forms a thrrllng climax
to the spectacular action contained in this episode and maintains the interest of the picture which seems to lose none of
its intensity as the serial approaches its crest.

MOROSCO

COMPLETES

"REDEEMING

LOVE."

The completion of "The Redeeming Love" at the Morosco
studio and the scheduling of the photoplay for release on
the Paramount Program for December 28 marks a double
stellar debut. Kathlyn Williams, one of the most popular
stars on the screen, makes her debut as a Morosco player, and
Thomas Holding, who co-stars with her. appears for the first
time under the banner of that producing company. In the
case of Miss Williams, the picture represents her first appearance on the Paramount Program, but Mr. Holding has
been Identified with Famous Players productions ever since
he appeared in support of Pauline Frederick in an adaptation
of Hall Caine's "The Eternal City." Other important members
of the cast are Herbert Standing, Wyndham Standing, Helen
Eddy, Jane Keckley and Don Bailey.
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Essanay December Releases
Said by

Mr.

Spohr to Offer an Excellent Example of His
Future Plans.
Essanay releases for December, in the opinion of
THE
President George K. Spoor, offer an excellent example of
his plans for the future. Three strong features, one
Henry B. Walthall superfeature. top the offering which is
powerfully supplemented by the inauguration of two new
brands of shorter photoplays.
"The Breaker," on December 4, is the first big offering of
the month. Bryant Washburn and Nell Craig, with Ernest
Maupain heading the support, are the principals in this picturization of Arthur Stringer's story in The Saturday Evening
Post.
Richard C. Travers will appear in a feature offering for December 18. It will be "The Phantom Buccaneer." taken from
Victor Bridges" novel. "Another Man's Shoes." Gertrude Glover
will be seen in the feminine lead.
On December 25 '"The Truant Soul," Henry B. Walthall's
superfeature — designed for a screen time of approximately
two hours — will be released. The play, which was taken from
a story by Victor Rousseau, the famous novelist, is now being assembled at Essanay and prints will shortly be shipped
to all branches of Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay Service for
trade showing. It is a photoplay of intense power, one extremely suitable for Mr. Walthall, and officials of Essanay and
a few others who have seen it are prepared to call it the best
example
of the star's dramatic talent ever projected on a
screen.
The next of the shorter Essanay releases will be "The Final
Fraud," released December 2. Bryant Washburn will take the
leading role, appearing for the first time in several months in
a program production. Ernest Maupain and Gertrude Glover
also will appear.
"The Egg." the first of the Black Cat features, will be released December 5. Richard C. Travers and Marguerite Clayton are the stars in this light comedy.
"A Waiting Game," a Ben Turpin serio-comedy. will be
released December 6. On December 9th "A Failure at Fifty,"
with Thomas Commerford and Alice McChesney, will be ready
for exhibitors.
On the following Tuesday, December 12, the second Black
Cat feature, "In a Looking Glass," will be released. Richard
C. Travers, Nell Craig and Ernest Maupain are in the leading
roles.
"Canimated
Pictorial
No. 20."
cartoon,
will beNooz
released
December
13. a "Wallace A. Carlson
The first of Essanay's series under the general title: "Is
Marriage
willthebeBlack
"The Cat
Burning
Band,"
release
December Sacred?"
16. As in
features,
eachfordrama
of
this series will be a complete storj'. All of them will be
performed by the Essanay stock company, composed of Marguerite Clayton. Lillian Drew, Sydney Ainsworth, Edward Arnold and Thomas Commerford, One of this series will be
released every Tuesday.
"The Little Brown Mole" will be the third Black Cat feature, for release December 19. Lillian Drew and Sydney Ainsworth appear in this mystery story.
Another Ben Turpin comedy. "Taking the Count," will be
released December 21. The next of the "Is Marriage Sacred?"
series will be "Dancing with Folly," for release December 23.
"The Girl God Made for Jones," the fourth Black Cat feature, will be ready December 26.
The Weekly Canimated Nooz will follow, December 27, and
another
"Is Marriage
Sacred?" entitled "Wife in Sunshine,"
on December
30.
Screen time on the shorter productions is approximately 33
minutes.

**The Deemster'' Nearly Finished
Hall Caine's Masterpiece Now Nearly Cut and Assembled —
Over 100,000 Feet of Negative Taken.
THE Arrow Film Company's super-production of Hall Caine's
famous book. "The Deemster," is rapidly nearing completion, and it is anticipated that it will be ready for a
screen showing before very long. During a period of over
four months the entire cast has been working day and night
at Block Island, and at the Arrow Film Corporation's studio
located at Tonkers, N. T. Over 100.000 feet of negative have
been taken, and it is expected that the picture will be released
in from seven to ten reels.
Dramatically this story is one of the most unique ever put
on the screen, as it opens up a new field of production in
dramatic treatment. Hall Caine's characterizations are probably the most vivid and unique of any author extant, and
he is certainly one of the greatest students of human nature.
The interpretation of his work has been left entirely to his
son, Derwent Hall Caine, who is cast in the leading role of
"The Deemster." This is Derwent Hall Caine's initial appearance on the screen in America, although he is one of the most
popular actors in the British Empire. His style and dramatic
treatment before the camera proved a revelation to his director, Howell Hansel, who anticipated trouble, because the
English school of acting is as. a rule so radically different
from that of this country. Derwent Hall Caine's interpretation of his father's work has certainly refuted the axiom that
"genius does not beget genius." as the son in his field will
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undoubtedly prove himself to be one of the foremost screen
actors. His natural aptitude and his keen insight into dramatics, coupled with his inherent love of the arts, will endear
him to the American audiences the same as he is looked up to
abroad.
W. E. Shallenberger. president of the Arrow Film Corporation, is not yet ready to discuss the means of distribution to
be used with "The Deemster."

Five Lasky Pictures for January
Blanche
Sweet,
Mae
Murray,
Fannie
Ward,
Marie
Doro,
Anita King and Wallace Reid to Appear on Paramount Program in Month.
SIX Doro,
stars. Aniti
BlancheKing Si'.c-et,
Ward. inMarie
and Mae
WallaceMurray.
Reid. P'annie
will appear
the
Lasky
productions
on the Paramount
program
during
the month of January.
Miss Sweet is to star in "The Evil Eye"
on January
24; Mae Murray
in "A Mormon
Maid"
on the
eleventh;
Fannie
W.^rd
in "Betty
to the Rescue"
on the
fifteenth: Marie Doro in "Lost and Won" on the twenty-second,
and Anita King
will co-star with Wallace
Reid in "Golden
Fetters" on the twenty -fifth of the month.
"The Evil Eye"
is a story of ilexico. written by Hector Turnbull.
Paul West is the author of "A Mormon Maid." which depicts
Miss Murray in most thrilling dramatic situations in the
justly
celebrated
state
of Utah.
It is atheir
tale kingdom
of the "Fifties"
when the
Mormons
were
establishing
in the
wilderness in defiance of the attenuated authority of Washington. The frightful work of the "Avenging Angels" In theli
effort to prevent the escape from the colony of those who might
bear unsavory tales of some of the phases of Mormons, plays
an important part in the story, which deals with the experiences
of a Gentile family which is forced by an Indian raid to take
refuge with a Mormon
caravan,
"Betty to the Rescue," which was written jointly by Beatrice
De Mille and Leighton Osmun, is set in the orange groves and
the mining districts of California. It is the tale of a gold
mine that is first declared worthless by a crooked engineer
and then salted by some of the boys in order to fool Fannie
Ward — alias Betty Sherwin — into believing that she had struck
gold. When the "salt" nuggets ar counted, a stranger is
found among them and that leads to an important discovery
which changes the life history of three people.
Marie Doro is Cinders in "Won and Lost." a story written
especially for her by Channing Pollock and Rennold Wolf, who
have collaborated so successfully in a number of big stage
hits. "Won and Lost" has to do with a little newspaper waif
whose spirit so attracts the admiration of a wealthy clubman
that he wagers $50,000 that in one year he can make such a
society belle of her that many of his friends will he suitors
for her hand. He loses his wager but wins freedom from
false arrest and other things which he values much more.
"The Golden Fetters." in which Anita King and Wallace
Reid co-stared, is the story of an Alaska gold mine that contains no gold. It does, however, yield plenty of adventure
in which outlaws are concerned, a multiplicity of comedy, and
a thrilling drama that is filled with action.
'*A CREAM
PUFF
ROMANCE"
(Keystone).
At the Triangle studios out "n the coast, active work is
about completed on the new Roscoe Arbuckle comedy, "A
Cream Puff Romance." Alice Lake is being featured in support
of "Fatty," and most of the amusing incidents in which they
figure take place in the bakery and about the soda fountain
set that are used in the story. Several barrels of flour,
and
bakers* atmosphere
and confectioners'
supplies
have numerous
also been drayloads
utilized inof giving
to the Arbuckle
vehicle, despite the high cost of foodstuffs.
"Fatty" is said to have evolved much novel business in
hi.s handling of the various cream puff and chocolate sundae
episodes that characterize the plot. Throughout most of the
i)icture he is garbed in a large plaid shirt and the apron and
cap considered in keeping with a culinary comedy.
Spectators who witnessed the filming of this new feature
declare that "Fatty" has achieved his most laughable effects
since he romped through the various complications of "The
Waiters' Ball."

"MASQUE

OF LIFE" IN CHICAGO.

That a real novelty in the films can always be depended
upon to make itself popular with the public has been demonstrated once again in the ease of "The Masque of Life," an
Italian-created spectacular production which has been made
entirely suitable to the American market by thorough reediting,
artistic
and Hamilton
the introduction
"marionette"
scenes by
Rita re-titling,
Jolivet and
Revelle.of At
the Park
Theater, New York, where the first presentation in American
took place, the picture won instant popular approval, which
success it has duplicated at tlie La Salle Theater, Chicago.

HEYES,

VAN

BUREN,

AND

MARY

MARTIN

IN "THE

Herbert Heyes. A, H. Van Buren and Mary Martin have
prominent parts in "The Vixen." which William Fox will release on December
4. TheVIXEN."
production is J. Gordon Edwards*
thirteenth
for Mr. Fox.
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Bluebirds For Two Months
Advance

Program

Covering December and January Reveals
a Diversity of Subjects.
FllOM an abundaiu-f of subjects, awaiting release. Bluebird
Photoplay F. Inc.. has scheduled Us program well into
January. The variety of themes will Insure a dlverslfled
offering, and in winding up Its first year of the series Bluebird
Is pluming Itst'lf upon the merits of its forthcoming releases.
The early Dei-embor features, as previously noted. Include "The
Sign of the Poppy." ^Ith Hobart Henley, Dec. 4, and Dorothy
Phillips. In "The Price of Silence." Dec. 11.
"The Right to Be Happy" Is the title that has been dellnltely
applied to the Dec. 18 Bluebird, based on Charles Dickens*
Immortal classic, "A Christmas Carol." Kupert .lulian, who
directed
production
from E. BilHngton
J. Clawson'sandadaption,
will bo
featured the
along
with Fr.incella
Agnes Vernon.
This release will be particularly timely, as opposition to Christmas shopping and be right in the subject as well.
"The Shriveled Soul." scheduled for Christmas week, was
written and directed by Lynn Reynolds and produced with Val
Paul. Myrtle Gonzales and George Hernandez in tiie principal
roles. Jack Curtis. Frederick Montague, Harvey Grlltlth,
Francis Lee and Edward J. Brady complete the cast.
New Tear's week will bring Cleo Madison back among the
Bluebirds in the Rex Ingram production, "Black Orchids." It
was Intended to change this title to "Flowers of Doom," but
the original caption has been definitely determined upon.
Wedgewood Xowell and Francis McDonald will be prominent In
Miss
Madison's
support.
Violet
Messereau.
one of the earliest stars in the series, will
probably be presented In "The Greatest of These." a Bluebird
No. 52 on Jan. 15, although Dorothy Phillips In "The Piper's
Price"
may features,
be selected
to endliesBluebird's
first year.
Between
these two
however,
the attractions
for Jan.
8 and
15. The series will begin its second year on Jan. 22 with an
appropriate feature duly chosen, but not ready now to be
announced.
Meanwhile the special Bluebird, to be released Dec. 4. independent of the program, is beginning to be In great demand
among exhibitors. Several- theaters throughout the country
have contracted to pre-release this "industrial preparedness'*
feature. The various Bluebird exchanges are handling this
subject along state right lines, and the reported demand is so
encouraging that Bluebird will undoubtedly follow this special
with other appropriate subjects to be marketed outside of the
program.
MARY PICKFORD IN "THE LASS OF KILLEAN."
One of the most intt^resting releases in the early part of tlie
coming year will certainly be '"The Lass of Killean," In which
Mary Pick ford Is being directed by Maurice Tourneur. The
story is one where the action takes place on an island on the
west coast of Scotland, a part of the world with which Mr.
Tourneur is quite familiar. The village in which the action
takes place was reconstructed at Marblehead Neck, Massachusetts, and attracted an enormous amount of local attention, the high-road skirting the location being crowded
every
day by
automobiles
filled
Mary when
Pickford's
admirers.
The scores
scene ofevery
day at the
end with
of work,
Miss
Pickford retreated to her hotel, was something that recalled
a reception at Shadow Lawn, terminating with a procession
of automobiles. The combination of Maurice Tourneur and
Mary Pickford has been a peculiarly happy selection, both
having admired each others work for a long time, but never
having worked together, and Mr. Tourneur expressed himself on many occasions as being delighted with the co-operation.
GAUMONT

SPLIT-REEL
PROVING
MATINEES.

POPULAR
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TWO DREW-METRO COMEDIES.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew, Metro stars, are busy finishing
up work on two of their popular one-act domestic comedies.
"Reliable Henry" and "Her Obsession" uro the titles of the
sketches and lioth are certain to set new laugh records even
In this series of Metro-Drew "knockouts."
In "Reliable Henry" Mr. Drew plays the part of the husband
who runs errands for his wife, tends to all her shopping and
is generally henpecked. Through It all he never makes a
mistake and is always reliable and sure. Then one day he
decides that he'll call a strike. He Is to purchase and mail
a whiskey flask as a birthday remembrance to a favorite uncle.
and also send a bib to a baby. When he gets the two
presents hoplessly mixed up and demonstrates how unreliable
he can be, he regains his own place of authority in the home.
"Her Obsession" has to do with the troubles and fears of
a wife growing stout. Mrs. Drew is at her very best in the
part and the story of how her husband uses mental suggestion
to relieve her anxiety in amusing from st.trt to finish.
MOSS
CHANGES
RELEASE
DATE.
Announcement Is made by B. S. Moss, concerning a change
In the schedule of his one-a-month policy. Instead of releasing
"The Woman Redeemed" on December I, Mr. Moss realizing
that the trend of the people calls for a propaganda subject,
will release a big photodrama dealing with a much discussed
and popular topic. Stars of international fame will figure
In the presentment.
MOTION
PICTURE
THEATER
LIGHTING.
The National X-Ray Reflector Company, of 235 West Jackson
Boulevard, Chicago, has issued a series of detail plates of
which that represented by the minature production shown
herewith Is of particular interest to proprietors of motion
picture theaters.
This
plate shows
the. details
of installation
of the Eye
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The Mutual liranclies report that film of Gaunioiit'.s splitreel "See America First" and Gaumont Kartoon Komics. never
lies upon the shelf after what is regarded as the natural life
of the film. These reels are in great demand because of the
happy combination of American scenery and humor. They are
proving especially popular for children's matinees and morning
performances. The advantage lies In the fact that the child's
Interest is aroused and its Imagination stimulated by some
well taken pictures of historic Importance or scenic beautv,
and then comes Harry Palmer's animated cartoons with their
naive and appealing sense of humor. Since adulia are but
children of a larger growth, the pictures enjoy the same popularity with them, and at the same time make an even greater
appeal.
GRAUMAN GETS "MASQUE OF LIFE."
D. J. Grauijian. of San Franci.--co, the noted Coast buyer of
big features, is at the Hotel Astor, New York, and announces
that he has secured the rights to J. L. Kempner'a big spectacular film, "The Masque of Life," for the States of California,
Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, Wyoming, Utah. Montana. Oregon, Washington and Idaho. He came all the way
from San Francisco to see the film and says that he feels that
it will make a real hit in the territory which he controls.

PI.AHOFAllDITOIilUM

Thc ^ATIO/^AL X-Ray Rffllctop.
Details of Eye Comfort Lighting System for Moving
Picture Theaters.
Comfort Lighting System for motion picture houses, which
allows of the flooding of the house with daylight without
visible lights or the obstruction of hanging fixtures.
The National X-Ray Reflector Company also issues a fiftytwo page portfolio telling how to plan and specify an indirect
lighting system. This portfolio, as well as the full size
original of the accompanying miniature plate, will be sent free
to those of our readers who will mention the Moving Picture
World when writing for same.
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Class in Paramount Program

General Film Program

"Oliver
Twist,"
Starring
Marie
Doro,
and "The
Victoria
Cross," Starring Lou-Tellegen, Are the Big Features
on the Paramount Program, Week of Dec. 11.
UNDOUBTEDLY the most imposing production that has
come from the Lasky studio in the past six months will
be the screen revival of Charles Dickens' immortal "Oliver
Twist," which has been faithfully adapted for the Paramouni
program, with Marie Doro playing the part of Oliver Twist, and
an ail-star cast, to be released the week of Dec. 11. The other
feature on the program is the Lasky production of "The Victoria Cross," a story laid in India, dealing with the uprisings
of the natives against the English, in which the famous
<iramatic actor, Lou-Tellegen, plaj's the leading role.
The faithful adaptation of Dickens' classic reimmortalizes
the characters that have been handed down in literature to
the present day by the greatest and most famous English story
writer. Miss Doro is supported by an all-star cast in this
production, including Hobart Bosworth as Bill Sykes, Tully
Marshall as Fagin, Raymond Hatton as The Artful Dodger,
James XeiU as Mr. Brownlow. Elsie Jane Wilson as Nancy
Sykes, Harry Rattenbury as Mr. Bumble, Carl Stockdale as
ifonks and W. S. Van Dyke as Charles Dickens.
Director Young has almost outdone Dickens himself in producing the types for this production. The story has been
given most elaborate attention, and the English atmosphere of
that period most admirably preserved. This production marks
the return of Hobart Bosworth to the Paramount program.
"The Victory of Conscience," in which Lou-Tellegen recently
starred, has also appeared in the Lasky production of "The
Explorer" and "The Unknown'* will be seen in "The Victoria
Cross." from
play by ofPaul
gripping during
drama theis
founded
on thethemassacre
the Potter.
English This
at Cawnpore
Sepoy rebellion, and is one of the most unusual stories ever
written for the screen, and In which four of Los Angeles
society girl pupils of Ruth St. Denis appear as oriental dancers.
These young ladies were trained especially by Miss St. Denis
for this production. Besides Lou-Tellegen, the cast includes
Cleo Ridgley, Ernest Joy, Sessue Hayakawa. Mabel Van Buren,
Frank Lanning and Harold Skinner.
Surrounding the Paramount program for the week of Dec.
11 are four short reel features of unusual excellence, the fortyfourth edition of Paramount pictographs the magazine-on-thescreen, in which there is shown "Modeling from Life," "First
Aid to the Four- Footed," "The Beauties of Lake Orta," and
"Taking the Bumps Out of the Ocean"; the forty-fifth of the
series of "Weekly Trips Around the World," by Burton Holmes,
the world's most distinguished traveler, in which he takes his
fellow journeyers to the Upper Nile; the Paramount-Bray
cartoon from the pen of Earl Hurd entitled 'TBobby Bumps
Helps a Book Agent," and the Paramount Black Diamond comentitled Diamond
"His Ivory
Dome."for the week of Dec. 21, released
The edy,Black
comedy
by Paramount, is "His Ivory Dome," into which there is projected a great deal of trick photography, which style of motion
picture work has been brought to the highest degree by the
producers of these "little features" for Paramount. The com•edy tells of Black Hand Bill and one of his gang, who for
some mysterious reason are pursuing a fair damsel in the
attempt to kidnap her. Committing the crime they scheme in
e%'ery possible way to evade the law, until they sink deeper
into the mire of their predicaments as the production grows
longer.
Paramount has arranged a great deal of special publicity for
all of the productions for this week, all of "which are designed
as exhibitors' aids in their endeavor to have the theaters presenting these pictures do so upon the highest standard possible.
Book dealers of every country are co-operating with Paramount in the promotion of the screen revival of "Oliver Twist."
and many special performances will be held by literary societies in difEerent communities in honor of this great picture
Xew types of one, three and six sheets are being issued in
connection with these productions and a great deal of special
publicity material has been prepared by the advertising and
publicity departments of the Lasky Company and Paramount.

First of Essanay's "Black Cat" Features Makes Its Appearance Begimiing the Week of Dec, 5.
GENERAL FILM COMPANY announces that beginning Dec.
5 Essanay will release the initial "Black Cat" feature,
"The Egg." Each feature is a complete story in itself,
having no relation to the other stories except that they all
possess the same distinctive style. Kathlyn Williams is starred
in thehead
two-reel
Selig production,
"Th^releases
-Brand for
of Cain,"
whichof
will
the General
Film Service
the week

SHERRILL

OBTAINS

RIGHTS

ON

TWO

SUBJECTS.

William L. Sherrill. the president of the feature producing
■company that bears his name, announces that he has bought
the screen rights to "The Rainbow," written as a play by E. A.
Thomas, and "Once to Every Man," one of the best sellers of
a year ago, for production and release on the Art Dramas
program.
"The Rainbow" was first produced as a Broadway attraction
at the Liberty theater in March of 1912, with Henry Miller and
Ruth Chatterton in the leading roles. It had a most successful run there, staying for over a year, and has been touring
the country ever since. Dorothy Bernard, Jack Sherrill and
Robert
Conness
will have the 'eading parts.
"Once to Every Man" first appeared serially in the Metropolitan Magazine, where an installment of it appeared every
month for a year. It was then published in book form, and
was so successful that it ran through four editions within the
first six months after its issue. It was written by Larry
Evans, who is also the author of "Then I'll Come Back to Tou,"
which was screened so successfully by the Frohman Amusement Corporation, with Jack Sherrill and Alice Brady in the
leading parts.

Dec. 4-9. inclusive. Many of the scenes in this picture were
taken while the company was en route to Panama to film the
"Ne'er-Do-Well," and they will form a wonderful background
for this gripping story. "Where Is Your Friend?" a one-reel
comedy from the Vitagraph studios, will precede the always
enlightening Selig-Tribune and a one-reel drama, "My Baby,"
reissued by Biograph, featuring Mary Pickford. will close the
program for the day.
Two of Essanay's big stars. Richard Travers and Marguerite
Clayton, will provide the fun in the first "Black Cat" feature
comedy. "The Egg." Then to round out the laugh, Kalem
supplies "Jailbirds," a one-reel comedy with an all-star cast,
including Ham, Bud. Ethel Teare and Henry Murdoch. "A Bit
of Human Driftwood," a Biograph drama in two acts, with
Irene Howley in the titular role, will close the program for
Tuesday.
Ben Turpin will be seen in "A Waiting Game," an Essanay
one-reel comedy scheduled for release Wednesday, the 6th. followed by a one-reel Vim comedy. Then will come the 18th
episode of Kalem's "The Girl from 'Frisco." under the caption,
"The Poisoned Dart," featuring Marin Sais and True Boardman.
The offerings for Thursday include the Selig-Tribune showing pictorially all the big events of the day from all parts
of the world, and "The Guilty One." a one-reel Vim comedy,
featuring Babe Hardy and Kate Price.
A Knickerbocker star feature three-reel drama will usher
in Friday's program, followed by the eighth adventure of
Kalem's "Grant, Police Reporter," in which daring George
Larkin and winsome Ollie Kirkby are featured, entitled "The
Trunk Mystery." "His Wife's Allowance." a Vitagraph onereel comedy, in which Corrine Grifllth and Carlton Weatherby
are starred, will precede "A Rare Boarder," a Vim comedy of
the same length, featuring the ever funny Pokes and Jabbs.
Thimos Commerford and Alice McChesney are featured in the
first picture screened Saturday, Dec. 9. "A Failure at Fifty," a
comedy-drama in three reels. This picture teaches both the
old and young a lesson worth learning and dries up the tears
with smiles. "The Lineman's Peril," an episode of Kalem's
"Hazards of Helen Series." featuring venturesome Helen Gibson, precedes "The Purchase Price," a one-reel Selig drama,
starring Robyn Adair and Virginia Kirtley.

"Race Suicide'' Bookings
Hundreds

of Offers for Bookings Have

Been Made

Within

a Week

After the Phax Picture Company's
Announcement.
Ever since the Phax Pictures Co. of 220 W. 42nd street. New
York City, have announced their purchase of "Race Suicide"
for Greater New York and State. Samuel Cummins, general
manager, has been deluged with hundreds of offers of bookings
for this feature. So great has been the demand for booking
this feature in Greater New York and State that he has decided to use ten prints. The exhibitors have had applications
in for this picture ever since its announcement many months
ago.
The picture was booked for a large Broadway theater, but
has been held up on account of objections of the license bureau
some time ago. Since then obstacles with that department
were removed and complied with. The picture has a record to
be proud of. Playing to capacity wherever it has been shown,
through the South and Middle West, as well as the Coast.
Unlike all other sensational pictures that have recently been
shown to the public, this picture is unusual in that it is novel
in its theme, with superb photography and an elaborate cast
at an expense of $17,500. The policy of the Phax Pictures Co.
is to promote pictures of the highest caliber, and will play no
favoritism with exhibitors, but will book "first come, first
served." The lobby display and paper as well as the publicity
campaign is considered the best that has ever been promoted
along with films.

CRANE

WILBUR

FEATURES.

A series of eight five-reel feature productions, written by
and starring Crane Wilbur, is now in the process of making at
David Horsley's studios in Los Angeles. The general title of
the series is "The Morals of Men." Each of the eight pictures
will be a distinct story, of course, but all will have a morality
theme which comes under the heading of the general title. The
first subject to be offered is called "The Painted Lie." The
series, which is now more than half completed, is being made
on a bigger scale than anything in which the star has appeared heretofore. The release dates of the different subjects
will be announced later.
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"THE PRICE OF SILENCE" (Bluebird).
Departing from the cuslomary "trUingle" In problem plays.
Bluebird will Introduce to Its program In "The Price of Silence."
on Dec. 11. wimt miKht bo paraphrased as "the emotional
quadrille" There la a husband, his wife, the villain and a
youns diiuKhter c<mcerned In the denoument, and the woman's
secret, by a cleverly contrived plot, remains unexploltod. thus
developing; tho much desired happy ending.
Di>rothy IMillHps. the featured one; Ivon Chaney, Vola Smith
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"THE
LIFE OF OUR SAVIOUR"
(Pathe).
The superb seven-reel photoplay i»roduction In natural colorB,
Pathe's "The Life of Our Savious," will be released aa an extra
holiday attraction on December 3. This world famous picture
besides being marvellously realistic cannot be too highly
praised for the reverent and delicate manner In which the life
of the "Man of Sorrows" has been handled. Over-acting,
frivolity and indifference would have been fatal. The fact
that scene after scene, dealing with Christ's life from the
nativity to the ascension, fades from the screen while audiences
sit spellbound and often in tears, testifies to the intelligence
and religious spirit in which the picture was produced.
"THE LOTTERY MAN" (Unity).
The Unity Service Corporation, under the direction of Messrs.
H. W. Harwell and W. L. Merrill, will release, beginning
Monday, "The Lottery Man," the comedy-drama in five reels,
made from the well-known Broadway play of the same name.
Thurlow Bergen and Elsie Esmond are featured In thig production, which Is sure to prove popular with movie picture
fans wherever it Is shown.
KLEINE-SELIG FEATURE SCORES.
The twenty-three distributing offices of George Kleine, now
booking KJeine- Edison -Selig-Essanay Service, report tremendous success with the first release of the new program, Sellg'B
"The Country That God Forgot." This feature i-a booking
heavily in all parts of the country, and the various Kleine
offices are receiving many commendatory letters from exhibitors
who have already played it.
WILLIAM

Scene from "The Price of Silence"
(Bluebird).
and Frank Whitson will constitute a mixed foursome of
artistry in convincingly presenting- a gripping story. During
the past summer W. Carey Wonderly's narrative of the same
title was printed in a popular fiction magazine, and on this
basis Ida May Park built the scenario from which Joseph De
Grasse directed Miss Phillips and her associates.
To gtart the trouble there is shown a most realistic storm
of rain and wind, during which a stroke of lightning descends
upon a wayside tavern to kill a young man and expose the
heroine in a most compromising situation. Later on there is
a stirring sensation provided by an automobile accident, the
machine tumbling down a steep embankment, to pin the villain
under the shallow waters of a stream just long enough to
drown what life the attendant accident had not jolted out of
him. Tliese incidents practically start and finish the presentation and the intervening episodes provide an emotional drama
of forceful and logical proceedure.
SMALLWOOD
ANNOUNCES NEW
SERIAL.
The Kss-Ess Producing Company is the latest organization
formed for the purpose of making and exploiting serial films.
The company announces as its first super-serial a melodramatic production which will be made in sixteen episodes. The
story abounds in big thrills. The cast will include five motion
picture stars of international fame. Production will begin soon
and will be under the supervision of Arthur N. Small wood.
The direction of the picture will be handled by two well-known
directors who will handle alternating episodes, one director
supervising the cutting of his story, selection of locations and
sets, while the other directs. A well equipped studio has been
acquired In New York City, although it is possible that some
of the exteriors will be made in Florida. Arrangements have
been made to release the serial through one of the feature
proerrams
beE2:innine the latter part of February.
NEW YORK RIGHTS TO WITCHING HOUR SOLD.
With a combination of capital contributed largely by several
men Interested in the automobile industry, headed by Julius
I^ichtenstein. Morris H. Tobias has organized a corporation to
exploit and book the "Witching Hour," just released by the
Frohman Amusement Corporation, a private exhibition of which
was given last Wednesday at the Strand theater in New York.
"The Witching Hour" has been released as an extraordinary
seven-part attraction, and Mr. Tobias, on behalf of his associates, lost no time In securing an option on the production
with the rights for New York State and Northern New Jersey.
The deal was closed at the office of William L. Sherrill, president and general manager of the Frohman Company, Friday
afternoon.
Tobias'
hasthat
not company
ag yet been
but
theMr.plans
and company
interests of
have incorporated,
been determined
upon. Mr. Lichtenstein will occupy the office of president and
will assume active control of the company's affairs. Mr, Tobias
will sever his present connections and will occupy the position
of manager of exploitation and booking, assisted by Jullu*
Irvine. Quarters will be chosen in the film district and other
extraordinary attractions will be sought.

FOX

ANNOUNCES
DECEMBER
RELEASES.
William Fox announces three notably attractive productions
for the early part of December. These are the releases scheduled: December 4, Theda Bara in "The Vixen." portraying the
wiles of a fascinating woman. December 11, Gladys Coburn in
"The Battle of Life," the premiere pictureplay of a new star.
December
in "The
finest
story 18,of George
romanticWalsh
adventure
filmedIsland
this of
year.Desire," the
SOCIETY
GIRLS
IN McCLURE
PICTURE.
This is a story without names. A certain group of New
York society girls have fallen under the facination of the
tilms. They are not content with being ardent admirers
of Mary Pickford and Marguerite Clark — they want to act
themselves. They have wealth, social position, good looks,
good clothes — all of the qualities that would make them stars
— but each. has parents who grow horrified at the thought of
a member of their family acting in the movies.
One of the girls, however, knows a woman who has made
it her business to supply motion picture studios with players.
She calls at this friend's office the other day, and while she
was there a request came from Edison's Studio for a dozen
girls to play the part of veiled beauties in a harem scene in

Scene from "Wrath" (McCluic>.
"Wrath." one of the McClure series. "Seven Deadly Sins."
"Veiled beauties!" The girl saw opportunity. Here was a
chance for her and her madcap mates to act in the "movies"
without their parents being one bit the wiser. See if you
recognize in the accompanying illustration the two girls
whose backs are turned to the camera, or the girls whose
features are almost entirely veiled. If you do recognize them,
remember not to compliment them — at least when their parents
are around.
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Opened

Picture House on Park Place, Newark, Has a Most Promising Premier on
November 13 — Is a Beautiful Theater — Excellent Music and Good Pictures Are
in Evidence — Personnel of the House Staff.
Bj- Jacob

J. Kalter,

NEWARK, N. J. — Under auspices of the
most auspicious nature, William Fox
opened his new Terminal theater on Park
place. November 13. If the reception
given the new house by the Newark public can be taken as a criterion, the success from a patronage standpoint is practically assured. Mr. Fox in catering to
the better class of clientele has introduced the art of music as an adjunct to
the pictures.
The old Proctor's theater is hardly recognizable, so improved and decorated has
the place been. The entire front has been
changed, the old marquee having been
removed, and a new one erected. The
lobby has been also entirely renovated,
and pictures of well-known Pox stars
adorn the sides of the same. The stage
is an exact
of Fox's Academy of
Music,
New replica
York.
Music plays no little part in the program of the house. The concert orchestra, consisting of twelve pieces, is recruited from among the finest local musicians. Charles Case is the conductor of
the orchestra. Mr. Fox has also installed a costly pipe organ under the direction of Herbert Jores. During the
opening week Roger King, a Boston Opera Company member, rendered several
pleasing tenor solos. Carmen Goni, a
Spanish violinist, offered a varied program of musical compositions.
The staff of the new house consists of
experienced film men. John Zanft is the
general representative of Mr. Fox, while
Samuel Weisel will assume the active
management of the house. W. R. Wilkerson has been doing all the publicity work
for the Terminal, and has been exceedingly fortunate in securing the publishing of his stories.
Palace Theater Changes Hands.
Irvington, N. J. — The Palace theater,
1059 Clinton avenue, has been purchased
by a company in which Morris Finkelstein is interested. Meyer Tarshis has
been placed in charge of the house. Many
improvements have been made, especially
in the projection department, wliere the
latest model Simplex machines have been
installed to supersede the old equipment. Julius Hegel is in charge of projection. The house seats 500, and now
shows pictures of the larger producing
companies.
Permit Film Conditionally.
Somerville, N. J. — A committee ol
clergymen and laymen, consisting of Rev.
Roy E. Vale, Rev. Frederick Blazer, Dr.
Francis McConaughy, Hugh D. Madole. P.
C. Van Nuys and E. J, Shauglinessy, made
application to Mayor William V. Steele
to prohibit the exhibition of the photo
play, tised"Where
Are atMya local
Children
?" adverto be shown
theater.
The
management of the theater offered to give

Newark Correspondent.
a special exhibition of the picture so that
the committee could pass upon the picture. The offer was accepted, and the
clergymen, after viewing the production,
decided that while the picture had several objectionable features. It carried with
it a powerful moral lesson. They also
said that the picture should be shown
to each sex separately, and that no person under eighteen be admitted to the
theater. Mr. Shaughnessy was the sole
member of the committee to disagree with
the decision.

lilm.
-The theater.
Cossack Whip." was at Loew'3
Xewark
»9 Springfield avenue.
Wednesday evening, November 15-, and
received a hearty reception from her
many admlrera.
Believes in Ballyhoo.
Newark. N. J. — Edward J. Corcoran, who
i.s now promoting moving picture houses
in this city, is a great believer in ballyhoo.
We produce herewith a picture of the scene
in front of tlie American theater, 95 Market
street, of which Mr. Corcoran was formerly
manager, When
Mr. Corcoran
exhibited a

"The
Crisis" in New Jersey.
Newark. N. J. — The Master Photoplay
Attractions, Fred W. Falkner. manager,
has arranged for the organization of the
Crisis Production Company, Inc., to exploit the film spectacle of "The Crisis."
Offices have been opened at 52 Proctor's
theater building. A company to tour the
state will soon be organized and put on
the road.
Ballyhoo at the American.
Jack Unger Managing Clintonia.
Newark, N. J. — Jack Unger has been
named the new manager of the Clintonia
theater, 43S Clinton avenue, which is
owned by H. D. Mate. Various renovations and improvements have been made.
The projection is in charge of John Carchlo, formerly with the Greater New York
Film Rental
Company.
G. N.
R. J.Carter
a "Daddy."
Newark,
— George
R. Carter, manager of the Bluebird nest, is receiving
congratulations from his many friends
upon the arrival of his latest and best
feature — a baby boy. who has been
christened George R., junior. This is
junior's first press notice, but since he
expects to follow papa's footsteps, publicity won't harm
him.
E. A. Brown in Town.
Newark. N. J. — E. A. Brown, a wellknown and popular exchange man of Toronto, Canada, was in town recently looking over the local territory. He was here
as the guest of Lester W. Adler, manager of the World Film's Newark office.
Mr. Brown is considering several flattering offers to locate in the Enst.
Private Showing of Bluebird.
Newark, N. J. — George R. Carter, Xewark manager of Bluebird, announces that
a private showing of the special Bluebird. "Eagle's Wings," will be held soon
at one of the large down -town houses.
Mr. Carter has had numerous inquiries
about the special feature.
Miss Dana at Loew's.
Newark, N. J. — Miss Viola Dana, the little Edison star, appearing
in her latest

"Villa" picture. "It's the flash that gets
the transient trade." said Mr. Corcoran in
the course of an interview. "You've naturally got to induce the public to come to
your houses. By ballyhobing and advertising, tlie people will come to know your
theater." Mr. Corcoran gained his publicity experience at Luna Park. Coney
Island, where he was for seven years. He
was also for many years resident manager
of Proctor's various enterprises in this
city. He is a well-known local man, and a
member of Theatrical Mechanical Association, Local 28, Newark.
Operators' Ball a Success.
Newark, N. J.— The third annual ball
of
the
Moving
Local No,
244. Picture
held on Operators'
November Union.
17 at
Kreuger's Auditorium, w^as a huge success both from a social and financial
viewpoint. The large hall was taxed to
its capacitj- with people eager to catch a
glimpse
of their favorite screen stars.
The committee in charge of the affair
consisted of: Thomas E. Burns, chairman;
August Benner, John C. Tasto. W. C. Uessler, Harold Shadbolt, Leonard Wolven,
Joseph Ball en tine. Nathan Zapol. John
Michaels. Morris Lefkowitz. James Young,
Arthur Cooper, Jack Walsh. Edward Wiggers, Henry Debus, Frederick Michaels.
Much credit must be given the committee for the smooth manner in which they
engineered the affair.
Appointments at Universal.
Newark, N. J. — Lee Gainsborg. manager
of the Newark branch of the Universal,
286 Market street, announces that he has
added several new employees to the office. Moe Grubel is one of the new faces
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•o«n At ibe Universal.
Grubel has chargo
Qt tliQ poster tlepartmenl.
Moe Colt^tiiun, who has been with ttit
M. & S. Aniust-ment Company, Proctor's,
Empire 111 New York and other flim concerns. is the now lUm examiner. Coleman is certainly a hustler, ua besides his
Universal connection he U also a moving
picture operator. Last Saturday his engagement to Miss Sadie Lehman, of this
city, look place.
Congratulations,
Moe!

DeWolfe Honored by Friends.
Newark. N. J. — L«uis V. De Wolfe, manager of Fox's Carlton theater. Market
and Haisey streets, was the recipient of
a diamond ring from his friends and employees. The occasion was his second anniversary with the house. The gift
came as a complete surprise.
Strand Has New Management.
Newark. N. J. — The Strand theater Is
now under new management. Sip. Wachter. who has been associated with Mr.
Spiegel in his burlesque enterprises, assumed the reins of management recently.
As his assistant manager Joseph Prendergast. a well-known local and West Hoboken exhibitor, has Joined the Strand.
The new management has taken active
hold of the playhouse, and has already
Introduced many new features, chief of
which is an eleven-piece symphony orchestra.
"Joseph and His Brethren."
Newark. N. J.— George W. Jacobs and
William B. Putnam, managers of the
Paramount theater. Broad and HtU
streets, have secured the rights to the
spectacle. "Joseph and His Brethren."
They will offer the production on a state
rights basis, reserving such territory as
they deem capable of handling themselves.
$20,000 Theater in Red Bank.
Red Bank. N. J. — Quackenbush and
Leonard, of 36 Hudson avenue, have the
general contract for the erection of a
one-story hollow tile and brick moving
picture theater. 50x100 feet, at Broad
street and Linden place. The house, which
will cost $20,000, is owned by the Coast
Amusement Company. Asbury Park. E.
A- Arend
is the architect.
Files Trade Name.
Newark. N. J. — Charles S. Jamison. 382
Hunterdon street, and Charles Simon, 145
West 145th street. New York City, have
filed as the trade name of the theater located at 402 Belleville avenue, "The Little Strand."
Miss Uslander at Universal.
Newark. N. J. — Miss Sallie Uslander Is
the new office assistant and stenographer
at the Universal Film, 286 Market street.
Miss Uslander Is an experienced office assistant, she having come from the Hatch
Film Service. Miss Uslander's ready
smile and pleasant manner make her exceedingly popular among the Jersey exhibitors.
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Baltimore Building Permits May Be Taxed
Charges for Permits to Build or Alter May Be Imposed — Deposit for Starting the
Work and Reckoning
When
It Is Finished.
By J. M. Shillnum.
lituJ Mt. Royal Ter., llalllmore, Md.
B.VLTIMORE, Md.— On Monday night,
November 20, an ordinance, whlcli will
provide I ho city of Baltlinoro with new
sources of revenue, was Introduced In
the first branch of the City Council by
President O'Meara. The new ordinance Is
at'Credited to Mayor Preston and it provides that charges shall be made for permits for the erection of new buildings
and the repairs or alterations to old ones.
This ordinance was drawn up by the
I^ftw Department and the requirements
are that when applications for permits
are made, that a deposit of (1 for each
$1,000 of the estimated cost be made,
the minimum deposit not to exceed $10.
This charge will be imposed as a permit
of license fee and the linal charge will
be made when the new building, repairs
or alterations to an old building are
completed and the actual cost of the work
has been computed and reported to the
building
inspector.
The ordinance has been referred to the
Committee on Building Regulations for
investigation and it is expected that an
avalanche of protests will come in. as no
charges have ever been made before by
this department. The recommendations
which have been made by the special
committee, recently appointed by Mayor
Preston, to revise the building code, will
soon be sent to the City Council in the
shape of amendments and it is expected
that the proposed changes will entirely
modernize the code.
Strand Has Another Pilot.
Baltimore, Md. — ^T. T. Hildebrandt has
taken the management of the Strand theater, 404-6 North Howard street, owned by
the Howard Amusement Co. Mr. Hildebrandt is a live wire and he has been
associated with the film industry for some
time, having acted as assistant director
for the Fox. World and Universal companies. Besides this, he was at one time
casting director for F. X. Bushman at the
Rolfe studios. He has entire charge of
the theater and has arranged a one year
uncancellable contract with the Fox company for exclusive first run pictures in
Baltimore at the Strand. The price of
admission is now 15 cents, liaving been
reduced from 20. Many changes are contemplated. He plans to run a fashion
show with live models, when he runs a
Surratt picture, and as a unique feature
expects to have about fifty feet of film
made of the girls exhibiting the gowns
and wraps, so that they can be screened
and as the picture finishes the curtains
will part and the live models will appear exactly as they are seen on the
screen, thus showing the ladies in the
audience how the clothes will look in a
photograph
as well as in reality.
New Theater at Hamilton.
Hamilton, Md. — The moving picture the-

Operators Dance with Delegates as Guests
Seventh

152.5

Annual
Bait of Baltimore
Ope rators' Local
181 Held
at the Lyric —
Decorations
and Colored
Spot Lights — Among Those Present.
Moor
the
colored
and
spot
lights played
BALTIMORE. MD. — On Wednesday night.
November 15. at the Lyric, was held the
upon them, making a wonderful futurist
picture
of
the
whole.
The
crowds in
seventh annual dance of the Moving Picthe balcony let loose a broadside of conture Operators' Union. Local 181. This
fetti. G. Kingston Howard was chairman
Is usually held in January, but as the
convention of the American Federation of
of the committee of arrangements and
S. Isaacson acted as secretary.
Labor was in this city, the event was
advanced
and held in their honor.
Among those present from the FederaThe theater was lavishly decorated with
tion and others were:
Mrs. Helen Goslln, a dancing instructor
bunting, pennants and banners. The affair began to liven up at about 11.45 p. m.
of England; Bunji Souki, of Japan; Secreand a screen was lowered on the stage.
tary of Labor Wilson; Samuel Gompers,
president of the A. F. of L.; B. A. SpellA
slide
reading,
"Welcome,
Delegates,"
was flashed and then followed a comedy
bring, Washington Operators' Union; C. A.
and a Gaumont scenic. After this the
Canavan. Detroit Operators' Union;
band struck up a lively dance and while
CharlesM. Chay.
International
Operators'
the people glided over the well waxed
Union;
C. Higgins,
same.

a tor and community building which la
being built by Capt. W. A. Blake and
H. r. Mann on Kast Hamilton avenue in
ihla city, is now nearlng completion and
when tlnlshcd the theater will have a
KeatInK capacity of 450 people. Frank H.
Durkee. a well-known theater owner and
exhibitor of Baltimore, will equip this
house with all that is the latest in the
way of projection machines, screen and
other accessories. As this Is the only
picture theater In Hamilton. It is expected that It will prove a great success.
The Palace. Colonial and Plaza theaters
<if Baltimore are among the theaters
owned
by Mr. Durkee.
Ground Broken on East Fayette St.
Baltimore, ild.^ — -Ground has been broken
and the foundations have been laid for
the new $10,000 moving picture theater
which is being erected at 2238-43 East
Fayette street. When finished the house
will seat about 400.
"Lass of Lumberlands" Scores.
Baltimore, Md. — Chas, E. Anderson,
manager and owner of the Grand theater, Highlandtown, who is now running
the Mutual chapterplay "The Lass of the
Lumberlands." states that he is highly
pleased with this continued picture and
that on Wednesday, November 21. when
he screened the second chapter, the patrons were very enthusiastic in their comments. Large crowds attended the performances on Wednesday
night.

TO EXHIBITORS
If you are doing
•omothinc
n«w
and interesting
at your theatr* let
our corretpondent know about it. It
may help others and help you as well.
Helpfully yours,
THE
MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD.
Children's Matinees Resumed.
Baltimore. Md. — Bernard Depkin, Jr.,
manager of the Parkway theater, 3-9
West North avenue, has resumed the special Saturday morning matinees for children which were so successful at this
house before the Health Department
plague ban stopped the children from
attending the theaters. Instead of changing the feature on Thursday of last week,
Mr. Depkin ran the latest Mary Pickford
release,
"Less Than Dust," from Monday
until
Saturday.
Innovation at Nixon-Victoria.
Baltimore. Md. — Charles E. Thropp, manager of the Nixon -Victoria theater, 415
East Baltimore street, has introduced a
unique innovation into his lobby display
for the purpose of informing the patrons
of this house the exact time when the
acts will go on. Along the walls on
each side are hung handsome brass frames
with a backing of green velvet, on which
the photographs of the players and the
names of their acts are placed. Now the
unique feature is that beside each group
of photographs he has a cardboard disc
representing the face of a clock with
movable hands, so that they can be pointed to any hour. The discs are artistically
but inexpensively framed with a unique
cardboard design at the top of which
reads: "This act will be shown at," and
the discs point to the time.
Roanoke, Va. — The Roanoke theater has
been taken over by Elmer Hinz, who controls the American and Jefferson theaters
in this city. This was formerly the Keith
House. Mr. Hinz announced that he will
change the entire policy of the theater,
to take effect on or about January 1,
1917, and will thereafter exhibit high class
motion pictures exclusively.
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Considers Increase in Taxes
Film

Exchanges

May

Be

Chosen to Pay Bigger Percent-

age Than Formerly
of the City's Tax Burden.
144 North Saiford St., Philadelphia.
F. V. Armate,

PHILADELPHIA. PA. — Whether to increase the tax rate on motion picture
theaters and impose further assessments
upon the film exchanges in the city in
order to find new means of securing
revenue, is reported to be one of the
plans mentioned by the finance committee,
who have conferred recently with the
city councils.
Although no agreement has been reached at present it is understood that the
increased burden of taxation will not only
be imposed upon real estate alone for 1917.

Alice Brady Appears
Pretty and Talented Picture Star Honors
Philadelphians by Coming to Belmont Theater.
PHILADELPHIA. PA- — Picture patrons
of West Philadelphia were honored last
week by a visit from film star of first
magnitude when, on Monday evening,
Alice Bradj-, the young star of Brady made
photoplays, accompanied by her father.
William A. Brady, made a flying trip to
the Belmont theater. Fifty-second street,
above Market. A crowd filled the theater
and blocked the street to catch a glimpse
of her. Both the Felt brothers, owners
of the house were on hand in person to
assist Manager Jacobs in handling the
enormous throng.
Miss Brady received a real ovation when
she arrived at the house at 8:45 p. m.
accompanied by her father and Leander
Richardson, the celebrated publicity promoter of the Brady forces. She was gowned in a striking evening frock of blue
and wore a cape with an enormous wnite
fur collar and a black tulle hat. She
was introduced by Abe L. Einstein of the
Stanley Company, and after a prolonged
burst of applause had subsided made a
graceful little speech and recalled to her
hearers that she had been a light opera
prima donna before she became a picture
star by singing a graceful love song "For
Tou Alone."
Holding a huge bouquet of American
beauty roses, the gift of the Messrs. Felt,
Miss Brady chatted for a few moments
with local celebrities and th^A deoarled
for New York.
The affair was arranged to commemorate
the showing of the splendid feature rit'ture "Bought and Pair For" in which
Miss Brady is the star. The film has
been doing fine business at thu house
all week.
Rome

MOVING

and Babylon Had Nothing on
Little Old Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, Pa. — The Baptist ministers
of this city at their weekly meeting passed
resolutions to take immediate action
against "A Daughter of the Gods," which
is in the midst of a successful run at the
Chestnut Street opera house. Dr. Samuel
Zane Batten, secretary of the social service department addressed the 100 ministers present, saying:
"I was amazed when I saw advertisements in some of the newspapers telling of a show in one theater in which
a woman appeared nude. From what I
read and the pictures I saw I tell you -.-Id
Babylon and Rome had nothing on Philadelphia when it comes to shows of this
kind.
"I believe it is high time we tak.i decided action against this theater. tits<
managers, the players and all others
concerned, and also request the Philadelphia newspapers not to publish such
shocking
advertisements."
J. S. McSween, manager of the Opera
House, when the matter was brought to
his attention said:
"We welcome an investigation by tho
ministers.
We invite them to ceme down

and see for themselves that the play is
artistic and not immoral. We feel that
the State Board of Censors i.^ capable
of eliminating immorality wicuout any
outside aid and will continue the picture."
Great Northern Reopens,
Philadelphia. Pa. — Altered and enlarged
at very considerable expense the Great
Northern theater, at Broad street and
Erie avenue, opened its doors once again
on Thursday evening. As it now stands
it is the acme of comfort and convenience
and fitted to accommodate the elite of the
Tioga section in which it is located.
Cigars Were on the Manager No Matter
Who Won.
Philadelphia, Pa. — W. C. Hunt, who
owns and operates three theaters in Wildwood, New Jersey, gave a midnight performance at his Avenue theater on last
Election night. In addition to giving
out the returns he distributed 1,000 cigars
to the men
present who
afterwanted
10 o'clock,
and
allowed
everybody
to smoke
to enjoy themselves. He has two theaters
on the Boardwalk, which are at present
undergoing alterations.
Stanley Employes Looking at a $100.
Philadelphia, Pa. — One liundred dollars
will be distributed as prizes to the employees of the Stanley theater company
for the best suggestions received regarding better management, improvements, or
anything else tending towards increasing
the patronage at the different theaters
under their control.
Features and Serials.
Philadelphia. Pa, — Dave Sablosky, manager of the Globe theater. Juniper and Market streets, finds Pathe's "The Shielding
Shadow" serial a valuable attraction in
conjunction with the vaudeville bills
shown at the house. The theater plays
to some 4.200 people a day and when
"The Shielding Shadow" is shown, according to Mr. Sablosky "they all stick."
Philadelphia. Pa. — The Frankford. Coliseum and Cedar theaters have booked
"The Crimson Stain Mystery" for early
showing. The management of the Cross
Keys, a prominent West Philadelphia
vaudeville house, is now showing this
serial and are well satisfied with its drawbill. ing power as an addition to the regular
Philadelphia. Pa. — After several weeks
of negotiation the Advisory Board of
the local Exhibitors League has succeeded
in closing a contract for the Pathe special
picture "New York." This photoplay from
William Hurlburt's stage success by A.
H. Wood over which there was much controversy with the Board of Censors is
said to be one of the big productions of
the year and will be released by the Exhibitors League of Philadelphia to its
members only. C. H. Goodwin, secretary
of the league, states that over $1,000 will
be spent in advertising the picture before
it is released.

Maritime Provinces Letter
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Preparing to Release Fox Comedies.
CT. JOHN, N. B.— Maurice West, man*J ager of the Montreal branch of the
Pox Film, was in the city last week outlining the policy of the regular release of
the two-reel comedies for Manager Carl
Crawford. The company has been making these comedy films with the aid of
four special companies for the past few
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months. In addition to the regular releases in this section, the new policy will
enable regular Fox patrons to secure the
twenty extra de luxe features without
extra cost.
R. J. McAdam Recruits Orchestra.
Halifax, N. S. — R. J. McAdam, proprietor of the new $100,000 Casino theater
was a recent visitor in Boston, recruiting an orchestra for the theater, which
is to open the latter part of November.
In addition to securing a large orchestra
of finished artists, he purchased further
equipment for his splendid new house.
Fox "Two
Orphans" Twice
a Hit.
Carleton. N. B. — For the second time
within a few months. Billy Smith, manager and proprietor of the Enlpress secured a return engagement of the special
Fox feature. "The Two Orphans." Mr.
Smith says that the picture drew capacity
houses for all performances.
Dave Richards Wants Serials.
Fredericton, N. B. — Dave Richards, proprietor of the Gem theater, recently made
a trip to St, John to secure a new serial,
the
last been
installment
"PeglastO' week.
The Ring."
having
shown ofthe
Mr.
Richards is an ardent believer in serial
pictures as a drawing card, and says that
he would not be without one. He is doing extensive interior renovating in the
Gem. removing several pillars from the
main floor that supported the balcony.
The balcony is now supported by stringers from the ceiling. A short time ago
Mr. Richards put in the revolving chairs,
but found that the people did not take
kindly to them, and he is now installing
the latest word in stationary opera seats.
Fred W. Winters Visits St. John.
St. John. N. B. — Fred W. Winters of
Torrie and Winters, owners of the Empress and Grand opera house, Moncton,
N.
B.. the
was local
among
the exhibitors
w^ho
visited
exchangemen
last week,
contracting for a winter program.
Royal at Yarmouth Closed.
Yarmouth, N. S. — The Royal opera house,
which has been run here for several years
by the Yarmouth Amusement Company,
has been closed, and, it is understood, will
not be reopened again by the same firm.
Rumor has it, however, J. T. Kelty. who
is running one theater here, may run It
in conjunction
with his other house.
Staples Reopens the Bijou.
St. Stephens. N. B. — After being closed
for over two weeks on account of the Infantile paralysis scare. Charles Staples
has again opened his Bijou theater. The
Bijou, which is in the heart of the business section of the city, is largely patronized by children, and it was felt by the
health authorities that closing the theater
for a few weeks might aid in stamping
out the disease.
Orangemen
Beautifying Their Theater.
McAdam, N. B. — Taking advantage of
the compulsory closing on account of a
diphtheria epidemic, the local Orange
Lodge, proprietors of the only moving
picture show in McAdam, are having their
hall newly renovated and enlarged. The
Orangemen are the only fraternal organization in this section to operate a photoplay theater for the benefit of the organization. That the scheme has proved
successful is evidenced by the nature of
the work being done on the building. It
is expected that it will not be ready for
business before another month.
Recent Visitors in Town.
St. John, N. B. — W. O. Fennety of the
Gayety theater, Fredericton, George Frauley of the Imperial, St. George, and Warren Smith, who is building a new house
in New Glasgow, were among the out-oftown exhibitors who were in the city on
business during the past week.
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Carolina and Virginia Letter
l!y Clareiuo I,. I.lnz.

Fayettesville's New Strand.
T AYETTKVILLE. X. C. Work is li.iiiK
■•-< rushed on the Strand theater being
built here by llr. Drake, that It may be
ready for occupancy before the end of
this month. This is a very handsome
bouse, equipped with very attractive lobby and balcony, which, as well as the
auditorium. Is elaborately decorated and
outfitted. Retiring rooms are being provided for both men and women patrons.
Tar Heel Notes of Interest.
Ashcville. N, C— Mr. and Mrs. L. Blumberg have returned to .\shcvllle. after an
extended trip to New York. Philadelphia
and Washington. They combined business
with pleasure and while in New Tork
City viewed several of the new releases.
.Mr. Blumberg Is the owner of the Strand
theater here.

Greensboro. N. C. — The inability to get
certain of the materials necessary In the
construction of the house as well as parts
of the equipment has delayed the opening
of the Isis theater, being erected for Huft
& Henderson, which was to have been
opened on November 20. The delays are
such that it may be impossible to have
everything In readiness for the first exhibition within a month.
Wilmington, N. C— The Roval theater
operated by Howard & Wells, has been
closed down temporarily. This firm also
operates the Bijou, Grand and Victoria
theaters In this city, and apparently there
are more shows than the people will support.
Arrington-Barrett Wedding.
Rocky Mount. N. C— Charles H. Arrington. the younger of the two Arrington
brothers, owners and managers of the two
motion picture houses here, the Alamo
and Grand, is receiving the congratulations of his many friends here as well
as members of the trade throughout the
territory who know him well, on his marrjage to Miss Annie Barrett, of Wilson,
N. C. on November 4. The happy bridegroom is one of the best known exhibitors
in this section. .\Ithough only twentythree years old, he has had a five years'
experience
in the moving picture game.
J. F. Sanderson a Benedict.
Lynchburg, Va.— Word has Just been
received here of a change in the status
of J. F, Sanderson, who has deserted the
order of the jolly bachelors to become a
benedict, after having successfully wooed
and won Miss Gladys Uhler, of Hagerstown. Md. Mr. Sanderson was formerly
manager of the
Gaiety theater in
this city for Rockhill & Webber,
looking after the
flestlnies of the
use for about
ir years. Some
le ago the Pal■ I''-- theater was
taken over and
.^Ir. Webber's son
placed In charge.
Some six months
ago it was decided to send Mr.
Sanderson to HagX erstown to try and
■ ike the Palace a
rieymaker.
He
.- been highly
successful
and equally elated
J. F, Sanderson,
to the extent that
his wedding will follow something less
than a six months' campaign. The Moving Picture World correspondent is glad
to carry (he news, even though the young
couple had Intended keeping their marriage a secret until Christmas, but failed
to keep out of the local newspapers the
announcement
of his securing a marriage
license.
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Give Warning on Misleading Ads
Titles Have Led Patrons to Expect
ington Has BrouRht a Complaint and
of the Retail Merchants* Association.
By Clarence L. Llnz, 622 Rih'KS
WASHINGTON.
C. — A
warningof has
been Issued D.
to the
members
the
New

lilm Industry In Washington by the Retall Merchants' Association of the city.
Claiming that false, misleading and deceptive advertising is being practiced by certain motion picture theaters, the advertlsing vigilance committee of the association
has started a campaign of investij^ation.
Followini^ a conference between Ross PAndrews,
president
o'f thetheassociation,
Charles J.
Columbus,
secretary,andit
was announced that a public warning
would be given the alleged violators, and
if this is not sufflcienl that summary legal
action will be taken under the false advertising law.
The principal complaint has been
broughtthatabout
"cross
lights."haveIt
seems
some by
of the
exhibitors
been In the habit of taking a film and
giving it another name by placing ihe
result of the rechristening above the
proper cognomen. In other words, a picture entitled "Bill Smith's Son" might be
given the more catchy title of "The Hero
of a Double Life." The latter would be
printed together with the word "or" and
placed above the film's real name on the
posters that would go with the show.
This has resulted in thousands of people
being "buncoed" into seeing the same
show twice. A number of complaints have
come in to the association as well as to
some of the exhibitors of this action of
"cross lining" taken by downtown houses
and the show being exhibited under its
proper name in a residential house.
When the exhibitor at the latter gets a
complaint he hardly knows what to do.
perhaps not having any knowledge of the
christening ceremony at the first named
theater. This Is productive of many embarrassing controversies. Under the provision of the recently enacted Johnson
fraudulent advertising law it is believed
that this practice is illegal and will subject persons who essay to do these things
to a fine and imprisonment. There is no
getting around, either, as was evidenced
recently in the trial of a haberdasher who
drew down a fine of $300 for false advertising. From time to time there have
appeared in the columns of The Moving
Picture World articles based on the Johnson law. The Retail Merchants* Association are very much In earnest about the
matter and there will be no half way
measures.
Another matter which will receive attention along the same lines is what the
association terms to be "abnormal and
ridiculous attendance figures" used in a
certain house to attract patronage. The
writer is unable to say which of the theaters this Is.
[The question of the right of an exhibitor to use a better title than the picture's maker furnished is interesting and
important. Some pictures are better than
their titles and exhibitors have been commended for the good business sense used
In making not merely a more attractive
title, but often one that more truthfully
explains the kind of entertainment offered by their program. What a patron
sees outside in the lobby is corrected by
the title on the screen. Has he any right
to kick if he forgets that he has seen a
picture by its screen title? The truth is
that a chance to kick is hard for some
people to pass up. — Ed.]
Local Fox Office Prepares.
Washington. D. C.-^Carl F. Senning,
Washington manager for the Fox Film, is
rearranging his office work to enable him
to take care of the new Fox policies in
effect the first of the year. After that
Miss Mary JeflCries will be in charge of
the regular releases. Miss Ethel Jeffries

New Pictures and the Practice in Washa Warning from Vigilance Committee
Building.

Washington, D. C

will
tlie
will

be in charge of the 52 two-reel comedies which will come to the exchange at
rate ot one a week, and Miss Stein
be in charge of the proposed feature releases. This means that Mr. Senning willlittle
have extent.
to Increase his office force
to some
The special pictures are to be feature*
of a type heretofore un thought of by
the company and, according to Mr. SennmK, will probably surpass any previous
undertaking. There are to be twenty of
them released for rental to the concern's
customers
at the
same features.
prices as are now^
asked for the
regular
New K-E-S-E Quarters.
Washington.
C. — The working
K-E-S-Eorder,
exchange is now inD.complete
and manager Berger is well pleased with
the way things have shaped themselves
since moving into the present quarters
at Sixth and F streets, northwest.
Mr. Berger has ample cause for being
well satisfied with the new quarters for
the exchange runs back from F street for
a depth of one hundred feet and all along
the Sixth street side, as well as the front,
there seems nothing but glass, for each
of the several rooms is equipped with a
disolay window.
The feature of the exchange is the fireproof vault with fourteen -inch walls at
the extreme end of the building. In addition there is the outside wall of the
building itself, which is also fourteen
Inches thick. The celling is of concrete
with a vent to permit the escape of gasea,
and the floor is of concrete. There is a
double Iron door with a combination lock
making it additionally fireproof. The
racks are of iron and the vault Is at present equipped to accommodate something
more than two thousand reels.
W. H. Shipman Leaves Circle Theater.
Washington, D. C. — William H. Shipman,
who for the past seven years has been
manager of the Circle theater, at 2105
Pennsylvania avenue, northwest, has recently resigned his position in order to
be able to take a much needed rest. Before his leaving the employ of the Circle
company, its oflScers and employees gathered together in the theater to witness
the presentation to Mr. Shipman of a
written testimonial and a handsome silk
umbrella on the handle of which his
name had been engraved. He started in
with the company at the time the land
was bought and assisted in superintending the construction and finally assumed
the entire management. He was well liked
by the patrons of the house and had
many friends among the exhibitors and
exchange managers. In all probability,
after he has obtained a rest, Mr. Shipman will again enter the moving picture
business as manager of some local house.
Sidney B. Lust Incorporates.
W'ashington, D. C. — Sidney B. Lust, who
controls the New Film Corporation, the
old United Film Service and a number of
state rights pictures, has incorporated his
business with a capital stock of $25,000.
divided into shares of a par value of $100.
There are named in the incorporation papers, in addition to Mr, Lust, as trustees
for the ensuing year. Celia Lust and David
Wiener. The organization is to be known
as Sidney B, Lust, Inc., and will engage
in the selling, leasing, renting and exchanging of motion picture film exchanges
and theaters, motion picture films and machinery, advertising matter, theater accessories, etc.. at 903 E street, northwest,
his present address. It is to be remembered that Mr. Lust recently secured the
rights in this territory for the Clara Kimball Young pictures.
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Specialty Takes Over a Business
Deal Gives to Specialty Film Company the Film Department of the Feature Film
and Calcium Light Company — Includes Stock of 2,000 Reels of Film— Move to
Larger Offices in the Film Exchange Building.
From Pittsburgh News Service, 6016 Jenkins
Arcade, Pittsburgh,
Pa.
and Teplitz are the beads of this thrivPITTSBURGH,
PA.— The Specialty Film
Company, which has been located for
ing concern.
number
of years past at Fourth
aveThe Specialty Film Company is now located in the heart of the film district,
nue and Ferry street, Pittsburgh, has
being the latest house to follow the drift
leased new and larger quarters in the
away from the former center known aa
Film Exchange building. 938-940 Penn
avenue, and moved to its new home on
"old film row." The fifth floor of the
November 20. By one of the most imnew Film Exchange building affords atportant transactions in the local film trade
tractive quarters and ample space for the
for some time, the Specialty has taken
expansion which the business has underover the film department of the Feature
The Feature Film and Calcium Light
Film and Calcium Light Company, a piogone.
neer exchange, which will hereafter conCompany,
which occupies the first Hooi
of the Film Exchange building, continues
fine itself to the moving picture supply
business. The deal includes a stock of
at the same quarters, and Manager D. C.
France has arranged to carry a larger
2,000 reels of one and multiple-reel sub*
stock of machines and supplies, utilizing
jects, and the acquisition makes the Specialty one of the leading independent exthe space heretofore occupied by the film
changes in the country.
Jlessrs. Berger
department.

Wetlands

Open

Beautiful

New

Strand

Suburban Picture House at Knoxville Seats 1,000 Persons- -Is Built and Decorated
for Comfort and Pleasinp Effect.
KNOXVILLE. PA.— The beautiful new
Strand theater, in Knoxville, a suburb of
Pittsburgh, has been opened by its owners, A. A. and J. A. Weiland, the wellknown film men and exhibitors. The
house was remodeled from the old Knoxville market house at a cost of $20,000
and is a fine example of modern theater
construction. It embodies the latest
ideas in arrangement and equipment, no
expense having been spared in making
it one of the most attractive picture theaters to be found anywhere.
The auditorium is built in the bleachei
style and the seating capacity is 1,000.
Both the exterior and interior of the
Strand are pleasing to the eye, as the
most tasteful and artistic lines are followed in the decorations throughout. Tha
most approved system of heating and
ventilation has been installed, and no
detail looking to the comfort of the patron appears to have been neglected. Music is supplied by a Seeburg pipe organ,
at which a prominent organist of Knoxville officiates.
The opening of the Strand was an auspicious event, being attended by a capacity audience among which were a
number of exhibitors and other friends
of the owners. The opening attraction
was -The Tarantula," featuring Edith
Storey and Antonio Morino. Numerous
congratulations were received by the
Weilands upon their very successful reentrance into the local exhibiting field.
Local General Film Moves.
Pittsburgh. Pa. — The Pittsburgh branch
of the General Film. 117-121 Ninth street,
has leased large and handsome quarters
in the new Seltzer Film building. Liberty
avenue and Twelfth street, and will occupy them about December 1. When the
removal has been completed the General
will have one of the most up-to-date of
exchanges. The third floor of the spacious
fireproof building has been taken over,
affording ample room for all departments.
Manager Flarity is supervising the installation of systems and equipment that
will greatly facilitate the handling of
the local office's large volume of business.
The new location will be a very convenient one for exhibitors, as it Is directly across the street from the Union
Flailway station and near the express office and the sub-postoffice.
Trade Showings of "Patria."
Pittsburgh,
Pa. — Manager
McGurty,
of
the
Pittsburgh
International
exchange,
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has announced that five trade showings
of the great new preparedness serial,
"Patria." featuring Mrs. Vernon Castle,
will be given in this territory prior to
the release date, December 4. Arrangements have been made for showing the
first three episodes in Pittsburgh, Erie,
Altoona. Johnstown and Wheeling. W. Vain vita tions are to be issued ^rithin the
next few days.
Samuel Lurie Buys the Alpha.
Sharon. Pa. — The Alpha theater. State
and Porter streets, Sharon. Pa., was purchased recently by Samuel Lurie from
Sebastian Herrmann. Mr. Lurie is a
prominent business man of Sharon. The
house will continue under the successful
management
of the ClafCey Brothers.
Bijou Changes Hands.
Clarksburg. W. Va. — The Bijou theater,
Clarksburg, W. Va., was sold recently by
the Simeral Amusement Company to
Charles L. Giles, a well-known business
man and a newcomer in the exhibiting
field.

BUFFALO

NOTES.

Savoy's Attractive Lobby.
SYRACUSE, N.Y. — The plan of dispensing
with all posters at the front of his house
is proving a success for Jack Griswold,
who conducts the Savoy theater in South
Warren street, Syracuse. Instead of posters Mr. Griswold uses attractive photographs of his attractions and stars. The
pictures are in neat gilt frames. The
Savoy has been remodeled throughout and
has one of the neatest lobbies in the
state. Mr. Griswold has substituted features for a single-reel service and has
advanced his price from five to ten cents.
Merlin A. Myers Dies.
Buffalo. N. Y. — Merlin A. Myers, president of the Myers Amusement Company,
died recently at his home, 843 Front avenue. Buflfalo. He had been ill for a year
and a half. His company conducts the
nappy Hour and Park moving picture
theaters, this city, and formerly ran the
Linden and Airovict theaters here. The
Myers Company will continue, with Fred
A. Cole of Rochester as general manager.
Archie Moses Resigns.
Syracuse.
N. Y. — Archie Moses
has resigned as traveling representative of the
Fox Film. Syracuse.
Charles P. Gilmore Takes
Oswego, X. Y. — Charles P.
taken over the Gem theater,
also controls the Orpheum,
and Hippodrome
theaters of

Over Gem.
Gilmore has
Oswego. He
Richardson
that city.

D. H. Tobias Buys Princess at Corning.
Corning, N. Y. — J, J. Kelly has sold the
Princess theater. Corning, to D. H. Tobias.
With Local Exhibitors.
Buffalo. X. Y. — ilanager Franklin of
the Family picture theater. Buffalo, believes in giving his audiences a full
measure of entertainment for their
money. His latest feature was a tenpiece symphony orchestra in connection
with "The Straight Way." in which Valeska Surratt was starred.
Syracuse. N. T. — Emmett- Cornell of the
Echo theater, Syracuse, recently visited
the Buffalo exchanges. Mr. Cornell also
has the Butternut theater, Syracuse, and
he is building a house in Phoenix, N. Y.

On Sending Back Causes
Thatthe Trouble
Box andofSlowReels
Managers

It Is Exhibitor's Failure to Do It That
Are a Hindrance to the Business.
By Joseph
A, McGuire,
5 Lewis Block, Buffalo. N. Y.
UFFALO,
N. Y. — We're talking about
buy
two prints
becauseWhen
some the
shows
it in Buffalo, too. The conscientious
returned
promptly.
filmsaren't
are
exhibitor in this neighborhood also has
not
shipped
we
can't
book
our
to suffer for the shortcomings of the man
close. If the businesslike methods shows
were
followed by all we could make more
who is slow and doesn't send back that
right film as soon as he should. Exchange
money and give better service. It is a
men around here often are put to expense
fact that the exhibitor who is careless
about shipping always kicks the hardest
and — well,
they ofdon't
the slipshod methods
somecompliment
theater managers
when
he doesn't get his show.
in returning shows. Some exhibitors in
"Incompetent operators or those who
are conscientious but whose machines are
this territory seem to follow the plan of
letting their operators ship back the
in poor condition also add to our losses
by tearing our films to pieces. Only yesfilms. George doesn't always attend to it.
The film is resting snugly in the booth
terday we had fifty feet torn from one
<Jf our features.
when it ought to be' on exhibition in
some other town. The exhibitor who goes
"Buffalo exchange men are noted for
to bed without giving the shipment of
sanity, sobriety and satisfactory service.
his shows any thought at all is a handiHow long can they maintain this favorcap to the business.
able reputation, when the careless ex"The exhibitor, in order to get service
hibitor flaunts his 'I should worry' slogan
from the exchanges, must co-operate with
them and return shows promptly, so the
and holds up
ur shows?"
films can be inspected and reshipped."
said one exchange man in this city, *^n
order that an exchange man can carry
Syracuse Hippodrome Sold.
on his business successfully, he is obliged
Syracuse. N. Y.-— J. M. Schine has sold
to keep down his overhead expenses.
the Hippodrome moving picture theater,
Syracuse, to James Greig of Toronto.
"We cannot make money if we have to

B
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£. O. Weinberg Managing the Elmwood.
"A double feature program every night'
Is the BloKan of E. O. Welnbers. who recently became manager of the Elmwood
moving picture theater, BufTalo. Mr.
Weinberg uses space on his program to
Invite his patrons to have their names
placed on the Elmwood mailing list. He
says:
"We Inwill
gladly mall
program
advance.
Kill you
out the
the week's
space
below
Mr.

with your name and address."
Weinberg
has a strong list of attractions for Thanksgiving
week.

Bruce Fowler, manager of the Olympic
theater, Buffalo, is showing the thirteenth episode of "The Crimson Stain
Mystery."

Pine Tree State Letter
From

John

P. Flanagan.
147 Park View
Ave., Bangor. Maine.
Cut in Admission Helped Jinx.
BANGOR. ME. — The Palace theater. Exchange street, Bangor, which has been
under the management of the Acme
Amusement Co.. John Goodwin, treasurer,
with Earl Bowen as resident manager, is
having its troubles. Sam Stern Is runnin:;
the house this week and then another
manager will probably be secured. When
first opened four years ago the Palace
was a money maker, but in recent years
theatrical patronage has not gone in that
direction. By a queer turn of affairs,
when a manager recently changed the
price of admission from ten to five cents,
the number of patrons dropped off so
that the attendance was next to nothing.
Where Short Pictures Are Popular.
Bangor. Me. — Charles M, Stern, manager
of the New England Universal exchange
In Bangor, has just returned from an automobile trip through northern Maine
and reports that although competition is
keener among exchangemen now than
ever before, he Is finding plenty of business and has a growing list of satisfied
customers.
It is his experience that exhibitors in
the small towns of northern Maine want
more two and three-reel pictures than of
any other kind. In the little towns, one
show a night is the rule and that means
that if a person comes In on the third reel
of a five-act picture, he is not going to
see the whole of that picture and cannot
get the story. With two and three reel
shows, it is easier for him to get an idea
of the play and what he does see is
entire Or nearly so. Because of the winter season starting, many houses have
closed.
During his visits to Upper Maine, Mr.
Stern frequently visits the northernmost
exhibitor in the United States, if we leave
out Alaska. He Is Fred Hamilton, proprietor of the Gem theater at Fort Kent, Me.
The snow Is a foot deep up there now
and the mercury has already been down to
the zero mark, but the people are hustlers
and appreciate the best In pictures. Mr.
Hamilton uses partial Universal service.
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Ontario Changes Ticket Tax
Soldiers No Longer Have to Pay Amus<?ment Ticket Tax Except for Sweethearts
and Wives — Children May Also Be Exempted — What Tax Brings in — Sale of
Ticket Rolls and the Selling Margin.
By W. M. Gladlsh. 1263 Qerrard
St. E., Toronto, Ont.
TORONTO, ONTARIO. — The soldiers belonging to Canada's Overseas Army
are not now retiuired to pay a war tax
when they purchase tickets of admission
to moving picture tlieaters and other
houses of amusement within the Province
of Ontario as a result of the passing of
an Order-in-Council by the Ontario Government on November IS. Members of
the expeditionary force, wearing their
service uniforms, do not need to pay the
amusement levy, which ranges from one
to ten cents, according to the value of
ticket purchased. The soldiers must continue to pay the war tax on tickets for
sweethearts, and wives, however.
The Ontario Government has also Intimated that it is considering the exemption of children in the matter of
amusement war tax as the latter Is an
apparent financial handicap to many of
the kiddies.
Hon. T. G. McGarry, provincial treasurer, has estimated that the exemption
of overseas soldiers will cost the Province about $2.^,000 per year. Incidentally
the whole Amusement Tax is expected
to bring $600,000 to the Province in one
year as the revenue from this source has
averaged $50,000 per month during the
four months since the enactment of the
measure.
Ontario Has Gone Dry.
As Ontario has gone dry. Hon. Mr. McGarry anticipates that the tax on theatergoers will make up for the loss In
revenue through the cancellation of saloon licenses.
No official word is yet forthcoming regarding the expected abolishment of the
tickets for the amusement war tax, but
it is a fact that all film exchanges have
discontinued the sale of the ticket rolls
because the Government saw fit to reduce the selling margin from 2>^ to only
1 percent. The profit l)ecame so small
that the exchanges decided that the handling of the rolls was not worth
while.
The result has been that all exhibitors
are required to apply direct to the Government at Toronto for large or small
lots of tickets.

Ontario Universal Notes.
Toronto. — W. A. Bach of the Canadian
Universal Film Company, Toronto, has
announced that thirty-seven different exhibitors of Ontario are now booking
Bluebird
features.
Gerald Ruck, special Universal representative, has closed with Manager McLean of the Columbia theater, the new
house at St. Thomas, Ontario, to booltf
Bluebird, Red Feather and Universal releases. This is particularly interesting
because the new house was, in "wet"
days, the Columbia
hotel.
The Publicity Service Department of
the Canadian Universal devoted its energies during the month of November in
the circularizing of the trade with reNew Keegan Theater Makes Good.
gard to the introduction of the new serKeegan. Me. — The Wonderland theater,
ial. "Purple Mask,* in which Grace Cunrecently opened in this town by Frank
ard and Francis Ford are featured. During the month of December the campaign
Watson, reports a good business. Keegan
Is booming and indications are that the
for this serial will be restricted to newspaper advertising, while Bach has lined
population will increase in the near fu- t
ture, as a pulp mill Is to be built here
up 800 moving picture fans around Ontario
to ask the managers of their favsoon to give work to hundreds.
ored theaters to book the serial. Bach
reports good results already.
New Theater in Cariboti.
The King George theater, Bloor and
Bathurst streets, Toronto, has forsaken
Caribou, Me. — P. Powers is building a
Its patriotic name. It has become the
fireproof moving picture theater in this
Bluebird
theater.
town to accommodate 700 spectators. It
will be a beautiful house, justifying Mr.
Censor's Irritating Lack of Humanity.
Powers' reputation as one of the most
progressive and up-to-date exhibitors In
Toronto.
Ont. — A , sudden
and belated
the state of Maine.
move
on the part of the Ontario
Board

of Censors with regard to the title of
a five-reel Vltagrnph feature caused considerable inconvenience In Toronto recently. The subject In question was "The
Country
God Forgot."
had
been
censored
and passed The
and feature
was booked
for presentation at The Strand theater.
On the morning of the first day of Its
release the Censor Board notified W. C
Gookin, Canadian Vitagraph manager, to
change the title of the picture, as the
wording was considered blasphemous. It
was necessary to recall the picture and
Manager Marvin of the Strand theater
substituted with Pathe's "The Light That
Palled," after all newspapers had carried
large advertisements for the Vltagraph
The new name of the Vltagraph release
will be "The Forgotten Country."
play.
Hearst Films Not Barred.
Toronto, Ont. —Although all Hearst
newspapers have been barred from Canada by the Federal Government for the
duration of the war, the Hearst film releases may be booked In the Province of
Ontario, according to an announcement
made by the Ontario Board of Censors
the other day. The so-called Hearst films
are marketed by the International Film
Service, Inc.
Mention is made of this fact because of
many rumors in Toronto and elsewhere
to the contrary. The first run of the
Beatrice Fairfax serial has been, booked
by Toronto's newest large theater. The
Regent. The story accompanying this
serial is being printed in The Toronto
Daily Star. The booking of International
films in Canada Is handled by the Paramount Company, 12 Queen street east.
Toronto.
Toronto I. A. T. E. E. a 90 Per Cent.
Organization.
Toronto, Ont.— C. A. Mc^fahon. chief operator at Shea's Hippodrome. Toronto,
and head of Local 173, I. A. T. S. E., reports that the Toronto local Is now a 90
per cent, organization, the membership
being at its highest peak at present. The
books of the union show an active membership of 137 operators, in spite of the
number of operators who have enlisted
In the army.
Universal Camera Co. Opens Branch.
Toronto. Ont- — The Universal Camera
Company, Chicago, has established a
branch in Toronto with Len, H. Roos,
20 Alice street, in charge. The Canadian
branch is to be known as The Adanac
, Films, Limited. Mr. Roos is confining
his activities to commercial work, specializing on titles.
Perkins Electric Opens New Branch.
Toronto, Ont. — The Perkins Electric
Company, exclusive Canadian distributors
for Powers and Simplex projection machines and Minuso gold fibre screens, now
have branches in three Canadian cities —
Montreal. Toronto and Winnipeg — the ofrecently at 217 McDermot avenue. The
flee in the latter city having been opened
head ofiUce of the company is located at
Montreal.
Regent
Theater's
Topical.
Toronto, Ont. — The second Toronto theater to inaugurate its own topical news
weekly Is the new Regent theater. The
outside work In connection with this reel
is being handled by W, James, a local
camera man and press photographer, in
conjunction with The Daily News, After
its first run of three days at the Regent,
the reel Is released.
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Warsaw's Beautiful New Theater

The

New Widaman-McDonald
Theater Is to Be Primarily a Picture House, but
Has an Ample Stage — Some of Its Sa fety First Ideas— Will Seat 800 Persons
in Comfort — Tom Gilliam Is the Man
ager.State Life Building, Indianapolis.
From
Indiana Trade News
Service, S61

WARSAW, Ind. — The new Widamand theater, Warsaw's beauMcDonal
motion picture
tiful
house, at the corner
of Center and Indiana streets, was formally opened Wednesday, November 15,
and made a splendid impression on admirers of the film drama. Four shows
were given, two in the afternoon and
two in the evening, and the house was
filled at each show. Everybody seemed
pleased.
The new building is a fine improvement for the city and stands as a monument to the enterprise of the public
spirited builders, Messrs. Widaman and
McDonald. Persons who attended the
opening say the new house in eludes
everything that is needed to make it
complete. The needs of the patrons are
well cared for, especially along the lines
of safety and convenience. There is no
danger from fire, owing to the fireproof
construction of the building and the
adequate fire escapes; the ventilation is
good, the air inside being constantly
changed by automatic ventilators; and
the house is comfortably heated by
steam.
Tom Gilliam, formerly of Warsaw, who
for the last several years has been employed by a film company in Chicago, has
been engaged as manager.
The theater occupies the north half of
the fine new building, and is connected
w^ith Center and Indiana streets by a
spacious lobby. The walls and floor of
the lobby have been beautifully decorated, giving a most attractive appearance.
Prettily decorated w^alls, handsome
light chandeliers, floors carpeted with
heavy Wilton carpet, fine comfortable
opera seats and a stage with its beautiful scenery are features that make the
interior of the place rank with the best
theaters in the country. The house will
£eat about 800 people. The floors are
elevated and the seats are so arranged
that there is not a place in the entire
house from which the whole stage will
not be in full view.
In the construction of the theater the
idea of "safety first" was kept constantly
in mind. The place is as near fireproof
as possible. Pyrona fireproof doors are
hung at all openings. These doors, although having the appearance of the ordinary wooden door, have a lining of asbestos which make them absolutely secure against fire. People in the theater
are protected against any fire that might
start on the stage by an asbestos curtain
with the additional protection of a water
fire curtain. In case of a fire the entire
.stage can immediately be flooded. Steel
doors, which are built to close automatically in case of fire, protect all other
openings leading between the stage and
the main part of the theater. A spacious
fire escape gives adequate protection to
the upper floor. All danger from film
fire is eliminated by placing the picture
machines in a fire proof room outside the
theater building.
Although it is the intention of the
management to make the new playhouse
primarily a moving picture house, the
stage if of sufficient size to stage the
country's greatest productions. Below
the stage are finely equipped dressing
rooms, that may be used for home talent
productions
and the like.
Two motor driven picture machines
have been installed.
Good music is to be made a special
feature at the new theater. A fine motion picture house pipe organ, with
thirty- five effects and 315 pipes, has
been installed. Bur Maish a well known
musician of Warsaw, has been engaged
to play the instrument.

Preston Grubbs to Open Picture House.
JeEfersonville, Ind. — Preston Grubbs,
proprietor and manager of the Star
theater, has announced that he will close
the theater after December 1, and will
open a first class moving picture show on
Court avenue, near the interurban station.
Family Theater
Elkhart, Ind. — The
South Main street,
ceivership last week
Eouras.
partner
of

in Deep Water.
Family theater, 421
was placed in reon petition of James
Peter Sarantos,
who
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also demands an accounting. William
Orrosby, of the Orpheum, was appointed
receiver by Judge Harman and furnished
a bond of $1,000.
Earle Metcalfe Here on Visit.
Indianapolis. Ind— Earle Metcalfe visited with old friends in this city last
week. It was his first visit to Indian
apolis in six years. During his stay he
appeared at several of the local photoplay houses
related some of his experiences as and
a player.
Mr- Metcalfe went from Indianapolis o
Detroit, where he will appear in vaudeville for a few weeks before returning to
his home in New York.
General Film Co., of Maine, Files Papers.
Indianapolis. Ind. — The General Film
Company, of Maine, has filed papers with
the secretary of state announcing that
$19,600 of its capital stock of $1,000,000
is to be represented in Indiana.

Manager Holah Announces Formal Opening
Cincinnati International
By

Kenneth

Service Will Release "Myra" Serial Locally At Once — One
Feature a Week Present Policy.
C. Grain. 610 1st National
Bank., Cincinnati.

CINCINNATI,
O. —ofThe
openingFilm
of
the new office
the formal
International
Service in Cincinnati was announced
by Manager C. E. Holah through advertisements in the daily papers. An imposing string of productions is ready for
release, although some of them will not
appear for some time, as the company, it
is understood, plans to release only one
feature a week. The new International
serial, "The Mysteries of Myra," will be
booked in this territory at once, however.
and judging from reports from exhibitors
in the northern part of the state, will
take high rank among the successful releases of this character. Arrangements
are under way for connection with a
downtown theater in Cincinnati which
will have the first- run privilege for International films.
Manager Fined for Letting 'Em Stand.
Cincinnati, O. — Theater proprietors may
very well join in the complaint which is
now being made by many lines of business,
to the effect that there is too much prosperity on hand to be handled easily, nftar
what happened recently to John Popp,
proprietor of the Main, at 1439 Main street.
The Main is a popular house, with a thickly-inhabited district to draw upon for
business, and big houses are the rule. In
order to accommodate patrons the management has now and then made concessions in the matter of admitting people,
but Mr. Popp has decided that he wU
have to adhere strictly to cold, hard rules,
hereafter. The reason is that he was
fined $25 and costs in the municipal court
on the charge of allowing people to stand
in the aisles, while another charge, of
allowing the exits to be blocked with
baby carriages, was dismissed. It is a
clear case of too much prosperity. Mr.
Popp admits.
Luke McLuke

Zoo. "Whozoo"
Writes

to Save

Cincinnati. O. — The "Save the Zoo"
campaign is to have the benefit of a moving-picture production based on a scenario
written by one of the country's most popular humorists, the famous Luke McLuke,
a local man. The scenario is called
"Whozoo?" and is said to he a fine example of "McLuke" humor turned to the
purposes of the film. This is the means
adopted by the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League to aid the Zoo project, and the
film, which is now in course of making,
will be shown all through Southern Ohio
for the benefit of the Zoo fund. A day
at the Chamber of Commerce has also
been set apart for the Exhibitors' League,
on which
they are to present
"stunts."

and
members'
on
that receipts
day willatbethedivided
with houses
the Zoo.
On the whole, it is probable that the exhibitors will manage to get together one
of the largest donations received from any
one organization in the Chamber of Commerce.
Local Mutual to Have Better Quarters.
Cincinnati, O. — The Mutual Film Co. is
making arrangements for substantial increases in its local branch, having taken
a lease on the building at 224 East
Seventh street, a block from its present
quarters. It will occupy the whole structure, which will give it a great deal more
space than it has available at 111 East
Seventh street, where it is now located.
Possession will be given in a short time,
and Manager Floyd Lewis is planning an
arrangement of the space which will make
it possible to handle business much more
expeditiously than is now the case.
Mayor
Livingston
Bans "Unborn."
Newport. Ky — Mayor A. J. Livingston
has forbidden the management of the
Strand theater, on Monmouth street, to
proceed with arrangements to exhibit
the much-discussed
"The Unborn,"
which
was booked picture,
for exhibition
at the
house named recently. According to the
mayor's letter, "the advertisements themselves were sufficient to condemn the picture," which accordingly will not be
shown in Newport. "The Unborn" has
been shown all over Ohio, with the approval of the Ohio Board of Censors.
Tables Sunday Closing
Petition.
Canton. Ohio. — A petition circulated by
the W. C. T. U. for the purpose of securing Sunday closing of moving- picture
shows, with 1.800 signatures, was recently
presented to the city council for action
accordingly, but the council at once decided that it had no jurisdiction in the
matter, and the petition was filed. An
opinion was heard from the city solicitor
to the effect that moving-picture exhibitionsold
are "theatrical
performances"
under the
Ohio statute
which has been
invoked in some instances, and he declared that any citizen can take steps to
have such exhibitions stopped. The council refused to see the propriety of taking
any steps, however, several members pointing out that many church members attend Sunday moving-picture shows as a
matter of course, and that there appeared
to be no public demand for the closing
of the shows.
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Cleveland News Letter
Uy

H<;rbert Persons. Standard Theater
UuildlnK.
Clev.l.ind
o.

Enjoins Musicians' Union.
^ > Lt;\i:i..\.\L>. o.— Oharks I appas. proV-' prietur or iho .Milo
theater. Miles avenue and East 100th street. Is the latest
Cleveland picture man to win In a clash
with the Picture Machine Operators'
Union. Pappas, through .-.ttoruvy Penjamln J. Saw.ver. secured an Injunction In
the court of common pleas, November H
restralnhiB the Cleveland Federation of
Labor and the Theatrical State Employees'
and Musicians' Unions from circulating
cards reciting that the Milo theater does
not employ union labor. Judge Levlne
granted the injunction after hearing arguments of counsel for two days.
Pappas operates his own picture machine and has done so since the clash with
the operators several months ago. when
a new wage agreement granting an increase was signed by many theaters. The
proprietors of about a dozen local theaters are operating their own machines
The Lucier theater In Lakewood obtained a similar injunction a few weeks
ago.

Screen Club Holds Smoker.
Cleveland. O— The first annual smoker
of the Cleveland Scieen club was held the
night of Xovember H. in the auditorium
of the Elks' club. Chorus girls, vaudeville acts, comedians and cabaret maids
from the Hippodrome. Miles. Empire
and other local theaters contributed Star
the
entertainment, which kept the crowd lively until well toward morning.
The entertainment program was arranged by George Erdman. president
the Screen club; Phil Isaac of the Empireof
Manager Royal of the Hippodrome Manager Drew of the Star, and George Cole
of the Cleveland Leader.
The Screen club Is now planning a banquet New Year's Eve.
Chanty Day a Week Till Xmas.
Cleveland. O.— The Alhambra theater
and the New Mall theater are to have a
"chanty day"
a regular feature each
week between as
now and Christma
s. Children will be admitted without charge on
that day. but will be asked to bring a
gift of food, toys or clothing for distribution to other children through the Associated Charities. The "charity days" have
not yet been designated.

Reserve Proposes to Resume.
Cleveland. O. — .\ccordlng to M. B. Beckwlth of the Reserve Photo Plays Company
that corporation is likely to resume productions of comedies in the near future.
A stockholders' meeting was held November 18 to complete definite plans for the
future of the company. The new studio
on the sixth floor of the Wilshlre building
Is still being maintained, but is little used.
DETROIT NOTES.
Plan Two Large Theaters.
Detroit. Mich. — Wadlow & Wilkinson,
owners of the Virginia lark theater!
Detroit, not only will build a new house
where this theater now stands, but they
also plan a large theater, seating about
2.000. at .Seward and Twelfth streets.
Plans are now being drawn for both
houses.
New Houses to Open.
Detroit. Mich — The new Del-The theater. Mack and Holcom, Detroit, is scheduled to open about December 9th. It accommodates 1,100. The new Tlialto, Gratiot and Mt. Elliott avenues, will open
about December
ISth.
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Many Detroit Business

Changes

Several Local Exchanges Have New Managers
on Account
of Resignations — City
Will Miss Several of Those Who Have Led in Good-of-the-Business Work in
this Place— Guy S. Trask Was President of Three Active Clubs.
Hy Jacob Smith, 502 Free Press Building,
JAETROIT. MICH— The past ten days
J-' have seen more changes in the management of the Detroit film exchanges than
ever before. Those who resigned did bo
for the reason that they are makini?
changes which they believe to bo for their
best interests. Some of the men have
been active in the uplift of the local Industry and their leaving is badly felt. Its
does seem too bad that the managers of
film exchanges can't stay longer, but then
it's a "moving" business.
Guy S. Trask Leaves Local Mutual.
Guy S. Trask, for the past two years
manager of the Detroit office of the Mutual, tendered his resignation, taking effect on Saturday, Nov. IS. During his administration the business developed to that
stage where Detroit stood first of all the
Mutual offices in the United States. Mr.
Trask was well liked in Michigan. He
was president of the Reel Fellows, Screen
and F-I-L-M Clubs of Detroit, r.nd was
the man who made plans for a film building in Detroit, No announcement is ready
as to his future connection. He left for
New York on Nov. 21 to confer with a
number of the New York producing companies. We certainly hope to see Mr.
Trask back in the fold.
A. I. Shapiro Goes to Bufifalo.
A. I. Shapiro, manager of the Triangle
exchange in Detroit, has tendered his resignation to take effect the first of December. He has been in charge at the Triangle
for the past eight months, and was previously manager of the Pox exchange in
Detroit previous to which time he traveled New York state for Fox. He is resigning to manage the Buffalo exchange
which will be opened at once by Lew
Rogers. Mr. Rogers was with the Fox
Film Corporation for eight years, and
resigned to handle big features in New
York state, outside of New York City. He
will open offices in New York and Buffalo.
Mr. Shapiro is getting a larger salary,
and believes he has a better opportunity
to get ahead. No successor has yet been
appointed. We will certainly be sorry to
see Shapiro leave us.
Louis Nathan Goes on Road.
Louis Nathan, manager of the K-E-S-E
exchange, Peter Smith building, Detroit,
has resigned to go on the road in Michigan. He is succeeded by W. H. Irvine,
formerly at the New York office of George
Kleine. Mr. Nathan came to Detroit about
four months ago from Chicago. He will
spend a part of each month rt Detroit,
assisting Mr. Irvine.
Dave Prince to Manage Local General.
E, M. Ames, for the past six months
manager of the General Film exchange in
Detroit, has resigned and has returned to
New York City, his home. Mr. Ames succeeded A. J. Gilligham as manager in Detroit, having come from the New York
office of the General. He is succeeded by
Dave Prince, formerly manager at the
company's
office In Dallas, Texas.
Harry Dull Heeds International,
R. A. Von der Goltz has resigned as
manager of the Detroit office of the International Film Service, and is succeeded
by Harry Dull.
W. A. Ward to Manage Art Drama.
W. A. Ward, manager of the Detroit office of the Unicorn Film Service. 1S3 East
Jefferson avenue, has resigned to become
manager of the Detroit office of the TrlState Film exchange, which controls the
Art Drama productions
in Michigan.
Art

Detroit,

Mich.

W. Blankmeyer. president and general
manager of the company, expects to have
Detroit offices established by the end of
the month.
Geo. J. DeButte Appointed Manager.
George J. DeButte, for the past five
years at the Detroit office of the Mutual
as assistant and formerly assistant manager at Toledo, has been appointed manager at Detroit, succeeding Mr. Trask. J.
C. Mack, formerly manager of the Toledo
office, takes the assistant managership at
Detroit.
"War Brides" Opens in Detroit.
Detroit, Mich. — "War Brides" opened
at the Broadway-Strand theater, Detroit,
Sunday, Nov, 19, to tremendous business.
In this connection it might be noted that
Detroit was the second city in America to
get "War Brides," being preceded by New
York, where it is stilT showing at twodollar prices. Harry I. Garson, who controls the Michigan rights to the Brenon
Brides"
put "War
productions,
on
the road plans
as a to
traveling
production,
playing It on a percentage basis, and getting top admission prices. It will likely
run from three to four weeks at the
Broadway-Strand, after which it will play
a week at the Liberty theater. Detroit, for
a full week. The local newspapers spoke
of "War Brides" as being even greater
than the "Birth of a Nation."
Program Notes in Detroit.
Detroit. Mich. — John H. Kunsky has
taken the first-run franchise in Detroit
for World Film productions, and will
show them at his downtown theaters,
starting the first of the year. He has the
option of showing them at the Liberty,
Washington or New Madison. The latter
house will not be completed before the
middle of February, according to the present outlook. Mr. Kunsky still holds the
first-run franchise on Greater Vitagraph
productions. The week of Nov. 12. Samuel
Dembow, manager of the Detroit World
exchange, had two downtown theaters In
Detroit showing the first-run World —
the Broadway-Strand with "Bought and
Paid For," and the Liberty, with "The
The first-run
Metro franchise has been
Hidden
Scar,"
placed with the Majestic theater. Detroit,
same becoming effective the first of January, Both the Metro Film Co. and M, W.
McGee, manager of the Majestic, confirm
the report, "Metro pictures will be shown
in conjunction with our other pictures
from other companies," said Mr. McGee.
"We have added the program without disturbing our other booking arrangements."
Club Hears of New Film Building.
Detroit. Mich.— The F-I-L-Jt Club of
Detroit at its regular meeting, Nov. I6th,
listened to an address by Professor Coltonof the National Safety First Society. He
emphasized the great importance of taking every precaution in the handling of
film, inspecting it, etc. His advice waa
timely and valuable. .\t this meeting t^e
proposed film building was also discussed.
It is definitely settled that the building
will be erected on East Elizabeth street,
near John R street, adjoining the Joseph
Mack building. It will be ten stories high,
fireproof and constructed absolutely In
accordance with the requirements of the
city ordinance. Work will start at once
and same will be completed early In the
spring. This is Indeed good news to the
exhibitors of Detroit and Michigan, as It
will greatly facilitate their making calla.
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Saenger Reunion at Shreveport
New

Orleans Day Is Celebrated at Fair
— Speeches by Mayor Behrman and O
Picture Business People Who Were
By N. E. Thatcher.
3801
NEW
ORLEANS, LA. — The reunion of
the working forces of the Saenger
Amusement Company at the Shreveport
Fair Grounds, Sunday, November 5, was
one of the feature events of the celebraof '"New instructed
Orleans Day."
Saeng-in
ertioninterests
theirTheforces
Texarkana. Monroe, Alexandria and New
Orleans to report at headquarters in
Shreveport, and accordingly, nearly 250
men and women assembled at the Majestic theater.
Headed by E. V. Richards, general manager, the Saenger employees formed in
line on reaching the Fair Grounds and
marched through the midway and along
the different avenues, stopping at the
Coliseum, where a delightful repast was
served. The employees were guests of
the heads of the firm. Julian and A. D.
Saenger, who spared no expense in making the Saenger celebration the great success recorded.
Al. G. Shear, representing the New Orleans office of the Consolidated, was toastmaster, and among those to briefly address the Saenger forces were Mayor
Behrman of New Orleans, Mayor Ford of
Shreveport, Commissioner Harold W. Newman of New Orleans, and "Ned" Rightor,
also of New Orleans, grand exalted ruler
of the Benevolent and Protective Order
of Elks.
In his talk to the Saenger forces. Mayor
Behrman said he was especially gratified
at the privilege to address the little army
of Saenger employees. "I am doubly
pleased with the honor." said the mayor,
"for we are preparing to give you people
a warm welcome when the Strand theater, being built by the Saenger interests at Baronne and Gravier streets, is
opened about the middle of February. Tou
are building a great theater there and I
am sure the people of New Orleans will
be glad to number you one of them."
The novel plan of bringing the Saenger
forces to Shreveport to attend the fair
and the family reunion attracted much
attention at the fair grounds. The delegations from Texarkana was headed by
Arthur Hardin, manager of the Saenger
interests in that city; Park Moore represented the Monroe delegation, with J. E.
Manning at the head of the Alexandria
organization. Miss Eva Vernon, another
of the popular managers engaged by the
Saenger interests, also came to Shreveport to take part. The New OrleansSaenger organization was represented by
Commissioner Newman and Emile V. Stier,
who will direct the company's publicity
in New Orleans. The party included 250
men and women employed by Saengei
Amusement Company.
The closing event at the hall was the
taking of a motion picture of the Saengers, Mr. Richards, D L. Cornelius, assistant general manager; Mayor Behrman,
Mayor Ford, Commissioner Newman, Mr.
Rightor, James A. Robin, Walker Ross.
Albertus Koch. Thomas McDermott and
others of New Orleans. The picture was
made as the New Orleans officials and the
Saenger employees were leaving the Coliseum. This picture will be shown here in
the Majestic theater and also will be
used at the opening of the Saenger's
Strand theater in New Orleans about the
middle of February.
Harry

M.

Owens
Heads
Triangle
Exchange.
New Orleans, La. — Harry M. Owens, of
Atlanta. Ga., has taken charge of the
local Triangle film exchange and has been
busy for the past few days making the
acquaintance of the exhibitors and becoming familiar with the details of the office.
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Grounds by Visit of 250 Saenger Forces
ther Notabilities — Some of the Prominent
Present.
Canal St.. New Orleans. La.
A. W. Goff Hints at New Departures,
New Orleans. La. — A. W. Goff. of the
New York offices of the Greater Vitagraph
company, was a visitor here recently and
spent the day going over the local situation with Manager Steinson. The Greater
Vitagraph New Orelans territory hag lately been largely increased by the addition
of Mississippi and parts of other states,
and the addition compels a lot of clerical
work in getting it down to the usual
smooth manner of conducting Vitagraph
business. Office politics in the Vitagraph
camp is the most unpopular form of
amusement that can attract the attention
of an aspiring employe. Merit is the only
recognized standard for promotion, and
Mr. Gnff declares that he never allows a
deserving man's antecedents to interfere
with his advancement- Great change affecting the public's. , direct interest in
photoplays are under contemplation, declares Mr. Goff.
Nat Ehrlick to Manage Isis.
New
Orleans.
La. — Nat
Ehrlick,
who
since the establishment
of the Triangle
film exchange
in this city has been its
manager,
has resigned
to take over the
management of the Isis theater, which has
been without
an experienced
head since
P. A. Blankenship
resigned
some
weeks
ago
to utiImately become conI nected
with BoehI ringer
Amusement
I Company.
Manager
II of
Ehrlick
is the dean
the motion
picI tuee exchange men
I of
New
Orleans,
I having
been
conI nected
with
the
I film
business
for
the has
past aten hostyears.of
II He
I f r i e n d s in this
I s e c t i o n of the
country, and is an
■ expert
showman.
1 He
doubtless
will
1 keep the Isis theaI ter up to the high
standard
at which
it was
maintained
under the BlankenNat Ehrlick.
E h i p management,
ind that means that
it is the best suburban
theater in the
city.
He believes in the personal
equation in the conduct
of a neighborhood
theater, and he will see to it that all of
his
ment.patrons have the very best of treatCollege Theater Closes.
New Orleans. La. — The College theater,
one of the prettiest and best appointed
theaters on St. Charles street, which is
close to the downtown quarter, has been
closed by Manager Billiet. and the equipment is being sold. Ill health is the
prime cause for the move, and unsatisfactory service added its quoto until the
final determination to close was made.
Pushing Work on New Strand.
New Orleans, La. — So anxious are the
builders of the Strand theater to push
their house to completion that a night
shift of steel workers is to be installed
in the hope of gaing valuable time. This
is almost an unprecedented move in building circles in this section for the people
have that happy faculty of never allowing Old Father Time to chase them
around very much. It is the expectation
to make double speed by the employment
of a night shift in the steel construction.

Atlanta News Letter
By

A. M.

Beatty,
Copenhill Ave.,
Atlanta, 43 Ga.
Criterion Starts Open Booking.

ATLANTA. GA. — A wide-open-door policy
is this week announced by the Criterion theater.
The Criterion management state that
from now on it will be wedded to no one
service. On the other hand, it will strive
to select the highest class attraction that
all the services can offer. In this way
it believes that it can furnish its great
patronage with entertainments every day
in the year that the patrons will really
appreciate.
The Criterion theater opened its doors
on its first Sunday show when the Atlanta
lodge of Elks gave the second of a series
of benefits for the purpose of raising a
Christmas charity fund to be. distributed
among the poor of Atlanta.
Sig Samuels, owner, and Willard C. Patterson, manager of the theater are Elks,
and for this reason they consented to open
their theater Sunday.
J. R. Simpson

Goes
mount.to Southern Para-

Atlanta. Ga. — John R. Simpson, Jr.. formerly connected with the Central Bank
and Trust Company, of Atlanta, has
joined tlie Southern Paramount Company,
in capacity of manager of the Strand Film
Company, handling special features booked
in the South.
Bellwood Benefit for Strikers.
Atlanta, Ga. — The Bellwood theater was
open Sunday afternoon and night. The
proceeds were used as a relief fund for
the striking linemen and carmen of the
Georgia
Railway and Power
company.
A committee of strikers were in charge
and acted as ushers. No admission was
charged, but all who entered gave liberally to the fund to buy coal, clothing and
food for the strikers" families in Atlanta.
"Less Than the Dust" at the Criterion.
Atlanta, Ga. — The first showing of the
Artcraft Corporation's productions in Atlanta will be "Less Than the Dust." at
the Criterion theater, November
29th.
Vaudette Had Lawyer Guests.
Atlanta, Ga. — Members of the Atlanta
Bar Association and law students of Atlanta were guests of tiie Vaudette theater
at the first public showing in Atlanta of
"And the Law Says" at the Vaudette theater Sunday afternoon.
H. F. Tucker Managing Local G. F.
Atlanta, Ga. — H. F. Tucker, formerly
manager of the Jacksonville, Florida, office, has been appointed manager of the
Atlanta office of the General Film, succeeding Mr. C. C. Ezell, who returns to
Dallas, Texas, for the same company.
To Remodel the Strand.
Atlanta. Ga. — The Strand theater will ba
remodeled on the inside within the next
few days. Preparations are being made
to repaint and redecorate the house, and
the lobby will be considerably brightened.
The Strand is one of the most magnetic
and attractive motion picture theaters in
Dixie.
Mrs. Vail With Paramount Publicity
Department.
Atlanta, Ga. — Mrs. Grace Wyndon Vail
has joined the publicity department of the
Southern Paramount Company, Atlanta.
Mrs, Vail is one of the best-known publicity women in the United States.
Charley Kessnick. manager of the Mutual Film Corporation, has returned from
a trip over his territory.
Harry

Groening
Heads
Atlanta
Loew
Interests.
Atlanta. Ga. — Harry Groening. who has
oeen manager of the Loew house in, St.
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I'liul, haH bei-n in .Mlantii hIiicc the rooppnlnK of the (^rand tht'atcr. and announreinent Is now made that Mi. v<roenInK will be permant-ntly in charge of the
I.oew Interests In Atlanta. Mr. GroeninK
will move his family to this city.
KENTUCKY NOTES.
A Good Run of Business.
I./Oul8Vllle. Ky. — Fine open weather so
far this fall has been responsible for
steady and larpe attendances at the down
town theaters, and Sunilay niKht business
has bet-n so good that standins room has
been about all that the theaters have had
to offer on Sunday for the past few
weeks. Matinee and week-day eveninfef
performances have also brought better attondences than usual, and the exhibitors
are rapidly makinp up for the aulet period durinp: the excessively hot summe.*
just passed throuRh. Houses out in the
state are also Retting a good run of business in most cases. It is a question in
the minds of some of the small-town exhibitors whether or not the returning
skating rink craze will affect business
to any extent, but at the most it will be
for a very short time, as this form of
amusement generally palls after a few
weeks
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Lexington's

M. Switow's Interest in the
to Colonial Amusement
House— Changes to Be
Ohio
Valley
Xews

WORLD

Strand

Largest
Company
Made in
Service.

Fifth

City

Has

By

J. L.

Four

Moving Picture Theaters of Importance — Furnish the
Best Shows Obtainable.
1014 Stahlman
Building,
Nashville, Tenn.
Service, is traveling out of the Memphis
JACKSitX. TEXX. — Four picture theaoffice, making the rounds of northern
ters of importance are located in
Mississippi in the interest of "The YelJackson, the state's fifth largest city.
The principal house is the Lyric, with a
low Menace," "Mutt & Jeff." and "Hans
seating capacity of 1.000. running seven
reels of pictures daily, with one vaude& Fritz."
ville act. for ten cents. Triangle, Fox,
Bijou has Weekly Feature Night.
Kleine-Edison, World-Brady, and the
Nashville. Tenn. — Friday night of each
week is set aside at the Bijou theater
"Yellow Menace." "Shielding Shadow. "■
"Girl From Frisco," and "Who's Guilty"
as "Colored Society Night," at which
series round out a liberal program sertime special feature pictures and a full
vice. D. L. Williamson is owner and
orchestra are provided. The Bijou is
manager of the I-.yric.
probably the largest house in the South
The Elite theater is a house of 350 capoperated exclusively for negroes, and
acity, and runs the Mutual program
Manager Milton Starr is furnishing his
exclusively for five cents admission.
patrons
with high class pictures.
This house is open from 1:00 to 11:00
P. M.. without stopping at meal time, as
Majestic
Signs With Fox.
is the case in connection with a large
Memphis. Tenn. — A contract has been
part of the houses throughout the state.
closed
by
the
Majestic
theater to show
outside of the principal cities. The
the William Fox Super- features, which
Princess seats about 400. and also runs
are also booking heavily at other points
from 1:00 to 11:00 P. M., using the
in the state. This house also played to
Greater Vitagraph. Metro and Universal
capacity during the four days run of
service. The Marlowe is a combination
road show and picture house, of which
Clara Kimball Young in "The Common
Mr. Williamson is lessee and manager.
The Jackson public is loyal to the pictures, and patronage is consistent.
New Theater in Grenada, Miss.
Law."
Grenada, Mi.'is. — The Majestic theater
Artcraft at Knickerbocker.
was opened for business on November
22. as a combination playhouse and
Nashville. T.mui, — The first of the newmoving picture show. The new house
Mary Pickford Artcraft pictures. "Less
is under the management of Sam Stein,
Than ance
the
Dust."
will make on
its Decemappearbut active supervision of the pictures
at the
Knickerbocker
has been placed in charge of Miss M. E.
ber 4, and will run for an entire week.
Rollins. Miss Rollins is an experienced
The popularity of Little Mary in Nashtheater
manager, having operated the
ville gives assurance that a week will be
small Majestic at this point for some
required to satisfy the public demands.
time.
Manager Wassaman has also booked
"The Lass of the Lumberlands," Helen
New Loew House for Birmingham.
Holmes'Nashville
big series,
other
bouse,at the Crystal, his
Birmingham, Ala. — Following closely
upon the announcement of a $700,000
theater for Memphis crimes advice that
Alpine a Live Suburban House.
E. A. Schiller, of «he Schiller Amusement
Nashville. Tenn. — One of the most enCompany, and Marcus Loew. of the Loew
terprising siitjurban theaters is the
Circuit, are preparing to operate a newAlpine. located on Jefferson street. This
house in Birmingham, and arrangements
Is one of the few suburban houses adverhave practically been completed for the
tising its programs in the daily newsconstruction of a theater. Local capital
papers, and is well patronized when
is understood to be interested in the
others fail to attract. Best second run
project. It ia proposed to make the
features are shown at tive cents, with
Birmingham house a part of a circuit
comedies
and special music.
composed in part of Memphis. Birmingham and Atlanta. Mr. Schiller now
Webster on Road for United.
operates the Bijou in Birmingham, as
Memphis. Tenn. — Daniel Webster,
specwell as a number of other important
ial representative of the United
Film
theaters in the South and West.
Kay,

Stock

Deal

Kentucky Picture House Being Transferred
— Deal Will Not Change the Control of the
the Theater Building.
Cor respond etH. I I til .Stitrk.s liuildirig.
The new leather seats are to be placed
LEXINGTON. KY.— J. B. Eliott. presi38 inches from back to back, Instead ot
dent of the Colonial Amusement Com30 Inches as is now the case. New carpany, has been made general manager of
pets are to be laid throughout the aisles,
the Strand theater, owned by the Phoenand the box ofllce Is to be placed on a
ix Amusement Company. |)ending the final
line with the sidewalk. Instead of betransfer of the stock held by M. Switow
tween the entrance and exit doors of the
of I^uisvllle. president and general manager uf the rhoenix Amusement Comfoyer. A new screen and two Powers'
6-B machines are also to be installed.
I>any, to the Colonial Amusement ComThe heating facilities of the theater ar«
pany, negotiations for which have been
also to be improved, and the present
in progress for some time. The stock o(
pipe organ is to be used but fifteen minMr. Switow. however, does not give the
utes during each hour, and orchestra
Colonial Amusement Company controlling
furnishing all additional music. It is also
interest in the Phoenix. Slaughter
planned to improve the film service.
Sparks, active manager of the Strand, is
It is reported that the Phoenix Amuseto continue in that position. The Strand
ment Company and the Colonial Amusetheater, built about eighteen months ago,
ment Company will retain their individis the largest seating house In the state.
uality, although Mr. Eliott will adminPlans liave been completed for a numister the policy of both concerns. The
ber of changes in the theater, whereby
Colonial
company also controls a string
the seating capacity will be decreased,
of theaters in other cities in the Blueand the first floor capacity
cut to 900.
gra.'fs section.

Jackson, Tennessee, a Live Picture City
State's
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New
Company
for Colored
House.
Louisville. — The Paradise Amusement
Company, with a capital stock of $400
has been incorporated to operate "The
Paradise," a colored moving picture theater at 104 East Green street, which has
just come into the hands of the present
incorporators, who are: R. H. Jewell, A.
P. Wilson,
J. Jewell and J. Mitchell.
Brownie Theater Opened.
Middleborn, Ky.^The Brown Amusement Company, on Satur'lay. November
25, 1918
openedCumberland
its new theater
"Theupon
Brownie''
at
avenue,
which
work has been pushed for several months.
The new theater takes the place of the
"Amuzu," which was closed on November
9, 1916. after a prosperous run of five
years. The old building is being remodelled into a restaurant, it having outgrown its usefulness due to its small
seating capacity. The new house is modern in every respect and a credit to the
city.
Reopening of Columbia at Paris.
Paris, Ky. — The Columbia theater,
closed for several weeks while being remodelled, has been completed, refurnished and was recently opened under the
management of Charles Taggart, of Cynthlana, assisted by Harry Mitchell, formerly with the Paris Grand. The Brady
production, featuring Gail Kane in "Paying the Price." was the opening
feature.
Cents.
Says the Price Might as Well Be 25
Louisville, Ky. — It's just as easy to get
fifteen and twenty-five cents as a nickel,
according to the management of the Casino theater, which has raised prices, :l,^d
which at present is creating enough interest to make people want to see the
shows. According to Johnson Mussellman, connected with the management, it
makes no difference whether it is a b^rn
or an opera house, the people *viil ome
and pay the price if you can ;et th' m
interested. Last week the theater put rn
"Doc" Foster's "Chinatown San Francisco
i.t Barbary Coast" pictures, using several
supts who were dressed as Orientals to
attract attention in the lobby. Tho latter war decorated with lanterns, streamers, clc, to carry out the Chinatown iJ-:,.
anrj iCe people paid the price. Th-s w- ek
"licihting in France^' was shown. .:ev^lal men being dressed as French ;.oldiers, and posed in the lobby whero numerous guns, special scenery, etc.. wr.s
ii.sel. In addition a phonograph was kept
i-'isy playing the martial strains of "The
M.' rseillaise."
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Kansas City Local Censors

December 9, 1916
ignation is effective at the convenience
uf the company
any date
December 1. Mr. atPearson
hasprior
beento very
active as chairman of the executive committee of the Amusement Association ot
Kansas, having to do with censorship in
Kansas, particularly pertaining to legislation looking to a repeal of the entire
law. His leaving causes his resignation
of that position as well as treasurer of
the Kansas City Screen Club. Mr, Pearson expresses himself as willing to return to Kansas at any time during the
anti-censorship campaign of the present
session of the Kansas Legislature, which
may be quite possible since he has taken
a month's vacation and first real rest
for six busy years in the film business.
He will resume a connection with the
film business In a responsible position
with another firm about January 1. To
his many friends, both exhibitors and
exchangemen, Mr. Pearson is exceedingly
grateful for their splendid co-operation
and valued friendship, and he proposes
to keep forever fresh in his memory his
years of service with the Vitagraph Company as one of the most pleasant periods
of his life. He also hopes to have the
pleasure of being of future service.
Mr. Pearson expects to call a meeting
of the committee of the Amusement Association of Kansas before leaving Kansas City to take his new position, at
which he hopes to settle the censorship
situation favorably to all concerned, and
he will go to Topeka to get things in as
good
ing. shape as possible before his leavW, C. Gookin. formerly manager of the
Vitagraph branch at Toronto, Canada,
who was sent to Omaha with the Intention of starting a branch there, will Instead become the new manager at the
Kansas City branch.

City's Film Men Were Dreaming of Co-operation When Out of the Blue Sky Two
Exhibitors Are Arrested— ''Called in" Film and the Work of the Local BoardLobby Displays Are Attracting Attention.
City.
Belt Building, Kansas
Service, 205 Com
City News
Bv Kansas
is simple
This
boards.
Kansas
or
York
has
City
Kansas
MO.
CITY.
-ANS\S
enough for the managers of exchanges
K. had more experience and information
who understand it, but leaves a chance
past
the
hip
censors
to
e
with referenc
for trouble for newcomers. Because of
week than in many moons before. And
these occasional difficulties, and the apa puzzle— sort
parent impossibility of avoiding trouble
the net result is rather
of a cross between exasperation that
with state rights people now and then
on account of their ignorance of local
anywhere, and uneasicensorship exists further
defects in the
conditions, it is likely that more help
ness that even
will be given local censors, so that
present systems may develop.
they can establish a practice of cenA Plan for Co-operation.
soring everything. If this is done,
Things were going along nicely last
the exhibitor need not trust to anyconPf^
Gray
Mary
Miss
body
but himself as to the possibilweek, withwith the National Board of Renected
ity of interference from the board — he
rs
view, talking to the Parent Teache
can
always
know whether the local
Association, the Federation of Women s
board has aproved the picture. Otherother organizawise, there is always the chance that
Clubs the Atheneum and
the exhibitor may not be fully informed
tions, on the duty of v omen to encouras to his position.
s, and the nee-l of
age the better picture
a plan to get the best juveniles before
to the sugBoard of Welfare and Lobby Displays
the public. The women took
gestion well, and Miss Peck received
It is quite sure that the board of welragement. She took the pofare will take action shortly with refgreat encou
sition that it was not censorship that the
erence to lobby displays of a questionable
merely
would
picture field needed, which
nature,
perhaps on the ground that they
eliminate a few pictures that certain
advertise pictures which are not shown
real
on
the
screen. In this, the board will
people thought were unfit.to The
put into
have the assistance of the vigilance
need was for some agency
committee
of the Ad Club.
circulation, and secure support for. the
pictures that were really good. Hers
was a constructive plan. Hardly a plan.
E. R. Pearson Leaves Kansas City.
tell exactly
though, since she did not was
to be
Kansas City. Mo. — E. R. Pearson, manhow this encouragement
ager of the Vitagraph Film Company
Screen
the
before
talked
given. She
at Kansas
City, announced
that his resting the adClub one evening, sugges
vantage of a circuit on which a juvenile
program might be sent out. She asked
that the film men help to solve the aquescirm on
cuit. tion of getting such a progra
Kansas
City's Pageant-Film Company's
First Picture Shown to 1,100 Persons at
Two Exhibitors Arrested.
One Dollar a Seat — Distribution of Picture.
But the pleasant feeling.s left by Miss
of
connection with plans of the Society for
Peck's visit were offset by the arrest
KANSAS CITY, MO. — The Alamo thetwo exhibitors and two film men on
ater, one of the finest suburban houses
local historical w^ork in special districts.
charges of showing pictures that lacked
It
is expected that the display of this
in Kansas City, Mo., was the scene No. The
picture, for instance, that tells a story
the approval of the local censors
vember 17 of a unique moving picture
around
a series of scenes near Kansas
recreation department of the boards
show — the first presentation of "Two
had "called in' the picCity, Mo., will stimulate other communipublicturewelfare
Girls and One Bonnet." This is the first
"Purity" for review. It was shown
ties
to
dig up historical incidents and
of the pictures produced by the Pageantwithout review. Thereupon, while the
costumes, and gather data about their
Film Corporation of Kansas City in colmade. Novemfirst showing was being
own
districts.
All of which will be adlaboration with the Missouri Valley Hisber 19. the manager of the Maze theater,
torical Society.
vantageous to the plans for the Missouri
and Mr. Eisen, who had the state rights
Centennial
in
1920. The society will
One
of
the
unique
features
was
that
and was booking the picture, were armeet in Kansas City shortly, to make
the admission was one dollar — and 1,100
the ordirested charged with violating Mason
further
plans
for
this centennial, and
people paid the dollar to see the five
of
nance. The next day Manager
reels.
representatives will be present from 114
the Rialto and Manager Goldberg of the
counties
which
have
centennial societies.
"We are going to push the moving
Federal Film Service, were arrested on
Plans will include the showing of this
picture as a phase of our work, both for
"Save
collection of reels for our archives, and
picture, and the making of others.
a similar charge, for showing These
Daughter" without review.
Your are
The Pageant-Film Corporation gives,
cases
pending.
for arousing
local interest," said one of
the
officers.
from its share of the earnings and not
The arrests, and the local agitation
from the net earnings of the exhibitor,
"Two
Girls
and
One
Bonnet"
will
be
with reference to pictures, are culminaa proportion to the Missouri Valley Hisreleased through the Pageant-Film Cortorical Society.
tions of a condition that has been simporation direct to exhibitors:
usually in
mering some time. Last week many
comcensors,
the
ci^lled
men
women and
plaining of the advertising of pictures,
and asking if the pictures were really
as bad as the ads. stated, and as the pictures displayed in the lobby would inA Kansas City Picture Man Who Keeps in Close Touch with His Local Parentdicate. P. F. McClure. head of the recreation department, of course, answered
Teacher Association — How It Works.
that pictures shown were in practically
patronize it. And he is getting rauch
KANSAS CITY, MO. — W. A. Morris has
every case innocuous, whatever the adgood advertising from It.
bought the lease of the Barrymore.
vertisements might promise.
Mr. Morris says that he finds no diffiThirty-ninth and Summit streets, and is
The two arrests for failure to submit
culty whatever in making up programs
now operating it. Mr. Morris is an oldpossibly questionable, so far as was
timer in the business. He established
good from the exhibitor's point of view,
known, pictures to the censors, are exthe
Eagle
moving
picture
house
at
507
from
the
lists supplied by the associaceptions in Kansas City, for, according
Minnesota avenue, Kans»s City, Kan., in
tions.
to Mr. McClure, head of the censoring
The Barrymore idea is being watched
1910;
in
1912
he
moved
the
show
to
Cendepartment, the film exchanges are exwith interest, for the reason that most
tral avenue, and sold it at a profit. He
ceedingly punctilious in such matters.
of the houses that draw from the same
has been out of the business
since.
The trouble, he said, was chiefly frort
district cater to the older boys and girls
Mr. Morris is catering to the Parentstates rights people, who allege ignorand give big features. Some of the othance of the city regulations.
Teachers' Association of his district of
er exhibitors have said pointedly that
the city. He meets with the associations
they do not want the patronage of
weekly, and talks over with them the
"Calling In" for Review.
children:
that they can fill their houses
pictures they would like to see run. They
The Kansas City censors have no facilities for censoring all the pictures
prepare a lections.
list,
from for
which
hepractice,
makes the
sewithout
the
children.
'Mr. children
Morris goes
on
the
theory
that the
will
In
return
this
shown. Therefore, they call in for relead the older folks into his house, if
women of the associations are pledged
view, only pictures on which questions
he
can
get
them
started
coming.
to
recommend
the
Barrymore,
and
to
have been raised by the Chicago,
New

The Historical Society's Use of Films

The Exhibitor and His Neighborhood
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Prairie State News Letter
My

ITank H. Madlaon. 623 S. Wabush
Ave.. Chicago.
Praise for Mary Gray Peck.
F'DRT dodge. la.— Miss Mary Gray
Peck of the Board of Kovlew spoke
ac tho Commercial club under the auspices of the Child Welfare Department
of the Woman's club. So thoroughly did
she explain the moving picture situation
and the excellent work of the National
Board that the Fort Dodge Messenger,
closed a throe-quarter column editorial
with the following tribute: — "An hour
with an Intelligent and entertaining
talker with a big grarp of a big subject
la an Inspiration and those who availed
themselves of the privilege of hearing
Miss Peck certainly owe a debt of gratitude to the Child Welfare Department
of the Woman's
Club."
Iowa Theater Changes and Notes.
New Market, la. — P A. Swan has sold
his Interest In the Isis theater to Tony
Pace.
Bello Plain. la. — Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
HufTman who took over the Nemo
theater changed the name to the American theater.
Clear Lake. la. — "The Turn of the
Road" was shown at the Electric theater
for the benefit of the Civic League.
Osag^e, la. — "John Barleycorn" was
sponsored at the Lyric theater November
3 A. byance the
Union. Women's Christian TemperUockwell City, la. — "The Birth of a
Nation." played November 20 and 21 at
the Empress theater.
In the Dakotas.
Minot. N. D.— The Orpheum theater
had a tilni fireLake Preston, S. D. — George B. Myers
sold his interest in the Princess theater
to W. H. Olson.
La Moure. N. D. — The Stoddard Opera
House is now under the management of
Mrs. H. Stoddard.
Fargo, N. D. — -Local newspapers report
that Petersburg
needs a picture show.
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Ambitious Springfield Censors
Want Mayor to Appoint Board of Three with Absolute Powers to Handle Both
Theaters and Shows — Seem to Think Mayor and the City Council Unable to
Cope with the Difficult Problem of Deciding on Such Matters.
SPRIXGI'lELD,
111.— A
localforboard
censorship was
asked
by thoof
Springfield School Clubs Council. The
proposed ordinance in Itself was objectionable because it planned to regulate
the construction and operation of
theaters, usurping the powers of the
city building inspector and the city electrician. As if this were not enough the
movement had barely got under way
when one of the women proposed that
all Sunday moving picture shows in the
city be prohibited.
Just what pictures the agitators had in
mind did not appear at the first important meeting. Attorney Fitzgerald, for
tho exhibitors insisted that the authors
of the ordinance should state specifically
the immoral pictures that have been
shown in Springfield. Twenty persons
spoke for tho censorship, but not one
named a film nor attacked a Springfield
theater. The most conspicious objection
was made by Rev. Frank Waller Allen.
pastor of the First Christian Church.
"There is too much kissing," he said.
"Boys and girls see it; then try it themselves." The producers
were Fifth
attacked
by
Rabbi Bloom
of the North
street
temple who declared that the production
"is in the hands of mercenary men who
cater
the passions."
All tothree
of the local papers, the
Springfield News-Recorder, Illinois State
Journal and Illinois State Register, have
come to the aid of the moving picture
men. These papers contend that in the
first place the local situation does not
warrant any movement for local censorship. Besides all are opposed to the
"un-American" principal of censorship.
The present city ordinances are adequate
to prevent exhibition
of immoral films.
The
license

What the Board Would Be.
proposed
ordinance
provides
fee of SIO a year.
A board

It Has Been Made

Comfortable and Attractive.
Flint.
Mich.— W.
S. Hutterfield
will
erect a new theater to be known as the
Palace,
at
Harrison and
Kearsley
streets.

Michigan Theater Notes.
Baroda. .Mich. — C. C. .\lj;iiire of Coloma
has purchased the Star theatre in this
city. Mr. and Mrs. Algulre will remain
In Coloma there they operate the Coloma
theater.
Houghton, Mich. — Manager Pannanen
of the Star theater had three matinees
for children to see "Hiawatha."
Marshall. Mich. — "The Moment Before"
was shown at the Garden theater for the
benefit of the Pythian
Sisters
Albion, Mich. — The Censor theater had
a fire which destroyed one thousand feet
of film. A member of the fire department who tried to enter the operating
room was overcome and fell unconscious
to the floor.

IN WISCONSIN.
By Frank H. Madison. 623 S. Wabash
Chicago.

threo to review motion pictures is providtd. the members of the board to serve
without pay and to bo appointed by the
commissioner of public affairs, who In
Springfield
la the mayor.
Applications for licenses shall, according to the provision of the ordinance, be
submitted in duplicate to the mayor and
the commissioner of public health and
safety, and shall specify a variety of
facts, among them the location of the
theater, seating capacity, number of
exits, width of aisles, size, location and
kind of machine booth, number and location of toilets, provisions for ventilation
and provisions for lighting.
Licenses of motion picture theaters
may be revoked by the board, subject te
the
next approval
meeting. of the city council at Its
Board members shall have the power
at all times to inspect motion picture
theaters and pictures, and to censor and
eliminate all films or portions thereof
considered objectionable to good morals
and public peace, the ordinance provides.
It is also provided that board members
shall have power to make arrests for
violation of the provisions of any portion
of the motion picture ordinance. Penalty for violation of the ordinance shall
be punishable by a fine of not less than
$.'.0 or not more than $100 for each
offense.

Mr. Exhibitor:— You will get mere
helpful information by carefully reading one trade paper weekly than by
tkimming over three or four. TKe
MOVING PICTURE WORLD is tke
one paper you need.

a
of

Centerville's
PlayFarmers
House
Built by Over a Hundred Community
Local Residents and Near-by
at a Cost Open
of $12,000
CEXTERVILLE, Mich. — At the opening of the new Community Play
House the Paramount feature "An
Alien" starring George Beban was the
attraction. This building designed to fill
a need in the community life was erected
by
stock'hundred
companycitizens
composed
of njore
thana one
of the
town
and farmers round-about. It was erected
at a cost of $12,000, is almost fire-proof,
well heated and ventilaterl and thoroughly supplied with electricity for lighting
effects and also has a stage for other entertainments. The motion pictures programs win be taken care of with gold
fibre screen and motor driven projector
and Paramount service. The shows will
be given every Wednesday and Saturday
night.
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Local Notes and Jottings.
Watertown, Wis. — The Watertown Gazete says editorially: — "Avoid the theater
or moving picture show that has in its
advertisements 'Children will not be admitted to see this picture or entertainment.' It is time to call a halt on such
entertainments. How can a decent public tolerate them."
West Allis, Wis. — The Loebel theat-^r
here expects to be ready for the decorators early in December. This house,
which is 47x90 feet will seat 400.
Barabroo. Wis. — "The Birth of a Nation." played a return date at the Ringling theater, November 12 to 16.
Waukesha, Wis. — The Woodmen band
was given a benefit moving picture show
at the Auditorium.
Beloit. Wis. — James Conery of the
Wilson theater lost an overcoat. A week
later he recognized It In the theater on
a negro. It developed the negro bought
It from another negro, who had bought
it from another negro — any way Conery
got his overcoat back.
Wautoma, Wis. — The W. J. Durham
Lumber Company Is erecting a new
opera house here.

Interesting
Notes from FiUndom.
Waukegan, 111. — Carl Mueller, proprietor of the Elite theater left November
13 for Rochester. Minn., to enter the
Mayoa stomach
Brothers ailment.
sanitarium for treatment
for
St. David. 111. — "St. David on the
.Screen." was an attraction at the Higt?ins theater.
Peoria, 111.— Labor troubles at the Hippodrome theater have been settled.
Rockford. III.— The present plan of
charging all moving picture theaters
$100 a year license regardless of seating
capacity
was declared
Alderman White.
The city unjust
councilby may
do
something
about it.
Quincy. Ill- — The Princess theater
planned for two days showing of a film
made of the members of the Quincy
Ftotary Club in their revels at their annual picnic.
Oak Park, 111. — The Whlttler school
has a moving picture machine. It had
a film made of events on the playground.
This was shown and the receipts put into
.1 fund for the rental of other films to
be shown free to the pupils and their
families.
Theater Changes Hereabouts.
Oak Park, I11.~H. M. GoUos. Is now
manager of the Park theater, Austin
avenue and Lake street.
.Johnston City. 111. — B. T. Arnett of
Marion has been made manager of the
' )pera House succeeding George M, Adams who resigned after three years,
Atkinson, 111. — The Princess theater
here has been sold to Spencer H. Anderson who formerly owned the Wigwam
theater in Genesee.
Marengo. 111. — Nell Wilson has purchased the Royal theater from W. H.
Stage.
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Advisory Board for Northwest
Selecting New Board to Represent Northwest in Work of the National Association of the Industry — Local Exchange Managers, Supply Men and Producers
Chosen— Secretary Elliott Will Tell Board What It Is to Do.
By John L. Johnston,
814 Produce Exch ange, Minneapolis, Minn.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINX.— While Lee A.
Ochs was in this city last Tuesday,
November 14. with Thomas Furniss, also
a member of the executive board of the
National Association of the Industry, an
advisory board to represent the Northwest
was selected from the exchange managers,
producers and supply men gathered at the
Pathe exchange. J. F. Cubberley, manager Universal exchange, was appointed
temporary chairman of the advisory committee and W. K. Howard, manager. Vitagraph exchange, secretary. Mr. Howard
was instructed to write National Secretary Elliott to ascertain the duties of the
advisory
board and then "get busy."
New Mutual Manager — Other Changes.
Minneapolis, Minn. — Another change in
a national was
corporation's
film
exchange
recordedlocal
lastbranch
Saturday
when R, E. Bishop succeeded Walter H.Stafford as manager of the Mutual offices
at 22 North Sixth street. This is the
seventh change in national organization
exchanges within the last four months
here.
Mr. Bishop was formerly manager of
the Mutual exchange in Escanaba. Mich.,
and previous to that with the General
exchange of Cincinnati. Mr. Stafford, a
brother-in-law of J. R. Freuler, came here
over a year ago from the Chicago Mutual
office and is expected to Teturn there.
With the announcement of Mr. Bishop's
arrival comes word that George Lee, formerly with the General exchange of Winnipeg, is to become assistant manager to
Mr. Bishop, that A. E. Hardy succeeds
J. J. Poitras as cashier and that Ira
Mantzke
becomes
Twin
City salesman.
J. F. Cubberley. Universal: W. K. Howard. Vitagraph, R. L. Hewitt. Unicorn;
J. E. Friedman. Pathe; J. R. Levy, World:
Harry Graham. Kieine, are the other managers who have taken new positions within the last four months.
Booked "Little Mary Sunshine."
Buffalo. Minn. — Father Meyers of thlocal catholic parish has returned from
Minneapolis with Manager J. W. Dudley
of the Gem having booked "Little Mary
Sunshine"
of the
Pathe
exchange,
special
benefit
for the
church,
at the for
Gem a
theater next week.
Independent Film Announces "America."
Minneapolis. Minn. — The Independent
Film Corp. has announced rights for the
six reel feature "America" taken from
the New York Hippodrome
show.
S. R. Thomnson
Wants Partner.
St. Paul, Minn. — With the retirement of
O. H. Pherson from the Feature Film Co.
exchange here S. R. Thompson, manager.
has offered one-thrd interest in the company for sale.
D. C. McClellan With Westcott FUm.
Minneapolis. Minn. — D. C. McClellan returning from the Dakotas which he had
heen covering for the Universal exchange,
resigned and has now gone out over the
same territory for the Westcott Film
Corp.,. talking up "The Little Girl Next
Door."
Bert Moran Transferred to Canada.
Minneapolis. Minn. — Bert Moran. associated with the local Kleine-Selig-Edison-Essany exchange for some time, has
been appointed manager of the George
Kleine attractions in Canada and has left
for the Dominion to assume his new
duties.
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What Twin City Theaters Are Running.
A fair idea of what the leading Twin
City theaters and their programs:
Minneapolis: — New Gar rick. Paramount;
Strand. Artcraft. Triangle, Metro: Lyric.
open K. E. S. E.. World and Vitagraph
mostly; New Garden, Universal; New
Grand, open, serials mostly; New Aster.
Fox, Vitagraph, Pathe. practically open;
New Palace, serials. Mutual masterpictures
and Vitagraph mostly; Crystal, open, state
rights features mostly; Calhoun, open.
Triangle, Vitagraph,
K. E. S. E. mostly.
St. Paul: — Strand, open; Starland, open,
Pathe, World mostly; Blue Mouse. Metro,
Vitagraph, practically open; Majestic,
Paramount. Mutual Chaplin s; Princess,
Fox. Vitagraph. practically open; Alhambra. Triangle exclusive; Hippodrome, Universal short reelers; New Palace, open.
"Crisis" Will Open in Minneapolis.
The Elliott-Sherman Film Corp. has
announced "The Crisis" will be shown for
the first time in the United States at the
E. & S. Lyric theater. Minneapolis, in
December — a distinct beat for the Mill
City — and remain at that house indefinitely. Edward Brehaney. son of General
Manager Brehaney of the Elliott-Sherman
forces will have charge of the first show
and following the opening week's run of
"The Crisis" at the Lyric he will go to
Chicago for the opening run at that metropolis. C. J. Bulliet will have charge of
the publicity work
for "The Crisis."
Minneapolis Exchange Notes.
The Vitagraph exchange broke all records for business during last week according to a statement issued by Manager
W. K. Howard.
Manager Harry Graham of the K.E.S.E.
exchange has booked the Edison feature
"The Co^ack's Whip" in the Lyric theater, Minneapolis, and Strand, St. Paul.
Manie Gottleib. manager. Favorite Feature Film Co. exchange returned from Des
Moines last Saturday and has left for a
business trip through Northern Minnesota.
Manager H. E. Friedman of the Pathe
exchange has received numerous requests
for bookings
"The Life
Saviour"
special
Pathe of
feature.
He of
alsoOurbooked
five
Pathe colored features. Gold Rooster plays
and Luke comedies in Mrs. T. H. Swenson's
Grand theater at Hastings, Minn.,
recently.
The Favorite Feature Film Co. has obtained territorial rights for the feature
"The Libertine."
Following a week's visit with Manager
J. A. Bachman of the local DeLuxe exchange Adolph Eisner of the Chicago beadquarters left for Kansas City.
M. C. Fagan of the Monmouth Film
Corp.. New York, spent a day with Manager R. L. Hewitt of the Unicorn exchange
talking about the "Grey Seal" serial.
Visitors in Minneapolis.
Among the visitors in Minneapolis last
week were: Lee Ochs. New York; Thomas
Furniss. Duluth; Tom Foster, Stanley.
Wis.; Mrs. H. A. Starkey. LeSeuer, Minn.;
Mrs. T. H. Swenson, Hastings. Minn.;
Frank Nemec. St. Cloud. Minn.; J. W. Dudley. Buffalo. Minn.: Miss F. Brown, Alexandria. Minn. : M. C. Fagan, New York;
Ed Buckley, Foley, Minn.; Forest Secor,
Forest City. Iowa.
Local Theater Notes and Changes.
Minneapolis. Minn. — P. C Hinds has
succeeded Paul Byers as press agent for
the Minneapolis Orpheum theater.
Minnewaukon, N. D. — J. M. Cubbinson's
opera house here was destroyed
by fire.
Janesville, Minn. — C. J. Dossett of Ma-

delia, Minn., has purchased the Princess
theater here from H. Chrjstiensen.
Minneapolis, Minn. — Harry McClaskey
has this
soldcity.
his Royal theater to E. F. Purdy
of
Elkton. S. D. — Manager Weickes has
sold the Scenic theater to Mr. Raumeir.
Beltrami. Minn. — The Scenic theater here.
owned by Olson and Hanson, will be
opened this week.
Balaton. Minn. — H. F. Ankrum hai
bought the interest of his partner, Mr.
Shauer
in the Gem
theater.
Lake Preston. S. D. — W. H. Olson has
purchased the interests of G. B. Myers
in the local Princess theater.
LaMoure, N. D. — Mrs. H. Stoddard haa
taken over the management of the opera
house.
Marshall, Minn. — V. B. Valleau of Albert Lea has taken over the management
of
theater.
By the Barrymore
Stillwater, Minn. — Miss Kaiser has sold
the Hilltop theater here to Mr. Carlson.
Springfield, Minn. — Percy M. Pott is the
new manager of the Grand
theater h«re.

Seattle News Letter.
!.

J.

Anderson,
Eenvenuto.
Seattle. Wash.
Pathe Office Notes.

East

SEATTLE. Wash.— Fred C. Quimby,
Pathe's Northwest manager, called in
his flying squadron this week, viz., William Rankin, E. H. Caston, and P. I* Carrol, for a conference. Plans were made to
wind up the bookings on "The Shielding
Shadow" so as to have a clean slate for
Pathe's new serial. "The Pearl of the
Army." Mr. Quimby tells us that eightyfive per cent, of the theaters in the territory were booked on "The Shielding
Shadow." and that they expect to do
better still on "The Pearl of the Army."
Pathe's road men out of Seattle, who
have been making their trips in automobiles, have been compelled to abandon
their machines on account of the bad
weather.
Manager Makes Theater Pleasanter.
Seattle. Wash. — Mrs, Inge Carstens,
manager of the Fremont theater, haa
resolved to give her patrons something
to stay at their home theater for. She
has just had a new Hope-Jones Wurlitzer
Unit Orchestra installed, and has contracted for Parajnount service. We predict that Fremont people will not spend
much time at downtown theaters this
winter.
Fire in H. A. Johnson*s Supply Store.
Seattle. Wash. — Smoke pouring from the
windows and doors of the rooms occupied
by the Johnson Seating Company in the
building at 1214 Fourth avenue, where
Metro. World. Pox and the De Luxe Film
have their offices, was the cause of a wild
fifteen minutes spent by the film men.
Mike Rosenberg, manager of De Luxe, was
coming down the street when he saw the
smoke coming from the windows above
his rooms. He dashed in. grabbed a bo.x
of his most valuable film, told one of his
men to get another, and ran with it out to
the end of the alley back of the building. In the other offices there was a
scramble for film and valuable papei s,
while two or three fire engines were
called. Eventually it was discovered thai
there was very little fire to cause so muca
smoke. It was soon put out with little
damage
in Mr.
Johnson's place, and
none in done
the film
offices.
Seattle Personals.
Seattle. Wash. — R. L. Redlich, coast
division manager for Fox, recently arrived in the city, bringing with him Harry
Arthur
office. as a new road man for the Seattle
Dr. P. Metcalfe, brother of G. A. Metcalfe, is to be connected with the Seattle
branch
of the Metcalfe
supply house.
Guy Navarre, road man for Artcraft,
is away on an extended tour- of Eastern
Washington, Idaho and Montana.
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William Mead, road man for Triangle,
recently completed a trip throuph Easlern
Washington, and has Just leCt (or the
OroRon territory.
Visitors on fllin row this week were;
J. J. Ungar. special representative for
Metro: H. D. Naugle, Coast division manager, Vltagraph; E. Shalnwold. Peoples
theater, Portland. Oregon; H. T. Moore,
Colonial theater, Tacoma; Ed. Dolan. Weir
theater, Aberdeen: F, L. Stanwood, Gem
theater. Wenatchee: I. L. Williams, Orpheum theater, Snohomish: W. A. Ayres,
Sunnyside theater. Portland. Ore.; Carl
McKee. Orepheum theater. Everett: C. D.
Stickley, Concrete theater. Concrete,
Wash.: J. E. Parrel. Colonial theater,
EUensburg: Miss Helen Bidder, Liberty
theater. EUensburg: Madame A. Paul,
Lyric theater, Shelton: W. C. Smith,
Scenograph, Gresham; Carl Knutsen.
American theater, Belllngham: J. V. Rice,
Dream theater, Chehalls; J. E. Ferguson.
Wenatchee
theater, Wenatchee.
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Buying Shows at the Exchange

Long ^XJSO MU"
San Francisco Where the Exchange Territory Is 600 Miles
EvenV.s.t the Exchanges
Wide Seventy-five Per Cent, of the Exhibitors
Week.
Every
Month and Fifty Per Cent. Come into FUm Row
St., Berkeley, Cal.
1507 North
T A. Church.
Film exchangye
ISCO. Cal.—
FR^VNC
SAN men
Fox Film. These quarterritor
this
who come to
erected willforbe the
occupied about the flrst oi
ters
from other parts of the country find that
is planned to make the
It
and
er
Decemb
ted
in many ways business Is transac
of the largest In the entire
one
store
rule
the
Is
than
lines
nt
along differe
advertisexclusively totors.
country devoted picture
elsewhere. One of the features most
the
exhibi
ing for moving
widely commented upon Is the close
storage
tor
nt
baseme
full
a
has
g
e
buildin
exchang
association of exhibitors with
this
'or
d
purposes and is well adapte
managers. It is pointed out that In
business. Arthur Aronson will probably
exhibitors
many sections of the countryfrom
go East at an early date to get ideas for
which
cities
the
visit
rarely
but
expanding the business of the Arm.
they secure their films and film exchange
managers depend largely upon their
in
ors
traveling salesmen to keep exhibit
New Home for Big Concern.
touch with what the exchanges are doing
,
San Francisco. Cal.— W. O. Edmonds
aclly
s of
persona
being
them
of
many
Change in Paramount
Office.
manager of the far western Interest
quainted with but a small proportion of
Service,
ssanay
Selig-B
EdisonKleineSeattle. Wash. — C. F. Hill, until this
the
the theater owners in their territory. It
has made arrangements for taking spaceIn
week advertising manager of the ParaIs asserted that In many places no more
mount exchange, has been made chief
in the fine fireproof structure now
of the exhibitors
cent
per
fifteen
than
Gate avenue
course of erection on Goldenhaving
clerk, while J. V. Lynn, of Portland, has
make regular visits to the film exchanges
signed
Leavenworth street,
taken his former position. Mr. Lynn has
and
few territories do more
but
in
that
and
ng those
adjoini
s
a lease for quarter
had practical experience in the exhibiting
t
than fifty per cent of the exhibitors come
basemen
fine
A
Mutual.
the
bv
end of the motion picture game, as well
selected
to the distributing centers.
of
will be provided here and portion on
that in the San Franas years of work as an "ad" man.
exhibiti
It Isciscoestimated
an
as
up
fitted
be
will
this
field, which comprises a territory
may
rs
custome
tive
room, where prospec
fully six hundred miles long and one
Strand Annoimces Change.
view anything released by this firm.
hundred and fifty miles wide, at least
y too
Seattle. Wash. — W. H. Smyth, of The
The present quarters are entirel
seventy-five per cent of the exhibitors
serve the
small, but they will be made to new
come to the metropolis once a month and
Strand, announcs a change to Mutual star
home
the
until
needs of this branch
features. The Strand began the new prothat half of them are here once a week.
is ready for occupancy early next March.
In "The
m_n Inditraveling
by
kept
gram with Margarita Fischer
records
The
Chaplin comedies will
Pearl beof Paradise."
cate that in nine cases out of ten thei.also
shown.
iiace of
to find an e:;hibi'o' ■"
failure
Charles Klopot Enlarges Offices.
business is because of the presence of
San Francisco, Cal.— Charles Klopot,
the latter in San Francisco. Some of
Golden
PACIFIC
COAST
NOTES.
who formerly shared space at 120
these make trips that would be considFilm, has
Gate avenue with the Warner
Louis Weiss Visits California.
by
ered excessively long in other territorvacated
y
recentl
space
taken over the
ies. There is an exhibitor who makes alSan Francisco. Cal. — IjOuIs Weiss,
the latter and is expanding the scope of
most
weekly
trips
from
Fresno,
two
hunthe
g
representing the Moral Uplift Society of
dred miles away, while several come
his business. In addition to handlin
releases
America, was a recent visitor here to
from Sacramento, almost one hundred
large line of comedies and short the
state
proentering
state rights in the latest
dispose of
owned by him heis isnow
and
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and
others
make
frequent
negotiating lor
duction of this organization. When he
and
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rights
trips
from
points
up
to
three
hundred
to
to
Intend
not
did
desires
he
started on his trip
miles distant.
several large productions and
come to the Pacific Coast, but found the
bid on still others.
In analyzing the reason for this a prommarket In the West In better shape than
inent exchange manager has decided that
he thought it would be and has sold
it is first the desire of the exhibitor in
Business Improving.
rights in every state he has visited.
California to keep thoroughly abreast of
San Francisco. Cal.— That the movingis
the times, to make a screen examination
picture business in this territory
of the larger productions before booking
The Lessers Confer on Big Deals.
is the opinion of H.
steadily improving
them, to keep in touch with the methods
San Francisco, Cal. — Irving Lesser.
Hicks, manager of the local branch of
H
of
successful
local
exhibitors
and
lastly,
manager of the Los Angeles branch of
Hicks states that
Mr.
Film.
the General
to enjoy the attractions of the Coast
the Golden Gate Film exchange and All
^ oldoing the best year
metropolis. It is also pointed out that
this concern is snow
Star Feature Distributors, Inc., arrived
time this
any
of
busines
of
ume
these frequent trips are made possible
here recently to confer with his brother
and that conditions seem to be getting
to
many
by
the
magnificent
system
of
Sol L. Lesser, who returned from New
more stable all the time.
highways radiating from San Francisco,
York a short time ago. Plans for bookwhich encourages automobile travel.
ing "The Libertine,' "War Brides" and
Almost all who have houses within a
other large productions controlled by
Former Stage Comedians Please,
radius of fifty miles call for and deliver
Sol L. Lesser were carefully gone over.
San Francisco, Cal. — Kolb & Dill,a
the films booked by them.
whose antics on the legitimate stage
d by thousWalter Preddey to Move.
ago were enjoyetion
few vears
as comands "and who have a reputathe
San Francisco. Cal. — Walter Preddey.
Warner Film Attractions Moves.
West, are
second to none in
edians
who conducts a large machine and supSan Francisco. Cal. — The Warner Film
g
proving to be a decided drawin card mof
ply business on Eddy street, is preparing
as this part
Attractions, which recently opened headmoving pictures, as tar
to remove to much larger and better lowere
quarters at 120 Golden Gate avenue, has
California is concerned. They
cated quarters. A lease has been ses theater In
removed to the Pacific building at Fourth
Empres
the
at
y
recentl
seen
cured in a building now in course of
great
their
and Market streets, where four large
of
one
."
Pickles
a "Peck of
erection at Leavenworth street and Golrooms on the fifth floor have been taken.
n, manand Sid Graumamade
den Gate avenue, and It Is anticipated
stage successes,
this
These overlook the site of the magniager of this vaudeville house
that the move can be made some time
ficent California theater, now in course
ner of the bill.
headli
the
e
featur
In February. Quite a brisk machine
mance
of erection, and are near the offices of
perfor
every
Crowded houses at
business has been done of late by Mr.
a number of large film exchanges. Manattested to the popularity of these actors
Preddey. some of the most noteworthy
In their home city.
ager J. L. Warner has fitted up the new
Installations being the equipment of the
quarters In sumptuous style and is now
Bay Station theater. Alameda, recently
ready to receive bookings for "The
purchased by A. R. Oberle. and new
Crisis." the rights for which are conLocal Film's Private Presentation.
equipment for Whites theater. Fresno,
trol ed in this territory.
Miss LoUta FerSan Francisco. Cal.—
Cal.
ine gave a private presentation of her
the
of Venus," in regproduction "The Lure followin
g the
Western Poster Company to Move.
California Briefs.
Theater St. Francis
Noof
evening
the
e on
performanc
ularvember
San Francisco, Cal. — The Western PosWoodland. Cal. — The moving picture
16th. this being witnessed by the
ter Company, now located on Eddy street
theater of Robert Tuft was destroyed by
press and by society folks around the
fire on November 13th.
in what was form-^rly the heart of the
Bay who took part in the production.
aim and supply district, has secured a
Los Gatos. Cal.— The Strand theater, a
The film was made In Marin county and
new house with a seating capacity of
lease on an entire one-story brick buildhas attracted wide attention through the
about 1,000 has been opened by M.
ing on Golden Gate avenue, above Leavprominence of some of those taking part
enworth, between the building of the
Black. Music Is furnished by an
In It and the discussion in regard to
General
Film and the structure
being
orchestra.
placing it on the market.
In
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Local Censor Gets No Life Job
Portland. Oregon, Secretary of Municipal Film Inspectors Will Hold Position
by Appointment and Not One Under Civil Service — Ruling of the City Attorney Who Has Disposed of the Examination for the Position.
By Abraham
Nelson, 601 Journal
Building,
Portland
Oresron.
PORTLAND. OREGON.— The fear that
the men on Film Row have had for
the past few weeks that Mrs. E. B. Colwell, secretary of the censor board, might
hold her job for life by virtue of municipal civil service has been dispelled. A
day or two before the examination that
would place the job under civil service
■was to take place, the city attorney^
ruled that the examination could not be
held owing to the wording of the ordinance.
The censor ordinance says that the
censor board snail consist of seven members who shall serve without pay, the
secretary, however, to be one of the seven,
the salary for this job being $90 a month.
The city attorney held that the job was
not a competitive one inasmuch as only an
appointed member of the censor board
could serve in the capacity and therefore
that it did not come under civil service.
Mrs. Cilwell indicated that the effort
to put the job under civil service and
make it permanent was none of her doings
norIt of
the mayor's.
seemed
to film men, however, a scheme
to put the present secretary in office for
life. Under the city attorney's ruling she
may now be deposed by a new administration. Mrs. Col well said she did not believe a new mayor would take her job
from her, however, because she believed
that over two thirds of the film men in
Portland were favorable to her and her
work in cleaning up pictures.
H. H. Brownell, well-known cameraman
and film expert, had also filed his application to take the examination and would
have been Mrs. Col well's competitor for
the position.
Family Film Matinees.
Portland, Oregon. — A movement has
been started by the Federated Clubs to
hold family film matinees in selecte<|
theaters. Films that appeal to tlie whole
famil>' are shown and tnp matinee is not
billed as a children's show. The program is worked out by a committee from
the Federated Clubs :in«l m.ay be the
regular program at the selected theater.
It is aimed to show thr<;e reels of drama,
two of comedy
and twj educational.
The movement on the part of tlie Federated Clubs has nothing to do with censorship. The Columbia Theiiter, showing,"Less Than Dust" and the LTnion Avenue
with a picked program were the first
two theaters Selected to try out the
scheme.
Song Bird Accompaniment.
Portland. Oregon. — Manager John A.
Jennings has enlisted the services of five
Hartz Mountain canaries to aid the melodious Sunset organ in its interpretation
of the pictures. The birds pick up the
tunes of the instrument perfectly and
their trills and runs have been the subject of much favorable comment by the
audiences. The canaries show streaks
of temperment like a prima donna, however, and Manager Jennings has to keep
things exactly right or they don't sing.
License Stir in the Valley.
Portland, Oregon. — Geo. Bligh, of Salem.
paid his respects to Film Row
recently, and said the city council of his
town had tried to raise his lecense fee
to $250 a year. After the ordinance was
passed Mr. Bligh prevailed upon them to
reconsider and now the license is back
to where
it was before.
In Dallas, where there has been a stiff
license fight, O. C. Smith of the Orpheum.
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has succeeded in getting his license cut
from $100 to $60 a year. Before the
license fight started the fee had been $40.
Pickford is Again Star.
Portland. Oregon. — The People's Amusement Company has rechristened the Pickford theater the Star. This popular Washington street house had previously borne
the name Star for many years. The
renaming of the Star was done through
a contest conducted by the company and
3,478 names suggested by the patrons
of the company's two theaters.
Mutual Exchange Notes.
Portland, Oregon. — The Mutual exchange
has been exceptionally busy during the
past few weeks on the campaign connected with "The Lass of the Lumberlands" and Manager G. A. Reed is getting
ready for the exploitation of "The Sequel
to the Diamond
the Sky."
Hanson
has now from
installed
a lock Booker
on his
door operated from the booking desk and
only one person is allowed to enter the
booking room at a time. Traveler A. S.
Kirkpatrick is getting to be a champion
serial salesman,
says Manager
Reed.
Pertinent Portland Briefs.
Portland, Oregon. — Joe Merrick, the
genial Universal road man, was in Portland recently after a successful trip
through Eastern Oregon.
Portland, Oregon. — E. C Wood, general
manager of the American Photoplay or
Sales Company. San Francisco, was a
recent visitor.
McMinnville,
Oregon. — C. L. Dagg. who

recently purchased the Star theater, has
made extensive alterations in the house,
tearing out the balcony. The theater was
closed for a week, re-opening November
18.
Portland, Oregon. — J. G. Sill, cameraman, has been exceptionally busy making
copies
the "Pendleton
He
has
beenof developing
at theRoundup."
rate of 12,000
feet a week for the past few weeks.
Emmett, Idaho. — C. D. Buckman opened
tlie new Electric theater, November S with
Mutual's "The Decoy." The Electric seais
450.
Portland, Oregon. — C. H. Feldinan has
come down from Seattle to work Portland
territory for the G. F.
Goldendale, Wash. — Brooks and Camplin have put in a new operating booth at
the Star theater, also Installed a new machine.
— R. C. Rudow's new theater
willBend,
open Ore.
soon.
Prineville, Ore. — L. C. Morgan, who recently sold the Lyric, is going to Detroit,
Mich.
Portland, Ore. — William Alexander, of
Eugene, was a recent visitor in Portland,
purchasing a new model projector from the
Service Film Company for the Eugenft
Opera House.
Portland. Ore. — V. L. Levitt, Desert Film
Company. Salt Lake, was a recent visitor
in
saidPortland.
Mr. Levitt."Prospecting for business,"
Visitors in Film Row.
Portland. Oregon. — Among the visitors
on Film Row were Theodore Johnson,
Idaho Amusement Co., Boise, Ida.: and
Ernest Noble, millionaire wheat baron and
large stock holder in the Boise Company;
R. W. Bertleson, K. E. S. E. A. S. Fountain,
Progressive M. P. Co.; Al Rosenberg. DeLuxe; J. J. Unger, Metro, San Francisco;
C. J. Kerr, Metro, Seattle; H. K. Brinn,
Paramount; Hugh Rennie and R. C. Montgomery, World; W. A. Mead, Triangle;
E. R. Redlich. Fox; Frank L. Hudson. G. P.,
Seattle, and Fred Locher, new Seattle
manager for International.

Sunday Closing Proponents Are Optimistic
Oregon's

Old

Law

Lately
Repealed
Never
Liked — Rest
Day
Propose a Drastic Sunday Closing
Law.

Portland. Oregon. — All is not yet safe
for statewide Sunday opening. The rer-eal
of the Sunday closing law at the election
seems to have pleased Dr. G. L. Tufts,
superintendent ot the Weekly Rest Day
League. Said Dr. Tufts at i church address a week after the election:
"The Weekly Rest Day League was
never fully satisfied with the old statute.
That organization has always advocated
a more general and comprehensive measure. Such a proposition will !>e presented
at the next session of the Legislature.
One day of rest for both 'employer and
employee will be the underlying principle
of the legislation asked for in behalf
of business men and worltmen cf all
classes. It will bp the aim to avoid &11
unjust discriminations and to obtain a
sane and sensible enactment that will
be in accord with the physiological laws
of human nature and conserve the economic, social and moral welfare of the
Dr. Tufts* it will be remembered, was
the man who tried to put over a Sunday
State."
closing law with the heading, "one day of
rest
seven." picture men believe that
Thein moving
. the
referred
by law
Dr.
Tufts"discriminations"
was that clause
in theto old
which permitted theaters to open while
other amusements were closed and that
Dr. Tufts now has a general amusement
closing law to replace the old statute.
The Oregon
Motionexhibitors
Picture throughout
Men's Association is urging
the state to tell their views on the subject
to the legislators in their districts. The
decisive repeal of the old law should put

a stop to
Oregon.
IN

Sunday

BRITISH

Men

closinr;

May

Now

lej^islaiion
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COLUMBIA.

"Nation" Film With Good Orchestra.
Vancouver. B. C. — -.Basil S. Courtney,
general manager of "The Birth of a Nation" in Canada, has arrived in Vancouver
with the big picture, opening a two
weeks' engagement at the Avenue theater, which the same film played three
weeks somewhat less than a year ago.
Very heavy business was done at th«
Empire theater in Penticton, B. C, where
the picture was shown for the first time
At Kelowna, B. C. the film had been
booked at the Opera House, and there
had been a large advance sale, but before the company arrived in town the
theater burned, as noted in a recent issue of the World.
Mr. Courtney informed the World man
that the twenty-piece orchestra with the
picture this year is entirely new. and
superior to the one carried last year, now
boasting seven soloists in its personnel.
The projection men are F. Odette and
R. C- Buckley. At the conclusion of the
Vancouver engagement Mr. Courtney will
turn the show over to Robert McDowell,
advance representative, who will pilot the
picture
The companywill makeeastward
a jump again.
from Winnipeg
direct
to Halifax, gagement
opening
a twoMr.weeks'
enthere. This,
Courtney
states, is the longest jump ever made by
a theatrical company
in Canada.
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Kcan Gets His Whale.
Vancouver. B. C — Full of «'iithuslasm
ovt»r hla rt-cent Juuritey In si-arch of a
Horlt's of whuUnK plrturos. A. V. Kean. the
■lOwboy
phoioKrupJuT."
has JuHt
roturntxl
In
this city,
lifter ti highly
excltlnK
triu
• iff Vancouver Island aboard the whaler
■ i;ray." Many thrilling scenes were Illmod
on the trip, tncludhiK the actual harpooning of a whale which wan shot In clOd>>
proximity
to the hoat. and the exciting:

It's a Whale — Seventy Feet Long.
time which followed, when the whaler was
towed at breakneck speed for three hours
before a second shot finally killed the
monster.
The Grand at Cabri Burns.
Cabri. Sask. — The Grand
tlieater here
was destroyed by fire recently and building and Contents
are a total loss.
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''Somme'' Picture Now Approved

British Columbia Authorities Decide to Pass Big Battle Film Without Cuts — Influence of Other Parts of Canada Helped Convince Provincial Governor of Its
Value — What the Picture Is Doing,
Hy 10. ('. Thomas.
821 Rogers
VANCOT'VEH.
B. C— deliberation
After due and
probably serious
the
powers that be in British Columbia finally decided to alter their original derision to condemn the official British government pictures of "The Battle of the
Somme" unless a large amount was delated, Hnd the film has been approved
and passed in its entirety.
Opening a week's engagement at the
I Mobe theater in Vancouver, at 25 and
.'.(I cents admission, the picture has done
a phenomenal business, and up to the
lime this is written (late iii the week)
each night has witnessed large crowds in
front of the house, waiting to gain admittance. All appear anxious to see the
actual conditions under which friends and
relatives are living in the trenches, and
for Canadian audiences this picture will
undoubtedly prove one of the biggest
drawing cards in the film market.
In Winnipeg. Man., all local theatrical
attendance records were broken at the
opening of the official "Battle of the
Somme" pictures at the Dominion theater
here. Within fifteen minutes after the
doors were opened at 11 a. m. for the
first show the house was filled, and
crowds were waiting outside throughout
the afternoon. Reserved seats in boxes
and loges were sold for the show starting at 2:45 and 7:45, but not for other
liorformances. General admission was 25
cents, with box seats at 35 cents, and
ten shows
were given daily.

Due

to Examinations

British

Columbia
Examiners
for Operators'
Licenses
Back
from
Long
Tour
of
Duty — See Betterment — Another Chance for Those Who Fail.
rating their licenses will be cancelled
VAXCOITVER. B. C— J. R. Foster, memforthwith. Those falling below 65 per
ber of the newly-appointed provincial excent, in the present examinations will
amining board for operators, has recently
not be granted a renewal for next year.
returned to Vaucouver after his first trip
taken for the purpose of determining the
«jr may apply for another examination
in May.
qualifications of operators of projection
The towns of the province are divided
machines. He was accompanied by W. A.
into four classes, depending principally
Oswald, another member of the board,
who acted jointly with him in conducting
on population, and an operator qualified
the tests. Mr. Oswald remained behind
to operate in a town of a certain class
cannot work in a town of a higher class
to hold examinations In a few more small
towns
before returning
to Vancouver.
without taking a further examination.
Mr. Foster states that since the recent
The only city of the first class in the
province is Vancouver, at which point the
announcement of the forthcoming examinations there has been a great improvefinely-equipped examination rooms allow
nient in the British Columbia standard
of a more thorough test than is possib^>_'
O'. operating, and that most of the men
anywhere else. The Vancouver examinare showing the result of hard study and
ations will begin at the new quarters in
the Court House
on December
12.
application to their work. Most of the
men examined passed without difficulty.
In the trip just completed the examiners
went
as
far
eastward
as
Golden,
and qualified for licenses in their respectfve towns. Those whose mark fell beand covered all the towns in the Kootetween 65 and 75 per cent, were placed
nay district, including Nelson, Trail.
Rossland, Fernie. Cranbrook, etc. They
on probation until May, 1917, at which
time they will be examined again. If
will leave shortly on another trip to
they again fail to obtain a satisfactory
cover the northern
part of the province.

Club Entertainments Are Being Restricted
In Winnipeg

Chairs

Must Be
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Fastened to Floor in Halls Where
Public Entertainments Are Held Even for Charity.
have been made by prominent citiz>^ns
VICTORIA. B. C. — The practice of holdhas sent out notices to the school board,
ing entertainments of various descriptions in the assembly rooms of schools,
managers of clubs and similar orgarizations, calling attention to the regulations.
lodge room, club rooms, and so forth, In
contravention of the regulations which
The chief recognizes that many of the
permit such gatherings only in premises
public entertainments given in such premises are for good objects, but In the face
where provision Is made for the chairs
of definite regulations requiring all such
being fixed to the floor, has fallen under
premises to meet certain requirements, he
the ban. At many such entertainments
has no option but to enforce the law.
held recently the law has not only been
broken in this respect, but the fire reguIt is stated that the city council problations regarding keeping the aisles clear
ably has the power to grant permission
to hold public entertainments fn halls not
have not been complied
with.
Fire Chief Davis, to whom
complaints
complying with the regulations.

Bulldlne. Vancouver. B. C.
Organizing a Victoria Producing Co.
Victoria. B.
.\ss(iciatluii
lias C—
justThe
beenVirH.ria
formed I'lavers*
in this
city, with the intention of entering on
the production of moving pictures here.
A meeting was recently held in the Pemberton building, and W. J. Dart, for the
benefit of a number of local men who are
interested in seeing this industry, started by local talent and capital, outlined
the work of the association as far as it
has gone. The city organization of the
association by chapters is to be carried
on, and there was also some discussion
regarding the formation of a stock company to carry on the business. E. T.
Clark, E. C. S. George, and Messrs. Williams and Shaw were appointed a committee to determine what steps might be
taken to organize a coitipany along independent lines.
Gold Rooster Plays in the West.
Vancouver. B. C. — Leon F. Ouimet. general manager of the Pa the interests in
Canada, was a recent visitor to Vancouvei
and announced that hereafter the Gold
Rooster and the Red Rooster would be
much more active here than at any time
in the past. Although his company h^s
had offices established In Vancouver ar.d
Winnipeg for a long time, as well as in
tory.
Calgary for the past year, thia is Mr.
Ouimefs first visit to the weste /n terriBeginning
at once,
wi'.i now
lease a five-reel
GoldPathe
Rooster
play rein
Vancouver each week, and the subjects
will be brand new copies, working tlieir
wai,- eastward from here as far as Jntaiio. instead of starting from the other
end. as formerly
has been the case.
Mr. Ouimet has instituted an innovation of marked service to exhibitors :n
his "publicity campaign
books."

i
Fall

^^^HflHlBii^n2&^HD^*~^^~]fl

Decorations of Maple Leaves
Colonial Theater Lobby.

in

Fined for Truant Patrons.
Vancouver, B. C. — The proprietor of the
Star theater on Main street was fined $25
and costs in the police court recently, on
conviction of having allowed young boys
in the theater during school hours. The
complaint as made by W. H. Collier of
the Juvenile
Detention
Home.
W. J. Wilson Buys Starland.
Brandon. Man. — It is announced that W.
.7. Wilson of Winnipeg has jiurchased the
Starland and the Bijou, two of Brandon's
leading moving picture theaters. No details have been given out.
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See Pages 1556, 1558, 1500, 1562.)

General Film Company.

General Film Company.
Current Releases,

Advance Releases.
(SsrialNo.)

MONDAY,

DECEMBCR

4, 1»1«.

SELIG — The Brand of Cain (Two parts — Drama) ....
21487-88
VITAGRAPH — Where Is Your Friend? (Comedy)... 21489
SELIG — The Sellg-Tribune Number 97, 1916 (Topical)
21490
BIOGRAPH — My Baby (Drama)
(Biog-raph-Rels.sue) 21491
TUESD.W,

DECEMBER

5, 1910.

ESSANAY— The Egg (Two parts — Comedy)
KALEM — Jailbirds (Comedy)
BIOORAPH — A Bit of Human Driftwood (Two parts
— Drama)
(Biograph — Reissue)
WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

DECEMBER

SELI(3 — The Selig-Tribune No. 98, 1916
VIM — The Guilty One (Comedy)

21495-96

0, lOia.

(Topical)...

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY.

DECEMBER

13, 1918.

ESSANAY — Canlmated Nooz Pictorial No. 20 (Cartoon-Comedy).
— Long Beach, Calif (Scenic).
VI.M FEATURE COMEDY— Title to be announced later.
K.\LEM— The Stain of Chuckawalla
(No. 19 of the "Girl and
the Game")
(Two parts — Drama).
BIOGRAPH — The
Honor
of the Law
(Two
parts — Drama)
(Biograph-Reissue).
THURSD.4Y, DECEMBER 14, 1910.
SELI(3 — The Selig-Tribune No. 100, 1916 (Topical).
VIM — Title to be announced later.

7. 1916.
21501
21502

FRIDAY,
DECEMBER
8, 1918.
KNICKERBOCKER
STAR
FEATURE— Master
of
Her Soul (Three parts— Drama)
21503-04-05
KALEM— The Trunk Mystery
(Number 8 of "Grant,
Police Reporter")
(Drama)
21506
VITAGRAPH— His Wife's Allowance
(Comedy)
21507
VIM — A Rare Boarder
(Comedy)
21608
S-\TURDAY,

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1918.
ESSANAY — In a Looking Glass (Two parts — Drama-Comedy).
KALEM — The Iceman and the Artist (Comedy).

21492-93
21494

ESSANAY — A Waiting Game (Comedy)
21497
VIM FEATURE
COMEDY — Title to be announced
later.
KALEM — The Poisoned
Dart Number
18 of the
"Girl from Firsco")
(Two parts — Drama)
21499-500
THDBSD.IY,

MONDAY,
DECEMBER
11, 1910.
SELIG — Twisted Trails (Two parts— Drama).
VITAGRAPH — Accident Is the Best Policy (Comedy).
SELIG — The Selig-Trlbune No. 99, 1916 (Topical).
BIOGRAPH — Her Sacrifice (Drama)
(Biograph-Reissue).

9, 1918.

BSSANAT — A Failure at Fifty (Three parts — Comedy-Drama)
21509-10-11
KALEM — The Lineman's Peril (Number
109 of the
"Hazards
of Helen"
Railroad
Series) (Drama). 21512
SELIG — The Purchase Price (Drama)
21513

KNICKERBOCKER
later.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1918.
STAR
FEATURE— Title to

be

announced

KALEM — The Tiger's Claws (No. 9 of "Grant, Police Reporter")
(Drama).
VITAGRAPH — Bears and Bullets (Comedy).
VIM — Title to be announced later.
SATURDAY.

DECEMBER

18, 1916.

ESSANAY — Is Marriage
Sacred?
No. 1, "The Burning
Brand"
(Two parts — Drama).
KALEM — The Midnight Express
(No. 110 of the "Hazards of
Helen" Railroad Series) (Drama).
VITAGRAPH
Pep's Legacy
(Three
way Star—Feature).
SKLIG — Title to be announced later.

COMPLETE AND ACCURATE LISTS of Regular Prognm and Feature Pictures Can Always Be Obtained from
ture World. These are Published Two Weeks In Advance of Release Days to Enable Exhibitors to Arrange
Stories of the Pictures in Most Cases are Published on a Like Schedule. Each Synopsis is Headed by a Cast,
Parenthesis. Lay Out Your Entertainment From the lofonnation in the Moving Picture World and You Will

parts — Drama)

(Broad-

the Pages of the Moving PicTheir Coining Programs. Th«
the Players' Names Being im
Not Go Wrong.

ONE ROUND O'BRIEN
Directed by Mack

From the story

The Supreme Bumpber's Degree
fay Charles H. Van Loan
which appeared in
Popular Magazine

Sennett

Release particulars later.
Refer all inquiries to
BIOGRAPH COMPANY
796 East 176th Street
New York City, N. Y.
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BOOKED

AND PLAYED

THOS. H. INCE'S

CIVILIZA TION"

Fo«"i Cllr, Now York
Wut's Wuhlogton. Nrw I'urk
Kbx'a Hav Klilci'. ItrooklMi
Foj-j Kolly. Brooklyn
Pox'a UvdTord.
Urookljn
K.'t'* Sur. Now
Viitk
Fuz's JamiUca,
Loas Istaml
Ki'S's AuUiilK>n. New York
Vox's CioUin«,
Ni'W York
Mod's
Fl&lbusti. Brooklyn
ETiT8r«'n.
Brooklyn
M. & S.'ii Crtscnt, New York
M. & S.-a Iloiikliison. Brooklyn
Biirl*iui. ItrntiT, N. Y".
Bronx Strand. Ni-W York
WVbsttT.
.N>w York
C'«>tur>', Brooklyn

ClBTeland,
Brooklyn
Columbia. Far Itockaway
Casino. Astoria
Arena. Astoria
FlushlQi; Tlieotre. L. I.
Sheer's Palace, Corona
Sheer's Hyperion. Corona
Shtt-r's Vli-torla. Hi'mjutcad
GarJcn, Bldimond HIU
Garden.
Brooklyn
Orecnpoint,
Golden
HulP, Brookljro
Bronx. ■N. T.
Hamilton,
Vonkors

Lee Avenue, Brooklyn
Marathon. Brooklyn
Manor.
Woodhavcn
Mount MorrlM, .New York
Mojcallo. New York
Manhattan.
Ni-w York
Alrtro, Oreenpolnt
Minor's Eluliih Avenue, New York
WcKinlcy s.iniirt^>. New Y'ork
National
Nr\f um Winter
Strwt, Garden.
New YorkNuw
NfW Albany. Brooklyn
North Star, New York
New BLJou. Uuntlugton
Oxford. Brooklyn

Orphoum,
Y'onkera
Happy Hour.
Brooklyn
Keeney's, Brooklyn

CAPACITY

IN NEW

HAVE
YORK

BEEN
STATE

THE

NATHAN

46th Street

RULE

BY THE

CIVILIZATION FEATURE
126 West

Y'ork

Odeon. NewNewY'ork
OIjTnpla.
York

HOUSES
BOOKED

Park. Portchester
Park. Bay BIdflo
B. V. C. Lone Island
Strand.
""til St. Hempstead
Tlientrf, New Y'>
Siiiiiner, Brooklyn
Throop, Brooklyn
United
SlatesBrooklyn
West Knd.
Wibst^r.
Bronx. N. Y
Family. Buffalo
Orpheum,
Kingston
Lywuin. Ithaca
Alhambra.
BrooklyTi
Apollo, ir.lh SI., N. Y
Adelphl, 80lh St.. N. V.
Alhambra,
OKstnlnx

CO., Inc.

HIRSH. President

Phone 9037 Bryant

NEW

YORK

Attention "Mr. Exhibitor

o

,U R
reason in
placing such a
large order is
that we have been convinced that these Colored Portrait Cards of
the Popular Film Stars
are one of the best
business stimulators
ever used by Exhibitors. We have hundreds of testimonials
from leading Exhibitors throughout the
country telling us of
the benefit they are
getting from
using
same.
These colored photos of
the popular film stars are
made up on cards with post
card back for mailing purposes, wallhangers or cards;
size 4x8, with a plain back,
and also printed on Program Covers.

POST

CARDS

$330 per 1000

We have made a contract for
an enormous quantity of the

Beautiful Colored
Offset Portrait Cards
of the

Popular Film Stars
which runs into many millions and we are
going to give you the benefit of the di£Ference in price which we were able to obtain
in placing this large order.
WALL

HANGERS,

4 x 8. $4.50 per 1000

PROGRAM

E

VERY Exhibitor
has at least one
day during the
week on which his business is not as good as
the rest. Pick out that
dull day and start giving one of the colored
cards at a cost of a
fraction more than onethird cent each to
every tends
patron
who atthe performance
on that day, and see
how long
it will
before that
samebe day
will show you the best
receipts of any day in
the week.
What these cards have
done for others they will
do for you. Order from
your supply house at once.
If they do not handle them,
order direct from us.

COVERS

$5.00 per 1000

REMEMBER— OUR PORTRAITS ARE PRINTED UP IN SEVEN COLORS
We have over 100 of the most popular stars to select from
List of stars and samples sent on request

KLINE POSTER

CO. Jnc. o'^.^.l^'^:'.. 1423-5 VIbc St., PHILA., PA.
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Releases for Weeks Ending December 9 and December 16

155o, 1558, 1561), 15o2.)
(Serial No.)
(For Extended Table of Current Releases See Pages
TUESDAY,
DECEMBER
IS, 1910.
Universal Film Mfg. Company.
GOLD
SEAL — The
Two
Roads
(Three
parts —
(Serial No.)
01993
Drama)
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1916.
VICTOR — No release this day,
VICTOR— Billy the Bandit (Comedy)
(Special)
01934
VICTOR — Just Her Luck (Two parts — ComedyDrama)
WEDNESD,IY, DECEMBER 13. 1916.
01995
POWERS — Sammie Johnsin's Love Affair (Comedy01996
Cartoon)
L.VEMMLE — Green Eyes (Drama)
01969
01969
L-KO— Murdered by Mistake (Two parts — Comedy).
— The Great Temple of Ranieswarem
UNIVERSAL
ANIMATED
WEEKLY— Number
60
L-KO — No release this day,
(Topical)
IMP — The Wall of Flame
(Drama)
(Special)
01970
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1910.
01998
SPECIAL
FOR
WEEK
OP DECEMBER
3. 1916.
Victor — It Didn't Work Out Right (Comedy)
01999
UNIVER.SAL SPECIAL — Liberty No, 17 "A Trail of
REX — The Lawyer's Secret (Two parts — Drama)...
Blood"
(Two
parts — Drama) .
POWERS — In the Land
of King Cotton
(Educational)
MONDAY.
DECEMBER
4, 1910.
RED
FEATHER — Kinkald— Gambler
(Five parts —
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1916.
01973
Drama)
,
01»7>
IMP — Scratched
(Two parts — Drama)
NESTOR — Pass the Prunes
(Comedy)
02002
REX — No release this day.
NESTOR
—
I'm
Your
Husband (Comedy)
TUESDAY,
DECEMBER
!i, 1916.
02003
BIG
U
—
The
Wrong
Heart
(Drama)
(Special),
01974
GOLD SEAL — Ashes (Three parts — Drama)
VICTOR — No release this day,
S.tTURD.VY, DECEMBER 10, 1910.
VICTOR — His Golden
Hour
(Comedy)
(Special),,,
01975
BISON — The Taint of War (Two parts — Drama)....
02006
02004
LAEMMLE — No release this day.
WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER
6. 1910.
JOKER — Their Dark Secret (Comedy)
LAEMMLE — No release this day,
L.\ElyI.MLE cial)
— Mother's
Guiding- Hand
(Drama)
Spe02006
L-KO — The High Diver's Curse (Two parts — Comedy)
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY — Number 49
(Topical)
01977
Mutual Film Corporation.
01978
LAEMMLE — The Stranse Mother (Drama)
(Special)
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1910.
THURSDAY,
DECEMBER
T, 1916.
VOGUE — The Wicked City (Two parts — Comedy) . . .
GAUMONT
—
Reel
Life
Number
31 (Mutual
Film
VICTOR — The Shadow (Two parts — Comedy-Drama)
01979
05206
06204-OS
Magazine)
01979
— Raccoons
(Educational)
BIG U — No release this day,
MONDAY, DECEMBER
4, 1916.
POWERS — No release this day,
BIG U — Seeds of Jealousy (Drama (Special)
MUTUAL — The Turn of the Wheel (Two partsDrama)
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1916.
MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION— The Valley of De019tl
IMP— The Call of the Unborn (Two parts — Drama).
cision (American — Five parts — Drama) Num01982
ber 158)
01983
UNIVERSAL
SCREEN
MAGAZINE — Number
2
NESTOR — Oh. Tou Honeymooner (Comedy)
TUESDAY,
DECEMBER S 1916.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1916.
GAUMONT— Mutual Tours Round the World NumBISON — The Good Woman
(Two parts — Drama)
ber 5, "Through the Swiss Alps. St. Gothard
LAEMMLE — No release this day,
Tunnel"
(Travel)
JOKER — The Tramp
Chef (Comedy)
REX — A Story from

Life (Drama)

01985
01986

(Special)

SUND.VV,
DECEMBER
10. 1910.
REX— The Penalty of Treason (Two Parts — Drama)
IMP — No release this day,
POWERS— The Trials of a Movie Cartoonist (Comedy-Cartoon)
— Superstitious Ceylon (Educational)
IMP— Bubbles
(Drama)
(Special)
■,

019S7
01988
0198S
01989

SPECIAl,
FOH
WEEK
OP DECEMBER
10. 1910.
UNIVERSAL SPECIAI^Liberty No. 18, "The Wolfs
Nemesis'' (Two parts — Drama) .
MONDAY,
DECEMBER
11, 1910.
FEATHER- The Morals of Hilda (Three parts
— Drama)
NESTOR — Two Small Town Romeos (Comedy)
RED

WEDNESD.4Y,
DECEMBER
0 1910.
MUTUAL WEEKLY— Number 101 (Topical)
GAUMONT — See America
First Number
65, "The
New River. West Virginia"
(Scenic)
— Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon-Comedy)
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1910.
MUTUAI^
Drama)— His Uncle's Ward (Two parts — ComedyMUTU.M.. — Title to be announced later

06211
06211

05212-13
05214

FRIDAY. DECEMBER 8, 1916.
MUTUAL — Uncle Sam's Defenders Number
1, "From
Citizen to Soldier"
01991
01992

S.VTURD.\Y,
DECEMBER
MUTUAL — Title to be announced later
MUTUAL — Admirers
Three
(Comedy)

9, 1916.

If It's Saleable Among Motion Picture People
The Quickest and Easiest Way to Find a Buyer Is to

ADVERTISE

IN THE MOVING

PICTURE

Circulation Plus the Confidence and Esteem of Those Among
Makes the

Moving

Picture World

Rjkteaand Detailed

the

Best

Advertising

Information Cheerfully Sent Upon

Whom

"Buy"

Request

in

WORLD
It Circulates
Its Field

05216
06217

THK
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Smashes All Records on Broadway
As Popular Choice of Leading Producers for Projecting Their Masterpieces.

Three More Legitimate Theatres J princess
( 44th STREET
install Simplex Projectors to present: "THE

BATTLE

OF THE

SOMME."

SIMPLEX
PROJECTORS selecU-d for the Premiere Shuwiiig in \c\v York City's Furemost Theatres,
some of the most recent being the following: Mamninth Productions;
Liberty Theatre
"INTOLERANCE"
D. W. Griffith's
Liberty Theatre
"BIRTH OF A NATION"
D. W. Griffith's
Criterion Theatre
"CIVILIZATION"
Thos. H. Ince's
Liberty Theatre
"FALL OF A NATION"
Thos. Dixon's
Broadway Theatre
"WAR BRIDES"
Herbert Brenon's
"HOW
BRITAIN
PREPARED"
Lyceum Theatre
Widf-awake exhibitors in America are familiar with the enormous money involved in producing the above
pictures. Some required over a year to complete, under the supervision of the Industry's Leading Producers.
It is. therefore, only natural that the projection problem, studied from every angle (including tests and the
most rigid investigation t resulted in a demand
for the BEST that could be obtained in the market:

.\KE VOr BR().\U enough to accept the judgment of ihe recognized Masters of the Motion Picture .'irt?
Surely their proven capability to produce the BEST should be sufficient evidence of their ability to know the
BEST.
Consequently. VOU WILL DO WELL to be guided in vour selection by these eminent authorities.
Send for Catalog "A" Giving Full Particulars

THE PRECISION MACHINE

CO., Inc., 317 East 34th St, New York, N. Y.

Westtnghouse
Successful Houses
in all parts of the country are using

Westinghouse
Motion Picture Equipment
This equipment]gives you
the direct current needed
in order to get the best
results from your film.
Our engineers will be glad
to assist in the solution of
your power problems.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Rowland Thedtre - Wllkinsbur^, Pa.
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THE ROGUE'S PAWN (No. 5 of "Grant, Police
Reporter" — Xov. 17). — The cast: Tommy Grant
of The Chronicle (George Larkin) ; Eileen
Brophy (Ollie Kirkby) ; Police Commissioner
Brophy (G. Chira) ; Chitsworth (Robert Ellis) ;
Detective Cadogan ( Arthur Albertson) ; City
Editor Mansfield (William McKey) ; Rita Morell
(Mary Taylor-Ross).
Directed by Robert EUis.
Eileen Brophy is a victim of the dance
craze and Chitsworth, a gambler, seeing her
at Surry's, fosters an acquaintance in order to
make her his innocent tool. Tommy Grant,
of The Chronicle, is busy on a story that the
gambling houses are open again, but seeks to
learn whether it is with the knowledge of
the police before publishing his facts. His
visit
to Chitsworth's
that gambler
and
he determines
to sell alarms
out to Hawley.
a Chicago
plunger seeking to start operations in New
York. As a guarantee of his intimacy with
the police Chitsworth says, "Why even the commissioner's daughter is a good friend of mine:
I'll introduce
you an
to adventuress,
her here to-morrow."
With
Rita Morell,
posing as
his sister, Chitsworth finds it an easy matter
to induce the innocent Eileen to go to his
house "for a rare-bit" after the dance at

.1 dffiiiifiHTiHiiaimBTBiniiiiiiPimiiiia^

VITAGRAPH.
OUR OTHER LIVES (Broadway Star Feature
— Three Parts — Dec. 2). — Dorothy Palmer meets
■Wintbrop,
young to
medical
at agirl
class
dance. Shea proves
be the student,
mysterious
of
Winthrop's dream, which takes him back to a
period of time one thousand years ago when
he was madly in love with this same face and
was tortured to death by a wicked king who
desired to place her In his court.
"Winthrop also recognizes in young Markton
his kingly enemy of long ago. Inevitably thl=^
trio engage in a battle with Fate. Markton is
at first successful and wins Dorothy's promise
of marriage. Under the occult influence of Winthrop, she refuses to marry Markton and »urn^
to Winthrop.
Following up his advantage, the young medical
student, now a famous brain ypeciaii.-t, performs a delicate
operation
removing
all of her
memory upon
lines Dorothy's
and leavingbrain
her
with the brain of a child. He takes her to a
quiet cottage by the sea, and there develops hor
character into a passionate love for him.
Again Markton appears upon the scene and
finds Dorothy in her new life more desirable
than ever. Winthrop falls over a cliff and Marlrton discovering him, decides to leave him to his
fate. Just as the rising tide is about to take
his life. Dorothy's new character asserts itself
and she out
save^
her husband's
life, and puts
Markton
of sight
and mind forever.

ESSANAY.
THE EGG (Two Pans— Dec. o). — The cast:
"The Egg" (Richard C. Travers) ; Marjorie
Miller (Marguerite Clayton).
Marjorie Miller, heiress, reads a book in which
the heroine makes a man out of a human derelict
and marries him. This appeals to her romantic
enthusiasmwhoandis ashe
discovers
Egg,"of aa
character
mystery
to the"The
habitues
crook saloon. She starts to reform him with
many discouraging results. Finally she attempts
to show him a better existence and gets him attired in evening clothes and has him as a guest
at a dinner party in her home. His antics embarrass her, and when she denounces him he
picks up the hook, turns to the title page and
writes across it. "Compliments of the author,"
hugely enjoying his joke on her.
A WAITING GAME (Dec. 6).— The cast: The
Waiter (Bpd Turpin).
Ben Turpin, attired none too elegantly, enters
a high class cafe and orders everything in the
place. He cannot pay for it and a riot ensues.
The manager thinks he has solved the affair by
letting Turpin work out his check as a waiter,
but several costly errors prove this an unwise
proceeding.
A FAILURE AT FIFTY (Three Parts— Dec.
9). — The cast: "Old Tim" (Thomas Commerford) ; His Daughter (Alice McChesney) ; Frank
Harrington
(Royal Douglas),
"Old Tim" is an old fashioned factory superintendent. He turns over his pay envelope to
his wife unopened and when given a dime for
tobacco Is contented.
His son, whom
he edu-

BOUND

VOLUMES

cated. becomes the assistant to the president of
bis factory, and inaugurates an efficiency system
that breaks the heart of the old man. He quits,
and months after when unable to find work he
overhears his family calling him a failure and
leaves secretly to face the world anew. He
again meets Frank Harrington, a young designer, who befriends him. Tim makes a suggestion that perfects a device for the boy and
the two soon find themselves on the way to
wealth, the old man still contented with his pipe
and tobacco, but with one ambition to give his
son. who caused his former troubles, a Qnal
thrashing. He tries to. but is overcome with
emotion. The old man is soon reunited with h'.v
family, and Harrington becomes a son-in-law.

KALEM.
THE XEW SALESMAN (Xov. 14).— The cast:
Ham (Lloyd V. Hamilton) ; Bud (Bud Duncan) ;
Lottie Lightfingers (Ethel Teare) ; Detective
Snoop
(Henry Murdoch).
Ham and Bud are first seen in charge of a
milk route with ultra modern methods of delivery. Lottie Lightfingers is trailed on her
departure from the department store by Detective Snoop. Ham and Bud, seeing him, decide that he Is a masher and administer a
vigorous lesson. When they discover that he
is a store detective the three take flight in
the milk wagon.
After eluding Detective Snoop they land Lottie
in the same department store from which she
had fled. Ham and Bud notice a sign "SalesWanted."
andin successfully
apply for Bud
the
jobs. men
Ham
lands
the shoe department.
in the gloves, and with Lottie having the free
run of the store and Detective Snoop hovering
in the background things quickly begin to
happen.
MTSTERY OF THE BRASS BOUND CHEST
(Episode No. 15 — "The Girl from 'Frisco" — Two
Parts — Nov. 15). — The cast : Barbara Brent
(Marian Sais) ; John Wallace (True Boardman) : Ace Brent (Frank Jonasson) ; "The Red
Angel" (Ronald Bradbury) ; Marsoorian (Edward CHsbee) ; "The Black Father" (Karl
Formes, Jr.). — Directed by James W. Home.
Marsoorian, a curio dealer, has been marked
for death by the members of the Hunchakist
League because of his possession of a mysterious brass bound chest. Barbara succeeds in
buying the chest from Marsoorian's clerk c-i
the day that the dealer learns that "The Red
Angel" of the Hunchakists is on his trail seeking vengeance. Marsoorian prepares for fllghl.
but delays to recover the chest from
BarLara.
On his visit to Barbara's home he is followed
by "The Red Angel," and when the Brent party
comes to meet him they find instead his dead
body with a dagger bearing a peculiar Maltese
cross insignia beside the body. A similar
Maltese cross is on the brass bound chest so
Barbara refuses to give it up to the police until
she has solved the mystery herself. The following day she receives a warning that her life is
in danger unless she delivers the chest unopened to a messenger at a lonely spot. Wallace
delivers the bos and attempts to turn the tables
by overcoming the messenger, but is captured
by the latter's aides and taken to the headquarters of the Hunchakist League.
Barbara and her father following in another
automobile are delayed by a tire blow-out and
Barbara
eops ahead on foot in time to learn
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where the captive Wallace has been taken.
With Wallace at the mercy of the enraged
Hunchakists and Barbara endeavoring singlehanded to save him, the action works up to a
thrilling climax before the rescue of the two
is finally effected and the mystery of the brass
chest explained.
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Grant follows the party, but is barred from
Surry's.
entering
the guardian
at Chitsworth's
Running by
around
to the rear
of the housedoor.
he
climbs a drain pipe until he is high enough
to see through Hetheis windows
establishment.
horrified ofto Chitsworth's
see Eileen,
who has learned the character of the place,
engaged in a struggle with Rita Morell. who Is
seeking to prevent her outcry and escape. A
chafing dish is overturned in the struggle and
the room is speedily a whirl of flames. Eileen
falls unconscious and Grant sees that in the
rush of the gamblers to escape she has been
left to the mercy of the flames. He takes a
chance and starts to climb hand over hand
on the telephone wires stretched between the
two buildings. Mid-way, his weight causes
the wires to snap and he Is catapulted into
the flaming room. He succeeds in escaping to
the roof with Eileen and there finds a rope
by which he lets her down to the ground.
Flames from the windows part the rope, however, and when he seeks to effect his own
escape there is no alternative but a leap to
the fire net.
THE RUNAWAY SLEEPER (No. 106 of "The
Hazards of Helen" — Nov. 18). — The cast: Operactor at Lone Point (Helen Gibson) ; Mr. Greyson (G. A. Williams) ; The Lineman (P. S.
Pembroke): Spug (George Routh). Author, E.
W. Matlack.
Director. Walter
Morton.
A hot box and disabled brakes on the Greyson special attached to the Limited cause it to
be dropped at a lonely point on the road.
While awaiting the arrival of the repair gang
and another locomotive to take the special on
its delayed journey, the men of the Greyson
party determine to get in a little fishing, leavin opportunity
the car. Spug
and ing
hisGreyson's
hobo daughter
pal seize alone
on the
to
board the special and get their fill of Greyson's food and wine. 'They decide to run the
special down the tracks out of danger, hut
once started down grade, they find that the
disabled brakes will not respond and the special
tears along at great speed. Helen learns of the
runaway and sets out in an automobile In
pursuit of the special. By a daring leap
through the air she lands aboard a train speeding on an adioining track. She jumps to the
runaway and then with the aid of a rope brings
it to a stop.
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RIVAL KAKKUS
(Nov. ;*1).— The cust : Ham
1-Ioyd V. HamlltuD) ; Bud (UuU UuncuD) ; MUn
>ruii
(Eilicl
Toaro)
; Mr.
Sap
(Hunry
Murdocbj.
Mi>s Syrup and Mr. Sup. rival demoDstrators
for a Dilraculoua loolc. arrive In BunkvlIIe on
Ibe Mimv day. Hutu and Bud are bell-hops at
tho hotel whi-ro tbey stop aDd sooo active
participants In their Jealous schumes. Of
course, Ham and Uud cDlliit la the cause of
tho prttty girl, and in the mix-ups that follow
prove valiant aids In brlnfilun tht- welcome dollars of liunkvllle to her coHers while Mr. Sap
Unda himself out in tho cold, eold world.
THE FIGHT FOR PARADISE VALLEY (SulMde No. 1« of "The Girl from ■Krl8co''-^Two
Pans— Nov. 1^).— Barbara Brent (Marin Sals) ;
John Wallace (True Boardman) ; Ace Brent
(Frank Jonusson) ; 'Bad Bill" (Ronald Bradbury); Siokes (Edward Cllsbec) ; The foreman (Hart Hoxle). Directed by James W.
Horne.
Burbara Brent has undertaken to carry
tbrouKh to completion a vast project for the
Irrigation ol her (ather s ranch lands. She
suddenly finds herself llBhting a myaicrious
force which by many unsolved crimes throws
terror into the ranks of her workmen. She
learns that the water trust Is seeking to force
her father to sell his valuable tracts of land
and having failed, is determined to prevent
the completion of the Irrigation. The L-ciion
that lollows puts two strong forces against
each other In a bitter strugKle for control,
and brings on a train of incidents that Is surcharged with rapid-lire action before Barbara
hnally
emerges
victorious.
THE HOUSE OF THREE DEUCES (No. 6 of
"Grant, Police Reporter" — .Nov. 24).— The cast:
Tommy Grant, of The Chronicle (George
I^rkln) ; TIa (Olllc Kirkby) ; Joe, "The Wolf*
(Robert Ellis) ; Tony (Arthur Albertson) ; City
Editor Man^rlcld (William McKeyJ. Directed
by Robert Ellis.
Mysterious murdera are frequent occurrences
at 222 Kemlg street, known in police records
as 'The House of Three Deuces." Tommy
Grant, of Tbo Chronicle, happens upon the
Bceno Just following one crime that seem to
baffle solution. Tho detectives are at a stand■tlll. but Grant, by the exercise of clever deductions, succeeds In trailing the guilty man
to the tenement room where bo has imprisoned
Tia. the sweetheart of the murdered man.
Grant hears a struggle In the room and attempta to force an entrance by the door. ThU
falling, he goes out on the lire escape and
Is about to leap Into the room when Joe "The
Wolf" springs upon hlra and there Is a tense
struggle on the tire escape many feet abovo the
sidewalk. Suddenly the rickety landing collapses.
Grant sucreeils in hooking his legs Into the iron
ladd<-r and hanss suspended in the air while
Joe Is hurled to the ground.
THE FORGOTTEN TRAIN ORDER (No. 107
of "The Hazards of Helen"— Nov. 2o). — The
cast: The operator at Lone Point (Helen Gibson); Dick Benton (P. S. Pembroke); "Red"
Byrd (George Roulh) ; Mr. Purdy (G. A. Williams). Author, E. W. Matlack. Director.
Walter Morton.
Dick Benton, crack operator of the United
Syndicate, is forced by a breakdown to accept a position as operator at Lone Point.
In a conQict with roughs from the construction gang he is worsted and neglects to deliver an order to the local to take a siding
and allow the Limited to pass. Helen sets
out on her motorcycle to ovenake the local.
It has been her custom to race the local to
the drawbridge frequently, and when the trainmen see her pursuing they think that she is
racing them and the engineer puts on increased
speed. But Helen finally overtakes them and
succeeds in board the train by a tbrilling leap.
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.\0. lU (Nov. 10)

Zoll goes
v.— Ml»a
.. ^'.'^ng^"^''»liopi>l
on u '"^mlJgol
uuto,Marsare
wblcli t travels
1-0
niui'3 on u gallon ol gutollne. and ba» a BpccU
rango of from Iwo (o l«tnty-llve inlles an liour.
Uoston, Mass.— Klfty-rour persons lost their
lives wnon a street cai plunged through an
open draw into the waters ot Fort Point
CnaQDel.
San Francisco. Cal.— DunJI Zuzukl, labor
l.:iiler and president o( the Laborers Society
of
Japan, arrives In this country to attend tho
.onvcnt on ot l lo American Federation ot Labor,
in lialtlDiore. as a fraternal delegate.
Somewhere In France.— With tho view of
preparing tor a long Winter's campaign
line.
thousands
ot Iresh troops are sent to Uio Bring
Meclneld, Mass.— Society folk ot Boston and
vicinity cnloy the exciting sport ot riding to
ho
dsMcCall
. accepts,* on
Boston. un
Mass— Governor
iwhalf ot the State, an aeroplane to be used for
tho training ot the Naval Mllltla.
Longmount, Colo.— American and English
teams civo a thrilling exhibition ot the dangerous game of auto polo.
/-"'''"<!l.
i'a.—studded
This stray
Is awarded
a 3^"
hand.some
brass
collardog
by Postmaster
General Burleson, who omdally recognized the
dogs services In guarding V. S. mall during
the absence ot Ibe mall carrier.
...f^''"' arrive
^'"■''- -■'■
The Wllllamstown.
President andMassaMrs.
Wilson
hereY.—
from
"husetts. on the naval yacht Mayflower and
proceed by train to Washington. D. C.
Mexico. — While peace parleys are being held
in Atlantic City between American and Carranza officers, a new revolution under Felix
Djaz gains rapid headway in Southern Mexico.

SELIG-TRIBUNE NO. 93 (Nov. 20).
New York. N. Y.— The new battleship Arifleet. zona leaves the Navy Yard to join the Atlantic
Brooklyn Navy Yard, N. Y.— Dr. David Jayne
Hill, on behalf of the American Defense Society,
presents a trophy cup to the crew of the battleship New York for the best markmanship record.
^ew York, N. Y.— The Brooklyn Free Kindergarten Society inaugurates a big educational
and health campaign for the crippled children
of tho Kings County Hospital by taking them on
iiutonioblle bus rides through the parks.
Philadelphia, Pa.— Quaker City is startled by
a feminine "up-to-the-minute" chauffeur, who
handles her commercial delivery auto like a
veteran.
Long Island City. L. 1. — The cross country
season is ushered In here, with the holding of
the junior championship of the Metropolitan
Association
of the Amateur Athletic Union.
San Francisco. Cal.— The establishing of a
new steamship service between this port and
Honolulu, receives the Official sanction of Mayor
Rolph. who casts off the headline as the big
steamer leaves for the Islands.
Chicago. 111. — Miss Vivian Reed, Selig movie
star, the girl - with - the - million - dollar - smile,
poses in afternoon and evening gowns. Dame
Fashion's latest creations.
Cambridge. Mass. — Harvard defeats Princeton in a closely contested gridiron battle by a
-score of 3 — 0.
Chicago, HI. — With the opening of the Grand
Opera season here. Ballet Master Ambroslng.
permits a peep behind the scenes while he is
drilling the dancers.

get the brand ot Cain, and a swift and unusual
punishment comes to blm.
THE PURCHASE PRICE (Dec. 9).— The cast Howard (Robyn Adair) ; Van Dyck (E. J.
Iirady); Helen (Virginia Klrtley). Written by
King.
K McGrew Willis. Produced by Burton L
Van Dyck. a clubman, for tho second time
proposes to Helen, but he Is not accepted. James
West, Helen's wealthy father, meets Howard,
a young broker, on business. Howard Is struggling (or a position In the business world and Is
very much pleased In having secured some of
West 8 business to transact.
One day Howard Is called to West's home to
meet Wilson, a capitalist. There Howard raeeU
Helen. She soon learns to admire the broker,
but when Howard proposes, he Is told that Helen
cannot marry a poor man. Ambitious Howard
makes a fortune on money he steals from
Wilson, the capitalist. After his marriage to
Helen, the market breaks before he can repay the money.
The capltali.4t returns from abroad, Howard
falls and confesses that he is a crook. He asks
Helen for forgiveness, which is refused him,
and the girl realizes that she has lost a golden
man.
opponunity to accept the love of an honest

BIOGRAPH.
HER SACRIFICE ( Reissue— Dec. 11).— The
'■ast; The barmaid (Vivian Prescolt) ; the
young nobleman (Charles H. West) ; his sweetheart (Florence Laliadle).
The son of a wealthy Mexican house returns
home from school. He is the only son of a
widowed mother. He becomes fascinated by a
pretty but low barmaid, who really returns
his love, he being the first person she has truly
loved. The mother, tlnding her efforts to break
his attachment for the girl futile, appeals to
her, showing that by such an alliance the boy
would lose his name, his high honor, trying to
prove that if sho really loved him she would
give him up.
The girl realizes the sFtuatlon, and swrara to
do as the mother wishes, and so pretends to be
In love with an old-time suitor. It has Its
effect, for tho young man goes away disgusted
but almost heartbroken. No sooner has he
gone than she casts aside this lover with repulsion. This man sees that her heart has been
given to the wealthy young fellow and
after him with sinister meln. She, fearing goes
for
this lover's mad jealousy, follows, and as he
fires she throws herself between the two receiving the fatal shot. Her only recompense
was dying In his arms, he now knowing the
extent of her love for him.

THE HONOR OF THE LAW ( Reissue— Two
1 arts.— Dec. 13.)— The cast: W^illiams' daughter-ln-taw (Irene Howley) : Williams' son
(Franklin Ritrhle); Bert Allen (Grorge Morgan) ; his mother (Kate Bruce) ; the warden
(Charles H. Mailes) ; his wife (Louise Vale).
?^frt Allen
fortha to
vengeance
on
Williams
and goes
his son,
feudseek
existing
between
the two families. Williams leaves his cabin
with his daughter-in-law, who cautions him to
be careful of Allen. As Williams reaches the
top of the hill tis foot slips, his gun goes off
and he is killed by accident. Bert Allen sees
him, and. going up to the dead body, realizes
that his hated enemy Is dead. Williams' son
and Mrs. Allen hear the shot. Bert Allen
hears young Williams shout in the distance and
realizes that all evidence is against him He
THE BRAND OF CAIN (Two parts- Dec.
tells his mother. Realizing that circumstantial
4). — The cast: Edith Lennox (Kathlyn Wilevidence
Is against him, they leave the town
liams) ; Gordon Lennox (Harry Lonsdale) ;
Later, Williams* wife receives the following
George Wade (Wheeler Oakman). Written by
letter from the city— "and we want you and
Wallace C. Clifton. Directed by Collne Campyour husband to come and live with us. He
bell.
can study law with your uncle. Your lovine
Each month upon receipt of his remittance
from England George Wade plunges into reckaunt."
They leave for the city.
Some years later, Williams, now the district
less dissipation in a mining camp. Gordon
attorney, visits the warden of the state prison
Lennox, another Englishman, leaves his wife in
in a neighboring city. His small son. about
England while he seeks his fortune in the gold
five years old, is with him and is much interfields of Nevada. Lennox saves Wade from
ested in the pigeon-coop which the warden has
violence in a saloon brawl, and partly through
near his cottage. The warden's boy gives the
the ties of English blood and sympathy for the
man, he takes Wade to his cabin, and together
District attorney's son a pigeon which they
take back to the city. In the same city live
they work Lennox's claim. Lennox hears from
Bert and his mother. Bert, unknown to his
his wife, Edith, who writes him that she Is about
to leave England and join him.
mother, is a gangster. Through Bert's influence the leader of the rival gang is put out.
Wade strikes a rich vein of ore; the news
The former leader and his men rob a man of a
spreads, and word comes from several eastern
large amount of money. The ex-leader kills
capitalists that they will arrive to Investigate
the new discovery. Lennox gives Wade full
the victim. Bert is a witness to the deed and
power of attorney to deal with the capitalists,
IS bending over the dead man when two officers
who would buy the mine, and then leaves to
approach. He eludes them and arrives home
meet bis wife.
safe. The artful ex-leader manages to get eviWade endeavors to embezzle $200,000. the
dence of the crime into Bert's coat, and them
amount he received for the mine, and his
has him arrested. The case comes
to District
crookedness is discovered by his partner, who
Attorney Williams, who now sees his opporreturns unannounced. After a violent quarrel.
tunity for vengeance.
Wade kills Lennox, and leaves for the east.
Bert is sentenced to death. Meanwhile the
He meets Lennox's wife and tells her her husgang leader falls out with his gang. Shots
band was killed in an accident. They embark
are fired and the gang leader Is mortally
for England. Wade becom*.- conscience stricken.
wounded. The day before Bert's execution he
He fears that circumstances will make known
sends for the district attorney,
who obtains
the fact that be Is a murderer.
He cannot for-
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a confession from Ibe dying man. A storm
arrives
has come up and when Allen's motherexecution
on her way to her son's
at the station
which is to take place the following morning.
Bhe finds that all trains have been delayed Dy
the storm. The district attorney returns home
with the confession. He is about to tear it up
when his wife enters the room. "Would you
violate your oath ot office," she cries. Ihe
latent conscience of the district attorney is
Btirred and he brings the matter to the Governor, who decides to send a reprieve to t^e
prison. The wires are down as a result of the
storm, and it is impossible to send the telegram The Governor than gets the district attorney on the long-disUnce wire, and gives him
the message. The district attorney sees his
He
little son playing with the carrier pigeon. send
is seized with an inspiration. He could
the warden's carrier pLgeon to the prison. He
tells his scheme to the Governor, who agrees.
The district attorney writes a note to the
warden, telling him to delay the execution or
Bert, and the pigeon is sent into the storm.
meets Bert's mother at
The district attorney
the sution and also learns that all trains are
delayed He shows her the reprieve. They
start on the first train in the early morning.
The pigeon has been killed in the storm and .Is
found by a sentry of an artillery encampment
The sentry sends the message which he finds
on the bird's leg, by wireless, to the Fourth
Artillery near the state prison. The train
carrying the district attorney and the mother
is delayed by a broken coupling between the
the first car, but the district atengine and
torney urges the engineer to go on, and he
and the mother got into the cab of the engine.
The message by wireless arrives at the state
prison, but the warden has no way of knowing
that the note is authentic— it may he a plot
of Bert's friends. He, therefore, dismisses the
message from his mind and takes Bert out to
the death chamber. The engine carrying the
district attorney and the mother is stopped by
a tree which has been thrown over the tracks
by the storm. The district attorney hails a
passing automobile and they start out again
for the prison. The Governor, in the meantime calls up long-distance, but finds that the
wires are not yet ready. He holds the wire until it is fixed. The warden receives the call just
as he is about to drop the handkerchief which
would mean the execution of Bert. At this
point, the automobile containing the mother
and the district attorney arrives. They enter
the prison with the reprieve in time to save
Bert.

Universal FilmMtg. Co.
JOKER

THE TRAMP CHEF (Dec. 9). — The cast:
Patsy |Wm. Franey) ; Spike (Chas. Conklin) :
Amanda (Gale Henry) ; Constable (Mllburn
Moranti) : Mayor (Al. Morantij. Written by W.
W. Beaudine and C. J. Wilson, Jr. Produced
by W. W. Beaudine.
After completing their morning toilet the two
"gentlemen of fortune" decide to rustle some
breakfast. Patsy starts off, but is seized by the
village constable and lodged in jail. The constable, while an excellent guardian of the law,
is a poor cook and suffers accordingly. Patsy
sees this and asks permission to cook the breakfast. The constable agrees and finds that
Patsy is a culinary
genius.
Meantime, Spike has become impatient anJ
gone foraging for himself. A lady gives him a
pitcher of milk. He thanks her and is about
to leave when she confronts him with a formidable-looking revolver and marches him out 'o
the wood pile, where he proceeds to get busy.
Finally Spike becomes exhausted and walks
to the gun to plead with Amanda, but finds that
it is nailed to the side of the house ; he pries
it loose, intending to hold up Amanda. She,
however, pulls the gun away irom him and
marches him off to jail.
The mayor sees the two prisoners go to tbe
lockup and demands that they be let out. The
constable reluctantly turns them over to the
mayor, who runs them out of tnwn. Then tbe
constable finds that in Amanda he has a cook
engaged for life and all ends nappUy.

POWERS.
TRIALS OF A MOVIE CARTOONIST (Split
Reel — Dec. 10).— Tbe first half of this film shows
the trials and tribulations of a movie cartoonist
at work. The figures that he draws become rebellious and refuse to act as he wants them to,
so he has a terrible time to make them do hia
bidding. They answer back and say that he
has no right to make slaves of them even If
he is their creator.
SUPERSTITIOUS CEYLON (On Same Reel).
— The second part of the film shows more of the
wonderful land of Ceylon as seen by Dr. Dorsey.
Here the religious side of the people Is shown
and they are revealed In their demotion to the
God that they worship.

PICTURE
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WORLD

REX.
A STORY FROM LIFE (Special Release — Dec.
9).— Jane, an actress resting in a fishing village,
flirts with a fisherman to get atmosphere for a
new role. When matter becomes i-nrious, she
sends for her husband and child. Undeceived,
the fisherman seeks revenge. The child saves
Janes husband
from death.
THE PENALTY OF TREASON (Two Parts —
Dec. lOj.— The cast: Francisca (Ruth Clifford) ;
Captain Guido (Geo. Gebbart) ; Gen. Solema
(Ed. Clark): Priest (Wadsworth Harris);
Campi (Douglas Gerrard) ; Aide (Chas. Dorian) ;
Giovanna (Dave Kershow). Scenario by Male
Havey.
Produced by Douglas Gerrard.
Francesca, known as the prettiest girl in
Caliente, is much in love with the violinist,
Campi, and the two are betrothed. There comes
through the town one day Captain Guido and
several of his men. As the captain is passing
down a street he notices a couple of bis men
talking with a very pretty girl and determines
to investigate. The two men leave and he makes
love to the girl, who is none other than
Francesca.
But she resents it and slaps the
When she tells Campi of the occurrance, he
straightway seeks out the captain, intent upon
avenging the insult. Campi is taken prisoner,
and later when Francesca discovers his plight,
she dons boys' clothes and acts as a servant to
Guido, who with some of his men. is on the
point of betraying the government. Finally
through the efforts of the girl. Guido is made
to suffer the penalty of his treason, together
with his confederates, and the girl and her
lover are once more happy.

BIG U.
SEEDS OF JEALOUSY (Special Release —
Dec. 7). — Wade, a prospector, swears vengeance
when Lee saves Mona. the Indian girl, from his
clutches. He inflames the Indians against him
and later implants jealousy of Mona in Mrs.
Lee's mind. His villainous career is cut short
by a bear-trap, and his treachery is discovered.

LAEMMLE.
THE CHILDREN SHALL PAY (Special Release— Dec. 6). — Phillip and L^is are married
and have a little girl. But Lois feels that
she is neglected, so she starts to run away with
another man. The machine breaks down before
they have gone very far, and she comes back
home. But her husband will not believe that
she has not been untrue and so turns her out
of the house.
In after years the little girl eets to be
incorrigible. So Lois writes to the old nurse to
bring the child to her and she will reform hor.
This the old nurse does, telling the master that
she is taking the girl to a school that specializes
in bad children. Lois at last with her mother
love succeeds in reforming the child and then
the father comes to visit. When he nees that
it is his own wife who has brought the child
he forgives her.

UNIVERSAL.

UNIVERSAL SCREEN MAGAZINE NO. 2
(Dec. 8).— The first article in the Universal Screen Magazine is about the old horses
that are used in the making of valuable serums.
These animals are of no use in the doing of
work, but are innoculated with diseases and
then make serums which save thousands of
lives and are wdrth thousands of dollars. One
"worthless" horse has produced, since 1911,
$18.5,000 worth of serum.
nexthowarticle
is onof the
scouts'
work.
It The
shows
the lore
the boy
woods
is taught
and bow it is practiced by tbe disciples of
Ernest Thompson
Seton.
The building of a portable house is shown.
This is a way that the summer hotel bilU
can be saved.
Then the many labor-saving devices that have
been invented for the housewife are -^^bown.
Housekeeping is not as strenuous as it usl-I to
he in the old days. There are electric percolators, cream whippers, silver polishers, meat
choppers
and dish washers.
Then as a closing feature Willie Hopkins,
the world-renowned sculptor, is phown in ^omc
of his wonderful animated sculpture.

UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

FEATURE.

LIBERTY (Episode No. 17 — Two Parts— Dec.
4). — The cast: Liberty Horton (Marie Walcamp) ; Pedro (Eddie Polo) ; Capt. Bob Rutledge
(Jack Holt) : Major Winston ( Neal Hart) ;
Pancho Lopez {G. Raymond Nye) ; Jose Leon
(L. M. Wells).
This episode opens with Liberty and Pedro In
the dungeon looking for some way to escape.
Eddie finds one of the stones loose and wit'h
his strength he removes it. He then lifts
Liberty on his shoulder and helps her through
the aperture that is formed and then follows
himself. But the loose stone Is only a ruse, and
outside there are a couple of soldiers watching.
Tbey are now in a steel room, and as soon as
they are seen to enter the chamber the guards
give the signal and a fire is started under the
room.
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Pedro and Liberty begin to get warm and do
not know what is happening. Then at another
signal from the guards the walls of the room
begin to close In on them. The two of them
are really terrified, and Liberty falls on her
knees and prays that they may be delivered.
The walls are by this time very close together,
and Pedro plants his back on one and his
feet on the other, and by his sheer strength
holds the walls apart.
The men at the windlass are afraid they cannot hold it any longer as the handle is slipping.
They call for help and the men who are below at
the fire leave their posts and come to their
assistance. But Pedro has forced them to let
go. and the walls rush away from momentum.
They are going so fast that they go beyond the
point from which they started and leave an
opening through which Liberty and Pedro start
to make their escape.

NESTOR.
i'ASS THE PRUNES (Dec. 4).— The cast:
Jack Crarrymore (Eddie Lyons); Culdoon (Lee
Moranj ; Mary (Priscilla Dean) ; Father (Fred
Gamble). Scenario by Bess Meredyth. Produced
by L. Chaudet.
Culdoon operates a sanitarium which is warranted to cure all ills no matter what they be.
To him come the fat and lean, the weak and the
strong, the old and the young. But tor all
Culdoon prescribes the same treatment, a set
routine of exercise and diet.
There comes incognito the matinee Idol, Jack
Crarrymore. He somewhat resents his treatment until the arrival of Mary and her fathar.
Then the routine assumes a different aspect.
Mary is not taking the treatment, so has plenty
of time to prepare toothsome edibles for Jack,
whom she immediately recognizes.
Culdoon is somewhat smitten upon Mary himself, and it does not portend well for Jack when
it is discovered that the girl favors him. Her
father likes his cigar — which is strictly prohibited. But Jack manages to slip the father
one and also to win the good graces of the old
man. Jack impersonates him, taking his place
for the exercises.
Then the trouble starts. Jack and Culdoon
start boxing, but Jack is too much for Culdoon.
Father hears the commotion and comes out In
the hall to see what is going on, and at that
moment Culdoon spies him, and, taking him for
Jack, starts pummelling him unmercifully, when
Jack comes to the rescue and — of course, comes
out victorious.
OH, YOU HONEYMOON (Dec. 8).— The cast:
Bert Marsh (W'lUard Wayne) ; Amy Marsh
(Alida Hayman).
Bert Marsh and bis bride, Amy. start out on
their honeymoon well advertised as "Newlyweds." Arriving at a hotel, the bellboy showers
them with attentions until the anticipated tips
are noticeably lacking. Then Bert and Amy become tbe victims ot their practical jokes.
Tbe bellboy and porter have arranged a clever
scheme, and when the couple enter their suite,
the fun begins. Hurriedly changing the bathroom sign to the bridal dodr, the boys anxiously
await developments. Presently Bert is seen to
saunter down the hallway in the direction of
the bar. A moment later a fat man, in bath
array, hurries into the new designated "bathThe next instant, however, a frightful noise
in Amy's vicinity is too. much for her nerves and
she bounds to the bathroom door. Mr. Pat Man,
now thoroughly angry at such a disturbance,
lets forth a torrent of curses, which so shocks
room."
the bride, that she decides to go right back home
to mother. Hastening to the railway station,
Bert comes upon Amy ; explanations ensue and
both discover they have been innocent participants in a comedy of errors.

VICTOR.
HIS GOLDEN HOUR (Special Release— Dec.
5).— The cast: Spuds (Ed. Sedgwick) ; Girl
(Belle Bennett) ; Father (Walter Belasco) ;
City Chap (Harry Mann). Written by Harry
Wulze.
Produced by Roy Clements.
in love
daughter,
butSpuds
theiris path
of with
love his
doesemployer's
not run smoothly.
A city chap, who holds a mortgage on the farm
is also in love with the girl, and persuades her
parents to decide in his favor.
Spuds repairs to the haystack and there
dreams that he finds a lot of money, tears up
the mortgage and beats up the city chap and so
gets the girl. It is only a dream — and yet why
not make it real? Spuds follows his dream and
so in the end the parents decide to bestow their
daughter's hand upon him.
THE SHADOW (Two Parts— Dec. 7).— The
cast: Shadow (Harry Carter) ; Bick (Alan
Holubar) ; Mary (Neva Gerber) ; Doris (Olive
Adair) ; Hostess (Helen Wright) ; Husband
(William Canfield). Scenario by E. Magnus
Ingleton.
Produced by Allan Holubar.
Dick attends a fashionable party as one of
the guests — but to all appearances is a very
clever crook. He removes different pieces of
jewelry from the guests, and even the host and
hostess are not exempt.
But it is noticed that
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wh^m-ver hv nnnr.\<-M n iik-co of Jewelry a ehiiilow
of II young man Is seen to mnke a notation la a
notebook : I>lck takes Mary, easily the mo8t
popular girl at the ball, out Into the garden.
I ue siiiitlow Is st'en to make many algus, all of
whKh IHek completely Ignores. Mary contldes
that
all ol their ]ewelr>' Is kept upstairs In a
wall safe.
IMc-k takes Mary back to the reception room
ami soon Is wending bis way upstairs. As
he enters the room In which the safe la located,
he llnds a burglar already at work and cleverly
binds him In a chair. Later the guests discover the loss of their Jewelry and Dick la suspected. Mary Is deeply grieved over this as she
has become quite interested in him. He tells
her that he will see her on the morrow and
leaves. Meantime the crook upstairs is discovered and he informs them that a sweel
crook has all the Jewelry.
The next
in Dick's
roomsit are
gathered
several
of hisdayfriends
and then
is discovered
that Dick had played "Raffles" on a wager with
his friend who acted as the "Shadow" to record
that he actually took the articles. But the
sha<lo«* thinks that Dick overstepped his bounds.
as he had won the heart of Mary when the
shadow considered her his rightful property.
But the terms of the wager are that he "should
take anything he could get his hands on." All
the Jewelry is returned and Mary gives her heart
Into the keeping of the gentleman burglar, feelIDK that he has already taken possession.
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THE GREATER POWER (Two Parts— Dec. 2t .
—The cast: Sheriff Griffith (Harry S. Griffith) ;
Mrs. Griffith (Katherine Griffith) : Alice, their
daughter (Alice Beice) ; Ernest, their son
(Ernest Van Pelt) ; Ervin Denny( Ervin Denneke) ; .\1 Gordon
(Al Ernest Garcia).
Because of the repealed humiliations that he
suffers on account of his son. Ernest, Sheriff
Griffith decides that he will not run for reelection. When the lawless element finds this
out they at once put up the name of Ervin
Denny, a gambler and leader of a hand of cattle
rustlers.

WORLD

The FIRST AC. to

RACCOONS (Dec. 8).— This Is a little film
that shows the way that the animal commonly
known among the negroes as the "Coon," lives.
It shows the animal in Its lair and also the way
that the dco is built.

THE CALL OF THE UNBORN (Two PartsDec. S).— The cast: Slgnor Guido Ferrati (M. K.
Wilson): Maria RosettI (Edith Roberts); Mrs.
Lane (Lillian Concord) ; Maestro Canova (Malcolm Blevins). Scenario by Douglas Bronston.
Produced by M. K. Wilson.
Canova's Royal Italian Band Is entertaining
its usual enthusiastic audience and the people
are listening with rapt attention to the noted
violinist, Slgnor Guido Ferrati. Seated at a
distance Mrs. Lane, a wealthy widow, is watching the artist, and wondering if she can add another victim to her wiles. Meanwhile, little
Maria Rosetti. the leading soprano, is gazing at
the young man, whom she adores.
That night Maria is preparing supper when
Guido enters. She greets him lovingly, and
asks him : "Guido, you will marry me soon,
yes"? Slightly startled, he answers. "Yes."
They are interrupted by Canova, who has brought
a bunch of flowers to Maria and he, noticing
Guide's
indifference,
for with
Maria.
A few
days
later,
Guido goes longs
motoring
the widow.
Alighting at the beach, Mrs. Lane and Guido
are in the midst of a flirtation, when Canova,
who has been out for a walk, discovers them.
He tells Maria and then she confildes her secret
that she is about to become a mother. As
Canova crosses the street. Mrs. Lane's motor
draws up. and he hails her. Explaining the
trouble,
he finally
the widow's
sympathy.
Meantlme.
Guido enlists
returning
home, finds
a sad
little note from Maria, stating that as he loves
another, there is nothing left for her but death.
At last out
realizing
the girl's
truehisworth.
Guido
rushes
determined
to find
sweetheart.
and meeting Canova. the two men start a search.
Mrs. Lane sights Maria in the distance praying
on the top of a high bluff, and calling out her
chauffeur to follow, starts climbing the steep
rocks. Another instant and Mrs. Lane has
grabbed Maria just as she is about to plunge to
her death. A few moments later, drawing up to
their apartment. Maria is met bv Guido, now
a thoroughly contrite lover, who plej^ds for her
forgiveness, while Mrs. Lane is gently led away
by Canova.
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AI Gordon Ik a wealthy young ranchman who
is In lovo with Allco Griffith, lo whom It Is
Important that the losses atop. At a mooting
that Is held In regard to the coming election,
the Bbcrlfr is about to be mobbed by the men who
aro working for tbu election of Denny, when At
comes along and puts a stop lo the matter.
Then the men see that If ho Is elected there
will bo observance of the taw, so they make him
run (or the office himself.
At last the eloctioD day arrives and in anite
of the efTorts of the gong to stuff the ballot box,
AI l3 the winner when the final count is made.
As he hiLs promised to help reform Ernie, ha
appoints him a deputy shcrKT in the hope that
the responsibility will make a man of him.
Tho election has attracted a great many of thd
surrounding ranchers to town, and the ruatlera
have taken advantage of this fact to make a
raid. When the newly-elected sheriff hears of
this he at once sends his deputy to get the erimInals. But Ernie has formerly been a member
of tho gang and so Is afraid to get them. When
Al makes up his mind that he will go himself to
get the crooks, and finds that Ernie has been
shirking his duty he Is angry and brings the
young fellow back to the Jail.
Just as he Is locking him up. Ernie turns on
him and tries to get away. This Is too much and
Al loses his temper and decides that he will
teach Ernie a lesson. He takes off his coat
and proceeds to give Ernie the worst beating
that he has ever had. This at last makes the
wastrel see the error of his ways and he confesses where the secret hiding place of the gang
is. Then the sheriff sends out other deputies,
and after a battle the bandits are overpowered.
Al marries Alice, and Ernie, who sees the
error of his ways, Is again made a deputy
sheriff, but this time he makes good.

RED

FEATHER.

GAMBLER
Parts.Stonehouse)
Dec. 4).— ;
TheKIXivAID—
cast: Xellie
Gleason ( ."►(Ruth
Jim Kinkaid (R. A. Cavin) ; George Arnold
(Raymond Whittaker): Romero Valdez (Noble
Johnson) ; Lefty Frank (Harry Mann) ; Mcpherson (Harry Griffith); Murphy (J. H*.
Knowles) ; Nochita ( Cleo Loring). Scenario by
Fred Myton.
Produced by Raymond Wells,
George Arnold, head of the Paradise Valley
Land Company, has been robbed of $10,(XH) hy
Jim Kinkaid, who has fled the country. Arnold
secures the services of the Burton Detective
Agency to get Kinkaid. Xellie is put on the
case. She goes to the gambling house. Her
ignorance of gambling nearly betrays her. Romero Valdez, Kinkaids right hand man. feels
that everything is not on the square in regard to
this woman. But Kinkaid has become strongly
attached to Nellie and will listen to nothing
against her. Nellie becomes aware of the goodness of Kinkaid'K heart and finds the job of betraying him distasteful. She forces herself to
the work and has succeeded in getting Kinkaid
aocustomed to cross the border with her. She
then wires to New York for them to send the
men to make the arrest.
Letty Frank, a convict with a grudge against
Xellie, manages to escape and goes to Mexico.
He reaches
house andKinkaid
recognizes NellieKinkaid's
as a New gambling
York detective.
is told. Nevertheless, he takes his usual walk
with her that evening. Seated on their accustomed bench, he tells her how he had discovered
a number of foreigners on the desert absolutely
destitute ; they told him of how they were robbed
of their real
life's
savings
.\mold.took
through
crooked
estate
deal.byKinkaid
care ofa
the people and went to New York to see what
he could do to get their money back. Vpon
asking Arnold to refund the money, he was
laughed at, for the transaction was perfectly
legal. Kinkaid. by force, took the money from
Arnold, escaped Into Mexico and returned it to
the Immigrants.
Detectives arrive from New York. Nellie asks
Kinkaid to go for a walk. Romero, not trusting her. has followed with two Mexicans, to be
there in case of need. Kinkaid is arrested by
Arnold and the detectives and Romero coming up
with assistance, is deserted by his followers at
a critical moment, and he is also arrested. In
the Jail, Kinkaid and Romero again become
friends and Kinkaid wagers his entire possessions that .Vellie will "run true to form." In
her room. Nellie sees a way out of her difficulty
She -steals the keys of the jail from the sheriff
and opens the door. At dawn. Kinkaid, Nellie
and Romero enter the town from the desert and
are met by an ovation from their friends. Kinkaid Bivps to Romero the gambling house and
evrrythlng connected with it, finding that his
future and his happiness He with Nellie, away
from everything
pertaining
to his former
life.
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eating a banana. He throws the peel out od
the stage and the dance of the dying duck
turns into a farce. The actors cannot keep
their feet and slip so badly that the audience
is about to leave when the curtain is pulled

SEAL.

ASHES (Three parts— Dec. 5).— The cast:
Ashes Shannon (Claire Mersereau) ; Mrs.
Topin (Nellie Slattery) : "Yukon"* Smith (Stanley Walpole); Jim Shannon (Fred Heam);
Harry Davis (Joseph Granby); Glory La Rue
(Helen Slosson). Written and directed by
Robert
P. Hill.
Ashes is the maid of all work in a secondrate boarding house that is run by a Mrs.
Topln. At the time the story opens out in
the gold fields of Alaska there are two pals
who have at last struck It rich. One of them,
Jim Shannon, dies. With his dying breath he
makes his pal, Smith, promise that he will go
to New York and look up a certain Ashes Shannon and give her his share of the mine.
At the house where Ashes lives there Is a
composer, Davis. He is in love with Glory La
Rue. But he is not averse to a little flirtation
with Ashes. One day in the paper he sees
a notice to the effect that if a certain ^.shes
Shannon will come to the office of a lawyer
she will receive a fortune. Instead of showing it to Ashes, however, Davis tells the lawyer
that he is the cousin of Ashes and would like
to take the inheritance for her. The lawyer
refuses to give away the money on such evidence. He writes to Smith that one applicant
for the fortune has applied, but that he is
doubtful as to her identity. Smith decides to
go to New York himself.
In the meanwhile Davis approaches Ashes
and wants her to go before the lawyer and
swear she. Ashes Shannon, is his cousin, but
she refuses to tell a lie. When the landlady,
who Is in the scheme, threatens her. she leaves
and gets employment in a restaurant as a dishwasher. But before this she had heard Davis
and the landlady plotting as to how they are
going to get the money. When Smith arrives
in New York he goes to the lawyer, who tells
him all the particulars about Davis and his
cousin, whom he claims is the heir.
While in a restaurant Smith overhears a girl
by the name of Ashes getting a scolding. It
is a rather uncommon name, so he asks her
if she is Ashes Shannon. She says that she
is, soday
he they
takes go
herto tothe
theoffice,
lawyer's
and the
the
next
so that
deed of the property can be made out to her.
As they are in the office the clerk announces
that Ashes Shannon and her cousin are there
to claim the inheritance. So Smith and Ashes
go out and the others come in. They are
asked questions and at last the policeman, who
has been sent for, arrives and the whole crowd
is arrested. Ashes is happy in her new found
fortune and friends, but rebels at the idea of
going to school, as she Is in love with Smith.
In her naive way she tells him so and as he
has grown to love her, too. there is a marriage and the two of them return to the west.
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UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY NO. 47 (Nov. 22).
In the War Zone with the Animated Weekly
Camera Staff. Fete Wounded Soldiers. — Royalty
aids to entertain 6,000 convalescents at Garden
party — London, Eng.
Opening the Courts. — .Judges and barristers,
in wigs and gowns, leaving Westminster Abbey
for trial rooms — London, Eng.
Bulgars Bound for Battle. — Films catch vivid
scenes as troops rush over mountains to meet
foe — Near the Coma. Subtitle : From sleep to
march. An endless stream marching through
a village.
German Sailors at Work. — Navy men at daily
gymnastics on battleship — Somewhere off Heligoland. Subtitle: Comedy varies war's routine.
Carnival for Soldiers.— Parade captured canson. non
Eng.
to raise cash for men in trenches — Batter-
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On America's Battlefield. Out for a Touchdown.— University of Pittsburg's star eleven
making drive for goal against Washington and
Jefferson — Pittsburgh, Pa.
Letter 57 Years in Mail. — Missive sent in 1859
delivered, IS miles
—Philadelphia,
Pa. away, after addressee's death
Runners Chase Titles. — Cross-country stars
battle for A. A. U.'s metropolitan championship
— Van Cortlandt Park. N. Y. Subtitles: The
star.
The water jump.
The winner.
$10.00l> Gift to State.— Massachusetts Aero
Club donates hydro-aeroplane in honor of U. S.
aviator killed in France — Boston, Mass. Subtitle:
Gov. HcCail
accepts gift.
One Submarine's Grave. — Pioneer under-sea
boat that disappointed inventor has rested here
for 16 years — ^New Suffolk, N. Y. Subtitle : Another experiment in the progress of the U-boat.
Cartoons by Hy Mayer World Famous Caricaturist. Disturbing Broadway's Peace. For
New York Prints Only. — Dancers who dare busy
street traffic draw throng^New York City. Sub-
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L-KO.
THE HIGH DIVER'S CURSE i Two partsDec. 6). — Dan has the position of property man
In a vaudeville theater. He has trouble in
keeping the stars contented. They all want to
have the star dressing room and he has a
hard time to make them all satisfied. In the
end he has to take the star and shift it about
from one door to another in order to make
each one think that he, or she. as the case
may be, has the star room at the time. Dan
becomes involved in an argument with an actor
when he remarked that actors should not stay
around the theater. Dan vows to get even.
The show is started. In the second act it is
necessary to have rain. When the actor calls
for rain Dan turns on the hose and gives them
a deluge.
Another of the acts is a fake acrobatic act.
The men are supposed to be holding each other
up. but in reality it is Dan who is doing the
supporting by means of a rope from behind
the scenes. But just at the critical moment he
lets the fly slip and the audience is allowed to
see the act is a fake. Then comes the dance
of the dying duck. But at his point In the
performance Dan is standing behind the scenes

But the finale of the evening is when the
down.
high diver comes on. He is going to dive from
the top of the theater into a little bucket u*.
water. All goes well and the diver is just
about to take the fatal leap when Dan nonchalantly takes the bucket away and the actor
cannot hold himself back and so dives into
the floor. He comes after Dan hot foot and
Dan takes to flight. He calls for the police
and these gentlemen arrive in a buggy. But
by this time Dan has taken flight in a big
car and the diver is following in a flivver.
After a long chase it all ends when Dan throws
his enemy into the river from the top of a
high bridge and then himself makes a hurried
exit.
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JERRYS BIG DOINGS (December 8).—
Hearst. Cast: Jerry (George Ovey) ; The Count
(George George) ; Father (John McCarty) ; His
Daughter (Claire Alexander) ; Her Mother
(Helen Gilmore) ; The Butler (Tom Riley) ;
Billy St. Vitus (Arthur Mund) ; policemen (Ray
Lincoln and Arthur Jackson). Directed by Milton Fabrney.
Out of work and sorely in need of funds, Jerry
sits in a despondent mood on a park bench. He
discovers a purse lying on the ground near him
and picking it up is delighted to find it filled with
money. But unobserved by him, two policemen
have watched his action and as he returns to the
bench the officers seat themselves beside him,
take the purse away, divide the money among
Jerry.
themselves, and return the empty pocketbook to
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The perplexing problem of finance now still
confronts him so he resolves to try the help
want ad. column of a newspaper. There he finds
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an advcrtUoiuoDt for u valvt nnil forthwith bo
bl«s tilmsolf to lbi3 utltlrvss glvon. ArrlvlriK
there he Ib unQoVi'd to Hod a lino ot applicants
ahead of hlni. So that bo may bo the tlrst to
iDtervlcw thi' prospective employer (who happens to be a count) Jerry starts a freo-for-all
Dght aiuoiiK the appllirants. The bouse detective stops In to quell ibe nolso, oiiats tho dlsturbors and when tbe I'ount announces he la
ready to soo tbe applicants Jerry Is tho only
one left.
Of courso ho gets the job.
The Count sends word to friends that he is
about to vlstt thou) and after ordering Jerry to
pack his bftK ho starts off accompanied by his
valet. At the homo Jerry beconu-s smitten with
the dauKhtor of tho house antl irle^ to lllrt with
her. She leads him on, passing from one room
to another, drawing tho curtains after her.
Jerry klss.-a her hand, which sho protrudes
through the curtains. By way of teaching this
persistent >'oung fellow a lesson, tho girl then
has tho butler tako her place, so when Jerry
hastily pulls asldo the curtains he Is surprised
to tind himself In tho arms of the butler. Enraged, he strikes at tho butler but bits tlie
Count, who has Just come upon tho scene.
Realizing his mistake be rushes away only to
rush Into
the girl's mother.
by this
time
has revovered
his sensesThe
andCount
through
tho
curtains makes a kick at what ho believes is
Jerry's
form.
Instead
he
strikes
the
mother.
She In turn strikes at Jerry, who ducks Just In
time to let the Count, who enters through the
curtains, have tho blow.
Attracted by the noise, the father starts
toward the scene and Is greeted with a flying vase
from the hands of tho Count which was Intended for Jerry, who runs away with the Count
after him. Tho chase leads to the bath room
where Jerry causes the Count to have an Involuntary bath, and then out to tho street where
Jerry climbs a telegraph pole with the Count
pursuing. There they dangle until two policemen who see the unusual speracle from a distance
come up and drag tuem down. The butler, who
has innocently helped cause the trouble, laughs
as the two disturbers are carried away to a
safer zone.

MUTUAL.
Ml'TVAL
WEEKLY
NO. 100 (Nov. 20).
Washington. D. C. — Congressman-elect flies
from
Philadelphia
to Congressman
'Washington. toMr.
O. D.
Bleakley
Is the first
travel
to
the Capital by air.
San Francisco, Cal. — Pacific coasfs big Rugby
game. University of Santa Clara defeats Leland Stanford.
Somewhere in France. — The submarine "Diane" is launched.
New York City. — Central Park lunclieon party.
BUI Snyder and his pet "Hattie," entertain Miss
Sybil Carmen, scintillating little star of the
Midnight Frolic at a lawn party. Subtitle: The
baby Iamb has his luncheon, too.
"Washington, D. C. — Ex-slaves hold revival
meeting. Many are over 100 years old, the oldest being 125 years of age.
Paris. France. — Newest fashions in colors.
Posed by iliss Pretty Myrtll of the Theater
Marigny.
Arlington. Mass. — Girls play hockey. Newton
defeats high school team.
Francis Joseph, Emperor of Austria-Hungary,
dies.
new ruler, Charles Francis Joseph,
withAustria's
his bride.
New York City. — Ruth Law breaks record
for cross countr>' flight. Trip hailed as America's greatest flight. (Ruth Law.) Subtitle: General Wood greets her at end ot SS5 miles trip
made in 8 hours and 55 minutes.
Washington. D. C. — The war college class In
conference. They analyze and discuss map
problems.
Cal. — Freighter "Talbot" slips into
theOakland.
water here.
Washington. D. C. — Last resting place of the
Capital's canine "400." Subtitle : Mourning for
a departed ancestor.
Los Angeles, Cal. — Big oil well burns. Six
hundred barrels of oil, valued at $10,000, burn
dally.
Santa Monica. Cal. — Resta wins VanderbUt
cup. Dare-devil drivers hurl steel monsters
around death-dealing curves.
THE FALSE CLUE (Two parts— Nov. 30).—
The cast: Henry Ross (Benjamin Homing) :
Marjorie Ross (Dorothv Davenport): Robert
Stanley (Lee Hill) : William (O. B. Nair).
Henry Ross, a retired banker, is found mur-
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Universal
Camera

ilurcd In hlH home. Leo Hill, a youns nirin In
lovo with Mitrjorle, hlH <iuugbU>r, Ih arruHtod
aD<l nccuHcd of tho crime. The niKbt Rokh wub
killed, Stanley wus board IlKhtlnR with hiiu and,
tliert-rore. Is under MUHplolon. ATler somo time
Wllllnra. tho butlor In Roab'b homo, tolls his story,
which clears Stanley. Ho tella how over sloco
Marjorle's mother's death ho and his wife bad
lukoi) the Klrl Into their hearts and that she
caoio to th«-m with ull of hiT happlnesK and nil
of her unhnpplneHS. Bob had fallen In love with
tho girl aiir] iiftor a lonj; courtship Ihey were
secretly married and ho was tho only ouo told.
GROUCHY (Dec. 2).— Qrouchy la a bachelor,
who Hvos alono. Ho Is pestered by the nolgbhorhood kids and. with hatred In his heart for
all children, he niakcs hlH will, leavlnR his fortune to u "bachelor's home." Later ho rocolvea
an Invitation from Ruth, his niece, to spend the
boHdiiys with her. He decides to accept the Invitation and. upon his arrival, Is greeted more
as a father Instead of an uncle. He Is perfectly
happy until bis niece's children come In and
then he Is most uncomfortable.
However, after a few days they prove that they
can be Kood. and Grouchy becomes a great friend
to them. His legal adviser had warned him that
his niece and her husband were after lila money.
To find out whether this Is true Grouchy has
his adviser come to Ruth's home. Here the adviser tells Grouchy that he has lost all of his
fortune and, of course, Grouchy is despondent
over the fact. Ruth, however, proves her true
worth and tells Grouchy that he can make his
home with them. Then it is that Grouchy
dren.
changes his will in favor of Ruth and the chil-

Advantages
OUR

NEW

DISSOLVE

AUTOMATIC

is the only dissolve on

the market that operates independently of
the camera mechanism — No calculation of
shutter opening is required. It is entirely
self contained and self sufficient and produces
a true clean fade in or jade out effect.

THE PICTURE ABOVE gives
you a front view of the machine
without the case, showing

THE TURN OF THE WHEEL (Two partsDec. 4). — The cast : Major Harper (Bejamln
Horning) ; Alice his daughter (Dorothy Davenport! ; Arnold Grey (Lee Hill).
Alice, the daughter of Major Horning, who has
come to the end of his resources, is loved by
Arnold Grey, a Secret Service Agent. When the
young man proposes to tbe girl, however, she
mistakes his proposal for one of charity Instead
of love and so refuses him. Later the major
loses the last of his money through gambling
and he and Alice are forced to go to a tenement
room and live. Grey loses all track of Alice, but
later, through a painting that the girl has sold,
he discovers and persuades her and her father
to come and make their home with him.

AMERICAN.

the iens, flywheel,

shutter and aperture adjustment— Note the
compactness and simplicity in construction —
The Universal is

A ONE-PIECE
MACHINE
and though simple and compact in
construction — HO/Atng has been omitted that
is essential to the very best machine.
Write for descriptive catalogue

Universal Camera Company
559 W. JACKSON
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BLVD.,
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1209 Times Bldg., New York
821 Market St., San Francisco

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

"
d with "FULCO
Get acquainte
The Department
Store
«
MOVING
PITTURF.
TRADE
MACHINES -»■ EQUIPMENT ■&■ ^UPPUES
Our catalog coven the Gne from A-Z

E. E. FULTON
152 W. Uke St-

CALAMITY ANNE'S VANITV (Nov. 30). — The
cast ; Calamity I Louise Lester) ; The Stew
(Robert Lane) ; The Eastern Woman (Rose
Latban) ; The Village Belles (Charlotte Burton
and Jessalyn Van Trump) ; Their Sweethearts
(Jack Richardson and J. Warren Kerrigan).
Poor Calamity Anne is much upset over seeing
a., of the girls and their sweethearts strolling
down the village streets. "The Stew." swaggerdown the
road, Then
coveted
money from
and
makesing love
to her.
cameAnne's
the woman
the East and all of the boys deserted their girls
and paid tribute to the newcomer. Feeling that
the woman's clothes were what made the hit
with (he boys. Anne orders a new dress and
when she swaggers up and down in front of the
hotel with her swell new dress and her sixshooter and muddy boots peeping from under it
she causes some sensation. Calamity gets the
laugh. She gets sick of It all, gets her mule and
leaves town. The following eign is posted on
her door: "I'm goin* away. Give my pile to
the orfans.
Taint no use.
Calamitv "

COMPANY

CHICAGO. ILL

PATHE NEWS NO. ^?, (Nov. 18).
Anderson, S. C. — National Guardsmen are
called out by Governor Manning to prevent
serious rioting by the striking employees of
several large cotton mills. Subtitle: Guarding
the gate.
Electra, N. C. — The construction of the great
Cyclopean Masonry Dam, which is to be 1.44^
feet long and 220 feet high, the largest worlt
ever attempted in the South. Is nearlng completion. Subtitles: Numerous huge dredges
anchored In the walls are used to place the large
rocks In position. Two tunnels were cut through
the mountain, each 30 feet la diameter, to divert
the water.
Washington. D. C. — The venerable CardinalGibbons participates In the procession of prlefits
to celebrate the seven hundredth anniversary of
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DevelopingmXES andId
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the founding of the Dominican Order. Subtitle:
Cardinals Gibbons
(right) and Farley.
Cardiff. England. — Honorable Lloyd George, the
English Secretary of war. visits the city to personally decorate several of Britain's warriors for
specially heroic deeds. Subtitle: A heavy rainstorm does not mar the Nation's recognition of
bravery.
The Russian Battle Front.— Czar Nicholas II
visits several regiments of his Southern armies
who are making great effort to help the Rumanians resist the attacks of the Central Allies.
Subtitles : Heavy snows are beginning to fall in
some regions, but not enough to freeze tlie
soldier's appetite.
The soup kitchen.
Goose Creek. Texas.— Oil going up again— as
the ferocious flames of a burning well leap high
into the air. fed by the plentiful reservoir of
one of the largest oil-producing sections in the
country. Subtitle: At night the flaming well resembles a gigantic torch, visible for miles around.
San Francisco. Cal.— Sir Ernest Shackleton.
the noted Antarctic explorer, who recently arrived in the United States, is ready to make another journev in quest of the elusive South
Pole. Subtitle : Shackleton with some of his
dogs which have been of great assistance to him
on previous trips.
PATHE
NEWS
NO. 94 (Nov. 22).
New York City.— Wrecking boats quickly
raise a tug sunk in the East River when its
boiler explodes with terrific force, killing two
of the crew. Subtitle : Part of the boiler
which caused the explosion.
Franklin Park, Mass. — Crack athletes of New
England Colleges set out to caputre the laurels
of the five-mile cross-country run for the intercollegiate championship of that section. Subtitle : H. H. Brown of Williams College leads
the way across the finish line, wresting the title
from University
of Maine.
Western Battle Front. — President Poincare accompanied by General Joffre. visits the Somme
battlefield to extend the Nation's thanks to the
valiant soldiers for their heroic offensive. Subtitle : He decorates Genera! Anthoine for his
bravery.
Salonica. Greece. — The National movement
headed by Ex-Premier Venizelos is spreading
rapidly and already large bodies of troops are
being "musteredreviews
for service.
General
Zumbrakakis
the new Subtitles
troops. :The
populace acclaims the National soldiers as they
leave for active participation in the Allied
cause.
What To Do Until the Doctor Arrives (Magazine section I. — Subtitle : During the winter
season gas healers are frequently used. Children are permitted to play about the heaters
and accidentally can remove the gas pipe with
consequent asphyxiation. After closing the gas
jet and opening the doors, induce respiration by
exercising the arms up and down. A careless
mother using iodine to asepticize a cut, places
the bottle near a child, who promptly tastes the
supposed syrup. Immediately mix some ordinary starch in cold water and force the child
to drink it. This acts as a quick antidote
against iodine poisoning.
Tia .Tuana. Mexico.^Thousands of Americans
venture into Mexico despite the troubled conditions to attend the opening of the famous race
track. Subtitle: Off they go for the mile handicap. Neck to neck the leading steeds strugele
for even a small advantage as they near the
finish line.
Chicago, III. — Miss Ruth Law, the woman
aviator, prepares herself for the chill autumn
winds on her cross-country flight to New York
by sleeping on a hotel roof. Subtitles : Using
a small old-fashioned military biplane, she
starts on her aerial journey, establishing a new
American non-stop flight record of o^(t miles at
Hornell. N. Y. She arrives at Governor's Island,
New York City, after covering the air line distance of S.?2 miles in 8 hours. 5.5 minutes. The
new mistress of the air and the machine she
used.
Boston. Mass. — Four thousand troops of the
Massachusetts National Guard, recently returned
from the border, give citizens an opportunity to
see their fitness for Uncle Sam. Subtitle: Mayor
Curley arrives to greet the men on the Boston
Commons.
Oakland, Cal. (San Francisco and Los Angeles
only).— A bevy of pretty girls is out to boost
the Lincoln Highway fund for better roads by
selling pennants. Substitle: A miniature Fallan sink illustrating how autos are mired in the
bogs of Nevada.
New Orleans, La. (New Orleans only) . — A
large parade marks the opening of the National
Farm
and Live Stock Show,
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PICTURE

All The Players
of prominence in any sized picture can be furnished instanUy— WIRE US YOUR WANTS
—If you fail to display the face of a popular
player who ia appearing at your house, you
are overlooking an opportunity for larger receipts. THE FACE OF A WELL-KNOWN
PLAYER prominently displayed will draw
tnore money than the mere announcement of
a name.

LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES
Size 22x28 inchet, 75 cents each.
inent player.

Every prom-

FACSIMILE OIL PAINTINGS, all sizes,
from $8 to $25 framed.
Quotations
submitted on any size, framed or unframed.
THE SEMI PHOTO POST CARDS. $3.50
PER THOUSAND, of over 600 players.
The
list. indispensable article for your mailing
PHOTOGRAPHS, size 8x10, of all the
prominent players, 600 different names,
20c each.
LARGE PICTURES, HAND COLORED.
size 11x14, all the prominent players, $2.00
per dozen; in aluminum frames, SOc. each.
GRAVURE FOLDER, containing pictures of the prominent players, includiaz
stars from the stage, $10.00 per thousand.
SINGLE COLUMN CUTS of every promincDt player. 40c. each.

KRAUS MFG. CO.
220

West
12th

42nd

Street,

NEW

Floor,

Candler

Buildinc

YORK

Send for Catalogue of over 600 players and
samples free. Write us, giving details of your
dull nights, and we wilt send you a remedy.

Get acquainted with the

ERBOGRAPH

WAY

of Developing and Printing
ERBOGRAPH
COMPANY
203-n West 146th St., New York City
Kindly
Mention
Moving
Picture
World in Writing to Advertisers.

CINEMATOGRAFO

The most important Film Journal in Italy,
Published every Monday at Rome. Excellent staff,
special bureau of information. Correspondents in all
parts of the world. Yearly subscription for foreign
countries : $3.00.
Butiness Office: Via del Tritone 183. Rome, Italy.
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San Francisco, Cal. (San Francisco and Los
Angeles only ) . — The football game hetween
Stanford and Santa Clara Colleges Is fast and
hard fought. Santa Clara winning by score 28-1.
Subtitle.s:
The Yahoo Bird, Stanford's jinx for
Santa
Clara.
<'oIlege
letters. Santa Clara rooters form their
Raleigh. .\. C. (Charlotfe only).— Many pretty
floats are entered in the mammoth Wake County
Day Celebration.
New London, Conn. — Absolutely exclusive pictures not obtained by any other weekly, of the
(ierman merchant submarine Deutschland, showing her departure for her return voyage to Germany, all damage of her recent collision repaired.
PEARL OF THE ARMY (Episode No. 1, "The
Traitor" — Astra — Two Parts — Dec. 3) . — The
cast; Pearl Dare (Pearl White); Major Brent
(Theodore Friebus) ; Bertha Bonn (Mario
Wayne); Col. Dare (W. T. Carleton).
Captain Ralph Payne is chosen to convey to
the Major General at Panama a document of
vital importance which discloses a weakness Id
our canal defences by which a monarchy (hitherto overlooked by the United States) plots to
overcome this nation. The document is secreted
beneath his left shoulder strap, it first being
prepared with invisible ink. From that time
Payne finds himself the victim of a queer being
that, through a strange medium, juggles with
his good name and martial standing.
At his apartment he finds a letter in handwriting the exact counterpart of his own and
in it the startling contents ; "The left shoulder
strap and the locket reveal the secret — take the
tip in time." Bewildered, he consults his chief.
Colonel Dare, who instructs him to attend the
Embassy halt that night as though nothing had
happened, promising added secret service protection.
In the midst of the evening's festivities,
Payne and Pearl Dare find a secluded spot In
the conservatory. Encouraged by a responsive
light in her eyes, Payne is about to ask for
her "yes" to the question that means happinees
to him, when a messenger orders him to report
to Colonel Dare at once. There he is Informed
(hat the Grenadian Ambassador has been murdered and in his lifeless hand a message found
to Payne thanking him for services rendered
Grenada. When Payne is searched the left
shoulder strap reveals nothing hut a worthlese
pieie of paper. In a daze he hears the order
given to arrest him on a charge of treason.
DIVORCE AND THE DAUGHTER (Gold
Rooster — Five Parts — Dec. 3). — The cast: Alicia
(Florence La Badiel : Dr. John Osborne (Edwin Stanley) ; Herbert Rawlins (Sam. Nlblack) ;
Mrs. Cameron (Kathrun Adams) ; the father
I J. H. Gilmour) ; the mother (Zenaide Williams); Vien).
the children (Ethelmary Oakland and
Arthur Le
At the story's beginning a family receives an
inheritance, not a large one. hut great enough
for them to leave .their crowded city and flat
and move to the country, where they forsee the
oi)portunity to fulfill their long-cherished
dreams. The father to paint pictures that are
not mere "pol boilers." and the mother and
daughter to expand their ideals of home hitherto
bound by the close confines of their meagre
means.
But their sky, instead of brightening with
their good fortune, becomes cloudy, and dissatisfaction leads to disillusion and a broken
home. Your heart goes out to the daughter, who
is made the innocent victim of twentieth century ethics and who, suffering one disillusion
after another, decides to take a step that nearly
results in a tragedy.
THE SHIELDING SHADOW, NO. 10, "The
riisappearing Mantle" (Two Parts — Astra — Dec.
■ !). — Ravengar again rushes to the aid of Leontine, who has once more been made a prisoner
by Bianca and her henchmen. To save her, he
gives up his closely guarded treasure, "The Disappearing Mantle."
HOW MATCHES ARE MADE (Dec. S— Split
Reel). — A splendid split reel of Norway and
Sweden's big industry, showing each step from
the hewn log to the finished match.
THE ISLAND OF KYUSCHU (Southernmost
Japan — On Same Reel as Foregoing).— An exceptionally beautiful scenic of the fourth largest
island of Japan.
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Triangle Film Corporation
Ji^^
1dc<- -l>in-.
I'uru—
L <:.
OKIMINA
; DoOftM
Wllllamsl
(Cliiru
Naoi-tu
castTbi-rilfc:
Wbll." { WIlUuui hesmond) ; The lliiby ( EnUl
WIIIUI farloj' Lupoll (Jos. J. Uowllug) ; Molli■Charles K.
' Ollrvt; IMctro WhlimaD)
.r Marlf )t;vrirud<
iWall
FreiKh.: Polio- MaKlMrulo
and withNunctu. born out.-hl.- the social paU- thLvillumout aiiothiT nuim*. is an outcast in
mountains. An imof San b«uii. in the Italian
to thy
coiues
luiKration atc^Dl (rom New York Mother Maria,
vilUK.- and a nelKhbor mukkosIs to
onr,
nameless
the
to
■
a "hoiu.'
Klvt-nNaneta
has !*«-nd
who she
that
to America.
She arrive* In New York and Koes to work in
the r-slaurant of Carlos Lui>oll in tho Italian
where she meeis
quarter of the lower East Side,short
story writer.
Uonald White, a yet-to-arrlve
to absorb sparestaurant
Carlos
to
who Lome«
ghetti and atmosphere.
EnterinK her home that niRht. Naneta finds
a baby on the stalrw. with a note pinned to its
dress and she lakes the ■bamblDo'' to her room.
deciding to keep It for her very own. The next
day she gives White the note, asking hj"! to read
It to her, but telling nothing about finding the
baby.
beThat night NaneU is arrested on suspicion,
baby In her poscause of having an unknown the
arrest, rushes
session, and White, hearing of
to the rescue. She refuses to tell anyone about
that, like
finding the baby, not wanting It known maintains
but
herself, the child has no lather,
that she has stolen the baby, which fastens guilt
upon her.
Judge the cirWhite relates to the perplexed
cumstance of the note, which at the time he had
taken to be a hoax. The magistrate is interested
the trutb
and together they devise a plan to force
from Naneta. When she is brought in the Judge
this
deserted
who
siiys abruptly "The woman
and wants it hack." Naneta
baby has relented
irf shocked, and cries. "No. No! She canta have
it away one time."
it She isIs trow
a linish packed light with heart
There
throbs.
OF THE FEUD (Fine Arts— :►
CHILDREN
Parts
— Dec. 11).— The cast: Pap Clayton (Chas.
Gorman) ; Sairy Ann (Dorothy Glsh) ; the five
Clayton children (Violet Radcliffe. Beulah
Burns Thelma Burns, Tina Rossi and Georgia
Slone) : Jed Martin (A. D. Sears) ; Judge L,ee
CavaCavanagh (F A. Turner); Dr. Richard(Alberta
nagh (Sam DeGrasse) ; Mrs. Cavanagh
Bald Clayton (Elmo Lincoln). DiBad
Lee) : rected
by Joseph Henabery.
Sairy Ann Clayton is the eldest of the six
motherless children of "Pap" Clayton, a Virginia mountaineer and moonshiner in partnership with his cousin, Jed Martin, who he has
betrothed to Sairy Ann. Dr. Richard Cavanagh,
county Judge, finds "Chub" Clayton
son
hurt ofby the
a fall, tends him, gains the admiration
of Sairy Ann, and induces her to bring the children to town for clothes and shoes, thereby rousing the jealousy of Jed Martin. The day the
and "Pap"
still is raided,
in town forthemonths.
are jailed
children
and
Jed are
The doctor takes
the children to the home of his father, the judge,
and begins their education.
The released convicts return accompanied by
the head of the clan, Bad Bald Clayton and the
doctor hears him tell Salrj* Ann that the still
was raided on the information given by a Jackson and only the life of a Jackson can square the
account. The ancient feud between Claytons and
Jacksons had died out. The doctor is horrified
and later remonstrates with Sairy Ann and tells
her that only the law should take life, but Sairy
Ann defends the clan spirit, condones the proposed murder, and quarrels with him. Clayton
takes Sairy Ann and the children home. Jed Is
rejected, and realizing that Sairy Ann Is in love
with the doctor he sets out to kill him. Sairy
Ann on her father's horse takes a short cut and
notifies the sheriff.
Jed kills ihe deputy, but Is arrested and
brought to trial before Judge Cavanagh, who is
warned In an anonymous letter that he will be
shot If Jed Is convicted. All the Claytons, heavily armed, attend the trial. The judge fearlessly
sentences Jed. At the signal the Claytons shoot
up the court and Jed kills the judge. Most of
the Claytons are then killed in a running fight
with deputies and citizens. Sairy Ann hides In
Bad Bahl's store and is followed by Jed, who is
wounded.
The doctor to avenge his father follows Jed,
and would have killed him had not Sairy Ann
reminded him of his own words that only the
law has the right to take life. The doctor sur-
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ri'iidiTH Jet) to l\\v HborllT, utid, hlivltiK bi>en tlrn|ifrati-ty woun<U*(l hy Jed, he fatlM back In Sulry
.\nn'K nrmK. Sulry Ann KOt'H to tlif nioutitalnK,
hut when till- ilortor Im coiivalt'Hct'nt he BPtidH (or
li>-r iirnl the chlltlrfn and thf feud In forKlvcn.

Miscellaneous Subjects
FOX

FILM

CORPORATION.

TMK VIXEN* (Five parts— Dec. 4).— EUle
liruniinoiidti fldest Himer. IK-lt-D. ban act«d us
luT inotlUT for years. Hy unocrupulouH deceit
■■he drawn lleh-trH HWeetbeart, Martin Steiren«,
iiway from htr. When Btevenn loHeK biH money
EIbIl- cast-s him a»fde.
When Helfn becomes frli-ndM with Knowlee
Murray, Elsie lies to Murray uboul Hoieu and
\iv» to HeloD about Murray. Tb<- ret^ult Is tbat
she Igratlates herself with the man. By contlnut'il uiult>rliitnd methods »)be ttueceedH In wlnuliiK Murray
consul
abroad. for berrtelf when be iR appointed
For a few yeari> Elsie and Murray live happily In Paris. Two children are born to them.
Then Murray Is recalled (or work In WashlDRton.
Klsle finds tbat Stevens has retrained bis wealth
and tbat Helen Is still sorrowinK because of
.Murray's strange coldness toward her years ago.
Elsie's passion
power Kingsley,
PtUI gripsa her
WashlnKton.
Sheformeets
youngIn
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lounger, and proceeds as a matter of course to
LHptivate him. Ht?r husband learns of the aciiuaiiitanceship and Is on the point of discovering the truth, when Elsie 11(* again, so cleverly
that Murray believes Kinsley's attentions are
bfing paid to Helen Instead of his wife.
Stevens finally comes to realize that Elsie's
whole he
life wishes
has been tooneexpose
of deception.
For Helen's
sake
her sister.
Helen
[it<-ad.s against such action, to E:ave the children.
bitud.
Elsie, chastened for once, returns to her hua-
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THE MEN SHE MARRIED ( Peerless— Five
parts— Nov. :i7.— The tast : Reatrlce (Gall
Kane) ; Ralph Semple (Arthur Ashley) : Jerry
Trainer (Montagu Love I; Ada Semple (Louise
M. Eatcst; Edith Trainer (Muriel Ostrlche).
Directed by Travers Vale.
Beatrice Raymond, a young heiress, is attracted to the unprincipled Ralph Semple. He
and bis wife make their living by preying upon
society. They see an easy victim In Beatrice
and plan to get her money. Posing as a single
man, i^emple soon wins her fove and a mock
marriage ceremony is performed. In short order
ha shows his cards. Pretending his mail had
miscarried, he easily persuades Beatrice to give
hira a check for a thousand dollars, which he
skillfully raises to ten thousand and, with the
proceeds
and to
hisSouth
victim's
jewels,telling
he goes
with
ills real wife
America,
Beatrice
In a short note bow he has been duped.
Beatrice, heartbroken ar.il dlstMusioned, conceals her unhappy mistake from her friends,
and with the passing of time she gradually recovers and begins to take interest in the life
about her, Jerry Trainer, a widower and a
etrong, manly man. falls in love with her and
she returns his affections, but her miserable
secret
makes
her answer "no" to his pleadings
that they
marry.
Semple and his wife in South America, in need
of funds, plan to make further use of the mock
marriage.
lettertotelling
of Semple's
death is
faked up andA sent
Beatrice.
She is overjoyed
to know that the obstacle which stood in the
way of her happiness Is now removed and tbat
she is free to marry Jerry. She hesitates as to
whether she should tell Jerry of her other marriage, but fearing that it might lessen bis love
for her. she decides to let "the dead past bury
Passionately in love with her husband, there Is
only one cloud in the happiness of her early
its
dead." lite. Jerry's young daughter, Edith, is
married
Jealous
uis her
new affections
wife, andandall confidence
of Beatrice's
efforts toof win
are

no
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PATENTS
Manufacturers want me to send them pataots OD useful inventions. Send me at onoe
drawini sod description of your invention
and I will give you an honest report as to
•ecnriag a patent and whether I can assist
jron in »elting tbe patent. Highest refer c«c«s. Established 25 years. Parwmal '^tt«ntioa io all esses. WM. N. MOORE, Lcaa
mmA Tnist BuUilag, Washlagtoa, P. C.
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fruitless. One day Beatrice is horibf-stricken
to see ou tbe streets Ralph, whom she bad had
every reaSon to believe dead. His schemes had
worked out well and be bad come to make use
of his bold over Beatrice; be forces her to takehim to her home and introduce him to her husband and step-daughter, Beatrice watches Semple insinuate himself into the good graces of her
husband and the love of Edith. She is forced
through threats of exposure to induce her husband to back Semple's worthless schemes and to
look ou in silence at ttie growing love atlairs
between her step-daugbter and the worthless cad.
At last things reach a climax. Beatrice ioarns
Ihat Semple bas persuaded the infatuated Edith
to run away with him. She visions the innocent
Edith going turougli the same ordeal that she
herself had endured, b'or a time sue struggles
with herself, and then decides that Edith must
be saved at all costs. Just before the hour eet
for the departure of tbe couple, Beatrice goes
to Semple's apartment and by prL-tcnding love
for him she arouses the man's feelings so that
he forgets all about tbe waiting Edith and wants
only tbe woman before him. At last, despite
her efforts, be seizes her in bis arms and showers her with kisses. The uoor is broken open
and Jerry dashes in ; he stands aghast at seeing
his wife in Semple's arms. Euriously be springs
upon Semple and after giving him a good beating
orders him to go. He then turns to Beatrice,
but before she can reply to his denunciation,
Edith rushes in. Then Jerry learns that it was
to save his daughter that Beatrice had sacrificed
her own feelings and had risked losing his love
and respect. Tenderly he takes her in his arms
and beg.s ber for forgiveneos, which she gladly
grants.
ALL, MAN (Five parts — Peerless, Dec. :J). —
The cast: Jim Blake (Robert Warwick) ; Sandy
Bluebottle tLoiiis Grisel) ; JoLn Saeriuan Blake
(Charles Duncan) ; John Maynard (Alec B.
Franuisi ; Ethel Maynard (Gerda Holmes) ;
Alice Maynard (MoUie King) ; Gillette Barker
(George McQuarrie) ; Snap Higgius ( Johnny
Hines) ; McKin (Henry West). Directed by
Emile Cbautard.
Jim Blake, lively young son of a millionaire,
spends his hours carousing and having a good
time with the boys. For a time his every whim
is indulged in, but finally the elder Blake tires
of his spendthrift days and one morning Jim is
informed by bis parent that things must change
— that tbe days of big bills and generous allowances are over— that from now on he must make
bis own way in life. For the first lime Jim's
fighting blood is aroused, so, taking the last
parting check from bis father, he sets out with
his trusted valet for a ranch in Wyoming, determined to make good, and to prove to his
father and others that he is not the weakling
they believe him to be.
Jim begins bis career out West by beating up
a native who resented the intrusion of the
tenderfoot, and by his splendid fighting wins the
admiration of the ranchmen and other onlookers.
Jim then sets about to straighten out things.
Learning that their ranch holds unpaid claims
against the railroad for killing their live stock,
be determines to collect all that is due them
and with this purpose, goes to see John Maynard, the president of tbe railroad. In a heated
interview he demands settlement of his claim
and when refused by tbe president, tells him
that he is not through yet and that some day
tbe road will pay tbe claim with 100 per cent,
interest.
daughters,
out in
boating,
arePresident
caught inMaynard's
a swift current,
and are
grave
danger of being carried over tbe falls. They
are rescued by Jim, who is attracted by Alice,
tbe younger daughter. Tbe friendship between
tbe two rapidly develops, and before returning
to her home in tbe East, Alice promises to
marry Jim as soon as he has made good.
Spurred on by her promise, Jim fights harder
than ever, and his efforts are eventually crowned
with success. He cleverly buys up a plot of
land through which the railroad was planning
to build a spur track, and forces President
Maynard to purchase it from him at a large
figure, thus realizing enough to return to his
father and prove that he has made good.
His affair of the heart, however, does not
progress so smoothly. Alice's sister, jealous of
the love between Alice and Jim. destroyed the
letters between
the sweethearts.
leading
each
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to believe that the other Is faithless. But upon
Jim's return to the city, everything is straightout aud.
father,ened the
two depsite
happy the
youngobjection
people of
run Alice's
away

STUDIO

and are married with the blessing of Jim'B
father. President ilaynard cannot long withhold his respect for the splendid young man who
had so cleverly beaten him, and eventually he,
too, joins in blessings on the young couple.
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Marie, the convent girl. Alan Hall, automoblling near the convent, meets her and they fall
in love. Alan, who is a friend of Girard and
Lachaise, returns to Paris and there, in an
Apache dance hall, meets Sonia, who is on a
slumming tour with her manager, Bergere.
Sonia falls in love with him. He thinks of
Marie and tells "The Black Butterfly" that he
must leave Paris, but she. not knowing of his
other love, dissuades him. Then Alan writes to
Marie that he will not see her again, and the
convent girl pens a note to Sonia that she Intends ending her life. "The Black Butterfly.*'
on receiving this, races to the convent, arriving there conscious
justfrom aaslake
Marie
beingshe dragged
uninto Is
which
has thrown
herself. Embracing the girl, Sonia discovers
a photograph
Alan,andlearns
of Marie's
and
returns toofParis
dismisses
.^lan. love
Then "The Black Butterfly" disappears. She
next is seen as a nurse during the Battle of
tbe Marne. Gaston Duval, Colonel in the French
army,
at save
death's
door.
Blood transfusion
la
all thatiswill
him.
Physicians
appeal to the
nurses for a volunteer and Sonia steps forward
and is accepted. When she sees and recognizes
Duval she draws back in contempt- Then she
exclaims: "Yes. I will volunteer, even though I
despise him. I will do it for the glory ot
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After the operation Alan appears, tells Sonia
he has married Marie. "The Black Buterfly"
tells
him she Is Marie's mother and that Duval
France."
is her father. Alan insists that she confront
Duval. She does, and the Colonel greets her
with great emotion.
"My only love," he exclaims,
"my wife, for
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dismissed. He goes to a telephone, call.-* her
up and when he hears her voice kills himself.
Despite the tragedy Sonia appears as usual at
the evening performance and then goes to her
home, where she receives a letter from her
■laughter. Marie, who is in a convent. This
letter leads to a reverie of her past life. As
a Russian peasant girl she had met Oaston
Duval, fallen in love and gone wi^.h him to
Paris, wher they went through a marri-Tge
Loremony which she afterward was led to believe was a mock one. Her lovd for Gaston
turned to hatred, she became a wanderer, was
taken in by some nuns, and there her child,
Marie, was born. Leaving Marie In the convent, Sonia went to Paris and became an
operatic star.
Thus her reverie ends, and she gives w.iy to
silent grief. The next day Lady Constance
Braislin breaks in upon Sonia and accuses
her of having won the love of Lord Braislin.
To show the accusation is unjust Sonia has
Braislin meet her after the play while Lady
Constance is in hiding, and the star tells him
she wants their acquaintance to end. Braislin
is thentime a led
away breaks
by Ladyin ConstanC'-.
Mean-of
romance
upon ihe life

COMPANY
York

PICTURES

TliB BLACK BUTTERFLY (Popular Plays
and Players — Five Parts — Dec. 4) . — The cast :
iSonia Smirnov, "the Black Butterfly." and
Marie, the Convent Girl (Mme. Petrova) ; Alan
Hall (Mahlon Hamilton) : Girard (Anthony
Merlo) ; Lachaise (Count Lewenhaupt) ; Lord
Braislin (Edward Brtnnan) ; Lady Constance
Braislin (Violet B. Reed) ; Don Luis Maredo
(Jobn Hopkins) ; Peter, lather of Sonia (Morgan .Jones) : Vladimir (Norman Kaiser) ; Gaston
Duval
; Ciel,
maid
(Evelyn (Roy
Dumo).Pilcher)
Scenario
writtenSonia's
by Wallace
C. Clifton.
Directed by Burton L. King.
Sonia Smirnov is a beautiful and brilliant
woman, singing the role of "The Black ButterQy" in the opera of the same name at the
Folies Bergere, Paris. Lord Braislin, at a
gathering of prominent men. is astounded by
their enthusiastic toast to "The Black Butterfly," and Girard, of the army, arranges to introduce him.
While the toast is being offered, Don Luis
Maredo
breaks in
upondeclares
"The Black
Butterfly"
in her dressing
room,
his love,
and Is

SPLENDIDLY LOCATED,
with full equipment of lights,
modern dressing rooms, paint
dock, carpenter shop, prop
rooms, etc., all steam heated.
During the year past Wm.
Fox produced the following
features at this studio : "A
Fool's Revenge," "The Siren,"
"Slander," "tortured Heart,"
"The Straight Way." "JealVixen." address
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aucb you are. We wore really married. But
the letter you recolTo<l was svol by a Joaloua
woman who vraotcd to marry me. Sluee tben
I bave H«arcb«il uU over lor you. Will you forgive mil?" SoDia i-mliraccH bim, aud ibou tboy
luuko iiri'parittious to Join Murlo.
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THE CltlMSON STAI.N MYSTEHY (Kplsodo
No. H — ''Tbe iilooUhound"— Two Parts— Nov.
aO). — Ueai)orato ui tiio refusal of Dr. Montrnso
to give them Ibe troatment, tbe Crimson Siafu
Oang lay plans to steal the apparatus and compounds from iho laboratory. Kor revenue, tbey
devise a subtile way to destroy at one blow
Dr. Montrose and Harold Stanley. By a ruse
Stanley is led Into a tnip and captured by the
gangsters. Pierre La Rue hypnotizes blm and
sends him to kill Dr. Montrose, at the same
time warniQK the police of the contemplated
klllliig >o that they may capture Stanley.
Accordingly, Stanley goes to the Montro5e
bome, accompanied by Kiel and Tanner, ajd
enteriUK the laboratory alone, warns Dr. Montrose of the Crimson Stain's plan, and tel's
bim that he Is shamming hypnotic Inlluonce.
Then as Tanner aud Kiel peep Into the room,
Stanley proceeds to apparently strangle Dr.
Montrose. Dropping Dr. Montrose to tbe floor,
Stanley still shamming a trance, goes down
stairs to summon help. As he leaves, Dr. Montrose covers tbe two gangsters with a plsto!.
But even tbe sight of the pistol cannot allay the
horror of tbe apparently supernatural that
sweeps over them, and tbey Uee in panic.
Outside they collide with Robert Clayton.
Tanner and Kiel escape in tbclr automobile,
followed
by becomes
Clayton Jammed
In bis car.
ing wheel
and Clayton's
tbe car steerhcarla
for a steep bluff. Clayton jumps out just as the
machine topples over the embankment. But in
the meantime the gangsters have vanished.
Meanwhile ia the bouse, Parrish, seeing tbe limp
body of Dr. Montrose, pursues Stanley and
places him under arrest. But Stanley is freed
when Parrish learns the facts.

CHRISTIE

FILM CO.

SEA XYMPHS (Dec. 4).— The cast: The Old
Man (Neal Burns) ; His Wife (Betty Compson) ;
The Baron (Eddie Barry) ; Tho Yogi (George
French). Scenario written by B. Sharpless. Directed by Horace Davey.
Neal sees In a newspaper a picture of several
girls in uncensored one-piece bathing suits, and
a caption telling at which beach tbey disport
themselves. Xeal and his wife. Betty, go there
for a trip. On tbe boardwalk Neal sees an
East Indian who claims to bave found tbe
secretdrops
of youth.
He gives
Nealis aa "shot,"
and
age
from bim
and he
boy again.
Back at the hotel the "old woman" Is dressing and does not recognize Neal. She Indignantly ejects him. so Neal seeks the mermaids.
Finding them, he makes a hit and is having the
lime of his life on the sands.
tbeMeantime.
treatment.Betty
But has
Nealmeet
has the
seenY'ogi
her who
go ingives
and
<;ome out, young and beautiful. He accosts her,
but
Thea rolling
"Baron" chair.
sees
her she
and does
takes Dot
her know
for a him.
ride In
while tbe "Baron" goes to buy her candy, Neal
Jumps in the chair and drives off. The chair
runs into several men. and these with the
"Baron" throw Neal in the ocean. The "Baron"
proposes and Betty, feeling the surge of youth,
accepts, so tbey go to the minister.
Neal follows and resolves to save his wife
from bigamy. He rushes in and gives battle.
Tbe "Baron" Is getting the best of bim and
shaking him vigorously, when — it Is not tbe
"Baron" at all. but bis old wife saying: "Come
to bed— ray feet are cold."
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THE BURLESQUE SHOW
(Nov. 27).—
Tweedledum has to undergo all sorts of dlfflcultiee and indignities to approach tbe object
of his affections, as anyone would imagine a
tramp would have to do. but he persists In his
•wooing, making fun for the company all the
while. He breaks Into the theater while the
show Is In progress and goes on the stage himself and the only way tbey can get him off Is by
turning tbe hose on htm. Unfortunately, they
are not able to keep the water playing on
Tweedledum alone, but also plays havoc with the
rest of the company.
THE
YELLOW
METNACE
"The Ray ot Death" — Two
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As this oplsodo unfolds, wo see tbe utter determination of All Singh to subdue Ihoiie around
him by bis Indomluiblo will. It Is hard to
Imagluu that be could stoop so low as to force
hla own iileeu to marry a half-breed opium
head, and so vllo a character as Hong ivong
Hurry, but, hoeuuso of Nujla's several outbrt.ak8
of
disloyalty
and treachedy
Ali Singh's
cause,
be determines
to foreverto separate
her
from tbe rullning intluenco of her American
frlonds, by forcing bur to marry Hong Kong
Harry.
There is nothing the unhappy girl can do but
submit to force, but death Intervenes to release
her from so hateful a union. NaJUa Is killed
during an attack on All Singh's last stronghold.
Manning, beading tbe raid. Is held by desPeradoe.s in front of a machine which emits tho
slfjht-klUlog rays of violet hue. Ho is made
partly blind and cannot wholly recover his
sight unless operated on by tho most skilled of
specialists. Margaret Bronson ond Manning
are married despite his affliction and tbe further pursuit of AH Singh Is carried on by Wlllard Bronson and tbe police officials under the
leadership
of Captain
Kemp.

GREATER

VITAGRAPH.

THE SCARLET RUNNER (Episode No. 11—
■The Missing Chapter" — Two Parts — Dec. 11).
■— Chri-stopher Race, conducting a Mrs. LawsoD
on a tour, begins to realize that his wealthy,
but aged employer, is falling In love with him.
He decides to give up the job, but changes bis
mind when Dorothy Herbert appears on the
veranda of tbe hotel. Itace for the first time
in his varied career finds himself in love. With
Dorothy is Madame du Cuesolin and the latter's
nephew. Raoul. who is devoted to Dorothy, but
tolerated by her only for aunt's sake. Madame
realizing that the affair between Dorothy and
Christopher is growing serious tells him that
Dorothy and Raoul are secretly engaged. Christopher, hurt, thinks Dorothy has played with
bis affections and decides to go away. On
the way from the hotel. Christopher and Mrs.
Lawson come upon Dorothy. She has had an
accident and is badly hurt. Taken back to the
hotel, physicians are called, and It is announced
that blood transfusion is all that will save the
siri. Raoul is afraid to undergo tbe operation.
Christopher offers himself deciding to make the
sacrlllce for tbe girl be loves, though be can
never tell her of his affection. He does so,
and goes away to forget the missing chapter of
his life.
AN ENEMY TO THE KING (Six Parts— Nov.
27) .-i-The cast : Ernanton De Launay (E. H.
Sothern) ; Julie De Varion (Edith Storey) :
Claude Le Chastre (John Robertson) ; Guillaume
Montignac (Fred Lewis) ; Henri Le Vicomte de
Berguin (Brlnsley Shaw) ; Blaise Tripault
(Roland Buskston) ; Jeanotte (Mildred Manning) ;Rougin ( Piere Colone) ; King Henry of
Navarre (Charles Muzitt) ; King Henry HI
(Denton Vane).
Directed by Frederic Thomson.
When Julie De Varion's old father Is Imprisoned for harboring fugitive Hugenots, she
goes to the authorities and begs for his freedom,
declaring that be only did it out of kindness
of heart. They refuse to release her father unless she locates the Catholic's greatest enemy —
Ernanton De Launay — who lives in the depths
of the forests and who has been vainly sought
after four years. Although she knows her
father would loathe such methods of release,
she accepts tbe offer and sets off with her ladyin-waiting. Jeanotte, to capture the enemy of
the king by means of her womanly beauty.
While stopping at an inn for the night, she
is molested by a man who has been sent after
her. A stranger, who Is also stopping at the
inn, comes to her rescue, however. The
stranger offers her his protection for the rest
of tbe journey, a kindness which she gladly ac.•epte. He promises to take her to Ernanton
De Launay, believing that she merely wishes to
meet him. They continue their journey, and on
the spur of the moment Julie dispatches her
servant back to the officials with the statement that she has located the enemy and for
them to release her father.
Ernanton's servant discovers that they are
being spied upon, and tells his master, who,
now In love with tbe girl, kills him for daring
to cast a reflection on the sweetest flower of
womanhood he has ever met. When Julie asks
blm why he assaulted his servant, he truthfully tells her his reasons. Realizing that she
has fallen below bis estimation of her. she sends
another servant after the bearer of the message
in order to prevent it reaching the officials.
She
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will not allow her womanhood to suffer oven for
hur father's freedom.
When
city. that
Ernanton
lows her she
and returns
Is forcedtotothe
believe
she is folthe
spy bis servant hud accused her of being. She
Kains admittance to the ofHclals' room and asks
her father's freedom. She la refused, as the
understanding was that the enemy was to stand
before them, and she has failed in her quest.
She wilt not bring the man who has won her
love to them, and frankly states such as Ihii
ease. Eruaulou. who hab been standing behind
tho curtain, now comes forward and tells them
that tbey
see the
enemy before tbem— to release tbe aged
father.
Julio Is distracted at the way things havs
turned, and becomes Inconsolable. The Hugenots, who have been gaining victory after
victory, now enter the city and surround tho
palace, demanding the release of their leader.
The olllclals arc forced to burrender, and
Ernanton ^eeks Julie to tell her of his love and
ask her to become his wife.

NAY.
KLEINE-EDISON-SELIG-ESSATHE BREAKER ( Essanay— Five parts — Dec.
4).— Tbe cast: John Wldder (Bryant Wosbburn) ; Alice Treadwell (Nell Craig) ; Plazzla
(Ernest Maupain). Directed by Fred E.
Wright.
Plazzla. a notorious counterfeiter. Is trailed
by government detectives. To elude tho sleuths.
the crook surreptitiously exchanges a portmanteau filled with suprlous money for one which
John Widder, an eccentric young Inventor, carries. There comes to live In the garret room
adjoining that ot Wldder's. Alice Treadwell.
She ekes out a miserable existence typing intricate medical treatises.
John, to aid the girl In dire distress, overcomes his scruples and cashes one of tbe
counterfeit bills. He confesses his crime to
Alice, and tells her Tiow be came Into possession of the counterfeiter's suitcase. Together they seek the counterfeiters. Government agents appear and arrest John. Alice,
however,
steps
forward,
orders Her
John's
release
and tbe rest
of the
real crooks.
orders
are
obeyed promptly, for. It develops. Alice, Instead
of being a struggling little typist, is, Indeed,
one of the secret service agents who bad been
set to trap the crooks. With $2,U0O reward as
their home stake, John and Alice are married.
A MESSAGE TO GARCIA (Edison— Five
Parts — Dec. 11 ) . The cast : Dolores ( Mabel
Trunnelle) ; Lieutenant Rowan (Robert Conness) ; Jose, Dolores* brother (Herbert Prior);
Captain Hernandez (Robert Kegerreis) ; Captain Sigsbee (Bradley Sutton l ; Emanuel Garcia (Charles Sutton) : The Spanish Ambassador
( Paul Everton) : Mme. Rosa Gonzalles (Helen
Strickland) ; "Butcher" Weyler (Ray Fairchild) : Captain Gonzalles (Bigelow Cooper).
Directed by Richard Ridgely.
Spanish soldiers arrive in Cuba and raid tbe
farm of Dolores' father. Father and brother,
attempting to protect their home, are arrested
and held for court-martial. Captain Hernandez
listens to Dolores' plea for their release nnd
taken by her beauty, promises to set them free.
His advances to her are interrupted by the
sound of a rifle volley. Through the open
window, Dolores sees her father fall before the
firing squad. For this she kills Hernandez.
Running to his bome in the mountain fastnesses,
shePolitical
tells Garcia,
of her
act.
unrestCuba's
finds saviour,
the Maine
anchored
in
the Harbor of Havana. Jose, Dolores' brother,
hiding from the troops who have killed bis
father, seeks revenge. Prowling about, he enters a subterranean vault where he sees an
officer exhibiting to some visitors, the switch
which controls the mines laid in tbe harbor.
The officer and his friends depart, and Jose
throws the switch which sends the Maine and
its crew to tbe bottom.
Garcia's whereabouts are unknown and
President McKinley seeks a man who can deliver a message addressed. General Garcia,
Somewhere in Cuba. Of the many who are
called. Lieutenant Rowan alone. Is chosen.
Mme. Gonzalles, a spy In America, employed
by the Spanish government, is Instructed to
ascertain the attitude of the United States government, after the sinking of the Maine. She
discovers that Rowan Is sailing for Cuba with
a message for Garcia. Determining that the
message must not reach Its destination she follows Rowan on his trip across, arranging by
wire for his arrest upon his arrival in Havana.
A soldier, stopping
at a well near Dolores'
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home, drops a mes«age addressed to Captain
Gonzalles, Mme. Gonzalles' brother, informing
him
that she
has arranged
the American's
capture.
Dolores
rushes toforGarcia
with the
sews.
On board ship, Mme. Gonzalles makes several
efforts to get the message, but each time is
foiled by Rowan. He learns of the fate that
awaits him and when the boat docks, escapes
the pursuing soldiers by jumping overboard.
Rowan swims ashore aod elude.s the pursuing
Spaniards. Meeting one of the soldiers singlehanded, Rowan overpowers him. exchanging his
own wet clothes for the man's uniform. Thus,
clad as a soldier of Spain, Rowan sets out to
roam the wilderness for Garcia. He meets Dolores who, at first frightened because of the
uniform he wears, shows her relief and joy
when she learns that he is "Americano." He
manages to make her understand that he is seeking Gareia,
"Butcher" Weyler, Governor-General of Cuba,
upbraids Mme. Gonzalles for her failure in effecting Rowan's arrest. Fearful lest Weyler
wreak his wrath upon her, Captain Gonzalles,
her brother, offers to assume personal responsibility for the immediate capture of Rowan.
From the brow of a hill, Rowan and Dolores,
sight the pursuing party. Capture is imminent
and Rowan entrusts his message to Dolores.
They part ways and soon Rowan is made a
prisoner. Dolores, however, manages to set him
free. Again, they start on their journey, but
the pursuers soon take up the trail and before
long they find themselves ambushed. All hope
seems lost. Dolores parts the bushes and reveals in the distance, the house of Garcia. She
returns the message to Rowan and bids him
hasten on, while she remains behind with his
rifle, holding off the attacking troops.
Rowan delivers the message, but on his return he finds the bullet-riddled body of Dolores,
mute witness to her great heroism. As a sacred
memory of the one who made the delivery of the
message possible, he takes back home with him
Dolores' iace scarf. Back in the barracks the
boys areamid
rejoicing
at Rowan's
success.
greeted
wild shouts
and cheers,
and He
whenis
the lace scarf comes to view his friend turn to
him with an all-knowing smile. But the story
of Dolores' sacrifice soon makes them understand and when the call to arms is sounded
they march away cherishing the name of the
unknown "little Cuban."

BLUEBIRD

PHOTOPLAYS,

INC.

THE EAGL.es wings (5 Parts— Special Release).—The cast: Mona Wright (Grace Carlyle) : Kitty Miles (Vola Smitht ; Richard Wallace (Herbert Rawllnson); Senator Wright
(Charles Hill Mailes) ; Jefferson Maynard (Rodney Ronous) ; Orlin Dagore (Charles Gunn) ;
Keron Theris (Albert McQuarrie) ; James Brown
(Malcolm Blevlns); Foreign Ambassador (Walter Belasco). Scenario written by Maud Grange.
Production supervised by Rufus Steele.
Party lines were obliterated in a Congressional
fight upon the question of National preparedness ;
both law-making branches were engaged in a
desperate battle for and against the Maynard
Bilir Senator Wright, wealthy manufacturer of
pumping machinery, is among those bitterly opposed to the measure. Richard Wallace, foreman of Wright's foundry and in love with Mona
Wright, is an enthusiast on the subject of "preparedness." both industrial and militant.
Wa.'ihington
is alive with secret lobbies, but
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Urlin Dagore and Tberls, diplomats representing foreign governments, are leaders of the silent opposition backed by unlimited funds and
the ambition of their rulers to prevent influential
support from coming to the aid of Maynard in
passing hi.-^ preparedness
measure.
Senator Wright is Chairman of the Committee
that has in charge the Maynard Bill, discussing
the measure before presenting it to the Senate
lor
a vote.
Wallace
to his plant,
son's
ranch
in NewWright
Mexicohasto sent
install
a pumping
and when young Wright wires an invitation for
his father and sister to visit the Wright ranch,
the Senator adjourns the sessions of his committ-f indefinitely and leaves for the West.
While Wright
on hisattacking
son's ranch,
bandits
made a is raid,
the Mexican
Wright
ranch and compelling Wright, his son and Wallace to fight for their own lives and to protect
the women of the ranch. This attack awakens
Senator Wright to the need of a protecting army
and he at once wires the Secretary of War to
send troops to protect the border. The War Office responds that it has no army to send.
Thoroughly aroused by the necessity for adequate military preparedness Senator Wright returns to Washington, switches to vigorous supliort of the Maynard Bill and In a fiery speech
before the Senate, swings enough of the opposition to support the measure and pass it by a
large majority. The diplomatic spies report to
their government that although the bill Is passed
It will take years to realize Its requirements In
actual practice, and advises that certain demands upon the United States be made forthwith.
Believing that the United States in its unprepared condition must submit to foreign mandates, the diplomats present their demands and
an extraordinary condition at once arises. The
United States is apparently unprepared. Should
war be declared the diplomats believe that this
country will be defenseless.
through
is Wallace,
called before
the Senator
PresidentWright's
and hisInfluence,
Cabinet
and there the foundry foreman presents his
plans for the co-operation of every American
foundry, forge, mill, factory and shop In equipping the Government with arms and munitions.
Congressman Maynard is active in furthering
Wallace's Ideas and at the moment the foreign
diplomats believe the United States is at their
busy.
mercy,
the captains of American Industry get
Every lathe and wheel that can be applied
in any way to manufacturing guns, munitions
or equipment for the Army or Navy turns to the
work of America's defense. Working day and
night factories, foundries and mills turn out
weapons and equipment to place in the hands
of the Nation's defenders. Seeing that they
have lost In their game of "bluff" the foreign
diplomats withdraw their demands and America
remains at peace with the world. While these
important matters are progre.':sing Richard Wallace's love affairs advance propitiously and with
the close of the story we see Wallace and Mona
hanny in the prospect of their coming marriage.

trick on Hop Li, the leader of a Chinese tong,
he made the mistake of his life. Jerry never
knew what became of one of the Marston twins
mysteriously disappearing less than three weeks
after the boys were born. So the anxious years
passed until bis only son, Alvln, had married
and gone abroad upon his wedding tour. One
evening the butler handed Jerry a package, and
at the same time delivered a wireless m .^sage
telling that Alvin and his bride Edith were
arriving on that day's ship from abroad.
Marston opened the package. Before him lay
a red poppy, a sign of death sent him by Hop
Li. When Alvln and his bride reached the
house, they found Jerry dying with the red
poppy clasped in his hand. Alvin knew enough
of Chinese lore to realize that his father had
received the tong's death signal and, thereafter
Alvin lived in the dread of a like warning. On
their wedding anniversary, Alvin presented his
wife with a string of pearls. That night as
Edith lay in bed. she experienced what she
thought was a frightful nightmare. Alvin, with
leering face, seemed to appear at her bedroom window, enter and try to caress her. The
next missing.
morning she discovered that her pearls
were
Alvin assured her that the mystery would
soon be cleared up and left for his office.
When the man Edith presumed was her husband
returned home that evening, his face was dark
and leering. When she tried to summon help,
he silenced her and then, throwing her pearls
at her feet, disappeared. Mystified she summoned Helen and Rex Durant, neighbors. They
assured her that Alvin would eoon come home
safely and as his usual self. When she read
In the morning of a crime In Chinatown (the
murder of Hop Li. and the burning of his
opium den) she connected it with her husband,
and his revolting appearance the previous evening. She associated his disappearance with the
crime and decided to announce to her friends
that her husband had gone to a sanatorium.
Several weeks later Rex and Helen Durant
came upon Alvln as he was walking aimlessly
through the streets. They took him home and
told Edith her husband had escape4 from the
sanatorium. Continuing the deception, she accepted the man as Alvin. but his strange conduct so mystified her that she was mentally
tortured. She was convinced that the man was
not her husband, but one who strikingly resembled him. One evening the prison siren
sounded a screeching alarm. A prisoner had
escaped. The sound was so distressing to Mrs.
Marston that she pleaded with her companion
to take her Into the library where the noise
might be less acute. While the man and woman
were standing near the fireplace under a great
Chinese vase, they were startled by a pistol
shot. The bullet hit the vase which broke and
partThe ofshock
it fell
upon Alvin
the man's
restored
to his head.
normal mental
state. The two turned to the library door and
saw a man fall to the floor. Rushing to where
he lay. Mrs. Marston recognized the man who
had appeared
at herThebedside
had that
returned her pearls.
dying and
man who
related

THE SIGN OF THE POPPY (Five PartsDec. 4). — The cast: Alvln Marston and Chang
(Hobart Henley) : Edith Marston (Gertrude
Selby) : Helen Durant (Mina Cunard) ; Jerry
Marston (Wilber Hlgby) ; Rex Durant (Robert
Clark) : Hop LI (Garland Brlden). Scenario by
J. G. Alexander.
Produced by Charles Swlckard.
When Jerry Marston played a sharp business

he was Alvln's twin brother whom Hop LI had
stolen when but an infant, and had brought him
up an opium fiend. His hatred finally conquered
him, and he committed the vengeful act of
murder of which he has been convicted. Immediately after the guards arrived and found
the man dead upon the floor. The picture ends
happily with Alvin and Edith restored to connubial felicity.
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NOTICE

TO

WANTED.

rON'L'KKT OKIJANIST open for thfiilre eagascnient. Kxpcrlt-ncod picture nccompanist.
I^8t maniiK'inrnt throe years. Address, Concert Oraganlst. care M. P. World,
N. Y. City.
RELIABLE CAMERAMAN seeks reliable engagement, Ktudio or educational. Long cxperlenee. Salary reasonable. Sober, steady. Reliable, caro M. P. World, N. Y. City.
MANAGER— Young man. twenty-six years,
(Hlucated. live wire, four years managerUl experience, presently directing theater, heart New
York City, desires rhange for congenial work.
Rest references, unqucslionablo record. Consider South American proposition. Fluent Spanish. Lavls, care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES.

FOR SALE — At bargain price, fully equippeU
motion
picture
ready
for "Still",
work.
Established
over plant,
flvo years
; growing
ever since.
Last year's business, about $12,500. Great opportunity for right man. Good viclDlty for weekly fTun work. Giving up because of other Interests. Aft quick. Wire or write. C. D.. care
U. P. World, N. Y. City,

HELP

WANTED.

VIOLIN, PIANO and CELLO player for feature picture house. Must be able to'play to the
pictures. Delightful city to live In. up-to-date
theater, short hours ; state salary and where
last employed. Orpheum Theatre, (jhambersburg. Pa.
WANTED — High class union musician for
style "R" Seeburg. References required. Address. Musician, care M. P. World. N. Y. City.

THEATERS

WANTED.

WANTED — Moving picture theaters for cash
buyers. Thirty theaters sold in one month.
We are the oldest theater brokers In the United
States. Send for terms, banks, etc. Hunt
Agency, 339 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
CASH FOR YOUR MOVIE — I am a practical
successful moving picture broker. Seventeen
years of continuous success. Selling upwards of
one million dollars' worth annually, sales, exchanges and leases. Lewis, the Moving Picture
Broker. Est. 1896. Office, .578-80 Ellicott Sq..
Buffalo. N. Y.
EXPERIENCED and responsible party will
lease theater or picture house; capacity at least
one thousand : eastern city over twenty-five
thousand. Harry P. Smith, Oakland Theatre.
WarwLk. N. Y.

THEATERS

FOR

SALE

OR

RENT.

FOR SALE — Moving picture theater, seating
capacity 350. Population. 4.000. Only one
other show In town, both doing business to
capacity; only house in town with stage; all
fixtures. Price $1,000. Reason selling, poor
health.
Bijou Theatre, Meyersdale. Pa.
FOR SALE — Motion picture theater ; seating
capacity, 206 : only one other house seating
240; population 6.000. Bargain If taken Immediately. Address, B. DeardorfT, Coldwater.
Mich.
LEASE FOR SALE — Columbia Opera House.
Columbia. Pa. Remodeled last year, modern
In every respect : two machine booth, finest
location. Good feature releases available. Rent.
$125 per month, including heat and water. Seats
902: good reason (or selling. Also play road
attractions. Apply. Family Theatre. Lebanon.
Pa.
FOR SALE— Biggest picture theater in Davenport. Iowa Best equipment; over S<X) seats :
rent, $.t."»0.
Will consider
theaterIII.in
Illinois.
Address.
P. O. Boxtrade
401, forAurora.
MOVIE — Here ia a wonderful money-maker
located in the city of about forty thousand Inhabitants, central part of New York State. Admission. 10. 20. 25 and 3.'i cents. Seating and
standing capacity over 0<>0; handsomely decoStage. 20x35.
?T."»0for
week.
Receipts.rated.$900
to $1,200Expenses
a week. about
Receipts
the
past few days as follows : $131.n.-., $2(W.70. $lirt.l.->.
$76.55. $142 20, $2W.70, $'^3.40. total, Sl>i30.55.
Will give one to two weeks to convince you
that this proposition Is capable of making
twelve to fifteen thousand dollars per year.
Price, $7,500. Send for catalogue free. Lewis.
580 Ellicott Sq.. Buffalo. N. Y.
MOVIE — Railroad town of ten thousand population. Rent sixty-flve month. Seats 325; Mirror screen, 2 machines ; packed every afternoon
and evening. Price. $2,750. A bargain. Hunt
Agency, 839 Brisbane Bldg.. Buffalo. N. Y.
NOTICE

NOTE OUR NEW

RATES!

Remittances must accompany all orders as follows:
One dollar per insertion for
copy containing twenty words or less. Five cents per word on copy containing; over
twenty words.
Each word to be counted including names and addresses.
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KOK SALE— Mnvle theater, city of twelve
thousand, fully equipped, and doing excellent
business, tapaelty nine hundred. Has large
stage and equipped for vaudeville. C^ood reasons for Holltng. Strictest investigation. Address M. T., care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
200 SEAT moving picture theatre fully
equipped ; best location, $750. Address Box 214,
Urbana, Ohio.

EQUIPMENT

WANTED.

WANTED — Laboratory cleaning machine, title
machine, Housman printer with light testing
attachment. All must be modern, reasonable.
N., care .M. P. World. N. Y. City

EQUIPMENT

FOR

SALE.

HAVE TWO POWER'S 6 B machines in original boxes with Power's seals unbroken, which I
purchased to open my new theater Never
opened, will dispose of them cheap. Write
quick. A. N. Cunnings, Coal and Rebecca Sts.,
Wllkinsburg, Pa.
W.A.N'TED — One exclusive theater In each community to install "Amberlux" lens filters. Price,
including bu.siness getting slide. ?3.50. W, D.
Warner.
Wyandotte
Eldg., Columbus,
Ohio,
3.000 OPERA CHAIRS, steel and cast frames,
00c. up. All serviceable goods, cut prices on
new chairs. 6 standard asbestos booths. Send
for weekly list of close outs and save half. J. P.
Redington,
Scranton.
Pa.
FOR SALE — Slightly used Simplex projectors,
guaranteed perfect and good as new at reasonable prices. Second-hand Motiograph in good
condition, cheap. Room 206. 1482 Broadway.
N. Y. City.
BARGAINS—Siightly used Simplex. Power's
and Motiograph machines. Lowest prices — fully
guaranteed. Hallberg, 729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
City.
GUARANTEED REBUILT MACHINES— 1918
Motiograph, S60 ; 1911 Motiograph, $75 ; 1913
Motiograph, *9fl : Simplex motor drive. $250;
Powers 6A. $1,30; Edison Exhibition, $6o;
Edison type B, $75; Power's No. 5. $65; Going
quick. Rush your order. Amusement Supply
Co., :iO0-2 Mailers Eldg., Chicago. 111.
FOR SALE— Two Fort Wayne A. C. Compensarcs, GO amperes. 220 volt line, used only
two months. Condition perfect. Price, about
half value. Immediate shipment, subject to
prior sale. Address. Electric Products Company, 30 East 42d St.. N. Y. City.

CAMERAS.

ETC., WANTED.

WILL BUY two used professional model picture cameras. Full particulars and price first
letter. G. A. Walker, Motion Picture Exchange. Jacksonville, Fla.

CAMERAS,

ETC., FOR SALE.

PATHE PROFESSIONAL, studio model. 6
magazines, two carrying cases. Heliar or
Krauss Zeiss lens optional. Metal fittings
throughout. Focusing tube. Veeder counter. B.
& L diaphragm. Adjustable frame line. Goerz
4x magnifier. Other extras. Price six hundred
dollars. M. W. Hall, 220 West 42d St., N. Y.
City.
Bryant
S1S3.'COMPANY, The Motion PicDAVID
STERN
ture Camera Clearing House, offers the biggest
values possible in high grade tested Cinematograph Cameras Read this list carefully, then
act at once. 1st : 100 ft. Ernemann M. P.
Camera, equipped with Ernemann F :3.5 Anasligmat lens. $.^0.)X>. 2d : 100 ft. Ensign M. P.
Camera, equipped with Zeiss Tessar F :3.5 Anastigmat lens, carrying case and tripod, complete.
$75.00. 3d: 1.50 ft. Vista M. P. Camera, equipped with F :t! lens and extra magazine, price
$32.50. 4th : 200 ft. Kinograph De i^uxe model,
regular and trick crank, side focusing device,
direct finder, teakwood ca.'^e. equipped with Zeiss
Tessar F :3.5 lens and 2 extra magazines, complete, $85.00. 5tli: 200 ft. Ernemann model A
Professional M. P. Camera, leather covered,
regular and trick crank equipment with Ernemann F:.3.5 lens, price. $110.iX». 6th: 400 ft.
capacity, Ernemann model B Professional, finest
mechanism, all adjustments, forward or reverse,
trick crank, film punch, magnifying fotuslng device, magnifying direct finder, equipped with
Zeiss Tessar F :3.5 lens, price, $225,00. 7th : 400
ft. Pathe M. P. Camera, Heliar F :4..^ lens, extra magazine, genuine Pathe Freres movement,
price. $125.00, 8th : 400 ft, Pathe Studio model,
outside magazine, equipped with Genuine Carl
Zeiss Tessar F :3.5 lens, outside diaphragm adjustment and dissolve, rear focusing device, film
punch regular and trick crank in back of cam-

wlM b«ar the strtcteBt inveBtication.

iiii. iimgnlfyiiiy direct view Hmii-r, I'Xtrii magazine and Studio tripod. An ideal Studio outfit.
Price complete. $150.00. l»th : 400 ft. capacity
Ernemann model U Professional, finest mechanism, all adjustments, forward or reverse, trick
crank, film punch, magnifying focusing device,
magnifying direct finder, equli)ped with 2" Ernemann F :3.5, 3" Helomar F :3.5, 4" Dallmeyer
Telephoto F :4.5, with hand made panoram and
lilt tripod, (ompl.te. $325.00. 10th: 200 ft.
capacity DAVSCO Professional Kino, the most
compact and efficient camera on the market,
aluminum magazines, very accurate movement,
Tessar F :3.5 lens, price. $110.00, Panoram aod
tilting tripods at $14.00. $:;5.00, $35.00 and
$45.00- Detailed descriptions and specifications
on request. Telegraphic orders shipped as soon
as received. Motion picture camera users are
taking advantage of our excellent service and
exceptional values. Write or wire today. David
Stern Company. The National Camera Exchange.
1047 R Madison St., Chicago.
111.
KINOGRAPH, $60.00, Pittman, $00.00. Pittman professional, $250.00 with tripod and tilt.
Tripods $20.00 up. Ray, 320 Fifth Ave. N. Y.
City.
PROFESSIONAL CAMERAS, tripods, perforators, printers, developing outfits, rewinders,
tessars, effects devices, novelties, experimental
workshop, repair, expert film work, titles. Eberhard
Y.
City. Schneider, 14th St, & Second Ave,. N.
FOR "Hooverclne" cameras and tripods;
future cash deliveries only, address H. R.
Hoover & Co., 229 West 42d St.. N. Y. City.
.$65.00 TAKES Williamson Topical camera.
Tessar F:3.5, one extra lens, tripod, panoramic,
tilt, three tanks, three racks. Berlinger, 290
Pleasant, St. Paul. Minn.
MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS, real professional styles; various types and sizes; also
motion picture tripods. Send stamp for catalogues. Will take your old camera or photographic apparatus in exchange toward latest
style professional' motion picture apparatus.
Koehier's Camera Exchange, Inc.. 7 East 14th
St,. N. Y. City.

FILMS. ETC., WANTED.

WANTED — Motion picture films of Hawaii,
descriptive of volcanoes in action, scenic views,
surf scenes, native life, sporting scenes, etc.
Write what you have, condition of film, tinted or
plain, number of feet and price per foot. Address, Leffingwells Travel Talks, 931 Monadnock Block. Chicago. 111.
WANTED — All kinds of advertising on fourreel
"ThePeerless
War Correspondents,'"
by
Italia feature,
Film Co.
Feature Attractions.
Seattle, Wash.
WANTED— Eilly Sunday film entitled "Billy
Sunday in .Action." will pay highest prices.
Apply W. M.. care M. P. World. N. Y. City.
WANTED for export, used films in good
condition. Especially series. State price, etc., to
F, Thomander.
145 West 4.-,th St„ N. Y. City.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for film scrap, discarded reels of films and perforations Ship to
and write The Xickelsburg Brothers Company,
Meadow St.. Newark. N. T. Checks mailed on
receipt of goods.
WANTED — Four, five and six-reel features In
first-class shape, with or without paper, also
negatives. Federal Film Co.. 145 W. 45th St.,
N Y. City.
WANTED — Developed negatives of educational
and scientific subjects. Must be exceptional.
State price, etc. Educational Films Corporation
of America.
729 Seventh
Ave., N. Y. City,

FILMS

FOR

SALE

OR RENT.

THREE and f'>ur parts hand-colored Pathe.
"Passion" films, sale or rent, or purchase. No. 5
Power's machine, $50. Luback. 1109 Manhattan Ave., Brooklyn.
N. Y.
PAUL J. RAINEYS' African Hunt, six reels,
world's greatest animal picture, in very fine
condition, plenty of advertising matter. Bargain. Queen City Feature Film Exchange, 123^
Opera Place. Cincinnati,
Ohio.
OVER SEAS BUYERS should communicate
with me. second-hand American pictures at Luropean prices. Donald Campbell, 145 West 45th
St.. N. Y. City.

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS
SALE.

FOR

FOR SALE — Wurlltzer piano orchestra, style
"K," less than $2,000. Cost $4,500. Good condition. Easy terms.
Star, Blnghamton,
N. Y.

TO ADVERTISERS — The Publishers expect that all Btatements made tn every advertisement will bear the strictest investigation.
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Photo Player Co
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POSTERS
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Kline Poster Co.,
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ERS.
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MANUFACTUR-

American Standard M. P. Mch. Co
Enterprise
Optical Co
Motion
Picture-Scope
Co
Power. Nicholas, Co
Precision
Mcb. Co
ERS.
PROJECTION

SCREEN

MANUFACTUR-
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Center, J. H.. Co., Inc
Gold King Screen Co
Minusa
Cine Products
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Radium Gold Fibre Screen, Inc
Universal
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THEATRICAL
Decorators'

1549
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1561
1568
1541
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1548
1563
1545
1561
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If You Are Engaged
In Writing For
The Screen
You will find daily use for

One of President Wilson's strongest policies
has been the increasing of the Export Trade
of the United States.
The Republics of Latin America, Spain, Portugal, Porto Rico and the Philippines are completely shut off from their former sources of
supply; due to the great European conflict.
France, Italy and Germany are too busy making war to continue catering to the needs of
their Latin-American friends. These people
are casting eager glances toward the United
States for the fulfillment of their many needs.
Are you endeavoring to receive your share of
this profitable business?
CINE MUNDIAL— the Spanish Edition of
the Moving Picture World — is reaching over
5,000 of your probable prospects each month
in these Latin-American countries.
CINE MUNDIAL is celebrating its first anniversary with the January issue. It has done
yeoman service for a number of concerns who
have taken time by the forelock to erect a permanent, profitable, foreign business through
its columns.
CINE MUNDIAL is willing and anxious to
serve you in any manner possible, if you are
anxious to obtain a satisfactory volume of new
business.
WHY NOT START THE NEW YEAR
RIGHT by going after this export opportunity
that is knocking at your door?

TECHNIQUE
OF
THE PHOTOPLAY
By Epps Winthrop Sargent

This third edition of Mr. Sargent's work has
but recently been placed on sale and is right
up to the minute in the helpful information it
carries. It is utterly unlike the first and second
editions, but three chapters — those on Copyright, Censorship, and the Stolen Story — having been reprinted practically without change
from the second edition.
In its arrangement this new edition offers a
complete graded course of study, adapting it
to the use of schools and colleges as a practical text book, rather than as a treatise on the
art of writing photoplays.

It will Help You
Avoid
the Pitfalls!
It will Help You Give Your
Scripts a Professional Dress!
It will Help You Solve the
Knotty Problems That Are Constantly Confronting You ! ::

THE PRICE IS $3.00 THE COPY
POSTPAID

Your Bookseller Can Supply You or the Nearest
Office of the MOVING PICTURE WORLD Will
Promptly Fill Your Orders.

For Full Information Address

Chalmers Publishing Co.
17 Madison Avenue
New York City
Cine Mundial
panish Dept.

Moving Picture World
Chalmers Publishing Co.
17 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK CITY
Schiller Building
Chicago, 111.
Haas BIdg., Los Angeles California

THE
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON GENER.\L

FILM

(For Daily Calendar of Program

COMPANY

Releases

PROGRAM

See Pages 1538, 1540.)

Not. 29 — The Wages of Sin (Three parts — Dr.)
(Blograph Reissue No. 101).

KALBM.
Not. 14 — The Now Salesman
(Comedy).
Not. 15 — The Mystery of the Brass Boond Chest
(No. 15 of "Tho Olrl Prom Frisco"*) (Two parts — Drama).
Not. 17— The Rogues Pawn (No. 6 of "Qrant,
Police R^orter")
(Drama).
Not. 18— The Runaway Sleeper, No. 106 of the
"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series) (Drama).
Not. 21 — Rival Fakers
(Comedy).
Nov. 22 — The Fight for Paradise Valley (No.
16 of ' 'The Girl from 'Frisco" )
(Two parts — Drama).
Not. 24 — The House of Throe Deuces (No. 6
of "Grant, Police Reporter")
(Dr.).
Nov. 25 — The Forgotten Train Order (No. 107
of the "Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series) (Drama).
Nov. 28 — Dudes for a Day (Comedy).
Nov. 29— Border Wolves (No. 17 of the "Girl
From 'Frisco")
(Two parts — Dr.).
Dec. 1 — The Wl2ard's Plot (No. 7 of "Grant,
Police Reporter")
(Drama).
Dec. 2— The Trial Run (No. 107 of the "Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series)
(Drama).
Dec.
a. — Jailbirds (Comedy).
Dec. 6— The Poisoned Dart (No. 18 of the
"Girl from 'Frisco" Series — Two
parts — Drama).
Dec. 8 — The Trunk Mystery (No. S of "Grant.
Police Reporter" — Drama).
Dec. 9 — The— Lineman's
Peril (No. 109 of the
Drama). of Helen"
"Hazards
Railroad Series

Dec.
4 — My Baby
(Comedy — Blograph Reissue).
Dea 5 — A Bit of Human Driftwood (Two
parts — Drama — Blograph
Reissue) .

SELIQ.
Not. 9— Theical).
Sellg-Tribune No. 90, 1916 (Top-

General Film Company
BBI^EASB

DATS.

-Blovrapb. Sellg, Vltarrapk
Tmem^MT — Blograph.

BeBanay.

l«m

We^BeadaT — Blograph, Eaianay,
lem. Vim Feature Comedy.
Tkmiwdaj — SellK, Vim.

Ka<
Ka-

■'■ttarra**
•■««r«ay — Bflianay,
Vltarrapb.

Kalem.

Sells,

BIOORAPH.
Not. 20— Fish (Comedy).
VoT. 21 — 01! and Water (Two
(Bfograph— Reissue
Not. 27 — The Influence of
(Drama)
(Blograph
100).

parts — Drama)
No. 99).
the Unknown
- Reissue No.

ESSANAY.
Nov. 11 — What I Said Goes (Three parts — Dr.).
Not. 14 — Not In the News (Two parts —
Drama).
Not. 15 — Canlmated Nooz Pictorial No. 20
(Cartoon — Comedy) — A Scenic Subject on the same reel.
Not. 18 — His Drama).
Moral

Code

(Three

paru —

Not. 21 — Unto the Least of These (Two parts —
Drama),
Not. 22 — Some
Bravery
(Comedy).
Not. 25 — The Border Line (Three parts — Dr.).
Not. 28 — A Tin Soldier (Two parts — Comedy).
Not. 29 — Dreamy Dud Joyriding With Princess
Zlim (Cartoon — Comedy).
— A scenic subject on the same reel.
Dec.
2 — The Final Fraud
(Three parts— Dr.),
Dec.
5 — The Egg (Two parts — Comedy).
Dec.
6 — A Waitin.g Game
(Comedy).
Dec,
9 — A Failure at Fifty (Three parts — Comedy-Drama),

A Welcome

Not. 11 — When Cupid Slipped (Comedy).
Drama),
Not. 13 — The— Temptation
of Adam (Three parts
Not. 13— Theical).
Seltg-Trlbune No. 91, 1916 (TopNot. 16— Theical).
Sellg-Tribune No. 92. 1916 (TopNov. 18 — The Girl Detective
(Drama).
Nov. 20 — TheDrama).
Sheriff's Blunder (Two

Dec.
Dec.

FEATURE!

COMHDY.

25 — Green Eyes (Comedy).
1 — Gertie's Garters
(Comedy).
8 — Marked No Funds (Comedy).
15 — His Wedding Promise
(Comedy).
22 — The Good Stenographer
(Comedy).
29 — Hubby's Chicken
(Comedy).
VIM,

Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec

16 — Pipe Dreams (Comedy).
17 — Good and Proper (Comedy).
23— Mother's
Child
(Comedy).
24 — Money Maid Men (Comedy).
30 — The Prize Winners (Comedy).
1 — Ambitious ETthel (Comedy).
1 — Have You Heard About Little? (Com.).
7 — The Guilty One (Comedy).
S— A Rare Boarder
(Comedy).

Not.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.

6—
10—
13 —
17 —
18 —

VITAGRAPH.
New York Rapid Traaslt (Comedy).
Weary Willie's Birthday
(CJomady).
The Second Story Rlncor (Comedy).
The Luck of Jane (Comody).
The Man Who Went San* (Throe parts
— Drama) (Broadway Star Feature).

Nov, 20 — The Fasters
(Comemdy).
.Not. 24 — Justice A La Carts (Comedy).
Nov. 27 — Taking
the Honey Out of Honeymooa
(Comedy).
Dec.

4 — Where
Is Your Friend?
(Comedy).
— Swedish
Model
Farm
(Educational).

Deo.

S — His

Wife's

Allowance

(Comedy).

General Film Company Features
parts —

Nov. 20— The Selig-Trlhune No. 93. 1916
(Topical).
Nov. 23— The Sellg-Tribune No. 94, 1916
(Topical).
Nov. 25 — Hedge of Heart's Desire (Comedy).
Nov. 27— Following
Drama). the Flag (Three parts —
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

VIM
Oct.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.

27— The Selig-Tribune No. 95, 1916 (Top.).
30— The Selig-Trlbune No. 96, 1916 (Top.).
2 — Mistakes Will Happen
(Drama).
4 — The Brand
of Cain (Two parts — Dr.).
4 — The Selig-Tribune. No. 97, 1916
(Topical).
7 — Tbe
Selig-Tribune,
No.
98.
1916
Topical).
9 — The Purchase Price (Drama).

BROADWAY
Nov.

STAR

FBATURBS.

4— The

Heart
of a Fool
Three parts — Drama).

(Vltagrm^i —

Not. 18— The

Who
Went
Sane
Three parts — Drama).

(Vltagraphr—

KNICKERBOCKER
Not. 17 — Target
Prama).of

STAR
Dreams

FEATURE.
(Two

parts —

Not. 24 — Twin
Souls (Three parts — Drama).
Dec.
1 — Butts Casey — Crook (Two parts — Dr.),
Drama).
Dec.
S — Master
of Her Soul
(Three
parts —

Visitor Each Week in Every Business Home
Pictures Are of Interest

Where Moving

The Moving Picture World
Is Admirably Adapted to Carry Any Little
Message Which You May Wish to Send
Our Classified Advertisements at Five Cents Per Word
Will Produce Remarkable Residts —One Dollar for Twenty Words or Less.
S«id CopT, with reouttance, to CHALMERS

PUBLISHING

CO., 17 MadUon Avenue, New York Gty
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IMPROVEMENTS
Greater Success

MUST
BE MADE
YOU DESIRE THE

THE
From

the standpoint of cost the best projection lens is a small item, but it is a very important factor in the success of your theatre.

IN YOUR
THEATRE
IF
PATRONAGE INCREASED

IMMEDIATE

ADOPTION

OF

Speer Carbons
Will make the greatest improvement.
Try them and be convinced.

You want to show the most sharply defined
and best illuminated pictures, and that is determined l)ythe character of the lens of your
projector.

Trade Mark
The Carbons That Are Guaranteed.

lenses have been developed to meet the most
exacting demands, give a maximum of steady,
sharp illumination and require a minimum of
attention.
See your Dealer, or write direct to

CROWN

OPTICAL
Rochester,

COMPANY

N.

Y.

SPEER CARBON

CO.

St. Marys, Pa.
For Sal* by Leading DEPT.
Motion "W"
Picture Supply Dealer*,
Including the Following
J. H. HALLBERG
- - . 727 7th Ave.. New York. N.Y.
KLEINE OPTICAL CO. - - 166 N. State St., Chicago. III.
SOUTHERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO.,
74 Marietu S'., Atlanta. Ga. 1815 Main Street. Dallas. Tex.
E. E FULTON CO.. 154 W. Lake St.. Chicago. 111.
KANSAS CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO.
813 Walnut St.. Kansas City, Mo.
G. A. METCALFE
- 117 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco. Cal..
1210 4th A\-e . Seattle. Wash.
THE PERKINS ELECTRIC CO.. 322 Craig St. W.. Montreal, Can.
(Sole Canadian Distributers)
INTEROCEAN FILM CORPORATION,
220 W. 42nd St.. New York, N- Y.
(Sole Export Representatives)

PROFITABLE

PICTURES

"The
theatre features good films, but I don't go
there
because it's so hard on my eyes." How often this
remarkoften
is heard.

LET THIS MOTOR RUN YOUR
MOVING
PICTURE
MACHINE

Don't let this be said of your theatre. It's unnecessary.
You can project pictures with such clear, steady smoothness
that your audience will be unconscious that light is used at
all. Projections can be made to appear so real as to be
actually restful to the eyes. This result can be obtained by
the use of a

It is easy to equip your hand-driven machine
with the FIDELITY MOTOR.
PRICES

DIRECT CURRENT

ALTERNATING

lit VolU

$12.00
MECHANISM
Edison
Simplex
Power's
Motiograph

110

Volls,

CURRENT
M

Cycles

$14.00

ATTACHMENT
$2.50
7.00
7.50
10.00

TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER
WRITE TODAY FOR
LARGE SUPPLY CATALOG

e,rke:r's

608 Olive
t. Louis, Mo.

35 E. Grand River
Detroit, Mich.

Suffice to say, new
and remodeled theatres everywhere are
installing
Transverters,
because
they
can't be fully equipped

This will be a big
year in the moving
picturestallbusiness.
Inthe equipment
that will enable you
to get
full share
of
this your
business.

without them.
"The
Transverter
is a compact, simple, motor
generator that meets
every requirement for
a steady, brilliant,
easily controlled light
for artistic projection.
Guaranteed to give
satisfaction, or money
refunded.

The

Hertner

Write for further details
at once. You lose money
every day you do without
a Transverter. Easily installed in any theatre. It
means larger crowds, increased popularity, and
greater profits.
Don't delay.

Electric & Mfg.

1908 West 114th Street,

Write today.

Co.

Qeveland, Ohio
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON I NI\T.RSAL

AMI

MITLAL

PROGRAMS

See Pages 1538, 1540.)

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases

Universal Film Mtg. Co.
ANIMATED
"WEEKLY.
Nov 29— Number 4S (Topical).
Dec.
6— Number 49 (Topical).
Dec. 13— Number 50 (Topical).
BIG

U.

(Special).
(Drama)
17— The Long Search
23 — No release this day.
(Special).
23— Accusing E>(ridence (Drama)
2&— The-Drama)
Heroine of
San Juan (Two parts
(Special).
Nov. 30— The Mother Call (Drama).
1— The Circle of Death (Drama) (Special).
Dec.
Decl
7— (No release this day).
(Special).
(Drama)
7 Seed^ of Jealousv
Pec
(Special).
Dec. 15— The Wrong Heart iDrama)
BISON.
Not 25— The Lost Lode (Two parts— Drama).
2— The Greater Power (Two parts— Dr.).
De<^
(Two parts — Dr.).
9— The Good Woman
j>^
parts— Dr.).
Dea 16— The Taint of Fear (Two
Nov.
Nov
Nov
Nov'

GOLD
SEAL,
Woman He Feared (Three parts
Nov. 21— The— Drama).
She Have Told {Three partsNov. 28— Should
Drama).
Dec
5 — Ashes (Three parts — Drama).
(Three parts- Dr.).
Dec. 12 — The Two Roads
IMP,

Nov.
Not.
J.JOT
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec.
Dec.

24 —
26—
80—
1—
3—
8—
10 —
10 —
15 —
17 —

Circumstan
Drama.) tial Ouilt (Two parts —
No release this day.
The Heel of the Law (Two parts— Dr.).
Mansard Mystery (Two part»—
TheDrama).
The Wall of Flame (Drama).
Call of the Unborn (Two partsThe Drama).
(No release this day).
Bubbles (Drama)
(Special).
(Two parts— Drama) .
Scratched
No release this day.
JOKBR.

Nov 25 — A Janitor's
Vendetta
(Comedy).
Dec
2 — Scrappily Married (Comedy).
Dec
ft— The Tramp Chef (Comedy).
Dec. 1&— Their Dark Secret (Comedy).
LAEMMLB.
Nov. 25 — No release this day.
Nov. 25 — Her Message to Heaveai
(Drama).
Nov. 29 — The— Last
of the Morgans (Two parts
Drama).
Dec. 2 — A
Dec
t jc
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Designing Woman
(Drama —
Special).
6 — (No release this day).
Strange Mother (Drama) (Spe6 — Thecial).
9 — (No release this day).
13 — Green Eyes (Drama).
16 — No release this day,
16 — Mothers Guiding Hand (Drama) (Special).
L-KO.

Nov. 12 — ^No release this day.
Nov. 15 — A Million Dollar Smash
(Two
parts
— Comedy).
Nov. 22 — Where
Is My Wife?
(Two
parts —
Comedy).
Nov. 29 — Bat and Grow Hungry
(Comedy).
Dec.
1— Tattle Tale Alice (Comedy).
Dec
3 — No release this day.
Dec.
6 — The Comedy).
High Diver's Curse Two parts —
Dec. 13 —

Murdered
Comedy). by

Mistake

(Two

20—
24 —
27 —
4—
8—
11 —
15 —

Nov. 30— The Fascinating Model
(Comedy).
— At the Top
of the
World — Alaska
(Educational).
Dec
3— Sammle Johnsin's Love Affair (Comedy-Cartoon).
— The
Great
Temple
of Rameswaren
(Educ).
Dec.
7 — (No release this day).
Dec. 10 — The Trials of
a Movie
Cartoonist
(Comedy-Cartoon).
■— Superstitious Ceylon
(Educational).
Dec. 14 — In the Land of King Cotton
(Educ)
Dec 17 — Sammie
Jobnsin
and the WonderfuJ
Lamp
( Comedy-Cartoon ) .
— Majestic
Ceylon
( Educational) .
RED

FEATHER.

.\ov. 13 — TheDrama).
Heritage of Hate (Five partsN'ov. 20 — The— Drama).
Devil's BoDdwoman (Five parts
Nov. 27— The Mainspring
(Five parts — Dr.).
Dec. 4 — Kinkaid. Gambler
(Five parts — Dr.)
Dec. 11 — TheDrama).
Morals of Hilda (Five parts —
RETS.
Not.
Dec
Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec

26 —
1—
9—
10 —
14 —
15 —
17 —
17 —

No release this day.
No release this day.
A Story from Life (Drama)
(Special).
The Penalty of Treason
(Drama).
The Drama.)
Lawyer's
Secret
(Two
parts —
No release this day.
No release this day.
Love or an Empll-e
(Two parts — Dr.)
(Special).
VICTOR.

Nov. 21 — No release this day.
Nov. 21 — Felii
GeU
in
Wrong
(&>med7)
( Special ) .
Nov. 28 — No release this day.
Nov. 30 — No release this day.
Dec
3 — JustDrama).
Her Luck
(Two parts— Comedy Dec.
5 — (No release this day).
Dec
5 — His Golden Hour (Comedy)
(Special).
Dec
7 — The Drama).
Shadow
(Two
parts — Comedy —
— Racoons
(Educatlonel).
Dec. 12^No release this day.
Deo. 12 — Billy the Bandit
(Comedy
Dec. 14 — It Didn't Work Out Right
UNIVERSAL SCREEN
Nov. 24— Number 1.
Dec
8 — Number 2.
UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

(Special).
(Comedy).

MAGAZINB.

FEATURE.

OcL 23 — Liberty No. 11, "A Daughter of HafB"
(Two parts — Drama).
Oct. 24 — Society Hypocrites (Three parts — Dr.).
Oct. 30 — Liberty No. 12, "For the Flag*" (Two
parts — Drama) .
Not.
6 — Liberty
No. 13 "Strife and Sorrow"
(Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 13 — Liberty
No. 14. "A Modem
Joan of
Arc*' (Two
parts — Drama).
Nov. 20 — Liberty No. 15. "The Flag of Truce"
(Two
parts — Drama) .
Nov. 27— Liberty
No. 16. "Court
Martlalled'"
(Two parts — Drama).
Dec. 4— Liberty
No. 17, "A Trail of Blood"
(Two parts — Drama).
Dec, 11 — Liberty No. 18, "The Wolf's Nemesis"
(Two parts — Drama).
UNIVERSAL
October — Idle Wives

(STATB

RIGHTS).

(Seven parte — Drama).

parts —

NESTOR.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Mutual Film Corp.

POWERS.

How Do Too Peel? (Comedy).
Married
a Tear
(Comedy).
The White Turkey (C!omedy).
Pass the Prunes (Comedy).
Oh You Honeymoon
(Comedy).
Two Small Town Romeos
(Comedy).
I'm Tour Husband
(Comedy).

Bluebird Photoplay, Inc.
Nov. 20 — TheDrama).
Measure of a Man
Not. 27 — The Drama).
Bugler of Algiers
Dec

(Five parts —
(Five

parts —

4— The Sign of the Poppy
(FWe parte—
Drama).
Dec. 11 — The Price of Silence (Five parts — Dr.).
Dec. 18 — A Christmas Carol (Five parts— Dr.).

AMERICAN.
Nov.
9 — The Fight on the Dam
(Drama).
Nov. 23 — The (Reissue).
Star Bucks (Two parts — Drama)
Nov. 23 — Calamity
Ann
Guardian
(0)me4y)
( Reissue).
Nov. 30 — Calamity Anne's Vanity
(Drama).
Dec.
2 — The Capture of Rattlesnake Ike (Dr.)
(Reissue). CUB.
Nov.
3 — Nearly a Hero
(Comedy).
Nov. 10 — His Blushing Bride (Comedy).
Nov. 17 — Her Sun-Kissed
Hero
(Comedy).
ECLAIR.
Nov. 4 — The Drama).
Eternal
Challenge (Two
parts —
Nov. 11 — The Drama).
Unpardonable
Sin (Two
Drama).
Bad
Samaritan (Two

Nov. IS — The

parte —
parts —

azine).GAUMONT.
Nov. 12— Reel Life. No. 28 (Mutual Film MagNot. 14 —
Not. 15 —
—
Nov. 19—

Mutual Tour* of the World
(Travel).
See America First, No. 02 (Scenic).
Kartoon
Komlcs
(Cartoon — Comedy).
azinel.
Reel Life No. 29 (Mutual Film Mag-

Nov. 21 — Mutual
Tours Around
3 (Travel).

the World, No.

Nov. 22— See America First, No. 83 (Scenic).
— Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon-Comedy).
Not. 23 — Vampires, No. 1, "Tbe Detective's
Head"
(Three parts — Drama).
Not. 26— Reelzine).
Life. No. 30 (Mutual Film MagaNot. 28 — Mutual Tours Around the World, No.
4 (Travel).
Not. 20 — See America First, No. 64 (Scenic).
— Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon-Comedy).
Dec 3 — Reelzine).
Life. No. 31 (Mutual Film MagaDec. 5 — Mutual Tours Around the World, No.
.5. "Through the Swiss Alps, SL
Gothard Tunnel" (Travel).
Dec.
6 — See America First, No. 65. "The New
River West
— Scenic).
— Kartoons
Komics Virginia"
(Cartoon-Comedy).
Dec. 10— Reel Life No. 32. "The Olive Industry "• (Two parts — Mutual Film
Magazine).
MUTUAL.
(Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 20 — Mlsmated
25
—
Within
the
Lines
(Drama).
Nov.
the Tide Turned
(Two parts —
Nov. 27 — WhenDrama).
Nov.
Dec. 30 — The False Clew (Two parts — Drama).
2 — Grouchy
(Comedy).
Dec. 4 — The Turn of the WTieel (Two parts —
Drama).
7 — His

Uncle's Ward
(Two parts — C!omedy-Drama).
S — Uncle Sam's Defenders,
No. 1 "From
Dec.
9 — Admirer's
(Comedy).
Citizen Three
to Soldier."
MUTUAL WEEKLY.
Nov. 15 — Number
98 (Topical).
Nov. 22 — Number 99 (Topical).
Nov. 29 — Number 100 (Topical).
Dec. 6 — Number
101 (Topical).
MUTUAL
CHAPLIN.
The Pawnshop
(Two parts — Comedy).
Nov. 13 — Behind
(Two parts — C«iaedy). the Screen
MUTUAL MASTERPICTURBS
DE LUXE.
Nov. 9 — East Is Bast (Turner — Five parts —
Drama)
(No. 151).
Nov. 16 — Immediate Lee (American — Five parts
— Drama)
(No. 15.^).
MUTUAL
STAR
PRODUCTIONS.
Nov. 13 — Peck o" Pickles ( American — Five parts
— Drama)
(No. 152).
Nov. 23 — ^Lone Star
(American — Five parts —
Drama) or(No.
Nov. 27 — A Dream
Two 15^).
Ago (Five parts —
Drama)
(No. 156).
Vov. 30 — Miss Jackie of the Navy
(Five parts
— Drama)
(No. 1.57).
Dec.
4 — The Vallev
of Decision
( American —
Five parts — Drama)
(No. 158).
no\'t:lty.
Nov. 25— An Artful Dodge
(Comedy).
(Mutual Releases continued on pa^e 1560.)
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We arc in the market for educational
and scientific subjects of exceptional
quality, running from 300 to 1000 feet.
A positive print of subject must be
submitted for screen examination.
State lowest price for negative.
Avenue,

New

By J. H. HALLBERG

THIS WORK

York City.

COVERS

ELECTRICITY
ELECTRIC
SERVICE
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
PRACTICAL
SUGGESTIONS
REFERENCE
TABLES,
ETC

Salesmen Wanted
Big Sales!

PICTURE

ELECTRICITY

Educational Films Corporation of America
729 Seventh

1559

Big Profits!

Selling Pocket Side Line of New and Novel
THEATRE
PROGRAMS

An up-to-date treatment of Moving Picture Theater
Electric Installation and Projection, by a practical,
experienced, electrical expert.

MANAGERS!
We have the latest in Programs
Sidewalks not littered with Programs where these are
used.

Illnitratad and SubsUntiaUy Bound. ZM Pagu.
tZJ* p«r Copy.
Pottaga Paid.

MOVING
PICTURE
17 Madison Avenue

Write Us for Samples

BRADFORD

& COMPANY,

Inc.

St. Joseph, M!chig2ui

A Dependable Mailing List Service

1

For the fullest and latest news of the moving picture
industry in Great Britain and Europe.
For
men. authoritative articles by leading British technical
For brilliant
films, read

Saves you from 30% to 50% in postage, etc Reaches all or selected
list of theatres in any territory. Includes name of exhibitor ai
well as the theatre in address. A list of publicity mediums desiring
motion picture news. Unaffiliated exchanges looking for features.
Supply houses that are properly characterized as such. Producers
with address of studios, laboratories and offices. Information in
advance of theatres being or to be built.
W7-*.

MOTION

PICTURE

DIRECTORY

U Fifth Avenue,
New York
42S Ashland Block, Chicago

Addressing

Multigraphing

and

strictly

impartial

criticisms

of

The Leading British Trade Journal with an Intematiotial CirculatloB
American Correspondence by W. Stephen Bush
of

Phone 3227 Chelsea
Phone 2003 Randolph

■■Moving Picture World"

85 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.

Typewriting

Specimen on Application

SAVE

THE

INTEREST

ON

EVERY YEAR— AND BEGIN NOW

$100

.00

On account of the greatly increased cost of paper, engraving, etc., we have been compelled to make the single
eopy price fifteen cents. For the present direct subscription prices will remain the same. This means a saving
of four dollars and eighty cents yearly on direct subscriptions. In addition you get your paper earlier.
It will pay you to fill out this blank and mail at once with your remittance.
ONE
YEAR
BIX MONTHS

$3jM
$1J«

See title p«se for rates f»vt^A» and Foreign
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

FEATURES

AND

MISCELLANEOUS

PROGRAMS

For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 1538, 1540.)
(Mutuai Reltrases continued from page 1558.)
SIGNAL FILM CORPORATION.
Nov. 20 — A Lass of the Lumbcrlands,
No. 5,
"The
Burned Record" (Two parts —
Drama).
Not. 27 — A Lass
of the Lumberlands,
No. 6
(Two parts — Drama).
VOGUE.
Nov. 19 — With or Without (Two parts — Com.).
Not. 26 — Up the Flue (Comedy).
Dec
3— The Wicked City (Two parts — Com.).
Dec. 10 — Shot
in the Fracas
(Two
parts —
Comedy).

Metro Pictures Corporation.
Sot.
Dec.

POPULAR
PLAYS
AND
PLATERS.
6 — Extra Tagance
(FWe
parts — Drama).
4— The — Black
Black
Butterfly
(Five parts
Drama).

ROLFE.
Vov, 27 — Sunbeam
(Five parts — Drama).
Dec 11 — The Drama
Stolen) . Triumph
(Five
parts —
Dec. 18 — The Awakening of Helena Richie (Five
parts — Drama) .
YORKE.
VoT. 20 — BlK Tremalne
(Five
parta — Dr.).
Dec. 25 — Pidgin Island (Five parts — Dr. i .

Paramount Pictures Corp.
BLACK DIAMOND COMEDIES.
JT. 27 — Their Counterfeit Vacation
(Comed7).
FAMOUS
PLAYERS.
Not. 27 — Nanette
of the Wilds
(Five parts —
Drama).
Dec 4 — A Coney Island Princess (Five parts —
Drama).
Dec 18 — ^Traveline Salesman (Five parts — Dr.).
Dec. 25 — Snow
White
(Five part?— Drama).
KLEVER
PICTURES.
4 — ^The Best Man
(Comedy).
LASKY.
16 — TheDrama).
Tears of the Locu6t (Five parts —
Dec. 11 — Oliver Twist (Five parts — Drama).
Dec. 14 — Victoria Cross (Five parts — Drama).
MOROSCO.
Dec 7— The Road to Love (FIto parts — Dr.).
PALLAS.
Dec. 21 — The
Right
Drama).

Direction

(Five

parts-

PARAMOUNT.
Not. SO— Marty rdom
of Phillip
Strong
{ Five
parts — Drama).
PARAMOUNT-BRAY CARTOONS.
Nov. 16— Colonel
Heeza
Liar Hobo
(Cartoon —
Comedy).
Not. 23 — Bobby Bumps Queers the Choir (Cartoon— Comedy).
Nov. 30— What
Happened
to Willie (C^artoonComedy).
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES.
Nov. 20— British Egypt
(Scenic).
Not. 27— The Real Streets of Cairo (Scenic).
Dec. 4 — The Lower Nile (Scenic).
Dec. 11— -The Upper Nile (Scenic).
"The

Pathe Elxchange. Inc.
ASTRA.

Not. 28 — The

"The

Shadow.
No. 9,
"The
Captive"
(Two
"The
Shielding
Shadow,
No. 10. parts
Mantle"
(Two
—Disappearing
Drama).
parts
Dec
3— Pearl
of the
Army,
No.
1,
Traitor" (Two parts — Drama.
Dec. 10 — The Shieldins; Shadow.
No, 11, ).
Great Sacrifice" (Two parts- Found
Dec.
10 — Pearl of the Army,
No. 2. '
Guilty"
(Two
parts — Drama
GOLD
ROOSTER
PLAYS.
NaT.
fi— The
Hidden
Valley
( FIto
Drama).
).
Dec

Shielding
—Incorrigible
Drama).

3— The

■Dr.).

Nov. 12 — Shadows and Sunshine
(Five parts —
Comedy — Drama),
Drama).and the Woman (Five oarts
Not. 19 — The — World
Nov. 26 — ArmsDrama).
and the Woman
(Five parts —
— Drama).
3 — Divorce
and the Daughter (FIto parts

Dec.
Dec,

10 — The

Challenge
(Five
PATHB.

ROLIN.
Luke Patient Provider (Comedy).
Luke's
Newsle
Knockout
(Comedy).
Luke's Movie Muddle (Comedy).
Luke — Rank Impersonator (Comedy).

Triangle Film Corporation.
FINE

ARTS.

»T. 19 — The Drama).
Microscopic Mystery (Five parts —
Not. 26 — The Children
Pay (Five parts— Dr.).
Dec 2 — Children
( Five partsDrama).of the Feud
J)— The Wharf Rat (Five parts—Drama).
INCE.
1&— The Honorable
Algy
( FlTB
parta —
n(>c.
Nov.
Drama)
26— The Devil's Double (FiTe parts — Dr.).
Dec. 1 — The Criminal
(Five parts — Drama).
9 — Bawbs
o" Blue
Ridge
(Five
parts — •
Drama).
KEYSTONE.
Oct
1 — Haystacks
(Two
Comody).and Steeples
-Com.).
1 — The
Lady
Drummer
\Two
Oct.
Com.).
8 — A Tugboat Romeo (Two partsOct. 8 — Bombs
(Two parts — Comedy). parts —

Unicom Film Service.

parts —

BUFFALO.
Oct. 30 — The Rose of the Prairie (Drama).
Nov.
4 — The Brand of the Sagebrush (Dr.).
GAYETY.
Not.

3 — Fath

UNICORN.

parts — Drama).

Not. 26 — The Resurrection
(Three parts — Dr.).
Not. 26 — Florence Rose Fashions No. 9. "The
Beginning of the Social Season"
(Fashion).
Dec
3 — The Old Fogy (Three parts — Drama).
Dec 3 — Lite of Our SaTlour (Seven parts —
Drama)
(Colored).
Dec.
3 — How Matches Are Made
(Industrial).
— The Island of Kyuschu,
Southernmost
Japan (Scenic) (Colored).
Dec. Ht— TheDrama).
Faithless Friend (Two partsDeo. 10 — Florence Rose Fashions. No. 10,
"Fashions and Charity" (FashIons).
PATHB NETWS.
Nov. 2&— Number 96. 1916 (Topical).
Dec. 2— Number 97, 1916 (Topical)
Dec 6— Number 98. 1916 (Topical).
Dec. ft— Number 99. 1916 (Topical).
Dec 13 — Number 100, 1916 (Topical).
Dec. l(V-Number
101, 1916 (Topical).
Not. 19 —
Not. 26 —
Dec
3—
Dec. 10—

Oct.
Nov.

Was

Right (Comedy).
HIPPO.
Oct. 30 — Dan
Daly's Nightmare
(Comedy).
Nov.
2 — Billy Forgot
(Comedy).
JOCKEY.
Oct. 31 — LoTe and Kerosene
(Comedy).
JUDT.
Oct. 19 — Orer the Hills (Comedy).
Oct. 22 — DlBpoBlng
of a Lover
(Comedy).
Nov,
1 — Married Misery (Comedy).
Not.
4— His Disjointed Honeymoon
(Comedy).
PURITAN.
Oct. 30— Heart of the Flame
(Drama).
Not.
1 — Naked Souls (Drama).
RANCHO.
Oct. 31 — The Echo of Franc© (Drama).
Not.
2 — The Trail of the Rattlesnake
(Two
parts — Drama) .

SUNSET.
4 — The Strength of the Conscience (Dr.)
SUPREME.
«~The Guilty One (Two parts — Drama).
5 — Life's
Stepping Stones (Three partsDrama).
3 — Mayor's Wife

Feature

(Two parts — Drama),

Releases

ART
DRAMAS,
INC.
Dec. 14 — The Lash of Destiny
(Drama).
Dec. 21 — Whoso Taketh
a Wife (Drama)
ARTCRAFT
Not.

PICTURES

CORP.

6 — Less Than the Dust (Mary Plckf*r4 —
ScTen parts — Drama).
CHRISTIE
FILM CO.

Not. 20 — Some Kid (Comedy).
Not. 27^TramD. Tramp. Tramp (Comedy).
Dec.
4 — The Sea Nymphs
(Comedy).
CONSOLIDATED

FILM

CORPORATION.

Not. 20— The

Crimson
Stain
Mystery
(Two parts — Drama).
Not. 27— The Crimson
Stain Mystery,
parts —Stain
Drama).
Dec.
4— The (Two
Crimson
Mystery.
(Two parts — Drama).

No.

14

No.

IS

No.

16

FOX
FILM
CORPORATION.
VoT. 20— JealouPT
(Five narts — Drama).
Nov. 27 — The Drama*.
Mischief
Maker
(Five
parts —
Dec.
4 — The
Dec 11— The
Dec. 18 — The

Vixen
(Five parts^ — Drama).
Battle of Life (Five parts — Dr.).
island
of Desire
(Five parts-—
Drama I .

FROHMAN
AMTSBMBNT
Drama).
November — The
Witching Hour

CORP.
(Sersn parts —

GREATER
Not. 27 — An
Nov.
Dec.
Dec
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

VITAGRAPH
(V-L-S-B,
INC.).
Enemy to the King (VlUgraph —
FlTc parts — Drama).
27— The Scarlet Runner, No. 9. "The 0*14
Cigarette
Case"
(Vltagrapo — Two
parts — Drama) .
4 — Rose of the South
(Vltagraph — FIts
parts — Drama).
4 — The Scarlet Runner, No. 10, "The Loot
Girl"
part* —
Drama). (Vltagraph — Five
11 — The Scarlet Runner, No. 11, "The Missing Chapter" (Two parts — Drama).
11 — The Enemy
(Five parts — Drama).
4 — ^Hash and Havoc
(Comedy).
4 — Capt. Jinks* Evolution
(Comedy).
11 — Rah. Rah. Rah!
(Comedy).
11 — Capt. Jinks' Hidden
Treasure
(Com.).
IS — WAom
the Gods Destroy
(Five parts —
Drama).
iS^Help,
Help, Help (Comedy).
IS — Capt. Jinks' Sprained
Ankle
(Com.).
\f> — The Scarlet Runner. No. 12. "The Car
and the Girl"
(Last
No.)
(Two
parts — Drama).

INTERNATIONAL

FILM

SERVICE

INC.

Not. 14 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No. 91. 1916 (Topical).
Not. 16 — Hearst- International
News
Pictorial.
—No.Drama)
.
92, 1016
(Topical).
Not. 20— Beatrice Fairfax, No. 16 (Two parts
Nov. 21 — Hearst-International
News
No. 93, 1916 (Topical).
Not. 23 — Hearst-International
News
No. 94. 1916 (Topical).
Not. 28 — Hearst-International
News
No. 95. 1916 (Topical).
Not. 30 — Hearst-International
News
No. 96, 1916 (Topical).
Dec.
Ti— Hearst-International
Neivs
No. 97. 1916 (Topical).
Dec.
T — Hearst-International
News
No, 98. 1916 (Topical").

Pictorial,
Pictorial,
Pictorial,
Pictorial.
Pictorial,
Pictorial,
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THE PORTABLE PROJECTOR
Iht) maclilne on which llvo wire
(U-ftlcrs arc butldint! a b\e bustntiu—thf (irojrrttT ihat li IhoroUKtily practical an<l In nuccvuful itM b}' manuraclurera.
•choolt. churchM.
clubs, etc .
fVi-O'WbiTl'

DE-ALERS

The Ford proposition
of (he motion piclare field

WRITE TODAY. Lfurn about
ilit« iTi'j. I'l.T tlial lit (iinuntt'd
r>-.nt) Iiir iiw III II carryliiu
casf. Svls on an.v tabh-. and in
two minutes Is T«ndv In operate. I'sea
c.ii.Ueht.
Ini-andi'scent, arc
or 10(10
calcium
Glve«
a brtllUiit. Ill eke rims plcturtv
Is makhiK Roud fur scurcs uf
America's bles^st coucvmj. The
catalog ttllB tho Btor>-. Wltb It.
\<.'U
we'll OD M'lid our proposltlOD
to

THE PORTOSCOPE
THE

MOTION
S62

Wejt

PICTURE-SCOPE
Washington

THE LATEST IN PROJECTION

III.

WORLD
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There are two sides
to every argument but the
customer is always right.
If your patrons demand

better films

and better projection you must give it to
them or lose their patronage.
\\"e want to tell you something about

COMPANY

St., Chicago,

PICTURE

/

SCREENS

TheThe Pannill
Patent. lese-Reflex-Lily White.
New Process Pannill Reflecting Screens are the most perfect

refiectine screens that can be produced.
They bring Joy to the Patrons, Gold to the Managers and Contentment to Machine Operators.
The lese— "Gold"— Reflex— "Silver"— Lily White— "Lead." Three in
ooe — same cost, same perfection in their class. Highest testimonials
of merit.
Hand made— self-tightening.
Guaranteed.
Investigate this Screen. The Best Screen on the market, regardless of cost.
Lcririins? Supply H-^use'^ tiisirihut'TS
Write for Data. Circulars and
Sam[ilt.-s.
j^ N. 7th STREET
RICHMOND, VA.
General Eastern Agency — The Crown Motion Picture Supplies. 217 West 42nd Stre«?t.
New Tork City.
General Western Agency— Behrend Motion Picture Supplies, 729 Serenth Avenue.
New York City: and Chicago. riL
Heneral Central A^eno— E- B. Thompson C". Motion Pii'turo Surplles. 1343 F
Street. X. W . Washinzt-n. D- C.
^^^^^_

UNIVERSAL PICTURE SCREEN CORP.

projection and

TheTSkin^^CoiiYGrter
Let us send you Bulletin 10923.

Manufadturini

Company,

St. Louis. Mo.

If You Need a New Machine
and can't afford to pay cash, write us today and
we will help you out.
Our easy payment plan enables you to purchase any make machine at a small investment.
DON'T DELAY— GET BUSY— WRITE TODAY for full particulars.

Amusement Supply Company
De^Jera
in Motio^aph,
^mplex^
Powers,
Edisoa
amd Standard
Mftchinet, TraosTcrtcrs,
Motor Generators,
Rectificrt tad evcrrthiog pertaining to the Morinf Picture Theatre*

Srd Floor, MaUers Bldg.,
Cor. Madison Street & Wabash Ave^ Chicaf^o, III.

ENTERTAIN

NO DOUBT

that the bc>t is none too pood for your patrons and your patrons will not doubt your
entertainment. If you give them the best in
■-emce and comfort, give them also our

The best theatres in the country are
equipped with

Gundlach

Projection Lenses
This is in recognition of their superior
illuminating power and perfect correction for a sharp, brilliant picture.

4-Page Program De Luxe
1 ■! T-r-e-CLilor prorrain of maichlciS bcauiy and defiance in
r-i - r IT o n Jcrf ully artistic dcsiEQ'. Your patrons will keep
t^- [\'- [.uxc program as a daily reference because on itj two
in Li- ri£e* they'll find your full week's bill and because the
Of LuTf is a bandso me piece of art craft. No better businen
iiiiaalani has ever been deated and it

Pays for Itself
:f you innte tbc fi rst-class basincs^ bouses in your neighborhood (o use its ttack pare for adTertisins. We'll give you
the ezclosivf- prinlrte in your terriiory if you'll come first.
Wnte for iimplri today.

CAHIIX-IGOE

COMPANY

\?V^"ttJ-VkZ lil^M.

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
808 So. Clinton Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

PROGRAMS

MISCELLANEOUS

AND

FEATURES

See Pages 1538, 1540.)
(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases
CORPORATION.
FILM
WORLD PICTURES.
FEATURE
PRODUCTIONS.
PIONEER
part*— Df.).
(Five
Child
a
of
.
Soul
Drama)
The
parU—
October—
(Six
Lure
Sei
The
NOTMBller—
(Five partsShe Married
Men
Nov. 27— The Drama).
(Five partsDee. 1 — EDllghten
Drama). Thy Daughter
Dec. 4 — All Man
(Five parts— Drama).
HENRY W. SAVAGE.
Dec. 11— Broken
Chains
(Five
Parts— Dr.).
(Five parts — Dr.).
Crusoe
December- Robinson
KLBINE-EDISON-SBLIG-BSSANAY.
Dec. IS— The Rise of Susan
(Five parts — Dr.).
parts
SHERMAN
ELLIOTT,
INC.
Not. 13 — The— Cossack
Drama). Whip (Edison — Five
IVAN

FILM

Not. 20— The

Chaperon
— Drama).

Dec.

Breaker
Drama).

4 — The

( Bssanay — Five
( Essanay — Five

parts
parts —

ARffOSY

Dec. 11

Message
to Garcia
( Edison — FIv
parts — Drama).
Dec. 18 — The Phantom
Buccaneer
(EssanayFive parts — Drama).
SEILZNICK

•Dr.).

PICTUKBS.

November— War Brides {Herbert BrenonNov. — The Foolish Virgin (Drama).
Nov. — Panthea
( Drama) .
Decembor — The Argylo Case (Drama).
SIGNET

FILM

SUNBEAM

MOTION

Oct. — Somewhere
THE

PICTURE

In Georgia

TRIUMPH

December — The

(Seven

Libertine

FILM

INC.

er — The
Celebrated
parts — Drama).

Stlelow

G.

M.

BAYNES.

Nov.— Kitchener's
Great
Army
In the Battle
of the Somme
(Five parts — Dr.).
CALIFORNIA

MOTIONTION.PICTURE

Nov, — TheDrama)
Woman

Who

Dared

CORPORA(Seven

parts — Dr.).

CORPORATION.

EUROPEAN

FILM

November — Fighting for Verdun
Topical).

parts —

B.

(Six

parts — Drama).

S.

MOSS

MOTION

(Five parta—

PICTURE

COR.

Drama).
Yellow Menace, No. 11, "TheHalf
Nov. 13— TheBreed's
Hatred" (Two Farts-

Nov
Dec

27— The Yellow Menace, No. IS. "The Sky
Drama).
the Submarine" (Twa parto —
and
4— The "Yellow Menace. No. 14, "Tha InDrama).
terrupted Nuptials" (Two parta—

Dec 11 — The Yellow Menace, No. 15, "The Ray
(Two parts— Drama) .
o£ Death"

YOU

\A/M
($s

.OO)

»0.00)
THE

part»— Dr.).

Yellow Menace, No. 12, "fli»
Nov 20 — TheDrama).
Aeroplane Accident" (Two part*—

CO.

Oct. — The Power of Evil (Drama).
November — Boots and Saddles
(Drama).

(Sellg— Seven

Oct. 30— The Yellow Menace, No. 9, "The Time
Clock Bomb" (Two parts — Drama).
Yellow Menace, No. 10. "A MeaXov 6 — TheDrama).
aage from the Sky" (Two partsDrama).
Nov. 6~Humanizlng Mr. Wlnsby (PIto part*—

(Drama).

CORPORATION.

Crisis

UNITY
SALES CORPORATION.
Comedy). Busy Night (Two part* —
Oct. 30— Tweedledum's

Case

December — The Passion Flower (Drama).

CORPORATION.

Nov. — The Masque of Life

October— The

States Right Features

LATE

MODEL

MOTIOGRAPH

In Performance
It can boast of clear, steady pictures on long or short throw, its
simplicity is spoken of by all its operators.

On Low Maintenance Cost

($

You don't find die cast or bronze gears or soft bearings in the
MOTIOGRAPH. Every part is made from selected material— parts
most subject to wear receive a Special Heat Treatment and with ordinary use the MOTIOGRAPH will outwear all other projectors.

SERVICE
With each MOTIOGRAPH goes a year's guarantee and should
the machine with no apparent cause become out of adjustment you
may send the mechanism to the factory — it will be put in good working
order with not one cent of cost to you.
THE

MOTIOGRAPH
SIMPLICITY,

REPRESENTS

STRENGTH

AND

THE

ESSENCE

OF

DURABILITY.

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO., 574 w. Randolph St., CHICAGO, ill.
Western OfiFice:

833 Msurket St., San Francisco, Cal.

THE
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Screen

riie screen oi a tlunisaiul dianus.
Figfiires that look like painted portraits.
Exterior scenes appear like nature.
Becomes more beautiful in tone the longer
it is used.
Its qualities of subtlety and mellowness
of tone charm and relieve eye strain.
THE

CHARM

ATMOSPHERIC
220

WEST

42nd

SCREEN

SCREEN CO., Inc.
NEW

STREET

YORK

CITY

Stereopticon

Peace Pictures
European War Pictures
(Neutral)

New
and
T'ermS
_ _ J
Moderate

Stereopticon
Lectures
Poems
presented
by
L. M. Marion.

Accompanied
by violinist,
pianist, lyceums
operator, andlantern,
etc. (when desired)
for theatres,
clubs
near New York City,
Music for dances.

LOUISE

M. MARION
I do not lecture on
or
tures.sell motion pic-

445 W. 23rcl St., New York
Phone. 10396 Chelsea

G.

\A/.

OR^VDEIMBURGIH

802 Vine Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
High class multiple reel features
in first class
running- condition, some as new with plenty of one,
'three and six sheet posters, photos, etc.
Prices
■^ reasonable.
Write for lists of four, five and six
reel masterpieces.

It Is Our Aim
"To Seroe the Entire Motion Picture Industry^'
For This Reason We Enjoy the Confidence of
Our Readers — and, For This Reason
YoultruWA"d''v"Au:',"!

"SCREEN

THE

MOVING

LIGHT THAT NEVER

PICTURE

WORLD

FAILS"

Tffe ORIGINAL GOLD FIBRE SCREEN" Perfe(,ted.

L...1|MlNUSflClNEPR0PUCTS COMPANY,!

Ornamentcil
TKeatres
PLASTER
Theatres

RELIEl^ DECORATIONS
Deiigned

Everywhere

S*nd for our 1(1( catalof. It contains fort;
beautiful full-page illustrations — some in colon
— of theatres we have designed and decorated^
It shows several styles of ticket booths, lighting
fixtures and ornaments ; it will give you many
valuable ideas for decorating your new theat/«
or improving the looks of your present one.
Sand as Sizvt of Thaatro for Spaciai Daaigaa

THE DECORATORS

SUPPLY

Archar ATanna and Lao Straal, CHICAGO,

CO.
ILL.

I

I

I

THE
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HYDROQUINONE
GENERAL
NEW YORK

CHEMICAL

COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA

CHIGAGO

MICHIGAN
RIGHTCAN

npHE speed and quality of the
sensitive emulsion, the strength

STATE
BUYERS

OFFER

FROM

S.

Address

Butterfield

City Bank BIdg..
Battle Creek, Mieh.

lUNIVERSAL ELECTRIC
GE,NERATOR SET
4 K.\V., 60 or 110 Vult. Sniooth Direct Current.
FUckerless Lights.
Used for General Liiibtins
Purposes.
Mortng
Picture
Machines.
Battery
, i_'h
urging, eU.
Writr- for nul'etin No.
UNIVERSAL

MOTOR

Projection

on the margin of our film.

KODAK

Percentage.

I>cpcnd.ablc LigKi

EASTMAN"

ROCHESTER.

W.

For Big Feature Pictures

period of years, the marked dependability— these are the qualities that
have made it desirable, for your interests and our own, to place the
identifying stencil mark

EASTMAN

OH

28 to 40 Days

and toughness of the base, the consistent excellence covering a long

((

XT OT I P F !
l^WllV^C
Will Purchase Oulriglit
or Will.Play

CO.

C" to

Oshkosh,

Wis.

Engineer

Is yonr screen result unsatisfactory?
Is your projection current costing too much?
Are you planning a new theatre?
Are you contemplating
the purchase of new Equip*
ment?
Theatre plans examined and suggestions made as to
operating room location.
Operating rooms planned,
etc., etc. Will personally visit theatres in New York
City or within 300 miles thereof. Fees moderate.

COMPANY
N. Y.

{^%v^^)
F. H.22 RICHARDSON
Room 1434,
E. 17th St^ New York(^°o°w^)
Cty

ADVANCED

PROJECTION

OF

INTOLERANCE

D. W. GRIFFITH'S COLOSSAL SPECTACLE at the LUERTV THEATRE, NEW YORK. Introduce! NEW IDEAS in the ART
• PROJECTION.
The WORLD'S BEST PROJECTORS ere equipped with SPECIAL SPEED CONTROLS and TIME REGIS<aNG DEVICES ao that the Musical Director has abeolute ivntrol of the SPEED, thereby SYNCHRONIZING the MUSIC
■Uy with the PICTURE.
For the WORLD'S BEST PROJECTORS
equipped
with TIME
REGISTERING
Devices
and
Perfect Arc Control Rheostata, consult the Exclualve DistriDutor

B. F. PORTER,

1482 BROADWAY,

AT TIMES

SQUARE,

NEW

YORK

OOL'YENTILATEbTYPHOONS
1544- BWAY.WTYPHOON

FAN COMPANY

I

NEW YORK

CITY

THE
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Want

Opera

Chairs

Remember

We

Have

50,000 CHAIRS

STEEL
LOW
Price

Opera Chairs

irnmrdiate shipment
on many styles: Second Hand Cbairs;
out-of-door seating.,
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this
paper.

STEEL

FURNITURE

Always in Stock

Immediate

in six different designs in Antique

Other designs of unupholstered and Upholstered Chairs in
unlimited numbers
furnished in 25 to 50

Mahogany and Circusian Walnut finishes, assuring you
of a satisfactory
selection.

CO.

Grand Rapida. Mich.. NcwVori;, 110 Fiith Ave.

Are You Tired

Service

days after receipt of
specifications.

of playing waltzes and popular songs for all
your pictures? Try "bringing out" the dramatic scenes with
dramatic
music.
The

Orpheum

Collection

General Offioe.
Itit LrlloB Bld<.
CHICAGO

contains the best music of this kind published. Issued in Three Series:

\mm SEAM [mpM

SalcB Offices
in
■ U Principal
Cities

No. 1, Na. 2 and Na. 3.
Piano (24 pages each), 5S cts. for each series; $1.15 for any two; $1.70 for all three.
Violin. 40 ctt. each; 7S cts. for any two; $1.05
(or all three. Cornet, 35 cts. each; 65 cts. any
two; 95 cts. all three. First and second series
hare parts (or Cello. Flute. Clarinet, Trombone and Drums. Practical for Piano alone,
or in combination with any above instruments.
Discounts on orders for four or more parts.
Send (or free sample pages. Note new address.

FLORAL

BOTANICAL DECORATING CO.. Detrt. 7, TOt W. Adams Street, Chicaja, IH.
Maaofacturara •( Artttdal

It's the screen without name or character that some
MIRROROID

RacMasiaiidarf
aad endoraed
ROROID
INSTALLATIONS.

by

DECORATIONS

Write (or beantifolly colored catalogue — mailed free to too.
We Quote
abaolutely the lowest prices ever offered oa
reliable
(••da.

CLARENCE E. SINN
no Craca Stract
Chicago. lU.

1^*

THEATRE

Cioe Artittic Atmosphere. They delight your patrons
Artificial flowers are practically ererlasting and
need no care— the effect is the same as natural
ones.
Our expert decorators are at your service —
ready to give you ideas and estimates.

InstaHatiom to Date 9€78

tkm Praaldaat

af tka NATIONAL

EXHIBITORS'

FWwera

amd

Plsau

dealers sell because It pays them better

The Worid Over, the WorifTs Best Theatres
LEAGUE

OF AMERICA

(Mr. Lea A. OcIm)

asd tba MN

MOI-

FREE— Get Our Large Demonstration Samples— FREE
Ten — Compare with aoy screen on earth — Use the brains God fave yo«
— and the eTidence o( your own eyes.
Price, 13 1/3 Cent! a Square Foot, ^.00 a Sqoare Yard, the world oTcr.
Uirroroid ba« been tried, and proven THE SCSEEN
SUPREME.
Why pay more (or an unknown
product ?

The

J. H.

CENTER
THE

WORUJ'S

COMPANY,
OLDEST

AND

LAKCEST

If your dealer cannot
wnpplj you with
voa any other tcreem ia better, realize kc
None are as good — naturally, aoae can
If you buy, you iboutd insist u*on that
we give with every MIRROROID
screen
Think
it over.
Write

Inc.

MIRSOROID, amd triea t* taB
ia maldfls a (r*ater i
be better.
aame Five-Year Guaramtac tkat
installed.

Newburgh,

PROJECTION

SCREEN

N. Y.

MANUFACUniEK

$4.80 A Big Saving Each Year $4.80
On account of the greatly increased cost of paper, engraving, etc., we have been coBpelled to make the stngle
copy price fifteen cents. For the present direct sabscri|jtion prices will remain the same. This means a saving
of four dollars and eighty cents yearly on direct sobscriptions.
In addition you get your paper earlier.
It will pay you to fill out this blank and mail at once with your remittance.
ONE
SIX

YEAR
MONTHS
5«*

tltl. 9*M*

MOVING

».«•
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lor rate, Canada
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17 Madison Avenue, New York

Cat o«i

_.

and Buji Tn««tr«.
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CONFIDENCE
AND

ITS VALUE

When you buy advertising space in
a publication your advertisement receives whatever confidence the reader
has in that pubHcation and no more.
h takes years of honest journahsm to
estabHsh that confidence, it is the acid
test of time. Thru 9 years of giving
the exhibitor a trade-paper service,
second to none

The MOVING
has

PICTURE WORLD

estabhshed reader confidence.
Make comparisons. Why do all publications compare themselves with the
Moving Picture World? We ask you
to judge for yourself the weight of our
statement and the confidence enjoyed
by this paper — for instance :

Moving Picture World,
New York.

Coshocton, Ohio, Nov. 20, 1916.

Gentlemen:— Find enclosed a check for my subscription for the year 1917 for
THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD.
This is the ninth yearly subscription I have mailed for your Magazine and it has
been bringing me success and I hope it helps yours.
Wishing you a prosperous New Year, I remain,
(Signed)

C. G. CHACOS

BROSi

December 9, 1916
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Perfect
Developing and Printing
We coined this phrase and,

when uttered or printed in connection
with our name, has great significance.

It represents the most sincere intention and definite determination, as well
as supreme ability^ to develop your negative to its
highest photographic power, and secure brilliant positive prints of full artistic value.

Our magnificent laboratory -studio,
the most modern, elaborately equipped
and scientitically managed establishment of its kind
any\jc/iet\\ is actively and completely at your service.

We call your attention to this sign,
the symbol of moving
ency and superiority.

picture effici-
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"Sixteen Years of Knowing How"

ters'OF
Powers Loop SetLOSS

AUTOMATICALLY PREVENTS
THE LOWER LOOP

THUS ELIMINATING
THE MOST FREQUENT CAUSE
OF TROUBLE
IN MOTION
PICTURE
PROJECTION
L'W'.-f T^'_

A
DEVICE
AS SIMPLE
AS IT IS
EFFECTIVE

fr-.-^,f, t\

/

'^-

AN
EXCLUSIVE
FEATURE

OF
CAMERAGRAPH

When the 'lower loop is lost, the film necessarily rips or tears apart. While making repairs
;;an impatient audience is enterteuned by a dark screen.
Power's Automatic Loop Setter eliminates this constant source of trouble by continuously
maintaining the lower loop.
The loop forms 2u'ound Roller A. Any slackening of the loop draws the roller upward thus
disenga^ng the tedce up. The loop immediately assumes normal proportions. The roller springs
into its original position and the take up again starts to operate.
YOU

SHOULD HAVE OUR CATALOGUE G, WHICH GIVES COMPLETE
DETAILS OF MANY EXCLUSIVE FEATURES.
MAILED UPON REQUEST.

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
NINETY GOLD

STREET

NEW

YORK
^

December

Vol. 30, No. II

Price 13 Cents

16, 1916

m

V////////I1IU 1 111 U W \x\\\\\V\\\\-^?$^
Post Office Box 226
Madison Square Station

NEW YORK

17 Madison Avenue
Telephone

Madison Squ&re JS 10

imsxMSMSSssm

-^-r^'^N :rv-fTv,^:?%.^:x, ^rUvff^: -tvg^iS';£>e^Tvyi ..-y^Zc:- -^ ^.■^;>^r:^^5i«ig?M!PMg;^
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Phutof/raph hij
Ira Hill

SEVEN

ETEDPLY

SINS

Will b« released JanuaruS
rhn^L^hlriandl^ Exchaiv^vs

M'^CLURE

PICTURES

December 16, 1916

M<i\l.\(,

I'll ILK !■: WoKl.l)
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TO MY PHOTOPLAY FRIENDS IN AMERICA :
I am on the Job with Essanay at last. I'm
here to stay. Count up my forty-aix trunks and you
will see I aia prepared for some time.
*
Some people say ycu oaa't come back. I have
exploded that theory for 1 am back after t«o years
in the French army corps.
I have a new line of comedies *-!ich I
believe better than any I have produced. I am"
jumping right into this work now and will be ready
to cinnounce my first release shortly.
I have been reported dead. .1 was i'ounJed,
*'Ut I am now feoling very much alive. I object to
sittingat my ovm autopsy as long as I have laughs
left in rce. If I ever cease to make the public
l:ug:;, 1 will be villiijg to consider myself a
deao one. But not till then.
I fill be w:''

i

on T.he
I ours for
1-;

^

^•nrZn
1333 Artylc Si., Cliicijo
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Thrilling

ful achievement by
— the mighty Uniboxdrama winner
reel photo
Exhibitors.
A sure-fire

all
Grace Cunard and Francis Ford, two most
stars, heading an immense cast.

popular of all

story of the most absorbing interest ; a beautiful girl Raffles,
becoming desperate from the loss of a fortune, robs the rich
aid the poor; a keen detective who suspects the girl but who
constantly outwitted by her.
fascinating love interest; lavish scenes in high society; the mysterious
ervvorld of Paris; the elusive personalit}' of the wearer of the "purple
ask," — invest this latest great serial with a drawing
power
that
means big monev to everv Exhibitor.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

December 16. l<iir>

NOW
vour

THE

READY
reservation

MOVING

PICTIUI':

FOR
BOOKING.
too early.
"The

WdKl

I)
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You can't
Purple Mask"

make
will

follow the most successful serial ever produced — "LIBFR IV'^and
like it will dominate
the serial field until the showing of the last
episode.
NOW IS THE
I'lMl',.
Don'i wait till \our vvidc-awakc competitor beats \ou
to it. Get in on the ground floor.
NOT just to get ahead of competition, but
FOR
THE
PROFITS
.\ND THI-.
TENDANCE at "The Purple Mask"

POPUL.ARIT^'
will bring you.

that

INCREASED

.\T-

You don't have to book "The Purple Mask" blindly.
You can j;et the complete story,
the east, the advertising hclijs and props, novelties, heralds, ready prepared ads, and a complete co-operative campaign in the handsome "The Purple Mask" Advertising Book
— JUST OFF THE PRESS.
If you do not receive a copy in ten days, wTite any one
of the 73 Universal Exchanges, and a copy will be sent you (E.xhibitors only), FREE.
Or write direct to

CARL

1600

LAEMMLE,

Pres.

BROADWAY,

"The Largeat Film Manufacturing
Concern in the Unioerae"

NEW

YORK
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16. 1910

Till-
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PICTURE

WORLD

^vv*ft.ai*«ss

lAGULS WINGi

A. THUNDERING

DBAHA^WITHATHUNDERINGIIEXrAGE

/?wrr i54i! i//>//^ /7«/» of I^Uraf STEELE

If you arc lnoking fur a big box-office attraction Imuk tliis
tremendous production— it has the Nation-wide theme and
the patriotic appeal that will thrill every American man,
woman and child.
Staged with a realistic fidelity that puts to shame the ordinary "spectacular" feature. \ drama of National Defense that will
make history. .\ picture that your patrons will go wilrl about. One
of the greatest otTcrinjjs of the season.

Notice to BLUEBIRD ELxhibitors
This niagnilicent jiicture is not on the regular IjI.UEBIRD
Program. It was originally intended for a .State Rights Production,
but it made so strong an impression on the E.xccutivcs of BLUEBIRD that
they paid an cnormons sum for it, so that it might be shown under the
famous BLUEBIRD brand. Vou must expect to pay a good price for it
because it is a BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION EXTR.\ORDINARY. It will
prove a drawing card at every performance at any admission price. Now
readj' for imnie*iiate booking. Communicate immediately with your local
BLUEBIRD
Exchange, or

BLUEBIRD
Photoplays, Inc.
Executive Offices:
1600 Broadway

mm^

1^. «<.;>.!

New

York

m.
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DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
"THE MATRIMANIAC"
FINE

ARTS

A romping, rollicking, joyous play.
The kind that has made Douglas
Fairbanks one of the greatest stars on the long list of Triangle
celebrities.
With Fairbanks dashing through the scenes of this
rapid fire picture in a veritable kaleidoscope of fun and thrills,
there is not one moment free from breathless excitement and
laughs.

FRANK KEENAN | MARGERY WILSON
IN "THE SIN YE DO" kay bee
"There is a girl in the Tombs accused of murder,
and I am going to defend her.
That girl is my
daughter.
Grant me the time for her defense, and I will make any reparation that
you demand of me.
This I promise, so
help
me has
God never
!"
There
been a play released by Kay Bee more replete
with thrills, heart-throbs and
gripping
situations
than
this.

KEYSTONE COMEDIES
The name
"MacktwoSennet" on these
comedies means
whole somen e s s and
bushels
of FUN.

December 16. 1916
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RBA
FAI
DOUGLAS
THE MATRIMANIAC

TRIANGLE-FINE ARTS PRODUCTION
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^

The lerm Supe^ciute is a
dcscriplion-nol Ihc name of
Ihe producrof an4 company
SUPERPICTURES will be unusual pictures, unusual In
quality or subject or length, with unusual stars, unusual
timeliness, or unusual box-oifice value.
SUPERPICTURES will be few in number— perhaps not more
than twelve in any one year — chosen by impartial judges
from
world's best
product,
of the the
producing
company
and without
without regard
regard toto the
the name
cost
of the undertaking.
SUPERPICTURES will be confined to individual productions as distinguished from serials, or series, or travelogues, or news weeklies or any other productions of a
continuous or semi-continuous nature.
SUPERPICTURES, Inc. will, however, release many important productions of the highest quality In fields that
do not fall within the technical limits of the Superpictures
deiinition — for instance, in the serial field — and in all
such productions, the greatest care will be used to make
the phrase "released by Superpictures" a guarantee of
super-quality for that particular kind of production.
SUPERPICTURES, Inc. is not bound by contract to accept
Superpictures from any producing company or group of
companies — a unique situation in the film business which
enables this company to maintain the highest standard
that anybody can reach.

CAPITAL

1459

STOCKLJS

Broadwaij

9.000.000

N»w YorU.

December

16, 1916

YOU can no more stop the on-rushing sweep of BLUEBIRD
photoplays, popularity, prestige and
profit than you can stem tne mighty po-wer of a
tidal wave. Progress has been cautious, for the
slow growth IS the lasting grONvth, for then it is
of a quality of the purest ray serene. BLUEBIRDS have heen carefully building for permanence.

rJ

h-

Opposing arguments are of no avail. The only
answer for the continued prosperity and groiivth of
pictures as entertainment is C2UA.L1 1 Y. Advertising may snout itself hoarse — nut "when all is
said and done and the Public (the court of last
resort) — sits in deliberation, the verdict will he and
already is, "THE
PLAY'S THE THING."
The BLUEBIRD policy with Exhibitors is all
comprehensive. First, the supreme play — supreme
in every detail, then the supreme Star, and then
the supreme Nation-wide advertising campaign to
acquaint millions of photoplay lovers with ■what s
what in BLUEBIRDS.
Thus with these all-powerful factors ^vorking day
and night, constantly, continuously, without stop
and without end, BLUEBIRDS are rapidly becoming the first choice of the public. I here are
more than 10.000,000 people reading about
BLUEBIRD photoplays every -week in the Saturday Evening Post. They are eager to see BLUEBIRD Photoplays. You can share in the hugeness of this campaign and the permanency of
BLUEBIRD policy by arranging for bookings
now.
Book through your local BLUEBIRD
or Executive Offices

Exchange

December 16, 1916
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COMING
FAMOUS

e~.

[y

PLAYERS PRODUCTION
EXTRAORDINARY

Marguerite

m

Clark

In an impressive picturization of
her foremost stage success

Snow White
m^)t

/>. "/■"

As she appeared for two years at the
"Little Theatre," New York, under
the management of Winthrop Ames

Miss Clark will certainly repeat on the
screen the sensation she created on the
stage in this lovable play
Released Christmas, Dec. 25th, 1916
If you are a Paramount Exhibitor-get
"paper from your exchange and bill in
advance—if you're not, sign up in time
to get this wonderful attraction"
w^

FOUB eiOHTY FIVE

L-/

NEW

FIFTMAVtjayE

YORK.

V_— - at FORTYFinSI

N.V
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Paramount Pictures of the Week
RELEASED

MONDAY,

DANIEL

DECEMBER

4th

FROHMAN

PRESENTS

IRENE

FENWICK
AND

OWEN

MOORE
IX

A CONEY

ISLAND

PRINCESS

Based Upon "The Princess Zim-Zim" by Edward Sheldon
PRODUCED BY

FAMOUS

PLAYERS
ADOLPH

ZUKOR,

FILM CO.

President

Canadian Distributors, Famous Playera Film Service, IAmiie4
Calgary, Toronto and Montreal

L-/

FOUR EIGHTY FIVE

\-/

NEW

FIFTHAVENUE

YORK,

V^-h- d/ FORTY FIUST ST.

M.V.

Li-ml>ir 16. lyifj

Till'.

MiAlM,

I'UIIKI'.

UOKl.D

Vy^mr

riirriTftfi^fffsffltiiiiiiittMtfiWifffg^^^^
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ARTCRAFT
ANNOUNCES

ITS

POLICY

which is, briefly, that it purposes to supply the Exhibitor with a
Hmited number of stellar attractions during each year — attractions
that will provide the occasional business building stimulus neces• sary to all enterprising theatres.
Authors, Artists, Producers and Directors who are seeking
the very best distributing channels for their work should communicate immediately with Artcraft.
Whatever you may have to offer must come up to the standard
set by the Mary Pickford attractions and the George M. Cohan
productions.

ARTCRAFT

PICTURES
CORPORATION

■729

7TH

AVENUE,

NEW

YORK
II

IF>D(gTfP[^[

II•
1
1

i1 1(
III!

^^^^HltL..

■HHlw'
III
II

iiiiii
mill

iiiiii

II

Miiiiiii
II

t IIIIII
I IH"
-rt
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GEORGE
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M. COHAN

lictsy Ross designed the American Flag,
but George M. Cohan made it popular.
Artcraft presents him in his greatest success,

U

JONES"

BROADWAY

The story of an idle rich young American who knows ever}' electric
light bulb on Broadway, but who makes good in the pinch.
To be released in Februarx.

ARTCRAFT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

729

7 th

avenue,

4

NEW

YORK

ARTCRAFT
PRESENTS

MARY
IN HER

"LESS
THE

PICK FORD
LATEST

PICTURE

THAN
DUST"

(^Exhibitors who have not yet booked this
greatest of all features should wire at once
for terms.)
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POXFILM
PVICE
COMEDY

WA

Coming!
Foxfilm Comedies
MR. EXHIBITOR:
THIS is an open letter to you.
YOU

know the value of a lauj;li in your theatre.

V(3U know how it stiniuhites your hank account.
YOU know how hard it has heen for you to find real laugh
jiroducing comedies.
IF _\i)U don't offer a comedy picture each day, you are not
giving your ])atrons a con>plete program.
IF you don't give them the best comedies made, \-ou are not
deserving of their favor.
BEGINNING Jan. 1, 1917. \VI1.LI.A.M FOX will inaugurate
his Foxfilm Comedy serxice, releasing a two-reel comedy picture
each week.
HE will thus suppl}' you with the means of completing your
program.
YOU know the FOX reputation and you know that Mr. Fox
would never endanger that reputation by releasing comedies unless
he knew they were bigger, better, funnier than any other comedies
in the market; unless he knew that his comedy producing organization is so good, so reliable and so experienced that he can dej)end
on it for a two-reel laugh producer every week in the year.
BOOK
the best.

FOXFILM

CO]\lEDIES XO\\'. \dur patrons deserve

GET in touch with the FOX exchange manager in your territory and take out more insurance on the life of vour l)ox office bv
booking FOXFILM COMEDIES yourself.

FOX
FOXFIIM
COMEDY
SEWICE

FILM CORPORATION

I kvcml.iT

16. 1916

PCDCniiM
COMEDO

J
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FQXFILM

c»MEinr

BRANCH

OFFICES

OF TIIK

FOX FILM CORPORATION
UNITED

STATES
New Orleans, La., 826 Common St.
Omaha, Neb., 315 S. 16th St.
Philadelphia. Pa., 1333 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa., 121 Fourth Ave.
San. Francisco, Cal., 107 Golden Gate Ave.
Seattle, Wash., 1214 Third Ave.
St. Louis. Mo.. 3632 Olive St.
Syracuse, N. Y., 445 S. Warren St.
Washington. D. C. 305 Ninth St., N. W.
New York, N. Y., 130 West 46th St.
Newark, N. J., Strand Theatre Bldg.

AiUinla. Ga.. 019 Rhodes Bldg.
Boston, Mass., 10-12 Piedmont St.
Chicago, 111.. Mailers
Bldg.
Cleveland, O., 750 Prospect Ave.
Cincinnati. 0.. 412 Vine St.
Dallas. Tex., 1907 Commerce St.
Detroit, Mich.. 407 Smith Bldg.
Denver, Colo., I7th and Champa Sts.
Kansas City, Mo., 928 Main St.
Los Angeles, Gal., 734 S. Olive St.
Minneapolis, Minn., 627 First Ave. N.
Salt Lake City, Utah. Mclntyre Bldg.

New

Haven, Conn., Poll's Theatre Bldg.

CANADA
.Miintreal, Quebec. 322 S. Catherine
West

St.,

\'ancouver,
B.
Theatre Bldg.

508-9-10

Or[)hcum

Winnipeg, Man., 115 Phoenix Block

Toronto, Ont., 12 Queen
St., East
St. John, N. B., Bank of B. N. A. Bldg..
1-5 Market Square

UNITED

C,

KINGDOM
Leeds. 29 Albion

London, 74-76 Old Compton St.
Liverpool, 15 Manchester St.
Manchester,
28
Deansgate
Arcade,
Deansgate
Xewcastle-on-Tyne, 20 Westgate Road

Place

Birmingham. 1-3 Temple St.. New St.
CardilT, 9 and 9-A Wharton St.
Glasgow, 73 Dunlop St.
Dublin. Dame House, 24-26 Dame St.

AUSTRALIA
Sydney, Symonds Bldg.. 194 Pitt St., P. O.
Box 56. General P. O.

SOUTH

Melbourne. \ic.. Elizabeth House

r

AMERICA

■RioBranco
de Janeiro, Brazil, 110 Avenida Rio
Sao Paulo, Brazil, 73 Rua dos Gusmaes

Buenos

Ayres, 951 Corrientes

Rosario, Argentine, Montevideo, Uruguay

FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOXTTLM
OOMEmr
SEB^CE

I

FOKFILM
CX>MEinf

IBSEI^yiCE
|BHHM

*'-"..->.a'^'»^'''""'" ii" •" i .TiiirilTn^Wf iHl

irr'^"ifiiniMlBii'r"

bi Hex Biotlier's Sake-Mthbn(^iiM^^ pBLreiijtS and
she refbi^g a

herself^ to v^

of misery

WILLIAM FCK
Oladys Cbbimv
PRESENTS

IN

THE EfflTTLEo/nFE
"Written
iess Vinc
Q/arent
ev
Dire
big Jarx
Jame
cted b\^
FOX FILM CORPORATION

iiimiu.NEir/
WEEKLY

"Wkol> CoiKq FILM
Ok CORPORATION
livTke Muhior
AND ITS 68 EXCHANGES

NEWS OF THE MUTUAL

DECEMBER

|M

16, 1916
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Chaplin's Newest
Mutual Comedy Is
Rink"
FrXXYEntitled
as ho lias"The
bivn In tlif past.
flmrlie Chaplin has (Ii-vIsimI a whiilly
lU'W set i«f pranks fm- hlmsflt in "Tln'
lllnk." This is the I'ishlli of thi> MutualC'hnplln Spfcials. Il is ivlnisoil the w.'ok
of I ifciMnlHT 11. It presents Charlie in ii
wheli.v new atniMsphere. He appears in a
sknIiiiK rink and a eafe. I'erhups ynu
can IninKine the fun that results. But
you can't — for Charlie alone eould originate such ilelit'htful fun.
New Comedy Situations.
Naturally, such a unique locale for his
comedy as a .skatluE rink enables the inImltnhle Chaplin to crente some decidedly
out -of-the-orilinary comedy situations".
The laUKhahle situations, alone would
make "The Kink" a comedy long to he
rememhereil. hut nhen to this is added
the funny "business" that Chaplin orignatesi, the production become.s even more
tipronrlous. "The Uink" is the eighth of
the Mutual-Chaplin Specials. It is booking now at all <VS of the Mutual film exchanges. HiKikings can also he obtained
on the following Mutual-Chaplin Specials: "The Floorwalker." "The Fireman." "The Vagabond." One A. M.." "The
I'awn Shop." "The Count" and "Behind
the Screen."

Helen Holmes Serial
Is Highly Endorsed

Exhibitors all over the country are
praising the new Helen Holmes chapterpla.v. "A I.ass of the Uumberlands." All
of them are pi>lntlng out that It is proving an even greater box-office magnet
than they had expected.
The manager of the Thcatorlnm at
Itlchniond, Ind.. writes: "It surely is a
pleasure to say that the *Lass of the
I.umherlands' Is a great serial. It is
packing our house both afternoon and
evening. We had to close the ticket window several times as we have no standing room to sell, but they go away saying
they will come back a little later, and
they always come back, too. We thought
The Girl and the fJame' a great moneybetter, but this one Is even better."
From Aberileen. S. P.. the manager of
the BIJou theater writes: "You will pardon me for mtt answering your wire re
extra days' booking on 'Lass of the Lumberlands,' hut I desired to know first if
business would warrant it. I find that it
does, so kindly book me for two days
hereafter."
The five-reel Mutual Star Production
released this week. Is "Lonesome Town."
Kolb and Pill are featured.

■iiHiiiniiiiiiniiiimEsiiiimiiiiiiig
Mutual Star Productions |
For December j
We^k
Befilnning Uc-ember 4ilj.
TUlo,
Le:i.l.

The Valley of Decision
Richard

M
(

|
Bennett

=

"Week BcKlnnini: r>e*-cinber lltli. M
Lonesome Town
Kolb & Dill g

Miss Jackie of the Navy
Margarita

g
Fischer ■

■U'.-cl; IV'Klnnln;; nuremljiT 1*>tli.

The Twinkler

William

Russell

W.-ek TVeinnlnp Dot t-mlier 2-^111.

The Innocence of Lizette
Mary
Miles

Minter

H

|
M

(
M
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TWO

NEW

SERIES

Seven One-Reel
"Uncle

READY

Sam's

FOR

ARE

Star Comedies
Defenders"

RELEASE

Two brand new series of motion-picture stories have just been released
by Mutual. One of them is a series of
seven one-reel Star Comedies. The other is a series of six single-reel subjects
on the topic of Preparedness. Bookings
on both of these new series can now he
made at any of the G.8 Mutual film exchanges.
The Star Coihcdies, as has been said,
are single-reel subjects. Each features a
famotis comedian i)r comedienne. Their
titles, and the stars who appear in each,
are as follows: "Hroui'liy." featuring
Tom Wise, released Pecendier 2; "Admirers Three." featuring Ruth Shepiey. released Oecember !l;"<)ne Pollar. Please."
featuring George Perr, released Oecember lO; "Every I.assie lias a Lover." featuring Alice Iiovey. released Peceniber
23; •Crlmsr. the Bellhop." featuring AlexClark, released Pecendier ."iO; "The Girl
Who Can Cook," featuring Lois Meredith,
released .lanuary 0; and "The Iloneyinooners." featuring George Perr, released .Tanuary 1".
The "I'ncle Sam's Defenders" si'ries
should have a wonderful appeal at this
particular time, when the nation is seriously considering the subject of universal
military training. 'I'he titli'S of the series
are as follows: "From Civilian to Soldier." "Our Boys at the Border." "A .lack
Tar in the Making." "Afloat and Ashore,"
"Scouts of the Sea and Sky." and "Bulldogs of the Peep." The first is releaseil
on Friday, December S — the others appearing each following Friday.

Nance O'Neill Signs
With Mutual for
Star Productions
NAXCE
O'NEILL,
star ofstage,
both
I he sireen
and famous
the speaking
is now a Mutualite. Slie signerl a cimtract last week calling for In-r appi'arance in Mutual Star Pnidui'lions. She is
Hie second I'aniims actress acqniri'd by
Mutual since the announci>ment of President .Tohn It. Freuh'r that he was going
after the very biggest stars in the worlil.
Last week il was Maijorli' Hamheau.
Tins week it is Nance O'Neill. Next
week it may be any one of half a dozen
famous stars with whom negoliati(ms
are now being carrieil on. The Mutual
Film Corporation is ileti'rinined to supply
lis i>alrons with fi'alure produclions
starring the most nolalili- mi'U and women of the agi'. .\nnouncements of the
next few weeks «ill bear out the Statement that it has them.
Brilliant Career.
Few actresses Iimvi- enjoyed such a brilliant career as Nance O'Neill. For yejirs
she has been numbered among the most
t.ilented eniolional actresses of the speaking stage. Born in Oakland. Cal.. hi'r
debut was made under the manageiuent
(if McKee Kankin at the Alcazar theiiter.
in San Francisco. Hi'r first New York
apiK'arance
was has
madebiM'n
at A\'eber
in
IWKi. She
starred & inFields',
sucli
liroiluilions as "Mailga." "Hedda Gahbr." "Leah. Ilie Forsaken." "Camille,"
'Ingomar." "La<l.v Teazle," "Tess of the
P Trliervilles" and "Macbi'th." Critics
have lauded lier in ever.v big cit.v of the
land. In pi<-tures she has enjoyed a seri4's (if trimtiplis. She has appeared in
Lubin, Fox, Meiro and MiClure produclions. Film patrons know and admire her
as much as do audiences accustomed to
gather
stage. in the ?2 houses of the speaking
Has Toured World.
Not onl.v in America is Nance O'Neill
a n.'ime familiar to every theater patron.
.She lias toured the world, and her engagements in .Australia. London. Paris
aiKl other cities on the continent added to
her fame. Inquiries now at the nearest
Mutual Film Exchange will enable the exhibitor to arrange for an earl.v booking of
her first production under the Mutual
banner.
"Diamond" Sequel Going Big.
Capacity business has been the rule at
every theatre showing the .$10.(MI0 se(|uel
to "The Diamond From the Sky." Thousands of people have been waiting to see
if tlu.'.v won the prize offered for the best
se(|;iel. and the only way they can find an
answer la on the screen.

Q>yinnounc7na/

Another Bij^ Mutual Star

k

T

HE

MUTUAL

FILM

CORPORATION

has just

signed a contract with Nance O'Neill, the celebrated
emotional actress, calling for her appearance in a
number of new Mutual Star Productions. Miss O'Neill
has enjoyed a brilliant career both on the speaking
stage and in films. Critics everywhere have praised her
wonderful art. She has been starred in such productions

as "Madga," "Hedda Gabler," "Leah the Forsaken,"
"Camille," "Ingomar," "Lady Teazle," "Tess of the
D'Urbervilles " and "Macbeth." In the new series of
Mutual Star Productious she will be cast in roles of a
highly emotional sort, in which she will have ample opportunity to display her talent. Early in 1917 these Nance
O Neill features will be available thru the 68 exchanges of
the Mutual Film Corporation. Last week the signing of
Marjorie Rambeau was announced. This week it is Nance
O'Neill. Next week it may be any one of half a dozen
famous stars with whom negotiations are now pending.
The new Mutual Star policy for 1917 will result in provid'
ing exhibitors with productions in which are featured only
the most notable stars of the age.

Mutual FilmCorporation
C^hyL J^^eu7e?' -Pres/dent

68Exchani^es inAmerica/
Produced by
Frank Powell Producing Corp.

UTUAL

MUTUAL

Xnnouncing

Eiqhih oF^he New Mutual -Chaplin
Ipecialf. Chaplin In a NewAimofphere.
ASkatinq Rink and a Cafe. Manv New and
Oriqinal Comedy filuationr. Releafed Uie
Week of December llih Through 68
Muiuol Exchanger.
I^oW PIa]^mq:"THE FLOORWALKER.' THE COUNT"
'THE FIREMAN"
THE VAGABOND"
ONE AM-"
"THE PAWNfflOP"
"BEHIND THE SCREEN"

ill

ic

f^'

Pccenibor

!''>. 1^I^>

MUTUAL
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FILM CORPORATION ^//r^yy/zc^y

URCLESmS

Series of Sir Single RggI
Subjects on Preparedness
MUTUAL
FILM CORPORATION

A SERIES OP
SEVEN ONE-REEL

Take advantage now of the tremendous interest in Preparedness — Capitalize on the present
discussion of universal military service — show at YOUR
theatre this series of films that depict in detail the real
Each picture of the
trength of the United States.
Released weekly beseries is complete in itself.
ginning Friday, December 8th

mRcmm

From Civilian to Soldier"— Releaied Dec. 8lll
Out Boys al Ihe Border"— Released Dec. 15th
•A Jack Tar in the Making"
Released Dec. 22nd
"Aflc.al and Ashore"- Released Dec. 29lll
"Scouts of the Sea and Sky"
Released Jan. 5th
•Bulldogs o( the Deep"- Released Jan. 12th

JVoLuHooliing ai68
Mu/ualFi/m Exchanges

Each production features a celebrated star
—a player known to Broadway— a favorite of prominent standing. Each production ia complete in itself —
perfectly produced— powerfully enacted— superbly photographed. Released weekly beginning Saturday, December
Bookings can be made NOW.
2nd.
The Stories and Stars of the Series:

i

"Grouchy" - Featuring Tom Wi»e.
"Admirer* Three"— Featuring Ruth Shepley.
"One Dollar Please"— Featuring George Derr.
"Every Lassie has a Lover" Featuring Alice Dovey.
"Grimsy the Bell-hop" -Featuring Alex Qark.
"The Girl Who Can Cook"— Featuring Lois Meredith.
"The Hoiieymoooers"-Featuring George Derr.

JfimJio^ngAi6SMuiual9ibn SjCthatyes
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VTEATHER.
Cloudy and colder Tliursday,
precededjj^^^^4day fair
and.
5TABLLSHED:

1855.

own"
knEY
'E
TORN
IS
ATLL
UNDER ARREST
jHarriet Kennedy, Wealthy
< Maiden Lady, Found Dead;
. Police Accuse Jonas
\

liners Selling
iPoal at 6 Cents
iave Own Autos
tlOWHJ/E
CO - OPERATTA-E
■\K£S SUBSTANTIAL PROFIT
FIUCE. at Tins
I I'TiR 3n.:.Mfti-:ns

Slaughter, Her Lawyer, of Murder.

'GIRL REPORTER
i;.iin
\\imIiIh.

1 prt'j
of

ON TRAIL

ihl- jii.Tiiuic !l;ijTi>>t K*>iini.'fiy,
III. ml, -11 i.iil..- V.J.-, friun'l ilCLiiJ

'tlie- l;isliiiiiii3l>!t> siiliucli, SMorUy after
jlbt.' iirriva) of the p'Ulce. .Tonus)
■• ^iniiKlilor. the well-kntiwD jittorney,
;\vhii hiiB been legal rc|irt-suiitative forJ

y llle

11'Q it <Jiar};e of murder.
Dorotliea' Des-' J
'uionil. slfli* girl-rt'|)orter <if diijiijnper.i
fwn.s lij the keonedy houa- tlie nighf
of llic- iiiunler ari'l liiis uioi-nlut' ts folwtiit; up zi miiijlji^r ot Clues i.hs
JfTiirfil.
k Sliiu^tur iinJipiiJoUy cle[iiMlil&'2
Vd liiurs rhiic C^nlhia, a Uj "
■itfed In the Kejig^;' "^ — ■■
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In this startling series of motion picture stories — each complete in
itself — real reporters are shown really gathering the front page news which the pubHc reads
at its breakfast table. The perils faced by
girl reporters in the underworld of a great city
are shown in detail. Suave society blackmailers
— crafty international spies — shrewd Chinese
opium smugglers— terrified murderers —
crooked politicians— rich society debutantes
— police court habitues— all of these and more
are but grist to the mill of the girl reporter.
By sheer nerve she meets them all on their
own ground— foils their plots— exposes their
secrets — makes "copy" of their adventurous
lives. The stories are filmed by real artists —
produced with care — perfectly photographed.
The first story in the series is released Dec.
28th. Each story is in two acts. A new story is
released each week for fifteen weeks. Arrange
for bookings on this big series NOW!

OF OUR
■^IRL

REPORTERS

15 Thrilling Motion Picture
Stories— Each Complete.

Di'ocinbiT

Id. I'Mii

I III;

MtAlNG

I'ICTUKli

WUKl.lJ
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News' IivTke MaJdng! 1
i

The Perils of Our Girl Re-

The Stories in the Series:

porters issomething really new in motion pictures— real stories of newspaper life from the "inside"— each
story two reels in length. Splendidly
photographed— powerfully enacted.
The news that builds circulation for
newspapers will now build bigger boxoffice receipts for YOU! Produced

2.
3.
1.
4.
7.
5.
8.
6.
10.
11.
9.
12.
13.

by Niagara Film Studios. Directed by
George Terwiliiger. Earl Metcalfe, Helen
Green and Zena Keefe are featured.

14.
15.

^^,_

\

The Jade Necklace
The
Ace Black
High Door
The White Trail
Many a Slip
A Long Lane
The Smite
of Conicience
Birds
of Prey
Misjudged
Taking
Chances
The Meeting
Outwitted
The Schemers
The
Counterfeiters
Kidnapped

'

-^

NowBooldnqAi 68 Mutual Film £xcAaii^efi
«s=^

When

You Book this

Series You'll Need
to Dust Off the
"S.R.O."Sign!
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A runaway car-load of dynamite —

OS-

a downhill grade — a speeding passenger
train rushing at 60 miles an hour in the opposite
direction. A collision seems inevitable. Death
and destruction seem sure to result. Such is
one of the thrilling incidents pictured in the latest chapter
of "A am>'Lass of Helen
the Lumberlands."
By skill
and quickwittedness
Holmes foils the

E**^

plot of a conspirator to wreck the Limited. How she
does so makes one of the most fascinating pictures
ever screened. Theatres playing this sensational
chapter-play are packed to the doors. The S. R. O.
sign is needed nightly. Startle YOUR patrons with
this thriller.
Now booking at 68 Mutual Exchanges.

ilAll ^^^L
ypeeracular
CKapter-Play
■Y-l

Ttaevrmq/

'•* '^_ CKopt^ry*.

/ .O

HELEN HOLMET

'f!

Fifteen chapters — a new two-reel chapter eack
week — capacity business for fifteen weeks.
Don't hesitate.
Don't delay!
Book
it
NOW!

^k

Now
Booking
■^F^^^3«^''»r

1

V

r:
s.: ,
:■>:<
!.«v

^H

^■^^n^^

at SixtyEight
Mutual
Film
Exchanges
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A SENSATIONAL
EXPO$E'OF CHARITY
AND CHILD-WELFARE!
Miss
Caroline
Hughes, president Child's
Welfare
Club, E.Philadelphia:
"CHARITY? is a wonderful play with a
very good, strong appeal to the sympathies.
It is sure to have a good influence."
Bishop Samuel

Fallows, of Chicago, says:

*'The play has a distinct value, sociologically
speaking. It directs attention to abuses
which stand in need of correction."
Mrs, Norton Smythe, president of the Woman's Home Organization of Philadelphia:
*'I am strongly in favor of plays, such as this
one, which direct the public's thoughts to
children's welfare. We cannot have too
many

of them."

Madame Caroline Le Favre,
international repute:

jiaiuring

"CHARITY? is a great sermon. It appealed
to me strongly because I have been gathering data along the line dealt with in Mrs.
Griffith's remarkable drama."

LINDA A GRIFFITH

■.-,.-:-- ^':

SEVEN
BIG
ACTS!

a lecturer of

These are some of the opinions of
celebrated students of child welfare
on "CHARITY?". "CHARITY?" is
in seven big acts. As powerful in
its appeal as "Damaged Goods."
Produced by Frank Powell Productions. I.indaGriffith.Creighton Hale
and Sheldon Lewis are starred.
Available NOW at all Mutual
exchanges.
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Inc., Presents-

THE WICKED
TWO REELS
Featuring PADDY McGUIRE, GYPSY
The funny things that
in the Ghargealot Hotel
audiences the country
laughing— will make the

s

^^VOGUE
CIli

FILMS

happen
will set
over to
theatres

RELEASED DEC. 3rd
ABBOTT and BEN TURPIN

showing "The Wicked City" new
patrons — will aid in building real
box-office success. This production directedby Robin Williamson.

Inc., Presents-

T«vo Reels
Featuring

r* ,wyf^M

^Ms'^

CITY

»

SHOT
IN THE FRACAS
i^ii<

fe

V^M Slapi

December

WORLD

ick with a Reaton
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L «Ufif
M^
i
k

O
M
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V?
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Ben Turpin, Paddy

Released

(licGuire and

The inimitable fun makers
of the Vogue studios are at
their very best in this two
act"riot."Thechucklesbe-

»

Dec. lOlh

Rube

Miller

ginon thefirst twenty feetof
filmandgrowmorefrequent
as the story progresses.
Directed by Rube Miller.

Vogue Comedies are distributed Exclusively through
the 68 Mutual
Film
Exchanges
in America

General

VOGUE FILMS, Incorporated
Chicago,

Cilices: 6225 Broadway

III.

16, 1916

Occembtr 16, 1916
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I f you
iare showing
the Gaumont
Sinole Reels;
youarepleas-^
i no*
your
Patrons

Reel Life
See America First
Tours Around theWorld
The Mutual Weekly
6aarD0Dt Co.
FLUSHING,

N. V
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YOUR^A
'>IORACf

LUCKY EXHIBITOR^

{Dm
BAR.RY

IF YOU ARE BOOKING THE
CHRISTIE COMEDIES PRODUCED
BY THESE LAUGH MAKERS. EVERY
WEEK THEY CREATE A CLEAN
CLEVER,CATCHY, CASH CAPTURING

CHRISTIE 0\EDY

DAVEY

-^^

«©/

RHODES
8ILLIC

BETTY
CO/^PSON

^

;HiST!AT6o'ao(Ky
IOPEN MARKET RELEASE
HARRY
HAM

DFCEVABEfl \&"

Christie Fitm (b.
OPPICE AND STUDIOSSUNSET BLVD. AT OOWEriST.
UOS ANCELES.
CAL1FOR.NIA

BURN5

t

/"

hiEAL

Celeascd on tke METRO i

Pro^rain ,Dece mbe r 18

1^

\^
"rA.

y

B.A. KOLFE

yi

ri^

preseyits

ETHEL BAKRYMODE
97vc Awakening g/^
^ Helena Richie
rA

METDO

■wonderpla.y supreme

in.

Five Acts -Directedby John. W.
Nobleybr Rolfe Ph.otoplay5 Iwc.
(ByylrT-an^emfn*- u^itA

HARPER

and BROS.)

^tETp5«
FRANCIS

X.

BUSHMAN

Grea
Fourteen cliapter^s
o£ tke greatest iny5tei::^
the most noble romance,
the finest thrills in the

world.

Supported hya whiri-

wina. newspaper £Lnd billboard catnpSLign umq^tc

in motion picture
adivertisin^

Wonder
in.

^
c
w
5
^^
BEVE

tHe

R LY

and BAYN E

ecret

e ria 1

'Presented by the

TY
I
AL
OU
PICTURES
CORPORATION
Vroduced by the

SERIAL
/x PRODUCING
^\i COMPANY

^^2^o^'

v

MEfcoBSEW

■^

Arouse the

wh^

la
thatu g'hs
last
because
they are
g'enuine
comedies

/here is no finer, no
funnier entertainment
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HENRY W. JAVAGEI

I

All AppGalm£Pii)ePcui
Photoplay Bxii^ciordinaTg

I

I
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5TORM AT SEA
5LAVE MARKET
CANNIBAL FE4ST
PIRATES ATTACK
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HERBERT

Soon To Be
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MR BRIBES
By Marion Crai^ Wentworth
IS SHOWING ro CAPACITY
HOUSES AT ADVANCED
PRICES

11

By TKom.as Dixorv
Author of" The Birth of ANation"

Tlie Great Star atnerBest
Irv A Pcfwerf ul Story
Of MONCY MADNESS—

BRENQNS NEXT PRODUCTION

In A Superb Spectacle

Director General

4 LEWIS J.SELZNICK-SOLE
DISTRIBUTOR^ |
NEW
VORK

^1

rill'. M( A i\i.

I iiccinlHr Ui. I'Md

I'R riKi'. \\i iKii>

SELZNICK#PICTURES

^OEA\A

TALAAD6E

PRESENTS

ROBERT

WARWICK

.

By
BY ARRANGEfAENTWlTH

KLAW ^ERLANGEK

PANTHEA MJUimM
3y

i^o nekton Hof f e
A DRAMA OF
PASSION AND
INTRIGUE
;

'^

HarveyandJ. William
o'Hi^^ins,J.Burns
Harriet ford
THE GREA.TEST
DETECTIVE DRAMA
EVER
SCREENED

:

DIRECTED

BY

X>lF?ECTEr5

B^

'

LEWIS J.SELZNICK-SOLE
DISTRIBUTOR i
NEW
VORK
^

I

JosephM
Schenck
pre.<se:nts
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BRADY- MADE
ARE
THE
BEST
BUY
FOR
YOUR
HOUSE
BECAUSE
THEY

ARE

SO

CONSISTENTLY
GOOD
AND
DEPENDABLE
IN

TITLES, CASTS,

DIRECTION. PLAYS, AND
SEAT - SELLING

VALUE
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'WILLIAM
A. DRADU
PICTUnE
PLAINS ln<.
in asfociotiofi
-i^ i t h
WORLD
PICTUUES
f re parity

ETHEL
CLAYTON
CARLYLE
BLACKWELL

Broke n C hain j" /
DirifctedbyRODERT THORNDU

V.
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POINTER;
Jimfliie Dale

Adapted From the
Protfessional Adventures
of Jiminic Dale in the.
Peoples Magazine
Frank L.Packard

Alia!

The tijiBy
Jeal
Is the
Exhibitors Best Bet
DECAU5E

IT 15 SUPPORTED DY

of Americans ravorite Stars
E.K.Lincoln • • • Edna tluntcr
Doris Mitcticll • • • Paul Panzer
CecauSG it 15 Supported by Eleven Hundred Daily New5paper5
' '^hroughout Ths United States.

because it is m 16 Adventures of the most Thnllmg Kind
because each Adventure 13 a complete story in Two Reels

p^g^Uonmo
utt
i
f
ilm
Cot
pnr
ati
ott
BOOK NOW WITH THE NEAREST
Harry McDae Webster, pres.

Unicorn

126 W. 46 th St., N.Y.City »

Jules Durns-tein, M^r.

Excmanoe

28 Branches Ttirou^out the United Statey

fflffltfflfflfffliiMmmiiiMiiiMiffl

THE EYE/
flUr/EARCH
MONEY FOR YOUR BOX
OFFICE

ARE

' W,"/
//

JIHNIEDMEMJHEtinEYSEAL
PRODUCED BY
E.K.LINCOLN
EDNA HUNTER
Based

on

the

story

by

Frank

H

PAUL PANZER
DORII NITCNELL
L.

Packard

in

the

"People'*

Magazine."

JIHNlEy BUIINE// IN IIFE 1/ CaVHQ MONEY FOR THOIE WHO NEED IT!

BIUY
WE/T CONEDIE/
A /eniEy OF TWO
REEL
YELLX
'HI/ MARRIED LIFE"
'BONB/ ANP BOARDERI

JNICORN
FILM /EI^YICE ;::::::::::::::
-rr : : ::
;:
CORPORATION
;.'
EXECUTIVEBRANCHE/
OFFICE5 126^150
46th 5t. lizzzi::
I!:::::! i-::=::
1!
IN We/t
2d ciTlE/
zzziiz:
■ of f t ■ ■
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MR. MARCUS

J
LOEW

Controlling the Largest
Number
of
Moving Picture Theatres in the World

Has Booked this Spectacular Photoplay
For Every Theatre He Owns

Now!

NEW YORK STATE RIGHTS

ROGSON FILM COMPANY, Inc.
BUFFALO OFFICE
15 West
Swan
Street

NEW YORK OFFICE
218 West 42d Street

w
A serial with a patriotic message A star with tremendous dnming power A production that is all quality-

cPearl of the Arrm^
Dhe militarj-mystery serial
reaturmgr

-^

Siarl white

Jhdie knows how to make serials
tor^hthe has put out twelve 1:)igr
serial successes. ZPearl of the Army"
is timely- it unmasks Artierica 's
secret wesJn the all-star axst are Slalpk
Jiellard, Vfieodore Friehus and
Marie Wayne. Jt is directed by
Edward Jose and produced Vy

A.s'tra
yAdvertised everywhere
(BookitAVW!

SReleased ^ec.'^

Jhthe

J

The most sensational stunt
ever done in a serial istJie
seizinn of Jerry tfyan octopus ift
and
only oneoffiundreds this
of isfhrills!
Our offices Ttave been hesiegecL
Vy telephone calls from fans
wfio want to know how the
octopus fecct iWLS accomplished.

'^'^Tfi
to
up and
runis sure
chiUs ow'
cmig Sfiad
theeldin
makee Slfid
down, the hacks ofaudiences
yut it will keep the people comvig
hack ^r ike next cnapfer. ^'
(MufhyuSyOAkmitor j-

Seeit— thenhqokitj
J¥oduc^dhy^tra

.^

under 6\e directb^efJjndsJOasnier
and Donald Aiackenxie, Teaturing

6raceDarmoHd,MlphMlaMandLe(mBar^

Dathe

Frederick Warde
C^he Jtujst f&yyious Shakesperiaro
actor iVt the country in.

Kifi^ Lear

One of the -world, 's masterpieces.

Produced hy ^Jkanhouser
T^leased \Dec. IJ.

) CLAors

/-/L/i-rrTe: {

Facty tdrjvu!
Beptfrnmg with CavaUeriitv
"Tke Skadow offxerPast "

Jhth£6oUJiooster91ays
have averaqed as kigfi in. quality as any r^attires orv the
market. Vfvpf?-^R£ad these
opiniofis ofjust a ^v of five
'tnan^ exhimtors who Know!
"\ take this opportunity to congratulate you
upon the marked improvement and uniform goodness of the Gold Rooster features. We have had
recently 'The Shine Girl', 'The Test", and 'The
Fugitive' — all excellent pictures."

MariLiger Dunle\'y. The Bank Theatre
Akron, O.

"Your Gold Rooster features are the most
popular moving pictures tte have had. and that is
saying a great deal.as we have played nothing but
the best— or what we thought was the best,until
we adopted John
Gold R.Rooster
films." Hippodrome
t-llioti. Manager
■Younfislown. O.
"I congratulate, you upon 'The Shine Girl.'
It is a real gem and a credit to the Pathe tradeManager OKeefe, The City Square Theatre
and The Cort Theatre, Atlantic City. N. J.
mark."

-Ask our Exchange swerving
yoii to screen some GoldJwoster
iPlqysfdryou. you'll like them,!

(g/4Vg

CfJEY^

THE

SERIAL^ SUPREME

MrsV§rnon Castle
Best known
American woman
in the title role

INTERNATIONAL

Mrs.YernoiiCastle
Exhibitors, the press and New York Society who
saw the private views of Patria, enthusiastically
concede
it to be the greatest serial ever offered.
NOW

BOOKING

INTERNATIONAL

#

y

in PATRIA
National preparedness is the theme of Patria, with
a delightful romance interwoven. Louis Joseph
Vance,
the author,
never
wrote
a better story.
NOW
BOOKING

riw

INTERNATIONAL

•'The Ocean Waif," "The Jockey of Death," "The Flower ot Faith" and "laffery" are features worth seeing
twice. That's the reason why so many return bookings o£ these four splendid features are demanded by motion picture
patrons.
Return bookings mean big box office receipts.

"MOTION

The funniest animated cartoons on the screen.

PICTURE

COCKTAILS"

"THE ORIGINAL K.4TZENJAMMER KIDS."
The series that has made the whole world lau^h.
"BRINGING UP F.-iTHER."
George MacManus' side-splitting character.
** KRAZY K.-\T."
Bv George Herriman, the funniest animal cartoonist,
" JERRY ON THE JOB."
Walt Hoban's famous kid.

C< ATONICEBRIS'
+1ERE
With ME_
SAY, CAN I
SOA<
StLL
YOU A
TfGKE-T
TO
IGNAT2
DARLINK
NEUMONIA ?

EXCHANGES
PITTSBURGH
OMAHA
I.i>S ANGELES
CLEVELAND
So. Olive St
1417 H,nrnej St,
SAN
S04 FRANCISCO
IVnn Ave.
750 Prospect Ave., S. E. NEW91 2 YORK
CITV
I HILADELPHIA
KANSAS
CITV
280 W.Golden Gate Av.
729 Seventli Ave.
1335 WASHINGTON
Vine St.
1305 Walnut St.
N.
SEATTLE
712 lltb St.
1214^- Tbirtl Ave.
AGENCIES
DETROIT
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW ORLEANS
INDIANAPOLIS
SALT LAKE
CITY
St 71 Griswold St 606 Produce Esch. Bldg. 315 Carondolette St. New Lyric Theatre Bldg. 131 East Second South St

ATLANTA
CHICAGO
146 Marietta St
207 So. Wabash
BOSTON
CINCINNATI
148 Piedmont St.
532 Walnut St.
ST. r.OT:is
3313 Olive St
ALBANY
BfFFALO
68 State St. 39 Erie

I I

WE. MAkCe. THINSSJ
MOVE
IN OER.
MOOTING

^

N
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^^^ ^^Ireas.

"STORY FIRST!"
Art Dramas pictures are produced on the principle cf "story first ! "
Good direction, fine acting, and splendid settings and photography
make them powerful box office magnets.

'•THE LASH OF DESTINY," featuring GERTRUDE McCOY,
embodies ail of these requisites for an Art Dramais picture, it \A/ill
be released December 14th, and distributed by the best exchange in
every territory.

^^

DISTRIBUTORS OF AKT
NEW

DKAMAS

PICTURES

YORK and NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
Modern
Feature
Photoplays,
Inc.,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
Chas. H. Strcimcr,
Mgr.

SOUTHERN
OHIO
and KENTUCKY
Tri-Slate Film Exchange, Inc.,
Strand Thratrc
Bldg.,
Cincinnati, 0.

NEW ENGLAND STATES
Art Dramas, Inc., of New England,
20S Pleasant
Aviniic.
Boslon. Mass.
Edw. A. Golden, Mgr.

ILLINOIS, INDIANA and
SOUTHERN
WISCONSIN
Art Dramas
Service, Inc.,
207 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 1!I.
R. O. Proctor. Mgr.

SOUTHERN
NEW JERSEY.
EASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA.
MARYLAND.
DELAWARE.
VIRGINIA
and DISTRICT
OF
COLUMBIA
Electric Theatre Supply Co.,
IJth and Vine Streets, Philadelphia,
Pa.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA and NEVADA
De Luxe I-ilm Lasky Corporatinn,
Humboldt BIdg., San Francisco, Cal.
Mark M. Leichlcr, Mgr.
SOUTHERN

WEST

VIRGINIA
934

and WESTERN
PENNSYLVANIA
Liberty Film Rrnlin(( Co.,
Penn Avenue.
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Mayer
Silverman,
Mgr.

MICHIGAN
Tri-Slalc
Film Exchange, Inc.,
\y\ Broa.U.iy.
Dt-ir-.it. Mich.
A. W. Blankmeyrr, Mgr.
NORTHERN OHIO
Tri -Stale Film Exchange, Inc.,
Sincere BIdg., aeveland. O.

De

Luxe

CALIFORNIA.
ARIZONA
NEW MEXICO
Film Lasky Corporation,
Los Angeles, Cal.

TEXAS and OKLAHOMA
Boehringer
Amusement
Company,
Ernst

Boehringer,

Mgr.

LOUISIANA and ARKANSAS
Boehringer
Amusement
Company,
Ernst

Boehringer,

EXKUTIVC OrriCES - 116 WL5T39"5T.

Mgr.

and

846

3

UNSOLICITED LETTERS OF APPRECIATION WERE
RECEIVED BY PETER B. KYNE AFTER HIS STORY

"The Land Just
Over Yonder"
APPEARED

THE SATURDAY

IN

EVENING

POST

TEN MILLION PEOPLE WHO READ THIS STORY
WILL SEE IT ON THE SCREEN. YOU CANNOT
AFFORD TO MISS YOUR SHARE IN THIS TREMENDOUS AVALANCHE OF PUBLIC INTEREST.
BOOK THIS SIX REEL FEATURE NOW FROM THE
NEAREST UNITY EXCHANGE. YOU CANNOT
LOSE.

Produced by the
Dudley Motion Picture Mfg. Co.
Redlands, California
EXCLUSIVELY

DISTRIBUTED

UNITY
7?9 7th AVE.,NEW YORK

BY

■:•:■:

■ ■ ■
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KLEINE-EDISON-SELIGESSANAY
,> V

y"^

HERE'S A SURPRISE!

ai'.-^

ESSANAY

George K. Spoor, President
offe

AN EXTRA

FEATURE

The PHANTOM BUCCANEER
presenting

RICHARD C. TRAVERS
and

GERTRUDE

GLOVER

A thrilling story of a South American revolution — a vendetta which leads to a chase across seas and continents —
a girl's attempted assassination of the "double" of an
adventurer — the slaying of the real adventurer by conspirators— the accusation of the girl and the "double"
— their rescue in the shadow of the gallows — iheir
realization of love.
By Victor Bridges

Directed

by

J. Charles

Haydon

SCREEN TIME, 1 HOUR, 20 MINUTES
-.:^»N

^

6EOR6E

1333

ARGYLE

K. SPOOR

STREET.

PRCSIDENT

CHICAGO

0
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HENRY
^

THE

^^v. MARY

-Mr

^r

B.

FOREMOST

ACT

CHARLESON
IS PRESENTED

IN

"TheTruant Soul"

I

I

A SUPER

FEATURE

The greatest of all the great WALTHALL
photoplays
99

-!*r
^^
-ST

himself says :

SCREEN

^^

^-Mr

He

" It is my

TIME

Arranged by Charles J. McGuirk

masterpiece

2 HOURS
Directed by Harry Beaumont

Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay Service

mp^
Trademark
Rep. U 8. Pat. 1907

GEORGE

K. SPOOR, PRESIDENT

1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
«»«»«»«>«»
1& -*J/»1& ^8» •il>
l?r ^ ■^l>^ 1?» <?» ■«J>«?» 1?» ^J>1?» 1?» •<il>^
1?» 1?» ■«1>lS> ^ -^i*i& ^^ -<(>■
l8f ts» ^ -^Iv^I^
^ ^ dU -«x<
«
-^^■^t^
^** i+i -^J^
i+» ^J^
iT» -^l*W^ -il^
-4* *+^ -*1>*+» *** ■%J>*** ^+* ■*>■■»{>■
«^ "T^ """ ■»!>■
*+^ **" •*>■
^t^ "^^ -^l**** "** ■«il»*♦* ^" -*>■
^t* ^*^ ■<|>--«il>"* *" ^" 'T* -^Xr^+* *+■
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WALTHALL
OR OF THE

SCREEN

Victor Rousseau's Powerful
Drama of a Hidden Menace

1609
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KLEINE-EDISON-SELIGESSANAY

READ What the CRITICS
Say of "THE CHAPERON"
presenting

EDNA MAYO s EUGENE O'BRIEN
"The Chaperon is sure to find favor in any audience.
It is light, clever,
Motography
wholly commendable.
The action is brisk and entertaining."
"The Chaperon is a frothy picture
. . . interesting and amusing.
The
stars play in lively fashion and are well supported."
New York Morning Telegraph
"In The Chaperon we have an interesting story of American life, with
incidents that whet the interest of the spectators up to the close."
Moving Picture World
"The Chaperon is entertaining
...
an entirely human picture and the '
fun in it is the result of natural situations enacted with corresponding feeling."
Motion Picture News

SCREEN

TIME

1 HOUR

Other

Essanay

AND

19 MINUTES

By Marion Fairfax

Directed_by' Arthur Berthelet

"The Prince of Graustark"
"The Sting of Victory"
"That Sort"
"The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row"
"The Havoc"
"Vultures of Society"
"Captain Jinks of the Horse Marines"
"The Al'ster Case"
"The Crimson
Wing"
"The Blindness of Virtue"
"The White Sister"
"Graustark"

Features
"The Return of Eve"
"According to the Code"
"Sherlock
Holmes"
"Charlie Chaplin's Burlesque on Carmen"
"The Discard"
"The Misleading Lady"
"A Daughter
of the City"
"The Raven"
"The Man Trail"
"In the Palace of the King"
"The Slim Princess"

George K, Spoor, President

1333 ARGYLE

^S»^

STREET.

CHICAGO

ncixii\l)or 1(>. I'»16
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CAT
Features
BIG SEATING CAPACITY
Attraction
100 of the most thrilling and fascinating stories ever written.
Do you realize what a drawing card this is? Do you see
the certainty of packing your house with this continuous
form of advertising?

"THE EGG"— Dec. S— Screen time 32 minutes.
"IN A LOOKING GLASS"— Dec. 12— Screen time 33 minutes.
"THE LITTLE BROWN MOLE" — Dec. 19 — Screen time 31
minutes.
"THE GIRL GOD MADE
time 33 minutes.

FOR

JONES"

— Dec. 26 — Screen

December 16. 1916
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3Fr0m tV ^Hug^r
Kalem's

Biblical

Masterpiece

Offers a holiday attraction of distinction and universal appeal.
A never-failing business-bringer, it places the stamp of quality
on the house in which it is shown. In five beautiful reels, staged
by Kalem in the authentic locations in the Holy Land, impressive
and gripping in its reverent portrayal of the story of the centuries.

The
One
Production
That
You
MUST Have For the Holiday Season
BOOK

KALEM

DIRECT

FROM

THE

COMPANY

235 West 23rd Street,

NEW

YORK

Strikingly artistic four color posters in one,
three, and eight sheet sizes, many styles, a twenty-four
sheet stand, handsome slides, couriers in two sizes, etc.

CITY

THE

1614
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The HAZARDS
The record-holding Mm

of HELEN

series has proven to thousands of exhibitors in the trying test

of a two-year run that Helen Gibson's sen sational exploits mean
anteed packed house every weeit.

Make

Your Patrons
ii

one sure-fire, guar-

"Helen Gibson Fans" — They'll Do the Rest If You Start with the
Next Episode:

THE MIDNIGHT

EXPRESS"

Running a iTKitorcvcle on ti^ a tlat car and then leaping to a speeding train
as shown above is only one of the thrills in this stirring one reeler.
Released
Saturday,
December
16ih

"The Icemen and the Artist"

Ham, Bud, Ethel Teare and Henry
Murdoch in a laugh that lasts for a
thousand
feet.
Released Tuesday, Dec. 12th.

"THE

MENACE"

"The Stain of Chuckawalla"
Marin Sais and True Boardman "clean
up" a frontier town in a two reel episode of *'The Girl from Frisco."
Released
Wednesday, Dec. 13th.

An Episode of "Grant, Police Reporter"

Red-blooded thrills follow each other in rapid succession in this episode of Kalem's
one reel super-series.
Grant
foils an anarchist's
plot that has New York's
Police
Parade
as its object.
Featuring
George Larkin
and Ollie Kirkby.
Released
Friday, Dec. 15th.

Eye-catching one and three sheet posters on all one reelers;
one, three and six sheets on "The Girl from Frisco."

KALEM
235 West

^

23rd Street

COMPANY
New

YorR

City
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l.ict ili.ii few pictures are as bad as they are painted on the
posters and that pruriently suggestive titles are seldom
justified by the scenes of the pictures that follow.

»

:cond Class Maitcr

p. CHALMERS. Founder.
Published Weekly by the

CHALMERS
J. P.
J. F.
L.J.
John

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

17 MADISON AVENUE. NEW YORK CITY.
(Telephone. 3510 Madison Square)
Chalmers, Sr
President
Chalmers
Vice-President
Chalmers
Secretary and Treasurer
Wylie
General Manager

The office of the company
CHICAGO
OFFICE— Suite 917-919
St.. Chicago. III. Telephone,
P.^CIFIC COAST
OFFICE-Haas
Los .\ngeles. Cal.
Telephone,

is the address of the officers.
Schiller Building. M West
Randolph
Central 5099.
Building, Seventh St. an.1 Broadu-ay,
Broadway
464'),

SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and
Philippine Islands
$3.00 per year
Canada
3.50 per year
Foreign Countries (Postpaid)
4.00 per year
Changes of address should give both old and new addresses in full and
be clearly written. Two weeks' time may be required to effect the
alteration.
^

ADVERTISING
RATES.
CussiFiED .AnvERTisiNG— I'lif ilollar tor twenty words or less;
over twenty words, five cents per word.
DisPL.w AoxxnTisiNc Rates made known on application.

NOTE — Address all correspondence, remittances and subscriptions to
MOVING PICTURE WORLD. P. O. Box 226. Madison Square Station.
New York, and not to individuals.
Wri.frj- to thin issue trill he found on patic 1702.1
"CINEMLINDIAL." the monthly Spanish edition of the .Moving Picture World, is published at 17 Madison Avenue by the Chalmers Publishintr Company,
It reaches the South American market.
Yearly subscripti"r. 51 -" A'lvrr'isinc rntes on applic.ition,

Saturday, December

16, 1916

Facts and Comments
AI-TER all what a big fine world this is. How it
^ves us all a ehance ami a sqiiarc deal and yet
how smoothly it runs along with or without our
indiviilual helj).

*

*

*

N<

)\\ that ."^uiiilay picture shows have been ileclareil
illegal by a branch of the supreme court having
lurisdiclion over a certain part of Xew York state.
shall picture theaters merely keep open, as do the soda
fountains and the merry-go-rounds, or build "family entrances" like the saloon ? .Might it not be possible to invent some such subterfuge as the "Raines law .samlwich. "
or must picture theater managers run "l)linti pigs ' and
"speak easys"? The situation lends ilseU to various
forms of treatment. Come to think of it, in most houses
the main lobby is the real faiiiilv entrance.

«

* '*

RI•"CF.^■TI.^■ a picture was prohibiteil in .\'cw York
city because of its suggestive title. Was it not misleading titles and posters that first brought about
-ensorship of pictures?
Il has come to be a rccogniz-^d

♦

*

W.-V.^HINGTON, D. C, is agitating the subject of
children's programs and several meetings have
been held looking forward to some scheme for
such special programs. Yet it was in Washington that
an alert exhibitor — we think of the Pastime theater — who
was the first, in all probability, to run a Saturday morning
matinee for school children. The Capital seems to be
both first and last in line; but the line is lengthening and
strengthening, in both quality and popularity, and movements similar to that in Washington arc becoming the
regular thing. The reason is strong, for it will be the
kiddies and their mammas who will stand by the motion
picture in its hour of greatest trial.

THE
thing that makes real showmanship rare is the
ililticulty one has in seeing the defect in his theater
or show that will cost him money to correct. It
takes courage to face the music and it is a deal easier to
dream along and complain while one's competitor sees
things as they are and is willing to deny himself many
things in order to pay for success. It is expensive to
redecorate a theater the.sc days, and adequate ventilating
plants are not to be had for the asking, eitlier ; but an
exhibitor who is too much afraid of getting stuck on the
harbor shoals will never get out to sea nor bring a ricli
cargo home.
THE
Essanay scheme of announcing the running
time of a film instead of its length is a step in the
right direction, but we are afraid that some operators are not paying attention. The speeded picture is
an injustice to the actors, a hurt to the director and an
outrage upon the public. The announced running time
is the first step. The ne.xt should be the universal adoption
of this practice and refusal to rent to theaters that materially shorten the running time. Tlie dailv press could
help much by giving publicity to tile proper tiiiie .scheilules.
DEH.\RRI\C, the reporters alter having voted to
admit them and after having held three open
sessions for
and the
a part
of a fourth "will not add to the
public respect
deliberations
of the committee investigating thecharges of Fleischmaii i^ ( ioldreyer against
Lee A. Ochs. president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of .\merica. The exhibitors of the United States
and Canada, and especially those who are members of the
League, have a right to know what, if any. evidence may
lie brought out to substantiate the allegations that Mr.
< )chs has prostituted his high olTice for personal gain.
What is there to conceal ?

AX

LVTICRESTI.VG address on the tpiestion of
Sunday motion picture shows will be found on
another page of this issue of the Moving Pictl-ri:
World. It was written by Gustavus A. Rogers and was
the subject of a lecture delivered by him at the College
of the City of Xew York recently. Mr. Rogers is an
attorney of iirominence in Xew York and has given considerable attention to the relation of the law to the motion
picture, and in his discussion of the question he gives
reasons which, in his belief, will influence the high court
jutlges to uphold the right of the people to attend Sunday
motion picture shows.
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Star Exactions
name "Abra" as the brand of prous useductionthe
to be made famous by superior quality.
The Abra brand must eventually mean something
to exchange men and exhibitors if there is to be any such
thing as good will in the business of making and marketing
moving pictures. Without a relatively high position no
producer can have more than a temporary success and
an unstable value which may vanish at any time, as it
recently has in the case of old and seemingly well-established concerns. W'hat is the stock of any motion picture
concern in the country really worth if it has nothing more
back of it than assets that could be turned into cash and
■ an organization ready to do business ?
The few concerns which have aimed steadily at the
establishment of an Abra brand are not herein referred
to except as they have yielded to a policy against their
own good judgment. Many such producers have started
determinedly on the right lines, but have had confidence in
their own judgment shaken by a new condition which is
bound to grow more burdensome the longer it is continued. This condition has not been brought about ty
the exchanges, nor by the exhibitors, nor by the people
who attend the picture shows. Producers themselves are
responsible.
Almost from the very moment that the attractive visualization ofstories became possible, a story-loving public
of many millions flocked to the httle theaters and created a
demand beyond the power of producers to supply. Great
fortunes were made, not because the demand was adequately met, but because it was always far in excess of
the supply. There are even producers modest enough and
sensible enough to admit that this is the plain and unvarnished truth. Manna fell on their heads.
These enormous and unexpected profits were demoralizing. Men were in the business to make money and they
w'ere getting it so fast that appeals made in these columns
week after week for improvement and progression were
not heeded. Even these editorials excited antagonism.
What business was it of mine to point out a business
policy to those who were in the game and rivaling the
richest gold mines in the matter of profits. Men were
getting rich so fast that their egotism went up to the
boiling point — they imagined that they were creating the
demand.
More careful judgment has since been applied, but it
has been influenced by the necessity of filling a program.
If an exhibitor changes his features so many times a
week he must have so many hundred new releases a year.
Hence the driving process, .'\uthors must write masterpieces in a week. Directors must hustle day and night
and all with an extravagant lack of system. I5ig features
are hurried to completion w-ith the usual result of too
much haste. There was, and still is, a wretched incompleteness, like that of a badly printed book, in the visualization of these stories, obvious to critic and public.
All the weaknesses which result from rush production
may be pointed out by the critic — the public has no such
chance. In front there has long been recognition of
mediocre story structure and treatment and there was
no Abra brand to which people could turn with assurance
of enjoying a superior quality of story. The storv did
not count with the producer — how could it with the audience? Production w'as the whole thing. Production
of what? Production, w-hen apphed specifically to a
work of art carries to the senses, particularh' in the case
of an art of expression something of value or interest to
be adequately expressed.
LET

PICTURE
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By Louis Reeves Harrison
Let us produce something. No matter what it is, let
us go to work and photograph it. Production is everything. Spend money freely in that department and in
every other department, but as little as possible on what
is produced. What a brilliant idea ! How could any
Abra brand be built up, as is every business of sound
principles, by any such methods? Years ago one house
rose to eminence through turning out pictures superior
to the great mass. If the pictures of that brand were
shown on Wednesday, exhibitions were crowded to the
doors that day. The producers made many millions, grew
indifferent, refused to recognize artistic elements in their
organization, and they are now merely a remembrance of
former glory.
There have been attempts since that time to establish
a brand, especially by talented directors, and with partial
success, but the most important element of production,
the thing to be produced, has not yet been given full consideration. People in front have grown weary of the independability of this or that brand of photoplay and have
looked about them for something on which to fasten
attention. One thing always good in a production is the
attractive personality of this or that unusually good interpreter ofthe pictured story.
The superior interpreter of a story, especially when
possessing an engaging personality, is now and always will
be of high value. That fact is strongly established. There
is nothing new or startling about it. It is not my purpose
to dim the luster of any shining star, but rather to give
that star bigger and better opportunity. Besides, the star
has a right to coin money out of the helplessness of the
producer just as the producer did out of the helplessness
of the public.
The moving picture public has been compelled to depend
upon the player rather than the play; the star exacts a
large salary instead of a small royalty, as authors do, and
the producer now finds that it is not his brand which
counts — his concern is practically valueless, having no intrinsic worth of its own, if he is abandoned by his stars.
X'o matter if he turns out an Abra brand of the most
entertaining and interesting kind, he cannot dispose of it
to any large and profitable extent unless he pins a star
on the cast.
It is not too late to remedy this dangerous condition.
Let us chase around and find some screen authors. Where
are they? It is now generally recognized that novelists
seldom make good dramatists, and dramatists rarely good
novelists — each art has its own creative and constructive
methods, but, as yet, no attempt has been made to nourish
and encourage those writers for the screen who have
shown an aptitude for the work. Some of those who
have succeeded are having all creative talent crushed out
of them as hack writers for small salaries ; white others
are occasionally permitted to write seven-reel masterpieces in five days, the height of absurdity even from a
physical standpoint.
Let stars ascend to lofty heights and shine as brightly
as they can, but if this business of production is not composite, depending upon a harmony of effort on the part
of author, director and interpreter, if it must depend entirely upon the actor, he cannot be blamed for exacting
such a proportion of the profits as he actually represents
in the assets of a concern engaged in production. From
the controlling attitude, we may expect to see, in due
course of time, producers as poor, neglected and humble
as the author.
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Something for Nothing a e is ®
UNDOL'lSTKDl.V ixl)il)itors arc no ditTcrcnt from
|H;oplc ill other lines of business in their readiness
to consider any scheme that seems to promise something for nothing. Judging from the complaints received
at this ollice from all over the country, we should say
that theater men neglect very few opportunities to try
out the plan of any promoter who presents any kind
of a proposition along the line of a beauty contest for a
solid silver spoon, or anything that offers to increase his
patronage at no cost to himself.
It does seem strange that business men will listen t'
the glowing descriptions of these promoters and enter
into their schemes without knowing of their responsibility as to whether the solid silver spoon will be forthcoming for so many green tickets or whether any of the
obligations of the promoters will be met. The warnings
that we have published in response to numerous complaints along this line should convince anyone of the
necessity of a thorough investigation before entering into
.iny of these schemes.
One of the worst phases of the whole proposition is
that it is usually the theater patrons that are disappointed
and who. as a consequence, carry a grudge against the
theater management. It is not an easy matter to explain
the failure of the promoters to live up to their agreement and it is quite safe to state that the majority of
these popularity or beauty contests and premium and
gift schemes result in dissatisfaction and an actual loss
of patronage far more often than otherwise.
In the same category might be placed the many plans
evolved from tiine to time which promise exhibitors
relief or better conditions under the guise of stock promotions for exhibitors' co-operative film manufacturing
or film renting with their exaggerated statements of yearly
saving and large profits. Advancing capital with which
the other fellow may do business is a mighty poor business investment, whether the plan is an advance deposit, a
payment for stock, a promise of a large share of mutual
profits or an unearned bonus of any sort.
We venture to say that there is not a single individual
who has been connected with the film industry for the
past few years and who has any knowledge of actual
conditions who does not realize that the same laws of
supply and demand operate in the moving picture industry exactly the same as they do in any other line
of business. Again, anyone who is at all familiar with
present conditions is well aware of the fact that there is
perhaps even more keen competition in this field at
present, both manufacturing and exhibiting, than can be
found in any other industry. Why is it that so many
connected with the business for years are still ready to
listen to any Moses who comes along and offers to lead
ihcm out of the present difficulties into a land of large
profits and quick returns by any kind of a scheme that
■ an be supported by a plausible "line of talk?" P.eautifullv
engraved stock certificates may be printed at so much per
thousand like the colored inserts in our advertising pages
and in themselves they have far less earning capacity.
Glowing promises on the part of those who have never
yet demonstrated any particular interest in the welfare of
the exhibitor as such may reasonably be discounted,
especially when past performances show no interest beyond that of personal profit and advancement and the
development of purely personal business schemes. Under
the present unsatisfactory conditions in the industry in
many sections of the country what opportunities are
presented for a strong organization representing exhibi-
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tors over the whole country. A real representative
organization and one including at least a fair proportion
of the bigger men in the exhibiting field whose investments run into very considerable figures would be welcomed by every branch of the industry. Such an organization, however, should be too large and representative
of the exhibiting interests in every part of the country
to be used other than for the best interests of the whole.
A word to the wise, ORGANIZE.

Ignorant Criticism
OLKtwo only
valuable
spaceis tosuchthese
lettersreason
is thatforwe devoting
believe the
first letter
an
excellent example of the mental calibre of those who
in these days still hold such unwarranted views of niovinR
pictures. The second letter is also an e.xcellcnt example of
the temperate and dignified yet forceful "come back" that
every friend of the pictures should be prepared with.
Treasurer Oldt and the Third Street Theater Company of
Easton, Pa., arc to be congratulated on their record of cooperation and interest in local welfare and betterment It
is this sort of attitude on the part of exhibitors everywhere
that will do most to overcome any local agitation for censorship or special regulation that may spring up. Exhibitors
like every other business man, have everything to gain by
cultivating and retaining the good will of their fellow townsman. It is also the most unanswerable reply to unjust
criticism.
Mr.
Chas. F.
..
^,.
„ Oldt.,
«.j
Easton.
Pa.

Bangor, Pa., Novemlwr 27th. 1916.

Dear Sir — [ ani In receipt of your letter dated the 24th Inst. Tou
ask me am I reported correctly In the papers in saying that young
people going to the moving pictures are "going with the foes of God."
I have no recollection of sayiDg any such thing, it is not like
language I usually use along that line. It isn't half strong enough,
hut I agree with every word of it, (or I am sure that both those who
are running the shows and those who go to them, are going with the
foes of God and the church. I don't know any other institution to-day
that is doing more to hinder the work of God and the church, than the
Moving Picture showa.
You never find anyone engaged In that line of bualnesa who makes
any protefsion of being an out and out Christian. He may go to
church and even be a member of one. but he hasn't much use for the
religion of the Lord Jesus. If the Preacher Is true to his ordination
vows and strikes out against such a thing, he gets out of the church.
or gets the preacher out of it. You never find the patrons of such
places very good prayers or attenders at the prayer meetings or ever
trying to win others to the Lord Jesus.
Hut there is no use my arguing with you about it. for you are In it
for the money you can get out of it. and whether it is wrong or right,
you'll stay right there, but you can depend on me doing all I can
everywhere to keep the young from frequenting such places. I am
against you and your business, for you and it are against God and
the Church. I would lose the favor of God if I gained yours or those
with you in that sort of Yours
business.
me.
very Believe
sincerely.
(Signed)
WM. NICHOLSON.
Rev.

Wm.
P.
Nicholson,
«,
„ ...
^ .
Easton. Pa., November. 28, 1916.
Bangor, Pa.
I>ear Sir— I beg to acknowledge your favor of yesterday In answer
to my inquiry as to your reference to the management and patrons of
Motion Picture theaters as "foes of God." I note that you say It Is
useless to argue with me as I am In the business for the money I
can get out of it. I might reply to your statement by saying I doubt
If you would pursue these evangelistic activities unless you made some
money
of them.
I not end.
right? I think we are about "Ofty-tltty"
when itoutcomes
to theAmmoney
Y'our statements were a great surprise to me. and I can only think
thoy are made because you are not familiar with our business or the
class of people to whom wo cater. They are without a doubt greatly
superior In intelligence and character to the majority of those you
draw to your meetings. For example In this city we recently gave invitations to all ministers of all denominations and over three fourths of
them attended. When you state that we never do anything towards
winning others to tho Lord Jeeus you show a lamentable lack of Information as to what the film Industry has done along this line I
venture
to say that the Picture entitled. "The Life of Our Saviour"
has
educated
millions of people as to His llfo and made them know
many things about It which they never knew before. Last year on
one occasion we showed tho picture In this theater for the benefit
of a
local church. The receipts were tmn. and we took J.'W to cover our
necessary house expenses and gave J.'iOO to the church. Furthermore you
may not know that every picture shown in tho state of Pennsylvania
has l>cen passed by the National Board of Censorship, a large number
of which are clergymen of the highest standing.
A year ago when a revival campaign was about to be started wo
donated the use of our theater two days to the organization committee, etc.
I don't presume any of my statements will change your opinion of an
Industry which
now ranks fourth in the land, but which is your main
opposlUon In attracting the public, but I will say that I can hardly
conceive how a real sincere Christian could compose the Insulting and
libelous letter which was addressed to me and signed by you.
I shall see to It that it is given national publicity in our trade
Journal.
Tours very truly.

(Signed) CHARLES

F. OLDT. Treasurer.
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Natianal Association Has Busy Week ^ ^
Many Meetings of Sub-Committees Held and
Considerable Business Transacted —
Board of Directors Also Holds
Extended Session
THANKSGIVING WEEK was a busy one for the National Association of the Motion Picture Industrj'.
There were meetings of the Board of Directors and
meetings by several of the various classes into which the
membership of the Association has been divided. They met
morning, afternoon and evening, stopping only for a session
with Marse Turkej' on Thanksgiving Day.
Probably the big meeting was that of the Board of Directors on Wednesday, Nov. 29. It convened at 11 o'clock
and lasted till quite late in the afternoon. Present at this
session were President Wm. A. Brady, Director General of
the World Film Corporation, who presided, and the following directors: William L. Sherrill, President Frohman
Amusement Corp.. New York; Adolph Zukor, Famous
Plaj-ers Lasky Corp.; Maurice A. Choynski, Newberry theater, Chicago; Thomas Furniss. Brunswick Amusement Company. Duluth, Minn.; Frederick J. Herrington. Pittsburgh,
Pa.: Peter J. Jeup, Detroit, Mich.; Frank J. Rembusch, Shelby ville. Ind.; Samuel H. Trigger, Tremont theater. New
York; A. P. Tugwell, Los Angeles, Cal.; Donald J- Bell, Bell
& Howell Co.. Chicago, Ills.; J. E. Brulatour. Eastman
Kodak Company, New York: J. H. Hallberg, New York;
Hiram Abrams, Paramount Pictures Corp.. represented by
Kenneth Hodkinson; Walter W. Irwin, Vitagraph V-L-S-E,
Inc.. New York; P. A. Powers. Universal Film Corp.. New
York: Richard A. Orwland. Metro Pictures Corp., New
York; Fred J. Beecroft, New York Dramatic Mirror. New
York; F. C. Gunning. Times Building. New York; Arthur
James, Metro Pictures Corp.
Probably the most interested action taken v^-as the appointment of a committee consisting of Wm. A. Brady, P.
A. Powers, Arthur James, Samuel H. Trigger and Louis L.
Levine to plan out and assemble the series of all star films
to be shown in the theaters of the country for the profit of
the -Association. The manufacturers who are members of
the Association have offered to furnish cutouts from all their
great pictures, and these will be assembled in five or more
reels, each complete in itself and showing "How the Stars
Make Love," "Great Facts of Great Stars," "Funny Scenes
with the Funny Stars," "Movies stunts and Daredevil Feats,"
"Great Thrills." etc. These reels will be rented to exhibitors and will be shown all over the country-. It was
decided that the regular meetings of the Board of Directors
should be held quarterly, the first to be held in March, 1917.
on a date to be set by President Wm. A. Brady.
The board voted to join the National Fire Protection Association, and was extremely interested in the verbal report of the meeting of the Fire Prevention Regulation and
Insurance Committee which was held on Tuesday. Executive Secretary Elliott was appointed as a committee of one
to confer with the National Association and Manufacturers
regarding the co-operation of the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry with it in its plans for National
education for the conservation of all the industrial resources
in the United States. The immediate request of the manufacturers isthat the set of ten slides containing the text of
some of their educational posters be used in the motion picture theaters of the country.
A ingresolution
the Authors*
America
regardthe Sunday of
closing
question League
was readof and
received
with
appreciation.
The text of this resolution was as follows:
WHEREAS. The Executive Committee feels that a closing of motion
picture houses on Sundays affects the interests of many members of
the .\utTior's League who are engaged in writing for motion pictures, and
WHEREAS. In the opinion of the Executive Committee, the Sunday
opening of motion picture houses has not injured community morals,
but ha.s rather tendered
to improve
them, now. therefore be it
RESOLVED. That it is the sense of the Executive Committee that
the A'jthor's
Inc.. should
against
SundayLeague
closing orof America,
motion picture
houses. exert its full influence

The Authors' League was the first of the big organizations
interested in the industry to affiliate with the National .Association.
Charters of affiliation were issued to the Slide Manufacturers' Association and to the Association of Motion Picture
Advertisers, Inc.
The secretary also informed the directors

that similar action was about to come from Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, and that other organizations of a
relative position in the industry would soon be forthcoming. The report of Treasurer J. E. Brulatour showed an
exceedingly
prosperous
in work
the has
Association's
treasury indicating
that thecondition
organization
produced
very substantial returns in a financial way, and that the
Association is taking care of itself thoroughly.
Executive Secretary Frederick H. Elliott's report showed
that in the brief life of the National Association its membership has increased to twenty-three producing companies,
with prospects of having at least ninety per cent, representation by the first of the year. There are ten distributors,
seventeen of the most important supply and equipment
houses, and over one hundred individual members.
Meeting of Fire Prevention Committee.
The

committee on Fire Prevention Regulations and Insurance held its meeting on Tuesday, Nov. 28. Upon its
recommendations the National Association has officially
joined the "safety first" movement. Working on the basis
of investigations made by J. F. Ancona. expert of the Eastman Kodak Company, the Association will endeavor tO induce the makers, distributors and exhibitors of film to do
two things. (1) Clean up their establishments and adopt all
basic principles of care and caution, and (2) to follow out
to the letter all local regulations of city fire departments
and insurance companies.
The committee is working toward an ultimate adjustment
of insurance rates on film and buildings where film is kept,
but the decision yesterday was to get the industry above
criticism. The losses due to film fires have been surprisingly
small in proportion to the vast total of money invested in
the business, but the insurance rates are high, due to the
apparent
risks. counsel of the National Association of the
The general
Motion Picture Industry is to speak on December 9 at the
Safety First Convention in Baltimore, and at that time the
first official action of the motion picture people will be in
the form of recommended regulations for the motion picture industry.
Meeting of the Producers' Branch.
At the meeting of the Producers' Branch, held Tuesday
evening, Nov. 28, the question of the relation of the producers and the stars was taken up. The subject came up
on the case of a star whose contract had expired while he
was in the middle of a picture, and who had refused to finish
the picture, which action had cost the producing company
$10,000. After discussion the following resolution bearing
on this special case w"as adopted:
RESOLVED, That it is the sense and feeling of the Producers" Committee of the National Association, that in the event an artist commences performance on a photoplay, it is for the best interests of the
industry that such artist, irrespective of any time limitations in his
contract, should finish the production in which he is engaged, and in
the event that such artist does not finish the production, such artist
be deemed to be hostile to the best interests of the industry.

Following up this determination it was resolved to establish a bureau of information which will issue reports
similar to those of established commercial agencies, whio?i
reports will be confidential and open to members only.
On the question of State Rights the producers committee
adopted this resolution:
RESOLVED,
That isthat
is the
sense ofhe the
Producers'
of the
Xational
Association,
it would
hostile
to the Committee
best interests
of
the motion picture industry for a purchaser of territorial rights of a
motion picture photoplay to rent or lease a photoplay for which such
limited rights were leased or purchased, without the territory covered
by the contract of such distributor, and it is further the sense of this
committee that any infractions of such contracts will be reported to
the committee as a whole or its secretary.

This phase of the work will also come under the jurisdiction of the bureau of information.
Question of Advance Deposits.
The vexed question of the advance deposits now required
of exhibitors by many of the leading distributing companies
had its innings at the meeting of the Producers'. Distributors'
and Exhibitors' Branch, on Tuesday afternoon. Nov. 28. and
wound up on Wednesday after the close of the meeting of
the Board of Directors of the National .\ssociation- .\fter
a general discussion, pro and con, it was agreed that the
Exhibitors' Branch, which is made up of the membership of
the Exhibitors' League of America, formulate what it holds
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would be a fair plan to be subiiiit(i:U in writing to the distributors.
President William A. Brady presided at both meetings,
and there were also present the following: Walter W. Irwin.
P. A. Powers, William L. Shcrrill, ['resident of Frohman
Amusement Corp. ; Frederick H. Elliott, Executive Secretary: William M. Scabury. General Cousel; Samuel H. TrigRcr, Louis L. l^evine, Charles If. Phillips, Peter J. Jcup,
.\. I', 'ruiiwell. Thomas Fnrniss, Maurice .-V Choynski, Frank
J.
Rembusch,
Frederick
Herrington,
W'illiam J. Sweeney,
Louis
H. Frank,
Lee A. J.Ochs,
Alfred Hamberger.
In the course of the meeting. President Brady olTercd as
a suggestion a plan for incorporating the Exhibitors' League
of .\merica so that it would become a tinancially responsible
organization, when it could then guarantee the accounts of
its members to the distributors of films. President Brady
felt that this would not only solve the difficulty of the distributor, but would furnish strength to the Exhibitors'
League, which would result in bringing every desirable e.xhibitor into its organization to the advantage of the entire
industry. The exhibitors felt that this plan was not immediately practicable.
The Transportation Question.
Al meeting of the transportation committee, held on
Friday, Dec. 1. William L. Sherrill. president of the Frohman
.\musement Corporation, presided, and directors of the .\ssociation from all over the country including the Pacific
slope were present. Complaints regarding delayed C. O. D.
Shipments, destruction of posters during transport, belated
deliveries, red tape inapplicable to film shipments, etc.. were
received and remedies discussed. The committee instructed
Executive Secretary Elliott to take up with the express companies in the name of the National .\ssociation the establishment of special film shipment departments, with a view to
putting into actual effect remedies for the special needs of
the industry which are already realized by most of the companies, but can now he only partially effective.
The National .\ssociation will work to secure the adoption
by the express companies of a uniform rule covering screen
examination of C. O. D. films. The proposed plan is for the
consignee to deposit one-half the amount of the C. O. D. with
the express agent during the screen examination.
The red tape connected with the yellow "Caution" labels on
film cases in shipment will also be unravelled. The National
\ssociation will endeavor to get the express companies to
agree to provide all their agents with these labels, which
they will replace on the cases in case the originals are damagecl ur destroyed.
The suggestion was also made by Chairman Sherrill that
the .Association take the initiative in getting traffic representatives ofall the express companies to join in a conference
committee with a view to establishing some sort of clearing
house through which the film men can work.
Organization of Advisory Committees.
Interesting reports were made to the Board of Directors
of the National .Association of the Motion Picture Industry at
its meeting on November 29. on the organization of new Advisory Committee. Both Judge .A. P. Tugwell. of Los
.\ngeles. and Thomas Furniss. of Duluth. reported that the
only difficulty they had had was due to their own misunderstanding of the regulations and dues as applied to branch
exchanges.
The schedule of entrance fees to the National .Association
calls for S500 from national distributors and $50 from exchanges, while the entrance fee of individuals is S2. The
question arose both in Los .\ngeles and Boston as to whether
the branch exchange of a national distributor was required
to pay the $50 in addition to his company's $500.
It has been ruled by the Board of Directors that the
initiation fee and dues paid by national distributors gave
membership to all its branch exchanges, and that employes
of such exchanges need pay only the $2. The $50 entrance
fee was for independent or state exchanges, and was never
meant to apply to "inside" exchanges.
In spite of this misunderstanding, now cleared up. the organization of the .Advisory Committees has progressed most
favorably.
It was voted that all information of possible value reL-arding the National .Association should be furnished the
directors, with an idea of their using it according to their
own judgment in organizing their territory.
The Board of Directors was informed that Frederick H.
Elliott, executive secretary, and Wallace Thompson, publicity
director, would visit Boston within a few days for the purpose of organizing in the Now England tirrilorv another
advisory committee.
Censorship Questions.
Representation of the motion picture interests before State
legislatures where the question of censorship will come up
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this winter will be in the hands of the Executive Committee
of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
This was decided at the meeting of the Board of Directors of
the .Association on November 29. The situation was brought
to the attention of the board by William M. Seabury, general
counsel, who made a report of his investigation of the situation and recommended the steps advisable at this time.
Not only will proposed censorship be handled, but a well
defined plan was worked out for the states where censorship
now exists with a view to procuring repeals this winter. This
plan will include co-operation between the National Association, the Exhibitors' League of America and the League's
state branches.
Association By-laws Issued.
The by-laws of tlie .National .Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, the schedule of entrance fees and annual
dues, and a list of officers and directors have just been issued
ir. booklet form.
.At the same time, another folder with reprints from newspapers was issued. This time it covered the work done by
the National .Association in the fight for Sunday motion piclure shows. The new folder is headed "Sunday Sunshine for
o.OOO.OOO Motion Picture Patrons," and the imposing array
of news articles and editorials in New York newspapers is
witness to the work which the National .Association has done
so far.

At Leading Picture Theaters
Programs

for the Week
December
3 at New
Motion ofPicture
Houses.

York's Best

Lenore Ulrich at the Strand.
I whichRO.AD
was shown
at the is.Strand
theater
the week
ifTpHE
TO LO\'E"
the title
of the for
photodrama
of Dec. 3, with Lenore Ulrich in the principal role.
The action of the play takes place in picturesque .Algeria, and
Miss L'Irich acts the character of Hafsa, the beautiful daughter
of wealthy old Sidi Malik. The play was produced by Oliver
Morosco. who has given it elaborate settings and surrounded
the clever star with a cast of rare balance and excellence.
Colin Chase, Lucille Ward. Estelle .Allen, .Alfred Vosburgh,
Herschel Mayall, Joe Massey and .Alfred Longsworth have
important roles. .Another chapter of Ditmar's "Living Book
of Nature." a new comedy, and the Strand Topical Review
news pictures were also shown.
.Andrew Acrnzer and Xadivc Lagct were the soloists.
Douglas Fairbanks at the Rialto.
The Rialto introduced a novel entertainment in the form of
an all-comedj' bill, headed by Douglas Fairbanks in "The
Matrimaniac." The latest of the Triangle's Fairbanks features was supplemented by "Shanks and Chivalry." a \''itagraph burlesque on the E. H. Sothern picture "An Enemy to
the King." and by the humorous classic. "One Round
O'Brien." revived for the occasion. "The Matrimaniac" is one
of the most amusing stories which the Triangle studios have
turned out in many months. Constance Talmadge makes a
capital team-mate for Fairbanks, in carrying out the hilarious
story.
adventures of the elopement which forms the thread of the
The topical digest and an educational film completed the
picture features.
Jenny Dufan and Vicente Ballester headed the musical
p«)rtion of the program.
"War Brides" at the Broadway.
The run of "War Brides." the Herbert Brenon eight-reel
feature picture, with Nazimova and the excellent cast, continues at the Broadway. This powerful screen play is one of
the finest examples of the motion picture art. and is appealing
to large audiences.
Eighty-First Street Theater Bill.
.At the Eighty-First Street theater, four new pictures were
shown Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday. Dorothy Gish in
"The
Children of the Feud" and a Keystone Comedy were
featured.
On Thursday. Friday. Saturday and Sunday. Lillian Gish in
"The Children Pay" and a Mack .Sennett comedy were the
picture attractions.
JEAN STUART
IN ART DRAMAS
PRODUCTION.
Jean Stuart has been angaged by the William L. Sherrill
Feature Corporation to play an important part in that company's forthcoming .Art Drama "The Rainbow." in which
Dorothy Bernard is being starred, and in which Robert Conness has the leading male part.

IVHV FEAR THE SUNLIGHT if there is nothing
to conceal? Where is the stock and why?
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Believes Court Will Uphold Sunday Pictures ^ m m
Gustavus A, Rogers, of Wide Experience in
Motion Picture Litigation, Says Any Other
Step Would Be Retrogressive
LECTURING at the College of the City of New York
on the evening of Tuesdajs November 28, former
Assistant Corporation Counsel Gustavus A. Rogers,
who has been retained to argue the Sunday motion picture
case before the New York State Court of Appeals, delivered a
scholarly review of the legislation associated with the showing of motion pictures on Sunday. Mr. Rogers, who has in
past years represented exhibitors in their battles against
hostile measures as well as manufacturers in trade litigation,
believes the Court of Appeals will uphold the right of the
people to attend motion picture shows on Sunday. He calls
attention to the fact that any other view by the Court would
mean that New York, instead of advancing, would be going
back to the reactionary days of Europe fifty years ago. Mr.
Rogers said in part;
It is the most curious and anomalous situation that while it is legal
in this and other sections of the State to give motion picture exhibitions on Sunday, in other sections, where judges of the Supreme
Court and Appellate Division have taken a different view, it is not legal.
What is criminal in Albany is not criminal in New York City, and this
strange disparity in the law exists after the people, not only of this
county but practically of the civilized world, have reached a pretty
definite conclusion that the motion picture is a legitimate and proper
part of the Sunday
rest and recreation.
In my opinion, after a careful survey of the law throughout the
country, there is not the slightest doubt but, that the Court of Appeals
will uphold the right ol the people to attend motion pictures on
Sunday, and the doctrine, as established by the court in New York
City, particularly in the Heraleb case, in which Judge Gaynor wrote
the opinion, will be accepted as the law rather than the recent decision
of the Third Department, in which Mr. Justice Hooker wrote for the
court.
Any other view held by the Court of Appeals would mean that New
York, instead of being in the vanguard of progressive judicial decisions,
would be going back to the reactionary days of Europe, fifty years
ago. The entire tendency of Europe, as well as this country, has been
to regard the motion picture as an educational and important method
of public expression, and for New York to adopt an attitude of mind
so entirely opposed to the tendency of the times would be worse than
revolutionary.
An interesting analogy might be drawn between the attitude of
mind of the people who would abolish the motion picture on Sunday
and that of the ruling powers in Europe in the Middle Ages, when
playing cards were first introduced in Europe in the thirteenth century.
Playing cards, as we all know, were invented in the East and were
founded on the game of chess, known as the four kings. When they
were introduced into Europe they became so popular with the people
that various German towns passed ordinances, between the years 1400
and 143S. forbidding their use by the people. In 1440, however, a concession was made, allowing the people to use playing cards on holidays.
In England Parliament passed a law forbidding their use by common
people except on holidays. In other words, the fact that the people
had
'that
lured found
away something
from virtue
by amused
the devil.them was a sign that they had been
In the first place it should be thoroughly understood that in 1908
this entire question was thrashed out in the Appellate Division of the
Second Department, and Judge Gaynor. sitting in Brooklyn, writing
for the court, handed down a decision in which he declared that the
giving of a motion picture show on Sunday was not a violation of the
statute : that the Legislature had not included in its provisions anything specifically against the motion picture or a motion picture exhlIjition, and therefore it was not prohibited.
As a result of that decision, and other decisions by Mr. Justice
Davis and Mr. Justice Greenbaum in the Supreme Court in New York
County, and of Justices Carr and Stapleton in Brooklyn, it was
assumed to be the law in New York, excepting in a few sections
where up-State judges had taken a contrary view, that motion pictures
could be legally exhibited ; with the result that practically throughout
the country the example of New York was followed, and that in many
places, where there had been a feeling against the motion picture
theater being open on Sunday, that feeling passed away, and the example
of the decisions of the First and Second Divisions was reflected in the
legislation and judicial decisions of every State in the Union. New
York blazed the way. and the consequence is that today, throughout
the country, the people have become accustomed to regarding the motion
picture as a harmless,
educational
and beneficial Sunday
amusement.

Mr. Rogers said that, aside from any question of precedent
and public opinion, there is the strongest reason why legally
the Court of Appeals must uphold the right of having motion
picture exhibitions on Sunday.
There Is no prohibition in our statute against the operation of a motion picture show on Sunday. There is nothing in the constitution of the
State which prevents it; as a matter of fact, all that the law does
is to recognize Sunday as being a religious day. and it is because of
this that the Legislature has undertaken to inhibit the transaction of
certain secular business on Sunday. It is the accepted law of the land
that the Legislature prohibits and inhibits only those thines against
which it legislates. This Is particularly true of all penal statutes.
There Is nothing In the statute which affects theaters, that prohibits
the giving of a motion picture show on Sunday, for the things whicii
are prohibited are stated. This Is Section 2lii2 of the Penal Law. Section 14.*ll of the
York Charter, as amended by the Board
of Aldermen
and Greater
passed Now
in 1903.

There is only one other statute, therefore, which can be applied to
the situation. It is the statute which generally prohibits public sports
and public exhibitions on Sunday. This is Section lil-io of the Penal
Law. formerly Section 265 of the Penal Code. That Section distinctly
states what is prohibited and the motion picture shows as such are
not in any manner mentioned ; in fact, when that statute was originally
passed, in 1881, the motion picture show, or exhibition, was unknown.
It is of course obvious that the Legislature could not have intended
to legislate against a form of exhibition which was then non-existent.
Assuming that balloon ascensions were prohibited by the law of a
community, it could not very well be argued that a penal statute, which
contained merely the provision as to balloons, enacted before aeroplanes
were
invented, also prohibited an aeroplane making a commercial trip
on Sunday.
The rule of construction of a penal statute is, under the doctrine
of ejusden generis, that only those things are considered embraced
which are either specifically referred to in the particular cases. Therefore, by the ordinary process of elimination, it may readily be -assumed
that the Legislature had not included, nor did it intenfl to include,
the motion picture exhibition. The statement may be accepted that
there was no person in the Legislature wise enough to conceive or
advance the idea that in 1907, sixteen years later, we would have motion
_ picture
While, exhibitions.
as I have said. I have not the slightest doubt as to what
the outcome will be, I realize there is going to be attendant upon
this discussion a great furor over the sanctity of the Sabbath, and
that under this cloak there will be a recrudescence of the movement
to not only prohibit motion pictures on Sunday but to censor them as
well ; and in this connection I believe clear-thinking people should remember that the censoring of either the film or the theater or the
press is a dangerous innovation in a country that has never tolerated
it. especially in view of the fact that in king-ridden Europe the censorship was slowly passing away when the present war broke out, and that
of course changed conditions.
The trouble with so many of our people — good people but superficial —
is that they are viewing this new industry in much the same way
the Lilliputians viewed Gulliver when he arrived in their country. Their
first thought seems to be to tie it up with all kinds of laws, a habit
of mind which I might say characterizes our day. and which tends
to substitute legislation for thought. The laws on the statute books
will tuke care oi any criminal offense, and there never was any reason
why the ordinary procedure should be put aside in order to permit
the capricious judgment of some one person to be exercised, with the
result that the burden of proving himself innocent, contrary to our
fundamental principles, will be placed upon the man who is charged
with the dereliction.
In no more than half a dozen States in this country has the
experiment of censorship been made, and I think it can be safely said
that in those it is not a success. In the militarist countries of Europe
there was naturally an endeavor to censor the motion picture, but in
the more liberal countries it was assumed that the penal laws would
take care of any offenses that might
be committed.
This much must be understood, that if the movement to have a Federal
censorship of the film should ever turn out to be successful, there
would be absolutely no reason why it should not be followed by a
successful attempt to censor the press. The main ground that has been
urged for justification of the movement to censor the film is that
Congress is given the right to regulate interstate commerce and that
the film passes from one State to another in the course of exhibitions.
If this should be held good law, then by the same right Congress
would be able to regulate the press and newspapers, which also pass
from one State to another; for, despite the fact that the Constitution
declares that the freedom of the press shall not be abridged, the
Federalist Party, under John Adams, passed a sedition law, and for
several years arrested and placed in jail a number of editors under
its provisions.
By the time that the constutionality of a censorship act could be
tested, thousands of people would be made to suffer. And after all, it
can easily be seen what an analogous situation would arise if a newspaper should be allowed to print a cartoon in its paper, uncensored, but
that the moment it tried to place that cartoon on its screen, the
Government could step in and say that the cartoon was prohibited.

ANTHONY
KELLY'S
STAR
IN THE
ASCENDANT.
Among those who have been showered with congratulations as a result of their masterful work toward the success
of The Frohman Amusement Corporation's extraordinary
release, "The Witching Hour," Anthony Kelly, the author
of the photoplay version, was in the foreground.
Kelly has written some wonderful successes, both adaptions and original stories, but he feels that he has never
equalled himself as he has in "The Witching Hour." As
a result of his work, in writing the scenario on that production, Mr. Sherrill has engaged his to adapt other plays
and books, which are to form extraordinary or special releases of The Frohman .Amusement Corporation.
WANTS
SUBJECT
FOR
SCREEN
MAGAZINE.
Editor Jack Cohn of the Universal Screen Magazine is
anxious to obtain material suitable for presentation in his
animated magazine and will purchase all such material that
he may use. The object of this unusual release is to furnish
entertaining and instructive studies of every phase of life
possible to be photographed and any movie fan who can
suggest
improvements in the reel or advance an idea that
same.
can be adapted for this feature will be recompensed for the

arc nota»vone.
subsidized: nether have tvc e~c'cr allciul'tcd
to We
subsidize
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Buffalo Theater Men Meet
Sunday Closing Decision Stirs Them to Action
— Want to Make Fight
PLANS to combat the movement to close moving picture
theaters on Sunday are being formed in Buffalo, N. Y.
Preliminary preparations for the light took concrete form
at a meeting of the Bullalo Theatrical Managers' Association
at the Star theater Tuesday afternoon, November 27. It was
decided that a conmiittee of the associaion would confer with
a committee representing the Buffalo Screen club to devise
ways and means for the protection of the exhibitors and
others allied with theatrical business in Buffalo and vicinity.
Dr. P. C. Cornell, manager of the Star theater, presided at
the meeting.
He is president of the association.
The managers' association sent out numerous telegrams
to all Buffalo exhibitors, large and str.all, to attend the meeting. The attendance was very gratifying. All realized that
the exhibitors, managers of the legitimate houses and the
exchange men must work in harmony in the "Sunday closing "battle, which, if lost by the exhibitors, would mean the
putting of many of them out of business. One feature of
the meeting was the disbanding of the old Motion Picture
Exhibitors' le'ague of this city. The members in turn joined
the Buffalo Theatrical Managers' Association, which called
the meeting.
Believing that in union and numbers there is strength with
which to-hght Sunday closing, the managers' association invited all the exhibitors present to join the organization.
Forty-live became members. The total membership is now
fifty-eight. Many other exhibitors who were not present are
expected to join. These will include the managers and proprietors of out-of-town houses. It was pointed out that
the Sunday business of the Buffalo moving picture theaters
was 25 per cent, of the weekly gross receipts, which indicated
the popularity of Sunday shows.
In order
attract many
to thetomanagers'
association,to
the initiation
fees exhibitors
were reduced
the following
basis: Houses up to 400 capacity, $10 a year; 40O to 600
capacity ,$15; 600 to 800 capacity, $20; 800 capacity and upward, $25. The monthly dues are $3.00.
The officers of the Buffalo Theatrical Managers' Association are: President, Dr. P. C. Cornell; vice-president, John
VL
Oishei; secretary,
Valentine
treasurer,
Harold
B. Franklin.
These officers,
with O'Grady;
the following,
comprise
the
board of directors: Henry J. Carr, Jules H. MichaeJ, Ira M.
Mosher, Earl L. Crabb and William F. Graham. The local
body will co-operate with the Theatrical Managers' Protective Association of America in opposing the Sunday closing
movement.
"If this agitation in favor of Sunday closing goes into
effect, it will cripple every theater in Buffalo," said Manager
Michael of the Academy theater, who was one of the speak"If we lose would
the best
day's business
each week,
of the ers.exhibitors
be driven
out of business.
The many
loss
of part of our gross receipt would also reduce the earning
powers of our employes because the loss of one day a week
would mean the reduction of their wages."
"We are not after the exhibitor's money, but we want his
co-operation in this Sunday closing fight," said Manager
Franklin of the Lyric. ".Ml may join on an equal footing.
We are organized according to the laws of New York State.
This is the time to act."
Manager Mosher of the Palace theater explained how he
had addressed the Buffalo Screen club on the proposed fight
of the managers' association against Sunday closing. He
said the club, which is composed of exchange men and exhibitors, offered to give its support to the movement.
"The managers' association," said Mr. Mosher, "will noi
conflict with the membership of the screen club.
We must
organize and work for the good of the general cause.
We
must put the moving picture business on a legal and honor' able basis."
David Cohen, m.anager of the Symphony theater, Binghampton was another speaker. He .said in part: "Last week
the mayor of Binghampton gave to each exhibitor of our city
aourcopy
of on
Justice
Lyons'
ordered our
us to
close
shows
Sunday.
He decision
said if weanddisobeyed
licenses
would be cancelled. Our loss as a result of Sunday closing
is 25 per cent of our weekly gross receipts.
If we lose our
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case in the Court of Appeals, then we must light for State
legislation for Sunday opening."
"We mustn't wait until the rope is around our necks," said
Harry Marsey, who advocated immediate action on the Sunday closing movement. "There must be no friction between
President Christoffcrs of the Buffalo Screen club took exfactions." ception to a remark that the club was purely a social organization. He pointed out the remarkable growth of the
club and its ability and willingness to co-operate in the fight
under discussion. Charles Taylor and others said Sunday
closing and not membership should be given attention at
the meeting. It was brought out that the managers' association was well equipped to adjust differences with operators,
musicians and other union labor connected with the theaters
and that this would be an advantage to the exhibitors who
become members. It was announced that the association
would hold frequent meetings while the Sunday closing battle
is being waged, and will spend a large amount for the best
legal talent obtainable to protect the interest of its members.
"THE

SINS YE DO"

NOT

KEENAN'S LAST.
November 22, 1916.

Editor Moving Picture World:
Dear Sir — The daily and trade press have fallen into an
error in the statement that the present release, "The Sins
Ve Do," is my last release at the Rialto theater. While it
is true that my contract with the Triangle has not been
renewed, two subsequent films were taken at Los Angeles,
and they will, in due course, find their way to the stage of
the Rialto and other playhouses enjoying this service. "His
Slave" and "The Crab" will surely be received as representative of the best work I have done under the competent
Triangle direction. This correction is due to the Triangle
as well as myself.
Yours truly.

FRANK

PAULINE

FREDERICK

RETURNS

KEENAN.

FROM

CUBA.

Pauline Frederick, Thomas Mcighan, her leading man,
and the rest of "The Slave Market" company have returned
from a four weeks' stay in Cuba, where the Famous Players
adaptation of Frederic .\rnold Kummer's play, "The Slave
Market." has been staged. As the entire action of the story
takes place in Spain and the West Indies, the choice of
Cuba as the setting of this forthcoming Paramount Picture is
considered to be ideal. The picture, by the way, is the
first Famous Players production in which Thomas Meighan
has appeared since his arrival from the Pacific Coast, where
he has gained an enviable reputation by his work in Lasky
Pictures. Besides Miss Frederick and Mr. Meighan, the
cast includes Ruby Hoffman, Wellington Playter, Daniel Pennell and Albert liart.
BURGER VISITS ATLANTA.
I. K. Burger, assistant general manager of the International
Film Service, stopped with the .Atlanta branch a few days
on a tour of inspection of the company's offices. He was
bubbling over with enthusiasm regarding the tremendous
hit Mrs. Vernon Castle, in "Patria." is bound to record.
and expressed himself as much pleased with the steady
growth of collections at the Atlanta branch and its solid
array of Golden Eagle bookings. Mr. Burger's stay was
enlivened by his usual practice of instilling into the branch
workers his uniformly correct methods of getting the business
and his visits along that line arc always looked forward
to with much pleasure.
DIRECTOR HARBAUGH HAS NEW ACTRESS.
Alter long deliberation. Carl Harbaugh. who is directing
Stuart Holmes in his new picture for William Fox. has
given a small part in the screen play to his young daughter.
Miss Harbaugh is very well fitted for her role. Miss
Harbaugh will soon celebrate her first birthday.
HORSLEY

LIGHT

SHIFT

PATENTED.

David Horslcy has just received word from the patent office in Washington that he has been granted a patent on his
device for an automatic light shift in printing films.
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The Motion Picture Exhibitor
M
WRITE US EARLY AND OFTEN
THE
MOVING PICTURE WORLD carries the
most complete record of Exhibitors' News. This
department aims at being the fullest and fairest
chronicle of all the important doings in the ranks of organized exhibitors. To keep the department as complete and as useful as it is now we request the secretaries of all organizations to favor us with reports of
all the news. Coming events in the ranks of the organized exnibiiors are best advertised in this department of the Moving Picture World.
EXHIBITORS' LEAGUE ORGANIZER.
In answer to recent inquiries in regard to Exhibitors'
League Organizations and for the information of exhibitors
in any of the States, readers w^ill kindly note that Fred J.
Herrington is National Organizer for the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League of America. All correspondence on the
subject may be addressed to him at 402 Knox avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Ochs Committee Gets Cold Feet
Decides to Throw Out Reporters and Proceed with Hearing
in Executive Session — Violates Pledge to Furnish
Summary of Proceedings to Press.
THE
committee of nine investigating the charges preferred before the Manhattan local branch of the Exhibitors' League of America as the result of the letter
published in Variety directed against Lee -\. Ochs, president
of the Motion Picture E.xhibitors' League of Atnerica, decided after a session of nearly two hours on Friday, December I,to throw out the reporters and proceed in executive
session. This action was directly contrary to that of the
session thirteen days before, at which it was agreed, following the initiative of Chairman Samuel H. Trigger, to permit
the attendance of representatives of the press. It was by
the committee agreed before the departure of the reporters
that Secretary Charles Steiner should issue to the press a
summary of the proceedings of the executive session. Mr.
Steiner could not be located at the headquarters of the exhibitors on the day following, and the stenographer of the
committee declined to give out a report in the absence of
instructions from Mr. Steiner.
When Tobias .\. Keppler. counsel for Fleischman & Goldreyer. against whom charges are pending before the Manhattan local for writing the letter that started the rumpus,
was informed of the situation he declared that the last action of the committee on Friday before adjourning until December 8was to instruct the secretary to prepare a summary of the proceedings for the press. Mr. Keppler declined
to state what had taken place, saying for reasons which now
he deemed sufficient he preferred the announcement should
:ome from the committee. When the lawyer got in touch
with the young woman stenographer he w-as informed if he
would send a stenographer to the office of a new trade paper
a transcript or rather a dictation of the testimony would
be given him. It may be said in passing the secret session
lasted from 1:30 until 5 o'clock. A World reporter tried in
vain on Saturday to locate Mr. Trigger or Mr. Steiner.
When the session was called to order by Chairman Trigger
at 11:40 a. m. on Friday all of the members of the committee
were present or came in shortly afterward. Present also
were Mr. Ochs and his counsel. Mr. Goldsmith, and J. Robert Rubin, as counsel for the committee. When Mr. Keppler arrived in company with his clients, he found Mr.
Goldsmith examining Mr. Ochs. The lawyer objected to the
procedure, saying he insisted upon the original arrangement being adhered to— that he should examine Mr. Ochs
and then put on his witnesses. He also protested against
the presence of Mr. Rubin on account of his representing
Metro. Mr. Rubin said not only did he represent Metro as
counsel, but that he was assistant secretary
of the com-

pany. He added that be likewise was the general counsel
of Variety. Mr. Rubin said, however, nothing in these affiliations prevented him from advising the committee and he
assured the members he was in the best position to know
that no stockholder or employe of Metro, had any connection W'ith the new paper. He declared he was present solely
in his capacity as counsel for the league.
Under examination by Mr. Goldsmith Mr. Ochs said
three meetings of the national executive committee of the
league had been held during the previous week, that the
matter of the examination of the books of the new paper
had been taken up, that the committee had looked them
over, and he declared that the members had found no record
of any film manufacturer or employe being connected with
the company. Mr. Ochs said the board of directors of the
new paper was composed of W. Stephen Bush, Merritt
Crawford. Louis F. Blumenthal. Leslie Mascfn and himself.
He said the voting trust was composed of Mr. Blumenthal,
Mr. Crawford and himself. "We do not want to make public who owns the preferred stock." he said, in answer to a
question.
Mr. Keppler complained that he had not yet received the
minutes for the session of thirteen days before. He was told
they were in tlie room and a copy was furnished him. In
response to a remark by Mr. Goldsmith, Mr. Keppler repeated his oflfer of two weeks ago to go to immediate trial
of the libel suit of Ochs vs. Fleischman & Goldreyer. He
said he had not yet seen a copy of the complaint. Mr. Goldsmith said he had it in his pocket.
"Then we can go to trial tomorrow," said Mr. Keppler.
"There we can force witnesses to testify. We will be deelighted to meet this issue if you will give us our day in
annoy me,"
said Mr. Goldsmith.
the"You
challenge,
however.

He did not accept

court."
"In view^ of the charges against Mr. Ochs. we submit,"
said Mr. Keppler, "our understanding of the law is that if
the publication is a failure the league will have to pay its
debts. If the league could not afford to pay them it might
wreck the organization. Therefore, I feel the league is
financially
interested.'*
Mr. Keppler
called attention to the fact that at the hearing two weeks before Mr. Ochs had promised to produce
the stock certificate and other books and that they had not
been forthcoming.
Mr. Goldsmith accused Mr. Keppler of going on a fishing
excursion.
Mr. Trigger explained his telegram to the members of the
national executive board asking if the books should be
shown to the committee. Mr. Keppler suggested the members were
not aware
of the
particular
books,
but Mr.
Trigger
insisted
theyidentity
were, of
andthe"
that
they withheld
consent. Mr. Keppler insisted the chairman had no right
to send the telegram.
Mr. Blumenthal, who was present as a spectator, said
that he as custodian of the books had been absolutely ordered by the national executive committee not to show the
books, and that he would abide by the instructions.
During the general discussion there was a running fire of
mterruptions from Messrs. Ochs and Goldsmith. AH were
complaining about getting nowhere. Grant .-Vnson threatened to resign from the committee if there was not more of
a semblance of order in the proceedings.
.^ftcr a great deal of talk by about every one immediately
concerned. Mr. Keppler agreed to produce all his witnesses
and documentary evidence. "We will endeavor to get the
consent of the national committee for the production of th<i
books," he said. "If then Mr. Ochs will testify we will
then permit Fleischman & Goldreyer
to answer questions.
If Mr. Ochs will not answer questions we will put Fleischman & Goldreyer on the stand, but we will not permit them
to be cross-examined unless Mr. Ochs will first submit to
cross-examination. When we get through then Mr. Ochs
defense."
in" his own
wants
evidence he that
all the complained
canMr.oflfer
Goldsmith
the toreporters
seemed
to be
paymg too much attention to what Mr. Keppler said and not
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enough lo what oihcrs were doiiift.
A iiiution was made that the reporters be excluded.
Mr. Riiltin promised thai the press would get a ci.ij\ ut
what transpired.

"In view of the fact that Mr. Ochs has a journal through
which he can report anything he wants — " began Mr. Keppler.
"I will be obligalcd." said Mr. Rubin.
"U'c are not in favor of any move that will prevent
exhibitors I'roni gelling the news," said Mr. Kcpplcr. "I
cline to obligate mysell not to talk to reporters."
A vote was taken by calling the roll. Mr. Trigger
clared the action ol the committee on the question of
clusion was unanimous.

the
dedeex-

Fleischman & Goldreyer Protest.
Fleischman
& Goldreyer have submitted
to the national
executive commiitee of the league a protest against the action denying them an examination of the stock subscription
and other books of the new trade paper.
It says in part:
We rcsp.vtrully submit lliat ilie nieiiibcrs o( this agsochulon uro o»tHI*-d lo some explaiialioo n» to why you hitve n-fusfd to lu-rmU the
elock cerllflcatcs book und «twk ledRer of the Exhibitors' Trade Review,
Inc.. lo be offered In ovldcn.e at the liearlngs upon thr ehurfit-s prererr.>d by us asalnsi Mr. Ochs, tht- pn-sldrnt of the ormml/ulloii. We do
nol ihink there can be any ^ea^oIl Hdvantaseous to Ih.- exhibitors why
the effort to Introduce them Into evidence should have been denied.
Tho charges against us asked that we be cxiielUd. and we submit that
from every point o( view any evldoDcc lliat will tbrow IlKht upon this
matter should bo produced.
As a pan of the Justlflcatlon for our lomplalnt. we did prove upon
the hearing from the mouth of Mr. Ochs himself that ho had taken nwav
from our houses various programs that we had for a long time found
best for our use. and that with the Paramount Films he admitted he
got the service for $0i» a week, where our price was $l."(t, and where we
bad put up oar check for $tXK» cash deposit he had only to put $2*t0 In
cash. He claims that that was simply business competition. Wo did
not have a chance In the matter. The companies never asked us what
price we would give, our programs were simply taken away. We appeal
to you. and ask what chance did we have to continue lo compete with
him under such circumstances? What was to become of our investments?
Mr. Ochs admitted on the stand that lie offered to sell his theatt-ry to
us. but we could not possibly pay the price he demanded. Suppose the
national president built a theater on each side of your theater and you
lost your four choicest programs, what would you do? Would you expect the members of your orKanlzntlon to help you against a person no
less than the president of the City Association, the State Assofjiatlon
and the National Association? Isn't he supposed to set the finest example
of the live and let live in our business? Isn't tt only natural that the
pain of our position made us cr>' out for justice?
Quite a number of other things concerning him were brought out in
the testimony, and if you are interested you can easily gt;t a copy, but
as the matter In which you have refused to permit us to examine the
books, without asking our version of the affair, related to the Exhibitors'and
Trade Review,
Is the
necessary
thatof weourtake
that matter
up
specifically,
In behalfit of
members
Association
we respectfully ask for an explanation.
Mr, Ochs admitted that one-third of the common stock has been
given to the Motion Picture Exhibitors" League of America, so it might
mean that a large portion of the debts, if there were any. would fall
upon the League, and If that would happen It would in all probability
wreck It. and the directors of the League would also be personally
liable, in addition, as it is a membership corporation. If the Leai;ue
did not pay up. Can the League, or Its directors, afford to take that
chance?
Why should it?
If Ochs did not use bis position as national president for his own
twneflt. will you please explain what chance he would have had to
have promoted this iradc paper and claim It Is advantageous to our
Exhibitors' OrKanlzatlon, with the voting power as we have Indicated,
If he had not been national president?
Will you also kindly explain, since you have refuped to permit us to
•ee these books, whether you think it benetlrlal to our orf^anlzatlon to
permit a few men to Koliclt funds from our members, under the flnandal plan wp have outlined, with watered stork, so that the running of
the corporation will not be done by a few Insiders?
Do you think It good policy, under these circumstances, to permit
the natlonnl president to launch a publication for his own heneflt, so
that the n'lvertlsers am witling to go In believing It was the organ of
the n^ioctatton, when the part the association had was not paid for.
and In addition. repri-flent«« a very small part of thi-ir capitalization.
and tho nturns upon which, as far as the organization were conoemM], would depend upon the use of the voting trust by those men.
one of whom has just left his desk with a film company, and another
of whom, as far as wo know, is not even an exhibitor?
Do you think It wHe under such a flnanclnl plan to make it po<:slble
for a few members, through the medium of such a Journal, to be able
to mould and Influen'-e sentiment as they desire in the association,
tbrourh ?Its columns' Didn't you consldpr It unwise to create such a
■Ituatlon
These are Junt some of the things that have been developed, but
sufflclent to make every right-minded man d*^mand an examination of
the book^. How ran jnn gentlt-men Justify your position as members
of the Ex<Hrutlve Committee In having refused to permit those books to
be showTi? How are the Interests of the exhibitors to be furthered by
not showing them'
At a b'^arlng held on Saturdav. November JS. our attorney. Mr.
Keppler. askf'd Mr. Ochs If anybody connected with the film concern
had any IntTf^t in this proposition, and Mr. Ochs denied that. Thereupon Mr K-^ppIrr defied him lo produce the stock certificate book or
stook iFfle-r as fh.it would be the be<;t evidence. Wouldn't you, In
Mr. Or-hs' position, have made every sacrifice and strained every effort
to have forthwith produced those books, if Mr. Keppler was wrong?
Our By-Laws expressly prohibit even an exhibitor from Joining our
organization if he has any connection with a Aim company, then how
about a national president who hopfs to make money from 01m companies, which constitute the principal advertisers In our trade papers'
Is it not bad policy for officers of our organization to go Into new
enterprises, made possible only l>ecause of their positions, so that they
will have financial Interests against other memt>ers?
Sooner or later
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that iiiuitt result tii elwue* and conflicts, and Iho lnlercst» of one sot
of members opposed to others.
What would the organization say If Its president tried to uao his
po.sliion to launch un fxpOKltlon or a ball, or any other enterprise, for
his own benelll. whiih he could ijot do except for the fact ihul he was
president?
If the running of a Journal is a practical thing for exhlblitirB, of
which wo have our grave doubts, why couldn't the organization vwu
U. und make all the money? Then It could refuse any advertisement
which might tic Its bands In any way.
The advertisements of this journal were obtained when thu Journal
was only an idea, ho if the men of the asso^-latlon lould have gotten
these advertisements why couldn't they havi* been gotten for the association? Wouldn't the exhibitors of this country have averaged at
least one dollar apiece in promoting such an enterprluc? Why whh It
necessary If this was such a good thing to give It t<> KlranKerN, and
to glvo ooo of tho four voting powers to a man who for years has done
nothing but work for film companies?
Is It not bad business tor any organt/atlon to have tho Interests and
loyalty of Ita members tempted In any way by affiliations di'slgned to
mako money through the organization? The unHolvcd problems of the
exhibitors of this country aro many. The exhibitors personally have
not the time to solve them. They should be solved by tspeclallsts retained by a powerful national organization, the members of which
have no lnterestn except to pay dues and loyally to tho organization.
These issues arc involved lo ih<> charges wc have brought, and which
are still undetermined.
In your respective positions the members of our organization are entitled to explanations, because Ihere Is very great dissatisfaction
among many exhibitors and a movement Is constantly gaining force to
start another organization, the foundation rock of which will he that
no member or officer will be able to use their connection with the
orKanUation. in any way, for their linanclal heneflt, except their Interest as exhibitors of motion pictures only.
Vpon a proper disposition of these Issues the integrity and existence
of our organization depends, and we appeal lo you for justice.
FLEISCHMAN& GOLDREYER.

Discussing Minnesota Convention
Northwest Exhibitors Said to Oppose

Holding a Trade Ex-

position.
POSSIBILITIES of holding
another moving picture exposition in Minneapolis in connection with the annual convention of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Corporation of
the Xorthwest, next spring are waning if discussion in the
weekly meetings of the corporation and talk among the
exliibitors outside of the meetings can be taken as a criterion.
The exposition at the Armory last year was a big success
financially and had a few more stars been present, it would
have given the Chicago show a close race for laurels, but
the exhibitors feel that the attractive display detracted from
the thing that should have had the exhibitors' undivided
attention every day — the convention. The members of the
Xorthwest body feel that the convention is far more important
for them than the exposition and when the time for a final
decision on next spring's doings is taken it is expected that
the exposition side of the argument will be without support.
It has been pointed out that although the exposition last
year was a big financial success such a show is a chance
proposition and that many extra hours of labor and much
extra expense is necessary to put it on. The corporation
now being a branch of the National league and entitled to
a portion of the receipts from the national exposition at
Chicago; some members believe the Northwest body will
profit just as much by giving up the local exposition and
boosting the national show only.
It is also probable that all entertainments, banquets, balls and
sight-seeing tour.s will be free to exhibitors at the coming
convention and that the convention will last three days instead of four as previously. Thomas J. Hamlin and T. E.
Mortensen of "Amusements" have agreed to give $200 toward entertaining visiting exhibitors at convention time and
have also offered to handle all publicity work and program
arranging gratis. The sale of tickets to the public for the
midnight show and grand ball will also be added to the fund
treasury.
for entertaining visiting exhibitors and the corporation's
Efforts arc now being made to have a membership of at
least 25 per cent of the exhibitors of the territory by next
convention time so that the business of the meetings can be
properly transacted. At last week's meeting of the Northwest body the committee fighting the deposit system reported
fair progress and it was voted that all members of the state
legislature be given complimentary tickets which would admit
them to any theater in the state which is enrolled in the
corporation. Tt was also voted to have printed and placed
"booth rules" comforming with the state laws.
HERRINGTON

VISITS

NEW

YORK.

Fred J. Herrington, National Organizer of the Exhibitors*
T,eague. spent a few days in New York City and left on
Friday for Pittsburgh. The first gathering of exhibitors
that he expects to attend is the coming Michigan State
Convention, at the Hotel Statler. Detroit, on December 12.
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New York Movie Ball a Great Success
Surpasses All Previous Events in Point of Excellence — Many
Publicity "Stunts" Put On by Producing Companies.
more than six thousand persons in attendance
WITH
and with a dazzling brilliance that dimmed into halflight any previous affair of its kind, the Sixth Annual
Movie Ball, held in Madison Square Garden on Thanksgiving
Eve under the auspices of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League Local No. 1, passed into history in the great big
hours of Friday morning as the event to date in the iilm
world. Practically every one even remotely connected with
the motion picture industry in New York and many other
cities was there, in addition to thousands of film fans.
The magnet that irresistibly drew the film-loving horde to
the spacious arena despite a heavy rain storm was, mostly,
the presence in the gigantic auditorium of a firmament of
motion picture stars and satellites such as has never before
been observed by the Fan-Astrologer who, on Wednesday
night, ceaselessly promenaded before the boxes containing
the players, and who proved to be, collectively, a deeply
appreciative and adulative star-gazer. And to the observers
the stars, transported for the occasion from their studio-sky
to the place of common meeting-ground with their admirers,
seemed to twinkle and scintillate even more brightly than
they do on the screen.
Exhibitors from all over the country traveled to New
York for the event, and it is to the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League that
owesoffered.
a debt On
of gratitude
for
the countless
scorestheofpublic
features
their arrival
at the Garden the exhibitors and their families and friends
immediately became the guests of those in charge, and were
entertained in a manner that brought forth commendation
from every source.
The doors of the Garden were opened at eight o'clock,
the opening being heralded by the blare of a band at the
head of a procession that had started for the Garden from
the local headquarters of the Exhibitors' League, 218 West
Forty-second street. The rain made this a rather smaller
feature than had been planned. By eight-thirty the famous
enclosure was already thronged.
The Oriental decorations used the night before for the
Ten Allies' costume ball had been retained. Moorish in
general tone, the effect of the whole scheme was pleasing
to the nth degree. The structure was bathed in a glow of
soft light that was pierced ever and anon by the concentrated rays of a score of spotlights, which played upon the
moving throng with a startling effect. Tlie floor plan devised
and put into effect adapted itself admirably to the needs of
the occasion. The floor itself was covered with canvas,
smoothed and painted to represent the floor of an Oriental
palace.
It was roped off on its four sides.
During the earlier hours of the evening dancing was secondary to the program of special features. These numbers
consisted mostly of publicity "stunts," and they were the
big features of the evening. The stunts proved a revelation
to the assemblage, many of them being staged as elaborately
as if they had been intended for permanent attractions. Cabaret numbers, also, were numerous and well-received. These
attractions followed the introduction to the assemblage of a
constellation of stars whose aggregate salaries would make
the Federal Reserve Fund look like the contents of a small
boy's bank.
Haddock.

The

players were introduced by William

F.

To enumerate all the "stunts" conceived and presented and
to do them justice would take many pages. Each tableaux
and pageant vied with the other; each tried to outdo the
other in originality, beauty, lavishness and advertising value.
That the "stunts" were popular with those present was attested to by the applause that each received. These events
took place in as nearly as was possible as pre-arranged order.
Early on the program the Universal staged a pageant in
which forty persons took part, chief among them being
Violet Mersereau and Harry Reichenbach. Pathe's demonstration was headed by Pearl White, astride a white horse.
Other Pathe stars and about sixty "extras" took part in the
number. Thanhouser's contribution was a parade of 'rickshaws containing Florence La Badie, Gladvs Hulette, Doris
Grey and other stars. Anita Stewart, Lillian Walker, Marc
McDermott and other Vitagraph stars had their inning in
a number that was participated in by forty persons. Lucille
Lee Stewart, of the Ralph Ince forces, appeared in a timely
pumpkin stunt. Roger Peirrot came in his "submarine." The
Monmouth Film Corporation staged a parade with E. K.
Lincoln, Edna Hunter. Paul Panzer and others. Metro was
represented by \'iola Dana. Mabel Taliaferro, Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Drew and many others. The International held the
floor with Grace Darling, Jane Grey. Betty Howe and others.
All during the evening surprises were being staged by the
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manufacturers, and every once in a while a star became a
comet that momentarily attracted all attention to herself or
to himself.
Shortly after midnight interest centered in the Grand
March, which w-as led by two dozen of the brightest stars
in filmdom. This was an innovation that was welcomed by
the assemblage, and in the vanguard of the marchers were
seen players whose followers are numerous enough to elect
a President. Under the direction of Oscar Lund the marchers were led into formations that reached their climax of
symmetry and the spectacular when, with human figures, the
giant initials "M. P. E. L." were formed. Among the many
out-of-town delegations was one from Boston, the members
of which still carried on them the happy marks left by the
success of the Boston Ball of week before last.
Cabaret, Hawaiian Dances, singing in the Concert Hall and
other attractions than those on the main floor drew their
full quota of attendees. The Universal Band furnished music
in the cafe.
.Arrangements for the affair were supervised by Thomas
Howard, state secretary of the League. The Executive Committee was formed of the chairmen of the various other
committees.
It was comprised of the following;
I. N. Hartman, L. F. Blumenthal and William Hilkmeier,
joint General Chairman Arrangement; L. E. .\twatcr, W. C.
Smith, Lee A Ochs, Thomas Howard, Charles Haring, Benjamin Lyons, Charles Steiner, William Haddock, C. R. Martineau, Gus Koenigswald, Otto Lederer and Samuel H.
Trigger.
Following is a list of the boxholders:
Pathe (including Astra, Balboa, Thanhouser and Arrow);
Vitagraph, Universal, International, Metro, World Film,
Paramount, Frohman. .\rt Dramas. Selznick and Brenon,
Marcus Loew, Fox Film, Monmouth, Mutual, Kleine, Essanay, Sherman-Elliot, Inc., Nicholas Power, McClure Pictures, Brook Feature Film Corporation, Precision Machine
Co., Feature Film Corporation, Unicorn Film Service, Ronley
Theater. Fleischman and Goldreyer and others.
The floor boxes were reserved for the use of the Arrangement Committee, M. P. E. L. of New Jersey. Entertainment
Committee, N. A. M. P. I., and the loges were retained for
the use of gnests of the League.
Many public officials attended the ball and a complete list
of those present, besides practically every one in the film
business would have to be compiled from the City Directory,
Telephone Directory, the Blue Book, the Social Register,
the City Record and almost every other book that has names
of any sort listed.

Meeting of Buffalo Screen Club
Will Take An Active Part in Fight Against Sunday Closing.
IN POINT of attendance and enthusiasm of its members
the Buffalo Screen club of Buffalo, N. Y., held its most
successful meeting Monday evening, November 27. President Christoffers presided. .As a result of a campaign for
increased rnembership fifteen new members joined the club.
The campaign will be continued throughout the winter. Upward of 100 film men attended the session. The club agreed
to do everything in its power to protect the exhibitor in the
fight against Sunday closing. It was pointed out that at the
present time Sunday was the only day of the week that
many of the moving picture theaters here showed a profit.
Various speakers also emphasized the fact that the majority of the people of Buffalo were in favor of Sunday
shows because that was the only day of the week on which
they could take their families to the theaters for a few hours'
enjoj'ment. The club will appoint a committee to get the
views of the theaters and their patrons in regard to Sunday
performances. The members decided to get into closer touch
with the screen clubs of Detroit, Cleveland and Pittsburg.
President Christoffers said he was delighted with the attendance and that the club was closing the year of 1916 in
a flourishing condition. The members and their wives will
have a social evening at the club rooms December 9th.
Dancing and a luncheon will be a feature of the program.
Plans are going steadily forward for the Screen club's ball
at the Elmwood Music hall. Monday evening. January 29th.
The committees are working with a vim to dispose of their
various details and as one member expressed himself, "the
ball will be the talk of the town." Arrangements have
already been made for the band and orchestra music for the
evening. The names of some of the screen stars who are
likely to appear at the ball will be announced shortly. The
printing has already been started and the newspapers are
giving the event considerable publicity.
Noisy disclaimers are not convincing when it is so easy
to sho7V the proofs.
Where is the stock and 7vhyf
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F. I. L. M. Club Doings
New

York

Organisation
Makes
Favorable
Report on Expressage Question.
TUli committee appoimccl to meet with olTiclals of Exhibitors' Locals on expressagc, reported that they found
the Brooklyn. Manhattan and Jersey LcaKUes were not
opposed to paying express charges both ways after January
1st. 1917. and that the other local Associations would, perhaps, voluntarily agree to this soon.
Hoy Reporting Service subniitcd a list of exhibitors' complaints against exchanges and all but one were settled in
favor of exhibitors. F. I. L. M. club has taken a decided
stand against their own members mistreating exhibitors.
On the other hand exhibitors will be expected to fultill all
contracts they enter with exchanges, that worthless checks
must not be issued, that subletting films will be charged for
and collected.
A communication was read from one exchange, saying that
within the past 30 days over $1,000 in old claims had been
adjusted through Hoy Reporting Service without suit. Several members present reported having had very gratifying
returns.
Reports were received of a F. I. L. M. club having been
organized at Omaha, Nebraska, and another at Salt Lake
City, Utah. The Secretary was ordered to extend them welcome on behalf of New York City members.
National Exhibitors League President Ochs' alleged recent
speech, reproduced in a Minneapolis trade paper, was read
and referred to Grievance Committee, as there were several
statements in the article that did not conform to facts about
conditions in New York City. The club instructed its publicity committee to correct the erroneous impression that the
New York F. I. L. M. club had changed its policy in any
way, as would appear from this article.
The meeting night was changed from Thursdays to Tuesdays.
"BRINGING

UP

FATHER"

NOW

BEING

ANIMATED.

"Bringing Up Father," that famous pictorial comic created
by George McManus, may now be seen in animated form
in films released by the International. The first of this series
has just been released and others will follow at regular inter\'als as part of the International's animated cartoon service. This is the first appearance of Mr. McManus' work on
the screen, though his former creations have all been dramatized and produced on the stage.
Mr. McManus joined the Hearst force five vears ago — when
he began his present popular series "Bringing Up Father,"
now to be put on the screen by the International. It is singularly interesting to note that this successful young craftsman never attended an art school.

"The Deemster' Series at Block Island

Arrow Company Will Go There for Many Exterior Sets.
H.'\LL CAINE, the famous Manx author, has granted
the .Arrow Film Corporation exclusive picture rights
on his book, "The Deemster." Great difficulty was experienced in making the arrangements because of the fact
that the war and English censorship interfered with negotiations. Itwas impossible for Mr. Caine to come to .\merica.
and business deferred Mr. Shallenberger from going to
England, consequently negotiations had to be carried on by
Hall Caine's son. Derwent Hall Caine. A representative of
Mr. Caine made arrangements here, then went to the Isle of
Man and completed the transaction with Hall Caine.
Another great difficulty was experienced when the representative attempted to bring the location photographs to
-America. In order to have the production authentic it was
necessary to take a great many photographs at the instigation of the author on the Isle of Man. When Hall Caine
wrote "The Deemster" he had certain locations in mind,
and the Arrow Film Company's representative made photos
of these under Hall Caine's personal direction. The aid of
the American Consul had to be enlisted to get the photographs through censorship, as graphic plans and panoramic
views accompanied them. When the representative finally
succeeded in getting his material through customs a great
deal of time was spent searching for similar locations in the
States. Finally it was decided that the only place on the
American continent which faithfully portrayed the scenic requirements of the Isle of Man was Block Island.
A staff of carpenters and masons was sent to the Island
and the replica of a Manx village was built, following the
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plans
and specifications
faithfully.
Theandhouses
used throughin "The
Deemster"
were constructed
of stone
concrete
out, and after the picture was finished they were sold to the
inhabitants of Block Island. The interiors were not made in
a studio, but were actually taken at Block Island in the special houses constructed for the purpose. "The Deemster " is
absolutely realistic and authentic, and the locations had been
selected and passed by Hall Caine, the author, to whom
photographs were sent for O. K. before the actual work on
the picture began.

Tom North Comes to New York
Popular Exchange

Man and Amusement Expert Decides to
Open an Office Here.
NORTH has come out of the West. Not that he
TOM
belonged there by right of birth, but he was in the
coast country for over three years, and it sort of got
the repreinto his blood. I"or over a year and a half he was
sentative of George Kleinc in the California jurisdiction,
with headquarters in San Francisco. Then for a period as
nearly as long he was in charge of the V-L-S-E Seattle office.
He more than made good in both positions. What he did
country
'way up there in the N'orlhwc-st breezed
in oneabout
way the
or another;
—
principally through the
house organ which he
conducted,
V-L-S-E
Pal, an organ
for his
house, but to the exhibitors of his own territory a most newsy
and welcome visitor.
And there was interest
in it for those on the
other coast, too. It is
doubtful if there ever
was an exchange organ
which quite matched it.
Mr. North has been
in New York a couple
of week, stopping with
Mrs. North at the
Knickerbocker. He has
had several offers that
sounded very tempting,
but he has come to the
conclusion he will
paddle his own canoe.
He will open an office,
where he will act as
special representative
of western capitalists
interested in making
Tom North.
sound investments in
the motion picture business. .\lso he will handle special publicity, of the stunt sort
or otherwise — and he knows all kinds. He will act as special
representative for motion pictures and players. All this
ought to keep him moderately busy. If it prove to be more
than that, he will be right there, as he is a horse for work
when it is to be done.
For over a score of years Mr. North has been associated
with amusement ventures. His first connection was with
Price's floating operas, showing on the Ohio and Mississippi
rivers. Then he was with Jule Walters' old-time melodramas. He was with Gentry Brothers' show, with Charles
Whittaker and with Lincoln J. Carter. For two years Mr.
North conducted dramatic shows for Arthur C. Hastings.
Then for two years he was the advertising man and later
the director of the Leffley-Bratton company. He was for
several summers with the Ringling Brothers' circus as press
man. He booked and directed road attractions for Harry
Askin for three years. It was following this he went to the
coast. At first he was in Los Angeles, later going to Sai>
Francisco, where at one time he directed sixteen road companies on five Kleine shows, all of which he had organized.
It may be judged from this partial and brief review of his
activities that Mr. North has had experience in amusements.
He is one of those who can travel in any company. As a
business man he is strong on the square deal stuff. He is
a thorough musician, an expert at the piano, and as well has
many compositions to his credit. That he will receive a
warm welcome from the trade in New York goes without
saying. It will be very much contrary to the usual rule if he
misses it here.
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Goldwyn Pictures Enter the Field
Samuel Coldhsh Brings to the Industry the
Seluyns. Margaret Mayo and
Arthur Hopkins
cluurSAXILl-.l- GUl-Ul'lSH, wliu rcttiitly rcMyncil .i.-,
iiian of the board of directors of llic Kamovis I'UiycrsLasky Company, has in association with lidgar an<l
Hopknis,
and Arthur l)e
Margaret Mayog company,
Archibald' SiUvyn, picture
known
to
producin
oisanized a motion
as the Cioldwyn Pictures Corooration. with a capital stock
the
by
lor
d
subscribe
been
has
of $J.(XH).000, all of which
organizers
and
their
associates.
Film rights to a large
number of plays controlled by the members of the new comIjany have already been
obtained and contracts
with leading legitimate
and screen stars ami
dramatists entered into.
The ment
scenario
will be departin the
hands of Margaret
Mayo and Kdgar Selwyn. The productions
will be looked after by
Arthur Hopkins, who
will have associated
with liim Robert Edwardrector.
JonesThe as
art diofficers
of
the company are Mr.
Goldfish, president;
I-'dsar Selwyn, vicepresident — from the
combination of whose
names, the new firm
derives its title — and
Crosby Gaige, treasSamuel Goldfish.
urer.
Mr. Goldfish has occupied a prominent position in the m( ving picture field for
several years past, as one of the founders of the Jesse I-.
Lasky Feature
I'lay Company.
Inc.. and later as head of the
board
of directors
of
the combined
Famous
- ^ —
— _.
Players
a n d
Lasky
_
i^H
^
companies. He has been
a power in the furthera n c e of everythin,g
which makes for the
best interests of the industry.
Mr. Selwyn,
who
is
president of Selwyn
&
Co., is a dramatist and
producer, who has been
.,
in the front ranks in the
f
-t/^'. i

H

development
along
stage
channels.

of
the
artistic

Individually or jointly Mr. Selwyn, his
brother .\rchibald; his
wife. Margaret
Mayo,
also a celebrated
dramalist, and .•\ r t h u r
Hopkins have been responsible for such wcllk n o w n successes as

!f '■
'

'V

|>^
""

^

^

"Within
the
Law,"
Margaret Mayo.
"Fair
and
Wanner."
"On Trial." "I'olly of the Circus." "Country
Boy." "Under
Cover." "Twin Beds." "Bal»y Mine" and others.
Mr. Hopkins, as is known by all who are familiar with
things theatrical, is one of the foremost producers of the
day. with a long list of unusual successes to his credit. His
present Broadway production is "Good Gracious .\nnabelle."
Robert Edward Jones is the man who has created a sensation in the art world by reason of his scenic conceptions
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for iIk Russian ballet, "liood Gracious .\nnabelle," and other
stage productions.
1 he new company will produce pictures both in California
and in the Ivasl. .\nnounccment of the location of these
sludii s and the executive offices will be made soon.
In the meantime
statement of the stars
whom the company will
exploit is being looked
forward to with more
than ordinary interest.
It is reported these will
be of unusual prominence. The eminence
of the incorporators,
the record of achievement behind each of
them, guarantee that
not only will the players be of the highest
rank, but that the productions in which they
will be seen will take
their place among the
best motion pictures of
the time. Mr. Goldfish,
while declining to en
large upon his formal
statement, did intimate
that the things he
aimed to accomplisli
in a motion picture way
would be larger than
Edgar Selwyn.
what he had heretofore
liis ambition
would
be
done. He added that he believed
surely realized — that th e personnel of his associates would
insure it.

First Foxfilm Comedy
It Will Be "Social Pirates."
with Date.
a Large Cast. — January
the Release

1

S- OCIAL
is the
of theI, 1917.
firs_t Fo.xfilm
Comedy, FIR.^TES"
and the release
date title
is January
Charles
.-\rling is the featured comedian and he is supported by
a large cast, including .Amy Jerome, .Annette de Foe, Olive
Bruce, Martin Kinney, Bill Hauber and Frank .\le.xander.
The first Fo.xfilm release is remarkable in many ways. It
combines so-called polite comedy with just the right proportion of slapstick, and its finish is of the surprise type that
puts the whole production over with a smash.
Tile second release of Foxfilm Comedies probably will be
"Chased Into Love," featuring Hank Mann, supported by
Carmen Phillips. Air. Mann is known to practically all followers of motion pictures as a comedian of undisputed laughproducing qualities. Miss Phillips, in addition to her screen
fame, is a singer of some .note. The supporting cast is large
and highly efficient.
In connection with Fo.xfilm Comedies. Mr. Fo.x has announced a complete publicity service conducted independently
of the general publicity bureau of the Fox Film Corporation.
.\ weekly newspaper, the Foxfilm Comedy Service Newspaper
Notes, dealing entirely with comedies and comedy players,
will be issued and in addition a photographic service will be
maintained.
Foxfilm Comedies are destined to supply a world-wide
market, according to the plans of Mr. Fox. They will be released through the twenty-five branch offices of the Fox
I-'ilm Corporation in the United States, and the Fox offices
in the following foreign cities: Montreal, Que.: Toronto.
Ont.: St. John, N'. B.: Vancouver. B. C: Winnipeg. Man.;
London, Liverpool. Manchester. Newcastle-on-Tyne, Leeds
and Birmingham. England: Cardiff, Wales; Glasgow. Scotland: Dublin, Ireland: Sydney and Melbourne, .Australia; Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil: Sao Paulo, Brazil; Buenos Aires: Rosario,
Argentine, and Montevideo. Uruguay.

BRENON

COMPANY

GOES TO ST. AUGUSTINE.

Herbert Brenon and a large force of players and assistants left New York this week for St. .Augustine, to make the
exterior scenes of his ne.xt Selznick picture, "Lucretia
Borgia." The atmosphere of the quaint old Florida city is
ideal for the period of the Borgias.
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" The Garden of Allah " by Selig
About Ten Reels in Length, This Great Production, Adapted
from Robert Kitchens' Book, Promises to Surpass
All Former Selig Super Films.
nearly four months Director Colin Campbell and a
FOR
big company of players, both in and outside the Selig
ranks, were employed in the production of "The Garden
of Allah." founded on the famous novel of that name by Robert }Iirli,n<
In liir visualization of this remarkable story

Scene

from "The

Garden

of Allah"

(Selig).

in moving pictures, so rich in desert life, scenes and solitude, there is a realism that no stage production can ever
achieve. All the desert scenes have been laid in the Mojave
Desert, California, while the Selig Zoo, with its manifold
scenic types, has also lent itself admirably to the pictures.
Director Colin Campbell was given carte blanche in the
selection of the great host of supernumeraries employed,
while Mr. Selig and he devoted several weeks to the selection of the people in the cast. In some of the scenes many
hundreds of people are shown, of varied types, each type always garbed in correct costume. In the scene showing the
watch tower at Mogar. we see a company of French zouaves
in nattty uniforms, which fit the men perfectly. This is not
by chance, however, as the uniforms were tailor-made, by
order, for the occasion.
Helen Ware, the widely known emotional actress, was selected and brought on from New York at an outlay which
alone would cover the cost of the production of many a modern photoplay. She assumes the fine character of Domini
Enfilden, and the expensive costumes worn by her were all
made specially for the occasion. Thomas Santschi appears
as Boris Androvsky (Father Antoine), a renegade monk;
Matt B. Snyder appears as Count .Antconi; the Sand Diviner, who can read the future in the sand, is taken by James
Bradbury, and all the other important roles have been assigned with equal care as to fitness, both from the acting
and personal viewpoint.
All the street and bazaar scenes in Beni-Mora and Amara,
as well as the French military watch tower at Mogar, and
the scene showina the garden of Count Anteoni in BeniMora. have been solidly built. The view of Amara, the great
■city in the northern Sahara, especially impresses the beholder as being massive and real, while the moving throngs in
the streets give a distinct Oriental atmosphere. The street
of the Ouled Nails in Beni-Mora is another remarkable scene.
The dancers are all real .Arab women, who were engaged
specially for the work. All these scenes have been made
from actual photographs of the places represented, so that
.perfect atmosphere has been secured.
One may mention, as an illustration of the complete success achieved by Director Campbell in conveying to the spectator the various phases of life on the Sahara Desert, the
thrillin.g fight between a roving band of Arabs and a caravan. The conflict is fierce, and we afterwards see the triumphant members of the caravan marching and carrying the
lieads of the conquered rovers on the ends of their pikes.
The sandstorm that breaks on Beni-Mora and the surrounding desert — just as Domini and Androvsky are setting
out on their honeymoon — is another realistic scene that will
fairly thrill and astonish the spectator. This is no weak
■effort to imitate one of Nature's sternest moods. Tents are
blown down, palm trees are brought to the earth, the air is
thick with flyin,g debris, anrl men who encounter it are forced
to hide their heads in their robes to save their eyes from the
keen edged sand.
Just how it has been done by Director
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Campbell must remain a secret, as it is of his own invention,
and promises to hold the palm for realism in filming happenings of this kind for some time to come.
In no previous super film production made by him has Wm.
N. Selig taken such a zealous personal interest as in "The Garden of Allah." While in close contact with Director Campbell at all times during the progress of the work, he has bestowed the closest personal attention to the tinting of various scenes and to the assembling and trimming. He has
viewed the films over a dozen times, ever on the lookout
to make changes that tend to make the story more complete. The subtitles have received his particular attention,
every one of which has been taken from, the Hichens' book.
The photoplay is in three parts, a little over 10 reels in
length. The original was between 15.000 and 16,000 feet, and
it can be readily inferred that there is not a single redundant
foot of film in the photoplay as it now stands, and as it will
be seen by the public.
Tile book was adapted to photoplay form by Gilson Willets, whose work is remarkable for its action and intense interest. When it is remembered that the book is largely descriptive, with little of action to commend it for photoplay
purposes, Mr. Willets will be entitled to no small measure of
credit to tlie great success that undoubtedly awaits this fine
production.
Unusual interest lias been manifested by the trade in
Selig's production of "The Garden of Allah." For some
time past mail has been pouring into the Chicago offices concerning the production, from prom.inent men in the business,
while others have come long distances to see it on the screen.
These men are all intending purchasers for state rights to
the picture. Stage stars in Chicago, who have never before
dignified moving pictures by deigning to look at the screen,
have tion
called
room. and seen the picture in the Selig private projecSelig
Mr. Selig was
which appeared
Elliott.
to "The Garden

Denies Sale to Sherman & Elliott.
most emphatic in his denial of the statement,
in a New York contemporary, that the rights
of Allah" had been purchased by Sherman &

"It is positively false," he said, when interviewed Monday,
Nov. 27. " 'The Garden of Allah' will be very carefully
placed, and when the sale is made, it will be duly announced
from this office.
JAMES S. McQUADE.
WATCHING

MARY,

The matter of handling tlie crowds that gather to watch
Mary Pickford at work on "location" has become an item
of no small concern to the producers of "Little Mary's" new
photoplay, "The Pride of the Clan." When it was learned
at Marblehead, Mass., recently, that the famous screen idol
would produce e.xterior scenes there for her new Scotch picture, the entire surrounding country laid plans to see her at
work. The roads leading to the "location" became congested
with automobiles daily and the local police proved entirely
incapable of handling the crowds. Director Tourneur, the
w-ell known French producer, who is staging Miss Pickford's
;sri^ .
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latest Artcraft vehicle, soon found it impossible to go ahead
with the production and a force of special police had to be
engaged by his assistant to handle the eager spectators who
unintentionally spoiled many feet of good raw stock by getting within the camera lines. When finally the site had been
roped in and the staging of the play again resumed, many
amongtops andtheother
largepoints
"audience"
perched themselves upon houseof vantage.
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Cast for Next Artcraft Subject
Particular Care Evidenced in Selection of Players to Support
"Little Mary" in "The Pride of the Clan" — Matt
Moore Appearing Opposite Star.
PARTICl'LAK
evidenced
the selection
of the players care
who has
will hccii
be seen
in the in
supporting
cast
of Mary Picklord's new production, "The Pride of the
Clan." which is now being produced under the direction
of Maurice Tourneur, and will be released by Artcraft
Pictures. l£ach character is portrayed by an artist especially
fitted to the part and one who has achieved success on the
"legitimate" stage as well as on the screen.
In the role of Jamie Campbell, the chief supporting part
to Miss Pickford is Matt Moore, whose elTeclive screen
characterizations have made him particularly popular with
the photoplay public. As the stalwart Scotch youth and
sweetheart of Marget McTavish, Mr. Moore will undoubtedly
appear to particular advantage.
Kathryn Browne Decker, who will be seen in the role of
the "Countess of Dunstable." first became known to the
theater-going public as Kathryn Browne in many metropolitan stage hits under the managements of William A.
Brady, Charles Frohman, Henry Miller and other wellknown producers. On the screen slie portrayed leading roles
in "The Fifth Commandment," "The Closing Net," "The
Beloved \'agabond" and "The Prima Donna's Husbai>d."
Warren Cook, who appears in the Pickford-.\rtcraft subject as "The Earl of Dunstable," is also widely known among
devotees of both the stage and screen. During his career
of twenty-one years on the stage and in motion pictures
he has won many friends in this and other countries as a
result of his finished work.
A particularly difficult character has been given to Edward
Roseman. in "Pitcairn." the village atheist, and judging from
early reports, his work in "The Pride of the Clan," will
be one of the features of the photoplay. Mr. Roseman is
another member of the "old school," having spent fifteen
years behind the footlights. Among his screen characterizations are those displayed in "The Barrier," "The Pit," "The
Wishing Ring" and "The Secret of Eve."
Another principal player of note in Miss Pickford's new
production is Joel Day, who portrays the part of the Dominie.
In theatricals Mr. Day appeared in stock and with various
road companies for three years after which he joined the
Edison Company appearing on the screen under the direction
of J. Searle Dawley. Mr. Day has played in motion pictures
for some seven years, during which time he achieved particular prominence in his portrayals of President Lincoln in
"When Lincoln Was President" and "Lincoln for the
Defense." .^mong his other well-known screen characterizations were those evidenced in "The Cub," "Heart of Blue
Ridge," "Lola," "Runaway June," etc.
The balance of the cast in "The Pride of the Clan" has
been selected with equal care and it is readily felt that
never before has "Little Mary" been afforded such exceptional
support.

New y orAr Film Salesmen Organize
Seventy

Energetic

Film

Boosters
Elected.

Get

Together — Officers

UNDER
the name of the Film Salesmen's Association,
the first organization of New York film salesmen
was formed at a meeting in Wurlitzer Hall on Saturday, November 25th. Practically every important film company in the
City was
represented
meeting.
The Greater
organization
has on
its roster at
the Saturday's
names of
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garten, J. Schwartz, B. Schwartz, H. H. Thomas, I. Goetz,
M. 1-clder, F. Goldfarb. W. Roosevelt, J. Conlin, C. H.
Zerner, E. J. Drucker, H. Stern, 1. Stremer, J. Knopfle, J.
Bellman and W. G. Schmidt.

Creative Producing Its Initial Subject
Leon

Wagner

at

Head

of Concern — Jane
Featured.

Gail

to

be

LEON W.VGNER, Donald Campbell and Jack Weinberg,
all widely known in the film business, are the announced officers — respectively president, secretary and
treasurer — of the newly organized Creative Film Company,
which recently began the production of a big feature photoplay which is expected to be ready for the market within
the next few weeks. The capital for the enterprise is more
than adequate, it is announced, and the practical experience
which the promoters of the company have had in the
various lines of the business will undoubtedly be used to
great advantage in the operation of the company,
Leon Wagner will be recalled for his association with
the Sterling Camera and Film Company, but is best known
through the reputation he has established as a technical
expert and cameraman. With the Creative Film Company,
Mr. Wagner, although president of the concern, is already
engaged in active work in the production of the picture and
is personally supervising every detail of its making, cooperating with Director
"SelectCampbell
Bill' Haddock.
Jack Weinberg
and Donald
have been engaged
principally in the sales end of the film business for a number
of years.
The Creative Company's plan is to make its picture bring
its profit by reason of the careful manner in which it is
produced. There has been no stinting in any of the preparations, it is said. A splendid cast has been selected, with
Jane Gail, international screen favorite, in the leading role.
Prominent in her support will be Stanley Walpole, May Simon
and Violet Stuart.
JACK
LONDON
POSED
FOR
PICTURES.
The biggest scoop of the week in motion picture news
circles is the work of Bertin E. Moisant who filmed Jack
London for The Mutual Weekly three days before he died.
Mr. Moisant happened to he in the vicinity of Glen Ellen,
Cal., where the London ranch is located, and being a friend
of the family called upon the author. Jack London looked
the picture of health, and the cameraman little thought that
he was grinding out a picture of historic importance in the
literarjclose at world
hand. because the journey into the shadow was so
Jack London was pictured just as he lived — a hale, bigheated fellow of God's great out-of-doors. He is shown
driving a farm wagon, currying his favoriti horse, feeding his
blue-ribbon pigs, and lounging about the ranch house where
his recent stories were written. There are charming glimpses
of home life, as pictured in the splendid companionship
between himself and his wife. The author is shown as he
helps her mount her horse and waves to her as she passes
out of ^ight. AnA the last picture of all shows the author
of "The Call of the Wild." and other red-blooded volumes
that are truly American, as he holds a squirming, squealing
armful of little pigs whose antics cause him to laugh heartily.
ini.
These
exclusive pictures arc shown in Mutual \VeekIy No.

upwards of seventy-five salesmen.
After a preliminary discussion as to future plans and
purposes of the organization the following officers were
elected: Jack McNevins. president: Austin Interrante, vice
president; Emilie Bullwinkle, treasurer; Horace Fuld, secretary, and M. Wcisman, sergeant-at-arms. The newlyappointed officers were instructed to draw up by-laws to be
submitted before the organization at its next meeting, which
will be held in the projection room of the World Film

CLASSIC
PLAYERS
GOING TO JAMAICA,
W. I.
Two companies of Classic film players will sail early next
month for Jamaica. West Indies, where the .\rabian Nights
in twenty instalments of two reels each will be elaborately
produced, as well as a ten reel picture of huge dimensions.
Mr. Turner is well-known in Jamaica, as it was he who constructed the massive and artistic settings for "A Daughter
of the Gods." the big Annette Kellermann picture now playing at the Lyric Theater.

Company. of
126Tuesday,
West Forty-sixth
at 5 o'clock on the
afternoon
December street,
Sth.
The charter members present at the first meeting were:
A. Interrante. B Frank, R. S. Clark, H. Fuld, F. A. Lappen,
E. F. Johnston. J. Goldstein, H. M. Johnston. J. G. Hallett,
A. H. Corn. H. Danto, H. Ginsburg, E. C. Bullwinkle, J.
McNevins, W. C. Carter, J. B. Zimmerman, W. Lamb, H. G.
Segal, T. Feibush, R. Perry. P. Smith, M. Weisman. M. J.
Kronacher, W. J. Weisfeld, S. Rubenstein. M. Westebbe, J.
Weinberg. H. Erickson. C. Saunder, C. Johnston, C. Rosen-

Charlotte Burton, well-known leading woman in many
feature productions, has joined Essanay and is now in Chicago
to start in her first play by that company. Miss Burton
has been in pictures for the past three years, before that
having played on the stage since she was a small child.
.She is best known perhaps, by her work in heavy leads,
or adventurous types.

CHARLOTTE

BURTON

JOINS

ESSANAY.
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By JAS. S. McQUADE
"Intolerance" Wins the Praise of Chicago Critics.
ion of David Wark Griffith's "InTHE opening tolpresentat
erance" inChicago, at the Colonial, Tuesday evening. Nov. 28, was witnessed by a gathering that fairly
represented the intelhgence and critical acumen of the city's
a capacity
beautiful"
"theater
photoplay
been
have many
seat would
every
it canthe claim,
which Had
times that goers.
filled; for the house was practically sold out several days
before the opening.
The Chicago dailies devoted much space to a critical discussion of the production, which was pronounced "colossal,"
"stupendous," "wonderful." "overwhelming." etc. The following excerpts from the criticisms will serve to convey the
various viewpoints:
Mae Tinee in the Tribune:
David Wark Griffith, iookmg into his crystal, has viewed reform
through the ages and has thought it not good. Therefore, with the
wizardry that is his. he has assembled from four corners of liis world,
and breathed into it the breath life, a spectacle that dazes and dazzles
by its stupendousness, to prove his point. Through three and one-half
hours he holds you still, tense, and gasping, fairly hypnotized by sound,
color, and the swift and perfect action that is marred by no flaws of
production. When the last curtain fails, mentally you fall with it. Your
brain is all of a heap. And you say to your neighbor, as your neighbor
says to you :
"Wasn't it wonderful — wonderful?
But just what was it all about?"
"IntQlerance" is, to be frank, the splendid utterances of an intolerant.
The reformers would down with a lot of things and Mr. Griffith would
down with the reformers.

Louella O. Parsons in the Herald:
"Intolerance" was presented last night at the Colonial with ushers clad
in the gorgeous raiment of Belshazzar's time. It knocked at Chicago's
door and asked admittance, not on the strength of the merit of "The
Birth of a Nation." but because of its own tremendous power,
"Intolerance"
is notsuch
a photoplay
of individuals,
it is tooIt colossal
creation
to deal with
unimportant
things as persons.
deals witha
people collectively, their foibles, their sorrows, their joys and their
passions. A sun play of the ages, its creator calls it. Four separate
periods are concerned in the making of this great picture drama.
The mental strain of seeing "Intolerance" staggers with its excess
of emotion. We have seen so much beauty, so much revelry, so much
joy, such hitter sorrow and such intense hatred of warring clans that
the brain fairly staggers under the burden. We are so absorbed in
the picture that the weariness is not apparent until the curtain falls
and we are recalled from our "Arabian Nights" vision to our workaday
life.

Bob McKnight in the Examiner:
"Intolerance" is the most colossal achievement of the screen. Some
might even go so far as to say it is the most colossal of theatricals.
Certainly no film ever recorded anything so big before and in my
opinion never will again until Griffith completes his next cinema
play.
Griffith has shown things that no other producer wouJd have dared
to even consider. He has fought a noble battle against bigotry and
he may win more than we or he can have the remotest idea of. He has
made his fight that of love against hate, or the poor, weak and friendless
against the rich and powerful. He has shown hate is the same since
the dawn of man ; that it is in incessant conflict with good ; and sometimes wins.
Griffith is a great prophet and this is his greatest sermon. He sees
"meddling" as the greatest evil ; the most necessary to remedy.

W. K. Hollander in the News:

If one were to be critical he would complain of the bigness, greatness
and massiveness of the production, which make it impossible for consumption at one sitting. Much of its grandeur and sensational display
escapes the attention of the spectator. Yet few will venture into the
Colonial a second time, for its attraction does not possess the alluring
qualities which compel more than one inspection.

Oma Moody Lawrence in the Post:
There are wonderful historical pageants for the lover of history: there
are heights of emotional acting that have never before been achieved
on stage or screen. There are moments of deepest tragedy and touches
of the most delicious comedy. There are thrills for the man who enjoys
the spectacular, and the iovcr of simplicity will be charmed in equal
measure.

The Optimist in the American:
Never were there such mob scenes, such massed attacks of humanity,
such a display of ancient warfare, such a picturization of history past
and present merged in so masterful a way with a truly stupendous
number of close-ups as well as distance effects.
More can be learned there in three hours than could be absorbed in
books during months of study.

The Critic of the Journal:
The shifting of the scenes from the modern to the medieval and then
to the ancient, back to the modern and then to the Babylonian age is
effected by the showing of a woman — Lillian Gish — rocking a cradle.
From the interminable rocking of the cradle the scenes portrayed are
brought forth.
The shifting at times brought gasps of annoyance from the audience,
particularly when, during a sixty-mile-an-hour race between a racing
automobile and a flyer to save the boy from hanging for murder, the
scene shifted to show the forces of Cyrus approaching Babylon, and
then
again thefor wild
part race
of the
St. Bartholomew's
But shifted
eventually
wasmassacre
taken upof again,
and the boy night.
saved
just £^s the noose was being adjusted.

During an intermission Mr. Griffith responded to widespread calls for a speech. He thanked his players, the
musicians and the audience for the great success of the opening, and modestly hid the star of the evening behind the
praise bestowed on others.
The prices
of admission
at nights
and
Saturday
matinees
run from to25 "Intolerance"
cents to $2; other
matinees
run from 25 cents to $1.
Prominent London Buyer of Export Films Believes Product
Will Soon Be Shipped Direct from America to
Destination.
A prominent London buyer of films for export purposes
pays a handsome tribute to American producers in a recent
issue of the Kinematograph Weekly. After paying due compliments to British makers the buyer refers to the extraordinary efforts America has put forth in the export line.
Employing a huge amount of capital, and spending with great
liberality, the American manufacturers have been able to produce on
an immense scale hitherto undreamed of. With immense areas easily
accessible, and scenes of incomparable natural beauty, the American
starts with a great advantage, and the fact that there are within the
borders of the United States a hundred millions of people, for whom
he can cater, is an additional fact in bis favor.
some reason
or same
other,well-defined
I don't know
why, we
don't that
get
in For
the British
films the
marksquite
of national
interest
the American maker imparts to his products. Neither can we here,
apparently, produce the same exciting films — "blood and thunder" films,
if you like — that the American maker puts on the market. Neither
here nor on the continent are there now the circuses that used to exist,
with their troupes of clever gymnasts, performing remarkable feats of
skill and agility. The result is. that in spite of the great improvements in Britsb films, and the splendid perseveranre of British makers.
I should think that 90 Per cent, of the whole of the films that go to
some of our Overseas Dominions are American and I cannot see anything that is likely
to stop
this American
The Americans
are spending
unlimited
supplies
of money, "invasion."
they have some
wonderful
producers, and the whole business seems to be a part of American
life.

Questioned on the likelihood of export films "being shipped
direct from America to , their destination, instead of being
sent through London as the distributing center, the buyer
agreed that this would be done, and proceeds:
First of all. of course, the Am.erican manufacturer and the British
buyer have experienced great difficulty in getting the goods across the
danger zone. The producer naturally does not want to see his output
go down to the bottom of the sea, and finding \o^s difficulty in getting
his wares to countries lying wide of Britain, he naturally ships direct
those goods which in the ordinary way would first have come to London.
There are. of course, certain advantages in shipping to one center, and
that is especially the case where producers who, in acquiring English
rights, have also, under the same contracts, acquired the rights for all
the Overseas Dominions. But these advantages are now more than
counterbalanced by war risks, import duties, and other restrictions due
to the war.
Much of the buying for Australia, India, Japan and even for Canada,
has been done here in London, but as things are, there is no reason
why this should continue, and the practice is largely diminishing. Some
of the dominions, of course, give British products a preferential tariff,
in certain cases 25 per cent-, but this is not of great moment in the film
trade, and frankly, I am afraid the chances are all against the British
film producer ever becoming a serious competitor with the American
film manufacturer.

Chicago Film Brevities.
Chauncey Goldsmith, leading legal representati-ve of the
Exhibitors' Trade Review, arrived in the city Monday
morning, Nov. 27. and immediately got in connection with
Mr. Mock and other stockholders of Motography,
with a

Diccmbir
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view to llic purchase of that publication, lie reinained iiiitil
U'ednesilay. wlieii he returned to New York on the Twentieth
Century, without having been able to make a deal. It can
be said without fear ot contradiction that MoloKraphy has
not cliauKcd ownership, and will remain under its former
■ ntrol and be published •
as formerly.
•
•
N. William .\ronson. business manaser for Fraiicis X.
Bushman, has sent this otVice the followint; commnnication:
"On account of the persistent rumors l>eins; circulated that
Francis .\. Bushman, of the Metro Pictures L'ompany. would
resign January the 1st, and would at once begin making pictures lor a certain Broadway lilni distributor, it is due both
to Mr. Bushman and the Metro L'ompany that this story be
<lelinitely denied. As Mr. Bushman's personal representative
and business manager, may 1 state that he has no intention
of severing his connections with the Metro Company, not« contrary."
*
withstanding any stories « to the
"Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea" will be run
in outlying theaters on the Hamburger circuit after it closes
at the Studebaker. The favored theaters will include the
Twentieth (_"entury. Grand Oak, Willard, Pine Grove, Argmore. .Mbany Park, New •Wilmetle
•
• and the Gaiety.
Watlerson R. Rothacker, president of the Rothacker Film
Manufacturing Co.. has issued a limited number of invitations
to a studio ball that will be held at the Rothacker plant

« 9 o'clock.
•
*
Friday evening, Dec. 15. at
T. Fink, manager of the Oak theater. Oak F'ark, 111., paid
this ofiice a visit last week, and renewed his subscription for
the World. The Oak theater is owned by the Oak .Amusement Co.. and seats about 5<)0 people. Five and 10 cents admissions are charged for programs of Triangle. Pathe and
■ ■ther makes. "Gloria's Romance" is also being shown at
this theater. Fair business was reported by Mr. Fink.

«

«

«

Director Leopold Wharton, accompanied by Mrs. Vernon
Castle and a company of players engaged in the production of
the preparedness serial, "Patria." by the International Film
Service. Inc.. stopped over in Chicago Tuesday. Nov. 28. on
their way from New York to Los .Kngeles, where they will
6nish the last five episodes of the serial.

«

«

*

Beginning Monday, Dec. 25. Jones. Linick & Schaefer will
increase the salaries of their employes, excepting musicians,
stage hands and moving picture operators, who are working
under a union scale higher than any other city in .\merica.
This is done in recognition and appreciation of the loyalty
of the employes and of their unfailing courtesy to patrons.

•

*

•

The Forty Club, one of the most
tions in .\merica. including names
George .\de. Wilton Lackaye. Wilbur
held the annual harvest dinner in the

select literary organizasuch as Otis Skinner.
Nesbit. S. E. Kiser. etc..
studio of the Rothacker

Film Manufacturing Company's plant. Tuesday. Nov. 28.
During the course of the dinner moving pictures were taken.
These will be held by the club as a historical record of its
membership.

•

«

«

Kducational pictures showing the industries and resources
of Sweden and also several war incidents were seen at Orchestra Hall. Thanksgiving afternoon, under the direction of
.\xel Palmgren. one of the editors of the Stockholm Dagblad.
the largest newspaper in Stockholm. This picture will also
he shown at the Strand theater — reopened specially for the
occasion — on Dec. 7. 8. 9 and 10. The proceeds will be devoted to the .Xmerican Red Cross.

•

*

•

"Film row." the district on West Madison street, between
Clark and Dearborn streets, was the scene of a riot, in which
opposing locals of moving picture operators* unions participated, on Wednesday. Nov. 29. (iuns were drawn and
billies were used before a riot call brought a large force of
police in a hurry to the Rose theater, where business agents
of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.
Local 157. and the International .\lliance of Theatre Stage
Employes and Moving Picture Operators. Local No. 110. had
clashed on the question of jurisdiction. It appears that Henry
Gunthrie. .Xrthur Koch. Georpe W. Halladay and .Arthur G.
.Mlison. members of Local 157. tried to enter the cage of
Ralph E. French, an operator at the .\lcazar theater, with
the avowed purpose of attacking him. These men were
arrested and held to appear in the South Clark St. court
Friday morning. Dec. 1. Frank Gusenberg. another operator,
who was arrested on the complaint of George Heiss. on a
charge of attacking him. will also be arraigned in the court.

WDRi.n

\6sl
.Viae .Marsh stole a march on moving picturedom in Chicago
last week. She arrived in town unheraMed. Saturday. Nov.
25, and look the place of an usher at the Colonial and handed
"The Birth of a Nation."
night
closing
programs
out
Strange
to say,on nothe one
among
the ofspectators recognized the
famous star. Miss Marsh was accompanied by her mother
and her sisters, Misses
Marguerite,
Mildred,
Frances and
Leslie.
*

*

*

Tlu- members of the Chicago Political Equality League announce another city-wide examination of moving picture
theaters. The committee on moving picture censorship has
already made plans to introduce a new bill for state censorship at the meeting of the new legislature in Springfield.
Every moving picture theater in Chicago and vicinity will be
visited daily, for a period of 10 days, during the month of
December, and a report of the character of the photoplays
offered will be made. .V mass meeting will be held Dec. 29
to lay plans to replace the bill passed by the legislature at
Springfield and vetoed by Governor Dunne early in the current year.
*
*
»
"War on
Captain F.
Playhouse
houses. The
Hungarian

Three Fronts," a genuine war picture taken by
K. Kleinschmidt. is having a short run at the
(Fine .-Vrts). where it is showing to crowded
proceeds will be devoted to the German-.VustroRelief .Association.
«
*
•

Mayor Johnson, of Gary, Ind., granted a permit Thursday.
Nov. city.
30. forThis
the action
presentation
of "The
Birthowners
of a Nation"
in
that
was taken
after the
of the film
had unsuccessfully sought to enjoin the city authorities in
the Superior Court, at Hammond, from preventing the presentation. Representatives of 3,000 negro residents of Gary
asked for the suppression of the picture, and many threats
were made. Six policemen guarded the- theater in Gary at
the matinee and evening shows.

*

*

*

The following programs have been announced at the prominent downtown theaters in Chicago for the ensuing week:
Studebaker — "War Brides" (Selznick). featuring Nazimova,
will begin a run at this theater on Tuesday. Dec. 5. "Twenty
Thousand Leagues L'nder the Sea" closed on Dec. 3.
Ziegfeld — E. H. Southern and Edith .Story in ".An Enemy
to
the and
King"
(Vitagraph), the Vitagraph "Scarlet Runner"
serial,
a comedy.
La Salle — "Idle Wives" (L^niversal) opens on Dec. 3,
Colonial — "Intolerance" (D. W. Griffith) opened on Tuesday, Nov. 28. The crowds in front of the theater since the
opening reminds one of the first days of "The Birth of a
Nation" in the city.
BROOKLYN
PROJECTION
ASSOCIATION
DANCE.
riie lirooklyil Projectiun - .Association, wiiich consists of
operators, managers and all employees of the moving picture theaters in that section, announce a carnival and
ball, to be held at the Brownsville Labor Lyceum, at Sackman
street and Liberty avenue, Brooklyn, on Sunday. December
31. 1916.
In this connection, the association, which was incorporated
last February, wishes to announce that its books are open
for membership for all employees of the motion picture
houses in Brooklyn and they wish the active co-operation of
all such employees in order to make the association a truly
fraternal body of value to everyone interested. Mr, Benjamin
Greenwald is the secretary and his address 449 Shepard
avenue. Brooklyn. N. Y.
.At the ball many prominent moving picture stars will appear and it is expected that the affair will be enjoyable in
every way. The association is arranging to have local
moving pictures of the vicmity, which will be shown at the
ball. Committee: .A. Mauckler. .A. S. Meyers, Benj. Greenwald. Gus. Hirsh. J. E. Tobin. M. Silverman. -AI. Salton.
M, Fein.
CAPRICE

COMPANY

GOING

TO

FLORIDA.

June Caprice's fifth piiotoplay for William Fo.x is now well
under way. Next week the company will leave for a wellknown winter resort in Florifla. to snap some beautiful
exterior scenes. Chief in Miss Caprice's supporting cast arc
Frank Morgan. Stanhope Wheatcroft. Betty Prendergast.
Grace Stevens and Tom Brooke.
H'c cannot be blamed for feeling thai there must be a
flood reason for such frantic efforts to u-ithhold the most
important evidence.
II' ho got the stock and ifhy?
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News of Los Angeles and Vicinity
^
By

G. P. VON

HAIJLEMAN

At Yorke- Metro Studios

No More Julius Caesar Money

Company Back from Monterey Is Now Filming Final Scenes
of "Pidgin Island"
Will Feature.
Soon Start Production
on —New

Actors' Fund Controversy Regarding Proceeds. — Failure of
Effort to Satisfy Beneficiaries' Demand.
When a few members of the Hollywood Board of Trade
and officials of the Hollywood Carnival Association, the organization that managed the Julius Caesar extravaganza last
summer, promised a committee representing the Actors' Fund
Association October 27th that they would see the latter received $1,500 in addition to the $2,500 profits already turned
over to the association, they reckoned without their hosts.
Recently C. C. Craig, prime mover in the "raised ante" movement, stated that all hope of accumulating the necessary
fund had been abandoned, the citizens of Hollywood rebelling
against what they believed to be the "big stick" methods
used the
by fund.
the actors' committee in requesting the extra money
for

THE
Yorke-Metro studios are again active. Harold
Lockwood, May Allison, Producer Fred J. Balshofer,
Lester Cuneo and the entire Yorke-Metro organization
have returned, after spending ten days in Monterey, where
seacoast scenes were staged for use in Harold MacGrath's
novel, "Pidgin Island."
Producer Balshofer brought back with him five thousand
feet of negative that promise to more than compensate for

.\nd unless the unforeseen arises, the last chapter of the
Julius Caesar "unpleasantness" has been written, with the
status of both sides exactly the same as when the controversy began. The Actors' Fund received the $2,500 profits
accounted for in the report of Harlan G. Palmer, secretary of
the Hollywood Carnival Association and the Hollywood business men are out nothing more than their trouble and pains.
Some of them believe the amount expended for the necessities of life was more than it should have been.

Theaters on Coast Busy
Many

Yorke-Metro

Players at Monterey.

the expense of taking a company to Monterey. Harold Lockwood and May Allison feel that they did the best work of
their screen careers in these scenes staged along the beautiful seventeen-mile Pacific Coast Line, and the balance of the
cast, headed by Lester Luneo, are of the same opinion.
A thrilling episode of this feature production was filmed
at the Yorke-Metro studios this week. It's an aeroplane
disaster and the flying machine drops 800 feet and is smashed
as it strikes the ground. This aeroplane, according to the
story, is employed by a gang of diamond smugglers in order
to evade the custom house authorities on the border line.
Harold Lockwood plays the part of the secret service agent
who tracks down the gang and May Allison, as winsome
Diana Wynne, is the girl in the story.
Not being able to secure a suitable aeroplane for the taking
of the scenes, Producer Balshofer had an exact duplicate of a
Martin plane built, under supervision of an e.xpert aviator.
It took several weeks to get the machine ready, but only a
few minutes to have it wrecked while the cameras followed
every motion of its downward swoop to destruction.
Producer Fred J. Balshofer will soon start production on a
new feature. This week the Yorke-Metro Company closed
negotiations with J. P. Hendryx for the screen rights to his
novel
"The and
Promise,"
New York
London. published by J. P. Putman & Co., of

"The Promise" is a story of the timber lands, laid in the
American Northwest.
The hero of this story is a social
derelict who in_ a series of interesting adventures "comes
back" and in his battle wins a great prize, the love of a
woman who has made his reformation possible.
Director Balshofer has cast Harold Lockwood and May
Allison for the two stellar characters.
Production will be started on "The Promise" immediately
after Harold Lockwood and May Allison have completed
their work in their present feature, "Pidgin Island."

Changes and Improvements in Southern California
Houses — Season Opening Good.
Improvements have been commenced on the Auditorium
theater in San Bernardino which necessitate the closing of
the theater for one week when it will be reopened for a period
until it becomes necessary to tear out the present stage in
order to connect up the addition, which will make the theater
one of the largest in the entire orange belt.
Dan F. Eselin and wife, new proprietors of the theater will
direct the improvements, which will include the decoration
of the lobby, painting and renovation in various ways.
The architect is now preparing plans for the extension of
the building to a depth of thirty-five feet. The plans include
a new and larger stage, with additional upstairs dressing
rooms, also 300 additional seats. Several hundred opera
chairs will be installed to take the place of the seats now
in use.
The plans at present call for a picture program the first
three days of the week, four acts of vaudeville and three
reels of pictures for Thursday and Friday and an entire
change of vaudeville and pictures for Saturday and Sunday.
A new feature will be the seggregation of Mexican patrons
on the balcony, the entire lower floor with the 300 additional
seats, being sufficient for the patronage that is expected to
follow the introduction of high-class vaudeville and pictures.
VISITORS AT UNIVERSAL CITY.
William G. Mc.\doo. Secretary of the Treasury and Mrs.
McAdoo, his wife, formerly Eleanor Randolph Wilson,
daughter of President Wilson, escorted by Postmaster
Charles W. Fay of San Francisco, spent two hours at Universal City on the afternoon of November 20, met the leading
actors and actresses, viewed the sets on the various stages
and posed for pictures before the camera of the Universal
-Animated Weekly.
Mrs. Mc.\doo expressed a wish to know how railway
wrecks were filmed and Director George Marshall staged
one in which Neal Hart bore the brunt of the battle and
which brought forth enthusiastic applause by the Secretary
and Postmaster Fay. Mrs. Mc.^doo was sure one of the
men had been badly hurt and she was not convinced until
he appeared again on the scene laughing.
The visitors displayed much interest in a church scene
being filmed by Director Douglas Gerrard and even offered
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suijgcilions to the directors regarding its action. Postn-.astcr
Fay was dcliglited to lind that Director Allen J. Uulubar was
a native oi San Francisco and he introduced his distinguished
friends to him and also to Director Charles Swickard, who
is well known in San I'rancisco.
The visitors were reluctant to leave when the time came
to proceed to Santa liarbara, later in the aiternoon, but the
Secretary and Mrs. McAdoo declared the next time they
came to Los Angeles they intended to spend a whole day at
least at the tilm capital.
OUier visitors this week to Universal City were Richard
Henncrdell of Pennsylvania and chairman of the American
Automobile Association and Edsel Ford, son of Henry Ford,
with his young wife.
YOUNG PEOPLES SHOW HUGE SUCCESS.
The vaudeville given at the Hollywood theater by the
HollywoodNeal
Younv;
People's
club comedian
Tuesday evening
wasthea
success.
Burns,
the clever
loaned by
Christie Film Company, delighted the targe audience with
his songs.
jost-phinc Head gave a beautiful interpretative dance, ''The
Blue Danube,"
andapplause
Babe Eloise
Smith,
a little seven-year-old
child,
won hearty
for her
impersonations
and dainty
dance nun-.bers. Both are artists and are pupils of Miss
Gladys
teacher
at the minstrel
Woman's show,
Club House.
Two Day,
end dancing
men from
a famous
who on
account of the war in Europe were able to appear at this
special performance proved to be Lonie and Frank Spearman,
"rhey
brought down the house with the colored dialect, stories
and songs.
Dr. L. F. Luckic, former house physician at the Children's
Hospital, announced the entertainers. He also made a few
remarks, telling of the splendid work being accomplished
by Mrs. Lindsay who has been instrumental in the organization of the club.
Home-made candy was sold in the lobby by Misses Maude
McLellan and Sue Roen. A bevy of attractive young ladies
assisted as ushers.
After the performancne about twenty of the club members
were entertained at a merry Dutch supper by Mrs. Lindsay
at her home on Yucca street. Many photoplayers were
present.
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request that she be permitted to appear at its dedication. In
addition to Miss King, Miss Myrtle Stedman, the Morosco
star, will also preside at the dedication ceremonies.

• • •

United States District Judge Trippett on Saturday, December 2,will for the first time in his experience witness the
exhibition of a feature film without paying for that enjoyment. This will occur when the court adjourns to the city
of Monrovia to inspect a showing of "The Daughter of the
Don " at the plant oi the Monrovia Feature lilm Co.
This feature film is involved in an injunction proceeding
brought against its producers by Rand McNally Company of
Chicago, who instituted action alleging the scenario was taken
from a work entitled "Dons of flie Old Pueblo," written by
i'ercival J. Cooney, a copyright of which is alleged to be
owned by the Chicago publishers.
Winfield Hogaboom, one of the defendants named in the
suit, declares the scenario was assimilated from an early history of Los Angeles, of which he was the assistant editor, and
a history of California recently placed on the market by John
S. McGroarty.
The decision of the court is awaited with particular interest by many writers and film produces for a possible new
construction of the copyright law.

* * *

A fire of unknown origin started at the Fox Hollywood
studio one morning this week, and partially demolished the
front building, where the offices were located. Luckily no
film was lost which amounted to anything. R. A. Walsh
had directed a few scenes on a new picture the day before,
and this negative was lost, but the sets were still up and
the cast engaged, so practically no loss was suffered. .\ small
amount of positive was lost. Outside of a few scenarios,
and files no other damage was done. This section of the
Fox plant belonged to Thomas Dixon, and the report is that
rebuilding will start immediatelj'. Several firemen were hurt
while fighting the flames.

.

* * *

This week Roscoe .\rbuckle started work on a comedy picture at the Sennett studios. It is laid in a bakery and the
shop girl, pretty .Mice Lake, whom Roscoe brought back from
New York, plays opposite the rotund comedian.

LUMBER
FILM
IS INTERESTING.
The importance of Los Angeles as a lumber center is
illustrated in a motion picture entitled "From Tree to Consumer," which following its showing in Los .\ngeles, will be
sent on a tour of the country. The Hammond Lumber com•»any, which had the film made, and whose yards and shipping are shown in the picture, has received a letter of con-medation from Arthur Kinney, commissioner of the Industrial
Bureau of the Chamber of Commerce of this city. The pic•ure shows the forests of the great northwest, the sawmills,
a ship of the lumber company laden with 4.000.000 feet of
rough lumber and the unloading in Los .•\ngeles harbor.
The picture is being shown at the Pantages until Friday
of this week. "The film contains 1200 feet of pictorial representation ofthe lumber indnstr\WALNUT INDUSTRY FILMED.
Pucnte walnut scenes, showing the progress of the nuts
from the trees to the time they are loaded into cars, were
filmed this week by the Pathe company to be released in their
weekly program of current pictorial history. The film will
be an educational picture, featuring this growing California
industry. Pictures were taken of picking and harvesting
scenes on the Hurst and Rowland ranches, and through the
courtesy of Mr. Xecley, manager of the La Puente Walnut
Association house, the Pathe people were enabled to get
excellent scenes in the packing house, showing the processing
of the nuts, and all the methods that are employed in preparing the nuts for the consumerOne of the pictures that will be of interest when the film
is released at the Orpheum next week is a forty-car trainload of Diamond brand walnuts that was taken as it went
through on its way to the eastern markets.
Los Angeles Film Brevities.
H. O. Davis, vice-president of Universal Film Manufacturing and general manager of Universal City left on November
22nd for a hurried trip to New York.
He expects to be back
"on the job" again within two
* * weeks.
*
.\nita KinK. the Lasky star, went to Oakland this week to
preside at the dedication of the Turner & Dalinkens new
theater. It was Miss King who turned the first shovel full
of earth for this edifice and the theater owners made a special

Roscoe Arbuckle and Alice Lake in the New Sennett Comedy.
Alice Lake is a demure little maid with eyes that speak
louder than words, and she is an accomplished actress and
can dance in a professional way. She was recruited from the
east, and likes the coast very much.

* * «

The
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docks, which will occupy an area of fifteen thousand square
feet. Upon the completion of these docks, which are beiiig
erected between stages one and two, the carpenter force will
begin a new shop facing Argyle street and extending from the
writers' offices to the corner of
present
site of tlie
Sunset.
Tliese
new scenario
shops will cover nearly 25,000 square feet
and will be so arranged that they will supply both the location grounds in the block across Argyle street and the stages.
These Iniildings will be of fireproof material and will be
equipped will all the latest wood working machines. It is
expected that the present shops will be run in conjunction
with the new plant.

* * *

Charles Monroe Lathrop, the publicity representative of the
Clune Film Company is to give a lecture on the "Relation
Motion Picture Plays to the Legitimate Drama" before
of the
the members and friends of the Drama Section of the Young
Women's Christian Association, on Monday evenmg NovemMr. Lathrop's talk will be illustrated by Pathescope films
shown by Clyde Slatter of the Pathescope company.

* * *

The Public Works Committee of the City Council will this
week recommend that the Lasky Motion Picture Company
be given a temporary permit to close Argyle avenue between
Hollywood and Sunset boulevards.
The company owns the property on both sides of the two
blocks and intends to put in an ornamental lighting system,
erect iron gates and have a watchman. It wants the street
closed for six months so that it may be convenienced in
its moving picture business. It states that the temporary
closing of the two blocks will not interfere with the public
as that portion of the street is little used.

* * *

So popular was the success of the Lasky production "The
Soul of Kura-San," at the Imperial theater in San Francisco,
that it has been held over for an additional week — the first
time a picture has ever run for a second week at the Imperial
the Lasky Comtheater since the production of "Carmen" by
tne
pany, we are informed. John Partington, manager ofback
motored
Angeles,
Los
in
visitor
recent
a
and
theater
to the Bay City this week and took with him Sessue
Hayakawa and his wife, Tsusu Aoki, the popular Japanese
Lasky stars, w^ho will appear at the theater during the coming
week. Miss Myrtle Stedman has also promised to make an
appearance in conjunction with the Hayakawas at the San
Francisco Imperial theater.
*

+

+

Film stars have many hobbies and Mabel Normand is no
exception to this rule. The former Keystone Miss, who now
heads her own studio is here seen behind one of the fastest
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children, most of them fairly well knowm in the screen world.
In order that the youngsters may be i)roperly cared for the
company will carry a graduate teacher as part of the staff.
School will be called every day and the children given opportunity for education as well as for play.

* * *

A fifth company to make comedies for Fox is expected
to be organized within a short time. Negotiations have been
carried on with several directors of distinction for some
tim.e past. Further announcements will soon be made by
General Representative Carlos.

*

*

*

Billy Garwood, formerly leading man for Universal and
recently in stock with Morosco, has been engaged this week
by Thos. H. Ince to appear opposite Enid Bennett in a
new Triangle Kay-Bee play that has just been passed in
course of production under the direction of Charles Miller.
Mr. Garwood has been assigned to the important role of a
young inventor who becomes involved in a romance with
Miss Bennett as a girl of the slums. Billy Garwood has
been a motion picture idol for six years and appeared in
prominent productions of several companies both in the east
and west.

* * *

For the first time since he abandoned the speaking stage
for the silent drama, William S. Hart, the Ince-Triangle star,
made an appearance in public this week when he addressed
a crowd of two thousand persons from the pulpit of a little
church in Santa Ana, Cal. Hart did not assume the role
of a preacher, but he introduced one. And that one is no
less celebrated a figure than Al Jennings, the famous ex-train
robber who once ran for Governor of Oklahoma. Jennings
and Hart are intimate friends and the actor was not surprised, therefore, when asked to make an address on the
occasion of the one-time outlaw's initial bow from the pulpit.
Word was sent broadcast throughout Santa Ana and surrounding towns that in addition to Jennings, his noted screen
prototype also would appear in person and the edifice consequently was crowded to the doors, while an overflow stood
in the street. Following the sermon, both celebrities were
kept busy for an hour and a half, shaking hands with admirers.

* * *
Jack Livingston has been engaged this week to appear in
support of Charles Ray and Dorothy Dalton in the current
Ince-Triangle play by Monte M. Katterjohn, now being
filmed under the direction of Reginald Barker. Livingston
has been a screen leading man for four years and has played
important roles with many of the big organizations of the
industry, and is consequently well equipped to undertake the
work of assisting Ray and Miss Dalton. Margaret Thompson, Gertrude Claire and J. Barney Sherry also are in the
cast.

* * *

After a week's absence from the Signal studios. Helen
Holmes, Paul C. Hurst, William Brunton. William Behrens
and Charles U. Wells have returned from the Vosemite

e Normand

and Her Trotter.

trotters of the Pacific Coast. The photo was made at a
training course on a famous breeding ranch near Los .\ngeles,
where Miss Normand spends much of her spare time with the
fillies.

* ♦ *

Eugene Presbery, dramatist, has arrived at the Laskv
studios and will be one of the three members of the board
of supervisors of the construction of Lasky photo dramas.

* * *

The Franklin Brothers will soon begin actual work in the
filming of the first story for the Fox company. It is a children's play and tests have been made
of more
than JOG

X'alley with exterior scenes made for the production of the
eighth and ninth episodes of the serial, "A Lass of the Lumberlands." Since their return the interiors of the ninth have
been completed and the tenth and eleventh installments, that
they may make another trip to the mountains for exteriors
before the winter snows set in in earnest.
Returning from location on a hand car with a push car
trailing, on the last day of their stay in the valley, the company met with an accident which laid up two of the players
temporarily and distributed minor bruises and scratches impartially among all the others of the party. The cars were
hurrying along a piece of down-grade when they struck a
curve too sharp to be made at the speed at w-hich they w^ere
traveling and jumped the track, throwing the players to the
ground. Paul C. Hurst, director, struck on his shoulder, tearing loose the ligaments and necessitating that he wear it in
a brace for several weeks; Behrens was thrown against a
small boulder, the shock of the fall leaving him unable to
work for two days.

»

* *

The El Monto Picture theater of E. J. Lindo has been sold
to Miss M. E. Bowers of Los Angeles. Mr. and Mrs. F. H.
Tuttio will manage the theater for Miss Bowers. Some improvements are to be made in interior of the building.

* ♦ »

The newly organized Children's theater at Hollywood gave
its first performance Saturday evening, Novcir.ber 18, in the
Hollywood library auditorium. Two plays were presented.
Rabindranath
Tagore's Post Office and 'Votes for Fairies, by
William
de Mille.
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Advertising for Exhibitors
Ammm\
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Conducted by EPES WINTHROP
Catching the Kiddies.
GKTTING back Into the dear past, theatrical managers used to
direct their ofToris at getting women Into the house on the proposition that where the women went the men were sure to he.
Dftve l'd<'ll. voicing the modern proposition, says to get the children
who win bring their mothers and naturally the men will follow. Mr.
Vdcll. who is familiar to readers of this department through the frequent reproduction of his advertising, has told It in his own words,
but before we yield the floor to him, we are going to quote from the
letter that covers bis article, for here be voices another great trutn
when he writes :
Bring the "Birth of a Nation" to town. Go to a few school
teachers and other Interested people and tell them about It.
Dont bill it. Just send rumors around to the high-brows that
you are going to have "The Birth of a Nation," a great historical feature, etc.. etc. What will happen? Why, Mr. Birth of a
Nation will fall flaL
That's all.
And oven so with the Children's Program. It has hcvn a
Ozzltt in most places because the exhibitor told a few. tacked
up a few black notices about the great educational benefit derived from such a thing — and scared every child in town Into
believing that he was being schooled In the theatre, and we all
know how easy it is to Instruct children with hard, cold facta.
They want everything wrapped up In fiction ; their education
must be given In saccharine doses; and subtllity must be given
to the advertising and knowledge and discretion to the program. On another page I have outlined the way which was a
BUcceiiS here and will surely work
the same the world over.
Then ho goes on to discuss the matter In regular written-for-thepaper form, and this is Interesting, but he said more than half of It In
the paragraph just above.
This is his more formal argument :
It is the guees work In advertising a production or a set of pictures
that is seriously injuring the prestige of the average moving picture
theatre. When a picture falls short of the advertising there is always
a complaint. After a repeated number of these complaints the public will no longer heed the advertising, which they consider hot-air.
The first thing an exhibitor needs Ib something solid to advertise:
ftomftbtng that is sure to be good, not only onc« or twice, but all the
time. Permanent quality well advertised will keep a theatre head and
shoulders above water.
"The Children's Program." can be averred as the best advertising
proposition on tho market. That Is, If it Is ADVERTISED. Boostefl
and shoved with plenty of push and the same dexterity that a mammoth production Is advertised.
The following points can be considered in advertising "The Children's
Program" :
liL Saturday" afternoons from two to six is the best time for a program of this nature, because more people are at liberty on Saturday
afternoon than any other time.
2od. The Parent Teachers' Association should bo Informed as to the
running order and requested to help in selecting subjects which are
being promulgated In their work and the work In tho schools. All orgnnitatlons should be Informed as to tho plan, because all organizations are in some way connected with child life.
Srd. The prices should bo 5 cents for children and 10 cents (or
adults.
4th. On every program there must bo a comedy of a refined nature.
Look thi m up.
Thero are many.
r»th. As a background to the program a child's song or chorus should
bA sung by a child or several children.
6th.
A fairy tale should bo tho main feature of the performance.
7th. Any clever novelty musical act is O. K.. but not necessary.
Neither Is the singing necessary, but helps to attract.
8th. Following Is a ll«t of three programs which I have shown with
the greatcKt success. The attendance doubled eoch week, and although
wo cannot expect this to bo the case always, a good crowd will be In attendance :
First Program : Baby Early In 'Such a Little Princess"— fairy tale
in threi' acts ; Hearst Pictorial ; Powers' Cartoons : novelty musical act
featuring a harmonica player.
Second Program : Baby Early In "In the Kingdom of Noseyland" —
(airy tale In Ihrco acts : Bllllo Jacobs In "School Days" ; novelty dog
photo vnudevttle act.
Third Program: "Beauty and the Beast" — fairy tale In three acts;
Heorst Pictorial ; Powers' Cartoons.
0th. There are many better programs than these, but not much better. Tho children were delighted. The parents who were also there
Id behalf of the children. "Never saw children so overjoyed." Sucft
pictures as above mentioned cannot otTend. They please and educate.
They should be boosted to the skies.
You cannot over-advertise a good

SARGENT

thing like this. It is the lack of advertising which places such programs In the background.
10. ADVERTISE TO THE CHILDREN. To children from 6 to 12
years of age send printed personal letters with sentiment something
like this: "Once upon a time 'Such a Little Princes' was left all alone
In the woods. And the woods was dark and drearj*. And this little
princess didn't have any mamma or papa. And a great big lion, and
lots of other animals saw her — and they didn't eat her up at all — they
liked her. If bad men would try and steal this princess the old lion
would run right after them and chase them away."
"And a little child shall lead them." This old saying Is true to
tho core. The child interests the parents and the grand-parents are
interested too, because they are childish. The old folks like to come
"Just to please tho children."
The mind of a child Is more receptive than an older person's. Tou
cannot humbug a child.
They are too quick of comprehension.
Just give them a good, clean show and boost it to the skies, and see
if they don't flock thick and fast.
Then to prove he doesn't know it all, Dave asks why producers overwork the fade and the close-up. Huh ! If we could tell why a producer does any one of the seven thousand foolish and unreasonable
things he does, we would not be running this department. We'd be
down in Wall Stre«--t working about seven days ahead of the market.
That is something that not even a clairvoyant can find out.

Superlatives.
Under this title the StlUraan, Cleveland, prints a story In Its program,
and it is worth reading. Sobriety of adjective is a thing greatly to be
desired and a succession of "greatests" and "bests" will soon nullify
the effect of any advertising. Print this Id your own program and live
up to it :
The Stillman theater has not yet announced to its patrons that
It offers "the biggest lilm of the year" or "a masterpiece of
photoplay" or any other undeserved or ridiculous superlatives.
Neither has It proclaimed itself "the most beautiful theater In
America" — or in Cleveland, even ; nor talked about how much It
cost, nor spoken of its programs as tho best that can be bought,
or the best in the city.
We believe that the picture-play will never be at its best till
It discards the superlatives.- We believe that even in casee
where superlatives are justided by the facts they will not be
believed, and are therefore injurious.
From the current issue of a trade paper we cull a few descriptive phrases from tho advertisements ot different production!
by different producers :
"Tho greatest cinema spectacle In the world."
"The most magnllicent spectacle drama in the history of the
screen." (Also it "eclipses the possibilities of the spoken
drama.")
"The year's most novel and daring achievement In fllmdom."
"The greatest super-feature of the year."
"The greatest detective drama ever produced on the stage or
"A feature . . . play that stands out pre-eminently in the
screen."
film
Canfleld."
It be possible that some of these statements are Inaccurate
— for It Is certainly impossible that they all be true? And it
that Is tho case will we not bo cautious about believing that one
program offers "the greatest stars on earth In tho greatest
plays yet filmed" — particularly as none of these stars or plays
are among the attractions described by the group of superlatives
Just quoted? Further, it is still another producer who offers an
actor described as the "crowned king of tho screen." starring
with the "queen of motion pictures"-- -and we'll register a guess
right here that the lady so described is not the lady you thought
of when you read that phrase. And please bear In mind that all
these lauil.itory statements are published over the signature of
the company fathering them; they aren't mere obiter dicta;
evidently published— and Intended to be taken— as serious
they're
statements.

One more little group: Vou may be Interested to know that
though One offering is "the greatest box-office success In the history of the screen" It is quite onother that is "the biggest and
in the motion picture business,"
ever offered
proposition
safest another
secures, guards against any influence
"protects,
while
that tends to deprive your box-office of even a single ofticket."
bookAnd all the time (but elsewhere) "the sweeping on-rueh
ings for the might (we won't name It here) program stands
unparalleled."
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And we give you our word that we're leaving out what we
consider
the gemallof of
them
— becausewe it's
too you
long to
to reprint.
We mention
thisallbecause
want
know that
we're "agin it." When we can offer you a play that we think
is a good play — and we don't expect to offer any other kind —
we won't tell you it's the greatest production the screen has
ever seen. Even if we thought it a correct statement we
wouldn't say it; what would be the use — you wouldn't believe
it ! We'll try to make our offerings sound attractive, of course ;
but we'll stick to what we honestly believe to be the truth about
them, and if that doesn't bring you to see them we'll at least
have the big satisfaction of knowing that we didn't lure you here
under false pretenses — and send you away dissatisfied. We're
going to be mighty cautious with superlatives.
Why? Because we want your confidence in our advertising
statements. We want you to believe what we say about
Stillman offerings. And the only way we know to get your
confidence, and your belief, is to be truthful in our promises.
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on the afternoon of June 15th, and appeared on the stage at both
evening performances. De Wolf Hopper came down and recited
"Casey" for our audiences when we played the picture and the
following other stars have appeared on our stage in person at
one time or another: Charles Murray, Louise Fazenda, "Slim"
Summerville, Bobbie Dunn. Fred Mace, Harry Kerr, Glenn Cav-

ance durtng the evenirjg — ^-.OQand
9:30 o'clock, lloe models will display the moat fashionablt apparel
in iftiladi/j wardrobe. Beaulifal
gowns, coats, satis and millinery in
the exclusive Mercantile styles. U
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the Opera House. Westfield, Mass., is making a
idea.
He got out a circular for "The Crimson
general
lines of the trade paper
advertising
In the center he uses the panel shown
to the
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The Liberty Theatre

Take Your Choice.
H. A,
new use
Stain."
for this

PICTURE

Do Not Uft Up?

Beaded Silk Frocks: New Today
— Express brought ihcm from the autumn style shopg. Pretty garmenU oi
nch silks combined with georgrttt- crepes. Beaded on collars, cuffs and (») poc]K
ets. Then there arc new serge dresses in the popular styles with pl^'tlnjf all the
way down Erooi busl,Jini. Plain and with bnght colored yam embroidery triiit-__
stone director who wrote "Tipperary"). Louise Glaum, Charles
Ray. Douglas Fairbanks. Jackie Saunders, Roland Bottonley
and William Hart and Hugh Fay.
Of course, this isn't so much ol a novelty down here, but the
stars are just as popular here as anywhere else, and we can
bank on capacity business any time we advertise a star In
person. Douglas Fairbanks made his "entrance" right over the
footlights the night he was here. The audience had just seen
"Manhattan Madness." and they sure gave him a reception.
Mr. Hoyt and I have worked night and day to put this thing
over and are just now getting to the point where we can rest a

left of the cut. The stain is a smear of red paint, which does not
wholly fit the reading matter. The panel on the right shows the original use for which the text was intended, the panel here being covered by a strip of white cloth stained with a red dye down the centei
and suggesting a bit of discarded bandage. This feature can be
worked in many ways. If paint is used, the text should be changed
and. as Mr. Chenoweth recently explained, flat paint should be used,
as this dries quickly.

Here's a Stunt.
The Kauffman News, the one-page house organ of the United Film
Service, Memphis, Tenn., prints a stunt that can be used for any
picture. One of its clients paraded a "blind" man with a dog, and on
his sign was printed "I would give $100 if I could see the Avenging
Conscience at the
" It would be better to use a fake blind man
as sympathy, for a real blind person might offset some of the effect,
and he can steer through a crowd better, as well.

Here's That Bagley.
It took Ray Bagley a long, long time to get into a letter-writing frame
of mind, but he writes so interestingly that we'll forgive him. but we'll
hound him if he takes so long again. We do not like to lose touch with
old friends, but evidently Mr. Bagley has been busy.
Let him tell it:
When I tell you that business has been so good down here that
I haven't had time to write to anyone, 1 think you will pardon
the delay. I'll bet you thought I'd gone back on the road again,
selling slate pencils, when your query as to "What had become
of Bagley" some time ago failed to get a rise. I saw it and
Intended to answer pronto, but forgot it In the rush.
I am now associated with Mr. Hoyt. for whom I managed the
Empire Theater in Missoula, Montana, and who is directly responsible for my being In the moving picture business today.
Our new Liberty theater. Long Beach. Calif., was completed last
June, scats nine hundred, and we think it is about the keenest
"flilum shop" in the entire state. We have a large pipe organ
and a wizard at the console and are using three changes a
week of Triangle and Fox. "The Grip of Evil" is doing a big
business for us, largely on account of the local interest, the
Balboa plant being located in this city.
Our beautiful theater, good music, good pictures and original
methods of presentation (some of them are Ralphruffner's. but
don't tip It off) have made a decided hit with the film folks
appearing on our programs and they frequently come down here
to see their pictures.
Bessie Love served punch at our opening

Monday Evening. Oclotf r Twuily-lKirA .te :00 and 9:3ft

BESSIE BAJUUSCALE
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little and watch the crowds come in. It has been an uphill
grind,
but we've ingot
me
a "Henry"
the things
spring.coming our way now. I'll bet I have
I don't think we have put over any Ideas that could be called
new, but here are a few stunts, some new and some old, that
"brought home the bacon":
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Wp put on a Midnight Matloeq at advanced prices — 25c-35c-50c.
Over twcDty-Qve members of tbe Kcyatooo company were prM<
«Dt and thero were atunta — bollere me. they were funny — by
Fred Maco. Charles Murray. Loutso Pazenda. Polly Morun. Harry
WllllomH. "Slim" Summervlllt- und ttobblo Dunn. We atarted
tbe show at mldnlfibt and nubody reraembors when It let out.
It created quite a stir down here. The house was t-ntlrely sold
out In advance. Ushers In pujanias. balloon.*, serpentines ano
all that sort of tblni;;.
Monday of this week we staged a Fuahlon Parade In association with The Mercantile Company of thin city and had a lineup clear across the oldewalk. I'm sendlnit you ads and writeups on this which explain It better and quicker than I can. Our
space in each paper here is never less than forty Inches a day
00 the average and we And that It pays us bl);. I'm enclosing
a few ads I happened to have at hand and will try and remember
to send you some of our stuff from time to time.
All kiddlns aside, this is the llrst letter I've written to anyone
for four months, and It's Just '^ :'.io a. m. la the morning, now,
BO you see I haven't all the time 1 need yet.
Ttjat Midnight Matlneo must have been some hummer. We cuu
Imagine I->rd Mace about that time of nlghC— and Polly Moran.
As mUht t>« expecte«l. the Bagley exhibits are Interesting. He Is one
of tbe natural ttoro bustlurs. As a sample, here Is Just how the Fashion
Show works. We've told how the bouse booms the store and the store
reciprocate.*), but here Is tho top of a tbree-column down-the-page ad
that shows Just how the store does its share. The cut shows about tbe
top six Inches. Here It gets the shopper who Is not a regular theaterItoer. Just as the companion advertising In the house space gets tbe
theatergoer for the store. The house advertising is even better and
■bows a drawn design that is worth reproduction in spite of its size.
The original is 1U% Inches across four columns. If you can afTord to
splurge It wilt pay to do something distinctive like this. The effect on
a heavy page Is unusual. The press story ran across three columns.
nearly a full column In all, and It was not under "theaters," but "Social
and Club Life." It gets where people who are not regulars will see it
treated as » news event and not merely as something at the theater.
We are saving up a couple of general advertisements to reproduce
later, but this is all the space we can spare this time.
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The calendar card Is growing Increanltigly popular, but Tarleton
ctaester, of tho I'athe Exchange, sends In one that Is so unusually
that It gets printed. The orlglnnl Is a card OV.- by 10 Inches, a
cream, printed In brown with an attached print In sepia, tinted
slightly. The calendar space is countersunk and It Is evidently a
card merely overprinted with the theater name and announcement.
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is something that is pretty as well as useful and that will find a plac*
almost anywhere it goes. It costs more than the 31others, but first cost
is not the proper way to figure. If you can get something that will do
for a cent each and something better for two cents, the two c^nt card
Is cheaper if more of the cards go on the wall and stay there for a
month or more. Figure costs as proportioned to results and not merely
costs alone.
The card is put out by the Twilight Theater. Cheney. Wash.

Neetis a Name.
The Sl Denis, Montreal, sends In a program unique In that the name
of the house Is not mentioned save In a back page write-up. Here
the house Is named twice In a running story. It should have been put
on the front page and also on the Inside pages containing the program.
The latter Is printed both in French and English. The front page and
the bark are reproduced here to show how It Is laid out. It Is printed
In green and yellow on a pea-green stock, and plays up the music
■trongly. this bouse being the home of the Montreal Symphony Orchestra.

1637
More Calendar.

Here's a Good One,
C. J. Ver Halen. of the publicity end of the Minneapolis Paramount
Exchange, is giving his clients a good idea.
He has had printed uy
small folders lettered "Stars
I have seen at the
theater."
These have cord ties and are given out on an announced date with
one portrait of a Paramount player. Each succeeding week a different portrait Is given out, and only regularity in attendance will permit the collector to get the entire set. The scheme makes business
on Paramount nights, and makes it week after week Instead of losing
its pull after the first shot. That greatly enhances Its value, and the
longer It runs — up to a certain point, the better it becomes.
One of this exchange's clients takes the Paramount small features,
the cartoon comedies and tbe Holmes travelogues, and a prize Is offered each week for the best essay written on the travelogue by a
school child. This, too, is a good idea in that it drives home to
teacher and parent the educational possibilities of tbe pictures. Don't
talk about the educational side, or you'll queer the scheme. Make It
merely a contest and let the rest work through observation. Both
schemes
are worth
the attention
of managers
In other territory.

Contest Calendar.
The Alcazar. Tampa, Fla., gets out a monthly calendar that is als«
a contest, for across the page is a string of Paramount star culi
without names, and prizes are offered for correct Identifications. The
calendar Is II by 14 Inches and the date figures are targe enough to
be plainly seen. It Is printed on card heavy enough to bang well
on the wall, and here is one point that too many overlook. A paper
calendar will not stand up for a month. Use a card stock If you
would get the best results.

-V^-

.\

We think it would pay to give th*. uiu;>.^ii ^jrunr^u.,
many bouses now. With a real symphony orchestra
featured. It Is an oversight that more Is not made of
gram, naming the selections and giving a few lines of
picture on the mimic screen is changed weekly.

;i.i> ;^ done at so
very prominently
the musical prodewrlption. Tbe
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Picture Theatre Advertising
■iCPEI WIHTHBOP SaiQENT iCnlKIa 1 lliinbilt la Eitikilvi li tte Mnlii Picliri WifMj

Safe and Sane.
FraDk Stanton, of the Fenway. Boston, mukes a point over most
managements when be announces that though the Board of Health will
again permit children over eight to attend the theater, he will delay
the Children's Matinees until the situation further Improves. Many exhfbltors during the paralysis scare made an unpleasant Impression upon
mother*: by their efforts to keep open. Mr. Stanton adopts the wiser
cost. And to keep interest alive, he Is already announcing souvenirs
for the first morning performance. Another stunt la an addition of a
lUry Pirkford reissue to the matinee program each day. These pictures
aM not shown in the evening. This Is better than some cheap souvenir
as a boplnefts builder for matinees

NEW

^

TEXT BOOK AND A HANTD BOOK, a compendium and a guida.
U tells all about advertising, about type and type-setting, printing and paper, how to run a house program, how to frame your
newspaper advertisements, how to write form letterb. pobiers or
throwaways. how to make your house an advertisement, how to
get matinee business, special schemes for hot weather and rainy
days. All practical because it has helped others. U will help
you.
By mail, postpaid, J2.00.
Order from nearest office.

Moving Picture World,
Schiller Building
Chicago, III.

17 Madison Ave., New York

Haas Building
lAta Ail gel es. Cal.

->^
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Get a List.
If you have not had an address slip lately, send for a new one.
please address the paper and NOT this department.

But

Be Comfortable.
Conducted by EPES WINTHROP SARGENT
INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this
department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be
addressed to this department. Questions should be stated
clearly and should be typewritten or written with pen and
ink. Under no circumstances will manuscripts or synopses
be criticised, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.
A list of companies will be sent if the request is made to
the paper direct and not to this department, and a return
stamped envelope is inclosed.

Look to the small comforts when you write. It means a lot to
have your chair so high that you write with your elbows above the
level of the keyboard. Don't trust to swivel chairs that screw up and
down, even when they have locks. Get a chair the right height by
building up the legs. IE you write much you'll be surprised &t the
difference if you never tried it. You cannot do your best work if you
are cramped and uncomfortable, and you may not know what it !•
that makes
you uncomfortable.
Find out.

Slapstick.
Don't write slapstick comedies. The few companies that are BtlU
making slapstick stuff are not buying scripts but remembering old
Keystones. Meantime Keystone is not trusting so much to pure slapstick as to effect stuff. The most salable comedy right now is the
farce type that brings in mild slapstick when there is legitimate excuse. And while you are writing these, try your hand at straight
comedy. That is going to be the development presently — some time
along in the spring perliaps. Two or three years from now we'll be
doing
from It.slapstick again, as a novelty, but right now we are going away

Getting It Clear.
BEFORE you start to write your story, have it wholly clear in your
own mind. Do not start with an imperfect lead and trust to
luck to straigliten it out as you go along. Know intimately all of
your factors before you start. Grace refuses to marry Jim. That is
her inherent right. But why does she refuse him? Tell yourself before you write the story. Do not start oft on no more of a thread than
the title Grace's Rebellion. Know before you write the title on paper
that she refuses to marry Jim, which is the rebellion in question,
know why she refuses, and how she refuses, and then, when you frame
up Jim's character you can, according to your story, make him a
person who should be refused, or a person no sane girl would refuse.
This naturally raises the next question of why she should be expected
to marry James. You know she refuses and now you know why. IE
he is the right sort of man, then you know it is because her father
wants to see her married to the right sort of man. If he is not suitable,
then you must find some other reason why Grace is asked to accept the
diamond solitaire.
Get the entire story fully clear in your own mind before you seek
to impart it to the mind of another. Get it all laid out and orderly.
It Is just as easy to do that as to stop and go back and change your
story after you have it partly written. You must have the entire story
in accord. One single false note will spoil the entire harmony. It Is
as easy to write a plausible story as an improbable one if you go at
it properly, but you must know precisely what you want to do and why
you do it if you would write the story properly in the first draft,
and it is easier to think ahead than to work back.
Half of the trouble with produced plays is to be found In the efforts of the director to make a change in the story either after he has
made some of the scenes or without looking back and harmonizing the
other incidents with the new development. He perhaps baa made the
scenes in three seta. Now he hits a scene he does not like and changes
it. He cannot go back and have the sets built over again. He leaves
some jarring incident In the film and when it Is shown the public It
does not match
up.
It is the same way in writing the story. You must justify the entire related action if you make a single change, so it is better to make
the changes before you start to write. "Because" is never the proper
reply to "Why," unless the word Is supported by an ample and convincing reason.
Most authors work carelessly. They slap the story down on paper
and think that if they hit the high spots hard the lesser happenings
will not be noticed. This is not true. The play is witnesses as a whole
and even when the conscious mind is not observant the subconscious
intelligence is always active, and this sub-conscious brain will tell the
reasoning part that the story is wrong for some reason. The play
will irritate even though the reason for the irritation will not be apparent.
It is not enough that you know that the reason Grace refuses to
marry Jim Is because he is not kind to his mother. You must show
in action or in leader that he is unkind to the old lady. You mus(
show him in the act of caving her face In or doing something less violent, or you must use a cut in leader in which Grace says "I cannot
marry a man who does not love his mother." That is a reason. It
is not a reason to say that she must refuse to marry someone or you
would have no story. That is not a reason, nor even an excuse. It Is
a display of incompetency. Motivate your story clearly even to the
smallest and apparently the most insignificant detail. There Is no
such thing as an Insignificant detail. If it is in the story it Is important and it must be fully and completely accounted
for.
One reason for stories that lack plausibility is haste. You want
to get rich quickly. You dash a story off and hurry on to the next
one. You do not stop to examine your work. You write it and mail
it out before the story gets cold. Don't do that. Wait until you have
plenty of time and then look it over again. IE Phil Lang had never
done anything more for the business than to invent the phrase "Let It
get cold," he would have done a lot. The way to get rich is not to write
a lot of stories, but to sell a lot, and the way to sell in quantity Is to
turn out an article of quality.
It Is the only way to keep on selling.

Xhat Song Stuff.
The other day we were given a glance at a song publishing contract, it is the first we have seen in some time, but It is reported
that the fake song publisher is thriving now that so many have given
up photoplay work. The song was "accepted," as most songs are by
these fakers, and a contract was sent for signature. It was to be
returned with eight dollars in payment of a musical setting. Eight
dollars were to be sent when the song was printed and eight more
when the copyright notice was sent. It read mightly well at first
glance, but it was as full of holes as a swiss cheese. There was no
promise that the musical setting would be exclusive, though It was to
be "original." There was no promise of more than one submitted copy.
There was no assurance that the copyright would be in the author's
name, and no assurance that the song would be pushed other than
that the publisher would maintain an office and at least once ft
month advertise in some theatrical publication inviting professionals
to come and hear the songs; not the particular song in question, but
the catalogue. In substance the author got one copy of the song and
a copyright card for his twenty-four dollars. The only man we ever
knew who made a success of this sort of thing stipulated that be
should have five hundred copies, and then dedicated his song to a local
mineral water concern and sold them the lot at a ten dollar profit.
It is a good thing to keep away from.

Writing to Please.
It is not enough that you write good stories. You must write what
editors and producers want. Keep that fact in mind. You can write
to suit yourself, but if you want to sell you must write to please the
editor. He Is the man who does the paying, and he can pick as be
pleases — always, of course subject to the whims of the star, the kinks
of the director and the fooiishnees of the boss. Apart from that be
has a free hand, so write to please him and the others who have a uttj.

Preparedness.
Writing for information a correspondent adds, "If I am successful I
shall buy one of your books." We hope she does not buy the book for
she will never be successful if she goes into the work in that spirit.
You must learn to write before you can sell, and if selling is your sole
aim. it does not matter how many books you may purchase. You must
go into the game prepared first to work before you can profit by the
fruits of your labor, and unless you are not only willing to work but
able to take a delight in your studies you'll never get to the checkcashing point, and the purchase of a book will not aid you in the least
For every letter we get asking help in studying, we receive three asking
aid In making sales.
The proportion is all wrong.

The THIRD

Edition of

Technique of the Photoplay
IS NOW
READY
Tliis is virtually a new book under the old title.
More than double the text and with an arrangement
especially adapting it for the student. The most
complete boo'v ever written on the subject of scenario
or photoplay construction.
Three Dollars
By Mail, Postpaid
Address
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Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON
Manufacturers* Notice.
r T IS an established rule of tbi^ dopartment that no appi^ratus or
[ other goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until tb«
excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to Its editor.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication It Is Impossible
to reply througta the department In less than two to three weeks. In
order to glTe prompt service, those sending four cents stamps (less
than actual cost) will receive carbon copy of the department reply by
mall without delay. Sprcial replies by mail on matters which cannot
be replied to In the department one dollar.
Botii the flrsl and sei^-ond set of questions arc now ready and printed
In neat booklet form, the second half being sevcnty-six In number.
Either booklet may be had by remlttlnK 25 cents, monpy or stamps.
to the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps.
ETery live, progressive operator should get a copy of those questions.
You may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot
of study.

I believe in an average house a pitcb of one In ten will ho found very
satisfactory, but In some cases that llgurc may bo increased to tb«
point where Uio question of safety is encounteroii. Under no circumstances should the slope go above this point, since the rule should
be safety first, last and all the time. Under no con'dltlons should
there be sufllcient slope to require steps in the aisles. Steps In the
aisles, even though they be but an in^ or two high, should be absolutely
prohibited, though the seats themselves could be placed on steps If
desired, but It will Increase the cost of cleaning. The best method
of determining the minimum slope is to stretch a line from the bottom
of the screen to the last row of spats, and have the top of »ach tow
about 3 Inches higher than the one In front of It. This will call for
a slope of about .'I inches in 32, which
Is approximately one in ten.
M. M. Moon, Sherman Texas, says in answer to Question 157 :
The slope should be just enough so that a person of average height
sitting anywhere in the audience can get a full view of the entire
screen. There should be never a pitch of more than 1% Inches to the
foot. This will give more than 4 inches rise In 32, which Is sufflcleot
for a person sitting behind another to sec over his head.

Best Books on Projection.
Brooklyn Operators' Notice.
Thursday. December 7th. PLACE.

TIME, midnight
Broadway Casino,
790 Broadway. Brooklyn. N. Y. OCCASIOX, open meeting of all
Operators, both union and non-union. YOU are cordially Invited by
Local Union No. 30C, and this department and Its editor urges you
to attend.
There will be no obligatipn Incurred by you in so doing, but It Is
hoped you can and will be convinced that YOU ought to Join with
U8 In the organization to protect your Interests and securt- for the
profession of projection that rc^^pect to which Its importance Justly
entitles It
There wilt be able men present to address you. Tho editor of this
department will be there and hopes to meet you. Bear tn mind you
don't have to join because you come, but be a good ppo~t. come out
and hear the argument, and then decide for yourself.

H. W. Squire, Buenos
Handbook and asks :

Aires, Argentina, So-Jth America, orders a

What do you consider as being the best books to get on the
subject of optical projection; also where may they be obtained?
You have ordered the Handbook, and 1 believe that volume contains
more real Information within its pages than you will be oble to get
anywhere else on this particular subject. That Is to say, it contains
more real Information on tho optics of movnntj picture jtrojcction.
There Is. however, another book, called "Optic Projection," by Simon
Henry and Henry Phelps Gage, which Is. broadly speaking, an excellent
work, and well worth its price to those who really wish to study the
optics of projertlon. It Is published by the Comstock Publishing Company. Ithiira X Y . from whom it may bo obtained.

Motor Drive.
Nelson W. Williams. Jackson, Ga.. sends In drawing of a motor drlv*
be has constructed.
He says:

Notice to Unions and Examining Boards.
During the past years a great many requests have rome to the editor
asking him to set forth a list of questions for examination. This has
been an impractical thing to do. for reasons which have been repeatedly explained.
T now. however, make this offer. During my tour of the country next
spring 1 will be glad to. wherever time permits, appear before cither
offlctal or union examining boards, and exominc either a genuine candidate or one of the examiners himself, in order to show what. In
my opinion, an examination ought to consirtt of, and the way In which
it should be given.
I cannot promise to do tols In all cities, because In some cases where
the distances to be traveled are long I might not have tbo time, hut
where time and physical and mental strength will permit. I will be
Tery glad to accommodate In thin respect

Question No. 167.
// you irrrc droiring l.T amperra tcith txco rhro^tats in aerie*.
fcOMJ many ampi^n trouM thry AeHvcr if tcircd in multiplet

Enclosed find sketch of my new "home made" motor drive
and speed regulator, in which you will observe that I have
eliminated all belts, so that there Is absolutely no ioss whatever
through friction, so great Is the gain through this that whereas
the usual motor employed to drive a projector is one-eighth
horse power, the motor I am using is one-thirtieth, or, in
other words, a sewing machine motor. The driving shaft Is
square, being turned up around at the end to receive tho bearing The bole In the adjustable friction wheel Is. of course,
square. The whole thing sets on a wrought Iron driving unit
with parts of an old Powers lamp to shift tho friction pviUcy
wheel. The adjuKtable friction wheel Is nothing more than two
cast Iron discs faced off on one side with a round piece of
sole leather between. The disc attached to the projector Is
6 Inches In diameter. It Is of cast Iron and Is faced off smooth
and fastened to the pulley of a regular motor drive attachment.
We have the only show In town, but are not the kind to give
just any old kind of projection because there Is no competition.
We have two Powers Six machines. 00 cycle A. C. through Fort
Wayne compcnsarcs, and are always trying to see who can

Roll of Honor on Question No. 157.
The Roll of Honor on Question ITiT is as follows: F. N. Irvin. Lufkin,
Texas: M. M. Moon. Shennnn. Texas; C. E. LInstruth. Carthnge, N. Y. ;
P. F. Bell. Palestine. Texas.
It seems
to me that Question 1." ts best answered by Brother Irvl'n,
Lufkin,
Texas.

Reply to Question No. 157.

By F. N. Irvln, Lufkin, Texas.
The Question :
What slope ought the main auditorium
floor to have?
How
would
you detcrmlnp It?
The Answer :
I will start this answer by s-iylng that circumstance^ alter cases. The
slope win In each Individual Instance necessarily depend upon the length
of the house and the height of the bottom of the screen above the
auditorium floor, so far as the main auditorium he concerned. As
to the balcony, the slope It must have will depend considerably upon
Its distanre- from the screen and Us height above the bottom of the
screen. It will ordinarily be Impracticable to give the main auditorium
floor of the long house the same pitch It may have In the short house.

get the better picture, which
results in very good projection
and steady, fllckerless pictures, even with our two-blade shutters. the drawing conveys the Idea alt right, so tbat no explanaI think
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lion is necessary. I should suppose, however, there would be considerable trouble In getting the leather friction surface to run through and
quietly in the disc. The brother is In error in saying that all loss
through friction is eliminated because the pressure between the friction
surfaces sets up friction in the bearings, though it may not be. and
probably is not equal to that set up by tight belts.

Motor Generator Set.
The Universal Motor Company. Oshkosh, Wis., has made quite a
number
of changes
in their portable
lighting plant as described
on
page &73. May 6, 1916.
issue.
In the picture the com- JflCi^
plete self-contained plant is
^S^L^fc^
shown.
The motor
is the
■I ^^BjT^^^^^fcregular 4 cylinder. 4 cycle
I ^Jfc
flfJH '■
«
^^^k
*^^^
^'*^
ignition
equipII
H
ment,
governor,
carburetor,
IIjI^^ i 1
^
and
a 4 K. W..
six-pole
generator.
There
is a raI ^7^^^'^*>22^B& '^VHA
diator mounted
and fan. as thean same
being
integral part of the outfit, as
shown.
Some theater men have
attracted considerable attention by using this outfit
as a sort of ballyho. placing it in front of the theater, properly encased in
glass, of course.
The generator may be had
in either (JO or lli> volt pressure, the advantages of each being too well
known to the fraternity to require setting forth in this article. The
generator is of a special type designed to work with a Universal engine.
The armature of the generator acts as the engine fiy wheel. This
makes a very compact unit. The governor is of the throttling type,
which supplies more or less fuel, according to the load, and the engine
can use either gas. gasoline or kerosene.
The outfit here shown is the one which is used by the state of North
Carolina, which has been referred to several times in the department.
It is mounted on an automobile truck, the weight of the outfit complete
being 4S0 pounds.

f M

Projection in the Schools.
This is a matter which I am approaching with considerable hesitation
by reason of the fact that it is likely to stir up considerable argument,
and I know that vers' many operators will disagree with the position
I am about to take ; also some of them will probably disagree more
or less strenuously. However I do not feel that it would be right to
side-step this particular proposition because of that fact.
To begin with the public school system of this country lies very
near to the very foundation of the prosperity and happiness of its
people. Anything which hampers, or tends to hamper the progress of
the public schools is a very, very serious matter indeed. It is a very
generally conceded fact that the moving picture is. in the future, to
play an extremely important part in the educational work or the
country. There are those, myself among them, who firmly believe that
the time is not far distant when a very large proportion of education
will be accomplished, one way or another, through the medium of
motion pictures. This will apply particularly to geography, botany
and similar branches; also it is quite possible, and even probable that
certain branches of arithmetic, such as trigonometry and things of
that kind can and will be to a considerable extent illustrated by means
of moving pictures of diagrams. In other words a sort of system of
cartoon work.
Now the modern school consists of anywhere from two to fourteen
or fifteen rooms — some of them very many more, and in some ot the
New York City schools there are as many as fifty teachers. In New
York City alone there are, incredible as it seems, between 22.000 and
2."). 000 school teachers actively employed in the schools of the city. It
would. I think, be utterly impossible, at least at this time, to induce
the Board of Education of Greater New York to employ even one regular
motion picture machine operator for each one of the schools. That
would mean several hundred operators, and if these operators received
an average salary of $2000 per week the additional expense to the
public schools would be something close to $50,000 per month. Now
I believe you will all agree that it would be entirely out of the question
to induce the School Hoard to stand for any such added expense as
this. In one year the amount would be about ?600.000. Yet there
is or soon will be urgent need for a practical motion picture machine
operator in every single one of these schools, and practically in every
class room, though probably in the larger schools two or three oper.ators could do the work in all rooms; but each school should have
at least one.
Now. gentlemen, what are you going to do with a situation of that
kind? Are you going to lie back and retard the development of the
moving picture in the school in order to force society to provide positions for a huge number, taking the country as a whole, of motion
picture machine operators? Or are you going to do what seems to
be the only really practical thing and let school teachers themselves
take up motion picture operating? Of cour.^e, I know the allowing
of teachers to do this involves a somewhat serious problem from the
moving picture machine operator's point of view, but the fact remains
that, whether you like it. or whether I like It, or anybody else likes
it or don't like It, that is precisely what will eventually be done. It
is precisely what has got to happen, and if you attempt to prevent it
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you will simply be butting your head against a stone wall. You may.
through political influence, succeed, in some of the cities, In retarding
the matter for a time, but in so doing you are retarding the development of the school, or rather the development of the motion picture
in the schools; also how many unions can supply operators well enough
posted on the optics of the projector to eliminate eye strain? Mind
you when the school teacher takes up this matter he is going to very
quickly discover the fact that the optics of the projector Is a hugely
important matter from the standpoint of eye strain, and Is going to
study and understand it. He is not a man who says : "To hell with
knowledge" — as, I am sorry to say. all too many moving picture machine operators say. On the contrary he 1b an individual who thoroughly believes In study, and the absorption of all the knowledge possible.
And now I am getting down to the crui of this whole matter. The
fact of the matter is that the really big reason for opposition on the
part of operators to -school teachers taking up operating lies in the
fact that they fear his or her ultimate competition in theatrical work.
They fear that if he or she learns to run a projection machine he or
she may get out of the job of teaching and proceed to secure, or try
to secure a job in a theater. Well, of course, there is something in
this objection, but. after all. this only to the short sighted one constitutes a menace. But let us consider. The schools are going to be
served by some one. Now if you put moving picture machine operators
into the school, that means you will have to have, and tcill have just
that many more recruits to take their places in theatrical work.
GTranted this proposition, what would be the difference whether the
teacher learns it, or other perhaps less desirable men take it up?
My own suggestion would be that in the larger cities, where license
is required, provision be made to examine and issue to competent
teacher-operators a license which shall only be valid for use In the
class rooms of schools. Of course this is not much of a protection,
because if they are really competent operators they can at any time be
examined and take out a regular license. However, the idea, as uerein
set
forth
is not designed to convey anything but a general "once ovi.i'
of the
situation.
There are a great many things to he said on both sides of this question, but after everything has been said on both sides, the big outstanding fact is that there are going to be operators in the public
schools, and. except for the first hand providing of these operators, it
is not going to make one iota of practical difference whether they are
teachers or whether they are not teachers, except to him who wishes
to force upon the public school system a tremendous and utterly useless
additional expense; in other words, force the public school system to
employ a great many thousands of non-teacher-operators for which it
has no real need.

A Good

Scheme.

C. H. Brindly, Souris, Manitoba, says ;
I would like to make your acquaintance, though I cannot Introduce myself as one of the profession, since I am neither
an operator or one having any direct interest in the business.
I am an outsider. Notwithstanding this tact, however, I have
for the past three years read your department with a great deal
of pleasure. I certainly like the way you praise and chastise
your correspondents. You are very fair both to the operator
and manager, which no doubt accounts for the esteem in which
you are held by the moving picture fraternity. If I might be
permitted to express my opinion I would say that if it were
not for the projection department the moving picture industry
would lack several years of having reached its present stage
of advancement, and what would that mean? Well, let us not
think about it. My view of the matter is that the success of
the moving picture industry is and will continue to depend
largely upon the manner in which the pictures are projected
to the screen. We are paying 50 per cent more to see pictures
today than we did a few years ago. Why? I will not say
that improved projection snould be given all the credit, but
(his much is true : Project the best productions of today in
the same manner they were projected when the projection department was started, and we would, if we cared to. still view
them for the same old nickel. Credit should be given to such
gentlemen as La Grow, Grifl3ths. James. Solar, Martin and a
few others who are helping to bring projection to a higher
state of efficiency, which will Inevitably mean higher (I think,
Mr. Richardson, it is called wage, but believe some are fortunate
enough to call it salary) salaries. So long as Mr. Operator
cannot show the manager better results on the screen than can
"Jimmie, the usher," just so long will he, along with the usher,
continue to call his weekly stipend "wages." Sympathy is due
the operator who takes pride in his work, but cannot get the
results he would wish on account of poor equipment or hampering orders from the manager. Why will managers spend
hundreds (Thousands, Ed.) of dollars on fancy fronts and interior decorations, and then fall down on the size of the operating room and on Its equipment? I have seen your department
criticism of the word "coop." but could you by any stretch of
the imagination call a 6xG anything else? But to come down
to the object of my writing. I might say that Mr. Harper,
the manager of our only theater here, is a personal friend of
the writer and on account of that friendship has allowed me
the freedom of his operating room. From close observation
a few ideas have come to me from those visits, which same I
pass along for the benefit of the men — that Is to say. if you
think they are of value. I enclose sketches, with directions
attached; have also made models of two of them which I am
sending, so that you may show them to the boys who visit
you from time to time, if you think they might make use of
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Ibe IdcAJ. I know you ar«> liit<*r««ted In th<- work done hi
tb« different bousrs. and not barlns seen anyiliinn from Sourls.
I mlflkt aar. briefly, tbat we bare a population of 1,5(X>. Our
only tbmtrr. run by Mr. Harper, aeau *.M0. A I'J-foot picture
la projrctrd at a distance of 75 feet by ii t'owi-ra Six. usIdk
%-lncb aolld below, drawing 30 amperex at the arc. the power
belnx taken from the town plant.
Idr«s alooK tbe line presentetl by Mr. J. H. Anderson In your
department. Kebruary M. oilnht bo in line, bo I append sketch
of one that came to my mind while regarding your comment
of Kanie.
Sonirtlni(>K
one
oi«c^ I
Ideii brliiRt* out
another.
and tbe outcome
miiy be
' BOUK'wbat
useful.
I think
the sketch explains
Itself.
You
will
Bot<». however,
that
I have
placed
the
outlet at tbo bottom of tbe
magazine,
but it could be
placed on the top. and Instead of an oil cup you
could have a Hmall tank,
so as to be able to Hood
the magazine,
but perhaps
that would
not be needed,
since before tbe Ilrst could
reach
the
mu^uzhie
the
film or thread
that holds
tbo
spring
would
have
burnt and releaKcd
same,
thus causing
a spray
of
Pyrene to play on the film
as It leaves the maRuzlne.
My Idea of placInK the receptacle for thf.' Pyrene
as shown, was to Increase
the pressure.
The
valve
would have to be tested now and then to see that It worked
free.
Thin could be done by placing a linger on tbe outlet
and working
the valve.
This letter came
long ago. but ItJ publication
has been delayed
through lack of space.
Friend Briodly writes a most Interesting letter,
and some of the Ideas be has presented are excellent — so much so that
I am going to present one of them this week.
It Is quite gratifying
to know tbat even outsiders find merit and Interest in tbe department.
bat this fact has been brought to my attention a great many
ttme&.
and often very mucb to my surprise.
I appreciate
Brother
Qrlndly's
kind words with regard to tbe Importance of the work of the department, and do not think he has exaggerated the matter to any considerable extent. .1 shall be pleased to bear from tbln correspondent again
and will try to not delay publication of his letters so long next time
One of the Ideas I have selected for publication this week appears
below.
Pyrene does not work any Injury to the film.
You can soak
Him In It and it does not injure it appreciably.
It baa no effect whatever on the photc^raphlc emulsion.
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errors. I would have no earthly objection to publlBbing a list of tht
••rrors In the Handbook, but I am afraid I have not yet gotten them
nil together I have some, but If that kind of list waa published it
ought to be complete, therefore I Invito all those who know of arrora
in thf book to si-nd them In, and wo will see If something of that tort
cannot be done.

Am I a Member?
MinneapollH, .Minnesota, says:
I want to ask you a personal question. Arc you or are you
not a member of the I. A. T. S. E.? I have had an argument
with one of the boys who claim you are not, whereas, I have
always understood that you are.
How about it?
Yes, Minneapolis. I am a m^*mber of Loail Union No. .'JOfl. I. A. T. S. E.,
.New York City ; also last April Local Union No. SS4 presented me with
Honorary membership, as per the certtflcoto set forth below.
For a time after the Seattle Convention passed a law prohibiting any
member from writing anything for publication. 1 took a withdrawal
card and remained on the outside until some time after the following
Convention which rescinded tbe aforesaid law. I only put my card
back In No. ."iOO because a large number of the members and all of the
oOlcfalH of the local Insisted that I do so. I did not want to rejoin
because I thought It was better tuat I remain on the outside, and tbua
be in better position to criticize the I. A., if at any time It seemed to
need It. Three hundred and six. however, wanted me to come back,
and 1 did, since which time I have been a more or less active member
In that
use
for. body ; also I carry a road card which I. of course, have do real
As to tbo Honorary Membership, I value It because it carried with it
tbe hearty good will and friendship of every member of Hudson County
Local,sive one.
which Is a pretty good sized body, as well as a very progresAs a matter of fact, however, I don't see that it would or could make
any possible difference whether I belong to the I. A. or do not belong
to It, «o long as I am not actively engaged in operating. The mere fact
that a man belongs to the International Association of Theatrical Stage
Kmployis of America, or any olhi r orHanizallon for that matter, is no

m-

^ocal ^^umber ^Ijrrc Jiim&reft mib Eighty -,ifour
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^f H knotra
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List of Errors.
M. W. Larmour, Waco. Texas, writes :
In October 7th issue of the Moving Picture World you say
you would like to be shown why a No. 30 and No. IT wire
would make a 110 ampere fuse. Instead of a 4T-ampere fuse
as you stated in the first sentence, page 84 of the Handbook.
If you will read that sentence and think a moment you won't
bave to be shown. It is so simple It slipped by you. According to your Table on page SS. a No. 3o wire fuses at 10 amperes and a No. 17 at 100 amperes. If you combine the two
wires you would add the current required to fuse each of them,
which would be 100 plus 10 equals 110. this amperage being
very near their combined fusing point- Where you made your
mistake was in adding the wire sizes together, instead of the
current required to fuse each individual wire. Might I suggest
that you print a list of errors contained In the Handbook, so
that owners of the book could correct their copies. I tblnk it
would help rather than hinder the sale of tbe book, since It
would show you wanted to make it as nearly perfect as possible, and are Interested in the books beyond the point of disposing of them at $4.00 per. "Service" Its called In eome
tmslnesses. With regard to your visit here, we have received
your acceptance to our invitation, and a committee has been
appointed to handle the matter and endeavor to get all the
small town managers and operators In this vicinity to attend.
A good many have already promised they would be here. They
know their 'Richardson'* better than some of the operators in
tbe larger cities, and some of them are mighty good operators,
too. I guess that Is the reason. Don't forget the visit. The
"necessary local arrangements" will be made. By the way,
will tbat charming daughter of yours ar-company you? If so,
tbe local arrangements will have to be elaborated.
I 8uppo«ie the "elaboration" would most likely consist In tbe appointment of a good, strong committee (strong In numbers) of the unmarried contingent. Huh? Nope. The daughter will remain right here
In little, old New York this time, and continue to project her fingers
against the piano keyboard. A I2.f>00-mlle Jaunt would be a little too
strenuous for a pleasure trip. You need not fear, however, but that
your Uncle Dudley will be on the Job along some lime In February.
As to the wire matter, yes. the "47 amperes" Is a pure, unadulterated blander. Apologizes. Brother Larmour. When I published the
otber I did not stop to look the matter up, all of which tends to show
that tbe editor Is only human, orcafionally makes some rather absuru

af Xaa\ 3ftt 3. A. C. S. f. & ^. p. SB.<D.
ei tijt Uoilib Sfartn aoA Imaba

as a laktu

oi Mir Mtirm ill bbitij ht it htii trg tht ofiiitt*
Kob ouBibrr*, mah in ricogDihon nt tht uan^
cmrti»U« ritmhtb atib f«fion •tmtnn.

3n

hrifavM tbtrtof tni i}abt fUab

aat tionto mb

vtat. Htia 29'^

ba^

ti^jC

.icff f/:/A,i

iToof tbat he Is a credit to the ori;anization. nor is It proof that he is
a union man in tbe true sense of the word. There is many a skunk
hiding behind a union card. On the other hand, there are many men
outside of the organization who are far more loyal to It than some of
itit own members.
Now don't get me wrong. I strongly advocate that every operator
belong to the organization, but sometimes circumstances prevent a man
belonging, such as, for instance, geographical location, or. as in my
own case, the fact that I might be able to do better work in advancing
the Interest of the operator outside than inside. There are times, or
there are likely to be times, when an organization stands in urgent
nt-ed of a rattling good calling down, and there are times when it ought
to be done In public, but one cannot very well do that, even though It
be for the true and t>est good of tbe organization, if one Is a member
thereof.
Yes.

Minneapolis.

I am

a member,

and

I believe

I can

"point

with
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pride" to as much real, genuine benefit accomplished (or the organization as any other one individual, bar none— at least so far as the
operator end of it be concerned. True there are those who will strenuously dispute that statement, but unfortunately for their argument I
happen to be in position to produce evidence, and considerable of it is in
writing, too, over signatures that might surprise you.

Gives Martin Credit.
Ralph W. Martin. Los Angeles. Cal., writing under date of September 29, sends in the attached drawing and table, which he has worked
out by means of certain experiments.
He remarks
that it is "very
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With regard to this matter of a point to measure from, it seems to
me it is one of the crucial things, since not only will it directly and
very greatly effect results, but also because you cannot expect the
ordinary operator to become sufficiently well versed in optics to locate
the optical center or nodal point of a lens. You have got to give him
something tangible; something he can see and understand. 1 cannot
locate these various points myself, and I don't ever expect to be able to.
That one thing forms the base of a very large study, and in order
to locate the optical center of a lens with accuracy one would have to
be almost a professional optician.
With regard to the criticisms that the rays diverge at the slot rather
than beyond it, why I do not think Brother Martin intended to convey
the idea that the ray diverged at the point where he shows the two
lines crossing. It is a well-known fact that each pin point of the
condenser sends forward a cone of light to the entire spot, therefore
it seems to me that the divergance is and must commence at the front
surface of the condenser.

A Gentle Tap for Norfolk.
Norfolk writes :
At the present time I am receiving the truly magnificent
salary of 3'12.00 per, and if 1 went to the boss for more he
probably would ask me if I was losing my mind, because
we have a few "operators" down here who receive the sum
of $8.00 per week. There is one good job, if you wish to
call it such, which pays about .?18.00. The rest of the houses
range from .fo.OO to $15.00 for an 11 to 11 grind. We would
like to get your opinion on this state of affairs, and have
you drop off here on your southern trip.
Norfolk is one of the very, very few cities where I have thus far
found it impractical to arrange for a meeting. If the foregoing Is
true, I guess it spells the answer, i wrote to the I. A. local, and
whereas the reply was courteous, still the local said it was unabl«
to take the matter up. I certainly will stop in Norfolk, provide^
either the operators or managers of that city have sufficient enterprise to arrange for a meeting. There will be no cost of any kind
whatsoever to Norfolk operators and managers, except such as they
may incur in making the local arrangements, and the local arrangements may be very simple. In fact it is only necessary to secure
the loan of a theater for a couple of hours, after the shows closs at
night, and secure the attendance
of operators and managers.

evident that the 6^/^-7'/^ combination is the only practical one, since It
gives the best values for X and Y."
Following the new course adopted by the department in order to
avoid arguments. I sent this drawing and table to Brother Griffiths.
I am now making a practice of, previous to publication, referring the
various matters, by mail, to Brothers Griffiths. Solar and Martin, who
are the three men who have done so much to perfect the optics of
the projector, so that before publication we may eliminate, so far as
possible, any error in the various articles.
Brother Griffiths writes :
With reference to Martin's letter and drawing, the drawing
is of value merely as showing how the experiments were made,
rather than as an illustration of conditions during the experiment. The effect of using such a plate as is shown, is to eliminate spherical aberration, or nearly so. hence Martin's figures,
with the thickness of the lens added, are approximately the
same as the figures in Table 2. or the same as the curves. What
slight difference there may be is due to the slight error still
in the lens, plus the difficulty of locating the exact position of
the image of the crater. The results he obtained by actual
measurement show Brother Martin to be a careful and efficient
esperimentor. since the results come very close to those obtained
by calculations based upon well-known optical laws. It is very
gratifying to know that Martin's labor has served to establish
the value of Table 2, rather than otherwise. Referring again
to his drawing, the rays coming from the circular spot will
diverge from the slot, and not from a point in front of it, and
under the conditions shown the actual image will be at the
aperture. I previously said that the white spot was merely
the overlapping of the light, and Martin has proved it. since,
in second column of page 1244, August 19th issue, and in
italics, Martin says: "In every case the white spot was located
forward of the narrowest part of the beam." Yet in his present
drawing he has shown it behind the narrowest section of the
beam. I have for some time been aware of the fact that the
X values as calculated were slightly greater than those found
in actual practice, but I have allowed for that in the tables
and curves when choosing the distances at which the crater
should be located when using various amperages ; also I had
some time past reached the conclusion that the full information necessary to the proper matching up of the lens system
could not be conveyed by one table alone, hence the set of four
tables. There was too much of a gap between the figures in
Table 2, therefore the curves, which are the same thing without any gap. It might seem to some that I have been harsh
in my criticisms of some of Martin's work, but I have not
meant to be. since I realize probably better than any one other
Individual the amount of unselfish labor Friend Martin has contributed to better projection.
I believe the values X and Y should always be measured from
the equivalent plane or curved surface of the condenser, rather
than the more convenient plane surface of the lens, in order
to maintain tho correct enlargement ; then one must, for a 6^
Inch condenser, allow .9 of an Inch and for a 7^ Inch condenser allow .75 of an Inch.

The trip ig being undertaken wholly and entirely for the good of
the Industry. The Moving Picture World pays the expenses. 7 am
not coming among i/twt soliciting subscriptioris or anything else. All
I ask is that you get the men together so I can talk to them on
practical projection. It is true that some of the local unions or
exhibitors leagues make the matter the occasion for quite an elaborate affair, and that, after all, is the best way to do it. because
in the end you get more out of it. I will, however, stop' in any city
named in the itinerary, regardless of whether the preparations be
elaborate or be not elaborate. Personally it makes no difference to
me. This matter is up to the Norfolk operators and managers. If
you have not enterprise enough to make the local arrangements, why
most emphatically I am not going to come there and do it myself.
If you have I will come and — there you are. But it will be absolutely necessary that I know about this matter positively within
the next fifteen days. Cities lying not too far off the route can secure
the lecture by paying round trip railway fare and Pullman expenses
from nearest point on main route.
As regards conditions named, why most certainly Norfolk managers
cannot reasonably expect high class work from a man who is only able
to command $5 to $15 per week. Placing this reproduction of a $25,000
photoplay in the hands of a $12 or $15 a week man is about as reasonable a proceeding as it would be to expect a coal teamster to interpret
Wagner on the piano. I am told that Norfolk operators are unorganized.
Well, if Norfolk managers cannot see how utterly wrong a nd absurd
such salaries are I would strongly advise the men to get together and
force, if necessary, the conditions the managers ought to give voluntarily as a matter of right and justice.
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ardson's
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PICTURE
HANDBOOK

For Managers and Operators
Over 700 pages and over 300 illustrations help to mak« m
book that will be a lasting monument to its author's knowledge, ability and diligence. No such work on Projection ba«
ever before been attempted, nor likely to be for many years
to come.
Price is $4.00 per copy, postpaid.
Address All Orders and Remittances to Nearest Office
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Conducted by CLARENCE
Harmo-Electric Pipe Organ.
LAST >t-ar 1 doscrlbeil at some Iiugih a plpi-'-oryan played from a
ptaDo keyboard to wbich it was electrically coont'cted. Some time
ago when this Instrument was described to a Chicago organist he
remarked: 'Oh! Tbafs a tubular organ; those tubular organs are
not real pipe-orsans. " He hadn't seen the Harnio-Eleeirlc and took It
(or granted that the instrument was "only a tubular organ." Now I
don't know whether or not this impression was held by other organists;
but If so I wish to set ihom right. The Harmo-Electric is twt a
tubular organ. It.s pipes do not contain reeJs. They are genuine
organ pipes, made by one of the best organ pipe manufacturers in this
country, and are made with the same careful attention as are those intended for the best church orgaos. The principal difference between
this instrument and the church organ is that the Harmo-Electric is
attached (or connected) electrically to a piano keyboard, while a
church or^an has one. two or more keyboards (manuals). A piano
keyboard is a little longer than that of tho organ, but otherwise — as
a keyboard— It Is the same thing. Like all organs, tho Harmo-Electric
presents a slight dlfTereDco of touch to that of the piano, otherwise an
ordlnar>- good pianist will find no real difflcultics to overcome In
mastering this Instrument. Mr. Henri Kcates (who is one of Chicago's
best moving picture organists) was at the factory on the day I looked
at the Harmo-Electric. and bo told me any pianist could handle It
with a few hours' practice. Mr. Keates seemed quite enthusiastic over
this musical Innovation. He is playing at the De Luxe theater— a
beautiful picture house on Chicago's North Side — which contains an
excellent pipe-organ. Mr. Keatos said he could "do anything on the
Harmo-Electric that could be done on the pipe-organ." He meant, of
course, that ho could produce the same effect on the one as upon the
other; and judging from what I saw and heard, I believe he could.
The length of keyboard Is the same as In all organs— sixty-one notes.
The adjustment Is so perfect that when a note is struck the organ
response Is os sharp and quick as the action of a piano; quicker. If
such a thing is poitslblc. Rapid, staccato playing Is entirely practicable, and even if one wishes to desecrate this noble Instrument with
"rag time." there are no meehanicol difficulties in the way.
One of the new developments is a method of connecting either the
upper or lower half of any set of pipes at will. This provides a good
working subsiituto for the double keyboard (or "two manuals"). An
Illustration will make thi.s more clear to the uninitiated.
In the cut a piano keyboard is shown. The arrow in the mtOdle
4bow8 where tho division occurs. (That is. when you want to use the
instrument In this manner.) On the right hand you can throw on any
one of the four foot stops. Its compass running from "F ' In the middle
odave upward to Its highest note. On the loft any eight foot stop can
be connected, with a compass ranging from "E" middle octave, downward to Its lowest note. This gives the performer a goml practical
range for solo and accompaniment work with two contrasting voices.
In operating an ordinary pipe organ, the performer — wishing to use
a different voice for each, his solo and accompaniment — (say, flute
and cellot will conne<-t one of the stops with his upper manual, the
other with his lower. In the economical substitute here offered by the
Harmo-Electric, the player connects his (lute stop to one side of his
ki-yboard. the cello to tho other, thus getting a combination which
answers admirably for ordinary work.
So%e don't overlook this. You can have more keyboards If you want
them, but they cost more. Tho Harmo- Electric people build organs
loo. and can supply your Instruments with as many manuals as you
care to pay for. but the point they are working on Is this: To provide
tho exhibitor with the most satisfactory pipe-organ at tho least possible expenditure. And this one Item of subKtltutlng a divided keyboard for a double manual Is a point of economy which more than
compensates for the slight restriction of compass.
I said you could throw any one of the four foot stops on one side
and any one of the eight foot on the other. As a matter of fact, you
can throw on any number of slops (on either side) which you care to
use at the lime. This gives you a wealth of combination color only
limited by the number of stops (sets of pipes) In the style you are
using.
Like the most modern organs, the Harmo-Electric has "flappers" to
throw off and on the different sets of pipes Instead of the oldfashioned "stops" which pulled out ant) pushed in. These "flappers"
all lie Just alMve the performer's handw along the middle of the keyboard and are thrown on and off by an upward or downward stroke of
the hand while playing.
Two things should appeal to exhibitors. One Is the extreme simplicity of the instrument, the other is the short time required to Install
it in your house, or to take It down — In case you want to move to a
bigger boas*.
Its simplicity of construction reduces to a minimum any chances of
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getting out of order. Thoy tell me that once a Harmo-Electric Is set
up no further attention Is required beyond keeping the piano in tune—
and you bave to do that anyway, even when you use only a piano.
The Orpbeum theater In South Omaha has had one of the smaller Intttruments in use for nearly two years and hasn't needed flxlng once.
The new "Style E" can be set up in three days; the medium styles
(those described last year) can be set up In one day. ETlther kind can
be i.ikru lUiwn
In thr.-.- l.niir-.
All flj- i '!;>•■- 1 1 >■ ■ iwitain.d
in big

irijii,ii.i,.iij.i.ii

[ram

4- /oofc stops

S joot stops .

cases (sound chests) wbich are placed where most convenient. The
organ does not need to be built In your tbeater.
A detail to which they have given much attention is the automatic
player. This is woritcd through a perforated roll, of course, hut with
some new features. Here is a partial description as given to me.
"The automatic stop-action is operated by air suction to electropneumatics and from there to air pressure which opens electro-pneumatics. This la operated by one hole in the perforated roll instead of
two. as in other players. lu advantage lies in tbe saving of paper,
tracker bar and other labor on the mechanical end — that is, when it
makes and breaks the conUct.
Makes for durability and simplicity."
Another item is the octave coupler, which is only one and a half
inches thick and three and a half inches in diameter.
Style E has eleven stops, including chimes and pedal. The pedal
notes are. of course, operated by the feet, but there Is a stop which
connects these pipes to the keyboard, permitting thera to be played by
left hand If desirable.
This will appeal to beginners.
The Kramer Organ Co. represents the Harmo-Electric in N'ew York
In
their
show
rooms
in
the Film Building, 729 Seventh avenue New
York City.

PANCHO

VILLA'S

FAMILY

PHOTOGRAPHED.

Tilt- immediate family and near relatives of Francisco Villa,
the famous Mexican bandit and outlaw, have just been filmed
for the first time by the International and will appear in the
Hearst International .N'ews rictorial. The most notable persons of the eroup are Mru. Francisco Villa and her youne
son, Augustin Francisco, Jr.. who Is said to bear a strong resemblance to his notorious father. Next in importance come
Hipolito Villa. Francisco's brother, his wife and baby, Maria
Louisa, and Mm. .Antonio Villa, widow of tho Villa brother, who
was killed in battle. Others appearing in this Interesting group
arc Mrs. Rcynalds Martinez Villa, Gen. Caesar F. Moyia. Major Antonio Casteklanos. two notable Villl.sta officers, and
Prof. Matlas Garcia, of the University
of Chihuahua.

"A SHORT-SIGHTED CRIME"— (Tweedledum).
In "A Short-Sighted Crime." which will be
by Unity
this week. Tweedledum Is given a chance released
to be Irrealsttbly
funny and he lives up to his opportunities from beginning to
end. The story is very modern, even though it depends for Its
fun upon two of our very oldest institutions, marriage and
motherhood.
SPLENDID CAST FOR WALSH PICTURE.
A cast which is really superb has been assembled for William Fox's "The Island of Desire,"
on December 18
Besides George Walsh, the star, therereleased
arc such notable photoplayers as Anna Luther, Margaret Gibson. Herschel Mayall
William Burress, William Clifford, Willard Louis, Hector Sarno
and Samuel Searlcs. Otis Turner, who made "The Mediator"
had charge of the direction. This is Miss Gibson's first appearance in Fox films.

"CONQUEST

OF CANAAN"

FOR THE

COAST.

The De Luxe Fllm-Lasky Corporation of San Francisco have
secured the Frohman production "Conquest of Canaan." taken
from the novel by Booth Tarklncton. This Is their Initial
release, and as the reviews of and comments on this big slxrcclcr have expressed a most gratifying approval, this comli.'inv ia getting off to a good start.
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Special Writers Needed
Charles Pathe Says There Is Demand
fully Prepared.

for Scenarios Care-

THE
dramatic authors who, in general, consider the
moving picture editors as pilferers of their works, have
not yet understood that the motion pictures, better
than the theater, can lead them to fame and fortune if they
devote to the making of a motion picture scenario the time,
the attention and the thought which they bring to the writing
of a play for the legitimate stage, or any
literary work. Yes.
there is a repletion of
theatrical works and a
dearth of good motion
picture productions,
and I do not believe
that I am putting forth
a false statement in
saying that the motion
picture author does
not exist.
How is it that the
workers of thought do
not see that as in all
branches of human activity, they must specialize, and this specialization should have
as its object not to
produce much, but to
produce better than
the authors more or
less qualified are doing
now, who, from time
to time, and by mere
chance, have temporarily become interCharles Pathe.
ested in motion pictures.
I consider that the motion picture author and the dramatic
author must form in the near future two classes absolutely
distinct and separate, and I am convinced that working
evenly the first will more rapidly than the second obtain the
result which both hope to get from their work and their
efforts.
It is useless, I imagine, to demonstrate that the needs of
the theater and motion picture, being respectively in the
proportion of 1 to 100, the economic law of the offer and request will assuredly benefit the motion picture author in the
same proportion.
This question, of course, only moderately interests those
already successful, who, having attained glory and riches,
have many reasons to continue to follow the paths which
have given them fortune and celebrity: but I do not understand why the young authors do not consider motion pictures, where they would find a less crowded path and one
easier to follow, provided they produced only well studied,
careful and well finished scenarios — the kind of work customary in all plays destined for the theater, which often
necessitate a year's work and sometimes more. Two or
three motion picture scenarios, 1 believe, should constitute
the annual maximum of production of any author, who has
well understood the importance of his interests. In practice,
we can state that the few men who have soecialized themselves in this art, produce one or two scenarios per month,
sometimes one per week. Such hastily written scenarios are
bound to be mediocre if not bad.
Therefore, the results are unsatisfactory and financially
disappointing, not only for the author but for the exchange
man and the distributor who puts the film on the market.
To all producers to whom you desire to give advice, you
can say: ".^dapt yourselves to do little, but do it well."
PRISCILLA

DEAN

IN DRAMATIC

FILMS.

.•\fter having been the leading lady for the Nestor Comedy
Company, working with Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran, under
the direction of Louis Chaudet, Priscilla Dean has been transferred to dramatic productions. Edith Roberts succeeds Miss
Dean in the Nestor Comedy Company. Miss Roberts has
been playing leading parts, both in the Eastern and Pacific
Coast studios of the Universal Company, and is considered
one of the clever young actresses of the film capital.
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Border Tragedy Filmed by Kalem
Actual Event Basis of "Border Wolves," Coming Episode of
Robert Welles Ritchie's "Girl From Fnsco."
THE
publication in the Moving Picture World of December A of the news that in staging "Border Wolves," a
coming episode of Kalem's "Girl From Frisco" series,
the Kalem players journeyed to the Southern California border and enlisted the aid in the battle scenes of a Mexican rebel
army of three hundred has brought to light another interesting fact concerning this release in the Kalem series. Information that the story of the two-reel release really duplicated an actual occurrence during the Mexican revolution of
1911 is contained in a letter received last week by Kalem
from the author of the series, Robert Welles Ritchie.
"I liave been most interested," reads a part of the author's
letter, "in reading of the success that you have had in securing realistic atmosphere for the production of 'Border
Wolves.' The fact that when your director arrived at the
border he found that instead of using ordinary 'supernumeraries' inthe big scenes it would be possible to engage
a real Mexican 'near-army' is not surprising to me after the
knowledge I gained of these bands when I was correspondent for the Sun in Texas and Mexico during the
Madero revolution of 1911.
"But there is a remarkable coincidence in the fact that it
should be the story of 'Border Wolves,' wliich these Mexicans engaged in re-enacting. For, in all its essential points,
this story is an actual occurrence, which took place in 1911.
You will remember that in the story we have Ace Brent, his
daughter Barbara, and John Wallace captured by a band of
guerrillas just across the border line. They are held for ransom and John Wallace forced to go, under a guard of halfbreeds, to the bank across the border to secure the sum demanded. Later, when an attempt is made to double-cross
the Mexicans Ace Brent and Barbara are near death before
being rescued in the nick of time.
"How close this story is to the real happening you may
see from a quotation from one of the notebooks I used
while covering the 1911 troubles for the Sun. I had headquarters in San Antonio and had established a string of
correspondents in all the railroad towns from Laredo to EI
Paso.
I find this entry:
" 'John Hendricks, a wealthy cattleman at Los Vacos and
owner of the bank at Del Rio, was lured across the line yesterday on the promise that he could have his brother's body
— the brother had been killed by some of Calixte Guerra's
band. Hendricks was held at Jiminez, Coahuila, by Guerra
for $25,000 ransom and forced to send an order on his own
bank for the sum by a half-breed Indian. He tried to double-cross Guerra and was shot. Gen. Geronimo Trevino,
commander of the military zone of Monterey, has been notified of the death by Lieut. Leighton at Del Rio.* "
SANGER

STUDIO

NEAR

COMPLETION.

Work on the Sanger Picture Plays Corporation's new studio is rapidly progressing and it will be a matter of only a
short time now when Eugene B. Sanger, the president of
the concern, will begin on his first release. The studio is
located on the southwest corner of Park avenue and 134th
street. The main arena is so large that effects can be staged
therein that would make the audience believe it was witnessing a scene from the interior of the Metropolitan Opera
House. A wide balcony runs around three sides of this, from
which lead the dressing rooms, shower baths, etc., on one
side for the stars and principals, on the other for the extra
people. And the wide balcony itself is to be used as a green
room, wherein the player may find easy chairs, books and
magazines. Another feature is the projection roorn — not a
cubby tucked into a corner, but an auditorium built below
stairs.
KLEINE OPENS BUFFALO OFFICE.
George Kleine announces that he has opened a new branch
office at Buffalo, N. Y., for the purpose of handling the feature films of the Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay Service in
that territory. Upper New York was formerly covered by
the Kleine exchange in New York City, but increasing business in that section made the new branch a necessity. The
Kleine-Edison-Sclig-Essanay Service is now booked through
twenty-four Kleine offices in the United States and Canada.
The Buffalo branch, located in the Palace Theater Building,
will be under the general supervision of W. E. Raynor, manager of the New York exchange, and in the immediate
charge of Julius Schwall, who has been in the New York
office for the past three years. Traveling Representative
Homer Howard will continue to serve the managers of "upstate" moving picture theaters.
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Need of Economy in Picture Business ® f^y ^J- i^emtusch
Prominent Indiana Exhibitor Expounds
His
Views Upon Some of the Present Day Evils
of the Motion Picture Trade
ARTICLE

II.

Still Another Angle in Economy.
TIIKEE or lour years ago \vc had the stars ten or twelve
times a month, now the tendency is to give them to us
ten or twelve times a year in our program. If we
needed them to malvC money lor us tiiat often three or four
years ago. we need them more often now, when our margin
of prolit is so much harder to lind. We eat just as often as
we did then: therefore, we need them just as often.
The manufacturer and exhibitor made the big star, and if
the profits in this industry are limited, it is only fair that it
should be divided hfty-lifty between us all. It is not necessary that big stars receive these enormous salaries in order
to play the parts of kings and queens and millionaires
through actual experience.
However, 1 heard something very encouraging last week.
One film manufacturer cut down $20,000 a week of his production costs, which means $1,000,000 a year. Now, if the
rest of the manufacturers will do likewise, the exhibitor will
soon get his him service at a price where he can make
money. There is too much waste and not enough work; too
much talk of "art," and not enough perspiration. There can
be millions of dollars saved for both the exhibitor and manufacturer by some sort of co-operation between both.
The spirit of independence is a great .\merican attitude,
and is line in patriotism, but is often over-worked in business. .\ combination of forces always helps the whole of
any industry. .As the saying is, "when there were oil companies without number, coal-oil cost the consumer 60 cents
a gallon; when the companies combined, they were able, in
time, to reduce the price to the consumer to 8 cents a gallon." The moral is obvious.
Economy in Our Investments.
A man said the other day: "The bankers are KCtting next
to you picture men." .\ banker said to me recently, "you
boys are O. K. in this picture game, but you get too much
money
up in isit."
take this
rather
as a togood
because wrapped
the banker
the I man
we all
listen
for omen,
more
reasons than one. .\ hard-headed business man in Philadelphia, who has made several hundred thousand dollars in
other lines of business, recently went into the motion picture
business. He had been a manufacturer of staple articles of
merchandise for thirty years, and has that solid mental
make-up that goes with long association in the manufacture
of staple articles of merchandise. Some one got him to
spend $70,000 in a moving picture theater in a small suburb.
and he wanted me to tell him how he would ever get it back.
We sat down and figured the population, the possible
amount of territory to draw from, the amount of money
people generally spend for amusements, and when we
summed it up, it looked to me like he will never get it back.
Sometimes I wonder if anybody ever did start a picture
show based on any reasonable calculation, as to what could
be expected in the way of profits, because I find people
starting picture shows mostly because they have heard that
somebody else is makinjj enormous profits.
Every locality has its limits. If a big circus comes to
town and another follows it next week, neither one do the
business they should. In running an opera house :n an
average small town, I found that if 1 had one good show a
week, dollar top. I made money, but if I nut two shows a
couple of days apart, receipts on both davs suffered. Here
is work for the economist. In fact, this e :onomy grows on
me more and more, and seems to have unlimited possibilities
for development. The whole issue of this magazine could
well be devoted to the subject without exhausting it.
There is one item of false economy practiced to which I
desire to call particular attention. A big exhibitor told me
that they decorated their theater inside and out every year:
that all exhibitors should do likewise. He does not advocate the idea of spending a prodigious amount when the
theater opens up. and then never put a paintbrush to it
afterward. He says the moving picture theater should he
kept new, clean, wholesome and inviting throughout all the
year. It should often be renovated. The latest equipment
should be continually installed.
The machines cleaned and

chairs kept up, so as to be an everlasting
and continued
drawing power in bringing the people inside.
Today many theaters have a shabby-geiiteel appearance;
the machine liickers; the screen is black; the piano is out of
tune. .\s a general thing the exhibitor is willing to keep
his place up-to-date. In tact, everything he reads and hears
is intended to make him spend his money, because directly
and indirectly he must be continually inlluenced with the
idea brought to him from any force that he must keep
progressing, that he must spend more money for a program,
more for music, more for advertising and perfumery.
.\s an exhibitor said recently, "I am making a thousand
per cent effort in every way than i did tliree or lour years
ago. My investment, my equipment, my expense in running, my advertising, everytliing has Increased in the same
ratio, and 1 am putting In many more hours of work and
getting less money out of it; therefore, is it I, or is the
business growing stale?"
How can the exhibitor keep progressing unless he is making a profit? It is false economy to allow the theater to
deteriorate in appearance, but the exhibitor must pile up a
surplus In order to meet the depreciation.
Here is a point worth considering. A grocery-keeper be
came exhibitor, and he finds a great handicap in his business; when his people came to his store they would come in
to buy a nickel's worth and walk out with a dollar's worth
that they had no thought of purchasing when entering.
When our patrons hand their dime In at the box oflice, that
is the first, last and only chance wc have to get any further
money from them at that time, no matter how well your
patrons may be pleased with one picture they cannot show
their appreciation by paying you more or buying more, as a
merchant is generally favored by a pleased customer.
.■\ million dollars ma>' he a modest sum to invest on
Broadway in a picture show, while a thousand dollars may
be an exorbitant amount in a tank town. Two thousand a
week may be all right in a Strand or RIalto for film rental,
while an exhibitor In a small town may be unable to play
even on twenty-five dollars a week.
I am much impressed with what the hard-headed business
man I have mentioned In this article finally said, ".After
working a lifetime in making money. I've blown in $70,000
in a picture show, where the investment should have been
$10,000. F. J., from what you say, the case with a good
many of us is 'we are trying to keep up with the Joneses.' "
Let's go back to the beginning of picture making and try
rigid economy, because it seems as necessary now as it was
then.
NEW THEATER A'r COLUMBUS, N. M.
The New Crystal theater of Columbus, N. M.. now being
erected by J. L. Greenwood, president of the Columbus state
hank, will install a Minusa Gold Fibre screen No. I, sold by
the Consolidated Film & Supply Co. of El Paso. When
finished this theater will rival any in New Mexico in
elaborateness of equipment. Mr. Greenwood assumed
charge of the old Crystal a year ago, completely renovated
the house, installed a 15 h. p. engine and later added to his
equipment three 30 h. p. engines to supply his theater and
furnish the town and camps v.lth electricity. The New
Crystal will open about December 1 and will exhibit Bluebird features, in addition to the regular Universal program.
LEE

MORAN

ILL WITH

PNEUMONIA.

.•\ severe cold, which .Lee Moran contracted recently, developed into pneumonia and the Nestor comedian was forced
to remain in his apartment at the club, where he makes his
home. It was found necessary to give him serum Injections
in order to obtain relief from the disease. In the meantime
Eddie Lyons has been working without his film partner, with
Edith Roberts playing opposite in place of Priscilla Dean,
who has been transferred to dramatic productions.
ANNA HELD'S DAUGHTER IN U. PICTURE.
Liane Carrera, Anna Held's daughter, who appeared recently in a comedy filmed by Captain Leslie T. Peacocke at
Universal City, gave a very good account of herself, and later,
when she completes her season with the "Canary Cottage."
a musical
she
says. comedy company, will enter the films for a year,
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Licenses of Moving Picture Theaters^ ByHanfordCMson
Taxes are Like the Weather, There's a Plenty
of Both But No Pleasant Taxes — Picture
Show Taxes and the Climate
COMMUNITIES license gainful enterprises. The enterprise gives the community something. The monarchy
says; How much can we get away from the individual
without lessening too much the value of what he is doing
for us? The democracy says; How little can we afford to
ask for supervising this industry that is giving us benefit?
Private schools need not take out a license, while saloons
need, and, like moving picture theaters, they pay heavily.
But if any enterprise is to be thus favored with the high
privilege of paying a fat special tax there should be sonie
equitable reason for the honor. The matter is in the hands
of the legislators, chosen to see that justice is done in all
things for the community's advantage. They would not deprive private schools, for instance — these are a beneficial and
gainful form of enterprise — of equal tax-paying rights were
there not a reason. Legislators and the people are of the
opinion that picture theaters make much more money than
do schools. This may be why the former are more highly
preferred. This is but a passing thought. Our American
legislators wouldn't be so snobbish; this is a democracy.
Yet and notwithstanding, private schools and picture shows
should be treated with something like the same consideration. They both add to the mental health of the community,
to its instruction, breadth of view and general attractiveness. In any small village the problem of the idle hours
is vital. Do city wards need healthful entertainment less?
Suddenly remove all moving pictures from American cities.
What will happen?
In taxing these shows, legislators seem to have been led
by different theories. Some impose a flat tax on all houses
regardless of size, reasoning, no doubt, that it costs the
government the same to watch and regulate a large as a
small' house. Some grade the tax by the amount paid by the
patron, perhaps on the fifty-fifty basis, balancing between
the exhibitor's power of charging for his show and the community's power of getting back at him, through taxation.
Some tax by the number of seats, regardless of whether
they are filled all the time or part of the time or not at all
filled. This is taxing the exhibitor's hopes and ambitions
which are undesirable and should be discouraged. Nowhere
is a premium given for good service to the community. But.
on second thought, thvt would be laughable. Every exhibitor becomes a millionaire as soon as he opens a theater.
He's a magnate and no magnate can possibly be a public
benefactor and the legislators show him "where he gets
But not in every state. Maine asks just $10 a year for a
off."
license to show motion pictures in the state and no part of
the state can lawfully impose any added license tax. It costs
the state about that much to look after the theaters. Maine
is the most reasonable state license tax in the United States
and it is due to the spirit of the people. Maine believes in
instruction and is the Mother of School Teachers. It gets
value from its picture shows and if some intelligent exhibitor makes a little money by giving his city good service,
it doesn't look with jealous eye upon it. There is ^n exhibitor in Presque Isle. Me., named John J. Hone, who
readers of this paper will remember, has the honor of getting the license law through the state legislature. He was
unselfish enough to work for others as well as himself and
he belongs to a state that is unselfish enough to turn a
stroke of good business.
But we won't anticipate our analysis of the figures. We
present them for what they are worth. The list is not complete, but is broad enough to give a very fair picture of
conditions in this country.
Com m unities that charge a flat rate:
State and City.
License by Year.
Maine
(all cities)
$10
Troy,
N. Y
$50
Albanv,
N. Y
$f>0
Cotioes, N. Y
S2.^ (about 25,000 inhabitants).
Newark,
N. J
$311. or $1 a day.
Washington.
D. C
$100
Atlanta.
Ga
$100
Augusta.
Ga
$100
Indianapolis.
Ind
$20 license.
a year without
Sunday
show
St. Louis. Mo
St. Paul, Minn

$l.'i0
$50

Denver,

Colo.

24

cents a seat a year {highest
est 548).tax is $480 a year, lowlicense

Colorado Springs. Colo (30,000)..
Pueblo, Colo. (45,000 pop.)
Grand
Junction,
Colo
Greeley, Colo
$100
Pruita, Colo. (1,000 pop.)
$12.50
Littleton. Col. (2,000 pop.)
Cheyenne.
Wyo
$60
Aberdeen.
Wash.
(14.000 pop.)... $50
$10 a month,
Concrete.
Wash.
(1.000 pop.)
.^(JO
$50 a year.
Portland, Ore
-V2 flat
centscharge
a chair
of a$5.quarter plus a
$100
Pendleton,
Ore
$25 a quarter.
Astoria, Ore
$25 a quarter.
Carvallis, Ore
$25 a quarter, or $75 a year,
San Francisco has no license at this writing.
When the censor law
A new license,
was abrogated the special fee of %'.>5 a quarter lapsed.
it is thought, will be imposed soon
San Jose. Cal
$200 a year.
Richmond,
Cal
$10 a quarter,
Sacramento,
Cal
$20 a quarter.
Reno,
Nev
$S5 a year.
Communities imposing a sliding scale of license tees :
Maryland state law for five cent theaters only, by the year:
Less than 200 seats
$15
200-300 seats
39
300-400
seats
35
400-500
seats
40
.500-1,000 seats
45
1,000 and more seats
50
Maryland law for theaters charging ten cents or more :
Less than 200 seats
$20
200-300
seats
30
300-400
seats
40
400-500
seats
60
5(K)-1,000 seats
80
1,000 or more seats
100
Buffalo. N. Y. :
500 seats
750 seats
750 and over
3 mos.
6 mos.
Year.
Cincinnati, Ohio, seating capacity 300 or less. . . $35
$60
$100
. . 10
17.50
30
Extra for each 100 seats
Detroit, Mich. :
Year.
Houses less than 600 setts pay
$25
Houses more than 600 seats pay
100
Tennessee state license fees run for theaters charging fiye cents$50only :
Year.
Seating less than 200
$S0
200-300
100
3(X)-400
125
400 and over
150
When ten cents is charged for admission :
Year.
Seating
less than 200
$80
200-300
120
300-4O0
150
400 and over
200
In Tennessee towns of less than 5,000 the tax is $10 a year.
In Tennessee towns of 5.000-10,000 the tax is $20 a year.
Spokane, Wash., based on price asked for a seat:
Year.
15 cents a seat
$100
More than 15 cents a seat
200
The Clemmer, Class A, and Liberty pay $200 license fee.
Seattle, Wash., based on number of seats:
Year.
Less
than
250
$125
250-500
150
500-1,000
200
Tacoma. Wash., based on seating capacity :
Year.
Less than 350 seats
$90
350-500
seats
125
Year.
500 plus seats
1 50
Bellingham, Wash., less than 250 seats
more than 250 seats

$75
125

There are several amusing things noticeable in this tabulation which is. of course, far from exhausting the vagaries of
license taxation in this country. The flat rate communities
show a capriciousness. Why does Maine charge only $10 a
year while St. Louis thinks it necessary to charge $150
and San Jose $200 a yearJ^ But most amusing of all are the
various ways that the scale of fees is built up. Some cities
begin with a small fee for the 200-seat house, while others
show a more generously proportioned mind and think of
nothing less than 500 seats. The former encourage the
little man who is beginning, perhaps, in a small way. When
he gets prosperous he will give notice by increasing the
capacity of his house, then they can get more out of him.
It pays to cultivate taxable property. Some make several
steps in the scale. This may show a sporting instinct. It
is exciting for the tax maker to watch an exhibitor grow
out of one grade into the next. Others make 250 seats the
point of change.
All below, pay this amount;
all above.
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pay that.
One wonders why it is that the one method fits
one locality and the other fits the second.
If some ma^ic changed the two about over night, would
anything serious happen? There is a kind of philosopher
who says that every man deserves what fate he has. Sui
posing all these license taxes should get mixed np and ft.'
a whole month the people of Maine should have to pay the
tax that the people of Tennessee are paying and that they
should get the Oregon tax, how would they straighten it all
out? Would they be content to let things remain as they
were? No. it is a matter of brains. Each man's business is
according to his business ability.

Eleanor Blevins, Screen Actress, an Aviator
A.\li,iNu the prominent nienibcrs oi ilie cast supporting
Jane Grey in the photoplay, "When My Ship Comes
In," by Gouverneur Morris, soon to be released by
International, is Eleanor Blevins. who. having made an enviable reputation as an actress on the Pacific Coast, appears
for the tirst time in New York in this production.
Miss Blevins is a western girl of the superior type. She
was born in Lincoln, Neb., and makes her home in Los Angeles. Her training for
a stage career was received in that exacting
but etVicient school
known as the stock
company, both in San
Francisco and Sacramento, where she attained no small measI ^^HF
^^^^^^
^^H
She
Bt, ^^^
■>
W
r

m^^^
*'

^fl|B
1
Jg^^
^^0r

won
further laurels in
lie
nlilmoving
engagedpicture
by field
the

^^^
^*

International
the
part
of Mabel forReeves
in
"When
My
Shi|>

*_

Comes In."
Miss Blevins. "Peggy" as she is best
known by her intimates,
is devoted to athletics
and is proficient in
many of the more
strenuous sports. She
has spent some time in
Honolulu, where she
Eleanor Blevins.
became an expert with
the "surf plank." the
sport so popular and fascinating to all island visitors, besides learning the native Hawaiian dances.
In addition to her skill in other sports, Miss Blevins is
an expert motorist and not long ago won the women's race
from Los .Vngcles to San Diego against a field of six. But
It IS m aviation that this daring young Western woman takes
greatest delight. She has "taken the air" with such celebrities as Earl Dougherty, Lincoln Beachy and Hoxsey, and
from Christophersen she learned how to manage her own
aeroplane.
Besides Miss Blevins. supporting Jane Grcv in "When My
Ship Comes In" there are Nigel Barrie, Edith Campbell
Walker, William J. Kelly and Walter Richardson.
"DAVY
CROCKETT,"
WOMEN'S
CONVENTION.
.\ unique distinction was accorded the Pallas production.
"Davy Crockett." of which Dustin Farnum is the star, when
it was chosen as the only motion picture to be shown at the
recent convention of the New York State Federation of
Women's Clubs at the Powers
in Rochester.
N. Y.
A program of general interest toHotel
club women
that included
the showing of the picture and a broad discussion of motion picture topics as related to club work had been carefully arranged, but at the last moment Mrs. Charles G. Hildreth. the then president, decided to confine the evening's
entertainment solclv to a few musical selections and the
showing of "Davy Crockett."
The audience, which crowded the ballroom of the Powers
Hotel to capacity, was composed of delegates who represented more than 300.000 women. The picture was accompanied by an orchestra which played the music score furnished by the Paramount Pictures Corporation for all features, and the performance won the hearty applause of all
those present.

DK.-\STIC regulations have been made under the New
Zealand Cinematograph Films Censorship Act. All
tilms must be submitted to the censor for approval
at his oflice in Wellington, and if an applicant desires a film
to be returned by the Censor within forty-eight hours there
is a special fee. However, the Censor may keep it a longer
lime and return the fee. The Censor must examine all
tilms. There is a board of appeal. The Censor, if he finds
that he has more films awaiting examination than he can
conveniently accommodate, may decline to receive any more
on that day.

*

•

*

Winter Hall, a prominent actor from Christchurch. New
Zealand, who joined the .Australian stage in 1907 as Mr.
Burchell in the late Herbert F'lemming's production of
"Olivia." is leaving for the L'nited States with this mail.
His career here has included six and a half years with the
J. C. Williamson direction in responsible support of Julius
Knight, and other starring artists, and he was prominently
concerned in the Harry Plimmer patriotic tour of New
Zealand, by which £3,500 was handed over to the Dominion
Government. Mr. Hall has introductions to the leading
film producers of Los Angeles, and as in his own person he
furnishes an authoritative type of church and legal dignitaries and financial magnates, he should readily achieve the
success which his many friends on this side so heartily wish
him.

*

*

«

.■\ peculiar action for damages was heard in Sydney the
other day when George Chard sued the Haymarket Picture
Theater, Ltd., for £73 compensation for damages sustained.
Chard's case was that certain metal rods were used to keep
the theater seats in position. One of these rods was placed
so that it projected upon a passage used for ingress and
egress. The result was that the plaintiff, while leaving the
theater, was injured by the protuding rod. which cut his leg.
The defense was a denial of liability. The judge found a
verdict for the plaintiff for £11.

*

*

»

The Theater Royal. Sydney, will reopen as a picture
house
Saturday under
next, the
when
"Whereof .\re
Children?"
will be onpresented,
direction
E. J.My
Carroll.

«

•

*

On the same day Australasian Films, Ltd., will open a
season of "Traffic in Souls," the big Universal feature, at the
Lyric theater.
This picture is being widely advertised.

*

*

•

The British Official War pictures of the Battle of the
Somme drew tremendous crowds to the Crystal Pictures
and Lyceum theaters last week. It is the best box office
attraction of its kind since "Britain Prepared." The series
are exceptionally well photographed, and form an interesting addition to the war pictures already shown. "The Battle of the Somme" will probably have arrived in America by
the time this appears in print.

*

*

*

.\ustralasian Films, Ltd., have secured Australasian rights
for the
Pathe last
serial,
"The Iron Claw," and the first episode
was
released
week.

*

*

*

Many exhibitors and picture fans here are looking forward
to seeing Thomas Dixon's "The Fall of a Nation." No arrangements have yet been announced here as to where the
picture will be screened.

*

•

•

.At present all single men between the ages of 21 and 35
are in a military camp under the Defense Act. This has. in
common with other industries, affected the picture business
here, as many theater employees have been called up.

*

*

*

Up to ciation
thehas not
date announced
of writing whether
the Federated
Showman's
Assothe public
will have
to
pay the new .Amusement Tax. which takes effect on November 1. At present many of the smaller nicture houses are
doing very poor business, owing to the long programs run
in the bigger shows.
T. S. IMRIE.
Sydney, N. S. W.. Australia. October 25. 1916.
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Censor Talk at Washington Monday Club ® a ® s
District Commissioner Brownlow Divides Interest With Messrs. Perkins and McGuire of
National Board of Review — Many
Picture Men Attend
to the members of the Monday Evening Club,
WHILE
Men's
the Young
hall at
in the assembly
met Association
which
, D.
C,
Washington
building,
Christian
on Monday evening, November 20, \V. Frank Persons, a
member of the executive committee of the National Board
of Review, and W. D. McGuire, the board's executive secretary, were the principal speakers of the evening, to the little
group of motion picture exchange and theater managers the
words of Commissioner Louis Brownlow were by far the
most interesting. National censorship was given a great
deal of impetus during the last session of Congress by residents of the District of Columbia and the attention of the
whole country is naturally focused on the national capital.
"Therefore, when one of the rulers of the District of Columbia
characterizes censorship as "bad medicine," a great deal of
weight is attached to the statement.
The club had before it the subject, "Motion Picture Shows:
How Shall They Be Regulated in the Public Interest?" "On
this question," said Mr. Brownlow, "I have had a very definite
idea for a very long time. I have been interested in motion
pictures for a good many years. As a newspaper man I
wrote a good deal about them when the industry w'as in its
swaddling clothes. I have kept up with the whole trade,
more or less, by taking the trade papers, and I have read
for the last seven or eight years almost every one of them.
Besides that, I had been a 'movie fan.' I like to go to the
movies myself. Lately, I have had too many other engagements, so I have been robbed of that pleasure.
"I have always been opposed to censorship. When the
bill was before the House of Representatives I talked to
Judge Towner several times in opposition to Federal censorship. I had the idea that censorship of pictures was like
censorship of the press — so undemocratic, un-American, and
not to be tolerated. I still hold that opinion, but I have had
experience that has not changed my opinion, but has shaken
it. By reason of my position, whenever I get into a street
car, enter a club, or meet a group of people on the street, I
am asked why I do not do something about motion pictures.
"I know that films are getting better, so far as the majority
of the producers are concerned, but the last year or two there
has been a distinct deterioration, which is measured almost
exactly by the increase in art.
"I think the children's matinees now being planned in the
District of Columbia represent a very good thing, but I think
all moving pictures should be clean enough for the children
all the time. One of the very best things about this universally cheap form of amusement is that it gives the American family in ordinary circumstances an opportunity to go
out together to the theater at but little cost.
"I cannot understand," continued Mr. Brownlow, referring
to some of the remarks made by Mr. Persons, "why the
censorship is censorship w'hether exercised by legally constituted board, by licensing authority, by the chief of police,
or by a group of social workers. In all of these there is some
one who comes forward and says where a picture is considered objectionable, 'You cannot show this picture,* as in the
National
Board'
If the
in that
this
city
for some
sortofofReview.
censorship,
and necessity
I have beencomes
putting
off, I would like to have the members of the Monday Evening
Club and other people in the city help in this work, but I
do not think that there is any difference between that and
real censorship. The licensing authority in Washington is
not organized to cope with the situation. Whatever is done
must be done through the police. That is, if a picture is
exhibited that is indecent, we can take the operator or the
manager of the theater into the police court. I would like
the support of the social workers of the city in working out
a censorship that will not be brutal, but will have all of the
benefits."
Mr. Brownlow briefly referred to the photoplay "Purity,"
saying that in the first place the advertising of the film was
extremely objectionable: that there was nothing to it but
an invitation to come to the theater and see a nude woman
on the screen. This incited the District Commissioners to
take the first action, that of laying down a general rule to

the effect that, as they would not allow a nude woman to
appear on the stage, they would not allow one to be shown
on the screen. He explained his unwillingness to view the
picture before condemning it, saying that had he gone to
see it it would have been censorship.
"What I would like to see better than anything else," concluded Mr. Brownlow, "would be the moving picture exhibitors say, 'We will not bring that type of picture into WashRev. Randolph H. McKim startled his audience when discussing this same film by intimating that had he^his way he
would censor
nudity in art and would clear our art galleries
ington."
of all such. He denied having ever given "Purity" his endorsement.
A. Brylawski told of how general conditions in the film
industry had improved since the days they were indeed a
novelty, stating that he had co-operated from the beginning
with the District Commissioners and was responsible for
many of the innovations which were to regulate the exhibitions.
Mrs. Jacob
John spoke
Locher,
who ofis her
backproject
of theandchildren's
matinee
movement,
briefly
later in
the evening created considerable merriment when she upheld
as perfectly proper the carrion scene in "The Three Little
Godfathers," which Commissioner Brownlow alluded to as
being horrible — the inclusion of such a bit of realism of buzzards tearing to pieces a human being was unnecessary, while
Mrs. Locher contends that it is highly proper, emphasizing
the difliculties of censorship. Mr. Ferguson, better known
as "Gardner Mack," who is in charge of the motion picture
department of the Washington Times, gave a highly interesting talk, showing the development of motion pictures, and
he w'on the hearts of all when he said, "I believe that any
form of censorship is absolutely opposed to the proper development of art."
Mr. Persons
gave one of the most interesting talks that
has ever been delivered in the city of Washington. He held
the attention of his audience throughout the full hour that
had been accorded to him. He outlined the work of the National Board of Review and talked at some length on cooperation between the parents, the exhibitors and the proHe endorsed
campaign
matinees, ducers.
showing
thatMrs.
this Locher's
would largely
help for
to children's
solve the
problem which these people believe they are facing. Mr.
McGuire supplemented his remarks and both were afterward
congratulated on the way in which they met the issues.
SLADDIN
BACK
FROM
BUSINESS TRIP.
Spencer G. Sladdin, general representative of Consolidated
Film Corporation, has just returned from a four weeks* tour
of the United States in the interests of "The Crimson Stain
Mystery.'* Mr. Sladdin's itinerary included Chicago, Kansas
City, Pittsburgh, Minneapolis, Dallas, etc.
"The Crimson Stain Mystery" serial is doing a wonderful
business, according to Mr. Sladdin. In the cities he has visited he paid especial attention to the smaller exhibitors and
found complete satisfaction with Consolidated's serial. Aside
from the picture itself. Mr. Sladdin found that considerable
interest was manifested in the automobile contest, in which
thirteen Overland 85-6s are being given away in connection
with the presentation of the serial.
"I found exhibitors everywhere enthusiastic about 'The
Crimson Stain Mystery.' " said Mr. Sladdin. " the consensus
of opinion was that 'The Crimson Stain Mj'Stery' is one of
the very best and most powerful money-getting pictures ever
produced."
VIOLET
DE BICCARI IN "THE BATTLE
OF LIFE."
Violet de BIccari. whose golden hair would shame a doubleeagle, portrays Gladys Coburn at the age of twelve in "The
Battle of Life," William Fox*s release for December 11. Both
Miss Coburn and little de Biccari say that they are flattered
by
so there*s
no hope
here — either from
the this,
standpoint
of beauty
or of
of controversy
acting.
CAPRICE'S NEW CAST.
Frank Morgan has been engaged by William Fox to play
opposite Miss Caprice in her new picture, begun last week.
Mr. Morgan comes from the Vitagraph Company. Others
in the cast will be Grace Stevens. Stanhope Wheatcroft, Margaret Prendergast and Tom Brooke. Miss Florence Auer,
author of many motion picture scenarios, wrote the *script.
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Tax s ® ® a a ® ® ByT.s.imrie

The ViLjowusly Protested Xeiv Measure, Taking
One-Sixth of Cross Receipts Strikes
Exhibitors Heavily
Sydney, X. S. W., Oct. 25.
ALTHOL'ljll
an exhibitor
amusen-.ent
tax has
been expected
for
Some time, no
thought
it would
be as severe
at due to take effect from November 1. briefly, the ta.\
IS eijiial to one-sixth of the gross tailings of the theater,
whether the business is paying a proht or otherwise.
The bill which has been designed by the Commonwealth
.Ministry was introduced into. the House of Representatives
last week by the Treasurer (Mr. Higgs).
The extent of the tax proposed is a half-penny on each
three penny ticket; one penny on each six penny ticket, and
one penny for each succeeding six pence. .\n entertainment
for the purpose of the .\ct includes an exhibition, performance, lecture, amusement, game, or sport for which admission
is charged. It is proposed in the bill that tickets issued at
places of entertainment shall be stamped with the amount
of the tax due on them. In special cases, however, persons
may be admitted through a barrier, which automatically registers their number and the proportionate ta.x will be collected from the proprietor of the entertainment on the basis
of that registration.
Entertainments held for charitable purposes, where the
whole of the expenses do not exceed 20 per cent, of the receipts, will be exempt from taxation. Other exemptions are;
Entertainments of a wholly educational character; those intended only for the amusement of children, where the charge
is not more than one penny for each person, and entertainments provided for partly educational or partly scientifi':
purposes by a society, institution, or committee not conducted for profit.
If any person is admitted to any place of entertainment
without paying a ta.x he will be liable to a penalty of £5,
while the proprietor will be liable to a penalty of £50.
Penalties ranging from imprisonment for one year to imprisonment for fourteen years are provided in the case of any
person guilty of a fraudulent act in connection with the provisions of this measure, such as the forging of the stamps.
As soon as the above particulars were made public, a
deputation to Mr. Higgs, the Commonwealth Treasurer, was
formed. The deputation representing all the theatrical interests of .Australia, including 800 picture theaters. It was
introduced by Mr. H. D. Mcintosh, of the Tivoli theaters.
there were also present \V. Barrington Miller, Henry Gee.
\V. .\. Gibson (L'nion Picture Theaters); Bert Bailey, H. F.
Phillips (Victoria Cinematograph Exhibitors' .Association);
R. Stephens (Queensland Exhibitors' .Association); W. J.
Howe (Fed. Shown-.ans' Association); J. C. Langley (ExhibLtd). itors' .Association); F. W. Thring (J. C. Williamson Films.
The object of the deputation was to secure a modification,
if possible, or a reduction by half, of the proposed tax.
Harold .Ashton (J. C. Williamson. Ltd.). emphatically protested against the tax. as being an utterly unfair class tax,
in the sense that it penalized one special industry far and
away beyond the degree which all other commercial enterprises had to bear. Why. he asked, should the theaters be
seized upon for a specially severe burden. It was, in his
view, inequitable, uncalled for, and opposed to all tlie canons
of justice. If they were told that not only the theater would
be taxed, but also the patrons of the theaters, he could only
reply that a levy could not be made on the customers without affecting the profits of the proprietors. This was a national ouestion. The debt was a national debt, and it was
from each unit in the entire nation, that whatever was required should he drawn fairly, according to their ability to
pay and not with reference to whether they went either to a
theater or a church. The situation here was quite different
from that in -America and England, in which countries huge
SUITS had been distributed as a result of munition making
and rendering these countries highly prosperous. Here in
Australia they paid the highest rales to their employees, and
their donations to charity had been on the most generous
scale. He quoted figures to show that if the proposed tax did
not produce utter extinction of the picture industry, it would
mean that the majority of houses would have to close. The
duty on films at the rate of 2d per foot was even now a

burden to the industrv, ami Iruught in to the revenue £100,UOO yearly.
Another member of the deputation asked Mr. Higgs if
the proporietors of the theaters were expected to pass the
tax on to their patrons. To this the Treasurer replied that
he thought the proprietors well able to pay the tax themselves. Mr. Higgs continued that he sympathized with anyone who has to pay taxes, but many millions have to be
found to successfully carry on the war. Some people are
inclined to forget that the war is on. he continued, but the
only excuse for amusements being permitted at all now
is that people must produce wealth, and if they were not
amused their earning power would be diminished.
Mr. Mcintosh remarked that attendances have fallen off
£25,000 during the past year.
Mr. Higgs finally said: "The Government expects the tax
to be paid, and the experience of other places was that it
would be paid willingly. It has been said that in England not
a single person grumbles about the war tax on amusements
and that the theater attendances have not diminished."
In reply to the question whether the tax was for the period
of the war, Mr. Higgs replied: "I can't say. In most countries in peace times there is a tax on entertainments." .

Catalogue of Drama Titles
Compilation

of the Copyright
Office That Should
Producers — Comprises 60,000 Titles.

Interest

UNDER authority of the law, Xhorvald Solberg, Register
of Copyrights, has caused to be compiled a copyright of
all dramatic entries in the Copyright Office from 1870 to
the end of 1915. This is the nearest approach to a complete
bibliography of American dramatic literature that probably
will ever be compiled, since practically all works of any
value were entered for copyright. It lists also such foreign
works as have been registered for copyright here and forms a
most complete list of titles extant. The entries are arranged
alphabetically by title and give the full title, the name of the
author, the name of the owner of the copyright, date of copyright and date of deposit. In the case of all entries since the
.Act of 1909 the address of the owner of the copyright is
added. This information is supplemented by an index giving
in one alphabet the names of all authors, joint authors, translators, composers and editors with citations to the works
entered by them.
It will make a book of about 3,500 pages, comprising upward of 60,000 titles, and the first edition will be limited to
one thousand copies. These may be had (when completed),
ready bound or may be ordered for delivery by signature as
these are printed up. .About 1.200 pages are already completed. The cost in either case will be S4 for the two volumes. To be certain of obtaining one of the first edition
(and it may be some time before the work is reprinted),
orders should be sent at once to the Superintendent of Documents. Washington, D. C. enclosing the required sum and
stating whether the unbound signatures or the bound volumes are desired. To supplement this the Monthly Catalogue of Copright Entries Part I, groups 1 and 2, should
also be ordered. These cost $1 yearly and contain all titles
of dramatic compositions and motion picture titles entered
for copyright.
Sample nages of the drama catalogue may be had on application to the Register of Copyrights which give in miniature a comprehensive idea of the plan. The work is being
done with a thoroughness that marks all of Mr. Solberg's
undertakings, and should be a part of the library of every
motion picture concern.
NEW PARAMOUNT SALESMAN.
C. C. Wallace has been appointed out of town salesman of
the New York office of the William L. Sherry Feature Film
Company, distributors of Paramount Pictures in this section.
Mr. Wallace hails from the Famous Players Film Company
of Chicago, for which concern he has acted as Indiana representative for over a year. Coming from another Paramount office, he is particularly well acquainted with Paramount pictures and Paramount policies and in him exhibitors
will not onlv find a pleasing personality and a highly cooperative spirit, but a jtian with a great deal of knowledge
of the picture business in all its intricacies.
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Tacoma, Washington, and the Pictures
World Correspondent Takes Trip From Seattle
— Finds Cordial Friends and Visits City's
Picture Houses
TOOK a trip down to Tacoma, Wash, recently
to see what was happening in the motion picture
business there. The day before going we met H. T.
Moore, owner and manager of Tacoma's Colonial theater,
on Fourth avenue, and told him we were coming^ and to be
sure to stay at home and to tell the other exhibitors to do
likewise. Now we expected Mr. Moore to be nice and
cordial, because he's always that, no matter where he is;
but we never expected him to meet us at the boat with an
automobile and to drive us all around to see the sights just
as if we were an actor or some other celebrity. Nevertheless, that's what he did.
From the dock we were driven to the Apollo theater to
pick up Grattan Guerin, organist and leader of the Apollo
orchestra, who is managing the house for A. C. Anderson,
while .the latter is recovering at his mother's home in Seattle
from a severe operation on his foot. Then we three spent
a delighiful two hours seeing the sights of Tacoma. At least
it was delightful for one of the three; we suppose we
shouldn't speak for the other two. After that we had lunch
and went to call on the other exhibitors of the city.
The first stop was at the Regent, which is not open just
now owing to its recent purchase by Ackerman and Harris.
This theater w^as originally the Empress, being built by
Sullivan and Cbnsidine to help complete their string of Empress theaters on the Pacific Coast. After running Sullivan
and Considine vaudeville for years it was bought last year
by Jensen and Von Herberg of Seattle and turned into a
motion picture theater. And just a few w-eeks ago came the
news of this last change in ownership. Mr. Donnellan, the
new manager, was at the theater, but said that the exact date
of opening and the definite policy had not yet been decided
on. He promised to let us know very soon. Meanwhile it
is certain that the house will show vaudeville and pictures,
as do all the other Ackerman and Harris houses on the
Coast.
After leaving Mr. Donnellan, Mr. Guerin had to go back
to the Apollo to attend to some business, and Mr. Moore
alone escorted us to the lair of the other exhibitors. But
the lair was all we found in several cases, the lair and
the victims thereof. The masters could not be located.
Clarence Summerville was on the job at the Hippodrome,
which was recently closed as « picture house. It was opened
November 12 with musical comedy and variety attractions.
Mr. Summerville also manages the Melbourne, a motion picture house just a couple of doors from the Hippodrome. He
informed us that he had just reduced the admission to the
former house from ten cents to five. Mr. Summerville is
just back from his first vacation in seven years, during which
he got sick.
No more vacations for him, he says.
We next called around at the Shell, the Palace and the
Bijou, but those were the lairs where the masters could not
be found. We hope to see you, Mr. Berc. Mr. Drinkwine
and Mr. MacNish, on our next visit to Tacoma. All three
of these theaters are small five-cent houses, but the shows
are good and the employes very courteous and obliging, particularly at the Shell.
When we went to say good-bye to Mr. Guerin we took
a second look at the Apollo, and we do wish Mr. Guerin had
had a good picture of the theater for us to send The World.
The Apollo is not a large house, its seating capacity being
about 650, but everythine about it is high-class, from the
entrance to the inside windows with the pretty lighting effects behind them and the beautifully decorated walls and
ceiling. Metro bookings are used, a few Fox releases and
other special features.
WE

Mr. Moore's
the Colonial,
has to
something
thousand
seats. theater,
Its architecture
is true
its name.over
Thea
treatment of the interior shows the effectiveness of beautiful simplicity in theater decoration, while the loge seats of
old ivory wicker with cretonne upholstering must be a "joy
forever" to Colonial patrons. The women's rest room in pale
shades of blue is one of the prettiest we have ever seen anywhere. Mr. Moore
uses Paramount pictures, with an oc-
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By s. j. Anderson

casional particularly good feature of some of the other producers.
What we liked about Tacoma exhibitors was their cordiality to each other and their apparent willingness to cooperate.
While we were riding out to Tacoma's big and beautiful
Point Defiance Park and while we w^re at lunch were the
onlj' times we had to talk to Mr. Moore and Mr. Guerin.
When w-e were on the streets they were kept busy bowing
to acquaintances. Even the newsboy calling papers on the
corner yelled, "Here vou are, Mr. Moore," as he thrust a
paper toward that gentleman.
During the time we had to talk, however, we got a fair
idea of the situation of the picture business in Tacoma.
Vaudeville and dancing are the only amusement rivals of the
pictures in winter, Mr. Moore and Mr. Guerin explained, but
in summer outdoor sports and the parks are particularljf
dangerous towith
the first
city's
picture
business.
overstocked
class
motion
picture Tacoma
theaters; is
so,not
in
spite of the prevailing hard times on the Coast, Tacoma exhibitors manage to make a go of it.
Both picture men were agreed that a great mistake many
exhibitors make who live in cities of a hundred thousand or
less, where they know everybody worth while, is to have a
large free list. These people are invariably the ones who
knock your shows the hardest, asserted Mr. Guerin, and Mr.
Moore added that they always selected Saturday, Sunday
or a holiday to come. Mr. Moore has forestalled these embarrassing situations by having practically no free list, except the immediate families of his employes.
W^e enjoyed
trip to and
Tacoma
very assure
much, them
thanks that
to Mr.
Moore
and Mr.ourGuerin,
we can
we
shall not be so long in coming again. And we hope that
the next time our friend, Mr. Anderson, will also be there,
with his foot well past the crutch stage of convalescence.

Ethel Corcoran Becomes Ethel Dayton
PRETTY Ethel Corcoran, who is playing opposite Lionel
Barrymore in the forthcoming Metro-Columbia feature, "The End of the Tour," has changed her name.
No, she hasn't married, nor is she ashamed of the fine old
name of Corcoran, but as she is a motion picture actress,
she finds that it takes too long for people to read the name
on the screen.
So now
she is Ethel Drayton.
She especially likes
to be known by the
children who are motion picture fans. And
she believes Corcoran
takes too long for the
little ones to spell out.
"Why, before they
made
outafter
the deciding
name,"
she said,
on the something
change, "very
often
else
was flashed on the
screen, and Ihey never
knew who was playing
theSoleading
girl part."
wants
oneshe
to know
thateveryit is
she. Ethel
Dayton,
erstwhile Ethel
Corcoran,
who will be seen as
Ethel Dayton.

Grace Jessup, the village heiress, in "The
Miss
End
of theDayton
Tour." was

formerly w^ith Vitagraph, where she played ingenue leads for four years under
the direction of George D. Baker, who is directing "The
End of the Tour." She was seen w^ith May Robson in "A
Night Out" (Belle Bruce, now a Metro player, also being
in the cast), in "A Price for Folly." and was leading woman
with Earle Williams in "The Hidden Prince" episode of
"The Scarlet Runner." Miss Dayton, who was born in New
York, lives in Brooklyn with her parents. Her type is that
of the wholesome, natural American girl.
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Conducted by REV.

W. H. JACKSON

Working for "Better Films"
An Organization

Is Planned National in Scope and Thoroughly Co-operative.

TIElor demand
special
of films
the familylorgroup
andpcrl'ornianccs
for young people,
as asuitablv:
means
of meeting certain problems that have arisen in the
motion picture industry, is so widespread that the National
Committee on Films for Young People (afliliatcd with the
National Board of Review. 70 Fifth avenue. New York City),
has decided to take steps toward sec. .ring the definite cooperation of those in different parts of the country who are
interested. Plans for bringing about this desired co-operation through the affiliation of the various committees which
have been formed in different communities were prepared
a few days ago.
It was decided to give the loose organization under which
the various co-operating committees will work the name
"The Affiliated Committees for Better Films." It is to be
a branch of the work of the National Committee. Its chief
functions will be that of e-xchanging information as to the
causes of success and failure in the promotion of special
performances of the kind described, answering questions and
distributing lists of films suitable for special performances.
It is to exist on the basis of service co-operation and independence. There will be no effort to modify the autonomy
and freedom of action of the local committees. It is believed that this step will greatly aid in the promotion of
the exhibition of films suitable for everybody, which is the
best means of combatting the undemocratic idea of legalized
censorship. There are hundreds of committees scattered
throughout the country which are anxious to do something
to solve the problem raised by the attendance of young
people at motion picture performances. Many of them are
not in a position to do satisfactory work in this direction
because they have no experience or information upon which
to found their efforts. It is believed, therefore, that this
branch of the work of the National Committee on Films
for Young People will be serving a very practical purpose.

"Vesuvius in Eruption"
A

Remarkable

Picture Appearing on the Paramount
gram and Photographed by Burton Holmes.

Pro-

WH.XT
could be stranger in the psychology of human
events than that something which has lured to the
very feet of the great volcano Vesuvius countless
numbers of human beings, thousands of whom have perished from its eruptions. Burton Holmes has, in the photographing and arrangement of the scenes in the production
recently seen at the Strand theatre. New Y'ork City, and
which was released in all parts of the country on Oct. 30th
by the Paramount Pictures Corporation, succeeded in presenting the dramatic side of one of these terrible eruptions.
In this picture we are first shown a close view of the
crater belching forth its first menacing clouds of smokft,
ashes and lava, after which our attention is drawn to the
frightened inhabitants of nearby villages participating in
religious ceremonies in the streets, carrying sacred paintings, images, etc. Later on we are taken through the "deserted streets of Naples where the piles of ashes resemble
snow drifts in all but color. As the eruption progressed in
violence it was necessary by means of a telephoto lens to
photograph it from across the bay, the columns of smoke
at this time rising, according to scientific calculation, nine
miles into the sky. In the midst of a dramatic situation
the photographer has managed to inculcate a moment of
comedy, when, on the roads leading away from the scene.
the fleeing inhabitants hurry along, some afoot, and some
in various kinds of conveyances, taking with them what they
can of their worldly goods. A flash of a family dog looking
anxiously behind him, is prefaced by a sub-title which reads

and MARGARET

I. MACDONALD

"Yes, they're all coming," which is followed by the remainder of the family plus a group of pigs. The closing scene
forms the climax of a dramatic presentation when the
camera looking across the ruins to which Vesuvius reduced
Pompeii some 1800 years ago, rcHects the old mountain still
belching forth its fury.

■?Tr

"Snow-White."

Educational Films Corporation has four-part Version of the
Fascinating Fairy Tale Enacted Entirely
by Children.
CHILDREN especially will be delighted with the filmization of the Grimm fairly tale, "Snow-white." partly
because the cast with which the picture has been produced is composed entirely of Children, and partly because
the story itself is fascinating.
The Life Photoplay Co. made

(Educational).
Scene from "Snow-White"
the picture, using good judgment in most instances, making
their gravest mistake in the placing of a girl in the role
of the king. A sturdy boy would have been much more
effective.
The children on the whole have done exceptional work
in the interpretation of the fairy story. It will no doubt
be remembered that the beautiful queen whom the fairies
loved was lonely and down-hearted, and that the fairies, while
she slept one day by the side of an ivy-rimmed pool, gathered flowers and placed them in her arms, and that upon
the awakening of the queen the flowers dissolved into the
form of a beautiful baby who was named Snow-White. It
will also be remembered that wicked -Alice, in love with the
king and jealous of his queen plots with the witch to destroy
her, that on the death of the queen the witch also helps her
by means oi a certain powder to gain the love of the king,
and that her jealous nature finally leads to her ruin in several unsuccessful attempts to end the life of Snow-White of
whose beauty she is envious.
The scenes in the home of the dwarfs, where Snow-White
takes refuge when left in the black forest by Queen Alice's
orders and reported dead, have been well done, and will
be found especially pleasing.'
PATHE

TO

RE-ISSUE

"THE

LIFE

OF

OUR

Readers will no doubt be glad to learn that the beautiful
SAVIOUR."
seven-part
Pathe
production
"The
Life of Our
Saviour"
will he again re-issued for the Christmas season.
December
3 has been set out as its date of release.
It will be remem-
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bered that this production is beautitullv colored, and in many
instances the effect of color and composition is that of the
old religious masterpieces. This film will be available in the
Pathe exchanges all over the country.

"The Three Christmases"
Thrift Propaganda Film Made by Popular Plays and Players
to Be Released Under the Auspices of the
Christmas Club of America.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THE
Christmas Club of America, which is operated at
the present time in connection with 3,500 banks
throughout the United States, is an off-shoot of the
Bankers' Club of America, and is utilizing the moving picture
screen for the first time in the six years of its history, as a
means of conveying the idea. of thrift, and the benefits which
accrue from the habit of saving in small amounts. A deposit
of two cents is sufficient to open a bank account through the
Christmas Club. After this each weekly deposit must amount
to two cents more than the amount deposited the previous
week, and at the end of fifty weeks a check for the total
amount deposited, which amounts to a little better than $25,
following a two-cent initial deposit, is mailed to the depositor.
In this way it is possible for anyone to save a small Christmas fund, while the profit made by the banks, so they claim,
is little more than the expense of handling the money. $80,000,000 were deposited in this way during the past year. Of
this $11,000,000 were deposited in New York State banks, and
$7,000,000 in banks in the State of New Jersey.
In order to stimulate the spirit of thrift a film between
eleven and twelve hundred feet in length was made for the
Christmas Club of America at the Metro Popular Plays and
Players studio. This film is entitled 'The Three Christmases," and features Violet Hemming and William Courtleigh, and is intended to illustrate clearly the folly of wasteful expenditure. Between December 15 and January 5 it
will be shown in numerous theaters, principally in the East.
Owing to the difficulties of placing the film in the theaters
during this limited space of time, it was decided to take it
no further west than Pittsburgh. Access can be had to this
film through the Christmas Club, 303 Hudson street. New
York City.

Short Subjects
A Travel Subject and Two Industrials of Educational
Interest.
"Through the Swiss Alps, by the St. Gothard Tunnel Route."
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THE "Mutual Tours Around the World" for December 6,
contains an unusually interesting illustration of the
railroad route through the Swiss Alps, known as the
St. Gothard route. This road winds about, rising gradually
through the mountain heights, passing through numerous
tunnels, and bridging deep and beautiful gorges.
The starting point of this railroad is in the neighborhood
of Gramosina Falls. Each scene is prefaced by a diagram
showing the manner in which the road circles, crossing the
Tessin River, passing Cribiasca Falls, the Faido Falls, the
Biaschina gorges, the Polmengo bridge and the Piottino
gorges on the Tessin River, the Stalvedro ravine, the Goeschenen gorges, past the town of Airolo, and ending with the
beautiful viaduct at Amstey.
"Gathering Cocoa."
"Reel Life. No. 30" opens with an instructive
of the harvesting, preparation and shipping of the
After the harvesting of the cocoa the buds are
the beans sorted. They are then placed on pack
the backs of oxen, and conveyed to fermentation
which they are placed in long, shallow bins
previous to being hauled to the nearest depot.

illustration
cocoa bean.
opened and
saddles on
vats, after
and dried,

"Scallops."
This is another interesting subject dealt with in "Reel Life.
No. 30." It shows in close and clearly photographed views
how the scallops are gathered from among the sea weed
by means of iron drag nets, and how they are then sorted
and measured, after which the shells are opened and .the
adductor muscle, the only part used for food, is cut oflf and
the remainder thrown away. Ten bushels per day is the
catch per man.
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Pictures in the Schools
Reasons Why

New

York Schools Do Not Lead in Matters
of Visual Instruction.
rIOSE who may be looking to the schools of New York
for results along the line of visual education will as
yet find little information of value by way of a precedent. It is only natural that educators outside the metropwould look
anxiously
for some development'
the New
Yorkolispublic
schools
in connection
with visual ininstruction
in the class room, yet we find on investigation that little
progress has been made, especially with regard to the use.
of the moving picture. Admitting that the market has offered little that could be used in the illustration of class lessons, the clumsiness and near-sightedness with which visual
instruction has been handled in the New York public schools
is somewhat appalling, viewed from the standpoint of those
who are intelligently familiar with possibilities and prevailing conditions.
For instance, no less than 107 of the public schools of
New York City are equipped with Pathescopes, while some
47 more are practically under contract to use them. In
order that our readers may better understand the significance
of this it might be best to explain that the Pathescope is an
admirable little projection machine, originally intended for
use in the home. The Pathescope requires a film considerably smaller than the ordinary film, thereby making it
inadequate for permanent use in the class room.
In order to purchase these machines the schools, aided by
parent associations have given entertainments at which a
Pathescope and operator were provided free of charge. The
consequence being that the schools in possession of these
machines are forced to depend on a limited program of
films such as any one concern is able to provide, and are
practically shut off from use of the many valuable subjects
that are elsewhere available.
Another hindrance lies in the lack of adequate appropriations from the school funds for the necessities of visual
instruction. At a recent date an appropriation of $20,000
was asked to cover such necessities, a request which was
responded to with a grant of $7,500. And this regardless of
the fact that at least 107 of the New York public schools
have already paid out of a fund raised by their own efforts
and by the aid of Parent Associations, for machines which
cannot be expected to cover all the demands of the visual
instruction of the future, a sum which must have come little
short of the $20,000 appropriation which was asked.
Up to this time no actual attempt has been made to use
the moving picture in the New York public schools as an
aid to class lessons. The use made of moving picture films
in the New York schools has been merely a matter of entertainment and general instruction. Within the past few
months,
an investigator
has been
appointed",
evidently however,
with a view
to their use ofin films
the class
room.
Report
has it that at the beginning of the year a committee appointed by the Board of Education will meet to seriously
discuss this question.
M. I. MacD.
SOME FILMS FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON.
-\s the holiday season approaches exhibitors and others
become anxious to know what is available in the line of
Christmas films. In addition to the production of the fairy
tale "Snow-White," which fits the situation to a degree, and
'The Life of Our Saviour" which is especially fitting as an
offering for the anniversary of the birth of Jesus, we are
promised another production of "Snow-White" by the Famous Players, featuring Marguerite Clark. This production
is scheduled for Dec. 25. The Mutual Film Corporation have
"Eudy's Christmas" for Dec. IS. This is a two-part story
of the Kentucky mountains. A five-part adaptation of
Charles Dickens' "A Christmas Carol" will be presented by
the Bluebird Photoplays. Inc., on Dec. 18, under the title
of "The Right to be Happy." This film which was made
by Rupert Julian, includes in the cast Harry Carter. Claire
McDowell, Francella Billington and Julian Rupert. "Fighting Joe" a two-part western story, to be released by the
Universal Film Manufacturing Co.. Dec. 23. under the Bison
brand, was written and produced by Wm. B. Mong. Other
Universal offerings are "The Prodigal Daughter." a one-real
Laemmie to be released Dec. 20, and "Waiting at the
Church." a Nestor comedy for Dec. 18. "A Shriveled Soul."
reported to be an excellent five-part Christmas story, will
not be released until Jan. 8. This production features George
Hernandez, and appears on the Bluebird program.
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Two Triangles
"The Matrimaniac." Kivc-Reel Fine Arts, Doublas Fairbanks
in the Title Role, and "Three of Many," Five-Reel
Kay-Bee, Featuring Clara Williams.
RevifweJ
by Kouls Uct-Vt-y Iliirrison.
<«TpHE
MATRIMANIAC"
Is a and
livelyeoneral
comedy,screen
so radiance
well suited
£ lo the
acrobatic energies
of
Irrepressible
Fairbanks
that it takes on the movement
of a "vehicle" — but It Is a vehicle that could move of Its own
accord.
Perhaps It Is best that Douglas should hive the screen

OWN

STAFF

wlih excfpiionaily tine artistry. The. story contrasts the
brutal Insiincts aroused in men by their efforts to show fidelity
to the country which gave them birth, with that Instinct in
woman which causes her to revolt against destruction of
human life, in whose creation she so largely and self-denyIngly participates. The subject is a difficult one to handle,
but Mr. Gardner has chosen delicate methods, almost purely
psychological ones, and he has been fortunate enough to
have a cast of high Intelligence. Clara Williams clearly
expresses the sweetness and refinement of a pure woman's
heart under trying circumstances, and the honors go to her.
She portrays the character of a woman so simple of heart
as to believe that two men who love her can be brought to
a recognition of their brotherhood in spite of the fact that
one Is battling for Italy and the other for Austria.
There is nobility in this theme: behind It lies the Christ
ideal of universal brotherhood; but the vigorous male of today Is close kin to the fighting male of other days so far as
his Impelling emotions arc concerned, and there is very little
lo be found in the conduct of present-day civilization to Indlcate that there will be any such universal brotherhood until
the naturally aggressive male has all the fight kicked out
of him. It is even an open question whether he would be
improved by this emasculation. He easily becomes vitiated
by
unmanly
as the
of fallen
Whether
or softness,
not the Idea
willhistory
be effective
willnations'
dependattests.
much
upon the point of view of those to whom it is presented.
But the story Is well told in all of its departments.

"The Romantic Journey"
William

Scene from " Three of Many" (Triangle).
almost entirely to himself soon aftt-r he i;ets into action. His
magnetic personality fixes attention from the outset, and his
general performance Is so satisfying that people are bound to
enjoy It: he Is compelling. Yet It Is quite among the possibilities that he will^eventually appear In lively comedies which
afford opportunity to other members of a cast, to his own
advantage. No comedy relief is offered to the continuous strain
of following his activities, no other collateral and intensifying movement for purposes of contrast. People enjoy his "act
In one" because he represents something to them. He Illustrates clearly that there are tremendous sources of energy In
nearly all men which
are very seldom
released.
There lies hidden In our stagnant state of easy-going receptivity a secret recognition that few of us are really what we
could be, that our capacities could respond to far greater performance than that we are called upon to make. We think
we are cramped by our circumstances, that we have not had
a show to give off the best there Is in us. but the fault lies
deeper. We simply lack an early specialized training which
would make It possible for the human machine to do more
with less fatigue. That we are unable to respond to our own
aspirations Is not our fault, nor are our parents really to
blame for what they do not know. The trouble lies in common Ignorance of how the human plant can be best cultivated
to advantage. One Interpreter represents physical strength,
another determination, another courage, and another fortitude
In adversity.
Fairbanks represents physical agility and temperamental
optimism, and It is really the latter quality that wins. His
leaping and climbing feats would soon pall if he did not perpetually demonstrate that life Is good and growing better, in
spite of all pessimistic claims to the contrary. Therein lies
the true charm of Fairbanks. The play simply depicts an
adventurous elopement, with the girl at a hotel telephone, the
clergyman in jail, and Fairbanks at bay on the top of a telegraph pole when the marrlaere finally takes place, the fun
hinging on the remarkable adventures of Fairbanks and a
clergyman whom he drags from his bath to perform the ceremony. The story will go with all audiences, high and low.

"Three of Many."
"Three
Of Many"
is a supposed
realistic little
human existence idealized by Gardner Sullivan and

phase of
presented

Courtenay and Alice Dovey in a Five-Reel
Romance That Abounds in Exciting Situations
— Released by Pathe.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel,

Screen

OUIDA BERGERE Is responsible for "The Romantic Journey." a five-reel Pathe screen drama featuring William
Courtenay and Alice Dovey. The scenarioist has gone
in for Romantic Adventure with a big R and a big A. Like
the Immortal William, in "Romeo and Juliet" she lakes the
spectator into the graveyard and shows him the Inside of a
tomb, for. like Shakespere's heroine, the desperate maiden in
her tale drinks a "distilled liquor" that she may assume the
"borrowed likeness of shruijk death," in order to baffle her
persecutors. Woven around this tense situation are various
dramatic scenes of the same highly sensational nature, which
involve .1 m>'8terious
East Indian whose
knowledge
of the
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Scene from "Romantic Journey" (Pathe).
occult and whose hypnotic powers enahic him to force a beautiful yaang American Kirl Into a marriapre with a wealthy
young chap who Is eventually put out of the way. and an attempt made to eet control of hia fortune. There are secret
doors, sliding panels, deadly snakes, hand-to-hand struggles,
dark-skinned men who obey their master's bidding without
question, an intrepid hero who stops at nothing, and a comic
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valet thrown in for good measure. Briefly: all the concomitants of the regulation high pressure romance are here to engross the attention of him who cares nothing for facts, so
that his fancy be stimulated and his spirit escape from the
commonplaces of life! Miss Bergere has told her story with
the necessary dispatch and freedom of invention; and it is admirably acted and produced. William Courtenay supplies the
proper amount of material out of which handsome and dauntless heroes are made, and acts with an equal degree of merit.
AJice Dovey is a most convincing heroine, both in looks and
histrionic ability. Macey Harlan is a thoroughly competent
as the East Indian hypnotist, and is also an excellent double
for a well-known moving picture magnate. Norman Thorp
maintains the reputation of the performance for adequate acting, and the same criticism applies to the other members of
the cast.
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girl he loves, and is sent to prison. He escapes and takes
refuge in the home of the young woman in the case. She prevents his being taken back to the chain gang, by obtaining
atablished.
convict's lease for his services. Later his innocence is esThere is no lack of dramatic material in the picture, but it
is not always in good taste; neither is it always handled with
skill. There is a decided falling off in suspense after the girl
becomes the lease owner of her convict-lover.
It is also ex-

"The Price of Silence"
Five-part

Bluebird
Production
Featuring
Dorothy
Based on Story by W. Carey Wonderly.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

Phillips

«<'T^ HE Price of Silence," from the magazine
story by W.
X
Carey Wonderly, while it is a well-made production, is
unfortunately based on an unpleasant theme, presenting situations that are tense and undeniably dramatic, but at
the same time vesting certain characters with unheroic
temperaments, where actions reflecting moral heroism
would
be
more liable to excite sympathy.
The story in which Dorothy Phillips is featured with a supporting cast consisting of Lon Chaney, Jack Mulhall. Frank
Whitson, Jay Belasco, Viola Smith and Evelyn Selbie, opens
with a thunder storm, which is a very effective opening, by
the-way. Out of this storm come a young man and woman,
who, drenched to the skin, find lodgings in a country hotel.
A peculiar situation arises out of the fact that to avoid
unpleasant surmises they register as man and wife, and con-

Scene from "Broken Chains'* (World).
tremely victed"doubtful
that ofherhisfather
permit
the manof conof the murder
son towould
become
an inmate
the
G Wynne home. Several sensational incidents connected with
the convict system of Florida and the stealing of a ballot box
by a negro politician who is the real murderer of young
Gwynne are effective melodramatic touches. The colloquial
subtitles in the last reel are amusingly stilted.
The production is creditable, the atmosphere of the South
being well sustained. Ethel Clayton brings out the best points
in the character of Georgia Gwynne. and Carlyle Blackwell's
impersonation of Captain Ford makes that sorely persecuted
soung officer a likable chap, in spite of the fact that he is
somewhat lacking in soldierly bearing. Herbert Harrington,
Herbert Del more. Henry West. Louis Grisel, William Sherwood and Jessie Lewis add to the merits of the production,
which was directed by Robert Thornby. Toung John Tansy
and little Madge Evans do excellent work in the prologue.

"My Official Wife"

Reissue of the Excellent Five-Reel Screen Version of Richard
Henry Savage's Stirring Novel Made by the Vitagraph Company, to be Released
December 11.
Reviewed
by Edward Weitzel.
Scene from "The Price of Silence" (Bluebird).
siderable is made in the production of bedroom and undress
scenes; more in fact than would give the production a place
among films for young people. Lightning strikes the house
and the man is killed.
A skip of possibly eighteen years introduces us to the home
and family of the woman, who is now happily married, and
It is not long before we learn that the daughter of the house
ie in love with a young man who is believed by the horrified
mother to be her illegitimate son. The situation, with the
doctor who knew the mother's former history suing for the
daughter's hand and holding over the mother a threat of
exposure, assumes an unpleasant aspect, which clears, however, when the old nurse who was with the mother at the
birth of her first child reveals the fact that the child died
at birth and was substituted for by another, to prevent the
shock to the mother.

THE always
Vitagraph
"My
Official
Wife'" of will
rank asproduction
one of the of notable
achievements
the
screen.
The story offers every requisite for the making
of a vital, brilliantly colored and strongly dramatic photoplay,
and no opportunity has been overlooked in filming the picture.

''Broken Choins'*
Ethel Clayton and Carlyle Blackwell Stars in Five-Reel Story
of Southern Life, Produced by Peerless.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
THE quality of the material used in the making of "Broken
Chains," the five-reel Peerless photoplay in which Ethel
Clayton and Carlysle Blackwell are starred, is an unsatisfactory mixture of the good and the bad. The start gives
promise of a well-told story, a prologue full of action and
oolor being the spectator's first introduction to the characters.
The negro's political status in the South and the suppression
of a band of Florida moonshiners are employed in enmeshing
the hero in the hazardous situation that will win him the
necessary amount of sympathy. Harry Ford, a United States
army officer, is falsely convicted of killing the brother of the

Scene from "My Official Wife" (Vitagraph).
Most of the scenes are laid in St. Petersburg, and the Russian
atmosphere
has been counterfeited
with convincing skill.
The action at the Russian frontier and at the railway station in St. Petersburg, the Imperial entry into the grand ballroom, the chase after the beautiful Nihilist and her lover, and
the destruction of the yacht by gun fire, are all striking situ-
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atlons In a photoplay
that la without
a dull moment.
Tho
aellne Is of the nam* order of oxcoMonce.
With a cast hfuded by Clara KImbtkll Youn^ and containing
the names of Hurry T. Morey. Kurle Williams. Rose K. Tapley.
Mary Anderson. Arthur Ooilne, Charles Welleslcy. L.ou(8e
Hcaudet, I^ RuKors Lytlon and Euliillu Jensen, and (lie direction In the hands of James Youn^. the success made by the
picture when first released Is not dltllcult to understand. There
Is every reason to believe that moving picture patrons will
greet thecations ofreturn
"My esteem.
Official Wife" with the heartiest indiwelcomeof and

Two Kalems
"The Poisoned Dart" and "The Trunk Mystery."
Reviewed
by Hen II. t^lrlmm.
"The Poisoned Dart."
IN THE eighteenth two-reel episode of Kalem's "Tho Girl
From 'Frisco" series, titled "The Poisoned Dart." main Interest centers on the mystery surroundlni? a sacred Indian
cat. brought to Barbara Brent (Marin Sals) by an employee
»'f her father.
As In previous releases In this series, the mys-
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plouBure-lovIng mother. Is cleverly played by Dodo Newton.
This part of the picture contains many unusually appealing
scenes.
As tho story runs a wife who Is being gradually Influenced
by a man other than her husband, and who Is at any time
unable to resist the call of pleasure, promises one da> to tak«
her little girl to tho matinee. As they are about to leave the
house a telephone call from tho man causes her to hand the
child
to herasks
nurse,
who takes
her totoher
office,
where over
the child
her father
for money
buy father's
a present
for
her mother so that she will love hor. While they are In a
Jewelry store buying the present the store is robbed and the
child In the panic which follows rushes apparently to tho roof
of the building, from which she falls and is picked up by a
woman at the head of a band of thieves. The child, whose memory is affected by the fall, forgets her former surroundings and
becomes an accomplished thief. Later she is restored to her
own home by a freak of circumstances and is restored to her
normal self.
The production was made by James Kirkwood and is a decidedly artistic one.

'*A Coney Island Princess'

Irene Fenwick Makes Her Famous

Players Debut in a Story

Carrying the Atmosphere of New York's Resort.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
IRENE FENWICK makes her Famous Players debut In "A
Coney Island Princess," released on the Paramount program on December 4. Miss Fenwick has a role which gives
her opportunity to show her lightness of foot as well as her
skill In dramatic portrayal. She Is supported by Owen Moore,
who gives a good performance in the role of a gentleman
jockey who permits his appetite for liqubr temporarily to get
the best of him. The script was based upon Edward Sheldon's
'The
Princess
Many
of the Zim-Zim."
exterior scenes were taken around the structures of Coney Island, New York's great playground. There
is tho atmoaphero of "old Coney," the resort known about
everywhere the metropolis is talked about, of its dance halls,
of its waterfront. Then, too. there is a polo game, said to have
been staged for the occasion. There are skilled players and
trained ponies. In contrast with these recreative and sporting

Scene from
The Poisoned Dart" (Kalem).
terlous element is uppermost, and interest does not lag for a
moment during the running of the two reels. Three Malays
are on the trail of the cat, which has come to the man who
gives it to Barbara In a mysterious manner, and after Its
one-time possessor Is killed by a poisoned dart. On the Brent's
ranch a Japanese valet is found dead, also killed by a poisoned dart, shot from a blow-gun by one of the Malays. The
Sheriff. Barbara and John Wallace (True Boardman) attempt
to solve the mystery. Barbara, alone In an isolated shack. Is
overpowered by one of the mysterious trio. She later pursues
him and engages in an exciting flght with him. The other
two members of the murdering trio are brought to book by
Wallace and the Sheriff.
In the cast are also seen Frank Jonasson, Ronald Bradbury,
Barney Furey, Edward Clisbee, Jack Rahm and Y'. Aonaml.
"The Tnink Mystery."
This episode of "Grant, Police Reporter" Is fully up to the
high standard set by preceding releases. Once again a murder furnishes the idea for the plot. The murder is solved by
Grant and a detective, and it Is in pursuit of the murderer and
In an effort to save his daughter that George Larkin furnishes
a thrill. The girl (Ollie Klrkby) is beaten unconscious by her
father (the murderer) and is placed on a bell that carries
waste lumber to the top of a burning heap of waste. Mr.
Larkin Jumps to a belt of the machine, is carried on the belt
for about a hundred feet. Jumps to a suspended rope, and leaps
to the spot where the other belt discharges Its cargo. He
catches the unconscious form of the glri Just as she is about
to be dashed on to the burning wood pile. The reel is full
of action.
Others In the cast than those named are Director Robert
Ellis. William McKey, Harry Gordon, Mary Taylor Ross and
T. Justin Down.

Five-Part

"A Dream or Two Ago''

Mutual
Star Production of Entertaining
Quality
Features Mary Miles Minter.
Reviewed by Margaret L MacDonald.
THE charm of this production Is undoubtedly Jue to the
personality of Mary Miles Minter, whose beauty, youth
and spontaneity are Irresistible. With a less attractive
star some of the business qf the production such as various
attractive methods which the child under a new and evil Influence uses in stealing might be questioned. In the early portion of the story the role of the child, who is neglected by a

Scene from "The Coney Island Princess" (Famous

Players).

surroundings there is shown the interiors of homes of wealth,
lavishly furnished and finely photographed. In fact, the photographic side of the subject is unusual in its clarity and In Ita
lighting effects.
Russell Bassett as Old Mooney. the proprietor of a dance
hall, does a splendid bit of character work. Others In the cast
are William Bailey, Eva Francis, Clifford Gray, Kate Lester
and Dora Mills Adams. There is good drama in the latter hall
of the story, especially in the situations developing "OT" ™
bringing by the gentleman jockey Into the home of his soclaUyIfl
aspiring aunt of the girl from the dance hall. The ^"^'ng
as a "happy" one, but is unquesbo described
may
not what tionably
the more
logical.

Triangle Releases for December 24.
Bessie Love and Clara Williams are the stars of '^f J/'^^**
n a
releases for December 24. Bessie ^ove appears fiJ
featureArts
Fine
production of whimsical human •"^"^^^^"^'^.'
lie
McConvi
d
Bernar
by
written
Dan's."
"The Heire«!s at Coffee
-barred in A
Clara Williams ^
anSd"eit"d\y Edward Dillon.
of life In an AustroKav-Bee nlay of the primitive forces
by C. Gardwritten
Many.'*
of
"Three
called
war sitting
UMian Sullivan
and directed by Ileglnald Barker.
ner
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''The Secret Kingdom'*

Vitagraph
Serial in Fifteen
Episodes.
Written
by Louis
Joseph Vance and Starring Charles Richman and Dorothy Kelly, a Story of Romantic Adventure.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
LOriS JOSEPH VANCE, the author of "The Secret Kingdom." the new Vitagraph serial in fifteen episodes, is a
past-master at the art of creating romantic adventure.
His work has but one object in life — to entertain, and he cares
not a whit how his characters are put to it to keep up the
pace set for them — so long as the interest is kept at fever
heat. The first eight episodes are entitled "The Land of Intrigue." "Royalty at Red Wing," "The Sealed Packet," "The
Honorable Jlr. Oxen ham," "Carriage Call No. 101." "Human
Flotsam," "The Ghost Ship" and "Rum Cay."
Starting in one of the mythical kingdoms of Europe that are
found only on the private maps of the writers of rDmance, the
story discloses the existence of a certain Prime Minister of
Alania, who has his ruler and the queen assassinated, and is
only prevented from putting the young Crown Prince out ol
the way by the efforts of a faithful officer of the guard, who
takes the boy to the United States. The next episode shifts to
Arizona, twenty years later. The rightful ruler of Alania, who
does not know his real rank, bears the name of Phillip Barr.
The daughter of the usurper, now traveling in this country, is
rescued by Phillip and — the race for a bride and a throne is on.
Emissaries of the Prime Minister try to keep the lovers apart
and to prevent Phillip from reaching his native land and learning the truth. He is attacked in a den in Chicago, his sweetheart is stolen from him and locked up in a private lunatic
asylum in New York, his package of important papers is also
stolen, and reaches him again by a series of surprising turns of
plot. There is a thrilling rescue of the heroine from a thirdstory window, and any number of lively and well-fought "goes"
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the family is presented as a weakling tending toward crime:
while two other men of manly type become the unwilling
victims
of the
.Six reels
are "vixen."
too many for the telling of this story, which
shows how the wicked sister in fear that she be left to care for
her father alone, manipulates by means of many lies so that
her sister's love affairs are always upset, and the man's affection transferred to herself. The first man she jilts because
of his financial reverses, which, by the way, are indirectly a
product of her brother's evil doing.
The second she marries

Scene from "The Vixen" (Fox).
and leads him a miserable life through her extravagances. In
the final throw her true character is revealed to her sister, who
finally becomes the happy wife of the man who was jilted by
theOthers
"vixen."
in the Mary
cast beside
are A.Carl
H. Gerard,
"Van Buren.
Herbert
Heyes,
Martin,Theda
GeorgeBara
Clarke,
and
Geo. Odell.

"The Road to Love"
Lenore

Ulrich is Featured in Morosco Story of the Desert
That Will Interest.

Reviewed
by George
B'aisdell.
THERE
are desert
scenes
a-plenty in
Road are
to Love,"
the Morosco
release
for December
7. "The
Also there
backgrounds of Algerian villages, of interiors of native
palaces. The picture, the story of which was written by Blanche
Dougan Cole, is a convincing portra/al of life in the African
open and of the glamour surrounding it. There are stirring
incidents
following
upon the attempt
of Roberts,
a yountj

Scene from "The Secret Kingdom" (Vitagraph).
between the hero and his enemies. An encounter with river
pirates, a leap from a ferry boat into the North River, one exciting incident after another is introduced, of which one need
not ask the reason why — even if there were a moment's pause
in which to frame the cfuestion.
The indispensible elements connected with such a
drama are adequate production in everv branch of the photowork
The makers of "The Secret Kingdom" have done this, and the
acting, the direction and the purely mechanical side of the production are all commensurate with the requirements of th*>
picture.
Charles Richman and Dorothy Kelly head the cast, and
Arline Pretty. Joseph Kilgour, William Dunn and De jalm:i
West have important allotments. Ned Finley figured strongly
in the early episodes.

"The Vixen"
Six-Part Fox Production Featuring Theda Bara in Character
of Selfish Feminine.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
WHILE
Theda Bara had portrayed many unpleasant feminine characters, always with the same startling finesse,
there was one left at least of which she had not exploited the vileness of. This one will be found in "The Vixen."
and it would indeed be diflicuU to locate a more despicable type
of femininity.
The story, which is very obvious, has been written with the
express purpose of forming a vehicle for Miss Bara, is attributed to J. Gordon Edwards. It introduces us to people of
varied characteristics, among whom are a father who through
drink and its consequences has become the care of the family;
two daughters, the first the evil one of the title role.
presented without a single saving grace, and the second a
young woman of admirable and unselfish qualities.
The son of

Scene from "The Road of Love" (Morosco).
American, to rescue and to win for himself the daughter of
an Algerian already slated by her father to be the bride of
one of her countrymen. There are attempted kidnappings,
there is a frustrated elopement, and there are captures and
plots and counterplots.
Lenore Ulrich is Hafsa, the object of the ardent attentions of
Roberts. Miss Ulrich looks her part. Colin Chase is Roberts.
Herschel Mayall is Sidi Malik a strong figure. Joe Massey Is
a lustful old Sheik who bids high for Hafsa when she is put up
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at auction only to loao her through tho atrntoKy of ihc American. Othrra In th« cnnt arc Lucltlo Ward. Eatotle Allm. Alfred
VoabuFKh Hiul Alfr»?(i Ix>nKWorth.
Thu utory r«4iulroa cloao following on account of tho Arabian
characttT nnmes. But one of the players cnrrloa an GnKllah
nunie. The Bubjfcl aa a whole, however. Is plcturoatiuo and
possesses a larse mea»iir«' of i^oocl putertalntnent.

Mmc.

-The Black Butterfly '

Pctrova
Dominates
Five-Reel
Drama
Produced
by
Popular Plays and Players for Metro.
Hevlowed by Bon H. Grimm.
DOMINATED by the beauty, personality and dramatic ability of Mme. relrova, "The Bluck Putterny." a flve-reol
motion picture drama from tho studios of the Popular
Playa and riayers. to be released by Metro on Derrember 4, Is
atwopowerful
offering.
Despite on
a "draKelnosa"
the flretla
reels, the
mere presence
the screen offound
Mme inPetrova
sufficient to hold interest. After the first two reels the story

^^

-mm

L
Scene from "The Black Butterfly"
(Metro).
moves more rapidly than before. In the story, by L.. Case Russell, sccnariolzed by Wallace Clifton. Mme. Petrova plays the
dual role with a depth of understandings of her art that totally
convinces.
Tho story, as visualized under the direction of Burton L.
Kins, is unusual and Is replete with Interest. Its many dramatic moments are registered on the screen compellingly. The
story Is laid In France and tells of a peasant girl who marries
a count. She is later given reason to believe that he is already
married, and after the birth of a daughter leaves for Paris,
where she becomes the toast of the clubs. She Is niled with a
hatred for men and her mother-love yearns for the daughter
who she cannot call her own. Then she falls In love with st,
youth. He Is In love with the "Butterfly's" daughter. The
daughter tries suicide and the "Butterfly" learns that It la her
daughter that the youth Is in love with. She spurns him so
that he returns to the daughter. The story ends happily at a
field hospital where the "Butterfly" has gone as a nurse. She
learns that her husband was not married when he married her.
The leading male player is Mahlon Hamilton, who .gives a
creditable performance. The entire supporting cast to Mme.
Petrova do commendable work. It includes Anthony Merlo.
Edward Brennan. Count Lowenhaupt, Violet B. Reed. John HopItns, Morgan Jones. Norman Kaiser, Roy Pllcher -^nd Evelyn
Dumo. Some good double-exposure scenes In which the mother
and daughter appear together were photographed by Andre
Barlatler.
"Somewhere in Mexico," the Next Tweedledum.
In "Somewhere In Mexico" Tweedledum has humorously
caught the military fever which Is abroad in the land, and
with true patriotism enlists in his country's service with the
avowed Intention of removing Villa from the face of the earth.
His funny antics shock the dignity of the recruiting officers and furnish no end of amusement to his fellow soldiers.
Tweedledum, however, makes a very poor soldier and violates
all the rules. The officers are utterly unable to keep him In
line If a pretty girl happens to be anywhere near during drill
time, but the crowning climax comes when he slips away from
his camp to hide and have a quiet smoke. He happens to
select a spot which Is near the location of a band of Mexicans
and the powder magazine. He carelessly tosses away the remains of his cigar — when suddenly a terrible explosion ensues and almost the entire company at Mexican soldiers are
blown to pieces. His own company rush to tho scene and
promptly make Tweedledum a great hero and give him credit
for overcoming the enemy single-handed. He is quickly
raised to the rank of a Commanding Oflflcer and receives his
newly-acquired honors Joyfully If not gracefully.
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Kalems for Mid-December
Five Reels a Week for Thrills. Drama and Laughs Promised
for Release Through General Film.
X TtTUUKlNCj well ahead on Its release schedule Kalom la
VV I'oady to announce tho Issues through General Film well
into the latter part of December. Variety Is the keynote
of tho four weekly releases, totalling five reels. Dramatic
thrills of all sorts aro promised In "Tho Girl from Frisco."
■The Hazards of Helen." and "Grant, Police Reporter." while
Ham and Bud are counted on for their usual supply of laughs,
"Tho Midnight Express," issued on December 16, and "The
Vanishing Box-Car." released the following Saturday, are two
of the coming "Hazards." Some unusual night photography Is
a feature of tho first-mentioned release. In which the thrill
finds Helen Gibson. In pursuit of a train, running her motorcycle onto a flat car and leaping through the air to the rail
of the speeding car. "The Vanishing Box-car" Is an unusual
mystery story, hinging on the disappearance in broad daylight of a box-car shipment of valuable machinery while tho
train bearing it was passing between two stations. Helen
Gibson supplies her usual quota of daring thrills to this one
reel of famous railroad series.
New York's annual Police Parade forms the center of the
action of "The Menace," the "Grant, Police Reporter*' episode
scheduled for release on Friday, December 15. The sensational
thrills that have caused this one-reel series by Robert Welles
Ritchie to become one of the most popular of Kalem releases
in so short a space of time are once more present In this offi-rlng. One of the feats shows George Larking leaping from
the top floor window of aji office building to a rope hanging
over the cornice and climbing to tho roof. A 30-foot leap
through the air from a deck house on one roof across an
areaway is another exploit calculated to meet the avid demands of picture followers. OUIe Klrkby also appears to advantage In these episodes.
The final week of December will bring the "Girl from
'Frisco" series to Its twenty- first episode. "The Stain of
Chuckawalla," the nineteenth episode, will be Issued on
Wednesday, December 13. while the following Wednesday
brings "On the Brink of War." Marin Sals In her character
of Barbara Brent undertakes a difllcult task In cleaning up the
politics of a border town in the first-mentioned two-reel release. Others In the cast Include True Boardman, Frank Jonasson. Edward Clisbee. Ronald Bradbury. Hart Hoxle. Jack
Rahmn and Jo.sephine West. Director James W. Home continues to hold the reins In staking this series of the West.
With the all-star comedy quartette of Ham. Bud, Ethel
Tear© and Henry Murdoch, the Kalem weekly comedy releases
have jumped into increased popularity. "The Icemen and the
Artist" Is a single reel laugh -maker scheduled for Tuesday,
December 12. Ham and Bud. by their work In this comedy,
revive the old question of "How would you like to be the Ice
man?" With Ethel Teare the pretty artist's model. Ham and
Bud find It a pleasant vocation. "The Fatal Violin" is followed
on the succeeding Tuesday with the fun-makers burlesquing
the usual melodramatic anarchist story.
"WITCHING
In Greater New

HOUR"
BOOKING
STRONGLY.
York Alone Twelve Prints of Frohman
Production Will Be Used.
MORRIS TOBIAS, booking manager of the corporation to
be formed for the purpose of exploiting and handling
the Frohman Amusement Corporation's extraordinary release, "The Witching Hour." in the State of New York and
Northern New Jersey. Is being besieged with requests from exhibitors In that territory with bookings on that production.
The contract with Mr. Tobias was entered into late on a Friday afternoon, and up to Saturday evening six Individual
bookings of one week each, ranging from 1,000 to $1,250, were
placed and no less than thirty-three bookings at $100 a day
each were signed.
It was originally the Intention of Mr. Tobias to work upon
seven prints in Greater New York Immediately upon the release of the production, through his office, but because of the
demand for this production, he has Increased his order so as
to work twelve prints at one time.
Mr. Tobias accounts for this demand largely by reason of
tho fact, as he views it, that the exhibitor and the public have
been surfeited with photodramas dealing with modern society
conditions, all In the same vein, or sex problems or photoplays
based on exploits and adventures without the realm of realism
and that tho theme of "The Witching Hour," embracing a subject that has been for years past and today Is seriously considered by men and women in all walks of life and possessing
an Intensity of dramatics not heretofore met with either on
the legitimate or photoplay stage, without calling for destruction of property In order to give a so-called punch to the picture, that the exhibitors are grasping at the opportunity to
run that attraction.
Letters of unstinted praise and commendation are swelling
the malls of the Frohman Amusement Coiporation. from m^n
and women In all walks of public and private life, and these
are being turned over to Mr. Tobias to make use of In further
exploiting and advertising
that production
In his territory.
It Is expected that "The Witching Hour" will be released
for public exhibition In New York City In a few days.
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General Film Company.
MONEY MAID MEN (Vim), Nov. 24.— A rather siow-moving comedy
reel, with Pokes and Jabbs in the roles of bookkeepers, and rivals for
the favor of the stenographer. A few laughs come through antics wifh
a sliding chair. Pokes decides to get money in robbing the safe, and is
discovered by Jabbs. The boss, as a reward to Jabbs, makes him choose
between money and the girl. He takes the money.
THE SELIG TRIBUNE. NO. 95. Iltl6 (Seiig). Nov. 27.— Ruth Law
finishes Chicago-New York flight at Governor's Island ; whaling ship
loaded with whalebone arrives at San Francisco; Miss Jeanette Rankin,
elected to Congress, addresses students of University of Montana. Missoula, Mont. ; fashionable women do own marketing, New Orleans ;
Massachusetts Guardsmen given official welcome on return from border,
Boston ; scenes on International Grand Prize Auto Race, Santa Monica,
Cal. : Congressman Bleakey travels in aeroplane, Washington to Philadelphia ;boiler of tug explodes. New York ; eight hundred salmon
secured for spawning, Raymond, Me. ; Mrs. Chas. H. Spinks to sit in
electoral college, San Francisco ; Yale defeats Princeton at football,
Princeton.
TAKING THE HONEY OUT OP HONEYMOON (Vitagraph), Nov. 27.—
Real humor is found, in this reel, although it finishes rather abruptly.
Slapstick is not once resorted to, and the story amuses throughout. It
concerns a newly-wed couple whose endeavors to make others believe
they are old hands at the marriage game result in laughable situations.
Mary Anderson and J. Carlton Weatherby are seen in the leading parts.
THE INFLUENCE OF THE UNKNOWN (Biograpb), Nov. 27— Mae
Marsh, Robert Harron and Henry Walthall play the leading parts in this
reissued reel. The film is typical of pictures made several years ago,
and tells a story set in the moonshining district of Kentucky. Mr.
Walthall is seen as a reveune officer. Miss Marsh as the daughter of a
moonshiner, and Mr. Harron as her sweetheart.
DUDES FOR A DAY (Kalem), Nov. 2S.— A little better than usual
number of the Ham comedies. Ham, Bud. Ethel Teare, Henry Murdoch
and A. Edmondson are in tbe cast. Although the old idea of the hod
carrier who inherits money is used, the result is more or less laughable. Ham and Bud obtain swell suits for advertising purposes from a
tailor. They bring the newly rich Irishman and his daughter to a ball,
but their happiness is short-lived.
DREAMY DUD JOYRIDING WITH PRINCESS ZLIM (Essanay), Nov.
29. — A cartoon comic by Carlson shares this reel with scenic. The cartoon shows Dreamy Dud taking a ride with the dusky Princess Zlim.
Astride an elephant who drinks gasoline, the two have a merry time,
what with fights that the elephant indulges in, etc. The scenic was
photographed along the Apache Trail and the adjoining locality, and is
excellent.
THE PRIZE WINNERS (Vim), Nov. 30.— Babe Hardy and Kate Price
are the funmakers in t^is comedy reel. Quite a bit of fast and aimusing
action takes place when Babe and his friend horn their way into a mask
ball given at Kate's house. They have become a trifle tipsy becauce
of their jobs as beer inspectors and, in stolen plumage, they take the
prize at the ball — also the silverware. Babe, however, takes the loot
away from his partner and gives it back.
THE WIZARD'S PLOT (Kalem). Dec. 1.— An episode of the "Grant.
Police Reporter," series. According to a review printed on page 1508 of
the issue of December 9, this episode "is practically all action and
makes a good one-reel offering." The big thrill comes when George
Larkin, swinging among the tangled ropes high up In a ship's rigging,
plunges over the ship's side into the sea, in pursuit of an anarchist. The
Btory is interesting. Ollie Kirkby and Director Robert Ellis are also
seen on the screen.
THE TRIAL RUN (Kalem), Dec. 2.— Helen Gibson takes chances on
her life at least twice in this number of the "Hazards of Helen" Railroad
Series. An especially daring feat Is accomplisbed by her when she
throws a lasso over a ventilator of a moving train, lifts herself from
her horse, and clambers aboard the top of the train so that she may
stop it before it hits an overturned automobile. She also makes a leap
from a racing automobile to a flat car. With her in the film there are
P. S. Pembroke, G. A. Williams and George Routh. Directed by Walter
Morton.
JAILBIRDS (Kalem), Dec. 5. — A quite funny number of the Ham
comedies. Ham, Bud. Ethel Teare and Henry Murdoch are seen in tbe
reel. Laughs are numerous in this film, and the comedy bali is kept
polling by this quartette. Ham and Bud have a new way to make the
shoe shining business pay. As prison guards they get over several
laughs. Henry Murdoch is the gambler who goes to prison and tries to
escape.
Ethel is his daughter.
THE LINEMAN'S
"Hazards of Helen"

PERIL (Kalem), Dec. f).— In this number of the
Railroad Serie^ a dog has an important part, a
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locomotive is wrecked, and Helen Gibson is seen in a flying explosion of
powder dropped from a wagon. Helen prevents a collision by her leap.
The dog figures conspicuously when he causes Helen to learn that a
lineman has been injured and is in danger of the Limited. Besides Miss
Gibson those in the cast are P. S. Pembroke and George Routh.
THE ICE AND THE ARTIST (Kalem). Dec. 12.— A comedy reel with
Ham. Bud, Ethel Teare and Henry Murdoch. Ham and Bud become
icemen so as to get the favors of housewives. Their work leads them to
an artist's studio where they see Ethel. She steals much of the furnishings, but is excused because she is a kleptomaniac. Ham and Bud
try the same stunt, but it fails, and the reel closes with them still running away from their pursuers.

General Film Company Specials.
THE BORDER LINE (Essanay), Nov. 25— A three-reel drama with
a surprise at the finish. A girl, in league with a band oi blackmailers,
gets a position as maid in a wealthy youth's home. She makes love to
the young man and lures him into a compromising situation in the presence of her accomplices. They act as detectives and tell the youth that
he must marry the girl or pay the price of silence. Loving the girl, the
youth
Arnold.marries her. In the leading roles are seen Nell Craig and Edward
FOLLOWING THE FLAG (Selig), Nov. 27.— Three reels of film showing life at the border with the National Guardsmen. All phases of
army life are shown. The picture will make an especial appeal to
relatives and friends of National Guardsmen who bave been and who
are doing duty at the border line. We see the guardsmen on bikes, their
kitchens, transportation — in fact, everything they were occupied with Is
shown in the three reels.
A TIN SOLDIER (Essanay), Nov. 28.- A two-reel comedy with some
fast knockabout action. A man is dragged to a mask ball by his wife
and escaping from the scene, he leaves the uniform he wore home and
goes to a dentist. The uniform is worn by his son and many humorous
complications follow. The film is quite lively. In the cast are Geerge
Beane, Florence Oberle, Bruce Kent and Florence Barr.
BORDER WOLVES (Kalem), Nov. 29,— No. 17 of Robert Welles
Ritcbie's "The Girl from 'Frisco" series. Fast action marks these
two reels, the story of which is on the border line between the United
States and Mexico. Bandit raids are seen and the film is an acceptable
one. A review, printed on page 1508 of the issue of December 0, states
that "there is found an abundance of that power to excite that is so
.well liked by persons who want melodramatic thrills and plenty of
them." Marin Sais and True Boardman are again seen in the le?ds.
~ BUTTS CASEY, CROOK (Knickerbocker Star Feature), Dec. 1.— A
two-reel drama in which a crook becomes a man and makes a sacrifice
for tove. The film has enough heart interest to hold attention throughout. The crook, falling in love with a girl, goes to work to reclaim
himself. He learns that the girl is engaged to a youth. The youth
is in trouble and the crook once more steals so that the youth may
marry the girl.

Fox Film Corporation.
THE
Bara.

VIXEN (Fox), Dec. 4. — A six-part production, featuring Theda
The type of woman portrayed by her is one of the most despicable tbat could be imagined, and the play is built around this
character in a most obvious fashion. Some children have been used in
the picture to good advantage, excepting that they appear principally in
side issues.
Considerable padding Is evident in the picture.

International Film Service, Inc.
HEARST-INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. O.o, 191*5 (International), Nov. 28. — With the French Army near the Verdun front;
William Rockefeller's family attends launching of oil tanks ; footlights
and fashions ; Yale defeats Princeton, New Haven ; Barge Newark blows
ashore, Newport, R. I.; Grand Prize Auto Race, Santa Monica, Cal.;
diet squad ready for experiment, Chicago ; scenes from Army-Navy
football game. New York.
HEARST-INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. "Se, 1916. Dec.
1. — Mimic war at San Bonita, Texas; Howard Chandler Christy, artist,
at work ; University of New Hampshire students dig trenches to drain
field. Durham, N. H. ; French President and wife and Belgium royalty
visit refuge camp. La Paune, France ; footllgbts and fashions ; cotton
growing in Imperial Valley, once desert. Cal. : Seventh Regiment of
N. Y. returns from border, New York ; Liberty Statue illumined. New
York ; remarkable pictures of mine sweeper at work in storm, England.
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Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay.
A \lK:^:JAc;fc: TO ti.MtClA .K.llaoii). Dtv. 11— A nvc-r.cl vlnuallzatlon
of tbff prcarhmrtit ot tbo faiiio iiuqiv by KlbiTt Hubbard. Mubcl TrunatUt mxnl Kobcrt Conncss arc fi-utun-J. As a wholo, the production Is
areras^. Sonio beuutlful exteriors pbotofErapbi-d in Cuba are sceo. Tbc
•torjr tell* of the lurbulooi tiuicii lu Cuba bcrore Ibo Spaulsb-AmorlcaD
war and of an anuy offlorr'a lulaslon. A longvr review is printed on
pagf ir>07 of tbv ifaUv of Dec. P.

Metro Pictures Corporation.
THE Bl*\CK UL'TTKRFLV (Popular I'lays and Players). Dec. 4 —
Mnie. Ptirova domlnatea this llvo-rvel drama. The picture \a a strong
oSerlnit, embracing many compelling sUuatioOB. Mmc. Petrova Is at
h«r bc«t In tbe dual role of a mother and her daughter. The story
is laid in France, tbo mother being tbo "Black ButterQy." and tho
daughter a simple country lass. Both fall in love with the same man.
A review Is printed on another page of this issue.
HIS WIFE'S .MOTHER (Molro-Drew Comedy). December.— Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Drew put some new "pep" Into tbe llmc-bonored motbcr-lnlaw stuff in this re«l. Mr. Newlywcd tells most of his troubles to his
new office boy, and the titles used in the telling are very humorous.
The story is by J. W. Evans, Jr.

Mutual Film

Corporation.

REEL

LIFE, NO. 31 (Gaumont), Dec. 3.— This issue contains an instructive treatise on prunes, from the orchard to the consumer; a
cleverly arranged animated educational drawing by Harry Palmer showing the danger of the common house fly. and entitled "The Diary of a
Murderer." demonstration of the workings of a new passenger airship,
modish
coiffures,
a^ analytical exhibition ot tbe "Blltmore Waiti,"
one of the
latest and
dances.
EE:E AMERICA FIRST. NO. Co (Gaumont), Dec. G — "The New River
In West Virginia" is the subject chosen for this issue, showing many
picturesque spots on the New River. One of these is Winding Gulf,
where tbe train winds several times around in descending the mountain
to the town. On the same reel is a clever cartoon by Harry Palmer,
entitled "Our Forefathers," showing the landing of the Pilgrim Fathers
In most comical style.
MUTUAL TOURS AROUND THE WORLD. NO. 5 (Gauiront). Dec. 12.—
"Through Venice in a Gondola" is the first subject of this Interesting and
excellently photographed number. The lagoon, the many quays for
shipping, the plazette which were brought to Venice in 1126, the Grand
canal, the Bridge of the RlaUo fashioned entirely In marble, which, for
centuries was tbe only bridge over the canal, the Isle of the Dead, and
other points of Interest In Venice. The second subject, "Jersey, the
Largest of the Channel Islands," shows interesting points about the
Island, and the third subject is "Life In Senegal," In which the habits
and occupations of the natives are shown.
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murder, a bank robbery and two brtn of criminals are among the plot
Ingredients. The story Is conipHcatid but mows with clenrncHs and
precision. Tho suspense Is inalntulntd at u high Ifvel without resorting
to melodramatic rat'thodii. The crime Is alno neatly unraveled and
leaves nothing uni'zplnlned. A very entertaining ofTerlng of the mystery
type.
THE

VAMPIRES. NO. 4 (Gaumont). Dec. 14.— "Tho Dead Man's Escape" Is tho title of this number, and portrays bow a competitor of the
vampires, who Is about to be pluivd on trial for a crime, feigns death.
kills his guard and escapes. One of the most interesting incidents Is
a reception at the house of Baron Maurice (who Is. by tbe way, the
ringleadt-r of the vampires posing under an assumed name). Here a
perfumed vapor which Is caused to flood the rooms at midnight puts
the guests to sleep after which they are robbed by tbe vampires of all
their Jewels.
A very good number.

Pathe Exchange,

Inc.

LUKE. RANK IMPERSONATOR (Rolln). Dec. 10.- Luke's attempts
to break Into society start the comedy ball to rolling In his one-reel
picture.
Tho fun U speedy all through.
THE FAITHLESS FRIEND (Pathe), Dec. 10.— This two-reel reissue Is
a western drama of good quality. It has vigor of action, and a number
of real Indians add to the effect Ivcne.ss of the scenes. One of the leading
female roles is played by a pretty squaw.
THE STOLEN SHADOW (Astra). Dec. 17.— The twelfth episode of
"The Shielding Shadow" serial shows the magic cloth back In the bands
of Leontlne. As be is trying to escape with It. he is run down by an
auto and is taken to the hospital. While lyin? on a bed and surrounded
by a ring of people, he calmly spreads out tbe mantle and fades from
view. The two reels carry tbe story forward at Its usual rapid rata
of speed.
BOBBY, BEAR INVESTIGATOR (Rolin), Dec. 17.— This Is a half reel
subject taken In Spain and is an interesting and, aleo an amusing study
of tbe personal habits of a young bear. The other half of the reel la
devoted to "Spanish Costume.s and Dances," and is made In colors.
LUKE'S FIREWORKS FIZZLE (Rolin). Dec. 17.— A bull In a chinashop is a mild engine of destruction compared to Luke among tbe fireworks. Everything goes with a bang and the last seen of the cause of
the trouble shows him seated astride a huge skyrocket and headed for
the moon.
This one-reel farce Is among the best of the brand.

Triangle Film Corporation.
THE MATRIMANIAC (Fine Arts), Dec. 16.— A five-reel comedy of
elopement and adventure affording Douglas Fairbanks just the kind of
opportunity suited to his temperament and methods ot making fun.
While filled with sensational incidents, it gets its high value from the
accomplished actor in his best mood.
A winner with all classes.

Mutual Film Corporation Specials
A DREAM OR TWO AGO (Mutual Star Production). Nov. 27.— A flvepart production, featuring Mary Mites Mlnter. The production has been
made artistically, and is entertaining perhaps principally because of
Miss Minti.r s pleasing personolily. A full review of the picture will be
found elsewhere.
A LASS OF THE LUMBERLANDS, NO. C (Signal), Nov. 27.— "A
Spiked Switch" is the title of this number of the serial. In which the
lumbermen at Holmes' refusal to continue the building ot the road to its
appointed terminus, decide to do It themselves. Helen and her friend
start on the night train to bring a large amount of money to tbe camp
and are relieved of it by a tblef. A thrilling chase, and the wrecking
of the freight car where Helen and the thief scuffle ends the episode.
A LASS OP THE LUMBBRLANDS. NO. 7 (Signal), Dec. 4.— "The Runaway Car" Is the title of this number In which Helen and her companion, still on their way by automobile to tbe camp after gaining
poaseesloQ of tbe money stolen from them on the train, save a passenger train on which Holmes and his eon are traveling from being
blown to atoms by collision with a runaway car of combustibles. A
tbrilKng number.
THE WICKED CITY (Vogue). Dec. 3. — A two-reel production of a fair
quality of farce comedy. There Is very little that Is absolutely new
in the business of this comedy, and there is rather too much, pajama
play.
Mo-<it audiences would, no doubt, think it very funny, however.
SEQUEL TO -THE DIAMOND FROM THE SKY," NO. 2 (American).
Dec 4. — In this chapter of the "sequel" we find that when De Vaux,
on his way to throw the little son of the Stanleys from a cliff Into the
water, paused and laid the child down while he took a look about,
Quabba supplanted the child with a stick of wood. Consequently at the
opening of the second chapter we find tbo child In tbe good keeping of
Qtiabba. who afterwanla hands him over to a friend of tbe Stanleys.
This chapter closes with a fierce struggle between Blair and Quabba, who
is endeavoring to steal the diamond from underneath Blair's pillow as
he sleeps.
An Interesting number.
THE VAMPIRES (Gaumont), Nov. 30.— In the second episode of this
serial, entitled "The Red Book." the Interest continues to grow, and the
reporter is now in possession ot a notebook found In the den ot the
Tsmpir^^. The book contains some of the secrets of these terrible
Individuals, and he Is under tbe ban ot the gang and In danger of losing
his life when tbe episode closes. A review of this number will bo found
elsewhere.
THE GHOST EPISODE (Gaumont), Dec. 7. — This third episode of the
Vampires «erles is sklltnlly enacted by a French cast, which includes
Jacques H*-rmann. Juliet Musldora. Marcel
Leveresque and others.
A

Unicom Film Service. '

JIM.MY DALE— Alias. "The Gray Seal," No. 1 (Monmouth-Unlcom).
— The first number ot this new serial is entitled "The Gray Seal." It
Introduces us to the chief character ot the story, Jimmy Dale, son of
a millionaire, who Is Induced, by a mysterious Influence, to rob the
homes of the rich In order to give to the poor, leaving behind him In
each instance a diamond-shaped gray seal. Tbe serial, which promises
to bo entertaining. Is strictly melodrama of the deepest dye, and Interweaves Its plot wUh circumstances in the life of a young woman whose
supposed uncle schemes to murder her in order to gain possession of her
fortune. In the next number her path crosses that of Jimmy Dale. The
featured members of the cast are E. K. Lincoln. Edna Hunter and Paul
Panzer.
Tbe serial Is based on stories by Frank L. Packard.
JIMMY DALE — Alias. "The Gray Seal." No. 2 (Monmouth-Unlcom).
— "The Stolen Rubles," which Is the title of the second number of this
serial, brings other Interesting characters to light. Jimmy Dale meets
Marie la Salle, who has taken refuge from her supposed uncle and
bis crime gang in the home ot a wealthy society woman, resolves to give
up his double life, and is dissuaded from so doing by the secret Influence who- sends blm to rescue Sammy Mathews, a young man in the
power of an evil-doer, who forces him to steal a collection of rubles.
A thrilling number.
JIMMY DALE— Alias, "The Gray Seal." No. 3 (Monmouth-Unlcom).
— "The Counterfeit Five" Is the title of this number of the serial in
which a spectacular fight In a den of criminals takes place. Jimmy Is
again induced to go to tbo aid of Sammy Mathews, and barely eludes
arrest for his pains. He Is now deeply In love with Marie, who Is still
pursued by the bogus uncle.

Universal Film Corporation
GREEN EYES (Laemmie), Dec. 13.— The story of a Jealous husband.
by Graco Helen Ballry. featuring Lola Wilson. George Chesebro, Betty
Scbade and Edward Brady. The young married woman agrees to help
out a pair of lovers. The angry husband, finding bis wife with tbe lover
at the country club, creates a scene. Later, still Jealous of his wife, he
shoots his own brother, who has invaded their apartments with the Intention of robbing them. The plot Is not exceptional, but Is played by
a pleasing cast and makes a good appeal to tbe interest.
I'M YOUR HUSBAND (Nestor), Dec. 15. — A pleasing comedy, written
and directed by Capt. L. T. Peacock. Peggy Coudray appears as a neglected wife, who has her maid impersonate her husband In order to teach
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the latter a well deserved lesson.
The scheme works admirably, and
makes a successful comedy situation.
A breezy subject, well handled.,
THEIR DARK SECRET (Joker), Dec. 16.— This comic number, by
Harry Wulze. features Wm. Franey and Gale Henry. The former plays
the part of a musician whose initials are B. V. D. Some well known
underwear, bearing the same initials, plays an important part. The
plot is entirely too slight and fails to get up much amusement. A fair
number.

Universal Film Mfg. Co.,

Specials.

THE -MORALS OF HILDA (Red Feather), Dec. 11.— A five-reel number, by H. C. Warnack, featuring Gretchen Lederer, Lois Wilson, Frank
Whitson, Emory Johnson. Richard Morris and Adele Farrington. The
story concerns a peasant girl and her lover, who leave the old country
^ and come to the new world without being married. The situation seems
natural enough in a way, but the girl's troubles might have been
remedied at any time by marriage, even though August could not support
her. There are some strong situations in this, but some of them are unpleasant and not altogether convincing. The question raised at the close
concerning the status of illegitimate children is interesting, but seemed
more like special progaganda than a part of the story itself. The number as a whole is one of about average strength.
THD TWO ROADS (Gold Seal), Dec. 12.— A three-reel subject, by Ben
Lardeck, featuring Douglas Munro and Edna Flugrath. This is a crook
story of good action, though the first part of the plot is rather obvious.
The events of the last reel are most interesting ; the clergyman's method
of saving the girl's life by compromising her honor being unique. The
photography is unfortunately too dark in numerous scenes. An average
offering.
THE LAWYER'S SECRET (Rex), Dec. 14. — A two-reel number, by
Hugh Wier, featuring Molly Malone and Jack Nelson. A Southern
gentleman dies, leaving his estate to his scapegrace son. if the latter
can be found and has reformed. The attorneys plan to provide a substitute heir and have the property assigned over to themselves for a
price. The scheme fails to work, because the substitute falls in love
with the dead man's niece. This is not essentially new in plot, but works
out well and makes an entertaining subject.
SCRATCHED (Imp), Dec. 15. — A two-reel number, by Douglas Bronston, featuring two young men. one of whom is addicted to gambling.
He induces his pal to do likewise. A vast amounut of trouble results
from this first step on the downward path. Betting on the races follows.
One is thrown into prison on the other's testimony. There is also a love
story. This is very interesting, but has a poor* finish, in fact is
disappointing in this regard.
THE TAINT OF FEAR (Bison), Dec. 16.— A two-reel number, featuring Allen J. Holubar, who also wrote the story. This has the familiar
theme of a young man. who, timid as a boy, grows up with the idea
that he is a coward. He serves on the border with the National Guard
and, after meditating flight under fire, rallies and proves himself a hero.
The fighting scenes at first lack strength, but later gain In realism and
the story gets over nicely. The theme is one of general appeal. Lydia
Yeamans Titus, George Pearce and Joseph Gerard are also in the cast.

World Pictures.
BROKEN CHAINS (World), Dec. 11.— Ethel Clayton and Carlyle
Blackwell have the leading roles in this five-reel photoplay of Southern
life. Most of the material Is melodramatic, the hero being unjustly accused of a murder. A chain gang and a sensational escape figure in the
plot. The picture is reviewed at length on another page of this issue.

Triangle Fine Arts Busy
Era of Unusual Activity Is Inaugurated at the Los Angeles
Studios.
WHEN
the small army of carpenters, stage hands and other
mechanics that is novp workina: at the Triangle-Pine
Arts studio complete their labors the big motion picture
plan on the coast will have taken on almost an entirely new
appearance. The stages are being- enlarged, the light studio
reconstructed and preparations generally made for a busy
and prosperous
winter season.
Ideal working weather has inspired the Triangle-Fine Arts
directors to such a pitch of enthusiasm that these enlargements in the light studio at the plant have been made necessary. In fact, the entire studio location has been changed and
now occupies the stage immediately adjoining the executive
offices. The pictures now being filmed include: "The Little
Yank," by Director Siegman; "Jim Bludsoe," by Director
Browning; "A House Built Upon Sand," by Director Morrisaey.
Weather was not the only thing, however, that prompted the
enlargement of the light studio, as the increased production
was the principal factor. Next week will see the beginning
of several new pictures and all of the companies will be
working overtime.
Wilfred. Lucas. Ted Browning and the "Jim Bludso" company, including Georgie Stone, the juvenile star, are in Sacramento making river scenes for the picture, The location outing promises to be one of many thrills for Georgie, as he is
scheduled to be rescued from drowning by Lucas and undergoes several harrowing adventures.
Douglas Fairbanks and his company are in San Diego, hard
at work in the San Diego exposition grounds in Fairbanks'
new comedy drama. "Blaze Derringer." Fairbanks last week
completed "The Matrlmaniac" and Is said to be outdoing his
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strenuous self in the initial scenes of the new picture. The
story, which was photo-dramatized by Anita Loos from the
novel by Eugene P. Lyle, Jr., is said to be ideally adapted to
Fairbanks" peculiar talents. Director John Emerson is in
charge of the piece.
Lillian Gish will soon be seen on the Triangle program in
a new Fine Arts production. "A House Built Upon Sand," written by Mary H. O'Connor, and directed by Edward Morrissey.
Roy Stuart has the role opposite to Miss Gish. The supporting cast includes W. H. Brown. Bessie Buskirk, Jack Brammall, Josephine
Crowell
and Kate Bruce.
In this production Miss Gislw has a part that brings to the
fore her ability for enacting intellectual comedy roles.
The part she plays in "A House Built Upon Sand" is that of
a social butterfly, whose entire happiness depends upon the
excitement she finds in the social whirl. The man who marries
her is somewhat of the cave-man type despite his fondness
for intellectual pursuits. Much against her will the young
woman is outgeneralled in her desire to have a big wedding, and later lands in a small town where her husband is
owner and manager of a big industrial plant. Here a gradual
transformation in her character takes place, and from a
thoughtless, shallow-brained, dance-crazed society girl she
changes to a young woman with a love for all humanity. A
child, the daughter of a factory woman, worms itself into her
heart and is largely responsible for the evolution of the young
bride's character. This results in a striking cUmax in which
a big fire is one of the spectacular features.

General Film Subjects
New

Essanay
Series Announced — Much
Good
Material in
Program for Week of December 11.
GENERAL Film Service announces a second series of stories
from the Essanay studios under the general title of "Is
Marriage Sacred?" Each drama of this series is a complete story in itself and will be performed by the Essanay
Stock Company, composed of Marguerite Clayton, Lillian Drew,
Sydney Ainsworth, Edward Arnold and Thomas Commerford.
General Film Company's releases for the week of December
11-16 inclusive are topped by "Twisted Trails," a Selig threepart Western drama featuring Tom Mix, Bessie Eyton and
Eugenie Besserer, supported by a s_trong cast. Mix rides his
horse across a narrow foot-log which spans a deep chasm, and
does a succession of other thrilling things. This drama is followed by a one-reel comedy from the Vitagraph studios entitled
"Accident Is the Best Policy." which precedes the educatin:^
Selig-Tribune. Vivian Fresco tt is seen in "Her Sacrifice," a
one-reel
drama reissued by Eiograph, which closes the program
for
Monday.
The second of the "Black Cat Series." from the Essanav
studios, under the caption of "In a Looking Glass." featuring
Nell Craig and Richard Travers. will usher in Tuesday's program, followed by a Kalem single reel comedy, "The Icemen
and theandArtist,"
Teare
Henry featuring
Murdoch. the comedy quartet Ham, Bud, Ethel
Essanay's Canimated Nooz Pictorial uncovering inside stuff
on the election exposed by the Canimated Nooz staff. Max
Linder wearing his fourteen trunks of clothes and other interesting laugh-producing topics are shown. Some beautiful
scenes about Long Beach. Cal., make up the other half of this
offering. Then will come a one-reel Vim comedy and the 19th
episode of Kalem's "The Girl from 'Frisco." entitled "The Stain
of Chuckawalla." featuring Marin Sais and True Poardman.
followed by "The Honor of the Law." a Biograph drama in two
Wednesday.
acts
featuring Irene Howley. which completes the program for
Selig-Tribune. showing pictorially all the big and interesting events of the world, together with the latest fashions and
a one-reel Vim comedy, are offered Thursday..
"The Menace." the ninth adventure of "Grant. Police Reporter." featuring George Larkin and Ollie Kirkby. will be the
first picture screened the following day. Vitagraph offers a
one-reel comedv, "Bears and Bullets." and Vim "Whafs the
Use," a comedy of the same length in which Pokes and Jabbs
are seen in the chief roles of building laughs.
"The Burning Band." the initial episode of Essanay's series
of stories, on "Is Marriage Sacred?" a two-reel drama in which
Marguerite Clayton and Sydney Ainsworth are featured, will
precede "Pep's Legacy." a Vitagraph drama in three parts featuring "Sunshine" Mary Anderson. Then will come "The Midnight Express." an episode of Kalem's "Hazard's of Helen." in
"The Daring Railroad Girl." is starred.
Helen toGibson,
which
Fame." a stirring one-reel drama, carrying .1
"The Road
Klrtley
call of the heart, in which Robyn Adair and Virginia
are featured, will close the program for the day and week.

Essanay Gets "Skinner's Dress Suit."
President George K. Spoor, of Essanay, has purchased the
"Skinner's Dress Suit." Henry Irving
motion picture rights to which
made such a hit when it apDodge's amusing storv
Post of a few numbers back.
Evening
Saturday
the
In
peared
Brvant Washburn will appear In the leading role m the mm
version. The rest of the cast has not yet been chosen. The
piece Is now being arranged for the screen and will be directed
by Harry Beaumont, who has just completed "The Truant
Soul." Henry B. Walthall's superfeature.
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GARDEN

OF

ALLAH"

(Selig).

"The Garden of AUah." the romaiKo of the Siihara desert,
to be released soon by Iho Sl-IIk Polyscope Compuny, carries
a number of strong emotional scenes enacted by Helen Ware
and Thomas Santschl. Those who recall the famous novel
written by Robert Hlchens will remember the passionate proteatHttons of love made by Domini E. EntUden and Boris AnUrovsky, whose fates were written in the sands. Those who
have been permitted to see advance presentations of Selig's
■'The Garden of Allah" assert that Helen Ware has a part par-

Scene from "The Garden of Allah" (Selig).
tlcularly w^ell suited to her wonderful ability and that she
arises to emotional heights rarely seen in screen acting.
There are a number of passionate love scenes enacted between Boris and Domini that outrival in intensity the world's
greatest love story. "Romeo and Juliet."
There is the awakening of love in the heart of Domini
Knfilden and the response on the part of Boris, who had not
-seen a woman for twenty- three years. Theni comes the
avowal of undying love on the part of Boris in the Garden of
Allah, the love scenes of the first night after the marriage far
away in the Sahara desert and finally the renunciation, said
to be one of the most thrilling, heart-touching scenes ever
presented
tn motion pictures.
Some of the sensational scenes in "The Garden of Allah'* Include the sand storm, the battle of the desert nomads, scenes
in the garden of Allah and on the Sahara desert, and the
streets and bazaars of the Oriental city of Beni-Mora. "The
Garden of Allah" is colorful, barbaric, with a marvelous atmosphere of vastness.

HART

WORKING

ON STORY

OF THE

GLADYS

COBURN

MAKES
FILM. FILM

DEBUT

IN FOX

In "The Battle i»f I.lfe," her promlcre photophiy. Gladys
L*oburn shows convincingly how a woman can bo the slave
of freedom. Miss Coburn plays the part of Mary Boland, the
daughter of a crook, who has determined to give up the life
led by her father and her associates. She is persecuted by
the police. A stool pigeon haunts her wherever she goes. She
Is thrown Into Jail on suspicion. Her cell door and the prison
gates swing open, but she finds that she had not yet been
freed
from the 11.law's unrelenting hold. The picture is released
on December
Miss Coburn. the newest of William Fox stars, makes her
bow to photoplay fans in this production. She was born
twenty years ago in Kentucky. At sixteen, in a private boarding school, she won a reputation as a captivating amateur.
When a friend in the "Too Many Cooks" company told her of
an opportunity to join the play, she accepted it. Julian Eltlnge saw her work and promptly engaged her for "The Crinoline Girl." Mr. Fox then captured her.
Miss Coburn is supported in "The Battle of Life" by an excellent cast. Art Acord, world's champion cowboy, plays opposite her in the part of Dave Karns, her sweetheart. Others
in the photoplay are: William Sheer, Frank Evans, Richard
NelU, Alex Shannon and Violet De Biccari, all of whom are
well-known to Fox Film fans.
"THE VAMPIRES" (Gaumont).
The fifth episode of "The Vampires." the three-act story
known as "The Eyes That Hold," is one long series of thrills.
This duel between Enrique Moreno, the lone bandit, and the
arch criminals of Paris has Irma Vep as the reward for the
winner. Whether she shall continue a power among the Vampires or aid their implacable foe is the great question not decided until the last few feet of film are shown. The episode
Is released through Mutual. December 21. And through all
three acts Philip Guard and his faithful ally, Normandin. are
coming closer and closer to the men whose civil power they
have sworn to destroy.
Juliet Musidora does no better work in the entire novfl tTian
she does tn this episode. How she Is trapped by Moreno and
a substitute
set to worlc on a \'ampire job Is only one un-

DESERT.

Following his work In the Triangle-Kay Bee drama of the
old west by Monte M. Katterjohn, upon which he was engaged
until a week ago. William S. Hart has begun the filming of a
new play written for him by J. G. Hawks, author of "The
Devil's Double" and numerous other Hart successes. The
scenes of the new Hawks vehicle are laid along the Arizona
and Mexican border, and are said to provide Hart with a number of unique opportunities for presenting the character of a
frontiersman in spectacular settings.
Mary Maclvor. who has been a member of the Kay Bee
company for some time, will play opposite Hart in the new
feature. This will be Miss Maclvors nrst leading part, and
her work will be watched with unusual Interest on that account.
A large number of the scenes will be taken out on the Mojave
Desert, and none of the people who will take part in the
drama are looking forward to the trip with enthusiasm, for
this Is the season of the big sand-storms. Only a few days
ago news reached Los Angeles from the desert of a storm that
caused the death of three men and the abandonment of twenof that arid section. Hart's
various
ty-five automobiles
well known
penchantin tor
actionparts
will not allow him to hold up
work, however, no matter whether it rains sand or carpettacks.

Scene from "The Vampires" (Gaumont).
expected turn of the sensational plot. This episode also sees
the last of the Grand Vampire, a part convincingly played by
Eugene Ayme. Through the play runs the efforts of the
American embezzler to protect his ill-gotten gains against the
machination of the Vampires.
The been
reviews
of the first
four episodes
"Thechapter,
Vampires"
have
consistently
enthusiastic.
For of
every
the
general verdict is that "the most fascinating and startling
melodramatic situations are hurled pell-mell in rapid succession, so rapid that he who thirsts for the mysterious to solve
will find plenty to slake his thirst."
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Mutual Releases

Metro December Releases
Many

Strong

Subjects

Featuring
Listed
Stars.

Popular

Screen

releases of Metro Pictures Corporation conDecember
sist of an unusually strong quartet of photoplays and
an equal number of one-act comedies. Leading the list
of feature plays is "The Black Butterfly," released December
4, with Mme. Petrova as star. This absorbing- story of love
and the war in Europe has been made at the Popular Playa
and Players studios under the direction of Burton L. King,
assisted bv Edward James. Seldom has Mme. Petrova had so
strong a vehicle as this powerful five-act screen play from the
pen of L. Case Russell. In it the star plays Sonia. the mother,
and Marie, the daughter. Sonia is an opera singer who Is a
Paris favorite, and Marie a little girl bred in a convent, so
there is excellent opportunity for the star's versatility.
Life at the front during the present war is one of the themes
of *'The Black Butterfly." The necessity of saving the life of
a Colonel of France by means of blood transfusion brings
Sonia into the presence of the husband of Her youth. An unusually dramatic denouement follows. Mme. Petrova in "The
Black Butterfly" is supported by such sterling players as
Mahlon Hamilton, Edward Brennan, Roy Pilcher, Evelyn
Dumo. Anthony Merlo and Violet Reed.
Next on the list is "The Stolen Triumph." the first MetroRolfe production to star the celebrated artist, Julius Steger,
since "The Blindness of Love." "The Stolen Triumph," which
will be released on the Metro program December 11, was
written bv Maxwell Karger and Mr. Steger. David Thompson,
assisted by P. Thad Volkman, directed the production, which
was made by Rolfe Photoplays. Inc. Prominent in the cast
are Clara "Whipple, Clara Blandick, Harry Burkhardt. Marie
Reichardt. Helen Badgley and Maury Steuart. The two lastnamed
supply delightful touches of child life.
Ethel Barry more in a picturization of Margaret Deland's
famous novel, "The Awakening of Helena Richie," is announced
for December 18. The screen version has been made by arrangement with the author and Messrs. Harper & Bros., the
publishers of the book. No American novel had liad so widespread
an
appeal
as "The
of Helena
as story and as stage
play,Awakening
it has captured
the Richie."
hearts ofBoth
the
American public, and now knowledge of this masterpiece will
be carried still further through the medium of a great photoplay.
John "W". Noble, assisted by Fred Sittenham, directed the
production, which was made by Rolfe Photoplays, Inc., for
^e Metro program. The distinguished supporting cast in"^udes Robert Cummings. J. A. Furey, little Maury Steuart, a
most accomplished child actor; Hat tie Delaro, Robert Whittier. Hassan Mussalli, and others of equal note.
"Pidgin Island" will be the final Metro feature offering for
the month, and incidentally for the year. This production has
been made at the Metro-Torke studios. Its stars are those
favorite players, Harold Lockwood and May Allison, "Pidgin
Island" is a screen version of Harold MacGrath's novel of the
Bame name, arranged by Richard V. Spencer and Fred J. Balsliofer. Mr. Balshofer directed this feature photodrama, assisted by Jay Hunt. In the parts of John Cranford and Diana
Wynne, respectively, Harold Lockwood and May Allison have
roles essentially suited to their talents, in the part of the
secret service agent who is fighting the contraband opium
trade, and Miss Allison is bewitching in the role of the girl
of mystery, who is working at cross-purposes with Cranford.
Some remarkable sea pictures will be shown in "Pidgin Island," and a great storm fraught with danger to the principal
characters, supported by a capable cast including Lester
Cuneo, Lillian Hay ward. Doc Pomeroy Cannon, Fred Wilson,
Elizah Zerr and Yukio Avyema.
Four comedies will be released in December, three of them
starring Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew, the fourth being a MetroRolfe one-act play with Max Figman and Lolita Robertson in
the stellar parts. "His Wife's Mother," a Metro-Drew comedy
written by John W. Evans, Jr.. is the first on the list, being
released December 4. In this Mr. Drew is seen as a volunteer
life guard at a seaside resort, and the complications are amusing in the extreme. "Duplicity" is the Metro-Drew release of
December 11. This is from the pen of that master craftsman,
Epes Winthrop Sargent, and is a model of the scenario art.
Unfounded jealousy is the basic idea of this comedy, the joke
being equally upon the suspecter and the suspected by the
time the story is over. The December 18 comedy release is
"He Wouldn't
Wearof Glasses,"
by and
MarkMissSwan.
Max Figman
Been
as Mr. Diky.
the glasses,
Robertson
as Mede-is
line, the best girl, in this Metro-Rolfe comedy. The fourth
one-act comedy of the month, completing the year's list, is
"Her Perfect Husband," Jessie Saxton's playlet for the use of
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew.
The Popular Plays and Players studios were chosen in which
to produce the propaganda play of the Christmas Club. This
one-act play, called "Three Christmases," was directed by Burton L. King. It employs the talents of such well-known players as William Courtleigh and Violet Heming. Its idea is to
develop the savings Instinct and to teach frugality to people
of moderate
means. "Three Christmases" was written by Wallace C. Clifton.
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Margarita Fischer in *'Miss Jackie of the Navy" Heads the
List for the Week of December 11.
MISS MARGARITA FISCHER tops the schedule of feature
releases from tlie ilutual Film Corporation for the week
of December 11 in "Miss Jackie of the Kavy," a five-part
production from the studios of the Pollard Picture Plays Company, San for
Diego.
"Miss
Jackie 4,
of but
the inNavy"
was originallyof
scheduled
release
December
the arrangement
the Mutual's release charts it was found desirable to set the
dates of the productions in the Fischer-Pollard series ahead
two weeks.
The story of "Miss Jackie of the Navy" tells of a rather wild
daughter of the noveau riche, who, in order to win the heart
of the man she loves, dons sailor's clothes and ships on board
a battleship with him. After many ludicrous and thrilling
happenings,
is disclosed she
she saves
finds her
that captain's
she has life
won andhis when
heart.her identity
William C. Kolb and Max M. Dill, the ever funny comedians,
will be released in a five-reel Mutual Star production entitled
"Lonesome Town." The production was directed by Thomas
N. Heffron, and the scenario written by Al Santell. This production was also used successfully as a stage production. This
is a drama of a higli order and will cause the theater-goera
many a laugh. A splendid cast has been chosen to support the
comedy duo in their latest screen success. Harvey Clark,
Harry Edmonson. Charles F. Spencer, Eugenie Forde and May
Cloy are amongst the well-known screen stars who are appearing in "Lonesome
On Monday,
DecemberTown."
11, there is a two-reel Mutual drama
scheduled for release. The title of this drama has not been
announced as yet.
"Tours Around the World," the one-reel Gaumont scenic,
will be released on Tuesday, December 12. Some of the places
of interest, which will be shown in this single reeler. are the
famous River Nile, Carcassone and Lake Lucerne, in Italy.
On Wednesday, December 13, "See America First," onereel Gaumont scenic, picturing the most beautiful spots in
America, will show scenes of Mt. Baker, Washington. Kartoon Komics by Harry Palmer is also on this reel. The Mutual Weekly No. 102, which films all of the important happenings, both in this country and across the waters, is also scheduled for this date.
A two-reel drama and a one-reel comedy entitled "The
Elopers" are scheduled for Thursday, December 14.
On Friday, December 15, the second of the Uncle Sam's Defenders entitled "Our Boys at the Border," will be shown. This
reel shows the routine followed by the regular army boys on
the Mexican border. It is full of excellent artillery and target
practice, and the machine gun squads are shown in action.
Bursting shrapnel and some very good views of high explosives breaking are also shown.
On Saturday, December 16. "Peter the Comic Poet,'* a onereel comedy, and the third of the one-reel Star Comedies, "One
Dollar, Please." featuring George Derr, will be released,
"Treed." a two- reel Vogue comedy featuring Rube Miller
and the famous Vogue comedians, together with Reel Life, a
one-reel magazine reel, will be shown on Sunday, December 17.

MURPHY

IS STRONG

FOR

SHORT

SUBJECTS.

General Manager Fred B. Murphy of the Unicorn Film Service Corporation states that in his opinion the solution of the
present disturbed conditions in the motion picture world "with
its attendant high cost difficulty lies in the supplying and distribution of really good one, two and three-reel pictures.
"There is only one thing I can say. and say that most emphaticallj-," said Mr. Murphy. "The moving picture business
is a five and ten cent business first, last and always. In this
belief I am thoroughly sincere. The great fortunes of the
business were made when it was of the dime and nickel order,
and it was then that the great developments were made.
"There is hardly a story that is now being told in the multiple reel feature that cannot be told with greater force and
convincing power in one or two reels. Yet the tremendous
cost of flve. six or more reels is freely indulged in by the pro- ducers and foisted upon the public at great rental cost to the
exhibitor and higher prices of admission cliarged to the public
all for the boast of bigness. And the cost of features with its
attendant search for effects and rapidly diminishing supply
of scenario material is getting greater and greater. The tax
of that extra cost is having its deleterious effect upon all
branches of the business."

AN UNUSUAL

COMPLIMENT.

Among many compliments paid Essan.iy's "The Prince of
Graustark," released through the Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay
Service, none stands out more prominent than the fact that
the Regent Theater, Buffalo, N. Y.. subscribed for a return
date on this feature, beginning within ten days after the first
showing. This, the manager declares, was done wholly at the
request of patrons of the Regent Theater, anxious to see the
picture a second time or who wanted their friends to view it.
There is no record in Buffalo of any theater. playing a return
Oite' establishes
on any picture
this
a new within
mark. t^n days of the first showing, so
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Paramount Releases
Frank Mclntyre Makes His Screen Ucbut in "The Traveling
Salesman*' Week of December 18.
FRANK MclNTYUK. oiu- ^>t tho blRKC8t stars of (he p;ist
fow years, will make his screen debut In Iho Famuua Playera production
of "The
Ins Salesman"
tho will
weekalso
of
December
18. During
thla Travel
same week,
Paramount
release Vlvlnn
the rnllus
which
Martin production
Is starred. of "The Right Direction," In
The production chosen for Mr. Mclntyre In which he makes
his bow to tho photoplay lovers of the country Is "Tho TravelSalesman."
wasthohistitle
biggest
on the stage,
ond ing
which,
withwhich
him In
role, success
ran continuously
for
many years. It is a story of Christmas Day In a "hick" town,
full of -comedy, and surrounded by excellent dramatic situations. Mr. Mclntyre Is a screaming success, and his production Is one of the funniest that has ever been presented by
Paramount. In the star cast supporting Mr. Mclntyre are
Doris Ken yon and Harry
Northrop.
"The Right Direction," In which Miss Martin is starred, la
an original scenario by Julia Crawford, and tells the story
of a beautiful girl, a waif from an orphanage of a big city,
who starts out. being the sole arbiter of her own destiny
and of her brother Billy Boy, to tramp to California. She has
numerous unique adventures, which finally end very happily.
Miss Martin Is supported In this production by Colin Chase,
Herbert
Standing,
Billy Mason
and Baby Jack AVhite.
Surrounding the Paramount Program, the exhibitors arc
offered four exceptionally clever single-reel features, included
In which are the forty-flfth edition of the Paramount Pictographs. the magazinc-on- the -screen, the forty -sixth of the
series of "Trips Around the World" personally condutced by
Barton Holmes, In which he takes his Paramount ~ fellowtravelers to Halifax: a delightfully funny Paramount-Bray
cartoon from the pen of J. R. Bray, entitled "Col. Hecza Liar
at the Vaudeville Show," and the second of the Klcver Komedles, In which Victor Moore, former Lasky star, is featured.

COLORED

PORTRAITS

OF STARS.

The Kline Poster Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., reports that
they are having great success with the colored portraits of
the leading film stars which they publish on post cards, wall
hangers and program covers. Jobbers have been securi-d in
(liferent st'. tions of the country and they are doing bii?
business on their g^ods.
These portraits are made up In seven colored offset lithography and are used by exhibitors in many different ways. The
post cards size has a post card back for mailing purposes,
announcing the appearance of the star in such a production on
such a date, the wall card portraits are size 4x8, with a plain
back and are used by putting the synopsis of the feature or
the weekly program thereon and are given out by the theater
to their patrons. The program cover Is used in a similar
manner and theaters throughout the country which have been
using these goods report increased patronage and find thai
these colored portraits of the stars are taken home by their
patrons and not thrown away like the ordinary heralds an<l
other cards they have been using.

WERNICK

JOINS ROGSON

WORLD

"THE PERILS OF OUR GIRL REPORTERS" (Mutual).
"Tho Perils of Our Girl Iteport'Ta" is th(_- title of a n<:w
lifteen chapter scries to be released on December 2(i by th«
Mutual Film Corporation, each chapter constituting a complete story Involving tho adventurous and thrilling experiences
of the girt reporter on the metropolitan daily.
The author of tho stories Is Kdith Tupper Sessions, one of
the best-known writers and authors In the United States, as
well as one of the most active newspaper women. Miss Tuppor's stories are based on her own experiences and those of
her friends, some of them representing actual happenings in
tho lives of newspaper womert whose names arc familiar to
the public.
The plays will feature Earle Metcalfe, a well-known star uf
the film; Zena Kcefo, and Helen Greene, both famous actresses. The director Is George Terwilliger and the producers are
the Niagara Falls Film studios.
The chapters will be released one a week for fifteen weeks,
beginning on December 28, and the Mutual Film Corporation
has arranged a novel advertising campaign which will extend
from one end of the country to the other.
One novel feature of the coming series. "The Perils of Our
Girl Reporters," is that the entire number of chapters has been
completed in advance of the first release, and that synopses of
all chapters will be available for use In advance of the release
of Chapter 1.

EXCLUSIVE

FEATURES

IN NEW

OFFICE.

Exclusive Features, Inc., are now in their new offices at 326
West 46th street. J. M. Goldstein, president, when asked why
he moved into larger and more pretentious offices, remarked
that owing to the large demand for Sarah Bernhardt film,
'Xa Tosca," and the many bookings coming in for "War's
Women" from up-state exhibitors, he was compelled to get
closer to Grand Central Station, so as to be ready to make
shipments without delay. The new offices are elaborately
fixed, and special Invitations were sent out to exhibitors to
came up and review the Exclusive's new picture, which will
be released
within
two Irving
weeks, Cummings,
entitled "Pamelia's
featuring Maude
Fealy,
Mignon Past,"
Anderson,
Harold Benham, Marc Andrews and others.

LANDAU

TO BOOK

LATEST

STEGER

PICTURE.

Arthur M. landau is in charge of the booking of Julius
Steger's new production, "The Libertine," Mr, Landau has
had a number of years' experience, during which time he held
responsible positions, first in the various departments of the
World Film Corporation, and later with the Universal Film
Company,
and Is well versed in both sides of the Industry.
"TWISTED TRAILS" (Selig).
"Twisted Trails" Is an unusual drama of the West, released
in General Film Company's regular service on Monday, December 11, The Selig Company asserts that "Twisted Trails"
is one of the most thrilling and meritorious film dramas that
has been released In some time. An exceptional cast, including Tom Mix. Bessie Eyton. Eugenie Besserer, Al W. Fllson
and Will Machin, is featured in this play. Tom Mix presents
one of the most thrilling actions ever seen on the motion plc-

FILM CO.

The Rogson Film Corporation h.is made a valuable addition
to Its staff by securing Richard W'ernlck, who will represent
the corporation through New York state. Wernick. who is of
English origin, is a pioneer In the film business, though only
28 years of age. He has had many Important affiliations. He
recently resigned his po^i^lon with the Fox Film Corporation
as manager of Its New Haven branch In Connecticut.
Mr. Wernick hag left for a trip to visit the exhibitors of
New York state to close contracts on Selznick Pictures.
"Masque of Life." "Where Are My Children," and other large
productions handled by the Rogson Film Comp.tny.

Scene irom "Twisted Trails" (Selig).

Sccne from "Haystack Horace" (Gaumont).

ture screen. In order to escape from hi.s pursuers. In tho
story, astride a galloping horse he dashes across a narrow
foot-log which spans a chasm. Should his horse have made
one mis-step, both horse and rider would have been plunged
on the rocks hundreds of feet below.
Not only is "Twisted Trails" a feature drama In every detail, but there is some unusual photography contained tnerein,
notably a rain-storm, accompanied by vivid flashes of lightning, etc. The story is from the pen of Edwin Ray Coffin, and
is replete with exciting situations and dramatic cUmares.
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Mutual Star Comedies
New

Series of Laughmakers Featuring Leading Broadway
Players.
Co-incident with the announcement of the broadening of the
scope of the producing activities of the Mutual Film Corporation and the signing of a number of very prominent stars,
comes the statement that the Mutual will release a series of
seven star comedies, featuring some of Broadway's most popular players, beginning Saturday. December 2.
vh I will appea
'^niedy pictures
Among the arti
in

ttn

Program

December

WORLD

16. 1916

Selig's General Film Releases

Pictures Announced Up to the First of the Year —
Subject of Interest.
WILLIAM N. SELIG has announced the Selig productions
to be released in General Film service up to the first of
the new year. On Monday. December 18, "The Five
l'"ranc Piece"
willcharming
be released
regular "service.
This role.
production features
Edithin Johnson
in a winsome
There is plenty of excitement for the plot has to do with the
attempted theft of an important military secret. Miss Johnson is supported
by an exceptional cast of players.
On Saturday, December 23, the Selig Company will release
"The Man He Might Have Been." in General Film Service.
How a man reached the parting of the ways and learns that
the straight and narrow way is the best way of all. Robyn
Adair and others carry out a stirring drama.
"The Golden Thought." one of J- A. Lacy's most thrilling
dramas, is the Selig feature released in regular service of
General Film Company on Monday, December 25. Included
in the cast is Tom Mix. Eugenie Besserer and the famous child
actress. Baby Lillian Wade.
"The Right Hand Path" is the title of the Selig drama released on Saturday. December 30. It teems with sensational
climaxes and with strong heart interest.
The Selig Tribune, the great news film, is released every
Monday and Thursday.
It gets all the news and shows it first.

INTERNATIONAL

DID ARMY

AND

NAVY

GAME.

B\- a special arrangement with the governing powers, the
Hearst International News Pictorial was given exclusive permission to make moving pictures of the Army and Navy football game at the Polo Grounds, Saturday, Nov. 25. Several
photographers were assigned to the game and secured in detail each play as it was made. The pictures will be the most
complete and comprehensive ever made of a football game.
Scene from "Grouchy" (Mutual).
are Tom M'ise, the jovial creator of many leading roles in
popular American plays; Ruth Shepley, the attractive player
in "It Pays to Advertise." and various other Broadway successes: Martha Hedman. Lois Meredith. Alexander Clark and
George Dorr. "Grouchy," a character comedy written by Mark
Swan, and featuring Tom Wise, will mark the first of the
Mutual Star Comedy series, coming December 2.
In support of Mr. Wise will appear Miss Margarette Chaffee.
S. K. Walker, who appeared with Robert Hillard in "A Fool
There
in "The Woman" and "The Governor's Lady,"
Erville Was,"
Anderson, and the two children. Jacquline Morahange
and Hoyt Roswel! Johnson.
Ruth Shepley's contribution to the series. "Admirers Three."
will constitute the second Mutual Star Comedy. It will appear
December
11.

"One Dollar. Please," featuring George Derr. will follow
"Admirers Three," and "Ever Lassie Has a Laddie." starring
Alice Dovoy; "Grimsey, the Bell Hop," featuring Alexander
Clark: "The Girl Who Can Cook." featuring Lois Meredith,
and "The Honeymooners,"
starring George
Derr. will follow

HUFF

AND

PICKFORD

IN "GREAT

BARA*S

FIRST

"VAMPIRE"

ROLE

IN

MONTHS.

Theda William
Bara's portrayal
of ElsieforDrummoiid
Vixen,"
which
Fox announces
December in4, "The
is her
first
"vampire" role in many months. The last of this type came
in "The Eternal Sapho," released in May. During the intervening time the screen artiste has starred in "East Lynne,"
"Under Two Flags." "Her Double Life," and "Romeo and

"THE HONOR OF MARY BLAKE" (Bluebird).
Juliet."
This feature, to be released Dec. IS, has previously been announced under the caption of "The Greatest of These," but
the title has now been permanently fixed as "The Honor of
Mary Blake." It is the first attraction in which Edwin Stevens directed Violet Mersereau, and the locations for out-ofdoor scenes, which largely abound, were secured in the Catskill Mountains.
Miss Mersereau will thus make her third Bluebird appearance, having previously been directed by Rex Ingram, in "The
Great Problem" and "Broken Fetters," her last stellar feature
having been released early in July.
John C. Brownell
wrote

EXPECTATIONS"

Jack Pickford is very busy learning how to sweep floors, and
Louise Huff is rapidly developing into a first-class heartbreaker in preparation for their respective roles in the Famous
Players adaptation of Charles Dickens" "Great Expectations,"
in which they are to co-star on the Paramount Program on
January S.
Miss Huff is to be Estella, the daughter of the escaped convict
who has been reared by an insane woman for the sole purpose of breaking the heart of every man she meets in
revenge for the jilting which Miss Havisham received when a
young girl. Jack Piclcford is the illustrious Pip whose earliest
memory is that of his brother-in-law's blacksmith shop in
which he was boy-of-all-work except in those
furious moments
when his sister seized him by the ear and made him scrub the
floor or perform some other menial task in payment for his
board and lodging.

"Great Expectations" is being produced under the direction
or Robert G. Vignola, who made the phenomenall
y successful
adaptation of Booth Tarkington's "Seventeen," in which Miss
Huff and Jack Pickford won new laurels.

DE LUXE

LASKY

WELL

EQUIPPED.

The DeLuxe Film-Lasky Corporation, of San Francisco, has
received word from its representative, Hiram Abrams. to prepare for the handling of a number of big special productions
that he has lined up for the company. This organization is In
a position to supply the exhibitors In its territory absolutely
the best productions, and it seems as if the exhibitor is aware
of this fact, considering the amount of applications already on
hand for service. Mark M. Leichter. general mo.nager of
the company, is familiar with every detail of the field that it
covers, is known widely for his business reputation, and It Is
his aim that everybody must receive a square deal.

Scene from "The Honor

of Mary Blake"

(Bluebird).

the story and scenario of "The Honor of Mary Blake" and assisted Mr. Stevens in its direction. Details of stage life are
always interesting to the public and Mr. Brownell has approached the topic from rather a new angle.
Tina Marshall, Caroline Harris, James O'Neill and Sidney
Mason will be principals in Miss Mersereau's support. "The
Honor of Mary Blake" will take place. In Bluebird releases,
of "A Christmas Carol," the Dickens classic which will be
released December 25. one week later than first announced,
under the title. "The Right to Be Happy."
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GERTRUDE

M'COV STAR IN 'THE LASH OF
Gortrude McCoy Is the DESTINY."
Htar of tlie first Art Dramas production, "The L^sh of Destiny," which ts to hv released Dcct-niber 14. The picture Is a product of the Van Dyke Film Corporation, and was directed by «Jeurt;o TerwlUlger. Mr. Terwill It; er also wrote the original story, which was published
some time ago ns a novelette In one of the prominent Action
mugazlnes. B. A. BlnKham. who has dune some very credllnbli* work alon? this line, wrote the continuity
of the plc-
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tracted for the product of Art Dramas, takus on the Christie
comedies as a distinctive feature and will play them up well.
Mr. Blankmeyer is pleased with the showing that these
comedies have made in Detroit houses of such calibre as the
Regent and Washington, and Is confident that they will bo
well received in Ohio and Kentucky. His exchanges are
located in the Sincere Building, In Celeveland. and In the
Strand Theater Building, in Cincinnati.
Close on the heels of this comes the announcement that
Charles Christie, business manager of the company, has sold
western Pennsylvania and West Virginia to the Liberty Film
Uenling Company of Pittsburgh. This sale completely closes
up the exchange territory in the United States, and consequently Christie comedies are within the reach of every
exhibitor.

DRISCOLL

BUYS

"ROBINSON
CANADA.

CRUSOE"

FOR

One of Canada's youngest and foremost stock producers and
vaudeville managers. George DriacoU. of Montreal, has taken
up moving picture exploitation and signalizes his entry Into
the field by contracting with Warner Brothers for the sole
Canadian rights to Henry W. Savage's production of "Robinson Crusoe." Mr. Drlscoll will shortly announce several more
productions which he undertakes to either re-sell or exploit
personally. He has established 801 Godfrey Building as his
New York office, but his headquarters are in Montreal at His
Majesty's theater.

"MUSTY

Scene from "The Lash of Destiny" (Van Dyke Art Dr).
tare, and Instilled a number of clever situations Into what Is.
In addition, a remarkably
strong story.
In the role of Myra Fielding, a young country school teacher
who comes to the city seeking a broader aspect of life, Miss
McCoy Is given a part that enables her to display to wonderful advantage the remarkable versatility that has made her
a favorite with the photoplay public for so many years.
There are a number of unusual situations in the picture,
by means of which the author is enabled to sustain the interest in his story to the utmost degree. Some of the scenes
were taken in the Hotel Ansonla. In New York City, and the
railroad scenes were actually taken on board the "Twentieth
Century Limited." the fastest train In the world.
The cast that supports Miss McCoy in "The Lash of Destiny" Is one of unusual strength. Duncan McRae, one of the
most popular of leading* men, plays the principal male part in
the production. Mabel Juline Scott, who recently toured the
country in support of Fiske O'Hara. in "Kilkenny," and Helen
Greene, who has done much good work in productions of other
companies, are also in the picture.

"20,000 LEAGUES

SUFFER"

IN DEMAND.

George Kleine's comedy series "The Mishaps of Musty Suffer." consisting of twenty one- reel subjects featuring Harry
Watson,
of "Zeigfeld
become
popu-to
lar that Jr.,
a number
of theFollies"
Kleine fame,
branchhave
offices
haveso had
order additional prints of the films in order to supply the
demand In their territories. Some of the offices are now using
three times the number of copies originally allotted to them.

BERNARD

SCHWARTZ

SPECIAL

REPRESENTATIVE.

The DeLuxe Fllm-Lasky Corporation, of San Francisco, has
made its first appointment to its organization. Bernard
Schwartz has been secured to act as special representative.
Immediately after his appointment he was aboard the train
and on his way to Los Angeles to make some important arrangements for the company, details of which will be announced shortly.

"THE

RINK," CHAPLIN'S

NEXT

MUTUAL

COMEDY.

Charlie Chaplin, the world's greatest comedian, will be seen
Dec. 11 In another Mutual-Chaplin laugh provoker. This comedy will duction
be for called
Rink."The It fun
will with
mark Charlie
his eighth
Mutual "The
release.
and prohis

UNDER
THE SEA" AT BROADWAY
THEATER,

Carl Lacmmle. president of the Universal Film Mfg. Co..
has completed arrangements for the taking over of the Broadway theater, at Broadway ahd 4l9t street. New York, on Dec.
10. In order to present "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the
Seat." a film version of Jules Verne's wonderfully imaginative
story of love and adventure beneath the depths of the sea.
Verne's book, first published some fifty years ago, has been
one of the most widely read of any piece of fiction ever
printed, and his famous character. Captain Nemo, and all
others of his fertile imagination employed in his story, has
been faithfully reproduced in the Universal photoplay production. Devices Invented by the Williamson Brothers, of Norfolk. Va., for undersea exploration and photography wer*
utilized in the making of the picture, which Is of eight reels,
and some two thousand people were employed in the characters portrayed.

LOEW

GETS

WILCOX

SERIES.

The current week witnesses the appe.ir.Tnce on the Loew.
circuit of theater of the productions made from the poems of
Ella Wheeler Wilcox, Walter Scheuer of the Dispatch Film
Exchange. 145 West 45th street, is booking these for New York,
and announces that the entire aeries of six is ready for exhibitors.
The Wilcox pictures consist of six two-reel subjects, the
stories of which are taken from and are presented under the
following titles of Mrs. Wllcox'.i poems: "Meg's Curse," "Lais
When Young." "A Married Coquette." "Angel or Demon." "Lord,
Speak Asraln" and "Divorced."

BOOKING

CHRISTIE

COMEDIES.

A. W. Blankmeyer. a well known exchange man of Detroit,
Mich., operator
of the Trl-State
Film Exchange.
Inc.. haa
signed for Al Christie's comedies for the states of Ohio and
Kentucky.
The Trl-State exchange which only recently con-

Scene from "The Rink" (Mutual).
comedy feet on skates may well be Imagined. They are everywhere at once, and with the famous mustache, the small hat,
the cane right after them.
In this play Charlie is a waiter In a high-class restaurant
and what he doesn't succeed In finding In the way of trouble
l.-in't worth finding. He doesn't like the way the head waiter
wears his whiskers, has no idea of the deference due from a
newly-graduated bus boy to "the head," makes eyes at the
girls, and generally speaking, plays the deuce with precedent.
Various fiirlatlons gay parties at the rink and at the restaurant, all sorts of excitement follow to fill the entire piece,
with Charlie, the waiter, trying to pass off to Edna as the
scion of a wealthy family. It ends in a chase, with everyone
by Edna — including the flirtatious father — the eight-foot Eric
Camobell. after Charlie.
It will be released Dec. 11.

1666

THE
BLANCHE

SWEET

IN "THE

MOVING

EVIL EYE."

Mexican superstition, ignorance, and their attendant dangers
form the basis of "The Evil Eye," in which Blanche Sweet Is
being starred by the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company.
It is scheduled for release on the Paramount Program January 4. Though the major portion of the action of the story
takes place in Mexico, the tale, which was written by Hector
Turnbull, has nothing to do with the present crisis in interna-

Scene from "The Evil Eye" (Lasky).
tional
called
The
which
of the
among

affairs, and should not be classed with the flood of sowar films.
title of the picture refers to the little electric lamp
is worn by Miss Sweet when she examines the throats
Mexicans. An epidemic of diphtheria has broken out
the employees of a Mexican mine and a young girl physician has been sent across the border to stop it. As part of
her equipment she has an electric flash light which straps to
the top of her head and enables her to make a detailed examination of the throats of the patients. Of course, the ignorant
peons are terrified by the light, and, as the majority of those
on whom she turns the light are suffering from the disease,
it is whispered about that the light is really the evil eye. The
spreading of the epidemic, which is a severe one, is attributed
by the superstitious Mexicans as being due to the mysterious
light, and out of that fact there develops a powerful dramatic
situation with swift action,
Tom Forman, Parke Jones, Webster Campbell, Henry Martin
Best, Walter Long and William Dale are among those who
appear in support of Miss Sweet in this production, which was
directed by George Melford.

"ISLAND

OF DESIRE"

PICTURE
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WORLD

COL. HEEZA

LIAR AT THE

VAUDEVILLE

SHOW.

J. R. Bray has contributed another screamingly funny animated cartoon with his famous character, Colonel Heeza Liar,
in which he takes him to a vaudeville show, and in this picture, which will be released by Paramount Pictures Corporation on December 21, under the title of "Col. Heeza Liar at
the Vaudeville Show," he takes the little man through more
comedy antics than he has ever been forced to do.
One day while the Colonel was walking down Riverside Drive
he unexpectedly finds a ticket to one of the leading vaudeville
shows. As he has not seen a show since his wife dragged
him to the altar, he runs home and jumps into a soup and
fish, grabs a bite to eat, and dashes out for the house of Mirth.
He calls a taxicab and has a wild ride to the temple ©f comedy.
Right here is where the fun begins.
As soon as he is seated in his box seat, a pretty young
broiler brings a tray full of grape juice to the Colonel. The
Colonel inhales some of the liquid fire, and is ready to show
his approval or disapproval of the vaudeville acts. The first
act proves to be Mdme. Mud, an operatic screecher, tall and
thin with a mouth like a subway entrance. She bows and
begins to warble,
The Colonel jumps up and pushes out her name card, turns
his back to the stage and takes another drink. The young
son in the opposite box with his father takes out an over-ripe
cataloupe from his l>asket of fruit, and taking careful aim,
throws it down the singer'B throat.
There are a few more acts that do not meet with the Colonel's approval, so he pushes their name cards out as fast as
they appear. He is very disappointed with the show, and goes
to the box office and demands his money back. The ticket
seller gives it to him in the neck, and he drops to the floor.
The negro attendant takes the Colonel by his feet and drags
him from the theater, as the Colonel calls out "Home, James."

WINTERMEIER

TO

DIRECT

BILLY

WEST.

Fritz Wintermeier has been engaged by the Unicorn Film
Service Corporation to direct the Billy West comedies. These
comedies, which are in two reels each, have been declared to
be among the greatest novelties of their kind. In connection
with the Billy West series Ike Schlank, president of the Unicorn Film Service Corporation, announces that an extensive
advertising campaign will be carried out. This will include
newspaper advertising and several novelty "stunts."
*'THE BURNING

BAND"

(Essanay).

Essanay will release the first of its dramatic series, "Is
Marriage Sacred?" on December 16. The title of this production will be "The Burning Band." The burning band is the
wedding ring. This subject deals with a wife's hidden past.
Others
of these The
productions
will be
released
"each the
succeeding Saturday.
General Film
Service
will on
handle
films.
The screen time will be approximately 33 minutes. Problems
of matrimony and their menace to the home will be the general theme of this series.
It is for that reason all the units

(Fox.)

Colorful, gripping, filled with intense Interest and exciting
adventure and romance in a big way, William Fox's new
George Walsh photoplay, "The Island of Desire," is destined
to be one of the motion picture sensations of the year. It will
be released
on December
18.
No expense has been spared by the producer in making this
feature a spectacle of unprecedented proportions. The story
Is one which will engross from its very outset.
"The Island of Desire" will be interpreted by a stellar
cast of photoplayers, headed by George Walsh and Margaret
Gibson.
The result Is a film worthy of unstinted praise.

FRANK

POWELL

STARTS

WORK.

Frank Powell has started work on the first of the productions to be made by the new Frank Powell Producing Corporation and released through the Mutual. This is a picturization of "The Greater Woman." a play by Algernon Boyesen. which has been acted extensively on the Continent, and
In which Marjorie Rambeau will make her screen debut.
Supporting Miss Rambeau in "The Greater Woman" are Aubrey Beattie. long and favorably known as an actor in Broadway successes; Mary Steele, Hassan Mussali, and Josephine
Park, who has Just completed an engagement covering a year
and a half under the direction of David Belasco in "The Boomerang" at the Belasco Theater.

"MISS JACKIE

OF THE

NAVY"

POSTPONED.

"Miss Jackie of the Navy," the Mutual Star Production featuring Miss Margarita Fischer, announced for release Nov. 30,
has been postponed to the week of Dec. 11. The release dates
of the entire Margarita Fischer series have been set back two
weeks from the dates already announced. "Miss Jackie of the
Navy" will be followed by "The Butterfly Girl," "The Devil's
Assistant," "A Knight at Tarquizzt" and "Birds of Passage."

Scene from "The Burning Band" (Essanay).
have been grouped under the same general title, "Is Marriage
Sacred?". But each photoplay will bear an individual title,
and be built upon a story complete in itself. President George
K. Spoor of Essanay has formed a special stock company to
appear in this series. Its personnel includes Marguerite Clayton, Sydney Ains worth, Lillian Drew, Edward Arnold and
Thomas Commerford. E. H. Calvert will direct them. Mr.
Spoor does not want this series confused with a serial. Each
of these subjects are complete 33 minute photoplays.
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Red Feather Leads l^niivrsal's Week
"The Morals of Hilda." Featuring Lois Wilson, Is Scheduled
for December 11.
TOPPlNCf the flno proRram of releases of the Universal
Film Mnnufacturlnc Company for the week of December
11 Is the Rod Feather Ave net drama, "The Morals of
Hilda." released December 11. In which Lola Wtlson Is the
star. This powerful drama of the conflict of human emotions
was written by H. C. Warnack. scenarlolsed by A. W. Coleway
and produced by Lloyd B. Carleton.
'The Morals of Hilda" Is an exceptionally strong screen
play which teaches a vlporous moral without sermonizing, and
the story has wido appeal and Is particularly suited for
women. The settings and photography are up to the high
standard
demanded
In Red Feather
productions.
On December 11 also will appear the one-act Nestor com-^
edy. "Two Small Town Romeos." with Eddio Lyons. Lee Moran
and Priscllla Dean in the leading roles. This Is a distinctly
new typo of picture farce comedy from the pen of Virginia
Klrtley and produced under the direction of L. W. Chaudet.
A strong offering scheduled for release on Tuesday is the
Gold Seal three-act melodrama. "The Two Roads." with Douglas Monroe and Edna Flugrath as the featured players. The
story Is by Ben Landeck and the production was directed by
Harold Shaw. Under the Victor brand the one-act comedy
"Billy the Bandit." with Billy Mason as chief funmaker, will
appear on the same date.
On Wednesday will appear the regular issue of the Universal
Animated Weekly with its live news topics and pictured version of all the Important events of the past week. The
Laemmle one-act drama. "Green Eyes," with George Chesboro.
and the uproarious L-KO two-act comedy, "Murdered By Misreleases
of the
same comedies.
date. "Murdered
By Mistake"
Is one take."
of arethe
funniest
screen
In the cast
are Dan
Russell. Lucille Hotton. Katherine Griffith, William Irving and
Bert Roach.
The Victor comedy In one act, •^t Didn't Work Out Right."
written and produced by Robert F. Hill and played by Stanley
Walpole. Helen Sloeson. Joseph Granby and Helen Marten,
will be released on Thursday. The same day finds the tworeel drama. "The Lawyer's Secret." under the Rex brand, with
Jack Nelson and Molly Malone, and the Powers educational
reel "In the Land of King Cotton." scheduled for release.
"Scratched." a two-reel melodrama in which Irene Hunt and
Earl Page are featured, will be released Friday. "I Am Your
Husband," a one-act Nestor comedy, written and produced by
Captain Leslie T. Peacocke, with Al McKinnon and Peggy
Coudray, and the Big U drama, "The Wrong Heart," featuring
Wallace Reid and Dorothy Davenport, are other releases for
this date.
"The Taint of Fear." a two-act modern military drama under
the Bison brand, will appear on Saturday. This Is one of the
best short features of the year. It was written and produced
by Allen Holubar. who plays the leading role, supported by
Lydia Titus. Joseph Glrard. Charles Oelze and George Pearce.
Other releases of this date are the Joker comedy, "Their
Dark Secret." with Gale Henry and William Franey, and the
L^aemmle cne-;.ct drama. "Mother's Guiding Hand," featuring
Jane Fearnley.
On Sunday the Powers' split-reel. "Sammie Johnsin and the
Wonderful Lamp," a comedy cartoon, and "Majestic Ceylon."
as seen by Dr. Dorsey, an educational travel picture, will be
released. "Love Or An Empire." a two-act Rex drama, with
William Shay and Leah Baird, is another Sunday release.
Sharing honors with the Red Feather feature will appear
the eighteenth episode of the Universal Special serial, "Liberty."

PATHE
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WORLD
HAS

FINE

LIST
OF
TIONS.

HOLIDAY

ATTRAC-

Now Is the time for exhibitors to flgurc carefully on the extra
features which they are going to show during the holiday
season. For their convenience, Patho has drawn up a list of
subjects which have proven valuable. On all of them. Pathe
Exchanges have an extensive supply of advertising matter,
furnished at the regular rate.
Scheduled for release on December 3, "The Life of Our
Saviour," In seven reels. Patho colored, is now ready for exhibitors. This Is the great Passion Play In picture, as big as
tho Passion Plays of old, which has proven so popular among
exhibitors that the prints were all worn out and new ones have
been made. In addition to the new prints, a new supply of
advertising matter Is on hand and "The Life of Our Saviour"
Is Pathc's leader for the holidays.
Other holiday offerings are as follows:
"Esther," 3 reels. Biblical drama.
"Joseph's Trials In Egypt, ' 3 reels, hand-colored drama.
"A Rose Among the Briars, 3 reels, hand-colored drama.
featuring Jackie Saunders.
"Adventures of a Mapcap," A reels, hand-colored drama, featuring Jackie Saunders.
"Queen Margaret," 5 reels, hand-colored historical drama.
"Pro Patria," 6 reels, hand-colored historical drama.
"Hazel Kirke," 5 reels, heart interest drama, featuring Pearl
White and Bruce McRae.
"Shrine of Happiness." 5 reels, hand-colored drama, featuring Jackie Saunders and Paul Gilmore.
"Beloved
reels, hand-colored drama, featuring
Edwin
ArdenVagabond,"
and Bliss 6Milford.
"Little Mary Sunshine." 5 reels, hand-colored drama, featuring Baby Marie Osborne
and Henry
King.
"The Shadows of Her Past." 5 reels, drama, featuring Llna
Cavallera and Lucien Muratore.
"The Shine Girl." 5 reels, heart Interest drama, featuring
Gladys Hnlette.
"Prudence, the Pirate." 5 reels, comedy drama, featuring
Gladys Hulette.
featuring
"Shadows and Sunshine," 5 reels, comedy drama. featuring
Baby Marie Osborne.
"The Edeson.
Light That Failed," 5 reels. Kipling drama,
Robert

"ROBINSON CRUSOE" (Savage).
When Henry W. Savage took his moving picture company
down to Florida to film Robinson Crusoe he had no intention
of disorganizing labor In the vicinity of his outdoor studio,
but such was the case. The company had scarcely started to
work when the ambition was born in the breast of every colnibal. ored man for miles around to become a moving picture canDirector George Marion and his assistants were besieged
day and night by screen aspirants, while many a family went
dinnerleas to bed because the cook had decided that there was
more excitement in roasting a man on Robinson Crusoe's lonely
Island there there was In frying a chicken In an ordmarly civilized stove. Youngsters deserted their school books for the

"THE
PHANTOM
BUCCANEER"
(Essanay).
Exhibitors whose patrons like a brisk, romantic type of play
will be Interested In the announcement by Essanay that "The
Phantcm Buccaneer" Is nearly completed and will be offered
through Klelne-Edison-Sellg-Essanay Service. Gold mines, revenge and love affairs form an Irresistible combination In this
feature, which was adapted from the thrilling novel "Another
Man's Shoes." by Victor Bridges.
Richard C. Travers Is an excellent hero for this type of play.
and Essanay offers It as one of the best plays in which this
star has ever appeared. Gertrude Glover appears In the feminine lead. J. Charles Haydon directed the piece.

"MANGER

TO

CROSS"

BOOKED

DIRECT.

Announcement has heen made that the Kalem five-reel production "From the Manger to the Cross" may be booked by
exhibitors direct from the Twenty-third street offices of that
company. The constant stream of bookings during the past
month hag proven that the Biblical production Is an "all-yearround" attraction, but with the coming of the holiday season
the requests for bookings from all parts of the country has
taken a strong jump. "From the Manger to the Cross" takes
on added value as a holiday attraction from the fact that it
was staged in the exact authentic locations In the Holy Land.

The burden of proof rests on the side tvithholding
ct'idence
the stock fso easy to produce Buttntf^ hutfoti, who's got

L rusoc"

(Savage).

Scene
from "K
screen and many
colored hearts dropped
inches when
their
owners were told they were not the type.
This five-part photoplay, the states rights for which may now
be
through
Seventh
bids
fairobtained
to be the
family Warner
picture Brothers,
de luxe. "29
Parents
mayavenue,
take their
children without any fear of the Introduction of scenes that
could In any way be detrimental to the young mind, whllo
children may take their parents without the least inxlety that
they will be bored
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Gaumonts for Week of December 17
Fifth Episode

of "The Vampires," "The Eyes
and Four Single Reels.

That

Hold"

THE

interest in "The Vampires" is holding up in a manner
to delig-ht American reviewers. The general opinion
seems to be echoed in the words of one screen expert:
"The professional manner in which 'The Vampires' is being
produced, the unusual types presented, and the vein of comedy intermingled with the thrilling kind of melodrama which
the serial represents, by Normandin, former vampire, and by
later vocation an undertaker, places it as one of the best
serials on the market." Hence unusual interest attaches to
the release of the fifth episode, "The Eyes That Hold," December 21. AH the favorites are seen in this chapter.
The first single reel of the week is "Reel Life" No. 33. December 17. Its subjects are "French Sweetmeats," "An Argosy
Prom the North," "The Fleecy Staple," cotton; and "Design
Your Own Gown."
"Tours Around the World" No. 7 is released December 19.
It takes spectators to the interior of "Morocco," shows "The
Castle of ChantiUy" and "The Blue Mediterranean" at the
Bay of St. Tropez.
"See America First" No. 67, December 20, shows "Picturesciue
Virginia." The number is a particularly happy one, since it
shows the homes of two presidents, the abode of Thomas Jefferson at Monticello, Charlotte, Va., and the birthplace of
Woodrow Wilson at Staunton. There are also pictures of
Afton, Va.. and the Blue Ridge Mountains. On the same reel
is a Gaumont Kartoon Komic, "Curfew Shall Not Ring," animated by Harry Palmer.
The fourth single-reel of the week is the Mutual Weekly.
As it is not made up until the day before it is issued, no
statement of its program is possible.

K-E-S-E ADOPTS

STRIKING

TRADE-MARK.

Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay make the announcement that
they have decided to use a facsimile of a modern key as their
trade-mark and the service will be known as the K-E-S-E
(Keys) Service. The many valid reasons advanced for utilizing
this particular form of
trade-mark emphasize
the value they place
upon it. Already they
are proving to exhibitors that unlocks
the K-B-S-E
Service
the
doors of opportunity
leading to success. They also call attention that it "fits" the
utra-progressive program and they do not forget to state that
K-E-S-E Service is bulwarked by the four oldest, best
equipped picture makers in the industry.
As a distributing concern K-E-S-E is one of the best. It is
made up of twenty-four branches, each supervised by experts,
known and recognized as among the best in the fisld. George
Kleine spent many years perfecting this organization and it
stands to-day a monument to unflagging industry, unswerving
fidelity to its patrons and an index to all that implies quality
in motion pictures. Mr. Kleine is credited with some of the
huge wide
successes
attention. in motion pictures that have attracted "worldSuccess repeated Is the best evidence of merit and the
K-E-S-E can refer to a long record of victory as a forecast
of what it will accomplish in the future. The new trade ensign will take its place amongst the leaders immediately.

COMPLETE

CHANGE

OF "REEL

LIFE"

RELEASES.

A complete re-arrangement of "Reel Life" subjects brings
an almost entirely different set of subjects to the screen December 10 in "Reel Life" No. 32. First in Interest perhaps is
"Where Benedictine Is Made." The pictures show the Abbey
at Fecamp. France, where the monks have been making this
distinctive cordial since 1510. The various processes are pictured, as well as an array of 600 bottles containing imitations
that have been confiscated from time to time. The process of
manufacture
is a secret.
"Radium, the Most Costly Element," Is another interesting
subject on this reel. The price of radium has not followed
the cost of high living, having decreased 50 per cent In recent
years. It is now only worth $37,000 an ounce. The American
method of manufacture from carnotite Is shown.
"Working for Santa Claus" shows how America has prepared to handle the situation caused by the failure of toys owing to the war. There are pictures of toy factories both East
and West, giving a good Idea of the places which are exporting toys valued at two million dollars this year. There are
also appealing pictures of children playing with toys.
"How to Dance the Two Two," a fashionable dance of the
winter, Is demonstrated by C Hepburn Wilson. This Is the.
third and last of the popular dances shown on the screen,
with the steps slowly Illustrated, for the benefit of those who
wish to have the latest terpalchorean evolutions from Broadway.

December

WORLD
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"THE FOOLISH VIRGIN" (Selznick).
With the first of Miss Clara Kimball Young's Selznick-Picttire productions, "The Common Law," playingf throughout
the United States and Canada to capacity houses, the beautiful
and
screen
star's second
photo-dramatic
achievement
underpopular
her new
management
is now
ready for early
release.
This is an adaptation of the powerful novel by Thomas Dixon,
"The Foolish Virgin."
In "The Foolish Virgin" Miss Young will be seen in one of
the most sympathetic roles of her screen career. The story is
replete with action and unusually well adapted to the requirements of the motion camera.
As in "The Common Law," Miss Young's superlative beauty
and dramatic gifts have been aided by the work of the director,
Albert Capellani, and the splendid cast of players. Conway
Tearle, who made so many thousands of new admirers by his
work in "The Common Law," also plays the leading male role
in the second production, and Paul Capellani, who has been
seen
so many
Miss Young's best
strongin and
vivid ofimpersonation.
Otherspictures,
in the gives
cast another
include
Catherine Proctor, Sheridan Tansey, the remarkable boy actor;
William Welch. Marie Lines. Agnes Mapes, Edward Elkas and
little Jacqueline Morhange.

"THE

HAPPINESS

OF

THREE

WaMEN"

(Morosco).

Though each has been a star in his and her own right for
some time. House Peters and Myrtle Stedman make their first
appearance as co-stars in the Morosco photoplay, "The Happiness of Three Women." making this an exceptionally strong
release on the Paramount Program. The story, which was
written by Albert Payson Terhune, the well-known writer, is
an unusually powerful one, involving unwarranted jealousy
and the robbery of a bank.
In support of the co-stars there appear L. W. Steers. William Hutchinson, Lucille Ward, Daisy Robinson and Milton
Brown. The picture is being directed by William D. Taylor.
In the production, practically the entire Morosco studio will
have to be given over to one gigantic setting which shows a
long sweeping vista through a reception room, drawing room
and conservatory
of a fashionable
mansion.
Especial attention has been given to some of the lighting
effects, particularly those which are used in the scenes depicting the robbery of a bank. One of the exceptional incidents is the discovery of the criminal at work by the sweep
of a passing motor car's headlights as it turns the corner opposite the bank. ' of House Peters and Myrtle Stedman as coThe appearance
stars in this picture marks the artistic union of two players
who have long been in the front rank among those who might
be called motion picture stars, in contrast to the stage celebrities who have more recently deserted the stage for the
screen. Both of these popular players have a great personal
following, and it is not encroaching on the bounds of possibility to predict for them a sweeping success in their first
double debut.
"THE

TRUANT

SOUL"

(Essanay).

Walthall's
"The Truant
Soul." will
be Henry
releasedB. by
Essanay superfeature,
on Christmas Day.
It is a special,
the
screen time being approximately two hours. The film will b>5
handled by the Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay Service. Arrangements have been made for exhibtitors" displays of the picture at
all of the branch offices of this service throughout the United
States and Canada.
The story is from the pen of Victor Rousseau, the noted
novelist. It affords an unlimited field for that type of marvelous emotional acting which has made Henry B. Walthall the
great screen star that he is.
Mary Charleston appears in support of Mr. Walthall in the
leading feminine role. Miss Charleson is a well known star,
having made a nation-wide reputation in her past picturedramas.

STRONG

CAST

IN "WHOSO

FINDETH

A WIFE."

An unusually strong cast has been selected to support Jean
Sothern, the star of the U. S. Amusement Corporation's contribution to the Art Dramas program, a picturization of "Whoso
Findeth a Wife," by J. Wesley Putnam. Leo Delaney will be
entrusted with the lead opposite Miss Sothern. This role is
said to be one of great intensity, and requires an extraordinary
delineation of a character that is at once strong and weak.
Frank Crane, who is directing the production, choose Mr. Delaney for the part as the one man who is by physical appearance and temperament the exact prototype of the character he
is to portray. Others are George Henry Trader. Ida Prooks and
W. J. O'Neil.

"THE

CONQUEST

OF CANAAN"

RIGHTS

SOLD.

Through a contract entered into with W. H. Bell, general
manager of the Midwest Photoplay Corporation, of Kansas
Amusement Corporation's
City, Mo., the rights to the Frohman
for the territory
Conquest of Canaan," were
five-part release, "TheKansas
closed. Mr.
and Missouri,
of Nebraska, Iowa,
Bell also closed a contract whereby they were granted the
distributing rights for the same territory of the Clara Kimball
Young productions.

THE
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"HUMANIZING
MR.
WINSBY"
(Unity).
Tho soconii of the special ft-utm ^.s bolni; producuJ by the
Dudloy Motion Picture Company of Roilltincls. C'al., uiul Jlatrlbuted throuKh Unity, will be releuseil to exhibitors throuKli
the Unity vxehanRos on December IS. under the title of
"HuniunlsInK
Mr. Wlnsby."
The story from which the five reels have been made was
written by Teler B. Kyne and appeared some months ago In
the Snturdiiy Evening;: Post. It Is a medley of pathos and
humor, giving to the principals In the cast a wonderful opportunlty for attractive delineation of character parts.
GeorK« N. Ohesebro plays the role of Mr. Wlnsby and Is ably
supported by Julius Frankenbergr as the "Pronto Kid." Arthur
Mlllett. as "Cattermole."' the faithful old clerk and bookkeeper for Mr. Wlnsby. and Alice Nelce, who plays delightfully
the role of "Pntsy," the only person In the old town over
whom Mr. Wlnsby Is unable to rule.
"HELL HATH NO FURY" (Anchor).
Work on the first production of the Anchor Film Corporation.
"Hell Hath No Fury," Is now under way under the direction of
Charles Earl Bartlett. Last week Mr. Bartlett left New York
for Los Angeles, where he Is located at tho Signal studio. He
took with him Grace Davison, who la to star In the picture,
and Lawrence Hayes, personal representative of James A.
Stiles, general manager of the Anchor Films. Othor than the
star the cast for the picture has not yet been decided upon,
although a leading Tnan of considerable reputation will bo
selected as Miss Davison's opposite. The picture will be offered
to the trade through the states right market as a six-reel
feature.

LOEW

GETS "MASQUE

OF LIFE."

Marcus Loew has made his entry into the nim sal^^s business
by purchasing the state rights of the big production. "The
Masque of Life," which recently was shown at the Park theater
at one dollar prices. It Is called "the picture of a thousand and
one thrills." featuring Rita Jollvet and Pete Mont-xbello, the
monkey actor.
Loew bought it primarily to be shown In his Greater New
York theaters and the other houses controlled by him, and will
also dispose of rights of exhibition over the entire state of
New York. Details of the management of the picture will be
handled by Lewis T. Rogers, who Is now receiving orders and
requests for use of the picture by exhibitors from all over the
8tat«.
"THE SPY AND THE SUBMARINE" (Unity).
Under the title of "The Spy and the Submarine," Unity will
release the Thirteenth Episode of "The Yellow Menace" this
week. In this part of the picture we see some astonishingly
accurate scenes of a submarine in action, which gives the picture a most up-to-date setting. Those who view this episode
will be a\>!e to see a great deal about the Internal operations
of a submarine and will have a wonderful opportunity to see
for themselves just why these instruments of war are so mysteriously effective..

CHRISTIE'S

COMEDIES

IN NEW

YORK

STATE.

Charles Christie, business manager of the Christie" Film Company, producers of one and two-reel comedies, during his stay
In the East has Interested William H. Kemble and H. Clark
Mooney, prominent film men of Brooklyn, In the output of the
company with the result that they have formed the K. & M.
Film Exchange for the purpose of marketing these pictures In
New York State. The present office of the exchange is located
at 587 Fulton street, Brooklyn, but Messrs. Kemble and Clark
are already planning to open exchanges and offices In the
other districts of the state.

BUILDING

A

JUNGLE

FOR

WALSH

PHOTOPLAY.

Visitors to B;ilboa Beach, California, who wander down the
sandy strand may imagine themselves in the heart of densest
Africa. Under the direction of Otis Turner, the place has been
transformed into a Jungle wilderness for some scenes In "The
Island
of. Desire,"
starring 18.
George Walsh, which William Fox
will release
on December
With the aid of hundreds of palm trees, two or three carloads of monkeys, scores of parrots and parrakeets, and tons
of foliage and underbrush, Balboa Beach has been "ma^e
up** to represent a South Sea Island.

EDISON

COMPLETES

"THE

MASTER

PASSION."

The final scenes of Edison's new flve-part feature, "The
Master Passion," have been completed, and the subject will
be released soon through the Klelne-Edlson-Sellg-Essanay
Service. The exact date of its coming has not yet been
announced. It is said to be an exceptionally powerful story
of a beautiful woman's rise and fall, her struggle between the
lure of ambition and mother-love, ending with her regeneration through the latter. Mabel Trunnelle and Robert Conness are featured.

IVhy allow suspicion to exist?
quences?

Fear of the coftse-

WORLD
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"THE
AWAKENING
OF HELENA
RICHIE"
(Metro).
Metro Pictures Corporation announces Dec. 18 as the release
date of tho screen version of Margaret Doland's great novel.
"The Awakening of Helena Richie," with the celebrated star,
el liarrymore, In
in the role of Helena.
Klhel
Helena. Metro considers this
picture one of Its most Important releases for the year, since
It untiles n star of the first magnitude with a story that Is
known and loved all over the English-speaking world. The
plcturlziitlon has been made by arrangement with Messrs. Harper it Bros., publishers of the book.

50,000 FEET

OF

FILM

TAKEN

FOR

FIVE-REELER.

No greater care in screening a production has ever been exercised than was taken by Director Richard Stanton, who recently completed a subject for William Fox featuring
Gretchcn Hartman and Alan Hale. Although the drama will
he five reels — 5.000 feet In length — Director Stanton had almost 50,000 feet of film snapped for tho picture, which Is now
In the cutting room.
Stnnton.
Gladys Brorkwell's next feature will be In charge of Mr.

When
You^re in Troublen
When your projecting apparatus isn't running as it
should— when the picture you're getting is f.iiling to
please
and your
to look
for
another you—
box office
into patrons
which toarc
dropbcKinnintj
their nickels,
dimes
and quarters —

RICIHARDSON'S
MOTION
PICTURE
HANDBOOK
FOR

MANAGERS
AND
OPERATORS
la (he Doctor That Can Unfailingly Prescribe
for Your Ailment*.
Thrre
isn't an operator's
booth will
in thenotuniverse
in which
this carefully
compiled book
save ten
times
its purchase price each month.
BUY IT TODAY!
W-OO THE COPY, POSTPAID
Your bookseller tan supply you or the nearest Moving Picture
World otHcewill promptly fill your orders.

CHALMERS

PUBLISHING

fPubli'ih^is nf the Movinc
Schiller Bldg. 17 Madison
Chicago, 111. New
York

CO.

I'lolur.: W^rM)
Ave., Haas BIdg.
City.
Los Angeles, Cal.

ATTENTION
From Creatonia Arts Advertising Co.
I 'i;r C.n it < itiL-n^ivc Fn-pin C'las^, to Cu.ist goes into
January 1st. Watch our Harvest.

.\ction

by

SUCCESS

Screen Artists Theatrical Folk Theatres, etc.
You desire
a bigger
reputation.
Vou desire
to Hit
more
frequently.
Write
tis. We have
the Guns
with the
the Bull's-cyc
Big Aim.

RESULTS
I'coplc who want to spend money — Get on the Firing Line and
sec us. Special Department — Musical Settings. Harmonious
Arrangements for Feature Plays.
Plays written for Stars Only.
AFFILIATED
WITH

Creatonia

Film

Creations

Los Altos, California
Will advise regarding New San Francisco

THE LATEST

Offices

IN PROJECTION

soon.

SCREENS

The
Pannill Patent. lese-Reflex-Lily White.
The New Process Pannill Reflecting Screens arc the most perfect

reflecting screens that can be produced.
They bring Joy to the Patrons, Gold to the Managers and Contentment to Machine Operators.
The lese— "Gold"— RcBex— "Silver"— Lily White— "Lead." Three in
one — same cost, same perfection in their class. Highest testimonials
of merit. Hand made— self-tightening.
Guaranteed.
lavestigatc this Screen. 'The Best Screen on the market, regardless of cost.
Leading Supply Houses distributors. Write for Data, Circulars and
S.I m pics,

^
CORP.
PICTURE
Genersl
Agcnci'Tbe CrownSCREEN
MoUuo Plaure
Su[)pUe«. "r^ch'^VnU^I^a
217 West IZnd Su-eet.
UNIVERSAL
New E^item
York City.

0«iier»J WeM«m Afeoer— Betirend Motion Picture Sappllc*. 729 Serentfa Amae.
New Tork City; •nd ChlCMO, IJlOener&I
— E. B. D.Tbompscn
Co M^t!"!] rii^ur* Pyril!*^. l'<3 F
Street.Ccotral
N. W..A<eoc7
Wellington.
C.
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Trade News of the Week
By
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GATHERED

BY OUR

OWN

CORRESPONDENTS

Boston City Club on Censorship
Hears Talk by Cranston Brenton of National Board of Review— 800 Club Members
and Guests Present— Work of Review Board and What Legal Censorship
Means— Boston's Better Censorship.
By J. J. Phillips. Boston Herald and Trav eler, Boston, Mass.
There are many persons, Mr. Brenton
hundred members
Mass
, Bos.-ton Eigfht
BOST
City Club and guests
ofONthe
said, who demand that the Charlie Chaplin films be censored, but they are most
when
applauded heartily Monday. Nov. 27 arm
an
unreasonable. "Chaplin is every inch an
Cranston Brenton of New York, chl
,
artist,"
said he, "and has no intention of
le
iew
whi
of the National Board of Rev
putting across any rough stuff. He told
y Club forum
addressing them nin the Cit
me
that
he may have done some objectionday
n
ly
Sun
drew a compariso betwee Bil
able things before the camera when he
thank God
first went into the picture business, but
and Chaplin and declareed. '^I
preach
that was when he came over fresh from
for that kind of Charli Chaplin sor
ing I thank God there is no cen ship
the London music halls. He is under contract now to pay for every film censored.
on the type of religion Billy Sunday is
I thank God for a man who can make the
expounding."
masses laugh as Charlie Chaplin makes
The salient point brought forward in
his remarks is that there is nothing so
them
laugh."
In conclusion,
Mr. Brenton said that exharmful to the motion picture industry
cept for legalized censorship there is only
and productive of so many absurdities as
one other force that threatens the life of
legalized pre-publicity censorship of films.
the industry, and that is the possibility of
Legalized censorship of the pictures, he
showing unworthy pictures, but pubTic
asserted, is no more right than censorship
nature
in
is
and
press
the
or
opinion will have weight enough to prepiilpit
of the
vent this, he thought.
nothing more or less than a blow against
George W. Coleman presided. After his
the right of the freedom of speech.
address Mr. Brenton answered questions
The National Board of Review, he
put to him by the club members.
stated, is absolutely opposed to legalized
censorship. It !s impossible, he said, for
such
perform
to
men
appointed
Brookline to Vote on Proposed Theater.
politically
highly important work justly, for. in the
Brookline, Mass. — Plans have been prefirst place, they are paid to find fault, and
pared for the theater proposed for Brookif they don't they cannot keep their posiline, Mass.; the richest town In the world,
tions. Public opinion, he declared, should
which
if the selectmen grant a license,
constitute the only censorship.
will be the first theater in the exclusive
Referring to the social side of the modistrict, and will be constructed at Hartion pictures problem. Mr. Brenton declared the industry is driving the saloons
out of business in thousands of localities
for Instead of spending their nickels and
dimes in barrooms, the men -o to the
"movies" and take their wives and childfren with them.
In three or four states there Is legal
censorship, and the speaker related more
than a dozen incidents tending to show
the absurdity of this form of censorship.
Nearlv every one of them aroused the gathering to laughter, the portion of the films
expurgated being cf such inconsequential
natures so far as the general public is
affected.
Boston, he stated, has a desirable form
of censorship. Each week letters from
the national board are received here. They
contain the names of the films that have
been accepted as proper, those that have
been adjudged improper and those on
SkHtn e« I^B Pnoett4
Brv^lltu CMrnwi Thutn.
which no judgment has been formed.
vard street and Webster Place. The
These communications guide the city officers In determining what shall and what
Board of Trade will take a referendum
shall not be exhibited.
vote on this proposition this week to
The National Board is a volunteer ordetermine whether it will support the
ganization and its members receive no
petitioners in their plea for a license.
salary. Chairman Brenton gives fifty per
Nathan H. Gordon, of Brookline, Is
cent of his time to the work of the hoard
president of the Olympia Theater, Inc.,
and even pays his own train fares. The
which is planning this project. Max
board is quite unbiased, he said, and any
Shoolman is treasurer of the $7,000,000
film passed by its committee of final apconcern, which is incorporated under the
peal is fit to be shown anywhere in the
laws of Massachusetts and which has
country.
houses In Boston. Lynn, Gloucester,
The board experiences Its most difficulty
Chelsea,
New Haven, New Bedford, WorIn passing on comedy films. Women's
cester and Rochester. The Boston theclubs are continually clamoring for cenaters are known as the ScoUay Square,
sorship of this type of films, he said, and
he admitted that the usual run of comedy
Olympia and Gordon's Olympia. It is prois too much of the slapstick variety, but
posed to call the house in "the worlds
the public demands It.
richest town"
the Brookline
Olympia.

Maritime Provinces Letter
Frederick F. Sully, 68 Lansdowne Ave.,
St. John, N. B.
A. B. Farmer Believes in the Jitney.
q T.living
JOHN.andN. the
B.— increase
Amid thein high
of
*^
price cost
of almost every commodity, there is one man in
the moving picture industry who has held
out for five-cent admissions. This is A. B.
Farmer, proprietor and manager of the
Star theater. While practically every
photoplay house in St. John charges fifteen cents for its best seats, Mr. Farmer
has paddled along quietly, complacently,
catering to a family patronage that spells
prosperity at five cents a head. The Star,
with its seating capacity of over 500 runs
three five-reel shows each evening.
"Battle of Somme" Gets Long Run.
St. John, N. B.— "The Battle of the
Somme." which had a four-days' run at
the Imperial theater, drew large audiences,
especially on the first and last days. Admission prices were raised for the engagement, and the free list was entirely
suspended. The picture has been booked
for a full week at the Orpheus theater,
Halifax, and is one of few features to be
given
such aof long
run. Manager
W^alter
H.
Golding
the Imperial
is inaugurating a method of advertising de luxe that
is decidedly artistic, and likewise a factor In drawing a refined class of patronage to the theater.
S. M. Bartling to Open a Show.
Liverpool, N. S. — The municipal opera
house, leased for several years by James
McGarrlgle and run as a moving picture
theater, was recently put up for tender,
and went to S. M. Bartling on a five-year
lease. Mr. Bartling, who is breaking Into
the photoplay industry for the first time,
has for a business associate, E. R. Munhall, formerly mayor of Liverpool for
eleven years. They will inaugurate a new
arrangement of pictures, and have already
made contracts for some of the Pathe
service.
At Wolfville
Houses.
Wolfville. N. S. — A. A. Ayer, proprietor
of the Imperial theater, is now running
his house four nights a week catering to
the college boys and a large amount of
transient trade. W. M. Black, who has
one of the best equipped small houses In
the province with his own generating
plant and motor driven machines is doing
a big business with a seating capacity of
but 560.
Fine New
House for Kentville.
Kentville, N. S, — With a population of
but 2,400. Kentville Is to be as well supplied with high -class moving picture
theaters as any town its size In the dominion. Clark and Hiltz, who are now
running the Nickelette are building a new
theater, that is to have a seating capacity
of 900 people, and R. W. Seliz, proprietor
of the Arena, a summer theater, has purchased land and will start work in May
on a house of almost equal size.
St. John. N. B. — R. G. March, manager
of the local branch of the Specialty Film,
has returned from a ten days' trli>
through the provinces, and reports that
business is very good.
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St. John. N. B. — Manager Carl H. Crawford of Fox has Just completed a tour
tbrouffh the provinces, und announces that
the new Fox spt-ilul features aro to be
used by the Casino theater, Halifax: the
Eiiiprt'HH theater. Carlo ton; the Gem, St.
John: the Broadway theater, St. Oeorffe:
and the I'rlricess ttu-ater, Truro.
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Unions and Fox Newark Theaters

Several Unions Connected With the Theatrical
Trade
Have
Begun
a Campaign
Against the Carlton and the Terminal Theaters — The Former Is Now a Union
House and Unions Want the Latter Made One— Both Owned by Fox.
By Jacob J. Kalter, Newark
Correspondent.
NEWARK.*NEW
Mr. Fox, said that the original Intention
B. IN
L. Shafer
Buys Control JERSEY.
in Empire
NEWARK, N. J. — The active campaign
Theater.
of the management of the Terminal theagainst Fox's Carlton and Terminal
ater was to employ union labor exclu■ t-w Brunswick,
N. J. — The
Empire
theaters In this city by the Musicians'.
sively. He was informed, however, that
iii'VinK picture theater on George street,
Stage Kmployees, Firemen's. Bill Posters'
the
unions
would not settle with the
which has been under the Joint manageand Moving Picture Operators' unions has
house until the Carlton had been unionment and ownership of Charles G. Tefft
created much interest and evoked considized.
Mr.
Zanft
even agreed to thia, he
and B. 1*. Shafer. will hereafter be conerable comment here. Naturally as Is true
said, but balked when the unions insisted
in all cases there are two sides to the
ducted and owned entirely by Mr. Shafer.
that
he
employ
a
stage band and a bill
question. The representatives of labor
The papers conveying Mr. Tefffs Interclaim an antagonistic attitude on the part
' to his partner were signed.
Louis P. DeWolfe. manager of the Carlir. Shafer. who recently returned from
of William Fox. while Mr. Foxs represenposter.
ton theater, also reiterated the statements
tatives declare that the trouble Is due to
Angek'5,
California, plans to spend
of Mr. Zanft In regard to the utter needunfair demands on the part of the unions.
considerable money in improvements. Inlessness of the stage crew. The Carlton
cluding new organ.
John Zanft. personal
representative of
being a picture house, required only the
raising of a curtain in the morning, and
the lowering of the same at night. For
this exceedingly dlfiScult work Mr. De
Wolfe declares, the sum of J2S weekly
World Film Company's Canadian Represe ntative Capitalizes at $375,000 — Who the
must be expended if the house wishes to
Incorpora tors Are.
become unionized. In regard to hiring a
of subsidiary corporations here which
union organist, Mr. DeWolf showed the
TORONTO.
Ont— The
Arm
of Regal
liave been established to facilitate the
Newark correspondent of the Moving
Films.
Limited,
has been
organised
distribution of special productions or
and inc'.rporate'l under the Federal laws
Picture World, a letter from his atmakes.
of Can.H.l. , with a capital stock of $375.torney to the local Musicians' union dateJ
000. t^' I.;:. -lit the World Film CorporaMay. '11. which declared that his client,
Mr.
DeWolfe,
was willing to employ a
New
Universal
Films
in
Canada.
tionautliorlzed
in I '.irL-.i.!. byTliethe new
company to has
Government
do
union organist if the union would furnish
Toronto. Ont. — Clair Hague, general
neps throughout
the Dominion,
and
manager of the Canadian Universal, has
one. Up to the time of writing Mr. De
Wolfe has received no reply, he states.
■unciMnent
has been made
that the
secured a new print of Annette KellerPending the settlement of the difficulty,
tdlan rights for Brady-Made
World
mann's "Neptune's Daughter," to replace
:res are held by the new concern.
posters are being distributed throughout
the film which has seen three years'
the city announcing that the two houses
i-liiartere for the company have been
service in all parts of Canada.
<'I".ned
at 9 Wellington
street
East.
under consideration are non-union. It la
As a result of an advertising campaign
understood a conference between the
Toronto, and branches are to be opened
for "The
Purple
the more
new than
UniIn the principal centres of Canada
when
Theatrical Alliance, of which James M.
versal serial,
thereMask."
are now
the proper time comes.
Prendergast, business manager of the
one thousand people in Toronto alone who
The incorporators of the Regel are G.
have been asking exhibitors to book the
Musicians'
union, is president, and repreir Sedeewick.
James
Aitchison.
Duncan
sentatives of the theater company will be
series. Publicity man Bach's stunt has
\rthur. A. T. Struthers and F. H. Hurheld at which meeting the difficulties will
been to organize a club of moving picill of the city of Toronto.
The combe cleared away and a settlement of the
ture fans, issue buttons or souvenirs to
y has been empowered
to conduct
a
dispute effected.
each, and secure a pledge from each perr.Iin exchange business and to undertake
son to ask one or more theater managers
the production, purchase or sale of films
to book the serial as soon as possible.
A Change at Newark s Strand.
as well.
Exhibitors who witnessed a trade
Newark, N. J. — Franl< G. Hall, one of
No announcement has been made as to
the
foremost
picture exhibitors in the
screening
"The ItsBugler
of Algiers"
the date of release for the first Bradyenthusiasticof over
prospects
because are
of
East, has with Arthur M. Werner and
Made feature in Canada, but exhibitors
the timely nature of Its story. Manager
Harry
T.
Hall,
purchased the controlling
have been asked to write to the Toronto
interest In the Strand theater In Market
Hague actually has several local exhibaddress with reference to bookings.
street near Broad street, Newark. N. J.
itors outbidding each other for the first
run.
With the Incorporation of Regel Films.
The new awners will take possession ImThe Strand theater. Toronto, secured
mediately and on December 11 will change
Limited, Toronto has fourteen film exchanges, eleven of which are, In reality.
the policy of the house from one of picthe first release of "Idle Wives," the Unitures exclusively to a combination prothe Canadian headquarters for film disversal feature. Two weeks of big newsgram of films and high class vaudeville.
paper, billboard and lobby advertising
tributing- -companies. In addition to the
Frank G. Hail has been Identified with
preceded the screening of the picture.
qualiflpt] ^-xchanK^-s. there are a number
the chain of U. S. vaudeville and picture
houses operating in Newark, East Orange,
Elizabeth, Plalnfleld. Hoboken. Passaic
and Union Hill. Together with Mr. Werner. Mr. Hall also controls the New JerToronto, Ont., Operators' Union Gets a Ruling That Hydro-Electric Commission
sey State rights for "Civilization." and
"War's Women." He is president of the
Inspectors Have No Right in Booths'
U. S. Vaudeville Managers* Association.
Features, Limited, with headquarters In
TORONTO. Ont.— C. A. McMahon, head
Mr. Hall believes Newark theater-goers
Toronto, has reached the stage In Its deof
Local the
173 situation
of the operators'
union,
has
desire high class vaudeville and artistic
cleared
In Ontario
circles
velopment when a call has been issued for
pictures on the same program. There will
scenarios. According to an announcewith regard to the Inspection of operatbe an augmented orchestra. Renovations
ing booths by obtaining a ruling from
ment by the company, five-reel dramatic
to the house are now under way.
Chief Inspector R. C Newman, at the
or historical features and one-reel comedies or topical subjects are wanted. The
Parliament buildings, Toronto, to the efMoss Going Well.
studio of the company at Trenton, Onfect that the wiring and electrical equipNewark. N. J— Manager R. s. Clark ot
tario, will be completed February 1st,
ment of a booth does not come under the
the
B.
S.
Moss Photoplay Corporation,
it is declared. This concern has an ausupervision of Inspectors representing the
thorized capital of 1500,000. The presiHydro- Electric Commission. McMahon
with offices in the Proctor's Palace theater building, reports increased business
dent Is Jerry Shea. George Brownrldge,
obtained the information that Inspectors
during the past month. Moss pictures
formerly a salesman for a Toronto exof the Hydro- Electric Commission had
are being Introduced in the biggest theordered alterations In booth equipment,
change, has been made general manager
of the company.
aters in the city. Mr. Clark Is also bookand that various operators had compiled
with these Instructions.
ing the Mutt and Jeff pictures in this
territory.
It has been found that the Interior of
the operating cabinet comes under the
Garden Theater Changes Hands.
"Semi" Living On Interest.
sole supervision of the Provincial InspecToronto. Ont. — The Garden, theat r.
tion Department, and over-zealous HydroCollege street and Spadlna avenue, one
Newark. N. J. — Semi Pfirslchbaum. betElectric officials have no Jurisdiction In
of the best known moving picture theter
known as the "Kaiser." has severed
the matter. Mr. McMahon has so notified
aters In Toronto, has changed hands. The
all connections with the N. T. & N. J.
the members of Local 173.
control of the theater has passed to TheFilm Delivery Service, of which he was
atres and Playhouses. Limited, which has
assistant manager. Sammy bought a
Canadian Producer Calls for Scenarios.
a string of picture houses here. Mr. M.
flivver and may be seen enjoying the
Toronto, Ont. — The organization and esThaler, manager of the College playhour^e,
pure
of aNewark
any day.
tablishment of the
Canadian
National
Is. now In charge of the Garden.
great air
to be
millionaire!
Eht Gee,
Semi! It's

Regal Films Incorporates 171 Toronto

Responsibility for Wiring of Booths in Ontario
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Federation Convention Notes
Baltimore Gathering of the American
Steps of Interest to the Picture
Operators and the Electricians —
By J. M. Shellman, 1902

Federation of Labor Takes Several Important
Trade — Against Legal Censorship of Films —
Other Items.
Mt. Royal Terrace, Baltimore, Md.

BALTIMORE, Md.— While the American
Federation of Labor was in convention in Baltimore, recently, a good deal
of legislation concerning all the branches
of the moving picture industry took place.
Particularly with regard to, the opposing
of censorship was one of the strongest
resolutions introduced, reported upon and
turned over to several committees.
Form New Theatrical Department.
It was decided at the convention by the
A. F. of L., that a new theatrical department should be formed, w'hich would have
as its members moving picture operators,
stage hands, screen actors, and the
White Rats organization, it is understood, will be included in this department.
It has been rumored about that many
other actors' organizations have simply
been waiting to see whether the charter
of the White Rats would be revoked, to
decide whether they should come in. As
it has now been decided that the White
Rats will have jurisdiction over all actors it is thought probable that all the
other organizations will now become affiliated.
Operators Remain with I. A. T. S. E.
Another important course of action
which took place was the endeavoring ot
the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers to gain jurisdiction over the
moving picture operators. Their reason
for claiming that the operators should be
affiliated with them was inspired by the
idea that as the operators handled electricity they should belong to that body.
It was decided by the convention, however, that their proper affiliation was just
as it stands with the I. A. T. S. E.
Against Government
Censorship.
In regard to the opposing of moving
picture censorship, a resolution was introduced by Delegate Andrew A. Hill, of
Little Rock, Ark., representing the Central Trades and Labor Council, which
read as follows:
WHEREAS, The motion picture business of this country has grown to such
an extent that today it not only server
as an agency for recreation, but has become a public agency for education, for
dissemination of current information,
comparable in many respects to the daily
press and the public forum. They have
a determining influence in directing and
educating the public thought and opinion;
and
WHEREAS, Motion pictures supplement
the spoken and written word by a powerful appeal to the mind through the eye,
the event or the thought to be conveyed
is thereby visualized; and
WHEREAS, Motion pictures must be
protected by the same guarantees of freedom that have been bestowed upon oral
utterance and upon the press. It is fundamental for the protection of free institutions that freedom of speeach, and
discussion should be assured, for only
when there exists most complete freedom
to express thought or to criticise is there
established a guarantee that political and
other representative agents shall not violate the rights and authority that they do
not rightfully possess; and
WHEREAS, Freedom of speech Is inseparable from free institutions and the
genius of free people. This freedom must
be protected against abuse by holding the
Individual responsible for his utterances
when the same are based on fact. Legal
restriction in advance of presentation
limits research, investigation and Inquiry
for broader and deeper truths; and
WHEREAS. Here of late, efforts have
been made to establish State and Federal
boards of censorship
to review
motion

pictures, it being the purpose of those
who propose such censorship to present
to the public only such things as they
may be permitted legally to see. Thereby putting very dangerous authority In
the hands of a few, for it enables the
board of review to restrict and determine
the very fountain heads of information;
therefore, be it
RESOLVED. That the American Federation of Labor, in convention assembled In the city of Baltimore, register its
unrelenting opposition to any scheme or
System which denies freedom of speech,
press, or the showing of motion pictures,
when they are based on facts; and be it
RESOLVED. That this"~ convention go on
further
record as being in opposition to government censorship of expresion of opinion
in the form, and that we endorse again
the declaration that freedom of expression of opinion, freedom of speech, and
the freedom of the press, and motion pictures are the palladium of free institution; and be it further
RESOLVED. That the executive board
investigate and report to the next convention of the American Federation of
Labor some practical plan by which we
can get labor's side of and all questions
before the general public through the
motion pictures of th country.
A Favorable Report.
The committee reported favorably upon
this resolution to the convention and it
was decided that the A. F. of L. and all
affiliated bodies will endeavor to have all
censorship laws repsaled and that the
legislative committee work upon the matter. This resolution has been referred to
all the bodies of the organization located
where censorship is now in force and
after these local bodies have come to a
decision as to what action they will take,
they will report to the executive council.
The following is part of the report of
the executive council:
In the recent past efforts have been
made to secure both state and federal
legislation providing for government censorship of moving pictures. These proposals have had the support of a number
of well-meaning persons who really desire to protect the children of the country
and to promote a sense of high morality.
However, there is involved in the proposal something more than is generally
appreciated. The number, the variety and
the uses of motion pictures have been so
greatly increased that they now constitute an important means of expression.
* • • It has been the theory of the few
that people can be "made to be good by
law." This same theory underlies the efforts of those who propose government
censorsihp. By establishing either state
or federal boards to review motion- pictures, it is proposed to present to the public only such things as they may be permitted legally to see. This is putting
very dangerous authority in the hands of
a few for it enables the board of review
to restrict and determine the very fountainheads of information.
There have been worked out a voluntary system by which objectionable and
vicious information can be eliminated
from motion pictures. Since this Is based
upon no legislative enactment and exercises no governmental prerogative their
decisions amount only to an expression
of opinion, which carries weight in accord with the honesty, the discretion and
the wisdom of the members of the board.
This matter is brought to the attention
of the delegates to this convention with
the recommendation that the convention
take official action in opposition
to gov-
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ernment censorship of expression of opinion in any form, and that we endorse
again the declaration that freedom of expression of opinion, freedom of speech,
freedom of the press are the palladium
of free institutions.
McDermitt Again Plays Host.
Baltimore.
Loew's Hippodrome
Theater,
on Md.
the— At
afternoon
of Friday,
November 24, fifty children in care of
the director of the Hebrew Benevolent
Society were the guests of George A.
McDermitt, the manager, for the performance. On Saturday, as a feature for the
kiddies who attended the show in the
afternoon, all of them were invited back
ski's
of thedogs.
stage to shake the paws of Lapin-

Private View
"Masque L. ofA.Life."
Baltimore,
Md. —ofManager
DeHoff,
of the New Theater, was a very busy
man on Friday night. November 24. calling up exhibitors all over this city and
extending invitations to attend the private screening which he had arranged for
Saturday morning at 10.30 A. M. at the
Garden Theater. Charles B. Whitehurst
is president of both the New and Garden
Theater companies and Mr. DeHoff has
entire charge of booking the pictures for
the latter theater.

Dimbar Theater Opens.
Baltimore, Md. — The Dunbar Theater,
which is located at 619 North Central
avenue, is a new colored theater which
has just been completed. It was thrown
public on Wednesday, Novopen toemberthe
22. This new enterprise is owned
by J. Diggs and H. S. Trimble and the
booking and managing of the house is
done by the former. The seating capacity is 400.
W. O. Baker Pilots Peabody.
Baltimore. Md. — The Peabody Theater.
11 East North avenue, which is owned by
S. M. Buckman. is now being carried
along under the management of W. O.
Baker. Mr. Baker recently ran a theater
in Union Bridge, Md., In partnership with
J. Buckey and It Is understood that he is
still interested in that enterprise. He is
well thought of by those who have met
him.
A. B. Price to Manage Rialto.
Baltimore,
Md. — When
it was
announced that A. B. Price had resigned
his
position
as manager
of the
Mt.
Royal
theater at
617 W. North avenue, we were inclined
tical,to bebut skepafter
Mr.
Price
e x plained that
because
he itis wasto
take over
the Rialto as manager,
w e
understood
the
matter
perfectly. He asI sumed
the agement manof the
latter theater on
December 4. Myer Fox, who has
been
acting
as
1 managing director
of the Rialto has
.
been
forced,
by
A. B. Price.
pressure
of other
work to give his entire attention to
It. He leaves the theater in good hands
for Mr. Price has demonstrated by
his exceptional handling of the affairs
at the Mt. Royal, just what he can
accomplish. Besides this, he has had wide
experience as other theaters in this city
have been prosperously managed by him.
He knows the moving picture theater and
business from A to Z and is always looking after the comfort and convenience of
his patrons. To hear him talk about his
are controllers, his lens and his projection
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In Ronernl, la uliiiost llk« hearing brother
RlchurdHon, nnil we fe«l safe In saying
that the Ulndcn company need lose no
sleep on leavhiK the Hlalto In hiB care.
E. R. BcveridfEC at Walbrook Helm.
Biiltliut>r<\ .\M — i:. n. Boveridse.
formerly cniu'clod with the manaKonient
of the I'arkway iheuter. 3-9 West North
■avenue, iind of whom Mr. Depkln speaks
very highly, has recently taken hold of
things at the Walbrook theater, at North
Avenue and Koscclale street. He had been
acting In u managerial capacity. From
what we have seen of Mr. Beverldge, ho
should make good In this capacity fop he
Is always courteous to the patrons of his
theater.
Vitagraph Premiere Brilliant.
Baltimore. Md. — Well ullended and well
arranged was the private screening which
was given by the Greater Vltagraph Company for the Baltimore exhibitors of their
latest serial production entitled "The Secret Kingdom." Through the courtesy of
Guy L. Wonders, manaHer of the Wilson
theater. 416 East Baltimore street, over
400 invitations were sent out and they
were responded to in force, for about 500
people were present at the gathering. As
a special feature for the occasli^n, Arltne
Pretty and Charles Rlchman, who star In
the picture came down from New York
especially to attend the screening. Mr.
Wonders spoke to the audience stating
that he had a rare treat in store for them
In having the two players present. Mr.
Wonders, as he always Is. was extremely
on the alert for the comfort and convenience of the people present and assisted
tBe affair in every way that he could. A
special organ recital was arranged for the
affair.
IN PHILADELPHIA.
Last Week's Films in Philadelphia.
Philadelphia. Pa. — First run photoplays
at prominent local theaters during the
week of Nov. 27 included Dustln Farnum
In "His Great Ambition," which played for
one day at the Stanley, and Paul.no Frederick In "Nanette of the Wilis,"' which
was shown the other five days. Mies
Frederick, as usual, scored a hit, and
maintained her claim to popularitj at
every performance. Of the supplementary pictures shown at the house, "Along
the Somme," battle scenes which showed
first line trenches "somewhere In France,"
together with close ups of various .styles
of artillery in action, received much
praise. At the Arcodla. E. T. Sothern In
"An Enemy to the King." was enthusiastically received all week. At the RogonEthel Clayton in "Broken Chains" and
Harold Lockwood in "Big Tremalne " had
successful presentation. At the Palace
Viola Dana in "The Cossack W'hlp" went
over big and at the Belmont Thomas
Dixon's "The Fall of a Nation" piled up
box office receipts all week In lively
fashion.
Sunday Shows at Becker's.
Philadelphia.
Pa. — The following
card.
freely distributed
through
South Philadelphia. Indicates that at least one loca!
exhibitor believes there is a "liberal Sunnay" element In the Quaker City:
Sacred Concert
Pauline Frederick In "Sold."
Becker's Moving Picture Theater
Snyder Avenue below IRth Stre?:
Sunday
Evening.
Nov. 26. 1916. 8. P. M.
Other Pictures Shown.
Throwaways Frowned On.
Philadelphia. Pa. — The practice of certain small theater managers of distributing advertising matter from door to door
is hereafter to be frowned on by the
highway department, who have served
notice on several that the custom must
••-.ase. fam Rosen of the Grays Ferry
Palact. one of those affected, complaintthat the ruling works a hardshin on th-;
smaller picture theaters which cannot
well afford an expensive
mailing
list
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Philadelphia

Smith Makes Friends of Students at the University of Pennsylvania—Gives Them Full Swing
One Night in the Week on Condition That
They Use Restraint at Other Performances— Notes of Interest.
By F. V. Armato,
144 North Salford St.. Philadelphia.
cony. The building is on a lot 140 b: 100
PHILADELPHIA. Pa.— E. Warren Smith,
feet and will posses 2\ exits and one of
■■■ the new owner of the A. B. C. theater,
33rd and Chestnut streets. Is evidently no
the largest stages, for a photoplay house.
In the country. Two motor driven mabeliever in George Ade's advice, "Don't
never have nothing to do with no stuchines of the largest and most modern
dents." The house Is situated near the
typo are being installed and will insure
Uni\ erslty of Pennsylvania. Th9 former
flickerlcss pictures.
ow ner, Spencer Harvey, was much troubled by the antics of light-hearted underFilm Men Entertained by F. A. Giannini.
graduates, who came in numbers an.l sigPhiladelphia. Pa.— Members of local
nalized their presence by cat-calls, "funfilmdom assembled last Tuesday (Nov.
ny" remarks, assorted noises and all
28) at La Tosca Hotel, to do honor to a
around "devil ishness." The result was
former star of the operatic stage, F. A.
that while the student patronage was
Giannini, now proprietor of Verdi Hall,
good other and quieter residents of the
the leading theater of Philadelphia's large
neighborhood were deterred from visiting
Italian colony. Mr. Giannini, since his
the house.
retirement from the operatic and concert
Mr. Smith has changed all this by Instages,
has gone into politics and also has
augurating ahigh class policy, and raisbecome a bonlface as the owner of La
ing the price of admission from 10 to 15
Tosca Hotel. He also has the Verdi Hall
cents. For the benefit of visiting stuand other amusement enterprises. The
dents the following slide, which is taken
dinner was given by E. Avella, manager
in entire good part by those affected, is
of Verdi Hall, and the guests Included
occasionally displayed:
many men prominent in flimdom.
"Penn Night every Thursday after 9
The affair was thoroughly enjoyable
P. M. The house Is yours. Come, boys,
and after an elaborate menu. Including
and bring your voices. College songs
the full complement of wines, had been
and others. Kid the pictures and do evdiscussed, there was much informal
erything but put your feet on the celling.
speech-making. Charles Segal officiated
If
don't like the show, don't kick —
it's you
no use.
as toast master and called upon the following gentlemen: J. A. Koerpel, local
"This is done In appreciation of the fact
manager of the World Film; H. M. Osthat you keep quiet during the other
borne, manager for Pathe; Allen May, of
the World forces; Oscar Libros. Peter
Apparently Mr. Smith's knowledge of
Glenn. W. Schwalbe. Dave Starkman of
nights."
student
psychology is accurate, sinca
the Electric Theater Supply Co.; W. Hoerowdyism Is now almost unknown In the
nan of Vitagraph; F. Sulzbach, C. V. Marhouse.
tin and J. A. Werst of Pathe, Sam Rosen
and J. Fishman of Universal, and F. V.
Armato.
Ridge Avenue Theater Beautified.
Philadelphia. Pa. — The Ridge Avenue
Fifteen Cents Asked by Imperial.
Theater, under the management of Jay
Emanuel, has undergone Improvements
Philadelphia. Pa. — The Imperial Theater
at 60th and Walnut streets, under the
costing J6.000. New chairs, carpets, draperies, curtains and screen have been inmanagement of A. Bloomgarden, Is the
latest house to raise its prices from 10
stalled by W. Kerry, formerly of Lubind
to 15 cents. The change affects the evenand now In charge of N. Snellenberg's
contracting department.
ing performances only. Two and threeday runs are the rule at the houio. Alloc
Printing and Developing at Lubin Plant.
Brady
In half
"Bought
and week
Paid For"
played
the first
of last
to capacity
Philadelphia. Pa. — The Lubin Studios at
business.
21st and Indiana avenue have recently
been reopened and are now printing and
Fine Feely Theater Opens.
developing film on a small scale under
Hazleton. Pa. — The Feely Theater
the management of H. Roosevelt.
opened its doors for the first time on
November 23 and was besieged by huge
Candy Turkeys for the Kiddies.
crowds the entire evening. The Feely
Philadelphia. Pa. — Candy turkeys as
seats l.SOO people comfortably and con souvenirs of a special matinee performtains the latest in modern equipment and
ance given by H. M. S. Kendrlck of the
appointments. The house Is s'rlctly fire•Fairmount Theater, 26th street and Girard
proof In construction and a quaint old
avenue, sent the kiddles of the neighborEnglish motive has Inspired the architechood home rejoicing on Thanksgiving
tural plan of interior and extcior. This
morning. From 11 A. M. to 1 P. M. the
theater Is under the management of Mose
distribution was continued and several
Goodman, a showman of experience, who
hundred children were more than ever
will show Pathe News Weeklies and
convinced that the Fairmount manageScenlcs In conjunction with a vaudeville
ment was their special friend.
program. George Maillard, representing
the Pathe Exchange of Wilkes Barre. h-id
Calehuff Supply Co. in New Quarters.
the honor of making the speech of dedication.
Philadelphia, Pa. — The Calehuff Supply
Company are now located In their new
quarters at 1233 Vine street, where a
Wilkes Barre, Pa. Joel A. Levy, manager of the Bluebird exchange here, relarge assortment of accessories and supports that 65 theaters in his territory
plies are on display. A very handsome
have contracted
for Bluebird
pictures.
floral horseshoe of roses was presented to
Mr. Calehuff by Local No. 307 and L A. T.
S. E. on the occasion as a token of esteem
Philadelphia. Pa.— H. E. Reddish of the
Baltimore. Md., Pathe Exchange, paid
and good wishes.
H. M. Osborne of the local Pathe forces
a flying visit last week. He reports big
New Strand to Seat 1.850.
business In Baltimore.
Philadelphia, Pa. — The now Strand
Theater being constructed for Heroert
Philadelphia, Pa. — H. M. Osborne, manEfflnger and Dr. Walter Steumpflg will
ager of the local Pathe exchange created
considerable comment by taking almost a
seat 1.850 persons. The seats will be upholstered Jn leather of fine quality. There
full page In three local newspapers to
will also be a loge supplied with comfortannounce the forthcoming Patn.'^ serial,
able wicker lounging chairs. An Impos"Pearl of the Army." starring the ever
ing marble staircase will lead to the balpopular Pearl White.
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Capitol City Children's Shows

January 5 Set for First Free Children's M atinee — Eleven of City's Theaters Will
Join in the Movement— Some of the Shows Will Not Be Free— Women's Clubs
to Supervise Shows.
By Clarence L. Linz, 622 Riggs Building,
Washington, D. C.

WASHINGTON. D. C— The first of the
free motioii picture matinees by
means of which the motion picture committee of the Federation of Women's
Clubs is to demonstrate to Washington
exhibitors that their contention that there
is a real need for children's matinees is
founded upon fact, is scheduled to be
given at eleven of the city's houses on
January 5. This, and a similar performance on the following Friday afternoon
are to be given with admission to the
house free to the children.
The plans of the committee call for the
giving of four of these children's matinees, at the last two of which the regular
admission fee is to be charged by the exhibitors. Each of the performances will
be given under the supervision of the
women of the committee. The city has
been divided into eleven districts with one
theatre in each and members have been
assigned to the work in each district
handling such matters as advertising of
shows, enlisting the co-operation of other
volunteers in the campaign, etc. The
ushers are to be boy and girl scouts.
Prior to the giving of these matinees a
meeting of the full committee is to be
held to complete arrangements. Francis
Holley. head of the Bureau of Commercial
Economics, has been invited to appear before the committee at an early date to
speak on the subject of clean pictures.
C. A. Watson a World Film Man.
Washington, D. C. — A new recruit in the
local film industry is C. A. Watson, a
former automobile salesman, who has
joined the World Film Company's forces,
succeeding E. R. Haas, who is now with
Sidney B. Lust, marketing the Louis J.
Selznick productions. If Mr. Watson is as
successful with films as he has been with
autos, it is said the company will have
little or no cause to complain of the new
acquisition. He will assist Manager H. C.
Wales in the nearby territory.
Norman Luchs to Manage the Raphael.
Washington. D. C. — Norman Luchs has
assumed the management of the Raphael
theater at Ninth and O streets. Northwest.
for a Mr. Gordon, who recently secured
control of the house from Henry Goldman.
The Raphael has a seating capacity of *500
and is one of the most attractive theaters
In the Midcity section. It is said that Mr.
Gordon was formerly interested in a large
motion picture theater in Scotland.
Frank H. Brown Joins Fox Sales Forces
Washington, D. C. — Motion picture exhibitors in this territory are welcoming
Prank A. Brown back into the fold, for
that genial gentleman has joined the sales
forces of the Fox Film Co., succeeding to
the position made vacant by the resignation of Thomas Hildebrand, who recently
assumed the management of the Strand
theater in Baltimore. It is the saying
here that they do not come any better
than Mr. Brown. He has lately been
handling a state rights proposition, but
prior to engaging in that line he was with
the Metro Film Service oi Washington.
covering the southern section for that
concern. He is very well known throughout North Carolina in particular, for the
Tar Heel State formed a particular part
of his old stamping ground.
Picture Theaters Glad of Coal Contracts
Washington, D. C. — Despite the fact
that at least one of the Government departments has been hard hit by the
shortage of coal which in this Instance
necessitated the closing down of the elevators, and small establishments
of all

kinds have had stove troubles, the motion
picture exhibitors of this section have
been comparatively free of such worry. It
seems that most of the motion picture
theater men place contracts early in the
season covering the period of one year.
This has freed them from the annoyance
of not being able to get deliveries, and
the increase in price has only been a few
cents to the ton. It seems that some of
the contracts contain a clause that the exhibitor shall pay an advance when there
is an advance to the dealer because of
labor increases.
Frank B. Spurrier Goes to Baltimore.
Washington, D. C. — Frank B. Spurrier,
who had been manager of the local V-LS-E exchange since that organization invaded this territory, has recently accepted
a position with Pathe, Inc., and has been
placed in charge of the Baltimore branch
of the Washington office. The exhibitors
and exchange managers of Washington
are glad that Mr. Spurrier is going to stay
in this section for he is one of the best
liked of them all. He has always been
active in association matters and has been
a "good felio'w" generally.
At the Vitagraph V-L-S-E office the
new manager is George F. Lenehan, who
broke into the exchange game with William L. Sherry Feature Film Company,
which marketed Paramount pictures. He
was assistant manager and in charge of
the publicity department. Upon severing
his connection with this concern he joined
Pathe, Inc., as a traveling representative
out of the New York office and later
handled Kentucky for this same company,
traveling out of the Cincinnati office.
W^hen
Pathe the
about
sis weeks
ago.
it was heto left
go with
Vitagraph.
joining
the sales force. He was welcomed into
the fold at the last meeting of the Washington Exchange Managers' Association.
What the War Tax Brought In.
Washington. D. C. — The proprietors of
motion picture theaters, museums and
concert halls, during the period from July
1 to September 30, 1916. were assessed
with taxes amounting to $278,309.48 under
the so-called war emergency revenue law.
During the same period in 1915 this tax
amounted to $273,828.48 or $4,481.02 less
than this year. Aside from the bankers
the theater people were the largest contributors under this special taxation.
Miss Eleanor Blevins a Motorist.
Washington, D. C. — Miss Eleanor Blevins, star of "When My Ship Comes In,'*
made a splendid try for the road record
between Philadelphia and Washington,
driving the famous Eye See Bee, the automobile built by I. C. Barber, the local
racer. Miss Blevins was on the program
to race in person at the Bennings race
track Thanksgiving Day. The auto races
each year are of great interest to the auto
fans in the District of Columbia. Motion
pictures of this race will be taken by the
camera man of the International Film
service. He will follow in a Lozier racer,
which will try to keep within photographic distance of the Eye See Bee car.
This film is already booked to be shown
at several of the leading houses.
Fugitive Dyes Wanted for Slides.
Washington. D. C. — Makers of lantern
slides inseem
obtain "fugitive"
dyes
red. anxious
blue, andto yellow,
according
to letters being received by the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, of
the Department of Commerce. Manufacturers as a rule strive to make their dyes
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permanent, consequently it is hard to find
such as are of the reverse. Manufacturers interested in this problem, in order
to take it up most advantageously, must
consider the details concerning the different dyestuffs in modern use. The Department of Commerce explains that most
of these are "fugitive" in varying senses.
There are nearly a dozen different tests
to ascertain the degree of fastness of dyestuffs. They may be "fugitive" to light,
but very fast to soap. They may be "fugitive" In the presence of coloring and
yet very fast when exposed to the white
light.
jji
Theater Changes in Virginia.
Bristol, Va. — Charles Goebel has recently
opened the new Isis theater in this place.
The house is one of the prettiest in this
section and will be devoted to the exhibition of high class photoplays with good
music as a feature.
Norfolk, Va. — Jake Wells has recently
taken over the American and Granby theaters, formerly operated by the Karanicholas interests. It is reported that George
Karanicholas contemplates entering the
state rights business at an early date.
Charlottesville. Va. — The Virginia theater, owned by T. J. Yancy, has been reopened after having been extensively remodeled. G. Geras is the manager.

Atlanta News Letter
By A. M. Beatty. 43 Copenhill Ave., Atlanta, Georgia.
J. R. MacEachron,Film.
Jr., Heads Colonial
T R. MacEACHRON, Jr., who for a numJ'ber of years was connected with the
Frohman interest, as also Klaw & Erlanger, as' treasurer at the Atlanta theater, has been made manager of the Colonial Film Corporation, with headquarters in the Hirsch building; Mr. MacEachron, Jr.. was for a while connected
with the World's Film as traveling representative and made a splendid record for
fair dealing among Southern exhibitors.
Mr. MacEachron's territory covers seven
Southern states.
"Nation" Rebooked Breaks Records.
Atlanta. Ga. — "The Birth of a Nation,"
being shown at Atlanta theater on a return engagement, is breaking all records.
An Important Picture Center Here.
Atlanta, Ga. — Atlanta and Georgia lead
in southern moving picture activities, according to figures compiled by Joe Marentette, manager of the southern division of
the World Film, who in regard to statistics, etc., is perhaps the best posted exchangeman in the South.
There is a total of 175 picture theaters
in Georgia, this being nineteen more thai
the number possessed by North Carolina,
Georgia's nearest competitor, which ia
156. Nineteen of Georgia's number are
operated in Atlanta. This is the largest
number of film theaters in any city in the
entire South.
Proof of Atlanta's importances in the
southern film world is shown by the fact
that it is made the distribution center for
Dixie. Mr. Marentette's records show that
Atlanta is the hub of activities for Georgia, Florida, North and South Carolina,
Alabama and Tennessee.
"Fall of Nation"
at the Criterion.
Atlanta. Ga. — Willard Patterson, manager of the Criterion, did capacity business this week with the big spectacle,
"The Fall of a Nation."
Leo G. Gamer's Territory.
Atlanta, Ga, — Leo G. Garner, who was
recently made manager of the New Film
Corp. and Famous Players Feature Co.,
with headquarters in Hirsh building, has
seven states under his supervision. Mr.
Garner was formerly manager of the
Washington ofllce for the same company,
having
worked
up from shipping
clerk.

THK
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Under his direction the Atlanta branch (s
maklns Htrldes, and becomlnir well known
amoDK fxhluitors over the South.

Film Men Join Salesmanship

Club.

The Atlanta i>al«'sin;in9hip club, a
branch of the national organisation ot
that name, was orRanlsed Friday night In
the Piedmont hotel with a membership of
131 downtown business men. Prominent
amon^ the moving picture exchange men
and exhibitors In the new organization are
C \V. Savin of the Vltagraph. Chas.
Keesnick of the Mutual; J. R. MacEach ron Jr. manager of Colonial Film.
and Alpha Fowler of the Vaudetle. Many
other exchange men have applied for
membership. During the year, it is said,
several prominent sales managers of film
corporations wilt speak before the Atlantic club.

IN BUFFALO.
By

Joseph

NEW

YORK.

A.

McGuire.
5 Lewis
Bloi k.
Buflfalo. N. Y.
AU Syracuse Theaters Give a Phoenix
Benefit.
SYRACUSE. N. Y.— An echo of the recent
fire which destroyed two moving picture
theaters and the remaining business
places in Phoenix. N. Y., has come from
-■'- -iouse. Each theater of that city will
te its entire receipts for one night
I tund for the stricken village. The
money will be used to buy an auto fire
engine for Phoenix. The financial loss
on the theaters and other buildings of
Phoenix was very heavy. Practically no
insurance was carried because, as the villarge was formerly without a fire-fighting
apparatus, the Insurance rates were prohibitory. The generosity of the theater
managers of Syracuse is regarded as a
^reat boon by the residnts of the fireswept hamU't.
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Get Lease on Liberty Theater
Pittsburgh's
Will Be
— Some
Ity

Beautiful Theater Taken Over by Rowland & Clark— Total Rental
Half Million— House Is About One Year Old and Seats 1,500 Persons
Interesting Details
Pittsburgh News Service, 6061 Jenkins
Arcade, Pittsburgh,
Pa.
comfortably. The lighting scheme Is enPITTSBURGH, Pa.— By a transaction
tirely
Indirect,
affording
a
subdued
glow
thot Is one of the *nrc69( and most
that sets off the rich appointments to fine
Important in local exhibiting history, tho
Rowland & Clark Theaters have leased
advantage. The proscenium is large ,ind
of beautiful design, while the walls and
for a long term of years the handsonne
Liberty Theater on Penn avenue, opposite
high celling are covered with similar decorations, fret -work and hangings. The
Shady
avenue,
In the East End, Plttaeffect throughout is at the samn time
charming and highly artistic. The ventilation is of the latest approved type, a
washed air system keeping the atmosphere fresh at all times. There are
numerous fire exits at either side of the
house. Tastefully arranged retiring rooms
for men and women are located at the
rear of the auditorium.

Adds to a Circuit.

Buffalo Business Notes.
H. Fink, representing the Caille
: . a. Co., of Detroit, manufacturers of
ticket machines, etc., recently called on
the Buffalo trade and also visited his
hnme here. He will make a trip through
-. York state and Pennsylvania
J.imes K. Morgan, manager of the
Pathe exchange, Buffalo, has an interesting scrap book in which he pastes tributes which the exhibitors In this territory pay to the Pathe service. Mr. Morgan prizes highly such a tribute whicli
came recently from John F Farren.
George A. Hickey. manager of the Trlanirle Film. Buffalo, recently visited Papayanakas Bros., Watertown, N. Y., exhibitors. Mr. Hickey 's new road man is
George A. Stockton, former manager of
Keith's moving picture theater. Buffalo.
Recent callers at the Triangle Exchange
were: A. C. Hayman. Cataract theater, Niagara Falls: Henry F. Thurston. Temple
theater. Lockport; Messrs. Scherer and
Oriswold of the Savoy theater. Syracuse;
Petersen Sc Wood, Winter Garden theater.
Syracuse, and W. B. Fox. who has taken
over the Palm theater. Salamanca. The
new Crescent theater. Ithaca, has opened.
The house seats 1,800 and is using the
Triangle service.
SMOKY CITY NOTES.
New
Theater
Will Be Xmas
Present.
Mt. Union. Pa. — The management of the
Fiiaplro Theater, now nearlng completion
at Mt. Union. Pa., has announced that the
new house will be ready for opening ab-^ut
Christmas. The structure la modern In
every respect and one of the finest In Its
locality. The auditorium will seat 1.00)
persons. A combination policy will be
adopted, presenting hlgb-claaa feature
films and road shows.
J. P. Bothwell Takes Over the Keystone.
Pittsburgh. Pa — The Keystone Theater.
East Ohio street. Northslde, Pittsburgh,
Pa,, was recently taken over by J. P.
Bothwell.
a well-known
exhibitor.
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Liberty Theater.
burgh. Pa. The deal was consummated
on November 28. when James B. Clark,
president and managing director of tlis
Rowland & Clark interests, and H. E
McLane, president of the Liberty Theiter
Company, drew up the final papers. The
total rental Is approximately $500,000 for
the period of the lease.
The Liberty is an exquisite example of
modern moving picture theater construction. It was completed about a year ago
and was thrown open to the public by
the Liberty Theater Company on December 27, 1915. The location of the house
is Ideal, being in the heart of one of the
busiest sections of the city and adjacent
to one of the most exclusive resldentli.1
districts. Offering the best photoplay attractions obtainable and catering -to a
large clientele of the highest type of
moving picture patrons, the Liberty met
with marked success from the beginning.
The building Is of steel and concrete
construction and represents a total investment of $300,000. Of imposing proportions, the theater occupies a lot measuring 100x114x79x140 feet. The architecture
is striking and graceful and both the 'Exterior and Interior reveal elegant taste.
The front is of light terra cotta, and the
design of the large surface is handsomely executed. A great electric sign, bearing the words "Liberty Theater. Photoplays." and a waving American flag, covers half the front, making the theater
stand out very conspicuously at night.
The lobby and corridors are finished In
brown marble and are furnished sump •
tuously In keeping with the fittings
throughout. The seating arrangement of
the spacious and lofty auditorium Is suet,
that a perfect view of the screen can be
had from every part of the house.
The capacity of the Liberty Is over
1 .t',0 whirii number can be accommodated

The acquisition of the Liberty Theater
gives the Rowland & Clark circuit, wUh
the Regent at Penn and Highland avenues, two of the largest and finest rpeclally built moving picture houses in the
city. and. In fact. In the entire country.
This brings the total, number of thertera
under the R. & C. banner up to seven,
while the eighth wl'l be added as soon as
the new Plaza theater, at Liberty avenue and Mathilda street, is complete J.
The Rowland & Clark theaters, with
their seating capacities, are: Regent,
1.000: Liberty. 1.500; Arsenal, 850; Strand,
800; Belmar, 650; Bellevue, 650; Oakland,
299; Plaza, when finished, 800, or a total
of about 7,000.
When interviewed at the Rowland &
Clark business headquarters In the Westinghouse building, and asked as to
whether or not the policy of the Liberty
would
cannot betellchanged.
at this Mr.
timeClark
just said:
what "Wo
we
shall eventually continue as the fixed policy of the Liberty. At present, we shall
continue using the Triangle features four
days a week, which leaves us two days
on which to show the pick of the open
market. If it Is possible to secure
enough of the right kind of productions,
we may inaugurate a policy of week runs,
as the
success
of "Less
Than that
the the
Dust'East
at
the
Regent
recently,
proved
End will support a moving picture for
that length of time, if it is an unusual
production."
J. F. Young Goes to General Film.
Pittsburgh. Pa. — The General Film Company has added to its road forces J. P.
Young, an experienced film salesman, who
will look after a portion of the territory
adjacent to Pittsburgh, and who will also
call upon the city exhibitors.
E. J. Goldstein to Manage Morris Theater.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Louis Lefkowitz, the
popular manager of the Morris Theater,
Preble avenue. North Side, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
has resigned that position and joined the
ranks of the benedicts. After an extended
wedding trip in the East, he will engaga
in the department store business In Ohio.
E. J. Goldstein, formerly assistant manager, has become manager of the Morris
Theater.
Beautiful Orpheum Opens.
Connellsville. Pa.— The beautiful Orpheum Theater. Connellsvllle, Pa., was
thrown open on November 30 and is already enjoying great popularity among
the people of the locality. An excellent
standard has been set by the builders In
the construction and equipment of ihe
house, which Is one of the best In this
end of the state. It represents an outlay
of $50,000. The owners are Mikaalarlas &
Morakas, a. well-known firm of exhibitors.
The seating capacity of the Orpheum Is
750.
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Cincinnati News Letter

Viewers

Local Censorship Agitation Closes for a Time — Mayor to Appoint Three Viewers,
Two Women and One Man, With Star Badges and Right to Enter Any
Show — Will Report to Mayor on Undesirable Pictures.
Ky Frank H. Madison. 623 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
asking that he assume the management
SPRINGFIELD. ILL.— Springfield cenof the Palace theater in that city. This
sorship fi&ht has been settled, at least
house was built a year ago by business
temporarily, without vesting actual conmen of Cambridge and only 30 minutes
trol of the theaters in any body other
was required to raise the money. West
than the city council. Significant in the
will operate it as a picture house daily
agitation was the fact that one advertiseexcept Sundays.
ment from a local newspaper was offered
in evidence to show that appeal was made
to prurient-minded persons. The objector
admitted that he had not seen the show
Rock Island Potato Benefit.
advertised and could not say whether the
Rock Island, 111. — The idea of charging
picture satisfied the anticipation It
potatoes for admirsion which attracted
aroused. The censorship matter was setso much attention when tried by the
tled by deciding to allow Mayor Charles
Waukegan
house, was successfully used
n
T. Baumann to appoint a commissio of
here on a larger scale. For two days every
three citizens to enter at will the photoperson was supposed to bring a potato in
play houses, and report to the city counaddition to the regular price of admission
cil all unfit pictures. It is probable
to moving picture theaters in this city.
that this commission will be composed
The potatoes were given to the Bethany
of two women and one man. They will
Home.
be given stars by the Department of
Public Safety. Exhibitors did not oppose
this plan. It is expected that this will be
more of a better picture service than a
Illinois Theater Changes.
board of censorship. This committee or
Lenzburg, 111. — This town. sticking
two or three of its members will go to the
close to its name, has a picture show.
manager and ask him to eliminate objecEdward Hardebeck is operating it at the
tionable films. If they do not secure reopera house, using the same service as
sults in this way, they will take the matManager Droh of the opera house at New
ter up with the city council. The school
Athens.
clubs council, which brought up the matToluca. 111. — Sylvester Berry, owner of
ter, will have a voice in the selection of
the White Pearl thaeter in this city, has
the members.
purchased
the Majestic theater from Mike
Before the fight was ended the local
Fa by.
labor unions had got into it. The operOnarga,
111. — Ira Furby has sold the
ators' local opposed it and other union
Palace theater to O. J. Bushey.
men (as individuals) before its passage.
Sullivan,
111.
— The Globe theater is being
It was expected that if the drastic measremodeled to double its present capacity.
ure was passed that the citizens would be
asked to declare their sentiments at a
Taylorville, 111. — M. J. Hogan has leased
the Elks theater for two years to James
referendum
election.
Gregg, who formerly operated theaters in
City Commissioner Willis J. Spaulding
Granville and Toluca. Gregg has changed
favored the Cleveland plan of censorsnip—
the name to the Grand and has redecorthe appointment of one member by the
Mayor, another by the exhibitors and the
ated the house. He will play feature pictures and vaudeville
and road shows.
two select the third. An unusual plea was
made by Dr. B. W. Ganoung, champion of
Quincy, 111. — L. A. Morest has reopened
the theater magnates. He declared that
the Colonial theater, which has been remodeled and refurnished since it suffered
there should be no censorship and that
a disastrous fire.
every child ought to be taught sex facts
Rushville, 111. — Plans have been made
early, and that if the facts were properly
for the new Princess theater to replace
taught the motion picture would tend to
the structure destroyed by fire. It will be
straighten the moral fibre of the child.
35x100 with a Gothic front of mat faced
Rev. G. C. Dunlop, rector of Christ
brick and red mortar trimmed with white
Episcopal church, denied the prevelant
rumor that the movement was one against
stone. The house will seat 500. A feaSunday
theaters.
ture will be a cloak room designed to accom odate a large number of baby carriages.
lUiscope Elects Officers.
Paris, 111. — Jesse Stevens, formerly of
Rockford. 111. — The stock holders of the
the Joy theater, has opened a new moving
newly organized lUiscope Moving Picture
picture
to bebuilding
l^nown on
as East
"Starland."
Corporation have elected officers as folin
the C.house,
E. Shaw
Court
lows:
street. Monday, Wednesday and Friday he
F. D. E. Babcock, secretary of the
will operate it as a 5-cent show. TuesChamber of Commerce, chairman; A. J.
day, Thursday and Saturday the admisHoimquist ef the Winnebage National
sion will be 10 cents. Triangle services
will be used.
Bank, treasurer: Edwin J. Burley, secretary; trustees. Fay Lewis, R. S. Chapman,
Decatur, 111. — The new Avon theater has
Fred Swan. William S. Fernald, Charles
been completed. The pipe organ was not
H. Kjellquist, county treasurer, John
ready
for the opening, and a seven-piece
Bowman, county recorder; Charles Lundorchestra was used until it was Installed.
berg, president of the Co-Operative FurStreator,
111. — A committed was appointniture Company, and William E. Clode.
ed by the Parent-Teachers' club of the
William E. Clode was elected director
Garfield school to obtain for school chilgeneral and Edwin J. Burley general mandren educational matinees. In the abager.
sence of the adoption of the entire plan the
The company, which has been incorporMajestic theater has agreed to give the
ated under the laws of Illinois with $350,Saturday matinee to which educational
000, has secured an option on the Coliseum
pictures will be included with some other
for use as a studio. If it is acquired It
subjects. The school club has agreed to
will be changed for this work and it is
co-operate with the management and cenplanned to begin production of eight-reel
sor the pictures if necessary.
features about the first of the year.
Ottawa, 111. — Newspaper men of Ottawa
were the guests of Manager Bert Jordan
when the Orpheum theater showed the
Manager W. J. West Honored.
Triangle newspaper play "The Rummy."
Kewanee, 111. — The reputation of W. J.
Abingdon, 111. — The Abingdon theater
West, manager of the Grand. Majestic and
had an all-star week showing Billie Burke,
Willard theaters in this city, has gone far
Markuerlte Clark. Frank Daniels, WilUam
afield. He recently was visited by deleFarnum, Francis X. Bushman. Marguerite
gates of business
men
from Cambridge
Snow and Mary Pickford.

By Kenneth C. Grain. 610 1st Nat. Bank B
Idg., Film.
Cincinnati.
Fireproof Makes Good
at Local General
CINCINNATI, O. — On November 25, when
an early morning fire in the buildir)'^
occupied by the local branch of the General Film Co. threatened serious consequence for a time. It started in the basement of the building, presumably from
the furnace, and the prompt action of an
employe in shutting the fireproof door of
basement confined the blaze to that part
of the building. Considerable old film was
stored in the basement, and made quite a
blaze, but there was little other damage,
and the loss, according to Manager
O'Rear. will not run higher than $1,000,
and perhaps not more than $500. It will
be recalled that the general building was
constructed several years ago for the
company's use, and is as nearly fireproof
as such a building can be made. The wisdom of the extra expenditures which this
involves was shown in the ease with
which the fire referred to was shut off
and brought under control. If it had
spread through the building thousands of
dollars worth of new films and other
property would have been destroyed.
Scenario Writer Sues.
Cincinnati, O. — The not entirely unknown claim by scenario writers that
ideas have been filched by producing companies from scenarios submitted and returned has found expression in Cincinnati in a suit which has been filed in a
local court by a writer against one of the
leading producing companies, claiming
damages of $5,000 as the value of two
scenarios written by him. He declares
that he submitted the scenarios to the
company and that both were rejected and
returned, but that subsequently the company produced photoplays which are alleged to be based on the rejected scripts.
Both were two-reel scenarios, and the
reason for the claim of $5,000 damages is
not apparent.
At Work
on plan
"Whozoo."
Cincinnati.
O. — The
of producing a
photoplay, backed bv all of the exhibitors
of this city and vicinitv, at the famous
Zoo gardens, for the purpose of raising
funds to help purchase the Zoo for the
public, promises to meet with success beyond the fondest hopes of its originators.
The Zoo
by newspaper
Luke McLuke,
the play,
most "Whozoo?"
widely read
humorist in the country, calls for the use
of most of the animals at the institution,
and from the scenes already photographed
it is declared that the picture will present
some thrills like those caused by the
Rainey Hunt pictures or some of the Seliff
animal films. J. Syme Hastings, as Luke
McLuke is known in real life, is personally assisting in the production of the
film, and H. Serkowick, secretary of the
Motion ceived
Picture
hibitors" for
League,
has renumerousi: requests
bookings,
in
consequence of the author's fame.
"End of the World" Coming.
Cincinnati, O. — McMahan & Jackson's
biggest
feature,
"Thethe End
which has
been on
way oftothe
OhioWorld,"
for a
long time, has its first presentation in the
Buckeye state scheduled for the Knickerbocker, at Columbus, after which it will
probably be seen in Cincinnati. Efforts
are being made by the firm to secure a
large downtown house for the opening engagements of the film, on behalf of which
some spectacular advertising is promised.
An Ohio Jim Crow Suit.
Hamilton, O. — Suit for $500 damages
has been filed against John H. Broomhall
and John A. Schwalni, of the Jefferson,
one of Hamilton's leading moving-picture
houses, by a negro who claims that he
was ejected from the theater after an
argument resulting from his refusal to go
to a part of the house reserved for his
race.
He bases his suit on the allegation
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that he had purchased a general admission ticket. It ia well known that In practically all parts of th«* country where
there are any numbers of negroes they are
not permitted to sU with the white people
In the body of the house, and tn the
south, of course, statutory and ordinance
provisions require separate accommodations. Lawyers state that theater proprietors have the right to make rules and
reg^ulatlons of a similar nature for their
houses, and to enforce them, even in Ohio.
where "The Birth of a Nation" was barred
out of consideration for the feelings of
the colored brother. The question has not
been taken into court, however, as far as
a moving-picture house 1» concerned, and
If the case is pushed It will be watched
with some Interesit.

Why
whit*

Local Board

Censors

1

More Minneapolis Notes.
By 3. L. Johnston,
L. S. Braun, former part owner of the
Braun theater. Wahpeton, N. D.. is now
touring North Dakota for the Wescott
Film Corp.
Harry Graham, manager of the K-ES-E excKange, plans a business tour of
hia entire territory.
Harry McKligei has joined the Friedman Film Corp. forces and Is now covering Eastern Iowa with "The Spoilers."
Charles Wells, the robust, rosey-cheeked
K, E. S. E. traveling representative, is now
covering North Dakota, having returned
from an extensive trip through Iowa last
Tuesday.
P. H. Carey, manager of the Zenith
Feature Film Co.. Inc.. exchange, is In
Virginia. Minn., arranging for the burial
of his father, -who died suddenly Nov. 21.
Miss Solheim. Carey's "right hand man," Is
in charge of the exchange during his absence.

Limit Itself to Films

By

Order
of Judge
H. Madison,
623

Frank

Harry Pierce, manager of the "No. 1
War's Women" road show, put out by the
Zenith exchange. Is now in Duluth, Minn.,
for a brief vacation.
"Somewhere
in Northern
Minnesota"
Is
all that Is known about A. A. Hixon, who
is covering
that territory
for the Sletro
exchange.
However,
the Metro shipping
irtment Is somewhat busier now than
■re Hixon went out.

Will Investigate

Theater

Ads.

Milwaukee, Wis. — Advertising methods
such as generally are used In connection
with moving picture films whose titles are
likely to lead patrons to believe that they
are going to see something they should
not see are due for an investigation in this
city. Among the topics which are likely
to be considered at a meeting in December
of Mayor Hoan, exhibitors and censors, is
the plan of advertising the films as for
certain sexes or ages only. There has
been no complaint of the character of
films shown, but there Is a feeling among
the exhibitors that this plan of "bunking" the public Is not conducive to the
best Interests of the industry.
Ministers

Won't Judge Posters

Will Now

approve of posters."

biy
a.
d*
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MILWAUKEE.
WIS.— The local board
of censors Is going to stick to censoring films and leave the matter of what
posters are proper to the police. This
decision was reached after the conflict In
authority had become apparent. Leo. L.
Landau, manager of the Buttorfiy theater,
was arrested by two detectives after displaying in front of the theater posters advertising the film "Purity" showing the
form of a nude woman. In court Landau
said that the posters had been sanctioned
by the board of . censors. This was admltted by President Radley of the board,
which had reviewed the film and passed
It after certain eliminations. Landau was
fined J15 by Judge Page, who Issued the
edict that the board should stick to the
films and leave the posters to the police.
"There is no doubt the law w.ts violated.
but I have my doubts as to whether the
board lias the authority to approve or dis-

good
"Ai ••6 ,old."
"A.
ae a.
other paper,
in thit 6el<l invana
andard
try to compare with the
.Uk..1" WORLD T 1
the MOVING
PICTURE
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There . a rea.on.

■now.
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Milwaukee

Booth Hcld-in Its Fire.
Dayton. O. — A number of films In the
operating booth at C. J. DoUn's movlngplcture house on South Brown street
caught flre on a recent evening, and the
blaze came near resulting In a panic. The
steel construction of the booth prevented
the fire from getting to any other part of
the house, however, and the only loss was
that ■ f rhe films which were burn*

"A.

MOVIXG

to

Help Sunday
Shows.

Observing

Monroe. Wis. — In an effort to stop moving picture shows the Monroe Ministerial
Association has suggested the "Tou
scratch
and I'll
scratchexhibitor
yours"
plan. Itmyhasback
Informed
a local
that If he will comply with the request
for no Sunday shows they will advertise
from the pulpit, whenever educational
and up-lifting pictures arc shown.
Walks Into Hole, Sues Theater,
Milwaukee. Wis. — The question of responsibility for the premises surrounding the theater was involved in a Bult filed
here. Lena Bertagna asks $5,000 damages
against the Crystal theater and the Commonwealth Power Companies. She declared that on Sept. 11 slie stepped into
an unbarricaded catch basin In the alley
in the rear of the theater, fracturing three
of her ribs.

and

Leave

Paper

to

the

Police

To Try Saturday Children's Shows.
Ashland, Wis. — The exhibitors and parents of this city have co-operated. As a
result special Saturday shows for children
will be tried here.
Wisconsin Theaters Changes.
Osceola. Wis.— T, T. Tromley has sold
the Lyric theater to Mr. and Mrs. Burnett
of Huron, S. D.
Mazomanle. Wis. — R. J. Slack has taken
over the Majestic theater. The Ideal theater win be closed.
Milwaukee, Wis.— The closing of the
Vaudette theater, the pioneer moving picture house on Third street. O. L. Melster
gave a dinner to a number of theater men
and other friends. The dinner was in a
way the pre-celebration of the opening
of Melster's new theater, the White House,
a few doors north of the present one.
Maiden Rock, Wis. — A moving picture
theater has been opened in the Kaye building by Mr. Hawkins.

Spokane News Letter
By

S. Clark
Apple

Patchin,
Spokane,
Show

ISll Eleventh
Wash.

Week

Programs.

Mayor Closes "Purity" on Petition.
Moscow. Idaho. — Mayor J. G. Gibson, of
Moscow, closed the presentation of
"Purity." at Moscow, after it had run
Monday afternoon and night of this week.
The action wag taken following the
presentation of a petition signed by ministers and prominent women of the town
Will E. Hudson. Pathe News man from
Seattle, spent a couple of days in Spokane
this week getting pictures of the ninth
National Apple show, the baby pageants
and parades.

On account of the greatly increased cost of paper, engraving, etc., we have been compelled to make the single
copy price fifteen cents. For the present direct subscription prices will remain the same. This means a saving
of four dollars and eighty cents yearly on direct subscriptions.
In addition you get your paper earlier.
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MOVING picture exhibitors of Spokane
made capital of the ninth national
apple show in Spokane this week by presenting good bills with the results that
all played to capacity houses most of the
week according to their statements.
Jack Plckford and Louise Huff were
featured in "Seventeen" at the Clemmer;
"The Unborn" attracted large audiences
of women early in the week at the
Casino, and when the fair sex voted to
admit the men, the mixed audiences filled
the house the remainder of the week.
Bessie Barriscale appeared in "A Corner
In Colleens," at the Liberty; "A Daughter
of the U. S. A." was the attraction at the
Best Show; Clara Byers appeared in "His
Picture," at the Lyric; Harold Lockwood
and May Allison In "The River of
Romance." _ at jthe Rex and "Sporting
Blood" was shown at the Class A.

$4.80 A Big Saving Each Year $4.80
ONE
SIX

by

Page — Manager
Fined.
S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago.

_^
Th«atr« .
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Union City Has Fine New Theater
W. C. Morris, a Pioneer Exhibitor of Union City, Tenn., Is Building a Handsome
New Picture House — Will Be One of the Finest in This Section — Name Will
Be New
Frances — Interesting
Details.
By J. L. Ray, 1014 Stahlman
Building",
Nashville, Tenn.
change managers in this part of the counUNION CITT, TENN. — A handsome new
try. Manager Doc Graham states that
moving picture theater is being
erected in this city, and will be ready for
"business is good and getting better."
Messrs. O. R. Kaiser and W. O. Harding
occupancy shortly after the first of the
are on the road for Queen, handling Alayear. The contract has been given to J.
bama, Tennessee, Mississippi, Georgia,
W. Spradlin. of Fulton, Ky.. and a special
Louisiana, Florida and the Carolinas. This
clause provides for the completion of the
company is also agent for the King Gold
building- by February 1st. Ground was
Fibre Screen.
broken some days ago, and active construction is well under way. The theater
will be one of the finest in this section,
Business Notes.
representing an expenditure of $15,000 and
will be known as the New Frances. The
Memphis,
Tenn. — "According to our
building will be three stories in height,
barometer," began Manager Kaufman of
the upper section being devoted to office
United recently, "things are picking up all
space. Small store rooms will be prothe time in this territory. Our business is
vided on either side of the lobby, having a
larger today than when we released 21
depth of about 40 feet, which is also the
reels of exclusive United service." Mr.
length of the corridor from the street to
Kaufman leaves at this writing on a trip
the ticket office.
to New Orleans, where he goes to look
The lobby will be laid in tile, and the
after his interests in the Crescent City.
stores arcaded, with plate glass along the
sides from the pavement to the auditorium.
Nashville, Tenn. — In addition to putting
The front of the building will be finished
on some of the best features of the day,
in red pressed brick, with artistic decorathe
Crescent theater is being utilized by
tive effects. The main auditorium will be
the Crescent Amusement Company to show
100 X 50 feet, and will embrace every
return engagements of the most popular
scientific feature known in modern thepictures appearing at local houses, includatrical architecture. The drawings call
ing the Triangle service, which has for
for a stage 25 feet deep, with an 18 foot
some time been limited to the Knickeropening. A complete steam heating sysbocker. The Crescent is one of the handtem will be installed, and ventilation to
somest of the uptown houses, and can at
the highest possible degree of efficiency
all
times
be counted upon to draw its
will be observed throughout,
share of the patronage.
W. C. Morris, owner and manager of the
Frances theater and airdome, is building
the New Frances, and is giving the conChattanooga, Tenn. — "The Birth of a
struction and detail work his personal
Nation" returned to the Lyric for a three
supervision. Mr. Morris has been an exdays' engagement on its farewell tour of
hibitor at Union City for the past ten
this territory, beginning November 21st,
years, having also owned the Gem theater
prior to its destruction by fire. Since that
time he has been located in the Bell buildNew Orleans News Letter
ing, pending completion of his new house.
By N. E. Thatcher. 3801 Canal St.. New OrOnly the best features will be shown, inleans, La.
cluding such well known programs as
Paramount, Metro and Triangle.
G. R. Meeker Spends Ten Days Here.
New General Manager at Memphis.
Memphis, Tenn. — Effective November
20th, W. P. Haslett assumed management
of the local office of the General Film
Company, succeeding Bert King, who has
been in active charge of Memphis business
for some months. Speaking generally, the
outlook at the Memphis office is exceedingly bright for the holiday season.
K. W. Coulter Visits.
Tenn.^K.
"W. Coulter,
theNashville,
Atlanta office
of William
Fox, wasfromin
the city last week, paying a visit to the
Strand, local first run distributors of the
Fox productions, and incidentally lining
up a few features for Christmas.
Artcraft's
"Dust"
Triumphs.
Birmingham, Ala. — Mary Pickford's latest picture, "Less Than the Dust,*' ran
for a solid week at the Alcazar, at which
time 25 cents admission was charged. A
special orchestra was engaged for the occasion by Manager Griffin, and rendered
the musical score issued by Artcraft in
connection with the picture. The management reported unusually heavy business
during the run of this feature.
Queen Feature Gets New Christies.
Birmingham, Ala. — The Queen Feature
S?ervice of this city has contracted to
handle the new series of Christie Comedies
for Alabama and adjoining territory, and
bookings to date include many of the most
important houses in the South. This is an
independent exchange, and handles Ivan
Features for the Southern trade, as well as
numerous state right features. In harmony with expressions
from other ex-
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NEW
ORLEANS,
La.—Film
George
Meeker,
of the World
offices R.
in
New York, was a visitor to New Orleans
for a few days and appeared to be more
than ordi'narily interested in the film industry in this section. Mr. Meeker frankly
admitted that some angles in the game
were apt to be overlooked in the press
of business in the New York offices, and
he was open to suggestions. He paid especial attention to the matter of publicity in connection with motion pictures
down here, and seemed to be particularly
impressed with a campaign for newspaper
publicity, which has just been inaugurated by Mrs. Sessions, local manager of
the World Film Exchange, and which appears to bring immediate and very satisfactory results. Mr. Meeker left here for
Dallas, Tex., from whence he returned to
New York after a few days of inspection
in the Texas film center.
Lais Bros. Buy the Elysium.
New Orleans. La. — The Elysium theater,
one of the largest show houses in the
down -town, or old quarters of the city,
has been purchased by Lais Brothers,
large general grocers in Algiers, the section of New Orleans which lies across the
river. The house has been closed for a
short time that it may undergo extensive repairs and remodeling to bring it
up to the requirements of a modern motion picture house in every particular.
The entire interior is to be redecorated;
new offices and rest rooms are to be built
in. and every appliance for the comfort
and convenience of the patrons is to be
installed. Messrs. Lais Brcthers are men
of means and they announce that everything connected with the theater shall be

of the best. It is the intention to put on
a first-run program of features and probably to introduce an occasional vaudeville
sketch; but, primarily, the theater is to
be devoted to the showing of the best
pictures obtainable. The name of the theater is to be changed to the Theods. It
has a seating capacity of 1,500.
Opelousas Theater Changes Hands.
Opelousas. La. — Tlie Princess theater
here has been taken over by F. J. Deetlein. who will make some improvement.-j
and run a feature house. W. F. Nolan,
the former owner, will engage in the
mercantile business. The Princess theater is the only one now in operation
here, and it is regarded as an exceptionally profitable property.
Manager Steinson Goes Up Some.
New Orleans. La. — Manager John A.
Steinson, of the Greater Vitagraph exchange, has just been informed that his
office has been made a purchasing
office,
which means
that it is no
longer to beupon
dependent
the Dallas,
Texas, office for
its supply of
films forbutiondistriin this
territory. The
Greater Vitagraph, exchange,
or what
L-S-E
was the old Vwas
established
in New
Orleans
a little less than
a yearder ago
unthe manof K.
A. Evans,agement and
since that time
the business has
grown to very
c o n s i d erable
proportlo ne.
John A. Steinson.
was r e c e n t ly
Manager Evans"
succeed
ed by
Manager Steinson, who has been going over the field adjusting himself to
the harness. There has been an entire
increase in the number of accounts, and
the Greater Vitagraph service seems to
be popular. Recently the New Orleans
territory was greatly augmented by the
transfer of Mississippi, parts of Alabama
and Florida from the Atlanta to the New
Orleans exchange, and this hastened the
making of the exchange here an independent one. Manager Steinson has remodeled his office and made it very attractive. The force has been increased
and made more efficient and the business
outlook is reported to be bright.
Bijou Dream Becomes Jitney House.
New Orleans.
La. — Pearce's
Bijou from
Dreama
theater
on November
27 changed
first-run feature house to a mixed program "jitney" theater. This theater 19
just off of Canal street, and naturally attracts a large patronage among persons
who merely want to see a short picture
or perhaps to spend a short season resting. It formerly was a five- cent house,
and it made more money then than it has
at any time since it was turned Into a
feature theater.

MORE
By

KANSAS
Kansas

Among

City

Kansas

CITY NOTES.
News

Service.

City Managers.

Kansas of City,
Mo. — Charles
manager
, the Metro
branch "Werner,
at St.
Louis, was in Kansas City recently, making his report to Mr. Harding, the manager of the Kansas City branch and also I
district manager of the company. Mr.
Werner has been with the St. Louts
branch
for the
past
three
years,
but
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pr«vlous to that time he was nianaser
of the American Feature Film Company
of Katiaati City.
Kantias City. Mo. — r. C. Wreath, manager of the Artcraft Film service at Kansas City, reports that Miiry Pick ford In
"L«98 Than the Dust," will be shown
at
tho Alamo
then tor of Kansas
City four
^ bt-KlnnlriK l>ccembor 10, The picture
rect-ntly run at a downtown theater
: iht!> sccotul run inside of thirty days
;< '. iti advanct-d admission price, and for a
fir
days
run Is an experiment.
Mr.
NVf'.ith Is conhUenl
that the experiment
be a success.
The admission
price
tie nfteen cents.
. .Tisas City. Mo.— J. H. Husel, recently
; the Highland of Kansas City to Mr.

ii ■vvklns'.

V iicusta, Kan.— Charles Brown, proprl.'f the Isls theater at Augusta, Kanrecent ly remodeled
and built a bal!•■ his theater.
Extra admission will
1 for seats In the balcony.
Kan. — L. C. Shreve. publisher
-i-aper at Syracuse, recently re<eJ his bulldlns and purchased a mopicture machine.
He will call the
'T the Grand.
I. Kan. — Pete
Evans,
formerly
in
:i«'ss In St.
ifouis,
recently
pur• d the Princess theater at lola, from
> Shields and Mr. Taylor.
■ ensburg.
Kan. — Harry
Miller
ot
:. ...=as City, is building a new $25,000
theater at Grecnsburg.
Mr. Miller is a
new man In the business.
Hutchinson,
Kan. — Karl
Bornschein,
"ietor of the Popular theater at LarKans»s. recently purchased the Rex
L, ...;cr of Fred Savape at Hutchinson.
Recent Visitors at Exchanges.
Recent visitors to the Kansas City exchanges were: Lee Gunnison, Royal and
Crystal theaters. Atchison, Kansas;
Messrs. Foote & Lindsay, Majestic
theater. Chllllcothe, Mo.; Mr. Regalman.
Colonial theater, St. Joe. Mo.: Bert Byler,
m
theater, Clinton. Mo.; F. C. Weary.
s theater, Richmond. Mo,: L. L. Ware.
ly theater, Lawrence, Kansas; T. J.
Warren. Hippodrome theater. Leavenworth. KaiL^as: J. R. Davis and wife. Rex
theater. IliKKirisvne. Mo,; O. C- Wingler.
Eagles
tl..,>t,.r. I i- m n ,: ( ■ .ji aii'i K.in^;iS,
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Sunday Agitation in Kentucky
At

Frankfort, Ky., the Men's Federation
Exhibitors and Ask for Closing on
Be Taken — City Officials Approve —
t>hlo Valley
News
Service,
1-I04
FRANKFORT, KY,— The old blue law
agitation has agali. developed at
Frankfort. Ky., where tho general committee of the Men's Federation is opposing Sunday moving pictures. On the motion of City Prosecutor DuUn Moss, a
member of the body, tho committee on
Sabbath observance was Instructed to
confer with the proprlet<»rs of the different motion picture houses of tho Capital
City, with a view to stopping the Sunday
&hows, and, :f unsuccessful in stopping
the shows through arbitration, to secure
evidence and present it to the proper authorities so that the question could be
settled in the courts.
A motion to appoint a committee was
discussed at some length, different members refusing to act. It finally being decided to allow the regular committee on
Sabbath observance to handle the matter.
It was stated at this meeting that one
Frankfort exhibitor had announced he
was willing to close on Sunday if the
rest of the shows would close, but his
name was not given, nor can he be found.
For this reason It was decided to arbitrate the Issue and apply to the courts.
If necessary. Prosecutor Moss claiming
that the houses could be closed by the
courts.
The resolution to have the campaign
started at once was unanimously adopted
by the members attending the meeting
after the "evils" of the Sunday moving
picture show were painted In gaudy colors by L. B. Marshall, Mr. Moss and others. The latter argued for a time limit
of three weeks in which to get the matter adjusted, advising that if the committee did not secure the consent of the
exhibitors inside of three weeks to closing on Sunday, the committee at once
start securing evidence for a prosecution.
He said that if the warrants were issued
•"•n tlip Monday following
the three-weel^

Shelbyville Council Has New Theater Bill
Ordinance Introduced to Regulate and L:icense Shows— What the New Bill Demands — License Fee of $25 a Year,
swcjit through several buildings, causing
SMKLBYVILLE. KY.— A new ordinance
a loss of approximately $250,000. The
for regulating and licensing picture
Lyric theater, practically a new building,
shows was Introduced at the regular
was burned at an estimated loss of $10,meeting of tho Board of Council on November 23 by Councllmen McGrath and
000. A man sleeping over the theater was
Tipton. The new ordinance provides that
forced to jump from a second-story window, but was not Injured. Irvine Is in
licenses of this character shall be grantthe heart of the new Kentucky petroleum
ed only on application, in writing, to the
fields and Is one of the fastest growing
board, and that the application must set
towns in the state. While the loss was
'^'" the location, etc. The ordinance prothat all picture houses must be on
heavy the city Is growing so fast that
the buildings will probably be rebuilt at
k-round floor, fronting on a public
once.
or street, and without means or con• n to any other building or room;
walls must be of fireproof construeV -w. and floors either of fireproof mateMary Gray Peck in Louisville.
rial, or If of Joist construction, the space
Louisville, Ky. — Miss Mary Gray Peck,
between must be filled with non-combusof New York, member of the Motion Pictlble material; two exits at the front and
ture Committee of the General Federation
ftt least one at the rear, all five feet wide,
of Women's Clubs, and working with the
and the doors opening outward. If the
National Committee on Films for Young
machine booth, which roust also be firePeople (aflflllated with National Board ot
proof. Is located at the front of the buildReview of Motion Pictures) appeared being, then two rear exits or side exits must
fore the Louisville Board of Censorship
be provided. A license fee of X25 per year
for Children's Motion Pictures, at the
Is to be charged, and a penalty of from
Public
Library last week. At the speak15 to 120 Is to be Imposed for all violaing was a large number of people who
tions, each day to constitute a separate
had accepted the Invitation of the board
offense.
to be present at the address.
If this ordinance goes Into effect it will
One thing that was noticeable In Miss
clese the old Brown opera house, which
Peck's talk was the broad view which
has been operating on the second floor of
she
has acquired of the Industry. Inft building for several years.
stead of being like a great many lecturers, feeling that certain classes of films
Lyric at Irvine, Ky., Destroyed.
should be abolished. Miss Peck apparently
Louisville. Ky.— Reports were received
believes In using every effort to Improve
here on Saturday, November 25, of an
films and the public mind, but takes no
early morning fire at Irvine. Ky., which
decided stand against any classification.

Appoints a Committee to Meet Local
Sundays — Otherwise Legal Measures Will
Film Men's Argument.
Sturka BIdg., Louisville, Ky.
period, on evidence presented, the order
would be carried out by the ofilcials.
Others contended that the issue should bo
considered at greater Ifiigth so that every
anglo could be decided upon.
The Picture Men's Argument.
Following the notice in the press of the
movement started at this meeting. R. L.
McLean, manager of the Capital theater,
controlled by Fred Dolle and tho Broadway Amusement Enterprises, of Louisville, addressed the following letter tJ
the State Journal, giving the views of the
company
upon the subject. Mr. McLean's
letter reads:
"In connection with an article in today's Issue of your paper, regarding activities of the "Men's Federation" against
Sunday picture shows, which was brought
to the attention of Mr. Fred Dolle, president of this company, I am instructed to
give you some facts that should have a
bearing on the situation and be considered in any discussion of the subject.
"Last evening we presented an excellent company
of players
Our gross
receipts
amountedIn to"Martha."
$359.50.
This is the support that Is given us after
a popular and Insistant demand had been
made to this company for road attractions.
"Our daily attendance at picture shows
amounts to about fifty per cent, of our
capacity except on Saturdays and Sundays, when the attendance Is much heavier. This means that for five days out of
each week we are losing money and that
we depend on Saturdays and Sundays to
make upceiptsfor
loses.
realone these
will not
do Saturday's
this. I have
learned from officials of other theaters In
the city that this condition of affairs is
general, and not confined to the Capital
alone. The situation, summed up. means
that unless tho picture houses are permitted to open on Sunday they will not
be able to remain open on other days.
"Our Sunday attendance is composed
largely of people ho attend on no other
day of tho week, and who are unable to
attend on any other day; for that reason
the argument that "if they can't go on
Sunday they will go on some other day'
cannot be applied, and the mid-week attendance is not sufficient to pay the expenses of operating the theater.
"With respect to your spirit of fairness
to all. I request that you publish this letter so that the people of the city can
realize the lack of support we are having
and that if this movement is carried out
it will mean the end of amusements In
Frankfort."Kentucky News Notes.
Louisville. — Percy L. Smith, managei
of the local Mutual office, has purchased
a Maxwell car, and figures that he can
cover a great deal more territory out in
the state through the use of the car,
rather than the railroads.
. Louisville. — The Alamo theater Is now
showing Triangle Films during the latter
part of the week.
Paris. — Claude Raymond, of Cynthlana
has succeeded James Nelson as operator
at the Columbia.
Ellzabethtown. — The Masonic Temple
theater did a land office business while
showing: the film "Marvelous Maclste,*'
booked by the Big Features Rights Corporation of Louisville.
Madlsonville. — Manager Dozler, of tho
Garrick recently arranged a special evening for the benefit of the Knights and
Ladles of Security, when moving pictures
of the order's work during the year were
shown In addition to the usual show, and
the
ation.proceeds turned over to the organiz-
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Kansas City Has Censor Fever
Irritated by a Few Lurid Posters and "No Children" Signs and One or Two
tional Films, Local Censors Get Out Hatchets and Go Further than
Was

SensaThere

Any Need — May Test the Lawf ulness of the Censor's Methods.
By Kansas City News Service, 205 Corn B elt Building, Kansas City.

KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Kansas City went
last week throug^h the throes of what
some of the newspapers called a "cleanup" of moving pictures. Judge Coon of
the North Side police court fined two exhibitors and the two owners of the films
which had been shown without censorship
after being "called in," by F. F. McClure,
head of the recreation department that
censors films; and the judge announced
that he would co-operate with the censor
in causing a modification of some of the
classes of pictures being exhibited in the
lobbies to advertise certain films. Judge
Coon also asked the censors to see that
signs announcing that "children under 16
years of age not admitted" were taken
down, declaring that pictures not fit for
children to see, were not fit to be shown
in the city.
"No Children" Sign.
The attorneys declared that the signs
were intended to keep out children whose
presence was often a matter of discomfort
to adults.
"You put those signs up merely as a
bait," said Julge Coon. "They must come
down."
Consequently, the signs have been removed, the lobby photographs and paper
no longer show naked women, and the
advertising of the pictures is being modified. The two pictures, "Purity" and
"Protect Your Daughters." were shown
before the censors, and before the appeal
board, and condemned.
The exhibitors and the owners of state's
rights, were fined $25 each by Judge Coon,
but the fines were stayed.
It is possible that steps may be taken
to force a test of the ordinance under
which Mr. McClure acts in censoring pictures. Possible a request will be made to
have a review of the pictures after eliminations are made, and by injunctions and
appeals, get the case into higher courts.
Such steps have not been taken, however.
Lurid Advertising Started It.
The whole matter of censorship got into
this turmoil in the past few months, following the opening of the New Rialto
several months ago with pictures palpably
playing to sensationalism. One or two
other houses used the same kind of advertising, and suddenly several houses were
bidding for the same kind of business.
There was a flurry several weeks ago. when
the Kansas City Advertising Club received
a suggestion to attack the lurid lobby and
newspaper advertising under the honest
advertising law, the point made being
that the films were not as bad as the advertising indicated, and the public was
being fooled. At that time there was no
charge that the pictures being run were
of bad character — only that the advertising put suggestive thoughts Into the
minds of the public, and gave a false impression as to what pictures were being
offered in Kansas City.
During the past week, the lobby displays have taken on a cleaner look, and
the newspaper advertising is more
modest — and the theaters seem to be doing just as good business.
The Kansas City Star, which has compelled a modification of the advertising In
its columns of moving picture shows that
previously appealed to sensationalism, recently had the following editorial on its
first page:
The censor for the board of'publlc welfare, Mr. F. F. McClure. is trying to prevent the production of indecent motion
picture plays in Kansas City. The situation Is such that drastic action is necessary. Certain producers are turning to
salacious films as the best way to make
quick profits.
All their talk about high

moral purpose is bunk. Their aim is to
cash in on an appeal to the baser instincts. In justice to its young people the
city cannot afford to tolerate such plays.
Mr. McClure deserves hearty support in
his effort to clean up the motion picture
situation. He ought to have the support
particularly of the far-sighted men who
are financially interested in the motion
picture business. There Is no surer way
to kill it than to keep putting on nasty
plays.
W. C. Gookin Assumes Managership.
Kansas City, Mo. — W. C. Gookin. the
new manager of the Vitagraph branch at
Kansas City, who came from the Toronto.
Canada, office has assumed his new duties
in Kansas City. Mr. Gookin opened the
Canadian offices January of this year, and
was general manager of the Canadian
territory. Mr. Gookin, previous to his
opening of the Canadian offices, was traveling out of the New York office, studying
conditions on the west coast. He has been
with the company about two years. Mr.
Gookin has already moved his family to
Kansas City, and will settle here permanently. He is mighty glad to get back
into the United States, and believes he
will like Kansas City fine. L. H. Watrous
will manage the Toronto office.
H. C. Lloyd Guides Alhambra.
Springfield, Mo. — H. C. Lloyd, formerly
manger of the Aladdin, is now managing
the Alhambra.
Dan Meyers Building New Theatre.
Muskogee, Okla. — Dan Meyers, proprietor of the Broadway theater at Muskogee, Oklahoma, is building another big
new theater in that town, and he has
booked Fox service.
Frank Gehring Marries.
Kansas City, Mo. — Frank Gehring, a
salesman of the World Film Corporation
at Kansas City, recently went over with
his bride-to-be to Ola the, Kansas, to
be married. Olathe has the reputation of
being quite
for couples
Kansas
Cityans,
as aa Cupid's
nur. ber Parlor
of local
have gone there to be married.
New Center Theater's Orchestra.
Kansas City, Mo. — Samuel Zucker. who
will soon open his New Center theater at
Fifteenth and Troost, has engaged Joseph
Black, leader of the orchestra at the Baltimore hotel, to organize an orchestra for
the new theater. Mr. Zucker will make a
specialty of good music, adding to the
orchestra as conditions warrant.
He will
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start something entirely new among the
suburban theaters, a daily matinee, and
expects to get much business through this
feature. Only the downtown houses in
Kansas
all
day. City now give matinees in the
afternoon, and they of course are running
Vitagraph Opens Omaha Branch.
Kansas City, Mo. — W. C. Gookin, manager of the Vitagraph Film Service at
Kansas City, reports that a branch house
has been established at Cmaha, Nebraska,
at 111 Farnun- street. Mr. Denham
iralmer, formerly at the Denver office,
will
office. assume the management of the new
L. E. Fraker Goes to International.
Kansas City, Mo. — L. E. Fraker,
formerly traveler for the Triangle at
Kansas City, has recently accepted a position as road man for the International
branch at Kansas City.
Tom McKean with International.
Tom McKean, who for the past five
years was a traveler for the Paramount
at Kansas City, has recently joined the
forces of the International Film Service
at Kansas City.
Exchange
Business Notes.
C. S. Edwards, Jr., manager of the Pathe
exchange at Kansas City, recently made a
flying business trip to Springfield, Mo.
C. W. Hardin, manager of the Kansas
City Metro office, has just returned from
a short business trip to Wichita. Kansas.
G. E. Akers, special representative of
the Kansas City Feature Film Co., has recently finished an eight weeks' thorough
tour of Kansas, studying the conditions
in that section. He reports that exhibitors are doing well, and the motion picture business is steadily increasing.
Joe Levy, manager of the United Film
branch at Kansas City, has only been In
Kansas City a short time, but is already
generally well liked and is proving his
ability as a successful film man.
Frank Gehring, a salesman for the
World Film exchange at Kansas City, Is
temporarily in charge of the office during
the absence of Manager Richard Robertson, who has gone to New York on business.
G. W. Tinsley, salesman for the Artcraft Film service at Kansas City, recently
left for a short tour of western Iowa.
New Theaters and Changes.
Mason City, la. — Captain Heffner, proprietor of the Bijou theater at Mason City,
Iowa, is now on the border with company
D of the Iowa National Guard. Mrs. Heffner is now managing the theater.
Kansas City, Mo. — L. S, Bailey recently
purchased the Bonaventure theater of
Kansas City from Mrs. Minnie AberlU,
who is now looking for a new location.
Cameron, Mo. — A. E. Jarboe, formerly
the owner of the New theater at Carrolton,
Mo., is building a new theater at
Cameron.

Joplin Theater Succeeds in Spite of Alley
Wineland's

Hippodrome
Good

Has
Difficulties, But Is Attracting Patrons — Prospects
Despite Noise and Inconvenience.
tremendous lot of business in the way of
Joplin, Mo. — Wineland's Hippodrome
wagon traffic through that alley at night.
theater at Joplin, Mo., is doing a nice
business, against many disadvantages and
The wagons not only interfere with patrons entering the theater, but also make
obstacles — and the present prospects are
that Mr. Wineland will win out on the
a racket that disturbs the people In the
strength of his showmanship. He built
house, the acoustics being peculiarly adhis theater on the street next east of the
vantageous for the transmission of noises
from the rear. Mr. Wineland has of
main street of the city; and to secure
entrance on this thoroughfare, leased a
course the advantage of the 25-foot store
store room and made it a big long lobby.
space on the main street for advertising —
But visitors had to cmss the alley to enter
but it is rather expensive.
the theater by the rear door.
A ticket seller is stationed at the main
The city refused a .permit for a canopy
street entrance, and a ticket taker at the
to cover the alley, so that patrons would
rear door across the alley; there are also
not be incommoded in wet weather. The
sellers and takers at the main entrance
alley is paved — and there is apparently a
on the street, on which the theater faces.
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Prairie States News Letter
By

Kr.iiik II M;nlisi'n.
t'.:;3 S. Wabiish Ave .
Chicago.

Norfolk

Club Women Anxious.

NOltFOLK. NEB;— The germ of local
cmaorshlp la working; upon Norfolk
vvunien. The symptoms became apt with the declstun of an unofnctal
■iiltteo to 8oe If "The Common Law."
II at the Auditorium on Sunday, was
Monnble. There is a contention that
iilonal and moral pictures were
sed to Sunday phutoplayKoors. ManJack Howard offered a pre-showlng,
'tie women preferred to see the pleat a retcular show, and have all
09 for prejudice
eliminated.
National Association Incorporates.
Omali.i. Ntb. — The National Association
Of Photoplay Exhibitors lUed articles of
Incorporation with the county clerk here.
The inclrporators are Robert P. Wellels,
Harry A. Kyler, and Dean T. Patty.
Sioux City.

la.. Club Women Want to
Investigate.
City, la. — Members
of the Women's
Club
have
the moving pictureproposed
theaters to of Investigate
this city,
making a report on the moral, social and
educational qualities of the pictures, the
'.iry and the safety condition of the
The exhibitors would welcome any
nffs Upon the sanitary and safety condition, but have announced that they ('.o
not believe the censorship matter Is one
to be solved by club women.
Sioux

Two Theater Men Indicted.
Sioux City, la- — Indictments have been
returned by the grrand jury of the District
court asralnst John Waters and George
Ammerman. owners of the Lyric theater,
at 613 Fourth street. They were charged
with setting flre to their theater on October 2. Witnesses testified that they
found films stretched from one end of the
theater to the other on the morning that
the theater was found on fire. Both men
were released on bond.
Manager Stolte*s Thanksgiving Benefit.
Clinton. la. — Manager Arthur G. Stolte,
of the Palace theater, aided the poor of
the city by giving two Saturday matinees
At which children under fifteen were admitted by bringing two potatoes, two apples, or two of any kind of fruit or vegetable. The products went to the Thanksgiving dinner of the needy.
Big License Fee Brings Higher Prices.
Centei^lUe. S. D. — To the high cost of
living troubles of Centerville residents has
been added an increase of admission fees
to the local moving picture houses. It
now costs 15 cents for an adult to see a
•how. But the managers can warble the
refrain: "We didn't want to do It. but
you made us do it." The reason Is. the
Toters at a special referendum election
approved ordinances which placed a license of $150 a year upon a photoplay
house and also upon a dance hall.
New Theaters and Interesting Notes.
Fargo. N. D. — Fairy films will play an
Important part In the program of the
Oarrlck theater on Saturday mornings. In
addition to this, there will be a series
of educational pictures for children. These
shows are in co-operation with club women of the city, the Fortnightly club playing an Important partDickinson. N. D. — Ground has been
broken for the new Ray theater, and it
Is expected to open the house about December 20. It will be of brick. 20x100.
with a lobby of white enamel and mahogany and the auditorium. In old rosn
and Ivory. Mrs. W. G. Ray will manage
the house and Wilfred Leonberger will be
the operator and electrician.
Rhame, N. D. — The Town Hall association has Installed a larger plant to supply
power for the moving picture show.
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Higher Prices in Twin Cities
Minneapolis and St. Paul Exhibitors Feel the Pinch of the High Cost of Running
and Are Expected to Boost Admission Prices — Fifteen Cents May Be the
Bottom Charge After the First of the Year.
By

John

L.

Johnson,

8H

Produce

MINNEAPOUS. MINN.— Twin City exhibitors arc expected to get together
some time this week and confer with an
attorney regarding plans for raising their
admission prices uO per cent, on or about
January 1, 1917. A very poor summer
business and a none too startling early
fall patronage have added quite a few
gray hairs to the cranlums of the Twin
City film displaycrs and with aeroplane
food prices, coal prices, clothing prices,
keeping their patrons at home and no
chance of film rentals being reduced or
theater overheads being cut down the
S. R. O. sign Is giving way to the S. O. S.
placard hereabouts.
This does not mean that on the whole
the Twin City's theater business is on the
downward slope, but there are a good
number of exhibitors who touched bottom during the summer and are slow In
coming to the surface, even now, and 'ae
15-cent moving picture entertainment will
be gladly welcomed by the exhibitor.
There are a few theaters, but a drop In
the bucket, however, who do not look
with favor upon the Increased admission.
Whether the increased price will make
a hit with the public is not known, but
as the boss barbers say, "anybody that
can spend a quarter for a haircut can
afford 35 cents," so perhaps there will be
enough film fans at 15 cents a head.
B. S. Cohen Is Selznick Representative.
Minneapolis, JMinn. — Ben S. Cohen has
succeeded Phillip Lewis as northwest representative for the Selznick enterprises
and his temporary headquarters are at
the Hotel Radisson. Mr. Cohen states
he is the only authorized Selznick representative within Minnesota, the Dakotas
and northern Wisconsin, and warns exhibitors against doing business with anyone else using the Selznick name.
H. R. Brandt Opens Exchange.
H. R. Brandt has opened an exchange at
SH Produce Exchange and has among
other features "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
New Palace Theater Premier.
St. Paul. Minn. — The New Palace theater. Ruben & Finkelsteln's new (500.000
vaudeville and picture theater was opened
to the public on Monday evening, November 27, and capacity houses were recorded at each performance. The house is
located at Seventh and Wabash streets
and seats 3,000 persons. "The Scarlet
Runner" and other short features form
the picture
portion ofSr.,
theistheater's
gram. B. Wagner.
manager proof
the new theater.
Princess Closes Temporarily.
St. Paul, Minn. — The Princess theater
on Seventh street, closed Sunday evening.
November 26, when Its vaudeville was
transferred to the New Palace and work
of redecorating, remodeling and installing a large pipe organ In the theater has
been started. . The Princess will reopen
in about two weeks. Bert Goldman Is
manager of the house.

In and About the Twin Cities.
B. Wagner, Jr., former director of Unlversal-L-KO comedies and more recently
assistant to Herbert Brenon is in St. Paul
for a visit with his father.
Roy Fernandez, Universal star visited
Manager W. A. Mustarde, manager of the
Blue Mouse theater, St. Paul, two days
last week, while enroute to the Universal
City studios from New York. Packed
houses greeted Mr. Fernandez at the Blue
Mouse.

Exchinge, Minneapolis, Minn.
Minneapolis, Minn. — Rose Tapley. the
ever smiling film actress, who held forth
at the Vltagraph booth at the Chicago
convention. Is expected to arrive In
Minneapolis, shortly, for a visit to the exchange managed by W. K. Howard. When
she arrives Sliss Tapley may also speak
before several women's clubs and appear
at
theaters
runninglast.
"The Chattel," In
which
she appeared
Charles Q. Branham, publicity man, and
A. L. Kimball, cameraman, went to Chicago last Friday, to secure moving pictures of the Minnesota-Chicago football
game for exclusive showing at the Minneing apolis
Monday.Strand. The pictures were showElliott-Sherman's "Ramona" opened a
week's run at the Strand, St. Paul, November 26, at 25 cents admission, and
played to a good business,.
J. B. Smoot, manager of the Victor and
Milo theaters at Little Falls. Minn., was
a visitor to the Minneapolis exchange.
Manager Bert Beyers tad t, of the New
Garden theater at Rochester, Minn., has
put in an orchestra in his show house
and reports an Increased
business.
Bowlers May Dance.
Members of the aiinneapolis Film Men's
Bowling League will get together shortly
to arrange for their first annual ball,
which win probably be given in December. Receipts from this ball will be added
to the league's prize money to be distributed at the end of the year.
In the Northwest Towns.
Underwood, N. D. — The Opera House
has been opened to the public.
Bergen. N. D. — A building to be used
as dance hall and picture theater Is being
constructed here.
Butte. Mont. — E. C. Wadell's new $25,000 picture theater here, was opened.
Albert- Lea, Minn. — L. E. Tingley, having recently leased the B. B. theater here,
plans to open it within a few days.
Ada, Minn..- — Work on the new Orpheum
theater here, Is nearly completed.
Marion, S. D. — George Staley and Paul
Behrendt have leased the local opera
house and will display moving pictures.
Janesville. Wis. — The new Majestic
theater here was opened to the public.
Crosby, Minn. — H. Foels and H. J. Anderson have leased the Empress theater.
New Ulm, Minn. — Otto Zupfer has taken
over the license of the Gem theater.
Springfield, Minn. — George Harter has
bought the Grand theater here from Manager Mueller.

Nebraska Notes.
By Frank H. Madison. 623 S, Wabash Ave .
Chicago.
Fremont, Neb. — The First Congregational church has purchased a moving picture machine to be used In connection
with the church work.
Kearney, Neb. — The Crescent theater has
been re-opened.
Osmond. Neb. — F. H. Dickes has moved
his moving picture show Into the recei.tly erected Buchanan
bylldlng.
Carroll. Neb. — Mrs. Maude Samuelson
sold the Royal theater to B. R. Atkinson.
Aurora. Neb. — Labor Commissioner F.
M. Coffey ordered the "Birth of a Nation
Company" to place a fireproof top and
bottom In Its portable projection booth
before the show could proceed at the
Opera House here.
Bergen, N. D. — A new moving picture
theater
and dance hall Is being erected
here.
Milton, N. D. — C. W. Plain Is having the
opera house wired and will operate a private electric light plant.
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On St. Louis' South

World Man's Visits Show Business'
on Passing Two Dark Theaters,
So Many
Houses
Doing
Good
By A. H. Giebler, 4123

PICTURE

Broadway

Local Homestead — Tears Come to His Eyes
but He Chirks Up Once More When He Finds
Busi ness.
Westminster
PI., St. Louis, Mo,

ST. LOUIS, MO. — Broadway, south of
Chouteau avenue and north of Shenandoah, in addition to being one of the
most interesting streets in St. Louis, has
more theaters to the square inch than
any other highway in the city.
Beginning with Alex Papendricos'
White way theater, which, while not exactly on Broadway, being just up the hill
on Hickory street, but near enough to be
considered on that thoroughfare — and
counting on down to "Doc" Demko's
place, at Shenandoah, a distance of eight
blocks, there are just eight theaters, an
average of one to a block.
Time was when this district had more
shows than it has now; in fact. South
Broadway was the father, mother and
elderly aunt of the show business for this
end of the town, but that was in the
early days.
Times
Have
Changed.
The number of shows on South Broadway has decreased more than fifteen per
cent since the days when an empty store,
a handful of chairs and a bed sheet was
all that was needed to start in the show
business. But the substantial and upto-date houses that have replaced the
old-time shows, although fewer in number, have a greater seating capacity than
all of the others combined.
South Broadway has other interests besides its picture shows. It is in the old
French Quarter, and the daily and Saturday nightly scenes of the French Market
are particularly rich in local color and
all-around picturesqueness. All this, and
the fact that a correspondent can walk
from show to show and save care fare,
makes it an ideal place to gather news
and impressions; therefore we visited
South Broadway one night this week.
We found two of the eight houses
closed. One, the Carroll, because its former manager is busy with a fine, big new
place built a few months ago; and the
other, the Russell, has been closed for
some time because of too much competition.
Thrives With 185 Seats.
The first stop was made at the smallest
theater in the city, the Coliseum, in the
1200 block. Mrs. Sucher owns and operates the Coliseum, and in spite of the
fact that its total seating capacity is only
185, the place seemed to be in a thriving
condition.
A Neat and Cosy Little House.
A little further south, and diagonally
across the street, we found the Family
theater, and its manager, Chris Zotos,
standing out in the lobby with a smile
on his face in spite of the fact that a big
street fair and carnival was booming
away just around the corner. The Family
had a good crowd, and Manager Zotos
says he doesn't
thinga like
carnival
with a let
wilda little
man and
snakea
eater and an -Oriental dancer bother him
any. but all the same, it takes a pretty
good-natured man to smile when he sees
eo much of the small pocket change of
the neighborhood being carried off by a
band of fly-by-night showmen. The Family is a neat and cosy little theater, that
has been built up from a very small beginning.
Why
Giebler Wept.
We trie to stop at the Carroll next, but
as that is one of the closed houses on the
street, and as a closed theater Is the
saddest thing in the world to a World
correspondent, we passed on; and while
the tear drops were still glistening on
our long lashes, we ran right into an-

other closed show, the Russell,
to weep all over again.
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A Regular Bee Hive.
The Eagle, managed by that fine team.
Frank Root and his wife, was the nest
stop. This couple are pioneers among
South Side exhibitors, and have played
the picture game all up and down the
line. They started in business in a very
small building just one door north of
their present theater, and after two or
three years built the New Eagle, which
is a regular bee hive of activity. Mr- and
Mrs. Root are great believers in the
short subject program, and they offer a
splendid proof in support of the short subjects on the pages of their cash book,
where it is set down in black and white
for a period of several weeks, that the
Eagle box office took in more money with
a program of five reels of short plays
than it did when six and seven reels, including one long feature, were shown. Mr.
and Mrs. Root each give their personal
attention to the Eagle, and are regarded
as very successful
exhibitors.
H. Martin Who Knows Pictures.
After the Eagle we stopped at the Peerless, one of the finest houses on the
street. The Peerless is under the management of H. Martin, former manager
of the defunct Carroll. This house is almost brand new, and is modern and up
to date in every respect, and has a big
airdome alongside for the hot weather
business. The Peerless is at 1913-15 South
Broadway, seats 670 people, and is
equipped with every little thing and
every big thing that a modern picture
theater should have. Five and ten cents
admission is charged, and features form
the principal part of the program.
After talking with Mr. Martin, who is
"some" picture critic, and seems to know
the game from water to toothpicks, we
ambled down to the Shenandoah, owned
and operated and managed and personally
looked after by Dr. Fred Demko.
"Doc." Demko's Shanandoah.
This is the first time we had seen "Doc"
since that sad day in Chicago when we
met him in the Kaiser hof hotel with
wrath in his eye and a Western Union
communication in his hand, telling him
that some light-fingered and heavy-handed
parties with intent to commit larceny
had entered his airdome and taken possession of his projection machines. Doctor Demko says he has never seen hide
nor hair nor sprocket wheel of the two
machines, and the police were unable to
get any clues that would lead to the arrest of the thieves.
The Shanandoah has been going in for
heavy features of late, and "The Spoilers" was booked for two days ahead of
our visit. This fellow Demko has always
got a good card of some kind up his
sleeve, and we think the manner in which
he was arranging for "The Spoilers" is
worthy of passing along. The Shanandoah is a small house, and to handle a
nine-reel feature in the ordinary manner
would result In the house being packed
for the first performance, and a great
many people being disappointed. In order to overcome this, reserved seats were
sold for each of the two performances.
People holding tickets for the first show
were told to come at ten minutes to
seven, and those for the second show at
twenty minutes after nine. This pre^
vented crowding, confusion and disappointment of the patrons, and gave every
one a chance of seeing the feature
through from the first to the last reel,
and incidently made money for the house.

as the first show was entirely sold out,
and the bigger per cent, of tickets for the
second performance were gone three days
before the date of projection. We stayed
and talked to "Doc" till his show closed,
and then as we rode home on the eleven
o'clock car we said to ourselves: "If we
ever go into the show business we are
going down on South Broadway, where
there are so many friendly people, and
so many
live- wire exhibitors."

Portland News Letter
By

Abraham Portland,
Xelson, Oregon.
Journal
Casino Manager

Building.

Arrested.

PORTLAND.
H. and
C. American
Stevens,
A
manager of Oregon.—
the Casino
theaters, was arrested recently for showing a film that had not been censored.
The picture was "The Crimson Stain Mystery," the seventh episode of which was
in
few controversy
weeks ago. at the Pantages theater a
It seems that Mr. Stevens booked the
picture from the Metro office in Seattle
believing it had all been passed by the
Portland board when, as a matter of fact,
only seven episodes had been submitted
for official inspection. Several Portland
exhibitors cited Mr. Stevens' arrest as an
instance where the consolidation of exchanges and moving to Seattle worked a
hardship on Portland showmen. Had
Metro been located here, the exhibitors
said, the exchange would have taken care
of the censoring, removing the burden
from the exhibitor's shoulders.
Mrs. Col well, secretary of the censor
board, requested the police to ascertain
if the serial was being run in the city and
an officer reported it to be showing at the
American. The censor secretary viewed
the picture at the theater, discovered that
it was chapter eight and that it had not
been censored. She called an officer and
Mr. Stevens was arrested.
At the municipal court, Mr. Stevens
pleaded guilty to the technical charge of
showing a picture without official sanction and received a lecture in lieu of a
fine. Mrs. Colwell stated to the court that
she thought Mr. Stevens had not violated
the ordinance knowingly or wilfully and
suggested to the city attorney that the
case should not be vigorously prosecuted.
Screeners to Dance.
Portland, Ore. — Thanksgiving eve Is
scheduled as the date for the "Movie
Ball." the initial dance of the Portland
Screen Club. This organization is an offshoot of the Oregon
Association.
F. M.Motion
Simon Picture
ton, ofMen's
the
Standard Feature Film Company, is the
chairman in charge of the festivities and
he plans to introduce many terpsichorean
novelties heretofore unknown to Portland.
Items from Bend, Oregon,
Bend. Oregon. — F. A. Perin has taken
over the Bend theater from Catlow and
Donner. Mr. Perin formerly conducted
the Savoy theater at Eugene, Oregon.
L. C. Rudow, Dream theater, recently
made a trip to Portland to purchase the
balance of his equipment for the new
Dceam theater here which is about completed. Pete Sabo supplied him with a
new Power's
6 B.
Two Record Breaking Shows.
Portland, Ore. — It is befitting that the
two most popular shows in Portland in
months should be given a send-off to demonstrate that the photoplay fans in the
Rose City are not dead but merely waiting for good programs to bring them out.
One of the shows was Mary Pickford in
"Less Than the Dust." The bill was a
knock-out. It stood 'em up from noon
until closing and out in the rain part of
the time. The Columbia's girl ushers were
dressed in Hindu costumes and the men
attaches of the house were regaled as
British soldiers with white helmets. Manager E. J. Myrick
personally
worked
on
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the floor and bad his hands full with tho
crowds.
At the Star,
formerly
the rickfor«l.
Beatrice
Michelena
held
tho boardy
In
■The Unwritten Law."
The Star mana^ent had arranKed an elaborate lobby for
■ - occasion and ntandlHK r Htm was at a
:>-mlum at each of the seven days of tho
[•Kture's run.
Universal Exchange Is Thriving.
Torlland.
Oregor.. — The
Film
Supply
• mpuny of OreBun, hnndlln^ the Unlversai product and housinK
Blue Bird Illms,
la a decidedly active exchange these days.
In the absence of General
Manager
Gus
MetSKcr to Seattle, Sol Baum, who directs
the destiny of Bluebirds
In the Pacillc
\<>ri)iwest. is making things hum.
He reTts that a big ciimpalgn
is being arnged I'l exploit "The Eagle's Wings.'*'
^ hlch will be distributed
through
Orei;on, Washington. Idaho and Montana 'rem
the Portland ofHce.
Newcomer Is Well Received.
Portland. Oregon. — P. N. Mendelsohn, a
'"w man in the flim game, was a recent
.^^Itor in Portland,
bringing
with him
Pho
Unwritten
Law."
which
he
is
;..indllng
in this
territory.
He
was
formerly
In the wholesale
Jewelry
business. This Is Mr. Mendelsohn's first ptc'Mre and Portland
Is the second city In
lilch he has played it. Me was highly
ratified with the business
It did at the
.-^tac- He had previously played the picture in Seattle.
Heard on Portland's
Film Row.
Walla
Walla. Wash.— II. C. Tilley ha.s
Ad the Dime theater to J. H. McDonald.
Portland. Oregon. — E. A. Fleck, who
conducts the Peninsula theater, has taken
over the Mutual from Harry Hlatt. Mr.
Fleck recently purchased the building
bousing the Mutual.
Portland, Ore. — The Standard Feature
Film Company has become the representative for the American Standard M. P.
Corp. and will handle that concern's split
reel educational and scenlcs In this territory.
Portland, Ore. — Among the visitors in
Film Row were: Fred Mercy, w^ho controls the picture situation In North
Taklma, Wash.: Doc, S' C. Crews, Liberty
theater, Walla Walla; O. Phelps. Liberty.
Hillsboro, Ore. : Dr. H. H. Owens. Wigwam, Oakland, Ore.; H. G. Rosebaum, Artcraft. Seattle; Jack Lannon. Greater
Feature Film Co.. Seattle.
San Francisco
Newslets.
The Edwin H. Flagg Scenic Company,
of Los Angeles, has opened a branch In
the Pantages Building. 55 Market street.
Irving C. Ackerman, of Ackerman &
Harris, owners of the Hippodrome circuit,
left recently for the Northwest, and while
away will attend the opening of the new
house at Tacoma. Wash.
G. A. Metcalfe Is furnishing the equipment for the operating room of the
Sequoia theater at Sacramento, which is
being remodeled, and la also placing a
projection machine In the Belmont Military Academy, at Belmor.i, Cal.
California Briefs.
Paso Robles. Cal. — The Bell theater Is
'<-lng Improved by the addition of a new
front and an additional projection machine will be Installed by manager Wilbur Walker.
Templeton. Cal. — F. Clausen Is remodeling his theater and has removed the
stage to the other end of the building.
Angels Camp, Cal. — J. G. French, of
Sonora, has taken over the moving picture house formerly conducted by J. L.
Davis.
Santa Barbara. Cal. — The Argng theater
has been purchased by C. G. Stlnson.
Woodland, Cal. — The Rex theater is being r iraodeled by R. F. Dubon.
Napa. Cal. — A moving picture theater
with a seating capacity of 1.200 is to be
rected by Fisher & Arens, formerly of
-.in Francisco.
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^'Intolerance" Breaks Record at the Columbia
Engagement

for Four Weeks for Picture in San Francisco Has Been
Extended
and Road Shows Rerouted— Full Houses AU Along.
Ity T .\ Church. 1507 North i?lreet. Bt-rktley. Cal.
ater Tulare, Tulare, Cal.. who came up
SAN
FRANCISCO. Cal. — All former
in his auto and remained for a week;
records for attendance at moving picMrs. May Pette iglll. of PttenglU &
ture entertainments at the Columbia thePettengill, Eureka; W. S. Webster, of
ater have been broken at the present enthe Strand theaters of Woodland and
gagement of the D. W. Grimth masterDunsmnir;
A. C. Chamberlln, of Madera;
piece. "Intolerance." and since practically
Walter Kvana. of Dlnub., who bought a
all of the large productions have had their
new
piano
and
new projection equipment
local premier in this house a record has
for the Mission theater, and Mrs. Racbael
been set for Northern California. It was
M.
Black,
manager
of the Strand theater,
Intended originally to show this film here
Los Gatos.
for but four weeks, but the interest in It
proved to be so great that arrangements
Tivoli Offers Music Festival.
were made to re-route several road attractions and to extend the engagement
San Francisco, Cal. — The management of
until December 3. The last performance
the T. & D. Tlvoll theater has invited the
on this date will mark the one hundred
general public to its beautiful photoplay
and eleventh one and from present inhouse on Thanksgiving morning to endications It would acem that the film
Joy a sacred concert. This will last for
could be profitably shown much longer.
one hour and will be free to all. The
When asked a question in regard to
big pipe organ will be played by orthe figures for attendance manager Daly
ganists of renown and In addition there
will be vocal selections.
stated that the capacity of the house was
about fifteen hundred, and that It had
been filled at practically every performNew Manager for United.
ance. An orchestra of thirty pieces, and
San Francisco. <;:il. — A. E. Beck, forma chorus of twenty- four voices form a
erly booker for the United Film Service,
feature of the attraction, and in all slxtywas recently appointed manager of the
tiiree persons are connected with the
local branch. President M. A. Levy, who
presentation of the film. As soon as the
has been at the Seattle branch for the
local engagement comey to an end th«
past three weeks Is expected back at an
production is to be taken to the cities of
early date.
the Northwest.
Empress Theater to Be Picture House.
San Francisco, Cal. — The Empress theater on Market street, which has been
featuring moving pictures very strongly
of late as a part of the vaudeville bill
offered. Is to be remodeled at an expense
of $30,000, an organ costing a similar sum
to be Installed, and tho house transformed
Into a home for high-class photoplay attractions, according to manager Sidney
Grauman. This matter has been under
consideration for some time, following the
great success met with In presenting
"Purity" and other attractions, and the
decision was reached when "The Libertine" packed the house for a week. D.
J. Grauman, father of Sidney Grauman, is
now in New York and has sent word
that he Is making arrangements for securing a number of fine films for this
house. One of the interesting bookings
recently made is that of the "Lure of
Venus," a local production about which
there was a legal tangle In the courts a
short time ago.
All Star Feature News.
San Francisco, Cal. — When Sol L. Lesser,
of the Ail Star Feature Distributors, returned recently from New York, he not
only brought with him the rights to "War
Brides," but those for "Civilization" as
well, and Is now looking over the field
preparatory to offering these as 25, 50 and
75 cent attractions,
E. M. Asher, one of the most popular
young men in the film business. Is again
with this concern as special representative, and will assist in handling the big
attractions now on hand. Leon D. Netter,
formerly manager of the local office of
the All Star, but who Is now In business
In the East, Is to visit San Francisco during the Christmas holidays, and his many
friends are waiting eagerly to welcome
him to his former home.
M. Rosenberg was a recent visitor here
from Seattle, and made arrangements
with Mr. Leaser to take over the Oregon
and Washington rights to "The Libertine."
Many Exhibicors Visit the City.
San FranclHi o, C'al.— An unusually large
number of exhibitors have been here of
late from outside points and all report
that business in the country districts Is
showing a great improvement. Among
those noted during the past few days
have been S. J. Greenwood, of the The-

Much

Developing and Pinnting Work
Done.
San Francisco. Cal. — The developing and
printing plant of Edw. H. Kemp, In the
Commercial building, has been extremely
busy of late, some regular studio work
is being handled in addition to industrial
films. The machine department has also
been active, projection equipment having
been shipped recently to the Auburn theater. Auburn. Cal., the Grand theater,
Santa Cruz, as well as to other houses.
"Paramount

Girl'* Assists at House
Opening.
Oakland, Cal. — Miss Anita King, the
"Paramount Girl." came up from Los
Angeles this week and assisted at the
opening
magnificent
3,500 seat
the'
ater
of of
thetheTurner
& Dahnken
Circuit,
which will be described in full in t^e
Moving Picture World. The event was
of more than ordinary interest to her as
she operated the steam shovel whicb
broke ground for this house last year.
Miss King is becoming known here &•
the official theater opener.
Film Stars in Person
at Impeiial.
San Francisco, Cal. — The Imperial theater rarely ever departs from its policy
of a weekly change, but the recent engagement of "The Soul of Kura-San"
proved to be so successful that this production was retained for a second week.
In addition the services of Miss Myrtle
Stedman. Sessue Hayakawa and Tsuru
Aoki were secured, and these stars have
been appearing in person both afternoons
and evenings. To further accommodate
those desiring to see this production, performances were started by manager Partington at 11 o'clock In the morning. Instead of after twelve o'clock.
Organ Recital Delights Crowd.
Sacramento, Cal. — The recital which
marked the formal opening of the new
$12,000 organ at the T & D theater called
out a large attendance, prominent musicians and music lovers of the city beinff
among the number. It was an Important
musical
event.
The organ Is claimed to be the largest
in Northern California and consists of
2.800 pipes, ranging from the roost minuM
to the largest, with 32 stops.
George Walsh, a prominent organist 4lK
San Francisco,
rendered
tho program.
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A Big Change in Five Years
Pioneer of Local Residence Theater Business Tells Seattle World Correspondent
of the Difference that He Finds — Neighborhood Janitors as Press Agents —
Some Original Methods.
By s. J- Anderson, Benvenuto, East Seattle. Wash.
SEATTLE. WASH.— It is interesting to
hear George W. Ring, of the Society
theater on Broadway, talk about the difference in running a residence theater
five years ago, when he opened the first
one in Seattle, and in running one today.
"The problem then," said Mr. Ring,
"was not how to get the people there, but
what to do with them when they came.
Why, I have stood here night after night
when I first opened this house, and. looking out over the standing crowd, said
desperately. 'I wish they'd stop coming.
I don't know what I'm going to do with
them.' There's nothing like that now,
though. You have to go out into the
highways and byways after them these
days."
And Mr. Ring does that, literally. His
theater is situated in a high-class, closein residential district, and the proximity
of two or three other good theaters limits
the territory of his patronage: yet the
fact that two people have not missed one
of the four changes a week, since he
opened the Society theater five years ago.
and that many others seldom ever miss a
change, while new ones are constantly
forming the habit, shows that Mr. Ring
has not only treated them properly when
they came, but that he has got them when
he went out after them. He has introduced several innovations in residential
theater advertising to Seattle exhibitors,
some of these being ideas he took from
exhibitors in other parts of the country,
while some of them were entirely original. He was the first manager of a theater of this class to use twenty-four sheet
stands. The ones he uses are posters with
the announcement of the play, the date
and the theater below. They are placed
along all the main car lines of the city.
Mr. Ring says that he has tried newspaper advertising, but finds that it does
not pay. The larger ads of the downtown theaters so overshadow the suburban manager's little inch or two that the
people simply do not see it. What he considers his most effectual means of steady
advertising is his little house organ,
called "Society Weekly News." In this,
besides articles about the pictures and
announcements of the programs for about
three weeks ahead, there are little personal items about patrons of the theater,
which Mr. Ring has found pleases them.
Finds Janitors Are Good Press Agents.
There are a number of apartment
houses in the immediate vicinity of The
Society, ami the manager has discovered
that the janitors are excellent advertising agents. He takes around a complimentary ticket to the new janitor, also
some heralds and a few copies of "Society
Weekly News." The janitor or janitress,
whichever it happens to be, distributes
the papers, comes to the theater, and, ten
to one. becomes a regular patron and usually brings several others each time.
But Mr, Ring's absolutely original plan.
by which he literally, as we said, brings
them in from the highways and byways,
was announced in the current issue of
his house organ. It is an offer to bring
to the theater on rainy nights in his new
five-passenger auto anyone who will call
him Georgetown
up and askor him:
"If yovi
don't plac&
live
at
Ballard
or some
enually
far away."
verya
far out assuburbs.
He those
has being
not had
chance to try out his plan, because Seattle
has had such an unusual spell of good
weather, but he thinks he can work it
all right on account of tlie crowds coming so much earlier than they did before
the dry law went into effect. This is a
change which nearly all the theater managers have noticed, and they account for
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it by the lack of life and stir on the
downtown streets.
Mr. Ring started in the motion picture
business in 1909 with two theaters in
Portland. The next year he went to San
Pedro, Los Angeles' harbor suburb, and,
with a partner, bought three of the four
motion picture houses in the town. They
closed one of the three and ran the other
two very successfully, until Mr. Ring sold
out and came to Seattle in 1911. He first
built the Broadway theater just a block
from where he is now doing business,
then a few months later he built the Society and ran both of them for a time.
Finally he closed the Broadway, which
was the first residence theater opened in
Seattle, and has given his entire attention for about five years to the Society,
except for one season when he toured the
Northwest with a picture of his own.
When he opened the Society he introduced several innovations learned in the
South. This was the first theater in Seattle to have two motion picture machines, and the first to have loge seats
for which more than ten cents was
charged. The Society is a very pretty
house, well lighted and very well ventilated. It seats 450 and has a pipe organ
of very rich tone and volume. It undoubtedly deserves its reputation as the
leading residential theater in the city.
Changes in Branch of G. A. Metcalfe Co.
Seattle, Wash. — W. L. Stern, sales manager for G. A. Metcalfe Company, is in
Seattle for a stay of several weeks. He
expresses himself as highly pleased with
the business that is coming in from the
Northwest territory in response to the
service given to exhibitors here. Mr.
Stern is extremely optimistic at the outlook. He says that the Seattle theaters
are the finest on the Pacific Coast, but
that he expects many of the smaller cities
to install more modern equipment in the
next few months. He brings "with him
several new agencies, including special
electric novelty signs, photographic studio lamps, and new box office devices.
Several additions have been made to the

staff in the Seattle store. E. L. Shwetzer
has been appointed branch manager to
succeed G. L. Waring, who has gone into
business for himself. Dr. P. Metcalfe will
join the sales force, and additions have
been made to the office force. Mr.
Shwetzer is a pioneer motion picture man,
having been engaged in every branch of
the business, including his own supply
house in California, also film exchange,
traveling road shows, and operating.
Alaska

Exhibitor'sBoat.Machines

on

Last

Seattle. Wash. — There was quite a lot
of excitement down at the waterfront last
week, when the G. A. Metcalfe people, in
response to repeated wires from Robert
J. Peratovich of Klawock, Alaska, were
making every effort to get a Powers Cam-eragraph off to him on the last boat to
sail for the far North this winter. At
last the machine was safely placed in the
well-loaded ship, and Mr. Peratovich will
be able to run his show this season.
Chinese

Chamber
of Commerce
Uses
Pictures.
Seattle. Wash. — To entertain one of
their prominent visiting committees recently the Chinese Chamber of Commerce
of this city resorted to pictures. The operator informs us that the lecture which
accompanied the pictures would have been
very interesting if he could have understood It.
Intemational's
Temporary
Quarters.
Seattle, Wash. — International Film Service, Inc., has opened an office in Seattle
with temporary quarters at 12141^ Fourth
avenue. As soon as the new exchange
building is finished International will
move into it.
Hugh Rennie Resigns.
Seattle, Wash. — Hugh Rennie, Northwest manager for World Film Corp..
handed in his resignation this week to
John W. Drum, World's coast division
manager, who is in the city. Mr. Rennie
will probably go to New York and the
World forces there. Mr. Drum will remain in Seattle until he gets the office
going smoothly with a new manager.
Film men and exhibitors alike will be
sorry to see Mr. Rennie leave the city, for
he has made many friends during his
six months in Seattle. Previous to coming here in May he was manager at Salt
Lake City for a year.

Tacoma
Thanksgiving
FundWeek Week
Colonial TheaterExhibitor's
to Devote Its Entire
Net Profits for One Whole
to Local
Charity — Patrons Help in the Programs.
TACOMA. Wash.— H. T. Moore, manager
of the Colonial, Tacoma's leading motion
picture theater, struck upon a big idea
when he conceived the notion of devoting
all of one week's profits to the poor of
the city. The idea was big both in a
human and in a business way. Then he
set to work to get results in proportion
to the inspiration. In the first place he
selected for this week's feature not one
of his less important, less expensive films,
but one of his best, and certainly the most
expensive drawing card on his season program, i. e. Mary Pickford's "Less Than
the Dust." Then he went to the leading
charitable organizations of the city, viz.,
the Anti-Tuberculosis League. The Y. W.
C. A., and an organization from the
Catholic churches and one from the
Protestant churches, and put the matter
up to them of helping to make his Thanksgiving Fund Week a success. All of them
were very glad to co-operate with Mr.
Moore, with the result that several unusual attractions were added to the daily
programs, and the event was advertised
more effectually than any amount of business publicity would
have accomplished.

The Orpheus Club, a musical organization
of the best voices in the city, donated
their services for the opening Sunday;
the Reid French Piano Company sent a
boy soprano to sing at one day's performances: a society girl with a fine contralto voice furnished special music for
another day: and another society woman,
a soprano, for still another day. Mr.
Moore also arranged that a good speaker,
in the person of a one time actor, should
address each audience, explaining to the
people that the management wished them
to feel that this was" their own plan for
making the poor families of the town
happy on Thanksgiving Day, and that if
it was a success they were to feel that
they had done it.
That it is a success is already assured,
though the week is little more than half
gone, so well assured that Mr. Moore and
the committees working with him have
decided that to each of the 53 destitute
families that have been reported to them
they can give not only the Thanksgiving
basket, the only gift they first planned to
send, but shoes and clothes for the children as well.
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Personals.
S.-atllo. Wash.
A. C Anderson,
of th«
■■■>llo, T.icoin:», waa downtown this week
r I ho ilrst tiiiir 8lnco an operutlon
on
his kneo.
lie haa beon convalescing
at
tho homo of his mother In this city, and
wtll not be able to return to his regular
work for 8onu> weeks, but flhn men In
Seattle were Rla<l to see once more his
smiling face and hear his good-natured
laugh.
L.. H. Sutton, of Seattle. Is leaving
shortly for Hamilton. Mont., to open tho
Opera House with pictures.
This Is the
first time tho house has been used as a
picture theater.
Ralph R. RufTner. manager of Spokane's
Uberty theater, was In Seattle this week
making now bookings and Investing in
new motion picture machines.
He bought
two of the latest model Dalrd projectors
from the G. A. Metcalfe store.
1* L. Hyor. manager of the Wberty theater. Monroe.
Wash., and J. G. Ferpuson.
of tho
Wena tehee
theater,
Wena tehee.
Wash, were also in town purchasing new
equipment In the way of screens, and also
visiting the exchanges.
E. A. Luperl. manager
of the Dream
theater. Aberdeen, and George
Hayos, of
tba Hayes
Everett, were alsovlsItors
at thetheater.
exchanges.
BRITISH

COLUMBIA

NOTES.

Starting a Serial Right
Winnipeg. Man. — hi. F. Seammans, manager of the Strand theater, has just gone
a step farther than any other local house
In getting a large number of people Interested In the llrst episodes of a serial.
He Is running "The Yellow Menace" at
the Strand, and during the week in which
the third epl.'fode was beln^r shown, free
exhibitions of the tlrst two episodes were
given on three successive days, from 11.30
A. M. to 12.45. and from 5.00 to 6. 15 P. M.
Thus many additional people got the start
of the story, and it is expected thil a
large portion of them will continue to follow it.
New Theater Companies.
Victoria. B. C — The Western Theater
Company, with Its principal place of business at Vancouver, has been Incorporated
for 120.000.
The AUdra Theater Company. Limited,
will open a new play house at Fernie, B.
C. The company has Just been Incorporated.
Frank McQueen Opens the Garland.
Edmonton. Alberta. — The Garland Theater, on Jasper avenue, which has been
closed for some time, has just been reopened by Frank McQueen, a well known
local man. The house has been entirely
renovated and redecorated, and a new
projection machine has been Installed. Mr.
Garland is using Bluebird and Red Feather productions, with music furnished by a
five-piece orchestra.
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Disagreement Among Censors
Manitoba-Saskatchewan Joint Board Now Disjointed— Two Provinces Can No
Longer Agree on Censoring Film— Will Now Be Guided by Simultaneous
But Independent Judgments by Two Boards.
By E. C. Thomas. 821 Uogers Building, Vancouver.
Wl.N.NN'Kt;. MAN. — The Manitoba-Saskatchewan "Joint censoring board."
making a specialty of deleting anything
reHi-nihling u Joint in a moving picture
film, has become disjointed.
Under the arrangements previously In
force, there have been two appointees to
the censor board from - Manitoba, and
only one from Saskatchewan, and all censoring for the two provinces has been
done in this city. Recently, however, there
have beeki complaints from ollictals at
Keglna that the censorship ijtandards established by the board were not satisfactory to the Saskatchewan government,
which thought that the lines should be
more tightly drawn. It was at length
decided that definite action must be taken,
and Hon. J. A. Calder came to Winnipeg
to confer wltJi Provincial Treasurer Edward Brown.
At the result of their discussion, it Is
announced that the Joint financial arrangement between the two provinces,
providing for an equal division of any
profits or deficits resulting from censoring, haw been severed, and each province
will hereafter do its own censoring, A
plan to establish a separate board for
Saskatchewan at Uegiila was considered,
but It was decided that In this way needless expense would be incurred. Thus
the work will continue to be done at Winnipeg, both boards sitting together at
the govcrnnieiifs new projection rooms in
the rarllament Buildings. Under this plan
thf films will have to be run over only
once for the two provinces. A new representative for Saskatchewan will be appointed, giving each board two members.
Alberta, which for some time has accepted the decisions of the joint board,
although it was not actually a party to
the Inter-provincial arrangements, must
now prepare to do Its own censoring on
a more extensive scale, or decide which of
the other boards It will follow.

B. C.

been covered
with carpet of a soft red
lone.
Additional work Is now In progress
on tho Installation
of a new ventilating:
plant.
Interesting Situation in Alberta.
Vancouver, B. ( " ■ — H. J. Allen, manager
of the wosiein head olllce of the Famous
Players, locutcd Iti Calgary, Alberta, waa
a recent visitor to this city, spending a
few days with Manager Ben Soskln of
the local branch.
Mr. .Mien reports a peculiar condition in
Calgary and the prairie provinces generally. While there Is general prosperity
In that section, he states, the country Is
so sparsely setth-d that there are not
enough people to Insure full houses at all
the theaters, even were the entire theatergoing population to attend regularly. The
population of practically all points in
western Canada has diminished very apl>reclahly within the past two years, both
on account of the war and from other
causes. The only solution seems to rest
in some plan by which the proportion of
theater-goers may be Increased or else
to raise the admission price, which is now
rtfteen cents In the better houses. Mr.
Allen informed the World representative
that Calgary exhibitors are now seriously
I'onsidering a concerted raise to twentyfive cents.
Manager Milligan's Street Car Ads.
Calvary. .\lbf ria, — ManaRfi- Milligan ot
thf l'aiit;mfs tljfatif litre recently
evolved an a<lvertlsing i<ie-.t that set the
whole town wi>n<lering and talking, and
linally gave tremendous publicity to tho
Pathe
serial.
Shielding
Sh.ndow."
which was
about"The
to start
at the house.
As
shown in the photograph, the advertising
was painted on the glass of street car
vestibules, the design and lettering show-

National Theater Improved.
Winnipeg. Man. — Without closing th<
house except during the usual hours, ^I
J. Williamson has completed extonslvr
Improvements and a complete renovation
of the National theater. The foyer has
been completely changed in appearance,
having been *-ntlrely redecorated by Edward Du Bois. a well known artist in this
line. The walls have been finished in
cream and gold, and the woodwork In white
Draperies of old rose silk and velour
add a touch of softness to The general color scheme. Dainty mirrors In gold frames
are placed conveniently in the panels, and
at one end of the foyer a rest room for
ladies haa been provided.
The floors have

Winnipeg Laborifes Want Setter Operators
Trades and Labor Council Asks for Stricter Examinations
Into the Qualifications
of Would-Bc Machine Operators.
WINNIPEG. MAN.— A delegation from
return*'d soldiers, with the Idea of prev«*ntlng the granting of licenses to them
the Trades and L.ibor Council, headed by
until they are thoroughly efUclent.
R. A. RIgg. M. P. P., recently appealed to
Hon. Edward Brown to take steps to see
that the qualifications for moving picFor Individual Towels and Cups.
ture operators are raised to a higher
standard. They declared that it was highWinnipeg, Man. — A change of considerly dangerous for unskilled men to do this
able Importance to Manitoba exhibitors
work, and announced themselves In favor
is Involved In a set of new regulations
of the Institution of rigid examination of
Just put in force by the provincial board
applicants for licenses.
of health. These provide that hereafter
no public drinking cups or common towels
Mr. Brown announced himself as In fashall be maintained In any public place, or
vor of anything tending toward safety,
and took the matter under advisement.
in any place where a number of people
congregate. Individual towels and cups
It is suggested that this move may have
(which may be of paper) must be supsome connection with the government's
plied, or there must be none at all.
proposal to teach the art of operating to

Novel

Advertising for Panlages Theater,

Calgary, Alberta.
ing up white against a black background
in the daytime, while at night, with tho
interior of the cars illuminated, the white
portions were transparent. When the advertisInR" first appeared, only the staring
eyes and the hand holding the dagger
were used, and after the curiosity of the
people had been worked up. the name was
sprung. As the Pantages is the only house
in town using this serial, the name of the
theater Is not mentioned, as It was decided that the very fact of its being omitted would cause more questions and general conversation In regard to the picture.
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WORLD

Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Rehases for Weeks Ending December 16 and December 23
(For Extended

Table

of Current

Releases

See Pages

1704, 1706, 1708, 1710.')

General Film Company

General Film Company
Advance Releases

Current Releases
MONDAY,

DECEMBER

11,

1916.

SBLIG — Twisted Trails (Three parts — Drama)
21514-15-16
VITAGRAPH — Accident Is the Best Policy (Comedy)
21617
SELI(3— Selig-Tribune No. 99 (Topical)
21518
BIOGRAPH — Her
Sacrifice
(Reissue— Drama)
21519
TUESDAY,

DECEMBER

TUESD.4Y,
21520-21

and the' Artist (Comedy)

WEDNESD.IY,

DECEMBER

21522

13, 1916.

ESSANAY — Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 20 (Cartoon Comedy)
Long Beach, Cal. (Scenic)
VIM FEATURE COMEDY — Charity Begins at Home
(Comedy)
KALEM — The Stain of Chuckawalla
(No. 19 of The
Girl From Frisco)
(Two parts — Drama)
BIOGRAPH — The
Honor
and
the Law
(Reissue)
(Two parts — Drama)
THURSDAY,

DECEMBER

SELI(3 — Selig-Tribune No. lOO
VIM — No Release This Day.
FRID.l^Y,

21524
21525-2a
21527-28

SATURD.AY,

■WEDNJESD.AY,

KALEM — On
the
'Frisco)
(Two

DECEMBBER

19, 1916.

DECEMBER

Brink
of War
(No.
parts — Drama).

THURSD-W,
21529

IS,

DECEMBER

1916.

20, 1916.

ESS.^N.'i.Y — Taking
the Count
(Comedy).
VIM FEATURE
COMEDY — Title not yet reported.

14, 1916.

DECEMBER

SELI(3 — Selig-Tribune No. 103
VISI — Title not yet reported.

(Topical).

1916.

20

of

21,

"The

Girl

From

1916.

"Grant.
1916.

KALEM — The Menace (No. 9 of Grant. Police Reporter) (Drama)
VITAGRAPH — Bears and Bullets
(Comedy)
VIM — What's
the Use
(Comedy)

ESSANAY — The Burning Band (Two
(No. 1 of Is Marriage Sacred)

18,

ESSANAY — The Little Brown Mole
(Black Cat Feature)
(Two
parts — Drama).
KALEM— The Fatal Violin (Comedy).
Drama). — A. Daughter
BIOGRAPH
of
Earth
(Reissue — Two
parts —

21523
21523

(Topical)

DECEMBER

DECEMBER

12, 1916.

ESS.^NAY — In a Looking Glass (Installment No. 2
of The Black Cat Series) (Two parts — ComedyDrama)
KALEM — The Icemen

MONDAY,

BIOGRAPH — The Conscience of Hassan Bey (Reissue — Drama).
SELI(3 — Sellg-Trlbune
No. 101 (Topical),
SELIG — The
Five Franc Piece
(Three Parts — Drama).
VIT.\GRAPH — A Lesson for Somebody
(Comedy-Drama).

21531
21532
21533

16, 1916.
parts — Drama)

FRIDAY',

KALEM — The
Tiger's
Claw
(No. 10
of
porter")
(Drama).
VITAGR.^PH — \ Bit of Bent Wire
(Drama).
VIM — Wreckless Romeos
(Comedy).
SATIIRD.\Y,

21534-:5

VITAGRAPH — Pep's Legacy
(Three parts — Drama)
(Broadway
Star Feature)
~.
21536-37-38
KALEM — The
Midnight
Express
(No.
110 of The
Hazards
of Helen railroad series)
(Drama)....
21539
SELIG — The Road to Fame
(Drama)
21540

DECEMBER

DECEMBER

Police

Re-

23, 1916.

ESSAN.\Y — Dancing
With
Folly
(Second
of
"Is
Marriage
Sacred")
(Two parts — Drama).
KALEM — The Vanishing Box Car (No. Ill of "The Hazards of
Helen Railroad Series")
(Drama).
SEL1(^ — The Man He Might Have Been
(Drama).

COMPLETE AND ACCURATE LISTS si Refular Prsfmn and Fmture Pictum Can Alwsya Ba Obtaiaad from tha Pa(aa ■( tha M«tIb( Flo
tura World. Thaaa ara PubUahed Twa Wacka In Advaaca of Relaaaa Daya to Enable Exhlbltora to Arran«a Tbair Comlnc Proirmma. Tka
Stertea of the Pictiirea im Most Cases ara Published on a Like Schedule. Each Synopsis is Headed by a Cast, the Players' Naraea Being Ib
Parentheaia.
Lay Out Yaur EntertainmeBt From the Infonnatioo in the Moving Picture World and You Will Not Go Wrong.

STATE

RIGHTS

BUYERS

ONE ROUND O'BRIEN
The

funniest

half reel comedy

Directed

From the Popular Magazine story The Supreme
Bumper's Degree by Charles E. Van Loan

by

MacK

produced

Sennett

Reier all inquiries to BIOGRAPH COMPANY
"T^'East 176th Street, New York City, N. Y,

i
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WORLD

Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases for Weeks Ending December 16 and December 23
(For Extended

Table

of Current

DECEMBER

10, 1016.

DECEMBER

01987
01988
019S8
01989

FEATHER — The Morals of Hilda (Three parts
— Drama)
NESTOR — Two Small Town Romeos
(Comedy)
DECEMBER

DECEMBER

01994

13, 1916.

01995
0199$
01997

14, 1916.

01998

Victor — It Didn't Work Out Right
(Comedy)
REX — The Lawyer's Secret (Two parts — Drama)...
POWERS— In the Land
of King
Cotton
(Educational)
FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

DECEMBER

DECEMBER

IS, 1916.

02006

DECEMBER

18,

UNIVER.SAL
— Drama)

DECEMBER

SPECIAI^-Little

Partner

1916.
02009
02010
02011

19, 1010.

(Three parts

02012

VICTOR—
So This Is Paris (Special' reiease) ' (Coml
edy)
VICTOR — No regular Victor this day.

02013

WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

20, 1916.

L.\EMMLE — No regular Laemmle release this day.
L-KO — Shooting His Art Out (Two parts — Comedy)
UNIVBRSAI^-Animated Weekly No. 51 (Topical)..
LAEMMLE— Homeless
(Special release)
(Drama)..
THURSD.VY,

DECESIBER

02014
02015
02016

21, 1916.

REX — The Ivy and the Oak (Two parts — Drama)
BIG Tr — No regular Big U this day.
POWERS — No regular Powers this day.
BIG U — (Special release — Title not yet reported)

TUESD-VY,

DECE.MBER

...

'

12, 1918.

No. 6— The
(Travel)

DECEMBER

Nile,

13, 1916.

MUTUAL — Mutual Weekly No. 102 (Topical)
G.4.UMONT — See America First (Scenic)
Kartoon Komics (Cartoon)
THURSD-VY,

DECEMBER

MUTUAL — (A

two-reel
subject,
title
ported)
MUTUAL — Beach
Birds
(Comedy)

MUTU.-Vl
MUTUAL

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— Liberty No. IS— The Wolfs
Nemesis
(Two parts — Drama)
RED FEATHER— Mixed Blood (Five parts— Drama)
NESTOR — It Sounded Like a Kiss (Comedy)
TUESDAY,

MUTUAL FILM PRODUCTIONS — Miss Jackie of the
Navy (Five parts — Drama)
(160).
MUTUAL — The False Clue (Two parts- Drama)

DECEMBER

MUTUAL — Uncle Sam's Defenders
.at the Border
(Topical)

REX — (No regular Rex this day).
REX — Love
or an Empire.
Special
releace.
(Two
parts — Drama)
POWERS — Sammie
Johnsin
and
the
Wonderful
Lamp — Comedy
Cartoon)
Majestic Ceylon as Seen by Dr. Dorsey (Educacational)
MONDAY,

05220'

PRID.AY,

1916.

1916.

159.)
MUTUAL
STAR PRODUCTIONS — Lonesome Town
(American) (Five parts — Comedy drama) (No.

02004
02006

10,

05218-1»

WEDNESDAY',
02002
02003

J6, 1916.

17,

DECEMBER

VOGUE — Shot in the Fracas (Two parts — Drama) . .
GAUMONT— Reel
Life No. 32 The
Olive
Industry
(Two parts — Mutual Film Magazine)
MONDAY,
DECEMBER 11, 1916.

GAUMONT — Mutual World Tours
Carcassone and Lake Lucerne"

BISON — The
Taint
of Fear
(Two
parts — Drama) . .
LAEMMLE — No release this day.
JOKER — Their Dark Secret (Comedy)
LAEMMLE — Mother's Guiding Hand (Dr.ama) Special)
SUND.VY,

02023
02024

Mutual Film Corporation

01999

IMP — Scratched
(Two parts — Drama)
REX — No release this day.
NESTOR— I'm Tour Husband (Comedy)
BIG U — The Wrong Heart (Drama)
(Special) .
S-\TURD.\Y,

0202O
02021

(Comedy)

SATURDAY', DECEMBER 23, 1916.
BISON — Fighting Joe (Two parts — Drama)
L-^EMMLE — No regular Laemmle *this day.
JOKER — Jags and Jealousy
(Comedy)
REX — (Special release — Title not yet reported)...

SUNDAY,
01993

LAEMMLE — Green Eyes
(Drama)
L-KO— Murdered by Mistake (Two parts — Comedy).
UNIVERSAL
ANIMATED
WEEKLY — Number
50
(Topical)
DECEMBER

Serial02019
No.

12, 1916.

SE.\L — The
Two
Roads
(Three
parts-^
Drama)
_
VICTOR — No release this day.
VICTOR— Billy the Bandit (Comedy)
(Special)

THURSDAY',

22, 1916.

parts — Drama) .
Magazine
No.

VICTOR — It's Great to Be Married

01991
01992

GOLD

WEDNESD.4Y,

DECEMBER-

11, IMS.

RED

TUESDAY,

1704, 1706, 1708, 1710.)

IMP — In the Dead O' Night (Two
UNrV'ERS.\L — Universal
Screen
Serial No.
(Topical)

REX — The Penalty of Treason (Two Parts — Drama)
IMP — No release this day.
POWERS— The Trials of a Movie Cartoonist (Comedy-Cartoon)
— Superstitious Ceylon (Educational)
IMP — Bubbles
(Drama)
(Special)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL — Liberty No. 17, "A Trail of
Blood
(Two parts — Drama)
MONDAY,

See Pages

PRID.\Y,

Universal Film Mfg. Company
SUNDAY.

Releases

No,

S.ITURDAY', DECEMBER
-(Title not yet reported)
-One Dollar Please (Comedy)

05224
05225
05225

14, 1916
not

yet

re06228
06226-27

IS, 1916,
2 — Our

Boys

16, 1916.
05230
05231

SUND.tY', DECEMBER 17, 1916.
VOGUE — Treed (Two parts — Comedy)
GAUMONT— Reel
Life
Number
33
(Mutual
Film
Magazine)

05232-33
05234

MONDAY, DECEMBER
18, 1916,
MUTUAL
STAR
PRODUCTION— The
Innocence
of
Lizette (Five parts — Drama)
(No. 161)
MUTUAL — Buddy's Christmas
(Two parts — Drama)
TUESD.4Y, DECEMBER 19, 1916.
MUTUAL — Mutual
Tours
Around
the World
(Morrocco, Chantilly, by the Mediterranean)
(Travel)
\tTEDNESDAY.
DECEMBER 20, 1916.
MUTUAL— Mutual
Weekly
No. 103 (Topical)
G-4.UMONT — See America
First
(Travel)
Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon
Comedy),.,,
THURSD.VY,
MUTU.\L — The Elopement
PRtD.VY,
MUTUAL — Uncle
Sam's
Tar in the Making"

DECEMBER
(Comedy)

05239

21, 1016.

DECEMBER
22. 1916.
Defenders
No. 3, "A Jack
(Topical)

S.VTURD.VY, DECEMBER 23, 1916.
MUTU.-\L — Every Lassie Has a Lover (Comedy)....

0524O
05241

05242

I am. maw selUn^
STATE
RIGHTS
On that Jbii^ationalPtodUiCtbiv
This ereat picture, made by HERBERT brenon,
LEAH baird and MYSELF in Paris, was the biggest
money setter of its day and smashed all BoxOttice records.
It is even better today, that's why

I Have Purchased It Outright !
Understanding as I did, the tremendous success Exhibitors
the world had with "ABSINTHE" and reaeverythepart
in
Hzing
evenof greater possibilities of this big winner now
during the war, when all eyes are centered abroad; showing
the City of Paris, surrounding territory, fighting trenches,
artillery action, etc., I made the UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
CO. an offer for negative and complete territorial rights. It
was accepted and now "ABSINTHE" belongs to Yours
Truly, KING BAGGOT.
Till ISC who have still to book it can rest their faith in the facts that

m. m^'

HERHKRT BRENON thrccted ".\BS1NTHE" while Leah Baird and
myself played the leads. Herbert Brenon produced "Neptune's Daughter," "War Brides," "A Daughter of the Gods," and other huge successes.
I have spent a young fortune working it up to the minute, in.ierting new
titles, new scenes, etc., so that it now outclasses the original picture completely. "ABSINTHE" as I have prepared it is a tremendous production.
You don't
gamble
It has ofdrawn
hundreds
'of
thousands
of have
dollarsto into
the on
box "ABSINTHE,"
offices of thousands
theatres
all over
the world, and is now ready to draw more money than it ever did. I own
the picture, complete State Rights, and will make interesting terms for State
Rights buyers for quick action.
EXTRA SPECIAL: I have had prepared the classiest advertising ever
put out. Stuff for State Rights Buyers with such a kick in the copy as you
have never seen. Write, wire, phone or call for terms, territory, information,
etc. -Address me perionally — 4th floor — 1600 Broadway, New York.

P.S.

For a limited time I will arrange
perion in the large theatres
for
Buyers
"ABSINTHE.'
lion
on whothis buy "APPEARANCE
proposition
on application.

to appear in
State Rights
More infortna""
IN

PERSON"

"ABSINTHE" in its new dress will be without
question the Biggest State Rights proposition of
the Season— King Baggot.
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Stories of the Films
jm.
General Film Company
ESSANAY.
IN A LOOKING GLASS (Two Parts— Dec.
12). — The cast: Roger Pitney (Richard C.
Travers) ; Eunice (N'ell Craig); "Double-Entry
Dan" (Ernest Maupain).
Roger Pitney, the stove works king, never
employed a man when he could hire a girl in
his office. But when the story opens, old Roger
is dead, and young Roger, an eflSciency expert,
is "raising cain" because the girls use too much
time primping. He discharges the head bookkeeper and employs a man, who develops to be
a notorious crook.
Eunice Roger's stenographer, while primping
on the sly, sees the crook through her louking
glass copying the safe's combination, then blot,ting a telegram he has hastily scribbled. Using
her glass, Eunice reads the message, which reveals a plot to rob the safe. She secretly notifies
the police and the new head bookkeeper is arrested as he opens the safe. The efficiency expert glass
appreciates
his employe's
looking
so the
muchefficiency
that heof returns
to his
fathers plan, and then weds Eunice.
CANIMATED
XOOZ
PICTORIAL.
NO.
20
(Dec. 13).— Inside stuff on the election is exposed by Canimated N'ooz. Staff correspondents
interview William Jynx Bryan and Blub Gumdrop, Alaskan merchant. A ukelele orchard in
Hawaii, showing the natives picking the new
crop of young guitars is one of the lovely travel
pictures. Also Max Dinder, noted European
comedian at Essanay. is shown wearing his
forty-six trunks of clothes. An obliging volcano erupts for the Canimated camera, and an
educational — not to he missed — feature on the
proper manner to devour grapefruit is included.
The beautiful scene about Long Beach, Cal..
make up the other half of this offering.

KNICKERBOCKER
FEATURE.

STAR

MASTER OF HER SOUL (Three Parts— Dec.
S). — Robert Maxwell, an ambitious real estate
broker, and Wilson Howard, a young physician,
are friends. Both are in love with Alice Duncan, who chooses Robert. Wilson, dejected, decides to accept an offer to assist an old physician on a lepers' island. Robert and Alice
are married. Robert, in the meantime, has
accumulated great wealth and is so eager to
increase it that he has no time for his wife
and son. The son is taken ill and dies, and
Alice is heartbroken over the loss and also the
seetaing indifference of her husband.
Charlotte, an adventuress, and her lover-accomplice. Duval, plan
to "get"hisRobert,
who his
is
an easy victim.
He neglects
wife and
home. His wife receives a box of flowers which
were intended for the adventuress, and she decides to leave him. She boards a steamer
bound for the Orient, and leaves no trace of
her whereabouts. During the voyage the vessel on which she is comes into the path of a

BOUND

VOLUMES

lyjiuooii and js wrecKPci- Am e aud three men
tstape on a raft which brings them to the shore
of the
island.
is amazed
he
comeslepers"
to look
after Wilson
his charges
to find when
that
the unconscious woman is Alice, the one he
loves.
A few days later Robert reads an account of
the wreck in the paper, and believes his wife
dead. He then realizes his love for her and
their son. Wilson nurses Alice back to health
in Dr. Myers* home, where they discover their
love for each other, but fate brings Robert,
who is now a physical wreck, to the same
island, where he is discovered by Wilson. Wilson realizes that Robert stands in the way of
the happiness which he and Alice has dreamed
and talked of. but does his best to bring him
back to health. Despite the care of Wilson
and Dr. Myc?8, Robert dies. Wilson tells Alice
of the death of her husband. They both realize
that nothing now stands between them, and they
plan to get married.

VIM.
THE GX'ILTY ONES (Dec. ">.- Babe and
Kate, two ex-convicts and former underworld
pals, have drifted apart since their prison days.
Kate has reformed and is now a reporter in a,
distant city. Babe, overflowing with ideas of
how to separate the unsuspected citizens of
their hard earned cash, comes to the city.
Creating some comment by his free way of dis- ■
pensing coin, the newspaper sends Kate to interview the illustrious stranger. When Kate
recognizes Babe, she almost faints, but Babe,
by his suave speech, shows Kate that if she
will join him in his scheme they will reap a
fortune. The two insert a notice in the paper
to the effect that the man who is so anxious to
conceal a certain questionable deal had better
pay hush money at once to Babe or his arrest
will soon follow the exposure.
The result of the notice is extraordinary, as
it appears that every man in town has pulled
off a questionable deal. Just as the two crooks
are about to leave the city with their ill-earned
gain, their Nemesis appears in the form of an
amateur detective, who has overheard their
plans.
Babe and Kate are arrested.
A RARE BOARDER (Dec. 81.— Pokes, a
traveling salesman for cheap diamond rings,
visits the city where his pal Jabbs, the wellknown actor, is playing a week's engagement
at the local theater. Jabbs' specialty is female inflame
impersonation,
while Pokes'
speed isthat
to
woo and
the hearts
of all damsels
cross his path. In the boarding house where
he is staying, he finds several of the fair sex.
and thinking that he will help push the sale of
his bum jewelry, he begins to lay siege to the
affections of all of them, but at different intervals. To each and all of them he presents a
sparkler and a photo of himself with the inscription "To my future wife" on the back of
them. Each girl considers herself the fiancee
of the charming Pokes, and secretly laughs at
her less fortunate fellow roomers.
However, when May discovers in Nellie's room
the photo of Pokes adorning her dresser and
on the back of the photo the same inscription as
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Pokes had written on the one he had presented
to her. there is an awful scrimmage. The fight
attracts the attention of the other roomers, and
after truce has been declared, all discover that
Pokes has been trifling with them. The girls
all join against the unlucky Pokes and the only
thing that saves his life is his promise to marry
the girl his mother chooses. In desperation he
implores Jabbs to impersonate his mother, and
this the actor consents to do. So clad in full
regalia he accompanies Pokes to the boarding
house where the two deceivers are getting away
with the bluffing until Jabbs is unmasked by the
lawyer who is acting in the interests of the
girls. This double deception at the hands of
"Pokes makes the fury of the women break all
bounds ; but in the end the two conspirators
manage to escape from destruction with the
solemn assurance to each other of "NEVER

SELIG.
AGAIN."
SELIG-TRIBUNE NO. 94 (Nov. 23).
Brooklyn, N. Y. — Disregarding frequent hard
knocks on unprotected shins, these high school
girls
hockey.romp through a closely contested game of
Los. Angeles, Cal. — Mrs. W, C. Tyler, suffragist, who with two other California women
will sit in the Electoral College for the first
time in the history of the nation.
New Orleans, La.- — One person is killed and
five others narrowly escape death, when a racing
auto plunges through a fence and into a touring car filled with spectators,
Oakland. Cal. — Swarms of pretty girl road
boosters, sell flags and pennants, to raise $50,000 to help build the Lincoln Highway. This
kind of training makes good boys, good men,
and if necessary good soldiers.
San Francisco, Cal.^ — -The Santa Clara Rugby
Team defeats Stanford University players in a
fast and exciting contest in which six players
are injured.
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in Your Business !

Each issue of THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD represents the fruit of studied efifort on the part of experts
to provide just what the average reader of trade publications in the moving picture field can use to best advantage in his business.
Since this is true, the bound volumes of THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD, each comprising the complete
issues printed during a period of three months, take immediate
standing as
The Reliable Reference Book of the Trade
Tlie Record of Moving Picture History In the Making

NO"W

READY—
VOL. AT 29.
WE HAVE
YOUR DISPOSAL
Bound Volumes for the years 191Z. 1913, 1914 and
1915. Four volumes
each year. Shipped as per
your instructions at $1.50 per volume — transportation charges additional.

CHALMERS

PUBLISHING

JULY

TO

SEPTEMBER.

INVEST S2S.50
and have at your hand for ready reference every
issue of THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
which has been printed since January 1. 1912.
These neatly bound books are invaluable to the
wide-awake
moving
picture man.
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— SiudcntB
or tbi* L'lilvuralty
of PblUilflpbls.
PcDuaylvatila Pm.vscort
tbrtr fooiball
»Quad to
tbe railroad vtutlou and kIvo (brm a roualUK
•end off i» ihvy loavo (or tbo Mlcblsuu game.
Nuw OrU>au9. La.— loaiiuiucb at tbo payiuunut
of frvak rlt^;lloa bvts an* tiuw in urdiT, we submit tbi.' fullowloK aa a particularly
roollab ooo.
Tljuaaa. Mt'i. — Tbo wlDtvr racliiK soasoa
o[>vn« boro wltb tbousands of racv tans Id ati> iiiljiuco. who oajojr pla^lDg Uie pottle* Id tbv
.■ji-ii NititiK rUj«.
i blL-MKo. Ill.--Kutb Law, avlatrU, wbo Id bd
old Curtlu blplant*. captured tbe BUttalned
iligbt record of Amcrii^'u by ilylim 5^*0 miles
Id 5 boura and 4^ soconda.
l^atrst fanhioDo Id afternoon frocka. coats and
:iboo4. nri* i>rt'8futt-d by pretty models.
Kl Paso, Te.\. — Wltb tbo mediation conference
at Atlantic City banging Arc, It looks Uko tbese
boys
Mexico.m&)' gel some scrlout work to do In
SELIG-TRUU'XB NO. 05 (Nov. JT K
Princeton, N. J. — Thousands of football entbusloats seu Yale defeat Princeton by a score
of Kt— 0.
MlssouU, Mont. — MIsa Jeannette Rankin,
nntt I'. S. Congresswoman, speaks to UnlTerslty
.■<tudonts.
Pbtladelphla. P«. — Foregoing oratorical
fllgbts, CoDgressman Bleakley takes an aerocapital.plane aigbt from bis borne state to tbe nation's
New Orleans. La. — Tbe H. C. of L. causes the
bonsewtves of tbls city to do tbelr own marketing at tbe curb market.
Boston. Mass. — National Guardsmen are given
an offlclal bome-coming wbon tbey return bere
from duty on tbo Mexican border.
Santa Monica, Cal. — Four pi-rsons meet deatb
and two arc !<eriously Injured wben Louis JnckaoD's
car crashes
Into spectatom,
duringAutothe
7tb annual
iDternational
Grand Prix
mobile Koad Race.
New York. N, Y. — Four men meet death and
many others are Injured when the boiler of
tbls tug exploded.
San Francisco. Cal. — The whaling ship Herarri%'es here
tbe Arctic
with whale-,
bone, man
salmon,
wbalefrom
oU and
fur.
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Willis & Inglis
Wright and Callender Building
LOS ANGELES,
CAL.
AFFILIATIONS
Ri.^111 « RIcbard*. Strud Bld<.. Naw Yark
Edward A. Wbaalar, SchUlcr Bld(.. Chlcaco
Lyall Willii, London, Enflaad

MANAGEMENT
ENGAGEMENTS
FINANCING
BOOKS AND PLAYS
STUDIO LIGHTING
PUBLICITY

All The Players
•f prominence in any sized picture can be furDishMl instantly-WIRE US YOUR WANTS
—If you (ail to displny the (ace o( a popular
ptarer who i* appearing at your house, you
are overlooking an opportunity for larger reeaipu. THE FACE OF A WELL-KNOWN
PLAYER prominently displayed will draw
more money than the mere announcement o(
a nanse.

New York. N. Y. — Miss Ruth Law, pretty and
TlTacious. «^tabtlshes a new point to point record from Chicago to New York, when she steps
from her aeroplane to Goremor's Island.
Raymond. Me. — Eight hundred salmon, varying Id weight from one to fifteen pounds.
San Francisco, Cal. — Mrs. C. H. Splnks.
prominent club woman, was chosen as one of
th»' three Cnllfornia women to sit in the Electoral College.
TWISTED TRAILS (Three Parts— Dec. 11).—
Tbe cast: Tom Snow (Tom Mix); Suosblne
(Bessie Eyton) ; Martha (Eugenie Bessererl ;
Old Doc snow (Al W. FUsonl: CralR Keyes
(Win MacbiD): Luke Fisber (Pat Cbrisman) :
Brad Foster (Sid Jordan). Written by Edwin
Ray Coffin.
Directed by Tom Mix.
Luke Fisher, a rascally sherlfT, and Brad
Foster, bis deputy, are In reality rattle rustlers.
To protwt themselves, they enfIea%-or to fasten
tbe guilt on Tom Snow, foreman of the Three
"A" ranch. When they come to arrest Tom.
be drives them off at the muzzle of a gUD and
makes bis escape. After a daring ride horse
and rider dash across a narrow foot-log which
brldKcs a chasm. Should tbo horse make a misstep, the rider would have been plunged to a
horrible death on the rocks hundreds of feet
below.
West, proprietor of the "Haven Delicht"
saloon, has adopted a pretty girl, whom be calls
Sunshine. Craig Keyes. a gambler at tbe
Haven Delight saloon, resolves to marry tbe
girl, but when Hhe refuses him. be endeavors
to overpower her. Finally, after a sensational
fltrUKKle. she escapes Into a driving storm. As
-•Sunshine wanders In the rain, she encounters
Tom Pnow. He care? for her. and thus It is
that the two come to love each other.
The sheriff and his deputy, fearful of detection. I*«ve tbe country, and Tom is again free.
Then It is that be marries .Sunshine. After the
wedding, by means of old tin- types, the two
■ re led to believe that they are brother and sister. As tbey sit horror-stricken. Martha, the
housekeeper, who has seen tbe tin-types, tells
(h*>m that their b«'li»>f is a wrong one.
M-irtha tells them that twenty years ago
whili- ihe was a nurse Id a hospital, she changed
th*" r'-al infant brother and sister, and that
Sunshine
Is In reality
the sister
of Craig
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LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES
Size 22x28 inches, 75 cents each.
inent player.

THE SEMI-PHOTO POST CARDS, $3.50
PER THOUSAND, of over 600 players.
The
list. indispensable article for your mailing
PHOTOGRAPHS, size 8x10, of all the
prominoot players, 600 different names,
30c. each.
LARGE PICTURES. HAND COLORED,
size 11x14, all the prominent players, $2.00
per dozen; in aluminum frames, SOc. each.
contatniDg
pic*
CRAVURE FOLDER,
tures
iaclnaing
:ures of the prominent players,
|
stars from the stage, $10.00 per thousancT
SINGLE COLUMN CUTS of every prominent player, 40c. each.

KRAUS MFG. CO.
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Every prom-

FACSIMILE OIL PAINTINGS, aU sizes,
from $& to £2S framed. Quotations submitted on any size, framed or unframed.
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Scad (or CataLofue of over 600 players aad
samples free. Write as, ci^ioK details of your
dall nights, and we vrill send yo« a remedy.

Kvyeit
that aho,Craig
Martha,
Is Tom's
mother.
In tho and
meantime,
Koycs,
tbu Kumbler,
has followed SunshliKt to bur homir, and outnido be ovurhi'ars Miirihu's story. Cunscleoce!itrlckeQ. bu revulveH to renounce uU relatloafhlp. and to Icavo tbo country.
THE ROAD TO FAME (Dec. 10).— The cast:
Joe Daniels (Kobyn Adair): Mary Scott (VtrKlnla Klrtley) ; Mursh Strong (E. J. Urady) ;
.N't'lson Scott {Leo PliTBon). Written by F. M.
Willis.
Produced by Burton L. King.
Joe Daniels leaves tho old home for tho city,
where bo hopes to become an accomplished
violinist. Mary Scott, bis sweetheart, wrltea
him encouraRlng letters. After months in the
city, Joe's music Is forgotten in tho pursuit of
pleasure. Ho falls into evil ways and consorts with evil companions. He finds d(^
ceptlon tho easiest way, and he writes Mary
occasionally, telling her of Ilia success la
music.
Finally Mary and her father come to the city.
where the father Is paid a large sum. of money
for bis farm. Friends of Joe plan to rob the
aged farmer, and Joe Is deputized to obtain tbe
money. He does not know the man bo la to
rob is tbe father of bis sweetheart of long ago.
He meets Mary face to faco, and after a strugobtainsto the
money.
Strong.
pal, asks
the gle
latter
divide
the rich
haul, Joe's
but when
Joe
refuses. Strong shoots him. When tbe police
arrive, the girl, in order to shield the man she
loved, tells them that Joe died trying to sare
the money.

Universal Film Mtg. Co.
BISON.

THE GOOD WOMAN (Two parts— Dec. 0).—
Tbe cast : "Kansas" Reeves (Wm. V. Mong) ;
Joseph Allen (Harry M. Holden) ; Bei^sle (Nellie
Allen) : Pratt (George Pearce) ; Tim (Frank
Wbitson) ; Molly (Annabellc Maurese). Written
and produced by Wm. V. Mong.
"Kan.sas" Reeves, a bom gambler, is Informed
that a certain gambler named Pratt has been
winning from all the miners, and he decides to
return to the mining town. On tbe way back he
hears the scream of a woman. Upon Investlgating^e finds that a woman by the name of
BewsieW being attacked by wolves. He rescues
her and she tells him that she has been deserted by her husband and that she is a good
woman. Ah a matter of fact she bad been living
with the man. Tim, who In a drunken light bad
left her to shift for herself.
Kansas takes her with him to the city and
his announcement that she is a pure woman is
scoffed at by all until Kansas* gun enforres acceptance of his word— If not belief. Especially
Is it scorned by Molly, who formerly has been a
sweetheart of Kansas. For some time Bes!:>Ie
remains at the mining town and soon has the
respect of all the men— but tbe enmity of the
women. Pratt, tbe gambler, who bas been winning all the money, is bested by Kansas. Then
one day Joseph Allen, a miner, comes and B^sie
is Introduced to him. He falls in love with her
and sbT> promises to marry him. Kansas bas by
this time discovered that he is In love with
Bessie, but does not give her tbe note when he
finds that she is to marrv Allen, but he asks
her when she will get her divorce. Then she
has to confess the truth to him.
Sometimes later. Tim arrive* In town and
seein.5 Bessie, starts making love to her. This
is seen by Motlie and she so informs tbe men in
the saloon. Kansas is angered and goes to
Bessie's cabin, where
finds her In a stnigglo
with Tim, whom be he
finally compels
to
She tells Kansas that this is the man leave
with
whom she lived. While they are struggling. Allen comes In. Kansas tells him that
has Just
driven away a man who insulted Bessiehe and
then
he leaves the two together.
THE TAINT OF FEAR (Two parts— Dec. 16).
The cast; Mother (Lydia Titus); Father (Joseph Glrard) : Their Son (Allan Holubar) • Tom
(Charles Oelze) ; Captain Harding (George
Pearce. Written and produced by Allan
J.
Holubar.
Bob's father had been too strict with him aa
a boy and had broken tbe boy's spirit. He grew
up an apparently incurable coward.
please
his father, he consents to Join the To.National
July
morning
fateful
the are
J^^*"^
j?^^nl.^th,
when comes
the troops
ordered to Mex-of
ico. Bob Is ordered to Join his regiment at once.
one of hla boyhood's companions, and ancient
enpmy. Is a sergeant In bis company.
Tom continues the tactics which he used to
■employ agalnpt Bob when they were both chllHIGHEST GRADE
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dren. He laughs at him before the men and
asks him where his knitting is. Bob's best
friend in the regiment is his horse. Orders
come for the Seventh to locate Lopez and his
guerilla band. Tom, the sergeant, is ordered to
take a squad and reconnoitre. While they are
encamped that night, they are fired upon from
a distance. The company is turned out, and
they take up their position on a hill.
Bob is seized with fear. He cowers behind
his horse. Finally he mounts and rides off desperately, away from the fighting. The Mexicans
and the Americans keep up a running fight. At
last the Americans enter a town." The inhabitants flee before them, and hide in their huts.
The Americans follow them and are soon surrounded by a superior force of guerillas.
Bob at last dismounts and hides in some
bushes. Some Mexicans steal up on him as be
stands with his face buried in the saddle, and
strike him down from behind. When he recovers be finds that his manhood has returned
to him. He rides for help at top speed. Then
he leads the American soldiers to the town
where their comrades are besieged. Bob Is mortally wounded and falls from his horse. It is
Tom who supports him. He dies. Then we sea
a vision of his father and mother, watching for
their boy. His ghostly shade appears before
them,
arms. and they bide their grief in each other's
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UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED
WEEKLY,
NO. 48 (Nov. 29).
London in War Time. — Women sell flags and
Zeppelin souvenirs to aid wounded soldiers —
Trafalgar Square, London, England.
Aboard Germany's Warships. — Close glimpses
of German battle cruisers— Somewhere near
Heligoland. Subtitles : Big guns ready to hurl
death. War's victim, driven ashore after sea
battle.
Keeping big guns in shape.
Mustering out Militiamen. — 1st Illinois Cavalry quit Federal service after patrol work on
border — Fort Sheridan, 111. Subtitle : Pay day !
City Greets Soldier Boys. — Officials welcome
2d brigade back from Mexican line — Boston,
Mass. Subtitles : Mayor pins medal on General
Sweetser.
Presents
from citizens.
Turkey or Flivver. Which? — Price of your
holiday bird almost as high as autos and
"gas" — Meyersville. Texas. The Turkey Trot.
Dressing for shipment.
Racing for Vanderbilt Cup. — Daring drivers
make dizzy speed in battle for Blue Ribbon of
auto racing — Santa Monica, Cal. Subtitles : A
bad curve.
Resta, the winner.
Explosion Kills 4. — Diver starts to raise tug
sunk by boiler blast— Greenpoint Creek, Brooklyn, N. Y. Subtitles : From her watery grave.
Boiler that caused wreck.
Saving Railroad Pare.^Congressman Bleakley
flies 13.5 miles to Washington to look after
Government business— Philadelphia, Pa.
Travels .S.OOO Miles to Review. — New York's
Governor visits Mexican border to see State
troops — McAUen, Texas. Subtitles: Gov. Whitman and Maj. -General O'Ryan.
Cadets Play Football. — Brilliant crowd turns
out to see annual thrilling Army-Navy game —
New York City. Subtitles : The Middles arrive. Make way for the West Pointers. President and Mrs. Wilson. The battle. Victors In
Snake Dance.
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IN THE LAND OF KING COTTON (Dec.
14). — An interesting and instructive picture,
which shows in a detailed manner, one of the
world's greatest industries, "The Cotton Industry." From the cotton fields of the Sunny
South to the busy mills of the North, where the
cotton is woven into cloth, we witness the different processes that are employed in the manu'^
facture-of this world product.
SAMMIE JOHNSIN AND THE WONDERFUL
LAMP (Cartoon—Split Reel — Dec. 17). Sammie
reads the story of Aladdin and the Wonderful
Lamp. He decides that he must find one. So
he searches the ash cans. He discovers a lamp
and rubs it. A genie appears to do his will.
He orders all sorts of things, but Anally wakes
to find it all a dream.
MA.TESTIC CEYLON AS SEEN BY QfCTOR
DORSEY (on same reel). — More of tm wonderful travel pictures taken under the auspire=!
of Doctor Dorsey are shown in a split reel with
the Animated cartoon, "'Sammie Johnsin." The
natural wonders of the Island are shown, as
well as the customs and appearances of the
people.
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The Original end Leading Movins; Picture
Journal in Europe

The Kinematograph
Weekly
The reliable Trade organ of Great
Britain ; covering the whole of the
British Film market, including the
American imported films. Read
by everyone in the industry. Specialist writers for Finance, Technical Matters, Legal, Musical,
Foreign Trading (correspondents
throughout the world) — and every
section devoted to the Kinematograph. Specimen copy on application to :^

No Fun in Winter. — Pretty girls in airy
drapery cavort gracefully in classic dances —
Washington
University,
St. Louis, Mo.
Thousands see Pigskin Warriors. — Great battle hetween Yale and Harvard cheered by 70,iJiXl — Yale Stadium, New Haven. Conn. Subtitles : Y'ale wins.
Harvard wins.
Tbey Catch Submarines. — Chain of speed
craft like these will protect our shores from
sub-sea menace — Long Island Sound, N. Y.
Subtitles : Making 32 knots an hour.
Cartoons by Hy. Mayer.

RED FEATHER.
THE MORALS OF HILDA (Five Parts— Dec
11). — The cast; August (Frank Whitson) ; Hilda
(Gretchen Lederer) ; Harris Grail (Richard
Morris) ; Mrs, Grace (Adele Farrington) ;
Marion (Lois Wilson). Scenario by A. W. Coleway.
Produced by Lloyd B. Carleton.
August aud Hilda loved each other. To :hem
it was sufficient that they live in each other's
company until they had enough money for the
wedding. They decide to come to America to
make money. August cannot find any work, but
at last Hilda secures a position in the home
of Harris Grail. Harris Grail and his wife,
Esther, are happy in their love, but the one desire of their hearts — a child — is denied them.
Esther discovers that to Hilda is to be given
this wonderful gift. She questions the girl
and learns that Hilda is not married. She turns
her from the house, and innocent, ignorant,
Hilda cannot see wherein she and August have
done wrong. Frightened at what might happen
to her through the laws of the new country,
Hilda flees from August, and he, not understanding, but accepting her decision, sets sail
and is lost at sea.
Hilda's baby is born in a hospital, where she
comes in contact with the strange law. The
nurses try to force her to tell the name of
the father, but Hilda will not disclose it. In
the night she steals away with her. precious
baby. August is not at the cottage and Hilda
decides that she will end it all in the sea. It
happens that Harris is killed and Esther, longing to join her beloved one. goes to the sea with
that in mind. The Gods decide that she shall
choose the spot where Hilda has placed her
baby in the basket, as a gift to the seas. Esther
discovers the baby and takes it to her home.
She engages Hilda as the nurse, not knowing
the latter is the mother of the child, but
Hilda soon leaves her.
A few years later the heart hunger for her
child becomes so strong that she returns and
discloses the fact of her motherhood to Esther,
who, by this time bas learned to love the little
Steven. By depicting the advantages the child
will have by remaining with her, Esther persuades the mother to leave Steven with her.
Years elapse. Steven, now a young man. is
running for governor. He is in love with a
beautiful girl named Marion. As If by Instinct. Steven enf;ourages the idea of legitimatizing all children born without benefit of clergy,
using this as one of the planks in his platform. Hilda happens to read this in a newspaper. The old heart-hunger for a glimpse of
her hoy returns. Esther recognizes her and
is overcome. Steven searches the garden and
finds Hilda. He then learns from Esther the
truth about his parentage. He now feels that
he cannot ask Marion's hand in marriage. Hilda
disappears,
and, search as he will, Steven cannot locate her.
The election comes and Steven is victorious.
At the inauguration, the proud Hilda tries once
again to catch a glimpse of her son, but she is
pushed roughly aside. A crank in the crowd
is about to shoot Steven, but the mother, noticing and realizing the intention, intervenes, and
receives the shot herself. When Steven learns
who she is. and that she has sacrificed her life
that he may live, he is strangely touched. She
has the happiness of dying in his arms. Marlon
learns all and tells Steven that she loves him
enough to share her life with his.
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THE TWO ROADS (Three parts— Dec. 12). —
Toby Murdock has used his talents for a career of crime, and has trained his daughter.
Linda, to be his assistant. Taplow, a waster,
has thrown in his lot with the Murdocks. Tothey go are
out discovered.
on a job. Linda
clothes.getherThey
Linda inis boy's
captured, and the officer sees that she is a girl.
She is taken to prison. Toby, at a loss without
her, takes up the study of counterfeiting.
Linda meets the prison chaplain, Basil Edgerton, and through
his influence she chooses to
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U-ttd a *'titralitbt" IKv. Sbfl ruturas bomo, oa
htT rtit-aM. but only to tvll hrr tatbvr tbat sbe
h.t« tM>i-.tu-d wUb tbe old llfo. Toby bus found
ti.' -. .r. : ol miiklDK KoM uoIds, but bo Is ari.>t. \. ~.inm H(tt<r. by dvluctlvca wbo bavo
iitx'i iiiui tbruugb Uludu. Linda falls In all
lior uHuru to tliid boaeut work and Unally goos
to the cbaplulu to aak bim to roloaso bor from
bt*r [trotuliii* of KoluK stralgbt.
Tbe CbapUln rcoii-mbtirs tbut bis aunt In tbc
country bna couiplultiod tbat abu cannot kuop a
maid. Ho ba» conndcnco In Linda and Ui'tcrmlnt-A to oRlt biT (lie 8ltuatlou. His undo Is
Sir Cutbbvrt Ma^-Ixiln. wbo holds ot)ict> under
thf Kovortiment. Sir CutbtH>rt rocolves a letter
from tb(< priiion whtTe Murdo<-k Is awaltlni;
trial, whh'b Informs blni tbat tbe man baa tbu
secret ol uiaklnR gold coluu wblcb cannot bu
detected. He sends for tbo man, and offurs. on
bobalf of tbe Koveroment to buy tbe secret of
tbe alloy. He coovorts the formula Into clpber
and puts It Into biti safe. Murdock tells
Taplow of tbe transiutlou and Taplow delermtn>N to steal tbo formula.
111.' I'li.tpluln eomes to spend bis vacation wltb
t!,. M.i L.ilus. Taplow threatens Linda tbat bo
.VI. i .viL'-e ber If sbe docs not bring blm the
:<■; iir.il. I At tbe same time, tbo tinker friend
.If th. I'litler persuades tbo servant to try to
<.■ ■ i.pii ;i Kllmpse of tbe formula. Through a
i.»[-- k-\, the hutler rfmovcs it from tbe safe.
I.iml.i ; UJ.U out to meet Tuplow and refuse his
I. -lu. ^t T.-i-loA filters tbe house and the butler
.shiHit-' lilm [.tiiiily. liaM\ sees Linda stealing
out of the boube and thinks sbe is going back
to bur old life. Tbe butler and the tinker accuse
Linda of the crime, and arrange tbut sbe shall
be thought guilty. Tbcy lock bcr up. but sbe
escapes and tells tbe Chaplain bcr story. He
believes her, and when she is accused of the
murder, be lies to save ber and says tbat sbe
has spent tbe night In his room. Tbe tinker
has forced the butler to write a confession of
tbe
and of
Linda
"Then
therecrime.
Is no This
longerIs found
ony need
your says.
sacrlllclng
yourself to marry me." But the Chaplain assureti her that ho wishes to carry out bis bargain.

IMP.
ItrOBLES (Special Release— Dec. 10).— Tbe
story of a girl wbo was turned out of her home
becnu^se of a marriage beneath her station. In
later years ber father became a miser and was
reformed by the love of bis little grandchild
who came to pay blm attentfoos.
SCRATCHED (Two parts — Dec. 15).— Tbe
cast: Jimmy Austin (Earl Page) : Claire
(Irene Hunt) : Paul Brant (Jean Hersboft).
Written by Douglas Bronston. Produced by
Fred A. Kelsey.
Jimmy Austin, a race tipster, is devoted to
his sister, but despite ber efforts to reform him,
he persittts In gaining a llvellbood by questionable nifthods. One day he meets Paul Brant, a
bnnk mps5eni;er. to whom be gives some tips on
tbe races. Paul makes his first bet and lands .«
. winnor. Thus encouraged be feels that Jimmy is
In a position to put blm in the way of making
a fortune.
Lat>'r. Jimmy gives him another tip on a certain horse, and Paul decides to use some of the
money which he Is carrying from the bank.
Not understanding the language of tbe turf, he
thtnkx that the horse has lost when It Is reported
"scratched." He obtains a gun and Is on the
point of killing himself, when Jimmy enters tbe
room with the money. The bullet Is deflected
but causes a slight wound. With tbe smoklni;
gun in his hand, Jimmy rushes out to get aid
and bumps Into a policeman, who promptly
takes him Into custody. Jlmmie is searched, the
money found, and ho is dragged off to Jail. The
next day' Paul
the officers
he does
not
remember
what tells
happened
and sotbat
Jimmy
Is sent
up for a number of years.
During the years that follow, Paul wishing
to make some restitution for his craven act. befriends Claire. Later they marry and are ver>happy. Jimmy, who doe.** not know of the marriage. Is forgotten. Released from prison,
Jimmy plana revenge. He seeks out Paul, but
realizing that his sister Is happy and that he.
himself. Is in a way responsible for all that has
happened, be le«Tes without revealing himself.

L-KO.
MURDERED BY MISTAKE —(Two partit—
Dec. Ki).— The cast: Mr. BIgbee (r)an Russ*-!!) : The Ctrl ( Luclllo Mutton): Hrr Mnther
(Kathorlne
Griffllh I ; H.-r
.Admtrer
(WIlll.iL*
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IrvlngK The AsHaKHlu
( Uerl Uoach).
Dlrectt-O
br Mr.
Craig
Uutcblnson.
lilgbeo
was a drone In tbe hive of aoelety.
but ho was Just aH buHy buzzing aruuud ttu
girls as the workerK. In fact, hu buzzed bu
much that IiIh girl grew unnoyt-d. ho Mr. Ulgbve
swore by the (ireat Morn Spoon that hv would
foully put bimiicif out of tbe way. AcuordhiKly
hu ttbot hluiHrlt, but, unforlunatoly. It was Im
tbo eicltenu-nl and not where bullets commonly Ko. V(-xcd ut his unxuccc-HHtul attempt
to dfstroy hlH life, ho hired lilood Hound PMe
to ktU him. How a tramp wbo looked like blui
almost married tbo girl Is straightened out
after a riot.

REX.
THE The
XJVWYEK'S
parts—
Die.
14).
cast: SECRET
Walter (Two
Slocum
(Benny
Suslow) : Andrew Slocum
(Geo. UerrcIO ; B«ulah r>aw.son. us a child (Kllzabcth Jant's) ; Beulab Dawson. 10 years Inter (Molly Malone) ;
Dob
Burkt* ;
(Fred Murdock
MontaKUu)(Jack
; Max.N'chon)
Fenton; Matthew
(Burton Lawj
Dinah (Lydia Yeamane Titus). Scenario by
Harvey
Gates.
Produced
by George Cochrane.
Walter Hcenis to bo always In mischief and
Andrew Slocum, his father, is t^tern with hini.
Even after Wnlter haa grown to be almost -'i
young man hr still punishes him as if be ver<a child. Walter resents this and, taking a ft-w
of
bis trinkets
and his years,
mother's
picture,Slocum
runi!
away.
After several
Andrew
(lies, leaving a will which decrees that tbe entiro fortune is left to Walter providing he Is
found within a year of the death of bis father.
anrl thi-'D for a period of six months proves himself worthy. Otherwise the fortune is to bo
given to bis ward, Beulah Dawson.
The two attorneys handling the case scheme
to get tbo property themselves. Burke makr;s
ji trip to the city, discovers Bob Murdock, wbo
had been Walter's cbum In the west, and upon
Walter's death, had received the mother's pic •
ture and trinkets. Bob Is In poor clrcumstan'-es
and accepts the offer of Burke to imperaonato
Walter and then turn the property over to them.
Burke takes Bob home with blm, where he 1.-^
rrrvlved as Walter Slocum. Beulah falls iD love
with him and confides to him tbat even if I.had not !>bown up in the stipulated time she
had intended saving tbe inheritance tor him.
Bob determines that she shall not be cheatx.-d
out of the estate.
The is
sixturned
months'
is up,
and and
the Fenton
whowestate
overperiod
to Bob.
Burke
want him to sign It over to tbem as originally
agreed, but Bob. being sure that he has the
f'state In his own name, turns them down. The
three men fight, but Bob is victorious. He returns home and tells Beulah the true story of
Walter's death, and bis assumption of bis name.
Tbc girl, realizing she loves him, asks blm to
remain.
LOVE OR AX EMPIRE (Two parts— Dec. 17 I.
— The prince of a foreign land Is in love with
a woman who has no royal blood In her veins.
Still he refuses to give up the girl. At last
the prime minister urges the girl to make the
prince believe that she is untrue to bim so that
he wjll be cured of his love. This she does, and
thf princf Is heartbroken.
But In the meanwhile there has been a plot to
kill the prince. This is discovered by the girl
and she rushes to warn him. Sbe arrives Just
in time to save his life. He realizes that she
rpally loves him and decides that he will give
u[i tbe throne rather than sacrifice her lore on
Ti > altar of the state.

NESTOR.

Are You Tired
of playiaff waltzes and popular songs for all
your pictures? Try "bringing out" the dramatic scenes with dramatic
music.
The

Orpheum

Collection

contains the beat music of this kind published. Issued in Three Series:
No. 1. No. 2 ud

No. 3.

Piano (24 pages each), S& cts. for each series; $1.15 (or any two; $1.70 (or all three.
Violin, 40 cts. each; 75 cts. for any two; $1.05
for all three. Cornet, 35 cts. each; 65 cts. any
two; 95 cts. all three. First and second series
have parts (or Cello, Flute, Clarinet, Trombone and Drums. Practical (or Piano alone,
or in combination with any above instruments.
Discounts on orders for four or more parts.
Send for free sample pages. Note new address.
CLARENCE E. SINN
1113 Grace Street
Chicago, III.

TWO SMALL TOWN ROMEOS (Dec. 1H.
The cast : Jed ( l-:ddie Lyons) ; Lem (Lee
Moran) ; Marie (PriKcllIa Dean) ; Jennie (MIsh
Zlegler) ; Ma (Adele Farrington) ; Pa (Fred
Gamble). Written by Virginia Klrtley. Produced by L. W. Chaudet.
Jed and Lem are in love with Jennie who
lives
in
She and
is fond
of the music
way J«-d
plays the■We^'dvllie.
mouth harp
the sweet
of
Lcm's accordion. They patiently wait for her
to decide. Jennie's mother receives word that
their city cousin. Marie, Is coming to pay tbem
a visit. When she arrives. Jennie tntroduccJ
tbe boys to Marie, and (ht^y both thinK her a
wonder.
That night a big party is given for Marif
She makes up her mind to Jolly all tbe boys
along. She starts with Jed and Lem. wbo think
she is wild about tbem. They become Jealou;^ of
each othfr. and both dciide to propose. Lem
arrives first ; then comes .lid. Ma Informs Ihem
that the girls have jjone to the depot, so the two
boys sit ami irlurp at i-.T-h other.

For Perfect Laboratory Results
INSTALL

CORCORAN

TANKS

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc. fJ^w'^^S'R^^c^f?
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THE

When Marie arrives they both make a rush
for her with their tokens of love, but she introduces her sweetheart. Jack. They stop on the
steps to think it over and are doused with cold
water by Jennie, who is not so stupid after all.
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dealers sell because it pays them better

The World Over, the Worid's Best Theatres
LEAGUE

FREE— Get Our Large Demonstration

WORLD'S

IN

118 We»t Fourteenth Street. New York City
Wettem DepL, Comm. EitiD. 108 N. Dearborn SL, CIuu«o

Installations to Date 9678

NOW
NEW

SUPIOID

$2.00 Feeds a Family of Five
Send Donations to Commander Miss Booth

Test — Compare with any screen on earth — Uie the brains God gmve yo«
— and the evidence of your own eyes.
Price. 33 1/3 Cents a Square Foot, $3.00 a Square Yard, the world over.
Mirroroid has been tried, and proven THE SCREEN SUPREME.
Why p«y more for an unknown product ?

THE

GREE.V EYES (Dec. i:-:).~The cast: Julia
I Lois Wilson) : John (George N. Chesehro) :
Dolly (Betty Schadel ; Harry (Ed. Brady).
Scenario by Male Harvey.
Julia is a faithful wife, but her husband,
.lohn. is of a suspicious, jealous nature. A
former sweetheart of Julia's. Harry, is in love
with a isfriend
hers,of Dolly,
but the Jatter's
father
not in offavor
their marriage.
Harr^
and Dolly solicit the aid of Julia.
John finds much fuel for his jealousy, and the
climax is reached when he discovers his wife
and Harry at a roadside inn where they have
gone to meet Dolly. Dolly and Harry, being
perfectly and
innocent,
cannot
understand
actions,
Julia is
heartbroken
when John's
John
announces his intention of going away.
While he is absent, Julia is startled by the
presence of someone in her room an^ upon
.•^witching on the lights discovers a burglar,
whom she seems to recognize. John returns to
his home and sees her in the embrace of a
strange man. Putting a mask over his face, he
enters to find that the burglar is his own
brother. Later, the husband apologizes when
he finds what Julia had been doing for her
friends. Dolly and Harry.

Help us in this
way to get close
to these people.
Give them at
l^ast ODe happy
day in the year.

'^'s the screen without name or character that some

CENTER
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and endoraea hy the Pr«»U«nt ttf the NATIONAL
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J. H.

andJohnnie
calls them
"a fine
fixers."
recalls
that paif
she ofonce
read that If
you get a girl's lover in trouble, the girl will
take his part. Shortly afterwards the butler
sees the two "fixers" put their jewelry in Billy's
pocket and he promptly removes the jewelry for
his own personal use. When Johnnie brings in
a real policeman to search Billy, the jewelry is
not found on his person.
Blanche immediately declares that her Billy
never stole anything in bis life. The lovers forget their and
quarrel
fall into
each their
other'sringless
arms.
Johnnie
Soniaandsadly
examine
fingers.

Expert Cameraman
Furnished

VICTOR.

The

When Blanche finally sees Billy embrace
Sonia. she is no longer able to control her
jealous anger. Later, when all the young people
are assembled in the parlor, Blanche denounces
Billy lor insulting her. Blanche hands the engagement ring back to her fiance with the sarcastic suggestion
that itupon
might
"MissandKerbs."
Thereupon
Billy turns
his fit
sister
Sonia

COMPANY

235 W. 23rd Street, New

BILLY THE BANDIT (Dec. 12). The cast:
I. Work-Little (Fred Gamble) ; Mrs. WorkLittle (Countess Du Cello) ; Smiling Billy
Mason) ; Better Work-Little (Peggy Custeri :
Mrs. Uno I L.ove ("Mother" Ashton). Written
by L. V. Waters.
Produced by John Steppling.
Smiling Billy, ward of I. Work-Little, is a
spendthrift. He calls on Work-Little for money
and is refused. A rich, eccentric widow overhears the conversation and decides to buy some
property from Smiling Billy. He completes the
deal, and she forces a loan of $10.0()0 on him.
His success with the widow convinces WcrkLittle that Smiling Billy has the right Ptuff in
him. and he offers him a partnership.
?m;:inc:

MIRROROID

IT DIDN'T WORK OUT RIGHT (Dec. 14 1
The cast; Billy Hopkins (Stanley Walpole) ;
Blanche Whiting (Helen Slosson) ; Harry De
Peyster (Jos. Granbyi ; Johnnie (Helen Marten) ;Sonia Kerbs (Margaret McRae). Written
and produced by Robert F. Hill.
Billy Hopkins, on account of the fickleness of
Blanche, his fiancee, develops a full-grown
grouch, flirts openly with Blanche. Johnnie advises Billy to do a little flirting on his own account and remarks that Sonia Kerbs can make
any girl "green-eyed." Sonia willingly agrees
to
carry out the proposed plan. Blanche sees
Billy.
Sonia engaged in a conspicuous flirtation with

SPLENDIDLY LOCATED,
with full equipment of lights,
modern dressing rooms, paint
dock, carpenter shop, prop
rooms, etc., all steam heated.
During the year past Wm.
Fox produced the following
features at this studio: "A
Fool's Revenge," "The Siren,"
"Slander," "Tortured Heart,"
"The Straight Way," "Jealousy," "The Vixen."
For full particulars address

THEIR DARK
( Dec. 16). The
cast: Bill (William Franey) ; Gale (Gale
Henry)
NiggerMoranti
("Heinie"
Conklin)by; Harry
liotel
Clerk (;Milburn
) . Scenario
Wuize.
Produced by W. W. Beaudine.
Gale finds the initials "B. V. D." in her teacup and the maid informs her that these will
be the intials of her future husband. Bill arrives at the hotel, registers as "Bill V. Dunderblitzen" and is given a room directly opposite
Gale's. He is a violinist and Gale is so charmed
with his music that she finally nerves herself to
go to his room.
The clerk hears the playing and thinks that
some cats are having a song febi. Finally he
traces the music to Bill's room, where the two
quarrel violently. Gale becomes angry and
breaks
clerk's head over
and the
he
flees forthehisviolin
life. over
Bill the
is heartbroken
loss of his violin and orders Gale frcm the
room.
The laundry arrives and Gale receives a
bundle marked with the initials "B. V. D." She
finally persuades the clerk to advertise for the
owner and a nigger claims the laundry as his.
The clerk gives the nigger the note she had
left inviting him to have tea with her.
The nigger in his Sunday best calls on the
horrified Gale. Bill overhears the argument and
starts out to investigate. The nigger pulls a
razor on him and Bills gets a gun from the
clerk and starts after him. the nigger taking
refuge in a molasses barrel. When Gale shows
Bill that she has sufficient money to keep them
in luxury for some time, he decides that he will
let the prophecy of the tea cup T)e fulfilled.

XM^

billy refuses. Work-Little asks Billy to his
house to meet his daughter, just returned from
school.
On their arrival at the house they find the
sheriff, who warns them to lock up as there is
a thief in the neighborhood. Betty declares if
she were a man she would land Mr. Bandit, and
says ""Give me a hero."
The idea comes to Billy to do a little bandit
stuff. He holds up the entire family, finds Betty
under the bed, carries her to the Justice of the
Peace and is married. Work-Little demands of
the villain that he give him back his child, and
Smiling Billy strips off his disguise, whereupon
the faUier gves them his blessing.

For sale on easy terms
or for rent
at reasonable price

JOKER.
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December 16. 1916
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I'M TOUR HL'SBAND I Dec. 15). The cast:
Dick Snell (Al McKinnon) ; Tessie (Alida Hayman) ; Clara (Peggy Coudray) ; Maid {Mina
Cunard). Written and produced by Leslie T.
Pea CO eke.
Dick Snell has a pretty wife, but he persists
in carrying on flirtations with chorus girls. One
day Clara discovers Dick reading a love missive
from a pretty soubrette, Tessie Applesauce. He
tells her that the letter was meant for a man
about town who closely resembles him and ha^
the same name.
Clara does not believe this and decides she
win teach him a lesson. When he returns hoiuu
after calling upon Tessie. Clara asUs him for ihe
candy and flowers which he has promised her.
He cannot recall making such a promise and
discovers that a man has been making love to
her and has left a short time previously promising to return with the favors. He starts out
with a gun to look for the chap, who so closely
resembles him.
Then Clara, with the aid of the parlor-maid
whom she dresses in Dick's pajamas, closes the
house and retires to her room. When Dick r£tums home, he endeavors to awaken Clara by
throwing pebbles at her window.
Clara tells Dick that he must go away, that
her husband is in bed asleep and that she know?
him to be an impostor. Dick is nearly in-^aiie
when the maid, whom Dick thinks is a nmn,
appears and fires upon him. Dick leaves and
upon returning home the following May, determines to remain ever at his own nresid*.
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REBL LIFE. NO. ■.■".» (Nov. lU).— Tho flwt
•«ctloD uliowt) "Caicbliig I'li^b for Mmrket" on
the Mansucbuscits coast. Tho plcturcfl of
weUblDK. cli-atiitis auJ packing thu rtsb have
added iDturudt bt.s.au^o thoy al^o show the gray
fish which tb(< I'nItrU State» Uovvrnmi-Qt has
racently bullellDt^-d a:* b«.>)0|t cheap aud t'dlbleWlih the price of ztnc soaring blRhcr every
day. sptcutors will have an opportunity to seu
bow this now almost proclous uittal Is produced. Tho iilcturi*s WiTc taken of the great
Franco<Uoli;luni zinc works at Mortague-duNord beforu tho war. (low zinc Is obtained by
distillation will come an a revolatlon to people
who are unfunilllar with the procesa.
Tea hag bvi-n called "tho cup that cheers
but docs not iDebrlatt"," and few who have
been rhctTcd by 11 know that It la now being
grown Iwrv In the Tultcd Staleji. Tea was
grown In South Carolina even boiore tbo Civil
War. and now the industry Is showing an Interesting commercial development which Is pictured In this Issue. Tho tea bushes are shown,
and pickaninnies picking the leaves at the
tlnio of maturity. Tbo only machine operation
possible, rolling the leaves. It; shown. A new
province
Invaded
by "Reel Life"
In this Issue,
that of UgowD
designing.
The pictures
are
practical demonstrations of bow to drape a
gown
In tho latest fashion.
SEE AMERICA FIRST, NO. &i (Nov. 22).—
Tho wonderful locks that permit vessols to
pass from Lake Superior to Lake Huron at
Sault Ste. Marie arc shown In this number. The
stream connecting the two lakes is called St.
Mary's River. Through a series of ruplds.
shown Id the picture. It falls twenty feet In
three-quarters of a mile. Through the locks
at tho "Soo* more commerce passes than
through any other canal In the world.
Among tho pictures are entertalnlns views of
the L'nlted States park, shooting tho rapids,
nsblng In the lock, tbo spillway, a passenger
steamer "locking through." closing the lock,
and a U. S. diver who makes frequent Inspections of the locks below water.
"What's a Home Without a Dog?" an ontertalDlng animated cartoon, drawn by Harr)*
Palmer. Is next shown. The artist gives pictorlally his views of tho playful pro<'llv|tle8 of
a pup which Inslsu on chewing the rugs, turning over chairs, and generally making himself a nuisance. Of course many antics never
possible for a canine to nccompll^h are laughably executed by this four-footed pest of the
animated
screen.
MITUAL TOURS AJIOIWD THE WORLD.
NO. 3 ( Nov. 21 1 . — First *'ome pictures of
Cairo. Egypt. This city lends itself admirably
to representation on the screen since the architecture, the varied street life, the costumes of
the various tribes and races, and the markets
or© full of pictorial color. The views include
Opera Squan>, the Citadel, erected In 1166,
Mosque of Salda Zenab. Arab types, and typical
streets and street scenes.
Antwerp. Belgium's chief seaport and a center of commerce b^-for.- the war. provides entertaining scenes of city llfo before the present
conflict. Since the city has been spared the
horrors of a siege, the plctur*^ portray It
architecturally just as It l." today. One of thf
b€^st pictures Is of the Cathedral, a building begun In the fourteenth century. The Furniture
Market and the Dog Market are places of interest for all visitors. There are pictures of
the Corporation Houses and of the celebrated
Harbor
The pictures of the beautiful French mountain torrent that flows into the Var near Nice
are also nbown In this number.
THE VAMPIRES (Episode No. 3— "The
Ghost' — Two parts -Dec. 7). The cast: Philip
Guard, cub reporter (Rdmond Mathe) : Normandln iMarc*?! l.*^vesque); Mr. Trep (Eugene
Aymel; Enrique Mor«Tio (.lacques Hermann):
Irma Vcp (Juliet Musldora).
As It was often convenient for the Grand
Vampire to know various districts of the city as
well as the real estate men of Parl!3. one of bl.t
disguises was as Mr. Trep. a real estate dealer.
To his offlc« one day came a man from Argentina desiring a bacbelor apartment. He said
that his mission was secret .ind that he wisheil
on apartment with a safe in which he eouM
leave important documents. Mr. Trep had Ju-t
such an apartm.^nt.
It was n<*3tl tn that of Irmi

Brush

CATALOGUE

Electric

OF

WORLD

Lighting

Vep. He did not tell his visltorB, Enrique Mo*
rvQo, that the safe In the apartment no was
renting him bas a sc^-ret door from tbe other
apartment. Wbatwer Moreno put In bis strong
box would b<! iiulto safe— for tbo Vampires to
loot.
The Vampires secured a position for Irma ViT>
In tbo Renoux-Uuvul Bank. They bad learned
that money was transferied often by messenKer, and tht-y kii<w that tho clever girl woulu
soon t>e in a po^ltlon to glvo them valuablo Information. At U'liKth she gained tho contldenc..
of tbi.' bank. .\ message was sent by the president that if Mr. Metadler did not return to take
a largti sum from Paris to Kouen that tbe
money should bo entrusted to Irma Vep —
known at the bank as Miss Juliet.
Tho VampircH waylaid Metadler on a train
and threw bim out a window to bis death. Tbo
way was now clear for irma to gel poescssloti
of tho money to bo sent to Roueu. The order
from the banker was that she should go if
Metadler did not appear at ten o'clock. Tbo
girl,
having
tbethebank's
tldeutlai
man rcci
hadivid
beenword
put that
out of
way. couwn>
preparing for a trip a minute or two before ten
when she was startled by seolog Metadler appear. He walked into tho room Just as wrx^ his
custom and asked for tho package for Kouen
Irma Vcp hud to stand thoro helpless while bo
went out with tho money which the Vamptrs*>
had already counted as their own. She could
not understand.
News of the disappearance of Metadicr
reached Philip Guard, the reporter of the Mod
dial, who was the implacable foe of the Vampires. Disguised as a telephone Inspector be
went to tbe bank to look over the employe--.
There ho recognized Irma Vep. He traced hei
to the apartment next to that rented to Moreno.
He saw her go In accompanied by the Grand
Vampire, disguised as Mr. Trep. To the Grand
Vuiupire Irma told the remarkable story of the
apiuaranco of Metadler after sh*; had received
assurances that be had been killed. They coula
not understand. Mr. Trep Judged the time o»>
portune to look into the safe of the new ne'gU
bor. and opened the soaret door. Out fell tbo
body
Metadler
*
Howof had
he come
there? The answer wa^
easy. Moreno, himself a criminal preying upon
the rich, had come upon the body beside tb»
railway track. When ho had read The note
telling Metadler to take the money to Rouen, he
Immediately decided to disguise hims<flf and
apply at the bank for the package. So H was
her next door neighbor to whom Irma Vep bad
scvn the money given wblcb she had thought
nhv would t:et for the Vampires. While gazing
in astonishment at the body Philip Guard surKrlsed them. The Vampires overuowertd him.
owever, and left him for dead. Half an hour
later he regained consciousness and telephoned
the police. When they arrived they trapped
Moreno, knowing that be must have something
to do with the death of Metadler, since the
i^afe in which the body had been concealed
opened into his apartment. They accused bIm
of murder and would not believe his explanation that hi- had found the ilnad body beside
the railroad track. Only Philip believed his
stor>', knowing that h-- was drawine closer to
tbe Vampires.

VOGUE.
SHOT I.V THK FRACAS (Two Parts— Dec.
IIM. The cast : The janitor (Ben Turpin) ; his
wife (.Margaret Temptetoni; the peddler
< Paddy McQulrei : the husband (Arthur Moon) ;
his wife (Oyp.'iy .Abbott i.
.\rthur Moon, a champion archer, who has a
medal which he values highly, lives in a fashionable apartment with his wife, Gypsy. Ben.
tho janitor of the building, who believes in
letting his wife do all of the work, Is In the
hall sweeping up when all of the trouble over
the medal takes place. Paddy, tbe peddler.
seeing tho curtains in Arthur's window swaying
ba'-k and forth and thinking it Is someone trying to flirt with bim. climbs up the Are escape
and pnters Moon's apartment. Here he spies
the
medal
and manages
It JustPaddy
as Arthur's
wifp comets
Into theto get
room.
bides
behind a screen and furtively watches Gypsy
prartic!e archery. One of the arrows accidentally hits Ben and he Is brought into tbe
apartment to recover from his fright. Arthur
<-omes home and. finding Ben In the house, becomes Jealous. He mlsseti the medal and starts
ro xeareb for It. Paddy manages to slip It Into
Ben's i)ocket and It is found. Tbe medal falls
into th.i hand;* of all ronrernrd and finally tn
It- rii;!" '' ' MA ■!■ r - h'H Tior h-'fore a two-storj-
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brick factory building is destroyed
takes a sail through tbe clouds.

and

Paddy

MUTUAL.
.MfTL AL WEEKLY NO. lul (Dec. tt>.
At tho Battle of tho Sumiuc- Gun. Joffre
leaves hcad^iuartors to take p'T-^unal charge.
Subtitles: His aides and a groui> of war correspondents observe tho heuvy artillery duel.
BrltL-^b troopers held In reserve move forward
to tho llrst lino trenches. Refugees fleeing
from Combles. An unlimited suply of shells,
of all calibres, nssuro the continual reinforcement of tbo batteries.
Philadelphia. Pa. — Thousands of gobblora go
to Christmas markets.
.\fw York City. — Police Inaugurate safety
movement. Tbey distribute OO.OOIJ window cards
and 5<>U.UiK> Imoklets telling how to protect
lives, property and money.
Los Angeles, Cal. — Motorcycle Hlll-Cllmblng
Contest. Daredevil riders play with death for
Montreal, Canada. — War "tank" tours streets,
prizes.
.\'ovel method
used to secure recruits.
Polo Grounds. N. Y. City. — The Army defeats
the Navy. Fifty thousand pigskin fans witness
the overthrow of the .Middies by the Cadets.
Glen Ellen, Cal. — Jack London, world adventurer and writer, dies. Exclusive pictures made
by Mutual Weekly cameraman 3 days before Mr.
London's death. Subtitle : His study, where
most of his wonderful books were written.
Bucharest, Roumania. — Government quits city
as foe closes In. Panoramic view of tho beleaguered city.
New York City. — Boys from the border back
home. City's crack 7th regiment passes up 5th
avenue
In review.
Chicago, 111. — Chrysanthemum show opens at
Garfield Park.
Owwawa, Canada. — Crack 20Tth battalian receives colore. Sir Sam Hughes presents flags
to McLean's
athletes.
Los Angeles, Cal.— Aftermath of the grand
prize
race.
Lewis
Jackson's "Marmon" hits a
tree, killing six.
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A LASS OF THE LIMBERLANDS. NO. 6
(Two parts
— Nov.
2T).the
— '•Dollar"
Holmes
bas a
violent
scene
with
Interstate
Commerce
rommlssion, in which the Commission tells bim
he must build his railroad on to a certain point
because the road has been declared a common
<-arrier. He says In order to tie up his rivals
by keeping their logs from tbe mill that be is
not in a financial i)osition to do that. The Independents reply that they will take care of that
by accepting bis note for enough money on
which to build the road. Holme!: consents and
signs the note. Dawson, representing the Independents, accepts tbe note and sends Helen
Holmes and his son. Tom, by train to the bank
to discount the note and bring the money back.
Holmes sends after them his foreman. Bebrens,
and a confederate. They have instructions to
steal the money and get away with it. so that
it shall be impossible for tbe independents to
build tbe road.
Holmes'
agents
the same
Pullman car with
Helentake
andberth
Tom.in When
the light?
have been turned low and the train is speeding
on through tbe night, the foreman and his pal
climb out of their berth windows, make their
way by perilous hand-grasps along the outside of the car from window to window, climb in
through Helen's berth-window, steal the valise
that contains the money from beside her pillow
and manai^e to get back to their own berths,
.lust as the bag Is lifted out of her bed Heleu
wakes and screams.
Her cries bring Tom hurrying from his berth,
the conductor at his heels. The train is stopped
and Helen and Tom get off to wait for a train
which will pass In the opposite direction at
dawn and enable them to overtake the thief,
who by Behren's secret order has Jumped off
with the money-bttg.
In tbe meantime the thief bas jumped a
freight, fought with tbe crew and uncoupled the
cal>oose. on whose narrow platform he is riding.
The train is on a down grade. As dawn breaks
the runaway eaboose comes pIuoBlng down the
track where Helen and Tom are waiting. Helen
climbs a telegraph pole and from Its cross-arms
leaps onto the caboose roof. She grapples with
the thief and tbey have a savage fight on rbe
I'latform and inside the car. Tbe car runs Into
a closed switch and Is wrecked. It catches fire
from the overturned stove and Helen and the
thief try to fight their way out of the burning
trap.
Tbey cannot.
Vo'intr Tom
Pawcon
ha? seen the wreck — he
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comes racing clown the track to the rescue, not
knowing whether either Helen or the robber Is
alive but hoping for Helen. He tries to get
into the burning car, but cannot. He hears the
<Ties of the mnn and girl inside, and through
the smoke and flames he climbs up over the side
of the overturned caboose to the window just
below the roof, and drags Helen and the robber
out.
He lifts her to the ground, and discovers that
her wrist has been gashed. Her injury makes
him forget the thief, who had managed to bans
onto the valise of money as he was helped out
of the blazing car and who casts gratitude aside
and dashes otT across the fields with the bag.
The fade-out of Chapter Six leaves the audi»?nce in doubt as to whether Helen and Tom
eventually overtake the robber and recover the
money, or whether they fall to and he gets away
with it, leaving the small timbermen defrauded
and unable to build the railroad extension, and
Holmes therefore still the dominant figure in
the situation.

abominably, drags the child from her arms and
throws it to the ground. A doll is naturally not
used to such rough treatment and proceeds to
come apart. Tweedledum, realizing that he has
done something awful, bursts from the loom,
leaving his wife in tears and rushes to the
police station, almost beside himself in f.^ar of
the consequences of his rash act.
The police take him back to the scene of his
crime and, after letting him suffer for a short
time, the true situation is exposed to him and
the happy family is reunited.

METRO

FILM

CO.

iMISS EILLIE BUTTONS (Dec. 11) .—The
cast: The Girl (Billie Rhodes): Her Friend
(Ethel Lynne) ; The Boy (Nolan Leary).
Scenario by Ira W. Tichenor. Produced by Al.
E. Christie.
Billie and Ethel happen to read that a girl
disguised as a boy worked two years in the
mines. This starts an argument. Ethel saybe done.
Billie
• an ingitit can't
be done,
but that
she says
can that
do itnotandonlyis
■willing to bet that she can. Ethel takes her
on and Billie looks around for her opportunity.
She dres.'^es as a boy and gets a job as bell boy
in a large hotel.
After some complications in the locker room,
Billie gets by with her job, while Ethel is on
her trail. But with the entrance of Nolan, a
traveling salesman, Billie's fate is foreshadowed
when he sees a girl's ring on her finger and is
set to wondering. Her concealed sex gets her
into some predicaments, but she always escapes
■with her secret.
However. Nolan knows Ethel and brings her
to the hotel to dinner. Billie, bringing Nolan
a telegram, is recognized by Ethel, but she bas
to keep still. Nolan has become much attached to the bright little "Bellhop" and de<-ides to take "bim"" to a show. He gets Billie's
address from
the captain
and goes to the
house.
Ethel
is there
with Billie.
Billie comes down, as herself, and Nolan, not
recognizing her, asks for the bellboy. "That is
my brother," says Billie. "but he's out tonight." Having the tickets. Nolan asks Billie
to go in place of her "brother," and she accepts and goes to dress. Ethel now breaks the
faith and tells Nolan. He finds proof when
Billie comes down, in the same ring be saw at
the hotel, and the whole thing comes out. Billie pays the bet. but Nolan declares that he is
the real winner by Billie's little escapade.

UNITY

SALES

CORP.

THE YELLOW MENACE (Episode No. 16.
"The Final Stand"— Two parts— Dec. IS). — In
this, the last episode, we see All Singh defeated
in all his schemes and recalled by the Council
of Ton. over whose destinies he has been supposed to reign. Determined, however, not to be
caught, he prepares to escape and dresses a
substitutf in his own clothing, sending this
man away with Katisha. his faithful slavf, in
a car. They are pursued by soldiers and the
spurious Ali Singh shot.
The real Ali Singh makes a dash for the open
sea In a fast motor boat, but Police-Captain
Kemp is too shrewd for him and follows in a
gunboat, and ultimately sinks the flying vessels
with all on board. The final scene of "Tb^
Yellow Menace" shows the clawlike hand of Ali
Singh, clutched in impotent rage, sinking beneath the waves.
A SHORT SIGHTED CRIME (December.) —
Tweedledum's young wife is fond of dolls.
Tweedledum, wishing to surprise his wife by
coming into her room suddenly, assures 'ilmself that she is there by looking through the
keyhole. He sees her showering her attentions
on "her child" and is filled with rage. Angry
suspicion takes hold of him and losing all "orison he bursts into the room, shakes
his wiff
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The light from an AltL-rnating
Current arc comes alternating from
both carbons, while from a Direct
Current arc it always comes from
the same carbon. The Direct Current arc can therefore be arranged
so that the maximum amount of
its light always passes through the
lens, while it is impossible to do
this with an Alternating Current
arc. A Direct Current arc also
gives off more light for the same
rent.
current than an Alternating CurIf your electric
Alternating
Current,service
a

is only

WestinghouseCooper Hewitt
Rectifier Outfit
1 convert it into the Direct Current you need. It saves you
money and satisfies your patrons.
Write for Folder 4205-C for more
particulars.

STOLEN TRIUMPH (Rolfe Photoplays, Inc. — Five parts — Dec. 11). The cast:
Edwin Rowley (Julius Steger) ; Stephen Hunt
(Harry Burkhardt) ; Mrs. Hunt (Clara Wbipplej ; Mrs. Rowley (Clara Blandick) ; Mrs.
Williams (Marie Reichardt) ; Alice Hunt
(Raye Dean) ; Little Alice (Helen Badgley) ;.
Edwin Rowley, Jr. (Edward Kenney) ; Little
Edwin (Maury Steuart). Scenario written by
Julius Steger and Maxwell Karger. Directed
by David Thompson.
Success and failure meet in the persons of
Edwin Rowley and Stephen Hunt, college
chums. Rowley has marked ability as a playwright, but he is a visionary, and has not the
commercial instinct necessary to market his
wares. Hunt is a prosperous theatrical manager.
Hunt's wife is ambitious for him to be known
not only as a manager but as a dramatist. She
urges him to try his powers in that direction.
He promises to try. and she tells a reporter,
who calls for an interview, that her husband Is
engaged in writing a great play. An Item to
this effect appears in the paper,
Rowley, meantime, has finished a play which
is a masterpiece. Noticing the item in the
paper, his wife suggests that he go to Hunt for
advice about his play. Hunt welcomes the Impecunious Rowley, who tells him of his struggles for recognition. Hunt says he will be glad
to read the play. Rowley leaves his precious
manuscript with him. Hunt makes him a loan
to tide him over his immediate difBculties, apd
the money is spent at once for necessities for
his wife and little boy. Edwin.
Hunt takes Rowley's play home and upon
reading it recognizes it as a work of gemus.
When he has finished reading it, overwhelmed
by its gripping power, he is irresistibly tempted
to steal the play and present it as bis own,
knowing that he is safeguarded by the fact that
Rowley has no copy. He begins copying the
manuscript, only changing the title.
After anxious days of waiting to hear from
to ask Rowley
about bis
him thatoffice
bo
Hunt,
goesplay.
again Hunt
to t'Setells
manager's
has rejected it and mailed the manuscript to
him several days ago. The loss of the play accentuates
of resources,
utter failure.
Hav-a
ing come to
theRowley's
lastsense
of his
he gets
job at addressing envelopes. His faithful wife
falls ill as the result of starvation.
Hunt engages a company and starts rehearsals of the stolen play. On the opening night
Rowley buys a ticket and attends the performance. He recognizes the new play as the
child of his own brain, creates a disturbance
and is put out of the theater. Finding Hunt
afterward he denounces him as a thief. He is
threatened with arrest and. half-crazed, goes
home to tell his wife the disheartening rie'Jifti.
The shock kills her. Rowley, now entirely Insane, jumps into the river.
He is rescued by a passing boat, but his hat
and coat are found, and he is reported drowned.
Hunt reads of the supposed suicide, and confesses to his wife that the great play was not
his. but Rowley's. She says the wrong must be
righted,
she him
takesup Rowley's
son little
into their
home to and
bring
with their
girl,
Alice.
Rowley becomes a wanderer on the face of the
earth, his mind a blank. As the years pass.
Hunt tries to make reparation by giving Edwin
eyery advantage. Edwin and Alice grow up Into
young manhood and womanhood, fall In love
with each other and are betrothed. Hunt produces a play written by the missing man, to
make belated amends for his misdeed, and
Rowley seeing it announced, partially regains
his reason. He reaches the Hunt home while
the guests are toasting the bride and bridegroom. In response to the toast, Edwin begins
reciting a poem, the work, as he tells them, of
his gifted father. He falters in reciting it, and
Rowley, bis memory now completely returned,
finishes it for bim. The past \s forgiven, and
the playwright's reclining years are spent in
peace and happiness.
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BROKEN OHAINS (Peerless— Five PartsDec. 11) . — The cast : Harry Ford (John
Tansy) ; Harry Ford (later) (Carlyle Blackwell) : General Gwynne (Herbert Barrington) ;
Paul Fltzhugh (Stanhope Wheatcroft) : Dr. Tom
Lincoln (Herbert Delmore) ; Samson (Henry
West) ; Moses (Louis Grisel) : Jefferson (William Sherwood): Georgia Gwynne (Jtadge
Evans) ; Georgia Gwynne (later) (Ethel Clayton) ; Bessie Fltzhugh
(Jessie Lewis).
Seen-

IVooiuIkt

THE

\u. I*Mr>

: lo by Mr«.
E. M.
Ingletou.
DlrcclMl
by
':.>t>«Tt Thoroby.
> i;t.iiii rord, r. S. A,. In M'lit «Iown ."^outh to
:: L . 1,.- ->[ inoonsblntT^.
Joftvrion ilwynne.
■ '\ ' ■
ir rnther hot-hoadoO
youDK
couth' - iiivoa Ford Ih alclloK tbo Degrow
In
idcAl ilKht aKiilDst tbo wbitM, ftnd an
i-ompoUfd
to kfep bU mluloD
flccrct.
coii.iiv'--: II vi.iifQt dtdllkt' for tbiti
.1^ >!.- •.■.):■ \r
I'ni'd to bo. and makes
■ "
:•
111!* avorwion.
. (;.\\:i:n
J- ■:■ ■ u[i"9 young 8l8t«r, on
: liuii.i. 1.-. atir.k'[.ti to (be youoK norlb'inl aUcr
bo j«av.']i htT In a runaway
tbeir (rli'udnblp duvolops
raptdly, to
ii^ty of Paul KltxhUKb.
Goorgla's cousin,
< Is niucb in lovo witb bcr.
Wben Georgia
ij«»-.s
offer
inarritigt'.
nccuaes her
being Paul's
In lore
wItbof tho
ritranKo be agitator,
but
i<> also Ignores bU rumarka and bo goes away
ii«ry.
Jefforaon accuses Ford of stirring up the
»:roes to vote against tho whites.
Ford tries
Iulct the excited boy, but bis calmness ooly
9 to holgbton
Jeffcriton's anger, and draw■; Ford's sword from his scabbard, be begins
' fight.
Ford defends himself with a piece of
■hI.
a scuffle ensues,
and Jefferson
falls
'umliHl.
Ford
rushes
to the bouse
for as■lanre.

While be is gone, Sampson, a negro political
kJer, wbo bates the Gwynnes.
steals up and
■ Ing the wounded boy and the sword lying
nt his side, la possessed of a demoniacal tdpa.
Me selies the Mwonl. and ptungea It Into the
boy's body.
Ford,
coming
up with
Georgia,
her Captain
father and
others.
Is overcome
to find Jefferson dead.
Clri'umstantlal evidence points to Ford as the
criminal, and de«plte bis vehement protest of
Innocence, he Is led awiiy to prison. Georgia
alone believes In him and comforts blm with
ber assurance of faith. Paul, who saw Sampson stab the boy, and knows therefore that Ford
Is innocent. Is torn by conflicting emotions, but
bif) hatred of his rival, and his desire to get him
out of the way proves stronger than a sense of
Justice, and he conceals his knowledge of the
crime, and allows Ford to be led away to
prison. Despite the unpleasantness of his surroundings in prison. Ford conducts himself
bravely and manfully. In defending an old
negro against the guard, he Incurs the enmity
of that ofllclal. and in revenge the guard has
blm whipped by the negro Sampson, wbo bad
b*>en In prison for stealing a ballot-box.
Angered by this unnecessary Indignity. Ford
still submits In silence, but that nl^ht when
the prison catches fire, be seizes the opportunity
to escape, and is trailed by the guards witb
dogs
to Georgia's
home.
Georgia
scarcely
recognizes
in this worn,
haggard
prisoner,
the
man whom she loves, but she receives blm gladly, and struggles hard to conceal him from the
guard. Her efforts, however, are futile — the
door Is broken
In and Ford dragged out.
Georgia has read that an Individual can lease
any convict he or she may desire, by applying
to the Governor for a permit, and she determines
now to make use of this knowledge. By clever
maneouverlng, she manages to detain tho arresting party, white she rushes a messenger to the
Governor, with an appllratlon for the releasing
of Ford. Just as tbe guards are ready to lead
Ford away, tbe messenger returns with tbe
permit, signed by the Governor, and Georgia demands that tbe prisoner bo turned over to her.
Ford finds his new captivity much to his
liking, and the affection between captor and captive rapidly grows. Tbe old negro, whom Ford
defended in prison, is released, and hurries
to Col. Gwynne. to toll him the real truth about
tbe murder — how Sampson, talking In hia sleep,
revealed bow he seized the sword and killed
Jefferson. By a clever re-enactment of the
murder scene. Sampson Is led to confess tho
truth. Ford Is cleared, and he and Georgia arc
happy
In oarh other's love.
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THE LASH OF DESTINY (Van Dyko Film
Corp.- -Deo. 1 1 i .—The cant : Myra Fielding
(Gertruilu McCoy) : kldlRi Wayne (Mabel
Jullne Scott) : Sally ( H Jten Greene) ; licrt
Temple (Dumiin McKaef : Al Wayne (Arthur
Housman).
Directed by George Torwilllger.
Myra Fielding, a young country school teacher,
be<-omet dIssatlHiled with tho narrow outlook of
her home, and goes to the city, de»plto tho
protcMtM of hor half-ftc*-epted sweet heart. Pert
Temple. There she obtains work In a cnbarct,
hoping to attract tho attention of some theatrloiil nmnagir. She beromes acquainted with
Al Wayne, a Ilafhy "sport" who, although he
iti mtirrled. Insists ou paying attonllon to her.
She learns that her father Is in urgent need
of medical attention, and having no money of
her own to defroy the necessary expenses. Is
forced to borrow from Wayne. He gives ber
$.'>00. securing an I. O. V. for the money, thinking in this way to obtain a hold over the girl.
Wayne has taken tho money from funds belonging to his wife. Edith, who, when she discovers her loss, accuses blm of tbe theft.
Wayne loaves her In anger, and going to Myra.
demands that .she leave the town with blm.
Myra refuses, and as they are arguing, Bert
Temple enters the room. Temple thrashes
Wayne, but scorning the life he thinks Myra
Is lending, leaves her.
Wayne leaves for Chicago, but Is robbed of
his wallet on the train by a pick-pocket, who
Is later killed while Jumping off a car. Tbe
thief Is identiQed as Wayne by tho papers In
the wallet, Wayne does not correct tho error,
preferring to start life again under a new name.
Arriving in Chlcngo. he embarks upon a "political career"
in a toughthink
quarter
the clly. All
of his
old associates
him ofdead.
Edith, meanwhile, has discovered Myra's I.
O. U.. and writes her, reproaching her for not
only stealing her money, but bcr husband also.
Myra culls on Edith, and tells her that she
never knew that Wayne was married, and
promises to repay the money. In the course of
tiiue. Myra succeeds in her ambition, and hecomes a musical comedy star. By a strange
coincidence. Temple, her old sweetheart, meets
Edith, and falls In love with her. She. thinking Wayne dead, marries Temple, and they go
to Chicago to live.
Temple eventually becomes District Attorney.
He "tarts to wipe out the political gang that
has been grafting on tbe city. Wayne, who Is
oue of the gang that Temple Is after, recoguizea
him. and learns that Edith Is his wife. W*ayne
goes to Temple's home, and revealing himself
to Edith, tells her that she Is still bis wife,
but offers to remain silent If Temple will stop
his prosecution of the g:ing. Edith, half-crazed
by the situation, meets Wayne at his apartment
to see if be will relent.
Myra, pl.iying in a Chicago theater, sees
Wayne, and marvels at his being alive. Inv.-itisatinK- she learns the true state of affairs
and disi-overs that Edith is to meet her former
husband at hi« apartment. She remembers the
wrong she unwittingly did Edith, and desiring
to do what she can to help her follows her.
There, from a place of concealment, she sees
Edith, attacked by Wayne, shoot and apparently
kill him. She leaps out from ber biding place
and hurries the other woman out of the room
through the tire-escape. Then she returns, in
time to be caught by the police, who have arrived, attracted by the noise of the shot.
Edith goes to her home all unnerved, and confesses everything to her husband. He loves
her well enough to stand by her. and conducts
hs Investigation Into the entire affair. The
search reveals the fact thot. instead of having:
been killed by Edith, Wayne was shot by a
man who had lain In wait for him for that
[lurpoHc. Myra's sacrifice was therefore made
unnecessary and she Is released, bearing with
her, none the less, the blessings of her former
sweetheart and bis wife.

CONSOLIDATED
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CORP.

THE CRIMSON- STAIX MYSTERY (Chapter
I.'t— ■The Human Tigpr"'-Two Parts — Nov. 27).
— Dr. Montros* decides his only escape from
the clutches of the Crimson Stain gang Is to
destroy the apparatus, the drug, and the formula.
In his laboratory he picks up an iron bar. but
Just as he is about to smash tbe frail machine,
Kiel and Tanner, entering unnoticed, spring
non him.
Vanya and the cripple lend their aid.
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and in a few mlnutei the doctor Ik on the floor
helplesK. The door openn and Florence enters
with a piMtol In her hand. At ber command
the four PUiHT-crlmlnuls tile out tin- door and
duwn the HtiilrH In fteureh of a policeman. In
the niiilii liullwuy ot the Montrose home they
meet Pnrrltth. the detective, Purrltth hundeuffs
the quartet and marches them off to the polico
station. But Just as soon as Parrlsb and his
prisoners get out of sight of tho bouse, Parrlsh unlocks
the handcuffs and sets the gangMteTH
free.
Parrlsb Alone
follows
to Robert
ntuillo.
in Vanya
the studio
ParrinbClayton's
makes
violent love to Vanya, and In the midst of It
all
Clayton
comes.
Angered
at
the
woman's
perfidy, Clayton orders them both from his
studio. Glancing out the window. Clayton sees
Pierre lowsI.^
Rue.
Clayton
gives home.
chase, and
folPierre
to the
Montrose
He sees
Pierre pass
into panel.
Dr. Montrose's
through
tbe secret
As Clayton laboratory
steps Into
the room Pierre attacks him and puts him
under hypnotic control. Pierre then turns his
attention to the apparatus, and with the help
of tbe hypnotized Clayton, carries It outside to
a waiting motor truck. The motor truck leaves
and
Pierre and
Clayton
return tohand
the and
Doctor's
laboratory.
Pierre
ties Clayton
foot
In a chair. Tho next morning Clayton Is found
by Dr. Montrose.
In sonTanner's
apartment
several
of the
CrimStain gangsters
plon to
discover
Pierre
La
Rue*s Identity and thug hold him In their
power. That afternoon. Dr. Montrose and
Florence call on Clayton at his studio to see a
rare vase that had Just arrived. Clayton opens
a big box and as he tears the wrapping aside
Pierre I*a Rue springs out. Dr. Montrose tears
off Pierre La Rue's disguise, revealing to the
astonishment of all present, and Tanner. Kleli
and Vanya who are peeking through the skylight, the face of (?)
THE CRIMSON* STAIN* (Episode No. 16—
"The Unmasking" — Two Parts — Dec. 4). — Alone
In his laboratory. Dr. Montrose la startled by a
noise at the secret panel. As the panel opens
Dr. Montrose springs forward to halt the intruder. After a brief struggle in the passageway Pierre La Rue enters the laboratory. On
tbe floor, half Inside the laboratory and half
outside. Is tbe body of a man. Pierre La Rue
takes Dr. Montrose's diary, then picking up the
body of the man on the floor he exits through
the panel, closing It behind him.
Harold Stanley is coming up the stairs. He
sees a man crouching at the laboratory door.
Tbe man enters. Stanley follows and sees tho
man about to escape through the panel. Stanley
captures blm and discovers he Is Felix. Stanley
forces Felix to disclose to him the mystery of
the Crimson Stain Gang. Felix gives his life's
history as follows:
He was a student of chemistr>' when he mot
Dr. Montrose, who gave him the Job of personal
assistant. Shortly afterward Felix fell In lore
with Florence, but Pr. Montrose objected. Then
Dr. Montrose discovered tbe element which ho
believed would stimulate the human mind to
flights of genius. Dr. Montrose chose Tanner,
Morrison. Vanya Tosca. and Layton Parrlsb as
the
subjectsproved
of his all
experiments.
Dr. Montrose's
discovery
he had hoped
it would.
Felix angered at Dr. Montrose's refusal of hIa
daughter, injected
a poisoncriminals
Into Dr. instead
Montrose's
discovery,
which created
of
geniuses.
Then came Pierre La Rue.
Felix sees a pistol In the drawer of tho
laboratory table. With a swift movement Felix
pulls out the pistol and orders Stanley to throw
up his hands. Felix forces Stanley into the
secret passage-way. then escapes through tbe
front door. Florence and Clayton set Stanley
free. Stanley and Clayton leave the bouse In
pursuit of Pierre La Rue.
In Tanner's apartment are tbe Crimson Stain
Gangsters. Tanner mutinies. He declares La
Rue Is Harold Stanley. A police whistle. Ihe
door is fluns open, framing the cripple wbo
throws off bis disguise, revealing himself as
Harold Stanley. Policemen rush in. Pierre La
Rue and tbe Black Mask escape. Stanley pursues Pierre while Clayton goes after the Black
Mask. The Black Mask gains the roof, but before he can leap to safety Clayton throws him
down. Tearing off tbe mask there Is disclosed
to Clayton's astonishment
I-ayton Parrlsb.
Pierre La Rue escapes In an automobile. Stanley pursues in another car. The race continues
for several miles. An obstruction slops the
race.
Pierre sets out on foot, followed by Stan-
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ley. La Rue accidentally plunges over a cliff.
Reaching his side Stanley finds he Is dying. La
Rue removes his disguise and Stanley is shocked
to see that it Is Dr. Montrose! Realizing the
end is near. Dr. Montrose begs Stanley never
to tell the truth to Florence.
He dies.
Dr. Montrose's
bodythe isnecessary
brought lie
home
Stanley
tells Florence
that and
her
father was killed by an automobile, and that
Pierre La Rue was drowned trying to escape
from the police. No one knows the truth but
Harold Stanley, and he promises himself never
to reveal it, least of all to his wife, Florence,

BLUEBIRD

PHOTOPLAYS,

INC.

THE PRICE OF SILENCE (Five Parts—Dec.
11). — The cast: Helen Urmy (Dorothy Phillips) ;
Aline (Vols Smith) ; Oliver Urmy (Frank
Whitson) ; Edmund Stafford (Lon Chaney) :
Jenny Cupps (Evelyn Selbie) ; Billy Cupps
(Jay Belasco) : Ralph Kelton (Jack Mulhall) ;
Landlord (Eddie Brown). Scenario written by
Ida May Park.
Directed by Joseph De Grasse.
Helen Urmy and Ralph Kelton are in love,
but there is parental opposition to Helen marrying a poor man when she has many wealthy
suitors. Ralph starts to drive Helen to the
home of her old nurse, in the country, late one
afternoon, and when a violent storm breaks,
early in the evening, they are compelled to
find shelter in a wayside Inn. The torrential
rains continue, and Helen and Ralph are compelled to register as man and wife and occupy
the only room that is available. Dr. Stafford,
who lives opposite, is watching from his window
when lightning strikes the hotel at midnight.
He finds that Ralph has been electrocuted by the
bolt which narrowly misses setting the building
on fire. Helen, distracted when she realizes
her position, confesses to Dr. Stafford that she
is not Ralph's wife and he promises to shield
her.
In subsequent years Helen marries Oliver
Urmy. They have a daughter. Aline, who falls
in love with Billy Cupps. son of Helen's old
nurse. One day Urmy brings Dr. Stafford Into
his home, introducing him as bis college class
mate. In Stafford's changed condition, due to
the use of intoxicants and drugs. Helen does
not recognize him — but the doctor clearly recalls where be saw Mrs. Urmy. When Aline returns from school Dr. Stafford falls in love with
her and asks for her hand in marriage. The
vast disparity in their ages makes the match
seem ridiculous. Dr. Stafford recalls to Helen
the incident of the lightning stroke, a secret
she had safely kept, and as the price she must
pay to prevent her exposure Stafford demands
that she shall compel her daughter to marry
him.
Jenny Cupps, upon her death bed, wires Helen
that she must come to her old nurse. Helen
receives a telegram that Aline and Billy Cupps
have eloped and married. Helen proceeds upon
her journey and finally learns the true parentage
of Billy Cupps. The son Helen bore was entrusted to Jenny to rear as her own, Helen paying liberally for the boy's care and education.
Some months after Helen's son died and. to
keep the revenues coming. Jenny had substidaughter's
reared him
secretly
as thetuted herchild
Helen boy
bad ani3
entrusted
to her
old
nurse to rear and educate.
The Billy Cupps, with whom Aline had just
eloped, thus became acceptable as Helen's sonin-law. While Helen is away Oliver Urmy takes
Dr. Stafford for an automobile ride. Stafford,
under the influence of drugs, starts to make a
disrespectful remark about Mrs. Urmy. Loosening bis hold upon the steering wheel, Urmy
grabs Stafford by the throat. The machine veers
from the road, rolls down an embankment and
Stafford is killed while Urmy escapes; miraculously, with slight Injury.
Helen returns home, after remaining at Jenny
Cupps" bedside until the old nurse dies, and
learns the news of Stafford's death. With her
secret now safe in her own keeping and her
daughter married. Helen lives her remaining
days happy in the love of her husband with her
unfortunate past obliterated.

Pathe

Exchange,

Inc.

PATHE NEWS NO. Uo (Nov. 25).
Oakland, Cal. — Five hundred Boy Scouts participate in a grand rally exhibition illustrating
their preparedness, as the citizens of tomorrow.
Subtitles: Demonstrating their training in field
wireless work and quick aid to injured. "We
pledge allegiance to our flng."
Norfolk, Va. — The rapid increase in the cost
of living Is causing great demand for cheap
but substantial food, and the peanut industry
is one now facing unprecedented prosperity.
Subtitles: Huge machines separate the peunuts
from the vines, the dust being drawn out
through a large blowpipe. Although a comparatively cheap commodity, the peanuts are
carefully assorted.
Vienna, Austria. — His Majesty, Francis Joseph, late Emperor of Austria-Hungary, as he
appeared shortly before his death, after a memorable rule of sixty-eight years. Subtitle: The
Archduke Charles Francis Joseph, who succeeds to the throne of the dual monarchy, burdened with the responsibility of the great war.
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Oissel, France. — Eight large engines saved by
the Belgian troops when the Germans swept
over their country, are now made ready to be
shipped to the Russian Government.
Salonica, Greece.— The cause of the National
Party is greatly increased when Colonel iChrlstodoulos arrives with three thousand men to
join the Allied forces. Subtitles: General
Zumbrakakis welcomes the addition to his
army. The new Macedonian Allies are given a
warm reception. Ex-Premier Venizelos, founder
and leader of the national movement, addresses
a crowd of ardent followers.
Now You See It! Now You Don't! (Magazine
Section). — An Animated Cartoon by John C.
Terry. Subtitle: But wily John Bull also produces a mysterious war weapon able to smash
through the Teuton defense.
Winchedon, Mass. — Little children must be
happy on Christmas day and so toy town is
now busily engaged producing enormous quantities of: playthings
for horses
Santa Claus*
bags. Subtitles
The rocking
are handsomely
painted to attract the child's fancy. The village emblem.
Santa Monica, Cal. — America's greatest speed
kings enter their little racers in the Crand
Prix Race In a final effort to capture the auto
honors of the season. Subtitles : Rounding
"death" curve. Johnny Aitken Is again the
peer of the contestants as he crosses the line
In the lead. But demon speed does not overcome the hazards of the race as Lewis Jackson's car smashes into a tree, killing him and
three spectators.
Oakland, Cal. — Thousands cheer as the Norwelgian Freighter Talabot glides from the ways
into San Francisco Bay after being christened
by Mrs. John Snyder. Subtitle: Mayor Rolph
of San Francisco congratulates Mrs. Snyder.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Congressman-elect O. D.
Bleakley discovers a new way of reaching the
Capital by flying as a passenger of Aviator
William C. Ocker of the United States Army.
Subtitle : He lands at Washington after a flight
of one and one-half hours.
PATHE
NEWS
NO. 96 (Nov. 29).
New York City. — The memorable evacuation of
the city by the British lo3 years ago Is fittingly
celebrated by the Old Guard Veteran Battalion
of New York. Subtitle : A salute is fired over
the Battery Wall as the flag is raised.
Raymond, Maine. — Offlcials of the State Fish
Hatcheries take steps to preserve the increasing collection of salmon In Sebago Lake, and
sweep the spawning beds for the valuable fish.
Subtitle : Maine salmon bid fair to rival the
famous Northwestern product.
Amsterdam, Holland. — The Steamship Columbia
which is run ashore in the Gulf of L'yji after
being struck by a 'submarine
torpedo.
London, England. — Sir C. C. Wakefield, retiring
Lord
Mayor
of
the
world's
largest
polis, spends his last day reviewing
part metroof the
city's contribution to Britain's army. Subtitles:
The British machine guns are easily carried by
the troops. A detachment of Scotch Infantry
ready to leave for the Front,
Exquisite Designs for Milady's Wear This
Season (Magazine section) — As shown by the
Pathe-Florence Rose Fashions. Subtitles : For
the afternoon, there is everywoman, cream lace
over black. Black and white velvet hat. The
favorite top coat is the Mile a Minute, plum
velours and beaver. A well chosen gown la
Silver Moon, black faille brocaded in silver
with silver lace. A particularly pretty style Is
the Rainbow Princess, metallic brocade with
silver lace.
New Haven, Conn. — King Football reigns supreme as a record-breaking crowd of 80,000
people packs the huge Yale Bowl to see the
Bulldog strive to wrest the football laurels from
Old Harvard. Subtitle: Crashing through the
Crimson defense. Yale carries the honors of
the day by the score of 6 — 3.
Is'ew York City. — The season brings together
rival Elevens of the Army and the Navy, and
all the Cadets and the Middies are out to cheer
their gladiators on the gridiron to success. Subtitles : Bang! The clash Is on! The game Is
marked by fast and close play, the Army winning by score of 15 to 7. Part of the Atlantic
Squadron which arrived in New York so that
the sailors may root for their team.
Chicago. Ill.~The Windy City Is determined
to discover a means to cheat the high cost of
living and so twelve healthy boys and girls are
selected to live on a diet of forty cents a day.
Subtitles : May Thompson weighs the martyrs
to Society before they start their experiment.
Health Commissioner Robertson offers this
thirteen-ccnt menu — soup, fish or roast, bread,
butter and cocoa.
Charleston. S. C. — Hundreds of citizens are
out to start the Good Roads Campaign and help
to dig the new road. Subtitle: The youngest
advocate
"Good — Roads."
Houston,of Texas.
Governor Whitman journeys
to the border to review the New York National
Guard remaining in Uncle Sam's service. Subtitle: Governor Whitman
and General
O'Ryan.
Jersey City. N. J. — Happy to be home again,
the crack "Seventh" of New York's National
Guard returns from the border as the Mexican
diflJculties gradually settle.
Subtitles: Up Fifth
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price.
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Avenue they swing, welcomed by thousands of
admiring citizens. Governor Whitman reviews
the Guardsmen.
Philadelphia. Pa. — The large tank steamship,
William Rockefeller, glides down the ways at
Cramps Shipyard, after being christened by
Mrs. Emma Rockefeller McAlpin.
Seattle, Wash. — One thousand members of the
I. W. W. participate in the funeral of their
comrades killed in the recent struggle at Everett.
PEARL OF THE ARMY (Episode No. 2,
"Found Guilty" — Astra — Two Parts — Dec. 10).
— Captain Payne is court-martialed and convicted of treason because he lost a secret dispatch under suspicious circumstances. Unable
to explain, he is placed in prison preparatory to
being drummed out of service. In his solitary
prison room. Pearl Dare visits him and, placing her hands in his. tells him she has come to
say she believes in him. Before he can voice
his gratitude, an orderly enters announcing the
time is up.
The news of his downfall comes as welcome
news to Major Brent, a less favored rival for
Pearl Dare's hand and — miUionb. But on the
horizon of his hopes a cloud drifts from out of
the past in the person of Bertha Bonn, a girl
•he has wronged and who has a miniature signed
by him
"to my with
darlingher.
wife."
ing a years
stormyagomeeting
BrentDur-is
astounded to discover that the locket which
holds his portrait is strangely like the one lost
by Payne, but he is unable to secure it from
her. and lives in constant fear of its power.
Theis Silent
Menace
Col.byDare's
and
discovered
and visits
pursued
Pearl home,
in a
taxi. A rug in the taxi suddenly comes to life.
It overcomes her, and when next she gains
consciousness she is in an unknown spot. Following some foot prints she discovers the secret
meeting place of the Foreign Alliance, where
the plots for the downfall of this Nation are
hatched. She contrives an entrance, overcomes
the Silent Menace with an ornament, and has
nearly succeeded in snatching the mask from
his face when his lieutenants discover her, and
she is compelled to flee.
THE SHIELDING SHADOW (Episode No. 11
of "The Great Sacrifice"— Astra — Two Parts —
Dec. 10). — Fleeing from her husband and the
hirlings of Bianca, queen of the underworld.
Leon tine and her mysterious protector.
Ravengar. find a haven of refuge in a cottage
in the woods where he leaves her and returns
to search for the mantle which has been stolen
by Ruggles. Ravengar falls from a ledge, and
Bianca and her men. finding his unconscious
body, carry it to the shack where Leontine is
hiding. Bianca seeking for some spirits to revive Ravengar, finds herself facing the shot gun
in Leontine's hands. When she finds that
Bianca is really trj'ing to save him from the
men who want his life she begs her to unlock
the back door and let her go for help. This she
does and Bianca. as Ravengar shows signs of
returning consciousness, whispers to him to
make a dash for the trap door when she opens
it. With the gun she keeps them at bay until
he makes the cellar and then joins him. Their
shots fired at the two in the cellar failing to
drive them out, they resort to a stick of dynamite. Bianca bravely picks it up and carries it
upstairs, but not in time to save herself.
It
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explodes and Bianca makes
for the man she loved.
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THE CHALLENGE (Gold Rooster— Five
Parts — Dec. 10). — A young civil engineer exposes his superior for crooked work in a card
game, and thus makes a bitter enemy. The
other waits his chance for revenge, and through
a "plant" sends him to prison. While he is
serving his term, there is cradled in the heart
of the West one of the largest engineering projects ever attempted.
After a futile search for a man big enough
to tackle the job. those behind the gigantic deal
realize that he is in prison. Through men of
national importance he is pardoned and is given
a golden opportunity. In the West he meets
his old enemy, still cheating in the game of
lite. This time he has marked for his victim
an unsophisticated little heiress who trusts him.
How the young engineer wins over the little
feminine tornado, exposes the other man's villainy and causes the girl who has grown to love
hitn not only to withdraw the challenge she had
made, but to help him to the successful comstory.
pletion of his work, makes this a charming
FLORENCE ROSE FASHIONS, NO. 10
( "Fashions and Charity" — Dec. 10) . — In this
number we see those who possess everything,
arranging a benefit for the less fortunate. A
Fashion Show is arranged at the Ritz-Carlton.
the proceeds of which are to go to crippled
' kiddies
in the
with and
its
interesting
reelhospital.
wherein This
Dame theme
Fashion
Charity go hand in hand.
LUKE— RANK IMPERSONATOR (Robin —
Dec. 10). — Luke is a busy Beau Brummel. He is
the paprika In the social baked potato and
when they dress him up in on open-faced suit,
he puts pep in a pitiful party.
THE FAITHLESS FRIEND (Reissue— Two
Parts — Dec. 10). — This tale of rugged western
life is colored throughout with the tender love
of an Indian maiden for a white man.

Triangle Film

Corp.

THE WHARF RAT (Fine Arts— Five PartsDec. 0). — The cast: Carmen Wagner (Mae
Marsh) ; Edward Holmes (Robert Harron) ; Carl
Wagner (Spottiswoode Aitken) ; Mrs. Wagner
(Lillian Langdon).
Carmen Wagner is an orphan, the daughter of
a musician whose career was ruined by the nagging of her stepmother. Her grandfather, a violinist also, hates all women because of his son's
ruined career. He tries to save his granddaughter, whom he adores, from the stepmother. He
also makes his granddaughter a woman hater and
brings her up disguised as a boy. While in this
garb she meets Edward Holmes, a law clerk, and
the two become friends. The stepmother, catching the grandfather giving Carmen music lessons,
drives him from the house. Carmen runs away,
joins him. and they become vagabond musicians.
They take passage on a ship, and Edward
Holmes, the law clerk of the firm, consulted by
the stepmother, is delegated to find them. He
takes passage on the same ship, identifies an innocent Italian musician and his daughter, whom
he arrests.
For this false arrest Edward is dis-

charged. And in this plight he meets Carmen
and her grandfather, who live in a derelict vessel and who make a living by the violin playing
in the streets.
While protecting Carmen from a drunken
sailor Edward is badly hurt and is taken in and
cared for in the old hulk. Carmen throws aside
her boy's clothes and puts on feminine apparel
and imitates the dock watchman's daughter and
coquettes with Edward, who at last identifies her
as the girl whom he was originally employed to
seek. They are in love, but keep it secret from
the woman hating grandfather.
Other detectives, employed by the stepmother
this time, have located Carmen, and Edward in
defending her is knocked out. while the stepmother and Carmen take a steamer home. Edward with a friend in a fast motor boat follows,
and Carmen jumps from the steamer and is rescued by Edward. The stepmother pursues In a
pilot boat, but they finally make their escape to
marriage
and happiness.
BAWBS O' BLUE RIDGE ( Ince— Five PartsDec. 9). — The cast : Barbara Colby (Bawbs)
(Bessie Barriscale) ; Ralph Gunther (Arthur
Shirley) : Phineas Bradley (Joe Dowling).
"Bawbs," whose real name is Barbara Colby,
lives in the mountain wilderness of "01" Virginny"
with died
her spinster
"Maw
Becky."
Her parents
when she aunt,
was an
infant.
She
can read with effort and write just a bit. "Maw
Becky" goes to town in the valley below about
twice
a year,thing
but to
never
takes her
"Bawbs,"
she
does every
prevent
meeting as men.
Ralph Gunther. an author, comes to the Blue
Ridge mountains seeking solitude while writing
a new novel,
and sees
in the
woods.
She leads
him "Bawbs"
a merry dancing
chase, but
he
finally finds her. and they are sitting on a big
rock, chatting, when "Maw Becky" discovers
them,
andto sends
"Bawbs"
to the
and
threatens
kill Gunther
on sight
if hehouse,
is caught
with her again. On the way to the cabin
"Bawbs" chances to pick up a letter dropped by
Gunther. which she reads that night. It states
that Gunther must put up one thousand dollars
at once as advance expense to the publishers of
his books or all work will be stopped. This conher that
he is "pore."
The vinces
next
day
Becky"
semi-annual
trip "Maw
to Wild
Gooseleaves
Bend, for
andhera
landslide causes her death. Her last words reveal the fact that "Bawbs" is rich, money left by
her father being in a box in front of the fireplace under the stones. "Bawbs" cries all that
night,
waiting
for theof"writin"
man" to come,After
but
he does
not know
her bereavement.
several days, during which time he has hunted
for her in the woods, he decides to visit the
cabin, and finds her at the grave of her aunt,
but she repulses his advances, being aggrieved
at his neglect.
Phineas Bradley, an aged and miserly hermit
who has and
buried
three
hears She
of "Bawbs'
wealth,
comes
to wives,
court her.
has sent"
her money to Gunther, believing he needs it to
go on with his writing. She tells Bradley of
this, and he leaves when he realizes she has
given away her money. Gunther sends back
the fortune and starts for Wild Goose Bend.
■■Bawbs" realizes, when he returns the money,
that she loves him. and hurries to Wild Goose
Bend to intercept Gunther. Gunther recognizes
her coming in the distance. They embrace and
kiss. "Bawbs" asks him to take her to his
mother in Philadelphia, which he promises to do.
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Is Through These Consultations and the Benefits Our Customers Have
Derived from Them That We Have Established the Reputation as
Foremost in the Art of

PROJECTION
Write — Win

— Phm«

ENGINEERING

— Tod*r T* Our Pni1ii»«rla» D.pmj»«t

WE

NATIONAL

ARE

DISTRIBUTORS

AND

for Our Fr»

Per Set
Advice.

FOR

SILVERTIP

CARBONS

Send for Prices

Picture Theatre Equipment Co., At 49th street, 1604 Broadway
Member

of the Society of Motion

Piteco CoDdensers

Picture

Engineers

$5.00
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^^^^
NOTICE

TO

SITUATIONS

— Th« PublUh«r«

WANTED.

1 WISH to conutHl with Btftft of some tirst
elaM (ltr*clor. or with »ci<narlo dopArtment of
•omo llvo producinx compnoy. 1 only ask lor
cb«ot*(> to provo my worth. Hyfcrcucos. F. L.,
care M. V. WorM. .\. Y. CUy.
CAMKRAMAN. wldp cxporlenco, at liberty:
coDHldvr propoMltlon with high grade company.
Ability oadlly shown. J. U., care M. P. World,
N. Y. City
COMPETENT. Bll-arouiul cameraman, complete outht. Including mills ; will work lor low
ulary If position l« «t»>i\dy. Oo anywhere. Competent, cart M. P. World. X. Y. City.
CAMERAMAN
with
line camera,
best
of
rrferencc*.
Go anywhere.
B.. 2It40 Boulevard.
TT.cy City. N. J. rhoiit* Jtrsty City 1213.

WANTED.

WANTED — Trap drummer, must play bells.
lEylophone. etc. Steady Job to good man. Box
2U3, Prtnce Albert. Saek., Can.
WANTED — High class union musician for
style "R" Seeburs, Reftrenrea required. .Address. Musician, ^arv- .M. P. World, N. Y. City.
CAMERAMEN ownlun cameras, who make
sood plctur«'i'. Write for Information how to
make money. -Ray. 3JC Fifth Are., N. T. City.

THEATERS

WANTED.

HAVE few thousand dollars to Invest In motion picture theater, not \fg* than 54.>0 seat?.
City or out of town. Will lease or purchase.
Send particulars. Address. W. S., Room 900.
US" Broadway. X. Y. CUy.
CASH FORmoving
YOl'R picture
MOVIE— broker.
1 am a Seventeen
practical
auoccssful
years of continuous success. Selling upwards of
one million dollars' worth annually, sales, exchanges and leases. Lewis, the Moving Picture
Broker. Est. ISI»e. Office. 578-80 Elllcott Sq.,
Buffalo. N. Y.

THEATERS

FOR

NOTE OUR NEW

RATES!

Remittances must accompany all orders as follows:
One dollar per insertion for
copy containing twenty words or less. Five cents per word on copy containing over
twenty words.
Each word to be counted includine names and addresses.

ADVERTISERS:

HELP

WORLD

SALE

OR

RENT.

.\N .VPPEAL to men who want to make a success In life. No previous experience ueccs.sary.
Photoplay house located in town o^ about 70,000
Inhabitants : located In central part of New York
State. Surrounding population within a radius
of four miles win make up about 100,000. Running continuously soven days week. Receipts for
the thirty days were as follows: Oct. 14, $10:i.4j :
Oct. 15. $120.50; Oct. 16, «201.70: Oct. 17.
»ie0.20; Oct. 18. $156: Oct. 19, $102.10: Oct. 20.
$150.80; Oct. 21, $195.80: Oct. 22. $83.60 Oct.
23. $88.23: Oct. 24. $80.40; Oct. 25. $80.10; Oct.
26. $86.35; Oct. 27. $74.05: Oct. 28. $02.25; Oct.
29. $78; Nov. 1. $ST.2o : Nov. 2. $87.10 Nov, 3,
$92.85: Nov. 4. $113.15: Nov. 5. $74; Nov. 6,
$144: Nov. 7. $153,30; Nov. 8. $92.15; Nov. J>.
$76.70: Not. 10. $88.85; Nov. 11. $101.80: Nov.
12. $90.20: Nov. 1.1, $148.45; Nov. 14, $123.20.
To conduct this house less than half. Wonderful
money maker: nothing like It was ever placed
on the market before. Trial will be given one
week, or one month. Our client resides In the
city of Buffalo and Is about to retire from business and will sacrlQce this $15,000 movie for
$6,500; $4,000 down, balance on time, or 16.000
spot cash. Quick action necessary. Lewis, 580
Elllcott Sq., Buffalo. N. Y*.
FOR SALE — One of the prettiest and best located houses in city of eighty thousand population. Paramount program. Scarcely no competition. Good reasons (or selling. Located in New
Ea«land. Cheap rent. Small Investment. Address. Bargain Theater, care M. P. World, N.
Y. rity.
THE ELKS'
HOME, bids
of for
Mahanoy
City,of Pennsjlanvia.
will receive
the rental
their
Regent Theater, a motion picture house up to
and Im-ludlng Deo*-mber 20th, l^ease to commencv Januar>- 1. IMT. Located in a building
that co5t $8O.O0it. Populatlo-i to draw from.
20.100.
Seating
capacity,
WO.
For
further
'•icular!'. write Joseph E, Ferguson, Secy.

exp«ct that nit ■tatvmenia

mad*

in awry

adv«rtls«n««nt

ONLY movie theater. Now England town
twenty-nvo hundred. Seats three hundred, fully
equipped. Owner, oth.-r Interettu. Bargain. C.
E., care M. P. World. N. Y. City.
FOR SALE— Biggest picture theuter In Davenport, lowrt. lifKt oqulpnient : over 800 seals :
rent. $350. Will consider trade for theater In
Illinois,
Address,
p. O. Box 401. Aurora. 111.

EQUIPMENT

FOR SALE.

POWERS t;.\ and Motlogruph ; tine running
order, complete. Fort Wnyne compensarc.
Screen. All bargains. Sent, privilege examination.
Box. :mJ8, Canton, Ohio.
OPERA AND FOLDING chairs, now and «econd-hund ; (100 upholstered ; exet^ptional bargains.
Alias Seating Company. 10 East 43d St., N. Y.
City.
WANTED — One excluslvo theater In each community to Install "Ambcrlux" lens filters. Price,
including business getting slide. $3.50. W. D.^
Warner. Wyandotte Bldg.. Columbus. Ohio.
3.000 OPERA CHAIRS, steel and cast frames.
60c. up. All serviceable goods, cut prices on
new chairs. Six standard asbestos booths. Send
for wcL-kly list of close outs and save half. J. P.
Rcdlngton. Scranton. Pa.
FOR SALE — Slightly used Simplex projectors,
guaranteed perfect and good ai* new at reasonable prices. Second-band Motlograph In good
condition, cheap. Room 206, 1482 Broadway,
N. Y. City.
BARGAINS— Slightly used Simplex. Power's
and Motlograph machines. Lowest prices — fully
guaranteed. Hallberg, 729 Seventh Are., N. T.
City.
FOR SALE
pensarcs, 0*)
two months.
half value.
prior sale.
pany. 30 East

— Two Fort Wayne A. C. Comamperes. 220 volt line, used only
Condition perfeet. Price, about
Immediate shipment, subject to
Address, Electric Products Com42d St., X. Y. City.

CAMERAS,

DAVIDSTERN COMPANY, the Motion Picture Camera Clearing House, offers the biggest
values possible in high grade tested Cinematograph Cameras. Read this list carefully, then act
at once: 1st: 100-ft. Ensign Topical, 50 M.M.
Carl Zeiss Tcssar f.3.5 lens and carrying case.
Complete. $6.^ ; 2d : 15(t-ft. capacity Vista Motion
Picture Camera, no lens. S22.."iO ; 3il ; Eherhard
Schneider Motion Picture Camera, 200-ft. capacity, magazines side by side. Prism focusing device, equipped with genuine Carl Zeiss Tessar
f.3.5 lens and carrying case. Our price. $100;
4th : 200-ft. capacity Ernemann Model A. Professional Motion Picture Camera, equipped with
a 50 M.M. Ernemann f.3.5 lens, regular and trick
erank. leather i overed box. Complete. $110 ;
5th : 400-ft. capacity Ernemann Model B, Professional, regular and trick crank, forward and
reverse drive, finest mechanism, equipped with
2" Ernemann f..3.5, 3" Helomar f.3.2. and 4"
Dallmeyer Telephoto f.4.5, and two extra Magazines, with Qne Panoram and Tilting top tripod.
Price for complete outfit. $325; 6th: 400-ft.
Pathe. outside magazine. Motion Picture camera,
late model, nickel steel lllm channel, forward and
reverse drive, regular and trick crank, dim
punch, outside diaphragm adjustment and hand
dissolve, equipped with a genuine Carl Zeiss
Tessar f.3.5 lens. 50 .M..M. focus, extra magazine,
and studio tripod. Our price, complete. $450;
7th : Latest model Universal Motion Picture
Camera, forward and reverse take-up. regular
and trick crank, focusing dcvlrc. etc.. 2" Cooke
f.3.5 lens, extra magazine and carrying case,
complete. $2.'iO; 8th: The DAVSCO Kl.N'O. the
most compact and efficient camera on the market,
200-ft, «apariiy, wplghs but lO'i lbs.. Improved
focusing device, round aluminum magazines,
equipped with .V) M. M. Tessar f..3.5 lens. Complete. $110. Write for sppclflcatlons. Panoramic and Tilting top tripods from $20 to $65.
Will ship any outfit f.O.D. with privilege of
examination, on recept of 25r^ deposit.
Deposit

THE

refunded If not satlsfdciory. Try our special
telegraphic order service. Delivery on time, or
we pay nil churgfs. Write or wirp today.
DAVIDSTERN COMPANY, The National Camera
Exchange.
1M74R .Madison St., Chicago,
Illinois.
$10.50 for the -New American Standard Motion Picture Camera. Fully equipped; Hh> foot
capacity: substantially constructed and beautifully (Inlshed. Cash with order. Dealers write
for prices.
Harry King Tucker. York, Pa.
PATIIK PROFESSIONAL, studio model. 6
magazines, two carrying cases. Hellar or
Krauss Zeiss lens oiitlonal. Metal flttlnKs
throughout. Focusing tube, Veeder counter, B.
& L. diaphragm. Adjustable frame line. Goerz
4x magnifier. Other extras. Price six hundred
dollars. M. W. Hall. 22<-i West 42d St, N. Y.
City.
Bryant S18:J.
PROFESSIONAL CA.MERAS. tripods, perforators, i)rlnters. developing outfits, rewinders.
lossars, eflocls devices, novelties, experimental
workshop, repair, expert film work, titles. Eherhard Schneider. 14th St. & Second Ave., N.
Y. City.
FOR "Hoovercine" cameras and tripods ;
future cash deliveries ohly, address H. R.
HoovfT & Co,, -Sli) West 42d St.. N. Y. City.

FILMS. ETC.. WANTED.
WANTED— Rllly Sunday film entitled "Billy
Sunday In .Action," will pay highest prices.
Apply W. .\1., care M. P. World, X. Y. City.
WANTED, for export, used films in good
condition. E.specially series. State price, etc.. to
F. Thomander. 145 West 45th St., X. Y. City.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for /iim scrap, discarded reels of films and perforations. Ship to
and write The Xickelsburg Brothers Company,
Meadow St.. Xewark. N. J. Checks mailed on
receipt of goods.
WANTED — Four, five and six-reel features tn
first-class shape, with or without paper, also
negatives.
N. Y. City. Federal Film Co., 145 W. 45th St..

FILMS

ETC.. FOR SALE.

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention

will bear tlio atrictast invvvtication.

FOR

SALE

OR RENT.

NEGATIVE for sale. We own exclusive world
rights on 1s,(»ki fi-t-t of unrelea^ed negative,
featuring Ethel Grandln in single, double and
three reel subjects. Will sell at a sacrifice for
cash. Chicago Film Trading & Exporting CoShops Bldg.. Chicago, 111.
FEATl-RES FOR SALE— Five and six roelers.
"Rip Van Winkle," "Salambo," "In the Land of
the Head Hunters," "Cncle Tom's Cabin," "The
Dancer and the King," '"M'Llss." --Mlgnon "
■■Daughter of the People," "The Chimes." "Jess
of the .Mountain." "The Golden Cross," Father
John." "Charlie's Preparedness." "What Happened to Jones," and many others. Federal Feature Film Co., 145 W. 45th St.. X. Y'. City.
PAUL J. RAINEYS- African Hunt, six reels,
world's greatest animal picture, in very fine
condition, plenty of advertising matter. Bargain. Queen City Feature Film Exchange, 123!^
Opera
Place, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
OVER SEAS BL'YERS should communicate
with me; seiond-hand American pictures at European prlce.s, Donald Campbell. 145 West 45tl»
St.. N. Y. City.
BEAUTIFUL Santa Claus Christmas carloon. 08 feet. Merry Christmas and Happy New
•iear. $10.
Ray. 326 Fifth Ave.. N. Y. City.

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS
SALE.

FOR

FOR SALE — Wurlitzer piano orchestra,
style
First$4,500.
Sell for $1,200
K. • condition.
class
Glrardcash.Ave. Cost
Theater,
Philadel-

WIRLITZE
phia. Pa.
R orchestra piano for moving plcCost
automatic.
or $650.
l^'^'J?*^*"
II.oOO. Good
"''*"''"*'"
as new.
*- Hand
Price,
A. Engle
rt. Dodge. Iowa.
, .Y9^.
piano
orchestra,
K.
lessSALE—
than Wurlii2er
$2,000.
Cost
S4..5«»0.
Good style
conUltlon.
Kasy ti nns.
Star, Binghamton,
N. Y.
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WORLD

Celebrating the
First Anniversary
January, thf tirst month of 191", marks llic
first anniversary of tlic Spanisli IvHtion
of
the Moving' Picture World— CI. \'l-:
MUNDIAL.
Twelve issues have already gone out into
the Spanish and Portuguese speaking
countries. They have carried with them
the sales messages of some of the most
progressive American manufacturers.
who have an eve open for EXPORT
TR-^DE.
.\ satisfactory volume of business has been
the reward for the effort and money
expended : together with prospects of
a rosy hue for a steadily increasing foreign business.
ARGENTINE, BRAZIL, CHILE, PAK.\GUAY, URUGUAY, BOLIVIA, VENEZUELA, PERU, COLOMBIA, ECUADOR, the GUIANAS, MEXICO and the
Central .American Republics, together
with SPAIN, PORTUGAL, CUBA.
PORTO RICO and the PHILIPPINE
ISLANDS, are reached each month
through the columns of CINE MUNDIAL.
IS THIS NOT A MARKET
YOUR ATTENTION?

WORTHY

OF

Buenos Aires, the principal city of Argentine, has increased its number of
moving picture theatres 100 per cent
in the last few years. This city has a
population of close to 2,000,000.'
CIVILIZ.\TION recently sold out in the
Teatro Cairo, in that city at $2.50
(American money) a seat.
WHY

NOT GR.'\SP THIS OPPORTUNITY
at the psychological moment and receive your share of this business starting with 1917?

Are Your Patrons
Adequately Protected?
These accidents happen, despite all precautions. But a cool head and a J-M Fire Extinguisher will keep all the excitement inside
the booth. Just about ten seconds with the J-M
and you're ready for business again.

Johns^ManviUe

Fire Extinguisher

Always ready for every emergency. Discharged either
by pumping or by air pressure previnusly pumped up
and stored, an exclusive J-M feature invaluable in light
corners. Efficient on all incipient fires, whether from
gasoline, grease or electrical arcs. And the price,
bracket included, is but $8.00. in either brass or nickel
finish— positive protection at negligible cost.
The J-M Fire Extinguisher is tested, approved and
labeled
by theof Underwriters'
Laboratories,
Inc., under
the direction
the National Board
of Fire Underwriters.
J-M Extinguisher Fluid for recharging is the only liquid
recommended and gpiaranteed for use in the J-M Fire
Extinguisher. Supplied in sealed cans, carried in stock
.iy all our dealers.

H. W.

JOHNS-MANVILLE

Executive Offices, 296 Madison

Braacbea la 54 Large CItha

CINE MUNDIAL goes to press for the January issue on Dec. 20th. Send your
copy now to

Chalmers Publishing Company
17 Madison
New
Spanish

Dept.

Cine Mundial

York

Avenue
City

CO.

Avenue, New York
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON GENERAL

FILM

COMPANY

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases

DATS.

— Blograph, Bellff, Vltacrapk.
Tsesday
— Bfoffraph.
lem.

BsBanaj.

Ka-

Wc4s«ad«7 — Blograph, EBsanaj.
lem. Vim Feature Comedy.
Tkvraday — Sellg. Vim.

K»-

VMay — KaUb.
TlUsravk

Kml«]c*rko«k«r.

Kalem,

■«t«r4ay — Basanay.
Vltasrapb.

Ttm.

Belle.

Nov. 29 — The Wages of Sin (Three parts — Dr.)
(Blograph Reissue No. 101).
4 — My Baby

(Comedy — Blograph Reissue).

Dec; 5 — A

Bit of Human Driftwood (T-wo
parts — Drama — Blograph
Reissue) ,
Dec. 11 — Her Sacrifice (Drama) (Biograph Reissue).
Dec. 13 — The Honor of the Law (Two parts —
Drama)
(Biograph reissue).
ESS AN AT.
Nov. 18 — His Drama).
Moral

Cod*

(Thr«

parts —

KoT- 21 — UntoDrama).
the Least of These (Two parts —
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

22 — Some
Bravery
(Comedy).
2&^The Border Line (Three parte — Dr.).
28 — A Tin Soldier (Two parts — Comedy).
29 — Dreamy Dud Joyriding With Princess
Zlim (Cartoon — Comedy).
— A scenic subject on the same reel.
2—
5—
6—
9—

1686, 1688.)

The Final Fraud
(Three parts — Dr.).
The Egg (Two parts — Comedy).
^A Waiting
Game
(Comedy).
^A Failure at Fifty (Three parts— -Comedy-Drama).
Dec. 12-— In a Looking Glass (Two parts — Dr.).
Dec. 13 — Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 20 (Cartoon— Comedy).
— Long Beach, Cal. (Scenic).
Dec. 16 — Is Marriage Sacred? No 1, "The Burning Band" (Two parts — Drama).

VIM

Nov. 21 — Rival Fakers
(Oomedy).
Nov. 22 — The Fight for ParadUe
Valley
(No.
16 of "The
Girl from
Trlsco")
(Two
parts— Drama).
Nov. 24 — The House
of Three
Deuces
(No. 6
of "Grant. Police Reporter")
(Dr.).
Nov. 25 — The Forgotten
Train Order
(No. 107
of the "Hazards
of Helen"
Railroad Series) (Drama).
Nov. 28 — Dudes for a Day (Comedy).
Nov. 29 — Border Wolves
(No. 17 of the "Girl
From 'Frisco")
(Two parts — Dr.).
Dec.
1 — The Wizard's plot (No. 7 of "Grant,
Police Reporter")
(Drama).
Dec.
2 — The Trial Run (No. 107 ot the "Hasards
of Helen"
Railroad
Series)
(Drama).
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

BIOQRAPH.
N«T. 27 — The
InOuence
of
the
Unkmown
(Drama)
(Blograph - Reissue
No.
100).

Dec.

See Pages

KALBM.

General Film Company
BHIiBASB

PROGRAM

Dec.

5. — Jailbirds (Comedy).
&— The
Poisoned
Dart
(No. 18 ot the
"Girl
from
'Frisco"
Series — Two
parts — Drama).
8 — The Trunk Mystery (No. 8 of "Grant,
Police Reporter" — Drama).
9 — The — Lineman's
Peril (No. 109 of the
Drama). of Helen"
"Hazards
Railroad Series

Dec. 12 — The Icemen and the Artist (Comedy).
Dec. 1.3— The Stain of Chuckawalla
(No. 19 of
the "Girl and the Game")
(Two
parts — Drama),
Dec. 15 — The Menace
(No, 9 of "Grant, Police
Reporter" > ( Drama) .
Dec. 16— The
Midnight
Express
(No.
110
of
the "Hazards
of Helen"' Railroad
Series) (Drama).
SBLia.
Nov. 13— The ical).
Sellg-Trlbune No. 91. 1916
Nov. 16~Th©ical).
Selle-Trlbune No. 92, 1916
Nov. 18 — The Girl

Detective

Nov. 20 — The Drama),
SberlfT'e

(Top(Top-

(Drama).

Blunder

(Two

parta —

Sellg-Trlbune
No.
93,
1916
(Topical).
Nov. 2»— The
Sellg-Trlbune
No.
94.
1916
(Topical).
Nov. 25 — Hedge of Heart's Desire (Comedy).
Nov. 27 — Following
(Three
parts —
Drama). the Flag

FBATURB

COMBDT.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

1—
e—
15 —
22 —
29 —
6—
13 —

Gertie's Garters (Comedy).
Marked No Fundi (Comedy).
His Wedding Promise
(Comedy*.
The Good Stenographer
(Comedy).
Hubby's Chicken
(Comedy).
Hubby's Chicken (Comedy).
Charity Begins at Home (Comedy).
VIM.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

17 — Good and Proper (Comedy).
23— Mother's
Child
(Comedy).
24 — Money Maid Men (Comedy).
30 — The Prize Winners (Comedy).
1 — Ambitious Ethel (Comedy).
7— The Guilty One (Comedy).
8 — A Rare Boarder (Comedy).
14 — No release this day.
15 — What's the Use (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH.

Not. 17 — ^The Luck of Jane (OoBMdy).
Nov. 18 — The Man Who Went Sane (Three parte
ture).
— Dram a ) ( Broadway Star FeaNov. 20 — The Fasters
(Comemdy).
Nov. 24 — Justice A La Carte (Comedy).
Novl 27 — Taking
the Honey Out of Honeymeoa
(Comedy).
Dec.
1— flave You Heard About Tiltie? (Com.).
Dec.
2 — Our Other Lives (Three parts — Drama)
(Broadway Star Feature).
Dec.
4— Where Is Your Friend? (Comedy).
— Swedish Model Farm
(Educational).
Dec.
S — His Wife's Allowance
(Comedy).
Dec. 11 — Accident
Is the Best Policy (Com.).
Dec. 1.5 — Bears and Bullets (Comedy)
Dec. 16 — Pep's Legacy
(Three
parts — Drama)

Nov. 30— The

Nov. 27— Tho Sellg-Trlbune No. 95, 1916 (Top.).
Nov. 3(V— The Sellg-Trlbune No. 96, 1916 (Top.).
Dec.
2 — Mistakes Will Happen
(Drama).
Dec.
4 — The Brand of Cain (Two parts — Dr.).
Dec. 4 — The
Selig-Tribune,
No.
97,
1916
(Topical).
Dec.
7— The
Selig-Tribune,
No.
98,
1916
Topical).
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

9—
11 —
11—
14 —
16 —

The Purchase Price (Drama).
Twisted Trails (Three parts — Drama).
Selig-Tribune. No. 90 (Topical).
Selig-Tribune.
No. 100 (Topical!.
The Road to Fame (Drama).

General Film Company Featuret
BROADWAY
Nov.

4 — The

STAR

FBATURBS.

Heart
of a Fool
Three parts — Drama).

(Vltagraph —

Nov. 18 — The

Who
Went
Sane
(Vltagraph —
Three parts — Drama).
Dec.
2 — Our Other Lives (Three parts — Dr.).
Dec. ie~Pep's Legacy
(Three parts— Drama) .

KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE.
Nov. 24 — Twin
Souls (Three parts — Draaui).
Dec.
Dec.

1 — Butts Casey — Crook (Two parts — Dr.).
Drama).
8— Master
of Her Soul
(Three
parts —

A Welcome Visitor Each Week in Every Business Home Where Moving
Pictures Are of Interest

The Moving Picture World
Is Admirably Adapted to Carry Any Little
Message Which You May Wish to Send

Our Classified Advertisements at Five Cents Per Word
Will Produce Remarkable Results — One Dollar for Twenty Words or Less.
Sand Copy, with remittance, to CHALMERS

PUBLISHING

CO., 17 Ma£son

Avenue, New York dtf
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iHow To Makci
A Success With All Your
Good Films

L-OOK
EIM!

AND

OPERATORS
SHOULD
REMEMBER
THAT
THE
PROJECTION
IS THE
MOST
IMPORTANT
PART
OF THE
THEATRE.

The simple reason why some houses make sn
much greater hits than others — using the same
lilnis — lies in the lens equipment. Other things
1'i.ing equal, it can be due to nothing else. Put
\ our hex office receipts up among the leaders by
installing

THE ADOPTION

OF

Speer Carbons
WILL GREATLY

j^auscli [omb

IMPROVE

IT

Projection [eivses

They get the most out of the film stories you
pay your money for— show them clear, vivid, with
every detail brought out. Supply your machine
with" Bausch & Lonib objectives and condensers —
standard equipment among discrimthey are the operators.
inating
Both Edison and Nicholas Power Machines are
rogularlv supplied with Bausch & Lomb Lenses
and viiu can be supplied through any film
rxehange.

SPEER CARBON

CO.

St. Marys, Pa.

DEPT. "yr*
For Sale by Leading Motion Picture Supply D«a]era,
IncludinK the Following
l.n.HALLBERG ■ - . 727 7th Ave., New York. N.Y.
KLEINE QPTITAL CO. - • 166 N. Sute St.. Chicago. 111.
SOUTHERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO..
74 Marietti S'., Atlanta. Ga. 1816 Main Street, DalUs, Tox.
E. E PULTON CO.. 154 W. Lake St.. Chicago. 111.
KANSAS CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO.
813 Walnut St.. Kansas City. Mo.
O. A. METCALFE
- 117 Golden Gate Ave.. San Francisco. Col..
1211) 4th Ave.. Seattle, Wash.
THE PERKINS ELECTRIC CO., 322 Craig St. W.. Montreal. Can.
(Sole Canadian Distributers)
INTEROCEAN FILM CORPORATION.
220 W. 42nd St.. New York, N. Y.
(Sole Export Representatives)

Bausch
^ Ipmb Qp^ic^^
(95€6 ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER, N.X
New York
Wtt»hinfton Chicago
San Francisco
r.rndinij Amn'iciin Makcrx of Photoijrnphic and Ophthalmic Lcrwe^.
\!icroaiopc3. Prttjcctum Lanterns [Balopticons), and other hiyh^■r.i/f*- optirat products.

PROJECTORS
Are Required

when the BEST Results
Facts :
A Few

are

Desired

Machine

Intermittent Movement

Is licivily constructed, and made with the greatest
of precision and accuracy. Gears and Shafts are of
tlie luKhest grade of material.

Is scientifically constructed and built of the most
enduring material and will withstand the constant
grind required of the Intermittent today.

Adjustable Shutter:

Framing Device:

KxcUisnc Feature. The Shutter can be accurately
regulated or set while the Machine is in operation.

Enclosed Mechanism:
7Mie Gears ol the Machine are enclosed, thereby
protecting them from dust and foreign matter, also
obviating the possibility of anything accidentally coming in contact therewith.

Arc Lamp and Lamp House
Has eiglit adjustments, l.amp House made of heavy
-iint iron, roomy and well-ventilated, double door,
ciii'l improved condenser mount.

Motor Equipment:
Motors are manufactured by the largest manufacturers of standard motors in the World. Highest qual-

WILL

OUTWORK

AND OUTWEAR

ANY OTHER

E.\clusive Feature. The framing of the pictures is
scientifically accomplished by advancing or retarding the Intermittent Movement.

Fire Protection:
Embodies ideal fire protecting Devices. Film guards
arc not removable, but part of the Mechanism proper.
The Automatic Fire Shutter is operated by a governor when the machine is run at normal speed. The
shutttr operates by gravity.

Pedestal:

Constructed on correct mechanical principles, easy
to adjust in either vertical or horizontal direction by
loosening one screw.

Variable Speed Control :

Regulates the speed of Projector from 40 to 120
revolutions per minute.

MOTION

Send for Catalog "A"

PICTURE

MACHINE

IN THE WORLD

THE PRECISION MACHINE CO., Inc., 317 East 34tli St., New York, N. Y.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON UNIVERSAL

AND

MUTUAL

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases

Universal Film Mtg. Co.
ANIMATED
"WEEKLY.
Dee. 6— Number 49 (Topicall.
Dec. 13— Number 50 (Topical).
Dec. 20— Number
51 (Topical).
BIG

U.

Not. 36— The Heroine of San Juan (Two parts
— Drama)
(Special).
Not. so— Tbe Mother Call (Drama).
1— The Circle of Death (Drama) (Special).
Dec
Dec
7— (No release this day).
(Special).
7— Seeds of Jealousy (Drama)
Dee.
Dec. 15 — The Wrong Heart (Drama)
(Special).
Dec. 21— No regular Big U this day.
Dec. 21— Special release, title not yet reported.

I4(,T
Dee.
Dec
Dec.
Dec.

25 —
2—
9—
16—
23—

BISON.
The Lost Lode (Two parts — Drama).
The Greater Power (Two parts— Dr.).
The Good Woman (Two parts — Dr.).
The Taint of Fear (Two parts— Dr.).
parts— Drama).
Joe (Two
Fighting

GOLD
SEAL.
She HaTO Told (Three parte—
Not. 38— Should
Drama).
Dec
5— Ashes (Three parts— Drama).
(Three parU- Dr.).
Dec. 12 — The Two Roads
IMP.
Mansard Mystenr (Two parte—
Dee. 1— TheDrama).
Dee.
3 — The Wall of Flame (Drama).
Call of the Unborn (Two partsDec 8 — The Drama).
Dec 10 — (No release this day).
Dec. 10— Bubbles (Drama)
(Special).
(Two parts— Drama).
15 — Scratched
Dec. 17—
Dec.
No release this day.
the Dead O'Night (Two partsDec. 22 — In Drama).
Dec. 24 — No regular Imp this day.
Dec. 24 — Special release, title not yet reported.
JOKHR.
Not. 25 — A Janitor's
Vendetta
(Comedy).
Dec
2 — Scrappily Married (Comedy).
Dec.
ft— The Tramp Chef (Comedy).
Dec. 16 — Their Dark Secret (Comedy).
Dec. 23 — Jags and Jealousy
(Comedy).
U^EMMLE.
Dec
Dec
£, .c.

2— A

Designing
Woman
(Drama —
Special).
6 — (No release this day).
6— The
Strange
Mother
(Drama)
(Spe- clal).

Dec. 9 — (No release this day).
Dec. 13 — Green Eyes (Drama).
Dec. 16 — No release this day.
Dec 16 — Mother's
cial). Guiding Hand (Drama) (SpeDec. 20 — No regular Laemmle this day.
Dec. 20 — Homeless
(Special Release — Drama).
Dec. 2.3 — No regular Laemmle this day.
L-KO.
Not. 22 — Where Is My Wife? (Two parte —
Comedy) .
Not. 29 — Bat and Grow Hungry
(Comedy).
Dec.
1 — Tattle Tale Alice (Comedy).
Dec
3 — No release this day.
Dec 6 — TheComedy).
High Diver's Curse Two parte —
Dec. 13 — Murdered by Mistake (Two partsComedy).
Dec. 20— Shooting His 'Art Out (Two parts —
Drama).

POWERS.

Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Dec
Dec.

20—
24—
27 —
4—
8—
11 —
IS —
18—

How Do You Feel? (Comedy).
Married
a Year
(Comedy).
The Whit© Turkey
(Comedy).
Pa»i the Prunea (Comedy).
Oh Tou Honeymoon
(Comedy).
Two Small Town Romeos
(Comedy).
I'm Your Husband
(Comedy).
It Sounded Like a Kiss (Comedy).

See Pages 1686, 1688.")

Mutual Film Corp.

3 — Sammle Jotansln'a LoTe AAatr
(Oomedy-Cartoon).
— The
Great
Temple
of Rameawaren
(Educ).
7 — (No release this day).
10 — The Trials of a Movie
Cartoonist
(Comedy-Cartoon).
— Superetltious Ceylon
(Educational).
14 — In the Land of King Cotton
(Bdue.)
17 — Sammie
Johnsln
and the Wonderful
Lamp
( Comedy-Cartoon ) .
— Majestic
Ceylon
( Educational) .
21 — No regular Power's
this day.
24 — Nervy
Nat Has
His
Fortune
Told
(Comedy Cartoon),
— In the Heart of India As Seen by Dr.
Dorsey (Educational),
RBD

FEATHBR.

Nov. 13 — The Drama).
Heritage
of Hate
Not. 20 — The — Drama).
DotH's
Bondwoman

Dec. IS — Mixed
Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

1—
9—
10 —
14 —
15 —
17 —
17 —

Blood

(Five

(FUe

parte —

(Five

parts — Drama).

No release this day.
A Story from Life (Drama)
(Special).
The Penalty of Treason
(Drama).
The Drama.)
Lawyer's
Secret
(Two
parts —
No release this day.
No release this day.
Love or an Empire
(Two parts — Dr.)

VICTOR.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

3 — JustDrama).
Her Luck (Two parte — Comedy(No release this day).
His Golden Hour (Comedy)
(Special).
The Drama).
Shadow
(Two
parts — Comedy —
Racoons (Educatlonel).
No release this day.
Billy the Bandit
(Comedy
(Special).
It Didn't Work Out Right (Comedy).
No regular Victor this day.
So This Is Paris
(Special
release —
Comedyt.
22 — It's Great to Be Married (Comedy).
UNIVERSAL
SCREEN
MAGAZINE.
5—
5—
7—
—
12 —
12 —
14 —
19 —
19 —

Nov. 24 — Number
1.
Dec.
8 — Number 2.
Dec. 22— Number 3.
TTNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

FEATURE.

Nov. 20 — Liberty
No. 14, "A Modern
Joan of
Arc" (Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 27 — Liberty No. 15, "The Flag of Truce"
(Two parts — Drama).
Dec.
4 — Liberty
No.
16, "Court
Martlaled"
(Two parts — Drama).
Dec. 11— Liberty
No. 17, "A Trail of Blood"
(Two parts — Drama).
Dec. 18 — Liberty No. 18, "The Wolf's Nemesis"
(Two parts — Drama).
Dec. 10 — Little Partner (Three parts — Drama).
UNIVERSAL

(STATH

RIGHTS).

October — Idle Wives (Seven parte — Drama).

Bluebird Photoplay, Inc.
Nov. 90 — TheDrama).
Measure of a Man
Not. 27 — The Drama).
Bugler of Algiers

Not. 23 — Calamity
Ann
Guardian
(Con>edy)
(Reissue).
Nov. 30 — Calamity Anne's Vanity
(Drama).
Dec.
2 — The Capture of Rattlesnake Ike (Dr.)
(Reissue).
CUB.
Not.
S — Nearly a Hero
(Comedy).
Nov. 10 — His Blushing Bride (Comedy).
Nov. 17 — Her Sun-Klesed
Hero
(Comedy).
ECLAIR.
Not. 4 — The

Btemat
Challenge (Two
Drama).
Drama).
Unpardcwiahle
Sin (Two
Drama) .
Not. 18 — The
Bad
SamarlUn (Two

parte

(Special).
Dec. 21— The Drama).
Ivy and the Oak
(Two
parts —
Dec. 23 — Special release, title not yet reported,
Dec. 24 — Mr Vampire (Two parts — Drama).
Dec

AMBRLCAN.
Nov.
9— The Fight on the Dam
(Drama*.
Nov. 23— The (Reissue).
Star Bucks
(Two parte — Drama)

Not, 11 — The

Not. 27 — The Mainspring
(Five parts — Dr.).
Dec
4 — Kinkaid, Gambler
(Five parts — Dr.)
Dec. 11 — The Drama)
Morals . of Hilda
(Five parts —

NESTOR.
KoT.
>loT.
Not.
Dec
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

PROGRAMS

(Five parte —
(Five

parts —

4 — The Drama).
Sign of the Poppy
(Five part*—
Dec. 11 — ThePrlceof
Silence (Five parts — Dr.).
Dec 18 — The Drama).
Right to Be Happy (Five parts —

parts—
•
parte —
parti —

GAUMONT.

ztne).
Not. 26 — Reel Life, No. 30 (Mutual Film HaeaNot. 28 — Mutual Tours Around the World, No,
4 ( Travel ) .
Nov. 29 — See America First No. 64 (Soenle).
— Kartoon
Komics
(Cartoon-Comedy).
Dec
3 — Reel Life, No. 31 (Mutual Film Ma^aDec.

5— Mutual Tours Around the World, No.
5,zi
"Through
the ).
Swiss Alpg, St
ne
Gothard Tunnel" (Travel).
Dec.
6— See America First, No. 65, "The New
River West
Virginia" — Scenic).
— Kartoons
Komics
(Cartoon-Comedy).
Dec. 10 — Reel Life No.
32, "The
Olive
Industry" (Two parts — Mutual
Film
Magazine).
Dec. 12 — Mutual
World Tour-^. No. 6, The Nile,
Carcassone
and
Lake
Luzerne
Dec. 13 —— Kartoon
See (Travel).
America
First
Komics.

(Scenic).

MUTUAL.
Nov. 30 — The False Clew (Two parts— Drama).
Dec.
2 — Grouchy (Comedy).
Dec. 4 — TheDrama).
Turn ot the Wheel (Two parts —
Dec. 7 — His edy-Drama).
Uncle's Ward

(Two parts — Com-

Dec

8 — Uncle Sam's Defenders, No. 1 "Prom
Citizen Three
to Soldier,"
Dec. 9 — Admirer's
(Comedy).
Dec. 11— The False Clue (Two parts— Drama).
Dec. 14 — Gertie's Latest Love Affair (Com.).
Dec. 15 — Uncle Sam's Defenders, No. 2, "Our
Boys at the Border" (Topical).
Dec. 16 — Title not yet reported.
Dec. 16 — One Dollar Please (Comedy).
MUTUAL WEEKLY.
Nov. 15 — Number 98 (Topical).
Nov. 22 — Number 99 (Topical).
Nov. 29— Number 100 (Topical).
Dec. 6 — Number 101 (Topical).
Doc. 1." — Number 102 (Topical).
Dec. 20— Number 103 (Topical).
MUTUAL
CHAPLIN.
edy).
The Pawnshop
(Two parte — Comedy).
Not. 13 — Behind the Screen (Two parts — ComMUTUAL MASTBRPICTURBS
DE LUXE,
Nov.
9 — EastDrama)
Is Bast(No.(Turner
151). — Five parte —
Nov. 16 — Immediate
(American
—Drama) Lee(No.
153), — Pivo parte
MUTUAL
STAR
PRODUCTIONS.
Not. 13 — Peck—Drama)
o" Pickles(No.
(American
152). — F1t« parts
Not. 23 — Lone
Star
(American — Five parts —
Drama)
(No. 155).
Nov. 27 — A Dream
Two 156).
Ago (Five i>artB —
Drama) or(No.
Dec.
4 — The Valley of Decision
( American —
Five parts — Drama)
(No. 158).
— Drama)Town(159).
Dec. 11 — Lonesome
(American — Five parts
Dec. 11— Miss— Drama)
Jackie

of(IGOV
fhe Xavv

(Five parts

Dec.

NOVELTY.
Not. 25 — An Artful Dodge
(Come^).
(Sfutual Releases c&ntinurd on pa^e 17(XS.)
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HYDROQUINONE
GENERAL

CHEMICAL

NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA

Every Camera Man
CAN AVOID

SCENE

1339

FILM

Diversey

MFG.

Parkway,

CHICAGO

npHE speed and quality of the
sensitive emulsion, the strength

MIX-UPS

and keep accurate record of each
exposure, bj- using the book we
will send you, postage prepaid,
if you will send us 15c in stamps.
ROTHACKER

COMPANY

and toughness of the base, the consistent excellence covering a long
period of years, the marked dependability—these are the qualities that

CO.

CHICAGO

have made it desirable, for your interests and our own, to place the
identifying stencil mark

"EASTMAN"

Your
Operator's Third Hand
There's enough for two hands to do

in the booth without tying one to the
feed rod. Give that job to the

on the margin of our film.

AUTO-ARC
Sent on SO diiys' trial,
Goarantefd to s»lisfj
Toa or yoar monc7
back. Prlco ICO f. o.
b. Owonstmro. Kj .

c;ivrs positive rtirrfnt control. Prosorres
focus with al)solute preoUlon. Floods
screen with continuous, white Ugtit. Pays
for Itself in current saved. Flta any standard lamp. Pleases oi»erator. as It leaves
him fi-ee to attend to hU other work.

AMERICAN

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER.

COMPANY
N. Y.

AUTO-ARCCHICAGO,
CO., ILLINOIS
Inc.

107 S. De.rtK.rn St.

ADVANCED

PROJECTION

OF

INTOLERANCE

D. W. GRIFFITH'S COLOSSAL SPECTACLE at ih. LIBERTY THEATRE. NEW YORK. Introduce. NEW IDEAS in the ART
of PROJECTION. The WORLD'S BEST PROJECTORS .re equipped with SPECIAL SPEED CONTROLS and TIME REGISTERING DEVICES to th.t the Musical Director hs> .-.bsolutc control o( the SPEED, thereby SYNCHRONIZING the MUSIC
pcrlecUy with the PICTURE. For
the Arc
WORLD'S
BEST PROJECTORS
equipped Distributor
with TIME REGISTERING Device! and
Perfect
Control Rheostat*,
consult the Exclusive

B. F. PORTER,

1482 BROADWAY,

AT TIMES

SQUARE,

NEW

YORK

OOL'VENTILATEBvTYPHOaNS
1544- BWAY.WtYPHOON

FAN COMPANY

I

NEW YORK

CITY
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

FEATURES

AND

MISCELLANEOUS

PROGRAMS

WM^}WW'^'-

(.For Daily Calendar of Program Releases
{Mutual Releases continued from page 1706.)
SIGNAL FILM CORPORATION.
Not. 20 — A Lass of the Lumberlande,
No. 5,
"The Burned Record" (Two parts —
Drama).
Nov. 27 — A Lass
of the Lumberlands,
No. 6
(Two parts — Drama).
VOGUE.
Nov. 19 — With or Without (Two parts — Com.).
Not. 26— Up the Flue (Comedy).
Dec
3 — The Wicked City (Two parts — Com.).
Dec. 10— ShotComedy),
in the Fracas
(Two
parts —

Metro Pictures Corporation,
VoT.
Dec.

POPULAR
PLAYS
AND
PLAYERS.
6 — EtxtraTagance
(Five parts — Drama).
4— The — Black
Black Butterfly (Five parts
Drama).

ROLFB.
Not. 27 — Sunbeam
(Five parts — Drama),
Dec. 11— The
Stolen
Triumph
(Five
parts —
Drama).
Dec. 18 — The Awakening of Helena Richie (Five
parts — Drama) .
YORKB.
Not. 20 — Big Tremalne
(Five parts — Dr.).
Dec. 25 — Pidgin Island (Five parts — Dr.).

Paramount Pictures Corp.
BLACK DIAMOND C0MEDIB3.
>T. 27 — Their Counterfeit Vacation
(Comedy).
FAMOUS
PLAYERS.
Not. 27 — Nanette
of the Wllds
(Five parts —
Drama).
Dec. 4 — A Coney Island Princess (Five parte —
Drama).
Dec. 18 — Traveling Salesman (Five parts — Dr.).
Dec. 25 — Snow
White
(Five parts — Drama).
KLEVER
PICTURES.
4 — ^The Best Man
(Comedy).
LASKY.
16 — TheDrama).
Years o£ the Locust

(Five parts —

See Pages 1686, 1688.)

GOLD
ROOSTER
PLAYS.
Nov. 26 — ArmsDrama).
aiid the Woman
(Five parts —
— Drama).
Dec. 3 — Divorce
and the Daughter (Five parts

Not.

Dec. 10 — The Challenge
(Five parts — Drama).
Dec. 17 — King
Lear
(Five parts — Dramas.
PATHE.

Nov.

Nov. 26 — The Resurrection
(Three parts — Dr.).
Nov. 26 — Florence Rose Fashions No. 9, "The
Beginning
of the Social
Season"
(Fashion).
Dec.
3 — The Old Fogy (Three parts — Drama).
Dec
3 — Life of Our Saviour
(Seven
parts —
Drama)
(Colored).
Dec.
3 — How Matches Are Made (Industrial).
— The Island of Kyuschu, Southernmost
Japan (Scenic) (Colored).
Dec. 10 — The Drama).
Faithless
Friend
(Two
parts —
Deq. 10 — Florence
Rose
Fashions,
No.
10.
"Fashions
and
Charity"
(Fashions).
Dec. 17 — The Taint (Three Parts— Drama).
PATHS
NErWS.
Dec.
6 — Number 98, 1916 (Topical).
Dec. 9 — Number 99, 1916 (Topical).
Dec. 13— Number 100. 1916 (Topical).
Dec. 16— Number 101. 1916 (Topical).
Dec, 20 — Number
102 (Topical).
Dec. 23— Number 103 (Topical).
Not.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec,

19 —
26 —
.3—
10 —
17 —
17 —

ROLIN.
Luke Patient Provider (Comedy).
Luke's
Newsle
Knockout
(Comedy).
Luke's Movie Muddle (Comedy),
Luke — Rank Impersonator (Comedy).
Luke's Fireworks Fizzle (Comedy).
Bobby-Bear,
(Educational
— Colored).Investigator

— Spanish

Costumes
and
tumes— Colored) .

Dances

(Cos-

Triangle Film Corporation.
FINE

ARTS.

Not. 26 — The Children
Pay (Five parts— Dr.).
Drama).of the Feud
Dec,
2 — Children
(Five parts —

Dec. 11 — Oliver Twist {PlTe parts — Drama).
Dec. 14 — Victoria Cross (Five parts — Drama).
MOROSCO.

Dec. 9— The Wharf Rat (Five parts — Drama).
Dec. 16 — The Matrimaniac (Five parts — Dr.).
INCB.

Dec.
7— The Road to Love (Five parts — Dr.).
Dec. 28— The Drama).
Redeeming
Love
(Five
parts —

Not, 26 — The Devil's Double (Five parts — Dr.).
Dec.
(Five parts — Drama).
Dec. 2 — The Criminal
Drama).
9 — Bawbs
o' Blue Ridge
( Five parts —

PALLAS.
Dec. 21 — The Drama
Right ) . Direction

(Five

parts —

16 — The Sin Ye Do (Five parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE.
Oct.

PARAMOUNT.
Not. 30 — Martyrdom
of Phillip
Strong
(Five
parts — Drama).
PARAMOUNT-BRAY CARTOONS.
Nov. 16 — Colonel
Heeza Liar Hobo (Cartoon —
Comedy).
Nov. 23 — Bobby Bumps Queers the Choir (Cartoon— Comedy).
Not. 30— What
Happened
to Willie (CartoonComedy
).
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES.
Nov. 20 — British Egypt (Scenic).
Not. 27 — The Real Streets of Cairo (Scenic).
Dec.
4 — The Lower Nile (Scenic).
Dec. 11— The Upper Nile (Scenic).

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
ASTRA.

Dec.
Dec

3 — The

Shielding Shadow,
No. 10, "The
Mantle"
(Two
parts
—Disappearing
Drama).

3 — Pearl
of the
Army,
No.
1, "The
Traitor" (Two parts— Drama).
Dec. 10— The Shielding
Shadow.
No. 11, "The
Great Sacrifice" (Two parts — Dr.).
Dec
10 — Pearl of the Army,
No. 2, "Found
Guilty"
(Two
parts — Drama) .
Dec. 17— The Shielding
Shadow,
No. 12, "The
Stolen Shadow" (Two parts — Dr.).
Dec. 17 — Pearl of the Army, No. 3, "The Silent
Menace" (Two Parts — DrB(ma).

Oct.
Oct.

1 — Haystacks
Comedy).and

Steeples

(Two

parts —

1 — The Com,).
Lady
Drummer
(Two
parts —
S — A Tugboat Romeo (Two parts — Com.).
8 — Bombs (Two parts — Comedy).

Unicom Film Service.
BUFFALO,
30 — The Rose of the Prairie (Drama).
4 — The Brand of the Sagebrush (Dr.).
Not
GAYETY.
3— Fath
Was Right (Comedy).
HIPPO.
Oct.
30 — Dan
Daly's Nightmare
(Comedy) .
Nov. 2— Billy Forgot
(Comedy).

Oct.

JOCKEY.
Kerosene
(Comedy).
JUDY.
Ort.
Oct.
19— OTer the HIUh (Comedy).
22 — DlspoBlng
of a LoTer
(Comedy).
1 — Married Misery
(Comedy).
Nov,
Nov,
4 — His Disjointed Honeymoon
(Comedy),
31 — Love

and

PURITAN.
Oct.
(Drama).
Nov. 30 — Heart of the Flame
1 — Naked Souls (Drama).
RANCHO.
31 — The Echo of France (Drama).

Rattlesnake
(Two
Trail of the
parts — Drama) .
SUNSET.
4 — The Strength of the Conscience (Dr.).
SUPREME.
2— The

Oct.
Nov.

6 — The Drama).
Guilty One (Two parts — Drama).
5 — Life's Stepping Stones (Three fart»—

Nov.

UNICORN.
3— Mayor's Wife (Two parte — Drama).

Feature
ART

Releases

DRAMAS.

INC.

Dec. 14 — The CoLash
of Destiny (Van Dyke Film
— Drama).
Dec. 21— Whoso

Taketb a Wife (U. S. Amusement Co. — Drama).
Dec. 28— The Rainbow (Sherrill Feature Corp. —
Drama! .
ARTCRAFT PICTURES CORP.
Not.

6 — Less Than the Dust (Mary Plokford —
Seven parts — Drama).
CHRISTIE
FILM CO.

Not. 20 — Some Kid (Comedy).
Not. 27 — Tramp, Tramp, Tramp
(Comedy).
Dec.
4 — The Sea Nymphs
C^omedy).
Dec. 11— Miss Billy Buttons
(Comedy).
Dec. IS— Hist! At Six O'clock (Comedy).
CONSOLIDATED
FILM CORPORATION.
Crimson
Stain Mystery
(Two parts— Drama).
Crimson
Stain Mystery,
parts —Stain
Drama).
4 — The (Two
Crimson
Mystery,
(Two parts — Drama).
FOX
FILM
CORPORATION.

14

Not. 20 — The

No.

Nov. 27 — The

No.

IB

Dec.

No.

16

Dec.
4 — The Vixen
(Five parts — Drama).
Dec 11— The Battle of Life (Five parts — Dr.).
Dec. 18 — The Island
of Desire
(FWe
parts —
Drama).
Nov.
GREATER
27 — An

VITAGRAPH
(V-L-S-B, INC.).
Enemy to the King (VltagraphFive parts — Drama) .
27 — The Scarlet Runner, No. 9, "The Gold
Cigarette
Case"
( Vltagraph — Two
Nov.
parts — Drama),
Dec. 4 — Rose
of the South
(Vltagraph — Five
parts
—
Drama)
.
Dec.
4 — The Scarlet Runner, No. 10, "The Lost
Girl"
(Vltagraph — PlTe
parts —
Drama).
Dec. 4 — Hast and Havoc
(Comedy).
Dec.
4 — Capt. Jinks' Evolution
(Comedy).
Dec. 11 — The Scarlet Runner, No. 11, "The Missing Chapter" (Two parts — -Drama).
Dec.
Dec
Dec. 11 — The Enemy (Five parts— Drama).
(Comedy).
Dec, 11 — Rah. Rah, Rah!
11 — Capt, Jinks' Hidden Treasure (Com.).
the Gods Destroy (Five parts —
Dec. 18 — Whom
Drama).
18— Help, Help, Help (Comedy).
18 — Capt. Jinks' Sprained Ankle
(Com.).
Dec. IS — The Scarlet Runner, No. 12. "The Car
Dec.
and
the Girl"
(Last
No.)
(Two
parts — Drama) .
INTERNATIONAL
FILM
SERVICE
INC.
Nov. 14 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial,
No. 91. 1916 (Topical).
Not. 16 — Hearst-Intematlonal
News
Pictorial,
—
No.Drama).
92, 1916 (Topical).
Nov. 20— Beatrice Fairfax, No. 16 (Two parts
Not. 21 — Hearst-Intematlonal
News
No. 93, 1916 (Topical).
Nov. 23 — Hearst-Intematlonal
News
No. 94. 1916 (Topical).
Not. 28 — Hearst-International
News
No. 95, 1916 (Topical).
Nov. 30 — Hearst-International
News
No. 96. 1916 (Topical).
Dec.
5 — Hearst-International
News
No. 97, 1916 (Topical).
Dec.
7 — Hearst-International
News
No. 98. 1916 (Topical).

Pictorial,
Pictorial.
Pictorial,
Pictorial.
Pictorial,
Pictorial,

0
4
I

-"
-
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MARTIN"

MOVING

PICTURE
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PHOTO
CINES NO. 4

ROTARY
CONVERTER

FOR
SUN-LIT
p«Rr«cr

REAL
PICTURES
MIL

DiwioLvrro

CAMERA ,<.*
TRIPOD

Tb* Tftftac* of Ih* "MABTIN" pAlrptuhw aoATvt«r !■ nulntaJiuaS aaoA&oi. H thu th« ttcrUiui of tlia
Wttnd wo doM Dot dUturb Uin tebl
glr»a by Um (tnt. makiui tbo Sm•alrlA< of tba raels m alinplo ka If
U>« ufii mre operetrd lo & Dtreot
OeanaA aatrlct. Our em«ncoiiC7 panel
dam tmuf with e^iioum ooou>«»uv kMl ODta th» wlrlni uid tnjtkllftUoo eo«l In hair.
nii-.f

for

rurU)«r

NORTHWESTERN
W. A^mi

Su

Cbiuio

lnrorm»lipn-

ELECTRIC

Lens F3.5 — diaphragm
Automatic
dissolve, single turn and
reverse action, film
line.
punch,
adjustable frame

Engineer

!■ your
Is your
Are you
Are you

screen result unsatisfactory?
projection
current
coatinf loo mack?
planning a new theatre?
eontemplatinc the pvrchase of new Equipment? *
Theatre plans examined and susgestions made as to
operating room location. Operating rootiu planned,
ctc^ etc. Will personally visit theatres in New York
City or within 300 miles thereof.
Fees moderate.

(^"oSn-^) F.H. RICHARDSON
Room

fitted with Zeiss Tessar

CO.

l»l« Brakaw BIdx, N«w York

Projection

1434, 22 E. 17lh St^ New

(,^oHv*^)

York Qty

1709

Price $250.«» Complete
SEND

FOR

COMPLETE

CATALOGUE

TOPICAL-PATHE-DEBRIE CAMERAS
AND ACCESSORIES

G.

GENNERT

24-26 E. 13th St.
320 S. Wabash Ave.
New
York
Chicago
455 S. Olive St.
693 Mission
St.
Los Angeles
San Francisco

A Dependable MaiGng List Service
Satcs 70U from 30% to 50% in postage, etc. Reaches all or selected
list •( theatres in any territory. Includes name of exhibitor as
well as the theatre io address. A list of pubticity mediums desiring
motioa picture news. Unaffiliated exchanges looking for features.
Supply houses that are properly characterized as such. Producers
with address of studios, laboratories and offices. Information in
advasce of theatres being or to be built.
W74.

MOTION

PICTURE

DIRECTORY

m FUth At**u«, N*w York
4S Ashland Block, Chicago

AddrcMting

Multigraphtng
^U!tm

COMPANY

Phone 3227 Chelaea
Phooe 2003 Randolph

Printing

Typewriting

Pi

RICHARDSON'S
MOTION

PICTURE

HAND BOOK
FOR MANAGERS

and OPERATORS

byl*
THE MOVINGPublished
PICTURE^WORLD

RICHARDSON'S MOTION PICTURE
HAND BOOK is a carefully prepared guide
to perfect projection.
It is an invaluable help to every single individual inthe trade who has to do with the
mechanical handling of motion picture film or
the management of a moving picture theatre.
TTiere are over 680 Pages of Text and the
illustrations include detail diagrams of all the
leading makes of projection machines.
Substantially Bound In Rad Cloth iA.OIK

Sent Postpaid on Receipt of Price by

MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 17 Madison Ave., Hn IwK Cly
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 917 Schiller BIdg., Chicago, III
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 305 Has BIdg., Los Angeles, CiL
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WORLD

List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

FEATURES

AND

MISCELLANEOUS

PROGRAMS

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases Slc I'ages loSo. loSS
PHAX PICTURES
CO.
WORLD PICTURES.
PRODUCTIONS.
December — Race Suicide (Sis parts — Drama).
Nov. 27 — The Drama)
Men
(Five parts —
.She Married
NoTembAT — The Sex Lure (Six parte — Drama).
PIONEER
FEATURE
FILM
CORPORATION.
Dec.
4 — All Man
(Five parts — Drama).
Dm.
1 — Enlighten Thy Daughter (Five partsDrama).
October — The Soul of a Child (Five parts — Dr.).
Dec. 11 — Broken
Chains
(Five
Parts — Dr.).
Dec. 18 — The Rise of Susan
(Five parts — Dr.).
HENRY W. SAVAGE.
IVAN

FILM

KL.BINB-BDISON-SB?LIG-EISSANAY,
Svw* 13 — The— Cossack
Drama). Wtip (BdiBon — Five parts
N«T. 20— The — Drama).
Chaperon
Dec

4 — The Drama).
Breaker

(Essanay — Five
(Besanay — Five

parts
parts —

Dec. 11 — A

Message
to Garcia
( BdlBOH— Five
parts — Drama).
Doc. 18 — The Phantom
Buccaneer
(Essanay —
Five parts — Drama).

ARGOSY

PIOTURBS,

November — War Brides (Hwbort Brenen — Dr.).
Nov, — The Foolish Virgin
(Drama).
Nov. — Panthea
(Drama).
Deeemt>«r — The Argyle (Jaee (Drama).
SIQNBT

FILM

CORPORATION.

Nov. — The Masque of Life
BTTNBEAM

MOTION

Oct. — Somewhere
THE

(Seven

PICTURE

in Oeorgla

TRIUMPH

December — The Libertine

CORPORATION.

CORPORATION.
parts — Drama).

INC.

Crusoe
(Five parts — Dr.).
ELLIOTT,
INC.

Case

(Six

October— The Crisis (Sellg — Seven parts — Dr.).
UNITY
SALES CORPORATION.

Stuff

(Five

Oct. 30 — Tweedledum's
Comedy). Busy Night (Two parti—

Nov. — Kitchener's
Great
Army
in the Battle
of the Somme
(Five parte — Dr.).

Oct. 30 — The Yellow Menace, No. 9, "The Tlmo
Clock Bomb" (Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 6— TheDrama).
Yellow Menace, No. 10, "A Message from the Sky" (Two parts —
Drama) .
Nov. 6 — Humanizing Mr. Wlnsby (FlTO part*—

MOTIONTION.PICTURE

Nov. — The Woman

Who

Dared

CORPORA(Seven parts —

December — The Passion Flower (Drama).
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
December — Snow
Tale). White
EUROPEAN

parts— Dr.).

(Drama^j.

(Sis

FILM

December — The
Celebrated
Stlelow
parts — Drama ) .
December — Where
D'ye Get That
parts — Comedy).
G. M. BAYNES.

CALIFORNIA
3EILZNICK

December — Robinson
SHEJRMAN

States Right Features

(Four
FILM

parts — Fairy
CO.

November — Fighting
Topical). for Verdun
FROHMAN
AMUSEMENT
Drama).
December — The
Witching Hour

(Five

parts —

CORP.
(Seven parts —

B. S. MOSS
MOTION
PICTURE
COR.
Oct- — The Power of Bvll (Drama).
November — Boots and Saddles
(Drama).

Nov. 13— TheDrama).
Yellow Menace, No. 11, '"ThoHaU
Breed's
Hatred"
(Two
part*—
Nov. 20 — TheDrama).
Yellow Menace, No. 12. "l**
Aeroplane Accident" ( Two part*—
Nov. 27— The Yellow Menace, No. IS. "The Sky
Drama).
and the Submarine" (Two parts —
Dec. 4 — TheDrama)
Yellow . Menace, No. 14, "The Interrupted Nuptials" (Two parts —
Dec. 11 — The Yellow Menace, No. 15, "The Ray
of Death"
(Two parts — Drama).
WARNEJR BROS.
December — Robinson
Crusoe.

DID YOU
PLACE YOUR ORDER— MR. EXHIBITOR
In our ad last week we called your attention to the New Price List of the

BEAUTIFUL COLORED
OF
THE
POPULAR
Did you take advantage of it and place
your order? If not, do so immediately as
we assure you that by using these Seven
Colored Portrait Cards you can increase
your patronage and get new patrons coming to your theatre.

OUR

NEW

PRICES

PORTRAIT CARDS
FILM
STARS
Hundreds of theatres today are adding
new patrons daily by using these Portrait
Cards. We can show you testimonials
which we receive daily testifying as to the
good restilts theatres are getting from using them.
Free Samples will be sent you itpon request.

ARE

AS

FOLLOWS

PORTRAIT CARDS
PORTRAIT CARDS
PORTRAIT
PROGRAM
(Post Card Back)
(Wallhangers— 4 x 8— Plain
COVERS
$3.50 per 1000
Back)— $4.50 per 1000
$5.00 per 1000
Order at once from your Supply House.
If they do not handle them, order direct from us.

CO., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. ^i^t2-'vin^e'^Tr"'
POSTER
KLINEJOBBERS
NOW HANDLING OUR GOODS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
Ludwiff Hommell & Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Exhibitors* Supply Company, Chicago, Illinois
Motion Picture Supply Company, Cleveland, Ohio
Lears Theatre Supply Company, St. Louis, Missouri
Michigan
Motion Picture Supply Company, Detroit, Michigan
Theatre Supply & Equipment Company. Wichita, Kansas
Craver Film & Supply Company, Charlotte, N. C.
Southern Theatre Equipment Company, Dallas, Texas
Southern Theatre Equipment Company, Atlanta, Georgia
JOBBERS

IN

OTHER

LOCALITIES

SHOULD

COMMUNICATE

WITH

US

THE
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BE CONSCIOUS

OF LOOKING AT PICTURES

See a Real Stage Presentation on
the ATMOSPHERIC Screen

Pictures That Live
A-T-lVI-O-S-P-H-E-R-l-C SCREEN
Candler

Building.

220 West

42d St..

CO., Inc.
New

York

Stereopticon

Peace Pictures
and

Europecui War

(Neutral)

New
and

Terms

_ _ J
Moderate

Pictures

Stereopticon
Lectures
Poems
presented
by
L. M. Marion.

Accompanied by violinist, pianist, operator, lantern,
etc. (when desired) (or theatres, lyceums and clubs
near New Yorlt City.
Music (or dances.

LOUISE

M. MARION
I do not lecture on
or sell motion pictures.

445 W. 23rd St., New York
Phone,

I(I3K Chelsea

If You Need a New Machine
and can't afford to pay cash, write us today and
we will help yon out.
Our easy payment plan enables ytm to purchase any tnake machine at a small inrestment.
DONT DELAY— GET BUSY— WRITE TOD.\Y for full particulars.

Amusement Supply Company

Zkaal«ri ta ICodoffr&ph.
Slnplox.
Poir«r». Kdivoa
wmd Standard
llacklBtt, TrvaiTVrtert, Motor C«aeratoi-«,
Secdfara a»d CTcrythlBf pn-taiaiB( to the MoTiac Pfctmre TiMatrea

3rd Floor, MaDers
Cor. Madison Street A Wabash

Bide.,
Ave., CMcaco. DI.

For the fulleat and lateat newa of the moTins pictur*
induatry in Great Britain and Europe.
For authoritatiTe articlea by leading Britith technical
men.
For
brilliant
filma, read

and

strictly

impartial

criticiam*

of

MOTION

ELECTRICITY
By J. H. HALLBERG

THIS WORK

COVERS

EUECnUCITY
ELECTRfC
SERVICE
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS
REFERENCE
TABLES,
ETC

all

THE BIOSCOPE

An up-to-date treatment of Moving Picture Theater
Electric Installation and Projection, hj % practical,
experienced, electrical expert.
niastnttsd

Tka Laadini BrlUsk Trada Journal witb an Inlematlonal ClrculaUan
Ansarlcan Correapoadanca by W. Stephen Bush
o(
"Moving Picture World"

85 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.
Specimen oo Application

PICTURE

and Sabatantullj

$ZJ» par Copj.

Bound.

Po>U(*

MOVING
PICTURE
17 Madison Avenue

ZM

Pat**.

Paid.

WORLD
New York
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Salesmen Wanted [}

'S
TIOGRAPH
MONovember
Sales
Biggest In Its History
Every department of the Motiograph Factory has been enlarged
to insure prompt deliveries for
December.

1^

St., CHICAGO,

Western

ILL.

Office:

833 Market

St.,

PICTURES

Don't let this be said of your theatre. It's unnecessary.
You can project pictures with such clear, steady smoothness
that your audience will be unconscious that light is used at
all. Projections can be made to appear so real as to be
actually restful to the eyes. This result can be obtained by
the use of a

IransV^rieK

The Hertner
1908 West

114th Street,

&

High Grade Printing and Developing
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Prompt Delivery.
Negatives
Developed — Ic. Ft. Positive Printing — 1c. Ft.
Give Us a Trial

Motion

Picture

Building,

Company

DETROIT,

MICH.

The Universal Camera
For Motion Photography
Omtalosmt

St. BuNewmiMdMs
f1 8tl
"*' tUtkt
"^a Bids..
Tot

Bruita

If You Are Engaged In
Writing For The Screen
You will find daily use for

Technique of
The Photoplay
THIRD

Write for further details
at once. You lose money
every day you do without
a Transverter. Easily installed in any theatre. It
means larger crowds, increased popularity, and
greater profits.
Don't delay.

Inc.

EDITION

By Epps Winlhrop Sargent

This will be a big
year in the moving
picture business. Install the equipment
that will enable you
to get your full share
of this business.

Electric

& COMPANY,

St. Joseph, Michigan

WXIU ror niutntwS

"The
theatre features good films, but I don't go
there
because it's so hard on my eyes." How often this
remarkoften
is heard.

Suffice to say, new
and remodeled theatres everywhere are
installing Transverters, because they
can't be fully equipped
without them. The
Transverter is a compact, simple, motor
generator that meets
every requirement for
a steady, brilliant,
easily controlled light
for artistic projection.
Guaranteed to give
satisfaction, or money
refunded.

BRADFORD

The UNIVERSAL CAMESA CO.
■u w. iHtMi BIX.. CMian

San Francisco, Cal.

PROFITABLE

Write Us for Samples

229 Farwell

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
Randolph

MANAGERS!
We have the latest in Programs
Sidewalks not littered with Programs where these are
used.

Wayne

Send Your Order Early

574 West

Big Sales!
Big Profits!
Selling Pocket Side Line of New and Novel
THEATRE
PROGRAMS

Write today.

Mfg. Co.
Cleveland, Ohio

In its arrangement
this new
edition
oflfers a complete graded course of study
It will Help You Avoid the Pitfalls!
It will Help
You Give Your Scripts a Professional Dress!
It will Help You Solve the Knotty
Problems.

The Price is $3.00 the Copy Postpaid
Your
Bookseller
Can
Supply
You or the Nearest Office of the

Moving

Picture World

Chalmers

Publishing:

Co.

17 Madison Avenue, New Haas
York Building
CitySchiller Building
Chicago,

III.

Los Angeles,

Cal.

THE
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ZBBBimBIZa
Oct

with

acquainled

"FULCO"

The Department Store
PICTURETRADC
MOVING

MACHINES -^ EQUIPMENT .«»■ SUPPLIES

ADJUSTABLE
OPERA
CHAIR
Can
br v liintnl
fr-^m aiiult's
chair
to
child's chairWrite
by pressing
c-itch and raising.
(or booklet
Family Opera Chair
St. Loula, Mo.

Qm catalof coT«n Um b* fnxn A-Z

E. E. FULTON
IS2 W

L>k« St.

COMPANY

OaCACO.

Non-Break
able and
Sanitary
STEEL . aod

ILL

OPERA

PATENTS
M&nu(icturer« want me to Mad them patant* QQ aacfai ioTcntiooa. Send nc at oaoa
draviog and deacnption o( your iBTCntioo
and I vill r^T« jou ao hooeat report aa t*
•ecnnoB a patent and whetbar I caa aaaiat
ro« io aclliof the patent. Hijrhcat refereaoaa. Ettabnibcd 25 Tcari. P«rao«al att«ntioa la all .«••■ NV&I. N. MOOKE. Lmb
aaJ Truat BuU^Jm,
W«»hl«jtf^
D. C

IRON

CHAIRS

Opera
inirncdialc Chairs
sliipment
on many
styles;
Second Hand
Coaira;
out-of-door scaling.,
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. MentioQ this

American Seating Company
lOlt Lytton BIdf., Ckicage
UXB8

0FTICB8

D<

ALL

PHIMCIFAL

CITIU

STEEL
FURNITURE
CO.
paper. Rapids, Mich.; New York. 150 Fifth Ave.
Grand

In answering advertisements, please mention The Moving Picture World

Quality

e^ VANS
'ir ^^ ■ ^^ ^9

meansWe
EVANS

FILM MANUFACTURING
-

It Is Our Aim

v^ulh^u'dA".?.'.';?.'/";!

TIRSO

AL

CINEMATOGRAFO

IN MACHINES

machines slightly used, first class

condition, Simplex, Power's 6 A's, Power's 6's,
Edison
B's, and Edison D's, low prices, quick
sales.
CHAS.

A.

CALEHUFF,

SAVE

TEN

Perfect

1301 Race Street, Phihddvln

THE

KING

SCREEN

Negatives Delevoped . Ic ft.

5c

«

*ltHlKti«« (mruutd kf Mr tUteei yuri' Kftrienu

BROS.,

\AA.

CC.AL;

l)S,OKLA.

lanfuac*
Developing Tm-ES and In Printing

Positive Printing ... 4c ft.

O.

DAYS
FREE TRIAL

E LD KING
^'
.«GO
SCREENS
GOLD

GUNBY

Twenty-two

COMPANY

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

The most important Film Journal in Italy.
Published every Monday at Rome. Excellent staff,
special bureau of information. Correspondents in all
parts of the world. Yearly subscription for foreign
countries : $3.00.
Buiineea OEFice: Via del Tritone 183, Rome, Italy.

BARGAINS

Perfection

York City

4v

"7*o Serve the Entire Motion Picture Induttry"
For This Reason We Enjoy the Confidence of
Our Readers — and, For This Reason

IL

means
People

do PARTICULAR Worlt for PARTICULAR
Developing and Printing ONLY

416-418-420-422 West 216th Street, New

Taterk.

CAST

Price
LOW

Inc., I4S We.t

complete
Tinting Frea

per foot

S#«c)il fikt M quatitr mien

45th Street, New

York

BRADEIMOURGH

802 Vine Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

High class multiple reel features in first class
running condition, some as new with plenty of one,
three and six sheet posters, photos, etc. Prices
reasonable. Write for lists of four, five and six
reel masterpieces.

INTEREST

ON

$100^

EVERY YEAR— AND BEGIN NOW
On account of the greatly increased cost of paper, engraving, etc., we have been compelled to make the single
copy price fifteen cents. For the present direct subscription prices will remain the same. This means a saving
of four dollars and eighty cents yearly on direct subscriptions. In addition you get your paper earlier.
It will pay you to fill out this blank and mail at once with your remittance.
ONE

YEAR

$3.e»

SIX MONTHS

$IJ«

S«« title page for rates Canada

MOVING

PICTURE

and Foreifo

WORLD

17 Madison Avenue, New

City

York
^n^^S.-a^l
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Business is booming as never before
Theaters are crowded. Exhibitors are hustling. Now is
the time to install a complete N. C. R. Ticket-Printing
Register to help you to make money
This reg^ister will print your
tickets as they are called for at
the window.
It will record them as they are
printed, and issue them direct to
patrons at the rate of over 100
per minute.
It will enable you to do away
with costly preprinted tickets
(another saving to you), and will
give you absolute control over
your box office receipts, w hether
present or away.
If the National Ticket-Printing
Register did no more than this,
it w ould make you money.
But it can be ordered to print
either plain or stub tickets, and
from one to five at a time.
It can be ordered to print tickets of two colors, and number
them consecuti\ely.
Business is booming more
make money.

than

ever.

Now

is the time to

If you are not using an N. C. R. Ticket- Printing Register, it
i\ ill pay you to see our nearest agent, or w rite direct to
The National Cash Register Company
Dayton, Ohio

/

^
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HOW

When You Are Interested
IN

LONG
DISTANCE
PROJECTION
OF MOTION PICTURES
THINK OF THE RECORD MADE BY

POWER'S

CAMERAGRAPH

AT MADISON SQUARE GARDEN
NEW YORK CITY
300 ^^^"^ THROW 34 ^^^^ PICTURE
NICHOLAS
POWER
COMPANY
NINETY

GOLD

STREET

NEW

YORK

CITY

ol. 30. No. 12

Price 13 Cents

December 23, 1916

Xy AVAV i,VAVA'> XV>.^XUV ;j.A AL'.^ a^ a^ i^ i -i A A >.l AlAl Al lUKA k)kiAKklk>AlkJnVk)XJk)kJL)k)k)k>XJUJ.JX}UVU)^Jk}k>^^^^^

EXHIBITORS'

mmi

>s

—-

^^w..^^^^>^^/v;;/j;/iiiiiiihu^^W>VS^s-^^^^^^^^
Scene from

"The Pride

of the

Clan"

(Artcraft).

rm^^///////,/nn\\\\\\\y\ySx
NEW YORK

17 Madison Avenue

Telephone Madison Square Jf 10
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pnotograplts hy Ira Hill,
Vndenoooi <£ Vniervooi,
Sarony,
White Studio and
Davis £ Sanfcrrd.

SEVEN

DEADLY

SINS

Th^firsrfiv9-Keel series,
produced b^ Ihe men who
invented 1h« mclion-piclMre
serial i, dr\d backed by

M^CLURE

PUBLICITY

Rf^leaxed b\§ Supexptciutes, Inc

IVicnilir -M, ".tl6

•iiii:

Mo\i.\i".

■KlLKl.

1719

WOKl.IJ

:o MY PHOIOPLAY FRIEHDS IN AMERICA:
I am on the job with Essanay at last. I'm
here to stay. Count up my forty-six trunks and you
will see I am prepared tor some time.

Some people say you can't cone back. I have
for 1 am back after "t«o years
theorycorps.
that army
exploded
in the French
I have a new line of comedies which I
believe better than any I have produced. I aa
jumping right into this work now and will be ready
to announce my first release shortly.
I have been reported dead. ,1 was wounded,
but I am now feeling very much alive. I object to
sitting at my own autopsy as long as I have laughs
left in me. If I ever cease to make the public
laugh, I will be willing to consider myself a
dead one. But not till then.
1 will be •with you personally, on the
screen, noon.

V.Ay.

1333 Ariyle Sr., Chictso

I
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The Super
Serial of the
Season— j
MYSTERY
ADVENTURE
LOVE
ROMANCE
THRILLS
Written
Staged
and
Produced by —

FRANCIS FORD
The Most Popular Serial
Stars of the Day.

THE

December 2i, 1916

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
1721

Another UNIVERSAL

SERIALachievement

par excellence. Another gem added to the Universal's alb
star collection of serials. A tremendous opportunity for every
Exhibitor in the land to crowd his theatre to capacity on every episode. A serial that
is 100 per cent, there from every angle — a box-office, money-getting attraction that will make moving picture serial history.

BOOK NOW

RELEASED
December 25

FOR BIG PROFIT

^(|U can learn every detail of this bij^ attractiun fr(jm "The Purple Mask"
Campaign Book— JUST OFF THE PRESS— FREE to Exhibitors only.

Advertising

It tells you the fascinating story <if the play; it tells you how to put the picture over so as to get
the most out of it; it gives you a complete line of ready prepared advertisements, general publicity matter;
heralds, banners, novelties — every coi-ccivable help that experience can suggest to make "The Purple Mask" get
over the way it deserves. You have only to follow the suggestions to score a huge success. If you want to
connect with a winner, write youi* nearest Universal Exchange, today, for a booking reservation, a copy of the
BIG ROOK, and complete information.
Or address

UMIYERIAI

FILM

MANUFACTURING
CARL

1600

"The

Largest

Film

BROADWAY

LAEMMLE,
Manufacturing

COMPANY

Pretident
Concern

in

the

Univerte"

NEW

YORK
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READ
what PRESIDENT WILSON'S
Cabinet, Secretary of War Baker, and National
Board of Industrial Preparedness SAID ABOUT

EMd£
WIN©
H

Thundering
Drama

A

BLUEBIRD

Photoplay

From the virUe pen of Rufus Steeh

oeoroeJ!

iCABhSSi:

RECEIVED AT
56-6
A361W

VP

With a
Thundering
Message

UNION
AM

^^^^ kl

yY ^ASHliNgO^

^^'^
PXCTT3RE
USLY.
O
R
E
GEN

.ttM

A^I^ ^^^"^^^^ ^

71 A.Dt^ ■*• ^__V^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Originally
intended
"THE
Rights an Production
ii/if.--^" ^ State
fA^ir.c S WINGS"
^^^^Tr7ir_
_
EAGLE
upon
^
BLUEBIRD
Executives
that they
paid an enormous made
sum sofor strong
it. so that impression
it might carry
the BLUEBIRD Brand.
BLUEBIRD Exhibitors and others are notified that it is not on the
regular BLUEBIRD
Program.
You must expect to pay well for it, because
it will pack your house
at every performance, and net you a good profit. Book Now. Full particulars from your local BLUEBIRD exchange, or

BLUEBIRDExecutive
Photoplays
(Inc.)
Offices:
1600 BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK

Dtccnil)tr 2,1. \<n6
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RED
FEATHEP
moTOf'L'AYJ

THE
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J^

STATE
RIGHTS

P^,

Now selling, on the Universal's
great dramatization— "ROBINSON
CRUSOE," featuring Robert Leonard, Margarite Fischer and an all
Star cast. A box office attraction
par excellence. Write, wire or
phone for territory, terms, and
complete detailed information to
the STATE RIGHTS DEPT of the

Universal Film Manufacturing Co.
CARL
LAEMMLE,
Pre«ident
"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern In the

1600 Broadway Universe"

New York

ATREMENDOVS

DRAMATIZATION

of Daniel OeFee>Thrillin<L

Adventtire Jiory

iWi
TUf
WTM
iT
vfik Robert Leonard
MARCARITE

FIfCNERAND

I

AM ALL JTARCAST

December

THE

2J, 1916

MOVING

PICTURE
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WORLD

THE DAWN OF A
BETTER DAY!
A/fORE and more exhibitors are realizing that the OPEN MARKET
method of film renting is the most profitable, the fairest, and in
every way the most advantageous to them. It is the only method
whereby the exhibitor can pick just what films he likes, when he
likes, where he likes. The time is rapidly approaching when all film
manufacturers will see the wisdom of helping the exhibitor make a
greater success of his theatre by releasing their films on the OPEN
MARKET.

The OPEN-MARKET
Jmnuar^' 18th U

release for

Cupid's Uppercut

featuriDgNealBomsandBettyCompson
Investigate CHRISTIE COMEDIES
— yuu'U etiirt booking them at once.

THE CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY is one of the pioneer producers of OPEN MARKET RELEASES. Each week of the year
the foremost INDEPENDENT exchanges everywhere offer a new,
clean, sensible, laughable

CHRISTIE

COMEDY

CHRISTIE COMEDIES are produced by Al. Christie, and feature the popular Betty Compson, Billy Rhodes, Neal Bums, Harry
Ham, Eddie Barrj- and Hon ce Davy.

Christie Film (b.
UfBce and

Sunli".-, Sunset Blvd. "t Gower St.
LOS ANGELES, CA\,
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Pathe
OKe season's most
noteworthy offering-

fsmniWm

tft£ serial star of the Hvrld
in the military-mystery
serial

^^m
ofihe

cAll star cast:
Great and Umelysiory
^y Guy AAcGcnvnelt:
advertised everywhere:

T^rodviced hy
and directed hy
6du/ard ]

d^oo/ied solid in the WvJox Tiouses

^tCkirhTa§i£sajs:
MR. J. A. BERST,
Vice-President and General
Manager,
Pathe Exchange,
New York.

Inc.,

My Dear Mr. Berst:
I want to congratulate

you

Mr. Charles Pathe .

upon
THE SHIELDING

SHADOW

serial.
The Initial showing In
Paris was greeted with enthusiasm. I want you to send me at
once 250 prints to be Pathecolored for European showing.
With felicitations, I am.
Sincerely yours,
CHARLES PATHE

Europe wanU 950 prints!
Ton want one in pur theatre/
"Produced ^

anstrCb

under the directiorL oP

Louis J. MdOcKenzie
Oa^fiierand.
Vonjotci
Mr J. A Berst

■? '^ Jn

feu-

Puthe presents

William andCourtenay
\wKir§rsmm§ivsi%
the ^tnaus stars, in 0ie five -part
Cold poster S>la}r

of\£ Slomantic Journey
Produced by'i^Mra

directed hy George Titzmaurice

ffUeased Dec. 94^
Qcrrent Gold dicoster delays:

"Diyorce and. the.'Dau^fvUr Dec 3- "Ohe Challen/ie DectO
■JQh^ Lear' Dec. 17

99

Luke comedies' give universdi
satisfaction
to our patrons'
Harry 3ernstein,M'g'r, Colonial Jkeatre,
I^icknwnxi, Vex.

-Air: Bernstein in. his letter further says
Ixe regrets that these comedies- do not
come eyery weeh instead of twice a. month.

See i^iem - then hook them.
Traduced bvJ^UrL

^iw2lli!s

SKk^.
<^JBLUEBIRD

PMOTOPL'AYJ

PRE^ENT-

TME
aiGUTTO
A JCQEEN
VERSIONBE UAPPY"
OP CMADLEJ
DICKEN5'

IMMORTAL

CLASSIC

PEATUniNC
RUPERT JULIAN. C CAROL"
AN ALL JTAO
nCAiT.
CWDIJ-TMA-J
INCLUDING CRnNCELIA BILLINGTON
CLTXIRE

MCDOWELL

DIQECTED

BY

t (XOBEPLTA

RUPEPT

WIL^OM"

JULIAN

tj^ROM
Maine
to California and
-*- from Oregon to Xexas, BLUEBIRD Photoplays are s-w eeping tKe
country witn a tremendous
wave of popularity,
and tne fact we want to drive home is that
BLUEBIRD
popularity and BLUEBIRD superlority has not heen won thru advertising or publicity
BUT ENTIRELY ON THE EXTRAORDINARY MERITS (IF THE PRODUCTIONS THEMSELVES.
There are no finer feature productions no\v heing
offered in any market in the ■world. Comparison
picture for picture, considering every minute detail,
from the faithfulness of the details up to the story
and Stars, NO FEATURE PRODUCTIONS

BEGIN

to compare with BLUEBIRDS.

Many feature producing oncerns are shouting
STAR-STAR Tvithout regard to story or play ;
■without regard to many other things necessary for
perfect productions such as BLUEBIRD Photoplays, while BLUEBIRD takes everything into
consideration, vi'ith the PLAY al^w^ays first — then
the Stars and then the details.
In BLUEBIRD plays -we give the public real
Stars. Stars that mean something; plays, novels,
stories and scripts that mean Something. Direction
and a lavishness of details that mean something.
In short, BLUEBIRD plays bring to the public
EXACTLY
WHAT
THE
PUBLIC
WANTS.
That's
wl y
BLUEBIRDS are sweeping the conntry. Every week in the Saturday Evening Post 10.000.000 readers are reading all about BLUEBIRD Photoplays-. YOU can share in the tremendous National
campaign now being conducted by BLUEBIRD Photoplays V;arranging for booking NOW.
ok through your local BLUEBIRX)
or Executive Offices

Exchange

ki
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mtimm^<^-^*^*-**-9Wfmmf:imuniitiMi
^
. < .AtJ^x

:3r.x:3

X -'

PARAMOUNT
believes that Deception isFraud
dressed up in genclothes.
tlemen's
Paramount has its Great
Program composed of Famous
Players, Lasky, Morosco and
Pallas Productions, and its
Great Service for Sale — not
its Good Name.
There are many exhibitors who will wish to start
the New Year with Paramount Pictures. They
are referred to their local Paramount Exchanges.

Qfaramourit>^Uitures^(araoratU)(i'

'. ^

FOUD FIOHTV (TVE
(TVE

I—/

NEW

FtFTMAVQOJt

YORK.

V—-- ot FORTY FmST

N.V

ST

V^

iiiiiiisi5i^iiiiiifflsi§flMiiSjiiii.iii;.3.iiiJiiiiii
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announces

\^ctorAoore
in the second
o ae reel "t\lever Ttoxnedy "

"lN30CIETr-AMD0UT"

Vic. takes a whirl at Society and
gains a new pal — "that dog."

LAUGHS!

SCREAMS

AND

LAUGHS!

Guaranteed by the Pure Fun Act !
Released, December

18, 1916.

Produced by

KLEVER

PICTURES, Inc.

220 West 42nd Strett

New York

Distributed through

Q>at-am(Hint^U!ture^(M-p4irdti<iri.
l-/ FtmiAVEHUE
V—- ' ai pcrtypirst at,

c/ roua fijotrrv pivt

NEW

YORK. N.Y.

mxii'Oj^

Dc.tml or 2X 1916

I i;i:

M.)\ iNc

I'ic II I.I

v.dki n
17.^1
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M. COHAN
IN

"BROADWAY

JONES"

Production Supervised by

CECIL B. DE MILLE
Presented by

ARTCRAFT
729

SEVENTH

(grrpi^d

PICTURES
AVENUE,

CORPORATION
NEW

YORK

23, 1916

December 2i. 1910
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M. COHAN
IN

"BROADWAY
MEANS

JONES"

A TWOiUOLLAR

STAR I\ A TWO

U(JLLAR SHOW

MOTION

PICTURE

PRICES

AT

FILMERIKA^HAS WAITED LONG AND PATIENTLY FOR HIS ENTRANCE'INTO
AT LAST HE'S HERE— RELEASED SOME TIME IN FEBRUARY

George \l. Cohan

is Webster's Motion

APPLICATIONS

ARTCRAFT
729

SEVENTH

SUCCESS

CONSIDERED

Picture Definition of

IN ORDER

PICTURES

PICTURES

OF RECEIPT

CORPORATION

AVENUE,

NEW

YORK

Release Date

Later

\

GEORGE

M.

COHAN

IN

"BROADWAY
•

JONES"
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CARTOONS

KEEN
^ (ffi

;'»?!.;iiiSf?f3JKSWiSs~®fis

^ComecTt/

;

Service
that is entirely different

A series of 500-ft. pen comedies, no/ "fillers" but Highly
entertaining box office attractions to be released on the

OPEN MARKET
One every week through foremost Independent Exchanges of the
United States— Beginning December 18th, 1916
DISTRIBUTORS
The open market policy
means ihat we must make
GOOD comedies— the kmd
you want" the kind you
are glad to get.

Keen^ Cartoons
are produced with the
object of creating laughs
and are so unique, unusual and different from
any other cartoons, they
eliminate competition.
All Exchanges holdingcontracts will be announced
ncxtweek. Will it be VOU
nr vour competitor^

Arrange to bav<

NOWREADY
FOR REVIEW

EXHIBITORS

miiiiii

GOOD comedies are vitally
essential to the success of

Henry W. Zippy Buys
a Pet Pup
Easy Money — Jerry
McDub eoUecte Some
Accident Insurance
Jeb Jenkins,
The Village Genius
The Old Forty-Niner
Mose Shakes the
Rheumatism
6. Dr. Zippy
Sanatorium

Opens

a

the ~i { onsi^tently clean, anausing. and

your program.
Your patrons like to laugh
because they go home with
a good taste in their mouths.

Keen^
Cartoons
are clean, wholesome mirthmakers— they have sensible
plots, are hilariously funny
and get the laugh from all
without offending any. Be
the first in your neighborhood to book this comedy
series. It will mean money
to you.

"1^?^^^^^^??^

distinctly

different

laugh-produt t rs i^n \ (uu projjram. Write or wire for full information,~NOW

KEEN CARTOON

eORPORATlON

729 Seventh Avenue, New York

K

l^eleas^
N T E^

Mrs.Vernon Castle
The Best Known M^man in America

fgs^^^,5^;*

-jM

^?"4i

in PATRIA

The Serial Supreme
Whose Theme is Preparedness
Released January 1-

-.V

I N T E U NATIONAL

i^O'

Patria to Have Greatest Advertising
and Publicity Campaign Ever Launched
WITH
the definite conclusion to
the International announces the
and publicity campaign ever launched
picture serial. Patria has already been
real campaign is no\v starting.

release Patria on January ist,
most stupendous advertising
in connection with a motion
enormously advertised. The

Patria will be advertised in the newspaper with the largest
circulation in 30 of the largest cities in the United States. Full
page, half page and quarter pages will be used.
Because of the popularity of Mrs. Vernon Castle, the star, and
ol Louis Joseph Vance, the author of Patria, newspapers are clamoring lor the privilege of publishing the story in serial form. So far
arrangements have been made with 25 of the leading ones to that end.
On the Sunday preceding the release of Patria three full pages
will be used in each of the Hearst Sunday newspapers, whose combined circulation is more than 2,000,000.
Before the campaign closes, Patria announcements will appear in
Cosmopolitan, the magazine with the largest circulation in the world,
Hearst'sBoating.
Magazine, Harper's Bazar, Good
Motor

Housekeeping, Motor

and

Supplementing all of this, more than 200 small newspapers throughout
the country will carry the message of" Patria.
Before the campaign closes, practically every citv, town and hamlet in
the United States will have been reached.
International knows Patria is the greatest serial ever produced. It is
backing this knowledge with the greatest advertising campaign ever known.
A fortune in box office receipts awaits the exhibitors who book
Patria. Films are now in International exchanges, together
with a remarkable assortment of paper and exhibitor's helps.
ATLANTA
146 Marietta St.
BOSTON
148 rifdmont St.
fHH.'A<iU
207 So. Wabash Ave,
ALBANY
State

EXCHANGES
CINCINNATI
532 Walnut St.
CLEVELAND
750 rrospect Ave., S.E,
KANSAS
CITY
1305
Walnut
St.

PHILADELPHIA
LOS
ANGELES
912
So.
Olive
St.
1335 Vine St.
NEW
YORK
CITY
PITTSBURGH
72 9 Seventh Ave.
804 I'enn Ave.
OMAHA
SAN
FRANCISCO
1417 Harne.v St.
2S0 Golden Gate Av,

AGENCIES

St.

'^'^IJ^'^°
39 Erie
St.

r>ETROIT
71 Griswold St. INDIANAPOL
New Lyric IS
Theatre Bide.

^^^'i.
338 "Rt-EAXS
Barronne St.

SALT
LAKE
CITY
131 E.
Second
South St.

SEATTLE
1214^4 Third Ave.
ST. LOris
3313 Olive St.
WASHINtrrON
712 11th St.. :
MINNEAPOLIS
60a Produee Esoh. Bldg

^^1

THE

SERIAL

OF ALL SERIALS

|^'

JiHHIE DALE^THE(iREr5EAL
E.K.LINCOLN
EDNA HUNTER

T^-cilip™
e P IXODEX

»*AUL PANZER
^OMS MITCHELL

BASED UPON THE. SENSATIONAL" PEOPLElS MAGAZINE'STORIES

Produced by MONMOUTH

BY FRANK L PACKARD

FILM CORPORATION

The Uproarious BillyWe^t Comedies
(two-reels-now
"his MARRIED

LIFE"

booking)

"BOARDERS * BOMBS"

"HIJ WAITIWG CflREER'Eh.

AN
COITOniALFOR
VOU
FROM THE N.Y.TELeORAPH

A serious situafion in themoiion
picture business -seems to have,
arisen inrthe growing scarcity of
short-length films. Producers who
have in mind only the exploitation
of stars and the possibilities of
metropolitan productions, are by
way of forgetting the many thousands
of small town houses which cannoi af-l
fordf by reason of .small seating capacity
and limited attendanee-topayfor
tfreat features, ^reat names and
celebrated productions.Thesame
is true of many of the small nei^hbor-i
hood picture theatres where smalM
prices accornpanv/a {general desirg/
ror van

JsS><

^5^

1-2-3

REESL
N'
R
O
C
I
N
U
Modern Dramas.
^^3^
7^^^2a

UNICORN'S

NT"
STRI
E S^^
r^ ELYED IDIFFERE
O KING
^O

SCE^
'S'
"WES
RN
BIG
ALTERN
SERVI
^and
CO
I
UNGENER

On the regular sta^e^the stars of
the drama are seldomwithin the reach
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E V E K Y
We

LETTERS

ASCHER'S
ASCHERS
ASCHERS

I

D A r
Get

LIKE

THIS

ENTERPRISES

WONDERLAND THEATRE
COLONIAL THEATRE

OFFICE Of THE

ASCHER'S 161st STREET THEATRE
ASCHERS CLASSIC CO. (Inc.)
SUCCESS FEATURE FILM CO. (I™; )

PRESIDENT

2952 THIRD AVENUE
PHONE,

NEW PyORkI

Kitt. MEUtOSE

Deoember let.

L9L6

Unity Service Corporation
729 Seventh Ave.,
New York City,
N. Y.
Dear Sire:-

'

I have run many serials in my theatres,
but with absolutely none have I done anything, like
the business I am doing at Wonderland & Colonial
with the "Yellow Menace".

■ ■

m m

':■-■
■ ■
■■ ■■
■ ■ .■
■ «■-■

It is swift moving, full of "Punch", up-tothe-minute in theme, and for getting the money, beats
any that I have ever seen.

I ■
■ ■

The exhibitor that shows it cannot go wrong.

■ ■
MM■ ■

Very truly yours.

1 ■
■ ■
■ ■■ ■
I ■
■ ■

vv

IS IT CONVINCING?

■ ■
■■ ■ ■

^^^

^^^^
■'>■
■ ■
%■■■■■«

UNITY
729 7thAVE.,NEW YORK

\K

■ ■

■■ ^
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Released on the
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to have the two idols of the
motion picture public appearing

ztYOUl^ THEATRE
once

each week

F O U xti: E E N

consecutive weeks?

Great
©x^^^ Ncwspciper
whirlwind andcampaig'nBillboard,^
Uni({ue in Motion Picture Advertising"
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BEVERLY
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Secret

GireatQir than the Gireatest

Story by Fred de Gresac
Presented hy QV ALU Y Pictures Corporation
Produced J>y SERIAL

Producirig' Company
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thel Barrymore
Francis XBushman
Beverly Bayne

Mme. Petrova
Harold Lockwood
May Allison

together with
supreme features starring

Emily Stevens
Viola Dana
Emmy Wehlen

Mabel Taliaferro
Lionel Barrymore
Frances Nelson

sLxid tKe famous

METRO-DREW Comedies
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VMr. Thofnpson's* pictures show a "o.ooo foot
jchute
drop
with
the
apparatus
used
in
landspies back of the German lines at night.

•■>'»•.

They

also depict
scenes at Verdun, Russian
jnti^'
troops in the fielH." ,ind a few glimpses of war's
xi <>

*

t^^

"Cafl Donald CThompsqn
>£^^^h1s startling- film its
/reel?

kXl

^w

A^ i^

Broke All
Box Office Records
at the Rialto Theatre, New York

At Last ! A Film with Actual Fighting— TheJl Truth About the^ Trenches!
To be presented in large cities by leading newspapers on Profit
Sharing Basis. Wonder-Working Publicity Campaign created
by HESSER PUBLICITY BUREAU.

Released by Donald C. Thompson Film Co., Inc., 1128 Aeolian
«Hall, New York — Phone, Vanderbilt '^c^
1246
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FOX FILM
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FOKFILM
COMEinr

FOXFILM

COMEDIES

tr^ry

Independent of regular program
Available for all exhibitors

BOOK

THEM

NOW

and

Show them weekly beginning Jan. 1, 1917
then

Watch Your Box Office

Receipts Grow

WILLIAM FOX has a NEW YEAR'S gift for motion picture exhibitors all
over the world, — something they have never had before, something no
other producer otfers them, — real laugh makers —

FOXl'ILM

COMEDIES

SCREEN COMEDIES are the most popular box office attractions in filmdom.
They are also the most difficult to obtain. Mr. Fox sought to add
comedies to his offerings, but he found he could not buy real gloomdispelling pictures, because nobody made them, so he made them himself.—

FOXFILM
I

COMEDIES

THESE PRODUCTIONS constitute his New Year's gift to exiiibitors. A
two-reel COMEDY PRODUCTION will be released each week, beginning January 1, 1917.
They are available for all exhibitors.
Early Releases Include
"SOCIAL PIRATES," with CHARLES ARLING
"CHASED INTO LOVE, " with HANK MANN
"THE CLOID PUNCllKR,' with HANK MANN
"HER FATHERS STATION," with ANNA LUTHER
"THERE'S MANY A FOOL," a burlesque based on "A Fool There Was,"
with HANK MANN and CARMEN PHILLIPS

M7re, write or call at the nearest Fox Exchange

FOX
'foxtilm^

FILM CORPORATION
FOXFILM

COMZDY

coMEmr

SEI^ICE

SEIi^CE

^^^

'PresentslfiatlDistinquished Star

WILLIAM FARNUM

SicjCit Super

$pecial productions
during the year 19IT
released on the
REQULAR
FOX PROGRAM
. Presentation Willie J

c2 truly remar\dble photo^play which will
he the salvation of the^atioris children
JAN. S^^IQIT
RELEASED

FOXPILM

CORPORATION
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WEEKLY NEWS OF THE MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION AND ITS 68 EXCHANGES
DECEMBER

"The Perils of Our
Girl Reporters" Is
New Mutual Serial
NEWSPArEU life Is the bnckp-ounil
for the newest Mutual serial. "The
Perils of Our Girl Keporters" is Its title.
The serial consists of 15 stories each complete iu itself. Each story deals with a
[H)werful incident in real newspaper life.
Each tells the story from the "inside" —
depicting In detail the way in which front
page news is collected. Man.v of the
stories are founded on real facts. They
show girl reporters exposing the evils of
the underworld — securing confessions
from crooks — inter^•iewing society debutantes— aiding the government in capturing counterfeiters and blackmailers — ferreting out strange crimes — foiling evil
plots.
Newspaper Life From the "Inside."
It is hard to conceive anything more
fascinating than newspaper life. The
whole world lies before the eyes of the
star reporter. He delves Into all that is
queer and unusual. He mingles with the
biggest men of the land and the most unscrupulous. Bankers and crooks, presidents and politicians. cbTgymen and murderers are all "copy" to him. JIake the
reporter a girl and you double the interest
in the situations. Ti'U the stories from
the "Inside" and you again Increase Its
fascination. Nothing to compare with
this series of newspaper tabs has ever
before beeo revealed on the screen.
Each Story Complete.
Each chajiler of this faM-lnatlng new
serial Is complete in itself. Each tells
the story of n bit of "front-page news"
that Is more Interesting than the news
Itself. New and unusual thrills will be
found In each chapter. "The Perils of
Our Girl Ueport<Ts" was prodticed by
.Vlngara Film Stuillos. The pictures were
directed by George Terwllliger. They
feature such stars as Earl Metcalfe,
Helen Green and Zena Keefe. Each chapter is two reels in length. The first is
released December 28. Bookings on this
new serial can now be made at any of the
CS Mutual Film Exchanges.
Ganmonfs mystery-detective series,
*'The Vampires." has broken box-office
records in many theaters. Its exposure
of life in the underworld of Paris is unusnally vivid. The surprising twists and
ttirns in its plot keep audiences constantly on edge, and with curiosity whetted for
the next episode in the series. Interested
exhibitors can obtain bookings on applying to their nearest Mutual exchange.

pimiiiiiiBBiiniiiiiii
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Mutual Star Productions
For December

Week Beginning December 4th.
Title.
Lead.
The Valley of Decision
Richard
Bennett

In "The Twinkler"

"Week Be^nning December lllh.
Lonesome Town
Kolb & Dill
Miss Jackie of the Navy
Margarita
Fischer
Week Beginning December ISth.
The Twinkler
William Russell
Week Beginning December -5th.
The Innocence of Lizette
Mary
Miles Minter

iilS

Powell Studios Are
Greatly Enlarged
The studios of the Frank Powell Producing Corporation are being greatly enlarged. In these new and enlarged studios
will be iiiaiie the Nance ONeil and Jlarjorie Kiuiibeati Mutual Star Productiims.
mentioned in these columns the last few
week,s. The augmented studios will have
a total floor space of IG.OOO square feet
and be equipped with every modern device that will tend for better pictures.
Miss Itambi'au's first appearance will be
made in "The Greater Woman." This Is
an adaptation of Algernon Boyeson's famous play of tlie same name which has
been a tremendous success in Europe.
Nance O'Neil will make her Mutual
debut In "Mrs. lialfarae." This play is
n dramatization of the celebrated novel
b.v Gertnide Athi'rton. Thousands have
read the novel and are sure to look forward with interest to the picturlzatlon of
the stor.v. President Freuler palil Mrs.
Atherlon a tremendous sum for the exclusive right to film this .successful book.
In so doing he is carrying imt his avowed
intintion of .securing the works of the
very best authors for film y)urposes. Bookings on both the liambeaii and O'Neil
pictures can now be made at any of the
Mutual Exchanges. The exact dates of
the first releases featuring these talented stars will be annoiincfd shortly.

Chaplin in "The Rink"

William Russell
Is At His Very Best

Chaplin grows more versatile with each
new release. Yoti bave seen him in all
sorts of situations. But this is his first
opportunity to demonstrate bis ability as
a roller skater. He surely makes the
most of it. The very thought of seeing
Chaplin on roller skates will bring thousands to the theaters showing "The

««1»nE
a five
WU1 liamTWINKLEU."
Eussell Mutual
Star reel
Production, is scheduled for release the week
of December 18. This production was
made at the studios of the American Film
Company, Inc., at Santa Barbara, Cal.
It is a powerful human interest tale of
the underworld. It was written by a convict in Sing Sing penitentiary. It Is b.'ised
on real facts. It gives William Russell a
chance to do some of the best acting of
his entire career.
Powerful Situations.
Powerful situations abound throughout
the picture. Surprises follow one another
thick and fast. "The Twinkler' is a
light-fingered thief — a "dip" — In police
parlance. His "best girl" is sentenced to
be electrocuted. "The Twinkler" seeks a
pardon retary
for.setsher.
The tlie
governor's
own secout for
prison with
her
pardon. On the train the secretary accidentally displays his wallet. The temptation is too strong for "the Twinkler" to
resist. He nips the wallet. After hopping off the train he finds within the walhis sweetheart's
pardon.
has letsent
his loved one
to the His
chair.robbery
Big Human Interest Appeal.
Theater audiences the country over are
sure to be held .spellbound by the human
interest appeal of the tale. The ending of
the story is particularly unique. The biggest surprise of all is reserved for the
la.st. Popular though William Kussell is
today, "The Twinkler" will make him
more so. Bookings on all of the Kussell
pictures can be obtained at any of the
CS Mutual Film Exchanges.

"Diamond" Sequel Plays
to Capacity Business
Reports so far received on the business
done by the sequel to "The Diamond
From the Sk.v" prove that it Is even a
greater box-olllce magnet than was predicted. Turnnway hu.slness has been done
at practically every theater showing it. In
some places the crowds were so great
that it was with difficulty that pedestrians
could make their way past the theaters.
In several cases re-bookings have already
been arranged, so great a drawing card
did it prove.
In the latest chapter of ".\ Lass of the
Luraberlands." Helen Holmes performs
no le.ss than four separate "stunts" in
this single epLsode. Exhibitors are declaring this chapter play a real housecacker.

Rink."
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FRANK POWELL

Qknouncef

MarjorieRambeau
IK

^

TiGreatoman'
Cnanijfad from CUcfen\oK Boyefofir
/ismar^uMe Staae Jucce/T'.
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MUTUAL

^lliam russell
/(^tVinkler:
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.. !j=W>»^r

ClMuWl flar Production in<nte
jwWarful adbjl PitinalaHkz Avidior
oFtKe Awiaican. Rita Cbnupai\yflnc.,

fli\epio of live unclciru?orkl..Cl
real dor)>
oPaclip'?' life b^a
arvi
fiercMc
SacTificc.WTitterv
coroTid in.fin4^H patvitzniiary'.
Mar^'cbuCmitrreaUfltt,. " *
fl<lcmi«iin£| in iVf (icart appaal.

at
fiitda tfij
Battuta,
''
MiaOd
ttfee^ ofCalitonvia
Dacmber . iSi^

tfttmc|(v68 Mutwcd Ex^lviivcjcr

■5J1UJAM
WSSEIL MUTUAL STAR, PRDDUCTIOhlS'^/V//,^.-•THE HIGHEST BID' - THE STRENGTH OF DONALD McKENZIE-'
'SOULMATES'- "THE MAN vJhO 1 OULD NOT DIE'-WE TORCHBEARER."
LONE STAR"' 'THE LOVE HERMIT"
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'3IGNAL FILM CORPORATION

PRESENTS^

ZAe fear/ess f/'/m Sfar

HELEN HOLMEr
READ WHAT

MUTUAI
I
^^

THESE EXHIBITORS 6AY:

" "The L«<s of th« Lumbrrlandit' is packing our Kouse
both aftrrpoon and evcninR. We had to close the
tickfi-vvindow several times, as we had no standingroom lo sell, but they always come back "
L J- Hathaway, Mgr. Thcatorium. Psichmond, Ind.
"Pardon us for not answering your wire regarding
second day's
Lass ofwould
the Lumberlands.'
desired
lo knowbooking
firit ifonbusiness
warrant ii. II
find thai it does, so kindly arrange bookings for Thursand Friday
" Theater, Aberdeen, S. D.
C.day W.
Gates,hereafter.
Mgr.. Bijou
" 'The Lass of the Lumberlands' bids fair to outdo The
Girl and the Game' which was one of the best moneygetting serials we ever had in the history of the Gem
C. Carlin, Mgr.. Gem Theatre. Cincinnati. O.
Theatre, "

15 CHAPTERS

"Contrary to all expectations, which led me to believe
thai every serial starts out better as to attendance than
it continues, { notice that my receipts arc increasing
weekly as I continue showing T^ Lass of the LumberI can't account for this pleasing condition excepting
this serial gets the valuable moulh-io-mouihadvertising
that no exhibitor can buy. "
lands.'
F.
Pv. Trottman, Mgr. Greenfield &- Gem Theatre.
Milwaukee, Wis.
"After showing the fourth chapter of Helen Holmes
in "'A Lass of the Lumberlands.' enclosed please find
check IN FULL PAYMENT of the 15 chapters."
Edward G. Sourbier Amusement Enterprises
IndianapKilis. Ind

DIRECTED BY J.P.M?OOWAN

NOW BOOKING AT 68 MUTUAL

EXCHANGES

-

\-
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9e<durinq
EARL METCALFE
HELEN GREEN
ZENAKEEFE
RELEAfED
DEC-281h.
fivJuceJ b/
NIAGARA FILM rrUDIOf

Directed b)/

GEORGE TERWILLICER
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ISftortliivqMalioK Picture ^kmz'i'EachChn^/eh
Newspaper life as it really is. Real

stories of the thrills of newspaperdom.

The

editor
tells the girl reporter to "Get the Story!" She
always gets it. But few of us realize the exciting events

connected with the securing of the news of the day. IlOW
it is secured forms the basis of this snappy and unique serial
— 'The Perils of Our Girl Reporters." it's a real house
packer. Wireorwrite yournearest .\lutual Exchange at once.

BOOKING
i^WC

NOW

■ai €8 Mutual Exchanger

The
Stories
in "The
Perils
of Our
Girl
1. Tile Jade Necklace
2. The Black Door.
3. Ace High
Reporters"
4. The While Trail
5. Many a Slip
6. A Long Lane
7. The Smite of Conscience
8. Birds of Prey
9. Misjudged
10. Taking Chances
11. The Meeting
12. Outwitted
13. The Schemers
14. The Counterfeiters
15. Kidnapped

1/49
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ARE YOU BUILDING
UP A BUSINESS OR
JUST RUNNING ONE?
Does every week show up a little
better than last?
Or, are receipts on the see - saw,
sometimes up, sometimes down ?
Your observations, as a business man;
The words and letters of others;
The way in which, as you know, we have
sensed the public taste;
The way in which, as you know, our circle of
Exhibitors is increasing rapidly;
Must have convinced you that
WORLD PICTURES BRADY- MADE
ARE
A THOROUGHLY
DEPENDABLE
BUSINESSBUILDING SEAT-SELLING
INVESTMENT
FOR
YOU.

M

:'SC«??

Till':

Decenibir 2,1, 1'>1()
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CLARA
Kl>iBALL YOUNG
JTAc Rise of Susan
A.

(Firit
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TRIANGLE
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF DECEMBER

17

BESSIE LOVE
IN

"The HeiressFINEatARTSCoffee Dan's"
A powerful human interest story of "Waffles," a little waitress at a "hash-house"
in San Francisco, who almost becomes a millionairess through the machinations
of a band of crooks. It's strong, sincere and deep with interest. The characters
are real flesh and blood. The exhibitor will not have an over-abundance of such
attractions as "THE HEIRESS AT COFFEE DAN'S."

CLARA

WILLIAMS
IN

"ThreeKAYofBEEMany"
A new war drama from the pen of C. Gardner Sullivan. A compelling visualization, bordering on spectacle, of battle horror and human problems. With the battle
fields as a background a drama, revolving around two men and a woman, has been
worked out of real force and intensity. READ THE REVIEWS.

A Picture That Will Pack Your Theatres.
Check This.
MACK

SENNETT-KEYSTONE
Two each week.

COMEDIES

The best in the world.

Your patrons are waiting for that MACK

SENNETT-KEYSTONE

THE

December 23, 191(>
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Clara Williams
tf

in

Three

df Many

KAY
"THREE

OF MANY"

ft

BEE

is a pulsating drama of the Great War.

Full of red-blooded dramatic action, strong-hearted interest and genuine appeal.
A distinctive play by a distinguished author. The characters are portrayed by
real artists under the direction of a master of his craft. A production which will
uphold and add to the success of Triangle Plays, which public favor and press
criticism has set so high. We refer exhibitors to the unbiased reviews of this play
and to the play itself. We are proud of it.
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p wmmm Wlim

■^ HAVE WON A DISTINCTIVE
*^'*lj7iJ
^^^^J
WOPLD.
PLACE IN THE PHOTOPLAY
BECAUSE THLYm£ B£LN PROPUCED
W£y Hm 3££NEHACTED

BECAUS£
BY THE FINEST ENSEMBLE OF PLAYEPS, EACH SELECTED FOR HIS ORIIER
PECULIAR FITNESS FOP THE CHARACTERIZATION ^ .._,-.-..-.

m mm. ws

UNDER TU£ PAinSlAKIMG DIRECTION OP
IVAN AbRAMSON, WHOSE OEMIUS FOR
LXPRESSme THE DRAMATIC IS UNIVERSALLY RECOGNIZED^
. _ ^ . _

DV/DING
1917 WILLCONTINUETOJHOWTHEWAY.
THEY WILL MARK THE PPOGCESy OF THE DQAMA IN
THE FILMS
THERE WILL E>E APPROXIMATELY 12 CEGULAR IVAN
PLAYS AND TWO OR THREE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
THESE WILL DE PRODUCED UNDER THE GEMERAL DIRECTION
AND SUPERVISION OF nR.ABRAMSON WITH ADEQUATE (0-WORKERS.
THEY WILL DE DISTRIBUTED E>Y THE MOST
FICIENT DISTRIBUTORS IN TUE

EF-

STATES'.-.

NOW IN THE CWJRffi OP fflMPLETlOJY

kWm. DRMTK
THWERBOLT
BASED
ON
A5TlRmNG

HEART iTORY

BY^
BACKED
A POWERFUL ADVERTinNG
CAMPAIGN OF

NATION WIDE

I( ^^F^Okl^(
12 6 WES'T

IMPORTANCE

F I( IL, WIL

-46 th yTCEET, N.Y.C.

1
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^

d IN OCDEP TO PLACATE CEPTAIN PEDSONAGES
L/ WHO TOOK EJCCEPTION TO THE TITLL

WMICM CHADACTERIZCD
OUR
DECENT
RELEASE

THE IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS Inc.
WAS CAV5ED TWIS TITLE TO BE 5WPPLANTED DY ONE
JUST AS POTENT AND JUST AS APPROPRIATE TO THE:
POWERFUL STORY CONVEYED. HENCE IN TWE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAT FEATURE
FORMERLY
KNOWN AS

m

"THE
WILL

SUX:

L.UR.E;'
THE TITLE

TIE WiHi
BE

DISTRIbUTED

UNDER

ill MiT wm
THAT UJ£ ARE. JUSTIFIED IN THIS PRODUCTION IS ATTESTED &i THE
TREMENDOUS POPULAQTY OF THIS DOAMATIO DOCUMENT
EXHIBITORS OF THE UIGHEST STANDING NAVE SOUGHT AMD SECURED
BOOHIN&S ON TNE PRODUCTION TO SUCH AN EXTENT THAT WE ARE
JUSTIFIED IN SAVING THAT THE INDUSTRY AS A WHOLE MILL RECOGNIZE THE MERIT OF MEETING THE REQUEST OF THE OFFICIAL
WHO DESIRED A CHANCE OF TITLE FOR NEW YORK CITY , .. ^

mW-MS

CHANGE Of TIILL APPLIES ONLY TO GREATER
NEW YORK
UNDER NEW TITLE

HEW ADVERTISING ACCESSORIES IMnEOIATELV FORTHCOMING

0)D)U]Ciri[0)]N(IS),; IHC
■utor

HAWK

FILM

COMPANY,

145

W.

45

ih

ST.,

NY.

CITY
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SEL7NICK#^PICTURES
WATCH

FOR

CLARA
KIMBALL
NEW
U

VORK
APPEJARANCE
NCXT WEEK
ir^

VmoiN

AMERICAS

WHAT
GREATEST CRITIC SAID OF

57
Thomas
Dixon
READ THE PRESS
COMMENTS
DIRECTOR

GENIAL

PRESENTATIONOF

•VM mws
By Marion Craig Wenilrworth

'There
Is Nothing
adway
That Can
Begin toonBro
Compar
e
With'WAR BRIDES ! It Is The
rtnest Movie IHave Allan
Ever Dale
Seen"
NE5Cr

BRENON

PRODUCTION

FI^R
EXCE SPECTACI^E
R^^D
IN A SUPERB

Ilewis j.selznick-sole distributorA
/
NEW
YORK
^

\

5
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SELZNICK<|>PICTURES
JOSEPH M.SCHENCK
PRESENTS

NORMA.
PANTHER
JKoncMon Hof f e
▼ *»^5r »«

A Photo -Drama For Those
Who Are Tired of
">lovies "

ARRANCEnCNT

PRESENTS
SlI^N^'SI*'" HARRY
RAPF

Directed. By

(-BY

ROBET
mRWICK

mAsmx
CASE

bk

In

Dy Harvey J.GHisgins, Harriet Ford
and William J.Burns
THE

BIGGEST
DETECTIVE
DRAJ^-A-A. EVER
FlUmED^

DIRECTED

BY

»

RM.PHW.INCB
, LEWIS J.SELZNICK-SOLE
^

NEW

YORK

DISTRIBUTOR
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JULIUS STEGER.Pres
Presents

What the New York Critics say about
"The Libertine"
Extracts Irom New York Newspapers

JOUN I^AiON (o
AIMA UANLON

Depicted with absolute fidelity to life,
arousing the interest of the spectator to
the highest pitch and holding it every
inch of the way.— MOVING PICTURE
WORLD.
-The

talk.
will make
Libert
second of it is a thrill;ptople
it makes
-MOTION
PIClair stand on end,TURK
MAIL, New York.
one's

1

Every

A film that will pack a theatre not only
for a day but for a week.
ne' One of the best
pictures ever screened. — MOTION PICTURE NEWS.

A strong and vital picture with a punch
that will put it over anywhere. It teaches
a great moral lesson.—NEW YORK REVIEW.
DIRECTION OF
JUUUS SIEGER & JOSEPH A.GOLDEN

Strong and gripping story oi modern life.
A surprise finish comes like a breath oi
June roses, bringing close to the hearts
of the audience a powerful and Iimelv
moral.-N.
Y. EVENING JOURNAL.

TNE

John Mason has never done anything
better, and Alma Hanlon was beautifully
effective. The kind of a picture to attract capacity houses.— NEW YORK TRIBUNE.

LIBERTINE

THE MAN WHO'CAN AFFORD
TO
GAME"
HIS PLAY
VICTIMSTHEBEAR
THE WHILE
BURDEN

Every man, woman and child in this
great land of ours should see "The Libertine." It leaves a lastint; impression — and
a commendable one.— NEW YORK STAR.

OF.5HAME -ALONE.

A theme which will prove valuable to
the exhibitor, and is sure to satisfy audiences by its many fine features. — NEW
YORK DRAMATIC MIRROR.
Held the breathless attention of the large audience
start to finish.-NEW YORK TIMES.

from

Tins picture is buuni ti> commanrl the patronage of lovers
of the film worl.i.-XEW Vi )RK DRAMATIC NEWS.
The

A wonderful production that should make a lot of money
lor the exhibitor. A remarkably absorbing and wholesome
dramatic entertainment.— NEW
YORK Cl.lI'l'tR.

story and its fascinating action will attract the picture fan.-VARIETY.

Admirably
presented
drama
setting
lesson. -CHirAt";(.) MoTOGRAPHY.

MAMMOTH

fonh

a vital

FILM CORPORATION

NEW
YORK
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City
NEW
ENGLAND
STATES
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City
NEW JERSEY
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City
D C

u c

should
get awhich
lot ofpresents
money with
this.in "The
Libertine"
is You
forceful
drama
a lesson
a human
manner and hammers it home. — WIID'S.

moral

ALL STAR FEATURES DIST., Inc.
SAN FRANCISCO— 234 Eddy Street
LOS ANGELES— 514 West 8th Street

DE LUXE FEATURE FILM CO.
SEATTLE— 1216 3rd Avenue

MASTERPIECE FILM ATTRACTIONS
PHILADELPHIA— 1325 Vine Street
PITTSBURGH— Seltzer Bldg., 1201 Liberty Ave.
CLEVELAND— 724 Columbia Building
CINCINNATI— Address to be announced later
CHICAGO— 14C8-1410 Consumers' Bldg.

D E

D E
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Mary Jane Holmes the famous novelist
wrote the book -which was read
and is being read by everybody

TENPESTand SUNSHINE
THE DIXIE FILM COMPANY produced it,featurini

Evelyn Greeley
who is supported by a star cast
of popular screen artists working under the direction of

Carlton Km<^.

TEMPESTand SUNSHINE is a tive reel master
picture recommending itselt to the
STATE RIGHT BUYER as abi^box
office attraction.
address all communications to JNO. W. HEANEY1480 Broadway, New York City, N.Y

175V

A
Daring, Frank
Photoplay
PRE.se/ST5'

MARIE
EMPRESS
IN A

PHOTOPLAY
SERMON FOR
PARENTS

Handled
WitlTRare
Delicacy

A Drama of the Screen
True to every day life — sure to be one of the
Host discussed motion pictures of the year.

Without knowledge even the best
home influence is weak and powerless when the test comes.

Ignorance Is a Child^s Weakness
— Knowledge Her Strength —
"The Girl Who Doesn't Know" is intended to
awaken society to its age-old crime of silence.

W
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Children
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HEN

HENRY W. SAVAGE made "ROBINSON CRUSOE" in five reels, he created a new
record lor STATE RIGHT pictures.

With this success came a series of attempts to launch
on the market a number of "CRUSOE PICTURES." A
few of these scheming sharps we caught red-handed —
they are no more.
We therefore want to warn you against further deception, to make sure lliat you get only the "ROBINSON
CRUSOE" which is in 5 Parts, the product of, HENRY
W. SAVAGE, master craftsman of the American stage.
His name is the mark "Sterling."
"ROBINSON CRUSOE" carries a splendid array of
five styles of paper up to 24 sheets and extensive press
helps, lobby frames, heralds de luxe, etc., etc.
THERi:

HENRY

IS

ONLY

ONE

GENUINE

W. SAVAGFS
ROBINSON
CRUSOE in 5 REELS

WARNER

BROS., Distributors

729 Seventh Ave., New York City
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lueine - Cdison -Selig^-&ssanay Sendee

Pv special at-rij7'fT''"!.-n/ ^t^i/h F ^u li/fw/, Jr.
GEORGE KLE NE preie.us

More nation-wide comment by press
and public has been expressed on Billie
Burke in "Gloria's Romance"
than on

any photoplay ever pioduced. No other continued
photodrama has ever employed so brilliant a star
as winsome Billie or such an illustrious cast as
that in this million-dollar photoplay. "Gloria's
Romance" is a story of modern society romance
in ^ chapters— a new chapter released each week.
Turn "interest" into "cash" by booking "Gloria's
Romance" NOW thru any Kleine-Edison-SeligEssanay exchange or
Supported by Henry Kolker
A Motion Picture Novel by Mr. and Mrs.

RUPERT

HUGHES

GEORGE
80

Fifth

Avenue,

KLEINE
New

York

City

23, 1916
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"THE COUNTRY THAT
GOD FORGOT"

Exhibitors presenting this Selig Red Seal Play De Luxe
everywhere report the S. R. O. sign. Exchanges report
that the re-bookings of this drama have broken all previous records I

"THE COUNTRY THAT
GOD FORGOT"

Presents an all-star cast in the support of THOMAS
SANTSCHI, GEORGE FAWCETT and MARY CHARLE-

SON. A gripping story of a woman's fall and of her redemption. Of how an avenging Nemesis came to the man
from Out Yonder!

"THE COUNTRY THAT
GOD FORGOT"

Has been universally praised by film reviewers who have
remarked upon the wonderful acting, the unusual story,
and the numerous little touches which, in the aggregate,
make or mar a production.

Cash in With the Rest of Them!

q

SELIG POLYSCOPE
CHICAGO

CO.
ILLINOIS
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ENRY B. WALTHALL
with

IV^iY

CHARLESON
is presented In

Victor Rousseau's powerful draroa of a

"THE

HIDDEN

MENACE

WALTHALL'S GREATEST PLAY
SCREEN

TIME

2 HOURS

A photoplay of intense passions— of hate, greed, shame,
pride, revenge, sacrifice, love. It shows man sunken to the
depths of vice and degradation, man raised to sublime heights.
It grips the very soul and holds the spectator fascinated,
breathless, from beginning to end.

BOOK THIS SUPER FEATURE NOW

lUctmlKr 2i. IVII.

TIIF.
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RICHARD

C. TRAVERS
and

GERTRUDE

GLOVER

are presented in

"The
Phantom
Buccaneer"
By VICTOR BRIDGES

Directed by J. Charles Haydon

I

SCREEN TIME 1 HOUR, 20 MINUTES

A London adventurer overthrows a South American republic,
She forms
slaying the president. The daughter sv^'ears vengeance.foUow*
him and

i

a conspiracy and drives iHe adventurer
attempts to kill a double he Kas hired to
the double. The two are accused when
saved from the gallows by a dying man*s

from the country. She
inipersonate him. She falls in love with
the real adventurer is slam. They are
confession.

/ t

■■— inrmir«<j.i.i«jim.H'M

K-E-S-E

1333 Arsyle St., Chicago

December 23. 191i
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Smmil Silia SemcE-N

BIG SEAT SELLING
ATTRACTION

■):

i;

The First

ESSANAY-CHAPLIN
REVUE OF 1916

w

will not only (ill your theatre but keep the people
standing in line waiting for a chance to get in.
Read what these theatre owners say:

Mr. George K. Spoor, President,
Essanay Film Mfg. Company,
Chicago, III.
"Broke all records in my largest theat-rc on the Essanay-Chaplin
Revue of 1916. I congratulate you and recommend it to any
exhibitor as a big money getter."
Bell Enterprises,
Galveston, Texas.
Mr. George K. Spoor, President,
Essanay Film Mfg. Company,
Chicago, 111.
"We surely did a wonderful business with the Essanay-Chaplin
Revue of 1916. Had them standingout in the street. I consider this
a wonderful box office attraction."
Casino Theatre,
Marshalltown,

u

Iowa.

'^
^r'

%
CfORSC

K. SPOOR.

PRtSIDENT

1333 Arlgyle Street, Chicago

:z

^
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IS MMRIAGE
SACRED?
Elssanay's New
Stock Company
Including

Edward Arnold
Marguerite Clayton
Lillian Drew
Sydney Ainsworth
Thomas Commerford

11

:s presented in this striking series of photoplays on
marriage and divorce.

11

It is a flaming banner that will attract every individual for it touches on a subject close to every heart.
Look over this list of titles.
"The Burning Band"

■

Dec. 16

"The Magic Mirror"

•

Jan. 27

-

Feb.

"Dancing with FoUy"

-

Dec. .23

"Shifting Shadows"

"Wife In Sunshine"

-

Dec. 3(0

"Desertion and Nonsupport"

"The Sinful Marriage"

-

Jah;

"Ashes on the Hearthstone" Feb. 17

"When

The Man Speaks"

"The Wide Wrong Way"

By Charles Mortimer Peck

6

Feb. 10

Jan. 13

"The Extravagant Bride"

Feb. 24

Jan. 20

"Social Obligations"

Mar.

SCREEN TIME APPROXIMATELY

-

Dinwu:/ ty E. H. Ca/fert

33 MINUTES

I
Ret, D. & Ptt. 1907

3

1333 Argyle Street, Ctiicago

3

December 23, 1916
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Smatil JUiii Semo:.^
•y~

The
Golden
Thought

A Selig Feature Play Released Monday, December
25, in (Ifiicral Film Company's regular service.
J. A. Lacy's thrilling romance of love and adventure.
99

"The
Right Hand Path I TheTheworld'sSelig-Tribune
A heart-stirring drama released in I
greatest news reel
General
Film
Company's
regular
service on Dec. 30.

I)

I
I

released every Monday and Thursday in General Film Service.

Selig Polyscope Company
Chicago, Illinois

^
^
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Smmil Miti SmkL
'y..

rft-f*.

i^or Jfpalitrpii
'X>reir&iT±

Dec. 22'

FRANK MAYO

GLORIAPAYTON
MYRTLE TtEEVES

3 ACTS

J^SP
;iMER.
[OIJKKE;]
IIM.«^B.D.H<
ri^eTT^nirecC
"^r/
u.

\\\\w,mu\\,^m
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11

THE
HAZARDS
of HELEN
—the ORIGINAL, railroad series that holds
all records lor sustained
interest and profit-earning power.
Now sweeping triumphantly on throagh
its THIRD YEAR.

NEXT

EPISODE :

"THE VANISHING BOX CAR"
ft

A leap from a speeding auto to a speeding train provides Dare-devil Helen
Gibson with one of several opportunities to again prove that she is absolutely
fearless.
Released Saturday, December 23rd

"Grant,

p.,
1

Police

"The Girl from Frisco"

Reporter"

Kalem's single reel super-series written by Robert Welles Ritchie. Each
episode a complete story, featuring
George Larkin and Ollie Kirkby.
There are more genuine thrills in

Kalem's two-reel series of red blooded
stories, featuring Marin Sais and True
Boardman. Each two part adventure is
a complete story.
Your patrons will thoroughly enjoy

Tiger's
than can"The
be found
in most Claw"
five or si.x-reel
pictures.
Released Friday, Dec. 2Znd

"On it the
because
was Brink
made onof theWar"
Mexican
border and provides thrills galore.
Released Wednesday,
Dec. 20th.

Another
HAM
COMEDY,
"The Fatal Violin,"
19tb. A welcome addition to any program.

will

be released

Tuesday,

December

Attention-compelling one and three sheet posters on all one reelers; one, three and
six sheets on "The Girl from Frisco."

KALEM
«

235 West 23rd Street

COMPANY
New

YorK

City

23, IQlbl

December

23. 1916
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lir of fact, the house turned to pictures some four years
later as the simplest way out, but it is again facing the
problem of increasing rentals. The cumbersome slatisliial system sometimes advised are more of a nuisance
tliati the evils they are supposed to check, but some eleiiuiitary statistical system is necessary to the manager
u lio hopes to remain in the exhibiting business. He
lu-.iding.
must not only know where he stands, but whither he is

* * *
Tl

Entered at the General l'o>i i_it)it-(-. N<:w V^rk City, a* Second CUiS Milter

J. p. CHALMERS, Founder.
Published Weekly by the

CHALMERS
J. P.
J. F.
E. J.
John

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

17 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY.
(Telephone, 3510 Madison Square)
Chalmers, Sr
President
Chalmers
Vice-President
Chalmers
Secretary and Treasurer
Wylie
General Manager

The office of the company is the adiircss of the officers.
CHICAGO
OFFICE-Suite
917-919 Schiller Building. M West
Randolph
St.. Chicago.
111. Telephone. Central 5099.
PAanC COAST OFFICE-Haas
Building. Seventh St. and Broadway.
Los Angeles. Cal.
Telephone.
Broadway
^649.

SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and
Philippine Islands
$3.00 per year
Canada
3.50 per year
Foreign Countries (Postpaid)
4.00 per year
Changes of address should give both old and new addresses in full and
be clearly written. Two weeks' time may be required to effect the
alteration.
.^__

ADVERTISING
RATES.
Classified Abvertisinc — One dollar tor twenty words or less;
over twenty words, five cents per word.
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Facts and Comments
Yes, we ii'ould rather have a million friends than a
million dollars, and it is a dead sure thing that money
could not buy a single friend -earthy of the name.

* * *

INTERESTING, indeed, have been some of the figures
published in this paper showing the relation of cost
to attendance. On a snap judgment it might seem
more profitable to play at an increased rental an attraction that brings in receipts in excess of the added cost,
but the real figure to be studied is the relative advance in
the cost of film. This is something to which few have
given serious thought, and yet presently they must give
this matter their most earnest consideration. Some years
ago a vaudeville manager displayed his books, showing
that his attendance figures remained stationary, while
each year the cost of his program advanced about one
hundred dollars a week. As the house was then showing
an average . profit of less than eight hundred dollars
a week, it seemed as though in the ninth year the cost of
the bill would e.xceed the box office receipts.
As a mat-

I E man who reads aloud the titles as they flash
upon the screen has long been the butt of the
picture paragraphist. but he is not at all the joke
he seems to be. He is a nuisance against whom other
patrons are entitled to protection, and some means should
be found to curb his activities. Direct approach is, perhaps, the best way, but this approach must be tactfully
made lest the patron be offended. At the same time it is
better to lose one patron through direct offense than to
suflfcr a greater loss through tlic irritation of many. It
is not possible to draw the line too strictly, nor should
a manager insist upon absolute silence in his auditorium,
but there should be some happy medium between perfect
order and the riot that obtains in some theaters. Tact
will bring about this condition.

* * *

CUKUW'OOD
long newspapers,
been "current funds" inand
the vegetables
practice of have
the rural
but until lately food in exchange for entertainment
has been more of a press stunt than a practical charity,
save around Christmas at some special matinee. This
year numerous houses are running "potato matinees" and
tlic like to good purpose, and the Strand, of Muncie,
Indiana, has a regular schedule of three potatoes, three
apples, three onions, three turnips, one egg (storage not
barred), two oranges, one can of tomatoes or one jar of
jelly or preserves as the admission price to a special matinee given each day between the regular afternoon and
evening performances. Each night the collections are
turned over to the Winter Relief Association and the
scheme was continued for an entire week. This is a
practical charity in that while the house benefits from
the advertising, the poor are fed, and all at a slight additional cost for current.

* * *

E\'EN
the prisons
being
someagent
of their
hardships.
More arethan
onerobbed
alert of
press
has
made the State reformatory at Ossining the basis of
film publicity, but in other penal institutions the motion
picture has, in more legitimate fashion, brought cheer into
desolate lives. Good Words, the prison paper of the
Federal Prison at Atlanta, Ga., chronicles the opening
of the season with Essanay's "The Man Trail" on November 13th. followed by Fox's "The Two Orphans" the
next day with Essanay's "The Raven" on the same bill.
On the 20th the Theda Bara "Carmen" and Chaplin and
Ritchie comedies were much appreciated. At one time
it was not uncommon for dramatic companies to visit
prisons for a brief entertainment, but these were irregular in occurrence, and, naturally, incomplete in scope,
but it is a real and solid charity to brighten the drab
lives of men with good pictures, and since it merely involves the loaning of film it is a thing to be commended
to exchanges everywhere. Most prisons now own projection machines and the only cost is expressage. Prisons should not be made too attractive, else there is danger
of a waiting list, but even men who have erred are entitled to some brightness in life, and nothing brings
greater entertainment at smaller expense than a good
program of pictures.
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Creative Methods — Shaw ®
PICTURE if you can a certain illustrious member
of the Zeletical Society, also of the Dialectical Society, his whiskers shaved off, prowling around the
studios with a scenario under his arm, modestly introducing himself as Mr. G. Bernard. Notwithstanding the
fact that he is on easy terms with the most difficult medium
of expression in the world, he has come to the conclusion
that moving pictures, with their direct appeal to millions
of people naturally progressive, offer a superior opporttmity to irrigate, freshen and brighten millions of minds,
and he has written a scenario.
This scenario has been rejected several times, along
with the script of Soda-Fountain Willie and that of Nellie
the Beautiful Typist, but G. Bernard is in a state of revolt
— he is pre-eminently an intellectual rebel, a hater of dull
monotony, especially of the flat and treeless desert of
adaptation. He manages to get in contact with the President of a producing concern, and he attempts some of the
logical wit that has made him a successful dramatist.
"You say that I am disagreeable," he cries, thumping
the presidential desk with his fist. "I am glad you think
so, for I have roused you from your stupid torpor and
made you think a new thought."
''But — ah — " says the President after a half hour's chat
over the 'phone with his leading lady, "Mr. — ah — I think
you said your name was Bernard — people do not go to
the picture show to think. I have just engaged Lily Sapphed to act for us, and she will draw more dollars than all
the high-brow stuff you can write." Mr. G. Bernard,
having penetrated the art of humbug in an older art of
expression, is neither discouraged nor abashed.
"You have a right," declares Mr. Bernard with another
thump of the fist, "to make a perfect ass of yourself in
private life with one pretty saphead or another, and you
may think that you have an inalienable right to make a
fool of yourself in business, but you are abusing that right.
This pretty girl — there are many thousands in the states —
costs two-thirds of your production. You get it back by
charging from seventy-five to a hundred dollars a day for
exhibition. You kill off the small exhibitor, and thus the
great support of the mass who made moving pictures possible and profitable. You have found an easy way to
help yourself along while destroying the greatest value of
this new art, its popularity with people of limited means."
"Don't interrupt me," roars G. Bernard. "The trouble
with you is that you do not take pains — or you do not
know how — to publish the right thing to say with such
grace, such levity, such charm, that it seems to be a delightful, off-hand utterance. Jar the dulled sensibilities
of people if you like. Rouse sluggish blood with some
vital motive behind the surface action. You are only
administering a soothing syrup. It may taste sweet just
now, but it will become sickening as a steady diet. You
are trying to inject lassitude into the veins of a people
whose race characteristic is energy. Are you wise?"
_ A sick smile appears on the President's face, an expression of patient boredom, as he calls his typist and asks
wliat time Miss Sapphed is expected in her mauve limousine. G. Bernard rises, throws down a card with his full
name and exits. "Say!" the President exclaims to his
typist, "don't let any more of those fellows in." Then
on scanning the card, "Hurry! Chase after that man.
Bring him back. His name on a billboard is worth a
fortune to us."
Genius is not so rare as many imagine. The beautiful
flower of it is seldom hardy enough, however, to thrive
on next to nothing in an unfavorable environment until
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it attains full growth. The sturdy vigor of Shaw, a
native endowment, his pugnacious optimism and a certain
amount of newspaper opportunity enabled him to endure
hardship and eventually compel recognition. The warm
hearthstone is now his, but it is his warm heart that keeps
alive recognition that the greatest art of expression is
that which reaches out to the minds of the greatest number.
With the common people always in mind, he adapts himself tactfully to the claims of commercialism.
"I have to consider," he says, "the extent to which the
magic of art can break through commercial prudence, the
limits set by honor and humanity to the tasks I may set to
my fellow artist the actor; in short, all the factors must
be allowed for before the representation of a play becomes
practicable or justifiable; factors which some never comprehend, and which others integrate almost as unconsciously as they breathe or digest food." The great
dramatist is generous even to the fakir — he must live, but
he is inclined to think that while the clockwork mouse maybe as amusing as the real one, it will kill the cat who swallows it in good faith.
That great compassion which accompanies breadth of
view enables Shaw to see sympathetically all sides of a
question. He e.xamines every facet, once the diamond of
a thought is cut, and turns on a soft light well calculated
to modify its brilliance. There is to be illusion, but no
obscurity. He has looked into the depths of human nature and discovered that the light of truth sometimes
hurts the eyes.
Only half awake, most of us are unable to stand the
full radience of truth, but it may filter through the lace
curtains of romance in serene purity and show us where
we are. Maintaining the illusion in his attractive presentations, Shaw permits none as to the social complex with
which he deals. However he may tone down the light, it
must be that of the sun. When he jars us, as he does
occasionally, it is because we are slow to free ourselves
of theatrical tradition and contemporary prejudice. Then
most of us have been wrongly taught at some early period
of life, and we are reluctant to leave the stand we have
taken for one of unproven safety.
The great dramatist claims boldly and frankly that
artistry of presentation is only an instrument, to be employed for definite purposes. "What I really do," he says,
"is to take the events of life out of where they have no
real bearing on a question and show them in their spiritual
and actual relation to each other. I have to connect them
by chains of reasoning, and to make bridges of feeling."
What are his purposes but those of clarifying what we do
not fully comprehend, to call upon us to give up false ideas
we are cherishing.
Like Mark Twain, Bernard Shaw is big enough to see
the utter hopelessness of the sermon. Preaching lost its
hold when human nature refused to be scared by hell fire
out of its folly. The only methods by which we can get
rid of it now is to reason it out for ourselves, or have some
brilliant mind help us to laugh it away. We are just beginning to appreciate that our great humorist was a very
serious man at heart. Like Shaw, he simply tried to make
us realize our debt to humanitv.
IVc did wonder a bit last summer at receiving quite a
lot of reasons from the publicity office of a film-producing
concern as to who should be head of the Exhibitors' Organization. We did not need any space fillers at the time,
but, gee, they would make interesting reading now. Darn
that waste paper basket!
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The Problems of the Small Exhibitor

T

111-, liiy libr.irn.^ lia\cn't killcil the ni;iyaziiic business, nor will the big theaters make the neighborhood houses take a back scat. They are the backbone of the business today, and will be that fifty years
from now in all probability. The small exhibitor need
not despair of a good living. The best in quality of
human minds is not. necessarily, so ambitions that it is

dis.satistied and jealous of other men's big successes so
long as it has a good thing itself. The good sense and
judgment of the many smaller showmen and their money
is in the aggregate more valuable to the business than the
fewer big contracts of the 3,000-seat exhibitors. They
arc likely to remain so. The man with a small theater
is often a bigger man than his ambitious competitor who
speculated and made a big success.
In a village
and in a small
two or three.
will be more

there'll be no big theater in competition
city there aren't likely to be more than
The difference these big houses will make
temporary than lasting. Everyone who

goes
knows
of them,
and many
in" theis
show about
there town
once in
a while
or often.
Their "take
overhead
enormous ; they are too big to be personal, and they are
often inaccessible to the patron. What the big theater
would like to do is to use up the picture appetite of the
whole community. They can't begin to do it. If the
three, where there are three, operate on an understanding
and run all the good lilms for one night only they merely
advertise the best shows for the neighborhood man to
run later. Vou don't see many old films in these houses.
If they make long runs the policy, they have to leave a
bonanza untouched. The big; house can afford many
things beyond Ae reach of the small exhibitor: but if
the patron wants to see a picture, and be sure he does
want to, and is going to want to. he'll go where the picture is shown. The business of supplying films may not
be ideal just at present, and this may put difficulties in
the way of the small man. It will correct itself. The
maker who caters to smaller theaters will find that it
pays to cater to them even better. The outlook for the
future is brighter than the present state; but the present
state isn't bad.
The exhibitor has to use his brains and has to get all
the help he can from the trade journals and his other
friends. If a picture has made a hit downtown he ought
to know of it. If it is making hits in other places he
should know of that, and he ought to have at hand good,
able reviews of all the pictures, and he ought to read
them.

What Practical Exhibitors Say
the past few months the stream of correspondence reaching this office in regard to proposed restrictions and special legislation on moving picture
theaters has increased very considerably. Most of this
correspondence" is from exhiliitors direct, soine of it inclosing editorials from local newspapers.
.■\ll of it constrains the Moving Pictire World to say
for the hundredth time that if ever legalized censorship
comes the industry will have to thank those within its own
ranks, both producers and exhibitors, who make and
exhibit productions that oflfend public taste.
The industry is big. but not big enough to overlook,
nor will it ever be too big, to give careful heed to public
opinion. Here is an extract from a letter, dated December first, from a firm of exhibitors controlling three
fine theaters in one of our most progressive southern
chies. Doubtless there are many other exhibitors in this
same position :
FOR
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The people in this city are certainly on the war path over
some of the pictures that have been shown here recently, and
unless the makers of regular programs and feature services
quit sending us the stuff they are now sending our business
is going
cease
to he.to follow the saloon and restricted districts and
If wc take a regular service wc arc forced to play what
is sent us or close up. If we buy in the open market we
Iiave to buy trash and sensational stuff.
However, you know all this without our telling you. We
could write a book on the subject of what is the matter with
the exhibitors' business, but this is a letter of thanks, not of
protest.
Yours very truly,
MUDD & COLLEY AM. CO.
For all the years of its existence the Moving Picture
World has led in the fight against legalized censorship of
the moving picture, either local, state or federal. It has
done this through its editorial columns, it has spent many
hundreds of dollars in sending members of its staff to
.\lbany, to Washington. D. C, and elsewhere, to protest
and argue the case before legislative bodies, and it has
cheerfully paid all the expense of inembers of its staff to
attend innumerable gatherings of exhibitors for the same
purpose. We have mailed to exhibitors everywhere a
mass of helpful information on the subject.
In the face of all this it is almost beyond belief to learn
that there arc exhibitors still in business who do not only
flout public opinion, but who attempt to add a few dollars
to their miserable receipts by advertising the fact that
they have a questionable film or one that has caused censorship troubles in other towns. Only a few weeks ago
we cited the case of an. exhibitor who hired a brass band
to advertise the fact that he had legally fought the local
city authorities and won on a film that has stirred up the
censorship question all over the country. What shortsighted, asinine reasoning leads anyone to think that he
gains anything by antagonizing his fellow townsmen and
the very people on whose patronage he depends.
\'erily the fools are not all dead yet. as the following
letter from President Glamann of the Kansas League will
show. The advertisements he refers to were in local Missouri papers, one theater boasting that it was showing
only problem plays, and referred to one production which
the city authorities had prevented them from showing.
The other advertisement was practically along the same
lines. Again we say the industry has more to fear from
those inside its own ranks than from all outside influences
combined.
Nov. 21st, 1916.
Motion Picture World,
New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: — I am inclosing two "ads" which I cut from
the Kansas City Star today, which will give you some idea
of what wc Kansas exhibitors will have to contend with
when we ask for the repeal of the censor law at the meeting
of our next legislature in January.
.\ few exhibitors are running the picture business, it would
seem, for a little extra money. They do not care for the
future or for their brother exhibitors. It is such pictures as
these which cause censorship.
We realize we have a very hard fight on our hands when
we ask for the repeal of the censor law. but if the exhibitors
would use a little judgment it would be a very easy victory
for us. Missouri does not have a league at the present time,
which makes it impossible for us to ask for help through
that channel. Won't you please make an appeal through your
valuable paper for the good of the whole business to run
clean pictures?
Very truly yours
C. E. CL.\MANN,
President M. P. E. of Kansas.
P. S. — The Kansas City Star is a Missouri paper and the
two houses which I have reference to are in Kansas City, Mo.
KEEP
THE
PICTURE.S
THEM OUT OF POLITICS.

CLEAN

AND

KEtP
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Famous Players-Lasky Takes Over Paramount ® m
Big Distributing Organization Absorbed by Producers— No Change in Personnel of Officers
of the most important combinations of interests
ONE
recently effected in the motion picture industry occurred December 8, when the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, which includes among its subsidiaries the Famous Players Film Company, Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play
Company, Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company, and Pallas
Pictures^ acquired the controlling interest in the Paramount
Pictures Corporation, the distributing medium of the photoplays of those companies.
This musical alignment of photoplay interests places under
one control producing and distributing resources. The array
of stars under the management of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, the studios of its various companies in
New York City. Los Angeles and Hollywood, and the chain
of exchanges controlled by Paramount form through the
consummation of this coalition what is undoubtedly one of
the greatest single motion picture organizations and a most
comprehensive interlinking of the various units of the business.
The capital stock of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation is $12,500,000 and that of Param.ount $10,000,000, giving
total aggregate resources of $22,500,000. There will be no
change of administration in either the parent or the new
subsidiary company, Adolph Zukor remaining president of
the former and Hiram Abrams continuing as the head of
Paramount. The other officers of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation are Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president; Arthur S.
Friend, Treasurer; Elek J. Ludvigh, secretary; Cecil B. De
Mille, director general; Emil E. Shauer, assistant treasurer,
and Ralph A. Kohn, assistant secretary. The Paramount
staff, which continues in office, is as follows: Hiram .Abrams,
president; William L. Sherry, vice-president, and James
Steele, treasurer and secretary.
The reason for the taking over of control of Paramount
by the producing combination lies in its determination to
come into a closer direct relationship with the exhibitor, to
unify the producing and distributing branches of the business, and to concentrate its activities on a direct photoplay
service from producer to theater.
In conformity with the policy that followed the creation
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation all the subsidiary
companies will preserve their individual identities and will
simply be guided in their general policy by the parent company.
"We consider this move to be the logical solution of
many of the difficulties which at the present time beset
the film business," said Mr. Zukor. "So vast has become
the industry in which we are engaged that every step which
leads to the solidification of its component parts is inevitably
a step in the right direction. The interests of the producer
and those of the exhibitors have erroneously been considered
to be at variance, and I have always believed this impression
to be one of the greatest deterring factors in the art's development. It has therefore been the aim of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation to establisli direct contact with
the exhibitors, who will readily perceive the possibilitj' of
the economies that will automatically result from this combination of interests and which will become manifest to
them in the form of better productions."
"When I assumed the duties of President of Paramount,"
said Mr. .Abrams, "I found that the co-operation which then
existed between the producers and Paramount virtually
amounted to the unification of the entire system into one
great whole. The complete merging of our interests was
practically inevitable. The assumption of control by the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation of its distributing medium
means one thing — better pictures, because the avenues between studio and theater will now be so much more direct.
I am confident the result will be a program of photoplays
more consistent in excellence than was ever possible under
former conditions of divided interests and authority."
The tracing of the events which led up .to the consummation of this great deal is like recounting the history of the
development of the feature play from its inception.
It was in April. 1912. that the Famous Players Film Company was form.ed for the express purpose of introducing to

the motion picture public the great stage stars who had thus
far refused to appear on the screen. Having had great difficulty in obtaining the type of photoplay which he demanded for his own theaters, Adolph Zukor determined he
would go into the producing field himself and make feature
photoplays that would conform to his standards as an exhibitor.
Despite the fact that there was scarcely a stage star of
any repute who would appear on the screen at that time,
Mr. Zukor interested Daniel Frohman in his idea, and the
Famous Players proceeded to enlist one stage celebrity after
the other, until to-day that company has the unique record
of having introduced no less than forty-five well-known stage
stars on the screeri, many of whom have become permanent
photoplayers.
Though the Famous Players Film Company was the first
to institute a program of feature productions, its pioneer
work was so successful that the company was soon forced to
increase its annual output.
In November, 1913, the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company was organized with the purpose of increasing the artistic possibilities of the screen. It has among its stars
many notables, among them Geraldine Farrar, whose entry
into the motion picture world was one of the most sensational events of last year.
The desire of these two producing companies to ally themselves on the same program resulted in the formation of the
Paramount Pictures Corporation in September, 1914, which
included in its program of releases the productions of the
Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company and of Pallas Pictures.

Thomas A. Curran — Thanhouser Leading Man
THOM.-\S

.A. CURR.AN, who is "James Palmer," the villainous pursuer of Jeanne Eagels in Thanhouser's "The
World and the Woman," soon to be released through
Pathe, is an Australian. Born in the antipodes, he went to
San Francisco, seeking his fortune as an actor. He learned
his profession in stock and vaudeville on the Pacific Coast
and decided that his best opportunity lay in his hom.e country.
He returned to Australia and for several years played in musical comedies, touring
Australia,
New .Africa.
Zealand and South
In 1912 he came back
to the United States
and played in vaudeville
in a sketch,
Father's Son." "His
He joined
"Oh. Oh, Delphine" and
later played the Englishman in "Excuse
Mr, Curran decided
to try motion pictures
and was immediately
successful. After several engagements with
Metro, Universal and
Famous Players, he
joined Thanhouser.
Mr.Me."Curran gained
great fame as the artist in .\udrey Munson's
"Inspiration"
and as
the elder brother in
Thomas A. Curran.
Frederick
Warde's
"Silas Marner,"
both well
known Thanhouser productions. He has important parts in "The Pillory," featuring Florence La Badie; ".A Modern Monte Cristo," in which
Vincent Serrano is to be starred, and in "The \'icar of Wakestudios.
field."houser
aFrederick
Warde play now being made at the Than-

CONNESS

IN SHERRILL

PRODUCTION.

Robert Conness is now engaged in a picturization of "The
Rainbow." in which he is playing Henry Miller's old part.
The picture will be released by the W. L. Sherrill Feature
Corporation December 21.

^^0

y7ou ^^ur ^^ea6ers

Jfappr an6jpro5p.rou5

TP^rom t^e Staff of t^e

^cving^picture
^orl6
(Tbrlstmas 1916

y^^l)ri5tmash6(2. wltl) its gla6 Mlessa^e of
Lj
"peace ^I;)e
anb (5oo6wlll
us once
^*^more.
tl)Ougl)ts is
of wit^
millions,
not
onl^ in t^is great country, but all over tl)e
worl6, turn toward t^eir fellowmen will) a
Kindlier feeling, anb especially toward t^e
young, ^e vie witl) eacl) ot^er in an endeavor to bring some additional l)af>piness
into ot^er lives and often wis^ tl)at t^e sf irit of
<ri)ristmas mig^t remain t^rougl)out tl)e year.
/^^<^^ we not feel tl)at our great moving
^l^picture industry comes nearer being (xn
^*^all year round Santa (Tlaus tl)an anytl)ing else we can t^ink of? X>l?l)en we remember t^e millions wt)0 receive entertainment,
amusement, relaxation and mirt^ from tl)e
moving picture every day of t^e year, and
wl)en we also remember t^at tl)is great art is
educating all races t^rougl) a language understood byall and bringing a clearer and
better Knowledge and understanding between
peoples, surely we may be proud of tl)e industry (xnh its acl)ievement.
Jp et us determine t^at it s^all be rid of
||_ all ^armful influences and every tiding
^^^ tl)at gives needless offense, and t^at it
sl)all fill more completely t^an ever before
during t^e coming year its great mission of
good cl)eer, ^armless amusement and l)elpful
oxih educational entertainment.
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Stanley Mastbaum Is Host to Film Men
Over Two Hundred Producers, Exchangemen
and Exhibilors Dine and Listen
to I meres tiny Speeches
PHll-ADELl'HIA rilm men showed New York somctliing on the evening of Wednesday, December 6. It
was an occasion that bijr and elaborate it sort of made
New Yorkers present IccI their own town needed to take a
rial braie.
Slaiiky
\. Maslbauni, the big rilm man of the
City of Brotherly
I-ove, was host to producers, exchangemen
and exhibitors to the
number of an evea
aozen over two nundred. There vsas a dinner on the roof of
the Bellevue-Stratford,
there was a vaudeville
entertainment — it did
entertain, too — and
there were many
speeches by men representing big business,
the bar, the censors,
the producers, the exhibtors. the distributors and the press.
The dinner primarily
was given to the members of the Stanley Exhibitors' Association.
the organization of
Pennsylvania showmen
who book their films
Stanley V. Mastbaum.
through the Stanley
company. Present to
meet them were many producers and film men from New
York, invited, according to Mr. Mastbaum in a welcomin.i;
address, to afford the exhibitors of Eastern Pennsylvania an
opportunity to come in contact with the men who make the
pictures they exhibit. Present also were Louis J. Breitinger.
the head of the censorship board of the Keystone State, and
Joseph L. Kun. his legal adviser, of the staff of the .\ttorney
General.
•*
Siegmund ("Pop") Lubin received one of the heartiest
greetings of the night. The pioneer was seemingly in good
health and certainly in the cheeriest mood. He "kept the
party in continual laughter, following his opening remark
that he recalled the time when he took a picture of a horse
eating hay there was no one then to censor the picture.
George H. Earle. Jr.. introduced as a doctor of business, and
Felix Isman. the big real estate operator, also spoke.
.Among the New Yorkers present were Hiram .\brams,
Felix Feist. .Vrthur S. Friend. Samuel Goldfish. Walter E.
Green. Earl Gulick. Walter W. Irwin. Carl Laemmle. M
Lichtman. Mitchell H. Mark. B. S. Moss. Carl H. Pierce.
Lewis J. Selznick and .\dolph Zukor.
The party gathered at 6 o'clock. After three-quarters of
an hour of informal converse the guests fijed into the dining
hall. The tables, decorated with freshly cut roses, were arranged in the form of a letter M. Over the stage at the end
of the room was printed in letters of light. "Stanley — In
Union There Is Strength." On the stage were massed twoscore musicians from the Stanley theaters, playing the
stirring strains of the Stanley March, dedicated to Mr. Mastbaum. It was an inspiring beginning. Joseph M. McCready.
who had that dav been elected president of the Stanley Exhibitors' .-\ssociation. introduced Mr. Mastt)aum. who asked
that business be suspended until the dinner was finished.
when he intimated there were many things to be talked over
by the guests. In the meantime he urged them to go the
limit and enjoy themselves.
During the serving of the dinner, which in itself was representative of the best that Philadelphia affords— or any
other old town, for that matter — there was a vaudeville entertainment. It consisted of singing, dancing and instrumental numbers. One of the latter that made a marked hit

®

was
the violin playing of Miss OIlie White, from Croskey'a
theater.
During the course of the evening Mr. Mastbaum was presented with a large loving cup by the members of the Stanley
Exhibitors' .•\ssociation, as a token of the esteem and affection of the men who compose it. .\fter the cigars had been
lighted Toastmaster McCready called on a long line of
speakers. Near the end of the program he surrendered the
gavel to Jules Mastl«ium, "Exhibit B," as one of the lawyers
present described him. He kept up the pace of his predecessor, inquiring at the close if there was any one who
wanted to talk who might have been overlooked.
The speakers were, besides those already mentioned, John
McCarthy, Lewis J. Selznick, who aroused great enthusiasm
when he said the Lubin studios had been brought under his
jurisdiction: .Adolph Zukor, Harry Jordan, Horace Stern,
W. W. Irwin, Harry Knapp, dramatic critic of the Inquirer;
George Blaisdell, Samuel Spedon, W. Stephen Bush. Mitchell
Mark. Feli.x Isman, Samuel Goldfish. .Arthur Friend, Richard
Beamish, Colonel Samuel D. Lit. William Smith and Abe
Einstein, the latter of whom is credited with being the
father of the splendid arrangements for the night. It is said
and it is entirely creditable he has worked on them for a
month, from sun-up to midnight. Letters of regret were
read from William A. Brady, I'rank J. Rembusch. Herbert
Brenon and Jesse L. Lasky.
During the evening a motron picture was taken and one
was shown. About 250 feet were taken by the Tisdale Industrial Motion Picture Company, which had installed many
lamps for the purpose. These were exhibited in Philadelphia
the evening following. The showing of the single picture
marked one of the prettiest incidents of the night. It was a
close-up of the mother of the host, taken that morning for
the occasion.
It was greeted with prolonged applause.
Those present other than those already named were:
David Aloe, Sydney Aloe, George Ames, Frank V. Armato. Jules B.
Aronson. Albert I). Austin. Charles Bacharach. Charles Baruch. L,awrence
C. Beggs. Marcus Benn, A. Berman. Sol. Berman, William Bethel. A.
Beyfuss. H. J. Blssinger. .Morris Boncy. Howard IJonte. Oscar F.
Bower. J. B. Bowkor. Alexander R. IJoyd. James Brcnnan. Edward
Brylasky. Albert C. Brown, E. D. Brown, Frank W. Buebler. S. H.
Burbank.
Charles Calebuff. Charles J. Calhoun. J. Camac. V. Carrick. L. J.
Chamberlain. Edwin Clark. John D. Clark. J. Solas Cohen. J. E. Comrnerford. Clement Congdon. William Connor, c. Cook. John E. Cook,
William Crozer. Boyd Cunningham, J. Cunningham. Herman Dicck.
Jack Delmar, Bushnell Dlmond, John Eckel, E. S. Edmondson.
Herbert Efflngcr. Abe L. Einstein. Charles Ellas. Herbert Elliott. Harry
E. Ertel, A. J. Feeley, Frederick Felt. Maurice E. Felt. R. Ferris.
William E. Finley Alfred W. Flelsber. D. T. Fleisher. A. G. Fontana,
Earl Forte. William Frelhofer. David S. Fubrman. E. C. Gasklll. J.
M. Galtes, Felix Gcrsen. Isaac Gerstiey. J. J. Gins. Herbert W, Given,
William Godfrey. Elliott J. Goldman. George J. Gormley. J. M. Graver,
Abe Greenberg. Albert Greenfield, William Greenfield. Moe Greenwald.
Charles Hall. M. F. Hanson, Col. Lee S. Harris, CiltTord Hawlej,
Nicholas J. Hayes. Joseph Hebrew. William J. Heenan. J. E. Hennessy.
William Herchenrlder. Milton ilerold. M. Hershfeld, Carl Hess. C. I.
Hextcr. William HofTmao. Wm. H. Hoodies. J. W. Hunt. Edward E.
Hyneman. Waiter Jacobs. Harry T. Jordan, Andrew Kaas. William Katx.
Frank Kecney. H. M. Kendrlck. P. A. Kinsley. Harry Knapp. J. A.
Korpcl. George Krupa. Jacob D. Lit. Jerome H. Louchheim. Aitbur
Lucas, Robert Lynch.
P. Magaro. George .M. Mann, Jay Mastbaum, Joseph Mastbaum, John
McCarthy. George McClelland. Duvid McCoach. Kenneth MacGowan.
John J. McGurk. George Metzel, M. Milder. Dick Miller, William W.
Miller. Oscar Morgan. Gcorgo Morris. Samuel E. Morris.
Leon D. Netter. Charles F. Oldt. H. M. Osborne. Dr. H. N. Phenager.
Alvin Plough. Dr. J. B. Potsdamcr. Frank J. Price. Jr.. H. Quicksall.
Emerson Kichards, Jules Robison. William Rodelhelm. Harold Rodner.
Milton Uogazner. Milton H. llussell.
.\be Sablosky. L. Sablosky. William Sachsemeyer, H. J Schad. E. R.
Schayer. Eugene Schloss, J. V. Srhreck. Harry Schwalbe. Harry Scott,
C. W. Seelcy, Charles Segal, W. Shugard. David Smiley. William E.
Smith. David J. Smyth. Joseph Sncllenburg. John L. Snyder. William
H. Synder. Columbus Stamper. James A. Steele, M. Stelfel. Horace
Stern, Walter Stuemflg. Adam Sulke, Lewis M. Swaab. Earl Swelgert.
M. W. Taylor. Thomas D. Taylor. Bert F. Tlikner. B. R. Tolmas. Fred
W. Wagner. Frank Welner. Jake Wells. Leon S. Wescoat. Clarence
Wolf. Morris Wolf, H. B. Woolston. WInflild W. Yont. r Michael
ZIncman.

What

Some

of the Speakers Said

"Two years ago. when the Stanley Company was formed."
said Toastmaster McCready in his opening remarks, "it
furnished bookings for eleven theaters. Today eighty-five
theaters are booking through that office I am going to say
that a year hence, when we again celebrate, there will be
one hundred and eighty-five theaters. The name Stanley has
burst the bonds of a local tradition and is now spreading fast
through the country. .Ml the theaters now booking through
the company approximate in valuation $8,000,000. That is
some sum of money. This association was formed permanently today and I have been elected to its presidency."
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Mr. McCready then presented to Mr. Mastbaum the loving
•cup, the acceptance of which was followed by the cheers of
the diners.
"We welcome investigation of conditions in this territory,"
■said Mr. Mastbaum, after his formal acceptance of the token.
"That is why we arranged this dinner, so that exchangemen,
■film men and exhibitors could meet so many interested people. We welcome you all."
"The motion picture not only brings back to us something
■of the past," said Attorney John A. McCarthy, who spoke as
a. "fan" rather than as a lawyer professionally interested in
the industry, "but also brings to us something we hope for
in the future."
"Mr. Mastbaum converted me just as he has converted
you," said Mr. Selznick. "He satisfied me that you were
getting a square deal. If at any time you feel as if you
wanted relief take your case to Mr. Mastbaum. If you can't
get it from him come to me." Mr. Selznick then made the
.announcement in regard to taking over the Lubin studios.
"This gathering is an inspiration to me," said Mr. Zukor.
"Looking back four or five years, to the time when the
formation of the Famous Players company was under consideration, when we were in doubt as to whether the project
would be a success- or a failure, I cannot help thinking if
then we had had the good fortune to look upon such an intelligent audience as we have here tonight and all interested
in motion pictures, there would have been no doubt as to the
success of our undertaking. At that time it was a question
whether pictures of quality and with nothing sensational in
them would attract the exhibitor. I did believe they would
attract the great public. Since then conditions have changed
and for our faith in the industry we have been amply rewarded. Undoubtedly, we all owe a great deal to such men
ar. Mr. Mastbaum. men with vision. Mr. Mastbaum was one
of the first to book pictures for a run.
"One of the principal reasons operating against the run
was the small capacity of the theaters. Nearly every one depended on the display in the front of the theater to attract
passers-by. Mr. Mastbaum was the first to take a theater
with a big capacity. I think he will bear me out in the
statement that he had a struggle in the beginning. He had
the nerve and foresight to stick to his policy until he turned
the tide. It is men of the make-up of Mastbaum who furnish the inspiration to do the thin2;s that will attract the
good American element to the picture theaters and to induce it to take them seriously. I don't think we have as yet
accomplished our aim. but we are on the upward trend. We
need your assistance and co-operation, you need ours.
"I want to say personally of the organization I represent,
that in all dealings with exchangemen we have at no time
tried to force a deal whereby we knew that they could not
live or make it profitable for you gentlemen.
We have at
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all times tried to make terms on such a basis that all could
live. You must be paid for your effort and your labor and
your investment must be safeguarded. If you don't make
any money I want to be on the same side with you. If you
are making money I want to share with you, nothing beHorace Stern was greeted with a ripple of mirth when he
expressed doubt as to whether he should discuss censorship
in the presence of Mr. Breitinger, chairman of the Pennsylvania censors, in view of the fact he often had to appear before that official. "Censorship should be based on public
opinion,
yond." on the average intelligence of the community," said
Mr. Stern, "li censorship should be based on the average
moral sentiment of the communitv there would be no complaint. Idon't think censorship should give us moral pills.
1."
the public
wants
public should
have
Charlie
Chaplin.
TheCharlie
averageChaplin
person the
is entitled
to his views
as to what is ethical in life, and the standard should be of
that average person.
"One more thought, and that is this: Censorship is based
upon the fact that nothing should be produced in moving
pictures that a child cannot see. I, for one, don't think this
is a proper standard. If it is improper for a child to see a
picture keep the child away from seeing that picture." Mr.
Stern expressed his opposition to the theory that two men
and one woman should say what pictures should be seen by
the eight or nine millions of Pennsylvanians.
Louis J. Breitinger was next introduced as "the man who
sits on the lid and who tells us what the public shall and
shall not see."
"I don't see why I should be injected at this time," said
Mr. Breitinger, "when criticism is in the air. I am only too
glad to hear it. nevertheless. It is a very unpleasant task or
duty we have to perform. I felt when the bureau was organized it really was a police task. Censorship is repugnant to
the trade, to all Americans, in fact. When we think of the
word censorship we feel it is an arbitrary word "
Mr. Breitinger gave some figures relating to his past year's
work, saying the board had passed 45,429 reels and cplkcted $49,000. "I trust next year we will collect no fines
whatever." said the State chairman, after mentioning^ that
the past year $5,385 was collected imder that head. "I- hope
that you will not only live with censorship, but that you
will outlive it," he said in closing.
"Some men say that censorship is an attack upon the
right of free speech," said Mr. Kun. "Free speech does not
mean that you can say anything or everything at any time
or place. Free speech in this great country simply means
that you have the right to express your opinion, but it must
be done in a legal, orderly way. Free speech does not mean
that a man
may
use vile language.
That
is not the free
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speech that the constitution specifies. Thus men can only
succeed by abiding witli the law.
"It is not censorship that is wrong. It is not the idea.
It may be that sometimes those who arc ttniporarily in
charge of the administration of the law are the very men
who are not average persons. This is the real tist. It is
not the law. The law is all right. In high government
ofKccs
youThat
don'tis always
bestyouman
to to
administer
the law.
the test,have
the the
thing
want
bear in
mind. I suggest the censor member we have here tonight
is not the unfit member.
(Great cheering.)
"We have put in an amendment to the censor bill which
we hope to pass at the next session to give the chairman
of the board of censors the final authority on a picture. If
we put that over, gentlemen, you know you will have no
complaint to make. I know from the caliber of the men
around this board that you will not put over on the people
of this commonwealth anything they should not sec. The
laws of this state don't give the right to pass a picture conditional y— that children shall not be admitted. It is
believed to be a sensible thing to have pictures closed to
children, but we have not the power. There is ample time
to prepare
such an amendment."
"We have arrived at a time in this industry in this country when there must be genuine co-operation," said Mr.
Irwin. "L'nless we begin to organize and to co-operate we
are likely to find that the larger part of the world is so
closely organized we will be unable to compete with them
when the war is over. The producer and the distributor will
be long
glad as
to the
co-operate
with
every
so
exhibitors
select
for exhibitors'
their head organization
men of the
broad caliber, fair disposition and the integrity of Mr.
Mastbaum.
"1 can't understand how any one in this democracy, in
this city of Brotherly Love where the constitution was
signed, can say that the motion picture is different from
free speech or that there is nothing wrong about censorship.
"The principle of censorship must be repugnant in any
democracy."

"American Ambulance" Pictures at Strand

The Red Cross Picture in Four Reels Shown to Audience of
Nation's
Social Leaders.
THE Strand theater, with. its splendid orchestra, was put
freely at the services of the people who are generously
promoting four reels of cinematographic film, '.'American
Ambulance Field Service in France," already reviewed in this
publication, to raise more funds to carry on the work of
relief for wounded soldiers which these Red Cross ambulances are doing in France. This theater has over 3,000
scats and the house was packed at $5 a seat, with boxes in
demand at $100 a box. Besides this, programs beautifully
illustrated, at $1, went as fast as they could be provided.
And more than this, some $36,000 was voluntarily subscribed
for the cause during the performance.
As a stirring experience it was worth $3 a seat. The music,
songs and speeches in conjunction with the pictures of the
ambulances, their work at the front where the fighting is
going on, and with added glimpses of the flying corps, made
up a program of quality that is seldoir. to be enjoyed and
only on occasions of special appeal like this. The audience
was made up of many of the leaders in thought and action
of this nation and was representative of American feeling
in this matter of giving neutral help with the respect and
gratitude which we as a nation naturally gave to the sister
republic who stood by us in our need. This same enthusiasm can be made use of in every place where this picture is
put on exhibition, if those who have it in charge get the
right people to back it and support it.
The Sbrand announces that the film will be shown on its
regular program from Sunday, December 10. At the showing, semi-private, of December 8, a showing which interrupted the regular show, there were at 2.45 P. M. 2,163 automobiles parked up as far as 54th street.

U. S. Theater, Bronx, Opened.
Fleischman & Goldreyer Establishes Handsome
2,400 Seat
House — Charges IS and 20 Cents Admission.
C.M'ACITV business n-arked the opening of Fleischman
& Goldreyer's U. S. theater, situated at Webster avenue
and 195th street, Bronx, New York City, on Saturday
evening. December 2. This beautiful photoplay house, which
is the newest to be opened in the ISorough of the Bronx
and which has a seating capacity of 2,400, was started on its
career with "Civilization."
The U. S. theater represents an investment of over $100,000,
and is the acme of comfort and convenience: it is a struc-
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ture dedicated to the exploitation of high class motion pic*
ttires of which the inhabitants of the Hronx may justly be
proud. The house is under the management of Jules Sarzin,
who opened the other Fleischman & Goldreyer theater, the
Majestic, 186th street and St. Nicholas avenue, a little over
a year ago.
The U. S. has an orchestra of eight pieces, but it is the intention of the management to augment the musical accompaniment by the installation in the near future of a big pipe
organ. The house is opened at 1:30 p. m. and gives a continuous show until 11 p. m. The Power's 6b machines are
used, and the pictures are projected upon a seamless Atmospheric screen. The admission prices arc 15 and 20 cents.

General Film War Pictures
Will

Distribute
the Charles
Urban
Product
Taken
Permission of British Government.

Under

GENEK.XL
F-ilm Company
for photographed
distribution a under
series
of war films.
The filmshaswere
the supervision of Charles Urban, who was officially appointed by the British Government, including those
handled for a time by the Patriot Film Corporation. The
films will be released in two-thousand-feet lengths. They
will not be released on the General Film program, but will
be distributed as special releases, one release a week. The
first installment is scheduled for January 8, 1917. It is announced that the rentals on these films will be used to promote war relief work.
There are already in this country, it is announced, about
80,000 feet of war pictures. These will be edited and titled
from official records. .Among the early releases are "Kitchener's Great Army" and "Jellicoe's Great Fleet."
According to Robert W. Priest, who is one of the leaders
m the exploitation of the films, the pictures will take the
form of visualized news of the war, supplemented by Charles
Urban's animated war maps. It is claimed for the films that
they show war in its every phase — that Tommy Atkins is
seen from the time he meets up with the recruiting officer
until he reaches the trench, and afterward. The films are
said to have been taken with the sanction of the British War
Office, the British Admiralty, the Minister of Munitions and
several ,other officials and bodies, all of wliich are represented in the British Cinema Committee. The films are also
sponsored in this country by men and women prominent in
war relief work.

P. H. Smith Makes Record With Metro
PH.
SMITH, well known in the film world and who
has been in charge of the N. Y. City territory for Metro
• ever since the birth of that organization, has indeed
good reason to feel proud of the record he has established
for that concern. Mr. .Smith up to the infantile paralysis ban
was carrying over 55
per cent, of the theaters in N. Y. City using program service.
This is remarkable, in
view of the short time
Metro has been in the
field, and in the face of
strong competition,
with the numerous programs and features in
the market. This has
been accomplished only
by hard earnest efforts
and close application to
his J>usiness.
Mr. Smith has made
many friends among
the exhibitors through
his kind and courteous
treatment and by his
clean honest methods
of handling their accounts. Mr. Smith's
territory includes
not
only New York City
P. H. Smith.
hut Statcn Island, Yonkers. Mt. Vernon, New
Rochelle and White Plains.
This he is handling entirely by
himself, there being no other representative in the field.
Gosh, but it takes a whole lot of whiletvash to coi'cr a
room papered with stock certificates even when experts
are on the job.
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The Motion Picture Exhibitor
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WRITE

US EARLY

AND

OFTEN

MOVING PICTURE WORLD carries the
THE
most complete record of Exhibitors' News. This
department aims at being the fullest and fairest
chronicle of all the important doings in the ranks of organized exhibitors. To keep the department as complete and as useful as it is now we request the secretaries of all organizations to favor us with reports of
all the news. Coming events in the ranks of the organized exnibitors are best advertised in this department of the Moving Picture World.
EXHIBITORS'
LEAGUE
ORGANIZER.
In answer to recent inquiries in regard to the Exhibitors'
League Organizations and for the information of exhibitors
in any of the States, readers will kindly note that Fred J.
Herrington is National Organizer for the Motion Picture
Exhibitors* League of America. All correspondence on the
subject may be addressed to him at 402 Knox avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Michigan Exhibitor Sounds Warning
Says the Theater Manager Must Obey the Law and Respect
Public Opinion.
GEORGE
W. TRENDLE says that the best method for
obtaining results along legislative lines is not to be
antagonistic but by co-operation with those who are
advocating reforms.
To the Moving Picture World representative Mr. Trendle expressed the following views:
Co-operation the Keynote.
"In the writer's opinion, the motion picture business is, at
the present time, very much in the same position as the
liquor business was in two years ago. Ever since then a determined effort was made on the part of the liquor manufacturers and all clean retailers to secure co-operation of the
entire industry to better conditions and obtain the influence
of favorable public opinion; but the unscrupulous dealer
insisted upon disobeying the laws and refused to co-operate
in order to make a few e.xtra dollars, thereby succeeding in
counteracting all of the efforts made, and as the public
usually classes an industry bj- its lowest unit, the failure
on the part of the selfish retailer to see far enough ahead
coupled with the failure of the manufacturer to eliminate
him entirely created an antagonistic condition and the election in Michigan on November 7 was the final result — i. e..
failure to co-operate with those who sought the proper
regulation of the industry brought disaster.
Element of Public Opinion.
"In ness,
thedoes film
business,of even
so than
busithe element
publicmore
opinion
enter the
intoliquor
the future
welfare of the industry, for in this business not only the
wife but also the husband becomes interested in the moral
standard of the entertainment which may be offered to the
children from week to week, and the failure on the part of
the Michigan exhibitors to follow the trend of public opinion
in this particular can only result eventually in the same disastrous finale as that which the liquor interests suffered when
the prohibition amendment was passed.
"Instead of trying to curb legislation to provide clean
amusement for the children and the parents as well, it
should be the object of exhibitors' organizations to throw
the weight of their influence on the side of public opinion,
which demands clean productions, whether they feel that
they shduld do so from a sense of moral duty or not, as
it is only reasonable to suppose that their financial future
is absolutely controlled by public opinion, for without the
good will of the public this business will not continue to be
successful. The only safe way to control legislation, or
secure proper laws on this great question, is by co-operation
with civic bodies, instead of by antagonism. They realize
that the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League knows the situ-

ation better than they themselves, and just a fair, reasonable
argument will bring about legislation fair to all. Directly
opposite standards, with the general public in the majority
can only mean one thing, and that is, disastrous legislation,
unless the manufacturers themselves realize the situation
and step in before the Exhibitors' Leagues do too much
damage, which is just what the breweries now regret that
they did not do.
What Happened in Ohio.
"Had the Ohio State exhibitors co-operated with all of the
various organizations seeking to improve the quality of
motion pictures instead of openly declaring themselves to
be against any censorship or improvement, the Ohio Censorship Bill would never have been introduced.
"If the motion picture exhibitors of Michigan cannot be
made to see that they are on as dangerous ground and that
the same result will occur unless a change of heart is experienced, the motion picture business in this State will
experience serious difficulties in the very near future. While
the average exhibitor will say this comparison is not a correct one, as the interests involved are entirely different and
that the motion picture business of today is above criticism,
the truth is that the majority of the women of our country
see it differently and unless we can satisfy them the censorship question will always be before us. Therefore, I say
that with the prohibition vote before us, why not forget
legislation and laws and build up a machine of satisfied
patrons and pleased civic societies through co-operation,
rather than antagonism, whi-ch, after all, means public opinion, and as legislation always follows public opinion sooner
or later, you have solved the problem."
CINCINNATI
EXHIBITORS
NOMINATE
OFFICERS.
Candidates for the various offices in the Cincinnati Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League of the Chamber of Commerce
were named at a recent meeting of the organization, at which
the nominating committee reported the following tickets:
Red, President, F. L. Emmert; vice-president, A. G. Hettesheimer; second vice-president. Henry Hoefle; treasurer, John
I. Huss; sergeant-at-arms, J. J. Meiss. Blue, president, Otto
bieckman; vice-president, Theodore Bley; second vice-president, J.J. Huebner; treasurer, J. A. Ackerman; sergeant-atarms. Geo. F. Horning. H. Serkowich, of the Chamber of
Commerce, was named as secretary on both tickets, so it
seems probable that he will be elected. The election proper
will be held this month.
At a succeeding meeting secret bids were filed by exhibitors for the honor of first run of the "Whoozoo?" film,
in which the animals at the Zoo are featured, and part of the
proceeds of which will go to the worthy purpose of buying
the Zoo for the public. Competition for Ihe use of the film is
keen, and while probably every house in the city will run it.
the first run will be not only popular, but profitable as well,
the film is the more interesting as the first appearance as a
scenario writer of Luke McLuke. otherwise T. S. Hastings, the
widely-known "column" writer of the Cincinnati Enquirer.
LEAGUE
MEMBERS
TO SHOW
ZOO
FILM.
The motion picture exhibitors of Cincinnati are generously
lending their screens in a popular campaign for turning the
Cincinnati Zoological Gardens into a public instead of private
enterprise. Two philanthropic women have each donated
$125,000 and the public is called upon to donate $125,000
by January 1st to "Save the Zoo." James S. Hastings,
known as "Luke McLuke," of the "Cincinnati Enquirer," has
written a scenario "Whozoo," which has been produced by
the Cincinnati Motion Picture Company under direction of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League. The League's
committee consists of F. L. Emmert, its president: Amos
Foster. L W. McMahan, Charles Weigen and H. Serkowich.
Arrangements have been made to exhibit this film, which
depicts the consternation of the animals at the possibility
of losing their homes at the Cincinnati Zoo and going elsewhere, at about 100 theaters, the owners or managers of
which are members of the League.
Collection boxes will be
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receipts of the various houses
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fund contributions, and a
when
a percentage of the
will be contributed to the

Oihs Committee Meets and Adjourns
Attorney

Keppler Will Be Furnished Copy of All
Before Sessions Are Resumed.

Minutes

AMI".
KTlN't.;
committic
the charges
against
Lcc o[
.A. the
Ochs,
presidentinvistiRating
of llie Motion
Picture
Exhibitors' League of America, printed last inonth in
Variety, was held at the rooms of the Manhattan local on
Friday, Uecembcr 8, at 11 o'clock in the forenoon. Present
were Chairman Samuel H. Trigger, Secretary Charles Steiner,
• nd kJessrs. Ocstrichcr. Rhonhcimer, Aschcr, Anson, and
Saniuclson Also in attendance were J. Robert Rubin, counsel for the committee; Tobias A. Kcpphir and his clients,
Fleischman & Goldrcycr.
Mr. Trigger stated in opening the meeting that the action
of the committee at its last hearing in closing the doors on
the reporters was lUie to the ailvici- of Mr. Rubin. He said
further if the members of the press did not receive a copy
of the proceedings of the secret session it was not the fault
of the committee. He said the stenographer had not had
time to get out the minutes, but that they would be ready at
noon on that day and ready for the inspection of reporters.
Mr. Rubin said his object in advising shutting out the representatives of the trade papers had been to expedite business,
that there had been noted a tendency on the part of every
one connected with the hearing to "talk for the press," to
"spar for
that the
at the
previous had
meeting,
owing
to position."
the absence Heof stated
reporters,
committee
been
able to make progress. He expressed his regret at the inability of the reporters to get a copy of the minutes.
Mr. Keppler called attention to the fact that he had not
yet received an official copy of the proceedings of the hearing
held on November 18 nor for a major part of the proceedings
of December I. He asked that the meeting be adjourned so
that he could be furnished by the committee with a complete
copy of the record and that the next meeting be called five
days after he had received these, at which time he would be
ready to proceed.
"I feel we have devoted much time to this investigation
and we would like to get through," said Mr. Trigger. "One
paper gave full details of the proceedings of November 18
and it was a fair report.
"In handling testimony you cannot take a newspaper report
for a record." said Mr. Keppler. Mr. Keppler said he had,
however, asked the paper in question, meaning the Moving
Picture
complete
copy of its
reporter's record,
but
that World,
journal for
had a deemed
it advisable
to decline.
Mr. Anson made a motion and Mr. Steiner seconded it that
the committee adjourn in accordance with the request of
Mr. Keppler.
There was but one dissenting vote.
Mr. Ochs was not in attendance at the hearing.
.According to the minutes of the secret session held on
December 1 the proceedings were devoted to an examination
of Mr. Ochs and XJr. Fleischman. The testimony had to do
with the relations of the two men as neighboring exhibitors
in the Bronx. There were introduced several letters written
by exchange managers to Mr. Ochs denying the truth of the
charges that caused the hearing.
One fact brought out in the examination of Mr. Fleischman
was that the Pathe service had be«i restored to Fleischman
& Goldreyer.
At the conclusion of the hearing Mr. Ochs asked the committee to sum up and reach a decision in the case, but the
committee decided to wait for the presentation of Mr. Keppler's witnesses and any further evidence he may have to offer.
TRIGGER

THROWS

HATS

IN TWO

RINGS.

Samuel H. Trigger announced this week his candidacy for
the presidency of Manhattan Local, Exhibitors' League of
America, and for New York State branch. The former election will he held December 20 and the latter in February.
Opposing Mr. Trigger for the position of Manhattan executive will be Charles Steiner. Mr. Steiner is secretary of the
committee investigating the allegations against President
Ochs of the National League and Mr. Trigger is the chairman.
Mr. Trigger, who was the first president of the State
branch, will in. January make a tour of the local organizations throughout New York accompanied by Emmet Cornell,
State treasurer. The two oKices for which Mr. Trigger is a
candidate are at present held by National President Ochs.
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Capitol District Association Formed
Is Combination

of Exhibitors of Albany, Troy and Schenectady, N. Y.— Officers Elected.
ON THE evening of VV^ednesday, December 6, at a joint
meeting of the members of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League locals of .Mbany, Troy and Schenectady,
N. Y., held at the New Muhawk hotel, Schenectady, it was
decided to combine the membership undet' the title the
Capitol District .Association. These officers were elected:
President, L. A. Buettncr, Cohoes; vice-presidents, Messrs.
Miners, Buck and H. L. Levy; secretary, Mr. Apple; treasurer, F. N. Barhydt, Troy.
The committee in charge of the meeting was complimented
for the very excellent beefsteak supper that was served just
before the meeting. It was decided to hold the next meeting at the Regent theater, .Mbany, N. Y., on Wednesday
evening, December 13.
Among the subjects discussed was the Sunday closing
decision, and Mr. Bender, upon whose case the decision was
rendered, said that he proposed to appeal his case.

At Leading Picture Theaters
Programs for the Week
December
10 at New
Motionof Picture
Houses,

York's Best

"Oliver Twist" at the Strand.
THE Strand theater presented Marie Doro in a photodramatic version of Charles Dicken's famous story,
"Oliver Twist," Marie Doro was an ideal Oliver, when
she appeared in the all-star revival of the famous play on the
speaking stage a few years ago, and repeats her success in
the screen version. Hobart Bosworth, Tully Marshall, Raymond Hatton, Elsie Jane Wilson, and James Neill have the
other important roles.
"Our American Boys in The European War," a new comedy, another
chapter
of Ditmar's
"Living
and The
Strand
Topical
Review were
alsoBook
shown.of Nature,"
Nadine Legot and Enrico Arenzen were the soloists.
"The Witching Hour" at the Rialto.
"The Witching Hour" was the week's feature at The Rialto.
The Frohman Amusement Corporation, which produced the
picture, chose an excellent cast, headed by C. .Aubrey Smith
as Jack Brookfield, the gambler, and Marie Shotwell as the
sweetheart of earlier days whose son Brookfield saves from
conviction for murder. Augustus Thomas, after seeing the
private showing of this picture, paid it the highest possible
compliment by admitting to President Sherrill of the Frohman company that it excelled the stage version.
BeginningonstratedMonday,
Charles
Chaplin, ofin the
"Theskating
Rink," craze.
demthe humorous
possibilities
There were also the usual scenic and educational features
with the "Literary Digest of the Screen" for good measure.
The soloists were Jenny Dugan and Vincente Ballester.
"The People vs. John Doe" at the Broadway.
At the Broadway theater the Universal Film Manufacturing Co. has launched its new feature photoplay. "The
People vs. John Doe," on an engagement of two weeks. The
play is being presented by the Universal under the auspices
of the Humanitarian Cult, of which Misha Appelbaum is the
founder and leader, and which numbers something over
100,000 members. It is an organization for the lessening of
undue suffering caused through the machination of so-called
justice. The film is the work of Lois Weber, and has to
do with a man convicted of murder and sentenced to the
electric chair. Circumstantial evidence is the closest approach to proof of his guilt.
Eighty-first Street Theater Bill.
At the Eighty-first Street theater four new pictures were
shown. Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, the screen attractions were Mae Marsh in "The Wharf Rat," and Charlie
Chaplin
in "The
Rink."
Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, W. Desmond and
Dorothy Dalton in "A Gamble in Souls" and a Keystone
comedy, produced by Mack Sennett, were on the program.

GEORGE TUCKER COMING TO NEW YORK.
George
Loane
Tucker,
the American
director, who
for
several years has been producing with marked success for the
London Film Company, sailed from England for New York
on the steamship New York on December 9.
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Brooklyn Exhibitors Hold Meeting
Decide to Look Into Activities of Hoy Reporting Service —
F. I. L. M. Club Adjuster.
THREESCORE
members of the Associated Brooklyn
Exhibitors gathered at the Triangle theater for a regular session at midnight on December 9. The meeting
lasted two hours and a half. In that time a mass of interesting business was brought to the attention of the members and
acted
upon. The
Service,
the "adjusting"
representative
of theHoy
localReporting
F. I. L. M.
Club, was
the subject
of much discussion, and a committee of three was appointed
to investigate its activities.
Executive Secretary William Brandt broke a lance on the
e-xecutive committee of the board of the National League,
accusing its members of accomplishing little in their periodical meetings. One question to which he tried hard to find an
answer was what steps, if any, have been taken by the
national executive committee to increase the membership
from the reported ratio of less than 5 per cent, of the exhibitors of the country.
He charged the board with laxity.
Three representatives of National President Ochs' trade
paper addressed the local and asked for indorsement and the
formal designation of the publication as the official journal of
the body. These three were the editor, the secretary-treasurer and the advertising solicitor. The members acceeded to
the former request, but flatly refused the second, one member remarking it was a "private enterprise." SecretaryTreasurer Louis Blumenthal of the new paper in the course
of his remarks said that the inception of the publishing venture was primarily due to the attitude of the other trade
papers last spring toward the Manhattan exhibitors during
the latter's controversy with the Board of Trade over the
exposition.
Louis Levine made a report for the committee on fire insurance statistics. He complained of a lack of interest in a
subject of importance to exhibitors. The members were
urged by. President John Manheimer to forward to Mr. Levine the details of the insurance carried, the amount of premium paid and the fire loss, if any.
Mr. Levine also reported as to the result of the conference
between the Brooklyn and Manhattan locals and the F. 1.
L. M. Club the previous Thursday evening in an effort to
agree upon a common carrier for film between exchanges
and theatres. There was a sentiment among the members
that the exhibitors had not been fairly treated by the club,
that the theater men were given no voice in the selection of
a carrier. The meeting voted to disapprove the selection of
the conference and to discharge the committee.
Mr. Brandt made an effort to learn what had been accomplished by the national executive committee in its recent
sessions. In response to his charge that over 95 per cent,
of the exhibitors of the country were without the ranks of the
League, that the great deposit question remained unsolved,
and that the average theater was suffering from the unfair
competition of the chain houses, he was told that Fred J.
Herrington had been named organizer.
"We are vitally interested in every one of these questions,"
declared Mr. Brant. "Here are chain houses showing eight
vaudeville acts, a long feature and a Chaplin for 10 and 15
cents. We can't compete with that. The deposit system is
getting worse. One of the new feature companies not only
requires deposits, but asks for a certified check ten days in
advance. These questions should be brought to the attention of the national committee. It seems to me it has been
lax in not taking them up. The members meet and apparently do nothing. It means we will have to take care of
them as a local if we can't get a hand from the national
body."
"As regards the chain theaters question, the trouble does
not lie with the houses," said President Manheimer "The
trouble lies with the exchanges. They give these houses
service at prices less than they charge us. I can give you an
instance of a feature for which you would have had to pay
$100 or $150 going to one of these chain houses for $75 and
the personal appearance of the very famous star of the picture thrown in — a star you could not hire to appear in your
house. The exchanges say they are going to do away with
the unscrupulous exhibitors. If we have unscrupulous exchangemen we must do away with them, too."
A flood of complaints followed the last remark of Mr. Manheimer. One that aroused perhaps the greatest indignation
was the experience of an exhibitor who on a Saturday was
notified by the license commissioner that a show he had
booked up for the following Sunday and Monday was
banned, that if he put it on his license would be summarily
revoked.
The exchange offered him no relief. The manager
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insisted he show the subject in spite of the inhibition, saying
he would have to pay for the two days' booking.
One exhibitor read a letter threatening him with penalties
if he failed to adjust a charge of $1.25, which he insisted was
unjust. On top of that was a claim for an extra day's rental
of a subject which he had delivered to the carrier at 11
o'clock on the night of its showing. It developed the expressman was in the hall and that he also is being charged
for the loss of the entire film, the exchange claiming in one
instance the film did not reach it until the next day, and in
the other that it was lost altogether.
One member described how he was notified by an exchange
that before he secured the final chapter of a serial for the
next day's (Sunday) showing he would have to pay a charge
of $40 instead of the usual $12.50. It was a Saturday and he
had to have the film. Before he could get the check made out
word came that the charge against him would be $65.
"In desperation I told the exchange manager over the phone
that I would send him a check signed in blank, that he could
fill it in, but I must have the film," went on the member.
"1 got the film. At 9 o'clock on Monday morning I notified
the bank to stop the check. As I was coming out of the
bank the check was coming in by messenger for certification.
(Laughter.) Well, they are after me for that difference.
I have carried to that exchange all my vouchers, which I am
sure will prove I owe it nothing. The end is not yet, but I
am .\sstaying
withrelation
the exchange."
a resultright
of tiie
of other and similar experiences
the president appointed a committee of three to take up the
whole subject of the Hoy Reporting Service.
Gus Koenigswald, who before the Public Service Commission won the notable victory over the Edison company resulting in a reduction of from 11 to 8 cents a kilowatt hour
where a rotary converter is used, presented to the local the
bin he had received from his lawyer. It was decided to appeal to those exhibitors who had benefited by the decision to
share with Mr. Koenigswald in the payment of the bill.
At 3 o'clock Sunday morning the members gathered around
asuey.
long table in a Fulton street restaurant and discussed chop

Foreign Market Good
So

John

R.

Freuler

of

Mutual
Reports After Investigation.
PRESIDENT JOHN R. FREULER of the Mutual Film
Corporation has returned to Chicago after a week spent
at his New York offices, in the course of which he
closed important contracts for the distribution of various
Mutual film products in Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Russia.
"The foreign film market has now reached a complete readjustment inthe neutral zones and out of the range of the
war," remarked Mr. Freuler. "Our films are now even working right up to the battle lines on both the north and the
south of the great conflict. It has taken a good while for the
foreign business to find itself in all the chaos of war and confusion of shipping and communication, but we have things
operating
smoothly
now."
• film difficulties occurred
An interesting
incident
of war time
in the Mutual offices the other day when, due to war shipping emergency, an army of office boys was set to work
mailing a half a ton of posters in four-pound packages by
"book post" to a foreign buyer.
PRESS

AGENTS

SHIFT.

Victor Johnson, formerly with the Vitagraph V. L. S. E., is
now with the Kalem Company, succeeding Robert Welch,
who goes to the News.
Albert
S. Levino, formerly with Arrow, takes Johnson's
place
at Vitagraph.
Robert Priest is now a publicity dispenser at the General
Film office.
He was with "Civilization."
W. W. Powers, formerly with Artcraft, is now managing
the Liberty Theater for "Intolerance."
E. J. O'Donnell, formerly with the Sherman-Elliott Company, is now with the Rogson Film Company.
EXCHANGE MANAGER'S WIFE DIES.
Word was received in New York Wednesday, November
29, that death had taken Mrs. Harry Bugie, wife of the Manager for Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay Service at Cincinnati.
Mrs. Bugie had presented her husband with a daughter a
week preceding her death. Mrs. Bugie was a Newark, N. J.,
girl and her body will be laid at rest there.
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By JAS. S. McQUADE
Four Companies of Sherman & Elliott, Inc., Will Open With
"The Crisis" Dec. 24.'
H.\. SHUKMAN. I'resident of Sherman & Elliott, Inc.,
.Miniuapolis, made a brief call at this office Wednes•Jay, Dec. 6. He was accompanied by J. A. Brehany,
general manager of the company. Mr. Sherman announces
that he will put out four initial companies of "The Crisis,"
opening at Minneapolis, Denver, Omaha and Portland, C3re.,
about December 24. It is his intention to supplement these
companies by several others, just as soon as the territory
now being covered by "The Birth of a Nation" and the
"Ramona" campanies is clear. \Vm. Sievers, of the Grand
Central .\nmsement Co., St. Louis, will also open "The
Crisis" in the Grand Central Palace on the same date.
Mr. Brehany intends in the near future to make Chicago
his headquarters. He has at present general management
of all the road shows of Sherman & Elliott, and when a
theater is secured in Chicago for the presentation of "The
Crisis," Mr. Brehany will have charge. Mr. Sherman has
hopes of being able to close with a certain first class theater
in the city around the opening of the new year, for the run
of "The Crisis." He wishes it thoroughly understood that
"The Crisis" will not be presented in any part of Illinois
until it has had its run in a first class Chicago theater.
Mr. Brehany informed me that he had just closed with
Clarence J. Bulliet to fill the position of general press representative for the company. Mr. Bulliet is widely known as
an able man in his department. He will also make headquarters with Mr. Brehany in the Chicago office, which it
is expected will be in readiness about the first of the year.
All the road shows of Sherman & Elliott, Inc., will be
directed from the Chicago office by General Manager Brehany, the companies including "The Birth of a Nation,"
"Ramona," "The Crisis," etc.
Mr. Sherman regretted that the reference made by a moving picture contemporary in New York, that he had closed
with
Seligtofor
of .■\llah," had
but heMr.stated
me "The
that Garden
a final conference
with appeared,
\Vm. N.
Selig would take place Friday, Dec. 8.
A private showing of "The Crisis." with full orchestral
accompaniment, will be given Friday evening, Dec. 22, at
the Lyric theater, Minneapolis, for Governor Burnquist, of
Minnesota, and his staff; Mayor Van Lear, of Minneapolis,
and a list of prominent guests.
Mr. Sherman left Wednesday night for Pittsburgh, where
he will assist in organizing a company for H. P. Wolfberg,
who bought the state rights of Ohio, Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, and the District of
Columbia.
Thence he will proceed to New York City.
.\n attractive line of printing has been gotten out for "The
Crisis," onPrinting
the order
& Elliott,
Inc., includes
by the
Riverside
Co.,ofof Sheman
Milwaukee.
This line
20 sheets, 16 sheets, 8 sheets, 3 sheets. 1 sheet and 'A sheet
in several styles, and it is understood that the saine styles
will be used by all those who have purchased state rights from
the company.
Sudden Death of D. W. McKinney.
The numerous friends of D. \V. McKinney in the trade
will be made sad to hear the news of his untimely death at
Gulfport, Miss., where he was general manager of the Southern Film Co.
W. R. Barber, president of the company, writing to a
friend in Chicago from Gulfport, states that Mr. McKinney
passed away at 8:15 p. m., November 30, after an illness of
18 hours. Mr. McKinney particularly emphasized that he
was "feeling fine" on Wednesday afternoon. Nov. 29, and
attended a picture show early the same evening. At midnight he was suddenly seized with convulsions and suffered
twenty-seven of these attacks from that time until 10 o'clock

riiursday morning, finally passing away on Thursday evening at the hour stated. He never regained consciousness
after the first attack.
-Attending physicians could not say what the trouble was.
"Nor have we any idea," writes Mr. Barber. "We must
say that it was a distinct shock to us all; as we, with whom
he has been connected for only a short time, thought a great
deal of him, and he was held in high esteem by all of his
acquaintances here on the Coast."
Mr. McKinney was well known in trade circles in Chicago
and New York. At one time he held a responsible position
in New York City with Universal, to which he as appointed
by Carl Laemmlc. Failing health caused him to resign, and
he later established himself in Chicago, engaging in the production of advertising films of an original type. Seeking
larger ventures, he proceeded to the south, where, after some
time, he succeeded in inducing capital to .establish the
Southern Film Co. The fine record he established there is
fittingly attested by Mr. Barber.
Personally, I regret exceedingly to learn of Mr. McKinney's death,
justa as
he was achieving
success
stout
battle.
He was
thoroughly
sincere man
and a after
loyal a friend,
and
he was always a firm supporter of the Moving Picture
World.
In accordance with a wire received by Mrs. McKinney
from her father-in-law, at Menlo, Kans., his old home, she
accompanied the remains to that place for interment.
Chicaeo Film Brevities.
At the meeting of the F. I. L. M. Club of Chicago, held
in the offices of the Bluebird Photoplays, Inc., Tuesday, Dec.
5. a motion was unanimously passed to send out a call toall film exchanges throughout the country, requesting the
managers to meet in a convention to be held in Chicago
about Feb. 15. The main objects of the convention will be
to demonstrate the good wrought by the Chicago club since
its organization, and the great benefits that can be derived
by the formation of other organizations of this kind. It
is believed that by having a national organization, still
greater benefits can be secured. It is the intention to have
at least three delegates attend the proposed convention from
each city, where film exchanges have been established.

«

•

*

Francellia Billington has been engaged by Samuel S.
Hutchinson, president of the American Film Co., Inc.. to
play opposite William Russell in a new line of five-reelers,
the production of which will be undertaken in the near
future, at Santa Barbara. A series of fine features has been
specially secured by Mr. Hutchinson for the starring of
Mr. Russell.
The meeting of the Chicago advisory committee of the
Chicago executive section of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, Inc., which was announced to be
held in Room 1811, La Salle Hotel. Wednesday, Dec. 6, at
4 o'clock, has been postponed until some future date.
Frank Cook, manager of the Princess, one of the Saxe
Brothers' houses in Milwaukee, called at this office while
on a visit to the city Tuesday, Dec. S. Mr. Cook reported
excellent business at all the Saxe houses. He has just recovered from a serious accident that occurred late in September, due to a fall which seriously shattered his nervous
system. His many friends will be glad to learn that he has
now almost recovered his former state of health.

«

*

*

A private viewing by the society people of Chicago, of the
first three episodes of "Patria," will be given at the Congress
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Hotel, this city, Wednesday evening, Dec. 13. All arrangements have been made by John F. tiowman, Chicago branch
manager ol the International tilni Service, Inc. The following morning a trade showing will be given at either the
Colonial or the Princess theaters.
J. E. Willis, well known in film circles here, and for
several years district manager of the middle west for the
General Film Co., arrived in the city recently as western
representative of the Unicorn Film Service Corporation, and
established headquarters at Room 513, Mailers Building. He
has charge of all territory from Chicago to the Pacific Coast
for his company.

»

*

*

John F. Bowman, manager of the Chicago branch of the
international Film Service, Inc., is m.uch elated and happy
over the arrival of a baby girl at his home. The happy
event occurred Wednesday, Dec. 6, and both mother and
baby are doing well.
* *
*
Joan, the young widow in "War Brides," who is impersonated bj' Nazimova, and the Princess Beloved in "Intolerance," sustained by Seena Owen, have been reproduced in
doll form for the great doll pageant that will be held December 15 in the Auditorium Hotel, this city. Mrs. Samuel
I. Levin, wife of the general manager of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer's enterprises, has secured a valuable collection of
dolls from nearly all the prominent stars on the dramatic
stage, and also from prominent bankers, lawyers and officials
of the city for the occasion. Valuable specimens of dolls
have been donated by Xathan Ascher, Alexander Pantages,
W. W. Kimball, Aaron J. Jones and other prominent Chicagoans. The doll pageant is given for the benefit of the
Esther Falkenstein settlement house, and the proceeds will
also be used for Christmas baskets, coal and other forms of
relief for the poor districts of Chicago. A prominent State
street store has given the use of one of its most important
display w-indows for the exhibition of these dolls for the
week beginning Monday, Dec. 11. In addition to the pageant, the occasion will be marked by a dance, the music for
which will be furnished by a real "Jaas" band.

*

*

*

C. L. Filkins, who for five years was manager of various
moving picture theaters in Chicago, is now one of the city
representatives of the International Film Service, Inc., under
the management of J. F. Bowman. Mr. Filkins called at this
office last w-eek, and reported encouraging business. He
attributes much of his success to the valuable connections
formed during his managerial career.

*

«

•

The Essanay Film Manufacturing Co. will give an invitation showing of "The Truant Soul," at the Studebaker, to
exhibitors on Tuesday morning,
Dec. 12. It will be remembered that Henry B. Walthall and Mary Charleson
appear in the leading roles of this great eight-reel feature.

*

•

*

The six public schools in Chicago for which the Board
of Education recently purchased picture machines, it appears, will not be permitted to use them until further safegijards have been provided. When the machines were purchased Itwas understood that they were perfectly safe to use
m school buildings, but investigation has revealed that there
IS still an element of danger, and so their use has been forbidden as a precautionary measure.

*

*

»

Geraldine Farrar had the privilege of viewing herself in
Joan of Arc," in the projection room of Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.. Tuesday, Dec. 5. It was a pleasant diversion for
the operatic star, who is now appearing at the .\uditorium
''"^ .^'^'■^ °f '^^ Chicago Grand Opera Co. Cecil
?/"•?, °(brought
??
IJeMiIle
the feature all the way from Los Angeles
Cal., for the occasion, and he was accompanied by Mr and
Mrs. Jesse Lasky and Miss Jeanie McPherson, the latter
being Mr. DeMille's assistant and scenario writer. John
C. hlinn also came on from New York to meet the Lasky
notables and to arrange for the presentation. After
the exhibition, the opera star expressed her astonishment as follows: To think that I spent three months suffering and
working— never worked so hard nor so long in my life
on
anything— making this play, and now see it all spread before
me in a little less than three hours! It's almost unbelievable "
Jesse Lasky announced that "Joan of Arc" will be shown
in special theaters, and that its twelve reels will be
accompanied by special music.

«

Norma

Talmadge

»

»

and her newly-wed husband, Joseph M.
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Schenck, stopped over in the city Tuesday, Dec. 5, on their
way to California to spend their honeymoon. Mr. Schenck
expects to close his contract with Koscoe Arbuckle for
feature pictures (to be produced under the Selznick bannei"),
while in Los Angeles. Mr and Mrs. Schenck were the guests
of Aaron J. Jones during their stay, and attended the
premiere showing of "War Brides" at the Studebaker theater
last Tuesday evening. They were accompanied to California
by Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Loew of New York.

*

*

*

The Kialto theater, constructed by Jones, Linick &
Schaefer, will open on Christmas day. It is stated by the
management that the largest pipe organ installed in any
theater in Chicago will be heard on that occasion. It is
40 feet in height and has a base of 25 feet, the cost being
over $15,000.

.

*

*

*

"The Circle of Mystery," taken from the Polish play,
"Zaczarowane Kolo," was recently completed by the White
Eagle Cinematography Co., of this city. This company was
organized this fall for the purpose of reproducing famous
Polish, Russian and Jewish literature and history in five-reel
feature films. The cast in "The Circle of Mystery" is entirely Polish. It includes Adamo Didur, a basso of the
Metropolitan Opera Co., New York City; Wanda Zarska,
formerly leading lady of the National theater, W'arsaw;
Zbyszko, the well-known international wrestler, and many
other Poles of reputation. The costumes and scenery are
exclusively Polish, and the titles and sub-titles are in both
Polish and English. W. Zadora Szuwalski is director general of the White Eagle Cinematography Co., and at one
time produced several Russian plays for the Vitagraph Company. William Buckley, at one time with D. W. Griffith ai;^
the Famous Players, is production manager, and the technical
direction is in the care of Frank J. Boyle. C. E. Martin is
treasurer, and K. M. Scoville is general manager. At a
recent private showing of "The Circle of Mystery" in this
city, Ignace J. Paderewski and Mme. Paderewski were present. So was John Smulski, a prominent Polish banker of
Chicago, and others well known in Polish circles. Much
enthusiasm was displayed.

*

*

*

The following programs have been announced at the
prominent downtown theaters in Chicago for the ensuing
week:
Studebaker — Nazimova in "War Brides" (Herbert Brenon
Film Corporation for Selznick Pictures) enters its second
week at this theater. Louis J. Jones, house manager of
the Studebaker, reported very big business, and considers
"War Brides" one of the best pictures yet shown at that
house.
Ziegfeld — "An Enemy to the King." with E. H. Sothern
and Edith Story in the leading roles, is retained for another
week.
La Salle — "Idle Wives" (Universal), featuring Lois Weber
and Phillips Smalley.
Very good business is reported.
Colonial — "Intolerance" (D.»W. Griffith). Long lines of
people outside the theater daily, continue to afford the best
evidence of the great drawing power of Griffith's master-

«

»

*

piece.
Clyde Evans, secretary of the Oregon Film Producing
Co., of Portland, Ore., stopped off in Chicago recently, en
route to New York City. During his stop-over in Chicago,
Mr. Evans purchased some studio equipment for the company's plant from the David Stern Co. This firm is becoming well known in the trade as dealers in cameras, tripods,
lenses, etc.

*

»

*

The Jackson Park theater, owned by Edward I. Bloom and
managed by W. P. Clement, had its formal opening on
Thanksgiving eve, Nov, 29. The Jackson Park is situated
at 6711 Stony Island avenue, and is a thoroughly modern
house in every detail. Its seating capacity is 1,500, and the
seats are roomy and comfortable. A large pipe organ and
a five-piece orchestra furnish the music. Manager Clement
reports that the attendance at the house on Thanksgiving
Day was over 6,000 people. The opening program included
"The Soul of Kura San" (Lasky), a Burton Holmes
travelogue, and a one-reel comedy. The admission prices
are five and 10 cents, far too low for such a house and its
attractions.

*

The Pine
Road, this
destruction
now plague

*

*

Grove theater, a beautiful house at 717 Sheridan
city, on the Hamburger circuit, barely escaped
recently at the hands of the bomb fiends who
Chicago.
The attempt was made early Thurs-
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day morning, Dec. 7. Five sticks of dynamite were found
in the rear of the theater. One fuse had been lighted, but
after burning several feet it, evidently, had been blown
out by the wind. E. D. Hobson, manager of the I'inc Grove.
informed the police that members of the Hlectrical Workers'
Union. Local 157, called at the theater on Monday and demanded that he discharge his operator who was a member
of
Picture Operators' Union, I-ocal 118. 1. .A. T.
S. the
E. Moving
He refused.

Griffith Bids Mae Marsh Godspeed
Director

Who

for Four Years Has Guided
Star Wishes Her Success.

New

Goldwyn

E\KKVTHING
isn't jealousy in the motio.i picture art.
as Mae Marsh, the first of the screen stars to be announced by the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, is glad
to bear witness. Miss Marsh, accompanied by her mother
and several sisters, arrived in New York recently, after taking
leave oi IV W. (iriftith in Chicago.
For four years Miss
Marsh and Mr. Griffith
have worked together,
and the little screen
genius has done everything in her power to
further the fame of her
director.
.\s a reward for the
patience of Miss
Marsh, her willingness
to work hard and her
great ability, she has
been given the most
sympathetic roles in
nearly all of Griffith's
personally-directed pictures. Millions of persons know her in "The
Birth of a Nation."
"Intolerance," ''The
Escape," and other
subjects.
So it is no wonder
that D. W. Griffith
constantly referred to
Mae Marsh as his "inMae MEU'sh.
spiration." But when
it came to leave-taking, when he realized that oi^ortunity
had knocked at Mae Marsh's door and taken her away for
a career of still bigger things, Griffith revealed the same big
broad traits that have characterized his screen achievements.
Upon her arrival in New York, Miss Marsh found the following telegram:
I wish you every possible success in your new
venture. While I feel that your loss to our company
is one that can hardly be replaced I shall +)e as glad
and proud as yourself for all the new successes
which I know are sure to come to you.
D. W. GRIFFITH.
Miss Marsh and her mother are busy apartment hunters
in New York. They think they have found just the kind
of home they desire, on Riverside Drive, and in a few days
they expect to be settled down
for the winter and spring.
Announcement will be made in a few days of the director
under whom Miss Marsh is to make her debut for Goldwyn
Pictures, and likewise the first remarkable play chosen for
her premiere production.
WOULD-BE-DARE-DEVILS

DISAPPEAR.

When Kalem started the production of the "Grant, Police
Reporter" series at the Jacksonville studio a number of
would-be dare-devils made their appearance in the neighborhood. The "would-be's" offered their services doubling for
George Larkin at prices ranging from the price of a meal
upward. .■Vs Larkin takes particular pride in the fact that he
performs all his thrills himself Director Ellis for several
weeks has had a strenuous job dodging the increasing list
of applicants. Last week in staging "A Mission of State"
Larkin was called on to jump into a speeding automobile
from a bridge, and in doing so turned on his ankles in addition to receiving numerous painful bruises. Larkin had a
narrow escape from more serious accident anH as it was
spent a week with his ankles in a plaster cast. But in the
week's absence from the studio the news evidently circulated,
for on Larkin's return he found that there wasn't a would-bedare-devil in sight.
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DeMille to Produce Cohan Subject
"Broadway

Jones,"

Cohan's
First Piece, to Be Supervised
by Cecil B. DeMille.
SHORTLY following the announcement that George M.
Cohan's initial screen subject to be released by Artcraft
will be an adaptation of "Broadway Jones," the popular
star's greatest stage hit, it is learned that Cecil B. DeMille
Ivas been engaged to supervise the production,
Mr. DeMille left Los Angeles for the Kast recently to be
present at the New York premier of his new Farrar production, "Joan of
Arc," on Christmas
Day. At Chicago he
stepped
to show
this tilniover
to the
star,
and it was during his
stay in the windy city
that his engagement
in connection with
the production of the
fected.
Cohan subject was afIt is planned to
have ''Broadway
Jones" lease
ready
for resome time
in
February, and work
will be commenced on
the

production
immediately in the New

York studios. "Broaddoubtedlyis
the most
way Jones"
unprominent of Mr.
Cohan's many New
York successes.
Written and staged
Geo, M. Cohan.
by himself he also
appeared in the title
role at the Cohan theater, on Broadway and Forty-second
street, three years ago. In the production of the screen
version, Mr. Cohan will collaborate with Mr. DeMille, whose
wide experience as a director of both stage and film plays
will greatly enhance the Broadway favorite's film debut.
"The acquisition of Cecil B. DeMille's services under
the Artcraft banner oflfers further proof of our policy to
enlist the best talent and brains in the industry in order to
give the exhibitor and his patrons attractions that are entirely in keeping with the highest standard as evidenced by such
stars as Mary Pickford and George
M. Cohan."'
said
Walter
E. Greene,
President of the .Artcraft Pictures Corporation. "George M.
Cohan in 'Broadway
Jones," produced by
Cecil B. DeMille, offers
a combination of rare
merit. Mr.
photoplay
will Cohan's
be the
third release of Artcraft, following the
t w o Mary Pickford
productions. 'Less
Than
'The the
PrideDust'
of and
the
Clan.' the latter now
nearing completion for
Cecil B.release."
DeMille was
January
one of the four organizers of the Jesse L.
Lasky Feature Play

Cecil B. DeMille.
Company, and
director-generalas
had charge
of all producing at the Hollywood studios since the inception
of the company. The work he has evidenced on the screen
during this time has established him throughout the world
as a master of photoplay production. Prior to his connection with filmdom. Mr. DeMille was highly successful as
a dramatist, actor and stage director, having made his debut
as a thespian in "Hearts and Trumps" in February 1900. He
continued acting for about a decade, subsequently devoting
his time to the management and production of many well
known stage successes.
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News of Los Angeles and Vicinity
By G.^P. VON

W. H. Clune Enters State Rights Field
■"Ramona" and "The
Eyes of the World" to be Released
on a New Plan.
H. O. Martin Appointed State Rights
Representative.
WH.
CLUNE, the well known theater magnate of the
Pacific Coast, and president of the Clune Film Pro•ducing Company, has entered the state rights field
and will release two of his large feature productions on a new
and elaborate state rights plan. One of these productions is
the twelve-reel picturization of Helen Hunt Jackson's California classic "Ramona," which was presented with remarkable success at the Clune's Auditorium and subsequently
shown in very pretentious style in New York, Chicago,
Boston, Pittsburg and San Francisco. The other feature
production is a ten-reel photo-dramatic version of Harold
Bell Wright's popular novel, "The Eyes of the World," which
has recently been completed at the Clune studios and will
soon have its initial presentation at the Auditorium theater.
The details of Mr.
Clune's state right
I'lans are not as yet
for publication, but we
are informed that the
new system provides
one of the easiest
means yet devised for
buyers to secure and
rxploit these features,
'^ne of the phases of
the new Clune plan of
state righting"
re\ealed
by Mr. was
Clune,
lie contemplates an extensive national campaign of advertising before and simultaneously with the release of
his productions. Mr.
t^lune's plan contemV
«
-^
plates the building up
K
^^^
^k
'
"fa wide demand both
»"'
W^'^V'
iLi
among
exhibitors
and
1
' .'!^^^
■}
^^^
masses
which
^^^
ought
to be value
of great
—\
»■
.- ■■ '^b,. -^j!. JH■
commercial
to
state right buyers and
W. H. Clune.
the
exhibitors
whom
they desire to reach.
H. O. Martin, one of the best known and most experienced
motion picture men in the country, has been engaged by Mr.
Clune to present his plan to the state right buyers.
Mr. Martin is a show man and entrepreneur of more than
20 years' experience, which includes both the exhibiting and the
marketing ends of the film business. Among other enterprises Mr. Martin exploited with great financial success, the
Selig master picture, "The Spoilers," and he also purchased
and marketed with similar results state rights for "The
•Christian."
_Tlie Clune method of production and exhibiting is along
distinctly original lines. Two years ago when Mr. Clune,
owner of numerous theaters on the Pacific Coast, was unable to secure feature productions of sufficiently high grade
for the clientele he had built up at his Auditorium theater,
in Los Angeles, he decided to go into the manufacturing
end. The Auditorium is the largest theater west of Chicago,
with a seating capacity of nearly 3,000. Here all productions
are presented in a most elaborate and unique manner, with
an orchestra of 30 pieces, stage embellishments, etc., and
prices are secured that rival those of the largest legitimate
offerings. This house is also the home of grand opera in
the southwest, and is fully equipped for stage productions.
The
first essay of the Clune
Company,
"Ramona," was

HARLEMAN
such a success that it played for ten straight weeks to more
than 200,000 patrons. It was subsequently shown in New
York, Chicago, Boston, Pittsburgh and San Francisco, with
the main idea of introducing its merits to the large centers
of population.
At his studio, Clune devotes the energies of his organization entirely to one subject at a time.
He believes that one
of the main
things that is holding
back progress
in the
film field is a lack of thoroughness in the attention to output.
"Most companies," said Mr. Clune, "were dividing their energies among a number of different subjects.
We decided
that concentration, constant study, attention to the smallest
details and team work were necessary to a finished product.
We also believed that the stock company idea was all wrong
for large features, and decided to pick our actors for each
subject that we undertood from the entire national field, in
order to secure perfect types and the highest acting ability for
each part.
"Experience with this system has confirmed us in our
views. Months are spent in the preparation of scenario and
the planning of sets and properties, and other months are
devoted to the actual work of production." The production
of "The Eyes of the World" has been on the way for six
months, and the first exhibition will soon take place at the
.\uditorium theater. The novel enjoyed an enormous popularity, having been read according to the publishers by more
tiian four million people. The photo dramatic version surpassed the written story in every way because of the superior
scenic opportunities of this tale of the mountains and,vales,
and the melodramatic incidents.
It is understood that the Clune company has the rights for
the filming of all of the stories tliat have come from the pen
of Harold Bell Wright. These include "The Winning of
Barbara Worth," "The Shepherd of the Hills," "When a
Man's a Man," "That Printer of Udell's" and others, nine
in all, which have had the amazing total sale of over sight
million copies. Mr. Wright had an active hand in the preparation of "The Eyes of the World" for the screen, and is
to lend his personal assistance in interpreting the characters
of his other books for the camera.

Photoplayers' Ball a Great Success

Charlie Murray was the Master of Ceremonies.
Motion Picture Directors Also Give Brilliant Ball and Buffet.
THEmade newly
organized Hollywood
Photoplayers'
good Thanksgiving
eve at Shrine
auditorium, Club
and
the overflowing crowd in attendance voted the affair at
huge success. Long before the doors opened the street
was thick with sightseers, who wanted to get a glim.pse of
the film folks as they entered.
It looked as if all filmdom was there. .Arthur Shirley, director general, flittered here and there, while Charlie Murray,
as master of ceremonies, made it pleasant for everybody
and announced the entertainment features, and there were
many of them, in a voice that could be heard for miles. The
program was excellent.
The grand march was led by Mayor Woodman and Mrs.
Charlie Murray, followed by Tom Mi.x and Victoria Ford,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Shirley and a great line-up of picture
folks and their friends.
Francis Ford, president of the new club, and Grace Cunard
entertained a party of friends, and Miss Cunard was the
recipient of a traveling case given by the club in appreciation
of her efforts to assist in making tiie affair a success. Her
evening.
song, "Meet Me at the Movie Ball," was featured during the
Charlie Murray was also remembered with a grip, which
w-as presented by .Arthur Shirley. In receiving the gift
Charlie remarked, that it was the first time anyone had received "the grip" so openly at the Shrine.
Harry Hoskins, as well as all the officials of the club, are

■
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to L>c cuiit;ratulati'(l upon the success of tin- allair and un' doubtcdly a goodly sum was realized toward the new club
liousc.
i'lle orticial
souvenir
program
ellort
that re>|uircd
lime and
tliouglit,
and rcpresenleU
Mr. lluskinsan is
entitled to great credit tor the tinislied product. The new
weekly issued by the club also made its lirst appearance
and proved 10 be a newsy sheet.
The second annual ball and grand buffet of the Motion
I'iciurc Directors' Association, at the .Me.xandria. TlianksgivMiK night, was perhaps the most elaborate event in the
local San
I'llniFrancisco
world inand
months.
Directors
and their points
wives
from
San Diego
and intcriucdiate
attended. In all there were approximately 250 persons at
the exclusive
affair.
W. R. Daly, chairman of the Entertainment Committee,
was assisted by Allen Curtis, Joseph DeGrasse, Roy Clements
and \V. D. Taylor. Utis Turner was chairman of the Reception Committee and R. B. West of the Floor Committee.

Isadore Bernstein to Produce on the Coast
Former Uiuversal City Manager in Town Opens Studio to
Star Cleo Madison.
OUICK action is evidently to be the motto uf Isadore
Hernstein in the future and this is strictly in keeping
with his policy of the past. Mr. Bernstein arrived in
Lus .\ngeles November 22, He had selected the site for
the new studio to be the home of the Cleo Madison Film
Corporation, and December 1, at 11 o'clock, the deal was
<bnsumn:ated.
_ The studio covers 10 acres and is located at 763 Boyle
avenue, corner Stephenson; five minutes ride from Broadway; construction work started this week; producing is
scheduled to start between the 1st and 15th of January;
only men trained personally by Mr. Bernstein are to be
engaged. The plant is above the fog line and furnishes
every conceivable location without leaving the grounds;
and the electrically controlled studio can be changed from
an outside location to an enclosed stage in fifteen minutes.
Mr. Bernstein stated that he will produce pictures that
appeal to the clean minded people, and every production will
be under his personal supervision. Miss Madison will be
the only star featured at the start. The executive offices are
at UOJ Hollingsworth
building.
Cleo Madison a Bride.
The actors and actresses at Universal City were greatly
surprised to learn, on the afternoon of November 25, that
Cleo Madison had figured in an early morning marriage at
the Mission Inn, Riverside, California, where some two years
previously she had enacted the role of a bride in the Universal
serial, "The Trey O'Hearts." The bridegroom was Don
Peake, Pacific Coast representative of an automobile manufacturing company.
Los Angeles Film Brevities.
A benefit performance for the motion picture actors of
California who belong to the Federal reserves will be given
at the Mason opera liousc, Tuesday evening, December 12.
The principal feature will be a presentation of the second act
of Sheridan's "The Critic," satirizing a theatrical rehearsal.
This is to be under direction of Hobart Bosworth, the Lasky
star, who will also play a part. Many other stars will appear,
including George Beban. Blanche Sweet, Mae Murray, Anita
King, Tully Marshall, Theodore Roberts, Raymond Hatton,
James Neill, Wallace Rcid, Eugene Pallette and Tom
Forman.

•

*

•

A fund of $462 has been collected at the Keystone Film
Company's studio and was presented this week to the widow
of L. B. Jenkins, a former employe of Mack Sennett's forces,
who was a victim of Santa Monica race track catastrophe,
in which a racing automobile took a toll of four lives. Mr.
Jenkins was a cameraman employed by the Keystone Film
Company, and it was while in pursuit of his duty that he
met sudden death.
An elaborate floral piece in the shape of a motion picture
camera complete with tripod, was the messa.ge of condolence
the Keysto'ne laid at the *faithful
grave.
* cameraman's
*
Members of the Nevada Motion Picture Corporation have
returned to Los Angeles during the past week. We arc informed that Director John Ince and Assistant Director Joseph
Boyle have left the company, and that Director William J.
Bauman and Director Rice have gone down to Gautemala
to take their place.
The rest of the company, including
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.Tyrone Power, Lamar Johnston, Maude Taylor, Norbert
Miles, George Udell, Louis Fitzroy, Jessie Burnett, Herman
V\ ithukcr and Philip Hansen is still down in Central America. The company went down to Guatemala on October 9
to produce "The Planters," a large feature production from
Herman W ilhaker's well known story. The production is
not as yet linished, and we are informed that it will be several
weeks before the players will return. General Manager
Chance J. Ward has leased this week the old studios of the
Crown City Film Company in Pasadena, where the company will later on stage interior scenes. The Nevada Motion
Picture Corporation has a downtown office in the Union Oil
building.

•

•

*

From Santa L'.arbara \vc learn that l-'rancelia Billington,
tlie new leading woman of the Williair. Russell company, has
arrived at the Flying A studios. The former Universal Star
succeeds Charlotte Burton, who has gone to Chicago for
an engagement with Essanay.
Miss Billington is a charming young woman who has
been seen on both the Mutual and Universal programs. She
was
the Universal until she signed with the American
Film with
Company.
The new William Russell series starts next week, and it
will be Miss Billington's first appearance in an American
feature. The story was written by Nell Shipman and is of
the period at the close of the civil war. Mr. Russell will
play a young northern soldier and Miss Billington a girl of
the south.
President S. S. Hutchinson left on November 29 for the
east and will not be back in Santa Barbara again until after
the holidays. The present visit has been a noteworthy one.
During the last month there has been a reorganization of
forces, and J. R. Crone installed as studio manager. There
has been a complete reorganization of other departments.

•

*

•

The industry is growing. Every division is organizing for
social or other purposes. A movement is now on foot to
organize an indemnity club with the property men only
entitled to membership. Props is the busiest man around the
studio. If it isn't in the studio he must go out and get it,
he MUST get it. The Pallas company has just received a
l>ill for damages for props. On account of the seemingly exhorbitant amount asked the management will in the future
put props under bond and he in return will have to insure
in order to insure safe return of the goods borrowed or pay
the freight in case of loss or damage.
Look over this list and note the items and the damages
asked:
Hand broken on grandfather's clock
.....$ S.OO
Puncturing Queen Victoria's face
75
Scratching Venus' legs (naughty boy)
10.00
16 books lost (second hand)
16.00
Two Turkish
rugs massacred
75.00
Chipping
off Lincoln's
mole.
75
Is it any wonder that Props is up in arms? The damages
asked are only fair and a stop should be put to anyone daring to fool with the limbs of Venus or any other celebrity.

* * *

Douglas Gerrard is directing and playing the featured lead
in a three-reel
photoplay,
versal City. Ruth
Clifford "The
plays Coming
opposite of
andJessica"
a large atcastUniof
stock actors and actresses appear in support. The scenario
was prepared by Maud Grange.

* * *

Lois Weber has under production a five-reel feature written by Willis-Woods, entitled "Even as You and I." It is an
allegorical story laid largely in the studios of an artist and a
sculptor. Miss Weber has been given a notable cast of
players. The featured leads are played by Ben Wilson with
Mignon Anderson opposite. Others in the cast are Maude
George. Harry Carter, Bertram Grassby, Earle Page, Seymour Hastings, Priscilla Deane and E. N. Wallock.

* * *

With i company of fifteen people. Director Raymond B.
West, of the Ince-Triangle forces left this week for San
Francisco, where he will film about 100 scenes for a current
Triangle-Kay Bee play by Leona Hutton which he is producing. The scenes are to be made aboard Charles Crocker's
palatial yacht, "Vergana," in San Francisco Harbor. Among
those accompanying West are Charles Gunn, Howard Hickmaif and J. Barney Sherry.

* * *

Louise Glaum was the honored guest this week at an elaborate Thanksgiving eve celebration in Fresno. The "vampire
de luxe" of the Ince-Triangle forces went to the Northern
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city at the invitation of the Fresno exhibitors and, on the
arm of Mayor Snow, led the grand march at their annual reception and ball. This function, however, was not the only
one on the program arranged in her honor. Arriving in
Fresno in the morning she was escorted about the city by a
reception committee of prominent exhibitors. Then she
graced with her presence a luncheon of the Commercial Club,
delivered a brief address to the Vocational Club girls at the
High School, held forth for several hours at the Kinema
Theatre, where her most recent starring vehicle "Somewhere
in
was showing and concluded the day by attending
the France"
ball.

December 23, 1916
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The dainty little actress was wearing the suit of clothes,
so she jumped into her machine and started on a dash for
the missing shoes. She was bowling down Hollywood
Boulevard at a rate of thirty-seven miles an hour, when a
motor policeman dashed up alongside and she found herself
enmeshed in the throes of the law. The oflScer asked her the
name and she replied, "Ruth Stonehouse," but she had a hard
time convincing the policeman she was really a girl.

* * *

Taken suddenly ill with an acute attack of appendicitis a
few days ago, Fred Church, the Universal actor was rushed
to the hospital where an immediate operation was performed.
Church, we are informed rallied well from the shock and the
effects of the anaesthetic, but it will be about six weeks before he will be back at work.

* ♦ *

Lillian Peacock, ingenue of the Universal Joker Company,
is able to resume her work before the camera.
Miss Peacock
had sustained a fracture of the right arm above the wrist and
was incapacitated for several weeks from work,

»

«

*

With the filming of the twentieth episode of "Liberty, a
Daughter of the U. S. A.," featuring Marie Walcamp, with
Jack Holt, Eddie Polo and Neal Hart in the supporting cast,
Director Henry McRae has completed this Universal serial.
"Liberty" is finally rescued and there is a happy clim.ax laid
in Washington where a scene in the red room of the White
House is shown on the screen.
Director Stuart Paton is filming the sixth and last chapter
i)f the criminologist serial "The Voice on the Wire," featuring Ben Wilson and with Neva Gerber opposite. VVhen this
photoplay is completed Wilson will be transferred to Lois
Weber's Alexander
company, of
but the
MissUniversal
Gerber will
remain
Grubb
staff
wrotewith
the Paton.
serial. J.

*

* ♦

Inceville was the scene of a novel outdoor wedding this
week, when Cliff Smith, assistant director to William S. Hart,
and Cleo Morrow, one of the Ince-Triangle players, were
married in one of the picturesque glens that abound at the
15.000-acreof plant.
The ceremony
performed
by Rev.'
Johnson,
Santa Monica,
and was was
attended
by William
S.
Hart. Business Manager E. H. Allen and several score players from the studios.
A Cottonwood stump served as the pulpit and the bridal
couple, as well as those attending were garbed in typical
western regalia.
Hart acted as hest man. Margaret Thomp-

Ruth Stonehouse and Jack Feast.
Mulhall Preparing Cannibzilistic
The following morning, while working at Universal City,
she recalled she was due in the police court to answer the
summons and she started away to court wearing the boys'
clothes, so at the police station the otticer was waiting and
escorted her to the women's court, and there she created another sensation as the woman judge insisted she should go
to the other court. After additional explanations by Art
Flavin, her assistant director, "Her Honor" took the whole
matter as a joke and dismissed the actress.
The Signal Film Corporation has completed the ninth episode of their latest Helen Holmes serial, "A Lass of the
Lumberlands," and are practically finished with the tenth
installment. "The Gold Rush." Elaborate preparations have
been made for night lighting effects in the tenth episode
which it is said have never been duplicated in motion pictures. The story calls for a running fight on board a train
of flat and box cars between two gangs of men. The fight
takes place at night and in the melee one of the coal oil
torches with which the cars are lighted is overturned and the
flames spread to the entire train. The effect thus gained,
showing the train rushing through the black night like a
comet may well be im.agined.
It is the company's intention to leave again soon for El
Portal, where two episodes will be made in the snows. Following these, they are to double back to Los Angeles and
after a few days at the studio make a flying trip to Las Vegas,
Nevada, there to make a mining episode. That completed,
they are to return to the Yosemite valley to make the final
scenes of the serial.

CARELESS

Wedding of Cleo Morrow

and Cliff Smith in Tobango Canyon.
Salter had the role of

son was maid of honor, and Thelma
flower girl.

* * ♦

Ruth Stonehouse, who is starred in the Universal feature
production, "Constantinople by the Sixth," wore boys' clothes
during most of the making of the film play, and one morning
she came to the studios and forgot to bring the proper shoes
from her Hollywood home.

HANDLING

OF

FILM.

It's too easy to grow careless with scraps of film. We
are so made that when we prevent accidents lonir enough,
we begin to think that they prevent themselves. This must
have been the case with the employes at the Family theater
in Philadelphia, where an accident occurred that resulted in
the death of the proprietor. Cris Peterson. Another item in
this morning's m.ail brings to light another bit of hardly
excusable carelessness in the headquarters of a local operators union in Indianapolis, where a reel of film seems to
have been left behind the steam radiator and resulted in
considerable damage to property though not this time in
loss of life. We could cite other cases. Those who handle
film should write Safety First on their very hearts.

You can fool some of the exhibitors all the time, you
can fool all the exhibitors some of the time, but you cannot fool all the exhibitors all the time, even in Ncu' York.

Pcccmlur
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Selznick Companies Active

Essanay Plant Like a Beehive
Never Before
In Its History
Have
So Many
Companies
Worked Under the Expansive Roof — President George
K. Spoor Talks of His Numerous
Enterprises.
THi'- spacious Essaiuiy plant is as l»usy ilu-se days as a
veritable beehive. Never before in its history has the
big Argylc street structure housed so many companies
every one ci which, under its competent director, is working
with enthusiasm to break all former records and to carry
sttll higher tlie banner bearing; the Hssanay brand.
Georyc K. Spoor, Essanay s president, talked the other
day about the various great enterprises that now claim his
attention, as a boy might talk about his marbles. Thus liig
busmess, after occupying a man's mind for years, evidently
becomes commonplace, because it is an every day occurrence.
James Young — concerning whom it was stated he would
engage in the direction of the first Essanay picture in which
Max Linder will appear — began work. November 27, on the
production of the three great Cohan and Harris plays,
"Hawthorne. U. S. .\.," "ll)n Trial" and "Young .Xmerica."
The fine stage success of these plays promises a big repetition on the screen.
Ma.x Linder is now busJly at work on his first comedy,
entitled "Max Comes to .\merica." This will be in two
reels. Mr. Linder writes all his own scenarios, and is the
sole director of his comedies, in addition to playing the
principal roles. This is in accordance with his customary
practice heretofore. Three other Linder comedies have
been written, and both Mr. Spoor and Mr. Linder have consulted over their possibilities.
"The Truant Soul" was finished about 10 days ago, that is,
it was all ready for assembling and trimming, etc. This
photodrama has been adapted from the story, "The Mask,"
written by Victor Rosscreau, and is eight reels in length.
Henry H. Walthall and Mary Charleson appear in the principal roles, and the production is under the direction of Harry
Beaumont. Seven weeks were devoted to it, and, judging
from the three last reels seen by me at a private viewing last
week, it is a powerful subject, with an appeal that is positively thrilling.
Mr. Walthall has already taken up work on another fivereel feature, entitled "The Little Shoes," a sentimental photodrama. Miss Charleson will play opposite to Mr. Walthall,
and Director Beaumont will supervise the work.
Mr. Spoor also informed me that Harry Watson, Jr., of
"The Mishaps of Musty Suffer" fame, is busily engaged in
New York City in producing for Essanay a continuation of
his single-reel comedies, with Louis Myll as director.
The engagement of Clare Briggs. the famous cartoonist,
whose
comedy
series, "When
a Feller Needs
a Friend,"
fained him nation-wide reputation, is another big coup by
Ir. Spoor. The filmed series will be twenty-four in number, and will appear every second week in cartoon form.
Mr. Briggs is now working on the series, the first of which
will be released early in January, through General Film.
The scries. "Is Marriage Sacred?" in which the Essanay
Stock Company is engaged, is progressing well, Mr. Spoor
states. Four of these have already been finished, and after
viewing them, Mr. Spoor announces that he is very much
pleased with them.
"The Black Cat" series, adapted from stories which appeared in the publication of that name, is also working out
splendidly, Mr. Spoor declares. These are two reels in
length, and cannot fail to enthuse patrons of the General
Film Company's programs. Unusual interest has been taken
in these pictures by exhibitors in every section of the country. The first release will be made December 16.
Bryant Washburn and his supporting company have begun
the production of "Skinner's Dress Suit." Mr. Washburn
plays the lead, and the jsupport is able. The photoplay has
been adapted from the story of that name which recently
appeared in the Saturday Evening Post.
In concluding the interview, Mr. Spoor gave out that some
big surprises for the trade will be sprung by Essanay in
the near future.
J. S. McQ.
MANY WANT LINDER PICTURES.
Distributors from the four corners of the earth have
opened negotiations with George K. Spoor, president of
Essanay, for the rights to Max Linder^s comedies. Competition to get the films is strong, .\rrangemcnts arc under
way whereby the films produced by the noted European
comedian shall be shipped to Europe, .Asia, Australia, Africa
and South .\mcrica. Within but a short time from the
release of the first of Max's "barrels of fun" the entire world
will be laughing.
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Brenon Takes

One to Florida — Miss Young Goes to New
Orleans.
TWO
Selznick-l'iclures companies are at present out-oftown filming the exterior scenes of forthcoming productions. Tile Herbert Brenon company, engaged in
preparing its presentation of Florence Keed in "The Internal
Sin," an adaptation of Victor Hugo's famous drama "Lucretia Borgia," have gone to Florida. The entire company left
New York in a special car bound for St. Augustine. Mr.
Brenon expects to remain in Florida for nearly a month. St.
Augustine was selected as the i<lcal spot because of its
adaptability to the requirements of the story and because
of the fact that hundreds of extras can be obtained in Jacksonville, about an hour distant.
Miss Clara Kimball Young, Director Charles Giblyn and
the supporting company left for New Orleans shortly after
the Brenon company migrated South. The company is
engaged in filming the exteriors for Miss Young's third
Selznick-Picture, a motion picture adaptation of David Graham Phillipp's famous novel, "The Price She Paid." Director
Giblyn, who is familiar with tlic territory surrounding the
southern city, expects to complete the exteriors in about
three weeks. Albert Capellani, Director General, remained
in New York to superintend the final touches on his second
production, "The Foolish Virgin." Mr. Capellani is also
making his own adaptation of Eugene Walter's drama, "The
Easiest
Way."star to temporarily desert the New York studios
The third
was Miss Norma Talmadge, who has just completed her
work in the film adaptation of the drama "Panthea." 'The
star and her husband, Joseph M. Schenck, have taken a belated honeymoon trip to Los Angeles. Arriving at the Coast
city,
the
couple was
greeted
by the star's
motherin and
her
sister, Constance,
as well
as hundreds
of friends
the film
colony. The honeymooning couple will return East shortly
after
The the
onlyNewstarY'ear.
working at the studio at the present time is
Robert Warwick. L'nder the direction of Ralph W. Ince,
Mr. Warwick is well advanced on the film version of "The
Argyle Case," the detective drama by Harvey J. O'HiggiiTs,
Harriet Ford and William J. Burns. The services of Mr.
Burns, an internationally known detective, have been enlisted to supervise certain details of the production.

Roy Stuart
RO^'
is the.-Xrls
latest
leading
man to He
be has
addedbeen
to
the STU.KRT
Triangle-Fine
Stock
Company.
.specially engaged to play opposite Lillian Ciish, in place
of Keith Armour, who has been obliged to leave the coast
and return to his home in Chicago for an indefinite period,
because of the serious illness of his mother.
Before coming under the Triangle management, Stuart
played leading parts
with Lois Weber and
Phillips Smalley. Previous to that, he filled
important roles in American features, and
was also prominent in
the support of Ralph
Stuart and Max Figman. Physically he is
one of the largest
screen heroes to gain
attention, standing
some 6 feet 3 inches in
height and weighing
over 210 pounds.
Stuart is a native of
San Diego, California,
and unlike 99 out of a
lOO screen actors on the
coast, did not have to
travel far from home to
find the right field for
his talents. He is a
graduate of the University of California, and
a strenuous <ievotee of
the outdoor life. For
Roy Stuart.
several years he held
the championship of
the Pacific Coast for rowing
the single sculls.
The
first
Triangle feature in which Stuart will be seen will be the
Pine uled
Arts
production
of "A 31.
House Built Upon Sand," schedfor release
December
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Board of "White
Review Finds
Sentiment
Against
Subjects
Slave"
Against
Censorship in New EnglandNationaland
Will Refuse to Pass That Class of Picture.

Chairman Brenton of Board of Review Addresses Meetings in
Several Cities.
THE Chairman of the National Board of Reviews of Motion Pictures, Cranston Brenton, at the request of the
Mayor, Chamber of Commerce and the Federated
Women's Clubs, addressed a meeting in Providence, on Saturday, November 25, at Sayles Hall, Brown University, on
the subject of "Motion Pictures and Legal Regulation." On
the following Monday evening he spoke to eight hundred
men, at the Forum of the Boston City Club. At each place
he emphasized the National Board's opposition to all forms
of legalized, pre-publicity censorship and was able to convince his audiences that such censorship is contrary to our
American principles of freedom of speech and freedom of
expression. At the City Club, Mr. Brenton answered for an
hour questions from the floor in regard to every phase of
theatrical and motion picture regulation, and defended the
proposition that the public should be the only ultimate court
of appeals.
On Tuesday, November 28, at the request of the Chamber
of Commerce, Mr. Brenton addressed a board in Worcester,
Mass., newly formed for the purpose of censoring the motion
picture e-xhibition of that city. As a result of the meeting
the proposed plan to censor all films has been abandoned
_and the procedure which has met with the approval of the
public and of the motion picture industry in innumerable
other cities, has been adopted. The city of Worcester will
now receive, through its chief of police, the bulletins of the
National Board, will exclude from the city all films not
passed by the board, and will insist that its eliminations are
carried out, and will call on the Worcester Board of Censors
to view only such pictures as may possibly be objected to because of special local conditions.
RIALTO CHANGES EXHIBITION POLICY.
Manager Rothapfel Says He Prefers to Deal in the Open
Market.
THE feature picture at the Rialto Theater, New York, for
tile week of December 10, is the six-reel screen version
of Augustus Thomas' stage play, "The Witching Hour,"
produced by the Frohman .\musement Corporation. Ne.xt
week Clara Kimball Young in "The Foolish Virgin" will be
the attraction, and the following week the Vitagraph feature,
"The Girl Philippa," leads the program. "Blind Justice" and
"Arsine Lupin" are also future bookings.
Since its opening date last April the Rialto used Triangle
pictures exclusively, until the week of November 26, when
the Vitagraph
Enemy to the King," with E. H.
Sothcni
as the feature,
star, was"Anshown.
During an interview. Managing Director S. L. Rothapfel
of the Rialto stated that the theater had entered the open
booking field to stay. Mr. Rothapfel declined to give his
reasons for discontinuing the Triangle program, but said that
although he recognized the drawing power of Douglas Fairbanks and other Triangle stars, the number and quality of
feature pictures now in the open market made it possible to
present a program equal to the best. The manager drew attention to the success of the engagement of "The Witching
Hour," to support his position, and declared that -he felt positive the open market was the logical policy of any moving
picture theater that desired to offer a program of the highest
quality.
HORSLEY
ENGAGES
NEITZ, AUTHOR.
.•\lvin J. Neitz has been engaged as staff scenario writer
by David Horsley to write five reel dramatic stories to be
filmed by a new acting company which Mr. Horslev is putting to work at his Los .\ngeles studios.
Neitz is a scenario writer of much experience. He sold
his first scripts to the American Film Co. for its .American Beauty comedies, when that brand was first started.
In addition to his literary knowledge Neitz understands
the requirements of motion pictures through practical experience, for he has also served as a co-director and a director. In these capacities he was engaged at the Ince plant
for nearly three years and also at David Horsley studios.
THE
CORRECT
ADDRESS.
Persons writing to Lucille Lee Stewart or Huntley Gordon are advised that the correct address is Care of Ralph W.
Ince Producing Company, Bay Shore. New York. Last
month 179 letters, it is said, were delaved in delivery; they
were from exhibitors and fans, too.

Them

A

FTER considerable investigation of the subject of
"white slave" pictures the National Board of Review
has decided to refuse to pass pictures of that character.
The board made an extensive canvass of the motion picture
theater managers of the country and learned that a great
majority was against exhibiting "white slave" films. With
this adverse verdict from the exhibitor as a guide the National Board has sent to producers and directors a bulletin
worded as follows:
The National
Board takes this occasion to draw to your attention th©
following
:
From answers it has received to a query recently sent out to exhibitorsthroughout the country as to the attitude of their patrons toward
"white slave" films, (he National Board learns that almost without exception, exhibitors are convinced tJuit the great majority of their
patrols are entirely opposed to this type of picture.
This is conclusive evidence of a well-defined sentiment throughout
the country repudiating the so-called "white slave" film. Newspaper
clippings, letters and official communications constantly reaching the
National Board make this fact undeniable. Public opinion has crystallized upon this point. It demands that "White Slave" as a theme for
commercial exploitation on the motion picture screen he no longer used.
The National Board seeks to reflect public opinion.
Therefore, no picture hereafter will be passed by the National Board
which is concerned wholly with the commercialized theme of "White
Slavery," or which is so advertised as to give the impression that it Is
a lurid "White Slave" picture.
This bulletin is issued in a co-operative spirit. It does not apply to
strictly propaganda pictures produced obviously for social betterment
and exhibited in a way compatible with that purpose. The bulletin
seeks to acquaint producers and directors with public opinion on one
hand, and the danger to their interest and prestige if they continue to
affront it, and to acquaint them, on the other, with the position which
the National Board as an interpreter of public sentiment feels called
upon to take.

To Raise Fund for Paralysis Victims
Theatrical

and Motion
Picture Interests
Will Hold
a Big
Benefit at the Astor, December 17.
UNDER
the direction of a committee of the theatrical
and motion picture interests, a benefit will be held at
the Astor theater on Sunday evening, December 17, the
proceeds of which will be donated for the after care of infantile paralysis cases. An auction sale of boxes will be held at
the theater on Tuesday morning, December 12. at 11 o'clock.
Haven Emerson, M. D., is the chairman of the committee;
Lewis J. Selznick, treasurer, and Louis T. Rogers, secretary.
The secretary may be addressed at 218 West 42d street. New
York. A fund of a quarter of a million dollars could be expended in caring for the unfortunate victims of the scourge
of last summer.
HESSER PUBLICITY BUREAU.
.\fter two years of success in Canada, during which it
has grown to be the foremost concern of its kind in the
Dominion, the Hesser Publicity Bureau has enlarged its
field, and opened New York offices at 1128-1129 Aeolian
Hall, where Capt. Edwin Bower Hesser, the managing
director, will make his headquarters. The main office of
the bureau is in Montreal, with branches in Toronto,
Winnipeg and Vancouver. In Canada, they have handled
the publicity and exploitation of Metro Pictures since their
entry into that field, and recently have broken all records
for serials with "The Crimson Sjtain Mystery." The Canadian business will be continued as heretofore, under assistant directors.
A department of foreign advertising is also maintained
for the making up of film ad copy in French, Russian,
Italian and Spanish. Foreign publicity campaigns can thus
be handled directly from New York, which should be extremely valuable to American manufacturers seeking export
markets. Canadian exploitation of big film features is
another branch of the Hesser business.
FLORA

FINCH

HAS

OWN

COMPANY.

Flora Finch, long time Vitagraph comi^dJenne. who appeared in many of the successful comedy productions made
by that company, has signed a contract to appear in productions to be made by the Flora Finch Comedy Company, just
formed. M. M. Feely is president of the new company,
Louis T. Rogers is treasurer and general manager and W.
R. Wilkcrson is secretary. A comedv director has been engaged and a good supporting company of players will be
selected as required. Production will be started in a few
days.
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Raver Comes Back
Announces the Birth of Apollo
Pictures
With
Himself as
President — To Release Through Art Dramas.
Ai'*_>LI.(_» riiturcs. Inc. Harry i\. KaviT. prcsidt-nt. is the
title of the newest producing organization to afliliatc
with Art Dramas. Apollo Pictures, Inc., has been
guictly perfecting its organization for some time and it was
only recently Harry K. Raver permitted any announcement
to be made, "'riie trade is not interested in rumors or indefinite statements," said Mr. Raver, "and I was determined
not to say anything about my new company until sulVicient
headway had been made to warrant a statement of facts.
However, now that ample studio facilities anil a splendid producing staff have been arranged for and work on our first
production has actually begun, those exhibitors who arc contemplating the use of features released under the banner
of .-Vrt Dramas should know something definite about ApollQ
Pictures.
"One five-reel production will be issued each month. A
popular picture star will head the cast of each of these. Much
effort will be concentrated on the stories used in .\pollo
Pictures, in fact there is no limit to the amount we will pay
for top-notch material, for I consider the story the foundation upon which a picture is built and that foundation cannot therefore prove weak or we cannot hope to succeed.
'The God of Little Children' is the title of the first .Apollo
production. .Mma Hanlon is the star. Harry Chandlec wrote
the story. Richard Ridgley will direct the picture, .\uthor,
director and star are too well known to both exhibitor and
the public to warrant lengthy comment.
"Miss Hanlon will be supported by an evenly balanced
cast of well known players and the staging of 'The God of
Littleproperties.
Children' demands
many
elaborate
costlyHowever,
settings
and
January 18
is the
date of and
release.
a preliminary showing will be made one week previous, to
which the metropolitan members of the trade will be invited."

Alice Neice
ALICE NEICE, who is the leading woman of the Dudley
Motion Picture Company, and who is shortly to be
seen as the star of "Humanizing Mr. Winsby," has had
a very interesting career. .\s a child she went to-.Maska with
her father, who was a prominent mining man, and spent most
of her young girlhood there. She was possessed of unusual
musical talent and was sent to Berlin to cultivate her voice.
After several years, she
returned to .America
and appeared in various parts of the country in concert work.
"The call of the
frozen North was too
strong," says Miss
Neice, "and
I finally
decided
to return
to
Alaska, where my parents were living. -After a time there, I met
a prominent theatrical
man who induced me to
try the motion pictures.
Like most girls who
have appeared before
the camera, I liked the
work very much and
have kept at it ever
since."
Miss Neice has played leading roles with
Lubin, Selig, Universal
and in Vogue comedies
and has been identified
Alice Neice.
with the Dudley Motion
Picture Company for
the past year. In "Humanizing Mr. VVinshy." Miss Neice
plays the part of a very determined Irish girl who refuses to
stand in awe of Mr. Winsby, of whom everyone else is terribly afraid. This picture will be released in the near future
by L'nity.
O'DONNELL LEAVES SHERMAN-ELLIOTT.
E. J. 0"Donncll. who for some time jiast has been publicity
manacer for the Sherman-Elliott Company in their exploitation of the State rights for "The Crisis," has resigned to
enter new fields of endeavor. ••■■,,-
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" The Masque of Life" Revamped

Reissue
of Foreign
Made
Pive-Rcel
Melodrama
in Greatly
Improved Form Released Through Rogson Film Co.
THEnow five-reel
photonielodrama,
"The and
Masque
of Life,"
the property
of Marcus Loew,
a new
versionit
re-cdileil by James McKay, is ready for release through
the Rogson Film Company. This foreign made picture, with
its scenes from circus life, contains one of the most sensational "thrills" ever devised. All the incidents surrounding
the stealing of the royal infant by the baboon and the rescue
of the child from the top of the high smokestack, are carried out in a way that keeps the spectator on the edge of his
seat. The other novel scenes are well done.
The story of the circus girl and the monarch who gives up
a throne for her sake, although somewhat overdrawn to
.American eyes, touches a human note, and one notable example, at least, is to be found in the history of the house of
the Hapsburgs of -Austria.
The new version is a decided improvement over the one
first shown in this country, and has been supplied with excellent subtitles.

Mary Maclvor
WHEN
Hart's onlatest
Western program
"thriller"some
by J.
G.
HawksW.is S.
released
the Triangle
time
next month, it will introduce an entirely new leading
woman to the screen in the person of Mary Maclvor.
During his successful career as a Triangle star. Hart has
had numerous leading women, incluilinc Clara Williams,
Enid Markey, Hessie
Love, Margery Wilson, Nona Thomas
and .Alma Reubens, but
advices from the coast,
A'here the Hawks
drama is now being
filmed, soy that the
initial work of Miss
Maclvor is such as to
assure her of many
important roles in future.
Mary Maclvor belongs to that class of
screen actresses who
are rapidly climbing
to the top despite an
almost total lack of
experience in the
spoken dents
drama.
Stuof dramatics
some

time ago declared that the screen
would evolve its own
favorites of the future, and that day
seems to have arrived.
Miss Maclvor is one
more
example to
Mary Maclvor.
prove
the
prophecy
was well grounded. -Natural talents aurl a determination to
get on in the motion picture field tell the whole story in her
case.
She was born in Barnesville, Ohio, in 1899, but owing to
delicate health never attended school. With her mother,
who acted as her tutor, she traveled extensively throughout
(he country and thus acquired an education that has equipped
her for a career. Nearly a year ago Thomas H. Ince granted
her application for an engagement, but not until this month
lias her patience been rewarded with a leading part.
Miss Maclvor is of medium height, with a glowing color,
due to years of out-of-door life, and clear blue eyes. She has
i-'ohlen hair which curls readily.
""I think I am the luckiest girl in the pictures to be able to
make my debut under the direction of Mr. Hart," she declares.
ROGERS

IN

BIG

DEAL

WITH

SELZNICK.

Louis T. Rogers has closed a contract with Lewis J. Selzrick hy the terms of which he is to handle the Selznick productions for New York City and State for a period of five
years. To handle this business the Rogson Company has
opened offices in New York and Buffalo, the latter beinc at
1£ Swan street and in charge of A. I. Shapiro. The Rogson
Company
territory.

will also handle "The Masque of Life" in the same
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Fox Publicity Campaign
An

Elaborate

System

Is

Planned
for the De Luxe
Productions.
publicity
FOX has assembled an unusual
WILLIAM
staff for the nation-wide campaign of "A Daughter
of the Gods." Each large city is to be treated as
an individual unit, with a veteran showman in charge, assisted by hustlers in the literary and outdoor advertising
departments. This refers not to Mr. Fox's existing system
of picture exchanges in the various cities, but to the entirely
separate organizations he is rapidly building up to take care
of the Annette Kellermann spectacle and other de luxe attractions which will be played by him in first-class theaters.
Boston
will New
be in England
the charge
of E. \'.areGiroux.
associates in the
campaign
Joseph His
di Pesa,
James Decker and John Luce, and the opening will take place
at a Tremont street playhouse soon after the first of the
year.
Ben Stern is to manage the
the author of "Help Wanted,"
"Jim" Decker volplaning into
make billboard contracts. The

Chicago run, with Jack Lait,
to look after the press and
town from time to time to
interesting Chicago premier

takes place at the Studebaker on New Year's day.
Louis Stern is the "elder statesman" entrusted with Louisville and St. Louis. Mr. Stern and his helpers will open up
the play in the Mary .Anderson theater of the Kentuckymetropolis during the closing hours of 1916. A short run in
Louisville will be preparatory to an extended engagement at
the Shubert theater, St. Louis, beginning the third week in
January.
The Detroit company will start at the Washington theater
there on Christmas week with Edwin B. Tilton in charge.
Victor Harmon will pilot ".A Daughter of the Gods" at the
Belasco theater, Washington. D. C., and Will O. Wheeler
will be the helmsman at the Wieting opera house, Syracuse,
both engagements opening the week before Christmas. Mr.
Fox has also provided one company to play the week and
half-week stands of New York State and another for Pennsylvania, following up the signal success of the spectacle in
the Lyric theater. New York; the Chestnut street opera
house, Philadelphia, and the Pitt theater, Pittsburgh. George
Roberts and Harry Leavitt, respectively, will be connected
with these State companies.
San Francisco and Los .\ngeles will be handled just like
the big Eastern units. The first appointment made is that
of "Colonel" Ned Holmes, who goes to the Coast to prepare
and manage the run at the Savoy theater, San Francisco.
As fast as time is secured other agents, managers and companies are being sent out and other large-city units established until utimately forty organizations will have been
formed.
The clever, artistically minded John Zanft is Mr. Fox's
trusted right bower in the work of staging the spectacle.
The big job of bookings is capably handled by Charles .A.
Miller. Randolph Lewis gets up national publicity schemes
and stuff to road agents. W. C. Thompson attends to the
New York daily newspaper work, and Henry MacMahon.
the general press representative, supplies material to the
literary periodicals. At the head of the several organizations is "CVinfield R. Sheehan. Mr. Fox's general manager.
This system illustrates the great changes that have been
brought about by the comparatively recent entry of pictures
into the so-called "legitimate" field. Each department of thi
work is highly specialized. Multiple man-power is used t.
solve big problems. As a result of the noval methods, "A
Daughter of the Gods," and other Fox de luxe attractions
will be brought before the .\merican public in a quarter of
the time that would have been required for traveling companies to tour the "two-dollar" houses in the olden days.
J[OE FISHER
DOWN
WITH
TYPHOID.
Joe Fisher of Cape Town. South .Africa, who for several
months has been in New York on an important business
iiiission, is in St. Luke's Hospital, 113th street and Amsterdam avenue, fighting typhoid fever. Aher five weeks' separation from the film boys Mr. Fisher is anxious to see his
friends. A wide circle of these will be sorry to hear of his
illness and glad to learn he is on the road to recovery.
FRED CHURCH UNDERGOES OPERATION.
Taken suddenly ill with an acute attack of appendicitis a
few days ago, Fred Church, one of the leading actors of Director Lynn Reynolds' Universal Company, was rushed to the
hospital where an immediate operation was performed. The
actor rallied well from the shock and the effects of the anaesthetic, but it will be about six weeks before he will be back
at work at the film capital.
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Mixed Identifies
EDWARD
E.ARL, vice-president and treasurer of the
Nicholas Power Company, and Edward Earle, the motion picture favorite, both of whom are very prominent
in their diversified work in connection with the motion picture
art, while very close
friends indeed,; are not
relatives. There are
a great many people,
however, who are of
the opinion that
they are one and the
same person. and
many humorous and
sometimes unu s u a I
complications arise
through m.isdirection
of mail to these gentlemen. Mr. Earl has
often received telephone calls complimenting him on the
excellent work on the
screen of Mr. Earle,
and the latter has
often been called on
the 'phone regarding
large business matters which were of interest only to Mr.
Earl.
For the benefit of
their friends, w e
would suggest that
mail for Edward
Earl, the captain of
Edward Earl of the Nicholas
industry, be sent to
Power Co.
90 Gold street, NewYork
City, and that
of Edward Earle. the star, be sent to the Screen Club of New
York City. 117 West 45th street.
Edward Earl has never appeared on the screen and is not
likely to, but Edward Earle has recently been appearing in
Metro pictures in support of Viola Dana
Just whatnectionhis
conwill benext
as leading m.an has not yet
been determined, as we
understand he has several propositions under
consideration. Previous
to his last Metro connection, his work with
the Edison company
will be readily recalled
by many admirers.
Mr. Earle, the screen
star, was born in Toronto, Canada, and began his stage career
with the Valentine
Stock Company in
comedy.
His first NewYork appearance
was
with Henrietta Crossman followed by enBertha G a 1 1 a gagements
n d, withMary
Mannering, Jas. T.
Powers, De Wolfe
Hopper
anda member
others.
He
also was
of the Augustine Daly
Edward Earle, Actor.
Musical Company. In
addition to his screen connection already noted, he has appeared in Famous Players and Pathe productions. His work
before the camera reflects his many years of experience and is
particularly noticeable for the absence of over-acting in all
parts which he undertakes.

BEATTY

GOES

TO

McCLURES.

Jerome Beatty. former Director of Publicity for the Thanhouser Film Corporation, has resigned to join McClure
Pictures. George T. Bindbeutel. formerly editor of "Motor
Print," succeeds at New- Rochelle.
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Conducted by EPES WINTHROP
Taking a Dare.
BEFORE
tho Stlltman
thcalor, Ckvelnnd.
opened.
C. L. Madden,
wbo handles the advertising /or the house for Fuller & Smith,
wroto Jubilant l7 that the companies
supply Infc his bills were
colnjc to Rlvo him "all the help possible " We sent him a typewritten
horae-lauRh
and he soon found that It was all too true.
From
a
recent letter we clip this extract:
The vt-ry distinguished Mr.
was In our vlllago
yesterday.
Also he apparently
failed to leave for me some
photos solemnly promised.
Will you toll me whylnell
the producers hesitate about investing seventy cents' worth
of photos in a town thai they're trying to take $50,000 out of?
I daro you to. There seems to be a conspiracy among 'em to
see that anybody who tries to put any enthusiasm Into exhibitors' advertising mevts a wall of bone. Co-operation?
Sure. Write blm a lettt^r and toil him we're for him strong:
no. never mind the questions he asks: photos? photos t Did
I understand you to say PHOTOS ? . . . Certainly NOT.
He might be making a collection. But ask him to write a
story for our house organ.
The answer Is we cannot. The name of the agent and the attraction
is deleted because
it Is unfair to single out one offender from the
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SARGENT

on photOKraphH. This particular company gets a high rental price
on a long term contract well hedged with protecting clauses, but
there Is no clause to the oftect that a certain number of photographs
will be provided, and yet the company really could afford to give
Ave dollars' worth of photographs to a live wire advertising man
wbo would get them In the papers as Mr. Madden would have done.
Conditions have Improved wonderfully of late. We have spoken of
Paramount's change of heart and the efficient Bluebird publicity, but
the photographs aro still a sore point with most alert house men.
Photographs cost money — from Qvo to ten cents apiece for proccsa
stuff — and most assuredly there are managers who like to decorate their
offices and their dens with them, but it ia u business proposition,
none tho less, and photographs should be provided even if it seems
reasonably certain that a proportion of these will be stolen. The rest
will be worth the cost of the entire lot. With some companies It Is
impossible even to buy a sufficient supply. Will tho press beads
please take notice? Meantime, answering Mr. Maddens question,
there are two reasons. One Is the big Iross" lack of knowledge of
theatricals and the other is the little boss' ditto.
And speaking of the Stlllman, here Is the advertising for Mary
Pickford for Sunday. The reproduction is a panel slightly less than
six by ten with a half-Inch white margin. Less than a quarter of tho
space Is given Miss Pickford. The rest goes to the music and to tho
details of performance. Mr. Madden knows that the announcement
of the Qrst Artcraft will make people want to come, so he takes
the -remainder of the space in telling when to come.
It is a pretty

THEATRE
TODAT

A.VD

Al-L VTF.ZK

Mary
Pickford
in "Less Than The Dust"
Tt' chiraiig A^d «dreMuroQ3 roniAnce of &
IjtiJ* EagLiih vkaUwaj ia lB<l)«~»dopt^ by a
■voMJ-m&irr 4sd nued ksonc the Iow.«mi« oAtivca
u ece of xktts.
This la th« firat film nude hy Mim Pickford at
lit bead of b«r own produemir coiDpany-the bigfMt liung the bu jtt attcspt«<1. Th» cut u ihoroufbly eap^L«. asd the production rUboratp It u
u «ztrMriliau7 ptctsrv-plty. utd we off«r It u inch.

Special Musical

white advertisement for a Sunday, but It Is kept to itself and so It
stands out and Is better than a lot of black type tailing a few unnecessary facts. The program shows as a prelude to the production the
lines by Lawrence Hope set to music by Amy Woodford-Flnden. and
the full lyric Is printed on the program to scr\e as the keynote to
the play.
And also notice the weekly Stlllman post-card. This is a double
card, pages 5 9/lG by 3 5/16. The edges are nicked In opposite directions and by a single movement the slots arc engaged, sealing the
card without a paper clip or gummed slip. This Is a device Invented
by Mr. Madden, who offers it to others. It not only does away with
the paper clip, but It Is easier to handle and It docs not cause tha
postman to curse when he has many of these In a package of letters.
The paper clip so greatly Increases the bulk of one point that It Is
bothersome to handle tho bundle. The silt card does not. In case
the sill does not come up In the engraving, the effect Is practically a
V-.sbapcd cut. but one arm of the V is on one edge and the second
on tho other. It supplies a perfect lock. In the right-hand card the
slit has been enlarged,
by cutting, for emphasis.

Setting

Dulf ib-l ^lii

Mr. Blanchard Joins In.

MARY PICKFORD
"Less than the Dustr
^
many.
They
more helpful

_<,idie)
all aro In much
than others witb

the same
box.
press staff, but

Some
companies
they most all go

are
shy

J. M. Blanchard. father of Orpheum Dill and manager of the Orpheum, Chaml>ersburg. Pa.. Joins the procession for sobriety of adjective. His copy is a single-column story In a double-column space,
with the trade-mark cuts and the house name. It is worth the space
It takes up.
Read It and use it. then live up to it:
When we siK-ak of a picture in our advertisement as having
many thrills we do not wish to carry the idea that we have
a cheap mcto-drama of the paper-covered class, but a picture
high
live-wlro people, and^ always
that appeals to red-blooded,
ss.
cla
„

Are you acquainted with the Triangle and the Paramount
pictures, plays with the real stars, by real authors, pictures
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symbolize, and are representatives of every day individuals In
our social life. Their faces are as familiar as their cleancut personalites. Practically every home in Chambersburg has
a member, who can mention . twenty Paramount or Triangle
favorites, or who Itnow the titles of plays in which have appeared certain stars.
Because the Orpheum does not follow the common practice
of advertising all plays as Great, the DONT MISS IT style, regardless of the quality and because each play Is studied and
hooked for its worth, and if found not up to the high standard
of the house, this play is paid for but another picture Is booked
to take its place.
We are here for your business and we expect to get it. We
expect to make our theater so popular that you i\i3t can't help
but attend, not once in a while, but several nights each week.
We can only do this with good sound business principles and
good pictures. A business built up on artificial channels would
soon crumble, but a business built up on the best in the market
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will not trouble to enter the contest, so the results are not to be
judged by the replies alone. Scores of persons solve the puzzles in
magazines using them without ever trying for the prizes, and it is
the same with this sort of contest. Someone should be scolded for
announcing "Harry Myers and Rosemary Theby in Col. Heezaliar Gets
Married." Probably it was the printer who transposed an "In" and

Small Effect Scenes.
"and."
Gordon F. (100%) Fullerton, Advertising Manager of the Liberty.
Seattle, sends in a photograph of a stage effect designed by himself
and Manager J. G. von Herberg for "Old Polks at Home," though the
scheme itself is not limited to any one picture but is valuable in the
extreme as a means of getting scenic and lighting effects without the
almost prohibitive expense of full stage settings to be used only for a
day or a week.
A glance at the cut shows two framed openings, similar
an

and offering the public a little more than their money's worth
can live and will live to welcome the respect of every fairminded person in this city. Come and see Anita King In
"The Race" Friday, and if you say you have not been well
entertained just tell Sally you want your money back and
you will get it and no questions asked.
It is a healthful sign when stuff like this replaces the old-fashioned
Junk that becomes so much a matter of course that "greatest ever"
Is faint praise. Text like this, followed out, makes business brisk
with people who can afford the best and are willing to pay for It.
And in these days of the kid matinee it Is worth remembering that Mr.
Blanchard was among the first, if not the very first, to have a matinee
bill for the kiddies and a different night program for their elders.
This was three or four years ago, in Sunbury ; so long ago that perhaps Mr. Blanchard has forgotten it himself, but we recall that he
brought back a fairy play for a Saturday matinee, giving the regular
booking at night.

Number One.
The Denver office of the Kleine-Edlson-Selig-Essanay service was the
first to register with the Billle Burke Baby stuff. It got out a special
mailing card urging the Exhibitor to "Help us celebrate the coming of
Little Bill — only he's a girl. Doc says so. But help us celebrate anyway." And as a last line, "Ask the wife who has had one. Note.
Billle Burke has inaugurated many styles and fads. We're strong for
this one." We have already pointed out that Miss Burke-Mrs. Ziegfeld
was doing all she could to help boom Gloria's Romance, but we think
that Denver is whooping it up Just a little bit too strong.

Booming Silas.
L. W. Carroll of the Lyric, Lancaster, N. H., recently had Silas Marner,
and he worked it in a clean-cut fashion for all it was worth.
He writes:
Under separate cover I am mailing you a copy of the Coos
County Democrat with marked copy on pages 1, 4 and 5, and I
wish to explain a word in regard to the manner of explaining this
picture.
First I mailed every teacher a complimentary ticket (two if
married) and wrote a personal letter telling of the merits of the
picture and quoting from the Woman's Home Companion's list
of better lilm. Then I prevailed upon the Superintendent to
speak about it from the stage when the whole school assembled,
laying special stress on the coupons for the matinee, as I
wished to get rid of the little ones before evening, so that they
would not disturb the older people. This was rollowed by a
stock herald mailed into each home, and then the paper came
out with the ad. I mentioned that a special music score from
G. Schirmer was being used, and many came to me after the
performance and wished to purchase a score if possible.
Our matinee and evening performances were both well attended
and the teachers and press were loud in their praise. A picture
of this kind is a good ad.
Incidentally I might add that the book "Silas Marner" is
read In the third year English, and this fact added greatly.
His advertisement was a double-column, slightly more than half a page
long. The lower half was divided between two coupon tickets. The
first of these was a ticket admitting any child In the grade schools tor
five cents if the parent countersigned the ticket (adding the address).
The second coupon was for the high school pupils and admitted for
fifteen cents instead of the twenty-five cents regularly charged adults.
Two stories and a local paragraph were also run In the same issue.
This subject was particularly useful because it was part of the school
studies, but interest can be roused in any similar adaptation provided
that the adaptor has not taken too many liberties with the text, as Is
too often the case. Mr. Carroll, however, does not say what he did with
the public library. There is always a chance here, as well. But he
did the rest In a thorough fashion and cleaned up nicely.

Another "Contest."
Film Forecast, the Rowland & Clark general house program, has a
new contest, or more properly an adaptation of the Mary Anderson,
Louisville, scheme. Five quotations are given. These may be located
■omewhere in the issue, either In the advertising or film announcements. The first five earnest readers to place the quotations get ticketbook prizes. This form of scheme is most practical In a fairly large
program such as the Pittsburgh company publishes. It ensures the
reading of the entire Issue by a majority of persons, many of whom

to the boxes continued Into the proscenium. These are used for miniature stage sets. "Old Folks at Home," for example, suggested the farm.
While the organ played "Home Sweet Home" the left hand box waB
lighted to show the farm homestead in the glow of sunset, which
quickly deepened into night. The windows were lighted up and one
by one the stars twinkled out and the crescent moon was revealed.
Then a red light was gradually brought up on the right hand box,
showing the interior of the living room in the glow from the fire as
seen through the old-fashioned eight-paned sashes. As the air drew to
a close the title was thrown upon the curtain and this rose on the
author's title. To be a little more in keeping, the film was cut to permit a scene of the interior to first show on the screen preserving the
continuity. Few managers are able to afford the elaborate stage settings occasionally described, but any fairly large house can make good
use of these miniature stages to get the spectator into the properly
receptive mood. It might be added that scrim curtains are used to
gain atmosphere, but these were removed before the photograph was
made that the details might show clearly. It is not very expensive to
Install a small lighting system with dimmers, and the device may be
used regularly or. with better results, reserved for the special features.
In lighting it is well to remember that blue and amher bulbs should be
used with the white to get the best straight lighting with rows of red
and amber separately wired to get the sunset glow and blue for moonlight. And Mr. Fullerton knows how to write lines. Take for Instance "A western Keystone comedy — all thrills, spills and giggle
filled."
Anyone would want to see a film of that sort.

Church

Stuff.

The Motion Picture Exhibition Company, of Newark, N. J., Bends tn
a leaflet sent to the pastors of churches suggesting a series of programs for church entertainments, laying out the program for general
entertainment for church clubs, Sunday night subjects and Sunday
school stuff. One thing to be noted In all their advertising, and they
do much of It, Is their adoption of the proper tone In their work.
They do not dash off wild hurrah stuff, hut adapt their style to their
prospective patrons and offer arguments that will appeal to ministers
rather than to showmen. With such a wide field In churches and
schools, to say nothing of the kid matinees, it Is little short of
amazing
that so few have entered
this field as yet.

All Red.
The Princess, Clarksville, Texas, issues a four-page program, red
on white. It Is a bit gaudy in its looks, but it is audible. It would
be possible to get a better layout after a chat with the printer. He
breaks the program by setting the days in larger type that he does
most of the titles, and In this way he detracts from the display. He
should use rule to break with, set the day and date In ten point and
take the space gained for a larger letter for titles or, better still, for
white space. The proof reading Is poorly done. With the fans so expert on names and titles, It hurts the bouse to announce Ralph
Killard. Read proof on the proposition that the printer Is not supposed to be an expert on names, and that you are there to guard
against his errors.
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Special for Drunks.
H. Im HunlUoD, of tbc Oriu. Uarbortou, Oblo. baa a now ooc, a« the
preM ellpplns •hows :
BArbortoo. Oci IV— Mayor J. W. lilahop and Chief of Police
Kbjr will bi'giD tbvir crusado on drunks early Saturday luonilnR,
and ev«ry drunk picked up od the Btrin-t will be tukcu to tho
city prlaoD. where bo will rvuialn for tho day and iiiudu utti-nd
the public brotherhood
worablp
Sunday
morolni;
at the Gem
tbeator.
The cbl«f'> and mayor's plan has U.>«n widely ndvcrtlaed all over tbe country,
paper* In Coluuibua curryInK
tbo
•lory Thursday,
whero
Ctty Solicitor Hay MurloD
picked up
a copy.
Kev. C. H. Holcomb, tho Sunday school toactier at tbu
brolberbocd aerTlce. will score the prisoners, who will occupy
the Ar*t two rows lo tbe tbeator.
If business keeps up as It bus
b««a eTery day tbls week, two doien will bo tbo ovoragc attendance for Sunday's servlcx>.
Tbe bouse Is given free of all expense.
It Is a novel Idea, but we
aru not wholly certain that It Is a good one.
There may be loo large a
patronage of inebrlutcs. and some of tbeeo may have families to take
odensa at tbe publicity given tbe bead of tbe bouao.
Much depends
upon lb* temper of tbe town, but It Is somotblng to be bandied with care.
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nod a repeat of "Alice In Wonderland." In addition there Is a onereel comedy and some travel stuff, but this last Is not made tbe
feature. They talk of tbe entertaining value of the program and not
their Instructlvencas.

A Double.
Tbo Queen and Majestic, Wilmington. Del., ask for comment on their
program. Ten thousand are put out, of which 3,000 are divided botwocn tbe bouses and tbe rest mailed or otherwise dlstrlbutod. Tbe
Issue la a four-page program,
of wblcb
tho center pagcH are shown

M A .J E STIC

T II K Q r E E N
MM m\ !<• 141

Mention.

It will be Joyous. Brother RlcbardBon. to see a whole page in tbe
Majestic Monthly, the organ of tbo Majestic, Columbus. O., given to
tbe three operators. This la In keeping with tbe policy of making
all of the bouse statr known to tho patrons In one of tbe beat monthly
programs gotten out. And It winds up with tbe statement that "Tbe
operating room Is pleasantly located, half in the open, so that In
summer and tn winter It is a light and cheerful place to work."
The last Issue Is fully up to Its predecessors as a program of personality and personalities. It gives more real reading than the average,
and It is partly about tbe bouse and it^ people. There Is a whole page
each Issue on *'The House and Its Policies," and a page advertisement
of some pocketbooks found and uncalled for, though some of them
contain ftioney. Cash must be easy In Columbus. It has no clip stuff
this month, but It Is always readable.

Another Anniversary.
The Parkway theater. Baltimore, Is past Its tlrst year. The anniversary was marked with a tasty program in blue on white wltb a
cut In brown attached. Inside there Is a tactful appreciation and
promtso of even better to come, tho progratn for tbo week and full
house Information. It Is all tn excellent taste. Most of the work of
tbU house Is above the average and we are sorry that we have seen so
little of It lately. We wish they would put us on tbe permanent
mailing list.

Vale.
V-L-S-B Pals and the Clansman have been discontinued. We shall
miss both. These two exchange sheets were Invaluable to their readers
and cannot be replaced by a more general organ. L. J. Scott remains
with tbo Kansas City branch, but Tom North has left Seattle and we
feci a sense of personal loss In bis going. The last we beard of him
was via Aeroplane mall from Chicago, and as he sent no address will
he please accept this as our reply of appreciation of bis thoughtfulness.
Mr. Scott sends In the story of his campaign In Kansas City with
Edith Storey. Tbo Post is about as easy to break into as a national
bank, but they thought they could use a story, and a photograph was
snapped showing her at a machine in the Post office typing the story.
Then they took her on a round of tbe big st(ft-es where she posed In
bats and cloaks. Tbe stores paid tbe Post for putting in the pictures
(some of them quarter pages), and tbe thing worked from every angle.
Then Miss Storey appeared In two episodes of "Tbe Scarlet Runner"
and tbey slapped a banner on a red car and used that to shoot her
around town, there was a halt at the screen club and In two days
Ulss Storey appeared twenty-flve times in twenty of tbe fifty-four
picture houses in town. It made four pages of publicity In papers that
grudge stickfulls. It was real press work all the way through wltb
nothing oTerlooked.

A Newcomer.
Oliver Gill, of tbe Erie, Hugo, Okla.. eays he is a newcomer to the
department, but that he is an old reader and has Picture Theater
Advertising. He sends in two pieces of advertising, a throwaway and
a card. The former Is 10 by 15 inches and looks more like a wall
poster than a throwaway. It is well laid out and the printing Is better than usual, a strong black that dries down glossy. It is a good
plan, even In a "today" to add the date In smaller type, but apart
from this we like tbe layout. The card shows tbe same clean make-up
and good selection of type faces. Eotb pieces feature the music, one
announcement being that tbe organist will feature tbe Indian music
that forms an appropriate accompaniment to the picture, and that tbls
alone will be worth the price of admission. A line that Is much better
than saying that the organ cost $50,000. No one will believe the latter
statement. Many will be Interested In tbe Indian music. Music is an
aseet If it Is good, and can be made a talking point.

A Children's Theater.

Saturday mornings the Strand. Providence, R. I., Is known as The
Children's Theater, and a series of matinees are given at ten In the
morning on the lines that were originated, we believe, by the Majestic,
Columbus, Oblo. Each performance Is a benefit for some welfare organization. Tbe first performance was for the benefit of tbe summer
camp of the Boy Scouts and the bill, very appropriately, was "The
Bugle Call." Other features listed are "Poor Little Pepplna," "Little
Mary Sunshine." "L«t Katie Do It," "Roblnsoe Crusoe," "Still Waters"

here. The front and back pages carry cuts, one for each house. In
addition tbe back page carries a small paragraph of bouse talk, the
issue to hand bearing upon oleanllnesg. It Is not a long ar^ment.
hut a seven-line announcement with a punch to it. We like this form
of program; in fact, we have said so before, but we think that the
printer can do better for bis share. Take tbe first announcement, for
example. The copy Is all right, but the composition Is not. No one
who cares needs be told that Shakespeare wrote Romeo and Juliet, nor
Is It necessary to emphasize the "Immortal." It would be better to
drop to an eight-point "Shakespeare" and a six-point "Immortal" and
cut Harry HiUiard a couple of points to gain height for the name of
MIsa Bara, for tbe play and Miss Dara are tbe two things that will
make for business. In the next box that "one day only" If set In
Italic would have made the name of Ml&s Glaum more prominent without detracting from the "one day" line. Over on the Majestic side
there was room for a larger W. S. Hart, and Hart, rather than the
play, would be tbe attractor here. It Is always well to keep In touch
with tbe foreman of tbe printing office and let him mark the type to
get the proper display. Explain to him that tbe play and the star,
unless otherwise noted, are more important to tbe box office than tbe
name of tbe maker or author. Ask him to see that these are given
the greatest possible display and he'll take an Interest in It. Otherwise he'll merely turn out a good looking job and let It go at that. We
think that the days of the week and tbe date could go In a slightly
smaller type without hurt. Apart from this tbe program la well
handled.

Saves Paper.

The Censor theater. Albion, Mich., Is lo line wltb the anti-envelope
movement.
They
simply
leave one page of their eight-page
folder
blank, use that for tbe address and seal with a bit of pas&eportout
paper, which Is cheaper and better than the paper clip. With eneconomy. velopes costing what they do, the self-contained program Is a real

Mark Em.
Contributors who send In newspapers will gain our love It they will
mark the Items to which they desire to attract atteotloo.
It saves a
lot of time.

A

NEW

HELP

FOR

MANAGERS

Picture Theatre Advertising
■lEPES WINTHBOP SABQENT (CulKlM tl tlvettUlii Iw EiblblWi li Iki Mnlii Piclire WirMj

^

TEXT BOOK AND A HAN'D BOOK, a compendium and a guide.
It tells all about advertising, about type and type-setting, printing and paper, bow to run a bouse program, bow to frame your
newspaper adverUsemenu., how to write form letters, posters or
throwawaye. how to make your house an advertisement, how to
get matinee business, special schemes for hot weather and rainy
days. AH practical because it haa helped others. It will help
you.
By nuiil, postpaid, S'J.OO. Order from nearest office.

Moving Picture World,
Schiller Building
Chicago. III.

17 Madison Ave.,

New York

Haas Building
Lo6 Angeles. Cal'
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will offer a. whole plot next week or next year. There is alway^
danger in doing too much literary bookkeeping of this sort, but somal
form of record is almost essential until you can train your mind tol
preserve
ideas and present them
Vkhen want'^d.

Skill.
Conducted by EPES WINTHROP

SARGENT

INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this
department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should b€
addressed to this department. Questions should be stated
clearly and should be typewritten or written with pen and
Ink. Under no circumstances will manuscripts or synopses
be criticised, whether or not a fee is sent therefor,
A list of companies will be sent if the request is made to
the paper direct and not to this department, and a return
■tamped envelope is inclosed.
Script Risks.
MORE

than a year has passed since we received the last complaint of mutilated scripts, and a new kick just to hand without foundation in reason, but perhaps others feel about it as this

■writer does.
One of his exhibits is a manila envelope, the front of which has been
torn apart and sealed together with official stickers. A rubber stamp
explains that the mutilation was caused by the cancelling machine. The
author seems to think the company to blame, though clearly they delivered the script to the post office in good order. All large offices
now postmark and cancel the stamps by machine. The feeds are
gauged to the ordinary envelope. When a five ounce script comes along,
if the paper clip is on the address side, there is liable to be a rip. It
cannot
be avoided.
Another exhibit shows a script marked by the paper clip, not alone
at the margin, but in the center of the sheet where the fold comes. Here,
too, the cancelling machine probably is to blame for the embossing, but
any script will show such marks after a few trips.
A third envelope was insecurely gummed and forms the basis for
another complaint. There is evidence that the flap was moistoned, but
not sufficiently to soften the gum.
None of these troubles can be blamed upon the companies returning the script. It is a part of the gamble the author takes and the
script that shows only ordinary wear from handling and yet must oe
recopied for further submission, is a regular overhead charge on all
authors. Most authors have learned that by now and stand the loss because they know they must. If a company deliberately maltreats a
script there is ground for complaint, hut you must expect some wear
and tear and be prepared to meet it.

Just a Dream.
This morning a crazy person suggested that there should be established by the picture makers a central bureau for the reading of all
scripts and the instruction of authors. He had to be crazy to think
of a scheme like that. What is wanted is a license bureau. All authors
should be made to apply to the bureau for a permit to submit scripts.
They should send ten plots with their application. If passed they
should be given a permit good for one year. If they failed to pass
they should be permitted to make application at intervals of twelve
months until they did pass. Those given yearly licenses should have
them renewed unless they had meantime become pests to the editors.
That is a crazy dream, too. but until submissions are limited to those
who really can write, the real writers will suffer for the sins of the
boobs who flood the offices with junk and discourage the editors. The
greatest handicap the competent but unknown author has to face is not
his lack o fname. but the moral effect on the editor of tho boob stuff.
He cannot help but feel that nothing good can come out of such a mess
of rot and he reads unbelievingly even the good.

The Reason.
Someone wants to know why we have let up on the school schemes.
We have let up for the same reason that no one kicks the dying man.
The good old days have gone and while a few still hang on, their pickings are comparatively small. The great mass of the public has been
warned and only those who would be swindled anyway fall for the
garish promises of the schools.

A Patch Book.
If you cannot think of full ideas, think of parts of one, and If you
can think an idea and a half, save the half. Most authors keep a
plot book of some sort, but keep a patch book, too. When ideas come
slowly and in fragments, save those fragments. Perhaps you think of
a piece of business. Write it down on a slip of paper. Perhaps it if
nothing more than '•They have lunch under the trees." This does not
look very promising, but in the course of time you will get such a.
collection of stiiff that you can make nearly en entire plot from what
you take from the book, just as a patchwork quilt Is made from
scraps. Then you can do what they cannot do for the quilt; you can
make
It into a smooth
story.
It is better if you can learn to think of stories as a whole, but this
will help you to reach that point, and even after you do think entlr«
plots you will often find that tho idea that suggests
nothing
today

With the exception of the first year following the sudden demand for 1
scripts, there has never been a time when so little good work is being \
done on scripts. It is all well enough to talk about the great advance 1
made in the pictures, but it is not true.
Some few persons assuredly
have made great strides, but the rank and file have dropped behind.
There are fewer people able to write a really competent script at the
present moment than there were three or four years ago.
This statement is not qualified by any "in proportion," or similar saving clause.
Numerically there are not as many competent photoplay writers working
to-day as there were in 1912.
It is very true that the requirements of
to-day are greater than the technical demands of three years ago, but
the good writers of those days could be the good writers of to-day had
they kept pace with the profession.
The synopsis only is responsible for a large part of the trouble. For
the past three years there has been a growing tendency to insist upon
the studio developed script. But there is also the fact that real writers
will not do the increased work for the synopsis price, and so the trick
of writing good continuities is becoming a lost art. But understand
that by good continuity we mean a story so planned, scene by scene, as
to tell the story in the clearest and most dramatic fashion. Good continuity writing does not consist in trick work. It gets Its effect from
the story and not from the camera. It is no uncommon thing to-day
to see a story wholly spoiled through the immoderate use of cut-backs,
the abuse of fades, an over supply of closeups and the rest. It would
be almost a novelty— and a pleasant one — to see a story produced with
an idea of telling the story most plainly and with the greatest clearness.
It is not being done these days. Many readers will doubtless recall the
astonishment with which the six-foot line was first received. Back in
1909 the so-called French stage was most often used. Edison, Biograph.
Pathe, Vitagraph and the rest not only showed the players' feet but the
foreground as well. Then came the Griflath Biographs with the figures so
large that the top of the head and the players' knees were cut off. It
was a novelty and attracted, and the French stage was almost a novelty
again when adopted by the Famous Players. To a large extent the cutback has replaced the need for six-foot line, but all it has given us hai
been a succession of crowded small stages in one set. It has not, in a
majority of cases, put the close up where it belongs — as a means of
additional emphasis.
It is going to pay some of the writers of to-day to study the old
methods, for the public is sickening of effects as substitutes for story,
and we must presently come to a return to old methods tempered by
the good aspects of the later discoveries.

Perhaps Not You.
Speaking of her recent return to photoplay work, following a vacation
on other matters, a correspondent suggested that her failure to keep In
touch with the market had rendered her plays less available. This is
true in part. Those who sold three or four years ago and dropped the
work for other occupation find it difficult to get back into touch with
the changes and advancements of story writing, but there Is another
side to the matter. In the past year the market has materially changed
and few companies are really buying much. It may be that it is the
small demand rather than lack of merit that prevents immediate sales,
so cheer up — and watch for the change that is bound to come. Meanwhile, it is well to remember that unless you keep in touch with your
work, no matter what the line of your endeavor, you will get out of
fashion, and perhaps have no little trouble in finding yourself again.
If for any reason you stop writing photoplays for three months or more,
you must, to some extent, learn over again. You must get' the "feel" of
the thing again if you would find success.

See the Back Page.
Turn to the back page and look at the Power Cameragraph advertisement. Somewhere in the copy you will find the slogan "Sixteen
years of knowing how." It sells a lot of projection machines. It ■will
sell scripts, too. Know how, even if editors do tell you they will supply the technique.

The THIRD

Edition of

Technique of the Photoplay
IS NOW
READY
This is virtually a new book under the old title.
More than double the text and with an arrangement
especially adapting it for the student. The most
complete book ever written on the subject of scenario
or photoplay construction.
By Mail, Postpaid
Three Dollars
AddreBa
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Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON
Manufacturers' Notice.

T IS an established rule ot this dfpurtnu-nt that no apparatus or
other goods will bo endorsed or recommended editorially until the
excellence of such artieles has been demonstrated to Us editor.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass o( matter awaiting publication it Is impossible to
reply through the department in less than two or three weeks. In
order to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps, (less
than actual cost) will receive carbon copy of the department reply.
by mall, without delay. Special replies by mail which cannot be
replied to In the department, one dollar.
Both the first and second set of questions are now ready and printed
In neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-six in number.
Either booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps.
to the editor, or both for 40 cenu. Cannot use Canadian stamps'
Ever)' live, progreslvo operator should get a copy of these questions.
Tou may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a
lot of study.

Brooklyn Operators

Notice.

At midnight. December 14th. there will be a meeting of all moving
picture machioe operators of the surrounding territory at St. Louis
Hall. 443 Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn. N. Y.
This meeting Is held by Local Union 30G and admission thereto can
only be gained by those holding a New York license card. All licensed
operators, either union or non-union, are cordially invited to attend.
Non-union operators will not Incur any obligation by attending, though
It Is hoped we may be able to convince you of the advisability of
Joining with your fellows in organization In order to properly protect
your interests.
Local Union 30! asks you to attend and this department and its editor
advises you to do so. The editor will himself be there and address
you.
There will also be other thoroughly competent epeakers.

Notice to Unions and

Examining Boards.

During the past >t;»rs a great many requests have come to the editor
asking him to 8et forth a lli^t of questions for examination. This has
been an Impractical thing to do, for reasons which have been repeatedly
explained.
I now. however, make this offer. During my tour of the country next
spring I will be glad to. wherever time permits, appear before either
ofllclal or union examining twards, and examine either a genuine candidate or one of the examiners himself. In order to show what, in
my opinion, an examination ought to consist of, and the way fn which
It should be given.
I cannot promise to do this In all cities, because in some cases where
the distances to be traveled are long I might not have the time, but
where time and physical and mental strength will permit, I will be
very glad to accommodate In this respect.

Question No. 168.
Suppose you trere on the road atul in a smalt town found
youraelf u:ith only 50 ampere /u«e trirc. and no other fuses
available. The wires from the switchl/oard to your Tnachinc
are found to be .Vo. 10. through which you arc only allowed
to pull 25 amperes. What practical iiyiy is there of taking care
of such a tituMionf In other words, the real question is,
Uow oan you reduce the carrying capacity of fuse wire by,
say, one half, and do it icith a rctisonablc detjrcc of accuracy?

RoU of Honor on Question No. 158.
The Roll of Honor on Question No. 158 consists of C. B. Linstruth,
Carthage, N. Y. ; F. N. Irvln. Texas; M. M. Moon, Sherman, Texas;
P. F. Bell, Palestine. Texas ; V. M. Kldd. Victoria. B. C.
Brother Linstruth has sent In what seems to bo the best answer to
question 158.

Reply to Question No. 158.
By C. E. Linstruth, Carthago. N. Y.
The Question :
How
What slope should the balcony and the gallery floor have?
would you determine It?
The Answer :
The slope of gallery and balcony
Is a very dhncult proposition
to

gauK"'. Howiver the principal object in view Is to make every seat a
"real one," not have too many objectionable steps, but still secure
maximum capacity. The slope should depend on the depth of the
house, the height of and size of screen ; also available depth of balcony
and gallery. The longer the house and the higher the screen the less
the slop in balcony, and vice versa. In making slope for balcony,
care should be taken not to have a better arrangement than on the
ground floor, since the public would soon learn of it, and the higher
priced seats would suffer ; also the house around the corner, which
offered a better ground floor, would profit materially.
If the auditorium had a slope of I foot in S or 10, I would slope the
balcony and gallery alike, and about 1 foot in Si. These measurements
I believe to be in proportion, and would do nicely in a deep house.
However in a house of but little depth the slope must be more abrupt.
In this case I should build the floor in balcony and gallery stairfashion, with not greater than a 6-inch step. Greater than a 6-Inch
step is rather trying for grandma and grandpa.

An Outrage.
Enclosed find clipping from Metro feature "The Wheel of the
Law." The same was shipped to me directly from their exchange at Dallas. Texas. There were sixty punch marks in four
reels of film, the attached sample being amputated from one
of the reels. I am at a loss to find words which will express
my opinion of such work. The only reason to which I can
attribute the presence of such an incompetent in an operating
room is that he has not physical strength sufficient to manipulate a number two shovel. All the reels ended in a short scene
following a sub-title, and these scenes were unusually easy to
remember. I shall trust to your good judgment and well-known
ability to give bim all Chat is coming to hira. I am the proud
possessor of the Handbook, second and third editiOBs, as well
as Hawkins' Electrical Guide. Also I certainly have some boss,
being allowed to purchase such supplies as are needed without
a kick, and to use my own judgment as to speed of projection,
and as I am a projection flend, or rather a fiend on good projection, and a constant reader of the department, you can guess
there are not many overspeeded films. If you use this kindly
do not mention any names, as it might cause a considerable
amount of unpleasantness. Please accept my best wishes for
the department and kindest personal regards.
This particularly outrageous example caused me to take some other
almost equally bad ones up and personally interview Mr. Atkinson,
general manager ot the Metro. I placed the matter of the necessity for
a change-over sign before him very forrlbly, and there was not much
chance for Manager Atkinson to sidestep tbe issue while he looked at
that chewed up film. He promised me faithfully that he would take tbe
matter up with his studio people and see what could be done with
regard to the change-over sign. I suggested the same sign the Universal agreed to adopt some time ago, but, so far as I know, have not
done It.
As to the operator who would deliberately commit this sort of outrage, why I could not give him what is "coming to him." because the
language of the country would break down under the strain. To say
he ought to be kicked out of the operating room and out of tbe moving
picture industry as well. Is putting it mildly. I think the only really
adequate punishment would be a revival of the old ducking stool. That
and a public horse whipping seems to be the only things which would
fill the bill in a case of this kind. The sample I had was about 8 feet
long. If an equal amount was punched up In each of the other five
reels that would be 40 feet of film ruined, which, at 10 cents per foot.
would be $4.00 damage done by this particular meal ticket "operator."
It does' seem that even the most confirmed bonebead in the business
would have too much sense of decency to go to such an extreme. Of
course,- I freely grant that the manufacturer ought to incorporate a
change-over sign, but his failure so to do does not constitute an excuse
for the utter ruining of 40 feet of film in a single feature. The damage
this Ignoramus did may have been perpetrated from a motive ot spite
against the exchange, but If so, it falls of lt£ purpose, because It Is not
the exchange that Is going to suffer so much as the next man. and tho
next man. and the next man. and so on. who Is to run those films and
have sixty punch marks slapped In the face of his audience. In other
words, this Ingrowing Idiot has deliberately Injured the work of every
other operator who must run those films ; also he has deliberately
Injured the show of every other manager who must run those films.
and In so doing has les-sened tbe enJo>'ment of many thousands of people
who will look at the films he has punched up.
/( srcms to me that cxchary^es arc at fault in not tracing these matters
out. finding out icAo is the guilty man, and meting out to the theater
adequate punishment.
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Double Shutter.
Mr. C. H. Brlndle, Souris, Manitoba, Canada, sends In drawings and
pattern of a revolving shutter, tbe same being a double sbutter,one-hal(
of which revolves In one direction, being attached to a hollow spindle,
and In the center Is a second spindle carrying the otber half of the
shutter, can be set at tbe dissolving point of tbe light ray. He asks
for comments on this plan.
This particular scheme has been known for a long time, and Is
covered by letters patent held by the Bell-Howell Company, Chicago.
The Motlograph Inside double cone shutter Is an adaptation of this particular scheme, which is valuable where the E. F. of tbe objective lens
Is so short or so long that tbe dissolving point of tbe light ray cannot
be reached by the shutter. In all cases, however, where the revolving
shutter can be set at the dissolving point of the light ray (see Fig. 63a,
page 145, third edition of tbe Handbook, also text matter on page 146)
it has no appreciable value — in fact no value at all. For Inside shutters,
of course, there Is an advantage In this form of shutter, but the trouble
lies in the fact that in order to obtain this advantage tbe adjustment
of the shutter must be so very delioale that It Is a difficult thing for the
operator to keep it In proper adjustment and avoid travel ghost.

Appreciation.

From Local Union No. 171. Pittsburgh, Pa., comes tbe following letter
which speaks for Itself. It Is a sample of many similar letters In
our files. This letter comes from a large union in a large city. I
recommend It to the careful consideration of locals who are considering the proposition of arranging for the lecture nest winter.
Moving Picture World, 17 Madison Avenue, New York City,
N. Y. Gentlemen : We, the Moving Picture Operators' Local
Union 171 of Pittsburgh. Pa., wish to thank you for sending
Brother F. H. Richardson here to lecture on Projection, but
cannot find words to express our gratitude.
Brother Richardson did a world of good in Pittsburgh, and
we think is one of the greatest benefactors we operators have
particularly in securing a better understanding between the
manager and the operator ; also in the uplift of the industry
and for better Projection.
We again thank you. as well as Brother Richardson, and
hope that we may have tbe pleasure of bis presence again.
With best wishes to the World and its editors, we remain.
Very truly and fraternally yours,
J. P. Dean, secretary.
Ralph Freeman, president.

From Nebraska.
T. C, Shipley. Lincoln. Neb., says :
Of late there has been a great deal of argument set forth inthe projection department concerning the minimum age at
which a person should be granted the privilege of operating
projection machine apparatus. I read the replies to Question
148 witli much interest, particularly as the question is stated
In such a way that the logical conclusion is the editor was
thinking of fire hazard alone when he brought up the question
of age limit. I now wish to set forth an argument In favor
of a license being granted to those, and only those who can
successfully pass a proper examination given by an "efficient"
and practical examining board, regardless of the fact that the
applicant may be under 21 years of age.
First: I object to the 21 year age limit because It is not consistent. I believe a man. say, for example. IS years of age,
may be far more proficient in the operation of projection machine apparatus than the older man. He Is just as well able
to acquire technical knowledge as the older man. He may be
as level minded as the older man ; yes. even more so. and he
has as much right to be considered as the older man. For
example : I know of an IS-year-old operator in a small town
who is doing some of the best work, under poor conditions, I
have seen for some time. He is a High School graduate and
has an excellent technical knowledge of projection, as well as
a long term of practical experience. He is as cool-headed aa
the average operator, and I am sure he could pass an examination which many of tbe older men would stumble over.
However this young fellow cannot join the union; he cannot
get a better job with better conditions ; he cannot work with
older men, and he he has no voice whatever, simply because
his age acts as a discrimination against him, regardless of his
superior ability.
Now, on tbe other hand, take the older man. In a nearby
city (of course there are none In Lincoln), I know of a
self-satisfied individual who calls himself an operator. He
has ascreen
good results
Job, notdo through
proficiency,
His
not come
anywhere but
nearthrough
those "pull.**
of the
younger man. He has no technical knowledge, cares nothing
for the artistry of his profession; will not listen to superior
counsel, and above all has no desire whatever to progress.
Yet this man, an operator by courtesy. Is preferred as against
the young, ambitious fellow who can and would deliver the
goods because of his future, simply because be is the older
man. And it must be admitted this Is no Isolated, rare Instance.
Second : The holder of a license would be a capable man,
for the object of the movement would not be to license a class
of operators merely because of age, but to place the operating
rooms of the country In the hands of men who by honest force
of merit are best able to handle the work. It must be admitted the "merit man" is the only logical conclusion, even
If we disregard the age proposition. To realize this we need
only reflect that at the present time the really "big" and high
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positions are held by the fellows who are conscientious, and are practically and technically trained.
Third : An efficient examination would determine accurately
a man's capability, for no man could pass this examination If
he were not proficient. Good men would be influenced to enter
the operating business, because an honest competition would
be established, and no preference could be shown. Furthermore those desiring such positions and possessing the required
merit would be admitted without prejudice under this system.
Therefore, since the object of my plan is efficiency, and to
place the operating rooms In the hands of really efficient men.
I contend with all sincerity that license to operate projection
machine apparatus should be granted only to men of known
ability and merit, regardless of whether or not they hav*
attained a certain, definite age. and that the quallflcatlons bt
that the applicant must pass successfully an examination
designed to be a genuine test of ability.
After considerable hesitation I have concluded not to make any
extended comment on this matter at this time, but to Invite our
readers to set forth their views. I am afraid Brother Shipley will
find there will be those who will punch quite some few holes In nIs
argument, and for the present I will just sit back and be the umplr*
in tbe matter of the hole punching.

Jacksonville Defended.

F. N. Irvln. Lutkin, Texas, says :
I would like to speak a word In behalf of the Jacksonville,
Texas, man. see October 14th Issue. The operator who proceeded me in my present position told me the service out of
the Jacksonville house used to be rotten, but I get two features and one weekly from there each week and have absolutely no kick to offer. If all operators would work together
as Friend Mullens does with me there would be a better feeling,
and we would all give better service and make our work truly
one of art, as it should be. He even puts a note in all the
cans telling me the exact condition of each and every one
of the films, and when he tells me it is O. K. I find It not necessary to inspect it. I am not personally acquainted with
Brother Mullens, but intend to be some day before long, as It
la only sixty miles from here to Jacksonville, and I believe
it pays to know men of his type. He is really and truly a
man In every sense of the word, and I believe the impression
left by the Nacogdoches man should be removed. I feel, however, that Nacogdoches was mistaken, for I do not think that
any one would deliberately do such a thing with malice aforethought, and I for one would like to hear from him on this
subject. And now another thing, and that Is "fading in." particularly with regard to the item from Galveston, Texas, In
October 7th Issue. I agree with you as to its not helping in
the first show, and that some universal sign ought to be Incorporated in the negative itself. But in the absence of a better
method tbe one he uses is fine, and in this connection let me
say that that "terrible operator" at Jacksonville. Texas, is sending me his key-sheet, so that I get the effect on the first show
— thanks to him. Referring to Friend Martin's note In October
21st issue. I agree. I too wish you would draw up more questions, as I have received a very large amount of benefit from
those which have already come, and I certainly would hate to
see them stop.
How about it. Old Top?
With regard to the questions, I shall probably keep them up until I
leave on the big trip, but while away on the road they will, I think,
be abandoned. It will keep me jumping sideways to lecture every
night, travel by day and keep up with the work of the department, as
well as write a lot of stuff with regard to the trip each day. I guess
Mr. Mullens of Jacksonville may be considered as having been fully
vindicated. It seems that instead of being a stem-winding son-of-agun he is really a pretty good scout, and a careful, painstaking operator. May his tribe increase.

Hard Spots in Carbons.
The question has often been asked : "W^by is there a diminution In
the illumination when the arc strikes a hard spot In the carbon?"
It will perhaps be of considerable general Interest to have this
apparently difiicult, but really very simple point answered somewhat
in detail, and I will therefore proceed to do It.
The intrinsic brilliancy of the crater of the electric arc is. according to Elondel (Page 564, "Optic Projection," by Simon Henry and
Henry Phelps Gage) about 130 candle-power per square millimeter for
cored carbons, regardless of tbe amount of current used. This is
equivalent to about 84,000 candle power per square inch of crater
for cored carbons, "Optic Projection," page 564 says; "The increase
in candle-power of the arc caused by an Increase In current Is due.
not to an increase in the brightness of the crater, but to an increase
in AItsmoment's
area."
thought will convince even the most skeptical operator
that this is an even and exact statement of fact, because It Is Just
plain, ordinary common sense, when we come to reason the matter
and in the light of known facts. The temperature of the crater of
an electric arc cannot, in the very nature of things, be appreciably
higher than tbe temperature necessary to volatilize carbon. The temperature of the positive crater has been estimated at 3427 degrees
centigrade, which is equivalent to 6200 degrees Fahrenheit. Incidentally the temperature of the sun Is estimated at 6477 degrees centigrade, that of acetylene at 2057 degrees centigrade and that of the
gas flame at 1057 degrees centigrade.
Now having once reached the
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polDt of Tolatllliatloa you cadooI so appreciably hlghor: cunwrsely
wbcD the trmperature orcca»ary to volatllliatloQ la not roachetl tbe
locaDdc«cent of the crater will not bo so bigb. and tbnt U the aoawar
to tbe queatloD asked.
Hard ipots In carbon aro apota wblcb resist tbe temporature neo««*
aary to rolatlUie tho orlglaal matter contained in ttao body of tba
cartmn. It do<« not volatlllio readily, thtrroforo tbo temperature of tbo
crat«r !• lowrred.
The total Illumination given off by tbe crater of an electric aro will
b« approximately (cored carbons) 130 candlfr-power multiplied by tha
Dumt>er of square mllllmi-trr^ contained In tbo carbon.
There are very many Much things as this which form an Interesting
study, and aside from betas Interesting their study tends to strengthen
tbe student's mentality, broaden bts field of vision and make htm
In every way a better and more oSlclent workman, even though the
knowledge may have, on the surface of tblngn. no Immediate bearing
upon his practical work.

The Aperture Lens.
Ralph \V. Martin, Los Angeles. Cnl., contributes the following :
In the drawing an aperture lens la shown, which consists
merely of a single uncorrected meniscus lens, placed about
H-ln. In front of tbe aperture, and used to connection with tbe
regular form of objective. The aperture lens Is fixed immovable
In tbe position shown, and operates mainly In two ways.
First, it concentrates tho entire light beam, thus causing all
the light to pass through tho objective. Second. It converts tho
picture on the film at the aperture into a virtual Image
located very close to tho aperture. This virtual Image Is of
great Importance, and Is discussed as follows ; It has been
determined that the virtual Image, as formed by tbe design
of aperture lens shown, has a field which is curved, with its
concave side toward the screen. Xow it is also known that
the type of objective shown will, when working under regular
conditions without an aperture tens, produce a field at the
screen which Is curved, with Its convex side toward tho screen.
It is therefore very evident that with the object (virtual
Image) curved an opiwelte direction to the Image which tbe
objective normally forms, the two curvatures must tend to
counterbalance and produce a fiat field at the screen; also it
Is quite apparent that since this correction to a fiat screen
Image is made by means outside the objective, most probably
no astigmatism would be incurred by this method. The obtaining of a flat anastlgmatlc field at the screen is much
bo desired, and is In direct line with modem tendencies, but
at present it can only bo secured by the use of very high
priced anastigmat objectives, and If tbe aperture lens would
secure practically tbe same results, its groat comparative cheapness demands at least seriously considering the present claims.
The amount of curvature of field at the virtual image can be
varied within wide limits by altering the shape of the meniscus
lens without changing Its focus, so that there Is ample means
(or properly making the correction just mentioned. The
aperture lens Is not corrected within itself for any of the ordinary aberrations, because Its position so close to the object
(aperture) prevents these aberrations from being produced to
any extent. In this connection It occupies the same relative position (optically) as the eyepiece of an opera glass, which Is
always a single, uncorrected lens.
Now considering the relation between the action of tbe
aperture lens and the objective; The aperture lens merely
converts the Lim picture Into a virtual Image oi fixed size and
position, which now becomes subtitutcd In every respect in
place of the real film picture. There Is no confusion whatever
t>etween the actions of tho objective and aperture lens. The
former works the same as it always did. except that tbe virtual
Image is a little larger than tbe real aperture, and this new
meanaurement must be used In computing the working E. F. of
the objective.
Tbe design of aperture lens here shown would produce satisfactory result with objective working at E.F.'s of 6 Inches or
under, and would place tbe dissolving point of tbe beam sufficiently far ahead of tbe objective ; but If the required E.P.
t>ecomes much longer the ideal shutter position would become
located within tbe lens barrel, and this condition will require
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the use of an operturo lenii of longer focus to advance tbe
shutter position, and will also require a larger diameter objective to intercept tbe entire beam.
Again,
an Increased
dldtanco
from
condensers
to aperture
would hflp secure tbo two latter conditions,
without altering
tbo action of the aperture lena.
I would respectfully refer tbo foregoing to our readers — particularly
Brothers
Solar and Qrlfnths.
Personally,
I don't protend to be able
to follow this particular matter through with any degree of certainty.
I don't, however, nee that the mere fact of. the ray passing through
a meniscus lens before entering tho objt-ctive would have any tendency
to produce a flat field at the screen.
Maybe I am wrong, but nevertbelefs I cannot see It.

From Chicago.
Morris H. Thacker, Chicago. III., aska :
(A) At what heat does film Ignite?
(B) What Is focal length
and bow is It determined?
(C) What is tbe objective focus?
(D) What Is equivalent focus?
(E) How
Is the size of the
picture figured?
For Instance: equivalent focus 2 Inches, distance screen to film 30 foet, size of picture 10.1 x 13.7.
(F) How
wide is a film?
(O) How do you flgure resistance In wire?
For instance, copper wire : length 1(X> feet, size No. 8, voltage
110. amperes 5.
(H) What
Is an Inductor?
(I) What Is a
rotary converter?
(J) Draw a circuit showing where voltmeter
should bo located.
(K) What la a voltmeter?
(L) What la
tho width of film?
Evidently these questions are not asked by an operator.
If answers
in detail are wanted I would
suggest the purchase and study of the
Handbook.
However.
I am going to answer tbe questions briefly, because of whence they come.
(A) Don't know. Have never experimented. Don't know that* It
makes any particular difference to the operator. It is well known that
the concentrated rays of any projection arc used In theatrical work will
ignite the film In Just about two ordinary shakes and a shiver — in other
words, in from 2 to 5 seconds, according to amperage. (B) There are
a good many different kinds of focal lengths, but presumably what you
mean Is the distance from the lens at which It will focus parallel rays
of light. It is determined by focusing the light and measuring tbe
distance from a point of focus to the optical center of the lens. (C)
Never heard of It. unless you mean the focus of the objective lens. If
so, the objective lens has two different kinds of focus, tIi. : the equlTa*
lent focus, and back focus. (D) It would take too much space to explain this Intelligently. See Handbook. (E) To find the width of picture a lens of given E. F. will produce multiply the throw. In feet, by
tbe precise width of the aperture In fractions of an inch and divide tbe
result by the width of the picture in feet. The result will be tho E. F.
of the I'equlred lens, as near as it can be figured. If you want to know
the size picture a lens of given E. F. will project, then multiply tb«
width of the aperture. In Inches, or fractions of an Inch, by the projection distance less the equivalent focus, and divide that product by the
equivalent focus of the lens. The result will be the width of the picture
the lens will produce, as nearly as it can be figured. (F) Measure It.
(G) In figuring resistance In wire neither the voltage or amperage has
anything to do with the matter. The rule Is as follows: Multiply the
length of the wire by the mill foot standard of resistance for tbe material the wire Is made of, which In tbe case of copper Is 10.5, and
divide that product by Its area In circular mills. In measuring the
resistance of a circuit it is, however, customary to follow the above
rule, but double the mill foot standard. The same result is, however,
arrived at by doubling tbe length of the wire, there being two "legs"
in a circuit. For the example, you quote the resistance would be
(100 X 10.5) divided by 16.510, the latter being the area of a No. 8 wire
In circular mills. This matter la explained In detail, pagt^ 4^ to 45 iacluslve, of the Handbook. The result in tho example cited would, of
course, be a very smalt fraction of an ohm. (H) Trade name for a
low voltage transformer. ( I ) A device for reducing the voltage of
direct current by means of a revolving armature and fleld poles. (J)
Not necessary. Can be located anywhere on the circuit, though its
reading might be different at dilTerent points on the circuit under some
conditions. (K) An instrument for measuring voltage or electro motive
force. (L) Chicago seems to be very anxious about the width of the
film. For Heaven sake, man, measure It! You can get a small piece ot
film at any exchange. To relieve your very evident anxiety on this
point, however, the width of film is 1% Inches.
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Nice Work.
Tbp accompanying photograph is a map of the countenance and its
supporting base of John J. Crowe, assistant manager Garrick tneater.
San Francisco, Cal., who has sent in for inspection 22 hand-made
slides, which are. by long odds, the
most beautiful specimens of that kind
of slide making this particular editor
has ever looked at. It would be impossible to reproduce these slides in
any adequate way, because of the
fact that in most instances a part of
the exceUent work is carried by the
back-ground itself, and in such manner that it would not show in a reproduction. However, this is not the
case with all of them, and I am
showing you four of the slides in
miniature, though they are by no
manner of means the best. You will,
however, observe the more than ordinary excellence of the lettering, which
is done on white or clear glass, the
foundation apparently being bon ami
or some similar composition.
Brother Crowe says he learned
to make these slides while emwhat

ployed by one ol San Francisco's largest picture houses, though in
capacity he does not set forth.
Certainly the work, as i said
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in the first place, overtops anything of the kind we have looked at.
and that is saying considerable, because this department has examined some very fine specimens of hand-made slides during the
past years.
You will observe that one of the slides seems to be printed in either
Palestine French or the stuff they fry potatoes in, I don't know which.

Difficult Problem.
Ever since visiting the Maritime Provinces I have been thinking
over the situation from the organization point of view, and it seems to
present a reasonably diflBcult problem, in so far as the operator be
concerned.
Aside from Halifax and St. John there are no towns employing sufficient men to form a local. Moncton has three, four or maybe five operators— certainly not more — and that is the only town, outside of
Halifax and St. John, in which there are even that number.
There is no manner of question, however, but there should be some
form of organization to which all the men can belong, and I am inclined to think the only practical method would be to form two locals,
or perhaps three, viz. : one in Halifax, to which all Nova Scotia men
can belong, and one in St. John, and one in Moncton, in which event
all the men in southern New Brunswick can belong in the St. John
local, and all in northern New Brunswick in Moncton. Of course
there is Fredericton, but as I understand it there are only three or
four operators In that city.
Let It be understood that this is merely a rough — a very rough — idea.
The point is that the greater number of operators are scattered, one or
two In a town, and if they are to reap the benefits of organization some
ylan of this kind will unquestionably have to be adopted. Just how
the business of .-^uch a local would be conducted I cannot say, but
aome scheme might possibly be evolved which would fit the conditions
at least reasonably well.
I would welcome discussion of this matter !n the department, by
Maritime Provinces operators. You men are better acquainted with the
local situation and possibilities than I can possibly be. This article
is by no means intended as an attempt to butt into your affairs, JUt
merely to start discussion as to the best way the peculiar situation
can be handled to best advantage.
I understand the Exhibitors' Organization has been perfected, and I
am glad of it. I hope it will prosper and become a power for the
good of the industry
In that territory.
1 also believe the operators
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should try and perfect some method tor building up an organization,
because the benefits of organization are many, and, rightly handled,
the detriments none.
After writing the above I referred it to one of the leading operators
of the Maritime Provinces, asking him to look it over and make such
comment as he thought proper. I now have his reply. It is decidedly
interesting.
He says :
Your article entitled "Difficult Problem" is very fitting indeed,
and the solving of the problem in question will, I think, be a
task of extreme diflSculty. Attempts to organize the Maritime
Provinces operators were made as far back as 190'.). In that
year I was in Halifax when an organizer came from Boston to
talk the question over. I have forgotten just what the result
was, other than he did not succeed in forming an organization.
Again in 1911, and I think in 1913, the men of St. John talked
over the matter of organizing the operators and stage hands.
We went so far as to wire International President Shay, who
just at that time was in Montreal in connection with a strike.
No reply was received, however,
and we let the matter drop.
There are. all told, about eighty operators in the Maritime
Provinces, Of this number eight work in St. John and the same
number in Halifax. The rest of the men are scattered throughout the territory in the smaller towns, of which about six have
as many as three or four operators working. Now with the men
thus scattered, and the distances between by no means short,
the man wishing to attend a meeting would have to, in addition
to his dues, pay railway fare and perhaps lose a day or two
from work ; also he would be obliged to pay his expenses while
going to and from, and while at the meeting, therefore you see
it would be absurd to expect out of town men to attend meetings, and you know when members cannot attend the meetings
they soon lose interest.
In addition to all this the present system of licensing is very
bad. particularly in New Brunswick. In a number of instances
men who know practically nothing about projection have been
given license to operate. In fact, I don't believe a single application for license has thus far been turned down, and since
"birds of a feather flock together," where such conditions exist,
other conditions are also found, such as small salaries and
lack of study on the part of operators, with its natural sequence
of poor projection.
Now, Brother Richardson, until these conditions change, which
I sincerely hope and trust they will before very long, you can
readily see how useless it would be to attempt to organize a
body of men, keep them interested enough to pay the necessary
dues, and, most important of all, study their profession, I
believe that at least the majority of the men would consider it
as a mere throwing away of money to join a union unless they
could be assured that their salary would be doubled in say
thirty days, after they became members. Of course if they
could be convinced that their salaries could be largely increased
if they would study and improve their knowledge o£ projection
they probably would do it, but ??????
Now, Friend Richardson, don't get me wrong. We have some
real operators in the Provinces — men who do study their profession and who realize the importance of their work to the
success of the theater and the moving picture industry. These
men get good salaries, as salaries go in this neck of the woods.
Then again, suppose the above conditions were changed, there
are other conditions existing here which would be against our
affiliation with the I. A. T. S. E. For instance, there are small
town theaters which use one act of vaudeville each show, and
even plaj* legitimate shows, in which case the operator has to
he the stage manager and electrician, with a helper — sometimes.
This is very much against the I. A. T. S. E. laws, and against
your teaching as well, but it is utterly impossible for the managers of the small town theaters in this country to comply with
I. A. rules, employ a stage manager, electrician, etc., and have
the operator attend to the operating room only. This is because
there is absolutely not enough business in the small towns to
enable a theater manager to pay the extra help. As it now is.
even the operator does not receive the salary he should for the
work he has to do, and up to date I have not observed any of
the small town theater owners getting wealthy, I do not believe
many of them, and I am absolutely sure a large proportion of
them just simply could not stand for the additional expense
organization and affiliation with the I. A, would bring about.
It would literally put them out of business, and thus deprive
the people of any show at all. You, therefore, see that if an
organization were attempted at all it would, under present conditions, literally have to be purely a Maritime Province one,
and I do not think we could hope to be recognized by the Trades
and Labor Councils of Canada unless we were affiliated with the
I. A. T. S. E., which is another spoke in the wheel of the proposition. Under such conditions the necessary fees would be altogether out of proportion to any benefit that could possibly be
derived ; also where members could not attend meetings I am
afraid the most important, and too often the most difficult work
of an organization, would be the collecting of the dues.
Now, I trust I shall not be misjudged in this matter, because
1 have set forth conditions that I (and I am not alone in this)
firmly believe are against organization in the Maritime Provinces at this time, but I assure you I am, and always have been,
in favor of organization, and would be very thankful, indeed, if
it were practically possible to bring about a successful organization of the men in this section. On that proposition I am,
however,
"from Missouri."
And there you are! I have been up there and looked things over. I
believe what the brother says is very largely an even and exact state-
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meat of tkct. llowt-rtT. 1 would tw ulad to havo tbo tIows aod opinions
of any other Marltlmo rrovlnefn oporutoni wbo (evl tbuy could ttdtl anythine of InttTi'dl. Tbo condttlons are pocullnr ; tlio townn nninll ; tbo
country xpantfly settled, and tho nit'n. lu the brother Hnyti, aru very
widely •(-altered. 1 ean personally Toueb for thp fact that tho writer
of tbo for«colng In an oanioat advoeuto of orgunlzallon when the same
ts practical.

A Stupid Blunder.
From a western city cornea the fotlowlDK letter:
Mr. F. tl. Rlcbard»on. Projection Department,
World.

MotIdk

Picture

Dear Sir: We aro now building, and have almost completed,
- tbeater in this city, and tbo question bas been
tbfl
raised as to whether or not It will be necessary to tilt tbo screen
In order to obtain a good picture.
As we tblnk your advice would be valunblc, wc are taking the
ittwrty of sendhiR you bluo print of building showing position of
niacblne-room and screen. Your opinion will bo greatly appreciated. Tbanklnit you In advance for an early reply, wc remain,
Yours very truly,
I have withheld the name of the city, the name of the theater, and
the name of tbo company because I feel compelled to make some very
caustic crltlelsms on this particular proposition, and lu so doing I
don't wish the owners of this theater to feel that I am directing the
crttleUm toward them, because they apparently are not theatrical people,
but merely men wbo have built a theater, prei^umably to rent.
You will observe, in the first place, that whereas they ronclude that
my advlro would be valuable, it has not been asked for until the theater
is a/mo«r comptcfed, and it is probably practically impossible to overcome the uttcrlv ntupid blunder the architect has -made in the designing
of the house. In this particular Instance the elevation of the auditorium
shows an approximate ^Hf-foot drop in a 110-fooi throw, the operating
room being, a^ is almost invariably the case where this detail is left In
tbo bands of an architect, stuck away back up Immediately under the
roof at the verr top of a high balcony.
Now this Is particularly and peculiarly reprehensible in this instance,
because the front fifteen feet of the balcony Is carried by projecting
steel cantilevers, supported at their back end by heavy steel girders, and
It would have been no difficult matter to have spaced the two central
cantilevers 1'2 feet apart, and have placed a 12 x 8 foot operating room.
havlne a 7 to 8-foot eelling (T In. front and about S in. rear) between
these two cantilevers where It would have been almost exactly central
with the center of the screen, with a throw of 61 f(^ot. This would have
produced almost Ideal conditions for projection. The operating room in
this location would have projected down about 2'-^ feet below the bottom
of the steel girders, but not sufficiently to have interferrod with the
Tiow of the picture from any scat In the house.
Had the room been thus placed In the first instance its bottom could
have been rounded off. and while tt might have detracted from the
symmetrical appearance of the underside of the balcony, still this could
have been so worked out that It would not have been at all serious,
whereas by the present arrangement It will forever bo impossible to
secure perfect projection in that theater. With the operating room
lietween the steel cantilevers Its ventilation would have been a simple
matter, and wbtle the room would not have been an ideal one. still it
could have been made a very fairly good one. Also the entrance could
have been arranged so as not to Interfere with anything to any serious
degree.
Wh>'n. trh'-n, WHEN \riU otctwrs eomc to an uyiderstandino of the
fact that THE AVERAGE ARCHITECT IS UTTERLY INCOMPETENT
TO PI-AN OR LOCATE THE OPERATING ROOM OP THEATERS.
BECAUSE HE DOES NOT UNDERSTAND THE REQUIREMENTS OF
PRACTICAL PROJECTION. In this particular case the blunder of the
mrcbUect constitutes an outrage, because It was absolutely and entirely
uncalled for. Possibly the mistake could still be remedied, but it Is
unlikely, since one of the steel cantilevers is very probably located at
tbe center of the balcony, and even if it Is not it would entail heavy
expense to tear down the underside of the balcony and build In the
operating room at this late day. Moreover, It is quite possible that it
would now be impractical to locate an entrance to the room.
And now as to the practical effects. While I have not the time to
figure tt out exactly, approximately here is what will happen to the
picture. The drop is 35 feet In IIG feet. W^ith the screen flat against
the wall and a 12 x 10-foot picture it will be 112 feet from tbe lens to
the top of the picture, and lift feet from the lens to the bottom of the
plctore. With ■ 12 X 10-foot picture the spread of the light ray will be
l.ffi>a2 Inches to each foot of throw, therefore it figures out a difference
of about 11 >^ inches In the width of the picture at the top and at the
bottom. In order to overcome this by tilting the screen it would be
necessary to bring tbe bottom of the screen out about 4 feet from tbe
wall, and this, of course. Is utterly Impossible. It would, however, be
practical to tilt the screen perhaps as much as 18 Inches without seriously injuring the effect, and thus overcome a part of the distortion.
provided a proper setting could be arranged to hide the tilting, but I
hardly see bow this could be done with the "stage" arranged the way
the architect has planned It, It being level with the auditorium floor,
presumably with the idea of the musicians sitting Immediately underneath the screen. However, even with the present arrangement It will
be possible to tilt the screen perhaps as much as one foot without the
same being very noticeable, provided It be rightly done.
The keystone effect could of course be remedied by filling In the
aperture of the machine, an operation which any competent operator
can perform. This, however, results In the elimination of part of the
bottom of the picture, and makes anything at the bottom of the screen
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largo In proportion to objocta at the top. The side distortion, howovar.
does not constitute tbo worst fault. Tbe biggest trouble with this
proposition lies in the fact that the distortion Is up and down as well
as Nidew|s<>, and the picture Inntoad of having a height tbrce-fourtbs of
Its length will be not very far from square, and if the keystone effect
Is eliminated by filling In tbo aperture the picture will, aa a matter of
fact, be very nearly square If the screen lay flat against the wall.
This has the elTect of making all objects In the picture taller than they
really are. and imparts an appearance of thinness which is particularly
noticeable with figures In the foreground. For Instanro: When a man
appears on the screen at Just life size. If that man Is actually six feet
tall he will appear to be probably about six feet six Inches tall, without
corresponding Increase in width except at tbo extreme bottom of the
picture.
Now. of course, all this docs not mean that It will be imposslblo to
project a fairly good picture in thin theater, but it does moan that
whereas the picture will be fairly good. It will by no manner of means
be what It ought to be. though this cannot bo so well realized unless
one sees a picture in perfect proportion projected along side of it.
I would recommend that the screen be tilted ns much as it con bo
tilted without the fad being plainly dlKcernlblo to the audience, but
distortion Is preferable to excessive tilting of the screen. But ABOVE
ALL THINGS I WOULD MOST EARNESTLY RECOMMEND TO THOSE
CONTEMPLATING THE ERECTION OP A MOTION PICTURE THEATER THAT THE ARCHITECT BE COMTELLED TO CALL INTO CONSULTATION A RELIABLE, COMPETENT PROJECTION ENGINEER,
to the end that beautiful houses, such as this house evidently will be,
be not handicapped by conditions which render perfect projection utterly
impossible.

From Australia.
F. W. Luttgens, Melbourne, Australia, writes t
Enclosed find money order for latest edition of the Handbook.
/ looked at one yesterday and am sending for it today.
I think
it is "some book."
I am working at a continuous show bore In
Melbourne, six-hour shift, taking current from a motor generator
set, supplying 70 amperes at 80 volts.
Wc only use one projector, aGaumont. which works twelve hours per day.
Wo have
a 60-foot throw, and a 19-foot picture.
The picture business Is
booming at the present time.
"The Battle Cry of Peace"
Is
being screened.
1 saw It, and It is a great photoplay.
Am
working opposite shift to Mike Largely, who has left the Triangle House. He was tbe first to show mc the Handbook, and
believe me, I tost no time In sending for one of my own.
1'bc Handbook has gone forward.
The letter is of interest as showing two things: first, the high D. C. amperage used; second, the large
picture they project In Australia.
I have been told that they run to
extremes in this particular respect, projecting even as high as a 22-Eoot
picture.
I would be glad to have a letter from Brother Luttgens, or
any other Australia operator, for that matter, giving us the dope on
things pertaining to projection In tbe Land of tbe Kangaroo.

Coating Plaster Screens.
G. S. Klnzer. Wayland, Ky.. asks :
What is the best material to use on plastered wall for picture
screen? I have been using the white wall, and am now trying
an aluminum paint. It seems to soften the picture and improve
it considerably.
If you use aluminum you are more than likely to get a hazy effect,
unless you use aluminum powder very carefully pounced on it, and I
don't believe you can make a good Job of it. The making of a metallic
projection surface is in itself a trade which requires long study and
considerable practice. For myself, I would simply calcimine the plaster,
using one of the patent calcimines, such as muralite or alabastine, possibly adding just a little ultra-marine blue to it. I would then surround
the screen with a border of flat black not less than two feet wide, using
ordinary lamp black mixed one-third boiled linseed oil and two-thirds
turpentine, applying the same directly to the plaster. Project the white
light to the screen and draw a line one inch inside the light all around,
and then paint black right up to that line. This will give you a very
excellent picture, though It will require somewhat more amperage to
secure equal brilliancy than will a metallic surface screen.

When You're in Trouble
RICMA^RCDSOrsl'S
MOTION
PICTURE
HANDBOOK

FOR

MANAGERS
AND
OPERATORS
la Ui« Doctor That Can Unfailingly Prescribe
for Your Ailment*.
There isn't an opcr.itor's booili in the universe tn which
this carefully compiled book will not save ten times
its purchase price each month.
BUY IT TODAYI
$4.00 THE COPY, POSTPAID
Your bookseUtr eon supply you or the rtean-u Moving Picture
World oj^uf vjtll promptly fiU your ord(t .
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Motion Picture Educator
m
Conducted by REV. W. H. JACKSON

New Educationals
An Industrial, A Sanitary Lesson and Four Travel Pictures
of Interest.
"Prunes."
REEL LIFE NO. 31 contains as its opening subject a
nicely illustrated treatise on the growth and preparation of the prune for tlie market. Views of beautiful
blossom covered orchards with explanatory notes regarding
the treatment of the trees and the soil upon which they are
grown, are followed by scenes showing the picking of the
fruit, and the irrigation of the orchards for the purpose starting the sap in the trees. Then comes the dipping of the fruit
in alkaline water to crack the skin, after which the prunes
are laid out on trays in the sun to dry. Finally they are
- steamed and carefully packed in layers in boxes for shipping.
"The Diary of a Murderer."
While this subject is a little late in the season to be of practical use, still it is none the less important in the sanitary information itprovides. The "murderer" referred to is the
common house ffy, and the pages from the diary of this "murderer" are cleverly presented by Harry Palmer in an animated cartoon, with unusually effective subtitles. First we
see the fly emerging from a night in the garbage barrel, after
which he breakfasts from a nearby fruit stand. He then
takes a drink from a pool in the gutter, and flies through a
window of a nice home to where a nice dinner is set. He also
takes a sip from an open milk bottle, and after worrying a
half starved cat which is gorging itself on a piece of decayed
meat, finds a sweet baby asleep, and kisses it on cheeks,
and eyes and mouth. A few days later it passes the door of
the same house and sees a while streamer hanging to it.
This is a wonderfully effective bit of cartoon work, and appears also in Reel Life No. 31.
"The New River, West Virginia."
The scenes in the Appalachian mountains presented in this
picture which constitutes No. 65 of the "See America First"
series, are very beautiful. Various mountain towns are shown
including Hinton, Belfourt and Thurmond. Other scenes
of unusual beauty are found in the vicinity of Sandstone
Falls and the New River Canyon.
"Through Venice in a Gondola."
This nicely illustrated subject appears in No. 5 of the "Mutual Tours Around the World," and first shows the unique
location of Venice on its islands and lagoons on the northwestern shores of the .Adriatic. We are then taken on a delightful trip along the Grand Canal as it runs in the shape of
the letter S through the city, and some of the many smaller
canals that at intervals cross the Grand Canal. Various
points of interest in Venice are visited, among them the
Piazetta, ancient columns placed in Venice about 1126 A. D.,
the Cathedral Santa Maria della Salute, the quays of Venice,
the solid marble Bridge of the Rialto. which for centuries
was the only bridge across the Grand Canal and the Isle of
the Dead, a burial place of great beauty.
"Jersey, the Largest of the Channel Islands."
This is another subject of interest which appears in the
fifth issue of the "Mutual Tours Around the World." After
crossing from St. Malo, France, we visit the town of St.
Helier and its harbor, after which we are taken to the various
points of interest on the island, including Dog's Hole, the
Devil's Jump, the Plemont Grottoes, the Castle of Mont
Orguil, believed to be an old Roman stronghold, and Elizabeth Castle, where many historic events in the past took
place.
"Life in Senegal."
In No. 5 of the "Mutual Tours Around the World" appears
also the above-named subject which gives us an excellent idea
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of the inhabitants of Senegal, their daily life and occupations.
We see them occupied in fishing, with close views of the
pulling in of the nets with their load of fish. We also see
them pounding millet with huge tall sticks, and children perforrning an apparently difficult dance in the streets. A celebration when the Governor General comes on a visit of inspection to Dakar, Senegal's seaport and capital, is also interesting. M. I. MacD.

Educational Color Films
Charles

Urban

About to Enter Market with an
Educational Library.

Extensive

IT IS more or less generally known that Charles Urban has
been active in the moving picture field for the past
eighteen to twenty years, that he was instrumental in
gathering together a larger number of valuable educational
filrns than any other man in the business, and also that in a
period of that time he was associated with the development
of a remarkable color process. In fact who of us can forget
with what astonishment and admiration we viewed the first
exhibitions of Urban colorfilms. And now at a time when
the market seems best prepared to handle the educational
benefits of the moving picture camera, Mr. Urban is bringing to America more than a million feet of the Urban colorfilm in addition to a library of some eight thousand educational negatives made after the usual photographic methods,
to which others will be added as occasion demands.
Mr. LTrban's determination to transfer his business interests from Europe to America was born of the conditions
prevailing abroad since the commencement of the present
war. And while his plans are not yet definitely outlined,
February of the com.ing year is expected to witness the first
release of the Urban educationals through syndicated organizations throughout the country.
This library of educational films has been gathered together
at an outlay of in the neighborhood of $450,000, including the
employment of scientists, naturalists, and others whose services were utilized in their making. A careful survey of
these subjects, which, by the way, actually e.xist in negative,
has been made by Mr. Urban, after which they have been reedited and sub-titled in entertaining and popular style.
Mr. Urban's determination to enter into an enterprise of
substantial dimensions in an issue of the business that has received little encouragement, is backed not only by a belief
that the time is ripe for such an undertaking, but by a sentiment highly complimentary to the .American people. This
sentiment em.bodies the idea that of all the peoples of the
world the American public is most anxious for knowledge,
and ready to absorb by means of the entertaining method
which the screen provides, all the useful knowledge that can
be supplied to them. He is firm in his belief that the failure of the educational film as a commercial asset has been
largely due to the stupidity of exhibitors and exchangemen, who, in supplying programs according to their own
ideas, have failed to reflect public taste, thereby leading the
manufacturer to believe that the demand for the educational
fihn was too slight to deserve attention. Mr. Urban also believes that a solvent of the present Sunday show question
might be found in the reservation of Sunday for high class
educational programs.
While in the preparation of this library of films, or in its
proposed presentation in America, little inspiration has been
gained from the idea of supplyin,g schools, still, a glance over
the vast and varied list of films laid before the writer for
inspection revealed the fact that, should the occasion arise
when the moving picture film shall be put in practical use in
the class room, the Urban library will be in a position to
thoroughly cover more than one important subject.
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It is anticipated by school authorities that teaching by
pictures will increase the attendance at high schools. One of
the ^rcat difticultics of the present time is tlie fact that i
large proportion of young people leave school upon graduating from the grammar grade in spite of all efforts to keep
them for the higher courses. There arc many schools in
which the attendance in the grammar grade may reach one
thousand, while the high school seldom readies one hundred,
less than ten per cent, of these continue to graduation. Education by picture is estimated to decrease the retiuircd time
for many courses besides increasing the interest and making
more attractive the school course, which also may be broadened with vocational studies; a series of studies much required in the high school and which until the coming of the
picture course was deemed impossible. The proportion of
these conditions keep about the same in all schools, no matter what size they may be, and boards of education see here,
as in many other circumstances, where the outlay for a picture equipment will more than repay for itself in increased
scholars, with the resultant increase of financial support. The
benefit to the scholars will be of untold value and importance,
how to induce the continued attendance at school from the
fourteenth to the eighteenth years has always been a profound problem in which the lack of a solution has been
equally injurious to the school as to the scholar, should it be
proved that the educational courses capable of development
by the moving pictures have solved the problem — as now
seems likely — that which is ot supreme importance to all
concerned will result. To many this matter is already under
consideration, to those to whom it has not yet come, may it
be hoped that this notice of so important a matter may cause
a wide knowledge and a consequently wider interest; will not
all the readers of this important fact pass the substance of
it on to those to whom it is a matter of profound interest and
so benefit all concerned.
EDUCATIONAL NOTES.
A letter from Mr. Warren H. Booker. C. E., Chief of
Bureau of the North Carolina State Board of Health, tells
how in that State they have been carrying on an Educational
Health Work by means of moving pictures in all the rural
districts. A large delivery truck equipped with an electric
generator set, and a Power's Road Equipment proved equal
to the occasion. Mr. Booker is now seeking more "Health
Films" and will be glad to hear from anyone who can aid him
in this admirable propaganda, his address h Raleigh, N. C.
This is a most commendable work which other States may
well follow.

* * •

A large Rochester clothing manufacturing establishment
is having motion pictures of the whole establishment is
preparation for the next Spring trade. In addition to the
general views, "close ups" were taken to show in detail
the method of making hand-padded coat fronts, coat collars,
fitting the sleeve, button-hole, pocket making etc. Experts
from Chicago with lighting and camera equipment made
a thorough series of pictures from the cloth in the bolt to
the shipping of the finished garments. Not only will these
pictures be used for trade purposes whereby the kinematograph becomes a salesman, but they will be used for educational purposes by the Bureau of Commercial Economics,
Washington, D. C.

«

«

*

The last "Topical" centers its interest upon the late
Emperor Francis Joseph of Austria, the aged Monarch is
seen walking in a manner that in no way indicates any feebleness or evidence of his great age: a picture of his successor,
Charles First, as he appeared on the battlefield is also shown.

* * *

The Yale-Harvard and the Army and Navy football games
are screened most successfully, in the one the great Stadium
with upwards of 70,000 people is perhaps the greatest
assemblage of people ever pictured at one time; the points
of the game are now given with more intelligence, evidently
the camera men know what the fans want and are triyng
to give it to them.

* *

«

The New York troops on the Mexican border under review
of Governor Whitman cause instant applause as they, looking
none the worse for their trying experiences as real soldiers,
march past with true military spirit and eclat.

* *
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.American deer, the young of the species are given special
attention concerning their growth and development. The
elk, graceful and majestic, is always admired, and the animals
photographed must certainly be among the best possible
specimens to be found.
.'Vnother series of war pictures show the British and
Canadian troops in the trenches at the very front of the
fight, at times being only seventy feet from the enemies
first line of trenches. This scries is an advance on others
in that it shows closer details of work in the fighting lines.
The trenches are inches deep in water, the sides often
caving in from the heavy rains so that it is easy to appreciate
the great difliiculties and hardships which all have to undergo.
The changing of troops is seen, those going into the thick
of the fight passing those coming out for a well earned rest.
Methods of advance are seen at close range, bombs are
discharged a little ahead of the Infantry, which create clouds
of non-poisonous smoke under protection of which the men
rush forward unseen; the repetition of this method is their
only means of making quick and unseen advances. The use
of machine guns from the trenches in which they are fired,
as also from the open, are clearly shown, thus, the battle
is seen in actual progress at a safe and sane distance. A
panorama of the enemy lines is also shown.
W. H. J.
THE

LIVING

BOOK

OF

NATURE.

.\nother chapter of the Living Book of Nature is published this week. The first part deals with the elephant for
the purpose of showing the difTcrence between the Indianand .African specimens. The African species is distinguished
by very large ears, a more corrugated trunk and the fact
that both the males and the females have tusks. The Indian
species has the smaller ears, the smoother trunk and the
male alone develops the tusks. Thus instantly is this lesson
in natural history so clearly taught as pictures from life of
most worthy specimens are thrown upon the screen.
The rhinoceros is next studied. Like the elephant the Indian and African species follow similar characteristics. The
Indian specimen with its one horn-like growth above the
nose, its skin-like shields of armor an inch thick give a
living fort-like appearance as its two-ton ponderous bulk
moves with the ease of any other animal. The African representative isproud of his two-horn powers, as with the
larger of the two. and the one nearest to the nose, he toys
and plays with whatsoever comes in his way, and, if necessary, can demonstrate his strength by pulling up an iron
stake sledge driven into the ground with comparative ease.
.\s the larger of these latter species seems destined to become extinct it is well to have these living representatives
filmed from life and so give to future generations a realization of that which the still picture can never give.W. H. J.
TOPICALLY

TAUGHT.

Continuing the "Topically Taught" series it must be said
that they are growing in interest and value. The latest additions arc from the Bulgarian battle fields. It is probably
correct to say that this is the first time we have had pictures
of the Bulgars "somewhere in Europe"; of a distinct type
we are able to see their equipment as they cross mountain
roads, evidencing a rugged vigor peculiar to the Balkan
States. The athletic and even the sporting world will be
drawn to see the great football games which come at this
season of the year.
Experience in photographing these field games is shown
by the great improvement to be found both in distant and
"close up" scenes, in that the generalities of the "Field" and
the details of the "Game" are well depicted; no doubt many
clubs will be able now to get pointers from these fuller
pictures.
MARY PICKFORD'S MOTHER IN HOSPITAL.
Mrs. Charlotte Pickford. mother of Mary Pickford, the
famous star of motion pictures, has been successfully operated on at the Sloan Hospital. Fifty-ninth street and Tenth
avenue. The operating surgeon was Dr. Edwin B. Cragen.
On account of this illness and the nervous strain and suspense on Mary Pickford all studio work on her next picture. "The Pride of the Clan." was postponed until this week,
so that the daughter could be with the mother throughout
the operation. Mrs. Pickford is recovering rapidly, but will
he confined to the hospital for several weeks.
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The Exhibitors of Yonkers ^ m ® & m ByHanfordcjudson
Suburban City on the Hudson, Near New York,
Has Eleven Picture Houses— Some Fine
Types of Show Men
picture- house prohlems in Yonkers, New York, are
THE
not peculiar, but they are interesting. It is no longer
true in Yonkers that any one who puts pictures on the
screen can make money and yet the people there are willing
to pay for pictures and are proving it. One will find there
big houses getting good prices from good audiences and
little five cent houses crowded to the last seat. Here is a
little house struggling between three big neighbors with the
skimpiest kind of audiences at five cents, and a block or two
away, a house that by a good business arrangement is more
than holding its own. Here is a neighborhood house as
pretty as it can be and doing splendidly under management
that has doubled its business in two months, and in the
other direction across town a neighborhood house that,
doing very well, could be turned into a fortune. In the
city pictures are in competition with the best vaudeville
combined with seven or eight reels of film, a half day's
show at ten to twenty-five cents in the afternoon and ten to
fifty cents at night. What other exhibitors know is known
to these men. The city has about 90.000 inhabitants and is
about fourteen miles from the City Hall. New York. On
Broadway there's a sign up that tells one where New York
ends and Yonkers begins. It cost^ ten cents to ride
between the two city halls on the street cars, and if one
uses the subway it takes an hour to make the trip. The
exhibitor who makes good in Yonkers is a good showman.
The theater that should be mentioned first in writing up Yonkers picture activities is the Hamilton. It is a beautiful house on
Main street close to the city's central square and seats 850.
The other big theaters, Proctor's, with vaudeville, seats 2,250,
and the Orpheum. a picture house, seats 1.500. The proprietor, A. E. Hamilton, is a believer in advertising; he uses
weekly papers in the nearby villages as well as the city
dailies, and mails to a large list his interesting four page
folder describing the week's show. He also uses billboards.
He is still a young man and one talking with him will find
no lack of decision in him. He looks at his problems with
open eyes and plainly knows what he is about. His present
policy is to get the best pictures obtainable regardless of
their pulling power and to add strong pulling features. He
finds the money in long runs of big features and would use
nothing else if he could get enough of them. He has run
serials, but will take no more of them. He believes good
music is needed and that solos are desirable as an added
attraction. His present prices are ten and fifteen cents.
There has been a long and distressing strike in the city
and the people have got out of the habit of coming downtown at night. This is one of his present problems. If
the patrons will only come down to the shopping district
in the evening he can get them into the Hamilton.
Another leading exhibitor in the city is George Martin,
and he is a gentleman whom it is good to meet. He is not
a man whom problems will daunt either and, with two
houses, the Riverdale, on Riverdale avenue, placed not far
from the Hamilton and Proctors, and the Model, on Elm
street, a more fortunately placed house, he is making distinctly good. I found a better than fair audience in the
Riverdale and at the Model the S. O. R. was hard at work.
His forte is the picture on the screen. It would do Richardheart good
to see tothat
projection.
It is
naturalson'sand
as pleasant
watch
as can be.
He clear,
is an soft,
old
Mirroroid screen man, so his good picture is not to be
wondered at. The Riverdale seats 318 and the Model seats
322. The former caters to many transients; while the latter
is a neighborh'ood house. The former is, of the two, the
more doubtful, and Mr. Martin is on the job there himself.
For the Model, he has James Mumblo, who has a pleasant
smile and a courteous way that is pleasing. It is at this
house where, more especially, the A No. 1 projection is
found. I was glad of a chance to shake hands with Operator
J. M. Hoan, a man w-ho knows his business. The same shows
are booked for both houses — Fox. Metro, Triangle, Bluebird
and Mutual Masterpictures with Fox as the favorite.
On Getty Square, and just about midway between two
big houses, the Hamilton and Proctor's, is a 450 seat house
owned by M. Samuels.
At 5 o'clock recently I found hardly

a half dozen patrons in the house. The owner is somewhat
discouraged and wants to sell. The ground rent on that
site is high; but it is the best site in the whole city and I
earnestly believe it could be made into a good paying proposition. It was at once clear to me as I entered that the place
looked unattractive. It was poorly lighted — small theaters
are apt to be — and seemed dingy and this impression was
heightened by the poor ventilation. The ceiling is high
enough but there is a restaurant on both sides of the Getty
Square Theater and it will take some money to make good
ventilation there — it can be made as good as any house in
the city. Then the ceiling and the floor ought to be made
rich in appearance. There should be a system of indirect
lighting with fancy and pretty chandeliers. The lights ought
to be turned on full blast between pictures and the beauty of
the house made clear to its patrons, then people would take
pleasure in dropping in. Music better than the average
would help. Ten cents admission and real showmanship
would make a go on Getty Square. Mr. Samuels told me
that he really had too little time from his other business
to attend to the show.
On Broadway, far down near the city limits is perhaps
the prettiest house in Yonkers, the Broadway, owned by
C. E. Coles, and under the direct management of H. J. Coles.
It is wonderful how much a beautiful organ with its pipes
grouped around a picture frame gives distinction to a theater
and when the walls, the chairs, the floor and general decorations are in keeping, one finds a house like the Broadway.
It has 475 seats and has increased its business 100 per cent,
in two months. It is a neighborhood theater and mails out
500 prograins each week, besides distributing 2,000 heralds.
The organ has not been in long; but has already proved its
value. It is almost needless to say that the organist is
a true musician and that the music is a real attraction. In
this house the audience isn't killed with pipe music. The
instrument is an American Master organ and the piano
attachment is used as much as any other part of it. The
overture is advertised as a big attraction in itself.
On Riverdale avenue, five or six blocks south of the Riverdale Theater is the American, owned by .A. Weiss and seating 300. using Triangle, Paramount and General. We talked
with the young lady in charge; for the proprietor was out
and found that the house is doing a fair business at five
cents a seat.
In the upper part of the city, on -Ashburton avenue, are
two houses, the Empire and the St. Joseph. These are
both five cent houses, they are about five blocks apart and
cater to the nei.ghborhood with few transients. The Empire
is owned by A. Brown, has 350 seats, runs General, V. L. S.
E., Fo.x and Pathe. Business is fair, three serials a week are
being run but they don't take as formerly. "A Soldier's
Oath" and "The "Two Orphans," both Fox pictures, have
made hits at the Empire recently. The other house, St.
Joseph's,
seems
be underThe
the house
wing of
the 800
church
and of the
sameto name.
seats
and close
had by
an
excellent audience at five cents. Its two proprietors are
young men, William Walker and J. F. McClean. Their
patrons are mostly church people whom they know well
enough to pern:it the question, "We haven't seen you around
show' good?"
Suchis
alately.
house What's
as this the
can matter?
go its ownIsn't
way thecontent.
The show
good; but it might be improved much by brightening and
above all by a good screen. The curtain eats up too much of
the light and the picture, though certainly well projected,
it not bright enough at all times. This show house could
make a fortune with an aggressive policy behind it. Yet
these two exhibitors are fortunate. With a good screen they
would do better.
The biggest picture theater in Yonkers is the Orpheum
with 1.500 seats and owned by the Neighborhood Amusement Company of New York. It asks ten cents with
twenty-five cent box seats and plays Parainount, Triangle
Fox and many of the big features like "The Fall of a
Nation." It is under the care of Thomas Lally, who greeted
the World man affably and talked pleasantly for a few minutes then showed him the show. He finds business good. This
house is not far from the Model and the Center and is in a
neighborhood district which seems to patronize its three
houses very well.
The Center is owned by Angelo Mescolo, who is helped by
his son, Edward Mescolo, whom we also took pleasure in
meeting.
The
Center
seats 290 and charges
five cents.
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I'nivcrsal, TalKc anil Mutual, it is running at present or
has recently run, "Vvg o" the King," "Who Is Guilty?" and
"Iron Claw."
The new I'roctor's house in Yonkcrs is on lower Broadway and is of course a lieauly outside and in. It is pretty solid
competition for the smaller exhibitors to face. Uut one big
house isn't all the business, not by considerable, and many
of them are doinj; splendidly. Legitimate business used to
be practically
more than out,
fair in
\'onkers,of but
seems just
present, to
be
if reports
attendance
are ataccurate.

Soriero Winning at Boston's Park
Manager

of

Hub's
Old-Time
House
a Firm
Advertising — and a Good Show.

Believer

in

OX

I'l of the best types oi tile up-to-ilate, energetic director of a motion pfcture theater is Thomas D.
Soriero. who for the past year has guided the affairs
of the Park theater, in Washington street, Boston. A World
man dropped in at the Tark one aftcr[ioon recently to look at
the show and incidentally to shake hands with the man-^jer.
It was 6 o'clock, just the hour that in most houses is "dead."
He was surprised to find the orchestra practically filled — and
that on a day that was average: it was not a holiday nor was
there anything
espccialy
doing
in town.
He found
the
ushers
at their
stano two
together.a- '
There tions,
was
attention
plenty, and it was of
the alert, military sort.
^^^^^
Soriero
Mr.
^^^^^K^^
upstairs his
found
^^^^^^^^^
over his
work
^^^^C^^ ^ ^B
W^^^K'
^
advertising.
*
manager
is The
strongPark's
on
the advertising question, and is an expert
"11 the kind known as
descriptive. In fact, he
lirought that striking
kind of publicity int'-c for motion picture
caters in the Hub.
I c indicates in pencil
the particular design
lie wants to use for his
current ad, and this is
worked out by an
artist on one of the
newspapers. Mr. Sor■' ro makes the time in
wliich to do his own
publicity
work, and the
Thomas D. Soriero.
many minutes he has
to devote to this each
day may be estimated when it is kept in mind that he employs forty-two out-of-town newspapers in which to tell the
people of New England what is going on at the Park. In
the local Boston press one of his regulation announcements
is a hundred lines deep and three coumns wide. The total
expenditure for publicity for the Park averages a thousand
dollars a week.
It came out in the course of the conversation that at the
Park there is always some one definitely in charge of the
house. If Mr. Soriero is not within the walls the assistant
manager has knowledge of the fact, and is "on the job."
While we were talking Thad Barrows, chief operator of the
house, dropped in for a moment's consultation. Mr. Barrows is a fine type of an .\merican. He will pass in any
crowd for a progressive business man — a credit to his house
and his craft.
Mr. Soriero is not a new-comer to the ranks of picture
theater managers. Twelve years ago he opened the first picture theater in Providence. He has had wide experience in
the amusement line, and at the present time has outside interests. When he took charge of the Park conditions were
not satisfactory to the owners. Mr. Soriero started building.
Today he is doing one of the largest businesses in Xew England. He is filling his house, and it contains 1.300 seats. The
afternoon prices are IS and 25 cents and in the evening 25
and 35. .\s a matter of fact, with the exception of 200 seats
the maxitiium price governs. Service is first-run Metro and
World Film. In the week of the World man's visit Mr.
Soriero was installing the Drew comedies for a regular attraction.
The Park is showing continuously from 10 in the morning
until 10.30 at night.
The pictures are shown six days, on
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Sundays the program changing to one of a musical description. Un these occasions opportunities are given ambitious
singers, and frequently good voices arc brought to the front.
Mr. Soriero is keen on the musical side of his entertainment.
The Park has an orchestra of ten pieces, under the competent leadership of William Krauth. The musicians play
three hours in the afternoon and three in the evening.
When we strolled down into the auditorium (»ne of the
first things to strike the attention of the visitor was the projection. Iiuiuiry developed the fact that in Boston the limit
is SO amperes. In back of the curtain the reason for the
softness and the clarity was apparent. Running behind the
screen in a semi-circle was a great blanket of canvas. At
the top of the back were many lamps, the glolies of which
were tinted an amber color. Some of the rays from these
struck across the fronfof the box containing the screen in
such a manner as to neutralize, to kill, the white rays from
ihc projection booth, as they hit the proscenium arch. The
result was a soft amber hue upon the screen, plainly visible
upon the deep blacks in the picture: to enhance the picture^
to soften the effect upon the eye and sharply bring out the
photographic qualities.
There are four shows at the Park each day, of four hours
each. The pictures are supplemented by two singers. All
of the program is timed to the minute. One of the factors
making for success in the theater is the apportionment of
authority — and of responsibility. The manager deals with
his department heads and each of these in turn with his subordinates. Altogether the Park is a pleasant place to visit.

Pete Montebello "Bally-Hooing"
IN conjunction with the engagement of "The Masque of
Life" at the La Salle theater in Chicago, the appearance
as a "bally-hoo" of Pete Montebello, the remarkably
trained chimpanzee who takes a prominent part in tlic action
of the picture, is attracting considerable attention. The little
"chimp." with arms entwined around the neck of his trainer
and handler, is to be found in the lobby and foyer of the
theater
at each
performance.
"The Masque of Life,"
which is being "staterighted" in this country
by Signet Films, under
the direction of J. L.
Kempner, was brought
from the other side
some months ago, and
after it had been prean American
introductionpared
to for
the
market through a four
weeks' engagement at
the Park theater, New
York, it occurred to
the American owners
of the film that it would
be interesting to exhibit to the public the
little chimpanzee which
had provided the big
thrills in the picture.
Pete Montebello and
his trainer accordingly
sailed from Genoa as
per cabled instructions
from New York City
Rita Jolivet and Pete Montebello.
and arrived in time for
the opening at the Park theater after a trip that had proved
long and costly. During his stay in New York and Chicago
the little simian has seemed perfectly at home and quite
evidently delights in the attention he is attracting.
Rita Jolivet. who, with Hamilton Kevelle, has contributed
some novel pantomimic effects for the picture, has taken a
great fancy to the little monkey actor and has been photographed with him in a score of poses.
UNITY

OPENS

BRANCH

OFFICE

IN SYRACUSE.

The I'nity Service Corporation, under the direction of
Messrs. Merrill & Harwell, have found it necessary to open a
branch office in Syracuse, N. Y., to take care of the bookings on "The Yellow Menace" and the other features which
this rapidly developing exchange are handling. .At the
present time the films are being distributed out of Rochester
for the western part of the state and the establishment of
the new oflfice in Syracuse will give added facilities for distribution throughout the central and eastern part of New
York.
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Marie Empress

Burton Rice Going Abroad
Creator of Bluebird Art Advertising Will Join the Ambulance Corps in France.
away from here— but our readgoing
is
RICE
BURTON
ers will not be denied their weekly art treat because
of the wanderlust that has stricken this clever craftsShortly after the Blueman with an irresistable impulse.
bird program was established there began to appear in the
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MARIE EMPRESS, who has the stellar role in "The Girl
Who Doesn't Know," the December release of the
H. S. Moss Picture Corporation, is the great grand
niece of Edmund Keene, one of the most celebrated actors
that ever trod the English-speaking stage. That she has inherited dramatic talent from her illustrious forbear is proved
by the notable engagements she has filled on both sides of
the Atlantic.
Miss she
Empress's
when
first wentrealon name is Marie Keene.
the stage, believing it
would be well to strike
out for herself since a
big name is often a
handicap to the beginner. At the suggestion
of a friend, who called
her "Little Empress,"
she adopted that as an
unusual cognomen.
Now, that she has arrived. Miss Empress
wishes she had never
switched.
Like most European

Burton Rice.
advertising section of the Moving Picture World some of
the most beautiful examples of eccentric poster art that
has ever been used in a trade or class newspaper.
Sometimes the name of Burton Rice appeared in an obscure corner and there were instances when the modest young
man forgot altogether to attach his signature to the original.
But always the advertising of Bluebird was distinctive, strikingly attractive and continually representative of the highest
type of eccentric art. It has been said, and with small reason
to contravert the statement, that Burton Rice has done more
in his sketches for Bluebird advertising, to demonstrate the
advance the moving picture industry has made than any one
other individual craftsman in the publicity line.
Mr. Rice was commercially wise in selecting his forebears;
for the fortune that was left him by the earlier Rices would
be enough to send many less sensible and manly young
chaps to the center of Times Square with his pockets ladened
withwise.
coin-feed
to scatter
the chickens
Bluebird's
is
He invested
the tofortune
in such— but
manner
that heartist
can
only derive the income throughout his remaining days, and
must work, like the m.ost of us, to keep the wolf from the
door.
Because of his choice of ancestors his distant cousin. Sir
Cecil Spring-Rice, British Ambassador to the United States,
has supplied Mr. Rice with all sorts of passports and "open
sesames" to foreign countries and on Nov. 25, the young
artist sailed for Bordeaux, to later arrive in Paris for a
season of study at the Ecole de Beaux .\rts, under the famous
masters not at present actively engaged in the world-war.
While studying Mr. Rice will send back war sketches to
a syndicate of .American newspapers and will, also supply
Bluebird with their advertising inserts. He believes that
the influence of the ancient art centers, and his closer commune with the newer ideas, will be noticed in the future style
of his drawings for Bluebird. Later he will visit London
to study his art, and also to carry on work for the British
War Relief .Association, of which he is a m.ember.
Between the period of his studies in Paris and his visit
to London, Mr. Rice will enter the war zone to drive an
ambulance for the American Volunteer Ambulance Corps
and will also see service in the American Aviation Corps.
The picture presented herewith is a striking likeness of this
fine type of American manhood, as he is seated in the Bluebird advertising office working out sketches for his beautiful
inserts.
HORSLEY TO SELL BAYONNE PLANT.
With the idea of concentrating his attention upon one
point, David Horsley has decided to center his picture-making
activities upon his Los Angeles plant, and to that end has
about completed arrangements to dispose of his Bayonne,
N. J., studio and factory, according to an announcement coming from his Los Angeles office. Bayonne has always been
his headquarters and his studio and factory there is as complete as may be found anywhere in the world. A transfer
of the property will likely be made shortly.

She changed it

artists.
Miss before
Empress's
experience
the
public has been varied.
She has done all sorts
of roles in comedy,
drama and opera. As a
member of som.e of the
most famous British
theatrical organizations,
she was a London favorite before coming to
.America under the ausMarie Empress.
pices of Klaw and Erlanger. Since going into pictures, a short while ago, Miss
Empressthehasbanner
appeared
withFamous
Lew Fields
in she
"Oldplayed
Dutch."
Under
of the
Players,
in
"When We were Twenty-one" and "The Firefly." Recently
she was starred in an Equitable production entitled "Love's
Miss Empress possesses a striking personality. She can
Crossroads."
endure a role with sympathy. Emotional work is her specialty. She'd rather act than eat— which describes the height
of artistic aptitude, if you know anything about player-folk.
BESSIE

BARRISCALE

CAST
FOR
PSYCHOLOGICAL
DRAMA.
Bessie Barriscale will make her next appearance on the
Triangle program in a psychological story by Leona Hutton,
prepared for the screen by Lambert Hillyer. Miss Barriscale
will have the difficult task of portraying a dual role, something she has never before done before in the films. After
the rollicking, outdoor parts that she had in ".A. Corner in
Colleens" and "Bawbs o' Blue Ridge" during the summer
months, she doubtless believes that it will prove an interesting novelty to do some serious work with a dash of Ibsenism,
instead of romping about in the costume of a care-free child
of nature. Howard Hickman. Charles Gunn, J. Barney
Sherry and Jerome Storm will appear in her support. The
direction of the play will be in the hands of Raymond B.
West.
WERNICK

TO

HANDLE

STATE

RIGHTS.

Richard Wernick, who, for the past eighteen months has
been branch manager of the Fox Film Corporation at New
Haven, Conn., has resigned from that company to enter
the state right field. Mr. Wernick is of English birth and
although only twenty-seven years of age. has had many
years' experience in the motion picture field, both in the
United States and England. He has several times crossed
the Atlantic on buying and selling propositions, and for five
years was president of the Manhattan Feature Film Company, with offices in New York and Syracuse. Mr. Wernick
thus has a thorough knowledge of the commercial end of
the motion picture business, which well qualifies him for
his new enterprise.
Mr. Wernick is about to make some important affiliations
in the business, the details of which will be announced later
in these columns.
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Mary Peck Ends Tour
Better
Film Advocate
Believes
That
Ctiildren
Attending
Adult Shows Is What Starts Demand for Censorship.
NU\

llMliiiK 29 saw the close in Pittsburgh of the speaking tour of Mary Clray Peck, who has been working in
the interests of the Better Film Movement in co-operation with the GtMRTal l-cderation of Women's Clubs, and the
National Committee on Films for Young People.
Miss Peck
has during the past
three months covered
important territory in
tiie States of Ohio, In<liana, Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Kansas,
Missouri and Kentucky, addressing
meetings of officials
and social bodies interested in the problem of the moving picture. She has emphasized everywhere the
importance of adopting a constructive program such as that of
special performances
of selected films, as a
means of combatting
the idea of legalized
censorship. From
Pittsburgli Miss Peck
went to her home in
Cleveland, where she
will remain for a short
vacation, after which
she will resume her
work for another three
months over a route
Mary Gray Peck.
that has not yet been
decided on.
The following report on her trip written by Miss Peck
should be of interest to the industry at large:
Uy right w«ek.s' tour of the East Central States has demonstrated
beyond doubt the cnntpnlion of the National Board of Review that the
gr«at first caui^e of the repeated demands for state and federal censorship Is that children all over the country are going to adult showa.
Popular discontt>nt with this state of affairs has reached a pitch and
Tolumc that command attention from the film Industry. Exhibitor and
exchance man realize that the young folks have got to be attended to.
The rrally discprning exhibitor and exchange man realize a good deal
more — namely, that in providing for these clamorous young spirits they
are opwnlng up for themselves a hitherto untouched audience, the audience that up to now has gathered Its robes about it and said grimly
"I nerer go to moving pictures!"
The movies can't be respecters of persons. Because they began with
the roughnecks is no r*>ason why they should not top off with the Puritans. The Puritans have just as much right to P^irltan pictures as
the "tired business man" has to a vampire picture. The Puritan is a
human being, as well as a fam ily head, and he Is easily pleased.
Ail he wants is a show guaranteed not to offend the sensibilities to too
great an extent. He says he doesn't watch people bathing in real
life and he doesn't want to do It In the theater!
Men and brethren of the film Industry, we who would have friends
must show ourselves friendly. The reason there Is a hue and cry
for censorship is because a very large and powerful element of the
public, unaware of the efforts being made to present films entertaining to all. feels tb.it it has been left out of the calculations of the
moTing picture l.idustry. It Is not that good, clean plays are not
produced, but that the Puritans never know beforehand when they go
into the theater whether the actors are going to offend the canons of
good taste or not '. That Is what rouses their animosity. It turns their
minds toward
the young
people.
The obvious remedy for this quite unnecessary mutual distrust and
dlffllke is special performances on regular days of selected films about
whose char.icter there Is no doubt. In providing a regular program,
and arraneing central exchange fartlitics, whereby all good features
of this character are available to all the.iter.<t which would like to olTer
a young people's program you are providing a comfortable grave for
the legal cnsorship Idea. And It is the only grave you over will succeed In burying that Idea In. despite the fact that legalized censorship
where e^ttabllnhed has not made pictures any better In quality than
those seen elsewhere. Cleveland, the hot-bed of censorship aeltatloo.
has found It necessary, notwithstanding local censorship In Ohio. In
order to secure the desired results, to take up the better film movement
In co-operation with the exhibitors.
There is a nation-wide desire for the young people's program. I
have not found a single town where the leaders of the community were
not eager for It. and taking steps to secure It. Usually It is frankly
regardetl as the alternative of some form of censorship. Where an
enlightened exhibitor Is trying to meet the wishes of his community.
friendly co-operation Is established. There Is mutual regard and
understanding.
But in every Instance where children's plays had been running for a
year, there was the same complaint that the supply of Alms was exhausted. Some were out of print, some were not available on account
of closed iMoklng. some had boon promised and something else substituted: some couldn't be located, etc.
It is nothing leas than a calamity that at the very time the General
Federation of Women's Clubs in co-operation with the National Com-
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mlttfc on KlImK for Young People Is organizing a nation-wide movamont inbe support
of the ofstandardUed
Young People's
I'rogram, tothera
Hhould
thiH paralysis
exchange facilities.
It Is analngoui
the
car shortage on the rullroads.
But in Chicago, Kansas City and St. Louis, I heard golden rumors
of a bi-tter time coming. Women wt-re organltlng circulia of theaters,
not only city circuits, but state circult»; tllm men were In cogitation
nver the exchange problem — and, meantime, the children and the
Puritans arc waiting -not very patiently.
What kind of u bomb would It take In each community to wake
the film men up to the adoption of a remedy, that Ilea Id tbelr own
hands ?

Cohan to Produce "Broadway Jones"Feature

It Will Be the First Screen Offering of the Cohan
Film Company — Artcraft Will Release It.

GliOKGE
announces
that theFilm
firstCompany
production to beM.putCOHAN
out by the
Cohan Feature
will be his popular comedy, "Broadway Jones," written
and produced by him at the Cohan theatre some time ago.
Work on the screen production has already been commenced
and it is promised that the picture will be ready for distribution sometime in February through Artcraft. Speaking of
his the
decision
for
screen.to make "Broadway Jones" his initial offering
"Everyone to whom I have told my decision to appear in
'Broadway Jones' for my debut in motion pictures has told
me that the selection could not have been better," said Mr.
Cohan while discussing his plans, "so I guess it's the right
play at the right time. We are starting in to work immediately.
Personally, I asthink
to
make a fine
photoplay
there'Broadway
is a lot ofJones*
action, ought
and the
scope of the story extends over a period of time just long
enough to be told in the allotted space of time."

Evelyn Greeley
EX'ELYN GREELEY, who recently completed her first
feature vehicle. "Sunshine and Tempest," which is so
gratifyingly fulfilling all expectations — will finish her
work in the second Dixie Film release, this week, and which
will be a filmization of the famous sentimental ballad, "Just a
Song at Twilight." The Dixie Film Corporation, with headquarters at Chicago and studio facilities in Florida, sponsored both productions.
Evelyn Greele y —
granddaughter
of Horace Greeley and
part
heir to the great Greeley estate, sought film
fame in a somewhat
different manner. She
came to New York over
a year ago and accepted
parts as an extra girl
at the Equitable and
World Film studio.
Without makipg her
identity known, she
worked along at two
and three dollars a day.
She studied the various
angles of screen work
and would then go to
see the finished product
on the screen. She followed the
moves at
thedirector's
studio,
then watched and
weighed the result on
Evelyn Greeley.
the screen. And within six months was selected as the featured player by the Dixie Film Corporation.
Within the past week Miss Greeley has been chosen by a
well-known program head to play opposite one of the principal male stars. "Tempest and Sunshine" and "Just a Song
at Twilight" will both reach the trade within the month.
SURATT

BEGINS

NEW

FILM— MILLIARD

IN CAST.

Valeska Suratt has begun work on her sixth production for
William Fox. Kenean Euel is directing Miss Suratfs new
photoplay. Harry Hilliard, who was the Romeo of William
Fox's "Romeo and Juliet," and who has
in many other
feature productions, has been selected been
to appear opposite
Miss Suratt. Claire Whitney is also among the players.
Alice Gale, long a stage favorite, is cast for an important
role in the production. Miss Gale was in "Sins of Men," and
was the nurse in "Romeo and Juliet."
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Pictures

Steadily Increasing Number of Theaters Showing
More Than One Day Is Great Help, World Film
Manager Says.
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Shift in Bluebird Titles
for

sign of the times," said WilIT IS a highly encouraging
lian A. Brady, director general of the World Film Corporation, "that the list of theaters which run pictures for
more than a single day is being constantly and steadily
added to. For example, in several of these, 'Bought and
Paid For' has been shown recently for a week at a time,
with results so satisfactory that the full week policy has
been permanently adopted.
"Previously several of our plays, like 'La Vie De Boheme,'
'Husband and Wife,' 'The Velvet Paw,' 'Friday the 13th,' 'The
Gilded Cage' and others, had been put on for two and three
days in theaters where one had been the inviolable rule, always with the most gratifying outcome. There is every indication that the day is coming when full week engagements
will be the rule in the best theaters of all the large cities, and
there will be at least an extension of time for good pictures in the smaller places.
"This will be of distinct advantage to the manufacturer and
exhibitor alike. It will relieve the latter of the belter skelter
rush of changing his bill daily and enable him to discriminate
in his choice of pictures to an extent entirely impossible
hitherto. Incidentally it will help to eliminate second and
third rate productions for which the necessity for keeping
theaters open under the present plan creates a market.
.
"The manufacturer of really good plays will benefit by the
knowledge that his productions have a chance to reap the
reward of merit. That is, if he produces a picture drama
that the audiences appreciate, everybody will be able to see
it in the knowledge that it is not going to be whisked into
the theaters and out again before tlie public has time to find
out what it is like.
"The objection that only very exceptional circumstances
make it possible to run a meritorious picture more than one
day will not hold water. In West Philadelphia, w-here no
"extraordinary conditions exist, the Belmont theater, operated
by the Felt Brothers, is conducted at present on the full week
principle.
Going back
'Bought
and Paidthat
For,'
theis play
did a fine business
there,to and
I understand
sucli
the
rule, not the exception.
""The managers told our representative that their patrons
were delighted with the system. They used to complain that
before they could learn whether a picture was good, bad or
indifferent, it was gone. At present the thing works out
precisely the same as with a stage play — if the pictures make
a hit the house is crowded all week. A failure goes the
other way, of course, but the exhibitor can avoid failures with
reasonable certainty by the exercise of deliberation and care
in the selection of his material, not being in the eternal rush
of changing his attraction every morning.
"It ifdoes
to be no can
moremake
than a reasonable
suppose
that
the seem
Felt Brothers
week standto of
West
Philadelphia it can be done in all the cities of large size.
At this moment, 'Bought and Paid For' (which is particularized because it happened to supply a current illustration) has
been booked for all of next week at the Alhambra, Cincinnati, and a similar state of things is developing in a number
of other places.
"Naturally it is very gratifying to have one of our photoplays in such demand, but far over and above this phase of
the situation is the satisfaction of knowing that the production is doing powerful all-around missionary service in the
cause of longer engagements for motion pictures."
GOVERNMENT
CAMERAMAN.
Herbert T. Cowling, chief photographer for the U. S. Reclamation Service, spent a few days in New York last week
and visited the office of the Moving Picture World. Mr.
Cowling spent a good part of the past summer among the
Pueblo and Papago Indians securing historical data. A part
of the summer was also spent in the Sierra and Cascade
Mountains, securing films showing the recreational' uses of
our national forests. These films will be used especially by
the U. S. Forest Service to develop greater use of our national forests as public playgrounds. .Altogether sixty-five
thousand feet were secured, which will be assembled this
winter by him in the laboratory at Washington, D. C. These
films will be used by the Government lecturers only and at
various expositions, where the Government may make exhibits. Mr. Cowling covered in all about thirty-seven thousand miles and will be busy in the laboratories until next
summer.

Several Release Dates Willditions.
Also be Changed to Meet Con-^
SEVERAL changes, deemed advisable by Bluebird Photoplays, Inc., have been made in the titles and release dates
of these attractive features for the weeks remaining to
conclude the first year of the program. While the subjects
previously announced will remain on the list, there have been
switches of names and date that will be important to the
exhibitor of Bluebirds.
Violet Mersereau's return to the program, after an absence
of several months, will occur on Dec. 18 when "The Honor of
Mary Blake" will be the title used for what had previously
announced would be a feature to be called "The Greatest of
These." Edwin Stevens directed Miss Mersereau in "The
Honor of Mary Blake," a story of the stage and theatrical
life.
Rupert Julian's screen version of the Dickens classic, "A
Christmas Carol," was originally set for Dec. 18, but it will
now be shown Dec. 25, as a feature of exact timeliness. "The
Right to be Happy" will be used as the title for "A Christmas Carol" and Mr. Julian will be the star, with Francelia
Billington, Agnes Vernon and Harry Carter featured. The
screen version was made by E. J. Clawson for Mr. Julian's
use as director of the production.
Cleo Madison in "Black Orchids," a Rex Ingram production, will be the New Year's week attraction, a production
which the usually cautious Bluebird Publicity department declares to be one of the most photographically beautiful creations ever made for that program. Wedgewood Nowell,
who was Miss Madison's leading man in "The Chalice of
Sorrow," will be featured in the New Year's Bluebird.
There is likelihood that "The Shriveled Soul" will not
remain the release title for Bluebird's Jan. 8 feature in which
George Hernandez will be the star. Lynn Reynolds wrote
and directed the story, and Val Paul and Myrtle Gonzalez,
who have previously been the Reynolds stars, will be chief
supporters of Mr. Hernandez in the new feature. Exhibitors
who have learned to depend upon a Lynn Reynolds Bluebird
as "sure fire" will be glad to have this successor to "The Girl
of Lost Lake," "The Secret of the Swamp" and "The End of
Phillips, who is featured in the Bluebird current
theDorothy
Rainbow."
for Dec. 11. will reappear after just four weeks to be the star
of Bluebird No. 52 on Jan. 15. "The Piper's Price" will be
the title and Joseph De Grasse will direct Miss Phillips in
Mrs. Wilson Woodrow's story.
Maud George,
who ahas
favor as Bluebird's
adventuress,
will have
rolewon
of importance,
and Wm. principal
Stowell,
Lon Chancy and Clara Du Brey will also be prominent in
the supporting company.
"The Eagle's Wings," a Bluebird special, released independent of the program, gets under way Dec. 4. distributed
along State right lines by Bluebird branches throughout the
country. This is Rufus Steele's industrial preparedness feato arouse
public interest
in the
plan ture,
to created
interest
the captains
of industry
in Government's
the work of
aiding L'ncle Sara's Army and Navy in time of sudden
stress or unexpected attack. Scenes taken in munition plants
now busy on European war orders are used to illustrate what
can be done along these lines, in mills and factories originally built for peaceful pursuits.
"INTOLERANCE" IN AUSTRALIA.
On Wednesday. November 29, Albert Grey, who first had
charge of "The Birth of a Nation" engagements in England,
sailed for .Australia, to arrange, in connection with the J. E.
Williamson management, for the presentation of "Intolerance" throughout the Antipodes. As now scheduled, Mr.
Griffith's latest spectacle will open in Sidney about the first
week of the new year.
THIS IS GOING SOME.
Just as an evidence of the flying start that Kleine-EdisonSelig-Essanay has obtained, the New York Exchange, under
management of W. E. Raynor, calls attention to the fact that
on Wednesday. Nov. 29th, his office records show that he
had supplied 250 theaters in his territory with special holiday
programs for Thanksgiving Day.
IRVING
CUMMINGS
JOINS
FOX.
Irving Cummings, hero of dozens of stage and photoplay
productions, is now a member of the William Fox forces.
Motion picture fans will remember his fine work in "A Diamond from the Sky." Mr. Cummings will play in the new
feature which Virginia Pearson begins this week. Walter
Law is in the cast also.
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Reichenbach Becomes Free Lance
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Essanay Has Small Fire

Building, New
York — Made
Good
Director for Several Concerns.

Crossed Wires Caused Blaze in Warehouse — Extinguished at
Small Loss.

H.\KK\ 1.. Ki:iL HI-.NH.VCH, perhaps om- vt tlic I.est
ktiown publicity promoters, has opened a general exploitation otlicc at IbOU Broadway, and will give his
attention in the future to the publicizing of various individuals and corporations.
Strantjcly enoiii;h. tlie lirst contract signed by Mr. Reichenbach after opening liis otlicc, was with the World Film
Corporation, ior which he will syndicate a series of highly
interesting
articles in four hundred
newspapers.

ESS.\.\.\V'S ihtirtnigb .^ysiciii ut lire preveiilitm saved
the big Chicago plant from utter destruction, perhaps^ or at least severe loss on December 4 when
crossed wires caused a blaze in one of the smaller film
storage warehouses. As it stands, the loss consisted only of
ten million feet of old film.
The fire was discovered just as the plant was closing for
the day at 5 o'clock. The extensive system of fire bjlls
and telephones immediately warned the several hundred
employes and the buildings were cleared. The fire fighting
crew, organized among the employes, in one minute had
connected up all factory hose and had it playing on the
blaze which at times shot up to the height of one hundred
feet.
The bulk of the apparatus was centered about the laboratory and a large crew, trained in their duties, stood ready
to save this building at all costs. When the city fire fighters
arrived they speedily subdued the blaze, saving the other
buildings
from hardly being scorched.

Opens Offices in Mecca
Record as Publicity

Harry Reichenbach's work with the Jessy L. Lasky Feature
Play Company, the Metro Pictures Corporation, Bosworth.
the Ucpiitable Motion Pictures Cori>oration, and the World
Film, firmly established him as a successful publicity agent,
and his present work will give him a wider latitude, a
greater opportunity, because of the diversity of his subjects,
and because, as he says, he will be foot free to use his
energies as he sees fit. Big things can be looked for from
him.
His first tilni afiiliatiuns will be the handling of a big
rial, a special release from one of the big program concerns, and the exploitation of the products of one of the
big slate rights producers. The advertising and exploitation
of these enterprises will be under the personal control of
Mr. Reichenbach.
of Harry
Reichenbach's
most notableofachievements
in Some
the tilm
field include
the exploitation
the Lasky
products
the first
fourteen
months
of thatas concern's
existence. during
His work
was so
generally
attractive
to elicit
.\ cable message from Mr. Goldfish, who was in Europe
111 the interests of the concern.

It was the first test of Essanay's volunteer fire crew add
they demonstrated their ability admirably. Their fire fighting was done under the direction of Robert E. Spoor,
technical superintendent, who lost his prized hunting dog
ill the blaze.
During the fire Max Linder, the Essanay comedian, who
had just coinpleled his first work in the studio, was being
interviewed in his dressing room by newspaper representatives. His first concern was for his picture, and he hurried
his valet out of the plant with the clothes which had
already registered in scenes and then calmly continued his
interview.

In the handling
of Bosvvorth's
"Hypocrites,"
Frank
W.
rbutt. head of that concern, wired him from Los Angeles,
wng; "Congratulations upon the success
of Hypocrites'
Mr.A Sherry
wired
giving allacross
credit to
you lor its
triumph."
huge
banner mestretched
Broadway
announcing
"ice Brady
in "La
\ie dc lioheme"
at the New
York
catre. attracted widespread attention, and in his handling
the Metro products his sensational exploitation of that
ncern. and his remarkable accomplishments at San Fran^co during the Panama-Pacific Exposition, when he pulled
Bushman
Day," brought him more laurels.
\t Chicago he secured fifty-five columns of reading matter
r William A. Brady and Alice Brady, and when he left
the World Film Corporation, he was the recipient of a magnificent gold desk set. a token of the esteem in which the
officers of that company held him.
Mr. Reichenbach is a firm believer in advertising, and
in his announcement states that he will not handle the
af!airs of any concern which does not believe in display
space as well as te.xt matter.
Arthur H. Battey. who was associated with Mr. Reichenbach in the F.quitablc Motion Pictures Corporation and
World Film offices, will be with him again as office manager of the new enterprise.
LASKY PLAYERS FORM NOVEL ORGANIZATION.
The former stai;c ciUlirities who are now at work in the
Lasky studio at Hollywood, have formed a new organization
—the first of its kind— called the Lasky Players.
'Ihc object
of the organization is the occasional presentation of one act
plays and scenes
from
established
dramas
for charitable
purposes.
The first performance of the new organization was given
on December 8. at the Glendale KIks Lodge, the services of
the Players having been secured through director George
Mclford, who is a member of the Lodge. The celebrated rehearsal scenes from Sheridan's "The Critic" were chosen as
the vehicle of the Players' debut. Following the performance of "The Critic" for the Glendale Lodge, the organization
will appear for the benefit of the Hollywood Company of
Coast .-Vrtillcry Federal Reserve, most of the members of
which belong to the Lasky organization, and will repeat "The
Critic" during the holidays. They will also appear in another one act play for the benefit of the Hollywood Studio
Club, a social anrl philanthropic organization composed of
the young girls of the difTerent motion picture studios.
The leading factors in the movement for the formation of
this company were Marie Doro. Hobart Bosworth. Frank
Reicher. 'Theodore Roberts. Tully Marshall and Fannie Ward.
Other members of the compaiiv are Raymond Hatton. Horace
B. Carpenter. James Xeill. Mae Murray. Jane WollT. .\n!ta
KioK. Florence Smythe, Edward J. Le Saint. George Melford,
Wallace Reid, Tom Fornian, Bob Leonard and Sain Du Yal.

Helen Ware
MISS HICLKN \\.\RK, the will kimwii star, enacts the
leading feminine role in the Selig production, "The
Garden of .Mlah." soon to be released. In a recent
interview, Miss Ware said: "I have always been an ardent
admirer of Robert Hichcns' woiulerlul character, 'Domini
Enfilden,' and I was pleased with the opportunity offered
by Mr, Selig to visualize her. on the screen. There are
n:any opportunities for
emotional work during
the action of the abThose sorbing
who story."
have been
fortunate enough to be
present at private
showings of ''The
Garden
of .-\llah"
loud
in their
praises are
of
Miss
Ware's
work.Tom
In
her scenes with
Santschi, who enacts
the role of "Boris
.\iidrovsky," she is
particularly appealing
and reaches artistic
heights rarely attained
by
motion picture actresses.
"The Garden of
.Mlah," screened by the
Selig Company in ten
spectacular reels, will
be one of the feature
films of the near
future. Colin Campbell
has pronounced the
Helen Ware.
drama as his best and
most artistic effort. Mr.
Selig, it is stated, has given more of his personal attention to
the artistic details of "The Garden of .Mlah" than he has
given to any of the other feature films released under the
Diamond S trade mark.
In' the latest Selig feature drama, thousands of men and
won:en are employed besides caravans of camels, .Arabian
horses, etc. Many beautiful scenes of Oriental cities are
presented. The photography is said to be all that could be
desired, and the story moves swiftly and intensely to an
unusual and gripping conclusion.

// is only that U'hich is false and mislcadinij and intended to be so that cannot stand the light of day. Keep
it dark, "boys."
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"King Lear"

Five-Reel Version of the Shakespearian Tragedy Produced
by Thanhouser with Frederick Warde as the Aged
Monarch a Well Acted and Scenically Effective Screenplay.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
THE latest Shakespearian drama prepared for screen exhibition is a five-reel version of "King Lear," made by the
Thanhouser Company, w'itli Frederick Warde as the ruler
of ancient Britain.
While it is unquestioned that the Bard ot
Avon was a much greater poet than dramatist, it is also obvi-
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Frederick Warde is not new to the character of Lear. He
has often played it on the stage, and is fitted by temperament
and training tor its impersonation. He has the grand manner
necessary to the aged monarch, and indicates to the life "the
choleric old king, jealous ot his dignity, brooking no insult,
rash and impetuous, blind to everything but momentary feeling, and heedless ot all results until, as Schlegel observes, "all
that remains to him is the capability of loving and suffering
beyond measure." Ernest Warde, who directed the play, is
excellent as the fool, and the other principals of this goodly
company are J. H. Gilmour, Hector Dion, Edwin Stanley, Wayne
.^rey, Charles Brooks, Boyd Marshall, Robt. Whitter, Lorraine
Nuling, Ina Hammer, and Edith Diestal. The picture is released on the Pathe program.

"The Rise of Susan"
Clara

Scene from "King Lear" (Thanhouser).
:ous that, in reviewing a screen version of one of his works,
the writer must confine his criticism almost exclusively to the
achievement of Shakespeare the playwright, since the actors
on the screen are forced to limit themselves to "dumb show"
and may not give utterance to his wonderful lines. The brief
quotations that serve as subtitles to the different scenes, while
necessary to an understanding of the play, give but slight indication of the beauty, strength and profound philosophy of the
poet's lines in their entirety.
The plot of "King Lear," when stripped of its wealth of
marvelous verse, is a sordid story in which evil passion in
many different forms is contrasted with the affection of the
old king for hjs daughter, Cordelia, and her love for him. It is
also worthy of note that, practically, the only physically revolting scene in all Shakespeare is found in this play — the
scene where Gloster's eyes are torn out — a scene, by the way,
that
is
handled
with becoming restraint in the version under
discussion.
In view ot the conditions imposed upon the producer and his
associates, it is only Just to them to regard their efforts in
but one light, to what degree have they succeeded in taking
the bare plot of "King Lear" and clothing it with some of the
poetry of thought and feeling that was given it by its creator.
-'VU of the outward accessories required by "the undertaking
have been provided. Correct costuming, impressive settings,
an adequate cast ot principals, well trained supernumeraries
and a thorough knowledge of the traditional "business" of the
scenes are all in evidence. It remains tor the art of the actor
—the technic of the silent drama — to make the poetry of the
play speak to the heart of the spectator. This it does to a
praiseworthy degree.
.A.ided by a clear and concise scenario, Mr. Warde and his
fellow players throw many pictures upon the screen by which
the soul of the tragedy, as well as its physical action finds
expression. In this day and age when utility is the watchword and sudden riches the
of man. and Shakespeare is
seldoni read and less seldom goal
acted, the Thanhouser version is
an achievement to be thankful for; it may serve as a
lamp
their paths cheered
have
^nrt""™"/!
5 otherwise
and
made ^'''0,.'''°"I
radiant by
the geniusnever
of the
great
Elizabetha
n.
buch an experience leads them to a study of the poefs worksIf
the picture will have vindicated its creation, upon this ground
famJ-iar wl"h
those offers
"' Shakespear
'';"'"''stage,
?„T„ on^^„"''
I.ear
e and
the spoken
the screen
veision
a novel
and interesting means of visualizing
the poiKnan* seen™ of
po'snani scenes of
the greatest of human tragedies

Kimball
Young
in a Five-Reel
Peerless
Photoplay
With
a Strong
Melodramatic
Finish— Released
by
the World Film Corporation.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.

THE
RISE Clara
OF SUSAN."
the five-reel
Peerless ofphotoplay
starring
Kimball Young,
is compounded
several
grades of material. In following the career of a beautiful
young working girl who is persuaded to pass herself off as a
countess, the picture reveals phases of the social world that
are amusing, takes an unexpected plunge into the realms of
melodrama, and embraces a series of incidents that demand
strenuous acting on the part of the star and several members
of the cast.
The meteoric flight of the shopgirl is occasioned by the failure of a real countess to appear at a reception given by a
social climber. The hostess, a woman of resources, gets Susan
to assume the titled lady's name. The inevitable follows. A
wealthy young chap falls in love with the pseudo countess,
and the ensuing complications include a dramatic scene at the
altar, an attempt at murder, and the suicide of the woman who
stands between Susan and the hero of the story.
Several of the situations will not square with a high idea,
of personal conduct on the part of the hero and the heroine.
Susan's act in allowing young Gordon to court her under the
delusion that he is to marry a lady of noble birth, and Gordon's calm acceptance of Mrs. Luckett's advice not to see Susan
and demand an explanation when she deserts him just as the
wedding ceremony
is about to begin, lower the tone of the

Scene

from "The

Rise of Susan"

(World).

drama,
have decided effect in giving it varied action and
theatric but
vigor.
Those who relish a middle grade screenplay of fair quality
will ,ind "The Rise of Susan" to their taste. It has been lavishly and artistically produced under the direction of S. E. V.
Taylor, and the acting by Clara Kimball Young. Jenny Dickerson, Warner Oland. Marguerite Skirwin and Eugene O'Brien
brings out all the dramatic possibilities of the atory.
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Three Christie Comedies
**Hwt» At Six O'clock." "His Model Wife." and "Out for the
Coin"
Present l»> Farce
and Eccentric
Types.
Kr\le\voa
MtirKtirrt
1. MiicDunulil.
TIIK

"Hist! At Six O'Clock."

oi\«-re«l comotly
In quostlnn
Is nn eccentric comedy
wbU-h Is accoi>t;a»lo for the voiy fact of Its oocontrlclty.
It Is prps*ntcil. ns u burlesque on tlio vnniplro typo of picture, and places Hetty Oonipson In thf rolo of the vaniplro who
adores llniburKor rhi'cso mul Kiirllc. and Is therefore able tu

Scene from "Hist! At Six O'Clock" (Christie).
■ rcome all enemies by the strength of her breath. She Is
...so able to hypnotize all mankind by means of a few eccentric
Kestures which arc characteristic of her.
The plot of the comedy, what there is of it, concerns the untiring pursuit of the Willie Loosem In whose family a box of
envied treasure had remained for centuries, by Count de
Strychnine, a direct descendant of arch enemies of the Loosem
family. The plan of the count to destroy Willie Loosem and
his sweetheart by means of a bomb which was to be exploded
at six o'clock goes awry, and the count and his associates become the victims Instead. Blllie Rhodes, Neal Burns, and Eddie
Barrle constitute the remainder of the cast. A few eliminations Including a couple of statues which are used in rather a
suggestive
manner
would
improve
the picture.
"His Model Wife."
There Is a distinct objection to this comedy as an offering
before refined audiences, because of the fact that too much Is
made of a model posing in the nude. At least twice this feminine model appears In nude profile, standing erect; another
couple of times she appears lying on her face on a couch, still
nude; a third time a quick flash of a portion of her back and
Ifmbs as she lies on the couch as seen through the keyhole by
a couple of men, forms a disgusting closeup. A painting of
the nude woman, which even though It may be exceedingly
artistic, becomes suggestive In its use In the comedy, is made
much of. The plot of the comedy concerns the mistake made
by a husband, misled by a pillar of the church, in believing
that his wife Is posing for an artist.
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In a minor role which he makes to stand out la Frank Ladnlng, whose appearance wilt be welcomed by those photoplaygoora of aeventl years' standing who recall hlH earlier work.
Opposite Lou-Tellegen Is Cleo RIdgley, as Joan, the sweetheart
of Seton. Miss Rldglcy has u strongly emotional part, as the
flanceo of any true to type soldier on foreign service Is liable to
have cause for occasional worry. Sesauo Huyakawa, the talented Japanese. Is the head of a band of conspirators; his Is a
convincing portrayal. Mabel Van Buron, Ernest Joy and
Harold Skinner complete the cast. There are large numbers
of soldiers and native troops.
The staging Is elaborate.
The dlr.ctor has gone afield for his

Scene from "The Victoria Cross" (Lasky).
exteriors, and has found picturesque spots. The dominating
note of "Tlie Victoria Cross*' Is action. It should be a popular
picture.

"The Challenge"

Five-Reel Screen Version of a Stageplay by Edward Childs
Carpenter
Made
by Astra and Released
by Pathe
Full of Merit.
Reviewed by Edward Weltzel.
'TpO begin with, "The Challenge" has no cause to blush for
J[_ having been created. The Edward Childs Carpenter stageplay provides the material for a live, picturesque and sufllcicntly novel scenario, and the Astra Company has furnished
tlie proper grade of actors and a becoming scenic environment
for Its locations. Starting In the East, it develops a story of
modern life that Is vital, quick In action and teaches the^ fine
moral that no man need give up the figlU for an honorable career

"Out for the Coin."

The third of tliese comedies Is one that will win conslderabltlaughter from the average audience. It Is of a purely farce
comedy style, and shows how a hypocrite, and manufacturer
of counterfeit bills. Is caught In his own trap. In threatening
to foreclose a mortgage which he holds over the Helpusout .Tunk
Co., circumstances so arrange themselves that the manager oi
the company becomes the possessor of a multitude of thesibills, some of which he joyfully hands to his persecutor. A
detective happens nearby to arrest the counterfeiter, and the
Helpusout Junk Co. contlnuoR on Its way rejoicing.

"The Victoria Cross"
Lasky Company Surrounds Lou-Tellegen With a Fine Cast
— A Stirring Story of the Indian Mutiny.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
I\ "The Victoria Cross." the play by Paul Potter, the Lasky
company has found material for an excellent photodrama.
The story Is of India, the time Is 1857, and the Incident the
revolt of the natives against the authority of England. The
action Is fast and the Interest cumulative. Lou-Tellegen Is
at his best in the part of Major Seton, a British offlcer. who
wins the Victoria Cross and later through drink and falling a
victim to the alluring eyes of a highly placed conspiring young
woman Is reduced In rank. The role of Seton Is of the dashing, romantic sort, one that finely fits the figure and bearing of
Lou-Tellegen.
The supporting cast la composed of motion picture veterans.

Scene from "The

Challenge"

(Pathe).

because he has committed one fault and worn the stripes of a
prison. Shifting to the West and giving glimpses of life on a
ranch and of the wonders of engineering that are being accomplished In the waste places of this land of the free and home
of the middleman, It unfolds a love Interest such as all selfrespecting dramas should insist upon owning. The fact that
the heroine wears "chaps" and sports a six-shooter doesn't
Interfere in the slightest when the right man comes along.
She doesn't know he is the right man at the start, and fires a
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shot or two at him from her revolver; but, when she does
realize his importance, she stows her gun and puts her arms
around his neck, like any other sensible little woman.
We are often asked by the stage and the screen to believe
that a pair of leather breeches or other styles of male garments
can disguise a woman's sex. This is often open to question;
but one thing we are certain of — such articles haven't the
slightest power to change her womanly feelings. Helene Chadwick, who plays the heroine that wears the "chaps" in "The
Challenge," indicates this very clearly, and. although she dons
a ballgown for a brief spell and also appears in a smart tailormade suit, the writer is positive that when the young Easterner
first saw her in her unconventional rig he was harder hit than
if she had been wearing a creation from a Fifth Avenue shop.
An interesting fact in connection with Miss Helene Chadwick
is the statement made by the Pathe people that she has never
before acted for the screen or the spoken stage. Nature
has been kind to her in many ways. She has charm of person,
intelligence, great natural gifts, and succeeds in completely
concealing the fact that she is a beginner, with her foot on
the first rung of the ladder. Charles Roithold and Montagu
Love have parts in the drama that call for exceptional ability;
they satisfy the demand.
Mention should again be made to the Western scenes. They
are all well chosen and many of them are of picturesque beauiy.

Episodes

*'The Vampires''

Five and Six of the Gaumont-Mutual Serial Contain Abundance of Thrilling Action.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

"The Eyes That Hold/*
THIS episode, which is unusually
thrilling, encompasses an
attempt on the part of the Vampires to rob an American
who has stolen a large amount
of money
from a bank
in which he had been cashier.
An interesting part of the epl-
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they are equal if not superior to any that have thus far been
shown.
These pictures, which have been subtitled with care and efficiency, are thoroughly explanatory of existing conditions, and
give an excellent general idea not alone of what war really
means, but of the terrible efficiency of modern methods of
warfare. Opening with an animated picture of Captain Thompson with the steel helmet and gas mask which he used while
photographing these films, we pass on to the land and sea base
of the Allies at Salonica. Here we see a hydroplane released
from its moorings in its armored home, dropped by a pulley
line to the sea, and started on its ascent of several thousand
feet above the city and harbor of Salonica. Here we learn as
from actual experience how difficult it must be to make a
successful drop of a bomb on any given object from an aeroplane, especially if the object is also in motion.
While it is impossible for want of space to enumerate the
many interesting sights which 300 scenes present, we will endeavor to give an idea of the most startling portion of the
picture. At Verdun we learn what the ramparts eighty feet
thick must have meant to the city in time of bombardment.
Some scenes from the great Somme offensive are shown, and
also the deadly work of the French 75 in, action, with scenes
of desolation and terrible havoc, deserted German trenches,
and weatherbeaten heaps of dead. One of the most striking
scenes of the picture is contained in a German surrender,
showing the anxious survivors running, hands up, to the French
trenches, crying "Kamerad! Kameradl" What is termed the
steel wall of France, consisting of 50,000 troops of French
soldiers with fixed bayonets, reviewing before entering the
front line, is an impressive sight. Other scenes show the Russian troops which landed at Marseilles, dressed in French uniform and ready for the front, and also the Algerian soldiery
at the western front. A trip with Captain Thompson 10.000
feet in the clouds allows us to witness a battle between a
French and a German aeroplane, when the German aeroplane
is driven to earth. We learn by means of these pictures that
France has 20.000 aeroplanes ready for action, also we are given
several views of the armored river boats which have been
brought into service on the Yser River. Heavy guns in action, and fighting in the trenches at a distance apart of only
twenty yards are thrilling spectacles. Moving fortresses in the
shape of armored trains, showing the rapidity with which the
guns can be loaded and placed in action, German prisoners being escorted to the rear, where they are relieved of their buttons as a precaution against their running away, vast armies
of ammunition automobiles on transport roads under shell fire.
are also among the many interesting sights. The closing scenes
of the film consist of views taken at the vocational schools
of France, where crippled soldiers are taught various means or
making a livelihood.
These pictures are well photographed considering the difficulties attendant thereon, and present considerable information
that has not been vouchsafed before concerning the war.

"Mixed Blood"

Scene from "The Vampires" (Gauraont).
sode is the illustration of the story of his grandfather read by
the grand vampire to the guests of the hotel, while Irma Vep
goes above to execute the robbery. This story brings into play
three vicious bulls, which pursue a horseman, who shoots the
first two. and kills the third with his sword. Following this
the horse lurches backward, throwing his master, all of which
makes rather a remarkable spectacle. Moreno, the bandit, interfering with the plans of the vampires, captures Irma Ve-i
and places a hypnotized girl as a substitute. Moreno also hypnotizes Irma Vep. bringing as the climax of this episode the
shooting of the grand vampire as he enters the room to pay a
ransom for the return of his most valuable helper.
"Satanas."
The sixth episode introduces the new head of the vampires.
Satanas. It also introduces an interesting situation where
Moreno falls in love with his captive. Irma
The chief
spectacle of this episode occurs when Satanas Vep
with his wonderful pneumatic cannon destroys the cafe where Morena and
Irma \ep are dining. Normandin. the comedy character of the
serial has a narrow escape from death bv a group of vampires,
and
Moreno,
vampire
hand. under threat of death if he refuses joins the

Remarkable

Five-Reel Red Feather Production Tells Entertaining Story
of Small Towns Along the Texas Border.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
FOUR reels of well-constructed border drama and then a final
one which overshoots the mark and becomes unduly gruesome. This is the impression
created by "Mixed
Blood"
upon the average observer.
The fault is one that may be remedied in a measure by judicious cutting, and if this is done it

"War As It Really Is''

Pictures Taken by Captain Donald C. Thompson on the Front Line in France.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THE
impression
gained
from a private exhibition
of the
seven thousand
feet of war films taken on the French
Captain Donald C. Thompson in co-operation
T ,- .'"^^^
-.u Leslies
with
Weekly,
and which
are being presented
as a
states rights proposition
by Edwin
Bower
Hesser.
is that

Scene from "Mixed Blood" (Universal).
will leave the production as a w.hole a meritorious one.
the close as it stands is too tragic.
Willard Mack, author of numerous successful plays, wrote
the story, which was adapted to the screen by J. Grubb Alexander and produced by Charles Swickard. It has its principal
But
scene in a Texas
town, close to the Mexican
border.
The
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heroine, as adntirably portrayed by Claire McDowell, la a girl
with a Mexican father and an Irish mother. She la beloved
by three men, a Mexican bandit named CarlOB, Joe Nagle,
keeper ot the Kumbling^ house, and "Big Jim," the sherilT. The
hitter parts are assumed by George Beranger. Wilbur Higby
and Hoy Stewart, respectively. All of the characterizations
are true to type and well portrayed. Harry Archer Is also good
in the minor role of "Blootch." and Jessie Arnold as little, who
bears Joe Nagle's name "by courtesy."
^ The plot is one of outlawry and jealousy, and primal instincts arc given full play. Carlos loses his good standing in
the U. S. A. and carries the girl bodily to a plague infected
town In Mexico. The sheriff follows and brings back the
girl, but Carlos dies of the plague. These latter scenes arc
prolonc;ed too much considering their gruesome character.

WORLD
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Girl Who Doesn't Know"
B S. Moss" The
Presents Marie Empress in Five-part Drama of

Good Moral Tone.
by Margaret I. MacDonald.
picture gives no clue whatever to its qualTHE title
ity, andof isthis
somewhat misleading, owing to the fact thai
other pictures with similar titles have been released,
which
were not altogether
commendable,
and leaned rather
toward the commercializing of episodes which occur in certain
Reviewed

"The Female of the Species''

Five-Reel
Kay-Bee
Character
Contrast
of Two
Feminine
Types Represented by Dorothy Dalton and Enid Markey.
Reviewed
by Louis Reeves
Harrison.
IX WRITIXG
"The
of the than
Species."
the author.
Russell E. Smith,
hasFemale
gone deeper
a character
contrast
as shown by two women, one keeping safely within the
bounds of social usage, the other daring to step over the line
in obedience to the powerful natural dictates of her heart, but
the play as it stands, admirably directed and interpreted, does
not strongly convey the deeper meaning. Its interest depends
largely upon a situation. Dorothy Dalton is superb as a woman of strong natural impulses, neither vain nor unmoral, but
permitted a certain freedom of action as an artist of so-called
"Bohemian" tendencies. She enjoys a masculine liberty of
action and permits her love for a man of wealth and social
standing to completely dominate her conduct.
Enid Markey is equally good in the difficult role of a girl
who submits to social usage, who, on that very account, wins
the same man in marriage. He prefers the woman he can
trust to the one who shows that she can not trust herself,
though she is capable of passionate affection and devoted
loyalty. Though more intense, more deeply in love, she is
discarded for the sake of a true-hearted girl who is less
demonstrative because of the restraints of social custom.
Through an accident, which causes temporary loss of memory
and identity, the man is thrown completely into the hands of
the "other
world
as herwoman,"
husband. and proclaimed in another part of the
That a woman should continue to love a man under such
circumstances, and that the wife should eventually find him
and win him back, may be sufficient for the purposes of what
is commonly believed to be a dramatic situation, but it is
destructive of sympathetic interest. The man does nothing
from the start that is made visible to the spectator to show
why two fine women should love him, but that can be admitted
with safety. It is difficult, however, for normal people to
believe that these two fine women would continue to love this
same man when he becomes abnormal, merely a silly and useless member of society. He would have been more human,
and intensely so, if he had merely wobbled, shifted from one
to the other and back again.
It is encouraging to see Jhese original stories on the screen,
for the time is not far away when they will be the only ones
worth
reviewing.
It w-iU be still more
encouraging
when

Scene from "The Girl Who

Doesn't Know"

(Moss).

undesirable walks of life, all of which does no good, and appeals only to morbid curiosity.
In the production in question the most objectionable scenes
occur in a gambling house. These are in the minority, and
any suggestion of immorality which they might contain, other
than the gambling connections, are so skilfully covered as to
be evident only to the discerning mind. The moral cf the story
is a forceful one, and there is no evidence of a purely commercial motive in the manner in which the picture is pre*^ented.
The picture opens with a word sermon in which parents are
rebuked for allowing their daughters to combat whe evil influences of the world without a knowledge which would enable
them to take care of themselves. Following this three types
of untaught girls are introduced. The first is the motherless
daughter of a man who is cruelly intolerant of sin. whc falls
to the wiles of a degenerate from the city. Effective scenes in
a village church characterize this portion of the story, revealing a common form of hypocrisy. This girl, deserted, drowns
herself. The second type, played by Marie Empress, is a child
of poverty, who lives with a hard-working mother, a crippled
brother and a brutal stepfather. Longing for prett.v things to
wear, and driven by bitter domestic experience, she falls easily
into the clutches of a man of the world and keeper of a gaming
house, who supplies the pretty clothes, and employ.3 her as a
decoy for the victims whom he fleeces of their coin. Finally
when one of the male frequenters of the place falls madly in
love with her. steals from the bank, of which he is cashier, to
give to her, and shoots himself dead upon discovery that the
girl cares nothing for him, she suddenly awakens to the degradation of her position and leaves the gaming house with
the determination to lead a better life. Falling in with a young
clergyman, whose work is in the slums, she becomes the saviour
of his guileless sister, when the gaming house keeper happens
to enter the clergyman's family.
This picture contains nothing that could be pointed at as absolutely objectionable, and could be placed with impunity before
any audience. Others appearing in the cast in addition to Marie
Empress are R. Henry Grey. Zada Marlow. Henry Stanley,
Ruth White, Geo. Theilan and Robyn Adair. An early Januar.-date will be set for the release of this production.

"The Enemt/'

Scene from "The Female of the Species" (Triangle).
Russell E. Smith and 'ither capable authors are given more
time — that means reward in proportion to efiCort — so that they
may perfect their compositions. "The Female of the Species"
goes to the edge of a tremendous and vital question, and I
have no doubt that the author could have gone deeper, but,
between the exactions of stars that one character shall have
all the opportunity, and the exactions of directors that there
shall be a "situation." the author is denied that freedom which
is as necessary to the expansion of creative genius as air is
to the expansion of our lunffs.

Seven-Reel
Photoplay
Made
by Vitagraph
from Story by
George Randolph Chester Contains Much Temperance
Propaganda.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
THE friends of Temperance will be eager to put the stamp
of their approval upon "The Enemy," the seven-reel photoplay made by the Vitagraph Company from a story written by George Randolph Chester and Lillian Chester. It assails
the liquor question with the same vigor and uncompromising
conviction as to Its Iniquity that Is to be found in that celebrated old classic. "Ten Nights in a Barroom." In the main,
the author has made his characters convincing and handled his
theme with strict regard for truth. The scenario writer has
not been equally successful with his part of the work. The
drama needs condensing, and would be the gainer if reduced
to five reels.
The finish is logical and possesses great power.
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but ia not lead up to with skill. After grlvlng erery Indication
that the usual happy ending Is to be employed, the utmost
finesse should have been used in showing the man who had
once been the slave of the liquor habit and who, apparently,
had conquered his enemy and regained the love of hia family
and the respect of his fellows, again giving way to his appetite
and sending a bullet into his brain when overwhelmed by
despair. One of the irritating incidents is the pouring of the
liquor into the bowl of punch by the young woman who Is
anxious to take the hero away from the heroine, and who
does not hesitate to tempt the thirst which the young chap
has promised shall never again get the better of him. The
device Is old and its use by the girl does not seem in keeping
with her character. There is also a superabundance of embracing in the drama; filial affection is very beautiful, but
may be taken for granted, even in a moving picture.
The staging and acting of "The Enemy" should be given
high praise. The different settings and locations are well
chosen, and the acting of the entire cast is equal to every
demand. Charles Kent, Evert Overton, Peggy Hyland, Julia
Swayne Gordon and Billie Billings liave the leading roles.

WORLD
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A Pair of Kalems
"The Stain of Chuckawalla** and "The Menace," Episode of
"Girl from 'Frisco'" and "Grant, Police Reporter."
Reviewed by Ben H. Grimm.
"The Stain of Chuckawalla."
THEfromnineteenth
Robert
Welles
'Frisco" episode
series isof an
offering
of Ritchie's
the type "The
that Girl
has
caused this series to stand up so strongly thus far. The
two reels of the episode make a western of exciting action and
interesting story. Barbara Brent (Marin Sais) this time conducts a newspaper campaign in a Western "bad town," and
despite the opposition finally makes the town dry. But before
the township votes on the prohibition question many melodramatic events occur, and besides much fist fighting and gun
play, we see an explosion that destroys the newspaper plant.
This episode is in every respect as good as the preceding
releases.
In the cast with Marin Sais are seen True Boardman, Frank

" The Honor of Mary Blake "

Violet

Mersereau the Star of a Five-Reel Bluebird Photoplay Contrasting the Stage and the Farm.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
TiE author of "The Honor of Mary Blake," the five-reel
Bluebird photoplay to be released December 18, understands his subject, and has depicted the every day experiences of a small repertoire company from inside information.
John C. Brownell is the author's name. He has had nothing
particularly novel to disclose, and has not neglected to surround his actress heroine with a number of narrow-minded
country types, who are shocked at the girl's calling and at the
depravity of a sturdy young farmer who falls in love with
Mary and marries her. The girl is first shown heading th ?
simple life, as it is experienced in a theatrical rooming house
in New York. A blackguardly manager tries to entrap her
into a false marriage and turns up later and almost succeeds
in separating the farmer and his bride. The village gossips,
also, have a hand in the affair. A harmless prank, in which
the ex-leading lady puts on her Roselind costume and is discovered by her mother-in-law in tights, is likewise used
against her.
The picture belongs to the class of plays that were once
known as comedy-dramas and depended more upon their
touches of comedy than any great amount of dramatic suspense. Edwin Stevens has followed the accepted formula
used in transferring stories of this nature to the screen, and,
from such a standard, has done his work conscientiously and

(Kalem).
Scene from "The Stain of Chuckawa
Jonasson, Ronald Bradbury, Edward Clisbee, Karl Formes, Jr..
and Hart Hoxie. Produced by James W. Home. Released
December 13.
"The Menace."
This episode of the "Grant, Police Reporter" series, is absorbing in story as well as furnishing several stunts performed by
George Larkin. It shows Grant, the reporter, once more in
the guise of a man who permeates deeper into apparent trivialities than do the police. This time he frustrates the plan of a
band of anarchists to throw a bomb into the ran-ks of the
parading police. His work leads him to the pursuit of a woman
member of the band, whom he follows: He leaps from a
window of an office building to a suspended rope, climbs to
the roof, and then jumps to the roof of an adjoining building,
many feet below. He grabs the woman just as she is about
to throw a bomb. With Mr. Larkin in the cast are seen OUie
Kirkby, William McKey, Director Robert Ellis. Mary Taylor
Ross and Harry Gordon.

Scene from "The Honor of Mary Blake"
(Bluebird).
well. Violet Mersereau is the Mary Blake. She impersonates
a certain type of theatrical leading lady to the life, and makes
her just the kind of fluffy-haired, bright-eyed little woman In
a becoming frock that would appeal to a susceptible young
chap — especially, after he has rescued her from the attack of
a repulsive-looking tramp. Sidney Mason is a handsome and
earnest young farmer, and Tina Marshal], Caroline Harris and
James O'Neill have congenial roles.

"THE

TRUANT

SOUL"
FOR
THEATER.

STUDEBAKER

"The Truant Soul," an Essanay seven-reel super-feature.
wJth a screen time of two hours, tn which Henry B. 'Walthali
Is credited with having done the best work in his career as a
film actor and which will he released through Kleine-EdlsonSelig-Essanay December 2.Tth. as their first Special Feature
will be presented at a private showing nt the Studebaker
Theater. Chicago, December 12th.

" The Stolen
Triumph '*
Julius Steger Featured
in Five-Reel
Rolfe
for Metro.Photoplay Produced by
Reviewed by Ben H. Grimm.
ROLFE Photoplays. Inc.. have produced for release by
Metro "The Stolen Triumph," a five-reel photodrama in
which Julius Steger is the featured player. The picture
will make its strongest appeal to that class of picturegoers
who enjoy sadness. A general atmosphere of gloom and heaviness pervades the picture, punctured by lightening touches but
a scant few times during the screen-telling of the story by
M,'. Steger and Maxwell Karger. The effect of the whole is
somewhat depressing, but will undoubtedly be liked by mai^y.
Everything possible has been done by the authors and the
cast to enlist the spectator's sympathies for the struggling
playwright whose play — a masterpiece — has been stolen by a
successful producer.
Mr. Steger's portrayal of the role of the playwright is, on
the whole, convincing, but the story is at times rather hard to
swallow. So much woe and sorrow have been injected into the
story that even the happiest possible ending under the circumstances falls to entirely alleviate the spectator's feeling that
this is a hard world indeed. For instance, as a result of the
theft of the play, the playwright's wife dies. He becomes Insane and jumps into the river. He is thought to be a suicide
and. to make reparation, the producer and his wife bring the
playwright's boy Into their house. But the playwright has not
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committed suicide. His memory has been lost. It Is restored
fifteen years later when he sees his name as the author of a
successful play. His eon Is engaged to marry the producer's
daughter.
The cast supporting Mr. Steger work well. An especially
creditable performance is given by Clara Whipple as the wife
of the producer.
Harry Burkhardt is seen to good advantage
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'Oliver Twist"

Lasky Production of Dickens Story Marked by Splendid
Characterization and Staging.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
ASKY'S production
Twist" is an with
unusual
pic-a
ture. Its making ofhas"Oliver
been accomplished
a care,

L

fidelity, in keeping with the fame of the Dickens masterpiece. As Oliver, the pathetic figure of childhood, there id
Marie Doro. Even m-jre, in the role of Bill Sikes there is Hobart Bosworth: in that of Fagin there is Tully Marshall. The
picture well might have been built around either of these two
men. The characterization of either of these was a show of
and by itself. And there were a half dozen others selected
with fine regard for their powers of convincing portrayal of
the quaint Dickens types — some lovable, some brutal. Here we
see the Artful Dodger, Mr. Brownlow, Nancy Sikes, Mr. Bumble
and Monks in the garb and in the surroundings in which we
have visualized them.
Of the picture there may be two complaints, and the first of
these is a most unusual one. That is that the subject had not
been made in a greater length — of seven or eight reels. The
story and the players, and the producer, too, are the justification for this. There seems too great a mass of material to be
comprehended to best advantage within the limits of five reels.
As to the second growl, it lay in the fading from the close,
where Oliver is at last pleasantly situated with his rags only
a memory, into the picture of the bedraggled child on one
Ride of the screen and on the other Marie Doro all fussed uj)

Scene from "The Stolen Triumph" (Metro).
in the role of the producer. Others in the cast are Clara Blandick, Marie Reichardt, Raye Dean. Helen Badgley, Edward
Kenney and Maury Stewart.
Directed by David Thompson.

"The Battle of Life"
Gladys Coburn Makes Screen Debut in Five-Reel Melodrama
Produced by Fox Film Corporation.
Ueviewed by Edward Weitzel,
jj'T^ HE Battle of Life," the five-reel melodrama
in wliich
X
Gladys Coburn
makes
her debut as a Fox Film star,
contains one of the liveliest rough-and-tumble
fights
ever put into a screen play. James R. Garey is the author of
the scenario and has turned out a good example of tlie sort of
dramatic composition
that was once provided for the populaiprice circuit by the prolific Theodore Kramer and the still mor>i
industrious
Owen
Davis, past melodrama tist-in -relief to the
spoken stage.
The Garey story has to do with a varied assortment of
crooks, the heroine herself being a member of the profession.
Her struggle with the influences that surrounded her and her
final rise to an honest life with the man she loves makes excellent entertainment for followers
of this class of screen

Scene from

"Oliver Twist"

(Lasky),

in her best. It jerks the spectator out of the spell of the story
into the realm of feminine vanity; it is unpleasant and it is
inartistic.
Miss Doro in her impersonation of the name role deserves
iiigh praise for her portrayal of the "boy Oliver She imbues him
with the spirit of the book, as well as that need be expected
of one playing a role of opposite sex. Come now to Mr. Bosworth's Bill Sikes. Here is a figure to conjure with Big
brutal, submerging self in the part of the worst of the denizens of London's unspeakable slums of the early nineteenth
century, he goes his
way through life. He shows us a man
without a redeeming trait, unless it be the fact that he does
not abuse his dog. His ending is as dramatic as his lite has
been low. One of the incidents of the storv comes when Bill
with a rope around his body, starts to slide over the edge of
the roof to his accidental death in midair,
caught
about his neck. Quick as a flash the dog startstheto rope
follow him
sliding rapidly from the ridgepole to the edge and stopping
short at the gutter.

Scene from "The Battle of Life" (Fox).
drama. There are many exciting incidents during the unfolding
of the plot, but the big sensation is the fight on the stairway
between two husky gentlemen who have but little regard for
their necks.
Gladys Coburn in the role of Mary Boland creates a decidedly
favorable Impression. She hag an attractive personality, is on
familiar terms with her art and acts with earnestness and
feeling. Art Acord. William Sheer. Frank Evans. Richard Xeill
Alex Shannon and Violet de Biccari are useful members of the
cast. James Vincent directed the picture.

And Tully Marshall's Fagin. The player quickens into life
•he thieving old miser, whose fiction name has been applied
to all preceptors of young crooks for nearly a hundred
years
and in all likelihood will serve for all time. His performance
furnishes a rare treat. Raymond Hatton is the Artful Dod-er
James Neill is Mr Brownlow, Elsie Jane Wilson is Nancy'
Harry Rattenbury Is .Ir. Bumble, and Carl Stockdale is Monks'
All of these finely supplement the work of the principals
The staging brings us into the atmosphere of
England
The Lasky company erected structures to fit theOldperiod
the locale. The whole production fullv measures up to what and
had been led to expect by advance notices. It should be one weof
the most popular Paramount pictures of the year
A large addition has been built to the Morosco-Pallas studio
which will house the head of the engagement
the
technical and stage directors and Donald Crisp the bureau
latest addl,
tion to the directorial staff.
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Fox Film Comedies
"Social Pirates" and Chased Into Love" the First Numbers
of the Series of Two-Reel Comedies to be Produced
by the Fox Film Corporation.
Reviewed by Edward 'Weitzel.
"Social Pirates."
THE finish of "Social Pirates" sweeps everything before it.
This two-reel comedy, which marks the entrance of the
William
Fox Corporation
into a new field, is a crook
play and follows along the lines laid down for such pictures
until about halfway through.
It then begins to strike out for

Scene from "Social Pirates" (Fox).
itself, and ends with a flood that starts at the top of the
building and sweeps crooks, male and female guests and the
employees of a large hotel, down the stairs, thrnne-h the streets,
into a sewer and sets them adrift in a fair-sized river, Th-:comedy has been given an ambitious production and is capitally
plaved by a large cast headed bv Charles Arline and directed
by W. C. Reed. Leo Morris. Bill Hauber. Harrv O'Cnnnor, Martin Kinney. Frank Alexander. Annette De Foe. Olive Bruce
and Amy Jerome
have important
roles.
"Chased Into Love."
A Marathon race is cleverly utilized in this two-reel comedy.
The story hinges upon the efforts of the leading comedian to
escape a distasteful marriage. While doing his best to get awa\from f*ne bride, the unlucky chap loses his outer garments
and finds himself one of the field in a fifty mile run which
ends in the home town of the girl he really wants to marry.
The race is won by him and he also secures the right bride.
Excellent acting by Hank Mann. John Lancaster, Joe Lee.
Charles Arling and Carmen Phillips adds to the merit of the
comedy,
Charles Parrott directed the production.

The Rink
Two-Reel

Mutual-Chaplin With
the Fun-Maker
in a New
Acrobatic
Role.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
CHAPLIN at the rink is amusing enough, but such a vast
amount of material is needed to keep a swift farce constantly on the move that this one opens up with the almost
outworn business of an awkward waiter who creates almost
endless confusion in both restaurant and kitchen. It may
not have seemed possible for the actor to get enough out of
his rink exploits alone, but that was because he depended
almost entirely upon action and ingenuity to get the laugh
started and keep it going. Now a certain well-known French
actor once used the same situation with far less ingenuity
and movement, yet with an effect quite as comic. He played
largely in the close foreground and depended upon a clever
representation of his state of mind while attempting to do
tricks on the rollers,
Chaplin missed this opporunity, though he could have
made it excrutiatingly funny. With Charlie in the close foreground, wavering between self-confidence and self-consciousness, now starting to show them how easy it is. now puzzled
by his inability to regulate and control the skates, there is
enough to keep almost any audience in a roar for at least one
reel. While Chaplin works hard and seems to stand the strain of
being funny, an awful strain in its way. he is not given much
new opportunity. A man of his resources could fit iiito hundreds of roles never before shown on the screen, be even more
amusing than he is and provide a greater variety of program.
In this way his native value would be greatly enhanced. It
will pay for the producers to eft him s^m^v bright new farceooraedies.
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General Film Program
A Group of Twenty-Nine
Week

Screen Stars Released During the
of Dec. 18.

T-IE Vitagraph Company announces through General Film
Company that it will release hereafter every Friday one
of "The Dangers of Doris" stories, featuring Mary Anderson. Jack Weatlierbee plays the male lead. The series will deal
with the amusing adventures of a country girl of enterprising
disposition who is suddenly thrown into a city environment.
The series, it is said, provide a vehicle admirably adapted to ■
the sprightly temperament
of little "Sunshine"
Mary.
■
In General Film Service for week Dec. 18- 23rd inclusive, •
twenty-nine distinguished stars are featured. Edith Johnson
is the first to be seen as she appears in the initial release for
that week. "The Five Franc Piece.*' ' a two reel Selig drama
dealing witli the attempted theft of a modern war secret. "A •
Lesson for Somebody." a one-act comedy from the Vitagraph
studios precedes the always interesting Selig-Tribune, followed by a one-reel Biograph drama, "The Conscience of Hassan Bey." which is a story of the Orient featuring Lillian Gish
as the daughter of a rug maker, supported by Robert Harron
and Alfred Paget.
"The Little Brown Mole," a two reel drama, the third of the
■'Black Cat Features" by Essanay, is the first picture screened
Tuesday. Lillian Drew and Sydney Ains worth are starred in
this picture, in which the little brown mole plays so important
a part. "The Fatal Violin." a one-reel Kalem comedy, in which
the fun is supplied by Ham. Bud. Ethel Teare and Henry Murdock. Biograph offers "A Daughter of Earth," a two-reel Biograph drama in which Gretchen Hartman plays the lead, supported by Alan Hale and Jose Ruben.
Ben Turpin is the fun-maker in "Taking the Count." a oneleel Essanay Comedy, followed by "On the Brink of War,"
the 20th episode of Kalem's "The Girl From "Frisco," in which
Marin Sais and True Boardman have certainly scored a success. Vim supplies a one-reel comedy. "They Practice Econom>'." featuring Harry Myers and Rosemary Theby in a play
dealing with this all imijortant question.
The offerings for Thursday consist of the Selig-Tribune
showing pictorially all the big events of the world and what
is the very newest in the way of fashions, together with a
one-reel Vim comedy.
"The Dawn of Wisdom," a three-reel Knickerbocker Star
Feature drama, in which Frank Mayo is featured, supported
by an all star cast, ushers in Friday's program. Kalem supplies "The Tiger's Claw," the tenth thrilling adventure of
"Grant. Police Reporter," in which OUie Kirkby and Georga
Larkin have the titular roles. Vitagraph offers the first of
"The Dangers of Doris" Series under the caption of "A Bit of
Bent Wire," featuring Mary Anderson and a strong cast.
The second release of Essanay's series, "Is Marriage Sacred?'
under the title. "Dancing With Folly." features Marguerite
Clayton, Edward Arnold and Sydney Ainsworth, who form the
triangle of a dramatic and appealing two-reel story. A daring
adventure of the "Hazards of Helen" series features Helen
Gibson in "The Vanishing Box Car," Robyn Adair has the
stellar role in "The Man He Might Have Been," a Selig onereel heart-touching drama of a wasted life.

STEVENSON

TO

HANDLE

ARGOSY

FEATURE.

H. S. Stevenson, of Cincinnati, has secured the rights to
"Where D'ye Get That Stuff" for Ohio. Indiana and Kentucky.
The price paid for the territory is said to run up into the five
figures. Mr. Stevenson, who is recognized as one of the
shrewdest exchangemen in the Middle West, has been most
successful in exploiting features and selected "Where D'ye Get
That Stuff?" from among a number of pictures offered him
because he saw it filled a long-felt want in the field of motion
picture comedy. This film burlesQue. which was written b>
H. C. Witwer and H. H. Van Loan, and which has been called
the "Craziest and Funniest Picture Ever Produced," is a distinct -innovation in motion picture comedy.
It is planned to book this picture in the territory acquired
by Mr. Stevenson along lines used by theatrical producers, and
it will be shown in the leading theatres in the same manner as
a big road show. "Where D'ye Get That Stuff?" offers unusual
opportunities for advertising, and will receive an enormous
amount of publicity throughout the country because of its
novelty, the title, and through the fame of its authors, both
of whom are writers of note.
"Where D'ye Get That Stuff?" is the first State Rights production to be released by the Argosy Films, Inc.

MIGNON

COMPANY
GETS
"CIVILIZATION"
TERRITORY.

Twelve million, approximately, is the population of the large
slice of state right territory just sold by J, Parker Read, Jr,,
general manager of the Harper Film Corporation, for "Civilization." The territory consists of the states of Texas, Kansas.
Oklahoma. Missouri. Its importance is obvious from the fact
that the population is about one-tenth that of the United States
and its territories so the transaction is a big deal, Thfe Mignon Feature
Film Corporation
are the buyers of the rights.
One of the best known men in the motion picture business,
A. C. Langan. is manager of this new "Civilization" company.
The production will have its first presentation In Kansas City,
and will be followed by productions in other large cities of
the territory.
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EXCLUSIVELY

BY OUR

AMBITIOUS
ETHEL
(Vim).
Dec. 1 — A fair number
and Jabbs comedies.
Ethel Burtoa
is seen with

OWN

STAFF

General Film Company

General Film Company
of the
Robert

Pokes
Burns

and "Walter Stull. The film embraces a quite funny burlesque to
"Romeo and Juliet."
When Ethel sees it she becomes fired with ambitions to become a movie actress, and it is in the course of her instruction that most of the laughs come.
MISTAKES WILL HAPPEN (Selig). Dec. 2.— Tom Mix is seen in
some of his riding stunts in this one-reel drama. There are several
touches of comedy. Tom is to be married, and on the way to the wedding his fresh horse is taken by an escaping outlaw. Tom is mistaken
for the outlaw and jailed, but everything turns out satisfactorily when
the girl and her father get busy. In the cast with Tom are Victoria
Forde. Pat Chrisman
and Sid Jordan.
THE SELIG-TRIBUNE. NO. 97, 1916 (Sellg), "Dec. 4.^Third and
Fourth Texas Regiments reviewed. Corpus Christi, Tex. ; W, J. Alexander erects granite monument to President Wilson, Chattanooga,
Tenn. ; young women's auto race marred by accident, Byberry, Pa. ;
children go to spring in Fairmount Park for water, Philadelphia ; Old
Guard Veterans' Batallion celebrate Evacuation Day, New York ; Jack
Cudahy's children collect newspapers for war orphans, Pasadena, Cal. ;
H. H. Brown, of Williams, wins ten-mile cross-country run, Bdston ;
latest fashions in furs ; Seventh Regiment, N. Y. N. G., returns to New
YorK from border duty.
HUBBVS CHICKEN (Vim). Dec. 6-— A fair number of the Vim Feature Comedies, with Harry Myers and Rosemary Theby. Mr. Love, a
poultry fancier, gets into a lot of trouble with Friend Wife over
a chicken whici the wife thinks is the wrong kind of a chicken. However, after she hires a detective and chases Hubby to the statiofi," she
finds that Mr. Love has been chasing a white leghorn, and everyone is
happy.
A WAITING GAME (Essanay). Dec. 6.— Ben Turpin does most of
the knockabout work in this comedy reel. It has few claims to originality, but. nevertheless, a few laughs are furnislied. Ben, perforce, becomes a waiter in a swell cafe, and the usual things happen with
dishes, guests, chefs, etc.
THE GUILTY ONE (Vim). Dec. 7.— Babe Hardy and Kate Price feet
over numerous laughs in this comedy. The portly pair are seen as exconvicts, but Kate reforms and becomes a reporter. Babe has a scheme
whereby he expects to make a lot of money, and he induces Kate to
work with him. The result of an ad to the effect that if a certain man
doesn't pay blackmail there will be dire consequences is funny — almost
every man in town has something to conceal.
THE SELIG-TRIBUNE. NO. 98, 1916 (Selig), Dec. 7.— American
steamer Ausable arrives at Galveston with cargo of wheat ; dreadnaughts leave New York after Army-Navy game; Secretary and Mrs.
McAdoo visit Senator Phelan, Saratoga, Cal. ; University of Pennsylvania defeats Cornell at football, Philadelphia ; New Orleans motion
picture theaters accept potatoes as admission — orphans to benefit; tenmile roller skate race held In Chicago streets ; annual military instiection at Carlisle Indian School. Carlisle, Pa.; officials of all countries
attend mass for late Emperor Franz Joseph ; children tauglit tooth sanitation. Chicago: Statue of Liberty Illuminated, New York; Paul Thurston gives demonstration of new hula hula dance. Galveston, Tex.
THE TRUNK MYSTERY (Kalem), Dec. 8.— An episode of the "Grant,
Police Reporter" series. George Larkin is seen in some daring stunts
around a lumber-cutting mill. The story concerns a mysterious murder,
brought to light by the finding of a skull in a trunk, and solved by the
Chronicle
reporter. A review was printed on page 1655 of last week's
issue.
THE

MIDNIGHT EXPRESS (Kalem), Dec. 16.— Helen Gibson performs one of the best stunts in her long career of daring feats In this
number of the "Hazards of Helen." and it certainly gets over with a
punch. In pursuit of a train on a motorcycle, she guides the cycle up
a runway on to a flat car at a siding, leaps from the motorcycle, and
makes a flying jump from the flat car to a moving freight train. "Bhls
is an unusual thrill, and Miss Gibson deserves unlimited credit. The
story Is in keeping with the other factors With Miss Gibson are seen
P. S. Pembroke, George Routh and G. A. Williams.
THE VANISHING BOX CAR (Kalem), Dec. 23.— A number of the
"Hazards of Helen" railroad series. Main Interest In this reel centers
in Helen Gibson's stunt of leaping from a speeding automobile to a
moving freight train. There are several other minor thrills, too, and
the story interests. In the cast with the fearless Miss Gibson are P.
C. Pembroke, G. A. Williams, George Routh and Juanita Spencer. Directed by Walter Morton.
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OUR OTHER LIVES (Vitagraph), Drc, 1^.— Although the story from
which this three-reel drama was made is rather absurd, there is a
certain amount of interest in the film. A young medical student
finds the girl whom he believes he loved a thousand years ago, in another plane. Then, a king was his rival, and today the King is seen
in the form of a rival. Grown to a specialist, the man operates on
the brain of the girl he marries. The "King" tries to win her and tries
to hide the fact that the husband has met with an accident, but is
thwarted by the new brain power of the wife.
THE FINAL FRAUD (Esanay), Dec. 2.— Bryant Washburn and Gertrude Glover are fbe leading players in this meritorious three-reel
drama. The visualized story interests. It tells of a rather mysterious
young man who becomes engaged to the daughter of a wealthy man.
The father is caught in the toils of a band of blackmailers, and apparently finds the youth to be one of the gang. However, the denouement shows that the youth is a secret service man. Others in the
cast are Ernest Maupain
and John Cossar.
THE BRAND OP CAIN (Selig), Dec. 4.— A strong two-reel offering
with a good Western background. Kathlyn Williams, Harry Lonsdale
and Wheeler Oakman are seen in the cast. The screened story tells of
an Englishman out West, who is befriended by a fellow-countryman.
They strike it rich, but drink breaks down the better impulses of one
of the men. He plans to steal the fund, is interrupted by the return
of his benefactor, and kills him. He goes to meet the dead man's wife,
who is on her way from England. His qualms of conscience finally lead
■him to suicide.
THE EGG (Essanay), Dec. 5. — A pleasing two-reel "parlor" comedy.
The picture runs along smoothly and is good light entertainment. The
story concerns a wealthy young girl who, reading a book, attempts to
reform a "bar fly." She finally invites him to dinner, at which his
antics shock the other guests. She makes known to him her belief
that she should have known better than to have tried to make a man
of him. The surprise comes when she learns that he is the author
of the book she so admired. Richard C. Travers and Marguerite Clayton play the leads.
THE POISONED DART (Kalem). Dec. 6.— Eighteenth two-reel
episode of "The Girl from 'Frisco" series. Marin Sals, True Boardman
and tlie usual cast are seen in a mystery story of India and California.
Interest is keyed up throughout the running of the film, and the number is up to the standard set by former releases. Reviewed in last
week's issue, page 1655.
MASTER OF HER SOUL (Knickerbocker Star Feature). Dec. 8.— A
moderately strong three-reel offering. Robyn Adair, R. Henry Grey
and Lillian West are seen In the leading parts. The story tells of
two men in love with the same girl. She marries one and the other, a
doctor, goes to a lepers' Island. The husband neglects his wife. Their
child dies. The husband takes up with an adventuress and the wife,
learning this, goes away. A shipwreck lands her on the lepers* Island.
She is nursed by her former sweetheart. The husband reaches the
island but dies despite the doctor's care, -hus the two real lovers are
brought
together.

Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
THE

PRICE OF SILENCE (Bluebird), Dec, 11. — A five-part production featuring Dorothy Phillips, with a supporting cast consisting
of Lon Chaney, Jack Mulliall, Frank Whitson, Jay Belasco, Viola
Smith and Evelyn Selbie. The production is an adaptation of a magazine story by W. Carey Wonderly, has an unpleasant flavor at times
because of the nature of its theme. The picture is well made and will
prove interesting to many, but Is not well suited to exhibition before
young people.
A full review will be found elsewhere.
THE HONOR OF MARY BLAKE (Bluebird). Dec. 18.— Violet Mersereau is featured in this five-reel comedy-drama which has life with a
small theatrical company for a theme. The heroine marries a farmer
and settles down in a country town. A longer review of the picture
is printed on another page of this issue.

Christie Film Corp.
HIST! AT SIX O'CLOCK (Christine), Dec. 18.— This Is an eccentric
comedy intended for a burlesque on the vampire style of picture play.
It Is acceptable principally on account of its eccentricity, and will no
doubt be enjoyed by the average audience. Betty Compson plays the
role of the vampire, Neal Bums that of Willie Loosem of the Loosem
family, who have for centuries been pursued for the sake of a certain
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de Strychnine
box ot treasure in their possession by the family of Count
of
plays the role ot Ima Peaeh, and Eddie Barry that
Billie Rhodes
de Strychnine.
Count

Fox Film Corporation
her favorite role
THE VIXEN (Fox, Dec. 4.— Theda Eara returns to best to make lite
ot a vampire in this five-reel photoplay, and does hershe is supposed to
interesting tor the members ot the family to which
It is reviewed at
belong. The picture Is a good example ot its class.
length on another page of this issue.
picture serves
THE BATTLE OF LIFE (Fox), Dec. ll.-This five-reel
of Gladys Coburn.
to introduce a new star to the screen in the person
l situasensationa
of
The story has a melodramatic setting and is full
in reachtions The heroine is the daughter of a thief, who succeeds
review
longer
a
given
ing a place among honest people. The picture is
on another page of this issue.

Greater Vitagraph V-L-S-E, Inc.

Nov. 27.— Hughey
HIS CONSCIENTIOUS CONSCIENCE (Vitagraph),
leading tun-makers In
Mack Patsey De Forrest and Ed Dunn are the
ot Hughey s
breadth
the
of
tWs one-reel farce. Its humor partakes
back, the supply being equal to the demands.
Nov. 27,--Frank
CAPT JINKS SHOULD WORRY (Vitagraph).
by Thomas
Daniels has the star role in this one-reel farce, written little slow
Is a
but
motive,
Gray The picture is based on a capital
per^onhumorous
his
of
heneflt
the
it
gives
star
The
in movement.
Dec. 11.— Frank
CAPT KIDD'S HIDDEN TREASURE (Vitagraph), which is fairly
Daniels is the leading comedian in this one-reel farce
tuU of stage
pocketbook
a
is
amusing. The hidden treasure in this case
a rapid rate
money, and the hunt for it keeps the star moving at
all through
the reel.
.— This new VitaTHE SECRET KINGTDOM (Vitagraph), Decemberfltteen episodes, the
graph serial, written by Louis Joseph Vance, is in
in two reels.
first two episodes being in three reels each and the rest
also, in a
It is a story ot romantic adventure in this country and.
and excellently
mythical kingdom in Europe, and is well produced
Kelly.
Dorothy
and
Richman
Charles
by
acted by a cast headed

International Film Service, Inc.
1910 (InHEARST-INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 07,tor Thanksternational) Dec. 5— Guardsmen at border shoot wild game
and study
Eiving San Benito, Tex.; group of school children eat, sleep
Sommc front:
in open air New York; with the French Army on the
de luxe :
New York horse cars soon to be a thing of the past: fashions
Philadelphia;
,
waterfront
on
Interned German sailors build village
dinners to poor ;
Washington D C, Boy Scouts deliver 400 Thanksgiving
Fredericksted, St^ Croix ;
negroes celebrate freedom with demonstration. for
illumination ot Statue
President and Mrs. Wilson hoard Mayflower
Y'ork.
ot Liberty, New
NO. 98, 1916 (InHEARST-INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL.
ternational). Dec. 8.— Fire destroys two Brooklyn warehouses: steamer
Cape Elizabeth,
seas.
by
Bay State fast on rocks, pounded to pieces
Firke
Me.; Ambassador and Mrs. Gerard leave New York; W. H.
111.; fashions de luxe; Atships 50 000 geese to market, Mansfield,
cleaners
window
ot
pictures
York;
New
sea.
to
out
goes
fleet
lantic
review,
at work on skyscrapers. New York; National Guardsmen on
: Police Commissioner "Woods directs safety campaign.
Tex.
Brownsville.
New York.

Metro Pictures Corporation
in
THE STOLEN TRIUMPH (RoUe), Dec. 11— This five-reel drama,
which Julius Steger is featured, will make its strongest appeal to those
ruined
Is
life
whole
whose
playwright
a
of
who enjoy sadness. It tells
page
by the theft ot his play. A longer review is printed on another
of this issue.
Drew
Sydney
Mrs.
and
Mr.
—
December.
DUPLICITY (Metro-Drew),
are seen in a farce whose humor keeps one chuckling throughout the
reel. The film was made from a scenario by Epes Winthrop Sargent.
Mr Newlywed wants his wife to go to the seashore, but she is afraid
to leave him alone. He overhears her planning with the cook to mak«
everyup as the colored maid and watch him. Consequently,he heis does
Just about
thing in his power to make bis wife believe that
Is not
duplicity
His
absence.
her
of
because
lonesomeness
with
dying
discovered and happiness once more reigns.

Mutual Film Corporation
MUTUAL WEEKLY NO. 100 (Nov. 29).- This issue of the Weekly
among them the arcontains a number of unusually interesting items, animated
pictures ot
rival of Ruth Law after her cross country flight,
also Austria's new
Emperor ot Austria, andrugby
the late Francis Joseph.Joseph
between
game
and his bride, the
ruler Charles Francis
Leland Stanford University and the University ot Santa Clara, with
Santa Clara winning, and other things ot unusual interest.
MUTUAL WEEKLY NO. 101 (Gaumont), Dec. 6.— Interesting Items
and
ot this issue are the New York police distributing window cards
booklets telling how to protect lives, property and money. Sir Sam
with the colors, a war "tank"
Huehes presenting Canadian regiment
Can,, in a recruiting campaign, the
touring the streets of Montreal.
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Jackson's car, "Marrace,otshowing
aftermath
mon." hit ot
a the
tree,grand
pictures
the latewhere
Jack Lewis
London in his study, and
views ot Bucharest.
SHOT IN THE FRACAS (Vogue). Dec. 10. — A moderately entertaining two-part comedy, in which the villain makes trouble by stealing a
medal and placing the blame on the wrong party. The final revenge of
the villain's victim finds an outlet in the replacing of one ot the villain's
bombs in the back ot a target which is used in parlor archery. The
close is amusing.
REEL LIFE, NO. 32 (Gaumont). Dec. 10.— An instructive number, beginning with views showing the abbey in which the Benedictine monks
make their famous cordial. A dancing lesson follows, illustrating the new
Two-Two fox trot and the jelly roll movement. New toys for children
are demonstrated and the number closes with views showing the manufacture of radium from carnotite.
MUTUAL TOURS AROUND THE WORLD, NO. 6 (Gaumont). Dec 12. —
This opens with splendid views taken along the river Nile, from Cairo to
Esna. Then come scenes taken in and about the famous feudal city of
Carcassonne, with its protecting walls. Scenes from Lake Lucerne,
Switzerland, and its surroundings close the interesting number.
SEE AMERICA FIRST. NO. 66 (Gaumont). Dec: 13. — This number
contains some beautiful and instructive views taken on Mount Baker,
Washington, also scenes on the Snoqualmie River. Of the latter one of
the most beautiful is the Snoqualmie Falls. This reel closes with a comic
cartoon entitled "Curfew Shall Not Ring," with a bottle ot rum playing
the principal role in a bad dream ot his Satanic majesty's.
GERTIES LATEST LOVE AFFAIR (Mutual), Dec. 14.— A farce comedy
with very little point. It concerns the love affairs of a middle-aged
maiden and her nephew. Gertie is a pretty young woman with whom
the nephew is in love. The young lady also lures the aunt's lover into
her net, thereby winning her undying hatred. A funny mix-up occurs
when the girl in order to be near her lover dresses in boy's clothes and
enters the house where aunt and nephew live.
THE ELOPEMENT (Mutual), Dec. 24. — A comic number ot about average interest. The characters begin with a number ot flirtations and gradually become involved in quarrels of the knockabout type. There is not
much
funny. humor in the action, though some of the latter scenes are rather

Mutual Film Corporation Specials
HIS UNCLE'S WARD (Mutuall, Dec. 7.— A two-part comedy, which
is somewhat old style, but clean and entertaining. A young man whose
uncle picks tor him what he calls a eugenic wife, makes her his heir
and arranges a meeting, is so incensed that he becomes engaged to another girl before waiting to see his uncle's choice. The result is that
he falls in love with his uncle's ward, and a complication of affairs
takes place which
are fairly amusing.
SEQUEL TO "THE DIAMOND FROM THE SKY," No 3 (American),
Dec. 9. — This chapter is very nicely staged, and sustains the suspense
well. Blair is in pursuit ot little Arthur, after nnding out where he is
located, and also of the diamond. He is foiled in attempting to extract
the diamond
force byfrom
who whom
has in hethehasprevious
"episode
stolen
it from byBlair,
his Quabba,
wife, Vivian,
deserted.
The
episode closes with Vivian tailing over an embankment where she lies,
senseless.
THE FIGHT AT CAMP ONE (Signal), Dec. 11.— Chapter 8 ot "A
Lass of the Lumberlands." This opens with some amusing comedy
scenes in and about the boarding house at the big lumber camp. The
hero and Steven clash over the girl, who is a blood relation of the
latter without being aware of it. There is a hand-to-hand struggle
between them, which Helen brings to a stop with her rifle. The wife
ot "Dollar Holmes," supposed to be dead, turns up and he employs a
man to kill her by felling a heavy tree over her cabin. This is a
characteristic number and continues the interest well.
MISS JACKIE OF THE NAVY (Pollard-Mutual), Dec. 11— A sixreel number written by Alfred Sloman and directed by Harry Pollard.
Margarita Fisher plays the part of a madcap girl who, after numeroua
escapades, attires herself as a Jackie and boards a wai' vessel to deliver
a letter to the captain. She is carried away on a cruise, still posing
as a member of the crew, and meets with some truly amusing experiences. The situation is a daring one, hut skilltully handled and will
do no more than mildly shock certain observers. Her efforts to sleep
in a sailor's hammock and to black the captain's shoes are carried out
in the best comedy fashion. The adventures on a native island, among
the voodoo worshipers, are splendidly staged and prove exciting. The
number is original and highly entertaining. Jack Mower and J. Gordon
Russell also appear.
BUDDY'S CHRISTMAS (Mutual). Dec. 18.— .A two-part production
for the holiday season. The story treats of bow a feud between two
families of the Kentucky mountains was settled once tor all on Christmas Day, when the daughter of one of the families who had been tor
some time the mark of a son ot the other side, makes known her determination to marry the former enemy of her father's bouse. A little
waif also figures in the story. The story is a particularly virile one. and
with a few eliminations that were to be made, and the cutting down of
fight scenes the picture will be found a pleasing Christmas offering.
THE VAMPIRES, NO. 5 (Gaumont), Dec. 24.— The fifth episode ot
this startling serial has to do with an attempt ot the Vampires to rob
a bank cashier who has stolen a large amount ot money from an
American bank. Moreno, the bandit, interrupts proceedings by kidnapping and hypnotizing Irma Vep. The box with the money has, however, been found by Guard and Normandln where it was hidden by the
cashier. A thrilling number which will be found reviewed elsewhere.

Dec. 28. — "Satanas," the sixth
6 (Gaumont),
NO.introduces
THE VAMPIRES,
number
ot this serial,
the master ot the Vampires, whose
name is Satanas.
This powerful personage forces Irma Vep to return
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to tbe fold of the vampires and Moreno to become one of them.
The
development of the serial continues to be interesting.
THE RINK (Mutual-Chaplin). — In this number of the Chaplin tworeelers the most entertaining part of tbe picture occurs, as would be
expected from tbe title, in a roller skating rink, where tbe hero of tbe
film astonishes us by his dexterity on skates. The scenes in the restaurant are not all that could be desired from a refined point of view,
but several comic innovations are noticeable that cannot help but excite
mirth.

Paramount Pictures Corporation
A LoN'EY ISL^.ND PRI.VCESS (Famous Players), Dec, 4. — Irene Fenwick and Owen Moore have the leads in this story of the famous New
York shore resort, of the polo field and of society. Tbe picture is well
played and finely staged and will interest, especially in tbe latter half.
The subject was reviewed in the issue of December 16, on page 1655.
THE ROAD TO LOVE (Morosco), Dec. 7.— A splendidly staged story of
the Algerian desert. Lenore Ulrich is featured, supported by Herscbel
Mayall, Colin Chase and a good cast. It is a picturesque, entertaining
subject. A review will be found in the issue of December 16, on page
1657.
OLIVER TWIST (Lasky), Dec. 11. — As set forth in an extended review
in another part of this paper, this production is an unusually fine one.
Hobart Bosworth as Bill Sikes and TuUy Marshall as Fagin are seen
in support of Marie Doro as Oliver Twist.
THE VICTORIA CROSS (Lasky), Dec. 14.— A story of the Indian
mutiny of 1857, featuring Lou-Tellegen. supported by Cleo Ridgley, Sessue
Hayakawa, Mabel Van Buren, Frank Lanning and others. The picture
is fast, interesting and should be popular. It is reviewed in another
column.

Pathe

Exchange, Inc.

THE CHALLENGE (Astra-Pathe) , Dec. 10.— A rattling good five-reel
photoplay from tbe stage drama by Edward Childs Carpenter, "Tbe Challenge" is excellently played by Montagu Love, Charles Gotthold and
Helene Chadwick. Most of the scenes are laid in the West and the locations are particularly effective. A longer review appears on another page
of this issue.
KING LEAR (Thanhouser-Patbe). Dec. 17.— A well-executed five-reel
screen version of Shakespeare's tragedy with Frederick Warde in tbe
title role, this picture gives the story of the play in a clear and concise
form. The acting is maintained at a gratifying level of excellence and
the mountings are adequate.
A longer review is printed on page ISIli.
l-LORENCE ROSE FASHIONS, NO. 11 (Pathe), Dec. 24.— "'A Day of
Sport" is the title of this fashion review. The different costumes will
interest the ladies who ride, play golf or indulge in any other form of
sport. On the same reel are a number of colored pictures taken in
France, and showing the habits of young animals.
LUKE LOCATES THE LUTE (Rolin), Dec. 24.— Although lacking in
novelty, the speedy work of the cast and the business put into this ouereel farce will insure tbe laughs. LuKe turns detective and has an amusing encounter with a gang of crooks that get into a social gathering
and relieve tbe guests of their valuables.
THE HIDDEN MENACE (Astra), Dec. 24.— The thirteenth episode of
"The Shielding Shadow" serial keeps up the exciting; pace set by the
former numbers. Leontine goes to the laboratory in search of the
scientist's diary and is found there by Sebastian, who locks her in a
closet, sets fire to the place, and escapes with the diary. She is rescued
by Ravengar.
THE ROMANTIC JOURNEY (Gold Rooster), Dec. 24.— Romance of a
strenuous and absorbing nature runs through the five reels of this screen
drama. William Courtenay and Alice Dovey are the featured players,
although Macey Harlan does equally good work. The picture is reviewed
at length on page 1653 of Dec. 16 issue.

Triangle Film Corporation
THE HEIRESS AT COFFEE DAN'S (Fine Arts). Dec. 23.— A dull story
of the conventional Cinderella type. Bessie Love wears poor clothes at
the beginning and fine ones at tbe end, tbe rest merely a readjustment of
old material.
A GAMBLE IN SOULS (Kay-Bee), Dec. 23. — An Interesting and sensational contrast of two directly opposed characters, a super clergyman
and a concert hall singer, when thrown on a desert island together, the
leading roles admirably interpreted by William Desmond and Dorothy
Dalton.

Universal Film Mfg. Company
ANIMATED WEEKLY. NO. 40 (Universal), Dec. 6— English soldiers
at play ; New York welcoming back the Seventh ; racing fatalities at
Santa Monica ; city bouse cleaning in Philadelphia ; parades, drills and
other features are included in this well-balanced issue.
SUCH IS LIFE IN ALASKA (Powers). Dec. 25.— This contains a series
of entertaining views taken in Alaska, interspersed with humorous and
explanatory animated drawings by Hy Mayer. Views of the Esquiraos
Id their daily life, catching toracods and raising reindeer are enjoyable.

Universal Film Mfg. Co. Specials
THE WOLF'S NEMESIS (Special Universal), Dec. 11.— Episode Xo.
IS of "Liberty." This instalment contains a number of exciting incidents.
Rutledge and Winston arrive at the Leon hacienda and Pedro and Liberty
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are making their way thither. Pedro is captured and about to be hung
when the girl cuts the rope in two with a shot. They flee on horses and
jump from the animals to a moving train. A plot to dynamite the train
is frustrated. At the close they are seen approaching the hacienda after
a long separation from their friends.
MIXED BLOOD (Red Feather). Dec. 18.--A five-reel feature, adapted
by J. Grubb Alexander from a story by Willard Mack, and produced by
Charles Swickard, Claire McDowell, George Beranger, Roy Stewart,
Wilbur Higby, Harry Archer and Jessie Arnold play the leading roles.
The characterizations and general atmosphere are excellent througbout
Tbe action of the first four reels pulls the observer along with a strong
interest. There is too much of the horrible in the closing scenes, which
picture the death of the bandit in a plague-stricken town. This can
be cut to advantage, leaving a strong story of tbe rugged, border type.

World Pictures.
THE RISE OF SUSAN (Peerless), Dec. 18.— Clara Kimball Young is
tbe star of this five-reel photoplay, in which a shop girl is persuaded to
pass herself off as a Countess. The story is interesting and containa
considerable vigorous melodrama in the last two reels.

Miscellaneous.
THE

GIRL WHO DOESNT KNOW (B. S. Moss).— This five-reel production proposes to draw attention to a serious fault prevalent among
parents, that of allowing their daughters to go out into the world without
a proper knowledge of how to take care of themselves. The production has been well made without the objectionable elements so common
to this type of picture. There are no scenes to jar the finer sensibilities,
and the picture as presented contains an important lesson. A full review
of the production appears in our issue of December 23.
■
WAR AS IT REALLY IS (Hesser). — In this seven-part series of views
from the French front line, will be found much to interest tbe general
public. A good general idea of how the great war is being conducted
on the Allies' side of the fence can be had from tnese excellent pictures
which have been photographed by Captain Donald C. Thompson in conjunction with Leslie's Weekly. A full review of these pictures appears
in our issue of December 23.
HOW LIFE BEGINS. — This is a remarkable three-part biological film,
prepared by Geo. E. Stone, of Berekley University, and J. A. Long, Assistant Professor of Embryology of the University of California. The story
of how life begins, illustrating by means of flower, a frog, a rat. a butterfly, and misroscopic organisms in pond water, is told with a clearness and
delicacy that makes the production possible for exhibition before children
as well as adults.

"THE

ETERNAL

SIN" WILL

SURELY

STICK.

For the second and last time, the name of Herbert Brenon's
nest production for Selznick Pictures has been changed. Originally it was announced as "The Queen Mother," for the reason
that the drama was taken from a tragedy by Victor Hugo„ no
longer protected by copyright, and on account of numertoua
imitations of big productions In recent months, it was considered advisable to keep the plans secret. Later, it was announced that the drama is "Lucretia Borgia." which, althougn
it was one of the most successful plays on the European and
American stage not so many years ago. has thus far been
overlooked by producers of photodramas, at least In this country. The title now finally selected, under which this production
will be released, is "The Eternal Sin." adopted by Mr. Brenon
for the reason that it gives a better key to the theme of the
story than the mere name of the historical, central character,
which is well known only to students of history.

MORE

PICTURES

OF BATTLE

OF THE

SOMME.

One of the surprises of the last month has been the eager
interest displayed by spectators for pictures of the Battle of
the Somme. This is being satisfied weekly by the Mutual
Weekly, which has received some remarkable pictures from
just behind the firing line. The Mutual Weekly is made by
the Gaumont Company at its Flushing, N, Y.. laboratories, and
from the great Societe des Etablissement Gaumont, in Paris.
France, is in receipt of battle negative by every shio from the
sister republic in Europe. The Somme pictures in Mutual
Weekly No. 103 include "Big Gun Fire Directed by Telephone
from Observation Balloons," "Big 75s Being Rushed to More
Advantageous Positions." "Air Squadron Ready to Leave." and
"Cathedral Ruins." In the same issue is the picture of tha
French aviator who bombarded the Krupp works at lissen.

MARY

MILES

MINTER

IN

"THE

INNOCENCE

OF

Mary Miles Minter, the charming young lead of Mutual Star
Productions, is at work LIZETTE."
on "The Innocence of Lizette," her
fifth screen drama filmed by the American Film Corporation.
Those who delighted in "Youth's Endearing Charms," "Dulcie's
Adventure," "Faith" and "A Dream or Two Ago" will delight
still more in the photodrama founded on the naive misunderstandings of childhood such as the one at which Miss Minter
now occupies her time from dawn to dark at Santa Barbara.
James Kirkwood. Miss Minter's director, can be counted on
to get the very most there is to be gotten out of a photodrama.
"The Innocence of Lizette," with James Kirkwood at the helm
and Mary Miles Minter as the star, has every promise of being
the most champing photoplay recently produced.
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"DANCING WITH FOLLY" (Essanay).
Love is the foundation of the home. Without love, the home
cannot last. In this production — a unit of Essanay's "Is Marriage Sacred?" series — the consequences of a loveless home are
seen. The neglected wife seeks attentions outside her home.
She does it innocently enough, but the result was inevitable.
Having never known attention before, she is greatly influenced
by that which is showered upon her by a man of evil designs
— a social viper. She is lead unconsciously by him into a trap.
Her husband
detects her apparent
perfidy.
Then comes
his

"PERCY THE MECHANICAL MAN" (Bray).
Herr Professor Doodlepoodle, N.- U. T., famed in both hemispheres— and New Jersey, after many years of earnest effort
and — short rations and long expectations, finally succeeds in
completing the mechanical man, that is more than human. This
contrivance he christened "Percy." I don't know why he named
it Percy, nor does the Professor. He says that it looks as if
it'sThename
were climax
Percy, of
andhishe'll
leaveandit efforts
to anyone
it doesn't.
sudden
hopes
was if almost
too
much for the gentle Professor. He grasps the child of his skill
in both arms, inadvertently pushing many buttons at once.
Xow Percy works by means of buttons. By pushing the
"Walker Button" Percy is made to walk; by shoving the
"Dish-washer Button" Percy is made to wash dishes. But the
result of pressing a number of buttons, as did the Professor
when he impulsively threw his arms about his invention, was
unknown — for a second, or a small fraction thereof. Then
there was a disturbance commonly known as a "rough house"
— it is the only term properly descriptive. The Professor flies
through the roof, interrupting an innocent cat who has had
her eye on a sparrow luncheon. On landing he hits the roof,
then Percy. As he gazes around the wreck of the shop, he
realizes that he is ruined. But he has Percy! Percy shall
recup the Professor's fortune! He will hire him out at a good
salary, for Percy can do anything a man can do — and most of
the things a woman can.
They pass down street and a sign in a dry goods emporium
arrests the attention of the Professor: "Window Dresser
Wanted." Percy is taken inside and introduced to the manager of the store. The manager wishes a demonstration and
suggests that Percy dress a dummy to prove himself fitted for
the job. Percy picks up the dummy, carries it behind the
screen, and emerges
with the fully and tastefully
dressed

Scene from ''Dancing with Folly" (Essanay).
great awakening. He realizes his neglect of his wife is responsible. They reorganize their home — this time with love
as its foundation. Marguerite Clayton, Sydney Ainsworth, Edward Arnold, Lillian Drew and Thomas Commerford appear
in the leading roles, with E. H. Calvert as director.

TO ADVERTISE

"THE

GREAT

SECRET."

When "The Great Secret" — Metro's new 15-episode adventure
and mystery serial, in which Francis X. Bushman and Miss
Beverly Bayne are starred — is released on Christmas day, it
will have been launched with one of the largest and most
thorough advertising campaigns that have thus far been used
in exploiting motion pictures.
More than $70,000 will be spent by Metro to attract the attention of the American theater-going public to the early coming of "The Great Secret." Already upward of $65,000 worth
of newspaper and billboard apace has been contracted for. Of
' this sum, $30,000 is for billboards alone, with boards that start
"somewhere in Maine" and continue to the Pacific.
Full pages, half pages and quarter pages in the great newspapers of the big cities, following one another in rapid succession, will call the public's notice to the debut of Mr, Bushman and Miss Bayne in a serial photoplay. In other communities the serial fiction story of "The Great Secret" will be used.
No proper form of advertising — from 4S-sheet stands down to
the finest heralds for all fifteen episodes — has been overlooked.
Scene from "Percy the Mechanical Man"

MINUSA

SCREENS

INSTALLED
HOUSES.

IN

(Bray-Paramount).

PROMINENT

On pages 1327-S-9 of the December 2 Issue there were published lengthy descriptions of the Savoy theater in Washington, D. C, and the Rialto in Baltimore, Md. Through an oversight on the part of the writers of these stories the fact that
both of these theaters are using Minusa Gold Fibre screens
was omitted. The Rialto is owned by the Linden Amusement
Company, of Baltimore, which also operates the Royal theater
in that city. This house, too, is equipped with a Minusa screen.
Like the Savoy, which is a link in Crandall's chain of high
class motion picture theaters in Washington, all of his other
theaters have been fitted with the Minusa screen.

figure. He is a success! He is hired on the spot and the
Professor leaves — with the Dresser Button still working.
Percy gives a few spasmodic starts, and grabs the store
manager, carrying him behind the screen! Soon articles of
personal wear appear from back of the screen, then an enraged
and outraged manager appears. That starts the fun — the rest
is a riot. Lady customers are dressed In the latest styles for
men, even the clergy is not exempt. When you see the Reverend Fiddle, D. D.. beating it through the various departments
dressed
but we won't give it away, we've said more than
we
shouldin —now.
All this is done by J. R. Bray for the Paramount Program.
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LIST OF GAUMONT

"20,000 Leagues Under
Sea," Big 24.Universal Subject, to
Open the December
CARL LAEMMLE.
President of the Universal Film Mfg. Co.,
has completed
arrangements
for taking over the active
management
of the Broadway Theater at Broadway and
41st street, on Dec. 24, in order to present "Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the Sea." a film version of Jules Verne's won-

SINGLE-REELS

IN "REEL

LIFE"

"Reel Life," the film magazine issued by the Mutual Film
Corporation weekly to announce pictures released through it,
has an interesting list of Gaumont single-reels in its issue of
December 2. The titles of all pictures released to date by the
Gaumont company under the general heads of "Reel Life,
The Mutual Film Magazine," "See America First" and "Tourh
.\round the World" are listed in order. Reference is also mad*
to the Mutual Weekly, manufactured and edited by the Gaumont mine
company.of These
pages make
issue of The
"Reel
Life" a
valuable
information
for thethis
exhibitor.
increasing
demand for pictures other than photo-dramas is being supplied
with all the ingenuity and skill which in the past have marked
Gaumont productions.

TWO

KALEM

SERIES

RUN

INDEFINITELY.

Kalem

oflicials claim a record in being the only film producers to have two series productions that because of their
popularity have been extended for an indefinite period. One
of these series, "The Hazards of Helen," also holds the record
for length of run, as it is now in its third year and apparently
going stronger than ever. The other series, "Grant, Police
Reporter," though only in its third month, jumped so quickly
to the front rank of popularity among General Film releases
that Kalem found it necessary to announce that no limit would
be placed on the number of episodes in the series but that It
would run indefinitely.

PATHE'S

Scene

from "Twenty

Thousand Leagues
(Universal).

Under the

Sea"

derfully imaginative story of love and adventure beneath the
depths of the sea. The picture has been completed after two
years of constant effort.
Verne's book, first published some fifty years ago, has been
one of the most widely read of any piece of fiction ever printed,
and his famous character, Captain Nemo, and all others of his
fertile imagination employed in his story, has been faithfully
reproduced in the Universal photoplay production. Devices
invented by the Williamson Brothers, of Norfolk, Va,, for
undersea exploration and photography were utilized in the
making of the picture, which is of eight reels, and some two
thousand people were employed in the characters portrayed.
The production is considered one of the most effective ever
made by any photoplay concern and a long, successful run
undoubtedly will be the result, as the great cost, unusual .
scientific value and mighty appeal of the picture places it at
least on a par with any film productions that have heretofore
been presented.

FOR

CHRISTMAS

WEEK.

The Gaumont Company offers an unusual selection of motion
pictures for Christmas week. There will be a "The Vampires"
episode and four single reels. "Satanas" is the chapter from
the Gaumont-Mutual photo-novel dealing with the activities of
the arch criminals of Paris. It is released Dec. 2S. This episode
of "The Vampires" introduces a hew and important character
and ends with both Irma Vep and Moreno in the hands of the
police.
The first single-reel Is "Reel Life," No. 34, issued Dec. 24.
Its subjects are: "The Great American Dish" (pork and beans).
"Building Sailing Vessels." "Food Products of the Soudan," and
"Rufus Rastus Rides the Road," the home-made steam automobile of an ingenious southern negro.
Christmas Day sees the release of "Tours Around the World."
No. 8. Florence, Italy, with many of its art treasures, are pictured in this number, scenes in the Swiss Alps, and the Theve
River. France.
"See America First," No. 68, is released Dec. 27. It takes
spectators for a trip "Among West Virginia's Mountains and
Rivers." On the same reel is a Gaumont Kartoon Komic, animated for the screen by Harry Palmer.
The fourth single reel of the week is The Mutual Weekly.
As it is not made up until the day before it is issued, no forecast of its contents can be made. It is safe to say, however,
that there will be pictures of the great war on the western
front in France. These are being sent with almost unfailing
regularity by the Gaumont Company in France.

"A FAIR BUSINESS

PROPOSITION."

Having found it necessary to advance the prices on Universal
motors and electric generator sets, the Universal Motor Company is advising their prospective customers of this advance,
which is to become effective January 1. 1917, and are giving
them a chance by placing their orders previous to that time to
get the advantage of present prices. Future dating on shipments under the regular terms may be had up to May 1. 1917.

CHALLENGE."

NEW

WILBUR

PICTURE.

David Horsley has accepted for immediate production a
scenario, yet unnamed, by Crane Wilbur, for a f;ve-rejl feature picture, which is to be included in the series of eight
five-reel productions Mr. Horsley is making with Crane Wilbur
as the star. The series is now well under way, the third picture having been completed last week. The general title of
the eight is "The Morals of Men." None of the pictures in the
series
shortly.has so far been released, hut dates will be announced

EXPLORER

GAUMONTS

"THE

In "The Challenge." the Pathe Gold Rooster Play for December 10th. another A. H. Woods stage success is shown on the
screen. The picture is full of action and the scenes of the
story embrace not only city life in New York but also mining
scenes in the far West.
Helene Chadwick makes her debut in this picture. A young
girl with no previous acting experience, she gives a most able
performance and may truthfuly be described as a "find."
Charles Gotthold and Montague Love, both well known actors
in the "legit," round out an excellent cast. Donald Mackenzie
directed the picture, which was produced by Astra.

SHACKLETON'S

INDORSEMENT.

The facsimile reproduction of letter accompanying was written by the noted Explorer
to the representative
in Chili of

Om^^ <3— ^jl^t^-^'yi, y,iyiu!r-/^^ /46,r^-,^i.»^

the Nicholas Power Company. Their agent was able to furnish him with a Six B Model Cameragraph,
even in that far-ott
^ developing
corner, as this company has <
been
export trade in
all the South American countries for some time and their
machine is now pretty generally known there. The outlook*
for export business with all the Latin American countries Is
steadily improving, as the increasing volume of correspondence
in connection shows.
with our Spanish monthly paper, Cine-Mundial,
conclusively
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On the Kalem Schedule
"On

the

Brink
of War,"
Coming
"Frisco"
Episode,
Has
Timely Theme — Other Releases.
ROBERT WELLES RITCHIE, author of Kalem's series success, "The Girl From 'Frisco," has taken a timely theme
for "On the Brink of War," a coming episode of the series,
featuring Marin Sais and True Boardman. The Mexican labor
situation in California, and the clashes between natives and
Mexicans, especially in the ranching sections of Southern California, form the basis of the two-reel story.
Director Horne staged a pitched battle between natives and
Mexicans in the streets of the Western village he built near
the Glendale studio as the locale for this episode. Over five
hundred took part in the affra>-.
"On the Brink of War" finds

PICTURE
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COMPANY

BEGINS

BUSINESS.

"The Lure of Gold," the first serial production of the EssEss Producing Co., Inc., will feature a cast of players all of
whom have been starred on one or more programs and known
to picture fans throughout the land. Five male stars and two
women will comprise the cast.
Announcement is made that Darwin Karr, formerly of
Reliance, Vitagraph and Essanay and Art Acord, formerly a
Mutual star, will appear in the new serial, as will Ruth Blair,
featured by the Fox Film Corporation. Announcement of the
rest of the cast, which will include an internationally known
ingenue, w^ill be made next week.
A studio has been acquired at 517 West 54th street, where
production will begin January 2nd. An extensive advertising
and publicity campaign has been planned, which will bring
maximum publicity to "The Lure of Gold" in the largest newspapers in the country for six weeks prior to release. Distribution will be arranged through an existing exchange system.

RENEWAL

OF

INTEREST

IN

"A

MESSAGE

TO

Elbert Hubbard II., whose illustrous father wrote "A
Message to Garcia." reports a wonderful revival of interest in
GARCIA."
the book since Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay
announced that
the
picturization
of "A
Messagearranged
to Garcia"
be ;-eleaaed
December
11th. Mr.
Hubbard
for would
a private
view of
the film and, at its conclusion, sent a messgae of congratulation to the Edison studio folks and to Robert Conness and
Mabel Trunnelle. who are featured in the picture.
"A Message to Garcia" has been booked by all the leading
exhibitors in the vicinity of East Aurora, N. Y.. where Elbert
Hubbard II. still resides and presides over the destiny of
"Roycroft." In different parts of the country, leading booksellers have again started to advertise this fascinating book
by Elbert Hubbard, realizing that the Edison picture, released
through K-E-S-E. will stimulate interest in the work.

"SATANAS,"

Scene from "A Race With Death" (Kalem).
Marin Sais aiding^ the campaign of True Boardman, playing
Congressman John' Wallace, for re-election on a platform demanding the exclusion of Mexicans. Others seen in the production are Hart Hoxie, Edward Clisbee. Frank Jonasson, Ronald Bradbury, and Jack Rahm. This episode is released
Wednesday, December 20.
Other Kalem releases bringing the General Film schedule
up to the opening of the new year offer an unusual variety
of subjects. The comedy element of the program is well taken
care of by the "Ham Comedies." Subjects already scheduled
are "The Fatal Violin," released Tuesday, December 19; "The
Quest of the Golden Goat," December 26, and "That Terrible
Tenderfoot," for Tuesday, January 2.
For audiences that demand a share of sensational thrills the
"Grant, Police Reporter," and "Hazards of Helen" series offer
their weekly breath-taking exploits, "The Tiger's Claws," on
Friday, December 22, and "A Mission of State," on Friday,
December 29. are two of the "Grant" episodes listed. In "The
Tiger's Claw" George Larkin and Ollie Kirkby are featured in
a story of the activities of East Side gangsters. George Larkin
supplies his usual share of daredevil exploits to enliven the one
reeler.

"VAMPIRE"

EPISODE

FOR

DEC. 28.

The triumph of the Vampires over Moreno, the lone bandit
who dared to oppose the arch criminals of Paris, is the outstanding feature of "Satanas," sixth of "The Vampires" chapters in the supersensational Gaumont-Mutual photo-novel. This
is released Dec. 28. It also marks the first appearance in the
silent drama of Henri Leubas, the well known actor who has
made such a success of the heavy roles in recent productions
at the Ambigu theater. He enacts the role which gives the
episode its name. Satanas becomes the head of the Vampires
after Moreno brought about the death of the Grand Vampire.
is full of unexThis chapter of the thrilling photo-novel
pected turns and developments of plot which maintain interest
visit of Satanas
the
with
opens
play
The
at the highest pitch.
accomplice.
the lone bandit's
Irma Vep, now him
to Morano and
needle
numbing
the
with
striking
by
He subdues Moreno
muscurenders
This
hand.
his
of
palm
the
in
carries
he
which
and
senses
his
retains
victim
lar activitv impossible, but the
can understand what is being said to him. Then follows
when
hour
very
the
Moreno's defiance and visit to a cafe at
The cafe is destroyed
S:it,- iia« ha,l r,,iiiiiK, ii'l.-d his obedifiv-e

"The Vanishing Boxcar" and "A Race with Death" are the
two "Hazards of Helen"*episodes scheduled to ring the old year
out. A mystery story built around the disappearance of a boxcar apparently in broad daylight forms the plot of "The Vanishing Box Car." One of the sensational thrills shows Helen
Gibson leaping from a speeding automobile to a moving freight
train, at a moment when the character pursuing her leaps from
a motorcycle to her automobile. A few minutes later automobile and player plunge over an embankment.

NOVEL

PRESS

SHEET

ISSUED

BY

ARTCRAFT.

The largest press slieet ever displayed in connection with
motion picture advertising has just been issued by the Artcraft
Pictures Corporation on the recent Mary Pickford release,
"Less Than the Dust." The sheet contains the many laudatory
reviews given "Less Than the Dust" in New York, Chicago,
Boston and Philadelphia newspapers, together with artistic
photos of Miss Pickford. scenes of the photoplay and a view
of the immense crowd that was attracted daily to the Strand
theater. New York, during the showing of the new PickfordArtcraft picture there. The reviews of each city are attractively boxed and headed so that they will immediately catch
the eye and give the desired effect at a glance.
Running ten columns wide, the press sheet has been prepared so that it will fit the regular one- sheet lobby frames
and copies have been sent to all Artcraft exhibitors and exchanges for this purpose. John Flinn, promotion and advertising manager of Artcraft Pictures, is responsible for this novel
booster.

Scene irom "Vampire"
(Gaumont).
by a projectile fired across Paris from the silent cannon in
the palatial study of the mansion where Satanas makes his
headquarters.
Awed by the power of Satanas, Moreno and Irma Vep surrender. The first commission given the pair is to rob a bank
by securing the signature and forging the check of a rich
American. This is accomplished by the ingenious use of a
phonograph over the telephone. However. Philip Guard and
his faithful Normandin foil the plotters in a very unexpecte.l
manner even after they have the money in their possession.
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Christmas in Universal Program
Subjects

Chosen

Because of Their
Holiday
Atmosphere —
Several Strong Features.
THE Christmas spirit is manifested in the Universal program
of the week of December 18. All the releases of the week
were selected with great care for the week preceding
Christmas and there are two releases on the program brimfull uf holiday atmosphere. They are the Victor one-act comedy "It's Great to Be Married," written and produced by Caplain Leslie T. Peacocke, with Eileen Sedgwick in the leading
role, which will be released Friday, December 22, and "Fighting
Joe," a two-act Western Christmas drama written by William
Parker and produced by William V. Mong, which will appear
under the Bison brand on Saturday, December 23. William V.
Mong, Maud Emory, Harry M. Holden and other notables of
the screen will be seen in "Fighting Joe."
The leading feature of the week is the Red Feather five-act
4irama, "Mixed Blood," a gripping human interest story by
J. Grubb Alexander, and directed by Charles Swickard. This
is one of the strongest feature productions ever offered by the
Universal and is a vivid picturization of intense hatred and
unwavering loyalty. The situations are replete with thrills
and a beautiful love interest is interwoven in an ingenious
and novel plot. Claire McDowell and Roy Stewart are the
featured players in a cast of unusual excellence.
"Mixed Blood" will appear on Monday, December 18. On the
same day the Nestor one-act comedy, "It Sounded Like a
Kiss." written by Bess Meredyth and produced by Louis Chaudet, will be released. Lee Moran. Eddie Lyons, Priscilla Dean
and Vola Smith make this one of the most laughable of film
comedies.
The nineteenth episode of the Universal special feature
serial "Liberty," which will appear this week, brings this Interesting and exciting continued photodrama nearer its end.
There will be only one more episode and then the thousands
of fans who have been eagerly awaiting the outcome will learn
how everything turns out. Marie Walcamp, Eddie Polo, Jack
Holt and the others who have contributed to the success of
"Liberty" perform many thrilling stunts in this week's episode.
On Tuesday, December 19, the public is offered a strong feature in the Universal Special three-act drama, "Little Partner,"
which was produced by William Worthington from the scenario
by Calder Johnston. This is a different type of three- reel
drama and has a wide appeal. The story is novel and the theme
unusual. The cast is headed by Franklyn Farnum and Agnes
Vernon, who are supported by William J. Ran, Clyde Benson.
Adele Farrington and Arthur Hoyt. The Victor one-act comedy,
"So Thison IstheParis!"
with King Baggot and Leah Baird, will
appear
same day.
The Universal Animated Weekly, with the latest pictorial
news, as usual, comes out on Wednesday. On the same
day will appear the uproarious two-act L-KO comedy, "Shooting His Art Out," produced under the direction of David Kirkland, with Phil Dunham, Vin Moore. Dick Smith and Margaret
Russell in the leading roles. Another release of this date is
the
Laemmle
and Jane
Gail. one-act drama, "Homeless," with Matt Moore
"The Ivy and the Oak," a two-act society drama under the
Rex brand, will be released Thursday, December 21. This is a
powerful story of modern life written by Alice Saxmar and
directed by Donald McDonald. In the cast are Dorothy Davenport. Lee Hill, Clyde Benson, T. D. Crittenden and Lillian Concord. The title has not yet been selected for the Big U drama
for the same date.
-Besides "It's Great to Be Married." the Imp two mystery act
drama. "In the Dead o' Night," written by Willis Woods and
produced by Douglas Gerrard. with Mr. Gerrard and Ruth
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loveliness. The conception is a natural one for the character
Silver Sands to make, for she is a girl who has been reared In
a New England village surrounded by all the traditions of a
Puritan ancestry. It is entirely in keeping with her character
that, having the choice, she should elect to represent the type
of maidenhood most endeared to her by heredity and environment. It is quite likely that a new model for the Puritan girl
will be released as soon as "When My Ship Comes In" is released.
"When My Ship Comes In" is being produced especially
the International by the A. H. Jacobs Photoplays, Inc.

for

"THE LOVE THIEF"
(Fox).
A stirring story of romance along the Mexican border forms
the theme of "The Love Thief," William Fox's newest photodrama, which will be released on December 18. Besides Gretchen Hartman and Alan Hale, who are featured in this splendid production, there is a cast of unexcelled merit, chief among
whom are Frances Burnham, Edwin Cecil, Willard Louis. Jack
McDonald and Charles Edhler. '
Richard Stanton, who filmed "The Beast,'* directed the picture. The scenes for "The Love Thief" were actually made in
the locale of the photoplay. The William Fox photoplayers
spent more than three weeks in and around El Paso, Texas,
alone, to obtain the necessary
exteriors.
Dozens of prominent American army officers, and many
troops of infantry and cavalry appear throughout this latest
screen drama. The town of San Felice, New Mexico, was purchased by the Fox Film Corporation for destruction in the raid
shown in the picture.
Edwin Cecil, who enacts a ferocious Mexican bandit in "The
Love Thief." illustrates admirably the remarkable effectiveness
of a good make-up. Mr. Cecil will be recalled as the English
baronet in "The Beast."

TO

RELEASE

"PATRIA"

ON JANUARY

1.

The International has definitely fixed upon Monday, January
1st,which
as theMrs.
release
for the
patriotic
in
VernondateCastle
is the
star. Aphotoplay
flood of "Patria,"
Inquiries
have been received by the International regarding the release
date. Already "Patria" has been extensively booked, many ex"having contracted
for the entire fifteen episodes before the hibitors
completion
of the picture.
ALICE

DOVEY
IN "EVERY
LASSIE
HAS A LOVER"
(Mutual).
It is hard to imagine charming Alice Dovey, the popular
actress of "Very Good Eddy" and many Broadway successes,
who also won laurels in the picture world in a series of Gaumont-Mutual comedies some time ago. in the role of a maidwithout-suitors. She is so pretty, so gracious, and so genuine
that one cannot picture her without at least a dozen, pining
broken hearts lying at her feet.
In "Every Lassie Has a Lover." the Mutual Star Comedy in
which Miss Dovey will appear on December 23, however, the
pretty star plays the role of a lonely country girl with only
latent charm,
who exists unhappily
in her boarding
house.

Cliffo.-d as the featured players, and the third issue of the
Universal Screen Magazine will be released on Friday. December 22.
The Joker comedy, "Jags and Jealousy," written by Karl
Coolidge and directed by W. W. Beaudine, will appear on Saturday. December 23. Gale Henry and William Franey are the
chief mirth-makers in this comedy. "Fighting Joe." already
mentioned, and a Rex single reeler are the other releases of
the same day.
On Sunday, December 24. will appear "Mr. Vampire," a twoact drama under the Rex brand. This drama was written by
Grace Cunard and Francis Ford was the director. It is an
exceptionally strong offering and the cast includes Francis
Ford. Edna Maison, Jack Holt and others. The Powers split
reel, "Nervy Nat Has His Fortune Told," an animated comedy
cartoon, and "Indian as Seen by Dr. Dorsey," an educational,
and an Imp one-act drama round out this well balanced program.

JANE GREY

CREATES NEW TYPE
MAIDEN.

OF PURITAN

Jane Grey, who as Silver Sands in the photoplay feature,
"When My Ship Comes In," released by the International, is
chosen by a great theatrical manager and producer for the
leading role in a play he has stolen, has formed and carries
out in the picture her own conception of what the unnamed
heroine in the play should be.
Miss Grey's conception of the leading part she is supposed
to take in the stolen play is that of a Puritan maiden of the
type made lovable by Nathaniel Hawthorne. She has designed
a costume for the part, which is said to be unique in its simple

Scene from "Every Lassie Has a Lover" (Mutual).
where every other girl is so busy having a good time that she
is left entirely out of the scheme of things.
Her day arrives after the clever landlady has taken a hand
at the helm, helped the girl over her bashfulness and introduced her to a young man. Then the country girl becomes
so desirable in the eyes of the men who formerly scorned her
that the landlady has to think up means of shooing them away.
"Every Lassie Has a Lover" is an exceedingly charming bit
of screen comedy, doubly so because of Alice Dovey's personality.
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New Fox Series
Theda Bara and William Farnum to Make
Only Eight or
Ten Special Super De Luxe
Productions During
1917.
THEDA BARA and William Farnum are to make only eight
or ten special super de luxe productions each during tho
year 1917, all of which are to be released on the regular
William Fox program.
The sixteen or twenty productions in
which these two internationally known stars are to appear Staring the coming year are to be on an elaborate scale.
Produc-
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Miss Bara's first release in a special super de luxe production will be on January 22, 1917, in "The Darling of Paris,"
an exceptionally brilliant achievement, suggested by Victor
Hugo's masterpiece, "The Hunchback of Notre Dame."
Mr. Fox realized that in Miss Bara and William Farnum he
had two stars at least who could be taken from the regular
program and exploited as specials and that he could derive
three or four times the revenue from them. He has insisted,
however, on maintaining a fair policy.

Many Productions for Metro
New

Scene from "The Darling of Paris"

(Fox).

tion costs will be increased and each of the new film masterpieces, it is said, will require an outlay of $100,000 to $300,000.
The world's literature is being drawn upon for its greatest
and strongest stories, while the supporting casts of Miss Bara
and Mr. Farnum will be unsurpassed. The best known actors
of the legitimate stage have been secured for these productions.
In limiting the number of productions for Miss Bara and William Farnum, Mr. Fox believes he will be able to raise the high
standard he has already fixed, and produce features of unexcelled quality. Greater time will be allowed the directors in
the making of these special super de luxe productions, while
the settings will be more gorgeous and expensive. These features .will be released on the regular Fox program to Fox exhibitors.
The first special released will be that of William Farnum in
"The Price of Silence," on January 8, 1917. This photoplay has
beenemancipation
apty termed proclamation
the "Uncle for
Tom's
of today."
It Is
the
the Cabin
child slaves
of factories

Scene

from

"The

Price

of

Silence"

(Fox).

and mills and will undoubtedly do much
toward saving the
nation's children from the scrap heap of humanity.
So vital has the question of child labor become that out of
the great membership of the national House of Representatives
only 46 men were found with hardihood enough to vote against
the passage of the bill which was signed bv President Wilson
on September 1, 1916. Of the 46, many voted against the bill
not through opposition, but because they believed it to be an
encroachment on state's rights.

Pictures Under Way at Rolfe and Columbia Studios — A
Mabel Taliaferro
Feature.

THE Rolfe and Columbia studios are at their busiest, preparing new productions for the Metro program. John W.
Noble already has begun the direction of Frances Nelson
and her company in a new five-part feature written by George
W. Gunn, called "The Power of Decision." Miss Nelson's wellknown ability to portray emotional roles will be given full
sway in the delineation of the leading character.
Prominent in Miss Nelson's support is John Davidson, who
has been seen in many Metro wonderplays. among them the
screen version of "Romeo and Juliet," in which he played Paris,
and "The Brand of Cowardice," starring Lionel Barrymore and
Grace Valentine, in which Mr. Davidson was seen as the Mexican bandit, Navarete. Another well-known player is Fuller
Mellish, who has had a long and distinguished career on the
legitimate stage. Mr. Mellish has the part of an aged artist
in "The Power of Decision."
Mabel Taliaferro has began work on a new feature photodrama from the pen of Hamilton Smith, called "The Key to
Possession." Edwin Carewe is directing this Metro wonderplay, having fully recovered from his recent operation. Clifford Bruce, well known to Metro patrons as a star in his own
right, has been engaged as Miss Taliaferro's leading support.
Another player of note in the production is Frank Currier,
seen in an important part in "The Wager," with Emily Stevens. Miss Taliaferro has the role of the daughter of a Wall Street
millionaire. A Western financier comes to New York and effects his downfall, and the daughter is forced to marry the
newly-rich Westerner to save her father. She marries loathing
her husband and determined to set in motion wheels that will
crush him. She does so, and all too late, her designs accomplished, discovers that she has fallen in love with him. Hia
bravery in meeting disaster forces her admiration. The blow
she has planned for her husband proves a boomerang that
strikes at her own heart. An unusual situation completes this
gripping photoplay.
"The Mortal Sin" is the name of the new feature photoplay
written by John H. Collins for the little star, Viola Dana.
Mr. Collins will have the direction of this five-part wonderplay, which is said to be a "worthy successor to "The Gates of
Eden," the most recent release, with Miss Dana as star. The
business details of a great publishing house will be shown in
this production.
The leading male characters are a well-known publisher and
a struggling author. Augustus Phillips plays the former, and
Robert Walker the latter. Miss Dana plays the wife of the author, and it is she who induces the publisher to present her
husband's masterpiece to the public. The writer's apparent success, however, is the beginning of troubles for the little group
and the situations that are developed are powerfully told.
S. Rankin Drew has completed a powerful play for the use
of the distinguished little foreign star, Emmy Wehlen, and will
himself have the leading part opposite her, also directing the
production. The unusual combination is presented of a sick
man, his wife and his physician, the physician being in love
with the sick man's wife. Whether the physician assists the
invalid to live or to die, or whether he leaves him to the
mercies of his own destiny, is the problem worked out in this
remarkable photodrama, unique in the annals of screen history.
Lionel Barrymore soon will begin a new^ five-part production directed by Eugene Newland. A strong supporting cast
is being engaged for this favorite Metro star, who has just
completed the Metro-Rolf e five-part production. "The End of
the Tour." a picturization of a story by Earle Williams, in
which Mr. Barrymore is surrounded by such capable players
as Ethel Dayton, Mary Taylor, Maud Hill, Kate Blancke, J.
Herbert Prank, Frank Currier, Hugh Jeffrey, Charles Eldridge
and Louis Wolheim.
Ethel Dayton has been added to the cast of Ethel Barrymore's new production, which is to follow "The Awakening of
Helena Richie." George D. Baker is directing this feature photodrama, as yet unnamed. :Miss Barrymore in this production
has the part of "Nightingale Nan." who quits the life of an
Alaskan dance-hall girl for triumphs in grand opera. In the
part opposite her will be seen William B. Davidson, a screen
favorite, who has appeared in many Metro wonderplays. Mr.
Davidson will play "The Stranger." George A. Wright. Viola
Fortescue
and Mario Majeroni are others in Miss Barrymore's
support.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew continue to produce the one-act
Metro-Drew comedies which are the great laugh -getters of
the screen. Among the productions in preparation, scheduled
for early release, are "Reliable Henry," by Mrs. Charles Corbaley, "Her Obsession," by Mr. Drew himself, and "The High Cost
of Living," by Mrs. S. J. Moyer.
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Thanhouser Gold Rooster
Plans

Laid

Productions for the Next
Four
Months —
Work Well Under Way.
its quota of Gold Rooster Plays for February, March
WITH
ami April either entirely completed or well under way,
the Thanhouser Company is in the enviable position or
not having to work against time in order to have its pictures
ready can
for release
the when
Pathe heExchanges. A director's best
work
only be bydone
is unhurried and free from
the worry that delays of several days would otherwise cause
him.
In February will be released "A Modern Monte Cristo," an
original play of love and adventure, written by Philip Lonergan, directed by Eugene Moore and with Vincent Serrano, the
well known star, in the lead. Mr. Moore was the director or
"The World and the Woman." the Gold Rooster play featuring
Jeanne Eagels. "The World and the Woman" is having a successful run and is highly praised by the exhibitors showing it.
"A Modern Monte Cristo" shows Mr. Moore's work at its best.
The second Thanhouser release for February is "The Girl
Who Wanted to Live," a play by Philip Lonergan, staged by
Frederick Sullivan, and with the popular Florence La Badie
as the star. This is an exceptionally strong story of a girl
who comes out of prison to win from the world the things she
believes are due her.
In March comes "The Vicar of Wakefield," Oliver Goldsmith's
immortal book brought to the screen. Frederick Warde, one
of the really great actors of the day. has the title role and the
play is staged by Ernest Warde. Emmet Mixx adapted the
story. Everyone has read "The Vicar of Wakefield," and remembers the strong heart interest, the pathos and the humor
of it. Mr. Thanhouser says in speaking of this picture, which
is now nearly completed: "If I told you what I really think of
this production you would think I was overdoing it." Everyone at the Thanhouser studios who has seen the finished portions projected is enthusiastic over it. They declare it better
than "Silas Marner," which made a fortune.
The second Thanhouser release for March is "Her Beloved
Enemy," with Doris Grey and Wayne Arey as the stars. The
play is by Lloyd Lonergaji and it is staged by Ernest Warde.
Miss Grey is the beautiful prize winner at last year's Boston
Exhibitors' Ball and Mr. Arey has been doing splendid work,
notably in "The Shine Girl."
In April comes "Peggie o' the Pots and Pans," another Agnes
C. Johnston play, which will be ranked with "Her New York,"
"The
Shineby Girl"
"Prudence
all big
written
her. and
Gladys
Hulette,thethePirate,"
charming
littlesuccesses
star, is
featured in this play, which is staged by Eugene Moore.
The second April release is "Mary Lamson's Secret," in which
Charlotte Walker, the famous star of the spoken drama, is featured. The play is written by Lloyd Lonergan and staged by
John B. O'Brien, who is well known through his work as director of Mary Pickford.

for

Scottish Societies Welcome Mary
Many

Inquiries Received from Caledonians Throughout

1827

Seven Deadly Sins Ready

the

Country Regarding "The Pride of the Clan."
THE news that Mary Pickford will be seen on the screen
in the character of a highland lass in "The Pride of the
Clan," to be released in llie near future by Artcraft Pictures, has created considerable interest among officers and
members of Scottish societies throughout the country. The
fact that "America's Darling" has selected a story of bonny
Scotland as her next vehicle is hailed with delight among sons
and daughters of the heather in this country and many inquiries concerning the coming photoplay have been received
at the Artcraft offices as well as at the headquarters of the
Pickford Film Corporation.
"It is indeed gratifying to learn that the world's most popular
girl will visualize for all time the charms of the highland lass,"
said Robert T. Ferguson, of the Caledonian Society. "For a
long time I, as well as many of my friends. Iiave longed to
see 'Little Mary' in a Scotch role, and it is with great delight
that we hear she will shortly be seen in 'The Pride of the
Clan.' which I understand concerns the daughter of the chief
of a well-known Scottish clan. I am sure that Miss Pickford,
who is of Celtic extraction and a native of Canada, will prove
most effective in her characterization in the new photoplay
and we are planning to make her appearance as a lass or
Scotland a gala occasion,"
Although the numerous requests for special exhibitions of
"The Pride of the Clan" will have to be refused in view of the
booking arrangements with theaters, various plans are being
formulated by officers of Scottish organizations and exhibitors
for "Scotch Nights" in conjunction with their showing of the
Pickford film, which will be given in honor of local associations
such as the Scottish Society, the Seventy-ninth Highlanders'
Veteran Association, the White Heather Lodge, the Daughters
of Scotland, etc.
Special advertising boosters and suggestions are now being
prepared by the Artcraft publicity office to aid exhibitors In
their presentation of the next Pickford offering and special attention is being given to co-operation with Scottish societies
who are desirous of giving the photoplay an official review.

McClure

Pictures

Announces

the

Release

of

this

Series

Beginning January 8.
McCLURE pictures announces that the first of "The Seven
Deadly Sins," a series of five-reel features, will be released
by Superpictures, Inc., through the Triangle exchanges, on
Monday, January S. Ann Murdock in "Envy," supported by
Shirley Mason and George Le Guere, will be the first release.
The other six will follow at weekly intervals.
Each drama in the series will be a complete photoplay. Tho
seven sins will be connected by the love story of Eve Leslie
(Shirley Mason) and Adam Moore (George Le Guere). In each
Eve is tempted by one of the seven sins. In each she triumphs.
This series presents an exceptional list of stars. It includes
Ann B. Murdock,
Walker, Nance O'Neil,
H.
Warner, Holbrook
Miss MasonBlinn,
and Charlotte
Mr, Le Guere.
The fiction story of "The Seven Deadly Sins," by Florence
Morse Kingsley, author of "Titus — A Comrade of the Cross," is
now
appearing
The Ladies'
which The
has acampaign
circulationof
of more
than a inmillion
copies World,
each month.
advertising in national magazines already has started and news
of "The Seven Deadly Sins" will be carried to moving picture
fans throughout the United States in more than twenty -five
national magazines that reach a total of more than forty-fivti
million readers. Special campaigns will be carried on in the
cities by display advertising in the largest daily newspapers,
reaching at least ten million readers.
"The Seven Deadly Sins" is not a serial. It is a group of
seven splendid five-reel features, a moving picture proposition
entirely new, launched by the same interests that conceived and
produced the first serial, "What Happened to Mary." Each of
"The Seven Deadly Sins" is widely different from the other.
The stories in the telling carry the characters through experiences in cities, in the country, back-stage at a theater, behind
the scenes in the working of the Ru.ssian secret service, into
all sorts of situations among all sorts of people. The sweethearts have adventures in high society and in opium dens, on
the battlefields of Europe and in a rural "swimming hole."
There are thrills without number, as well as simple scenes
crowded with heart interest.
Following Ann Murdock in "Envy." Holbrook Blinn 'n
"Pride" will be released on Monday, January 15; Shirley Mason
in "Passion" on January 22; H. B. Warner in "Wrath" on January 29; Nance O'Neil in "Greed" on February 5; Charlotte
Walker In "Sloth" on February 12; George Le Guere in "The
Seventh Sin" on February 19.
Richard Ridgley directed "Envy" and "Pride." Theodore
Marston was the director who produced the other five features.

"THE

FIVE

FRANC

PIECE"

(Selig).

"The Five Franc Piece" released Monday, December 18, In
the regular service of the General Film Co., is a Selig drama
de luxe, with charming Edith Johnson in the leading feminine
role. "The Five Franc Piece" is a most unusual drama, relating
how Emperor Napoleon, in order to popularize his issue of five
franc pieces, secretly placed an order for one million francs
in one of his coins. Three generations later, Jean Villiars,
descendant of Brigadier Jean "Villiars, of Napoleon's "Old
Guard,'" perfects and patents a device for wireless torpedo boats.
He is penniless, and the only thing he has in the world, is an

Scene from "The Five Franc Piece" (Selig).
heirloom, a five franc piece, which he gives to his sweetheart,
Margaret Wilson, as a Iceepsake.
Jean's invention promises to revolutionize warfare. A
rascally promoter, unable to purchase the invention, decides
to steal it. What happens then is the climax of a series of
exciting episodes in which Margaret and the five franc piece
figure most sensationally. How the girl, through love, brings
happiness to herself and prosperity to Jean Villiars, is a most
delightful ending to a noteworthy production.
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Essanay's for December

William Russell to
Twinkler"
"The Truant Soul" Tops the List of Releases — It's a Walthall
forAppear
Week inof "The
December
18. in the Program
Subject.
Sing
better known to his associates as
AGE.
HENRY'LEVER
Sing No. 65368.
has written a strong and unusual story of
THE
Truant Soul," Henry B. Walthall's new superfeature,
will be in all branch offices of the Kleine-Edison-Sellgprison life and the life of a crook after he has been freed
Essanay Service not later than the middle of December,
from the gray walls. This story was scenariorized by Anaccording to the announcement made by George K. Spoor,
thony W. Coldeway and William Russell, the Mutual star,
president of Essanay, who urges exhibitors to see this extrahas been given a great opportunity to prove his histrionic
length production. He calls it the greatest exposition of Mr.
ability in the title role of the production. "The Twinkler" is
Walthall's
the interpretation
of an intense drathe title given to the story by Mr. Leverage, and it will be
matic role possibilities
and the star In
agrees
with him.
released as a five-reel Mutual Star production the week of
This production, designed for a screen time of two hours, is
December 18.
a powerful drama of a hidden menace, superbly enacted by
Mr. Leverage, who is serving a sentence in Sing Sing, under
Mr. Walthall. The story was written by Victor Rousseau,
an assumed name, is a writer of no little repute, and while
the famous novelist. Mary Charleson supports Mr. Walthall.
he has been in prison has gathered material for many interestThe piece was directed by Harry Beaumont.
ing stories. His story of "The Twinkler" is one of highly
That this should prove an attraction extraordinary is the
Day.
dramatic
character
and
Russell's
portrayal
of
"The
Twinkler"
belief of Mr. Spoor, who has arranged a special aid for exhibiis one of the best bits of work he has ever done.
tors in handling it. The picture will be released Christmas
In "The Twinkler"
Leverage, who is the editor tn chief of
"The Star of Hope." a monthly prison magazine, has told the
Preceding the release of "The Truant Soul" will be an extrue storyduction wasof filmed
one ofat Sing
Sing's former
The protra feature from the Essanay studios. It is "The Phantom
the American
Mutual inmates.
studios under
the .
Buccaneer," with Richard C. Travers and Gertrude Glover.
direction of Edward Sloman.
The screen time is one hour, twenty minutes. This is a fast
On Monday, December IS, E. K. Lincoln will be shown in a
moving drama of many thrills, just the kind to prove attractwo-reel drama entitled "Buddy's Christmas." This is a tale
tive in any house. There is not an instant of hesitation in
of how a poor little mountain youth was responsible for the
the entire production, which was taken from Victor Bridges'
settling of a mountain feud and the marriage of the daughter
popular
novel. "Another Man's Shoes." Romance and revenge
of one of the clans to the only remaining member of the other
provide the base for a series of gripping incidents. The reckclan.
This production is apropos at this season of the year.
less
spirit
of the hero makes for many situations of high com"Mutual Tours Around the World," a one-reel Gaumont
edy, and his refusal to take seriously the young woman who
scenic, picturing Morocco, Chautilly and scenes along the Medihas
sworn
to kill him furnishes many delightful sceries.
ter anean, is scheduled for release Tuesday. December 19.
J. Charles Haydon directed the picture.
On Wednesday. December 20, '"Mutual Weekly" No. 103, in
Director Harry Beaumont is beginning work on Bryant
which important events of national interest are filmed, and
Washburn's next feature. This is taken from the immensely
"See America First," a split reel on same reel with "Kartoon
popular "Skinner's Dress Suit," in the Saturday Evening Post.
Komics," by Harry Palmer, will be shown.
Henry B. Walthall is prepared to begin the first scenes in
his latest production. The title of this offering will shortly be
"The Elopement." a one-reel comedy, is scheduled for release
announced.
on Thursday, December 21.
The third of the "Uncle Sam's Defenders." one- reel series,
Essanay's General Film Service program will continue with
w^ill be shown Friday, December 22. This chapter deals with
the Black Cat features on Tuesday and the "Is Marriage
the graduating of the sailor lads from the landlubber class
Sacred?"
on Saturday.
Essanay's best players will be
into seasoned salts before they are assigned to warships. Some
seen in alltopics
of these
shorter productions.
extensive views of Newport and Annapolis Naval Academy are
Bryant Washburn is now at work in "The Girl God Made
also shown in this reel, which is entitled "A Jack Tar in the
for Jones." a 33 -minute Black Cat feature, Nell Craig has
just completed two of them, "As In a Looking Glass," and "A
Making."
The fourth single-reel Star Comedy, entitled "Every Lassie
Tale From the Decameron."
Five well known players compose the stock company for
Has a Lover," and featuring Alice Dovey, is scheduled for release on Saturday. December 23. This is a cleverly constructed
"Is Marriage Sacred?" They are Marguerite Clayton, Lillian
comedy written around a little country girl who longs for a
Drew. Sydney Ainsworth, Edward Arnold and Thomas Combeau. Her kind-hearted landlady hits upon a little scheme,
merford.
which worked fine, and in the end brings the girl a husband.
Rube Miller, the awkward, lanky Vogue comedian, is starred
in a two-reel Vogue comedy entitled "Fickle All Around." In
. "THE YELLOW
MENACE"— 14th EPISODE.
this production Rube is what they call "a lover of all the
Under the title of "The Interrupted Nuptials," Unity will reladies" and loves them all, regardless of size or looks. This
lease the fourteenth episode of "The Yellow Menace." Decemgets him into no end of trouble. "Reel Life" is a one-reel
magazine from the Gaumont studios. These two productions
ber 11. It will be remembered that one of Ali Singh's victims
was Maxwell Judson, who invented the formula for quarrlnolite,
will be released on Sunday. December 24.
the highest known explosive. After his death the invention
The fourth and last chapter of the "10,000 photo novel" — "A
came into the possession of Captain Cook, his nephew, who,
Sequel to the Diamond from the Sky" — will be released on Debeing
warned by Errol Manning, turns over the formula 1o
cember 18. At the time this chapter is shown an announcePolice-Captain Kemp for safe keeping.
ment and picture of the winner for the idea for the "Sequel"
Thinking,
that Captain Cook still has the formula in his poswill be given. During this week Chapter X of the thrilling
session and determined by all means to get possession of It,
story of "A Lass of the Lumberlands," featuring Helen Holmes,
Ali Singh's followers lasso Cook from a bedroom window and
and Chapter V of "The Vampires" will be released.
drag him to the top of a high building. He is subjected to
terrible torture at the hands of Ali Singh, but is saved by one
of
Hong Kong Harry's erratic changes of mind.
PATHE'S "THE ROMANTIC JOURNEY."
Pathe announces a rare treat in its Gold Rooster release for
Najla isand
again
brought
under themeans
spell ofof introducing
her uncle's abaleful
influence
is made
the innocent
bomb
December 24 — William Courtenay and Alice Dovey in "The Roto
Errol
Manning's
house.
But
for
the
quick
work of Willarrt
a play directed
by George
of the
Bronson, who detects the presence of the bomb in time to get
Astra. mantic
Mr. Journey."
Fitzmaurice
has achieved
a well Fitzmaurice
deserved fame
as
rid of it, both the house and those who were caught in it at
a director and is identified with many of Pathe's greatest sucthe time would have been doomed to certain destruction.
cesses. "At Bay." "Via Wireless." "New York." and "Arms and
This episode abounds in exciting incidents and adds piles of
the Woman." ITe has the finesse, the artistic sense, the huevidence to prove Ali Singh's demoniacal treachery.
man Insight, and the eye to detail that are essential in a really
great director. He invariably selects his players from the very
best on the stage. In consequence he has never made a poor
SLIGHT
SECTION
OF NEW
YORK
BUILT
IN LOS
picture.
ANGELES.
Miss Dovey makes her first screen appearance in "The
Immediately upon the arrival of George Beban, well-known
Romantic Journey," and is widely known as the leading lady
interpreter of Italian characters, at the Morosco studie in Los
of 'Wery Good Eddie," the phenomenal stage success. Her
Angeles, work was begun upon the erection of a big scene
work in this Gold Rooster Play prompts a hope that we shall
see her in further productions.
representing New York's famous "Little Italy." The setting la
being used in the staging of Beban's next Paramount Picture,
"The Romantic Journey" is a story of Hindoo magic and
"His Sweetheart," which is scheduled for release in the latter
mysticism brought to America, of a girl under the hypnotic
part of January.
power of an unscrupulous Oriental, of snake charmers and
Squalid buildings, little stores, badly torn up asphalt pavepoisonous cobras, and of a hero who risks his life to right a
ment, typical corner stores and all that the New York Italian
Creeps and thrills follow in quick succession.
wrong.
seems to hold sacred have been incorporated in this scene, so
that Mr. Beban might feel perfectly at home when he got into
STRONG COMPETITION
FOR "THE WITCHING
his sacred corduroys and flannel shirt. Even the dilapidated
screen.
horse-car will trundle across the scene when it appears on the
William L. Sherrill, president
HOUR."and general manager of the
The story has to do with local politics and involves the disFrohman Amusement Corporation, reports an almost unprecetrict attorney. It was written by Beban and Lawrence Mcdented demand from both exhibitors and state right buyers for
Clusky
during a premeditated "vacation" in the Maine woods
that corporation's special and extraordinary release. "The
last summer.
Donald Crisp is the director.
Witching Hour.'*
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Paramount Christmas Program

"RACE

Marquerite Clark in "Snow White" and Kathlyn Williams in
"The Redeeming Love" are the Features on the Paramount Program for the Week of December 25.
THE

Yule-tide season will again be fittingly celebrated this
year by the Famous Players when they will release on
the Paramount Program one of the most beloved of all
fairy tales, "Snow White," written by Brothers Grimm, in which
Marguerite Clark, surrounded by a star cast, plays the leading
role. The week of Dec. 25 will also mark the debut of Kathlyn
Williams on the Paramount Program, as she will be presented
co-starring with Thomas Holding in the Morosco production of.
"The Redeeming Love."
Miss Clark has outdone herself in this production. She is
supported by an unusually large cast, the principals of which
are Creighton Hale as Prince Florimond, Dorothy G. Gumming
as Queen Brangomar, Lionel Graham as Berthold (Huntsman)
and Alice Washburn as Witch Hex.
The other feature on the program for this week will be "The
Redeeming Love," in which Miss Kathlyn Williams makes her
debut in Paramount Pictures. This drama is from an original
scenario by Gardner Hunter and L. V. Jefferson, from the story
written by Mr. Jefferson and which deals with a beautiful
young woman born and raised in a small town, she being half
in love with a noble, earnest young minister, but who rebels
against giving up the many good things of life for him.
The production was made under the direction of William D.
Taylor and Thomas Holding co-starring with Miss Williams.
they being supported by an exceptionally strong cast, including Herbert Standing and Helen Eddy.
Surrounding the program for this week is the 46th edition
of the Paramount Pictographs. the magazine-on-the-screen, in
which there is contained four unusually interesting subjects.
"The Toll Gate of the Atlantic," "How to Be a Champion Billiardist." "Fifty-Fifty," a Plastique comedy, and "An American
Vesuvius": the forty-seventh of the series of Weekly Trips
Around the World, personally conducted by Burton Holmes, the
world's greatest traveler, in which he takes his journeyers to
"The Land of Evangeline," the Paramount-Bray cartoon drawn
by L. M. Glacken's "Jack the Giant Killer," and another screamingly funny Paramount Black Diamond comedy entitled "Their
Week End."

"THE

RIGHT

TO BE HAPPY"

(Bluebird).

Based upon Charles Dickens' immortal classic. "A Christmas
Carol," this feature is offered by Bluebird as an example of
extreme timeliness — the release date is Dec. 25. Rupert Julian
made the production from E. J. Clawson's scenario and will be
star of the occasion, playing the role of Scrooge, the world'.s
greatest "grouch." Francelia Billington. Roberta Wilson, Harry
Carter and other members of the Bluebird stock company will
create the quaint characters Dickens has so vividly painted in
his word-pictures.
There will be an all-year interest in "The Right to Be
Happy," as the lesson of benevolence "A Christmas Carol" presents has no particular season, and. furthermbre. the devotees
of Charles Dickens are numbered by the hundreds in every
sizeable community.
Bluebird has been careful to impart the
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SUICIDE"

IN DEMAND.

Ever since the Phax Pictures Co.. of 220 West ■i2d street, NeW
York
City, have
of "Race Suicide"
for Greater
New announced
York and their
State, purchase
Samuel Cummins,
general
manager, has been deluged with hundreds of bookings for
this feature. So great has been the demand for booking this
feature in Greater New York and State that he has decided t*
use ten prints. The exhibitors have had applications in for
this picture ever since its announcement many months ago.
The picture was booked for a large Broadway theater, but
has been held up on account of objections of the license bureau
some time ago. Since then obstacles with that department
were removed wherever it has been shown, through the South
and Middle West, as well as the coast.

AFTER
an absence
from screen work
Fritzi Brunette
has returned
to the
enact a leading role in an eight-reel
in course of production under the direction

•

«

•

for several nmnths
Selig Company
to
Selig Special now
of Colin CampbelL

Hobart Henley is producing at Universal City a five-reel
feature, "Enmeshed," prepared for the screen by E. J. Clawson,
and in which Henley and Gertrude Selby play the leads.

•

«

«

Mary Maclvor. of the Triangle-Ince studios, has been promoted to leading woman for Wm. S. Hart in a picture he la
just beginning.

•

•

*

Property men at the Rolfe studios are busy nowadays arranging for the old-fashioned minstrel show and reception
which they will have at the Palm Garden December 18
Invitations have been sent to the employes in all the studios
in New York, and every one connected with the profession la
invited to attend.

•

•

•

Mr. Burnham. manager of the Temple Theater of Cortland,
X. Y., has recently taken over
Theater in Utica.
• the
* Majestic
•
"Polly Put the Kettle On" is the title of a three-reel photoplay being filmed at Universal City by Director Douglas Gerrard. The leads are played by Ruth Clifford, supported by Zoe
Rae, Lena Baskette, Marvel Spencer and others of the stock
company.

•

•

«

Ned Finley is one of the newest additions to the long list of
Metro players. He has been cast as an Alaskan miner in the
big Ethel Barrymore feature that is being produced under the
direction of George D. Baker.
Mr. Finley has a long record with Vitagraph, having written,
produced and starred in a number of plays with that company.

A

Bargain

for

the

Right

Man

Motion picture negative (A-l condition) depiciing scenes in Alaska,
the wonder of the World. Approximately 2,500 feet in length. Has
never been promoted. Can be booked in schools, clubs, churches,
halls, theatres, etc. A bargain for the wide-awake man, and a rare
oppnrtunity.
For price and particulars write to
STANLEY HARBECK, 733 Michigan Street, Toledo, Ohio.

Star's

Best

Pictures

Large 11x14 Hand Colored Pictures of all the prominent Photo Players— 25c. each, $1.85 per dozen assorted; 5x7 Photo Reproductions— 100 assorted $1.50.
Ail orders mailed day received,
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(Bluebird).

Dickens atmosphere to the subject, portraying the characters
with faithfulness and showing in camera-trickery the adventures of Old Scrooge as he made his personally conducted
flights with the ghosts of Christmas Past. Christmas Present
and Christmas Future, with the spirit of Jacob Marley as the
superintendent of spiritual transportation.

R. K. STANBURY.
Dept. W-A
Flatiron Bldg., New York

Projection

Engineer

Is your screen result unsatisfactory?
Is your projection
current costing too nauch ?
Are you planning a new theatre?
Are you contemplating the purchase of new Equipment?
Theatre plans examined and suggestions made as to
operating room location. Operating rooms planned,
etc., etc. Will personally visit theatres in New York
City or within 300 miles thereof.
Fees moderate.

(i^°o"w^)
F. H. RICHARDSON (^°o"w^^)
Room 1434, 22 E. 17th St,, New York City
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CORRESPONDENTS

New Year Will See Changes in Portland, Me.
Rumor

of New

Theaters
Contemplated
for the City's Retail District — Strand May
Be Made Into One of the Best of Theaters.
By John P. Flanagan, l47 Park View Ave., Bangor,
Me.

ORTLAND, ME. — Gossip in Portland
theater circles has it that the coming year will see important departures,
and there are rumors of contemplated
new theaters in the retail business section as well as extensive improvements
of those now doing- business.
The report of the greatest public interest is one concerning the Strand theater, the lessees of which, it is said, contemplate dropping the auditorium to the
ground floor and investing a sum of
money which would furnish Portland with
one of the best theaters in the United
States. It is understood that arrangements will be possible by January by
"Which ground floor can be procured to
enable the consummation of this project.
Among other things talked about is the
building of a new theater in the vicinity
of Casco street. One report has it that
negotiations are or have been under way
for the purchase of the site in the rear
of the Maine Charitable Mechanic Association block. One more location mentioned is the property in back of the Foster-Avery store, but whether this site has
been seriously considered
is not known.
Bangor May Have Supply Store.
Bangor. Me. — It is reported that R. D.
Marsen may open a branch supply depot for the sale of moving picture machines, parts, etc., in Bangor in the near
future.
Pine Tree Business
Notes.
Bangor. Me. — R. F. Crockett, proprietor
of Shepherd Hall theater at Rockport,
Me., was a visitor to Bangor this week,
calling at the office of the General Film
Co. Mr. Crockett Is using full General
service in his house and finds that It
fills the bill.
Bangor. Me. — H. P. Smith, Bangor manager of the General Film, has just returned from a visit to the Boston headquarters. Mr. Smith says that business
is excellent in Maine. After three years
the Hazards of Helen still takes well
throughout this district. Grant, Police
Reporter, and The Girl from Frisco are
also very popular in this section.
Bangor. Me. — Marguerite Clark in
"Miss George Washington." won the
hearts of big audiences at the Park theater this week. Marguerite is a favorite
In this city, and there are many moving
picture patrons who never fail to attend
when
she is advertised.

Maritime News Letter
, By F. F. Sully, 68 Lansdowne
St. John. N. B.

Avenue,

N. W. Mason's New Policy.
NEW GLASGOW. X. S.— N. W. Mason,
proprietor of the Academy of Music,
and who now has an $80,000 house, almost
ready for business, will run two changes

of five acts each in his new theater, besides special offerings of the best features.
Mr. Mason, accompanied by F. B. McCullough. who is also interested in the theater, were recent visitors in St, John, while
en route to Boston to make arrangements for the first performance, which
is to be given on New Tear's Day.
I. Sourkes of Fox Goes to St. John.
St. John. N. B. — I. Sourkes, who has
been connected with the Toronto and Montreal offices of the Fox Film Co., has been
transferred to the St. John exchange, to
cover the Maritime Provinces, under the
direction of Manager Carl Crawford. Mr.
Sourkes is well known to the men of the
trade throughout the dominion, having
covered practically every territory as a
roadman from the main exchanges. He
is now working from city to city from
Montreal to St. John, and will probably
arrive next week to make the local exchange his headquarters.
Local Business Notes.
St. John. N. B.— Jules H. Wolfe, manager of the Metro exchange, has completed arrangements with Manager Walter
McKay of St. John opera house for showing here, the middle of this month, of
the famous production "Romeo and Juliet." This is the first large production
of the play to be borught into this territory, and it is expected that it will draw
large houses.
Troops Go, Theater Reduces.
Susses, N. B. — Dr. J. J. Daley, who has
been running the opera house with a very
attractive picture program.lhas, since the
withdrawal of the King's troops from the
city, found it necessary to reduce his performances to three nights a week. During the summer and fall the opera house
played to capacity at practically every
show. It is expected that the full week
schedule will be resumed in the spring.
Royal

Opera

House

Becomes

New

Yarmouth, N. S.People's.
— J. Kelty. formerly proprietor of the old People's theater in this
city, has closed it for the winter, and officially taken over what was the Royal
opera house, naming it the New People's.
Mr. Kelty's new quarters provide a larger
seating capacity and better accommodations generally. He has contracted for
Paramount
features.
New Policy at the Gayety.
Moncton. N. B. — The Gayety theater,
run by Torrie & Winters, has changed its
policy for the winter. Instead of a change
of program every day, there will be two
acts of vaudeville and a feature picture
the first half of the week, and two acts
and a serial for the last three days.

^^"^ England jottings

S. E. Sherman Opens Star at Hartford.
Hartford, Conn. — S. E. Sherman, pioneer
of the moving picture Industry in Connecticut, re-opened the Star theater in this
city on Thanksgiving day, with pictures
from both the General and Universal
program. Mr. Sherman started in pictures about fifteen years ago, and claims
to be the first man to show films in New
England, outside of B. F. Keith, who was
then showing pictures in his old theater
in Washington
street, Boston.
The Star seats 2.000, and business has
been good from the start. A feature of
the opening was the fact that the Star
was one of a few theaters to recognize
the union, employing union help from
front to back. The Star theater is practically new, costing $250,000 to build. Mr.
Sherman has spent in the neighborhood of
$10,000 for remodeling.
■
Bridgeport, Conn., Police to Scrutinize
Programs.
Bridgeport, Conn. — Closer censorship
of motion pictures has been decreed
here by the police commissioners. The
commissioners, John C. Stanley, president;
George C. Peet, Richard H. Murphy and
John A. Dyddy, will not admit that the
censorship has been established because
of complaints about the pictures shown,
nor will they give any reason for their
action in the matter.
The manager of every motion picture
house in the city has recently received a
letter from John H. Redgate. superintendent of police, announcing the appointment of Charles H, Suckley, assistant supof police, Each
' as censor
the
films to be erintendent
shown.
picture ofhouse
manager is required to submit his program to the censor one week before it is
shown. The circular sent the managers
concludes with the startling sentence:
"You may rest assured that you will not
be permitted to show any pictures which
may be deemed unfit for exhibition here."
This doesn't imply pre-publicity censorship. The police here have always been
guardians of public morals and the like.
Assistant Superintendent Suckley, the
censor, is the sole and only judge as to
what are fit pictures. The censorship is
in force this week.
New Bridgeport Theaters Co.
Bridgeport, Conn. — The Olive theater in Olive street, one of the oldest and
most successful picture houses in Bridgeport, closed its doors again after the show
last .Sunday evening. John Dawe, manager, said the patronage did not warrant
keeping ofit the
openproperty,
longer. isJohn
L. Donavan,'
owner
endeavoring
to
again control it, and open the theater in
connection with the Seaside and Maplewood theaters. A company to operate
these theaters, known as the Bridgeport
Theaters Co., has been organized, with Mr.
Donavan as president. William Kfeefe,
vice-president, and Edmond C. Booth, secretary and treasurer. These officers are
also the directors.
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Newark News Letter
By

Jacob

J. Kalter, 25 Braiiford
Place,
Newark, N. J.
Lynn S. Card, Mutual.
N. J. — Herewith is an excelN EWARK.lent likeness
of Mr. Lyman S. Card,
local manager of the Mutual Film. The
photographer naturally caught Mr. Card
in a characteristic attitude — busy at his
desk. No one will deny that New Jersey
exchange managers are among the best
obtainable. Having such a superlative
bunch in our midst it would naturally be
an exceedingly difficult matter to choose

Manager

Lyman
S. Card
in
N. J.. Mutual Office.

Newark,

the most popular. The Newark World correspondent, however, in the course of his
meeting with the various exhibitors, has
found a unanimity of opinion — that Lynn
S. Card is a royal good fellow. But he is
more than just a real fellow. By his quiet,
pleasant manner, his fair dealing, and
strictly business methods, Mr. Card has
■won and retained the friendship and confidence of the Jersey exhibitors.
Under Mr. Card's systematic methods,
business has increased appreciably at the
local Mutual office. Mr. Card is never too
busy to give advice or suggestions to the
exhibitor. He has been manager of the
Mutual's Newark office for over three
years. His first film connection was with
the General Film, 23rd street branch.
After going into the exchange business
for himself in Newark, Mr. Card joined
the Mutual.
Gainsborg Done It!
Newark. N, J. — Sure, he went and done
it! Ain't it so? Certainly Lee Gainsborg
is the fellow. In these hard times, when
people are about ready to boycott eating,
Lee's engagement is announced. But say.
you really can't blame him — you should
see the girl. Miss Sayre Gwendolyn Rutkin, of Newark, is the lucky girl, and we
join with the others in wishing Miss Rutkin and Mr. Gainsborg success. Mr.
Gainsborg is the manager of the Universal
Film, at 286 Market street.
A.

P.

Waxman

to Manage
Terminal
Theater.
Newark, N. J, — The manager of the
new Fox Terminal theater, on Park place.
is A. P. Waxman, and not Samuel Weisel
as erroneously reported in this paper of
Dec. 9. Mr. Waxman has had considerable
experience in managing theaters, he having managed the Classic. ISlst street and
St. Nicholas avenue; the Bronx Strand, and
other large moving picture places in the
metropolis. Mr. Waxman was also for a
time special representative for George
Kleine. He Is enthusiastic over the new
house, and his many innovations bid fair
to bring increased patronage to the Fox
house.
"Purity" Goes Big Here.
Newark. N. J. — Audrey Munson In
"Purity" attracted large audiences to the
Goodwin theater. 863 Broad street, during
the week of Dec. 4. This was the initial
showing of the film in this city. The Master Photoplay Attractions, Fred W. Falkner, manager,
has the New Jersey state
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Baltimore

Mothers' Congress Appoints Board to Censor
Work
of Censors — Would
Youthful Minds from Legcd Board.
By J. M. Shellman, 1902 Mt. Royal Terrace, Baltimore, Md.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Censorial activities
are about to become very fashionable
in Baltimore or there is promise of it in
the latest actions of the Maryland Branch
of the Mothers" Congress. Most of the
members of the Congress saw "War's
Women," and it seems that when this picture was mentioned at a meeting held at
the Hotel Belvedere on Monday, November 28th, a Zeppelin over London would
have had a like effect, and quite a little
excitement followed. A committee of six
was appointed to take up with the Censor
Board the matter of the showing of "objectionable" features in Baltimore. Thus,
every week the list of attractions showing
in Baltimore will be gone over by this
committee, and one member will view each
film likely to prove harmful to youthful
spectators. Quite a little task for one
person to do when such aesthetic scenes
are to be taken into consideration. With
the Parents' League and the Mothers*
Congress taking up the hatchet, the new
form of amusement for these bodies seems
to be the coming
rage.
M. Weisburg With General Film.
Baltimore, Md. — M. Weisburg, who has
been associated with the General Film
for two and a half years, has now joined
J. J. Payette as assistant manager of the
Baltimore exchange. Mr. Weisburg is a
very affable and pleasant man to talk to
and it is understood that he will handle
the Baltimore territory with Mr. Payette.
Operators Hold Election.
Baltimore, Md. — On December 3, the annual election of officers of Operators'
Union, Local ISl, was held. The election
was very exciting, owing to the fact that
with the exception of the post of business
agent, every other position was contested.
G. Kingston Howard was re-elected president and business manager. He is a pioneer in the field and knows his part well.
Among the others elf;cted were: Wm.
George, first vice-president; Norbert Haefele, second vice-president; Nelson Baldwin, third vice-president: Carroll G. Bayne,
financial secretary and treasurer; Otto J.
Niquet, recording secretary; Wm. F.
Evans, business agent; Harry T. Hess,
sergeant -at -arms; G. Kingston Howard,
delegate, I. A. Convention; Joseph Quade.
F. Clarence Grote and Harry Wallis, board
of trustees; Sam Isaacson, N. Basil Morgan and Frank T. Holmes, delegates to
B. F. of L. ; Sam Isaacson, delegate Md.D. C. Fed. of L.
Sixth Year With Same Manager.
Baltimore, Md. — Last week was the anniversary week for the Garden theater In
South Baltimore. This is the sixth one
to be held for that house and it is still
under the same management that it began its career with — C. W. Pacey. It was
through Mr. Pacey's arrangements that the
house was entirely rebuilt last summer.
rights for the film spectacle. The feature
was heavily advertised but the results
were exceedingly gratifying to Mrs. L. H.
Webbe, who manages the Goodwin.
General Film Appoints Agent.
Jersey City, N. J. — The General Film
Corporation of New York hag appointed
as New Jersey representatives, the Corporation Trading Company, of 15 Exchange place.
Cup Trays in Theater Unlawful.
Newark, N. J. — Health Officer Charles V.
Craster has sent a letter to the larger
theaters in reference to the law regarding
individual drinking cups.
The health ofR-

Protect

New McHenry Theater Contract.
Baltimore, Md.- — The large and handsome McHenry theater to be erected In
South Baltimore at 1032 Light street by
the Southern Amusement Company, has
been contracted for, the Cogswell Koether
Company having been awarded the contract. The seating capacity will be about
1.200. The architect is Oliver B. Wright
and he has designed this theater in an
L shape to fit the lot. While the entire
cost will approximately be $70,000, the
building will come near to $36,000.
New Managers of Mt. Royal.
Baltimore. Md.--The Mt. Royal theater,
617 West North avenue, is now in the able
hands of T. J. Bohannan and Harry Lewy,
who with M. E. Fuld own and operate
the Great Wizard theater, 30 West Lexington street. They assumed charge of
this house on Monday, De^cember 4. and
this pretty residential house should certainly run along prosperously under their
handling, for both Mr. Bohannan and Mr.
Lewy are old hands in the moving picture game. They have kept pace with the
times and know how to handle their patrons. Walter R. Eney, a newcomer in
the field in Baltimore, will act as their
floor manager.
J. J. Hartlove
Increases
Business.
Baltimore, Md. — J. J. Hartlove is now increasing his feature service and has purchased the state rights for some of the
largest features, including "Race Suicide,"
"Pavlowa," "Where Are My Children?" and
"Purity." These will be released by him,
under the title of Banner Features. Mr.
Hartlove's office is at 312 West Baltimore
street. He is very earnest in his work
and is well known as an exhibitor, having for many years operated houses in
this city. When at the Crescent Mr.
Hartlove always extended this writer the
most courteous treatment and it is assumed that his patrons were treated In
the same manner.
Benefit at Parkway Theater.
Baltimore, Md. — Through the courtesy of
Bernard . Depkin, Jr., and arrangements
made by him with the owners of the Parkway theater, 3-9 West North avenue, of
which he is manager, the auxiliary of the
Maryland Red Cross is holding a benefit
at this playhouse all this week and it has
been arranged that a certain percentage
of the box office receipts will be given
for the help of the war sufferers InParis. As a special feature for the occasion, Mr. Depkin booked "An Enemy to
the King," featuring E. H. Sothern.
"When we screened 'Snow White,* produced by the Educational Films Corporation, last week, for the kiddies," said Mr.
Depkin, "it proved to be a phenomenal
success. In fact, I have never seen a picture please the children more than it did.
We had great crowds."
cer wrote that in some places a glass Is
provided at a fountain, while in others
water is distributed by ushers throughout
the theater. Both of these methods are
violations of the law, and Mr. Craster announces that he will take steps against
the proprietors of theaters where these offenses continue.
Temple Theater to Open.
Kearny, N. J. — The new Temple theater,
located in the Masonic Temple building.
Kearny and Bergen avenues, will '-tie
opened Jan. 1 by the M. & S. Amusement
Company, of which Martin Singer is pffefeident and W. H. Maler Is treasurer. ' Mr.
Singer will assume personal manageiA^lit
of the house.
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Censors

Its Ban— Exhibitors LivBoard Issues List of 150 Pictures That Have Come Under
the Lme
ing Near the State Borders Warned Against Using Film from Over
Scissors.
Censor's
the
from
Clips
Passed—
Been
Not
Have
That
13y F. V. Armato,
144 North Salford St.. West Philadelphia, Pa.
The Pennsylvania
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.—
State Board of Censors has recently
issued a list of 150 plays which have come
are not perunder its disfavor andn which
in Pennsylvania.
mitted to be show
200 scenes
than
There is also a list of more
excised from that many photoplays, which
the
may be shown within the state minus case
condemned portions. In the latter
but
given
the names of the films are not
the Board, evidently with the intention of
e the public, gives
Justifying itself befor
descriptions of the parts banned. include a
Further activities of the Board
selling, leascaution to exhibitors against reels
or views
ing or exhibiting any films,
. Special
censors
the
by
unless approved
es which
attention is called to companiadvertis
ing
make local productions and
be
films These will not be permitted to the
by
passed
shown in the state unless
board.
It was stated at the offices of the censors
that certain exhibitors near the state lines
g pictures
had been in the habit of securin
from agents over the line and showing
Ihem without the approval of the Board.
Following the receipt of the warning the
s^
Board will proceed against such violator
Some of the pictures which were banned
"Harry
"
Astray.
Lizzie
g
"Leadin
Included:
," "The Lite
K Thaw's Fight for Freedom
of Evelyn Thaw." "Trafficking on Souls
(as well as "Traffic in Souls"). "Freddy
Loosevelt from Africa," and "Pimples Captures the Kaiser."
Some of the scenes eliminated ' to protect public morals" included these:

Censor's Scissor Clippings.
re"All scenes showing man and woman
device.
eelving drug by means of electrical woman
of
action
Also the subsequent
walking out of room after she has received
"The part of hold-up scene where the
in
supposed hold-up men pounce onthemen
heads
automobile and ram bags over
victims."
the
«f
"All close-ups of the hold-up of men in
automobiles, close-up of revolver held to
stomach of victim, stealing victim's watch
and chain and other valuables from victim's pocket."
"View of murdered man, showing cord
around hisof neck."
woman standing in stream m
"View
»ude condition. One far-off view is perjoltted."
,
mot"Sub-title, 'The Common Law isismyalways
there
one
of
tire
to When I
But marriage, no.' "
another.
"Scene showing tramp stealing watch
_
trom man's pocket."
be"All attempts to kiss after his kisses
come objectionable and lascivious. Cut
d enters room."
time husban
to "Scene
of man giving girl hypodermic
arm."
the
in
n
Injectio
"Scene of crook chauffeur stealing jewhe
•Is from automobile. Cut from time
Is seen entering garage until seen going
down the road."
of chor"Reduces the extreme near viewwhere
she
of glass,
us girl sitting in frontflash
feet.
three
of
to
disrobe
to
iegins
Tou
•Subtitle. 'Once and For All-If
Adopt One.' "
■Want a Child Tou Can
"Scenes showing man collecting protection money from woman."
"Action of waitress extracting wallet
diner at table in cafe."
from
"Visionary scene of man adjusting noose
youth's head "
and black cap over
tied to rail"Two views showing
road track. This will allow view where
man is seen carrying her on track ana
n ties
view showing her falling betwee
Just before train passes over her.
is shown entering of"Scene where

fice for purpose of robbing safe. Cut from
time he approaches safe up to time he is
leaving
"Near office."
view of Diamond Daisy sticking
ring under edge of show case, with aid of
chewing gum."
Mastbaum
Banquet
Briefs.
Philadelphia. Pa. — Harry Knapp. the
veteran dramatic edito.- of the Philadelphia Inquirer, spoke as the dean of the
Philadelphia newspaper men. He pointed
out that 90 per cent, of the pre== matter
submitted to the daily papers finds its
way into the waste basket because most
of it is crudely prepared or unsuitable to
the needs of the particular paper to which
it is submitted, and also because most
producers failed to pursue the liberal advertising methods of S. V. Mastbaum.
Abe L. Einstein, the untiring press representative of the Stanley Company, is
credited with completing the nianv arrangements necessary to maKe the affair
a success. He personally did everything
but cook the dinner.
Mr. Mastbaum was so moved by the
presentation of a massive loving cup as
a tribute from the new association that
he almost forgot some of the most telling points of the speech which he h'^i prepared.
Souvenirs in the shape of a silver and
ivory calender of novel design were presented to every guest.
The funniest speech was made by Siegmund Lubln. who surpassed his usual
good form as a raconteur and was looking younger than ever.
Jules Mastbaum paid a handsome tribute to the fidelity of the Stanley Company
employes.
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The dinner is to be repeated next year.
The guests voted for it unanimously.
Gershom
B. Mcintosh Dies.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Gershom B. Mcintosh, the highly esteemed proprietor of
the Eureka theater, 40th and Market
streets, died on Sunday evening. December
3rd, at his residence here, from uraemic
poisoning. Exhibitors who were intimate
with the late Mr. Mcintosh unite in speak
ing highly of him as a man and as a showman. He was successful as an exhibitor,
and was doing a flourishing business,
which Mrs. Mcintosh, his widow, will continue.
Local 307 Installs Officers.
Philadelphia. Pa. — William Smith, of
the Nicholas Power Co.. and a member
of New Tork Local No. 306. was the honored guest of Philadelphia Local No. 307,
on Sunday, ministered
December
3. Mr.to Smith
adthe oath of office
the newly
elected officers of the local union. The
following were elected: B. F. Bache,
president; J. V. Freil. vice-president; J. A.
Harris, secretary and treasurer; W. G.
Murray, recording and corresponding secretary; Louis Krouse. business agent. All
were re-elected unanimously with the exception of Mr. Friel. who won a closely
contested campaign for the office.
A. B. C. Theater Has a New Name.
Philadelphia, Pa, — E. Warren Smith,
who has been manager of the A. B.
C. theater, at 33rd and Chestnut streets,
has leased the house from E. Spencer Harvey and changed the name to the Chestnut Street theater. He is now running a
high class program at a 15 cent admission.
Hotel's Menu Cards Carry Programs.
Philadelphia. Pa. — Donald Allen,
the out-of-town booker for Paramount,
returned from his last trip up state with
no less than eleven contracts. While
stopping at the Fort Durkel hotel, at
Wilkes Barre, Pa., he arranged to have
the attractions at the leading local theaprinted onResults
the bottom
of the hotel's
menu terscards.
are reported
good.

Capital City Exchange Problems

Inefficient Express Service Between Washington, D. C, and Points in Surrounding
Territory Discussed at Meeting — Night Pick-Ups Wanted — Express Company
Employs Use of Film Left in Their Care — Other Notes.
By Clarence L. Linz, 622 Riggs Building.
Washington. D. C.

. D. C. — Inefficient exWASHINGTON
press 'service between Washington
and points in Virginia. Maryland, North
Carolina and West Virginia, the territory
served by the local exchanges, was the
n at the regprincipal subject of discussio
ular meeting of the Washington Exchange
Managers' Association, held at the National Press Club. It was pointed out
that the facilities afforded the exchanges
at the present time by the express companies are not sufficient to give that
measure of service to the exhibitor that
is desired, and George M. Mann of the
Famous Players; Sidney B. Lust, of the
New Film and Clara Kimball Young corporations, and George R. Mayo., of the
Hy Art Masterplays, were appointed aa
e
a committe to take up a number of matters with the heads of the express companies in this city.
It is the desire of the exchange managers that they be accorded a midnight
pick-up service. The claim has been made
by the express people here that there 13
no city that has any such service as this,
although those present at the meeting
told of instances to the contrary. R. Berger, of the K-E-S-E exchange, told of the
benefits that would be derived if the companies would pick up Southern shipments
late at night. It is felt that the general
growth of the business has been such as
to make the installation of a night pickup a necessity.
George
Mann
told of

many instances wherein the exp^-ess companies have made charges at both ends
of the line and have not made good the
overcharge. This, he said, is against the
Interstate Commerce law. A number of
those present signified their intention of
furnishing Mr. Mann with records of similar cases applying to their exchanges.
Do Express Co. Employes Use Film?
Another interesting matter which affects both exchangemen and exhibitors
alike is a practice complained of at the
meeting indulged in by at least one express agent, that of using films shipped to
him C. O. D., and reporting back that the
shipment had not been lifted. It seems
that several of the exchangemen have
been bilked in this manner. They can
check up the occurrences because in each
case two or three of the shipments were
not lifted, and upon looking at the film
it was readily discernible that it had been
run through a machine. To be positive
that such a condition existed, one of the
managers pasted seals on the film bands
of two or three reels of each shipment.
When the shipment came back "C, O. D.
Not lifted." it was found that the seals
had been broken. It was pointed out at
the meeting that such things as these are
responsible for greatly increased overhead costs, all of which must be made up
in^equally increased charges to exhibitors,
and that by getting the overhead down to

I
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a very low minimum lower rentals could
be charged.
Pick-Ups During Day.
Later in the evening Mr. Mann, on bea numhalf of his committee, stated that
ber of constructive matters would be
taken up with the companies, and one of
these would have to do with pick-ups
the manduring the day. He said that shipments
agers could not afford to leave
in their offices until late in the evening,
when the express companies would send .i
4 and B.30 o'clock
single wagon between
the exwith the expectation that all o7 and
the
changes could be taken care of
billed
platfoim,
films taken to the depot
for
expresn
o'clock
and put on the seven
the South. As a result of this action on
was
it
,
companies
express
the
of
part
the
declared, in many instances shipments
were left over to go on the later train.
The committee was requested to urge
upon the companies the necessity for better service in this respect.
Another matter to be forcibly brought
to their attention is the delays incident
to the payment
C. O.
D.'s.
The exchange managers ofhave
many
grievances,
and these they are going to take up with
the hope of having them settled for all
time, that so many petty annoyances may
not arise in the future.
These very interesting discussions were
held at the conclusion of a very elaborate
spread in the grill room of the club. J.
H. Butner presided and there were in attendance the managers of all the leading
exchanges.
G. F. Stenz Takes Back Theater.
Washington. D. C. — George F. Stenz
will hereafter conduct the Hippodrome
theater, at SOS K street, northwest, himself. Mr, Stenz, who controls the property, has of recent years been subletting
the house. The most recent tenant was
G. C. Bates, for whom Billie Airey was
the manager.
Alhambra Closes.
Washington, D. C. — The Alhambra theater, on Seventh street, northwest, near F
street, has been closed down for repairs.
This house has been under the management of Franklin C. Jackson. No statement has been made as to when the theater will be reopened.
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Cincinnati Exchange Men

Fine New Theater in Hamilton.
Hamilton, O. — Messrs. John A. Schwalm
and John H. Broomhall, of the Jewel
Photoplay Company, now operating the
Jefferson and Jewel theaters of Hamilton,
are planning the construction of one of
the handsomest moving-picture houses in
Ohio, to be located at Third and Court
streets.
According
to the details made

D. F. O'Donnell Will Have Greatly
Increased
Will Be on Sixth and F Streets.

Washington. D. C. — Greatly increased
facilities will be afforded Pathe, Inc..
when the new quarters at Sixth and F
streets, northwest, become available, according to Manager D. F. O'Donnell, In
making the announcement of the proposeJ
move to the Washington correspondent ot
the Moving Picture World.
In the first place, Mr. O'Donnell points
out, the F street building comes within
the requirements of the proposed regulations promulgated by Fire Marshall Nicholson, and the possibilities of another film
building being erected are, in his estimation, small. The floor space now occupied
in the Bank of Commerce and Savings
building, at Seventh and E streets, is entirely inadequate, and the rooms are too
badly separated to afford proper convenience.
The Pathe company will occupy the entire second floor of the building, the first
floor of which is occupied by the K-E-S-E
company. They will have a frontage of
18 feet on the P street side, and the floor
runs back more than 100 feet on the Sixth
street side. This is a "daylight" building
of the most approved type, for there are
windows all along both sides.
The new quarters
will prove to b^ a

Elect

Officers
New Organization of Local Exchange Managers Has Chosen Permanent
for Year— President Is W. C. Bachmeyer; Corresponding Secretary, S. W.
Is H. Serkowich.
Hatch, and the Managing Secretary
C. Grain, 6i0 First National Bank. Cincinnati. Ohio.
By Kenneth
public, the property will be built on a lot
CIXCINNATI. O- — The new organization
61 by 120 feet, which has been acquired
of film exchange men. recently perby the company for a reported price of
fected througrh the efforts of the Chamber
of Commerce, has now elected permanent
530,000, and will cost $50,000 or thereabouts. A seating capacity of 1,000 perofficers, as follows: President, W. C. Bachsons is planned, with every possible conmeyer. Famous Players; vice-president, W.
venience for patrons, and with decorating
S. Wessling, Pathe; second vice-president.
and lighting features of unusual beauty
C. E. Holah, International; corresponding
and
dignity.
The house is in no way
secretary, S. W. Hatch; treasurer, I. W.
designed to replace the Jefferson or the
McMahan, McMahan & Jackson; managing
Jewel, both of which will still be operated
secretary, H. Serkowich.d Chamber of Comby the company, but is intended to give
merce. The Associate Film Exchanges,
Hamilton a finer moving picture theater
as the organization is known, comprises
than any it now has, and one which will
and
practically every' exchange in the city,
be second to none anywhere.
is one of the few such organizations in
not the only one. A subthe country, ifconstructive
program on behalf
stantial
Another Colored Man Sues.
of moving pictures in general is being
Youngstown, O. — A suit similar to that
planned, and promises much for the future
filed recently in another Ohio city on someof pictures in Cincinnati and elsewhere.
what similar grounds has been entered
here by a colored man against the Strand,
Local
Society
Shows
Red
Cross
War
Youngstown's leading moving-picture
Film.
house. The plaintiff alleges that he atCincinnati, O. — Cincinnati society women
tempted to buy a ticket at the Strand and
that he was refused, claiming 55,000
broke into the exhibition field — moving
damages to his feelings and otherwise as
picture exhibition, that is — temporarily,
a result of this cold turndown. His asrecently, when they took charge of picsumption is that the alleged refusal to
tures entitled "Our American Boys In
sell him a ticket was based on his color,
the European War," and showed them at
Music Hall one night for the benefit of
although, of course, this was not necessarily the case. At last reports the Strand
the American Ambulance Corps in Euwas not worrying about the matter.
rope, regardless of the nation ser-Ped. The
pictures comprised a well -selected group
taken on all fronts, and showed strikingly
Crowded Houses in Youngstown.
the splendid and dangerous work done by
American ambulance men. Many interestYoungstown, O.^Witli high pay in the
steel
mills and other lines of business
ing side features added to the attractiveness of the program, and a large crowd
booming, fronted
Youngstown
theaters than
are they
conattended.
with more prosperity

Pathe Exchange to Move Into New Quarters
Manager
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great

Facilities

improvement

over

for
those

Business —
now

occu-

pied.
Metro
Players
Visit Roanoke Theater.
Roanoke, Va. — Manager E. D. Harris,
of the American-Jefferson and Roanoke
theaters, writes of a visit of three leading
picture players to his theater while the
Metro "Romeo and Juliet" was being
shown. Mr. Harris" own words have a
ring of sincerity that shows the pleasure
the visit gave him. They couldn't be improved on.
"As a news Item I want to say that Miss
Beverly Bayne, Miss Helen Dunbar and
Mr. Francis X. Bushman paid us a very
kind visit on Monday at the showing of
their "Romeo and Juliet," and we played
to packed houses at $1 admission. They
are very fine folks and we enjoyed their
short stay. They, too, had a good time
and made a most favorable impression on
the people. Every one immensely enjoyed
their presence in this, the best town in
the world. Mr. Bushman was born In
Norfolk. Virginia, and this added to the
affair. It was a rare treat and one that
we will .never forget. Will you kindly
mention this as T know they will appreciate a few words about their visit."

can re'adily handle, in consequence of
which numerous oflicial complaints of
overcrowding are being registered. A
member of the council recently declared
that the city ordinance regulating picture
houses is being regularly violated by the
blocking of aisles, and now the city fire
inspector says that exit lights are not
maintained as required by law. The latter
condition is being corrected, and the other
can be adjusted without much difficulty at
any house where It exists, by the simple
expedient of keeping people out until they
can be seated.
New Faces at Local Paramoimt.
Washington. D. C. — E. R. Carr. a former newspaper man, is now on the road
for the Paramount Pictures Corporation
and will travel through the states of
Maryland,
Delaware
and Virginia.
Another addition to the sales force la
Elmer Lewis, who is very well known in
Washington, having been connected with
the General Film for a considerable period
of time as booker. Besides being well
known. Mr. Lewis Is quite popular among
the exhibitors with whom he came in contact. He will have a general assignment
as roadman.
Julian Eiseman, who was formerly connected with the Hy Art Masterplays Company, and who was at one time with the
General Film Co., has been appointed
booker at the local Paramount exchange.
James R. Brown, who was formerly an
exhibitor in Bluefields. W. Va., will hereafter handle the publicity department at
the Paramount exchange.
Stephen Eilbacher Managing Princess
Theater.
Washington. D. C. — Stephen Eilbacher,
who for several years has been an usher
at the Princess theater, at Eleventh and
H streets. Northeast, has been appointed
manager of that house, succeeding Richard Waldron, who formerly looked after
its interests.
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Fox Feature Scores at the Pitt

December 23. 1916
Pathe recently, has been placed in charge
of the Altoona territory. A largely at- ,
tended trade showing of the great Pathe
serial, "Pearl of the Army." was given at
the Olympic, Altoona, on December 1, and
was received with mucn enthusiasm. On
November 29 the exhibitors of Johnstown,
Pa., witnessed a showing of the serial at
the Majestic theater. Excellent bookings
of "Pearl of the Army" have been made
throughout this territory. Manager Fuller
of the Pittsburgh office reports.

Pittsburgh Gives a Brilliant Audience to See "The Honor System" — Many Notables Among Those Present — The Picture's Himianity Grips the House in Marked
Way — Music
and Score That
Goes
with the Picture.
From Pittsburgh News Service, 6016 Jenkins Arcade, Pittsburgh. Pa.
an energetic leader in organization work.
PITTSBURGH, Pa.— The premier of WillDuring the past year he had succeeded in
iam Fox's stirring phoiodrama of
forming an organization of the exhibitors
prison reform, "The Honor System," was
in Tamaqua and surrounding towns and
given at the Pitt theater, Pittsburgh, on
Harrison W. Johnson Joins "U" Forces.
was head of that local. He was president
Tuesday evening, December 5. Never did
Pittsburgh, Pa. — The Pittsburgh ofof the Peterson Amusement Company and
a larger or more appreciative audience
fice of the Universal has added to its
a
pioneer
in
the
exhibiting
field.
greet a film production anywhere. The
road forces Harrison W. Johnson, a film
spacious theater was packed to the doors
salesman
of ability and wide experience.
and hundreds of people were turned away.
Supreme Photoplay Productions a New
Mr. Johnson was formerly connected with
Name,
the
local
Pathe exchange, covering AlAAmong
brilliant
assemblage
occupied
the
box'es.
the notables present were Oliver
toona and th surrounding territory.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — General Manager HarMorosco, Mary Roberts Rinehart, the novry F. Grelle, o^ the Supreme Feature
elist; Earl Carrol, the composer; Warden
Film Service, with offices in Pittsburgh,
Frances, of the Western Penitentiary, and
Liberty
Film
Gets Christie
Comedies.
Philadelphia and Kansas City, has anmany leading clergymen and educators.
nounced that the name of his firm will be
Pittsburgh, Pa. — The Liberty Film
Samuel Kingston and John Zanft were
Renting Company, 938 Penn avenue,
changed to the Supreme Photoplay Propresent, representing the Fox Film Cor-*
ductions. The old name is discarded as
Pittsburgh, Pa., has secured the Christie
poration.
Comedies for western Pennsylvania and
being misleading, in that the company ofFrom the first unfolding of the play
fers no regular film service, but handles
West Virginia, and Manager Silverman
the audience displayed a keen and breathonly feature productions, with no regular
reports excellent bookings on same. C.
less interest and was swayed alternately
dates of release.
H. Christie, business manager of the
by the master strokes of comedy and
George C. Wilson, one of the backers of
Christie Film Company, was in Pittstragedy throughout the production. While
the Supreme exchange, visited Mr. Grelle
burgh recently to close the deal.
the basis of the story is prison reform,
in Pittsburgh recently. In addition to his
other interests, Mr. Wilson is an exhibitor
"The Honor System" contains more than
enough sustained romantic threads and
of note, operating theaters at Tyrone, Pa.,
H. Marcus Again Locates Here.
human touches to balance the propaganda
and Baltimore, Md., and Is a well-known
Pittsburgh, Pa. — H. Marcus, formerly
side. Humanity and the under-dog scored
producer of films.
in the film business in Pittsburgh, has
heavily and continuously; tears were in
evidence all over the house, and spontanagain located here, handling "CivilizaJ. K. Greir Representing
Pathe.
eous applause greeted the smashing
tion" in this territory, with headquarters
in the Liberty Film exchange. Some nice
Altoona, Pa. — J. K. Greir, formerly
events that followed each other in rapid
with the Cleveland office of the Triangle
succession.
bookings of the big production are reand who joined the Pittsburgh forces of
ported by Mr. Marcus.
A highly effective feature of the presentation was the accompaniment supplie6
by the Pitt theater orchestra of forty
musicians and the Hope-Jones organ.
The musical score of "The Honor System" was arranged by William More
Selznick
Feature
with Nazimova
Begins
Patch, manager of the Pitt, .md affords
at One of Pittsburgh's Legitimate Theaa perfect setting for the picture. The enters in the Cort Chain — May Show Way for Other Features.
tire score of Puccini's "Girl of the Golden
PITTSBURGH, PA. — The Duquesne theaWest" was re-orchestrated for Mr. Patch
League Books Hygiene Lectures.
ter, Penn avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., reby Carl Bernthaler, conductor of the orPittsburgh. Pa. — Dr. B. H. Jones, ot
cently taken over by John Cort as a new
chestra, who also composed a delightful
Pittsburgh, a prominent figure in the relink in his chain of Cort theaters throughtheme used in the first part.
cent fight against the infantile paralysis
out the country for the staging of legitiThe ten-reel production, which is
quarantine in Pennsylvania and New York
mate
dramas,
on
December
4
opened
a
limfounded on the novel of Henry Christian
and
who
represented the interests of the
ited engagement of the superb Selznick
Warnack, divides itself into three parts,
exhibitors at Harrisburg last August,
picture.
Herbert
Brenon's
"War
Brides,"
the first two parts containing three epopened
a
series of four free lectures in
featuring Mme. Nazimova. While this film
isodes and the last part two episodes.
the Allegheny High School auditorium
offering by the Duquesne does not mark
The first part embraces some wonderful
December 7, under the auspices of the Moa permanent departure from the original
scenic effects, having been taken in
tion Picture Exhibitors' League of Pennsouthern Arizona and northern Mexico.
policy of the house under Mr. Cort's mansylvania. Dr. Jones is carrying on an eduagement,
it
is
an
important
step
toward
The second and third parts show the vast
cational campaign against epidemics and
the occasional presentation of notable piccontrast between prison conditions untures
such
as
the
one
now
being
given
its
diseases,
urging
precautions that will preder the old regime and the new charac-»
vent them by simple sanitary and hygienic
premier run in this city. Capacity audimeans. Moving picture men throughout
ter-building "honor system." The prison
ences
have
greeted
the
production
twice
scenes were photographed in the Arizona
the Pittsburgh district are displaying
daily and registered enthusiastic approval.
State Penitentiary.
much interest in Dr. Jones' work, in so far
An orchestra of thirty trained musicians is
Manager Patch, of the Pitt theater,
as
it is aimed at the obnoxious quarantine
supplying a perfect accompaniment to the
commenting on "The Honor System,"
regulations of the health authorities and
eight stirring reels. Indications are tHat
said: "The entire subserviance of the
a possible repetition of the quarantine
a record attendance will continue throughpropaganda to the dramatic interest and
next summer. Exhibitors are advertising
out the run, which Will probably extend
the inimitable combination of pathos, huover two weeks.
the lectures by slides and posters and
many exhibitors are attending. It is
mor and thrills, makes 'The Honor Sysplanned to extend the lecture throughout
tem' positively the greatest picture I
the state.
have ever shown. The production conKane's Star Theater Changes Hands.
tains all the elements which appeal most
Kane. Pa. — The Star theater, Kane,
strongly to every theatergoer. The enPa., formerly owned by H. E. Brown and
thusiastic manner with which Pittsburgh
for the past few months under the active
H. C. Berger to Manager Poster Co.
management of H. M. Reed, has been taken
has received 'The Honor System' augur*
well for an extended run here and a
Pittsburgh, Pa. — The Poster Comover by a company recently formed and
known as the Star Theater Company,
pany, 804 Penn avenue, Pittsburgh, wellsweeping success wherever it is shown."
known
poster and mounting concern, has
backed by prominent men of the town. It
announced a change in its organization,
is the intention of the new owners to make
Chris Peterson Burned to Death.
with
the
retirement of A. G. Bowers from
no immediate change in policy. Mr.
the firm. A. L. Harmon has purchased the
Tamaqua, Pa. — Members of the ExFrank D. Evans, one of the promoters,
interest
of
Mr. Bowers. H. C. Berger, a
will assume the management of the Star,
hibitors' League and the Pennsylvania film
prominent film man, has taken over the
trade in general were shocked to learn of
while Miss Florence Gay lord, formei
management
of the business.
the tragic death of Chris Peterson, owner
treasurer, will have charge of the lesser
details.
and manager of the Family theater, at
Mr. Brown, who is one of the oldest and
Tamaqua. Pa., on November 30. Mr. Peterbest known exhibitors in Northwestern
son was trapped In a fire at his theater
R. J. Kinder Joins Local Bluebird.
and died as the result of the burns he susPennsylvania, has announced no definite
Pittsburgh, Pa. — R. J. Kinder, a
tained. It is said that he returned to
plans for the future, but his intention is
well-known film man. has joined the
the burning building to save some films.
to look for a larger house in a larger city.
Pittsburgh office of the Bluebird as special
Mr. Reed is considering an offer whereby
He was forty-two years old. Mr. Peterrepresentative.
He willspecial
handle production,
exclusiveson was .one of the most prominent and
he will take over the management of a
ly the new Bluebird
esteemed exhibitors In the state and was
house in Pittsburgh.
"Th^ Eagle's Wings." in this territory.

'War Brides" Opens at Duquesne Theater
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Sothem Sees "An Enemy to the King."
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Between Saturday
midnif:rht and 1.30 o'clock Monday morning. November 26, a private exhibition of
the Vitagraph production, "An Enemy to
the King." featuring E. H. Sothern and
Edith Storey, was presented at the Cameraphone Theater, East Liberty, to an
audience which included Mr. Sothern, Miss
Virginia Hammond, Margaret Dale and
other members of the "If I Were King"
company which had just closed Its ap ■
pearance at the Alvin Theater. Manager
H. B. Kester of the Cameraphone arranged the unique showing for the benefit
of the celebrated star, prior to the highly
successful run of the picture December
6 to 9. Mr. Sothern was enthusiastic concerning "An Enemy to the King" an 1 predicted that it would prove a greater success than his first production, "The Chattel."
IN BUFFALO, N. Y.
New Theater Hereabouts.
Buffalo, N. Y. — The Baker theater, Rochester, has reopened. The Savoy of that
city is now under the management of N.
Panzarello. The Jefferson theater, Buffalo, has reopened under the management
of John Harrington. Manager Nowak recently reopened the Globe theater, this
city.

Buffalo

Screen

Club

MOVING

PICTURE

Short Changing

For Special Children's Shows.
Lockport, N. Y. — The pastors of Catholic
and Protestant churches have endorsed
from the pulpits the Mothers' Study Club
special moving picture matinees on Saturday mornings for the children of that
city. The first show was recently given
in the Temple theater, which was donated
by Manager H. F. Thurston. The club
objects to the themes of any of the current
films.
Wurlitzer Co. Adding to Plant
Martinsville, N. Y. — The Rudolph Wurlitzer Manufacturing Company, makers of
pianos for moving picture theaters and
other purposes has broken ground for
another addition to Its plant at Martinsville, N. Y., near North Tonawanda, N. Y.
The new building will be a fireproof
structure, 80 by 1,915 feet and will be
one-story high.

Local Exchange Notes.
A screening of a few episodes of "The
Secret Kingdom," a new Vitagraph serial,
took place at the Palace theater, Buffalo,
Tuesday evening. Several exchange men
and exhibitors witnessed the showing and

in Tax

Tickets

Ontario Exhibitors Are Finding No Balance in Their Tax Accounts — Patrons Buy
the Right Government Tickets at the Window But Switch a Lower Denomination to the Doorman — A Week's Tax in One Theater.
By "W. M. Gladish, 1263 Gerard
TORONTO,
to the
statements ONT.
of —a According
prominent Toronto
theater manager, a number of local exhibitors have made the discovery that
some theater patrons have been shortchanging the box offices in the matter of
war tax. The act, intentional or otherwise, has resulted in losses to the theaters because the financial returns to the
government must correspond with the
number and value of all tickets sold. It
seems that some people liave acquired the
habit of offering war tax tickets of lower
denomination than should accompany the
admission tickets. In the invariable rush
at the theater entrances, the doorkeeper
or ticket- taker has accepted the tax tickets as offered and has seldom taken time
to figure out whether the correct tax is
being paid.
It is difficult to work the game at a
theater where one price of admission is
charged, because the amount of the tax
would be the same in every individual
case.
In the downtown houses, where the

for Sunday Shows

Its Influence will be Exerted in Favor of Sunday
Opening
of
Notes of Interest on the Coming Screen
Ball.
By Joseph A. McGuire, 5 Lewis place, Buffalo, N. Y.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— The Buffalo Screen Club
will devote a powerful influence in favor of Sunday shows. Under the direction of
President Christoffers, the club is conducting a successful membership campaign. At
a recent meeting the names of fifteen members were presented.
The club had a successful housewarming
for the members and their friends Saturday evening. Refreshments were served
and there was a special program of music
and dancing. James K. Morgan, manager
of the Pathe exchange, Buffalo, announces
that Pearl White will probably be among
the screen stars at the club's ball at the
Elmwood music hall January 29. Recent
visitors at the club rooms were: Emmett
Cornell, of the Eckle theater, Syracuse;
George Flaherty, Grand theater, Batavia;
F. F. Hartich, Syracuse, manager of the
V-L-S-E; Messrs. Shapiro and Wernick
of the Rogson Film Company, Buffalo,
and J. E. McAuley, Motiograph representative.
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Shows —

expressed the opinion that the serial has
been produced with the usual Vitagraph
excellence. The screening was in charge
of F. F. Hartich, Syracuse manager of the
Vitagraph-V-L-S-E, Inc.
The Rogson Film Co., Buffalo, has the
New York Stale rights on the feature
"How Molly Made Good."
James K. Morgan, manager of the Pathe
Exchange, Buffalo, recently mailed to the
exhibitors in this territory red, white and
blue announcements of Pathe's new serial,
"Pearl of the Army," featuring Pearl
White.
Buffalo, N. Y. — Julius Schwall has been
appointed Buffalo representative of the
Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay, with offices
in the Palace theater building. His road
representative is Homer Howard.
Julius Schwall
to Represent
K-E-S-E.
Buffalo, X. Y. — Julius Schall has been
apointed Buffalo representative of the
Kleipe-Edison-Selig-Essany, with offices
in Palace theater building. His road representative is Homer Howard. Mr.
Schwall was formerly in the New York
office of William E. Raynor of the Kleine.

St., E., Toronto, Ontario.
admissions range from 10c, to 50c., the
"short-changing"
is apt to be pulled off,
it is declared.
It is pointed out that many door men
are inclined to take all war tax tickets as
they come, believing that the employe at
the wicket has issued the correct tickets.
Mistakes may be made sometimes, to the
detriment of the house, but it is believed
that some patrons switch the government
tickets between the box office and the
door.
This matter is one feature which government officials are considering in connection with possible changes in the
Amusement Tax Act next February. The
details of the "game" are given here so .
that exhibitors generally can take note
and govern themselves accordingly.
An indication of the manner in which
the amusement tax is pouring into the
provincial treasury is gained from the
fact tl\at one theater recently turned over
to the government almost $750 as the tax
receipts for the six days of one week.
Officers of New Regal Films, Ltd.
Toronto, Ont. — The personnel of Regal
Films, Limited, new distributors in Canada
for World Pictures Brady-Made, has been
disclosed. The president of the company,
whose headquarters are at 37 Young
street East, Toronto, is E. L. Ruddy who
also controls the Regent theater, Toronto's
new half-million dollar house. The vicepresident is J. P. Bickell, managing director, N. L. Nathanson, who is also interested
in the Regent, and A. S. Aronson is secretary. Mr. Rudd>- is also at the head of a
large bill-posting company.
Announcement is made that one picture
will be released each week through Regal
Films, Limited, whose capitalization almost hits the ?400,000 mark. Exchanges
are to be established in St. John, Montreal,
Winnipeg, Vancouver and one or two other
Canadian cities.
C. B. Price Leaves Mutual.
Toronto, Ont. — The interesting news
comes from the Canadian Mutual that C.
B. Price, Canadian general manager for
the Mutual, has resigned. Mr. Price left
Toronto on December 1st for Chicago,
where he has entered the employ of Super Pictures, Inc. He has obtained a lucrative and important position with the
new company. Mr. Auger, Mutual exchange supervisor, came to Toronto to
confer with Price before the latter's departure. Mr. Auger would make no announcement for the present regarding the
successor to Price, as the appointment had
not been definitely settled.

New Garden Theater to Seat 1,000 Persons
Playhouses

and Theaters Ltd. Buys Adjoining Ground to Garden and Will Begin
on New House in Spring — General Manager Thaler's Ideas.
lege playhouse, two blocks away, which
TORONTO, ONT. — Further details rehas a seating capacity of about 500, and
garding the purchase of the Garden theathe
Dundas
playhouse, which seats 580.
ter. College and Spadina avenue, Toronto,
Mr. Thaler follows the open-market policy
by Playhouses and Theaters, Limited, indiin arranging bookings for his theaters.
cate the real importance of the transacMr. Thaler also has a formidable idea
tion. M. J. Thaler, general manager of
the company, announces that three adjoinfor the Moving Picture Exhibitors' Association of Ontario which would, if adopted,
ing stores to the Garden theater have also
been acquired, giving an 84-foot frontage
make the association a rather powerful
on one of the best business thoroughfares
factor in film circles. He advocates the
in the city. According to Mr. Thaler, opappointment of an official by the associaerations will be started In the spring for
tion, whose duty It would be to view all
the erection of a brand new house on
releases at first run houses or at private
the site. The new theater will probably
trade
shows and to submit a neutral reseat about one thousand persons, and will
be exactly double the size of the present
regarding each picture
all members'
house.
of theportorganization.
He hasto brought
his
plan to the attention of the association.
Thaler's company also controls the Col-
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Tries Sunday

Law

Persons Connected with the Park Theater for "Folof Eighteen
Made
Move Not Asked for by Churcheslowing Their Usual Vocation on Sunday"—
Picture Men Are Much Interested in Outcome of Case.
is, Ind.
By Indiana Trade News Service. 861 State Life Bldg.. Indianapol
theaSteam Radiator Ignites Film.
INDIANAPOLIS. IND. — Indianapolis
Indianapolis,
Ind. — A reel of motion
ters, Including the motion picture and
vaudeville houses as well as legitimate
picture film that had been placed behind a
mances on
steam radiator caused a small fire Monday
playhouses, which give perfor
Sundavs, have been called upon to defend
night in the headquarters of the Motion
Picture Machine Operators Union, on the
their practice in the courts. The first
fourth floor of the When building. The
trial in a test case involving the legality
flames ate through the floor and spread to
of the Sunday theater will be begun at
once and will be concluded when that
two adjoining rooms before firemen extinbeen proved or disproved
has
right
guished them. The loss was f200.
clearly.
on
motion
in
set
Loebs
to Build New Theater.
were
mills
The legal
the case Sundav. when Constables M. DLafayette. Ind. — Solomon Loeb and
justice
the
from
Miller,
B.
H.
Moss and
J. Loeb, owners of a large dry goods store
manIn this city, have announced that they
court of T. Ernest Maholm. arrested
agers, actors and attaches at the Park
will build a handsome new theater buildtheater just after matinee performance
ing at Sixth and Main streets. The new
being given by Thurston, magician, had
building will be a six-story structure and
the performbeen begun. The process edof nor
will
cost approximately $150,000. It is to
the
was
interrupt
ance was not
be erected on the site of the old Second
evening performance called off.
Presbyterian church, which for the last
twelve years has been used as a vaudeville
Eighteen persons, all connected with the
theater. The new theater will fill a vatheater, were arrested on charges of "folcancy resulting from the destruction of
lowing their usual vocation on Sunday."
the bryfus theater by fire nearly three
Shafer Zeigler, manager of the theater,
said he was at a loss to know just why
years ago. The Columbia Amusement
the constables had selected the Park as
Company, which also controls the Family
theater, will manage the new house.
mantheir prey tut intimated that theater
agers were aware that some such move
was to be expected soon. He said the
New Theaters and Changes.
Theater Managers' Association of the city
Garrett. Ind, — Peter F. Beehler, forwill back the fight against Sunday closing.
merly of Goshen, has bought the Alva C
A. C. Zaring, secretary of the Motion
Widmer building in this city for $10,000.
Picture Exhibitors Association of the city,
The deal included the Royal theater, a
said that although he is particularly inmotion picture house, on the first floor of
terested in the outcome of the case, the
the building. Raymond Beehler, a son of
vaudeville and playhouse managers were
the new proprietor, will have full charge
not included in their association and that
of the theater.
his organization had not as yet received
Upland. Ind. — George Snyder has sold
any call upon it to support a test case.
his motion picture show to C. A. Wagoner,
of Muncie. Mr. Wagoner will move his
City and county officials professed complete ignorance of any campaign against
family to Upland and will take charge of
open theaters on Sunday. Alvah J.
the theater at once.
Rucker. prosecuting attorney, said he had
Warsaw, Ind. — The W'idaman- McDongiven no thought to the case, was not sure
ald theater, Warsaw's pretty new motion
that violations of the law had been made,
picture house, which was opened recently
but that if there were it would be his duty
to the public, has received its christening.
to take up the fight.
Hereafter the theater will be known as
The Rev. Morton C. Pearson, secretary
"The Centennial."
of the Indianapolis Church Federation, deLogansport. Ind. — Edward F. Galligan, manager of the Nelson theater in this
clared that the federation was not the instigator of the arrest and had taken no
city and also a theater in Terre Haute, has
moved his family to Terre Haute. Miss
part recently in any move of that kind.
Alice Galligan, his sister, will remain in
Sunday
Logansport and act as manager of the
Won't
Interfere With
Mayor
Nelson.
Shows.
Kendall ville, Ind. — George Mager ha^
sold the Princess, a moving picture
Mayor Joseph E. Bell said that the theatheater,
which he had owned for the last
ters that keep open on Sunday need fear
no interference from him as long as their
six months, to Emery W. Hoover, of Attica,
Ind.
performances are not immoral. Justice
Maholm and his constables declared that
there were no outside infiuences back of
New Fort Wayne Theater Company.
the arrests but that the officers were actuFort Wayne, Ind. — The Palace Theaated solely by principles of law and order
ter Company, of this city, has filed incorenforcement.
poration papers with the secretary of state
Several years ago motion picture houses
to
engage
in the motion picture and theaof the city banded together to give a part
trical business. The capital stock is anof their Sunday receipts to charitable purnounced at $75,000. The directors are
poses. They did this. It is said, to operate
P. E. Strouder, J. E. DeWald and Ralph
under a provision of the Sunday law which
L. MaGee.
exempts persons engaged in charity work
on Sunday from coming under Its proviVincennes, Ind. — The Grand opera
sion. Other theaters of the city soon
house, one of the oldest legitimate theaunited in the plan and Mayor Bell was
ters in this section nt the state, has been
asked to appoint a committee to care for
given over entirely to motion pictures. Mr.
a fund created by the contributions and to
and Mrs. H. F. Hawley, who for several
disburse it for relief of the needy. Since
years has ser*ied the people of Vincennes
the operation of the theaters under this
at the Moon theater, have taken charge
provision, no test of the soundness of their
of the house under the new conditions.
promises has been made until the present
That the patrons will not be annoyed by
action.
too much or too little heat the manageThe money donated by the theaters has
ment has installed a new heating system
ranged from $3 to $10 a Sunday, according
by which the temperature of the house
to the size of the playhouses. Mayor Bell
can be regulated with precision. Music
declares it is one of the most available
at the new house will be furnished by an
orchestra under the direction of Louis
funds In the city for persons in Immediate
need of assistance.
Jones, a well-known Vincennes musician.
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Atlanta News Letter
By

A.

M.

Beatly,

43

Copenhill

Ave.

Twenty-One

Exchanges in Atlanta.
is a cor— The following
GA.
ATLANTA,
rect list of Atlanta's
exchange colony
and locations — In the Hirsh building on
Marietta street: Mutual Film Corporation.
Famous Players Feature Company.
World Film Corporation, Interational Film
Service, Scenic Film Company, Feature
Photoplay, Colonial Film Corporation, New
Film Corporation.
In the Film Exchange building on Walton street: General Film Service, Consolidated Film Corporation, Fox Film Corporation. Vitagraph Company, Triangle Film
Corporation, Pathe Exchange, Inc. In the
Moore building on Walton street; United
Film Company, Unity Film Company. Paramount Film Corporation, Klelne-SeligEdison-Essanay; Metro Film Corporation,
Artcraft Film Corporation, and the Ativenue. lanta Film Company, at 147 Auburn
Tandy and Lynch mont.
Take Over the PiedAtlanta, Ga. — The Piedmont, which has
been offering Sullivan-Considine vaudeville and picture attractions, has been
taken over by C. E. Tandy and S. A.
Lynch.
For a week or so vaudeville will be offered at the house. After that, according
to reports, it is proposed to operate the
Piedmont as a high-class moving picture
musical organizaa skilled
with
theater,
tion in the
orchestra
pit, and the Triangle
and Paramount
picture releases.
Easy Money in Bainbridge, Ga.
Bainbridge, Ga. — The faker is ever
abroad in good times and in evil ones.
The latest is the advertising faker.
Smooth talkers have called on merchants
in this section and presented a scheme
of motion picture advertising that many
merchants fell for. They were told that
for a small amount 25 feet of animated
film would be displayed on the canvas of
their local shows, advertising the purchaser's business; that the films would
each be different and manufactured in
Nebraska. Many tradesmen separated
themselves from the required amount of
change, and attended the picture shows
regularly, awaiting the appearance of the
advertising. None appeared. They investigated and found that no such company
as the one represented was in existence.
E. Sparks Goes to Jacksonville for S. A.
Atlanta,picture
Ga. — E.colony,
Sparks,who
one for
of Atlanta's
Lynch.
moving
the past
few months has managed the Georgian
theater, is to have charge of the S. A,
Lynch Enterprises in Jacksonville. He
will retain the management of the Georin Atlanta in conjunction with his
work gian
here.
Marguerite Clark Stops Over.
Atlanta. Ga. — Marguerite Clark was in
Atlanta for a short while Tuesday night,
arriving at 7 and leaving at 9.20 for Savannah, where she and her company are
to be filmed in "Snow White," a fairy
story
picture
to be released on Christmas
day.
But for the inclement weather. Miss
Clark would have remained in Atlanta
and the picture would have been filmed
here, this being the original intention of
theMiss
little
star's
Clark
wasdirector.
met at the train by C. E.
Tandy and Miss Grace Wynden Vail of the
Southern Paramount company, who preof roses.sented the actress with a beautiful bunch
Letters of welcome from Atlanta convention bureau, Hotel Men's Association,
Georgia Hotel Men's Association. Southeastern Fair Association. Atlanta Woman's
Club, the Drama League and other organizations were awaiting the popular
young lady.
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Smith, 503 Free
Detroit, Mich.
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Washington Theater's New Policy.
D2TKOIT. MICH.— John H. Kunsky, lessee of the Washington theater, Detroit,
announces a complete change of policy.
Heretofore, this house has had a policy of
pictures for a week with prices at 15 to
25 cents. The new policy calls for Indefinite engagements of big pictures with
prices ranging from 25 cents to one dollar. "A Daughter of the Gods" is the Initial engagement under the new plan, starting Sunday, December 24th. There will
be only two performances daily, and seats
can be reserved. There will be an increase in the orchestra, and the interior
decorations. Following this spectacular
William Fox production will come "The
Honor System." another Fox special feature, after which comes "Civilization" for
at least four weeks. Mr. Kunsky intends
to continue holding the first-run franchise
in Detroit on Vitagraph pictures, and will
show them at the Liberty theater until
the New Madison opens, when they will
be transferred to that playhouse.
Majestic Raises Prices Again,
Detroit. Micii. — The ilajestic tli eater,
Detroit, announces another increase in
prices, making the third time during the
current season. The new prices take effect December 24th. and will be 25, 50 and
75 cents. There will be about 1,500 seats
at 25 cents, about 500 at 50 cents, while
the boxes will be 75 cents. Matinee prices
will be the same. M. W. McGee, manager,
is increasing the size of the orchestra, and
says a number of surprises are in store
for Majestic patrons.
Tri-State Film Company Now.
Detroit. Mich. — The Tri-State Film
Company is the name under which Art
Blankmeyer will operate his franchises
on Art Drama- productions for Michigan,
Ohio and Kentucky. He has opened his
Detroit exchange at 120 Broadway. He
also has the Christie comedies, which will
be sold from the Tri-State exchanges.
Strand Features Moves.
Detroit, Mich. — The Strand Features,
formerly at 92 Oris wold street. Detroit,
has moved to larger quarters at 94 Griswold street. D. Mundstock is the proprietor.
Three Theaters Open This Month.
Detroit, Mich. — Three new theaters
will surely open in December. The Hialto. Gratiot and Mt. Elliott avenues, opens
December 20th; the Del-The opened December 9th, and the new Catherine will
open in December. The Dawn theater,
Gratiot and Iroquoise, will also open during the current month, according to Proprietor Neibus,
George Chenet Promoted.
Detroit, Mich. — George Chenet, formerly traveling representative in Michigan for the Fox Film, has been promoted
to special representative of the central
division, and will hereafter be assistant to
Paul C. Mooney, who has been given additional territory to look after.
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Milwaukee Exhibitors Reassure the Mayo
Promise to Use No More "Children Not Admitted" or Other Objectionable
Signs
— No Undesirable Films to Be Shown.
By Frank H. Madison, 623 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago.
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — Truthful advertis- theater. Prices of 25 and 50 cents were
ing of moving picture shows was
secured, although the house will be conpromised at a meeting of forty exhibitors
ducted with a 10-cent admission. Mayor
and the committee on motion pictures,
Dinneen presented the handsome new
theater to the city on the opening night.
held at the mayor's office. On this plan
there will be no more "For w^omen only,"
"For men only," and "Children under 16
New Illinois Theaters — Changes.
not admitted." This applies to newspaper
Quincy, III. — P. R. Pinkleman is back in
advertising as well as to signs. The
the harness as an exhibitor in Quincy, havstandard which was outlined at this meeting purchased the Gem and Savoy theaing, according to G. R. Radley, chairman
ters. He formerly owned this house, but
of the commission, is "that all motion picsold to Anton Padavic. The Triangle protures must be morally clean enough to
gram will continue to play an important
be viewed by the entire family." A mopart in the policy of these two houses.
tion was offered that no pictures or adChandlerville.
111. — R. P. Harbison has
vertising having sensuous appeal shall be
sold the Pastime theater equipment to
shown, was voted down because such disW. H. Pilcher, who will operate a theater
plays are forbidden by ordinances.
in the Pilcher building.
Benton, 111. — Robert Cluster, proprietor
Two New Theater Companies.
of the opera house and Gem theater at
Madison, Wis. — The secretary of state
Christopher, 111., has purchased a half interest in the Auditorium theater from F.
has granted charters to the Regent TheaD. Whittington. George Lampley has been
ter Company of Milwaukee, which was ormade
manager
of the local house.
ganized to conduct a moving picture show.
Sorento, 111. — Emery Johnson and Clyde
The capital stock of the company is $7.500. Incorporators are: Frank Zeideback,
Denny have opened a moving picture theater in the Springfield building.
Fred C. Seegert and C. H. Kinneke. The
Miller Theater Co. of Milwaukee, also
Valley City, 111. — Theo. C. Clark has
chartered, has been organized to conduct
opened a picture show here.
Danville, III. — The Midway theater, on
motion picture shows. The capital stock
North Vermilion street, has been sold to
of this company is $10,000. The incorHale & Howell, of Chicago. It will be
porators are: Frank Saxe, Walter H.
operated as a picture house.
Wright, Jr., and Bernard V. Brady.
Gardner, 111. — Mrs. Peart, local exhibitor,
gave a patriotic film program to the memCensor Petition to Kenosha Mayor.
bers of the Woman's Pi,elief Corps and the
Kenosha, Wis. — Petitions presented to
Grand Army of the Republic. These patriMayor Charles H. Pfennig asking for the
otic
presented her with a handappointment of a board of review claimed
some societies
flag.
to be representatives of the parents of
Galesburg,
111, — The Empress theater
more than 5.000 children. It is proposed to
gave a benefit performance for the Lady
have the mayor suppress pictures which
Vikings,
the
proceeds
going to the poor
are unfavorably
reported
upon
Swedish children in the city.
New Wisconsin Theaters and Changes.
Manitowoc, Wis. — Z. G. Stebbins will remodel the Crystal theater next spring. He
will move the stage back fifteen feet and
add a gallerj', thereby increasing the
capacity in the house to 1,000.
Racine. Wis. — The manager of the Princess theater at Center and Sixteenth
streets has been taken over by Mrs. William J. Wyatt.
Fox Lake, Wis. — The Star theater is now
under the management of Henry Fanshaw.
South Dakota Notes.
Watertown, S. D. — Daily changes of program mark the policy of the new Lyric
theater, formerly the Idle Hour, which has
been re-opened, under the management of
McCarthy Brothers, who operate a string
of houses in North and South Dakota. J. J.
McCarthy, who has been supervising the
remodeling, will act as manager.
.
Parker, S. D. — The Majestic theater,
under its new management, will be known
as the Fad theater.
Marion, N. D. — The Marion moving picture theater has been opened here,
Belcourt. N. D. — H. T. Senecal has sold
his moving picture show to Eugene Couture of St. John.

Illinois News Letter

John H. Kunsky Gets "Crisis" Rights.
Detroit, Mich. — "The Crisis," twelvereel feature, produced by Selig, has been
sold for the state of Michigan to John H.
Kunsky, 2206 Dime Bank building, Detroit.
This production played two weeks at the
Washington theater ending December 9th
to tremendous business with prices 25 to
50 cents.

By Frank H. Madison, 623 S. Wabash Ave..
Chicago.
Auditorium Doesn't Mix Its Shows.
NORTH CHICAGO, 111.— The Auditorium
theater has been opened for a variety
of purposes. Pictures will be used Monday and Tuesday evenings and dancing
lessons will be given Wednesday evenings,
pictures on Thursday and Friday, and
vaudeville on Saturday and Sunday.

Harry Dull Heads International.
Detroit. Mich. — Harry Dull is the
new manager of the Detroit branch of the
International
Film Exchange.

New Theater at Decatur Opens.
Decatur, 111. — ^"The Fall of a. Nation" was
the opening attraction
at the new Avon

IN MICHIGAN.
Butterfield Circuit Notes.
SAGINAW. Mich. — Changes announced by
W. S. Butterfield, head of the circuit
which bears his name, call for the transformation of the Franklin theater to a
moving picture house. In order to make
this change the Jeff ers-St rand will become a vaudeville house. The pipe organ
which has been at the Jeffers theater will
be removed to the Bijou theater and a
$10,000 unit orchestra will be installed at
the Franklin. The program now being
given at the Strand will be presented at
the Franklin. O. C. Kenkel, present manager of the Franklin will go to the JeffersStrand and Joseph Friedman will take
charge of the Franklin.
Michigan Jottings.
Albion, Mich. — C. A. Fiske has sold the
Censor theater to George Bohm, manager
of the Bohm theater. He will continue
to operate both houses. The Censor will
be a strictly
chestra will befeature
moved house.
to the Bohm's
Censor. orTravers City. Mich. — The board of education has decided to purchase a moving
picture outfit and use moving pictures in
the school.
Battle Creek, Mich. — The new policy of
the Bijou theater, started Dec. 3. includes
two changes of Keith vaudeville weekly,
leaving Mondays. Tuesdays and Wednesdays for feature moving picture attractions.
D. L. Dennison
Visits.
Detroit. Mich. — D. Leo Dennison, manager of exchanges for the Famous
Players Film Service, Inc., of Pittsburgh,
controlling Michigan business, was In Detroit on December 4 and 5. He stated that
a Paramount franchise was very valuable
and that exhibitors having same would be
mighty glad in view of the big plans of
Paramount for the next six months.
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Theaters Should

Combine

There Will Be More In It for Both Exhibitors According to Manager Blackburn of
Springfield,
Tenn.— Fine Small
Town
Theater.
By J. L. Ray,

1014 Stahlman

PRINGFIELD, TENN. — Manager C. M.
Blackburn, of the Bell theater, here,
believes that active competition in a small
town is ruinous to both the profits and
prestige of the competitors. It was
pointed out that with two houses running
in close proximity to one another, the
patronage was naturally divided, whereas
if a combine is made and all the energy
required to outbid a rival is concentrated
on one of the houses, with a view looking
to the utmost efficiency in operation and
program service, the results would prove
beneficial to both parties. Mr. Blackburn
has been a showman at Springfield for the
past ten years, and prior to assuming the
managership of the Bell he operated the
Royal theater, another picture house.
However, when he assumed charge of the
Bell
closed
and ha's
been theater,
devotinghe his
timetheto Royal,
the affairs
of
the former
house.
Mr. Blackburn showed the World man
over his theater, which is a handsome new
structure of brick, and would indeed be
a credit to a town many times the size of
Springfield. The seating capacity is about
450, with half the balcony being devoted
to colored patronage. The house is
lighted by the overhead semi-direct system, and heated by steam. Prices are 10
and 5 cents, with 25 cents for special features. The General program is used, with
Paramount specials on Mondays and
Thursdays. An occasional road show is
billed, the house being provided with an
ample stage. Incidentally, Mr. Blackburn
took occasion to renew his subscription to
the World, which he claims is the best
ever.
Nashville Houses Dark Two Hours.
Nashville, Tenn. — Simultaneously with
the failure of the city electric power
plant on December 4th, every moving picture theater in the city went dark, remaining so for a period of two hours.
The managers suffered a financial loss,
owing to the fact that the breakdown occurred during the noon rush period, when
many patrons drop in to spend a rest hour,
and also because of its raining at the time,
and many willing coins would have found
their way to the box offices to afford their
owners temporary protection from the inclement weather.
Tony Sudekum's Thanksgiving Treat.
Nashville, Tenn. — In keeping with
his generous policy, President Tony Sudekum of the Crescent Amusement Co. arranged for moving pictures at both the
State Penitentiary and the Boys' Reformatory on Thanksgiving day, and put on a
good show at each place for the entertainment of the inmates. Last year Mr. Sudekum rigged up a complete motion picture
outfit for the projection of picfures at
these two institutions at his own expense,
and from time to time these complimentary shows will be given. Whenever there
is an act of charity to be carried out, this
progressive theater man may be depended
upon for a stand in the front ranks.
Tennessee
Notes.
Nashville, Tenn.— Byron S. Bryan, special traveling representative of the International Film Service, came up from the
Atlanta office recently, and closed bookings with the Strand Theater for "Patria,"
the serial photoplay starring Mrs. Vernon
Castle. The first installment Is billed for
showing at the Strand on December 11.
Nashville, Tenn. — Theater men enjoyed
one of the most prosperous days in the
hi.'itory of Nashville on Thanksgiving, every house in the city showing to capacity
business throughout the day. Many theaters were unable
to accommoclate
the

Bldg., Nashville,

Tenn.

crowds with seats, and the S. R. O. sign
was in evidence in many places.
Nashville, Tenn. — "Gloria's Romance"
has been booked for another run in Nashville by the Crescent theater. The Knickerbocker only recently showed th'% final
chapter of this picture.
Memphis, Tenn. — ■ Beginning November
26th a special ladies' orchestra was provided for the Old Majestic No. 1, which is
a novelty for this city. Music for the pictures lends popularity to the features at
this theater, which is one of the principal
uptown houses.
Full Sunday Houses in Birmingham.
Birmingham, Ala. — A strong argument
in favor of the continuance of Sunday
moving pictures in Birmingham was offered a few days ago when all records
were broken at four of the leading uptown houses in this city. The managers
of these houses decided to advertise the
programs for that day in the morning
newspaper, and the results far exceeded
expectations. Managers Sid Griffin, of the
Alcazar. Marvin Wise, of the Odeon One,
and T. S. Abernathy. of the Strand and
Colonial, stated that all attendance records at the four houses mentioned were
shattered on that day. which furnished
conclusive proof that the public strongly
favors the Sunday exhibitions.

New Orleans News Letter
By

N.
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Thatcher,
3S01 Canal St., New
Orleans, La.
Harry M. Owens Busy at Local Triangle.
NEW ORLEANS, LA. — Harry M. Owens,
tlie new manager of the Triangle
exchange who succeeded Nat Ehrlick, upon
his resignation to take the management
of the Isis theater, is getting the detail
of his office well in
hand and there is
decided air of
sprightliness about
the local headquarters of this
IIservice.
Mr. popular
Oweng
1 is a believer in the
le of the latest
I efficiency methods
and he has the fac] ulty of inspiring
those who are en[ gaged
withenthush im
with the
iasm that goes to
put over any deal
that is to the adI vantage of the
I home office, no matI ter
difficult
that how
deal may
appear to be. The
Triangle service
__
__ _
has
an
excellent
Henry M. Owens, reputation in this
territory and Manager Owens is extremely anxious' to make tliat reputation still
better. C. E. Tandy, who now has control of the Triangle along with the Paramount and the World for this territory,
was here a few days ago and was liberal
in his praise for' the manner In whicn
the business of the three Ioce^I exchanges
in which he is Interested is being conducted.
Star Theater Changes Hands.
New Orleans, La. — The Star theater,
one of the best of the suburbans in the
better locations in the residence districts
has been sold by Rose & Goodnow to
Messrs. Chisholm and Reinhard, who assumed the management on December 1.
The Star seats nearly 500 persons and is
one of the best equipped show houses off

Canal street, having modern opera chairs
and all of the mechanical appliances for
the presentation
of the best
features.
Potatoes for Orphans Good as Tickets.
New Orleans, La. — The Pearce syndicate conceived a novel method of doing
a most charitable act and of incidentally
adding, if such a thing be possible, to
the already wide popularity of the
gentlemen composing it in connection
with the city's Thanksgiving festivities.
New Orleans has several orphan asylums
and there are a large number of inmates in each of them. The high cost
of living has made the feeding of these
little unfortunates a problem and one
of the most costly articles of diet just
now is potatoes. Of course, potatoes are
not essential to the sustenance of human
life, but whoever heard of a Thanksgiving dinner with its turkey and chicken,
without great mounds of mashed potatoes?
'Gene Pearce was telling Jack Clark,
his leading man, that it began to look
a little tough for the kiddies this year
and that set Jack to thinking. When
Jack Clark thinks it is pretty certain
that something is going to happen. And
in this case it did. First Jack got some
empty barrels. The rest was easy. He
announced that from 12 to 2 o'clock on
Wednesday preceding Thanksgiving a
single potato would be accepted in full
payment for admission to any one of
the seven Pearce photoplay theaters and
that the potatoes would go to furnish
the inmates of the orphan asylums with
mashed potatoes for their Thanksgiving
dinner. New Orleans people are proverbially good feeders. They not only
insist upon being well fed themselves,
but they want everybody else to be
properly nourished. It is easy, therefore, to imagine the result of tlie offer
to accept potatoes in payment for admissions. It seems that the whole town
turned out to get rid of the tubers. The
barrels were soon filled and yet there was
an abundance of offerings. It was a
. great day and a great idea. No one had
any more fun out of it than did the
Pearce forces and it made it certain
that the little tots should not be stinted
in their Thanksgiving
feast.
Selecting Musicians for Strand.
New Orleans. La. — Don Philippini, the
noted Italian band and orchestra leader,
in company with Manager E. V. Richards
of the Saenger Amusement Company of
Shreveport, which has taken the lease of
the new Strand theater, is now in New
York and is selecting the musicians who
are to compose the permanent orchestra
which is to be installed at the Strand
when that theater is opened in the latter
part of February.
During his New York sojourn, Don
Philippini will make a special study of
motion picture music and will acquaint
himself with all of the latest innovations
in that line.
Manager Richards is hoping that the
new Strand may be ready for opening in
the early part of February and every
energy is being exerted to hurry the
work as fast as is commensurate with
substantial building. The greater part
of the structural steel work has already
been finished and night and day shifts
are engaged in the concrete construction.
The people of New Orleans are taking
a marked interest In the construction
of the new theater for they have the
assurance that they are to be provided
with the best pictures obtainable when
this house is opened.
Local
New

Trade

Notes.

Orleans. La. — Al- G. Shear, manager of the Consolidated Film exchange
made a trip to Atlanta Dec. 1 to look over
the Georgia field and arrange some
business matters affecting the New
Orleans
exchange.
Manager T. O. Tuttle, of the General
Film exchange
has returned
from Mem-
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phis, Tenn., where he had been called to
install \V. P. Haslet, of Philadelphia as
branch manager, vice Bert King, resigned.
O. K. Bourgreois. manager of The
Yellow Menace and the Unity Film ServIce of Atlanta was a visitor here.
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Louisville Exhibitors Prosper

Exhibitors in the City Find Business Encouraging — Are Being Asked to Show
Slides on the High Cost of Living — Employes are Making More Money and
Feel Like Seeing
Shows — Conditions in the State.
MORE KANSAS CITY NOTES.
By Ohio Valley News
Service, Inc., 1404 Starks Eldg., Louisville, Ky.
Mrs. J. C. Patterson Addresses Sufframade these advances include the largest
T OUISVILLE, Ky. — Although there is
gists. News
■L* much attention being paid in LouisBy Kansas
City
Service.
in the city and this has given their emville to the high cost of living and a joint
ployes reason for cheer and more than
Corydon. la. — The local Suffrage Club of
Cory don, Iowa, at its last meeting
was
movement is being engineered by women's
their
show the
money."
clubs of that city to boycott butter and
Out "picture
in the state
situation is much
addressed by Mrs. J. C. Patterson, wife of
eggs at the prevailing high prices, the
the same. The coal mining corporations
J, C- Patterson of Lugar & Patterson, promoving picture theaters have not been rehave granted advances of 10 per cent, to
ferred to as enterprises which are collecttheir employes, while in the city and out
ing unduly high prices for the service
a good many of the employing corporations are evening things up by granting
they perform. Without exception downtown theaters and suburban houses alike,
their employes an additional month's salwhen their managers are questioned, reary on the year. The farmers are exceedport business excellent. This is in spite
prosperous Kentucky,
and "goodwhere
times"
are
of the fact that there has lately been a
ahead ingly
in Western
several
good deal of competition in the way of
large tobacco pools have been sold at high
the stores being open in the evening for
prices. The money for these crops will
the Christmas shopping trade, in the way
shortly be distributed, after which the
of an elaborate and successful local obwestern part of the state will be flush and
the moving picture theaters as well as all
servation of America's Electrical Week
other businesses should flourish.
and a large number of entertainments of
various sorts. The food boycott movement is under direction of the Citizens'
Cheaper Food Committee, and in some
Danger in Deflecting Street Line.
cases moving picture managers are being
Louisville, Ky. — Exhibitors on Fourth
asked to use slides calling attention to this
street in Louisville have been takMr. and Mrs. J. C. Patterson,
movement.
ing much interest in a movement which
One of the reasons why the moving picprietors of the Auditorium theater at Coryrecently developed in this city to re-route
ture theaters are doing well is that indon, which opened up tlie motion picture inthe Fourth street cars so that instead of
creasing numbers of the larger employers
dustry in a new light to them, and which
making the return trip through Fourth
of the city are advancing their rates of
met with the hearty approval of the ladies
street they would be deflected in the
present. Mrs. Patterson is quite active
pay to employes. Advances of 10 per cent,
downtown part of the city to Fifth street.
are the rule and the concerns which have
in the theater business,
This would be a serious matter not only
to the retail trade which has chosen
Fourth street as the important thoroughfare but practically all of the downtown
moving picture theaters. They are either
all on Fourth street or just around the
corner off that street and draw their
Owensburg's Grand Theater Has as Grand a Thanksgiving Benefit for Children —
patronage from that traffic. Louisville's
street cars operate on the cross-town sysEach Puts Potato in Basket — Some Big Tubers.
tem and the Fourth street cars carry practrying to put out the blaze before he fled
Owensboro, Ky. — T. A. Pedley. mantically the whole of the transfer crowds.
from the operating room he suffered seager of the Grand theater, proved himself
Immediate
opposition to the proposed
vere burns about the hands and face.
a benefactor to 1.250 children, numerous
change in the routing was offered by the
There
were
about
400
people
in
the
theater
poor people and tlie local Associated CharRetail Merchants Association, who acted
— a Saturday night crowd — and a disasities organization when he held an "Irishin a body with sufficient force, it is betrous panic was narrowly averted. There
Potato" matinee at the Grand, admitting
lieved, to have killed the project. Propwas a general scramble for the exits on
only children under fifteen years of age
erty owners, from whom the merchants
who brought an Irish potato with them,
the cry of "fire," and although people were
lease,
also
endorsed their tenants. L. J.
to be deposited at the door. Incidentally,
knocked down and trampled to some exDittmar. of the Majestic theater, said that
tent no one was hurt sufficiently to cause
Mr, Pedley got a large amount of free as
the
moving
picture
exhibitors had not been
complaint. There was much excitement
well as very desirable advertising for himasked to reinforce the merchants, although
over the danger of the theatergoers and
self and the theater and gave some hunif their influence is needed they will at
few realized the rapidity with which the
dreds of children good cause to prefer
once line up against the change.
theater was burning until too late to save
the Grand to any other theater they can
think of.
it. The flames spread rapidly and practically every business structure on Main
Announcement of the matinee, which
Walnut Begins Exclusive Feature Policy.
was held on the Wednesday afternoon
street was destroyed, the loss amounting
Louisville. Ky. — Joseph L. Steurle,
altogether to $100,000. The town was
preceding Thanksgiving day. was made
manager of the Walnut theater, secured
without fire protection. Loss suffered by
some time in advance and further anfrom
the Lewis J. Selznick Enterprises the
nouncement was to the effect that the
Adams & Jamieson is estimated at $2,000.
child bringing the largest potato would
lease for Itthe
success.
was "War
put onBrides."
at the Nazimova's
Walnut for
not only be admitted but would be prea
week
beginning
Sunday,
Dec. 10. This
sented with a book of admission tickets.
The largest staff of experts in all
picture,
according
to
Mr.
Steurle,
begins
The little miss who won the book brought
a series of exclusive features which the
departments makes the MOVING
a potato which -weighed one and threeWalnut
will
put
on.
Business
has
been
PICTURE WORLD the one paper in
quarter .pounds, while there were man>'
good at this house, especially when the
noble Murphies
tendered
by youngsters.
features
of
importance
have
been
run,
and
the
trade
that
fully
fills
the
requireWhen the theater was filled there were
many fused
times
patrons have had to be reseven heaping bushel baskets at the lobby
ments of eVery reader.
admittance.
entrance, and every potato of the ideal
size to bake. A wagon carted them with
Kentucky Notes.
much ceremony to the office of the Associated Charities and baked potatoes then
Big Features
"The Crisis."
Pikeville, Ky. — J. A. Mauk. proprieLouisville.
Ky. Gets
— Much
has been
became an immediate possibility on the
made in Louisville of the quick acquisition
tor of the Travelers' hotel, has succeeded
menu of many a poor Owensboro family.
Warren
Beverley
as
manager
of
the
Royal
by
Col.
Fred
Levy,
of
Louisville,
of the
Produce men of the city estimated that
theater.
rights to the Winston Churchill picture,
the value of these potatoes, at the market
"The Crisis." This was for the Big Feaprice, was §14. At five cents a head 1,250
Earlington, Ky. — Carl Duncan, of
ture Rights Corporation, of which Col.
children would have turned $62.50 into
Killbuck, O., has purchased the Queen
Levy is the head, and the deal, which was
the cash box, but naturally Mr. Pedley
theater from Dr. J. E. Bailey and has inclosed
in a few minutes, covers Alabama.
stalled a new gold fibre screen and a new
does not feel that he has lost any money.
Georgia. Florida, North Carolina. South
Simplex projecting machine.
Carolina and Indiana, as well as Kentucky.
Middlesboro, Ky. — The . New Brownie
It is the purpose of Col. Levy to handle
Bad Fire in Stamping Ground, Ky.
theater, which has opened its career, fea"The Crisis" on a big scale and one of the
tured the opening with an eight-piece orfirst presentations will be at the Mary
Stamping Ground, Ky. — A film in Adams
chestra recruited from surrounding cities.
Anderson Theater in Louisville. On the
& Jamieson's Orpheum ignited on
road the film will be handled much as
Saturday night. Dec, 2. and the blaze deCampbellsville, Ky. — Final details on
stroyed the theater. William Adams, one
the New Alhambra theater were pushed
was "The Birth of a Nation." and where
through and the new house is now in
of the proprietors and manager, was opit is shown the special orchestra which
erating the film and lost control of it. In
will accompany it will provide the music.
operation.

Manager Pedley's Potato Matinee
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Manager Olson Makes Things Hum
Kansas City Local Censorship Situation in Fair Way
to Be Cleared
Olson, of Wichita Film and Supply Co.. Takes
Maze Theater for
Banned,
"The
Unborn" — Is Arrested Every Now and Then,
By Kansas City News
Service. 205 Corn Belt Building, Kansas
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — The question of
local censorship in Kansas City is
going- smash! bang! through the courts,
as a result of the intrepid action of E. G,
Olson, manag-er of the Wichita Film &
Supply Company, who owns the film "The
Unborn." in Kansas, Missouri, and some
other states. He bought the the lease
of the Maze theater, put on the picture
after it had been rejected by the local
censor board and tne boara of appeals,
and is said to be prepared to carry his
fight as high as necessary. He and his
local manager were arrested a total of
five times Sunday, December 3, when the
picture was first shown ; whatever the
result of the trials, appeals probably will
be taken..
Recent History in Kansas City.
A few days before the present incidents,
the censors caused the arrest of managers
of houses, film owners and operators, for
showing "Purity" and "Protect Your
Daughters" without getting the papers of
approval from the board of censors. Judge
Coon of the city police court fined the men
twenty-five dollars a piece, declaring that
the ordinance required the censor board
to view and pass on the pictures, and It
was obligatory on the exhibitors to secure
such review. He said he would stand
back of F. F. McCIure to the limit in the
enforcement of the ordinance. The fines
were stayed, on the declaration of the
men arrested that they were not familiar
with the laws.
Judge Coon Reviews "The Unborn."
Shortly afterward "The Unborn," in accordance with the ordinances, was presented to the censors for review; it was
condemned by the censors, and was also
condemned by the appeal board. The
owners had it exhibited, however, in a
suburban theater; and they were arrested
for showing a picture that had been condemned. The case came before Judge
Coon, who then reviewed the picture, and
declared that it was clean, and fit to be
shown; he decided that the censors and the
appeal board had unjustly and improperly
condemned it, and he released the defendants. The city appealed to Judge Latshaw of the criminal court.
The consistency of Judge Coon was preserved in these cases. He had in the
previous instances insisted that Mr. McCIure had a right to demand the showing
of the films; that he would fine and punish
owners and exhibitors when the ordinance
requiring approval by the censors was disregarded; that he wanted to do all he
could to keep the character of pictures
shown in Kansas City on a high plane.
But he decided in the case of "The Unborn"
that the picture was not unclean, that the
censors were mistaken, and that the
exhibitors should have recourse.
Takes the Maze to Show Film,
The appeal of the case concerning "The
Unborn" to the criminal court left the
question of the right to show it up In the
air. Consequently, it was booked for the
Maze theater, whose owners had been
arrested for showing "Purity" without
review. Apparently these owners did not
wish further trouble: for they sold their
lease on the Maze to Mr. Olson, and he put
J. B, Rudolph, who has been handling
"The Unborn" in Chicago, and with the
Wichita Film & Supply Company. In
charge. The picture was booked for Sunday, December 3. The price was twentyfive cents.
At noon Sunday, when the show opened,
the arrests began. The owners were arrested first by Mr. Hinson of the censor's
department, on the charge of showing a
condemned picture; they were released on

their own

Up — E. G.
Showing of

City,

Mo.

recognizance. Then Mr. Cunningham of the censor's department arrested them on the charge of showing
without a license, and they were again
released without bond. Hinson attempted
to arrest the operator, but instead took
into custody Mr. Rudolph, who had argued
against the arrest of the operator, who
was merely doing what he was hired to do.
Monday. December 4, the men were all
discharged by Judge Coon. The license
question was disposed of, because the company had bought the lease only Saturday
night, and had unsuccessfully tried to
secure a license. Judge Coon discharged
them on the other counts, because, he said,
it looked like a case of spite and persecution against the film men. He said the
censor board should wait for the decision
of Judge Latshaw in the previous cases
involving Judge Coon's right to pass on
the character of the pictures and overrule
the censors.
Sensations the Cause of the Trouble.
There are two or three other aspects
of the local situation, that will undoubted-
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ly appeal to exhibitors elsewhere who find
parallels to their own situations. One is,
that the trouble has largely been precipitated by the exploiting of the sensational
character of the films. Heretofore, many
pict^ires quite as sensational have been
passed, but they have not been advertised
sensationally.
The attitude of the "Kansas City Star," a
local newspaper which refused some of
the copy of "The Unborn," whicli was run
in other papers, is indicative of the situation. The "Star" is said to have retorted
that it was not judging the quality of the
film, as to whether it was fit to be seen
or not; but the notoriety given the picture
caused the people to believe it was unand therefore
the one
"Star"
didnews
not
wish toclean,exploit
it. In
of its
stories, however, the "Star" said that the
picture purported to be sensational, but
as a matter of fact was rather innocuous.
Another feature, is that the film men
who are bearing the blunt of the battle,
will probably insist that judgment be
passed on all films from the same point
of view as judgment was passed on theirs.
There probably will be insistence that the
censors view all pictures; and there will
be fights if the censors pass anything that
can possibly be criticized. That is, if
there is going to be strict compliance with
censorship, it will be without fear or favor.
Such a ruction is expected to stir things
up to a point where the public will want
to take part, to get the pictures it wants
to see.

Kansas City Screeners Plan Minstrel Show
G. H.

Bowles,

Publicity Man for Local Universal, Directing Rehearsal for Home
Talent Show — Has Lots of Good Material
at Hand.
one at Fowler, one at Minneola and the
KANSAS CITY, Mo.— The Kansas City
Screen Club is making arrangements for
other at Bucklin, was in Kansas City rea very interesting and unusual program
cently booking programs.
to be given just before Christmas. A
Great Bend, Kan. — W. S. Nelson, who has
minstrel show will be the feature of the
recently acquired the lease to the Elite
evening, and a stage is being built at one
theater at Grand Bend, Kansas, has had
end of the club hall for the purpose. G.
the building completely remodeled and
H. Bowies, publicity man for the Universal
refurnished. He will run a strictly feature
Film and Supply Company at Kansas City.
program, he announced while in Kansas
will direct the rehearsals for the minstrel
City recently .
show, in which home talent will be used
G. B. Howe, manager of the Unity Film
entirely. Mr. Bowles says that he has
Corporation at Kansas Sity. reports that
some good talent to pick from, many of the
he is arranging a complete advertising
film men having done professional work in
campaign men.
on the "Yellow Menace" for the
exchange
vaudeville and in stock companies before
entering the film game. Mr. Bowles himW. J. Morgan, manager of the Unicorn
self has had a good deal of experience in
Film service at Kansas City, has just
vaudeville and other work, and has written
returned from a tour of the south part
some music, being the composer of the
of Missouri. He reports that the ore
first musical comedy ever written in Kanmines in that country are making lots of
sas City, "The Spartans." A six-piece
money on account of the high prices, and
orchestra has been engaged for the eventhe people seem to have plenty of money
ing, and after the minstrel show a dance
to spend.
Exhibitors are making money.
will be given. Seats have been arranged
P. A. Chase, treasurer of the Unicorn
for one hundred and fifty guests.
Film Company, who has just completed
aKansas
tour ofCity.
the West, was a recent visitor to
Screen Club Notes.
Kansas City, Mo. — E. R. Pearson, formerly treasurer, and L. J. Scott, formerly
P. J. Concannon
Visits.
secretary of the Kansas City Screen Club,
p. J. Concannon. president of the Motion
have recently resigned their respective
Picture
Exchange
League
of
Kansas, was
positions. Mr. Pearson because of his
a recent visitor to Kansas City. While
resignation as manager of the Vitigraph
here
he
spent
the
day
with
F. L. Kiltz,
exchange at Kansas City, and Mr. Scott
manager of the Kansas City Mutual.
because he will go on the road for the company for the next three months and will
not have time to care for his duties as
secretary. G. H. Bowles is appointed the
"As good as fold." "At whtU as
new secretary, but a treasurer has not
snow." "As fine as silk." Whj dm
been selected.
other papers in this field invariablj
try to compare with the standard of
the MOVING PICTURE WORLD T
R. N. Abbey with K-E-S-E as Traveler.
There's a reason.
Kansas City. Mo. — R. N. Abbey, formerly
a salesman for the Vitigraph at Kansas
City, has recently accepted a position as
traveler for the K-E-S-E exchange of
Kansas City.
Recent Kansas City Visitors.
Recent visitors to the Kansas City exchanges: Karl Mensing, Orpheum theater,
Kansas City Business Notes.
Leavenworth, Kansas; Charles Thompson,
Manager F. L. Kilte of Mutual has just
Lyceum
theater;
Herbert Thatcher, Strand
returned from a trip to Topeka, Kansas.
theater. Salina, Kansas, who drove up in
Bucklin, Kan. — C. C. Ferry, editor of the
his
car;
F.
C.
Smith,
Neodesha. Kansas;
local newspaper at Bucklin, Kansas, and
Ben Rothstein. Majestic theater. Tulsa.
Oklahoma.
proprietor of three theaters in the vicinity;
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St Louis News Letter
By A. H. Giebler, 4123 Westminster Place,
St. Louis, Mo.
Miss Peck Visits St. Louis.
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — Miss Mary Oray Peclc.
secretary of the National Committee
ot' Films
forthe
Young
People,Federation
in co-opera-of
tion with
General
Women's Clubs, and affiliated with the
National Board of Review, visited St.
Louis last week. Miss Peck's visit was
made in the interest of the General Federation of Women's Clubs, to interest the
club women of all the towns and cities on
her itinerary in the Movement for Better Pictures.
Miss Peck visited the exchanges, and
spoke before several meetings in the interests of her mission. She was tendered
a luncheon at the Town Club on Wednesday, and addressed a large and representative body of local club women, exchange managers' and others interested in
the movement.
Miss Peck said she found the people
interested in the Better Picture Movement, and ready and willing to assist in
the carrying out of the objects of any
logical plan to maintain a high standard
of art and morality in the films. She
spoke of her visit to the Kansas censorship officials, and touched on the inadequacy of the legalized censorship as practiced in that state.
A reception was tendered Miss Peck
at the home of Mrs. James B. Nugent,
under the auspices of the Better Motion
Picture League, and she expressed herself as delighted at the progress made
by that organization, whose plan of
operation is to have films passed on by
reviewers appointed by the executives of
the body, who grade the pictures by a
system of credits, taking into consideration artistic camera work, treatment of
subject, possibilities of appeal and educational value, as well as from a moral
standpoint. Miss Peck also said she found
St. Louis and Missouri, where censorship
has never been in effect, far in advance
of other cities in the Better Picture
Movement.
IN THE

NORTHWEST.

Minneapolis
Visitors.
Minneapolis visitors last week were: J.
H. Ryan, Madison, S. D.; Prank and Joseph
McCarthy, exhibitors, Aberdeen, S. D.. and
Watertown. S. D.; C. W. Waterbury and
bride. Palace, Chippewa Falls, Wis. ; J.
Christ of erson. Dreamland, Benson. Minn.:
Stanley and Smith, Princess. Sioux Palls.
S. D. ; H. I. Uptegraf t, Gem, Pipestone.
Minn.; H. A. Schwahn. Eau Claire Theater
Company. Eau Claire. Wis.; B. E. Ander*
son. Opera House, Elbow Lake, Minn.;
George M. Johnson, Jewel. Vienna, S. D. ;
Fred Boll, Gem, Northfield, Minn., and
Star, Parmington. Minn.
Another Wilson Victory.
St. Paul. Minn. — Miss Ruth Wilson. 18.
was a winner in the Great West Film
Company's
photoplay
star Wilson
contestreceived
which
ended November
30. Miss
150.000 votes and defeated Miss Evelyne
MacDonald, the Anita Stewart girl at the
recent Northwest moving picture exposition by a narrow margin.
Manager H. E. Friedman of the Pathe
exchange sent to every exhibitor in his
territory recently a weekly booking sheet
with the various Pathe serials, and kinds
of films listed. Exhibitors were urged to
check what service they could use, on what
days it could be used and what could be
paid for it and return the slip to the
Pathe office. Mr. Friedman states he has
received a large number of slips back and
has secured a volume of new business this
way.
R. C. Fox is now in charge of the bookings for "Ramona," the big Clune feature
handled in seventeen Western states by
Elliott & Sherman.
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Admission Prices in Minneapolis
New

Garrick Theater Begins Movement in Right Direction by Announcing an Increase in Admission Prices to 15 Cents for 1,000 Seats and 10 Cents for 1,200
Seats — Draws Capacity Houses — Meeting on a General Rise.
By John L. Johnston,
S14 Produce
Ex change, Minneapolis,
Minn.

MINNEAPOLIS.
Minn.—
y fell
Manager L. V.
Calvert
of to
the lotNewof
Garrick theater here to break the ice
for increased admission prices in this city.
Mr. Calvert announced that beginning
with Sunday. December 2. that the New
Garrick theater, the largest exclusive picture theater in the city, would charge
fifteen cents for about 1,000 seats on the
lower floor and first balcony and that
the remainder of the 2.400 seats would be
sold for a dime as previously.
On the first day this new admission
price was tried out. Marguerite Clark in
"Miss George Washington," Famous Players production drew capacity liouses at
each performance, thus convincing Mr.
Calvert that good films will be seen by
the public regardless of a five-cent increase in admission.
At a meeting of Twin City photoplay
theater managers Tuesday. December 5,
the subject of increased admission prices
is expected to be settled and in case all of
the exhibitors
will notwill
agreelikely
to thevote
"raise"
downtown
theaters
to
increase their admission prices. Opposition from vaudeville and jitney theaters
is expected.
New
Princess
Theater
Opens.
St. Paul. Minn. — The doors of the New
Princess theater were thrown open to the
public again on Saturday evening. December 2, following a "dark week" during
which time a new pipe organ, new fixtures
and new decorations were added to the
theater and its policy changed to make it
an exclusive photoplay center. Vaudeville has been shifted to the New Palace
and hereafter the New Princess will display first run Pox features and other
high -class attractions. "The Chattel"
featuring E. H. Sothern and "Vixen"
featuring Theda Bara were the two attractions for the re -opening week. Bert
Goldman
is manager
of the theater.
William B. Mick
Resigns.
Minneapolis. Minn. — William B. Mick has
resigned as manager of the Lyric theater.
Minneapolis. Mr. Mick took charge of
the theater when it became the property
of Messrs. Elliott and Sherman in September and previous to that was in charge
of the show
Elliott-Sherman
"Birth
Nation"
road
on the Pacific
Coastof aand
later
in Milwaukee. Mr. Mick's successor at
the Lyric has not been decided upon as
yet. "The Crisis" will open at the Lyric
shortly.
Join Against Advance Deposits.
Duluth. Minn. — It is reported that every
picture theater owner in the Zenith City
has joined in the crusade against adVance
deposits on films and has refused to pay
a deposit on films, regardless of rental.
L.

H. Coen
Back
at "U"
Exchange.
Minneapolis, Minn. — L. H. Coen, after
being connected with the Zenith, Independent and Favorite feature film exchanges,
has returned to the Universal exchange
as Minnesota roadman.
Among Exchange Men.
Minneapolis, Minn. — Manager Benjamin
Priedman of the Priedman Film Corporation, has left for St. Louis and Kansas
City to arrange for indefinite runs of his
big
feature
"The Spoilers" in each of the
big cities.
Minneapolis. Minn. — William A. Lochren,
president of the Lochren Film Corporation
here, has gone to New York City on business. It is expected that with his return

an announcement of the acquisition of
several new features will be forth-coming.
St. Paul, Minn. — Manager R. E. Bishop
of the Mutual Exchange. Minneapolis,
staged a special showing of the Richard
Bennet
feature
"Valley
Decision"
at
the Strand
theater
for theof benefit
of the
St. Paul exhibitors. Mr. Bishop also staged
a special showing of "Charity" at the
New Grand. Minneapolis. Both showings
were well attended.
Harry
Rowe
Gone. — Left No Address.
Minneapolis. Minn. — Harry Rowe, former
manager of the Unicorn, Rowe & Walker
and New Film Corporation exchanges here
has suddenly dissapeared from the city.
Mr, Rowe's leaving came as a big surprise to several exchangemen and exhibitors of the city. He has turned his "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" film is now being booked
by H. R. Brandt, Inc. Mr. Rowe left no
forwarding address.
Emily Stevens to Visit.
The Metro exchange plans to take Emily
Stevens on a sight-seeing trip of the
Twin Cities when the star of "The Wager"
and other film plays here this week in "The
Unchastened Woman."
H. P. Johnson With Elliott
H. P. Johnson has resigned
for the Vitagraph exchangee
serving in a like capacity
& Sherman.

& Sherman.
as roadman
and is now
for Elliott

Favorite Feature Gets "Diana."
Manie Gottlieb, manager of the Favorite
Feature exchange, has procured the rights
Iowa.
for booking "Diana," a three reeler, iii
Crystal Theater Gets Decision.
The grievance committee of the Exhibitors' Corporation of the Northwest decided
a controversey between Crystal theater,
Minenapolis, and two Minneapolis exchanges in favor of the theater, last week.
The as
theater
gets J150 worth of service
free
a result.
Century Film People Here.
Minneapolis, Minn. — P. L. Hathaway,
actor, and N. P, Borrow, cameraman, the
Century Film Company, of Roundup.
Mont., were Minneapolis visitors last week.
Saturday the men returned to Montana
to
work on a new feature soon to
be begin
released.
New Northwest Theater Changes.
Albert Lea. Minn. — L. E. Tingley has
taken charge of the B-B theater here.
He is running Paramount
pictures.
Hibbing. Minn. — Harding & Whaley are
holding contest here for a name for their
new picture theater, scheduled to open
December 1, but as yet unfinished because
of delayed
equipment
shipment.
Virginia, Minn. — Prank Meehan has reopened the Grand theater here and is
running World, Mutual and V-L-S-E services.
East Grand Forks. Minn. — J. M. Freeman is contemplating the opening of a
new picture theater here.
Minneapolis. Minn. — George Granstrom
lias sold the University theater here to
P. L. Lifpitz, Granstrom now controls
the Garrick.
Among the theaters that have signed up
for the Paramount program during the
last week are Rezac's Princess at Hibbing,
Minn., the New Strand. Fremont, Minn.,
and the Regent. Prairie Du Chein. Wis.
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Denver Screeners to Hold Dance
Have Found Two Bright Stars Who Can Come, and Date Is Set for December 27
— Mary Miles Minter and Wallace Reid to Lead Grand March at Auditorium
Hall — Members of Committee Appointed to Have Charge.
Denver
Correspondence
from E. C. Day, Denver.
DENVER, COLO. — The long anticipated
and much advertised Screen Club Ball
which has been promised for Denver since
the organization of a club by local moving picture men will become a reality this
month. It will be held on December 27
in the City Auditorium. Mary Miles Minter, Mutual star, and Wallace Reid, of
Paramount fame, will be the honor guests
and, of course, the principal attractions.
Both are favorites in this locality and it
is doubtful if any other two persons could
have been selected who would have been
better suited to the occasion.
Officers and members of the Rocky
Mountain Screen Club are cong:ratulating
themselves on their g-ood fortune in being- able to have Miss Minter and Mr.
Reid here for even a short stay. For over
a year the live wires of the local moving
picture industry have been planning to
hold a big ball, but were unfortunate
in their efforts to obtain a real star to
lead the grand march. To give a ball
minus a film star, they believed would be
nothing more than any ordinary dance,
so the event has been postponed from
time to time until now definite word
has come that Mary Miles Minter and
Wallace
Reid will be on hand for the big
affair.
It is safe to say that the distinguished
visitors will be given the biggest welcome
ever accorded two screen stars. Extensive arrangements are being made for
their entertainment while in the city,
while it is anticipated that the auditorium,
which has a capacity of 15,000 people, will
be taxed to the limit to hold those who
desire to rub elbows with and get an intimate view of their film favorites.
Arrangements for the ball proper call
for unique and costly decorations, in addition to startling light effects. One of
the features of the program will be a
minature studio in which the visiting stars
will show how a moving picture is taken.
The committee in charge of the ball is
composed of Ward E. Scott, chairman;
Frank Harris. A. C. Pair. Harry E. Huffman and Harry Nolan.
States Rights Exchange Opens.
Denver, Colo. — Another new moving picture exchange has been established in
Denver. Incidentally it is the first of its
kind to be opened in this territory. It is
to be known as the Supreme Photoplay
exchange and will handle only states
rights releases. Louis Goldstein, former
manager of the Universal and Unicorn exchanges in this city, is in charge of the
new, enterprise. Associated w!th him is
Leslie Thompson, former Universal manag-er at Butte, who for the present will occupy his time touring the Rocky Mountain
states and visiting exhibitors everywhere.
The Supreme Photoplays corporation
will be the representative in this territory
of Sol Lesser. They already have takeii
over a number of state right features,
including "Purity" and the "Libertine,"
and will announce other releases in a fewdays. They also will handle the five-reel
productions of the Ivan brand.
Irving Ehrensaft Heads Local Unicorn.
Denver, Colo. — Irving Ehrensaft. formerly of the Mutual and Universal exchanges, has been named manager of the
Unicorn exchange in Denver, to succeed
Louis Goldstein, who has opened an independent exchange. Ehrensaft has been
employed as chief booker in the Unicorn
office for several months.
Louis Marcus, president of the Notable
Film Corporation, distributors for Paramount pictures In the Rocky Mountain
region, is in Denver for a ten days' visit,

combining- bu^ness and pleasure. He ia
the guest of Milton H. Cohn, local Paramount manager.
Richard Battles, chief booking clerk in
the Mutual exchange, has been called to
Boston by the serious illness of his mother.
Supreme Photoplays Corp.
Denver, Colo. — The Supreme Photoplays
Corp. has been recently organized to operate in Colorado, Utah, Wyoming and
New Mexico. Louis Goldstein, its general
manager and secretary, has been associated with the Universal since its Inception. Leslie Thompson, who was for a
considerable time connected with the
Paramount and the Universal in the
Northwest, is sales manager and has direct charge of the selling forces, and
Earl H. Radetsky, a prominent business
man of this city, is president. It will
exploit the super productions in this territory.
Manager J. W. Scott Goes to Triangle.
Denver, Colo. — J. W. Scott, for years
assistant manager and chief booking clerk
for the Notable Film Corporation distributors of Paramount films in this territory, has resigned his position to accept a
similar post with the Triangle Company
in this city. Scott Is one of the best
known and best liked men In the film industry here.
Rialto Becomes Big Feature House.
Denver. Colo. — The Rialto, Denver's
newest and best Illuminated theater, has
announced that hereafter it will be an exclusively big feature house. It has just
completed successful runs of "less Than
The Dust" and "The Common Law" and
the management has arranged to show "A
Daughter of the Gods."
Operators' Ball a Big Success.
Denver, Colo. — The annual ball of the
Moving Picture Operators of Denver, held
last week, was a huge success. It was
held in the City Auditorium and a record
crowd turned out. Especial Interest attached to the lighting effects, which were
pronounced the most unique and the most
beautiful ever seen here. Following Is
the committee which had charge of the
event: George Thomas, chairman. Oscar
Olson. J. E. Dunn, Tom Melton, Herman
Brady and James Dooley.
E. M. Erv?in Buys Lyric Theater.
East Denver, Colo. — E. M. Erwin, former owner of the Colfax theater, has purchased the Mystic theater in East Denver.
The deal marks the retirement of Jack
Meyerpeter. who built the Mystic, and
was one of the pioneer exhibitors of Colorado.

Des Moines News Letter
By

Dorothy

Day. Register-Tribune.
Des
Moines, la.
Music at Garden Theater.
DES MOINES. IA.— The Garden theater
dedicated its new $15,000 Kimball pipe
organ Thanksgiving day. This wonderful
new instrument, has been Installed by
night work during the past two months.
It is possible to get any effect desired out
of it. The three manual console controls
with ease any arrangements of orchestral
units.
■
Arthur
T. Hayes, a markedly talented
organist, will alternate with Director Mitchell and his orchestra during the afternoon and evening.
Mechanical music will
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be done away with entirely even at the
early opening hours and from 5 to 7 in the
evening. At these hours Miss Ruth Cline,
another musician of recognized ability,
will operate the pipe organ.
Saturday
Morning
Show
for Children.
Des Moines, la. — The Casino and Garden
theaters are both exploiting the Saturday
morning matinee, showing especially
chosen pictures for the kiddies. The first
show begins at nine and the second at
ten. and the admission is five cents. The
programs have proven popular, as both
theaters report crowded houses at both
performances.
The Casino is showing selected travelogues, animated cartoons and comedies
of the slapstick variety. While the Garden show selected features of five reels,
alternating with mixed programs consisting of travelogues by Burton Holmes,
the Bray cartoons and comedies. The
latter theater's children matinees are
Clubs.
sponsored by the City Union of Mothers'
Jefferson Opera House Remodeled.
Jefferson, la. — The Opera House has
been remodeled by taking out the iron
pillars and putting in girders. A steam
heating plant has been installed to take
the place of the two stoves. The stage
has been remodeled, four boxes added and
new opera chairs have been installed
throughout.
The first engagement will
date.
be "The Birth of a Nation" at a near
Iowa Theaters and Changes.
Des Moines, la. — J. C. Collins has disposed of the Ozone theater in this city
and has returned to his home in Minneapolis.
Clarion, la. — The Orpheum theater of
this city was destroyed by fire last week.
The fire occurred when the show was
closed and luckily there was no panic
nor personal injury.
Ft. Dodge, la. — The New Strand theater
opened
"Romeo
and Juliet"
the
27thwith
andMetro's
2Sth of
November.
The
Strand is a fine house and did capacity
business. It is owned by the firm of
Julius & Awe.
Van Wert. Ia. — Smith & Son. of Garden
Grove, have opened a motion picture
house here. The Smiths have been showing
In the Opera House at Garden pictures
Grove.
"Pearl of the Army" Card.
Des Moines. Ia. — Mr. Sheridan, of the
Pathe exchange, is flooding the territory
with an attractive mailing card in red,
V'hite and blue, boosting the new Pathe
serial "Pearl of the Army." Preparedness
is the keynote of the card and a picture
of Pearl White, the star, helps out, along
with a cut of the painting "The Spirit of
'76." the opening scene of the new serial.
Iowa Exchange Notes.
Creston, la. — Louis Rosenfield is issuing
engraved invitations to the formal opening of the Willard theater. Tuesday, the
5th of December, 7:30 p. m. Mr. Rosenfield
is the manager.
Waterloo. Ia. — A. W. Mcintosh sold the
Crystal theater to J; E. Hostettler.
Redlyn, la. — C. W. Diekman, of this city,
has
here. opened up a motion picture theater
Des Moines, la. — Mr. Hiller, of Eau
Claire, Wis., who recently sold his two
theaters in that city, is In Des Moines
looking for a location, not necessarily in
Des Moines.
Des Moines, la.^Cyrus R. Cooper, traveling auditor for the General Film, is In
Des Moines this week.
C. W. Tayler, manager of the General
Film exchange in Omaha, was In Des
Moines Tuesday, the 2Sth, talking over
business affairs with C. W. Stombaugh,
manager of the exchange in this city.
Wm. C. Preller, of Minneapolis, formerly
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the managrer of the General Film in this
city, Is hero this week to attend the
Shriners' convention.
D. D. Jones has resigned as cashier for
the General Film exchang^e in Des Moines
and is succeeded by R. C. Stewart.
ON
PACIFIC
COAST.
Miss Rubenstein to Be Home Again.
San Francisco, Cal. — Miss Freda Rubenstein, assistant to Sol L. Lesser, of the AH
Star Feature Distributors, will return
home from a tour of the United States
for the Christmas holidays and will take
up her duties here about the first of the
year. Her work in connection with the
booking of the "Ne'er Do Well" has won
for her an enviable reputation throughout
the country.
San Francisco News.
The Pathescope Company has added
equipment for the making of moving
pictures.
The Elite theater on Sacramento street
has completed extensive changes and additions to its operating
room.
A moving picture theater is to be fitted up in the quarters taken over by
the Home Industry League of California
at Market and Fifth streets for the display of goods made in Northern and
Central
California.
Extensive improvements are planned for
Pantages theater, James Townsend having
arrived here from Seattle to plan the
changes.
Ralph Earle, Pathe cameraman, thas
returned from a ten thousand mile automobile trip through the national parks on
which he took about 40.000 feet of film.
Charles Goodwin, of the Larkin theater
who recently took over the Fairyland
theater on Devisadero street, is making
extensive change-j in the operating room
and lobby of the latter house.
The
operating
room
of the
Elite
theater
on Sacramento
street
is being
completely remodeled.
During the absence of L. G. DoUiver
in the East. A. L. Noriega ia acting a.3
business agent for the Motion Picture
Operators'
Union.
J. L. Partington, manager of the Imperial theater, has been spending a vacation in the southern
part of the state.
J. A. Lioyd, of the Dinuba theater,
Dinuba. Cal., was a recent visitor here
and stated that work was under way on
the rebuilding of this house, which was
recently damaged
by fire.
Morris Levison. a popular film exchange man of this city, has returned
from the Northwest, where he has been
for several months.
J. R. Crone, formerly manager of the
San Francisco and Los Angeles branches
og the Mutual, has been appointed studio
manager of the American plant at Santa
Barbara. Of late he has been manager
of the Vogue studio at Los Angeles.
California Jottings.
Elmhurst, Cal. — S. C, Loomis has taken
over John's
and has changed the
name
to the theater
Gem.
Napa, Cal. — John Stehle has opened the
Lyric theater which had been dark for
quite a while.
Le Grande, Cal. — The Standard theater
has been purchased by W. C. Kroh.
Stockton. Cal. — David Solari has disposed of the Empire theater to G. P. Glllelen, formerly
of Alameda.
Oakland, Cal. — J. Wiseman, of the Golden
Gate theater, has been making a number
of additions to the equipment of his house
of late, Including the addition of a Westinghouse motor-generator set.
Dinuba, Cal. — The new theater to be
erected by the Haden & Boone Company,
is to be located in this city, instead of at
Visarila. as was recently reported.
Santa Rosa, Cal.— The Cline theater, a
beautiful house with a seating capacity
of 1,600, was opened on November 11.
Fresno, Cal, — The Photo theater has
been sold by Jackson & Ellas to C. W.
Williams.
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San Francisco a Good Field for Pictures
Manager

Knappen

of Local International Exchange Accounts for the Fine Showing of His Branch by Health of the Business Here.
By
T. A. Church,
1507
North
street,
Berkeley, Cal.
this week is in the following order:
SAN FRANCISCO. Cal.— Manager H. L.
"Samson," "The Nigger," "Fighting
Knappen, of the local branch of the International Film Service, advises that this
Blood," "The Man from Bitter Root,"
office is still fourth in the list of twelve
"The Plundered," "Soldier's Oath" and
exchanges conducted by this concern, as
"The Broken Law."
far as volume of business is concerned,
and that It is third in the returns on
Kellermann
Film
at Savoy
Theater.
feature productions. In speaking of this
San Francisco. Cal. — The announcement
showing offices
he said:
of thewith
othera
has been made that Sheehan & Lurie, of
branch
serve "Many
territories
the Rialto theater, have secured the Savoy
much larger population than this one,
theater on McAllister street for an elaborin fact, several contain single cities with
more people in them than are in the
ate presentation of "A Daughter of the
Gods,"
featuring Annette Kellermann, and
entire field reached through this branch.
that the house will be opened on New
That we are enabled to make this showing
Year's
Eve for an indefinite run. A billis because of the fact that the moving
board campaign to surpass anything in
picture industry is in a healthy condithis
line
ever seen in the Far West is
tion here and because exhibitors have been
promised and newspaper advertising will
quick to see the advantages in connecting
be
commenced
at once.
with a concern that believes in newspaper
advertising
on a large scale.
Pathe Manager Visits Exhibitors.
"The fact that this branch is third in
the volume of business on feature proSan Francisco, Cal. — H. E. Lotz. manager
ductions is particularly significant and
of the local branch of Pathe. recently
proves that this is a great field for offermade a trip to Fresno and other points
ings of this kind. The lurid film has had
in the San Joaquin valley, this being theits day and theater patrons here desire
first opportunity he has had since taking
clean dramas with the human interest
charge here of getting out and meeting
element. The three that we have offered
exhibitors. Within a few days after he
have gone over in splendid shape and
arrived in San Francisco he had chosen
we feel encouraged to put out others
new quarters and since then has been busily engaged in getting these in smooth
of Word
a similar
character."
has been
received that the first
working order. O, B. Smith, who recently
joined the staff of the local branch, is
release on "Patria," which has been booked for presentation at the Imperial theater,
acting as assistant manager. The latest
will make its appearance in January, inserial released by this concern. "Pearl of
stead of December. The "Beatrice Fairthe Army,"
been
the Rialto
theater
for ahasfirst
run booked
in this atcity.
fax" series is still being booked extensively and H. I. Krause, who is covering the
Rocky Mountain territory, advises that he
Paramount Notes.
has booked this production at the AmeriSan Francisco. Cal. — Vernon Moore,
can theater at Salt Lake City.
manager of the publicity department of
the local office of the Progressive Motion
Picture Company, recently made a trip
Using More Calendars Printed With
Programs.
through the territory south of San Francisco. He conferred with many exhibitors
San Francisco, Cal. — The monthly calenon publicity matters and offered the active
dar program idea is proving very popular
co-operation of the department of which he
with exhibitors and where but one or two
is the head.
were using it a year there are now dozens
employing this effective form of advertising. Some are using them in conection
Jack Mills a Visitor.
with a mailing list, others pass them
Jack Mills, of Needham & Mills, who conout at their theaters early in the month,
duct the New theater at Cortland, Cal.,
while still others have them distributed
was a recent visitor at the local Paraat the homes of those within reach of
mount office. He returned a short time
their houses. To issue calendars of this
ago from a trip through the couthern
kind necessitates arranging bookings well
part of the State on which he visited the
in advance, but the idea has advantages
Lasky, Pallas and Morosco
studios.
apart from the publicity secured in that it
tends to discourage film exchanges from
Numerous Visitors in Town.
making changes in their bookings. The
Varsity theater of Berkeley put out a proSan Francisco, Cal. — A number of exhibitors have been see here of late to
gram calendar In November for the first
arrange for service and to secure suplies
time and a neat calendar of this kind bearfor
the
winter
season among these being
ing the name of the Turlock theater, Turlock, Cal., has also been noted.
E. H. Douglas, of the Elite theater. Merced; W. M. Martin, Modesto; H. D. Hubbard. Calistoga; W. R. Kreb, manager of
W. O. Edmonds Visits Los Angeles.
the Turlock theater, conducted at Turlock, Cal., by Stamm & Beede. and L.
San Francisco, Cal. — W. O. Edmonds,
Cal.
Frietas, of the Stockton theater, Stockton,
Pacific Coast manager of the K-E-S-E Service, with headquarters in this city, recently paid a visit to the Los Angeles
branch and expresses himself as being
G. A. Metcalfe Busy.
highly pleased with the volume of business
San Francisco, Cal. — G. A. Metcalfe Is
being done throughout that territory. He
very
busy
these days for not only is
relates how one of the traveling men from
the supply business rushing but in adthat branch recently booked more than
dition he has to attend to many of the
twenty-two hundred dollars worth of busidetails formerly looked out for by Walter
ness at one swoop by taking two or three
Stern, who is still at the Seattle branch.
productions to the Imperial valley and
He
recently sold a complete projection
giving a demonstration to exhibitors.
outfit to J. H. Kennedy, of Leraoore. Cal..
who is transforming a dance pavilion into
a moving picture house, as well as an
William Farnum Week at Rialto.
outfit for St. Mary's church of this city.
San Francisco, Cal. — The Theda Bara
A large shipment of Speer carbons has
Week held recently at the Rialto theater,
been received and this lot is proving to
when a different production was presented
be first-class in every respect.
each day, proved such an unqualified
success that the management has decided
The Blue Bird production "Glorto feature a William Farnum Week along
iana" has been booked at the Portola
the same lines.
The program selected for
theater for the week of November 26th.
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Portland's Screeners Give a Dance

December 23, 1916
dlesohn, who has the picture in this territory, in a valley town and speaking of the
visit to the Star, said that attending
motion picture shows was one of her chieC
forms of recreation.

Rose City Film Fraternity Puts on Most Unique Terpsichorean Frolic of the Year
— Portland Public Is Shown a Real Good Time — Out-of-Town Men Attend —
Moving Pictures in High School.
Moving
Pictures of the Dancers Taken.
Pendleton, Ore. — A. P. Park, superintenBy Abraham Nelson, 601 Journal Building, Portland, Ore.
dent of schools, has purchased a new
American Standard machine from the Sertime
showman,
having
operated
the
PORTLAND, Ore. — On Thanksgiving Eve,
vice, Film Company, Portland.
Columbia at St. Johns several years ago.
the Portland Screen Club took old
General Public into its confidence and
Heard on Portland's
Film Row,
Breaks Record at the Peoples.
showed it what a good time really was.
Among the road men who worked out
The occasion was the Movie Ball and all
Portland, Ore. — On Thanksgiving Day
of Portland, the following have reported
the good fellows of the city and their
the People's theater broke the record for
on their trips: Joe Merrick, Universal,
ladies were invited and they all came.
attendance since the house was opened
just in from the Columbia river territory,
From the first blare of the bugle anseveral years ago. The picture was
business very satisfactory; A. S. Kirkpatnouncing the opening number until the
Marguerite Clark in "Miss George Washrick. Mutual, from Tillmook, business fine;
last notes of the Home, Sweet Home waltz
ington."
The
People's
management
said
E. E. Goehler, Pathe. from Southern Orehad died away, the guests were thrilled
that the week's attendance on the picture
gon, reports his product going well; Bill
and hypnotized by the real showman style
would be in the neighborhood
of 40.000.
Mead, Triangle, from Eastern Oregon, says
in which the affair was put over. The
things east of the mountains are fine.
proper "atmosphere" had already been
Two New Theaters in Sight.
Among the visitors not already mentioncreated when the guests began to arrive
ed were Mrs. Geo. Hunt, Page theater,
La Grande. Ore. — There is a persistent
and they plunged into the festivities withrumor that Leiter and Myers are conout ceremony.
Medford; W. F. fcatchell. Bungalow theater; Woodburn; M. A. Levy, United Film
t
e
m
p
l
a
t
i
n
g
a
new
show
house
here.
The
The big ballroom was festooned with
location is said to be a corner a block
Service, Chicago; Ray Grombacher, Tricolored lights and decorated with cedar
away
from
the
Arcade,
which
is
now
under
angle, Seattle, and Al Rosenberg, De Lux,
boughs. In the balconies were a dozen
lease by Leiter and Myers, the lease havspot lights and flood lights in charge of
Seattle, with "The Libertine."
ing
another
year
to
run.
The
Service
Film Company recently inexpert electricians who played them upon
stalled a new Simplex for KIggins and
Corvallis. — J. D. Child has bought out
the fascinated dancers in a manner that
McGill
at
the
Rex
Vancouver, Washington.
the
interest
of
Byron
Taylor
in
the
Airwould have delighted any musical comedy
Mr. Pumphrey stated that his company
drome. This theater has been fixed up for
veteran. There were moonlight and cloud
winter
service,
a
roof
and
a
new
front
has
become
local
agents
for the Auto-Arc
effects to go with the waltzes and
Company. Chicago.
having been built. It is said that Mr.
schottisches and spot lights to follow the
Ta>lor.
who
now
owns
the
ground,
may
interpreters of the steps and trots. Then
To Vote on Censorship.
put up a first-class theater building in the
there was a battery of arcs at one end of
spring.
the hall under which the dancers did the
Astoria, Ore. — At the coming city election.
December 13, the voters will be
grand march to have their moving pictures taken. Honestly, it was a real
Famous Diva a Fan.
asked to decide on the question of municipal censorship. At present there Is no
affair.
Portland, Ore. — When "The Unwritten
censorship under city ordinance. The city
Law" showed at the Star recently. Madam
authorities backed by the so-called reformSomething to Talk About.
Schuman-Heink attended an afternoon perers, are proposing
censorship
and theTagg,
exformance. The Star management got hold
hibitors, comprising
Messrs. Danz,
Let's talk about the people who atof this news too late to use it as press
tended. There were the exhibitors and
Dean and Wilson, are making an able
matter but later the diva met P. N. Mentheir wives, the exchange men and their
fight against It.
wives, the bookers and shippers and their
sweethearts and the inspector girls and
their beaux. From out of town came
George P. Endert, Jack Lannon. A. Bloom.
H. C. Feldman and R. C. Montgomery and
Use Means Not Always in Accord with Strict Legal Procedure, According to Local
maybe more that were lost in the crowd.
It's a long way to Los Angeles so the
Reports,
to Stop Showing
of "Purity."
ball had to be pulled off without the
East Seattle,
Wash,
By
T. J. Anderson,
presence of any recognized photoplay
mayor.
We got busy and obtained a
T)
REMENTON,
Wash.
—
It's
bad
enough
stars but Hazel Hanson and Pauline Mc-'-' when a town has an organized censor
restraining order to last over Monday. But
Caslin, who worked in pictures last sumboard to pounce upon one's best drawing
that night, in spite of the restraining
mer in the photoplay metropolis, were
card and order it off the program, but
among the popular entertainers. E. J.
order,
several policemen came and tried
when a crowd of women take it upon
Myrick, of the Columbia, with Mrs. Park
to
stop the show. They didn't succeed,
themselves to kill a man's show and the
Dunn and W. M. Rogers, of the Ma;jestic,
though, and we did a very good business.
men sworn to uphold the law undertake
with Mrs. E. M, Simonton, led the grand
"On Tuesday we decided that, rather
to break up a performance in total dismarch. Vaudeville acts from the Pantages
than wait for a decision from the superior
regard of a legal restraining order, then
and Hippodrome theaters filled in while
court of Kitsap county, we would submit
things are in a pretty bad way. That is
the dancers rested.
to a jury trial, which would give us a
the opinion expressed by Jack Rantz, of
The success of the ball was due to the
decision that day. I'm not saying much
Bremerton. Mr. Rantz and ills partner,
work of a committee headed by F. M.
about the personel of the jury, but — well,
Ed. Oswald, own the Dream and the Rex
they decided against the picture, and we
Simonton, assisted by W. M. Rogers. G.
A. Reed, E. J. Myrick and Sam Sax. The
theaters in the town which is Uncle Sam's
put another feature on Tuesday's program,
Northwest
naval
staion,
These
are
the
electrical effects were installed and directonly two theaters in the place.
ed by Art Phillips, chief electrician of
instead of 'Purity'."
the Columbia Theater, assisted by Art
"If they'd have given us any warning
Buy's Rights on Kleinschmidt Films.
Smith, W. A. Van Scoy, of Pathe, was
before we'd spent a young fortune on
Seattle. Wash. — Eugene Levy, manager
cameraman for the occasion.
advertising,"
said Mr.
Rantz, feature
"we should
of the Grand, a vaudeville house, has
have
substituted
another
for
Now let's introduce a bit of romance:
bought the Northwest rights of Capt.
When staid. Eddie Hudson, of Pathe, asked
'Purity,' so everybody would be contented,
Klelnschmidt's war pictures. Capt. KleinGladys Over, who works at the Columbia,
but they didn't.
schmidt accompanied his pictures with
if he could escort her home from the ball,
"We had booked 'Purity' for Monday
lectures at the Moore, Seattle's leading
and had been advertising it for over a
he discovered for the first time that she
legitimate
theater, last week, and it was
lived next door to his house and had lived
week when on Friday the ministers from
not until they appeared this week at the
several churches came to us with objecthere for more than a year. Verily, a
Strand,
a
fifteen-cent
Second avenue house,
Movie Ball is needed now and then to build
tions, not so much to the picture itself,
that it became known that Mr. Levy had
as to the advertising. We got everything
up a fellowship among the workers in the
fixed up all right with ministers, and then
bought the
rights.
Capt.
Kleinindustry.
schmidt left States
last week
for New
York,
we heard next day for the first time of
the doings of the ladles. We would have
Licenses in Seattle Not Reduced.
known nothing about it until Monday
Broadway Theater Is Sold.
night, I guess, when they came to close
Seattle,
Wash. — A Committee representPortland, Ore. — E. A. Thomas has sold
up our theater, if a friend hadn't tipped us
ing the smaller theater owners In Seattle
the Broadway theater to John Adams.
off. It seems that for several days a
went
this
week before the license comThis theater, located in one of the most
committee of women had been trying to
mittee of the city council asking that the
get signers to a petition for the withfashionable of Portland's surburbs, is an
picture
houses
be taxed at a fiat rate of
exceptionally pretty little house and has
drawal of the feature, representing that
twenty- five cents a seat. According to
become a factor in the amusement of the
we had agreed to take it off If they could
the
present
system
the Those
theaters
dividcommunity. Many pictures have been
get 200 names signed. They had got the
ed into four classes.
of are
a seating
played there under the auspices of the
200 names by Saturday and went straight
capacity up to 250 seats are charged
with the petition to the prosecuting atParent Teachers' Association of Irvington.
$125.00, those having from 250 to 500
Mr. Adams,
the new
owner.
Is an old
torney and filed a complaint signed by the
seats. $150.00, those with from
500 to

Women of Bremerton Interfere With Show
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$200.00, and those of over 1.000
1,000 seats,
seats.
J250.00.
Thus It may be seen that under the
terms of the petition, the license of the
small exhibitor would be very much reduced, while the larger theaters would
have a goodly sum added to their tax.
The committee refused the application.
Alaska
Company's
Picture
Shows.
Seattle, Wash. — Motion picture projectors have been shipped from Seattle to
the Kennecott Mining Company of Alaska
to be installed at their mines at Kennecott
and La Touche, and there are to be others
for three more of their mines. The superintendents say that there is nothing like
to keep their employes satisthe pictures
fied through the long winter, when they
are entirely shut off from the outside
world.
Visitors and Their Affairs.
Seattle. Wash. — Joseph Patridge. special
representative from New York of the
Greater Vitagraph Company, stopped a
day at the Seattle offlee. after a tour of
where he has been placing VitaCanada,
graph features.
M. Christie, formerly an exhibitor of
Portland and San Francisco, was in town
this week buying equipment for his new
"Rialto" theater at Everett, which is to
open very soon.
C. P. Perkins, formerly an exhibitor of
Pasco, Wash., was in town making hebookhas
ings for the Star theater, which
Oregon.
just opened at Freewater.
W. C. Gowan informed his friends on
Filni Row this week that he had sold his
Orpheum theater at Hoquiam. Wash., to
H. C. Thomas, who is going to change
the name to the Dream.
VANCOUVER
NOTES.
N. M. Trafton, Exhibitor and Business
Man.
Vancouver, B. C. — N. M. Trafton, whose
likeness is shown herewith, although a
comparative newcomer in the ranks of exhibitors, has now
p r o g r essed tc
the stage where
he \A operating a
circuit of three
moving picture
theaters in eastern British Columbia. These
houses, grouped
under the name
of the O-RowNay Circuit, are
the Star at Trail,
the Gem at Nelson, and the Orpheum at Fernie. The first
house was secured early in
1915. and the
others were added soon afterward, in association w^ i t h CAlexander. Later
Mr. Alexander
N. M. Trafton.
assumed the
management of the Fernie, but within a
short time all were under exclusive Trafton control. Mrs. Trafton is actively associated with her husband in the business,
being directly interested in the circuit. The
new house to be erected in Trail by the K.
P. Lodge, as announced recently in the
Moving Picture World, will also be added
to the Trafton string upon its completion. Mr. Trafton is one of the big film
men of the province, weighing over 250
pounds; and the business done at his
houses is reported to be correspondingly
heavy.
Vancouver, B. C. — A private showing of
Selznick's "The Common Law" was held
at the Colonial theater one night recently.
The picture has not at this writing been
submitted to the B. C. Censors.
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Sam J. CofFland, a Mining Engineer, Buys Interest of W. P. Nichols in the National
Film Service, Ltd., Distributors of Triangle in Western Canada — Farrar Film
Gets By the Censor — Interesting Western Theater
Combination — Other Notes.
E. C. Thomas, 821 Rogers Bldg., Vancouver, B. C.
Vancouver. B. C. — W. P. Nichols, managing director of the National Amusement
Company, and until recently vice-president of the National Film Service, Ltd..
distributors of the Triangle program in
Western Canada, has disposed of his interests in the latter company to Sam J.
Coffland, a mining engineer of Baker
City, Oregon. Mr. Coffland now becomes
vice-president of the distributing organization, while W. P. Dewees of the Rex
theater here and J. A. Schuberg of the
Province and Bijou in Winnipeg*(the other
two points of the "triangle") retain their
former offices of president and general
manager, respectively.
Farrar Film Passes Censor.
Calgary. Alberta. — The Alberta censors,
who recently condemned Lasky's "Maria
Rosa" because Geraldine Farrar, w^ho
stars in it, is pro-German, have been induced to alter their decision, and the film
has been passed. H. J. Allen of the Calgary headquarters of the Famous Players
Film Service pointed out to the censors
that Miss Farrar has no interest whatever
in the picture, having been paid a straight
salary by the Lasky company, and that
to reject the picture would not harm her
in anycial loss
way,
actual finanto but
the would
Canadianmean company.

inally booked by Manager Max Allen for
a three-day run. the engagement was extended day by day until it had pla>ed for
six days, to capacity houses. Evening
admission 'v.'b.s 25 cents.
Vancouver, B. C. — "The Test," the first
of the Gold Rooster Plays brought to British Columbia under the new distribution
arrangements just put in force by Leon
F. Ouimet, Pathe.
Cowboy,

Exchange
Man
and Camera
Man.
Vancouver. E. C. — A. D. Kean, "the
cowboy photographer of British Columbia," whose picture appears herewith, is
a real cowboy and a real photographer,
as well as a real British Columbian. After
using a high-speed still camera for a
number of years, photographing cowboy
sports and other events involving speedy
action, Mr. Kean did his first moving picture photography at the Calgary Stampede in 1912, and has been operating continuously since that time, in addition to
conducting his own exchange in Vancouver, since 1913.
Within that time he

Western Theater Combine.
Vancouver, B. C. — An announcement of
considerable interest was made recently
by W. P. Dewees, managing director of
the Rex Theatre Company, who informed
the World correspondent of the amalgamation of the Rex theaters in this city
and the Province and Bijou theaters in
Winnipeg, controlled by J, A. Schuberg.
These houses will in future be conducted
by the Western Theatre Company, which
has just been incorporated in British Columbia with a capitalization of $20,000,
Mr. Schuberg is president of the new
company, while Mr. Dewees is managing
director.
Hypocrites Gets By in Winnipeg.
Winnipeg, Man. — "Hypocrites" was recently passed by the Manitoba-Saskatchewan joint board of censors, and is reported to be doing big business in that
territory.
This picture was particularly successful
in Alberta, but so far has not succeeded
in passing the British Columbia board.
The Dominion Film Corporation.
Vancouver, B. C. — British Columbia,
long neglected by producers of moving
pictures, is to be the permanent home of a
company.
This company — the Dominion Film Corporation, Ltd. — recently purchased the
business of the Dominion Educational
Films, Ltd., with headquarters in this
city, and has just applied for a Dominion
charter providing for a capitalization of
one million dollars. The new company has
as its president and general manager J.
Arthur
Nelson,
Film Business Notes.
Cranbrook, B. C. — The Rex theater here
recently put on a special show for the Red
Cross Society, handled through the Daughters of the Empire. Arrangements were
made with the Famous Players Film Service to use the Pickford subject, "CinderEdmonton, Alberta. — The Clara Kimball
Young
"Thethe Common
handled production;
In Canada by
Monarch Law,"
Film
ella."Ltd., did a record business a-t the
Co.,
Monarch
theater
here.
Although
orig-

Bust

'em.

Cowboy.

has made two hundred thousand feet of
negative, including a complete pictorial
record of every British Columbia battalion which has gone to the front during
the present war, and has secured for this
province a more extensive military record of this description than is possessed
by any other part of the British dominare all heldwhich
by Kean's
Can-a
adaions.
FilmTheseExchange,
is now
flourishing organization in charge of two
joint managers.
Mr. Kean's capabilities as a mechanic
are well illustrated by his remarkable
little laboratory, most of the apparatus
in which was constructed by himself. He
is now turning out very high class topical, educational and commercial subjects, and has done a great deal of work
for the provincial government and the
C. P. R. For t"liree years he has been
official moving picture photographer for
the Vancouver Exhibition, and has also
been in charge of the cowboy sports.
A. D.
is Vancouver's
most distinctive
town
character,
and no public
gathering
is considered complete without the presence of the box on the tripod, the high
leather boots, and the big sombrero. Mr.
Kean has made a strenuous fight to attain his present standing in the film
world, but from now' on it looks like plain
sailing.
"Bust 'em, cowboy!"
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Releases for Wedcs Ending December 23 and December 30
(For Extended Table of Current Releases See

See Pages 1870. 1872, 1874, 1876.)

General Film Company

General Film Company

Current Releases

Advance Releases

MONDAY. DECEMBER
IS. 1916. (Serial No.)
SELIG — The Five Franc Piece (Two parts — Drama)
21641-42
VITAGRAPH — A Lesson for Somebody
(Comedy) . .
21543
SEL1(3 — Selig-Tribune No. 101 (Topical)
- 21544
BIOGRAPH — The Conscience
of Hassan
Bey (Reissue— Drama)
21545
TUJESDAT.

DECEMBER

TUESDAY,

19. 1916.
21546-47
2154S

BIOGRAPH — His Wife's Story
— Drama)

21549-50

(Reissue — Two parts

DECEMBER

20, 1916.

ESSANAT — Taking
the Count
(Comedy)
KALEM — On the Brink of War (No. 20 of "The Girl
from 'Frisco") (Two parts)
VIM FEATURE COMEDY — They Practice Economy
(Comedy)

21551
21552-53

DECEMBER

23.

DECEMBER

26.

1916.

(Black Cat Feature —

K.\LEM — The Quest of the Golden Goat (Comedy).
WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

27,

1916.

ESSANAT — Canimated Nooz, Pictorial No. 21 (Cartooi.-Com).
— Lake Tahoe, Cal. (Scenic).
VIM FEATURE COMEDY — Her Financial Frenzy (Comedy).
KALEM — The False Phophet (No. 21 of "The Girl from Frisco")
Two parts — Drama).
BIOGRAPH — The Rehearsal (Two Parts — Reissue — Drama).
THURSDAY,

21565
2155»j

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 22. 1918.
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE — The Dawn of
Wisdom
(Three parts — Drama)
21557-5S-59
KALEM — The Tiger's Claw (No. 10 of "Grant. Police
Reporter")
(Drama)
21560
VITAGRAPH — A Bit of Bent Wire (Comedy)
21561
VIM — Reckless
Romeos
(Comedy)
21562
SATURDAY.

25, 1916.

21551

THURSDAY', DECEMBER 21, 1916.
SELI(3 — Selig-Tribune No. 102 (Topical)
VIM — Title not vet reported

21565
21566

2S, 1916.

FRIDAY',

DECEMBER

29,

1916.

KALEM — A

Mission
of State (No. 11 of "Grant,
porter") (Drama).
VIT.\GR.4PH — The Luck Charm
(Comedy-Drama).
VIM — Before the Show (Comedy).
SATURDAY',

21588-04

DECEMBER

SELIG — Selig-Tribune No. 104 (Topical).
VIM — Title not reported.

191S.

ESSANAT — Dancing With Folly (2d of "Is Marriage
Sacred" Series) (Two parts — Drama)
KALEM — The Vanishing Box Car (No. Ill of "The
Hazards of Helen" series) (Drama)
SELI(3 — The Man He Might Have Been (Drama i

DECEMBER

ESSANATTwo
— A Parts
Tale — from
the Decameron
Drama).

ESSAXAY — The Little Brown Mole (Third of "The
Black Cat" series) (Two parts — Drama)
KALEM — The Fatal Violin (Comedy)

WEDNESDAY.

MONDAY,

BIOGRAPH — Two Men of the Desert (Reissue — Drama).
SELIG — Selig-Tribune No. 103 (Topical).
SELICJ — The Golden Thought (Three parts — Drama).
VITAGRAPH — A Journey to Nowhere (Comedy-Drama).

DECEMBER

Police

Re-

30, 1916.

ESS.\NAT — Wife in Sunshine (Third of "Is Marriage Sacred?')
(Two parts — Drama).
KALEM — A Race with Death (No. 112 of "The Hazards of Helen
Railroad Series" (Drama).
SELIG — The Eight Hand Path (Comedy-Drama).

COMPLETE AND ACCURATE LISTS of Regular Procram and Feature Piaturea Can Alwaya Be Obtain«l from the Pagea af tha M«Tlm( Pic
tore World. Theae are Published Two Weeks in Advance of Release Days to Enable Exhibitors to Arrant Their Coming Prorrama. Tk«
StoTiea of the Pictures in Most Cases are Published on a Like Schedule. Each Synopsis is Headed by a Cast, the Players' Names Balaf iM
Parenthesis. Lay Out Your Entertainment From the Informatioa in the Moving Picture World and You Wai Not Go Wrea«.

STATE

RIGHTS

BUYERS

ONE ROUND O'BRIEN
The

funniest half reel comedy
Directed

From the Popular Magazine story The Supreme
Btmiper's Degree fay Oiarles E. Van Loan

by

MacH

produced

Sennett

Refer all inquiries to BIOGRAPH COMPANY
796 East 176th Street. New York City, N. Y.
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Universal Film Mfg. Company
SUNDAY.

DECEMBER

IT,

1910.

(Sorial No.)

REX — (No regular Rex this day).
REX — Love
or an Empire.
Special
releace.
(Two
parts — Drama)
POWERS — Sammle
Johnsin
and
the
Wonderful
Lamp — Comedy Cartoon)
Majestic Ceylon as Seen by Dr. Dorsey (Bducacational)
MONDAY,

DECEMBER

UNIVERSAL SPECIAI^Liberty No. 18— The
(Two parts — Drama)
Nemesis
RED FEATHER — Mixed Blood (Five parts — Qrama)
NESTOR — It Sounded Like a Kiss (Comedy)
DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY', DECEMBER 20, 1016.
LAEMMLE — No regular Laemmle release this day.
L-KO— Shooting His Art Out (Two parts — Comedy)
UNIVERSAl^Animated Weekly No. 51 (Topical)..
LAEMMLE — Homeless
(Special release)
(Drama)..
THURSD.IY.

SATURDAY,
02008

DECEMBER

02009
02010
02011

DECEMBER

IMP— In the Dead O' Night (Two
UNIVERSAL — Universal
Screen
(Topical)
VICTOR — It's Great

to Be Married

SATURDAY.

02013

DECEMBER,

0203S
02040
02039

30, 1916.

SUNDAY.

02016
02016

DECEIUBER

(Se
02043
02043

17, 1916.
Film

05332-33
052i4

MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION — The Twinkler (Five
parts — Drama)
MUTUAL — Buddy's Christmas
(Two parts — Drama)

05235-35
05236-3C

VOGUE — Treed (Two parts — Comedy)
GAUMONT — Reel
Life
Number
33
(Mutual
Magazine)
MONDAY.

DECEMBER

TUESDAY.

02014

18, 1916.

DECEMBER

19, 1916.

GAUMONT — Mutual Tours Around the World (Morrocco, Chantilly, by the Mediterranean)
(Travel)
WEDNESDAY', DECEMBER 20, 1916.
MUTUAL— Mutual
Weekly
No. 103 (Topical)

21, 1916.

GAUMONT—Kartoon
See America
(Travel)Comedy)....
.' . . .
Komics First
(Cartoon
THURSDAY',
MUTUAL — The Elopement

DECEMBER
(Comedy)

21. 1916.

22, 1916.

parts — Drama).'...
Magazine
No.
3

DECEMBER

02020

DECEMBER
Defenders
(Topical)

22,

No.

05240

1916.

3.

"A

Jack

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1916.
MUTU.^L — Every Lassie Has a Lover (Comedy)....

23, 1016.
02022
02023
(Dr.) .

SUND.AY',
DECIEMBER
24, 1916.
REX — The Woman Who Learned (Special Release)
(Drama)
POWERS — Nervy Nat Has His Fortune Told (Cartoon Comedy), and In the Heart of India as Seen
by Dr. Dorsey (Educational)
IMP — Special Release.
Title not yet decided
:..
MOND.AY',
DECEMBER
25, 1916.
UNIVERS.\L SPECI.\L FEATURE— Liberty No. 19,
An Avenging Angel (Two parts — Drama)
RED FEATHER — A Child of Mystery (Five parts —
Drama)
NESTOR — Pretty Babay
(Comedy)
TUESDAY', DECEMBER 26, 1916.
GOLD SEAL — Birds of a Feather (Three parts — Dr.)
POWERS — Such
Is Life
in
Alaska
(Hy
Mayer
Travelogue)
DECEMBER

FRIDAY,
MUTUAL — Uncle
Sam's
Tar In the Making"

02021

(Comedy)

BISON — Fighting Joe (Two parts — Drama)
LAEMMLE — No regular Laemmle this day.
JOKER — Jags and Jealousy
(Comedy)
REX— The Rock of Riches (Special Release)

WEDNESDAY,

rial No.)

1916.

BISON — Giant Powder
(Two
parts — Drama)
LAEMMLE — No regular Laemmle
this day.
JOKER — Mines and Matrimony
(Comedy)
L.AEMMLE — Special release.
Title not yet decided.

02012

REX — The Ivy and the Oak (Two parts — Drama)...
BIG TJ — No regular Big U this day.
POWERS — No regular Powers this day.
BIG U — Moonshine Blood (Special Release) (Drama).
PRID.AY,

29,

Mutual Film Corporation

19, 1016.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— Little Partner (Three parts
— Drama)
VICTOR — So This Is Paris (Special release) (Comedy)
VICTOR — No regular Victor this day.

1870, 1872, 1874, 1876.)
FRIDAY,
DECEMBER

IMP — Toto of the By-Ways (Two parts — Drama).
REX — No regular Rex this day.
L-KO — Phil's
Busy Day
(Comedy)
REX — Special release.
Title not yet decided

18, 1916.

Wolfs

TUESDAY.

See Pages

02024

02025
02026
02027

0202S
02020
02030

02031
02032

27. 1916.

L.^EMMLE — Stronger
Than
Steel
(Two
parts —
Drama)
L-KO — The Perils of a Plumber
(Comedy)
UNIVERSAI^Animated Weekly No. 52 (Topical) . .
THURSDAY'. DECEMBER 28. 1916.
VICTOR — Good Morning Judge
(Two parts — Com.).
BIG U — No regular Big U this day.
POWERS — No
release
this day.
BIG U — Special release.
Title not yet decided

SUNDAY'.

DECEMBER

24. 1916.

VOGUE — Fickle All Around
(Two Parts — Drama).
GAUMONT — Reel Lite No. 34 (Mutual Film Mag.) .

05245
05243-44

MONDAY',
DECEMBER
25, 1916.
MUTUAL
STAR
PRODUCTION— The
Innocence
of
Lizette
(American) — Five parts — Dr. — No. 162).
MUTUAL — Indiscretion
(Two
parts — Drama)

05246-47

^
TUESDAY',
DECEMBER
26, 1916.
GAUMONT — Mutual Tours Around the World (The
Theve River, France, Florence, In the Swiss
Alps — Travel)
WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

27, 1916.

MUTUAL — Mutual Weekly No. 104 (Topical)
GAUMONT — See America
First
(Scenic).!
— Kartoon Komics (Cartoon-Comedy)
THURSDAY,
MUTUAL — Peter's

02033
02034
02035

Perfect
FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

2S,

05249
....

SATURDAY,

(Comedy)

DECEMBER

29, 1916.

DECEMBER

COMEDY — Grimsey

$525.>

1916.

Photoplay

MUTUAI>— Title Not Reported

MUTUAL
STAR
(Comedy)

05248

03251

05252
30. 1916.
the

Bellhop
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The
Funniest
Craziest
Picture
Ever .
Made

m

The Best Proposition
on the TTlarkot

Jtate Right.
Now

9ELLIiaG-

They're all trying to hand you something different — but DO they?
Here's the greatest box-office novelty ever released. A proven winner in more than one
class of theatre. We've proven that the title gets 'em, that the picture not only PLEASES
but HOLDS 'em, and that for clean, satisfying entertainment "WHERE D'YE GET THAT
STUFF?" is the goods.
The Featured
Star is Popular

rnM »» fir" Musical Comedy
LUIl A AUll Fu" Maker

H. C. WITWER
H. H.VANLOAN

&

Wrote the screamingly funny titles

You can't beat it. You can't even tie it. Listen.
"WHERE D'YE GET THAT STUFF?" has
to go over big with the public than any State
picture like a road show.
That's what one of the biggest State Rights
up. Y'ou ought to see the magnificent line
siieets — heralds, too; in fact, everything all
up the Exhibitors.

greater advertising possibilities — a greater chan
Rights Picture you ever saw. You can play thi:
buyers in the country is doing and he's cleaning
of paper now ready — one-sheets to twenty-fourready for you to get out and get busy lining

has been adSTUFF?"
GETandTHAT
D'YE once
IMPORT
is going fast. That's
territory
vertised only
1 ,r\i^ 1 • "WHERE
\»/lV ANT*
llVlJr
If you want
what the experienced men in the business think of the picture.
IMMEDIATELY.
to learn how good it is you'd better write, wire, phone or
J, an opportumtv

ReofyjpiLM#<"">
1600 Broadway
NEW
YORK

PS

"WHERE D'YE GET THAT STUFF?" went big in a downtown
Broadway, New York, house. It went big in an up town New York
neighborhood house. It get's 'em everywhere. When you see all the
STARS in this picture who are NOT billed, you'll appreciate what a
whale of a production this is. Quick action is desirable if you want
0 to get in on this big success.
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General Film Company
SELIG.
SELIG-TRIBUNE
NO, 06 (Nov. 30).
Port Washington. L. I.— New giant seaplane
has her tria. trip around Manhassv.t Bay.
Berkeley, Cal. — Shirt waists and fans predominate atwhile
the ■Washington-California
game
at Berkeley,
spectators at the HarrardYale game
are chilly in fur coats.
New Orleans. La. — Miss Georgine Kohn sends
a turkey weighing 35 pounds to President
WUson.
Philadelphia. Pa. — In the presence of William
A. Rockefeller, a mammoth oil tanker is
launched.
San Fernando. Cal.— -Farmers in this locality
find a new field of usefulness for their automohiles.
Latest fashions in motoring, and rain coats,
posed by dainty models presented in this number of the Selig-Tribune.
Chicago, III.— Industrial Workers of the
World scatter the ashes of Joe Hill into the
waters of Lake Michigan.
Chicago. Ill, — Health Commissioner Robertson's diet squad gain weight upon individual
menus costing 40 cents daily.
Philadelphia, Pa, — Thanksgiving turkey auctions draw the crowds in spite of the highcost-of-living.
New York. N. Y. — Over 50,000 people throng
the Polo grounds and see the Army defeat the
Navy by a score of 15—7.
Denver. Colo. — Booze valued at thousands of
dollars is confiscated and destroyed by city
officials charged with enforcement of the Prohibition law.
SELIG-TRIBUXE
XO. 07 (Dec. 4).
Corpus Christi, Tesas.^This review of the 2d
and 3d Texas Infantry proves the fact that
maneuvers on the Mexican border has made
real soldiers.
Philadelphia. Pa. — Children pursue the occupation of "Rushing the Growler" of spring
water
to Fairmount
Park, 'ihe city supply of
water tastes
bad.
Chattanooga, Tenn. — W. I. Alexander erects
a granite monument in a vacant lot as a testimonial for President .tilson as having "kept
us out of war."
New York, N. Y. — The Old Guard Veteran
Battalion raises "Old Glory** and fires a salute
of 21 guns honoring the old custom.
Byberry. Pa. — The young women of this town
settle a dispute by racing their automobiles in
a bitterly contested race, which almost results
seriously, when one car goes through the fenceNew York, N. Y. — A Fifth avenue parade and
a review by Governor Whitman form part of
the home-coming ceremonies of the 7th Regiment on their return from service on the border.
Latest fashions in furs, posed by pretty
models, are presented in this number of the
Selig-Tribune.
Pasadena. Cal. — With waste paper so precious
that churches are receiving it in place of silver
offerings. Jack Cudahys children are busy collecting old newspapers to sell, and send the
proceeds to the war orphans of Europe.
Boston, Mass. — H. H. Brown, of Williams
College, wins the ten mile Cross Country Race.
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THE FIVE FRANC PIECE (Two PartsDec. 18). — The cast: Napoleon Bonaparte (Lafayette McKee) ; Brigadier Jean Villiars (Chas.
Wheelock); Jean Villiars (Chas. Wheelock) ;
Allen Green (Barney Furey) ; Margaret Wilson
(Edith Johnson). Scenario written by Myles
D. Savelle.
Directed by F. J. Crandon.
Napoleon, anxious to make his issue of five
franc pieces popular with his subjects, secretly
places an order for one million francs in one
of his coins, mixes this particular coin with a
hundred others, and passes them among those
whom he thinks most worthy. One of the coins
falling into the hands of Brigadier Jean Villiars, is handed down three generations to his
descendant. Jean Villiars.
Jean, an ambitious and young inventor, perfects and patents a device for wireless control
of torpedo boats. Allen Green, an unscrupulous
promoter, resolves to steal Jean's plans from
a cabinet after Jean has refused Green's offer
of SlO.OOO for the idea.
One night Jean has a vivid dream in which
his attention is called to an old heirloom, an
antique box on the table. That night Green
steals into Jean's bed-chamber In an attempt
to steal the plans. _ He does not know that the
cabinet on the wall is wired with electricity,
and when he endeavors to open It, he is thrown
to the floor where Jean finds him and delivers
him to the police.
Margaret Wilson, Jean's sweetheart, reads in
a French paper that an order for a million
francs issued by Napoleon, and placed in an
old coin, still holds good. She thinks of the
five franc piece owned by Jean. She summons
the gardener to file the edge of the coin, and
there the money order is found. Thus is Jean
shown a way to promote his invention and
marry the girl he loves.
THE MAX HE MIGHT HAVE BEEN (Dec.
i'3). — The cast; Allan Westcott (Robyn Adair;;
Little
; Allan's
(E. J. Allan
Brady).(Buddy
WrittenHarris)
by Hettie
Gray Father
Baker.
1-roduced by Eurton L. King.
Allan, a hobo, but evidently a man who has
had opportunities which good birth and education offer, happens upon a little poem in a
newspaper which had been wrapped around a
lunch given him at a back door. As he thinks
of the lines, a vision comes of little Allan, "the
lad
used to his
be," start
who brines
him visions
—
his he
boyhood,
id lifeto with
his rich
and doting father, bis beautiful wife; and then,
visions of "the man he might have been." His
message given, little Allan disappears.
Too ashamed to go to ask forgiveness. Allan
is nevertheless drawn toward his old home.
On the walk he meets Florence, his wife. She
passes on, but at the steps suddenly turns and
holds out her arms to him, forgiving.

ESSANAY.
IS MARRIAGE SACRED? No, 1, "The Burning Band" (Two Parts — Dec. 16t. — The cast:
Florence Martin (Marguerite Clayton); Chester
Randolph (Sydney Ainsworth) : Rev. Martin
(Thomas
Commerford) ; William Conklin (Edward Arnold)
Florence Martin, tired of her village home,
elopes with Chester Randolph, city chap. Randolph turns out to be a crook whose cruelty
finally drives Florence to desert him. Her
wedding ring is the burning band. She obtains a position as a secretary to a millionaire's wife and falls In love with Conklin,
.wealthy youth. The newspapers report Randolph killed, and Florence weds Conklin. Then
Randolph apears in her bedroom as a robber,
discovers her marriage and seeks blackmail,
Florence fears to reveal her past to her husband but finally, In an exciting scene, Randolph
is shotforto the
death
by his crook "pal" and all ends
well
others.
THE LITTLE BROWN MOLE (Two partsDecember 19 — "Black Cat Feature"). — The
cast: Leila Fancourt, Olive Berkeley (Lillian
Drew) ; Paul Fancourt
(Sydney
Ainsworth).
Olive Berkeley was the girl Paul Fancourt
first loved. They were separated, however, ana
he married Leila. The violent temper of Mrs.
Fancourt finally resulted in their separation.
By fate's decree, she employs Olive, unaware
of her identity, as her secretary.
In a tantrum. Leila dies of apoplexy, Olive,
who still loves Fancourt, utilizes her strange
resemblance to Leila to pose as his wife. She
effects a "reconciliation" with him and. as he
believes. Is remarried to him. Then Paul detects her fraud by the absence of a mole on
bis former wife's cheek. Olive flees In terror,
but Paul pursues and reclaims her. for he has
found that his first love was the true one.

TAKING THE COUNT (Dec. 20).— The cast:
The Cabin
Steward
(Ben Turpin).
A crowd of society women come to the wharf
to get the Count on his arrival. Ben Turpin
and another cabin steward are the only men
to be seen in dress clothes. So they are
promptly mistaken for the Count and his companion. The pair are entertained extensively
and society tolerates their wild antics and believes them highly amusing. However, the pociety. lice locate them and the pair find themselves
back on the ship waiting at the captain's table
after their one plunge into the whirl of soIS MARRIAGE SACRED (No. 2, "Dancing
With Folly"— Two Parts — December 2^).— Ths
cast : Alice Drummond (Marguerite Clayton) ;
Herbert Stanley (Sydney Ainsworth) ; Mrs.
Charlton (Lillian Drew) ; Enoch Drummond
(Edward Arnold) ; Rev. McMillan (Thomas
Commerford).
Enoch Drummond, chemist, shows more love
for his laboratory than he does for his young
and spirited wife. Alice, so she seeks the companionship of the blase Mrs. Charlton in tue
city. At a masked ball she meets and is flattered by Herbert Staniey, a social viper. He
ensnares the innocent young wife, imprisons
her in his flat and demands money as the alternative from compromise. Alice makes a
clean breast of her predicament to Enoch who,
instead of blaming his wife, realizes that the
fault was his own. The tenseness is softened
by the aged Rev. McMillan's comedy love affair.

VIM

FEATURE

COMEDY.

CHARITY BEGINS AT HOME (Dec. 13).—
Mr. Green, a prosperous architect, is tried by
his wife's fads. Her latest one is charity.
Over the breakfast table she tells him her
plan for various charity affairs. She gives
his clothes to beggars and each day the army
of solicitors is increased and she sends them
to
hubby's
shedumbfounded.
learns that hubby
turns
them oflice.
away When
she is
She
goes so far as to put a drunken woman to
sleep in his bed and it is up to hubby to sleep
on the floor. The next day Green gets a brilliant idea.
He purchased six dogs and takes them home
with him, and when wifey asks the reason
she Is informed that he believes in animal
charity. Trying days follow; he brings home
a monkey, several kittens, white mice and an
old skate of a horse which he turns loose on
the lawn. He nest brings home a sick elephant and is confident the elephant will recover if allowed to play on the front lawn with
the horse.
That night at dinner Green is enthusiastic
over plans for a home for stray animals which
he thinks would look nice on the front lawn.
They then agree to give up their charities and
Green makes out a check for the Bide-a-Wee
Home and one for the Associated Charities.
THEY PRACTICE ECONOMY (Dec. 20) .-rThe
Newlyweds,
on checking
up size
their of
month's
expenses,
are appalled
at the
their
bills. They decide to begin at once and economize in everything. He walks to the office
to save carfare and loses his hat and tears
his clothes. She discharges the maid and in
washing the dishes drops an armful of her
best china and breaks it. He discharges his
ofBce boy and sweeps out the ofBce himself,
breaking up furniture and losing his best
client by suffocating
him in dust.
They are invited to the opera that evening
and he hurries home to dress. To economize
he shaves himself and she presses his trousers. Unaccustomed to shaving,, he cuts himself
badly and while she runs for a doctor, the
flat iron burns through the trousers and ruins
the dining-room
table.
In her haste to get a basin of water for the
doctor, she swings the gas jet against the lead
water pipe and eventually a hole is melted in
the fix
pipe.
savehimself.
a plumber's
he decides
to
the Toleak
She bill,
discovers
that
the dinner Is burning up on the stove and pours
water on it. The resultant steam burns her
hands. He runs for the doctor, and the water
pipe, left to itself, floods the house.
Unable to go out. they make a scanty supper
on crackers and milk, .during which he figures
up their savings for the day. They find that
they have saved §4.20 at a cost of about $900.
so he cuts the word "economy" out of the dictionary and tears it up.

VIM.
WHAT'S THE USE? (Dec. 151.— Mrs. Pokes
is president of the Gossip Club. Pokes, her husband, very much hen-pecked, is chief cook, dishwasher and general maid of all work about the
house. Mrs. Gift of Gab is scheduled to speak
on "How to Keep Husbands at Home" at the
club that afternoon. When Mrs. Pokes receives
this notice she puts Pokes to work at the dishpan and leaves at once for the club.
Pokes drowsily continues his task.
His man-
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hood, however, asserts Itself and he resolves to
declare blB IndependeDce. Forthwith he takes
off the apron. After writing bis wife a farewell note and taking an affectionate leave of
the dog. his only friend, be leaves the bouse.
Finding shelter in a moving freight car, he
rolls OQ his way to liberty.
Mrs. Pokes returns only to find Pokes gone.
Thrown on her own resources, she hangs out a
BigQ ■'Rooms and Board." The side-door P^illman in which Pokes is traveling stops, and
Pokes emerges in a strange town. Walking
down the street he sees a sign "Furnished
Rooms" and decides to rent one. Mrs. Jabbs
keeps the rooming house and her politician husband has her under his thumb. Pokes sympathizes with her, so when Jabbs returns home
and demands the room rent money that Pokes
has Just paid, threatening his wife with blows.
Pokes bravely Interferes and drives Jabbs away.
To cool his temper, Jabbs takes a trip on a
train and gets off in the very town that Pokes
has left. By a strange fate, he takes board at
the home of Mrs. Pokes, Time passes. If the
newspapers had been carefully scanned, two
divorce and two marriage notices might have
been read. Two honeymoons are next in order
and at a quiet little hotel well named "Harmony." the Pokes and Jabbs and Jabbs and
Pokes meet. Such compIi'*ations ! They beggar
description. Mrs. Pokes arming herself with a
tray of dishes decides to take the law in her
own hands and settle affairs. Jabbs is knocked
out and so is Mrs. Jabbs. Pokes arrives just
in time to eet a crack on the head with a plate
which rudely awakens him from his slumber,
and he realizes he is still in the kitchen. Still
maid-of-ali-work. still hen-pecked. Pokes longs
(or the day when dreams come true.
RECKLESS ROMEOS fDec. 22).— Pokes, Jabbs
and Reggie Gotrox are all members of the same
club anrl at the same time rivals for the hand
pf La Belle Edna, a popu'ar actress. Things
being dull at the club. Pokes decides to call on
Edna. With a headache for an excuse he slips
away, procures a large bunch of chrysanthemums, presents himself at Edna's house and
Is admitted. Reggie, bored by a fellow club
member, also decides to call on Edna. When
Reggie arrives at Edna's home. Pokes Is compelled to hide under the arm chair cover. Reggie Is getting along very well when the door
bell rings and none other than Jabbs is announced. Reeeie takes refuse in the fireplace.
Jabbs is smoking a cigar when ushered in the
room, and throwing it in the fire place, the
legs of his trousers become ignited and he has
to crawl out, the chair cover is torn from
Pokes and the three meet face to face.
Trouble is in the air. and they nearly come
to blows when Edna enters the room and stops
them. At her request they all adjourn to the
club to await her decision. They finally receive a note at the club from Edna saying :
"That the one who will escort her to a swell
cafe and prove his love, she will marry." They
are all willing, so much so that the dice cup
Is brought Into play to decide. Pokes wins and
starts out. He meets Edna just as she is coming out of her home and thev go to the Palms
Cafe. Dinner Is ordered when Edna raises her
veil and Pokes discovers he is escorting a mulatto. Horror-stricken, he rushes from the
place.
Edna discloses her Identity to the proprietor
and the puests and they all enjoy the joke. She
thpn telephones to Reggie at the club and he
hastens to rescue her. She is seated when he
arrives at tlie cafe and the dinner is served.
When he offers to give her a piece of steaK
she removes her cape, and when he heholds the
colored ladv that he is dining with he takes a
fit and beats it. Passing the club he meets
Jabbs. and tells htm that it Is he (Jabbs) that
E<lna wants. Jabbs arrives at the cafe. Wlien
Edna throws back her cape and also removes
her veil Jabbs, who Is ready for the play,
laughs and tells her to eat and enjoy herself.
Edna, to all appearances, is fairly caught, when
In struts a big burly black man and demands
that Edna
accompany
him.
Jabbs interferes and is knocked out. Edna
takes to her heels with the black man In pursuit. The chase leads her to her own home,
where she Is overtaken by her pursuer. In
the kitchen, while the black man flourishes a
razor. Edna begs for mercy. The black man
grabs a wet towel and wiping off the paint from
one side of hii* face discloses the countenance
of Pokes. At this juncture Jabbs arrives. Seeing Edna In Pokes arms is too much; ^e rushes
on Pokes but is promptly pushed back on the
hot stove. Reckless Pokes by his reckless ways
is the most reckless Romeo anu carries off the
prize.

BIOGRAPH.
THE

COXSCIEXCE OP HASSAN BEY (Reissue—Dec. 18).— The cast: The rug maker's
daughter (Lillian Gish) ; her sweetheart (Robert Harron) ; tlie rug maker (.Alfred Paget).
This story Is laid In Persia, The first scene
opens in the old rug maker's shop where the
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young daughter and the young man employed by
the rug maker are weaving rugs. They are apparently in love with each other. Presently,
the bey of the province comes into the shop to
order a new rug. He is struck with tlie beauty
of the girl. Some hours later, seated on his
throne, his dancing women fail to interest him.
His thoughts are in the rug shop. He sends
Timur, his most loved slave, forth to the old
rug maker's and commands him to bring back
the beautiful young daughter. Once in the
presence of the bey, she refuses his advances
and tells him of her young lover. That young
person
has followed
her faithful
to the Timur.
bey's palace
and
Is ushered
In by the
From
her curtained chamber in the next room the
favorite slave joyfully watches the bey's failure
to interest the young woman. In wrath the bey
orders the young woman and her lover to the
dungeon, where wild beasts are prowling.
In the meantime, an Egyptian snake charmer
appears before the bey and Interests him in
some rare collections from Africa. He decides to add to his collection and buys, among
others, an especially poisonous viper. Then the
designing Timur, who has always disliked the
favorite, goes to the bey. "Two mistresses cannot be at peace in one house," says he, and he
suggests that tlie favorite be put out and that
the viper be placed in her jewel box. Thus,
while the bey is asking the favorite to dance
for his pleasure once more, the snake charmer
and Timur enter her chamber and place the
poisonous snake In her jewel box. When she
places her hand in tbe box to put on her jewels,
she receives the fatal bite. She dies in the arms
of the bey who (as a stall) accuses the snake
charmer.
Then the girl is brought from the dungeon
and again refuses the bey's advances. She
faints in his arms. The bey realizes that he is
not only the idol of a province, but a man with
a conscience. Going into the next room, he
seizes his dead favorite, killed by his own hand,
and summoning Timur, he tells him to free the
boy and the girl. He returns to the chamber
and thrusts his hand into the jewel box and
meets wit"h the like fate of his favorite and dies
in her arms. There Timur finds him, a victim
of his designs.
HIS WIFE'S STORY { Reissue— Two PartsDec 19). — The cast: Louise Blair (Vera Sisson) ; William Courtnay (G. Raymond Nye) ;
George Fenmore (Jose Ruben) ; Henry Bryson
(Charles H. Malles).
William Courtnay. a rising young lawyer,
candidate for mayor, drops into a restaurant
and there sees Louise Blair, a cabaret singer,
whose superiority to her surroundings impresses
him. Beckoning the girl to his table, he attempts to win her confidence and urges her to
give up the unworthy occupation. His words
make a deep Impression on her. Outside the
door of the restaurant a man confronts her.
and she gives him money. This man, George
Fenmore, has cast a shadow over her life, and
now that he has found her again she gives up
her position.
A few days later she secures employment in
a book store. Courtnay gave the girl his card,
but slie had dropped it. Fenmore found it.
When Courtnay opens his campaign headquarters the blackmailer applies for a clerkship.
By chance Courtnay enters the book store and
meets Louise again. She consents to become
his private secretary. In his private office she
comes face to face with Fenmore, but he reassures her. Henry Bryson, chairman of the
campaign committee, discovers him threatening
the girl, interferes, and is himself blackmailed
by Fenmore, who has a hold on him also.
Courtnay urges Louise to marry him, and she
consents.
Bryson influences Courtnay to discharge Penmore, and the latter, forcibly ejected from the
offices, goes to Louise, vowing vengeance. Courtnay enters and demands an explanation of the
blackmailer's presence in his home. Louise
tells how, as a young girl, she had eloped with
Henry Bryson, and how Fenmore, his secretary,
bad discovered that Bryson already had a wife
and
child.hadA stolen,
letter from
Bryson's
Fenmore
afforded
ample wife,
proofwhich
that
sheAs had
out oftheBryson's
life.
she gone
concludes
story, Bryson
enters with
news of Courtnay's victory at the polls. Fenmore. triumphant, asks: "How much will you
gentlemen
keep thishim,
out and
of the
papers?"
Bryson, in pay
fury,to attacks
Is killed
by
Fenmore,
who later pays the penalty of his
crime.

KALEM.
DUDES FOR A DAY (Nov. 2R).— The cast:
Ham (Lloyd V. Hamilton) : Bud (Bud Duncan) ;
Kluck (Henry Murdoch) ; Brique N. Mortar (A.
Edmondson ) ; Maggie
Mortar
(Ethel Teare).
Brique N. Mortar's fifth cousin dies leaving
him a million or so. Brique and his daughter
Maggie are not slow to blossom out in all the
glory of wealth. Kluck. the clothier, finds business dull, so lie determines
to advertise.
He

hires Ham and Bud to parade the streets la
evening clothes bearing a sign, "Kluck's Klassy
But as eyesoon
the pair
escapes
watchful
theyasdiscard
the signs
and Kluck'sdecide
to be real swells. They encounter the Mortars
Klothes."
in the park and Ham extends an invitation to
the select Castorbiit Ball that evening. Instead Ham and Bud take the newly-rich pair
to the annual "Blow-out of the Gas House
Gang." Then things begin to happen and they
double their pace when Kluck, in search of his
vanished fashion plates, arrives on the scene.
BORDER WOLVES (No. 17 of "The Girl from
Frisco" — Two Parts — Nov, 29). — The cast: Barbara Brent (Marin Sals) ; John Wallace (True
Boardman) ; Ace Brent (Frank Jonasson) ; Gordoza (Ronald Bradbury) ; Terry, the foreman
(Hart Hoxle) ; Maria, a half-breed (Josephine
West) ; Kennedy, ranchman (Edward Clisbee).
Directed by James W. Home.
Barbara, together with her father and John
Wallace, journeyes to the Kennedy ranch, at
Bordertown, near the Mexican boundary. Brent
is seeking to purchase the Kennedy ranch and
carries with him a letter of credit for fifty
thousand dollars on tbe Bordertown Bank. A
Mexican ranch-hand learning of this, carries the
news across the border to Gordoza, leader of
a band of brigands.
Through the treachery of Maria, a 'half-hreed
worker is atsuccessful,
the ranch,
attack John
of Gordoza's
party
and the
Barbara,
Wallace
and Ace Brent are kidnapped and carried across
the line to the bandits' stronghold. A vivid picture of a bestial rebel is painted in the stirring
scenes that follow, leading up to a spectacular
climax in a' pitched battle between cowboys anQ
brigands that effect the defeat of the Mexicans
and release of tlie prisoners.
THE WIZARD'S PLOT (No. 7 of "Grant,
Police Reporter — Dec. 1). — The cast: Tommy
Grant, of The Chronicle (George Larkin); the
woman In black (OHie Klrkby) ; Prof. John Atwood (Robert Ellis t; Inspector Rathbone
(Harry Gordon); City Editor Mansfield (William McKey). Directed by Robert Ellis.
"Watch Marvelo ; he is the most dangerous
man in New York," says a note left at the
Chronicle office for Tommy Grant by a mysterious woman in black. Grant investigates and
learns that Marvelo is the name given the merhanical
player
Sledin's
Museum.
He
visits the chess
museum
and at
seeking
to force
lila man
to uncover his hand, leaves a note on the table
when he is unobserved. The note reads, "Be on
your
are watched."
The guard
ruse ; isyousuccessful,
and Grant, following
Prof. John Atwood, the man inside the dummy,
when he seeks to make his escape, soon finds
himself in the midst of a puzzling case. Atwood is an anarchist, with a fiendish plan to
stop the war by blowing up a string of ammunition cars along the New York waterfront.
With Secret Service operatives Grant succeeds
in frustrating the plan in the nick of time.
A motorboat pursuit results in the capture of
Atwood
and his accomplices.
THE TRIAL RUN (No. 107 of "The Hazards
of Helen" — Dec. 21. — The cast: Operator at
Lone Point (Helen Gibson) ; Arthur Lane (P.
S. Pembroke) ; Morton, of the United (G. A.
Williams) ; Superintendent Purdy (George
Routh.). Atthor, S. A. Van Petten. Directed by
Walter Morton.
Superintendent Purdy informs Lane that unless he brings in a big express contract for the
road
will onloseManager
his job. Morton,
At Helen's
suggestion
Lane hecalls
of the
United
Fruit Growers. Later, on an auto trip, Morton's
machine rams a telegraph pole and turns turtle
on the railroad track pinning Morton beneath.
Helen happens by on horse-back, and Is vainly
attempting to lift the auto when she hears tlie
whistle of an oncoming train. Leaping on tho
horse, Helen hastens down the track to warn
tbe train. But the trainmen miss her warning
and she is forced to board the train by throwing her lasso over the brake rail and swinging
herself to tlie car.
The train is stopped in time and Morton tells
Helen, "Have your friend arrange for a trial
run and if your road can beat the time on deliveries that we are now getting the contract Is
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his." On the day of the trial run. a dynamite
explosion near the tracks hurls rocks on top of
a freight engine, stunning the engineer, and
sending the train running wild down the track
towards the trial run special. Helen receives orders to derail the engine, but to save the engineer she decides on a desperate move. By a
short cut she overtakes the runaway in an auto
and leaps from the speeding machine to the
freight, which is quickly brought to a stop.
JAILBIRDS ( Dec. 5) .—The cast : Ham
(Lloyd V. Hamilton) ; Bud (Bud Duncan) ; Roy
L. Flush (Henry Murdoch) ; Flora Flush (Ethel
Teare).
As bootblacks Ham and Bud incur the ire of
Royal Flush, the gambling prince. But later
when Roy finds himself in jail Ham and Bud
get their chance for revenge by securing jobs
as jailers. As jailers they are more laughable
than capable, especially when Flora. Roys
pretty daughter, arrives to effect her father's
escape. Ham's weakness for a pair of pretty
eyes almost allows the scheme to go through,
but vigilant Bud is on hand and the scheme is
frustrated.
THE POISONED DART (No. IS of "The Girl
from Frisco"— Two Parts— Dec. 6).— The cast:
Barbara Brent (Marin Sals) ; John Wallace
(True Boardman) ; Ace Brent (Frank Jonasson) ; Ripley (Ronald Bradbury) ; Walai, Malay
leader (Barney Furey) ; his aides (Edward
Clisbee and Jack Rahmn) ; Tatsu (Y. Aoyama).
Directed
by James
W. Home.
Ripley, a mining expert, returns from the
Orient with a sacred Malasian cat, "which he
presents to Barbara. Unknown to Ripley, he
has been followed by three Malasians. They
trail him to the Brent ranch at Los Alamos
and take up their headquarters in an abandoned
shack near the Brent home. On the night of
Ripley's arrival the cat is left in the care of
his Japanese valet, Tatsu. A cry in the middle
of the night awakens the household and ranchmen, and investigation finds Tatsu dead, a
mysterious wound from a poisoned dart proving
that the assassin was a Malay.
A clue sends Barbara, Wallace and the Sheriff
to the abandoned shack which they find deserted. Wallace and the Sheriff go off to the
town in search of the Malays, while Barbara
remains to watch the shack. The leader of the
Malays appears from hiding and pounces upon
Barbara. Tense gripping drama surcharges the
scenes that follow, alternating between a stirring pistol duel in town before Wallace subdues
the Malasians and Barbara's struggle to effect
the capture of the leader. The clearing up of the
mystery later discloses the fact that the bell
on the collar about the cat's neck contained the
famous Kadevan ruby, stolen from the royal
palace.
THE TRUNK MYSTSRY (No. 8 of "Grant,
Police Renorter" — Dec. 8). — The cast: "Tommy
Grant, of The Chronicle (George Larkin) : Babette (Ollie Kirkby) : Henri Theophile (William
McKey) ; Mrs. Montt (Mary Taylor Ross) ; Monsieur Darnac (T. Justin Dow) ; Detective Galloway (Harry Gordon). Directed by Robert
Ellis.
Cleaning out the attic of her boarding house
Mrs. Montt comes upon an old trunk which discloses a skull to her startled gaze. Grant arrives on the scene for the investigation with
Chief of Detectives Cadogan. They learn that
Mrs. Montt purchased the house five years
previous from Henri Theophile. The trunk was
in the attic at that time but she had never examined it until this day. Investigating after
Galloway's departure. Grant finds in the lining
of the trunk a girl's photograph inscribed on
the back. "To my dear Babette — Alphonse Darnac." Investigation in the filing room of the
newspaper later brings to light a clipping telling of the disappearance of a boarder from the
boarding house many years before and a hint
that he had eloped with the daughter of the
proprietor.
Grant evolves a daring scheme to uncover the
flve-year-old mystery. He inserts a personal
reading dead,
"Babettehas
— Your
sweetheart,
whomat you
thought
returned.
Meet him
the
Abbey Inn Wednesday noon. — Alphonse Darnac." Babette, now a happy wife and mother,
and Henri Theophile, a derelict, see the personal. Their mystification impels both to journey to the Abbey Inn, where Grant and Galloway are in waiting. The meeting brings on
stirring complications before the mystery Is
solved, while Grant Is called upon to show daredevil courage in bringing Henri to justice.
THE LINEMAN'S PERIL (No. 109 of "The
Hazards of Helen" — Dec. 9). — The cast: Operator at Lone Point (Helen Gibson) ; Dick Benton, lineman (P. S. Pembroke) ; superintendent
of the road (G. A. Williams) : his assistant
(George Routh).
Directed by Walter Morton.
Teddy, a Russian wolf-hound. Is Helen's comlianlon at the Lone Point station. Dick Benton,
the lineman, takes Teddy with him when he
soes down the track to fix a damaged wire. The
breaking
of his defective safety belt plunges
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him to the ground. He attempts to crawl to his
hanu-car on the tracks, but collapses on the
rails after scrawling a hurried note that he
is injured.
Teddy takes the message, written in the lining
of Dick's hat, and hastens down the tracks to
Helen's station. With uncanny intelligence he
succeeds in forcing her to read the note just as
the limited roars past the station towards the
inj ured lineman. Helen sets out in pursuit
aboard
the engine
of the By
officer's
specialleap
on toa
siding near
the station.
a daring
the top of the limited's coach she succeeds in
getting
the toengineer's
attentioninches
in time
the train
a stop within
of to
the bring
line
man's prostrate form.
THE ICEMAN AND THE ARTIST (Dec. 12).
—The cast: Ham (Lloyd V. Hamilton); Bud
(Bud Duncan) ; Rudolph Rhubarb (Henry Murdoch) ; Polly Peaches (Ethel Teare).
Obser\-ing the cordial welcome given the iceman by the pretty maids along his route Ham
and Bud take the first opportunity to ride away
in his wagon and go into the business themselves. After numerous laughable experiences
they wind up at the home of Rudolph Rhubarb,
the artist. They notice Polly, the artist's pretty
model, making way with all the valuables- in
sight and call an officer. Polly is being hauled
off to a cell when a professional looking stranger
halts the party and proceeds to give Polly a
doctor's examination. "This young lady is not
responsible for her action," he declares, "she
is a kleptomaniac." Rhubarb forgives Polly,
the policeman departs, and Ham and Bud are
left alone. They decide on a brilliant scheme.
"You're going to be one of them maniacs," says
Ham to Bud, "and I'll be the doctor." The
scheme is put into operation and results in a
whirlwind of complications.
THE STAIN OF CHUCKAWALLA (No. 19 of
"The Girl from Frisco" — Two Parts — Dec. 13).
— The cast: Barbara Brent (Marin Sais) ; John
W'allace (True Boardman); Ace Brent (Frank
Jonasson) ; Corn-Juiie (Ronald Bradbury) ;
Letech (Edward Clisbee); Parson Bob (Edwin
Harley) ; Old Dave Sadler (Karl Formes, Jr.) ;
Terry, ranch foreman (Hart Hoxie) ; Jake
(Oliver Hall) ; Mackeral (Knute Rham). Directed by James W. Home.
Chuckawalla is reputed as the "pizenest town
that ever grew on a desert." It is near the
Brent's Los Alamos ranch and its attractions
for the cow-punchers are a constant source of
trouble. Barbara sets out to "clean-up the
town." She starts by buying the local paper
and making herself editor. Then a red-hot
campaign against the liquor interests, headed
by the picturesque "Corn-juice," is set on foot.
As the day of the local option election nears
the opposition of the rough interests grows
more and more desperate and Barbara is forced
to the limit before a series of dramatic events
results in victory for her cause and the removing of "the stain of Chuckawalla."
THE MENACE (No. 9 of Grant, Police Reporter"— Dec. 15) . — The cast : Tommy Grant,
of The Chronicle (George Larkin) ; Maura (Ollie Kirkby) ; City Editor Mansfield (William
McKey); Jean Murot (Herbert Tracy); Detective Cadogan (Harry Gordon) ; Luigi Verra
(Robert Ellis); the landlady (Mary Taylor
Ross).
Directed by Robert Ellis.
Jean Murot frantically begs Grant, at the
Chronicle ofl3ce. to print a warning in his paper
against the holding of the police parade the
following day. Grant promises, and returns to
his desk thinking that he has been talking to a
foolish crank. A few minutes later, Murot is
dead outside the Chronicle building — a victim
of a bullet fired by a revolver equipped with a
silencer. Grant searches in the man's pockets
for a clue to the mystery but finds only a small
marble. He tells Cadogan of the man's warning but the detective laughs at it as a pipe
dream. Grant sets about the job in his own
way, however, with the result that he rounds
up a dangerous band of anarchists, and prevents the attempt of Maura to throw a bomb
at the police parade after a struggle atop a skyscraper.
THE MIDNIGHT EXPRESS (No. 110 of "The
Hazards of Helen" — Dec. 16). — The cast: Operator at Lone Point (Helen Gibson) ; the express
messenger (P. S. Pembroke) ; Gentleman Joe
(George Routh) : Banker Randall (G. A. Williams). Directed by Walter Morton.
Through the tapping of the wires a kang
headed by Gentleman Joe learns of the shipment of a large amount of currency on the
night express. By a daring scheme they hold
up the messenger between stations and succeed
in making their escape. They go into hiding
near Lone Point waiting for the investigation to
blow over. Through a clue furnished by Helen
the railroad detective stumbles upon them but
in the fight that follows he Is overcome and
the two crooks, boarding an engine in the yard,
make their escape.
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Helen sets out In pursuit on her motorcycle.
As she nears the speeding train a flat car looms
up ahead to block her path. But a plank running from the flat car to the ground dtfers a
solution. Without a second's hesitation Helen
runs her motorcycle up the plank to the flat car.
and as the machine tumbles to the ground on
the far side leaps through the air to the handrail of the train. In a second she has the
crooks covered with her revolver and the train
is brought to a stop.

Universal Film Mtg. Co.
REX.
THE IVY AND THE OAK (Two Parts— Dec.
21). The cast: Stoddard (Lee Hill); Denton
(Clyde Benson): Evans (T. D. Crittenden);
Ivy (Dorothy Davenport) ; Nina (Lilliam Concord). Written by Alice Von Saxmar. Directed by Donald
McDonald'. in law but who has
Stoddard,
who graduated
never practiced, at his thirtieth birthday finds
himself bored with life. He is in a frame of
mind in which he cannot have faith in any
one, not even the girl with whom he is in love.
His friend. Denton, likens the friendship of
Stoddard and his sweetheart. Nina, who is a
clever actress, to the story of Ivy and the Oak.
Stoddard broods over the simile. At last
he determines to ask Nina to tell him of her
past life, but when he does so, she says that
she has as much right to know of his past as
he has hers. He will not take this for an
answer, and finally she tells her experience.
When she has finished, Stoddard informs her
that their friendship is at an end. Brokenhearted, she accepts the ultimatum.
Stoddard seeks out his father's friend, Edward, a practicing attorney, and enters partbut first
takes
a month'?
vacation nership
in with
thehim,
country.
There
he meets
Ivy.
a sweet country girl, and later they marry and
return to the city.
Ivy proves to be of the vampire type, but
as long as Stoddard can procure for her all
her heart desires she is happy. The time
comes when Stoddard is practically ruined ;
still not daring to refuse her slightest wish, ho
takes some
from ofthereplacing
firm's safe
course
with thebonds
intention
them.— of
Later, the owner of the bonds, who is none
other than the actress Nina, calls for them.
To the astonishment of Edward, the bonds are
missing. As he is about to call detectives,
Stoddard rushes in. He has come from a
stormy scene in which he has told Ivy of his
ruin. She has decided that since he cannot
provide her with luxuries they must part.
Stoddard and Nina are surprised to see each
other, but he confesses the theft of the bonds.
He says that he did not know that they belonged to her. Begging her forgiveness, he
promises to return them. She forgives him
and signifies her willingness of sharing her lot
with him, even though he is ruined.
THE24).WOMAN
WHO
(Two Gerald)
Parts- ;
Dec.
The cast.
The LEARNED
Husband (Pete
the Wife (Edna Maison); the Vampire Man
iFrancis Ford); the Other Woman (Mme.
Bourgeois) ; Mr. Brooks (Jack Holt) ; his Wife
( Roberta Wilson ) ; the Maid (Elsie Maison ) .
Produced by Francis Ford. Written by Grace
Cunard.
Edna's husband is unfaithful to her and has
been accustomed to going out with the other
woman. She is about to become a mother and
broods over her loneliness. She finds a woman's
card in her husband's pocket and becomes suspicious. She watches his office, sees a woman
enter, and follows her in. The husband 1»
caught in a compromising position with the
woman, so the wife demands a large sum of
money to spend on the expected child.
Twenty-five years later the son is known as
the Vampire because of his hatred of women.
9orn while his mother was embittered by her
experience, his hatred for women is almost uncanny. The Vampire attends a house party,
and is shunned by the men but much sought
after by the women. It is strange that though
he hates ■Women they invariably seek him out.
One of the married women at the party takes
a violent fancy for Mr. Vampire, which causes
comment.
The maid at the house has taken a liking
to the strange Vprapire. who. on several occasions has spoken kindly to her. Mrs. Brooka.
the married woman in the case, goes to his
room. Intending to leave a note for him. The
maid is in a room near by and hears her enter.
Brooks has suspected that his wife is pursuing
the Vampire, and. securing a revolver, follows
her. The Vampire man comes into his room,
finds the note and reads it. The wife, meanwhile, has not had a chance to get out and
hides behind some curtains. The maid, too,
comes In and hides.
Brooks forces his way into the room and
threatens to kill the Vampire Man, telling him
that he knows that Mrs. Brooks is hidden there.
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He is about lo shoot, when the maid comes
from behind the curtains. Brooks thinks that
be is mistaken and apologizes. The wife realizes her wrongdoing, and, after her husband's
departure, sneaks out, unseen. The Vampire
Man sardonically smiles at the ways of women
and reiterates his hatred for them.
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that the mine has panned out. "Sunny" asks
Jim to take her home with him instead of returning to college, and he explains what he has
done. Arrived at the camp, Frank tries to
make love to the girl, but she tells him that she
loves Jim--so the two men dissolve partnership.

BISON.

NESTOR.

FIGHTING JOE, (Two Parts— Dec. 23). The
cast: •■Fighting Joe" (William V. Mong) ;
Parson Huntley (Harry M. Holden) ; Mary
(Maud Emory); Jim {Harry Griffith); Jack
("Buddy"
Messenger)
;
Boggs
William
James).
Written
by William
Parker. (Directed
by William V. Mong.
Parson Huntley, with a crowd including
Mrs. Browne and Mrs. Olson, is tacking up a
sign outside the church which reads "Christmas is coming, let us prepare for a good time
In the Church." Both Mrs. Browne and Mrs.
Olson capture their husbands just as they are
about to enter the saloon and take them into
the church. "Fighting Joe" arrives with his
burro. "Brodie." and seeing the sign on the
church gives it a laugh. The men in the saloon see him and they all prepare to fight
Joe's name causes consternation to all except
Boggs, a gambler, who does not know him.
Joe enters and tells him of the sign. Joe
changes the sign to read : "Christmas is coming, let us prepare for a good time in the Saloon."
Tbe parson accuses them of sacrilege. There
is a fight in which Joe takes the part of the
parson, and gives the parson a large sum of
money for his Xmas tree. He then leaves. In
town, little Jack Jenkins finds his mother crying because her divorced husband, Jim Jenkins, won'ttoleave
little
home.
Jacklatter.
tells
his father
leave their
and is
abused
by the
Jim then takes what little mnnpv there is in
the house and visits the saloon.
He meets Joe and his fri?nds, and. making
himself disagreeable, is beaten by Joe and
returns to vent his spite on his family. Boggs
and his friend, seeing that Joe is loaded with
money, attempt to rob him. Joe fights and gets
the best of them. The fight is seen by little
Jack, who begs Joe to go with him and "lick
his
father."
Jim has
madesight
up of
hisJoe
mind
to wreck
the place,
but just
at first
hj
quickly disappears.
aroused
and he takes
Jack
outJoe's
and sympathy
buys all is
kinds
of provisions
and toys,
and as it is Xmas eve he stays for dinner.
The door opens and Jim enters, under the influence of drink. He attempts to strike Jack, but
is told by the boy that "Santa Glaus Joe" is
there. Being afraid of the Tatter's fists, Jim
slinks away. Joe tells Mary that he has a
gold mine, and that half of it will belong to
Jack if she will marry him.
In Pastor Huntley's church all are happy
trimming the Xmas tree, when there is a report
that "Fighting Joe" is coming. The men prepare for battle, but Joe declares that he is
their friend, when he arrives with his arms full
of presents, accompanied by Mar" and Jack,
whom he introduces to the congregation as his
family.

IT SOUNDED LIKE A KISS (Dec. IS). The
cast : Lee (Lee Moran) ; Priscilla (Priscilla
Dean); Eddie (Eddie Lyons); Father (Frei
Gamble) ; Estelle (Vola Smith). Written by
Bess Meredyth.
Directed by Louis Chaudet.
Priscilla leads a very unhappy life because
of the jealousy of her husband, Lee. She
warns Eddie, an old college chum, not to pay
any attention to her at the dance which they
are to attend. Eddie is a suitor for the hand
of the wealthy Estelle. but he is always getting
mixed up in some scandal. Estelle finally declares that one more escapade on his part will
finish everything.
Both couples attend the dance. When Priscilla and Eddie greet each other as old friends,
the other t.wo become jealous. They decide to
amuse each other, but make rather a gloomy
failure of it, Eddie leaves to get a drink and
Priscilla follows the other two into the conservatory. When Eddie returns, she drags
him into the conservatory and starts making
love to him. Lee is awkwardly making love to
Estelle and gets some of her hair caught in a
button. The two are astounded by the sound
of a kiss — Priscilla has purposely made the
noise. Lee drags Priscilla away from Eddie
while Estelle bursts into tears.
Lee takes Priscilla home and the twb make
up. Meantime, Estelle has phoned for father
to take her home and the disconsolate Eddie
proceeds to forget his troubles in drink, and
then assumes proprietorship of a milk wagon,
closely pursued by policemen. The pursuit becoming too close, Eddie dodges around a house
and climbs into a window— which happens to
be Prlscilla's. She is dumbfounded and tries
to hide him when her husband returns,
Estelle has caught a glimpse of Eddie in the
milk wagon. Arrived at the house, she runs
into Lee and informs him that Eddie is in the
house. The two go to Prisciua's door and find
it locked. The other two are cowering terrified inside the room. Priscilla discovers the
blond hair on Eddie's coat and feels confident
of his perfidy. Lee gets a gun and starts
toward the door, but Estelle faints and he
catches her in his arms. Explanations follow
and Estelle returns to her father.
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LITTLE PARTNER (Special Release— Three
Parts — Dec. 1!)). The cast: "Sunny" Lewis
(Agnes Vernon): James Allis (Franklyn Farnumt : Frank Monroe (Wm. J. Ran); Bill
Lewis (Clyde Benson) ; Mrs. Beacon (Adele
Farrington) ; Reggie (Arthur Hoyt). Scenario
by Calder Johnson. Directed by William
Worthington.
James Allis and Prank Monroe are partners
and strike it rich. On their way to town they
stop at Bill Lewis' cabin where he offers them
hospitality. Lewis is rather blue, for he has
not been able to make a strike, and yet is
anxious to send for his little daughter, "Sunny."
He shows the partners her photo which wins
their hearts.
Lewis finally decides that he will hold up
the stage, and sends the money to "Sunny,"
telling her that he - as made a rich strike.
The boys in camp start out to look for the
bandit. Jim discovers the picture of "Sunny"
on the spot. They capture Lewis and he has
to pay the death penalty. He exacts a promise
from the boys that his litle gfrl shall never
know how he died.
Jim and Frank tell "Sunny" that her father
died in the discharge of his duty and laud him
as a brave man. Sometime later, the partners
decide to send her East to school, telling her
that her father left a very valuable mine. One
day. Mrs. Beacon, her aunt, reads in the paper
that Sunny has inherited a valuable mine from
her father and immediately she invites the girl
to visit her. Her son. Reggie, tries his best to
win the girl for her money, but she has a
strong aversion for him.
Jim decides that he will Investigate for himself this Mrs. Beacon. He thinks that "Sunny"
l8 In love with Reggie. He soon comes to the
conclusion
is "Sunny's"
money they
are
after.
He that
sends it her
a fake telegram,
saying
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LAEMMLE.
HOMELESS (Special Release. Dec. 20).
A beautiful pet dog. the greatest treasure of
his mistress, while out riding one day in his
mistress' automobile, is suddenly attracted by
the sight of a cat. He jumps from the auto to
chase the .feline. During the pursuit the collie
is lost and tormented by two small boys, who
tie a tin can to his tall and chase him, keeping
him running for all he is worth. Later he Is
rescued by a ragged boy, whose home is any
place in which he can lay his head. Upon restoring the dog to his mistress the boy is rewarded by a home and good opportunities.

IMP.
IN THE DEAD O' NIGHT (Two Parts— Dec.
22). The cast; Steve Erogete (George Beranger) : , Dr. Pierre Bouryonne (Dougles Gerrard): Gloria Blain (Ruth Clifford); Adam
brogete
("Doc"
Crane) ; Peters (T. Du Croe).
Steven Brogete is serving a term in prison.
His millionaire father has long been failing
and this is gloatingly watched by his unprincipled physician. Dr. Pierre Bouryonne, who decides to assist nature by putting some poisonous powder into the medicine. He then carefully
the will ofsubstitutes
Brogete.his own name for Steve's In
The poison fails in effect and the doctor determines to use chloroform. He is in the act
of administering it when the handkerchief is
snatched from his band. Terrified, he turns
to confront Steve. Steve, behind the prison
bars, has felt his father's need. By main
strength' he escaped from prison and returned
home.
Steve finds the forged will and confronts
the doctor with the evidence of his guilt. For
a time the doctor attempts to hold the upper
hand, but soon sees that Steve Is in earnest,
and, begging for mere accepts the only course
Steve otYers — that of donning his convict clothing and endeavoring to make his escape.
Steve then goes to his father and kneels by
his side. In a few moments, Gloria Blain, his
childhood sweetheart an^ his father's ward,
comes into' the room. When the old man
awakens, he finds his two loved ones near him.
A short time after the sheriff appears to tell
Steve that he has traced a convift to his very
door. Steve says that a short time previously
he heard
some
one rush through
the house.

The sheriff with his dogs takes up the trail at
the front door. Soon the dogs overtake the doctor, and when the sheriff arrives, the villain
is dead.

VICTOR.
so THIS IS PARIS (Special Release, Dec.
19) . A young American couple tour Europe
and meet with a succession of amusing adventures. They are followed about Paris by a
Frenchman whom they think is a Customs
House Inspector. They discover their mistake
when the same gentleman comes up to them
and merely requests t^-eir autographs.
The crossing of the English Channel and a
visit to Eiffel Tower and to many of the sights
in Paris are among the unique scenes in this
picture.
IT'S GRi:,aT to BE MARRIED (Dec. 22).
The cast: "Baby Doll" (Eileen Sedgwick);
her Mother (Louise Mayon) ; Ray, in love with
the mother (Fred Church). Written and Produced by Captain Leslie T. Fearocke.
"Baby Doll" is growing up, but mother refuses to recognize the fact. She intends to
keep her a child as long as possible. Ray is in
love with the mother, and has never seen the
daughter. He brings her a rattle to present to
her. Baby sees the presentation and is angry.
She hears her mother telling Ray that she Is
just eight years old, but in reality she is nearly
eighteen. Ray urges the mother to marry him
the day after Christmas,
The night before Christmas. Ray and her
mother fill Baby's stocking, but Baby finds it
very hard to be pleased with childish presents
any longer. At the Christmas tree Ray meets
Baby for the first time. There are plenty of
children at the party, but Baby cannot play
with them. She can think only of the marriage of her mother and Ray on the morrow.
Preparations for the wedding go on. Mother
puts on plenty of paint to hide the wriuKies.
Ray arrives at the house and Baby meets him.
She confeses that she is eighteen, not eight.
They understand each other very well. The
minister arrives, and Ray tells Eaby to put on
her mother's hat and cloak and marry him.
They drive away in Ray's machine before
Mother discovers that
she has lost her brideL-KO.
groom.
SHOOTING
'ART
OUT' (Two
Dec.
20). TheHis
cast:
A Janitor
(PhilPartsDunham) : a Jealous Husband (Vin Moore) ; a
Painter (Dick Smith) : His Wife (Margaret
Russell).
Produced by David Kirkland.
This is the romance of a poor dumbwaiter,
an artist, his model, a jealous husband and a
ladder. For the husband there survived nothing of the pleasure of matrimony but jealousy.
For the wife, there was not even that resource.
So when an opportunity came to her to pose
for the interesting artist on the floor above
she welcomed it with open arms.
She put on a distracting Carmen costume and
took her stand on the model throne. The janitor of the building had a passion for art. He
could not keep away from Dicks studio whe«
beautiful models in all styles of dress were
posing. The lovely Carmen was too much for
him altogether, and he enveloped her too
abundant charms in a fish net. - bey were
disturbed in their art pursuits by the return
of the husband, who, not finding his wife in
her room, set out to find her. He took the
usual extraordinary make of repeating revolver, which shoots a hunured times without
reloading, with him.
He broke into the studio, and his wife and
the janitor just succeeded in escaping through
the dumbwaiter. They chased each other up
and down in it. and finally landed on the roof.
The husband grabbed one end of a ladder and
the janitor took the other, and they teetered
back and forth, trying to push each other over
the edge of the building. Everything came to
an end at last in a general smash-up.
JAGS AND JEALOUSY (Dec. 2.^). The
T^'ife (Gale Henry)JOKER.
; Husband (William
ney) ; Sculptor i Charles Conklin); Croob
burn Moranti); Dog ("Snooze'' Franey).
dine. ten by Karl Coolidge. Directed by W. W.

cast:
Fra(MilWritBeau-

The husband makes the acquaintance of the
sculptor who tells of his conquests with women.
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He discloses that he has made a statue which
he keeps m his room across the haii. The husband gives his wife a comb.
One day when the wife returns to her apartment she finds the door locked. She is in ~cv
pajamas, so she hides in the apartment of the
sculptor, who returns at that moment. Some
crook has stolen the statue, so the wife takes
its place and tries to persuade the sculptor
that the statue has come to life. In her haste
to escape him, however, she drops the comb.
The sculptor goes to the club and exhibits
the comb as evidence. Tue husband, who is
present, hurries home to accuse his wife.
Meantime she has discovered the loss and has
gone to the sculptor's rooms to find it. She
Is Just coming out when hubby returns. He
compels her to return to the sculptor's room,
and arranges the door so that whoever comes in
win be killed by the discharge of a gun.
The sculptor, finding his door locked and
the apartment across the hali open, enters
there and falls asleep. The wife's dog opens
the door of the sculptor's apartment. The gun
is discharged, awakening the wife and the husband, who fell asleep. The husband now realizes that he might have been a murderer and
begs his wife's forgiveness. Tuey return to
find the sculptor peacefully sleeping in their
bedroom.

BIG U.
THE WRONG HEART (Dec. 1.5).— This is the
story of an Indian maiden who is in love with
a young brave of another tribe, which is hostile
to the one of which she is a member. But her
father finds this out and, to prevent the match,
he orders her to marry a certain member of the
tribe. This she refuses to do and makes a plan
with her lover to elone. But the lovers are
found out, and he is killed.
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Play as Well as Fight. — "Anzac" soldiers
Just from Front, battle on football field under
Austrialian rules. Queens Club^ — Kensington.
England.
launch
Giant Tanker.
— John
Rockefeller's
niece
christens
Standard
Oil D.
vessel
William
Rockefeller— Philadelphia.
Pa.
The Gallant Seventh Back. — New York welcomes crack regiment from Border, and the
boys are glad to be back— New York City
Subtitles : Landing fixini ferry. Up Fifth
avenue.
Welcomed by Governor Whitman.
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Speed Madness Kills 4. — Fatalities mark desperate strife for gold and glory by auto racing
kings — Grand Prix, Santa Monica, Cal. Subtitles :Where death lurks. Three bad accidents.
The winner, Johnny Aitken.
John Harvard's Birthday. — Faculty and
students placing wreath on Statue of Founder of
Harvard
University — Cambridge,
Mass.
Safety First for Kiddies. — Police placing
warning cards in stores in campaign to prevent accidents by which many are killed or
maimed — New
York City.
Fur Trimmings Continues to be Fashion's
Fancy. — Designs from Maison Maurice. Subtitles :Afternoon wray of purple velvet trimmed
with gray squirrel. Dark red velvet evening
wrap with sable-dye flying squirrel fur. Royal
purple and sliver brocade opera wrap. A coat
of ermine is very beautiful if you have the
price— only 52,500!
Housecleaning a City. — Parade starts campaign to teachPa.children
value
of "scrubbing"
—
Philadelphia,
Subtitles
: Starting
In young.
Unique Preparedness Drill. — 200 Freshmen
training to qualify for college military troop,
Baylor
College — Waco,
Texas.
Back turnsfrom
"World's
Whaling
ship fur,
refrom Arctic
with Top."
rich —load
of ivory,
copper and whalebone — San Francisco, Cal.
Subtitle: Some of the cargo.
Parade for Prohibition. — Gigantic turn-out
of
citizens
enthusiastically
endorses "dry" fight
— Los
Angeles,
Cal.
Kiddies Helping the Birds. — School children
put up houses to keep feathered songsters warm
in Winter — St, Louis, Mo.
A Game Girls Like. — Indoor hockey is lively;
fair young players take to it as easily as
brothers — they don't mind a few falls — 3t.
Nicholas Rink. N. Y. City. Subtitle: An enforced sit down.
Celebrate Evacuation Lay. — Famous "Old
Guard" marches to Battery, where British quit
city 1:^2 years ago — New York City.
Lighting Tip Liberty. — Famous statue. France's
gift to the United States, to be illuminated hereafter as a permanent nightly beacon at America's
gate — New York Harbor. Subtitle : President
and Mrs. Wilson arrive for lighting ceremony.

Mutual Film Corporation
GAUMONT.
THE VAMPIRES— (Episode Four. "The Dead
Man's Escape"— Three Parts — Dec. 14). The
cast:
Philip
Guard
{Edmond
Mathe) ; En-

rique Moreno (Jacques Herman) ; Normandln
( Marcel Levesque ) ; Irma Vep ( Juliet Musldora) ; Grand Vampire and Baron Maurice
(Eugene Ayme).
Enrique Moreno, the criminal who had tricked
the Vampires by impersonating the confidential
bank messenger, was in jail charged with the
murder which the Vampires had committed.
Finding that his explanation is not accepted,
Moreno taken a poison and is declared dead by
the prison physician. His body is taken to the
prison morgue. Moreno comes out of the tranco
which his supposed poison had induced, strangles the keeper and escapes. He swears to be
revenged on both the Vampires and Philip
Guard, the newspaper reporter, who had put
him in the toils while pursuing the Vampires.
Philip 's captured by the Vampires and
thrown over a cliff in a large basket. They
think him dead, but he manages to escape. By
marks on the basket he finds that It has been
delivered to Baron Maurice, who lives with
his niece in a fashionable part of Paris. Thinking that some Vampire may be among the
servants, Philip goes to investigate and finds
that the Baron is the Grand Vampire. The
niece is Irma Vep.
Returning from his spying expedition, the
reporter accidentally meets Moreno in a cafe
and denounces him. Moreno coolly swears that
he is Philip Guard and that his accuser Is the
bandit. Much to Philip's surprise he insists
that they both be taken to the police station.
Two officers are called, and the tour men get
into an automobile. Moreno has tricked the
reporter, however, and tne supposed officers are
his accomplices, Philip is taken to one of
Moreno's haunts to be put to death. Suddenly
the bandit tells him he will spare him If he will
tell him where he can find the Vampires.
Philip cannot believe that he has heard
aright, but Moreno tells him that he himself
is relentlessly pursuins; the Vampires because
they tricked him after he had taken the money
from the bank by impersonating the messenger.
The reported tells him of the ball given that
evening
by Baron
for hisafter
niece.
eno hastens
to It,Maurice
but arrives
theMorbig
sensation of the evening. The Vampires have
drugged the guests and stolen all their jewels.
The Grand Vampire and Irma Vep are escaping with the loot when Moreno arrives. The procious gems have been packed in a trunk that
is strapped on the top of the limousine. Moreno manages to climb upon the limousine, cut
the straps and throw
off the trunk while the
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automobile
is in motion.
He thus tricks the
Vampires.
Philip Guard Is rescued from his prison bv
Normandin, his (nithful friend, and soon after
reoeires a note of thanks from Moreno (or
bavins put him on the track of his enemies
and enabled him to acquire a fabulous fortune.
Pliilip now swears to bring both the Vampires
and Moreno to justice.
THE VAMPIRES ( Episode Five. "The Eyes that
Hold" — Three Parts— Dec. 21).— The cast: Philip
Guard, cub reporter ( Edmond Mathe) ; Normandln (Marcel Levesque) : Enrique Moreno
(Jacques Hermann) ; Colonel Kastel, a Vampire
(Eugene Ayme) ; Irma Vep (Juliet Musidora).
After Moreno had robbed the Vampires of the
Jewelry stolen from the guests at the ball given
by Baron Maurice, the Vampires determine to put
him out of the way. Meanwhile they require funds
and plan to rob the guests at a hotel of their
jewels. The Grand Vampire, accompanied by
Irma Vep. registers at the hotel where there la
an American couple. The American has embezzled several hundred thousand dollars and
has hidden the money in a park nearby. He
has a map of the place so that he can readily
find it.
The Grand Vampire keeps the guests of the
hotel interested in a story of Napoleon's invasion of Spain while Irma Vep is supposed to
be stealing the map from the room of the American. However. Moreno frustrates this plan by
substituting another girl for Irma Vep and securing the map. He hypnotizes Irma Vep and
carries her away to his own apartment. Despite his success so far. the foe of the Vampires
is unable to get the American's money since It
has been found by Philip Guard, reporter for
the Mondial, who himself Is tracking the Vampires.
Moreno takes Irma Vep to his own home and
Instructs her, while she is in a hypnotic trance,
to fire a revolver at the first person who comes
through the door. He then Invites the Grand
Vampire to visit him. Irma Vep shoots the
man as he comes Into the room.
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THE VALLEY OF DECISION (American—
Five Parts — Dee. 4).— The cast: Young Manhood— Arnold Gray (Richard Bennett) : Love —
Jane Morton (Adrienne Morrison) ; Ambition
— Rhoda Lewis (Blanche Hanson) ; Wisdom —
Dr. Brainard (George Periolat). Directed by
Rea Berger.
Arnold Gray (Young Manhood), a young
man of means and reputation, is devoting his
energies to fighting against child labor and
otter sor-ial wrongs. Rhoda Lewis (Ambition)
Is an influential club woman who is interested
In Arnold. She is instrumental In bringing
about his nomination
for governor.
Arnold falls in love with Jane Morton (Love),
who is a young woman of culture and high
aspirations, who is making a name for herself as an author. They are married after a
short courtship. Their married life opens
happily with prospects of great work to be
accomplished; she in the writing of a novel
and he in the pursuit of his great ambition.
Durine his absence in Washington In the interests of the Child Labor Bill. Janp realizes she
iB about to become a mother. Reserving the
happy secret as a surprise for Arnold on hia
return, she makes preparations for the stranger.
Rhoda Lewis discovers Jane's expectations
and strongly advises her against the bearing
of the cTiild. warning that it will interfere with
the writing of her book, and burden Arnold
with family affairs at this critical period in his
bistorv. Jane spc the logic of Rhoda's reasoning, but her maternal instincts gain the upper
hand and upon Arnold's return she tells him
the s^crpt. Finally Arnold thinks the matter
over and comes to the decision that it is not
expedient for him and Jane to have the child
and he convinces her of his view.
Arnold's campaign progresses satisfactorily
and he becomes absorbed in politics. Jane's
spirit and bodily strength is failing. She confes<?es all this to Dr. Brainard. Arnold Is
elpcted and hurrying home after the news finds
Jane dead. He becomes governor, but all the
test has gone out of his life and he feels th^t
he ha*! b«^n a complete failure.
Standing by the balustrade on the portico of
the Governor's mansion one evening, the spirit
of Jane comes to him and shows him the mystic realm of tost tomorrows — the shadow land
of souls unborn and the joys that might have
been. He sees his son that might have been,
and he then turns to the spirit of Jane and
with a heart full of yearning and remorse
gathers her In his arms. As he does so the
vision becomes a reality and he flnds himself
seated before the fire In his library with his
arms about his wife, and realizes that he has
awakened from a dream. As he and Jane sit
before the fire the vision of a little child comes
to them, and he gazes upon it with love and
tenderness and a new realization of the meaning of life.
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LONESOME TOWN (American— Five parts—
December 11). — The cast: Louie (C. William
Kolb); Mike (Max M. Dill); Fresno Phil and
Squire Stiuirt (Harvey Clarke) ; Constable
Dig2:s (William Tedmarsh) ■ Mrs. Wonder, the
widow fEugenie Ford) : Hazy Fogg (May
Cloy); Monsieur Dippi' fBurdell Jacobs); Proprietor of Store (Frank Thompson) ; Old Watta
(Charles F. Spencer). Scenario wxitten by Al.
Santell.
Directed
by Thomas
Heffron.
The hub of the story is Watts, a town in
Southern California, said to be a municipal
orphan, whose founder has disappeared without
leaving any forwarding :.^-dress. and to whose
heirs is now due the accumulated income of
fifteen years. The action centers to this hub
from three different points. The widow, Mrs.
Wonder, poses as the gay relict of the late
Isaac Watts and claims the city and all Us
wonders.
Mike. Louie and a nondescript yclept "Fresno
Phil." also turn up as heirs, and to add to the
mystery, and incidentally, the enjoyment, little
Hazy Fogg, a child of charity, looms upon the
horizon as a claimant, and finally the rightful
one, supported bv such an eminent and powerful friend as Squire Squirt of the legal luminfather.ary of the distinguished city without a city
For a time it appears as If the gay widow
has the stronscst claim. No opposition can
stand before the flash of her eyes and the
charm of her costumes. At the Hotel Watts,
at the golf game, and other social and some
unsocial functions at which the widow appears,
all bow down and worship at her resplendent
shrine. Even the memory of the Squire, once
so clear that he had on a certain occasion
signed a will for the missing Isaac Watts, making Hazy Fogg a sole legatee, forgets that important fact in the hypnotic smile of the widow
and genuflexes as llmberly as the others when
she presents her credentials in the shape of a
forged wltl and testament, bequeathing everything to her.
In the hope of pvcntually winnine: the town
by first winning the widow, Mike, Louie and
Oily Phil, each in turn, withdraws his claim,
and the Squire, with <udicial solemnity, somewhat mixed with native gallantry, reluctantly
awards the case to the charming adventuress.
About this time little Hazy Fogg, worn out
and sleepy, casts lierselt down in the shade of
the old apple tree and sinks into profound
slumber. The roots have evidently struck bardpan, for the three has begun to grow upward
out of the ground. It is shaky and even the
slight weight of the child leaning against it
sways it to and fro. With a crash it falls,
tearing up the earth, and most wonderful thing
of all, casting up a tin box with oceans of loose
coin and a weather-beaten document which
proves (o be a will in her favor, signed by
Isaac Watts and witnessed by Squire Squirt.
A fade-in shows the widow hoofing it to town
along the railroad track, and a second fade-In
shows the three hoboes gathered about a campfire, far, far from the land of Watts,

VOGUE.
TREED (Two parts — Dec. 17).— The cast:
The Grocer (Larry Bowes) ; his daughter (Lillian Hamilton) ; his other daughter (Florence
Rosee): the Clerk (Rubp Miller); the Other
Clerk (Owen Evans) ; the Oldest Inhabitant
(Harry Huckins).
Directed by Rube Miller.
In a village grocery are two clerks who are
rivals
for
the
hand
of the
Lillian. The grocer also
has grocer's
another daughter.
daughter,
but an ugly one who has one devotee In a septuagenarian, who is passing his declining days
as a checker player in the grocery store.
Rube Miller
favored the
by the
grocer's of
pretty
daughter.
Sheis dislikes
attentions
the
other clerk. Many mishaps take place in the
grocery and the concern at many times Is in
a way to complete wreckage owing to the troulovers.ble occurring between the two quarrelsome
After a serious quarrel with his employer.
Rube invites Lillian to the grove for a swing.
They are followed by the ugly duckling and her
aged suitor. Rube's rival comes down on the
scene and tries to make love to Lillian, but he
is given his congee by Rube In a matter most
drastic.
Owing to the various intricacies of the love
affairs of the other clerk, Rube can stand It no
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longer and rebels. He is discharged. Rube
plans to elope with Lillian, who now is about
to be forced
to marry
rival and
dowry
also. Rube
is toldRube's
by Lilllian
wheregetthea
money for her dowry is hidden, and at the hour
of elopement Rube takes the dowry. They elope
in Rube's latest car, the Fierce Sparrow, guaranteed to go 2 :10 — two miles in ten days.
plans are
awry,
as
a Nevertheless,
double weddingRube's
is planned,
and set
Rube,
owing
to his misdemeanors, is forced to promise to
marry the ugly duckling, and Rube's rival is
to take Fair Lillian. When the guests are arranged for the double wedding. Rube takes the
money and skips out with Lillian. With the
dowry and the girl they start out to make their
escape ain good
Rube'sgetaway
auto. in
Justthe
as machine
he is about
make
he to
is
missed by the ugly duckling. She sees Rube
eloping with her sister. She informs the guests
and Rube's
rival
the come
police,on and
ment reigns.
The calls
police
the excitescene
in the village's latest vehicle and a chase takes
place.
auto and
comes
almostwith
to despair
on
several Rube's
occasions
finally,
its occupants it leaps off a high cliff, sails over a
yawning chasm and finally alights in a most
hazardous position in a high tree. Rube is not
beaten, for with the aid of various bombs, sK>
rockets, etc., he almost vanquishes his pursuers
underneath. The latter, however, secure reinforcements, and a hardy woodsman starts
with his trusty axe to cut the tree down. Rube,
his would-be bride and the auto come tumbling
to the ground. He is captured with the stolen
money and makes several excuses, but to no
avail. The grocer tells Rube that the only way
he can avoid the penitentiary is to marry the
ugly duckling. Rube takes one look at her
and tells the policeman to lead him away, as
he would prefer a term behind the prison walls
than to be "hitched" to the ugly duckling for
life. He is led away. Lillian collapses, then
in spite, marries Rube's rival, and the ugly
duckling is satisfied to marry the aged man.

MUTUAL.
MUTUAL WEEKLY .NO. 102 (Dec. 13).
At the Battle of the Somme. — Big gun fire is
directed by telephone from observation balloons.
Subtitles : The big 7i3s are rushed to more advantageous positions. The air squadron ready
to leave at the first signal. A Zeppelin was
brought down by an anti-aircraft gun. All on
board were lost. The Cathedral ruins. Everything in the line of fire was demolished. Kids
will be Kids, even in War times.
Hammonton. Cal. — World's largest gold dredge
is launched. Can be operated by three men and
digs 15,000 tons of dirt per day.
Norfolk, Va. — Wounded British soldiers, on
way home, stop here. Liner "Rotorua" en
route to Australia with 102 incapacitated officers
and men puts In here for coal.
New York City. — Statue of Liberty now permanently lighted. President Wilson gives wireless signal which floods famous statue with
light. Subtitles: The President's progress up
Fifth avenue was in a blaze of light. A bank
of the flood lights.
Boston, Mass. — The new Berthier machine
gun. State militia may adopt the "Devil's
Bobcat."
San Francisco, Cal. — New Scenic Boulevard
opened by mammoth auto parade. S.OOO cars
carry 32.000 people over 28 miles of new scenic
highway.
Paris, France. — M. Daucourt. the aviator,
who bombarded the Krupp works at Essen.
Washington, D. C— President Wilson addresses Congress at its opening. He recommends measures to prevent nation-wide strikes.
Subtitle:
Uncle Joe Cannon is back on the job.
Boston,
Mass. — Boston
Savants
view "Char-
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that
girl
and
the

since the death of Marjorie's mother, the
had been practically brought up by him
his wife. He then added that they were
only ones that knew of the secret marriage of Marjorie and Bob. Later Stanley is
cleared of the murder and announces to the
world his marriage to Marjorie.

eqnipmani

U.\CLE SAM'S DEFENDERS (No. 1, "From
Civilian to Soldier" — Dec. S). — The first chapter
of this ment
series
deals with N.the Y.,
citizens'
encampat Plattsburg,
showing
the
members receiving instructions in military
tactics. The New York National Guard is shown
in the Vap Cortlandt Park encampment and in
the mobilljation before their departure for the
Mexican border. The career of the regular army
man is pictured from the time he makes his application at the recruiting station in Central
Park to the time he is detailed at Fort Slocum.
After fifteen days here a marked improvement
in the rudiments of a regular army are shown.

RADIUM
GOLD
FIBRE
SCREEN, INC.
220 W. 42d Street
New
York
City
"A>k the ExkihiUr Who Own> One."

UNCLE SAM'S DEFENDERS (No. 2, "Our
Boys at the Border" — Dec. 15). — This reel shows
the routine followed by the regular army boys
on the Mexican border. It is full of excellent
artillery and target practice and shows the infantry in sham battles and the machine gun
squads in action. There i.s much detail of the
mechanism of the breachlocks, sighting instruments, shell timing, and the loading and firing
of a 4.7-inch gun. Bursting shrapnel shell and
some good views of high explosives breaking In
midair are also pictured.

Willis & Inglis
Wright and Callender Building
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
AFFILIATIONS
Roehm A Richards, Strand BIdff,, New York
Edward A. Wheeler, Schiller Bldg., Chicaco
Lyall Willis, London, England

ADMIRERS THREE (Dec. f)).— While Peggy
is entertaining three callers the light goes out.
One of them takes advantage of the darkness
and steals a kiss. Peggy indignantly leaves the
room, with a fraternal pin as the only clue she
has to the culprit which she finds in the lace
of her waist. This, however, is not much of a
clue, as all of the boys belong to the same frat.
Peggy writes to each of the boys, who are
roommates, and tells them that she must have
the truth. As a means to get into their old footing with the girl, each one of the boys confesses
to the crime.
Bob is the first one to confess and

MANAGEMENT
ENGAGEMENTS
FINANCING
BOOKS AND PLAYS
STUDIO LIGHTING
PUBLICITY
ity" at Fenway theater. Mutual production is
an expose, a discussion and a preachment in
pictures on the subject of Charity and Child
Welfare. Subtitle: The Rev. Herbert S. Johnson congratulates Mr. Jas, S. Roth, local
Mutual manager, on the success of the production.
Washington, D. C— Thrift taught with old
paper. School children sell old papers to raise
fund for playgrounds. Subtitle: The plan extends to the far West where Seattle children
raise fund for Christmas presents.
Ventura, Cal. — Threshing lima beans. New
caterpillar harvester and threshes employs only
16 men and does the work of 150 by the old
method. (Exclusive pictures by Mutual
Weekly.)
THE FALSE CLUE (Two parts— Dec. 4).—
The cast: Henry Ross (Benjamin Horning) :
Marjorie Ross, his daughter (Dorothv Davenport); Robert Stanley (Lee Hill); William, the
butler (O. B. Nair) ; the Maid (Lolande Flada) ;
David
LIndsey,
detective
(Donald
MacDonald).
Henry Ross, a retired banker, is found
murdered by his butler. Suspicion points to
Robert Stanley, a young man, who is in love
with Ross's daughter Marjorie, but whose suit
was not favored by the girl's father. The
maid tells Lindsey. the detective, of overhearStanley he
ask was
Ross found
for his
daughter's
just ing
before
murdered
and hand,
that
a quarrel ensued. Stanley is arrested and
later the butler tells his story.
He relates

Are You Tired
of playing^ waltzes and popular songs for all
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Try "bringing
matic scenes with
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music. the draThe
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contains the beat music of this kind published. Issued in Three Series:
No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3.
Piano (24 pages each), 5S cts. for each series; $1.15 for any two; $1.70 for all three.
Violin, 40 cts. each; 75 cts. for any two; $1.05
for all three. Cornet, 35 cts. each; 65 cts. any
two; 95 cts. all three. First and second aeries
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Discounts on orders for four or more parts.
Send for free sample pages. Note new address.
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For the fullest and latest news of the moving pictur*
industry in Great Britain and Europe.
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men.
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Peggy sweetly forgives him. Then when Cort
shows up with a conlession, Peggy sends him
from lier in disgrace. Later the doctor calls to
confess and be finds that Peggy has the mumps,
so for a while be has the inside road. As soon
as she is well, Peggy dismisses the doctor and
decides
to godiscover
to the boys'
rooming
and see
if she can
to whom
the place
pin belongs.
Here she finds that Cort is sick in bed with
mumps. faction,
Thefor Cort
mystery
solved the
to Peggy's
has is been
one shesatishas
loved all along.
SEQVEL TO THE DIAMOND FROM THE
SKV— (Chapter 1, "Fate and Death" — Two
Parts— Nov. 271. The cast: Blair Stanley
(William Russell); Vivian Stanley (Charlotte
Burton): Louise Grafton (Rhea MUchellj;
Little
Arthur Stanley
(Dodo
N'ewton);; Quabba,
the hunchback
(William
Tedmarsh)
Marmaduke Smythe. English solicitor (Orral Humphrey); De Vaux (Ward
McAllister).
Arthur and Esther Stanley and son, little
Arthur, en route from Virginia to England, are
victims of a train wreck. Father and mother
are killed but the child escapes death. Quabba,
the gypsy, now the king of the band, learub
of the accident from his followers. He hastens
to the wreck and finds the bodies of Arthur
and Esther Stanley but finds no trace of their
son. De Vaus. the conspirator, who has been
shadowing the Stanleys, is also present at the
wreck: he finds little Arthur and discovers The
Diamond From the Sky suspended from his
neck. He transfers the jewel to his pocket and
disappears into the night carrying off little Arthur. Later Quabba sees De Vaux carrying the
child into an orphanage, temporarily used as a
hospital. Quabba awaits his chance and steals
the child.
UNDER OATH, Chapter Two (Two partsDec. 4 1 . — Quabba Journeys back to Fairfax.
Virginia, and places the child in the care of
Louise Grafton, who comes to attend the funeral
of her friends. Blair Stanley returns to Virginia from England and, upon meeting his coworker. De Vaux. Blair secures possession of
The Diamond from the Sky. Quabba, bent upon
getting possession of the diamond for the
child, enters Blair's room at night and Is discovered. A terrible fight follows in which both
Quabba and Elair fall from the window to the
ground. Quabba makes off with The Diamond
from the Sky.
SEALED LIPS, Chapter Three (Two partsDec. 11). — Robert Holgate, upon returning from
a long journey, calls on his fiance, Louise
Grafton. By chance he sees little Arthur in
company with a negro nurse. Robert questions
Louise as to the identity of the child. His
queries are met with evasive answers and he
jumps to the conclusion that the boy is the
illegitimate son of Louise. He is furiousBlair Stanley is passing as a wealthy Englishman interested in coal lands. He meets Louise
by design and is seen in conversation with her
by Robert, who instantly assumes him to be
the father of the boy. He vows revenge on
Blair. Vivian, wife of Blair, follows her husband to America to revenge herself for having
been deserted. She also is in quest of The
Diamond from the Sky. Leamlne of its whereabouts she visits the gypsy van. She finds
the diamond just as Blair and De Vaux approach, bent on the same mission. She is not
seen, but Quabba discovers the others. They
set upon him and bind him and then make their
escape. Vivian has slipped away unseen bv any
and has possession of the diamond.
THE
CLIMAX,
Chapter
Dec. IS) . — In making her

ALL

Four
(Two
parts —
escape Vivian
falls
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over an embankment and is rendered semU
delirious. She wanders far and is found on the
Crafton estate by Ghloe — the negro maid. Louise
t a lies her in hand and Vivian gives her the
chamois bag for safe keeping. Not knowing
its contents Louise tosses the bag in a table
drawer in her room. Robert, having taken to
drink to drown his fancied troubles, becomcB
intoxicated and wanders about the Stanley
home in tbe absence of its members. He finds
the diamond in Louise's room. Enraged, he
thinks Blair has given the jewel to Louise. He
rushes off with the diamond and meets Smythe
who has just arrived from England. He invites
Smythe to drink with him and thev then play
cards. Robert loses all his money and the
jewel, too. Later Smythe is recognized by Blair
and De Vaux and n.ianapped. The diamond is
found and taken by Blair. That night Blair
meets his wife. They are caught in a storm
and struck by lightning and killed. De Vaus
in a struggle with Quabba falls down stairs
and is also killed. Robert and Louise, now
reconciled, finds the bodies of Blair and Vivian.
The Diamond from the Sky. which has been a
curse so long, is shattered into a million
fragments.
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HIST! AT SIX O'CLOCK (Dec. 18}.— The
cast: Tillie de Vamp (Betty Compson) ; Willie
Loosem (Neal Burns) ; Ima Peach (Billio
Rhodes); Count de Strychnine (Eddie Barry).
Scenario by Wm. E. Wing. Produced by Al. E.
Christie.
"The Loosem fdmily must be exterminated
root and branch, and the treasure made ours !■
So speak the Count de Strychnine, as he lays
plans to trap poor Willie Loosem. The Count
has the able assistance of the beautiful Tillie
de Vamp, who specializes in crowned heads
and has only taken this little job to please
the Count.
Willie receives a threatening note — "at six
o'clock you die unless the tin box containing
the treasure is placed in the old oak tree."
Willie confides in Ima Peach his love, and together they hie to the old tower to hide the box.
"They fall into the Count's trap and Willie
hides the box in the grandfather-clock. The
Count ties Willie to the clock, which will explode
at six
and hunters
ties Imavamoos
a short
tance
away. o'clock,
The gore
as disth«
clock shows 5 :58.
Ima bites tbe electric light wire in two and
uses it as a magnet to turn the clock back.
Saved ! Burning the ropes. Willie and Ima escape pursued by the Count, He disguises as
a cab-driver and is hired by Willie. The
Count's henchmen put the clock on the top of
the cab and they drop off. leaving Willie ana
Ima to ride to doom. 5 :r)9. The dispossessed
cab-driver sees his cab, mounts It, sees the
clock, finds it fast by his Waterbury, and turns
it back.
Saved
again !
The cab with the clock and treasure once
more falls into the hands of the Count and
Tillie. The hand reaches six at last and they
are blown into the next county. The explosion
throws the box into the air and it falls — in
Willie's
and
live hands.
happily. He and Ima cash the treasure
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THE RISE OF SUSAN. ( Peerless— Five
Parts — Dec. IS). The cast: Susan (Clara
Kimball Young); Mrs. Joseph Luckett (Jenny
Dickerson) ; Sinclair La Salle (Warner Gland);
Ninon (Marguerite Skirwin); Clavering Gordon (Eugene O'Brien). Directed by S. E. V.
Taylor.
Susan, a young girl, the support of her old
uncle, earns
livingalmost
in Madame
fashionable her
shop. She
loses Millet's
her position
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through
of Madame's
son, but her
the rebuff
arrivalof ofthea advances
rich customer
renders
her services as model necessary. The customer,
Mrs. Luckett, a parvenu, struggliu" desperately
to
Into society,
is struck
by Susan's
beauty
andgetladylike
bearing,
and when
a Countess,
whom she intended to use as an entering wedge
into society, fails to appear, she prevails upon
Susan to assume the role of Countess for a
night.
Susan is a great success and society goes mad
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over the titled lady. Mrs. Luckett Is delighted
and insists that Susan continue to play the
role. and
At first
Mrs.uncle
L.uckett's
pleas
the Susan
sudden refuses,
death ofbuther
cause
her to change her mind, and she decided to go
through with the part. As the Countess, Susan wins the heart of Clavering Gordon, a
wealthy and attractive young bachelor. Mrs.
Luckett
to "land"
husband forhad
her hoped
daughter.
Ninon, Gordon
and she asrssents
Susan's rivalryShe tells Susan that the disappointment of
losing Gordon is killing Ninon, and urges her
to go away. Though now deeply In love wit^i
Gordon, Susan decides to sacrifice her own feelings to save Xinon. She is about to leave
when
La Salle.
Mrs. that
Luckett's
social
secretary,
tells her
Ninon scheming
is a confirmed
drug
fiend, andSusan
would
life.
He persuades
thatonly
she ruin
owes Gordon's
it to Gordon
to marry him. and save him from Ninon and
at last Susan is won over by his arguments.
Just before the marriage ceremony, the
schom'ng secretary reveals his true motives.
H-^ di^raands a large sum of money from Susan
on penalty that, if she refuses, he will reveal
to thi; assembled wedding guests that she is
not a Countess, but a poor working girl and
an impostor. Susan is dismayed. Determining
that she will go no further with the deception,
and scorning the secretary, she rushes into the
midst of the wedding partv and confesses all.
Before the astonished Gordon or any of the
other guests can stop her, she disappears.
Seeking to forget her sorrow and unhapplness;,
Susan becomes a nurse, and by her sweet unselfishness, wins the love of all whom she
meets. After Susan disappeared, Gordon
searrhed in vain, and finally despairing over the
results and giving up all hopes of ever finding
her, he marries Ninon, in the hope of reforming her. His hopes are vain, for with the years
Ninon has grown continually worse, until sh9
has become a shattered wreck. Susan is called
upon to nurse her, and though torn with conflicting emotions, when she learns that Ninon
is the wife of Gordon, the man she loves, Sjsan
tries desperately to save the drug-crazed woman.
After a fierce struggle, the maddened Ninon
succeeds in blinding Susan with a pair of scissors, and th'^n flings herself from the window to
her death in the court below. Gordon meet-*
the blinded Susan, and after a brief courtship
the two are married. In their great love they
are rendered doubly happy by indications th'it
Susan's sight Is about to be restored.
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THE AWAKENING OF HELENA RICHIE
(Rolfe Photoplays Inc.— Five Parts — Dec. IS) —
The cast: Helena Richie (Ethel Barrymore) ;
Lloyd Pryor (Robert Cummings) ; Benjamin
Wright ( Frank Montgomery ) ; Dr. Lavendar
(J. A. Furey) : Little David (Maury Steuart) ;
Sam Wright (Hassan Mussalli); Deacon Wright
(William Williams); Frederick Richie (Robert
Whittier) : Dr. King (Charles Goodrich) ; Mrs.
King (Hattie Delaro) ; Mrs. Wright (Mary
Asquith).
Directed by John W. Noble.
To the village of Old Chester comes Helena
Richie in search of balm for a broken heart.
Her dissolute husband, in a drunken rage, has
killed their little child. This tragedy induces
Helena to listen to the pleadings of Lloyd
Fryor to leave Paris, where the Richles are living, and come to America with him.
Pryor makes frequent visits to Helena in the
little home he establishes for her in Chester.
and the towns-people accept the statement that
he is her brother. Did Benjamin Wright, however, has his own suspicions as to the relations between the two. His interest is more
than a casual one, for bis grandson, Sam
Wright, a young poet, is in love with Helena.
The old man tells him his belief with regard
to Mrs. Richie. Sam asks her whether the
suspicion has any foundation, and when she
admits
that it has he kills himself.
Dr. Lavendar, the kindly old minister, has
in his charge a child who needs a home. He
has decided to send the little boy, David, to
Mrs. Richie for a trial visit. She welcomes
the boy, who flUs the place In her heart left
vacant by the death of her own child. Her
heart becomes bound up In the boy, though she
is torn by conflicting emotions by the thought
of her own false position.
Helena's husband has been in such feeble
health, owing to his dissipations, that she has
constantly
expected
his death to release her.
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so that she and Pryor may be married. Finally the long-expected event happens, but Pryor
has tired of her. His promise of marriage has
been nothing but a ruse to get her to elope
with him. Looking about for an excuse to
break the bonds which have become irksome tohim, he tells her that she must give up David.
She refuses and he says she must choose between the child she
and clings
himself.to Realizing
Fryor's
unworthiness,
the child,
and
Pryor leaves her.
Helena goes to Dr. Lavendar, tells him the
truth about her past relations with Pryor, and
asks uim to let her keep the child with her
always The old man's answer is : "Can you
teach him to tell the truth, you who have lived
a lie? Can you make him brave — you who
could not endure? Can you make him honorable— you who have deceived all"? Helena i6
silent in the face of this accusation. She decides to give David up. and to leave Old Chester.
She tells Dr. Lavendar that on her way to the
station ne.\t day she will come to bid David
goodbye.
Next day at the rectory Dr. Lavendar asks
her to take with her a parcel which she will
And wrapped up in the coach. She promises,
and in the coach finds the package to be littl«
. David, all wrapped up for traveling. Her
willingness to sacrifice her own happiness (or
the boy has proved her worthiness to keep
him, and Helena and little David leave Old
Chester to find peace among new surroundings.
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THE HONOR OF MARY BLAKE {Five Parts
— Dec. 18). — The cast: Mary Blake (Violet
Mersereau): Flossie Payton (Tina Marshall);
Mrs. Hardy (Caroline Harris) ; Kirk Hardy
(Sidney Mason) ; Richard Kearney (James
O'Neill). Scenario written by John C. Brownnell.
Directed by Edwin Stevens.
Mary Blake and Flossie Payton are actrecses
who chum together and live in the same rooming bouse in New York. Richard Kearney,
wealthy theatrical manager, offers Mary an Important part in a new play, and when the girl
goes to his office to discuss matters, Kearney
makes love to her. She repulses his advances,
and goes home to relate her experience to
Flossie.
The next morning there comes to Mary a
note from Kearney offering marriage as atonement for his previous conduct, and Flossie
urges Mary to "take a chance." This Mary
decides
and, going
to Kearney's
office,
accepts to
his do.
proposal.
Shortly
after Kearney
and Mary leave the office to be married a
woman
enters
and
asks
for
her
husband,
Mr.
Kearney.
The office boy tells her that Mr. Kearney has
' just left to be married. Prom the boy she
gets his home address and when Kearney and
Mary return from the church w^ere they were
wed, the woman is waiting tor them. Confronting the pair, she makes Kearney admit
that his marriage to Mary is illegal, because
he was married in Australia to the woman who
has now appeared after an absence of many
Mary, broken-hearted, returns to Flossie and
her furnished room, tells her sad story and,
comforted by Flossie, decides to go with her
years.
chum on tour with a traveling repertoire company. The little town of Hillsdale is the first
engagement to be played by the Manhattan Co.,
and there the show remains a week. One day
Mary takes a stroll in the fields and woods
near town and is attacked by a tramp who
overtakes her in a lonely spot.
The girl's screams are heard by Kirk Hardy,
a wealthy young farmer, who rescues her. TTie
acquaintance thus begun is continued. Hardy's
mother Is a fllinty-souled member of the. church
and the deacons quickly spread the horrible
news of her son's social downfall.
When the Manhattan Repertoire Co. ends Its
engagement at Hillsdale and must leave for the
next town, Mary is suddenly stricken with pneumonia and is left behind. Kirk hears of the
girl's illness and supplies her with medical
attention and nurses, frequently going himself
to sit by her bedside. Their love progresses
and when the girl recovers they are married.
Richard Kearney had, meanwhile divorced
his wife, and learns through Flossie, with the
Manhattati Co., that Mary is living at Hillsdale,
happily married. Kearney, bent upon possessing
the girl, at all cost, goes to Hillsdale, secures
an
interview,
and pleads
while with
Kirk Mary
Hardy's
listens
at the door
to gomother
away
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with him. When sho again repulses him,
Kearney uses his strength to overpower her and
forcibly kisses her just at the moment Mrs.
Hardy stealthily opens the door and looks into
the room.
The mother tells her son ; Kirk accuses Mary
and she makes no attempt to deny the incident,
explaining that she was helpless and that she
had nothing to do with Kearney visiting her.
Kirk gotfs to the hotel, meets Kearney and wben
the showman asks Kirk to take a drink. Hardy
seemingly accepts the courtesy, but promptly
dashes the poured-out whiskey into Kearney's
face. In the fight that follows, a revolver is discharged and Kearney
is dangerously
wounded.
With her husband under arrest, Mary goes
to the hotel and nurses Kearney so capably tUat
she saves his life. Hardy is released, explanations are forthcoming and the happy ending Is
attained when Kirk and Mary are reunited and
Mrs. Hardy contributes her blessing.
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trick and is about to assault him wben Esmond
intervenes and orders them to disperse. The
soldiers arrive aud the mob is dispersed after
a struggle in which many are killed. Mary,
coming from the Castle, learns the high cost
which must be paid for rebellion when she sees
the road scattered with wives and mothers crying over their soldier husbands who have fallen
in the cause.
Esmond is captured by the soldiers and tried
as a traitor. After a time he is sentenced to
be hung. Mary clings to his broken-hearted
mother
trouble,
and for
with him.
Leigh's
aid theythrough
try to the
obtain
a pardon
In
vain they make their appeals and at last the
despairing mother forces her way into the
King's presence, Mary following fearfully.
Here again her plea is ignored aud it is not
until General Ramsey, a close friend, intervenes, that the pardon is granted and Esmond
allowed to go free.
Leigh, realizing that Esmond is now free and
that his own aEfliction would make it Impossible
for him to ask Mary's hand in marriage, does
his utmost to arrange the engagement, but he
fails. Later he is given the Victoria Cross for
his bravery and dutiful service to his country,
but
his tolinal
reward hiscomes
when and
Mary's
refuses
recognize
blindness
tbey love
are
pledged to marry. The unselfisli friendship of
the men and their common love for the sweet
Irish girl has made all things possible, and
once more they stand together, stronger allied
than before.
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WHOM THE GODS DESTROY (Five Parts—
DeQ. 18). — The cast: Mary O'Neil (Alice Joyce) ;
Leslie St. George Leigh (Harry T. Morey) ; Sir
Denis Esmond (Marc MacDermott) ; O'Neil
(Logan Paul) : Father McCarthy (Charles
Kent) ; King of England (Thomas R. Mills) ;
Lady Esmond (Mary Maurice) ; Carl (Mr.
Siegel).
Directed by William P. S. Earle.
The ominous call of war gives the Irish rebels
an opportunity to prepare to strike for their
freedom. One of the most diligent leaders is
Sir Denis Esmond, who is prepared to lead the
insurgents against England. Leslie St. George
Leigh,
friend loses
of Esmond's,
and a while
true
patriot a ofclose
England,
his eyesight
doing his duty in the North Sea.
Mary O'Neil, a lovable little Irish lass, is
loved by both Leigh and Esmond, and not realizing the cost, she is heart and soul in the insurgents' cause
and refuses
to free.
give either
her
answer until
Ireland
shall be
Thinking
to allay suspicion, she allows Leigh to come to
Castle O'Neil while convalescing. When an
English officer come-s to the castle, Leigh gives
his word of honor that Esmond has not been
there, for he does not know that: he has returned from Germany.
Later the insurgents come in a body to the
Castle for Esmond. Leigh speaks to Esmond
until he is made to realize the cost, then addresses the rebels, after getting Mary to give
him, as he thinks, the English flag, but in
reality she gives him the old Irish flag, fearing for his safety. He learns his mistake and
signals to an Engli-'^h warship in the harbor
for help.
One of the insurgents
learns of his
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JIMMIE DALE, ALIAS THH GREY SEAL
(Fourth Episode — "The Metzer Murder Mystery"— Two Parts — Dec. 5). — Balked at their attempt to get rid of Marie La Salle, the Crime
Club contrives to get the papers that Incriminate them in the matter of the murder of the
girls father and uncle. Cornering Marie in a
hotel, they are about to succeed in their devilish
work, when Jimmie Dale, the Grey Seal, saves
her. Getting the girl home in safety, he arrives
at his mansion in time to answer an urgent
telephone call from Carruthers. his friend and
editor of a newspaper that has offered SlO.tXX)
for the capture of the Grey Seal. The message
was that Jack Metzer, a stool pigeon, has been
murdered and that a grey seal has been found
on his forehead.
Jimmie is disturbed that anybody should soil
the name of the Grey Seal with the crime of
murder. He goes to the spot of the murder with
Carruthers. as a cub reporter. A careful examination of the Grey Seal shows him that it
bears a finger print — a sure sign that he did not
place it there — as he Is careful not to allow his
fingers to touch the seals he attaches. He draws
his conclusions and with a bit of shrewd detective work confirms his suspicion.
The next day, he requests the Captain of
Police, who has discovered the crime, to come
to his house for a sitting for a portrait, together with Carruthers. He then exhibits the
results of his investigation by showing Carruthers that the Captain has put the blame on
the murderer as being the Grey Seal, in order
to get the reward offered for the fugitive. The
Captain is given the choice of leaving the city
or being sent to prison for twenty years. In
conclusion It may be stated that the Captain
occupied Berth 29 on the "Black Diamond" express going from New York that night.
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LAND JUST OVER YONDER (November— Six Parts — Dudley Motion Picture Mfg.
Co.). — The action of this picture revolves around
tbe absorbing devotion of an old man, whose
heart is wrapped up in a young comrade and
partner. The young man becomes enamored
of a quarter-breed woman, who not only breaks
his heart through her unfaithfulness, but also
runs away with his money, which has been
wrung from mother earth through unceasing
toil. Her lover is murdered and tbe young
man
is accused
and, to
through
the woman's
treachery,
is condemned
die.
The old man. In the meantime, having broken
with his chum because of his infatuation for
the woman, gives himself up to gambling and
mining camp dissipations. He loses his money
and has to strike out into the wilderness again
in search of more gold. Coming back at tbe
end of two years, he is elected sheriff of the
county and discovers that he is to hang his
former chum. Together they start for Carson
iCity. where the old man goes before the governor andoftells
the story
Boy's" conlife.
The ring
genuine
truth of
in "Billy
the narrative
vincesandthehegovernor
of the young man's Innocence
is pardoned.
SOMEWHERE IN MEXICO (Tweedledum
Comedy^Dec. 4). — Tweedledum has caught the
military
enlistsintention
in his country's
service withfever
the and
avowed
of removing
Villa from the face of the earth.
His antics shock the dignity of the recruiting
officers and furnish no end of amusement to
his fellow-Soldiers. Tweedledum, however, makes
a poor soldier and violates all the rules. The
officers are utterly unable to keep him in line
if a pretty girl happens to be anywhere near
during drill time, but the crowning climax
comes when "ho slips away from his camp to
hide and have a qutpt smoke.
He happens to select a spot which is near the
location of a band of Mexicans and the powder
magazine. He carelessly tosses away the remains of his cigar, when suddenly a terrible
explosion ensues and almost the entire company
of Mexican soldiers are blown to pieces. His
own company rush to the scene and promptly
make Tweedleedum a great hero and give him
credit for overcoming the enemy single handed.
He is quickly raised to the rank of a commanding officer and receives his newly acquired
honors joyfully if not gracefully.
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K-E-S-E.
THE PHANTOM BUCCANEER (Five Parts—
Essanay — Dec. 18). — The cast: Stuart Norttcote and Jack Burton (Richard 0. Travers) ;
Mercia Solano (Gertrude Glover) ; Billy Logan
(Thuriow Brewer) : Maurice Furnival (R. P.
Thompson) ; Lord Sangatte (Carroll C. James) ;
Milford (Arthur W. Bates) ; Lady Barradell
(E?thei Davis). Directed by J. Charles Haydon.
Stuart Northcote. a London adventurer, slays
the president of a mytlilcal South American republic, and establishes himself at Its bead.
Mercia Solano, daughter of the slain ofBcial,
leads
a
conspiracy
to avenge
her father'sescapes
death
by killing Northcote.
The adventurer
to
London,chest.
however,
looting
republic's
treasure
He Isafter
pursued
by the
Mercia
and a
band.
The adventurer, perceiving his deadly peril,
employs Jack Burton, an impoverished young
Englishman, to act as biis double. The girl
shoots at the double, and other fiendish plots
are carried out to kill him. Burton frustrates
them all.
Then the conspirators penetrate his masquerade. Mercia falls in love with Jack and repudiates her accomplices. The latter discover
Northcote's hiding place and slay him. To
avenge
themselves
for Mercia's
betrayal,
accuse her and Burton
of the crime.
The they
two
are brought within the shadow of the gallows,
but finally are vindicated by the testimony of a
valet who witnessed the murder.
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FAC-SIMILE PAINTING
in a beautiful gilt 3-inch width frame — size
over all 25x22 inches. Pictures are painted in
oils and water colors of every popular player,
all made from poses to appropriately fit this
style of frame. Complete with brass name
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$5.00 each

PARAMOUNT.
A CONEY ISLAND PRINCESS (Famous
Players — Four parts — Dec. 4). — The cast: Princess Zim-Zim ( Irene Fenwick ) ; Pete Milholland (Owen Moore) ; Alice Gardner (Eva Francis) ; Tony Graves (Clifford B. Gray); Jan
Kouver (William Bailey); Mrs. King (Kate
Lester);
mother
(Dora Mills Adams);
Old
MooneyAlice's
{Russell
Bassett).
Among the younger members of the select
families of the "Avenue," are Pete Milholland,
a "good fellow" and sportsman, and his fiance,
Alice Gardner. Only once have they quarreled
— that was when Pete disgraced himself by
coming upon the polo fields intoxicated. This
was good cause, and we now find Peter staring
blankly ahead of him with the returned ring
in his hand.
Still in a stupor from drink, Pete instructs
his butler that he is leaving for Europe and
staggers out of the house. He finds himself
on the shores at Coney Island, in a garb not
his own. During his wanderings in the amusement park, Pete comes before the entrance
of the "Turkish Dream." Partially attracted
by the pretty dancer and chiefly in need of
sleep, he smuggles himself into the place. He
has come at the psychological moment, for the
proprietor, Mooney. and his daughter, Tessie.
the dancer, are in a quandary. Their orchestra,
the pianist, has left them. Pete steps into the
breach, much to the jealousy of Jan. the boatman, Tessie'stoardent
time
Pete decides
return lover.
home, As
taking
withpasses
him
Tessie and her father. The jovial Irishman
and his daughter dislike the luea of leaving
their "kind," but with the arrival of the auto«
mobile they agree to go.
Tessierather
is taken
care of
by Pete's
would
do most
anything
thanaunt,
comewho
in
contact with the belle of Coney Island. Her
arrival causes consternation in society circles
and it is realized by Pete that she is not suitable for him, but he is determined to marry
her, as Alice, according to the papers, is going to become the wife of his friend, Tonj
Graves.
During her stay at the Milholland mansion
Tessie notices how Pete controls his feelings
when Alice approaches, and how Alice's heart
nearly breaks when the two girls meet, Alice
and Fete finally come face to face, and Pete
learns that the newspaper report of Alice's
marriage to Tony was false. He takes her in
his arms, and thus they are discovered by
Tessie. Summoning all her strength and forcing a smile upon her face, Tessie tells them
that she lied and does not love Pete at all,
and returns her ring. Pete is overcome to
think that be was on the verge of falling into
the trap
set by this
"vampire."turn
while
Alice
is overjoyed
at young
the unexpected
of
events, though secretly feeling that Tessie is
making a great sacrifice.
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After Tessie's return to her kingdom on the
beach, "The Turkish Dream," true love steals
its way into her heart as it had done to Alice
and Pete, and soon Jan proves to be her ideal
of a husband.
THE ROAD TO LOVE (Morosco— Five parts
— Dec. 7). — The cast: Hafsa (Lenore Ulrich) ;
Goruon Roberts (Colin Chase) ; Leila Sadiya
(Lucille Ward); Borah (Estelle Alien); Karan
(Alfred Vosburgh) ; Sidi Malik (Herschel
Mayall); The Old Sheik (Joe Massey) ; Abdallah (Alfred Longsworth).
The action takes place in Algeria where Hafsa. the daughter of wealthy old Sidi Malik, has
aroused the avidity of Leila Sadiya, the
"mother" of the dancing girls. She gives orders to have the girl kidnapped and brought
to her. Meanwhile Gordon Roberts, a young
American who is traveling in the Orient, saveB
the life of Karan. a Bedouin chief, and earns
the undying gratitude of the Arab. Gordon
meets Hafsa while she is shopping in defiance
of her father's commands and wins her regard
bv sheltering her from the old man. He is
infatuated with her and disguises himself as
a peddler in order to meet her again. He is
discovered by Nakhla. a spy of her father's,
who promptly has Gordon beaten by his retainers.
Gordon and the girl elope, but are captured
and the American is turned over to one Abdallah with instructions to sell him as a slave.
Hafsa bribes Abdallah to let her go in the
caravan in which Gordon is kept drugged. Karan learns of the predicament of Gordon and
worms his way into the friendship of Abdallah
until he can drug the guards. But when Gordon is about to escape, he recognizes Hafsa
and demands that she go in his place. Karan
away.
finally yields to the girl and takes Gordon
Hafsa Is delivered to Leila and is not seen
again by Gordon until she dances at a great
fete. She is offered for sale and Gordon makes
a desperate effort to outbid an old sheik, but
fails. On the wedding day, Hafsa substitutes
her maid for herself and escapes with Gordon,
but the deception is qnickly discovered and
a pursuit is begun. As the fugitives reach the
garden gate, Malik arrives and cuts off their
escape. The pursuing Leila comes up and
stares in wonder at Malik, who proves to be
her husband. She is the mother of the girl
whom ■ she has been attempting to hand over
to the sheik.
Just at this moment the old man himself and
his retinue are heard approaching and Leila
implores Malik to permit his daughter to go
her
withthrows
Gordon,
Snatching
the ofgirl's
scarf,way
Leila
it upon
the edge
the
garden well, as the lovers make their escape.
When the sheik arrives upon the scene, he is
shown the scarf and told that Hafsa has chosen
her own fate, rather than marr>' him.
Under the chaperonage of the faithful Karan
the lovers depart across the desert on the
road to love.
THE VICTORIA CROSS (Lasky— Five parts
— December 14). — The cast; Major Ralph 3eton (Lou-Tellegen) ; Joan, his sweetheart (Cleo
Ridgley) ; Sir Allan Strathallan, her father
(Ernest Joy); Azimoolah (Sessue Hayakawa) ;
Princess Adala (Mabel Van Buren ) ; Cassim
Beg (Frank Lanning) ; Seereek, the Nana (Harold Skinner).
In 1857 native regiments, stirred to revolt
by scheming rulers and religious fanatics,
shocked the world by "The Indian Mutiny.
Ralph Seton, a young English officer with a
brilliant record, has been thrown into the
decadent life of the Mahratta's Court at Cawnpore. He receives a letter from Sir Allan
Strathallan saying tnat he will soon visit Cawnpore, bringing with him the Victoria Cross
which has been awarded Seton for heroism,
and that he will also bring his daughter, Joan,
with whom Seton was in love in England. Seton. to be worthy of both the Cross and the
girl,
decides toa reform,
Azimoolah,
native officer and conspirator,
invites the assistance of the Princess Adala
to recover the throne from the English, and
she reluctantly agrees to entice the young
English officer to her home the night of tne
uprising. In answer to her note. Seton accepts her invitation, and in a drunken moment, invites the officer to accompany" him.
Joan and her father arrive at Seton 's bunga-
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low and are somewhat puzzled at the evidences
of a carouse- They are taken to the Palace
and Azimoolah cleverly warns the Frincea In
time for the soldiers to escape, all except
Seton. whom she hides. Joan, however, knows
someone Is there and Is heartbroken when
she recognizes the man whom she considered
a great and perfect hero. Considering; him unworthy of the Cross. Sir Allan strongly denounces Seton. who gradually sinks lower and
lower, is courtmartlaled and reduced In rank.
Joan has turned against tiim. To save him,
Adala persuades Seton to don a native costume.
Joan has been taken by Azlmoolah's men, and
under threat of death ordered to write a request that her India.
father's She
troops
be withdrawn
from Northern
refuses,
and the
Seereek. desiring rather to possess her than
have her punished, commands her brought before him dressed as a nautch girl. She escapes
and comes upon Seton dining with Adala ; her
expressed contempt arouses him to the real
situation. On a pretense that she is his prisoner, Seton attempts to reach the barracks *ith
Joan. The deception is discovered and a long
siege of hardships follows. Seton gives Joan
the Cross just as they are taken out for sentence— Seton to be shot, Joan to be massacred.
Setou's executioner is overpowered, the news
taken to Stratballan. who arrives at the crucial
moment, and gives his daughter to Seton. who
he declares has redeemed himself. Joan pins
the
Cross
her In
his on
arms.her lover's breast as he taKes
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HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL. No. 92 (Nov. 17).
San Francisco, Cal. — The Signal Corps of the
California National Guard returns from the
Mexican border, and members are enthusiastically greeted by relatives.
North port, L. I. — In wire enclosed pens on
the farm of J. A. Kane, tiny silver fox puppies
are born and brought up to be worth $2,500
apiece. Most expensive fur garments are made
from the pelts of these animals,
Washington, D. C— Back at his desk in
Washington, is Joseph P. Tumulty, secretary to
President Wilson. On Election night, when
all the Democratic leaders had conceded President Wilson's defeat. Tumulty alone claimed
his re-election.
San

Antonio.

Tex. — In different parts
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city, the wives of two prominent Mexicans are
being entertained. Mrs. Venustiano Carranza
is here assisting her niece to purchase a trousseau, while Mrs. Francisco Villa Is attending
abrother.
family re-union
at the Mrs.
home Carranza
of her husband's
Accompanying
are her
daughters, the Misses Eugenia and Julia. With
Mrs. Villa is her young son, Augustin.
Fashions de Luxe. — The latest gowns and
hats, creations of Lady Duff-Gordon — Lucille —
are shown exclusively in the Hearst International News Pictorial.
San Francisco, Cal. — Hiram Johnson, Governor of California, is elected to the United
States Senate by an overwhelming majority.
The Governor and his little grandson, Hiram
Johnson. 3d, poses for the Hearst International News Pictorial.
South Brookneld, Mass. — Henry Freeman, of
this place. Is the owner of the only trained
steers in the world. He has succeeded in teaching the lumb animals
several unique tricks.
Philadelphia, Pa. — C. Emery Titman, wellknown club man and baseball rooter, exercises
."t.'iO
pounds,
avoirdupois, to pay an ill-advised
election
wager.
Lexington, Mass. — On the beautiful estate of
Millionaire J. W. Hayden near here, youthful
classic dancers led by Winifred Gilraln, given
an exhibition
of the terpsichorean
art.
Washington, D. C. — Dr. Karl Graves, selfstyled international spy, is arrested charged
with attempting to sell private letters, the contents of which would have embarrassed Countess von Bernstorff. wife of the German Ambassador. Graves appears with his attorney to
answer the charge before a United States
Commissioner.
In the Battle-Scarred Verdun. — Great havoc
is wrought in this city by German seige guns.
American ambulances in the region of this
battlefront are in constant danger from exploding shells. New methods are devised for
transporting wounded from the first-line trenches to the field hospital.
HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, No. 3 (Nov. 21).
Reading, Mass.— The newly-equipped Are department demonstrates the use of its new
life-saving appliances. Firemen leap from
dizzy heights into life-nets, to show citizens
proper methods to follow in escaping from
burning
buildings.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Marguerite Walz, exponent of outdoor dancing, performs before the
camera in a beautiful wooded setting to demonstrate health-conserving exercises.
New York City. — High school pupils of the
Metropolis are being put through a rigid military course to increase their physical fltness.
Boys of the Stuyvesant High School, and girls
of the Washington Irving High School perform
their military exercises under the watchful
eye of physical instructors employed by the
New York
Board
of Edueation.
Waukegan, 111. — Thousands of lake trout are
caught in the nets of Lake Michigan fishermen.
The trout harvest of the season was exceptionally large. Exclusive pictures show how
the fish are caught, killed and prepared for
the market.
Footlights and Fashions. — Miss Mary Nash,
star of "The Man Who Came Back," appearing
at the Playhouse. New York City, poses exclusively for the Hearst International News
Pictorial In gowns of her own creation.
On the Somme Front. — French engineers drill
underground to plant the destructive land mine,
using the same kind of pneumatic drill as
that used when tunnelling for the New York
subways. Provisions are rusned to the fighting men in the front-line trenches on a peculiarly-constructed wire railroad
track.
San Francisco. Cal. — Stanford and Santa
Clara Universities clash in the annual championship rugby games of the l^-iO season, Santa
Clara winning by a score of 28 to 5.
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Falo Alto, Cal. — Students of Stanford rally
about a bonflre, the material for which required six weeks
to gather,
PhiTadelphia, Pa. — University of Pennsylvania students, 2,0(X) of them, inspire their
football team to defeat the University of Michigan eleven by doing a snake dance through
the streets of Philadelphia. They also accompany the football niayers to the train about
to depart for Ann Arbor.
Ptinceton, N, J. — Yale upsets all football dope
and trounces Princeton by a score of 10 to 0
in the presence of more than 40,000 spectators
who fill the Palmer Stadium,
HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, No. 94 (Nov. 24).
Washington, D. C. — Congressman O. D. Bleakley arrives in Washington to begin his winter
duties In the House of Representatives, making
the trip from Philadelphia In an aeroplane pil<
Army.
oted by Sergeant Ocher of the United States
Calexico, Cal. — Thousands of turkeys being
raised in the Imperial Valley for the Thanksgiving and Christmas market, are photographed
for the Hearst International News Pictorial,
'ihe subjects prove camera-shy.
Boston, Mass. — The largest chair In the
world, a replica of the executive chair in
Washington, is built here to he shipped to
Philadelphia for exhibition at the meeting ot
Advertising Men.
San Antonio. Tex. — Under the protecting walls
of Fort Sam Houston, a herd of Texas deer enjoy the freedom of a wooded spot set apart for
their home.
Oakland. Cal. — A bevy of pretty girls boost
the Lincoln Highway by selling $10,(X)0 worth
of Hignway pennants in one day, to motorists
who pass through
this city.
Fashions De Luxe. — The latest gowns and
hats, creations of Lady Duff-Gordon (Lucille),
are shown exclusively by tue Hearst International News Pictorial.
Winchendon, Mass. — In a gigantic toy factory, assistants of Santa Clause are working
at utmost speed, turning out toys that will delight the hearts of good little boys and girls
on Christmas morning. Pictures show the
many processes through which the playthings
are put before they are ready for presentation
to the little folk.
Chicago. 111. — Miss Ruth Law, before her
cross-country flight from Chicago to New York,
in which she made a non-stop record ot 590
miles, prepares for her trip by living on the
roof of the 22-story Hotel Morrison, here, in a
tent where she sleeps and eats to accustom herself to the atmospheric conditions above the
earth.
Washington, D. C. — Ex-slaves and their former owners renew acquaintance at a convention in the national capital. A group of the
former slaves poses for the Hearst International News Pictorial, their ages ranging from
1(H to 125 years.
Santa Monica. — Intrepid motor drivers dare
death on the eight-mile Santa Monica Auto
Race Course In the contest for the Vanderbilt Cup and prizes of cash. Dario Resta wins
over a field of the best race pilots in the world.
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HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL. No. 95 (Nov. 28).
Near the Verdun Front. — Giant motor trains
carry troops and provisions to the fignting lines.
Peasant carts are also forced into service to
supply the'flBhtlng lines with provisions.
Chicago. 111. — A city diet squad Is experimenting under the direction of Dr. John Dill
Robertson, Health Commissioner, on the theory
that a person can live on 39 cents a day, the
idea bein-- part of a plan of city officials ta
reduce the high cost of living.
Philadelphia, Pa. — The oil-tanker. Wllliato
Rockefeller, is launched after being christened
by Mrs. Emma Rockefeller McAlpin, daughter
of the financier, whose name the new boat
bears.
Footlights and Fashions. — Miss Regina Wallace, star of "Rich Man, r'oor Man," 48th
Street theater New York City, appears in gowns
of her own design for the Hearst International
News Pictorial.
New Haven, Conn. — Yale defeats Harvard 6
to 3 In their spectacular annual football contest. About 78.000 persons watched the game.
Newport, R. I. — In a heaw gale, the barge
Newark is blown away from Its escorting tug
and eoes upon the rocks near Davis Point, endangering the lives of four men.
Santa Monica. Cal. — Death hovers about the
dangerous curves of the Santa Monica Motor
Race Track, and while Johnny Altken is winning the Grand Prix Race, four persons are
killed in the wreck of a car driven off the
track by Lewis Jackson.
New York City. — Many ships of the Atlantic
battle fleet enter the Hudson River to give
the officers and men an opportunity to attend
the Armv-Navv
football
game.
Polo tional
Ground's,
N. Y.
— The Hearst
News Pictorial
presents
the only Internamotion
pictures of thp 1016 football game between cadets of the West Point and Annapolis Academies. Ceremonies attending the game, and the
most thrilling plays of the contest, were photographed expressly for the Hearst International
News Pi'-torial by the International Film Service, official and exclusive photographers of the
game.
On the Western Front. — Charles Francis Joseph, who succeeds the late Emperor Francis
Joseph of Austria, visits Kaiser Wllhelm near
a battlefield where soldiers of the Central Powers are fighting the Allied Forces. (This section
is included in all except New York prints.)
HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, No. 96 (Dec. 1).
San Benito. Tex. — In the maneouvres of the
National Guard along the Rio Grande River,
the White Army is victorious, forcing the
Brown Army to retreat before its artillery and
Infantry
attacks.
New York. — Howard Chandler Christie poses
for the Hearst International News Pictorial
In his studio while making a characteristic
Christie picture.
Durham. N. H. — Students of the University
of New Hampshire wield pick and shovel to
clear and level the site of the new college athletic field. Co-eds carry refreshments to the
student toilers.
La Panne. France. — President and Madame
Poincare and the King and Queen of the Belgians, visit a refugee camp here. Madame
Poincare presents gifts to the children at the
camp
Footlights and Fashions. — Miss Margaret Leslie, of "The Basker," Empire theater. New
York City, poses exclusively for the Hearst International News Pictorial in gowns of her own
design.
Calexico. Cal. — More than 100.000 acres of
land, which eight years ago were a desert, are
now producing $10,000,000 worth of cotton. Pictures show the cultivation and ginning of the
record-breaking crop.
New York City. — The gallant Seventh Regiment returns from- the Mexican border and
marches down Fifth avenue, reviewed by Governor Whitman and cheered by thousands who
line the streets as the regiment marches to its
armory.
New York City.— The Statute of Liberty la
illumined with Incandescent lights, paid for by
popular subscription of patriotic citizens of the
United States.
In the English Channel. — Remarkable pictures showing the hazardous tasks of the British trawlers sweeping the stormy surface of
the English Channel, to remove German mines.
Sailors about to face death through exploding
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mines amuse themselves with games on the
outward passage. Mountainous waves nearly
capsize the trawler as she proceeds on her
dangerous mission.
HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, No. 97 (Dec. 5).
Washington. D. C- — Memorial services for the
late Francis Joseph, Emperor of Austria, are
attended by notables of the national capital,
and representatives of foreign governments.
(Note. — This section is Included in all except
the New York prints.)
San Benito, Tex. — National Guardsmen on
duty on the Mexican Border eat their Thanksgiving dinner outdoors. The dinner consists
of wild duck brought down by the Guardsmen's
guns and prepared by toe camp cooks.
New York. — Public Schools of New York
keep the pupils outdoors during study and recitation hours. Outdoor exercises improve the
physical condition of the children and make
them more capable at their studies.
On the Somme Front. — A dummy gun made
of wood is erected in a conspicuous place by
French troops to deceive hostile aviators. A
battery of 1.55 mm. guns clear a path for an Infantry attack.
New York. — The old horse cars that ply the
streets of New York are soon to give way to
the modern electric equipment. Pictures show
the last of the antiquated vehicles travelling
about the city piloted by veteran street-car
drivers.
Fashions De Luxe. — ine latest gowns and hats
designed by Lady Duff-Gordon (Luclle) are
displayed to best advantage on the screeu.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Sailors of the Interned
German liners held up in this port are constructing a village of small houses, which they
will occupy during the winter. German atmosphere pervades the village, and German
Ideas are carried out In the construction of the
church, the old wind-mill and the residences.
Washington, D. C. — Aided by a large company
of Boy Scouts. Edward B. McLean gives away
more than 400 turkeys to the poor families of
the national capital.
Frederiksted, St. Croix. — Negro laborers of
the West Indies celebrate Liberty Day, the anniversary of their release from slavery, with a
monster parade. D. Hamilton Jackson, leader
of the West Indian tollers, who recently procured for them an advance In wages which
makes a day's work worth 35 cents, addresses
the cheering negroes. The Danish flag, which
will be replaced by the Stars and Stripes if
the United States purchases the West Indies,
flies conspicuously
during
the festivities.
New York. — President and Mrs. Wilson arrive in New York and proceed aboard the
yacht "Mayflower" down the Hudson River,
where President Wilson gives the signal tor
the Illumination of the Statute of Liberty. Battleships in the river fire the President's salute
of twenty-one guns. Miss Ruth Law's aeroplane la a streak of flame in the skv as she
circles the statue just before the President's
signal and the emblem of Freedom In New
York Harbor flies in the flood of electric light.
INTERNATIONAL SPLIT REEL (Dec. 11).—
The Katzenjammer Kids — The Captain goes
a'swimming (Animated Cartoon Comedy by
George Gregory LaCava). The Magic Isle
( Scenes photographed In the West Indies by
Tracy Mathewson).
INTERNATIONAL SPLIT REEL (Dec. 18).—
Through the West Indies (views of the wonderful tropical isle photographed for the International Film Service, Inc., by Tracy Mathewson).
On the Cannibal Isle (Jerry on the Job) (Animated Cartoon Comedy by W. C. Hoban).
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THE BATTLE OF LIFE (Five parts — Dec.
11 ) . — Mary, the daughter of Tom Boland. a
cracksman, who Is in love with his pal. Dave
Karns, decides to give up her old life because
she does not want her brother. JImmie, to submit to the criminal Influence surrounding him.
After leaving the house, she wanders in the
park. Here she meets Mrs. Wentworth, a
woman of wealth and refinement, and the two
become friends. Mrs. Wentworth finally engages
her as a maid.
Tom Boland and Dave learn of the girl's luck
In obtainingand
a fine
Mrs.aidWentworth's
household,
try position
to secureIn her
In robbing
the home of her employer. She refuses, but
they carry out their plans alone, and Tom
Is
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shot. An investigation of the affair is made by
the police. Mary is followed from one place to
another when Mrs. Wentworth discharges her.
After many weeks of hardship, she la re-unlted
with Dave, who was reformed.
THE LOVE THIEF (Five Parts— Dec. 18).—
The senorita. Juanita. loves gallant Capt. Arthur
Boyce, on duty near the border. He does not
love her. but she contrives to make his
fiancee, Clare Nelson, think that he does. The
result is that Clare breaks off the engagement.
Juanita's passiofi turns to hatred when she
finds she cannot compel Boyce to love her. In
a fit of rage, she arranges a scheme by which
the officer is accused of having murdered a
woman. In the trial that follows, Boyce la
convicted.
Meantime, a hand of Mexicans led by Juanita
and Costa, a Mexican in love with Clare, raids
an American town. In the place are Clare and
her uncle, Nelson, who has been secretly furnishing the Mexicans with munitions. Costa
takes Clare prisoner.
Juanita finds the girl with her uncle and
Costa in a rude shack. She sees a way to get
revenge on Clare. She will force her to marry
Lopez, one of the bandits in her employ.
While she Is thinking over this plan, Arthur
Boyoe is brought into the hut. He had been
exonerated of wrong, when the real murderer,
stirred by the ^angs of conscience, confessed.
Resuming his command, he rushed to the
rescue of the captured party, only to be dehimself. feated by the Mexicans and taken prisoner
Clare and Boyce are left with Lopez in the
shack. By a skillful piece of maoneuvering,
the girl outwits the guard, and she and Boyce
escape from the building. Rescue is fast arriving from a nearby American army post.
The bandits are pursuing Clare and Boyce, and
Juanita rides frantically In the vanguard. But
she is too late. A stray shot brings her from
her horse, and she dies with a curse on her
lips for the woman who won the love she coulo
not have.
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PAMELA'S PAST (Five Parts — December). —
The cast Includes Maude Fealy, Irving Cummlngs, Harry Benham. Mignon Anderson, Lucy
Peyton and Frank Farrington.
Pamela Congrleve. the daughter of an old
fisherman, is a carefree child of nature, whose
heart has been won by Lord Charterls. a
treacherous noble, who is the secret leader of a
band of
tells
Pamela's
father
of smugglers.
the wealth heCharterls
will win if
he Joins
the
smugglers, and the deluded old man finally
consents.
The smugglers land a cargo on the sea coast,
but the suspicions of the revenue officers are
aroused and they pursue the smugglers. Lord
Charteris and the old fisherman are overtaken,
and, to save himself from capture. Charterls
tells the coast guards of his rank and claims
that he captured his companion, whom he denounces as a smuggler.
pleas., Charteris
refuses to In
aid spite
him. of
andPamela's
the old
man Is put to death.
Vowing to be revenged upon the treacherous
Charteris. Pamela goes out into the world. She
obtains employment at a wayside inn, and there
once more meets Charteris. She stabs him, and
believes that she has killed htm, but it is merely
a ruse of the wily noble. Pamela Joins a troupe
of traveling actors, and goes to London, where
she soon becomes one of the reigning favorites.
Pamela's chief admirer is the Duke of Harlow.
He asks her to marry him, but she refuses, and
struggles vainly to conceal her deep love for
him, feeling that her past makes her unfit to be
his wife.
The Duke of Harlow's wealth has made Lord
and Lady Trevor consider him as a desirable
husband for Kitty, their daughter, but that
strong-willed person has already selected a
future husband who boasts neither wealth nor
title. So Kitty and her beloved go to Pamela,
whom they know the Duke adores, and beg her
to accept him. Then Kitty will not have to
wed him. Pamela promises to aid the young
couple, and. in order to do so, manages to win
an Atinvitation
to Lord
Trevor's
the grand
ball at
Trevor ball.
House the load
of guiltLord
is lifted
from agafn,
Pamela's
for that
she
meets
Charttfris
and heart
realizes
he still lives, charteris is as unscrupulous as
ever, and determines to steal the Trevor Jewels.
An opportunity
presents
itself when
Trevor
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EXHIBITORS 1 Before buying^ an Org^an
Write SEEBURG for inside facts
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You want the better kind of instrument. Therefore you
can be safely guided by the judgment of the hundreds
of satisfied exhibitors who have SEEBURGS.
Some chains have given us repeat orders until snq have
sold some of them 10 SEEBURGS.
Others have
bought 6 and many others several SEEBURGS.

J. P. SEEBURG

PIANO COMPANY
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MINNEAPOLIS
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shows his guests the famous gems, and after
they are replaced in the strong bos the key falls
to the floor, and is found by Charteris. Pamela,
however, suspicio\]s of the man she hates, keeps
watch during the night and discovers him In
the act of stealing the gems, but Charteris
adroitly directs the suspicion upon Pamela, playing upon the prejudice of the others for "the
stage-woman." Harlow takes her part. The
Duke threatens to prove Charteris to be a
scoundrel, and the latter, fearing that he will
■be exposed,
to silence
Harlow
forever.is
The
cowardly plans
plot does
not succeed,
for word
brought to Pamela and she reaches Harlow in
time to warn him. Charteris later succeeds in
kidnapping Pamela, but they are overtaken by
Harlow, and Charteris is killed, while Pamela,
now isesconvinced
thatmanher she
"past"
to marry the
loves.is buried, prom-

MOVING

PATHE NEWS. No. 98 (Dec. 6).
Preparedness Millinery Styles for 1917 (Magazine Section). An animated cartoon by Leighton Budd. Subtitles: The anti-masher. The
■dirigible, a fetching style.
The Joy-Rider,
New York City.— Part of the Atlantic Fleet
arrives to act as a guard of honor at the illumination of the Statute of Liberty, gift of
the people of France to the Republic across
the sia. Subtitles : President Wilson goes
aboard the Mayflower to give the command that
■will illuminate the Statute for the first time.
As the nation's chief executive boards his
yacht, the mighty ships belch forth their Presi_ ^ _ ,_
SHOWS
* n/^ 1
THAT
» w -wj A "VC
/VLiWAlD
--,-«,

WIN.

Cinderella
Passion Play
QuoVadis

Last Stand .
Custer's
The
Southerner
■^^ *^'*^ ^'' Deeirborn .
Ceronimo's Last Raid
For the Flag
O* the
Will bea
The
Dog Wisp
Blue Grass Romance .

deniial salute of 21 guns. New York's tall
skyscrapers are brilliantly lighted in honor of
the notable occasion. Then as twilight falls
with the setting sun, the Statue is suddenly
flooded with light, and Liberty shines form
from the darkness, the symbol of American
freedom
and justice, to enlighten the world.
Washington, D. C. — The President and Mrs.
Wilson attend requiem high mass at St. Patrick's Church in honor of the late Franz Josef, Emperor of Austria-Hungary.
Mansfield, 111. — Thousands of geese are
shipped frequently to the Eastern markets by
W. H. Flrke, millionaire goose king, and yet
the high cost of living mounts still higher.
Subtitles : The geese also appear affected by
the military spirit.
Boarding their private car.
Graniteville, Vt. — The famous
Vermont granite quarries, producing some of the finest quaU
ity rock in the world, are supplying the needs
of modern structures.
Subtitles: Drilling holes
for dynamite
to blast the large rocks.
The
granite is also used to make street pavement
blocks for large cities.
The State Capitol of
Vermont, built from the granite rock of these
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Washington, D. C. — Capitol Building is again
quarries.
the center of national interest as Senators and
Representatives enter its massive portals ta
begin the final session of the Sixty-fourth Congress. Subtitles ; Vice-President Marshall
(left) and his wife are welcomed by the Democratic Committee upon their arrival. Speaker
Champ Clarke (right) greets James R- Mann,
the Republican leader of the House, and who
may
be the
speaker.
"Uncle
Joe" Cannon
is still
on next
the job.
almost
continually
since
1S73. and his fighting mood indicates a lively
session.
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If you are doing
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and
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WORLD.
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The Somme France. — The British Red Cross
put a new type of ambulance into use on the
battlefield, which reduces the suffering of transportation to a minimum. Subtitles : The
stretcher is placed directly on the sliding bed.
Calcutta, India. — A detachment of Scottish
troops, assigned to protect the British Indian
possessions, march through the streets of the
Bengal
Capital.
San Antonio, Tex. — Members of the various
National Guard Regiments In the Texas camps
compete in a cross-country race for championship of the border. Illinois captures the honors.
Subtitles : The day of Thanksgiving is not forgotten and the men prepare for a real feast
with turkeys and countless pies.

PLAYHOUSE

IVIA.CHIIMES
SUPPLIES-REPAIR

PARTS

All makes of
machines carried
in. stock. We
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TANKS and RACKS

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
New York City.- — ^A nineteen-ton submarine.
built In 1S79 by John Holland, as a forerunner
of the modern giant submarsible. is presented
to the Clason Point Military Academy. Subtitle : The cadets form a guard of honor about
this historic relic.
Possum Trot. Tenn. — Following the trail
scented by their trained hounds, backwoodsmen
hunt the popular possum, made famous by
former President Taft. Subtitles : Often they
find the little possums shamming death on the
lower branches of the persimmon tree. But
occasionally they have to climb high into the
treetops to make their catch.
Saratoga, Cal.— Secretary of the Treasury,
William C. McAdoo. and his wife, daughter of
President Wilson, visit U. S. Senator James
Phelan during their tour of the West.
In the Balkans. — Allied troops take refuge
In the deep valleys of the Serbian mountain
ranges where they are advancing slowly against
the Teuton strongholds. Subtitles : Watching
patiently for a glimpse of the enemy. Soon the
mountain artillery crashes forth into the distant hills where the enemy is reported. Some
prisoners captured in the Balkan fighting.
On the Russian Front. — Fresh troops are being sent to reinforce the Russian armies in
Galicia, where
the Subtitles
Czar's hordes
hope crossing
to gain
ultimate
victory.
: Infantrv
over the River San. Soldiers stop to feed the
hungry
peasants
along their line of march.
Our Merchant Marine (Magazine section). —
An animated cartoon by John C. Terry. Subtitle: John Bull and the other maritime nations
feast in the world of Trade while Uncle Sam
can only look on.
Larchmont. N. Y. — Representatives of foreign
governments attend a trial test of the new
Marlin machine gun which has been accepted by
by the Allies. Subtitle : The gun is capable of
firing five hundred sheels a minute, and is
light enough
for use on aeroplanes.
Carlisle, Pa. — One thousand students of the
Government's Indian School are receiving thorough military instruction, and army officers
frequently inspect the results of their training.
Subtitles : Primping before the officers arrive
at their section. The Indians have taken well
to the modern military organization. The
standard bearers of the Carlisle Indian School.
Davis, Cal. — American mechanical genius is
ever striving to render farming more efficient
and productive, and horticultural students are
shown the working of the latest devices. Subtitles : A tractor plowing through very hard
ground. A caterpillar tractor which is able
to work in very short spaces.
San Antonio, Texas. — The First Virginia Artillery, the oldest regiment of National Guard
in the country, engages in field manoeuvres.
Subtitles cellent
: Themarksmanship,
Battery's keep
gunners,
noted fortrim.
exin constant
Wisconsin Militia are given a warm send-off
as they leave for home, by the troops still
remaining on the border.

PICTURE

Exhibitors
Mail Order

* *iARL OF THE ARMY— (Episode No. 3.
"The 17).Silent Menace" — Astra — Two Parts —
Dec.
Pearl, failing to convince the General Staff
that she has discovered a clue to the theft of
the Panama Canal defense plans which might
prove Payne's
boards under
the Southwestern Limited innocence,
on which Payne,
guard,

PITTSBURGH,
House" PA.

947 PENN AVE.

is on his way to prison. Bertha Bonn, following a command of the Silent Menace, travels on
the same train. The train is wrecked and
Payne is killed.
A stranger, T. 0. Adams, evinces a strange
interest in Bertha and attempts to take tne
locket and packet from her, but is defeated In
his -^urpose by the Silent Menace. Pearl, overhearing a wireless message, learns of this and
fearlessly
in ms onden."
During a"beards
strugglethein lion
a shack
the edge of
a cliff, she and the Menace fall from the dizzy
heights into the water below. An ever present
silent watcher plunged to her aid. Suddenly,
the Menace dives from view. T. O. Adams, who,
with Toko, is rescuing Pearl unnoticed, picks
up the precious pactiet and they all make for
shore.
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THE SHIELDING SHADOW— (Episode No.
12, "The
Dec.
17). Stolen Shadow"— Astra — Two Parts —
While trying to escape from Ravengar, Sebastian makes a wild plunge Into the river
while riding a motorcycle. He manages to swim
to a boat and makes his get-away from his
pursuers. Realizing that his game is nearly up
he prepares for fight, and locating Ravengars
laboratory he makes an effort to secure the
mantle of invisibility and the secrets of the
dead scientist contained In the dlarv which
Ravengar keeps in a safe. He secures the mantle and the bottle of mysterious black pellets,
but in his haste to get away he is knocked
down by an auto and taken to a hospital.
Ravengar and Leontine discover the theft a
short wuiie after and finding a clue pursue him
to the hospital.
Sebastian comes to as they reach hia bedside
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Not Torpedoed!
BEEN

SUBMERGED!!

THAT'S

ALL!!

The Thirty Leagues
Under the Sea
Corporation, ANNOUNCES that its contract
with the Universal Film Manufacturing Company for the booking of the

Williamson Submarine
Expedition Picture
Expired December

10, 1916

This is the first of the Submarine Pictures (7 reels).
It has already cleared over a quarter of a million dollars.
Only a tenth of the world's territory has been played.
All foreign territory (except Canada and Australia) available.
24 States as yet UNSOLD — ^ virgin territory!
Road companies to be launched immediately.
Full line of advertising for first class theaters.
The vital importance of all things "Submarine" in the affairs of
warring and neutral nations make this

The One Great Subject
of the Hour 1
All Communications

to

Thirty Leagues Under the Sea
Incorporated
GEORGE

M.

WILLIAMSON,

President

813-814 Longacre Building
New York, N. Y.

WILLIAMSON BROTHERS
ONLY MAKERS
OF
SUBMARINE
PHOTO PLAYS
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and with a quick movement throws the mantle
over himself and disappears. Ravengar, knowing
be is In the room orders them to close the door
and thpn with his arms outstretched tries to
catch the invisible foe. Suddenly a window
crashes to the floor, broken by an unseen hand.
Ravengar follows and at the top of the stairs
manages to clutch Seoastian. Down the steep
etairs they fail. Ravengar losing consciousness
and Sebastian, suffering only minor injuries,
vanishes with the mantle.
LUKE'S
FIREWORKS FIZZLE — (Rolin—
Dec.
17).
Luke lands a job in a fireworks factory and
fearlessly flirts with fate in the shape of
enough gunpowder to send him so far away
that it would take four dollars to send him a
postal card. He finally ascends to the clouds
astride a giant skyrocket.
KING LEAR. (Gold Rooster— Five PartsDec. 17). The cast : King Lear (Frederick
Warde); The Kings Pol (Ernest Warde) ; Goneril (Ina Hammer); Her husband, the Duke of
Albany (Wayne Arey); Regan (Edith Diestal):
Her husband, the Duke of Cornwall (Charles
Brooks): Cordelia (Lorraine Huling) ; the Earl
of Kent (J. H. Gitmour) ; the King of Franco
(Boyd Marshall); Edmund (Hector Dion): Edgar (Edwin Stanley) ; Oswald (Robert Whittier).
I
Lear, King of Britain, worn out with the
affairs of state, calls his three daughters befon*
him to make a division of his kingdom in proportion with the degree of their affection for
him. Goneril. the eldest, speaks first and her
father with i>leased vanity bears her declare
that all powers of speech fail to express the
extent of her great love for him. He bestows
upon her one-third of his kingdom. With equal
volubility but greater exaggeration Regan, the
King's second daughter, likewise wins another
third. Cordelia, the younger daughter, disgusted with her sisters" sordid insincerities,
replies that she loves him as far as duty comraands. With the other daughters' honeyed
flattery in his ears Cordelia's speech fails to
please Lear, and he angrily disowns her as an
unnatural daughter and gives her share to the
others. The young King of France recognizes
her true worth and takes her to his own country as his bride.
Then to Lear comes the realization of what
he has lost. Eventually the daughters who
have the kingdom in their hands close the castle doors on their father, and Lear learns "How
sharper than a serpent's tooth it is to have a
thankless child." His breaking heart results
in madness, and. deserted by all save his faithful fool, he becomes a wanderer.
With Cordelia, the King of France invades
Britain.
Cordelia is made a captive and orders
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given to hang her, To Lear is borne her bod^
which proves the last ill wind to fan out tn-*
flame of bis flickering life and the tortured soul
soon follows hers to "that undiscovered country from whose bourne no traveler ever re-
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While the pursuers howl threats below, the
unique wedding is under way. Father suddenly
realizes It. and dashes for the jail, arriving as
the ceremony is completed. In conclusion,
Jimmy is shown in his office settling I. O. U.'s.
When alone again, he opens the vault, and out
steps Marna into his arms.

CORP.

turns."
THH MATRIMAN'IAC (Fine Arts— Five Parts
— Dec. 16). — The cast: Jimmy Conroy (Douglas Fairbanks) ; Marna Lewis (Constance Talmadge) ; Theodore Lewis (Wilbur Higby) ; G.
Walter Henderson, father's idea of a husband
(Clyde Hopkins) ; Rev. Tobias Tubbs (Fred
Warren) ; the maid (Winifred Westover). Directed by Paul Powell.
Jimmy Conroy plans to marry Marna, stepdaughter of the wealthy Theodore Lewis, who
disapproves of Jimmy as a son-in-law. His
idea of a husband is Wally Henderson. Jimmy
and Marna decide to elope. Jimmy cuts the
tires on father's Automobile and secures a rope
ladder, while Marna packs up. Wally sees
them eloping and informs father, who hustles
him down to the train to prevent a ceremony
until he can obtain injunctions and follow on
the limited to serve it, Marna being under legal
age.Jimmy has the marriage license, but has no
time to get married before getting to the train.
Wally takes the same train and lectures them
on parental deference, but is shoved away. The
train stops ten minutes at a way station. Jimmy
rushes to the Rev. Tobias Tubbs, who is bathing. When he comes to the door, clad only in
a bathrobe, Jimmy hustles him to the train
just as it pulls out. Wally is on the platform
and prevents them from boarding the cars.
By the
of money
and I.
U.'s
Jimmy
digsliberal
up a use
variegated
costume
for O.Tubbs
and forces him along by hand car. mule back,
afoot, and on the bumpers. After numerous adventures the limited, with father aboard. Is
flagged by Jimmy, who is thrown off. but pulls
Tubbs up with him on the observation platform.
He Is about to be put off again when father
pretends to be friendly. Instead he conspires
with the conductor to have them arrested for
stopping the limited.
Meanwhile, Wally has convinced Marna that
Jimmy has deserted her. She, weepingly accompanies him to the hotel, there to await
father's arrival. Jimmy and Tubbs are arrested when they disembark. Jimmy escapes and
"Tubbstion is
locked and
up. has
Father
gives with
the injuncfor service
a scene
Marna.
Jimmy has a hairbreadth escape from father
and the officers as he attempts to get Marna from
the hotel. Then he communicates by telephone
and arranges for her to go to the citv jail,
where he will try to break In and Tubbs will
marry him.
Changing clothing with a sympathetic hotel
maid, Marna eludes her guard and reaches ;;Jhe
jail. Jimmy is sighted trying to break In, and
a heart-breaking chase follows over rooftops,
up and down the walls of buildings anfl over
apparently unsurmountable obstacles. Mama,
discouraged, is sent back to the hotel room. The
search for Jimmy continues. He takes refuge
on the telegraph wires over head. Walking past
several poles, he comes to one where a lineman is working. After explanations, the lineman agrees to help and makes a three-cornered
telephone connection between Tubbs in Jail.
Marna In her room, and Jimmy on the pole.

THE SIN YE DO ( Ince— Five Parts— Dec.
16). — The cast: Barret Steele (Frank Keenan) ;
Alice Ward (Margery Wilson); Dace Whitlock
(David M. Hartford) ; Rose Darrow (Margaret
Thompson) ; Robert Darrow (Howard Hickman) ; Mary Ward (Louise Brownell); Jimmy
(Jack Gilbert): Thompson (Walt Whitman);
maid
(Cleo Morrow).
Barret Steele, a great law>'er, has earned a
reputation for doubtful morals. Women Bnd
him fascinating, while men fear and admire the
keen brain that has never lost a case. He begins a flirtation with Mrs. Rose Darrow, a
flighty society matron, whose husband. Bob
Darrow, a square-jawed broker, has little time
for ber foolish amusements. Dace Whitlock, a
clubman, and Steele are bosom friends. Steele
visits Whitlock's office one morning, and remarks a sweet-faced girl at the secretary's
desk. She is Miss Alice Ward, living with her
mother, and has attracted Whitlock's attention.
The girl appeals to Steele. He begs Whitlock
to let her remain as she Is, pure and sweet and
undefiled. Whitlock derides him. That night
the girl and Whitlock struggle In his office, she
to protect her honor. He is killed, and the
girl rushes to the street shrieking in horror,
and is taken into custody. Steele is asked to
defend Alice Ward, but refuses, as he has promised the district attorney to prosecute the murderess. Mrs. Ward starts for his office, and
arriving there, finds Rose Darrow. who leaves
when Steele discovers in Mrs. Ward his wife.
She tells him that Alice Ward Is his daughter.
That night Steele, alone in his bachelor apartments, is visited by Rose Darrow. whose Indiscretions have been discovered by her husband.
Bob Darrow follows her and confronts Steele
with a leveled revolver, saying. "Is there any
reason why I should not kill you where you
stand? Calmly. Steel gazes straight into his
eyes,
answers,
a girl
In the
Tombsandaccused
of "Yes.
murder,There
and Is
I am
going
to
defend her. That girl is my daughter. Grant
me the time for her defense and I will make
any reparation that you demand of me."
The day on which the Whitlock murder case
is to go to the jury, the prosecution has spent
two hours in violent denunciation of the shrinking girl. Then Steele makes his defense, and
tells the jury of his wife, who left him eighteen
years ago, and of his daughter, the defendant,
and that men of Dace Whitlock's stamp deserve
death, and that he knows, as, to his everlasting
shame and contrition, he has been one of them.
An hour later Barret Steele concludes the most
eloquent, the most convincing plea for a prisoner's life that the walls of the court room have
ever heard. The jury returns with a verdict
of not guilty.
Steele's happiness Is complete, but he suddenly realizes the debt he has to pay. He goes
to Bob Darrow, Darrow, with stern eyes on
Steele's face. says. "You owe your life to three
people, myself, your wife and your child — they
win." On the outside of the door Steele pauses.
A wonderful light illumines his face and eyes,
and. raising his head, he breathes. "Home."

Projection Engineers
Such an organization as the P. T. E. Co. with its unbroken record of great
projection achievements made in thousands of theatres* including some of
the finest in our modern time, may fairly claim to possess expert knowledge
in all matters
relating to efficient and economical
results in
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NOTE OUR NEW

RATES!

Remittances must accompany all orders as follows: One dollar per insertion for
copy containing twenty words or less. Five cents per word on copy containing over
twenty words.
Each word to be counted including names and addresses.
TO ADVERTISERS:— The Publishers exp«ct that all statements made in every advertisement will bear the strictest investigation.

SITUATIONS

WANTED.

OPERATOR, any matbine. six years' esperi«noe. Five years in one show, where projection is probably unsurpassed. Sober, no kicker,
always readv for business. References ex-changed. Otis Wertz, 407 W. Hendrich St.,
Shelbyville.
Ind.
OPERATOR, electrician, repair man. Eight
years, any outfit, now employed, but desires
change, projection guaranteed. Owen Field,
Bijou Theater,
Danville, Va.
ORGANIST desires change. High class picture and concert player. Choicest references as
to ability and character. A., care M. P. World,
N. y. City.
WELL EDUCATED Italian, 35. First-class
ncKatlve-positive developer. Expert in every
kind of film-photograpby, chemical works. Ten
years as developer, roreman, superintendent.
Satisfaction guaranteed, reasonable salary. Ad^iresB Broere, 530 Clinton St.. Hoboken, N. J.
OPT3RAT0R. motion picture, very careful.
thirty-six. New York license, will go anywhere.
Apply Danlides, 27 E. Slst St.. N. Y. City.
AT LIBERTY after January loth. Can Drove
qualifications as manager and publicity man.
Exceptional experience to handle up-to-date
proposition.
G., care M. P. World. N. Y. City.
CAMERAMAN, working at present for New
York company, desires connection with out-ofrtown company. Has good outfit. F. L., care M
P. World. N. Y. City.
LABORATORY MANAGER open for engage-ment. have 18 years' experience in producing
the highest grade o£ work Capable to super-Tlse any large plant. Address Laboratory, card
:M. P. World, N. Y. City.
FILM
PRODUCER.
If looking
for reliable,
- experienced,
recommended
cameraman,
own
outfit,
studio,
weekly,
scenic,
communicate
. Aagaard, 3115 Broadway. N. Y. City.
CAMERAMAN,
wide experience,
at liberty ;
. consider proposition
with high grade company.
Ability easily shown.
J. B., care M. P. World,
- N. Y. City.
CAMErRAMAN. with fine camera, best of
I references. Go anywhere. B., 2940 Boulevard,
. Jersey City, N. J. Phone Jersey City 1213.

THEATERS

WANTED,

CASH FOR YOUR MOVIE— I am a practical
; successful moving picture broker. Seventeen
years of continuous success. Selling upwards of
one million dollars* worth annually, sales, exchanges and leases. Lewis, the Moving Picture
Broker, Est. 189G. Office. 578-80 Ellicott Sq.,
Buffalo. N. Y.
WANTED — Moving picture theaters for casli
buyers.
Thirty
theaters
sold in one month.
■ We are the oldest theater brokers in the United
States.
Send
for terms,
blanks,
etc.
Hunt
Agency. 330 Brisbane BIdg., Buffalo, N. Y.

THEATERS

MOVING

FOR

SALE

OR

RENT.

AX APPT]AL to men who want to make a
success in life. No previous experience necessary. Photo-play house located In town of
about 70,000 inhabitants, in central part of New
York state, surrounding population within a
radius of four miles will make up about 100,Of K) ; running continuously seven days week.
Receipts for the last thirty days are as follows :
Oct. 14. Ort.
$102.4.'t;
^ ct. 15,
Oct. Oct.
16,
$201.70:
17. $160.20;
Oct.$129.20;
18. $1.^6.00:
19, $162.10; Oct. 20, $159.80: Oct. 21, $1H5.80;
Oct. 22. $82.60 ; Oct. 23. $88.23 : Oct 24. $86.40 ;
Oct. 25. $89.10; Oct. 26, $86.35; Oct. 27, $74.05;
Oct. 28, $02.25: Oct. 29, $78.00; Nov. 1, $87.25:
Nov. 2. $87.10; Nov. 3. $92.85; Nov. 4. $113.15;
Nov. 5, $74.00: Nov. 6, $144.00; Nov. 7, 153.30;
Nov. 8. $02.15; Nov. 9, $76.70: Nov. 10. $88.85:
Nov. 11, $104.80; Nov. i2. $90.30; Nov. 13,
$149.45; Nov. 14, $123.20. To conduct this house
less than half. A wonderful money-maker.
Nothing 'ike it was ever before placed on the
market.
Trial will be given one week or one

month. Our client resides In the city of Buffalo and is about to retire from business and
will sacrifice this $15,000 movie for !p6.500;
$4,000 down, balance on time or $6,000 spot
cash. Remember, you will have to act just as
quickly as the people acted when we advertised
the Hippodrome in Syracuse, N. Y.. for sale.
We had fourteen buyers for this house. Lewis,
580 Ellicott Sq.. Buffalo, N. Y.
FOR SALE — Movie theater, prosperous city,
population 15.000. Seating 300. motor driven
machines, modern equipment. Will mail particulars. Box 273, Corning, N. Y.
MOVIE — 600 seats, 7 days, completely equipped, 2 Power's 6As. 40 minutes from New
York. Rent. $125.00. Write norwitz, 680 St.
Nicholas
Ave., N. Y. City.
FOR SALE — Modern motion picture theater,
seating 240. Located in live manufacturing city
of 30,000. Selling on account of sickness. Address Wisconsin, care M. P. World. N. Y. City.
THE ELKS' HOME, of Mahanoy City. Pennsylvania, will receive bids for the rental of their
Regent Theater, a motion picture house up to
and including December 20th. Lease to commence January 1. 1917. Located in a building
that cost $80,000. Population to draw from,
20.000. Seating capacity, 600. For further
particulars,
write Joseph
E. Ferguson.
Secy.
FOR SALE — Biggest picture theater in Davenport, Iowa. Best equipment ; over 800 seats;
rent, $350. Will consider trade for theater tn
Illinois.
Address, P. 0. Box 401. Aurora, III.

EQUIPMENT

FOR

SALE.

FOR SALE^-A quantity of Cutler Hammer
grid type rheostats. 110 volts, adjustable 25 to
40 amperes. Usual price $30.00. for immediate
shipment, $15.00 each, F. O. B. New York. Suitable for use with any projecting machine. Rheostat, care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
THE GOLD SCREEN— Seamless. 9x12, $27.00;
11x14. .$38.50. Stretcher frame, ^.ri.OO extra. You
can't get better, why pay more? Sold on trial,
guaranteed.
Cos Scenic Co., Estherville, Iowa.
GUARANTEED REBUILT MACHINES— 1908
Motiograph, $60. 1913 Motlograph. $90. Power's No. 6A. $150. Edison type B. $75. 1911
Motlograph. $75. Simplex Motor Drive, $250.
Edison Exhibition, $65. Power's No. 5. $65.
Going quick. Rush your order. Amusement
Supply Company, 300-2 Mailers BIdg., Chicago,
Illinois.
BARGAIN — For sale, electric light plant, 35
H. P. gas engine directly coupleu to 22^! K. W.
generator. Manufacturer guarantees good as
new. Will sell very cheap if sold at i-nce. Also
one 40 H. P. directly coupled to 2;> K. W. generator. Particularly desirable for theaters.
Theater Supply Co.. Akron, Ohio. Peo. 'Phone
1597.
Eell 'Phone 1016.
WANTED — One exclusive theater in each community to install ".\mberlux" lens filters. Price,
Including business getting slide. $3.50. W. D.
Warner. Wyandotte BIdg., Columbus. Ohio.
3.000 OPERA CHAIRS, steel, and cast frames,
fiOc. up. All serviceable, goods, cut prices on
new chairs. Six standard asbestos booths. Send
for weekly list of close outs and save half.
J. P. Redington,
Scranton,
Pa,
FOR SALE — Slightly used Simplex projectors,
guaranteed perfect and good as new at reasonable prices. Second-hand Motlograph in good
condition, cheap. Room 206, 1482 Broadway.
N. Y. City.
BARGAINS— Slightly used Simplex, Power's
and Motlograph machines. Lowest prices — fully
guaranteed.
Hallberg, 729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
City.

CAMERAS,

ETC.,

FOR

SALE.

SAVE MONEY on new and second hand cameras, tripods, home projectors, electric lights,
developing outfits. Ray. 326 Fifth Ave.. N. Y.
City.
PROFESSIONAL CAMERAS. tripods, perforators, printers, developing outfits, rewlnders.
tessars. effects devices, novelties, experimental
workshop, repair, expert film work, titles. Eberhard
Y.
City. Schneider, 14th St. & Second Ave., N.

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention

THE

FOR "lloovercinc" cameras and tripods;
future cash deliveries only, address H. R.
Hoover & Co.. 22iJ West 42d St.. N. Y. City.
DAVIDSTERN COMPANY, the Motion Picture Camera Clearlne House, offers the biggest
values possible in high grade tested Cinematograph Cameras. Read this list carefully, then
act at once. 1st : 100-ft. Ensign Topical, 50
M.M Carl Zeiss Tessar f.3.5 lens and carrying
case, complete $65
2nd; 150-ft. capacity Vista Motion Picture Camera, no lens,
$22.50
3rd : Eberhard Schneider Motion Picture Camera, 200-ft. capacity, magazines side by side. Prism focusing device,
equipped with genuine Carl Zeiss Tessar f.3.5
lens
and
carrying
case.
Our
price
$100
1th:
200-rt.
capacity
Ememann
Model A, professional Motion Picture Camera,
equipped with a 50 M.M. Ernemann r.3.5 lens,
regular and trick crank
leather covered
box.
Complete $110
5th : 400-ft. capacity
Ernemann Model B, professional, regular and
trick crank, forward and reverse drive, finest
mechanism, equipped with 2'' Ernemann f.3.5,
3" Helomar f.3.2, and 4" Dallmeyer Telephoto
f.4.5 and two extra Magazines with fine Panorama and Tilting top tripod. Price for complete outfit, $325
6th : 400-ft. Pathe.
outside magazine. Motion Picture Camera, late
model, nickel steel film channel, forward and
reverse drive, regular and trick crank, film
punch outside diaphragm adjustment and hand
dissolve, equipped with genuine Carl Zeiss Tessar f.3.5. lens, 54) M.M. focus, extra magazine,
and studio tripod. Our price, complete, $450
7th : Latest model Universal Motion Picture Camera, forward and reverse takeup. regular and trick crank, focusing device,
etc.. 2" Cooke
f.3.5 lens, extra magazine and
carrying
case, complete.
$250
8th :
The DAVSCO KINO, the most compact and
efficient Camera on the market. 200-ft. capacity,
weighs but lOi,^ lbs.. Improved focusing device,
round aluminum magazines, equipped with 50
M.M. Tessar f.3.5 lens. Complete. $110. Write
for specifications. Panoramic and Tilting top
tripods from $20 to $li5. Will ship any outflt
C. 0. D. with privilege of examination, on receipt of 2,5^/0 deposit. Deposit refunded If not
satisfactory. .Try our special telegraphic order
service. Delivery on time, or we pay all
charges. Write or wire today. DAVIDSTERN
COMPANY. The National Camera Exchange,
1047R
Madison
St.. .Chicago, Illinois.

FILMS, ETC., WANTED.
WANTED for export, used films in good condition. Especiallv series. State price, etc to
P. Thomander, 145 West 45th St., N. Y. City.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for film scrap, discarded reels of films and perforations. Ship to
and write The Nickelsburg Brothers Company*
Meadow St., Newark, N. J. Checks mailed on
receipt of goods.

FILMS,

ETC.,

FOR

SALE.

FOR SALE— U.sed 3. 4 and 5 reel features In
good condition. The Big A Film Corp., 145 West
45th St., N. Y. City.
NEGATIVE for sale. We own exclusive world
rights on 18,000 feet of unreleased negative,
featuring Ethel Grandln in single, double and
three reel subjects. Will sell at a sacrifice for
cash. Chicago Film Trading & Exporting Co.,
Shops BIdg., Chicago. III.
OVER SEAS BUYERS should communicate
with me; second-hand American pictures at European prices. Donald Campbell, 145 West 45th
St., N. Y. City.

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS
SALE.

FOR

WURLITZER orchestra piano for moving picture accompaniment. Hand or automatic. Cost
$1,500. Good as new. Price, $650. A. Engle,
Ft. Dodge, Iowa.
BARGAIN for quick sale. One Wurlitzet' electric piano with Bute and violin pipes and mandolin attachment. Slightly used. Particularlv desirable for theaters. Theater Supplv Co.. Akron,
Ohio.
Peo. Phone 1597.
BpII Phone 1016
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;Fotoplayer |
WE ALSO ANNOUNCE

OUR NEW

VOX MYSTICA
Contralto
and
Baritone Voices
Our expert voicers have developed these wonderful new tones —
the almost life-like notes so soft, dreamy and rich, that will stir the
depths of your very soul and make your picture throb with the
breath of life.
Our well known FOTOPLAYER may now be had by you with
VOX MYSTICA in addition to its many other distinct qualities and
advantages.
Don't forget that we are the foremost builders of musical instruments for motion picture theatres and design and build pipe organs
equipped with the latest features; our experts are at your disposal
and will be glad to serve you.

Fotoplayer
ass.
Tear off and mail.
American Photo Player Co., 62 West 45th St., New York.
Please send me full information about Vox Mystica in the Fotoplayer.
(Name)
(Address)
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON GENERAL

(For Daily Calendar

DATS.

II*M««7— Blosraph, lellc, Vltavrapb.
Tmem*MT — Bloffraph.
l«m

BsBanay,

Ka-

We^BMdar — Blograph, BflBanay, Kal«m. Vim Feature Com«dy.
Tkaraday — Bellff. Vim.
^wtSMT—KMlmmt,
▼Itarravk

KBl«k*rko«li«r. TIB.
Kalem.

of Program

COMPANY

Releases

PROGRAM

See Pages 1846, 1848.)

KALBM.
Nov. 28 — Dudes for a Day (Comedy).
Nov. 29— Border Wolves
(No. 17 of the "Girl
From 'Frisco") (Two parts — Dr.).
Dec.
1— The Wizard's Plot (No. 7 of "Grant,
Police Reporter")
(Drama).
Dec.
2 — The Trial Run (No. 107 of the "Hazards
of
Helen"
Railroad
Series)
(Drama).
Dec. 5. — Jailbirds (Comedy).
Dec.
6 — The
Poisoned
Dart
(No. 18 of the
"Girl
from
'Frisco"
Series — Two
parts — Drama).
Dec.
8 — The Trunk Mystery (No. 8 of "Grant,
Police Reporter"— Drama).
Dec.
9 — The — Drama).
Lineman's Peril (No. 109 of the
"Hazards'ot Helen" Railroad Series

General Film Company
RBI«BA8S

FILM

■•Us.

Vltagraph.

BIOGRAPH.
Not. 29 — The Wages of Sin (Three parts — Dr.)
(Blograph Reissue No. 101).
Dec.
4— My Baby
(Comedy — Blograph Reissue).
Dec. 5 — A Bit of Human Driftwood (Two
parts — Drama — Blograph
Reissue) .
Dec. 11 — Her Sacrifice (Drama) (Blograph Reissue).
Dec. 13 — The Honor of the Law (Two parts —
Drama)
(Blograph reissue).
Dec. IS — The Conscience of Hassan Bey (Reissue— Drama).
Dec. 19 — His — Wife's
Drama).Story (Reissue — Two parts

Dec. 12 — The Icemen and the Artist (Comedy).
Dec 13 — The Stain of Chuckawalla
(No. 19 of
the "Girl and the Game'')
(Two
parts — Drama).
Dec. 15 — The Menace
(No. 9 of "Grant, Police
Reporter")
(Drama).
Dec. 16— The
Midnight
Express
(No.
110
of
the "Hazards
of Helen"
Railroad
Series) (Drama).
Dec. 19— The Fatal Violin (Comedy).
Dec. 20— On the Brink of War (No. 20 of "The
Drama).
Girl
from
Frisco" — Two
parts —
Dec. 22 — The
Dec. 23— The

Tiger's Claw
(No. 10 of "Grant,
Police Reporter" — Drama).
Vanishing
Box Car (No. Ill of
"The Hazards of Helen" — Drama).
SELIO.

Nov. 18 — The

Girl

Detective

Nov. 20 — The Drama).
Sheriff's

(Drama).

Blunder

(Two

parts —

Nov. 20— The

E3SANAY.
Nov. 28 — A Tin Soldier (Two parts — Comedy).
Not. 29 — Dreamy Dud Joyriding With Prlncees
Zl Im (Cartoon — Comedy ) .
— A scenic suhject on the same reel.
Dec. 2 — The Pinal Fraud
(Three parts — Dr.).
Dec.
5— The Egg (Two parts — Comedy).
Dec. 6 — A Waiting
Game
(Comedy).
Dec. 9 — A Failure at Fifty (Three parts— Comedy-Drama).
Dec. 12 — In a Looking Glass (Blaclt Cat Feature— Two
parts — Drama).
Dec. 13 — Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 20 (Cartoon— Comedy).
— Long Beach, Cal. (Scenic).
Dec. 16 — Is Marriage Sacred? No 1. "The Burning Band" (Two parts — Drama).
Dec. 19 — The Little Brown Mole (Black Cat
Feature — Two
parts — Drama) .
Dec. 20 — Taking the Count (Comedy).
Dec. 23— Dancing with Folly (23 of "Is Marriage Sacred?" — Two parts — Dr.).

Seltg-Trlbune
No.
03,
1916
(Topical).
Nov. 23— The
Sellg-Trlbune
No.
94,
1916
(Topical).
Nov. 25 — Hedge of Heart's Desire (Comedy).
Nov. 27 — Following
(Three
parts —
Drama). the Flag
Nov. 27— The Sellg-Tribune No. 95, 1916 (Top.).
Nov. 30— The Sellg-Trlbune No. 96, 1016 (Top.).
Dec.
2 — Mistakes Will Happen
(Drama).
Dec.
4 — The Brand of Cain (Two parts — Dr.).
Dec. 4 — The
Sellg-Tribune,
No.
97,
1916
Dec.
7— The (Topical).
Selig-Tribune.
No.
98.
1916
Topical).
Dec.
9 — The Purchase Price (Drama).
Dec. 11 — Twisted Trails (Three parts — Drama).
Dec. 11— Selig-Tribune, No. 99 (Topical).
Dec. 14 — Selig-Tribune. No. 100 (Topical).
Dec. 16 — The Road to Fame (Drama).
Dec. 18— Selig-Tribune No. 101 (Topical).
Dec. 18 — The Five Franc
Piece (Two
parts —
Drama).
Dec. 21— Selig-Tribune
No. 102 (Topical).
Dec. 23 — The Man He Might Have Been (Dr.).

VIM, FEATURE

COMEDY.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

1—
e—
15 —
22 —
29 —
6—
13 —
20 —
27 —

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

17 —
23 —
24 —
30 —
1—
7—
8—
14 —
15 —
20 —
22—

Dec.
Dec.

1— Have You Heard About Tillle? (Corn.),
2 — Our Other Lives (Three parts — Drama>
(Broadway Star Feature).
4 — Where Is Your Friend? (Comedy).
— Swedish Model Farm
(Educational).
8 — His Wife's Allowance (Comedy).
11 — Accident Is the Best Policy (Com.).
15 — Bears and Bullets (Comedy)
16 — Pep's Legacy
(Three
parts — Drama>
18 — A Lesson for Somebody
(Comedy).
22— A Bit of Bent Wire (Comedy).

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Gertie's Garters
(Comedy).
Marked No Funds (Comedy).
His Wedding Promise
(Comedy).
The Good Stenographer
(CTomedy).
Hubby's Chicken
(Comedy).
Hubby's Chicken (Comedy).
Charity Begins at Home (Comedy).
They Practice Economy
(Comedy).
Her Financial Frenzy
(Comedy).
VIM.
Good and Proper (Comedy).
Mother's
Child
(Comedy).
Money Maid Men (Comedy).
The Prize Winners (.Comedy).
Ambitious ETthel (Comedy).
The Guilty One (Comedy).
A Rare Boarder (Comedy),
No release this day.
What's the Use (Comedy).
He Went and Won
(Comedy).
Reckless Romeos (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH.

General Film Company Features
BLACK
CAT
FEATURE.
Dec. 12 — In Drama).
a Looking
Glass
(Two parts —
Dec. 19 — The Drama).
Little Brown Mole (Two parts —
Dec. 26 — A

Tale from
the
parts — Drama).

BROADWAY

STAR

Decameron

(Two

FEATURES.

Dec.
2 — Our Other Lives (Three parts — Dr.).
Dec. 16 — Pep's Legacy
(Three parts — Drama).
KNICKERBOCKER
STAR FEATURB.
Nov. 24 — Twin
Souls (Three parts — Drama).
Dec.
1 — Butts Casey — Crook (Two parts — Dr.).
Drama).
Dec. 8 — Master
of Her
Soul (Three
parti —
Dec. 22 — The Drama).
Dawn of Wisdom

(Three part^~

A Welcome Visitor Each Week in Every Business Home Where Moving
Pictures Are of Interest

The Moving Picture World
Is Admirably Adapted to Carry Any Little
Message Which You May Wish to Send

Our Classified Advertisements at Five Cents Per Word
Will Produce Remarkable Results — One Dollar for Twenty Words or Less.
Send Copy, with ronittance, to CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO., 17 Ma«son Avenue, New York City
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Every business man must keep abreast of the business times, if
he makes his investment a sure and safe one. Better service always
results in better profits in any business.

The Wurlitzer (Hope-Jones) Unit Orchestra
Will Bring the Crowds Your Way
It first of all plays up and intensifies the film efiFiciency which many
times is lost because of lack of musical interpretation. Then of itself
it is a magnet of great power, as it gives you the quality of all the
different instruments conteuned in the "Orchestra" and the musical
effect is no small factor in direct attracting power for people of every
class.
Mr. Wm. T. Martin of the Alheunbra Theatre, Sandusky, Ohio, says :
"I heeu'tily recommend this instrument for any one
make a name for their house." We have scores upon
monials from the foremost theatres in America that
you should install one of these wonderful Orchestras
act for your own best interests.

who wishes to
scores of testiv«ll prove that
at once if you

IV rite for our Catalogue on Unit Orchestras

THE RUDOLPH
121 EAST

WURLITZER

FOURTH

STREET,

COMPANY

CINCINNATI,

O.

U
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON UNIVERSAL

(For Daily Calendar

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
0ec. 6 —
Dec. 13 —
D?c. 20—
Dec. 27—

ANIMATED
WEEKLY.
Number 49 (Topical).
Number 50 (Topical).
Number 51 (Topical).
Number 02 (Topical).
BIG U.

Not.
Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

S(^— The Mother Call (Dram»/.
1— The Circle of Death (Drama)(8peclal).
7 — (No release this day).
7 — Seeds ol Jealousy (Drama)
(Special).
15 — The Wrong Heart (Drama)
(Special).
21— No regular Big U this day.
21 — Moonshine
Blood
(Special
Release —
Drama).
E>ec. 28— No regular Big U this day.
Dec. 28 — Special release.
Title not yet decided.
Dec. 31— Special release.
Title not yet decided.
BISON.
Dec. 2— The Greater Power (Two parts— Dr.).
Dec. 9 — The Good Woman
(Two parta — Dr.).
Dec. 16 — ^The Taint of Fear (Two parts — Dr.).
Dec. 23 — Fighting
Joe (Two
parts — Drama).
Dec. 26 — Giant Powder
(Two parts — Drama).
GOLD
SEAL.
Not. 2a— Should
She Have Told (Three partsDrama).
Dec
5— Ashes (Three parts — Drama).
Dec. 12 — The Two
Roads
(Three parts — Dr.).
Dec. 2G— Birds
of a Feather (Three parts —
Drama).
IMP.
Dec.

8 — The Call of the Unborn (Two parts —
Drama).
(No release this day).
Bubbles (Drama)
(Special).
Scratched
(Two parts — Drama).
No release this day.
In Drama).
the Dead
O'Night
(Two
parts —

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

10 —
10 —
15 —
17 —
22—

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

24 —
24 —
29—
31 —

No regular Imp this
Special release, title
Toto of the Bywavs
No regular Imp this
JOKER.

Not.
Dec
Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

25 —
2—
9—
16—
23 —
30—

A Janitor's
Vendetta
(Comedy).
ScrappUy Married (Comedy).
The Tramp Chef (Comedy).
Their Dark Secret (Comedy).
Jags and Jealousy
(Comedy).
Mines and Matrimony
(Comedy).
LAEMMLE.

day.
not yet reported.
(Two parts — Dr.).
day.

Dec
6 — (No release this day).
Dec. 6— The Strange Mother (Drama) (SpecUl).
Dec. 9 — (No release this day).
Dec. 13 — Green Eyes (Drama).
Dec. 16 — No release this day.
Dec. 16 — Mother's
cial). Guiding Hand (Drama) (SpeDec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Dec.

20 — No regular Laemmle this day.
20 — Homeless
(Special Release — Drama) .
23 — No regular Laemmle this day.
27— Stronger than Steel (Two parts— Dr.).
30 — No regular Laemmle this day.
30. — Special release.
Title not yet decided.
L-KG.

Not. 29 — Bat and Grow Hungry (Comedy).
Dec
1 — Tattle Tale Alice (Comedy).
Deo.
3 — No release this day.
Dec. 6 — The Comedy).
High Diver's Curse Two parts —
Dec. 13 — Murdered
by Mistake
(Two parts —
Comedy),
Dec. 20— Shooting
His
'Art
Out
(Two
parts —
Drama).
Dec. 27 — The Perils of a Plumber (Comedy).
Dec. 29~Pbirs Busy Day (Comedy).
NESTOR.
KoT.
VoT.
Not.
Dec
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

20 —
24 —
2T —
4—
8—
11 —
15—
11 —
25 —

How Do You Feelt (Comedy).
Married
a Year
(Comedy).
The White Turkey (Comedy).
Pass the Prunes (Comedy).
Oh You Honeymoon
(Comedy).
Two SmaJl Town RomeoB
(Comedy).
I'm Your Husband
(Comedy).
It Sounded Like a Kiss (Comedy).
Pretty Baby
(Comedy).

Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

AND

of Program

MUTUAL

Releases

PROGRAMS

See Pages

POWERS.
7 — (No release this day).
10 — The Trials of a Movie
Cartoonist
{ Comedy-Cartoon ) .
^ — Superstitious Ceylon (Educational).
14 — In the Land of King Cotton
(Educ)
17 — Sammie
Johnsln
and the Wonderful
Lamp
(Comedy-Cartoon).
— Majestic
Ceylon
(Educational).
21 — No regular Power's this day.
24 — Nervy
Nat Has
His
Fortune
Told
((Comedy Cartoon).
— In the Heart of India As Seen by Dr.
Doraey (Educational).
26 — Such
Is Life in Alaska
(Hy Mayer
Travelogue).
28-^No regular Powers this day.
31 — Sammie toon
Johnsin
Not (CarComedy). Slumbers

Not. 20 — The

RED FEATHER.
— Drama ) .
Devil's Bondwoman

(Five

parts

Not. 27 — The Mainspring
(FWe
part^ — Dr.).
Dec.
4 — Kinkald. Gambler
(Five parts — Dr.)
Dec. 11 — The Drama).
Morals
ol Hilda
(Five parts —
Dec. 18 — Mixed
Blood
(Five parts — Drama).
Dec. 25 — A Child of Mystery
(Five parts — Dr.).
REX.
Dec
1 — No release this day.
Dec. 9 — A Story from Life (Drama) (Special).
Dec 10 — The Penalty of Treason
(Drama).
Dec. 14 — The Drama.)
Lawyer's
Secret
CTwo
parts —
Dec. 15 — No release this day.
Dec. 17 — No release this day,
Dec. 17 — Love or an Empire
(Two parts — Dr.)
(Special).
Dec. 21 — The Drama).
Ivy and the Oak
(Two
parts —
— Drama).
Dec. 23 — The Rock of Riches
(Special Release
Dec. 24 — The
Woman
Who
Learned
(Special
Release — Drama) .
Dec. 29 — No regular Rex this day.
Dec. 29 — Special release.
Title not yet decided.
Dec. 31 — The Prodigal Daughter (Drama).
VICTOR.
Dec. 5 — (No release this day).
Dec. 5— His (7olden Hour (Comedy)
(Special).
Dec. 7 — The Drama).
Shadow
(Two
parts — Comedy —
Racoons (Educatlonel).
No release this day,
Billy the Bandit
(Comedy
(Special).
It Didn't Work Out Right (Comedy).
No regular Victor this day,
So This Is Paris
(Special
release —
Comedy),
'^ec. 22— It's Great to Be Married (Comedy).
Doc. 28 — GoodComedy).
Morning,
Judge
(Two
parts*—
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

—
12 —
12—
14 —
19 —
19 —

UNIVERSAL SCREEN
Nov. 24 — Number
1.
Dec.
8 — Number 2.
Dec. 22— Number 3.
Dec. 29 — Number 4.
UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

MAGAZINE.

— Drama).
Dec. 11 — ThePrlceof Silence (Five parts — Dr.).
Dec. 18 — The Right of Mary Blake (Five parts
Dec. 25 — The Drama).
Right to Be Happy

FEATURE.

Bluebird Photoplay, Inc.
Not. 20 — TheDrama).
Measure of a Man (Five parts —
Not. 27 — The Drama).
Bugler of Algiers (Five parta —
4 — TheDrama).
Sign of the Poppy (Tire part»—

(Five parts-

Mutual Film Corp.
AMERICAN.
Nov.
9— The Fight on the Dam
(Drama).
Nov. 23 — The Star Bucks (Two parts — Drama)
(Reissue).
Not. 23 — Calamity
Ana
Guardian
(Cometfr)
(Reissue).
Not. 30— Calamity Anne's Vanity
(Drama).
Dec. 2— The Capture of Rattlesnake Ike (Dr.)
(Reissue).
Not.
3 — Nearly a Hero
(Comedy).
Nov. 10 — His BlushingCUB,
Bride (Comedy).
Nov. 17 — Her Sun-Kissed
Hero
(C«nedy).
ECLAIR.
Nov. 11 — The Drama).
Unpardonable

Sin

Not. 18— The Drama).
Bad
Samaritan

(Twe

part&—

(Twe

parte —

NIAGARA FILM
STUDIOS.
Dec. 28 — The Perils of Our Girl Reporters (Episode No. 1,
"The Jade Necklace" —
Two parts
— Drama).
NORTH
AMERICAN.
Nov. 27 — Sequel
to Diamond
from
the
Sky
(Chapter
"Fate
and
Death" —
Two
parts —1 —Drama).
Dec.
4 — Sequel
to Diamond
from
the
Sky
(Chapter
2— "Under
Oath" — Two
parts
— Drama).
Dec. 11 — Sequel
to Diamond
from
the
Sky
(Chapter
3— "Sealed
Lips'*- Two
parts
— Drama)
.
Dec. 18 — Sequel
to Diamond
from
the
Sky
(Chapter
4— "The
parts
— Drama).

Climax" — ^Two

GAUMONT.
Dec. 12— Mutual World Tours, No. 6, The Nile,
Carcassone
and
Lake
Luzerne
Dec. 13 — See (Travel).
America First (Scenic).
— Kartoon Komics.
Dec. 17— Reel Life. Number 33 (Mutual
Film
Magazine).
Dec. 20 — See America First (Travel).
— Kartoon Komics (Cartoon Comedy).
Dec 21 — The Vampires
(Episode
No. 5, "The
Eyes that Hold" — Three parts — Dr.).
Dec. 21 — Mutual
Tours
Around
the
World
(Morocco,

Dec. 24 — Reel

Nov. 20 — Liberty
No. 14, "A Modem
Joan of
Arc" (Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 27 — Liberty No. 15, "The Flag of Truce"
(Two parts — Drama).
Dec.
4 — Liberty
No.
16. "Court
Martlaled"
(Two parts — Drama).
Dec. 11— Liberty
No. 17, "A Trail of Blood"
(Two parts — Drama).
Dec. 18 — Liberty No. 18, "The Wolf's Nemesis"
(Two parts — Drama).
Dec. 19 — Little Partner (Three parts— Drama).
Dec. 25 — Liberty No. 19, "An Avenging Angel"
(Two parts — Drama).
UNIVERSAL
(STATB
RIGHTS).
October — Idle Wives (Seven parte — Drama).

Dec.

1846, 1848.)

Dec.

Chantilly.
terranean (Travel).
Life. Number
34
Magazine).

MUTUAL.
7 — His edy-Drama).
Uncle's Ward
(Two

the

Medi-

(Mutual

by

Film

parts — (^m-

Dec.

fi— Uncle Sam's Defenders, No. 1 "From
Citizen Three
to Soldier."
Dec. 9 — Admirer's
(Comedy).
Dec. 11 — TheDrama).
Turn of the Wheel (Two parts —
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

14 — Gertie's Latest Love Affair (Com.).
15^Uncle
Sam's
Defenders,
No. 2, "Our
Boys at the Border" (Topical).
Ifi — One Dollar Please (Comedy).
18 — Buddy's Christmas
(Two parts — Dr.).
2(V— Mutual Weekly No. 103 (Travel).
21 — The Elopement (Comedy).
22 — Uncle
Sam's
Defenders,
No.
3, "A
Jack Tar in the Making" ^Topical).
23 — Every Lassie Has a Lover (Comedy).

MUTUAL WEEKLY.
Not. 15 — Number 98 (Topical).
Nov. 22 — Number 99 (Topical).
Not. 29— Number 100 (Topical).
Dec. 6 — Number 101 (Topical),
Dec. 13 — Number 102 (Topical).
Dec. 20 — Number 103 (Topical).
[Mutual Releases continued on page 1876.)
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

FEATURES

AND

MISCELLANEOUS

PROGRAMS

■ ■- --■-'- ■■ ■■'•i'
(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases
{Mutual Releases continued from page 1S72.)
MUTUAL
CHAPLIN.
The Pawnshop
(Two paris — Comedy).
Nov. 13— Behind edy I.the Screen
(Two
parts — ComDecember — In the Rink (Two parts — Comedy).
MUTUAL MASTERP1CTURB3
DE LUXE.
NQy.
g — East
Is East
( Turner — Five parts —
Drama)
(No. I5l).
Nov. 16 — Immediate Lee (American — Five parts
— Drama)
(No. JI&3J.
MUTUAL
SPECIAL.
Dec. — Charity (Seven parts — Drama).
MUTUAL
STAR
PRODUCTIONS.
Nov. 13 — Peck o' Pickles (American — Five parts
—Drama)
(No. loj).
Nov. 23 — Lone
Star
(American — Five parts —
Drama)
(No. 15J).
Nov. 27 — A Dream
or Two Ago (Five parts —
Drama)
(No. 156).
Dec. 4 — The Valley of Decision
(American —
Five parts — Dramaj
(No. 158).
Dec. 11 — Lonesome Town
(American — Five parts
— Drama) (150).
Dec. 11— Miss Jackie of the Navy
(Five parts
—Drama)
(160).
NOVELTT.
Not. 25 — An Artful Dodge
(Comedy).
SIGNAL FILM CORPORATION.
Not. 20 — A Lass of the Lumberlands,
No. 5,
"The Burned Record" (Two parts —
Drama).
Not. 27 — A Lass
(Two
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

of the Lumberlands,
No. 6
parts — Drama).
VOGUE.
19 — With or Without (Two parts — Com.).
26— Up the Flue (Comedy).
3— The -V^lcked City (Two parts — Com.).
10— Shot
in the Fracas
(Two
partsComedy).
17 — Treed (Two parts — Comedy).
24 — Fickle All Around (Two parts— Com.).

PALLAS.
Dec. 21— The Drama),
Right
Direction
PARAMOUNT.
Nov. SO— Martyrdom
of Phillip
parts — Drama).
Nov,

Sov.
Dec.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Not.
Dec.

POPULAR
PLAYS
AND
PLAYERS.
6— Extravagance
(Five parts — Drama).
4 — The Black Black Butterfly (Five parts
^Drama).
ROLFE.
27 — Sunbeam
(Five parts — Drama).
11 — The
Stolen
Triumph
(Five
parts —
Drama).
18 — The Awakening of Helena Richie (Five
parts — Drama).
YORKE.
20 — Big Tremalne
(Five parts — Dr.).
25 — Pidgin Island (Five parts — Dr.).

Paramount Pictures Corp.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

BLACK
DIAMOND
COMEDY.
27— Their Counterfeit Vapation
(Comedy).
2 — Nearly
a Deserter
( Comedy ) .
16— Bridget's
Blunder
(Comedy).
30 — A Troublesome Trip (Comedy).
13— A Villainous
Pursuit
(Comedy).
27 — Their
Counterfeit
Vacation
(Com.).
11 — His Ivory Dome
(Comedy).
25— Their Week End (Comedy).
FAMOUS
PLAYERS.

Nov. 27 — Nanette
of the Wllds
(Five partsDrama).
Dec
4 — A Coney Island Princess (Five parts —
Drama) .
Dec. 18 — Traveling Salesman (Five parts — Dr.).
Dec. 25 — Snow
White
(Five parts — Drama).
KLEVER COMEDY.
Dec.
4 — The Best Alan (Comedy).
Dec. 18 — In Society and Out (Comedy).
LA3KY.
Not. 16 — TheDrama).
Years of the Locust (Five parts —
Dec. 11 — Oliver Twist (Five parts- Drama).
Dec. 14 — Victoria Cross (Five parts — Drama).
MOROSCO.
Dec. 7 — The Road to Love (Five parts — Dr.).
bee. 28 — The
Redeeming
Love tFlve
parts —

Drama).

(Five

Strong

parts-

(Five

PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES.
(Scenic).
Nov. 20 — British Egypt
Dec. 27— The Real Streets of Cairo (Scenic).
Nov.
4— The Lower Nile (Scenic).
Dec. 11 — The Upper Nile (Scenic).
PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPHS,
5 — 40th Release (Edu.).
12 — ilst Release (Edu.).
Nov. 19 — 12d Release (Edu.).
t3d Relase
(Edu.).
Dec. 263—— 44th
Nov.
Release (Edu).
Dec. 10 — 45th Release
(Edu.).
Nov.

Pathe Exchange,

Inc.

ASTRA.
Shielding
Shadow,
No. 11, "The
Great Sacrifice" (Two parts — Dr.).
10 — Pearl of the Army,
No. 2, "Found
Guilty"
(Two
parts — Drama).
17— The Shielding
Shadow,
No. 12. "The
Stolen Shadow" (Two parts — Dr.).
17— Pearl of the Army, No. 3, "The Silent
Menace"
(Two Parts — Drama).
24 — The Shielding
Shadow,
No. 13, "The
Hidden Menace" (Two parts — Dr.).
24 — Pearl
of the Army,
No.
4, "War
Clouds" (Two parts — Drama).
31 — The Shielding Shadow. No. 14. "Absolute Black" (Two parts — Drama) .
31 — Pearl of the Army, No. 3, "Somewhere
in Grenada" (Two parts — Drama).
GOLD ROOSTER,
26 — Arms
and the Woman (Five partsDrama).
— Drama).
3 — Divorce
and the Daughter (Five parts

Dec. 10 — The
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Dec.

Nov.
Dec.

Dec. 10 — The Challenge
(Five parts — Drama).
Dec. 17- King
Lear
(Five parts — Dramai.
Dec. 24 — The Romantic Journey (Five parts —
Drama).
Dec. 31 — Joy and the Dragon (Five parts — Dr.).
Dec.
3—
Dec; 3—
Dec.

3—
—

Dec. 10 —

PATHE.
The Old Fogy (Three parts — Drama).
Life of Our Saviour (Seven parts —
Drama)
(Colored).
How Matches Are Made (Industrial).
The Island of Kyuschu,
Soutliernmost
Japan (Scenic) (Colored).
TheDrama).
Faithless Friend (Two parts-

Deo. 10 — Florence Rose Fashions, No. 10,
ions).
"Fashions
and Charity" (FashDec. 17 — The Taint (Three Parts — Drama).
Dec. 17 — Bobby-Bear,
(Educational
— Colored).Investigator
— Spanish
Costumes
and Dances
CCostumes — Colored).
Dec. 24 — Against Heavy Odds (Drama).
Dec. 24 — Florence Rose Fashions. No. 11, "A
Dav of Sport" (Fashions) and
— Young Fur Bearing Animals
(Edu). Rose Fashions, No. 12, "Frills
Dec. 31 — Florence
and Thrills"
(Fashion)
—Making
Raslns
(Cal.) and
(Edu.).
Dec. 31- Silk Industry (Industrial).
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec

PARAMOUNT-BRAY CARTOONS.
16 — Colonel
Heeza Liar Hobo (Cartoon —
Comedy).

Bumps
Queers the Choir (CarNov. 23 — Bobby toon—
Comedy).
Nov,
30— What
Happened to WlHle (CartoonComedy).

Dec.

Metro Pictures Corporation.

See Pages 1846, 1848.)

PATHE
NEWS.
6— Number. 98, iniR (Topical).
9 — Number 99. inifi (Topical).
13— Number 100. 1916 (Topical).
16— Number 101. 1916 (Topical).
20 — Number
102 (Topical).
2.'^— Number 103 (Topical).
27 — Number
101
(Toplcan.
30 — Number
105 (Topical).

ROLIN,

19 — Luke Patient Provider (Comedy).
28— Luke's
Newsle
Knockout
(Comedy).
3 — Luke's Movie Muddle (Comedy).
10 — Luke — Rank Impersonator (Comedy).
17 — Luke's Fireworks Fizzle (Comedy).
24 — Luke
Locates
the Loot
(Comedy).
31-^Luke's Shattered Sleep (Comedy).

Triangle FINE
Film ARTS.
Corporation.
Nov. 26— The Drama).
Children
Pay (Five parts — Dr.).
Dec. 2 — Children of the Feud (Five partsDec.
9 — The Wharf Rat (Five parts — Drama).
Dec. 16 — The Matrimaniac (Five parts — Dr ).
Dec. 23 — The Heiress at Coffee Dan's (Five
parts — Drama).
INCE.
Nov. 26— The Devil's Double (Five parts — Dr.).
Dec.
2 — The Criminal
(Five parts — Drama).
Drama).
Dec.
9 — Bawbs
o" Blue Ridge
(Five parts —
Dec. 16 — The Sin Ye Do (Five parts — Drama).
Dec. 23 — A Gamble in Souls (Five parts — Dr.).
KEYSTONE.
Comedy).and Steeples
Oct. 1 — Haystacks
(Two i>arts —
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

1 — The Com.).
Lady

Drummer

<Two

parts —

8 — A Tugboat Romeo (Two parts — Com.).
8 — Bomlra (Two parts — Comedy).

Unicom Film Service.

BUFFALO.
16 — The Border Strife (Drama).
Nov. 19 — The Gulf (Two parts — Drama).
Nov.
Nov. 28 — The Guilty Hand (Two parts — Drama).
GAIETY.
Nov. 19 — Easy Come and Easy Go (Comedy).
Dec.
1 — Watches and Women
(Comedy).
HIPPO.
Nov. 29 — Cupid's Torpedoes
(Comedy).
JOCKEY.
Nov. 15 — Saturday Night (Two parts — Comedy).
Nov. IG— Davy's Daily Doings
(Comedy).
Nov. 30 — Curse You, Jack Dalton
(Comedy).
JUDY.
Nov. 17 — A Sorry Plight (Comedy).
Nov. 28 — He Loved and Rode Away (Comedy).
Dec.
3 — Rocking the Baby to Sleep (Comedy).
PURITAN.
Nov. 14 — -The Inner Soul (Three parts — Drama).
RANCHO.
Nov. 13 — The— Drama).
Desert's Prize (Two parts — Dr.).
Nov. 27 — The Flower of the Prairie (Two parts
Dec.

1 — The Brand of Cain (Drama).
SUNSET.
Nov. 13 — Wanted (Drama).
Nov. IS — Slaves of Passion
(Three parte — Dr.).
Nov. 27 — Deserted
(Drama).
Dec.
1 — Love's Sacrifice
(Drama).
SUPREME.
Nov. 15 — Tangles Fates (Drama).
Nov. 16 — A Timely
Reward
(Drama).
Nov. 30 — Whose was the Hand (Two parts — Dr.).
Dec.
3— The Telltale LILY.
Heart (Drama).
Nov. 17 — The Climax
(Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 20 — The Path of Life (Two parts— Drama) .
HIAWATHA.
Nov. 29 — His Other Wife (Drama).
Dec.
2 — The Drama).
Heart of Ramona
(Three parts —
UTAH.
Nov. 29 — Scarbrow's Revenge (Drama).
Dec.
3 — Love's Mirage
(Drama).
MONMOUTH
FILM CORP.
Dec.

4— Jimmie
Dale, alias. "The Grey Seal"
(Episode No. 1 — Two parts — Dr.).
Dec. 11 — Jimmie Dale, alias. "The Grey Seal"
(Episode
No. —2 —Drama).
"The Stolen Rubles"
—
Two parts
Dec. 18 — Jimmie Dale, alias, "The Grey Seal"
(Episode
3 —— "The
Counterfeit
Five"
— TwoNo.
parts
Drama).
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We have produced this emergency developer, to supply the
trade with a product that can
be used in similar proportions
for like results.

Emergol
SAMPLE

POUND

$12.00

Berlin
Aniline
Works
213-215 Water Street
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MR. EXHIBITOR
We are filling orders for wide-awake Exhibitors in
every State in the Union, as well as Canada, England
and Australia. This shows that our goods are getting
results for the Exhibitor.
Do you realize that you are passing up one of the
best methods to increase your patronage by failing to
use our goods?
Our seven-colored portraits of the popular film stars
on post cards, wall hangers and program covers we
guarantee will get you results.
NOTE

THE

FOLLOWING

PRICES

Portrait Cards (post card back)
J3.S0 per 1000
Portrait Cards (wall hangers, 4x8, plain back)-. 4.50 per 1000
Portrait Cards (program covers)
5.00 per 1000
Send us a Trial Order and convince yourself.
and samples will be sent upon request.

List of stars

Kline Poster Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
Our

Wholesale
Goods

can

Dept.— 1423-5

also

be

secured

from

Vine Street

the

following

Jobbers:

Tlii-atre Supply & Equipment Co., Wicliita, Kan,
Lears Theatre Supplj- Company. St. I.ouis, Mo.
Exhibilors' Supply Company, Chicago. IlL
Mieliii;Qn
M. P. Supply
Supply Company,
Compaiij-, Cle\uland,
Detroit. Midi.
Motion Piclurp
Ohio
SouthL-ni Theatre Equipment Co., Dallas. Te.tas
Southern Theatre Equipment Co., Atlanta. Ga.
CravL-r Film & Supply Company, CharUule. N. C.
Novelty Slide Company. New York City. N. Y.
Ludwif Hommel & Company, Pittsburg, Pa.
JOBBERS

IN

OTHER

LOCALITIES
SHOULD
WITH
US,

COMMUNICATE

THE

1876

MOVING

PICTURE

December

WORLD
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

FEATURES

AND

MISCELLANEOUS

PROGRAMS

I Fur Daily Calendar of Program Releases See rat;es lS4o, 1848.:

Feature
ART

Releases

DRAMAS.

INC.

Dec. 21— The Lash of Destiny (Van Dyke Film
Co. — Drama).
Pec. 2S— Whoso Taketh a Wife (U. S. Amusement Co. — Drama).
Jan. 4— The Drama).
Rainbow iSherrill Feature Corp. —
ARTCRAFT

PICTURES

CORP.

Nov. 6— Less Than the Dust (Mary Pickford—
Seven parts — Drama).'
CHRISTIE
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

FILM

CO.

20— Some Kid (Comedy).
27 — Tramp, Tramp. Tramp
(Comedy).
4 — The Sea Nymphs
(':omedy).
H— Miss Billy Buttons
(Comedy).
18 — Hist! At Six O'Clock (Comedy).

CONSOLIDATED
FILM CORPORATION.
Nov. 20 — The Crimson
Stain Mystery
No.
(Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 27 — The Crimson
Stain Mystery,
No,
(Two parts — Drama).
Dec.
4 — The Crimson
Stain Mystery,
No.
(Two parts — Drama).
FOX

FILM

EDUCATIONAL
Tale). White
December — Snow

Dec. 19 — Hearst- International
News
Pictorial
No. 101 (Topical).
Det-. 2'2 — Hearst- International
News
Pictorial
No. 102 (Topical).
Dec. 25— International
Split Reel (Cartoon
and
Split Reel).
Dec. 2(J — Hearst- International
News
Pictorial
No. 103 (Topical).
Dec. 20 — Hearst- International
News
Pictorial
No.
104 (Topical).

EXCLUSIVE
FEATURES.
INC.
Dec. — Pamela's
Past ( Five parts — Drama) .
EUROPEAN
FILM CO.
November — Fighting
for Verdun
(Five parts —
Topical).

IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS.
VoTember — The Sex Lure (Six parts — Drama).
Dec.
1 — Enlighten
Drama). Thy Daughter (Five parts —

HARPER
FILM- CORP.
Nov. — Civilization (Drama).
KING
B.AGGOT.
Dec. — Absinthe
( Drama) .
B. S. MOSS
MOTION
PICTURE
COR.
Oct. — The Power of Evil (Drama).
November — Boots and Saddles
(Drama).

Dec

KLEINE-EDISON-SELIG-ESSANAY.
4 — The Drama).
Breaker
(Essanay — Five parts —

Dec. 11 — A

Message
to Garcia
(Edison — Five
parts — Drama).
Phantom
Buccaneer
(Essanay —
Five parts — Drama).
Essanay).Soul
Dec. 25— The — Truant
(Five parts — Drama

Dec. 18 — The
15
14
16

CORPORATION.

Dec.
4 — The Vixen
(Five parts- Drama).
Dec. 11 — The Battle of Life (Five parts- Dr.).
Dec. 18 — The
Island
of Desire
(Five partsDrama).
Dec. 25 — The Victim
(Five parts — Drama).

SELZNICK PICTURES.
Vovember — War Bridep (Herbert Brenon — Dr )
Vov — The Foolish
Virgin
(Drama).
VoT — Panthea
(Drama)
December — The Argyle Case (Drama).
SUNBEAM MOTION PICTURE
CORPORATION.
Oct. — Somewhere In Georgia
(Drama*).

GREATER
VITAGRAPH
(V-L-S-B.
INC.).
Dec. 11 — The Scarlet Runner, No. 11. "The Missing Chapter" (Two parts — Drama).
Dec. 11 — The Enemy
{Five parts — Drama).
Dec. 11 — Rah, Rah. Rah!
(Comedy).
Dec. 11 — Capt. Jinks' Hidden Treasure (Com.).
Dec. 18 — Whom the Gods Destroy (Five parts —
Drama).
Dec. 18— Help, Help, Help (Comedy).
Dec.
18 — Capt. Jinks' Sprained Ankle
(Com.).
Dec. 18
— The Scarlet Runner, No. 12, "The Car
and the Girl" (Last No.) (Two
parts — Drama).
25 — TheDrama).
Ninety and Nine (Five parts —
Dec. 25 — Shanks and Chivalry (Comedy).
Dec. 25 — Captain Jink's Getaway
(Comedy).
INTERNATIONAL
FILM
SERVICE
INC,
Dec, 4 — International
Split Reel (Cartoon
and
Scenic).
Dec
5 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial
No. 07 (Topical).
Dec.
8 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial
No. 98 (Topical).
Dec. 11 — International
Split Reel (Cartoon
and
Scenic).
^
Dec. 12 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial
No. 09 (Topical).

BOUND

Dec. 15 — Hearst- International
News
Pictorial
No. 100 (Topical).
Dec. 18— International
Split Reel (Cartoon
and
Scenic).

VOLUMES

THE TRIUMPH CORPORATION.
December — The Libertine
(Six parts— Drama).
WORLD
PICTURES.
Nov. 27 — TheDrama).
Men She Married (Five partsDec. 4 — All Man
(Five parts — Drama).
Dec. 11 — Broken
Chains
(Five
Parts— Dr.).
Dec. t** — The Rise of Susan
fFlve parts — Dr.).
Dec. '2~ — The Drama
World ). Against Him (Five parts —

States Right Features
ARGOSY
FILM
INC.
December — The
Celebrated
Stielow
parts — Drama).
December — Where
D'ye Get That
parts — Comedy ) .
G.

M.

Case

(Six

Stuff

(Five

BATNES.

Nov, — Kitchener's
Great
Army
in the Battle
of the Somme
(Five parts — Dr.).
CALIFORNIA
MOTION
PICTURE
CORP.
Nov. — TheDrama)
Woman
Who Dared
(Seven psrta —
December — The Passion Flower

OF THE

You Need Them

(Drama).

MOVING

FILMS CORP.
(Four
parts — Fairy

FROHMAN
AMUSEMENT
Drama).
December — The
Witching Hour

CORP.
(Seven parts^

PHAX
PICTURES
CO.
December — Race Suicide (Six parts — Drama).
PIONEER
FEATURE
FILM
CORPORATION.
October — The Soul of a Child (Five parts — Dr.).
-Df I
HENRY W. SAVAGE.
December — Robinson
Crusoe
(Five parts — Dr.).
SHERMAN
October — The Crisis

ELLIOTT,
INC.
(Selig — Seven part»-

blONET
FILM
CORPORATION.
Nov. — The Masque of Life (Seven parts — Dr.).
UNITY
SALES
CORPORATION.
Not. 20 — The Yellow Menace. No. 12, "1%*
Drama).
Aeroplane
Accident" ( Two partsNot. 27 — The Yellow Menace, No. IS, "The Sky
Drama).
and the Submarine" (Tw« partsDec. 4 — The Yellow Menace. No. 14, "The Interrupted Nuptials" (Two parts —
Drama).
Dec. 11 — The Yellow Menace. No. 15, "The Ray
of Death"
(Two parts — Drama).
TWEEDLEDUM
RELEASES
(UNITY).
Oct.
0 — Torpedoed
(Comedy).
Comedy). by Cupid
Oct. 16 — A Scrambled Honeymoon (Two parts —
Oct. 23 — Some
Hero
(Comedy).
Comedy). Busy Night (Two parts —
Oct. 30 — Tweedledum's
Nov.
6 — A Lucky Tramp
(Comedy).
Comedy).
Nov. 13 — Lend
Me Your Wife (Two parts —
Nov. 20 — A Bath Tub Elopement
Nov. 27 — A Comedy).
Short-sighted Crime

(Comedy).
(Two parts-

Dec.
4— Somewhere
in Mexico
(Comedy).
Dec. 11 — TheComedy).
Burlesque Show (Two parts^
WARNETR BROS.
Crusoe.
December -Robinson

PICTURE
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in Your Business I

Each issue of THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD represents the fruit of studied effort on the part of experts
to provide just what the average reader of trade publications in the moving picture field can use to best advantage in his business.
Since this is true, the bound volumes of THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD, each comprising the complete
issues printed during a period of three months, take immediate
standing as
The Reliable Reference Book of the Trade
The Record of Moving Picture History in the Making

NOW

READY-VOL.
WE
HAVE

29.

AT YOUR DISPOSAL
Bound Volumes for the years 1912, 1913. 1914 and
191S. Four volumes
each year. Shipped as per
your instructions at $131 per volume — transportation charges additional.

CHALMERS

PUBLISHING

JULY

TO

SEPTEMBER,

INVEST $28.50
and have at your band for ready reference every
issue of THE MOVING PICTURE WORU5
which has been printed since January 1, 1912.
These neatly bound books are invaluable to the
wide-awake
movini: picture man.

1916

CO., 1 7 Madison Ave., New York City

December

23, 1916
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npHE speed and quality of the
sensitive emulsion, the strength
and toughness of the base, the consistent excellence covering a long
period of years, the marked depend-

The best theatres in the country are

ability— these are the qualities that

equipped with

Gundlach

have made it desirable, for your interests and our own, to place the

Projection Lenses

identifying stencil mark
((

EASTMAN"

This is in recognition of their superior
illuminating power and perfect correction for a sharp, brilliant picture.

on the margin of our film.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Go.
808 So. Clinton Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

Quality

^^ ^r ^-^ N
■ ^^ ^^

means
We

EVANS
Telephone— tSSl

means

do PARTICULAR Work for PARTICULAR
Developing and Printing ONLY

FILM MANUFACTURING

416-418-420-422 West 216th Street, New

Audubon

ADVANCED

PROJECTION

OF

Perfection

People

COMPANY
York City

INTOLERANCE

D W. GRIFFITH'S COLOSSAl. SPECTACLE at the LIBERTY THEATRE. NEW YORK, introduces NEW IDEAS in the ART
ot PROJECTION.
WORLD'S
BEST Director
PROJECTORS
are equipped
and TIME
TERING DEVICES The
so that
the Musical
has absolute
control with
of theSPECIAL
SPEED, SPEED
thereby CONTROLS
SYNCHRONIZING
the REGISMU:ilC
perfectly with the PICTURE.

For
the Arc
WORLD'S
BEST PROJECTORS
equipped Distributor
with TIME
Perfect
Control Rheostats,
consult the Exclusive

B. F. PORTER,

1482 BROADWAY,

AT TIMES

SQUARE,

REGISTERING

NEW

Devices and

YORK

$4.80 A Big Saving Each Year $4.80
On account of the greatly increased cost of paper, engraving, etc., we have been compelled to make the single
copy price fifteen cents. For the present direct subscription prices will remain the same. This means a saving
of four dollars and eighty cents yearly on direct subscriptions.
In addition you get your paper earlier.
It will pay you to fill out this blank and mail at once with your remittance.
ONE YEAR
SIX MONTHS
See

title

$3.M
.$1,S«

page

MOVING

for

rates

Canada

and

PICTURE

17 Madison Avenue, New
Cut

out

and

mail

Foreign

WORLD
York

Please Fill in
the Name of Your

_,
Theatr*.
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Make Your House Popular

PICTURE

By a perfectly projected picture. You cannot do
this with an old junky machine. Write us today.
We will sell you a new machine of any make on
our EASY PAYMENT PLAN. You would be
surprised at the number of Theatres throughout
the country that are purchasing from us in that
way.
Why don't you investigate today.

ELECTRICITY

Amusement Supply Company

By J. H. HALLBERG

THIS WORK

December 23, 1916

WORLD

Dealers
in Motiograph,
Simplex,
Power's,
Edison
and Standard
Machines, Transverters, Motor Generators, Rectifiers and everything pertaining to the Moving Picture Theatres

COVERS

3rd Floor, Mailers BIdg.
Cor. Madison Street & Wabash Ave., Qiicago, IIL

ELECTRICITY
ELECTRIC
SERVICE
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS
REFERENCE
TABLES,
ETC

Bound Volumes

An ap-to-date treatment of Uoving Pictore Theater
Electric Installation and Projection, by a practical,
experienced, electrical expert.

of THE MOVING

PICTURE

Accepted Reference Books

llrDstrmt»d and Subitantiallj Bound. 2M Pac**SZJ* par Copj.
Poatac* Paid.

of the Moving

MOVING
PICTURE
17 Madison Avenue

WORLD

are the

WORLD
New York

Picture Trade

Your Office Equipment Is Not Complete Without Tbem

ADDRESS

CHALMERS

PUBLISHING

CO.

17 Madison Ave.. New York City

Screencraft
or

The Making of a Photoplay
By Louis Reeves Harrison

Has Just Come From the Presses
A scliolarly examination of the new art of writing for the picture screen
which points the way for better results thoroughly and logically through deductions byone of the ablest and most widely experienced screen authors of
the day.
This latest addition to the list of Chalmers Publishing Company books dealing with the motion picture art has already received the unqualified endorsement of some of the foremost men in the industry and will be found invaluable by photopla)' writers who are making a serious study of their work.

It is a University Education on the Subject!
Artistically Bound in Cloth.
Price $2.00 the Copy, Postpaid
Published by

—The Chalmers Publishing Co.—

SchiUer BIdg.,
Chicago, 111.

Order Direct From

(Publishers

of the

MOVING

PICTURE

17 Madison Ave.,
New York City

WORLD)

Haas Bldg.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Our Nearest Office or Through Your Local Bookseller

THE
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Crowd Your Theatre
by showing the best illuminated and
clearest-cut pictures. The full value of
the pictures depends directly on the
character of the projection lens.
See that your projector is equipped
with the new

1879

WORLD

Cat that out,
Operator
Keep both hands free — not one on the feed rod all
the time. Get the Boss to put in an Auto-Arc hke
other houses are doing. Set it once, and it keeps a
^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^fe
H^^^^lflH

perfect arc for you without further attention,
for carboos to freeze or bum apart.
Impossible
Makes
pictures clear, sharp and snappy.

AUTO-ARC
■uas invented by a practical operator
who knows what your troubles are,
objective. It embodies the most improved mechanical principles, and gives
a steadiness and brilliancy of illumination that brings out sharply ever)^ detail
of the picture.
Your operator will be interested in
which the Marlux is focused.
See your Dealer

CROWN

or write direct

OPTICAL
Rochester,

the

and how much you have to do. ,
It never goes wrong.
Simplicity
itself.
Getputoneit on
You can
on, 30
and,days'
once trial.
you |
[
have tried it, you or the Bess
won't have it taken away again.
He ^^-ill like it because it soon
pays for itself. It actually saves
about one-fourth of the current.

way in

Price f. o. b. factory
Owensboro, Kv>tCnly
960.00. Money back

to

guarantee.

COMPANY

N. Y.

Write for further infonnatioii.

American Aoto-Arc Co., Inc.
407 S

PERFECT

ARC

CONTROL

F. H. Richardson, well known authority on motion picture equipment says of the

Irani^rteK
tHADC

MARK

"While in Cleveland I witnessed a remarkable demonstration of the ability of this machine to maintain constant current at variable arc voltage. We set the arc working at 50
volts, 50 amperes . . . there was no appreciable change
at all in the amperes until the voltage had mounted to 80,
whereupon I turned the arc to, amazing as the statement
may seem, approximately V/i" in length without the slightest change taking place in the
amperage delivery, and the arc did not break.
".■Mthough there were two perfect arcs and
the illumination was not appreciably affected
on the first machine, still the ammeter read 50
amperes, so that we had two arcs, each drawing 50 amperes, with a generator only furnishing atotal of 50, and with an arc voltage
at either machine of 50. . . .
"I can recommend the Transverter to the
careful consideration of the moving picture
theatre manager and operator."
Can you do this with your present equipment? If not,
you should not be satisfied. Send for descriptive litera*
ture and latest price bulletin.

The Hertner
Electric
1908 West 114th Street,

&

Mfg. Co.
Cleveland, Ohio

Dearbora St.

NOTICE — Owing to advance in price of materials, the price
of the Auto- Arc will be changed on January 1, 1917,
from S60.00 to S67.50.

diiJMi^^m^r'^aBm

A Dependable Mailing List Service

Saves you from 30% to 50% in postage, etc Reachei all or selected
list of theatres in any territory. Include t name of exhibitor ai
well as the theatre in address. A list of publicity mediums desiring
motion picture news. Unaffiliated exchanges looking for features.
Supply houses that are properly characterized as such. Producers
W74.
witb address of studios, laboratories and offices. Information in
advaace of theatres being or to be built.

MOTION

PICTURE

DIRECTORY

Addressing

Multigraphing

COMPANY

Phone 3227 Chelsea
Phone 2003 Randolph

M Fifth Avenue, New York
42S Ashland Block, Chicago

Prin ting

Typewriting

Every Camera Man
CAN AVOID

SCENE

MIX-UPS

and keep accurate record of each
exposure, by using the book we
will send you, postage prepaid,
if you will send us 15c in stamps.
ROTHACKER
1339 Diversey

FILM
Parkway,

MFG.
CO.
CHICAGO

THE

1880
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PICTURE
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It's the screen without name or character that some dealers sell because it pays them better
r^-

MiRROROID

InstaUations to Date 9678

Recommended
endorsed by the President of the NATIONAL
ROROID and
INSTALLATIONS.

FREE~Get

The

J. H.

CENTER
THE

TIRSO

AL

OLDEST

AND

LARGEST

Office:

OF AMERICA

(Mr. Lee A. Ochs) and the M7S MIR-

Samples~FREE

If your dealer cannot supply you with
you any other screen is better, realize he
None are as good — naturally, none can
If you buy, you should insist upon that
we give with every MIRROROID screen
Think it over.
Write

Inc.

MIRROROID,
and tries to tell
is making a greater sales profit.
be better.
same Five-Year Guarantee that
installed.

Newburgh,

PROJECTION

SCREEN

N. Y.

MANUFACTURER

CINEMATOGRAFO

The most important Film Journal in Italy.
Published every Monday at Rome. Excellent staff,
special bureau of information. Correspondents in all
parts of the world. Yearly subscription for foreign
countries: $3.00.
Business

LEAGUE

Our Large Demonstration

COMPANY,

WORLD'S

The World Over, the World's Best Theatres

EXHIBITORS'

Test — Compare with any screen on earth — Use the brains God gave yod
— and the evidence of your own eyes.
Price, 33 1/3 Cents a Square Foot, $3.00 a Square Yard, the world over.
Mirroroid has been tried, and proven THE SCREEN SUPREME.
Why pay more for an unknown product?

IL

December

WORLD

Via del Trilone

183, Rome,

ARDSON'S
CH
RI
HAND BOOK
MOTION

Italy.

Stereopticon

Peace Pictures

FOR MANAGERS

PICTURE

and OPERATORS

Published by

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

European War Pictures
(Neutral)

New
and
Terms
.. J
Moderate

Stereopticon
Lectures
Poems
presented
by
L. M. Marion.

RICHARDSON'S MOTION PICTURE
HAND BOOK is a carefully prepared gui(ie
to perfect projection.
It is an invaluable help to every single in(iivi(Jual in the trade who has to do with the
mechanical handling of motion picture film or
the management of a moving picture theatre.
There are over 680 Pages of Text zxA the
illustrations include detail diagrams of all the
leading makes of projection machines.

Accompanied by violinist, pianist, operator, lantern,
etc. (when desired) for theatres, lyceums and clubs
near New York City. Music for dances.

LOUISE

M. MARION

445 W. 23rd St., New York
Phone, 10396 Chelsea

1 do not lecture on
or sell motion pictures.

Substantially Bound In Red Cloth $4.00;

R^

'SCREEN

LIGHT THAT NEVER

.iSent Postpaid on Receipb«f Price by

MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 17 Madison Ave., New Yon City
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 917 Schiller BIdg., Chicago. IH.
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 305 Haas BIdg., Los Angeles, Ci.

FAILS"

7^e ORIGINAL GOLD FIBRE SCREEN -Perkded.

Perfect

Developing TITLESand

5c

Negatives Delevoped . Ic ft.

SIWlNUSflClNEPROPUCTS COMPANY,

PositiTe Printing ... 4c ft.

Carda Free

Printing
any
languafa
complete
Tinting Pre*

atlsfKlioB eniriilnd by lor tifleeB yean' experieaeg Spielal per
price hfoot
quntity trden
GUNBY BROS^ Inc.. 145 West 45th Street, New York City

HYDROQUINONE
GENERAL
NEW YORK

CHEMICAL

COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA

CHIGAGO

THE
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Non=Break°
able and
Sanitary
STEEL . and
LOW CAST
Price
IRON

When
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Opera

Chairs

Remember

We

Have

50,000 CHAIRS

Opera Chairs

immediate shipment
on many styles: SecoDd Hand Cnairs;
out-of-door seating..
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this
paper.

STEEL

MOVING

FURNITURE

CO.

Grand Rapids, Mich.; New York, 150 Fifth Ave.

PATENTS
Manufacturers want me to send them patents on useful inventions. Send me at once
drawing and description of your invention
and I will give you an honest report as to
securing a patent and whether 1 can assist
you in selhng the patent. Highest refercnces. Established 25 years. Personal attention in bU cases. WM. N. MOORE, Loan
^d Trust Building, Washington. D. C.
The "M. P. World" carries more classified ads
than all other trade papers combined — WHY?

Always in Stock

Immediate Service

in si.x different designs in Antique

Other designs of unupholstered and Upholstered Chairs in
unlimited numbers

Mahogany and Circasian Walnut finishes, assuring you
of a satisfactory
selection.

General Offices
1010 Lytcon Bld«
CHICAGO

furnished in 25 to 50days after receipt of
specifications.

Sales Offices in
all Principal

■ Ai^ERM

Citiea

SEATING [O/IPANY

$3,000 Cash

Is the price one high grade manufacturer received for the
world's
rights
on a five-reel film outside of the United
States and
Canada.
He could have doubled that price if he had opened his eyes
to the rapidly developing export trade.

The Spanish edition of the Moving Picture World

is reaching 5,000 progressive men of the motion picture industry in Latin-America, Spain, Portugal, Cuba, Porto
Rico and the Philippine Islands.
This is a market worthy of your keen attention.
For full information address
CHALMERS

154-4- BWAY.

PUBLISHING

CO., 17 Madison

SPANISH

Avenue, New

DEPARTMENT

York

City

ENTIUTE'TYPHOONS

TYPHOON

FAN COMPANY

I

NEW

YORK

CITY
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M0TI06RAPH

Omamental
Theatres
PLASTER

WATCH THIS SPACE IN NEXT
WEEK'S ISSUE FOR SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT, ALSO
CHANGE IN MOTIOGRAPH
PRICES
Customers who intend using the

Motiograph

for their holiday projection must
send their order at once.
THE MOTIOGRAPH REPRESENTS THE ESSENCE OF
SIMPLICITY, STRENGTH and
DURABILITY.

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.
574 West Randolph Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.
Western Office
833 Market

St., San Francisco, Cal.

Theatres

RELIEF DECORATIONS
Designed

Everywhere

Send for our 1(I( catalog. It contains forty
beautiful full-pace illustrations — some in colors
^of theatres we have designed and decorated^
It shows several styles of ticket booths, lighting
fixtures and ornaments ; it will give you many
valuable ideas for decorating your new theatr*
or improving the looks of your present one.
Sand US Sizas of Thaatra for Spacial Dasiga*

THE DECORATORS

SUPPLY

Arekar ATanna and Lao Siraat, CHICAGO,

CO.
ILL.

December
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we live, we learn — as we
learn, we advance — -advancement means we are moving
with present day developments.

AS

ECTOR CARBONS
ER PROJived
SPEwere
by Mr. J. S.
conce
Speer, better known as the
"Carbon King," and assisted by an
able corps of engineers and carbon
experts, they have been developed —
improved — bettered — perfected, until today they are unsurpassed in
quality or service.
EXPERIMENTS were made ;
tests conducted : carbon manufactured and the entire idea
fostered several years ago. The
great European War, however,
placed the motion picture industry
on the brink of despair. The situation became serious — immediate
action was necessary — SPEER
PROJECTOR CARBONS saved the
day.

WORLD

1883

left
these
,
ement
e time
S such
for asrefin
littlION
CONDIT
polish or elegance. Quality
was established from the first, but
the smaller details had to be left
for a later day development.

ure a
manu
conte
NOTcarbo
n nt
d fact
thattowoul
satisfy —
but rather one that would
delight — the faithful employees of
the Speer plant have worked unceasingly to show "class" in the
goods they are turning out.
vain
were tnotisin most
s cemen
advan
— the effort
THEIR
pleasing — operators attest the
t and delight in the reimprovemen
sults obtained.

not
n n isis our
sary.
Each natio
carbo
R expla
THE
FURneces
reputation in itself. Ask the
operator who uses them, or conduct
experiments for yourself.

this alarming condirelieve
tion, a new factory had to be
erected, special machinery deemsigned, inexperienced hands
ployed, and the carbons placed upon
the market within a few months.
TO

WE

isons
compar
me just
welco
s, the
with
other
carbon
results increase the orders received in our daily mail.

*'The Carbons That Are Guaranteed''
FOR SALE

BY THE

FOLLOWING

DISTRIBUTORS

J. H. HaJIberg. 727 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.
Kleine Optical Co., 166 N. State St., Chicago, III.

E. E. Fulton Co., 154 W. Lake St., Chicago, III.
Kansas City Machine & Supply Co., 813 Walnut St^
Kansas City, Mo.

Southern
Theatre
Atlanta, Ga.;

G.

Equipment
Co., 74 Marietta
1815 Main St., Dallas. Tex.

St.,

Sole Ceuiadian
Distributors
The Perkins Electric Co., 322 Craig St. W., Montreal,
Canada

A.

Metcalfe,
117 Golden
Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
Sole Export
Representatives
Interocean
Film Corporation,
220 W. 42d St., New
York, N. Y.

Speer Carbon
ST. MARY'S,

Co.
PENNA.
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"SIXTEEN YEARS OF KNOWING

SERVICE
IS THE TRUE MEASURE OF
WO R T H

THE SUPERIOR
RENDERED

December 23, 1916

HOW"

SERVICE
BY

THOUSANDS
OF POWER'S CAMERAGRAPHS
PRACTICALLY SINCE THE BEGINNING OF THE INDUSTRY
Conclusively Determines Worth Without Comparison
IN THE FIELD OF

MOTION
CATALOG

PICTURE PROJECTION
"G" MAILED VPON
Write Today

REQUEST

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
NINETY GOLD

STREET

NEW

YORK

bl. 30, No. 13

December 30, 1916

Price 13 Cents
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EXHIBITOR:

I am here to make your patrons
laugh. Meet me face to faoe on the screen and
see for yourself.
Yours for Success,
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Get aboard the Success Band-wagon. Hook
with the most successful of all serial producers. :
Clare yourself in on the big box-office attraction t
will pack your theatre for continuous capacity. Tk
hesitate, argue, stall or wait until vour competi
beats you to it. Better be sure than sorry. BD
"The
hard. Purple Mask" NOW, and get ready to bo

Ifyou are Running Youl
theatre for PROFII

You can assure yourself of a big and profitable ci
every week that this smashing sensational seriall

running. If you have not received the big FREE (to ExM
tors) Advertising Campaign book write your nearest ]j
change today. Tells you all about this great picture;
numerable
advertising
thatinformatio
will maken afrom
big's
cess
for j'ou.
Get the helps;
book props
and full
one of the 73 Universal Exchanges, or

UIMI VERSAIj

FILM

MANUFACTURING
CARL LAEMMLE,

"The Largest Film Manufacturing

1600

BROADWAY,

C<

President
Concern

NEW

in the

YORK

Universe"

I-)cc.Mnbtr 30. 1<'16
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Written and Staged by

rrancis Ford and
(Srace
Cunard
The Sensational Serial
Success of the Season

II y s t e r y
It o m a n c e
ikdventure-" h r iIIs - :»tuntS"Lavish
i^roduction
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Produced by LOIS WEBER
Producer cf such successes as "Where Are My Children," "Shoes," "Hypocrites," "Jewei," etc.

Greatest Endorsement
Ever Given a Picture

Pfogramme c
iise. N-o'h,;J

TIMES: — "Conveys the same feeling of reality and sincerity
that the production
of John Galsworthy's 'Justice' did."
AMERICAN: — "The audience forgot it was looking at 'pictures' and sat spellbound. ...
A triumph of. screendrama
technique."
HERALD:— "Excellently
acted."
TRIBUNE: — "As a picture it deserves nothing but praise. The
cast is excellent."
EVE. JOURNAL:— "A great lesson
Sensational as to
realism
Should
be seen by everyone." — Zit.
EVE.
TELEGRAM:-— "Excellent
motion
picture 'thriller.'"
EVE. MAIL: — "A vivid and graphic screen argument, acted
w^ith splendid realism."
EVE.
SUN: — "Has
its special appeal."
EVE. GLOBE: — "Whoever chose the cast is deserving of the
highest commendation."

1SN0WSEIXIN6

Unanimous endorsement from the greatest papers in New
York is your assurance of a big production that was enthusiastically received. That is the kind of picture that will get
you immediate and constant bookings. "The People vs. John
Doe" is the type of picture that people storm theatres to see.
It is the most powerful arraignment of the evil of Capital
Punishment ever presented. It creates enthusiasm which is
reflected in huge box-office receipts. Wire or write for complete information, open territory, etc., to STATE RIGHTS
DEPARTMENT.

UNIVERSAL
FILM
M'F'G CO.
Carl Laemmie,
President.
"The

Largest Film

1600 Broadway

Manufacturing

Concern

in the Universe."

New York
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By Mail — Telephone — Telegraph,
and Personal Calls'requests have
been coming by storm for State
Rights on that grand old reliable
money-getter
for
Exhibitors

"It's Wonderful-"

L

I believed that State Rights Buyers would appreciate such a cracker-jack
proposition as I am personally offering on "ABSINTHE," but I
never really believed I would receive so many inquiries and requests on
this great play — easily my greatest work. Makes a man feel good
to know that there are showmen in the business, who know a good thing
when it's offered. I am selling State Rights territory' faster than
I believed I would.
BUT I still have some mighty fine profitable territory
left. When you realize that "ABSINTHE" was

Produced by HERBERT

BRENON

who counts among his huge successes such productions as "NEPTUNE'S DAUGHTER"
— Nazimova in "WAR BRIDES"— ".A DAUGHTER OF THE GODS" and
others, you may be sure that "ABSINTHE" will win BIG — especially with its new
dress — new scenes, new titles, new action, entirely worked over and far
stronger than the original print.

STATE

RIGHTS

GOING

FAST

I repeat State Rights are going fast, so get busy.
In this
great play I had the brilliant support of such a star as LEAH BAIRD and
a company of French, German and English artists, all of which means much in advertising possibilities to Exhibitors and Millions of Picture Fans. Write, wire,
telephone or call for terms, territory prices, etc.
EXTRA — I have prepared at great cost some powerful advertising matter. FREE
State Rights Buyers.
Ask for it. It tells everything.
Read my P. S. below and
communicate with me today.
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SELZNICK#PICTURES
BUFFALO
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JESSE L.LASKY
presents

<at the

R)R]T-FOURTH
STREETTHEATOE
NEV/ YOR.K
CITY

Cecil MASTERPIECE
B. DeMille'S
WITH
CINEMA

CERALDINE
FARRAR
AS

Joan

Of A rc
IN

BY JEANIE

MACPHERSON

ri'v..
:C/

XLUEBIP»D

PUOTOPLTIY5

pril^ES^CNT

The Love Afiairx of a Heartless Woman
Produced

laiy Paex. Ingram

BLUEBIBJD
w PHOTOPLAYS Dhc]
WHILE
BLUEBIRD
Pkotoplays
Kave driven
it liome to every nook and corner or tnis mighty

THING""—
PLAY'S
that "THE
country
BLUEBIRDS
have in
addition THE
presented a list of
STARS whose hrilliancy shines forth in as great splendor as those offered in any feature photoplays on the
market.
A STAR in a poor play means cheating the public
who pay to he entertained. A poor play without a
STAR IS teetotaily ahsurd. The perfect combination
IS a brilliant star in a brilliant play — that s the magnificent combination in all
BLUEBIRD

yil

PHOTOPLAYS.

Study the list of BLUEBIRD STARS herewith appended. Compare them to ANY set of real STARS to
be seen in ANY feature in this or any other country:
LOIS WEBER — PHILLIPS SMALLEY— FRANKLYN FARNUMDOROTHY DAVENPORT— MYRTLE GONZALEZ — ELLA HALL
—DOROTHY PHILLIPS— VIOLET MESEREAU — MARY MAC
LAREN -RUPERT JULIAN — EVERETT JOHNSTON — GEORGE
HERNANDEZ — LOIS
WILSON — ROBERTA
WILSON — LITTLE
ZOE RAE— and others.
The all - po^verful argument for BLUEBIRDS lies in each individual
BLUEBIRD production itself, BLUEBIRD popularity is growing by
leaps and hounds with an irresistible force. YOU can share in the daily
increase by making hooking arrangements NOW.

^

'

As proof of the pre-eminent superiority of BLUEBIRD photoplays over
any feature photoplays on the market — ask your nearest BLUEBIRD Exjhange to exhibit "GOD'S CRUCIBLE" to you. or if you aren't in a
position to vie>v it. hook it on our recommendation. Play it up stronger
than any feature ever exhibited in your House,
^Vatch the result.
Book through your local BLUEBIRD

BLUEBIRD

Exchange or Executive Offices

PHOTOPLAYS.

1600 BROADWAY.

NEW

YORK

(Inc.)

#.

a

THE

WITCHING mm
AUGUnU/THONAf
PfM>DllCED BY
THEFP0HM4NAIiliEMENT

CORPORATION
WILLIAM

L.^HERRILL
PREJ-IDEMT

Cast
Jack Brookfield
Frank Hardmuth
Clay Whipple
Tom Denning

C. AUBREY SMITH
Robert Conness
Jack Sherrill
Lewis Barnet
Sealf
Freeman

Justice
Prentice
Helen Whipple
Viola Campbell

Marie Shotweil
Helen ArnoU

Directed by Cc4>rf« Irvlnt

RELEASED

AS A SUPER-FEATURE
on

STATE RIGHT BASIS
Booked as a special attraction at'the Rialto
Theatre, New York.
Critics and the trade generally are one voice
in classing this production as marking a new era
in motion picture achievement.
THE

ADVERTISING
A ROAD

MATTER

BEFITS

SHOW

One sheets, three sheets and six sheets, two
styles each. Striking twenty-four sheet, all from
hand drawn colored sketches.^One, two and
three column newspaper^cuts. Three"style»*artistic slides. 11 x 14 hand-colored photograph*.
22 X 28 hand-colored enlargement.^ A' six foot
noveltyjdisplay clock dial for lobby. 23 x 35
duplicate of trade and newspaper reviews.
Press Sheets and 3 Color Heralds.

■■^jji

The numerous bids on this production justify
the state right buyer who requires an extraordinary'and special attraction to wire for further
information.

THE FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
WILUAM.L.

SHERRILL, President

18 East 41«t Street

New York Citj

he won(3ef%3Swa!o^ap
ailed ai the yean Mar(/el
iminates other ma5lerpiece$a$Q)ii)petJl0D
oihtbroi|4h \\vi entiiBipmuf oFliunian emotii
ncomparable inibwondroujeffecti
eemin^ with jtarthi^ situations
arriew|loi^(|i|tlieiiiiiiieiMili)ofllie;tor!)
uiaan in iS appeal to all mankincl
nipojii^ in it5 iVjf^ anJiettinJ;
ovel in it5 them^x
reat is what the critics sai;
appjiinitsentt
C^verwhelmif^ as a whole
"" ^nrliallen^ (153 superlative Pfioto-Drama
eleasell asaiperial Attraction
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To those Exhibitors
who do not use the
Paramount Program,
Paramount extends its
wishes for a prosperous
New Year.
Paramount need not
wish those Exhibitors
who do use the Paramount Program a prosperous New Year.
"Prosperity is assured them.
Q^aramourit^U)tureA^(oriioratiofi
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Paramount Pictures of the Week
RELEASED

THURSDAY,

PALLAS

DECEMBER

21st

PICTURES
PRESENTS

VIVIAN

MARTIN

THE RIGHT DIRECTION
The story of a beautiful girl of the slums, a baby and a dog
PRODUCED

PALLAS
Canadian

BY

PICTURES

Distributors.
Famous
Players
Film Service,
Calgary^
Toronto
and Montreal

Limited

Released by

L-/

FOUR EIGHTY FIVE

L-/

NEW

FIFmAVENUE

YORK.

^.-^ flr FORTV FIRST ST.

M.Y.
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Artcraft Announces

MARY

PICKFORD

in her latest picture

"THE PRIDE OF
THE CLAN
Produced by Maririce Toumeur

December 30, 191(i

THE

MO\'I\G

PKTL'Kl-

^^fcLt

HAVE

YOU A PICKFORD

CONTRACT?

First Showing January 8th in Si Arlcraft Theatres

ARTCRAFT
PICTURES

CORPORATION
72g SFA'EXTH AVENUE,

NE\\' YORK

WORI.l)
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TRIANGLE
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF DECEMBER

31st

Dorothy Dalton
IN

"The FemaleKAY ofBEEthe Species"
Here is a drama with real heart interest and real punch. There is a powerful plot, logically
developed, filled with tense situations which are different, all worked up to a gripping, satisfying
climax. PICTURES SUCH AS THIS VOUCH FOR THE CONTINUED PRESTIGE OF
TRIANGLE PLAYS.

Lillian Gish
IN

"A House Built
Upon Sand"
FINE ARTS
Lillian Gish is a sure box office attraction— So is the play. She is a little social butterfly
who marries a real man. With this situation as a starting point, a story has been developed
and the dramatic portrayal of human emotions. ANOTHER PICbrim with appeal
filled to the REASON
FOR TRIANGLE SUPRE MACY.
TURIZED

MACK

SENNETT-KEYSTONE

COMEDIES

They mean to your patrons, sunshine and laughter. They are the bright spots in motion
pictures. They mean packed houses and happy audiences.
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Tr I an cl
Mack Sennett
- Keysto
Comedies

MACK
SKNNETT-KEYSTONE
COMEDIES are the banner box office attractions.
The
element of FUN will be popular just as long as these comedies are with us. They are always
new, always novel.
They are light and frothy and spell sunshine and laughter.
Their funmagic will lure the crowds to your box office. Your patrons know.
LET THEM DECIDE.
MACK SENNETT-KEYSTONE COMEDIES ARE RELEASED ONLY BY TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION

i
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new
are per-

sonalities that have been responsible for the
biggest developments of the modern stage
and screen.

SAMUEL

GOLDFISH,

the President, was a

founder of one of the first companies formed to produce feature
films in which good taste and refinement were dominant. He has, from the
beginning, been a factor in the production of better pictures and helped
through shrewd and intelligent understanding to make motion pictures one of our
greatest industries.

EDGAR

SELWYN,

with ARCHIBALD

SELWYN

the Vice-President, has.

and CROSBY

theatrical producing firm of Selwyn &
duction. Their plays, their clientele of
of business honor have made for them a
firms and the model for most of the newer

ARTHUR

HOPKINS.

GAIGE

brought the

Co. to the forefront in dramatic proauthors, their alertness and their code
position that is the envy of many older
ones.

Vice-President, is one

of the producers who, because of his creative ability and capacity,

has been invited into this alliance. His knowledge of stagecraft gives him
high rank at the start in the field of motion picture production.

MARGARET

MAYO

is the author of several

of the most profitable plays in the history of the American stage
and is also one of the ablest judges of plays in the theatrical profession. Her
judgment and discerning vision are counted as great assets by this company.

Our advice to ALL EXHIBITORS

is to watch

and read the future annnuncements of this company with great
care.

Telephone :
Vanderbilt 11.

^
^

Co X* p;o j' a it i o 11
MAIN

OFFICES:

11
^m W^ i
^^^ ^^

i6 East 42d Street, New York City.

^

^

^

^

^

MUnUUL NEWi
WEEKLY

ial68"EXCHANGES
livTkeN Muh
OivCORPORATIO
AND ITS
t> Coiiiq FILM

NEWS OF THE MUTUAL

DECEMBER

NEW MUTUAL SERIAL
IS ABSOLUTELY NOVEL
IN THEME AND PLOT

—
Reporters"
GirlMutual
of Ournew
tCfUE
1 the Perils
sensational
serial,
is absolutely novel in theme and plot. It
' is different in every respect from any
I other serial that exhibitors have had aa

j opportunity to book.
It pictures news1 paper life — from the "inside."
It depicts
the trials and tribulations
encountered
by reporters
in securing
front page
news.
It shows theatre patrons an angle
of every day life that will prove a revelation. Itis the "something different" in
motion
pictures
that the public is so
eagerly searching for.
Daring Girl Reporters.
Everyone knows that there are women
on the staffs of every larte daily newspaper. Some of them are society editors.
Some of them "cover" social functions
and entertainments. Some of them are
what is known as "sob sisters." In search
of material for "sob stories" the girl reporters covering this class of work are
compelled to venture into strange places
— to probe the life of lae underworld — to
venture daringly wherj few women ever
go. The experiences they encounter form
the basis of this new motion picture serial— "The Perils of Our Girl Reporters."
It is new. It is novel. It is thrilling.
Stories Based on Real Incidents.
All of the fifteen stories in "The Perils
of Our Girl Reporters" are based on real
incidents in newsptyier life. This amazing new serial w'as made by the Niagara
Film Studios. It was directed by George
Terwilliger. It features Earl Metcalfe,
Helen Green and Zena Keefe. Each
story is complete in itself. Each is two
reels in length. The first chapter is released on December 28th. Bookings can
be made now at any of the 68 Mutual
Film Exchanges.

Latest Chaplin Release
Is Pleasing Public
Charlie Chaplin's newest laugh-maker —
"The Rink" — is a pronounced success.
Charlie Chaplin's funny feet have made
millions laugh. Charlie Chaplin's odd hat
has caused countless chuckles. Charlie
Chaplin's famous cane has proven a
magic wand for inspiring mirth. But
Charlie Chaplin's roller skates — they are
really the feature of "The Rink" — are setting a hot pace for the feet, the hat and
the cane already mentioned. Capacity
houses are the rule at every theatre showing "The Rink." You can book it now at
any of the 68 Mutual Film Exchanges.

30, 1916
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Mutual Star Productions
For December

MARY MILES MINTER
IN "THE INNOCENCE OF
LIZETTE" IS AT BEST

Week Beginning December 4th.
Title.

Ijead.

The Valley of Decision
Richard

Bennett

Week Beginning December 11th.
Lonesome Town
Kolb & Dill
Miss Jackie of the Navy
Margarita
Fischer
Week Beginning December ISth.
The Twinkler
William Russell
Week Beginning December 25th.
The Innocence of Lizette
Mary
Miles Minter
HELEN

HOLMES

WINNING

By Her Daring Work in
"A Lass of the Lumberlands"
A HOST OF NEW
ADMIRERS
"Helen Holmes grows more popular
each day," writes an exhibitor from Indiana. Many exhibitors thought it would
be hard for Miss Holmes to find a
f-tronger vehicle than "The Girl and the
Game." Now they are discovering that
"A Lass of the Lumberlands" is even
stronger — even better — is winning the
fair star a host of new admirers. In
this newest of Mutual chapterplays —
"A Lass of the Lumberlands" — Helen
Holmes is performing feats of daring that
surpass all her previous efforts. In single
chapters of the new play there are more
dramatic moments than the average serial
has in its entire length. Wise exhibitors
are capitalizing this interest of the public in Helen Holmes for themselves. By
showing "A Lass of the Lumberlands"
they are packing their houses nightly.
You have the opportunity of doing the
same for your theatre. An.v of the 68
Mutual Film Exchanges in America will
accept bookings on this record-breaking
chapterplay.

"The Vampires" Series
Exceedingly Popular
Exhibitors all over the country are reporting tremendous business with "The
Vampires." This is the .sensational serie.'s
of mystery-detective tales made by Gaumont. It is being released through the
68 Mutual Film Exchanges. Audiences
are amazed and delighted with the odd
incidents depicted in the film. There
is a surprise in every chapter. Bookings
can be arranged at your nearest Mutual
Film Exchange.

Darling
— is Miles
at herMinter
best — as"Americ
the a's
feaY "Mary
DAINT
tured star of the Mutual Star Production
led
schedu
for release the week of December 25th. "The Innocence of Lizette"
is the title. James Kirkwood is the director. The picture was made at the studios
of the American Film Company, Inc., at
Santa Barbara, California. The little tale
unfolded is a story of innocent childhood.
It is as sweet as a breath of Springtime.
The Story in Brief.
In brief the story tells how Lizette, the
child of an old actor, is left in the care
of a motherly old lady at the death of her
parent. Early in lite Lizette becomes
an assistant to the son of her fostermother, at the latter's news stand in a big
office building. There she meets and falls
under the spell of a gentleman-crook, who
to her appears a beau ideal. Still later
an aged millionaire, with offices in the
building, observes and is fascinated by
Lizette. He had lost a little daughter
who much resembled her. In time he
seeks to adopt Lizette and is successful in
his plan. Months later the girl goes on a
visit to her foster-mother. The sudden
illness of her adopted parent results in
Lizette's return to the millionaire's palace. On the steps she finds a baby. In
her innocence she takes the infant within
and claims it as her own. The millionaire
is horrified.
He asks
the child's
father.
Lizette
is regarding
momentarily
dumb.
Then she recalls the gentleman-crook
she had once admired. Unthinkingly she
gives his name. The millionaire investigates. Just as the gentleman-crook is
about to levy blackmail upon the millionaire, the real mother of the child calls
to reclaim tablished,
it.and everyone
Lizette's isinnocence
is eshappy.
Star Is Wholly Delightful.
Mary Miles Minter as Lizette is wholly
delightful. The supporting cast is most
evenly balanced. Perfect direction and
photography make the release a notable
one. Bookings can now be made at any
Mutual Film Exchange. This is the fifth
of the Mary Miles Minter Mutual Star
Productions. The others are "Youth's Endearing Charm," "Dulcie's Adventure,"
"Faith" and "A Dream or Two Ago." Mutual exchanges can supply them all.
Who Wins $10,0007
Scenario writers and their friends are
packing theatres the country over to see
who wiMi tke prize for the best sequel to
"The Diamond From the Sky." Exhibitors showing it consider it a better buj^
than U. S. Steel.
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Announcement !
ni Another new year lies ahead. We stand at the threshold
^of 1917 with new thoughts, new ideas and firm resolutions that mean much to the exhibitors of America.
It is
these new plans and policies w^hich we -wish to set forth
herein and to which we pled|,e ourselves unqualifiedly.
nr In the past year the motion picture industry has seen its
^ greatest advancement thus far. Higher quality has been
attained.
Greater accomplishments have been achieved.
New standards have been set. Yet these strides only
form the ground-work of what is to come.

IK

Qln making this announcement for the new year, the
Mutual Film Corporation pledges itself to a policy of
"Only Bi^ Stars." We promise that Mutual Productions
will feature "America's Greatest Stars in the World's
Greatest Plays." We promise that nothing will be left
undone to provide the very utmost in motion picture
entertainment to the thousands of exhibitors who have
patronized us so liberally in the years ^one by.

:^
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We promise to prove that the confidence placed in us by
the exhibitors of America has not been misplaced — that
from it has sprung a feeling of loyalty and zeal that can
result only in greater co-operation, greater productions,
greater profits to those Exhibitor friends.
Pled|,in^ ourselves to this new policy for 1917 — "ONLY
BIG STARS FOR MUTUAL" — we announce herein a
few of the stars who will appear in the new Mutual Star
Productions :
MARJORIE

RAMBEAU

NANCE O'NEIL
MARY MILES MINTER

{Frank Ponx'ell Producing Corporation)

{American Film Co., Inc.)

{American Film Co.y Inc. )

{Frank Po^wi IJ Producing Corporation)

RICHARD

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
{Mutual-Chaplin Speciali)

BENNETT

WILLIAM

MARGARITA

RUSSELL

(^American Film Co., Inc.)

FISCHER

{Pollard Picturt Plays Company)
{Many Other Big Start Will Be Announced Soon)

nr Resolving to present, in the coming year, a new and
^ greater array of feature productions, serials and travel
pictures, with a service, through our sixty-ei3,ht exchang,es,
that we believe will be unequalled anywhere, we invite
Exhibitors to enjoy the exceptional prosperity that
must result.

MUTUAL
68 Exchanges in America

FILM CORPORATION
JOHN R. FREULER, President

.■■■■•■■■>.
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C/imer/ca's X/czy/rna

in
Mary Miies
Mintem

IHE INNOCENCE OF LIZEn^
dtiWiuwd- 5W«;V af a brcaik of ^i )(d SWRtxlMctwnC. [)ir<!cl<KlWJanic;r
Kirkn7(x><l.ReW<^tkn>(H!li0fDec.2^

Booking Nowat 68'FaiMutual
Exchan^s
th,
cHan/iMi'&ittJOxllercAtu^^ Star ProducfioHf^A&i^
1^ "/Jreayix crylyi^o t/4qo^
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Are Runnin^This Amazing Chapterplay
ding 'em
e ofarethe "hol
eve
THEA
Helen Hohiies
best
st ryw
andher
the newe
withES
out"TR

serials— "A Lass of the Lumberlands." Manager after manadrawing card he ever had— bigger— better— more
ger is proclaiming it the greatest
spectacular than any of the previous Helen Holmes productions.

^/^^^HELEN HOLMES
are more big scenes in single chapters of "A Lass of
There
the Lumberlands" than the average serial contains in its entire length.
Daring Helen Holmes holds audiences spellbound by her recklessness. Thi:i
phenomenal new chapterplay is delighting the most blase of theatre patrorv.
builder. Stimulate business at '^'OLK
realthebusiness
it a of
are voting
Exhibitors> Hook
theatre.
"A Lass
Lumberlands" now at any Mutual Exchanii;.
15 amazing chapters
a new one each week.

Produced by 5i^al Film Corpoi-atioK

Directed by J.P. M-Gowan,

1904

THE

MO\'ING
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Dfccniber 3J, 1916

WORLD

MUTUALY BIG NEW 5ERIAL
Featuring

Earl Metcalfe
Helen Creer^
Zena Keefe
-;»^^
^>r— ,

V.

-

^-

\o(iuce<i by

Niagara byBW 5t\uiios
Directed

NOW
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I
15
Chapters
First Chapter
Released Dec.28I!2

Jewel thieves are caught
red-handed— society blackmailers are exposed—international conspiracies are frustrated — strange
crimes are revealed— and all through the clever work of
girl reporters — in the Mutual's big, new serial success,
"The Perils of Our Girl Reporters." This new and absorbing series of motion picture stories— based on real
incidents in newspaper life— is sure to pack every theatre
showing it. It's new. It's novel. It's "different." The same
news that builds circulation £or newspapers will now build bigger
box-office receipts for YOU. Don't wait. Book "The Perils of
Our Girl Reporters" NOW. You can secure this big new
serial at the nearest Mutual Film Exchange.

68 MUTUAL

The Stories in
"Perils of Our Girl
1. The Jade Necklace
2. The Black Door
3. Ace High
ers"
4. The Re
White
portTrail
5. Many a Slip
6. A Long L.ane
7. The Smite of Conscience
8. Birds of Prey
9. Misjudged
10.
Chances
1 1 . Taking
The Meeting
12.
13.
14.
15.

Outwitted
The Schemers
The Counterfeiters
Kidnapped

FILM EXCHANGES'

kii^a^AaAt^^Aii--A£^^A^i^^^^'^ili^^^^^^iP^'^^^
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MUTUAL

TOURS
Around Ihe
World

The Mutual
magazine in
film

The MuHial
Weekly

See America

News of the World
First

Gaumonl Karloon
Komics

Fii-st- with

iiS^^S^

"DESSERT in the THEATRICAL

BILL OF FARE"

Most people consider dessert the best part of the meal. That is why the
Gaumont Company knows exhibitors everywhere will echo the words of this successful program-maker:
"Gaumont
are truly
as dessert
good theater's
bill
of fare. single-reels
The traditional
Gaumont
qualityin inanyphotography
and
Gaumont thoroughness in treatment characterize them alt."

Every
spectator
finds things of interest in
carefully edited to make their appeal general.

BOOK

THEM

these

AT 68 MUTUAL

weekly

releases.

N. Y.

are

BRANCHES

6aan)ont CoFLUSHING,

They
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THE MOTION PICTURE APOSTLE OF SUCCESS
One Box Office Attraction
About Which There Is No
Doubt

W. SAVAGE'S

HENRY

5 Reel Visualization of the
Greatest Character in Fiction

Robinson

CRUSOE

A Picture that will Bring Results
WARNER BROS.
DISTRIBUTORS

729 Seventh Ave., New York
GEO. F. iDRISCOLL bought
Canada without even a showing

"There must be a Reason"

1908
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BELZNICK#PICTURES
/^^
Harry I^apf
Presents

ROBERT
"THE

mKWlCK
(ByArrangement with Klaw And Erlan^er) 11

AROyi^

Ck%
E
By HaTveyJ.O'Jii§0ns, Harriet

Ford and William J.Burns >f
A STORY
GPEAT -WXTH
DETECTIVE"
A BIG
LOVE^^
INT
ePEST
DIRECTED BY

JosephHSchend
Piresents

NORMA

By noncWonHof fe
THE STORY OF A
LOVE THAT WAS
GREATER
THAN
LIFE OR DEATH

Mim mm
DiRecTet> BY
COS

LEWIS J.SELZNICK
SOLE DISTRIBUTOR

RAIPHWINCE

THE

December .lO, Win

MOVING

PICTURE

1909

WORLD

s>>,

SEL7NICK#PICTURES
\

-/^■h

HEKBERT,

BREN0N5
Presentation, of-

By narioTiCrai^ Went worth
Is A riessa<^e lb America
Of EuropesTra^ic Conflidr

"THE

/AOTMERHOOD
VERSOS

war!

.

FOOXI

Sfl

WiM

By Thomas Dixon
Author of "THf BIRTH of A NATION"
A PICTURE FOR EVERY GIRL
WHO EXPECTS
TO MARRY
AND
FOR
THE
MAN
WHO
IS TO nARRY
HER

AI/BBRt

CAPEIXANI
DIRECTOR

GENERAL

LEWIS J. SELZNICK
SOLE DISTRIBUTOR

"T^
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1910
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EVERY TIME YOV EXHIBIT

CHRISTIE COMCMEf
CHRiniC COMEDIES APE GPCAT DRAWING CARD/ for the ExmeiTOR
TME5TARr ARE CLEVER, GOODLOOKING AND POPULAR and tme siomzf
ARE JEWIBLE AND REALLY FUNNY

rr'

"i

HIS MODtiw irr
-rCATUI9IHC3

BILLIC JRnODCJ

Christie Film Co.
OFPICE AND STUDIOSSUNSET BLVD. A,T 0OWER.ST.
CAL1FOR.NIA
LOS ANGELES.
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Heleasedon tke

METRO
Program.
January!.

VANITY
/

M
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METRodnaerpky
in Five Acts
from die story hy
Aaron Hoffman
directed by
John B. O'Brien.

i
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METRO

at your
each week
weeks the |
the motion

oreat

public

anne 's
,Mm. Cnristy Cab
^^master production
in chapters thate
thrill and fascinat

/

^jk

BOOKING

METRO

yrj^j)r}r\iSfsr\r>j^^rjr<£S0^:gs

offers

theatre
for fifteen
idols of
picture
in

Secret
r^

Storj? hy Fred de Gresac

©^Nation-wide Advertisings
Campaig'n supports
it>
Presented hyQ\Jk\AlY Plctures Corporation
Produced by S E D I AL Produclnj^ Company

N O W

AT

ALL

EXCHANGES

YOUR
ONE
REEL
P ICTUR E S

should be of the
Same Quality as your
Feature Pictures.
To-maks, this certcuA
METRO
recommends
the great

METBOCOMEDI

ES
eacli _
is thciest
of its kind
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FOXFILM COMEDY

SERVICE

Two-reel Comedies of Distinction

I

%elea5ed JVeekly

'Beginning January 1, 1917
=REMEMBER=

FOXFILM COMEDIES
FOX offerings.

are released independently of all other

They are available for an)- exhibitor, whether he books the regular
FOX program or not.
You can show them.
All exhibitors can show them.
FOXFILM

COMEDIES

are not merely comedy pictures. They

are not merely program fillers. They are two-reel productions.
They present comedy stars.
You can advertise them just as you do your big features.
Each one is a box-office attraction that will fill your theatre.
Book them now.

FOX

FILM CORPORATION

raxFiLM
COMEDY
SEimCE
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THE BOND OF BLOOD
Leads a dying Man to -acknowledge lii$
crime and absolve lxi$ own daughter
from the accuisatioii of guilts-'

&''

r

WILUAMFOK
Yaleska Stiratt
Present^

5sv

^
in
The £inpre55 oi FasKiotv

TIM
The 7
story
of a Struggle C
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TO BE RELieASED
JANUARY 8, 1917.

WIIUAMmRNUM
IN the; riRST

SuperDeJji^ Production
A POWBRfUI.

AND

MASTHRfUl,

WILLIAM

PRODUCTION

FOX

Carrying"
a message
oi a
^reai human
appeal.
Showing the gifted screen
starinnii^reiitesi role.
DIMtCTfiD
BY
T'RANK IvLOYD

TO BE RELEASED
JTANUARY
22,
1917

THED^ BARA
hi A Super Doj^xe
phoioplai^

^-(^^

DARUNG /PAHS
WILUAM
FOX
A POWERS Ulv AND

MASTfiRfUL

PRODUCTION

Aphoiodrama
wonderful, su^;^e5ied
:^oul- siirrm^
bu
Vicfor of
Hugo's
Tfie Damer
Huncl?
back
Noire
VrntCltT) BY J.GORDON

M
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The World's Curse Is Ignorance
Because
Ignorance Does Not Know
and Will Try Anything.
Is "The Girl Who Doesn't Know"
Entirely At Fault?
Or Does the Blame
Rest With Her Parents Who

Have

Kept From Her the Knowledge
That Will Protect Her
729

SEVENTH

AVEN

UE . NEW

YORK

CITY

lRIE
EMPRESS

Against Betrayal?
A

Of Tremendous
A

"Live"

Wide-awake

APnoToPiiy/oMON
FOR PAlSEKXy

Photoplay
Timeliness

Opportunity
State

Right

for
Buyers

rT'™"~iB»T!T7TiT«iA^<j c A ucaawj: j:aa
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The

SW^ Vv*- ,,'^P^W^^

Burlesque
Show
with
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The World Renowned

Tweedledum
AS

ITS STAR

Is Absolutely the Most
Laughable Comedy
Released this Year
ONE

Produced by
Eagle Film
Mfg. Co.,
Jacksonville,
Fla.

BOOK

REEL

NOW

-AT ANY-

UNITY

EXCHANGE

729 7thAVE.,NEW YORK

wSS^^^^i

BILLY

DUNN,

Supervising
Director
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Announcement
After December {7th, 1916 we will own and
operate every Exchange in the U. S. A. through
which World Pictures Brady-Made are distributed.

Notice to Southern Exhibitors
Effective December 17th, 1916 the business of
this
Corporation
handled
for' usthrough
by the
Southern
World theretofore
Film Co. will
be handled
our own direct branches, at Atlanta. Dallas and
New Orleans, respectively.

Notice to Ail Exhibitors
it will be unnecessary for you to call upon
our Branch Offices for Advance Advertising
Posters on forthcoming Brady-Made releases.
Our Branch Office serving you will send these
to you post-paid, or together with other advertising material in ample time for proper display.
Notice: These posters are furnished GRATIS.
Insist upon receiving them, and then use them for
their full seat-selling value. We make them for you.
WORLD
130

WEST

Canadian
37

FILM CORPORATION
46th

ST.,

NEW

YORK

Distributors,
THE REGAL
FILIVIS,
Yonge Street,
Toronto, Ont.

Ltd
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*1 JO the patron^^ and
friends' of patlve
Exchange, Snc.

Ix Ttlcrni Chri3^c(5|f
and a happy Kkv) \|ear is our
earned tuirh,
^ tUe
ftr youri^upport
and arejgrateful
to merit itr connnit
ance ir
our deare>i: hope.
^ 3o thos-e mho haue found time in
the mids-^t of the huiTij of bxiriner^
to ivrite uir and tell or they appreciate
the service lue^iue them,-;rperial thanks:
^fc.^ OrateM for the part and hopeful
'^^^5fik f^ the fixture Ir our theught in
ithe^ clomg dcujr ori^lB.
VaiM Exchange, Inc.
*--^DtMprwidoit ami Gfoftnl Xtlana^ay

rrn- ''ii I'll ■ III''

^the
flSS-

UUe've aroused
country -wide
miere/t
in

^earl of the cArmy
foryoa, Air.Exhihiior! The
pictures will do the re^l

r
In eighty six of
the higge/i Ttewspapery ofihe
couniry, covering
every section,
Ivas ijeen puh tished ihegraxte^ ^teaser' adveriistng ever
seen in atvy^ hussiness.

hu arejwniiiar
with the resultit kof made^arl

TeaH of the Amy"

TwmeJwldword,
qfthecArmy^a
and
exceeded our
hopes.are
fimdeSt
These teasers
heing followed
up in ike same
forcepapers
ful andhycosily
advertising.
)

Cjei your share of business quick .
^ook ''Tearl of mecArniy"now!
cAn iftar caR witklearl White,
^Ralph JKellard and TheodoreTriehus.

fTroduced hy^^ra

,

under the direction, of Edward Jose.

J

TATHE
breaks attendance record
of eight years wiik

The Shielding Shadow
VIRGINIA

THEATRE

8X0 East

152nd St

Cleveland,

Ohio

Dear Sir: —
When you have something that ia good
I think it right that

we should tell you, and

when you have something that is not good,
you again.
that

Well,

tell

you sure have a winner and

is "The Shielding Shadow",

In all my

eight years df picture show BuslnesB,
this part of the City,

here in

I am hreaMng all past

records for a Sunday Business with it.

I only

have one fault to find and that is they like to
stay and see it over the second time.
Yours for some more like it,
(Signed)

C.E.Eatsenplller,

T0hai iku great serial has done fir
Mr. TJtdsenpiller it can do fir you!

"T^roduced ly^stra
■under -the cUrection or

Louis L Gaf titer and
Donald <tM.ackenz,ie

MBnBSi!SB(!9SSESaaSmSa>S!S!!C9!!S!i!l!!K!9>

Ththe
^ single pidure,
-£iUle JMary Sunshine,
■made 'Bahy^arie
Oshcme p.nunu: every
exhilnbor zpho haseter
runsure
one too/^
her 0tem.
jnchures
is
rutv
all
caui advise his friends
to do Ukeunse.'SHadMrs
and flmshine'z/ras her
la/t pklure. It tiros a
freat tnimey getter.
If you haven't run,
little Sliaryfutiskine'
or 'Shadows and fttnshine'you dont krwur
hour profitable clean,
pictures are in -pleased
pairons and hox. offke.
"receipts.
^

n^dhy^Marie Oshorne
one of the greaieA
drauring /iars of {he
screen.

V

C^4nnouncing

Little 5Mary Sunshine
CBdby<^arie Osborne)

in ike iive -pari Gold '^o/ier^lay

Joy and the Dragon
'Produced hy Balboa

under the direction of 9ienry VCins

\eleased 'Dec. 31

^

mm^

The gods have heen lavish in their fitvors to this four yeoj^ dd- girl. Ske kas
imafiHation., intelUfence, a. toinnin,^ perfoncdity and, mofineitiSTn-the powerto uUch, and held €%e adte.nb'ari'''
~XdivardZZ^eiizel,^anniT'icl-wre.ZC/<'rld.

cA ^eat -preackeronce sfaied he coicld
liavemade his hesi sermon better if he
had pui Tnore time on ii.
rorsit months ive hoA/e VeetL makina

Tbrencenose Tkskims
io please your painms. L£Je know nous h.ow
io pia£ lOOO j^t of fiskians- into 500
feeteack week, jtte o&ier 500fetwLll
he eiiher a scenic or educaUonaZ up io
me lASucd Fame standard, iuia newspapers
are puhlicizin^ uiese jasmonS w help you, ioo-J

V
THE
GREATEST
SERIAL
OF THE AGE
WITH THE BEST KNOWN WOMAN IN AMERICA

MRS
VERNON
CASTLE
BACKED BY THE GREATEST ADVERTISING

AND PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN

I NTER

N

EVER LAUNCHED

ATIONAL

PREPARE!

'
T
A
MbVERNON
P
THE PREPAREDNESS

TO BE RELEASED

INTERNATIONAL

PREPARE!

EA

SERIAL SUPREME WITH

CASTLE
JANUARY FIRST
INTERNATIONAL

WHAT'S STIRRING
Between The Top
Of Your Collar And
Your Hair=Parting?

The Billy West
TWO-REEL specials
SCREEN
YELLS
NOW

BOOKING

"His Married Life"
"Boarders and Bombs"
"His Waiting Career"

#^..tis-^
^

-Pep - Fun
Romance
TWENTY-ONE REELS
A WEEK
1, 2 AND

3 PART

DRAMAS,
COMEDIES,
WESTERNS

'

e*'

^-^

Do you depend on your EAR
or upon RESULTS ?
"The Republican party," observes Booth
Tarkington, "needed a lesson and it got it."
That was one difficulty with the Progressive
party. It never took a lesson In Its life, depending
wholly on Its ear. On which, alas! It made Its exit.

READ, MARK,

INWARDLY

DIGEST!
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MR. EXHIBITOR
Beginning in January

MACK
KEYSTONE

SENNETT
COMEDIES

For the First Time Anyone
Can Have them regardless
of His Program
ONE EVERY WEEK
THEY ARE PIPPINS
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Inc., Presents-

"FICKLE AIL AROUND"

TWO

REELS

RELEASED

DECEMBER

24th

Featuring Rube Miller
Supported by Lillian Hamilton

THE

candy merchant and his wife

thought little Dorothy— the candy

: Slapatick with a Reaton

maker— a

dear. Neither of them suspected she might be married .
When her husband became infatuated with the candy merwell,
Dorothy
with ones.
merchant
the candy
and sure
chant's wife, were
complications
to develop—
uproarious
Four — people

all guilty of flirting outrageously— each afraid to accuse the other,
lest his own guilt he revealed. On this story Rube Miller builds a
thousand laughs in the latest Vogue Comedy — "Fickle All Around."
Vogue comedies are "different." You can book them at any of the
68 Mutual Film Exchanges. Try them on YOUR patrons.

VOGUE
FILMS,lncorporated
General Offices: 6225 Broadway, Chicago, 111.
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SELIG Offers

TOM

SANTSCHI

Supported by an All-Star Cast,
Including George Fawcett, Mary
Charleson and Will Machin in

"The Country That God Forgot"

I

"I'm

Going

to Give

Her All

the Gold"

Fate cuts merry didoes in The Country Tliat God ForgotI
Red-blooded manhood,
honest self-sacrifice, intrigue and loVe — and all in the Great Solitude.
In the end, a great awakening came to Helen Brant — In the end, a great punishment
came to the Snake in Eden I

CASH IN WITH "THE

ROSARY"

SELIG POLYSCOPE
HI

CHICAGO

-

-

-

during the HOLIDAYS

CO.
ILLINOIS

» ■■■•'
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m
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Essanay Photoplays Endorsed !
BRYANT WASHBURN
and

EDNA MAYO

NELL CRAIG

EUGENE
O'BRIEN
are presented in

are presented in

"The Breaker"

and

"The Chaperon"

Taken from the story of Arthur Stringer
in the Saturday Evening Post.

By Marion

Fairfcuc

Wid says :

S. A. Zippas, General Manager of the Tri
City Amusement Co., Hopewell, Va., says :

"The action in 'The Breaker' is interesting
. . . I believe it is a good, safe bet. . . .
The suspense and interest zinll be held nicely.

"Everyone praised 'The Chaperon' in
every way. They said if our pictures continued to be of this class there would need
to be no ivorry about future patronage."

BRYANT WASHBURN
and
MARGUERITE CLAYTON
are presented

in

'The
Prince of Graustark"
By George Barr McCutcheon
The

Management
of the Arcadia Theatre, Philadelphia, writes :

"The Prince of Graustark opened to S. R.
0. house and played all iveek. Endorsed by
public and press in highest terms."

OTHER

ESSANAY

FEATURES

"The Return of Eve"
"The
Sting of Victory"
"According
"That Sort" to the Code"
"Sherlock Holmes"
"The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row"
"Charlie Chaplin's Burlesque on Carmen"
"The Havoc"
"The Discard"
"Vultures of Society"
"The Misleading Lady"
"Captain Jinks of the Horse Marines"
"A Daughter of the City"
"The .Mster Case"
"The Raven"
"The Crimson Wing"
"The Man Trail"
"The Blindness of Virtue"
"In the Palace of the King"
"The White Sister"
"The Slim Princess"
"Graustark"

(21
GEORGE

?tft
TRAPrMAlIK

Res. U 8. P«t. 1907

K. SPOOR.

PRESIDENT

1333 Argyle Street, Chicago

Tsadkharc
Reg. U. 8. Pat. 1907
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RICHARD

C. TR AVERS
and

GERTRUDE

GLOVER

are presented in

"The

Phanto9Jm
By VICTOR

BRIDGES

Directed by J. Charles Haydon

SCREEN

TIME 1 HOUR, 20 MINUTES

A London adventurer overthrows a South American republic,
swears vengeance. She forms
slaying the president. The daughter
from the country. She follow* him and

a conspiracy and drives the adventurer
love with
attempts to kill a double he has hired to impertonale him. She falls in They
are
the double. The two are accused when the real adventurer is slain.
saved from the gallowJ by a dying man's confession.

e

(w'B-^S-,,
1333 Argyle St., Chicago
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HENRY B. WALTHALL!
fiih

MARY

CHARLESON
is presented in

Victor Rousseau's powerful drama of a

HIDDEN

MK

"THE W^M
WALTHALL'S GREATESTTPEAY
SCREEN

TIME

2 HOURS

J2

A photoplay of intense passions — of hate, greed, shame,
pride, revenge, sacrifice, love. It shows man sunken to the|
depths of vice and degradation, man raised to sublime heights, |
It grips the very soul and holds the spectator fascinated,
breathless, from beginning to end.
wa

^¥ SUPER FEATURE NOW
BOOK THIS

(A
i:«i.'.M«jiiii.r

K-l-S-Ev

1333 Afgylt St, Ch5c<Lgo

*
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BLACK
CAT

.lO, I'MO

mm

FEATURES

Filling All Theatres
Do you realize the cumulative value of this repeated advertising to your
patrons ? Every time you announce a Black Cat feature you will pack them
in. 100 thrilling and fascinating phot
oplays each entirely separate.
Here's
your chance.
featuring
"The Little
Brown Mole"

"In a Looking
featuring Glass"
Richard C. Travers, Nell Craig,
Ernest Maupain

Lillian Drew and Sydney Ainsworth

Scrcni lime _;2 minutes.
Released December 12

Screen time ,?/ mtniites.
Released December 19

"A Tale fromfeaturing
the Decameron"

"The Girl Godfeaturing
Made for Jones"

Nell Craig and Ernest Maupain

Bryant

OTHER
"Canimated

Washburn

Screen time SS niitmtcs.
Released January 2

Screen time jO tninutcs.
Released December 26

ESSANAY

PLAYS

Nooz Pictorial No. 21"

By Wallace A. Carlson
with Lake Tahoe scenic
Screen time l8 minutes.
Released December 27

M

SC0R6£
THADKMAflK

\M.>

Argvle

K. SPOOR.

PRESIDENT

Street, Chicago

ffil
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Soia^ol JUiti Sema:
"GRANT, POLICE REPORTER"
IT'S VP TO YOU!
We are giving you in this KALEM
Saperseries, the most sensational quality series ever
released— greater in DRAWING POWER than
most five or six-reel productions. IT'S
UP TO YOU!
But in the latest episode which the author, Robert
Welles Ritchie, calls

"A Mission ofLARKIN
State"
and —how

it's up to Daredevil GEORGE
he does make good!

IN

REGULAR

SERVICE!

December 29th

"THE HAZARDS

OF HELEN"

Oldest and Greatest of All
Series Pictures. Now in Its
Third Big Year of Success.
You can start with the next episode which is

"A Race
with Death"
Released December 30th
Helen's perilous ride to beat the runaway car with its
human freight to the siding switch and her leap from the
saddle to the speeding car provides thrills aplenty. OBEY
THAT IMPULSE!

A HAM

Comedy

'The Quest of the
Goat"
An Golden
old-fashioned
laughfest is contained in this
broad burlesque of Secret
Societies.
Released December 26th.

Attention-compelling one and three sheet
posters on "Grant, Police Reporter," and
"The Hazards of Helen."

KALEM
235 West 23rd Street
^
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YorR
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clad only iu a sweet smile, provided that it does not
appear that the story was planned merely to provide for
the undraped smile. It is not so much what you do, but
how and why, that counts with that great board of censorship, the public.
t:

Entered at the General Post Office, New York City, as Second Class Matter

J. p. CHALMERS, Founder.
Published Weekly by the

Chalmers
J. P.
J. F.
E. J.
John

publishing Company

17 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY.
(Telephone, 3510 Madison Square)
Chalmers, Sr
President
Chalmers
Vice-President
Chalmers
Secretary and Treasurer
Wylie
General Manager

The office of the company
CHICAGO
OFFICE— Suite 917-919
St., Chicago. 111. Telephone,
PACIFIC
COAST
OFFICE-Haas
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone,

is the address of the officers.
Schiller Building, 64 West
Randolph
Central 5099.
Building, Seventh
St. and Broadway,
Broadway ■4649.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and
Philippine Islands
$3.00 per year
Canada
3.50 per year
Foreign Countries (Postpaid)
4.00 per year
Changes of address should give both old and new addresses in full and
be clearly written. Two weeks' time may be required to effect the
alteration.

ADVERTISING
RATES.
Classified Advertising — One dollar for twenty words or less;
over twenty words, five cents per word.
Display Ad\^rtising Rates made known on application.
NOTE — Address all correspondence, remittances and subscriptions to
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, P. O. Box 226, Madison Square Station.
New York, and not to individuals.
(Index to this issue will be found on page 2038.)
"CINE-MUNDI-AL." the monthly Spanish edition of the Moving Picture World, is published at 17 Madison Avenue by the Chalmers Publishing Company. It reaches the South American market. Yearly subscription. $1.50. Advertising rates on application.
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Facts and Comments
IVho claims that tin- Exhibitors' League has been assailed? Only those ivho desire to befog the real issue,
or, unless a half score individuals or so constitute the
entire league.
What say you?
* * *
A

CORRESPONDENT wants to know why the
Annette Kellermann picture is permitted to remain
on e.xhibition while pictures "with not a thousandth
part of her nudity" are banned from New York City.
Nudity of itself is not objectionable, else the art galleries
of the world should be forever closed. Even at her
dressiest moments Miss Kellermann is put to no great
expense for costuming, but it is not so much a question
of nudity as of situation that is considered. The vilest
book in the English language was written on a bet that
its author could produce such a work that should not
contain a single word that could not be uttered freely in
the most careful circles. It is not nudity of flesh, but
nudity of thought, that is objectionable, and a vampire
in a fur coat mav be far more offensive than innocence

*

*

THE great majority of exhibitors in America place
too low an estimate on their programs. This is
shown by the low admissions charged. For 10 or
15 cents we daily see moving picture shows that are well
worth 25 cents, and for 5 cents we see shows that are well
worth 10 cents. It seems the most extravagant thing in
the world nowadays to see magnificent neighborhood theaters that have cost (many of them) over $150,000 offering a good five or seven reel feature and a comedy, or an
educational film, for 10 or 15 cents. The Regent, the
Majestic, the Washington and the Strand-Broadway in
Detroit always charge 25 cents evenings and 15 cents for
matinees. And they are always well filled — but they
have fine accompanying orchestral music.

THE
secretary-treasurer of tlie company publishing
National League President Ochs' new paper — Louis
Blumenthal — made a statement before the members
of the Brooklyn Exhibitors' League on the morning of
December 10 which should afl:ord to the exhibitors of the
country matter for serious reflection. Mr. Blumenthal
said that the inception of Mr. Ochs' paper was due to the
attitude of the trade papers toward the Manhattan exhibitors' organization at the time of the controversy between the local league and the Board of Trade over its
exposition last spring. The exhibitors' exposition was
opened on May 1. So far as we knew Mr. Ochs was not
at that time a candidate for the presidency of the National
League. The statement of Mr. Blumenthal has interest
in that it will go far to confirm a very strong impression
that Mr. Ochs' publishing ambitions existed prior to the
thought of his candidacy for National President. In
other words, that that candidacy was an afterthought, born
of a desire to create a combined political and business
axe
that would venture.
be potential
launching
and" sustaining
his journalistic
Thein trade
is under
obligation
to Mr. Blumenthal for his clarifying statement.

THE
Democratic County Committee of New York
County, better known to the world at large as
Tammany Hall, has in a formal set of resolutions
declared in favor of an amendment to the present law
that will make legal beyond question the showing of motion pictures on Sunday. It states that such exhibition
does not interfere with the holiness or sanctity of the
Sabbath and in the judgment of the committee does not
disturb religious worship. It goes further and declares
that many believe the spirit of modern times makes possible the regulation of the Sabbath as a day of rest without violation of religious principles and without denying
to anyone innocent diversions that should not be forbidden. The committee recommends to the New York City
legislators the passage of a law that will sanction the
Sunday showing of pictures. This unusual action of
Tammany Hall should not be overlooked by the exhibitors
of the country. The great political organization of New
York City as an organization rarely goes upon record on
public questions. That the County Committee has seen
fit to take this action rather than leave it to the "leader"
to give voice to the sentiment in an interview is sure indication of the great importance the members place upon
this public question.
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Perpetuating IgnOrCinCe ^ ®
first exercise of almost any human mind is
THE
needs.
bodily
supplying
directed
desire
it a \\'hen
within
there lies
is vigorous
that body toward
for exercise. When that mind is vigorous, and bodihneeds are supplied, there lies within it a yearning for
exercise. In countries where men labor to the point of
exhaustion for a mere pittance very little progress need
be expected. In this country, wherever men receive a
living wage for a reasonably limited period of work, they
have hours of mental recuperation, and a very large proportion of them feel a manifestation of surplus energy in
a craving for one or another form of knowledge or acquirement of the truth on subjects to which their daily
thoughts have been attracted.
Millions of such people go to the picture shows. Why
feed their minds with what is false? Nearly all of us
want the truth about life — why not give us what we want r
Most of all we want stories dealing with conditions in
which we are interested as a whole people. The tragedies
of ancient civilizations concern us httle except when they
have a large bearing on our own affairs. So with the
social conditions of other countries. Only when they
serve to illustrate some vital need of our own are they .of
direct and positive value.
We are deeply interested in ourselves, our present
problems, our future prospects, of whatever makes for
our advancement. This is not due to selfishness. We
realize the futility of any attempt on our part, especially
while we are busy with our own building of personal
character and national strength, to regulate world affairs.
We can accomplish a little as individuals. The best we
can offer as a race is example.
The best the screen can offer is certainly not dressed
in the cast-off clothes of the stage. Look at our hero,
the one copied from ready-made clothing advertisements,
unless he is that reversion to the primitive found in
imaginary border hfe with a belt of cartridges and two
big revolvers ! Look at our stoop-shouldered and chalkfaced heroine ! Even when she is depicted as an outdoor
girl she is only a Broadway soubrette lost in Palisade
Park. Look at our adventuress in the big picture hat
and very little else to her waist line!
Look at our villain struggling to keep his black mustache
on by uptilting his cigar! He wears such a beautiful
dress suit when he conspires with the adventuress to get
"the papes" or the jewels! Look at our white-haired
banker, the one who is so easily ruined on the street that
he is about the last man to trust with an investment I
Look at our ingenue, first dressed in rags that the contrast
may be more powerful when she dons a Paquin creation.
Look at our Southern gentleman with a string tie and a
broad-brimmed Panama, attended by the faithful old
cullud man with white hair and one hand on his kidnevs !
It is all right to select manly men and beautiful women
for types. They are to represent something physicallv
as well as mentallv, but why not dress them as we meet
them in ordinary life and let them act in response to human
impulses and human training rather than with the stale
mannerisms of the stage ? Character is complex. It mav
require brains to analyze human nature and bring into
vision its peculiarities, but is it not about time to emplov
brains instead of stilted convention? Is it not true that
a very large proportion of the characters shown in screen
plays are mere theatrical puppets?
Characterization should be reasonably truthful so far
as our own people are concerned.
The farmer's daugh-
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By Louis Reeves Harrison

ters are far from being the simps portrayed by the theatrical director. They are well educated and quite capable
of taking care of themselves in real life. They own more
motor cars than the City Chap, and they do not fall for
him Iialf so much as the foolish citv women who frequent
cabarets by thousands and are landed by star crooks who
are also star dancers. The Southern Girl is both charming and highly cultivated — why should she be pictured as
the ignorant daughter of a whiskey-distilling outlaw ?
We are inclined to look at the human being from an
intensely American and common-sense point of view.
Foreign settings, valuable because of their picturesque
beaiUy and varied costumes, often fail to carry the picture
over becau.se the story characters are made to act out of
accord with our ideas of how they should. Our viewpoint issane, reasonable and progressive. Screen people,
especially when presented from the purely arbitrary and
always artificial standpoint of theatricahsm, are less intelligent than American children.
There exists plenty of brilliant opportunity for the producer of sincerity who has courage enough to handle vital
subjects and keep clear of imposed limitations from the
outside. The New Art needs leaders, not followers. A
New York paper recently acquired a large increase of
circulation by attacking and exposing fake advertisers.
The fakirs withdrew their ads, but the paper had taken
a high stand, and reputable concerns found it gave them
standing to advertise in its columns. It requires bravery
and determination to throw off demoralizing influences,
but truth is bound to prevail in the end.
Why deplore the stupidity of those victimized by humbug? Show them the truth, \^'hy wail about the wide
chasm between the ignorant and the intelligent in audiences? It grows out of distributing misinformation
through the pictures themselves. Why not picture society as it is. with all its blessings, with all its many faults?
We know that there are conditions to be remedied which
bear directly upon the interests of those common people,
most of them working long hours for inadequate pay.
We know that the toiler, the real producer of wealth, is
exploited in spite of our pretended civilization. Whv not
formulate stories of justice and compassion?
We know that there is a vast amount of unhappiness
among married women, though the ideal marriage is the
only basis of true happiness for both sexes. It is not a
question of blaming the women or the men when their
birthright is found to be a mess of pottage. The ignorance we are perpetuating mav be the real cause of heartbreaking misery where should be lasting happiness. A
close investigation will show that most people enter marriage unprepared to make it what it should be.
Skilled writers do not use preachment to carry a point.
They do it by making an impression. The emotions are
addressed rather than the intellect — that is where their
skill comes in. The skilled writer does not argue. He
reaches a much more powerful effect bv presenting an
illustrative and dramatic phase of the verv life we are
leading. To hang up false lichts is to deliberatelv, or
ignorantly, mislead, with no gain in entertainment and a
decided loss of opportunity. People generally are eagerly
seeking the truth — whv not exert intelligence enough to
give them what thev most desire ?
Better he careful what you say about "stock" these
days. Some folks are gettinci azviuUy touchy, even when
no names are mentioned.
iVe wonder why.
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The Sunday Question Abroad ® ^ ® ® ® a
MANY
times within the current year — and for that
matter during the year preceding — this office has
received numerous letters from exhibitors asking
for information and advice regarding Sunday moving
pictures. In most of these cases correspondents were
anxious to learn how the opening of picture theaters on
Sundays could be brought about, and some desired enlightenment as to whether or not a state law- prohibited
these Sunday shows.
In London, England, as in the large American cities, a
more liberal view is taken, so that the great masses may
have their lives brightened by diverting and clean recreation.
But exhibitors in London, recently, have been much
exercised by the action of the Bishop of Willesden, who
is opposing strongly the granting of licenses to picture
theaters on Sundays. A champion of Sunday picture
shows in the great metropolis has arisen in the person of
a man of the Bishop's cloth, the Rev. A. J. Waldron, who
makes the following spirited reply, as given in the London
Bioscope of Nov. 9 :
I wish to call the attention of the Bishop to certain questions connected with this subject.
The cinemas on Sundays are essentially a "People's" entertainment.
In London not 10 per cent, of the people attend any place
of worship. Does the Bishop propose to close down all means
of recreation for the people?
If logical, he must include bands in the parks, Sunday
League concerts, concerts in hotels and restaurants, golf and
motoring by the rich and well-to-do. No, it is not the latter
but the poor he is aiming at.
What are the people to do? Walk the dark streets or g(
to the "pubs" (saloons)? I know m.any workingmen, who
were accustomed to go to the "pubs" on Sundays, who now
t;ike their wives and children to see the pictures.
Think of the tens of thousands of young people in lodging
and "living in," what are these to do? The Bishop may
answer "they can go to church." But thousands will not;
the church is too dull. You cannot fill your churches by condemning rival competition.
The Bishop may reply that the entertainments in the
cinemas are inane and sometimes almost immoral. I grant
in many cases there is room for improvement, and I believe
that is rapidly being accomplished. It is not so much that
they are immoral, as stupid. But is not the sam.e charge true
of most of the sermons — inane enough to bore you to tears?
We cannot lift things by wholesale condemnation, but only
by sympathetic co-operation.
I would remind his Lordship that if Sunday recreation is
to be condemned because it entails Sunday labor, most of
the choirs in the London churches would have to be disbanded. In our cathedrals and city churches, etc., men are
paid to sing. They provide high-class music, they work seven
days per week, which (by the way) is forbidden in cinema
halls.
■The Bishop may reply, "but this is for the purpose of worship." Hesimply
must know,
however,
thousands
to church
because
of the that
music.
Get ridofofpeople
some go
of
these well-trained choirs and the churches would be empty.
The Bishop threatens that if any of the London hospitals
receive any of the charity m.oney from Sunday cinema shows
it will be seen to that they shall not receive anything from
the Hospital Sunday fund. To my mind this is most illogical.
They will willingly receive money from railway companies.
who run thousands of excursion trains on Sundays. Would
they refuse to accept a donation from steamer companies who
do the same?
Are the hospitals to inquire into the bona-fides of every
donor, to find out whether the stockbroker made his money
honestly, whether anything comes from owners of slum property, to refuse any money from licensed victuallers, brewers
and distillers, because they trade on Sunday? Oh. what a
lack of consistency and common sense in our ecclesiastical
critics!

Hands 0£f the Innocent Recreations of the People.
Tile people want a rest day, and we all agree that to increase Sunday labor unnecessarily is a curse. But hands off
the innocent recreations of the people, unless you treat the
well-to-do in the same way.
We must face facts, and acknowledge that the old Sabbatarian ideas are gone for ever, that the British people are determined to have a human Sunday, free from cant and humbug, a day of rest and recreation. It is up to the churches to
supply this need. They must cater for the people, and make
the churches institutional.
Let us remember that Sunday is essentially a day of rest
more
joy.
and recreation,
a day for worship and prayer, for joy and
Don't you think, exhibitors in this country, that the
Rev. Mr. W'aldron's reply hits the nail right on the head ?
If those of you who are suffering from Sunday laws can
get your local newspapers to publish his reply to the
Bishop of Willesden, don't you think it would help to
turn public opinion your way ?
No man can be forced by law- to go to church on Sundays in these enlightened days. Has any one the clear
right to prevent him from going to a moving picture show
instead?
In some spots in this land of the free the days of the
Salem witches are only as yesterday.

Showing Pictures for a Living
IT TAKES, as a general rule, more brains to run a httle
moving picture theater than it does to run a big one.
There is more financial worry and perhaps more profit
in the big house. There is more detail in it, for the big
houses may be able to afford things like stage sets for
everyhe big
feature
small exhibitor
need
and
always
has that
more the
employes
to handle.doesn't
But when
it comes to real showmanship, when it comes to discrimination in the choice of film to suit the neighborhood, the
little man' has to worry, while the big man can sit at ease.
The size of the big man's audience gives him momentum
and the percentage of discontent isn't dangerous, for one
especially good show may dispel all of it.
There is something that may be called a genius for showmanship, and there are two kinds of it. P. T. Barnum
was a shining example of the cynical type of showman
whose cards are a little ballyhoo, a little humbug and a
little performance. It will go with a transient trade ;
perhaps it is the only thing that will go well. But the
neighborhood exhibitor had better cultivate a genius for
friendship and humanity.
It is a fact that the usual successful neighborhood exhibitor isapt to be a far more civilized kind of man and a
far more useful citizen than the average dealer in things
that cater only to the needs of the body. If he is the
only exhibitor in the town and is making a success, his
position is an enviable one. There is no narrowing influence that keeps his mind knitted to the money that he
makes. He must keep awake and broaden his human
sympathies every day to meet the growing intellectual
need of those whom he serves.
Many men, not the wisest, are ambitiotts to make much
money ; others are ambitious to do a great thing in a great
way; but there are many who are w-orthi!y ambitious to
do a good thing well, to enjoy doing it, to be respected
and to win ease and comfort by the way. It is from this
kind that the best, successful small exhibitors come. Too
much competition takes off the bloom ; but the exhibitor
who likes his business for its own possibilities is not only
apt to succeed, but is apt to be a very fine type of man.
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Pictures Aid Sunday Observance
W.

N.

Selig

Says They Provide
Places for the American
Boy to Go on the Sabbath Day.
N. SELIG, one of the pioneers in the moWILLIAMtion picture
industry, talking about Sunday motion
picture shows, and the recent decision of a New York
court, said: "One can look back for the past seven or eight
years and can then appreciate the wonderful influence wielded
by motion pictures in the Sabbath observance cause. Motion
pictures, coupled with 'Sabbath Observance,' may sound
queer to the 'hide-bound,' but to thinking people the motion
picture is a means to a more orderly Sabbath.
"Before the popularity of the motion pictures, Young
America, particularly in- the cities, was thrown in close
proximity to saloons, beer gardens, pool rooms and other
amusement places of like character. All the above were
particularly tempting on Sunday. Following the establishment of the neighborhood or community picture theater,
an immediate falling off of patronage in other directions
was noticeable on Sunday. This fact was particularly noticeable to the saloon man, who considers the motion picture
theater as his greatest enemy in a business way.
"Then there is the financial side to the question. Young
America turned loose for one entire day with a week's wages
in his pocket rarely had funds the following Monday morning. It costs money to play pool or indulge in Sunday excursions. When the motion picture theaters became numerous all this was changed. Young America and his best girl
discussed the movies, the players and read all there was to
read on motion picture topics. Then it was found that ten
cents admission for a Sunday afternoon movie matinee was
much better than ten dollars gone and a Monday morning
headache.
"Inquire of the liquor dealers and they will inform you that
it is not William Jennings Bryan, but motion pictures that
must be guarded against if their business is to prosper; make
inquiries of clergymen of all denominations, particularly in
the cities, and they will support the contention that motion
pictures are better than more doubtful amusements that will
spring up everywhere should motion picture theaters be
closed on Sundays; and then the savings banks will attest
to the fact that the movies aid young men and young women
to save their money. .\s one banker informed me: 'The
young man and his gal spend two hours in a movie theater
Sunday afternoon and the net cost is twenty cents. The next
morning the young man has money to put in the savings
bank.' "

Thanhouser Talks on Sunday Pictures
Says That They Are Powerful Aid to Family Unity — Are a
Conveyance for Thought.
EDWIN TH.ANHOUSER, president of the Thanhouser
Film Corporation, has this to say on the question of
closing motion picture theaters in New York State on
Sundays:
"Moton pictures to me are animated books, presenting
thought. Libraries are open on Sunday for the reading of
books — or anyone may read a book in his home or office or
on a bench in a park. At least, no law has been passed as
yet to prohibit reading on Sundays, either in public or
private, or of books or Sunday newspapers. To my mind
there would be as much consistency in closing up public
libraries on Sunday as to close motion picture theaters.
"One intent of the 'blue law' makers is to keep people in
their neighborhoods on the day of rest — away from bad influences. Motion picture theaters do this. They keep whole
families in the home vicinity and are one of the greatest
powers for family unity we have. If you were to study the
situation I have just mentioned you probably would be in
favor of compelling motion picture theaters to be open on
Sundays as a police benefit.
"Finally. I would bring to your attention the moral potency
of most picture plays. Even in triflng plots that sometimes
are inflated into film plays, there invariably is some substance in the form of a demonstrated lesson. One should
leave a motion picture theater in profound thought or in a
spirit of exhaltation, and I believe most producers are now
appreciating this.
"There should be no immoral subjects in motion pictures,
books, newspapers or matrazine — and we are approaching the
day when this will be so — until then Monday's motion pictures should be the same as Friday's or Sunday's, because
the photoplay is a conveyance of thought, as I have said.
and the public's capacity for thought is the same every day."
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Against Sunday Closing
Mayors

of Cities

and Towns in Western
Refuse to Act.

New

York

May

BUFFALO exhibitors are pleased with the announcement
that Mayor Fuhrman of that city is not likelv to oppose
moving pictures on Sunday. "Since another department of the Appellate Division has held that Sunday moving
pictures are legal, the question is in doubt," said the mayor.
"I am not in sympathy with the recent decision. Sunday
pictures are a boon to the masses."
Walter Hays of the Mitchell H. Mark Theatrical Enterprises, contends that there will be a great storm of public
opposition in Buffalo, should the Court of Appeals, following the recent decision in question decide against them.
Frederick Ullman, an attorney, who is financially interested in several moving picture theaters in Buffalo, says he
has no fear of Sunday closing in this city. He contends that
a strong force from Buffalo would march upon the legislature should plans against Sunday shows be contemplated.
Dunkirk, N. Y., has a new phase of the Sunday show
question. County Judge Ottaway of that city recently
granted a temporary injunction, restraining the sheriff's department and the Dunkirk police from interfering with Sunday moving picture performances at the Drohen and the
Bijou theaters of that city. The application for the injunction was made by Thomas P. Heffernan, attorney for Mrs.
Mabel Drohen. owner of the two houses.
Mayor W. E. Schnell. of Tonawanda, N. Y., and Mayor
B. L. Rand, of North Tonawanda, N. Y,, recently received
communications from the State Civic League, of Albany.
The letters referred to Sunday closing. Mayor Schnell
said he would not take any action in the matter. Mayor
Rand said he would refer the communication to City Attorney J. P. Lindsay for an opinion as to whether the recent
decision, applies to cities of the third class.
DENVER

SCREENERS

FILM

BALL.

Denver screeners can have their big Film Ball. It seems
that stars.
a grandFor
march
in the the
firmament
unless it's
by
two
over issixnotmonths
bright planets
haveledbeen
passing the city singly and never could the Denverites catch
two, either going or coming, at the same time until now.
Soothsayers declare that the orbits of Mary Miles Minter and
Wallace Reid will cross immediately over the city of Denver
on the night of December 27 and that both will be on view
at the same time. The best place to see them is the immense
City Auditorium.

DOROTHY

GREEN

AS QUAKER

MAIDEN.

Dorothy Green, vampire of the screen, enjoys playing adventuress roles in the cinema world, and yet. upon frequent
occasions, she enjoys impersonating contrasting characters.
She is shown in the role of a demure Quaker maiden,
and looks the part, a? all her admirers will agree. She selected this quaint costume for one of the scenes in "Patria,"
the International's serial supreme, to be released on January
1, with Mrs. Vernon Castle as the star.
NEW

PICTURE

HOUSE

PLANNED.

It is reported that Messrs. Steiner, Wesiner & Schwartz,
owners of the new 14th Street picture theater, are seeking
a site on the lower East Side, whereon to build a photoplay
house. They plan to model the theater after the Rialto, with a
seating capacity of 2,500.
LESSER HAS NEW YORK OFFICE.
Sol Lesser and Leon D. Netter announce the opening of
executive offices of the Masterpiece Film Attractions and
the purchasing department of the .Ml Star Features Distributors at 523 Long .\cre Building, New York City.
Profits! Yes, zvc zvill give one-third of the profits for
advancing the cause, and we tvill give another third for
general welfare and another third will go to prevent
special privileges and another third will go for the benefit
of a home for — yes, zve simply have to give azvay our
profits, and zve haz-e not yet decided zi'hat zee zmll do unth
all the other thirds.
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Bleak Alaska Has Real Picture Showmen By s.j. Anderson
Exhibitors Code and Gross Tell Interesting Stoty
of Film Conditions in Far North
Seattle,

Washington.

THK picture theaters of Northwestern and Central Alaska
have the best service of any on the continent! We are
used to hearing exhibitors boost their own shows in a
mild sort of way, but that statement did take away our breath,
especially in view of the fact that we have heard so many
rumors of the difficulty of petting film into those frozen
towns of the North, and also considering that the speaker was
a man who usually means exactly what he says. It was W.
F. Code, of the Alaska Dream theater, Nome, Alaska. He
went on to prove his statement:
"We have Paramount, Triangle, Fox, Metro, World, Pathe,
Big Four, and Mutual Masterpieces; and we change every
night," said Mr. Code.
" 'Civilization' was put on in Fairbanks, Alaska, before it was in Spokane, Washington."
"But how can they do it?"
"Why. on the last boat that left here for Northern Alaska
1 sent 1000 reels, and they won't come back until next spring.
You see, A. R. 'Thorne, of A. E. Lathrop, and I have formed
a combine called the Alaska Feature Film Company. Mr.
Lathrop owns theaters in Anchorage, Seward, Valdez, and
Cordova. Mr. Thorne owns the Thorne in Fairbanks. We
formed the film company for the primary purpose of getting
films for ourselves, but we do rent them to the few other
houses in our territory. Now we get the films we want. If
we can't rent them w'e buy them, but we seldom ever have to
do
that. with
The exchange
manager
to talk
business
us when we
wantedwhotwowouldn't
or threebegin
features
to
take to Alaska for the winter finds his subject intensely interesting when he learns we are asking for twenty-five or fifty
features now. Of course, we don't have to lay in such a supply in summer.
We have regular boat service then."
"But even with this arrangement, how can you make an
every-night change a paying proposition? Nome is a small
town, isn't it?"
"Yes. there are only 2,500 people there in summer and less
in winter, but I have always gone into the advertising game
like a circus manager. I've just pulled 'em out of their homes,
and they've got the habit now. You could bet your last dollar
on at least fifty, perhaps sixty, seats being occupied by the
same people every night.
"You see, I haven't any competitors now. There used to be
some, l)Ut I put them out of business with my change every
night. Since then I've found that my little theater with its
250 seats is not large enough, so I'm building a 600 capacity
house."
"Where are some of the theaters located that don't belong
to you or your partners?"
"There's one here at St. Michaels." he said, pointing out the
town on the map. "St. Michaels is an army post, and the
picture show is at the Post Exchange. Then there's another
at Candle, which is farther north than any other picture showin the world. Candle is 204 miles northeast of Nome, and it
is between the two towns that the famous Alaska Sweepstakes
are run by dog teams. All the film carried to Candle in the
winter goes by dog train. There are just about 150 people in
the town and the show is run by some of the merchants who
don't care whether they make any money on it or not. What
they want is a picture show twice a week, and they are gomg
to have it.
"They wanted to run 'Tillie's Punctured Romance' this
Christmas, and I wanted to send the picture to another town,
so I put what I considered a prohibitive price on it: but they
took it anyhow, and in order not to lose money on it they are
And they'll get it, too. Once
going to ask $2.50 and $5 a seat.
when they were running the same show for three consecutive
nights I asked them what their receipts were for the first
night.
"Seventv-nine dollars and seventy-five cents." answered the
manager. ' 'And for the second night;' I continued. 'The same
amount.' 'And for the third night?' 'The same amount.' The
night?" 'Exactly,' he answered. 'But you charge
same
$1
for every
adults and 50 cents for children. Where did you get the
75 cents?'
'"Well," he explained, 'Mrs. Johnson brought her two
months old baby with her, and I charged her two bits for
him.' "

(Two-bits, it may be explained to the Easterner, is 25 cents.)
was"What
asked.is the regular admission price in Alaska?" Mr. Code
"Two-bits, with more, of course, where there are loges."
7ust then Mr, Code glanced across the desk to where W. D.
Gross was vigorously making crosses at the end of a letter.
"What are all the crosses for. Gross?" he asked.
"They are kisses for the boy," answered the proud father,
"I told her to give him ten for me."
"Mr, Gross has a corner on the business in Southeastern
Alaska," explained Mr. Code. "Get him to tell you about it
It was with difficulty that we finally got Mr. Gross interested in theaters. His mind was back in Juneau with "the
boy,"
lives there all year, the winters being scarcely any
there." He
colder
than in Seattle. His presence in this city now is explained simply as a business trip. Mr. Code, on the other
hand, always spends the winters here, on account of the severe
winters in Nome.
With Juneau an open port the year round, and several hundred miles nearer Seattle than Nome, Mr. Gross doesn't find
it necessary to buy or rent film in the quantities that Mr. Code
and his associates do, but he does have some trouble getting
them, just the same. He has been running World and Metro
in his eight houses, and he has just signed for the new Mary
Pickford features and for Billie Burke's "Peggy." He is also
maneuvering for Triangle. His houses are situated in Juneau,
Douglas, Haines, Skagway, Petersburg, Sitka, Ketchikan and
Wrangell.
Mr. Gross' Coliseum in Juneau seats 1,000, is new, and is the
finest theater in Alaska. There is even an incline instead of
steps leading to the balcony, and the finishing touch, according to Mr. Gross, is the pair of canary birds that begin to sing
as soon as the fountain begins to run and the music to play,
and they never stop until all the lights are out for the night.
He is not very enthusiastic about his balcony, though. In
spite of the fact that it is architecturally well planned for a
theater he says that no one except the natives will go up here,
even if they have to stand and wait below. Mr. Code came
forward with an explanation for that, however.
"It's because the natives go up there, Gross," he said. "Why,
before I had a balcony in my theater, when the natives used
to sit in the last few rows, the people would hold their noses
as they passed. You know they wear those oilskins, and the
smell is something awful. Now I send the natives up into the
gallery and fan perfume into the front of the house, while a
big suction fan draws all the bad air and smells out at the
back. In my new theater I am having built a small raised
balcony at one end of the regular balcony with a separate entrance to it from the outside. I am going to send the natives
Having told us what they could of the business of today,
these two pioneers became reminiscent. Mr. Gross has been
there." nineteen years, going first to Dawson. He preceded
inupAlaska
Mr. Code by two years, but the latter beat him into the motion picture field, having been an exhibitor for nine years. He
began, he said, when Miles Brothers, the first exchange on the
coast, were operating in San Francisco.
"Those were the days," he explained, "when you had to buy
a film outright, and pay from $125 to $175 for it. And by the
time you had spent six or seven hundred getting your shovv,
and $1.50 admission, you didn't
you ondidit.charge
even though
Unless$1 a man had some other source
anvthing
make
of income in those days he soon went broke in the picture
■ business."
TENNESSEE PLANS TO
REORGANIZE.
.-\ccording to W. C. Morris, secretary of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of Tennessee for the past two years,
effect a reorganization of the TenwayMr.to Morris
plans are
exhibitors.
nesseeunder
was elected to office of league
secretary for Tennessee at the meeting held in Chicago at
the time of the recent national convention there, but states
that very little interest was manifested in the league at that
time by the local managers, and that it had been impossible
to get them together. Two meetings were called by the
secretary for Nashville, but upon his arrival in the city he
found none of the officers present. However, it is believed
that a strong representation can be assembled in the near
future, and the organization established and maintained on
a permanent basis.
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Alice Dovey

American Film Invasion of Brazil
United

States'

Product

Driving
Other
Countries'
Pictures
Out of Market.
(From Our South American Correspondent.)
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, November 30.
WH.\T little there is left of French and Italian films in
this country proves how complete has become the
American invasion of this market. An American
who arrives in this city for the first time may make himself
at home so far as amusements go, and he may see his favorite
actor in almost any of the numerous amusement houses on
the "avenue." Many times he will hear .American music.
The following names are seen on the boards in a few minutes' walk around the center of Rio:
"Caprice of the Mountain," ".\s Ye Sow," 'The Love Girl,"
'The Catspaw," "A Wife's Sacrifice," "The Valley of Lost
Hope," "The Social Pirates" series, "For the Love of a
Girl," "The Belle and the Bell Hop," "The Latest in Vampires," "Temptation and the Man," etc.
"The Girl and the Game" is announced for early production. This is the kind of adventure that brings big business
"The Trey o' Hearts" is getting its share of the glad hand.
"The Broken Coin" had a big run here before going soiith.
It is near the end of its usefulness, the same film having
passed through nearly all the houses of importance in South
Brazil. It is now running in Porto Alegre, but has become
so worn that cuts have made the characters jump all over
the screen.
"Peg o' the Ring" finds many admirers in Rio.
After the many similar pictures, with duplicate characters,
the f^ne work of Marc MacDermott in "The Catspaw" was
highly appreciated. There was a refinement in that film
never attained in any other country's production.
"The Social Pirates" is something new to this public, and
such treatment of the subject was never known in other
films.
Fox films have a high-grade touch that no one here had
seen.
The business done by this firm has been unbelievable.
The J. R. Staffa enterprise claims to have paid $20,000 for
the
the Vitagraph's
American's
film rights
ran forto more
than a week,"Anafternoon
and Home."
night, in This
two
theaters, and after a week was returned to the same houses.
The film bears the London mark of the Vitagraph company,
and is still going strong. It was of marked interest at this
time, since the Brazilian public has been undergoing a development of national preparedness. Advertising no doubt
brought many patrons, and there is still a long run ahead of
the film.
Evidently some one who knows how to make films has
been in charge of the Corona house, Italian. The photography isas good as the best, which could not with truth
be said of the many pictures sent over from that country.
The scenes were better connected, the actors were good, and
the work showed study and care.
A heavy advertising campaign has been under way announcing the new films. "D'Luxo."
The question of waiting between performances has always
been a serious and expensive one for Brazilian exhibitors,
and the best solution of it is that of havinf two halls showing the same films. This reduces the wait by half, since
most houses allow visitors to enter at the end of a regular
hour, so as to see the entire show. The halls are side by
side, and the films are taken from one machine to the other
Most houses have fitted up waiting halls at enormous expense for furniture and orchestra.
A new Universal serial, under the Brazilian name of
'"Libcrdade," is being advertised. It would have in its cast
the names of Francis Ford and Miss Cunard to go well with
Brazilians.
J. H. C.
EDNA R. SCHLEY JOINS UNIVERSAL
STAFF.
Edna Rowcll Schley is a recent arrival at Universal City,
having mentbeen
from Manufacturing
the New Y'ork Company
scenario departof the transferred
Universal Film
to the
staff of Eugene B. Lewis, scenario chief.
On matters oriental, Edna Schley is an authority. She
was brought up on oriental lore. Her father is the wellknown British consulting engineer, Samuel Rowell, who
lived many years in India. China and Japan. She is the wife
of R. Lee Schley, nephew of Adrniral Winfield Scott Schley.
Edna Schley has been a contributor to magazines for the
past ten years; her descriptive articles of travel being particularly well known. Resides the stories now ready for
production at LTniversal City, "Coals of Fire" and "The
Avenging Arm." Edna Schley is the author of "Sands of the
Desert," "The Mark of Mohammed." "The Potter and the
Clay," "Submerged" and "Banked Fires."
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DOVEY— you've heard of her. Have you seen
ALICE
her? All New York has, for the success of "Very
Good Eddie" and "The Pink Lady" has made her one
of the shining lights of Broadway. Plattsmouth, Neb., has
also, for the little star was born there and the town is proud
of her.
Miss. Dovey has broken into motion pictures. Pathe announces her as costarring with William
Courtenay, another
famous player in "The
The Pathe people
say
Romantic
Journey."
this tiny leading
woman (she is only
about as big as a minute) did splendid work
in the picture. That
wouldn't surprise the
father and mother and
big family of brothers
and sisters back home.
They
believe in her —
thoroughly.
Her name sounds like
that of a character in a
real and
not but
a stage
story
book,
it's
name. When she was
fourteen years old she
was sent abroad for
voice culture and after
three years of study
sang before Queen
-Alexandra at Windsor
Castle.
Her first engagement
was
with
a musical

Alice

Dovey.

comedy, called "The Strollers." Yes, her part was a very
minor one — in the chorus. .After various engagements with
sundry road attractions she finally arrived in New York in
"The Stubborn Cinderella." Then she was in Lew Field's
productions of "Old Dutch" and "Summer Widowers." Her
first distinct hit was in "The Pink Lady," in which she appeared in New York for two years and later in London.
Miss Dovey says her work in "The Romantic Journey"
was lots of fun. and even more fun was the seeing of herself
on the screen for the first time. "The Romantic Journey"
was produced by Astra, under the direction of George Fitzmaurice, and will be released December 24.
WILLIAM

GARWOOD

TO SUPPORT

ENID

BENNETT.

William Garwood, one of the best-known leading men on
the screen, has been engaged by Thomas H. I nee to appear
in forthcomin.g features on the Triangle-Kay Bee program.
Garwood will support Enid Bennett in her second stellar
role, under the direction of Charles Miller. Although he
looks young enough to be a college senior, Garwood is one
of the veteran favorites of filmdom. He entered the motion
picture field in 1910, and during the ensuing six years has
played leading parts with the Thanhouser, Majestic, American and Universal companies. In his first appearance, under
Triangle-Ince auspices, Garwood will take the part of a
young inventor who becomes involved in a romance with a
girl of the slums, who will be portrayed by Miss Bennett.
SECRETARY
VARNER
VISITS
WASHINGTON.
H. B. Varner, motion picture exhibitor of Charlotte, N. C,
has returned from Washington, where he appeared before
the Federal Trade Commission at a hearing given to newspaper publishers of this section, with a view to ascertaining
facts as to the reason for the high cost of print paper. Mr.
Varner
secretary
of the
Motion Picture
E.xhibitors'
League ofis North
Carolina,
is a newspaper
publisher,
and has
a number of other interests which keep him exceptionally
busy hobnobbing with the powers that be in the National
Capital.

You do not need to call a spade a spade when everyone
can see plainly for himself that it is a spade. Whoever
does you an unworthy act docs himself the greater injury.
Then, again, money is a great perz'crlcr of right and wrong
when you think you hai'e to have it.
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MOVING PICTURE WORLD carries the
THE
most complete record of Exhibiters' News. This
department aims at being the fullest and fairest
chronicle of all the important doings in the ranks of organized exhibitors. To keep the department as complete and as useful as it is now we request the secretaries of all organizations to favor us with reports of
all the news. Coming events in the ranks of the organized exnihitors are best advertised in this department of the Moving Picture World.
EXHIBITORS'

LEAGUE

ORGANIZER.

In answer
to rectat and
inquiries
in intormation
regard to theof Exhibitors'
League
Organizations
for the
exhibitors
in any of the States, readers will kindly note that I'red J.
Herrington is National Organizer for the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League of America. .\11 correspondence on the
subject may be addressed to him at 402 Knox avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Michigan Convention
Attendance Not Large But Interest in Proceedings Is Great.
Picture Exhibitors' League held
Michigan l Motion
THEIts semi-annua
convention in Detroit. Tuesday, December 12. The attendance of exhibitors was far below
what it should have been, and a surprising part of it was
the absence of the larger state exhibitors. In justice to
organization work, let it be frankly said right here that for
the ultimate success of any project the full co-operation is
necessary of both the weak and the strong, and in the motion
picture business, co-operation is necessary from the larger
as well as the smaller exhibitors.
Getting back to the convention, it was a real success, even
though there were no vital issues at stake nor any radical
changes made. The meeting started at 10:30 o'clock in the
morning with A. J. Kleist, president, and .\. J. Moeller, secretary, at the speakers' table, together with Lee Ochs, Naof the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League.
There tional
werePresident
several addresses of welcome, followed by the
reading of the minutes of the June convention, the reading
of the proposed new constitution, following which the chairman appointed auditing and membership committees.
Lee Ochs was called upon to address the members and the
point he brought out was that there should be the heartiest
co-operation at all times, and that if the small exhibitors
would keep on with their good work it would not be long
before the larger exhibitors would willingly come in. After
the no0n adjournment, the members gathered in front of the
Hotel Statler, convention headquarters, where the Pathe
News photographer filmed them.
At the afternoon session, the attendance was considerably
almost filled with representalarger, in fact the room was
tives of all branches of the industry. Lee Ochs was the first
speaker and he reiterated on a more elaborate scale his morning remarks. Then followed brief remarks by various exchange managers, all of whom expressed a willingness and
desire to co-operate with the exhibitors on all matters.
membership comReports of the auditing committee and
mittees were then read and approved. The convention then
went into executive session for members only for the discussion of the deposit and other apparent abuses. Resolutions were passed expressing thanks to those who had
worked so faithfully to make the convention a success, w-ith
particular stress on the entertaiment committee, consisting
of Messrs. Wilkinson. Perry and Wadlow.
In the evening the banquet took place in the large banquet
room of the Hotel Statler. There were present n-.ore than
inO men, comprising exhibitors, exchange supply men and
invited guests, many with their ladies. The menu was a
splendid one. following which there was an hour of vaude-
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ville entertainment provided by the local committee. Then
came the speaking. F. A. Schneider, president of Detroit
Local No. 1, introduced A. J. Gilligham as toastmaster. and
everybody knows that "Gil" cannot be excelled in that capacity.. He did a fine job.
"rhe first speaker of the evening was Ira W. Jayne, of the
Recreation Commission, and he spoke of the power of the
motion picture and the reasons why all pictures should be
free from bad influences. His remarks w'ere later substantiated by James Couzens, Police Commissioner: Charles H.
Culver, Legislative Member; Lee Ochs and l->ed Herrington. George Weeks, of Detroit, read an original scenario
with local color that proved a hit.

Southern Exhibitors to Organize
Discuss Formation of LeagueOiUy.
to Deal With Trade Problems
MANAGER
E. M. was
Clark,in ofNew
the Orleans
Baker-Grand
theaterand
at
Natchez, Miss.,
last week,
while there met several other exhibitors in the New
Orleans territory for the purpose of discussing the formation
of an exhibitors' league which shall have for its purpose
something more than the social features w-hich have heretofore been the rock upon which such organizations have
There has been some opposition among the exchange men
split.
to the proposal of an exhibitors' league growing, perhaps,
from the fear that any concerted action among the exhibitors would naturally result in antagonism to the exchanges
and their present methods of conducting the business, but
Mr. Clark declares that any such contingency is the farthest
from his intention with reference to object of his activities
toward a permanent organization.
The prime purpose of the organization, he declares, is to
co-operate with the exchanges in every way possible for the
betterment of the business for all concerned. He points out
that under some of the present arrangements there cannot
be the most free and friendly feeling between the exhibitors
and the exchange men from the fact that the exhibitors who
are permanently in the business and have established adequate credit among other merchants with whom they deal,
are placed in the same category with unreliable and transient
exhibitors by the exchanges and required to assume burdens
that are excessive and unwarranted.
.\dvance deposits are combated by the exhibitor who pays
attention to his theater and who pays his bills promptly. The
requirement that the exhibitor shall pay return express
charges on films is another subject for complaint, nor are
these two objections the only ones that the exhibitors enumerate when th'ey are making a catalogue of the woes to which
the exchange men subject them.
It is the purpose of the league to discuss these questions
with the exchange men and join with them in an endeavor
to purge the territory of irresponsible and indifferent exhibitors and bring the business up to the standard whereby exchange
can the
operate
without
losses and
the and
exhibitors canmenrun
theaters
withoutundue
unnecessary
outlay
petty annoyances. And it is the desire to accomplish this
end 'while fostering the most friendly spirit. The recent
failure of the Mississippi exhibitors to complete an organization for that state is all the more reason, Mr. Clark believes,
for the exhibitors in the entire territory forming one strong
or,ganization.

New Jersey Exhibitors to Dance
Arrangement for the Coming
Ball of the Motion
Picture
Exhibitors' Leag^ie Progressing Rapidly.
THE meeting of the New Jersey exhibitors held on
AT
8, at League Headquarters, forty-seven
Friday, Dec.
responded and a very spirited meeting was
members
the result, at which it was decided to give a ball at Kreuger
.Auditorium. Newark, on February 1, 1917.
The president of the New Jersey League, Dr. H. Charles
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Hespe, presided and the following joint chairmen of committees were appointed: Printing — Philip Bornstein, F. E.
Samuels, J. G. Crawford; Publicity and Press — W. Stephen
Bush, Harry Reinclienbach, Leon J. Rabenstein, Jacob J.Kalter; Music — H. Austerman, chairman; Program — F. E. Samuels, chairman; Ticket — David J. Hennessy, chairman; Badge —
Arnold Davis, chairman; Lighting Committee — W. C. Smith,
B. F. Porter, L. K. Atwater; Reception — F. C. Cross, chairman; Floor— R. H. Mertens, chairman; H. J. Rockefeller,
R. C. Cross, J. J. Crawford, Martin Singer, Philip Bornstein,
David J. Hennessy, Arnold Davis; Entertainment — F. E.
Samuels, chairman; Invitation — J. Crawford, Dr. Hespe,
Philip Bornstein; Finance — J. G. Crawford, Philip Bornstein.
A number of applications have already been received for
space in the souvenir program and all indications point to
a big success.

These Exhibitors Want to Know
Members

of the Central New York Local Ask Questions of
the National Association.

INSPIRED by the statement made by a certain director
of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry to the effect that that organization had no power
to adjust the matter of advance deposits which is being so
strenuously objected to by reputable exhibitors, the Central
New York Local No. 10. through its president W. H. Linton,
of Utica. N. Y., has addressed a lengthy communication to
F. H. Elliott, executive secretary of the National Association,
seeking a definition of the powers of that organization to
deal with that important subject. The letter reads as follows:
■a T, r^,,. .. „
F. H. Elliott, Executive Secretary,
National Association of the M. P. Industry,
New York City.

December

15, 1916.

Dear Sir— The exhibitors
of the country,
I believe, should
be informed of the powers of the directors of your association, although I
speaking especially for the exhibitors of Central New York.
When the National Association was formed, some of the delegates
to the National League at Chicago, myself included, who listened to the
arguments why a National Association of the allied industries should
be formed, understood that the directors of tho proposed association
would have the power to correct any of the evils or injuries done by
one allied industry toward another, providing of course that the particular industry was a member of the National Association. Witli
this understanding of the powers of the directors of the National Association. Ibrought Up before one of your directors, who was present
at a meeting of our Local of Central New York, a few days ago, why
your board could not correct the great injustice some of the exchanges
and all of the big feature companies are doing the legitimate exhibitors today by demanding an advance deposit, which is to remain
with the company as long as the exhibitor continues to run the service,
and which has been the cause of more friction and unfriendly feeling
between the exhibitor and the exchangeman who demands this deposit,
than should exist between them if both parties are to reap the best
benefits from such connections.
The director to whom I alluded, said that the Board of Directors of
the National Association had no such power. Will your association
state to the exhibitors, through the trade's papers, whether your association has such power or not, and if it has such power why it should
not correct this injustice?
We feel that something should he done to relieve the exhibitors of
this injustice and burden imposed on them, and also create a better
feeling between the exhibitor and the exchangeman. As it stands now,
the exhibitor feels that the producers and exchanges are his enemies
and are working him for all he is worth — they get him both ways, coming and going. First, he has to put up big deposits before he can
even look at certain pictures. Then he has to pay in advance for each
picture and also the express both ways, as well as for all the advertising.
Now, has not the exhibitor the right to feel that the producer and
the exchange has him coming and going, and should he not feel deep
indignation at such treatment, and should not the producers and exchanges realize, as good business men, that it is to their own interests
that at
this big injustice of advance' deposits should be done
away
withleast
at once?
The exhibitors, or the majority of them, are perfectly willing to pay
a week in advance and this Is guarantee enough for any good producer. If his program is good, the exhibitor is only too anxious to keep
It and the producer knows this. If they produce pictures that will not
get the exhibitor money, they cannot expect tho exhibitor to keep the
program, for upon the prosperity of the exhibitor depends the prosperity
of the whole industry, and it is certainly to the interests of the producers to see that only good pictures — good in every way, and that
don't require censoring— are put out.
Any method proposed by producers or exchanges whereby the League
or any body of exhibitors should guarantee the account of any exhibitor would meet with instant refusal. Why should the exhibitors as
ato body
an individual
exhibitor?
We then
don'tletwant
the exhibitor
have finance
credit unless
he is worthy
of it and
the exchange
who
sells him decide tliat point. Let the exhibitor pay for his service before he gets it. and then there is no need of anyone guaranteeing his
account, for he has no account.
The "fly by night" exhibitor that the exchanges are always holding
up to the legitimate exhibitor as a reason why they should have an
advance deposit is Just the exhibitor that the exchanges should not sell :
if they do sell him they do so at their own risk, as it hurts the
bnnafidp exhibitor to have such an exhibitor start up.
We exhibitors have financed a good many producing companies by our
advance deposits, and wo certainly are not going to finance any exhibitor. Nothing else but an elimination of thn advance deposit and
the return of the deposit already up, with an agreement that all exhibitors shall pay a week in advance tor their showings, will satisfy
the exhibitors today. Then every producer's program will stand on its
merits.
The producers know now that this is only Justice to the exam
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hibitore, and that they have no reason that is worthy of name why
this advance deposit should Yours
not bevery
donetruly,
away with at once.
W. H. LINTON,
Central New York Local No. 10,
Uttca, New
York.

Trigger Sounds Warning
Former President of Manhattan Exhibitors Reminds Theatre
Managers of Past Experiences and His Candidacy
for President.
SAMUEL H. TRIGGER, long influential in the organization of motion picture exhibitors of Manhattan, issues
a letter to all members of the organization reminding
them of the meeting and election of officers whiclj is to take
place on Wednesday, December 20. at 2 o'clock sharp. Mr.
Trigger also reminds exhibitors of what Mayor McClellan
did to them nine years ago and warns them of what may
happen to them now if the Sunday closing law should be enforced. Incidentally he calls attention to the fact that he is
a candidate for the office of president of the local. The letter
follows:
Nine Years Ago and Now.
It is absolutely IMPERATIVE that you be present at the MEETING
of the Motion 20,Picture
League to be held on WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER
at 2 P.Exhibitors'
M. SHARP.
The above to you may seem like a stereotyped form, but there la
need for you to look sharp and be on the alert at this time.
The heading which reads, "Nine Years Ago and Now." is simply a
reminder that Mayor McClellan caused a general uprising of the Motion
Picture Industry of Greater New York on December 23, 1907. Now, in
Iftie, our interests are threatened not by the Mayor, but by a decision
from the Appellate Division. Last week every theater In White Plains,
N. Y., WAS CLOSED
ON SUNDAY.
This is getting too close to home to be comfortable. We desire your
co-operation in our endeavor to combat this adverse decision. There
are other local matters which are detrimental to our interests, and I
consider it an opportune moment to take these matters up at this
meeting. From what the undersigned knows, the final solution of the
present difficulties can be attained by concerted action and co-operation.
Incidentally, I desire to state that at this meeting we are to have
an election of officers. These are troublous times and a wise decision
may mean the retention of your business. I am in the ring for president.
NUFP
SED.
Looking forward with keen interest to your support and assistance,
believe me to be at your service.

Northwest Exhibitors Meet
Start Fight Against Advance

Deposit System — Committeea

Appointed.
a recent meeting in Minneapolis of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Corporation of the Northwest, a committee was appointed to do its utmost to bring about
a speedy death to advance film deposits and a motion was
carried to the effect that all deposits must be returned to
members of the corporation by February 1, 1917.
The committee selected to battle the deposit system is
composed of Oliver A. Rowe, Lowell V. Calvert, H. P.
Greene, Fred Upham and David G. Rodgers. Among other
committees appointed at the meeting were: Auditing committee, Messrs, True, Green and Calvert; convention committee, D. G. Rodgers, D. W. Chamberlain, H. P. Greene, C. W.
Campbell, H. J. Breilein, W. B. Watson, M. E. Hoppenrath,
C. E. Van Duzee and William Koenig; grand ball committee,
James A. Keough, F. W. Thayer, C. H. Hitchcock, W. B.
Watson, M. A. Hoppenrath, A. L. Hill and L. V. Calvert.
The next annual convention of the Northwest body will begin on Tuesday, May 1, 1917, and end Thursday, May 3,
1917. A grand ball will be given by the exhibitors within a
month, it is planned.
Thomas Furniss, Duluth, addressed the gathering and told
of his efforts to increase admission prices in the Zenith City.
President Gilosky requested the grievance committee to aid
exhibitors Mr. and Mrs. Noyes fight against the increased
license fee at Cornell, Wis. The fee was recently raised to
$100 per annum. The meeting also voiced its opinion of the
practice of film exchanges in renting films to schools,
churches and unlicensed exhibitors and went on record as
being strongly against such transactions.
Following the exhibitors' meeting, the newly formed advisory board of the National Association of the Industry met
at the Zenith Film Co. exchange and Thomas Furniss outlined the work of the national body and urged more co-operation from local exchangemen. J. F. Cubberley presided at
the meeting.
AT

GETTING

READY

FOR
NORTH
VENTION.

CAROLINA

CON-

stage is all set for the opening of the three-day
THE
convention
of the Motion
Picture
League
of
North Carolina,
to he held
here Exhibitors'
the latter part
of
this week. The prediction is that this will be the biggest
event of its kind ever held in the State and the committee-
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men here are working hard with this end in view. As the
Moving Picture World went to press a tentative program of
the convention was furnished. On the opening day Mayor
Kirkpatrick will address the delegates in the assembly hall
at the Sehvyn Hotel, the headquarters of the convention.
The Mayor's welcome will be acknowledged by President
Wells and the balance of the time will be devoted to speeches
by William Brady, F. J. Rembush, W. Stephen Busli and
others. The convention will wind up on the third day with
a ball at the auditorium, at which will be present a number
of stars, .\mong these wMl be Rose Tapley of the Vitagraph
and Robert Walthall of the Essanay Company. The convention sessions will also be attended by the exchange managers from Washington, Charlotte and Atlanta.

To Oppose Missouri Tax
Theatrical

and

Motion
Picture
Men
Will Fight Proposed
Tax of $100 Per Annum.
THE
Committee on Legislation of the Theatrical Managers and Motion Picture E.xhibitors' Association of
St. Louis, Mo., has addressed a circular letter to the
members of that organization and managers throughout
Missouri, advising them of the proposal to increase the tax
on all legitimate and picture theaters in that state to $100 per
year.
The circular reads as follows;
You are no doubt aware, by reading tbe daily press, of the muchdiscussed new system of taxation contemplated for the State of Mfssouri,
and in which motion picture theaters are to be taxed $100 per year.
The St. Louis T. M. and M. P. E. A., helieving that this additional
taxation to that already paid by motion picture theaters to their respective cities and to the Federal Government Is an Injustice, both to
the theaters and their patrons and that this will result, if the measure
is passed. In not only reducing the quality of the entertainment by the
theater being forced to economize, but in some cases to the actual
closing of theaters, appointed a special committee with full power to do
all that is possible to have this contemplated action defeated In Its Infancy.
Progressive States will have to recognize that motion picture theaters
are educational institutions, that they are one of the important and
popular recreations of the masses and. furthermore, that It Is through
this medium that the illiterate as well as the Immigrants who cannot
utter a word of English can be educated and entertained and that
consequently mction picture theaters, properly conducted, are an asset
to any city, and that they should be encouraged rather than taxed. The
State of Maine, recognizing these facts, taxes motion picture theaters
only SlO.tiO per year.
The St. Louis T. M. and M. P. E. A., believing that a concerted action
by exhibitors from all over the state will be a better influence to our
end. urges you to write a letter to the Governor-elect, Frederick D,
Gardner, St. Louis. Mo., and to your state represectitive and senator,
protesting against this unjust taxation and also to use your Influence
among your friends to help have this measure defeated.
Should you belong to any exhibitors' organization it will be well to
have your association take a similar action. Please acknowledge receipt of this communication and advise us if we can be of any assistance to you.

VON

RITTBERG

GOES

BACK

TO

STAGE.

The call of the stage gets 'ein all sooner or later and they
abandon, for a time at least, the new for the old, the "movies" for the "talkies." Among the latest to heed the call is
John von Rittberg, who will play "Professor Bhaer" in Wm.
A. Brady's revival of "Little Women." which will open with
matinees at the Playhouse on Monday, December 18th. The
occasion of his first call to the stage is worthy o^f note; how
as a youth with titles and a diplomatic career wefghing heavily upon his too democratic shoulders, he climbed the wall
of his .Alma Mater and entering a theater for the first time
witnessed
performance
Last Days."
Fromto
then on hea cherished
one ofall"Beethoven's
absorbing dream
that grew
a fixed determination, and renouncing everything that birth
and tradition had marked out for him he answered the "call,"
cloaking his illustrious identity under the modest pseudonym
of "Jacques Jensen."
Mr. von Rittberg has over four years of motion picture
experience; his schooling beginning with the Selig Pojyscope Company in the laboratories, negative and film editing
departments, where he mastered the technicalities of motion
picture production. At his request he was then transferred
to the stock company, where he played leads, characters and
heavies and in four weeks was given, in addition, the assistant general directorship.
IZZIE SCHLANK, MINNEAPOLIS BOOKER.
Izzie Schlank, brother of President Ike Schlank, of the
Unicorn Film Service Corporation, is now doing the booking
at the Minneapolis exchange of that concern. Manager
Hewitt states that Mr. Schlank possesses a better acquaintance among the exhibitors of the Northwest than any other
man in the field. His personal attention to each and every
account has resulted in cementing a friendly feeling, which
has had the result of big business.
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Unity's New Year Policies
Proposes to Issue

Only First
High Release.
Class Features — "Glory" the

IN ORDER to meet the growing demand for better and
bigger features, the Unity ollicials have outlined for the
New year a program of offerings to its allied exchanges
in a series of feature pictures that will equal any of the standard brands now being put out. The very marked tendency in
the development of the industry during the past few months
toward independent productions and independent bookings
gives the Unity organization the very best opportunity for
carrying through to success a program that calls for quality
first. Contracts have already been signed for the distribution of features far superior to any that have been ofifered
up to this time through an independent distributing organization and during the coming year Unity will offer to its
exchanges no feature that does not measure up to a high
standard of excellence, marked either by the presence of
well-known stars who are theinselves guarantors of highclass entertainment or by the striking name and quality of
the picture, which cannot be successfully produced without
good principals.
For January, Unity is offering as its special a delightful
rural drama. "Glory," produced under tlie auspices of Maude
Lillian Berri, starring the delightful Juanita Hansen and the
ever-humorous comedians Kolb and Dill. This is a picture
that will please. Its settings are most attractive, the principals are a guarantee of good acting and the story is very
appealing. Following this. Unity will announce other quality productions to prove that it will keep faith with their
exchanges and show for the coming year a substantial development as a distributing company.

Violet Reed in Support of Petrova
ONE of the latest additions to the Metro-Popular Plays
and Players forces is Violet Reed, who is supporting
Mme. Petrova.
Miss Reed was born in Chicago, educated in the public schools
of Philadelphia,
and then she
attended Lombard University at Galesburg, ill.
She went on the stage
at the age of 18, appearing in "Coming
Through the Rye." Next
she was seen with Eddie Foy in "Mr. Hamlet
of cert
Broadway."
work appealedConto
her at this point in her
career, and she left the
stage and studied voice
culture. Then she appeared in oratorio and
cencert work, but abandoned that to go into
motion pictures.
First she was seen
with Edmund Breese in
"The Spell of the Yukon," in which she
played the part of Lou.
Since then she has been
in productions in which
Mine. Petrova is the
star. In "The Orchid
Lady." she is Mrs.
Harding, a society woman; in "The Black
Violet Reed.
Butterfly," Lady Constance, an Englishwoman, and in two other Petrova plays she has prominent
parts.
Miss Reed is of the blonde type of beauty.
THEATER MEN FORM BOOKING ORGANIZATION.
.\t a iTieeting of prominent New York City exhibitors last
week the' Exhibitors' Protective Association was formed.
Sidney Cohen was elected president; Mr. Meyer, of Meyer
& Schneider, vice-president; John Manheimer. of Brooklyn,
secretary, and Abraham Wolf, treasurer. It is understood
the chief object of the new association will have to do with
booking arran.gements. Although but ten or a dozen exhibitors were concerned in the preliminary organization it is
intended to materially extend the membership. At present
the theaters represented cover seventy days' bookings on
first runs. Each member of the association put down a substantial deposit as evidence of his good faith.
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Kleine Enthusiastic Over 1917 Outlook
Head

of K-E-S-E

Service Declares
Exhibitors
New Booking Policy.

Approve

of

KLEINE is enthusiastic over the prospects
GEORGE
for Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay Service during the
coming year. Mr. Kleine is now in Chicago, worliing
with George K. Spoor, president of Essanay, and William
Selig, with a view to arriving at a decision with regard to
their late spring releases. The Essanay and Selig studios
have their work all mapped out for the K-E-S-E service up
to April 1.
by the volume of business done since the
"Judgingservice
was established and by the reports from
K-E-S-E
throughout the United States, K-E-S-E
exhibitors
satisfied
a record-breaking year," said Mr. Kleine
to enjoy
about
is
to a Moving Picture World representative before leaving
New York. "My special booking plan appears to appeal
strongly to exhibitors, and they realize I am not trying to
tie them up for too long a time, but am satisfied to have
each installment of releases stand on its merits, as I am
confident it means another contract for a second installment
and so on throughout the year. 1 am especially interested
in Essanay's super-feature, "The Truant Soul." I saw this
picture screened in Chicago and can safely and, in fact,
enthusiastically recommend it to any exhibitor who wants
an exceptionally strong attraction for his theater."
From Mr. Kleine's department of information the following statement has been issued:
"K-E-S-E 1917 business will really begin with the last
release this year, December 25. Essanay's "The Truant
Soul," featuring Henry B. Walthall, with Mary Charleson
prominent in the opposite role. This super-feature has
been booked solid at the first-run houses during Christmas
week and it will give K-E-S-E 1917 business a flying start
in itself. 11 tiiere existed any doubt as to the welcome this
picture, Walthall's cruwning achievement, would receive at
the hands of exhibitors, it was swept away after the first
trade showing at the Studebaker theater, Chicago, Tuesday,
December 12. Five hundred exhibitors accepted Mr. Spoor's
invitation to view the subject. Wisconsin, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois and Ohio exhibitors were represented. The
screen time is two hours, and v.-hen it was finished five hundred exhibitors voiced the opinion that it was one of the
strongest pictures they had ever viewed. The majority of
then: at once arranged for bookings.
"It may be that enthusiasm was kindled by the presence
of the stars, Mr. Walthall and Miss Charleson, who, after
the picture had been shown, addressed the exhibitors for a
few minutes, each receiving an ovation. Miss Charleson
being fairly buried with floral offerings from admirers. It
was her first big production under Essanay's banner to be
released through
K-E-S-E.
"The year 1917 will bring to the K-E-S-E Service Max
Linder, the famous Frenchman, who is just completing his
first picture for Essanay under a contract that is to run one
year and calls for a picture every thirty days, each approximating tliirty minutes screen time. Linder will be a big star
because of his established reputation and acknowledged ability. His first picture deals with his trip to America from
France, and Essanay studio folks, privileged to view it in
the making, pronounce it the best bit of comedy ever screened
in this country.
"Another strong feature for this service during 1917 will
be the picturization of three Cohan and Harris productions
at the Essanay studio. President Spoor purchased the motion picture rights for these three 'best sellers' of the stage
and the work of production will begin soon after January
first. These plays are 'Hawthorne of the U. S. A.,' 'Young
America' and 'On Trial.' These three Essanay features will
be directed by James K. Young, one of the best known directors, and each will be designed for a screen time of approximately one hour and twenty minutes.
"Selig's studios also are scenes of activity these days, preparing for the coming year. Mr. Selig has placed his best
scenario writers, best directors, and best players at the exclusive disposal of the service, and is now busily engaged
producing 'Little Lost Sister,' scheduled for release January
8. and 'Princess of Patches,' scheduled for February 19.
Vivian Reed will probably be featured in the latter subject.
"Edison productions will figure largely in the early months
of 1917. 'Master Passion' being booked for release January
22 and 'Princess from the Poorhouse' February 12, followed
by 'Builder of Castles' March 11. There may be a re-christening of the 'Princess from the Poorhouse' and another
name selected before release date. Edison's releases in this
service have been tentatively decided upon as far ahead as
April 1, when 'Law of the North" will be presented.
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"At the Essanay studios Henry B. Walthall has almost
completed 'Little Shoes,' scheduled for release January 15.
"Mr. from
Spoortheis famous
assembling
castthat
for name,
'Skinner's
Suit,"
taken
storya by
whichDress
appeared
in the Saturday Evening Post. This is scheduled lor release February 5.
'"Understanding Adora,' another Essanay feature, is listed
for release March 4.
"All in all the year 1917 gives prospect of an immense and
satisfactory business for K-E-S-E and exhiljitors who subscribe to this service."

Jacques Hermann

\0

THE
American
exhibitor
bent upon furnishing his
I
patrons news of the leading photoplayers who appear
upon
his screen, the disincHnation
of French
artists
to bare their private life to public view is in striking contrast
to the American
star's appreciation of
thepublicity.
Gaumont However^
Company
has been able to furnish a photograph of
Jacques Hermann and
give some details of
his artistic career.
The demand
information for
about this

qpC

popular Gaumont player is due
prominent parttohetheplays
in
four of the nine episodes of "The Vampires." His first apis in "The
Ghost," leased
thepearance
episode
December
7. reIn
"The Vampires" Mr.
Hermann has a particularly effective part.
It is melodramatic in
the extreme, and his
art gives ization
thethe semblance
characterof reality that contributes greatly to the
success of the photonovel. He is cast as
Enrique Moreno, a
criminal wlio poses as
a gentleman from the
Jacques Hermann.
Argentine Republic.
In reality he is a powerful competitor of the great French
crime trust known as The Vampires. How he is at last
forced to join the trust forms the grand climax of the several
episodes in which he figures.
Mr. Hermann first attracted notice on the Parisian stage
by his finished performance of the part of the youth in
Henri Bernstein's "The Thief," the part played in America
by Leonard Ide. His success in this stirring drama was responsible for his advance to the position of a leading man, a
place more difficult to attain in France than it is here. His
success on the speaking stage was responsible for his
acquisition by the Gaumont Company. It is expected that
he will be seen in other French dramas imported for release
as special Mutual productions.

FRANK

POWELL

SIGNS

MORE

PLAYERS.

Two more well-known players from Broadway have been
signed by Frank Powell to support Marjorie Rambeau, the
star of "Cheating Cheaters," at the Eltinge Theater in New
York City, in her first production released through the Mutual
Film Corporation, "The Greater Woman."
Miss Josephine Park, who has just completed her engagement in David Belasco's sixty-three week Broadway success,
"The Boomerang," is at work at the Powell studios at College
Point. Long Island. So is Aubrey Beattie. long a favorite on
the legitimate stage and prominent in numerous Broadway
successes, who will make his screen debut when this picture
is released.
Mr. Powell also has engaged Robert Elliott as leading man
for Nance O'Ncil in the first of O'Neil pictures which will be
distributed through the Mutual, This will be a picturization
of "Mrs. Balfame." the first of Gertrude Atherton's novels to
be transferred to the screen, and in which Mr. Elliott will play
"Dwight Rush."
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More Harris Pictures Coming
Syndicate Being Formed to Produce Stories Written by the
Well Known
Song Writer.
ANNOUNCEMI-:XT is made of tlie formation of a syndicate to produce scrijits from the pen of Charles K.
Harris, the man who has made a fortune as a song
writer. .-Mready three stories have been selected for production. The first will be "A .Mother's Duty; or, A Life's
Lesson." The second and third are "Fools in'Bohemia," and
"Break tlic .\ews to Mother."
The latter is based on the
popular song. It was
said early last week the
organization of the
producing company
would be completed in
a few days.
For the basis of ".\
Mother's Duty" Mr.
Harris has taken a
pathetic incident that
came under his own observation— a story of
life in New York. The
author declared in his
office the other day that
his treatment of the
subject was sure to
arouse the ire of men in
New York, that they
would deny the truthfulness of the conditions he was going to
expose, but he knew his
ground — knew that he
was reflecting actual
conditions and he was
prepared to defend his
story against all comers.
This first subject of the
new company will treat
Charles
K. Harris.
of tlie stage, of the
hardships endured by the Inindreds, the thousands, of girls
who come to the big town with theatrical ambitions and
little or no money to see them through.
"In '.-V Mother's Duty' .there will be no tinge of white
slavery, there will be no revolver, no safe-cracking; there
will be nothing to offend," said Mr. Harris. "I believe when
you see it you will agree with me there is a punch in every
Mr. Harris called attention to the fact that in the six
reel."
pictures produced from his pen there had not been a single
elimination by any censoring authority. He said it would
be his aim to continue along the same line. The writer of
songs and the author of scripts said it had been known to
the trade for some time that he had scripts to sell, but there
had been a reluctance on the part of producers to pay his
price for them — $2,500 and a percentage on the business
done by the suljject. When Mr. Harris evolves a story he
writes it out as a novel, puts enough copies on sale to enable
him to obtain a copyright and lays the script in his drawer.
No scenario ever leaves his possession unless it is sold. He
said his sympathy went out to those who were compelled
to send stories from one studio to another.
"When I go to see a motion picture I want to see the
working out of a story of which I have no previous knowledge," said Mr. Harris. "I believe there must be many of
the same mind. That is why I can't get interested in
adaptations of plays, with a great majority of which I am
familiar. 1 have been a playgoer all my life. I want to see
a story of today, of .\m.erica as it is now, one that reflects
the problems that have to be met by the man in the street.
"I believe in starting a story with a punch. I have no
patience with the old idea of the playwright, of a climax in
the third act, and let it go at that. I believe the public is
tired of that idea. That is why I believe there is going to
be a change — that the producers will have to come to the
authors who can do original stuff. We hear there are many
producers who will pay any money to get stories, but I know
of good writers who have not yet seen enough money in it
to tempt them to give up their time to evolving strong
stories for the screen. They will come to the motion picture
industry when the producers offer them the right money.
"Get your real stories and you can do away with your
high-priced stars. People say, 'Where are you going to get
your ideas?' I will stand over on that corner and in half
an hour get enough ideas for five scenarios. You don't
have to dig into musty old books or shopworn plays.
Peo-
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ple arc not interested in what happened in Europe hundreds
of years ago.
"1 do not believe in death scenes, either. Those who go
to pictures have got troubles enough. There are ways to
niake your audience cry as well as laugh without dragging
in the Grim Reaper. .And send them away happy, but do it
in a logical way.
Frame your story to that end."
The Harris pictures will be made in New York City. One
of the men composing the syndicate owns a studio in this
city, and this will be the home of the new company.

Marie Dressier to Play for Mutual
Two

Million

Dollar

Company
Organized
Famous
Comedienne.

to

Exploit

the

M.ARIE DRESSLEK, famed
star of stage comedy,
is
forming a two-million-dollar corporation for the production ofa series of pictures for distribution through
the Mutual Film Corporation.
President John R. Freuler of
the Mutual Film Corporation has confirmed rumors of the
deal, following a series of negotiations opened at the Mutual's New York ofiices
and closed at the Chicago executive ofiices
between Mr. Freuler
and J. H. Dalton, husband of Miss Dressier.
"Contracts have been
drawn," said Mr. Freuler, "and the formation
of the corporation is
under way. Tlie organization is in the hands
of Mr. Dalton, Crawford Livingston and myself. The plans call
for ample capital for
the decidedly pretentious scale on which the
Dressier studios will
make these pictures for
Mutual
It is distribution."
understood the
first work of the Marie
Dressier Motion Picture
Corporation, the oflicial name of the new concern, will be
the production of twelve two-reel feature pictures based
upon and under the title of "Tillie's Nightmare," the successful Marie Dressier hit on the speaking stage.
While the twelve two-reelers represent the immediate,
first work of the Dressier-Mutual studios Miss Dressier has
other iir.portant plans, including the production of a series
of special feature productions starring a number of her
famous artist friends from the fields of the opera and
dramatic stage. These players are American stars of international fame.
Marie

Dressier.

Putting One Over on the Reviewer
How

It

Happened He Criticised Something in a Picture
That Actually Was Not "In" It.
HOW
a reviewer sometimes n-.ay criticise or praise a
scene in a subject which is not "in" the picture as the
public sees it was illustrated last week in the case of
"Oliver Twist." At the trade showing a couple of days
prior to its release the keen eye of Ben Schulberg, publicity
chief of the Famous Players-Lasky company, noted a look
of pain on the face of the World man as the dozen reviewers
left the room at the ending of the picture. "What's the matter? Don't
like Schulberg
that ending'"
he inquired.
"Do you?"
was the
reply.you Mr.
did not
answer.
A few days later, as a group of reviewers were awaiting
at the Paramount ofiices the putting on of a show, one of
thethe
party
remarked that "Oliver Twist" was making a hit
at
Strand.
"Did you notice the ending, how Oliver Twist faded into
Marie Doro in an elaborate gown?" asked the World man.
"It didn't happen," was the answer.
"How about that, Bennie?" inquired the reviewer, turning
to Mr. Schulberg.
"Naturally enough," was the response, with a smile that
indicated he felt the smokes were on the World man. "When
I got back to the oflfice Friday night I recom.mended the finishing scene be eliminated. It went through, and on Saturday morning all exchangese were wired to cut it out."
And if the publicity chief had called up 3510 Madison
Square the only growl on the picture would have been cut
out, too.
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International Two Years Old
Hearst Morion Picture Interest Shows Remarkable
ment in Short Period.

Develop-

THE

current month marks the entrance of the International Film Service upon its third year of active participation inthe moving picture industry. It was incorporated on December 3. 1914, following the great success attending the production of "The Perils of Pauline." Its growth has
been phenomenal, and it stands today at the beginning of
its third year in the front rank of both producing and distributing companies. The International quickly outgrew the
original offices on Fifty-ninth street and now occupies two
entire floors at the top of the new Godfrey Building, at
Seventh avenue and Forty-ninth street, New York, in the
center of the moving picture district. It has fifteen branches
in all the principal cities of the United States, besides a number of agencies through which the work of distribution is
done effectively and expeditiously.
The list of achievements by this company in the two years
of its existence is a notable one. Besides the "Perils of
Pauline" it sponsored "The Exploits of Elaine," "The Goddess" and the "Adventures of Wallingford." Early in the
present year it went more extensively into the business of
producing and distributing with the serials, "The Mysteries
of Myra" and "Beatrice Fairfa.\." In addition to these, it
has ready for release on January 1 the spectacular patriotic
photoplay,
"Patria,"
by Louis
with the worldrenowned Mrs.
Vernon
Castle Joseph
in the Vance,
title role.
In the line of features, the International has also recently
released three Golden Eagle Features, "Jaffrey," which proved
immensely popular; "The Flower of Faith" and "The Ocean
Waif," all of which are playing to big houses all over the
country. Another Golden Eagle feature soon to be released
is "When My Ship Comes In," made from the story of that
name by Gouverneur Morris, which was first published in
Hearst's Magazine.
Jane Grey is the star of this picture.
The International also purposes to release at stated intervals a series of "adventure" photoplays, the first of which
was "The Jockey of Death," one of the most successful
"thrillers" ever screened. It is doing a great business with
no indication of ever losing its popularity.
One of the most important departments of the International is that given up to the news of the day. The newsreels formerly released by Hearst-Selig, and later by HearstVitagraph, now appear under the name of the "Hearst International News Pictorial" and are released twice each week,
recording in pictures all the important happenings of the
world.
In addition to all this the International releases each week
what it calls a split-reel, containing a scenic or an educational
feature and a cartoon by one of a large staff of famous
artists. Some of these, whose work in animated form is
controlled exclusively by the International, are Tom Powers,
F. Opper, George McManus, James Swinnerton, George
Herriman and Walt Hoban.
The International also releases a fashion reel, depicting
all the latest creations from Paris, London and New York,
in women's apparel, with the stars in the latest Broadway
theatrical productions as models, a distinctly novel feature
in this branch of film work.

McClure Pictures Publicity
Magazine

Advertising

in

Twenty-five

Publications

One

of

Many Aids to Exhibitor Showing "Seven Deadly Sins."
McCLURE
Pictures, Inc., announces this week the details of the campaign of magazine advertising that
will be one of the many publicity aids for the exhibitor who books the "Seven Deadly Sins," the McClure
series of seven five-reel features that is to be released by
Superpictures, Inc., through the Triangle exchanges.
The fiction story of the "Seven Deadly Sins" is now running in the Ladies' World, which has a sworn circulation of
more than a million copies each month. Twenty-four other
magazines of national circulation will carry large displays
heralding the "Seven Deadly Sins." The total sworn circulation of the twenty-five magazines used for advertising
the "Seven Deadly Sins" is 11,421,100 copies of each issue.
Estimating that each copy is read by five persons, the total
circulation
of "Seven Deadly Sins" displays will be more
than
fifty million.
The magazine advertising campaign will extend over
January, February, March and April. The weeklies in which
the "Seven Deadly Sins" will be advertised are Collier's,
Leslie's and Judge. The monthly periodicals on the list include the Ladies' World, McClure's, Pictorial Review. People's Home Journal, Today's. Metropolitan, Motion Picture
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Magazine, Motion Picture Classic, Photoplay, Pictureplay,
Film Fun, Modern Priscilla, McCall's, Munsey's, Mother's
Magazine,
and
Vanity Sunset,
Fair. Argosy, Ainslee's, Popular, Smith's, Vogue
Besides the magazine campaign thousands of lines of advertising will be carried in the daily newspapers throughout
the country.
In order to test the interest in the "Seven Deadly Sins,"
coupons are being inserted in many of the magazine advertisements. These call for a Shirley Mason souvenir and are
to be filled out by motion picture fans who want to see the
"Seven Deadly Sins."
Although this coupon has appeared thus far only in the
Ladies' World, nearly 100,000 motion picture patrons have
sent them in, each one naming the theater in his home town
in which he wants the series to be shown.

Essanay Buys Cohan Hits
Three

of

George
M.'s Best Sellers Will Be
James Young Engaged as Director.

Produced—

THREE
of the greatest stage hits of recent yearsCohan & Harris productions — will be produced by
Essanay. President George K. Spoor has purchased
the motion picture rights to these "best sellers" of the stage
and work of production will commence soon after January 1.
The plays are: "Hawthorne of the U. S. A," "Young America," "On Trial."
The first named was one of the most popular types of
romantic plays ever staged. It enjoyed phenomenal runs in
New the
Y'ork,
road. Douglas
Fairbanks
was
star.Chicago
It deals and
with onthethe
adventures
of a daring
young
American in a mythical kingdom. He reforms the entire
system of monarchy and puts it on an American basis, naturally wedding the princess.
"Young America" was the intensely human story built
around a boy's love for a dog, which came out to make an
instantaneous hit last season. It has the appeal required by
film followers and is certain to make an ideal photoplay, in
the belief of Essanay officials. The play was written by
Fred Ballard.
Few dramatic offerings of the past decade have met with
the success of "On Trial." This deep, appealing play won
crowded houses wherever staged. Its success in New York
and Chicago was notable in the history of the American
theater.
James Young, one of the best known directors of the motion picture industry, has been obtained to produce these features, each of which will be designed for a screen time of approximately one hour and twenty minutes. Mr. Young's
career on the stage and in pictures has given him an excellent record, with many strong Vitagraph, World and Lasky
features to his credit. His work has included the filming of
the greatest work of America's best known playwrights.
No cast for any of the three productions has yet been announced by Essanay, but work on the first will begin early
in January. In each the leading stars of the Chicago company will be seen, promises George K. Spoor. These plays
will be put on with careful regard for detail and with every
possible expenditure. Good backgrounds, both exterior and
interior, will be obtained regardless of cost. Coupled with
the assurance of excellent production. Mr. Spoor believes the
success with which these plays have been met by thousands
of theater-goers will make them certain hits in photoplay
form, and features that possess an extraordinary advertising
value to the exhibitor.

PREPARING

FOR UNIVERSAL

BALL.

Preparations are under way for the annual ball and dinner
of the Universal employees, which will be held at Reisenweber's, Saturday. January 13. Ever since the organization
of the Universal it has been the custom to set aside one night
a year which is devoted entirely to merriment and where
every employee of the company, from President Carl
Laemmle to the third assistant office boy. meet on an equal
footing.
Much of the success of the Universal has been due to the
unwavering loyalty of the employees, and the annual gathering of the entire working force has contributed to the growth
of this loyalty. On this occasion there is no distinction between the heads of departments and their workers. .Ml are
on the same plane and all enter into the spirit of the affair
with happy abandon.
Many surprises are in store for the guests this year, but the
officials in charge of the ball are maintaining a strict reticence
and refuse to give an inkling of what is planned.
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Goldwyn Gets Big Playwrights
Veiller, Hopwood,

Cobb and Megrue Will Aid New
ing Company.

Produc-

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, the new GoldfishTHE
Selwyn-Hopkins alliance, makes announcement that
it will have first call upon the services and advice of
Bayard Veiller, Avery Hopwood, Irvin S. Cobb, Margaret
Mayo, Edgar Selwyn and Roi Cooper Megrue. AH of these
are playwrights who have provided a long list of successful
plays that established the theatrical producing firm of Selwyn & Co. as one of the biggest factors in American theatricals.
Margaret Mayo, as the head of the scenario department
of Goldwyn Pictures, in seeking to create a powerful literary organization for the new company, naturally gave first
thought to the men whose staged works have had such immense box office values.
Mr. Hopwood, with "Seven Days," "Nobody's Widow,"
"Fair and Warmer," and "Our Little Wife," had created
for himself as an author a high position and had thus far
resisted all efforts to induce
him to write for the screen.
Bayard Veiller, as the author of "Within the Law," wrote
the play that has been the greatest moneymaker of the past
decade and seems now to have duplicated that initial success
withhisanother
quitenotas been
great,seen
"The
far
work has
on Thirteenth
the screen. Chair." Thus
Irvin S. Cobb, with an audience of millions of readers in
every part of the world, has w'ith two minor exceptions undertaken nothing for the screen, so that his first multi-reel
for Goldwyn Pictures will be in the nature of a debut for
him in pictures.
Roi Cooper Megrue, now brought into authorship for the
cinema, has written in quick succession, "Under Cover," "It
Pays to Advertise." "Under Fire," and "Under Sentence,"
and "Potash and Perlmutter in Wall Street," in collaborawith Montague
association
with tion
Irvin
S. Cobb. Glass,
He isand
one "Back
of theHome,"
newer in
forces
in the
American theater, a dramatist of remarkable vitality and
capacity for surprises. Only one of his plays has ever had
screen production.
Miss Mayo as author of "Polly of the Circus," "Baby
Mine," "Twin Beds," and other great plays, has proved herself to be perhaps the foremost writer of delightful farces
among all American authors. She has two new productions ready for Goldwyn stars.
Edgar Selwyn, besides having been both an actor and
playwright and having other productions for Goldwyn Pictures, brings his fine knowledge of stagecraft and management to the new company.
Arthur Hopkins, the discoverer and joint producer with
Cohan & Harris of "On Trial," one of the stage's most sensational successes, has always revealed an almost psychic sense
with regard to "new authors." Mr. Hopkins will also
announce through Goldwyn Pictures Corporation in a few
days a distinguished group of literary experts whose cooperation he will have both in stage and art management.
The entry of this group into film production will give added
prestige to the motion picture.
As indicative of the atmosphere that invests the new coinpany and the type of work which seems to be expected of it,
there is interest in the fact that some of the most distinguished artists, scenic designers and decorators have tendered their services, without cost, to the Goldwyn Pictures
for listing as advisory experts on production.

New Color Process
Boston Men Said to Have Perfected Method Applicable to
Motion
Pictures — To Make
Dramatic
Subjects in Florida.
producing company from the TechAMOTION nicolorpicture
Motion Picture Corporation of Boston, Mass.,
under the management of C. A. "Doc" Willat. started
on its journey for Jacksonville, Florida, on Monday. December 11, to begin work on the first of a series of multiple reel
dramatic subjects by the new color process. Wray Physioc
has been enga.eed as director, and among the players are
Grace Darmond. Niles Welch. Charles Brandt, Herbert
Carleton, Caroline Harris. Joe Dailey. George De Carleton,
Louis Mountjoy. Louise DeCosta, Virginia Lee, Violet Axzell and Evelvn .\xzell. The first story was written by
Anthony P. Kelly.
The new color process, which is known as Technicolor,
was perfected by Herbert F. Kalmus, Dr. Daniel F. Comstock and W. Burton Wescott, who, it is said, have been
working upon the color process for several years and who
claim to have some thirty patents covering every phase of
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the work. It is said that the examples of photography by
Technicolor methods show that the inventors have overcome many of the faults that have baffled others who have
essayed to produce motion pictures in natural colors.
"Doc" Willat, who is known as an expert in motion picture photography, has been working with the Technicolor
people for the past several months.
The results of the work in Florida will be awaited with
interest, as it will probably demonstrate the practicability
of the new color process.

Sherrill Tells His Plans
Outlines

the

Frohman
for 1917 — Amusement
No SensationalCorporation's
Titles.

Purposes

THE
numerous offers from state right buyers on the
Frohman An:usement Corporation's special release,
"The Witching Hour," is the deciding factor in the final
formulation of the plans of that company to hereafter produce photodramas of a special character.
William L. Sherrill, president of that company, has had
under consideration the plan of manufacturing photoplays
that might be released as extraordinary attractions and
which would not be classed as a program feature. However,
before definitely determining upon this policy, Mr. Sherrill
awaited the reception which would be accorded "The Witching Hour," and has become convinced that the independent
state rights buyer, in order to uphold profitable program release, must have an extraordinary or special production to
offer his exhibitor.
"I was rather dubious," stated Mr. Sherrill, "in the first
instance concerning the popularity of the one hundred dollar a day feature. I was not altogether convinced that the
state right buyer would pay a sum commensurate with the
outlay and endeavors put into an extraordinary attraction,
but I am free to state that I have been more than agreeably
surprised with the attitude of the state right buyers, as is
evidenced by their willingness to pay according to the drawing power, all things considered, of a production."
"We not alone devoted to the making of 'The Witching
Hour' twice as much time as is ordinarily put into a high
class feature but did not stint in the expenditure necessary
to make that production 100 per cent, perfect. Even in territory ordinarily considered rather meagre field for state
right exploitation, I received offers on that production that
substantiated the judgment I have now formed that in every
state in the Union there is a healthy and consistent demand
for productions of unusual merit.
"It is because of this state of facts that I have determined
to produce photoplays embodying stories that are the product of the best literary and dramatic minds and that I shall
spare no expense in their staging. I do confess, however,
that 1 find it difficult to procure just the right kind of material.
"I feel that I have the proper appreciation of what the
public wants and I am hewing away from the ultra-sensational and the appeal to passing fancy.
"Furthermore, and I think this is altogether important, I
have had and will steadfastly refuse to produce attractions
with the drawing power centered in a sensational title. It is
not altogether strange that the public has justly awakened
to the fact that a sensational title means nothing in a show
that runs anywhere from an hour and a quarter to twa
hours. The trade may confidently look forward to some
unsual examples of the progress of the art of cinematography from the Frohman Amusement Corporation."
AL SANTELL DIRECTS KOLB AND DILL.
.■\1 Santell is the latest scenario writer to turn director at
the studios of the .American-Mutual Company at Santa Barbara. Cal. For the past few months Mr. Santell has been
centralizing most of his work on the productions featuring C.
William Kolb and Max Dill. But it was not until the beginning of the production of "Beloved Rogues," the fifth picture
feafuring the Mutual's famous character men, that Mr. Santell went over into the directing field.
B.

F.

BRENNAN

RECEIVING

CONGRATULATIONS.

B. F. Brennan
Brennan and
Booking
Agency,
New'
Orleans,
and also of
of the
the Iberville
the Hip
Theater,
is
receiving the congratulations of his friends. It's a tenpounder, it's a son. and he arrived on December 8.
Come on exhibitor, your only hope lies in a netv Moses
who zs.'ill rid you of all your troubles, make you all successful and happy ever after at a dollar a throw. Oh!
Ifs a great "Come

On" game!

Are you on?
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Gerald ine Farrar as Joan of Arc
Fhotodrama
Shown

on the Life of the Maid of Orleans Soon to Be
in Forty-fourth Street Theater — De Mille
Selects Title, "Joan the Woman."
CECIL B. DE MILLE'S ten-part photoplay based on
the life of the immortal Joan of Arc and entitled "Joan
the Woman," with Miss Geraldine Farrar as the star,
will be shown publicly for the first time on Christmas Day
in the Forty-fourth Street theater. New York.
The presen-
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Ivan's Past Performances
The

((

Director

General

of Ivan
Films
Year's Work.

Pleased

with

the

L

OOKING back upon the road of endeavor, the Ivan
rilm Lorporation can point with pride to the record
Film
'
•during
■ - the past year,'
ii
it has Corporat
made in its productions
says Ivan Abramson. "Such photoplays as the following,
which the exhibitors have entitled box office winners, are
worthy of special mention: 'The Faded Flower,'
Sex
'The 'Surrender' and'Her
_ Ivan Abramson,
the
director
general of this
concern, gives strict
adherence to the policy
of casting each photoplay with players who
are prominent for their
ability and aptness for
the Lure.'
parts " assigned; for
his logical stories, his
selection of exterior
and interior scenic effects.
"Don Dundas, scenario editor of Ivan,
should be specially
mentioned for his composition
of stories
containing
logic, stage
technique, human interest and strong, tense

Scene from "Joan oi Arc" (De Mille).
tation will be made by Jesse L. Lasky and the engagement
will continue indefinitely at that theater. Future exhibitions
in other cities continue a matter of mystery.
The photoplay was written by Miss Jeanie MacPherson.
It took more than four months in the making. Miss Farrar
was at the Lasky studios in California all last summer appearing in the part of the Maid of Orleans. No figures
have been given as to the cost of the spectacle, although an
intimation of the lavishness of the production is contained
in the list of the cast, among whom, in addition to Miss
Farrar, are Wallace Reid, Hobart Bosworth, Theodore Roberts, Raymond Hatton, Charles Clary. Cleo Ridgely, Marjorie Daw, James Neill. Horace B. Carpenter, TuUy Marshall
and others. Alvin Wyckoff was the photographer. Mr.
De Mille, who is director-general of the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company, has devoted himself practically exclusively to this master production for more than the past
half year.
Leaving Los Angeles a week ago Mr. De Mille stopped
in Chicago long enough to show the completed picture to
Miss Farrar, who is in that city appearing with the Chicago
Opera Company preliminary to her engagement with the
Metropolitan Opera Company in New York. Jesse L. Lasky
also attended the private exhibition, having gone to Chicago
from New York to meet the party.
Considerable favorable comment was caused bv Mr. De
Mille's announcement on his arrival in the East that he had
named the photoplay "Joan the Woman" instead of "Joan
of Arc."
"The title 'Joan the Woman* far better expresses the
thought of the photoplay," said Mr. De Mille, while discussing this detail. "It is true that no woman of history
in all time is better known to the public of all nations than
Joan of Arc, or the Maid of Orleans, as she is called, but
the thought we were particularly eager to convey was the
humanness of this remarkable woman, who at nineteen was
commander-in-chief of the armies of France and who singlehanded awoke a nation from an unpatriotic sleep into such
activity and valor that France for all time has continued a
free nation.
"I shall remain in the East for several weeks, until after
the premiere of the picture in the Forty-fourth Street theater.
Part of my time will be devoted to the eastern studios. While
here I will supervise the preliminaries incidental to the
making of the George M, Cohan photonlay, 'Broadway
Jones,* which will be released by Artcraft Pictures CorporaSince he was last in the East Mr. De Mille has been made
tion."
president of the Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company, one
of the subsidiaries of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. He said that the co-operative plan of producing between the Lasky and Morosco studios in Hollvwood was
working for greater efficiency and better photoplays.

situations," said Mr.
Abramson.
"The very wide field
Ivan Abramson.
now open to the Ivan
Films is the best evidence of this fact. The
establishment of an exchange in Boston and one in Buffalo
makes it possible for the exhibitors of New England and
upper New York to be in direct touch with Ivan Films'
representatives and be enabled to obtain prompt bookings.
The quick sales of state rights to all of its releases is more
evidence of the popularity of Ivan Films.
"The arrangement made with the Hawk Film Company
of New York, which will distribute the Ivan Films in all
centers of the world outside of this country and Canada, is
another proof of the world-wide demand these plays have
created for themselves," continued Mr. Abramson. "To start
the New Year with a photoplay of rare distinction, I have
just completed the selection of title, theme, story, star cast
and settings for a new play. This play will have a far-reaching effect morally, artistically and financially."

PATHE

CLUB

ENJOYS THEATER
SUPPER.

PARTY

AND

Pathe Club members and friends to the number of 190 enjoyed a theater party and supper on the night of Saturday.
December 9. Seats had been secured for "The Century Girl"
at the Century theater, and after the performance supper was
served in a private ball room at Reisenweber's.
An interesting feature during the evening was the raising
by subscription of a Christmas fund of 1.000 francs by C. R.
Seelye for the benefit of the widows and children of Pathe
employees in France who have been killed in the war.
Club President J. A. Bcrst, through illness, was unable to
attend. Secretary J. W. Kyle acted as committee on arrangements for the afifair and attended to all details in a
very satisfactory manner. Other officers and governors
present were \"ice President Paul Brunct, Treasurer G.
Bardet, M. Ramirez-Torres.. G. A. Smith, P. A. Parsons, F.
C. Davidson and L. E. Franconi.
The living counterpart of the Pathe trademark was saluting the dawn when the party finally broke up, and the affair
was voted the best of the many pleasant outings and dinners
the club has had under Mr. Berst's presidency.

Stock — ive mean the engraved kind, of course — may be
sold or it may occasionallv he given for "services rendered" and "in consideration of one dollar, the receipt
of which is hereby acknowledged" 'Tis ivonderful zvhat
can be purchased for a dollar sometimes.
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The Drews at Columbia
Comedian

Lectures Dr. Freeburg's Cinema Constructors at
the University — Mrs. Drew Applauds.
MR. AND MRS. SIDXEV DREW were the features of
the meeting of the Cinen:a Constructors, at Columbia
University, December 14. The Cinema Constructors
is a study club composed of the pupils of the Photoplay Class
of Columbia University and the graduates and is conducted
by \'ictor O.
Freeburg,
PhD.,andprofessor
of considers
photoplay some
construction. It meets
weekly
generally
specific photoplay, either a current production or one loaned
for projection before the club. The Metro has loaned several
Drew comedies which were compared with the original scripts
and the improvements noted, so the players were no strangers
to the club when they made their debut in person. Mr. Drew
read a carefully prepared speech of three typewritten pages,
covering the points brought out in an interview with him
printed in these pages last summer and then, striking out from
the script added much more of real interest to photoplay writers, dwelling upon the need for compactness of construction
and the omission of unnecessary scenes that cumbered the
story though they might be effective enough in themselves.
He also made additional reference to plausibility and contended that no actor could do good work in a part he felt to
be unreal. Following the chat their Duplicity was projected
and Mr. Drew drove home his lesson in plausibility by explaining that in the original script Mrs. Drew was caused to
speak to her husband while in disguise and Mr. Drew contended that no matter how hard she might seek to change its
tone or timbre, no married man could fail to recognize his
master's voice, and so the story was charged to let in a second
and real servant to do the talking.
Mrs. Drew was suflering from a cold and did not speak,
but added considerably to the enjoyment of the club by greeting them after tlie meeting broke up.

William Wright in Jacksonville
Spends Day With Studio Manager Boyd, Then Rushes Back
to New York.
WORK
on Kalem's police reporter series being produced
in Jacksonville, Florida, is proceeding m.ost satisfactorily, states William Wright, who has just returned
from a flying trip to the southern film city made in the interests of his company.
"Grant, Police Reporter," with George Larkin and Ollie
Kirkby featured, bids fair to duplicate the unrivaled success
of "The Hazards of Helen" series, now in its third year. Larkin, says Wright, has been entertaining the natives with never
before attempted daredevil feats: leaping off roof tops, swinging across dizzy spaces on telephone wires and otherwise
risking his life: the inevitable result has been that special poclear.lice protection has been necessary to keep the camera "lanes"
The Kalem Company, says Mr. Wright, feels greatly elated
over the cordial reception accorded its latest series by the
rank and file of exhibitors, a great many of whom have written most enthusiastic letters about "Grant, Police Reporter,"
expressing the hope that the series will be continued indefinitely.
Mr. Wright also hints of important news to be given out
to exhibitors in the near future, the gist of which is "watch
Kalem." This bit of "watchful waiting" will surely be endured because, with Phil Lan.g, scenario editor, and Frank
Clark, writer, stirrin.g things up on the coast, and the si.irning of a new author almost every week, Kalem's plans for
the future are likely to become "news" at any moment.
JURY
DISAGREES
IN IMPERIAL CASE.
In the case of the Imperial Film Exchange against the
Motion Picture Patents Company and the Kalem, Vitagraph
and Pathe Companies, an action for malicious prosecution
growing out of an involuntary petition in bankruptcy filed
acainst the plaintiff corporation, and tried before Justice
Hotchkiss in New York Supreme Court, the jury brought in
a disagreement of nine to three in favor of the plaintiff, the
Imperial Film Exchange, on Tuesday, December 12.
IMPORTANT TO EXHIBITORS.
As will be noted in a two-page advertisement in this issue,
the Mack Sennett Keystone comedies, one each week, beginning in January, will be available to exhibitors regardless
of program. This will be a reversal of the precedents of the
past four years and a half, which period covers the age of
the brand. The announcement will constitute news of the
first importance to exhibitors.

WORLD

At the Leading Picture Theaters
Programs for the Week of December 17 at New
Motion Picture Houses.

York's Best

"The Traveling Salesman" at the Strand,
FR.\NKture star
MclN'TVRE
made
his debut
as a ofmoving
picat the Strand
Theater
the week
December
17 in a film adaptation of his best known stage success, "The Traveling Salesman." The picture is an entertaining mixture of comedy and drama, in which this jovial
comedian is thoroughly at home, .^mong those in support
of Mr. Mclntyre are Doris Kenyon, Harry Northrup, Julia
Stuart, Russell Bassett, Harry Blackmore, James O'Neill,
Jr.. Harry Lee and Richard
Gray.
The second installment of "Our .•\merican Boys on the
European Battle Fields," another chapter of Ditmar's "Living Book of Nature," new scenic studies, a new comedy and
the Strand Topical
Review
were also shown.
Grace Hoffman again heads the list of soloists.
"Truthful Tulliver" at the Rialto.
The Rialto offered William S. Hart in "Truthful Tulliver"
as its principal dramatic attraction during the week. The
screen play is all that the most exacting lover of western
drama could ask. Hart plays the part of a mining town
newspaper publisher who incurs the enm.ity of the saloon and
dance hall element. The romance of the story finds an ideal
exponent in Alma Reubens, and there is excellent work on
the part of Norbert A. Myles, Nina Byron, Walter Perry
and Milton Ross.
A burlesque on the story of Damon and Pythias, "The
Grand Canons of New York," and the topical digest were the
other picture numbers. Vincente Ballester and Jenny Defau were retained as the soloists.
"The People vs. John Doe" at the Broadway.
At the Broadway Theatre the Universal Film Manufacturing Company presented for the second and last week the
gripping anti-punishment propaganda feature, "The People
vs. John Doe." The presentation was made under the auspices of the Humanitarian Cult, of which Misha Appelbaum
is founder and leader and which numbers something over
100,000 mem.bers. The story has to do with the arrest, trial,
imprisonment and sentencing of a man accused of murder
and doomed to the electric chair. He is proven innocent at
the eleventh hour and saved through the efforts of friends.
There is much that is interesting in the story, and the abuses
to which circumstantial evidence is put is forcefully brought
home.

Gertrude Glovet
GERTRUDE
GLOVER'S appearance in "The Phantom
Buccaneer" is her first in a feature under Essanay's
banner.
Miss Glover is one of the youngest stars on
the screen.
For the past year this dainty young miss has been appearing in shorter productions at the Essanay's studios in supportburn
of Bryant
Wash-C.
and Richard
Travers. .^mong them
are "What I Said
Goes," "The Final
Fraud," "His Little
Wife" and "Our People." She had parts in
"The Misleading Lady"'
and "The Discard." Her
work has met with such
marked success that
when "The Phantom
Buccaneer" was filmed
she was given the leading
role. isRichard C.feminine
Travers
the
leading man.
Miss Glover is a Chicago girl, having received her primary education in that city's
public schools. Her father was the late Lyman G. Glover, noted
dramatic critic and afterward theatrical manGertrude Glover.
ager. It was through
her father's work that she obtained her first knowledge of
theatrical work. She studied for the stage, but before her
debut received a satisfactory offer from Essanay which she
accepted.
Miss Glover has been with that organization ever
since.
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By JAS. S. McQUADE

Recent Outrages by Chicago Rival Operators' Unions to Be
Probed by State Attorney Hoyne.

In the theatrical section of the Tribune you will find a baU page advertisement by the Essanay Company and half page given to our Gaumont and Urban-Eclipse films; and in section 7 of the paper you will
find a full page advertisement of the Selig Polyscope Company, as well
iversity.
as a full page advertisement signed by Prof. Starr of the Chicago Un-

prolonged fight between the two rival moving picture operators' unions in this city, which has been
waged for several years past with more or less violence, has evidently reached the culminating point.
State Attorney Maclay Hoyne has begun an inquiry into
the struggle and is making an investigation of the recent
bomb outrages and outbreaks between the rival organizations,
with the object of grand jury action in case the evidence is sufficient.

It is advisable that exchanges grasp the purpose which we have In
mind, and that they bring up this matter with their customers in order
that the latter may realize the broad purpose which is before us. The
following facts are given merely to enable exchanges to place an argument properly before theater owners.
The article on motion pictures in section 7, which does not mention
the name of any interested dealer, is paid for by Messrs. Spoor, Selig
and myself. This space cost $1,200 and the writing of the advertisement .$100. It is the best article ever written from the standpoint of
the outsider on motion pictureB.
Mr.
Selig's?G00.
separate advertisement cost blm $1,200. Mr. Spoor's and
mine, each

"I am going to put a stop to it," said Mr. Hoyne recently.
"The men who are guilty will be sent to the penitentiary.
No serious consequence to life, but considerable to property
has resulted so far, but one can never tell when it may.
"The men responsible for these things carry revolvers and
are armed. They should and will be sent to the penitentiary.
The police department has done nothing about it, but they
could stop it if they were active."
On Tuesday, December 12, four detectives from State Attorney Hoyne's office and four from the police detective
bureau raided the headquarters of the International Alliance
of Theatrical Employes and Moving Picture Operators in
the Baltimore Building, 219 S. Dearborn street, where thirtyfive members of the union were seized. In the safe were
found five sticks of dynamite, nine fulminating caps, six time
fuses, a loaded revolver and 75 feet of electric wire.
The following men were arrested and booked on charges
of keeping explosives: Jos ph P. Armstrong, president of
Local 110; Arthur E. Allison, business agent; Edward W.
Collier, secretary and treasurer; Hal L. Johnstone, financial
secretary; Arthur Hollins, Herman Goldberg, Fred E.
Havill, Harold R. Swimming and Frank R. Connelly.
The men taken claim that the arrest was a "frame-up" and
that the explosives were "planted."
Since the ousting of Jack "Miller," business agent of Local
110, about two months ago, several successors have been appointed and infractions of the law have shown an increase.

it will be noted that these advertisements are not direct business getters tor us. the main purpose being to interest that large traction of the
people who think motion pktures are on a low plane and beneath their
attention.
In a word, we want to make customers for the theaters who will benefit before either the exchanges or the manufacturers can obtain any
return from this class of work.
Further adveitisements of this nature will appear In the Chicago
American "Lakes to the Gulf" edition, and in the New York Sun, which
will
Issued the IsSunday
co-operation
of allbo exchanges
asked, before
so that Taft's
these inauguration.
matters can be The
properly
placed
before their customers that they may realize tha time, thought and
money that are being devoted to their Interest.

Invoking The Law
THE

Reel Fellows* Club Elects New Officers.
The fourth annual election of officers of the Reel Fellows'
Club of Chicago was held in the new chib rooms. 127 West
Madison street, Thursday evening, December 14, and was
the most hotly contested battle for offices in the history of
the organization.
Three tickets had been in the field for more than a month,
but at the election, after the smoke had cleared from a threehour battle for ballots, it was found that the entire progressive ticket, headed by Ralph O. Proctor, had won out.
The following were elected: Ralph O. Proctor, president;
Richard C. Travers and M. G. Watkins, vice-presidents;
Eugene A. Hamburg, secretary; A. E. Curtis, assistant secretary; Harry C. Miller, treasurer.
Board of Govenors: R. R. Nehls, Wm. J. Sweeney, Don.
J. Bell, Fred W. Wild, Jr., and David Russakov.
Looking Backward at Moving Pictures.
While rummaging his old files recently George Kleine
chanced to run across a letter written by him to licensed film
exchanges, which bears the date of February 9, 1909. He
handed it to me for perusal, and on reading it I was impressed that it was worthy of- reproduction in print, if for
nothing else than to show the great stride made by moving
pictures in the past eight years.
The letter referred to a copy of tlie Lincoln number of the
Chicago Tribune of Sunday, February 7, which had been
mailed to each exchange, and which contained a series of
advertisements which were the first demonstration of a
broad policy along the lines of constructive work for the
popularization of moving pictures.
It then proceeds:

Those of us in the business at that time can recall the
standing of moving pictures as an entertainment. So-called
"respectable" people were ashamed to be seen going into or
coming out of a picture theater, if "theater" it could be
named. Intelligent people scoffed at moving pictures and
the "high-brow" element passed by on the other side.
The "Starr" article well deserves the place of merit given
it by Mr. Kleine. Everyone will remember it by its title,
"The World Before Your Eyes." It has been translated into
every civilized language, and has been read by untold millions. It was the eloquent harbinger that brought the better
housing of pictures, an innumerable throng of patrons and a
wonderful improvement in pictures themselves.
When Messrs. Kleine, Selig and Spoor arranged for the
writing of the article and paid $1,200 for the space it occupied
in the Tribune — not to speak of the large sums spent by
them to bring about the exaltation of the moving picture industry by the broad policy which they espoused — they unwittingly became a trio of immortals in the history of moving pictures.
Chicago Film Brevities.
The following statement bj- D. W. Griffith, bearing the
date of Dec. 13, was received at this office:
"I see a story in some publications to the eflfect that I
am to direct Miss Mae Marsh in her new picture. I cannot
understand why such a statement should be published as
there is no truth in it. Miss Marsh, as I understand, signed
a contract with a company in which I have no interest.
While I wish her all the success in the world, 1 air. directing,
solely and only, Griffith productions and they have no connections, jn any manner or form, with any other company.
I will esteem it a favor if such publications would communicate with me through my New York office before using my
name in connection with enterprises of other people. It
requires all of my time on my own productions without fos* * *
tering those of others."
A meeting of the advisory committee of the Chicago
executive division of the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry was held at the Hotel La Salle, Friday afternoon, Dec. 8, with John R. Freuler in the chair. During
the proceedings it was moved and carried that the regular
meetings of the Chicago advisory committee shall be held
henceforth at the call of the chairman, once every 30 days.

* * *

Joe Brandt, general manager of Universal, was in the city
recently, and left for Pittsburgh the evening of the day of
his arrival.
While here Mr. Brandt arranged with a syndi-
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The special invitation showing of "Patria" — International's
widely heralded serial on national preparedness, with Mrs.
\'ernon Castle in the title role — was lield in the Gold Room
■of the^ Congress Hotel, Wednesday evening, Dec. 13. It
was a prominent society affair and many of Chicago's "four
hundred" were present. Great interest was taken in the
films, and spirited applause was given Mrs. Vernon Castle in
the role of Patria Channing. .-^rmin Hand's orchestra
played the accompanying music. Dancing in the Elizabethan room followed the exhibition.
The trade showing of "Patria" was given at the Colonial
theater Thursday morning. The spacious theater was filled
both downstairs and in the balcony, and frequent applause
was given while the first episodes were run off.
John
Bowman,
the manager
of International's
Chicago
office, is to be congratulated on the success of both these
exhibitions and for his nice care in arranging for them.

* * ♦

-\ meeting of the exchange men of Universal was held in
the Sherman House Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Dec.
8-10. M. H. Hoffman, general manager of the Universal
exchanges, presided.
The main «bject of the meeting was to work for the
greater efficiency of the e.xchanges of the company, to promote better co-operation with exhibitors, and to establish a
more friendly feeling between exhibitors and the exchanges.
The following were present: M. H. Hoffman, general
manager of exchanges, and Harry Cohen, New York: R. C.
Cropper, Kansas City: Barney Rosenthal. St. Louis; Art
Smith, Buffalo; J. Schnitzer, Indianapolis; C. Haig, Toronto;
E. .-XTmstrong, Salt Lake City; D. B. Lederman, Des Moines,
Jake Mitchell, Omaha; J. F. Cubberley, Minneapolis; Mr.
Mullen. Boston Mr. Carrick, Philadelphia; Mr. Dardine,
Charlotte, N. C. and I. Van Ronkel. C. R. Plough, Frank J.
Flaherty, I. L. Leserman, J. Fieldnian, Louis Laemmle and
Ellis Cohen, all of Chicago.
+

*

*

I. \'an Ronkel, manager of Bluebirds service, and in
charge of the booking of "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under
the Sea" in the state of Illinois, informs me that bookings
have far exceeded expectations. He has been so busy in
looking after exhibitors in Chicago that the state, outside
of Cook County, as yet remains untouched. He reports a
big demand throughout the state, which will be attended
to in due time.
The Reel Fellows' Club of Chicago announces a "Days-of"49 Stag" for Saturday evening, Dec. 16. at 180 West Washington street. Each member of the club has been furnished
25 tickets to test his loyalty. These tickets are to be presented to the friends and acquaintances of each member.
They are marked "complimentary," but a nominal charge of
50 cents must be paid before the admittance of the holder.
The announcement reads: "In order to make this date
immortal in the life of the club and so that all time will be
reckoned as 'fore' or 'after' the 'Days-of-'49 Stag,' we ask
that you as a brother Reel Fellow, witli the welfare of the
<:lub at heart, be not only there yourself (if possible in West-ern costume), but also to see that tlie 25 tickets of your
friends are presented."
* • •
"The Truant Soul," Essanay's great eight-reel
feature, with Henry B. Walthall and Mary Charleson
leads, was given a very successful trade showing
Studebaker Tuesday. Dec. 12. Exhibitors turned
■masse to see this fine production.

* *

special
in the
at the
out en

*

Fred S. Meyer, the well known manager of the Minneapolis branch office of Universal, has severed his connections
with that company and has assumed the management of the
■General Film Company's office in that city. Mr. Meyer
spent nearly four weeks in New York City since resigning
from Universal, and reports that he learned a great deal
■concerning the future of the film industry during that tim.e.
He received his new appointment in New York City. Mr.
Meyer was the able representative of L^niversal for several
years, and has been connected with that company for five
years in all. He is a live wire, and I wish him all success
in his new work.

* * *

The Swastica brand of scenics, known as "Scenes from
Many Lands." which was arranged by Manager H. W. Hill,
of the Orchestra Hall Cinema-Concerts, and were run in
that house last summer, has been released to the Lubllner
& Trinz circuit in Chicago, and the New Grand Central
theater in St. Louis.
These contrastive pictures of human
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life and activities in various parts of the world show how
people of different nationalities do the same thing in a different way. The pictures formed a popular attraction at
Orchestra Hall.

* * *

Negotiations, which have been pending for several weeks
between Alfred Hamburger and Carl Laemmle, have resulted
in an agreement to operate the Playhouse (formerly Fine
Arts) jointly. In other words, Mr. Laemmle will have a
Chicago theater in which the more important Universal
and Bluebird features will have initial runs in this city. It
is given out by Mr. Hamburger that it will not be the house
policy to present only Universal and Bluebird productions,
as it will be the object of the management to offer the best
films on the market,

* *

*

The second annual charity ball and midwinter circus in
support of the American Theatrical Hospital Association,
will be held in the First Regiment Armory, this city, Saturday evening, Dec. 16. The grand march will start at 10
o'clock p. m., and will be led by Nell Craig and Bryant
Washburn, of the Essanay acting forces. Last year the
grand march was led by Francis X. Bushm.an and Beverly
Bayne.

* * *

Wm. N. Selig, president of the Selig Polyscope Co.,
makes the following announcement of forthcoming Selig
features: "We shall produce some feature plays the coming
year which we think worthy of special mention, and for
which we hope as great favor as has been accorded such
productions as 'The Spoilers,' 'The Ne'er-Do-Well,' 'The
Rosary' and 'The Crisis.' We shall spare neither time nor
expense in making these productions the final word in artistic detail."
The
photoplays include "Monsieur Beaucaire." one of
Booth "Tarkington's most successful stories, in which Richard Mansfield achieved a fine stage success; "The Bread
Line." by Albert Bigelow Paine; "Little Orphan Annie." by
James Whitcomb Riley; "The City of Purple Dreams." by
Edward Baird; "The First Born." by Francis Powers; "Bob
Hampton, of Placer," by Randall Parrish; "A Kentucky
Colonel," by Opie Reid; "The Illustrious Prince," by E,
Phillips Oppenheim. Several other big productions are also
contemplated. Mr. Selig states that well-known stars will
have care of the leading roles in each of the big photodramas
mentioned.
Director Al. Green and his company have returned from
Mississippi, and the finishing touches are now being added
to "The Princess of Patches" at the Selig studios here. The
players returned from Greenwood. Miss., Sunday, Dec. 10,
where some beautiful exteriors were filmed right in the environment called for by the story. The photoplay was
adapted from this story by Gilson Willets, the well known
author.
Mr. Selig is now planning the release of a number of unusual productions through the General Film service, the
character of which, with interesting details, will be announced in the near future.

* * *

The following programs have been announced at the
prominent downtown theaters in Chicago for the ensuing
week:
Studebaker — "War Brides" (Herbert Brenon Film Corporation for Selznick Pictures), featuring Nazimova, closed
its two weeks run on Friday, Dec. 15, and was followed the
next day by Clara Kimball Young in "The Foolish Virgin"
(Clara Kimball Young Film Corporation). This change
took place according to existing contracts between Jones,
Linick & Schaefer and Lewis J. Selznick. which require a
presentation of "The Foolish Virgin" on a certain date.
Ziegfield — "An Enemy to the King" (Vita^raph), featuring E. H. Sothern and Edith Story, enters its third week
at this house.
La Salle — "Idle Wives" (Universal). This is the third
week.
Colonial — "Intolerance" (D. W. Griffith. The big run
continues imabated in numbers and enthusiasm.
ANNUAL
MEETING
OF
BAY
STATE
EXHIBITORS.
Ernest H. Horstmann. president of the Massachusetts
branch of the Exhibitors' League, announces that the annual
meeting of the Bay State exhibitors will be held at the
(r)uinry House. Boston, on Thursday, December 21, at which
time officers will be elected. The session will be preceded
bv a dinner, slated for 6.30 p. m., the tickets for which are
$1.25.
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News of Los Angeles and Vicinity
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By G. P. VON

Wharton Brothers Working on "Patria"

Mrs. Castle and Company of International Players to Stage
Elaborate
Scenes — William
Randolph
Hearst
to Be
Present.
MRS. VERNON CASTLE, the celebrated dancer and International star, has arrived in Los .Angeles with her
company of players. Mrs. Castle will start rehearsals
this week under the direction of Jacques Jaccard on the last
five
episodes
patrioticforfilmdrama
now being
produced
by of
the "Patria,"
Wharton the
Brothers
International.
Tlic
picturesque site of the old Universal ranch in the hills back of
Hollywood has been chosen as studio location. Work is
already under way.
Theodore and Leopold Wharton are in Los .Angeles, having arrived recently from Ithaca, and William Randolph
Hearst, newspaperman and proprietor of the International, is
expected shortly. He will be present personally to inspect
the work of the company.
Jacques Jaccard is well remembered as the director of the
"Diamond from the Sky" for the .American. His latest thriller was "Liberty" for Universal. He is surrounding himself
with a cast of "stunt-makers" and daredevils whicli, together
with the other noted players, should produce a most unusual
picture.

Empire Feature to Build Studio
New

Company

Plans
Big Project — Purchases
Tract Near San Diego.

Forty-Acre

ACCORDING
to a newspaper report, the Empire Theater Film Trust, a newly organized motion picture company, has purchased a forty-acre tract on Murry Hill,
near Grossmont, in the vicinity of San Diego. Embodied in
the agreement arranging for the transfer of the land is a
clause specifying that $20,000 will be dispensed in opening
the operations and beginning the project within the ne.xt six
months. The company proposes to build a studio to cost
$100,000 and produce features. Henry Kabierske, well
known pageant man and feature director, has been appointed
director general.
Plans for the production of three ten-reel spectacles are
already under way and will doubtless receive attention as soon
as the necessary- buildings are constructed. These are "The
Conquest," an Indian story; "The Silver .Arrow," by Elbert
Hubbard, and "The Ten Commandments." Many other productions are already planned and the casts for many have been
selected.
is once.
Mr. Kabierske's intention to begin the filming
of exteriorsIt at
All of the buildings are to be permanent and will include
a rnain building, 360 feet long, embracing many stages of
ancient, medieval and modern architecture, and containing a
stage 200x60 feet, costume departments, property rooms, a
fire department, hospital, and laboratories. In addition to the
main buildin.g will be an administration building, including
offices, an assembly hall, a library and museum.
A board of managers, including S. H. Woodruff, architect
and builder of New York and Los Angeles; Tracy E Shoults,
of Los .Angeles; Hugh McKean, of Philadelphia and Los Angeles, and William B. Gross, for whom Grossmont was named,
will administer the affairs of the concern. The Union Trust
Company will act as temporary custodian of the property.
FILM STARS TO STAGE BENEFIT FOR ARMORY.
LTnder the auspices of the Hollywood company, Federal
• Coast Reserves, the "Movie Revue of 1916" was staged at the
Mason Opera House December 12. for the purpose of raising
funds for the construction of an armory.
The topliner on the bill was "The Critic," by Sheridan, put
on by twenty-five Lasky players under the direction of Hobart Bosworth. Kingsjey Benedict and company put on a
sketch, and specialty numbers were given by popiilar stars.

HARLEMAN

Bessie Love One Year in Pictures
BESSIE
LOVE, atwhoCoffee
makes her appearance in Triangle's
■'The Heiress
Dan's," has celebrated her first
anniversary as a film player. Prior to her appearance
as a Swedish servant girl in "The Flying Torpedo," ^Iiss Love
was only an obscure extra, with plenty of hope and courage.
Director John Emerson is said to have discovered her while he
was seeking types
among the hundreds of
supernumeraries who
visited the studios for
"extra work." His prophetic eye finally rested
upon bright but unimportant and unpretentious Bessie, who little
realized her opportunity was at hand. It
did not take Bessie
long to verify the un'failing judgment of
Mr. Emerson, for she
made a hit in the part
and became a screen
personality.
In rapid fire order
she stepped into better
known p r o d u c ti o ns
such asshe"The
Aryan,"
where
was featured
with W. S. Hart; "The
Good Bad
Man," with
Bessie Love,
Douglas
Fairbanks,
and
with Wilfred Lucas in
recently in
"Hell-to-Pay Austen."
More laurels were
the stellar role of "A Sister of Six."
DOROTHY
PHILLIPS
AS TOURNAMENT
HERALD.
roses.
Di'rothy
Phillips,
L^niversal
star,
has
been
chosen
herald
for the Pasadena
tournament of
New
Ik- Id

In
ti

Dorothy Phillips as the Herald.
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Year's Day. Handsome photo
of Miss
together with a brief summary engravures
of her career,
both Phillips,
on the
legitimate stage and in the pictures, adorn the many vivid
hued posters which have been distributed to advertise the
event.
Miss Phillips is shown in characteristic pose, seated on a
beautiful white horse, surrounded by significant accoutrements and properly garbed.
Los Angeles Film Brevities.
After a tour of nearly a year as an attraction on the Keith
Circuit of vaudeville theaters, Violet MacMillan has returned
to Universal City to resume work for a month with the Big U
company.
While at Universal
City Miss MacMillan also will have
several new films made for use during her coming vaudeville
lour, which will begin about January 1,

»

•

♦

The Fine Arts Company emphatically denies the rumor
that pou'Tlas Fairbanks is to leave it for the purpose of
organizing a company of his own, and gives out as supplementary information the fact that there yet remains three
years of the contract entered into between it and the popular film star. Upon completion of his present production, a
South American story, Fairbanks will leave with his director,
John Emerson, for the New York studios of the Fine Arts,
to produce several stories that require the locale of the
Eastern metropolis.

»

•

•

J. Warren Kerrigan has left Los Angeles for New
on business connected with his feature company.

*

*

York

*

At the Selig Studios, Colin Campbell is rapidly nearing the
completion of an eight-reel feature by Gibson Willits. The
story is founded upon facts gathered by Mr. Willits from
the police records of large cities. The complete cast comprises Fritzi Brunette, Bessie Eyton, Vivian Rich, Eugenie
Besserer, Tom Santschi, Jack Richardson, Ed Coxen, George
Field, Al Filson and Harry Lonsdale.

*

•

*

Oscar Apfel, who until recently was directing William
Farnum at the Fox studios, has joined this week the YorkeMetro forces. He will direct Harold Lockwood and May
Allison in coming Metro releases. Mr. Apfel produced his
first picture with the Edison Company and remained with
that concern for one and one-half years. Then followed the
same length of time with the Reliance and Majestic companies and a similar period with Lasky, for whom he directed
"The Squaw Man," "Cameo Kirby," "The Circus Man."
"Brewster's Millions" and other features. He directed "The
Wild Olive," "Peer Gynt," "Kilmeny" and "The Little
Gypsy" for the Pallas Morosco concerns and then went to
Fox. where he produced nine pictures with William Farnum
as his star.

*

♦

*

William D. Taylor is to succeed Director Oscar .Apfel at
the Fox studios.

*

*

*

Manager J. R. Crone of the American studios denies that
the company is considering moving the plant from Santa
Barbara. This denial was issued as the result of statements
appearing recently in Los Angeles newspapers that the Flying A intended to move its plant to Culver City. The only
basis for such assumption, according to Mr. Crone, may have
been the receipt of a letter from Harry Culver, asking the
"Flying A" people to consider a plan to move to Culver City.
"We have not considered accepting such an ofifer at any
time," says Mr. Crane. *
•
*
Mrs. Jennie McMurry Jenkins, widow of Leslie Browning
Jenkins, the cameraman killed at the Grand Prize automobile
race at Santa Monica November 18, when the racer of Lewis
Jackson ran wild, filed an application this week with the
State Industrial Accident Commission for compensation.
The Keystone Film Company is named the defendant.

*

*

«

The Stability Building Corporation is constructing a twelvestory structure at the corner of Third street and Broadway,
which is to be dedicated to the exclusive use of the motion
picture industry. The ground floor of the building will be
devoted to a theater which will have a seating capacity of
2.400 persons. The backers of the project include some ol
the leading capitalists of the city. TThe theater has not
been leased.

*

*

*

One of the newest film concerns is the Monogram Film
Company,
with Clyde Schlatter, formerly
manager of the
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Mutual Exchange in Oklahoma City, as general manager.
The Lasky Company has lost Robert Gray, as a result, who
will direct Shorty Hamilton, former Keystone comedian, with
the new concern, in a number of two-reel western comedies
written by W. H. Clifford. The company is working at the
.old Reliance studios at 1654 Fairview street.
Fifty studio lamps have been purchased by Fred J. Balshofer in order that inclement weather conditions may not
have
an ill effect on the production of photoplays in the Metro
studios.

*

*

♦

Suffering from a number of lacerations resulting from
flying glass in an automobile accident. Mary Miles Minter,
youthful American film star of Santa Barbara, is confined to
her home in that city. Her mother, Mrs. Gertrude Selby,
and her sister, Gertrude Selby, have more serious injuries, the former being laid up with a broken arm and the
latter suffering from severe contusions and abrasions. On
the day of the accident the three left their home for Santa
Barbara, with Mrs. Selby at the wheel of the car. On the
Lancaster boulevard the car skidded and overturned.

*

*

*

A rip-roaring comedy was finished at Mack Sennett's big
fun factory during the past week. The picture is entitled
"A Lost Baby." and was made under the direction of Clarence Badger. Mr. Badger has practically the same company
with which he has been identified ever since he went to the
Keystone company.

*

*

*

Woe to Pancho Villa and his bandit clan if they start a
rough house anywhere within the vicinity of Tiajuana within
the^next few days. "One ton" of Keystone comedianism is
at the well-known racing town. What these heavyweights
would do to Pancho's fighters should they come to combat
would be humiliating to tell, if one is to judge by the healthy
array of prizefighting talent included in this "one ton" of fun.
Those in the party are Ed Kennedy, Tom Kennedy. Al Kaufman, Eddie Gribbon, Mack Swain, Eddie Cline, Bert Henderson and Fred Fishback.

*

*

*

The Christie studio has been in the "grip" of the recent
epidemic of colds. Al Christie himself was the first to fall
a victim and, as he did not stop work except for one day, he
was several weeks getting well. Harry Ham was next to
appear heavily wrapped up, shivering and wry of neck. Then
Billie Rhoades caught it and had to phone an alibi for that
day.

*

*

*

Workmen -in the scenery department of the Clune Studios
at Bronson and Melrose avenues are busy, making the scenic
embellishments which will be a notable part of the National
premiere in January of Clune's new production of Harold
Bell W'right's story, "The Eyes of the World." It is said
Artist Jack Holden, who was the creator of the beautiful
settings in "Ramona," has prepared for "The Eyes of the
World" the largest cyclorama drop ever painted for a theater west of New York. It is a gorgeous reproduction of a
California mountain scene. This is only one of the parts
planned for the embellishments
* » of* the new production.
is The
held
state's
offices

high
in which asClune's
production
of "Ramona"
amongregard
Californians
an accurate
presentation
of the
history is shown by the request received at the Clune
from J. L. Gillis, state librarian, for a set of photographs of characters and scenes from that production. These
photographs are to be handsomely mounted and sent to the
historical department of the library at Sacramento, where
they will be displayed. The Los Angeles public library has
had a set of these views *
on exhibition
*
♦ for some time.

Wallace Reid, the Lasky star, will depart on Christmas
Day for Denver, Colo., to lead the grand march for the
Local Screamer's Club ball and to appear in person at the
Paramount theater.
Upon his return trip Mr. Reid will stop
off at Salt Lake City.
* *
*
Fannie Ward, Mae Murray, Blanche Sweet and several
other Lasky stars are engaged in dressing dolls for a charity
bazaar to be given in Chicago. They have also dressed a
number of dolls for the benefit
* * of the* children of Los Angeles.
Marie Doro has started work on her next Lasky production under the direction of Frank Reicher, with Elliott De.xter
as her leading man. The story is by Beatrice C. De Mille
and Leighton Osmun. Others in the cast a\^e Horace B.
Carpenter,
Billie
Elmer,
Lillian
Leighton
and
Florence
Smythe.
Kathlyn

*

Williams

having

*

*

completed

her

latest

Morosco
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production, is taking a brief vacation and will shortly start
on her next production at
* the* Lasky* studio.
Director Walter Edwards, with a company of twoscore
players, has been camping on the picturesque sand dunes in
the vicinity of Playa del Ray. The locale of this story,
which is from the pen of John Lynch, is in the Cape Cod
country, and Edwards has selected the historic Southern
•California beach resort as typical of the New England coast.

*

•

♦

What is declared to be one of the most complete settings
■ever erected at the Ince plant is being used by Director
Charles Miller this week in his filming of the new Triangle
play in which Enid Bennett is appearing as star. It represents the interior of a chemist's laboratory and contains
every manner of instrument and device known to chemical
research. Genuine drugs of every description are on the
shelves on the walls, the test tubes and vials litter the
tables and work benches. William Garwood has been specially engaged to appear opposite Miss Bennett as the prinbeing * made« within the setting.
cipal figure in the scene *
With a company of fifteen players Director Raymond B.
West returned this week from San Francisco, where he has
been
filming "Sea Stuflf" for the current Ince play by Leona
Hutton.

*

•

*

Through Luis Camer, veteran exchange manager in Cuba
and in Mexico, the Signal Film Corporation, we are informed, is negotiating for the opening of an exchange for
the handling of their films in the Island Republic. As planned
at present, the agency will
* be *located
* in Havana.
Marie Walcamp has left the Universal company
Mrs. Vernon Castle in the* serial
* "Patria."
♦

to support

Succumbing to the lure of his first love, that of scenario
writing. Captain Leslie Peacock is back at the old stand with
the Balboa Film Company at Long Beach, having resigned
his directorship with the Universal company.

»

•

*

Suffering from a severe attack of pneumonia, Vivian Rich
is confined to her home. Upon her recovery she plans to resume her work with Selig.

*

•

*

George Fisher, who was with Ince at Culver City, will be
given an important role in the production of James B. Hendrie's novel, "The Promise," by Yorke-Metro. Another member of the cast will be Paul Willis, who played in "The Fall
of a Nation."
* •
*
It is reported that Kolb and Dill will leave the .American
Film Company at Santa Barbara as soon as they have completed their next feature.

*

*

*

James Davis, formerly director at the Kalem-Hollywood
studios, is to succeed J. R. Crone as manager of the Vogue
studios.

»

•

»

Wedgewood Nowell has been made a director at Universal
City. He was formerly' with the Bluebird Company and was
featured in several productions with Cleo Madison.

*

•

*

.\ series
of comedies
to be McManus,
entitled "Bringing
Father,"
after
the cartoons
by George
are to be Up
filmed
by a
new company headed by John Brennan, who gained a reputation by his work with the old Kalem comedies.

*

•

*

Eva Tanguay, eccentric eomedietine, who is now in Los
Angeles, is reported to be the recipient of several lucrative
offers from film companies of this city and vicinity.

*

*

*

Mignon Anderson, for several years with Thanhouser. is
now a member of the Universal company.

*

*

*

A well-earned vacation is being enjoyed by Tom Mix, who
has left the Selig company. He is reported to have received
several offers from Los Angeles companies.

*

*

*

Confined to her apartment at the Hotel Lankershim with a
serious attack of grip, Cleo Madison has been unable to see
friends for several days.

*

*

*

Little Mary Sunshine, the dimunitive Balboa star, appeared with her company before the Woman's City Club, of
Los Angeles, on the afternoon of December 18, and showed
tiow children work in the making of pictures.
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George Wight, general publicity manager of the American
Film Company at the Santa Barbara studio, has severed his
connection with that company to seek wider fields of activity.
Mr. Wight is a well-known newspaper man. In addition to
his studio duties he has been handling the Mary Miles Minter
publicity.
* *
*
The "Screamers," that wild and woolly bunch of picture
scribes, will have another blowout this week at the "Town and
Country Club at Mount Washington. Mrs. Castle, the Whartons and the other members of the party engaged in making
"Patria" for the International,
* * are *to be the honored guests.
Adelaide W^oods. who has been in charge of the scenario
department of Mabel Condon's Exchange, has returned to
her old love, that of acting
* with
* the
* Universal company.
D. Bershon, manager of the California Film Exchange, who
books all the Universal attractions, reports that the Superba
theater has contracted for eight Bluebirds, beginning on December 24, with Rupert Julian's production of "Marley's
* * story,* "The Christmas Carol."
Ghost," founded upon Dickens'
"Seething Humanity" is the title of a five-reel photoplay
being filmed at Universal City under the direction of Rex
Ingram, who also wrote the story. Millard K. Wilson and
Molly Malone play the principal parts, with Wedgwood
Nowell, Gypsie Hart, Nicholas Dunaew and Dorothy Barrett
in the supporting cast.
* ♦
*
Fred Newmeyer has been put in stock at the Rolin studio
and Fred Jefferson has been promoted to assist Director
Hal Roach. It is planned to add another company in the
future to supply Pathe with
* Rolin
*
*comedies.
Fred Mace is no more with the Keystone. His contract
with Mr. Sennett has expired and we are informed the popular comedian contemplates starting a company of his own.

*

*

*

.^ beautiful Persian picture is to be filmed by Allen Holubar, director of artistic productions at Universal City. It is
an original story by Grace Helen Bailey of the Universal
scenario staff, who has been engaged in its preparation for
the past three months. In addition to directing the picture
Holubar will enact the leading role of the play, which is entitled "The Broken Bowl."*
*
*
Ruth Ann Baldw'in has commenced the filming of a onereel photoplay, "Pink Fondant and Blue Serge," at Universal
City. The principal roles are being played by Dorothy
Davenport, Irene Hunt and
* Edward
*
* Hearh.
Harry Todd hobbled around to the Rolin studio this week
on one foot, a weakened leg, and a hickory cane. This was
his first visit at the plant since he tore the ligaments of his
leg six weeks ago while doing
fall.
* * a comedy
*
Manager A. C. Balance, of the Metro exchange, is driving
around in a new car.

*

*

*

Irving Lesser, manager of the Golden Gate Film Exchange,
reports
business
prosperous.
"The itLibertine"
is proving
popular with
exhibitors.
Next week
goes on for
an extended
run at the Pickwick theater at San Diego, and has also been
booked fortheater
the Superb
theaterto inManager
Los Angeles.
Tally's
Broadway
is, according
Lesser, starting
the New Year right with Clara Kimball Young's second
picture, "The Foolish Virgin,"
production.
* * a Selznick
*
D. Naugle is in Los Angeles to spend the Xmas
at H.
home.

*

•

*

wi'ek

E. M. Levy, assistant manager of the Los Angeles Mutual Exchange,
that T.
'Tally's
Theater
has booked
the reports
entire series
of L.
theTally
Mary ofMiles
Minter
De
Luxe features.
COMMENTING
ON
COMEDIES.
Concerning the general run of motion picture comedies a
contributor to the Salt Lake Telegram of Salt Lake, Utah,
makes the following observation:
Why Is it we have so few really funny "movies"?
I have seen many comedies on the speaking stage whlcTi were full of
lauphs. but few of them have been pictured. Instead we have on the
screen the slapstick abomination, utterly lacking in humor, and when
the
and producer
dreary. seeks to rise above this the result usually is far fetched
Why not some of the old Hoyt farces and such stage successes as
Much .Tohnson." "Charley's Aunt" and "The Private Secretary," as
as other real comedies that made people laugh not so many year*:
J.

"Too
well
aco?
J.

li^^
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Advertising for Exhibitors
M
Window

Conducted by EPES
Cards.

WINTHROP

The Liberty theater, Seattle, does not depend upon window cards
alone for publicity, but it makes much of them along with big newspaper ads, boards and novelty devices. The work done is so unusually
good that we are giving a number of examples of these cards and extracts from tho story accompanying the photographs.
In preparing our window card campaign, we
decided to bill only the
main thoroughfare, as we
believed our card-message
was only for the people
already down town. It
was an easy matter to
decide the best streets;
the crowds were an evidence of that, but It was
an entirely different matter to get the locations
we wanted, locations
which the legitimate
houses could not obtain,
but which we deemed essential to a successful
campaign.
Right here is where we
met our next difficulty,
for it was decided that
the man who would later
place these cards should
be the* man to make the
investigation. We were
fortunate in getting a
lithograj>her of varied experiences, at a salary
which we later found was
the highest paid on the
coast, but it proved a real economy. Judged by the high-class of
work and the splendid results achieved ! By a tactful approach and
straight from the shoulder talk, he was able to get locations, hitherto
considered as "impossible" — and we were ready to start. From one
hundred cards, the amount quickly rose to 250, then 350, and from plain
black and white cards the present three and four color cards have
evolved. The cards were of unusually high-grade stiff cardboard stock,
the kind that would not curl up in the window. However, some of the
more exclusive stores still held off — so to solve the problem of these
stores as well as get locations in front of the counters of soda fountains fgood all thp year locations in this climate), as well as in front

SARGENT

proved a veritable magnet, drawing (he crowds already downtown to
our theater.
The pictures of window cards are some of the more recent ones designed by Mr. FuUerton. They are in two and three colors with tone
variations. As you will notice, they are aimed to be effective in their
simplicity, attractive by choice of cuts, colors (which do not show In
reproduction) and brevity.
The Liberty is a 2.20O capacity house and can do things In a big
way. The work is planned by Gordon M. (100 per cent.) FuUerton.
who is the author of the above. It is not always possible to go to
this expense for cards, but it always is possible to get something into
the windows according to the resources of the bouse.

For Chain Houses.
For chain theaters using the same general program in rotation, some
sort of general program is best, and in that program a schedule of
programs. The Film Forecast now has a scheme that works about tha
best of any we have seen.
It Is not based on the regular rotation of

■^

■nut FOSECAST*

BS^

■nUi

POBBCISI"

TIu* sod Nut WMk*! Attnctlaa* ii
lSuf»j*ct to rVmngf vnthDUt notj

R4®I 1!^®

film, but shows all of the attractions at the Rowland and Clark Pittsburgh houses without reference to a set routing and so clearly that
it may be comprehended at a glance.

One

Left.

Tom North is so far from Seattle that he can look upon the Atlantic
Ocean and Fireman's shirts and wish that one was as plentiful as
the other, but Ryland Slzer. who edited the V-L-S-E Pals, is sticking
to the Pacific. He has hooked up with the Converse Company, a supply
house, and promises to send in advertising from time to time. For
a starter he sends along an extra gotten out by James Clemmer of
the Clemmer theater and the Klemmer-Klink. It boomed "The Spoilers" and the Clemmer, and looks much like a real newspaper until
you notice the absence of a head to the sheet, and you do not get that
detail until the rest has begun to sink in. It Is not a new stunt, but
it is well done.
Lucky.

of the cashier's box id restaurants, we had glass-covered frames in
plain, neat designs, to match the woodwork of the window or store
interior made, and we won over forty or more locations. These locations were of double value because in practically every case they represented exclusive showing in a highly desirable location.
We believe the window card campaign has helped our business in
two ways : First, it serves as a connecting link in our advertising
between billboard and newspaper, by keeping our theater's name and
the play showing, constantly before the people — and second, it directly
helps the matinee business. With the thousands of people shopping or
promenading to and fro in the business
section, the card's message

The Censor theater, Albion, Mich., writes that they notice that we
always jump on the name of the house and once remarked that their
ten-page program was probably costly to fold. They rise to explain
that their printer has a folding machine that will take the Job like
a short order oook turning out an oyster stew. We have written to
find out if the printer can be coaxed to give up details.
As to the name, they write that they took it on purpose to make it
patent that the house was not one of those sex-stuff shops, and they
thought that Censor was the most definite name they could find, so they
are using it. It does not speak well for general exhibiting conditions
in that part of the country that a house needs to emphasize the fact
that it is decent, but Mr. Fiske writes that "Censor" has come to be
something more than a name. It's a good house policy, particularly
for a house that caters to a college faculty and those who gather In
a college town.
In passing. Mr. Flske wrote. In the first place, to shoot holes In us
for what recently got Into the paper as a Censor poem.
We pasted up
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had
what he printed in his program, but the printer seems to have
other— very different other— ideas, and he is as poor a printer as he
poem.
that
for
us—
Fisk^-or
Mr.
Do not blame
is a poet.

Rash.
There is a house manager down in Washington, N. J., who must be
out on the stage after a certain adverpart goat for he offers to come hat
if the audience does not say It is
tised attraction and eat his
the best picture ever shown in town. And the gleeful correspondent
this is the same manager who
that
adds
clipping
who sends in the
lately announced that he would rather run a good show than eat a
turkey dinner, but that he was compelled to raise the prices three,
that he might have chicken for Sunday dinner. He cerdays a week
tainly doe3 run to food in his advertising.

Chaplin's Ladifren*.

The Orange theater, .New Haven, Conn., sends in a lot of weekly
program cards, some of which are good, but many of which are spoiled
by the u:.e of two colors and over-printing. Sometimes the overprint is merely a black "The House of Quality" across the name of
the house in red. but once they over-print a cut and it looks as though
A novelty is the card reproduced
the form dropped out of register.

YOU

WILL
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job. It can be done if you show him that you know. The change In
make-up Mr. Reeger speaks of is on the inside pages. Instead ofitrunsix
ning the advertising in two columns, up and down, he makes
columns across two pages. He would get a better layout still if he
did not make up each page as a unit, and instead let the two middle
pages be printed as one with unbroken rules. It can be dbne easily
space. As it is.
if the printer will take the trouble, and he' will gain
printing across, -e gets a better layout for himself and his advertisers,
and at the same time a more distinct and distinctive program,

Strand Stunts.
Charles G. Branaham, publicity man lor the Strand, Minneapolis,
worked a couple of clever stunts recently and one that is a lottery.
The best one of the three was to have a number of girls work In the
fashionable sections leaving cards with Miss Pickford's autograph and
in the corner the words "The Strand." If the idea was to take advantage of the social custom that permits one to make a call by means '
of a card, then the entire card should have been engraved, for the
autograph was not in keeping with the rest of the idea, but doubtless
it made a lot of talk.

And He's Welcome.
John Koetting. of the Lyric. Ste. Genevieve. Mo., writes that he la
sending a whole fistful of programs and in return wants to ask a few
wants
questions. Three of the programs are of varying types and hemake
a
to know which we like best and if we think it advisable to
If you'll look at the cut you will see that
of style.
change
weekly

iHiss A. ©oobeal
IF YOU

DON

T
SEE

ME

AT

THFATRC

NGENOV.
ORA
SAT.

IITM.

*-

here. The sort of people who like Chaplin comedies will be appealed
to by this card of "Miss A. Goodeal," and will carry them about and
show them to others. The original is the usual visiting card size,
white stock and printed in red, though here a two-color would have
worked better; the name in black and the rest in red. We rather think
the house does its own printing, for it could not afford two-color work
otherwise. The work does not look amateurish, but the use of color
does.

The Printer Agrees.

W'

E- L. Reeger.
manager
for the Chambcrlin
Amusement
Company's theatorium. Mt. Carmel. Pa., writes that the printer agrees with
us that there was too much ink on a late program, and so he sends In
some new ones to show the change.
He writes :
Enclosed please find several programs for the theatorium which I
have the honor of managing.
■ I take a keen interest in Advertising for Exhibitors department and
find many
good pointers In these columns.
In fact, the whole edition of the World is interesting and helpful
to me,
out it. and I don't feel as though we could very well get along withBusiness is good at all three theaters that The Chamberlain Amusement Enterprises. Inc.. are handling here, and we attribute much of
our success
to our advertising
methods.
You will notice that I have changed the face of the program for the
week of November 20 to 27, as well as the inside of the program.
This gives the whole program a different look and gets away from
the stereotype manner of printing a program which I think will make
the readers
look up and take notice.
Something a little different every little while will add Interest and
attract attention, and that is what we want — attention.
I thank yon for the many kind notices that you have given me In
your valuable columns and trust that my efforts may have been a help
to some one who may have read them.
I took the last notice I got In the World over to the prmter and
had a talk with him 'over the matter, and he agreed with you that
there was too much ink on the Theatorium program and was glad to
get a compliment, on the Valentine program, as he prints them both.
That's the way to do It. If we speak about printing, go talk it over
with the printer, and if he doesn't agree with us. write us again. We
never stuck type as a job. but off and on we've stood over the make-up
stone for the past twenty-three years, and we know the difference between a quoin .ind a quad. If we point out printing troubles it Is
because we want to help managers get the jobs they are paying for.
The Mt. Carmel programs were done on Hennegan covers and the
paper Is very absorbent. To get an Impression that would stay on
top with the ink he was using the printer had to use so much that It
spread a bit. He got too much on.
Now he Is turning out a better

two of these carry cuts and one is a type front. Some of the other
cut front pages are better done than that at the left, but some are
worse. None of the three samples strike us as being particularly
good. They are'S^^ by 814 and too much white space Is wasted. This
does not show in the cut, but the deepest of the three shown is a sixinch type pa§e. There must be some white space, top and bottom, but
a two and a half inch space is a waste. It looks incomplete — as though
Mr. Koetting had run out of ideas before he ran out of paper. The
same trouble shows in the other pages. The margin top and bottom is
too great and out of proportion to the side margins. Top and bottom
margins can be a little deeper than the sides, but not much and certainly the margin should not run more than a quarter of the sheet.
For a starter the "Lyric" cut should he moved to about threequarters of an inch from the top of the sheet. Just below should
run the name of the town and state. Then run a single rule across,
set in the date and the volume and current number and then a parallel
rule. Now run the cut and below a type title even if the cut itself
carries the title. Below the caption run a brief comment on the play,
eight-point type, two columns to the page. Then it will look like
something. If type is wanted — and a cut is better if there is room
for house stuff Inside — then use the two columns to the page, the ■
standard thirteen-em column with a wide space between columns and
no column rule. Get a two line head to cover this type and make
the headline yell at the reader. Don't say "good show this week."
hut "Why did Tommy Jones slaughter his sister?" The answer may
merely be that he did it to get a ticket to the Lyric that she had.
Get them interested enough to start reading and they will keep on
reading when you slide off into your selling talk. Make that front page
something that will haul off and hit a fellow in the face and if you
can get a turn over line such as "We tell about it inside." or something better, work that in a ten or twelve point display face. Just a
fist pointing off page, and presumably around the corner should do
the trick.
Typesetting costs money, but If you pay for typesetting pay enough
to set enough type to fill. Have it look like something. If you cannot
afford to (ill four pages, get out two, but fill those. Merely fill them,
don't stuff them, but don't let a man feel that you're a cheater the.
moment he picks up the sheet, and type faces too large for the page
and margins too deep will Inevitably create that impression. If you
don't want to have a two-pager and can't afford a four, take a twopager anyhow, turn it sideways and make that into a four. You'll
have a four by five instead of a five by eight, hut It will look liko
something.
Mr. Koetting gets some good reading. Some he gets from this department and some he writes, hut it Is mostly good — what there is of it.
Eut he talk of "Good things to come," and may have but three item*!.
He has only to look at his own recent hack pages to see how much
better a full page, two columns wide, really looks. There comes a
point where the eye tires following the line, and the smaller the type
face the shorter the line should be. You can use a longer ten-point
line than one in six point. Take a six-point line four and a half
inches wide and there comes a point where the eyes lose^i* itseif and
cannot get back. If there are many lines the difficulty Is greatly
increased.
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That will be about all for programs this trip. Mr. Koetting also
sends in some newspaper work, including one of his competitors ads.
He explains that Robert Warwick's name has been asso ■lato'l with
his house until lately, when he appeared on the opposition prosram.
The opposition manager is one of the old-fashioned sort who thinks
that the way to run a house is to bother about the other fellow, and
even if he had Warwick he didn't want him, so he added this note
to Human
Driftwood.
Note : — While the theatrical career of Warwick is short and
uneventful, save for a short term at singing, he is rated as a
pretty fair amature, and if you don't expect too much of him
you will enjoy his work in this bis best production.
That will please Mr. Warwick about half to death, but we would
be interested in knowing what the other half of the "amature" would
do if he met up with the management.
It is pretty rotten business
policy.
The Lyric advertisements get a good display for small space
on the Bleich style of running across the column for a narrow advertisement, rather than up and down.

From London.
Philip Wright Whitcombe, of the English Triangle, hasn't sent stuS
in in what is colloquially known as a dog's age, whatever that may be,
but he has gotten as far toward it as acting by proxy, at any rate,
for it is at his suggestion that we have had the pleasure of looking
over the Majestic Triangle, which is gotten out by L, Castleton-Knight,
manager of the Majestic, London, which uses mostly Triangle pictures.
It is eight pages with a surfaced cover and nicely gotten up in every
way. In the first issue the salutatory is headed "What the people
want — " and it is answered that they want dependable information and
not fancy lies. At the bottom, in the same display type is "And what
they get!" which leads to the turn of the page and a description of
Triangles. This is not a special booklet gotten out once to introduce
Triangles, but a regular fortnightly feature, yet it is as carefully
prepared and as well printed as though the success of a campaign
centered
on a single i-ssue. The reproduction
cannot
well do justice
^tPTC1^^Etf as'n. i9i6
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subject to town because he knew that It was not the feature it purported to be. Possibly someone else did. With this cue you can
write the rest to suit your own house.
The stuff runs:
When you pay down your money at the box office of any
motion picture theater you practically put yourself In the
hands of the manager of that theater. No one not closely
Identified with the industry has the time to scan the reviews
each week (and there are hundreds of them), to determine what
is worth while and what isn't. When you see some certain
comedian advertised in a production, someone who has done
good work in the past, it is natural to infer that he will be
good In this feature also. Actually you have left it to the
management of the theater to decide whether or not the offerrest. ing is one which will please his patrons, yourself among the
If he puts on an attraction which he knows is not advertised he is, in effect, "handing you a lemon" ; on the other hand
if he puts on a poor production believing all the time it is
a good one and just as represented in his publicity matter, he
is in the wrong business because he is dipping into something
about which he knows nothing. When you want motion picture entertainment patronize a theater where the management
has effectively demonstrated its knowledge of the business in
general, just the same as you purchase your meat from a
practical butcher who doesn't charge you Delmonico prices for
chuck steak. Very many of us wouldn'l know the first thing
about cutting flat bone sirloins, but then — we also have sense
enough to be in some business we know, not the butcher
business.
It is a great thing to have the confidence ot your patrons, and the
way to gain this is to prove to them that you know your business, not
alone by talking, but by booking the right sort of stuff.

Weekly Envelopes.
Some time ago we spoke of the stunt of J. A. Quincy, of the Elite,
Greenleat, Kansas, in getting out specially printed envelopes for his
announcement of "The Battle Cry of Peace." Evidently he likes the
stunt, for he is using it regularly for features. L. J. Scott of the
Kansas City Greater Vitagraph sends In some and adds that Greenleaf has a population of only 781. That doesn't bother Mr. Juincy.
He covers the surrounding towns, and in a pinch he uses the telephone as well as his special advertising and various local papers. He
is an intensive cultivator of the most pronounced type. Imagine a
man In a town of less than 8v^ taking super- features and playing to
from $200 to $300 gross ! It can be done, but not from a desk chair or
the place across the street, though of course in Kansas they have
no places across the street.

Here's an Idea.

to the work, for the reduction is too small and the cuts cannot be given
their values, but it will suggest the artistic lines along which Mr.
Castleton-Knight is working. The house, in the Clapham district,
seats above three thousand persons, and is splendidly planned, to judge
from the handsome booklet descriptive of the theater.

Those Busy Heibergers.
The Heiberger family seem to have the Bethlehems all sewed up.
Thomas W. Heiberger is now running the Broad in the Steel City
with his brother at the Lehigh Orpheum and their father at the
Lorenz. He sends in three programs for the new house, the first two
of which follow the old Lehigh- Orpheum layout, which we have always
liked exceedingly well. The third is a narrower sheet. 3h^ by G%
inches, green stock and ink. This gives less room for the announcements, as it also carries the Lorenz bookings on one of the inside^
pages. As the running head is the Broad Theater line, the single
allusion to the Lorenz is found in an eight-point italic. The heading
and the front page as well should be changed if this is a joint
program. A good example of joint programs can be found in the
Issue for December 23rd. or October 21st. The present style is confusing and does not help the Lorenz. Apart from that the program
Is well done and we welcome another Heiberger. We can't have too
many of them if they are all like the original model.
By the same token the Lehigh Orpheum is just getting over Us
third anniversary. It celebrated with a twelve-page program and extra
good features.

Program Stuff.
L. A. Guimond, of the Lyceum, Monticello. N. Y., writes such gooa
program stuff that we watch for it. The only trouble is that once
he gets the mill grinding it out. he does such long lengths that It Is
not easy to reprint without getting a reproachful glance from the
boss and an inquiry as to whether we don't think it would be a good
Job to write at least part of the department ourselves; but we are
lifting a couple of paragraphs from a three-column argument on
management.
Mr. Guiraond explains that he did not bring a certain

The Elmwood, Buffalo, gets out a very tasty six-page folder program
2% by 4 inches, drab stock printed In black. The other week they
put out those "America's Sweetheart" Mary Pickford folders, which
has merely the "America's sweetheart" on the front. They did not
just put these in with the program. They slipped half into the folder
so that merely the legend showed and curiosity did the rest. That
single idea more than doubled the value of the enclosure because it
presented it in the most interesting, light. There Is always a best way,
even if you have to do a little thinking.

Handy.
The Press Book for the sequel to "The Diamond from the Sky,"
sent out by the American Film Company, is unusually well planned. It
is loose sheet stuff, printed on one side and stapled. There is a page
for the advance and a page of stuff for each instalment, enough material for each chapter to supply the papers in a town of the second
class without repeat, and it is the sort of writing that editors will
take witliout undue cutting. It is newspaper copy and not press
agent rave.
That is the sort of thing that really helps the exhibitor.
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TEXT BOOK AND A HAND BOOK, a compendium and a guld«.
It tells all about advenising, about type and type-seiimg. printing and paper, how to run a house program, bow to frame your
newspaper advertisements, how to write form letters, posters or
throwaways, how to make your house an advertisement, how to
get matinee business, special schemes for hot weather and rainy
days. All practical because it has helped others. It will help
you.
By mail, postpaid, $2.00.
Order from nearest office.
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INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this
department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
■tamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be
addressed to this department. Questions should be sta.ted
clearly and should be typewritten or written with pen and
Ink. Under no circumstances will manuscripts or synopses
be criticised, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.
A list of companies will be sent if the request is made to
tho paper direct and not to this department, and a return
•tamped envelope is inclosed.
About the Museum.
CONTRIBUTIONS are coming in slowly for the photoplay museum or
Columbia University, but they are coming in and there is a growing interest shown in the foundation of what presently will become a unique and valuable feature. It is not merely an adjunct of a
class of the University. It is the makings of a museum that eventually
will be open to all persons interested in photoplay In any form. At
present interest is centered in the writing end solely because to the
writing end must be credited any further improvement in film making.
Perhaps the most valuable and important single contribution comes
from R. Richards, of New York City, who has generously turned over
to the museum his files of this paper dating back to the beginning of
1911. The publishers will see that the file is kept up to date In bound
volumes. Miss Alice Brown, J. W. Kellette, C. Doty Hobart and others
have contributed manuscripts and Emmett Campbell Hall has promised
the carbon of "The Road o' Strife,"' which is probably the most
elaborately handled script ever produced. In the original, held by the
Lubln company, it is a bound volume about four inches thick, on
various colors of paper, about seven tints being used to denote the
various types of scenes.
Marc Edmund Jones lectured the Cinema Constructors, a club composed of past and present students November 24, and others have
promised to appear before the club. At a recent meeting the script
of a Drew comedy was read from the original and then the reel Itself
was run, showing the changes made by the Drews; a lesson In script
Improvement tbat is of real value.
Have you ho special scripts that you can send in? It all helps and
the material will be preserved where it will do the most good to the
greatest number.
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clearly detracts from the value of the idea as fiction to the magazine
man unless simultaneous publication can be arranged for. To reserve
the fiction rights would be to require that no synopsis shall be distributed, and this would destroy the advertising value. For this
reason it is better to sell the fiction rights, reserving the photoplay
rights, than to reverse the process and put the photoplay first. For
that matter few editors, If any, will be interested in the fiction rights
after the story has been screened. Bannister Merwin tried this scheme
out several years ago. and dropped it. People would write in to complain that they had already seen the story on the screen, whereas the
visualization of a published story seems to help the sale.

At Columbia.
This from the report of Dr. Freeburg, on Marc Edmund
appearance at Columbia University ;

Jones' recent

"Some synopses are so strikingly original that they fall to
strike either the scenario editor, the manager, the 'star,' or
the 'star's' director," was the remark of Marc Edmund Jones
while addressing the Cinema Composers at Columbia University on November 24. Mr. Jones contended that many
amateur writers of ability fail to market their stories because
they are too radically different from those previously filmed
by the prospective purchaser. 'Success in photoplay writing."
he said, "is largely a matter of salesmanship, the trick of
offering the producer what he thinks he wants."
Mr. Jones has said something of the sort in this department, but it
will bear repeating
because
it is so peculiarly
apt at the moment.
Don't
offer hewhat
you know the public wants.
Offer the producer what
he thinks
wants.

Mark 'Em Off.
Mark from your list the Barker-Swan Company. It has tibut down
for lack of funds. Note that the eastern office of the Universal script
room has been closed and that stories should be sent to the western
studio, only. Note, too. tbat Kalem scripts should take the same westward course.

Merged.
Lately a lady got all bet up because she sent a script to Famout
Players and Lasky returned it. She hinted that it was a Federal offense
to open letters addressed to others. She did not know that the two
companies had been merged, though columns have Seen written about
the change in the last few weeks.
You cannot market intelligently unless you follow the trade. Read
the paper all the way through each week, and include the advertisements. It is the only way to keep posted on the trade changes.

Don't Blame It on Durant.
H, R. Durant. formerly of Famous Players and now representing
Thomas Ince's script interests in the east, asks that the impression
that he ever offered to criticise scripts be corrected. The mistake seem*
to have arisen from the announcement that Hector Tumbull would
offer free criticisms of stuff sent Lasky and the subsequent combination of Lasky and Famous Players. Mr, Durant Is no longer with
Famous Players and never did offer to criticise scripts.

Not the Way.
Some time ago we printed a letter that a writer was sending out
with his scripts. That is. we printed such parts as would not prohibit the circulation of the paper through the mails. We did not
mention the writer, but its author. E. A. Kelley, of Berkeley, Cal.,
seems to be proud of his composition and writes : tagging on his
L. L. B. in much the same vein as bis first letter. Mr. Kelley seems
certain that we oppose his questionable methods because we have to
•pet the manufacturers" which is somewhat opposed to the ideas that
certain manufacturers hold. Mr. Kelley is wrong. We object because his abusive and filthy language, addressed to editors and manufacturers, hurts not alone his chances but the chances of all outside
writers. Certain editors and more manufacturers are only too glad to
get material that will uphold them in their contention that fre« lances
should be wholly ignored, and Mr. Kelley's peculiar style of correspondence ishurting the business and not merely himself, Mr, Kelley
may think that the way to get on with editors is to "indite the uncivilized. Ill-born. Ill-bred, not-thinking hog with every profane name
this side of kingdom come." but general experience has proven to the
contrary.

The Play Sure Is the Thing.
One of the most beautiful pictorial productions ever made 1b not
cleaning up at two dollar prices because it has no story. It Is
wonderfully pretty to look at, but there is no other interest because
there Is no plot on which interest may hang. Take the histories of all
big pictures and you will find that the success is in direct ratio to
the story. The most profitable and the most lasting of these was
"The Birth of a Nation." and this because. In spite of its partisan
preachment, it did have a story as well. Take the same author's later
effort and an impossible story detracts from the interest. The same
director's second attempt is a more wonderful production but less
story and therefore a lesser Interest. It Is the same with the other
big reels. It is the same with the half reel comedy. The more story
there is the greater the interest and the more lasting the success.
And still producers of motion pictures will not read the handwriting
on the wall and spend five or ten thousand dollars for a story upon
which to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars. For that matter
several thousand feet were made for one production before the story
was finally decided upon.

Fiction and Photoplay Rights.
William

Lord

Wright

says

in his department :

Successful writers of fiction reserve their "photoplay rights"
now as a matter of course when a few short years ago such
action was uathought of. Why should not the writer of photoplays, ambitious sometime to write fiction, reserve his Action
rights to photoplays?
One reason is that conditions are dissimilar.
When Bob Davis buys
a story for Mr, Munsey. he may permit the author to retain his photoplay rights, if the author
insists, because
the reservation
does not
bother him.
He can print the story in the magazine and that is all
there is to It. With the photoplay producer conditions are different.
He buys and makes the play.
Then he perhaps gives the fiction rights
to one of the 37,975 photoplay story magazines, or, in any event, he
prepares
a synopsis
tor the trade, which
is printed in the Moving
Picture
World,
and perhaps
a sketch of the story appears
In the
criticisms of the play in a dozen or more sheets.
All of this la to
advertise the film.
All of this is necessary and yet all of this very

The THIRD

Edition of

Technique of the Photoplay
IS NOW
READY
This is virtually a new book under the old title.
More than double the text and with an arrangement
especially adapting it for the student. The most
complete book ever written on the subject of scenario
or photoplay construction.
By Mail, Postpaid
Three Dollars
Address
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Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON
Important Notice.

[T IS an established rule of this department that no apparatus or
other goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the
excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to Its editor.

Manufacturers'

Notice.

Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication it is impossible
to reply through the department in less than two to three weeks. In
order to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps (less
than actual cost), will receive carbon copy of the department reply by
mail without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot
be replied to in the department one dollar.
Both the first and second set of questions are now reafly and printed
in neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-sis in number.
Either booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps,
to the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps.
E^very live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions.
You may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot
of study.

Manhattan Operators Notice.
At midnight, December 21st, there will be a meeting ot all moving
picture machine operators of Manhattan at Parkway Palace. 110th
Street, Manhattan.
This meeting is held by Local 306 and admission thereto can only be
gained by those holding a New York license card. All licensed operators, either union or non-union, are cordially invited to attend. Nonunion operators will not incur any obligation by attending, though it
is hoped we may be able to convince you of the advisability of joining
with your fellows in organization in order to properly protect your
interests.
Local Union 306 asks you to attend, and this Department and its
editor advises you to do so. The editor will himself be there, and
will address you. There will also be other thoroughly competent
speakers.

Notice to Unions and Examining Boards.
During the past years a great many requests have come to the
editor asking him to set forth a list of questions for examination.
This has been an impractical thing to do, for reasons which have been
repeatedly explained.
I now. however, make this offer. During my tour of the country
next spring I will be glad to, wherever time permits, appear before
either official or union examining boards, and examine either a genuine
candidate or one of the examiners himself, in order to show what, in
my opinion, an examination ought to consist of, and the way In which
it should be given.
I cannot promise to do this In all cities, because in some cases where
the distances to be traveled are long I might not have the time, but
where time and physical and mental strength will permit, I will be
very glad to accommodate in this respect.

Roll of Honor on Question No. 159.
The Roll of Honor on Question 150 consists of W. B. Allen, Edmonton. Canada ; M. M. Moon. Sherman. Texas ; F. X. Irvio, Lufkin, Texas ;
H. C. Grose, Gary, Ind.
After careful consideration of the answers of the four men who had
knowledge and nerve enough to tackle this particular question, and
whom I have placed on the Roll ot Honor, not because I considered
their answers as being- correct, but because they were the only four
men out of probably 30.000 operators who had sufficient nerve to even
made a stab at it. I am going to answer the question myself. As
a matter of fact there have been very much fewer answers received
to this particular question than to any one of the other one hundred
and fifty-eight questions of the series, which I believe shows that
operators, as a whole, are not at all sure of their grounds on this
particular point.
s
Both Friends Allen and Crose based the relative percentage of the
voltage drop through the tube and the voltage delivered at the arc.
which, of course, would make a rectifier which was delivering high
secondary voltage very much more efficient than one delivering low
secondary voltage, because the drop across the tube is practically constant at 15.
Now I may myself be in error, but I don't regard this as the right
way to figure rectifier efficiency.
If I am wrong correct me.

Reply to Question No. 159.

By F. H. Richardson, New York City.
The Question :
Has the mercury arc rectifier or the motor generator set the higher
efficiency ?

The Answer :
My view of the matter is that the only proper way of reading either
the motor generator or rectifier electrical efficiency is to take a wattage
reading of both the input and output at the same instant of time. The
difference will be the loss in the machine, and the output (the smaller)
divided by the input will be the real, actual over-all efficiency of the
machine. Now unfortunately I have not at hand bona fide readings of
the mercury arc rectifier's efficiency, though I have plenty of them
taken from motor generator sets under varying conditions, some of
which would, I think, astonish you. I shall not therefore undertake to
draw comparison as between the electrical efficiency of the motor
generator set and the mercury arc rectifier, except to say that, taking
all motor generator sets, meaning by this good and bad, I don't think
there is a particle of doubt but the electrical efficiency of the rectifier
is the higher of the two. On the other hand, it is a question whether
the electrical efficiency of the mercury arc rectifier (1 am speaking
only of rectifiers used for projection work) is higher than the electrical efficiency of the best jnakes of motor generator sets. Personally,
I believe it is, though not very much, but my believe in the matter,
although It has pretty good basis, does not constitute proof.
There are, however, other things to consider besides the electrical
efficiency. The exhibitor wants the "over-all" efficiency, meaning not
only the electrical loss in the machine itself, hut also the cost of
up-keep. The mercury arc rectifier, if it be suitably located, will deteriorate but very slightly through use, except in one of its parts, viz. :
the tube. Fifty ampere tubes cost $35.00 here in New York at the
present time. They are considerably higher. I am told, in points distant from the factory. Now if the machine be intelligently handled,
and not subjected to violent shocks the tube may last for a long, long
time — even so much as two to three thousand hours, and one would
expect it to last at least not less than five hundred hours. Tube renewal will be the main item of upkeep expense with the mercury arc
rectifier; in fact it constitutes practically the only upkeep expenses.
What the actual life of the windings of the machine may be I don't
know, but see no reason why, provided the machine be located In a
place free from moisture, it should not last anywhere from 25.000 to
75,000 hours of active use. always assuming that there is no overload.
The item of upkeep on motof generator sets include (aO renewal of
brushes and brush tension springs ; (b) occasional turning up of the
commutator and under-cutting of the mica; (c) oil; (d) new bearings,
and, finally a new armature shaft, though the life of the armature
shaft, if properly lubricated, ought to cover a period of at least
20,000 hours of use. In addition to this there is. of course, the possibility of injury to an armature through carelessness, or the ruining of
a commutator, and. taking it as a whole, most certainly these various
items will fully cover, if not exceed, the cost of tubes for the rectifier.
I believe, therefore, it is but a fair statement to say that the over-all
efficiency of the projection mercury arc rectifier Is probably somewhat,
though not largely higher than that of a first-class motor generator set.
and is very much higher than that of a poorly constructed motor
generator set.
I would be very glad to have wattmeter readings taken by operator^
of their mercury arc rectifier, but it will be necessary to have two
simultaneous readings, one of the Input and one of the output. A
reading of the input taken even as little as fifteen seconds later or
earlier than a reading of the output would have no value.

Initiation Fees.
The operator over whom the fight was made by the Voyons theater,
lyjwell, Mass., sends in a communication in which he says :
I do not belong to the Knights of Labor or the I. A. T. S. E.
I am just a plain, non-union operator trying to make a real
operator of himself.
The union won't give a man
a chance.
They want $100 to join, and how many operators can dig up
$100 every time they want it? It I could I would not work for
a living, but make the $100 do it for me.
Now look at it for a
moment from a hard-working man's point of view.
My dear sir, under some conditions the fact that you are a non-union
operator would he nothing against you, because there are many nonunion operators in the smaller towns who are non-union simply because
circumstances make it impossible for them to join.
With you, however.
It is different.
You say the union wants $100 to join.
This, I believe,
applies to Boston; I doubt If It applies to Lowell, though It might.
But,
even so, I have no quarrel with an initiation fee even that high.
When
the Initiation was low it was found that while the men joined readily ,
they dropped out with equal ease.
But when
a "hard-working man"
pays $100 into an organization, he is going to think several times, and
think good and hard too, before he gives up his membership.
You say
a hard-working man cannot dig up $100. Well, in the first place, I have
no manner of doubt but the union will be willing to make an arrangement with any applicant who is otherwise desirable to pay the Initiation
fee in reasonable installments.
In the second place, while this does not
necessarily apply to you,

still If some of the aforesaid

"hard-working
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Can't Be Did.
men" would not wear out so much leather polishing a brass rail in front
of the mahogany counter, the top of which is usually wet, or in the
exhilarating pastime of chicken hunting, they might be able, upon occasion, to dig up even as much as SIOO. In other words, if they patronized the savings bank instead of this other very pleasant, but very expensive things, the ?100 fee would soon cease to hold Buch frightful
terrors. In the third place, did you ever stop to consider this fact, for
fact it is : Operators' salaries are low as the matter now is, but supposing we disband every organization of working men in the country,
or, to put it another way. suppose there never had been an organization
of working men, do you realize the fact tbat under those conditions,
low as operators' pay now is, it would he very much lower? Under
those conditions tbe carpenter would receive what he used to get, viz. :
$1.25 to ?2.2o for a ten or twelve-hour day ; the brick-layer, painter and
plumber ditto, and so on down the line. The operator in the large
cities might get a maximum of $15.00, or even reach thg sublime height
of $1S.00, with a minimum of God knows wbat, and in the small towns
they would probably be doing as the theatrical manager used to do,
viz: let the stage hand set the scenery for the privilege of seeing the
show.
As a matter of fact, my dear sir, inadequate as operators' salaries
now are, you, as a non-union operator, are receiving in salary every
day you work the sum of probably at least §1.00 more than you would
receive if there were no such thing, or never had been any such thing
as organized labor, therefore, every day you work the union in effect
pays you, a non-union man. the difference between the wage and what
you would receive had tbere never been any such thing as organized
labor. Do you get the Idea? There is no earthly use in disputing the
proposition, and away down in the bottom of your soul, my boy, you
know it is an absolutely incontrovertible statement of fact. I therefore,
advise you to not only make the "best operator you can of yourself,"
but to join with your fellows in an organization to promote your and
their mutual interest, even as I strongly a'dvise, and always have advised the theater manager and the exchange man to join together in
organization to promote their mutual interests. This is the age of
organization and the individual standing alone has about the same
chance the fly has in a room liberally supplied with nice, sticky fly-paper.

Metal Screen.
John Koltzan, Brooklyn, N. Y., says :
At last I see the brothers are coming to a realization of the
harm done to film by bad all-metal reels. I mention the allmetal reels, because these are the ones which cause all the
trouble. (I cannot agree with you there, brother, though poorly
constructed metal reels cause a lot of it. Ed.) Some have a core
out of true, while others have the core loose. Then. too. very
often the reel itself is bent out of shape, causing it to catch on
the upper magazine door. In fact, I have had all kinds of
trouble with the all-metal reels, and very little with the wooden
hub article. Six months ago I made a complaint about this
particular thing, and at that time was laughed at by several
operators, who themselves have now told me they are experiencing similar difficulties. If exchanges would only see to it
that no metal reel leaves the exchaifge except it be in perfect
condition they would be doing a great deal toward prolonging
the life of their films. As to the wooden hubs. they, too, have
their faults, because sometimes we find them with large nails
or big screws driven into them, and these catch on the springs
on the upper magazine door, which of course makes trouble.
And now another thing. Now that most every house has two
machines, the operator dissolves one picture into the next without a stop. It seems to me it would be a good idea for the producer to make all multiple release films with the end of part
one having the same scene as the beginning of part two, only
the end piece should be about 5 or 6 feet long, while the beginning of the next part should be 12 to 20 feet, ab they see fit.
The brother then goes on to describe the method of connecting the two
dowsers so as to dissolve one picture into the next, but both this and
the matter of multiple release reels have already been dealt with in the
department, with which evidently Brother Koltzan does not keep in as
close touch as he ought to.
With regard to the reels, this, too, has been dealt with, but deserves
further attention. Friend Koltzan is absolutely correct when he calls
attention to the enormous amount of damage done to film by reason ofreels in bad condition, but the "bad condition" is by no means confined
to the all-metal reel, though they perhaps are, taken as a whole, in
considerable worse shape than the wooden hub variety. When films
icave exchanges on reels which are in bad condition they, the exchanges,
are simply invitinri disaster and damage to their o\cn property. As I
have before pointed out a reel of film is worth considerable money,
whereas reels are' a pretty cheap commodity. "Why then should an exchange seek to save a few cents by using imperfect reels, when these
imperfect reels are more than likely to do damage to the film far in
excess of the cost of the reel? I don't know just what a reel does cost,
but assuming it to be 25 cents each, I can vouch for the fact that it is
no uncommon thing for a 2o-C€nt reel to do at least $1.00 worth of damage to a film in a single run. and as a matter of fact there is no manner of question but a reel with a poor hub, or reel which is bent out of
shape is more than Ukely to do more damage to the fihtt than the cost
of a new reel would amount to. We have, in this glorious land of the
free, a great many exchange members. We also, in this wonderful land
where the patriot grows, have a very great number of exchange mismanagers, and it is the mis-managers who send out reels in poor condition. Real managers would not think of doing such a thing. Being
men who possess judgment and good sense, they know it does not pay ;
that (t is not good management. It would, of course, be impossible to
say what percentage of the total damage to film might be traced to imperfect reels, but one is safe in saying that the percentage would be
found to be quite high.

From the far west comes the following interesting letter, which I am
using in the department In addition to sending reply by mail, name and
address being, of course, suppressed :
In reading the department I noticed a letter from B. H.
Mullins with regard to wanting to join the union. His case and
mme are almost precisely alike. I have operated for more than
four years, have a good job in a small town, and. being a married man, do not feel I could leave a good paying position to
work for six months in some city in which there is a union in
order to comply with I. A. laws, and thus be able to join. I
am getting good results, using a Powers Six B, pulling 33 amperes through a Fort Wayne converter. However, after studying the different books you have recommended. I more and
more realize what a big game projection really is. The latest
addition to my library is your Handbook, toward which I feel
the same as does every operator who has one. It Just simply
can't be beat. I certainly would like to become a member of
the I. A., and it will be for me a proud moment when I can
flash the union slide on the screen. Would you please call the
attention of the secretary of the I. A. to my case, as I feel I
am competent to pass any reasonable examination necessary to
obtain membership. Certainly I am if experience and study
count for anything.
I am making this a personal letter, as I wish to ask your
private opinion on the following:
(a) W'hat do you consider
the best metallic surface screen on the market,
meaning
by
this the one that will produce the brightest picture?
(b) Which,
in your opinion, has the .best intermittent movement, the Powers
latest model,
or the Simplex?
Enclosed
you will find post
office money order to pay for private reply to these questions.
I have taken the liberty of printing this because I am in receipt of
a great many letters very similar to it. As I understand the matter,
every toicn in the United States now lies within the jurisdiction of »ome
I. A. local.
I am referring your letter to the International
Secretary
of the I. A., with request that he inform you as to what jurisdiction
you are in. There is. of course, a hesitation on the part of some locals
about taking in small town operators.
This is to some extent due to
the fact that es.perience has shown that the average small town operator
(I am now speaking of tbe average only; there are, of course, exceptions) wants to join for one thing, and one thing only, viz: to get a
posiiton in a larger city or '"go on the road."
This the average small
town man strenuously denies, but the fact remains that four times out
of five when a local takes in a small town man it very quickly finds
him seeking a job either in the city where his membership was granted,
or in some other, and this, of course, tends to complicate the situation,
as the labor market in these cities is almost invariably already overstocked. Itis a big question, gentlemen, and one not so easy of solution. Theoretically the I. A. wants every operator in the country, small
town or otherwise, organized ; practically, however, there is a hesitation
on the part of many locals in applying this theory.
Personally I believe, however, that, regardless of the foregoing, every
competent small town operator ought to be taken into the organization
if he wants to come, and those who do not want to come ought to be
gotten in It possible. There are two horns to the dilemma, and it seems
to me the refusal to accept into membership competent smalt town men
Is the horn that is most likely to gore deepest and cause the most serious trouble.

Interesting Probletn from Italy.
Arpdd Kirner, Aritzo, Italy, Province Cagliari, writes as follows :
You may wonder to receive a question from a European
friend of your magazine, but through the Moving Picture
World your knowledge weekly crosses the ocean, and I highly
appreciate and admire it. And now for the question : Is It
possible that the condenser itself, or the distance of the arc
to it does affect the sharpness of the picture on the screen?
I use a short focus double plano-convex set (diameter 4
inches; B. P. about 2 inches; B. F. about 3 inches). It may
not be a first class make (glass is greenish) but the lenses
are well ground. The objectives I use are of f :35 and f :29,
very high class, 6. 3 and 2 inches E. F., but any one of them
gives the following result: If the arc is at the right optical
point (about 3 to 3V. inches from back condenser) I get a fine
white spot close around to the aperture, and a powerful, bright
and very uniform light on the screen, but the picture on the
last is absolutely impossible to get sharp ; also at the very best
position at the objective the picture seems literally and completely out of focus. Then when I bring the arc tar backward from the condenser, in a position which is surely optically
the very wrong position (6 or 7 inches from the back condenser) I suddenly get a marvelous sharpness of picture,
but the white spot around the aperture is more than thrice the
greatest necessary diameter, and the loss of light is absolutely
enormous, consequently the projection is uniformly, but very,
very slightly illuminated. This experiment was made not
once but a great number of times. All possible reciprocate
positions of the optical elements and of the lamp house, and
of the arc were tried. Now. I made up my mind to know from
you what is wrong. The objectives are not at fault, as they
are the very best on the market, large size Zeiss Tessars
f:3:5. and finest make Petzwals t :3.5 and t :2.9 — the result
Is always the same. This distance of the lamp house to aperture is not at fault, as it is the optically and practically best.
The condensers are close together, one-sixth of an inch apart.
I tried no other condenser.
The things I do not understand are chiefly: What is wrong?
.\nd if the wrong is the condenser, how is It possible that It
can render completely
and constantly
out of focus the pro-
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jectlon ; also when the objective is best focussed? After my
mind the condenser could affect only the Intensity, uniformity
or color of light; it could not alter the sharpness of the objective
rays.
,
If the condenser causes the trouble please name make, system, size and shortest possible focus of complete set (I prefer short focus in order to get more light) which will give
perfect sharpness. Do you know some condenser set on market
which is free from spherical or chromatic aberration, similar
to the combination recently calculated by Brother Martin?
How far does the triple (with 'meniscus) condenser reach this
condition?
I tried a negative (divergent) between condenser and aperture, but I got only a strong decrease of light. Maybe the lens
I added was not right.
This particular letter presents a most interesting problem. I Immediately submitted Brother Kirner's letter to the Scientific Department of the Bausch & Lomb Optical Company, and to the Crown Optical
Company, both of Rochester, N. T. I received no reply whatsoever
from the Bausch & Lomb people, who were presumably stumped with
this particular proposition, but from S. E. May, secretary of the Crown
Optical Company, comes the following letter :
Dear Mr. Richardson : We were very much interested in the
problem submitted to us by you and the copy of the letter
sent from Italy. The fact of the matter is that we have
ourselves observed an exactly similar phenomenon and have
on several occasions been obliged to revise formulas to overcome this trouble. We found that the difficulty seemed to be
chiefly concerned with the relation between the focal lengths
of the front and back elements of the projection lens. It appears to us that your man is endeavoring to use a lens which
was not designed for projection purposes, and has therefore
been unfortunate enough to make an improper lens selection.
We should be very much interested to get a comparison of
a comparatively cheap lens, such as our Marlux, with the
expensive lenses mentioned in his letter. In order to get this
comparison, we will be willing to send him one of our Marlux
lenses 6 inch focus with the understanding that if this lens
does not solve his difficulties in every way, we will be perfectly willing to take the lens back and stand transportation
charges on it both ways. In the event that he finds it satisfactory, he has only to remit us the price of the lens.
To us the main thing involved Is not the cost of the lens but
a report which we would expect to receive from him as to
whether this lens actually solved his difficulties or not.
Will you please advise us as to whether
you think this
action would be advisable, and if so where to send the lens?
The information contained in the foregoing is of more than ordinary
Interest.
I have advised Mr. Kirner to accept the Crown Optical Company's very liberal offer.
No, there Is no condenser connected for spherical aberration, and It
is not yet determined that such a condenser would be desirable. The
meniscus bi-convex has some slight effect in reducing aberration.
Just why the focus sharpens when you pull down the arc seven or eight
Inches from the condenser I do not know.
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believe. In fact, I know not one operator In fifty, taking the
country
over, can answer anywhere
nearly all the questions,
especially when It comes to the different kinds of motor generator sets, retifying outfits, etc. An operator may have a rectifier, yet never get an opportunity to see any of the other similar
devices, but if he has the questions and answers In book form,
in addition to the Illustrations In the Handbook, he would find
things he would never locate or think of looking for.
I also
think the Handbook should be put into question
and answer
form, because most operators make their principal use of It In
times of trouble, and then they almost
pull the leaves out
turning them so fast in hunting up the subject they want.
Of course a Handbook in question and answer form would be all very
well in Its way. but I believe, after all, the present form Is best. The
index is reasonably complete, and if the operator who purchases the
book does not study it and become familiar enough with it to locate
what he wants when he wants
it, that is his own fault.
As to the
questions and answers, why, well I am still thinking about It. It is
not a question easily decided, because the mere printing of the book,
taking.
with things at their present cost, is considerable of a financial under-

Interesting.
I publish herewith a series of eight drawings by Brother Martin, Log
Angeles. Cal., showing eight possible designs of condensers. This Is
published more as an Interesting curiosity than anything else, because
I do not believe the last five combinations shown are practical, though
they are, of course, all theoretically possible. Take Xos. G, T and S, foi*
instance: the negative lens shown (the one with the thin edges and
thick center) most certainly would break almost immediately or else
its center would bulge and warp.
I do not see how it could possibly be

Aperture Lens.
John Griffiths, Ansonia, Conn., says:
Commenting on Friend Martin's latest "Development of the
Aperture Lens," October 2Sth issue, he says : "In this connection the aperture lens produces precisely the same results as
the well-known expedient of Increasing the distance between
the condensers and the aperture." Martin was referring to the
action of the aperture lens on the size of the shutter position.
The aperture lens has only a very slight action on the size of
the shutter position (presumably meaning the diameter of the
light ray at that point. Ed.), but has great influence on the
position in which it is located. On the other hand, increasing
the distance between the condensers and aperture has a great
influence on the size of the shutter position, and but slight influence on its location, I see our "Uncle Dudley" has come to
the conclusion that the aperture lens carried in the same mount
with the objective lens is what we are going to come to finally.
What we may be coming to is an aperture lens built in conjunction with the objective lens, and not merely carried in the
same amount, because the picture projected on the screen
would only be a re-productlon ol the imperfect virtual image
projected by the aperture lens.
Well, confound you. that is what I meant, if I didn't say it. Certainly the -Tperture lens carried in the same mount would have to be
made an integral part of the objective lens. That is Just plain, ordinary horse sense. The reason I don't believe the fixed position aperture
will work is, as I have already said, because any given objective may
work at any one of a great many different distances from the aperture,
and that being the fact I cannot see how it will be possible to use an
aperture lens in fixed position at the aperture. Mind you, I don't say
it can't be done, but I nevertheless,
cannot see how it can.

Wants Them

Published.

G. T. Taubler, St. Louis. Mo., says :
Received the question booklets and believe every operator
should have them, in addition to the Handbook. Yes, I think
you ought to publish the questions and answers in book form ;
also it should be done before the new year. Then you should
publish a book of questions and answers every year.
I do not

EmUT/ON ofwr cmD£N5E&
Skiv/m ffie aretdual e^ffre/opmenf ^V nsrmaf qrowfh of it^eois /rem
one ^faae fo f/fg oMer. 0fe /iro^ress fendn^ fsr<fi?irM the aa/ntn^ 0/
<T /ana disfenfTce from a>nciensers t?W the airrection of chrSmaf/c anej
sphenoaf aberration . ' ^omer^here m//f/n the series shouki be touj^
or inferpohfed orre or more fypes >vA/cb m// best answer the priK/iC^f
reamremenis of the MFCo/yertser — <X>i^?r9fu,£^.
otherwise, and in Xo. .S the loss through reflection at the eight surfaces
of glass would, it seems to me. be very high ; also unless the glass was
very pure, indeed, the absorption of light would also be considerable.
Following this I intended to publish a drawing showing Martin's Idea of
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an improved condenser, thougb it is an idea with which the
unable to agree. However, I think the publication of these
win at least serve a good purpose in arousing the Interest of
as to the possibility of the condenser end of the projection
optical system problem.

PICTURE

editor is
drawings
operators
machine

'Yes, Brother Drenckpohl, it would.
The sample you sent is a particularly atrocious example of vile work.
The emulsion is not scraped
at all. neither are the sprocket holes matched.
There is not much use
in criticizing this particular instance, because evidently it was done by
some irresponsible kid who did not know
the very first thing about
splicing film.
In addition to the faults mentioned
there is cement
smeared over the film for at least one-half inch each way from the
patch.

Maybe So, but

.

Charlie Bare, Mt. Carmel,
III., says :
Have just been considering the question
raised as to using
the neutral wire of the three-wire A.C. circuit as one wire of
a D.C. circuit.
My answer is that it cannot be done, and here
are my reasons.
I suppose Brother Hughart's A.C. circuit is
60 cycle.
If so there would be sixty times a second that the
neutral
wire would
he carrying
positive current
and sixty
times a second
it would
be carrj'ing negative
current, A.C.
whereas from the D.C. it would carry either positive or negative all the time, and you can readily see there would be trouble
when the neutral wire is compelled to carry both positive and
negative current at the same time.
I cannot see where a man
can get the idea that a single wire can carry two opposing directions of current at the same time.
I am operating a Simplex. Am always glad when the time comes for the "World"
to arrive.
For your information, Brother Bare, let me say that telegraph wires
carry messages
in both directions
at the same time ; also for your
further infoi .ation let me say that so far as the A. C. current be concerned the neutral would
have absolutely no electrical afBnity under
heaven
for anything except the opposite pole of the alternating current generator, and the wire attached
thereto.
Assuming
that the
neutral would
be negative
to the direct current
generator
positive,
then it would have no affinity under heaven
for anything except the
postive pole of the direct current generator, or if the positive pole of
the direct current
generator
be attached
to the neutral, then vice
versa.
I personally
am unable
to see why
the scheme
would
not
work all right though,
as I said, I don't think it would
be a desirable connection. Let us hear from some
of you electrical sharks
on the proposition.
The question
raised will be found
under
the
heading, "Steel Pole Line." page 544, October 2Sth issue.

Another Explanation.
M.

E. Garner,

Willets. ,Cal., writes:

I am sending you solution of "Interesting Problem," August
12th issue.
Have had the same trouble myself.
Am
running

■
'
\

a Power's Six A and am convinced a great many fires are
caused by that same trouble. Attached find piece of film which
will show how it is done.
You will observe that some sprockets
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have jumped over the patch until the sprocket holes are badly
torn and some of them entirely torn out. Now if the damage
becomes great enough to reach from the patch to the Intermittent sprocket the sprocket will tear both sides when the patch
strikes the tension shoes, thus allowing the film to stop in
front of the light, very likely causing a fire.
I don't know what small town operators would do without the
Moving Picture World, the projection department and the
Handbooks. I most heartily wish to yourself and the World
all possible success.

Something Turned Up.
Walter Drenckpohl, Centralia, 111., writes :
This is the first time I have taken the liberty of attempting
to say anything with regard to projection, but something turned
up the other day which I think supplies the chance to butt in.
What I wish to say is: Why an operator who breaks a film does
not take sufficient interest in his work
to patch it together
properly and in frame.
I received a feature last Monday from
the Mutual which had a patch about every 40 feet, and every
one of them was out of frame.
This evidently was all done by
the same operator, as they all looked alike.
The emulsion was
only half scraped off, and the film stuck together wherever it
happened to hit. If this was done by a rewind boy I believe it
would
have been the operator's
duty to check up his work.
There is nothing more annoying to an audience than to have
the picture jump out of frame
every two or three minutes.
Enclosed find a piece of film I saved from this picture.
It is
not a very good patch, as you will see.
Don't you think the
words "Splice it Right" would be just as suitable for a placard
on
operating
of athelarge
city? room as "Safety First" is on the busy streets
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I have gone to the trouble to make a cut of the broken sprocket
holes simply to show how careless some operators are. Just why the
sprocket jumped this particular patch I really don't know, because,
although the sprocket holes are not exactly matched, still they are
not oft so badly that they ouglit to cause the sprocket to climb or
punch up the film as badly as this. However, the fact remains that
they did climb and did punch the film, and this particular piece of
damaged film should have been amputated long before the damage
reached the proportion here shown. To get in that condition I should
say that the film had been run through the machine at least half a
dozen times, and each time there must have been a serious jump of
the picture on the screen.

A. C. and D. C.
William
Samhammer. .Coplay. Pa., says:
Is there any difEerence in the strength of A. C. and D. C,
voltage and amperage being the same?
I have a new Handbook and would not sell it for a hundred dollars if I were not
sure of getting another.
I also have
Hawkins"
Electrical
Guide, and like it very much.
Have
asked
for a place as
apprentice-operator, but cannot secure it until the other man
quits.
Have operated in a small town theater for about a year,
but am willing to serve two more years if I can get enough to
support myself on.
Am now 20 years of age, so In two years
would be able to get a license as operator.
Now here is a young man with the right spirit.
First, he is willing
to study ; second, although he has already
operated
for a year he is
willing to serve a two year apprenticeship,
and thus perfect himself
in bis chosen profession.
My compliments to you. Brother Samhammer.
I wish we had more men with an equally large opinion of the importance of perfecting themselves in their chosen calling.
As to A. C. or D. C. being the "stronger," I don't think I quite get
your meaning. If you mean to ask which one will project the brighter
picture, why if you will turn to page 290 of the Handbook you will
find the answer to your question given in detail. The light giving
power of the crater of tbe electric arc depends upon the area of the
crater, and due to the reasons set forth on page 200. tbe D. C. crater
is always much larger than that of a D. C. crater of equal amperage,
therefore the effective projection light power of the direct current arc
is much greater than the effective light giving power of the alternating
current arc of equal amperage. You can, however, get the same candle
power of projection light from tbe alternating current arc by increasing its amperage, but the amperage will have to be just about
double that of the D. C. arc. If this is not the information you are
seeking, please communicate with me again. It is always a pleasure
to help a young man who shows the spirit you do.

Cooke-Telar Lenses.
H.

G. Grose,

Gary,

Ind., says;

You will find attached a page from the catalog of a Chicago
firm. 1 would call your attention to the Gooke-Telar lens
which is designed to supply a given focal length with about
one-half of the bellows extension required by other lenses,
which would mean, for the same focal length, one-half of the
back focus when applied to the projector. These might prove
valuable in motion picture projection, provided they do not
sacrifice otber qualities to too great an extent. I believe your
light on that radiant, vibratory energy which excites the senses
of vision is proving most valuable to operators, and will have
much to do with getting better optical equipment on tbe machines. I spent a week previous to the Chicago Exhibitors'
Convention getting my operating room ready for inspection,
and then went in to Chicago to invite you out, but was disappointed. If you are ever near Gary in the future, we would
be glad to have you stop off and let you know what a nogood bunch of operators we are. We would like to bave you
in the summer some time, if possible, as the boys have a camp
here on Deep River, under the management of Brother Bayliss
Cosner. (I beat you to it, old top. It has already been published in the department. — Ed.) I am sure the fish would
be glad to have the privilege of nibbling at your bait. But
seriously we would like to have you whenever. you can come.
Well. Brother Crose. I had expetced to raise a cloud of dust getting
back to Little Old New York when I left Wisconsin, but Cleveland Is
demanding that I stop there, and if you wish It, I will stop in Gary
also.
I won't arrive there, however, much before the last of May.
As to the lenses. I have sent the following letter to the Chicago
firm. If it develops into anything I will spread the result forth on the
pages of the department.
Sweet, Wallach & Company, Chicago, III.
Gentlemen : Mr. H. G. Crose. Gary. Ind., has sent me a page of
your catalog showing the Cooke-Telar lens. Will you kindly advise
wbether or not these lenaes are adapted to the projection of pictures,
and what the effective diameters or openings of the lenses of various
focal length are, this latter being of extreme Importance? Please give
these diameters
In Inches, in order that there may be no error.
I
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would also like to know whether or not these lenses are available In
all the different focal lengths at this time, and it they are suitable for
the projection of pictures. I would suggest, gentlemen, that you send
me some samples for testing. They will, of course, be handled very
carefully a'nd returned to you in good order.
Very F.truly
yours,
H. Richardson,

He Let the Parade Go By.
C.

E.

Linstruth,

Carthage,

N.

Y.,

writes :

Well. Brother Richardson, I started "hammer and tongs"
after question 159, and the more I "hammered" the less I found
I knew about the respective efficiencies of the rectifier and the
motor generator set. The claims of each manufacturer disputes the claims of the other. (Wonderful I— Ed.) I wrote
the G. E. Company direct, but — nothing doing. Now, inasmuch
as I have never had the pleasure of using either of these perfectly good machines, I have decided to sit on the fence and
let the parade go by. I shall watch with much interest the
replies to. questions 159, IGO and 101.
The editor is wondering if it would not be well for him to build a
bomb-proof cellar before publi.=;hing the replies to those particular
questions.

Picture Not Clear.
Earl

Sinks, Golconda.
ture World, and says :

111., sends

in subscription

to the

Moving

Pic-

I have a Power's Six A, with automatic loop setter, etc.
Am using 110 volts A. C. through Fort Wayne compensarc. The
throw is 75 feet. I use cored carbons and one G'4 and one
7i*;-inch condenser. My trouble is that the picture is not
clear. It shows the moving of the carbons. When the carbon
is far apart it casts a dark shadow across the picture; when
close I have a dark spot in the center.
What is the trouble?
In the first place. Brother Sink^, see to it that your lamp in the
Six has the same angle that the Five lamp has. Next I think you
have a spot in too sharp focus at the aperture. I would suggest that
you line up your lens system as per Tables, A. B. C and D, November
4 issue. Here is the way to do it. First : measure the diameter of
your objective lens and the exact distance from the aperture to the
back surface of the objective lens when the picture is in sharp focus
on the screen. Next run your eye along the lower line of figures in
Table A until you find one corresponding to. or very nearly corresponding to. the diameter of your objective; then, having found that,
let your eye pass up the perpendicular column of figures above the
figure representing the diameter of your objective until you find the
figure corresponding, or very nearly corresponding to the back focus
at which your lens is working. If you do not find any such figure,
then your lens is of too small diameter to be used at the back focus
you are using it. If you do. however, find a figure corresjKindiug. or
very nearly corresponding to your baek focus, then let your eye travel
to the left horizontally until you reach the extreme left-hand column,
and the figure contained therein will be the distance you should have •
between the apex of the front lens and the film, the apex being the
highest point on the rounded, or concave surface of the lens. That
Is point No. 1. Next look in Table B. under the head "Amps. A. C."
and find the amperage you are using. Then under "Using Planoconvex" you will find the distance the crater should be from the center of the condenser. Then looking at Table C. locatR the curve line
most near to the intersection of the horizontal line representing 4%
and the perpendicular line over "21" and see what its number is.
Then look in Table D for the corresponding number and you will
get your condenser combination. For instance : Suppose you have an
objective lens 1^,^ inch in 'diameter, that you are using 60 amperes
A. C. and that the back focus is 3 inches. First at the bottom of
the tenth column to the right (not counting the first one) in Table
A you will find the figures 1V&. the diameter of your objective. Following up perpendicularly in the column above we find 3 in the second
space from the top. Following this line out to the left we find that
we must have 21 inches between the apex of the front condensing lens
and the film. We thus establish our first point as 21. Now look
at Table B. Opposite 60 amperes A. C. With plano-convex lenses we
find we can bring our arc to within 4 inches of the center of the
condenser mount without excessive condenser breakage, using Improved condenser mount, of course. Looking at Table C, in the column
of figures at the left, we find "4." and following straight out to the
right on the horizontal line opposite that figure until we come to the
line immediately over the figures "21." In the horizontal row of
figures at the bottom we find curve line 3 to be the nearest to the
intersection of those two lines, and looking in Table D we find that
curve 3 calls for a GMs-GM: condenser combination. Try that out and
let me know how It works. I think you will find it will overcome your
difficulty.
If it does not we will see what else can be done.
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}orm the effective aperture of the lens. From the above figures we see there is really only 1/16 of an inch difference in the
effective aperture of these two lenses, whereas If we measure
the diameter of the lens barrel itself we would have a difference of approximately
H inch.
If we measure the diameter of the opening on the outside
of the Gundlach lens, it will be found to be about 1 23/32
inch, which, by the table, would call for a distanace of 18
inches between condensers and film aperture, but If we take the
effective aperture, or inside diameter of the clamp ring, we have
1 15/32 inch, which by the table calls for a distance of about
22 inches, instead of 18. From this we see that the tables
would lose a large part of their value unless we take the
actual effective diameter of the lens. With the Bausch & Lomb
lens, the lenses are clamped in from the outside at one end,
and the measurement may be taken at this point. The principal thing Is, however, to use smallest diameter at any point in
the lens as the effective diameter, or diameter of the lens.
One of these lenses projecting a picture at about 70 feet worked
at a back focus of about 2% inches, and the other for the
same distance at a back focus of 3 inches, with only 1/16 of
an inch difference in diameter. The lens with the longer back
focus projected a picture from 40 to 50 per cent, better than
the one nnth the shorter
back focits.
This seems to show us that it is not so much the amount of
light which passes through the lens which projects a sharp,
bright picture as it is the quality or design. I don't wish
to be understood as meaning to say. however, that it is not desirable to pass all the light possible through the lens, but we
can pass all the light we can generate, and it wilt not Improve
the picture unless we have a condenser that will focus this
light to sharp, distinct points. From my experiments and
observations of projection, I believe that any appreciable improvement in projection will, In the end, come from better designed projection lenses. This sounds simple but. believe me,
the chap who accomplishes that end will have a dome which at
least partly fills his hat.
I would recommend to the careful consideration of the Bausch &
Lomb, the Gundlach. and the Crown Optical Companies that portion of
this article in italics. Also I would recommend to operators that
they pay careful attention to what Brother Solar says about the
effective lens diameter when attempting to use the tables. As to
Brother Solar's remarks about the amount of light passing through
not improving the picture unless the definition is sharp, why that is
not true. Friend Solar, I think, is confusing two very different problems. We can get a much more brilliant picture by passing additional
light through, even though the definition be poor, but the mere passing of additional light won't have anything at all to do with the
sharpening of the picture. That is and can only be accomplished by
excellence of lens construction. I have long advocated the use of highclass lenses. I am firmly convinced that the cheap projection lens
has only one quality to recommend it. viz.: its cheapness. I would
like to see the Bausch & Lomb. the Gundlach and the Crown Optical
people put out a projection lens costing $50 or $60, and worth
that money. I say $50 or $60 because I believe from what I have
learned on this subject a really high-class astigmatic lens can be
marketed at that price, and we certainly need it. Not only does the
high class lens give much sharper definition, but It gives greater
brilliancy, because it makes the whites whiter and the blacks blacker :
also if a true astigmatic it produces a perfectly flat field.

Film

Lubricator.

There is now on the market an article known as the "Film Laundering Outfit" and "Triple Strength Film Lubricator," made in Louisville, Ky., the idea being to prevent the deposit of emulsion from first
run films on the tension shoes, -As to the efficiency of the lubricator
and laundering, I am not prepared to either commend or condemn it.
not having made a test. However, the sales of the lubricator are made
with a "money back" guarantee. It is sprayed on the side of the
film while the film Is wound on the reel, therefore Its application is
very simple. Its manufacturer shows some excellent letters of recommendation from operators, but there is a nyidr difference between
"letters of recommendation" and actual bona fide tests made by and for
this department.

rWhen
You're in Trouble
RICIHA^RDSOIM'S
MOTION
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Proper Lens Diameter.
~John

Solar. Watertown.
N. Y.. says :
In using Friend Griffiths' tables (presumably November 4
issue. — Ed.) It is highly Important to use the proper diameter,
or effective aperture, of the lens. An examination of the 4-In.
E.P. Bausch & Lomb, and a Gundlach of the same focal
length, discloses the fact that the diameter of the glass in the
Bausch & Lomb lens is l^A inch and in the Gundlach is 1%
Inch. But the inside diameter of the clamp ring of the Bausch
& Lomb is 1 13/32 Inch, and the diameter of the Gundlach is
1 15/32 inch. These rings act as diaphragms, or stops, which
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Motion Pictures in Maritime Provinces
Remarkable Development of the Industry in Few
Years— Many New Houses Now
Building or Projected
judge by present indications, the three MariIF OXEtimecan
Provinces, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince
Edward Island, believe firmly in the future of the motion
picture industry. By the time, say nine months from now,
that all theaters now in course of construction, and those for
which plans have already been made, are ready for business
the total investment in moving picture theaters in the three
provinces will represent approximately $1,170,000. It is only
within the past year or so that this section of the dominion
has taken hold of the moving picture industry in any sort of
a whole-hearted way, but the hesitancy that marked its development in the early stages has more than been offset by
its rapid progress during the last few months.
Splendid new picture theaters are being constructed on an
elaborate scale in communities where heretofore it w^as never
thought that a permanent amusement of any kind could be
properly supported. Outlying districts are being invaded by
exhibitors, one, two, and very frequently three nights a
week
with very
results. alone
Maritime
exhibitors'
investments
of thegratifying
last six months
represent
more
money than put into any other venture, with the possible exception of the war.
With the country laboring under a heavy burden, with the
three provinces stripped of 39,000 of their able bodied men,
general prosperity, with w-hich the motion picture industry
has kept apace, has warranted a proposed expenditure since
last September of $470,000 or nearly half a million dollars.
Estimates based on figures furnished by men who are familiar with conditions, set the valuation of $500,000 on all investments previous to September, 1916. It is obvious, then,
that motion picture development in the Maritime Provinces
since last fall, has been almost doubled.
Were a great conflict not raging, in which the Dominion
was taking a very important part, and affairs running along
in their natural course, this rapid advancement, after a long
period of inactivity, could not pass unnoticed, but with the
country deprived of one-twentieth of its wage earners, and
with the demands upon its purse, and what is infinitely m.ore
precious, its flesh and blood, the march of the photoplay can
be called little short of phenomenal. The vision of the men
who have nursed the motion picture industry from its infancy to its present state of robustness coincides with that
of Sir Thomas Esmond, a member of the British House of
Commons from North Wexford, Ireland, who while making
an address in St. John, said, "All Canada needs is people —
population to make it the greatest country in the world. At
the £lose of the war, the sons of Ireland, and other British
colonies, will turn their eyes towards Canada, and then we
shall see it progress as it never has before."
The pictures, the theaters, the service, and even the methods of advertising are improving, and Canada, though perhaps slow in awakening to this has jumped in with a hearty
good will to show that the esprit de corps is not lacking in
one man of the great industry.
Judging by the last census the population of the provinces
is between 900.000 and 1,000.000 people. Thirty-nine thousand
of these have taken up arms. The remainder, scattered over
large areas, with thousands living in small villages that the
moving picture has not yet invaded, represents the patronage
upon which the hundred or so exhibitors have to depend.
Estimates show that 100,000 of these people seldom see a
photoplay once in six months. This leaves, after deducting
the 39,000 now in the service of the Empire, about 861.000
upon whom the Maritime exhibitors must depend to keep
their theaters running. The whole shows a per capita investment of about $1.40. Considering the amount of rural
territory over which the investment is distributed, and the
many interlying sparsely settled communities, it is believed
that a very favorable comparison can be made with sections
of the United States, except, of course, the densely populated urban districts.
There is little difficulty in substantiating this claim of
the Maritime Provinces. Previous to September 1st the
estimated value of the then ninety odd houses was $500,000.
No one can reasonably dispute that as a fair valuation, plac-

ing, as it does, the average value at $5,000.
to account for the remainder.
New Picture Theaters.

It is very easy

Kelty,
of the People's
theater,
N.J. S.,
will, proprietor
it is understood,
have ready
for Yarmouth,
occupancy
by early spring a house that is to cost $50,000. The firm of
Seymour and Gibson, from which Mr. Seymour recently withdrew his interests, early in the fall completed the erection at
Woodstock, N. B., of the New Bijou, costing about $15,000.
F. G. Spencer, proprietor of a chain of 14 theaters in the
provinces, already lias plans under way for a new $100,000
houseImperial.
on King's
Square.
St. John,
opposite
B. F.
Keith's
new
Early
in October,
Charles
F. Givan
completed
the construction in Sussex, X. B., of the Lyric, a snug little
house, representing an investment of $15,000. One of the
most important openings of the year will be the new Casino
of R. J. McAdam at Halifax, N. S. The house, costing $100,000, will be open and doing business before Christmas.
P. J. Leger recently completed his new opera house at
Bathurst, N. D. The exact cost of the building is not known,
but judging from its seating capacity and exterior and interior finish, it could not possibly have been built for less
than $10,000. A house of similar design and size was but
recently opened at Newcastle. N. B., by W. Richards. The
cost is said to be around $10,000. J. J. Daley, formerly in
partnership with Mr. Givan at Sussex is rebuilding the old
opera house, and is investing $15,000 in the structure. Solomon Sofife, who is making his debut into the moving picture
business at Pictou, N. S.. will have his new theater costing
$25,000
ready for N.
business
New community
Year's.
New Glasgow,
S., as abysingle
is leading the
provinces in the way of moving picture theater construction.
N. W. Mason is soon to have ready his $80,000 house, and
Warren Smith is rivalling his achievement with one costing
$100,000. Early in the spring ground is to be struck in Kentville. N. S., for two theaters; one is to be the property of
Clark and Hiltz. and the other of F. H. Seltzer. Each, according to estimates, will cost about $25,000.
These figures, totaling as they do $1,170,000. do not mean
that old theaters are being deserted for the new ones.
Neither do these figures represent extensive improvements
that have been made throughout the provinces, especially in
St. John, McAdam, Fredericton and other large centers.
HOLAH

MANAGER

OF

INTERNATIONAL
NATI OFFICE.

CINCIN-

The newly opened branch office of the International Film
Service in Cincinnati will have for its manager C. E. Holah,
one of the best known men in the trade. Mr. Holali entered
the movin.g picture industry seven years ago being first engaged by the General Film Company at Cleveland, and later
at Columbus, Ohio. After a year of successful work there,
he was transferred to New York where he had charge of the
paper departments at both branches of the General Film
Company. His work in the metropolis earned for him promotion to the Chicago office, where he managed what was at
the time the largest paper department in the country. In
February. 1915. he went with Pathe as manager of their
Cincinnati office, meeting with such signal success that at the
end
the year Vitagraph made a bid for his services in the
same ofcity.
WILLIAM

FOX

SHIFTS

RELEASES.

A change in releases has been made in the list recently announced by the Fox Film Corporation. Instead of "The
Island of Desire." in which George Walsh stars. "The Love
Thief" will be released on Decem.ber 18. _
The extraordinary attention which is being given to "The
Island of Desire." because of the nature of its story, necessitated the change.
DORIS

KENYON

RETURNS

FROM

VACATION.

Doris Kenyon. who plays the leading part in "The Ocean
Waif." released by the International, has just returned from
Tupper Lake, in the Adirondacks. where she visited her
brother. Dr. Raymond T. Kenyon. who represents Essex
County in the New York State Legislature.
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Plots and Portraits
Analysis of the Star System from an Entirely
New Angle, by a Theater-Goer
Who Sees Much
W

KITING from a resort near Los Angeles, J. J. InmanKane aptly classifies one type of motion picture in a
lew words. Mr. Kane, to disarm criticism, is studying
the writing of motion picture plays. But he is not one of
the over-hastj' who damn the business in general because he
does not sell his scripts. He knows that he must study
before he can collect the profits of those studies. One of his
methods of study is to see practically every picture thrown on
the public screens at Los Angeles and it is with no half
knowledge that he writes:
Tbe trouble with the cinema Is too much star and too little
plot. And now we have the "Miss Blankety Blank Film Company." What do they give us? A five to eight reel motion
portrait ot Miss Blank.

.\nd that is just about what many of them are — motion
portraits. Sometimes they start out with a plot, but it doesn't
last. Miss Blank is getting a very fancy salary. They must
get their money back by using her all they can. They most
assuredly do. We get Miss Blank on the front line and in
close-ups, in silhouette, profile, full face, bust, three-quarters
and full length. Now and then we get a glimpse of the story
that someone started to tell, but it is seldom that there is
enough of the story to gain interest, and what little has been
left in is so distorted and pulled about to give Miss Blank
extra prominence that it does not interest even mildly.
Of course it is one of the fundamentals of story construction that all of the action must be held to the leading character, but this does not mean that the central figure shall
camp upon the front line or pull the camera with her when
she goes up stage.
This is an angle of the star evil that has not been emphasized very greatly, and yet it is a very real evil. A company
pays so much money for a star, that they overwork her in
their efforts to get their money's worth, and the star is
perfectly willing to be overworked if it gives her the undue
prominence that she considers her right. This is one reason
that few stars last more than three to five seasons. They
tire the public. Sit right down and write out a list of the
stars of five years ago. Barring Miss Pickford, how many
of them are stars today? They may be featured in plays, but
how many rank with the ten players who draw the most
money to the box office on the strength of their names?
People are no longer interested, because they have seen too
much of them.
And yet, mind you, many of these fallen stars still demand,
and receive, large salaries; not the four figure checks that the
present-day stars get, but more than they are \Vorth to the
exhibitor in the box office report and more than they are
worth to the manufacturer in the demand they create for
his product.
.^nd the stars of old lasted longer than will some of the
stars of today, because they had better material. They were
seen in plays, in the old days. Now they are seen in a series
of poses. When you are tired of seeing them, you stop going,
knowing that there will be little in the play to interest you.
This is one reason that there are so many women stars as
against a few men. They last longer on the screen on mere
IcToks. The men need more plot as a background for their
portraits, for even to the hero-worshipper a man looks silly
merely posing for five thousand feet. He must be given something to do. and that makes for more plot.
It is sufficient that a woman looks "cute" or impressive.
Plays can be built that will feature her dimpled elbow or her
fetching ways and she can get away with it. Rules of construction, dramatic values, plot values and even common
sense are swept aside to make the star's holiday. She looks
cute in boy's clothes. Nine plays out of ten show her so
dressed, whether this fits the plot or not. She can dance.
She dances in all plays, and if the author leaves the dance
out the star and the director put the dance in.
It is getting to the point where the writer of photoplays
is becoming extinct. He has been nudged out by the faker
and the made-to-order writer, the man who takes the measure
of the star and writes a play to those dimensions. One of the
soundest actors on the dramatic stage has been crying for
more than a year for a chance to show what he can do in
a certain line. Being a man of sound sense, he wants some-

1961

By Epes Winthrop Sargent
real. And
his editor
He doesn't
know thing
where
to look,
for onecannot
thing, get
and it ifforit him.
was brought
him
he would not know it if he saw it, for he is merely a handme-down from the fringe of journalism with no sense oi
story values.
In spite of all the talk of the past year, nothing has been
done to genuinely encourage authors. Much has been done
to disgust them — most of all by those men who are by their
professions strongest for the uplift. Portrait painters and
effect designers are wanted, not authors. And largely it is
the star system that is to blame.

TtiK

iiroiliictions of tiie Film Conipaiiv
oi Ireland
referred tu in recent letters are to be released through
Davison's
of which is at present
in New
York. Agency, the* principal
* *
Ernest Reed, the general manager of the Fox Company
in this country, has left London on a business visit to the
States.
* * *
One of
in London
passed by
that none

the partners of the Cine Exchange of Paris while
informs me that an important resolution has been
the artistes of the Theatre Francaise to the end
will appear in future
* * in* screen productions.

John McKenzie, a former camera man of Kinemacolor,
has been engaged by J. D. Walker to take a series of travel
and industrial pictures in Great Britain.

* *

*

Much is being heard in London of the Spanish film version
of "Christopher Columbus." from the Barcelona station of
Film Cinematographies. Mr. Drossuer is the producer and
was assisted in the task by William Bourgeois and Wague,
The length is ten reels and the first public presentation is

* * in * a few weeks' time.
expected to take place in Paris
Roscoe Spurgeon has now settled down to the organization
of his new exchange. The film he will handle will be known
as Windmill Exclusives and his address will be Great Windmill House, Great Windmill Street, London W. The first
release of which Mr. Spurgeon has world's rights for disposal
is a naval picture entitled "For the Honor of Australia." This
will be followed by the Frohman productions recently acquired in America beginning with "The Conquest of Ca* * *

The Exhibitors' Association is now being reconstructed by
a professional organizer of such matters into the National
Union
naan." of Exhibitors. Quite a number of exhibitors, members of the original association, do not approve of the change
and intend to form immediately'a contemporary society. A
limited liability company may be registered at Somerset
House within the near future
* * for* this purpose.
The London County Council at its last meeting carried a
recommendation that a new condition of the issue of kinema
licenses shall be that no person under the age of eighteen
years shall be employed as operator and that a competent
operator shall be present in the box the whole of the time
the projector is being operated.
* * *
Ireland has entered the censorship arena with a determined onslaught. Two municipal offenders have been appointed by Dublin Corporation as censors of moving picture i^lms to be exhibited in the city.

* *

*

Percy Nash, producer with the Neptune Film Co.. yet
more recently associated with the Tiber Film Co.. of Rome,
has entered into partnership with Chevaliar Bocchi for the
production of feature photoplays in England and Italy. Mr.
Nash is now at work upon a oicturized version of Louis N.
Parker's historical plav "Disraeli," which
had a successful
season in London last winter.

* * *

The

Trans-.^tlantic Film Co. is releasing on the open

market plan the Universal serial "Liberty" on January 1st.
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Spokes from the Hub
By Marion
Howard.
SEVERAL screen players, here in the spoken play, were
bidden to the December meeting of The Film Club on
Sunday evening at Hotel Lenox. Among these were
Donald Bryan, Raymond Hitchcock, Henry Bergman, Lew
Fields, Arnold Daly, Royal Byron and Frank Bacon. It
was an unusually jolly hour for members and bidden guests,
among whom were David E. Dow of the New England Film
Distributors, who gave a short talk on his early experiences
with the crude camera. Mrs. William H. Foster of the Ford
Hall movement gave a short talk on the attitude of the club
women on censorship, against which they set their seal at
the great Biennial in New York, where every state in the
Union was represented. She urged good robust pictures for
children, even with Indians in plenty, and spoke optimistically on the industry's outlook. Mr. Bacon, here in "The
Cinderella Man," but better known to thousands of "farfs"
for his work w'ith the Metros in "Rosemary" and "The
Silent Voice," received a cordial welcome. He spoke briefly,
and closed with a humorous story. Delbert M. Staley, head
of the College of the Spoken Word, and who is training
many for the screen, gave "April Showers." a gem of a monologue. Donald Brian told of an experience while rehearsing
in "A Voice in the Fog," and later he gave songs with dance
steps, much to the edification of all. Beatrice Roberts, who
won the prize at the recent ball here, was one of the guests,
also the handsome wife of David E. Dow, introduced as
"A Daughter of France." Many new members joined.
The club attended the private view of "Charity" the other
day as guests of the Mutual Film Corporation here, and
whose headquarters are near the Fenway Theater, where it
was shown to a large company of the Hub's literary lights,
clergymen and playgoers generally. Rev. Herbert S. Johnson, introduced as a "live wire" in the pulpit, addressed the
company before the play, * which
* ♦ met with favor here.
Among visitors at the recent ball and wholly unnoticed by
the management was Mrs. L. Case Russell, the clever writer
and author of "The Black Butterfly." featuring Mme.
Petrova, and which has been unduly credited to others.
Mr. North, Mrs. Clifton, and now Mme. Petrova, have all
been credited in print with the authorship, but it is Mrs.
Russell who "did the deed" from start to finish. She is at
work on "To the Death" and "The Soul of Magdalene." Mrs.
Russell is the wife of one of the new Sunbeam pictures promoters here in the Hub, and she writes me that "The House
of Shadows," the play for the Sunbeams, is coming along
well, with Vaughan Glaser *in * the* leading part.
We had a delicious little comedy here last week put out
by the Christie Film Company called "His Baby," and that
baby was the real star of the short reel, for rarely have we
seen one so natural and w-ell behaved. Neal Burns and
Betty Compson make a dandy pair. Another gem of a
p!ay_ was Pathe's "Shadows and Sunshine," featuring baby
Marie Osborne, of whom we expect much after "Little Mary
Sunshine." It was put on by Mrs. Ayer, who is doing
capacity business at the Exeter and who gives her patrons
very high class pictures.
* * «

"War Brides" rightly had a run here at the Globe and
drew well for reasons all know. So much has been written
in favor of the play, the directorship and the great lesson of
it all, that words are superfluous from me. I went three
times to see it for the detail and when I saw commuters
and others going out before the final picture I was sorry to
have them miss that wonderful tableaux with the body of
the "woman who dared" held high aloft for the cringing
men representing War lords. It was wonderfully effective
of it
and so like Herbert Brenon* to• think
*
Did you know that the Hub maintains a Children's
Museum? Well, it does, and admission is free. It is delightfully located on the shore of Jamaica Pond and on
Saturday afternoons the children are entertained with a talk
on subjects worth while, illustrated with five-reel pictures.
Charles C. Greeley last week told them all about coffee,
taking them into Mexico and Brazil, showing the process and
how it is sent all over the world. Cards of admission are
required for these and the kiddies look forward to the coming Saturday.
While they are educational they arc so full
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of life and scenery, new to the eyes, as to make them
invaluable. Brookline, called the richest city of its size
in the land, is minus a motion picture house, so devotees
are driven into town by the thousands. The Friendly Society, however, meets the difficulty in showing pictures in
Union Hall in the Village and for the small sum of 10 cents.
This attracts the children largely, who go in for a nickel.
The plays are admirably selected. Last Saturday they put
on "The Habit of Happiness," one of the cleverest Triangles
put out for Douglas Fairbanks — a play of optimism. "Her
Majesty the King" was also on the program, a dear little
kid play, of interest to adults.

* *

♦

"Good gracious, if that isn't our old friend 'Freneau,' in
'Gloria's Romance,' " exclaimed a woman in my ear at a
theater putting on "Less Than the Dust," which I saw for the
first time last night. Sure enough, the hero was none other
than David Powell and he made a dandy hero at that. The
woman did not know his name, as it was not listed in the
Kleine play, but it shows how indelibly the faces get fixed
in memory. The play itself is sure to warrant a "repeat"
anywhere. Little Mary has repeated her visit here, to our
rock-bound coast, and has finished the newest picture featuring bonnie Scotland.
* * *
H. B. Warner in "The Vagabond Prince" made good here
and it was a treat to note the outdoor scenes with the California hills around Inceville where they were taken. Warner
is a great local favorite and then, too, the name of Thomas
H. Ince is so reassuring of something well done. We liked
particularly the titles and their setting.

* *

*

"The Wager" was some play, starting off with a bet and
ending with a surprise twist so dear to the average fan.
Emily Stevens did her stunts well, especially with the victim of the bet and it was quite out of the ordinary all
through. "Bought and Paid For" proved a most creditable
Brady-made picture, featuring his versatile daughter, Alice,
and Montague Love, who is strong with the women fans
here. "The Madness of Helen," another World film picture, was especially strong and gave Miss Clayton an opportunity to play double. Carlyle Blackwell was all that the
dear things in front expected. Quite the gem of the week
and from the Paramounts was "The Soul of Kura San," with
the Jap players and the new leading woman for the Laskys.
Myrtle Stedman who was, as a youth next me said "Some
beaut." While the play has not the tempo of "The Cheat"
or "The Honorable Friend," it stands out as an achievement
quite in keeping with the work of Sessue Hayakawa.

* *

*

"Charity" is sure to draw when given the public here by
the Mutuals. Linda Griffith has a message here rightly
directed. Creighton Hale has done nothing better and is
consistent all through. W. S. Hart in "The Return of Draw
Egan" gave us another "wild and woolly" play, well done
of course. "The Gates of Eden" for the Metro offering was
good in spots and Viola Dana would put anything over. I
liked the Shaker end of it as it was so correctly done, for
well do I recall as a girl the Shirley Shakers here, and their
peculiar methods. "The Man Who Stood Still" was another
fine play and Lew Fields did himself credit in his conscientious interpretation.

* *

♦

Well. I was surprised enough to find Earle Foxe, that
dependable villain so long with the Laskys, playing a comedy role in a Metro reel featuring Ralph Hertz, the erstwhile husband of Lulu Glaser. He did not seem to fit somehow and we hope to see him cast in one of the more serious
* * *
, plays later.
Someone sends me from the other side a picture of Ellen
Terry in a scene from her first screen play, "Her Greatest
Performance," to be put out in January by The Ideal Film
Co., Ltd., of London. Strikes me she has made a success
of it despite her years and the incidental marks of father
time. Thus we will see the art of Terry perpetuated as in
the case of Bernhardt and many other noted players.

* *

*

Why not pay more attention, directors, to the American
flag in picturing cities? We had a fine look at St. Louis hut
twice the flag was noticed in tatters on pretentious public
buildings. It was inexcusable and showed great lack of
observation on the part of someone, to say nothing of the
absence of a spirit of local pride on the part of the thousands
who daily pass under the flags. Unfortunately there is no
law against this form of desecration but there should be a
law of respect for a flag that stands for so much in these days
of strife.
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Fichtenberg Discusses Trade Development n.e Thatcher
New Orleans Motion Picture Man Looks for
Many Changes in Next Six Years — Suggestions for Distributing Organization
FICHTENBERG, pioneer New Orleans exhibitor, and no small factor in the manufacturing end
of the picture business, has just returned from an extended visit in New York, where he made an exhaustive
study of the conditions which are now affecting the film
industry. Mr. Fichtenberg, by reason of his residence at a
long distance from New York, is especially and, it might be
said, rather fortunately situated for the observation of the
signs of the times and for the deduction of logical conclusions therefrom. Constant contact with aflfairs in New
York, which is admittedly the business, or rather the exploiting center of the film business, is apt to give the most
astute person a perverted, or, at least a biased view of the
situation as it relates to affairs of general influence upon the
trade. Therefore, the opinions of Mr. Fichtenberg are
worthy of more than casual consideration. He has a lot of
his money in New York, but he has his motion picture eye
on the entire field in the United States.
Six Years to Make Film Business Conservative.
The situation at the present moment is not as the New
Orleans exhibitor would like to have it. The chaotic condition of the business is annoying and not without its element
of danger, but Mr. Fichtenberg possesses the valuable faculty
of taking the broad view of the situation and this faculty
gives him an abiding faith in the future of the business and
its ultimate establishment upon a firm and absolutely systematic basis. He declares that it will take six more years
of hard and, to a great measure, experimental work, to get
the great industry upon a firm and established foundation so
that it can take its place and re,ceive its merited recognition
in the conservative business world. As the basis of this
belief he points to the tortuous road which the automobile and kindred modern businesses had to travel before they
found themselves and began to make money with any degree
of certainty.
He notes that few of the men who were first identified with
the automobile business are with it today and he predicts
that few of the names that are now a power in the motion
picture field will long survive not that these men are failitig
to do the best they can according to the light as they see it,
but because it appears to be a rule of modern business that
men and their m.ethods disappear simultaneously from the
field as the process of development continues.
Continuing this line of reasoning, Mr. Fichtenberg predicts
that few of the producing companies that aTe now dominating
the motion picture world will be in the field six years from
now. The time is made specific because business history
shows that it requires fifteen years for any great industry to
become stabilized. The film industry is now practically nine
years old in this country. It has had a romantic and a spectacular existence. No other big business has run riot so rapidly.
HERMAN

Separate Distributing Agencies.
"Do you know." exclaimed Mr. Fichtenberg, suddenly leaning forward in his chair, "that there has been just as much
money lost as there has been made in the film business?
Don't lose sight of that fact."
From this fact he makes the deduction that radical changes
are necessary for the salvation of the business. Foremost
among these changes, he believes, will be the passing of the
territorial film exchanges from the control of the various
manufacturers. Under the present system it is utterly impossible to prevent the enormous waste of money that is going on all of the time. This money has been spent with
such apparent abandonm.ent as to create the impression that
any and every branch of the film business must be a veritable
gold mine, notwithstanding that such a belief is lamentably
far from the truth. It is due in a very large measure to the
practice of the executives shutting themselves up in offices in
New York and failing or refusing to get into that intirnate
touch with all sections of the country which has characterized
the most successful of other national business institutions.
This objectionable feature will be overcome by the establishment of thoroughly organized and largely capitalized distributing agencies which will take the products of the reputable manufacturers and distribute them under economical
methods, thus eliminating wasteage and much of the expen-

sive lost motion tliat is now eating the profits in the business.
It is a good business proposition to have all of the heads of
departments on these distributing agencies the owners of
stock in the concern, thus making them willing to exert their
best efforts at all times for the advancement of the concern.
This stock would be issued subject to recall or cancellation
upon severance of employment with the agency.
Trusted Men as Stockholders.
Mr. Fichtenberg believes the United States will eventually
be divided into districts under this plan and that the men in
charge will be in intimate touch with all of the conditions in
the district and will be able to serve the exhibitors in an almost perfect manner. He further predicts that the first distributing agency that will allow its trusted men to become
stockholders in the parent concern as soon as they become
territorial owners, will become the largest single factor in
the motion picture business. By territorial owners he means
the men who would buy certain territory as it might be assigned in the apportionment of the United States and control
the distribution of films in that territory. For instance if a
company were to be formed in New York with large capital
for the distribution of films and its territory would be allotted to the various subdivisions, then each owner of a subdivision should be allowed to own a substantial block of the
stock of the company. In that way the strongest kind of an
organization could be built up and one that would withstand
the storms that are now threatening the best of the companies that are operating under the old haphazard and ruinous methods.
Co-operation with Artists.
Mr. Fichtenberg is a firm believer in the co-operative plan
in the business. He has just closed a contract with one of
the most noted film stars on the screen for five years and
during that time there is to be a stated division of the profits.
By this method he believes that the ruinous practice of film
stars bidding against their employers and periodically changing their affiliations in accordance with the attractiveness of
their latest financial inducement, will be eliminated. He
thinks the industry will thus be allowed to find itself in a
large measure and that the otlier problems will eventually
work themselves to satisfactory solution.
And, notwithstanding the very unsatisfactory conditions
that prevail in the industry today, he has an abiding faith in
the business and declares that the future outlook for the
wonderful industry is growing brighter all of the time.
NEW THEATER IN CHILLICOTHE. O.
Plans are being made for the erection of a new theater in
the central business district of Chillicothe, O., by Messrs.
.Albert Douglas and August P. Herman, owners of the Queen
and Star theaters of that community, which have been under
the management of C. A. Smith, and have been the Paramount exhibitors in that community for a number of years.
The new theater, when completed, will have a seating capacity equal to the Queen and Star theaters, and will be built
along the most modern lines, running from the main street
to the block :n the rear, and having exits on all sides, with
a modern ventilating system, and of the latest theater equipments.
OSCAR APFEL GOES TO THE YORKE-METRO.
Oscar Apfel, who until recently was directing William
Farnum at the Fox studios, has migrated to the studios of
the Yorke-Metro at Hollywood. California. He will direct
Harold Lockwood and May Allison, alternating productions
witli Jay Hunt. This method has been found both economical and productive of better productions by several companies.
ELLA
HALL
FEATURED
IN "POLLY-OOLY."
Director Jack Conway has under production at Universal
City a five-reel photoplay, "Polly-Ooly," featuring Ella Hall
with George Webb, James McCandless, Bob Worthington
and Gretchen Lederer in her support. The story was written
by Edgar
and staff.
prepared for the screen by E. J. Clawson
of the Jepson
Universal
STRONG CAST FOR "VICAR OF WAKEFIELD."
Supporting Frederick Warde in the Thanhouser edition of
"The Vicar of Wakefield" will be Carey Hastings, Kathryn
.Adams, Gladys Leslie, Boyd Marshall. William Parke. Jr.,
.Arthur Bauer, Grace De Carlton, Thomas A. Curran, Robert
\^aughn. Morgan Jones and Barbara Howard and Tula Belle.
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Conducted by REV. W. H. JACKSON

Interesting Educationals
Including Four Scenics, a Mining Subject, an Indian
Wow and a Christmas Subject.

Pow-

"Such Is Alaska."
THIS subject, which is being released by the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company, undertakes with considerable success to convey a correct idea of what
Alaska is like. Intermingled with scenes of Alaskan landscape are a number of animated drawings, some of which
undertake to trace a similarity between the seals and the
Eskimos. Large herds of reindeer are also shown with explanations regarding the raising of the reindeer. Tom cod
fishing and the preparation of the white whale meat, which
is used for food by the Eskimos are also interesting.

and MARGARET

I. MACDONALD

"Hiyu Skookum
Pow-Wow La Push."
One of the Educational Film Corporation of America's recent offerings, which shows us how the Indians of the village of La Push, on the northwest corner of the United
States, forty miles south of Tatoosh Island, celebrate the
Fourth of July. In the present instance the Quillitutes,
owners of the town, invited their neighbors, the Quinaults
and Taholas, for a six-day pow-wow. This pow-wow included the hoisting of the -American flag, the reading of the
Declaration of Independence and the rendering of "America" by a double quartet of natives. There was also a
wrestling match, and a smiling contest, a white girls' race, a
ball game and a horse race. The horse race proceeded on
the sea shore in co-operation with the moods of the tide;
postponements occurred at the rise of the tide, while the
racing went ahead with as much celerity as many arguments
and much talk would allow at the ebb.

"Universal Screen Magazine No. 4."
In the fourth issue of the Universal Screen Magazine five
interesting subjects are presented. The first is a short but
clearly explained illustration of a new automatic mail handling device by which mail and parcel post can be delivered
to and received from a moving train with little or no in<:onvenience. The second subject shows how the A. S. P.
C. A. cares for sicl< or injured horses. We see an injured
horse placed in the ambulance by means of motor power,
taken to the hospital, where to save it the pain of walking,
it is placed in an iron harness and lifted bodily to the operating table, where it is made secure before the injured part
is carefully dressed. The third subject is a lesson for the
housewife in mixing biscuits. .'Vnd, by-the-way, a cooking
lesson appears in each issue of the Universal Screen Magazine, arranged in conjunction with the National Housewife's
League. The fourth subject is the Venus Fly Trap, a plant
whose sensitive, thorn-edged leaves close like the two sides
of a shell the moment an insect touches them. The fifth

"Oddities in Film Form."
One of the newest of the Robert C. Bruce film offerings
for the Educational Films Corporation of America is a collection of odd happenings and individualities which he came
across in the course of his sojourn in the western states,
or out-of-the-ordinary occurrences, as they are termed in subtitle. The first of these has to do with the motorcycle "nut"
whose Big Idea is to get as near the summit of Mt. Hood,
Oregon (11,225 feet) as gas will carry him. At 8,000 feet
he was forced to change his mind on account of the softness
of the snow. ArKDther oddity is the White Clark Crow
found only in western Montana, and which has an unusual
appetite for peanuts, with its greatest competitor the rock
squirrel. A porch house built by a proprietor at a western
summer resort, a group of children, big and little, actually
bathing and sporting in a mud pool, and some fishing scenes
complete the film.

subject is a study in animated sculpture, entitled "Birds of
a Feather."
"Radium."
Reel Life No. 32 contains an instructive treatise on radium,
a metal which has proved itself invaluable in combating
diseases of the tissues. The metal, found in carnotite. is
crushed and then crystallized. We learn that radium at the
present time sells at $37,000 per gram, and that it takes 10
tons of carnotite to make $5,000 worth of radium. A well
illustrated subject.
"The Nile."

"Working for Santa Claus."
In No. 32 of "Reel Life" will be found a short subject
treating of the making of Christmas toys, and also an attractive display room, in which a little boy and girl are
represented as awaking on Christmas morning to this roomful of wonderful toys, including a train of cars on a miniature track, a wonderful French doll, a set of china from
which they proceed to take a light morning repast, and in
which the doll is included, and other things equally interesting to children.
M. I. MacD.

"Mutual Tours Around the World No. 6" contains as its
opening subject nicely photographed and well chosen scenes
along the river Nile, from Cairo to Luxor, including Assuit.
We are shown the pumps which force water to the irrigation
canals, various craft passing to and fro along the river, a
river boat run aground in the shallows because of a stranded
felucca, an ancient village on the banks of the Nile, the dam
of Esna, through the lock of which we pass, and interesting
samples of Egj'ptian architecture.
"Lake Luzerne."
Delightful views of this beautiful lake snuggled among
the mountains of Switzerland are found in "Mutual Tours
Around the World No. 6." In these views are included the
city of Luzerne, which is situated at the western end of the
lake, Tell's Chapel and the Statue of William Tell.
"Carcasonne."
Views of the various points of interest around Carcasonne,
an old feudal city of France, are also to be found in "Mutual
Tours Around the World, No. 6." The interior walls of this
city, we are told by subtitle, were built in the 6th century,
and the exterior walls in the 13th century. Among her
fortified towers as shown are the towers of Aude, Narbonne,
St. Narziare and Visigoth. The old cathedral of St. Naziare
and vajious chateaus, etc., are also shown.

Strong

"The People vs. John Doe"

Appeal
in Favor
of the Abolishment
of Capital
Punishment in Five-Reel Universal Production.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

feature
in this
will find
RI.^NS
HUMANITA
propaganda. It
for five-part
subject
a worthwhile
production
was written and produced by Lois Weber, and has
the dramatic qualifications that situations such as the story
presents must needs afford. The story, which is not based
entirely on any one murder trial, has evidently been inspired
by the recent Stielow case, and drives its truth home with
considerable force.
John Doe is an illiterate farmer who can neither read nor
write. At that point of his career when the family treasury
is about depleted a well-to-do and kindly man of his own
profession gives him work and a house in which to keep his
family. The murder, one stormy night, of his benefactor,
brings upon him the onus of the crime. A false confessjon
wrung by an unscrupulous detective from the half-witted
brother
of John
Doe.
the to
result
a "third
examination^
brings
himplus
almost
the of
electric
chair,degree"
when
evidence

gathered

through

the instrumentality

of a woman
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hwyer
who
has interested
herself in the case causes the
judge to commute his sentence.
While this is not a pleasant picture to view, still it is one
that inspires thought in the right direction, and is probably
the most powerful production on the subject that has yet
been made.

A

Film

of

"The Sheep
ofPresented
Chelan^'with
Value,

Industrial

Poetic Beauty.

methods of crushing and hauling stone, repairing a dirt road,
le-surfacing a worn-out road, ending with views of a compieted road which affords easy and rapid transportation. It
is planned to have this film, which runs about thirty-five
minutes, shown at meetings of farmers, road builders, automobile associations and other gatherings directly interested
in good roads.
UNICORN

Touches

of

Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
ONE
is never more strongly reminded of the artistic
possibilities in the making of the educational film than
in viewing a subject of ordinary industrial quality,
such as "The Sheep of Chelan," whose preparation has been
guidrd hv a noetic mind.
Except for references made to the
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CHANGES

DENVER

MANAGER.

Louis Goldstein, long associated successfully with the Unicorn Film Service Corporation's Denver branch, has resigned
to take a half interest in the Superior Features, Inc. The
position
vacant
by Mr. who
Goldstein's
resignation
assumed left
by R.
Ehrensoft,
brings to
his new has
post been
the
experience of several years in the motion picture industry.
In speaking of the resignation of Mr. Goldstein, Fred B.
Murphy, vice-president and general manager of the Unicorn
Film Service Corporation, said:
"It is with great regret that we part with Mr. Goldstein,
as his record in connection with the "Jimmie Dale Series"
and the Billy West comedy pictures was a most enviable one.
We wish him all success in his new venture. Mr. Ehrensoft,
who takes up Mr. Goldstein's duties, is a man in whom we
have every confidence. Mr. Ehrensoft's open record speaks
for itself and undoubtedly he will duplicate and even surpass Mr. Goldstein's achievements."
J. V. LYNN,

MAN. SALT
PARAMOUNT'S

LAKE

PUBLICITY

J. V. Lynn, a well-known figure in the motion picture industry in the western part of the country and who has grown
up with the business, has been appointed the publicity and
advertising manager of the Progressive Motion Picture Company,mount
of Seattle,
Pictures. Wash., distributors in that district of ParaScene from "The Sheep of Chelan" (Educational).
price of chops, and one or two points of practical interest,
we would forget that the herds of sheep roaming about the
beautiful forest reserve of Chelan had traveled across country for possibly a period of ten days before being crowded
on a three-deck barge, 2,500 at a time, and brought up Lake
Chelan, to the reserve where they are herded and fattened
for the market.
In looking at this film, which was made for the Educational Films Corporation of America by Robert C. Bruce,
it will be noticed that the scenes have been chosen with an
eye to obtaining the most picturesque views afforded in this
beautiful location of river and rock, mountain and lake and
forest. Most telling are such scenes as those in which groups
of sheep appear on the wooded hillside, partly in sunlight
and partly in shadow. We are reminded of how the herder
loves God's out-of-doors, and sings to himself and the hills
the day through, and of how the faithful dogs do the work
of watching the flocks while the herders keep on singing.

How to Gather and Hold Audiences
Booklet

Issued
by the National
Committee
on Films
Young People Contains Valuable Information.

for

t<T> ETTER FILM ENTERT.\IN.MENTS" is the title
1"^ of the useful little booklet that is being circulated by
-^"^ the National Committee on Films for Young People
(in affiliation with the National Board of Review) and which
contain a fund of information of e.Ntraordinary value to those
who are active in the promotion of better film entertainments. The facts and suggestions contained in this booklet
are based on experience gathered by this committee, and
are intended to serve individuals and organizations endeavoring to stimulate interest in selected film entertainments.
These suggestions appear under various headings, such as
"Where Do the Films Come From," "The Cost of Pictures,"
"Where and How to Start Entertainments" and "Special
Lists." The second half of the booklet is given up to the
discussion of "Children's Motion Picture Entertainments."
This booklet, which should be largely in demand, can be
had by application to the National (Committee on Films for
Young People, 70 Fifth avenue. New York City.
MODERN ROAD
BUILDING METHODS.
The Du Pont Company, of Wilminston. Del., have had
made at considerable expense a two-part film illustrating the
latest up-to-date methods of road building. It illustrates
the troubles that accrue from inadequate drainage, and
methods used in correcting them. It shows the dangers of
boulders and stumps in and near the road, easy and quick

Nearly four years ago, Mr. Lynn opened and operated the
Grand theater at Everett, Wash. He later took over the
Princess and Star theaters of Everett, and operated them in
conjunction with the Grand. His interest in Everett was
sold about a year ago, from which time he has been acting
as manager and publicity agent for the People's .Amusement
Company, Paramount's first run exhibitors in Portland, Ore,
OHIO CENSORS PASS WM. F. ALDRICH'S FILM.
\ man's first film is dearer to his heart than his whole
program is later on. W^ F. Aldrich has a first film that
has been shown to the Ohio Board of Censors and passed
by them without a single cut. It was neither feared or expected that they would cut, for the story is clean and wholesome, according to Mr. .'\ldrich — we have not had the privih"ge asisyet
seeing New
it. The
"Thetitle
Slave
Mart."
story
of of
modern
Yorktitle
andis the
comes
from The
an
incident in the story and is the name of a play within the
picture, the play being a part of a cabaret show. Margaret
Snow and James Cruze have the leading roles in it. It is to
he sold on the state rights plan.
DARWIN

KARR

BACK

IN

NEW

YORK.

Darwin Karr has been in Chicago with the Essanay Company for a year and a half and has just returned. He looked
to us even younger than when he went to Chicago; perhaps
it is in the quality of his smile, he being glad to get back to
the Screen Club, of which there is only one. There may be
Chicago Screen Clubs and clubs in other cities, but they all
must tack on the name of the district or some other qualification. Darwin is always welcome at his own home club,
the Screen Club. It is said that a new serial is the reason
for his return to the metropolis.
LAEMMLE BUYS INTEREST
IN PLAYHOUSE.
Pending negotiations which hung fire for several weeks
between Alfred Hamburger, prominent theater manager and
owner of Chicago, and Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, to operate the Playhouse jointly during its photoplay season were terminated
Friday, December 8. and papers signed by the interested
parties. The agreement takes effect immediately and will be
put in force during the forthcoming summer months or
socner if the theater becomes available.

At last! At last! Just the thincf, zvc have 'I'aited
the way, that's a
Twenty years,
to see.
twenty
Some bywait!
film business.
in this
long timeyears,
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Artistic Subtitles
Exemplification of Recent
Development
Seen in TriangleKay Bee Work By Irvin Willat.
THERE has been growing of late a new conception of the
perfect photoplay that admits the subtitle as an important factor. The old idea said that the technically perfect photoplay was one whose action was self-explanatory.
That is. the entire story was to be told in pictures, and there

Oii,urrovecllieirts mat ivetliisday
Dovamjjte va e.vliere mat ^r^atuliacle
noranos aaa i

Figures

in Introductory. — Subtitle
Gamble
in Souls."

from

of

Action of Miniature
Figures
from "A Gamble in Souls."

in

The decorative subtitle which Willat originated and continues to carry out so successfully in Triangle-Kay Bee releases, has been imitated far and wide. But Willat is by no
means through. He is not particular whether he is complimented by imitators or not. As fast as others get out copies,
he springs something new.
This explains one more innovation, exem.plified in the subtitles of the new Kay Bee production, "A Gamble in Souls."
Persons viewing the advance showing of tiiis Triangle feature were pleasantly startled to have the miniature figures in
the introductory subtitle come to life, and give just an inkling of the action to follow in a brief prologue — the sort of
prologue that has not been in general use since the time of
the strolling mummers in Elizabethan England.
In its way, this photographic subtitle will be one of the
most significant examples of art progress of the motion picture year.

Shipman With the Wiliiamsons
THE

Williamson Brothers and the Submarine Film Corporation have now completed their organization for
the making and marketing of Submarine I'hoto Dramas,
of which definite announcements will be made in the near
future. With no failures, and two most pronounced successes to their credit, the Williamson Brothers hold a unique
dustry.firmly established position in the motion picture inand

"A

' along.
was to be no resort to printed matter to carry the action
In due course of time, and after considerable experiment,
it became evident that there is frequently an economy in the
printed Hne that cannot probably exist in detailed physical
action. To quote Sir J. M. Barrie's new classic instance, how
in the world is one going to convey in pantomime that one
has "a brother who drinks port in Shropshire?"
No film producing organization has been more keenly alive
to this fact than Triangle-Kay Bee. Fortunately Irvin Willat, an artist of discernment and distinct capabilities had been
placed in charge of the photographic and art department.
Willat set to work to develop the subtitle to its ultimate
possibility. According to the Willat definition, this means
that the subtitle must fit absolutely into the play of which it
is a part, carrying the action forward and explaining events
that it may be impractical to picture, besides throwing sidelights of humor or wisdom upon the plot.
Willat bewail In one of the earliest of the Triangle-Kay

Continuation
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Old Time Amusement Manager Becomes Business Manager
of the Submarine Film Co.

-istea to tkis talc iLt Destiay lus njide.

Miniature

WORLD

Subtitle

Bee releases to utilize the decorative subtitle, supplementing
the printed line with symbols
of the ideas developed.
Probably no better instance of this may be cited than the
subtitle in "Civilization's Child." where the efforts of "a
ward politician to get an unprotected girl into his clutches
was symbolized by a realistic picture of a spider endeavoring to entice an unsuspecting little fly into the meshes ofhis web.

Their first picture — the first Submarine Motion Picture ever
made,
and
known
throughout
the
world
>-^
as The Williamson j
Submarine Expedition
Picture — h a s already
cleared over a quarter
of a million dollars.
Their second picture,
"20.000 Leagues Under
the Sea," made in
partnership with the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company,!
and the first photo
drama ever made under the sea, is destined to make two
separate fortunes for
its joint owners.
The money power
back of The Submarine
Film Corporation, is
provided by some of
the most prominent
business men of the

mmk^

south. T._ S. Southgate, president,
millionaire
brokeris ofa
Norfolk. A. F. Cathey.
vice - president, is a
Ernest Shipman.
power in the Coca
Cola industry.
C. R.
Capps, one of the directors, is vice-president of the Seaboard
Air Line Railway. Nathaniel Beaman. treasurer, is the president of the First National Bank of Norfolk. George and
Ernest Williamson are respectively secretary and general
manager.
Due to his long experience in the theatrical and motion
picture business, Ernest Shipman has been selected to act
in the responsible capacity of business manager. \ friendship started June, 1913, when the Williamson Brothers were
exhibiting the possibilities of submarine photography at the
First International Moving Picture .Convention at the Palace.
At that time Ernest Shipman realized the import of their inventions, and later, when in charge of the Feature Booking
Department of the Universal, demonstrated the accuracy of
his earlier judgment, by doing over $141,000 worth of business inside of ninety days, with their first submarine picture.
Shipman
has advertising
had nearly expert,
twentyandyears'
experience
as Ernest
theatrical
manager,
moving
picture
exploiter. He has been twice around the world with attractions, knows the amusement conditions in all foreign countries and has a host of friends and prominent business associates everywhere. He is emphatic in stating that the greatest
picture of "tomorrow" will be filmed on the bottom ofmotion
the ocean.
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Among the Picture Theaters
Regent Theater, Bradford, England
A Fine Excunple of a British Moving Picture House.
THE

Regent theater in North Parade, Bradford, England, is one of the most beautiful moving picture
theaters in the North of England. Its central location
makes it easily accessible from any part of the city. It is
owned by the Regent Picture House (Bradford), Ltd., and
was opened on September 30, 1914.
The front is built of terra cotta and is quite imposing.
The lobby is finished in white marble, and is separated from
the foyer by beautiful oak doors. The foyer, which is handsome in design, is paneled in oak and expensive Wilton
carpet is used as the floor covering. Wide staircases of
marble lead from the foyer to the balcony or Grand Circle
as it is called in England. The balcony is one of the finest
to be found in moving picture hoii- •'; North of Eng-

There is nothing in the building of an inflammable nature
that is not fully protected. The building itself is fireproof,
and the emergency exits are of such capacity and are so
conveniently situated that the whole of the house, even if
filled to its capacity, could be emptied in four minutes.
The musical accompaniment to the pictures is one of the
features of the Regent. The house is open from 2 until
10:30 p. m. daily, and the Winter Garden and cafes, which
the pubHc can visit without going to the theater, from 11
a. m. until 10 p. m. daily.

Picture Show 11,400 Feet Up
Workers of Mines
Company
Give Entertainment Twice
Week in Clubhouse — People Miles Away Walk
to See Pictures.

a

IN a little mining camp 11,400 feet up in one of the mountains of Colorado and six miles from the nearest railway station moving picture shows are given twice a
week. The entertainment is given on the second floor of
the Tomboy Clubhouse, at Smuggler, Colo., which was built
at a cost of several thousand dollars by the Tomboy Gold
Mines Company for the workers of that company, which has
offices in Smuggler. Tiie building, which is three stories
in height, is of wood construction with a cover of sheet iron
laid over the outside of it. It is painted in black and trimmed in white. The maintanance of the clubhouse and the
operating expenses attached to it are paid by the members.
The dimensions of the house are 30 by 52 feet.

Winter Garden in Regent Theater, Bradford, England.
land, and the seating arrangement of this floor as well as
that of the parquette floor is such as to give perfect sight
lines to the screen.
The Regent is a combination of utility, comfort, and
dark blue velsafety. The interior has been upholstered incarpet
has been
vet and here, too, a dark shade of Wilton
used. It is in effective contrast to the interior decorations
which are done in white and gold. The ceiling is high and
has many artistic embellishments.
The modeling
over the

The Tomboy

Club House, Smuggler, Colo., Where
Picture Shows Are Given.

Motion

Motion picture entertainments are given on Tuesdays and
Fridays. The admission price is 15 cents, and the bill is
made up of features and pictures picked from the various
programs. J. H. Graham, chief electrician of the Tomboy
Gold Mines,
in charge
of the of
"theater,"
w-hile
E. How-of
land,
assistantis chief
electrician
the mines,
is W.
in charge

Interior

of

Regent

Theater,

Bradford,

England.

proscenium arch is particularly striking, and is one of the
predominant features of the building.
The Winter Garden, which is a characteristic feature of
England's amusement places, is fitted with cafes, women s
and men's writing and retiring rooms, cloak rooms, telephones and every other convenience for the comfort of the
patrons, .-^n orchestra plays in the Winter Garden during
certain hours of the day. Ir is artistically decorated with
trellis work, flowers, climbing vines and handsome electroliers: and is heated by means of hot water radiators. Ventilation of the Regent has been based upon the most modern
scientific principles.

the projection room. Mr. Howland is also a charter member of thefitted
I. h.with
T. aS.stage
E., Denver,
Colo. ofThedressing
"auditorium"
has been
and a number
rooms.
The walls of the "theater" are done in beaver boards wit|
panel effect. When moving pictures are not given the chaiil
are removed and the hard wood floor waxed for dancing.
The building is electrically lighted and heated by steam.
Music is furnished by a nianola. The pictures are projected
by a Power No. 6, and the throw is sixty feet. The size of
the picture is twelve feet. Mr. Howdand in a letter to the
Moving Picture World says that the place is well patronized
and
thatthepeople
walkstructure
to the "theater"
to see
show.living
The miles
first away
floor will
of the
is given
over to bowling alleys and pool tables with a section reserved for a general meeting place. The third floor is devoted to sleeping quarters.
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Homestake Opera House, Lead, S, Dak.
Mining Company

Builds for Its Employees
and Recreation Building.

$280,000 Theater

f-vOR the benefit of its employees, the Homestake
Mining Company of Lead. S. Dak., has established an
institution in that city which is known as the Homestake Opera House and Recreation Building. It was opened
on August 31, 1914. and is controlled by the mining company.
One section of the structure is taken up by a theater with a
seating capacity of 800. while the other is devoted to a recreation department. Here can be found a library with 20,000 volumes, rest rooms, billiard rooms, gymnasium, six bowling alleys, a tank with a capacity of 90,000 gallons, 12 shower
baths and a number of other things from which pleasure may
be derived. Although
this building has been
erected primarily for
the employees of the
minine company, the
public and visitors to
Lead are invited to
partake of the enjoyment of its facilities.
All exoenses attached
to the maintenance of
the building are paid
by the company. The
bills incurred by the
booking of entertainments are what the eir.ployees have to foot.
Whatever electric or
heating bills are created by the use of the
theater are not attached
to the bills for entertainment. These are
paid by the company,
and the price of admission to the show, which
is open to the public, is
governed by the total
M. C. Kellogg.
amount expended in
securing the entertainment. The program is made up of
motion pictures and the admission prices invariably hover
around the five and ten-cent mark. Occasionally vaudeville
and road shows are booked.
So it can be seen from this that the theater is not run with
the object of m.aking it a commercial proposition. The theater is under the management of M. C. Kellogg, a man who
has had over twenty years' experience in all branches of the
amusement game. Every seat in the auditorium is upholstered in olive green and is twenty-four inches wide.
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lation system is emplo^'ed. Before the air is sent into the
auditorium it passes over steam coils which regulates its
temperature. The seating arrangement is divided by two
wide aisles. The floor of the auditorium is made of cement
and is inclined, giving proper vision of the screen from any
seat in the house. Battleship linoleum has been used to
cover the floor and to deaden the sound of footfalls. The
stage is 33 by 70 feet in size and has a complete fly loft. It
is large enough to accommodate a company of sixty persons.
There are twelve large dressing rooms adjoining the stage,
and each one is fitted with all conveniences.
The operating room is made of cement; its walls are covered with asbestos plaster and the floor with rubber. Two
Power's projection machines are used, a 6A and a 6B. A
D.C. motor generator set an^da double set of switches to use

Interior of Homstead Opera House, Lead, S. Dak.
A. C. in case of emergency with two separate leads to each
machine, are a part of the up-to-date electrical equipment.
The size of the operating room, is 12 by 20 feet with a 12foot ceiling. It is sufhciently ventilated. C. VV. Carstarphen is
the chief operator. The screen, which is 12 by 14 feet in
size,
is made of'specially prepared canvis and the throw is
87
feet.
The bill at the Homestake is made up of features and regular program material. It is changed daily. Three shows are
given, one at 2.30 in the afternoon and the others at 7.30 and
9.30 in the evening. The orchestra of seven pieces is in
charge of Robert Grimes.

Piccadilly Theatre, Rochester, Opened
Quarter of a Million Dollar Photoplay House Started on Its
Career With Showing of Latest Famous Players
Production.
THE
Piccadilly theater, in Rochester, N. Y., which has
been under construction for the past six months, was

Homestead Opera House, Lead, S. Dak.
The Homestake Opera House is constructed of brick and
reinforced concrete. The interior decorations are gold and
old rose. The frieze is hand-painted. Mosaic tile has been
used as the flooring of the lobby. The wainscoting in this
part of the house is marble, and the ornamentations are in
gold and in contrast to the interior decorations. The
woodwork here has been finished in mahogany and white
enamel. All lighting fixtures, which are of the inverted type,
are of a special design and made of cast brass with ivory
finisli.
The house stands upon a plot of ground 60 bv 140 feet, and
represents an inve-^tment of $280,000.
The Sturtevant venti-

opened, November
24, with
"Miss
Washington,"
a Marguerite
Clark picture
m.ade
by George
the Famous
Players
Film Company. The Piccadilly theater is the newest, largest
and finest house in Rochester. Paramount pictures constitute the greater i>art of the program. The theater is located
at the corner of Clinton avenue and Mortimer street. It has
cost the directors, known as the Clinton-Mortimer Corporation, a quarter of a million dollars to erect. The most advanced ideas of theater construction and picture presentation
are embodied in the structure. Every detail of design and
management has been carefully planned and thoroughly car.ried out.
W. H. Seeley, m.anaging director of -the theater and the
corporation, is largely responsible for the design of the house
and the entire project. W. F. Bossner, formerly of the Paramount Pictures Corporation, is advertising and publicity
manager of the Piccadilly Theater and the Clinton-Mortimer
Corporation. A special feature of the program is a sixteen
piece orchestra.
A huge pipe organ has been installed.
The new house is not onlv a monument to the pride of its
owners but to the people of Rochester as well. Its opening
was an event in the city. .A. huge advertising campaign has
been conducted by means of billboards, street car advertising
and newspaper space. .A small fortune has been spent in
this branch alone. One big feature in connection with the
opening of the theater was the distribution of 7.500 copies of
the December issue of "Picture Progress" as a gift from, the
management of the house to the citizens of Rochester. Most
of the advertising matter carries a line to the efifect that to
every person leaving his name at the box office or mailing it
to the of?ice of the company, there will be mailed each month
a copy of the magazine.
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Artcraft Policy of One a Month

New Paramount Exchange Manager

Walter
E. Green,
President
of Distributing
Organization,
Outlines
Plans
lor the Release
of One
MasterProduction Each Month Commencing Jan. 1.

F. H. Oilman Appointed
of Paramount's 23rd Street
New Manager
York Exchange.

WITH
the conclusion ut 1916 at hand, the Artcraft Picture.^ Corporation, througii its president, Walter E.
Greene, announces that beginning with the new year
it will inaugurate a new policy of one master-production a
month, each subject upholding and improving the high
standard already established by this organization. The
initial production to be released under the new policy on
January 8th will be Mary Pickford's second .\rtcraft subject, "The Pride of the Clan," produced by Alaurice Tourneur. this to be followed in February by the first George M.
Cohan offering "Broadway Jones."
In connection with his company's plans for the coming
year, Mr. Green said; "Plans for the increase of our output to the extent of one extraordinary production eacii
month commencing with the new year, are now well under
way. Although we are still young it has not taken us long
to realize that Artcraft standards and policies ill have
material effect upon the motion picture industry during the
coming year. The fact that this has already been firmly
established results in our plans for the enlargement of our
scope and ideals.
"Built as it is on an ideal and guided and directed by men
of skill, knowledge and experience in the motion picture
world, .\rtcraft intends to make the coming year one that
will attract and hold the attention of all exhibitors. Having
shown that we know what the exhibitors want we are going
to continue and enlarge our policies. The best is always
the most profitable and the best selling. With this in constant view and always confident of our plan, we intend to
present this year more real things and more big things
than have ever before been distributed by one concern. In
fact, we are going to have for exhibitors a novelty, and a
surprise novelty, every month of the coming year; this is
saying a great deal, but knowing our plans and what we
e.xpect to do, we are ready to back tlie assertion.
"So with unfaltering belief we arc coming forward with
the greatest of stars of the motion picture and the theatrical
world. Our new plans will result in the presentation of
Mary Pickford in the best and biggest productions in which
she has ever been seen; each succeeding one will outrival
its predecessar. The George M. Cohan and other Artcraft
subjects will present bigger and better pictures tending to
advance the art of the screen. In the handling of all of
these productions Artcraft will maintain the method of distribution built on experience, far-sightedness and with equity
to all concerned."

Swanson May Close Liberty
Bill Says

That He Will Make
One
More
Try With
New
Program — Thinks
Patrons
Unappreciative.
WILLI.AM H. SW.\NSON, head of the Swanson circuit
of picture theaters in Salt Lake and other far western cities, announces that if, after a trial of a few
weeks on feature pictures, the Liberty theater does not pay,
he will close the theater and rent it as a store room. Mr.
Swanson says he will not remodel or rebuild the theater
and that the decision to turn the theater into store rooms
if the venture does not pay was reached a short time ago.
"I have decided that the house cannot make money and
I am not going to lose any more," said Mr. Swanson. "1 believe the public of Salt Lake is the most unappreciative I
have ever met. I have lost $200,000 trying to give the people
of the city entertainment, not to saying anything of my
investments here. The Liberty will be a store room if the
pictures I have in mind do not make good."
A national officer of the American Federation of Musicians was in Salt Lake about December 12 to look into
the troubles which have arisen between the union musicians
of Salt Lake and the Swanson theater circuit. Joseph N.
Weber, head of the American Federation of Musicians, has
ordered the local union to hold the entire case in abeyance
until the national officer of the union makes a complete
investigation.
The trouble between the theaters and the musicians arose
over the installation in the Rex theater of a mechanical
player. The union musicians who operated themechanical
player was paid $25 a week and the assistant 50 cents an
hour. The union demanded that the operator receive $50
a week and the assistant $1 an hour. When this rate was
refused, all of the theaters owned by Mr. Swanson were
declared unfair.

GILM.^X, who has been connected for a number
FH.
of years witli tlie 23rd street ottice of tlie Famous
• Players Excliange, distributors of Paramount Pictures
in New Jersey, Eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland,
\irginia and the District of Columbia, has been promoted
to the position of manager, succeeding W. F. Seymour, who
recently resigned. Mr. Gilmore is well known among the exhibitors in this district, and will continue the well-established policy of the exchange of "Service plus co-operation
forThe
the 23rd
exhibitor."
Street New York Exchange recently established
a publicity department, which will now be in charge of C. J.
Haggerty, who will keep exhibitors in constant touch with
the co-operative advertising aids issued by Paramount.

Miss Billington Signed by Mutual
is made by Sanmel S. Hutchinson,
ANNOUNCEMENT
president of the .-American Film Company, Inc., of the
signing of a contract with Francelia Billington to
appear in a series of dramatic productions in support of
William Russell.
Mr. Russell, who is famed for his work under AmericanMutual auspices, is already eneaged in studying over several
new plays in which he
and Miss Billington are
to "Miss
appear. Billington is
an undoubted acquisition," said Mr. Hutchinson. "She is a thoroughly capable actress
of the type so tremenin motion dously
picturevaluable
work.
She
i-.. a splendid all-round
athlete, a swimmer, a
crack shot, an experienced automobile driver and a horsewoman.
The engagement of
Miss Billington is, of
course, in precise accord with our new policy of only the biggest
stars for AmericanMutual productions.
I do not see how we
could have improved
on
tions.our recent acquisiMiss Billington
was
c1- T3-ir **
*
born in at Dallas,
Texas,
where
a
very
early
Francelia
BiUmgton.
,
,
'
,'
age she became famed as a rider. Soon after Miss Billington
was ten years old her parents moved to Louisiana, and it was
only six years ago that the family took up a residence in Los
Angeles. Her first experience in motion picture work was
with the Kalem company, with which she played leads for a
year before joining the New York Motion Picture Company, under whose auspices she appeared in "Ruy Bias,"
"The Lovers' Plight," "The Peach Brand," "The Intruder,"
and other features.
The new American star has dark brown hair, large grey
eyes fringed witli long dark shading lashes, a perfect olive
complexion and an extraordinary command of facial expression. She has the indefinable quality known as "atENGAGES
KITTY
GORDON.
mosphere."BRADY
William A. Brady, director general of the World Film
Corporation, has engaged Kitty Gordon as the star of at
least three motion picture plays to be produced during the
next six months.
Mr. Brady and his associates hold a further option upon
Miss Gordon's services as a motion picture star for the next
eighteen months following the expiration of the original
contract, so that the document virtually covers a two years'
This is not Miss Gordon's first appearance as a Worldperiod.
Brady attraction. Several months ago she played the star
roles corporation,
in "Her Maternal
and "The
Crucial
Test"much
for
this
and in Right"
the interval
she has
devoted
of her time to screen personations for other photoplay producers.
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Paramount Gets Good Start
Pauline

Frederick

and Blanche
Sweet Are Initial Stars in
New Year's Program.
TWO
exceptional features will be released by Paramount
New Year's week. The Famous Players' production
of "The Slave Market," with Pauline Frederick in the
leading role, and the Lasky production of "The Evil Eye,"
with Blanche Sweet in the leading part, are the two program
features for the first week of 1917.
Surrounding tlie program will be the forty-seventh edition
of tlie Paramount Pictographs, the magazine-on-the-screen:
the forty-eighth edition of tlie series of "weekly trips around
the world," conducted by Burton Holmes, "From the Bay
of Fundy to the St, Lawrence," and a Klevcr Komedy, "He
Meant Well," in wiiich Victor Moore is starred.
Pauline Frederick could not be more ideally cast than in
the proud Spanish beauty in "The Slave Market," a thrilling
romance of the Spanish main of love, adventure and heroism,
from the pen of Frederick Arnold Kummer, one of the best
known writers of the day. The production abounds in picturesque settings and in the thrills that go to make up a
good pirate tale. The production was staged in Cuba, and a
great many of the thrilling scenes occurred on shipboard.
Thomas Meighan, the popular Lasky star, makes his first
appearance in a Famous Players production in support of
Miss Frederick. The production was directed by Hugh Ford.
Hector TurnbuU is responsible for "The Evil Eye," the
Lasky production in w'hich Miss Sweet will be presented.
This is a tense story of an American girl's adventures amqng
Mexicans, a Mexican story without war. Miss Sw^eet has
played a great variety of characters in Lasky pictures, but
in this production she rises in the social scale and is seen as
a physician practicing her profession among a lot of superstitious and suspicious Mexicans. George H. Melford directed the production and Miss Sweet is supported by a star
cast of players including Tom Forman, Webster Campbell,
J. Parks Jones, Walter Long, Ruth King and William Dale.
Four exceedingly interesting subjects are to be seen in
the forty-seventh edition of the Paramount Pictographs, beginning with "How Submarines Are Foiled," and picturing
how it has been possible to capture and destroy cruising submarines in the war of nations, which new method of combating one of the latest of war's destructive agents was discovered during the present confiict in Europe by reason of
necessity. The second subject is that of how a walking stick
can be used by the modern swordsman for self defense. Another subject shows the faith that people have placed throughout the centuries in some person's ability to locate wells and
subterranean streams by the aid of divining rods is still preserved in some rural communities.
Burton Holmes in his forty-eighth "weekly trips around
the world." which he has been personally conducting for
Paramount during the past year takes his fellow travelers
from the Bay of Fundy to the St. Lawrence, during which
trip he shows many remarkable sights.
For the first week in the New Year Victor Moore will be
presented in "He Meant Well," a Klever Komedy, which is
screamingly funny from start to finish, being a story of intense action injected witli a great amount of comedy suspense
and sufficient heart interest, ultimately ending happily.
Paramount has made elaborate plans for exhibitors aids
for 1917. and with each of the releases for this week special
advertising and publicity helps have been prepared for the
exhibitor.
Paramount's policy for the coming year will be to give
co-operation to the exhibitor in every phase of his business.
It has planned to add many new advertising and publicity
ideas to the great amount of free accessories recently issued
in the campaign of exhibitor's co-operative service.
"INTOLERANCE" FROM COAST TO COAST.
D. W. Griffith's "Intolerance" has now virtually made a
coast to coast conquest of this country. New York, San
Francisco, Los Angeles and finally Chicago has endorsed it
by newspaper tribute and crowded house. In New York this
spectacle is now in its fourth month at the Liberty Theatre.
San Francisco and the neighboring Oakland register eleven
weeks of record making business. ^Vhen the Los Angeles
run is completed the figure will be ten weeks — an astonishing
figure by the way. for a city of this size.
.\rrangen:ents have now been completed for the Philadelphia opening which will take place Friday evening. December 22, at the Chestnut Street Opera House, and for the
Pittsburgh opening scheduled for the same night at the Pitt
Theatre. Another organization, which will make the twelfth
on tour, will commence its season at the Montauk Theater,
Brooklyn, December 17.
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Shirley Mason— McClure Pictures
SHIRLEY M.\SOX, one oi the seven stars of "Seven
Deadly Sins," the McClure series of live-reel features,
is only 15 years old and she is the tiniest star in picturdom — with one exception. Marguerite Clark is the exception and Shirley, standing fifty-nine inches in her bathing
suit, tops Miss Clark by one inch.
Viola Dana is Shirley Mason's older sister — older by about
a year — and the'com.petition between the two young actresses
has been keen.
Miss Mason, until she joined McClure Pictures,
^
^^kk
J^^^K.
{~^^H

. tI
' [3
^B

was

with

Edi-

parts under her own
"aiis
— Leonie
Shirlej'
MasonleaFIuwasg
din
grath.
ying
born
and
son, inplaBrooklyn
has been on the stage
since she was four
years old when she
appeared
on that
Broadway in a part
she
created all by herself.

She was
HI "The
in
which
ersham

"Little Hal"
Squaw Man,"
William Favstarred.
She

nie" in"Little
"Rip MeeVan
played
Winkle" and was "Peter" in "Passers-By."
Viola
Dana made a
great hit in "The Poor
Little Rich Girl" and
Shirley was
derstudy,her
playing unthe
part several times in
Shirley Mason.
New York and inheriting the leading role
m the company that went on tour with the play.
With the Edison Company Miss Mason was exceptionally
successful in ingenue roles. She' was in "Mary Had a Little
Lamb,"
Fair," "The Littlest Magdalene," "Lucia "
and
other"Vanity
successful
Edison Photoplays.
In the Seven Deadly Sins, Miss Mason is the girl around
whom the stories revolve. She is tempted by the seven
sins one after the other, and with George Le Guere, who
to protect her' from
and wants
her every
loves in
whoappears
IS tlie youth she
temptation,
one of the seven features.
Miss Mason is a great favorite with all the other McClure
stars— Nance O'Neil. Ann Murdock, Charlotte Walker Holbrook Blinn. H. B. Warner and George Le Guere all watched
over her during the making of the series, helping her in
her eager desire to learn every angle of her chosen profession.
WARNING TO EXHIBITORS.
J. G. Hansen, manager of the Gem theater, at Reading. Pa.,
wants to caution theater managers against Robert Bauer,
who makes a business of selling candies in theaters and who
put over a deal on him that was not altogether on the level.
He says that Bauer looks like a Greek, is of medium height,
black hair and smooth face. Any information as to his whereabouts will be appreciated by Mr. Hansen.

BAIER SUCCEEDS JACOBS BOOKING OFFICE.
Walter A. Baier has taken over the business of the Jacobs
tilm Booking Office, at Milwaukee, Wis., and will operate
under the title of Walter A. Baier Film Booking Office.
He IS now handling such well known productions as "The
Little Girl Next Door," "Wars' Women" and "Where Are
My Children" for the city of Milwaukee.
AD KESSEL CONVALESCENT.
.A.d Kessel, president of the New York Motion Picture
Corporation, for the first half of December was confined to
his apartments in the San Remo. New York, suffering from
nervous breakdown. His many friends will be glad to know
he is on the high road to complete recovery.
WILLIAM HILKEMEIER SICK.
William Hilkemeier, a well known New York exhibitor and
proniinent in the affairs of the Manhattan Exhibitors' Local,
has been sick for the past three weeks. He is now at home
after an operation in the hospital and is improving rapidly.
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'*The Truant Soul'*
An

Adaptation of Victor Rosseau's Story Produced by Essanay
in Eight
Reels— Henry
B. Walthall
and
Mary Charleson Featured.
Ke\iewed bj" Juiiies S. ^McQuade.
VICTOR
ROSSEAU'S
story has to do with the drug habit,
the temporary
victim being a famous
surgeon,
whose
natural
disposition
is one of sweetness
and good will
toward
his fellows.
When
under
the influence of the drug
this surg^eon. John Lancaster,
is a profligate creature, whose
looks and actions resemble those of his revolting half-brother.
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another chance to redeem herself as nurse in the Lancaster
Institute, out in the country, on a hillside. In a sane moment
he had felt, through intuition, that this strong, tender-faced
young woman could save him from himself, and thus in all
the important scenes following she is prominently before the
spectator. With the knowledge that Joan is impersonated by
Mary Charleson the reader will not be disappointed in forming
great expectations.
That tremendous scene which shows the first experience of
Joan in combating the desire of Dr. Lancaster for the drug
that is working his ruin is awesome and thrilling. In it Mr.
Walthall and Miss Charleson do some of the finest acting I
have yet seen on the screen. Mr. Walthall reveals all the
torture — mental and physical — wrought by indulgence in morphine, and all the terror and pitiable cunning which the fear
of being deprived of it arouses in the mind of its victim.
Honor is but a thing of shreds and patches and truth but a
makeshift, so that the agony of appetite may be relieved.
And here Miss Charleson's Joan, in regulating the craving of
the tortured wretch and finally awakening in him a vestige
of a real spirit of honor, rises to a height, in rendering lofty
service, that only a true, self-sacrificing woman can reach.
Joan wins the battle after weary watching and against long
odds, and as Dr. Lancaster gradually recovers his right mind
the desire to have his good angel always by his side grows
until their plighted love sets all fears at rest.
In the harrowing scenes, where the outcast half-brother is
mistaken for her lover (Dr. Lancaster) by Joan, Miss Charleson's acting, as well as Mr, Walthall's, arouses in the spectator a maddening desire to enter the fray and kill the offender.
And that means fine realism.
Myers, the secretary of Dr. Lancaster, is a strong villain
part, very ably sustained
by Patrick Calhoun.
"The Truant Soul" will be released as a special super film,
through the Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay service, Christmas
day, this year.

Famous

Scene from "The Truant Soul'* (Essanay).
Dr. Lawson. It is another case of Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde,
where the good and the evil in the same man are so strongly
contrasted that one is impressed as if there were two distinct
and separate entities in the same person.
The story is told so clearly in the Essanay production that
there is no need to give it in detail here. As seen on the screen
it Is powerful in its appeal, the mind being held in compelling
thrall throughout. It is necessary, however, to state that the
mental ordeal, to which one is subjected during the two hours
taken by its showing, is sweetly soothed by the devotion and
courage of Joan Wentworth, a noble and daring soul, who
nurses back to sanity and happiness the wretched victim of
narcotics and a brother's hate.
The adaptation of the Rosseau story by Charles J. McGuirk.
the direction of the production by Harry Beaumont and the
photography by Harry Alvin Zech are to be commended for
their worthiness.
Henry B. Walthall really appears in three distinct roles — that
of Dr. John Lancaster in his sane moods, that of the same man
in the delirium created by narcotics, and also that of Dr. Lawson, the villainous half-brother. With remarkable fidelity he
assumes all three, and with a realism that arouses pity, aversion and hate in rapid succession.
The hospital scene, where the renowned surgeon attempts
to perform his most difllcult operation while suffering from
injected morphine, and when surrounded by a notable gathering of men in his profession, is almost overpowering in its
tenseness. He calls impatiently to the nurse administering
the anaesthetic to increase it, so that the patient may be kept
quiet, although reminded at the outset that the heart action
forbade it. And so, while the delicate operation was a success mechanically, it availed nothing, as the patient was dead
before it was completed.
"A very successful piece of work, gentlemen." says Dr. Lancaster to the professional men around him. "It is a pity the
poor fellow will never know what I have done for him."
In this scene Joan Wentworth is only a humble nurse on
Ijrobation, and the unnerved Dr. Lancaster had discharged her,
in the attempt to lift the blame of the patient's death from his
own shoulders
to hers.
But she re wins his favor and gets
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"The Traveling Salesman"

Players Presents
Frank
Mclntyre in an Amusing
Adaptation of His Stage Play.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
THERE is an entertaining mixture of comedy and drama in
"The Traveling Salesman;" the Famous Players release of
December
IS.
Frank
Mclntyre
interprets
the title role
in the adaptation of his old-time stage success.
As Bob Blake,
the big drummer, quick to fall in love "on sight," and to quote,
or misquote.
Shakespeare
for justification in that step, he

Scene from "The Traveling Salesman"

(Famous

Players).

makes a hit. Ho has the cliaracteristics, the pep, we ascribe
to the traveling man — human, likable. There may be those
who will frown upon his tendency to uncover liquor in seemingly arid spots: upon the enjoyment he extracts from a pack
of cards when
he meets up with his own fellows, and then
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again there will be many more who in spirit will sit in with
him and participate in the fun.
Opposite Mr. Mclntyre is Doris Kenyoii as Beth Elliott, the
young ticket agent in the railroad station whose home is about
to be sold for unpaid taxes, and who falls in love with the "fat
man." Miss Kenyon has charm and ability in portrayal. Harry
Northrup, second to none as a screen "heavy," is Franklin
Royce. the instrument of Drury. the moneyed man of the York
State village, who seeks to buy in Beth's land in order later to
turn it over to the railroad and "clean up." Russell Bassett is
Drury. Julia Stuart is Mrs. Babbitt, the energetic and talkative friend of Beth.
The story is staged in a desolate, snow-covered country.
Director Al. Kaufman was fortunate in being able to secure
the first fall of the winter to add to the picturesqueness of the
subject. Many of the stage lines have been employed for the
titles, and these add to the comedy element. The dramatic
phase of the picture is reserved for the closing scenes, and
here there is real suspense,
"The Traveling Salesman"
is a good subject.

Vivian

''The Right Direction''

Martin
Is Featured
in an Interesting
Waif
Issued Under the Morosco Banner.
Reviewed
by George
Blaisdell.
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Three Pathe Pictures
"Joy and the Dragon," a Five-Reel "Little Mary Sunshine"
Play; "Somewhere
in Grenada,"
Fifth Episode
of
"Pearl
of the
Army,"
and
"Absolute
Black," Fourteenth Episode of "The
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
Shielding
Shadow."
BABY

MARIE OSBORNE, better known as "Little Mary Sunshine," is the central figure in a five-reel photoplay, "Joy
and the Dragon," written by Will M. Ritchey and produced by Balboa. This remarkable four-year-old child, whose
fairy godmother has endowed her with wonderful powers of
imagination, again achieves an unqualified success on the
screen. The story of "Joy and the Dragon" has been written
around the child's personality, and it is evident from the start
that the experience she goes through during the action of the
drama are all realities. There is no attempt at gestures or
the painfully acquired technique of the so-called "child actress'*

Story

Direction,"
"TheIt Right
touches in 21.
human December
goodMorosco,
are by
THERE
released
is a waif story.
Vivian Martin has the leading role, that of PoUy Eccles,
a child who starts out to push a baby buggy containing what
is left of her household "goods" and her brother. "Billy Boy," as
well. It is a great little team. There is a fund of interest
centering about the pair — trio, it might be said. For we must
not overlook Rags, a regular dog picked up by Polly early in
her wanderings. There are, it is true, in the working out of
the story, a number of coincidences, perhaps an unusual number, but they are well hooked up. The titles, too, are a feature, showing skill and literary ability.
There is realism in the first reel, where the father of Polly,
home from a vacation of thirty days on the Island, throws a
flatiron and snuffs out the flickering light in the eyes of the
consumptive mother. It is a brutal phase of life, but it is true
to life, nevertheless. It is then Polly sets out on her journey
for California, that Billy Boy may be rescued from a decline
like that to which the mother had succumbed.
Colin Chase is Kirk Drummand, the collegian whose lines
in life so frequently cross those of Polly. Herbert Standing
is his father, the owner of the big mine. Alfred Hollingsworth is Big Bill, the tramp who befriends Polly.
Billy Mason.

Scene from "The Right Direction" (Pallas).
of pleasant memory, is the chum of Kirk. That is a cast speaking for itself.
Miss Martin fits the role of the child Polly, She has charm,
naivete. Billy Boy, played by Baby Jack White, is a show
in itself. It is a hard role he carries, but he carries it in
such manner as to win the heart and hold it. And thinking
of Billy Boy. we come back to Rags.
There are unusual mining scenes, taken around a big California plant hundreds of miles from the studio. There are
flashes of the miners descending the big runway; we see the
men at work below ground, in the background of one of these
the figures
standing
out,would
presumably
indicating
tht
depth
below "3400"
the surface.
There
have been
no occasion
for regret had more of the life far underground been shown.
The low
picture
and
life. is well staged, with striking contrasts in high

Scene from "Joy and the Dragon" (Pathe).
in the efforts of little Miss Osborne. She lives every scene
in which she takes part and never shows that she is aware
of the existence of such a thing as a camera. Thanks to the
charm of her personality, the resources of her imagination and
the good sense displayed by those in charge of her costumes, the
impression she makes is that of a happy, healthy and lovable
little girl going through some odd and interesting experiences.
The story itself is not very convincing, but this is not at all
important. "Joy" is the name of the character played by
!Marie, and the "Dragon" relates to a box in which there is
a fortune in gems belonging to the child. The first view of
the little heroine shows her lashed to a raft and adrift at sea.
.Although she does not turn out to be the long-lost child of
any character in the play, she has some un»sual adventures.
She escapes from an orphanage run by crooks; is the means
of reclaiming a young chap who is well worth saving from
himself, and is found in dozens of situations that permit her
to laugh or to cry and to win the heart of every spectator.
Henry King, who has the honor of directing the youthful star
and displays especial aptitude for the task, is also Miss Osborne's leading support.
"Somewhere in Grenada."
The fifth episode of the Pathe serial, "Pearl of the Army,"
reveals "The Silent Menace" still plotting against the United
States.
stolenin plans
againwhich
comeends
intowith
Pearl's
possession,
during a The
struggle
an auto,
the plucky
girl
being hurled from the machine. Later in the action of "Somewhere in Grenada" she is thrown from a horse, taken prisoner
while at Paso Del Norte, thrust Into an underground cell and
nearly drowned when the cell is flooded by water. The same
swift action and succession of dramatic events that are necessary to serials of this order have been woven into this installment of "Pearl of the Army," and Miss White and the supporting company play the scenes in the proper spirit. The production, by Astra, is of good quality.
"Absolute Black."
The secret of the mantle is disclosed to Leontine in "Absolute Black," the fourteenth episode of "The Shielding Shadow."
Sebastian, who is in possession of the magic cloth at the beginning of the number, again loses it, also the black pellets
and the scientist's diary, and is obliged to do a desperate
climb up a water spout to the top of a high building in order
to escape his pursuers. Grace Darmond. Ralph Kellard and
Leon Bary still continue to risk life and limb in the same reckless fashion that has characterized their efforts since the
opening of the serial, and the suspense which should be found
in all well-regulated melodramas in fifteen chapters is not permitted to relax for even a moment. As this is the prime factor
in the success of such screen plays, "The Shielding Shadow"
fully vindicates its reason for being.
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'*The People vs, John Doe'

Presents
Six-Part Anti-Capital
Punishment Film
at the Broadway Theater Under Auspices of
Humanitarian Cult.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THIS
excellent
humanitarian
production,
which
is beingpresented at the Broadway theater under the auspices of
the Humanitarian
Cult, was written
and produced
for
the Universal
Film ManufacturingCompany
by Lois Weber.
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the kind ever shown on the screen. Interest is raised to a high
pitch by the tremendous and well-organized opposition to the
plucky editor, but when it becomes necessary for him to do
or die In a prearranged duel between himself and the two worst
toughs in Glory Hole's vilest joint, he lassoes the two in a
surprise attack on horse, jumps his horse through a window
and drags the toughs after him through the window and down
to a group of vigilantes, that they may be run out of town.
This high point is reached, near the end of the third reel and
seems to conclude the main line of action. The author, however, has daringly prepared another line to be taken up at
this point, always a perilous thing in story structure, but it
is successfwUy carried out to a very satisfactory ending. Not
onl>- in Hart's exceptionally fine impersonation, but in all other
details "Truthful Tolliver" is a stronger play than t'sual. It is
manly in spirit, skilfully constructed, handled in masterly
fashion and wholly free from jarring details. It should win
wherever shown.

"The World Against Him"

E. K. Lincoln and june Elvidge Featured in Five-Reel Peerless Photoplay Released by World Film Corporation.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.

Scene from "The People vs. John Doe" (Universal).
The picture is one that appeals strongly to the sympathies of
the public; first, because pf the nature of its theme, and. second,
because it presents with vivid reality the human side of the
question that it proposes to discuss. In the making of the
production, so we learn, the players were chosen with "type"
as the main object; and while this has been successfully
done, it so happens that tl>e players are also competent in
dramatic skill. The cast headed by Harry De More as John
Doe. consists of Evelyn Selbie, Willis Marks, George BerriU,
Maud
George. Charles Mailes. Robert
Smith and Leah Baird
The story has evidently been inspired by the Stielow case,
and presents John Doe as an illiterate and poverty-stricken
farmer, who at the moment of financial depletion is given
work and a house to live in by a benevolent man of his own
calling. Here the little family is happily established when
one morning the benevolent farmer and his sister are found
murdered. Falsely accused of the murder, John Doe and his
half-wit brother are both placed under arrest; the small item
of a revolver having its place among the family belongings
and the still more trifling instance of a nine-inch boot are the
main points of evidence against him. These clues magnified
and added to in significance by a false confession wrung in
fear from the half-wit brother are sufficient to bring- John Doe
almost to the electric chair. The untiring efforts of a woman
lawyer on his behalf lay bare the true facts of the case and
reveal the brutality of the third degree examination and place
the crime on the shoulders on which it belongs, just in time to
avert the execution being carried out.
The production is being introduced by Misha Applebaum.
founder of the Humanitarian Cult, with an impressive address
on the abolishment of capital punishment.

THE author
of "The
World by
Against
Him." the
Peerless photoplay
released
the World
Filmfive-reel
Corporation,
has provided a full supply of dramatic material for his
screen drama, but his selection of characters and situations
is often at fault. It is a fundamental principle of playmaking
that the villain in the case should possess sufficient strength
of character and brute courage to inspire at least negative respect. The villain in "The World Against Him" is a doctor,
who exhibits such astonishing traits of moral and pliysical cowardice that he belongs to the order of beings which should
be kept hidden from sight. He performs an operation on an
unfortunate young woman when he knows she cannot be cured
and that the operation will kill her. Later in the play he is
shown a victim of physical fear, refusing to attend two injured
men. and bent only on saving his own skin.
As a psychological study in one of the erotic works of the
German realistic school, he might be accepted; but, to the
general public, the healthy-minded man or woman who
patronize the play, he is a lie and an offense.
Many of the devices for unfolding the plot have seen long
and honorable service; notably, the misdirected letters, the
escape from the prison wardens, and the heroine who must
marry within twenty-four hours or lose her fortune.
The story starts in the West, shifts to the East, and back
to the West again, and shows a pleasing variety of scene. It
has been carefully and generously
produced
under the direc-

"Truthful Tolliver"
A Strong Five-Reel Triangle-Kay Bee by J. G. Hawks, with
William S. Hart at His Best.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison,
ALL that an actor of intense personality, like William S.
Hart, needs is the right sort of opportunity to give that
personality adequate expression, and this Mr, Hawks has
provided in "Truthful Tolliver." The ideal of Hart's interpretation is that physical energy and force count heavily in the
eternal human struggle, whether exerted against mere elements of brutality or in support of purely mental conception
of justice and right. A large number of the roles he has
assumed in the past have been those of the vagrant outlaw
of equally vag-rant morals brought to a conversion of character
through the influence of woman's influence. While the reformation of wandering outlaws may be occasionally edifying,
their lack of importance in any civilization, particularly one
so progressive as our own, is apt to rouse but faint interest
in the story.
Mr. Hawks has solved the problem with good judgment and
that skill which only comes from long practice in picturing
the advent of a fearless newspaper publisher in a border settlement of the rudest kind, where all the lowering elements which
appeal to man's primitive instincts alone are actively and demoralizingly at work. To Glory Hole, a crude mining settlement, comes Truthful Tolliver from Texas, and the way he
cleans up the rotten place is about as sensational as anything of

Scene from "The World Against Him"

(World).

tion of Frank Crane, and is acted by a competent cast headed
by E. K. Lincoln and June Elvidge. The other names on the
program include Ruth Findlay, John Sainpolis, Frederick
Truesdell, Julia Stuart, Scar Face. Nicholas Dunaew. Viola
Benton and Edward Borein.

"The Ninety and Nine'
Five-Reel Vitagraph Screen Version of the Ramsey Morris
Stage Play with William Courtenay and Lucille Lee
Stewart in the Leads.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
WHEN

Ramsey
Morris wrote the stage version of "The
Ninety and Nine," about two decades ago, he founded
his big situation on an actual occurrence — the heroic
deed of an engineer out West who ran a train at the risk of
his life through a forest fire and saved the inhabitants of several towns that were threatened with destruction.
The story that leads up to the sensational finish of the dram'*
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tells of the career of a young man who had taken a crime on
^is own shoulders in order to shield the brother of his sweetViart. The girl's ingratitude in jilting him drives the young
l.iap to drink, and in the opening scenes he is found hanging
/round the barroom of a small Western town. Ruth Blake, a
young girl of the village, becomes interested in the stranger,
and by her sympathy and fine womanly qualities awakens the
manhood of the outcast. Later she shares his peril when he
offers to run an engine to the rescue of a village hemmed in
by a forest fire.
The story is told after the fashion of a bygone day, but the
screen version retains a good deal of the original appeal that
gave the drama several successful seasons on the stage. The
theme is a familiar one and is clean and wholesome. The
phases of village life and the rescue scenes have been transferred to the screen with excellent results, and the work of
the cast is more than ordinarily good- William Courtenay
plays Tom Silverton and does the character full justice. Lucille
Lee Stewart is the ri^ht selection for Ruth Blake. She makes
her just the sweet, sincere little woman intended by the author,
ind her influence over Silverton is accepted by the spectator
ivithout question. Josephine Lovett. Frank Lennion. William
Lytell and William
Dangman
have the other important
roles.

WORLD
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"The Right to be Happy'
Pleasing Adaptation of Charles Dickens' Story,
mas Carol," for Bluebird Program.
Reviewed
by Margaret
I. MacDonald.

"A

Christ-

THE

five-part screen version
of that delightful
Dickens'
classic. "A Christmas Carol," produced for the Bluebird
Photoplays. Inc., by Rupert Julian, will be released on
December 25, and is destined to give pleasure to many Christmas audiences.
But it is true that while this picture is most

"The Weaker Sex"
Beautifully Presented Five-Reel Kay-Bee on a Live Theme,
With Dorothy Dalton in the Leading Role.
Reviewed
by Louis Reeves
Harrison.
ON

artistry and charm of visualization alone. "The Weaker
Sex" is entitled to high praise, but the story by Alice
C. Brown proves to be a most entertaining presentment
of a vital subject, and the entire cast is so strong that the
play has a delightful balance. The idea of demonstrating that
sex differences are largely those of sex opportunity is boldly
Undertaken and successfully proven without in the least interlering with story interest. That the past performance of
iv-oman under many enforced social and political disadvantages
ts a safe guide to what her future performance can be is the
.jophistry of minds enfeebled by precedent and tradition. She
'.s physically and mentally capable of response to training
simply as a human being irrespective of sex. Such is the
theme of the play and of the day.
There are some remarkable interiors shown in this delight*ul visualization of Miss Brown's story — they are superb exLmples of the motion-picture art. The court room is of fas.,'inating realism — it is an idealism of the real — and the cabaret
Ecenes show a high sense of fitness and proportion. So also
with the splendid home interiors — they are impressive without
the taint of theatricalism. One is left so entirely free of critical
spirit so far as the picturing is concerned that attention is
fastened on the story itself and its interpretation. Such a cast!
Every role of importance is so well filled that it hardly seems
fair to discriminate in favor of the leads, Dorothy Dalton.
Louise Glaum and Cliarles Ray. It is enough to say that they
make us live in the story. Miss Brown has proven that a
woman can write a fine photodrama. The only serious fault to
be found lies in diverting attention for one instant from the
lead in the final scenes. There is no interest in the young
weakling who has been saved — it is entirely concentrated on

Scene from "The Right to Be Happy"

(Bluebird).

appropriate to the Christmas season, it can be presented at
any season of the year with the same pleasing effect. The
production
has the genuine
Dickensin 'spirit,
and scenes
the characters
are
well portrayed.
Sometimes
ensemble
we are
conscious, for instance, of the spirit of the boisterous American girl, rather than the subdued and dignified feminine of
the
are England
pleased. of Dickens' day,' but dealing with generalities, we
The role of Ebenezer Scrooge is skillfully handled by Rupert
Julian, and a better portrayal of the character of Bob Cratchit,
Scrooge's intimidated clerk, could not be desired than that
given us by John Cook. Claire McDowell appears to good advantage in the role of Mrs, Cratchit, and little Francis Lee as
Tiny Tim. The role of Jacob Marley, Scrooge's late partner,
whom we see only as a ghost, after being introduced to his
likeness in the form of a painting, is played by Harry Carter.
Others of the cast are Emory Johnson, who plays the role of
Scrooge's Billington
nephew, anas exuberant
type, in excellent style, and
Francelia
his sweetheart.
While this production may not compare altogether favorably
with some Dickens' productions we have seen that have been
made on English soil, still there is little fault to be found
with it. Adults will be pleased with it and children will be
delighted with this adaptation of the story of the regeneration
of an old grouch.

"The Child of Mystery"

Scene from "The Weaker

Sex" (Triangle).

the woman wh« saved him. hence the conclusion would have
been far more intense if she had been shown on the verge of
a breakdown after her tremendous effort in the cause of justice
to wind up almost instantly in the safe refuge of her husband's devoted love. The whole lelease constitutes a valuable
contribution to the art of mnf ion. picture production.

Five-Reel Universal Production Features Hobart Henley and
Gertrude Selby in Italian Story.
Reviewed
by Robert
C. McElravy.
THE scenes of this Red Feather release, based on a story
by Willard Mack, is laid on the East Side of New York,
In the heart of Little Italy. Its chief features of interest
are in the character types and the general fidelity to the conditions existing in this locality. The action itself is a trifle
slow and lacks the suspense necessary to a first class offering
of the kind. At the same time, the plot is an entertaining one
and carries the interest along as it proceeds.
Hobart Henley makes the most of his opportunities, which
are not many, in the part of Tony, an Italian fruit vendor. He
loves Carlo tt a. around wliom the story centers, with a love
destined to be hopeless. This girl is portrayed In an attractlva
manner by Gertrude Selby. Miss Selby has made the step from
burlesque comedy to the drama In a promising way; her natural
acting and pleasing personality.are greatly in her favor.
It develops early in the story that there is a mystery concerning Carlotta's birth. She has been reared since infancy by
an old Italian named Giuseppi, who loves her and watches
over her tenderly. But the black hand gang is also watching
her, and when the time comes she is made captive and her
grandfather, a prominent judge, is held up for ransom. Her
rescue by Tony and Giuseppi and her participation in the Andrews ball, followed by a recapture and second rescue, form
the chief incidents of the closing reels.
The number is rather mechanical in development, but satisfying in the matter of general atmosphere. Thomas Jefferson,
Paul Byron ami others are in the cast.
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Two Kalems
"On the Brink of War." Episode of "The Girl From 'Frisco,"
and "TheReviewed
Tiger's Claw."
by Bon a H."Grant"
Grimm. Episode.
"On the Brink of War."
IX MELODRAMATIC action and in general interest this tworeel episode of Kalem's "The Girl From 'Frisco" series, by
Robert Welles Ritchie, is as good as any episode released
thus far. The film is a "Western" of exciting gun fighting,
fist fighting and sensational riding. Marin Sais. as Barbara
Brent, takes an active part in the campaign for the le-election
to Congress of John Wallace (True Boardman). The latter's
Mexican exclusion platform is the indirect cause of a pitched
battle between the Americans and the Mexican population of
a Western
town.
Word of the affair reaches Washington, and Wallace, brought
to realize what legislation such as he proposes would mean, decides to withdraw. He is called a traitor by the tool of a "big
exposed he becomes the object of the mob's wrath, and Wallace is about to be overpowered by the populace when he is
succored by Barbara and the cowboys. When the "tool" is
exposed
he becomes
the objecta of
the mob's wratch, and Wallace is once
more acclaimed
hero.
In the cast with Miss Sais and Mr. Boardman are Prank
Jonasson, Ronald Bradbury, Knute Rahm, Hart Hoxie and Edward Clisbee. Directed
by James
W. Home.
"The Tiger's Claws."
Convincing underworld types and an interesting story, as
well as the daredevil stunts of George Larkin, make this episode of the "Grant, Police Reporter" series a worth-while reel.
The thrills come when Mr. Larkin climbs up a drain pipe to
the roof of a building, leaps to a roof twenty feet below, climbs
hand over hand on a rope between two buildings, and is precipitated through a window when the rope breaks. In this
manner he reaches a room where a gambler is just about to
shoot
bullet. a "stool pigeon." A girl is the victim of the gambler's
With Mr. Larkin are seen Ollie Kirkby, Director Robert Ellis,
Bert Tracey, Harry Gordon and William McKey.

''Marriage a la Carte''

Laughable Five-Reel Farce Featuring Clara Kimball Young
Reissued by World — Produced by Peerless.
Reviewed by Ben H. Grimm.
THE
first duty of a motion picture is to entertain, and that
duty is carried out to the letter in "Marriage a la Carte."
a five-reel farce to be reissued by the World Film Corporation. The film was produced some time ago by the Peerless Studios from the play "Marrying Money," by Bertram
Marburgh and Washington Pezet. Clara Kimball Young Is
seen in a role which gives her many opportunities to "get
over" humorous situations. No mental effort whatever is required to follow the story, whose only aim is to amuse. There
is hardly a comedy situation in the pictureplay that has not
been used, perhaps a little differently, before or since, but
nevertheless
the film is crowded with laughs.
Re-edited, and with new illuminated titles which in no small
degree add to the mirth of the story itself. "Marriage a la
Carte" should
be welcomed
by exhibitors
who would
somewhat
the procession
of more
heavy dramatic
subjects.lighten
The story concerns Mary Niles (Miss Young), daughter of
a rich broker, and Theodore Vandeveer. a penniless young relative of a millionaire. Love springs up between them, Mary
thinking Theodore a wealthy young clubman, and Theodore
believing Mary to be the daughter of the wealthiest man on
"The Street." But Mary's father has lost her fortune. Each
believing the other wealthy, the young people elope. Things
are straightened out happily when a codicil to Theodore's
uncle's
provides
that as
he Theodore.
receive $1,000,000
ChesterwillEarnett
is cast
Others if
in hethemarries.
cast are
Winthrop Chamberlain, William W. Jefferson, Cyril Chadwick,
Alice Gordon, Ina Brooks and E. M. Kimball. Dorected by
James Young.

"The Love Thief
Fox Film Melodrama in Five Reels is Filled With Action and
Has Scenes of Battle in Mexico.
Reviewed
by Edward Weitzel.
THE
latest Fox Film. "The Love Thief," Is melodrama,
undisguised and unafraid. It teUs the story of a Mexican
girl, Juanita, the head of a band of rebels, who has
sworn to avenge her brother, after he has been ordered shot
by an American army officer. Juanita meets the officer and her
hate turns into love, but reverts to hate again when she has
been spurned by Captain Boyce. The complications come quickly after this, and the big situation is the rescue of Boyce and
his sweetheart from Juanita's band by a troop of U. S. soldiers.
During this part of the story the picture is filled with dramatic
scenes, the fighting between the Americans and Mexicans being particularly realistic.
To sum the picture up: "The Love Thief" is a rattling good
melodrama that has been given the advantage of good direction,
excellent acting and a praiseworthy liberality of production.
Gretchen
Hartman
plays Juanita.
She makes
a stunning
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looking female bandit and acts with an abundance of fire and
dramatic skill. Alan Hale supports the reputation of the
American army officer with credit, and Frances Burnham puts
all her vitality into the part of Clare Nelson. Edwin Cecil,
Wiilard Louis, Jack McDonald and Charles Ehler contribute
well-acted characterizations to the performance, which was
directed by Richard Stanton. N. p. Niessen wrote the scenario.

"The Foolish Virgin"

Clara Kimball Young is Seen in a Selznick Production NotOrdinary.
able for Direction and Acting
— Story Hardly Above
Reviewed

by George

BlaisdelJ.

CHARACTERIZED by splendid direction and acting is ■"ttwo
Foolish Virgin," the Selznick picture featuring Clara
Kimball Young. Albert Capellani has adapted and produced this story by Thomas Dixon in his own style — one is
tempted to say in his inimitable style. Throughout the nearly
seven reels one sees the hand of the master craftsman. Subtitles are scarce; for that matter no more than are shown are
needed. There are two or perhaps three times in the course
of the storj" when one is measurably stirred or moved, but not
markedly so.
Mr. Capellani springs one distinct surp.Tise. He keeps the
spectator in the dark as to the character of Jim Anthony, the
supposed mechanic who marries the romantically inclined school
teacher. The fact that he is a thief is not revealed until it is
discovered by his wife. The disclosure emphasizes the "reversion to type," a not unnatural manifestation by a son ot a
dissolute father and of a mother who in later life takes up the
making of illicit liquor and who also becomes a good customer
of her own distillery.
Miss Young as the dreamer of wonderful dreams who marries the first "knight" that appears on her horizon carries her
part with lier usual charm and distinction. Conway Tearle is
Anthony, the husband who goes out and makes good after his
narrow escape from death from a knife in the hands of his
mc-iher. Paul Capellani is the North, Carolina doctor who
brings back to life the injured Anthony, protects and cares for
Anthony's wife during the years of regeneration, and submerges himself on the return of the man reconstructed. William Welch. Edward Elkas and Catherine Proctor are others in
the cast who distinguish
themselves
by their work
"The Foolish Virgin" is a good picture. It is carefully
;?taged. Marked by especially clever touches are the scenes ot
the large schoolroom in the opening of the story. In spite of
the realism in the first reel, wherein is shown the squalid en
vironment of the boy who as a man is later to bulk big in the
story, the subject is wholesome. It conveys its lesson, too, to
those young women who rush into a marriage without investigating the antecedents of their prospective husbands.

"The Awakening
of HelenaPicturization
Richie'' of the
Ethel Barrymore
Featured in Five-Reel
Novel — Produced by Rolfe for Metro.
Reviewed by Ben H. Grimm.
18,
IN ITS transference from the printed page to the screen,
bv
"The Awakening of Helena Richie," Margaret Deland's
widely-read novel, which has been visualized in five reels
bv Rolfe
Photoplays, Inc., for release by Metro on December
has lost some of its story-interest, but has been enriched
portrayal of the name part by Ethel Barrymore. The
screen version of the story takes tiuite a while to get started,
and interest is allowed to lag in a considerable degree in the
earlier scenes. But after the characters have been established
tlie story moves more rapidly, and the last two reels embrace
enough interest-holding material to compensate for any pre'ceding slowness.
Miss hardly
Barrymore's
interpretation
part scenes
of Helena
could
be improved
upon. ofInthethose
in Richie
which
mother-love is uppermost Miss Barrymore is supreme. But she
has not received all the support that she might have been
given. As a whole the supporting cast is good, but in a few
individual cases quite unconvincing.
Interpretations of the emotions of Helena naturally dominate
action throughout the picture, and it can be seen that the
scenario writer has been hard pressed at times to register just
exactly the situation intended. The film is a strong indictment
against unreasoning and adamant prudery.
Effective lighting has been used to good advantage in n^iany
scenes. The leading male player is Robert Cummings. Littla
Maury Stewart plays his part well. Others in the cast are
Frank Montgomery. J. A, Furey. Hassan Mussalli, William
Williams, Robert Whit tier. Charles Goodrich, Hattie Delaro
and Mary Asquith.
Directed by John W. Noble.

"Just a Song at Twilight
Evelyn Greeley and Pedro de Cordoba Leading Players in
Five-Reel Screen Drama Produced by Dixie Film
Reviewed Corporation.
by Edward
Weitzel.
CONVENTIONALITY is the keynote of "Just a Song at Twilight." a five-reel photoplay produced by the Dixie Film
Corporation.
The greater part of the action takes place
during a dream, and that stock expedient of the hard-working
dramatist — the use of the familiar but none the less surprising
coincidence, has been employed with great freedom.
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Henry Albert Phillips, the author of the story, has followed
a form of scenario writing that is now relegated to the thi.-d
class and does not permit the intellig-ent spectator to exercise
his imagination to the slightest degree. The leading characters lose sympathy by their lack of common sense. When the
heroine is in need of money she goes to an old friend — an unsuccessful suitor for her hand — and then lies to her husband
about the matter — a fault not justified even by her fear of
telling the truth.
The din>ction. also, is often at fault, and several members
of the cast have been permitted to overact. Evelyn Greeley,
in a Qual role, is earnest and of a pleasing personality, but becomes too automatic in the emotional scenes. Pedro de Cordoba, a well graced actor, is not a fortunate choice for the
part of Carlyle Turner, and Charles Wellesley is of the number who display more vigor than art. The best performance of
the cast is given by Richard Barthelmess as George Turner.

General Film Program
Appropriate Subject from Selig for Christmas — Many Good
Subjects for Week of December 25.
GENERAL, Film Service for week December 25-30, inclusive,
has reserved for its first day's entertainment, which is
Christmas Day, very appropriate films. "The Golden
Thought," a two-reel Selig drama featuring Tom Mix, Victoria
Forde and the wonderful little juvenile actress. Baby Lillian
Wade. As the title would imply, the story carries a good moral,
"A Journey to Nowhere," a Vitagraph comedy together with
"Some of Our Biggest Star Performers" rounds out this film
to one reel. This is followed by the ever-interesting SeligTribune. "Two Men of the Desert," a Biograph one-reel drama,
features Henry Walthall and Walter Miller. Tlie scenes are
laid in the gold fields of California and drift with the story to
the city. Blanche Sweet plays the feminine lead in this heartetirring picture of love and sacrifice.
The fourth of "The Black Cat Features" by Essanay under
the caption "A Tale from the Decameron," a two-part drama
featuring Nell Craig and Ernest Maupain. will be the first picture screened Tuesday. This will be followed by a Kalem onereel comedy. "The Quest of the Golden Goat," with Ham, Bud,
Ethel Teare and Henry Murdoch supplying the fun.
The Essanay Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 21, together with
some scenes of Lake Tahoe, California, is followed by a Vim
one-reel comedy, "A Financial Frenzy," in which the comedy
pair, Harry Myers and Rosemary Theby, are seen. A Biograph
two -reel dr^ma, "The Rehearsal," featuring Vera Sisson and
Jose Ruben, will close the program
for that day.
Selig-Tribune News reel showing pictorially all the news
both here and abroad, together with the very latest fashions
and a Vim one-reel comedy,
will be Thursday's
offering.
Kalem supplies "A Mission of State," a one-reel drama of the
"Grant, Police Reporter" series, in which OUie Kirkby and
George Lark in play the leads. Then Mary Anderson will be
seen in "The Luck Charm," the second of the "Dangers of
Doris" series offered by Vitagraph, followed by "The Property
Man," a one-reel Vim comedy featuring Pokes and Jabbs.
The third of Essanay's "Is Marriage Sacred?" series under
the title "Wife in Sunshine," featuring Marguerite Clayton, Edward Arnold and Sydney Ainsworth. is the picture first flashed
on the screen for Saturday. Helen Gibson, the "Railroad Girl,"
Is seen in "A Race With Death/' an episode of "Kalem's "Hazards of Helen Series," followed by "The Right Hand Path," a
Selig one-reel drama featuring Robyn Adair and Virginia Kirtley.
This closes the program for the day, week and year.

Kalem's Final 1916 Releases
Laughs,
Thrills, Action
and Suspense
in Abimdance.
As A fitting close to a year of excellent pictures, profitable
both to exhibitors and to themselves, Kalem Company
announces "The Quest of the Golden Goat" as the final
Ham Comedy of 1916, released Tuesday, December 26; "A Mission of State." a single reel episode of "Grant, Police Reporter,"
released Friday, December 29, and "A Race With Death." one
of "The Hazards of Helen" for release on Saturday, Dec. 30.
Bearing out Kalem's boast of "perlKLi cuniinuiiy. ' these
releases are packed with sensational thrills, of a dramatic and
comic nature. The usual Kalem standard of photography prevails. George Lark in, the man unafraid, in "A Mission of
State," will bring gasps from his audiences by a daring leap
from the roof. of a two-story house into the branches of a tree,
and by his nicely-calculated drop into a speeding automobile
from a thirty-foot bridge. Helen Gibson's stunt in "A Race
With Death" Is very Bpectacular.

LESSER

SELLS

DENVER

HOLDINGS

TO SUPREME.

Sol Lesser, president of the All Star Feature-s Distributors,
Inc., of San Francisco, has sold out his Denver holdings, including the Triumph Film Corporation's production, "The Libertine," and the Mutual's special production, "Purity," for the
States of Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico and Utah, to the
Supreme Photoplays Corporation of Denver.
Mr. Lesser has made arrangements by which the Supreme
Photoplays Corporation will handle all of the big independent
features that he buys for this territory. As a result of this
arrangement Mr. Lesser will. In the future, include these four
States in his States right feature purchases, making a total of
twenty-four States,
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Thanhouser Pleased
The Program

of Releases for the Next Three Months
Him Cause for Elation.

Gives

GOING over tlie Thanhouser- Pat he program for the next
three months, Edwin Thanhouser, president of the Thanhouser Film Corporation, known as "a man of few words,"
announced "I am well pleased.
Her' New York," starring
Gladys Hulette, is the first Gold Rooster comedy drama to be
released in the New Year, on January 7. Agnes C. Johnston
wrote the story. Others in the cast are William Parke, Jr.,
Riley Chamberlain. Carey Hastings, Robert Vaughn and Ethyle
Cooke.
Then comes Valkyrien (Baroness Dewitz) in "The Image
Maker," on January 21 — a drama of reincarnation involving a
motion picture company supposed to be working in Thebes,
Egypt, with the ruins of temples and tombs for background.
W. Eugene Moore is responsible for the direction and Valkyrien was supported by Harris Gordon, Arthur Bauer, Inda
Palmer and Morgan Jones.
"A Modern Monte Cristo," starring Vincent Serrano, is the
first February release. It is by Lloyd Lonergan and directed
by Eugene Moore. Florence La Badie in "The Girl Who Wanted
to
follows,
the story
being written by Philip Lonergan
and Live"
directed
by Frederic
Sullivan.
And then comes a classic that is the pride of Mr. Thanhouser's heart. "The Vicar of Wakefield," starring Frederick
Warde under the direction of his son, Ernest Warde.
"For a story of its kind, I think this picture will thrill
America," asserted Mr. Thanhouser. "It is a smoothly flowing
condensation of Goldsmith's famous story, and nothing better
has ever been done with a classic story in this studio, or elsewhere, if I may boast a bit."
One of tlie most elaborate of many costly features of "The
Vicar of Wakefield" is a prison scene that is quite out of the
ordinary. It is the debtors' prison, a great, spacious, rockwalled hall that takes up the entire stage in New Rochelle.

"GLORY"

UNITY'S

SPECIAL

NEW

YEAR

FEATURE.

As a special feature to inaugurate its new policy of offering
to its exchanges at least one special feature picture per month
Unity will release during the early part of the year a most
attractive drama, under the title of "Glory," starring the charming Juanita Hansen and the well-known comedians, Kolb and
Dill. The scenario of "Glory"* was written by Aaron Hoffman
and produced by Burton King and Francis Grandon.
Miss Hansen plays the delightful role of a young girl who
has the entire Western village Glory as her parents. She was
adopted by the inhabitants of the little town after her mother,
seemingly in disgrace, had left her as a baby in the village
hotel, presided over by Kolb and Dill. She is given the name
of Glory, and grows up as the idylle of all the town. Kolb and
Dill, as leading citizens of the town, constitute themselves her
chief parents.
The picture was made in Southern California, and some of
the gardens which were used as settings are among the most
beautiful in the State, and many of the scenes are laid in the
grounds of the beautiful Jevne home in Pasadena. The peculiar
attractiveness of this picture lies in its simple, clean and wholesome cliaracter, giving an actress of Miss Hansen's known
qualities full play. Both she and Kolb and Dill are well enough
known to guarantee that this picture will offer motion picture
lovers a maximum of good entertainment.

HAWK

FILM

COMPANY

BUYS

IVAN

RIGHTS.

The Ivan Film Productions. Inc., has completed an arrangement with the Hawk Film Company, whereby the latter for
a period of a year became the exclusive foreign distributor of
Ivan releases for the ensuing year. The Hawk Film Company maintains offices at 145 West Forty- fifth street. New
York, and business offices in the principal cities throughout
the world, notably, Paris, London, Rio de Janeiro, Berlin and
other world centers.
The thorough equipment of the Hawk Film Company for
the distribution of photoplays assures for the Ivan film plays
the most thorough distribution possible to secure. Already
they have exhibited throughout the more important centers
and reports received from Australia, England and South
America indicate that the Ivan film plays are received as
favorably by critics and public alike.

TWO

PARAMOUNT

PICTURES

STOLEN

IN BOSTON.

Efforts are being made throughout the country to locate two
Paramount Pictures which were recently stolen from the
Famous Players Film Company, of New England, Boston. The
prints were those of Mary Piclcford in "Emeralda," produced
by the Famous Players Film Company, and Donald Brian, in
"The Company.
Voice in the Fog," produced by the Jesse L. Lasky Feature
Play
Notifications have been issued by the Paramount exchanges
to all exhibitors to immediately notify the exchange in their
district, should anybody in their town accept or attempt to
book these two productions.
Fi-nm a number of clues that have been followed, it appears
that the prints, after they were stolen, were shipped West, but
up to the present time they have not made their appearance.
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Comments on the Films
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General Film

BY OUR

Company

A

RARE BOARDER
(Vim), Dec. S.— Pokes and Jabbs are the comedians in this comedy-reel, which is a fair Knockabout reel.
Pokes,
as a jewelry salesman, makes love to all his female prospects in a
boarding house, which leads to many complications.
Jabbs comes to the
rescue, disguised as Poke's mother, but the women get wise and the
two are barely able to escape.
THE PURCHASE PRICE (Selig), Dec. 0. — A moderately strong onereel drama. Robyn Adair, Virginia Kirtley and E. J. Brady are in the
cast. The reel has a somewhat different story — that of a girl who
refuses to marry a man because he is poor. The man — a young broker —
steals to become wealthy and marries the girl. The man is later forced
to confess his crookedness. The girl refuses to forgive him, realizing
that she has lost love because of her demand for a price.
THE SELIG-TRIBUNE, NO. !I0, lOlG (Selig), Dec. 11.— Seven hundred
cow ponies purchased by agents of Allies. Denver: President Wilson
officiates at Liberty Statue illumination. New York: insane man, in
armor, shoots up court. Hammond, Ind. ; delegation greets Vice President
and Mrs. Marshall, Washington ; World's largest gold dredge launched,
Marysville. Cal..; Charles P. Taft to grow cotton on his ranch, Taft,
Tex. : Eddie Reichenbacher wins Ascot auto race, Los Angeles ; Thanksgiving Day celebrated by National Guardsmen, Corpus. Christi, Tex.;
S.OOO autos make exploration of new road, San Francisco ; fashion section.
CHARITY BEGINS AT HOME (Vim), Dec. 13.— A laughable number
of the Vim Feature Comedies, with Harry Myers and Rosemary Theby
putting over considerable comedy. Rose believes in charity to such an
extent thai beggars get most of hubby's effects. He cures her by becoming the father of a host of stray animals of all kinds. They soon
?nter into a compact to keep their home for themselves.
CANIMATED NOOZ PICTORIAL, NO. 20, Dec. 13.— A split-reel sharing
funny cartoon burlesques on the news and scenic. Carlson's cartoons
show interviews with well-known public characters, a ukele orchard and
other funny features.
The scenic shows views of Long Beach, California.
THE SELIG-TRIBUNE, NO. 100, 1916 (Selig), Dec. 14.~-Ambassador
and Mrs. Gerard leave New York for Germany ; Stock Show brings
out prize-winning live stock, Chicago ; Shriner's convention at New
Orleans ; Miss Clara C. Hayward, society leader, is billiard expert,
Philadelphia ; funeral services of John D. Archbold, Tarrytown. N. Y. ;
President Wilson leaving Capitol after delivering message to Congress,
Washington, D. C. : cat and rabbit show held in New York ; fashions
in shoes ; "King Sam's" old negro-carrying boat reaches New York ;
minion-dollar fire destroys warehouses in Brooklyn, N. Y.
THE MENACE (Kalem), Dec. 15.— Number 9 of the "Grant, Police
Reporter." series. George Larkin's stunts in this reel are bis jump
from an office building window to a suspended rope, up which he climbs
to the roof, and his subsequent leap to a lower roof. He does this to
prevent a woman anarchist from throwing a bomb into the ranks of the
police parade. As thrilling a number as any. Reviewed on page 1.S16
of last week's issue.
THE FATAL VIOLIN (Kalem), Dec. 19.— Despite the absence of Ham
and Ethel Teare in this number of the "Ham" comedies. It is a funny
reel. Most of the comedy is gotten over by Bud and Henry Murdoch,
Bud gets mixed up with a gang of anarchists and is singled out to play
a violin at a rich woman's concert. The violin is in reality an infernal
machine and the resultant complications bring the laughs.
THE QUEST OP THE GOLDEN GOAT (Kalem). Dec. 26.— The comedy
ball starts rolling early in this reel and keeps going at a moderately
fast rate of speed throughout. Bud and Henry Murdoch are the leading
funmakers. Bud goes in quest of the Golden Goat, where he believes
he will find a fortune. He runs into a cult of worshippers of the Golden
Goat, steals the goat, only to later learn that the fortune has been left
for drinks in the Golden Goat Cafe.
A RACE WITH DEATH (Kalem), Dec. 30. — A number of the "Hazards
of Helen" railroad series. Helen Gibson's nerve is displayed in this
reel when she leaps from the back of a galloping horse to a fast-moving
freight car. The car, running wild, is stopped by Helen just as it is
about to plunge into the water through an open drawbridge. Thus she
vaves the life of a man who has been imprisoned in the box car.

General Film Company Specials
A FAILURE AT FIFTY (Essanay), Dec. 0— Pathos and humor are
found in this three-reel comedy-drama. The film is an acceptable offering. Audiences will probably laugh with and cry with "Old Tim," who
cannot stand the efficiency methods introduced into the factory of which
his son becomes superintendent. "Old Tim" helps a young friend with
an invention that leads both to wealth, and the finish of the film shows
a reunited family, with the young friend a son-in-low. In the cast are
seen Thomas Commerford. Alice McChesney and Royal Douglas.

OWN

STAFF

TWISTED TRAILS (Selig). Dec. 11.— The riding stunts performed
by Tom Mix arc the main and best feature of this three-reel "Western."
The film has other good qualities : also several inconsistencies, but on
the whole is an acceptable offering. The story runs smoothly until
Tom marries the girl he- rescued, when it becomes rather trite. Tom
is given to believe that the girl he married is his sister; but a housekeeper straightens things out by her story of her service in an orphan
asylum. Besides Tom Mix, there are seen on the screen Bessie Eyton,
Eugenie Besserer, Al. W. Filson, Will Machin. Pat Chrisman and Sid
Jordan.
IN A LOOKING
of the Black Cat
while.
It pleases.
through a look in
idea of the worth
romance.
In the
Maupain.

GLASS (Bssanay), Dec. 12.— The second installment
features.
This two-reeler
is interesting and worth
The story tells of how a girl uncovers crookedness
her glass.
This changes the young superintendent's
of girls as office help, and incidentally
begins a
cast are Richard
Travers,
Nell Craig and Ernest

THE STAIN OP CHUCKA WALLA (Kalem), Dec. 13.— Nineteenth episode of Robert Welles Ritchie's "The Girl from 'Frisco" series. The
two reels make an exciting and interesting Western. Barbara Brent
this time conducts a newspaper campaign for prohibition in a Western
"bad town." Marin Sais, True Boardman, and the usual cast are seen.
Reviewed in last week's issue, page 1S16.

Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
THE RIGHT TO BE HAPPY (Bluebird), Dec. 25.— This picture is a
pleasing adaptation of Charles Dickens' story, "A Christmas Carol." The
production, which is in five parts, was made by Rupert Julian, who
also plays the role of Ebenezer Scrooge. It is a production that will
make good for the exhibitor at any time of the year, is a character
study, as are all of Dickons' works, and will be especially acceptable on
children's programs.
A full review of the production appear? elsewhere.

Greater Vitagraph V-L-S-E, Inc.
THE MISSING CHAPTER (Vitagraph), Dec. 11.— Episode 11 of "The
Scarlet Runner." The background of this storj' is a great English hotel
and the heroine is a rich girl who drives her own motor car. There is
humor rather than convincing romance in the tale; but the plot la
intended to bring the love story to the fore. It is weaker than either
episode S or 9, yet is well acted and interesting. For longer review
see issue of October 7, 1916, of this paper.
HELP! HELP! HELP! (Vitagraph). Dec. 18.— Hughie Mack fills the
costume of a gallant life-saver in this one-reeler. The scenes by the
sad sea waves admit of much energetic fooling and many unexpected
baths for most of the characters. Wm. Shea, Ed Dunn, Patsy De Forrest
and Nellie Anderson are also members of the cast.
THE NINETY AND NINE (Vitagraph) ," Dec. 2r>.— The Ramsey Morris
stage play of the same name has been taken for the foundation of a fivereel photoplay with a sensational rescue at the finish. The story is
clean and interesting and the leading parts are excellently played " by
Lucille Lee Stewart and William Courtenay. The picture was reviewed
at length on page 1973.

International Film Service, Inc.
HEARST INTEHNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 99, 1916 (Dec.
12. — Wives of American officials are guests of Mexican officials. Matamoras, Mexico ; giant flag unfurled, Brooklyn, N. Y. : Manager Bill
Carrigan of Champion Red Sox at homp, Lewiston, Me. ; physical training
classes of high school give exhibition, Oakland, Cal. ; farm tractors
perform, Davis, Cal. ; inspectors watch handling of cold storage eggs.
New York ; auto parade opens new boulevard, San Francisco ; footlights
and fashions ; boxing matches board U. S. cruiser Milwaukee. Mare
Island Navy Yard ; aeroplane views of Washington. D. C. ; cutting
Christmas trees for market, Winslow Mill, Me. ; with the French Army.

Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay.
THE TRUANT SOUL (Essanay), Dec. 25. — A powerful photoplay which
shows the redemption of a great surgeon from the morphine habit by
the sacrificing devotion of a nurse. These well-drawn characters are
created to the life by Henry B. Walthall and Mary Charleson, and they
are supported by other able players. The production (eight reels) Is
well directed and beautifully photographed. An extended review appears
elsewhere in this issue.
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Metro Pictures Corporation
THE AWAKENING OF HELENA RITCHIE (nolfe), Dec. 18.— Ethel
Barrymore is featured in this five-reel visualization of the widely-read
novel by Margaret Deland. Although rather tardy in telling the story,
the latter part of the picture holds a wealth of interest-holding material,
ably interpreted by Miss Barrymore. Reviewed in another column of
this issue.
HE WOULDN'T WEAR GLASSES (Metro), Dec. 18.~Max Figman and
Lolita Robertson are seen in this comedy reel. Without resorting to
slapstick, many laughs are dealt out because of the complications arising
since Max, who can hardly see without his glasses, mistakes the wife
of a jealous man for the girl of his choice. He does not wear glasses
because the girl doesn't like them, but everything ends happily.

Mutual Film

Corporation.

THE

FALSE CLUE (Mutual), Dec. 4.— A well-made two-part melodrama, which contains none of the offensiveness so common to melodrama. The production features Dorothy Davenport, with Benjamin
Horning playing opposite her, and treats of the near-havoc wrought by an
innocent excerpt from a letter which a detective picked up in the room
where the uncle of the heroine is found dead. It is afterward discovered
that the man died in a fit of apoplexy.
MUTUAL WEEKLY NO. 102. Dec. 13.— This is an unusually interesting
number of the Mutual Weekly, and contains excellent views taken at
the Battle of the Somme. The launching of the world's largest gold
dredge, the Statue of Liberty under its new lighting system, the opening
of a new Scenic Boulevard at San Francisco, Cal., Uncle Joe Cannon
back on the Job. and other interesting items also appear in this issue.
TREED (Vogue). Dec. 17. — This is an amusing two-part farce-comedy.
The action of the picture is free from vulgarity, and in some instances
original. One of the funniest happenings occurs when the automobile
in which the eloping couple are fleeing runs over a high embankment
and lands in a treetop. Pleasing and artistic locations have been chosen
for the making of this picture.
A LASS OF THE LUMBERLANDS. No. 9 (Signal), Dec. 18.— In this
number of the Helen Holmes serial Helen is called back from the camp
only to find that her mother is dead, the cabin in which she lived having
been destroyed by a falling tree. The paper left by her mother in
which she has made known the fact that Helen is the daughter of "DollarHolmes, is burned by Holmes when it reaches his hands, and a copy
of the page containing the record of the marriage of Holmes with Helen's
mother torn from the register affords opportunity for a thrilling chase.
Helen jumps from an automobile to the train, gets the paper from the
men who have it, and jumps from a high bridge into the water. The
title of this number is "The Double Fight."

Mutual Film Corporation Specials
INDISCRETION (Mutual). Dec. 25.— A two-reel subject, featuring
Ethel Grandin. Charles Eldridge and Lawrence White. The girl is
engaged to a quiet young man and longs for adventure. So she dresses
in boy's clothes and goes forth to look for it. She is mistaken for a
burglar, compromises her good name and altogether gets more adventure
than she wanted. This is an interesting subject in a quiet way, the
story being one of average strength.
THE VAMPIRES. NO. 6 (Gaumont), Dec. 31.— Another thrilling episode
of the serial in which Moreno is forced to join the vampires, bringing
with him Irma Vep. A daring theft of money is made through the
Instrumentality of one Fleur de Lys after cunningly gaining the signature
of a prominent American tourist, which is cleverly affixed to a bank
check.
Various other interesting melodramatic incidents also take place.

Paramount Pictures Corporation
THE TRAVELING SALESMAN (Famous Players), Dec. 18.— Frank
Mclntyre brings to the screen an adaptation of the play in which he
made a success. He is supported by. among others. Doris Kenyon. Harry
Northrup and Russell Bassett. It is a good comedy drama. A review
will be found on another page.

THE RIGHT DIRECTION (Pallas), Dec. 21.— A waif story, featuring
Vivian Martin. Many good human touches mark the working out
of the
story, as is set forth on another page of this issue.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
LUKE-S SHATTERED SLEEP (Rolin), Dec, 31.— Most of the action
In this one-reel knockabout farce takes place in a cheap lodging house
and the characters are all of the tribe of the Great Unwashed There
13 plenty of rough-and-tumble fun in the picture, but persons of any
pretense to refinement will object to the brand of humor
that refers to
unsanitary pedal extremities.
FLORENCE ROSE FASHIONS NO. 12 (Pathe). Dec. 31.— "Prills and
Thrills" is the title of this number of the fashion show. Many of the
garments are of a somewhat personal nature and will unquestionably
thrill the feminine heart by their display of captivating frills.
ABSOLUTE BLACK (Astra), Dec. 31.— The fourteenth episode of "The
Shielding Shadow" sees the magic mantle again change hands after
Sebastian makes another reckless attempt to retain it. A big surprise
that is in store lor Leontine is also foreshadowed at the end of the
episode.
A longer review was printed in the issue of Dec. 31.
SOMEWHERE IN GRENADA (Astra), Dec. Sl.-The fifth episode
of
Pearl of the Army" shifts the scene to the tour of Paso Del Norte, on
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the border, and permits Pearl White to take several desperate chances
with her life. A longer review was printed in the issue of Dec. 30.
JOY AND THE DRAGON (Balboa). Dec. 31.— This is another of the
Baby Marie Osborne pictures and has the same charm that made the
preceding five-reel "Little Mary Sunshine" numbers so successful. The
picture was reviewed at length in the issue of Dec. 30.

Universal Film Mfg. Company
TWO SMALL TOWN ROMEOS (Nestor), Dec. 11.— An amusing number, by Virginia Kirtley, featuring Eddie Lyons. Lee Moran. Marian
Zigler. Priscilla Dean and others. The scenes occur in a small town, and
some good character types, slightly exaggerated, are portrayed. The
two country boys play at a^ dance and become rivals over the city cousin.
of the are
type.
They
disappointed when her city "feller" shows up. A good number
IT DIDN'T WORK RIGHT (Victor), Dec. 14.— A comedy number, by
Robert F. Hill, featuring Stanley Walpole, Helen Slosson, Joseph Granby
and Helen Marten. This is a story of love and jealousy, in which a
young man flirts with another girl in order to anger his fiancee. Later
he is accused of stealing, and his fiancee stands up for him. The cast
is pleasing and the story well presented. It makes an entertaining subject.
MOTHER'S GUIDING HAND (Laemmle), Dec. 16.— Mary Fuller is
featured in this as a poor dressmaker ; Augustus is the riijli young hero.
The girl borrows money from him, and when she repays it a romance
follows. There is considerable absurdity in picturing her maternal
yearnings by showing so many babies. The infants make a splendid
feature by themselves, but are brought in rather awkwardly. The
number is entertaining, but not strongly constructed.
IT SOUNDS LIKE A KISS (Nestor), Dec. IS.— A comedy number by
Bess Meredyth, featuring Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran, Priscilla Dean and
Babe Sedgwick. This deals with the subject of jealousy. A young
married man is suspicious of his wife, who in turn suspects him of
flirting with a blonde lady. Trouble starts at a dance and leads to the
home of the married couple, where Eddie hides in the wife's room. This
is not very new in situations, but the action is amusing throughout.
IT'S GREAT TO BE MARRIED (Victor), Dec. 22. — One of Capt.
Leslie T. Peaoock's whimsical comedies, with a slightly risque flavor.
This concerns a widow, about to marry a second time, who dresses her
eighteen-year-old daughter as a child. The deception works well until
the daughter sits on the fiance's knees and kisses him. She then elopes
with him and leaves mother alone. This is carefully handled and should
not offend.
JAGS AND JEALOUSY (Joker). Dec. 25. — A comedy number, featuring
Gale Henry. Wm. Graney and Heinie Conklin. A sculptor, a suspicious
husband and a curious wife are the chief characters. The theft of a
statue brings on the trouble. This is amusing, but not exceptional in
any way.
It makes an average number.
PRETTY BABY (Nestor), Dec. 25. — A comedy number, by Bess
Meredyth, featuring Eddie Lyons, Edith Roberts, Lee Moran, Fred
Gamble and a very pleasing infant. The latter lends a strong human
appeal to the little story, which instantly attracts the observer. The
number is exceptionally attractive and will be widely appreciated.
UNIVERSAL SCREEN MAGAZINE NO. 4, Dec. 29.— This issue of the
interesting new magazine in film contains a demonstration of a new
automatic mail-handling device, an illustration of how the A. S. P. C. A.
handles the sick and injured horses of the city streets, a lesson in mixing
biscuits, some views of the Venus Fly Trap, an odd Southern plant, and
a study in animated sculpture.
PHIL'S BUSY DAY (L-KO), Dec. 29.— A very funny knockabout number, featuring Phil Dunham as a henpecked husband. He gets up late
in the morning, flirts with a pretty neighbor and his wife gets after him
with the broom. Some of the situations are rough, but not offensive, and
some unusually funny stunts are pulled. The chase at the close is a
good one.
MINES AND MATRIMONY (Joker). Dec. 30. — A comic number of the
knockabout type, by Irene Blake, featuring Wm. Franey, Heinie Conklin
and Gale Henry. A gold brick, a number of men down a well, and a
bride in waiting are features of the plot. A characteristic number of
the nonsensical sort with several smiles in it,
THE PRODIGAL DAUGHTER (Rex). Dec. 31. — A holiday story, by
E. M. ingleton. featuring Alan J. Holubar, Jack Mulhall and Agnes
Vernon. It pictures the return of the minister's daughter, who has been
ostracized from home. She has a child and the father refuses her admission. Later she tells him she had been married and he relents. This
mingles pathos with the holiday atmosphere. It makes a good sentimental offering, though conventional in plot.

Universal Film Mfg. Co. Specials
THE PENALTY OF TREASON (Rex), Dec. 10.— A two-reel number,
by Helen Jonas, featuring Douglas Gerard and Ruth Clifford. The
scenes are laid in Italy and the costuming and atmosphere are good. An
army officer insults the sweetheart of a young musician, who revenges
himself by exposing the captain and his friends as would-be traitors.
The hero is not believed at first and is locked up. The girl then dons
trousers and proves her mettle by ferreting out the truth. A strong
subject, well presented throughout.
MURDERED BY MISTAKE (L-KO), Dec. 13.— A two-reel comic, featuring Dan Russell in a double role. This is full of laughs and free
from vulgarity. The action of the first reel is exceptionally funny and
the closing scenes are also good. A society man hires a thug to kill him.
A tramp, posing as the victim's double, is followed by the assassin. A
good knockabout subject, containing much real humor.
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SHOUTING HIS 'ART OUT (L-KO), Dec. 20.— A two-reel comic, fealuring Phil Dunham nnd others. A business man, suspicious of his
wife, ties a thread to the back of her dress. He traces her by this
Dieans to the dumb waiter and finds she is acting as model for an artist
upstairs. Trouble at once ensues. The number finishes on the roof tops.
This is a characteristic number, with numerous laughs in it.
FIGHTING JOE (Bison). Dec. 23.— A two-reel holiday number, by
\Vm. Parker and \Vm. V. >long. The latter plays the part of a pugnacious
Westerner, who comes to the aid of a divorced woman and her son. He
gets rid of the ex-husband, who still hangs around, and treats the widow
and hor offspring to a big Christmas dinner. Maude Emory plays the
widow^ and Harry Griffith gives a natural portrayal of a lively boy.
The number is not exctptional in presentation, but tells a Ijuman and
entertaining story.
MR. VAMPIRE (Rex), Dec. 24. — A two-reel subject, by Grace Cunard,
featuring Francis Ford. Edna Maison and Lois Wilson. The son of a
disillusioned woman inherits her suspicion of the fair sex. He is known
as Mr. Vampire. He falls in love finally with a girl he thinks is married —
but the man in the case turns out to be her brother. The story is
developed in rather a vague way, but the cast is pleasing, and in spite
of the faulty construction the subject proves entertaining.
GOOD MORNING. JUDGE! (Victor), Dec. 2S.— Ernie Shields and
Mina Cunard are featured in this farce-comedy number of two reels.
The action consists largely of passing a smuggled necklace about at a
house party. The maid finally fastens it around the neck of the dog.
This is very slight in plot and does not hold the interest very strongly.
Ernie Shields manages to get in some rather pleasing comedy work,
but the production as a whole is only an average one.
TOTO OF THE BYWAYS (Imp). Dec. 20.— A two-reel subject, by
Catherine Carr. featuring Edith Roberts, Johnnie Walker and Harry
Benham. The girl, daughter of an artist, from whom the mother is
separated, is raised as a thief. The characterization is a good one and
suggests Mitzi Hajos in "Pom-Pom." The Apache settings are also good
The story brings about a final meeting of the girl and her father and then
her happy marriage to an artist who sought to reclaim her. This makes
quite an original and pleasing screen offering.
THE CHILD OF MYSTERY (Red Feather), Dec. 25.— A five-reel story
of Little Italy, written by Willard Mack and laid in the heart of New
York's East Side. The plot concerns a girl named Carlotta. granddaughter of a prominent judge, the mother having been an American
and the father Italian. As the story progresses the girl is made captive
and the black hand gang attempts to collect ransom from her grandfather.
This is prevented by her lover, Tony, and her guardian, Giuseppe. Tony
then sees the girl won by an American lover. The plot of this lacks
suspense and is slightly mechanical in handling. The strong features
are in the accuracy of the atmosphere and character types. Hobart
Henley. Gertrude Selby. Thomas Jefferson and others appear.
THE PEOPLE VS. JOHN DOE (Universal Special Feature), December.
— In this six-part production, which is an appeal on behalf of the abolishment of capital punishment, the question in hand is presented with vivid
reality. At the Broadway theater. New York City, where the production made its debut, it is being introduced by Misha Applebaum, head
of the Humanitarian Cult, with an impressive address on the subject. A
full review of this picture, for which the state rights are now selling,
appears elsewhere.

World Pictures.
THE WORLD AGAINST HIM (Peerless), Dec. 25.— The dramatic
material in this five-reel photoplay includes the marriage of a convict
to the heroine in order to save her fortune. The "happy ending" is
brought about for the two. E. K. Lincoln and June Elvidge play the
leading characters.

Paramount Celebrates Christmas

L

Exchanges
Have
Special
Program
for Yuletide
Holiday.
Containing Much to Interest the Children.
PARAMOUNT exchanges throughout the country are making
a special drive on special features for the Yuletide holidays, particularly in the smaller communities where the
Paramount features are shown less than three days each week,
and also beginning to inaugurate throughout the country special matinees for children to be held every Saturday morning
during the coming year.
In many sections of the country there has been inaugurated
through the different exchanges distributing Paramount Picwhat haveevents
become
popularly
as children's
matinees,tures
on which
a large
numberknown
of features
are rebooked
and which have proven to be an excellent business move. These
special matinees for children have drawn exceptionally large
audiences.
Paramount releases on Christmas day this year the Famous
Players production of the well-known fairy tale by the Brothers Grimm, in which Marguerite Clark plays the title role, and
in which production on the stage she made a wonderful hit
at the Little theater gome years past. The Famous Players
have made it an annual event to release a feature each Christmas that is particularly adapted for the Yuletide season, and
with all the first-run houses showing "Snow White" and hundreds of other Paramount features conducted for Tuletide performances with pictures of similar character, the Christmas
and New Tear's weeks, this year, through the efforts of the
Paramount exchanges, will be memorable.
Among the features that are being given additional publicity
as Tuletide features are "A Christmas Carol," "The Two Colum-
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WORLD

bines," "An Alien," "Cinderella." "The Prince and the Pauper,"
"Molly Make-Believe." "Little Lady Eileen." "A Bachelor's Romance." "Mice and Men." Paramount-Bray cartoons, Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures, "Still Waters," "Seven
Sisters." "Such a Little Queen," "Wildflower." "The Goose Girl,"
"Rags." "Hulda from Holland." "Poor Little Pepping."

'' Advertising ''Patria"

International

Has

Great
Campaign
Under
Way
in All
Hearst Papers.
THE International has perfected arrangements for one of
the greatest campaigns of publicity ever launched for a
cinema production, in behalf of its patriotic photoplay,
"Patria." The production has already been enormously advertised, but with the release date definitely fixed for January 1,
the real campaign is now beginning.
The international fame of Mrs. Vernon Castle as the star,
and the popularity of Louis Joseph Vance, the author of
"Patria," has led to a keen rivalry between newspapers all
over the country for the right to publish the storj- in serial
form. Up to date arrangements have been made with twentyfive of the leaders in this contest to do so, and that alone
means publicity of the most valuable kind.
Full pages, half and quarter-page advertisements will be
used in the newspapers having the largest circulation in
thirty of the largest cities of the United States, which will
give "Patria" a publicity never before conferred upon a serial
of the screen. More than two hundred of the smaller papers
throughout the United States will tell the story of Patria to
their readers, and great spreads will be used in the motion
picture trade papers.
On thenewspapers,
Stinday preceding
the releasecirculation
of "Patria"
all ofthan
the
Hearst
whose combined
is more
2,000,000,
three full
pages screen
concerning
"Patria" and
its
marvelswill
as carry
a practically
inspiring
production.
Before the campaign is closed "Patria" announcements will
appear in Cosmopolitan, the magazine with one of the largest
circulations
the world; in
Hearst's
Magazine,
Harper's
Bazaar. Good inHousekeeping.
Motor
and Motor
Boating.
It is
conservatively estimated that in this campaign of advertising
"Patria" will be made known in every city, town and hamlet
in the United States,
A publicity campaign of this magnitude is a sure indication
that the managers of the International feel that "Patria" is
the greatest serial photoplay ever produced and have taken
measures accordingly.

'* Lovely Mary" Heads Mutual December 25

Ethel

Grandin,

Alexander
Clark
and
Ben
Turpin
Other
Featured Players of the Week.
MART MILES MINTER. "Lovely Mary" of Mutual, will appear in a Sve-part Mutual Star Production entitled "The
Innocence of Lizette," the week of December 25. This
production is from the pen of Bessie Eoniel and was scenariorized by Arthur H. Gooden. The production was filmed at the
American Mutual studios, under the direction of James Klrkwood.
"The Innocence of Lizette" Isanother screen success, replete
with delicately handled situations. The story is novel. Miss
Minter portrays the character of a little girl, of careful reading, who is taken from the poorer districts into the home of
a millionaire.
On Monday. December 25, Ethel Grandin will be seen in a
two-reel drama, entitled "Indiscretion," "Tours Around the
World," embracing beauty and historic spots, will be shown
Tuesday. On Wednesday. "Mutual Weekly." showing all of
the interesting news events of the week in one reel, and "See
America First," a scenic, on the same reel with "Kartoon
Komics." drawn by Harry Palmer, will be released. A one-reel
comedy, entitled "Peter's Perfect Photoplay," featuring Bud
Ross, is scheduled for Thursday.
Alexander Clark, who is now starring in the stage production of "Princess Pat," is scheduled to appear on Saturday in
a one-reel Mutual Star comedy, "Grimsey the Bell Hop."
"Jealous Jolts," a two-reel Vogue comedy, featuring Ben Turpin and Paddy McQuire. is scheduled to be released on Sunday,
together with "Reel Life." the reel magazine.
"The Jade Necklace." the first of the stories of "The Perils
of Our Girl Reporters." written by Edith Sessions Tupper and
produced by the Niagara Film studios, will be ofCered on Thursday, December 28.
These stories will be released in two reels, every week, for
fifteen weeks.

SHIFTS

IN BLUEBIRD'S

JANUARY

RELEASES.

Bluebird has found it expedient to make several changes In
the order of their releases for January, using the same subjects as have been previously announced, but shifting the release dates on three of them. "Black Orchids" remains in its
original place as the release for Jan. 1 and "The Devil's Pay
Day" will, as planned, be the attraction for the week of Jan.
29. "The Piper's Price" returns Dorothy Phillips to the series
after one month, on Jan. 8. Bluebird No, 52 will be "Her Soul's
Inspiration," introducing Ella Hall as the star, and will be the
Bluebird for Jan. 15. "God's Crucible" Is set for release Jan. 22
with George Hernandez as the star.

1980

THE

FANNIE

WARD

STARS

MOVING

IN CALIFORNIA

PICTURE

STORY.

Though California gives to the motion picture screen more
settings than any other state in the Union, it seldom is made
the acknowledged background for a photoplay. In the Lasky
production
"Betty to
the Rescue,"
Fannie gold
Ward mines
stars
on
the Paramount
Program
Januaryin which
15, California
and orange groves give a genuine Golden Gate flavor to the
etory. The scenes were all taken within a comparatively short
distance of the Lasky studio in Hollywood.
The story was written by Beatrice De Mille and Leighton

WORLD

ROBERT

WARWICK

"THE

RAY

OF

DEATH"

(UNITY).

"The Ray of Death" is the title of the fifteenth episode of
"The Yellow Menace" and, as it unfolds, we see the utter determination of All Singh to subdue those around him to his
Indomitable will in its most violent form. It is hard to imagine
that he could stoop so low as to force his own niece to marry
a half-breed opium fiend and so vile a character as Hong Kong
Harry; but, because of Najla's several outbreaks of disloyalty
and treachery to Ali Singh's cause, he determines to forever
separate her from the refining influence of her American
friends, by forcing her to marry Hong Kong Harry.
There is nothing the unhappy girl can do but submit to
force, but death intervenes to release her from so hateful a
union. Najla is killed during an attack on Ali Singh's last
stronghold.
Manning, heading the raid, is held by deperadoes in front of
a machine which emits the sight -killing rays of violet hue.
He is made partially blind and cannot wholly recover his sight
unless operated upon by the most skilled of specialists. Margaret Bronson and Manning are married, despite his affliction,
and the further pursuit of Ali Singh is carried on by Willard
Bronson and the police officials, under the leadership of Captain Kemp.

MID-WEST

IN "THE ARGYLE

CASE."

The methods of the modern detective, as contrasted with
those of the impossible sleuths of fiction, will have their first
screen portrayal when Robert Warwick appears in the Selznick
I'ictures production of the detective play, "The Argyle Case."
This is the play on which the internationally famous detective.
William J. Burns, collaborated with Harvey J. O'Hlggins and
Harriet Ford, and which was presented with tremendous success on the stage a few seasons ago, with Robert Hilliard as
the star.
Mr, Warwick is rapidly completing the picturized version
of this intensely interesting play at the Selznick studios in
New York, under the direction of Ralph W. Ince.. By way of
making sure of correct details, Mr. Ince has enlisted the services
of Detective Burns, who is supervising many of the scenes in
which such modern instruments of scientific detection as the
dictograph and finger-print processes are used. In addition to
its thrilling detective story, "The Argyle Case" provides a big
heart interest and the producers are confident that it will prove
the popular star's greatest screen achievement.
Mr. Warwick is just the type for the lead and plays it with
a swing and directness of method that will be most appealing
to all picturegoers. The star has been surrounded by one of
the strongest casts of well-known players who have ever appeared in a single feature.
Elaine Hammers tein, the charming granddaughter of the
famous Oscar, and well known to all theatergoers, plays the
leading feminine role, while J. Cooper Cliffe, recognized as one
of the greatest character actors of the day, will be seen in the
powerful role of Kreisler. the head of the counterfeiting gang.
Others in the cast include Charles Hines, Frank McGlynn.
Arthur Albertson, Gazelle Marche, Frank Evans, John Fleming,
Mary Alden and Robert Vivian.

"ISLAND

Scene from "Betty to the Rescue" (Lasky).
Oamun and was directed by Frank Reicher. In the cast arc
included: Jack Dean, Lillian Leighton, Charles H. West. James
Neill and Ted Duncan.
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OF DESIRE"

FINISHED.

After many weeks of work, Director Otis Turner has completed "The Island of Desire," George Walsh's new starring
vehicle for William Fox. The nature of the story called for
certain atmospheric conditions and the building of an entire
tropical island for a large part of the film. This, plus the
achievement of several novel photographic tricks, resulted in
the extended time devoted to the picture.
"The GIRL GOD MADE FOR JONES" (Essanay).
This is the first short production Bryant Washburn has appeared in fur some time past.
"The Girl God Made for Jones"

CORPORATION
ACQUIRES
"CIVILIZATION."

A new and financially strong company, known as the MidWest Civilization Corporation, was recently formed, with
offices at Denver, Col., for the purpose of acquiring the State
rights of the Thomas H. Ince picture, "Civilization," for the
States of Colorado. Utah, Wyoming. New Mexico and Nebraska.
The deal was consummated last week.
The president of the Mid-West Corporation is J. W. Burke
and the secretary and treasurer is Frank M. Mikels. The general manager is Max Schubach. The first presentation of the
spectacle in this territory will be at Denver. Col., on December
31, to be followed by offerings in Salt Lake City, Ogden, Omaha
and Lincoln.

Scene from "The Girl God Made for Jones" (Essanay).
is one of Essanay Black Cat features. It reveals a man who
seeks everywhere for the girl of his heart's desire, then finds
that she literally has been sitting beside him all the while.
There are some thrilling scenic effects, including a railroad
wreck and a big fire. Intermixed with many thrills are numerous humorous situations involving Jones' search for his
"love girl."
Alice McChesney appears with Mr. Washburn.
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Fox Films Have Daring Stunts

GOOD

Death

Defying
Exploits.
Catastrophies
and
Wild
Chases
Put "Punches" in New Comedy Series.
IN WILLIAM FOX'S new series nf comedy pictures, the Foxfilm comedies, brand new methods of laugli production have
been resorted to. Camera trickery, mechanical effects and
disrejiard for life and limb on an unusual scale characterize
every one of the forthcoming fifty-two releases. Here are a few
examples of screen comedy of the modern school selected at
random from some of Mr. Fox's new offerings:
Thousands of gallons of water are released from a broken
gravity tank on the roof of a hotel and sweep like a young
Niagara down through the building and out into the street.
There is no question as to the volume of water or power of
'current.
Every
of furniture
and every
in
the six sets
thatpiece
are wrecked
is swept
along human
in the being
rush of
water. The carrying away of a huge banquet table, at which
are seated fifty guests in evening clothes, comes as the startling
climax. Property destroyed in obtaining this one effect represents thousands of dollars.
In another picture an entire village is submerged by a cloudburst. A hundred or more dwelling houses and business places
are inundated, the water in the streets extending ii> the roofs
of the structures. It is no miniature set. The main village
street with all its activities is shown close up. Then the cloudburst begins. Water accumulates in the gutters, backs up over
the sidewalks and gradually rises to the roofs as the villagers
climb higher and higher for safety. The cost of this effect
in dollars and cents is equal to an amount large enough to produce an ordinary two-reel comedy.
Another early release features a unique race effect. Thp
leading comedian, in the guise of a Marathon runner, is shown
passing a bird in full flight and an automobile traveling at a
high rate of speed.
One of the biggest "chases" ever shown in pictures is th"^
feature of a Fox film comedy soon to be released. A gang of
crooks on a handcar is pursued by officers on a locomotive,
motorcycle, automobile and police launch. All are shown
action at once. The climax comes when the crooks, desertiner
the handcar, board an electric engine, which tears its way
through a courthouse wall and into a courtroom. Several retakes were necessary for this scene. Once the engine got beyond control of the motorman and wrecked three other sets in
which players were at work.
These are just a few of the remarkable effects shown in
Foxfilm comedies and Mr. Fox intends that all future comedy
releases will contain features equally distinctive.

GAUMONT'S

NEW

YEAR'S

PROGRAM.

The first week of the new year sees the Gaumont photo-novel
well under way. The first episode to be released in 1917 is
"The
Master
of successful
ThuTider," sclieduled
the screen
January
It tells
of the
efforts of for
Satanas
to release
Irma4.
Vep from prison, but ends with the death of the cliief of the
Vampires in a most sensational manner. This is the seventh
of the nine episodes.
There will also be the customary four single reels. The Gaumont editors have set a high mark for 1917 by their opening
offerings. These are selected with a view to the general entertainment of every spectator. The first release of the week
Is "Reel Life," No. 35. This marks the passing of the old year,
being released Dec. 31. It opens with pictures of "The Olive
Industry in California" and^ is followed by "The Value of
Venom," a picture of the method of combatting snake bite as
developed in Brazil: "A Most Unique Basket," showing the use
to which the shell of the Armadillo is put. and "Modish
Coiffures," another picture in the hair-dressing series.
"Tours Around the World." No. 9, is released January 2.
It takes spectators upon a trip to Rio de Janeiro, the picturesque capital of Brazil, and for a ramble around Luchon in the
French Pyrenees.
"See America First," No. 69, is released January 3. It gives
an adequate showing of Pasadena, Cal., the City of Roses. This
was announced for release several weeks ago, but was withheld until sufficient space could be secured on the reel for it.
Splitting the reel with this is "Miss Catnip Goes to the
Movies," a Gaumont
Kartoon
Komic by Harry Palmer.
The fourth Gaumont single reel of the week is the Mutual
Weekly.

500 EXHIBITORS

SEE "THE

TRUANT

"SEX LURE"

CHANGED
YORK.

FOR

REPORTS

ON

"RACE

SUICIDE."

Manager Frank L. Groeiiwald of the Exclusive Photoplay
Service, Inc., 212 Columbia building, Cleveland, gratified with
the phenomenal success which has been accorded the film production, "Race Suicide," in the Ohio and Kentucky territory,
has completed negotiations for the purchase on the same subject for the territory of Indiana, paying a price to Joseph W.
Farnham, distributor of the subject, reported to be a record for
the territory.
Mr. Greenwald reports a list of bookings In the new territory which are more than his wildest anticipation and which
bespeak for the production a record equally as great as it has
enjoyed in the Ohio and Kentucky territory, where it has taken
rank as
of the best money-earning films ever shown in
these
two one
States.
Another vivid indication of the popularity of "Race Suicide"
is demonstrated in the purchase by the Williamson- Waddington
Pictures, Ltd., of Australia, of a number of new prints of the
subject to meet the demands which have been created throughout New Zealand and Australia. "Race Suicide" has proven
itself to be one of the most pronounced American successes
ever to have been shown in Australia,

FASHIONS

IN MUTUAL

WEEKLY

NO. 103.

Realizing the widespread interest in skating, the Mutual
Weekly, manufactured by the Gaumont Company, presents the
season's latest fashions for fair devotees of the rink in its
issue No. 103. These are filmed upon models at the exclusive
rink of the Biltmore hotel. The gowns are from the Fifth
avenue establishment of Giddings & Co. The variety of models
makes it possible for every woman who sees the pictures to
find something that she can adapt to her own use. The Mutual
Weekly alternates its fashions, one week showing the latest
pictures from Paris and the next week screening the latest
modes developed by the leading Fifth avenue designers.

TRIANGLE

JANUARY

7TH RELEASES.

William S. Hart and Dorothy Dalton, Charles Ray and Louise
Glaum are the stars of the Triangle feature releases for January 7. Hart appears in a Kay Bee production of newspaper
life in the old West, entitled "Truthful TuUiver," written by
J. G. Hawks. Dorothy Dalton, Charles Ray and Louise Glaum
have a vehicle designed to test their versatility to the full in
another Kay Bee play of vital current interest, known as "The
Weaker Sex," by Alice C. Brown, directed by Raymond B. West.
"THE TWINKLER"
(Mutual).
Think of being a thief driven to desperation. Think of having the "only girl in the world" under a false conviction for
murder. Think of being "straight." just for the girl's sake, and
then deciding to "get the money" for an appeal by just one
more "flier in the open market.."
Then imagine running onto a fellow with |10,000 displayed
in one little pocketbook, "nipping the leather" and discovering
that you have robbed the governor's secretary of the pardon
he was taking to the girl for whose salvation you had stolen
the pocketbook.
Well, that's the punch In "The Twinkler," the Mutual Star
Production of the week of December IS, featuring William Ruesell, and written
bv H^^nrv - L**vera pre, editor of the Star of

SOUL."

"The Truant Soul." Henry B. Walthall's latest feature, was
given a rousing welcome at its first trade showing Tuesday.
December 12. The exhibition was given by Georce K. Spoor,
president of Essanay, at the Studebaker theater, Chicago. Five
hundred exhibitors and newspaper men were present, scores of
the former coming from Wisconsin. Michigan, Indiana and
down-state Illinois cities. The film is released Christmas day
through the Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essan?y service. Its screen
time is two hours.

NAME

1981

WORLD

GREATER

NEW

In order to placate the authorities of New York City the
Film' Company has changed the title of the "Sex Lure" to
Girl Who Did Not Care." Under this new name will the
Lure" be released again. Not a scene in the play has
objected to, so therefore
it will remain intact.

Ivan
"The
"Sex
been

Scene

from

"The

Twinkler"

(Mutual).

Hope, Sing Sing prison publication, and himself prisoner No.
65368. It is a play that lives from its first line to its conclusion.
Director Edward Sloman has produced a wonderful drama out
of this story from the pen of a man who knows of which he
speaks, and William Russell. Charlotte Burton. Clarence Burton
William Carroll, William Tedmarsh and a.\¥ of the supporting
cast have outdone themselves in the sureness of their character
portrayal.

THE

1982

MOVING

PICTURE

Universal Offers Strong Program
"The Purple Mask" Heads the List— Called a Super-Serial—
Also a Five-Part Red Feather.
AS
A FITTING
end to the year 1916, the Universal
Film
Manufacturing Company offers one of the atrongest programs in its history for the week of December 25. Varied
in theme, novel in plot and acted by players of note, the week's
releases reach the high-water mark in film production.
The feature of the program is the appearance for the first
time of the new Universal super serial, "The Purple Mask," in
which those noted exponents of the continued motion picture
story, Grace Cunard and Francis Ford, are the stars. This
great serial, which will be released in two-reel episodes for
sixteen weeks, is unique among photoplay serials, in that each
episode is a distinct and separate mystery drama. The serial
was written by Miss Cunard and directed by Mr. Ford. In the
cast supporting the stars are such well-known screen artists
as Gene Hathaway, Peter Gerald. Jerry Ash, Mario Bianchi,
John Featherstone and John Duffy.
The first episode of "The Purple Mask," entitled "The Vanishing Jewels." will appear during: the week of the 25th.
Sharing honors with the new serial is the Red Feather fiveact feature, "A Child of Mystery,'" a stirring, heart-interest
drama, This
with strong
Hobart release
Henley was
and written
Gertrude bySelby
in the
leading^
roles.
Willard
Mack,
the
well-known playwright, and produced by Hobart Henley. It
is a virile story of the love and hatred of the residents of the
Italian quarter of a large American city. It is filled with many
quaint touches of pathos, which are lightened by bits of genuine humor. In the cast are Thomas Jefferson, son of Joseph
Jefferson, moat loved of American actors; Paul Bryon, Alfred
Allen, Mark Fenton and Nanine Wright. "A Child of Mystery" will be released on Christmas day. Under the Nestor
brand, the one-act comedy, "Pretty Baby," with Eddie Lyons.
Lee Moran and Edyth Roberts as the chief funmakers, will
appear on the same day.
On Tuesday. December 26, the Gold Seal three-act drama,
"Birds of a Feather," featuring William V. Mong and Nellie
Allen, will be released. This is an unusually strong short feature, written and produced by Mr. Mong. It is a decidedly
new type of crook play, replete with thrills. In the cast are a
number of screen favorites, including Lydia Yeamans Titus,
Harry Holden and George A. Dayton. The Hy Mayer travelogue,Powers
"Such Is Life
Alaska,"
will date.
be released in one reel
under the
brandin on
the same
"Stronger Than Steel." a film version of the original story
from the Smart Set by George Bronson Howard, in two acts,
is the leading release on Wednesday, December 27. This is a
tense society drama, in two acts, scenarioized and directed by
Allan Holubar. who plays the leading role opposite Louise
Lovely. The Universal Animated Weekly and the L-Ko oneact comedy, "The Perils of a Plumber," with Dan Russell, are
presented on the same day.
The Victor two-act comedy. "Good Morning, Judge," written
and produced by Francis Ford, will appear on Thursday, December 27. An excellent cast of film laugh builders, which
includes Ernie Shields. Mina Cunard, Jane Hathaway, Walter
Belasco. Eddie Polo and Lewis Short, makes this one of the
funniest film comedies ever offered. The other release of this
date is a strong one-act Big U drama, "The Flash of Death."
Three productions are offered on Friday, December 29. The
Imp two-act underworld drama. "Toto of the Byways," written
by Catherine Carr and produced by Lee Kohlmar, with Edyth
Roberts and Harry Benham in the leading roles, is the feature
of the day. The other releases are the Rex one-act drama,
"The Gilded Life," produced by the Smalleys and the L-Ko
comedy, "Phil's Busy Day," featuring Phil Dunham.
"Giant Powder," a two-act mining drama, is a strong offering which will appear upon the Bison brand on Saturday, December 30. This is a gripping story of love and adventure by
Maxwell Ryder. It was produced by Henry McRae and is
acted by a powerful cast, headed by Edith Johnson and Fred
Church. The Joker comedy. "The Tale of a Turk." with Gale
Henry and William Franey and the Laemmle one-act drama.
"The Face on the Screen," with Florence Lawrence, will also
appear on the same day.
On Sunday. December 31, will appear the Rex two-act drama,
"The Prodigal Daughter." by E. M. Ingleton, and directed by
Allen Holubar. This is a delightful story, interpretated by
Agnes Vernon, Allen Holubar, Ruth Corbin and Jack Mulhall.
The Powers split- reel, "Sammie Johnsin Slumbers Not," an
animated cartoon, and the Dorsey educational, "Civilization
of the "Far East." and the Big .U two-act drama. "The Mad
Hermit," with Francis Pord and Grace Cunard, are the other
releases of the day.
This week also brings to an end the Universal special serial.
"Liberty," which has proved one of the most successful serials
ever released, and thousands of letters have been received by
the Universal, commending it and asking for more stories
along the same line.

APOLLO

WANTS

A TRADE

MARK.

Apollo Pictures, Inc., offers one hundred dollars for the most
suitable and acceptable trade mark design submitted to Harry
R. Raver, presldenj of the corporation, .it his office, 1400 Broadway, on or before, February 1. 1917. The figure of Apollo Belvidere may be used In creating the design, the wording to be
limited to "Apollo Pictures, Inc."
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Praise Critics
for *'Unite
Pearlin ofLauding
the Army''
the Quality

Many Newspaper

of the
Latest Pathe Serial.
THE enegetic boosters of the Pathe publicity staff, always
on the lookout for leads that favor the successful exploitation of the several serial productions now being
offered by that company, lias gathered together the criticisms
written by newspaper critics in various parts of the country
where the latest Pathe serial, "Pearl of the Army." has been
shown.
Here are some of them:
R. E, Pritchard. motion picture editor of the New Orleans
Item and one of the most progressive newspaper men now
connected with motion pictures, states all four reasons in the
following article published in a recent issue of the New Orleans
Item: "There are thrills in every foot of 'Pearl of the Army.'
With a dramatic story of love, mystery and adventure, and an
all-star cast supporting her. Miss White is certain to achieve
the greatest success of her career, It is doubtful if any star
in the work has so great box-office pulling power. Bathe's
name on a serial is a guarantee of its high quality. 'Pearl of
the Army' lacks none of the essentials of a successful serial.
It has a strong love interest, the development of which starts
with the first episode. There is mystery, adventure and suspense. Every reel is replete with thrills of the kind that bring
audiences back week after week."
Pathe's reputation, in the opinion of the photoplay editor of
the Cleveland Plain Dealer, is the most important reason.
Under the heading, " 'Pearl of Army,' Thrilling Serial, Proves
Winner." the Plain Dealer says: "Every once in a while some
chronic kicker comes along and in wearied tones complains
against that twenty-minute entertainment he frequently encounters on a moving picture program that ends with a 'Continued next week.' It seems to injure his feelings to be invited
to come again on the same day next week and watch an impossible but thrilling and mysterious plot unfold. But, in spite
of chronic kickers, producers — particularly Pathe — continue to
produce moving picture serials and exhibitors continue to book
them to boost their business, on the poorest night of the week.
And if tbe public didn't prove that they liked this melodramatic
form of entertainment, would Mr. Exhibitor and Mr. Producer
continue spending their good coin? 'Pearl of the Army.'starring Pearl White and featuring Ralph Kellard. is the newest serial from the house of Pathe, and if the first three episodes may be considered as a criterion, it should prove as popular as 'The Shielding Shadow,' which is rapidly drawing to
a satisfactory close. When it comes to injecting real mystery
into serials, Pathe w^alks away with the blue ribbon every
time.
Mystery and thrills in the 'Pearl of the Army?'
Whew!"
The popularity of Pearl White in Dayton, Ohio, was demonstrated in a rather forcible manner during the week of the
first release of "Pearl of the Army." The Dayton Daily News
in its issue of December 7 stated that several hundred patrons
of the Ideal theater were unable to see the first episode and it
was necessary for Manager Rawson to arrange to bring back
the first episode, which was shown the following week, together with the second episode. The Daily News quoted Mr.
Rawson as saying that if the crowd continued to come he
would either have to get a larger theater or show the pictures
a full week. He stated he had never seen a more enthusiastic
audience.
"THE PURPLE MASK"
(Universal).
As a fitting close to a successful year the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company will release the super serial, "The
Purple Mask," with Grace Cunard and Francis Ford in the
stellar roles during the week of December 25. "The Purple
Mask" marks a new departure in continued film dramas and
promises to be the most successful serial In the history of
motion pictures. Instead of the usual method of having one
episode depend upon another, so that when a patron of a theater happens to miss an episode he loses the trend of the story,
each episode of "The Purple Mask" will be a complete two-act
drama.
The the
suspense
the story has been maintained without leaving
fan in of
a quandary.
"The Purple Mask" was written by Grace Cunard and produced by Francis Ford, the stars, who hold the unique position
in the film world of having appeared in more serials than any
other players on the screen. They will be remembered for
their excellent work in "Lucille Love." "The Broken Coin"
and "Peg o' the Ring," Universal serials which met with acclaim wherever they were shown.

SAM

PHILLIPS

TO

DEAL

IN

SCRIPTS.

Sam Phillips has organized and is president of the Feature
Film Producers' Co-operative Association, which will furnish
scenarios for feature pictures to several of the well known
motion picture companies.
Mr. Phillips" long experience as a musical comedy man, photoplayer, and then director, well fits him for the duties of the
executive head of an organization of this character. Many
will remember him for his comedy w^ork on the screen and
with several well known film corporations, and of late the Milo
Corporation
of Baltimore.
A staff of trained writers will prepare the scripts sent out
from the studio and will read and pass upon all script submitted by any
"freematerial
lance" writers,
ular rates
which canprepared
be used.to purchase at reg-
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Brady Has Mobile Plan
Units of His Force of Reserve

Pictures May Be Moved

NORMA

Up

to the Firing Line at Moment's Notice.
THERE is no lel-up in the World Film Corporation's policy
of producing plays far in advance of the dates set for their
release — the many advantages of which are so obvious as
to require little or no explanation at this time.
"We are now working on pictures which will not be released
in the ordinary course of affairs until next June," said Director
General William A. Brady in referring to the current operations of his company. "Nobody, however, need take it as a positive statement that none of these plays actually will be presented before the interval has expired.
"One of the high points of our plan of accumulating completed plays is that in the possibility of circumstances arising
under which any of our material should become of peculiarly
timely value we would be in a position to substitute it upon
our program
a moment's in notice
without disturbing the continuity of our atproductions
the least.
"For example, events in Europe might at any instant concentrate attention upon Russia in a way to render the public
mind peculiarly receptive to a stirring story of life in the Czar's
domain. In that case we would be ready to put forward Alice
Brady
in "The forSnowbird"
at once,
this photoplay is
not scheduled
release until
Marchalthough
19.
" 'The Snowbird,' by the by, contains some unusual spectacular
features, among them a complete production of the ballet,
'Scheherazade.' the principal roles danced by Alice Brady and
Alexis Kosloff, with a corps of 100 Russian dancers. This ballet
was devised and directed by Kosloff expressly for the present
picture, the scene showing the interior of the Imperial opera
house during a performance. Miss Brady for the past three
months has been taking instruction in dancing for this particular picture, going to Mr. Kosloff's studio every evening, and
Iremarkable.
am free to say that her work in 'Scheherazade' is entirely
"Following in due course among our new releases not previously announced will be Ethel Clayton in 'The House Cat,'
with Rockliffe Fellowes; Lew Fields in "The Corner Grocery,'
with Doris Kenyon; Alice Brady in 'Motherhood,' supported
by Edward Langford and John Bowers: Gail Kane in 'Glass
Houses," with Evelyn Greelej-, Frank Mills and Gerda Holmes;
Carlyle Blackwell and Olive Tell in 'Who Is Sylvia," with June
Elvidge and Arthur Ashley, and Kitty Gordon in 'The HauntShadow,' inwith
Love titles
and Alex
four ingothers
hand,Montagu
for which
have Frances.
not been There
chosen are
as
yet.
"Definitely dated for release, subject of course to change,
are Alice Brady in 'A Woman Alone.' January 1; Gail Kane and
Carlyle Blackwell in 'On Dangerous Ground.' January 8; Robert
Warwick in 'The Man Who Forgot,' with Gerda Holmes and
Doris Kenyon. January 15; Ethel Clayton in 'The Bondage ot
Fear." with Rockliffe Fellowes. Arthur Ashley and Henry Hull,
January 22; Marie Dressier, with Johnny Hines in 'Tillie Wakes
Up," January 29; Gail Kane in 'Her God." February 5; Alice
Brady in 'Frou Frou,' February 12; Carlyle Blackwell, with
June Elvidge, Muriel Ostriche and Henry Hull, in 'The Parasites,* February 19; Ethel Clayton in 'The Web of Desire,' with
Rockliffe Fellowes, February 26; Robert Warwick in *A Girl's
Folly,' with Doris Kenyon, March 5 ; Carlyle Blackwell, with
June Elvidge and Arthur Ashley, in 'The Eleventh Hour,' March
12; Alice Brady in 'The Snowbird,' March 19.
"The engagement of Kitty Gordon is in line with our plan
of leaning strongly toward women stars of recognized ability
and striking physical beauty. Our careful observation of the
ever-shifting current of public favor indicates that the popular
demand at this moment is strongly in the direction suggested,
and I am well satisfied with our present equipment in this
direction, while Carlyle Blackwell fully fills the bill as outstar juvenile and Lew Fields leaves nothing to be desired as
the star of our occasional comedies.
"I may add with gratification that the business of the World
Film Corporation for months has been going forward by leaps
and bounds. The most significant feature of this situation is
the fact that more and more theaters are taking these photoplays for week runs, while showings of three days are becoming quite general, proving that we have been underestimatinc
the solid drawing strength of the motion pictures, where they
are of good enough quality to stand scrutiny."

NEW

STARRING

VEHICLE FOR
TALMADGE.

1983

WORLD
TALMADGE

IN

"PANTHEA."

Norma Talmadge, perhaps the most popular of the younger
school of motion picture stars and who recently left the Triangle Company to appear as the star of her own producing
company, under the Selznick banner, will soon be seen in the
first of her new productions. "Panthea," This is a picturization of the famous novel by Monckton Hoffe. in which Mme. Olga
Petrova starred in this country and which was received with
acclaim by the public and press throughout Europe just before
the war. The picture is finished and will be given its first
public showings just after the New Year. It is reported to be
an intensely powerful and dramatic production, with one of
the most appealing love stories ever seen.
An excellent cast has been utilized in the production of this
great feature photoplay, which was directed by Allan Dwan,
formerly one of the leading producers of Triangle pictures.
Among the players of prominence who will be seen in the pictures are Roger Lyton, George Fawcett, Earle Fox, Murdock
McQuarrie, Count E. Von Stroheim, Norbert Wicki, Herbert
Barry. Jack Meredith, Henry Thorpe, William Abbington, Winifred Harris, leleen Peisey, Stafford Windsor, William Lloyd.
Dick Rosson, Frank Currier and J. S. Furey.

UNUSUAL

ADVERTISING

NOVELTY

IN

"THE

WITCHING
In addition to unusual
drawings HOUR."
in the lithographs and other

advertising matter, the Frohman Amusement Corporation has
gotten up, as an advertising novelty, to be issued with its
production, "The Witching Hour." a novelty stand, being the
dial of a clock, which measures 4 feet in diameter and stands
5 feet 6 inches high. In place of the numerals on the dial,
there appears
the letters
of the so
words
hands
of the clock
are movable
as to"Witching
show the Hour."
hour of The
the
next performance of that production.
"THE MASTER OF THUNDER" (Gaumont).
The seventh episode in the thrilling photo-novel Gaumont is
releasing through Mutual under the general title of "The Vampires" will be seen January 4. This is "The Master of Thunder," an absorbing series of incidents which disclose a French
prison, the French colony of Algiers, and a wonderful scene
showing the return of Irma Vep to her Apache haunts in the
slums of Paris. Henri Leubas, undoubtedly one of the greatest
screen actors of France, is afforded some excellent opportunities in this episode.
The opinions of American reviewers support in unanimous
fashion those of their European confreres. It is pleasing to
note that the high favor with which this sensational photonovel was greeted has not been dulled as later episodes were
screened. Last week one skilled trade paper critic said; "Just
as full of fire and and energy as any of their predecessors
(Episodes V and VI). There is a grimness that is wholly compelling, that grips one's attention and holds it throughout.
The chapters are full of hair-raising incidents."
"Unusually thrilling," "a remarkable spectacle" and "an interesting situation" are some of the phrases of another reviewer to describe incidents in two episodes preceding "The
Master of Thunder."
In this episode the little European favor-

CONSTANCE

Constance Talmadge is the latest star to appear on the Triangle-Fine Arts program. In recognition of her clever work
in support of Wilfred Lucas in "The Microscope Mystery" and
of Douglas Fairbanks in "The Matrimanic," it has been decided
to give Miss Talmadge the opportunity that her talents deserve.
A new play, replete with comedy situations, has been prepared by Mary H, O'Connor of the Fine Arts scenario department, and Miss Talmadge's company, under the direction of
Paul Powell, has already left for the Santa Cruz mountains of
Northern California to begin active work. The construction
of an entire log-cabin village and other elaborate scenery is
made necessary by the plot of the new. feature, and Director
Powell will take a force of carpenters to the location for the
purpose.

Scene

from

"The

Master

of Thunder*'

(Gaumont).

ite. Tiny Tim, makes his bow in his photo-novel, appearing as
the son of Normandin. Tiny Tim will be recalled as a popular
child player in Gaumont releases of a year or so ago, and his
return to the American screen will be welcomed by a host of
friends.
Among the characters of the production who are prominent
in this number are Philip Guard, the reporter, and his faithful
friend Normandin. Satanas, Irma Vep. and Venenos, slated to
become the head of the Vampires upon the death of Satanas.
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Metro's New Year Offerings
Begins 19J7 with Many

Big Features and Many Prominent
Players.
THE Metro Pictures Corporation has just announced its
Christmas releases for the beginning of the New Year.
They embrace one of the most important lists of productions ever offered for the screen. The list, which covers the
period from January 1, 1917, to March 19, inclusive, embraces
twelve great features, as follows:
January 1, "^'anity," with Emmy Wehlen as star; January 8,
"A Wife by Proxy," with Mabel Taliaferro as star; January
15. "The White Raven." Ethel Barrymore; January 22. "The
Promise," Harold Lockwood and May Allison; January 39, "The
End of the Tour." Lionel Barrymore; February 5, "The Weaker
Sex," Mme. Petrova; February 12, "One of Many." Frances Nelson; February 19. "Threads of Fate," Viola Dana; February 26,
"The Belie of the Season," Emmy Wehlen; March 5, "The Secret
of Eve." JIme. Petrova; March 12, "The Beautiful Lie," Frances
Nelson; March 19, "The Hidden Spring." Harold Lockwood and
Maj' Allison.
Besides this dozen of Wonderplays. Metro will have another
New Year's offering to the public in its serial. "The Great
Secret," with Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne as stars.
The serial is in fifteen chapters, each chapter cotisisting of
two reels. More than $500,000 was spent on the production,
in which 600 people took part.
The first feature to be released. "A'anity." with Emmy Wehlen
as star, is a powerful story of how a beautiful young woman
was trapped by her own love for finery. The story of this play
was written by Aaron Hoffman, and the scenario was prepared
by Wallace C. Clifton. John B. O'Brien directed the production. In this production Miss Wehlen has an opportunity to
appear in gorgeous gowns of the latest style. Supporting her
are such noted actors as Paul Gordon. Edward Martindell and
Tom O'Keefe.
"A Wife by Proxy," with Mabel Taliaferro, is a charming
story of an Irish lass who comes to America in search of fortune and. obtaining a position in the home of a bachelor, becomes the means of unearthing a great blackmailing plot.
While she is exposing the blackmailers she wins the love of
her employer. The story w^as written by John B. Clymer and
Charles A. Logue. and the scenario prepared by June Mathis.
John H. Collins directed the production, which is presented by
the Columbia Pictures Corporation.
"The White Raven" is an unusual play for Ethel Barrymore.
In it she is seen first as a dancehall girl in Alaska and again
as a grand opera prima donna in New York. For the first time
Miss Barrymore appears in short skiTts and does a song and
dance "turn." This play offers many opportunities for her
talent and the contrast between the dancehall girl and the
prima donna is a striking one. The story was written by
Charles A. Logue.
It is presented by Rolfe Photoplays, Inc.
Harold Lockwood and May Allison will begin the New Year
with the picturization of a famous novel — "The Promise" — as
their first vehicle. The production, directed by Jay Hunt, was
made production
at the Yorke
studios,
Hollywood.
is Mr.
Hunt's
first
under
the Metro
banner.Cal.TheThis
story,
picturized
by Richard V. Spencer, is a tale of the great Northwest and
of a man who kept his word. James B. Hendryx, author of
"The Promise," has pronounced the screen version one that
is beautiful, exciting and impressive. In the cast are George
Fisher, recently with the Triangle forces, who played the part
of Christus in "Civilization"; Doc Pomeroy Cannon, Lester
Cuneo. Lillian Hayward and many others. One of the features
of the production is a college football game.
Lionel Barrymore appears to great advantage in "The End
of the Tour." which is presented by the Columbia Pictures Corporation. This play, dealing with the tribulations of a stranded
road company, was taken from a short story which, appeared
In the Morning
Telegraph.
In "The Weaker Sex," Mme. Petrova appears in a part entirely new to any in which she has heretofore been seen. She
is the light-hearted, winsome daughter of an old Irishman.
Mme. Petrova herself wrote the story, from which Wallace C.
Clifton prepared the scenario. The production was directed
by Perry Vekroff. In the cast are Mahlon Hamilton, Robert
Broderick, Mrs. Mathilde Brundage and Maury Steuart.
"One of Many" is an offering that carries a profound moral.
A prosperous man flirts with a manicure girl. Taking advantage of her straitened circumstances, he pays court with
money and abandons her only to learn that his son has married her. The situation that follows is tense with emotion.
Wm. Christy Cabanne wrote the story and directed this production, which was produced by the Columbia Picture Corporation and is presented by Arthur James.
In "Threads of Fate" Viola Dana has a play that is splendidly suited to her type as a star. It is a story that deals
with vivisection. She, a country girl, sees the horrors of using
dumb animals for experimental purposes and wins a young
physician away from such practices. Eugene Nowland directed
the production. Richard Barry wrote the story and June
Mathis prepared the scenario. The play is presented by the
Columbia Pictures Corporation.
Emmy Wehlen has an unusual vehicle in "The Belle of the
Season." This is a picturization of a poem by Ella Wheeler
Wilcox. It is filled with romance and pathos. B. A. Rolfe
presents it.
"The Secret of Eve" gives Mme. Petrova an opportunity to
appear as a Gypsy woman, and in three other characterizations. The story, presented
by Popular
Plays and Players,
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Inc.. was written
by Aaron Hoffman
and directed by Perry
Vekroff.
Wallace
C. Clifton prepared
the scenario.
Another picturization of a poem by Ella Wheeler Wilcox
is "The Beautiful Lie." and Frances Nelson shows to rare advantage in it. "The Hidden Spring" is from the novel of the
same name.

Masterpiece Film Attractions, Inc.
Opens

Up

New

York
Office as Headquarters — Will
Features of Quality.

Buy

WITH
the primary purpose to buy and distribute features
of quality and merit from independent producers and
company's selling States rights. Sol. Lesser, in association with Leon D. Netter. has just opened the home office of
the Masterpiece
Film Attractions, Inc., in New York.
With branch exchanges already established in Chicago,
Cincinnati, Cleveland. Pittsburgh, Philadelphia and New York,
the Masterpiece is already exploiting several big productions,
among which are "Purity," featuring Audrey Munson, and
"The Libertine," featuring John Mason and Anna Hanlon.
The offices on the fifth floor of the Longacre building in
New York will be the headquarters in the eastern territory,
and act also as buying office for the States of California. Nevada, Arizona, Washington, Idaho, Slontana, Colorado. Utah,
Wyoming and New Mexico, the territory handled by the All
Star Features, Inc., of San Francisco.
Further announcements of newer offices to be opened and
of other features which will be taken over will be made in
the near future, as soon as negotiations are brought to a head.

THRILLS

IN

13TH

"SHIELDING

SHADOW."

The thirteenth episode, entitled "The Stolen Shadow," is announced for release the week of December 17. It is an amazing episode, in which Sebastian escapes from Ravengar and
Leantine and the police by riding his motorcycle at top speed
from a wharf into the river.
This is a thrilling scene.
He is picked up by a fisherman in a motor boat. Throwing
his rescuer overboard, he speeds away. He returns and steals
the mantle of invisibility and the pellets. Ravengar and Leontine pursue him.
Sebastian is struck by an automobile and taken to the hospital. As they reach the room to w^hich he had been carried
he regains consciousness and, using the mantle of invisibility,
disappears from sight.
Ravengar. knowing that he is in the room, orders them to
close the door. Then, with his arm outstretched, he tries to
catch the invisible form. Suddenly the window crashes to
the floor, broken bj' an unseen hand. Ravengar follows and
manages to catch Sebastian. Down the steep stairs they fall.
Ravengar losing consciousness, Sebastian suffering only minor
injury and vanishing with the mantle.

GOVERNMENT

BUYS CUSHMAN

GENERATOR

SETS.

Tlie United States government recently bought sixty-six
Cushman generator sets for moving picture work in the various
army posts. Some of these went to the Philippine Islands,
some to the Canal Zone, some to China and others to various
parts of the United States, Alaska, Hawaii, etc.
This large order was given to the Cushman Motor Works
of Lincoln, Neb., only after competitive tests, and it is a strong
indorsement of the Cushman outfit. This outfit is especially
desirable for moving picture work, because of its compactness, owing to the small size and light weight of the engine,
which weighs only 190 pounds and yet develops full four horseThe Cushman Motor Works, Lincoln, Neb., will be pleased
power.
to send full information upon request. Address Cushman
Motor Works, 93S North Twenty-first street, Lincoln, Neb.

"THE

VICTORY"

(Fox).

The story of a woman's victorious battle against fate and
her escape from the talons of crime closing about her forms
the theme of "The Victim," Valeska Suratt's latest screen
drama for William Fox. The picture will be released on December 25.
Chief in Miss Suratt's support are Herbert Heyes, Claire
Whitney, John Charles, Charles Edwards and Joseph Granby.
Mr. Charles, who plays the "heavy" of the photoplay, is a newcomer to Fox films, but he has been in the silent drama for
many years. Some of his most important work was done in
leading roles with Tyrone Power. Miss Suratt, as usual, will
display a wardrobe unsurpassed by that of any actress.

"THE

LIBERTINE"

BOOKING

STRONGLY.

F. E. Backer, general manager of the Mammoth Film Corporation, reports that "The Libertine" is booking sd strongly
that he has been compelled to purchase four additional prints.
He has just signed up the B. S. Moss and the Proctor &
Keith circuits for all their theaters. He is also sending out
eight road shows throughout New York State and the New
England States, and has already received bookings for indefinite runs in Buffalo. Rochester and Syracuse.
The Rialto theater in Brooklyn has played "The Libertino"
for a week's run, doing a smashing big business.
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Fairbanks to Return East
Famous

Triangle

EXTRA

Star

Will Make a Few
Pictures at Fort
Lee, N. J.
THE announcement that Douglas Fairbanks will return East
this month to reopen the Triangle studio at Fort Lee
ha.s aroused much interest in local film circles.
"Doug" is scheduled to leave Los Angeles on December 16,
so he will be in New York during the holidays. He will be
accompanied by Mildred Harris, the fifteen-year-old Fine Arts
favorite, who made a lasting impression in the role of the ingenue with Sir Herbert Beerbohm-Tree in "The Old Folks at
Home." Miss Harris will appear as Fairbanks' leading lady
at the star's personal request, as he considers her one of the
most promising young actresses in the pictures. She is a
blonde of the real blue-eyed, golden-haired type, and recently
won first prize in a California beauty contest.
It is said that John Emerson, who is directing Fairbanks'
current
production,
Americano,"
continue
direct
the famous
comedian "The
during
his winter will
season
at Fortto Lee.
BLACK
ORCHIDS
(Bluebird).
Rex Ingram has made another production for Bluebird, in
which Cleo Madison is the star. The recent Ingram-Madison
presentation of "The Chalice of Sorrow" won great favor and
was generally rated among the most beautiful of Bluebirds.
Now comes "Black Orchids," for release January 1. in which
Miss Madison has another tragic role in which to reflect her
emotional talents upon the screen.
"Black Orchids" is a story within a story and, although the
inner narrative has a tragic ending, the play as a whole attains
the much desired happy ending because of the lesson conveyed
to a flirtatious girl who is entering upon the married state
w^ith foolish ideas that seem bound to bring disastrous results.
Rex Ingram has introduced some original ideas in production
and
Bluebird
that for
"Black
Orchids"in
will photography
start the NewandTear
most believes
propitiously
exhibitors
that this feature is sure to give splendid satisfaction to the
public, with attendant gratification to the theater manager.
Wedgewood Nowell, who was Miss Madison's leading man in
"The Chalice of Sorrow," fills the same position in the "Black
Orchids" company, Francis McDonald, Richard La Reno, Howard Crampton and Wm. J. Dyer being others in Miss Madison's
support.

CHASE

FINDS

DEMAND

FOR

UNICORN

SERVICE.

Treasurer P. A. Chase of the Unicorn Film Service Corporcttion. has just returned from an extensive trip throughout the
country which embraced not only an inspection and reorganization of the Unicorn's twenty-eight exchanges, but also afforded him a opportunity to come in contact with the exhibitors
from coast to coast. Mr. Chase made several interesting mental
notes while on his tour, and not the least significant of the
facts which he discovered was the crying needs by exhibitors
of really good short subjects.
"I found." said Mr. Chase, "through the medium of conversation with a large number of exhibitors, that the Unicorn with
its twenty-one reels a week, is supplying a distinct demand
for short subjects, both in comedies, dramas and western pictures, which hitherto has been unfulfilled, or else the exhibitor has been supplied with an inferior brand of pictures of
this class.
"From my inter^'iews with various exhibitors and from the
statistics which I have been able to compile from my observation of the field, it would seem that there is a distinct famine
for short pictures of the standard which the Unicorn Film
Service is endeavoring to supply."

KALEM

INCREASES

ITS PRODUCTION

OF PRINTS.

So many exhibitors using General Film Service have written
in to the Kalem Company and to the head office of the General
Film Company to report that they find it difficult to always
obtain Kalem films, that drastic action to remedy this situation
has been taken.
Extra prints of "The Girl from Frisco" series, the "Grant,
Police Heporier" series, the "Hazards of Helen" find the Ham
Comedies, are now being shipped to the various General Film
exchanges on a schedule well in advance of the release dates.
Hereafter and henceforth there will be suflicient prints of all
Kalem pictures en hand in the G. F. exchanges to supply the
growing demand for them.

D. J. GRAUMAN

OPENS EXCHANGE.

D. J. Grauman. theatrical man of San Francisco, has decidefi
to enter the picture business and will begin by opening an exchange in San Francisco for the handling of feature films,
under the name of the D. J. Grauman Feature Film Company,
for the States of California, Arizona and Nevada. In addition
to other features which Mr. Grauman will buy in the open market f&T his territory, he has closed a contract with the Unity
Sales Corporation, through Andrew J. Cobe. vice-president and
general manager, whereby Grauman's exchange becomes the
regular Unity exchange for the three States named, and all
pictures distributed by Unity will be handled by the new exchange in future.

1985

WORLD
REEL

FOR

FAMOUS

PLAYERS'

"SNOW

So exceptionally beautiful and delightful has the Famous
Players' adapation of the fairy tale. "Snow White," starring
Marguerite Clark, proven to be in its completed form that the
ITE."it the first six-reel picture
producers have decided toWHmake
ever released on the Paramount program. The average Paramount picture consists of only five parts, any variation being
in the direction of abbreviation.
This decision on the part of the producers to add an extra
reel to their Christmas day release places them in the role of
the Santa Glaus of the film industry. "Snow White," which was
produced by arrangement with Winthrop Ames, was made a
Christmas day release because of its holiday spirit.
All the exterior scenes for the picture were staged in Georgia,
the
beingTheproduced
the which
Famousis Players'
in
New interiors
York City.
camera at
work,
especially studio
difficult
because of the great amount of trick work required in depicting the magic and witchcraft of the story, was done by Lyman
Broening,
who has
been Dawley's photographer in many of his
most successful
pictures.
Prominent in support of Miss Clark are Creighton Hale, one
of the best-known stars of serial pictures on the screen, who
plays the- Prince In "Snow White," and Lionel Braham and
seven celebrated midget players, who are seen as the Dwarfs.

"THE

PRIDE

OF

THE

CLAN"

COMPLETED.

The actual production of Mary Pickford's second photoplay,
"The Pride of the Clan," to be released by the Artcraft Pictures Corporation, has just been completed and the final cutting and assembling of the film is now under way at the Fort
Lee plant. The new production is scheduled to make its first
appearance before the public on January S.
It is readily felt that "Little Mary's" presentation of the
Scotch character, "Marge t MacTlvish," in this photoplay will
prove her greatest portrayal on the screen. The role affords
her particular opportunity to assert the "Pickford charm"
which she has evidenced in the past with such great success.
The story offers a typical Pickford subject and weaves itself
about the pretty daughter of a Scottish chieftain who at an
early age is placed at the head of her clan when a severe storm
at sea results in the loss of her father and several other fishermen off the western coast of Scotland. There is an indescribable pathos in the situation of the young girl living alone in
a wretched hulk on the seashore ruling the rugged and untutored fishermen and their families. Although Marget is
amongst them, she is not of them, possessing a spirituality of
soul and a brightness of outlook that stands out in contrast to
the uncouth ways of the islanders.
"WIFE BY PROXY" (Metro).
"A Wife By Proxy" is the title of the Metro Wonderplay with
cViarming Mabel Taliaferro as star, which will be released January S. 1917. In this new five-act production Miss Taliaferro
will have the part of Jerry McNairn, a lovable girl from the
Emerald Isle, who wins happiness and fortune in a. thoroughly
unusual way. "A Wife By Proxy" was directed by John H.
Collins for Columbia Pictures Corporation, and will be released on the Metro program. It is the joint product of John
B. Clymer and Charles A. Logue, and was adapted for the
screen by Mr. Collins. A. A, Sad well is responsible for the
photography, which is said to be exquisite.
Miss Taliaferro has a thoroughly congenial part as the winsome Jerry. Prominent in her support is Robert Walker, who
plays Burbeck. Mr. Walker has been seen in many of the
Metro productions of Viola Dana. A popular player in the cast
is Sally Crute. who has the role of the adventuress, Beatrice
Gaden. Yale Benner, who has the part of Curtis; Ricca Allen,
Ed. Mack, George Melville, Fred Jones and Jerome N, Wilson
are other clever players in "A Wife By Proxy." one of the
most charming vehicles in which Miss Taliaferro has ever
been seen.

SCENIC

BEAUTY

IN "THE

ETERNAL

SIN."

No greater contrast could be imagined than that between
Herbert Brenon's last production, "War Brides." which is now
being shown in almost every large city in the United States,
and the photodrama upon which he is now engaged, "The
Eternal Sin," in which Florence Reed will be seen as Lucretia
Borgia, for Selznick Pictures. "War Brides" was ultra-modern,
taken from a play written by a woman, its theme a tremendous social struggle, and its scenes naturally confined to places
which, while extremely picturesque, did not permit the artist
to indulge his sense of the beautiful. "The Eternal Sin" goes
back to the Italian Renaissance, is from a drama by Victor
Hugo, the immortal author of "Les Miserables," its story essentially a drama of persons instead of classes, and its scenes, costumes and all accessories of the most exquisite beauty.

FIVE

METRO

COMEDIES

IN

JANUARY.

Metro Pictures Corporation will issue five one-act comedies
during the month of January, owing to the fact that the montk
contains five Mondays. Three Metro-Drew comedies will be released, and two Ralph Herz comedies.
These are, in rotation. "The Matinee Idol" (Ralph Herz), Jan-
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uary 1; "Cave Man's Buff" (Mr. and Mrs. Drew), January 8;
"His Perfect Day" (Mr. and Mrs. Drew). January 15; "Married
But
Single"
(Ralph
Herz). 29.January 22; and "The Pest" (Mr.
and Mrs.
Drew),
January
All of these are gems of humor, the two with Mr. Herz being
of the more unctuous variety, the Metro-Drew comedies being
the usual Drew type of domestic comedy known to all motion
picture
releases. lovers. There is fun for all in Metro's January comedy

AT THE

CHRISTIE

STUDIOS.

Ethel Lynn, such a pretty little lady, is putting the frills
in Charles
Harry Ham's
freshest
Christie
comedy.
H. Christie
wires
that he
is going to stick to New
York while the going is good. He has signed up contracts
with every State in the United States except the "show-me"
State. He has also signed up the Pliilippines. Great Britain,
New Zealand. Australia, Canada, and the few countries left
still to be conquered by the Christie comedies. Mr. Christie
thinks he will bring aplenty of scalps when he returns shortly
to Los Angeles.
Billie Rhodes has started on a perilous career in "Gay Deceivers," with Harry Ham. in a Christie comedy.
Neal Burns has proved himself an expert auto-comedian
in "Her Friend the Chauffeur," passed on Al. E. Christie's
O. K. Another good laugli-getter sailed by with flaunting
colors, "Small Change," with Neal Burns, Betty Compson and
Eddie Barry.
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Negotiations have been completed between the Yorke Film
Corporation and James B. Hendryx, the author, for the screen
rights oftoNew
his novel
"The London.
Promise," published by G. P. Putnam's
.Sons
York and

•

*

•

Production of "The Promise" will begin soon after Lockwood
and Allison complete their work in Harodl MacGrath's "Pidgin

•

•

•

Shirley Mason, the sister of Viola Dana, is featured in two
Island."
forthcoming Edison features, "The Law of the North." and
"The Tell-Tale Step." which have just been completed and.
which are scheduled for early release through the KleineEdison-Selig-Essanay Service.

•

*

*

The new illustrated titles for the World Film's special Clara
Kimball Young service have been so well received that the
corporation has permanently engaged the corps of artists
chosen for this work, and they will decorate all future WorldBrady picture plays.
• * «
The Apollo Theater, owned by Hurtig & Seamou, at 125th
street. New York City, has inaugurated a policy of two days
on each Paramount Picture. The plan began November 27t'i.
This house formerly ran a daily change but found Paramount
Pictures worthy of a two-day run.

•

«

•

Monte M. Katterjohn has signed a three-year contract to
write Triangle-Kay Bee dramas.

•

•

«

The Universal Nestor Company, directed by Louis W. Chaudet, is filming "Sailing at Four," featuring Eddie Lyons and
Lee Moran with Edith Roberts. Bess Meredyth wrote the
scenario.
It is a one-reel comedy.
KITTY STEVENS is to be seen in a Metro-Rolfe prciuction in
which Ethel Barryniore is starring. Miss Stevens had the
part of Dance Hall Molly in "The Cowboy Girl," the first
production Edwin Carewe directed in the west for the Yorke
studios. Later she played the role of Natannah in "Peer Gynt."
and next she was with Mabel Taliaferro in "The Snow Bird."
under the direction of Mr. Carewe.
•

«

a

Edward N. Hoyt, who is in Stuart Holme's new production
for William Fox, has been• on •the stage
for thirty-four years.
•
In the new World-Brady picture play "All Man," Robert
Warwick and MoUie King play the big roles.

•

«

•

"Is Marriage Sacred?" will be inaugurated by Essanay
December 16. The first of these gripping picture dramas will
bear the individual title. "Tlie Burning Band." Each of the
"Is Marriage Sacred?" photodramas will deal with one of the
home-destroying complications in married life, but will have
a separate and complete story to tell. One will be released
through the General Film Service every Saturday. Screen time
approximately 33 minutes. •
•
•
Alexander Hesse, one of vaudeville's most successful portrayers of French and Italian characters, appears in support
of Harry Watson, Jr., in the latest "whirls" of George Klelne's
comedy series, "The Mishaps
• of* Musty
• Suffer."
Tony Lally, manager of the Regus Theater, Bingham ton,
N. Y., is conducting a campaign on special advertising on
Paramount Pictures. He has posted the stock one-sheets in
a great many store windows and is going after advertising
strong.

•

•

«

Clarice Snyder, a child actress, will be cast in a boy part in
a new Metro feature for Mme. Petrova.

•

•

•

Jack Pickford, who leaped lightly from the pages of Booth
Tarkington in "Seventeen," to Dickens in "Great Expectations," is doing some of the greatest work of his career in the
role of "Pip" in the latter adaptation, in which the Famous
Players are again co-starring him with Louise Huff.
•

t

•

Essanay's Black Cat features are making a hit. Exhibitors'
reports from "The Egg," the first of that aeries, proclaimed
the production a big drawing power. "The Little Brown
Mole," the second release under the Black Cat banner. Is In
demand for bookings by theater proprietors throughout the
country. President George K. Spoor of Essanay has arranged
to release a Black Cat feature every Tuesday. Each photoplay
ia a thrilling story, complete In Itself. The screen time is
approximately 33 minutes.

•

•

•

The new Crescent theater, in Ithaca. N. Y.. seating capacity
1,300, will open November 27, showing Marie Doro in "The
Lash." The New Crescent is under the same management as
the Star Theater, Dr. Howe and Mr. Charles Hamer. Paramount Pictures will be shown. This house is one of the finest
in the state and equipped with the most modern apparatus
throughout, beautifully decorated, catering to the very best
people.
The policy will be photoplay features exclusively.

•

*

•

Jack Richardson has joined the Selig Polyscope Company and
is playing
a leading role in Director Colin Campbell's motion
picture
drama.

•

•

*

Club women throughout the United States are taking great
interest in the Thanhouser pVoduction of "King Lear," starring
Frederick Warde, which is to be released through the Pathe
exchanges on December 17.

•

«

*

Tlie Universal Joker Company, under the direction of W. W.
Beaudine, is filming a one-reel comedy, "Trunks and Trouble,"
featuring Gale Henry and William Franey, with M. Moranti
and C. Conklin. The story was written by Karl R. Coolidge
of the Universal staff.
«

t

•

In the cast of the new fourteen-episode Metro-Quality serial
starring Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne, will be found
Belle Bruco, who played the part of the authoress in search of
thrills in the five-part Bushman and Bayne photoplay, "In the
Diplomatic Service."
• «
«
Frank Mclntyre is preparing to make his photoplay debut In
the Famous Players adaptation of his great stage success, "The
• •
•
Traveling Salesman."
Universal Director Marshall, who was previously co-director
with Harry Carey, and who since has been assisting Jaccard
in the direction of the "Liberty" serial, has been given a company of his own. and is producing a two-reel drama entitled
"A Renegade Patriot," written
B. Lewis.
• •by Eugene
•
Viola Dana. Metro star, has begun work in the Rolfe studios
on a new feature which will probably be called "The Mortal
Sin." The play was written by John H. Collins, who will direct
Miss Dana in the production.

•

•

•

"The Rise of Susan," with Clara Kimball Young as its star,
will be released upon the regular World Film program December 11. This is not a part of the World's special Clara
Kimball Young service and has never been shown outside the
corporation's own projection room.

•

•

«

The Universal has now made an arrangement for securing a
series of views of Alaska, and this series will start the week
of November 27.

•

•

•

Adelia Barker, who has made a strong Impression as the
nurse in Metro's screen version of "Romeo and Juliet," with
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne in the title roles, has
joined the cast, including those stars In the big serial being
produced at the Metro-Quality studios.

•

*

«

Albert Kelly, formerly with Director John H. Collins at the
Edison studio, has joined Mr. Collins as assistant director at
the Metro-Rolfe studios. He Is at present assisting him in
the preparation of a five-part photoplay, with Mabel Taliaferro
as star, called "Jerry of the Emerald Isle."
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William Beatnian Davidson, a leading
experience, has been signed by Edwin
Charlotte Walker in l^loyd Lonergans
Secret.'
which studios.
Director John B. O'Brien
New
Rochelle

man with wide screen
Thanhouser to support
play, "Mary Lawson's
is now making at the

•

•

•

MOVING

J. Herbert Frank will appear as an American, a traveling
salesman, in "The End of the Tour," Lionel Barrymore's forthcoming- Metro-Columbia feature.
Florence La Badie has nearly completed "The Girl Who
Wanted to Live." a story of prison reform and political intrigue, by Philip Lonergan. Frederic Sullivan, her director,
will begin soon to make ready to produce Miss La Badie's next
Thanhouser feature, which has been written for her by Agnes
C- Johnston.
"Divorce and the Daughter," starring Miss La Badie. is to be
released on December 3. This play was written by
Miss
Johnston.
,

•

*

Director George Cochrane is
for the screen by Harvey Gates
In the cast are such well known
Wilson. inJack
filmed
two Nelson
reels. and Daniel

•

*

•

filming "The Web,"
and featuring Cleo
Universal players as
Leighton. The story

«

prepared
Madison.
Roberta
is being

George W. Hill, long associated with D. W. Griffith as cameraman, has joined the Metro-Popular Plays and Players forces.
His first work for Metro is the photographing of a new play
for Mine. Petrova. written by Anna Steese Richardson and
directed h>- Edmund Lawrence.

Picture Theaters Projected
BIRMINGHAM.
ALA.— E. A. Schiller, of the Schiller Amusement Company, and Marcus Loew, of the Loew VaudeviU«
Circuit, are reported planning to erect a moving
picture
and vaudeville theater.
LITTLE ROCK. ARK.— The Palace Theater has beei. leased
by George Slater,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— The Savoy Theater on McAllister
street, has reopened under the management of M. E. Cory.
The structure has been improved, redecorated and a new organ
added to the attractions.
WILEY. COLO. — The opera house leased by J. J. Sarah is
being converted into a modern moving picture theater.
DALTON. GA. — J. B. Brown will remodel his moving picture
house.
COGGAN. lA. — Improvements are being made to the opera
house operated by Philip Burst,
CEXTREVILLE. lA. — The Orpheum theater has been remodeled and redecorated.
OAKLAND. lA. — The Unique Theater is now being operated
by Fred A. Crosby.
STRAWBERRY POINT. -lA.— The Lyric theater is now being
conducted by A. A. Beguhn.
L.\MONT. ILL.— The front of the Ideal theater has been remodeled and the seating capacity increased.
LAWRENCEVILLE, ILL.— A. M. Gee is planning to erect a
one-story moving picture theater. 28 by 102 feet.
EVANSVILLE. IND. — J. R. Brannen has disposed of his
interest in the Criterion theater on Main street to Harry Kornbloom.
FORT WAYNE. IND. — The Empress theater, located at the
corner of Wayne and Clinton streets, has been thoroughly
renovated and refurnished. The house was recently taken
over by new interests.
INDIANAPOLIS. IND. — C. E. Springer, 1224 Olney street, has
the contract to erect a one-story moving picture theater for
George R. Quinn, to cost $7,000.
LAWRENCE. KAN. — The Bowersock Theater has been take.i
over by S. L. Ware.
HAYS, KAN. — Milliard Kirkman has plans by C. A. Smith.
Salina. Kan., for a one-story moving picture theater, 50 by 80
feet.
E.\LTIMORE. MD. — James Goeller has awarded the contract
to William Gaken, 2339 McElderry street, to erect a one-story
brick addition to the moving picture house at 1444 Hull street,
21.4 by 87 feet, to cost $3,000.
BALTIMORE. MD.^Blanke & Zink. 648 Equitable building.
are preparing plans for remodeling the Arcadia on North avenue
for a moving picture theater, to be known as Majestic Motion
Picture Parlor. The improvements will cost approximately
585.000.
FREEPORT, ME. — The Little Hip theater, recently taken
over by H, M. Wilshire. has been remodeled and opened for the
exhibition of moving pictures.
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FARMINGTON, MINN. — The Star Theater, recently purchased
by F, W. Ball, has been remodeled, the interior redecorated an 3
a new proj<^ction machine added to the equipment.
ST. PAUL, MINN. — Frank N. Lux is reported planning to
erect a moving picture theater at 155 North Sneling avenue.
TWIN VALLEY, MINN.-^The New Photo theater has been
greatly improved with a stucco front.
NEWTON, MISS. — The Majestic theater is now being conducted by R. G. Davidson.
CAPE GIRARDEAU. MO.— A. H. Haas has plans by W. E.
Farlow, H. H. building, for a one-story moving picture theater
45 by 112 feet, to cost 118.000.
KANSAS CITY, MO. — A. W. Eliott of the Sapphire Amusemer;
Company, who recently leased the Grand Opera House, is making a number of improvements to the building.
SPRINGFIELD. MO. — The new Princess Theater has been
opened under the management of S, E. Wilhoit. The house
will seat 1,200 persons.
GREAT PALLS, MONT. — The Sexton theater, recently taken
over by Col H. P. Sexton, has been extensively improved and
the interior redecorated.
BENNINGTON. NEB. — The opera house has been leased byJohn Sass, who will conduct it as a first-class moving picture
house.
.Ferdinand
SUTTON, Grosshaus.
NEB. — The

Lyric

Theater has

been

taken

over

by

PITMAN, N. J. — The Park theater, built and owned by Atlanman. tic City parties, has been sold to A. S. Clark, a local busineea
SUSSEX, N. J. — Globe & Smith have plans by F. B. Gross, 126
Market street, Paterson, N. J., for a one-story moving picture
theater. 42 by 90 feet, to cost $8,000.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.— Shampan & Shampan. 772 Broadway, are
preparing plans for a one-story moving picture theater, 50 by
itO feet, to cost ?20,000.
CORNING, N. Y. — H. G. Drehmer. 50 Ontario street, has the contract to erect a two-story moving picture theater, store and
apartment building, 72 by 100 feet, for the Viele Estate. A. L.
Kiff, manager, for $20,000.
FAR ROCKAWAY, L. L. N. Y.— Fanny Jetkowitz plans to build
a one-story extension, 25 by IS feet, and make alterations to
her moving picture theater, to cost $4,000.
SCHENECTADY. N. Y.— Sam Siegel. 1581 Broadway, New
York City, has plans by E. G. Atkinson. Parker building, fop
extensive improvements to his theater building, to cost $20,000.
HERTFORD. N. C— Campbell & Perry have the contract to
erect a two-story moving picture theater building, 60 by 92
feet, for J. Broughton & Bro.
WINSTON-SALEM, N. C. — Elks Home & Auditorium Company
has changed its title to Auditorium Company. It will erect a
theater and store building, lobby flanked by two stores on each
side: several stores on Fifth street side; seating capacity 2,000;
estimated cost $150,000.
EDGELEY, N. D. — Shiels & Weaver have opened a new moving picture theater, costing $10,000. and having seating capacity
of 400.
NAPOLEON, N, D. — The Pastime is the name of a new moving
picture theater opened here.
ASTORIA. ORE. — The Crystal theater has been remodeled
and tlie seating capacity increased.
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Trade News of the Week
M
GATHERED

BY OUR

OWN

Canada Bans International Film
Chief

Press

CORRESPONDENTS

Service

Censor at Ottawa
Has Sent Notice That
No Pictures Whose
Will Benefit Hearst Can Be Shown in the Dominion.
By Frederick F. Sully. 68 Lansdowne Ave nue, St. John, N. B.

Sale

but now he declares he is always
to leave his laundry at the desk.

going

ST. JOHN, N. B.— Dr. H. S. Bridges, chairman of the New Brunswick Board of
Censorship, has just received an official
communication from the chief press censor at Ottawa that all films produced by
the International Film Service are to be
barred from exhibition in this province;
and it is understood that this ruling extends throughout the dominion. The chief
press censor bases his instructions on the
grounds that the moving spirit in the
International Film Service is W. R.
Hearst, whose publications were barred
from the dominion a short time since.
It will be remembered that a few weeks
ago the British government barred the
International News Service from England,
and later the Canadian government shut
out all his publications from this side of
the border. It is understood that the International Film Service operates in several different countries under various
names, but that Mr. Hearst is the controlling figure in each case. In this instance the action of the censor is to prevent the International Film Service from
making any money in Canada.
One of their productions, "Beatrice Fairfax," is now being shown at the Imperial
theater, contracted for through the Famous Players, Ltd. When asked whether
this ruling would affect the screening
here of the production, Mitchell S. Bernstein, manager of the local exchange, said
that this decision would in no way affect
the "Beatrice Fairfax" serials. Canadian
rights for which had been purchased by
his company. Officials at Ottawa notified
the Famous Players that, inasmuch as
they had already paid for these rights,
the picture might be shown, but no other
International films would be allowed to
come into the country. It is alleged that
Hearst was a persistent violator of the
censor rules, and his publications and
films are now shut out of all parts of the
United Kingdom and Canada.
Metro "Romeo
and Juliet" Screened.
St. John, N. B. — The Metro production
of "Romeo and Juliet" had a private
screening at the St. John opera house
Sunday afternoon, through the courtesy
of Walter C. McKay, manager, and Jules
H. Wolfe. Metro representative. The picture had been shown in only one other
Canadian city, Montreal. In this city it
was declared a wonderful production by
censors and press, and the public, judging
from its attendance, also voted it a great
success.
"Here, Boy, Take My Laundry."
Halifax. N. S.— "Here, boy. take my
laundry to the Chinaman's." said Bert Silberstein to a hurrying uniformed figure
in the corridor of the Queen's hotel one
morning recently. The bellboy-like figure
slowed down, stopped, turned and smiled
at "Bert." It was an officer in the Royal
Navy! A funny grin spread over Bert's
face, as you have often witnessed in one
of the heavy scenes.
He said nothing.

Pictures to Boost New Brunswick.
St. John. X. B. — For the pa.'^t few months
James Gilchrist, secretary of the New
Brunswick Farm Settlement Board, has
been supervising the taking of moving
pictures, aggregating some 6.000 feet, of
the splendid agricultural lands in New
Brunswick, as well as views showing her
wonderful educational system and busy
industrial centers.

New England News Letter
By J. J. Phillips, Boston Traveler. Eoston, Mass.
Geo. Gustin to Manage Roxbury House.
■p OXBURT.
Mass. Bijou
— Geo.theater,
Gustin. Boston,
formerlyis
-T^
of the Keith's
to manage the new Dudley theater, located
directly opposite the Dudly street elevated
terminal, Roxbury, Mass.. and considered
an excellent location. The seating capacity is 1.400 and is thoroughly equipped
with all modern conveniences, including a
new Simplex machine with a direct throw,
insuring perfect projection.
Ushers With Illuminated Letters.
Boston, Mass. — Manager Thos. D. Soriero
of the Park theater put over a new wrinkle at this popular Boston house. He has
provided his ushers with an electric light
arrangement, worn on the back. While of
itself it is a minor detail, yet it demonstrated to what point of efficiency this
theater is conducted by the popular manager. While the picture is on and of
course the house dark, belated patrons
are conducted to their seats in absolute
quiet, as the knapsack arrangement when
the button is touched flares out of the
usher's back in letters of fire, "This Way
Please." The patrons of the Park were
at first surprised; then, seeing the point,
follow the usher to the seat.
Louis B. Mayer a Commuter.
Boston, Mass. — Louis B. Mayer of Metro
is commuting between Boston and New
York these days on the Bushman-Bayne
serial, "The Great Secret," to be released
Christmas day. The numerous advance
bookings in the New England territory
stars.
indicate
the - popularity of these Metro

which will be located in a central part o(
this historic old town.
Film Stars at Press Club.
Boston. Mass. — Miss Beatrice Roberts,
who won the beauty prize at the recent
Boston ball, and several society dancers,
under the direction of Miss Winifred Gilraine, are to entertain the members of the
Boston Press Club at the club quarters,
3 Beacon street, on Thursday, December
14,Miss
at five
o'clock.will tell of her first exRoberts
periences as a film actress before the camera for the Atlas Film Company, a Boston
organization, and other members of the
Atlas company will also participate in the
festivities on this occasion.
It is also announced by the entertainment committee of the club that two distinguished personages will be given a reception at the club — Mary Pickford and
Billy Sunday.
Saturday

Film

Show
at
Dorchester
School.
Boston, Mass, — Dorchester high school
was turned into a film house and a dancing school by the Dorchester School Center of Dorchester, Mass., Saturday afternoon, December 9, ^n experiment being
tried by this association to provide good
amusement for the children of this district on Saturday afternTDOns.
The reels shown at the school are carefully selected by the assistant manager of
the school center. About 600 children attended, paying only five cents, which was
used to defray the expenses of the exhibition.
New Pathe Serials.
Boston, Mass. — C. R. Seelye recently visited Boston and advised that Pathe has
many good things in store for the New
England exhibitors. "Pearl of the Army"
is "going over big" throughout the
entire country and the next serial, "The
Double Cross," is to be a story the kind
which makes Pathe the standard serial
concern. Manager Farrell reports that
the Boston Pathe exchange has closed
over 150 first-run accounts on "Pearl of
the Army." which include many of the
best theaters in all the large cities in
New England.
Ross Wilis Comes Back to Boston.
Boston. Mass. — Ross Wilis, formerly of
the V.-L.-S.-E, at Boston and later with
the same concern at Toronto, Canada, has
resigned and accepted a position with R.
D. Marston. manager of the Boston branch
of the K.-E.-S.-E.
.
M. Horblit is the new owner of the
Scenic Temple, Mattapan, Mass. This theater has a seating capacity of 500 and has
been recently renovated and improved by
the new owner.

J. W. Carrol in Southbridge.
Southbridge, Mass. — James W. Carrol,
for years connected with the General Film
Company at Boston, has been appointed
manager of the Phelps theater, Southbridge, Mass.

World pictures at the Emery theater.
Providence, are proving their worth and
S. R. O. is the program every evening.

New Theater in Lexington.
Lexington,
Mass. — William
Viano
is
about to open the New Lexington theater,

Fred Lovett, the popular manager of the
Royal theater. Providence, R. I., is playtures.ing to capacity houses with Metro fea-
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Visitors in Calgary.
Calgarv, Alberta. — J. L. Torgan Of Bassano. Alberta, was a recent visitor lo this
city. K. M. Leach of the Lyric thejiter.
Swift Current, Sask., and W. E. Findlay
of the Monarch theater, Medicine Hat.
Alberta, were also callers at the Famous
Players exchange. Both have arranged
to run the Clara Kimball Young features.
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For Longer Runs

1989

in Canada

H. J. Allen, Calgary Representative of a Leading Brand, Says Exchange Men
Are Trying to Induce Exhibitors in Western Canada to Test Longer Runs
—Says
That
All Concerned
Will Benefit by Change.
By E. C. Thomas,
821 Rogers Building,
Vancouver,
British Columbia.
T7ANC0UVER. B. C— H. J. Allen, in
films themselves, leading to the assumpV charge of a distributing organization
tion that the exhibitors rebook the picin Western Canada, has returned to his
tures which appeal to them personally.
Sam W. Whitehead to Pilot Metro
Just as no picture will wholly satisfy
headquarters in Calgary, after several
Feature.
weeks spent in Vancouver.
every
member
of an audience, so no picVancouver. B. C. — It is stated that the
While here Mr. Allen drew particular
ture or class of pictures would be unanMetro production of "Romeo and Juliet"
imously selected for rebooking by a body
attention to the advantages of extended
will be piloted throug"h Western Canada
of experienced exhibitors.
runs for good pictures, and stated that
by Sam W. Whitehead, who handled "The
while theaters in some of the smaller
Spoilers"
in
this
territory
with
such
signal
towns
are
at
present
changing
their
prosuccess.
Calgary Famous Players Has Pickford
grams daily, the exchanges are trying to
Films.
Drop us a line. Sam. Abe Smith of the
induce them to at least give a fair trial
Vancouver office told us about it.
Vancouver, E. C. — Mr. Allen states that
to the policy of longer runs. In support
in many Alberta towns, such as Bassane
of his contention that this is the better
and Tofield. some Paramount exhibitors
Jules Levine Drops In.
paying system in the end, Mr. Allen points
are
regularly charging 25 cents admission.
to
the
large
number
of
requests
which
\'ancouver. B. C. — Jules Levine, of the
He also corrected a report previously
University staff, recently arrived in Vanare continually being received from exissued,
which stated that all applications
couver for a short stay. Mr. Levine is
hibitors for return dates on various picfor Western Canada bookings on the Mary
tures. And it is a peculiar fact that these
handling the Bluebird business in WestPickford productions must go to Sales
ern Capada.
requests are almost as diversified as the
Manager Ike Soskin. of the Monarch Film
Company, in Toronto. Mr. Allen informed
the World representative that bookings
for Western Canada will be handled by
him at the Famous Players' office in CalBanquet
and
Dance
at the St. Charles — Visit
to
Seventeen
Local
Picture
gary. The Monarch company handles the
Clara Kimball Young pictures, as well aa
Theaters — Is Star of Fairfax Series.
the new Mary Pickford subjects.
By W. M. Gladish, 1236 Gerrard
street. East, Toronto. Ont.
be the admission at night. Among the
TORONTO, ONT.— One of the most enQuagliotti Kept Guessing.
joyable, and at the same time most
features screened at this house during the
Vancouver, B. C. — Hector Quagliotti,
fashionable, events in Toronto film circles
first
half
of
December
were
"The
Commanager of the Colonial theater, was "up
was the reception and supper tended to
mon Law," "The Abandonment," "Each
in the air" on a recent Saturday as to
Grace Darling, star of the International
Pearl a Tear" and the Chaplin "Behind the
what his feature was to be for the folFilm Service. Inc.. on the occasion of a
lowing Monday. The Fox production, "The
two-day tour of Toronto theaters. Dec. 4-5.
Fourth Estate," scheduled for the Colonial,
It was held at the St. Charles and the
Screen."
New Crown Theater
Opens.
was condemned by the British Columbia
invited guests were representative of
censors, and in the Saturday evening paToronto, Ont. — Toronto's latest moving
both the exhibiting and exchange secpers Mr. Quagliotti advertised the same
picture palace, the Crown theater, Broadtions of the local moving picture business.
view avenue and Gerrard street, east, was
company's "A Fool There Was," which was
The spread was held under the auspices
opened on Monday evening, December 18.
expected to arrive in time to fill the date.
of the Famous Players Film Service, Ltd..
without any more special ceremony than
Hope was abandoned late on Saturday
which controls the distribution of Interthe opening of the doors. The Crown is
night, however, and a banner was put up
national releases in the Dominion. The
a brand new theater, with a seating capafor Pathe's Gold Rooster play. "Saint,
host of the evening was Mr. Phil. KaufEcity of 925. It is of substantial conman, Toronto branch manager.
Devil
and Woman." But even this wasn't
struction, the building materials being
allowed to stay, because in the night a
Miss Darling looked sweet in a — oh,
brick and terra cotta. Moreover, it is
big
wind
came up and blew the banner
well, her wonderful gown cannot be declear out of the province.
unquestionably the most handsome theascribed in masculine handwriting.
The censors also rejected during this
ter
in
Toronto's
East
End.
The
controlA fevr of the select gathering w^ere:
ling interest In the theater is H. P. Redweek Metro's "Black Fear," which was to
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Rogers, representing
have been shown at the Dominion theater.
way, a local liquor merchant. He has arthe Fox; James Travis, Toronto branch
It was later run off privately one evening
ranged for film service with the Famous
manager for the Pa the; Mr. Taube, of
at the Colonial, and it seemed to those
Players and Fox.
Yonge
Regal Films, Ltd., new Canadian distribpresent that by judicious cutting the
utors for World Brady -Made pictures;
points to which exception might have been
Greens
and
Decorations
on
Phil Kauffman and executive members of
taken by the censors could easily have
Street
the Famous Players staff; Mr. and Mrs.
been eliminated.
Roland Roberts, of the Regent theater,
Toronto, Ont. — Managers of downtown
and W. M. Gladish. of Moving Picture
picture theaters of Toronto, without exWorld.
ception, arranged for special lobby and
90 Home Workers Get Use of Lyceiun.
front displays of a holiday nature for
Winnipeg, Man. — Manager Wilson of the
Sam Glazer Weds.
Christmas week. Through a co-operative
Lyceum theater will turn the house over
arrangement, the front of every theater
Toronto, Ont. — Sam Glazer, the popular
to
the ladies of the Ninetieth Home Workon lower Tonge street was gaily festooned
employe of Paramount, Toronto, left for
ers for two days in the early part of Dewith evergreen and strings of electric
cember, donating to the society the net
New Tork the other day to take unto himlights. More than 5150 was spent by
self a wife. Miss Anna Cook. A reception
proceeds for this period. The nloney thus
Manager Willis of the Rialto theater, for
raised will be used to supply parcels to
was held at the home of the bridegroom's
instance, for a special display to advertise
prisoners of war now in Germany. Many
parents in Toronto
upon his return.
the Mary Pickford feature. "Less Than
local artists have volunteered to sing bethe
Dust,"
which
was
shown
the
week
of
tween reels.
Canadian
Mutual to Reorganize.
December 25. The decorations included
Toronto. Ont, — Manager Barrett of the
panel oil paintings, cutouts. Oriental lamps
Toronto Mutual branch intimates to the
and festoons of holiday evergreens.
Children
Crowd
Special Matinee.
local correspondent of Moving Picture
Vancouver, B. C. — Frank Gow, manager
World that a complete reorganization of
Local Universal Jottings.
of the new Broadway theater, recently
the Mutual selling arrangements in CanToronto. Ont. — Mr. Decker has been sent
stated to the World man that his Saturada will be adopted, following the resigday matinee business with the children
to
take
charge
of
the
Bluebird
departnation of C. B. Price, for several years
ment at the Montreal Universal office. In
is developing at such a rate that he has
Canadian general manager. One detail of
succession to W. J, Orkney, who has acdifficulty
in accommodating all who dethe re-formation includes a split in the
cepted a position with the Greater Vitasire to come to the show. One explanapresent territorial arrangement.
tion of this condition Is found in the fact
graph there.
Clair Hague, Canadian general manager
that each child entering the theater at
that time receives a free bag of candy.
for the Universal, left Toronto for Chicago
Park Theater's
New
Policy.
With
a seating capacity of 1.000, Mr. Gow
Toronto, Ont. — Several changes have
on December 7 to attend a general conferstates that on a recent Saturday he had
been made in the system of nnanagement
ence of Universal district managers. Bill
for the Park theater, Toronto, which has
1,006 children in the house.
Bach, Toronto advertising manager for
Winnepeg, Man. — Manager Schuberg of
Universal, declares that a new Canadian
passed into the control of Manager Alexthe Province theater has just begun the
selling policy for the company is on tapis.
ander of the Doric theater. The program will be changed three times a week,
Loew's Tonge Street theater, Toronto,
distribution of a Triangle magazine, "The
Photoplay Mirror. Five hundred copies
is now booking L-KO Comedies regularly
instead of two, and there will be a matiare given away each Friday to the first
each week, in addition to Fox, Mutual and
nee each day. Afternoon prices will be
500 ladies entering the house.
other pictures.
5 cents and 10 cents, while 15 cents will

Reception Given to Grace Darling in Toronto
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Baltimore Censors Back and Fill

December 30, 1916
Bridge and Edmondson theaters, which
are located at Edmondson and Pulaski
streets, and are owned by Ralph Schlichter, will soon be entirely rebuilt so that it
will be one large theater with a seating
capacity of about 1,000. Then, it is understood, that a straight price of ten
cents will be charged. Twenty thousand
dollars is the sum that will probably be
expended, and the plans will be drawn up
by Sparklin and Childs, designers of the
Rialto, Strand and other theaters.

Know What It Is Here
For — Films
Maryland State Board Doesn't Seem to anned and Later Passed — Washington
Passed and Later Retracted— Films B
Action
on "Purity" Causes a Chang e in Baltimore.
Baltimore,
Md.
By J. M. Shellman,
1902 Mt. Royal Ter.,
This advertising means dollars to the exBALTIMORE, MD. — That the pall of censorship, with all its vagaries, is at last
hibitors and it should be remedied."
being felt by the exhibitors of Maryland,
is very evident, for from the scouting we
J. Cochran a Benedict.
Ball By Maryland Movie Club.
have done we have no reason to doubt
Baltimore, Md. — J. Cochran, who manBaltimore. Md. — Arrangements for the
what has come to our ears. It will be
ages the Huntington theater, 225 West
third
annual ball to be held by the Maryremembered, as published in the World
25th street, took a leave of absence two
land Movie Club are rapidly nearing comweeks ago and became of the fraternity
pletion and it is rumored that talent and
some little while back, that when "Purity"
of benedicts. We wish Mr. Cochran much
was released
i- "Baltimore.
stage effects will be employed to make
rison of the Censor
Board Mrs.
gave T.itB.asHarher
happiness in his new venture.
this affair an event long to be remembered to those who attend. Thursday.
opinion that the picture was a work of
art and that with the exception of a few
January 11, has been set for the time,
Exhibitor UUman of Salisbury in Town.
eliminations, which did not matter, the
and Lehmann Hall on North Howard
Baltimore, Md.^I. Ullman, manager of
film was all ready for the public.
street had been selected as the place to
the Ullman Opera house in Salisbury,
But what comes later? A sequel. As
hold the affair. The arrangements are
spent
several
days
in
Baltimore
last
week,
soon as the Maryland Board of Censors
being made by J. W. Hawkins, chairman;
accompanied by his daughter, Helen. Mr.
got word. that a rumpus had been raised
L. Roy, assistant; H. J. Rennver. master
Ullman visited the Mutual exchange and
in Washington by the authorities, the
of ceremonies, and C. B. Murray, his asstated that business is very good in Salissistant.
Maryland board stated to a theater about
bury and while at that office booked the
to show the film, "That must be recenlatest features with Mary Miles Minter,
Officers Elected for T. M. A.
sored!"
Margarita Fisher and Richard Bennet. He
"But," exclaimed the manager, "'the
has been booking from this office ever
Baltimore, Md.— On Sunday. December
since it first opened. His theater is on the
Board has passed this picture!"
10, the annual meeting and election of
That did not matter. They knew that
second floor and on serial nights he
the officers of the local branch of the
it had been banned in Washington and so
charges 5 cents and on feature nights
Theatrical Mechanical Association was
10 cents.
that was enough for them, it had to be reheld at their headquarters, 847 Hamilton
censored. Some one sheets and a phototerrace. The following officers were
graph which were being used as a lobby
elected: Frank Cavanaugh, president:
display, were ordered to be brought before
Baltimore County Licenses.
John Hoyner, vice-president; M. J. Fitzthe Board, and when Mr. W. F. Stone saw
Baltimore. Md, — According to the report
gerald, recording secretary; Edward Raythem, he raised his hands in holy horror
of Clerk of the Court M. J. O'Hara of
singer, financial secretary; Graham WalkBaltimore County, for the year ending
and said: "They can't be used."
er, treasurer, and Dr. Harry Boyd, physiIt was finally decided, however, that if
December 1, it shows that the clerk's fees
cian. The five trustees are: G. Buttera coat of paint were given the figures on
for advertising moving picture licenses
worth, John Itzel, Philip Fitzgerald,
amounted to $76, and that licenses were
the one sheets, making them look like
Charles Reviol and Harry Andrews. Edissued for twenty
theaters.
bathing girls, the posters could be used.
ward Raysinger was elected as a deleThis was done, and when Mrs. Harrison.
gate to the national convention of the
association, to be held at Piqua, Ohio.
It is understood, saw one a little later,
which was not painted so as to cover each
"Quo Vadis?" for Benefit.
Baltimore, Md.—On Sunday, December
and every part of the fraction of an inch,
CAPITOL CITY NOTES.
10. and all last week, the spectacular
she tore the poster from its place in a
frame in front of the theater.
film entitled "Quo Vadis?" was shown at
George C. Schulz Joins Hy Art.
the Royal theater, 314 South Broadway,
Case No. 2 reads: "The Devil's BondWashington. D. C. — George C. Schulz.
for the benefit of the war victims in
formerly manager of the Penn Gardens,
woman," which was exhibited in BaltiPoland. Through arrangements made
more last week, was at the first viewing
a
motion
picture theater here, is now trywith
Henry
J.
Skrentny.
the
owner
of
condemned and the theater booking this
ing the other side of the game and has
tjxis theater, the house was loaned for
picture had to change its program at the
joined the sales force of the Hy Art Masthe
occasion
without
charge.
The
affair
eleventh hour. Then on a second viewjng
ter plays Company, which is located in
was held under the auspices of the Polish
by the Censor Board, it was approved.
the Barrister building. Mr. Schulz openel
National Alliance and other organizations.
More indecision.
the Penn Gardens for Edmund K. Fox, its
Special permission was given by the auformer owner, in 1914, and remained in
thorities to exhibit the film on Sunday,
charge of its affairs until Jlr. Fox disand while no admission was charged, a
posed of his interests last September. This
Unattractive
Titles the Rule.
collection was taken up. On the other
is his -first road work, but he has made
days. 15 cents was charged in the afterBaltimore, Md. — We had a very intermany friends while on the exhibiting side
noons
and
25
cents
at
nights.
The
only
esting conversation with T. J. Bohannan
of the business. He is being well received
expense was the cost of the film.
the other night relative to the titles
all along the line. Mr. Schulz spent the
which are now being used by the film proweek greeting his old frienas after a trip
Bridge
and Edmondson
Theaters May
ducers for their plays. Mr. Bohannon is
through
West Virginia and Maryland,
Combine.
after which he left for an extended tour
of the Bohannon. Lewy & Puld Co., and
There
is a rumor
current
that
the
knows the business from A to Z.
of the Carolinas.
"I have talked with a great many exhibitors on the subject," said Mr. Bohannan, "and they all agree with me that the
titles that are now being placed on the
majority of films, to say the least, are
Recommendations for the Betterment of the Service in Report to Congress Would
very unattractive and seem to have a
Expedite Forwarding of Undelivered Matter.
tendency to turn away patrons instead of
cated with and postage received for its
bringing them into the theaters. For inWASHINGTON. D. C— The postmaster
transmission, which frequently works a
general has submitted to Congress his
stance, tonight we are running this Fine
annual
report
for
the
fiscal
year
ended
hardship upon patrons of the mails who
Arts production, entitled "Hell-to-Pay
June 30, 1916, and has made therein a
need
theuse. matter thus delayed for immeAustin." Now that is a title that a good
diate
number of recommendations for the betmany patrons of the Mt. Royal will look
Should
the recommendation of the postterment
of
the
service.
Among
the
recomat, shrug their shoulders and say, 'Oh. we
mendations offered is one to provide a
master-general be adopted, it would elimdon't want to see that thing,' and walk
inate
this
delay, as it is his purpose to
better
means
for
the
forwarding
and
reaway. And yet the production is suberb."
have the postmasters receiving such unWe saw the play through and ageed with
turn of second, third and fourth-class
deliverable matter forwarded at once to the
matter, which includes posters, cuts, herhim. "And another thing you will find,"
addressee, if his current address is known,
alds, photographs, slides, etc.
continued Mr. Bohannon, "is th.at the maor
return it to the sender, the postage
Under
the
present
regulations
sucn
jority of the producers seem to give very
for such service to be collected at the
matter remains undelivered at the post
little attention as to whether their still
final
destination. This would not only be
oltice
of
address
for
any
reason,
cannot
photographs for advertising in the lobby
a great aid to patrons of the mails, but
and their paper depict pleasant scenes or
be forwarded to anothei- office or rewould
also relieve the congestion that
turned
to
the
office
of
mailing
until
the
not. They much prefer to enlage on some
frequently occurs at large post offices
postage for its transmission through the
horrible scene in the play that probably
and
would
lessen the expense of sending
mails is received by the postmaster in
takes up about ten or twenty feet than to
out notices that matter is neld pending
whose possession the matter has come.
bring out the pleasant views. Why can't
the
receipt
of postage for its return or
This makes It necessary to hold all such
they select the beautiful and the pleasant
forwarding.
out of the dramas as well as the horrible?
mall until the sender can be communi-

Postmaster Suggests Change in Postal Rates
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Big Program of Island.
Films Goes to Alaskan
Washington, D. C. — A long time rental
of film has been entered into by the T3epartment of Commerce, which has booked
and shipped to St. Paul Island, Alaska,
about one hundred thousand feet of motion picture films. The reels are for the
most part educational, and of the news
pictorial type. There were, however, included In the shipment, a number of comedies and some few dramas. The projection machine and the necessary electric
current to operate it will be furnished by
the employees of the radio station located
on the island.
In view of the fact that these films will
form the first motion picture exhibitions
ever held in the Pribilof islands, where
hunting seals is the sole amusement (and
work) of the natives, the department Is
waiting with considerable interest the
report that will be made to it as to how
the pictures are received by the natives.
The Department of Commerce officials in
Washington believe that this will afford
an excellent means of providing helpful
recreation and diversion, and at the same
time will do much in the way of broadening educational efforts.
Still Delay in Getting Films Back,
Washington, D. C. — A number of exchange managers are complaining of the
lack of cooperation on the pai t of some
of the exhibitors with respect to their not
returning films on time. In speaking of
this George Mann, of the Famous Players,
says. "The case against some exhibitors,
when it comes to not returning films on
time., is serious. Suppose you were booked
with a certain feature on a certain day,
and had spent quite a little sum of money
advertising this particular picture and
had your patrons all worked up to the
point where they were waiting and eager
to see this special picture, and then at the
eleventh hour you were notified by the
exchange that It would be impossible for
them to supply you w^ith the picture you
had 'banked' on because some exhibitor
had failed to return the film on time.
Wouldn't you feel like fighting? Certainly
you would and no one could blame you."
New

Theater

in Richmond — Theater
Changes.

Hopewell, Va. — F. Carle, who operates
the Strand theater in this city, has purchased the interests of K. C. Korhan In
the American theater. This house has
been closed down for a week or ten days,
during which time the new owner will
make extensive repairs. Mr. Carle is very
well known in this territory as an up-todate exhibitor.
Newport News, Va. — The Onyx theater
in this city, formerly operated by W. R.
Koch, has been taken over by 1#. M. Day,
president of the Metro Film Service in
Washington. This theater has a seating
capacity of about 500. It has been closed
down temporarily to enable the workmen
to remodel it and make it modern In every
particular. Mr. Day is in this city looking
after his new investment.
Richmond, Va. — There Is a rumor current here that Mrs. A. E, Thorpe, who
formerly operated the Rex and Hippodrome theaters, but who some lime ago
disposed of her interests in both is about
to re-enter the business with a handsome
new house on Broad street, between Seventh and Eighth streets. The rumor further has it that Walter Colter is to be
manager of the theater, that the house is
to have a seating capacity of 500, and
that the cost of its erection and equipment will be in the neighborhood of $20,000. It is understood that Mrs. Thorpe
has been negotiating for the necessary
service and equipment and that ground is
about to be broken for the construction of
the theater.
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Capitol City Film Happenings
A Corporation Has Bought a Tract of Land
on Thirteenth
Street, Washington,
D. C. and Expects to Build a New Theater to Seat 2.200— Geo. Mann,
A. T.
Babcock and C. M. Casey Are Interested — Some Novel Features.
By Clarence
L. Linz, S22 Riggs Building,
Washington,
D. C.
been with him for several years, rising
WASHINGTON, D. C— George Mann,
from shipper to assistant in charge of
head of the Famous Players exchange here, is one of the members of a
the
to the
position of That
"boss" heof has
the
new office,
Atlanta
proposition.
corporation that has just completed a
deal whereby it secures possession of a
made good is evidenced by the added relarge tract of land on Thirteenth street,
sponsibility placed upon him by Mr. Lust.
Mr. Garner expects to move his family
between E and F streets, northwest, on
to Atlanta shortly after the first of the
which it expects to build a new theater,
the construction of which will be completed about September 1, next. Associated with Mr. Mann are A. T. Babcock
and C. M. Casey.
G. F. LenehanExchange.
Reorganizes
Local
year.
The property includes 510-518 Thirteenth
street and 1306 F street. Plans for the new
Washington, D. C. — The local Vltagraph
theater have been made by th« Hoffman
V-L-S-E office has undergone a complete
Company of New York. The corporation
reorganization, following the arrival of
is to be known as the Willard Theater
George F. Lenahan as its manager. An
Corporation. The theater proper will ocentirely new office force has been Installcupy the Thirteenth street part of the
ed and the method of conducting the busiproperty and the entrance, lobby, offices,
ness has been changed with a view to
retiring room, etc., will be partly housed
rendering greater service to exhibitors.
on the P street property. The entrance
The announcement has just been made
of the theater will be on F street. There
of the taking over by this office of the
will be exits on Thirteenth street, and
North Carolina territory. This was forthe stage entrance will be on the latter
merly handled out of the Atlanta office.
Mr, Lenehan has divided the state In such
thoroughfare.
The building to be constructed, it is
a way that John Cunningham, a recent addition to the sales force, will handle the
stated, will be one of the most novel in
western section and Alan Bachrach, who
the country for theater purposes, in that
is well known to exhibitors throughout
it will have no stairways for its patrons
the territory, will handle the eastern secto climb. Owing to the slope ot the lots
tion. These two will also divide between
it has teen possible to plan entrances to
them the State of Virginia. Nat Glaser
both the first, or parquet fioor. and the
will
cover
Baltimore, with headquarters
balcony by means of inclined planes, the
at the Hotel Caswell.
rise of which will be gradual through
Mr.
Cunningham,
the latest addition to
the one hundred feet of lobby. The sothe Vitagraph sales force here, formerly
called ramp system will be used. An excovered
the
Washington
territory for the
ception will be made in the case of stairTriangle. Prior to that, and for some
ways from the upper to the lower box
time, he was manager of the branch office
levels, although these, too, can be reachof the Mutual In Charlotte, N. C. Alan
ed through the regular inclined planes.
Bachrach needs no Introduction, for he has
The theater is to be large enough to acbeen traveling through Virginia and
commodate 2.200 spectators. It will have
North Carolina for so long the exhibitors
loges, orchestra chairs, two tiers of boxes
consider him to be one of them. Mr.
and a large balcony. The entrances to the
Bachrach knows the game from the
balcony will be in the center of the tiers
ground
up, having been an exhlnitor prior
of seats, instead of at the rear, as is the
to accepting his present position. Mr.
case in all other local theaters, thus perGlaser
Is
equally well known, for he was
mitting emptying the theater In case of
the manager of the Leader theater on
emergency with much greater ease. The
Ninth
street,
for several yaars before enbuilding will be of fireproof concrete contering the exchange end of the game. A.
struction. There will be wide aisles and
erally.
J. Mayer is in charge of the booking dewide spaces between the rows of seats.
nity.
partment and will assist Mr, Lenehan genThe decorative tone will be of quiet digThe company hag been awaiting the
erection of the proposed film exchange
Robert Howell to Run Circle Theater.
building, which several real estatt. firms
Washington, D. C. — Robert Howell, who
and
Investors have been putting up "on
has been connected with the Columbia
paper" for the past nine months, but It Is
theater for the past sixteenth years, and
getting to the point where it can wait no
who is one of the best known theater
longer and Mr. Lenehan will have a new
men In Washington, has been appointed
Job on his hands — that of looking for a
house manager of the Circle theater
Place that will comply with the proposed
new fire regulations.
Twenty-first street and Pennsylvania avenue, northwest, succeeding W. H. Shipman, who recently retired from the motion picture business. Dr. William P.
Local General Gets More Territory.
Herbst. president of the Circle Theater
Washington, D. C. — The territory of the
Amusement - Company, will continue, at
Washington office of the General Film
least for the present, to take care of the
has been increased by the transfer of the
booking
of films for this house.
Richmond business to it. The theaters In
that city have for the past three years
Leo Garner Gets Famous Rights.
been taken care of by the Philadelphia
exchange. A. J. Nelson, manager of the
Washington. D. C. — Leo Garner, who
Washington office, and John .T. Payette,
was formerly assistant to Sidney B. Lust
his assistant, who is In charge of the Balin the management of the latter s business
timore branch of the Washington office,
in Washington, and who was recently
went to Richmond to perfect the details
transferred to Atlanta, Ga., to look after
of
the
transfer.
Up to this lime all films
Mr. Lust's interests there, visited Washdestined for the theaters there had to
ington last week for the purpose of clospass through Washington. With Washing a deal. In company with his employer
ington as the initial shipping point the
with the Famous Players exchange,
exhibitors will be able to get their shows
whereby the booking rights In the Atlanta
more quickly as there will be no transterritory for the Famous Players features
fer to be made before the shows can be
will be turned over to him.
delivered. Mr. Nelson is planning to give
When Mr. Lust opened the new film exthe
Richmond theaters the most efficient
change at 146 Marietta street. Atlanta,
Oa.. he promoted
Mr. Garner,
who
had
service possible.
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New Pennsylvania Building Code
Pittsburgh Exhibitors and Others Notified That State Building Regulations Will
Be Enforced — A Digest Has Been Prepared for the Use of the Film and Other
Trades — Many
Desired
Improvements.
From Pittsburgh News Service, 6016 Jenkins Arcade, Pittsburgh, Pa.
PITTSBURGH, PA.— The exhibitors of
thia city and throughout the state
have received notice from Harrisburg that
the building regulations covering moving picture theaters, adopted some time
ago, have been approved by the State Industrial Board and are to be adhered to.
A digest has been prepared from regulations made up by proprietors of theaters,
representatives of architects, members of
the State Building Code Commission, the
state fire marshal and the Department of
Labor and Industry. In this report the
attention of architects and builders of
structures to be used for moving picture or theatrical purposes is called to
"a great lack of uniformity."
This matter of a revised state building
code for theaters has lain dormant for
several years, following a period of agitation In favor of changing the stringent
regulations, which the law imposed upon
the exhibitors. In 1913 the Legislature
created a building commission, with the
state fire marshal as chairman, and worked out a code. In 1914 the exhibitors and
exchanges sent committees to Harrisburg
and met with the commission. The results
of this effort to revise the code were never
satisfactory and the changes proposed
were not adopted. The new digest includes many of the improvements favorable to the exhibitor.
"Patria" Shown at Moose Temple.
Pittsburgh. Pa. — A big event last week
was the trade showing of the International's serial "Patria." featuring Mrs. Vernon Castle and an all-star cast, in the
Moose Temple, Pittsburgh, on December
11. Over 300 exhibitors from ihroughout
this district, members of the National Security League and other societies attended. Enthusiastic praise greeted the production, both from the photographic and
spectacular standpoints.
Previous to the trade showing, five reels
of "Patria" were witnesed by a brilliant
social gathering at Sewickley Heights, an
exclusive residental section of the city.
Intolerance Comes Xmas Week.
Pittsburgh. Pa.— The Pitt theater, Penn
avenue and Seventh street, will open the
first Pittsburgh showing of D. W. Griffith's masterful production. "Intolerance."
on Christmas week. The succesrful premier run of William Fox's "The Honor System" was brought to a close December 16.
"The Honor System" was witnessed by the
largest number of people that has ever
attended the Pitt within a like period of
time, and in spite of efforts to prolong the
run it was decided to take the film to
New York City for its initial showing
there. The advance sale of seats for "Intolerance" Indicates another box-office
record for the Pitt. Manager
Patch has
arranged for new and elaborate stage setweek. tings to' be erected during the intervening
Fontana Productions Opens Offices.
Pittsburgh. Pa. — The latest big feature
concern to Invade the Pittsburgh field is
the A. G. Fontana Productions, Inc., which
has opened offices in the Seltzer film
building. Twelfth street and Liberty avenue. L. Newman, general manager of the
FontaJja Productions, with main booking
offices at Philadelphia and other branches
at New York and Cleveland, is making
his headquarters here at present. H. Marcus Is manager of the Pittsburgh branch.
This office handles "ClviliKatlon" in Pennsylvania, West Virginia
and Ohio.
Re-
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building. 207 Market street. The men behind the new concern are Harry B. Papier,
560 East State street, Trenton, president;
William D. Finkelstein, 262 High street,
Newark, vice-president; and Harold L.
Miller, 50 West 11th street. Whitestone.
N. y.. secretary-treasurer.

cent bookings of the subject have been
larg^e. Mr, Newman reports, and it is beins
given extended runs in all the cities and
larger towns in this territory.
Jerome Caspar to Run the Liberty.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — The Rowland & Clark
theaters have placed their handsome new
acquisition, the Liberty theater, at Penn
and Shady avenue. East End. T'ittsburgh,
under the management of Jerome Caspar,
a well-known figure In local amusement
circles. Mr. Caspar was until October of
this year manager of the Regent theater,
of the Rowland & Clark chain, but was
recently manager of the Duquesne Garden
rink. His experience in all branches of
the amusement business, with that gained
while at the Regent, should make him
most successful In his new position.
Moving Pictures in Pittsburgh Schools.
Pittsburprh. Pa. — Recently the Pittsburgh Board of Public Education has introduced moving pictures for their educational value In 14 schools in different sections of the city. The experiment Is being
carried out with a view to determining
the possibilities of this mode of instruction and if successful will become a permanent feature in all the schools In the
city and county.
Elite Theater Changes Hands.
Pittsburgh, Pa, — The Elite theater, Federal street. Northside, Pittsburgh, has
been taken over by Scott Lane and Thomas
Fitzgerald, two voulhful entrants into
the exhibiting field. Mr. Lane was formerly connected with a moving picture
house in Mt. Pleasant, and Mr. Fitzgerald
was formerly an operator at Meads ville.
Pa. The Elite is an attractive and cosy
house, seating about 400, is well located
and enjoys a fine patronage. Universal
pictures are shown four days a week and
Triangle two days.
Jersey Shore Theater Remodeled.
Jersey Shore, Pa. — The Victoria theater,
Jersey Shore, Pa., has been handsomely
remodelled throughout and presents a very
inviting appearance. The improvement
includes a new proscenium and stage. Br.
D. E. Bickel, Owner and manager of the
Victoria, is setting a high standard in his
film attractions and reports a satisfactory
business.
Daniel McGarey Joins Liberty Film.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Daniel McGarey. formerly with the local Pathe exchange, has
joined the road force of the Liberty Film
Renting Company, 93S Penn avenue. Pittsburgh. He will boost the new Art Dramas
and other attractive subjects.
Norman Caroll Goes to Supreme Feature.
Pittsburgh. Pa. — The Supreme Feature
Film Service, 121 Fourth avenue, Pittsburgh, has recently added to its road force
Norman Carol!, an experienced film man
and
brother
of Earl Caroll, the noted song
writer.

Advertising

Film

Co.*s

Auto.

It is the idea of the company to film the
largest industries and manufacturing enterprises in the country. To relieve the
otherwise monotony of the picture, a plot
will be introduced In every picture, which
will also include current events and
scenes in the various cities in which the
company will operate.
The director and photographer, Harold
L. Miller, deserves a paragraph to himself. He is one of the leading camera men
in the country, having served with such
people as Henry W. Savage, Charles K.
Harris, B, S. Moss and Kinemacolor. Mr.
Miller will personally photograph and direct all productions of this company. In
the photograph herewith produced Mr.
Miller is seen in action on the automobile
used by the concern for filming pictures.

New Jersey
for an
"Purity."
Newark,
N, J. —Rights
Through
error we
stated that Fred W. Falkner was the
owner of the State rights in New Jersey
to "Purity," while the owner is Leon D.
Netter,
has written, calling our attention to who
the slip.
New Jersey City House PromisedJersey City, N. J. — Mrs. Ottilie Wetter,
of 266 Pearsall avenue, is having plans
prepared by C. H. Zeigler, architect, 75
Montgomery street, for a two-story brick
and granite theater, store and office building. The new house, which will be located at Wilkinson and Jackson avenues,
will be ditureerected
of $49,000. at an approximate expenReginald Cooper With New Delivery.
Newark, N. J.- — Reginald Cooper, wno
has severed all connections with the Now
York and New Jersey Film Delivery Company, is now acting in the capacity of
general manager of the General DeliTery
Service, 2S8 Market street.
Regent,
East
Orange,
Sold,
East Orange. N. J. — The Regent theater.
Main street, which has been under control
of Frank McKenna, has been purchased by
the Crawford Theaters Company, of Newark. J. G. Crawford, treasurer of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of New
Jersey, will run the Regent. The deal
was consummated through the office of
John Blum,

New Jersey News Letter
New Commercial Film Producer.
NEWARK.
J. — There
has Advertising
just been
formed inN. this
city the
Film Company for the purpose of producing industrial and educational films.
Offices have been opened at 212 Ordway

OlgaN. Olanova
Newark.
J. — Miss at
OlgaLoew's.
Olanova. the
vampire
"Crimson
received of
an the
ovation
whenStain
she Mystery,"
appeared
personally
avenue, Dec.at 6.Loew's theater, 99 Springfield
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Tarheel News Letter
By

Clarence

L. Linz, 622 Riggs Building,
Washington,
D. C.
Entered Contest £or Theater, Sues.
HIGH POINT. N. C— Nancy Sue Farwell
has brought suit against the High
Point Enterprise, Inc., and W. E, Stewart,
R. D. Craven and E. P. Dardine. who conduct the Point theater in the city of High
Point. The complainant states that on or
about June 1, 1915, the newspaper offered
to the public a proposition to obtain subscribers for it and to sell tickets to the
point theater, and to secure persona to
operate for it and furnished a blank application, which was to be signed by the
party desiring to enter what was called
the contest. In the effort to secure what
was known as t'le "Universal CaliforniaCanadian
Tou:."
.o be given
to theofperson
who secured
the greatest
number
votes
by and at the expense of the corporation,
the complainant alleges that she received
1,267,150 votes, but that she was credited
only with 1,216,470, whereupon another
woman was declared the winner of the
contest. She now sues to recover $1,000
for the work that she did in trying to win
the first prize.
Jerome Abrams Visiting
Charlotte.
Charlotte, N, C. — Jerome Abrams, special
representative of the Bluebird photoplays,
■will spend several weeks here conferring
with Manager E. F. Dardine of the Universal and Bluebird exchanges as to the
methods to be followed in marketing these
features. Mr. Abrams, who is accompanied by his wife, is well pleased with
the reception accorded him during his
brief stay here by the exhibitors of the
territory, and they, in turn, call him a
"regular fellow."
Mrs. A.E.Thorpe to Open New Theater
Charlotte, N. C— Mrs. A. E. Thorpe, who
formerly controlled the Rex and Hippodrome theaters in Richmond, Va., was a
visitor here last week. It is understood
that her mission to Charlotte was for the
purpose of arranging for service and to
secure equipment for a new theater which
she will operate in Richmond.
Wm. A. Conn on Road for K. E. S. E.
Charlotte, N. C. — William A. Conn, formerly manager of the branch office of the
General Film here, has recently resigned
his position to go on the road for the
K.-E.-B.-E. Mr. Conn is an old-time film
man. with long experience and an extensive acquaintance with exhibitors of the
South. He will travel out of the Atlanta
office. Mr. Conn was for some time manager in the West for the Mutual. He is
succeeded at the office of the General Film
by Mr. Swift, who comes from the New
York office.
E.

F. Dardine Back From Convention.
Charlotte, N. C. — E. F. Dardine, manager
of the Universal exchange here, has just
returned from a week's stay in Chicago,
where for three days he attended the convention of the district managers of his
company. Mr. Dardine is very enthusiastic
over the innovations that are announced
to be introduced into the Universal and
Bluebird releases after the first of the
year.
T. H. Brannon to Manage Unicorn Office
Charlotte. N. C. —Thomas H. Brannon,
who was formerly a roadman for the General Film and who held a similar position
with the Universal, has accepted the position of manager of the office of the Unicorn, succeeding C. O. Moss, who recently
joined the Pat he in Washington. Mr.
Brannon is a thorough film man. At one
time he operated an exchange of his own
in Greensboro, N, C. Later he spent several years managaing motion picture theaters in various parts of the State. He has
made a host of friends, all of whom wish
him success in his new undertaking.
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The Past Week in Louisville

The Casino Theater Drops Its Attempt to Create a Demand for Sex Pictures —
Vaudeville Is Being Tried Out in Several of the Smaller, Out-of-Town
Theaters— Other Notes of the Local Trade.
Ohio Valley News
Service, 1404 Starks
Building. Louisville, Ky.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.— The Casino theater
has cut out its big productions at 15
and 25 cents and gone back to a regular
program and vaudeville acts, following the
showing
a film entitled
This
film of
is misleading
in its "Sex
name,Lure."
and
the advertising of the theater was handled
in a sensational way. It brought in a
great run of business, but created a sort
of sensation, with the result that the city
authorities started investigating. Committees representing various social organizations also took the matter up and.
rather
than
start anything
that to
it couldn't
finish, the management
decided
give up
its endeavor to create a demand for sex
pictures and went back to its old-time
policy.
Trying a Little Vaudeville.
Louisville. Ky. — A number of the smaller theaters and outakirt theaters of
Louisville have begun showing a few
vaudeville acts in connection with pictures, and are also handling amateur theatricals on Friday night. However, a good
deal of care has to be shown in handling
amateur productions in order to get
around the State labor department, several
arrests having been made lately of factory
employers who used children under sixteen
years of age in their various departments.
Houses using vaudeville at present are the
Norman, East and West Broadway theBaxter.aters. Crown, Hilltop, Orpheum, Casino and
Incorporators of New Strand Co.
Louisville, Ky. — The Strand Amusement
Company, with a capital stock of $10,000,
has been incorporated to succeed the
Chestnut Street Amusement Company, operators of the Strand theater. Practically
the same interests have control of the new
company, of which Adrian C. Humphries
is the head. The stock is divided into
1,000 shares of the par value of $10. The
incorporators are A. C. Humphries, C. D.
Coon and Clarence Longacre. The Strand
has now been operating for several mor^tha
and is gradually picking up a nice volume
of business, showing first-run Bluebird
films
week. for about four days out of each
Judge Had Those Tough Kids Spanked.
Newport, Ky. — Judge J. Edward Boltz,
of the county court, has decreed a new
form of punishment for tough young boys
which will undoubtedly have a good effect
on behavior in moving picture theaters
in the future, and a form which could be
adopted to great advantage by many small
towns. Several boys, ranging from thirteen to seventeen years of age, were recently ejected from the Hippodrome theater for causing a disturbance. They immediately went to the rear of the building
and proceeded to bombard the windows
with stones, scaring many people and taking chances on seriously injuring some
one with flying glass. When the case was
called Judge Boltz ordered the parents of
the children to appear in the courtroom on
December 11 to administer public spankings to their offspring, and further stated
that if the spanking was not well performed that the balifC would attend to
the job.
Tickets to Theater as Trading Coupons.
Louisville. Ky. — The Walnut theater has
been using various forms of distributing
passes to its house to obtain publicity and
make the house popular. At the Taylor
drug stores a ticket to the shows was
given away with every fifty-cent purchase
last week, and the same arrangement was
made with the Quaker Maid chain of
groceries, which gave these tickets with

all fifty-cent purchases except of butter,
eggs, sugar, and articles on which there
is not profit. In fact, the tickets were
used in very much the same way as trading stamps by some of the dealers. The
tickets are good for any date between
December 5. 1916, and February. 1, 1917,
for any matinee -(except Saturday), and
for the performance on Tuesday and Friday nights.
Big Feature
"Crisis."
Louisville,
Ky. —Right
Harry Gets
Sherman,
of the
Sherman-Elliott Co.. of New York, a motion picture marketing organization, was
recently in Louisville, in conference with
Fred Levy, of the Big Features Rights
Corporation, which has closed a deal with
Mr. Sherman for state rights to "The
Crisis,"
in Kentucky, Indiana, North and
bama. Carolina,
South
Georgia, Florida and AlaThe Mary Anderson's Festival Program.
Louisville, Ky. — The Mary Anderson
theater during the week of December 19
handled a bargain performance under
the caption "Festival Week," advertising
Mary Pickford in "Less Than the Dust,"
Theda Bara in "The Vixen" and Madam
Olga
Petrova picture
in "TheranBlack
Butterfiy."
The Pickford
all week,
with
the Bara picture on Sunday, Monday and
Tuesday, and the Petrova picture during
the balance of the week. Prices were
raised to ten. fifteen and twenty cents
during the week.
Joseph Desberger Goes to Famous
Players.
Paducah, Ky. — Joseph Desberger, one
of the owners of the Star theater, and a
well-known show man, has accepted a
position with the Famous Players Company, and will be connected with the Chicago office, from which he will travel as
advance agent for feature productions.
Mr. Dave Desberger will continue the
operation of the Star.
Gem Theater's Children's Shows.
Henderson, Ky. — The Gem theater,
starting December 8, has arranged to
give Friday afternoon special performances for children, this action being taken
at the request of the Parent-Teacher associations, the Women's Club and other
organizations. The management has announced that the shows will be of a permanent nature if the children attend well.
Herbert Morgan to Travel with "Crisis."
Louisville, Ky. — Herbert Morgan, formerly with the Indianapolis office of Bluebird, has left that company to go with
the Big Features Rights Corporation, of
Louisville, and will book "The Crisis" in
about eight Southern states for which
the company
has state rights.
Louisville News Notes,
Sam Saxe. representing Bluebird in Indianapolis branch, was recently in Louisville, and arranged for an advertising
campaign with the local newspapers to
give Bluebird film publicity.
Conditions have been so peaceful in
Louisville theatrical circles during the
past few weeks that the Louisville Photo
Play Association, composed of the local
exhibitors, has not had a meeting in
nearly six months.
The Palace theater, a colored home on
Walnut street, has been turning business
away on rush nights of late, and In spite
of the fact that it is charging fifteen and
twenty-five cents for features on two or
three nights out of every week.
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House
Memphis Lyceum Temporarily aLoewVaudeville
While

Marcus Loew Will Open Lyceum on January 8 for Pictures and
By
New
Theater
Is Being
Built for Him.
J. L. Ray. 1014 Stahlman
Building, Nashville, Tenn.
at 52 South Fourth street, having removed
MSMPHIS. TENN.— Pending: completion
from 153 Union avenue, owing to lack of
of his handsome new theater. Marfacilities to handle the fast increasing
cus Loew will open the Lyceum theater
business of the local branch. Manager
on January S with a continuous moving'
Kaufman is now claiming the handsomest
picture and vaudeville exhibition. Clarhome of any film exchange in Memphis,
ence Weis. one of the lessees of the Lyand has equipped the offices with every
ceum, was recently in Memphis, at which
modern convenience. Invitations have
time he arranged to transfer the bookings
been extended to all exhibitors to make
city.
of that theater to the Lyric after Januthe
United their headquarters when in the
ary 8.
•
Active work on the construction of the
new $700,000 house in this city will begin
within a short time, and when the theFox Films Back to Knickerbocker.
ater is completed it will remain open
Nashville. Tenn. — Manager W. H. Wassthroughout the year, probably with an
man
of the Knickerbocker has closed a
exclusive moving picture program during
contract with the Fox corporatiDn to again
the off seasons. Mr. Loew will have enshow Pox first run features in this citytire charge of the enterprise and will
exclusively. The Knickerbocker handled
offer the highest possible grade of service
these pictures for a while during the early
to be obtained. It is understood that a
fall
season, and met with marked success,
site has been definitely decided upon,
and the reinstatement of this popular serwhich is located on Main street, between
vice at the Knickerbocker is being reMadison and Union avenues. According
ceived with gratitude by the patrons of
to the present plans, the new theater will
that house.
have a seating capacity of 2,500, and
everything in connection with the house
will be constructed along elaborate lines.
Strand Signs with Vitagraph.
Nashville. Tenn. — Returning from a trip
Quartet at the Fifth Avenue.
to the Atlanta film market. Manager Carson Bradford announced that he had
Nashville. Tenn. — Inaugurating its new
signed up with Greater Vitagraph for
custom of providing a special stage act
their feature service. Several of these picbetween performances, the Fifth Avenue
tures have already been shown at the
theater last week offered a high-class
Strand, and the hearty support accorded
singing exhibition, putting on a male
by the public lends assurance to the fact
quartet for a two weeks' engagement. It
that Mr. Bradford played a trump card in
is the purpose of this house to continue
booking
this service.
these acts, the opening week's exhibition
having readily found favor with the
Nashville public. The Fifth Avenue was
K. A. Bugbee Handling Cartoons.
originally constructed as a vaudeville theater and the stage has been remodeled to
Memphis, Tenn. — The United Film Service announces that Louisiana rights on
serve in its new capacity. Drop curtains
the Mutt and Jeff and Hans and Fritz
automatically fall into place after each
picture and hide the screen from view
cartoons have been placed in the hands
of K. A. Bugbee. 407 Carondelet street.
while the singers are on the stage, and
special lighting effects have been inNew Orleans, and that all future bookstalled. New scenery has been placed in
ings for that territory will be handled
position, which, with the addition of velfrom Mr. Bugbee's office. The local United
branch, however, retains the privileges on
vet side curtains, etc., lends a greatly improved appearance to the theater.
this service for Tennessee and adjoining
territory.
Prices Advance at the Dixie.
Paris. Tenn. — M'ith the recent addition
of a special orchestra as an added attraction, announcement is made -^f the increase in admission prices at the Dixie
theater. The matinee prices are now 5
and 10 cents, with 5 and 15 cents for the
evening performances. A program is
shown comprising the best features,
short length comedies and serials. Several
days ago a special hospital benefit program was arranged, which Included
twelve reels of pictures, for which the
prices were fixed at 15 and 25 cents. The
Dixie theater devotes one solid column
each week In the daily newspaper to advertise its forthcoming program.
Art Lobbies at Strand.
Nashville, Tenn. — During the run of the
Viola Dana feature. "The Gates of Eden,"
a huge set of gates was erected In the
Strand lobby, which extended across the
entire width of the spacious corridor,
with an overhead arch lighted by softly
shaded incandescents. Leaves and vines
entwined the settings, and suspended
from the arch were gilded letters 18
inches high spelling the name of the picture. For Vitagraph's "Dollar and the
Law" similar appropriate decorations were
employed, and much favorable comment
has been paid by the public to the artistry
of the decorators.
United Located in New Quarters.
Memphis. Tenn. — The United Film Service is now located in its new quarters
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Cincinnati News Letter
By

Kenneth
C. Crain. tUO First National
Bank, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Jim Corbett to Lead in Local Feature.
CINCINNATI,
O. — The aCongress
Feature
Film Corporation,
new producing
company organized recently with a Federal
charter, promises the production in and
around Cincinnati of a twelve-reel feature
of unusual interest, and with many thrilling moments. It is announced by the
company that James J. Corbett. former
heavyweight champion of the world, and
an actor of some note, both on the stage
and in moving pictures, will take the
principal part in the play, the scenario of
which was written by Capt. Frederick F.
StoU, a former United States postal official. The scenario calls for the playing
of a dual role by Corbett. Among the
features of the film which have already
been arranged for are a race at Latonia. a
sensational automobile race at the Speedway, an aeroplane dash over the city, and
several dangerous feats by Corbett, It is
estimated that the production complete
will lion
involve
dollars. a cost of close to half a milSpecial Screening
of "Charity."
Cincinnati,
O. — A large
group of Cincinnati and out-of-town exhibitors attended a private
showing inof seven
"Charity,"
a new
Mutual
production
reels,
as
guests of Manager R. H. Haines. Cincinnati Mutual film man, recently. The production has not yet been seen in Cincinnati publicly, but is scheduled for early
release, and bookings are proceeding in
lively fashion as a result of the private
view referred to.
Star to Help Start Patria.
Cincipnati. O. — What promises to be a
most successful send-off given to a moving picture feature is being arranged by
Manager C. E. Holah for the premier showing of "Patria," the International film featuring Mrs. Vernon Castle. Mr. Holah has
announced definitely that Mrs. Castle will
be the guest of honor at a reception to be
held at one of the big downtown hotels
about January
1, whenThe"Patria"
is first
shown
in Cincinnati.
social gifts
of
Mrs. Castle, and her reputation as a leader
of fashion, are relied upon to excite unusual public interest, and Manager Holah
is fairly bursting with gratification over
the publicity possibilities of the new film.

Alice
Brady'sReception in Cincinnati
Star of Brady-Made Pictures Appears at Four Performances and Fills Large Theatre at Every Appearance — Screen Club Turns Out En Masse.
CINCINNATI, O. — The personal appearWorld and the Alhambra, but for pictures
ance of Alice Brady, the World star,
in general, and local picture men are hopin concction with the premier presentaing for more such events.
tion of the World Brady-made feature,
The Cincinnati Screen Club turned out
en masse to witness the first appearance
"Bought and Paid For," at the Alhambra theater, was easily the big event
at which Miss Brady appeared.
of the week in moving picture circles.
The appearance of Miss Brady at the
Some of Manager Libson's Features.
Alhambra was on Sunday, December 3,
and it was sufficiently well advertised
Cincinnati, O. — The return of "The Common Law," featuring Clara Kimball
to attract the biggest crowds Manager
Young,
for
a secondtheweek's
at the
Weigel's house has had for some time,
Walnut,
following
recent run
successful
especially in view of the fact that a
engagement of the film at that theater,
charge
of
twenty-five
cents
was
made
for the day.
was quite as successful as the initial engagement, according to Manager I. LibWhile the star appeared only at four
son. It was followed by "The Foolish
performances, two afternoon and two
Virgin," featuring the same star, and
evening, the house was jammed for
there is promised next a feature of even
everyone of the ten shows given during
more interest,
being Nazimova
in "War
the day, and as this means a total atBrides."
The Russian
actress was
seen
tendance of ten times 500, it can be seen
in this terribly moving drama at a local
that the Alhambra did a nice business
theater last winter, and Manager Libson
to start the week. A triumphal probelieves the photoplay, with its wider
cession, headed by a band, escorted Miss
scope, will pull heavily. It is a Selznick
Brady and Mr. Richardson, of the publicity
picture.
department of the World Film, acting as
her personal manager for the trip, to the
Asks for Receiver on Account of Sex
theater from the Hotel Sinton, and her
Films.
several appearances, on which she sang
two popular numbers for the audience.
Canton, O. — An extraordinary ground
were enthusiastically received. The visit
for receivership for a theater lias been
set forth in a suit filed by L. B. Cool.
of a film personage so well-known as Miss
Brady undoubtedly did much In the way
one of the partners in the firm operating
of favorable
publicity, not only for the
the Grand
opera house, against
Victor
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Schramm, it being alleged that the booking of vicious "sex pictures" has brought
the house into disrepute with the better
class of theatergoers, and caused irreparable damage to its business. Mr. Cool is
district manager for Feiber & Shea, the
lessees of the Colonial and Grand theaters in Akron, O., and of other houses in
Central Ohio.
Exchange

Men
Investigate
Express
Delays.
Cincinnati, O. — Following the well-approved idea that investigation and reform
of alleged evils ought to come from within, as it were, the new Association of
Film Exchanges of the Chamber of Commerce has delegated to Fred Renshaw, assistant manager of the chamber's traffic
bureau, the duty of ascertaining why delays occur in the shipment of films. Such
delays have been complained of now and
then by exhibitors securing their films
from Cincinnati, and the film men now
have the expert traffic facilities of the
Chamber of Commerce at their service in
unraveling such troubles. The officers recently elected by the association have
been duly installed, and the appointment
of standing committees will be announced
shortly.
The largest staff of experts in all
departments makes the MOVING
PICTURE WORLD the one paper in
the trade that full*/ fills the requirements of eVery reader.
MID-NEW YORK NOTES.
Morris Fitzer Goes to Rex Exchange.
Albany. N. T. — Morris Fitzer, formerly
with the Fox Film Company, Syracuse
branch, has resigned his position to accept one with the Rex exchange at Albany, where he is to handle their new
serial, "The Purple Mask."
Alfred Epstein Resigns.
Albany, N. Y. — Alfred Epstein, the hustling Albany manager of the Pathe exchange, has resigned his position. It can
be truthfully stated that he has increased
the business at the Albany branch nearly
50 per cent, since he took the management, and he will be missed by the exhibitors, as he always co-operated with
them and never missed a gathering.
Here's hoping that he ties up with some
goodlosefirmhim.in this district, as we don't like
to
Schenectady Exhibitors Dine.
Schenectady, N. Y. — Mr. Saunders of the
Metro was a guest of the exhibitors at
ti:':-ir banquet at Schenectady. Other exchanges ■were represented by the following: JIutual, by Mr. Lawlor; Universal,
by Messrs. Charles and Langdon; Bluebird,
by Mr. Zimmerman; World Film, by Mr.
Sherry; Metro, by Mr. Holway; Exclusive,
by Mr. Wilson. Mr. Walder of the World
Film came over with the Troy exhibitors
as their guest.
Snow Scene on Stage for Xmas.
Buffalo, X, Y. — Earl L. Crabb. manager
of the Strand moving picture theater, Buffalo, is using a snow scene on his stage
for the Christmas holidays. There are
also two Christmas trees ablaze with varicolored lights. The lobby has iaurel decorations.
"I am also working special film titles
pertaining to Christmas," said Mr. Crabb.
Unicorn Moves Syracuse Office Here.
Buffalo, N. T. — The Unicorn Film Service Corporation has moved its headquarters from Syracuse to Buffalo. C. H. Barolet is in charge and with him Is associated Harry Comerville, who is covering
Buffalo and vicinity. Manager Moaes of
Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, recently had
a private screening of the Unicorn "Billy
West'sthem.
Pictures," and has arranged to
book
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Exchanges

Buffalo Film Club. Composed
—Manager Kimberly of World

of Local
Exchange
Film and Manager

Organize
Men,
Has Been
Formed
Charles Taylor of Metro

Are

Temporary
Officers — "Service Beyond the Film" Is Its Motto.
By Joseph
A. McGuire,
5 Lewis
Block. Buffalo, N. Y.
the Shattuck theater, Hornell, N, Y., was
BUFFALO. N. Y. — Organization is the
a visitor in Buffalo this week. He said
dominant feature of the moving picture business in Buffalo this week. The
Mayor Edward J. Davis of that city had
Buffalo Film Club, composed exclusively
ordered the moving picture shows in Hornell to remain closed on Sunday and inof local exchange men, is one of the newstructed the police to enforce the order.
est associations formed in this city. Manager Kimberly of the World Film, Buffalo,
"None of the proprietors is planning to
has been appointed chairman, and Charles
fight the order," said Mr. Smith. "All the
theaters, the Lyric. Grand, Majestic and
Taylor, of the Metro, is secretary and
ours were not opened last Sunday. We
treasurer. Permanent officers will be announced later. The first meeting was held
will begin no li'tigation, but will await
at the Hotel Statler. Permanent quarters
results on the test cases regarding Sunwill be selected at an early date. The
organization of the local club is in line
As daya result
of a crusade, Sunday vaudeclosing."
ville
has been prohibited in Syracuse.
with the formation of similar film clubs
Last Sunday the Temple, a vaudeville
throughout the country.
house, was permitted to show pictures.
"The purpose of the Buffalo Film Club
is to protect Its members and to adjust
The Sunday show at the Crescent, another vaudeville house, consisted of a
the complaints of the exhibitors," said a
"sacred concert" and pictures.
local exchange manager. "The exhibitors
can count on receiving a square deal.
A. I. Shapiro Comes to Buffalo.
'Service beyond the film' is our motto."
Buffalo, N. Y. — A. I. Shapiro, formerly
manager
of the Detroit office for Triangle
Maurice Cohen Goes to Bluebird.
and also manager of that office and speBuffalo. N. Y. — F. S. Hopkins, Buffalo
cial
representative
for two years for Fox
manager of Bluebird, has secured the
Film Co., is now* in
services of Maurice Cohen as salesman
Buffalo, and located
for Western New York. Mr. Cohen was
at No. 15 West
formerly with the Wold Film, Buffalo,
and is acquainted with many exhibitors
Swan street. Bufthroughout
the state.
falo. He will manage the
Buffalo
office
for the
Rogers
Film Co.. of New
Buffalo International .Moves
Office.
York,
also the
Rog-of
Buffalo. N. Y. — Basil Brady. Buffalo
son Film
Co.,
manager of the International Film, has
New York, handling
moved his office from 39 Erie street to
the State rights for
the Palace Theater building. The Merit
Film Corporation, formerly at the same
the Selznick productions, and other
address in Erie street, has also moved its
tions. rights producstate
office to the Palace. Joseph Lee is manager and F. W. Wyckoff assistant manager
Mr. Shapiro has
of the Merit in Buffalo.
been in dustry
the
filmpast
infor the
New Theater at Little Valley.
several years, having covered a good
Little Valley, N. Y.— Carroll & Wood
have opened the Olympic theater at Little
part of the country
A. I. Shapiro.
Valley. N. Y. These young men are live
for the Above concerns. He will be
exhibitors and have promised their patrons the best shows obtainable at ten
remembered by a good many exhibitors
cents. They are using the Paramount
of New York state, on whom he called
as the special representative for Fox films.
and Vitagraph pictures. They have instal ed a 1917 Motiograph machine.
Mr. Shapiro has joined the Buffalo
Screen Club. He has also filsd his application for membership in the Buffalo
No Sunday Shows in Homell.
Buffalo. N. Y. — C. S. Smith, manager of Chamber of Commerce.

Buffalo Screen Club Moves to Incorporate
Papers

Filed Last Week — Present Directors — Many
New
Members
Have
Come
in Recently, Some from Out-of-Town — Plans
for
the
Holidays.
Linden theater; Herbert Griffin, repreBUFFALO, N. Y. — The BufffUo Screen
senting the Nicholas Power Co.; H. E.
Club made an important move last week
Coffey. Victor Film; P. F. Hartich, V-Lby filing incorporation papers In the
S-E, Syracuse; H. Howard, Kleine-Edison
Co.. Buffalo; B. E. Cornell, Eckle theater,
county clerk's office In this city. The diSyracuse: Edgar Weil, Strand theate. Syrectors are G. H. Chrlstoffers. Howard T.
racuse; H. L. Taylor, Pathe representaBrink, Albert Becker, P. S. Hopkins, Ben
tive, Rochester; George P. Flaherty, EmJ. Brandon, John M. SItterly, William
pire
theater,
Batavia; A. 1. Shapiro. RogMack, Charles A. Taylor, Ira Mosher and
son Film Co., and George Simpson, RochGeorge Hall. The Incorporation will give
ester.
the club official recognition. According to
"We want the exhibitors to Join the
present plans Buffalo will join with the
Buffalo Screen Club," said G. H. Christscreen clubs of other cities in the formation of a national organization.
offers, president. "They can depend on
receiving honest treatement. The exhibiThe Buffalo Screen Club is continuing
Its membership campaign. A recent drive
tor first is our
motto."
Elaborate
plans
are being made for the
for new members resulted in *he followNew Year's party of the screen club.
ing joining the organization: .A,. C. HayBusiness will be forgotten for the evenman, Cataract theater, Niagara Palls; R.
B. Albert, Depew; Julius Schwall, Buffalo
ing'and festivities will mark the passing
of the old year and the arrival of 1917.
representative of the Kleine-Edison-SeligEssanay; H. Lorence, Mutual, Buffalo;
Tickets for the club's annual ball next
month are being sold readily not only In
Sherman Webster, Rogson Film Co.; E, O.
Buffalo, but throughout this territory, and
Weinberg, Elm wood theater; Harold B.
a heavy attendance Is expected.
Franklin, Lyric and Family; L. E. Barger.
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Films for Children in Atlanta
Special
Club and Manager Greening of the Grand Theater Work Together to
Women's
Give

Youngsters of the City a Weekly Treat.
By A. M. Beatty. 43 Copenhill Ave., Atlanta, Ga.
service, has returned to the management
ATLANTA, GA. — The Specially censored
of the Pathe film exchange.
films for children had their first preHe will assume his ofiice in a few days.
sentation for the season 1916-1917 at the
Pathe is enlarging its scope throughout
Grand theater Saturday, December 16. The
the southern territory, and Mr. Allison
attraction was the fairy story "Snowwill have direction of a big field of cowhite." It was a source of keen regret
workers.
a year ago when the Saturday morning
picture had to be discontinued for the
George Allison has long been recog'nized as one of the foremost film exlack of suitable pictures, but the managechangemen in the southern territory. He
ment of the Grand is much in sympatliy
came to Atlanta four years ago as "pathwith the plan as outlined by the comfinder" for the General Film feature promittee from the Woman's Club, under
ductions, but within a short time followwhose auspices the work was conducted
ing his arrival became attached to the
a year ago. The manager. Mr. Greening,
Pathe organization.
who has recently come from the north
Joe Klein, the present southern manto take charge of this attractive playager of the Pathe, will be transferred to
house, will see that the boys and girls
another
city. Mr. Klein has endeared
will have just what they want.
himself during hi? management of the
The committee from the Atlanta
Pathe
interest
in Aclanta. not only to the
Woman's club, who is responsible for the
film colony, but to exhibitors.
•pening of these matinees again, feels
that it is just the nicest Christmas gift
Xmas Benefits for Tree Fund.
they could give the boys and girls of Atlanta,
Atlanta, (ia. — A benefit film show was
conducted Sunday at both the Piedmont
and Georgian theaters for the annual
Geo. Allison Returns to Pathe.
Christmas tree given for the poor of AtAtlanta,
Ga — George
Allison,
head of
The doors
and the lanta.
show
run were
till 10opened
p. m. at 2 o'clock
the southern division of the International

Wells Takes the Piedmont and Georgian
Well Known

Southern Theatrical Man Secures
Lease
of Two
Leading
Theaters in Atlanta — Richard Tant at the Piedmont.

ATLANTA. GA.— Jake Wells, the foremost theatrical man in the south, took
possession Monday of the Piedmont and
Georgian theaters, having taken over the
lease of Charles and Pete Mion on the
Piedmont, which has been operating for
some time as a vaudeville and motion picture theater, and leasing the Georgian.
the well-known motion picture house,
from the Peachtree Amusement Company.
The proposition of leasing the Piedmont was submitted to Mr. Wells when
ke came to Atlanta the latter part of last
week and the deal was effected Saturday
■ ight, December 9. Mr. Wells states that,
IB Tlew of the fact that he has taken
possession on short notice, the future
policy of neither house has been definitely
determined. For the present, however,
koth theaters will continue to operate as
in the past, the programs to remain the
same.
As manager of the Piedmont, Mr. Wells
kas brought Richard Tant, who has been
kis manager at Augusta, and recently his
manager at KnoxviUe, to Atlanta. Mr.
Tant is well known throughout the south.

MILWAUKEE
Frank

New Orleans News Letter
N. E.

Madison.
623 S. Wabash
AveChicago. 111.
No Film Ball in Milwaukee This Winter.
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — The resolutions
which were uassed at the meeting of
Ike eommission on motion pictures providing for the eliminating of misleading or
untruthful advertising were approved by
%hc Milwaukee Motion Picture Exhibitors'
Association at the meeting.
The
association
voted
not to hold
a
"■i«Tie" ball this year.
Wisconsin Theater Notes.
■▼ansville. Wis. — Marlin Wilder of DelaTan has been making arrangements to
reopen the Grand theater.
I^jring Grove. Wis. — Oscar Clauson will
•perate a moving picture show here.
RIpon, Wis. — Thomas L. Davlaon has
Isased the Armory building to W. T.
Mickey. He will operate a movlnff picture
sb«w.

Thatcher,
3801 Canal
New Orleans. La.

Globe

Street,

Theater's

Opening.
' EW ORLEANS,
La. — On Dec. 23
the Globe theater,
the latest addition
to the Canal street
theaters, will be
I formally opened
I with tionthe
presentaof Clara
Kimjball Toung in
' Common Law."
I The Globe
theater
Fichtenberg
II enterprise
it is
one of the and
prettiest
I n e w theaters in
J this section of the
I country, everything
I entering
intobeing
its
construction
of the best, with

NOTES.

H.

Picture

Reeseville. Wis. — A moving picture show
has been opened in the opera house.

By

^^ Fichtenberg
'he result that
^P
is Mr.
the
proud possessor of a
Fichtenberg:, magnificent house.
The seating capapacity is about 900, which is regretably
small, for a theater in the location of the
Globe could well care for audiences of at
least 1,500. The restrictions of property
lines were inexorable, however, and Mr.
Fichtenberg refused to sacrifice comfort
of his patrons for the few more seats
that he might have crowded in to bring
the capacity up to 1.000. The Globe adjoins Pearce's Tudor theater and the
Pearce bookings happen to contain a
Clara Kimball Young feature for the
same dates that the Globe Is to show the
popular actress. At the Pearce house she
will
appear in
"The Rise inof this
Susan."
The
competitive
possibilities
situation
admit of wide speculation were it not
for the fact that Messrs. Pearce and Fichtenberg are good personal friends.
Herman
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New McComb Theater Ready.
McComb, Miss. — The finishing touches
are being put on the Jacobs theater and
the new house will be opened for business on December 11. It is a fine photoplay house and a credit to the city, which
is an important division point of the Illinois Central railroad and one of the best
motion .picture towns in that section.
J. E. Alford will have the management
of the new theater.
AI. G. Shear Gets New Features.
New Orleans, La. — Al. G. Shear, manager of the Consolidated Film exchange^
has just returned from a business visit
of a week at Atlanta. Ga.. and he reports
the meeting of the managers connected
with the Consolidated to be the best one
that has been held in a long time. On this
trip Manager Shear made arrangements
for the handling of the preparedness feature, "Eagle Wings," and the local United
States recruiting officers have received
orders from the War Department at
Washington to lend every assistance to
Manager Shear in the exhibition of the
feature. In addition to "Eagle Wings."
Manager
Shear Thousand
will handleLeagues
"Idle Wives"
and
"Twenty
Under
the Sea" on a state rights basis.
Times -Picayune
Feature
Shown.
New Orleans, La. — The Times-Picayune
feature photoplay, which was produced
for the purpose of giving fifteen young
ladies in the New Orleans exchange territory an opportunity to demonstrate their
natural talents for the screen, was given
its first public exhibition at Pearce's
Tudor theater beginning Friday. December 1, and running four days. It received
a very cordial reception and was pronounced an exceptionally good picture.
The picture was directed by E. H. Griffith of the Edison studios in New Tork
and was cut and tinted in the Edison
plant. It has some remarkably fine views
of New Orleans show places. It is to be
shown throughout the New Orleans territory, being released through Manager
Karl A. Bugbee of the Southern Metro
Pictures exchange.
C. L. Worthington Here.
New Orleans, La. — C. L. Worthington,
district manager for the Fox Film, has
been here for the past few days acquainting himself with the Fox affairs in this
territory. He expressed himself as pleased
with the business and hopes to make improvements. He has a way of administering the affairs of his district that are
rather out of the ordinary. He does not
depend entirely upon book reports nor
the details as submitted by his local managers, but gets out in the field and makes
a close personal study of the various theaters and the conditions under which they
operate. It takes a little longer to get
over the ground by doing this, but he
considers the personal touch Invaluable.
New Theola Theater
Opens.
Orleans. La. — The Theola theater,
under the management of the new
owner, Theodore Lala, has been made the
most pretentious suburban photoplay theater in the city, opened on Sunday with
the Brady-made feature, "The Heart of a
Hero." Four matinees were given and
the house was jammed to the doors at
every run of the picture. The theater
has been entirely renovated and remodeled and is practically new. All of the
fittings and decorations are of the best
and everything that would enhance its
attractiveness has been provided. A large
orchestra is a regular feature of the
house; there are rest rooms and a matron
to look after the ladies and every accessory for the comfort of the patrons is in
place. There were many beautiful floral
offerings by friends of the new management and these were banked in a moat
effective way in the lobby on the after
noon of the opening. The patronage at
the initial showings was an attest of the
esteem in which the Theola is regarded,
F. L. Bernard is the house manager.

' New
Nwhich,

i
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Detroit News Letter
By

Jacob Smith. 503 Free Presg Building-,
Detroit, Mich.
Three More Exchange Men Resign.
DETROIT, MICH.— Three more resignations were handed in during the past
week, making about the ninth in the past
thirty days. J. O. Brooks, manager of the
Paramount exchange, resigned to become
manager of the Madison fiilm exchange,
which is controlled by the John H. Kunsky interests. This exchange will handle
"The Crisis," "Idle Wives" and other large
features for which they will control the
Michigan rights. J. W. Loranger succeeds
Mr, Brooks as manager of Detroit. He
has been special representative at Pittsburgh for the Paramount, and was formerly with the Casino Feature Film of Detroit.
Samuel Dembow, Jr., resigned as manager of the World Film exchange to become manager of the exchange at Dallas.
Texas. He is succeeded by George Cotton, who recently joined the Detroit office.
C. L. Peavey has resigned aa manager
of the Artcraft exchange in Detroit, and
goes to Minneapolis to manage the Paramount exchange in that city. Up to the
time of writing, no successor has been appointed. Also at this time no Fuccessor is
announced to Mr. Shapiro as n.anager of
the Triangle
exchange.
Greater Vitagraph Exchange Moves.
Detroit. Mich. — The Greater Vitagraph.
now in the Peter Smith building, will
move around the first of January to its
new quarters at 73 Broadway, Just across
the hall from the Triangle exchange.
Here the Vitagraph will conduct a real
exchange, keeping on hand two prints of
all releases, and making shipm^^nts direct
from Detroit. All paper, advertising matter, etc., will also be kept on hand at
Detroit. In addition, the whole state will
likely be handled in the future by the Detroit exchange. J. R, Duncan and C. A.
Meade, the latter division manager at
ClCTcland, negotiated the deal.
"The Crisis" Is Held Over.
Detroit, Mich. — "The Crisis" went so big
at the Washington theater, Detroit, that
it was held over for a third week. It
has been booked for three days each by
leading theaters in Jackson, Saginaw,
Lansing. Battle Creek, Ann Arbor and
Flint. The Madison film exchange, Dime
Bank building. Detroit, will handle this
picture in Michigan. J. O. Brooks, manager.
Notes of Detroit Theaters.
Detroit. Mich. — The Majestic theater has
closed contracts for showing first run ot
the "Pride of the Clan" with Mary Pickford, and "Broadway Jones." with George
M. Cohan, both Artcraft releases. The
Majestic will increase its prices on December 24 to 25, 50 and 75 cents.
Art Hoganson Goes to Rialto Theater.
Detroit. Mich. — Art Hoganson has been
appointed assistant manager of the new
Rialto theater, Gratiot and Mt. Elliott
avenues, Detroit, which opens December
20. He was formerly with the Kunsky
chain of theaters in Detroit, and the Gilligham & Smith theaters in Grand Rapids.
Ilia Theater Reopens.
Detroit, Mich. — The Ilia theater. 841
Dix avenue, Detroit, has reopened for
business under the management of C. D.
Densmore ajid R. R. Goldstein. It has
been completely redecorated and renovated and newly equipped.
Both the Washington theater, Detroit.
and the Broadway-Strand theater, Detroit, ran double bills the week of December 17. with slightly increased prices.
Both did a big business.
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Watching Springfield Censors
Personnel of Qity's New Board Is Acceptable — Newspapers in Other Middle West
Cities Are Not Encouraging Similar Movements Nor Are They Optimistic of
the Value of Such Boards in Any Community.
Fr.^nk H. Madison, 623 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.
SPRINGFIELD,
'111.—
St. State
Clair
Drake, secretary
of Dr.
the C.
Illinois
Board of Health, has been appointed a
member of the moving picture censor
board by Mayor Charles T. Baumann. Mrs.
Thomas C. .Mather, pure food inspector,
and Mrs. Roy Ide, who was chairman of
the censorship committee of the Springfield Public School council, are the other
members. The personnel of the board is
believed to be generally satisfactory.
The Springfield movement has been
watched by other cities, but papers in
those cities do not encourage similar
movement. The Canton Ledger says:
"How silly it seems for would-be reformers in a city to set their judgment up
against that of a national board of censorship in the matter of moving pictures.
How direct a slap at managers of picture
houses is such a movement. Because local
censorship is seldom fair or intelligent,
it usually amounts to such drastic measures that its period of endeavor is brief.
Managers of movie houses probably desire
to please amusement seekers as well as
maintain a strictly wholesome reputation
by showing only good pictures, far more
than any other class of people. Their
judgment is probably as good, if not better, than the uninitiated. After a film
has passed the eyes of a national board
of censors, it is extremely unlikely to
carry objectionable features, although it
may shock the prude or the narrowminded individual now and then."
The Burlington (la.) Hawkeye does not
believe the Springfield plan will work out.
■'There is a matter that is easily suggested," it says. "The chances are. however, that if a board of that kind is suggested it is apt to have a monkey and
parrot sort of a time. What one censor
might want stricken out might appear
beautiful and valuable to other members
of the board. If the board were to consist of one member only, then It mi'
be able to act. And even then the board
might be puzzled at times, and the longer
a question was looked into the more difficult would the board find it to give an
answer.
Praise for Woman Exhibitor.
Waukegan, 111. — Credit for a notable
Thanksgiving dinner, at which 216 mothers and children feasted, is given to Mrs.
Carl Muller of the Elite theater. "The
idea of bantiueting the poor and the needy
originated in her brain." says a local
paper. "She solicited much of the food
and she worked until almost exhausted.
She directed much of the work, and her
suggestions did much to lessen the hard
labor of the day." The entire community
assisted in the event. Individuals subscribed to the fund, the gas company installed a battery of stoves for cooking,
the electric light company illuminated the
banquet, women assisted in the serving,
others contributed ice cream and candy,
and after all were filled Mr, and Mrs.
MuUer gave them a special show at the
Elite.
Rockford License Fees Remain.
Rockford, III. — License fees for moving
picture houses will not be changed by the
city council. The ten theaters now pay
$100 each. Two plans were offered, making the fees range from $37.50 to $300 a
year, or $50 for houses seating 500 or under and $100 for houses seating more than
that many.
John Padavic Will Manage Exchange.
Quincy. 111. — John Padavic will manage
the Specialty Film Service, Princess building, St. Louis, which was purchased by
his father,
Anton
Padavic.
The
senior

Padavic until recently was proprietor
the Gem and Savoy theaters here.

of

W. S. Fernald Is Illiscope Treasurer.
Rockford, III. — W. S. Fernald has been
elected treasurer of the Illiscope Motion
Picture Corporation to succeed A. J. Holmquist, resigned.
M. Zelechower Buys Two More Theaters.
Waukegan, 111. — M. Zelechower, who has
been operating the Broadway theater, has
secured control of two more houses, the
Lyric theater on Washington street and
the Auditorium in North Chicago. He has
purchased new projectors for all the
houses.
New Theaters and Changes.
Wayne City, 111. — Dr. H. W. Pitner and
son Harry have opened a moving picture
show here, giving performances Monday,
Thursday and Saturday nights.
Mat hers ville. 111. — A moving picture
show has been opened in the opera house.
LaSalle. 111. — The Marquette theater. 144
Marquette street, has been sold to Edward
Weidner and W. E. Westmeyer of Tonica.
Loami, 111. — Fred A. Horn has opened a
moving picture show here.
Macomb, 111. — Fred Bagby has sold the
Princess theater, on the south side of the
square, to Bert David of Kankakee.
Trade Notes of Interest.
Springfield, 111. — Articles of incorporation have been issued to the Wells Amusement Company, Chicago; capital. $2,000.
Incorporators. Thomas F. Mitchell, John A.
Maselter, Richard M. Power.
Peoria, 111. — Demonstration of the possibilities of using motion pictures in Sunday school work was made at an exhibition at the First Baptist church given by
the
Peoria Sunday School Workers' Association.
Lincoln, 111. — Manager Burnstine of the
Lyric theater coupled the potato matinee
stunt with a start of the serial "Liberty,"
getting a double hold on the interest of
the youngsters.
Peoria, 111. — Dee Robinson, president and
manager of the Apollo Amusement Company, entertained the members of the local
post of the Grand Army of the Republic
at a showing of "Civilization" at the
Apollo theater,
Streator, 111. — "The Birth of a Nation"
played a two-day return engagement at
the Plumb theater December 8 and 9.
Bushnell, III. — The Bushnell opera house
had films of the local horse show December 6. They also were shown at the Cozy
theater December 7.
Sterling, 111. — Manager William Schrader
of the Vaudette theater has installed a
new pipe organ.
Michigan Theater Jottings.
St. Joseph. Mich. — The Caldwell theater
will add a balcony seating 350, bringing
the capacity up to 1.000. A new pipe organ
also will be installed.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — "Less Than the
Dust." with Mary Pickford, was given
credit in smashing records at the Majestic.
Laurium, Mich. — The Lyric theater, on
Hecla street, has been leased by George
Distel of Laurium, He will increase the
orchestra.
Alpha. Mich. — Manager White of the
Cozy theater at Iron River has been making arrangements to open a moving picture theater here.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Pending construction of its buildings, the Monitor Film
Company will conduct its operations In
temporary quarters secured by the Chamber of Commerce.
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Censorship Stirs Kansas City
There Seems to Be Considerable Demand Among Local Censorship Advocates
to Extend the Scope of the Present Board^Advertisements in Newspapers
and Lobbies— Topic Has Become the Talk of the Town.
By Kansas
City News Service. 205 Corn Belt Building. Kansas City.
quite successful. So successful, in fact,
Now that the quesMo.—
CITT,
S
KANSA tion of censorship is
that he decided the town ought to have a
getting discussed
better theater than he had been providing
-teachers' organizations, woby parent
them with. The moving pictures had been
men's clubs, business men. courts, and
a side line with him. but he found that it
others, as well as by the censors, there
was not only profitable, but a big asset to
is likely to be a merry war in Kansas
the
town as well. It was helping his real
Citv. For instance, if the censors are
estate sales and rentals. PlainviUe has a
,
pictures
moving
with
strict
so
going to be
population of 1.000. Whether Mr. Hoff figthey may be asked to be equally strict
ured on the per capita or not he does not
govwith newspaper stories — and the city
say; but the fact is that he decided on a
ernment will be asked the difference betheater
that would represent $15 for every
to sensationalism by a picinhabitant — a $15,000 theater for a town
on aappeals
screen and by a picture in a
turetween
of 1.000.
book or other publication- And the same
The moving picture business had been
as to burlesque houses and other theaters.
a side line, it has been said — but observe,
The obvious answer — the answer that is
expected ultimately — is that, as a matter
in the picture, that the real estate business is now taking a subordinate position.
of fact, the public is the judge, and buys
In one corner of the building, to one side
what it wants, and goes where it pleases,
of
the
entrance to the theater, is a small
and censors or gives freedom as it sees fit.
office which Mr. Hoff uses for his real
It is always up to the public. It can put
estate
trade.
On the other side of the enthe whole business under trying restrictrance is an ofiice of similar size, for Mr.
tions, if it sees fit. Both newspapers and
Hoff
as
an
exhibitor.
film exhibitors have got to conduct themThe crowds which come to the theater,
selves accordingly.
from the town and from the surrounding
Meanwhile, the board of censors is seekcountry, are of course forced to observe
ing a way to include the newspaper and
that the real estate office is established in
lobby advertising of the moving picture
shows within the scope of its authority.
close connection with this fine moving picture theater.
The house seats 610. It is 50 feet front
and
100
feet deep.
Shows for Children and Grown-ups.
Morrill, Kan. — "Satisfy the kids and you
will get the adults."
Exchange Business Notes.
This is the theory of Fletcher & KepKansas City, Mo. — It's like pulling teeth
linger. of Morrill, Kan. They go' on the
to get anything out of C. S. Edwards. Jr.,
idea that nearly all older people have
about the business being done by the
much of childhood remaining in them, and
so enjoy what the children like.
Pathe exchange at Kansas City — but he
This policy was indorsed in an emphatic
bubbled over recently. He had to. Business had. been going so good that there
manner recently. The company had
wasn't any keeping it in. The first week
booked "Little Mary Sunshine." expecting
in December was far and away the best
that it would please the children. It cerweek in the history of the exchange, and
tainly did do that. But many adults saw
it, too — and expressed themselves in more
the second week ran several hundred dollars over that! "Hard work and the picearnest manner regarding their appreciation than they usually did when a heavier
tures does it," said Mr. Edwards. "The
territory is well organized and the boys
piece had been shown.
are working fine."
Beautiful
Small
Village
Theater.
E. & H. Film Gets Serial Franchise.
PlainviUe, Kan. — Fred Hoff. PlainviUe.
Kan., had been in the real estate business
Kansas City, Mo. — The E. & H. Film
for many years. Recently he entered the
Distributing Company has been organized
in Kansas City. Mo., and it has received
moving
picture business
and has been

Fred Hoff's 610-Se&t Village Theater.
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a franchise for "The Crimson Stain Mystery" for seven States in the South. These
States include Tennessee, South Carolina,
Georgia. Alabama, Florida, Louisiana and
Mississippi. P. A. Engler. who will be the
active manager of the new distributing
company, has left for Atlanta, where he
will open the main office. A branch office
will be opened in New Orleans soon. Mr.
Engler was formerly manager of the Mutual at Wichita, spent two years in the
South representing Vitagraph, Fox and
General, and lately was in the Kansas City
Vitagraph office.
Hobart Hanly Reception at Screen Club.
Kansas City, Mo. — The Kansas City
Screen Club had an especially large attendance and enjoyable evening recently,
when a reception was tendered Hobart
Hanly, the Bluebird star, who stopped off
in Kansas City for this event while on
his way East from Universal City. Many
local exhibitors who had not previously
been seen at the Screen Club met Mr.
Hanly. The usual Friday night dance was
therefore especially enjoyable, because of
the larger crowd and the atmosphere of
the studio that the conversation took.
Several acts from local vaudeville houses
were put on a program after the theaters
had closed. The Screen Club's hours are
late, since the exhibitors do not come until
after their first shows, and many wait
until their houses are closed.
Pathe Conference
Profitable.
Kansas City, Mo. — The first of the
monthly salesmen's get-to-gether meetings in the local Pathe office proved quite
up to the mark of helpfulness that C. S.
Edwards, Jr., had anticipated. The men
plunged eagerly into the discussion. Usually one had a solution for a problem of
another — and the gooj and bad points of
all suggestions were gone over fully and
frankly. Mr. Edwards assisted the meeting by outlining policies and guiding the
work.
conclusions with reference to methods of
"Jimmy" Goes to St. Louis.
Kansas City. Mo. — Howard E. Jameyson,
"Jimmy," as he is called, who has been
traveler and recently assistant manager
of the Pathe exchange at Kansas City,
has gone to St. Louis to work on the city
trade. C. S. Edwards, manager of the St.
Louis exchange, is father of the manager
of the Kansas City exchange, so he knows
"Jimmy."
Village Theater Grows.
Kidder, Mo. — W. A. Harter, who had
been drilling along for several years in
a small, makeshift theater, has taken the
bit in his teeth and has started the erection of a $3,500 theater. This isn't very
imposing, perhaps — until you stop to think
that Kidder is a town of only 300 inhabitants. He has been running "The Iron
Claw," and it has helped to put the theater on the highly profitable basis that
warrants the new building. Not the picture alone, perhaps — he probably has run
others that had drawing power. But he
advertised this right, and his advertising
brought in scores from the surrounding
country. He has them now as permanent
patrons, who will help make the $3,500
theater profitable.
Two Sisters Buy Theater.
Salisbury, Mo. — Miss Willie Jackson and
her sister, who is a school teacher, have
bought the Lyric theater from Mrs. Hammond and have already started on their
plans for getting big business. Miss Willie
will be the active manager, but the sister
will be particularly useful in bringing her
point of view as a school teacher to bear
on the problems of the exhibitor. These
young ladies suggest again the fact that
a surprising number of theaters are berun by
— and that it Is a fine
field ingfor
theirwomen
energies.
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Visitors to Local Exchanges.
Kansas City. Mo. — Recent visitors to the
Kansas City exchanges were: B. F. Rothstein, Majestic theater. Tulsa Okla.; Mr.
and Mrs. J. T. Flyn, Oklah theater, Bartlesville, Oltla.; J. G. Swanson, Odeon theater, BartlesvlUe, Okla.; J. C. Wright. Corderville, Kan.; J. D. Wineland, Hippodrome, Joplin, Mo.

St Louis News Letter
By

A.

H.

Giebler. 4123
St. Louis,

Westminster
Mo.

PI.,

Shurman New Fox Manager.
ST. LOUIS, MO. — Joe Levy has tendered
his resignation as manager of the
William Fox exchange at 3632 Olive street
and has gone to Pittsburgh, where he
will be affiliated with the Masterpiece
Film Corporation, a company formed in
St. Louis recently with H. P. Wolf berg,
former head of the General Film Exchange, as general manager. Mr. Levy
came to St. Louis to assume charge of
the Fox offices about nine months ago.
His all-around geniality, manner, hustling, and seeming ability of being everywhere at once earned him the sobriquet
of "Live Wire Levy," and won him a host
of friends. Mr. Levy's departure was the
cause of deep regret to everyone. Sam
Shurman will succeed Mr. Levy. Mr.
Shurman, although a young chap, is a
pioneer in the film business, and has been
identified in all lines of the industry, and
knows the exhibitor's side of the question
as well as that of the exchange men,
since he managed a big feature house at
Moberly, Mo., for a long time. Mr.
Shurman has been employed by the Fox
organization as traveling representative
for the St. Louis territory, and his transition from salesman to manager will not
be so abrupt as if he had come in from
another concern. Mr. Shurman is one of
those pleasant and affable fellows that
everybody calls "Sam," as soon as they
are introduced to him, and for this reason has a great many friends among exhibitors and everyone connected with the
film business. Mr. Shurman says he has
no special plans for the future except
to keep things stirring with Fox features and comedies.
"Civilization" for Charity.
St Louis, Mo. — Thos. H. Ince'a "Clvlliaation" will have its first showing in this
city at the Victoria theater, on Delmar
near Grand. December 18, when It will
begin a four weeks' engagement. The film
will be exhibited under the auspices of
the St. Louis Post Dispatch Christmas
Festival Fund. The Post Dispatch la devoting much publicity to the film and
etate that exceptional arrangements were
made with the Harper Film Company,
who gave marked concessions from the
regular basis of such transactions because of the charitable nature of the
project. Seventy-five cents will be
charged for box seats, and twenty-five
and fifty cents for the rest of the seats.

Delmar Theater Safe

Safe.

St. Louis, Mo. — Thieves tried to break
into the safe at the Delmar theater at
4936 Delmar avenue last week, but failed
to get as far as the cash. The outer door
to the strong box was pried off. but
something happened to keep the robbers
from carrying their work further, and
the contents of the safe — several hundred dollars — was not touched.
New Bluebird Star.
St. Louis, Mo. — The office of the Bluebird Photoplays announces the engagement of a new^ star in the person of Miss
Bernice Baker, a very close relation of
Manager S. J. Baker. Outside of the fact
that the new star insists on rehearsing at
2 a. m., two or three times a week, her
engagement is a great success. In other
words, a daughter was born to Mr. and
Mrs. ,S. J. Baker on November 30.
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Indianapolis Arrests Wholesale
Proprietors of Seventeen Picture Theaters Arrested, with Druggists and ShoeBlacks, on Blue Law Sabbath Charges — A. T. Faring, League Secretary, Will
Be First to Be Tried— Shows Semi- Charitable.
From
Indiana
Trade
News
Service,
861 State Life Bldg., Indianapolis.
Ind.
rearranged, a new booth placed In front
T NDIANAPOLIS, IND.— The oid blue law
of the theater and a new lobb/ Installed.
■'■ agitation started recently In this city
The house will be closed for the next few
by T. Ernest Maholm, a justice of the
weeks pending the remodeling and repeace, resulted Monday in the filing of
decorating. Mr. Sheetz has been proprieaffidavits against the proprietors of seventor Gf the Main Street Automobile Comteen moving picture theaters, the owners
pany for several years and Is well known
of twelve shoe-shining parlors, and two
among
the business
men of the city.
druggists.
The following managers and theaters
New Picture House in Newcastle.
are affected by the affidavits: A. C. ZarIng, the North Star; T. C. Baker, Nu-Sho;
Newcastle, Ind. — Ralph Swearingen. of
Frank Green, Owl; J. W. Tucker, Idle
Muncle, will open a new motion picture
Hour; B. D. Crose, Regent; James Hill,
theater in the Burr block on North Main
the Senate; Richard Bruner, Pioneer; J.
street,
about the latter part of December.
M. Thomas, Grand Central; I. Bertman.
The theater will be known as the Strand
Victoria; James Nicholson, Columbia; J.
and
will
be an exclusive motion picture
Howell, Strand: Fred Mack, Oriental; M.
house with a standard admission of five
H. Sinnott, Circle; Charles Olson Isis; Gus
cents.
J. Schmidt, Crystal; H. Keene. Keystone,
and J. Sanders, Sanders.
Evansville's
Savoy
Reopened.
The first case has been set for the latter part of the week, when A. C. Zaring,
Evansville, Ind. — The Savoy theater,
Main street, between Fifth and Sixth
secretary of the Motion Pictuie Exhibistreets, has been reopened under the mantors' Association, will be tried. Mr. Zaragement of Arthur C. Hedderlck. Both
ing's case, to be decided by a jury, will
the interior and exterior has been reserveaffidavit
as a tes't
for the
An
charges
that remaining
his North ones.
Star
painted and thoroughly renovated and
now has the appearance of a new theater.
theater, at Twenty-fifth street and CenThe management announces an entirely
tral avenue, was open Sunday.
new policy.
Charity Donations on Sundays.
Mr. Zaring said that Inasmuch as the
New Amusement Company.
managers of the various motion picture
Portland. Ind.— The Portland Amusehouses in the city contributed a certain
ment Company has filed incorporation
per cent, of their Sunday receipts for
papers with the secretary of state to encharitable purposes, he does not believe
gage
In the motion picture business. The
the justice and his cohorts will be able
capital stock ig announced as $5,000. The
to obtain convictions. This, combined with
Incorporators are J. S. Hines, L. Bergman
the fact that the city and county authoriand B. Bergman.
ties, the church federation and the members of the law and order organizations
Colonial at Warsaw Sold.
of the city have never objected to Sunday
Warsaw, Ind. — Julius Welngartner, of
moving picture shows. Is evident, Mr. Zaring thinks, that the charges will not • Fort Wayne, has purchased the Colonial
theater from Messrs. Gerard i*nd Cohen
amount to much.
The money donated by the theaters has
and will take possession ImmeMatelr.
The Colonial, one of the city's most popuranged from $3 to $10 a Sunday according to the size of the playhouse. It is
street. houses, is located on Eaat
Centerlar photoplay
cared for by Bert McBride, of the Security
Trust Company, who is treasurer of the
committee appointed by the mayor for
T. N. Sinderson Buys Mystic Theatet,
the purpose of attending to the relief of
Albion. Ind.— T. N. Sinderson has purthe needy. The committee maintains an
chased the Mystic theater In Albion and
office in the Fletcher Trust building,
another moving picture house In Cromwhere a young woman investigates the
well
from Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Walters
worthiness of the calls upon the fund.
Mayor Bell has said that it is one of the
most available funds in the city for perB. J. Voight Buys Amusement Stock.
sons in immediate need of assistance.
Columbia City, Ind.— B. J. Voight la
now sole owner of the Columbia City
Amusement
Company, taking over the InIt Was Pretty Near a Monopoly.
terest of his partner, W. L. Pracht. ArIndianapolis, Ind. — The dream of a
rangements are being made
monopoly of the motion picture business
the Lyceum to 500-seat capacityto enlarge
of the United States led to the appointment of a guardian for William H. Roberts, colored, owner of the Washington
Dakota Theater Notes.
theater, a motion picture house In InBy Frank H. Madison.
diana, recently in probate
court.
Aberdee
n. S. D.— Honnegar Bros, have
The testimony indicated that continued
remodeled the Green Front building into
overwork had led Roberts to entertain
the Colonial theater, which is Aberdeen's
some strange delusions, one of them being
fifth moving picture house. It will seat
that he owned all the moving picture
378 and the front will be colonial
houses in the United States except seven.
Bottineau. N. D.— The Bottineau opera
One of his business associates said Robhouse,
owned by J. N. Greiner. was deerts had been pleading for another week
of liberty in order that he might buy the
other seven theaters and establish a
Wildrose, N. D.— Albert Baukol and C B
monopoly.
Neal
have purchas
ce,
ed the^'^•^^^^''^' ^°^^'
movingInsi^ran
irooi
picture
theater f
from Messrs. Frotier and Lomen.
Hunter, N. D.— The Pastime
theater has
Orpheum Sold at Lafayette.
been moved to the L O. O. F building
Lafayette, Ind. — James L. Sheetz, of
Jamestown, N. D.— The Ruby theater
West Lafayette, has purchased the Orpheum theater, the handsome Main street
$2.00n.
Harold
motion picture house, from Charles Richseverely burned. Gregg, the operator, was
^^^rin "^^^1.^5^ ^''^' ^^"sing a loss of
ard and John Chamberlin. Mr. Sheetz has
Colome. S. D.— J. c. Lakin is now mancontemplated extensive chang'es to the Inager of the Colome theater.
terior of the building. The seats will be
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Colorado Censorship Rampant

Kept Three Autos Hustling To and Fro.
Denver,
Col. — That
resourcefulneea
Is
one of the chief requisites of a good ex-

T5
J
Pueblo City Council to Have a New Measure Presented by Local Censor Board —
League
Drama
Local
the
Have
to
Proposes
Denver
in
Mothers' Congress
.
„.
T1- 1 A
A
T— 1
PI.
Pass on Moving Pictures— Foohsh Arguments Agamst l^ilm bhows.
By E. C. Day, Denver Times, Denver, Colorado.
owner, makes charges against George B.
DENVER. COLO. — Moving picture cenHay ward, former owner. The plaintiff
sorship is still rampant in this secsays that he was induced to pay over
tion. While ministers and city officials
$2,000 for the theater on the representaare drafting an ordinance at Pueblo for
tion that it earned $35 a day. He discovthe establishment of a legal board of cenered after running the place for several
sorship, the Mothers Congress in Denver
weeks, he alleges, that the income was
is striving to have delegated to the Drama
not
as
represented.
League full control over the film productions shown in this city.
Dr. Frederick A. Hatch, pastor of the
Peter McCourt
Gives
Booth.
Mesa Presbyterian church, is leading the
Denver, Col. — Santa Claus made an
censorship movement in Pueblo. He has
early visit to the Home of the Good Shepdrafted an ordinance calling for the creherd this year and presented Sisters in
ation of a board to pass on all moving piccharge and the girl inmates with a brand
tures shown In the city and plans to presnew
moving
picture machine, together
ent it to the City Council as soon as it has
with a fire-proof operator's booth. The
been approved by the church societies and
machine was the gift of the Queen's
women's organizations of the city. It proDaughters, a charitable organization comvides for a commission of five persons,
posed of young women, while Peter Mcone representing the moving^ picture inCourt, owner of the Broadway theater,
terests, one representing the city commiswas the donor of the booth.
sioners, one from each of two school disThe
various
film exchanges have agreed
tricts and the fifth to represent the City
to furnish free of charge film for the
Federation of Women's
Clubs.
weekly exhibitions that are planned at
The Rev. Mr. Hatch read his ordinance
the home. The gifts will prove a valubefore the Woman's Club at its last regable asset, both as educational and recreular meeting and received the indorseational factors.
ment of the body. The women later
passed
the following
resolution:
Paramount Office Changes.
Resolution of Pueblo Women*s
Club.
Denver, Col. — Several changes in the
"The moving picture, as we see it today,
personnel of the office force in the Parais one of the greatest inventions of the
mount exchange were reported this week.
age. It may be a wonderful means of
John M. Hay den. former road man for
education and moral uplift as well as a
Yitagraph. was appointed chief booking
source of amusement. We feel that only
clerk to succeed J. W. Scott, who recently
the pictures of this class should be shown.
went to Triangle. Other new employes
"Therefore, Be it Resolved by the Federawere Edward Bass, poster clerk, and Miss
tion of Club Women of Pueblo. That
Grace McMillan, inspector.
we heartily co-operate with and support
any movement that may be made toward
a proper means of censoring all pictures
of a questionable
character
before
they

change
manager
was
illustrated
in
a
striking
and
unique
fashion
by Milton
As
H. Cohn. Paramount boss in Denver.
th^ result of an error, due to a change in
the office working force, two theaters In
widely separate portions of the city were
booked to run the same picture on the
same day. There was only one print of
the film available and, rather than disappoint either exhibitor. Manager Cohn
arranged for a rapid auto-relay, whereby
both theaters, the Thompson, on East Colfax, and the Lux, in South Denver, were
able to show the picture as advertised.
Here is how the scheme was worked:
The Lux started its show with the feature while the Thompson opened with two
single reels. When the first reel of the
feature had been shown at the Lux It
was hustled to the Thompson Just in time
for its exhibition in the regular order
and without delay. When the Lux had
finished with the second part it was also
rushed to the Thompson, and the third in
the same manner. Three autos were employed fn the relay and as soon as the
films had had their first showing at the
Thompson they were returned to the Lux
for the second show, and the entire
process repeated to provide for a second
show at the Thompson.
The feat was a success and demonstrated
that "Where there is a will there is a

Dr.
Hanson,
a noted
social
welfare
worker, addressed the meeting and the
subject of amusement censorFhip. He
said that the vaudeville houses, dancehalls and pool halls were far more
in need of censorship than were
moving pictures. He pointed out that the
boy and girl are social beings tefore intellectual beings and crave amusement
and recreation. These the boy and girl
have a right to have as long as they are
not injurious,
declared
Dr. Hanson.
Proposal for Denver Censorship.
The proposal that the Denver Drama
League act as a board of censorship of
moving pictures in Denver was made by
Mrs. T. E. Carmody in an address before
the Mothers' Congress. The meeting was
to further the cause of the "Better Film
Movement." rect^nlly started by the Mothers" Congress and Parent-Teachers' Association. No definite action was taken on
the suggestion.
Doormen

and Ushers Made Special
Policemen.
Denver, Col. — All doorkeepers as well
as ushers in Pueblo's moving pictur*?
theaters have been commissioned as special policemen as part of a campaign to
put down
the ^'mashing"
evilmanagers
in the photoplay houses.
The theater
told
city officials that they could keep "mashers" away from these amusement places
If the employes were given police powers
and, as a result, the City Commissioners
Issued a star to all theater attaches. The
ushers and doorkeepers were on duty as
policemen for the first time this week.
Bought
Picture Theater
and
Is Sorry.
South Denver. Col. — The Bronx theater
In South Denver Is involved In a suit filed
in the district court in Denver last week
In
which
.Steve
StolanofT.
the
present

Ed.
J. Haslam
Promoted,
Denver, Col. — Ed. J. Haslam. who for the
past year has served as cashier and bookkeeper of the Mutual in Denver, was last
week
promoted to the position of assistway."
ant manager and chief booker. He has
been connected with the moving picture
business in various capacities for several
years and is one of the most popular filmmen In Denver. News of his promotion
will be received with much
pleasure.

^^^ Omaha Theater's Inclined Auditorium
gun

Theater

Has

No
Both

Galleries — Upper
Seats
Reached
by
Broad
Stairways
at
Sides— Members of
Operating
Company.
Kindig.
been
sold
to
Neal Sargeant
and
Carl
OMAHA.
Neb. — The auditorium of the
new Sun theater has no galleries and
MoCook. Neb. — E. E. Delong has sold the
no "best seats." The upper seats and those
Electric theater to Lee Inee.
at the top of the incline are reached ^
wide stairways on each side of the auditorium. The line of vision from all seats
Denham Palmer Heads Omaha Vitais practically perfect.
The exterior is of glazed cream-colored
Offices.
Omaha, Neb.graph
— Denham
Palmer of Denterra cotta in relief designs. The foyer,
ver is manager of the exchange which
which is exceptionally large and capable
the Greater Vitagraph company has
of taking care of about one-half the caopened at 1111 Varnam street. This expacity of the house, is done in old rose
change will supply exhibitors in Nebrasand dull gold and a touch of light blue.
ka and Iowa formerly handled by the
In the center of the foyer is a lounging
Kansas
City branch.
room, with fireplaces, easy chairs, tabje
with reading materials and telephones.
Fontenelle
Feature at Omaha Moves.
The ceiling of the auditorium Is a magnificent sunburst, worked out in plastic,
Omah^ Neb. — The Fontenelle Feature
and carrying the same decoration as the
Film Company will remove its offices from
walls.
the Empress theater building to 22 ArSamuel H. Goldberg is president of the
lington block, on Dodge street, near SixWorld Realty Company, which built the
teenth. This company now has State
new Sun. and Harry Goldbert is treasurer
rights on "War's Women." "Diana the
and W. R. MacFarland is secretary. Other
Huntress." "The Unwritten Law." Paul
prominent members of the company are
La Marquard
is president and manager.
Harry Rachman, owner of the Grand theater, and W. H. Jones.
C. I. Ramsdel Leaves Lincoln.
Lincoln. Neb. — Charles I. Ramsdel has
New
Nebraska
Theaters
and
Changes.
resigned his position as manager of the
Beatrice. Neb. — Charles Miller of Omalia
Acme Amusement Company to accept a
has purchased the Jewel theater from Leo
By
position
as manager of a film exchange in
J, and F. G. Lucey. He will add a gallery
Denver.
which will increase the seating capacity
by 150.
Kearney, Neb. — A. L. Lomax will open a
motion
picture theater, it is reported.
Schuyler. Neb. — The Favorite has been
sold to A. B. Young.
Fairbury, Neb. — Wilt Bros., of Delaware.
Okla.. have opened a moving picture theater in the Conrad building.
Stapleton. Neb. — K. S. Daniels has taken
over the Elite theater.
Juniata,
Neb. — The
Lyric
theater
has

Seattle Aews Letter
J.

Anderson.
Seattle.

Class "A"

Benvenuto.
Wash.

Changes

Hands

Bast

Again.

q EATTLE.
Wash. — A. L. English,
who
^
bought
the Class A theater
from
W.
H. Smyth last May. has sold it to hia opprntor.
L. L, Goldsmith.
The
':^las9 A, a
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600 capacity house, was operated by Mr.
Smyth aa a first run theater, but Mr. English has been operating it aa a second
run house on the open booking plan. Mr.
Goldsmith will continue his poiicy.
A Bright New Dime As Souvenir.
Seattle. Wash. — The Coliseum, in advertising
"Ramona," the
ten-partHelen
picture
dramatization
of new
the famous
Hunt Jackson novel, offers as a California
souvenir with each 25-cent ticket, one of
the new 1916 dimes fresh from the U. S.
mint at San Francisco. The Coliseum's
regular admission price is 15 cents.
Two

Theaters,
One
Company,
Same
Service. Different Shows.
Seattle. AVash. — The Coliseum theater,
owned by the Greater Theaters Company,
is under contract to use Paramount pictures, but occasionally there comes along
a very good feature under some other
brand which Manager Jensen wants to
put on at the Coliseum. He books It and
simply turns over the discarded Paramount picture to Manager Beg of the
Mission, a smaller house belonging to the
same company. In this way the Mission,
which is a 10-cent house, getr a better
program than can usually be seen for
10 cents, and the Coliseum has not wasted
anythins- on films paid for and not used.
The Mission is a pretty house, well
planned and furnished, except In the matter of a musical instrument. A piano Is
not adequate for a house of the size and
quality of the Mission. With its other attractions itshould rank as one cf Seattle's
most popular houses if Its plCures were
adequately interpreted by a good plpeorgan.
Students See Picture of Game.
Seattle. Wash. — After the University of
Washington's Thanksgiving game* with
the University of California, the student
body was asked to be the guests of J. G.
von Herberg, manager of the Liberty
theater, at the evening perforninnce. featuring motion pictures of the game. Several hundred students enthusiastically responded to the invitation.
De Luxe*s Wonderful New Feature.
Seattle, Wash. — Mike Rosen bt*rg. manager of the De Luxe Feature Film Company, announces that he has just procured
"father's rights" for the Nortawest and
the whole world for a grand new baby
girl. This Is Mike's second daughter, and
the responsibility of his growing family
is already causing him to begin to lose
some of his blond hair.
New Traveler for K-E-S-E.
Seattle. Wash.^C. R. Kearny, formerly
with Vitagraph in Seattle, has just signed
aa traveling representative with KleineEdison-Sellg-Essanay Service out of this
city.
C. F. Hill Traveling for Progressive.
Seattle. Wash. — C. F. Hill is again
traveling representative for Progressive,
which handles Paramount releases. Mr.
Hill has been doing work inside the office.
Hub Carleton in Hospital Here.
Hub Carleton, an exhibitor of Okanogan, Is confined in the Provideiice hospital in this city. From the nature of his
Illness It is feared he will have to remain several weeks.
Two Managers Resign.
Seattle. Wash. — Hugh Rennie, Northwest manager for World Film since last
May, has resigned. Mr, Rennie will probably make connections with the Xew York
office. His many friends in this territory
are sorry to see him go.
E. S. Coates, Northwest manager for
Fox, also has resigned. He expects to go
Into the automobile business.
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Growth in Frisco's Downtown

Many First-Run Houses Now and Others Coming— Apartment Houses in District
Increasing— Some Big Capacity Houses to Be Ready Soon — Vaudeville
Houses with Eye to Films in Future.
^
From T. A. Church, 1507 North Street, Berkeley. CaL
SAN FRANCISCO. Cal. — The downtown
district, which formerly had so few
first-run moving picture houses, now
boasts a large number and within a comparatively short time several others will
be added to the list, placing this city In
the front ranks as an amusement center.
For several years the suburban districts
have developed their amusement enterprises at a faster rate than the downtown
district, but the tide has turned and the
business section of the city has again
come into its own. The great advance
in apartment house building during the
past three years has helped this section
materially and the recent installatiOTi of
a new lighting system on Market street,
making it the best lighted thoroughfare
in the world, according to experts, is serving to attract great night crowds.
All of the excavating work for the new
California theater at Market and Fourth
streets has been completed and concrete
is being poured for the foundations. This
theater will be one of the finest moving
picture houses to be found anywhere and
will represent an investment of more than
a million and a half dollars. It will have
a seating capacity of almost 3.500 and
will be conducted under the management
of Eugene Roth, who has made such a
success of the Portola theater. Construction work is to be rushed and it Is expected that the house will be ready for
occupancy early next fall.
Within a short time work is to be commenced on changes in the Empress theater on Market street and Manager Sid
Orauman states that It Is his intention
to turn this vaudeville house into a
straight moving picture theater. This
house is a very beautiful one. with a
splendid location, and has a seating capacity of about 2.000. As moving pictures
has been strongly featured here for the
past two years, it is probable that the
change
can be made without much dlflSculty.
Another addition to the rapidly growing list of downtown houses will be made
on the first of the year, when Louis R.
Lurie and Howard J. Sheehan, who conduct the Rialto theater on Market street,
will reopen the Savoy theater on McAllister street. A ten -year lease on this
theater has been secured and it is planned
to expend $20,000 in transforming it into
an exclusive moving picture house, where
productions of extraordinary merit will be
featured. The opening attraction will be
"The Daughter of the Gods." featuring
Annette Kellermann. and this will be put
on for an indefinite period.
The Strand theater, at Ellis and Mason
streets, will be ready for occupancy within
a few months and will be conducted as
a vaudeville house. It is being arranged,
however, with a view of using It as a
moving picture theater, should this step
be found advisable.

to San Francisco to take charge of the
campaigns to be inaugurated shortly on
"Civilization" and "War Brides." These
will be shown at San Francisco shortly
after the first of the year.
Sol L. Lesser a Happy Father.
San Francisco, Cal. — A wee baby daughter has arrived at the home of Sol L^
Lesser, head of the All Star Feature Distributors, Inc.. as a companion for the
baby boy that already graces this household. This popular film man Is bearing
up well under the shower of congratulations pouring in upon him.
Artcraft Manager Visiting Branches.
San Francisco, Cal. — Arthur S. Kane,
district manager for the Artcraft, left recently for Los Angeles for a brief stay
and will visit In succession the branches
maintained at Salt Lake. Denver and
Seattle. Mr. Kane keeps in very close
touch with the managers in the branches
In his district through working and conferring with them and alms to make his
visits more than perfunctory trips of inspection. J. J. Patridge. assistant at the
San Francisco ofl^ce. left recently to visit
the towns between here and Los Angeles
and will shortly spend three weeks In the
Arizona territory.
Mark
E. Leichter in Los Angeles.
San Francisco, Cal. — Mark M. Leichter,
manager of the De Luxe Film Lasky Corporation, with headquarters in the Humboldt Bank building, is making a visit to
Los Angeles, where he has succeeded In
booking the first release of this new concern, "The Conquest of Canaan." While
there he will also look for a suitable loca*
tion for the establishment of a branch
office. Much interest is being taken by
local exhibitors in the forthcoming Art
Drama releases and the indications are
that bookings will be heavy from the first.
Sam L. Warner Arrives on Coast
San Francisco, Cal. — Sam L. Warner,
who formerly
represented
Features at London,
England,Warner's
has arrived
here to affiliate with his brother, J. L.
Warner, head of the Warner Film Attractions. He will take charge of the Los
Angeles branch and will commence work
released.
at
once on "The Crisis," now ready to be
New Traveling Man for Mutual,
San Francisco, Cal. — Fred Rodriguez, for
several years with the Pa the exchange,
and one of the best-known bookers and
traveling men in the local film world, haa
joined the local staff of the Mutual.
R. E. Stebbins Visits City.
San Francisco, Cal. — R. E. Stebbins. formerly manager of the Film Exchange
Board of Trade of San Francisco, but more
recently with the American Film of Santa
Barbara, visited friends in the trade here
recently. He has since left for Los An-

World Film Doing Good Business.
San Francisco, Cal. — Manager Frank
Eberhard, of the local branch of the World
Film, expressed great satisfaction with
business. He states that there has been
an unusually heavy demand for "Bought
and Paid For." featuring Alice Brady.
S. A, Powell, traveling representative out
of this office, has been ill for a time, but
started out again on the road recently
and celebrated his return by sending In
three Brady-made contracts the first day.
He
this formerly
territory. handled "The Clansman" In

geles.

McCormick
Returns
to Coast.
San Francisco, Cal. — J. E. McCormick.
who went to Denver, Col., some time ago
to represent Sol L, Lesser, has returned

Esparto, Cal. — William Fiske plana to
install a moving picture machine In
Fiske's Hall.

Pioneer
Exhibitor
Dies.
San Francisco, Cal. — J, D. Gibbs, proprietor of the Empire theater, 979 Market
street, and one of the pioneer exhibitors
in the city, passed away suddenly a short
time ago. The business is being conunder the management of Frederick tinued
M. Gibbs.
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House at Bend

Oregon's Most Booming Town with 15,000 Population Gets a Progressive
Picture
Theatre
Most
Elaborate
Within
Many Hundred Miles — Called the Grand —
9.
December
L. C. Rudow Owns and Manages It— Opened
By Abraham
Nelson. Journal
Building,
Portland, Oregon.
Mr. Hart is a pianist and his son, who
motion
BEND
Oregon. — The newest real motion
^END, Oregon
picture
will also work
in the house, is a trap
picture theater
theater in
in the
the State
State opened
opened
drummer, and they aim to make the muhere December 9. The fact is worthy of
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Baker, Oregon. — Haish and Cotter, who
own the Grand theater, which is now
Pilot Rock. Oregon, — Jack Root has
closed, are contemplating remodeling the
opened a theater here.
Portland, Oregon. — L. A. Todd, manager
house and reopening it. The Empress theater, which is owned by the same people,
for G. F., recently made a trip to Seattle
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but they try to awe the ordinMry smallPortland, Oregon. — The Hippodrome thetown exhibitor by creating the imr*esslon
ater, at Broadway and Yamhill street, has
that they represent the producer direct
been bought by Max Houser and associand
that
they have all kinds of autliority.
ated capitalists. The purchase price is
The scheme works for a while, but reports
said to have been |350,000, most of It bep.re that the exhibitors soon go back to
ing local money.
dealing with the regular road man whom
John W. Considine built the building
they know.
about four years ago to house his vaudeville, which was ^.t that time operating
over the S. & C. circuit. During Conslaine'a ownership the theater was run as
By S. Clark Patchin. 1811 Eleventh Ave
the Empress and the Orpheum. Ackernue, Spokane. Wash.
man & Harris, the present lessees, now
operating the Hippodrome there with picMormon Church Spent $60,000 for Films
tures and vaudeville, took over the house
Last Year,
last spring. The National Bank of ComSPOKANE. Wash. — Orville C. Pratt, sumerce acquired the building about a year
perintendent of the public schools ot
ago. when Considine encountered flnan
Spokane, advocated the use of moving
clal difficulties.
pictures
In
churches
as an educational
It Is not anticipated that the change In
teature. This was in an address before
ownership of the building will in any way
ministers
or
the
Christian
churches of
affect the present lessees.
Montana, Idaho, Washington, Oregon,
British Columbia and Alberta at a session
Crystal Changes Managers.
of the Pacific Northwest Parliament held
In the Central Christian church, Spokane,
Portland, Oregon. — The Crystal theater,
December 4 to 7.
Piedmont, owned by the Peoples' Amusement Company, has Installed F. Q. Hart
He also said: "The Mormon church
as manager. Mr Hart is an old-time
spent $60,000 for moving pictures for its
showman. He is arranging a varied propeople last year, and can you show nae
gram of regular service, rather than exor tell me of any other church of any declusive features, so much now In vogue,
nomination that has paid Jl.OOO for movand also contemplates showing occasional
ing pictures for the purpose of Interestvaudeville.
ing the youne people in the work of t*^e
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church? We should take an Interest In
the young people by obtaining moving pictures approved for the church use and
will
His finally."
topic was, "Weak
Points in Our
Bible School System."
Virginia Riblet Signs with Universal.
Miss Virginia Riblet. prominent society
girl of Spokane, has Just signed with the
Universal Film Corporation to appear In
leads in several productions, according to
word just received by her parents and
friends in Spokane. She has been at Universal City several months.
Sir Douglas

Mawson
South Pole Film
Shown.
Several thousand Spokane grade and
high school pupils witnessed moving pictures of the Sir Douglas Mawson south
pole expedition, in the Lewis and Clark
high school auditorium during the past
week. The pictures were run primarily
for the educational features they conities.
tained, with the approval of the authorManagers Exchange
Positions.
Spokane, Wash. — T. R. Conlon. manager
of the Hippodrome moving picture and
vaudeville house, has been transferred to
the Portland house and Walter C. Smith,
manager of the Portland house, comes to
the Spokane house.
International
Films
Coming.
Spokane, Wash. — Fred H. Locher, manager of the Seattle office of the International, was In Spokane recently making
arrangements
the company's
pictures shown into ahave
Spokane
theater. The
general manager of the San Francisco
office of the company is Harry L. Knappen,
formerly a reporter on the SpokesmanReview.
The company's service includes all of
the Hearst cartoons and the "Beatrice
Fairfax" series. A series which will aoon
be produced will be the "Patria" films. In
which Mrs. Vernon Castle will appear.
Serials w^hich have been put out by the
company are "JefCery," "The Flower of
Faith" and "Ocean Wave.*'
Gathered Among Spokane Exchanges.
Lewiston, Idaho. — I. M. Binnard. who
for several years owned and operated the
Temple theater, Lewiston, Idaho, has now
added to his list the Grand and Theatorlum
theaters of Lewiston.
Mr. Binnard purchased the Grand from
A. H. Hilton, who is now running the
Star theater, Lewiston.
Cheney, Wash. — J, W. Hawk sold the
Twilight theater at Cheney to George R.
Mclntyre.
Mr. Hawk went to Seattle.
TORONTO, CAN., NOTES.
Neat Advertising Phrase.
Toronto, Ont. — Manager Roberts of th«
new Regent theater, Toronto, made a special appeal to Christmas shoppers In his
usual newspaper advertising. The ad read
as follows:
"INCLUDE
THE REGENT
ON TOUR
SHOPPING
TOUR
THIS
WEEK.
"Break up the long hoyrs of your trip
to the stores this week by a visit to Toronto's Photoplay Theaier Beautiful. Get
in hour and a half rest while viewing the
pick tures—
ofalwavs
the world's
shown greatest
first In screen
Torontofeaat
the Regent."
Toronto Fox Lair Moves.
Toronto, Ont. — According to an announcement by Ben Rogers of the Fox
Toronto branch, the local headquarters
are to be moved to the seventh floor of
the Hermant building, Wilton avenue,
where a fine suite has been secured. The
new offices are much larger and brighter
than the o'd. Other "hermits" in the Hermant building include the Greater Vitagraph and the Mutual, each of whom take
practically one whole floor of the fireproof
structure.
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General Film Company
KALEM.
THE FATAL VIOLIN (Dec. 19).— With poor
Bud life is just one job after another, until
he decides lo take up baggage smashing. But
he happens»to get hold of the mysterious white
violin case which marks him as a friend to
the members of a blood and thunder anarchistic
society. The case contains a violin which Is
really an Ingenious Infernal machine, tor the
bow is a kuife and when it cuts the strings the
violin explodes. The anarchists cast lots to
decide who shall play the violin at Mrs. Rollerhill's concert, and the cards are stacked to give
the job to poor Bud. Wherever he goes after
that, gingerly carrying the violin case, the
anarchists are with hina — even to the Rollerbill concert. But mix-ups follow, and though
they bring on a rapid succession of laughs
and give poor Bud many a trying moment. It
all ends happily.
ON THE BRINK OF WAR (No. 20 of "The
Girl from Frisco" — Two Parts— Dec. 20).— The
cast: Barbara Brent (Marin Sals); .lohn Wallace (True Eoardman) ; Ace Brent (Frank
Jonasson): Luke Larrabee (Ronald Bradbury);
Manoel (Knute Rahm): Terry, ranch foreman
(Hart Hoxie) : Secretary of State (Edward
Clishee).
Directed by James W. Home.
Barbara Brent takes an active part In the
Campaign for John Wallace's election to Congress on a platform demanding the exclusion
of Mexicans. A crisis is precipitated when
Manoel. one of Brent's ranch hands, accidentally shoots Terry. Feeling that his story will
not be believed he flees to the mountains,
with a posse headed by Barbara in pursuit.
Barbara comes upon his hiding place alone
but he throws himself on her mercy and she
forces the posse at the point of her gun to
give him justice.
Manoel Is lodged In jail.
Larrabee. a politician with an axe to grind,
urges Wallace on in his campaign, and by
secretly aiding in the escape of Manoel, brings
on a pitched battle In the streets of the
village between the native Americans and the
Mexicans. The bloodv affray brings on a crisis
In Washington, and the President, to avert
war. despatches the Secretary of State to tell
Wallace of what his course is leading to.
The Secretary prevails on Wallace to announce
tis withdrawal from the race, and when Larrabee learns of It he arouses the natives with
declaration that Wallace has betrayed them.
Wallace Is set upon by Larrabee in the town.
and is Id serious danger at the hands of the
mob when Barbara and the cow-punchers from
the Erent ranch come to his aid. Events finally
work out to vindicate Wallace and expose Larabee's crooked actions with the result that Wallace is elected.
THE TIGER'S CLAW (No. 10 of "Grant.
Police Reporter"*- Dec. 22). — The cast: Tommy
Grant, of The Chronicle {George Larkin) ; Big
Val Marron (Robert i-.Its) ; Nell (Ollie Kirkby) ;
Benny, the Rat (Bert Tracey); Detective Galloway (Harry Gordon) : Mansfield, city editor
(WIlMam McKey).
Directed by Robert Ellis.
Because of jealoucy over the girl Nell, Benny
the Rat, "squeals" to Detective Galloway on
Big Val Marron, leader of East Side gamblers,
and the latter's place is raided. Val's political
Influence secures his release, but Grant determines to keep an eye on him as he knows
that the gambler will not be satisfied until he
bas secured vengeance on Penny. Val prevails
on Nell by threats to lure Benny to an apartment for a supposeu birthday party. Grant,
following Marron, sees him secure a gun, and
when he enters the apartment house takes the
opportunity to phone to Detective Galloway.
As he finishes the call Nell and Benny enter
the apartment. Grant finds the door barred
and goes to the rear where a hulidlnc Is being
erected. (Climbing to a level with the first
floor, he sees Marron hiding behind a curtain
awaiting ttenny. Grant grasps the rope of a
crane and starts to swing through the air.
Before he can reach the window a shot Is heard.
A moment later Grant crashes through the
window, downing Marron. He turns to find that
Neil, her conscience Durt by her part In betraying Benny, whom she really loved, has
stepped between "The Rat" and Va- at tbe
moment of the shot and has given her life as
a sacrifice.
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tion in time to learn of the terrible deed and
sets out In pursuit on her horse. She flnallj
overtakes the locked car and leaps from her
horse to the handrail. But before she can put
the brakes on tUe open drawbridge looms up
ahead, and it seems that her sacrifice will ba
in vain for there is barely time to bring the
car to a stop. Tugging at the brakes, Helen
halts the car within Inches of the edge of the
tracks.

ESSANAY.

THE VANISHING BOX-CAR (No. Ill of "The
Hazards of Helen'"— Dec. 23).— The cast :
Operator at Lone Point (Helen Gibson); Dick
Eenton (P. S. Pembroke); Edith (Juanita
Sponsler) ; Hedley (G. A. Williams); Powden
his henchman (George Routh). Directed by
Walter Morton.
Dick Benton succeeds in getting a big award
for his Vulcan Iron Works by underbidding
Hedley, but It is necessary that he make hla
first delivery within three weeks to hold the
contract.
ley'sworks
henchman,
causes
an
explosionPowden,
at the Hed
Vulcan
that destroys
vital machinery. Additional machinery Is
shipped in boxcar 2535 to Lone Point, but before
the car reaches Lone Point Powden uncouples It
and switches it to an abandoned spur track
running into the mountains. After the car
Is taken, the tracks are torn up leaving no
trace of the theft.
At Lone Point It seems that the car has
vanished into thin air. Without it, Benton will
lose his contract. Helen starts out on a searcii
on her motorcycle and comes upon Powden in
tiie mountains near the car. She escapes in
Powden's
automobile,
while the
he pursues
her
motorcycle.
She reaches
railroad on
tracks
Just as the fast freight Is passing. As Powden
overtakes her and leaps from the motorcycle
to the car, Helen jumps to a flat car on the
freight. The car, without a hand at the wheel,
swerves, and is hurled over a cliff. Reaching
Lone Point Helen tells of her find and a party
sets out and recovers the car.
THE QUEST OF THE GOLDEN GOAT (Dec
26). — With all regular jobs barred against him.
Bud, by a clever deception, convinces the
Chinese laundryraan that he is a Celestial and
becomes chief engineer of a tub and washboaru.
Mysterious writing on the cuff of one of the
shirts he deciphers to say "I felt my fortune
in the Golden Goat." Forthwith Bud says farewell to the job and sets out in search of the
Golden Goat. M'ild adventures with a pretty
priestess of the Order of the Golden Goat, and
numerous complications follow before Bud finally learns that the shirt was the property of a
sport who had imbibed too much, and the
Golden Goat was nothing more than the name
of the cafe Into which he poured his gold.
A MISSION OP STATE (No. 11 of "Grant,
Police Reporter" — Dec. 20). — The cast: Tommy
Grant,
The Chronicle
'ihe
Countessof (Ollie
Kirkby); fGeorge
Paul ue Larkin);
Graf (Robert
Ellis) : House detective (William McKey). DIre(tf>d by Robert Ellis.
Sitting In the hotel lobby Grant notices the
Countess communicating with Paul De Graf
In another part of the room by means of an
ingenious code. He traces a connection between their mysterious actions and the disappearance of a portfolio containing papers
of International Important from the hands ot
the Assistant Secretary of State that morning.
When he notices a code message planning a
meeting In the nearby park, he determines to
follow. The Countess and Paul board an auto
and speed to the outlying country, trailed by
Grant In a taxi.
He surprises the Countess here, but Is set
upon by the retainers about the place, and kept
bound and gaged In an upper room while the
two spies make their escape In the auto. Grant
succeeds In slipping from uis bonds, but finding
the door locked. Is forced to leap from the
window to tne ground. He takes a short cut
in his taxi and reaches a bridge over the road
along which the two spies are coming. As the
auto speeds underneath he leaps through the
air and by a matter of bare Inches' lands safely
In the car. In a second he has the two covered
with his revolver and they are brought to
Justice.
THE RACE WITH DEATH (No. ll:i of 'The
Hazards of Helen" — Dec. 30). — The cast: Operator at Lone Point (xxcien Gibson); The night
operator (P. S. Pembroke); Ranch foreman
(George Routh); Purdy, a rancher (G. A.
Williams) ; His daughter, Edith (Juanita
Sponsler).
Directed
bv Walter
Morton.
The unreasoning Jealousy of the ranch foreman. In love with Edith, is aroused by the coming of the new night operator to Lone Point.
So that, woen It appears that the night operator has robbed Purdy, the rancher, the foreman's jealousy blinds him to further Investigation, and he sets out with the punchers to deal
frontier justice to the night operator. The
latter Is thrown Into a box car at the L^ne
Point siding, which Is then sent down grade to
certain destruction.
Helen arrives at the sta-

A TALE FROM THE DECAMERON (Black
Cat Feature — Two Parts— Dec. 26). — The cast:
Mildred Tomes (Nell Craig) ; John Tome*
(Ernest Maupain) ; Richard Ryder (John Gossan : Thomas North (Victor Benoit).
The beauty of Mildred Tomes attracts the
evil attentions of the wealthy Richard Ryder.
He Invites her and her father. John Tomes, to
dinner at his home. Tomes surreptitiously appropriates a rare volume of Boccaccio from
Ryder's library. Mildred detects her father's
deed and seeks to return the book. Ryder surprises her in his library and accuses her of
theft and threatens her with arrest unless
she accepts his attentions. A struggle follows
In which he falls on a steel spindle and dies.
Thomas North, his secretary and Mildred's
sweetheart, Is accused of murder. North suspects the truth but faces death rather than
betray bis fiancee. As the shadow of the gallows drawB near him, however, Mildred cononerated.fesses her part In the tragedy. All are exCANIMATED NOOX PICTORIAL NO. 21 (Dec.
27). — At Garllco, Mexico, Canlmated Noox films
a few Interesting spots in the small time war,
which still lingers on. although the natives
have ceased to bet on the result. Growing
rhubarb pies in Mississippi has been filmed.
"How the Infectious Flivver is Made" is the
topic of the weekly pictograph. One hundred
pounds of bolts, nuts and screws are poured
into a concrete mixer and the finished product soon comes forth. Half of the reel is mad^
up of beautiful scenes on and around LaKw
Tahoe. the beautiful body of water in Callfomla'i
mountains.
WIFE IN SUNSHINE. IS MARRIAGE
SACRED? (Two Parts — Dec. 30). — The cast:
Edward Morrison (Edward Arnold); Katherlne
(Marguerite Clayton) ; Hitchcock (Sydney Alnaworth) : Edith (Lillian Drew).
The demon— social ambition — wreaks the home
of Edward Morrison, a rising young artist. Hie
wifp, Katherine, squanders his money on fine
feathers and entertainments. He reproachea
her nnd Katherine barkening to the evil counsel of Harold Hitchcock, a social viper, divorces
Edward. In a few months Hitchcock seeks te
rid himself of Katherine. She charges him with
having lured her away frr-a her husband, and '
demands that he marry her. He lavighs at her
demands. "Marry you?" he exclaims; "never."
Realizing her great mistake. Katherine again
seeks Edward to plead forgiveness. It Is too
late. Morrison, since his divorce, has married
Edith, his model, who is bringing him that
happiness which Katherine could not.

Universal Film Mtg. Co.
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BIRDS OF A FEATHER (Three Parts— Dec.
26).— The cast: "Smiling Eddie" Rapp (Wm.
V. Mong) ; Helen Morgan (Nellie Allen); Tofli
Morgan (Harry Holden) ; "Big Joe" Smith '(Creo.
A. Dayton); "Santa Fe" Wllllo (Wm. C. Carlock) : Eddie's Mother (Mrs. Carrie Fowler) ;
Mrs. Morgan (Mrs. L. Y. Titus). Written and
produced by William Mong.
"Smiling Eddie" has just completed a prison
term and on his way home to his dying mother
Is accosted
"Big Joe"
Smith andthat
"Santa
Willie,
bothby crooks,
demanding
be Fe"
teU
them what he did with the loot, for the steal*
ing of which he had been sent up. Eddie f^^-^
tests his innocence of the crime. They titffl*
him to Joes' home and there try to compel htll
to confess. Eddie sticks to his story and
them to let him go to his mother. They 9^
and
"Big Joe"
makes Eddie
his gets
escape,a pistol
closely from
pursued.
When he arrives home he finds that his motMfr
is barely alive, and in his excitement he overturns her bottle of medicine. He goes for mor«,
hut may
"Big Joe" and "Santa Fe" Willie are wait-
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Ing outside for him. They detain him so
long that when he returns his mother has only
time to bid him goodbye. Helen Morgan is
nursing her and the mother gives her son into
Helen's
Eddieofdecides
"straight,"
and
withcare.
the help
Helen to
he live
starts
well on
his way. Helen confesses that she has an
illegitimate child. Eddie Is at Brst astonished,
but he later decides to give her a helping
hand.
Tom Morgan Is the night watchman In a big
bank. "Big Joe" and * Santa Fe" Willie learn
that he has an inv.Tlid wife and so approach him
with a proposition to help them in robbing
the bank. However, when the time comes
Morgan cannot make himself do this. Eddie
decirles to help bim frustrate their plans. Meanwhile Morgan discovers that his daughter, Helen,
is staying with Eddie. Helen atid her baby
return home, where they are joyfully received.
The two crooks go ahead with their plans,
Morgan apparently lalling In with their Ideas,
but Eddie has arranged with the police to
capture the two red-handed. Eddie is wounded
in the figbt which ensues and sends for Helen.
She promises, if he recovers, she will marry
him.

NESTOR.
PRETTY BABY (Dec. St).— The cast: Mr.
Jones (Eddie Lyons) ; Mrs. Jones (Edith
Roberts) ; Mr. Brown (Lee Moran) ; Mrs. Brown
(Miss Elmore). Written by Bess Meredyth.
Produced by L. W. ChaUdet.
The Joneses have been married a year and
their proudest possession is Jonesy, jr. Around
the corner live the Browns. Mrs. Brown has
a great love for animals and when her husband wants to smoke sh^ sends him outside,
as her pet poodle is annoyed by the odor. On
the
sidewalk
in front
Brown's
a little
falls. He takes
him of
inside
to wash
his child
face.
When the latter sees Mrs. Brown he lets out a
yell and she oniers her husband to take the brat
out, as the dog dislikes crying children.
The Joneses receive a wire from an uncle
who detests children, and does not know that
they have one, that he will be with them for a
few hours between trains. They hope some
day to inherit his millions, and so they take
the baby over to the Browns for the day. He
finds cnly Mr. Brown at home, who consents to
take care of the child.
Jonrs shows uncle through the house, and all
Is well until he spots a baby rattle. Mrs.
Jones explains that her hubby Is such a baby
that he loves to play with such things. Brown,
when he sees his wife coming, throws the Infant into the clothes hamper. All of a sudden
she henrs it rry. With murder In her eye,
she extr.Tcts the howling Infant. She Insists
on returning the baby.
Brown tells Jones that he Is sorry, but he has
to return the baby. At this Jones replies that
It Is not his baby. Mrs, Brown gives her husband one look, tears home and starts packing.
Hubby wanders along the street wondering how
he will get rid of the baby, when he sees an
empty tavl. He dumps the baby into the machine and tells his wife that the Joneses Anally
did admit that it was their baby. She only
half believes him.
ITncle leaves, and as soon as he is out of
Bight they demand their child. Brown confesses that he left it in a taxi, and they all
run out. In the meantime uncle has hired
this fatnl mai^hine, found the baby and the two
are eettlne; along splendidly. The quartet hire
another car and start In pursuit. Suddenly
uncle's machine stops and the driver tells him
that he has a flat tire. So he picks up the
baby and
dashes
station, and Is Just '
ah^iit
rrt v-n.-rH
the for
tmtnthewhen
the Joneses and
Browns run up and claim the baby.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED
WEEKLY
NO. 50 (Dec
131.
Cops Ready for Winter. —-'The Finest" in
cold weather uniforms reviewed bv Mayor —
Los Angeles. Cal.
Famous Hawaiian Dance. — Hula-Hula, from
PpH*"c Tcif-s, introduced on Gulf beach — GalToston. Texas.
Dental Week — Mayor Thompson presents tooth
brushes tn children In teeth cleaning campaign—Chicago. 1 1.
Firemen's Hard Fight.— Smoke-eaters battle
hours aealnst stubborn $500,000 blaze — Brooklyn. N Y.
Elephant Goes Shopping.- Getting shoes fitted
Is quite a Job, If you have four feet — Boston,
Mass.
Subtitle: Trying to lace them
Picking Navy Flying Base— iT. S. Commission
on naval slutlnns views proposed under-sea and
aviation ground site— Los Angeles. Cal.
Champion Cattle. — Prize winners at InternatJonM IJv^ Stock Exposition— Chicago. 111.
Bubtltle: Riding a Blue Ribbon
pony.
Pfir^fe on River.— Steamboats help celebrate
dedication
of new dam to raise water In the
Ohio— Huntington. W. Va. Subtitles: Tho dam.
Along the levee.
Builds Bungalow Atop Skyscraper. — Earl Carroll, famous pomposer, lays cornerstone of unique
Bome at midnight on roof of business building
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in the heart of Broadway— N. Y. City. Subtitles :dress.
Louis
Mannhismaking
opening adView from
bedroom the
window.
Through with Fighting. — Disabled New Zealand soldiers on way home from French battle
line — Newport News, Va. Subtitles : Souvenirs
from trenches.
•'Haka."
Maori
war dance.
Winning Auto Championship, — Speed king captures 150 mile paved track record — Ascot, Cal.
Subtitles: They're off. Eddie Rickenbacher wins.
Closing of Congress. — National Legislators face
big problems in last hours of 64th session —
Washington, D. C. Subtitles: Speaker Clark and
Congressman "Jim" Mann. Senators Kerby,
Arkansas, and Shepard. Texas. Senator Tom
Taggart,
Indiana. "Uncle Joe" Cannon (81 but
still young;.
Envoy Returns to Germany. — Ambassador
Gerard leaves for Berlin to guard U. S. interests
— N. Y. City.
Subtitle : Mr. and Mrs. Gerard.
The Man of the Hour. — Field Marshal von
Mackensen, whose military genius inspired the
German drive of conquest straight to Bucharest,
the Roumanian capital. Pictures taken on his
recent visit to Turkey. Subtitles ; Germans
marching
through a French village. Cleaning
up.
Dance on Ice Skates. — Champion professional
figure skaters of the world, Bror Meyer and
Emmy Beigfeldt, demonstrate their skill — St.
Nicholas RiuK, N. Y. City.
Cartoons by Hy Mayer.

BISON.
GIANT POWDER (Two Parts— Dec. 30).—
Th^ c.ist : -SanUy" M-Cann (Edith Johnson):
Robin McCann
(J. Kenny
F. Conleyl
McFadden)
; Jack
(Fred; "Bonfire"
Church) ; (Ivor
Mike
Kenny ( L. M. Wells) ; Margaret Kenny (Eileen
Sedgwick) ; Terrence Phail {T. D. Crittendenj.
Produced hy Henry McRae.
Mike Kenny, owner of a big mine, sends his
only son. Jack, to the camp to "make a man of
himself." Jack accepts the situation and finds
himself trying to fulfill his father's expectations
—as notbecause
so muchof on
father's
account,
his his
wish
to stand
well perhaps,
in the
eyes of "Sandy" McCann, the storekeeper's
daughter. She is being courted by one of the
drillers known as "Bonfire."
A driller turns up missing one morning and
Jack is given his place. He decides to bunk
with the men and share their food. "Bonfire"
resents "Sandy's" interest In Jack and the two
men fight. Jack is too much of a gentleman
to continue when he sees that the girl Is to
be an onlooker. The drillers think that he is
afraid
"Bondfire."
This of
illusion
is dispelled, however, some little
time later, when the two have an encounter
early one morning, just before they begin the
morning shift. A crowd quickly gathers and
"Sandy" jumps out of bed and appears on the
edge of the crowd.
Mike Kenny, with his daughter, and the girl
who thinks herself in love with Jack, have
come to the mine. They arrive at the moment
oi the fight, and just in time to see "Sandy"
angrily separate the two men and disperse the
crowd. Afterwards "Bonfire" shows his true
calibre when he rescues Jack, whose foot Is
caught in a crack in the rocks near where a
heavy charge of powder has been placed. He
dashes up the hill, followed by "Sandy," and
succeeds in freeing Jack just before the charge
explodes. "Sandy" tries to thank "Bonfire," but
he sees the true state of affairs and leaves her,
saying :
"I knew you wanted him. And nobody loves
a fat man anyway!" L-KO.
PERILS OF A PLUMBER (Dec. 2T).— The
Mr. and the Mrs. live in the closest domestic
harmony, until one day when the pipe In the
bathroom washstanu springs a leak, Mrs. calls
hubby and they send for the plumber. The
plumber, who Is our friend Dan Russell, arrives
in top hat and frock coat, followed by his minion
with the tools. He Is escorted with ceremony to
the bathrom and takps off his gloves, coat, shirt
and trousers, revealing himself In regulation
plumbers' garb.
Then he sets to work.
A young Beau Brummel. a most persistent
flirt, annoys the Mrs. in the hall of the hotel.
She runs back to her room and begs the majestic
plumber, who has now reassumed the garb of
fashion, to pretend to be her husband and punish
the flirt. The Mr- decided to take the chastisement of the flirt into his own hands, and goes
to his room for a gun. Here he finds the
plumber. Complications ensue in which Dan
vainly tries to pose as the wife in her night
cap and kimono. A general scrap brings the
situation to an end.
PHIL'S BUSY DAY (Dec. 29).— Phil and his
jealous wife live in one house, and a father
and his pretty daughter live across the way.
Phil Is a lazy good-for-nothing. He Is attracted
by the pretty girl and goes through all sorts of
adventures In order to meet her. Father does
not take to him at all. and his wife is furiously
jealous. They both lay plans to restrain him
and the girl from meeting each other. Many
complications ensue, with the Inevitable chase

and firing of revolvers.
the wife of his bosom.

Phil
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MOONSHINE BLOOD (Special Release—Dec.
21). — Red Margaret's practical Judgriient and
commanLling personality outwit the agents of
the law who try to capture a band of moonshiners, until she comes to know the secret
of love. Then she sacrifices her people and
herself.

MINES AND MATRIMONY (Dec. 30).— The
cast: Widow Bean JOKER.
(Gale Henry) ; Bill (William
Franey) ; P'ete ("Heine"' Conklin); Milt (Milburn
Morantii
;
Sheritt'
(Harry Scenario
Mann) ; by
Sheriit'e
Daughter ( Yvette Mitchell).
Paul
Coolidge.
Produced by William Beaudine.
Widow Bean, the village hash dispenser, is
loved by both Bill and Pete, who work In the
mine close by. The widow's son is in love with
the Sheriff's daughter, but rather Sheriff will
have nothing to do with him. The widow sneaks
out to look for her son, who has not come home
to dinner. He comes blubbering up and tells
her that the Sheriff will not let him have his
daughter.
In the meantime Bill and Pete have gone
back to the mine, but Bill comes up for air.
He proposes to the widow, and she accepts, as
he has saved a gold brick. Pete overhears them.
He sneaks home, goes to Bill's matress and
takes out the gold brick. Hearing a voice outside, he throws the brick out the window. Milt
and his girl happen to be passing and It hits
Miit on the head.
Pete rushes on looking for the brick and Milt
and the girl watch him. He buries the brick,
and Milt and the girl see where he hides It.
Bill, all dressed for the wedding, goes to get
the brick and discovers the loss. At the church
the
poor shaft
widowandis look
waiting.
go
to their
down. The
Then"friends"
Pete gives
Bill a kick that sends him down in the hole.
Milt asks the Sheriff if he can have his daughter
if he discovers the thief, and he consents. Bill
has been having all sorts of trouble trying to
get out of the shaft.
The widow is all ready to marry Pete when
she hears about Bill and tears to his rescue,
while Pete goes to dig up the brick. She makes
him help pull Bill out. He and a miner grab
a rope and swing in, but this makes even balance
with Bill and minister. Pete realizes that the
only way to get to the top is to throw out his
brick. This he does, and no sonner gets to the
top than the Sheriff arrests him. The widow
grabs the minister and they drop down the shaft
and balance even with Bill and the parson.
The the
widow
with does.
a smile says : "Marry
This
minister

us.''

IMP.
TOTO OF THE BYWAYS (Two Parts— Dec.
2ft) . — The cast ; Toto ( Edith Roberts) ; Paul
Eentley (Johnnie Walker); Harry Sheldon
(Harry Benham) ; John Jentley (Charles
Slattery) , Written by Catherine Cam .Directed by Lee Koblmar.
Paul Bentley, an English artist studying In
Paris, has secretly married his model. His
father sends for him to return as his mother is
ill. Paul confesses his marriage. His father
insists that it be kept a secret from his mother,
and that he remain until she Is better. Letters
come for Paul from his wife, but the father
destroys them. She is reduced to poverty.
Pierre, an Apache of the slums, has been one
of her friends. It is to him that she goes
when she is about to become a mother. He
takes her in and cares for her. She dies, confiding to him her baby, a girl, with the reshe hethebrought
up' as which
a boy her
in
order quest
to thatavoid
unhappiness
mother has experienced from her relations with
men.
Pierre promises.
Sixteen years pass and the baby has grown
into an accomplished young sneak-thlef. She
Is called Toto. She visits the art exhibition,
where a painting by Harry Sheldon is hung,
and is caught by him trying to take his watch
out of his pocket. He pities Toto and takes
her to his home where he promises "to make
a man" of her. think that she is a boy. One
day Sheldon reads of the presence in Paris
of Paul Bentley, now one of the most famous
of painters, to whose teaching he owes all
that ho has learned of his art. Toto pays a last
visit to the Apaches, her. friends, and overhears their
steal
Bentley's painting.
They sav
thatplans
once toToto
is introduced
into his
studio the rest will be simple. She pretends
to agree.
Sheldon takes her with him to call on Bentley, and he shows them the famous picture.
It is a portrait from memor-' of his lost wife
and her baby. Sheldon senus Toto home, and
she goes to prepare her plans. She dresses u,»
a girl. She has arranged with the Apaches to
give them a signal from the window of Bentley's
studio
o'clock from
she goes
to the
studio at
and ten.
cuts At theninepicture
its frame.
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Pierro arrivt-s and takes the picture from Toto.
He recognizes her mother and. suocked, be talla
to the floor. The butler, whom Toto lied upon
entering, has freed himself and comes in. Toto
runs toward the window with the painting.
The butler flres and wounds her, but she makes
her escape.
Bentley and Sheldon enter and find Pierre.
He is dazed and says, '"The painting — it was
Suzanne and the child whom he never knew."
He promises to take Eentley to his child. Toto
returna to Sheldon's studio, having removed her
girl's dress in the garden, Sheldon comes In
and finds her fainting from her wounu. Sheldon plaoee her on a couch and cares for her
wound. Bentley and Pierre come in and Pierre
makes the explanation which results in the disappaarance of "Toto of the Byways" for ever.
THE WOMAN WHO LEARNED (Dec. 24).—
An idle woman of great wealth finds little joy
in living. She rebuEfs her little daughter, who
urges her to assist in work among the poor.
The realize
chance that
reading
Longfellow's
makesit
her
her oflife
is tiresomepoem
because
Is useleea.

want. At first Badger will not accept his
theories, but finally he decides that perhaps
Justin's ideas have a foundation of truth.
So seizing the unsuspecting Justin and tying
him in his chair. Badger proceeds to loot the
place. Justin struggles to free himself. When
he does partially succeed in doing so the two
men fight with all the vigor of the primitive.
At last Badger seems to be gaining the victory,
and Justin deserts his theories and prays to
God to help him. His prayer subdues Badger,
Astounded, he exclaims that Justin is now asking aid of the very being whom he declared a
short time ago did not exist.
The neighbors are aroused by the noise and
turn in an alarm, but when the police arrive
Justin tells them that there Is no occasion vfor
their Interference. Daphne is strangely disturbed In her dreams, and, awakening, calls
Justin on the telephone, for she feels that some
danger threatens him. Justin, now a changed
mail, tells her that he will see her on the
morrow. Her woman's intuition realizes that
a change has been e£fected.

VICTOR.

SUCH IS LIFE IN ALASKA (Dec. 26).— Hy
Mayer takes us to the top of the world and
shows us how the people there resemble the
animals of their own country. Wonderful views
of the ice fields, of the snowy ranges, and of
the herds of reindeer, of which the Alaskan
Eskimos are learning from our government, to
take proper care, are Interpersed with amusing
drawings
In Hy remarkable
Mayer's well-known
At
the end some
effects of style.
silhouette
drawings which dissolve into the real landscape,
and vice versa, keep up wondering how these almost magic effects are obtained.

GOOD MORNING, JUDGE (Two Parts— Dec.
28). — The cast: Fred Rayo (Eernest Shields);
Mrs. Rayo (Jane Hathaway ) ; Mary West
(Mina Cunard): Judge Conley (Walter Belasco);
Inspector McGowan (Lewis Short); The InMan (Eddie
duced bv spector's
Francis
Ford.Polo). Written and proFred Rayo returning from England strikes up
a flirtation with Mary West, who Is endeavoring
to smuggle some small articles, and who suspects Rayo of being a smuggler alRo. Both
are searched, hut nothine Is found. They have
seen In a magazine a picture of a famous Judge
who has convicted a gang o» smugglers. Fred
arrives home and meets the Judge, and Is mucn
alarmed. Mary West spends the week with
Mrs. Rayo, and she also meets the Judge. Fred
bas invited six of his college chums, also suspected of being smugglers, to spend the week
with htm.
While at dinner Inspector McCrowan Is announced. Mary discovers in her grip a ruby
necKlaoe whfch she cannot account for and
which she leaves on the piano. It ts found by
Fred, who leaves with it. Fred throws the
necklace away and 11 is discovered by the
butler, who starts to wrap it up in a sheet
of music. In the meantime Mary runs away,
losing her shoe, which is found by Fred. The
butier has the necklace wrapped up in the
music. Fred wraps the shoe, and calls the
butler, who in the meantime has hidden the
necklace In back of the piano. Fred sends him
to Marv with the suoe, but before he has a
chance to obey he is sent out of the room by
Mrs. Rayo.
A sneak thief finds the necklace back of the
piano. Pred discovers him. takes the package
and sends the necklace (thinking it is Mary's
shoe* to Mary's room. The ti^iet meets the
butler otttside and, thinking he has the package
which contains the necklace, ta.tes It away
from him. Mary again receives the necklace.
The thief discovers that It contains only a
shoe and throws it away. Mary, finding no
place to hide the necklace, places it in Fred's
hands. Fred lays It on the table and sits
on It.
His friends are very much worried about the
inspector, and tell Fred they are going to beat
it. Fred Jumps up from the table, but cannot find the necklace, as It is ; tuck to his
coat. He leaves the room, not knowing it is
there. As they are running for a cnr they
hear a cry from Mrs. Rayo, saying she has lost
her necklace. They all run back and help her
search. Fred's coat has been torn and he
gives it to Mar" to mend. She discovers tae
necklace and throws it out of the window,
where it is discovered by a servant, who In
turn hands it over to aootoer servant, until it
reaches the hands of a maid, and she puts it
on a dog. The Insnector accuses Mrs. Rayo of
smuggling a valuable necklace, but she clpars
herself. They discover the ma.- who placed it
on the dog, and peace is once more restored to
the house.

LAEMMLE.
STRONGER THAN STEEL (Two Parts— Dec.
27)-— The cast Justin (Allan Holubar) ; Badger
(Charles Dyer) : Daphne (Louise Lovely).
Scenario and production by Allan Holubar.
Justin is an intellertual fnddist. He is in
love with Daphne of the P'oilies. but he thinks
raarriage old-fashioned. Daphne refuses to have
anything more to do with him and his radical
ideas.
As be returns home he finds Badger, one of
nature's misfits, ready to open the cab door.
TliinXintr to amuse himself, he invitps Badger
in for fupptr. While the poor unfortunate is
mating gluttonously Justin propounds his views.
He aaeores Badger that there is no God. and
that the poor are Justified in taking what they
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CIVILIZATION IN THE FAR EAST (On
Same Reel as Foregoing). — The Rajahs, or native rulers of India, pride themselves on the
possession of large collections of animals. Closeups of monkey families are shown. The wild
boar of India, a most savage creature, feared by
animals twice its size, are seen. A great collection of elephants in the passeaslon of one
of the native princes appears before us. They
are held In veneration by the natives. On occasions of ceremony they are decorated with
specially made Jewelry and made to lead the
procession. Umbrellas — the sign of dignity in
the East — are held over their beads. This picDorsey.ture Is one of the educational series by Dr.
SAMMIE JOHNSIN SLUMBERS NOT (Cartoon
Comedy — Dec. 31). — Sammie needs a good night's
sleep, as the cats of the neighborhood persistently keep him awake night after night.
They sit on the fence outside and serenade each
other. Sammie engages the services of a formidable bulldog, but that night the cats remain
away. As soon as he dismisses the dog they
return and make the night more hideous than
ever. He tries in many ways to get rid of
them. Finally they stay away for a time, and
he enjoys his repose. Then one night they return, worse than ever. He looks out of the
window and sees, not two cats, but a whole
row of lusty kittens and their proud parents*

REX.
THE ROCK OF RICHES (Dec. 23).— A rich
bachelor decides to study his relatives before
he makes his will. After he has visited eacn
and every one he Is more puzzled than before.
He plans a test. They are all to visit him on
a certain day. In the middle of a road he
plants a big stone. One by one they pass It
by until the humblest of them all decides that
the stone Is dangerous to traffic, so be moves
it away.
Underneath is the will to the finder.
MR. VAMPIRE (Special Release— Two Parts
— Dec. 24). — (A synopsis of this picture was
published under the title of "The Woman Who
Learned" in last week's is^iue. That was an
error ; the -leht title Is "Mr. Vampire." We
publish the story again for the benefit of our
readers. ) — The cast. The Husband (Pete
Gerald): The Wife (Edna Maison): The Vampire Man (Francis Ford) : The Other Woman
(Mme. Bourgf'ois); Mr. Brooks (Jack Holt);
Hig Wife (Roberta Wilson): The Maid (Elsie
Maison). Produced by Francis Ford. Written
by Grace Cunard.
Edna's husband Is unfaithful to her and has
been accustomed to going out with the other
woman. She is about to berome a mother and
brof^ds over hor loneliness. She finds a woman's
card in her
pocket
and sees
becomes
suspicious. husband's
She watches his
office,
a woman
enter, and follows her in. The husband Is
caught in a compromising position with the
woman, so the wife demands a large sum ol
money
to spL-nd on the expected child.
Twenty-five years later the son is known as
the Vampire because of his hatred of women.
Bom while hir. mother was embittered by her
experience, his hatred for women is almost uncanny. The \''amplre attends a house
party.

and is shunned by the men, but much sought
after by the women. It Is strange that though
he hates women thfy invariably seek him out.
One of the married women at the party takes
a violent fancy for Mr. Vampire, which causes
comment.
The maii at the house has taken a liking
to the strange Vampire, who. on several occasions has spoken kindly to her. Mrs. Brooks,
the married woman in the case, goes to his
room, intending to leave a note for him. The
maid is in a room near by and bears her enter.
Brooks has suspected that his wife is pursuing
the Vampire, and, securing a revolver, follows
her. The Vampire man comes into his room,
finds the note and reads it. The wife, meanwhile, has not had a chance to get out and
hides behind some curtains. The maid, too,
comes in and hides.
Brooks forces his way into the room and
threatens to kill the Vampire Man. telling him
that he knows that Mrs. Brooks is hidden there.
He Is about to shoot, when the maid comes
from behind the curtains. Erooks thinks that
he is mistaken and apologizes. The wife realizes her wrongdoing, and, after her husband's
departure, sneaks out, unseen. The Vampire
Man sardonically smiles at the ways of women
and reiterates his hatred
for them.
THE PRODIGAL DAUGHTER (Dec. 31).— The
cast: Rev. Silas Winterbum (Allen Holubar);
Dorothy (Agnes Vernon) ; Dolly (Ruth Corbin) ;
Ned (Jack Mulhall). Written by E. M. Ingleton.
Produced by Allen Holubar.
Years before the story opens Ned had loved
Dorothy, but a young artist had come to the
village and took her away with him. Since
that time her father, the Rev, Silas Winterburn, bas been a broken-hearted man and baa
gone about his duties In a mechanical way.
Once each year Ned has dinner with the old
man, each hopeful that the other will have some
word of their loved one. As they are enjoying
their dinner on one of these occasions a ring
at the door-bell is heard. The old servant opens
the door and finds a small child crying in the
falling snow. Upon Investigating further he
finds the mother. It is the long lost Dorothy
and the child, Dolly, her daughter.
Silas calls for his servant, who has taken
Dorothy and Dolly Into the kitchen near the
fire. Silas tells the servant to bring In the
child, but the man dares not tell him that It
Is Dorothy. Dolly comes In and sees the food
which she so greatly needs, but she refuses to
eat until mother can share with her, Sllaa
orders the mother
brought
In.
The surprise of the two men may be imagined
when they find it is Dorothy. But Silas beoomee
hard and cruel. He listens sneerlngly to her
story. In his heart he te glad to learn that
the artist married the girl. Finally he declares that Dolly may remain, but that her
mother will have to go. The child will not
leave her mother, and both make preparations
to 50. Then the heart of the old man melts,
and he welcomes
them
back to bis home.

UNIVERSAL.
UNIVERSAL SCREEN MAGAZINE (No. 3—
Dec, 22), — This issue shows first the manufacture of feather boas, from the time that the
feathers are taken from the ostrich to the
finished product being worn on Fifth avenue.
Then some views of the floating Charity Hospital, the ship which has been the means of
saving the lives of so many New York children.
After this the care of the hair is graphically
illustrated, and this Is followed by glimpses of
New York City, the first of a series of pictures
of the great cities of the world. The picture
closes with a comic Incident called "Things
That
Never
which ahisconductor
a street
car Happen,"
Is shown intreating
passengersof
with almost Incredible politeness.

UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

FEATURE.

LIPT^RTY fEpi-"de No. IS — Two Pnrfs— n^(^.
8),— The cast: Liberty Horton (Marie Walcamp) ; Peilro (Eiiriie Polot : Capt. Hoh Itiitlfiige
(.lack Holt) : Major Winston (Neal Hartr*!
Poncho Lopez (G. Raymond Nye) ; Jose Leon
(L. M. Wells).
The ISlh episode begins with LIbprty and
Pedro trying to make their esrape out of the
town. The guards discover the means by which
they
escaped
andto the
pursuing party ' hastily
form and
set out
search.
We come to Bob and the Major In the hospital.
Bob annovinces to the Major that he Is going to
Washington to appeal directly to the President
for a suflflcient body of men to go Into Mexico
and affect the resrue of Liberty and the wiping
out of Lopez. The Major's reason is now restored almost fully, but he is stlH 111.
General Lopez enters Chihuahua to find that
Pedro and I iberty have escaped. Pedro Is captured in trying
to cover
escape.
He
is bound
and thrown
into Liberty's
a room, but
Liberty,
who has witnessed his capture, has stealthily
followed. The Lopez party with their prisoner
arrive at the woods and a rope is put around
Pedro's
neck.
Pedro
Is made
to stand on a
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plank — bound hand and foot and the rope Is
drawn taut — Lopez and his men drinking to the
general gaiety of the situation.
Bob, meantime, boards the train for Washington, with the citizens of the border cheering him
and wishing
him success and God speed.
Liberty frees Pedro. They overpower the
gang and make their escape.
Bob reaches the ante-room of the office of
the SecreUry of War. Bob is getting very much
Irritated over the subordinate's attitude, and he
floors the subordinate with a well-directed blow
on the jaw. Bob is overpowered. The officer
orders his arrest. Then we see the hacienda of
Jose Leon, where Pedro and Liberty secretly
arrive, and Leon gives them shelter. At the
hacienda, a peon laborer of Leon's sees Lopez
and his men coming in the distance. He tells
hia master, who in turn notifies Pedro and
Liberty, and this episode ends with Pedro
and Liberty at a loss what to do.
LIBERTY. EPISODE NO. 19 (Two partsDec. 25). — The cast : Liberty Horton uMarie
Walcamp>; Bob Rutledge (Jack Holt> ; Pedro
(Eddie Polo) ; Major Winston (Neal Hartj ;
Pancho Lopez (G. Raymond Nye) ; Jose Leon
(L. M. Wells); Senorita Travario (Hazel Buckham).
Directed by Henry McRae.
Pedro and Liberty arrive at the Hacienda in
advance of Lopez and his men, Leon gives
them shelter. Bob and Liberty are overjoyed
to meet again. A peon brings the news that
Lopez and his men are arriving. Bob and the
other go into the house and barricade one of
the rooms, while Leon goes to meet the Mexicans. Leon tells Lopez that Liberty and Pedro
have passed by. Lopez believes him, but says,
"Did you so easily forgive her for killing Manuel, your son?" Leon demands the truth of
Liberty, who explains how iheresa killed them
both.
Lopez discovers the deception practiced on
him and returns to the Hacienda. His men surround the place and fire at tue windows. Bob
going for ammunition is seen by Lopez, who
pursues him. The two men have a duel with
revolvers.
Bob shoots Pancho, he thinks fatally. The
peons arrive and take the insurrecto leader Into
the house. They think him dead. Jack is
helped into the house. Pedro is brought into
the room where Leon lies mortally wounded on
the bed, Liberty Is supporting his head. Lopez
lies on th,; floor attended by the women. Leon
8«ids Pedro for his strong box. He realizes
that he is dying and wishes, according to toe
will of Liberty's father, to give his consent
to her marriage with Bob, otherwise the property will not come to her. He says that he
won forty thousand dollars from Major Winston
and then spent the money. He gives money to
Pedro, who kisses his hand. He then blesses
them and lies almost exhausted on the pillow.
A diversion Is created by the arrival of the
girl who loves Lopez and has followed him.
Liberty and ^b go out to meet her. Leon
ralsee himself on hlB elbow. "Now, murderer
of my ^oa." he exclaims, and shoots Lopez.
Liberty and Bob return and have the body of
Lopez carried into an adjoining room. Pedro
chasingsurvivora.
the last of
Lopez's
men shoots
the and
last
three
Lopez
is loaded
on a cart
taken to the bouse In tue village where the
insurrection began. His eyes open and it is
seen that he Is not dead. Major Winston has
•ucceeded In reaching his barracks and explains how his men were lead into a trap; also
that Bob has remained in Mexico trying to get
news of Liberty. They are about to send for
news of him to the Hacienda, when the four arrive. Liberty. Bob, Pedro and Senorita Travario.
who loves Lopez.
There is a joyful reunion.

RED

FEATHER.

MIXED BLOOD (Five Parts— Dec. 18).— The
cast : Nita Valyez (Claire McDowell) ; Carlos
(George Beranger) ; Big Jim (Roy Stewart) ;
Joe Nagle (Wilbur Higby) ; Lottie Nagle (Jessie
Arnold)
; "Blootch"
White (Harry
Archer)
Mrs. Valyez
(Mrs. Emmons).
Scenario
by J.;
Irubb Alexander.
Directed by Charles Swickard.
Just over the American side of the Mexican
border. Big Jim Burmister, the Sheriff, kept
law and order, being both feared and hated
by the Mexicans who were thus forced to keep
within the bounds. (!;onductlng the saloon and
gambling hall is Joe Nagle. His devoted slave,
who is also his faro dealer, is "Blootch" White.
He is much attached to Lottie Nagle. who bears
the surname of the saloon-keeper by courtesy
cat?.
The Valyez family, the newest arrivals In the
little town, are a source of Interest to all ;
the girl, Nita, whose Mexican father is dead, has
Inherited a great many of his traits. Carlos,
a gambler and a bully, is enamored of the girl.
His passionate wooing almost wins her, but at
the last moment her contrary nature causes her
to turn upon him with angry vehemence.
Carlos, angered, returns to the saloon. He
•tarts drinking, and before long he Is shooting up the place. He Is arrested by Jim, who
Imposes a fine or Imprisonment for a year. Car-
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los is forced to accept the latter alternative.
Wben Nita hears of this, she hastens to the
saloon and soundly berates jim, who has Just
received word tbat the Dearest town across the
border had become Infested with the plague.
Joe Nagle gives Nita the nioney to pay the fine
of Carlos, thus thinking to win her heart.
Lottie jealously watches this, and later overbears Joe telling
"Blootch"
to "get
Carlos."
She warns
Carlos and
gives blm
a gun.
She
has seen the notice of the plague and conceals
it so that it does not become public. When
'Blootch" accuses Carlos of cheating, the latter
kills the faro dealer. Then Lottie whispers to
him to take his horse and Nita and go across
the border, though she knows she is sending
them to brave infection.
Carlos goes to the cabin of Nita, telling her
that he has killed the faro dealer and that
they must flee; but at the last moment she does
not want to leave her mother. While they are
arguing, Big Jim raps upon the door. Nita
hides Carlos in a closet. Then Jim plays
upon her jealousy and intimates that Carlos has
been having an affair with another girl. She
grasps
gun andis shoots
toward
but on Jim's
the instant
sorry for
her the
act.closet,
Jim,
realizing tbat she loves Carlos, goes outside.
When Nita opens the closet she finds It empty,
as Carlos has escaped through the thatched roof.
As Jim is waiting outside, Carlos sneaks
along the roof and shoots him. Then he rushes
down to Nita and, with sheer force, compels
the fainting girl to accompany bim. They have
just gone when her mother returns, and bandages
Jim's wound. Though weak from loss of blood,
he t.ikes up the pursuit of Carlos and Nita.
When
he dying
arrives,a victim
after aof day's
pursuit,
he
finds
Carlos
the plague,
while
Nita is caring for him. Thinking that she loves
the Mexican. Jim leaves for the border, but before he has gone far he falls from his horse,
whore be is found later by N'ita. who has come
to seek him. realizing that she loves him.
A CHILD OP MYSTERY (Five Farts— Deo.
25). — The cast: Carlotta {Gertrude Selby);
Guiseppe {Thomas Jefferson); Tom (Paul
Byron); Michael Gavottl (Alfred Allen) ; Judge
Andrews (Mark Fenton); His Wife (Nanine
Wright); Tony (Hobart Henley). Story by
Willard Mack.
Produced by Hobart Henley.
Carlotta lives with Guiseppe a violinist, in
"Little Italy."' the Italian quarter of a great
city. With Rags, a monkey, they earn a livelihood playing on the streets. One day Tom,
a wealthy chap, is attracted to the girl and
asks her to dance at a charity ball, giving
her his card and the date. But Guiseppe drags
the girl away. Tom and his friend follow them
home, but they are seen by Guiseppe, who tells
Michael Gavottl, a leader of Black Handers,
and his master. Gavotti threatens Guiseppe If he
allows Tom to see the girl again. He also tells
two of his men to watch the place.
While Guiseppe Is absent, Tom appears and
persuades Carlotta to come to the charity dance.
He is seen by Tony, a fruit vender. In lov»
with also
Carlotta,
and and
jealous
her. toGavottl's
men
see him
are of
ordered
abdurt
the girl. Guiseppe returns, finds her ?oiiB and
Informs Tony. The two are heart-broken. Tony
learns that Carlotta is not Gulseppe's daughter.
Guiseppe
happens
see the
"Rags,"
near
a building
andto with
the monkey,
aid of Tony
oe
manages to rescue the girl. It U the night ot
the Charity Ball and Carlotta pleads to be
allowed to go and finally Guiseppe consents,
If Tony accompanies her.
Judge Andrews and his wife have received
word from the Black Handers that their granddaughter, held In custody, would be returned
upon receipt of a sum of money. Their daughter
ran away with an Italian count, and. dying, had
left the granddaughter In care of an Italian
friend, the father having died some time before. On the night of the charity dance the
Black Hand promised to return the girl. Andrews attends the ball, intending to slip away
at the appointed
time.
When Gavotti cannot find the girl, he goee
with his men to Gulseppe's room, where they
find the old man packing. Not until after
they have tortured him does he reveal that
Carlotta has gone to the charity ball, where
the Judge and his wife are startled by her
resemblance to their daughter. Carlotta goes
Into the garden and is abducted by Gavottl.
Tom, Tony anrl the Judge take up the chase,
which ends in Gavottl's quarters. Most of the
gang, including
Gavotti, are killed.
The Judge and Tom take the girl home. Mrs.
Andrews Is overjoyed at having Carlotta safe.
She marries Tom. On her return from the
honeymoon^ she seeks out Guiseppe and Tony,
who rejoice with her.

Mutual Film Corporation
GAUMONT.
SEE AMERICA FIRST, NO. 64 (Nov. 20).—
This release shows scenes In ana around Mount
Hood, the highest peak In Oregon. The plcturet
show general views of the mountain. Govern-
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ment Camp, the glaciers, the ice cascades of
Zigzag glacier. Reed glacier, the Crater, Crater Rock, aDd a general panorama from the summit, showing the sun sbining on the snow and
the rugged peaks to the south while in the north
the lowering clouds show where a storm Is
gathering, on the same reel Is a Shadowgraph
entitled, "Haystack Horace, or a Knight of the
Road," drawn
by Harry
Palmer,
who created
Gaumonls
Kartoon
Komlcs.
IDe Shadowgraph
replaces the Kartoon Komic In this issue.
SEE AMERICA FIRST NO. 65 (Dec. «).—
The primitive beauty of the Appallachian mountains is responsible for this Issue of "See America First," The New River of West Virginia
is also shown. The river itself Is a mountain
stream that winds through the southern part
of the state. Joining the Greenbrlar at the town
of Bellepoint. While the mountains lack tnt
rugged erandeur of those of the far west, they
have a dNtinctive individuality and charm which
Is well brought out In the pictures.
Sandstone Falls and the New River canyon are
among the views which are particularly attractive. McKinley rock, which bears a striking resemblance to the profile of the martyred
president, is a natural curiosity of more than
passing Interest. There are pictures of villages
and mountain cabins which given one a good
Idea of the life of the mountain
folk.
The ThanksgfviDg season having called attention to the Pilgrim Fathers, Cartoonist Harry
Palmer takes "Our Fathers" as the subject for
hiB Kartoon Komic on the reel with the West
Virginia scenic.
SEE AMERICA FIRST (Dec. 13). — The beautiful city that stands between Los Angeles and
the foot of Mount Lowe is shown In this issue.
It Is the City of Pasadena, CaK, known as "The
City of Roses." The architecture of the residences has been largely Influenced by tha
Spanish occupation, and the semi-tropical climate is responsible
for additional
charm.
Among the places of interest shown In this
number are Busch Gardens, celebrated Orange
Grove avenue, Santa Rosa driveway, and the
bridge over ...rroyo Seco.
On the same reel is a series of Kartoon
Komics drawn by Harry Palmer.
REEL LIFE NO. 30 (Nov. 26).— The first
views in this number shows "Gathering Cacao
in Brazil. It is from the bean of the cacao
tree that cocoa is made. The pictures Include
views of the trees and pods from which the
beans are extracted. 'ihe transportation of
the beans upon the backs of oxen, the process
of fermentation and the roasting to remove
bitterness, and the final packing for shipment
are some of the entertaining steps shown by
the camera.
"Taps." one of the dances which fashion
promises to make popular this season. Is demonstrated by G. Hepburn Wilson, supreme
master of the dancing organization known as
the Inner (Circle. The dance is a series of
pretty steps to a fox trot tempo. The steps
are shown in rotation upon^the completion of the
dance, thus enabling spectators to learn them
merely by observation.
Away from the sea-coast a sea food little
known Is the scallop. This Is pictured In this
issue of "Reel Life" to acquaint spectators with
the fact that it ranks among gourmets as a
delicacy equal to the shrimp, tbe lobster, the
crab and the oyster.
The fourth section of the reel is a series of
charts which show In graphic fashion the percentage of accidents of various kinds in 100,000 such mishaps.
Upon these 100,000 accidents insurance companies paid out seven and one-half million
dollars.
REEL LIFE NO. 31 (Dec. 3). — First we see
"An Air Car for Passengers," an illuminating
glimpse Into the near future. It shows one of
the new heavier-than-air machines designed to
carry passengers.
G. Hepburn Wilson, supreme master of the
dancing masters' order known as the Inner
Circle, demonstrates the Biltmore Waltz with
a partner. This is one of the season's popular
dances and is given to the country through
"Reel Life." The various steps of the dance
are also shown
in order on the screen.
Carrying out the magazine idea, a new department ot Interest, particularly to women. Is
Introduced in this issue. This Is called "Modish
Coiffures.'* and shows how women can dress
their hair to best advantage. The desire to
make the demonstrations authoritative brought
to the Gaumont studio Louis Skala, the artist
hair dresser of the Fifth avenue parlors of A.
Simonson. One of his subjects is none other
than pretty Phoebe Brewster, the charming
young model used so frequently by Harrison
Fisher.
The poor and friendless prune ot two years
ago has come into its own. It is now a lordly
aristocrat of the table and boarding house jokes
about It are things of the past. Pictures of the
industry in California are shown in this Issue.
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There are also graphic animated drawings of
the poisonous activities of the disease- carrying
house-fly.

You Are
Planning
For a Happy
and Even
More
Prosperous
New Year
If your business is the exhibition of
motion pictures, you can guarantee yourself a fuller measure of prosperity by
installing a

RADIUM
Gold Fibre
SCREEN
Perhaps you have always meant to
insure that faultless projection, which
you know the RADIUM GOLD FIBRE
SCREEN alone makes possible, but have
merely put off the day for making the
change. The beginning of a new year
is a splendid time to put your long deferred plans into operation.
And, remember, we sell not only projection screens, but what is more important, Screen Service. We'll make
everything as easy for you as it can
possibly
be made.
Write Us Today for Price
and Detailed Informatioa

Radium
Gold Fibre

Screen, Inc.
LEON SCHLESINGER, Gen'I. Mgr.
220 W. 42d St.
New York City

REEL LIFE, NO. 3U (Dec. 10). — The first
section shows the olive industry in California.
The second section is a practical demonstration
of how "Good Teeth Mean Good Health." Misa
Phoebe Erewster, the Harrison Fisher model,
is a bewitching sight as she shows how the
teeth should be brushed to promote health.
"Turpentine from Waste Timber" shows the
new method in the South of blasting the stumps
of ploe trees, clearing the land at the same time
the resinous wood is made available. The fourth
section is a demonstration of the Two Two, one
of the season's latest dances by G. Hepburn
Wilson.
MUTUAL TOURS AROUND THE WORLD.
NO. 5 (Dec. 5). — One of the most celebrated tunnels in the world is that used by the railway
through the Alps, from Switzerland to Italy,
known as the St. Gothard Tunnel. A Gaumont
cameraman has followed this twisting, turning
railway line and pictured the magniticent views
one obtains from the train window, as well as
many pictares of the railway Itself. Since practically everyone is acquainted with this celebrated feat of mountain engineering, the picture
will make a popular appeal none can resist.
The tunnel, begun in l^Tl, required eight years
to complete. It cost .?11,350,0U0 to build. It
is 9Vi miles in length.
MUTUAL TOURS AROUND THE WORLD,
NO. 6 (Dec. 12). — From the dawn of history the
N'ile River has been a highway of commerce
serving Egypt; also as the great fertilizing
medium, 'ihe Gaumont Company sent a cameraman up the Nile from Cairo to catch for the
screen scenes of historic and pictorial Interest.
The views shown include the Boulacq Bridge
at Cairo, typical villages upon the hank of the
river, pumps for the irrigation canals, Assiut,
the largest town in the Nile valley south of
Cairo, the town of Luxor, and the dam and
locks at Esna.
Another entertaining series of views on the
same reel is of Carcassonne, the old French
feudal town known to Americans because of the
universal appeal of the poem which voices the
regret of the aged peasant that he has never
seen Carcassonne. There are views of the inner and outer walls, the former built by the
Visigotns in the si.xth century and the latter
by Louis IX about the middle of the thirteenth
century. Iwo city gates are shown, both built
in the thirteenth century. The towers upon the
walls have large space in this section of the
reel.
Lake Lucerne, Switzerland's most beautiful
body of water, is the third section of this
issue. The citv of Lucerne Is shown, as well
as Brunnen on the Bay of Uri. There are
pictures of the dapel built woere William Tell
is said to have escaped from the Austrian
soldiers, and of the statue erected where the
hero was ordered to shoot the apple from the
head of his son.
THE Parts
VAMPIRES
(Episode
Six— Philip
-Satanas"—
Three
— Dec. 28).—
The cast:
Guard
(Edmond
Mathe) (Henri
; Normandln
que)
; Satanas
Leubas) (Marcel
; IrmaLevesVep
(Juliet Musidora) ; Erique Moreno (Jacques
Hermann).
After Moreno had caused the death of the
Grand Vampire by having had Irma Vep shoot
him while in a hynotic trance, he thought that
he was free of the Vampires. He had come
to love the girl, and it was a distinct shock
to him to receive a message that ordered him
to report with Irma to the new head of the
Vampires, Satanas. He refused and at the
hour given dined in a prominent cafe. Satanas
used his wonderful pneumatic eannon to demonstrate his power, and shot through the ceiling of the cafe. Moreno and Irma escape, but
accept the warning and call the next day to
listen to what Satanas has to demand of them.
The Vampires attempt to kill Normandln,
using two pretty women and a man to trap him.
The assistant of Philip Guard, the Mondial reporter who is pursuing the Vampires, managed to escape
sees aportiere
man's and
feet
projecting
from them.
beneath He
a heavy
fires through the drapery. Fortunately, the man
Is sitting down, for he Is Philip himself who
has put the three Vampires to flight while
Normandln is out of the room.
Satanas orders Moreno, if he values his life,
to rob George Baldwin, a rich American from
Chicago. With the aid of Irma Vep. the new
Vampire recruit develops a novel swindle. Baldwin can only speak a few words of French.
These are recorded on a phonograph and spoken
Into the telephone to a bank cashier when a
young woman presents a check signed by Baldwin. The cashier thinks the transaction Is
correct and pays the money to a Vampire.
Satanas
has used this method
of binding
Moreno
to the band, presenting
him with all
the money which he had secured by the trick.
However, he does not reckon with Philip Guard.
(Continued on page 2012.)
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases for Weeks Ending December 30, 1916 and January 6, 1917
(For Extended

Table

of Current

Releases

See

See Pages

2022, 2024, 2026, 2028.)

General Film Company

General Film Company
Current Releases
MONDAY,

DECEMBER

Advance Releases

23, 101«.

(Serial

No.)

SELIG — The Golden Thought
(Two parts — Drama).. 81567-68
VITAGRAPH — A Journey to Nowhere
(Comedy)
— Some of Our Biggest Star Performers
(Comedy)
21669
SELI(3 — Selig-Tribune No. 103 (Topical)
21670
BIOGRAPH — Two Men of the Desert (Reissue — Dr.)
21671

MONDAY

JANUARY

SELIC; — On Italy's Firing (Three parts — Drama).
SELIG — Selig-Tribune No. 105 (Topical).
VITAGRAPH — Title

not

reported.

TUESD.\Y,
TUESDAY,
ESSANAT — A
Tale
parts — Drama)
KALEM — The
Quest

DECEMBER

from
of

the

the

WEDNESDAY,

2«,

1916.

Decameron

Golden

21572-73
(Comedy)
21674

Goat

DECEMBER

JANUARY

E.SSANAT — The Girl God Made

(Two

KALEM — That

DECEMBER

27. 1018,
21676
21575

VIM

FEATURE

KALEM — The

21676

COMEDY — Title
False

Frisco")

(Two

Prophet

28, 1918.

DECEMBER

30,

not

reported.
21

of

"The

Oirl

Prom

parts — Drama).
JANUARY

4, 1917.

(Topical).

VIM — Title not reported.
21681
21582

FRIDAY',
DECEMBER
29, 1918.
KALEM — A Mission
of State
(No.
11 of "Grant,
Police
Reporter")
(Drama)
VITAGRAPH— The Luck Charm (No. 2 of "The Dangers of Doris")
(Comedy)
VIM — Before
the Show
(Comedy)
SATURDAY,

S. 1917.

(No.

THURSDAY,

21679-80

No. 104
(Topical)
(Comedy)

FRID.tY,
KALEM — The

JANUARY

House of Secrets
porter") (Drama).

(No.

21683

VITAGR-4PH — Title not reported,

21684
21586

VIM — Title not reported.

SATURDAY,

1018.

RSSANAY — Wife in Sunshine (Third of "Is Marriage
Sacred?")
(Two
parts — Drama)
KALEM — A Race With Death (No. 112 of "The Hazards of Helen"
(Drama)
.SELI(5 — The Right Hand Path (Drama)

(Comedy-Drama).

(Comedy).

J.\NU-1RY

SELI(3 — Selig-Tr.ibune No. 106
THURSDAY,

for Jones

Terrible Tenderfoot

WEDNESDAY,

2, 1917.

SSSANAY — A Dollar Down (Comedy.
— Yosemlte Valley
(Scenic).

ESSANAT — Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 21 (Cartoon-Comedy)
— Lake Tahoe, California
(Scenic)
VIM
FEATURE
COMEDY — A
Financial
Frenzy
(Comedy)
KALEM — No release
this day.
BIOGRAPH — The
Rehearsal
(Reissue — Two
parts —
Drama)

SELI(3 — Sellg-Trlbune
VIM — Fat and Fickle

1. 1917.

BSSANAY — When
21686-87
216S8
21689

the Man

KALEM — The Mogue
ards of Helen")
SELI(3 — In Payment

B, 1017.
12

JANUARY
Speaks

Mountain

of "Grant.

8,

Police Re-

1017.

(Drama).

Mystery

(No.

113 of "The Haz-

(Drama).
of the Past (Drama).

COMPLETE AND ACCURATE LISTS of Regular Program and Feature Pictures Can Always Be Obtained from the Paget of the Moving Picture World. These are Published Two Weeks in Advance of Release Days to Enable Exhibitors to Arrange Tbeir Coming Programs. The
Stories of the Pictures in Most Cases are Published on a Like Schedule. Each Synopsis Is Headed by a Cast, the Players' Names
Parenthesis.
Lay Out Your Entertainment From the Information in the Moving Picture World and You Will Not Go Wrong.

STATE

RIGHTS

Being in

BUYERS

ONE ROUND O'BRIEN
The

funniest half reel comedy
Directed

From the Popular Maga2;ine story The Supreme
Bumper's Degree by Charles E. Van Loan

by

Mack

produced

Sennett

Refer all inquiries to BIOGRAPH COMPANY
796 East 176th Street, New York City, N. Y.
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases for Weeks Ending December 30, 1916 and January 6, 1917
(For Extended Table of Current Releases

See Pages 2022, 2024, 2026, 2028.)

Universal Film Mfg. Company

WEDNESDAY,
'Serial No.)

SUNDAY, de:okmbe:r 24, loie.
RBX — Mr. Vampire (Special Release) (Two parts —
Drama)
POWERS — Nervy Nat Has His Fortune Told (Cartoon Comedy), and In the Heart of India aa Seen
by Dr. Dorsey (Educational)
IMP — The Woman Who Learned (Special Release)
(Two parts — Drama)

02029
02030

02031

02033
02034
02035

SATURDAY,

SUNDAY,

SATURDAY. DECEMBER 30, 1916.
BISON — Giant Powder (Two parts — Drama)
LAEMMLE — No regular Laemmle this day.
JOKER — Mines and Matrimony
(Comedy)
LAEMMLE — Special release. Title not yet decided.

02042
02043

02046
02046

DECEMBER

MONDAY,

24, 1916.

DECEMBER

25,

06243-44
06246

1916.

TUESDAY,
DECEMBER
26, 1916.
GAUMONT — Mutual Tours Around the World (The
Theve River, France, Florence, In the Swiss
Alps — Travel)
^VEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 27, 1916.
MUTUAL — Mutual Weekly No. 104 (Topical)
GAUMONT — See America
First (Scenic)
— Kartoon Komics (Cartoon-Comedy) ....
THURSDAY,

02049
02060

TUESDAY,
JANUARY
2, 1917.
SEAL — An Old
Soldier's
Romance
(Three
parts — Drama)

020B1
02062

(Comedy)

If It's Saleable Among

FRIDAY,

the

28, 1916.
(Comedy)....

DECEMBER

29, 1916.

Motion Picture People
to Find a Buyer Is to

PICTURE

Circulation Plus the Confidence and Esteem of Tfiose Among
Informntion

Photoplay

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3«, 1916.
MUTUAL
STAR
COMEDY— Grlmsey
the Bellhop
(Comedy)

IN THE MOVING
World

DECEMBER

Perfect

MUTUAL — Title Not Reported

The Quickest and Easiest Way

Picture

02062
02063

MUTUAL
STAR
PRODUCTION— The Innocence
of
Lizette (American) — Five parts — Dr. — No. 162).
MUTUAL — Indiscretion
(Two parts — Drama)

MUTUAL — Peter's

MOND.IY,
JANUARY
1, 1917.
RED
FEATHER— Polly Put the Kittle On (Five
parts — Drama)
NESTOR — Practice What You Preach (Comedy)

RateBBnd Detailed

6, 1917.

02041

SUNDAY,
DECEMBER
."il, 1916.
RBX — The Prodigal Daughter
(Drama)
IMP — No release this week.
POWERS — Sammie Johnsin Slumbers Not (CartoonComedy)
BIG U — Special Release — Title not yet reported....
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE — Liberty No. 20.
"A Daughter of the U. S. A. " (Two parts — Dr.)

Moving

JANUARY

02068
02069
02060

BISON — Blood Money
(Two parts — Drama)
LAEMMLE — No Laemmle
this day.
JOKER — Love in Suspense (Comedy)
REX — Special Release — Title not yet decided

VOGUE — Fickle All Around
(Two Parts — Drama) . .
GAUMONT — Reel Lite No. 34 (Mutual Film Mag.)..
02039
O2O40

Makes the

4, 1917.

Mutual Film Corporation

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 29, 1916.
IMP — Toto of the By-Ways (Two parts — Drama) . .
REX — No regular Rex this day.
L-KO—Phil's Busy Day (Comedy)
REX — Special release. Title not yet decided

ADVERTISE

JANUARY

FRIDAY, JANUARY
B, 1917.
IMP — The Moral Right (Two parts — Drama)
UNIVERSAL — Screen Magazine No. 4 (Topical) ....
VICTOR — How to Be Happy Though Married (Com.)

02032

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 28. 1918.
VICTOR — Good Morning Judge
(Two parts — Com.).
BIG U — No regular Big U this day.
POWERS — No release this day.
BIG U — Special release. Title not yet decided

and Banknotes

THURSDAY,

02063
02064

RBX— The Red Stain (Two parts — Drama)
BIG U — No regular Big U this day.
POWERS — No regular Powers this day.
BIG U — The Uprising (Special Release — Drama) ....

TVEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 37, 1916.
LAEMMLE — Stronger
Than
Steel
(Two
partsDrama)
L-KO — The Perils of a Plumber (Comedy)
UNIVERSAL — Animated Weekly No. 62 (Topical).

VICTOR — Bombs

(Serial No.)

LAEMMLE — No regular Laemmle this day.
LKO — On the Trail of the Lonesome Pill (Two parts
— Comedy)
UNIVERSAL — Animated Weekly No. 63 (Topical)..
LAEMMLE — Alone in the World
(Special release —
Drama)

02026

MONDAV, DECEMBER 25. 1916.
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE — Liberty No. 19,
An Avenging Angel (Two parts — Drama)
RED FEATHER — A Child of Mystery (Five parts —
Drama)
NESTOR — Pretty Babay
(Comedy)
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 26, 1816.
GOLD SEAL — Birds of a Feather (Three parts — Dr.)
POWERS — Such
Is Life
in Alaska
(Hy
Mayer
Travelogue)

GOLD

JANU.4.RY 3, 191T.
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Economy !
It Is Poor Economy and
Bad Management to Maintain a
Beautiful Theatre and Have The
Pictures Improperly Projected.
The Much Needed
Improvement
Can Be Made
With

Any
Desired
Combinatio
n
Can Be Effected.

Solid, Cored and
Metal Coated Carbons
The Speer "Hold -Ark" Carbons
Assure A Steady Light and Prevent The Wandering of The Arc.
Constructed With A Hard Core and Metal Coated,
The "Hold -Ark" Is The Ideal Lower Carbon.
MANUFACTURED

BY

SPEER CARBON CO.
Dept. '• W

ST. MARYS,

PA.

SPEER
LEADING

*'The

CARBONS
ARE
SOLD
BY THE
MOTION
PICTURE SUPPLY HOUSES

Carbons

That

Are

Guaranteed"

2012
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(Continued /ram Page 2007.)
Guard gets oo the trail of the swindlers
and
forces the woman who received the money from
the bank to send for Moreno and Irma.
The
couple are thus captured by the police.

MUTUAL

STAR

PRODUCTION.

THE TWINKLER (Five Parts— Dec. IS).—
Bob Stephany, "The Twinkler." is completing
tbe
a long stretch in prison. He has savedroom,
life of Old Doc, in charge of the dynamo
and the old man promises to repay Bob. should
the opportunity present itself, Bobs fiancee.
Rose Burke, whose father. Daddy Eurke, has
She tells
a prison record, comes to visit uob.
him she has but one dream, and that comes to
her every night. She pictures Bob m a responsible position, and their living in a vlneclad cottage. Bob is won over by the idea and
promises to go "straight." Twinkler sets about
Freed from prison. "The
detective disto get honest work. A crooked
covers him and he is forced to submit to blacKmail. rather than lose his job. The chief. Bossto
Corregan, meets Rose and makes advances
her At the Political Ball he annoys the girl
and Bob comes to her rescue. Daddy Eurke,
day. CorRose and Bob disappear. The next
regan tells Bob to send for Rose to come to his
office because be wishes to apologize to her.
Bob suspects that Corregan has designs on Rose
and tells her to bring his revolver with her.
Corregan has Bob jailed on a false charge,
and when Rose comes to his office she is
greeted by Boss, who takes her into his arms.
In the struggle which ensues. Rose fires Bob s
revolver and Daddy, who is at the window, also
fires a shot and runs away. The police arrive
at the scene and find Corregan dead and Rose
In a faint. Rose is held for the murder and
Eob is released. He is unabR to find Daddy and
resorts to stealing to secure the money to fight
for Rose's freedom. However, Rose is sentenced
to execution.
On the day before Rose's scheduled execution
Bob meets Daddv Burke. The old man has
when told of Rose's
injured and
been seriouslyconfesses
predicament
that he was responsible
for the fatal shot. Bob hurries to the Governor
with Daddy's signed statement. The Governor
sends his secretary to the prison with a pardon
for Rose. Bob boards a train tor the prison
city. A fearful storm comes up and all telegraph and telephone communication is cut off.
Bob sees a well groomed man displaying a
wallet and he cannot resist the temptation to
steal it. He escapes from the train and finds
his way to a deserted cabin. Here he opens the
wallet and to his horror discovers that he has
robbed the Governor's secretary and has Rose's
pardon in his possession.
Realizing that all communication is cut off.
Bob hurries to a nearby town. Here be see*»
a train and boards it. He arrives at the prison
an hour after the time set for Roses electrocution. There he learns that Old Doc, who has
learned of "The Rose's" identity, has been the
means of saving her life. He bad placed a
file in the dynamo and when the switch was
turned on, the armature had burned out and it
was necessary to send to another town for a
new one. •'The Twinkler" makes a clean breast
of
his officials
guilt andagree
produces
Rose's
prison
to forget
the pardon.
incident The
and
set both Bob and Rose free. Old Doc smilingly
watches them go.

CHAPLIN-MUTUAL.
THE RINK (Two Parts — Dec. II).— In the
Oskaspeil cafe Chaplin continually shows his
disregard for the head chef by throwing him
down and knocking him about unmercifully.
Chaplin manages to get himself involved in a
dozen difficult situations from which he extricates himself with his usual ingenuity. At
one moment he appears to be cornered by an Indignant husband with whose wife he has been
conducting a flagrant flirtation, but the next
Instant the Indignant hubby is hors du combat.
Then there is always Edna to be looked out
for. Charlie's sweetheart resents, as always,
his flirtatious attitude toward her sex in general and pursues him like a faithful but indignant fiancee, mollified as usual after the
offender has been brought to book by his magnetic smile and bland, childlike surrender to her
demands.
Edan's fiirtation with "old man" Campbell,
a giddy old chap of the skating rialto. is
countered by Chaplin with an affair involving
Campbell's wife, which in the long run gets him
mobbed.
Probably the best comedy in the play
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is that presented in Chaplin's efforts as a waiter.
His progress between the tables with a tray Is
one long succession of disasters in which soup
invadts the decollette of feminine diners and
full dress shirts become vivid futurist fantasies
done to tomato sauce and mustard pickles.
Everybody
Chaplin's
feet Charlies
are the
funniest
factsknows
about that
Chaplin.
Well,
feet with roller-skates on them are funnier feet
than ever. The skates Chaplin has to wear in
order to maiie them fit his exaggerated shoes,
have to be at least eight sizes too big for
Charlie,
but that
doesn't
a bit of difference
to
so expert
a skater
as make
he.

MUTUAL.
ONE DOLLAR. PLEASE (Dec. 16).— Johnny
Cooper, assiPtant dancing instructor at the Cafe
Bovine, wakes with a toothache, and at his
solicilationHe ofis his
wife, with
he visits
a "palnleBs"
dentist.
treated
gas and
he passes
Into a land of sweet dreams.
On the street he picks up a racing chart
and decides to play the ponies. At the track
he places a large-sized roll on Tgnatz, a hundred-to-one shot, and Ignatz wins by a nose.
Johnnys luck holds good. With the proceeds
of his racing venture, be buys a country home
and hires a retinue of servants. Disguised as a
foreign nobleman and accompanied by his
serv-ants in livery, he visits Dutch Lick Spring's
largest gambling house and creates quite a
sensation. He piles a stack of blues on the
wheel and fortune favors him. He pyramids
his winnings on the lucky number, wins and
breaks
the bank.
"Who are you" cries the croupier and the
assembled
"guests."
Cooper, The Tango King," answers
our■■Johnny
hero.
Enjoying bis hour of triumph. Johnny settles
back in his chair. The scene fades and Johnny
finds himself back in the dentist's office, with
Dr. Jerkem before him holding a large molar.
"One dollar, please," hints the Doc, and
Johnny reluctantly bands him three quarters,
three nlckles and a Canadian dime, and sadly
pockets his remaining seven cents.
BUDDY'S CHRISTMAS (Two Parts— Dec. 18).
— At the "Terrible" mission in the Ragged
mountains, the deaconess learns that there
will be no Christmas gifts for the children this
year and so closes the mission, leaving a Santa
Claus suit behind her. Claude Marvin, the last
of the Marvins, has but one object in life, and
that is to revenge his family on the Sydna clan.
The bundle containing the Santa Claus suit is
found by Marvin and he takes it to his cabin.
Marvin tells the Sydnas that he is going to
take Judith Sydna, the beauty of the clan, and
marry her so that she will bear him sons to
settle the feud. The Sydnas' vow to kill Marvin
and swear that if they uo not kill him before
Christmas they are not fit to carry on the feud
and will drop It.
I'ttle house
mountain
boyTheis night
driven before
out ofChristmas,
the countya poor
and
starts towards Marvin's cabin. Marvin has
managed to kidnap Judith, and they are quarreling when the little lad falls exhausted into
Marvin's cabin. The feud is forgotten and the
young people set to work to revive the lad.
Judith leaves for her cabin. Christmas. Marvin
dons the Santa Claus suit for the little boy.
and knowing that the Sydnas are having a
Christmas tree decides to go there and get
some presents. He arrives just in time to save
Judith's
guns to life,
shootand
him,when
the the
girlSydnas
remindsraise
themtheir
of
their vows and she turns and kisses Claude.
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watch Bent to him, supposedly from a man
friend, while Lillian pawns the coat and gives
Larry the ticket, telling him she found it and
to see If it is for anything valuable. Larry gets
the coat and gives it to Dorothy. She meets
the messenger with the watch for Rube and
sends it to Larry. ihings begin to get mixed
up: the girls are mixed up in a quarrel in the
shop, the boys in the lactory, and then the glrla
get mixed up with the policemen who come to
arrest the men.

SIGNAL
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A LASS OF THE LUMBERLANDS (Chapter 7
— Two Parts — Dec. 4j. — .\gents of Holmes discover that Helen has been sent to Portal to get
the tirsi fifty thousand dollars of the promised
cash and they at once take measures to rob
her of the money. Meantime the hundreds of
independent woodsmen at work in the northern
camps are reduced to a state of semi-starvation
because of the refusal of the Hoimee railway
managers to ship supplies to the camp. When
at last it is made apparent to Holmes that the
supplies will have to be shipped or that he will
become answerable to the courts for violation
of the interstate commerce law. it is decided to
destroy the bridge so that there may appear
an adeqaute reason for the refusal to forward
the oraered shipments.
While Helen is on her way back to Glacier
with the
one toof the
Holmes'
emissariesbag
wrecks of
and money
sets fire
caboose
on
which she is riding and makes off with the bag
of money. Helen and Tom trail the gang, and
while Tom is gone to secure police assistance
Helen Is set upon by the ruffians and dragged
into an old building. While she is struggling
In the grasp of the men who are trying to
bind her, Tom Dawson smashes through a window followed by the police and the gang Is
locked up, Helen recovering the cash Intact.
It is taen decided to make the run to Glacier
by auto in order to evade further plots, and
while Helen is driving the machine along a
mountain road with Tom in the seat beside her,
they are passed by the runaway car of dynamite,
crashing its way toward the bridge. Helen at
once throws in the high and there begins a
chase between the dynamite car and the fast
automobile that brings the audience to its feet
several times. There are several occasions
when the plunging freight car and the motor are
but a few feet apart. At last Helen begins
gaining on the freight car, and when the l«vel
crossing conies in sight she has perhaps two
hundred yards In the clear. She drives the
motor on to the crossing and with Dawson
dragging her along, runs for cover.
When the dynamite car bits the auto and explodes, thus saving the bridge, the air is filled
with fragments of all sorts. One of the end
gates of the freight car appears to be sailing
straight for the auditorium, while automobile
wheels and sections of the machine body hurtle
through the air in all directions. A thrill in
the picture is the spectacle of the Limited train
rushing along through the passes of the Yosemlte
directly toward the car of dynamite which is
hurling itself down the grade. Holmes, the
millionaire, his son, whose life had been saved
by Helen on a previous occasion, and officials of
the lumber trust are shown on the train laying their plots in the observation car.
When the passenger stops with the pilot of
the engine a foot away from the wreckage left
by the dynamite explosion. Holmes and his
cohorts are the first to disembark and thank
Helen for her heroic conduct. After the track
is cleared Helen and Tom board the passenger
and are whirled to their destination, where an
ovation awaits the young heroine.

VOGUE.
FICKLE ALL AROUND (Two Parts— Dec.
24).— The cast: The New Husband (Rube
Miller): The New Wife (Dorothy Armstrong);
The Old Husband (Larry Bones); The Old
Wife (Lillian Hamilton).
Larry and his wife Lillian conduct a candy
shop. Dorothy, who has just married Rube,
but who keeps her marriage a secret so she can
hold her job. works in tne store. Rube meets
Larrycontinually
and the two
wife
asks become
him forfriends.
money, Larry's
but he
refuses her. One day she decides to do some
vampirlng. She meets Rube and tells him she
will give him a kiss for $100. Rube borrows
the
the money
money of the candy man. He gives Lillian
She does not give him a kiss, but does buy
herself an expensive coat and Rube a watch
and chain.
Rube, to avert suspicion,
has the

Five Thous2m(l
Ten Thousand
Fifteen Thousand
Twenty-five Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

$1.25
2.50
3.75
5.50
7.50
10.00

A LASS OF THE LUMBERLANDS (Chapter
J>— Two Parts — Dec. IS). — Discovery, in the
wreckage of her collapsed cabin, of "Dollar"
Holmes' first wife, who quickly dies, reveals
that Helen is the legal daughter of the millionaire lumber pirate, and that he is unlawfully
wedded to his second wife. The dying woman
writes a note to Dawson senior, with whom she
had been living since the day twenty years
ago, when she was supposedly drowned. In
the note missive
she reveals
Helen's
The
startling
oemands
thatparentage.
the girl share
equally
with
his
second
wife.Stephen, Holmes' grown son by
Helen, Stepuen and Dawson are dumbfounded
upon reading the note. Dawson hastens with
the note to Holmes, who calmly reads and
burns it. "Dollar" Holmes' swift and devious
brain now rings an al rm to him that Dawson

Tonr own KpedRl Ticket, any prlotlns. any oolort, a«c«rat«ly namb^rMl ; e»eiT roU gT]»r»Dt««d. Coupon ticket* for
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and the girl will attempt to establish prool
of ber parentage tbrougb the marriage license
book in the county courthouse. So be orders
two ol his persona! crooks to bur^larlzo the
buildinK on a boiiday and steal the book.
Helen meanwhile has moved from ber former
habitation in the woods to the lumbering town,
and taken a room across from the courthouse.
Holmes'
crooks toJimmy
a courthouse
window Tom
and
gain entrance
the office
of the clerk.
Dawson, forgetting it is a holiday and the
building closed, goes to the courthouse to get
a certified copy of the record of Helens birth.
Through the open window Holmes' crooks Be©
him approach, and decide to impersonate employes of the county clerk. At Tom's demand
they produce the book of marriage records, and
a short search reveals the truth of her mother's
deathbed note : she is Indeed the lawful daughter
of "Dollar" Holmes. Dawson asks for a certified copy of the record, and the crooks make it
out.
Holmes' burglars steal the book and escape
through the window. They band It over to
Bill Bebreos, Holmes' crook-in-chief, at a cabin
in the woods and tell him about having given
Dawson a certiu^d copy of ibe record. DJscemiog Tom not far from the cabin, they overpower and bind bim and carry him to an adjacent shack, where tbey take the record from
him and tear It in pieces. Tom Is then bound
and dragged to a nearby railway embankment
and tossed over It. The crooks disperse.
Managing to free himself sufficiently to crawl
up the embankment, Tom starts lo cross the
rails, when bis foot entangles itself in a frog,
and he is helpless and facing an oncoming express train which bears down on him at sixty
mllea an hour. Helen rescues him, and their
real adventures begin. Helen engages in a
fight, races in an automobile, a freight, leaps
from the motor into a boxcar, encounters tramps,
dives from the boxcar as it crosses a bridge
Into a river far below, and swims to shore — ouly to find tuat toe certification bad been
written with an Indelible pencil and the water
hae erased the words !

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

PATHE NEWS XO. 09 (Dec. 0).
Marysville, Cal. — The largest dreadnaught gold
dredger ever built Is launched for use In the
placer deposits of Yba County. Subtitle: A gold
dredger in operation.
New York City. — James W. Gerard. American
Ambassador to Germany, returns to his post
after a short vacation in this country, to resume bis difBcuit and delicate duties. Subtitle: Mrs. Gerard accompanies the Ambassador
on the Frederlk VIII to continue her admirable
work in aid of the war sufferers.
Oakland, Cal. — The rapid progress made in
American animal breeding is strikingly presented by the exceptionally fine entries in
country-wide Stock Shows. Subtitles : The
largest turkey in the United States, weighing
68 pounds and a peacock of superb grandeur.
Chicago's Stock Show produces an educated
horse, manifesting an extensive knowledge of
social requirements.
London, England. — David Lloyd George
(center) ascends to the Premiership of Great
Britain as the Coalition Cabinet breaks, resolved to vigorously wage the War to a victorious conclusion. Subtitle : Sir Herbert
Asquith, forced to retire as the head of the
Government as a result of general distrust of
the Allies' stumbling campaign.
Rome, Italy. — Thousands participate In a great
popular demonstration to voice their approval
of the Government's declaration to continue
the struggle for the Allies' cause.
On the Western Front. — Sir John French,
until recently Commander-in-Chief of British
forces In France visits one of the aviation camps.
Subtitles : He Is shown a new sky-rocket used
by aviators for signalling movements of enemy
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troops. Reviewing a regiment of English troops
before tbey leave for the trenches.
The Mexican Boarder. — An animated cartoon
by Lelgbton Budd (magazine section).
Southport. N. C. — The menhaden fishing industry has taken a derided boom because of Its
valuable oil and ft'rtlUzer products, and lookouts of fishing smacks are constantly on tho
watch for schools of this lish. Subtitles ; The
net is spread around the school and then drawn
towards
the boat. An unexpected catch, a ninefoot
shark.
Jersey City, N. J. — Railroad companies
threaten another embargo, as hundreds of freight
cars congest the terminals because of the lack
of ships now aggravated by German submarine
raids. Subtitle: Sailing vessels and all kinds
of ships recruited to relieve the situation, vainly
tackJe America's huge exports.
San Diego. Cal.— The Twenty-first Regiment of
the United States Infantry give proof of splendid
organization In a Butts Manual Drill on the
Plaza de Panama of the Exposition Grounds.
Washington, D. C. — In accordance with his
usual custom, President Wilson journeys to the
Capitol to deliver personally to Congress, convened in joint session, his message on the
problems facing the Nation. Subtitles : Former
Secretary of State William Jennings Bryan
visits the White House to dine with the President. The Capitol is also besieged by one thousand Ohio Corn boys and girls who are touring the country.
PATHE
NEWS,
NO. 100 (Dec. 13).
New York City. — Ice skating promises to be
a popular sport this winter and the fashionable
Hotel Blltmore transforms its courtyard Into
a skating rink.
Subtitle : Some fancy steps.
Teaneck, N. J. — Thousands of horses are being shipped every week to the Allied armies
of Europe to replace the many that are being
killed or wounded in the incessant fusillade
Subtitle : Mules also are in great demand.
New York City.— "Walk to Work" Is the
slogan
of and
the several
Health hundred
Department's
fresh
air
campaign,
students
of the
City College start an S-mlle hike to encourage
the Idea. Subtitle : Many women also seek to
become
regular hikers and march
along.
London, England. — Sir William Dunn, the
new Lord Mayor of the City, arrives in state
at the Law Courts to review several regiments
of English and Colonial troops. Subtitle: Oerman Fokkers and guns recently captured are
exhibited.
Madrid, Spain. — Accompanied by her Majesty
the Queen and the Royal children, King «,!phonso returns to his capital after a long absence.
Making Pat eople Thin (magazine section ) .
As demonstrated
by George
World's
champion
lightweight
wrestler.Bothner.
Subtitles;
With
some persons weight Increases despite the high
cost of living and so Mr. Fat Man turns to
modern methods to reduce corpulency. Eegin
with a few simple exercises which must be
practiced daily. The exercises grow harder
as you continue, but remember the eoal. Heavyweights everywhere are now making a supreme
effort for salvation.
San Diego, Cal. — Life of the Indians on their
reservations Is illustrated in the exhibition of
the "Painted Desert" at the Exposition Grounds.
Washington, D. C. — The Council for National
Defense, composed of Cabinet members and a
Civilian Advisory Commission, meets to organize plans for co-ordination of all national
activities in time of war.
Manistique, Mich.— Large numbers of evergreen trees are being gathered in preparation
for the extraordinary demand of this popular
Yuletide Season. Subtitles : Loading the trees
on wagons for transportation through the forests.
This boatload of evergreens will make many
children
happy.
The Fall of Bucharest (magazine section). —
An Animated Map Illustrating the Teutonic Cam-
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paign against Roumaniu. Subtitles : The offensive against the latest Entente Ally begins on
September
7, when
Field Marshall
Von Mactc-7,
enson appears
in Dobrudja.
On November
General Von r'alkenhayn crosses the Roumanian
frontier through captured Transylvanian passes
and marches down the Jiul valley towards
Craiova. On November 24. a almultaneous attack from the North and South suddenly commences and Campolung and Islatz are captured
the same day. 'The First Roumanian Army ts
defeated in the Battle of the Arges on December 3, and Bucharest Is threatened from three
sides. Then the whirlwind sweep starts toward the capital.
BOBBY BEAR— INVESTIGATOR— (Rolin—
Dec. 17).
The antics and more sedate actions of a bear
cub during a very busy day are beautifully
photographed In Pathe color against an appropriate background.
SPANISH COSTUMES AND DANCES— (On
same reel as foregoing).
National costumes and dances photographed
against beautiful gardens In Spain's largest
cities.
THE ROMANTIC JOURNEY (Gold RoosterFive Parts — Dec. 24). — The cast: Peter (Wm.
Courtenay) ; Ratoor (Macey Harlan) : Cynthia
(Alice Dovey) ; Broadhurst (Norman Thorp).
Peter, a social lion, suffering from ennui, visits
a mysterious antique shop conducted by Ratoor,
an east Indian, who has. through hypnotism,
enslaved Cynthia, a beautiful young girl. Peter
notices
In the shop
keeper's
conduct something
and decides wrong
to investigate.
Broadhurst,
a millionaire, is in love with Cynthia through
whom Ratoor plots to get his millions. Peter
makes a nocturnal visit to the shop and. discovering Cynthia Imprisoned, tries unsuccessfully to liberate her. Ratoor, dominating
Cynthia, compels ber to accept Broadhursts proposal and a weeding day is set.
After the ceremony, she warns htm against
Ratoor and begs him to leave for his own
safety. Broadhurst refuses, and keeping Ratoor.
who has discovered their abode, under surveillance, arrives too late to save Broadhurst. and
he, himself, narrowly escapes from being thrown
into the river by Ratoor's henchman. Cynthia,
falling by a ruse, to outwit her former master,
is again in his clutches.
Peter, still dubious, visits the shop of Ratoor.
who, suspecting that he is watched, decides to
make an end of Cynthia, who has transferred
her husband's property to him. Concealed,
Peter sees Ratoor and his gang disappear with
Cynthia in the direction of the cemetary. The
scoundrels, frightened by uncanny noises, forsake the half-swooning Cynthia who is rescued
by Peter following In the darkness.
THE SHIELDING SHADOW (Episode No. V6.
"The Hidden Menace" — Two Parts — Dec. 24). —
Sebastian who has stolen the Vanishing Mantle
from Ravengar, keeps the latter an invisible
prisoner and with his own invisibility becomes
a hidden and much feared menace.
Sebastian seeks the bottle of black pellets
which he has lost and wherein lies the substance of Invisibility. It is found by some
youngsters, and Pat McGuIre. a husky Irishman, prevents them from eating them just as
Leontine, also In search of it. arrives upon the
scene. While they are talking, an invisible hand
tries to snatch it from them, but the Irishman is a match even for an Invisible foe.
Leontine offers him a large sum of money to
guard it for her, and from that time on McGutre
meets the uncanny antagonist at every turn.
Finally, after a desperate struggle, the bottle
bridge.
is lost in the water, when he falls from a
the

ON

BEGIN

Sebastian goes to Ravengar's laboratory to get
scientist's diary and finds Leontine
there
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ahead of bim. Securing It, he locks her io and
sets the place on fire. Meanwhile RaTengar.
short circuiting an electric bell wire with his
te^t. calls assistance, gains his freedom, and
rushing to the burning building, arrives just
In time to save Leontlne from a terrible death.
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place. Brent Inveigles PearJ to go there by
telling her that in this way she may get a
clue to prove Payne's Innocence.
The Menace orders L-olero, a Grenadlan confererate of the Alliance, to storm the town. In
the melee Pearl and Adams are taken, as
prisoners, to an underground cell connected by
a secret passage with his headquarters. i.ne
Del Norte water works are wrecked by shea
fire, which floods the cell. While the fight
between tbe Grenadians and Americana continues ^ercely overhead, the water rises higher
and higher on Pearl and Adams below. A
bursting shell makes a hole in the ceiling,
through which they make their escape.

MENGER
& RING, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS OF
Poster and Lobby
Display Frames
M4-t W. 42d St. NEW YORK

PEARL OF THE ARMY (Episode No. 4, "War
Clouds" — Two Farts — Dec. 24). — In the first reel,
the mysterious ^and manipulates the ropes of
a huge tent which falls and enmeshes the
government officials, just as the stolen defense
plans are almost In their grasp. In the second
reel, the Silent Menace invades a government
building and we see Pearl's heroic uand-to-hand
battle with him in the tower and her hairbreadth escape by hanging on the parapet till
help arrives.
AGAINST HEAVY
— Pathe — Dec- 24). —
ing the story of a
world, and showing
cess he deserves.
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FACSIMILE PAINTING

ODDS (Reissue— Two Farts
A drama of the West tellman's struggle in a man's
how he achieves the suc-

JOT AND THE DRAGON (Gold Rooster —
Five Parts — Dec. 31).— The cast: The wee Burvivor (--.aby Marie Osborne) • Hal Lewis (henry
King); the matron (Mollle McConnell) ; Slinky
Joe {J. Cullen Landis). Written by Will M.
Ritchey.

in a beautiful gilt 3-inch width frame — size
over all 2SxZ2 inches. Pictures are painted in
oils and water colors of every popular player,
all made from poses to appropriately fit this
style of frame. Complete with brass name
plate
$S-00 each

FLORENCE ROSE FASHIONS, NO. 11 ("A
Dayfashions,
of Sport"
— Fathe scenes
— Dec. of24).the
— Ahunt
number
of
showing
and
the country club. We rise at dawn and follow
the hounds In a fox chase. Then follows a
morning on the golf links showing costumes In
keeping with that sport.

Some fishermen find. lashed to a frail raft, •
wee survivor of a ship that hit a mine, "My
name is Joy," she said, "Mama's Joy — and
Papa Jus" fell In with the fishes and aint back
yet." The fishermen take Joy and the curious
oriental casket clutched In her chubby hands
to the Haven Orphanage. The Institution provei
to be a haven for other thinks than orphans,
for its heads are a clever gang of crooks, who,
with criminal cleverness, have recognized an
orphan
suspect. asylum as tbe last place the police would

YOUNG FUR-BEARING ANIMALS (On Same
Reel as Foregoing). — Cunning lion cubs, fox and
other offspring of furred animals in great variety
photographed in Pathe-color in their natl7e
haunts.
THE SHIELDING SHADOW (Eplsooe No. 14.
"'Absolute Black" — Two Parts — Dec. 31). —
Sebastian, gaining possession of Ravengar's
secret power — the mysterious mantle, black pellets, and the scientist's diary — takes refuge in
the house of Whitey Wang, a denizen of the
underworld.
Whitey reports the approach of Ravengar.
Sebastian, confident of the powers of his Invisible mantle, lias no fear of him and remains in the room. But he relies on it once too
often, for theinforcement
mantle's
composition
from the solution
madewithout
from rethe
black pellets, the secret of which only Ravengar
knows, refuses to work. Ravengar, surmising
what has happened, pretends that he cannot see
the crouched figure and quickly taking the
key, locks the door on the outside and gets
two policemen.
With characteristic daring, Sebastian climbs
up a flimsy water spout to the roof, and over
the house tops a wild chase follows. Like an
animal at bay and fighting like a madman, he
throws one of his pursuers to his death on the
pavement
below and escapes.
Wliiiey, who has been given the pellets and
mantle for safe keeping, proves a poor custodian,
and through Leontlne, Ravengar regains them.
She then presses him to explain the source of
his mystic powers and Ravengar reveals the
secret
of "Absolute
have
an
interruption
and Black."
both turnSuddenly
to face they
Sebastian
with reinforcements. A fight ensues, during
which a false wig and moustache fall from
Ravengar and Leontine makes a startling discovery.
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Finding Marie bound and helpless, he so makes
his escape that the police are let through the
room she is in. The police release her and then
set out in pursuit of the Grey Seal. They only
in fact is JlmBat, who disguise.
across InLarry
come Dale
mie
his the
underworld
Not
recognizing him and taking it for granted that
he in his apparent doped condition, could not
have been the Grey Seal, the Secret Service
men give up the search.
JIMMIE DALE. ALIAS. THE GREY SEAL
Episode, "Below the Dead Line" — Jan.
S(—Sixth
Two Parts).— Warned by "Le Tocsin" that
Skeeters. a diamond thief, was that night about
to steal the diamonds of Luddy. a pushcart man.
Jimmie Dale, as the Grey Seal sneaks below
He arthe Dead Line to save the poor dealer. Skeeter*
rives In time to get the jewels before

means
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Jimmle Dale, the Grey Seal, is ordered by "Le
Tocsin" to save the District Attorney's
daughter,
who has been abducted by a released convict.
Skipper Jack. He is given instructions as to
how he can reach the house wherein she Is
kept. Doming the disguise of the Grey Seal,
he enters the dive of Morarity, not knowing that
Marie is there. He releases the District Atdaughter, and leaves her where she Is
found by torney's
the police.

LARGE PICTURES, HAND COLORED,
size 11x14, all the prominent players, 20c.;
in aluminum frames, 50c. each.

SINGLE COLUMN CUTS of every prominent player, 40c, each.

FILM

JIMMIE DALE. ALIAS, THE GREY SEAL
Two
Honor"—
Episode,
Parts—
1.— "The
Henri Fight
La for
Salle,
pretended
(Fifth Jan.
uncle of Marie La Salle, in order to get her
the
Inherit
out of the way so that he might
La Salle fortune, offers Morarity. keeper of a
through
Morarity,
detention.
dive, $5,000 for her
the Gopher, an underworld character, gets
Marie in his dive and sends for La Salle and
the head of the Crime Club — "The Women
In

THE SEMI- PHOTO POST CARDS. S3.00
per thousand, of over 600 players. Made
by a process that has the appearance of
a real photograph. The indispensable
article for your mailing list.

PEARL OP THE ARMY (Episode No. 5,
"Some Where in Grenada"~Two Parts — Dec.
31). — The Silent Menace orders a copy of the
stolen plans, sli^htlv altered, returned, to prevent the government discovering their loss
Pearl, recognizing the Alliance's messenger,
leaps on him as he is departing in an auto for
the Capitol. In the struggle. Pearl gets the
plans, but falls uninjured from the machine
T. O. Adams meets Col. Dare to join the engineering corps just as Pearl rushes in witu
the recovered plans. Suspecting Adams, she
privately relates to her father how she secured
them. Adams, in the next room, overhears this
and manages, while being sworn In as Col.
Dare's orderly, to steal tne plans from his
pocket.
Col. Dare, ordered to the Grenadlan frontier,
establishes headquarters at Paso Del Norte.
Bertha Bonn, determined to prevent Brent from
marrying Pearl, arrives also. Brent Is mysteriously warned that the only way to gain Bertha's
silence is to send Pearl, with Adams' belt, containing the precious document, to a designated

Quality

Joy tells them the way her mother snowed her
how to punch the dragon's eye on the casket
and
a drawer
"pretty
stones."
Th»
secretopen
drawer
revealswith
a small
fortune
In gems
to the crooks' eyes. Joy, to keep from telllns
others, is kept a prisoner, but manages to
escape In a large baker's bread hamper about
to be shipped.
Suffering only minor bumps caused by the
train's jolts, she arrives In a mining camp.
There she brings a ray of sunshine Into the
life of a man struggling to forget his past and
start his life anew, who adopts her and eventually through
the a child's
returns to
his home
where
welcomeinfluence
and a forgivenesi
await him. Later he finds the thieves who took
Joy's "pretty stones," and recovering them,
breaks up the gang. Joy rewarding her adopted
daddy by faithfully promisine him "when I
eet big, I'll be y"ur best sweetheart."
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gets tbem anij to escape. Skeeters and his
confederates recognizing the work of the Grey
Seal are eager to get the rewards offered tor
him, making a concerted effort to capture him.
He eludes them, and once well away from tbem
sends a note to the Chief of Police, telling him
that the jewels can be found under Luddy'a
pillow. The police arrive to see IE the note
eent by the Grey Seal Is true, and are Just In
time to make a round-up of a long wanted set
of diamond thieves.
HIS MARRIED LIFE (Billy West ComedyDec. 1). — Billy West is a "much married benedick." His sufferings under the Iron hand of
his suffrage spouse form the theme of this picture. Billy is seen in the throes of wash day,
but Anally makes his escape, and becomes enmeshed hy the charms of a beautiful heiress.
His dawn of love is rudely interrupted, however, when his wife hits his trail, and Billy
Is ignominiously dragged by the left ear to bis
matrimonial troubles.
BO.A.RDERS AND BOMBS (Billy West Comedy— Dec. 8). — In this picture the agile Billy
becomes the star boarder of a fashionable
refrattory, and in so doing attracts eye of
the landlady's daughter. His popularity with
the belle of the house excites envy of the other
boarders, and a black-band plot is formed by
■which' Billy will be transferred to "Kingdom
Come" via the "Bomb Route." In the meantime
his credit being exhausted. Billy is compelled
to work in the kitchen. This proving extremely
Irksome, he engages in a scrap with the chef,
and the outcome of the bomb plot is a triumph
for Billy, although the hoarding house suffers
considerably.
HIS WAITING ■CAREER— (Billy West Comedy— Dec. 15). — Billy once more lands in a sea
of trouble through no fault of his own. As a
garcon Billy proves to be an all-around dishwasher and juggler. The food he serves seldom
reaches the table of the guests of the restaurant
In which he is employed. By various mischances
he becomes contraband while en route from the
kitchen to tbe dining room. The unfortunate
once more makes deadly enemies who conceive a
fiendish plot to remove him from the scene of
his misdirected activities. Once more, however,
William proves more than a match for his foes,
although "His Married Life" ends in the sanctuary of the kitchen stove.
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OLIVER TWIST (Lasky— Five Parts— Dec.
11). — The cast: Oliver Twist (Marie Dorol ;
Bill Sikea (Hobart Bosworth) ; Fagin (Tully
Marshall); The Artful Dodger (Raymond Hatton) ; Mr. Brownlow (James Neill) ; Nancy
(Elsie Jane Wilson) ; Mr. Bumble (Harry
Rattenbury) ; Monks (Carl Stockdale) ; Charles
Dickens
(W. S. Van Dyke).
Little Oliver Twist, of uncertain antecedents,
horn in a workhouse, grows up in environments
of squalor and penury. The fare of the workhouse for the children Is very thin, consisting
of a diet of weak gruel, with an onion twice a
week and half a roll on Sunday. Finally the
outcast plucks up courage enough to ask for
more. Immediately the building tumbles about
him. Bumble calls in the Supervising Board
and Oliver is condemned to the cellar. He
finally manages to escape by climbing out of
the window. He starts on a long walk to
London, meets In with the Artful Dodger and
Is taken to Fagin's garret, where he is taught
the art of thievery. In the meantime Brownlow, a friend of
commissioned
to Oliver's
find him. dead father, has been
Monks, a former servant of Oliver's father,
finally traces the boy to the workhouse, but
finds that he has fled. Oliver, out on a pocketpicking expedition with the Artful Dodger, is
captured hy Brownlow. After taking him to
the police station. Brownlow decides to take
him home. The Dodger rushes back and tells
Fagin. SIkes and Nancy that Oliver has been
arrested, but at the police station Xancy can
not find where he has gone. Monks finally
traces the boy to Fagin's. and all of them,
anxious for the fortune, search for him.
Oliver haa improved under Brownlow's loving
hands, but when sent on an errand he Is captured by Slkes and made to assist In a burglary.
But once in the house, he notifies the inmates
and Slkes and his men have to flee. Mr.
Brownlow finds him and later meets Monks,
whom he forces to confess that Oliver is the
young man for whom he is in search. Oliver
is kidnapped again and hidden in a cellar, but
Nancy
informs
Brownlow
of his whereabouts.
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Fagin and the Dodger are arrested, but Slkes
flees, and Just after he kills Nancy tor tetling
of Oliver's whereabouts, he (alls from the
roof while dodging the police. Oliver Is returned to Mr. Brownlow and learns that his real
name Is Master George Laeford, and Oliver,
after all of his troubles, comes Into his own.
THE TRAVELING SALESMAN (Famous
Players — Five Parts— Dec. ISl.— The cast: Bob
Blake (Frank Mclntyret; Beth Elliott (Doris
Kenyon) ; Franklin Royce (Harry Northrup);
Mrs. Babbitt (Julia Stuart). Martin Drury
(Russell Eassett) ; Julius, the porter (Harry
Blakemore);
Watts
(James
Because a Pullman
porter O'Neill,
falls to Jr.).
eject bUn
from bis berth In the morning. Dob Blake, a
traveling salesman. Is carried past his station
on Christmas morning, and finds himself In
Grand Cross. The most Intertsilng sight to
that town Is the pretty face that smiles at
Blake through the window of the telegraph
office at the station. Blake Is rotund. Jovial and
trustworthy In appearance, and it Is not long
before he melts the natural reserve of Betb
Elliott.
During the course of an Impromptu luncheon
in
the isstation,
Blakeforlearns
Beth's
old
home
to be sold
taxes that
on the
following day. He later gathers the information
from Beth's friend. Mrs. Babbitt, that the
girl has been allowing a Mrs. Stratton to live
in the house without paying her any rent ever
since the woman had her little store sold over
her head by Martin Drury, the local capitalist.
By this time Blake has become deeply interested in Ceth and through the medium of
a poker game and many applications of "Scotch
tea," learns that Royce, a henchman of Drury'a,
is going to buy in the Elliott place because
Drury has a tip that the railroad is going
to want the property and that it can be sold
for a high price. His antagonism to Royce
is heightened by a spice of jealousy^for Royce
makes love to Betb openij.
Discovering that Royce Is to start to drive
for the county seat very early In the morning,
Elake has one of his friends put him to bed,
and then gets into the rig In his place. Royce,
awakening
from dash
the effects
too much
makes
a violent
for theof livery
stable"tea,"
and
finds a small car there which he appropriates
and starts in pursuit of Blake. There is a
wild race in which the car Is overturned and
Blake succeeds in reachine the court house In
time
to pay
tases Royce
In Beth's
name.
Beaten
at up
thisthegame,
returns
at once
and tells Beth that her drummer friend has
attempted to steal her property from her. and
then persuades her to sell the property to him
for $5,0uy. The girl accepts the check and
then Blake dashes in to explain the whole
affair, and tears up the check. But Royce has
one more trump card— he gets Beth out to the
Elliott place alone, and. locking the doors, declares that he will not let her go until she
accepts the check. After a desperate struggle
with
Royce.
and all
ends Blake
happily.succeeds In freeing the girl
THE RIGHT DIRECTION (Morosco-Pallas—
Five Parts— Dec. 21 j.— The cast: Polly Eccles
(Vivian Martin) ; Kirk Drummond (Colin
Chase) ; John Drummond (Herbert Standing) ;
Big Bill (Alfred nollingsworth) ; Harry LockWhite).
wood (Eilly Mason) ; Billy Boy (Baby Jack
Polly Eccles, a waif of the New York slums,
has important responsibilities thrown upon her
shoulders at an age when the average girl
still feels that her doll requires her attention.
When Polly's drunken father is taken away by
the police as a result of the death of her Invalid mother, she becomes the sole arbiter of
not only her own destiny, but that of 'Billy
Boy." her sick baby brother, as well.
The charity doctor suggests a change of
rlimate for "Billy Boy" and advises little PoUy
that California would be the proper place for
him. However, Polly and "Billy Boy" are In
New York with little means of traveling to any
other place. Determined to save Billy, the
little waif sells such furnishings as her flat
still holds and with her babv brother comforubly installed in a dilapidated baby carriage
piled high with pans, pots and other supplies,
she Is ready to set out for her destination.
However, her great worry Is to get started In
the right direction. Finally In reply to her
o.uery a surprised stranger indicates the direction of California, and the 'Tittle mother" loses
no time in getting under way.
They are hardly outside the city when the
front axle of the baby carriage breaks.
As Polly
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iB trying to repair the axle with a plete of
string an automobile drives up and Kirk Drummoud, son of a wealthy California mine owner,
leaps out and assets her. Tbe damage is soon
repaired, and at the invitation of Kirk, who is
making an automobile tour to California, the
lit.le travelers are given a "Hft" for some twenty
miles nearer their goal. Kirk and Polly part
the t>e9t of friends, the young man leaving her
to meet his chum who Is to make tbe transcontinental auto trip with him. Various amusing and esciting incidents happen to Polly while
on her way to the West Coast, including an
affair which Involves a race between a freight
train and Kirk's automobile. The rich man's
Bon again comes to her rescue, which this time
is a more serious affair, and saves her lite
as well as those of "Eilly Boy" and "■Rags."
a homeless hound which Polly had adopted on
her trip.
Kirk, Polly, "Billy Boy" and "Rags" make
the balance of the trip together, Kirk's chum
having been called back lo the bedside of his
Blck mother, and all finally arrive at their
destination. Polly secures a Job as waitress at
the
miners'
house owned
by serious
Kirk's
father.
The boarding
elder Drummond
has had
reports concerning his son's trip with a girl
of the slums, which results in a heated argument between the two Drummonds. Kirk returns to college and due to his father's refusal to hear his explanation, their feelings become strained. Later John Drummond learns
that Polly is in his own employ and discharges
her. A strange surprise is in store for him.
however, which results in a complete change of
heart as far as Polly is concerned, and tha
sad departure from this earth of "Uags," who
leaves in a "blaze of glory" while carrying away
a stick of dynamite, which helps his mistress
save the life of the mine owner. Kirk Is also
given a surprise when he returns from college
and preets an extremely pretty Polly, a healthy
"Billy Boy" and a changed
father.
THEIR WEEK END (Black Diamond Comedy
— Dec. 25 ) . — The Duke of Ozsklopvitch is on
his way to the country place of the Climbers
to attend a week-end parly. His roadster
turns turtle and the Duke is knocked unconscious. One of the tires from the roadster
roils through the woods, where It lands around
the necks of Box Car BUI and Journeying jim,
hoboes, who are taking a snooze under the
trees. They rouse up, and following the path
of the tire, come upon a view of the wrecked
auto.
Two men passing In a touring car rush the
Duke
a hospital.
The hoboes
find frock
the Duke's
trunk toand
dress themselves
up In
coats,
high hats. etc. They discover In one or tht
pockets the Duke's Jnvitation to the Climbers'
week-end. A passing motorist offers them a
lift, and lands tuem in front of the Climbers'
estate.
Mrs. Climber and her guests are seated on
the veranda awaiting the arrival of the guest
of honor. Jim being in front, Mrs. Climber
assumes that he 16 the Duke and greets him.
Jim introduces Bill as his valet, and Bill and
the butler take the trunk into the house while
Jim makes a triumphal entry.
Attired in incongruous outing attire, the boys
finally come down to the veranda. Bill picks
out a pretty girl and proceeds to make luvb
to her. When Jim sees this, he leaves the
other guests, runs Bill out and takes his place
on the bench. Bill sets a lawn sprinkler under
the bench and turns on tne water, breaking up
the tete-a-tete. Jim goes in to change his
clothes while Bill decides to take a drive.
He finds a horse and tries to harness it. The
horse objects and kicks Bill, up into the air.
Jim. coming out of the house In dry clothes, sees
Bill In the air, and running with a wheelbarrow, catches him just as he lands. Jim
then finds another pretty girl and takes her
for a walk by the fountain. Bill finds a
fat girl In a swing and gallantly offers to
swing her. In so doing his hat falls off, and
in stooping to pick it up the fat girl hits him
as she swings back and knocks him across the
lawn to where Jim stajids at the edge of the
fountain. The girl saves Jim from falling in,
and he thanks her profusely, but as he stoops
to pick up a handkerchief, she knocks him in
and falls In herself.
Both retire to the house for dry clothing,
while Bill starts to £sh in the fountain. Jim
comes out in dry clothes again and Bill surprises him by hooking a fine bass. In swinging it out of the water he drops it into a
bowl of punch that the butler is bringing out
to the guests.
Bill thinks he has caught
a
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big fish, but as be holds it in his band it
sbricks down to a small minnow and BUI eatf
it whole.
He and Jim see a milk maid croseiog the
lawn and stop her. They tell her she is too
pretty to work and that they "will gather the
milk for her." They take the milk etool and
pail from her and start toward the pasture.
Arriving there they set tbe pail under the
cow and wait for the milk to flow. As nothing
is forthcoming, they try to seat the cow on the
milk stool So that she will be more comfortable.
They are interrupted in this by a calf, and a»
they try to tie the calf up it runs away from
them, dragging them across the pasture. They
grab onto a tree and the calt, swinging around
them in a circle binds them to the tree. Tbey
are rescued by the milk-maid and start back
to tbe house.
In crossing the lawn they are attracted by
a gas-power lawnmower. Jim tries to run tt
and the mower runs away with him, mowing
down trees and hedges, leaping over stables and
stone walls, etc. Finally as toe machine passes
Eill, he grabs on to stop it, and he and Jim
are dragged into the garage, where the mower
plunges through a bricK wall at the rear. The
wall collapses upon them, and we leave them
buried to the neck in bricks.
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PIDGIN ISLAND (Yorke Film CorporationFive Parts — Dec. 25). — The cast: John Cranford
(Harold Lockwood) ; Diana Wynne (May Allison) ; Michael Smead (Doc Pomeroy Cannon);
Donald, bis son (Lester Cuneo) ; Uncle Billy
(Fred Wilson); His Wife (Lillian Hayward) ;
Lester (Elizah Zerr) ; Wah Sing (Yuklo
Avyoma). Scenario by Richard V. Spencer and
Fred J. Balshofer. Directed by Fred J. BalJohn Cranford, a secret agent of the United
shofe.'.
States Customs service, has succeeded in unearthing a gigantic smuggling plot. Tbe operations of tbe smugglers range from contraband
opium to diamonds. Opium Is found and confiscated, and burned In tbe street as a warning
against future law-breaking. Tbe men who
have been handling It are apprehended, but the
"man higher up" remains shrouded In mystery,
free to pursue his schemes, and it becomes the
purpose of Cranford's life to bring him to
justice.
To recuperate before entering upon his pursuit. John goes to tbe St. Lawrence river for
a fishing trip. Expecting to hire bis old friend
and guide. "Uncle Billy," he Is greatly disappointed at a
finding
that worthy
man's young
time
engaged by
charming,
mysterious
woman, who insists on fishing in the neighborhood of Pidgin Island. Diana Wynne, the girl
in
to Billy's
boatbouse
Johnquestion,
is there, comes
and Billy
introduces
them. while
They
meet often, and John finds himself falling In
love with Diana, but his curiosity Is aroused
by the air of mystery surrounding her, and he
cannot understand her strange Interest in the
launches plying around the island.
To this region comes "the man higher up,"
Michael Smead, his son Donald and two accomplices, to operate a great smuggling deal
on the Canadian border. John recognizes Smead.
having previously blocked him in an attempt
to smuggle many thousands of dollars worth
of diamonds. Donald Is a stranger to him, for
he is new to the game. John, finding that his
"vacation" has furnished him with the biggest
job of his life, watches Smead closely. Complications arise from the fact that Diana also
is a secret service agent, and s^e too is watching Smead's band. In so domg her actions
arouse John's suspicion that she Is In league
with the band, and the two agents suspect
each other.
One stormy evening Diana Intercepts a telegram to Smead which rends : "Pidgin tonight at
8 without fail." She hastens to Uncle Billy, asking him to take her over to the Island at once.
They set out in the storm, much against the
wishes of "Mr, Billy." John, coming directly
afterwards, is told of their destination, and
fearing for Diana's safety in the gathering
;;torm forces young Lester, a guide, to take him
in pursuit.
The storm rages in fury about both boats, and
tbe
waves
run high.coming
Smead's
Canadian
are in
an aeroplane
toward
Pidgin. agents
They
are smuggling the gems, which are concealed
in the hollow butts of two fishing poles, but the
aeroplane is lost in the storm near Pidgin Lighthouse. Billy's boat is dashed to pieces on the
reef and Billy and Diana are thrown into the
water. They manage to reach an isolated rock,
wreckage-washed, to which they cling In momMAKE
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entary fear of being washed shorewards, wbere
the waves are smasbtng agalDst tbe reef.
Finally Diana is swept from tbe rock, and
Cranlord swims to her assistance. Lester, after
a struggle, rescues Uncle Billy, and the keeper
of the light on Pidgin Ree£ gives them all a
3heltef.
Next morning Cranford finds the Smead telegram in Uianas coatpocket, and with It a letter
from tbe customs department establishing her
Identity. Diana surprises him going through
her eHects, but he convinces her that he too is
a government agent. Uncle Billy finds the fishing rods on the island and brings them to tbe
light house, where Cranford discovers their contents to be a fortune in pearls. He hastens to
the village and arrests Smead, Donald and their
accomplices almost before they know they are
suspected.
"When John proposes to Diana she refuses him.
telling him she is the daughter of a criminal
and the sister of a criminal. Smead is her
father, and she has engaged in the service and
come to Pidgin to try to prevent her brother
from engaging in his fathers scheme. But John
Cranford refuses to take "No" as an answer,
and the sincerity of his wooing wins him
Diana's consent to become his wife.
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THE WITCHING HOUR (State Rights — Seven
Parts — December). — The cast : Jack Brook lield
(C. Aubrey Smith); Frank Hardmuth (Robert
Conness) ; Clay Whipple (Jack Sherrill); Tom
Denning ( Freeman Barnes) ; Justice Prentice
(Lewis Sealy) ; Lou ElHngtr (William Eville) ;
Tho Judge (Robert Ayerton) ; Helen Whipple
(Marie Shotwell) ; Viola Campbell (Helen
Arnold) ; Mrs. Campbell (Etta Do Groff). Directed by George Irving. Scenario by Anthour
Kelly.
Jack Brookfield, a famous gentleman gambler
of Louisville, Ky., finds that he is possessed of
remarkable psychic power. His intuition in
card games and other games of chance seems to
be the result of mental telepathy or mindreading and his power over other men is a combination of hypnotism and will. He dominates
everyone with whom he comes in contact. As
a young man, Brookfield was deeply In love
with Helen who answered his proposal with a
request that he give her a written promise
never to gamble again. Brookfield resented
ber distrust of him and they drifted apart.
Years afterward, Brookfield, now conductiug a
famous gambling house to which only the
wealthy come, finds that Helen, who has been
married and is now a widow, is again in Louisvilla with her son Clay, a youth of twentyone. Brookfield sees in the eyes of the boy
the reflection of his mother, and his old love
for the mother is awakened.
Brookfield gives a theater and supper party
In
honor
Helen's
Louisville, and
while
the of
guests
are return
enjoyingto themselves,
one
of
habitues
of obnoxious
Brookfield'sto place
intrudes
and the
makes
himself
both the
men
and women of the party. He has been annoying
Clay Whipple ever since Clay first came to
Brookfield's gambling house, and the night of
the party, this annoyance
reaches
its height.
For generations, the Whipple family has had
a. strange obsession in the form of a fear and
unexplained
of the
sightinofClay.
a cat's
and this feardread
is most
marked
At eye.
the
dinner party. Denning, the pest, is wearing a
large cat's eye pin, and as he torments Clay,
the
boy's eyeshefall
upon the
eye.
immediately,
becomes
halfdreaded
crazed cat's
but tries
to control himself. Clay rushes from tbe room,
only to be followed by the drunken, leering
Denning, who is bound that the boy shall look
at the pin. Finally Clay, driven to desperation, picks up a heavy ivory tusk, which Brookfield uses for a paper cutter, and kills Denning.
One of tbe guests of the party is Frank Hardmuth, the District Attorney of Louisville, who
Is in love with Brookfield's niece, Viola Campbell. Hardmuth is jealous of Clay, who is the
real object of Viola's affection.
As a witness

Minusa Gold Fibre Screens; Sanozone, the
perfect deociorant; Power, Simplex and Baird
Machines; Motor Generator Sets and General Supplies.
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to the murder. Hardmuth sees a meana of putting
Clay out of the way and he conducts tbe trial
himself, obtaining a verdict of Guilty, and a
sentence of death. There seems to be no appeal
from
until Clay's
Is looking
over the
someverdict
old letters
finds mother
one from
George
Prentice to her mother. George Prentice has
become a justice of the Supreme Court of the
£. & F .. JUNGLE FILM CO.
U. S., and Helen goes with Brookfield to obLoi Angeles
tain Justice Prentice's help. The Justice agrees
to be a witness for the defense. The Justice
. Cal.
gives his testimony at the trial and then he
and Brookfield. who has recognized in one of
the jurors a mind susceptible to his telepathic
powers, tries to project, by telepathy, the thought
that Clay should be acquitted.
Frank Hardmuth, the prosecuting attorney, Is
now candidate for Governor and just before the
1465 BROADWAY
first rtial, Hardmuth and bis corrupt political
associates had tried to murder tbe then Governor of the State, Scovill. Failing in the first
NEW YORK CITY
attempt, Hardmuth bad called at the gambling
bouse where, sitting with Brookfield, discussing
"As
tbe attempt, Brookfield had thought of a way
of killing Scovill, which thought was telepatbetically transmitted to Hardmuth, and when the
murder occurred in exactly the way that Brookfield bad thought of be realized and felt that
"A.
he was partially guilty. While he and Prentice
DAYS
OF '49
A TlrllUnf
Historical
MuterplK*
biy are awaiting the verdict in the second trial, tbe
in II ReeU
actual murderer of Scovill. a broken-down
gambler named Raynor, comes to Brookfield
Grafton Publishing Film Company
seeking information about Hardmuth. BrookLOS
ANGELES.
CALIFORNIA
field's suspicions are aroused and through the
force of will power and hypnotism, be makes
STA'IE
KK.HTS
N'<<W SELLING.
Why
Raynor confess that Hardmuth Instigated tbe
shooting.
He then teleiibones tbe news to tho
do
papers, believing that the mental reaction In
in. minds of the people against Hardmuth will
the
while
"As
fine as
Influence the jury in their verdict. This actually
good as
occurs and a verdict of "Not Guilty" is brought
other
invaria
field
papers
in this
Freed from tbe law. Clay is still afraid of tbe
of 1
compare with the s tandard
WORLD?as
snow.'
try to
cat's eye, but Brookfield forces bim to realize
PICTURE
the
MOVING
that it is a purely mental state of mind and
There's a reason.
makes bis
bim eyes.
get the
eyeto pin
bold
before
And cat's
finally,
proveandthat
Clayit
lk."
is entirely cured of that fear and also that
gold.' si
he is not a coward, Brookfield sends him to
Hardmuth's hiding place to bring Hardmuth
back as be inteods to help him escape, feeling
"
d with "FULCO*
Get ■acquainte
that Hardmuth was more or less tbe victim of
The Department
Store
his telepathic suggestion. This, Clay does, and
MOVING
PICTURETRADE
Viola realizes that her sweetheart is now worthy
MACHINES ■»■ EQUIPMENT ■»• SUPPLIES
of ber love. Brookfield promises Helen that
he will quit his gambling and she accepts hla
Our catalog cover, tbe Gne frooiA-Z
word for it, and tbe old romance is completed.
WATCH
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The Kinematograph
Weekly
The reliable Trade organ of Great
Britain ; covering the whole of the
British Film market, including the
American imported films. Read
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throughout the world) — and every
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THE Ninety and nine (Five Farts— Dec.
2.3). — Tbe cast: Ruth Blake (Lucille Lee
Stewart); Tom Silverton (William Courtenay);
Rachel Blake, her mother (Josepuine Lovett);
Abner Elake, ber father (Frank Currier); Buddy
Bryson, half witted boy (William Lylell); Reddy
Burton (William Dangman). Scenario written
by Ramsey Morris.
Directed by Ralph W. Ince.
Ruth Blake lives with her father and mother
in Marlow, a small town in the \.est. To this
town comes Tom Silverton from the city. He is
always intoxicated, and Ruth sets to work to
reform Tom. To Marlow comes Kate Van
Dyke, a city girl, and ber fiance. They stop
at tbe Blake home. When Tom seen Kate there
is mutual recognition, but when questioned both
deny they have ever met one another
before.
Tom starts to drink heavily again, and Ruth
drags him out of the tavern one day and sends
him home. Her father, infuriated, forbids her
to ever see the man again. There is a big
barn dance, and all go, except Ruth, who refuses to go because Tom has not been invited.
Blake warns his daughter again If be ever
sees Silverton in his house he will kill him.
Tom comes to bid Ruth goodbye for he is going
away. She makes a iioal plea with him to reform, and he promises to make one more effort.
Spying on the two is Buddy Eryson. a halfwitted boy in love with Ruth. He hurries to the
barn dance and tells Auner that Tom is In
the house. Abner comes back. Ruth, afraid of
her father's wrath, persuades
Tom
to escape
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THE

Tia her bedroom window. Aboer comes and she
denies he has been there. He leams the truth
and orders her from his home.
Tom goes to the next town, Cleves, and he is
there but a short time when he hears that
Ruth Is stopping witn her aunt there. To her
he goes. He breaks down and reveals the
mystery that has surrounded him. In New
York he nas in love with a beautiful girl — Kate
Van Dyke. rfer weak brother committed a
murder, and she begets him to flee and take
the blame, for if he did so she would join him
later and marry him. He fled, but Instead of
joining him she becomes engaged to another.
He sought consolation in drink. But he Is free
now for her brother died in a foreign country,
and before he djed he confessed
his guilt.
In Mariow the people are suffering the most
Intense heat of the summer. A forest fire
breaks out and the entire town Is threatened.
They summon help, but none ean be secured.
Ruth and Tom learn of the predicament of
Mariow. They have been told there are freight
cars there and all they need Is an engine. Tom
and Ruth secure an engine, and Tom drives
through the raging forest fire and saves the
population
before the town is wiped out.

WORLD-PICTURES.
THE WORLD- AGAINST HIM (Five partsDec. 25). — The cast: Mark West (E. K. Lincoln) ;Alice Ridgeway (June Elvidge) ; Ruth
West (Ruth Findlay) ; Dr. Hamilton Welsh
(John Sainpolis) : Dr. Samuel Boyd (Fred
Truesdell) ; Mrs. Cranby (Julia Stuart) ; Scar
Face (Scar Face) ; Peblo (Nicholas Dunaew) ;
Vivian Gould (Viola Benton); Ben Rodgers (Edward Borsin). Directed by Frank Crane.
Mark West, a young cowboy, worships his
cripi»le sister Mary, his one desire being to
make enough money to take her East, where he
has been told she can be cured of her illness
by an operation. One day, while acting as a
guide to an eastern party, he meets and falls
In love with Violet Ridgeway. a young society
belle, but, realizing his responsibilities and the
difference in their positions, he conceals his
feelings. She toys with him as with her other
admirers, lightly gives him a ring as a parting
remembrance, and then forgets all about him.
Upon her return to the East, she becomes engaged to Dr. Welsh, a famous surgeon.
At last West has accumulated the necessary
amount and he and his sister come East. Dr.
Hamilton and his co-worker, Dr. Boyd, are interested in an experiment which concerns the
cutting of the spinal cord. Anxious to try their
experiment on a human being, they willingly
agree tion
totheytake
case.thatAfter
examina-is
are Mary's
convinced
an an
operation
almost sure to prove fatal, but they decide to
go through with it in order to test their theory.
As they anticipated. Mary dies under the influence of the anaesthetic. The doctors cover
up their work with a death certificate.
Seeing an opportunity for another experiment
in
the Hamilton
"interest and
of science,'"
Dr. Boyd
writesis
to Dr.
through error
the letter
placed in an envelope addressed to West. West,
brooding over his sister's death, is horrorstricken when he receives the letter telling of
the dastardly work of the noted surgeons. Seizing two pistols, he rushes to Dr. Boyd's office —
facing the doctor, he tells him he has come to
kill him. but will give him a better chance than

MOVING

PICTURE

was given to his little sister. In the struggle
that ensues. Dr. Boyd is killed and West calmly
gives himself up to the ofllcers of the law.
Dr. Welsh leaves for the West to escape questioning and notoriety. While he is away, Violet
Ridgeway 's wealthy aunt dies. leaving all of
her property to Violet on condition that the girl
marry within three days. It is impossible for
Dr, Welsh to return in time to fulfill the conditions of the win, and Violet in desperation
consults the family attorney. As a last resort
the attorney tells her about the convict West,
who is to be hanged within a few days, and
urges her to marry him merely as a matter of
form — then after the execution she will be free
to wed Dr. Welsh.
West is finally persuaded to submit to the
ceremony. He is astonished to recognize in his
bride the girl whom he loved, but Violet has
forgotten all about her flirtation with him. On
his return trip to the prison after toe ceremony.
West breaks away and escapes. Back in his
shack in the Western country, he is greeted
by his faithful Indian servant.
One day he reads in the paper that Violet,
accompanied by her fiancee. Dr. Welsh, is on
her way to Reno to obtain a divorce from her
convict husband In order that she might marry
Lir, Welsh. West determines to revenge himself on the man who helped kill his sister, and
at the same time claim his wife for his own.
Together with his Indian servant, he holds up
the stage and bears Violet and Dr. Welsh away
to his shack. The hold-up is witnessed by Peblo,
a halfbreed.
Attracted to the girl by her good looks. Peblo
determines to get her for himself. Pretending
friendship, he lures her to his shack. She
realizes all too late his intentions and fights
desperately. Her strength exhausted, she Is
overcome and bound, but is rescued by West,
who trailed Peblo. West and the girl finally
reach his shack, closely followed by Peblo and
his men, and then ensues a desperate battle.
West is shot, but though wounded succeeds in
killing Peblo and frightening off his comrades.
Dr. Welsh acts the arrant coward, and only upon
a threat from Violet does he consent to help
the injured West.
.\s West gradually recovers from his wounds
all the good of bis nature comes to the surface.
He tells Violet he is going to surrender himself
to the authorities and begs her to return to
civilization with bis Indian guide, but Violet
has come to love her husband and under pretense of giving him up to the sheriff, she leads
him over the border line into Canada and
safety.
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THE VICTIM (Five Parts— Dec. 25).--Ruth
Merrill is unjustly suspected of complicity with
her father In the safeblowing attempt of which
he is guilty. Ruth is arrested and jailed. After
her release on parole, she meets Edna Boulden
and her sweetheart, Roy Barker. Edna lives
with her wealthy brother. Dr. Richard Boulden.
Although Ruth refuses to take money Edna
offers her, she becomes so desperate later that
she opens a woman's handbag in a store
Ruth's conscience rebels, ana she withdraws her
hand — without the money. The woman detects
her, but misunderstands. The girl flees, but
sprains her ankle in running. She lies inert
in the road as Dr. Boulden drives by. He
places her in hi3 auto, and takes her to his
home.
During
her convalescence,
he falls in

love with her, Roy Barker, too, is Infatuated
with Ruth. As he tries to force his attentions
upon her one day, Edna enters the room.
Roy explains . by saying that Ruth was Insulting Edna herself. Ruth is compelled to go,
but a servant who overheard Barker, tells
Boulden the truth. Boulden and Ruth marry.
All goes well until old Merrill escapes from
jail, Higgins, a detective, takes up the search.
When he learns that Ruth Merrill is the wife
of a rich man, he determines on blackmail.
He threatens to expose her.
"Come tonight," she says. "I will get the
mnney
from still
the endeavoring
bank."
Merrill,
to elude the police,
comes to the Boulden home In the suburbs. He
notices the detective as he enters. He recognizes the man as Higgins, and climbs through
the window to Investigate. He Is almost frantic
with rage as he discovers, from behind the
portieres, that his own daughter is being blackmailed by the very officer who sent him to
When Ruth leaves the room to get the bankprison.
notes, be rushes out and faces Higgins. A
fight follows. The detective is killed accidentally. Merrill, not knowing of the fatal
outcome of the struggle, runs away, and Ruth
Is accused of murder.
While she Is undergoing the third degree,
her father takes refuge in a nearby barn, which
a careless cigarette smoker sets afire. Merrill
is Injured so badly that only an immediate
operation can save his life. Boulden. the nearest surgeon. Is summoned, and when Merrill
is well enough to talk, he tells the whole story,
and Ruth is freed.
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Such an organization as the P. T. E. Co. with its unbroken record of great
projection achievements made in thousands of theatres, including some of
the finest in our modern time, may fairly claim to possess expert knowledge
in all matters
relating to efficient and economical
results in
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■ A stubborn carburetor brings Neal to the aid
of Betty, and the attraction is mutual from the
start. Meanwhile, their fathers meet elsewhere and find that they are old friends. Without consulting the young people, the fathers lay
plans to have them marry. So fathers and
children come to cross- purposes as always
happens when a parent tries to guide or restrain
young love.
Neal wishes to "queer" himself with the girl
his father has picked out, so writes her a fresh
note asking her to meet him in the park. She
accepts and takes her cook as a substitute.
But Neal has taken Prof. Mixer as his substitute,
and the professor gets fresh with Betty, while
the cook tries to make love to Neal. This of
course, does not better the situation.
Betty goes home and reports that she has
been insulted by "Neal," so her father says he
will punish him. To get ready to" do so,
father calls in Prof, Mixer to give him boxing
lessons. All this time the cook is pursuing Neal.
Betty comes in, sees the professor and says
that he is the one who got fresh. Just about
this time the cook drags in Neal as per her
instructions, with Neal's father close behind.
"There's the man I want to marry." says
Betty. "That's the man I picked for you." her
father replies, and It takes only a minute for
Neal
Hetty to "get together," while father
smiles and
wisely.

Projection Engineers
We Equip Motion
Rclare Theatres
Completely

FILM

CUPID'S UPPERCUT (Dec. 25).— The cast:
The Girl (Betty Compson) ; Her Father (George
French) ; The Boy (Neal Burns) ; His Father
(Harry Rattenberry) ; Prof. Mixer (Dave
Morris) ; The Cook (Stella Adams). Scenario
Davey.
written by William Rice. Directed by Horace

COMPANY

BROADWAY
at 49th street
NEW
YORK
Member of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers
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NOTE OUR NEW

RATES

Remittances most accompany all orders as follows:
One dollar per insertion for
copy containing twenty words or less. Five cents per word on copy containing over
twenty words.
Each word to be counted including names and addresses.

TO ADVERTISERS:— The Publishers expect that all statements made in every advertisement will bear the strictest investigation.

ATTENTION.
LOST
moving
picture
manuscript
entitled
■'Van
Bibber,"
by
Ricbard
Harding
Davis.
Please
return
to John
Wheeler,
Inc.. World
Bldg.. N. Y. City.

SITUATIONS

WANTED.

AT LIBERTY after January 15tb. Can Drove
qnallflcatlons as manager and publicity man.
Eiceptionat experience to handle up-to-date
proposition.
O.. care M. P. World. N. Y. Clt/.

DIRECTOR and technical expert at libyears* experience, highest refererty.
care M. P. World. N. Y. City.
ences. L..Nine

VIOLIN
flrst-class
experience,
employer.
Iowa,

PICTURE

ilassified Advertisements

^^^^

ART

MOVING

AND PIANO, man and wife, desires
motion picture engagement. Long
large library. Reference from last
Musician, Bos 454, Cedar Rapids,

YOUNG MAN. executive, creative and forcetor position of unlimited posful desires change
sibilities. What can you ofler? H. J. M., care
M. P. World, Chicago, 111.
MANAGER, young man, married, nine years
managerial experience. Familiar with every
Moderangle of the business, nothing too large.
Excellent reference. G. B. Willsalary.
ateiams,
Batavla, N. Y.

BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES.

AGENCY WANTED— A well-linown and
credited commission house in Porto Rico (San
Juan) would iiiie to represent a Brst-class aim
manufacturer; our offlce in best city location,.
large rooms for projections and advertising
San Juan,
P. O. Box 2.'!4, references.
Address L. P. M.,furnish
best bank
Can
Porto Rico.

THEATERS

WANTED.

CASH FOR YOUR MOVIE — I am a practical
successful moving picture broker. Seventeen
years of continuous success. Selling upwards of
exone million dollars' worth annually, sales,
changes and leases. Lewis, the Movmg Picture
Broker, Est. 1896. Offlce, 578-80 Ellicott Sq.,
Buffalo. .N. Y.

WANT to buy moving picture house in southIllinois. Address 11-'
northern
em
. Wis.
Main St.. orStoughton
East Wisconsin,

THEATERS

FOR SALE OR RENT.

in DavenFOR SALE— Biggest picturet: theater
over 800 seats;
port, Iowa.- Best equipmen
rent, .?350, Will consider trade tor theaterIII.In
Address, P. O. Box 401, Aurora,
Illinois.
PHOTOPLAY HOUSE located on the main
street in a manufacturing town of about seventy
thousand inhabitant"!. No previous experience
necessary to conduct this wonderful money
maker. Receipts for the last thirty i^f%')X<'.^^
follows- 14 S182.45; 1.5, $11!9.20; 16, $201.iO;
i7, $Ifia20; l.S. $1.56; Ifl. $162.10; 20 $1.50.80;
21 JlOo.SO; 22, $82.60; 23, $88.20; 24, $86,40;
28 $92.2.-.;
$74.05;
$89.10;i 2fi,
25
29 $78$87 $86.35;
25; 2, 27.
$87.10;
3, $92.85; 4,
»ll<!15-'5 KM- 6 .$114-7 $153.30; 8, .$92.15;
* $76 70 10 $88 8.5 r 11 $104 80 ; 12.
$90.30 ; 13.
$149 45 • 14. $128.20. Expenses from $50 to
Our client
$75 a day (according to tlje showt.
resides in Buffalo and is not able to look after
same on account of the distance and troub e
this
with managers and he has decided to placewhich
wonderful money maker on the market,
$4,000
$e.oOO.
tor
$15,000,
worth
positively
Is
on time or $6.00fl spot cash.
balance
down,
The following is a copy of a letter that
was received in our offlce a few days ago. ana
we believe that when you buy this moving picture house you will send us one like it : Lfwls
Business & Real Estate Exchange. 580 Ellicott
:—
My dear Mr. Lewis
Square. Buffalo. N. meY. how
T was getting along,
Your letter, asking
It before but
answering
I intended
at hand.

thought I would wait and see how the business
would run. It Is now just three weeks last
night since we closed the deal on the Hippodrome Theater. My net profits have been so far
a little over six hundred ($6(W,00) dollars, or an
average
of week.
l>etter than
($'J00.00)
dollars per
I am two
glad hundred
that I took
your
advice, and I will certainly at ali times boost
your business in my own home town, London,
Ontario. When you are in Syracuse, please
come and see me. I remain, yours sincerely,
Lewis, Craig."
the oldest established moving picture
James
broker in New York State, offlces, 578-580 Ellicott Square, Buffalo, N. Y.
WE CAN SELL your theater. Fifty theaters
wanted at once for cash buyers. Any size, any
location. We cannot supply the demand. We
charge ofnoBuffalo.
advance Send
fees.for References
— People's
Bank
terms, blanks,
etc.
Hunt Agency, 339 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. T.

EQUIPMENT

WANTED.

WANTED all kinds of picture theater decoratings, large picture paintings, lobby and foyer
decoratings, a "Publicity Ad. Clock," candy,
gum and peanut coin machines. 22 in. seat
covers, novelties
electric for
sign theater.
word "Majestic"
and all
kinds
Address Majestic,
care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
WANTED to buy National Ticket Register,
also all kinds candy, gum or theater vending
coin machines. Will exchange or sell good electric postal card camera. Address National, care
M. P. World, N. Y. City.

EQUIPMENT

FOR

SALE.

FOR SALE — A quantity of Cutler Hammer
grid type rheostats, 110 volts, adjustable 25 to
40 amperes. Usual price $30.00. tor immediate
York. Suitshipment, $15,00 each, P. O. B. New
able for use with any projecting machine. Rheostat, care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
THE GOLD SCREEN- Seamless, 9x12, $27.00;
$38-50, Stretcher frame, ».'*,(KI extra. You
11x14 get
can't
better, why pay more? Sold on trial,
Cox Scenic Co., EstherTllIe, Iowa.
guaranteed.
BARGAIN — For sale, electric light plant, 35
H P gas engine directly coupled to 22% K. W.
generator. Manufacturer guarantees good as
new Win sell very cheap it sold at once. Also
W. genone 40 H P. directly coupled to 25forK. theaters.
erator. Particularly desirable
Theater Supply Co.. Akron, Ohio. Peo. Phone
1.597.
Bell 'Phone 1016.
WANTED — One exclusive theater in each community to install "Amberlux" lens Alters. Price,
including business getting slide, $3.50. W. D.
Warner, Wyandotte Bldg., Columbus, Ohio.

3 000 OPERA CHAIRS, steel and cast frames,
60c' up -Ml serviceable goods, cut prices on
Send
new chairs. Six standard asbestos booths.
for weekly list of close outs and save halt.
J. P. Redington,
Scranton,
Pa.
FOR SALE— Slightly used Simplex projectors,
reasongood as new hat In
d perfect and nd
guaranteeprices.
good
Motiograp
Second-ha
able
cheap. Room 206, 1482 Broadway,
Condition,
Y. City.
N.

aph Slightly
Simplex
andBARGAI
Motiogr
machines^
1;''"'°^^
T "Power'B
m v
used
NS—
City.
guaranteed. Hallberg, 729 Seventh Ave.. N. Y.
OPERA CHAIRS. 3.000 slightly used, 50c tip.
,'°"''';^
600 upholstered. $1.25 500 m/P'* 43rd
St.,
45c. Atlas Seating Co., 10 E.
chairs,
Y. City.
X.

HAVE two brand new 1916 model Motlounpacked. Bargain to quick purgraphs. never
chaser. Address M. Martin, 417 Orchard Ave.,
Dellevue,
Pa,

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention THE

CAMERAS,

ETC.,

FOR

SALE.

PROFESSIONAL CAMERAS, tripods, perforators, printers, developing outfits, rewinders,
tessars, effects devices, novelties, experiment*!
workshop, repair, expert film work, titles. Eberhard
Y.
City. Schneider, 14th St. & Second ATe., N.
FOR "Hoovercine" cameras and tripods ;
future cash deliveries only, address H. R.
Hoover & Co.. 229 West 42d St., N. Y. City.
KINOGRAPH, 200 foot, $60. Plttman, $90.
Plttman Professional, 400 foot, all with P:3.5
lenses.
Ray, 326 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City,
DAVIDSTERN COMPANY, The Motion Picture Camera Clearing House, beg to announce
that in addition to the "Davsco" motion picture
camera, they are now the agents for the famous
"Universal" camera tor motion photography.
The "Universal" needs no Introduction- Write
for
special
proposition.
The Tessar
"Universal"
camera
equipped
with 50 M.M.
lens
F:3,5 complete with two aluminum magazines.
Price $-3(Kl. The "Davasco Kino" camera equipped with 50 M.M. Tessar lens P :3.5, Complete
with two aluminum magazines. Price $110.
Will ship C. 6. D. privilege of examination on
recepit of 25% deposit. Money refunded in full
if not satisfactory. Largest selection of used
motion picture cameras in the country. Telegraphic orders shipped same day received. Delivery guaranteed on time or we pay delivery
charges. Write or wire today. Davidstem Co.,
1047 R-W, Madison St., Chicago, 111.

FILMS, ETC., WANTED.
W-4NTED for export, used films In good condition. State price, etc., to A. B. C. Film Co..
145 West 45th St., N. Y. City.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID tor film scrap, discarded reels of films and perforations. Ship to
and write The Nlckelsburg Brothers Company,
Meadow St., Newark, N. J. Checks mailed on
receipt of goods.
WANTED — Motion picture films of Hawaii,
descriptive of volcanoes in action, scenic views,
surf scenes, native lite, sporting scenes, etc.
Write what you have, condition ot film, tinted or
plain, number ot feet and price per toot. Address, Lefflngwell's
Talks, 931 Manadnork Block,
Chicago, Travel
III.
"SPIRIT of the Conqueror." State price, condition, paper. What else have you? Peerless
Film Co., 145 W. 45tll St., N. Y. City.
WANTED to buy films of Alaska or Arctic
scenes in good condition. Address Box 402.
Kemerer, Wyo.

FILMS.

ETC.,

FOR

SALE.

FOR SALE — Used 3, 4 and 5 reel features In
good condition. The Big A Film .Corp., 145 West
45tb St., N. Y. City.
OVER SEAS BUYERS should communicate
with me; second-hand American pictures at European prices, Donald Campbell. 145 West 45th
St., N. Y. City,
FEATURES for sale, 3, 4 and 5 reelers, all
with paper, etc., reasonable. F. Moore, 92 Grlswold St., Detroit, Mich.

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS

FOR

SALE.

FOR SALI? Photoplaycr, firpt-claps condition.
iispd onlv a few months. Model No, 30. Cost
Sr^.noo. Fifty roils of musi*^. Will sell for
jl 2o0 ?250 rash. Balance ?50 per month. A
bargain. Address E. A. B., Box 503, Sacramento, Cal.
BARGAIN for quick sale. One WurlltzisY electric piano with flute and violin pipes and mandolin attachment. Slightly used. Particularly def^lrable for tbpaters. Theater Supply Co.. Akron,
Ohio.
Peo. Phone 15D7.
Bell Phone 1016.
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TO THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY :
Congratulations upon the
progress made during 1916!
The organization of the industry for the promotion of economy and
efficiency in all departments — for the betterment of the relations between
the various branches of the industry; and for defense from unjust attack
is now assured.
Our appreciation of the orders
friends — as an evidence of their
an evidence of their belief in the
gether these orders far exceed in

which have come to us — from our old
satisfaction; from new customers— ^as
superiority of our product. Taken tovolume those of other years.

OUR POLICY. — In the manufacture of motion picture machinery — to add to
painstaking study and experiment in design, all the advantage which may be gained
through the use of good materials — the application of skilled workmanship. To design and build for durability and efficiency in order that the high quality and great
volume of the output may insure low manufacturing costs. To recognize that the
machines used in the making and showing of motion pictures are interdependent and
so to standardize our product by causing the gauge of film perforation established
by our perforating machine to govern the specifications to which we construct the
film movement mechanisms of camera and printer — the only effective way to secure
the film control and accuracy of register in photography and printing which are necessary to the making of the finest pictures.
AN ANNOUNCEMENT. — We have completed the designing and development
of certain machines which will greatly increase the efficiency of the manufacturing
processes of the industry. Definite statements concerning them will be made early
in 1917.
Other important developments are being carried forward as rapidly as is consistent with the high standard set for our product.
Contracts have been let and machinery ordered which will provide for a 50 per
cent, increase in our manufacturing space and equipment.
A PLEDGE. — To use our best endeavors — to expend time, money and engineering skill — in the effort to keep our products abreast of the growing demands — the
imperative needs of the industry. And when opportunity offers to point the way —
to provide the means — to higher efficiency, greater economy and the production of
more artistic pictures.
All this to the end that we may advance the interests of a great industry of which
we are proud to be a part — that we may continue to deserve and enjoy the confidence and support of the men who are seeking to make that industry second to none
in its character, its aims and its achievements.

BELL& HOWELL COMPANY
Standard Cinemachinery : Perforators ; Cameras : Printers

1801-1807

Larchmont

Avenue,

Chicago, Illinois

New York Office and Display Rooms, 220 West 42nd Street
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON GENERAL

FILM

(For Daily Calendar of Program

BBIfEASB
DATS.
M«M4a7— Blovrsph. ■ellc Vlt&irrapk.

Dec.

^wtM^mr — Bloffraph.

Dec.

K.a-

Vedaeadar — Blosrapb, Bfli&nay. Kalem. Vtm Feature Comady.
Thvrsdiar— Bellff. Vim.
PrtAay — KaUm. Ksl«karfeo«k«r. Tiat.
Tltarravk
Wmtmx^my — Bsaanay,
Vltarraph.

Kal«ia«

Bellff.

BIOGRAPH.
Dea 5 — A Bit of Human

Driftwood (Two

parts — Drama — Biograph
Reissue) .
Dec. 11 — Her Issue).
Sacrifice (Drama) (Biograph ReDec. 13 — The Honor of the Law (Two parts —
Drama)
(Biograph relsaue).
Doc 18 — The Conscience of Hassan Bey (Reissue— Drama).
Dea 19 — His — Wife's
Drama).Story (Reissue — Two parts
Dec. 25 — Two Men of the Desert (Reissue —
Drama).
Dec. 27 — The Rehearsal (Reissue — Two parts —
Drama).
ESSANAT.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

2—
5—
6—
9—

Dec. 12 —
Dec 13 —
Oec. 16 —
Dec 19 —
Dec. 20 —
Dec. 23 —
Dec. 26 —
Dec. 27 —
Dec. 30 —

PROGRAM

Releases See Pages 2008, 2010.)
VIM

KALEM.

General Film Company

Hesanar.

COMPANY

Dec.
Dec.

2— The Trial Run (No. 107 of the "Hazards of Helen"
Railroad
Series)
(Drama).
5.— Jailbirds (Comedy).
6— The
Poisoned
Dart
(No. 18 of the
"Girl
from
'Frisco"
Series — Two
parts — Drama).
8 — The Trunk Mystery (No. 8 of "Grant,
Police Reporter" — Drama).
9 — The — Drama).
Lineman's Peril (No. 109 of the
"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series

12 — The Icemen and the Artist (Comedy).
Dec. 13 — The Stain of Chuckawalla
(No. 19 of
the
"Girl
from
Frisco")
(Two
parts — Drama).
Dec. 15 — The Menace
(No. 9 of "Grant. Police
(Drama).
Dec. 16— The Reporter")
Midnight
Express
(No.
110
of
the "Hazards
of Helen"
Railroad
Series)
(Drama).
Dec.
19— The Fatal Violin (Comedy).
Dec. 20— On the Brink of War (No. 20 of "The
Girl
from
Frisco" — Two
parts —
Drama).
Dec.
22— The Tiger's Claw
(No. 10 of "Grant,
Reporter" — Drama).
Dec. 23 — The Police
Vanishing
Box Car (No. Ill of
"The Hazards of Helen"- — Drama),
Dec,
26
—
The
Quest
of the Golden Goat (Com,),
Dec.
29 — A Mission of Staf?* (No. 11 of "Grant.
Police Reporter" — Drama),
30— A Race With Death
(No. 112 of "The
Hazards of Helen" — Drama).
SELIG.
03.
1916
Sellg-Tribune
No.
(Topical).
No.
94.
1916
SellR-Trihune
(Topical).
Nov. 25 — Hedge of Heart's Desire (Comedy).
Nov. 27 — Following
(Three
parts —
Drama). the Flag
Nov. 20— The

Nov. 23 — The

The Pinal Fraud
(Three parts — Dr.).
Nov. 27— The Sellg-Tribune No. 95, 1916 (Top.).
The Egg (Two parts — Comedy).
Nov. .^0 — The Sellg-Tribune No. 96, 1016 (Top.).
A Wattlog
Game
(Comedy).
Dec.
2 — Mistakes Will Happen
(Drama).
A Failure at Fifty (Three parts — ComDec.
4 — The Brand
of Cain (Two parts — Dr.).
edy-Drama).
Dec.
4
—
The
Sellg-Tribune,
No.
97.' 1916
In a Looking Glass (Black Cat Feature— Two
parts — Drama ) .
Dec.
7 — The (Topical).
Selig-Trlbune.
No.
98,
1916
Topical).
Canlmated Nooz Pictorial No. 20 (Cartoon— Comedy).
Dec.
9 — The Purchase Price (Drama).
— Long Beach, Cal. (Scenic).
Dec. 11 — TwiRted Trails (Three parts — Drama).
Deo. 11— SeliE-Trlhune. No. 99 (Topical).
Is Marrlnse Sacrpd? No 1, "The BurnDec. 1-1 — Seiis-Tribune.
No. 100 (Topical).
ing Rjind" (Two
parts — Tiraraa).
Dec. 16 — The Road to Fame (Drama).
The Little Brown Mole (Black Cat
Dec. IS — Sellg-Trlbiine No. 101 (Topical).
Feature — Two
parts — Drama) .
Taklne the Count
f Comedy).
Dec. 18 — The Drama).
Five Franc Piece (Two
parts —
Danrlns: with Folly (23 of "Is MarDec. 21 — Sellff-Tribune
No. 102 (Topical).
riage Sacred?" — Two parts — Dr.).
Dec. 23 — The Mnn He Mieht Have Been (Dr.).
A Tale from the Decameron (Two
Dec. 25 — The
Golden
Thought
(Two
parts —
parts — Drama).
Drama).
Canimat-^d Nnoz Pictorial No. 21 (CarDec. 25 — Sel ie-Tribune
No. 1 03 (Topical ) .
toon Comt^dy),
Dec 2'' — Selle-Tribune No. 104 (Topical).
Wife in Sunshine (Third of "Is Marriage Sacred ?" — Two
parts — Dr. ) . Dec. 30 — The Right Hand Path (Drama).

FEATURE

COMEDY.

Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec.

8—
15 —
22—
2&—
6—
13 —
20 —
27 —

Marked No Funds (Comedy).
His Wedding Promise
(Comedy).
The Good Stenographer
(Comedy).
Hubby's Chicken
(Comedy).
Hubby's Chicken (Comedy).
Charity Begins at Home (Comedy).
They Practice Economy
(Comedy).
Her Financial
Frenzy
(Comedy).

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

VIM.
24 — Money Maid Men (Comedy).
30 — The Prize Winners (Comedy).
1 — Ambitious ETthel (Comedy).
7 — The Guilty One (Comedy).
8 — A Rare Boarder (Comedy).
14 — No release this day.
15 — ViTbat's the Use (Comedy).
20 — He Went and Won
(Comedy).
22 — Reckless Romeos (Comedy).
2fi — Fat and Fickle (Comedvl.
29 — Before the Show (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec,
Dec.

2 — Our Other Lives ( Three parts — Drama)
(Broadway Star Feature).
4 — Where Is Your Friend? (Comedy).
— Swedish Model Farm (Educational).
8 — His Wife's Allowance
(Comedy).
11 — Accident Is the Best Policy (Com.).
15 — Bears and Bullets (Comedy)
16 — Pep's Legacy
(Three
parts — Drama)
18 — A Lesson for Somebody
(Comedy).
22 — A Bit of Bent Wire
(No. 1 of "The
Dangers
of Doris" — Comedy ) .
25 — A Journey to Nowhere
(Comedy).
— Some of Our Biggest Star Performers
(Comedy).
29 — The Luck
Charm
(No.
2 of "The
Dangers of Doris" — Drama).

General Film Company Peaturei
BLACK
CAT
FEATURE.
Dec. 12 — In Drama).
a Looking
Glass
(Two parts —
Dec. 19 — The Drama).
Little Brown Mole
(Two parts —
Dec. 26 — A

Tale
from
the Decameron
(Two
parts — Drama).
BROADWAY
STAR
FEATURES.
Dec.
2 — Our Other Lives (Three parts — Dr.).
Dec. 16 — Pep's Legacy
(Three parts — Drama).
KNICKERBOCKER
STAR FEATURBJ.
Nov. 24 — Twin
Souls (Three parts — Drama).
Dec.
1 — Butts Casey — Crook (Two parte — Dr.).
Dec.
8— Master
of Her
Soul
(Three
part* —
Drama).
Dec. 22 — The Drama).
Dawn of Wisdom

(Three parts —

A Welcome Visitor Each Week in Every Business Home Where Moving
Pictures Are of Interest

The Moving Picture World
Is Admirably Adapted to Carry Any Little
Message Which You May Wish to Send

Our Classified Advertisements at Five Cents Per Word
Will Produce Remarkable Results — One Dollar for Twenty Words or Less.
Send Copy, with remittance, to CHALMERS

PUBLISHING

CO, 17 Madison Avenue, New York City
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REMOVAL
CANADA
Provincial Rights Available Now

1233

"ROBINSON
CRUSOE
'W.

WHY

SAVAGE

GEO. F. DRISCOLL
Majesty's Theatre,

Montreal

Provincialthis
Rights
money-maker
for for
"live
wires"
because
picture
means S.R.O.
exhibitors
and its eflicacious drawing powers will last forever
as the story has. Exhibitors write or wire me for
this clean, wholesome historical super-feature-deluxe. MORE BIG ONES TO FOLLOW.
All Communications
York
addressGodfrey
Bldg.

Have

the

Largest

and Best
Them?

Theatres

Installed

Stanley, Regent, Arcadia, Victoria, Savoy,
Great Northern, Coliseum. Frankford, Logan
and Logan Auditorium, Wishart, Richmond,
Empire, Ridge Ave. Druary, Hamilton, Lancaster, Hunts, Wildwood, Queen, Wilmington,
and the New Beautiful Strand seating twentyfive hundred, also fifty other large theatres.

America's Foremost Producer

New
801

Home of
s Crystal Gold Fibre Screen

Rembusch

PARTS-5

Made by HENRY

STREET

Why not deal with a progressive house, and
one whose reputation is known to every exhibitor in the country?

HERO

5— FULL

His

VINE

EXHIBITORS

S^

EVERYBODY'S

NOTICE

On account of the steady increase of new
customers and continued patronage of our
old ones, we were forced to seek larger
quarters, and now occupy the building at

Wfl Y ? A Demon st rat ioti will convince you.
This is the finest screen made in the world
Write,
wire or 'phone,
demonstration
free of and
cost.we will give you a

to Nlontreal

Calehuff Supply Co.

Montreal address —
(permanent)
Majesty's Theatre

His

CHAS.

A. CALEHUFF.

President.

1233 Vine Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

WISE PRODUCERS

GET BUSY!

Peace

will soon be declared in Europe.
The
demand for film will be enormous.
WE HAVE FOR SALE OR RENT AN
UP-TO-DATE FILM LABORATORY
In the heart of New York City, with a capacity of
500,000 ft. per week.
Act quickly and address to Central Laboratory,
c/o MOVING PICTURE WORLD, N. Y. C.

SLIDES

FOR

THE

FOR MANAGERS

MOVIES

Mr. Exhibitor: Our slides are bright, snappy, well
worded and illustrated and will readily sell to your advertisers. Send for catalogue with special exhibitors'
discount.
HOUSTON

SLIDE

CO, 415H Main St., Houston, Texas.

ATMOSPHERIC SCREEN
becomes
more beautiful
tone value with age

in

The
Charm Screen
ATMOSPHERIC
220

WEST

42D

SCREEN
STREET,

NEW

CO., INC.
YORK

CHARDSON'S
RI
HAND BOOK
MOTION

PICTURE

and OPERATORS

Published b)

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
"RICHARDSON'S MOTION PICTURE
HAND BOOK is a carefully prepared guide
to perfect projection.
It is an invaluable help to every single individual inthe trade who has to do with the
mechanical handling of motion picture film or
the management of a moving picture theatre.
There are over 680 Pages of Text and the
illustrations include detail diagrams of all the
leading makes of projection machines.
Substantially Bound

In Red Cloth S4.00J

Sent Postpaid on Receipt 4>f Price by

MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 17 Madison Ave., New YorK tlty
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 917 Schiller Bldg., Chicago, IIL
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 305 Haas Bldg., Los Angeles, CaL
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON UNIVERSAL

AND

(For Daily Calendar of Program

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
ANIMATED
Dec. 13— Number 50
I>ec. 20— Number
51
Dec 27 — Number 52
Jan,
3 — Number 53

WEEKLY.
(Topical).
(Topical).
(Topical).
(Topical).

—
Dec 26 —

BIG U.
Dea. 7 — Seeds of Jealousy (Drama)
(Special).
Dec 15— Tbe Wrong Heart (Drama)
(Special).
Dec 21— No regular Big U this day.
Dt*. 21 — Moonshine
Blood
(Special
ReleaseDrama).
D«c. 28 — No regular Big U this day.
Dec 28 — Special release.
Title not yet decided.
D«;. 31 — Special release.
Title not yet decided.
Jan. 4 — No regular Big U this day.
Jan, 4 — The Uprising (Special Release — Dr.).
Jan.
7 — Title not yet decided.
BISON.
Dec
9 — ^The Good Woman
(Two "parts — Dr.).
Dec 16 — The Taint of Fear (Two parts— Dr.).
Dec. 23 — Fighting
Joe (Two
parts — Drama).
Dec 30 — Giant Powder
(Two parts— Drama).
Jan.
6 — Blood Money
(Two
parts — Drama).
GOLD
SBAL.
Not. 28— Should
She Hare Told (ThrM p»rt»—
Drama).
Dioc
R^Ashee (Three parts — Drama).
Dec 12 — The Two
Roads
(Three
parts — Dr.).
Dec 26— BirdsDrama).
of a Feather
(Three
parts —
Jan.
Dec
I>ec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Jan.
Jan.
Dec
Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Jan.
Dec.
Dee.
Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

2 — An

Old
Soldier's
parts — Drama).
IMP.

Romance

Dec 21 —
Dec. 24 —

(Three

l()_(No release this day).
10 — Bubbles (Drama) (Special).
15 — Scratched
(Two parts — Drama).
17 — No release this day.
22— In Drama).
the Dead
O'Nlght
(Two
parts24 —
24 —
29 —
31 —
5—
7—

No regular
Imp this day.
The Woman
Who Learned.
Toto of the Byways (Two parts — Dr.).
No regular Imp this day.
The Moral Right (Two parts — Dr.).
The Whelp
(Drama).
JOKER.
2 — Scrappily Married (Comedr).
ft— The Tramp Chef (Compdy).
"Jfi— Tbelr Dark Secret (Comedy).
Zi — Jags and Jealou.'ty (Comedy).
30 — Mines and Matrimony
(Comedy).
6 — Love In Suspense
((Comedy).
LAEMMLB.
13 — Green Eyes (Drama).
Ifi — Su release this day.
16 — Mother's
cial). Guiding Hand (Drama) (Spe20 — No regular Laemmle this day.
20 — Homeless
(Special
Release — Drama).
2^ — No regular Laemmle this day.
27 — Stronger than Steel (Two parts — Dr.).
30 — No regular Laemmle this day.
30, — Special release.
Title not yet decided.
.1— No regular La-mmle this day.
3 — Alone
in
the
World
(Special release —
Drama).
6 — No regular Laemmle this day,
L-KO.

3 — ^Ko release this day.
6— TheComedy).
Htph Diver's Curse Two parts —
Dec 13 — Murdprpd by Mista)te (Two parts —
Comedv>.
Dec. 20— ShootlnR
Drama).His 'Art Out (Two parts-

Dec 28 —
Dec 31 —
Jan.
Jan.

Nov. 27 —
Dec.
4—
Dec. U—
Dec l-**—
Dec. 25 —
Jan.
1—

PROGRAMS

Releases See Pages 2008, 2010.)

POWERS.
No regular
Power's this day.
Told
Nervy
Nat Has
His
Fortune
(Comedy Cartoon).
In the Heart of India As Seen by Dr.
Dorsey (Educational).
Such
Is Life In Alaslta (Hy Mayer
Travelogue).
No regular Powers this day.
Sammie Johnsln
Slumbers
Not (Cartoon Comedy).
No regular Powers this day.
The Comedy).
Trials of Willie Winks
(Cartoon
RED FEATHER.
The Mainspring
(Five parts — Dr.).
Kinkald. Gambler
(Five parts — Dr.)
The
Morals
of Hilda
(Five
partsDrama).
Mixed
Blood
(Five parts — Drama).
A Child of Mystery (Five parts — Dr.).
Polly
Put the Kittle On (Five parts —
Drama).

REX.
Dec 14 — The Drama.)
Lawyers
Secret

(Two
parts —
Dec 15 — No release this day.
Dec. 17 — No release this day.
Dec 17 — Love or an Empire
{Two parts — Dr.)
(Special).
Dec. 21 — The Drama).
Ivy and the Oak
(Two
parts —
Drama).
Dec. 23 — Tbe — Rock
of Riches
(Special Release
Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Dec
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec.

24 —
20 —
20 —
31 —
4—
6—
7—

Mr. Vampire (Two parte — Drama).
.N'o regular Rex this day.
Special release.
Title not yet decided.
Tbe Prodigal Daughter (Drama).
The Red Stain (Two parts — Drama).
Special release, title not yet decided.
No regular Rex this day.
VICTOR.
7 — The Drama).
Shadow
(Two
parts — Comedy —

—
12 —
12—
14 —
19—
10 —

Racoons
( Educatlrtnel) .
No release thla day.
Billy the Bandit
(Comedy
fSpeda!).
It Didn't Work
Onl Rieht (Comedy).
No regular VIrtor this day.
So Comedy).
This Is Paris
(Special
releaee —

Dec 22 — It's Great to Be Married (Comedv).
Doc. 28 — GoodComedy).
Morning,
Judge
(Two
parts —
Jan.
2. — Bombs and Banknotes
fComedv).
Jan.
5 — How
to Be Happy
Though
Married
(Comedy^.
UNR'ERSAL SCREEN MAGAZINE.
Nov. 24 — -Viirnhpr I.
Dec
« — N'lmhpr 2,
Dec 22— Number 3.
Jan.
5 — Number 4.
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE.
Dec 11 — LIbertv
No. 17. "A Trail of Blood"
(Two parts — Drama).
Dec. IS— LIbertv No. IS, "Thr> Wolfs Nemesis"
(Two
parts — Drnma).
Dec. 10 — Little Partner
(Three parTs — Drnmal.
Dec. 25 — Liberty No. 10. "An Avenging
Angel"
fTwo part^ — Drnmai.
Dec
31 — Libertv No. 20, "A Dnnebrpr of the
U. S. A." (Two parts — Drama).
DNTVERRAL
(STATE
RIGHTS i.
Ootfihof — Idle

Wtvpe

f?ifVf-n

oorto — nr'im«>

— Drama).
December — The
peoole vs. John Doe

Dec
Dec

Dec. 27 — The Perils of a Plumber (Comedy).
Dec 20 — Phil's Bu«y Day (Comedy).
Jan. S — On the Trail of the Lonesome Pill
(Two
parts — Comedy).
NESTOR.
Nov. 24— Mnrried
a Year
(Comedy).
Nov. 27— The White Turkey (Comedy).
Dec
4— Pbsb the Prunes
(Comedy).
D**.
R — Oh Ynu Hnn*»vnioon
fComedv).
Dec. 11 — Two Small Town
Romeos
(Comedy).
Dec. l.*!— T*m Your Hu<)hand
fComedv),
Dec. y<t—M
Smind'^
LlUe a Kisa (Comedy).
D<«. 2-^ — Pretty Bahv
(Comedy).
Jan.
1 — Practice What Yon Preach
(Comedy).

4—
7—

MUTUAL

(Six parts

Bluebird Photoplay, Inc.
Nov. '2i) — Tbe

Mpasure ol a Man
Drnmn ),
Not. 27 — Th** Drama).
Oiieler of Algiers

( Five

parts —

(Five

parts —

Dec

(Five parts —

4 — The Drnma).
SIcn of the Poppy

D«;. 11 T>»(> Prlf-p nf SIlcTlfp /rlT-*! por+o — pr ^
Drama).
Dec. 1&— The — Ri^-ht
of Mary Blake (Five parts
Dec. 25 — TbeDrama).
Rieht to Be Happy

(Five parts-

Mutual Film Corp.
AMERTTAM
Vrtv.
^ — Thf Fleht "" the nom
fH'Pfl-T'o'i
Nov. 23 — TTie P»nr Pucks (Two parts — Drama)
(Reissue).

Not. 23— Calamity
Ann
Gaardias
(Coaudr)
( Reissue).
Nov. 30 — Calamity
Anne's Vanity
(Drama).
Dec.
2 — Tbe Capture of RatUeaaake ike (Or.)
(Reissue).
CUB.
Nov.
3 — Nearly a Hero
(Comedy).
Nov. 10 — His Blushing Bride (Comedy).
Not. 17 — Her Sun-Kissed
Hero
(Comedy).
ECLAIR.
Nov. 11 — TheDrama).
Unpardonable Sin (Two
Drama),
Nov. 18 — The Bad SamarlUn (Two
NIAGARA

FILM

parts —
parts-

STUDIOS.

Dec. 28 — The Perils of Our Girl Reporten (Episode No. 1. Drama).
'The Jade Necklace"—
Two parts—
NORTH
AMERICAN.
Nov. 27 — Sequel
to Diamond
from
(Chapter
-Fate
and
Two
parts —1—Drama).
Dec.

the
Sky
Deatk"—

4 — Sequel
to Diamond
from
tke
( Chapter
2— "Under
Oath"—
parts — Drama).
Dec 11 — Sequel
to Diamond
from
the
(Chapter
.-i— -Sealed
Lips"parts
— Drama).
Dec. 18 — Seq"-'
fi Diamond
(Cbapter
4— "The
parts — urama),
GAUMONT.

Sky
Two
Sky
Two

frnm
the
SV7
Climax"- Twe

Dec. 7 — The Vampires (Erplsode No. 3, "The
Gho;t ■ — Three
parts— Drama).
Dec. 12 — Mutual World Tours, No. «, The Nllo,
CnrcafiRone and Lake Luerae
(Travel).
Dec. 13—
See America
First (Scenic).
■— Kartoon
Komlcs.
Dec. 14 — The Drama).
. V^arapires (Episode No. 4, "The
Dead Man's Escape" — ^Threo parts
Dec. 17 — Reel Life. Number 33 (Mutual Film
Magazine).
Dec. 20— See America
First (Travel).
— Kartoon Komlcs (Cartoon Comedy).
Dec. 21— The Vampires (Episode No. R, "The
Eyes that Hold"- Three parts— Dr.).
Dec. 21 — Mutual Tours Around the Wertd
(.%forocco. Chantiliy, by the Mediterranean (Travel).
Dec. 24 — Reel Life. Number 34 (Mutaal Film
Magazine).
Dec. 26 — Mutual Tours Around tbe World (The
There River. Franr-e ; Florence, in
the Swiss Alps) (Travel).
Dec. 27 — See America First (Scenic).
— ^artonn
KfiTTiics (Cartoon Comedy).
Dec. 2S— The Vampires (Episode No. C, "Sfttanas" — Three
parts — Drama).
Dec. 31 — Reelazine).
Life No. 35 (Mutual Film MagDec.
7—
Dec
S—
Dec.
S—
Dw.
o—
Dec 11 —
Dec.
Dec.
rtor,
Dec.
Pre
r>PC.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

14 —
15 —
in —
I** —
20 —
21 —
22—
2^1 —
?" —
2S —
2^ —
30—

MUTUAL.
Gertle'R Latest Love Affair (Oxn.).
Undo
Sam's
Defenders,
No. 1 "Krom
Citizen to Soldier."
RetinbiMtatei
(Drama).
Artmlfr's Tbr^e
(Comedy^.
ThpDrnma).
Turn of the Wheel
(Two parts —

Title not yet reported,
Uncle
Sam'«
ppfend'^n*.
No. 2. "Oar
Doys at the Border" (Topical).
Hop Onllor Pten<=e (Comedy).
Tlnddv's rhrt^tmas
fTwo
parts — Dr.).
MuMn)
Weekly
No. 10^ (Travel).
Tbe Elonement
(Comeriv).
Unrle
Sflm's
Dpfendpri*.
No.
3, "A
.Tack Tnr In the Makine" fToplral),
EvPT-v Lassie Hns n Lover frompdyl,
'ndisrretion
(Two
parts — Drama).
ppiprs Perfect Photonlay (Comedy).
Title not vet reported.
Grimsey
the Bellhop
(Star Cknnedy),
MUTUAL
WEEKLY.
Vov. ^Ti — Number
OR (Toplpnl),
Nov 22 — Nnmher OO fToplml).
Vov. 20 — Nnmhrr
1"V) (Toplpnl).
pPP.
r — VMoih**r
111 CToplrnl).
Dec. 1? — Number IfV} (TnnlcRl).
p*.c. 2ft_Vi,Tnhpr im fToplPaU.
Dec. 27— Number 104 (Topical).
{Mntunl Rrlcascs continued on pagr 20GC.)
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HYDROQUINONE
GENERAL
NEW

Projection

CHEMICAL

YORK

COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO

Engineer

la your screen
result unsatisfactory?
Is your projection
current
costing too much?
Are you planning a new theatre?
Are you cod teoipla ting the purchase of new Equipment?
Theatre plans examined and suggestions made as to
operating room lucaiiun. Operaiiiig rooms planned,
etc.. etc Will personally visit theatres in New York
City or within 3U0 miles thereof.
Fees moderate.

npHE speed and quality of the
sensitive emulsion, thie strength
and toughness of the base, the consistent excellence covering a long
period of years, the marked dependability—these are the qualities that
have made it desirable, for your interests and our own, to place the
identifying stencil mark

(.^Hv^.\/-m)
F.H. RICHARDSONYorkU'^^^^thi)
Room
1434, Z2 E. 17th St, New
City

If You Need a New Machine
and can't afford to pay cash, write us today and
we will help you out.
Our easy payment plan enables you to purchase any make machine at a small investment.
DON'T DELAY— GF.T BUSY— WRITE TODAY for full particulars.

"EASTMAN"
on the margin of our film.

Amusement Supply Company
Dealers
in Moiiograph,
Simplex^
Powers,
Edison
snd Standard
Machines, Tran»verier»,
Muior Generators.
Rectifiers and everything pertaining to the Muving Picture Theatres

EASTMAN

3rd Floor, Mailers Bldg^
Cor. Madison Street & Wabash Ave., Chicago, IIL

ADVANCED

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

PROJECTION

OF

COMPANY
N. Y.

INTOLERANCE

D. W. GRIFFITH'S COLOSSAL SPECTACLE al the LIBERTY THEATRE, NEW YORK. Introduces NEW IDEAS in the ART
of PROJECTION The WORLD'S BEST PROJECTORS .re equipped with SPECIAL SPEED CONTROLS and TIME REGISTERING DEVICES so that the Musical Director has absolute control of the SPEED, thereby SYNCHRONIZING the MUSIC
perfecUy with the PICTURE. For
the Arc
WORLD'S
BEST PROJECTORS
equipped Distributor
with TIME REGISTERING Devices uul
Perfect
Control Rheostats,
consult the Exclusive

B. F. PORTrR,
MT*

1482 BROADWAY,

SQUARE,

NEW

YORK

lt*s the screen without name or character that some dealers sell because it pays them better
l^^

MIRROROID

Rerommended
and endorsed
ROROID
INSTALLATIONS.

by

installations to Date 9678

the Presldeot

of the NATIONAL

FREE—Get

EXHIBITORS'

J. H.

CENTER
THE

WORLD'S
In Answering

COMPANY,

OLDEST

The World Over, the World's Best Theatres
LEAGUE

Our Large Demonstration

Test — CoiBiMre with any screen on earth — Use the brains God gave you
— and the evidence of your own eyes.
Price, i3 1/3 Cents a Square Foot, $3.00 a Square Yard, the world over.
Mirroroid has been tried, aod proven THE SCREEN SUPREME.
Why
pay more for ao unknown
product?

The

AT TIMES

AND

Advertisements,

LARGEST
Please

OF AMERICA

(Mr. Lee A. Ochs)

If your dealer cantrot supply you with
you any other screen is better, realize he
None
are as good — naturally, none can
If you buy. you should insist upon that
we give with every MIRROROix) screen
Think
it over.
Write

MIRROROID,
and tries to tell
is making a grester sales profit.
be belter.
same Five-Year Gnarantee that
installed.

Newburgh,

Inc.
PROJECTION
Mention

aod the MT* MXIt-

Samples— FREE

the

SCREEN
MOVING

MANUFACTURER

PICTURE

WORLD.

N. Y.
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List of Current Film Release Dates 'aw— J
ON

FEA ruRES

AM)

MISCELLANEOUS

(For Daily Calendar of Program
KMiitual Releases continued from page 2024.)
MUTUAL
CHAPLIN.
The Pawnsbop (Two parts — 'Comedy).
Not. 13 — Beblnd
the
Screen
(Two parU — Comedy).
December — The Rink
(Two
parts — Comedy).
MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
DE LUXE.
Nov.
9 — East Is East (Turner— Five parta —
Drama)
(No. 151).
Not. 16 — Immediate Lee (American — Five p»rt8
—Drama)
(No. 163).
MUTUAL
SPECIAL.
Dec. — Charity (Seven parts — Drama).
MUTUAL
STAR
PRODUCTIONS.
Nov. 27 — A Dream or Two Ago (FtTe parU —
Drama)
(No. 156).
Dec. 4 — The Valley of Decision
( American —
Five parts — Drama)
(No. 158).
Dec. 11 — Lonesome Town
(American — Five parts
—Drama)
(159).
Dec. 11 — Miss Jackie of the Navy
(Five parts
-Drama)
(160).
MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION.
Dec. 18 — The Twinkler
(Five parts — Drama).
Dec 25^The Innocence of Lizette (American —
Five parts — Drama) .
NOVELTY.
Not. 25 — An Artful Dodge
(Comedy).
SIGNAL
FILM
CORP,
Dec. 4— A Lass of the Luniberlands
(No. 7 —
Two parts — Drama).
Dec. 11— A Lass of the Lumberlands
(No. 8 —
Two parts — Drama).
Dec. 18 — -A Lass of the Lumberlands
(No. 9 —
Two parts — Drama).
Dec. 25 — A Lass of the Lumberlands (No. 10 —
Two parts — Drama).
Dec. 31 — A Lass of the Lumberlands
(No. 11 —
Two parts — Drama).
VOGUE.
Nov. 19 — With or Wfibout (Two parts — Com,).
Nov. 26— Up the Flue (Comedy).
Dec
3 — The \t icked City (Two parts— Com.).
Dec. 10 — Shot In the Fracas
(Two
parta —
Comedy).
Dec. 17— Treed (Two parts — Comedy).
Dec. 24 — Pickle All Around (Two parts — Com.).
Dec. 31 — Jealous Jolts (Two
parts — ^Comedy).

Metro Pictures Corporation,
POPULAR
PLAYS
AND
PLAYERS.
6 — Extra vaeanre
( Five pa rts — Drama ) .
4 — The — Black
Black Butterfly (Five parta
Drama).
ROLFH.

Sot.
Dec

Not. 27 — Sunbeam
(Five parts — Drama).
D«o. 11— The Drama).
Stolen
Triumph
(Five
parts —
Dee. 18 — The Awakening of Helena Richie (Five
parte — Drama).
YORKB.
Not. 20— BIsr Tremalne
Dec. 2G — Pidgin Island

(Five
parte — Dr.).
(Five parta — Dr.).

Paramount Pictures Corp.
Not.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Not.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.

BLACK
DIAMOND
COMEDY.
27— Thflr Counterfeit Vafatlon
(Comedy).
2 — Nearly
a Deserter
(Comedy).
10— Bridget's
Blunder
(Comedy).
30 — A Troublesome Trip (Comedy).
l.T — A Villainous
Pursuit
(Comedy).
27— Their
Counterfeit
Vacation
(Com.).
11 — His Ivory Dome
(Comedy).
2&— Their Week
End (Comedy).
PAMOUB
PLAYERS.

Not. 27— Nanette
of
Drama).

the

Wllds

(FIto

parts-

Dec

4 — A Coney
Drama).Island Princess (F1t6 parta —
Dec 1« — Travellnfir Salesman (Five part* — Dr.).
Dec 20 — Snow
White
(Five parts — Drama).
KLEVER COMEDY.
Dec
4— The Best Man
(Comedy).
Doc. 18— In Boclety and Out (Comedy).
LASKY.
Not. 16— TheDrama).
Years of the Locust (FlTe parta —
Dec. 11 — Oliver Twist
(Five parts— Drama).
Dec 14 — Victoria Cross (FlTe parts — Drama).

MOROSCO

PROGRAMS

Releases See Pages 2008. 2010.)

AND

PALLAS.

Dec
7 — The Road to Love (Five parts — Dr.).
Dec 21 — The Drama).
Right
Direction
(Five
parts —
Dec. 28 — The Drama).
Redeeming

Love

(Five

parta —

PARAMOUNT.
Not. so— Martyrdom
of Phillip Strong
(Five
parts — Drama ) .
PARAMOUNT-BRAY CARTOONS.
Heeza Liar Hobo ( Cartoon —
Comedy).
Not. 16 — Colonel
Not. 23 — Bobby Bumps Queers the Choir (Cartoon— Comedy ) .
Nov.
30— What
Happened to Willie (CartoonComedy).
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES.
20— British Egypt
(Scenic).
Nov.
Not.
27 — The Real Streets of Cairo (Scenic).
Dec.
Dec 4 — The Lower Nile (Scenic).
Dec. 11 — The Upper Nile (Scenic).
18 — Going to Halifax
(Scenic).
Dec. 2o — Land of Evangeline
(Scenic).
PARAMOUNT
PICT0GRAPH3.
Not,
5 — 40th Release
(Edu.).
12 — 41st Release
(Edu.).
Nov. 1!)
Nov.
— 42d Release
(Edu.).
Nov. 20 — Vid Relase
(Edu.).
Dec. 3 — 44th Release (Edu).
Dec. 10— 4.')th Release (Edu.).
Dec. 18 — Going to Halifax
(Scenic).
25 — The Land of Evangeline (Scenlt).

Pathe Exchange,

Inc.

ASTRA.
Dec 17 — The Shielding Shadow. No. 12, "The
Stolen Shadow" (Two parts — Dr.).
Deo. 17 — Pearl of the Army, No. 3. "The Silent
Menace"
(Two Parts — Drama).
Dec. 24 — The Shielding Shadow, No. 13, "The
Hidden Menace" (Two parts — Dr.).
Dec. 24 — Pearl of the Army. No. 4, "War
Clouds" (Two parts — Drama).
Dec. 31 — The Shielding Shadow, No. 14. "Absolute Black" (Two parts — Drama) .
Dec. 31 — Pearl of the Army, No. 5, "Somewhere
in Grenada" (Two parts — Drama).
GOLD ROOSTER.
Nov. 26 — ArmsDrama).
and the Woman
(Five parts —
— Drama).
Dec.
3 — Divorce and the Daughter (Five parts
Dec. 10 — The Challenge
(Five parts — Drama).
Dec. 17 — King
Lear
(Five parts — Dramai.
Dec. 24 — The Romantic
Journey
(Five parts —
Drama).
Dec. 31 — Joy and the Dragon (Five parts — Dr.).
PATHE.
Dec. 10 — TheDrama).
Faithless Friend (Two parts —
Dec 10 — Florence Rose Fashions, No. 10,
"Fashions and Charity" ( FashIons).
Dec. 17 — The Taint (Three Parta — Drama).
— Colored).Investigator (Educational
Dec. 17 — Bobby-Bear.
— Spanish
Costumes
and Dances
CCostumes — Colored).
Dec. 24 — Against Heavy Odds (Drama).
Dec. 24 — Florence Rose Fashions, No. 11, "A
Day
of. Sport"
(Fashions)
and
— Young
Fur Bearing
Animals
(Edu). Rose Fashions, No. 12, "Prilli
Dec. 31 — Florence
and Thrills" (Fashion) and
— Making Rasine (Cal.) (Bdu.).
Dec. 31— Silk Industry (Industrial).
PATHE
NEWS.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec.

16 —
20—
23—
27—
30—

Not.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec

Ifl —
26 —
3—
10 —
17 —
24 —
31—

Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

101, Ifllfl (Topical).
102 (Topical).
103 (Topical).
104
(Topical).
105 (Topical).
ROLIN.
Luke Patient Provider (Comedy).
Luke's
Newsle
Knockout
(Comedy).
Luke's Movie Muddle (ComedyV
Luke — Rank Impersonator (Comedy).
Luke's Plrpworke Fizzle (ComedT).
Luke
Locates
the Loot (Comedy).
tjuke's Shattered Sleep (Comedy).

Triangle Film Corporation.
FINE

ARTS.

Not. 26— The Drama).
Children
Pay (Five parts — Dr.).
Dec.
2— Children
of the Feud
(Five parts— '
Dec. 9 — Tbe Wharf Rat (Five parts — Drama).
Dec. 16 — The Matrlmaniac (Five parts — Dr.).
Dec. 23— The
Heiress
at Coffee Dan's
(Five
parta — Drama) .
INCE.
Not. 28 — The DeTll's Double (FlTe parts — Dr.).
Dec.
2 — The Criminal
(Five parts — Drama).
Dec.
9 — Bawbs
o' Blue Ridge
(Five parts —
Drama).
Dec. 16 — The Sin Ye Do (Five parts — Drama).
Dec. 23 — A Gamble in Souls (Five parts — Dr.).
Oct.
KEYSTONE.
Comedy).and Steeplcb
1 — Haystacks
(Two part»^
1— The Com.).
Lady
Oct.
Oct.
Oct

Drummer

{Two

parts —

e — A Tugboat Romeo (Two parte — Com.).
8 — Bombs (Two parts — Comedy).

Unicom Film Service.
BUFFALO.
Nov. 16 — The Border Strife (Drama).
Nov. 19 — The Gulf (Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 28 — The Guilty Hand (Two parta— Drama).
GAIETY.
Not. 19 — Easy Come and Easy Go (Comedy).
Dec.
1 — Watches and Women
(Comedy).
HIPPO.
Not. 29 — Cupid's
Nov. 15 —
Nov. 16 —
Nov. 30 —
Nov. 17—
Nov. 28 —
Dec.
3—

Torpedoes
(Comedy).
JOCKEY.
Saturday Night (Two parts — Comedy).
Davy's Daily Doings
(Comedy).
Curse You, Jack Dalton
(Comedy).
JUDY.
A Sorry Plight (Comedy).
He Loved and Rode Away (Comedy).
Rocking the
Baby to Sleep (Comedy).
PURITAN.

Not. 14 — The Inner Soul (Three parta — Drama).
RANCHO.
— Drama).
Not. 13 — The Desert's Prize (Two parts — Dr.).
Not. 27— The Flower of the Prairie (Two parts
Dec

1 — The Brand of Cain (Drama).
SUNSET.
Nov. 13 — Wanted (Drama).
Not. 18 — Slaves of Passion
(Three parta— Dr.).
Nov. 27 — Deserted
(Drama).
Dec.
1 — Love's Sacrifice
(Drama).
SUPREME.
Nov. 15 — Tangles Fates (Drama).
Not. Ifi — A Timely
Reward
(Drama).
Not. 30— Whose was the Hand (Two parts — Dr.).
Dec.
3 — The Telltale Heart (Drama).
LILY.
Not. 17 — The Climax
(Two parts — Drama).
Nov. 20— The Path of Life (Two parts — Drama).
HIAWATHA.
Not. 29 — His Other Wife (Drama).
Drama).
Dec. 2 — The Heart of Ramona
(Three parts —
UTAH.
Nov. 29 — Scarbrow's Revenge (Drama).
Dec
3 — Love's Mirage
(Drama).
MONMOUTH
FILM CORP.
Dec

4 — Jlmmle
Dale, alias. "The Grey Seal"
(Episode No. 1 — Two parts — Dr.).
Doc. 11 — Jlmmle
Dale, alias, "The Grey Seal"
(Episode
No. —2 —Drama).
"The Stolen Rubles"
—
Two parts

Dec. 18— Jlmmle
Dale, alias. "The Grey Seal"
(Episode
.3—— "The
Counterfeit
Five"
— TwoNo.parts
Dramn).
Dec. 25 — Jimmie
Dale. Alias "The Grey Seal"
(Episode No. 4— Two parts — Dr.).
BILLY
WEOT
COMEDIES.
Dec.
Dec.

1 — His Comedy).
Married Life (Two parts — Dr.).
8 — Boarders
ami
Bombs
(Two
parts —

Dec 15 — His Waiting Career (Two parts — Dr.)
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MAN

CAN
AVOID
SCENE
MIX-UPS
and keep accurate record of each exposure, by using the
book we will send you, postage prepaid, if you will send
us 15c in stamps.

ROTHACKER
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G.

FILM

Diversey

w.

MFG.

COMPANY

Parkway,

Chicago

BRADENBURGH

M2 Vine Street

PHILADELPHIA,

Sealed Orders
Protea III.
An Am erican G entleman

7 reels
S reels
S reels

War
Sensational
Drama

new)
(as new)

\V rite for 1917 cata
ogue — over

PA

six tliousand

$150
175
75

subjects listed.

»■■■

For the fullest and latest news of the moving pictur*
industry in Great Britain and Europe.
For authoritative articles by leading British technical
men.
For brilliant and strictly impartial
criticisms
of all
films, read

THE BIOSCOPE

The Leadinf British Trade Journal with an International Circulation
. American Correspondence hy W. Stephen Bush
of
"Moving Picture
World*'

85 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.
Specimen on Application

Stereopticon

Peace Pictures
European War Pictures
(Neutral)

New
and
Termg
m«
J

Moderate

Stereopticon
Lectures
Poems
presented
by
L. M. Marion.

Accompanied by violinist, piainist, operator, lantern,
etc, (when desired) for theatres, lyceums and clubs

near New York City.

Music for dances.

LOUISE M. MARION
445 W. 23rd St, New York
Phone, 10396 Chelsea

I do not lecture on
or sell motion pictures.

Screencraftt
The Making ofor a Photoplay
By LOUIS REEVES

Has

Just

Come

.

HARRISON

from

the

Press

A scholarly examination of the new art of writing for the picture
screen byof one
authors
the of
day.the ablest and most widely experienced screen
This latest addition to the list of
books will be found invaluable by
ing a serious study of their work.
manuscript.
ing Scenario" and illustrations

I

Chalmers Publishing Company
photoplay writers who arc makAlso contains a sample "Workof Mr. Harrison's completed

It is a University Education on the Subject !

"SCREEN

LIGHT THAT NEVER

FAILS"

\
lUustriitiun ol the Author's Own Si:tr.arioFurms. % ■ i

Artistically Bound in Cloth

7!fe ORIGINAL GOLD FIBRE SCREEN -Perfected.

Published by The-

Chalmers Publishing Co.
(Publishers of the MOVING

ralMiNUSfl Cine Products Company,!

Price. $2.00 Postpaid

17 Madison Avenue

PICTURE

WORLD)

- - New York City

Schiller Building, Chicago. 111.
Haas Building, Los Angeles. Cal.

Order Direct From Our Nearest Office or Through Your
Local Bookseller
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

FEATLT^ES

ANI> MISCELLANEOUS

PROGRAMS

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 2008, 2010.)

Feature

Dec. 15 — Hearst-International
News
Pictorial
No. mu (Topltal).
Dec. 18— IntcrnatioDal
Split Reel (Cartoon and
Scenicl.

Releases

ART DRAMAS.
INC.
I>ec. 21— The Lash of Destiny (Van Dyke Film
Co. — Drama).
D«c. 28 — Whoso Taketb a Wife (U. S. Amusement Co. — Drama ).
Jan. 4 — Tte Drama).
Rainbow (Sberrlil Feature Corp. —
ARTCRAFT

PICTURES

CORP.

Not. 6— Less Tliao the Dust (Mary Plcklord—
Seven parts — Drama).
CHRISTIE
FILM
CO.
Not. 20— Some Kid (Comedy).
Not. 27— Tramp. Tramp. Tramp
(Comedy).
Dec. 4 — The Sea Nymphs
(Tomedr).
Dec. n — Miss Billy Cutinns
(Com.rtvl.
Dee. IS— Hist ! At Six OCIock (Comedy).
Dec. IIj— Cupid's Uppercut
(Comedy).
CONSOLIDATED FILM CORPORATION.
Not. 20— The Crimson
Stain
Mystery
No.
(Two parts — Drama).
N«rv. 27 — The Crimson
Stnln
Mystery.
No.
(Two parts — Prnmal.
Doe.
4 — The Crimson
Stain
Mystery,
No.
(Two parts — Drama).
FOX

FILM

16

CORPORATION.

Vixen
(F)ve parts— Drama).
Daltle of Life (Five pwrts- Dr.).
Island
of Desire
(Five
pan* —
Drama ).
Dec 25 — The Victim
(Five parts — Drama).

Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec
Dec.

VITAGRAPH

(V-L-S-E,

HARPER
FILM
CORP.
Nov. — Civilization (Drama).
KING
BAGGOT.
Dec. — Absinthe (urama).

4— The Orama
Prpaker).

( Essanay — Five

parts —

M'-ssagp
to Garcia
(Edison— Five
parts — r>rama l .
Dec. 18 — The
Phantnm
Rupnaneer
(EseanAy —
Ftvp partp — Drama).
Essanay).Soul (Five parts — Drama
Dec. 25 — The — Truant
SELZNtCK
PICTURES.
NovemhtT — War
Rrldpf i Hprhcri
Ftrenon — Dr.).
Nov— Thp Foolish
Vireln
(Drama).
Not — Panthpfl
f nrarna 1
December — The Areyle Case (Drama).
8UNBEAM
MOTION
PICTURE CORPORATION.
Oct. — Somfwbt're In Georela
(Drama*).

INC.).

11 —
11 —
n —
11 —
18—

The Scarlet Runner. No. 11. "The Missing Chapter" (Two pants — Itruma).
The Enemy
(Five parts — Drama).
Rah. Hah. Rah!
(CompdyK
Capi. Jinks' Hidden
Treasure
(Com.).
Whom the Gods Destroy ( Five parw —
Drama).
Dec 18 — Help. Help. Help (Comrdy).
Dec. IS — Capt. .links' Sprained
Ankle
(Com.).
Dec. 18 — The Scarlet Runner. No. IJ. "The Car
and the Clrl" (Last No.) (Two
parts — Drama).
Dec 25 — The Ninety and Nine (Five parts —
Drama).
Dec 2ri — Shanks and Chivalry (Comedy).
Dec 2.*» — Captain
Jink's Getaway
(Comedy).
INTERNATIONAL
FILM
SERVICE
INC.
Dec
4 — International Split Reel (Cartoon
and
Scenic).
Dec
5 — Hearst- International
News
Pictorial
No. !»T (Topical).
Dec. 8 — ^Hearst- 1 nternationjii
News
Pictorial
No. 1>S (Topical).
Dec. 11 — International
Split Reel (Cartoon
and
Scenicl.
Dec 12 — Hearst- Internationa]
News
Pictorial
No. no (Topical).

BOUND

IVAN
Fd.M
PROnnCTK^NS.
November— The Girl Who
Did Not Care (Six
parts — Drama) .
Dec.
1 — Enlit:hi.-n Thy Daughter (Five parts —
Drama).

Dec

Dec
4 — The
Dec 11— The
Dec. 18— The

GREATER

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES.
INC.
Dec. — Pamela's
Past (Five parts — Drama).
EUROPEAN
FILM CO.
November — Fighting
(Five part»—
Topical). for Verdun

Dec 11 — A

IB

VOLUMES

FILMS CORP.
(Four
parts — Faivr

Dec 19 — Hearst- Infernatlonal
News
Pictorial
No. 101 (Topical).
Dec. 22 — Hearst- International
News
Pictorial
No. hrj (Topical).
Dec 25 — International
Split Reel (Cartoon
and
Split Reel).
Dec. 26 — Hearst-lnlernational
News
Pictorial
No. Urt (Topical).
Dec. 20 — Hearst- intt-rnational
News
Pictorial
No. leu (Topical).

KLEINE-EDISON-SELIG-ESSANAY.

14

EDUCATIONAL
Tal«). White
December — Snow

THE TRIUMPH
CORPORATION.
December — The Libertine
(Six parts — Drama).
WORLD
PICTURES.
Nov. 27 — The Mtn She Married
(Five parts —
Dec.
4—
Dec. II —
Dec. 1^—
Dec. 25 —

All Man
(Five parts — Drama).
Rinhpn
Chf»ln«:
( Fivp
Parr«! — Dr.).
The RIsp of Susan
f Five parts — Dr.).
The Drama).
World Against Him
(Five parts —

States Right Features
ARGOSY
FILM
INC.
— Dramnl.
December — The
People vs. John Doe
December — Whpre
D've Get
parts — Comedy).

That

(Six parts
Stuff

(Five

G. M. BAYNES.
Not. — Kitchener's
Grpat
Army
In the Battle
of the Somme
(FIvp parts — Dr.).
CALIFORNIA
MOTION
Nov. — The Woman
Who
Dpcembpr — 'The

Passion

OF THE

You Need Them

PICTURE
CORP.
Dared
( Se^en
parti —
Flower

(Drama).

MOVING

FROHMAN
AMUSEMENT
Drama).
December — The
Witching Hour

CORP.
(Sevea part>—

B. a. MOSS
MOTION
PICTURE
COR.
Oct.— The Power of Evil (Drama).
November — Boots and Saddles
(Drama).
PF.AX
PICTURES CO.
December — Race Suicide (Six parts — Drama),
PIONEER
FEATURE
FILM
CORPORATI01I.
October— The Soul of a Child (Five parts — Dr.).
HENRY W. SAVAGE.
December — Robinson
Crusoe
( Five parts — Dr.).
SHEARMAN
ELLIOTT.
INC.
October — The

Crisis

(Sellg — Seven

parts — Dr.).

bIGNET
FILM
CORPORATION.
Nov. — The Masque of Life (Seven parts — Dr.).
UNITY
SALES CORPORATION.
Not. 20 — The Yellow Menace. No. 12, "The
Drama).
Aeroplane
Accident" (Two parts —
Not. 27— The Yellow Menace, No. IS, "The Sky
and the Submarine" (Two parts —
Drama).
Dec. 4— The Yellow Menace. No. 14, "The Interrupted Nuptials" (Two partsDrama).
Dec. 11— The Yellow Menace, No. 15. "The Ray
of Death"
(Two
parts — Drama).
TWEEDLEDUM
RELEASES
(UNITY).
Oct.
!i— Torpedoed
by Cupid
(Comedy).
Comedy). Honeymoon (Two parts —
Oct. l(i — A Srrambled
Oct. 2.T— SomeComedy).
Hero
(Comedy).
Oct. 30— Tweedledum's Busy Night (Two parts —
Nov.
C — A Lucky Tramp
(Comedy).
Comedy).
Nov. 13 — Lend
Me Your Wife (Two partsNov. 20 — A Bath Tub Elopement
Nov. 27 — A Comedy).
Short-sighted Crime

(Comedy).
(Two parts-

Dec.
4— Somewhere
In Mexico
(Comedy).
Dec. 11 — TheComedy),
Burlesque Show (Two parts —
WARNETR BROS.
December — Robinson
Crusoe.

PICTURE

WORLD

in Your Business !

Each issue of THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD reiiresents the fruit of studied effort on the part of experts
to provide just what the average reader of trade publications in the moving picture field can use to best advantage in his business.
Since this is true, the bound volumes of THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD, each comprising the complete
issues printed during a period of three months, take immediate
standing as
The Reliable Reference Book of the Trade
The Record ot Moving Picture History la the Making

NOW

READY—
VOL. 29.
WE HAVE AT YOUR DISPOSAL
Bound Volumes (or the years 1912. 1913, 1914 and
1915. Four volumes
each year. Shipped
as per
your instructions at $1.50 per volume — transportation charges additional.

CHALMERS

PUBLISHING

JULY

TO

SEPTEMBER.

INVEST S28.50
and have at your hand for ready reference every
issue of THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
which has heen printed since January 1, 191Z.
These neatly bound hooks are invaluable to the
wide-awake
moving
picture man.

1916

CO., 1 7 Madison Ave., New York City
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OPERA

THE

8ALBS

Lytton

OPFICBS

IN

Bldg^

WORLD

ALL

ADJUSTABLE
OPERA
CHAIR
to
Can
be changed
(rom
adult's chair
„
child's chairWrite
by pressing
catch and raising
for booklet
Family Opera Chair
St. Louis. Mo,

Chicago

PRINCIPAL

CITIB8

AMERICAN

ManuUcturers want me to tend them pateoti oo useful inventions. Send me at once
drawing snd^ description of your invention
and I will ipve you an honest report as to
securing a patent and whether I can assist
you in selling the patent. Highest references. E»tabTi8hed 25 years. Personal atteniioo in •)] cases. WM. N. MOORE, Loan
and Trust Butldtpg. Wagbington.
P. C.

(Trade Mark Registered)
Tb« Muskal Marvel Write for Catalofue

AMERICAN

PHOTO

PLAYER

45th St.

2029

Non^Break'
able and
Sanitary
STEEL . and
LOW
Price

New

York

CO.
City

Id Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the MOVING PICTURE WORLD

CAST
IRON

PATENTS

jFotoplaper

S2 Wot

PICTURE

CHAIRS

American Seating Company
1010

MOVING

Opera
immediate Chairs
shipment
on many
styles:
Second Hand
Chairs;
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this

STEEL
FURNITURE
CO.
paper. Rapids. Mich.; New York, ISO FiUh Ave.
Grand

Compelling Recognition—

A strong phrase and yet one that most fully fits,
the Spanish Edition of the Moving Picture World

Is doing yeoman service for the concerns that have taken
advantage of the great war to establish an export trade.
A selected list of over 5000 progressive people of the
motion picture industr}' are reached each month. Almost
blanketing the field in rapidly developing Latin America.
This market is worthy of your keen attention. Why not
receive the full particulars?
Address

THE

CHALMERS

PUBLISHING
SPANISH

CO., 17 MadisonAvenue, New York City
DEPARTMENT

$4.80 A Big Saving Each Year $4.80
On account of the greatly increased cost of paper, engraving, etc.. we have been compelled to make the sin(le
copy price fifteen cents. For the present direct subscription prices will remain the same. This means a saving
of four dollars and eighty cents yearly on direct subscriptions.
In addition
you get your paper earlier.
It will pay you to fill out [his blank and mail at once
with your remittance.
ONE YEAR
SIX
MONTHS
See

$3.0«
$1 Jt

title page

MOVING

for

rates

Canada

and

PICTURE

17 Madison
Cut

Avenue,
out

and

Foreign

WORLD
New

mail

York

Please Fill in
the Name of Your

Thoalr«.

THE
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PERFECT

ARC

MOVING

PICTURE

Irani^rteK
nUDB

Motion

Photography

Now
equipped
with new
automatic
dissolve — producing
a true, clean fade-out and fade-in effect.
Write for Illustrated oatalosue

UNIVERSAL
BRANCHES;

CAMERA

COMPANY

West
Jackson
Boulevard,
CHICAGO
1007 Times BlUg.. New York; 811 Market .St., San FraooiBCO

MAAK

amperage delivery, and the arc did not break.
"Although there were two perfect arcs and
the illumination was not appreciably affected
on the first machine, still the ammeter read 50
amperes, so that we had two arcs, each drawing 50 amperes, with a generator only furnishing atotal of 50, and with an arc voltage
at either machine of 50.
. . .
"I can recommend the Transverter to the
careful consideration of the moving picture
and operator."

Can you do this with your present equipment? If not,
you should not be satisfied. Send for descriptive literature and latest price bulletin.

The Hertner

for

559

"While in Cleveland I witnessed a remarkable demonstration of the ability of this machine to maintain constant current at variable arc voltage. We set the arc working at SO
volts, SO amperes . . . there was no appreciable change
at all in the amperes until the voltage had mounted to 80,
whereupon I turned the arc to, amazing as the statement
may outseem,
approximately
\'/i" in length
the slightest
change taking
place inwiththe

theatre manager

The Universal Camera

CONTROL

F. H. Richardson, well known authority on motion picture equipment says of the

December 30, 1916

WORLD

Electric &

1908 West I14tb Street,

Mfg. Co.

A Dependable Mailing List Service

Saves you from 30% to 50% in postage, etc Reaches all or selected
list of theatres in any territory. Includes name of exhibitor as
veil as the theatre in address. A list of publicity mediums desiring
motion picture news. Unaffiliated exchanges looking for features.
Stipply nouses that are properly characterized as such. Producer!
with address of studios, laboratories and offices. Information in
advance of theatres being or to be built.
W74.
,,

MOTION

PICTURE

DIRECTORY

COMPANY

Phone 3227 Chelsea
Phone 20U3 Randolph

M Fifth Avenue,
New
York
425 Ashland Block, Chicago

Addressing

Multigraphing

Printing

Perfect

Developing TITLESand

Negatives Delevoped. Ic ft.

Typewriting

Printing

any
iangiutg«
complete

5c

Positive Printing ... 4c ft.

Cards Free
Tinting Fr««
per foot
ilfsliitiM (airaatesd by iir lilteen Tain' expcrJeiee Spetiil p\tt n quslitv trim
GUNBY BROS., Inc., 145 West 45tli Street, New York City

Geveland, Ohio

High Grade Printing and Developing
[t^sThere Is One=
Way To Make Any Good
Film Please Everybody
Film stories are of all sorts, comedy, tragedy,
high life, low life, science, sports, adventure. But
nis matter what a patron prefers he is interested
in any footage that comes out clear and brilliant
with vivid detail. Yours will, with the

^auscli [omb
Projectioix [ei\ses

They give full value to every film — your
patrons get interest and money's worth. That
brings them back again and again.
Bausch & Lomb objectives and condensers are
the standard among operators who know — and
both Edison and Nicholas Power Machines are
regularly equipped with them. Your film exchange can supply you, too.

Bausch ^ Ipmb Optical (g.
6 ST. PAUL STREET

ROCHESTES.

N.Y.

New York
Washington
Chicagfo San Francisco
Lfadino Avicrican Makers o/ Photoctraphic and Ophthalmic Lenses,
iHiiTOsropes, Projection Lantcryis (Balopticons) , and other liighgrade optical products.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Negatives
Developed — Ic. Ft.

Wayne

Motion

Prompt Delivery.
Positive Printing — 4c. Ft.

Picture

229 Farwell Building,

Company

DETROIT,

MICH.

Have Perfect Light
Even the most careful operator will sometimes "freeze" the carbons or let them
burn apart. Maintain a perfectly regulated arc without a flicker by installing an

AUTO -ARC
Insures
perfect,
white Soon
lipht.saves
No "fi-pezlngr"
—
no burning"
apart.
more than
enoutrhcui-rent to pay its cost. 30 days' trial
t-'iKirnnteed to satisfy .vou oi' yoni" money back.
PRICE ONLY $60 F. O. B. OWENSBORO. KY.

AMERICAN

AUTO-ARC

407 S. Dearborn St.

CO., Inc.

Chicago. III.

NOTICE — Owing to advance in price of materials, the price
of the Auto-Arc will be changed on January 1, 1917,
from S60.00 to $67.50.

GOLD
ARE

AREBEST
GOLD

KING

"^«^*-«„.
KING
SCREENS
SCREEN

CC.ALTUS.OKLA.
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556
Decatur's New Avon. Theater
1048
"Deemster" Series at Block Island
1625
De Mine, Ce^ll. Heads Morosco-Pallas
S75
De Mille to Produce Cohan Subject
1787
Denver Club Wants to Be Star- Led
738
Denver
Club
Women
Sponsor
Morning
Matinees
1211
Denver Now Has Its Exchange Row
280

Denver Operators DanceThanksfilvlDg Eve..lCCl
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Denver Screen Club Has Plans
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I'fiiver Theater, Another Fine
Deplore Use of ■No Children" Signs
Detroit Business
Changes
Detroit Needs Central Exchange
Detroit
Theaters
Detroit, Outskirts
Prices for
PeaturesAss'nin
Detroit's Majestic. Admission
Raise
Detroit's New Regent Opens
Detroiters Discuss Advance in Prices
Diamond Trade Mark in Sellg's
Disagreement Among Censors
Discussing Minnesota Convention
Dismisses Censorship Appeal
Distributors and Exhibitors "Discuss
Things"
District ot Columbia Bars "Purity"
Doman. Bob. Crosses the Briny— Maybe
Dressier, Marie, to Play for Mutual
Drews
at Columbia
Durant to Work
for Kay-Bee
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2i2
lo29
1207
t^^
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oS3
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89o
^64
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1623
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^91
4Jo
J-i^
1941
194o
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Eagels, Jeanne.
Thanhouser Star
1027
Eastern Pernsylvania Prospers
8SS
Edel, Harold. The Strand's Manager
<07
Edison Rejuvenated
408
Eight Stars in Lasky Productions
412
Elaborate Features on Paramount Program. 712
Elaborate
Musical
Score
531
Ellwood's
New City Theater, Work
Begun
on.
729
Emerson Back With Triangle
40(
Empress, Marie
1S08
Enterprise Amusement Company to Build... 890
Enterprise,
Amusement
Theater
Named
Rialto
1202
Essanay
Buys
Cohan
Hits
1942
Essanay Has Small Fire
1811
B'sianay Northland Pictures
716
Es aray Plant Like a Beehive
,..1791
Etsanay Special Feature
1161
Essanay to Have Chaplin Revue
85
Essanay to Make Natural Length Films
10.30
FiSsanay's November Output Large
869
Essanay3 Coming
409
Eugene,
"-re.. The
People
of and Sunday
Closing
1370
Exceptional Paramount Program
1340
Exchanges to Correct Abuses Legally
526
Exhibitor and His Neighborhood
1532
Exhibitor Complains of Betrayal Stories
872
Exhibitor Collects Another Fare
424
Exhibitors Condemn "White Slave" Film... 374
Exhibitors of Yonkcrs. The
1S06
Exhibitors'
View^;
1470
Extend "Girl from Frisco"
89
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'•Garden of Allah. The" by Selig
1628
"Garden of Allah" is Great
lo23
Garden Theater in Toronto
1835
Gaumont Has Program of Singles
870
General Film Program
93. 717. 1314
General Film to Go After Thieves
867
General
Film Releases
413
General Film Suggestions
1173
General Film War Pictures
1781
Getting at Suburban Patrons
114
Getting Co-operation of Local Newspapers.. 278
Getting Ready
for "Stingaree"
1176
Get-Together of Exchangemen
889
Giblyn. Charles. Now with Selznick
870
Give Credit Where Credit Is Dua
827
Give Us Your Opinion
985
Give Warning on Misleading Ads
1525
Glover. Gertrude
1945
Going on at Mutual Studios
90
Goldwyn
Gets Big Playwrights
1943
Goldwynn Pictures Enters Field
1627
Good Report from Kleine Exchanges
562
Good Roads a Benefit to Film Men
1200
Good Year for Gold Rooster
1339
Governor Whitman Against Censorship
986
Grandin,WestEthel.
-.
Great
FilmScores
Company
Getting
Vnder 1170
Way
587
Great West Film Plans Local Studio
1019
Greetings by Aeroplane from Chicago
1030
Greeley. Evelyn
1809
Greene
Outlines
Artcraffs Scope
679
Griffin. Gerald. Engaged by Metro
551
Grey. E. Henry
1337
Griffith Bids Mae Marsh Godspeed
1787
H
Hallowe'en Ball to Be Brilliant
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Hampton, Ben B.. Heads General Film Co.. 1303
Hanover Buys Biograph
Prints
1031
Hansen, Juanita. Becomes Trianele Star.... 987
"Hazards of Helen" in Third Year
869
Hermann.
Jacnues
1940
Hesne. Dr,, Defines His Attitude
675
Higher Admissions, Trend Toward
1200
Hieher Prices in Twin Cities
1681
Historical Society's Use of Film
15.32
Hobart
Announces
Formal
Opening
1528
Hodkinson to Head Superpictures
1140
Holah. C. E.. Resigns
732
Holab to Head Local International
R94
Honduras Theaters Show Foreign Films. .. .1012
Honor
System.
The
879
Home a Product of Stage
88
Horsley Studins Busy .Again
14S0
How IntelHgpnt Is a Crowd?
1138
Hudson Co. Exhibitors Eat and Make Merry. 1475
Hughes Against Censorship
375
Hungry for American Pictures
829
I

Fairer Censorship in Minneapolis
115
Fakes anri Facts
525
Famous Players End ?100.00!> Offer
866
Famous
Players-Lasky
Takes
Over
Paramount
1778
Famum, William, Returns to Screen
874
Farrar. Geraldine, as Joan ot Arc
1931
Farrar Says "Joan of Arc" Is Splendid
897
Parrell Heads Boston Pathe
104
Fashion Show Popular in Minnesota
864
Feature Market. The
49
Federation and Minor Operators
1048
Federation
Convention
Notes
1672
Federation Convention. Operators at
1199
Federation for Better Films
1332
Penwick. Irene. Joins Famous Players
5.33
Plchtenberg Dis'-usses Trade Development. .1963
Film BicyclinR Sure to Bring Trouble
887
F. I. L. M. Club Doings
1625
Film Men at the Border
830
Film Men Firm Against Censorship
51
Fifteen Reels of Pathe
246
Fifteenth "Fairfax" Episode
1343
Firm Against Censorship
209
First Four Art Dramas, The
1314
First Fox Film Comedv
1627
First
Showing Comedies
of "War Brides"
1146
Five Christie
1184
Five Dollar Admissions
1334
Five New Kalems Are Shown
843
Florence Rose Fashion Show Films, The
871
Pontana Opens Offices Here
1029
Foreign Film Conditions
374
Porelen
Mark*'t Good
17A4. 1963
Fort
Wayne's
Strand
a
Beauty
1364
Four Kalem Releases
224
Pour New
Kalems
535-1182
Four Selznlck Companies Busy
1480
Fourteenth
1179
Fox
Disavows"Fairfax"
.\ttack onEpisode
President
1470
Fox Entertains the Press
1170
Fox Feature Scores at Pitt
1834
Fox Film Comedies
1481
Fox Men In Convention
1161
Fox. New Venture In Newark
1198
Pox Picture Presented
561
Pox Publicity Campaign
1794
Fox's
Terminal
Theater
Opened
1522
Fox William, to Produce Comedies
874
France Increases Film Imports
995
Frisco License Fees Abolished
1369
From Fox Studios
1336

Ignorant
Criticism
Important Bluebirds Oomin?
Ince. Ralnh. I>eaves Vitagraph
Ince Visits Shadow Lawn
Increased Demand for Our Prodnrtions
Indiana Theaters Expect Good Season
Inflianapolis
Arrest';.
WTiolesale
Indianrtt>olis Trtps Sunday Law
Infant Picturalvsis
Interpstine Industrial. An
International Adrts to Product
iTitTnat'oral
Film Service Panned
International
Two
Tf^^rs
Old
"Intolerance" Breaks Record in San Francisco
_,-...
Tnvadine South Amerii^a
Iowa
Won by S^lig for "Spoilers".
Ivan's Ini-mction
Past Performances
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1030
876
40ft
1012
112
1909
1836
984
714
864
1988
1942
Ifi.'W
1331
13fit
1^44

J
Jaclcson. Tennessee, a Live Picture Ci|v. . . .l.";31
.Toplin TlT'ate'- Sncce^ds in Spif*' of Alley... 1680
Jourson, L'Piifpnant, in Good Health
370
Jovo'js Githerine of the Troy Clans
1476
Juliets, Competition in. Pays
1047
K
Kalems
for October
84
Kslems fr>r November
877
Kalem'5; Pi? Week
212
Kalem's Rpport'^r Series OK'd
13.38
Kalem Serial Makes n Strong Start
410
Kalem St^r.s Welcomed
252
Kalems. Two
1346
Kane Wr'tes of Big Theaters
830
Kansas C«>nsnr Lnw, Move For
1367
Knnsas Citv Has C'^nsor Fever
16.80
Kansas Citv Local Cen^or?^
1 r;32
Kansas Citv Screen Club*<= Friday Nislif
898
Kansas Citv Screeners to Give Minstrel Show.T'JO
Kansas Citv's Grand to Show Films
586
Ke'-n Vn the Good Work
1469
Kentucky Pnildine Code Bulletins
^28
Kentuckv. Sundav Agit'ition in
1679
Kine, Mollie. with r-athe
712
Kinline Pi"t«irps at Boston Theater
414
Kirkwood-Rohinson
412
Klp'Tie Ent>'U^iastie
Ovpf 1917 Outlook
1940
Kohn Wants the Best Productions
563
Kolb and Dill Head
Mutual?
1025
L
Lans. pail. Gne-J to Coast
Lasky Shows Two Subjects
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Latest Pathe News Scoops
Laws on Minors Upheld
Lecture Tour Planned
Lee. Joe. State Right Buyers Agent
Leisure Breeds Quality in Films
Lesser Begins Operations in the East
Let Well Enough Alone
Lexington's Strand Stock Deal
Liberty Theater. Pittsburgh, Leased
Licenses ot Moving Picture Theaters
Lincoln, E. K
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1476
406
564
210
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1470
1531
1675
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Linder,
Max, Now
Celebrated
Comedian, Is Due.. 1144
98"
Linder, Max,
With Us
Linder. Max, Ready for Camera.
1340
Lobby
Made
Like Juliet Balcony
Set
1040
Local Idea vs. State Censorship in Kansas.. 888
Longacre Wiseacres and Other Things
133U
Lorimer. Alec, Goes to Australia
-1148
Louisville. Business Good in
78T
Louisville Exhibitors
Prosper
, , . .1830
Lowering Duty on Films in Brazil
13S0
Lurid Film iias Had Its Day.
115
Lyon, B. F., with International
87

Macon. Ga., New Capital Theater at
73B
Maclvor. Mary
1T93
Madison Square Garden Ball
992
Many Players to Attend Boston Ball
1142
Maritime Protest Against Deposit
886
Maritime
Provinces
Organize
2l8
Marshall. Boyd, Thanhouser Leading Man. . 713
Maryland Meeting Postponed
1141
Mask Ball of Film. Men Is Leading Topic. 272
Mason,
Shirley— McClure
Pictures
1970
Masonic Theater Gets Back Its Old Name. . 277
Mastbaum. Stanley, Is Host to Film Men...]77i'
"Masque of Life,
Revamped
179.';
Masterpiece
Film The"
Corporation
1335
May Amend Amusement Tax Law
1206
May Now Expect Censor Appeal Board
117
Mayors on Federal Censorship
251
Mclntyre in "The Traveling Salesman"
711
McKeesport's Fine New Theater
1042
Meeting of Buffalo Screen Club
1624
Meeting of Illinois Branch
528
Meeting of Miami Valley Exhibitors
872
Memphis, Handsome New Theater Promised.. 276
Memphis Inaugurates Children's Matinees... 893
Memphis Has
Metcalfe.
Earle"Cleaner Film" Movement. .. .1204
80
Metro's Christmas Serial
1482
Metro
Forecast
1174
Metros in the Making
^
411
Michigan
Convention
1937
Michigan
Exhibitors'
Meeting
Called
992
Michigan Exhibitor Sounds Warning
1782
Michigan Is Now Dry
1207
Mill City Exchange Men, Change
1365
Milwaukee Exhibitors Reassure the Mayor.. 1837
Minneapolis. Admission Prices in
184]
Minneapolis as a Film Center
1049
Minneapolis, Advisory Board, In
1534
Minneapolis
Film Trade Prosperous
587
Minneapolis Operators' Wage Demands
115
Minneapolis Organization on Job
433
Minneapolis Strand a Leading House
587
Minusa Screen Dines World Man
1208
Mississippi Exhibitors Hold Meeting
1210
Mitchell, South Dakota, Sabatarians Active- 112
Mixed
Identities
1794
Mobile. Ala.. Exhibitor
892
Molter Off to War
566
Montebello.
"Bally-Hooing"
180"
Moore. Tom. Pete.
Builds
New Theater
580
Moore, Tom. Wants to Build Exchange
1201
More
Harris
Pictures
Coming
11>41
Morosco Makes Denial
52
Morrison, Adrienne. Wins Recognition
989
Morrison. James. Joins Ivan
217
Motion Picture Educator, by Rev. U. H. Jackand 677.
Margaret
I. MacDonald.
.2.'i8.
395, son
550.
S58, 1013,
1160. 1324. 1496.
1651. 1804. 1964
Motion Picture Exhibitor. The.. 54. 248. 373.
528, 675, 872. 991. 1141. 1304, 1475,1782.
1622. 1931
Motion Picture Photography, by Carl Louis
Cregorv
1o. 2-35. 301. .547. 703. 8.55
Motion
Pictures
in Maritime
Provinces. ,. .1960
Motion Picture in Politics. The
53
Municip.il Government.
Report on
1052
Music a Drawing Power on Coast
281
Music for the Picture, by Clarence E. Sinn.
76 236. 39.3. 54S, 704. 850. 1011. 1159. 1643
Musicians Unfair to Small Theaters
1361
Musidora. Juliet
861
Mutual After Chaplain Film Pirates
1144
Mutual
Leaders
1337
Mutual Offerings
565
Mutual Picture of Indian Life
117^
Mutual Program
84, 223. 381, 713. 1001
Mutual Promoter. Sullivan
1173
Mutual Sales Force Revamped
244
Mutual
Schedule
246
Mutual to Release "Charity"
864
Mutual's New Exchange in St. John, N. B.. 13.56
Muybridpe's Motion Picture Experiments
239
Myers'
Carmel.
New Griffith Protege
862
N
"Nation"
"Nation"
N. A. M.
National

Court Quashes
Injunction
1044
Fight Film on in Ohio
582
P. I. Acts on Important Matters. .1474
Assoclatloa Has Busy Week
IfilS
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National Board Has Annual Luncheon
1.308
National Theater in Jersey City
;>S8
Nashville. Empress Theater Sold at
lOiT
Nashville, Tenn., Theater
for Blacks
and
\\ hiles
737
Xashville
Theater
Consolidation
112
Need of Economy in Picture Business. .l;ili;i, l(i4o
Neice, Alice
1793
New Allen Tueater at Moose Jaw
283
Newark Theaters
in Merger
578
New Castle, Ind.. Alcazar in. Sold
I20S
New
Color Process
1943
New Essanay
Stock Company
13;^S
New "Gloria" in the Field. A
873
New Group 01 Independent Manufacturers..
60
New Hampshire Exhibitors Organize
528
New Internationa] Branch Managers
1148
New Jersey Candidate Opposes Censorship. . 872
New Jersey Convention
54
New Jersey Exhibitors in State Convention.. 37:^
New
Jersey
Exhibitors
Dance
1937
New Orleans' Electra Passes Out
430
New Sherry Quarters Formally Opened
212
New Triangle Exchange Proposition
214
New York Exhibitor.; Win
1307
New York Film Salesman
Organize
1(J20
New York Has i Moukt-y Dinner
874
New York Movie Ball Great Success
1624
New Orleans — Its Picture Business
892
Nine Stars in Kak-m List
.'.... 716
Nine Two- Week
Pickford
Showtpgs
1029
•■.\o Children"
Sign — What
It Did
in
Kenosha
897
No Copyright
Established
50
North, Tom, Comes to New York
1625
Northwest
Exhibitors
Meet
1938
Northwest
Exhibitors"
Meeting
1476
Norwalk
270
Notables Theater's
in GeneralNovel
Film Benefit
836
Not Interested in New Company
717
O
Ochs Committee Gets Cold Feet
1622
Ochs Committee
Meets and Adjourns
1783
0"Hara. N. Kenneth,
990
Olean,
Y.. TragicRegular
AccidentWriter
at
1203
Olson. E. G.. Makes Things Hum
1840
On Sending Back That Box of Films
1526
Ontario Changes Ticket Tax
1527
Ontario Exhibitors' Association
528
Ontario License Officer Makes Statement.... 894
On the International Program
999
Open Bookings
and Programs
429
Operators Dance With Delegates as Guests. .1523
Operators Win with Difficulty
1054
Oregon
WantsRepealed
Sunday Law Killed
740
Oregon Ass'n
Blue Laws
1370
Oregon,
Sunday
Closing
Proponents
in.
Hopeful
1536
Our Friends and Our Foes
209, 369
Overproduction Not Feared
394
Over Developing
1139
P
Pair of Bluebirds, A
1345
Pantages to Make Comedy Films
117
Paramount Doings for Election Week
864
Paramount for Next Four Months
1178
Paramount
Gets Good
Start
1970
Paramount
Managers Meet
1335
Paramount
Plans
566
Paramount
Program
1031
Paramount Picture Play
1176
Paramount Pictures
405
Paralysis of Common Sense. The
1139
Parkway's
Brilliant
Anniversary
S87
Parker, Barnett,
Thanhouser
Leading Man.. 565
Paterson
Exhibitors
Organize
676
Pathe Increases Output
87
Pathe Plans Big Campaign
1479
Pathe Pictures
1506
Pathe Program, On The
1181
Patne
Releases
1342
Pathe Washington Exchange Moves
1833
Pathe's Frisco Exchange Moves
899
■•Patria" to Be Released December 4
876
"Patria"
Reception
1478
Pearl
WhiteHasin Great
Patriot!?
Role
257
Peck, Mary Gray, Ends Tour
.1809
Pedley's
Potato Matinee
1832
Pennsylvania
1042
Perceiving the Censor's
Invisible.Complaint
48
Perpetuating
Ignorance
19i>.i
P(t?rs and Stedman Co-Star
836
Philadelphia Considers Increases in Taxes. 1524
Philadelphia,
Film Happenings
in.
731
Philadelphia
League
Has Meeting
373
Philadelphia, the Week in
1673
Philadelphia. Week's Happenings in
1357
Phillips, Augustus,
Joins Metro
552
Photoplays
Popular in Gautemala
868
Photoplaywright, The ; by Epes
WiDthrop
Sargent.. 70, 2;J0. 3.86. 542. 608. 850, 10 10.
1154. i:nS. 1490, 1638, 1798. 1954
Pickford. Mary, in Dangerous Accident. . . .1332
Pickford. Mary. Opening
405
Picture Shows Become Commodity
113
Picture
Operator's
Wife
Bums
to
Death.
..
.1053
Pictures
Aid Sunday
Observance
1934
Pictures Make Mankind Bigger
1050
Pittsburgh, The Week in
1359
Plea for Truthful
Portrayal. A
240
Planning
an Ohio Convention
1307
Plans a Continuous Performance
. . 246
Plans of the N. A. of M. P. 1
674
Plots and Portraits
1961
Political Power of the Screen .'
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Politicians? Does It Pay to Lend Theaters to 891
Popularity of Pictures Growing in Colon. .. .l^Ol^
Port Huron
Commission
Calls Halt
734
Portland, (Me.) Changes in
1830
Portland's Curfew Rings Again
590
Portland's
New Life
Censorship
436
Portland, No
for the Activity
Censors in
1536
Portland.
No Settlement
Yet in
741
Portland Screeners Give Dance
1844
Portland's T. & D. Theater Closes
900
Poster Contest Under Way
874
Postmasters
Must Be Quicker
425
Pottering Around in Old Pa
215
Present Price of Big Features
275
President Against Censorship
371
Price, Kate. Now a Vim Star
245
Prime Need of the Hour, The
985
Prize Contest Decided
1014
Problems of Shopping District Theater
9Utl
Problems of Small Exhibitor
1777
Producers
Nou- Progressive
524
Private Showing of "The Common
Law"..
83
Programs That Pay. The
369
Programs Vs. Open Bookings
1363
Projection Bettered by Examinations
1537
Projection Department, by F. H. Richardson,
71, 231, 3ST, 542. 699. 851, 1007, 1155,
1319, 1491, 1639. 1799, 1955
Propaganda in Kansas
374
Protest
Meeting
of Exhibitors
211
Q
Quality, The Remedy for Trade Ills
244
Quartet of Kalems, A
64
Quincy, 111., Board Limits School Benefits. .13&4
Quirk Again Heads Screen Club
404
R
Raver Comes Back
1793
Read to Death
1300
Read Talks of Foreign Rights
1147
Real Color for "Frisco"
866
Real Thrills in Battle Pictures
857
Keed. Violet, in Support of Fetrova
1939
Regal Films Incorporates in Toronto
1671
Recent in Albany Opens
563
Reichenbach Becomes Free Lance
1811
Responsibility fgr Wiring Booths in Ontario.. 1671
Review Chiefs and Advertising Men Confer. 1171
Rialto Changes Exhibition Policy
1792
Rice. Burton. Going .\broad
1808
Richardson
in Washington
77
Richardson Still Rolling Around
1145
Roanoke. Beautiful Colored Theater, in
888
Rogers, Louis T.. Forms Company
1484
S
Sabbatarian Legislators Would Line Up.... 282
Saenger Reunion at Shreveport
1530
San Francisco a Good Picture Field
1S43
San Francisco Censorship Abolished
Ill
San Francisco, Higher Admissions in
739
San Francisco's "Path of Gold"
435
San Francisco, Serials Liked in
589
San Francisco. The Film Week
1211
Says Business Is Picking Up
994
Sdys Canada Should Make Films
437
St. John, Good Business
in
1203
St. John Manager Got Publicity
1040
St. Johns New Lyric .Now Open
576
St. Louis Considers Light in Theaters
585
St. Louis, on South Broadway
1682
St. Louis Theater Managers Elect
735
St. Louis to Have Screen Club
896
Scandal Mongers Light on Films
427
Scenario
Department Again Expanded
(Famous Players-Lasky )
412
Scenics by New Process
680
Screen Club Gives House Warming
1177
Screen Club Incorporates
4.^
Screeners' Ball Brilliant as Ever
1309
Screeners Settled in New House
676
Screeners to Dance on November 18
1148
Seattle, New Supply
Store in
1370
Seattle. Will Build Central Exchange in.... 591
Seeing San Francisco's Chinatown
679
Seivers Buys "Crisis" for Missouri
867
Selig's "Crisis" a Great Production
218
Selznick Companies Active
1791
Selznick Leases Great Biograph Studio
871
Selznick Takes Pittsburgh Lease
1202
Seventy-five Hundred Attended Boston Ball. .1472
Shelbyville, Ky., Council Has New Theater
Bill
1579
Sherrill Gives Views on Open Market
407
Sherrill on the Fence
245
Sherrill Tells His Plans
1943
Sherman Breaks All Selling Records
1481
Shift in Bluebird
Titles
1810
Sbipman.
Nell, Returns
East
682
Shipman With Williamsons
1966
Short Changing in Tax Tickets
1835
Should Minor Operators Be Left in Charge? 277
Showing Pictures for a Living
1933
Screen in Politics. The
49
Signal's New Serial
92
Simultaneous Showing for "Crisis"
1026
Small Village Theaters Should Combine
1839
Smith. Will C
1339
Smart Returns from Vacation
993
Smith, P. H., Makes a Record With Metro.. 1781
Social Leaders at the Slillman
426
Social Workers to Start Film Exchange.... 734
Society of Motion Picture Engineers
533
Society of Motion
Picture Engineers
Hold
Annual Meeting
216

Soldiers Get Films by Aeropiane
1171
Some Job of Cutting
714
•Somme" Picture Now Approved
1537
Sometbing for Nothing
1617
Soriero
WinningAppeal
at Boston's
1807
South Dakota,
Against Park
Sunday Law. .1048
South Dakota People Favor Sunday Shows.. 898
Soulbern
Exhibitors
to Organize
1937
Spain Films the Story of Columbus
1172
Special Writers Needed
1644
Specialty Takes Over a Business
1526
Spedon Returns to New York
995
Spoor Outlines Essauay's Activities
869
Splendid
Openings
827
Splendid
Work
in Kansas
675
Spokane Women Want to Censor
1213
Springfield Censors Ambitious
1533
Springfield's Film Viewers
1676
Spurrier's
System
for Handling
Paper. . . .1358
Stanley
Exhibitors"
Association
Formed.
..
.1200
Star
Exactions
1616
Stars Scintillate for Universal
1027
State Right Pictures Are Many
1212
Stars With General
Film
563
"Stingaree"
on Screen Again
1024
Stormy Scenes at Ochs' Hearing
1304
Strand at Winnipeg, Reopens
1371
Strand Shows Administration Film
4(M
Strand Under New Control
431
Strong. Eugene
376
Stronger Organization Needed
675
Stuart. Roy
1791
Submarine Picture Rights
532
Substitute Censorship
Proposition
991
Suit to Restrain Use of Film
271
Sunday
Question
Abroad
1933
Sunday Shows
Illegal?
1471
"Sunsets"
Visit the Drews
408
Sunday Situation in Oregon
436
Superpictures in Triangle Exchanges
1314
Swanson
May
Close
Liberty
1969
Swanson's Theater Party of Old Folks
1050

Tacoma
Exhibitors'
Thanksgiving
Fund
Week
1684
Tacoma,
Washington,
and the Pictures. .. .1650
Tales of Woe
1468
Talmadge. Norman. Selznick Star
410
Tandy Interests Get Triangle
1366
Taxes for Vaults Under Sidewalks
1358
Temple, The — A Pantheon of Pictures
1303
Tennessee, .\'o Lower Taxes In
585
Texas
Amusement
Men
Meet
992
Texas Court Upholds Censorship
1210
Texas Film Trade Improves
1368
Tbanhouser
December
Releases
1333
Thanhouser Talks on Sunday
Pictures. . . .1934
Theater Booth at County Fair Paid
896
Theater Employs Official Guardian
274
Theater License Situation
in Dallas
900
These
Exhibitors
Want
to Know
1938
This Banker Likes Pictures
1499
'iuompson, Donald, War Photographer
710
Three Fox Photoplays Set for November. . . . 876
Thriller on Kalem List
1029
Tips on Universal Program
414
To Exploit Our Industrial Resources
1172
To Oppose Missouri
Tax
1939
To Organize
'Frisco Exhibitors
1141
To Review Machine Patent Case
988
Toronto Double-Header Film Shows
1362
Toronto Expects Brisk Business
113
Toronto Theaters and Publishers at Odds.. 581
Trade Body Asked to Help
278
Triangle Coast Activities
247
Triangle
Program..64. 222, 379. 535, 691, 844, 1000
Triangle Releases for October 29
409
Trigger
Sounds
Warning
1938
Trio of Kalems. A
378
Turning 'Em Out at Triangle
88
Two Biograph Reissues
62. 378
Two Great Blows to Censorship
525
Two Kaleras
999. 1182, 1508
Two Metro Rolfe Releases
225
Two Xew-OId Biographs
220
Two New Triangles
567
Two Single Reel Kalems
690
Two Prize Winners on Selznick Program... 857
Two Theaters for Showing One Picture
738
Two Triangle Features
1183, 1653

Uncle Sam's Defenders
Unicorn Reports Successful Business
Union City, Tenn., New Theater at
Union and Fox Newark Theaters
Unity's New Year Policy
U. S. Theater.
Bronx, Opened
Use Power of Screen Intelligently
Unfair Competition by Churches
Universal Engages New Directors
Universal Program
Universal Program for Week of Oct. 2
Universal Program for Week of Oct. 9
Universal Program Releases
Universal Screen Magazine
Universal's
Juvenile Program
Urban Colorfilms
Utica Exhibitors Organize

Valentine.
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Vice Film Suppressed
52
Victoria, B. C. Restricting Club Entertainments
1537
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Index to Reviews, Comments, and Stories of the Films
Appended is a list of subjects covered by our reviews and comments and the synopses furiiished by the manufacturers
released for the three months ending December 31, 1916. This list of releases with dates is as accurate as it is possible to
make it with the information that we have received from the companies whose productions are included. Should any of
our readers detect errors, we shall be pleased to have our attention called to them so that we may correct our card index.
The letter before the folio indicates the page where the reviews, comment, or synopsis can be found. "R" stands for review;
"C" for comment; and "S" for synopsis. Where reference letter is omitted to either review or comment it signifies that
none was published, and the omission of reference letter "S" indicates that synopsis was not furnished by the manufacturer.
Of the later releases where any or all reference letters are omitted it may be said that the missing information, or part of it,
will probably be published in the next volume.
,

Absinthe
(King Baggot) — December.
Absolute Black (No. 14 of "The Shielding
Shadow")
parts)S-2014.
(Pathe-Astra) — Dec '61
— R-1972; (2
C-197S;
Accident Is the Best Policy (Greater Vitagraph) — Dec. 11.
Accusing Evidence — Nov. 23 (Universal — Big U
Special) S-1221.
Admirers
ibree (Mutual) — Dec. 9, 3-1856.
Adventures of Dorothy Dare (No. 1, "It's Never
Too
Late")
Nov.— C-S:i8. (International Film Serviced —
Aeroplane Accident, The (No. 12 of "The Yellow Menace") (2 parts) (Unity Sales Corporation)—Nov. 20—3-1068;
R-222.
Aeainst
Heivy
Odds (Pathe)~Dec. -^4— S-2014.
Alice in Society (3 parts) (Universal — L-Ko)
—Nov.
7-3-909;
C-S39 ; R-537.
Alligator Hunt, An (Universal — L-Ko) — Oct. 25.
All Man (5 parts) (World Pictures) — Dec. 4—
R-1506;
S-1550:
0-1513.
Almost Guilty (Universal — Nestor) — Oct. 9 —
S-290; C-261.
Ambitious
C-1.S19. Ethel (General Film— Vim)— Dec. 1.
American Aristocracy (5 parts) (Triangle —
Fine Arts)— Nov. 12— S-1230: C-1034; R091.
And the Law Says (5 parts) (Mutual Masterpirture De Luxe American) — Nov. 6 — S-912.
Animated Weekly No. 40 (Universal) — Oct. 4 — >
S-445 : C-570.
Animated Weeklv No. 41 (Universal) — Oct. 11
— S-R02; C-570.
Animated
— S-750.Weekly No. 42 (Universal) — Oct. 18
Animated
S-908. Weekly No. 43 (Universal) — Oct. 25 —
Animated Weekly No. 44 (Universal) — Nov. 1 —
3-1064.
Animatpfl Weekly No. 45 (Universal) — Nov. 8
— S-1220;
C-1379.
Animated
Weekly No. 46 (Universal) — Nov. 15
—3-1379.
Animated Weeklv No. 47 (Universal) — Nov. 23
C-1512; S-1547.
Animated
Weekly No. 48 (Universal) — Nov. 29
— S-1692.
Animated
Weekly
No. 49 (Universal) — Dec. 6.
Animated
Weekly No. 50 (Universal) — Dec. 13
— S-200L
Animated Weekly No. 51 (Universal)- Dec. 20.
Animated Weekly No. 52 (Universal)— Dec. 27.
Any Old Duke 'U Do (Universal— Victor) — Nov.
12- S-909:
C-1034.
Arabella's Prince (2 partsi (Mutual— Thanhouser)—Oct. 5 — 3-296; C-95.
Are You An Elk? (Universal — Laemmle Special)—Oct. 16— S-751.
Argonauts of California (Grafton Publishing
Co.)— Oct.
Argyle Case. The (Selznick)- December.
rtrms and the Woman (5 partsl (Pathe — Gold
Rooster)— Nov. 26— S-1280; C-1349 : R-1181
Around the World in Eighty Days (6 parts)
I Herald)— Oct. 1.
Artful Dodger (Mutual — Novelty) — Nov. 25 —
C-1512.
Ashes (3 parts) (Universal- Gold Seal)— Dec
5-3-1.546;
C-1513.
Ashes of Remembrance
(2 parts)
^UnIve^sal
Rex)— Oct. 1— S-2161: C-90.
Afloat ^nd Ashore (No. 4 of "Uncle Sam's Defenders")—Dec. 29.

Athletic Movements Analyzed, and The Islg of
Kyuschu
(Pathe)
^split reel; — Nov. 22 — S610; C-570.
.'Mta Boy's Last Race
(5 parts)
(Triangle — ■
Fine Arts)— Nov. 5— S-918; C-S38 ■ R-535.
At the Edge of the Aqueduct
(2 parts) (Mutual— Thanhouser)— Oct.
13— C-260.
At the Top
of the World.
Alaska;
and The
Fascinating
Model
(Universal — Powers)
■ (split reel) — Nov. 30.
At Twelve
(Mutual) — Oct.
26—3-753; O'clock
C-569. (2 parts)
.■Vvenging Angel, An (No. 19 of "Liberty")
(2
parts)
(Universal
Special
Feature) — Dec.
25.
Awakening,
The
(No.
7 of "The
Shielding
Shadow")
12- R-Nov. (24 : parts)
C-Nov. Pathe
18. — Astra)- Nov.
.Awakening of Helena Richie (5 parts) (MetroRolfe)— Dec. 18— S-1S58;
R-1975 ; C-197S.
Bad
Samaritan,
The
(2 parts)
(Mutual —
Eclair)— Nov. 18—3-1065:
C-1349.
Bandit's
Wager.
The (Universal — Big U) — Nov.
5—3-749
: C-838.
Earfly.
The
(Univers**!- Nestor)— Oct. 23 — S508; C-570.
Barriers of Society (5 parts) (Universal — Red
Feather)— Oct. 16— S-443 • C-*l8: R-'226.
Baseball's
Peerless Leader (2 parts) (Pathe) —
Nov. 12.
Bath Tub Elopement. A (Unity)— Nov.— S-1.384.
battered
Bridegroom,
The
(General
Film —
Kalem)— Oct. 13— S-746;
C-508 ; R-224.
Battle
At
Elderbush
Gulch.
The
(2 parts)
General
Film — Biograph-Reissue) — Oct. 24.
S-597 ■ C-837 ' R-378
Battle of Life, The (Fox) (5 parts) — Dec. 11, 31862; C-1S20; R-1817.
Battle of the Somme
(5 parts)
(Baynes — Urban)—Oct.— R-225 • C-570.
Bawbs o' Blue Ridge (5 parts) (Triangle — Ince)
— R-11S3;
C-1512;
3-1700.
Beach Birds (Mutual!— Dec. 14.
Beachcomber.
The
f2 parts)
(General
Film —
—Essanay)—
S-444.
Oct. 31— S-748; C-1033.
Beans and Bullets (Universal — Joker) — Oct. 21
Bears
and Bullets
(Greater
Vitagraph) — Dec.
15.
Beatrice Fairfax, No. 9. "Outside the Law"
(2
parts) (International) — Oct. 2 — S-451.
Beatrice Fairfax, No. 10, "Play Ball" (2 parts)
(International) — Oct. 9 — 3-607.
Beatrice Fairfax, No. 11, "The Wages of Sin"
(2 parts)
(International)— Oct. 16 — S-91.5.
Beatric
Fairfax. No. 12, "Curiosity"
(2 parts)
(International)— Oct. 23— S-915.
Beatrice
Fairfax.
No.
33, "The
Ringer"
(2
R-1000.
parts)
(International)- Oct.
30 — S-916:
Beatrice Fairfax. No. 14. "The Hidden Menace"
R-1I79.
(2 parts) (International)- Nov. 6— S-1229;
Beatrice Fairfax.
No. 15. "Wrist Watches"
(2
parts)
(International) — Nov.
13 — S-13S3;
C-1349; R-1343.
Beautiful
Temples
of Cevlon.
The
(Universal
— Powers) — Oct. 12— S-291.
Before the Show (General Film — Vim) — Den. 29.
Behindcinl Life's
Stage
(2 IJ—
parts>S-291(Universal
Ff-ature)
— Oct,
; C-20,1. SpeBehind
the Screen
(2 parts)
(Mutual
Chaplin)—Nov. 13— C-1188;
S-1222.

Belle14.of the Sagebrush, A (Unicorn-Utah) — Dec
Better Instinct, The (2 parts) (General Film —
Knickerbocker
Star
Feature) — Oct.
6 — S289; C-568.
Eetter—Oct.Man, 28-3-600;
The (2 parts)
C-570. (Universal — Bison;
Betty's
27— Affair
S-746: (General
C-1033. Film — Vitagraph) — Oct.
Big^ —20—3-1226;
Tremaine
(5C-1509;
parts' R-1509.
( Metro- Yorke) — Nov.
S-.694.
Billy the Bandit (Universal — Victor)— Dec. 12.
Billy Forgot
(Unicorn — Hippo) — Nov. 2.
Billy's Melodrama
(General
Film — Vitagraph)
—Oct.
9-3-288;
C-51J8.
Birds of a Feather
(Universal-Gold
Seal)
(3
parts)— Dec. 26-3-2003.
Bit of Bent Wire. A (No. 1 of Dangers of Doris)
( General
Film — Vitagraph ) — Dec. 22.
Bit of Human Driftwood, A (2 parts) (General
Film — Biograph-Reissue) — Dec. 5.
Black
Sheep
of the
Family,
The
(5 parts)
(Universal— Reu Featner) — -ct. 23 — S-60Z,
C-570; R-380.
Black Butterfly, The (5 parts) (Metro — Popular Plays and Players) — Dec. 4 — S-1550; C1659 : R-1657.
Blocked Track. The (No. 100 of "The Hazards
of Helen"
(General
Film — Kalem) — Oct. i
— S-2SK); C-416; R-64.
Blue Envelope Mystery, The (5 parts) (Greater
Vitagraph)— Oct. 23— S-6li4; C-569 ; R-536.
Bluff
(5 parts t (Mutual
Star
Production —
American)— Oct. 16— S-^.o; C-569.
Boarders and Bombs
(2 parts)
(Unicorn-Billy
West Comedy) — Dec. 8— S-2015.
Bobby
Bear, Investigator
( V^ reel)
(Pathe —
Rolin)— Dec. 17— C-1659;
S-2013.
Bobby
Bumps
Helps
"Helps."
a Book
Agent
(Paramount — Gray Cartoon) — Oct. 25.
Bobby
Bumps
Queers the Choir (raramount —
Bray Cartoon) — Nov. 23.
Bogus
Booking
Agents,
i ne (Kalem) — Oct. 24
— S-747; C-S37; R-536.
Bombs
(2 parts) (Triangle-Keystone) — Oct. 8.
Boomerang, A, and Only a Rose (General Film
— Selig) (split reel)- Oct. 10— S-443.
Boots and Saddles
(5 parts'
(B. S. Moss) —
Nov. 11— C-tt39; R-845.
Border
Line. The
(3 parts)
(General
Film —
Essanay)— Nov. 25— S-1219; C-1658.
Border Strife (Unicorn-Buffalo) — Nov. 16.
Border Wolves
(No. 17 of "Girl from 'Frisco")
parts) (General
Film — Kalem) — Nov. 29
—(2 R-15(»S;
C-1058; 3-1851.
Borrowed
Plumes
(No.
8 of (Universal
"Timothy
Dobbs,
'ihat's Me")
(2 parts)
Special
Feature)- Oct. 2— S-129; C-96.
Borrowed
Sunshine
(2 parts) (General
Film —
Essanay)— oct. 24—3-596;
C-837.
Bought
and Paid For (5 parts)
(World
Pictures)—Nov. 12—3-1384;
C-1034; R-1000.
Brand—Dec.
of Cain
(3 parts) (General Film — Selig)
4— S-1543.
Brand of Cain. The (Unicorn-Rancho) — Dec.
Brand of Cain. The (Selig)— Dec. 4, C-1819.
Brand
of Cowardice.
The (5 parts)
(Metro
Rolfe)— Oct. 23— S-60o; 0-603; R-691.
Brand
of the Sagebrush
(Unicorn — Buffalo)
Nov. 4.
Breaker.
(5 parts)
(K-E-S-E
— Essanay)
Dec. 4The
— R-3504;
3-1551;
C-1512.

1.
—
—
—

Breaking
Into
Society
(No.
9 of
"Timothy
Dobbs.
That's Me")
(2 parts)
(Universal
Special Feature)— Oct. 9—3-291 ; C-261.
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Bride aod Gloom
(2 parts) (Christie) — Nov. —
R-11S4.
Bridgets iiluader (Paramount — Black Diamond)
—Oct. l(i.
Broken
Cbaius
(5 parts)
(World
Pictures) —
Dec. 11— S-lUi)': C-1C60 ■ R-ltid4.
British
Egj-pt
(
Paramount
—
Burton
Holmw) —
iNov. :iO.
Bubbles
(imp — Special
Release) — Dec. 10 — 3leya.
Bud Oct.
Wilson's
Romance
(Unicorn — Hiawatha) —
5.
Buddy's
Christmas
(Mutual)— Dec. 18 — C-1S20 ;
S-20V2.
Bugler ol Algiers, The (5 parts) (Bluebird)—
Nov. 27— S-iaS2 ; C-lii48 ; R-13-(5.
Bungling Bill's Bow Wow
(2 parts) (Mutual —
Voguej — Nov. u — S-753; C-lU3a.
Burglar.
The (Universal— Victorj— Oct. 29— S5U8.
Burlesque Show, The (Unity — Tweedledum)
(2
parts^ — Dec. 11 — S-iool.
Burned KcLord, The (No. 5 of the "Lass of the
Lumberlands")
(2 parts)
(Mutual — Signal)
—Nov. 21-0-1349.
Burning
Band,
The
(No.
1, "Is
Marriage
aacredv")
(2 parts) (General Film — Essanay) — Dec. 16,
Butts Casey, Crooks
(2 parts) (General Film —
Knickerbocker)
(Star Feature) — Dec. 1 — S13IU; C-1U08.
By the Sad Sea Waves
(Christie)— Oct. 2—
S-135.

Calamity Anna. Guardian (Mutual — American) —

Nov. 2a— s-iyso.

Calamity
Anna,
Vanity
(Mutual — American —
Nov. 30—5-1047.
California's Rocky Coast (Picturesque America)
(Mi reel) (Pathe)— Dec. 2S— S-138.
Call of the Unborn, The (2 parts) (UniversalImp) — Dec. 8 — S-1j4o : C-ldl3.
Canbyhiil Outlaws, The (General Film— Selig) —
Oct. 7 — S-12(i; C-416.
Candy Trail. The (General Film— Vim)- Oct. 12
— S-28y; C-568.
Canimaied
Nooz
Pictorial
(General
Film—
Essanay)— Oct. 11— S-441 ; C-5tJ8.
Canimated
Nooz
Pictorial
(General
Film —
Essanay)— Oct. 25 — C-837.
Canimated
Nooz
Pictorial
(General
Film —
Essanay)— Nov. 1— S-74S ; 0-1033.
Canimated
Nooz
Pictorial
(General
Film —
Essanay)— Nov. 15— S-1060 ; C-1348.
Canimated
Nooz
Pictorial
(General
Film —
Essanay)— Dec. 13 — S-1600; C-1077.
Canimated Nooz Pictorial and Lake Tahoe, Cal.
(General
Film— Essanay)— Dec. 27— S-2003.
Canned
C-838.Curiosity (2 parts) (Mutual) — Nov. 2 —
Cantrell's Madonna
(3 parts) (General Film —
—Vitagraph
S-2S8. — Broadway Star Feature) — Oct. 7
Capable
Lady
Cook, A (Universal — Nestor) —
Nov. 17— S-10G2 : C-1034.
Captain
Jinks'
Evolution
(Greater Vitagraph) —
Dec. 4.
Captain
Getaway
(Greater Vitagraph) —
Dec. Jinks'
25.
Capt. Jinks Should Worry (Greater Vitagraph)
—Nov. 27, C-1S20.
Captain
Jinks
Sparined Ankle
(Greater Vitagraph)— Dec. 18.
Capt. Kidds
Hidden
Treasure
(Greater
Vitagraph)—Dec. 11, C-1S20.
Capture of Rattlesnake Ike. The (Mutual — American)—Dec. 2— S-1380.
Car and His Majesty, The (No. I of the "Scarlet
Banner")
(2 parts) (Greater Vitagraph) —
Oct. 2— S-i:i6; C-H6: R-l!Jfi2.
Car and the Girl, The (No. 12 of "The Scarlet
Runner")
(2 parts) (Greater Vitagraph) —
Dec. 18.
Case of Beans, A (Universal — Victor Special) —
Nov. 14— S-1061.
Ceylon
and Sammy
Johnson
Minds
the Baby
(Universal — Powers Split Reel)— Nov. 2.
Challenge of Chivalry
(2 parts) (Unicorn-Supreme)— Dec. 16.
Chalice of Sorrow, The (5 parts) (Bluebird) —
Oct. 9—3-297 : C-259 : R-61.
Challenge. The (5 parts) (Pathe— Gold Rooster)
— Dec. IC^— S-17()U: R-lSi^: C-I821.
Chaperon. The (5 parts) (K-E-S-E — Essanay) —
Nov. 20— S-1227; C-1188 : R-1180.
Charity Begins at Home (General Film — Vim) —
Dec. l.i— C-1977.
Charming
Villain, A (Universal — Victor) — Oct.
6— S-128: C-96.
Chased Into Love (Fox) (2 parts) — R-1818.
Cheaters
(3 parts)
( Universal— Gold
Seal) —
Oct. 10— S-292; C-261.
Child of Mystery. A (5 parU)
(Universal-Red
Feather)— Dec. 25 — R-1074 ; S-2006 ; C-1079.
Children of the Feud (5 parts) (Triangle — Fine
ArU)— Dec. 2— R-1344 ; S-1547.
Children
Pay. The
(5 parts)
(Triangle — Fine
Arts)— Nov. 26— S-1385: 0-1.140; R-n83.
Children
Shall Pay (Universal— Laemmle
Special)—Dec. 6— S-1544.
Chorus Girl and the Kid, The (3 parte) (General
—Film—
S-596.Knickerbocker Star Feature) — Oct. 27
Circle of Death, The (Universal- Big U Special)
—Dec. 1— S-1.177.
Circumstantial Evidence (No 13 of "The Grip of
Evil") (2 parts) (Pathe— Balboa)— C.260.
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Circumstantial Guilt (2 parte) (Universal — Imp)
— Nov. 24— S-1222 ; C-IJSO.
Civilization in the Far Ea^t and Such Is Life
S-2005.
in Alaska
(Universal — I'owers) — Dec. 2tj —
Citizens All (2 parts)
(Mutual^American) —
Oct. U — S-44J; C-417.
City's Milk Supply & Here and There in Spain
(Paihe Split Keel)— Nov. 10— C-1189.
Classmates (li parti>> (General Film — Biograph —
— Reissue) — Oct. lb— S-441 ; C-ti02.
Climax, The (2 parl^) (Unicorn-Lily) — Nov. 17.
Climax, The, No. 4 of Sequel to "The Diamond
S-1S57.
from tae Sky" (2 parts) (Mutual) — Dec. 18,
Clipped Wings
(No. 8 of "Liberty")
(2 parts)
(Universal Special Featurej — Oct. 2 — S-201.
Close Call, A (General Film— Selig) — Oct. 28 —
3-507 ; C-800.
Code Letter, The (No. 1 of "Grant, Police Reporter") (General Film — Kalem) — Oct. 20 —
S-747 : C-602.
Colonel Heeza Liar Gets Married
(Paramount —
Brayj — Oct. 11.
Colonel
Heeza
Liar
Hobo
(Paramount — Bray
Cartoons) — Nov. 16.
Colonel
Heeza
Liar, Nature
Faker
i\^ reel)
(Patbej— Dec. 28—3-138; C-202.
Common
Law
(5 parts)
(Selznick
Pictures) —
Oct. 16— R-65.
Common Sense Brackett (6 parts) (Monarch) —
Oct.— R-080 ; C-C04.
ConeyS-1S60.
Island Princess (5 parts) (Paramount —
Famous Players) — Dec. 4 — R-1655 ; C-1821 ;
C-570.
Conquest
of Canaan
(Frohman)- Oct. — R-224 ;
Conscience of Hassan
Bey, The (Biograph-Reissue)— Dec. 18, S-1S51.
Conspiracy, The (2 parts) (Universal — Bison) —
Oct. 21-3-444 ; C-418.
Converging
Paths
(2 parts)
(General
Film —
Selig)— Oct. 9— S-442; C-568.
Convict, The (Unicorn — Puritan) — Oct. 4.
Corner
in Colleens, A (5 parts)
(Triangle —
. Ince)— Nov. 5—3-018; C-S3S ; R-379.
Cossack Whip, The (5 parts) (K-E-S-E — Edison)
—Nov. i:i— S-1228; C-11S8; R-1U02.
Counterfeit Five, The (No. 3 of •Jimmy Dale
Alias the Grey Seal") (2 parts) (Unicorn —
Monmouth)— Dec. 18— S- 1225 ; R-1181.
Country
That
God
Forgot,
The
(5 parts)
K-E-S-E— Selis)—Oct. 2— S-136 ; C-260 ; R1820.
—Del.
4. The (2 parts) (Unicorn — Jockey)
County
Sheriff,
Court Martialed (No. 16 of "Liberty")
(2 parts)
(Universal
Special) — Nov. 27 — S-1379 ; C1350.
Criminal, The (5 parts) (Triangle — Ince) — Dec.
2— R-eOl ; C-1349 ; 3-1549.
Crimson Stain, The (No. 7, "The Devil's Symphony") (2 parts) (Consolidated) — Oct. 2 —
S-206; R-687.
Crimson
Stain Mystery,
The (No. 8. "In the
Shadow 0—of S-448.
Death") (2 parts) (Consolidated)
—Oct.
Crimson Stain .Mystery, The (No. 9. "The Haunting Specter") (2 parts)
(Consolidated) —
Oct. 16—3-006.
Crimson Stain Mystery, The (No. 10, "The Tortured Soul") (2 parts) (Consolidated) — Oct.
23— S-75G.
Crimson Stain Mystery, The (No. II, "The TorSoul") (2 parts) (Consolidated) — Oct.
30— S- tured
1068.
Crimson Stain Mystery, The (No. 12. "The Rest6—3-1224.
less Spirit) (2 parts) (Consolidated) — Nov.
Crimson Stain Mystery. The (No. 13. "The Despoiling Brutes") (2 parts) (Consolidateu) —
Nov. 13— S-1224.
Crimson
Stain Mystery, The (No. 14. "The BloodS-1551.
hound") (2parts) (Consolidated) — Nov. 20 —
Crimson Stain Mystery. The (No. 15, "Human
S-1697. (2 parts) (Consolidated) — Nov. 27—
Tiger")
Crimson Stain Mystery. The, No. 16 (2 parts)
— Dec. 4.
—(Consolidated)
R-218.
Crisis. The (7 parts) (Sherman— Elliott— Selig)
Crooked
Mix-Up,
-3-598:
C-570.A (Universal — Joker) — Oct. 28
C-1188.Rest
Crosby's
Cure
(Metro — Drew) — R-1183 ;
Cry of Conscience, The (2 parts) (Universal —
Gold Seal)— Nov. 8—3-910; C-839.
Crystal
Globe,
The
(No.
9 of "The
Yellow
Menace")
(2 parts) (Unity Sales)— Oct. 30—
S-604 ; R-1691.
Cupid's Uppercut
(Christie) — Dec. 25 — S-2018.
Cupid's Torpedoes
(Unicorn-Hippo) — Nov. 29.
Curiosity (No. ]2 of "Beatrice Fairfax) (2 parts)
(International)— Oct. 23— S-915.
Cur.=ie You. Jack
Dalton
(Unicorn- Jockey) —
Nov. 30,
16. Forest
Turse—Oct.
of the

(General Film — Vitagraph)

Dad's
Masterpiece
(Mutual — Cub) — Oct.
28—
: C-S.'^S.
Dan S-751
Nightmare
(Unicorn— Hippo) —
Oct.Daly's
30.
Daring Chance, A (No. 102 of "The Hazards of
Helen"
Railroad
Series)
fGeneral
Film—
Kalem)— Oct. 21— S-747 : C-602; R-379.
Daring Mission, A (Unicorn — Sunset) — Oct. 5.

Daughter

of

Dixie,

A

(2

part8>

(Unlversal-r-

i>iS U)—
DauguLtir
ot Oct.
jvi^rs,2y—
A S-'i-iO.
(ao. 11 of "Liberty")
(2
i-*s ; C-bJi).
parts)
(Ueuerai Film — Kalem) — Oct. 23 — SL;-sd7.
Dauguter
of the
Gods
(Fox)— Nov.— R-672 ;
Dauguter of U. 3. A., A ("Llbtrty," No. 20) (2
parts)
(Universal
Special
Feature) — Dec.
31.
Day m New York with Betty (No. 8 of Florence
Ruse Fasbious) (Pathe)- Nov. 12 — C-1U34.
Day witn Goveiuor Whiimau, A (GrimtH) — Nov.
Dancing
With
Folly
(No.
2 'is
Marriage
bacred.'")
(General
Film-uissauay)
— Dec. (2 23.parts)
Dangers of Dons No. 1 (A Bit of Bent Wire)
(General Film — Vitagraph) — Dec. 22.
Dangers ot Doris, No. 2 ( "The Luck Charm")
(General Film-Vitagraph) — Dec. 29.
Davy's
Doings
(Unicorn- Jockey) — Nov.
16. Daily
DawnS-6U3.
of Wisdom, The (3 parts) (General Fllmliroadway
Star) — Des. 22.
Deacons Wiuow, 'Ihe (Mutual — Cub) — Oct. 21 —
Dead Man's Escape (No. 4 of the Vampires)
(2
C-570.J (Mutual — Gaumont) — Dec. — rt-l004.
pans
Decoy, The
(Universal — Imp) — Oct. 19 — S-508 ;
Deed 01 uarlng, A (No. 4 of "A Lass of the Lumberlanus")
(2 parts)
(Mutual — Signal) —
Nov. 13— S-1222; C-1189.
Deep Dec—
Purple.
I'he (5 parts) (World Pictures) —
H-1507.
Deschutes Dnuwood
(Educational Film Corp) —
Nov.— R-llUO.
Desert Gold (Lnicorn-Rancho) — Dec. 14.
Deserted
27.
— Nov.( Unicorn-Sunset)-^Nov.
13.
Deserts Prize, 'Iho (2 parts) ( Unicorn-Rancho)
Designing Woman, A (Universal — Laemmle Specialj— Dec. 2— S-13T8.
Desperate Duel, A (General Film — Kalem) — Nov.
7-3-1218; C-1187 ; K-844.
2JS6.
Despoiler,
The
(Triangle — Kay-Bee) — Dec— RDespoiling Brutes, The (No. 13 of "The Crimson
Stain Mystery")
(2 parts) (Consolidated) —
Nov. 13— S-1224.
Detective's Head, The (No. 1 of "The Vampires")
(3 parts)
(Mutual — Gaumont)— Nov. 23 —
C-1188; R-1810.
—a-1224
Dec. ;17.
Devil in His Own Home Town (Unicorn-Jockey)
Devil's Bondwoman. The (5 parts) (Universal
Red Feather)— Nov. 20 — S-1221 ; C-116J.
Devil's Double, The (0 parts) (Triangle — Incej —
Nov. 26— S-1385; C-1349; R-1000.
Devil's Prize, The to pans)
(Greater Vitagraph)
—Nov. t;— S-913; C-1033 ; R-846.
Devil's Symphony, The .No. 7 of '"The Crimson
Stain Mystery")
(2 parts) (Consolidated) —
Oct. 2— S-2y6 ; R-687.
Diamond Lure, The (Universal — Rex) — Nov. 16—
S-1U62; C-1034.
Diplomacy & When Little Lindy Sang (Universal
—Powers— Split Reel)— Oct. 15— S-292.
Disappearing Shadow, Ihe (No. 6 of "The ShieldShadow" ) C-838.
(2 parts)
(Pathe — Astra) —
Nov. ing
5—3-918;
Disposing of a Lover (Unicorn — Judy) — Oct. 22.
Divorce and Daughter (5 parts) (Pathe — Gold
Rooster; — Dec. .'i— R-1342 ; S-1548 ; C-1512.
Dollar and the Law. The (5 parts) (Greater
Vitagraph)- Nov. 20 — S-1382 ; R-n8l.
Dream of Two Ago, A (5 parts) (Mutual Star
Production)- Nov. 27— S-1381— C-1658 ; R1655.
Dreamy Dud In the African War Zone (General
Film — Essanay)— Oct. 18— S-442 ; 0-692.
Dreamy
1658. Dud Joyriding with Princess Zllm (General Film — Essanay) — Nov. 29 — S-1376 ; CDrops of Blood (No. 7 of the "Yellow Menace")
(2 parts) (Unity Sales) — Oct. It! — S-2ri6.
Ducking a Discord (2 parts) (Mutual — Vogue) —
Oct. 15— S-445 : C-569.
Dudes for a Day (General Film — Kalem) — Nov.
28— C-16.':i8; S-1S51.
R-223.
Dulcie's Adventure (5 parts) (Mutual Star Production-American)— Oct. 12 — S-295; C*200:
Duplicity

(Metro-Drew)— Dec— C-1820.

Eagle's Wing
(5 parts)
(Bluebird)— Nov. — R1345; C-1511.
Earthquake.
The
(No. 4 of "The
Shielding
Shadow")
(2 parts)R-1S18.
(Pathe — Astra)— Oct.
22—
S-608: C-570:
East Luxe
Is East
(5 parts)Nov.(Mutual
— Turner)—
9—3-912;Masterpiece
C-1188; De'
R1001.
Easy Nov.
Come19. and Easy
Go (Unlcorn-Galety) —
Easy Ed (2 parts) (General Film — Essanay) —
Nov. 7— S-907: C-1I87.
Eat and Grow
Hungry
(Universal — L-Ko) —
Nov. 20—3-1378; C-lol2.
Echo of Prance (Unicorn — Rancho) — Oct. 31.
Egg. The (2 parts) (General Film — Essanayf—
Dpc 5— S-1542: C-1R19.
Eel. The
(2 parts)
(Universal— Laemmle) —
Nov. 10— 3-908 : C-839.
Elopemert
9—3-598. The (Mutual)— Dec. 24. C-1820.
Elusive Enemy
(Universal — Imp Special) — Oct.
Emerald
Pin,
The
(2 parts)
(Universal—
Laemmle)- Nov. 23— S-1221 ; C-1189.

THE
End of the Rainbow, The (5 parts) (iJluebird) —
Oct. 3U— S-754 : C-692 ; R-686.
End of the Trail, The (5 partsj (Fox)~Nov.
Enemy,
The (7 parts)
(Greater
Vitagraph) —
Dec. 11— R. 1815.
Enemy to the King lii parts) (Greater Vitagraph)
— Nov. 27— R-134ii; C-1348 ; S-1d51.
Enlighten
Daughter
(5 parts)
(Ivan) —
Dec. 1. Thy
Essanay-Chaplin Revue of 1916, "The Tramp,"
"His New Job"' and "A Night Out" [2 parts)
(General
Film — Essanayj — Oct. 21 — S-442 ;
R-t>ii7.
Eternal
Challenge,
The
(2 parts)
(Mutual —
Eclair)— Nov. 4:— S-1222 ; C-li88.
Eternal Way, The (Universal — Big U) — Oct. 5 —
S-128; C-96.
Eventful
Evening,
An (General
Film — Selig) —
Oct. 21- S-443 ; C-692.
Every Lassie Has a Lover (Mutual) — Dec. 23.
Evidence,
The
(Universal — Big
U Special) —
Nov. 10— S-908.
Excuse Me (5 parts) (Pathe — Gold Rooster Play)
—Dec. 31— S-13S ; C-262 ; R-25o.
Extravagance (5 parts) (Metro — Popular Plays
and Players)— Nov. 6— S-1225 ; C-1188 ; R1179.
Eyes of Love, The (Universal — Rex) — Nov. 10 —
S-910; C-839.

Fable of "ThG Kid Who Shifted His Ideals to
Golf and Finally Became a Baseball Fan and
Took the Only Known Cure' (General Film
— Essanay)— Oct. 4 — S-127 ; C-410.
Fable of "The Kittenish Supt;ranns and the
World-Weary Snipes' (2 partsj (General
Film— Essanay)— Oct. 17— S-442 ; C-Ui»2.
Fable of "The Throbbing Genius of a Tank Town
Who Was Encouraged by Her Folk Who
Were Prominent" (General Film — ^Essanayt
—Oct. 25— S-096.
Failure at Fifty (3 parts) (General Film — Essanay)—Dec. 9— S-1542; C-1977.
Faith (5 parts) (Mutual Star Production — American)— Oct. 30 — S-753.
Faithless Friend. The (2 parts) (Pathe)— Dec.
10— S-1700; C-1659.
False Clue, The (2 parts) (Mutual) — Dec. 4 —
S-1S56; C-1978.
False Magistrate, The (No. 5 of "Fantomas")
(3 parts) (Mutual Gaumont) — Oct. 5 — S-131 ;
C-417.
Fame at Last (No. 10, "Last of Timothy Dobbs.
That's Me") (2 parts) (LTniversal Special
Feature)— Oct. 16 — S-443 ; C-418.
Fantomas No. 5, '•The False Magistrate" (3
parts) (Mutual — Gaumont) — Oct. 5 — S-131 ;
C-416.
Farmer Alfalfa's Blind Pig (Paramount — Burton
Holmes) — Dec.
Farmer Alfalfa Sees New York (Paramount —
Bray)— Nov. 8.
Fascinating Model. The ( V> reel) (Universal —
Powers) — Nov. 30— S-1377.
Pasters. The (General Film — Vitagraph) — Nov.
20.
Fat and Fickle {General Film-Vim)— Dec. 2S.
Fatal Violin, The (General Film-Kalem) — Dec.
19— S-2003 ; C-1977.
Fate and Death {No. 1 of Sequel to the Diamond
from the Sky") (Mutual)— Dec— R-1510.
Father Gets In Wrong (Universal— Joker)— Oit.
7— S-127 : C-570.
Father Was Right (Unicorn — Gayety) — Nov. "..
Fear {3 parts) (Hiawatha) — Oct. 18.
Felix Gets in Wrong (Universal — Victor Special)
—Nov. 21— S-1221.
Felix on the Job (Universal — ^Victor Special) —
Oct. 31— S-750.
Female of the Species, The (5 parts) (TriangleKay Bee)— R-1815.
Fickle All Around (2 parts) (Mutual-VogUe) —
Dec. 24— S-2012.
Fifty Fifty (5 parts) (Triangle — Fine Arts)^
Oct. 22— S-610.
Fight for Paradise Valley, The (NO. 16 of the
"Girl from Frisco") (2 parts) (General
Film— Kalem)— Nov. 22~R-1346 ; C-1511 ;
S-1543.
Fight at Camp One. The (No. 8 o( "A Lass of
the
1820. Lumberlands") (Signal)— Dec. 11, CFighting Jo© (2 parts) (Universal-Bison) — Dec.
2.1— S-ISTjS; C-1970.
Fighting for Verdun (European) — Nov.
Fighting the Germans (.5 parts) {American Correspondent Film Corporation) — Nov. 8.
Fight on the Dam, The (Mutual — American) —
Nov. 9— S-1222 ; C-1034.
Film d'Art (3 parts) — Mutual) — Nov. 16.
Final Fraud.
The (3 parts)
(General
Film—
Essanay)— Dec. 2— S-13Te ; C-l.Si9.
Financial
Frenzy,
A (General
Film- Vim
Feature Comedy) — Dec. 27.
Fires of Fate (2 parts) {Unicorn-Buffalo) — Dec.
15.
Firm
of Girdlestone,
The (5 parts)
(Greater
Vitagraph)— Oct. 9~S-449 ; C-260; R-22r».
First Blood (No. 3 of "A Lass of the Lumberlands"! (2 C-1034.
parts) (Mutual — Signal)— Nov. 6
—S-1222:
Fish
(General
Film — Biograph) — Nov.
20-^S1219; C-1511.
Five Franc Pipce, The (General
Fllm-Sellg) —
Dpc. is. S-18.^0.
Five Thousand Dollar Dream, The (Universal —
Victor Special)— Oct. 16— S-597.

MOVING
Flag

PICTURE

of Truce, The (No. 15 of "Liberty")
(2
partsj (Universal Special) — Nov. 20 — S-1221 ;
C-1189;
R-11S4.

Flivver's
Terrible
Past
(Universal — Nestor) —
Dec. 31— S-129.
Florence Rose Fashions
(No. 5. "Betty Selects
S-138.
Her Bridesmaid Frock")
(Pathe)—
—
"Betty Oct.
at 1the
Florence Rose Fashions
(No.
Wedding")
(Pathe) — Oct. 15— S-452 ; C-417.
Florence
Rose Fashions
{No.
- "Betty
■
-Oct.
29
EnterOut C-693.
of Town Guests") (Pathe)—tains
S-758;
Florence Rose Fashions (No. 8, "A Day in New
York
with Betty")
(Pathe)— Nov. 12 — C1034.
Florence Rose Fashions (No. 9, "The beginning
of the Social Season")
(Pathe) — Nov. 26.
Florence Rose Fashions (No, 10, "Fashions and
Charity")
(Pathe)— 10; S-17U0.
Florence
Rose
Fashions,
No. 11 "A Day
of
Sport" and "Young
Fur Bearing
Animals"
(Pathe)— Dec. 24— C-1S21 ; S-2014.
Florence
Rose Fashions,
No. 12, "Frills and
Thrills" and "Making
Raisins"
(Pathe) —
Dec. 31— C-197S.
Flower of Faith, The (5 parts) (International —
Superb)— Oct. 2— S-137 ; C-95 ; R-2101.
Flower of the Prairie, The (2 parts) (UnicornRancho) — Nov. 27.
Following the Flag (3 parts) (General Film —
Selig)— Nov. 27— S-1377.
Following the Flag in Mexico (Feinberg Amuse
Co.)— April— C-165S.
FollyS-602.
of Fear. The (2 parts) (Mutual)- Oct. 24 —
Foolish
(2 parts) (Unicorn — Jockey) —
Oct. Romance
17.
Foolish Virgin, The (5 parts) (Selznick) — November— R-1975.
Forgotten Train Order (No. 107 of the "Hazards
Helen" ; S-1543.
(General Film — Kalem) — Nov. 2.">
—of C-15H
For Love and Gold (2 parts) (Universal — Bison)
—Nov. 4 — S-74S : C-694.
For the Flag (No. 12 of "Liberty")
(2 parts)
(Universal Special)— Oct. 30— S- 1062 ; C-S3;i.
Found
Guilty {No. 2 of "Pearl of the Army")
parts)
Astra)—
Dec. New
— R-l.">))6.
Fowl (2and
Game (Pathe
Birds — and
Historic
Orleans
—S-597.
(Pathe Split Reel) — Nov. 5 — S-91S: C-8:JS.
Frame-Up,
The (General
Film— Vim)— Oct. 27
Franchise,
The (2 parts)
( Mutual— American )
—Oct. 16— S-44G ; C-569.
Free Speech
{ Metro — Drew) — Nov.— C-134a.
Friends
{General
Film — Biograph-Reissue) —
Oct. 23— S-597.
From Citizen to Soldier (No. 1 of "Uncle Sara's
Defenders")
(Mutual) — Dec. 8.
From
the
Deep
(3 parts)
(General
Film —
Knickerbocker
Star Feature) — Oct. 13 — S289;
C-692.
Gamble in Souls {5 parts)
(Triangle — Ince) —
Dec. 2.1— R-150S; C-1S21.
Game
That Failed, The
(General
Film^Vitagraph)— Nov. 3— S-906; C-11S7.
Gate of Death, The {No. 104 of the "Hazards
of. Helen" Railroad
Series)
(General
Film
—Kalem)— Nov. 4— S-1218;
C-1033 ; R-S43.
Gates of Eden. The (5 parts) (Metro — Columbia)
—Oct. 30— S-914; C-1349 ; R-997.
Gay Deceivers
(General
Film — Vim) — Nov. 10.
Gertie's Garters
(General
Film — Vim
Feature
Comedy)— Nov. 1— S-740 ; C-10:!3,
Gertie's
1820. Latest Love Affair (Mutual) — Dec. 7, CGhost. The (No. 3 of The Vampires")
(Mutual
.569.
—Gaumont ) — Nov.— R-1 r.f>4.
Ghost of A Chance,
The (Metro)- Oct. 23— CGiant

Powder
{2 parts)
(Universal-Bison) —
Dec. 26— S-2004.
Gilded Cage, The (5 parts)
(World
Pictures)
—Oct. &— S-605 ; C-261 ; R-220.
Girl and the Bandit. The (2 parts) (Universal
Special)— Oct. 2— C-96.
Girl
Detective.
The
(General
Film— Selig) —

Nov. 18— S-lOeO;

C-loll.

Girl From Frisco (No. 9 "The Web of Guilt")
(2 parts) (General Film — Kalem)— Oct. 4 —
S-2P0; C-417:
R-65.
Girl From Frisco (No. 10 "The Reformation of
Dog
Hole")
(2 parts)
(General
Film —
Kalem)— Oct. 11— S-746 ; C-^fiS ; R-224.
Girl From Frisco (No. 11 "The Yellow Hand")
(2 parts)
(General
Film— Kalem)— Oct. IS
— S-747 ; C-692 ; R-378,
Girl From
Frisco
( No. 12 "The
Harvest
of
Gold")
(2 parts)
(General
Film— Kalem)
—Oct. 25— S-747 : C-R37 ; R-5.1.1.
Girl From Frisco (No. 13 "The Son of Cain")
(2 parts)
(General
Film — Kalera) — Nov. 1
— S-121S:
C-1033;
R-S42.
Girl

December

WORLD

From
Frisco
(No. 14 "The Witch
of the
Dark
House")
(2 parts)
(General
Film —
Kalem)— Nov. 8— S-1218 ; C-1187 ; R-999.
Girl From
Frisco
{No. 15 "The
Brass Bound
Chest") l.^—
(2 R-1182.
parts)
(General
Film — Kalem)
—Nov.
Girl From
Frisco
( No.
1 6 "The
Fight
For
Paradise Valley")
(2 parts) (General Film
—Kalem)— Nov. 22— R-1346 : C-1511.
—
R-150S.
Girl From
Frisco
{No.
17 "Border
Wolves")
(2 parts) {General
Film — Kalem)— Nov 29

30. 1916

" Girl From Frisco (Series) (No. 18 "The Poisoned
parts) S-1S52.
(General
Film — Kalem)
—Dart";
Dec. 6—(2 C-1S19;
Girl From Frisco {No. 19 "The Stain of Chuckawalla")
(2 parts) (General Film-Kalem) —
Dec. 13 — S-1852;
C-1977.
Girl From
Frisco
(No. 20 "On the Brink
of
War') 20—(2R-1975;
parts) S-2003.
(General Film — Kalem) —
Dec.
Girl Who Did Not Care (6 partsj (Ivan) — Nov.,
S-913; C-1035;
R-841.
Girl Who Doesn't Know, The (5 parts) (B. S.
Moss)— R-1815;
C-1821.
Gloriana (5 parts) (Bluebird) —Nov. 6 — S-1066;
C-&37;
R-844.
Glove and the Ring
(No. 8 of "The
Scarlet
Runner")
(2 parts) (Greater Vitagraph) —
Nov 20— S-1066;
C-11S8 ; R-65.
Goddess of Sagebrush Gulch, The t General Film
— Uiograpn — Reissue) — Oct. 30 — S-478.
GoingDec.
to Halifax
(Paramount-Burton Holmes) —
IS.
Gold S-598
Band,; C-418.
The
(Universal— Rex) — Oct. 20—
Gold Cigarette Case, The (No. 9 of "The Scarlet
Runner"j
(2 parts) (Greater Vitagraph) —
Nov. 1:7— S-1227 ; C-1348; R-65.
Golden Thought, The (2 parts) (General Film —
Selig) — Dec. 25.
Good 17—andS-1220;
Proper C-1348.
(General
Film — Vim) — Nov.
Good Morning Judge
(2 parts) {Universal- Victor)—Dec. 28— S-2005;
C-1979.
Good
Stenographer,
The
(General
Film — Vim
Feature Comedy) — Nov. 22— S-1220 ; C-1511.
Good Woman, The (2 parts) (Universal — Bison)
—Dec.
9— C-1513 ; S-1691.
Governor's Decision, The (Universal — Imp Special)— Oct. 26; S-749.
Grain of Suspicion, A (General Film — Vim Feature Comedy)— Oct. 4— S-289 ; C-416.
Grant. Police Reporter (No. 1 "The Code Let(General Filni — Kalem) — Oct.
2U —
S-747 ; ter")
C-692.
Grant,
Police Reporter
(No. 2 "The
Missing
Heiress"); C-837
(General
Film — Kalem) — Oct 27
—S-747
; R-535.
Grant, Police
Reporter
(No.
3 "The
Pencil
Clue")
Film — Kalem) — Nov. 1 —
S-1218; (General
C-1033;
R-690.
Grant, Police Reporter
{No. 4 "The Man from
Film — Kalem) — Nov. 10
—Yukon")
C-11S7; (General
S-1218; R-S43.
Grant.
Police Reporter
(No. 5 "The
Rogues
Pawn")
R-11S3; (General
C-1348. Film — Kalem) — Nov. 17—
Grant. Police Reporter
(No. 6 "The House of
Three
Dueces"
(General
Film — Kalem) —
1508.
Nov. 24— C-1511;
R-1346.
Grant. Police Reporter
(No. 7 "The
Wizard's
Plot" (General
Film— Kalem)— Dec. 1— RGrant. Police Reporter (No. 8 "The Trunk Mystery" (General Film — Kalem) — Dec. 8.
Grant. Police Reporter
(No 9 "The Menace")
(General Film — Kalem)— Dec. 15 — S-1852.
Grant.
Police Reporter
(No. 10 "The
Tiger's
Claw)
Film— Kalem)— Dec. 22 —
R-1975: (General
S-2003.
S-2003.
Grant, Police Reporter
( No. 11 "A Mission
of
State") {General Film — Kalem)— Dec. 29 —
Greater

Power,
The (2 parts) (Universal — Bison)— Dec. 2— C-1350;
S-lo45.
Sacrifice.
The
(No.
11 of Shielding
R-1341,
Shadow" {Pathe — Astra) — Dec.— R-1506.
Great Truth, The (Epic Pictures, Inc.) — Dec. —

Great

Green

Eyes (General
Film — Vim Feature Comedy)—Oct. 25— S-597;
C-837.
Green—S-1694
Eyes ; 1.C-1659.
(Universal — Laemmle) — Dec. 13 —
Nov.
Greenlands

ley

Mountains

(Paramount — Bray)

Grey

Seal, The (No 1 of "Jimmy Dale. Alias
The
Grey
Seal")
(2 parts)
(Unicom—
Monmouth)— Nov.— S-1225; R-1181.
Grimsey,
the Bellhop
(Mutual-Star Comedy) —
Dec. 30.
C-96.
Grip of Evil, The (No. 12 "Into the Pit") (2
parts)
(Pathe— Balboa)— Oct.
1— S-138 :
Grip 8—of C-260.
Evil.
Evidence")

The (No.
(2 parts)

13 of "Circumstantial
(Pathe — Balboa) — Oct.

Grip

of Evil. The
(No. 14, "Humanity
Triparts)
(Pathe — Balboa) —
Oct. 1.^)— S-451umphant"); (2 C-417.
Grouchy
(2 parts)
(Mutual)— Dec. 2 — S-1547.
GuiltyS-lOei
(2 ;parts)
C-1034. (Universal — Imp) — Nov. 17 —
—Oct.
6.
Guilty Hand. The (2 parts) (Unicorn-Buffalo)—
Nov. 28.
Guilty One. The (2 parts) (Unicorn — Supreme)
Guilty7— S-1690;
Ones, TheC-1819.
(General
Gulf, The (2 parts)

Film — Vim) — Dec.

(Unicorn-Buffalo) — Nov. 19.
H

Half Breed's Hatred, The (No. 11 of the "Yellow
Menace")
(2 parts)
(Unity)- Nov. 13— S013 : R-222.
Hans — Nov.—
Henri R-1160.
and the Neophyte
(Educational)
Harbor of Happiness
(3 parts) (General
Film
—21—
Vitagraph
Broadway Star Feature) — Oct.
S-746; —C-837.

December 30. 1916
Harvest
of Gold,
The
(No. 12 of "The
Girl
from
Frisco")
(2 parts)
(General
Film—
Kaleml— Oct. 2o — 3-747; C-S37 ; R-S^o.
Hash and Havoc (Greater Vitagraph> — Dec. 4.
Haunted
House,
The
(No. 5 ot "The
Yellow
Menace")
(2 parts)
(Unity) — Oct. 2 — S2170; C-2130;
R-1684.
Haunting Hand, The (No. S of "The Shielding
Shadow")
parts) B-llSl.
(Pathe — Astra) — Nov
lit—
3-1230; (2C-11SI>;
Haunting
Specter. The (No. i) of "The Crinjson Stain Mystery")
(2 parts)
(ConsoHdated)— Oct. 16; 3-606.
Have You Heard About Lillie? (General Film—
Vitagraph) — Dec. 1.
Haystacks
and
Steeples
(Triangle — Keystone)
—Oct.
1— R-lOOl ; C-llSO.
Hazards
of Helen — Railroad
Series
(No. 100
"The
Blocked
Track")
(General
Film —
Kalem)~Oct.
7— S-2lt0 ; C-416 ; R-64.
Hazards
of Helen — Railroad
Series
(No.
101
•To Save the Special")
(General
Film —
Kalem)— Oct. 14— S-747 ; C-56S ; R-224.
Hazards of Helen — Railroad Series (No. 102 "A
Daring
Chance")
(General
Film — Kalem)
Oct. 21— S-747 ; C-692 ; R-379.
Hazards
of Helen — Railroad
Series
(No. 103
"The
Last
Messenger")
(General
Film —
Kalem)— Oct. 28— S-747 ; C-837 ; R-536.
Hazards
of Helen — Railroad
Series
(No.
104
'The Gate of Death")
(General
Film —
Kalem)— Nov. 4— S-121S ; C-10:i3 ; R-843.
Hazards
of Helen — Railroad
Series
(No. lOI
"The Lone Point Mystery")
(General
Film
—Kalem)— Nov. 11— S-121S ; C-11H7 ; R-99n.
Hazards
of Helen — Railroad
Series
(No. 106
"The
(General
Film —
Kalem—Runaway
Nov. IS—Sleeper")
C-134S.
Hazards
of Helen — Railroad
Series (No.
107
"The
Forgotten
Train
Order")
(General
Film — Kalem)— Nov. 2o — C-1511.
-Kalem)
Hazards
of Helen — Railroad
Series ( No. 108
Run")
(General Film—"The
Dec. Trial
2.
Hazards of Helen — Railroad Series (No. 109
"The
Kalem) Lineman's
— Dec. 9. Peril") (General Film —
Hazards of Helen (No 110 "The Midnight Express") (General Film — Kalem)— Dec. 16.
Hazards of Helen (No. Ill "The Vanishing Box
Car")
S--2003. (General Film — Kalem) — Dec. 2'\~~
Hazards of Helen. No. 112, "A Race With
Death" (General Film — Kalem) — Dec. 30—
C-1977 ; S-2003.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 79 (International)—Oct. 3 — S-450: C-417.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 80 (International )"Oct. 6— S-450; C-417.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. SI (International)— Oct. 10— S-607 ; C-56U.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 82 (International)- Oct. 13— S-756 ; C-569.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 83 (International)— Oct. 17 — S-757 ; C-693.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 84 (International)— Oct. 20 — S-7.J7.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 85 (International)—Oct. 24 — S-915; C-837.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 86 (International)— Oct. 27 — S-915; C-83S.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 87 (International)—Oct. 31— S-10G8.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 88 (International!—Nov. 2— S-122S;
C-118^.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 89 (International)—Nov. 7— S-1228 ; 0-1188.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 90 (International)—Nov. 9— S-1228 ; C-1 188.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 91 (International)—Nov. 14— S-1383;
C-1349.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 92 (International)— Nov. 17— C-1349;
S-1861.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 93 (International)— Nov. 21— S-1861.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 94 (International)—Nov. 24— C-irjl2; S-1861.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 9.5 (Int?rnationaI)— Nov. 28— C- 1058 ; S-1862.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 96 (International)—Nov. 30— C-1658;
S-1862.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 97 (Innational)— Dec. 5— S-1862;
C-1820.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 98 (International)—Dec. 8— C-1820.
Hearst-International News Pictorial (No. 99 (International)— Dec. 12 — C-1977.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 100 (International)—Dec. 15.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 101. (International)— Dec. 19.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 102 (International)— Dec. 22.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 103 (International)— Dec. 26.
Hearst-International News Pictorial No. 104 (International)— Dec. 29.
Heart.
1854.The (Universal — Big U)— Dec. 15 — SHeart of a Fool, The (3 parts) (General Film
— Vitagraph — Broadway Star Feature) —
Kov. 4— S-906; C-1 187.
Heart of a Hero, lae C5 parts) (World) — Nov.
6— S-1067 ; C-839 ; R-.840.
Heart of the Flame f Unicorn— Puritan) — Oct. 30.
Heart of the Hills. The (5 parts) (K-E-S-E—
Edison)— Oct. 30— S-607: C-693 : R-536.
Heart of Ramona, The (Unicom-Hlawatha) —
Dec. 2.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Heart of Virginia Keep, The (3 parts) (General
Film— Essanay)— Nov. 4— S-748 ; C-1187.
Hedge
of Heart's
Desire C-1511.
(General Film— tielig)
—Nov.
2i3— S-1219;
He Died and He Didn't (2 parts)
(Mutual—
Vogue)— Oct. 29— S-602 : 0-693.
Heel of the Law. The (2 parts)
(Universal —
Imp Special) — Nov. 30— S-1378.
HeineS-300;
and C-260.
the 400
(Pathe — Rolin)— Oct. 8—
Heine22—and
the Magic Man
(Pathe — Rolin) — Oct.
S-610.
Heir to the Hoorah, The (5 parts) (Paramount
— Lasky)— Oct. 26— S-914 ; C-S3S ; R-842.
Heiress
at Coffee Dan's,
The
(Triangle-Fine
Arts)— Dec. 23, S-1821.
He Loved the Ladies (Christie)— Oct. 23 — S-7o5.
He Loved and Rode Away (Unicorn-Judy) — Nov.
28.
Help 18—
! Help
! Help ! (Greater Vitagraph) — Dec,
C-1977.
Henry's
— Drew)Boat— ^Oct.
Henry
W.Thanksgiving
Zippy
Buys (Metro
a Motor
(Keen
Cartoon
Corp.) — Oct. — R-538.
Her Chance
(Universal — Victor) — Nov,
19 — S1061 : C-1034.
Here— and
(General Film — Vim) — Oct. 20
S-596:ThereC-692.
Here

and
Supply
1189.

There
in Spain and a City's Milk
(Pathe
Split Reel) — Nov.
19 — C-

Heredity
(General
Film — Biograph — Reissue)
Dec. 27— S-12S; C-261.
Her Father's Son (5 parts) (Paramount — Morosco)— Oct. 12— S-449; R-380.
Heritage of Hate, The (5 parts) ( Universal— Red
Feather)— Nov. 13—3-1064;
C-1034.
Her Message to Heaven
(Universal — Laemmle)
Nov. 25 26.
: S-1222.
—Nov.
Heroine of San Juan (Universal — Big U Special)
Heroine of San Juan, The (2 parts) (Universal
—Big U Special)— Nov. 26; S-1221.
Her Painted Pedigree (2 parts) (Mutual — Vogue)
Oct. 22— S-602; C-693.
Her Sacrifice (General Film — Biograph-Reissue)
—Dec. 11— S-1543.
Her —Sun-Kissed
Hero
(Mutual — Cub) — Nov. 17
S-1064 ; C-1188.
Her —Vanished
Youth
(Universal — Rex) — Nov. 5
S-750; C-694.
Her
Wedding
Day
(2 parts)
(Universal —
Laemmle)—
Nov. 2— S-750 : C-6.94.
20.
He Went
and Won
(General
Film-Vim) — Dec.
He Wouldn't Tip (Mutual— Vogue)— Oct. 20— SC-1973.
He 602.
Wouldn't
Wear Glasses (Metro) — Dec. In —
Hidden Menace, The (No. 14 of "Beatrice Fairfax") (2 parts) (International) — Nov. 6 — S1229; R-1179.
Hidden Prince, The (No. 4 of the "Scarlet Runner") (2 parts)
(Greater Vitagraph) — Oct.
2.'>— S-604 : C-569 ; R-1962.
Hidden
Scar, The (5 parts) (World Pictures)
—Oct. 16— S-605; C-418; R-378.
Hidden Valley (5 parts) (Pathe Gold Rooster)
—Nov. 5~C-838; R-S41.
Hidden
Menace, The (No. 13 of "The Shielding
Shadow")
parts)
(Pathe- Astra) — Dec.
24—
C-1821— (2S-2013.
High Cost of Living (Unicorn — Hippol — Dec. 13.
High Ko)—
Diver's
(2 parts)
(Universal — LDec. Curse
6.
High

Life on a Farm
(Universal — Powers) —
Nov. 9— S-909.
His Blushing
Bride (Mutual— Cub) — Nov. HVS-911 ; C-1034.
His Conscious Conscience
(Greater Vitagraph)
—Nov.
27— S-1546; C-18_0.
His Nov.
Disjointed
Honeymoon
(Unicorn — Judy) —
4.
His Golden Hour
(Universal — Victor Special) —
Dec. 5— S-1545;
C-1512.
S-1223. Angel
His l.*}—
Guardian
(2 parts) (Mutual) — Nov.
His Ivory Dome (Paramount-Black Diamond) —
Dec. 11.
Little Wife
(3 parts)
{General
Film— Essanay)- Oct. 7,— S-127 ; C-568.
His Married Life (2 parts) (Unicorn-Billy West
Comedy) — Dec. 1— S-2015.
His Model Wife (Christie)— R-IR13.
His Moral
Code
(3 part?)
(General
Film —
His Other V/lEe (Unicorn-Hiawatha) — Nov. 29.
Essanay)— Nov. 18— S-1219; C-1511.
His
Own
Nemesis
(Universal — Nestor) — Oct.
16~S-444 : C-418.
His Sister's Beau (Unicorn — .ludy)— Oct. 3.
His Uncle's Ward
(Mutual) — Nov. 30. C-1820.
His Waiting
Career. (2 parts)
(Unicorn-Billy
West Comedy) — Dec. 15- S-201.5.
His Wedding Night (Christie)— Oct, 9— S-7.35.
His Wedding Promise
(General Film — Vim Fea— Dec.ture8. Comedy)— Nov. 15— S-1220.
His Wife's Allowance (General Film — Vitagraph)
His

His Wife's Mother
(Metro) — Dec. — C-1659.
His Wife's Story (2 parts) (Biograph-Reissue)
—Dee. 19, S-1R51.
Hist!
At Six O'clock
(Christie)- R-1S13 ; C1819; New
S-I8.57.
Historic
Orleans
& Fowl
& Game
Birds
Pathe spilt rpel)- Nov. 5— S-918; C-S38.
Homp'ess
( Universal-Laemmle
Special) — Dec.
20. S-1853.
Honorable
Aley
(^ parts)
(Triangle — Ince) —
Nov. 19— S-1232: C-1189; R-844.
Honor
of the Gardells
(2 parts)
(Unicom —
Puritan)— Oct, 19,

Honor of Mary Blake, The (BluebIrd)~Dec. 18,
R-1816;
S-1.S58; C-ISIU.
Honor and thf Law)
(2 parts) (General Film —
—Biograph-Reissue)
Oct. 22.
— Dec. 13 — S-1543.
Honor of the Tribe (2 parts) (Unicorn — Buffalo)
Honor Thy Country (3 parts) (Universal — Gold
Seal)— Nov. 14— S-1063; C-1034.
Hot
Dogs
(General
Film — Vim) — Nov. 10— S907 of; C-11S7.
House
Throe Deuces
(No. G of Grant. Police
Film — Kalem) — Nov. 24
—Reporter)
R-1346; (General
C-1511;
S-1543.
How 20—
Do S-1221
You Feel?
: C-1189^.(Universal — Nest6r) — Nov.
How
Life Begins
(3 parts)
(Geo. E. Stone) —
Oct.— R-2lil ; C-1821.
How
Matches
Are
Made
and
The
Island
of
Kyuschu,
Southernmost Japan
(Pathe split
reel)— Dec. 3— S-1548.
Hubby s Chicken
(General
Film^Vim
Feature
Comedy)— Dec. 6— C-181M.
Human Gamble, The (2 parts) (Universal — Rex)
—Oct.
8— S-2*)l ; C-2C1.
Humanity
(No. 14 of the "Grip of
C-417. Triumphant
Evil")
(2 parts)
(Pathe) — Oct. 16 — S-451 ;
Humanizing
(5 parts) — (Unity) —
Nov. 6. Mr. Winsby
C-839.
Human Targets (No. 10 of "Liberty")
(2 parts)
(Universal Special Feature) — Oct. 16 — S-600 :
I
Ice and the Artist (General
Film — Kalem) —
Dec. 12— C-1658 ; 3-1852.
Idle —Wives
(7 parts)
Oct.— R-65;
C-261.(Universal State Rights)
Ignorance (Private Feature Film Mfg. Co.) — Dec.
"1 Am Insured" and "See .America First" No. 59
C-Nov.
693.Gaumont
(Mutual—
Split Reel) — Oct. 25 —
I'm 1.3—
YourS-1694
Husband
(Universal-Laemmle) — Dec.
; C-1659.
Immediate
Lee
(5 parts)
(Mutual
Masterpicture— American) — Nov.
16 — S-IO60 ; C1188: R-1183.
Indiscretion
(2 parts)
(Alutual) — Dec. 25 — C1978.
Innocence
of Lizette, The
(5 parts)
(MutualStar Production-American — Dec. 25.
Inner18.
Nov.Soul,14. The (3 parts) (Unicorn-Puritan) —
In Society and Out { Paramount-Klever) — Dec.
In a Looking Glass (2 parts)
(General
Film —
Essanay)— Dec. 12— S- 1690 ; C-1977.
In and Around Ancient Japan & Sammie Johnsin At the Seaside (Universal — Powers split
—Nov. 6.
reel)— Nov. 26— S-1221.
In Classic Greece (Paramount — Burton Holmes>
Incorrigible Captive (No. 9 of Shielding Shadow)
(2 part-^)
(Pathe — Astra) — Nov. 26.
Indian's
Loyalty,
Film — Biograph
—Reissue
— Oct. An 2— (General
S-126: R-416.
Influence of the Unknown. The (General Film—
Biograph — Reissue) — Nov.
27-3-1376 ; C1658.
In Love
With
A, Fireman
(Universal — Joker) —
-Nov.
13.
Nov. 11— S-908; C-S.38.
In Modern Athens (Paramount — Burton Holmes)
Inoculating Hubby
(Mutual— Cub) — Oct. 13— S446: C-569.
In Old Ireland (Paramount — Burton Holmes) —
Oct. 9— C-2G0.
Interrupted Nuptials,
The
(No.
14
of the
"Yellow Menace")
4—3-1384
; C-845. (2 parts) (Unity) — Dec.
S-1853.
In thp riPTd of Night (2 parts) (Imp)— Dec. 22.
In

the Diplomatic
Service
(5 parts)
(Metro —
Quality)- Oct. 16— S-447 ; C-569: R-.537.
In the Heart of India As Seen by Dr. Dorsey
(Universal-Powers — Dec. 24.
In the Heart of New York (3 parts) (Universal
—Gold Seal)— Oct. .3— S-129 ; C-96.
In the House of the Chief (3 parts) (General
Film— SeliE)— Oct. 2— S-126 ; C-41fi
In the Laps of the Gods (Universal — Victor) —
Oct. 1— S-216n; C-2fi0.
In the Land of Kine Cotton (Universal— Powers)
—Dec.
14— S-1G92.
In the Mpsh of Her Hair (2 parts)
(Pathe) —
Oct, 22— S-GIO; C-.570.
In thp
(General
Film — Vim) — Nov. 3 —
S-906:RanksC-n87.
In Ihp Shadow of Death
(No. 8 of "The Crimson Stain Mvsterv")
(2 parts)
(Consolidated)—Oct. 9— S-44S.
Internal ion^l
Split Reel
(International) — Dec.
S-1S62.
11.
S-1862. Split Reel (International — Dec. 18,
International
Into the Depths (No. 2 of "The Shielding
{2 nart<=)R-I818.
rPathe— Astra) — Oct.
.300; ow)r-260:
Into C-96.
the Pit (No. 12 of "The Grin of
(2 narts) (Pathe— Balboa)— Oct, 1—

Shad8 — SFv"">
S-138 :

Intrieue. The (5 parts) (Paramount — Balboa) —
Oct. 9— R-2101 : C-9.5.
Intrrnipted
Nuntials
(No. 14 of "The VpHow
Menace")
(2 p-^rts) (Unitv^— Nov — R-815.
trma N-nv.In 23—
W^n^'prlTud
fTiniversal — Powers) —
S-1221 : C-llSn.
Iron R-3S0.
Woman.
PInv.;
&
Island
Capri
Oct.of 23.

The
(5 parts)
(Metro — Popular
Players)- Oct. 2— S-297 ; C-.569 :
(Paramount — Burton Holmes) —

THE
Island of Kyuschu & Southernmost Japan. & How
Matches Are Made (Fathe Split Heel;— Uec.
3.
.
,^^
Is Marriage
Sacred?
(2 parts)
tNo. 1,
The
Burning Band")
(General Film-Essauay) —
Dec. Hi, S-ISOO.
Is Marriage Sacred?
(2 parts (No. 2. "Dancing
With
Folly")
(General
Film-Essanay> —
Dec. -23. S-18:.0.
le Marriage Satred (2 parts) (No. 3, "■Wire in
Sunshine")
(General
FUm-Essanay)— Dec.
30— S- 1^003.
iBle of Kyuschu,
The & Athletic
Movements
Analyzed
(Pathe
Split Reel)— Oct. 22— SeiO; C-070.
, „ ^
Isle of Life, The (5 parts)
(Universal— Red
Feather) — Oct. 30 — S-T51 : C-O-Ji ; R-6S5.
It May
Be Your Daughter
(Moral
Uplift Society)—Oct. — R-3S:i.
It Could Never Happen (3 parts) (General Film
— Essauay ) — Oct. 28 — S-oU6 ; C- 1U33.
It Didut
Work
Right
(Universal— Victor)—
Dec. 14— S-IOIM.
It Sounded Like a Kiss (Universal-Nestor — Dec.
1&— S-1853;
C-1078.
It's All Wrong
(Universal — Nestor) — Oct 13 —
S-2S10; C-2(J1.
It's Great lo Be Married
(Universal-Victor) —
Dec. 22— C-iy78.
It's Never Too Late (No. 1 of the "Adventures
Dorothy
Dare")
(International) — Nov.
—of C-838.
Ivy

and the Oak, The (2
Rex)— Dec. 21, S-1852.
J

parts)

(Universal-

Jade Necklace, The (No. 1 of "Perils of Our Girl
Reporters")
(2 parts) (Mutual Magazine) —
Dec 28.
Jack Tar in the Making, A {No. 2 of "Uncle
Sam's Defenders)
(Mutual) — Dec. 15.
Jacohean
House,
The (No. 5 of "The Scarlet
Runner")
(2 parts) (Greater Vltagraph) —
Oct. 30— R-20'JU.
Jags and Jealousy
(Universal -Joker) — Dec. 23,
S-1853— C-1978.
Jailbirds
(General
Film — Kalem) — Dec. 5 — CItJoS; S-1852.
Janitor's Vendetta, A (Universal — Joker) — Nov.
25—3-1220;
C- 1189.
Jealous
Jolts (2 parts)
(Mutual- Vogue)— Dec.
31.
Jealousy
(5 parts)
(Fox) — Nov. 20— S-122S ;
C-1346.
Jenkins
and
The
Janitor
(Unicorn — Judy) —
Oct. 2.
Jerry &38.McDub
(Kern Kartoon
Corp.) — Oct. — RJerry In Mexico
(Mutual — Cub) — Dec. 31 — S486; C-fj25.
Jerry's
Big Doings
( Mutual — Cub) — Dec. 8 —
S-1546.
Jerry's
Double
Header
(Mutual — Cub) — Nov. —
S-1223.
Jerry's Revenge
(Mutual — Cub)— Dec.
Jerry's
Winning Way
(Mutual — Cub) — Dec. 1 —
S-1380.
JesB of the Hill Country
(2 parts)
{General
Film — KnickertMDcker
Star Feature) — Nov.
3— S-746; C-1187.
Jim Grimsby's Boy {5 parts) (Triangle — Ince)
—Nov.
12— S-1232: C-10:M ; R-5;I5.
Jimmy
Dale. Alias "The Grey Seal (No. 1 of
"Grey
Seal")
(2 parts)
(Unicorn — Monmouth)- Dec. 4— 8-122.^; R-1181 ; C-Hlo!).
Jimmy Dale, Alias "The Grey Seal" (No. 2 'The
_ Stolen Rubles")
(2 parts) (Unicorn — Monmouth)—Dec. IJ— S-122.5:
R-U81 : C-1(m9.
Jimmy Dale, Alias "The Grey Seal" (No, 3 "The
Counterfeit Five") (2 parts) (Unicorn-Monmouth)—
C-lC^f).
Jimmy
Dale, Dec.
Alias 18—
the S-122."*:
Grey SealR-1181;
(2 parts)
{No.
4 "The Metzer Murder Mvstery")
(UnicornMonmouth)— Dec. 25, S-1850.
Jockey of Death. The (5 partsl — rinternatlonal
— Milano)— Nov. 13— S-106S ; 0-1033: R-OOO.
Journey to Nowhere,
A. and Some of Our Biggest Star Performers
(General
Fllm-Vltagraph) — Dec. 25.
Joy and the Dragon
{5 parts 1 fPathe-Gnld
Rooster) — Dec. 31— R-tn72: S-20I4 : C-1078.
Jumps and Jealousy (General Film — Vltagraph)
Nov. 20.
Jungle Child, The {-> parts {Triangle — Ince) —

Oct. 1— s-3no; c-201 : R-m.^n.

Just Her Luck (2 parts) (Universal — Victor) —
Dec. 3— S-1.170: C-lol3.
Just a Sone at Twilight (5 parts) (Dixie Film
Co.)— R-197.';.
Justice A La Carte (General Film — Vltagraph)
—Nov. 24.
K
Kartonn Komics & See America First (No. 61)
(Mutual — Gaumont > — Nov. 8.
King
Lear
(Pathe — Thanhouser) — Dec. 17 — R1R12: C-1821 : S-lS6fl.
Klnkald — Gambler
(5 parts)
(Universal- Red
Feather^- Dec. 4— R-1."tO0: S-lol,*!: C-l.'13.
Kiss, The tii parts) (Paramount — Famous Players)—Oct. 1!>— R-ftSfi.
Ki-'sea and Fift'^ f Unlcorn-GalPtv) — Dec. 14
Kitty From the CItv (UnlverBal— Victor Special)
—Oct. 24- S-7.'i0
Knights of the Biitbtub (Universal— Nestor) —
Nov. 13— S-1061 ; C-10.14.
Lady Drummer. The (2 parte) (Triangle— Keystone)— Oct. I.
Lake Tahoe. Cal.. and Canlmntpd Nooz Pictorial.
No. 21 (General Ptlm-Essanay) — Deo. 27.

MOVING

PICTURE
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WORLD

Land Just Over Yonder (6 parts) (Unity) — Dec.
:i;i— R-UUO;
S-ISO'J.
Land
ot
Evangtline
(Paramount - Burton
Holmes) — Dtc. 23.
Last,2—TheR-3S2(j : parts
i
(Paramount
— Lasky) — Oct.
C-om.
Lash of Destiny (Art Dramas, Inc. — Van Dyke)
—Dec.
21— S-H5:)T.
Lass of tbe Lumberlands, A (No. 1 "The Lumber Pirate") (2 parts) (Mutual — Signal) —
Oct. 2A — S-7."'»2 ; C-6'J3 ; R-OSO.
Lass of the Lumberlands.
A
( ,\'o, 2
"The
Wreck
in the Fog")
(2 parts)
(Mutual —

Lost

Lass of the Lumberlands, A (.No. 3 "First Blood")
(2 parts)
(Mutual — Signal)— Nov.
ti— S1222; 0-1034.
Lass of the Lumberlands
(No. 4 "A Deed of
Daring"
(2
parts
(Mutual
—
Signal)—
Nov.
13— S-1222 ; C-llSO.
Lass of thi? Lumberlands
(No. 5 "The Burned
Record")
20—
C-134!).(2 parts) (Mutual — Signal)- Nov.
Lass of the Lumberlands
(No. 6) (Mutual —
Signal)— Nov. 27— S-lG'Jo; C-1050.
Lass of the Lumberlands
(No. 7) (Mutual —
Signalj— Uec. 4— C-lUoO ; S-2012.
Lass ot the Lumberlands,
A, No. 8 (2 parts)
(Mutual- Signal) — Dec. 11.
Lass of the Lumberlands,
A, No. 0 (2 parts)
(Mutual— Signal)— Dec. IS — S-2U12 ; C-1U78.
Lass of the Lumberlands, A, No. 10 (2 parts)
— Dec. 25.
Lass (Mutual)
or tlJe Lumberlands,
A, No. 11 (2 parts)

Love and

Signal)- Oct. 30— S-'.m : C-0'.I3; R-6S(t.

(Mutual-Signal)- Dec. 31.
Last Man, The 15 parts) (Greater Vltagraph)
—Oct. 30— S-IH2; R-OSO.
Last
of the
Figbiing
Channlngs
(No. 1 of
Patria) — Dec. (International)
R-151U,
Last of the Morgans, Tbe (2 parts) (Universal
— Laemmie) — Nov. 2!) — S-137S; C-135U.
—Oct.
S-753.
Last Trust, The
(Mutual— Beauty) — Oct. 31 —
La Tosca

(2 parts)

(Exclusive Features,

Inc.)

Law

of Nature, The (2 parts) (Mutual)— Oct
17— S-602.
Lawyer's Secret, The (2 parts) (Universal — Rex)
—Dec.
14— S-10'J3; C-lliOO.
Lend Me Your Wife (Unity)- .Nov. — S-1227.
Less Than
The Dust
(7 parts)
(Artcraft) —
Nov. li— S-1227 ; C-1035 ; R-U'J8.
Lesson for Somebody, A (Greater-Vitagraph) —
Dec. IS.
Libertine
(0 parts)
(Triumph) — Nov. — R-1001.
LiDerty
(.No. S ' Clipped
Wmgs")
(2 parts) —
(universal
Special Featurej — Oct. 2 — S-2V>1.
Liberty (No. y "i rapped ) (.i parts) (Liniversal
Special Feature*- uct. 'J— a-443 ; C-418.
Liberty
(No. 10 "Human
Targets")
(2 parts)
(universal
Special
Feature) — Oct.
lli — SOUvJ ; C-ttoD.
Liberty
( No. 11. "A Daughter
of Mars")
(2
—parts)
d-»4S;(Universal
C-8JU.
bpecial i-'eature) — Oct. 23
Liberty
(.No. 12 "For
the Flag")
(2 parts)
(universal
Special
feature) — Oct. 30 — SKmz : c-bji).
Liberty (No. 13 "Strife and Sorrow")
(2 parts)
(universal
Spei.ial
feature) — Nov.
li— SIbOo; C-1180.
Liberty
(No. 14 "A Modern Joan of Arc")
(2
parts)
(iJDiversal
Special
Feature) — Nov.
i;^ — S-1003; 0-118!): K-1184.
Liberty (No. lo "'Ihe Flag ol 'iruce"l (2 parts)
t universal
Special
feature) — Nov. 20 — S1221 ; C-118D;
R-1184.
Players) — uec. 21- S-:ji)8; R-05.
Liberty
(.No 16 "Court
Miiriialed")
(2 parts)
( Universal
Special
Feature) — Nov.
27 — S137;>; C-1350.
Liberty
(No II "A Trail of DIood")
(2 parts)
(Universal
Special
Feature) — Dec.
11 — S1544.
Liberty
(No. 18 'The
Wolf's
Nemesis")
(2
parts)— Dec. 18 — S-2005.
Libeity
(No. 10, "An
Avenging
Angel")
(2
Pdrts)S-200G.
{ Universal — Special
Feature) — Dec.
23—
Liberty (No. 20, "A Daughter of the U. S. A.")
(2 parts) (Universal Special Feature) — Dec.
31.
Life's
Maelstrom
(2 parts)
(Universal — Big U)
—Nov.
16— S-1003;
C-10.34.
Life'sOctShadows
parts) (Metro — Columbia) —
•)— S-207 (5; C-500.
Life's Stepping
Stones
(3 parts)
(Unicorn —
Supreme) — Nov. 5.
Light That Failtu. The (5 parts) (Pathe — Gold
Rooster)- Oct. 15 — 3-4.52; C-417 ; R-63.
Lineman's Peril, A (No. 10:» of "The Hazards of
Helen"
Railroad
Seriesi
(General
Film —
Kalem)— Dec. It— C-1658S-1852.
Little
Brown
Mole, Tbe
(2 parts)
(General
Fllm-Essanay) — Dec. 19.
Little Partner
(3 parts) (Universal-Special) —
Dec. 10, S-18o3.
Live Corpse, Tbe (Unicorn — Puritan) — Oct 6.
Lone Point Mystery, The (No. 105 of the "Hazards of HelFu")
(Genpral
Film — Kalem) —
Nov. 11— S-1218; C-1187: R-f)09.
Lonesome Town (Mutual American)
(5 parts) —
Dec. 11— S-1855.
Lone Star (5 parts) (Mutual Star ProductionAmerican)— Nov. 2-'l— S-1223: C-1512.
Long
Search, The f Universal— Big U Special)
_>Jov.
17— S-lf>03.
Lord Chumlpv
(3 parts)
(General
Film— RIograph — Reissue)— Nov. \^^— S-inoO;
C-1348.
Lost Girl. The f Nn lO of "The Scarlet Runner")
(Greater Vitagraphj—Deo. 4— S-1382.

In Babylon
(Universal — Rex) — Nov. 19 —
S-iU(J2: C-1189.
Lost —Nov.
Lode, 25—
The S-1222;
(2 parts)
C-118;).(Universal — Bison)
Lost Messenger, The (No. 103 of "The Hazards
of Helen")
(General Film — Kalem) — S-747 ;
C-837 : R-536.
Lost Ring, Tbe 4i M. S. Fighting Craft (Unicorn-Judy Split Reel)— Oct. 10.
Lost, Strayed
or Stolen
(2 parts)
(Mutual —
Voguej— Nov. 19— S-1065.
Lost Twenty-Four
Hours
(3 parts) (General —
Essanay)— Oct. 14 — S-441 ; C-568.
C-1348.
Love 8-749:
and a C-603.
Liar (Universal — Nestor) — Oct. 30 — •
Hate

(5 parts)

(Fox) — Nov. — R-908 ;

Love and Kerosene (Unicorn — Jockey) — Oct. 31.
Love Hermit. The (5 parts) (Mutual Star Production—American )— Oct. 26 — S-U04 ; C-838.
Love
Magnet.
The
i General
Film — Kalem) —
Oct. 10— S-746 ; C-5li8 ; R-224.
—
S-1693.
Love Never D.es (5 parts) (Bluebird) — Oct. 2^—
S-606 ; C-50i> ; R-379.
Love of an Empire
(2 parts) (Rex)— Dec. 17
Love 1S02—
Thief.R-rJ75.
The (5 parts) (Fox)— Dec. 18, SLoves Mirage (Unicorn-Utah) — Dec. 3.
—Dec.
11.
Love's
Sacniice
( Unlcorn-Sunsi.1) — Dec. 1.
Love's Wilderness (3 parts) ( Uniuorn-Supreme)
Lovers
& Lunatics
(Mutual — Cub) — Oct. 27 —
—Dec.
S-751 ; 4.
C-b38.
Lower Nile, Ihe (Paramount — Burton Holmes)
Lucille,
The
Waitress
(Universal — Laemmie
Special) — Oct. 25 — S-750 ; C-603.
Luck Charm, The (No. 2 of the 'Dangers
of
—Nov.
Doris") 17.
(General Film-Vitagraph) — Uec. 29.
Luck of Jane, The (General Film — Vltagraph)
Lucky Tramp, A (Unity — Tweedledum) — Nov 6.
Luke
and
the
Bang- Trails
(Pathe — Rolin) —
Oct. 15— S.452; C-417.
Luke-Gladiator (Pathe— Rolln)— Nov. 12.
Luke Locates the Lute {Paramount-Rolln) — Dec.
24, C-1S21.
Luke — Patient
Provider
(Pathe — Rolin) — Nov.
19: C-U89.
Luke 10
— —Rtfnk
(Pathe — Rolin) — Dec.
S-1700;Impersonator
C-1659.
C-1512.
Luke's Movie Muddle
(Pathe — Rolin) — Dec. 3 —
Luke's17— Fireworks
Fizzle
C-l(i59 ; S-1866.
Luke 20.s Newsie
Knockout

(Pathe — Rolin) — Dec.
(Pathe — Rolin) — Nov.

Lukes
Preparedness
(Pathe — Rolin)
—Nov.
5 — ti-918; Preparation
C-83ii.
Luke's
Shatiered
Sleep
Dec. C-t»6.
31- C-1U7S.
1—
Lukes
Speedy
Ciub Life

(Paramount- Rolin) —
(Pathe— Rolin)— Oct.

Luke, 'Ihe Chauffeur (Pathe — Rolin) — Oct. 29 —
S-75S : C-6!i3.
Luke,C-1034.
the Gladiator (Pathe — Rolin) — Nov. 12 —
Lumber i^irate. The (No. 1 of "The Lass of tbe
Lumberlands")
(Mutual — Signal) — Oct.
23
— (Z pans) — S-75:: ; C-6'J3 ; H-0B6.
Lured
but Cured
(2 parts) (Universal — L-Ko)
—Oct. U— S-291 ; C-261.
Lydia Qilmore
(5 parts) (Paramount — Famous
M
Madness of Helen, The (5 parts) (World Pictures)— Auv. 10 — a-iofto; (J-li&y; jtt-iliU.
Mam liU —to S-^b
orutr,; C-a3i.
a (Ueueral
1- iim — * imj — u»ct.
Main -2 —
-i^ou
o-4^.j\,^ ; parid>
c-uiO. (Universal — Victor) — Oct.
Maini-'euLuery
c.pi lu^,
iue 2i(5— parts)
— Red'
— Aov.
o-lo«D; (Universal
C-ioiU ; ti-loti.
Majestic Ceylon as been by Doctor Dorsey (Universal— i-ywelaj — ijec. It — a-lKiV—.
— a-'ibo.
Making
an impiensiuu (Ueueial film — Vita£,1 jpu — Oct. J — £>--o8 ; H-iiO.
Makiiio ui uruuKs, lue (o paiis) (General Film
— .aeilg) — uec. 2( — b-l^U i C-2UI.
Making over of Mother, The (Cliristi)— Oct. 16
Making Kaislns and Florence Rose Fashions,
No. 12, "Frills and Thrills" (r'athe) — Dec.
31.
Man rrom Yukon, The (No. 4 of "Grant, Police
Reporter")
(General
S-lJli>; C-1187
; K-843.Film — Kalem) — Nov. 10
Manhattan Madness (5 parts) (Triangle — Fine
Ai;ts)— Oct. 1— S-138.
Man He Might Have Been, Tbe (General FilmSellg) — Dec. 23, S-1S50).
18.
Mansard Mystery, "rhe (2 parts) (Universal —
Imp) — Dec. 1 — S-1376: C-13o0.
Mantle of Deceit, The (2 parts) (Universal —
Hex) — .Nov. 9 — S-910- C-S39.
Man Who Stood Still (5 parts) (World Pictures)
— Oct. 3U— S-U14 ; C-694 : R-6S7.
Man Who Wtnt Sane (3 parts) (General Film —
Vltagraph — Broadway Star Feature) — Nov.
Marked

"No Funds" (General Film — Vim Feature Comedy)— Nov. 8 — S-908 ; C-1187.
Marooned (3 parts) (General Film — Essanay) —
Oct. 21 ; S-442 ; C-837.
Marriage a la Carte (5 parts) (World Pictures— Reissue) — R-1975.
Married
( Universal — Nestor) — Nov. 24 —
S-I221a ;Year
C-118n.
Married Misery (Unicom — Judy) — Not. 1.

THE

December 30, 1916
Mary 15. Lost

Her

Lamb

(Unlcorn-Judy) — Dec.

MasKta Ball. The (No 'A of ••Tbe Scarlet RunDerj
{2 parisj
iGrtater
\ iiasruphj — Uel.
Hj — S-4oU; C-117; R-l'JtiJ.
Masked
Woojan,
Tbe
{',i puns)
(Universal —
Uold Seal;— Oct. 31— S-T50; C-WM.
Masiiue oi Life, The
(T purisj
(SigDet Film
Corpj— Nov.— K-841 ; C-103.
Master of Ht-r Soul (o parts) iGeperal Film —
Knickerbocker)
iStar Featurej — Dec. S — SlOW; C-l&li>.
Matrimaniac.
The
(5 parts)
(Triangle — Fine
Arts)— Dec. 16 — C-lt)01> ; R-lGo^ ; S-18tJU.
Mayor's Fall From Grace (General FUm^Vltagrapbj— Oct. ly — S-L'SB; C-5GS.
Mayor's
Nov. 3.
.Mazauias Wife
and (2tbe parts)
Three (. CniLora)
Sisters —(Educational
Film Co.)- Nov.— H-UUU.
Measure ol a Man. Tbe (J parts) (Bluebird) —
Nov. 20— S-i:;:iU; C-llSS; K-11S2.
Mediator.
The
[5 parts)
(FoxJ — i>Jov. 13 — SlutiT ; C-llSi>; R-13J1.
.Memory
Mill, Tbe (Universal — Victor Special)
— uci. 2— S-:!'JU.
Menace, The iNo. 9 "■Grant, Police Reporter")
(General
Film — Kalem) — Dec.
lo — 3-1852 ;
R-ISIC; C-1UI7.
Men She Married (5 parts) (World Pictures) —
Nov. 27— C-135U; R-iy-Jl ; S-1^:).
Merry
Motor
Menders,
The
(Genera!
Film —
Kalem— Oct. 31— S-121S ; C-1U33 ; R-G'M.
Message
From
the Sky, A {No.
10 of "The
Yellow
Menace")
(Unity) — Nov. (i— S-754 ;
R-222.
Message to Garcia (5 parts) (K-E-S-E — Edison)
—Dec. 11— KIJOT ; S-1051 ; C-1U5U.
Metzer Murder Mystery (No. 4 of '"Jimmy Dale,
vMias the Grey Seal") (2 parts)
(UnicornMonmoiitii ) — Dec. 25.
.Microscope Mystery, The (5 parts)
(Triangle —
Fine Arts)— Nov.
19 — S-1232 ; C-llSU ; R8+4.
Midnight Express, The (No. 110 "The Hazards
of
(General
Film — Kalem) — Dec.
16— Helen")
S-1852; C-ISIH.
Midnight
Toll. The (Universal — Laemmle
Special)— Nov. 1 — S-T5U.
Million Dollar Smash. A (2 parts) (Universal^
L,-Ko)— Nov. 15 — S-:062;
C-1U34.
Mines and Matrimony
(Universal-Joker) — Dec.
30— S-201M : C-1978.
Mischief Maker, The (5 parts) (Fox) — Nov. 27
— R-15U9: S-1381 ; C-1511.
Mismated
(2 parts) (Mutual) — Nov. 20-3-1.^81.
Miss Billie Buttons (Christie)- Dec. 11 — S-IUtiO.
.Miss George
Washington
(5 parts) (Paramount
—Famous
Players)— Nov.
20— S-1381 ; C134U; R-1346.
Miss Jackie of the Navy
(5 parts) — (Mutual
Star Production)- Dec. 11— S-13S1.
Miss Jackie of tbe Navy
{G parts)
(PollardMutual)— Dec. 11, C-1S20.
Missing Chapter, The (No. 11 of "The Scarlet
Runner")
(Vitagraph) — Dec. 11 — R-G5 ; C1077.
Missing Heiress. The (No. 2 of "Grant, Police
Reporter")
(General
Film— Kalem) — Oct.
27 : S-7-J7 : C— S;i7 ; R-535.
Missing Witness. The (Universal — Imp Special)
—Oct. l(j — S-5!)8.
Mission of State. A (No. 11 of "Grant. Police
Reporter")
/General Film — Kalem) — Dec. 29
—
S-2003.
Mistake
in Rustlers
(General
Film — Sellg) —
Oct. 11 — S-442 : C-5f;S.
Mistakes Will Happen
(General
Film— Selig) —
Dec. 2— S- 1377; C-1819.
Mixed Blood (5 parts) (Universal-Red Feather)
Dec. 18— C-1821: R-1S14 ; S-200(i.
Mr. Vampire (2 parts) (Universal Special-Rex)
— Dec. 24 (S-2005:
C-J970.
Model. The (Unicorn — Judy) — Oct. 7.
Modernizing Ceylon & Motor -Mat and His Fllv
(Universal— Powers
Split Reel)— Nov. 10.
Modern
Joan of Arc (No. 14 of "Liberty")
(2
parts) (Universal Special Feature) — Nov. 13
— S-I0fi3; C-U89; R-11S4.
Money
Maid
Men
(General
Film — ^Vlm) — Nov.
24— S-122H: C-1G58.
Money
to Burn
(2 parts)
(General
Film —
Essanay) — Oct. 10— S-441 ; C-oHS.
Moods of Madora. The (2 parts) (Pathe) — Oct.
J S-138 ' C-.'O
Moonshine Blood (Universal-Dlg U)— Dec. 21 —
S-2004.
Morals
of Hilda, The (5 parts)
(Universal —
Red Feather) — Dec. 11— S-I(^2.
Moth
and the Flame.
The (2 parts) (Pathe)
—Oct.
29— S-7o8.
Mother
Call. The
(Universal— Big U Special)
—Nov. 30— S-1377: C-1349.
Mother's
Child (General
Film— Vim)— Nov. 23
— S-1220: C-1511.
Mother's
Guidin?
Hand
(Universal
— Laemmle)
—Dee.
IG— C-iri7S.
Motion
Picture
Portrait
Studies
of President
Wilson
and his Cabinet.
The U. S. Government in action — Oct. 2.
Motor Mat and His Fllv and Modernizing Cpylon (Universal
Powers) — .Nov J8 — S-lOfil.
Mountain
Dafsy, A (2 parts)
(Mutual) — Nov.
!^_C-11fi8.
Mountain
Tragedy.
A
(2 parts)
(Universal
—Bison)— Oct. 7— S-128: C-96.
Moving Finger. The (Universal — Rex) — Oct. 2»
— S-598: C-O70.

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Murdered by Mistake (2 parts) (Universal — LKUj— uec. i;i — S-lu:i;i; C-i:iiS.
Mutual Tours Around the World No. 1 (Mutual
— Gauiijont) — .Nov. 7 — S-1224.
Mutual Tours Arouud the World No. 2 (Mutual
— Gaumonli— .\ov. U— S-122t;
C-1188.
Mutual lours Around tbe Woria .\o. 3 (.Mutual
— Gaumonu—
Nov. tbe
21; World
0-1319;No. S-lOii."..
Mutual
Tours Around
4 (Mutual
— Gaumont) — .Nov. 2S — C-l5i2.
Mutual
World Tours No. 5 (.Mutual — Gaumont)
— Nov. 7— C-lu;3: S-2011T.
Mutual W*orld Tuurs
(No. 0) (Gaumont) — Dec.
12— C-11>jU; S-2007.
Mutual
Tours Around
the World, No. 7 (Mutual-Gaumont) — Dec. 19.
Mutual
Tours Around
the World,
No. 8 (Mutual-Gaumont) — Dec.
2G.
C-41G.
Mutual
Weekly No. 92 (Mutual) — Oct. 4 — S-294 ;
Mutual
Weekly
No.
440 ; C-50:j.
Mutual
Weekly
No.
003; C-G93.
Mutual
Weekly
No.
753 ; C-8.3S.
Mutual
Weekly
No.
1''''3 " C-IU33.
C* 1 188
912;
Mutual
Weekly
No.

03 . (Mutual)— Oct.

11— S-

94

(Mutual) — Oct.

IS— S-

05

(Mutual)— Oct.

25— S-

96

(Mutual) — Nov.

1— S-

97

(Mutual)— Nov.

8— S-

MutUdF Weekly
.\'o. 08 (Mutual) — Nov. 15— Sl:;:;3; C-U4a.
Mutual
Weekly
No. 99 (Mutual) — Nov. 22—
S-loSl ; C-U12.
Mutual
Weekly
No. 100 (Mutual)— Nov. 29—
S-1j47 ; C-1820.
Mutual1G'J5;Weekly
C-1620. No. 101 (Mutual) — Dec. 6 — SMutual
Weekly
-No. 102 (Mutual— Dec. 13— SC-lu."8. No. 103 (Mutual)— Dec. 20.
MutualIS.J6—
Weekly,
Mutual
Weekly.
.No. 104 (Muluall- Dec. 2T.
Mv L^aby (General
Film — Elograph
Reissue) — .
Dec. 4.
My
Official Wife
(5 parts)
(General
Film —
Vitagraphl- Dec. 11; R-16j4.
Mysterious Motor Car, Tbe (No. 6 of "The Scarlet Runner") (Greater Vitagraph) — Nov. 6
—(2 parts)— S-013: R-2I)1H).
Mysterious
Ranger,
The
(Unicorn — Rancho) —
Oct. 3.
Mystery of the Brass Bound Chest (No. 15 of
"The Girl from Frisuo")
(General
Film —
Kaleml— .Mov. 15 — R-1182:
C-1348;
S-l.'i42.
Mystery of the Mesa
(2 parts) (Unicorn-Sunset)— Dec. 17.
Mystic Defender. The (No. 3 of "The Shielding
Shadow")
(2 parts)
(Pathe) — Oct. 15 — S452 : C-417 : R-1818.
N
Naked
Souls (Unicorn — Puritan) — Nov. 1.
Nanette of the Wilds
(5 parts) (Paramount —
Famous
— Nov.
C-l"'12. — Big
Narrow
Creed. Players)
The (2
parts) 2T —(Universal
U)— Oct. 26—3-0(10; C-570.
Nation's Peril, A (2 parts) (Pathe) — Oct. 15 —
S-452; C-417.
—Oct.a Deserter
2.
Nearly
(Paramount-Black Diamond)
C-8:!8.
Nearly
a Hero

(Mutual— Cub)— Nov. 3— S-911 ;

Near Sighted Autopedist
(Unity) — Nov.
Near to Earth (General Film — Blograph) — Nov.
l:t— S-IOCO:
C-1348.
Neath
Texas
Skies
(Unicorn — Utah) — Nov. 1.
Nervy
.Nat Has His Fortune
Told (UniversalPowers'. — Dec. 24.
New Oct.
Porter.
The
(General
Film
— Vitagraph) —
30.
New

Salesman.
The (General
Film — Kalem) —
Nov. 14 — R-843; C-l:148 ; S-1.142.
New 'V'ork Hat, The (General Film — Blograph —
Reissue) — Nov. (;— S-lllifi ; C-11S7:
R-22n.
New
York Rapid Transit
(General Film^Vitasraph)— Nov. G — C-1187.
Night Shadows
(2 parts) (Universal — Bison)—
Oct. !.■!— 8-200.
Ninety and Nine, The (5 parts) (Greater V'tagraph)— Dec. 2.5— R-1073 : S-2017:
C-in77.
Nobody's
(2 parts) (Unicorn — Buffalo) —
Oct. 7.Claim
Not

in the News
(2 parts)
(General
Film^
Essanay) — Nov.
14 — S-lOCO;
C-1'!4S.
Nuremberg Watch. The (No. 2 of "The Scarlet
Runner")
(2 parts) (Greater Vitagraph) —
Oct. 9— S-296; C-260;
R-1962.

Ocean
Oh!
Oh.
Oil
Oil
Old
Old
Old

Waif, The (5 parts)
(International) —
Nov. 2— S-illC: C-8.18.
For a Cave Man
(Mutual— Cub)— Oct. 0 —
S-2n3: c-417.
You Honeymoon
(Universal — Nestor) — Dec.
8— C-1.-.12; S-I.-|44.
and* Water
(2 parts) (General
Film — nioKraph
Reissue)—
Nov. 21—Special
S-12in Feature)
: C-I'^ll.—
Smeller.
The (Universal
Oct. 14 — S--291 ; C-'2(51.
Fashioned
Girl, The
(2 n.->rts)
(General
Film— Essanay)— Oct. .■?— S-127: C-4I0.
Fofry, The (3 parts) (Pathe)- Dec. :i— R1342.
Folks At Home. The (." p'lrte) fTrlanvle
—Fine
Arts)— Oct. IS— S-4.''j2 ; R-418;
R-

Old Ooo
"Homestead.
The
(5 parts)
(Paramount —
Famous Playen)— Dec. 28— S-30S: E-U5.

Oliver Twist
uec. il—
On the Urink
Fns^o'i
i>ec. 'M —

(5 parts) (Paramount — Lasky) —
K-i3i. ; C-1&21 , a--0i5.
ol War (No. 2U. The Girl from
(2 pall?)
iGvueral
Kilm-Kalem)
6-JuU.i
; K-19i5.

One uo.lar Pltase i Mutual) — Dec. 16 — S-'2012.
Oue Oct.
Sltp ii—'loo
(Generallt-64.Film — Kalem) —
b-2:)U;Far C-41G;
Only .-v Ko^e & A boomerang t3 parts) (General
Fuuj — ielit;) — Oct. Hi — 3-442; C-IW2.
Orcliid Lady, The
(0 parts)
(Metro — Popular
1 lays uud Players) — uec. 4.
Our American Uoys in tbe European War (Triaugiej — ucl. — it-220.
Our tjoys at the Bolder (No. 2 of "Uncle Sam'B
L»eieiid.jis ) lAluluai) — Uec.
15 — S-lboU.
O. b. Kuubier
11'ar.iuiount — iiray Cartoon) —
ucl. 4 — C-26U.
Our uluer Livto ('.i parts) (General Film— Vltafcr.11.11
Star Feature) — uec. 2 —
b-lo42 — . uiuadway
C-ISIU.
Out
Out

lor Loe Co.u (Christie) — R-1813.
ol Ibe Soauowb aud Paradise
For a Day
(2 parisj
lUeueral
Film — Sellg) — Ucl. 23 —
R-221.
b-OUi01 ; the
C-8.'>t.
Outside
Law (.No. !) of "Beatrice Fairfax")
(2 parts)
( luleruational) — Ucl. 2 — S-401 :
Over Tne Hills (Unicorn— Judy)— Oct. 19.

Pair of Shadows, A (Universal— Big U Special)
— Ocl. 9— S-OOU; C-57U.
Pamelas Past (5 parts) (Exclusive Feature) —
Dec. S-1862.
Panlhea
(Selznick) — Nov,
Paradise
(2
—Uec. For a Day & Out of the Shadows
pans)
Film— Selig Spilt Keel) —
Oct. 2;l— (General
S-5U7; C-837.
2U0.
Paramount
Piclographs
(Paramount) — Oct. — CPassion Flower (California Motion Picture Co.)
Paramount Piclographs,
Nov. 5, S-lStJl.
Paramount Piclographs,
Nov. 12, S-15U1.
Paramount Piclographs,
Nov. 19, S-1861.
Paramount Pictographs,
.Nov. 2(3. S-lSlil.
Paramount Pictographs,
Dec. 3, S-1S61.
Paramoui-t Pictographs,
Dec. 10, S-lSOl.
Paramount Pictographs,
Dec. 17.
Paramount

No. 40 (Paramount) —
No. 41

(Paramount) —

No. 42 (Paramount)^
No. 43 (Paramount) —
No. 44

(Paramount) —

Np. 45 (Paramount) —
No. 46 (Paramount) —

Pictographs, No. 47 (Paramount) —

Paramount Pictographs, No. 48 (Paramount) —
Dec. '24.
31.
Dec.
Pass — the
(Universal — Nestor) — Dec. 4
C-1512Prunes
; S-1544.
Path Nov.
of Life,
The
(2 parts) (Unlcorn-Llly) —
20.
Palhe .News
Pathe .News
Pathe News
Pathe .News
Pathe News
Pathe .News
Pathe News
Pathe .News
Palbe .News
Pathe News
Pathe News
Palhe News
Pathe News
Pathe News
Pathe News
Pathe News
Pathe News
Pathe >'ews
Pathe
News
Palhe News
Palhe News
Palhe News
Pathe News
Palhe ..ews
Pathe News
Pathe News
Palria
(No.
R-1510.
nines")

No. 80 (Pathe)— Oct. 4— S-4iil.
No. 81 (Pathe)— Oct. 7— S-008.
No. 82 (Pathe)— Ocl. 11— S-OOS.
.No. Sa (Pathe)- Oct 14 — S-757.
No. 84 (Palhel— Ocl. 18— S-757.
No. 85 (Pathe)- Oct. 21— S-916.
No. 80 (Pathe)— Ocl 25— S-916.
No. 87 (Pathe)— Oct. 28 — S-1063.
-No. 88 (Pathe)— Nov. 1— S-10«5.
No. 89 (Pathe)— Nov. 4— S-1220.
No. 110 (Palhe)— Nov. 8— S-12:iO.
No. 91 (Palhe)- Nov. 11— S-1.388.
No. 92 (Pathe)— Nov. 15 — S-1388.
No. 93 (Pathe) — Nov. IS — S-1544.
No. 94 (Palhe)— Nov. 2-2- S-1548
No. 95 (Palhe)— .Nov. 25 — S-1698.
No. 90 (Palhel- Nov. -J!)— 3-1698.
No. il7 (Palhe) — Dec. 2— S-!8S4.
No. 98 (Pathe)— Dec. 6 — S-1864.
No. 99 (Pathe)— Dec. 9 — S-20.3.
No. 100 (Pathel— Dec. 13— S-2013.
No. 101 (Pathe)— Dc:. 10.
No. Iii2 (Palhel— Dec. 20.
.No. 10;! (Palhe) — Dec. 23.
No. 104 (Palhe) — Dec. 27.
No. 105 (Pathe)— Dec. 30.
1. "Tbe Last of the Fighting Chan(3 parts)
(International) — Dec.

Patrla

(No. 2 "Treasure")
(2 parts) (International I— Dec. — R-1510.
Patrla
(No. 3 "Winded
Millions")
(2 parts)
(International) — R-1510.
Pat's 20—5-445;
Pasting
Ways
C-418. (Universal — Nestor) — Oct.
Pawnshop.
The
(2 parts)
(ChapIln-Mutual) —
Ocl The
— S-293
: C-26(l
: R.'22:l.
Paying
Price
(2 parts)
(Mutual — Gaumont)
—Ocl. 30— S-603.
Pearl of Paradise. The (5 parts) (Mutual Star
Prcductlons)- .Nov. 2-3-753;
0-1034;
RKiOl.
Pearl 1.548.
o( the
Army Dec—
(No. R-1500;
1 "The C-1512;
Traitor")S(Palbe
— Astra)—
Pearl (Pathe
of Ihe
Army
(No. R-15(i0;
2 "Found C-1512:
Guilty")S— Astra)—
Dec—
1700.
Pearl of the Armv (No. 3 "The Silent Menace")
(Pathe— A«lral)— Dec— R-1.".0(! ; S-lSft4.
Pearl of the Army
(No. 4. "War Clouds")
(2
parts) (Pathe-Aatra) — Dec. 24.

xii

THE

Pearl

of the Army
(No. 5, "Somewhere
in
Grenada")
(:; parts)
(Pathe-AstraJ — Dec.
31— R-UI72 ; S-20H ; C-197S.
Peck 0' Pickles (5 parts) — (Mutual
Star Production— American) — Nov. l:i — 3-1223.
Penalty ot Treason, The (2 parts) (Universal —
Rex) — Dec. ID — S-io44; C-l'JiS.
Pen and Inklings
In and Around
Jerusalem
(Universal — Powers Split Reel) — Oct. 5 — S128 ; C-06.
Pen —Oct.
and Sword
(2 parts) (Unicorn — Supreme)
2.
Pencil Clue, The (No. 3 of "Grant, Police Reporter") (General Film — KalemJ — Nov. 3 —
S-1218; C-1033:
R-e»0.
Pen Nov.
Trip 9.to Palestine,
A (Universal — Rex) —
People, The, vs. John
Doe
(C parts)
(State
Right
Feature — Argosy) — Dec.
1 — R-1U73 ;
C-1U79.
Pep's Legacy
(3 parts) (Vitagraph — Broadway
Star Feature) — Dec. 16.
Perils of a Plumoer,
The (Universal-L-KO) —
Dec. 27— S-2004.
Perils of Our Girl Reporters, The (No. 1, "The
Jade Necklace")
Studios)—
Dec. 2S. (2 parts) (Niagara Film
Perjurer.
The (Universal — Imp Special) — Oct. 2
— S-444.
Persistent Wooing (General Film — Vim Feature
Comedy)— Oct. 18— S-441 ; C-692.
Peter's Perfect Photoplay
(Mutual) — Dec. 2S.
Phantom Buccaneer, The (ii parts) (K-E'S-E)
Dec. 23. S-1S60.
Phillip Hoiden-Waster
(5 parts) (Mutual Star
Feature— American) — Oct. 9 — S-455 ; C-417.
Phil's Busy Day ( Universal— L-KO)— Dec 29 —
S-2004 ; C-197S.
Pictures
Pirates
i2 parts)
(Mutual — Vogue) —
Nov. 12— S-912; C-11S8.
Pidgin Island
(.Metro — Yorke)
(5 parts) — Dec.
25— S-2016.
Pigs (Mutual — Gaumont) — Oct.
Pipe Dreams
(General Film — Vim) — .Nov. HI —
S-1219; C-134S.
Place Beyond the "Winds, The (5 parts) (Universal—Red Feather) — Nov. 6 — S-910 ; C839 ; R-S43.
Plain Jane (5 parts) (Triangle Kay-Bee) — Oct.
8— S-138.
Play Ball (No. 10 "Beatrice Fairfax") (2 parts)
(International)— Oct. 9— S-G07.
Plow Girl, The (5 parts) (Paramount — Lasky)
—Nov. 13— S-I383 : C-1.340 ; R-1342.
Plumber's
Waterloo
(General
Film — Victor) —
Oct. 27— S-597 : C-.o70.
Poisoned Dart, The (^"o. 18 of the "Girl [rem
Frisco")
(General Film — Kalem)
(2 parts —
Dec. 6 — R-16o5; S-1852; C-1S19.
Political Tramp, A (Universal — Nestor) — Nov. G
— S-909; C-839.
Poultry A La Mode (2 parts) (Mutual — Vogue)
—Oct.
1— S-132; C-Oo.
Powder Trail. The (Universal — Big U Special)
—Nov.
12— S-908.
Power of Evil. The (6 parts)
(B. S. Moss) —
Oct. 1— S-134 : C-260 : R-222.
Power
of the Press, The (3 parts)
(General
Film — Biograph
Reissue) — Nov.
1 — S-74S :
C-1033 ; R-220.
Precious
Parcel. The
(General
Film — Vim) —
Oct. 19— S-506 ; C-692.
Pretty Bahv
(Universal — Nestor) — Dec. 25 — S20O4; C-1978.
Price of Fame.
The (5 parts)
(Greater Vitagraph)— Nov. 13— S-1066; B-008.
Price of Silence. The (5 parts)
(Bluebird) —
Dec. 11— S-1698 : R-16.14 ; C-1819.
Price on His Head.
A (Universal — Big U) —
Oct. 27— S-600 : C-570.
Price She Paid
(Selznick) — Oct.
PrimaFilm Donna's
(5 parts)
(Herald
Corp.)— Husband
Oct. — R-101.
Primitive Call. The 15 parts) (Fox) — Oct. 23.
Prince In a Pawnshop,
A (5 parts)
(Greater
Vitagraph)— Oct. 16—8-449; C-417: R-3S1.
Prince of Graustark.
The (5 parts!
IK-E-S-E
— Essanay)— Nov. 6 — S-756 : C-8.3S : R-377.
Prize Winners. The (General Film — Vim) — Nov.
30— S-I377;
C-1658.
Prodigal Daughter. The (Universal) — Dec. 31 —
S-2005: C-1978.
Professor Jeremy's Experiment
(2 parts) (Mutual— American)— Oct. 2.1 — S-751 ; C-693.
Prowlers
of the Jungle
(Universal
Laemmle
Special)— Oct. 2— S-444.
Prudence
the Pirate
(5 parts)
( Pathe
Gold
Rooster)— Oct. 22-3-616:
C-.".70; R-.377.
Pueblo
Legend.
A (2 parts)
(General
Film—
R-62.
Biograph Reissue)- Oct. 10 : 3-441 ; C-."ie8 :
Puppets
(2 parts) (Triangle — Fine Arts) — Oct.
— R-1959; C-96.
Purchase
Price. The
(General
Film— Sellg) —
Dec. 9— S-1543 ; 0-1977.
Quc-^t of the Golden Goat. The (General FilmKalem) — Dec. 2(5 — 3-2003:
C-1977.
Question Mark. The (3 parts) (General Film —
Knickerbocker
Star Feature) — Nov. 10 — S9(17: C-1348.
Quitter. The (2 parts) (Universal— Bison i—Vnv.
11; S-009; 0-8.39.
Raccoons
(Universal — Victor) — Dec. -S— S-15I5
Race With Death, A (.Xo. 112 of "The Hazards
of Helen")
(General
Film— Kalem)— Dec.
30—
S-2003 : C-1977.
Ragged
Princess,
The
(5 parts)
(Fox) — Oct.
16: R-6S8.
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Rah! Rah: Rah! (Greater Vitagraph) — Dec. 11.
Rainbow
Princess
(5 parts)
(Paramount — Famous Players) — Oct. 23 — R-0»'J.
Rare
Boarder.
A (2 parts)
(General
Film —
Vim) — Dec. S — S-16UU ; C-19i7.
Real
Streets
of Cairo
(Paramount — Burton
Holmes)
S-1851. — Nov. 27.
Reckless Komeos (General Film-Vim) — Dec. 22,

Sammie Johnsin
Minds the Baby
(Universal —
Powers) — Nov. 2 — S-749.
Sammie Johnsin s Love Atlair & Ancient India
(Liiiversal — Powers Split Reel)— Dec. 3 — SSammie Johnsin and the Wonderful Lamp (Universal— Powers Split Reel) — Dec. 17 — S-1692.
Sammie Johnsin Slumbers ,Not (Universal-Powers)—Dec. 31— S 2005.

Redeemed
(5 parts) (Mutual Star Production —
Turner) — Oct. 9— S-445 ; C-569.
Redeeming Love (5 parts) (Morosco; — Dec. 28.
Red Noteoook, The (.\o. 2 of "The Vampires ')
(Mutual — Gaumont) — Nov.
30 — S-1380 ; R1819.

Sammie's
Dec. Scandalous Scheme (Mutual — Vogue) —
Satanas
(.No. —6 R-1S14
of "'The; 3-2007:
Vampires")
Gaumont)
C-1978.(,Mutual —
Nov. 15.
Saturday
Nigtt
(2 parts)
(Unicorn-Jockey) —

Red

Whiskered
Man
(No. 7 of "The
Scarlet
Runner")
(Greater
Vitagraph) — Nov. 13 —
S-913; R-2100.
C-2B0.
Reel Life No. 22 (Gaumont) — Oct. 1— S-440 ;
Reel C-417.
Life No. 23 (Gaumont)— Oct 8— S-603 ;
Reel 0-569.
Lite

No.

24

Reel C-693.
Life No.

25

(Gaumont) — Oct. 15 — S-752
22— S-912
(Gaumont) — Oct.
-S-1224
(Gaumont)— Oct. 29— S-1224

Reel C-838.
Life No. 26
Reel C-1188.
Life No.
27 (Gaumont) — Nov.
Reel Life No. 28 (Gaumont)
_ . -Nov.
S-1695.
Reel Life No. 29 (Gaumont) — Nov.
Reel S-2007.
Life No. 30 (Gaumont) — Nov.
S-2007.
Reel Life No. 31 ((Taumont) — Dec.

;
;
:
;

12— C-1188.
19 — C-1349;
26 — C-151- ;
i)— C-1059 ;

Reel

Lite No. 32 ("The
Olive Industry)
(2
parts)
(Mutual — Gaumont) — Dec.
10 — C1S2U; S-2007.
Reel Lile, No. 33 (Mutual-Gaumont) — Dec. 17.
Reel Life. No. 34 (Mutual-Gaumont) — Dec. 24.
Reel Life, No. 35 (Mutual-Gaumont) — Dec. 31.
Reformation of Dog Hole. The (No. 10 of the
"Girl from Frisco") (2 parts) (General Film
— Kalem) — Oct. 11— S-746 ; C-5US; R-41U.
Rehabilitated
(Mutual) — Dec. 7.
Rehearsal,
The
(2 parts)
(General
Film-Biograph Reissue) — Dec. 27.
Restless Spirit (No. 12 of the "Crimson Stain
0 — S-1224. (2 parts)
Mystery")
(Consolidated) — Nov.
Return of "Draw"
Egan, The (5 parts) (Tri2100. angle— Ince) — Oct.
15 — S-452;
C-41S ; RReturn
of Eve.
The
(5 parts)
(K-E-S-E—
Essanay)— Oct. 16— S-607 ; C-2129 ; R-2007.
Reunited mer— Metcalfe).
Party. A (2 parts)— October
(MortiRevolt. The
(5 parts)
(World
2— S-604:
C-261;
R-63.
Right Direction, The (^i parts)
mount)— Dec. 21— R-1972 ;
RightDec.Hand
30. Path, The (General

Pictures)— Oct.
(Pallas— ParaS-2015 ; C-197S.
Film — Selig) —

Right to Be Happy, The (5 parts)
(Bluebird
Photoplay) — Dec. 25 — R-1974 ; C-1977
Ringer.
The
(No. 13 of "Beatrice
Fairfax")
(2 parts)
(International)— Nov.— R-lOno.
Rmk,R-181S:
The (2 3-2012.
parts) (Mutual-Chaplin)— Dec 1.
Rise of Susan. The (5 parts) (World Pictures) —
Dec. 11— C-1.321: R-18123-1857.
RivalC-1348:
Fakers S-1543.
(General Film — Kalem) — Nov. 21 —
S-1091.
Road to Fame (General Film — Selie) — Dec. 11 —
Road to Love (5 parts) (Paramount — Morosco) —
Dec. 7— R-I606 ; S-ISGO ; C-1.821.
— S-20O5.
Robinson
Crusoe (5 parts) (Savage) — Nov.
Rock of Riches, The (Universal— Rex) — Dec. 29
Rocking
the Baby
to Sleep (Unicorn- Judy) —
Dec. 3.
Rogue's Pawn.
The
(No. 5 of "Grant.
Police
(General
Film— Kalem)— Nov. 17
—Reporter")
R-1183 ; C-134S
; S-1542.
Romantic Journey. The (5 parts) (Pathe — Gold
Rooster) — Dec. 24— R-1653 ; C-1S21 : S-2013.
Romance of Billy Goat Hill. A (5 parts) (Universal— Red
Feather) — Nov.
9 — 3-292:
C261 ; R-e6.
Romantic
A (Universal — Victor Special)
—Nov. Romeo.
8— 3-90S.
Romeo and Juliet (5 parts) (Fox)— Oct. 23 — C837: R-840.
Romeo and Juliet (8 parts) (Metro — Quality Special Release)— Oct.— S-448: R-6S5.
Room
Rent
and Romance
(Universal — Victor
Special)— Oct. 16—3-443: C-570.
Rose of the Prairie. The (Unicorn — Buffalo) —
Oct. .30.
Rose of the South (5 parts) (Greater Vitagraph)
—Dec. 4— R-1506.
Royal
Blood (General
Film — Vim) — Ott. 5 — S126: C-416.
Rules and Cabarets (Unicorn — Hippo) — Oct. 5.
The Rummy
(5 parts) (Triangle — Fine Arts) —
Oct. 8— S-300 ; C-261 : R-64.
Runaway Sleeper. The (No. 106 of the "Hazards
of Helen") S-1542.
(General Film— Kalem)— Nov. IS
—C-1348;
Rural Romance, A (2 parts) (Universal — L-Ko)
—Oct. 25— S-600 ; C-570.
Safe in the Safe (2 parts) (Universal— L-Ko) —
Oct. 4 — S-12S ; C-96.
Safe Proposition. A (General Film — Essanay) —
Nov. 8—3-907 : C-11S7.
Safety First (Universal— L-KO) — Oct. 21 — C-418.
Sainmie Johnsin at the Seaside & In and Around
Ancient
Japan
(Universal — Powers
Split
Reel)— Nov. 26— S-1221.

Sauerkraut Symphony, A (General Film — Kalem)
—Oct. 17- S-747 : C-602 : R-379.
Scarbroni's Revenge
(Unicorn-Utah) — Nov. 29.
Scarlet Oath, The (5 parts) (World Pictures) —
Oct. 23— i,-754 ; C-570 ; R-534.
Scarlet Runner, The (.Mo. 1. "The Car and His
Majesty")
Greater
Vitagraph) — Oct. 2 — S136;
C-!)6:— K-1962.
Scarlet Runner.
The (No. 2. "The Nuremberg
Watch")
(2 :parts)
Oct. 9—3-296
C-21iO ; (Greater
R-UIU2. Vitagraph) —
Scarlet Runner, The (No. 3. "The Masked Runner") (2 ;parts)
16— S-450
C-417 ;(Greater
R-1962. Vitagraph) — Oct.
Scarlet
Runner,
The
(No.
4, "The
Hidden
Prince")
(2 parts)
Oct.
2.3— S-6CW
: R-1962(Greater
; C-569. Vitagraph) —
Scarlet Runner,
The
(No. o, "The
Jacobean
House")
(2 parts)— Oct. 30— R-2099.
Scarlet Runner,
The (No. 6. "The Mysterious
Motor Car")
—Nov.
6— S-913(2 :parts)
R-2099. (Greater Vitagraph)
Scarlet Runner, The (No. 7, "The Red Whiskered
13-3-913
R-2100. (Greater Vitagraph)- Nov.
Man")
(2 ;parts)
Scarlet Runner, The (No. 8. "The Glove and the
Ring"')
(2 parts)
20— S-1066;
C-118S(Greater
; R-65. Vitagraph) — Nov.
Scarlet Runner, The (No. 9, "The Gold Cigarette
Case")
(2 parts)
27—
S- 1227:
C-1348;(Greater
R-65. Vitagraph) — Nov.
Scarlet Runner. The (No. 10 of "The Lost
(2 parts) (Greater Vitagraph) — Dec.
1382; C-1511.
Scarlet Runner, The (No 11, "The Missing
S-1.J51; ter")C-1977.
(Greater Vitagraph) — Dec. 11 —

Girl")
4 — SChapR-65;

Scarlet Runner,
The
(No. 12, "The
Car and
the
(2 parts) (Greater Vitagraph) —
Dec. Girl")
18.
R-378.
Science
of Crime, The (2 parts) (General Film —
Biograph Reissue) — Nov. 7 — S-906 ; C-1187 ;
Scotch-Irish
—Oct. 2—Reel
C-95. (Paramount — Burton Holmes)
Scrambled
Honeymoon, A (2 parts) (Unity) —
Oct. 16.
Scrappily
S-l:J78;Married
C-1512. (Universal — Joker) — Dec. 2 —
-3-1693:(2 parts)
C-1600. (Universal — Imp) — Dec. 15
Scratched
Scratch
of the
Pen (2 parts) (Pathe) — Nov. 5 —
S-918:
C-83S.
Secret1656.Kingdom,
The (Greater Vitagraph) — RSea Mates (Universal — Big U) — Nov. 2— S-749.
Sea 18.57.
Nymph (Christie)— Nov.— R-1184 : S-1551.
Sealed Lips (2 parts)
(Mutual) — Dec. 11, SSecond
Mrs. 13.
Tanqueray (5 parts) (Greater Vita—Nov.
graph)—Nov. 13.
Second Story Ringer (General Film — Vitagraph)
Secret Cellar, The (2 parts)
(Universal — Imp
— Nov. The5 — S-749.
SecretSpecial)
Kingdom.
(2 parts) (Vitagraph) —
Dec, Com. 1820.
See America First No. 56 (Mutual — Gaumont) —
Oct. 4—3-446: C-417.
See America First No. 57 (Mutual — Gaumont) —
Oct. 11—3-603; C-369.
See America First No. 58 (Mutual — Gaumont) —
Oct. 18—3-752; C-693.
See America First No. 59 (Mutual — Gaumont) —
Oct. 25— S-912 ; 0-693.
See America First No. 60 (Mutual — Gaumont) —
Nov. 1— S-1224.
See America First No. 61 (Mutual — Gaumont) —
Nov. .S— S-1'224; C-1034.
15. First No. 62 (Mutual — Gaumont) —
See Nov.
America
See America First No. 63 (Mutual — Gaumont) —
Nov. 22-3-1695.
See America First No. fH (Mutual — Gaumont) —
.Nov. 29—0-1512: S-2006.
See America First No. 65 (Mutual — Gaumont) —
Dec. I'— 0-1659—3-20116.
Seo America First No. 66 (Mutual — Gaumont) —
Dec. 13— C-1S20;
8-2006.
Seo 20.
Americ.t First, 67 (Mutual-Gaumont) — Dec.
See 27.
America First, (>8 (Mutual-Gaumont) — Dec.
Seeds of Jealousy (Universal — Big U Special) —
Dec. 7— S-1544.
Seeds of Redemption
(2 parts) (Universal — Big
U)— Dec. 7— C-1513.
Selig-Tribune
79 (General
Film — Selig) —
" - No. C-416.
C-416.
Oct. 2— S-442
Selig-Tribune
No. C-568.
80
(General
Film—
Selig) —
Oct. 5— S-597;
Selig-Tribune
No.
81
(General
Film
—
Selig)
—
Oct. 9— S-5S7;
Selig-Tribune
No.
82
(General
Film—
Selig)Oct. 12—3-747, C-692.
Selig-Tribune
No. 83 (General
Film— Selig) —
Oct. 16 — 3-747
Selig-Tribune
No. 84 (General
Oct. 19— S-907 : C-692.

Film — Selig) —
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Sellg-TribuQe Ko. 80 (General Film— Seligj —
Oct. 2a— B-U07 ; C-837.
Kelig-xribuDe
No. 8U (Ooderal Film— Seilg)^
Oct. 2l>— S-10t>0.
Belig-Tribune
i\o. 87 (deneral FUhi— Sellg) —

Oct. iio— s-iotiO; c-io:ja.

Belig-Tribune
No. 88 (General Film— Sellg) —
Nov. 8 — S-i:ilS; C-103o.
Bellg-Tribuoe
No. 81) i General Film— Sellg) —
Nov. U— S-i:ilS; C-11S7.
Belig-Tribune
No. 90 (General Film— Selig) —
Nov. D— S-iaT7; C-11S7.
Selig-Tribune
No. 91 iGeneral Film— Seiig) —
Nov. 13— S-1377 ; C-1348.
Selig-Tribune
No. y2 (General Film— Selig) —
Nov. IG — S-1543.
fefiig-Tribuue
No. U3 (General Fllni— Sellg) —
Nov. iiO— C-1511 ; S-lo43.
Selig-Tribune
No. IM (General Film — Sellg) —
Nov. 23— C-1511 ; S-ltiDO.
Selig-Tribune
No. Do (General Film— Selig) —
Nov. :*7— C-1G58; S-H»l.
Selig-Tribune,
No. 90 (General
Film-Sellg) —
Nov. 30. S-1850.
Selig-Tribune,
No. D7 (General
Pilm-Selig) —
Dec. 4, S-1S50; C-1S19.
Sellg-Trlbune.
No. 9S (General
FUm-Sellg) —
Dec. 7. 1S19.
SfeHg-Trlbune
No. 90 (General Film— Selig) —
Dec. 11— C-1977.
Selig-Tribune No. 100 (General Film— Selig) —
Dec. 14— C-1977.
Selig-Tribune,
No. 101 (General Film-Selig) —
Dec. IS.
Selig-Tribune,
No. 102 (General Film-Selig) —
Dec. 21.
Selig-Tribune,
No. 103 (General Film-Selig) —
Dec. 23.
Selig-Tribune,
No. 104 (General Film-Selig) —
Dec. 28.
Sequel to ''The Diamond from the Sky" No. 1.
"Fate and Death" (2 parts) (Mutual) — Dec.
— R-1510; C-1.512; S-1S57.
Sequel to "The Diamond
from the Sky No. 2
(American) — C-lGoO.
Sequel to "The Diamond from the Sky," No. 3
(Mutual-American) — Dec. 9, C-1820.
Sequel to "The Diamond from the Sky," No. 4,
"The can)— Dec,
Climax"IS. (2 parts)
( Mutual- AmeriSeventeen {5 parts) (Paramount— Famous Players)— Nov. 2— S-1067: R-907.
Shadow. The. and Raccoons (Universal— Victor)
— Dec. 7.
Shadow. The (2 parts) (Victor)— S- 1544 ; C-lol3.
Shadow,
The (5 parts) (Mutual
Masterplcture
de Luxe — American) — Oct. 5.
Shadowed
Shadow. A (Universal— Joker)^Nov.
4— S-749; C-694.
Shadows and Sunshine (5 parts) (Pathe)^Nov.
12— R-842 : C-1034.
Shadows of Suspicion
(Universal—Laemmle) —
Nov. 12— S-908 ; C-1034.
Shanks
and Shivalry
(Greater
Vitagraph) —
Dec. 25.
She Loved a Sailor (Triangle — Keystone) — Nov.
— R-370 : C-693.
Sheriff's Blunder. The (2 parts) (General Film —
Selig)— Nov. 20— S-1219; C-1511.
She Wanted a Ford (Universal— L-KO)— Oct, 22
— S-444 : C-570.
She Who
Last Laughs
(General
Film — Vitagraph)— C-259.
Sheep of Chelan. The (Educational Films Corp.)
— Dec— R-imi.5.
Shielding
Shadow,
The
(No.
1. "Treasure
Trove")
(2 parts) (Pathe — Astra) — Oct. 1—
S-13S ; C-9fl : R-1818.
Shielding
Shadow.
The
(No.
2. "Into
the
(2 parts)
(Pathe — Astra)— Oct. 8
—Depths")
S-30n: C-2G0;
R-1818.
Shielding Shadow, The (No. 3. "The Myster Defender") (2 parts) (Pathe — Astra)— Oct. 1.^
— C-417 : R-1818.
Shielding
Shadow,
The
(No. 4. "The
Earttiquake")
(2 parts)
fPathe — Astra) — Oct. 22
— S-608: C-."0: R-IRIS.
Shielding Shadow. The (No. 5, "Through Bolted
Doors")
(2 partsi
( Fa the — Astra)^Oct.
21)
— S-7."^8: C-603: R-221.
Shielding Shadow, The (No. 6, "The Disappearing Shadow") (2 parts)
(Pathe — Astra) —
Nov. 5— S-018: C-838.
Shielding
Shadow.
The (No. 7. "The Awakening") (2 parts) (Pathe Astra) — Nov. 12 ; R088: C-10.^4.
Shielding Shadow. The fNo. 8. "The Hauntine:
Hand")
(2 parts) fPathe — Astra) — Nov. T."

— s-i2.'^0: c-iisn ; R-n81.

Shielding Shadow. The (No. 9. "The Incorrigible
Captive")
(2 parts)
(Pathe — Astra)— Nov.
26.
Shielding Shadow. The (No. 10, "The Vanishing
Mantle")
(Pathe— Astra)— Dec. 3— R-i:i42 ;
S-l.>48.
Shielding Shadow, The (No. 11. "The Great Sacrifice") C2 pnrts> (Pathe — Astra) — Dec. 10—
R-l.iOfi; S-1700.
Shieldine
Shadow.
The,
No. 12. "The
Stolen
Shadow"
(2 partsi
(Pathe)— Dec. 17, Sl«r4.
Shielflinsr Shadow.
The. No
13. "Thp
Hidden
Menace"
(Pathe — Astra) — Dec.
24
— S-201 3.(2 parts)
Shieldine
Shadow.
Th"
(No.
14, "Absolute
Black")
f2 parts)
(Pathe-Astra)— Dec. 31
R-10T2:
S-20H.
Shirley Girl. The (International) — Oct.
Jihootine
Hia 'Art Out
f2 part->
(UniversalI,.KO)— Dec. 20 — S-l<i.^3; r-1979.
Short Siehted Crime (rnlty)— Nov. 27— S-1606.
Shot In the Fracas (2 parts) (Mutual — Vogue)—
Dec. 10— S-1695; C-1820.
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Should She Have Told? {3 parts) (UniversalGold Seal)— Nov. 28 — S-1378 : C-13u0.
C-luiL
Sign — 01R-1508:
the I'bppy
(5 parts) (Bluebird) — Dec. 4
Silent Menace (No. 3 of "Pearl of the Army")
(2 parts) (Pathe— Astra)— Dec— R-ISOO.
Silk industry
(Pathe) — Dec. 31.
Sin Ye Do, The (5 parts) (Trlangle-Fiiie Artsj
— Dec. 1*>, 3-lSGo'.
Sins of Her Parent (5 oarts) (Fox) — Nov. G —
S-1U(>7 ; C-llfr8; R-USO.
Sir John Jellicoe s Grand Fleet In Action
(Baynes — Urban)— Dec. — R-lo04.
Sister oi Six, A (o parts) (Triangle— Fine Arts)
C-U93.29 — S-758 : C-ti93 ; R-379.
—— Oct.
Skirts (2 parts) (Triangle — Fine Arts)— ,TuIy 3()
Slave,

The

( Universal— Rex

Special) — Oct.

2—

Slave oi Passion, The (Unlco'm- Buffalo) — Dec.
Slicking
(Mutual— Beauty) — Oct. 3
~S-294the : Slickers
C-260.
R-538.
Slinky, the Yegg (Keen Cartoon Corp.)— Oct.—
Small Town
Stuff (3 parts)
(General
Film—
Selig)— Oct. 30— S-747 ; C-1033.
Snow Dec.White
(5 parts)
(Famous— Players) —
25.
Snow White (4 parts) (Educational Films Corp.
— Life Photoplay)— Dec. ; R-l(i.'il.
Social Buccaneer,
The (5 parts)
( Bluebird j —
Oct. 10— S-44S: C-417; R-223.
Social693.Club (Triangle — Keystone) — July Ki— CSocial Pirates (Fox)— R-ISIS.
Society Hypocrites
(2 parts) (Universal Special
Feature)— Oct. 24— C-.570.
Some 22—Bravery
Film— Essanay)^Nov.
S-1219: (General
C-1511.
Some Hero (Unity) — Oct. 9.
Some
Kid (Christie)- Nov. 20— R-1184.
Some
of Our Biggest Star Performers,
and a
Journey
to Nowhere
(General
Film— Vitagraph) — Dec. 25.
Some Tropical Birds — Parrots and the Spanish
Pyrenees
(Pathe— Astra)—Oct.
1—3-138.
Somewhere
France (Triangle— Ince) — Oct. -:"
—C-693 in
: R-222.
Somewhere in Georgia (Sunbeam Motion Picture
Corp.) — Nov.
Somewhere in Grenada
(No. 5 of "Pearl of the
Army"^
(2 S-2014;
parts) C-1978.
(Pathe — Astra) — Dec.
31— R-1972;
Somewhere
In Mexico
(Unity — Tweedledum)—
Dec. 4 ; S-1859.
Somewhere on the Battlefield (2 parts)
(Universal Special Feature)— Oct. 6 — S-129 ; C-9'!
Son of a Rebel Chief (2 parts)
(Universal—
Bison)— Nov. 18— S-1002 ; C-1034.
Son of Cain, The (No. 13 of "The Girl from
Frisco")
(General Film — Kalem) — Nov. 1 —
S-1218; C-1033; R-842.
Son of Erin, A (5 parts) (Paramount — Pallas) —
Nov. 9— C-S33 ; R-S45.
Sorry Plight, A ( Unicorn — Judy ) — Nov. 17.
So Shall Ye Reap
(3 parts)
(General
Film —
Selig)— Nov. 6— S-907; C-1187.
S-1853.Is Paris (Universal-Victor)— Dec. 19;
So This
Soul at Stake. A (2 parts) (Universal — Imp) —
Oct. 13— S-290; C-261.
Soul of a Child, The (5 parts) (Pioneer)— R537 : C-r.70.
Soul of Kura-San (5 parts) (Paramount — Lasky)
—Oct. 30— R-846: C-838.
Southern
Italy (Paramount — Burton Holmes) —
Oct, 16.
Spanish
Costumes
Dances
(V* reel)
(Rolin) —
Dec. 17— S-1866: S-201.3.
Spanish
and Some
Tropical
Birds^
C-9G. Pyrenees
Parrot
(Pathe — Split Reel)— Oct. 1 — S-13S :
Spartan
Spleen
(Mutual— Beauty) —Oct.
31— S753 ' C-693
Spy and the Submarine.
The (No. 13 of "The
YellowS- 1227
Menace")
parts)
(Unity) — Nov.
27—
: C-1349:(2 R-845.
Starbucks, The (2 parts) (Mutual — American) —
—S-749.
Nov. 2.3— S-13S0: C-l."'>12.
Starlight's Message (Universal — Big U) — Nov. 3
Stain

of Chuckawalla. The (No. 19. "The Girl
from
Frisco
(2 parts)
(General
Film —
Kalem)— Dec. 13— S-1S52;
R-1816:
C-U77.
Stepping
Westward
(2 parts)
(Mutual— Gaumont)— Oct. 19— S-446: C-r.69.
Stolen Honors
(Universal — Laemmie
Special) —
Oct. 9— S-598.
Stolen
PlumageC-416:
(General
—S-290;
R-G4. Film — Kalem) — Oct. '!
Stolen Rubies. The (No. 2 of "Jimmy Dale. Alias
the Grey Seal")
(2 parts)
(Unicorn^Monmouth)— Dec. 11— S-1225: R-1181.
Stolen
Shadow.
The
(No.
12,
"Shielding
Shadow")
(Pathe — Astral — Dec, 17— C-lO.-.'t.
Stolen Triumph. The (^ parts) (Metro— Rolfe) —
Dec. 11— S-ie9i5: R-181R: C-1S20.
Storm.
The
(5 parts)
(Paramount — Lasky) —
Oct. 5— R-2102.
Story9—from
Life (Universal — Rex Special) — Dec.
S- 1544.
C-417. Way.
Straight

The

(5 parts)

(Fox)— Oct.

2—

Stranger

from Somewhere.
A (5 parts)
(Bluebird)—Nov. 1.3— S-1220: C-1033: R-999.
Strength of the Conscience (Unicorn — Sunset) —
Nov. 4.
Strictly
Business
S-126;
0-416.. (General Film— Vim)— Oct. 6—
Strife and Sorrow
(No. 13 of "Llbertv"!
(Universal Rperial Feature)— Nov. 6 — S-1063 ; C1189: R-1184.

StrongOct. Evidence
(General
Filiil—
—
20— C-S3T.
. Vltagraiih)
i
Stronger
Than
Steel
(2 tarts
(UnlVersal^Laemmle)— Dec 2T— S-20U5.
—S-749 (2: C-694.
Stumbling
parts) (Universal — Imp)^-NoT. a
Such

Is Life in Alaska
and "Civllizatibn
iii
the C-1S21
Far
East
(Universal — Powers) — Dec.
25—
; S-2(JU5.
Sudden Jim (Triangle — Kay-Bee) — Oct.
Sultana,
The (5C-093;
parts) R-534.
(PatHe — Balboa)— Oct.
29—8-758:
Sunbeam,
The :(5C-1349
parts): R-i;«2.
(Metro — Rolfe) — Nov;
27— S-1383
, ,
Superstitious
(Ceylon (Universal — Powers
Split
Reel)— Dec. 10— S-1544.
Swedish Model Farm and Where Is Your Friend?
(General
Film— Vitagraph
Split
Reel) —
Dec.
4.
Sweedy, the Janitor
(Universal — Nestor) — Ndv.
!(!►— S-909 ■ C-S39
SwordOct.of 8—Damocles,
"
The (2 parts)
(Pathe)— ^
S-300.

Taint of Fear, The (2 parts) (Universal — Bison)
—Dec. 16— S-lGOl ; C-1660.
Taking the Honey Out of Honeymoon
(General
Film — Vitagraph)— Nov. »i— C-165S.
Taking
the Count
(General
Film — Essanay) —
Dec. 20; S-1850.
Tale of the Wilderness, A (General Film— BioOct. 9A— S-441
; 0-508.
Tale graph
from Reissue)—
the Decameron,
(2 parts)
(General
Film — Essanay) — Dec. 26 — S-2003.
'langied Fates (Unicorn — Supreme) — Nov, 15.
Target1220.of Dreams
(3 parts)
(General
Film —
Knickerbocker Star Feature) — Nov. 17 — S3.
C-98.
Taltle-Tale
Alice (Universal — L-KO) — Dec. 1—
Tea Plantation, Java (Pathe— Globe)— Dea. S2^
Telltale

Heart,

The

(Unicorn— Supreme)^— Dee.

Temptation, The (5 parts) (Paramount^-^Lasky)
—Dec. 30—3-308; C-442 ; R-258.
Temptation
of Adam.
The (3 parts)
(Oenet'al
Film—
Nov.Bath
13— (2
S-1060
Terrors
of Selig)—
a Turkish
parts): C-l.'^.48.
(Universal
—L-KO) — Nov. 1— S-749: C-694.
S-60'' ■ C-S38
That Dog GoBe Baby (Mutual— Cub)— Oct. 21—
That Sharp Note (2 parts) (Mutual — Beauty) —
Oct. 10— S-445; C-417.
That S-293
Wonderful
; C-417. Wife (Mutual— Cub)— Oct. 7—
: C-569.
TheirS-447
College
Capers

(Mutual— Cub)— Oct. 14—

Their Counterfeit Vacation
(Paramount — Black
Diamond) — Nov. 27.
; C-1060.(Universal — Joker) — Dec. 16
Their— S-1694
Dark Secret
Their Divorce (Metro — Drew) — Oct. 30 — C-693.
: C-1034.(Universal — Joker) — Nov. 18
Their— S-1061
First Arrest
Their Installment Furniture (General Film — Vim
Feature Comedy)— Oct. 4—3-289; C-568.
Their—Dec.
Week 25—3-2016.
End (Paramount — Black Diamond)
They
Practice
Economy
(General
Film — Vim)
—Dec.
20; S-1S50.
: C-569.Days
Those— S-447
Primitive
(Mutual — Cub) — Oct. 14
Thread of Life. The (2 parts) (Universal — Imp
Special)— Nov. 19— S-1061 : C-1189.
Three of Many
(5 parts) (Triangle — Ince) — RThree1653.
Christmases
(1.200 feet) (Metro — Christmas Club of .America) — De". ; R-16"i2.
Through
Baby's
Voice ( 2 parts ) ( Un iversal —
Laemmie)— Oct. 18— S-444 ; C-41.S.
Through Bolted Doors (No. 5 of "The Shielding
Shadow")
(2 parts)R-221.(Pathe — Astra) — Oet.
29-3-7.^8;
C-G93;
Through
parts) (Universal — Imp)
—Oct.Solid
27— Walls
S-598; (2C-570.
Through
the Wall
(5 parts)
(Greater
Vitagraph)—Oct. 2— R-62: C-96.
Through the Wall (Unicorn — Lily 1— Oct. 3.
Tiger's Claw,
.he (No. 10, "Grant. Police Re(General Film — Kalem) — Dec. 22
— S-:i003 ; porter")
R.1975.
Tigers of the Plain (2 parfs) (Universal — Big U
Sprcial)— Oct. Ifi— S-600.
Time Clock Bomb,
The (No. 8 of "The Yellow
Menace")
(Unity)— Oct. 23— S4^8: R-1961.(2 parts)
Timelv
Reward.
A (Unicorn — Supreme)— Nov.
Timothy Dobbs. That's Me (No. 8, "Borrowed
Plumes") (2 parts) (Universal Special Feature)—Oct. 2— S-129: C-96.
Timothy Dobbs. That's Me (No. 9. "Breaking
Into Society") (2 parts) (Universal Special
Feature) -Oct. 0—3-291: 0-261.
Timothy Dobbs, That's Me (No. 10 "Fame at
Last") (2 parts) (Universal Special Featurel— Oct. 16— S-443: C-41S.
Tin Soldier, A (2 parts) (General Film — Essanay)— Nov. 28— 3-1.376: C-1658.
C-1187.
Tom'sS-748:
Sacrifice
(General Film — Selig) — Nov. 4 —
Torch Bearer. The (5 parts) (Mutual Star Production—American)— Sept. 25—3-294; C260; R-263.
15— S-1063.
Torment.
The (Universal— Big U Special) — Nov.
Torpedoed
Oct. 0. by Cupid (2 parts) (tfnlty— Eagle) —

THE

xtV

Twlnkler. The (.T psrts) (Mutual Star Froductlonl— Pec. 1«— p-sm"
Twisted Trails (General Film— Sellg) — Dec. 11 —
(3 parts!- S-in"1 : C-19T7.
Two
Men
of th-^ Desert
'General
Film — BIoprantt Pe|=suel — Pec. 2.^.
Two Roads. The (2 narts) (T'nlversal Gold Seal)
— Pec. 12— S-1692: C-16r,0
Two Small Town Romeos f Universal — Nestor) —
Dec. 11— S-1643 ; C-1078.

PICTURE

WORLD

December 30, 1916

U. S. Fighting Craft and th« Loit Binl— (Unicorn—Judy) — Oct. 16.
Us Kids (Universal — Powers) — Not. 3 — S-749.

White Rose of the Wilds (General Film— Blograph Reissue)— Oct. 16— S-441 ; C-092 ; RU2.
White
27— Turkey.
S-I.'J77: The
C-1-349.(Universal — Nestor) — Nov.
Whom the Gods Destroy (5 parts) (Greater
Vitagraph)— Dec. IS— S-1S39.
Whose Was the Hand (2 parts) (Unicom —
Supreme) — Nov. 30.
Whosj Taketh a Wife (Art Dramas, Inc. — U.
S. Amusement Co.) — Dec. 28.
Wicked City. The (2 parts) (Mutual — Vogue) —
Dec. 3— S-1380 ; C-IOJU.
Wife in Sunshine (No. 3 of "Is Marriage
Sacred") ,j parts) (General Film — Eesauav)— Dec. 30— S-'J003.
Wife's Fram -Up (Unicorn— Gayety) — Oct. 17.
Windsor McCay and the Jersey Skeeter (Universal—Powers)— Oct. 26 — S-598.
Winged Millions (."^o. 3 of "Patria") (2 parts)
(International)— R-1310.
Witchcraft (.) parts) (Paramount — Lasky) — Oct.
10— S-600;
Witching
Hour, C-."i69;
The (6R--y.HS.
parts) (FrohmaB) — Dec.
— R-I.jOo; C-1.''i13; S-2017.
Witch of the Dark House. The (No. 14 of "The
Girl frcm Frisco") (General Film — Kalem)
—Nov. .8— S-1218 ; C-1187 ; R-999.
With or Without (2 parts) (Mutual — Vogue) —
Nov. 19— C-1349.
Without a Soul (3 parts) (World Pictures Reissue)—Nov.— R- 1 180.
WithOct.the2— Spirit's
Help (Universal — Nestor) —
S-128 : C-4I8.

Vagabond Prince, The (5 parts) (TriangleKay Bee)— Oct. 22— S-01(): C-570 ; R-m.
Valley of Decision, The (5 parts) (Mutual) —
Dec. 4 — S-1SJ5.
Vampire Out of Work (General Film— Vitagraph)— Oct. 0 — S-288.
Vamijires. The (No. 1. "The Detective's Head")
(3 parts) (Mutual — Gaumont) — Nov. 30^31224 : C-IISS: R-1S19.
Vampires. The (No. 2. "The Red Notebook") (3
parts) (Mutual — Gaumont) — Nov. 30^— S1M,80-: C-lO.'.i): R-1819.
Vampires. The (No. 3. "The Ghost") (Mutual —
Gaumont)- Dec. 7 — R-1.-j04 : S-1095 : C-1G.")9.
Vampires, The (No. 4, "The Dead Man's Escape") (2 parts) (Mutual — Gaumont) — Dec.
14— R-l.lOl: C-IC39:
S-l8.-j4.
Vampires. The (No. 5) (Mutual — Gaumont) —
Dec. 21— R-1,S14: C-1S20; S-IS33.
Vampires, The (.\o. 6. "Satanas") (Mutual —
Gaumont)— Dec. 28: C-1S20 ; S-2007 : C1978.
Vanishing Box Car, The (No. Ill of "Hazards
of Helen") (ueneral Film — Kalem) — Dec.
23; C-1819; S-2003.
Vanishing Mantle (No. 10 of "Shielding
Shadow")
(Pathe— Astra)— Dec. 3— R-1342.
Vanity
(5 parts) (Metro) — Nov.
Vengeance of Dan McGrew (Unicorn — Utah) —
Oct. 21.
Vesuvius in Eruption (Paramount — -Burton
Holmes)— Oct. 30.
Victim. The (3 parts) (Fox) — Dec. 25 — S-2018.
Victoria Cross, The (5 parts) (Paramount —
Laskyi— Dec. :4— S-1860:
C-I821 : R-1813.
Villainous
(Paramount — Black Diamond)
— Nov. Pursuit
13.
Vixen, The (5 parts) (Fox)— Dec. 4— S-1549 : CH;.-.8 ; R-I6.-,I1.
Voice of Love, The (5 parts) (Mutual Masterpicture De Luxe — American) — Oct. 19 — S447 : C-093 : R-690.
VoiceS-909.
TTpstaIrs, The (Universal — Imp) — Nov. 7 —

— R-i.nn. (5 parts)

Wager. The

(Metro — Rolfe) — Nov.

13

Wages of Sin, The (3 parts) (General Film —
Blograph Reissue)— Nov, 29— S-1.376.
Wages
of Sin. The (No. 11 of "Beatrice FairS-913.
fax") (2 parts) (International)— Oct. l(i —
Waiting Game. A (General Film — Essanay) —
Pec, 6— S-1,"i42: C-IS19,
Wall of Flame, The (General Film — Imp Special)
Dec,and.3_S-I.".78.
Walls1.3
Wallops
(Greater Vitagraph) — Nov.
— C-II88.
.
Wanted
(Untcorn — Sunset) — Nov. 13.
Wanted— A Home (5 parts) (Bluebird) — Oct. 2
— S-134 : C-95; R-21l)2.
War as It Rp^'llv Is (Edwin Bower Hesser/ — R1«14: C-1S21.
War Brides (3 parts) (Selznlck Pictures) — Nov.
— S-indO: R-1343.
War Brides Secret (Fox)— Oct.— R-.'>34.
War Clouds (No. 4 of "Pearl of the Army")
(2 nnrtsi (Pathe — \stra) — Pec. 24— S-2ftl4.
Warmn — Rec^ntlon.
A (General Film — Vim) — Nov.
8-996 ; 0-1187.
Warrl-e, The (3 parts) (1-athe)— Nov. 19 — C11.
1. «9.
Watch Your Watch (General Film — Vim)— Oct.
13-3-280; C-.-68.
Watches and Women (Unicom — Gaiety) — Dec.
Wearv

WIHIp's Bl-t>iday (General Film — Vitagraph)— Nov. 10.
The (3 parts) (Triangle — Kay Bee)

Weaker 3-v
Uncle Snm's
Defenders
(No, 1. "From
r'tlzen
to Soldier")
(Mutual) -De". S— R-IRSr,.
Uncle Sara's Defenders (No. 2. "Pur Revs at the
Border")
(Mutual)— Dec. li> — S-18">6.
Uncle Sam's
D^^fenders
(No. 3. "A .Tack far
In the Maklne")
(Mutuaii- Dec. 22.
Uncle
Sam's
Defenders
(.No. 4, "Afloat
and
Ashore")
f...utual) — Dec. 29.
Under1857.Oath
(2 parts)
(Mutual)— Deo. 4 — SUnder
Suspicion
(n parts)
(TTnlver«!Rl — Red
Feather) — Oct. 2 — R-127 : C-96 : R-2099.
Under the Gas Light (3 parts) (General Film—
Bloeraph
Reissue)- Oct. 4— S-120:
C-416 :
R-1S2«.
Undertow. The (fi parts) (Mutnnl Masterplcture
Do Luxe— American)- Oct. 23—8-604.
Unfinished Cause, The (Universal— Rex Special)
—Oct. 9— S-444.
Universal Screen Magazine No. 1 (Universal) —
Nov, 2J — S-1290.
Universal Screen Magazine No. 2 (Universal) —
Dec. 8— S-1544.
Universal Screen Magazine No. 3 (Universal) —
Dec. 29-5-200:5.
Unpardonable
Sin. Th«
(2 parts)
(Mutual—
Eelalrl— Nov, 11— S-912 : C-R.3S.

Unprotected,
The
(5
parts)
(Paramount —
Lasky)— Nov, R.
Unto t>ie Least of TTiese (2 parts) (GpTifTnl Film
— Essanav)— Nov. 21-8-1219:
C-l.Ml.
Upper Nile (Paramount^Burton Holmes) — Dec,
Up
V.

the Flue (2 pnrts) (Mutual — Vogue) — Nov,
2(i— S-1223: C-1349
B, CuMioms
Inspeotlon
(Pathe) — Oct. 8—

g-800 ; 0-281.

\

P.10T4 ■

Web, The '3 parts) — TTnlcorn — Lllv) — Oct, 8,
Web
of G'lllt. The (No, 9 of "The Girl from
Frisco") (2 parts) fGenerol Film — Kalem) —
Oct, 4 — S-200; C-417: R-64,
Whaff
Rat,
The
fTri-nglo — Fine
Arts)
(5
parts) — Pe-, 9-8-1700C-1312,
What"--IWO.
Hapnened to Willie (Paramount — Bray) —
Nov. 30,
What's f'p Use (General Film — Vim) — Dec. 15 —

■w

Tortura Chamber (No. * of "The Yellow Menace") IJ parts) (Unity)— Oct. &— S-i;!2 ; C96: R-1C84.
Tortured Soul. The (No. 10 of "The Crimson
Stain") (2 partH) (Consolidated) — Oct. Si.
Tortured
Soul, The (No. 11 of "The Crimson
Stain 30—
Mystery")
Oct.
S-1(Xj8. (2 parts) (Consolidated) —
To Save the Special (No. 101 of "The Hazards
of Helen," Railroad Series) (General Film—
Kalem)— Oct. 14— S-747 ; C-508 ; R-224.
loto of the Byways
(2 parts)
(Universal —
Imp)— Dec. 29— S-2004 : C-1979.
Touch of High Life (2 parts) (Mutual— Vogue)
—Oct. 8— S-294; C-41T.
Trail of BlO'jd, The (No. 17 of "Liberty" Series)
Universal (Special)— Dec. 4— R-151S.
Trail Dec.of 13.
Fate
(2 parts)
(Unicorn — Sunset) —
Trail of the Rattlesnake
(2 parts) (Unicorn—
Rancho) — Nov. 2.
Traitor. The (No. 1 of "Pearl of the Army')
(Pathe — Astra) — Dec. — R-1506.
Tramp Chief. Tlie (Universal — Joker) — Dec. 9 —
0-1513; S-1544.
„. „
Tramp. Tramp. Tramp
(Christie)- Nov. 2* — S1384: R-11S4.
Trapped
(No. 9 of "Liberty")
(2 parts) (Universal Special Feature)— Oct. 9— S-443 ; O418.
Traveling
Salesman
(5 parts)
(ParamountFamous Players)— Dec. IS— R-1971 : S-2015 ;
C-1978.
Treading
Pearls
(3 parts)
(General
Film —
Knickerbocker
Star Feature)— Oct. 20— S596 : 0-692.
Treasure (No. 2 of "Patrla")
(2 parts) (International )— Dec— R-lolO.
Treasure
Trove
(No.
1 of "The
Shielding
Shadow") (2 parts) (Pathe — Astra) — Oct. 1
— S-138: 0-96: R-1818.
Treed 197S.
(2 parts) (Vogue)— Dec. 17: S-1856 ; CTrial Run (No. 108 of the "Hazards of Helen"
Railroad Series) (General Film— Kalem) —
Dec. 2— C-16.-.S: S-lSIJl.
Trials of a Movie Cartoonist (Powers Split Reel)
—Dec 10— S-l,-)44. Trouble for Four (General Film — Vitagraph) —
Oct. 23— S-74fi : 0-837.
TroubI(*5ome
Trip,
A
(Paramount — Black
Dlamnnd)- Oct. 30.
Truant
Soul. The (7 parts)
(General
Film —
Essnnnvl- R-in71 : C-1977.
Trunk
Mvstery.
The (No. 8 of "Grant, Police
Reporter")
(General
Film — Kalem) — Dec. 8
— R-IR.--. ; S.1S.12: C-1819.
Truthful
Tulllvcr
(3
parts)
(Triangle — Ince) —
R-in73.
Tugboat
Romeo,
A (2 parts)
(Triangle— Keystone)—Oct S.
Turn of the Wheel, The (2 parts) (Mutual) —
Dec. 11— S-I.'\47.
Tweedled"m's
Busy Night (2 parts) (Unity) —
Oct. .30.
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (Universal Special Feaoire) — Oct. 28.
Twin
Flats (General
Film —Vim)— Nov. 2— S906: C-11S7.
Twin Souls (3 parts) (Gener.Tl Film — Knlrkerboelcer Star Feature)- Nov. 2J — 3-1220: Cl.-.ll.

MOVING

Wizard's Plot, The (No. 7 of "Grant, Police Reporter") (General
Film — Kalem) — Dec. —
R-l.'.OS: C-165S:
S-1851.
Wolf's Nemesis, The (No. 18, "Liberty") (Universal-Dec. 1 : C-1S21.
Woman He Feared (3 parts) — Universal Gold
Seal)— Nov. II — 3-1221; C-11S9.
C-2G1.of My Story, The (3 parts) (General
Woman
Film- Olograph Reissue)— Dec. 29— S-128;
Woman's Daring, A (5 parts) (Mutual Masterpicture Pe Luxe — American) — Oct. 5— S—Dec.
12.
447 ;HeC-693.
Woman
Wed (2 parts) (Unicorn — Hiawatha)
Woman Who Dared (7 parts) (California Motion
Picture Co.)— Nov.— R-473 (Vol. 29) ; C-478
(Vol. 29).
Woman Who Learned, The (2 parts) (Universal—Syecial Imp) — Dec. -2-1 — S-200.T.
Won 417.
by a Fowl (Mutual — Cub)— Oct. 7— S-293 :
World Against Him (5 parts) (World) — Dec.
23— R-1973:
C-1979:
S-2018.
997.
World and the Woman. The (3 parts) (Pathe —
Gold Rooster)— Nov. 19— S-12.30: C-1189; RWorld Series Baseball Film (K-E-S-B— Sellg)—
World's
Oct. Wonderland. The (Curtis Scenic No. 2)
(International) — Oct. 2— S-137.
Worlds Wonderland. The (No 3 of "The Curtis
Series")
(International)— Oct, 9-3-298,
Wrath of Cactus Moore, The (3 parts) (Universal-Gold Sent)- Oct, 17— C-4IS: 3-443,
Wreck In the Fog. The (No. 2 of "A Lass of the
Lumberland") (2 parts) (Mutual — Signal) —
Oct 30—3-911 ; C-693: R-680.
Wrist Watches (No. 13 of "Beatrice Fairfax")
(2 parts) (International) — Nov. 1.3 — S-1383:
C-1349; R-1343.
Years of the Locu.n, The (5 parts) (Paramount —
I.asVv)- Nov, 16— S-13S4; C-1349: R-1343,
Yellow Hand,
The (No, 11 of "The Girl From
Frisco") (2 parts) (General Film — Kalem) —
Oct, 1.8 — S-747: C-092; R-378.
Yellow
Menace.
The
(No. 3, "The
Haunted
C-R-lfi84.
House")
(Unity)— Oct. 2—3-2170;
C-2130 ;
Yellow Menace. The (No. 6. "Torture Chamber")
1684.
(2 parts) (Unity)— Oct. 9— S-132 ; 0-96; RYellow Menace. The (No. 7. "Drops of Blood")
(2 partsl (Unity)— Oct. 16— S-296.
Yellow
Menace.
The (No. 8. "The Time Clock
R-19nl.
Bomb")
(2 parts) (Unity)— Oct. 23— 3-448 ;

What

Yellow Menace, The (No, 9, "The Crvstal Glohe")
(2 parts) (Unity)— Oct, 30—3-601 : R-1961,
Yellow
Menace, The (No, 10, "A Message From
R-222,
the Sky") (2 parts) (Unltyl—.Nov. 6-3-754 ;

When

Yellow Menace. The (No. II of "The Half Breed's
Hatred")
(2 parts)
(Unity)— Nov. 13— S913 : R-'222.
.
Yellow
Menace.
The (No. 12. "The
Aeroplane
Accident")
(2 parts) (Unity)— Nov. 20— S1068: R-222,
Yellow Menace, The (No, 13 of "The Spv and the
Submarine")
(2 parts) (Unity) — Nov. 27 —
S-I227: 0-1349; R-S45.
Yellow Menace. The (No. 14. "The Interrupted
Nnntlnls")
(2 parts)
(Unity)— Dec. 4— S1384 : R-845; C-131S,
Yellow
Menace,
The
(No,
15, "The
Pay
of
15.31.
Death")
(2 parts)
(Unity)- Dec,
11— S-

I Said Goes (3 parts)
(General
Film—
Essanav)— Nov, 11— S-907 : C-1187.
When Clubs Were Trumps (Mutual — Cub) — Oct,
2,8 — 8-7,"2 : C-838,
When
Cupid
Slipped
(General
Film— Sellg)—
Nov, 11— S-907 ; C-1.348,
When
Hands
Ar" Idle (2 parts)
(Unicorn —
—Utah)—
3-1222.Oct. 21.
When Mp r-me Back (Utilversal — Imp) — Nov. 22
Little LIndv Sang and PInlnmacy
(Universal—Pnwers)—Oct, 1,'i— 8-292: r-418.
When
the Tide Turned
'2 parts)
(Mutual) —
Mov, 27— S-13S1 : C-13J9.
Where Po Thev Go From Here? (Associated Art
Films) — Nov.
Where Po 'Vou Get That Stuff? (Areosy) — Dec.
Wherp Is Mv Wife?
fo parts)
fUnlversal — LKO>— Nov, 22— S-1221 : C-1189,
Wher« Is "V'our Friend ■* end Swedish Model Farm
(Gonoral
Film— Vitagraph
Split
Reel) —
Dec, 4.
Whiskered
Man,
The
(No, 7 of the "Scarlet
Runner")
(2 nnrts) (Greater Vitagraph) —
Nov 13— n-2100
White Man's Lew (General Film— Big U Special)
—Oct. 2—8-280.

Yellow Menace, The (No, 16, "The Final Strand")
(2 parts) (Unltv)— Dec, IS— S-1696,
Yellow Pawn, The (2 parts) (Paramount — Lasky)
— Dec— R-1.3W,
•
You Nevf-r Can .ell (Unicorn — Judy) — Dec 12.
Youn.- Fur Bearing Animals, and Florence Rose
Fashions
(No.
11, "A
Day
of Sport")
(Pathe)— Deo. 24— S-ZOl-l.
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A MESSAGE
to EXHIBITORS
THROUGHOUT the COUNTRY
For nearly ten years this paper has been the most
trustworthy and most reliable guide and "complete source of
information for exhibitors on every angle of the business.
Its unique ability to furnish such thorough information
has been the result of the combined efforts of many of the best
posted people in the industry, combined with right business
principles.
Including its correspondents in different centers and
the staff in its three offices, about fifty people combine
every week to make it the best paper in this field and one of
the best trade papers in the country. It is the real
exhibitors' paper, independent and always free from all trade
connections.
It represents the whole industry and is not the organ or
mouthpiece of any individual or group or trade organization.
It has no entangling alliances, is not subsidized and is not
subsidizing any section or clique of the trade.
What it has done is the best criterion of what
do. We believe it is worth many times its cost, no
what you may pay for other less known publications
matter what they may put forward as to prospective

it will
matter
and no
plans.

Many claims will be made for your patronage in the
immediate future and all kinds of argument used in support of
these claims, mostly false, as a little analysis will usually
prove. We believe it will be a big saving in time and money
for every exhibitor to continue his allegiance to this paper
or to begin now if not already on our list.
Get and read the MOVING PICTURE WORLD weekly, no matter
what else you may read. We will also appreciate the cooperation of all our exhibitor readers who will kindly refer to
this paper in all their correspondence with our advertisers.
This will benefit us and enable us to make the paper more
useful and more helpful than ever.
With many sincere thanks to exhibitors everywhere for
all their confidence and cooperation,
MOVING PICTURE WORLD.
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To Every New York Exhibitor

Do you want your
theatre closed on

SUNDAYS?

^^^
^^^^
Canyouexist T^
without ~^
1
BUSINESS,
Sunday's
F
PROMPT
ACTION
receipts
•
is NEEDED
NOW!

Jttend the MASS MEETING
FRIDAY, December 22d, 1 P. M.
HALL ^Vw'^^'
WURLITZER
YOUR advice and support are needed NOW, while there is hope of
averting the most vital blow to our business.
Give up an hour now.
It may save your business.
MAYOR
D/^DE-DT
ROBERT

MITCHEL
ATAAiv/iorMVT
ADAMSON,

have
missioner,
.
J

and Hon.
i^
T7Fire Com-

promised

lena.

to at-

. "ON Arthur woods Police Commissioner; HON. GEO. W. BELL, Commissioner
of Licenses; rev. dr. CHAS. H. PARK-

ROBERT

WAGNER,

and

HON. citizens have been invited to
HURST,prominent
other
%\\e their viewrs at this meeting.

If Mou Value Your Business DonH Fail to Attend
MOTION

PICTURE EXHIBITORS' LEAGUE, LOCAL
New York City, 218 West 42nd Street
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IMPROVEMENTS

NewCondenser Mount
— So arranged that
either condenser can
be removed by slight
turn of handle.

Due to the increased cost of
raw material
and labor,
MOTIOGRAPH
PRICES
will be advanced
as follows,
on and after
December 26th, 1916

1002- A

Hand-driven
Equipment

$265.00
1002-D
Motor-driven

There are other improve
ments on the machine.
Write

THE

Equipment

$305.00

for literature

ENTERPRISE
574 WEST
Western

RANDOLPH

Office:

\

OPTICAL
STREET,

833 Market

CHICAGO,

MFG.
ILL.

Street, San Francisco, Cal.

CO.

THE
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"SIXTEEN YEARS OF KNOWING
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HOW"

What Is Your Answer?
ARE YOU GOING TO ACCEPT
PROJECTION TROUBLES
AS NECESSARY EVILS

OR
ARE YOU GOING TO BE ONE OF THE
GREAT MAJORITY OF EXHIBITORS WHO USE

S
'
R
E
W
O
P
H
P
A
R
G
A
R
E
M
A
C
WRITE

FOR THE NAME

OF OUR DEALER

IN YOUR

TERRITORY

ASK HIM TO SHOW YOU
OUR INTERMITTENT MOVEMENT
OUR LOOP SETTER
OUR TAKE-UP
THESE

EXCLUSIVE DEVICES WERE DESIGNED
TO ELIMINATE YOUR TROUBLES

CATALOG

"G" MAILED

UPON

REQUEST

NICHOLAS POWE
R COMP
ANY ^
STREET
NEW YORK *

NINETY GOLD

I

I(

